
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:35 PM 

’Stephen Latta’ <slatta@broadviewpress.com> 

RE: Endorsement Request - Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings 

Hi Stephen, 

I will be happy to take a look at the manuscript and consider writing a brief blurb. 

Jan 

From: Stephen Latta [mailto:slatta@broadviewpress.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Endorsement Request - Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings 

Dear Professor Boxill, 

I am the philosophy editor at Broadview Press and I’m writing to ask for a favour. We’re presently seeking promotional 

comments for a new concise anthology on the philosophy of sport, titled "Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings" and 

edited by Jason Holt of Acadia University. Given your expertise, I’m wondering if you’d have a look at the manuscript, 

and consider writing a brief blurb for use on the book’s back cover and marketing materials? 

If you’d like to have a look, I can send you the page proofs either electronically (as a PDF) or as a print-out. I’m hoping to 

receive blurbs by October 23rd. I can also offer you a few books from the Broadview list as a gesture of thanks, whether 

your reaction to the work is positive or not. 

More information on the anthology is available here: http://www.broadviewpress.com/product.php? 

productid=1697&cat=0&page=1 

Please let me know if this is of interest. Thanks very much for your consideration. 

Best, 
Stephen 

Stephen Latta 

Philosophy Editor 

Broadview Press 

www.broadviewpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:44 PM 

Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
<Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu>; Turner, Katie <katie_turner@unc.edu> 
RE: Water Theme Resolution 

I think that is al! we need. 

Jan 

From: Ferrell, Joseph S 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:32 AM 

To: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Turner, Katie; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Water Theme Resolution 

Here’s a draft of a resolution extending the water theme. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:06 PM 

’Stephen Latta’ <slatta@broadviewpress.com> 

RE: Endorsement Request - Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings 

Stephen, 

This is fine. I can read it this way. 

Jan 

From: Stephen Latta [mailto:slatta@broadviewpress.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Endorsement Request - Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings 

Hi Jan (if I may), 

Thanks very much for you quick reply, and for agreeing to have a look. I’ve attached the PDF page proofs to this 

message, with the contents tagged as bookmarks throughout; please let me know if you’d prefer a printed version. Our 
proofreading is not yet complete, so there may be minor grammatical or formatting errors that will be corrected prior to 

publication. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing what you think! 

Best, 
Stephen 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: October-01-13 10:35 AM 
To: Stephen Latta 
Subject: RE: Endorsement Request - Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings 

Hi Stephen, 

I will be happy to take a look at the manuscript and consider writing a brief blurb. 

Jan 

From: Stephen Latta [mailto:slatta@broadviewpress.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Endorsement Request - Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings 

Dear Professor Boxill, 

I am the philosophy editor at Broadview Press and I’m writing to ask for a favour. We’re presently seeking promotional 

comments for a new concise anthology on the philosophy of sport, titled "Philosophy of Sport: Core Readings" and 

edited by Jason Holt of Acadia University. Given your expertise, I’m wondering if you’d have a look at the manuscript, 

and consider writing a brief blurb for use on the book’s back cover and marketing materials? 

If you’d like to have a look, I can send you the page proofs either electronically (as a PDF) or as a print-out. I’m hoping to 



receive blurbs by October 23rd. I can also offer you a few books from the Broadview list as a l~esture of thanks, whether 

your reaction to the work is positive or not. 

More information on the antholol~y is available here: http://www.broadviewpress.com/product.php? 

productid=1697&cat=O&pal~e=1 

Please let me know if this is of interest. Thanks very much for your consideration. 

Best, 

Stephen 

Stephen Latta 

Philosophy Editor 

Broadview Press 

www.broadviewpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:14 PM 

Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

Joe, Can you respond to this for me please. I know you know the answer easily! 

Thanks, 
Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mcmurray, Harvey L [mailto:hrr~cmurra~)NCCU.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 
Importance: High 

Does your university level "Reappointment, Promotion and Tenure Appeal Committee" hear cases with negative outcomes (not approved) 
or does it go to your "Grievance Committee??" Thanks. 

Halvey 

Dr. Harvey L. McMurray 
Chair, Department of Criminal Justice 
Chair, Faculty Senate 

(919) 530-6280 CJMain Office 
(919) 530-5204 Personal 
(919) 530-5195 Fax 
(919) 530-5369 Senate Office 
(919) 530-7118 Senate Office - Personal 
(919) 530-5370 Senate Fax 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:~rig~3OXILL~email.unc.e&!] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:42 AM 
To: ’Mary Jean Herzog’; Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson- 
Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Leonard, Stephen T; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

Very interesting. I haven’t yet looked at it. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mary Jean Herzog [~milto:mherzo~email.wcu.ed~4] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 7:56 AM 
To: Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; 
bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Leonard, Stephen T; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 



FYI: After our discussion at FA, I called the toll-free number to inquire about enrollment and health assessment. The friendly young man 
who took my call answered my questions and then offered to conduct the health assessment by phone. I agreed, and I just received a 
"Health Report" in the mail. (Actually, I received two identical mailings.) 

Almost every item is incorrect. Now I have to figure out how to get it corrected. I am concerned that the "conditions" and "Vitals" they 
listed are going to become part of my permanent record and cause problems in the future. 

I would advise all to avoid completing the health assessment by phone. 

Dr. Mary Jean Ronan Herzog 
Professor 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Office: 104 Reid 
Western Carolina University 
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
828.227.3327/fax 828.227.7609 
mherzog@email, wcu. edu<mail"~o :mherzo~email, wcu~ edu> 

From: Kelley Ann Gregory [kelleyg@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; 
hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia 
Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subj ect: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire: MORE INFORMATION 

Catherine asked me to transmit the below information specifically to all Faculty Senate Chairs. 
Please pass this information on to your colleagues! 

Dear Faculty Chairs, 

On September 20th, 2013, the Faculty Assembly passed a resolution that directed the FAEC to send you information about the State 
Health Plan and to ask that you to share this information with your campus faculty. That information is contained in the message I sent to 
all FA delegates earlier this week (below). 

Please note that it is critically important that all university employees understand the important changes to the State Health Plan that will 
go into effect with the annual reenrollment session that begins on October 1st. I encourage you to share this information with your faculty. 

Sincerely, 
Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 
Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly Department of Geological Sciences East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
919-328-4297 
www. ecu. edu/geology<~ :,~A~,,’ w w~ ecu~ ed~/~eo!o~> 

~:/iv,.v,,v,..northcarolina.edu/facult~.’assembl,~ /index.htm 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:48 AM 
Subj ect: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire: MORE INFORMATION 

Catherine asked me to transmit the below information from GA and the State Health Plan pertaining to questions raised about the Health 
Risk Assessment Questionnaire. 



Dear FA Delegates, 

During the September 20, 2013, meeting, the Faculty Assembly discussed changes to the State Health Plan and voiced concern about the 
plan’s "Health Risk Assessment" - a questionnaire that asks employees to provide a selected personal health information in exchange for a 
rate discount¯ The Health Risk Assessment is voluntary. Nevertheless, delegates were concerned about potential uses of the data that 
would be collected by the Assessment questionnaire, acknowledged that the cost savings associated with completing the Assessment 
would entice employees to provide personal information, and wanted to know how the data would be used and how (other than its 
voluntary nature) the NC assessment was different from the personal health questionnaire that was recently suspended by Penn State 
wellness program ~);/A~+~w~’tirnes. com/2013/~9/25/~b~siness/ru~es-s~c@~t‘fbr‘~rk~1ace‘~e~ness~q-~esti~nnaires~htm1? 
ref~business& r0). 

The Assembly asked me to get more information about the new State Health Plan and to inform the UNC faculty about plan’s changes¯ I 
asked GA’s HR office about the new cost structure, the results of employees failing to reenroll, and the following questions about the 
privacy and potential uses of the personal health information that employees may submit to help lower monthly premiums: " if the 
information will remain private [as stated on the website], why collect it? What is the definition of private in this case? Did the third 
party to whom the data is going (the company collecting the data) sign some sort of nondisclosure agreement? If so, for how long have 
they agreed to keep the information private? And, before that time, for what purposes can an aggregate form of the data be used?" 

GA forwarded the questions to the State Health Plan office. The responses are appended below. Please feel free to share this with your 
interested colleagues. 

Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 
Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly Department of Geological Sciences East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
919-328-4297 
www.ecu.edu/geology<~:/iw w w¯ec u.ed~/geo!o~> 

~: ~,, ~,’~s.. northc aro lina. e &~/fac ul          /index. htm 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 
Subject: RE: Questions about new State Health Care Plan 

¯ . . I can share with you that the questions [in the Health Risk Assessment] are not near as "intrusive" as the Penn State Health Risk 
Assessment. And you can skip sections within the questionnaire. 

With respect to cost, the current Employee Only premium under the PPO 80/20 Plan is $22.76 per month. For 2014 the EMPLOYEE 
ONLY premium for the Enhanced 80/20 Plan starts out at $63.56---members can receive credits to lower their premium by completing up 

to three wellness activities: 

* $20 credit for attesting that they do not smoke or are in a smoking cessation program, 

* $15 credit for selecting a PCP, and 

* $15 credit for completing a Health Risk Assessment--- 

The Employee Only Premium can be reduced to $13.56 if an individual member completes all three wellness activities¯ If a member 
completes the smoking attestation and selects a PCP, but decides not to complete the Health Risk Assessment, then their premium will be 
$28¯56 per month¯ I’ve attached a link to the State Health Plan’s FAQ document which touches on many different questions members are 
raising: ht~://shpnc~ or~,Medica1Benefits/~/enr~1h~r~‘ent/faqs/we11ness~actb~ities~as~. 

With respect to co~unication, the State Health Plan sent a booklet titled "Important Information about State Health Plan Options - 2014 
Open E~ollment"- was mailed to all State Health Plan Member’s home ad&esses. This document was mailed about a month ago. 

In addition a booklet called a State Health Plan Decision Guide is being mailed to member’s home addresses this week¯ Here’s a link to 
the document on the State Health Plan Website:                        dfimember~2014-e~ollment/decision-~uide-,el~;r~o!l~df. 

Date: September 24, 2013 
Subject: RE: Questions about new State Health Care Plan 

Catherine 



... from the State Health Plan as it pertains to the Health Assessment: 

The information provided in response to the health assessment is protected by State and Federal law. Although protected, the information 
gathered may be used by the State Health Plan for treatment, payment and operations of the Plan. To that end, the Plan’s population health 
management vendor may use the information to identify members for outreach for case and disease management services. Although the 
State Health Plan will be not receive individual information from the health assessment it may receive aggregate data related to the health 
of our population or certain segments of the population. This information may be used to develop pilot programs or incentives aimed at 
improving member health. 

Kelley Gregory 
Academic Affairs Events Specialist and Faculty Liaison University of North Carolina General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 
Telephone: 919-962-4612 
Email: kelleyg@northcarolina.edu<mai!~o :kelle~nor~l~carolina.edu> 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit ~:/iwww~s~’man~ecclou&com 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit ~ :/iwww. s~’manteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ferrell, Joseph S <j sferrel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tenure & Promotion Appeals at UNC-CH 

Not that I know of. I think it is just the College. 

Jan 

From: Ferrell, Joseph S 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Tenure & Promotion Appeals at UNC-CH 

Is there such a procedure for units outside the College? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 1:41 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joe, 

THANKS for doing this. Actually there is an appeal from a decision not to reappoint a fixed-term faculty 

member. We established this committee in the Dean’s office under Karen Gik 

Jan 

From: Ferrell, Joseph S 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: hmcmurray@nccu.edu 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Tenure & Promotion Appeals at UNC-CH 

Prof. McMurray, 

Jan asked me to reply to your question about tenure and promotion appeals at UNC-CH. 

Appeals from a decision not to reappoint a probationary-term faculty member (typically a second-term 
assistant professor or occasionally an associate professor initially appointed without tenure) are heard by 
our Faculty Hearings Committee. 
Appeals from a decision not to promote an associate professor to full professor are heard by our Faculty 
Grievance Committee. 
There is no appeal from a decision not to reappoint a fixed-term faculty member. 

Joe Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:00 PM 

Turner, Katie <katie_tumer@unc.edu> 

FW: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rigsby, Catherine [mailto:RIGSBYC@ec~aoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:12 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; ’Mary Jean Herzog’; Kelley Arm Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; Sprague, Mark; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; 
Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Leonard, Stephen T; Morehead, Andrew 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questiormaire 

I’ve heard that it is NOT actually possible skip questions on the "Health Risk Assessment." 
I would like to hear from others if this the case for them too -- because this is not what we were told by the State Health Plan folks. 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:~rMBOXILL~email.unc.e&!] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:42 AM 
To: ’Mary Jean Herzog’; Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; Sprague, Mark; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, 
Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Leonard, Stephen T; Morehead, Andrew 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questiormaire 

Very interesting. I haven’t yet looked at it. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mary Jean Herzog [~milto:mherzo~email~wcu.ed~4] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 7:56 AM 
To: Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; 
bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Leonard, Stephen T; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questiormaire 

FYI: After our discussion at FA, I called the toll-free number to inquire about enrollment and health assessment. The friendly young man 
who took my call answered my questions and then offered to conduct the health assessment by phone. I agreed, and I just received a 
"Health Report" in the mail. (Actually, I received two identical mailings.) 

Almost every item is incorrect. Now I have to figure out how to get it corrected. I am concerned that the "conditions" and "Vitals" they 
listed are going to become part of my permanent record and cause problems in the future. 

I would advise all to avoid completing the health assessment by phone. 

Dr. Mary Jean Ronan Herzog 
Professor 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Office: 104 Reid 
Western Carolina University 
Cullowhee, NC 28723 



828.227.3327/fax 828.227.7609 
mherzog@email.wcu, edu<mailto :mherzo~email.~v cu.edu> 

From: Kelley Ann Gregory [kelleyg@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; 
hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia 
Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subj ect: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire: MORE INFORMATION 

Catherine asked me to transmit the below information specifically to all Faculty Senate Chairs. 
Please pass this information on to your colleagues! 

Dear Faculty Chairs, 

On September 20th, 2013, the Faculty Assembly passed a resolution that directed the FAEC to send you information about the State 
Health Plan and to ask that you to share this information with your campus faculty. That information is contained in the message I sent to 
all FA delegates earlier this week (below). 

Please note that it is critically important that all university employees understand the important changes to the State Health Plan that will 
go into effect with the annual reenrollment session that begins on October 1st. I encourage you to share this information with your faculty. 

Sincerely, 
Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 
Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly Department of Geological Sciences East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
919-328-4297 
www.ecu.edu/geology<~:/i~¢~, ww.ec u 
~:/iv’~,,w.nor~,lacaroli~a.e&~/fhc~lt-},assembl~ /mdex.~m 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:48 AM 
Subj ect: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire: MORE INFORMATION 

Catherine asked me to transmit the below information from GA and the State Health Plan pertaining to questions raised about the Health 
Risk Assessment Questionnaire. 

Dear FA Delegates, 

During the September 20, 2013, meeting, the Faculty Assembly discussed changes to the State Health Plan and voiced concern about the 
plan’s "Health Risk Assessment" - a questionnaire that asks employees to provide a selected personal health information in exchange for a 
rate discount. The Health Risk Assessment is voluntary. Nevertheless, delegates were concerned about potential uses of the data that 
would be collected by the Assessment questionnaire, acknowledged that the cost savings associated with completing the Assessment 
would entice employees to provide personal information, and wanted to know how the data would be used and how (other than its 
voluntary nature) the NC assessment was different from the personal health questionnaire that was recently suspended by Penn State 
wellness program times, co~r~/20 13/~9/25/b~siness/r~1es~s~ht~for~w~rk.~.1ace<~e11ness<~esti~rrnaires.htm1? 
ref=busmess& r=0). 

The Assembly asked me to get more information about the new State Health Plan and to inform the UNC faculty about plan’s changes. I 
asked GA’s HR office about the new cost structure, the results of employees failing to reenroll, and the following questions about the 
privacy and potential uses of the personal health information that employees may submit to help lower monthly premiums: " if the 
information will remain private [as stated on the website], why collect it? What is the definition of private in this case? Did the third 
party to whom the data is going (the company collecting the data) sign some sort of nondisclosure agreement? If so, for how long have 
they agreed to keep the information private? And, before that time, for what purposes can an aggregate form of the data be used?" 

GA forwarded the questions to the State Health Plan office. The responses are appended below. Please feel free to share this with your 



interested colleagues. 

Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 
Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly Department of Geological Sciences East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
919-328-4297 
www. ecu. edu/geology<~:/i~, w~,~ ~ ec a ed~,~eolo~> 

~:/,,"w~w w. northc aro ]ina. e du/ihc ul           /index. him 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 
Subject: RE: Questions about new State Health Care Plan 

¯ . . I can share with you that the questions [in the Health Risk Assessment] are not near as "intrusive" as the Penn State Health Risk 
Assessment. And you can skip sections within the questionnaire. 

With respect to cost, the current Employee Only premium under the PPO 80/20 Plan is $22.76 per month. For 2014 the EMPLOYEE 
ONLY premium for the Enhanced 80/20 Plan starts out at $63.56---members can receive credits to lower their premium by completing up 

to three wellness activities: 

* $20 credit for attesting that they do not smoke or are in a smoking cessation program, 

* $15 credit for selecting a PCP, and 

* $15 credit for completing a Health Risk Assessment--- 

The Employee Only Premium can be reduced to $13.56 if an individual member completes all three wellness activities¯ If a member 
completes the smoking attestation and selects a PCP, but decides not to complete the Health Risk Assessment, then their premium will be 
$28¯56 per month¯ I’ve attached a link to the State Health Plan’s FAQ document which touches on many different questions members are 
raising: ~://s1~r~m~Medica~Benefits/~/enr~ment/fa~/v~e~r~ess~acti~:ities~as~. 

With respect to communication, the State Health Plan sent a booklet titled "Important Information about State Health Plan Options - 2014 
Open Enrollment"- was mailed to all State Health Plan Member’s home addresses. This document was mailed about a month ago. 

In addition a booklet called a State Health Plan Decision Guide is being mailed to member’s home addresses this week¯ Here’s a link to 
the document on the State Health Plan Website:                       dt?member~20 ! 4-enrollment/decisiou-g.uide-eEnroll~df. 

Date: September 24, 2013 
Subject: RE: Questions about new State Health Care Plan 

Catherine 

¯.. from the State Health Plan as it pertains to the Health Assessment: 

The information provided in response to the health assessment is protected by State and Federal law. Although protected, the information 
gathered may be used by the State Health Plan for treatment, payment and operations of the Plan. To that end, the Plan’s population health 
management vendor may use the information to identify members for outreach for case and disease management services. Although the 
State Health Plan will be not receive individual information from the health assessment it may receive aggregate data related to the health 
of our population or certain segments of the population. This information may be used to develop pilot programs or incentives aimed at 
improving member health. 

Kelley Gregory 
Academic Affairs Events Specialist and Faculty Liaison University of North Carolina General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 
Telephone: 919-962-4612 
Email: kelleyg@northcarolina.edu<mailto :kelle~orthcarolina.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:00 PM 

Turner, Katie <katie_tumer@unc.edu> 

FW: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

Sending you these to see people’s responses from Fac Assembly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Placilla, Christina D. [mailtolplacillac(a~wssa.e&~] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Rigsby, Catherine; Boxill, Jan; ’Mary Jean Herzog’; Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; Sprague, Mark; mmcoulson- 
clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; 
vfrank@unca.edu; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu 
Cc: Leonard, Stephen T; Morehead, Andrew 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

Hi All, 

When I completed my Health Risk Assessment Questionaire, I was asked to go back and complete items I had not completed. 

Chrissie Placilla 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rigsby, Catherine [mailto:RIGSBYC ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:12 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; ’Mary Jean Herzog’; Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; Sprague, Mark; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; 
Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
Cc: Leonard, Stephen T; Morehead, Andrew 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

I’ve heard that it is NOT actually possible skip questions on the "Health Risk Assessment." 
I would like to hear from others if this the case for them too -- because this is not what we were told by the State Health Plan folks. 

Catherine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:Jfv’E3OXILL~email.mac.e&~] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:42 AM 
To: ’Mary Jean Herzog’; Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; Sprague, Mark; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, 
Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Leonard, Stephen T; Morehead, Andrew 
Subj ect: RE: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

Very interesting. I haven’t yet looked at it. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mary Jean Herzog [~milto:mherzo~email.wcu.ed~4] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 7:56 AM 
To: Kelley Ann Gregory; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; 
bcsims@ncat.edu; hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Leonard, Stephen T; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Caution: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire 

FYI: After our discussion at FA, I called the toll-free number to inquire about enrollment and health assessment. The friendly young man 
who took my call answered my questions and then offered to conduct the health assessment by phone. I agreed, and I just received a 
"Health Report" in the mail. (Actually, I received two identical mailings.) 



Almost every item is incorrect. Now I have to figure out how to get it corrected. I am concerned that the "conditions" and "Vitals" they 
listed are going to become part of my permanent record and cause problems in the future. 

I would advise all to avoid completing the health assessment by phone. 

mJ 

Dr. Mary Jean Ronan Herzog 
Professor 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Office: 104 Reid 
Western Carolina University 
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
828.227.3327/fax 828.227.7609 
mherzog@email.wcu, edu<mailto :mherzo~email~ wc~.edu> 

From: Kelley Ann Gregory [kelleyg@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; 
hmcmurray@nccu.edu; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia 
Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subj ect: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire: MORE INFORMATION 

Catherine asked me to transmit the below information specifically to all Faculty Senate Chairs. 
Please pass this information on to your colleagues! 

Dear Faculty Chairs, 

On September 20th, 2013, the Faculty Assembly passed a resolution that directed the FAEC to send you information about the State 
Health Plan and to ask that you to share this information with your campus faculty. That information is contained in the message I sent to 
all FA delegates earlier this week (below). 

Please note that it is critically important that all university employees understand the important changes to the State Health Plan that will 
go into effect with the annual reenrollment session that begins on October 1st. I encourage you to share this information with your faculty. 

Sincerely, 
Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 
Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly Department of Geological Sciences East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
919-328-4297 
www.ecu.edu/geology<~:/iwww.ecu.edu/geolo~> 

~:/iw ~,~ w,. northc aro lina. e d c~/f~acul           /index. htm 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:48 AM 
Subj ect: Health Risk Assessment Questionnaire: MORE INFORMATION 

Catherine asked me to transmit the below information from GA and the State Health Plan pertaining to questions raised about the Health 
Risk Assessment Questionnaire. 

Dear FA Delegates, 

During the September 20, 2013, meeting, the Faculty Assembly discussed changes to the State Health Plan and voiced concern about the 
plan’s "Health Risk Assessment" - a questionnaire that asks employees to provide a selected personal health information in exchange for a 
rate discount. The Health Risk Assessment is voluntary. Nevertheless, delegates were concerned about potential uses of the data that 



would be collected by the Assessment questionnaire, acknowledged that the cost savings associated with completing the Assessment 
would entice employees to provide personal information, and wanted to know how the data would be used and how (other than its 
voluntary nature) the NC assessment was different from the personal health questionnaire that was recently suspended by Penn State 
wellness program ~:/iwww.mftirnes.com/20 13/09/25/business/ru1es~s~‘ht~f~r<~rk?;~1ace~we11ness~quesii~nnaires.1~rn~? 
ref~business& tO). 

The Assembly asked me to get more information about the new State Health Plan and to inform the UNC faculty about plan’s changes¯ I 
asked GA’s HR office about the new cost structure, the results of employees failing to reenroll, and the following questions about the 
privacy and potential uses of the personal health information that employees may submit to help lower monthly premiums: " if the 
information will remain private [as stated on the website], why collect it? What is the definition of private in this case? Did the third 
party to whom the data is going (the company collecting the data) sign some sort of nondisclosure agreement? If so, for how long have 
they agreed to keep the information private? And, before that time, for what purposes can an aggregate form of the data be used?" 

GA forwarded the questions to the State Health Plan office. The responses are appended below. Please feel free to share this with your 
interested colleagues. 

Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 
Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly Department of Geological Sciences East Carolina University 
Greenville, NC 27858 
919-328-4297 
www.ecu.edu/geology<~:/iwww.ecu.edu/geolo~> 

~: ~,~ ~ w,. northc aro lina. e d c~/f)~cult~’ a s semblv/index, htm 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 
Subject: RE: Questions about new State Health Care Plan 

¯ . . I can share with you that the questions [in the Health Risk Assessment] are not near as "intrusive" as the Penn State Health Risk 
Assessment. And you can skip sections within the questionnaire. 

With respect to cost, the current Employee Only premium under the PPO 80/20 Plan is $22.76 per month. For 2014 the EMPLOYEE 
ONLY premium for the Enhanced 80/20 Plan starts out at $63.56---members can receive credits to lower their premium by completing up 
to three wellness activities: 

* $20 credit for attesting that they do not smoke or are in a smoking cessation program, 

* $15 credit for selecting a PCP, and 

* $15 credit for completing a Health Risk Assessment--- 

The Employee Only Premium can be reduced to $13.56 if an individual member completes all three wellness activities¯ If a member 
completes the smoking attestation and selects a PCP, but decides not to complete the Health Risk Assessment, then their premium will be 
$28¯56 per month¯ I’ve attached a link to the State Health Plan’s FAQ document which touches on many different questions members are 
raising:                  ~MedicalBenefits/I2~o/enrollment/fa~s/welh~ess-activities.as~. 

With respect to communication, the State Health Plan sent a booklet titled "Important Information about State Health Plan Options - 2014 
Open Enrollment"- was mailed to all State Health Plan Member’s home addresses. This document was mailed about a month ago. 

In addition a booklet called a State Health Plan Decision Guide is being mailed to member’s home addresses this week¯ Here’s a link to 
the document on the State Health Plan Website:                       dfTmember-~014-emolhnent/decision-guide-eEnroll~’. 

Date: September 24, 2013 
Subject: RE: Questions about new State Health Care Plan 

Catherine 

¯.. from the State Health Plan as it pertains to the Health Assessment: 

The information provided in response to the health assessment is protected by State and Federal law. Although protected, the information 
gathered may be used by the State Health Plan for treatment, payment and operations of the Plan. To that end, the Plan’s population health 
management vendor may use the information to identify members for outreach for case and disease management services. Although the 



State Health Plan will be not receive individual information from the health assessment it may receive aggregate data related to the health 
of our population or certain segments of the population. This information may be used to develop pilot programs or incentives aimed at 
improving member health. 

Kelley Gregory 
Academic Affairs Events Specialist and Faculty Liaison University of North Carolina General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 
Telephone: 919-962-4612 
Email: kelleyg@northcaro lina. edu<mailto :ke11~c, orthcarolirm~ ed~> 



DROP/ADD BOT COMMENTS - May 22, 2013 

Jan Boxill 

DROP/ADD proposed policy: This continues to engage faculty, as we are concerned about the 

effects of this on our students and the UNC in general. In an effort to standardize the "Course 

Adjustment Periods" [i.e. Drop/Add period] across the system, General Administration has 

proposed that both the drop and add periods must be concluded by the census date. The census 

date is the official university enrollment reporting date and resource allocations are based on this 

figure. For us that would mean reducing the no-penalty drop period from the current 8 weeks to 

only 2 weeks. [Adding remains and should remain at 2 weeks]. While it is reasonable to 

standardize some policies across the 17 campuses, this one is not. After rigorous empirical 

studies conducted in 2004 and 2010 by Dean Owen’s office of Undergraduate Education, and 

numerous external studies, UNC-CH adopted an 8-week policy extending from an original 6- 

week drop deadline. Moving the deadline did not result in more drops, but has helped students 

make better decisions about their classes. 

There is about a 4- 6% change from the first day of classes to the last day of the semester [which 

includes those who withdraw from school]. This is the best rate of all campuses in the system. 

To now ask us to adopt a "one-size fits all" policy is bad decision making. The objectives of the 

GA policies are cost/benefit and student success. 

Consistency across all institutions produces no benefit and no research or benchmarks have been 

used to show this. UNC’s policy however, does show demonstrables. Further, our students 

should not be compared with students across the system, but with our peers, such as UVa, 

Michigan, UC Berkeley, and UCLA who have 6-8 week drop periods. Each of our 17 campuses 

has different populations to serve, and that campus autonomy in policies and practices is 

important to allowing each to fulfill its mission. Our mission drives our faculty’s decisions about 

curriculum, and our current system emerged from a 2004 study on retention and graduation on 

our campus that identified factors that hindered student persistence. We developed the Carolina 

Covenant after that study, and we also extended the drop deadline from 6 to 8 weeks to give 

students ample time to receive feedback from faculty about their progress. 



If their concern is about ensuring student success, this policy will hurt our students. We have the 

highest 4-6 year graduation rate in the system. The main reason for this is our early warning 

system, but this change may undercut that. We also have in place committees to review requests 

from students to drop after the deadline, or to drop below the minimum required hours; this 

change would likely increase the work of those committees dramatically. 

The change concerns all of us but probably the most important is that if students drop after the 2- 

week period, they receive a "W" on their transcript for those classes. With about 60% of our 

students going to graduate school, this could have detrimental effects for them, because any 

"unusual grades" on a transcript have to be explained. 

On another note, for some matters, such as calendaring, it makes more sense for UNC-CH to 

align with Duke than with other UNC system schools due to our having joint programs with 

Duke. 

The policy is scheduled to go into effect Fall 2014, but it still concerns us here at UNC-Chapel 

Hill. This policy decision is made to promote student success and for cost/benefit, but to repeat it 

is not based on empirical data or rigorous research; our policy at UNC-CH is. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:22 AM 

Prescott, Elizabeth <epresco@email.unc.edu>; Fanfani, Katie 
<kfanfani@email.unc. edu> 
RE: tmrw’s meeting agenda 

Agenda 10-2-13. docx 

Here is a full agenda. Do we need to add anvthing? 

If not please print off copies for attendees. 

From: Prescott, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:30 PM 

To: Fanfani, Katie; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: tmrw’s meeting agenda 

This is all on my list of things to discuss. Am I missing anything? 

Elizabeth Prescott 

Assistant to the Director 

Parr Center for Ethics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-5641 

parrcenter.u nc.edu 

nhseb.unc.edu 



II. 

PARR CENTER TEAM MEETING 
10/2//2013 

High School Ethics Bowl -North Carolina (November 16th) 

a. Outreach for judges and moderator 
Have we sent letters out? 
Make sure all our visitors are aware 
Be sure to ask Marc to send an email to the faculty 

b. Follow up with team contacts at the high schools 
How many have registered? 
Have coaches been assigned? 

c. Liz is putting together an agenda for the day 
d. Case questions: Maggie, and??? 
e. Compile a list of all needs for the day: Liz, Jan, Katie, Alex 

Swag, pens, water bottles, T-shirts 
f. Packets for Coaches/Teams, Judges, Moderators-Liz, Alex 

Send to judges info including Training video, cases and case guidelines 
g. Any other to dos? 

National High School Ethics Bowl 
a. Liz is making major changes to nhseb.unc.edu. Suggestions welcome. 

Score sheet has been changed slightly, but still want to tweak it. 
b. Database 

III. UNC Ethics Bowl team 
a. Travel arrangements 

Rooms for 2 teams plus coaches & drivers? 
Leave Friday, November 8 
Return Saturday after competition November 9th 

b. Practice dates--moving to Tuesday evenings 7-9 
c. Still could use Visiting professors help on cases 

IV.    Outreach 

VIII. 

V. Lunch & Learns 

VI. Teagle 

a. Liz is looking for the IRB number to see if we need any other certification. 
Steve and Jan need to do this ASAP. 

b. Other updates? 

VII. TRUSPORT U: May 2-3, 2014 
The Challenge of Intercollegiate Sports 

Student fellows 
a. Meeting set up? 
b. Assignments for each--will need them all at HSEB 

IX. Future meetings 



X. OTHER MATTERS? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:18 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Position at Penn State Altoona 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 12:22 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Position at Penn State Altoona 

Thanks. None of our folks want to sport humanities though. Sadly. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700,211Fe~er HMI 
University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 
Fax:919-962-0489 

Fall 2013 Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 1:15-3:00 
or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: FW: Position at Penn State Altoona 

I thought I’d send this to you in case anyone in EXSS would be interested. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Intemational Association for the Philosophy of Sport [mailto:SPORTPHIL~JISCMAIL.AC.UK] On Behalf Of Peter M. 
Hopsicker 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: SPORTPHIL@JIS CMAIL.AC.UK 
Subject: Position at Penn State Altoona 

Good morning. 

A gentle reminder for those who may be interested... 

KINESIOLOGY 
(Tenure-Track) 

The Pennsylvania State University, the Altoona College invites applications for a Tenure-track Appointment!Program Coordinator of 

Kinesiology. The position requires an earned Ph.D. in Kinesiology beginning Fall 2014. Specialization is open, although preference 
will be given to applicants with training in the sport humanities and having demonstrated strong administrative and leadership 

qualities necessary for directing a Kinesiology program. Candidates should be able to teach undergraduate courses in their area of 
specialization as well as introductory program core courses. The position requirements include teaching three courses per semester, 

conducting research, and providing related service. 



Located in the beautiful Allegheny Mountains of central Pennsylvania, Penn State Altoona is a largely residential campus of 4000 
students offering twenty baccalaureate degree programs and the first two years of 180 Penn State baccalaureate degrees. Only 40 
miles from the University Park campus, Penn State Altoona offers the advantages of small college teaching with the readily available 
resources of a major research university. Penn State Altoona offers a competitive salary and an attractive benefits package. 

Applicants should send a letter of application establishing their qualifications; a current vita; a description of teaching philosophy and 

evidence of teaching effectiveness; a statement of research interests; transcripts (official transcripts required at the time of an 

interview); and names and contact information of three references. Applicants are strongly encouraged to submit their applications 

and accompanying materials electronically to AA-EDHDSS@LISTS.PSU.EDU in Word or PDF formats. Review of applications will 
begin October 16, 2013 and will continue until the position is filled. Non-electronic materials should be sent to: 

Dr. Peter M. Hopsicker, Chair 

Kinesiology Search 

Position B-40356 
Elm Building 

Penn State Altoona 
3000 Ivyside Park 

Altoona, PA 16601-3760 

For additional information about Penn State Altoona, please visit our web page at 

Employment will require successful completion of background check(s) in accordance with University policies. Penn State is 
committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity, and the diversity of its workforce. 

Peter M. Hopsicker, Ph.D. 
Interim Head, Division of Education, Human Development, and Social Sciences Associate Professor of Kinesiology 

106 Elm Building 
The Pennsylvania State University - Altoona College Altoona, Pennsylvania 16601 

(814)949-5238 
www.peterhopsicker.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:31 PM 

’Green, David A’ <dgreen@NCCU.EDU> 

RE: Friendly Reminder: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared 
Governance Survey 

Hi David, 
I am so sorry and my email is just so full, could you please send me the Shared Governance Survey so we can get it done. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

From: Green, David A [mailto:dgreen@NCCU.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: ’Kelley Ann Gregory’; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, 
Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, 
Jan; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary 
Jean Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. (placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; David Green (’dgreen@nccu.edu’); Leonard, Stephen T; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Friendly Reminder: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks for those of you who have submitted your Faculty Senate Committee List. I have received list from Fayetteville 

State, NCCU, Winston-Salem State, UNC-Pembroke, and East Carolina. 

have not received any Shared Governance Surveys. 

Please make even/effort to get the List and Survey to me as soon as possible, but by October 24, 2013 at the latest. 

Thanks 

David 

David A. Green 

Professor of Law 
North Carolina Central University 

School of Law 

640 Nelson Street 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

(919) 530-7161 
(919) 530-6339 (fax) 

"Each One, Teach One" 

From: Kelley Ann Gregory [mailto:kelleyg@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraquem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; 
bcsims@ncat.edu; Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncq.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; luqo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean 
Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. (placillac@wssu.edu) 



~:c." Rigsby, Catherine; David Green (’dgreen@nccu.edu’); Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject." Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

Hi Folks: 

As discussed at Friday’s meeting, attached is the Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance 
Survey. 
Please return the Faculty Committee List Form to David Green dgreen~nccu.edu as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 

Kelley Gregory 
Academic Affairs Events Specialist and Faculty Liaison 
University of North Carolina General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 
Telephone: 919-962-4612 
Email: kelleyg@northcarolina.edu 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:33 PM 

Mohanty, Suchi <smohanty@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FEC on monday 

Thanks; you will be missed. 

Jam 

From: Mohanty, Suchi 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Cc: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: FEC on monday 

Hi Jan, 

I just wanted to let you know that I won’t be able to attend our meeting on Monday; I’m attending a workshop in RTP. I’ll 

catch up with the minutes on Sakai. 

Suchi 

Head, R. B. House Undergraduate Library 

CB# 3942 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Phone: (919) 962-1355 I Fax: (919) 962-2697 
library.unc.edu/house 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:51 PM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S 
<j sferrel@email.unc.edu>; Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 

FW: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

UNC FA Each Institution Standing Committee List.docx; AAUP-Survey- 
IndicatorsOfSoundGovernance.pdf 

Can you all fill out these for me. Who else do you think should fill out the AAUP Survey, if anyone? 

Thanks, 

Jan 

From: Green, David A [mailto:dgreen@NCCU.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 8:15 PM 
To: pesink@uncg.edu; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

David A. Green 
Professor of Law 
North Carolina Central University 
School of Law 
640 Nelson Avenue 
Durham, North Carolina 27707 
(919) 530-7161 
(919) 530-7622 (fax) 

"Each One, Teach One" 

From: Kelley Ann Gregory [kelleyg@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spracluem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; 
bcsims@ncat.edu; Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, Jan; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncq.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; luclo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean 
Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. (placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; David Green (’dgreen@nccu.edu’); Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

Hi Folks: 

As discussed at Friday’s meeting, attached is the Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance 
Survey. 
Please return the Faculty Committee List Form to David Green dgreen@nccu.edu as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 

Kelley Gregory 
Academic Affairs Events Specialist and Faculty Liaison 
University of North Carolina General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 
Telephone: 919-962-4612 

Email: kelleyg@northcarolina.edu 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com 



Standing 

Committee 

For example: 

Faculty Grievance 

Committee 

(Name of Institution) 

(Name of Faculty Senate Chair) 

Chair of the 
Standing 

Committee 

Jan Doe 

Email address of 
Chair & Telephone 

Number 

idoe@nccu.edu, 
919-530-xxxx 

Department & 

Discipline of Chair 

College of Art & 

Science, English 

Term of Service 

(2011-2014) 



The American Association of [ mverslty Professors 
Indicators of Sound Governance 

This instrument is desi:gned to gather int;onnation about the state of shared governance 
your campus it should be completed b? persons wm are very familiar with governance 
structures and practices at the instimtion~ 

Part i: indicators of Sound Governance 

Circle the ~[#priate number. 

Circle "2" if the statement is True of governance practices 
or climate at your institution with rare exceptions. 

Circle 1" if the statement is More True than False of 
governance practices or c~imate at your institution 

Circle ’ -1’ if the statement is More False than True of 

governance practices or climate at your institution 
Circle" -2’~ if the statement is FNse with regard to 

governance practices or climate at your institution with 

rare exceptions 

The go~ eming board verbally acl,a;owledges the 2 1 -1 
importa~]ce of shared governance 

2 The p~esident ,,erball3 acknowledges tile 
importance of shared governance 

-1 

Faculb members view participation in shared 
governance as a worthwhile/hcult? responsibility. 

t.4cb~ow~e~(~men,,; I~77uenee) 

-1 -2 

The institution fosters shared govemaiice by 2 1 -1 
maintaining reasonable workloads, suppo(dng 
tlaculty development of govemm~ce skills, aM 
rewarding participation m governance 

5. Facnlty members can express dissenting ~iews on 
govema~ce without reprisal. (Sq~’O’) 

-1 

127 



Oircle the 

Circle °2" if the statement is     of governance practices 
or climate at your institution with rare exceptions, 

Circle ’1" if the statement is More True than False of 
governance practices or climate at your institution. 

Circle "-1" if the statement is More False than True of 
governance practices or ciJmate at your institution, 

Circle "-2" if the statement is False with regard to 
governance practices or climate at your institution with 
rare exceptions. 

Tile campus climate supports a dl eis~t of 2 1 ol 
opinions, schools of thoug!~t, perspectives, and 
personal styles. 

Relationships between file faculty, acade~mc 
administrators, and governing board are 
cooperative. ~Mumah’o:~ 

and dismissal hearings, grievances, appeals, and 
allegations of sexual harassment are consiste~lt 
with AAUP standards for due process. 

9 Negotiatio~s and co~mmmication between and 
among the *iacnlb~, president, and governing board 
are canied out in good 13ith 
(M)m~ality, Respo~sib~e practices) 

The campus communib ~;osters participation and 
leadership by women persons of color~ part-time 
faculty, and members of other unden’epresented 
groups. ¢ ,~ eprese~ ta tive~ ess ~ 

Given reasonable time, the ~acnlty responds 
expeditiously to requests fiom the adminis~ation 
or go,, ernmg board for ~econnnendatmm and 
action on institutional decisions. ~Respo,~aib]# 

-i 

-1 

-2 

~2 

~2 

128 



Circle the ~riate number, 

Circle "2" if the statement is True of governance practices 
or climate at your institution with rare exceptions. 

Circle "I" if the statement is More True than False of 
governance practi~s or c~imate at your institution, 

Circle "-1" if the statement is More False than True of 
govemanoe practices or c~imate at your institution, 

Circle "-2’ if the statement is FNse with regard to 
governance practices or c~imate at your institution with 
rare exceptions 

Faculty leaders look to national standards (e.g., 
.4_4 UP Po,~icv Document,s a~d R~Lports~ for the 
Nculty’s appropriate role in the governance of the 
insti~tion. (Respo~sibh~ pracgices:~ 

2 

Given reasonable time, the governing board 
responds expedm~: usl~:, to facnItv concerns and to 
the need gor action on institutional issues. 

2 

Faculty committees determine educational policy. 
cuniculum design, curriculum review, and 
standards and procedmes tbr evaluathi~g teaching 
and scholarly production 
(Appropriate bom~daries, ~(,!flue~ce) 

2 

Faculty committees largely detem~ine policies and 
decisions concerning those aspects of student lit} 
that relate to the e&~cational process. 
(Appropriate bom~daries, h{flue~ce) 

2 

16. Faculty committees largely determine standards 
and criteria liar retention, promotion, and tenm~e. 
(Approprm~e bom~dm’ies; h!/Tue~ce, Gateke~pi~g) 

2 

Recommendations of Ii~culty committees largely 
determine the nature of decisions regarding the 
facul~° status of indivi&mls, cqppropria~e 
bomm’a~4es, I~flue~ee, Ga~ekeepi~g~ 

2 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-i 

-2 

-2 

129 



Circle the appropriate number 

Circle "2’° if the statement is True of governance praclioes 
or climate at your institution with rare exceptions. 

Circle "1 ’° if the statement is More True than False of 
governance practices or climate at your institution. 

Circie "-1" if the statement is More False than True cf 
governance practices or climate at your institution, 

Circie" -2" if the statement is False with regard to 
governance practices or climate at your institution with 
rare exceptions. 

There are formal procedures at the deparm~e~?tal 2 I -I -2 
level to give peers a voice in decisions on the 
appointment, retention, ~enure, dismissal, and 
promotion of depamnemal colleagues. (5~]?ue~ce, 

19. The ti~culty responsibly renders both positive and 2 1 
adverse recommendations in faculb~ personnel 
matters tlnough established piocedures, 
(Respo~ sqble p~wctices, Ga~ekeepi~g~ 

20~ The faculb" determines criteria and procedures [~r 2 1 -1 -2 
con~)rfing faculB" s~ams on administrators. 
librarians, coaches~ and other professionals. 
:~2proprio:e bom~daries, I~iTue~ee, Ga:ekeepi~g) 

21, The president and governing board avoid 2 1 
ox ertuming faculty judgments in those a~eas 
~a hich ~he thculb~ has primacy (Le.~ cun’iculm~~, subjec~ 
mat{e~’ arid methods of h~s~mc~iom research, f~cui*y 
and %ose aspects of smdeii{ liI) %ai relate {o ~he e&~cationai 
process) 

22. The Iiaculb" sets agendas, chooses representatives 2 1 -1 -2 
and leadership, and establishes procedures for 
committees Ihat oversee those areas m which the 
faculty has primacy. 
¢.4ppropriole bom~daries, h~.IqUe~ce~ 

The fi~culb periodicall3 reviev, s and. when 
appropriate proposes changes to the *ScuIt> 
handbook, senate byqaws, and similar documents~ 
(L~ffTue,~ee Rezpo~s’ibie practiee~ 

13O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:52 PM 

Prescott, Elizabeth <epresco@email.unc.edu> 

RE: writing one’s own cases 

Thanks. Good job. 

From: Prescott, Elizabeth 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:06 PM 
To: Roberta Israeloff (rsis@optonline.net) 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: writing one’s own cases 

Dear Roberta, 

I chatted with Jan about Michigan’s question regarding writing their own cases. It seems we’re all on the same page. We 

should strongly discourage using anything other than the official case pool, emphasizing the disadvantage it would 

ultimately gives their own winning team at the National bowl, but in the end, we don’t have a good reason to outright 

prohibit the use of other cases. So we can say it’s a bad idea but that it won’t disqualify them from NQE status. Is that 

about what you had in mind? 

Best, 

Elizabeth Prescott 

Assistant to the Director 

Parr Center for Ethics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-5641 

parrcenter.u nc.edu 

nhseb.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:06 PM 

Wolf, Susan R <susanw@unc.edu> 
RE: Parr Center Volunteer Request 

Thanks. Hopefully you will be able to judge for Nationals April 4-5 

Jan 

From: Wolf, Susan R 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:01 PM 
To: Lange, Marc B 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Parr Center Volunteer Request 

Marc and Jan, 

I am really sorry that I won’t be able to do this - Doug and I have a trip to Chicago that weekend. 

Regretfully, 

Susan 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 3:14 PM, Marc Lange wrote: 

Dear Susan, 

It would be great if you could volunteer to be a judge at the upcoming NC High School Ethics Bowl that the Department and Parr 

Center will be holding on campus on Saturday, November 16. It’s a lot of fun listening to and asking questions of these talented high- 

schoolers from throughout North Carolina. I have also had a good time meeting and working with the other judges. No prior ethics 

bowl experience is necessary. Whatever portion of the day you can contribute to this worthwhile cause would be very welcome. (if 

you start in the morning, breakfast will be provided.) 

Many of our graduate students voluntarily devote their time and energy to coaching area ethics bowl teams. So it is especially 

important for us to show how much we value their efforts by turning out as judges. 

The cases to be discussed are all "ripped from the headlines", ranging from the leaking of classified documents to political sex 

scandals to Trayvon Martin to "endangered animals on the loose". (You’ll have to judge in order to find out what that one is about-- 

or look it up along with the other cases at http://nhseb.unc.edu/files/2013/08/2013-2014 Regional-casesl.pdf). 

Please let Liz Prescott (epresco@email.unc.edu) know if you would like to participate. I look forward to seeing you there. 

Thankyou, 

MBL 

Marc Lange 

Theda Perdue Distinguished Professor and Philosophy Department Chair University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3125 -- Caldwell Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 27599-3125 

919 962.3324 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:20 AM 

Lerea, Leslie S <lerea@email.unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 
RE: Faculty Honor System Liaisons 

I am copying Katie Turner on this as I believe she has the list. If not, Robert Barker does. 

Jan 

From: Lerea, Leslie S 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:52 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Faculty Honor System Liaisons 

HiJan - 

I hope all is going well. The beginning of this academic year I began serving on the COSC. I am wondering if there is a list 

of the faculty honor system liaisons available anywhere so I can become familiar with who these liaisons are. If you can 

point my in the right direction I would appreciate it. 

Best, 
Leshe 

Leslie S. Lerea, PhD ¯ Associate Dean, Student Affairs 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

203 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

T (919) 962-6329 ¯ F (919) 966-4010 ¯ lerea@unc.edu 
Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 12:48 PM 

’Hailey Horwath’ <hhorwath@usada.org> 

RE: TrueSportU Committee Budget Call 

Right now both times are available. 

From: Hailey Horwath [mailto:hhorwath@usada.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 11:35 AlVl 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; Boxill, Jan; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’rskl@psu.edu’ 
Cc: Lisa Voight 
Subject: RE: TrueSportU Committee Budget Call 

As a follow up, please send me your availability on Friday, Oct. 11th between lla-12pm EST and 2p-4p EST 

Ideally we’d like to have this group meet as soon as possible and that date is available on our end. 

Thank you again, 

Hailey 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights o] athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada,org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter I www.TrueSport.org 

From: Hailey Horwath 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:26 AM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’rskl@psu.edu’ 
Cc: Lisa Voight 
Subject: TrueSportU Committee Budget Call 

Good Morning, 

I’m reaching out today to determine the best time for a conference call to specifically discuss the budget for the 

TrueSportU Summit. 

Based upon your responses to the Doodle request for the third conference call, Tuesday, Oct. 29th would work best for 

everyone involved at either 11a-12pm EST or 2p-3pm EST. 



If you have any conflicts for either time or have a preferred time, please let me know as soon as possible so I can confirm 
the timeslot that works best for this l~roup and send out the call details. 

Thank you, 
Hailey 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:01 PM 

Sayre-McCord, Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu> 

RE: commencement speaker 

Thanks 

From: Sayre-McCord, Geoff 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 1:52 PM 

To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: commencement speaker 

Another possibility is Malcolm Gladwell... 
-- Geoff 

Geoffrey Sayre-McCord 
Morehead-Cain Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
U.S.A. 

919.627.1403 



Faculty Council Comments 
October 4, 2013 

Remember: 
Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 
Invite people to installation-be sure to RSVP for parking 

Interesting panels get info 
Thank people for responding to liaison & HB request 
Drop/Add policy 
Hunter Rawlings report Panel today 
Employee Appreciation Day, Oct 18th 

Water in Our World: 3-3:35 Hill Ballroom, Dean Terri Rhodes moderating 

Panelists: Jamie Bartram, director of the Water Institute at UNC and the Don and 
Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished Professor in the environmental sciences and engineering 
department in the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

Carol Seagle Hee, executive director of the Center for Sustainable Enterprise and 
assistant professor of strategy and entrepreneurship at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

¯ Donald Thomas Hornstein, Aubrey L. Brooks Professor of Law at UNC School of Law. 

Innovation and Impact: 3:40-4:15 p.m., Chancellor’s Ballroom 

Moderator: Kristen M. Swanson, dean ofUNC’s School of Nursing, Alumni Distinguished 
Professor at UNC and associate chief nursing officer for academic affairs at UNC Hospitals. 

Panelists: 

¯ Cheryl Woods Giscombe, assistant professor in the UNC School of Nursing. 
¯ Zeynep Tufekci, assistant professor in UNC’s School of Information and Library 

Science. 
¯ Will Vizuete_, associate professor in the environmental sciences and engineering 

department in the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

The Public Research University 4:20-5 p.m., Hill Ballroom 



2 

Moderator: John McGowan, a professor in the English and comparative literature department in 
UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences, director of the Institute for Arts and Humanities and the 
Ruel W. Tyson Jr. Distinguished Professor of the Humanities. 

Panelists: 
Maryann P. Feldman, Heninger Distinguished Professor in the public policy department 

in UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 

¯ James H. Johnson Jr., director of the Urban Investment Strategies Center and the William 
R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship in UNC’s Kenan- 
Flagler Business School. 

¯ Kim Strom-Gottfried, Smith P. Theimann Distinguished Professor for Ethics and 
Professional Practice in UNC’s School of Social Work. 

Folt will be installed as chancellor on Oct. 12, University Day. The ceremony will be held at 
Polk Place, on the steps of South Building. Guests are encouraged to be seated at 1:30 p.m. for 
the ceremony. 

FACULTY RETENTION 
ALUMNI SURVEY RESULTS 



Faculty Council Comments 
October 4, 2013 

We have a full agenda today and I want to allow time for you to ask 
questions about the many issues that face us. Most of what ! want to tell 
you is all the things going on and especially to invite you all to join us 
on Saturday, Oct. 12th for the installation of Carol Folt as our new 
Chancellor. There is so much planned for the day and even much the 
day before. Be sure to RSVP for the installation in order to get parking. 
The ceremony will be held at Polk Place, on the steps of South Building. You are encouraged to 
be seated at 1:30 p.m. for the ceremony. 

But also I want to encourage you to attend one of the exceptional panel 
discussions that will be taking place after the ceremony. There are three: 

1. Water in Our World: 3-3:35 Hill Ballroom, Dean Terri Rhodes 
moderating 

Panelists: Jamie Bartram, director of the Water Institute at UNC and the Don and 
Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished Professor in the environmental sciences and engineering 
department in the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

Carol Seagle Hee, executive director of the Center for Sustainable Enterprise and 
assistant professor of strategy and entrepreneurship at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

¯ Donald Thomas Hornstein, Aubrey L. Brooks Professor of Law at UNC School of Law. 

2. Innovation and Impact: 3:40-4:15 p.m., Chancellor’s Ballroom 

Moderator: Kristen M. Swanson, dean ofUNC’s School of Nursing, Alumni Distinguished 
Professor at UNC and associate chief nursing officer for academic affairs at UNC Hospitals. 

Panelists: 

¯ Cheryl Woods Giscombe, assistant professor in the UNC School of Nursing. 
¯ Zeynep Tufekci, assistant professor in UNC’s School of Information and Library 

Science. 
¯ Will Vizuete, associate professor in the environmental sciences and engineering 

department in the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. 



3. The Public Research University 4:20-5 p.m., Hill Ballroom 

Moderator: John McGowan, a professor in the English and comparative literature department in 
UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences, director of the Institute for Arts and Humanities and the 
Ruel W. Tyson Jr. Distinguished Professor of the Humanities. 

Panelists: 
Maryann P. Feldman, Heninger Distinguished Professor in the public policy department 

in UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 

¯ James H. Johnson Jr., director of the Urban Investment Strategies Center and the William 
R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship in UNC’s Kenan- 
Flagler Business School. 

¯ Kim Strom-Gottfried, Smith P. Theimann Distinguished Professor for Ethics and 
Professional Practice in UNC’s School of Social Work. 

I want to thank you for responding to my request for faculty liaisons and Hearings Board 
members. Those of you who have responded or appointed by your department will receive 
material from the Honor System office regarding training 

One thing that is still engaging many of us, especially the students is the 
standardizing the Drop/Add policy across all 17 campuses. For most that 
wasn’t an issue, but for us it is. ! have no update, but it is not only the 
policy which gives us pause but the imposition of the policies that are 
not derived by the faculty. This is just one. 

Another issue that we need to address is faculty retention. 
[get data] 
Speaking of data, Dean Karen Gil gave a fascinating report of an Alumni 
Survey. Give a few details. 
A few other reminders: 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 
Employee Appreciation Day, Oct 18th 

Hunter Rawlings report Panel today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:12 AM 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu> 

RE: Final Faculty Retention Numbers : September 25, 2013 

Thanks so much. 

Jan 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:08 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Final Faculty Retention Numbers : September 25, 2013 

Jan - Please use as you wish. Thanks, Ron 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost aaad Chief International Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron strauss~a)unc.edu 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Subject: RE: Final Faculty Retention Numbers : September 25, 2013 

Thanks for this information. Is it okay for me to bring this up in my comments to the Faculty Council tomorrow? 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:44 PM 
Subject: Final Faculty Retention Numbers : September 25, 2013 

Colleagues - 

We have updated the UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty Retention numbers for 2012-2013 to indicate that of the seven 
faculty who were undecided in April/May, two ended up deciding to leave and five decided to remain at UNC. 

Thus, the updated summary for 2012-2013 is: 

¯ 76 external offers 
¯ Of the 76, 34 got counter offers from UNC, of those 19/34 or 56% chose to remain at UNC. 

¯ Of the 76, 28 remained at UNC (37%) 
¯ Of the 76, 48 departed from UNC (63%) 

In 2012-2013 we recruited 21 senior faculty members composed of 7 new professors and 14 new associate 



professors. We are seeking to profile the schools they came from. 

Thank you, Ron 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost aaad Chief International Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron strauss~a)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:16 AM 

Wolfe, Rebecca Farris <rebeccal @unc.edu> 

RE: Your Order has been Shipped! 

Thanks, 
Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wolfe, Rebecca Farris 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 9:45 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: Your Order has been Shipped! 

Hi Jan, 

Your Fair Play desk copy for Spring 2014 has just arrived. I have placed it in your mailbox for pick-up at your leisure. 

Thanks ! 
Rebecca 

Rebecca F. Wolfe 
Student Services Coordinator 
Department of Philosophy 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
101 Caldwell Hall ¯ CB# 3125 
240 East Cameron Ave. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 rebeccal@unc.edu 
p: (919) 962-7291 
f: (919) 843-3929 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Perseus Books Group Academic [mailto:eorders~erseusbooks.corr~] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 7:04 AM 
To: Chapel Hill Philosophy 
Subject: Your Order has been Shipped! 

THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED. PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS E-MAIL. 

Dear JAN BOXILL, 

Thank you for shopping with Perseus Books Group Academic, your order has shipped. 

Here is your shipping information. 

ORDER NUMBER: 
Placed: 
EMail: 
Ship To: 

101403 

9/30/2013 (CST) 
philosophy@unc.edu 

JAN BOXILL 
101 CALDWELL ST 

UNC PHILOSOPHY DEPT 

CB 3125 

CHAPEL HILL, 
USA 

NC 27516-2100 

Shipping Method: 039 
S&H Charge: $0.00 
Sales Tax: $0.00 

Discount/Coupon: $0.00 



--- THE FOLLOWING ITEMS WILL BE SENT IN THIS SHIPMENT --- 

ISBN QTY PRICE TITLE 
9780813343686 (0813343682) 1 $0.00 FairPlay 

Thank you for your business. If you have any questions regarding your order, please call: 
Customer Service: (800) 343-4499, (731) 988-4440, e-mail: AcademicOrders@perseusbooks.com reference#: 11050926 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:25 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
RE: [progfac] "hostesses" and athletics 

Thanks Bubba. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: [progfac] "hostesses" and athletics 

Thanks. I will address it at today’s meeting. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 4, 2013, at 10:17 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> HI Jan. This note is disturbing and disrespectful to our leaders, staff, and students. I won’t respond to him because of my policy of 
avoiding unnecessary drama. I trust that someone will step in and speak up. 
> 
> Unbelievable ! 
> 

> Let’s chat soon. 
> 
>d 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mail~o:jaysmi~h~email.ur~c.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 11:42 PM 
> To: The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: [progfacl "hostesses" and athletics 
> 
> I’ve long been bothered by the widespread University practice of enlisting attractive co-eds in the recruitment of 17- and 18-year old 
athletes. It’s degrading and insulting to all involved. (And what does it say about a University’s attitude towards its female students?) 
Turns out, it’s also dangerous. Should UNC not be held to account for its own such program? 
> 

> http:i!www.theaflaNic.comien~erlaim~ent/archivei2013i09/we-feltolike-we-wem-above-the-~aw-how-the-r~caaoer~dangerso 
wome~i280004/ 
> 

> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33679098- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 1248 lb56fe leb9b@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:20 AM 

’Jennifer Cook’ <jennifer.cook@duke.edu> 

RE: Teagle Conference Call -- Tues. Oct. 8th 

I am so sorry I did not respond to the doodle poll, and unfortunately I have a meeting from 12:30-2. I will definitely respond to the 
November poll. 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jennifer Cook [~e~Nfer.cook ] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: FW: Teagle Conference Call -- Tues. Oct. 8th 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jennifer Cook 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Jennifer Cook; Robert Thompson Jr., Ph.D.; jbranden@nd.edu; jmboxill@unc.email.edu; aine.donovan@dartmouth.edu; 
swartzer@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Suzanne Shanahan; Robert Thompson Jr., Ph.D. 
Subject: Teagle Conference Call -- Tues. Oct. 8th 

Aine, Jay, Steven, Jan, 

It seems that next Tuesday, Oct. 8th from 1-2pm will work for at least a few of us. I’m hoping others will be able to j oin as well 

Please call into the call: 

1-800-308-9694 
Enter the code: 8353546 

I’ve also create a Doodle poll for November, please let me know what times might work for you then: 
h~tp:i;/dood~e.com/~6qg?~’43imba~.~-ps4 

Thanks ! 
Jenny 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jennifer Cook 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 4:46 PM 
To: Robert Thompson Jr., Ph.D.; jbranden@nd.edu; jmboxill@unc.email.edu; aine.donovan@dartmouth.edu; 
’swartzer@email.unc.edu’ 
Cc: Suzanne Shanahan 
Subject: Scheduling Monthly Teagle Project Conference Call 

Hello Aine, Jay, Steven, and Jan, 

I hope you all are having a lovely Fall semester! Suzanne, Bob and I would like to see if we could find time each month for a short 
conference call where we can provide updates to each other on our moral education projects and draw on the group’s expertise. 

Below, please find a doodle poll with some possible times for October. Please fill it out and with any luck, we’ll find a common time 
that works and I’ll set up a conference call. 



~:/idoodle.co~t~1~3kSmed5r7s8 

Thanks 
Jenny 

Robert J. Thompson, Jr. 
Professor of Psychology 
Duke University 
236 Soc/Psych Building 
Box 90086 
Durham, NC 27708-0042 
919-681-9655 
FAX 919-660-5726 
mbert.thompson@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:27 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - article today 

Wow ! 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Joy - article today 

Another book out about college football ..... Jay picked up on it. 

Re-examining MU’s tutor turmoil 

September 15, 2013 12:00 am ¯ By Dave Matter dmatter~post-dispatch.com 314-340-8508 
3 

Former Missouri tailback Derrick Washington is the subject of a chapter in the new book "The System: The 
Glory and Scandal of Big-time College Football." (Robert Cohen photo/Post-Dispatch) 

~&A: "The Tstem" co-author Jeff Benedict 

Veteran investigative reporter discusses reporting on former Mizzou tailback Derrick Washington in the new 
book that explores college football... Read more 
In their final nonconference game, the Tigers will play host to Arkansas State at 6:30 p.m. Sept. 28 on CSS. 
Read more 
COLUMBIA, Mo. ¯ In the fall of 2011, veteran j ournalists Jeff Benedict and Armen Keteyian were in a Los 
Angeles hotel room working on a story about college football’s connection to inner-city gangs. 
A year earlier they had completed a six-month investigation about crime in college football. As they worked on 
another portrait of the sport’s dark and seedy underbelly, Benedict had a j ournalistic calling of sorts. 
"I told Armen, ’We should really do a book on this,’" Benedict said. 
That was the genesis of"The System: The Glory and Scandal of Big-time College Football," a 415-page book 
from the Doubleday publishing company. "The System," which hits bookstores Tuesday, tackles virtually every 
angle of modern college football in its 27 chapters, each one devoted to a different case study or element from 



the multibillion dollar industry. 
With unique access and meticulous reporting, Benedict and Keteyian examine coaches, administrators, boosters, 
lowly assistants, recruits, female hostesses and media -- culminating in an expansive view of college football 
through multiple lenses. 
"We purposely did not write this book as an expose," said Benedict, an investigative reporter who’s contributed 
to Sports Illustrated and written 10 other books. "We’re not trying to prosecute college football .... There are a 
lot of stories in this book about college football that make you sit back and say, ’You know, there are some 
redeeming elements there that can’t be overlooked and have to be factored into the equation.’" 
Chapter 12 is not one ~fthem. 

Focus on Mizzou 
In the 21-page chapter titled "The Tutor," the book examines the 2010 sexual assault that landed former 
University of Missouri tailback Derrick Washington in prison for three months and the case’s connection to 
Mizzou’s tutoring program. 
The chapter, reported and written by Benedict, tells the narrative of Teresa Braeckel, a former Mizzou student 
who became a tutor in the MU athletic department, and her relationship with Lauren Gavin, her former 
roommate, and Washington, the team’s leading rusher in 2008-09. 
In September 2011, Washington was found guilty of deviate sexual assault after Braeckel testified that he 
assaulted her in her sleep in June 2010. 
Gavin, also a former tutor who admitted to having a sexual relationship with Washington, was a key witness in 
the trial -- all of which was reported in the media at the time. Gavin also testified that she was raped by a 
former Mizzou basketball player she had tutored, Mike Dixon, but declined to press criminal charges. 

Planning the chapter 
When the authors mapped out subj ects to include in the book, the Washington case became a strong candidate 

because it had a rich record of court documents, Benedict said. 
Plus, there was the tutor angle. 
Gavin and Braeckel were among several people Benedict interviewed for the story, and they described the 
sexual relationships some Mizzou athletes had with their tutors as a "friends with benefits" program. 
(Braeckel was not sexually active with athletes, she told Benedict -- her virginity was mentioned several times 
during the trial -- but Gavin admitted to getting "caught up" with the "friends with benefits" lifestyle.) In the 
book, Boone County prosecutor Andrea Hayes said she interviewed other female tutors, and, the authors wrote, 
"the deeper she dug, the worse it looked." 
At the time of the trial, Missouri officials dismissed Washington’s sexual relationship with his former tutor as 
an isolated incident -- a stance the school maintained in a news release issued Thursday in anticipation of the 
book’ s release. 
"Although the authors isolate this small example from a much larger group which currently includes 520 
student-athletes and approximately 150 tutors who do outstanding work in a professional and safe environment, 
we believe this was not and is not reflective of the culture of the academic program," the statement read. 
"The incident itself was isolated," Benedict said. "It’s an unusual isolated incident. But that is not actually the 
point here. The way the university ought to phrase the question is whether the climate that gave rise to that 
incident was isolated. I don’t think it is. I also don’t think that’s unique to Missouri. We’re not suggesting in the 
book that Missouri had a climate that’s unique." 
"The System" also mentions similar inappropriate climates within the tutoring programs at Georgia, South 
Carolina and Miami. 
The chapter’s most damaging comments come from Hayes, the prosecutor, who’s described in the book as "a 
huge Missouri football fan." 
"Too many tutors were having sex with the athletes, and really filthy conversations were going on between 
players and girls," she said. "It was a sexually charged environment. It was a joke- the whole tutoring 
situation." 
That quote was published in a Yahoo! Sports review of the book Aug. 26, after which Hayes told the Kansas 
City Star that those comments were taken out of context. 
She was only relaying thoughts from Braeckel and Gavin, not expressing her own opinions, Hayes told the Star. 
However, the book also includes this comment from Hayes, which did not appear in the Yahoo! review: "The 
university has created this environment. When you put a room of athletes together with attractive girls, some of 
whom like to sleep with athletes, you are _just asking for trouble. It creates a sexually charged environment, and 



athletes get an opinion of girls that is skewed .... Their tutoring program needs to be revamped." 
Hayes was not available for comment. 
Benedict lauded Hayes for winning the case but insisted her quotes were accurate. 
"I think there’s an implicit understanding on the part of the public, that when police officers and prosecutors 
conduct investigations almost everything they say is based on what somebody told them," Benedict said. "I 
respect what she’ s saying and why she said it, but the quotes were accurate." 

New twist 
The chapter reveals one previously untold detail centering around Washington’s status with the football 
program. Sarah Washington, the player’s mother, told Benedict that Missouri coach Gary Pinkel "fought for 
Derrick for over an hour" shortly after Washington was charged with felony sexual assault and surrendered to 
police. 
At the time, Washington was indefinitely suspended, per an athletic department policy for any athlete charged 
with a felony policy, but Pinkel hoped he could keep Washington on the football team during the trial, Sarah 
said. 
Pinkel’s plan, Sarah said, was to redshirt Washington until after the trial, and "if the trial went well," reinstate 
him so he could play the next season. But the university curators, Sarah said, "wouldn’t go for that." 
Sarah told Benedict that Pinkel told the Washingtons that the curators decided Washington would be 
permanently suspended from the team, ending his playing career at Mizzou. 
Mizzou associate athletic director for strategic communications Chad Moller described the decision-making 
process differently. 
All parties involved, both in athletics and the university leadership, agreed on Washington’s status once 
prosecutors filed the felony charge, Moller told the Post-Dispatch. 
"To my knowledge, there were no direct conversations between Gary and the curators," Moller said. "Certainly, 
you look at possible outcomes in a situation like this where there’s various scenarios, but ultimately, everybody 
was on the same page that the decision to part ways was absolutely the fight decision and in the best interests of 
everybody. 
"There was no tug of war in the end, at all." 

no comment 
Missouri’s news release said the authors did not contact anyone from the university to comment -- a point 
Moller also confirmed in an interview. However, Benedict said he emailed Moller March 19, 2013, requesting 
an interview with Pinkel. 
The next day, Benedict emailed Pinkel directly, he said. Neither message was returned. Benedict retained copies 
of the requests, he said. 
Benedict said almost every other school that was contacted for comments responded. 
"But at the end of the day, it wasn’t a make-or-break deal to have (Pinkel) comment on the case," he said. "We 
would have liked it, but given that we’re dealing with a criminal case, it really takes it out of the university 
element to a certain extent, at least for the purpose of what we were doing." 

JoyJ~ Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
Urfiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

C13 #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-357-4586 Ceil 

919-966-6951 Fax 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:43 AM 

Howell, Diane F. <diane_howell@unc.edu> 

RE: Appointment Request 

Yes, fortunately, gut I teach in my building at :1:1, so let’s do my office in Caldwell 207A, 

Jan 

From: Howell, Diane F. 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Appointment Request 

Jan - I am so sorry. [ provided the wrong day. They have no availability on the 22nd. They are, however, available all 

morning on the 23rd. Will this work? Again, I apologize. 

Diane Howell 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Vice Chancellor of Information 

and Chief Information Officer 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

211 Manning Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB: 3420 

Te1:919.962.1490 

Fax:919.445o4545 

mailto:diane howell@unc.edu 

Technology Services 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Howell, Diane F. 
Subject: RE: Appointment Request 

Perfect. Looking forward to our discussion. I want so much to get this settled one way or another. 

Jan 

From: Howell, Diane F. 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Appointment Request 

Sounds great. Will send an appointment. 

Have a nice weekend! 

Diane Howell 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Vice Chancellor of Information Technology Services 



and Chief Information Officer 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

211 Manning Driver Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB: 3420 

Te1:919.962.1490 

Fax:919o445o4545 

mailto:diane howell@unc.edu 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:11 AM 
To: Howell, Diane F. 
Subject: RE: Appointment Request 

Good Morning, 

Let’s do Oct 22 at 8:30 at your place, as I have a presentation at 10:15 at Public Safety. 

How does that sound? 

Jan 

From: Howell, Diane F. 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Appointment Request 

Good morning, 

Chris Kielt and Michael Barker have requested a meeting with you to discuss the Turnitin/iThenticate proposal. 

Would you be available to meet with them for one hour (may not take all that time) on: 

10/22 at 8:30 (your facility or ours) 

10/28 lunch meeting at ITS Manning beginning at 12:30 (we would provide lunch) 

10/30 at 8, 8:30 or 1 (either facility) 

10/31 at 8:30 

Please let me know if any of the above are convenient and I will then send an Outlook appointment. 

Thanks so much, 

Diane 

Diane Howell 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Vice Chancellor of Information 

and Chief Information Officer 

University of North Carolinar Chapel Hill 

211 Manning Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB~ 3420 

Te1:919.962.1490 

Fax~919o445o4545 

mailto:diane howell@unc.edu 

Technology Services 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/4/2013 4:13:45 PM 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Turnitin/iThenticate - Jan Boxill, Chris Kielt, Michael Barker 

Caldwell 207A 

Start: 10/23/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 8:27 PM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnant@unc.edu> 
FW: panel question 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 9:54 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Farmer, Stephen M; Dean, Jr., James W.; Brown, Michelle; Cunningham, Bubba; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: panel question 

Thank you for the panel conversation yesterday. I wanted to ask a question with regards to disclosure and transparency of the course 
of cumculum for the athletes who need developmental strategies, specifically in reading and writing. If 48 of our 61 first year 
students in English 100 are athletes, what will be the course of cumculum (the other 39 classes) that leads to a degree for our students 
who "need a longer runway"? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 



1) Is it ethical for government employees to reveal classified information entrusted to them? 

Our Position: No, it is unethical for government employees to reveal classified information 

entrusted to them. 

lntro to the case: Edward Snowden, a U.S Security Contractor announced that the government 

were collecting millions of private communications including emails, texts and telephone records 

from thousands of US citizens. He also announced that he could hack into anybodies email 

account without obtaining a warrant. 

/-~rgument: We are taking the standpoint that it is unethical for government employees to 

reveal classified information entrusted to them. We will be demonstrating why we think this is 

the case and what moral dilemmas Snowden, or anyone in his position would face when 

revealing classified information 

Moral Dimension- Many ethical issues arise from this question. We have identified the main 

nexus question as ’Balance of the privacy of the US citizens versus the security of the country 

and its citizens’ 

Support: 

1) The consequences of releasing classified information entrusted to government employees 

could be catastrophic. In the case of Snowden, the facts he publicised threatened national 

security, the government had kept this project under wraps for security purposes. Any 

information they were obtaining could be jeopardised by Snowden’s claims. What if the data 

the government were collecting was helping to prevent acts of mass terrorism which would 

lead to loss of human life- surely a small infringement on privacy is justified in order to 

protect citizens. 

2) People are autonomous- Everyone has a right to make their own decisions. Snowden signed 

an official document promising to keep government information classified. By doing so, he 

loses the right to complete freedom of speech designated in the ist amendment. Snowden 

told the South China Morning Post, that he took the job because he knew the access that 

would be afforded to him and he knew he could smuggle the NSA information. It is 

demonstrated in the case that a contract was broken. If contracts were consistently broken, 

what would this mean for society? Would signing a contract have any value at all? If people 

sign contracts to ensure loyalty and promise-keeping, and it is assumed ethical to break a 

contract, then the concept would lose all value and a lack of trust could develop between 

institutions and citizens. The ~:irst thing to bear in mind is that employees such as Snowden 

volunteer to be entrusted with classi~:ied in~:ormation. When they disclose secrets, they are 

violating the trust that they have asked to be placed in themselves. And they are public 

employees (even i~: they happen to be contractors rather than permanent employees]. 

3) Snowden, the same as all other government employees, has a duty to keep information 

classified. As government employees work for the people of America, by publically disclosing 

sensitive information used for purposes of national security, they are purposely endangering 



the people they are employed to protect.If any employee is allowed to disclose secret 

government information which they deem immoral, what are the limits? How can such leaks 

be justified? In such a case, it is the leaker, not state secrecy, that poses an "existential 

threat" to American democracy. 

~.~bjections: We recognise there are objections to our standpoint that it is unethical for government 

employees to reveal classified information entrusted to them. 

1) Broadly: Ist amendent adheres to the principle of free speech, every single person is entitled 

to that right no matter who they work for, or what they have signed. This could be applied 

to the Snowden case, he used his right to free speech to ’out’ the governments activities 

which he believed to be infringing on the privacy of US citizens. 

2) The government is in a social contract with the citizens of the United States, you could claim 

it was ethical for Snowden to reveal this information because he believed the governments 

actions to be morally impermissible. The government needs to be more transparent and 

respect the privacy of citizens 

Conclusion: We still stand by our viewpoint that it is unethical for government employees to reveal 

classified information entrusted to them for the reasons we have demonstrated. In the Snowden 

case, there were other roads he could of taken in order to express his issues with the NSA, such as 

taking the matter to congress- this may have avoided the endangerment of US citizens. Government 

officials have a duty, for the good of its citizens and the security of the country, to uphold their 

promise of confidentiality. Security cannot exist without this promise being upheld. 

Ideas for rebuttal: 

¯ Human flourishing could not take place in an unsafe environment; people are more likely to 

flourish when there is a small infringement on their privacy in order to ensure their safety, 

rather than the other way around. 

¯ ?? 

Resources used: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/a rticle-2347691/Edward-Snowden-reveals-took-iob-Booz-Allen- 

gather-information-NSA-surveillance-programs.html 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-22837100 

http://www.cnn.com/2013/O6/14/opinion/sagar-snowden-secrets 



UNC SUMMIT: TRUE SPORT U: BEYOND COMPLIANCE 
THE CHALLENGE OF INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 

MAY 2-3, 2013 

FRIDAY: MAY 2 

3:00-3:30 

3:30-4:00 

4:00:4:30 

4:30-6:00 

REGISTRATION and RECEPTION 

OPENING GREETING/WELCOME 

Tom Ross, Carol Folt, Jim Dean 

SUMMIT CHAIRS: Travis, Bubba, Dave 

FOUR ROUND TABLE DIRECTED DISCUSSIONS 

TABLE PARTICIPANTS: 

Coach, Athletic Administrator, Critic, Journalist, NCAA Staffer, Faculty 

Member, two athletes, Academic Support directors, Academic Administrator 

Each table will address a specific topic regarding issues they face and come up with 

concrete issues and some progressive ideas. The discussions will help inform the 

panel discussions the next day. 

6:30-8:30    KEYNOTE SPEAKER/DINNER 

SATURDAY: MAY 3 

8:30-9 COFFEE/RECEPTION 

9:00-10:30 PANEL I: VALUES 

INTRINSIC/INTERNAL 

EXTRINSIC/EXTERNAL 

10:45-12:15 PANEL II: UNDERMINING ISSUES 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION 

ORGANIZATION 

12:30-1:30 LUNCH 

1:30-3:00 PANEL III: PANEL OF JOURNALISTS 

3:15-4:45 PANEL IV: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

REFORMS 

NEW IDEAS 



4:45-5 CLOSING COMMENTS/TRANSITION 

During panel discussions we would have a set up for Poll Everywhere either with specific 

questions the attendees should answer, or open responses to the panelists. These would serve as 

some important data for the EXSS Research Center. 

POSSIBLE SPEAKERS: 

KEYNOTE, : Bill Bradley; Arne Duncan, 

PANEL I:    Michael Oriard, Mark Emmert, Robert Simon, Nancy Hoghead-Makar, Robert 

Sternberg [President of U of Wyoming]; Peter French, John Dunn, other local ADs or 

Presidents. 

PANEL II: 

PANEL III: 

PANEL IV: 

Former Athlete; current athlete high profile coach, admissions, NCAA person, 

Journalists: Joe Nocera, Frank DeFord, Dan Kane, Jay Bilas 

Travis Tygart, Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Carol Folt, PSU President 

CLOSING: Jan Boxill, Scott Kretchmar, Anais Spitzer, Lisa Voight 



Department of Philosophy 

Chapel Hill Phil0s0phy 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

CB #3125, Caldwell Hall UNC Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 

Jan Boxill 919.962.3317 jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

27599-3125 

Dear PHIL 165 Student, 

Welcome to the course and the world ofbioethics, a world that changes every day. Doing 
philosophy is not always easy, but I hope the experience will challenge you to think more deeply 
about issues that we face and how they will affect us presently and in the future. With that in 
mind below are some suggestions for subsequent lessons. 

I would recommend reading the course packet summary of each assignment and the 
questions asked in the written assignment. Then read the introduction to each chapter 
with the purpose of answering the questions. Most, but not all, of the short answers can 
be understood from the introduction. 

Then select the essay you plan to write on and read the article or articles necessary to 
answer that essay. That way you are reading with a purpose--to answer the question in 
the essay or the short answers. In this way you won’t have to read every essay in depth. 
This will not only reduce the amount of time you spend on each assignment; it will also 
make the time you do need more effective. 

Remember that the essays usually pose a dilemma so there are usually good reasons in 
support of both sides of the dilemma. This is where the critical analysis comes in which 
is explained in Assignment 1, page 11. Keep in mind that I am not so interested in how 
you feel, but how you argue for your position; i.e. your position supported by reasons 
AND theory or principles. So avoid phrases like, "I feel", "I believe", etc. After the first 
assignment, you must use the theories to support both your position and the opposite, 
especially utilitarianism, Kantian ethics, and others as they are appropriate. 

Good luck and enjoy the course. There are a great many issues discussed and there are 
new issues that arise every day in the health care field, as you are very aware. I hope you 
find the course interesting, challenging, informative, and especially that you become 
familiar and comfortable with the method of critical analysis. 

If you have any questions or concerns feel free to call or email me. Also, if you want to 
send your assignments via email this is also permissible, just be sure to register this with 
Student Services at the Friday Center. 

Regards, 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC 
Master Lecturer in Philosophy 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Instructor for PHIL 165 



[ UNDERSTANDING ASSIGNMENT 1: ] 

While there are many ways to set out the argument in the 
following is one way: 

Baby Jane Doe case, the 

Premise 1: 
Premise 2: 

Premise 3: 

Premise 4: 
Therefore: 

Premise 5: 

Conclusion: 

All persons have a right to life. 
All persons have a right to medical 

treatment to save lives. 
Medical treatment is performed for the 

benefit of the patient; i.e. to improve 
or save the life of the patient. 

Baby Jane Doe is a person. 
Baby Jane Doe has a right to medical 

treatment. 
But the treatment will not improve her 

life, only prolong agony. 
Therefore: Surgery ought not be 

performed except to relieve pain. 

In examining this argument now look to see if the conclusion logically follows from the 
premises. In this case it does, so it is valid reasoning, i.e. the argument is valid. 

Now look to see if the argument is sound; i.e. are the premises true. Whether it is sound 
depends on if you can argue that the premises are true. Washburn, the right to life lawyer, 
would argue that Premise 5 is ambiguous which creates the dilemma. 

General essay structure and length. There is no specific length to the essay, but usually 1- 
2 pages (typed) is sufficient. Your essay should have a minimum of 4-5 paragraphs, where 
the usual structure should be as follows: 

Paragraph 1: Introduce and explain the dilemma, the logic and possibly the position you 
are going to take. 

Paragraph 2/3: Support your position using reasons and theoretical support from 

Assignment #2-especially utilitarianism, Kant, and Rawls. 

Paragraph 3/4: Support the opposing position or objections to you position using reasons 
and theoretical support from Assignment #2. 

Paragraph 4/5: Conclude by answering the objections showing why your position is 
preferable. 

Remember. I am not so interested in how you FEEL, but how you REASON. 



ETHICAL THEORY OUTLINES 

MORALITY: Socrates: "No small matter, but how we ought to live." 

First and foremost morality is a matter of consulting reasons 

¯ Establish facts 

¯ Use moral principles 

¯ Are the principles sound? 

¯ Are they being intelligently applied? 

¯ Every theory includes the idea of impartiality. 

(i.e. adopting a moral point of view) 

¯ Conscientious moral agent: impartial, listens, gets facts. 

I. RELATIVISM: 

II. 

Soundness of relativism: 

Claim: Different cultures have different moral values, and thus no universal standard. 
How much difference is there? 

Life forces may be different; religious beliefs differ; More "universal" than 

appears. Three values: 

1. Care and protection of young. 

2. Truthfulness 

3. Prohibition of murder. 
Why? Necessary for any society to exist. 

So it is a mistake to overestimate the amount of differences. 
Can we criticize practices within a culture? Relativism undermines any criticism. 

Female excision: how is it justified? Beneficial--this is an independent standard. 

Relativism’s lessons: 

Keep an open mind; Don’t assume our preferences as absolute standard 

RELIGION & MORALITY: What is the connection? 

III. 

A. Divine Command Theory: Something is morally right if it is commanded by God; morally wrong 
if forbidden by God. 

B. Dilemma: 
C. Is conduct right because God commands it? 

Or 
D. Does God command it because it is right? 

E. If right because God commands it, it makes his commands arbitrary. 
F. If God commands it because it is right, then there is some standard of right and wrong independent 

of God’s will. Thus, 
G. Right and wrong are not to be defined in terms of God’s will; morality is a matter of reason and 

conscience. 
H. Morality and religion then are different. 

(This does not assume that Christianity or any other religion is false, only that even if such a 
system is true, morality remains an independent matter.) 

UTILITARIANISM 

John Stuart Mill sets forth basic principles of Utilitarianism and Principle of Utility. 
Foundation of morality is "utility" or "Greatest Happiness Principle" 

Actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to 
promote the reverse. 

Happiness:     Intended pleasure and absence of pain 
Pleasures are the only things desirable as ends in themselves. 
But not just any pleasures--must include quality as well as quantity of pleasures. 



Otherwise a doctrine for swine. 
Human’s pleasure are not the same as a beast’s pleasure; Happiness is not "contentment" 
Standard of utility is not simply the agent’s own, but concerns all, impartially. 

Greatest happiness altogether. 
Golden Rule: Do as you would be done by. 

Vo 

Is the principle sound? 

Proof of his principle that happiness desirable and only thing desirable as an end: 

Not really able to prove first principles, but can offer a direct appeal to our faculties. 

Uses analogies: 

Proof of something visible? People actually see it. 

Proof of something audible? People actually hear it. 

Proof of something desirable? People actually desire it. 

Are these on a par? 
"Desirable" has a moral quality that the others don’t have. 
It is a mistake to go from a factual claim to a moral claim. 

(Known as the Naturalistic Fallacy) 
But Mill would answer: "Proof’ as best can be rests on fact that everyone desires happiness, so 
what more proof could one want. If all people desire something, isn’t that enough for it to be 
desirable? 

Qualities of Pleasure: 
Based on progressive human beings 
Requires pleasures of different kinds to develop human faculties. 
Human faculties include reasoning, intellect, imagination, aesthetic, moral, sentiments 
and senses. 
Pleasures must not only be sensations, or titillations of the senses. 
Thus, not all pleasures are alike, such that "pushpin is a good as poetry." 

CASE: Baby Jane Doe 

KANT’S ETHICAL THEORY 

A. DEONTOLOGICAL THEORY 
Utilitarianism looks at the consequences; deoutological theories look at obligations that must be 
followed irrespective of consequences. Deontologists urge us to consider that actions are morally 
wrong, not because of their consequences, but because the action involves a moral violation. 

THE GOOD WILL 

The only thing good without qualification 

It is not good because of what it effects or accomplishes; it is good through its willing 

alone--that is, it is GOOD IN ITSELF. 

DUTY 
Actions done from the motive of duty vs. 
Actions done in conformity with duty. 
An act is praiseworthy not for self-interested reasons, nor as a result of natural 
inclinations, but only if done from duty, from the idea of the law. 

CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE 
Morality can be summed up in one ultimate principle or moral law from which all our 
duties and obligations are derived. That principle is: THE CATEGORICAL 
IMPERATIVE. 
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Act only on that maxim through which you can at the same time will it should 
become universal law. 

What does that mean? 
What is a maxim? 
What is an imperative? Categorical? 
Universalizability: universal, applicable to everyone consistently. 
Does the Golden Rule fit this? 

FORMULA OF THE END IN ITSELF 

The practical imperative that follows from the Categorical Imperative: 

Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in 
the person of any other, never simply as means but always at the same time as an 
end. 

Vo 

This requires respecting persons and not treating them as things, but as rational persons 
with their own maxims 

JOHN RAWLS: CONTRACTARIANISM 

Rawls develops his theory using Kant and others and also modifies to some extent Mill’s ideal 
utilitarianism; however Rawls is NOT a utilitarian, as we shall see. 

SOCIAL CONTRACT 
Ultimate basis of society is a set of agreements, tacit or explicit; 
What might these agreements be. 
Conditions from which such agreements might come? 

JUST & UNJUST 
His aim then is to present a conception of justice which is not set from or for any 
particular society, or form of government, but 
Provides principles of justice for the basic society generalized from the original 
agreement. 

CONDITIONS: 
One who looks at the world from a "moral point of view." What does this require? 
1. A HYPOTHETICAL position 
2. VEIL OF IGNORANCE. 

-) all operate as free and rational persons with all factors of inequality 
eliminated from our thinking. 

3. In this veil, you are rationally self-interested and mutually disinterested.What 
does this mean? 
¯ Rationally self-interested--you are interested in promoting your own 

advantages--everyone. 
¯ Mutually disinterested tempers self-interest because you are not interested 

in gaining at another’s expense 
These ideas -veil of ignorance, and ideal observer status constitute what Rawls 

calls 

ORIGINAL POSITION, or ORIGINAL CHOICE POSITION 
And it is in this "original position" that principles of social justice are set forth. 

C. TWO PRINCIPLES OF JUSTICE 
Rawls comes up with 2 principles that would be agreed on in an initial choice situation that are 
fair. 



Each person has an equal right to the most extensive liberty compatible with a similar 
liberty for others. 
Social and economic inequalities are permissible and to be arranged so that they are both: 
a.      reasonably expected to be to everyone’s advantage (in particular the least 

advantaged) 
b. Offices and positions attached to these are open to all under conditions of fair 

equality of opportunity. 
Principle 1 is known as the Equal Liberty Principle 
Principle 2 is known as the Difference Principle 

Principles are serially ordered and the first principle takes priority so that one cannot be 
used to promote advantages. The principles constitute a conception of justice which is a 
complex of three ideas: 
Liberty, Equality, and A reward for services contributing to the common good 

It is on the this basis that reciprocity achieves self-respect and mutual respect 

Justice and fairness 
Common element fundamental to both: RECIPROCITY 
Distinction he makes between justice and fairness? 
Rawls wants to make justice as close to fairness, and this is through reciprocity. What 
does this mean? 
In any society while we are different, we all have similar capacities and desire for goods. 
There is one primary good:        SELF-RESPECT. 
We all have capacities and a desire that these be developed. 
We can’t develop these without others; 
So we reciprocate and COMPLEMENT one another--)partners--)achieve self-respect 
and mutual respect. 
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Department of Philosophy 

Chapel Hill Phil0s0phy 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

CB #3125, Caldwell Hall UNC Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 

Jan Boxill 919.962.3317 jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

27599-3125 

Dear PHIL 165 Student, 

Welcome to the course and the world ofbioethics, a world that changes every day. Doing 
philosophy is not always easy, but I hope the experience will challenge you to think more deeply 
about issues that we face and how they will affect us presently and in the future. With that in 
mind below are some suggestions for subsequent lessons. 

I would recommend reading the course packet summary of each assignment and the 
questions asked in the written assignment. Then read the introduction to each chapter 
with the purpose of answering the questions. Most, but not all, of the short answers can 
be understood from the introduction. 

Then select the essay you plan to write on and read the article or articles necessary to 
answer that essay. That way you are reading with a purpose--to answer the question in 
the essay or the short answers. In this way you won’t have to read every essay in depth. 
This will not only reduce the amount of time you spend on each assignment; it will also 
make the time you do need more effective. 

Remember that the essays usually pose a dilemma so there are usually good reasons in 
support of both sides of the dilemma. This is where the critical analysis comes in which 
is explained in Assignment 1, page 11. Keep in mind that I am not so interested in how 
you feel, but how you argue for your position; i.e. your position supported by reasons 
AND theory or principles. So avoid phrases like, "I feel", "I believe", etc. After the first 
assignment, you must use the theories to support both your position and the opposite, 
especially utilitarianism, Kantian ethics, and others as they are appropriate. 

Good luck and enjoy the course. There are a great many issues discussed and there are 
new issues that arise every day in the health care field, as you are very aware. I hope you 
find the course interesting, challenging, informative, and especially that you become 
familiar and comfortable with the method of critical analysis. 

If you have any questions or concerns feel free to call or email me. Also, if you want to 
send your assignments via email this is also permissible, just be sure to register this with 
Student Services at the Friday Center. 

Regards, 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC 
Master Lecturer in Philosophy 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Instructor for PHIL 165 



[ UNDERSTANDING ASSIGNMENT 1: ] 

While there are many ways to set out the argument in the 
following is one way: 

Baby Jane Doe case, the 

Premise 1: 
Premise 2: 

Premise 3: 

Premise 4: 
Therefore: 

Premise 5: 

Conclusion: 

All persons have a right to life. 
All persons have a right to medical 

treatment to save lives. 
Medical treatment is performed for the 

benefit of the patient; i.e. to improve 
or save the life of the patient. 

Baby Jane Doe is a person. 
Baby Jane Doe has a right to medical 

treatment. 
But the treatment will not improve her 

life, only prolong agony. 
Therefore: Surgery ought not be 

performed except to relieve pain. 

In examining this argument now look to see if the conclusion logically follows from the 
premises. In this case it does, so it is valid reasoning, i.e. the argument is valid. 

Now look to see if the argument is sound; i.e. are the premises true. Whether it is sound 
depends on if you can argue that the premises are true. Washburn, the right to life lawyer, 
would argue that Premise 5 is ambiguous which creates the dilemma. 

General essay structure and length. There is no specific length to the essay, but usually 1- 
2 pages (typed) is sufficient. Your essay should have a minimum of 4-5 paragraphs, where 
the usual structure should be as follows: 

Paragraph 1: Introduce and explain the dilemma, the logic and possibly the position you 
are going to take. 

Paragraph 2/3: Support your position using reasons and theoretical support from 

Assignment #2-especially utilitarianism, Kant, and Rawls. 

Paragraph 3/4: Support the opposing position or objections to you position using reasons 
and theoretical support from Assignment #2. 

Paragraph 4/5: Conclude by answering the objections showing why your position is 
preferable. 

Remember. I am not so interested in how you FEEL, but how you REASON. 



ETHICAL THEORY OUTLINES 

MORALITY: Socrates: "No small matter, but how we ought to live." 

First and foremost morality is a matter of consulting reasons 

¯ Establish facts 

¯ Use moral principles 

¯ Are the principles sound? 

¯ Are they being intelligently applied? 

¯ Every theory includes the idea of impartiality. 

(i.e. adopting a moral point of view) 

¯ Conscientious moral agent: impartial, listens, gets facts. 

I. RELATIVISM: 

II. 

Soundness of relativism: 

Claim: Different cultures have different moral values, and thus no universal standard. 
How much difference is there? 

Life forces may be different; religious beliefs differ; More "universal" than 

appears. Three values: 

1. Care and protection of young. 

2. Truthfulness 

3. Prohibition of murder. 
Why? Necessary for any society to exist. 

So it is a mistake to overestimate the amount of differences. 
Can we criticize practices within a culture? Relativism undermines any criticism. 

Female excision: how is it justified? Beneficial--this is an independent standard. 

Relativism’s lessons: 

Keep an open mind; Don’t assume our preferences as absolute standard 

RELIGION & MORALITY: What is the connection? 

III. 

A. Divine Command Theory: Something is morally right if it is commanded by God; morally wrong 
if forbidden by God. 

B. Dilemma: 
C. Is conduct right because God commands it? 

Or 
D. Does God command it because it is right? 

E. If right because God commands it, it makes his commands arbitrary. 
F. If God commands it because it is right, then there is some standard of right and wrong independent 

of God’s will. Thus, 
G. Right and wrong are not to be defined in terms of God’s will; morality is a matter of reason and 

conscience. 
H. Morality and religion then are different. 

(This does not assume that Christianity or any other religion is false, only that even if such a 
system is true, morality remains an independent matter.) 

UTILITARIANISM 

John Stuart Mill sets forth basic principles of Utilitarianism and Principle of Utility. 
Foundation of morality is "utility" or "Greatest Happiness Principle" 

Actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to 
promote the reverse. 

Happiness:     Intended pleasure and absence of pain 
Pleasures are the only things desirable as ends in themselves. 
But not just any pleasures--must include quality as well as quantity of pleasures. 



Otherwise a doctrine for swine. 
Human’s pleasure are not the same as a beast’s pleasure; Happiness is not "contentment" 
Standard of utility is not simply the agent’s own, but concerns all, impartially. 

Greatest happiness altogether. 
Golden Rule: Do as you would be done by. 

Vo 

Is the principle sound? 

Proof of his principle that happiness desirable and only thing desirable as an end: 

Not really able to prove first principles, but can offer a direct appeal to our faculties. 

Uses analogies: 

Proof of something visible? People actually see it. 

Proof of something audible? People actually hear it. 

Proof of something desirable? People actually desire it. 

Are these on a par? 
"Desirable" has a moral quality that the others don’t have. 
It is a mistake to go from a factual claim to a moral claim. 

(Known as the Naturalistic Fallacy) 
But Mill would answer: "Proof’ as best can be rests on fact that everyone desires happiness, so 
what more proof could one want. If all people desire something, isn’t that enough for it to be 
desirable? 

Qualities of Pleasure: 
Based on progressive human beings 
Requires pleasures of different kinds to develop human faculties. 
Human faculties include reasoning, intellect, imagination, aesthetic, moral, sentiments 
and senses. 
Pleasures must not only be sensations, or titillations of the senses. 
Thus, not all pleasures are alike, such that "pushpin is a good as poetry." 

CASE: Baby Jane Doe 

KANT’S ETHICAL THEORY 

A. DEONTOLOGICAL THEORY 
Utilitarianism looks at the consequences; deoutological theories look at obligations that must be 
followed irrespective of consequences. Deontologists urge us to consider that actions are morally 
wrong, not because of their consequences, but because the action involves a moral violation. 

THE GOOD WILL 

The only thing good without qualification 

It is not good because of what it effects or accomplishes; it is good through its willing 

alone--that is, it is GOOD IN ITSELF. 

DUTY 
Actions done from the motive of duty vs. 
Actions done in conformity with duty. 
An act is praiseworthy not for self-interested reasons, nor as a result of natural 
inclinations, but only if done from duty, from the idea of the law. 

CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE 
Morality can be summed up in one ultimate principle or moral law from which all our 
duties and obligations are derived. That principle is: THE CATEGORICAL 
IMPERATIVE. 
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Act only on that maxim through which you can at the same time will it should 
become universal law. 

What does that mean? 
What is a maxim? 
What is an imperative? Categorical? 
Universalizability: universal, applicable to everyone consistently. 
Does the Golden Rule fit this? 

FORMULA OF THE END IN ITSELF 

The practical imperative that follows from the Categorical Imperative: 

Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in 
the person of any other, never simply as means but always at the same time as an 
end. 

Vo 

This requires respecting persons and not treating them as things, but as rational persons 
with their own maxims 

JOHN RAWLS: CONTRACTARIANISM 

Rawls develops his theory using Kant and others and also modifies to some extent Mill’s ideal 
utilitarianism; however Rawls is NOT a utilitarian, as we shall see. 

SOCIAL CONTRACT 
Ultimate basis of society is a set of agreements, tacit or explicit; 
What might these agreements be. 
Conditions from which such agreements might come? 

JUST & UNJUST 
His aim then is to present a conception of justice which is not set from or for any 
particular society, or form of government, but 
Provides principles of justice for the basic society generalized from the original 
agreement. 

CONDITIONS: 
One who looks at the world from a "moral point of view." What does this require? 
1. A HYPOTHETICAL position 
2. VEIL OF IGNORANCE. 

-) all operate as free and rational persons with all factors of inequality 
eliminated from our thinking. 

3. In this veil, you are rationally self-interested and mutually disinterested.What 
does this mean? 
¯ Rationally self-interested--you are interested in promoting your own 

advantages--everyone. 
¯ Mutually disinterested tempers self-interest because you are not interested 

in gaining at another’s expense 
These ideas -veil of ignorance, and ideal observer status constitute what Rawls 

calls 

ORIGINAL POSITION, or ORIGINAL CHOICE POSITION 
And it is in this "original position" that principles of social justice are set forth. 

C. TWO PRINCIPLES OF JUSTICE 
Rawls comes up with 2 principles that would be agreed on in an initial choice situation that are 
fair. 



Each person has an equal right to the most extensive liberty compatible with a similar 
liberty for others. 
Social and economic inequalities are permissible and to be arranged so that they are both: 
a.      reasonably expected to be to everyone’s advantage (in particular the least 

advantaged) 
b. Offices and positions attached to these are open to all under conditions of fair 

equality of opportunity. 
Principle 1 is known as the Equal Liberty Principle 
Principle 2 is known as the Difference Principle 

Principles are serially ordered and the first principle takes priority so that one cannot be 
used to promote advantages. The principles constitute a conception of justice which is a 
complex of three ideas: 
Liberty, Equality, and A reward for services contributing to the common good 

It is on the this basis that reciprocity achieves self-respect and mutual respect 

Justice and fairness 
Common element fundamental to both: RECIPROCITY 
Distinction he makes between justice and fairness? 
Rawls wants to make justice as close to fairness, and this is through reciprocity. What 
does this mean? 
In any society while we are different, we all have similar capacities and desire for goods. 
There is one primary good:        SELF-RESPECT. 
We all have capacities and a desire that these be developed. 
We can’t develop these without others; 
So we reciprocate and COMPLEMENT one another--)partners--)achieve self-respect 
and mutual respect. 
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UNC SUMMIT: TRUE SPORT U: BEYOND COMPLIANCE 

THE CHALLENGE OF INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 

MAY 2-3, 2013 

FRIDAY: MAY 2 

3:00-3:30 REGISTRATION and RECEPTION 

3:30-4:00 OPENING GREETING/WELCOME 

Tom Ross, Carol Folt, Jim Dean 

SUMMIT CHAIRS: Travis, Bubba, Dave 

4:00-6:00    FOUR ROUND TABLE DIRECTED DISCUSSIONS 

TABLE PARTICIPANTS: 

University President, Athletic Director, Current Football/MBB athlete, non- 

revenue/olympic athlete, NCAA critic, NCAA Staff member or compliance director, 

faculty member, journalist, academic specialist. [faculty or journalist could be fulfilled by 

critic] 

Each table will discuss the topics perhaps mirroring the panels, addressing specific topics 

regarding issues they face and come up with concrete issues and some progressive ideas. 

The discussions will help inform the panel discussions the next day. 

Each panel would have a moderator. 

6:30-8:30    KEYNOTE SPEAKER/DINNER 

SATURDAY: MAY 3 

8:30-9 COFFEE/RECEPTION 

9:00-10:30 PANEL I: VALUES 

INTRINSIC/INTERNAL 

EXTRINSIC/EXTERNAL 

10:45-12:15 PANEL II: UNDERMINING ISSUES 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION 

ORGANIZATION 

12:30-1:30 LUNCH 

1:30-3:00 PANEL III: PANEL OF JOURNALISTS 



3:15-4:45 

4:45-5 

PANEL IV: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

REFORMS 

NEW IDEAS 

CLOSING COMMENTS/TRANSITION 

During panel discussions we would have a set up for Poll Everywhere either with specific 

questions the attendees should answer, or open responses to the panelists. These would serve as 

some important data for the Summit Report. 

POSSIBLE SPEAKERS: 

KEYNOTE, : Bill Bradley; Arne Duncan, Chancellor Thorpe 

PANEL I:    Michael Oriard, Mark Emmert, Robert Simon, Nancy Hoghead-Makar, Robert 

Sternberg [President of U of Wyoming]; Peter French, John Dunn, other local ADs or 

Presidents. 

PANEL II: Former Athlete; current athlete high profile coach, admissions, NCAA person, 

Todd Turner, Anson Dorrance 

PANEL III: Journalists: Joe Nocera, Frank DeFord, Dan Kane, Jay Bilas 

PANEL IV: Travis Tygart, Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Carol Folt, PSU President 

CLOSING: Jan Boxill, Scott Kretchmar, Anais Spitzer, Lisa Voight 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:50 AM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu> 

FW: further discussion 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ email.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Relmer, Joy J; Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Dean, Jr., James W.; Brown, Michelle; Farmer, Stephen M 
Cc: Lee, Wayne E; Margolis, Lewis; Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: further discussion 

To all: 
I appreciated the discussion yesterday, but I’d just like to point out the obvious, which is that we only just scratched the surface of the 
issues raised by Rawlings. I personally had about a dozen questions for Steve Farmer that I was not able to ask (partly because I didn’t 
want to hog the available time), plus two for the provost and one for Michelle Brown. I sure would like to have the chance to ask them 
publicly at some point. And I’m quite sure that other faculty have questions they’d like to pursue as well. 

I’ve been requesting town hall meetings for a long time, and here I am again. The ARG has taken the lead in organizing one around the 
Taylor Branch documentary on Oct. 24, but we need more focused meetings on issues such as 1) literacy and curriculum; 2) athletes’ 
rights; 3) clustering, graduation rates, and the meaning of academic "success"; 4) policies and attitudes around gender; 5) the whole 
’committee case’ 
process, and the need for accountability in that process; 6) concussions, brain trauma, and long-term health care for athletes; 7) the 
scholarship agreement, whether UNC actually honors it and whether it should be modified; 8) the segregation of athletes from the life 
of the University; 9) the purported educational value of sport; 10) the current revenue model and ts sustaiuability; 11) the 
attitudes/assumptions/imperatives that drive academic counselors; and many more, all of which could be framed within UNC’s effort 
to respond thoughtfully to the Rawlings report. I call on you to follow up yesterday’s opening statement with a coordinated program of 
public discussions in the weeks and months ahead. 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith 
Professor of History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:52 AM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu> 
FW: panel question 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Farmer, Stephen M; Dean, Jr., James W.; Brown, Michelle; Cunningham, Bubba; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: panel question 

Thank you for the panel conversation yesterday. I wanted to ask a question with regards to disclosure and transparency of the course 
of cumculum for the athletes who need developmental strategies, specifically in reading and writing. If 48 of our 61 first year 
students in English 100 are athletes, what will be the course of cumculum (the other 39 classes) that leads to a degree for our students 
who "need a longer runway"? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC - UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 9:34 AM 

Styers, Randall <rstyers@unc.edu> 

RE: Department rankings 

Hi Randall, 
Thanks for this. I have passed it on to the Provost! I hope he acknowledges the department. 

Jan 

From." Styers, Randall 
Sent." Friday, October 04, 2013 2:11 plVl 
To." Boxill, Jan 
Subject," Fwd: Department rankings 

Jan-- 

It was great to see you last night. Here’s the message I sent to my department about the rankings of Religious 
Studies departments distributed at the conference I attended last weekend. 

Feel free to pass it along if you have a good opportunity for that! 

See you again soon, 

Randall 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Styers, Randall" <rstyers@unc.edu> 
Subject: Department rankings 
Date: September 30, 2013 10:25:41 AM EDT 
To: "Ambros, Barbara R" <bambros@email.unc.edu>, "Ariel, Yaakov" 
<yariel@email.unc.edu>, "Bayne, Brandon Lynn" <bayne@unc.edu>, "Boon, Jessica A." 
<iboon@email.unc.edu>, "Ehrman, Bart D" <behrman@email.unc.edu>, "Ernst, Carl W’ 
<CERNST@email.unc.edu>, "Hammer, Juliane" <jhammer@email.unc.edu>, "Lambert, 
David Arthur" <dalambe(~,email.unc.edu>, "Leve, Lauren G" <leve(~,email.unc.edu>, 
"Magness, Jodi" <magness@email.unc.edu>, "Marienberg, Evyatar" 
<evyatarm@unc.edu>, "Ochoa, Todd Ramon" <tochoa@email.unc.edu>, "Plese, Zlatko" 
<plese@email.unc.edu>, "Safi, Omid" <omid@email.unc.edu>, "Thornton, Brendan 
Jamal" <bjthornt@email.unc.edu>, RSGradlist <rsgradlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Toscher, Hope" <toscher@email.unc.edu>, "Quick, Myra C" <quick@unc.edu>, 
"Ashworth, Cathy T" <epresley@email.unc.edu> 

Hello all-- 

I just returned from a conference this weekend at Indiana University marking the 50th anniversary of the 1963 



Supreme Court case, Abington v. Schempp, that’s often seen as spurring the massive growth of religious studies 
in American public universities. The conference included department chairs and representatives from all the 
major religious studies departments in public universities from around the nation. 

One of the plenary speakers, Gerald Larson (emeritus professor of religious studies from both Indiana 
University and UC Santa Barbara), distributed the attached handout with rankings of the maj or American 
religious studies departments (based on 2010 data from The Chronicle of Higher Education and the NRC). As 
you’ll see, Larson’s chart ranks our department as tied for first place with Duke and Princeton (and substantially 
ahead of very impressive competition). 

We all know the questionable nature of these types of ranking, but at least UNC got some excellent PR from the 
handout, and it was circulated to some of the major figures in our discipline. 

Randall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:29 PM 

’The wmst mailing list’ <wmst@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: October Calendar 

Hi Josh, 

I know you have TA meetings on Tuesdays, but I wanted you to know that we have switched our recitation to Tuesday 

9. We don’t start the presentations until 7:30, but we will have pizza! 

Jan 

From: Miller, Joshua Preston [mailto:millerjp@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:22 PM 
To: The wmst mailing list 
Subject: [wmst] October Calendar 

Please see our October events calendar attached. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
wmst as: <a href="mailto:jmboxill@email.unc.edu">jmboxill@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33696836- 
201652.dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060ct’79918030@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33696836- 
201652.dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060ct’79918030@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:31 PM 

’The wmst mailing list’ <wmst@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: October Calendar 

Sorry for replying without realizing it was not directly to Josh. 

Jan 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: The wmst mailing list 
Subject: RE:[wmst] October Calendar 

Hi Josh, 

I know you have TA meetings on Tuesdays, but I wanted you to know that we have switched our recitation to Tuesday 7- 

9. We don’t start the presentations until 7:30, but we will have pizza! 

Jan 

From: Miller, Joshua Preston [mailto:millerjp@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:22 PM 
To: The wmst mailing list 
Subject: [wmst] October Calendar 

Please see our October events calendar attached. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
wmst as: <a href="mailto:jmboxill@email.unc.edu">jmboxill@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33696836- 
201652.dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060ct’79918030@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33696836- 
201652.dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060ct’79918030~listserv.unc.edu</a> 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
wmst as: <a href="mailto:jmboxill@email.unc.edu">jmboxill@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33696880- 
201652.dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060ct’79918030@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33696880- 
201652.dbc80ba3 fe 16625cae4060ct’79918030~listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:32 PM 

Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: October calendar 

So sorry. I realized it when I got the email my self @ 

From: Hershfield, Joanne L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:31 PM 

To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: October calendar 

Hi Jan, 

In your reply to Josh, you accidently replied to all the wmst mailing list. 

Joanne 

Joanne Hershfield, Professor and Chair 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill, CB#3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962-3908 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:30 PM 

Moon, Tara C <tara moon@med.unc.edu> 

Barker, Robert <rabarker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: honor court, hearings panel 

Hi Tara, 
Thanks so much for volunteering. We greatly appreciate your willingness to serve on such important hearings. 
You will receive training and other information from Robert Barker in Student Affairs. 

Jan 

From: Moon, Tara C 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: honor court, hearings panel 

Hi Jan, 
I am emailing to let you know that I am interested in volunteering to be a member of 
the honor court hearings panel. Please forward my name if there is still a need for 
faculty participants. I look forward to learning more about the process. 
Thanks! 
Tara 

Tara C. Moon, MS, MLS(ASCP)cM ¯ Assistant Professor ¯ Division of Clinical Laboratory Science 

School of Medicine ¯ UNC Chapel Hill ¯ Campus Box 7145 . Suite 4100, Bondurant Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7145 ¯ 919.843.4353 ¯ fax 919.966.5200 ¯ tmoon@med.unc.edu ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:48 PM 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; 
McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
<RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu>; Ferrell, 
Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Thanks everyone. 

Jan 

From: Bartram, Jamie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:42 PM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P.; McFarland, Michael B; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Barber, Stephen; Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Thanks Ron and well done all 

Jamie Bartram 

Don and Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished Professor 

Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering 

Director, Water Institute 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

THE WATER INSTITUTE at UNC 
www.waterinstitute.u nc.edu 

SAVE the DATE: 2013 Water and Health Conference 

October 14-18 in Chapel Hfl/, NC 

http://WHConference.u nc.edu 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Bartram, Jamie; Barber, Stephen; Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: FW: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Colleagues - The Provost has endorsed a third year of the campus-wide Water Theme as resolved by the 
Faculty Council on 10-4-13. It is now official. Thank you, Ron Strauss 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost aaad Chief International Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron strauss~a)unc.edu 

From: Dean, Jr., James W. 



Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Strauss, Ronald P. 
Cc: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Subject: RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Ron - do you know the answer to this question? I thought that since the water theme came from the global center 

think) you may know how it was ratified before. Jim 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Dean, Jr., James W. 
Cc: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Subject: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Regarding the council’s OK of the resolution on Friday to extend the water theme, my understanding is they are advisory 

to the administration so that technically there is still some action that has to be taken for that to be official. At least 
that’s what I recall from the initial proposal. Just want to confirm we should not report that as final. Thanks. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:49 PM 

Sayre-McCord, Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu> 

RE: Dan Ariely’s email address is 

Thanks 

From: Sayre-McCord, Geoff 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Dan Ariely’s email address is 

dan.ariely~duke.edu 

Geoffrey Sayre-McCord 
Morehead-Cain Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
U.S.A. 

919.627.1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:53 PM 

Sayre-McCord, Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu> 

Parr intro 

Gary Parr Intro- 1 .docx 

Another version 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:02 PM 

Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Winning Words invitation--Please RSVP and forward widely 

Hi Marc, 
I talked with Steven Swartzer about attending this conference. Since this fits very precisely with our Outreach Program 

and for his position, I think it would be valuable for him to attend. The Parr Center is willing to share half the costs with 

the Department [yes, I know we are all one but funding sources work in different ways!]. Would this suit you as well? 

Thanks, 

Jan 

~ 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 

CHICAGO 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

CIVIC KNOWLEDGE PROJECT 

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO ATTEND 

THE WINNING WORDS INITIATIVE: 

MIDWEST REGIONAL RESOURCE NETWORK FOR 

PRECOLLEGIATE PHILOSOPHY 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2013 
9:00 A.M. TO 4:30 P.M. 

MANDEL HALL, REYNOLDS CLUB, THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

1131 EAST 57TH STREET, CHICAGO, IL 60637 

JOIN LEADING PHILOSOPHERS AND EDUCATORS FROM ACROSS 

THE U.S. FOR A DAY OF EXCITING TALKS, PANEL DISCUSSIONS, AND 
DEMONSTRATIONS HIGHLIGHTING THE IMPORTANCE OF FOSTERING 

PHILOSOPHY AT THE K-12 LEVEL. 

BE PART OF AN IMPORTANT MOVEMENT TO BRING PHILOSOPHY TO 

YOUNG PEOPLE, WHO LOVE TO GROW AS CREATIVE THINKERS BY 

ENGAGING WITH SUCH QUESTIONS AS "WHAT IS THE GOOD LIFE.’?" 

THE EVENT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. 

PLEASE RSVP ONLINE BY OCTOBER 31ST. 



AGENDA, PARKING AND LODGING INFORMATION AVAILABLE HERE. 

PERSONS WITH SPECIAL REQUESTS MAY CONTACT THE 

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY EVENTS AND CEREMONIES AT 773.702.9626. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:21 PM 

Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Staley, Sandy <sstaley@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Winning Words invitation--Please RSVP and forward widely 

Marc, 
Yes, he is really enjoying the role and from reports and talking with him is doing a good job, Why [ thought this particular conference 

would be good is that it is coming at a good time for him to work on the his course for next term~ 

Thanks, 
Jan 

From: Marc Lange [mailto:mlange@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Staley, Sandy 
Subject: Re: FW: Winning Words invitation--Please RSVP and forward widely 

OK -- ! have cc’d Sandy. 

Jan: Do you think that Swartzer wants to continue in this role next academic year? How much I think we should invest in 
these kinds of activities for him depends, I think, on his likelihood of remaining in this role for another year. 

Best wishes, 
MBL 

Marc Lange 
Theda Perdue Distinguished Professor and 
Philosophy Department Chair 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3125 -- Caldwell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27599-3125 
919 962.3324 (o) 
On 10/8/2013 3:01 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 

Hi Marc, 
! talked with Steven Swartzer about attending this conference. Since this fits very precisely with our Outreach 
Program and for his position, ! think it would be valuable for him to attend. The Parr Center is willing to share 
half the costs with the Department [yes, I know we are all one but funding sources work in different ways!]. 
Would this suit you as well? 

Thanks, 
Jan 

The University of Chicago 
Civic Knowledge Project 

cordially invites you to attend 

The Winning Words Initiative: 

A Midwest Regional Resource Network for Precollegiate Philosophy 



Saturday, November 2, 2013 
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Mandel Hall, Reynolds Club, The University of Chicago 
1131 East 57th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 

Join leading philosophers and educators from across 
the U.S. for a day of exciting talks, panel discussions, and demonstrations 
highlighting the importance of fostering philosophy at the k- 12 level. 

Be part of an important movement to bring philosophy to young people, who 
love to grow as creative thinkers by engaging with such questions as "What is 
the good life?" 

The evem is free and open to the public. 

Please RSVP online by October 31st. 

Agenda, Parking and Lodging information available here. 

Persons with special requests may contact the 
Office of University Events and Ceremonies at 773.702.9626. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:27 PM 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu>; Bartram, Jamie 
<jbartram@email.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; McFarland, 
Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
<RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <j sferrel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Good point. We should certainly draft a statement for them. 

Jan 

From: Barber, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Bartram, Jamie; Strauss, Ronald P.; McFarland, Michael B; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Will there be an official statement from University Relations about this or will the steering committee need to formulate 

their own announcement? 

From: Bartram, Jamie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:42 PM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P.; McFarland, Michael B; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Barber, Stephen; Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Thanks Ron and well done all 

Jamie gartram 

Don and Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished Professor 

Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering 

Director, Water Institute 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

THE WATER INSTITUTE a~ UNC 
www.waterinstitute.u nc.edu 

SAVE the DATE: 2013 Water and Health Conference 

October 14-18 in Chapel Hifl, NC 

http://WHConference.u nc.edu 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Bartram, Jamie; Barber, Stephen; Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: FW: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Colleagues - The Provost has endorsed a third year of the campus-wide Water Theme as resolved by the 



Faculty Council on 10-4-13. It is now official. Thank you, Ron Strauss 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost aaad Chief International Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron strauss~a)unc.edu 

From: Dean, Jr., James W. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 12:36 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Strauss, Ronald P. 
Cc: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Subject: RE: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Ron - do you know the answer to this question? I thought that since the water theme came from the global center 

think) you may know how it was ratified before. Jim 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Dean, Jr., James W. 
Cc: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Subject: water theme ? from Faculty Council 

Regarding the council’s OK of the resolution on Friday to extend the water theme, my understanding is they are advisory 

to the administration so that technically there is still some action that has to be taken for that to be official. At least 

that’s what I recall from the initial proposal. Just want to confirm we should not report that as final. Thanks. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:15 PM 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow and Friday 

Have a great trip and visit the Grand Old Oprey 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:02 PM 
To: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph S; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Tomorrow and Friday 

Just a reminder that I will be out tomorrow and Friday. I am accompanying Josh on his trip to Nashville. I’ll be back in the 

office mid-morning on Monday since I have a doctor’s appointment that morning. 

Joe--you have some mail here, including your NC Flex benefits packet. We also got a call about your University Day 

script, but it hasn’t been delivered yet. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 
CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 3:30 PM 

Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
<Anne_Whi snant@unc, edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 

FW: LLCAC faculty appointments 

Suggestions. 

Here are some I might recommend Paul Friga, Vin Steponaitis, John Sweeney, Charles Daye, 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Renner, Joy J; Huber, Evelyne H 
Cc: Wilkinson, Patti; Templeton, Joe 
Subject: LLCAC faculty appointments 

Jan, Joy and Evelyne: 

We have discovered that we are in need of 6 faculty appointments to the Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee 

(LLAC). This is an advisory committee to the Chancellor regarding UNC-licensed goods. In the past it was involved in 

researching manufacturing practices for Nike, etc. There are 6 faculty, 5 ex-officio and 3 students. Meredith Weiss 

(AVC Finance); Derek Lochbaum (Director of Trademarks and Licensing); Bubba Cunningham; Lissa Broome and Shirley 

Ort are the ex-officio members. 

Currently there are 0 faculty appointed; the last few rolled off last year. The committee hasn’t met in a while, but we 

would like to keep it current. According to Derek L, some of the disciplines that have been helpful to have on the 

committee in the past are economics, business, law, history and geography. 

Please provide some suggested names to me by October 16th. We’d love to have the committee appointed by the end of 

the month. 

Thanks so much! Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 
Chief of Staff, Chancellor’s Office 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:00 PM 

Swartzer, Steven <swartzer@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [FWD: Our first Ethics Bowl Meeting! ] 

photo.JPG 

From: risraeloff@sq u irefou ndation.org [mailto: risraeloff@sq u irefou ndation.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Matt Deaton; Prescott, Elizabeth; Boxill, Jan; Gary Squire; Alison Sowers 
Subject: [FWD: Our first Ethics Bowl Meeting!] 

This is why we do what we do. Here’s a note from the Farmingdale NY coach, and photo... 

Hi Roberta, 
We have over 40 kids here! They are working in small groups discussing the college athletes case. 
Each group is being led by one of the students from the national team. I have to say I’m a little 
teary eyed. How awesome is this? 
Jen Theo-Kupstas 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:14 PM 

Chancellor <chancellor@unc.edu> 

RE: Note from Chancellor Folt 

THANK YOU. It was indeed our pleasure. 

Jan 

From: Chancellor 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H; Biddle, Andrea K; Parsons, Eileen R; Ferrell, Joseph S; Broome, Lissa L; Rennet, Joy J; Cairns, 
Bruce A; Kasson, Joy S; Boxill, Jan; Mucha, Peter J; Brewster, Wendy R; Panter, A. T. 
Subject: Note from Chancellor Folt 

Dear Committee Members, 

Thank you for joining me for dinner last week at Quail Hill. The conversation was wonderful and I enjoyed 

getting to know all of you better. 

I admire and appreciate everyone on this committee, and look forward to future meetings together. 

Best, 

Carol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:45 AM 

Ferrell, Joseph S <j sferrel@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Faculty Hearing & Grievance Committees 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ferrell, Joseph S 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Faculty Hearing & Grievance Committees 

Will do. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:59 AM 
To: Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: FW: Faculty Hearing & Grievance Committees 

Can you respond to this request for me. 
Thanks, 
Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mary Jean Herzog [mail~o:mhe~zo~email.wcu.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:38 AM 
To: Green, David A; ’Kelley Ann Gregory’; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson- 
Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@unca.edu; Boxill, 
Jan; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Placilla, 
Christina D. (placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; David Green (’dgreen@nccu.edu’); Leonard, Stephen T; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Faculty Hearing & Grievance Committees 

Dear Faculty Senate Chairs, 

I have two questions: How many members are on your Hearing & Grievance Committees & What is the minimum number required to 
hold a hearing? 

(At WCU, the Hearing Comm hears cases related to reappointment, tenure and promotion and the Grievance Comm hears cases about 
other issues "related to the employment status" eg., salary disputes.) 

Thanks for your help. mj 

Dr. Mary Jean Ronan Herzog 
Professor 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Office: 104 Reid 
Western Carolina University 
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
828.227.3327/fax 828.227.7609 
mherzog@email.wcu.edu<maiFto :~r~erzo~emaiLwcu.e&~> 



From: Green, David A [dgreen@NCCU.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: ’Kelley Ann Gregory’; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; 
bcsims@ncat.edu; Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@tmca.edu; Boxill, Jan; 
esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean Herzog; 
Placilla, Christina D. (placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; David Green (’dgreen@nccu.edu’); Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Friendly Reminder: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks for those of you who have submitted your Faculty Senate Committee List. I have received list from Fayetteville State, NCCU, 
Winston-Salem State, UNC-Pembroke, and East Carolina. 

I have not received any Shared Governance Surveys. 

Please make every effort to get the List and Survey to me as soon as possible, but by October 24, 2013 at the latest. 

Thanks 

David 

David A. Green 

Professor of Law 
North Carolina Central University 

School of Law 
640 Nelson Street 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

(919) 530-7161 
(919) 530-6339 (fax) 

"Each One, Teach One" 

From: Kelley Ann Gregory [mailto:kelle~r~orthcarolma.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: ’kocham@appstate.edu’; spraguem@ecu.edu; mmcoulson-clark@mail.ecsu.edu; Wilson-Jones, Linda; bcsims@ncat.edu; 
Mcmurray, Harvey L; wiley@ncssm.edu; David_zonderman@ncsu.edu; vfrank@tmca.edu; Boxill, Jan; esouffra@uncc.edu; Patricia 
Sink (pesink@uncg.edu); jcurtis@uncp.edu; lugo@uncw.edu; townsb@uncsa.edu; Mary Jean Herzog; Placilla, Christina D. 
(placillac@wssu.edu) 
Cc: Rigsby, Catherine; David Green (’dgreen@nccu.edu’); Stephen Leonard; moreheada@ecu.edu 
Subject: Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey 

Hi Folks: 

As discussed at Friday’s meeting, attached is the Faculty Senate Committee List Form and the Shared Governance Survey. 
Please return the Faculty Committee List Form to David Green dgreen@nccu.edu<mailto:dgreen@ncct~.edu> as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 

Kelley Gregory 
Academic Affairs Events Specialist and Faculty Liaison University of North Carolina General Administration 
910 Raleigh Road, P.O. Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 
Telephone: 919-962-4612 
Email: kelleyg@northcarolina.edu<mail~o :kelle~r~orthcarolma.ed~> 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For more information please visit ~:iiwww.svman~eccloud.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:46 AM 

Overton, Jackie <overton@psafety.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

Oh dang--I’d love to but we have a lunch speaker who I have to introduce. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Overton, Jackie 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Lunch 

We are having cold weather comfort foods today: chicken and dumplings, chili, pinto beans, slaw, cornbread, multiple dessert, and 
drink. Feel free to come join us. 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 10:35 AM 

Prescott, Elizabeth <epresco@email.unc.edu>; Fanfani, Katie 
<kfanfani@email.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu>; 
Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 
Installation 

Installation.docx 

Can you read this for me to make edits where appropriate. The greetings are to last 1 minute! 

Thanks, 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 2:02 PM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu>; Prescott, Elizabeth 
<epresco@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Installation 

Installation-final.docx 

THANKS. Okay I am sending the "final" version--I hope. 

From: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 1:41 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Installation 

See if this helps. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 10:35 AM 
To: Prescott, Elizabeth; Fanfani, Katie; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Turner, Katie 
Subject: Installation 

Can you read this for me to make edits where appropriate. The greetings are to last 1 minute! 

Thanks, 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 2:10 PM 

McCoy, Portia <portia mccoy@med.unc.edu> 

RE: RCR session next monday: Bondurant G100 

BB SP Ethics Powerpoint.ppt 

Hi Portia, 
Here are my slides. 

From: McCoy, Portia 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 12:45 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: RCR session next monday: Bondurant G100 

Did you get a chance to look over your slides? Please forward them to me when you get a chance! 

From: McCoy, Portia 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: RCR session next monday: Bondurant G100 

Jan, 

I have a copy of the presentation you did for the OPA course, but not a copy of the one you did for the shorter BBSP 

session. I was not there last year the day you talked and I believe Michael said you were going to access it off your email 

for that session. 

~Portia 

From: McCoy, Portia 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: RCR session next monday: Bondurant G100 

I will go through my files and let you know if I don’t find them. 

~Portia 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 10:58 AM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay-let me look them over, but I think you have the ones from last year. 

jan 

From: McCoy, Portia 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:48 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: RCR session next monday: Bondurant G100 

Of course! If you have your slides ready, you can go ahead and send them to me. I will get them loaded in 



preparation for your talk. 

~Portia 

On Oct 10, 2013, at 9:31 AM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the reminder. 

Jan 

From: McCoy, Portia 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: Kuhn, Tim; Boxill, Jan 
Cc: Brandt, Patrick Daniel 
Subject: RCR session next monday: Bondurant G100 

Jan and Tim, 

I just wanted to remind you that you are speaking next week for the BBSP RCR training. The 

session will run from 3:00- 4:30p in Bondurant G100. Each of you is giving a 30-45 minute talk 

(including time for questions). I think that it would make more sense if Jan goes first as her 

topic is more an introduction to ethics (and why its important). Please let me know if this 

works for you two. 

If you need any additional information, let me know. 

Portia 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 
Version: 2014.0.4142 / Virus Database: 3609/6735 - Release Date: 10/09/13 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 
Version: 2014.0.4142 / Virus Database: 3609/6735 - Release Date: 10/09/13 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 
Version: 2014.0.4142 / Virus Database: 3609/6735 - Release Date: 10/09/13 





























































































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 5:15 PM 

Smith, Jane C. <j ane_smith@unc.edu> 

INSTALLATION dinner 

Jane, 
Is dinner at 6 or 6:30? 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 10:45 PM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu> 
FW: Pope Center’s game plan for UNC 

Schalin, Jay -- From Ivory Tower to Shining City Upon a Hill -- Pope Center 10-6- 
2013.pdf 

Very interesting. 

From: Pete Andrews [andrewsr@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 12, 2013 9:50 PM 
To: Andrews, Richard N 
Subject: Pope Center’s game plan for UNC 

FYI I recently fotmd this on Pope Center’s web site, and thought if you 
were not already aware of it, it is in effect an important and sobering 
new document articulating their game plan for trying to change UNC to 
suit their preferences. Please share with others in UNC leadership as 
you think appropriate. 

Pete 

REPLY TO: pete.andrews@unc.edu 

Professor Richard N. L. Andrews 
Department of Public Policy 
CB#3435, Abernethy Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 USA 
Tel: +1 919.843.5011 FAX: +1 919.962.5824 
Home page: ht~p:i/ric~vardar~drews.web.ur~c.ed~i 



From Ivory Tower to Shining City Upon a 
Hill 

The path to reform of state governments must go through 
state university systems. 

By Jay Schalin 

Comments 

Pope Center for Higher Education Policy, October 06, 2013 

(Editor’s note." The following is the written version of a speech given by the Pope Center’s Jay 
Schafin to the Higher Education Working Group at the annual State Poficy Network convention 

in September of 2013.) 

Something I’ve noticed with a great many state policy groups over the years is that they seem to 

do very little with higher education. 

Indeed, even in our state of North Carolina, where the first solidly Republican government in 
over 100 years won monumental victories, such as the end of tenure in K-12 education and major 
changes to the tax code, there was almost no reform for higher education. 

I understand why there is so much focus on other issues. Many of them need immediate 
attention: health care, the rights of gun owners, gay marriage, environmental regulations and so 
on. And certainly K-12 education, which affects almost everybody at some point in their lives-- 
not so for higher education. The amount of money spent by states on higher education is much 

less than on K-12: in North Carolina, it’s about 3:1 

Why then, should you spend your precious time and effort on higher education? 

There are a great many reasons. First of all, higher education produces a lot of really bad ideas, 
and those ideas often manifest themselves in other political and social issues. Focusing on the 
better publicized, more urgent issues can resemble attacking the symptoms of a disease instead 
of the disease itself--in this case, of the plague of modern liberalism. If Johnny can’t read, a 
good share of the blame goes to the education school that trained his teachers in ways that 
guarantee many of their students will inevitably struggle with basic skills. If government at all 
levels is pushing oppressive and economy-choking environmental regulations, justification for 
environmental regulations is produced largely by university professors, such as the famed 
"Hockey Stick" graph that supports man-made global warming. 



If you deal with young voters who don’t grasp how the world works, that is a failure of 
education, especially higher education. For instance, if they see capitalism in a negative light, 
chances are they were not taught economics by an economics professor, or even by a political 
science professor, but were taught anti-capitalist opinions with no grounding in fact by their 
social science or humanities professors. 

Academia is American liberals’ sanctuary, their fortress, their source. By controlling the 
campuses, the Left is able to control much of the nation’s intellectual debate. Two strains of the 
American Left, the native-born Progressivism and European Marxism, survive. Neither would 
have spread so extensively without help from universities. America’s intellectual transition from 
the emphasis on individual natural rights that underpinned our Constitution to the relativism that 
paves the way for collectivism was largely the work of academics, especially William James of 
Harvard and John Dewey of Columbia. And our most fiercely Progressive president, Woodrow 
Wilson, was also our most academic president. 

As for the Marxist strain, when the neo-Marxist members of the Frankfurt School fled Germany 
in the 1930s, they found a new home in American universities, particularly Columbia. The New 
Left that fostered the 1960s counterculture, as embodied by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, the Students for a Democratic Society, the Berkeley Free Speech Movement and the 
Port Huron Statement, was largely a child of academia. 

Academia is now where the left goes when they need a second chance, to gain hidden influence, 
or to lazily finish out their careers. Married violent 1960s radicals Bill Ayers and Bernadette 
Dohrn found homes there: Ayers as a highly influential education professor, who did far more 
damage to the U.S. as an educator than he did as a terrorist, and Dohrn as a law professor. 
Another violent member of the Weathermen, Howard Machtinger, was recently discovered 
working at UNC-Chapel Hill, quietly bouncing from staffj ob to staffj ob until he reached 
retirement. It would seem that somebody high up in the system was looking out for him. 

The politicization of the universities is by design, and it has reached the point at which the 
inmates have truly taken over the asylum. And they get to decide who follows in their footsteps. 
At UNC-Wilmington, out of roughly 100 candidates for a tenure track j ob in the English 
Department, many of them with outstanding credentials from the top universities and desperate 
for work in today’s buyer’s market, the department decided that the aptly named Dr. Alessandro 
Porco was the right person to educate the young of North Carolina about ideas and culture. The 
fact that his Ph.D. was from non-prestigious SUNY Buffalo, that his Ph.D. dissertation was 
about hip-hop, and that his first book he described as "my book-length ode to the adult-film star 
affectionately referred to as ’the anal queen’" did not discourage the hiring committee of English 
professors. Rather, it is likely that such lowly scholarship and low character encouraged them. 

Another reason why it is important to investigate public universities is because they are subj ect 
to extreme mission creep. A few years ago, the chancellor of UNC-Chapel Hill wrote a book in 
which he suggested that universities were the solutions to all the world’s problems (he resigned 
this year after failing to resolve a university athletic scandal). When you see what your state is up 
to, you will find that universities are heavily involved in states’ central planning efforts for 
economic development. You will see that the land-grant extension services--initially created to 



help farmers adopt better agricultural methods--are heavily involved in politically correct social 
engineering. In North Carolina, the university system operates a network of free health clinics 
throughout the state--hardly a primary function of academia. 

Studies show that students’ political beliefs move to the left in their college years--this is no 
accident. A couple of years ago, at one of my alma maters, the University of Delaware, incoming 
freshmen and transfer students were greeted at the door of their dormitories and forced into an 
indoctrination program in which they had to confess details of their sexuality and to adopt the 
persona of various demographics in group exercises. University literature described it as 
"treatmenf’ for students’ incorrect attitudes and beliefs. And it was hardly an isolated incident: 
such programs are increasingly adopted by U.S. colleges and universities. 

Higher education can also be a big money pit for state revenues. A couple of years ago, in the 
face of a severely bloated state budget, the first North Carolina legislature with Republican 
control in over 100 years gave the university system a 14 percent "haircut," roughly $400 
million. Today, despite all the gnashing of teeth and wailing that such "draconian" cuts would 
mean the end of the world, staffing levels are roughly the same as they were before and faculty 
workloads have even gone down slightly by my reckoning. It seems our university system had so 
many little hidden slush funds, so many non-existent jobs funded with state revenues, and so 
many ways of moving money around behind the scenes that even those substantial cuts hardly 
touched their actual operations. And chances are, your university system is much the same. 

Trying to restore sanity to a state university system is not easy, nor is it for the faint of heart-- 
public universities have legislators on both sides of the aisle in their pockets. Texas, with the 
help of Governor Perry and the Texas Public Policy Center, was able to make some serious 
reforms a couple of years ago. When a member of the University of Texas Regents started 
digging into some corruption at the law school, the legislature rewrote the laws to remove all real 
power from the Regents. This in spite of the fact that the legislature was controlled by 
Republicans. 

In North Carolina this year, the Republican legislature did an excellent job in many areas, save 
one. Higher education got almost no legislative reforms; the most important one was "collateral 
damage" intended to cut costs in K-12 education by ending an automatic pay raise for teachers 
who get master’s degrees in education. One outstanding provision in the state budget that would 
have greatly improved university transparency made it through the first few votes but was 
removed in the eleventh hour evidently due to some back room maneuvering. 

Of course, it is difficult to address problems such as the highly politicized professoriate. We have 
to tread lightly in such ideological matters as bringing about a balanced curriculum. After all, we 
don’t want to set precedents, such as government control over the course content, that can be 
turned against ourselves in the future, 

But that doesn’t mean you should ignore higher education as an issue. If we can start to change 
the way that history and ideas are taught, start to change the way young people think, or rather, 
undo the damage that has already been done over the years and get them to think at all, it won’t 
be long before all kinds of positive things happen. The left knows how important academia is 



when it comes to molding opinions; we should acknowledge their savvy and combat their 
academic dominance. 

So what can you do to reform a state university system? 

Over the years, we’ve identified two schools of thought regarding how to reform academia. One 
is to forget about reforming existing institutions and focus on innovations and building new 
institutions, due in part to a belief that mainstream academia has become irredeemable and in 
part to a great faith in innovation. Indeed, there are many promising developments suggesting 
that higher education is ripe for a serious wave of creative destruction: the Internet has enabled 
various innovations, while other people are restoring neglected aspects of higher education by 
starting up small traditional schools based on traditional learning. We are seeing all manner of 
innovation and fresh thinking in this vein. 

But the future is highly unpredictable. Placing too much certainty in the inevitability of sweeping 
changes to the universities from without could prove disastrous. Despite the odds, we must try to 
fix the damage already done to the existing academy. 

There is considerable hope for state policy groups to do so, because, although it seems counter- 
intuitive, public university systems may be more easily reformed than private schools. Private 
schools have a complex system of governance that spreads the power around and gives most of it 
to the administration and faculty. Although public university systems often try to mimic private 
governance in order to keep the power in the hands of the administration and faculty, they really 
have only one primary owner--the people of the state, meaning the voters and taxpayers. 

That power to govern the university is placed in the hands of boards of governors or regents or 
trustees by the state’s elected officials. If you can get good people onto the boards, you might be 
able to affect real change. But board members can be subject to the same enervating influences 
and attitudes that turn reforming legislators into go-along-to-get-along milquetoasts, and 
university administrations work overtime to co-opt them. 

So check out the system’ s governance procedures--a little tweak might be able to give positive 
results. In North Carolina, the system of governance isn’t bad--the system board members are 
appointed by the legislature and we’ve got a solidly Republican legislature. But there is a major 
asymmetric information problem: the system administration controls the information provided to 
the governors, including expert testimony and studies. Naturally, it’s all one-sided, so we’re 
proposing that the board get its own executive director who will be beholden to the board and 
provide more obj ective information. 

If you don’t have the resources to aggressively pursue higher education reform, at least try to 
attend the university system’s board meetings. Chances are they are currently reported on only 
by a fawning mainstream media; letting them know you are watching and holding their feet to 
the fire in the blogosphere can make a difference. 

Another thing to check out is the degree of transparency. In North Carolina, we can’t even get 
department-level financial information. That means we can’t tell such fundamental matters as 



whether the History Department got a budget cut while the Gender Studies Department got a 
raise. The provision in the state budget that was eliminated at the last minute that I mentioned 
before would have given us that transparency. 

Learn your state’s public records laws. Certainly North Carolina’s statutes governing public 
records can stand improvement. Right now, the reigning standard declares that a dozen personnel 
items are public and everything else is private. It should be the other way around; as it stands, 
professors’ published works can be withheld from the public--consider what the phrase "to 
publish" means. 

Also, course syllabi need to be posted online: you can learn a lot about academia by looking at 
syllabi and professors’ published writing. 

Another approach is to establish "beachheads" on campuses. By beachheads, we mean some sort 
of conservative presence: a student organization or publication or an independent intellectual 
center with a liberty-minded agenda hardwired into its mission. If we are going to take back the 
schools, such an official presence is necessary as a place from which to grow, or to keep an eye 
on the campus. 

Which brings us to the area of fundraising. Every year perhaps millions of conservative and 
libertarian Americans reflexively write checks to their alumni funds without thinking twice, and 
then their beloved alma maters spend that money in attempts to destroy the conservative vision 
of America. Just a little of that money spent on more sensible alternatives could go a long way 
toward improving academia. 

Additionally, how much does a $10,000 check mean to a school with an endowment in the 
billions or hundreds of millions? On the other hand, it could mean a great deal to a struggling 
conservative center or a recently founded Great Books college. 

One curricular matter that can be addressed at the legislative or board level is the General 
Education "core." This is the university’s opportunity to make sure that all graduates have a 
small set of skills and knowledge that are most essential for a productive, thinking citizen to 
possess. Today, most universities have watered it down with inclusiveness; both Chapel Hill and 
N.C. State allow students to choose from thousands of courses, many of them so narrow or 
superficial as to mock the idea of a core curriculum. 

Another battlefront is what we call "the overselling of higher education." That is, too many 
unprepared, disengaged students are pushed and pulled into attending college by bad information 
and government subsidies. There’s a lot of promise to reduce this problem, for you can actually 
get some liberals to agree to a realistic look at workforce needs that suggest more emphasis on 
community colleges and vocational training. Shifting weaker students at your high-cost second 
and third-tier state colleges--especially anybody who needs remedial education--to low-cost 
community colleges can save tens of millions of dollars in a bigger state. And we were able to 
get that process started even when North Carolina’ s government was solidly blue. 



Of course, there is always the matter of exposing those egregious incidents of politicization and 
depravity. Although affecting classroom content is a touchy area, you can’t give academia a 
pass. The public needs frequent reminders that universities are not always beneficial, or even 
benign, institutions. Parents need to be reminded that they are sending Junior or Missy to a place 
where wild and harmful ideas and behaviors are promoted, even by the top administrators. 
Taxpayers need to be reminded that they are funding the same. 

Occasionally, you can get a small victory on the ideological front. My first story for the Pope 
Center was exposing a hard-core leftist assistant professor at UNC-Chapel Hill who blatantly 
used his classroom to indoctrinate: most of the reading assignments were political in nature and 
were written by people connected to a single obscure Maoist political journal. A year or so after 
he was exposed, he was denied tenure. 

Yet it is likely that two or three others took his place. The Left keeps pushing the envelope. 
Radical student groups are re-emerging; Chapel Hill has a re-born SDS and anarchist groups that 
formed out of the ashes of the Occupy movement. 

At times, it looks like academia is impossible to reform. At other times, it looks like the 
problems may take care of themselves. I’d say that both of those perspectives are wrong in their 
entirety--we should employ both approaches to reform. There are fundamental weaknesses in 
the Left’s thinking: with constant pressure, the left-leaning Tower of Ivory will tumble. If you 
take their source from them, many other issues will fall into place. On the other hand, if you 
ignore the Left’s dominance of the academy, given its enormous influence, your path may 
always be uphill. 

http://www.popecenter.org/com mentaries/article.html?id=2911 



CHANCELLOR FOLT INSTALLATION GREETINGS 

OCTOBER 12, 2013 

Jan Boxill, Chair of the Faculty 

Thank you President Ross. 

Honorable Governor McCrory, Distinguished Alumni, Distinguished platform guests, 

Chancellor Folt and Professor Peart, other distinguished guests from our system wide 

institutions; UNC Faculty, Staff, students and community members here today, WELCOME. 

As the Chair of the faculty, I feel privileged to greet you on this 220th anniversary of the 

founding of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, for the installation of our 11th 

Chancellor. Chancellor Folt---Judging from your first 100 days, I am confident we chose the 

right chief executive. Your energy and commitment to learn about Carolina not only brings 

fresh eyes and creative ideas to old problems, but serve to restore our faith in the Carolina Way, 

and our commitment to holding ourselves to the high standards we are proud of. With you, we 

want Carolina to be the best global research institution in the world, while we also reaffirm our 

commitment that this remain a public University for the people of North Carolina, where we 

continue to educate and develop responsible citizens and leaders of the local, national and global 

communities. This IS our mission. 

As we heard in yesterday’s panels our brilliant faculty of researchers, teachers, innovators, and 

engaged scholars enthusiastically support this mission. We cannot do this alone; we need each 

other as partners-- faculty, staff, students, administrators, the Board of Trustees, the Board of 

Governors, the legislature, the community, and others. We are a community of individuals and 

units with shared ends, who enjoy and develop one another’s excellences, as each of us enjoys 

and develops our own, with the aim of developing a culture of excellence. So on this University 

Day, we the faculty stand with you, and each other as we commit to this partnership with 

renewed energy and excitement for the opportunities that lie ahead. We ARE CAROLINA and 

we ARE all Tar Heels. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:50 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: Voicemail 

My question is:do athletics have a event/conference planners? I have an assistant who can help but 
she would not be zble to handle it by herself. VVhat we need is someone who handles logistics & 
promotions etc so Bubba, Pete, Erianne can concentrate on content. 

Thanks, 
Jan 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Droid 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> 
To: "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Oct 14, 2013 11:54:37 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Voicemail 

Hi Dr. Boxill, 

I wanted to let you know that I left the office early on Friday to go out of town for a wedding and just received 

your voicemail about giving you a call. I am in the office all day, with the exception of several meetings today. 

Please give me a call at your convenience, and my apologies for the delay in getting back to you. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 
mbnorton@unc.edu 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:41 AM 

Leonard, Stephen T <sleonard@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Worth exploring? 

Sotmds good. I think the new Chancellor and the installation brought people together very nicely, more than just a university day 
celebration. We had many opportunities to interact with the BOG, Tom Ross, etc, which was great. Also, the panels on Friday were 
amazing, and I believe Peter attended them, as did many of the BOT. 

The Governor seems to like Carol and believes in her capabilities and creativity especially in her interactions with "commerce". When 
we meet next week, I’ll tall about some of my efforts to reach him at his level! 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stephen Leonard [maiFto:sleortard~email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Worth exploring? 

Thanks for the note. Exposing policy-makers to the realities of what we do can really move people toward supporting higher 
education. That has certainly been the case on all of the campus orientation visits that GA has organized for the new members of the 
BoG (which Catherine and I have been attending in order to "show the flag"). I am sure that when he comes to your class, the 
Governor will be bowled-over. 

We have noticed shifting positions on the BoG too, especially after they work with the people at Gen Admin. Thus, Catherine and I 
have been bucking-up the GA staff, telling them how important their work is to moving some of the BoG people to more favorable 
positions, and encouraging them to keep their morale up. We are also trying to build a trusting relationship with Peter Hans; it helps of 
course that he was a student of mine, but he is starting to call us and meet with us, asking for "faculty" advice -- and sometimes 
assistance -- whenever he hears rumblings in Raleigh or on the Board. 

These little things might make a significant difference. We won’t get everything we want, but we may be able to head-off some ill- 
conceived initiatives. 

Now we just need to keep our colleagues thinking about these issues, too. 

Let me know if I can help out on the "public flagship" discussion. 

Best, 
Steve 

On 10/14/2013 9:44 AM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 
> Hi Steve, 
> Thanks for this. I agree entirely. I think a "public forum" on this is just what we need at this time and it would be appropriate as a 
follow up from all the uplifting speeches on Saturday. As you likely noticed the Governor and I tailed a great deal during the 
ceremony, and while it might not have been the best time, I was constantly filling him on all that was going on, who was who, what 
they offered the university and what the university has done for the state, nation and the world. He paid attention to it because he 
would make comments to me about the things people said. 
> One thing that I found interesting was in the singing of "Hark the Sound" when it said "Carolina, Priceless Gem," he leaned over 
and said--"That is beautiful, I never heard that before." So while he is not our friend, although he said that is a "misperception", we 
found some common ground, and he said he wanted to come to my class. He introduced me to his assistant who does all his 
scheduling and told her to get me on his schedule. I figure it can’t hurt, especially for him to see faculty and students who are truly 
providing great service to the state. I also said hinted to him that he too had misperceptions about us! 
> 
> That said, we should tall at the next FEC meeting about having a public discussion; I am sure the Chancellor would welcome such 
an event. 
> 



> Jan 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Stephen Leonard 
> Sent: Monday, October 14~ 2013 9:14 AM 
> To: Boxill, Jan; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
> Cc: rigsbyc@ecu.edu 
> Subject: Worth exploring? 
> 
> Jan and Anne-- 

> This IHE story 
> <http://www.insidehighered.com!news/2013/lO/14/documentary-frederick-w 
> iseman-portrays-uc-berkeley-fall-2010> 
> on the documentary "At Berkeley" <~:/%t.°berkele~@~> suggests that a local showing of the film might be a good occasion to 
further stimulate folks at UNCCH and NCSU (and maybe even Duke) to more deeply engage the question at its heart: what does it 
mean to be "public" and "elite." 
> 
> I am watching this question unfold here at Chapel Hill and in Raleigh, and (despite the numerous University Day encomiums about 
"the University of the people") I am not always buoyed by the substance of the discussion. 
> 
> We (or to put it more sharply, I?) need to have our colleagues at CH and State fully engaged in leading the defense of the UNC 
system. Our sister institutions expect and need nothing less. Things are going to get (and are already getting) more difficult before 
they get easier. Folks don’t need to be alarmed or mobilized -- but it may be helpful to have them thinking about reasons to mobilize if 
the need arises. 
> 
> I would be happy to help push this idea along if you think it might be a useful exercise. Perhaps the UNCCH/NCSU administxations 
would kick in something; perhaps we can get the IAH to muster some resources. 
> 
> No need to respond right away. Just give it some thought. 

> Best, 
> Steve Leonard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: College Sports Finances 

Here’s the link! 

http://www.usatodav.com/sports/college/schools/finances/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:59 PM 

Leonard, Stephen T <sleonard@email.unc.edu>; Kurtz-Costes, Beth 
<bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu>; 
Raphael-Grimm, Theresa <raphaelg@email.unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S 
<j sferrel@email.unc, edu> 

FW: ASG Resolution 

Something for the Faculty Assembly and Faculty Executive Comm and also EPC to discuss? 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Student Government Association [ mail.wcu.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 12:54 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: ASG Resolution 

Ms. Boxill, 

My name is Ryan Hermance, I am the Student Body President at Western Carolina University. I am currently writing an ASG 
resolution that will encourage UNC schools that do not have a +/- grading scale to move to such a scale and for UNC schools to also 
move to weighting the grade of A+ to a 4.33. I was given your name and email from Kiran Bhardwaj, who is on my committee at 
ASG, and was asked by the committee to seek advice/comments or concerns from you and the UNC Faculty Advisory Council. Could 
you, and your administration, provide feedback to me about such a resolution? I am asking so that before we move forward with such 
a resolution and bring it to the full assembly for a vote we also have input from faculty. Thank you! 

Ryan Hermance 
President, Western Carolina University Student Government Association Member Ex Officio, Western Carolina University Board of 
Trustees 

A.K. Hinds University Center 
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
Phone: 828-227-7299 
Email: SGA@wcu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 4:33 PM 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu>; Thurman, Stephanie J 
<sthurman@email.unc.edu> 
Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu>; Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 

RE: when faculty leave the Univ 

I have been working on this, but it appears if any are done it is through their departments and only informally.] 

Jan 

From: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 3:30 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Thurman, Stephanie J 
Cc: Ferrell, Joseph S; Turner, Katie 
Subject: RE: when faculty leave the Univ 

Hi Stephanie, 

I have no idea if this is done! 
Cheers, 
Anne 

Maybe departments would know? 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Cc: Ferrell, Joseph S; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Turner, Katie 
Subject: RE: when faculty leave the Univ 

I am not sure, but I do not think we do. am forwarding to Anne and Joe as they would be my best resource. 

Jan 

From: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 3:10 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: when faculty leave the Univ 

Hi Jan, 

When faculty leave the Univ, are exit surveys given in order to ascertain their reasons for departure? I wasn’t sure who 

to ask, but you’re such a good resource on faculty stuff. 

Stephanie Thurman 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
104 South Building, CB# 3000 

phone: (919) 962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

sthu rman @email.u nc.ed u 



E-mail: imigs@uncw.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Holloway, James 

Holloway 

James 

E-mail: HOLLOWAYJ@ecu.edu 



E-mail: hhh@ncsu.edu 



E-mail: gwilson@nccu.edu 



E-mail: gopalanh@wssu.edu 



E-mail: fjgaskill@mail.ecsu.edu 



E-mail: fjames@ncat.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Felts, Mike 

Felts 

Mike 

E-mail: FELTSW@ecu.edu 



E-mail: fbuskey@email.wcu.edu 



E-mail: emcnelis@email.wcu.edu 



E-mail: ellistb@appstate.edu 



E-mail: ellen_jones@uncg.edu 



E-mail: ejernign@uncc.edu 



E-mail: eabarber@ncat.edu 



E-mail: dswain@nccu.edu 



E-mail: donovangl@appstate.edu 



E-mail: domermuthdh@appstate.edu 



E-mail: dohse@unca.edu 



E-mail: dhancock@uncc.edu 



E-mail: dennis_daley@ncsu.edu 



E-mail: dcribar@uncg.edu 



E-mail: bottsdc@appstate.edu 



E-mail: betty.brown@uncp.edu 



E-mail: bernhar@ncsu.edu 



E-mail: aspnes@unity.ncsu.edu 



E-mail: arfreita@uncc.edu 



E-mail: anblower@uncc.edu 



E-mail: ahk@eos.ncsu.edu 



E-mail: achavis@uncfsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kramer, Rob (Rob@KramerLeadership.com) 

Kramer 

Rob 

E-mail: Rob@KramerLeadership,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kokouvi Ehe 

Ehe 

Kokouvi 

E-mail: kehe@eagles.nccu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Creasey, Wendy 

Creasey 

Wendy 

E-mail: CREASEYW@ecu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jessica L. Bishop, DDS, PA 

Jessica L. Bishop 

PA 

E-mail: JessicaBishopDDS.sr@e.smilereminder.com 



Full Name: ’McCrea, Michael (mmccrea@mcw.edu)’ 

Last Name: ’McCrea 

Middle Name: (mmccrea@mcw, edu) ’ 

First Name: Michael 

E-mail: mmccrea@mcw,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Daniel Kelly (KelIyD@JWCI,ORG) 

Kelly 

Daniel 

E-mail: KelIyD@JWCI,ORG 



Full Name: ’Bailes, Julian (JBailes@northshore.org)’ 

Last Name: ’Bailes 

Middle Name: (JBailes@northshore.org) ’ 

First Name: Julian 

E-mail: JBailes@northshore.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Guthmiller, Janet 

Guthmiller 

Janet 

E-mail: janet_guthmiller@DENTlSTRY.UNC.EDU 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mary Garcia 

Garcia 

Mary 

E-mail: maelsarc@ucsc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Daniel Guevara 

Guevara 

Daniel 

E-mail: guevara@ucsc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dalesio, Emery 

Dalesio 

Emery 

E-mail: EDalesio@ap.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pope, Art 

Pope 

Art 

E-mail: art.pope@osbm.nc.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gentile, Mary 

Gentile 

Mary 

E-mail: mgentile3@babson.edu 



E-mail: greg.dees@duke.edu 



E-mail: paul.bloom@duke.edu 



E-mail: suzanna.shanahan@duke.edu 



E-mail: msloan@ncmcapital.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

NCAA Convention 

Convention 

NCAA 

E-mail: NCAAConvention@shortstravel.com 



E-mail: yo-kondo@lagoon.ocn.ne.jp 



Full Name: Teresa Oliveira Lacerda 

Last Name: Lacerda 

Middle Name: Oliveira 

First Name: Teresa 

E-mail: tlacerda@fade.up.pt 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Stephen Mumford 

Mumford 

Stephen 

E-mail: Stephen.Mumford@nottingham.ac.uk 



E-mail: SSTOLL@uidaho.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sigmund Loland 

Loland 

Sigmund 

E-mail: sigmund.loland@nih.no 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Peter Hopsicker 

Hopsicker 

Peter 

E-mail: pmh12@psu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Albano, Peter 

Albano 

Peter 

E-mail: pjalbano@cmeast.org 



Full Name: Sailors, Pamela R 

Last Name: Sailors 

Middle Name: R 

First Name:    Pamela 

E-mail: PamelaSailors@ missouristate.edu 



E-mail: miller.brown@trincoll.edu 



Full Name: Edwards, Lisa (Staff, CSS) (lledwards@uwi¢.a¢.uk) 

Last Name: Edwards 

Middle Name: (Staff, CSS) 

First Name: Lisa 

E-mail: lledwards@uwic.ac.uk 



E-mail: lev.kreft@guest.arnes.si 



Full Name: Leslie A, Howe 

Last Name: Howe 

Middle Name: A. 

First Name:    Leslie 

E-mail: l.a.howe@usask.ca 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

David Kaspar 

Kaspar 

David 

E-mail: kaspard@stjohns,edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Russell 

Russell 

John 

E-mail: jrussell@langara,bc.ca 



E-mail: jilunda@linfield.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Paul Gaffney 

Gaffney 

Paul 

E-mail: GAFFNEYP@stjohns.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Leslie Francis 

Francis 

Leslie 

E-mail: francisl@law.utah.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Nicholas Dixon 

Dixon 

Nicholas 

E-mail: dixon@alma.edu 



E-mail: Dennis.Hemphill@vu.edu.au 



Full Name: Jones, Carwyn R. (CRJones@cardiffmet.ac.uk) 

Last Name: Jones 

Middle Name: R, 

First Name:    Carwyn 

E-mail: CRJones@cardiffmet.ac.uk 



E-mail: claudiot@bredband.net 



Full Name: Randall Baldwin Clark 

Last Name: Clark 

Middle Name: Baldwin 

First Name: Randall 

E-mail: clarkr@stjohns.edu 



E-mail: arno.m ueller@uni-leipzig.de 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sean Gartland 

Gartland 

Sean 

E-mail: sean_gartland@icloud.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Stefan Collini 

Collini 

Stefan 

E-mail: sclO7@cam.ac.uk 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Paul Naples 

Naples 

Paul 

E-mail: pnaples@stny.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Regina Mariotti 

Mariotti 

Regina 

E-mail: MariottiR@hartwick.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Krisha Creal 

Creal 

Krisha 

E-mail: krisha.creal@rwilliamfunk.com 



E-mail: bill.funk@rwilliamfunk.com 



E-mail: colleen.flaherty@insidehighered.com 



Full Name: Kathy 

First Name: Kathy 

E-mail: kjarvis@virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Asha Patel 

Patel 

Asha 

E-mail: apatel2@eagles.nccu.edu 



E-mail: ebuzuvis@law.wne.edu 



E-mail: taylorc@piedmonthealth.org 



E-mail: melvin.jackson@wakegov.com 



E-mail: mayorassistant@townofchapelhill.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ari Gauss 

Gauss 

Ari 

E-mail: agauss@nchillel.org 



E-mail: kshaw@aerworthy.com 



E-mail: robert.adams@yale.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Holoman, Constance 

Holoman 

Constance 

E-mail: cch@buffalo.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

George, Rachel 

George 

Rachel 

E-mail: rgeorge@usatoday.com 



E-mail: jmax@temple.edu 



Full Name: Nancy M, King 

Last Name: King 

Middle Name: M. 

First Name: Nancy 

E-mail: nmpking@wakehealth.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Richard Furr 

Furr 

Richard 

E-mail: rfurr@furrresources.com 



E-mail: hendrenn@msx.umsl.edu 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

crystals 

crystals 

E-mail: crystals@uoreson.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Matt Doyle 

Doyle 

Matt 

E-mail: mdoyle@sportscorps.org 



E-mail: yzotaibi@stc.com.sa 



E-mail: vincentiellis@usmc.mil 



E-mail: sidney.evans@dhs.gov 



E-mail: sheila.halloran@neweracap.com 



E-mail: robin.parkin@vidanthealth.com 



E-mail: paige.robinson@kao.com 



E-mail: lee.edwards@dla.mil 



E-mail: kate.mcintyre@entrust,com 



E-mail: jonathan.brooks@chep.com 



E-mail: jmausolf@mersofmich.com 



E-mail: jason.parson@nmhg.com 



E-mail: janice.stoudt@hklaw.com 



E-mail: jwelch@altawalk.com 



E-mail: tbg@ucsd.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Niobra Peterson 

Peterson 

Niobra 

E-mail: nmpeters@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kendra Hancock 

Hancock 

Kendra 

E-mail: khancock@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Devin Fratarcangeli 

Fratarcangeli 

Devin 

E-mail: dfratarc@uncaa,unc,edu 



Full Name: Richard L. McCormick 

Last Name: McCormick 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: Richard 

E-mail: @rutgers.edu 



Full Name: Bochna, Dana <danab@business.rutgers.edu> 

Last Name: Bochna 

Middle Name: <danab@business. rutgers, edu> 

First Name:    Dana 

E-mail: @ business.rutgers.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michael Boylan 

Boylan 

Michael 

E-mail: @cisco.com 



E-mail: Lisa.Locke@wakegov.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gary Squire 

Squire 

Gary 

E-mail: GSquire@ keenermanagement.com 



E-mail: rentals@intracoastalrentals.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Eric Juengst 

Juengst 

Eric 

E-mail: ejuengst@med.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

’Hailey Horwath’ 

Horwath’ 

’Hailey 

E-mail: hhorwath@usada.or8 



Full Name: Walker, Rebecca L 

Last Name: Walker 

Middle Name: L 

First Name:    Rebecca 

E-mail: rlwalker@ad.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Hirschfield, James 

Hirschfield 

James 

E-mail: jhirschf@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

onbehalfof+rskl+psu.edu@manuscriptcentral.com on behalf of 
rskl@psu.edu 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 2:53 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Journal of Intercollegiate Sport 

26-May-2011 

Dear Dr. Boxill: 

Recently, I invited you to review Manuscript ID JIS 05 11 0012, entitled "ACADEMIC ADVISOR PERSPECTIVES OF 
DIVISION I MEN’S BASKETBALL ACADEMICS." I have yet to hear from you about this. 

This e-mail is simply a reminder to respond to the invitation to review. I appreciate your help in accomplishing our goal of having an 
expedited reviewing process. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any assistance. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. R. Scott Kretchmar 
Associate Editor, Journal of Intercollegiate Sport 
rskl@psu.edu 



Division 1A Director of Athletics 
Statement of Core Values 

Core Values 

The Division 1A Director of Athletics places the highest value on the 
following principles. Each and every decision he/she makes should promote 
and support these values/principles: 

¯ Student-athlete welfare (health, safety, personal growth, athletics development) 
¯ Sportsmanship & fair play 
¯ Academic Integrity 
¯ Ethical business practices 
¯ Equity 
¯ Institutional philosophy/mission 
¯ Personal Integrity 



Division 1A Director of Athletics 

Code of Ethics 

Student-Athlete Welfare: 

Academic achievement - The AD should insure that student-athletes are fully 
engaged in the learning process and are provided academic support services to 
assist in this process. 

B. Physical development, health and safety. 

1. The AD should insure that each student-athlete has a support system that 
protects and prioritizes his/her physical health and personal safety. 

2. The AD should provide programs that insure student-athletes are 
physically prepared to compete safely and to their full potential. 

Personal and social development- The AD should provide programs that 
nurture the full personal development of student-athletes. The goals of such 

programs are: 

1. Develop leadership. 
2 Prepare student-athletes to accept responsibility for their own future. 
3 Prepare student-athletes to make sound decisions. 
4 Prepare student-athletes to be to be good citizens. 
5 Prepare student-athletes to serve others. 

Division 1A AD’s recommended program: CHAMPS. 

II. Academic Integrity 

A. The AD should support and actively promote the educational mission and 
philosophy of the institution. 

B. The AD should insure that recruited student-athletes have the preparation and 
aptitude to succeed academically at their institution. 

C. The AD should insure that every competing student-athlete is a legitimate 
degree-seeking student, making satisfactory progress toward his/her degree. 

D. The AD should insure that the academic progress of student-athletes is a top 
priority. 



III. Sportsmanship and fair play 

A. The AD should insure that all coaches, staff, and student-athletes understand 
the principles of good sportsmanship and are held accountable to abide by 
them. 

B. The AD should insure that each contest is held in an environment that 
prioritizes and honors sportsmanship. 

IV. Ethical Business Practices 

A. The AD should have an unwavering commitment to ethical business practices. 

B. The AD should honor all contractual commitments. 

C. The AD should respect the contractual commitments at other institutions. 

No Equity 

A. The AD should insure the athletics program offers equivalent services to 
every student-athlete regardless of gender or race. 

B. The AD should honor and encourage diversity in the work place. 

VI. Personal Integrity 

A. The AD should hold himself/herself to the highest standards of personal 
integrity. 

B. The AD should set a personal example for each student-athlete and staff 
member through his/her own behavior and decision making. 

C. The AD must recognize his/her role as a public figure, role model and 
institutional representative by conducting himself/herself with dignity at all 
times. 

VII. Institutional Mission and Philosophy 

A. The AD must understand and be an advocate for the mission and philosophy 
of the institution he/she serves. 

B. The AD should insure that each employee and student-athlete understands and 
supports the mission and philosophy of the institution he/she serves. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no reply@mailserv.grad.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 9:19 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 
IRB 30 Day Expiration Notice - 09-2022 

This automated reminder is being provided as a courtesy. It is your responsibility to ensure that IRB approval is 
renewed before the expiration date. If you have already submitted renewal materials and the IRB review is 
underway, you can ignore this notice. If the expiration date passes before the renewal is fully approved, your 
study will still expire and you will still receive notice of expiration of IRB approval. 

TO: Jeanette Boxill 
Philosophy 
CB: 3125 

FROM: Behavioral IRB 

DATE: 10/25/2010 

EXPIRATION DATE OF APPROVAL: 11/22/2010 

RE: Reminder of Impending Expiration of IRB Approval 
STUDY #: 09-2022 

STUDY TITLE: The Impact of Sports on Society 

IRB approval for the above-referenced study will expire on the date listed above. Unless the approval is 
renewed before this date, all research-related procedures must halt, except where doing so would j eopardize the 
welfare of the human subjects. Continuing research activities in the absence of IRB approval is a violation of 
federal regulations and University policy. 

If you intend to continue the study beyond the current expiration date, please apply for renewal of IRB approval 
using form []Renewal or Termination of IRB Approval of Human Subj ects Research [] available on the OHRE 
web site, http://ohre.unc.edu. Allow ample time for review before the expiration date. 

Failure to renew in time may result in grant funding attached to this approval being frozen; you should be in 
contact with the Office of Sponsored Research (O SR) if you anticipate that IRB approval will not be renewed in 
time. 

Please disregard this notice if you have already submitted your renewal materials. 

IRB Informational Message []please do not use email REPLY to this address 



USADA CURRICULUMS ADOPTED DISTRICT-WIDE IN COLORADO SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT 

11, OFFERING ETHICS, DRUG PREVENTION, SUPPLEMENT, AND NUTRITION LESSONS 

IN ONE RESOURCE 

USADA curriculums, meeting State and National Standards, 

provide comprehensive educational experience to all levels in the district. 

Colorado Springs, CO - December 13, 2010 - The 29,000 students in Colorado Springs’ School 

District 11 will benefit from comprehensive curriculums offered by the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

(USADA), the agency announced today. In a vote during its School Board meeting last Wednesday 

night, as part of the district’s overall physical education and health education program the Board 

approved USADA’s "100% Me" and "That’s Dope" curriculums, making this the first full district to 

implement USADA’s curriculums for each level, aligned for elementary, middle and high schools. 

"The USADA curriculums are the most purposeful that I’ve seen for character development, and are 

the only resource currently available that combines ethics, drug prevention, nutrition, and energy 

drink and supplement lessons in one package," said School District 11 Physical Ed & Health 

Curriculum Facilitator, Peggy Vigil. "The curriculums are interactive and engaging and will meet the 

needs of the 21St-century learner." 

With a foundation of skills development for character-building, goal-setting, performance-enhancing 

drug prevention, sound nutrition practices, and dietary supplement and energy drink education, 

USADA’s curriculums empower young people with knowledge of the dangers of performance- 

enhancing drugs, and the benefits of living healthy lifestyles through fitness and balanced nutrition, 

through the compelling platform of sport. They teach the good values that sport instills - honesty, 

respect, and sportsmanship - while focusing on sound decision-making practices, healthy body 

image, good nutrition, navigating the complexities of dietary supplements, and avoiding the 

pressures associated with performance-enhancing drugs. 

Curriculums are tied into newly-adopted state and national comprehensive health and physical 

education standards across the country, and can be easily implemented into classroom or other youth 

group educational settings, and offer self-assessment tools, teacher’s guides and student activity 

workbooks. 

"100% Me" provides instruction for late elementary and early middle school students, focusing 

primarily on ethics and values-based decision-making themes, facts on nutrition and dietary 

supplements, and helping students make the connection between body type and body image. 

"That’s Dope" supports those who teach, coach and mentor youth in the high school age range in 

teaching important ethics and anti-doping lessons. Students learn how to maximize energy and 

activity safely and ethically, and get "the dope" about various products and substances from dietary 

supplements and energy drinks to anabolic steroids. 

- more - 

United 5ta tes Anti-Doping Agency 
719.785.2000 ¯ Fax. 719.785.2001 ¯ usac/a@usac/a.orq ¯ wwwusac/a.orq 



"Sport plays a unique role, and provides a tremendous opportunity to impart solid, positive lessons in 

building a foundation for healthy, ethical lifestyles," said Travis T. Tygart, USADA CEO. "Our aim is 

to empower young people with the invaluable skills for making smart choices for themselves in many 

aspects of their lives." 

Meetings with elementary and middle school teachers across the district have already begun, with 

high school teachers to follow, and implementation district-wide is expected by February 2011. 

USADA curriculums and other educational resources can be found at www.USADA.org/Outreach. 

About USADA 

USADA is the non-profit, independent entity responsible for the testing and results management 

process in the U.S. for athletes in the Olympic and Paralympic Movement, upholding the Olympic 

ideal of fair play, and representing the interests of athletes. USADA is dedicated to preserving the 

integrity of sport through research initiatives and educational programs. The agency manages a drug 

reference phone hotline as well as the Global Drug Reference Online at www.GlobalDRO.org, 

conducts educational sessions with National Governing Bodies and their athletes, and proactively 

distributes a multitude of educational materials, such as curriculums, themed brochures and nutrition 

and dietary guides, easy-reference wallet cards for the prohibited substance list, periodic newsletters, 

and protocol and policy reference publications, all of which can be found at www.USADA.org. 

- ### - 

Erin Hannan, Communications and Outreach Director 

Phone: (719) 785-2009 

E-mail: ehannan@usada.orq 
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True Sport Roll-Out Timeline 

Self-publish Research Report: 

"What Sport Means" 

Submit research report in application for ISBN# 

- Library of Congress [Included in database and 

provides indexing] - submit final report 

immerliatelv 
Procure "dust cover" quotes of supporters to 

lend credibility and buy-in (see list below 

time, line,) 

USADA Staff 

3/187 Prior to Bonds trial opening, pitch exclusive 

story to Vicki @ USA Today re: release of "What 

Sport Means" report - "published in April issue - 

Journal of Coaching Ed" 

Erin, Lisa 

Follow up with broad release announcing report, 

and appearance in Journal 

Post PDF of full report on USADA website, and 

make available for "supporters" to post and link 

t~ ~,~ we, ll 
News stories appear in broad news media 

Bonds trial opens 3/21 

Full ’!What Sport Means" report appears in April 

issue of Journal of Coachin~ Education 

Write journalistic/guest article rega rding research announcement to be submitted to targeted list 

of sport, NGB, youth and community orgs for publishing in newsletters, periodicals, websites, etc. 

(see list below) 

Articles appear more widely in publications of NGBs, youth and community sport organizations, 

coaching organizations, educational organizations and associations, etc. (Kathi Hanna author?) 

Erin - USADA 

Media Team 

USADA Media 

Team 

USADA Media 

Team 

NASPE/JCE 

USADA - Annie 

USADA - Annie & 

Media Team 

Article appears in USADASpirit olSpert newsletter 
Annie, Erin, 

Jennifer 

Direct messaging sent to USADA constituents: NGBs, all education contacts, RTP athletes, Athlete 

Ambassadors and campaign athletes, AAC, etc, 

Poster presentation of full report at Annual 

Coachin~ Conference - June 22-24 

"Ethis in Action" session at Annual Coaching 

Conference - including brief presentation & 

distribution of report, and presentation from 

True Sport awards winner[s) on successful 

implementation of USADA curriculums and 

educational programming 

USADA Media 

Team 

USADA staff 

USADA Staff 



Serf-Publish "Saving Sport’~ 

Report 

Invite foreword to be written by a young 

athlete expressing what sport, at its best, can 

do for him/her and the young people of the 

Procure additional "dust cover" quotes of 

support from key industry leaders (see list 

b~l~w ~irn~lin~l 

Write/submit further articles/editorials 

regarding research findings to appear in other 

~rof~ion~l iourn~l~ 

Submit Saving Sport report in application for 

ISBN# with ba r code - Libra ry of Congress 

Finalize design, proofread, print (bind) report and prepare for release publicly 

Schedule for report:Updated conclusions to Kathi from Erin 2/19; Next full draft from Kathi by2/23; 

Comments from team by 2/25; Next Draft and send to 2nd Tier Reviewers by 5/1; Final Comments 

3/7; Proofreading; Final Design for review 3/15; Final published report by3/31 

Hold Saving Sport National Call to Action 

event (Press Conference at Nat’l Press Center 

and reception event for key leaders) at which 

Saving Sport report is released, National 

sport, business and political leaders gather to 

address and raise awareness for issues 

Write/submit articles/editorials to appear in 

key professional journals 

Write journalistic/guest article rega rding 

Saving Sport report revelations to be 

submitted to targeted list of NGB, youth and 

community orgs for publishing in newsletters 

periodicals, websites, etc. (see list below 

timeline} 

Articles appear more widely in publications of 

NGBs, youth and community sport 

organizations, coaching orga nizations, 

educational organizations and associations, 

etc./Kathi Hanna author?} 

Article appears in USADA Spirit of Sport 

newsletter 

Tom, Jan, Doug 

Lisa 

Erin, Lisa 

USADA 

Erin, Lisa, Tom, 

Jan, Doug, Kathi 

and Kathi’s team 

Erin, Lisa, Tom, 

Jan, Doug, Kathi 

and Kathi’s team 

Tom, Jan, Doug, 

Dan? 

Annie 

Annie- USADA 

Media Team 

Annie, Erin, 

Jennifer 



Publish ~ournal Beport 

Direct messaging sent to USADA constituents: 

NGBs, all education contacts, RTP athletes, 
USADA 

Athlete Ambassadors and campaign athletes, 

AAC, etc. 

Write specialized report that synthesizes both 

the "What Sport Means" research report and 
Kathi 

the "Saving Sport" report in preparation for 

Journal submission (Kathi Hanna?) 

Submit for Journal application (possibilities: Journal of Coaching Education, Journal of Sport 

Psychology in Action, Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, JOPERD, etc.) 

Continue Journal process - editing, etc. 

Journal Published -joint media 

announcement IAugust?) 

Send out RFP to engage outside branding agency to develop and execute True Sport brand (including all elements - visual, strategic, tactical, and development of plans for measuring/analyzing 

brand effectiveness) 

Kathi, Larry 

Bowers (USADA 

Kathi, Larry 

Bowers (USADA 

PhD) 

Erin, Lisa, USADA 

staff 

Erin, Lisa, USADA 

staff 
Develop Brand and Develop website and campaign 

Groundwork for True Sport 

Movement Develop strategic pla n for entity Erin, Lisa, Travis 

Develop and transition existing USADA educational program elements (life lessons through true sport): principles, curriculums, publications, 

pledge, enrichment activities, and materials 
Erin, USADA staff 

Launch True Sport Movement 

I 
Sport, NGB, youth, community, 

gov’t, and other orgs to 

provide article for publishing: 

PCA online newsletter (100,000 

dist) 

"Dust cover" quote experts= 

Dan Gould 



Community-based org pubs & 

newsletters (YMCA, Boys & Girls 

Clubs, Friday Night Live, Cal 

Mentor, JA, Nat’l Park & Rec, 

etc.) 

AAHPERD pubs, newsletters, 

and online 

Clean sport orgs pubs & 

newsletters (Hooton, I Play 

Clean, CTSA, ISYS, Josephson 

Insitute, etc.) 

NG B Newsletters 

Sports org newsletters (ACSM, 

NASPE, NHSCA, NATA, NSCA, 

NASM, NASSM, etc.) 

Govt. org newsletters & online 

(ONDCP, Partnership, Govs 

Council on Physical Fitness, 

President’s Council on Fitness, 

NIDA, NIH, etc.) 

USOC Multi-Sport Orgs 

Mike Moran - Sports Corp 

distribution channel 

Jay Coakley 

Jim Thompson 

Scott Blackmun 

Jim Kooler 

Phil Anschutz 

Jeremy Bloom (already have) 

Rich Bender 

David Shields 

Tom Farrey? 

Bill Hybl 

Dave Ogren 

John McCain? 

John Kerry? 

Joe Biden? 

Caroline Hatton - anti-doping expert and 

writer of pertinent op-ed 

Bryant Gumbel (Doug Glanville - HBO 

connections) 

Frank Deford (Doug Glanville - HBO 

connections) 

Mia Harnm - athlete - soccer (Doug Glanville 

connections) 

Stedman Graham (Doug Glanville 

connections) 



True Sport Roll-Out Timeline 

Self-publish Research Report: 

"What Sport Means" 

Submit research report in application for ISBN# 

- Library of Congress [Included in database and 

provides indexing] - submit final report 

immerliatelv 
Procure "dust cover" quotes of supporters to 

lend credibility and buy-in (see list below 

time, line,) 

USADA Staff 

3/187 Prior to Bonds trial opening, pitch exclusive 

story to Vicki @ USA Today re: release of "What 

Sport Means" report - "published in April issue - 

Journal of Coaching Ed" 

Erin, Lisa 

Follow up with broad release announcing report, 

and appearance in Journal 

Post PDF of full report on USADA website, and 

make available for "supporters" to post and link 

t~ ~,~ we, ll 
News stories appear in broad news media 

Bonds trial opens 3/21 

Full ’!What Sport Means" report appears in April 

issue of Journal of Coachin~ Education 

Write journalistic/guest article rega rding research announcement to be submitted to targeted list 

of sport, NGB, youth and community orgs for publishing in newsletters, periodicals, websites, etc. 

(see list below) 

Articles appear more widely in publications of NGBs, youth and community sport organizations, 

coaching organizations, educational organizations and associations, etc. (Kathi Hanna author?) 

Erin - USADA 

Media Team 

USADA Media 

Team 

USADA Media 

Team 

NASPE/JCE 

USADA - Annie 

USADA - Annie & 

Media Team 

Article appears in USADASpirit olSpert newsletter 
Annie, Erin, 

Jennifer 

Direct messaging sent to USADA constituents: NGBs, all education contacts, RTP athletes, Athlete 

Ambassadors and campaign athletes, AAC, etc, 

Poster presentation of full report at Annual 

Coachin~ Conference - June 22-24 

"Ethis in Action" session at Annual Coaching 

Conference - including brief presentation & 

distribution of report, and presentation from 

True Sport awards winner[s) on successful 

implementation of USADA curriculums and 

educational programming 

USADA Media 

Team 

USADA staff 

USADA Staff 



Serf-Publish "Saving Sport’~ 

Report 

Invite foreword to be written by a young 

athlete expressing what sport, at its best, can 

do for him/her and the young people of the 

Procure additional "dust cover" quotes of 

support from key industry leaders (see list 

b~l~w ~irn~lin~l 

Write/submit further articles/editorials 

regarding research findings to appear in other 

~rof~ion~l iourn~l~ 

Submit Saving Sport report in application for 

ISBN# with ba r code - Libra ry of Congress 

Finalize design, proofread, print (bind) report and prepare for release publicly 

Schedule for report:Updated conclusions to Kathi from Erin 2/19; Next full draft from Kathi by2/23; 

Comments from team by 2/25; Next Draft and send to 2nd Tier Reviewers by 5/1; Final Comments 

3/7; Proofreading; Final Design for review 3/15; Final published report by3/31 

Hold Saving Sport National Call to Action 

event (Press Conference at Nat’l Press Center 

and reception event for key leaders) at which 

Saving Sport report is released, National 

sport, business and political leaders gather to 

address and raise awareness for issues 

Write/submit articles/editorials to appear in 

key professional journals 

Write journalistic/guest article rega rding 

Saving Sport report revelations to be 

submitted to targeted list of NGB, youth and 

community orgs for publishing in newsletters 

periodicals, websites, etc. (see list below 

timeline} 

Articles appear more widely in publications of 

NGBs, youth and community sport 

organizations, coaching orga nizations, 

educational organizations and associations, 

etc./Kathi Hanna author?} 

Article appears in USADA Spirit of Sport 

newsletter 

Tom, Jan, Doug 

Lisa 

Erin, Lisa 

USADA 

Erin, Lisa, Tom, 

Jan, Doug, Kathi 

and Kathi’s team 

Erin, Lisa, Tom, 

Jan, Doug, Kathi 

and Kathi’s team 

Tom, Jan, Doug, 

Dan? 

Annie 

Annie- USADA 

Media Team 

Annie, Erin, 

Jennifer 



Publish ~ournal Beport 

Direct messaging sent to USADA constituents: 

NGBs, all education contacts, RTP athletes, 
USADA 

Athlete Ambassadors and campaign athletes, 

AAC, etc. 

Write specialized report that synthesizes both 

the "What Sport Means" research report and 
Kathi 

the "Saving Sport" report in preparation for 

Journal submission (Kathi Hanna?) 

Submit for Journal application (possibilities: Journal of Coaching Education, Journal of Sport 

Psychology in Action, Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport, JOPERD, etc.) 

Continue Journal process - editing, etc. 

Journal Published -joint media 

announcement IAugust?) 

Send out RFP to engage outside branding agency to develop and execute True Sport brand (including all elements - visual, strategic, tactical, and development of plans for measuring/analyzing 

brand effectiveness) 

Kathi, Larry 

Bowers (USADA 

Kathi, Larry 

Bowers (USADA 

PhD) 

Erin, Lisa, USADA 

staff 

Erin, Lisa, USADA 

staff 
Develop Brand and Develop website and campaign 

Groundwork for True Sport 

Movement Develop strategic pla n for entity Erin, Lisa, Travis 

Develop and transition existing USADA educational program elements (life lessons through true sport): principles, curriculums, publications, 

pledge, enrichment activities, and materials 
Erin, USADA staff 

Launch True Sport Movement 

I 
Sport, NGB, youth, community, 

gov’t, and other orgs to 

provide article for publishing: 

PCA online newsletter (100,000 

dist) 

"Dust cover" quote experts= 

Dan Gould 



Community-based org pubs & 

newsletters (YMCA, Boys & Girls 

Clubs, Friday Night Live, Cal 

Mentor, JA, Nat’l Park & Rec, 

etc.) 

AAHPERD pubs, newsletters, 

and online 

Clean sport orgs pubs & 

newsletters (Hooton, I Play 

Clean, CTSA, ISYS, Josephson 

Insitute, etc.) 

NG B Newsletters 

Sports org newsletters (ACSM, 

NASPE, NHSCA, NATA, NSCA, 

NASM, NASSM, etc.) 

Govt. org newsletters & online 

(ONDCP, Partnership, Govs 

Council on Physical Fitness, 

President’s Council on Fitness, 

NIDA, NIH, etc.) 

USOC Multi-Sport Orgs 

Mike Moran - Sports Corp 

distribution channel 

Jay Coakley 

Jim Thompson 

Scott Blackmun 

Jim Kooler 

Phil Anschutz 

Jeremy Bloom (already have) 

Rich Bender 

David Shields 

Tom Farrey? 

Bill Hybl 

Dave Ogren 

John McCain? 

John Kerry? 

Joe Biden? 

Caroline Hatton - anti-doping expert and 

writer of pertinent op-ed 

Bryant Gumbel (Doug Glanville - HBO 

connections) 

Frank Deford (Doug Glanville - HBO 

connections) 

Mia Harnm - athlete - soccer (Doug Glanville 

connections) 

Stedman Graham (Doug Glanville 

connections) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis T. Tygart <TTygart@usada.org> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 11:29 AM 

Erin Hannan <EHannan@usada.org>; Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Betsy 
Douglass <BDouglass@usada.org> 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: article 

SKMBT_C45111080209190.pdf 

Erin/Lisa/Betsy- 

See the attached article from the recent UNC Alumni magazine...."Rockstar Jan" will probably have a lot bigger fish to fry 

these days in her new role. Very impressive Jan! Congratulations and best of luck! 

Hope to see you soon. 

Travis 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



Set, or Lecturer 
in Philosophy Department 

Elected Facuky Chak 
"~an BoxiK a senior lecturer in the phi- 

~ losophy depamnent, has been decked to 

a three-year term as chair of the 
Boxill came to UNC in 1985. Her 

specialty areas are social and political 
ph~osophy and feminist ~beory. She has 
se~’ed in a varie~ ogadminks{~tive 
rions a~ UNC, many of them ethics~ and 
spor~s-rela~ed. She also has se~’ed as learo- 
ing skill~ coordlnaror, freshman academic 
success coordinator and tutor 
mrdsupervi~or for ~he Smdem A~hle~e 
Developmen~ Center. 

spor~ e~ics and is a~ work on Srogat Porda 
Ethics, anofl~er spore-related book. 

She be~n her rollege teac~g career 
UCLA sboNy ~er gn~dnafing ~m that 
school in 1967. She dso l~ol& mas~erk and 

docto~ deg~e~ ~ phgosoplw ~m UCLA. 
She h~ am~ a C~ornia S=~e-Los Ange- 

Flori& and %mpa; and Elon Unive~i¢. 
Among her honors a~e" ~he M~" Turner 

~ne A~ ~m ~he Association of 
Womm~ Facn[W and PmgessionaR, ~he 
~omen’s AdvocaW Award ~m ~e 
elina Women~ Center ~d a Tamer FaculW 
Award ~br Excellence in Undergraduate 

%aching. She was ~he fi~ Facu[W recipien~ 
oKthe UniveN~. Award for d*e Ad~nce- 
me~ o~ Women in 

BoxiK whose term began July 1, suc- 
ceeded McKay CoNe ’79, chair og 
dramatic ar~ deparmaem. A near-record 
1,32~1 FacuaW members, 37 percem of those 
eligible, voted in the elections. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Betsy Douglass <BDouglass@usada.org> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 3:38 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: article 

imagefd5ef9.JPG 

Congrats Jan!!! You will do great in this new role. 
-Betsy 

N USADA 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 
Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Betsy Douglass 
Communications & Outreach Manager 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2015 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

719-785-2001 Fax 

bdou.qlass@usada, o r.q 

Stay Connected: www.usada.orq I Facebook I Twitter 

From: Travis T. Tygart 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 9:29 AM 
To: Erin Hannan; Lisa Voight; Betsy Douglass 
Cc: Jan Boxill 0mboxill@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: article 

Edn/Lisa/getsy- 

See the attached article from the recent UNC Alumni magazine...."Rockstar Jan" will probably have a lot Ngger fish to fry 

these days in her new role. Very impressive Jan! Congratulations and best of luck! 

Hope to see you soon. 

Travis 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information that 
is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or 
attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information that 
is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or 
attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 3:54 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXiLL@email.unc.edu>; Janice Hilliard <jhilliard@nba.com> 

Re: Travis Tygart 

don’t. Was it a good presentation? 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327> > > Janice Hilliard <jhilliard@nba.com > 5/3/2012 2:54 PM > > > 

Travisjust presented to us at the Athlete Development Summit in Orl on 

Doping in Sport: Compelling and Effective Ways to Educate Athletes. He is 

CEO @ the US Anti-Doping Agency. You guys know him? 

Janice L. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
NBA Player Development 

645 Fifth Avenue 
NY NY 10022 

212/407-8693 (o) 

212/888-8374 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Janice Hilliard <jhilliard@nba.com> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 4:12 PM 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travis Tygart 

Yes, he was very good. Bio said he got undergrad there in philosophy but didn’t list year... 

Janice L. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
NBA Player Development 

645 Fifth Avenue 

NY NY 10022 
212/407-8693 (o) 

212/888-8374 (f) 

From: "John Blanchard" [jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: 05/03/2012 03:54 PM AST 
To: "Jan Boxill" <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Janice Hilliard 
Subject: Re: Travis Tygart 

don’t. Was it a good presentation? 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327> > > Janice Hilliard <jhilliard@nba.com > 5/3/2012 2:54 PM > > > 

Travisjust presented to us at the Athlete Development Summit in Orl on 
Doping in Sport: Compelling and Effective Ways to Educate Athletes. He is 

CEO @ the US Anti-Doping Agency. You guys know him? 

Janice L. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
NBA Player Development 

645 Fifth Avenue 

NY NY 10022 
212/407-8693 (o) 

212/888-8374 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janice Hilliard <jhilliard@nba.com> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 4:13 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Travis Tygart 

Great, he was very good and impressive. 

Janice L. Hilliar& Ph.D. 
NBA Player Development 
645 Fifth Avenue 
NY NY 10022 

212/407-8693 (o) 

212/888-8374 (f) 

From: "Boxilk Jan" [JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 05/03/2012 07:59 PM GMT 
To: John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janice Hilliard 
Subject: RE: Travis Tygart 

! know him well, and work with him for USADA. He is a UNC undergrad in Philosophy and has visited here several 

times, and has given several presentations. After over two years of research and writing, we just completed the True 

Sport Report for USADA which was just launched. It might be a good time to bring him back to UNC again. 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Fax: 919-962-3329 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 3:54 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Janice Hilliard 
Subject: Re: Travis Tygart 

I don’t. Was it a good presentation? 



John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327> > > Janice Hilliard <ihilliard@nba.com > 5/3/2012 2:54 PM > > > 

Travisjust presented to us at the Athlete Development Summit in Orl on 
Doping in Sport: Compelling and Effective Ways to Educate Athletes. He is 

CEO @ the US Anti-Doping Agency. You guys know him? 

Janice L. Hilliard, Ph.D. 
NBA Player Development 

645 Fifth Avenue 

NY NY 10022 
212/407-8693 (o) 

212/888-8374 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 11:00 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

Rescheduling our True Sport meeting to this Friday? 

Hi Jan, 

We have not heard back from you, so we hope that you received my message from last week requesting that we reschedule our Tree 
Sport discussions to this Friday. Does this Friday at 11:00 EDT work for you? If not, please propose a time when we can connect next 
week. We are eager to talk more about a fall "beyond compliance" conference! 

Anais 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

US Anti-Doping Agency 
Tree Sport Managing Strategist 

719-785-2033 

ma~Fto :a a~org 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 12:27 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Time for a quick chat? 
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Also agree on all fronts! Thank you Jan for your great wisdom and guidance! 

UoSo Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Lisa Voight 

Outreach Education Consultant 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

856=601=2632 Toll Free 

719-785-200~ Fax 

Ivoight@usada.org 

Stay Connected: w~w.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter I wwwoTrueSport.org 

From: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Cc: Lisa Voight 
Subject: Re: Time for a quick chat? 

Agreed on all fronts, Jan. 

Lisa and ! would like to talk this through with you. Do you have time available next week? 

On May 17, 2013, at 7:15 AM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I just read the article. This is not good for Penn State and Dave Joyner. I wonder though what is fact and what is 
fiction, That’s why I hate talking to ANY press!!! 

gut it does give me some pause about whether a summit at Penn State is good, or maybe that it give us more incentive 

to have one there!!! 

Jan 

From: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. [mailto:aspitzer@usada.orq] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 11:30 PM 

To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Time for a quick chat? 

Hi Jan, 

Penn State is in the news again: http://m.si.com/2926222/si-do-athletics-still-hold-too-much-power-at-psu-2/ 

Lisa and I want to know your thoughts and if this new image problem is cause for 
reconsidering what we do with them. We respect your opinion, and trust that you will have some important insights. 



Can you spare 20 minutes to talk with us early next week? 

I hope your week has improved since we talked! 

Anais 

<imageO01.png> 

UoSo AntioDoping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2033 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

719-785-2001 Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter I ww~v.TrueSport.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis T. Tygart <TTygart@usada.org> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:50 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Johncie Wingard <JWingard@usada.org> 

UNC/USADA 

imageeaca55.PNG 

Bubba/Vince- 

Hope all is well with you both and your able to have some down time over the summer before the fall sport and school chaos 

starts. Thanks for the notes (hopefully you received mine as well) and it was great to meet you and spend some time with 

you both when I was in Chapel Hill and really enjoyed meeting your family Bubba at the baseball game. I was in Kiawah for a 

YPO meeting week before last and had a chance to talk with Coach Williams and other UNC faithful including Hunter Morin 

and Iv Culp (who I think you know) and who are singing your praises....rightfully so. 

Anyway, I wanted to follow up and connect you both via email with Anais Spitzer on our staff who heads up our True Sport 

effort. She is a great leader, who loves sport and is passionate about creating athletic cultures that positively shape/influence 

athletes and coaches while still winning. She should have been a Tarheel actually...© She will be our primary contact with 

you all on the Beyond Compliance Summit/Conference ideas we discussed and will probably be reaching out directly very 

soon to keep the momentum going. 

Again, we really look forward to working with you all on this and greatly appreciate your leadership in this area. As always, 

do not hesitate to contact me directly if you need anything and I will be back in Chapel Hill for the GAA Board meeting and 

the UNC/UM Thursday night football game (October 17-19). Hopefully, I will see you or talk before then but for sure then if it 

works with your schedules. 

Sincerely, 

Travis 

Uo$o Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights of athletes 

Travis T. Tygart 

Chief Executive Officer 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2031 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

719-785-2001 Fax 

ttygart@usada.org 

Stay Connected: wwwousada.org [ Facebook [ Twitter 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC/USADA 

imageb736cf.PNG 

Bubba and Vince, 

It is a pleasure to be introduced to both of you! 

My colleague, Lisa Voight, and I have been talking with Jan about the Beyond Compliance summit idea. We know that 

time is of the essence if we are going to make this happen. 

Are you available for a phone call later this week or early next? 

We look forward to connecting with you, 

Anais 

U,S, Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity o] competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights o] athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2033 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

7:[9-785-200:[ Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www, usadaoorg [ Facebook [ Twitter [ ~~p~[g 

From: Travis T. Tygart 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: bubbac@unc.edu; ille@unc.edu 
Cc: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; Jan Boxill (jmboxill@email.unc.edu); Johncie Wingard 
Subject: UNC/USADA 

Bubba/Vince- 

Hope all is well with you both and your able to have some down time over the summer before the fall sport and school 

chaos starts. Thanks for the notes (hopefully you received mine as well) and it was great to meet you and spend some 

time with you both when I was in Chapel Hill and really enjoyed meeting your family Bubba at the baseball game. I was 

in Kiawah for a YPO meeting week before last and had a chance to talk with Coach Williams and other UNC faithful 

including Hunter Morin and Iv Culp (who I think you know) and who are singing your praises....rightfully so. 



Anyway, I wanted to follow up and connect you both via email with Anais Spitzer on our staff who heads up our True 

Sport effort. She is a great leader, who loves sport and is passionate about creating athletic cultures that positively 

shape/influence athletes and coaches while still winning. She should have been a Tarheel actually...© She will be our 

primary contact with you all on the Beyond Compliance Summit/Conference ideas we discussed and will probably be 

reaching out directly very soon to keep the momentum going. 

Again, we really look forward to working with you all on this and greatly appreciate your leadership in this area. As 

always, do not hesitate to contact me directly if you need anything and I will be back in Chapel Hill for the GAA Board 

meeting and the UNC/UM Thursday night football game (October 17-19). Hopefully, I will see you or talk before then 

but for sure then if it works with your schedules. 

Sincerely, 

Travis 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mellissa Lewis <MLewis@usada.org> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:36 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

’Coyte Cooper (ccooper@nwca.cc)’; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

RE: TrueSport Committee Meeting call 

image001 .png 

Hello Jan, Coyote, and Erianne, 

Can we please tent. hold Aug. 26th from 1-2:30pm Eastern Time for the TrueSportU call? Please let me know if that time 

still works. 

Thanks! 

Mellissa 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 11:36 AM 
To: Mellissa Lewis 
Cc: Coyte Cooper (ccooper@nwca.cc); Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: TrueSport Committee Meeting call 

As of this moment, here are my availabilities: 

Wednesday August 21 any time after 11:30 MST 

Thursday August 22: available up to 2 p.m. EST 

Friday August 23 available up to 2 p.m. EST 

Monday August 26 any time after 1p.m. EST 

I have copied Coyte and Erianne on this email. 

Thanks, 
Jan 

From: Mellissa Lewis [mailto:MLewis@usada.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: TrueSport Committee Meeting call 

Hello Jan, 

I hope you are doing well. I am reaching to find out your availability as well as the appropriate representative from 

Exercise and Sport Science Department’s availability for a TrueSport Committee Meeting call. I listed feasible options 

below. It would be helpful if you could provide the name and email for the Exercise and Sport Science representative as 

well. Please let me know which options work. 

Thanks! 

Mellissa 

Wednesday August 21 any time after 11:30 MST 

Thursday August 22 

Friday August 23 any time 

Monday August 26 any time 



Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Mellissa Lewis 

True Sport Program Lead 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

73.9=785=2063 Phone 

866=503.=2632 Toll Free 

71%785=2003. Fax 

mlewis@usada.or~ 

Stay Connected: www.usadaoorg I Facebook I Twitter I www.TrueSpOrtoOrg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:24 PM 

ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR <rskl@psu.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

Meeting minutes 

image708d68.PNG; Meeting Minutes 8 30 2013. docx 

Scott and Jan, 

I’ve attached the official minutes from the last committee phone call. 

Should I send these out to the group; or wait until Jan has the topics document and send them together; or send onlv 
the topics document? Let me know what Vou think is best, and I’II execute. 

Thanks! 

U,S, Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity o] competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights o] athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

7~9=785=2033 Phone 

866-60~-2632 Toll Free 

7Z9-785-200Z Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: wwwousada.org I Facebook I Twitter 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



TrueSportU 

Conference Call Minutes 
August 30, 2013 

PRESENT: Travis Tygart, CEO, USADA 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Dave Joyner, Athletic Director, The Pennsylvania State University 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Julie DelGiorno, Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSport Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Coyte Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Erianne Weight, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Pam Driftmier, Director of Conferences, UNC 

Recorder: Hailey Horwath, Communications and True Sport Administrator, USADA 

CALL TO ORDER: Anais Spitzer called the conference call to order at 12pm EST at # 1-866-951- 

1151, conference ID # 8920352 

AGENDA ITEMS: 

Travis Tygart discusses significance of Summit for USADA and TrueSport 

1. It is an honor and a privilege to be working with both the University of North Carolina and 
The Pennsylvania State University. 

2. USADA’s Board of Directors is fully supportive as we will be serving something bigger than 
ourselves through TrueSport and TrueSportU. 

3. These conferences will help spark discussions across the country about what TrueSport is and 
what it means and how personal responsibility and integrity fit into what people want out of 
sport. 



Dave Joyner discusses significance of Summit for PSU 

1. It is very exciting to have three great institutions with significant backgrounds coming 
together for this summit. 

2. Both the President and President’s Council of Penn State are on board for this summit. 
3. Penn State will be bringing expertise and experience to this conference and will utilize Julie 

DelGiorno, the only officer of athletics integrity in the country. 

Bubba Cunningham discusses significance of Summit for UNC 

1. The University of North Carolina is honored to be a part of this summit and appreciated the 
opportunity. 

2. UNC plans to "give legs" to this conference and create a legacy that extends beyond this two 
year summit. 

Governance structure of the committee 
Anais Spitzer reporting: 

Named Chairs: Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Travis Tygart 

Named Working Co-Chairs: Scott Kretchmar, Jan Boxill, Anais Spitzer 

1. The chairs will be the face of this summit while the co-chairs will work closely with USADA 

as the "worker bees in the trenches." 
2. Previous experience with the co-chairs should assist in planning this summit: Scott and Jan 

have worked together in the past and USADA has previously worked with Jan as an 

education outreach coordinator for USADA. 

Role and responsibilities of the committee 
Anais Spitzer reporting: 

1. The goal is for this committee to provide oversight and direction to provide a foundation for 
the summit. 

2. We’ll need to determine what the topics of each conference will be, which speakers to 
procure and how the overall programming will be executed with the goal to create 
infrastructure to support a legacy beyond two years. 

3. This committee will convene every three to four weeks and limit each call to one hour. 
4. UNC has decided that the Parr center for Ethics will be hosting the conference on their 

campus. 

Audience and number of days 

Steve Ross reporting: 

1. The audience and number of days for each conference will rely on what the overall theme and 
topics are decided upon. 



Discussion to determine the topics underneath the overall theme 

Steve Ross reporting: 

1. One topic should be changing the culture of sport in the U.S. so that the vast majority of people 

playing on a competitive level are not doing it to be pro or to get a scholarship, but instead for the 

fitness and virtues of sport. 

2. This focus will also address the crisis of young people stopping participating in sport because 

they can’t compete at the elite level - sport after age 12 is almost exclusively elite (data from the 

TrueSport report) 

3. Shift the focus to team winning vs. individual success/development - in the U.S., the pressure to 

dope is not for the team, but for the individual. 

Dave Joyner reporting: 

1. One topic should be the structure needed of each university to keep the educational aspect of 

sport at the forefront and teaching student athletes that our responsibility goes beyond four years. 

2. Building this structure relates to the responsibility of the university as the structure will enforce 

compliance since it’s difficult to legislate morality. 

Coyte Cooper reporting: 

1 .Adding onto Dave’s point, how do you create a structure that balances the academic and 

development side of coaching vs. the focus on winning ? 

Jan Boxill reporting: 

1. Agrees with Steve that ethics is a good topic, especially asking the question "What is authentic 

sport?" 

2. Sport provides basic benefits for everyone but the scarce benefits (fame, money, etc.) are 

overriding the basic benefits - to Steve’s point, we need to change the culture to where sport is 

played for no end outside of "the love of it." 

3. Revisiting the "structure" topic introduced by Dave, we need to also address different school 

divisions in terms of sustainability at different levels. 

Scott Kretchmar reporting: 

1. Agrees with Jan in regards to the topic of sustainability - what types of structure will work for 

certain school sizes. 

2. Practical solutions to the topics being introduced should be considered as well; getting 

"philosophy down to the marketplace". 

3. The intended audience and intended purpose should be considered while we determine topics and 

possible speakers as we are likely looking for visibility beyond the scholarly discussions (media, 

newspapers, etc.) 



Anais Spitzer reporting: 

Some of the main topics we’ve gathered so far include: 

1. Structure is an essential piece and needs to support ethical action; one can be compliant 

yet unethical, so sub-structure needs to be created with an ethical underpinning. Our 

question is, what incentives need to be created to achieve this and what responsibility will 

this put on the school? 

2. Sustainability is important to the structure issue in terms of different school divisions and 

creating a legacy. 

3. Steve and Jan’s had good points about re-envisioning sport and changing the culture to be 

more about the joy sport brings and less about the fame and fortune of winning. 

4. Determining what different stakeholders/audiences will need to put this plan into action 

will also help determine which topics we focus on, as well as ensuring we have practical 

takeaways. 

ACTION ITEMS 

Anais Spitzer reporting: 

1. Scheduling for the second conference call will commence, with a date proposed near the end of 

September to further discuss topics, speakers, audience and dates. 

ADJOURNMENT: The conference call was adjourned at lpm EST. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics Director <bubba. cunningham@unc, edu>; 
Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; ccooper@nwca.cc; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; pal7@psu.edu; 
David Joyner <dmj 14@psu.edu>; sfrl0@psu.edu; ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR 
<rskl @psu.edu>; JULIE A DEL GIORNO <j ad70@psu.edu> 

Minutes from last committee meeting 

imageaecfec.PNG; Meeting Minutes 8 30 2013.docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

I hope this email finds you well! 

The minutes from our last phone call are attached. Prior to our next phone call on Thursday, September 19th at 12:00 

EDT, we will be sending a list of Summit topics for your review. 

An agenda for our next conference call will be sent out early next week. 

In the meantime, please don’t hesitate to let me know if you have any questions! 

Thank you for all of your great work! 

Anais 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity o] competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights o] athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2033 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

719-785-2001 Fax 

aspitzer@usada.or~ 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter 
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TrueSportU 

Conference Call Minutes 
August 30, 2013 

PRESENT: Travis Tygart, CEO, USADA 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Dave Joyner, Athletic Director, The Pennsylvania State University 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Julie DelGiorno, Athletics Integrity Officer, PSU 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSport Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Coyte Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Erianne Weight, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Pam Driftmier, Director of Conferences, UNC 

Recorder: Hailey Horwath, Communications and True Sport Administrator, USADA 

CALL TO ORDER: Anais Spitzer called the conference call to order at 12pm EST at # 1-866-951- 

1151, conference ID # 8920352 

AGENDA ITEMS: 

Travis Tygart discusses significance of Summit for USADA and TrueSport 

1. It is an honor and a privilege to be working with both the University of North Carolina and 
The Pennsylvania State University. 

2. USADA’s Board of Directors is fully supportive as we will be serving something bigger than 
ourselves through TrueSport and TrueSportU. 

3. These conferences will help spark discussions across the country about what TrueSport is and 
what it means and how personal responsibility and integrity fit into what people want out of 
sport. 



Dave Joyner discusses significance of Summit for PSU 

1. It is very exciting to have three great institutions with significant backgrounds coming 
together for this summit. 

2. Both the President and President’s Council of Penn State are on board for this summit. 
3. Penn State will be bringing expertise and experience to this conference and will utilize Julie 

DelGiorno, the only officer of athletics integrity in the country. 

Bubba Cunningham discusses significance of Summit for UNC 

1. The University of North Carolina is honored to be a part of this summit and appreciated the 
opportunity. 

2. UNC plans to "give legs" to this conference and create a legacy that extends beyond this two 
year summit. 

Governance structure of the committee 
Anais Spitzer reporting: 

Named Chairs: Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Travis Tygart 

Named Working Co-Chairs: Scott Kretchmar, Jan Boxill, Anais Spitzer 

1. The chairs will be the face of this summit while the co-chairs will work closely with USADA 

as the "worker bees in the trenches." 
2. Previous experience with the co-chairs should assist in planning this summit: Scott and Jan 

have worked together in the past and USADA has previously worked with Jan as an 

education outreach coordinator for USADA. 

Role and responsibilities of the committee 
Anais Spitzer reporting: 

1. The goal is for this committee to provide oversight and direction to provide a foundation for 
the summit. 

2. We’ll need to determine what the topics of each conference will be, which speakers to 
procure and how the overall programming will be executed with the goal to create 
infrastructure to support a legacy beyond two years. 

3. This committee will convene every three to four weeks and limit each call to one hour. 
4. UNC has decided that the Parr center for Ethics will be hosting the conference on their 

campus. 

Audience and number of days 

Steve Ross reporting: 

1. The audience and number of days for each conference will rely on what the overall theme and 
topics are decided upon. 



Discussion to determine the topics underneath the overall theme 

Steve Ross reporting: 

1. One topic should be changing the culture of sport in the U.S. so that the vast majority of people 

playing on a competitive level are not doing it to be pro or to get a scholarship, but instead for the 

fitness and virtues of sport. 

2. This focus will also address the crisis of young people stopping participating in sport because 

they can’t compete at the elite level - sport after age 12 is almost exclusively elite (data from the 

TrueSport report) 

3. Shift the focus to team winning vs. individual success/development - in the U.S., the pressure to 

dope is not for the team, but for the individual. 

Dave Joyner reporting: 

1. One topic should be the structure needed of each university to keep the educational aspect of 

sport at the forefront and teaching student athletes that our responsibility goes beyond four years. 

2. Building this structure relates to the responsibility of the university as the structure will enforce 

compliance since it’s difficult to legislate morality. 

Coyte Cooper reporting: 

1 .Adding onto Dave’s point, how do you create a structure that balances the academic and 

development side of coaching vs. the focus on winning ? 

Jan Boxill reporting: 

1. Agrees with Steve that ethics is a good topic, especially asking the question "What is authentic 

sport?" 

2. Sport provides basic benefits for everyone but the scarce benefits (fame, money, etc.) are 

overriding the basic benefits - to Steve’s point, we need to change the culture to where sport is 

played for no end outside of "the love of it." 

3. Revisiting the "structure" topic introduced by Dave, we need to also address different school 

divisions in terms of sustainability at different levels. 

Scott Kretchmar reporting: 

1. Agrees with Jan in regards to the topic of sustainability - what types of structure will work for 

certain school sizes. 

2. Practical solutions to the topics being introduced should be considered as well; getting 

"philosophy down to the marketplace". 

3. The intended audience and intended purpose should be considered while we determine topics and 

possible speakers as we are likely looking for visibility beyond the scholarly discussions (media, 

newspapers, etc.) 



Anais Spitzer reporting: 

Some of the main topics we’ve gathered so far include: 

1. Structure is an essential piece and needs to support ethical action; one can be compliant 

yet unethical, so sub-structure needs to be created with an ethical underpinning. Our 

question is, what incentives need to be created to achieve this and what responsibility will 

this put on the school? 

2. Sustainability is important to the structure issue in terms of different school divisions and 

creating a legacy. 

3. Steve and Jan’s had good points about re-envisioning sport and changing the culture to be 

more about the joy sport brings and less about the fame and fortune of winning. 

4. Determining what different stakeholders/audiences will need to put this plan into action 

will also help determine which topics we focus on, as well as ensuring we have practical 

takeaways. 

ACTION ITEMS 

Anais Spitzer reporting: 

1. Scheduling for the second conference call will commence, with a date proposed near the end of 

September to further discuss topics, speakers, audience and dates. 

ADJOURNMENT: The conference call was adjourned at lpm EST. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:04 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR <rskl@psu.edu>; Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

Proposed Agenda--need approval 
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Jan: 

Since Scott can’t make the next phone call, it is essential that you be present to guide the meeting and discussion. I’ve 

put together the attached agenda based on our conversation on Sunday. Please look it over and let me know if any 

changes need to be made by Monday. 

You will also note that I have included an update from you on the status of action items from last meeting. I think it is 

important that you provide the committee with a timeline for continuing education and the budget in particular. It will 

be important for the committee to know when you will have a budget worked out, and when you will have a continuing 

education strategy completed, l’m more than happy to talk with you about this--if need be--before our next phone call 

on Thursday the 19th. 

Also, we need to get the topics document out to the group. When do you anticipate completing that? Is there anything 

that Lisa or I can do to help? I think that we should send it out with the Agenda on Tuesday morning, but the four of us 

need time to look it over first before sending it to the group. 

Scott: 

Even though you won’t be present for the call, I am assuming that you will weigh in on the agenda and let us know what 

revisions need to be made. 

Thanks! 

Anais 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity oJ’ competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights oJ’ athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2033 Phone 

866-601~2632 Toll Free 

7:~9W85~2002 Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook [ Twitter [ www.TrueS~g 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



Date/Time: 

Dial-in: 

Attendees: 

Objectives 

12:00 p. m. EDT, Thursday, September 19, 2013 

+1 (866) 951-1151, Conference Room Number: 8920352 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Pam Driftmeir, Director of Conferences, PSU 

Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSport Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Coyte Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Review and finalize the major themes of first Summit and how those will extend 
into the second Summit 
Determine the intended audience and the number of days for the Summit 
Determine a date for the Summit 

Agenda Items 
1. Jan Boxill to lead discussion on major topics for the first Summit 

2. Jan Boxill to lead a discussion on audience 

3. Jan Boxill to present dates; Committee will then vote on a date 

4. Brainstorm possible keynote speakers 

5. Jan Boxill to provide brief update on status of action items from last meeting 

Action Items 

¯ Both UNC and PSU will continue to create a list of possible keynote speakers and submit 

those to their representative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 4:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR <rskl@psu.edu>; Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

topics document 
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Jan, 

I hope that you managed to get through your taxes! 

We discussed sending out a document to the group prior to the phone call on Monday so that they have time to review 

and think about the topics/programming. I still think this is important, but Scott and I should ideally add our comments 

before we submit it to the entire group. I’m not sure there is time for this, however. Perhaps you could send us 

something to review tonight with the idea that we could send out the document to the group on Monday morning? 

I was waiting to send out an agenda because I thought we could send the documents together, but since I don’t want to 

delay any further, I will ask Hailey to send out an agenda this afternoon. 

Please let me know what you think is best at this point. 

I hope you are able to enjoy some down time this weekend! 

Anais 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity o] competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights o] uthletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2033 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

719-785-2001 Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook [ Twitter [ ~ww~r~p~[~[g 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:09 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu.edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu.edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca.cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. 
<eweight@email.unc.edu>; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

TrueSportU Conference Call Agenda 
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Happy Friday everyone, 

The agenda for our call on Monday, September 30th at 2:00 EDT is attached. We plan to circulate a document proposing 

themes and format by Monday morning. 

We look forward to our call on Monday and hope that you each have a lovely weekend! 

Best wishes, 

Anais 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org i Facebook I Twitter I _www.True~S~~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



Date/Time: 

Dial-in: 

Attendees: 

Objectives 

2:00 p. m. EDT, Monday, September 30, 2013 

+1 (866) 951-1151, Conference Room Number: 8920352 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Pam Driftmeir, Director of Conferences, PSU 

Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSport Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Coyte Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Erianne Weight, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Dave Joyner, Athletic Director, The Pennsylvania State University (if possible) 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 

Review and finalize the major themes and proposed programming of first Summit 
and how those elements will extend into the second Summit 
Determine intended audience 
Determine a date for the Summit 
Develop a list of possible keynote speakers 

Agenda Items 

1. Jan Boxill to lead discussion on topics and programming for the first Summit; Scott 
Kretchmar to comment on how this might segue into second Summit 

2. Jan Boxill to lead a discussion on audience 

3. Jan Boxill to present dates; Committee will then vote on a date 

4. Brainstorm possible keynote speakers 

5. Jan Boxill to provide brief update on status of action items from last meeting 

Action Items 

¯ Both UNC and PSU will continue to create a list of possible keynote speakers and submit 

those to their representative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 3:50 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; ’rskl@psu.edu’ 

TrueSportU follow-up conference call 
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Good Afternoon, 

Please see the details below for this Friday’s (Oct. 4th) conference call at 12pm ET/10am MT. 

Thank you, 

Hailey 

N HiDef Corporate 
.J 

Conference Ca~ Scheduled 

Dear Hailey Horwath: 

Anais Spitzer has scheduled a conference for: 
12:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time on Friday October 4, 2013 

Subject: Friday Call 

Details: 

Attached is a calendar event for this conference. 

Conference Room Number: 4158748 
To use the HiDef Corporate service, you may call from: 

Call Toll-Free: 

United States: +1 (866) 951-1151 

Managing the Conference Call 

The following commands may be used by participants during the 
conference call: 

¯ 1 Play menu of features so you know what’s available 
¯ 2 Mute/Unmute your own line so other people can’t hear you talking 
¯ 5 Hear the number of callers who are on the conference 
¯ 9 Raise your hand (when the moderator has the conference in Lecture 

Mode) 

For questions or support, please contact our 24x7 Global Customer Support 
team at contact us. 

Thank you for using HiDef Corporate! 

© 2012 Citrix Online Audio, LLC. All rights 
reserved. 

X Citrix Online 

Citrix Online Audio, LLC. I 499 Washington Boulevard I Suite 1401 I Jersey City, 

NJ 07310 I 
1 866 962 6490 (U.S. and Canada, toll-free) 



Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.o~’g i Facebook I Twitter 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:35 AM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
’pal7@psu.edu’; ’rskl@psu.edu’ 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

RE: TrueSportU Committee Budget Call 
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As a follow up, please send me your availability on Friday, Oct. 11th between 11a-12pm EST and 2p-4p EST 

Ideally we’d like to have this group meet as soon as possible and that date is available on our end. 

Thank you again, 

Hailey 

AntioDoping Agency 

Preserving the integrity o] competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights o] uthletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada,org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org i Facebook I Twitter I ww~,Tru#~p~rt,~rg 

From: Hailey Horwath 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:26 AM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’3MBOXTLL@email.un¢.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’rskl@psu.edu’ 
Cc: Lisa Voi~jht 
Subject: TrueSportU Committee Bud0et Call 

Good Morning, 

I’m reaching out today to determine the best time for a conference call to specifically discuss the budget for the 

TrueSportU Summit. 

Based upon your responses to the Doodle request for the third conference call, Tuesday, Oct. 29th would work best for 

everyone involved at either 11a-12pm EST or 2p-3pm EST. 

If you have any conflicts for either time or have a preferred time, please let me know as soon as possible so I can confirm 

the timeslot that works best for this group and send out the call details. 

Thank you, 
Hailey 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 12:20 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
’rskl@psu.edu’; Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

TrueSportU Follow-Up Conference Call - Monday Oct. 7th 
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Good afternoon, 

Below please see the dial in details for the conference call with Anais and Lisa on Monday, Oct. 7th from 

12:30p-1:30pm EST. 

Best, 
Hailey 

N HiDef Corporate 

Conference Call Scheduled 

Dear Hailey Horwath: 

Anais Spitzer has scheduled a conference for: 
12:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time on Monday October 7, 2013 

Subject: Monday Call 

Details: 

Attached is a calendar event for this conference. 

Conference Room Number: 4158748 

To use the HiDef Corporate service, you may call from: 

Call Toll-Free: 

United States: +1 (866) 951-1151 

Managing the Conference Call 

The following commands may be used by participants during the 
conference call: 

¯ 1 Play menu of features so you know what’s available 
¯ 2 Mute/Unmute your own line so other people can’t hear you talking 
¯ 5 Hear the number of callers who are on the conference 
¯ 9 Raise your hand (when the moderator has the conference in Lecture 
Mode) 

For questions or support, please contact our 24x7 Global Customer Support 
team at contact us. 

Thank you for using HiDef Corporate! 

© 2012 Citrix Online Audio, LLC. All rights 
reserved. I X Citrix Online 

Citrix Online Audio, LLC. I 499 Washington Boulevard I Suite 1401 I Jersey City, 
NJ 07310 I 
1 866 962 6490 (U.S. and Canada, toll-free) 



Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter I ww~’[’E~p~’~prg 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:34 AM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
’pal7@psu.edu’; ’rskl@psu.edu’ 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

TrueSportU Committee Budget Call 
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Good Morning, 

Thank you for responding so quickly to the scheduling email yesterday. 

The date/time that works best for the group is Friday, October 11th from 11a-12pm ET. 

See the call in details below. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Hailey 

N HiDef Corporate 

Conference Cal~ Scheduled 

Dear Hailey Horwath: 

Anais Spitzer has scheduled a conference for: 
11:00 AM Eastern Daylight Time on Friday October 11, 2013 

Subject: TrueSportU Budget Call 

Details: 

Attached is a calendar event for this conference. 

Conference Room Number: 4158748 

To use the HiDef Corporate service, you may call from: 

Call Toll-Free: 

United States: +1 (866) 951-1151 

Managing the Conference Call 

The following commands may be used by participants during the 
conference call: 

¯ 1 Play menu of features so you know what’s available 
¯ 2 Mute/Unmute your own line so other people can’t hear you talking 
¯ 5 Hear the number of callers who are on the conference 
¯ 9 Raise your hand (when the moderator has the conference in Lecture 

Mode) 

For questions or support, please contact our 24x7 Global Customer Support 
team at contact us. 

Thank you for using HiDef Corporate! 
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U, So Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.orA 
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UNC SUMMIT: TRUE SPORT U: BEYOND COMPLIANCE 

THE CHALLENGE OF INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 

MAY 2-3, 2013 

FRIDAY: MAY 2 

3:00-3:30 REGISTRATION and RECEPTION 

3:30-4:00 

4:00:4:30 

4:30-6:00 

6:30-8:30 

OPENING GREETING/WELCOME 

~om Ross, Carol Folt, Jim Dean 

SUMMIT CHAIRS: Travis, Bubba, Dave] 

FOUR ROUND TABLE DIRECTED DISCUSSIONS 

TABLE PARTICIPANT S: 

Coach, Athletic Administrator, Critic, Journalist, NCAA Staffer, Faculty 

Member, two athletes, Academic Support directors, Academic Administrato~ 

Each table will ~ddress a specific topic ~egarding issues they face and come up with 

concrete issues and some progressive ideas. The discussions will help inform the 

panel discussions the next day. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER/DINNER 

SATURDAY: MAY 3 

8:30-9 COFFEE/RECEPTION 

[ Comment [W:I.]: I wonder if we might condense 

these two sessions into one and allocate a little less 

| time. Those are a lot of big names. Perhaps and 

| opening greeting by Ross, Folt, OR Dean, followed 

| by brief opening remarks by the three summit chairs 

[ and allocate :30 total. 

Comment [W2]: Love this. I wonder if we could 

get even more specific: 

J_. University President 

2. Athletic Director 

3. Current Football/MBball Athlete (star) 

4. Olympic Sport Athlete. 

5.NCAA "Critic" 

6. NCAA Staff Member (or Compliance Director) 

7.Faculty Member (this might be fulfilled by 

critic) 

8. Journalist (this might be fulfilled by critic) 

9.Academic Specialist 

Comment [W3]: I had envisioned a series of 

critical topics (perhaps mirroring the panels) 

addressed by each panel. We could assign a 

moderator. 

9:00-10:30 PANEL I: VALUES 

INTRINSIC/INTERNAL 

EXTRINSIC/EXTERNAL 

10:45-12:15 PANEL II: UNDERMINING ISSUES 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION 

ORGANIZATION 

12:30-1:30 LUNCH 

1:30-3:00 PANEL III: PANEL OF JOURNALISTS 

3:15-4:45 PANEL IV: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

REFORMS 

NEW IDEAS 



4:45-5 CLOSING COMMENT S/TRANSITION 

During panel discussions we would have a set up for Poll Everywhere either with specific 

questions the attendees should answer, or open responses to the panelists. These would serve as 

some important data for the Summit Report. 

POSSIBLE SPEAKERS: 

KEYNOTE, : Bill Bradley; Arne Duncan, Chancellor Thorpe (?) 

PANEL I:    Michael Oriard, Mark Emmert, Robert Simon, Nancy Hoghead-Makar, Robert 

Sternberg [President of U of Wyoming]; Peter French, John Dunn, other local ADs or 

Presidents. 

PANEL II: Former Athlete; current athlete high profile coach, admissions, NCAA person, 

Todd Turner, Anson Dorrance 

PANEL III: Journalists: Joe Nocera, Frank DeFord, Dan Kane, Jay Bilas 

PANEL IV: Travis Tygart, Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Carol Folt, PSU President 

CLOSING: Jan Boxill, Scott Kretchmar, Anais Spitzer, Lisa Voight 



UNC SUMMIT: TRUE SPORT U: BEYOND COMPLIANCE 

THE CHALLENGE OF INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 

MAY 2-3, 2013 

FRIDAY: MAY 2 

3:00-3:30 REGISTRATION and RECEPTION 

3:30-4:00 OPENING GREETING/WELCOME 

Tom Ross, Carol Folt, Jim Dean 

SUMMIT CHAIRS: Travis, Bubba, Dave 

4:00-6:00    FOUR ROUND TABLE DIRECTED DISCUSSIONS 

TABLE PARTICIPANTS: 

University President, Athletic Director, Current Football/MBB athlete, non- 

revenue/olympic athlete, NCAA critic, NCAA Staff member or compliance director, 

faculty member, journalist, academic specialist. [faculty or journalist could be fulfilled by 

critic] 

Each table will discuss the topics perhaps mirroring the panels, addressing specific topics 

regarding issues they face and come up with concrete issues and some progressive ideas. 

The discussions will help inform the panel discussions the next day. 

Each panel would have a moderator. 

6:30-8:30    KEYNOTE SPEAKER/DINNER 

SATURDAY: MAY 3 

8:30-9 COFFEE/RECEPTION 

9:00-10:30 PANEL I: VALUES 

INTRINSIC/INTERNAL 

EXTRINSIC/EXTERNAL 

10:45-12:15 PANEL II: UNDERMINING ISSUES 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION 

ORGANIZATION 

12:30-1:30 LUNCH 

1:30-3:00 PANEL III: PANEL OF JOURNALISTS 



3:15-4:45 

4:45-5 

PANEL IV: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

REFORMS 

NEW IDEAS 

CLOSING COMMENTS/TRANSITION 

During panel discussions we would have a set up for Poll Everywhere either with specific 

questions the attendees should answer, or open responses to the panelists. These would serve as 

some important data for the Summit Report. 

POSSIBLE SPEAKERS: 

KEYNOTE, : Bill Bradley; Arne Duncan, Chancellor Thorpe 

PANEL I:    Michael Oriard, Mark Emmert, Robert Simon, Nancy Hoghead-Makar, Robert 

Sternberg [President of U of Wyoming]; Peter French, John Dunn, other local ADs or 

Presidents. 

PANEL II: Former Athlete; current athlete high profile coach, admissions, NCAA person, 

Todd Turner, Anson Dorrance 

PANEL III: Journalists: Joe Nocera, Frank DeFord, Dan Kane, Jay Bilas 

PANEL IV: Travis Tygart, Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Carol Folt, PSU President 

CLOSING: Jan Boxill, Scott Kretchmar, Anais Spitzer, Lisa Voight 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Koppinger <installationevents@gmail.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:54 PM 

Installation and Parking Information 

Faculty Information for the Installation of Dr. Carol Folt 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 

2:00 p.m. Polk Place 

Arrival Time: 

Please plan to arrive on campus by 1: oop.m, or earlier, if you have special needs. This will give you 
time to assemble at your designated area. Please do not leave any valuables behind as these locations 
are not secured. 

You can see a campus map here: 

htt~/installationouncoedu~-conten UNC-Ca df 

We respectfully ask that you plan to allot extra travel time as the campus will be very 
busy and congested that day. 

Parking: 

We have reserved the Bell Tower Lot. In order to obtain a Parking Pass, please make sure 
you register for the procession and be sure to sign up for a parking pass. Here is the link 
below. Passes will be sent via email. 

https:/idocs.google,comiformsid/1U-iiMm YrAB1F4nU7tlezZ sSAUCDver7ZFVTIzo0Bg0iviewform 

Your regular weekday parking passes cannot be used. Please keep in mind that Cameron 
Avenue will be closed, to non-permitted traffic, after noon. 

Reception: 

The reception will begin in Gerrard Hall immediately following the installation. 

Rain Plan: 

In case of inclement weather, the ceremony will be moved to the Dean Smith Center. You will receive 
an updated email, if the ceremony is moved, with new parking information and instructions. Please 
note that regrettably the special delegates reception would be canceled if the event 

gets moved. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Donna Koppinger, 
installationevents@~maiLcom. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:24 PM 

JULIE A DEL GIORNO <jad70@psu.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR <rskl @psu.edu> 

Letter to Senator Bradley 

image6f31 d5.PNG 

Julie: We are delighted that you have a professional connection that can relay our message to Senator Bradley. Please 
use the letter below, and of course do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks so 

much! -Anais 

U.S. AntioDoping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

719-785-2033 Phone 

866-601-2632 Toll Free 

719-785-2001 Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.o~g [ Facebook [ Twitter 

Dear Senator Bradley, 

Your passionate insistence that through citizen involvement we can do better and make progress against the ills that 

beset our culture have occasioned this letter. Your hopefulness and call to public action embolden us to seek your 

participation in our effort to stimulate public reflection and involvement in reinstituting the true nature and value of 

sport, and thereby to transform the lives of American youth not just today, but for generations to come. 

USADA, in its early intervention education outreach division, TrueSport, has been developing accredited curriculum and 

initiatives for sports programs, coaches, and parents of athletes, in an effort to restore integrity, fair play, strength of 

character and ethics to athletic involvement from tee ball to the Big Ten. We are partnering with The Pennsylvania State 

University and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to develop the first Summit in a series. Our inaugural 

Summit will occur on May 2-3, 2014 on the theme "Beyond Compliance: The Effects of Collegiate Sport on Youth Sport in 

America." Recognizing the crisis we are confronting, and not merely the inadequacy, but the failures inherent in simply 

attending to cosmetic efforts to comply with requirements, and recognizing the need to transform the culture in which 

sports participation has come to exist and to restore the value inherent in true sport, the Summit will address the role of 

intercollegiate sports and the inherent value of sports both institutionally and culturally. We are putting together 

panels that will examine not only the role of intercollegiate sports, but also the pathways to collegiate sports 

(starting with youth teams and the pervasive models of early specialization and the drive to elitism and college 

athletic scholarships instituted in childhood). 



As we have worked to identify our "ideal" keynote speaker, your name has surfaced over and over again. Our 

working committee can think of no better keynote speaker who embodies the promise--and true value--of 

sport both on and off the field as you have as an athlete and tireless public servant. We recognize that you 

must receive many requests and that you are juggling many demands on your time. Nonetheless, we would be 

honored if you would consider our invitation to join us in our effort to reach current and future generations of 

athletes, administrators, athletic directors, coaches, university presidents, and trustees. Working together, we 

can do better. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Kind regards, 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Jan Boxill, Director of Parr Center for Ethics, UNC 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Co-chairs of THE UNC, PSU, and USADA Summit committee 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

JULIE A DEL GIORNO <jad70@psu.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:51 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 
Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; 
ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR <rskl @psu.edu> 

Re: Letter to Senator Bradley 

Anais: 

Thanks for the letter. 

Julie 

I’ll get to work on having my colleague make the connection for us. More to follow. 

From: "Anais Spitzer, Ph.D." <aspitzer@usada.org> 
To: "JULIE A DEL GIORNO" <jad70@psu.edu> 
Cc: "Lisa Voight" <LVoight@usada.org>, "Jan Boxill (JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu)" 
<JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>, "ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR" <rskl@psu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2013 4:23:39 PM 
Subject: Letter to Senator Bradley 

Julie: We are delighted that you have a professional connection that can relay our message to Senator Bradley. Please 

use the letter below, and of course do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks so 

much! -Anais 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights of athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

7J.9-785:2033 Phone 

866-60J=2632 Toll Free 

7:~9-785-200J. Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter 

Dear Senator Bradley, 

Your passionate insistence that through citizen involvement we can do better and make progress against the ills that 

beset our culture have occasioned this letter. Your hopefulness and call to public action embolden us to seek your 

participation in our effort to stimulate public reflection and involvement in reinstituting the true nature and value of 

sport, and thereby to transform the lives of American youth not just today, but for generations to come. 



USADA, in its early intervention education outreach division, TrueSport, has been developing accredited curriculum and 

initiatives for sports programs, coaches, and parents of athletes, in an effort to restore integrity, fair play, strength of 

character and ethics to athletic involvement from tee ball to the Big Ten. We are partnering with The Pennsylvania State 

University and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to develop the first Summit in a series. Our inaugural 
Summit will occur on May 2-3, 2014 on the theme "Beyond Compliance: The Effects of Collegiate Sport on Youth Sport in 

America." Recognizing the crisis we are confronting, and not merely the inadequacy, but the failures inherent in simply 

attending to cosmetic efforts to comply with requirements, and recognizing the need to transform the culture in which 

sports participation has come to exist and to restore the value inherent in true sport, the Summit will address the role of 

intercollegiate sports and the inherent value of sports both institutionally and culturally. We are putting together 

panels that will examine not only the role of intercollegiate sports, but also the pathways to collegiate sports 

(starting with youth teams and the pervasive models of early specialization and the drive to elitism and college 

athletic scholarships instituted in childhood). 

As we have worked to identify our "ideal" keynote speaker, your name has surfaced over and over again. Our 

working committee can think of no better keynote speaker who embodies the promise--and true value--of 

sport both on and off the field as you have as an athlete and tireless public servant. We recognize that you 

must receive many requests and that you are juggling many demands on your time. Nonetheless, we would be 

honored if you would consider our invitation to join us in our effort to reach current and future generations of 

athletes, administrators, athletic directors, coaches, university presidents, and trustees. Working together, we 

cc~n do better. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Kind regards, 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Jan Boxill, Director of Parr Center for Ethics, UNC 
Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Co-chairs of THE UNC, PSU, and USADA Summit committee 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:34 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; ’rskl@psu.edu’; Lisa Voight 
<LVoight@usada.org>; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org> 

Oct. 22nd TrueSportU Call 

image001.gif; image002.png; image003.gif; image004.jpg; image9bc694.PNG 

Good Afternoon, 

Below please see the details for the next TrueSportU follow up call at 4:15pm ET on Tuesday, Oct. 22nd. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Harley 

N HiDef Corporate 
J 

Conference Ca~ Scheduled 

Dear Hailey Horwath: 

Anais Spitzer has scheduled a conference for: 
4:15 PM Eastern Daylight Time on Tuesday October 22, 2013 

Subject: TrueSportU Follow Up 

Details: 

Attached is a calendar event for this conference. 

Conference Room Number: 4158748 

To use the HiDef Corporate service, you may call from: 

Call Toll-Free: 

United States: +1 (866) 951-1151 

Managing the Conference Call 

The following commands may be used by participants during the 
conference call: 

¯ 1 Play menu of features so you know what’s available 
¯ 2 Mute/Unmute your own line so other people can’t hear you talking 
¯ 5 Hear the number of callers who are on the conference 
¯ 9 Raise your hand (when the moderator has the conference in Lecture 

Mode) 

For questions or support, please contact our 24x7 Global Customer Support 
team at contact us. 

Thank you for using HiDef Corporate! 

© 2012 Citrix Online Audio, LLC. All rights 
reserved. I X Citrix Online 

Citrix Online Audio, LLC. I 499 Washington Boulevard I Suite 1401 I Jersey City, 

NJ 07310 I 
1 866 962 6490 (U.S. and Canada, toll-free) 



Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter I ww~’[’E~p~’~prg 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR <rskl @psu.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:25 PM 

’Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.’ <aspitzer@usada.org>; ’Kristy Ballard Kalo’ 
<kristyk@washingtonspeakers. com> 

’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; ’Lisa Voight’ <LVoight@usada.org> 

RE: Penn StateFUNC/USADA Summit 

Sounds good. Tomorrow at noon. 

Scott 

From: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. [mailto:aspitzer@usada.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Kristy Ballard Kalo 
Cc: JULIE A DEL GIORNO; Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); ROBERT SCO-I-I- KRETCHMAR; Lisa Voight 
Subject: RE: Penn State/UNC/USADA Summit 

Wonderful, Kristy! I have asked Hailey to send everyone a dial-in. 

From: Krisbl Ballard Kalo [mailto:krisblk@washingtonspeakers.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 
Cc: JULIE A DEL GIORNO; Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); ROBERT SCO-I-I- KRETCHMAR; Lisa Voight 
Subject: RE: Penn State/UNC/USADA Summit 

Dear Anais, 

Thank you for your note. I am free tomorrow at noon EDT and will look forward to receiving the dial-in details. 

Kind regards, 

KHsty 

Kristy B. KNo 
Washington Speakers Bureau 
phone: 703.236.4189 I fax: 703.299.4553 
KristyK@WashingtonSpeakers.com 

From: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. [mailto:aspitzer@usada.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:21 AM 
To: Kristy Ballard Kalo 
Cc: JULIE A DEL GIORNO; Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); ROBERT SCO-I-I- KRETCHMAR; Lisa Voight 
Subject: Penn State/UNC/USADA Summit 

Good morning Kristy, 

We are thrilled to have the opportunity to speak with you! As per the availability that you sent Julie Del Giorno, we 
would love to set something up for tomorrow (Thursday) at 12:00 ET, if you are still available at that time. 

Once we confirm a time, I will have our assistant send out a dial-in number so that we can all call in from our respective 

locations. 



We look forward to the call! 

Best wishes, 

Anais 

Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. 

True Sport Managing Strategist 

5555 Tech Center Drive, Suite 200 

Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

71%785-2033 Phone 

866-601=2632 Toll Free 

759=785-2005 Fax 

aspitzer@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org I Facebook I Twitter I www.TrueSportoOrg 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



Subject: Faculty Welfare Committee 

Location: Ca rr 200B 

Start: 9/26/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Executive Committee 

South 105 

Start: 9/9/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM 



Subject: 

Location: 

Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

Steele 3020B 

Start: 9/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Office of Faculty Governance Calendar 

[o5bh9c98rqttpdqahslj84511o@group.calendar.google.com]; Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)] 

Faculty Executive Committee 

South 105 

Start: 7/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/15/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

lancew@unc.edu [lancew@unc.edu] 

10/23/2010 8:20:28 PM 

Westerlund, Lance S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Westy]; msspeaking@gmail.com; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)] 

BUNC Meeting (Migrated) 

Stone Center Multipurpose Room 

10/26/2010 12:00:00 PM 

10/26/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Boxill, Jeanette M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/20/2012 4:45:17 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: WBB-Radford 

Start: 12/6/2012 

End: 12/6/2012 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/20/2012 4:45:58 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Su bject: WBB-N CCU 

Start: 12/12/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/7/2012 9:38:39 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Chancellor’s reception 

Start: 12/5/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

11/13/2012 2:45:09 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Horton, Diane [diane_horton@kenan-flagler,unc,edu]; Boxill, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M 

Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Meeting with WC, Diane Horton and Jan Boxill (Diane diane_horton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu or 29029) 

112 Cart 

12/3/2012 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Horton, Diane; Boxill, Jan (JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/14/2012 6:46:51 PM 
Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Faculty Assembly 

Location: GA 

Start: 11/30/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/16/2012 8:43:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: CFE workshop 

Start: 12/5/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/20/2012 3:24:13 AM 

Fall Break 

10/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 
10/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/24/2012 1:55:42 AM 

Subject: WAF Reunion 

Location: Myrtle Beach 

Start: 10/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/27/2012 5:20:32 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Jocelyn 

Start: 12/4/2012 5:15:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/28/2012 2:43:26 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Acad Center meeting 

Start: 12/4/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/29/2012 7:26:17 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Judith Wegner 

Location: Carolina Club 

Start: 12/12/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

11/29/2012 7:27:01 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Adam & Jennie 

Location: TRU 

Start: 12/11/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

11/30/2012 5:49:17 PM 

jeff sinclair 

12/6/2012 7:00:00 PM 

12/6/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Horton, Diane [diane_horton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

12/3/2012 3:25:14 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Meet with Jan 

Jan’s office 

12/10/2012 3:00:00 PM 

12/10/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Boxill, Jeanette (Philosophy) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Horton, Diane [diane_horton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

12/3/2012 3:25:14 PM 

’Horton, Diane’ [diane_horton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Boxill, Jeanette (Philosophy) 

Subject: Meet with Jan 

Location: Jan’s office 

Start: 12/10/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/10/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jeanette (Philosophy) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Horton, Diane [diane_horton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

12/3/2012 3:31:36 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Meet with Jan 

Jan’s office 

12/10/2012 4:00:00 PM 

12/10/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Boxill, Jeanette (Philosophy) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/4/2012 2:23:57 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Mt Rushmore 

Start: 12/12/2012 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

12/5/2012 8:27:50 PM 

Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Chavis, Larry W 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chavisl]; 

Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Claridad]; Coclanis, Peter A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Cooper, 

Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Resendes]; Ed Kerwin [ekerwin@owasa.org]; Garza, Charlotte [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpgarza]; Hoover, 

Zealan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Zthoover]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Martin23]; Pavelsky, 

Tamlin Muir [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pavelsky]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; SaMe, Eunice N 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N 

Sahle (eunice)]; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schwemle]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=I9489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Styers, Randall [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstyers]; Yaqub, 

Nadia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nadia Yaqub (yaqub)] 

Hunt, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hunan]; ’Chavis, Larry’ [Larry_Chavis@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Cline, Alexis 

L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alexis 

Lynn Cline (alcline)24a] 

Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Rosenau Hall Room 101 

12/12/2012 8:30:00 PM 

12/12/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Chavis, Larry W; Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Cooper, 

Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Garza, Charlotte; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; 

Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sable, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Strauss, Ronald P.; Strizheus, 

Yulia; Styers, Randall; Yaqub, Nadia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

12/5/2012 8:27:50 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Chavis, Larry W; 

Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Cooper, Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Garza, Charlotte; 

Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Strauss, Ronald P.; Strizheus, Yulia; Styers, Randall; Yaqub, Nadia 

Hunt, Andrew; ’Chavis, Larry’; Cline, Alexis L 

Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Rosenau Hall Room 101 

12/12/2012 8:30:00 PM 

12/12/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Chavis, Larry W; Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Cooper, 

Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Garza, Charlotte; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, fan Bebvon Kuwait; 

Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sahle, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Strauss, Ronald P.; Strizheus, 

Yulia; Styers, Randall; Yaqub, Nadia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

12/5/2012 8:28:46 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)] 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Declined: Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Rosenau Hall Room 101 

12/12/2012 8:30:00 PM 

12/12/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/10/2012 9:58:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Academic Plan Steering Comm 

Location: 3205 

Start: 12/11/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

12/11/2012 4:06:54 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Eke, Kimberly J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Keke] 

Meeting with Jan re Turnitin 

Jan’s Office Caldwell Hall 207-A 

12/13/2012 8:00:00 PM 

12/13/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jeanette M; Eke, Kimberly J 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/11/2012 10:12:07 PM 

Paulette 

6/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

6/26/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:00 PM 

Taylor Branch panel 

2/28/2012 10:30:00 PM 

2/29/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:00 PM 

geoff 

2/22/2012 7:00:00 PM 

2/22/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:00 PM 

Carl Ficarrota-Abortion 

3/7/2012 6:30:00 PM 

3/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

Bioethics - Denver 

3/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 
3/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

FEC 

5/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 
5/14/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

FFM 

5/8/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

Subject: Squire Mtg 

Location: Wash D.C, 

Start: 2/15/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:02 PM 

Subject: Service Awards 

Location: Alumni Hall I & II 

Start: 3/28/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

Selection show 

3/12/2012 Ii:00:00 PM 

3/12/2012 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

geoff call 

3/7/2012 3:30:00 PM 

3/7/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

APPE 

3/1/2012 5:00:00 AM 
3/4/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

Paulette-Hair 

5/10/2012 7:00:00 PM 

5/10/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

Lunch & Learn 

4/4/2012 4:00:00 PM 

4/4/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:01 PM 

Faculty Council Mtg 

3/16/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/16/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:02 PM 

Subject: Lotz award due 

Location: Spencer Welborn 

Start: 3/26/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:02 PM 

Gary Parr 

2/29/2012 5:30:00 PM 

2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:02 PM 

Subject: PHIL 560 

Location: Caldwell 208 

Start: 1/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:02 PM 

Subject: Women’s Center Advisory 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/29/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:02 PM 

Water (:omm 

4/9/2012 7:30:00 AM 

4/9/2012 9:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:02 PM 

Paulette-Hair 

2/23/2012 8:00:00 PM 

2/23/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:02 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Public Service Scholars Grad 

Memorial Hall 

Start: 5/11/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 5/11/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

Subject: Strauss AIDS class 

Location: Interactive Theatre 

Start: 4/17/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 4/17/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

Faculty Athletics mtg 

2/9/2012 8:30:00 PM 

2/9/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

HS Ethics Bowl 

2/11/2012 12:30:00 PM 

2/11/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

CWC Advisory 

3/21/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/21/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

Knox Massey Luncheon 

4/28/2012 4:00:00 PM 

4/28/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

Lunch & Learn - Anomaly 

3/20/2012 4:30:00 PM 

3/20/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

Agenda 

4/3/2012 2:00:00 PM 

4/3/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:03 PM 

SACS 

2/17/2012 1:30:00 PM 

2/17/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:04 PM 

WBB-N CSU-D 

2/19/2012 6:30:00 PM 

2/19/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:04 PM 

FEC 

3/26/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:04 PM 

Subject: Chancellor’s Advisory 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 3/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:04 PM 

Subject: Chancellor’s Dinner 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Start: 4/10/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGEIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:04 PM 

Gary Parr 

2/29/2012 8:00:00 PM 

3/1/2012 
Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:04 PM 

Lunch &Learn 

4/12/2012 4:30:00 PM 

4/12/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

CSRI Conference 

4/19/2012 12:00:00 PM 
4/21/2012 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Nominating Comm 

Campus Y Second Floor 207-8 

Start: 2/21/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

BUNC 

3/27/2012 12:30:00 PM 
3/27/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

Subject: Massey Award Mtg 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 2/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

FEC 

2/27/2012 8:00:00 PM 

2/27/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

Nocera talk 

3/14/2012 9:30:00 PM 
3/14/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

Subject: IAH Leadership program 

Location: Greensboro 

Start: 6/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

CWC Advisory 

3/29/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/29/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:05 PM 

Subject: Research Ethics 

Location: Hitchock Room 

Start: 3/12/2012 12:10:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2012 1:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:06 PM 

Water Comm 

2/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

2/24/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:06 PM 

Lunch & Learn 

3/12/2012 4:00:00 PM 

3/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:06 PM 

FEC 

4/9/2012 7:00:00 PM 

4/9/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:06 PM 

Commencement 

5/13/2012 I:00:00 PM 
5/13/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

Friday Center Open House 

2/23/2012 6:00:00 PM 

2/23/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Global Health & Womens Ril~hts 

Hyde Hall 

Start: 3/16/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

WBB-Duke-Both 

2/26/2012 8:00:00 PM 

2/26/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

Phil 274 Final 

5/3/2012 12:00:00 PM 

5/3/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

SSI classes begin 

5/16/2012 1:30:00 AM 

5/16/2012 2:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

Pick up & stay w/people 

2/21/2012 10:00:00 PM 

2/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

Adam out 

3/16/2012 4:00:00 AM 
3/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

WBB Banquet 

4/11/2012 10:00:00 PM 

4/12/2012 1:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Commencement Speaker Mtg 

105 South 

Start: 3/2/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 3/2/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:08 PM 

Last day of classes 

4/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

4/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:08 PM 

Subject: faculty assembly 

Location: spangler center 

Start: 4/20/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:08 PM 

Lunch & LEarn 

3/29/2012 4:30:00 PM 

3/29/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:08 PM 

Water Comm 

5/2/2012 7:30:00 PM 

5/2/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:08 PM 

Subject: Admitted Students 

Location: Fayetteville! 

Start: 4/17/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2012 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:08 PM 

Subject: Women’s Center Advisory 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 2/20/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

Faculty Council Mtg 

4/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

4/13/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

Subject: Globial Orientation 

Location: Nik Steiner 

Start: 4/14/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:09 PM 

Memorial Day 

5/28/2022 4:00:00 AM 

5/29/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

Subject: Ad Hoc Athletic Comm 

Location: Incubator room 

Start: 4/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Center for Public Service 

2403 School of Govt 

Start: 3/15/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

Subject: Loretta Lynn 

Location: DPAC-Time TBA 

Start: 4/7/2012 Ii:00:00 PM 

End: 4/8/2012 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

Paulette 

3/15/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/15/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:09 PM 

BUNC 

2/28/2012 1:30:00 PM 
2/28/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:10 PM 

DG Martin taping 

3/7/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/7/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:10 PM 

Agenda Comm 

2/29/2012 3:00:00 PM 

2/29/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:10 PM 

Kitcher Talk 

2/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

2/27/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:10 PM 

BUNC 

4/24/2012 12:30:00 PM 
4/24/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:10 PM 

Chancellor mtg 

3/13/2012 6:00:00 PM 

3/13/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:11 PM 

Subject: Winston Crisp class 

Location: Peabody 218 

Start: 3/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:12 PM 

holiday 

4/6/2022 4:00:00 AM 

4/7/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:11 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Water Comm 

2005 Hooker Research Bldg 

Start: 3/12/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:11 PM 

Subject: HC Task-Kevin’s 

Location: Ca rr 200 

Start: 3/12/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:12 PM 

Washington DC 

2/15/2022 5:00:00 AM 

2/16/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:11 PM 

Subject: Taffye Clayton 

Location: Carolina Club 

Start: 2/23/2012 10:45:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2012 1:15:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:12 PM 

Spring Holiday 

4/6/2022 4:00:00 AM 

4/7/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:11 PM 

Center for Public Service 

4/30/2012 4:00:00 PM 

4/30/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:11 PM 

Start: 5/8/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:12 PM 

Subject: Nominating Comm 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 2/9/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/9/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:12 PM 

Parr Mtg 

2/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

2/13/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:12 PM 

Lunch & Learn- Bernie 

2/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

2/22/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:12 PM 

Marilyn Adams 

2/22/2012 6:30:00 PM 

2/22/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:12 PM 

Subject: HC Full Task Force 

Location: Loudermilk 

Start: 3/19/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:12 PM 

Pick up people 

3/15/2012 9:00:00 PM 

3/15/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:13 PM 

Subject: Univ Managers Mtg 

Location: Hyde Hall 

Start: 5/23/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:13 PM 

Subject: Provost briefings 

Location: Friday Center 

Start: 3/8/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:13 PM 

WBB-GaTech-J 

2/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

2/12/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:14 PM 

Subject: Nocera mtg 

Location: Kevin’s lab 

Start: 3/14/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:14 PM 

Spring Commencement 

5/13/2022 4:00:00 AM 

5/14/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:14 PM 

Lunch & Learn 

4/17/2012 4:30:00 PM 

4/17/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:14 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gender-Fireside Chat w/Holden 

Toy Lounge 

Start: 2/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:14 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sports Talk 

Holly Spring Branch Lib--Lisa Locke 

Start: 5/22/2012 10:30:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:14 PM 

Subject: MBB-Clemson 

Location: Tix to Laurin 

Start: 2/19/2012 

End: 2/19/2012 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:15 PM 

FEC 

4/23/2012 7:00:00 PM 

4/23/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:15 PM 

Faculty Council Mtg 

2/10/2012 8:00:00 PM 

2/10/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:15 PM 

Subject: faculty assembly 

Location: spangler center 

Start: 3/23/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/23/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:15 PM 

Chancellors Dinner - Carolina Inn 

4/9/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

4/10/2012 
Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:16 PM 

Workshop Norm & Pol Phil 

2/9/2022 5:00:00 AM 

2/11/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2012 7:24:16 PM 

Jan out 

4/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/2/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

12/12/2022 7:24:17 PM 

BOT meeting 

3/29/2022 4:00:00 AM 

3/30/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/6/2013 2:05:54 AM 

Classes begin 

8/20/2013 12:00:00 PM 

8/20/2013 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/6/2013 2:15:12 AM 

Labor day 

9/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/6/2013 2:16:47 AM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/6/2013 2:16:47 AM 

University Day 

10/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

10/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/11/2013 3:20:20 AM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Faculty Council 

Start: 9/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/11/2013 3:20:20 AM 

Faculty Council 

9/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/11/2013 3:21:28 AM 

Faculty Council 

10/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

10/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/11/2013 3:22:12 AM 

Faculty Council 

11/8/2013 8:00:00 PM 

11/8/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

2/11/2013 3:25:59 AM 

Faculty Coucil 

3/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/14/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

4/24/2013 7:09:11 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers] 

Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill and Richard Myers Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline (Jan 23317/Richard 28115) 

112 Carr 

7/18/2013 6:30:00 PM 

7/18/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); Myers, Richard E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

4/24/2013 7:10:40 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers]; 

Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner] 

Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill and Richard Myers Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline (Jan 23317/Richard 28~L15) 

112 Cart 

8/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan (JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu); Myers, Richard E; Wegner, Judith Welch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

4/24/2013 7:10:40 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers] 

Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill and Richard Myers Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline (Jan 233:~7/Richard 28115) 

112 Carr 

8/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); Myers, Richard E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

4/24/2013 7:14:01 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers]; 

Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner] 

Canceled: Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill, Richard Myers and Judith Wegner Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline 

(Jan 23317/Richard 28115) 

112 Cart 

9/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; Myers, Richard E; Wegner, Judith Welch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

4/24/2013 7:14:01 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers]; 

Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner] 

Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill and Richard Myers Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline (Jan 23317/Richard 28~L15) 

112 Cart 

9/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan (JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu); Myers, Richard E; Wegner, Judith Welch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

4/24/2013 7:14:01 PM 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers] 

Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill and Richard Myers Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline (Jan 233:~7/Richard 28115) 

112 Carr 

9/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); Myers, Richard E 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

5/11/2013 12:51:32 AM 

Jim to Seattle 

6/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 
6/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

5/11/2013 12:53:39 AM 

Lisa to Seattle 

6/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 
6/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

5/11/2013 12:54:42 AM 

Jim to LA 

7/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 10/8/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2023 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 9/24/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 9/10/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 8/27/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 8/6/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 7/23/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Public Safety Ethics Training 

003 Pub Safety bldg 

Start: 7/9/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ADAM R SCHAEFER (ADSCHAEF)] 

5/15/2013 6:45:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public Safety Ethics Training 

Start: 7/9/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

6/4/2013 4:49:38 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Ferrell, Joseph S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jsferrel] 

Canceled: Meeting with Jan and Joe re Faculty Gov 

Carr 200B 

6/10/2013 5:00:00 PM 

6/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; Ferrell, Joseph S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/4/2013 6:37:58 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Kevin G 

Location: Alpine Bagel 

Start: 6/19/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/4/2013 7:00:14 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CFE New Fac Orientation Welcome 

Pleasants Room--come early 

Start: 8/16/2013 12:45:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2013 1:05:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/6/2013 1:17:43 AM 

Ben Saypol 

6/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

6/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/10/2013 6:47:46 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Pick up people & stay 

Start: 6/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/10/2013 6:47:46 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Pick up people & stay 

Start: 6/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Glover, Sharon P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SPGLOVER] 

6/11/2013 12:45:02 PM 

Glover, Sharon P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spglover]; Harris, Kathy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ms Kathy Harris (harrismk)]; Miles, Monica B 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Monica B 

Miles (mbmiles)]; Thornton, Dan F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Thor]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow] 

Carolina Scholarship Selection Committee Meeting - Decision Meeting 

ITS - UL Rm 14 (Margaritaville) 

6/20/2013 1:30:00 PM 

6/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Harris, Kathy; Miles, Monica B; Thornton, Dan F; Boxill, Jan; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Glover, Sharon P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SPGLOVER] 

6/11/2013 12:45:02 PM 

Glover, Sharon P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spglover]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Turner, Katie 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kathryn 

Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Schaefer, Adam R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Adam R Schaefer (adschaef)]; Dickson, Jennie Malloy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jenmd] 

Fwd: Carolina Scholarship Selection Committee Meeting - Decision Meeting 

ITS - UL Rm 14 (Margaritaville) 

6/20/2013 1:30:00 PM 

6/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Harris, Kathy; Miles, Monica B; Thornton, Dan F; Boxill, Jan; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/11/2013 3:21:42 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Carol Folt 

Start: 7/2/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/2/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/12/2013 7:34:29 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Triangle HSEB 

Start: 11/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/13/2013 6:03:51 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Joe Holladay retirement 

Location: Bowles Room 

Start: 6/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/14/2013 5:36:25 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Extraordinary Ventures 

Start: 7/9/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/14/2013 5:39:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Extraordinary Ventures 

Start: 10/8/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/14/2013 5:40:39 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Extraordinary Ventures 

Start: 9/10/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/14/2013 5:47:15 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Karen Gil 

Start: 6/24/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/24/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/14/2013 7:23:17 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Coach Hatchell cookout 

Start: 6/19/2013 10:30:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/17/2013 3:28:53 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Katie out 

Start: 6/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/17/2013 3:29:30 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Katie Out 

Start: 7/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/17/2013 3:30:50 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Katie Out 

Start: 9/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/17/2013 3:32:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Katie Out 

Start: 8/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/17/2013 4:30:49 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Pick up people 

Start: 6/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/17/2013 4:31:07 PM 

Pick up people 

6/20/2013 9:00:00 PM 

6/20/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Glover, Sharon P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SPGLOVER] 

6/19/2013 6:08:50 PM 

Harris, Kathy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ms Kathy Harris (harrismk)]; Miles, Monica B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Monica B Miles 

(mbmiles)]; Thornton, Dan F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Thor]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow] 

Carolina Scholarship Selection Committee Meeting - Decision Meeting 

ITS - UL Rm 14 (Margaritaville) 

6/20/2013 1:30:00 PM 

6/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Harris, Kathy; Miles, Monica B; Thornton, Dan F; Boxill, Jan; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

6/19/2013 7:38:21 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Fwd: Carolina Scholarship Selection Committee Meeting - Decision Meeting 

ITS - UL Rm 14 (Margaritaville) 

Start: 6/20/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/24/2013 3:03:16 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Deb Stroman 

Start: 6/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/25/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 1:47:03 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Jackie Overton 

Start: 6/26/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 6/26/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 3:13:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Warren Newton-ACE Governance 

FAC Gov 

Start: 8/15/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 6:43:30 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Chris Fielt-CIO-ITS 

Start: 7/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/10/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DFHOWELL] 

6/26/2013 6:45:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Jan Boxill/Chris Kielt Introductory Mtg 

207A Caldwell Hall 

7/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

7/10/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jeanette M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHRISTOPHER L. KIELT (KIELT)E52] 

6/26/2013 6:45:45 PM 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)] 

Jan Boxill/Chris Kielt Introductory Mtg 

207A Caldwell Hall 

7/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

7/10/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jeanette M 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 7:55:57 PM 

Subject: Diversity Thinkposium 

Location: Gerard Hall 

Start: 8/13/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 7:57:36 PM 

Subject: USADA CONF/EXSS mtg 

Location: Woolen 205 

Start: 7/24/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2013 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 7:57:36 PM 

Subject: USADA CONF/EXSS mtg 

Location: Woolen 205 

Start: 7/24/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

6/26/2013 7:57:36 PM 

Subject: USADA CONF/EXSS mtg 

Location: Woolen 205 

Start: 7/24/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

Sent: 6/27/2013 12:41:10 PM 

Subject: FEC w/Folt 

Start: 7/26/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 7/26/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

7/1/2013 9:33:06 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Cone, 

Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Baum, Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=24aO26684c6847ecSe8644c296343c11]; Meier, 

Benjamin Mason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meierb]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Luh, Jeanne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=EO7f32b918684a9e9a84a6a157cO920e]; Dasgupta, Nabarun [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nabarun Dasgupta 

(nab)] 

Progressive realization of water access index update meeting 

Rosenau Hall 144 (Jamie’s office) 

7/3/2013 4:15:00 PM 

7/3/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Barber, Stephen; Bartram, Jamie; Cone, Judith; Baum, Rachel; Meier, Benjamin Mason; Hornstein, Donald T; Boxill, 

Jan; Luh, Jeanne; Dasgupta, Nabarun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/3/2013 2:33:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Provost 

Start: 7/10/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 7/10/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/3/2013 7:05:30 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: USADA Conference Call 

Start: 7/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. [aspitzer@usada.org;] 

7/3/2013 7:18:27 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. [aspitzer@usada.org;]; Lisa Voig;ht; Boxill, Jan (JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu) 

Subject: 

Location: 

Touching; base 

Z-Conference Room - Breckenridg;e 

Start: 7/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/11/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lisa Voight; Boxill, Jan (JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/8/2013 5:04:32 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Carol Folt 

Start: 7/9/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/8/2013 5:04:32 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Carol Folt 

Start: 7/10/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/10/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/9/2013 7:54:26 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: FAC GOV 

Start: 7/11/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/11/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/9/2013 8:21:09 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Dr. McEachern 

Start: 7/23/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/10/2013 4:48:48 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner] 

Honor System Meeting 

Carr 200B 

7/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

7/18/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jeanette M; Wegner, Judith Welch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/10/2013 4:48:48 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner] 

Honor System Meeting 

Carr 200B 

7/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

7/18/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jeanette M; Wegner, Judith Welch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/10/2013 4:51:40 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner]; Hunter, 

Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hunter 

Erik (erikh)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Honor System Meeting w Jan, Judith and Erik 

Carr 200B 

7/19/2013 5:30:00 PM 

7/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Wegner, Judith Welch; Hunter, Erik; Boxill, Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/10/2013 4:51:40 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Wegner, Judith Welch [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner]; Hunter, 

Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hunter 

Erik (erikh)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Honor System Meeting w Jan, Judith and Erik 

Carr 200B 

7/19/2013 5:30:00 PM 

7/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Wegner, Judith Welch; Hunter, Erik; Boxill, Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/10/2013 6:41:20 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: BOT Orientation 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Start: 7/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/17/2013 3:35:11 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Phil 261 

Start: 8/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/21/2013 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/17/2013 3:35:11 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Phil 261 

Start: 7/17/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2013 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/17/2013 3:36:06 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Phil 261 

Start: 8/28/2013 11:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 1:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/19/2013 1:12:48 AM 

USADA conf call 

7/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

7/22/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Eatman, Debra H. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEATMAN] 

7/19/2013 1:03:48 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Myers, Richard E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmyers]; Wegner, 

Judith Welch [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jwegner] 

Meeting with WC, Jan Boxill and Richard Myers Re: Issues Surrounding Student Discipline (Jan 23317/Richard 28115) 

112 Cart 

9/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan (JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu); Myers, Richard E; Wegner, Judith Welch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/19/2013 1:34:47 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Summer REading Discussion 

Start: 8/19/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/22/2013 1:45:06 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Grievance Comm Orientation 

Start: 8/26/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/26/2013 7:01:20 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: IAH dinner 

Start: 9/10/2013 10:30:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2013 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/26/2013 7:01:20 PM 

IAH dinner 

9/10/2013 10:00:00 PM 

9/11/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/29/2013 2:24:31 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; Ferrell, 

Joseph S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jsferrel]; Kiel, David [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=David Kiel (kiel)] 

Faculty Council Retreat Planning Meeting 

Carr 200B 

8/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

8/12/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph S; Kiel, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/29/2013 2:24:32 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; Ferrell, Joseph S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jsferrel]; Kiel, David [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=David Kiel (kiel)] 

Faculty Council Retreat Planning Meeting 

Carr 200B 

8/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

8/12/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph S; Kiel, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

7/29/2013 2:24:32 PM 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; Ferrell, Joseph S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jsferrel]; Kiel, David [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=David Kiel (kiel)] 

Faculty Council Retreat Planning Meeting 

Carr 200B 

8/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

8/12/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph S; Kiel, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/30/2013 12:39:16 AM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

IAH Reception 

Hyde 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/30/2013 12:39:16 AM 

Subject: IAH Reception 

Location: Hyde 

Start: 8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

7/30/2013 7:23:51 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

BBSP ethics/RCR training 

Bondurant GIO0 

Start: 10/14/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

8/1/2013 3:13:31 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Baum, 

Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=24aO26684c6847ec8e8644c296343c11]; Dasgupta, Nabarun [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nabarun Dasgupta 

(nab)]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Meier, Benjamin Mason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meierb]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Boxill, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M 

Boxill (jmboxill)]; Luh, Jeanne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EO7f32b918684a9e9a84a6a157cO920e]; Smith, Kennetha Ariel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kennetha Ariel 

Smith (kennetha)c31]; Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kathryn Marie Turner (turnerkm)]; Ki, Crystal [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI BOHF 23SPDL T)/CN=RE Cl PI ENTS/CN=Aa9f61f81aeb4d3684 9d lb4b4 7 4e2a4 3 ] 

Progressive realization of water access index working group meeting 

Carolina Center for Public Service Conference Room, 205 Wilson Street 

8/6/2013 5:30:00 PM 

8/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Baum, Rachel; Dasgupta, Nabarun; Cone, Judith; Meier, Benjamin Mason; Hornstein, Donald T; 

Boxill, Jan; Luh, Jeanne; Smith, Kennetha Ariel; Turner, Katie; Ki, Crystal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

8/1/2013 3:13:31 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Baum, 

Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=24aO26684c6847ec8e8644c296343c11]; Dasgupta, Nabarun [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nabarun Dasgupta 

(nab)]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Meier, Benjamin Mason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meierb]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Boxill, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M 

Boxill (jmboxill)]; Luh, Jeanne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EO7f32b918684a9e9a84a6a157cO920e]; Smith, Kennetha Ariel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kennetha Ariel 

Smith (kennetha)c31] 

Progressive realization of water access index working group meeting 

Carolina Center for Public Service Conference Room, 205 Wilson Street 

8/8/2013 5:30:00 PM 

8/8/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Baum, Rachel; Dasgupta, Nabarun; Cone, Judith; Meier, Benjamin Mason; Hornstein, Donald T; 

Boxill, Jan; Luh, Jeanne; Barber, Stephen; Smith, Kennetha Ariel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/7/2013 8:37:13 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: First Amendment Day 

Location: Time -check 

Start: 9/24/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/7/2013 8:37:13 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: First Amendment Day 

Location: Time -check 

Start: 9/24/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/9/2013 4:19:14 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Parr Fellows Luncheon 

Start: 8/27/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/13/2013 8:32:32 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: USADA conf call 

Start: 8/26/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/14/2013 9:09:56 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Academic Plan-VlP 

Location: W/provost 

Start: 9/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Prescott, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH AMBLER PRESCOTT (EPRESCO)EFF] 

8/15/2013 4:28:33 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Wilson - Pleastants Room 

Start: 10/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/16/2013 1:21:15 AM 

Subject: IAAR Symposium 

Location: Pleasants Room 

Start: 8/29/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/16/2013 3:39:31 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: WBB Family Day 

Start: 8/18/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/16/2013 7:14:31 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Mt Rushmore 

Location: Carolina Club 

Start: 8/26/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/19/2013 3:04:14 AM 

First Yr Grad mtg 

8/19/2013 1:00:00 PM 

8/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/19/2013 6:09:00 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Community & Diversity 

Location: Ca rr 

Start: 8/27/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Turner, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KATHRYN MARIE TURNER (TURNERKM)] 

8/20/2013 7:49:36 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)]; Streeter, Charles D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Streeter] 

Meeting with Jan Boxill and Charles Streeter 

Jan’s Office, Parr Center, Caldwell Hall 

8/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; Streeter, Charles D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/20/2013 8:02:24 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Thurs FB meeting 

Location: Athletics Office 

Start: 8/28/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

8/30/2013 4:31:25 PM 

Subject: Commencement meeting 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 10/4/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/4/2013 7:34:19 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Odum Institute 

Start: 9/10/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/4/2013 7:38:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Merrimon Lecture & dinner 

Start: 10/5/2013 12:30:00 AM 

End: 10/5/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/5/2013 12:28:28 AM 

Chancellor mtg 

9/9/2013 5:15:00 PM 

9/9/2013 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/5/2013 4:09:07 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Deb Eaker-Rich/Mary W 

Start: 9/17/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/10/2013 12:20:38 AM 

Fac Assembly-Chairs mtg 

9/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

9/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/10/2013 12:21:38 AM 

President Ross reception 

9/19/2013 9:30:00 PM 

9/19/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/11/2013 2:00:48 AM 

Dan Moseley L&L 

9/12/2013 4:30:00 PM 

9/12/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/11/2013 1:52:04 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

IAH Dinner-Mark Katz 

215 Stable Rd, Carrboro 

Start: 10/3/2013 10:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2013 1:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/11/2013 1:52:04 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: IAH Dinner-Mark Katz 

Start: 10/3/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/11/2013 2:09:07 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: New Fac Reception 

Location: Campus Y Lounge 

Start: 9/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Prescott, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH AMBLER PRESCOTT (EPRESCO)EFF] 

9/11/2013 6:15:54 PM 

Lunch and Learn 

9/24/2013 4:30:00 PM 

9/24/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Prescott, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH AMBLER PRESCOTT (EPRESCO)EFF] 

9/11/2013 6:18:27 PM 

Lunch with Maggie 

9/16/2013 4:30:00 PM 

9/16/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Prescott, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH AMBLER PRESCOTT (EPRESCO)EFF] 

Sent: 9/11/2013 6:26:28 PM 

Subject: 47th Annual Chapel Hill Colloquim 

Start: 11/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Prescott, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH AMBLER PRESCOTT (EPRESCO)EFF] 

9/12/2013 2:07:24 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Breakfast with Don Bolton 

Carolina Club 

Start: 9/13/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/12/2013 2:13:53 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: ALTAC 

Location: Hyde Hall Incubator 

Start: 9/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/13/2013 5:45:04 PM 

Retired fac mtg 

9/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

9/17/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/13/2013 5:45:04 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Retired fac mtg 

Location: Hyde Hall Incubator 

Start: 9/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/16/2013 9:46:10 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Provost Reception 

Location: Gerrard Hall 

Start: 10/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/17/2013 10:06:32 PM 

Subject: Tar Heel Tempo 

Location: Pot luck 

Start: 10/1/2013 9:30:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2013 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

9/17/2013 10:50:08 PM 

pick up people 

10/10/2013 9:00:00 PM 

10/10/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHRISTOPHER L. KIELT (KIELT)E52] 

9/24/2013 5:41:21 PM 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Porto, James V Jr [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jporto]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs] 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

FITAC Follow-up meeting 

CIO Office, 211 Manning Drive, Suite 5708 

10/25/2013 6:00:00 PM 

10/25/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Porto, James V Jr; Barker, Michael; Waddell, Stan Adolphus (stan_waddell@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHRISTOPHER L. KIELT (KIELT)E52] 

9/24/2013 5:41:21 PM 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Porto, James V Jr [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jporto]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs] 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

FITAC Follow-up meeting 

CIO Office, 211 Manning Drive, Suite 5708 

10/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

10/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Porto, James V Jr; Barker, Michael; Waddell, Stan Adolphus (stan_waddell@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gina.Ross@sas.com [Gina.Ross@sas.com] 

9/27/2013 6:29:36 PM 

Susan Cart [Susan.Carr@sas.com]; Amy Ross; Ana Ratzlaff; Andrew Klein; Andy Parker; Angela Rodin; Bonnie Keith; 

Brian Klemm; Brian Zuercher; Cassy Creekman; Chris Buchholtz; Dan Page; Dan Segal; Dan Vick; David Nackashi; 

Diana Semel Allen; Ernie Ovies; Fabian Ramirez; G. Edward Story; Sayre-McCord, Geoff; Henri Chomette; Hunter 

Stamey; James Peterson; Boxill, Jan; Jennifer Venable; Joe Mare; John Jenkins; Jonathan Soto; Joseph Conaty; Judy 

Curry; Keir Strauss; Larry Dodson; Madeline Irwin; Marcia Pennefather; Marjorie Alquist; Mark Boyd; Mark G. 

Piegore; Mark Stomski; Mary Elizabeth Reiss; Matt Ronning; Michael D. Tanner; Paul Dries; Purvesh D. Patel; Rachel 

Mandell; Ravila Gupta; Richard Best; Rick Widin; Ricky T. Martin; Sandra Bacik; Sandra Tucker; Santiago M. Estrada; 

Steve Chambers; Tamara Oh; Tammy Keadle; Terri Livezey; Tim King; Wilson Williams; Wren M. Mitchell 

October 2013 Meeting - Triangle Ethics and Compliance Practitioners 

SAS Campus, Building T - Executive Dining Room 

10/29/2013 i:30:00 PM 

10/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gina.Ross@sas.com [Gina.Ross@sas.com] 

9/27/2013 6:29:36 PM 

Susan Cart [Susan.Carr@sas.com]; Amy Ross; Ana Ratzlaff; Andrew Klein; Andy Parker; Angela Rodin; Bonnie Keith; 

Brian Klemm; Brian Zuercher; Cassy Creekman; Chris Buchholtz; Dan Page; Dan Segal; Dan Vick; David Nackashi; 

Diana Semel Allen; Ernie Ovies; Fabian Ramirez; G. Edward Story; Sayre-McCord, Geoff; Henri Chomette; Hunter 

Stamey; James Peterson; Boxill, Jan; Jennifer Venable; Joe Mare; John Jenkins; Jonathan Soto; Joseph Conaty; Judy 

Curry; Keir Strauss; Larry Dodson; Madeline Irwin; Marcia Pennefather; Marjorie Alquist; Mark Boyd; Mark G. 

Piegore; Mark Stomski; Mary Elizabeth Reiss; Matt Ronning; Michael D. Tanner; Paul Dries; Purvesh D. Patel; Rachel 

Mandell; Ravila Gupta; Richard Best; Rick Widin; Ricky T. Martin; Sandra Bacik; Sandra Tucker; Santiago M. Estrada; 

Steve Chambers; Tamara Oh; Tammy Keadle; Terri Livezey; Tim King; Wilson Williams; Wren M. Mitchell 

October 2013 Meeting - Triangle Ethics and Compliance Practitioners 

SAS Campus, Building T - Executive Dining Room 

10/29/2013 i:30:00 PM 

10/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/1/2013 3:57:13 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: USADA Call 

Start: 10/4/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/4/2013 3:40:42 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: USADA call 

Start: 10/10/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHRISTOPHER L. KIELT (KIELT)E52] 

10/4/2013 3:51:15 PM 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm] 

Turnitin/iThenticate - Jan Boxill, Chris Kielt, Michael Barker 

Caldwell 207A 

10/23/2013 12:30:00 PM 

10/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Boxill, Jan; michael_barker@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/8/2013 1:01:15 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Water Panel 

Location: Hill Ballroom 

Start: 10/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 7:35:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/8/2013 1:02:30 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Innovation and Impact 

Chancellor Ballroom 

Start: 10/11/2013 7:40:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 8:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/8/2013 1:03:15 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Public University 

Location: Hill Ballroom 

Start: 10/11/2013 8:20:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 9:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/15/2013 2:10:54 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: TIAA 

Start: 10/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/15/2013 2:10:54 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: TIAA 

Start: 10/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/15/2013 2:11:08 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: Parr Mtg 

Start: 10/15/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Prescott, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH AMBLER PRESCOTT (EPRESCO)EFF] 

10/16/2013 7:01:25 PM 

Boxill, Jan [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Dana Bochna with the Institute for Ethical Leadership at Rutgers Business School 

Dana will call Jan 

Start: 10/24/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
<Anne_Whi snant@unc, edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 

FW: LLCAC faculty appointments 

Suggestions. 

Here are some I might recommend Paul Friga, Vin Steponaitis, John Sweeney, Charles Dave, 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Renner, Joy J; Huber, Evelyne H 
Cc: Wilkinson, Patti; Templeton, Joe 
Subject: LLCAC faculty appointments 

Jan, Joy and Evelvne: 

We have discovered that we are in need of 6 faculty appointments to the Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee 

(LLAC). This is an advisory committee to the Chancellor regarding UNC-licensed goods. In the past it was involved in 

researching manufacturing practices for Nike, etc. There are 6 faculty, ,5 ex-officio and 3 students. Meredith Weiss 

(AVC Finance); Derek Lochbaum (Director of Trademarks and Licensing); Bubba Cunningham; Lissa Broome and Shirley 

Ort are the ex-officio members. 

Currently there are 0 faculty appointed; the last few rolled off last year. The committee hasn’t met in a while, but we 

would like to keep it current. According to Derek L, some of the disciplines that have been helpful to have on the 

committee in the past are economics, business, law, history and geography. 

Please provide some suggested names to me by October 16th. We’d love to have the committee appointed by the end of 

the month. 

Thanks so much! Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 
Chief of Staff, Chancellor’s Office 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Eble, Connie C <cceble@email.unc.edu>; Hurt, Christi <christihurt@unc.edu>; Hughes, 
Amanda M <hughesa@email.unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

RE: I am angry about treatment of a student 

Connie, 
I agree with you and especially agree that it could have been handled differently. Interestingly I give a "Ethics in Action" 

presentation to Public Safety regularly, and did just this morning and there were P to P drivers in the group. We actually 

talked about ethical issues in customer service. 

This is something we could take up in the Faculty Welfare committee, as her situation may not be unique. 

From: Eble, Connie C 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:21 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Hurt, Christi; Hughes, Amanda M; Bickford, Donna M 
Subject: I am angry about treatment of a student 

Dear Jan, Christi, Donna, and Amanda, 

I am upset and angry about an incident that happened to a female student on Wednesday night. I am sending this 

message to you because I do not quite know who is in power to rectify this outrage, and you are women leaders and 

need to know about it. 

A student of mine, a new transfer student, studied in the library until after dark on Wednesday evening. She had her 

five-year-old son with her, who goes to after-school at Morehead Planetarium. She got on the P-to-P Bus with him to go 

home. After she was seated, the drive yelled, "Lady with the kid, get off. You can’t have him on the bus." The driver 

made her get off. She was so upset that she could not sleep that night and came to her 9:30 class with me visibly upset. 

I told her to go to students’ legal services. There she was told that because the University owns the bus, it would be a 

conflict of interest for the legal aid office to help her. She was advised to go to the ombuds, which she did on Friday. I 

also advised her to go to the Dean of Students’ Office, but I do not know whether or not she did that. The ombuds office 

apparently made some inquiries and was told that for reasons of liability a rule had been made excluding children from 

P-to-P. (That information is not on the P to P webpage.)This is preposterous. Point-to-point serves drunken students-- 

are they less of a liability than a five-year-old supervised by his mother? If in fact it would cost the University additional 

money to insure children riding on P-to-P, then the University needs to spend the money to do so. The premium would 

probably not cost more than one football uniform. Such a policy shows that the University, despite it publicity, does not 

favor a diverse student body--one where a young woman is trying to complete her education and be a good mother 

too. This is discrimination against students with families. Instead of the University supporting this young woman, we 

are making her life harder. 

Even if it is policy, the bus driver should have made a call or done something rather than put her off in the dark and 

embarrass her (a new transfer student who is having a hard enough time already) in front of the other riders. I must say 

I am also disappointed that one of the students did not protest the rude treatment of this young woman. 

What can be done about this? 

Connie 

Connie Eble 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 



CB #3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

W (919) 962-0469 
F (919) 962-3520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL) 
> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:52 PM 

Prescott, Elizabeth <epresco@email.unc.edu> 

RE: new score sheet 

From: Prescott, Elizabeth 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: new score sheet 

Like this? I think this might lose the orggina[ purpose of the two column layout, which was to visually dgsplay the order 

right? This makes it look like maybe team 2% presentation happens sooner than [t really does. If [ were a judge, there’s a 

possibility that I might hear team 2% commentary and think that’s their "presentatgon." It’s a little confusing for people 

who haven’t seen an ethgcs bowl before and don’t know what’s coming. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Prescott, Elizabeth 
Subject: RE: new score sheet 

Great--exactly what [ thought. We could even raise the Team 2 presentation box and leave a little space under it, so 

that 3 & 5 are parallel. 

Thanks 

From: Prescott, Elizabeth 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: new score sheet 

Roberta suggested that I center the text for step two to ameliorate that sense that the space is for comments. Do you 

think that fixes it? 

Elizabeth Prescott 

Assistant to the Director 

Parr Center for Ethics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-5641 

parrcenter.u nc.edu 

nhseb.unc.edu 



info@townofchapelhill.org 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:44 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Tree Planting and Dedication of Baldwin Park Stream Restoration 

Posted Date; 3/18/2011 

Join elected officials from Chapel Hill and Carrboro at 9:30 a.m. Saturday, April 
9, at Baldwin Park, 400 Broad St., Carrboro, to dedicate the newly completed 
stream restoration project in the Bolin Creek Watershed. Sculpted creek beds 
and banks, replacement of invasive plants with natives, and a rain garden not 
only beautify Baldwin Park, but have restored Carrboro and Chapel Hill property 
owners’ eroded yards and will improve water quality for years to come in these 
tributaries to Bolin Creek. This project was completed under a 319 grant to the 
towns from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the N.C. Division of 
Water Quality. 

Watershed restoration and plant experts from North Carolina State University 
conducted the work, and will take the public on tours of the park until noon, 
showcasing the measures taken to repair the previously degraded streams and 
adjoining properties. 

The public is also invited to help plant the rain garden constructed for 

stormwater treatment. 

Backyard rain garden instructions and information about plant species 

recommended for stream buffers will be available. This site is number one on 
the "Every Drop Counts 2011 Creek Action Tour" which runs until noon and is 
coordinated by the Friends of Bolin Creek and the Town of Carrboro. Tour maps 

and raffle tickets will be available. 

X Bolin Creek Restoration 

For more information, contact: 

@ 

Joe Wright (left) and Karen Hall (right) of 
NCSU describe the use of coir matting used for 

Randy Dodd, Town of Carrboro Environmental Planner: 919-918-7326 erosion control and bank stability until plants 

Trish D’Arconte, Town of Chapel Hill Stream Ecologist & Water Quality get established. 

Specialist: 919-969-7202 

List of venues for 2011 Creek Action Tour: www.townofchapelhill.or.q/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx? 
documentid=9024 

Download a hiqh-resolution photo 

Read the news release about the restoration project, www,townofchapelhill,or~/index.aspx?recordid=2503&pa,qe=22 

Watch the video about the restoration project: vimeo,com/21352340 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

httjp;!/www.townofchajpe!h!!!,org/index.aspx?page= 38&subscribercluid = 86937335-e 1 b8-4308-9a64-904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http ;Z/’www. townofcha pe!h !!/~o r~lZ!nd ex,a spx?lpa ~ e = 38&su bscri berq u id = 86937335-e 1 b8-4308-9a 64- 

904093218baT&unsubscribe= 1 



Sent: 

To: 

info@townofchapelhili.org 

Friday, April 15, 2011 10:02 AiM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date," 4/14/2011 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews. Subscribe at www~townofchapelhi/!.org!s!gnup or send a sign-up request to 
!nfo@townofchape/hi/!.org. Fan us at www.facebook~com/chapelh!//gov and follow us at twitter.com/chape!hi//gov. 

TOWNweek 

Holiday Service Schedule 
Literacy Fair at Street Scene Teen Center 
Communit Ey_E_~;Lq Hunt Postponed u~il Sunda~ 
Butterfly Garden Celebration 
Coffee with ~he Hayer 
Workshop o~ Chapel Hill W~SE Ho~e E~ergy ~prove~ent Pro~ra~ 
"Go Gree~= Grow Gree~ a~d Save Gree~" Sustainable Law~ Event April 22 = 23 
Chapel Hill Transit Participates in the Third Annual Touch a Truck Event 
Chapel Hill Transit to Detour Routes Due to Street Closures on Harming and West Drives 
Chapel Hiii Transit Hosts Workshops to Discuss Future Bus Service for Chapel Hill and Carrboro 
Co~ents Sought on Carolina North Permit A~licatio~s 
Chapel Hill Transit Good Frida~ Holiday Schedule 

~co~i~ Transit Detours Due to U~stead Drive Closure 
~Today for the Co~unity Policinq Advisor~ Committee 
Police Promotions Support Co~unity Policinq Efforts 
Be W~SE~ A~ for ~ra~ts to i~prove your ho~e’s ener~ consu~ptio~ 

1. TOWNweek has been posted: 
www.townofchapelhill.org/townweek 

### 

2o Council Heeting Summary 

Posted Date: 4/12/2011 

The Chapel Hill Town Council met at 7 p.m. Mlonday, April 11, in Town Hall, 405 Miartin Luther King Jr. Blvd., to 
consider an agenda that included the following actions. This brief summary is sent immediately following the meeting. 
It does not include petitions to the Council and should not be viewed as official minutes. Council meetings are 
replayed on Chapel Hill TV18 at 9 a.m. Tuesday and at 2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. They also are available via 
streaming video at www.townofchapelhiil.orq/index.aspx?page=958. The full agenda is available at 
chape~hi~~pub~ic~n~vusagenda~c~m/Meetingview~aspx?~eetingID=1~8&~inutesivieetingID=‘1 or by contacting 
Communications and Public Affairs at 919-968-2743 or clerk@townofchapelhili.orq. 

Woods: The Council heard public comment about a proposed Neighborhood Conservation District for the Highland 
Woods neighborhood. Information was provided about overlay zoning regulations and procedures. Following the public 
hearing, staff will complete a Neighborhood Conservation District Plan for the neighborhood. The plan will detail the 
regulations for the district and its boundary. The public hearing was recessed to Mlay 23, 2011. 

Public Hearings on Charterwood Development Applications: The Council received comments on an application 



to rezone 6.5 acres of a :[4.3-acre property. The site is currently zoned ResidentiaF2. The proposal is to rezone a 
portion of the :[4.3 acre site to Mixed Use-Village. The site is located at :[64:[ Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. just south of 
Weaver Dairy Road. The developer proposes construction of 87 dwelling units, 30,000 square feet of office space, 
25,000 square feet of commercial space, and a :[00-room hotel. In addition to 2:[ single-family dwelling units and :[0 
town home units, 5 buildings are proposed ranging in height from 34-55 feet on the :[4.3 acre site located at :[64:[ 
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard. The public hearing was recessed to May 23, 20:[:[. 

Proposed Changes ~o Sign Ordinance: The Town Council considered proposed changes to the Town’s rules on 
ground signs to permit larger signs for commercial centers such as Meadowmont Village, Southern Village, Eastgate 
and University Mall. Addressing changes to the sign ordinance is a goal established in the Town of Chapel Hill 
Economic Development Work Plan. The proposed change could potentially affect :[:[ commercial locations in town. 
While the text amendment would allow the installation of larger ground signs, the Council also is considering options 
regarding the size and massing of sign structures; adopting standards for uniform font and background colors; and 
options to control nighttime lighting. Comments were referred to the Town Manager to be put into an ordinance to be 
voted on April 25, 20:[:[. 

Chapel Hill Public Library Boo~ Drop Design: The Council reviewed a detailed design of the book drop proposed 

for the Library expansion project and considered approval of the design. During the review of the Library Special Use 

Permit plans the Council expressed an interest in the detailed design of the proposed driver accessible book drop. On 

January :[4, 2008, the Council approved the Library expansion project Special Use PermiL This permit included a 

stipulation that the Town’s design consultants return to the Council with a detailed design of the book drop for their 

review and approval prior to the Manager’s approval of the Final Plans. The Council approved the book drop design. 

Chapel Hill-Orange County Visitors Bureau Update: A presentation about tourism from Executive Director Laurie 
Paolicelli was deferred to a future Council meeting. 

### 

3. Holiday Service Schedule 

Posted Date: 4/:[2/20:[:[ 

Most municipal offices will be dosed Friday, April 22. 

RESIDENTIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no curbside yard waste collection Friday, 

COMMERCIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no change in schedule. 

ORANGE COUNTY LANDFILL will be open. 

CURBSIDE RECYCLING: There wi[[ be no change in schedule. 

ORANGE COUNTY SOLID WASTE CONVENIENCE CENTERS will be open, 

CHAPEL HILL TRANSIT will operate on a Saturday schedule. The following Saturday routes will operate: CM/CW, D, 
FG, JN and T. The Saturday U and NU routes will not operate. On Saturday, April 23, the U and NU routes will not 
operate. On Sunday, April 24, the U route will begin at :[:50 p.m. at the Carolina Coffee Shop and the NU route will 
begin at :[:45 p.m. at the PR lot. EZ Rider services will end at 6::[[3 p.m. on Friday. The last scheduled pick-up window 
will be 6:03 p.m. - 6:23 p.m. Safe Rides will operate as normal on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. CHT 
administrative offices will be dosed until 8:30 a.m. Monday, April 25. The Regional Call Center will be open to provide 
schedule information from 7 a.m. to :[0 p.m. Friday, April 22. Customers will be able to reach the call center by calling 
CHT’s customer service line at 9:[9-969-4900 (press option :[). CHT will return to regular service on Monday, ApNI 25. 

HOUSING: Office and Maintenance Division will be closed. For emergency maintenance services, call 9:[9-968-2855. 

PUBLIC LIBRARY: The Library will be closed Sunday, April 24. 

PARKING SERVICES: The Parking office will be closed. The Wallace Deck at 150 E, Rosemary St. and the 
Rosemary/Columbia lot will be open. All other Town-owned lots and on-street parking meters will be free. 

PARKS AND RECREATION: The Plant Road administrative office will be dosed, For Chapel Hill Community Center 



schedules, call 919-968-2790; for schedules at the Hargraves Center or Northside Gym, call 919-968-2794; for 
schedules at the Homestead Aquatic Center, call 919-968-2799~ 

4= Literacy Fair at Street Scene Teen Center 

Posted Date: 4/13/2011 

A literacy fair for children in elementary and middle school will be held 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, April 16, at the Street Scene Teen 
Center, 179 E. Franklin St. Activities include a storytelling performance, 
buddy reading, face painting, bookmark making, and more. Free books 
be available for all children who attend. 

The literacy fair is sponsored by SCALE, a nonprofit IReracy organization 
affiliated with UNC Chapel Hill provided through Americorps; the North 
Carolina Literacy Corps, an AmeNCorps program; and Youth Service 
America. This program is part of a statewide literacy event organized by 
NC LiteracyCorps for Global Youth Service Day. SCALE also provides 
literacy and tutorial support for the after school program at the Street 
SceneTeen Center. 

Boys Reading 

Chapel Hill Parks and Recreation offers academic support programs throughout the year. A free Middle School 
Afterschoo[ Program for grades 6 to 8 is available at the Street Scene Teen Center from Sept. 6 to Dec. 19, 2011, and 
from Jan. 3 to June 8, 2012. Registration is required-register for Activity #330712. Free tutoring is available for 
middle and high school students at the Street Scene Teen Center-drop in from 3 to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday 
(dosed on Town holidays). Hargraves Study Hall gives youth in grades 6 to 12 the opportunity to receive academic 
assistance from volunteer tutors. Study groups are welcome. Study hall is open from 6 to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Hargraves Center, 216 N. Roberson St. 

For more information about the literacy fair, contact Megan McCurley at 919-843-4494. For more information about 
teen programs offered by Chapel Hill Parks and Recreation, contact Liz Carter at 919-968-2841 or 
Icarter@townofchapelhill.orq. 

5. Community Egg Hunt Postponed until Sunday 
Posted Date: 4/14/2011 

With an 80 to 90 percent chance of rain in the forecast for this Saturday, 
the organizers of the Community Egg Hunt have put into effect a rain 
contingency plan. Chapel Hill Parks 8{ Recreation, Carrboro Recreation and 
Parks and Orange County have postponed the Egg Hunt Event until 2-4 
p.m. Sunday April 17. Event participants can call the Chapel Hill Events 
Hot Line at 919=932=0408 for an event update. 

Egg Hunt2 

The event is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. Sunday, April 17, at Chapel Hill’s 
Homestead Community Park. Live music and entertainment will begin at 2 
p.m. with the Egg Hunt to begin at 3 p.m. sharp. Over 25,000 eggs 
containing prizes and candy will be hidden across three hunt locations for 
different age groups from 2 to 10 years old. Special prizes will be awarded 
to finders of the golden egg and the numbered eggs. Following the hunt, 
stick around for entertainment, games, more prizes, and even a visit from the Easter Bunny! 

Parking is available at Homestead Park’s main lot. For more information visit www.townofchapelhi/I,or egZe_gghunt or 

contact Chapel Hill Parks & Recreation at 919-968-2784. 



Posted Date: 4/15/2011 

Girl Scout Troop 74:£ has worked tirelessly to plan and install their 
Butterfly Air Garden at the Learning Garden in Chapel Hill Community 
Center Park. Join us at :£:30 p.m. Saturday, April :£6, to thank them for 
their efforts on behalf of the Town of Chapel Hill. 

Nine of these teens worked together to earn their Girl Scout SHver Award 
while leading their troop in grant writing, fundraising, researching, 
planning and planting to the tune of 650 girl hours. The girls have created 
a website (www.chapelhillbutterfly_garden.net) to share what they have 
learned. They have also installed a geocache nearby (GC2CBXT) that is full 
of fun facts and prizes to promote air awareness. 

butterfly 

Join the girls and bring your kids to learn about butterflies, plants, and gardening through arts and crafts and other 
hands-on activities. This is a rain or shine event, since we’ll move into the Chapel Hill Community Center meeting 
room if it is storming. 

### 

Mayor Hark Kleinschmidt invites residents to join him in Nding Chapel Hill’s fare-free transit system, followed by free 
coffee and an informal conversation from 9:30 to :£0:30 a.m. Wednesday, April 20, at Starbucks at :£03 E. Franklin 
Street. 

The discussion about transportation issues in Chapel Hill wH[ include updates on alternative transportation, including 
Chapel Hill Transit. 

For more information, contact Len Cone at Icone@townofchapelhill.org or 9:£9-969-5065. 

### 

Learn More about Grants to Improve Home Energy Efficiency 
Posted Date: 4/:£5/20:£:£ 

Chapel Hill residents interested in learning more about the Town’s new 
home energy efficiency incentive program-Chapel Hill WISE-will have an 
opportunity to do so as part of Twig’s series of earth month events. 

On Wednesday, April 20, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Twig eco-fNendly 
specialty store at 99 S. Elliot Rd (next to Whole Foods), pre-qualified 
contractors and representatives from the Chapel Hill WISE program will be 
on hand to discuss the importance of home energy efficiency 
improvements and how Chapel Hill residents can apply and become eligible 
for up to $5,000 in grant funding for home improvement projects that 
result in energy savings of :£5 percent or greater. 

X WISE Logo 

Eligible home improvements subsidized at 50 percent of cost include: envelop air sealing and insulation 
improvements, duct sealing and repair and outdoor thermostats for homes with heat pumps. Improvements 
subsidized at 25 percent of cost include: heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) upgrades, energy-efficient 
appliances, hot water heater replacements, re-circulating hot water systems, programmable thermostats in gas 
heated homes, lighting upgrades, and solar thermal hot water systems. 

According to John Richardson, Town of Chapel Hill Sustainability Officer, there has been a lot of interest since the 
program soft-launched in llarch. "We now have nearly 80 people signed up to do home energy assessments, and we 
expect to see many of those same people move ahead with improvements that are designed to reduce their utility 
bills and add comfort to their homes," Richardson said. "When we received our stimulus money for energy projects, 



the Town Council wanted this money go towards something that would directly help the residents of our community, 

rather than just the typical public facility improvements." 

Residents who want to learn more about the program can visit www.townofchapelhill.orcl/WISE. For more information 
about the event, contact ~]ohn Richardson at 919-969-5075 or by e-mail at jNchardson@townofchapelhi/!,org. For 
more information about Twig’s upcoming events, visit www.twig/ivincLcom or call 919-929-8944. 

### 

Purchase Discounted Electric and Push Mowers 

Posted Date: 4/15/2011 

Chapel Hill residents looking to trade in their old gas=guzzling mowers should mark their calendars now for a two-day 

event providing discounts of 20 percent and more on select mowers, 

The Town of Chapel Hill is partnering with Lowe’s Home Improvement Store and the North Carolina Botanical Garden 
to host "G3: Go Green, Grow Green and Save Green," a two-day event that will offer discounted electric and push 
mowers to help get polluting gasoline-powered equipment "off the grass" and into the recycling bin. The event will be 
held ApNI 22 and 23 at the Chapel Hill Lowe’s Home Improvement Store at 1801 Fordham Blvd., near the intersection 
of 15-501 and Sage Road, 

According to ]ohn Richardson, Town of Chapel Hill Sustainability Officer, small engines from gas-powered lawn 
equipment are actually big polluters of the air. "Many people don’t make the connection between yard work and air 
pollution, but emissions from gasoline-powered lawn mowers, leaf blowers, chain saws, and other outdoor power 
equipment have significant impacts on air quality," Richardson said. "For example, according to the Environmental 
Protection Agency, an hour of mowing can generate as much smog-forming pollution as driving the typical car almost 
200 miles. And it’s this type of pollution that can lead to ground-level ozone, which can irritate lungs and affect 
breathing." 

In addition to cleaner and greener mowers, the Town of Chapel Hill SustainabHity Committee-an advisory board that 
developed the concept of the G3 Event-will be on site with other experts to provide information about sustainable 
lawn alternatives. Committee Chair Josh Guditz added, "A [awnmower trade-out is a great step towards reducing the 
pollution that is generated from routine yard maintenance, but one can also enhance the sustainability of their yard by 
considering drought resistant and low-maintenance plants, as well as plantings or other natural additions that will 
reduce the total amount of grass that must be watered and maintained." Such alternatives will be available for 
purchase at the event. 

Residents who want to make a difference in Chapel Hill’s air quality and take advantage of these opportunities to 
purchase cleaner equipment should visit www.townofchape[hill.org/greencity for more information. All gas-powered 
equipment brought in to recycle at either event must be drained of fluids before being dropped off. For information on 
proper fluids disposal, visit the Orange County Solid Waste Department’s website at 
www.co.orange.nc.us!recyc/incjZhhw,as 

For more information about the event, contact ]ohn Richardson at 919-969-5075 or by e-mail at 
jrichardson@townofchapelhill 

### 

10o Chape~ Hill Transit Participates in the Third Annual Touch a Truck Event 
Posted Date: 4/14/2011 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will participate in the Third Annual Touch a Truck event from noon to 4 p.m. Sunday, April 
17, at the University Mall parking lot (outside Dillard’s) at 201 S. Estes Drive. 

Touch a Truck is a hands-on family event for kids of all ages, providing a unique opportunity for children to explore 
vehicles of all types - fire and rescue trucks, police cars, tow trucks, bulldozers and helicopters all in one place. 
Children will be allowed to touch, climb on and ask questions about their favorite trucks in a safe, supervised 
environment. There will also be a Kid’s Zone featuring bouncy houses, an obstacle course, kid-fNendly food and a 
toddler craft area. 



The event is a fundraiser event sponsored by the Boy Scout Troop 39 of Chapel Hill. Admission is $5 per person, with 
a maximum of $20 per family. Children younger than two will be admitted at no charge. Proceeds will benefit the 
North Carolina Children’s Hospital’s Promise Grant program and Troop 39’s community service projects and activities. 

For more information about the Touch a Truck event, visit the Troop’s website at www.troop39nc.orq or contact Julie 
Richardson at .iu!ierich@nc.rr.com. 

For more information about CHT, contact a customer service representative at 919-969-4900 or visit 
www.chtransit.or_q. 

### 

Posted Date: 4/13/2011 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will be implementing a detour due to street closures on Manning and West Drives beginning 

Friday night, April 15, through Sunday, April 17. This detour will only affect trips after 8 p.m. on Friday night through 

Sunday night at 8 p.m. 

The D, G and NS routes will detoured from Pittsboro Street to S. Columbia St. The bus stops on Mason Farm Rd. at 
ACC, East Dr. at Jackson Circle and UNC Hospital will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured buses at the 
alternate stop at Health Sciences Library or on Pittsboro St. at University Dr. 

The HU route will be detoured along East Dr., to Mason Farm Rd., left on S. Columbia St. to 15-501 S./Fordham BIvd. 
The bus stops on Manning Dr. at Gravely Dr., UNC Hospital, Mason Farm Rd. at ACC, and the East Dr. at Jackson 
Circle will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured bus at the alternate stop on Mason Farm Rd. opposite 
the ACC (bus shelter) or at the temporary bus stop on East Dr. opposite Jackson Circle. 

The FCX, NU, U and Saturday/Sunday U 8{ NU routes will be detoured along East Dr. to Mason Farm Rd. to Columbia 
St. The bus stops on Manning Drive at Gravely Drive and UNC Hospital will not be served. Passengers may board the 
detoured buses at the temporary stop on East Dr. opposite Jackson Circle or at the alternate stop at Health Sciences 
Library, 

Note: The Sunday NU will resume normal routing after 8 p.m. on Sunday night. 

The V route to Meadowmont will be detoured along S. Columbia St. The bus stops on Mason Farm Rd. at ACC, East 
Dr. at Jackson Circle and UNC Hospital will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured buses at the alternate 
stops on S. Columbia St. at Mason Farm Rd. or at Health Sciences Library. 

The V route to Southern Village will be detoured along S. Columbia St. The bus stops at UNC Hospital Parking Deck 

and on Mason Farm Rd. opposite ACC will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured bus at the alternate 

stops on S. Columbia St. at Westwood Dr. or on Pittsboro Street at University Dr. 

The RU route will be detoured along S. Columbia St., left on Mason Farm Rd. to East Dr. to Manning Dr. The UNCH 

Parking Deck bus stop wiii not be served. Passengers may board the detoured bus at the alternate stop on East Drive 

at Jackson Circle. 

View a map of the detour at tinyur!,comZ6avqxns, For additional information on the detour, visit 

www,townofchapelhill,orc~/index,aspx?p_a_ge=1563 or contact a Customer Service Representative at 919-969-4900, 

### 

Posted Date: 4/13/2011 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) is conducting a Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA) of its fixed-route bus system. The 

COA, a joint effort of CHT and its funding partners, Town of Chapel Hill, Town of Carrboro and University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, will lead to recommendations for service improvements for overall system efficiency and 

effectiveness. When completed later this year, the COA will serve as a guide for CHT and its partners, on near-term 



investments in public transportation in Chapel Hill and Carrboro, 

CHT will be hosting three workshops to provide information, answer questions and get feedback. The meetings will be 
held: 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 

Chapel Hill Town Hall - Council Chambers 

405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

5 to 7 p.m. 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 

UNC Campus - The Pit 

Outside entrance to Student Union 

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 

Carrboro Town Hall - Board Room 

301 W. Main St., Carrboro, NC 27510 
5 to 7 p.m. 

CHT wants to hear your ideas. Learn more by attending one of the meetings, or visiting the project website. If you are 
unable to attend one of the public workshops, there are several ways to share your thoughts and suggestions: 

1. Call CHT at 919-969-4900, press 1 

2. Emai[ us at coa@townofchapelhill.org 

3. Fax to 919-968-2840 (Attn: COA) 
4. Mail to CHT, Attn: COA, 6900 Millhouse Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27516-8175 

UPDATE 4/::[4/20::[1: Another workshop will be held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday, April 21, at UNC Hospitals NC 
Cancer Hospital Terrace, main floor near Starbuck. More information: www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx? 
~e=1564 

### 

Posted Date: 4/13/2011 

The US Army Corps of Engineers is seeking public comments on applications for permits submitted by UNCuChapel Hill 
for the Carolina North development. The application addresses stream and wetland impacts at the site. The Corps 
accept comments from the public through May 9, 2011. Comments will be considered in the evaluation of the 
application. 

In January 2011, UNC-Chapel Hill submitted an application for a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Individual Permit, and 
a 401 Water Quality Certification from the N.C. Division of Water Quality, for the Carolina North development. 

The Corps Public Notice information is available at: www.saw.usace.army.mil!Wet!ands/Notices/Current notices_htm/ 

Information: Andrew. E.Williams2@usace.army, 

### 

Posted Date: 4/11/2011 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will operate Saturday services on Friday, April 22, in observance of the Good Friday holiday. 
The following Saturday routes will operate: CM, CW, D, FG, JN and T. The Saturday U and NU routes will not operate. 

On Saturday, April 23, the U and NU routes will not operate. On Sunday, April 24, the U route will begin at 1:50 p.m. 
at the Carolina Coffee Shop and the NU route will begin at 1:45 p.m. at the PR lot. 

EZ Rider services will end at 6:13 p.m. on Friday. The last scheduled pick-up window will be 6:03 p.m. - 6:23 p.m. 



Safe Rides will operate as normal on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, 

CHT administrative offices will be closed and will reopen on Monday, April 25, at 8:30 a.m. The Regional Call Center 
will be open to provide schedule information from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Friday, April 22. Customers will be able to 
reach the call center by calling CHT’s customer service line at 919-969=4900 (press option 1). 

CHT will return to regular service on Monday, April 25, 

For more information, please visit chtransit.org or call a customer service representative at 919-969-4900. 

### 

Posted Date: 4/13/2011 

Beginning in early May, Umstead Drive between Martin Luther King ~]r. Boulevard and Umstead Park will be closed to 
through traffic for about seven months for an Orange Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA) sewer replacement 
project. Due to the closure, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will be implementing detours on the following routes: A, N, 
Saturday ]N and Saturday T. The detours will increase travel times for customers in the affected area and result in the 
dosing of bus stops along Umstead Drive, Pritchard Avenue Extension, Longview Street and Bradley Road. EZ Rider 
service will not be affected by the project. Additional detours and stop closures are likely as the project progresses 
beyond Umstead Park. 

For additional details on the detour, please visit goo.gl/eiTad or contact a CHT customer service representative at 919- 

969-4900, 

Updated detour maps and schedules will be available online and on buses when the project start date is finalized by 
OWASA. 

### 

Posted Date: 4/8/2011 

The Town of Chapel Hill is seeking applications for the Community Policing 
Advisory Committee. 

The committee was established by the Town Council to enhance awareness of 
police department capabilities and services. :[t also will provide a forum for 
citizen input regarding police services and encourage a dialogue between 
residents and the police department 

"A Citizens Advisory Committee is a positive addition to our outreach efforts 
and ultimately will support the men and women who provide exemplary police 
service to Chapel Hill," said Police Chief Chris Blue. 

Members serve staggered, three-year terms and shall not be eligible for more 
than two consecutive three-year terms. Meetings will be held at 7 p.m. on the 
second Wednesday of every month. 

Chapel Hill police officer talking to 
resident 

The committee is comprised of nine (9) Town residents and the terms of office shall be three (3) years, or until their 
successors are appointed and qualified, except that the initial terms of members first appointed shall be as follows: 
three (3) members shall be appointed for a period of one (1) year, three (3) members shall be appointed for a period 
of two (2) years and three (3) members shall be appointed for a period of three (3) years. 

Persons interested in applying for a Town vacancy on this or any of the other Town boards or commissions may do so 
by printing an application form www.townofchapelhill.orq!Modules!ShowDocument_aspx?documentid=2624 and 
returning it by email to clerk@townofchapelhill.orcl or by fax at 919-967-8406. For more information, contact the 
Town Clerk at 919-968-2757 for an application form. 



The deadline for submitting an application form is noon on Monday prior to a Council Business meeting when 

appointments are scheduled, Applications received after the deadline will be held until the next opportunity for the 

Council to consider the appointmenL 

### 

Posted Date: 4/12/2011 

Chapel Hill Police Chief Chris Blue has announced departmental promotions to enhance community policing efforts in 
Chapel Hill. 

"These promotions will help us to continue our focus on community oriented policing," Blue said. "Our department’s 
emerging leaders are committed to improving our connections with residents." 

All of those selected for promotion have exhibited support for making community connections, either through their 
efforts in the department’s strategic planning process or through efforts in their current assignments, Blue said. Each 
underwent a rigorous assessment process that evaluated their respective abilities to connect with the community, as 
well as other important supervisory skills. 

The promotions are: 

Capt, Leo Vereen to Assistant Chief. Vereen retired from the Army as a First Sergeant after serving more than 23 

years and relocated to North Carolina, 

Lieutenant Chuck Quinlan to Captain. Quinlan has a bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice from UNC Charlotte and 

worked as a Telecommunicator at Orange County Communications before joining Chapel Hill Police Department in 

August 1989, 

Sergeant Jason McIntyre to LieutenanL McIntyre joined the Chapel Hill Police Department in 1988~ He has two 
associate’s degrees, both in Criminal Justice. 

Investigator Celisa Lehew to Sergeant, Lehew has a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice from the University in 

Michigan and is pursuing a master’s degree in justice administration from Methodist University, She has worked for 

the Chapel Hill Police Department since 2004, 

Town Manager Roger L. Stancil said it is an exciting time for the Chapel Hill Police Department: % congratulate the 
officers who have been promoted, and am pleased to see the formation of a leadership team that will maintain and 
enhance the quality policing our community expects." 

A Community Policing model in Chapel Hill accomplishes the following: 

Better connects the department with the various elements of the community served through partnership 
Gives the citizens a better sense of familiarity with police, its employees and programs 
Integrates police more fully with other Town operations 
Emphasizes neighborhood problem solving as a primary means of doing business 
Expands police partnerships with other law enforcement agencies in the area 

### 

Posted Date: 3/10/2011 

Are you WISE? If your Chapel Hill home is owner-occupied and a single- 
family detached structure, you may qualify for grants up to $5,000 to help 
pay for energy assessments and improvements that will lower your home’s 
utility bills. Be WISE and apply today at www.townofchapelhill.orq/wise! 

The Chapel Hill WISE Homes & Building Program is being offered through 

WiSE Logo 



the end of Nay 2011 by the Town of Chapel Hill. Funding [s provided by 

the U.S~ Department of Energy through two grants totaling $300,000 made possible by the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act 

Chapel Hill, through its contractor Clean Energy Solutions (CESI), has developed a network of prequalified contractors 

who will conduct energy assessments and complete home improvements for eligible homeowners. The Town will also 

provide subsidies that will lower the cost of eligible home improvements by 25-50 percent. These subsidies are 

designed to incent "deep" energy efficiency improvements, meaning 15 percent or greater energy savings per home. 

The goals of the program are to: 

Reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions 

Lower utility bills 

Create jobs 

Assist in the development of a local home and building retrofit market 

Create a sustainable program that lasts beyond grant funding 

Program participation eligibility: 

Primary residence is located within Chapel Hill corporate (city) limits 
Primary residence is owner-occupied 
Primary residence is a single-family detached structure 

Eligible home improvements and subsidy levels:* 

50 percent subsidy (after all other incentives): 

Envelope air sealing and insulation improvements 
Duct sealing and repair 
Outdoor thermostats for homes with heat-pumps 

25 percent subsidy (after all other incentives): 

~ Heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) upgrades 
~ Energy-efficient appliances 
¯ Hot water heater replacements 
~ Re-circulating hot water systems 
~ Programmable thermostats in gas-heated homes 
~ Lighting upgrades 
¯ Solar thermal hot water 
~ Solar photovoltaic or geothermal renewable energy systems ONLY if in combination with energy efficiency 
improvements estimated to generate 15 percent or more energy savings 

* The Town of Chapel Hill will work with prequalified contractors to make the final determination about all eligible 
home improvements. The maximum subsidy per home is $5,000. 

Sign up today! 

Click on the link below to download the application form 
Homeowner Participation Form: 
www.townofchapelhill.org/Nodules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=8947 

For more information, contact Nora Barger of Energy Efficiency Services at nbarger@cleanener(~ysol.com 

How it works: The Chapel Hill W:[SE Homes & Building Program 

1. APPLY: Complete a Chapel Hill WZSE Homes and Buildings Homeowner Participation Agreement. The form may be 
downloaded above. 



2. HOME PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT: Schedule a Home Performance Assessment with one of the pre-qualified 
contractors. 

3. SCOPE OF WORK: Based on the information gathered in the Home Performance Assessment, the Contractor will 
create a scope of work with recommendations for energy efficiency improvements for your home that will provide an 
estimated ~[5-20% energy savings. You should receive the scope of work within ~[0 days of the Home Performance 
Assess merit. 

4. ASSESSMENT SUBSIDY: Once you have received the Scope of Work you will submit a Chapel Hill WISE Homes and 
Buildings Assessment Subsidy Invoice to the Town of Chapel Hill, authorizing the Town to pay the Assessment Subsidy 
to the Contractor. 

5~ ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS: Complete a Chapel Hill WISE Homes and Buildings Intent to Proceed Form 
and submit it to the Energy Efficiency Coordinator. The form estimates the subsidy amount, including utility 
incentives, and informs the Town that you are proceeding with the improvements. Schedule the construction work 
with the pre-qualified contractor that conducted the Home Performance Assessment or another pre-qualified 
contractor from the list. 

6. QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA): All projects in the Chapel Hill WISE Homes and Buildings program are monitored for 
quality assurance by an independent third party. The QA will verify that the work was completed to industry 
standards. 

7. ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS SUBSIDY: Complete a Chapel Hill WISE Homes and Buildings Energy 
Efficiency Improvement Subsidy Invoice with the help of your contractor and submit it to the Town of Chapel Hill, 
authorizing the Town to pay the subsidy to the contractor. 

For more information, contact ]ohn Richardson at 9~L9-969-5075 or sustainability@townofchapelhill.orq. 

### 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http://www.townofchapelhill .orq/index.aspx?pa_a_ge= 38&subscriberguid =86937335-e::tb8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http://www.townofchapelhill .orq/index.aspx?paqe= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e::tb8-4308-9a64- 

9040932 ::[8ba 7&unsubscribe = :[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yankees.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Sunday, July 10, 2011 4:43 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Robertson Named to AL All-Star Roster 

2011 ALL-STAR GAME NEWS ALERT 

Ju~ 10,2011 

Robertson, Sabathia Named to AL All-Star Roster 

American League All-Star manager Ron Washington announced today that relief 
pitcher David Robertson of the New York Yankees will replace David Price 
(turf toe) of the Tampa Bay Rays on the American League’s active roster for 
the 82nd All-Star Game, to be played on Tuesday, July 12th at Chase Field 
in Phoenix. 

This is the first All-Star berth of Robertson’s four-year Major League career. 

C.C. Sabathia was also named as a replacement for James Shields of the Tampa 
Bay Rays, who was Player Ballot-elected, but is ineligible to pitch in the 
All-Star Game because he pitched in Sunday’s game. Sabathia also pitched Sunday 
and will also be ineligible to play on Tuesday. 

Complete Coverage >> 
h~ ~p ~ //~ir~k.m~b1ists. c~ m/r/ J 4 HXTP / 3 ~8 ~ ~1/~ 9 G V 6 N/VVTM C S /~ wMTS K/8 5 /t ? a ~ 5 ~19666 & b - 2 ~ 1328968 

View this online as a Webpage >> 
~:iilink.mlblists.com/riJ4HXTPi308011A\~gGV6N?VVTMCSiHYXSNQi85it? 
a=J 4HXTP&b-KOYOFR&c-YGWFXWS&d-4 UAWTB&e- 1 &f=5019666&~=211328968 

Share this with a friend! 

E-mail >> 
http:i7~2~2.ed4.~ve~if2£/J4HXTPi~OYOFRiT GWFXWSi4UAW7B %=s~ore((~email.m~c.edu 

SEE WHAT YOU’RE MISSING 
Start receiving newsletters in HTML. Change your preferences >> 
http:iilfiN.mlblists.com/riJ4HXTPi3080I 1A¥gGV6NiVVTMCSiHYXgN9/85/t?a=5019666&b=211328968 

(c) 2011 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 
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From: Gore, Travis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE] 

Sent: 2/22/2010 8:19:20 PM 

Subject: work study 

Start: 2/22/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 12:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Can you proctor an AFRI 266 exam for me? 

Awesome. Is 10 am fine with you? 

amy 

On 10/4/2010 11:58 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
Hi Amy, 

I would be happy to do it! 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Cooke [mailto:acooke@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 04, 2010 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Can you proctor an AFRI 266 exam for me? 

Hi Travis, 

Would you be willing to proctor an AFRI 266 exam for me on Thursday 
around 10am? Or could I have the student call you to set up a time? 

We’ve lost Mary Beth over here to Cisco systems--not that I blame her 
but it didn’t occur to me that I wouldn’t have someone to give this 
student her exam! I’m already committed off-campus the whole day. 

Thanks! my number is at the bottom if you need to call (and y’all still 
have my cell) 

amy 

Amy Cooke, PhD 
Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology 
CB 3275, 
203 Coates Building, Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Tel: 919-962-00622 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brent Blanton 

Blanton 

Brent 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 962-9536 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Martha Bowling 

Bowling 

Martha 

Registrar 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 962-3955 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

burgess <bmcswain@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2003 1:11 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Entire Story 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2004 10:16 AM 

avelasqu@email.unc.edu; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Dunbar, Roberta A 
<radunbar@email.unc. edu>; Barbara Anderson <banders 1 @email.unc.edu> 

pictures 

Roll 125 - 8.jpeg; Roll 125 - 45.jpeg 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy J. McMillan 

McMillan 

Tim 

CB# 3395 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel Foster, Ph.D. <dhfoster@duke.edu> 

Monday, September 20, 2004 2:54 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Duke Theater Studies Colloquium on the Reaches of Knowledge 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I would very much appreciate it if you would pass on this call for papers to 
undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty in your department: 

The Theater Studies Department at Duke University is sponsoring a colloquium 
this fall entitled, "Reaches of the Mind: Knowledge and its Limits." This will 
be a day-long, interdisciplinary, intergenerational event focusing on the 
subj ect of politics in the university and the limits of knowledge both inside 
and outside academia. Scheduled for November 20, 2004, there will be two main 
events for which we are seeking contributors: a round table discussion in the 
morning and an academic conference in the afternoon. The colloquium will also 
feature a Theater Studies’ performance of Tom Stoppard’s Hapgood, a play that 
deals with similar issues from the perspective of national security during the 
Cold War. Lunch will be provided for the contributors, who will also receive 
tickets to Hapgood (preferably for a performance before the colloquium so that 
all participants will have this text as a common ground). Undergraduates, 
graduate students, and professors are all invited to submit proposals for one 
or both events. Please direct all questions and responses to Daniel H. Foster, 
Assistant Professor of Theater Studies, dhfoster@duke.edu. 

Below are the calls for round table participants and conference participants: 

**ROUND TABLE DISCUS SION** 
"Left, Right, and Center: Politics in the University" 
Recently, here at Duke, UNC Chapel Hill, and elsewhere around the country, 
conservatives have accused universities of becoming too liberal, while liberals 
have bemoaned the demise of campus protest against an increasingly conservative 
regime. Whether or not such complaints are warranted, they have sparked a new 
debate over what the university is, how learning takes place, and what the 
purposes of education are. 

In the post-9/11 world, certain pressures have been applied to the university 
from conservatives and liberals alike. Some want to make it a watchdog for 
foreign students, while others would like it to become an open forum for 
political action. What is the university’s relation to contemporary politics? 
Does it have a responsibility to national security in terms of its admission 
policies, curriculum, and student speech? Does it have a responsibility to 
protect the freedoms of both its students and faculty to express unpopular 
opinions? And what happens when such hot topics enter the classroom? 

More generally, students on both the right and the left have responded to 
debates about politics in pedagogy by demanding that they get the education 
they want since they claim to be paying for it. How does a consumer model 
change the way knowledge, both liberal and conservative, is produced and 
practiced? Moreover, how does labeling ideas with terms like liberal and 
conservative affect the way education gets done? Is there some other 



vocabulary or approach that has yet to emerge that will take this knowledge 
debate beyond simple binaries? 

These and related questions will be addressed in a round table discussion that 
is part of a colloquium featuring the Duke Theater Studies production of Tom 
Stoppard’s Hapgood, a play that deals with similar problems regarding the 
ethical, political, and intellectual limits of knowledge. The round table will 
consist of undergraduate, graduate, and faculty panelists, along with a 
moderator. Each panelist will be expected to deliver a five-minute opening 
statement of their position and then participate in a lively discussion of the 
topic. 

Participation is open to undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty in the 
arts, sciences, and social sciences. Prospective participants are asked to 
submit 250 word proposals. The submission deadline is October 20, 2004. The 
Colloquium is scheduled to take place on Saturday, November 20, 2004 at Duke 
University. Please email all proposals and any questions to Daniel H. Foster, 
Assistant Professor of Theater Studies at Duke University: dhfoster@duke.edu. 

** CONFERENCE** 
"How Much is Too Much? The Boundaries of Knowledge in an Age of Information" 
Recently, in popular culture, politics, and academia, we have been asking 
ourselves how much knowledge is too much. With remakes of movies like The 
Manchurian Candidate and The Stepford Wives, we revisit cold war and feminist 
dystopias depicting the ways in which partial knowledge, full disclosure, and 
complete brainwashing are linked with questions of free will. In the present 
political climate, we are bombarded daily by questions about the boundaries 
between public and private knowledge: How much does the government need to know 
to protect us? How much do we need to know to be protected from them? 
Academia has not escaped these questions either, with recent debates focusing 
on disciplinary borders, the risks and benefits that comparative fields like 
science and literature pose to traditional stores of knowledge and departmental 
boundaries. 

These and related questions will be addressed in a conference that is part of a 
colloquium featuring the Duke Theater Studies production of Tom Stoppard’s 
Hapgood, a play that deals with similar problems regarding the ethical, 
political, and intellectual limits of knowledge. Participation is open to 
undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty in the arts, sciences, and 
social sciences. 

Prospective participants are asked to submit 500 word abstracts on any topic 
that deals with the problem of knowledge and its limits. Final papers should 
be 20 minutes long. The deadline for submitting abstracts is October 20. The 
Colloquium will be on Saturday, November 20 at Duke University. Please email 
all abstracts and any questions to Daniel H. Foster, Assistant Professor of 
Theater Studies at Duke University: dhfoster@duke.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 11, 2004 12:10 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 

Hi, 
I’m off to New Orleans and will be back Sunday. I’ll be staying at 
the New Orleans Marriott. Tel. 504.581.1000. I’ll also have the cell 
with me, though of course it won’t always be on. Have a good rest of 
the week. 
Cheers, 
Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephanie E Medwid <smedwid@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2004 7:51 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Course Submission Message 

Stephanie E Medwid has sent your submission for AFRI-064 back to you 
requesting the following change: 

The SGE reviewed this course and is returning it for revision because it did not meet one or more of the criteria 
of the Gen Ed requirements proposed (see below). Please fill out the "Justification" field, explaining what 
modifications you made to the syllabus (or course will have to be returned to you again). Courses requiring only 
minor revisions to the exam format and/or writing requirements are due by 11/30. All other revisions are due 
12/7. 
Reason for change request: Please indicate in syllabus that this course integrates regular use of discussion (Gen 
Ed criteria). 
To review the Gen Ed Criteria document, please visit 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/implementation/archive/criteria_9-28-04.doc. Thank you. 

To update this course, please log in to Faculty/Staff Central using your 
ONYEN and password. Select Course Request Approval from the menu, then 
enter the course number in the field provided and select the appropriate 
function: 

If your original course submission was 
Revision... choose ’Revision’ 
Renumber... choose ’Revision’ 
Addition... choose ’Addition’ 
Deletion... choose ’Deletion’ 

PK 14212 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Geraldine Taylor 

Taylor 

Geraldine 

Undergraduate Education 

CB# 3504 300 Steele Bldg. Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 843-7773 

E-mail: gtaylor@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 28, 2005 10:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Essie Mae Washington-Williams at Quail Ridge Books & Music 

Essie Mae Washington-Williams at Quail Ridge Books & Music (3.18 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 7, 2005 9:48 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Second Announcement! Mamady Keita Winston Salem Drumming] 

Second Announcement! Mamady Keita Winston Salem Drumming (4.09 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 25, 2005 12:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fwd: Visit to UNC] 

Fwd_ Visit to UNC (1.83 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2005 9:41 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; ave >> Arturo Velasquez 
<avelasqu@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fwd: hey ya’ll this is cool!!!] 

Fwd_ hey ya’ll this is cool!!! (3.81 MB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2005 3:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Colin Powell Final Paper] 

Colin Powell Final Paper (50.3 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2005 9:42 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [adassist] FY! La-Eula out sick] 

[adassist] FYI La-Eula out sick (1.85 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2005 3:21 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

form 

Velasquez end of employment.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 1, 2005 2:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius 15; 
<JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

[Fwd: [adassist] La-Eula Davis recovering at home] 

[adassist] La-Eula Davis recovering at home (2.87 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Delita Wright <delita@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 1, 2005 1:42 PM 

The adassist mailing list <adassist@listserv.unc.edu> 

[adassist] La-Eula Davis recovering at home 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR AND PROVOST 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Deans, Department Chairs, and 

Other Department Repre~~~ 

Robert N. Shelton 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

June 21, 2005 

Completion of Instructor Credentials Verification for SACS 

Thank you for your hard work in recent weeks verifying instructor credentials and qualifications 
for teaching during the 2004-05 academic year. We need to complete this process by July 1 in 
order to meet our deadlines for our re-accreditation report to SACS. Please check the progress of 
your work in the on-line Instructor Credentials System (available through Faculty/Staff Central) 
and be sure that you have finished all data entry and any justifications for individual teaching 
assignments for both Fall 2004 and Spring 2005. If you have any remaining questions about how 
to handle specific cases, contact the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment for assistance 
at 2-1500 or by emailing qarrett hirth~unc.edu. 

A group of faculty led by Judith Wegner, Professor of Law and Faculty Chair, is reviewing the data 
entered by each department, and in particular, determining if the justifications for instructor 
assignments are likely to meet SACS reviewer requirements. The SACS criteria and suggested 
documentation for justifying teaching assignments are outlined in the attachment. Please be sure 
you have provided adequate justification for instructors without the terminal degree in the 
teaching discipline and for your teaching assistants. 

Professor Wegner and her team will contact departments in the next few days with 
recommendations about additional information that might still be needed. I appreciate your help 
with finishing this important process as quickly as possible. 

104 South Building 

Campus Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

Tel: (919) 962-2198 

Fax: (919) 962-1593 

Email: robertshelton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2005 11:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [Fwd: WHY GOD MADE PETS]] 

[Fwd_ WHY GOD MADE PETS] (547 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <banders l @email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 5, 2005 11:21 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: WHY GOD MADE PETS] 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director for the African Studies Center 
Lecturer in African and Afro-American Studies 
Office: 306 Stone Center (919) 843-1895 

African Studies Center 
West House CB#7582 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 843-0129 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Hill <gary.hill@tlgcre. corn> 

Thursday, October 27, 2005 9:09 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

oleO.bmp 



STUDY GUIDE FOR EXAM 2 AFAM40 Anderson October 17, 2005 

Two of these questions will be chosen for your second exam on Tuesday, November 8. You will 
be expected to write well-organized well-developed thoughtful essays, answering all parts of 
the question and using specific examples or quotes where pertinent. 
The exam will last one hour and fifteen minutes. Students may bring one page of notes to the 
exam, in outline form only; these notes will be handed in with the exam. [Collaborative 
preparation is strongly encouraged, but students should not provide one another with complete 
responses to questions. In other words, talk about the questions and share approaches, but write 
your own outlines.] You will notice that many of these questions are inter-related, so studying 
for one may help in the preparation of others. I encourage you to stay close to your readings, 
showing a depth of knowledge and understanding of the readings in your essays. 

1. What was the significance to African American history of the English settlement at 
Jamestown? Use Bacon’s Rebellion and Anthony Johnson to illustrate your points. 

2. How does the description of African Americans in Quote #1 compare with that in Quote 
#2? Think about time and place. Use Wright to explain why these descriptions differ. 

3. How would Wright and Stuckey respond to Quote #3? What are the important 
similarities and differences? 

4. Explain how Stuckey uses Election Day parades (and/or John Kunering) to support his 
thesis. 

5. Would Wright agree with Stuckey’s arguments regarding Election Day parades (and/or 
John Kunering)? 

6. What was the significance for African Americans, according to Wright, of the 
Declaration of Independence? 

NB: I will choose either Election Day parades or John Kunering, ifI choose to have you write on 
questions 4 or 5. Be sure, for all of these questions that use Stuckey, that you are able to convey 
an understanding of Stuckey’ s thesis and how it relates to the question. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@mail.uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2005 2:14 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: The Power of makeup 

002401c5e41 l$1863d560553el 1.jpeg; 002501c5e41 l$1863d560553e12.jpeg; 
002601c5e411 $1863d560553e13.jpeg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2005 10:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Thad’s speech a U of R] 

Thad’s speech a U of R (32.5 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Hill <gary.hill@tlgcre. corn> 

Friday, November 18, 2005 9:17 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thad’s speech a U of R 

ole0.bmp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

..... Forwarded message from oge.oraefo@fmr.com ..... 
Date: Thu, 20 Jul 2006 08:43:08 -0400 
From: "Oraefo, Oge" <oge.oraefo@fmr.com> 

Reply-To: "Oraefo, Oge" <oge.oraefo@fmr.com> 
Subject: Important info about Car theives 

To: Ada <aoraefo@email.unc.edu>, ebele oraefo 
<eaoraefo@yahoo.com>, ooraefo@yahoo.com, Amy Oraefo 
<oraefo@email.unc.edu> 

WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF NEXT? 

Seems flaat car thieves have found yet another way to steal your car 
or truck without any effort at all. 

The car thieves peer flarough the windshield of your car or truck, 
write down flae VIN # from the label on the dash, go to the local car 
dealership and request a duplicate key based on the VIN #. My friend 
didn’t believe flais e-mail, so she called a dealer and pretended she 
had lost her keys. 
They told her to just bring in the VIN #, and they would cut her one on 
flae spot, and she could order the keyless device if she wanted. 

The Car Dealer’s Parts Depar~xnent will make a duplicate key from the 
VIN #, and collect payment from the thief who will return to your car. 
He doesn’t have to break in, do any damage to the vehicle, or draw 
attention to himself. All he has to do is walk up to your car, 
insert the key and off he goes to a local Chop Shop wifla your 
vehicle. 

You don’t believe it? It IS that easy. 
To avoid this from happening to you, simply put some tape 
(elec~xical tape, duct tape or medical tape) across the VIN Metal 
Label located on the dash board. By law, you cannot remove the VIN #, 
but you can cover it so it can’t be viewed through flae windshield by 
a car thief. 

I urge you to forward this to your friends before some other car thief 
steals another car or truck. Slip a 3 x 5 card over the VIN NUMBER. 

IF YOU DON’T DRIVE PASS THIS INFORMATION ON TO ALL YOUR FRIENDS. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Amy Oraefo 
Harvey Beech Scholarship Recipient 
Order of the Old Well Honor Society 
Class of 1938 Travel Scholar 
Undergraduate International Studies Fellow 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Class of 2007 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 27, 2006 2:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: ] 

Attached Message (3.86 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

4:05 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Afan~ 

Malcom X.doc 

Dear Debby: I have no idea who this student is trying to do. Please see 
if you can find out what he is attempting to do. As far as assingments, 
no papers have been scheduled for submission in my class yet. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: 20:55:50 -0400 
From: ~email.unc.edu 
Reply-To ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Afam 
To: regester@email.unc, edu 

~email.unc.edu ..... 

Dear Charlene, 

This is            and I am enrolled in your AFAM    course. I 
have finished my paper and I am submitting it to you now. If you are 
not who i am supposed to send this to please let me know. Thank you. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 10, 2006 12:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

this one is a bad one 

Attached Message (4.52 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

stgo@email.unc.edu 

Hi Charlene. It seems              did not turn in his form at LDS so 
they won’t let him take the test tl~ere. So, I told Mr. Wayne Walden 
that              can take the test here tomorrow. He is scheduled for 
9 am. Can/will you please send me a test for him? Thanks much. DC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 11, 2006 9:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fw: (no subject)] 

Fw_ (no subject) (74.0 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Hill <gary.hill@tlgcre. corn> 

Tuesday, January 30, 2007 11:23 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

ole0.bmp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 13, 2007 2:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

interesting 

Attached Message (3.78 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 2, 2007 9:22 AM 

Crowder, Dorothy <Dorothy_Crowder@unchealthcare.org>; Warren Martin 
<wmartin@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

info 

> Tuesday night, Tyler Hansbrough 
> <~:iilarheelb~t~e.csl~z.com/spor~simobaskblirr~/l"~ansbro~,lerOO.hmfl> 
> spent the entire NgN t~owing up. On Wednesday he was hospitalized 
> until 3 p.m. and ~owly made the team plane to Atlan~. That same 
> day, Lawson went t~ough perhaps the worst practice of Ns Carolina 
> career. Then they played a game, ~opping a second straight ACC 
> contest. Th~sday Nght, Hansbrough was so spooked by the prospect of 
> a potentially bumpy flight home that he elected to make the 6-hour bus 
> fide with Dave Harder rather t~n t~e the team plane. In doing so, he 
> avoided perhaps the worst team flight of all time, one that ended with 
> Roy Williams 
> <h~ap:,~mrheelblue.cs~.com!spo~sim-baskblimtb/~.Niams ro~00.Nml> 
> prono~cing, "Tyler Hansbrough 
> <~ :iitarheeNNe.cst~.comispo~s/m-bas~blimtgha~ro a~ler~)0.Nr~fl> 
> is the sma~est pe~on of N1 of us," when the Nmraft memffully 
> came to a stop at ~U. At that moment, at least one Tar Heel was 
> geaing sick in the back of the plane. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2007 11:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

packer 

Attached Message (6.72 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Hill <gary.hill@tlgcre. corn> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2007 11:09 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

ole0.bmp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2007 1:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fwd: FW: It really does work. So send it back [Virus Checked]] 

Fwd_ FW_ It really does work. So send it back [Virus Checked] (90.8 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2007 3:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Crowder, Dorothy 
<Dorothy_Crowder@unchealthcare. org> 

[Fwd: ] 

Attached Message (3.93 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Hill <gary.hill@tlgcre. corn> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2007 3:16 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

ole0.bmp 



begin:vcard 
fn:Susan T. Williams 
n:Williams;Susan 
adr;dom:;;College of Arts & Sciences,University of North Carolina at Chapel HilI,CB 
#3100;Chapel HilI;NC ;27599-3100 
email;internet:susant_williams@unc.edu 
title:Assistant Dean for Finance & Administration 
tel;work:919-962-9269 
tel;fax:919-962-2408 
x-mozilla-html: FALSE 
version:2.1 
end:vcard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betty Averette <baaveret@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2007 3:58 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi Debby, 
I have new book for you. I will not be here next week. So if you 
wish to order, send the order to my home email address by Wednesday. If 
Travis comes over and I am not here I will leave the book on the desk. 
Thanks. 

Betty Averette 
Assistant Manager Records 
Office of the University Registrar 
105 Hanes Hall 
Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-2100 

(919) 962-0495 
Fax: (919) 962-3349 
E-Mail: baaveret@email.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2007 11:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fw:    ] 

Fw_    (86.5 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2007 12:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A 
<smutima@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: URGENT: Fulbright Language Evaluation for ] 

Re_ URGENT_ Fulbright Language Evaluation for (150 KB).msg 



Form 8 

U.S. STUDENT FULBRIGHT PROGRAM 
Foreign Language Report 

PART I: To be completed by the applicant. Please provide the evaluator with a copy of Form 8, Language Background Report. 

Applicant Last Name First Name Middle Name For Study in (country) 

Field of Proposed Study/Research Language being evaluated 

PART I1: To be completed by language evaluator. Once you have completed this form, sign it and provide itto the applicant in a 
sealed envelope. 

In completing this form, you may wish to interview the applicant to determine his/her current proficiency in the language. 

Furthermore, we ask that you comment the applicant’s present language competence relative to their proposed project of study or 
research. The applicant will provide you with a summary of the project statement. 

1. Please comment on the applicant’s present language ability in relation to the proposed project in each of the following 
categories: 

Aural comprehension: 

U None 

U Limited to slow, uncomplicated sentences 

U Understands simple conversation 

U Understands conversation on simple academic topics 

U Understands sophisticated discussion of academic topics 

Speaking ability: 

U None 

U Can only frame structurally simple, short utterances 

U Uses basic grammatical structure, speaking with limited 
vocabulary 

U Uses structural patterns, but not with consistent accuracy. 
Adequate to handle conversational subjects 

U Has control over structural patterns; can handle a wide range 
of conversational situations. 

Reading ability: 

U None 

U Limited to simple vocabulary and sentence structure 

U Understands conventional topics and non-technical subjects 

U Understands materials whose content contains idioms and 
specialized terminology 

U Understands with idiomatic ease of expression and feeling 
for the style of the language. 

Writing ability: 

U None 

U Writes simple sentences on conventional topics, with some 
errors in spelling and structure 

U Writes on academic topics with few errors in structure and 
spelling 

U Writes with idiomatic ease of expression and feeling for the 
style of the language 

2. Please indicate your general opinion of this applicant’s ability in the language evaluated relative to the language level 
needed to carry out the proposed study or research project. 

U Will require considerable training before necessary competence can be obtained 

U Should be able to manage adequately after some additional formal language training 
U Should be able to manage adequately after a short period of adjustment abroad 
U Should have no difficulty 

3. Is the applicant’s present language competence adequate to carry out the proposed study? Iq yes Iqno 

4. Indicate briefly how the evaluation was determined. 

Evaluator Name (p#nt or type) Position or title 

Address 

Signature Date 

Faxed or emailed Foreign Language Report will not be accepted. 



This is essentially a self evaluation, based on my experiences in Swahili classes 

and traveling and conducting research in Tanzania. At this point in time, I’m 

certainly rusty, but it will not take long for to get back what I’ve learned in the 

past and move forward. 

1. Please comment on the applicant’s present language ability in relation to the 

proposed project in each of the following 

categories: 

Aural comprehension: 

[] None 

[] Limited to slow, uncomplicated sentences 

[] Understands simple conversation 
[] Understands conversation on simple academic topics 

[] Understands sophisticated discussion of academic topics 

Reading ability: 

[] None 

[] Limited to simple vocabulary and sentence structure 

[] Understands conventional topics and non-technical subjects 
[] Understands materials whose content contains idioms and 

specialized terminology 

[] Understands with idiomatic ease of expression and feeling 

for the style of the language. 

Speaking ability: 

[] None 

[] Can only frame structurally simple, short utterances 

[] Uses basic grammatical structure, speaking with limited 

vocabulary 
[] Uses structural patterns, but not with consistent accuracy. 

Adequate to handle conversational subjects 

[] Has control over structural patterns; can handle a wide range 

of conversational situations. 

Writing ability: 

[] None 

[] Writes simple sentences on conventional topics, with some 

errors in spelling and structure 



[] Writes on academic topics with few errors in structure and 

spelling 

[] Writes with idiomatic ease of expression and feeling for the 

style of the language 

2. Please indicate your general opinion of this applicant’s ability in the 

language evaluated relative to the language level needed to carry out the 

proposed study or research project. 

[] Will require considerable training before necessary competence can be 

obtained 

[] Should be able to manage adequately after some additional formal language 

training 

[] Should be able to manage adequately after a short period of adjustment abroad 

[] Should have no difficulty 

3. Is the applicant’s present language competence adequate to carry out the 

proposed study? [] yes []no 

I will have field assistants to help with my data collection. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2007 4:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: checking in with update 

Ok Travis. I am sorry, you have had a hard time. I will get the 
paychecks in the morning--no problem. You need to get some rest and 
drink lots and lots and lots of water to get rid of that cold. Don’t 
stress. It has been quiet here. Email me tomorrow to let me know you 
are alive, but before 2 pm. Manns Body shop has called a couple of 
times to say the car is ready. See you Monday. Debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2007 2:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Medical Leave] 

Medical Leave (2.32 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2008 2:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: 2008-09 Annual Parking Coordinators Meeting!!!!] 

2008-09 Annual Parking Coordinators Meeting!!!! (317 KB).msg 

If I can’t go I need to send you. dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2008 10:16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: You are Invited to a Recycling Reception! !] 

You are Invited to a Recycling Reception!! (223 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alves, Amy C (Recycling Services)<Amy.Alves@facilities.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2008 10:01 AM 

Alves, Amy C (Recycling Services)<Amy.Alves@facilities.unc.edu> 

You are Invited to a Recycling Reception!! 

image002.png; image004.png; Recycling Reception Flyer.doc 



Do you pull bottles and cans out ofthe trash? 

Do you encourage your classmates and colleagues to recycle? 

Are you the one who makes sure that recycling happens at 

your o~ce, house, or special events? 

Then you are a recycling super hero! 

We’d like to honor you and have you meet some of your fellow super heroes at 

a reception this Thursday, April 24 from 4:30-6:30 at the Carolina Union 

Room 1505! 

Light snacks and refreshments will be served. 

Sponsored by: 

at Cha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2008 12:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: Appointment for Swahili Exam] 

Re_ Appointment for Swahili Exam (2.33 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc,edu> 

Thursday, June 12, 2008 10:42 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Sahle Overload fall 08] 

Sahle Overload fall 08 (302 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherry Sparks <surreal@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 11, 2008 3:08 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle Overload fall 08 

unsigned OL-2008.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2008 5:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

please print 

INDEPENDENT STUDY PAPER (86.4 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2008 4:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: extra chair] 

Re_ extra chair (2.66 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ward, Shannon <Shannon.Ward@staples.com> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2008 4:14 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
RE: extra chair 

I haven’t been contacted from anyone who was missing a chair. I have 
issued a pick-up from Velocity. Please allow 3-5 business days for 
pick-up. 

Thanks, 

Shannon Ward 
Service Consultant 
shannon, ward@ stapl e s. com 
Staples Business Advantage 

Staples ...... that was easy! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Crowder [mailto:dacrowde@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2008 4:11 PM 
To: Ward, Shannon 
Subj ect: Re: extra chair 

I have no clue. The chair is out of the box and assembled. The only 
thing I know is that the truck left here with half its crew and went to 
Carrboro that same day to make a delivery. I thought it might be part 
of their order, dc 

Ward, Shannon wrote: 

>Hi Deborah, 
> 
>Can you provide me with the Staples item number for the chair? 
> 
>Thanks, 
> 
>Shannon Ward 
>Service Consultant 
>shannon.ward@staples.com 
>Staples Business Advantage 
> 
>Staples ...... that was easy! 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
>From: Deborah Crowder [mailto:dacrowde@email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2008 2:53 PM 
>To: Ward, Shannon 
>Subj ect: extra chair 
> 



>Hi Shannon. It would appear that we received an extra chair. The 
other 
> 
>folks who had an order on the truck at the same time may have been 
>missing something. It is a leather executive chair with arms. It is 
>not on my list of things either ordered or received. That 
>afternoon/evening was so chaotic. Debby 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 11, 2008 9:45 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: AFAM428] 

AFAM428 (69.2 KB).msg 

Please print, dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 14, 2008 9:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Reed Letter] 

Reed Letter (33.7 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 11:30 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: 2008-2009 Permit Packet Distribution dates have changed!!!!] 

2008-2009 Permit Packet Distribution dates have changed!!!! (9.75 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Cheek <kec@psafety.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 18, 2008 4:34 PM 

2008-2009 Permit Packet Distribution dates have changed!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2008 5:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Out of Office AutoReply: regarding Dr. Eunice Sahle] 

Out of Office AutoReply_ regarding Dr. Eunice Sahle (2.57 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 1:08 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email.unc. edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

summer checks 

Hi all. The second payroll checks are available on July 25. Summer 
school has stated that the "final checks should be distributed if all 
course responsibilities are completed." I have no problem bending that 
role, but please don’t put us in an awkward situation, dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 8, 2008 12:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Update on traveling again] 

Update on traveling again (1.97 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 9:56 AM 

Fwd_ Cape Town announcement.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, January 7, 2010 10:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Adam <akent@email.unc.edu> 

20100107103246682.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.07.2010 10:32:46 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, January 8, 2010 9:11 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100108091056075.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.08.2010 09:10:55 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, January 8, 2010 9:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100108091139355.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.08.2010 09:11:39 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Friday, January 8, 2010 5:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100108170001406.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.08.2010 17:00:01 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Wednesday, January 13, 2010 3:35 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100113153504061.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.13.2010 15:35:03 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



begin:vcard 
fn:Veronica D. Bellamy 
n: Bellamy;Veronica 
org:The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill;Institute of African American Research 
adr:CB# 3393;;150 South Road, Suite 309;Chapel Hill;NC;27599;United States 
email;internet:cookee@email.unc.edu 
title: Business Officer 
tel;work:919-843-2605 
tel;fax:919-843-9407 
url:www.unc.edu/iaar 
version:2.1 
end:vcard 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

THE UNIVERSITY 

qf NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

THE FRIDAY (;ENTER 

CAMPUS BOX IO2O 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-1o2o 

ffidaycenter.unc.edu 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual teaching a course at UNC-Chapel Hill 

who will be the Instructor of Record and/or who will be awarding grades is required to have beforehand an appropriate 

faculty appointment in an appropriate academic unit. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

[] New appointment teaching an existing course 

[] New appointment teaching a new course 

[] Continuing appointment teaching the same course 

[] Continuing appointment teaching a new course 

[] Carolina Courses On-line 

[] Self-paced Courses 

[] Part-time Classroom studies 

[] Outreach Instruction to Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: 

Rank Begin Date: Rank End Date: 

Instructor Pay Options: 

NOTE: 

Full-time (FTE=I) will be paid as Overload or Summer Salary pursuant to the UNC Overload Policy for 
Employees (requiring a pre-approved overload form) and the policy for Summer Compensation for Faculty. 

Part-time (FTE<I but not O) will be paid as Additional Duties. Instructor may receive additional duty pay thai 

them to the FTE salary plus additional overload pay pursuant to the UNC Overload Policy for 

Employees. A pre-approved overload form is not required. ........ 

Part-time (FTE=O) will be paid as Additional Duties and are not required to follow the UNC Overload Policy for 

EPA Employees and no overload form is required 

Remuneration for work in the summer will always be processed as lump sum payments. 

CE Form Page I of 2 

Revised 3/09 



TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

per course 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

[] Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

[] Lump sum payments by Overload 

[] Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

[] Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

[] Lump sum payments by Overload 

[] Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School/Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Signature of Department Representative 

Date: 

Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Sherry Sparks via e-mail or campus mail: 

Sherry Sparks Email address: surreal@email.unc.edu 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB# 1020 Phone: 919-962-5731 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

CE Form Page 2 of 2 

Revised 3/09 



***Remember to keep a copy for your records 

CE Form Page 3 of 2 

Revised 3/09 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

THE UNIVERSITY 

qf NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

THE FRIDAY (;ENTER 

CAMPUS BOX IO2O 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-1o2o 

ffidaycenter.unc.edu 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual teaching a course at UNC-Chapel Hill 

who will be the Instructor of Record and/or who will be awarding grades is required to have beforehand an appropriate 

faculty appointment in an appropriate academic unit. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

[] New appointment teaching an existing course 

[] New appointment teaching a new course 

[] Continuing appointment teaching the same course 

[] Continuing appointment teaching a new course 

[] Carolina Courses On-line 

[] Self-paced Courses 

[] Part-time Classroom studies 

[] Outreach Instruction to Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: 

Rank Begin Date: Rank End Date: 

Instructor Pay Options: 

NOTE: 

Full-time (FTE=I) will be paid as Overload or Summer Salary pursuant to the UNC Overload Policy for 
Employees (requiring a pre-approved overload form) and the policy for Summer Compensation for Faculty. 

Part-time (FTE<I but not O) will be paid as Additional Duties. Instructor may receive additional duty pay thai 

them to the FTE salary plus additional overload pay pursuant to the UNC Overload Policy for 

Employees. A pre-approved overload form is not required. ........ 

Part-time (FTE=O) will be paid as Additional Duties and are not required to follow the UNC Overload Policy for 

EPA Employees and no overload form is required 

Remuneration for work in the summer will always be processed as lump sum payments. 
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TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

per course 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

[] Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

[] Lump sum payments by Overload 

[] Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

[] Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

[] Lump sum payments by Overload 

[] Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School/Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Signature of Department Representative 

Date: 

Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Sherry Sparks via e-mail or campus mail: 

Sherry Sparks Email address: surreal@email.unc.edu 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB# 1020 Phone: 919-962-5731 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
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***Remember to keep a copy for your records 
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UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

THE UNIVERSITY 

qf NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

THE FRIDAY (;ENTER 

CAMPUS BOX IO2O 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-1o2o 

ffidaycenter.unc.edu 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual teaching a course at UNC-Chapel Hill 

who will be the Instructor of Record and/or who will be awarding grades is required to have beforehand an appropriate 

faculty appointment in an appropriate academic unit. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

[] New appointment teaching an existing course 

[] New appointment teaching a new course 

[] Continuing appointment teaching the same course 

[] Continuing appointment teaching a new course 

[] Carolina Courses On-line 

[] Self-paced Courses 

[] Part-time Classroom studies 

[] Outreach Instruction to Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: 

Rank Begin Date: Rank End Date: 

Instructor Pay Options: 

NOTE: 

Full-time (FTE=I) will be paid as Overload or Summer Salary pursuant to the UNC Overload Policy for 
Employees (requiring a pre-approved overload form) and the policy for Summer Compensation for Faculty. 

Part-time (FTE<I but not O) will be paid as Additional Duties. Instructor may receive additional duty pay thai 

them to the FTE salary plus additional overload pay pursuant to the UNC Overload Policy for 

Employees. A pre-approved overload form is not required. ........ 

Part-time (FTE=O) will be paid as Additional Duties and are not required to follow the UNC Overload Policy for 

EPA Employees and no overload form is required 

Remuneration for work in the summer will always be processed as lump sum payments. 
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TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

per course 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

[] Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

[] Lump sum payments by Overload 

[] Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

[] Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

[] Lump sum payments by Overload 

[] Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School/Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Signature of Department Representative 

Date: 

Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Sherry Sparks via e-mail or campus mail: 

Sherry Sparks Email address: surreal@email.unc.edu 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB# 1020 Phone: 919-962-5731 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
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***Remember to keep a copy for your records 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Alumni Review <car@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 8, 2010 4:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Alumni Review: Photographic connections - Admissions: True and false - Etta Pisano, breast cancer pioneer 

The March/April issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

The Library Makes House Calls 

by David E. Brown ’75 

One of the great promises of the info age is gaining serious momentum in Wilson Library. Fast and 

sophisticated equipment is being used to digitize Wilson’s vast collection - photos and books, page by 

painstaking page. Quite a bit of it is a few clicks away already. 

Photographic Memory 

by David E. Brown ’75 

A skilled musician, Brooks de Wetter-Smith wonders just what’s behind his careful camera work, and 

what’s to become of the cold, remote places he loves to shoot. 

Caps and Cutoffs and Quotas 

by Darv Johnson ’93 

In an application process which only the strongest survive, much of what’s told and heard about 

undergraduate admissions is popular mythology. 

A Brilliant Impatience 

by Beth McNichol ’95 

Shouldn’t "breast cancer research pioneer" be enough? Etta Pisano seems to embody all that a 

scientist, medical activist, community organizer and mother can do. 

Also: 



¯ Check the latest news in "From the Hill" 

¯ See what’s new in Class Notes 

¯ Get Around Town, with retail openings and closings 

¯ Class Quotes: Picking the top 5 in men’s basketball 

¯ Yours at Carolina: Erskine Bowles ’67 is still adding to the woodpile 

Thanks for your membership in the GAA. Members have exclusive access to the digital 

version of the Review. Watch for your print copy of the January/February Review in the 

mail, but until it’s delivered, use your user ID and password to read what’s new. Need 

help? Contact                   . 

PRIVACY POLICY: The GAA’s subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not sell 

information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by 

sending an e-mail to: . If you do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumr~i- 

rlaws@ur~c~ed L~ and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscrib~ Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college-news@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 14, 2010 10:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC College News: Wind Power, Rwanda Revisited, Facing the Past 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

Vew this messa(~e online 

GREETINGN FRON THE DEAN 

As Spring approaches, we have plenty of great 
news to share from the College of Arts and 
Sciences. I’d especially like to tell you how teaching and research in 
the College prepare our students for engagement in an increasingly 
complex world, while providing solutions to 21st century challenges. 
view full story >> 

PUTTING THE WIND IN NORTH CAROLINA’S ENERGY FUTURE 

UNC research shows that wind turbines placed off the North Carolina coastline could 

provide up to 20 percent of the state’s energy without significant human or 

environmental impacts .... 

RWANDA REVISIT£D 

Twenty Carolina undergraduates who headed to Rwanda last summer knew it would be 

a very different kind of study abroad experience. Through a Burch Field Research 

Seminar led by political science faculty member Donna LeFebvre, the group returned to 

the scenes of a massive massacre that occurred 15 years earlier .... 

NEW FICTION ENPLORES THE SEGREGATED PAST 

Minrose Gwin’s first novel has been compared favorably with To Kill A Mockingbird. 

Florence, the young daughter of a Klan leader, spends most of her time with her 

grandmother’s African-American maid, gradually awakening to the truth about her 

family and her community .... 

with the College tt~res.gh Facebook, Twitter a~d Og~li~e 
at collegeoU r~coed-~/extras 

IN THE NEWS 

Read about College 

faculty, students and 

alumni in major 

international and 

national news media 

COMING SOON 

Search our events 

calendar > 

GIVE TO THE COLLEGE 

Learn More I Hake a Gift 

MORE NEWS 

Read about all of our 

current News and 

Events or browse our 

archives >> 



Visit the CAS 
Website I X Visit the UNC 

Website 

Carolina Ar[s & Sciences News is sent periodically to alumni and friends of the College 

of Arts & Sciences at the University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill. if you have 

comments or questions, please email ~e-news@unc.edu or write to UNC College of 
Arts & Sciences, Campus Box 3100, 205 South Building, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100. 

if you do not wish to receive this in the future, please unsubscribe here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100318165333016.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.18.2010 16:53:32 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, March 18, 2010 4:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100318165346889.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.18.2010 16:53:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Laurie Hoist 

Hoist 

Laurie 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Business 

Phone: 

843-5473 

E-maih holst@email.unc.edu 



The Association of Black Psychologists 

and ~ The 6 P~I |hi onal Congress on Licensure, 

Ce~ficafion and    c QV in ]~lack Psychol 

The yatt Regency McCo~ck Mace 
Chicago, IL 

July 27-August 1, 0 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA at CHAPEL HILL 
FEDEX GLOBAL EDUCATION CENTER 

USE POLICY 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FEI)EX GLOBAL EDUCATION CENTER (GEC) 

The FedEx Global Education Center, opened in 2007, serves as the University s vibrant hub of international research, teaching, 
public service and cultural exchange. Housed within the Center are eleven units dedicated to global education. Not only does 
the GEC offer classroom space, but it also welcomes visitors to enjoy cultural events and other educational opportunities with 
an international focus. The Center features functional seminar and conference rooms, high tech classrooms, an expansive and 
welcoming atrium, a large auditorium, elegant outdoor patios and an inviting cafd. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Use of meeting/event space within the building is only available for units housed within the Global Education Center (referred 
to as GEC units ). The GEC Events Coordinator, in consultation with the Associate Provost for International Affairs and the 
Director of International Programs in the College of Arts and Sciences, will make final determination about the use of the 
Center. 

All users of the Global Education Center must agree to abide by all relevant University policies, including those relating to 
matters of safety, parking, liability, non-discrimination, non-disturbance, civil obedience, use of University grounds, and food, 
beverage and alcohol use. Promotional materials should not imply an endorsement by the GEC unless the event is co- 
sponsored by a GEC unit or is a GEC cultural program developed by the GEC Events Coordinator. 

The facility is not intended for social events or fundraisers hosted by student groups, non-university social events or programs 
conducted for personal financial gain. 

All printed materials including invitations and public relations efforts relating to the event must refer to the GEC in the 
following way: FedEx Global Education Center, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

The GEC is an excellent place to host events, but please keep in mind that it is not a conference facility. The GEC does not 

have permanent staff to set-up, clean or help run events; therefore user groups are responsible for these tasks. 

RESERVATIONS 

To reserve event and meeting space, please contact Holt Woodruff at (919) 962.2435 or globalevents~unc.edu. When 

requesting a room, please provide the date, time, title of the event, number of attendees, name of caterer (if food will be 

served), contact information for host and any specific needs you might have. While every attempt will be made to reserve the 

space you request for your program, we reserve the right to reallocate space to make the best use of the facility. 

Room Rental 
There are no room rental charges for GEC units. Common space of the Global Education Center (interior and exterior) may be 
reserved but please keep in mind that these areas are open to the general public, therefore events in these spaces are subject to 
distraction from people walking through, noise from nearby conversations and the possibility of uninvited guests. These 
spaces include the atrium (which includes the second floor balcony) and outdoor patio. 

Events may not take place in the atrium Monday through Friday 8am-5pm. 

Catering Kitchen 
A catering kitchen is available to users reserving a room. The kitchen is not fully equipped to prepare meals but is appropriate 

for warming, heating and serving meals. Cooking by use of hotplates, grills, griddles or any equipment not already provided in 

the kitchen is prohibited in the GEC but may be allowed outside the building. Caterers should consult the GEC Events 

Coordinator for details. Groups reserving this space are required to clean the kitchen, returning it to its original state. All food 

and event materials must be removed from the kitchen at the end of the event. 

Use Policy, Page 1 



GEC Equipment Available 
GEC units must reserve equipment in advance to guarantee availability. All equipment must be reserved through Holt 
Woodruff at (919) 962.2435. 

Tables and Chairs 
Tables (6 foot rectangular and 60 inch round) and chairs (black heavy plastic) are available for use. The user group must 
supply tablecloths or other necessary accessories. The user group is responsible for the set-up of tables and chairs and 
must break them down and return them to their proper plaee of storage at the completion of the event. They should be 
cleaned after each event. 

Podium 

A large podium on wheels is available. It has a reading light and can be raised or lowered to accommodate height 

differences. 

Sign Posts 
Sign posts are available to highlight your event to guests. Sign posts hold an 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper. 

Stanchions (Crowd Control) 
To help control a crowd or to help direct your guests, stanchions with 7-foot retractable belts are available. 

Security Services 
Security is provided in the Global Education Center weekdays from 5pm to 9:30pm and Saturdays from 8am to 5pm, except on 

University holidays. The building will be unlocked and open to the public during these times (doors open weekdays at 7:30am 

although no security is present at that time). If an event host needs to be on-site additional hours, he/she must request the 

service through Holt Woodruff (see contact information below). Security must be reserved at least three weeks in advance. 

DPS charges $16 per hour for each security officer with a four (4) hour minimum. Security is required for any portion of an 

event (including set-up and clean-up) that takes place outside of building hours for non-building residents who do not have One 
Card access into the building.                                                                 Initial __ 

Housekeeping Service 
Housekeeping is provided in the Global Education Center Sunday through Thursday evenings. If a user group would like to 

hire housekeeping to clean before or after an event, the event host must complete a housekeeping request form (attached) and 

submit it to Housekeeping directly. Please note that regularly scheduled housekeeping maintains the building s cleanliness but 

does not offer additional event cleanings unless specifically requested. Users are required to clean after each event, including 

taking ALL trash and recvclables to the dumpsters on Pharmacy Lane in Beard Lot behind the GEC. Users are also 

responsible for wiping down tables and returning tables and chairs to their original location and configuration. Users may lose 

reservation privileges if their reserved rooms are regularly left untidy or if the tables and chairs are not returned to their 

appropriate locations. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATTIONS 

Audio Visual Equipment 
Before requesting event space, please determine your Audio Visual needs and the room that best accommodates those 
requirements. Please contact Holt Woodruff at (919) 962.2435 for AV questions. 

Caterers 
If you will be hiring a caterer to provide food for your event, please review the below policies: 

¯ Caterers must be approved (annually) by the GEC Events Coordinator prior to providing services within the 

GEC. They must also read and sign the GEC Catering Contract. 
¯ No food or drink allowed in the Auditorium at any time. 
¯ Make sure you reserve the Catering Kitchen ff it will be used. 

Initial 

Rentals/Deliveries 
At the end of your event, please remove all equipment and materials that do not belong to the GEC. Outside rentals must be 

removed immediately after the event or picked up before the use of the room the following day (with permission from the 

Events Coordinator). The GEC Events Coordinator must be informed the day and time rentals will be delivered and picked up. 

Items borrowed from the GEC, including tables and chairs, must be returned to their appropriate locations. 
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Liability 
The Global Education Center cannot assume responsibility for personal property and/or equipment. Users will be liable for 
damage to the premises and will be charged accordingly. 

Fundraising/Charging for Events 
In conjunction with University policy, fundraisers within the GEC must be hosted by non-student University sponsored groups 
(as defined in the University s Facilities Use Policy) for the benefit of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Alcohol 
may not be served at fundraising events. Students may not host fundraisers in the GEC. 

Parking 
The GEC parking deck (entrance on Pharmacy Lane) is available Monday through Friday until 5pm for permit holders only. 
General parking is available at no charge in the GEC parking deck on weekends and after 5pm on weekdays on a first-come 
basis unless otherwise reserved. Parking will not be available during UNC-Chapel Hill football games. To request guaranteed 
parking, event hosts must contact the Department of Public Safety (DPS). A fee is required for guaranteed parking through 
DPS. To learn more, visit the DPS website at http://www.dps.unc.edu/dps/specialevents/specialeventpreface.htm or call (919) 
962.3951. 

1/3/09 

In compliance with the foregoing Global Education Use Policy, and in consideration of being allowed to use the premises in 
accordance with that Policy, the undersigned agrees with all conditions and terms set forth for the year 2009. 

ORGANIZATION/UNIT 

UNC ACCOUNT # 

We will use the supplied account # for every event hosted by this unit unless an 
alternate account # is provided for specific events 

NAME & TITLE 

TELEPHONE 

EMAIL ADDRESS 

MAILING ADDRES S 

SIGNATURE 

DATE 

I have read and understand the Global Education Center s Policy on the Use of Alcoholic Beverages. 
(initial) 

Please retain a copy of this contract for your records. Sign this page (with initial of Policy on the Use of Alcoholic Beverages), 
initial the previous pages where indicated and return this entire contract to: 

Laura Griest, Events Coordinator I FedEx Global Education Center 

Campus Box 3268 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3268 

(919) 843-4814 fax 
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Activity: 

Requesting Department: 

Department #: 

Requested By: 
Print 

Date of Event: 

Type of support needed: 

OVERTIME REQUEST 
Facilities Services-Housekeeping Services 

CB# 1850, 505 W. Cameron Avenue 

Account #: 

Sign 

Time: 

CB# 

Phone #: 

End: 

Pay Period: 

Zone Employee Hours Total 
From To Hours 

Requesting Supervisor: 

Director Approval: 

Business Manager Approval: 

Remarks: 

Housekeeping Services Use Only 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 
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Faculty Travel for FY 2009/2010 
Name(s): All; Department(s): 3287 

Department 

Name PID Title 

Global Travel Amounts 
Budgetted Used Remaining 

AffoiAmero Studies o 3287 

Seck, Mamarame Instructor with special pr 1,000 1000 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geo Professor 500 500 

Lee, Margaret Carol Associate Professor 500 500 

Caldwell, Kia Lilly Assistant Professor 1,000 727.87 272.13 

Sahle, Eunice N Associate Professor 500 500 

Lambert, Michael C Assoc Prof 500 500 0 

Hall, Perry A Assoc Prof 500 500 

Nyang’oro, Julius E CHAIR 1,000 1000 

Hildebrand, Reginald Assoc Prof 500 500 

Dunbar, Roberta A 500 500 

Regester, Charlene B Associate Professor 500 500 -5.68E-14 

Janken, Kenneth R Professor 500 500 0 

Domestic Travel Amounts 
Budgetted Used Remaining 

Tuesday, April 06, 2010 Page 1 of 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Young Alumni Council <meg~oetersen@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 8, 2010 9:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Triangle young alumni tailgate this weekend! 

REMINDER! 

You’re invited to a 

Tar Heel Blue-White Spring Football Game Tailgate 

hosted by the 
Triangle Young Alumni Council 

of the C~r~i~ A~ F~ 

Saturday, April 10, 2010 
Noon - 3 p.m. 

Ski@er Bowles Parkinq Lot 
Manning Drive, UNC Campus, Chapel Hill 

Join us and other local young alumni for a BBQ tailgate and some Carolina cheer 
before the Nue~White Carolina       Football     , to be aired on ESPN. 

The game is open to all, with no need for a ticket. 

Parking is open and free in the Skipper Bowles lot. 
BBQ and drinks to be provided - first come first serve! 

PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN LAWN CHAIRS - seating will not be provided. 



Come early to get a parking space and food! 

Visit our facebook evenL Lo R~VP. 

Thank you to our generous host committee for paying for this event! 
Trey Adams 
Kat Butler 

Seth Dearmin 
Charlene Gourley 

Shea Grisham 
Nation and Jamie Hahn 

Brian Hunt 
Sarah Irvin 

Summer Kelley 
Brent and Sarah Lamm 

Andy Lutz 
Jackie and Ronda Manuel 

Juelle McDonald 
Jordan Myers 
Erin Nichols 

Meg Petersen 
Joey Polonsky 

Emily Miller Ray 
Jamie Harper Wilkerson 

To learn more about young alumni events become a fan at 
www.facebook.com/UNCYoungAlumni and follow us on Twitter 
@UNCYoungAlumni. To update your contact information, contact 

meg_petersen@unc.edu or call 919.962.3966. 

Know someone who did not receive this e-mail and would like to? 
Have them contact Meg Petersen at meg_petersen@unc.edu. 

Removal Instructions 

This message comes from the Carolina Annual Fund in the Office of University Development at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have comments or questions, e-mail Meg Petersen 
at      etersen         , call 919.962.3966 or send correspondence to the Office of University 
Development-Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish 
to receive similar material in the future, Uosobsor~b÷ Link to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 8, 2010 5:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

2010 Faculty/Staff Season Football Tickets 

With the 2010 college football season quickly approaching, the University of North Carolina Department of 
Athletics would like to offer you the opportunity to purchase discounted football season tickets. As faculty/staff 
of the University, you are eligible to purchase up to two (2) season tickets at a discounted rate of $216. If you 
need to purchase additional tickets, they would be the regular price of $270. With a great home schedule 
featuring in-state rivals East Carolina and NC State, as well as Virginia Tech, Clemson, Georgia Tech, and 
William and Mary, we expect season tickets to be in high demand. The deadline to order your season tickets is 
May 3rd, 2010. This deadline will be strictly enforced. 

To purchase tickets please CLICK }{ERE 

Enter your customer number: 

and your online PIN: 

If you have any questions or would like to order by phone, please contact the UNC Athletic Ticket Office at 
800-722-4335, Monday through Friday 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. 

Also, the 2010 Carolina Spring Football game will be held this Saturday, April 10th at 3:00 pm at Kenan 
Stadium. Come be a part of a record crowd for the live ESPN national broadcast, and get a peak at the 2010 
Carolina Football team. The spring game is a FREE event and is open to the public. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

***Please visit: WWWotarheeSMueoCom/facaSty for the most current faculty & staff ticket news and 
policies*** 

UNC Ticket Office 
PO Box 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
800.722.4335 

Follow the UNC Ticket Office on Facebook. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Lisa Beavers 

Beavers 

Lisa 

The Center for the Study of the American South 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0503 

E-mail: Ibeavers@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, May 3, 2010 11 : 19 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100503111904423.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.03.2010 11:19:04 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Alumni Review <car@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 6, 2010 5:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Alumni Review: College Stories - Life of the Partier - The Beloved Unknown 

The May/June issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

College Stories 

Often called the best years of your life, these are times of personal discovery and surprises. We asked 

some students and recent alumni to write about experiences that left imprints. 

The Life of the Partier 

by Elizabeth Leland ’76 

Does the name Delmar ring a bell? The professional uninvited guest, serious musician and master of 

"do you know?" only recently came back to UNC to find out why he was different. 

The Beloved Unknown 

by David E. Brown ’75 

The Old Chapel Hill Cemetery is a perpetual source of fascination. Ts it all filled up? Yes and no. 

Also: 

News From the Hill 

¯ Atwater Pleads Guilty in Carson Slaying 

¯ UNC Hiring Faculty With $5.5 Million From Donors 

¯ Pisano Leaving UNC to Become Medical Dean in South Carolina 

Alumni Profiles 



¯ Thomas F. Darden III ’02 works with Brad Pitt to change the building industry 

¯ Andrew Park ’97 (MA), as a "faith-free" dad, reflects in raising children 

¯ Elyse Ribbons ’03 carves out careers in theater, radio and newspapers in Beijing 

¯ Bryant Simon ’83 considers how Starbucks shapes culture 

Class Notes and more current Online Class Notes 

Class (~uotes: Ready to enter the uncertain job market? Advice to new grads from 

alumni who’ve been there. 

Issues; Is the college textbook store sustainable? Which do you prefer: Paper or pixels? 

GAA Today; Crew Alumni Mark 40 Years of Building Community Among Rowers 

Around Town;News in chocolate, sandwiches and what’s up at East 54 

Yours at Carolina; Doug Dibbert ’70 reflects on a continuing partnership 

Thanks for your membership in the GAA. Members have exclusive access to the digital 

version of the Review. Watch for your print copy of the May/June Review in the mail, but 

until it’s delivered, the digital edition is here for you. 

Looking for something from a recent issue? It’s in the digital archives, too - every story, 

every photo, every page. 

Need help? Contact gaa-online@unc.edu 

PRIVAOY POLIOY: The GAA’s subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not sell 

information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by 

sending an e-mail to: . If you do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumni- 

news@ur~c.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubsoribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 18, 2010 6:51 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-workshops] Upcoming Outlook and Web.unc.edu 
Workshops 

÷÷÷by÷Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook email here are UNC on the new Exchange server. 

l-]~a~r@d~¢~i@~ ~ O~l@#k Calendar ~Webi~ar)~(Webinar~ fr~m÷~]~2~)~(~.~!~(~÷t~÷~]4.~]X~9~:~9.~!.~... 
~.1~1.) ÷÷÷by@J elf VanDrimme[en 

Come learn about getting started with the Outlook calendar here are UNC on the new Exchange server. 

I’lCzntroductio~ to Outlook Tasks £~ebi~ar)@(Webinar~ fr~m÷...M..~.)f....2....7.z...~.~.L~....£).~.L.~...~.....P....M...÷t~÷...M...a..Z..~..7.x....2....~...1....~.....~....2..L~.~.....P...M...~ 
@@@by@Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with the Outlook tasks here are UNC on the new Exchange server. 

I’-I@I~troductio~ to Outlook ~ Overview [Webi~ar},@(Webinar~ fr~m÷.~.~]X...;~z.c..~.~.:~.~..9.~.i.~.~)...~.÷t~÷..M..~].y....2..~.~...~.9..~... 

.~[~.L~.~...[~1!.) ÷ ÷ ÷ b y ÷ J eft VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook email, calendar, and tasks here are UNC on the new Exchange 

server. 

Fl@create $ia~le Websites for UN¢ Grad Students £Webi~aQ@(Web nar~ from÷l~.~}/...~.~:.~...~9.~9...(2~.~.9.~..~.~.÷to÷l~].y_. 

~.~..,...~ (~.:l:..0.....0...4..!.~.q...P..l}4.) ÷÷÷ b y@J elf Va n D ri m m e le n 

Create a professional website for your e-portfolio, classes, and others projects. Learn how to easily put 

documents, photos, videos and other media online to to present a professional digital image. Geared toward graduate 

students and building an e-portfolio. Class will be taught using web.unc.edu as a platform. 

Fl@create $im~[e Websites for UNC Facuit~Webi~ar}@(Webinar, fr~m÷r].~.~.~..~.~:~.~.~...1...~..~.~..2..L.~...~..~..P....M..÷t~].~.n..~%~.~..2...~....1...~.... 

.~.i.~.~...~.) ÷ ÷ ÷ b Y÷ 
Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for your classes, your research, a 

new book release, or other projects. Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. 

Geared toward faculty members. Class will be taught using web.unc.edu as a platform. 

~Jeff 

Jeff VanDrimmelen MA, MBA 

919.530-0698 (Direct Line) 

AIM: oasisj effvand 

GTalk: oasisjeff 

EMAIL POLICY: I often close my email during the day so I can be productive. [] If you require urgent 

assistance, please contact me via the phone number listed above. [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dacrowde <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 19, 2010 1:22 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Picture Gallery: UNC Basketball Players On A Party Boat Filled With 
Girls I FratHouseSports 

Good lord!!! dc 

On Wed, 19 May 2010 09:31:38 -0400, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deadline reminder for June 4 and June 18 issues 

When you need to fill an opening quickly, there’s no more efficient 
way than The Chronicle. Chronicle Careers is the best way to 
immediately get the news of your opening to the broadest, most 
diverse audience of both active and passive job seekers in higher 
education. 

June 4 / Nay 24 

June 18 / June 7 

5:00 pomo 

Add more categories to your job posting 

Did you know that by selecting additional categories for your 
postings, your job will be found more easily by online job seekers 
and ensure that your posting will show up in related job alert 
e-mails? 

For more information, or to learn what ad options best fit your 
budget and recruitment needs, contact us at (202) 466-1050 or 

e-mail jobs@chronide~com. 

Sincerely, 

National Inst tute for Staff and 
Organ zat onal Development 
(~ZSOD) 
Association of Znternat onal 

Educators (NAFSA} 

Nat onal Conference on Race and 
Ethnicity (NCORE} 

Educause Southeast Reg onal 

Conference 

The Chronicle Careers team 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

jobs@chronicle,com 
Phone: (202) 466-1050 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 
1255 Twenty-Third Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

AmercanAssociaton of Unversty 

Professors (AAUP} 

Amer can Association of Un versty 

Presses (AAUP} 

Amer can Association of 

Aff rmative Action (AAAA} 



You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from 7’he Chronicle. 

For more information about our privacy practices, please read our privacy policy:http://chronicle.com/help/privacy.htm 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations]~’om Chronicle Careers, 

you may send us an e-mail message at optoutjobs@chronicle.com. 

HTML> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_butler@unc.edu> 
Saturday, May 22, 2010 10:02 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Young Alumni Survey Follow-Up 

Greetings from Chapel Hill, 

It’s me, Kat, with a follow up to the General Alumni Association’s (GAA) young alumni survey we e-mailed out last month. A BIG thank you to more 
than 1,41)1) young alumni who completed this survey; your answers and comments are being analyzed to help us create improved young alumni 
communications and programs that will best serve you. 

¯ To read through some of the comments submitted, ,#Sease c~ick here. 

¯ Some of your comments led us to create a Myth Busters list of common misconceptions about the GAA, our programs and our services. 
Read more. 

OUR W~NNER 
I know everyone is curious about the iPod Touch giveaway offer. Randomly selected, the recipient of the iPod Touch is 
Alicia Preston ’1)9. Alicia is currently preparing to travel to Japan in July to work as an assistant language teacher for 
Japan Exchange and Teaching. Congratulations, Alicia! 

SAVE THE DATE! 
Beginning this July, I am thrilled to launch the GAA’s new young alumni listserv. This listserv, with all messages sent 
from my e-mail address, will be your primary source of information from the Hill and will be tailored to meet your needs and 
interests. You’ll receive information about campus news, travel programs, your local Carolina Club and much more, all in 
one convenient e-mail! I’ll be counting on you to keep our lines of communication open as the GAA strives to create a 
unique and engaged place for you to call "home." 

While school is out for the summer, my work hasn’t ended. I look forward to analyzing and reporting the findings from the young alumni survey and 
launching our new listserv. In the meantime, feel free to contact me via phone or e-mail. 

With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 
I (919) 962-7053 

Thank You 

Young alumni programs are made possible by dues paid by you and nearly 70,000 other GAA members. Members have exclusive access to the 
digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read the mao, azine on~i£e as it appears in print. Stay connected to the GAA and 
Carolina. Follow us on Twitt become a fan of our         page, join our Li£ked~ qroup and more. 



PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to ~umn~@u~CoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: u~s~bscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 6:21 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Crowder sent you a message on Facebook... 

Deborah sent you a message. 

Deborah C~owd÷~ May 24~ 2010 at 9;20pro 

Subject: file 

hey. I thought I gave you the file out of my desk so that you would have it. If not, it 
would have still been in mine. Also, if you are looking for your work plan, it was on 
your computer under either Travis or Gore work plan. Hope that helps. I don’t have 
any recollection about the competency stuff. Maybe it is my head, maybe it is my 
memory. We need to catch up. dc 

To repJy to this message, follow the link below: 
h~p://www,facebook~com/n/, inbox Vo 

o 2Freadmessage.php&t=@7569123088&mid= 264f8e4G2964c7G644dSfaG0&n_m=stgore }840email.unc.edu 

Ths message was intended for stgore@email unc,edu, ~f you do not wsh to receive this type of email from Facebook in 
the future, please rick on the link below to unsubscr be, http:i/www,facebook com/o,php? 
k=cOfedS&u=2712775&mid=264fSeqG2964cTG6~qdSfaGO Facebook’s offices are located at 1601 S, Cal forn a Ave,, Palo 
Alto~ CA 94304, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

dacrowde <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chap 12 

Chapter 12.docx 

I finally located this. dc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Chap 12 
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 2009 12:58:35 -0400 
From: bselassi <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
To: Deborah A Crowder <dacrowde @email.unc. edu> 

Here it is 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Laurie Hoist 

Hoist 

Laurie 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Business 

Phone: 

843-5473 

E-maih holst@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for GlobaJ Initiatives <gi@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 8, 2010 1:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[ginews] June Updates: Photo Contest, Fulbright deadlines announced 

[~ Center for Global Initiatives 

E-Bulletin : June 2010 

Call for Entries: 

Global Photo Contest [] 
Entry Deadline: Friday, September 10, 2010 
The Center for Global initiatives is pleased to announce our call for entries to the 
1 lth Annual Global Photography Contest. This is an amateur photography 
competition that is open to all students, faculty, alumni and staff of UNC- 
Chapel Hill. V~1nning photos will be part of an exhibit at the FedEx Global 
Education Center and may be featured in our 2011 CGI Calendar! 

Events & Conferences 

Esse Quam Videri: 
Musfim Self Portraits 

On Display Through September 

9, 2010 

In response to the stereotyping of 
Muslims and in recognition that it is 

human nature to fear what we do not 
know, community based artist Todd 

Drake has worked with Muslims in 
North Carolina to create self- 

portraits that share real, rather than 
seeming, reflections of self to a 

wider audience. The portraits are on 
display at the FedEx Global 
Education Center. A closing 

reception will be held September 9. 

Funding Opportunities 

dline: September 27, 
2010 
The Fulbright U.S. Student Program is 
designed to give recent B.S.iB.A. 
graduates, master’s and doctoral 
candidates, as well as young 
professionals and artists opportunities 
for personal development and 
international experience. Grants in 
duration of 9=12 months are available in 
140 countries worldwide! New for this 
year: the entire process is papedess 
and alumni are allowed to apply. 
Interested alumni should contact Tripp 
Turtle (tripp.tuttle@unc.edu) as soon as 
possible. 

into Sessio~ts: 
Monday, July 12, 20101 5pm 
Tuesday, July 13, 201012pm 
Wednesday, August 11, 2010 I 5pm 
Thursday, August 26, 20101 5pm 
Friday, August27, 2010 I 11am 

Tuesday, August31, 2010111am 
Wednesday, September 1, 2010 I 5pm 

Carl for Submissions: 

Carolina Papers 
The Carolina Papers is a series of web-based master’s theses on Democracy 
and Human Rights, International Health, or International Development. The 
series is interdisciplinary and accepts submissions from diverse fields, including 
Business, Health Affairs, Humanities, Law, and Social Sciences. 

Share Your Experience: 

International Internship Database 
This database is a resource to help you find the internship abroad that fits you, 
and gives you the opportunity to offer honest feedback to your fellow students. If 
you have completed an internationally focused internship, please log in to the 
database using your onyen and tell us about your experience. 



Save the Date: 
Visualizing Human Rights 3 
Weekend of November 6, 2010 
In an unconventional forum, "Visualizing Human Rights" (VHR) brings together 
painters, photographers, writers, poets, filmmakers, and printmakers to put a 
human face on human rights in an effort to reach beyond traditional academic 
approaches. More information coming soon! 

~] Image: UNC Global Logo The Center for Global Initiat}ves is a catalyst for the innovative work of 

faculty and students at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. To 

learn more, visit £j~ n edu. 

You are currently subscribed to this list as: ~-~emaii unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-27114463-5772512 e1014ae60d1087307bad57835eS0ed3a~ s serv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 9, 2010 2:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100609145122790.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.09.2010 14:51:22 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, June 10, 2010 2:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100610145522443.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.10.2010 14:55:22 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

School/Department Receivers of Grade Rolls 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

Spring Semester Grades 

June 14, 2010 

Grade rolls may be picked up on Monday, June 14 between 2:00 and 5:00 
pm. You may send someone in your place to pick up grade rolls if you give 
them a letter of authorization stating their name and signed by you to do so. 
The person must have picture identification so we can verify they are the 
person to whom you gave permission. Remember, we are located in SASB 
North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive, 
on the third floor in Suite 3131. 

For those of you on North Campus, the A&S Dean’s Office will allow you to 
place one envelope of grade rolls per day in their courier bag to us. All grade 
rolls must be in envelopes clearly marked for the Registrar’s Office. The 
A&S Dean’s Office is located in Steele Building. There are two boxes, one in 
each reception area of the main lobby, labeled Grade Roll Drop Off. Please 
see the memo to all teaching faculty for instructions about depositing grade 
rolls after our office is closed. If you did not receive the electronic version of 
the faculty grade roll memo you may contact me to be added to the grade roll 
email list. 

I rely on your help to achieve a successful outcome for the grading period. 
You did a splendid job this Spring and I greatly appreciate it. I am available 
for any questions or suggestions; please contact me at senora(db, unc.edu or 
962-9859. Thank you. 

cc: All Records Staff 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

June 14, 2010 

First Summer Session Grades 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

Enclosed are the Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports for First Summer Session 2010. 

Reports are due back in the Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no later 
than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the timely 
entering of grades, please follow this schedule for returning Official Class Rolls and Grade 
Reports: 

Exams scheduled on Monday, June 14 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday, June 17 

Exams scheduled on Tuesday, June 15 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, June 18 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday, June 17 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to reliably 
determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This enables them to 
assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next term. 

Submitting Completed Grade Reports 

Please note: the Office of the University Registrar is located on the third floor, 
Suite 3131, of the new SASB North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge 
Road and Manning Drive. 

Under normal circumstances, completed Grade Rolls should be hand-delivered to the Office 
of the University Registrar. Campus Mail may be used to submit Grade Rolls. Arrangements 
have also been made to allow one envelope of Grade Rolls per department per day to be 
included in the courier bag which is picked up from Steele Building and delivered to the 
Registrar’s Office each morning. 

When the Office is closed, completed Grade Rolls may be slipped into the deposit box 
located on the wall of SASB North loading ramp (on the Ridge Road side of the 
building). If you cannot pull up to the ramp, there are several on-street parking spaces 
on Ridge Road as you approach Manning Drive. Because the deposit box has multiple 
users, Grade Rolls must be enclosed in envelopes clearly marked for the Reqistrar’s 
Office. 



Directions for Completing Grade Reports 

¯ Use only black or dark blue ink when completing and signing Grade Rolls. Pencil 
markings and other colors of ink do not duplicate clearly, and we must be able to 
microfilm all grade rolls for permanent storage and reference. 

¯ Write grades in the appropriate "Grade" column, not the "Remarks" column. 

Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 
If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending 
classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Do not line through the name 
of a student you believe is not registered for your class; assign that student an "AB" 
grade (this is the only action that will be recognized by our office). Nor should you 
write in the name of a student that you believe to be registered for your class. 
Appropriate actions will be taken when our office receives the official form 
governing the situation. Only a Post-Semester Registration/Drop/Add Form can 
remove or add a student to a course after the Official Roll & Grade Reports have 
been generated for the semester. 

¯ Be sure to sign each page of every Grade Roll. 

When Assigning Grades 

¯ The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can 
be found online at http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/ab report form.pdf. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading 
policies and grade definitions (http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course under 
the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for their 
performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or better to 
"PS." (NO PASS/FAIL OPTION FOR SUMMER COURSES) 

¯ All courses numbered 99 and below (prior to Fall 2006) or 399 and below (starting in 
Fall 2006) should use the undergraduate grading system, i.e., A, A-, B+, ..., D, F. 

Grades assigned in courses numbered above 099 (prior to Fall 2006) or above 399 
(starting in Fall 2006) depend upon the individual student classification. Students with 
undergraduate classifications should be assigned grades using the undergraduate 
grading system. Students with graduate or professional classifications should be 
assigned grades using the appropriate graduate or professional grading system. Do 
not use + and - for any graduate student grade. Pluses (+) and minuses (-) are 
not valid for H, P, L grades. It consumes an extraordinary amount of time for our 
staff to mark through every incorrect + or - on the grade roll before it can be sent to 
data entry. If you are assigning a graduate grade and would like to make note on the 



grade roll of a plus (+) or minus (-) associated with the grade, use the "Remarks" 
column. 

¯ Use the following classification tables to help you determine the appropriate 
assignment of grades: 

Undergraduate Classifications: 

FR Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-degree 
II Inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off-Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

Graduate & Professional Classifications: 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
GPD Grad Post Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-degree 
1st First Year MBA or Professional 
2nd Second Year MBA or Professional 
3rd Third Year Professional 
4th Fourth Year Professional 
II Inter-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy Program 

Note: The classifications that start with "SP" (SPU, SPG, SPP) are used for non-degree 
students. Classifications that start with "G" (GD, GM, GMD, GPM, GPD) are graduate 
classifications. Classifications II and FX can be used for both undergraduate and 
graduate students. Continuing Studies post-baccalaureate students (SPG) are allowed 
to choose either the undergraduate or graduate grading system in courses numbered 
100 through 199 (prior to Fall 2006) or 400 to 699 (starting in Fall 2006) for grade 
assignments. The student should inform the instructor at the beginning of classes as to 
his/her choice of grading system. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the final 
examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. 
This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never attended the 
course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 



The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination and 
there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was taken. 
The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For 
undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an "F*" if the 
grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For graduate students, 
an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not 
cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the 
assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the 
original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The Honors 
Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior and/or Senior 
Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until completion of the 
second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is assigned for an 
Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must be changed to the 
appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade Change Form. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Class Roll 
and Grade Report or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change 
temporary grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change Form 
within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a dean’s 
signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 11, 2010 9:34 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Orange/Durham Carolina Club Baseball Outing I LSU Football Game Info 

Durham E~u~s vs. Norfolk Tides Outing 
Friday, July 

Durham E~ul~s Athletic Park I 409 B~ackwel~ Street 
Includes buffet dinner, Bulls ball cap and fireworks. 

Bring the whole family and gather with your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to watch the Durham 
Bulls vs. Norfolk Tides at the Durham Bulls Athletic Park on Friday, July 9. The game starts at 7 
p.m. We’ve reserved the Home Run Patio just beyond the right-field wall and next to Wool E. 
World for Orange/Durham Tar Heels. 

Ticket prices are $15 for GAA members and $25 for nonmembers. Cost includes game ticket, all- 
you-care-to-eat buffet, sodas and a Bulls hat. Fireworks will follow the game. ~ster on~ine 

Questions? Contact Joey Powe~ °01. 

Orange/Durham Carolina C~ub Scholarship Raffle 
Purchase tickets online toda~Lo 

Don’t miss out on your chance to win a basketball autographed by the 100th anniversary UNC 
men’s basketball team and Coach Roy Williams. Raffle tickets are $10 each and only 100 will be 
sold. And as if that weren’t enough, all net proceeds benefit the Orange/Durham Carolina Club 
Scholarship Fund. You could win a basketball and help out a UNC student in the process. VVhat a 
deal! Learn more and ~urchase tickets today. 

UNC vs. LSU I Chick4iFA Kickoff Game 
Atlanta, 

Saturday, Sept. 4, 2010 I Kickoff: 8 p.m. 

Be a part of the premier kickoffto the 2010 football season when UNC plays LSU in Atlanta on 
September 4. 

Chickof~FA Kickoff Game I[~formatio~ 
Purchase tickets, find travel information and find links to additional pregame activity details 
when available. 

Purchase tickets toda& 

Pregame Activities 
Find your General Alumni Association and The Rams Club on game day inside the Chick-ili- 
A Kickoff Game FanZone (located in the Georgia World Congress Center) presented by 
Coke Zero. $5/person fee to enter. Stop by the GAA and The Rams Club tables for your 

Find the ODCC on Facebook 

Become a fan of the ODCC on Facebook. Visit 
facebookocom/oranqedurhar~ to stay 
connected. 

Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club 
appreciates your membership in the GAA. 
Your membership provides important support 
lo the GAA and our club. Members have 
exclusive access to the digital version of the 
award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read 

as it appears in print. 

Orange/Durham Carolina C~ub: 
~e/Durham Carolina C~ub Web site 
Subscribe to our e4~ai~ list 

C~ubsoRe~ated Questions: 

Stall Connected 



complimentary Beat LSU stickers and other Tar Heel giveaways and information. 

Monitor the Chickofi~oA Kickoff Game ~r~formation ~ where details will be posted (when 
available) including when the Tar Heel band and cheerleaders will perform in the FanZone and 
details from the Chick-fiI-A Kickoff Game organizing committee about additional fan events. 

Questions? Call (919) 843-5115 or                  . 

GAA contacts 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to nCoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: uns~bscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <beth_braxton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 15, 2010 2:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Deadline approaching for 2010 Carolina Bell Ringers 

Vew this e-mail wth images. 

Thanks to Carolina Bell Ringers... 

There is still time to have your name included in the 2010 Carolina Bell 

Ringers Honor Roll if you have not made your annual gift to Carolina this 

academic year (July 1,2009 to June 30, 2010)o Please make your gift at 

our secure website by June 29th to ensure your membership as a 

Carolina Bell Ringer and inclusion in this year’s honor roll. 

Your annual gifts define our ability to be a great research university that 

excels in educating students at all levels. Carolina cannot be all that it is 

without your continued support, now more than ever, during these 

uncertain economic times. 

Please visit annua[fundounc.edu/beIMngers/draft where you will find a 

DRAFTof the 2010 Carolina Bel~ Ringers Honor Roll. Contact Beth 

Gardner Braxton ’88, Director of the Carolina Annual Fund, at 

Beth_Braxtonc~?unc.edu or (919)962-4388 if you have any questions. 



Ths e-mail is for alumni, students and friends of the Un versity of NoRh Carol na at Chapel Hill, Through this free 
service, the Office of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide oppoRunities for you to learn 
about people~ events and other issues at Carolina If you have comments or quest ons, e-,mail 
Beth Braxton~unc,edu, telephone 919,9624388, or write to the Office of University Development, Annual Fund, 
PO Box 309, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0309, If you do not wish to receive future editions, unsubscdbe here, 
702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Customer Service Department,National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 
<CustomerService@natsem.com> 
Tuesday, June 15, 2010 5:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Account Information - National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 

Invoice-Receipt.PDF 

The attachment contains your requested account information. 

Do not respond to this email... If you have questions regarding your account, please contact our Accounts Receivable Department at 
1-800-682-5061. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rockhurst Web Conference Series <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, June 21, 2010 3:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Implementing a Social Media Strategy for Your Organization 

919-150610-209 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

How to Use Adobe Acrobat 

Enroll Now 

Join Us for Another 
Great Web Conference 

Creating a Social Media 
Strategy in 5 Simple Steps 

Ju/y 17, 2010 

Enroll in Both Events and Save 

$75! 

July 29, 2010 

Facebook ... Linkedln ... Twitter ... Ready, Set, GO! 
You’ve gathered your data. You know who your customers are. Your research is done. 
You’re ready to go! Putting up a Facebook page or launching a blog sounds easy 
enough, but if you’ve done any research you know it’s not that simple. 

X~e~pat if you’re missing something? What if your results don’t line up with your ectations? How often should you make changes or update your strategy? This Web 
Conference takes the mystery out of launching and monitoring your social media plan. 

Social Media Dos & Don’ts: Samples From the Real World 
If you want to know what’s working and what isn’t, this is the place to be. You’ll see real- 
world examples of what’s not. You’ll learn what’s coming down the line in social media. 



Organizations That Train 
With Us! 

Wells Fargo ¯ Microsoft ¯ Aetna ¯ 
Federal Reserve Bank ¯ Sprint ¯ 
McGraw-Hill ¯ Allstate ¯ New Balance 
Athletic Shoe, Inc. ¯ Shelter 
Insurance ¯ Tyson Foods ¯ John 
Deere ¯ Bristol Myers Squibb ¯ Kraft 
Foods ¯ Blue Cross Blue Shield ¯ 
Hewlett-Packard ¯ MetLife ¯ Farm 
Bureau Insurance ¯ Liberty Mutual ¯ 
Xerox ¯ Merck ¯ 3M ¯ Commerce 
Bank ¯ Citibank ¯ Honeywell ¯ 
Walgreens ¯ Time Warner ¯ Sears ¯ 
USDA ¯ Hilton ¯ Bank of America ¯ 
Macy’s ¯ Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream ¯ 
Anheuser Busch Co. ¯ IBM ¯ And 
Many, Many More! 

You Say It Best! 
"1 really liked how much information 
was touched on in a short amount of 
time. Helpful and efficien!!" 

"The Q&A session was extremely 
beneficial." 

"This was great! Thanks for a 
valuable hour!" 

"Gave some very useful information 
and food for thought." 

Your Risk-Free Guarantee 
We stand behind our Web 
Conferences with our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete satisfaction. 
You must agree that this program 
was worthwhile for you, or we’ll 
refund your registration fee in full. 
Guaranteed. 

Invite Your Team to 
Attend for FREE! 
You can maximize the reach of this 
training even more by creating your 
own conference screening room. 
When you enroll in this Conference, 
gather as many people around your 
computer as you want. 

Thanks to our Unlimited 
Participants Per Connection offer, 
they can participate for FREE! For 
details on how to get more from this 
Conference by creating your own 
training room in your office, c~ick 
here! 

You’ll also learn quick tricks for getting your name out there fast. 

Implementing a social media strategy can be an effective way to boost your 
organization’s success. Enroll today for secrets that’ll save you time and money. 

Enroll Now I 

A Glance at Your Agenda ... 

¯ How to launch your plan -- why starting small is essential 

¯ What you should and shouldn’t expect from your social media plan 

¯ How often you should update your strategy 

¯ Quick tricks for getting your name out there -- fast! 

¯ Damage control -- how to respond to negative comments, site shut-downs, and 
more 

¯ Checklist ready -- do you have everything you need to launch a Facebook page 
... a blog ... and more? 

¯ Paid and unpaid measurement tools 

¯ The pros and cons of the top 3 social media sites 

¯ Examples of the best social media networking sites and how to incorporate 
those strategies with your business 

¯ Social media trends -- what’s coming down the line 

Q&A Session" 
Upon enrolling in the Web Conference, you will have the opportunity to submit your 
questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your trainer will address questions from 
Conference participants. Many questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. 
Others will be addressed in the supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 
Conference participants. 

Join Us for Another Great Web Conference 

You’ll not only want to attend Implementing a Social Media Strategy, but also 
our other Web Conference, Creating a Social Media Strategy in 5 Simple 
Steps, on July 17, 2010. 

If you’re ready to implement a social media strategy, you’ve already discovered 
the endless possibilities it can have for your organization. From customer 
retention to sales leads to product development, social media is the one-stop- 
shop for getting your brand out there. 

The number one thing you can do to ensure you maximize your social media 
efforts is to have a plan. Talk about easier said than done. There’s more to 
social media than most people consider. This powerful course reveals the five 
steps it takes to create a plan that works ... a plan that doesn’t waste time or 
resources. You can learn these steps if you enroll in this Web Conference today. 

Don’t miss this opportunity -- Enro~ in both events and save $75 



Conference Stag Times: All times are given in daylight time. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Option 1: Full-Conference Access Platinum Package 
¯ 2 information-packed sessions PLUS 

¯ 2 CD recordings - one of each session - great for refreshing your skills and/or for sharing with others 
long after the series is over 

Fee: $441 You Save Over $475! 

Option 2: Full-Conference Access Package- 2 Events! 

Fee: $383 You Save $75! 

Option 3: Attend one session PLUS get the same session’s CD recording 

Fee: $258 You Save Over $200! 

Option 4: Attend any session separately OR purchase any CD separately 
Fee: $229 Per Session or CD 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

July 07, 2010 

COBRA Compliance 

July 08, 2010 

July 13, 2010 

July 14, 2010 

July 15, 2010 

July 20, 2010 

July 21, 2010 

orts 

July 22, 2010 

July 27, 2010 

July 28, 2010 



July 29, 2010 

August 03, 2010 

August 05, 2010 

August 10, 2010 

August 11, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 

COMPA#JY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOM ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at 

cstserv~ruceci com. 

F~ND FULLoDAY AND MULT~PLEoDAY TRAiNiNG COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to 
your area at ~,~¢w NationaISeminarsTrainino~. 

ON-S~TE TRAiNiNG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please send an e-mail to our 

on-site department at onsite£~[uceci com. 

GENERAL ~NFORMAT~ON : For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@~’uceci com. 

WE~ [~qASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to 

webmstr~uceci com. 



You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We respect your privacy and your 
preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Monday, June 21,2010 5:10 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Deadline reminder for The Chronicle’s July 2 issue 

IC 

When you need to fill an opening quickly, there’s no 
more efficient way than The Chronicle. 

Chronicle Careers is the best way to immediately get the 
news of your opening to the broadest, most diverse 
audience of both active and passive job seekers in 
higher education. 

For more information, or to learn what ad options best 
fit your budget and recruitment needs, contact us at 
(202) 466-1050 or e-mail      chronideocom 

Sincerely, 

The Chronicle Careers team 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

chronideocom 
Phone: (202) 466-1050 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 
1255 Twenty-Third Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

3une 2£, 5:00 p,m, E,S,T 

Bonus Distribution: 

Association of College 
and University Housing 
Officers-International 

National Association of 
College and University 
Attorneys (NACUA} 
British Universities 
Transatlantic Exchange 
Association (BUTEX} 

P.S. Don’t forget to add online categories to your 
posting! Doing so will allow your job to be found more 
easily by online job seekers and ensure that your 
posting will show up in related job alert e-mails. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from 7he Chronicle. 
For more information about our privacy practices~ please read our privacy policy:http://chronide.com/help/privacy.htm 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations from Chronicle Careers, 

you may send us an e-mail message at optouO’obs@chronide.com. 



HTML>~ 



FFOIU: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

FYI Carolina - Gates advances germ of idea/How do underwater oil plumes form?/USA 
Today honors graduates 

Having trouble v ewing this emal? Read it n your browser. 

NE’¢dS FOR ALUMNI PARENTS AND FRIENDS 

JUNE 2010 

Researchers at the Eshelman School of Pharmacy have received a Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation grant for an idea that 
could see a tiny seed, a bit of saliva and a few tweaks to a hormone create a simple test for diagnosing diseases such as 
malaria, tuberculosis and African sleeping sickness. 

How do underwater oil 

It seems counterintuitive - oil and 
water don’t mix, so why is the oil 
spewing out of the spill in the Gulf 
of Mexico forming underwater 
plumes that aren’t rising to the 
surface? Experiments by fluid 

/SA Today honors 

Four May UNC graduates, all from 
the College of Arts and Sciences, 
are on USA Today’s All-USA 
College Academic Teams. The 
honor recognizes full-time 
undergraduates who not only excel 



dynamics experts at Carolina help 
explain why and how. 

academically but also extend their 
intellectual abilities beyond the 
classroom to benefit society. 

G~’ad~ate st~der~ts }mlp 

The UNversRy is helping revitalize 
the economies of small 
communities across Noah Carolina 
through its internship program, the 
Carolina Economic Revitalization 
Corps. The program is sending six 
graduate students to work for 10 
weeks to help six communities with 
economic development planning. 

~r+ ’P+~tze~s of collegiate 

The School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication finished first 
overall in the Intercollegiate 
Competition of the 50th anniversary 
of the Hearst Journalism Awards, 
often called the Pulitzers of college 
journalism. 

U,+de~Nrad~ate researc}+ 

Among the most vexing challenges 
facing scientists is diversifying the 
research community. Now, thanks 
to a $1.3 million grant from the 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 
the University will encourage some 
Carolina Covenant Scholars to 
pursue biomedical research. 

N.C. Children’s Hospital is one of 
the nation’s best children’s 
hospitals, according to U.S. News 
Media Group’s edition of "America’s 
Best Children’s Hospitals." N.C. 
Children’s Hospital was listed ninth 
among those caring for children 
with respiratory disorders. 

FYI Carolina Online is for alumni, parents of current students and friends of the Un versty, Through ths free service~ the Office of Un versty Relat ons 
shares nformat on about people, events and ssues at Carolina To ask questions or share comments emal FYICarolina@unc~edu telephone, (919) 
9628593 or wrte Office of University Communications 210 Pittsboro St, Chapel Hll NC 27599=6210, 

If you don’t want to receive these e=ma Is n the future, unsubscdbe here. 

702472576 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Continental Press <CntlPress@comcast.net> 

Wednesday, June 23, 2010 3:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

New titles 

We would like to let you know of some titles which may be of interest to you. They are on amazon.com, Barnes & Noble and other online sellers: 

Zambia: The Land andlts PeopIe 

Paperback: 196 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (31 May 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932258 
ISBN-13:9789987932252 
Price: $16.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work is a general introduction to Zambia and its people. All the country’s provinces and towns are covered in the book. 

The author also looks at Zambia since independence, the economy, the country’s different ethnic groups and cultures and how the people have been able to build a stable, 
multi-ethnic society with one identity: One Zambia, One Nation. 

The author presents a comprehensive picture of Zambia and its people, customs and traditions. 

The book is about Zambia today. But it’s also a historical study of a country which once was a part of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. The federation was also 
known as the Central African Federation. And what was then Northern Rhodesia, which is Zambia today, was the largest country in that colonial union. 

The author has focused on a number of ethnic groups in the country from a historical and cultural perspective and in terms of contemporary life. 

The work is also a comprehensive study of the geography of the country and its economic potential including an abundance of natural resources. 

It is a general study of Zambia as a country and as a nation, rich in culture - customs and traditions - and in history, and full of vitality. 

It should serve as a good introduction to Zambia, comprehensive enough to meet the needs and satisfy the curiosity of some members of the general public such as tourists who 
want to learn quite a few things about this African country. 

Ethnic Diversity and lntegration in The Gambia: The Land, The People and The CuLture 

Paperback: 276 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (8 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932223 
ISBN-13:9789987932221 
Price: $19.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work is a comprehensive look at The Gambia as a country and as a nation. Subjects covered include a general history of the country, its geography - regions and towns - 

and its people. It’s also a profile of the country’s demographic composition. 

The author looks at the different ethnic groups and their cultures and how they have been able to achieve unity in diversity in one of the most peaceful countries on the African 
continent. 

The work is also a study in regional integration with a focus on the Senegambia confederation. The author draws parallels between the short-lived Senegambia confederation 

and the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar shedding some light on some of the problems African countries face in their quest for unity. 

The collapse of the Senegambia confederation is in sharp contrast with the unity The Gambia has achieved within as a nation. One of Gambia’s most outstanding features is 
ethnic and cultural integration in spite of the cultural and historical differences among the country’s different ethnic groups. 

People going to The Gambia for the first time may find this work to be useful. It’s not a tourist guide but an introductory work covering a wide range of subjects on Africa’s 
smallest country. Members of the general public who want to learn about The Gambia will also find this work to be helpful. 

The author has also taken a scholarly approach on a number of subjects using well-documented sources in an analytical context and has provided useful insights into the 
complexities of the country across the spectrum, addressing a wide range of subjects including ethnicity, cultural fusion, and national integration. 

He also contends that understanding ethnicity as a phenomenon and as an analytical tool and a conceptual framework is critical to any study of African countries most of which 

are multi-ethnic societies; and that the spatial theory of ethnicity is not applicable in all contexts including Gambia where the opposite - of what the theory says - is true. The 

work may therefore be useful to students and scholars who are interested in The Gambia. 

But it should be seen as a general work on The Gambia in spite of the academic approach the author has taken in his analysis of a number of subjects on this country which is 
also known as a gateway to West Africa. 

Belize and lts Identity: A Multicultural Perspective 

Paperback: 222 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (7 May 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987160204 
ISBN-13:9789987160204 
Price: $16.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work is about Belize from a historical and contemporary perspective. 



Once known as British Honduras, Belize is the only English-speaking country in Central America. And it’s only one of two such countries in Latin America. The other one is 
Guyana in South America which was also once ruled by Britain. 

The author looks at the different racial and ethno-cultural groups which collectively constitute Belize, a country founded by British settlers and African slaves more than 300 
years ago. 

The work is a general introduction to Belize. It’s also about life in Belize and how the different groups interact with each other in this multicultural society. 

He examines Belize’s multicultural character and identity and how members of different groups interact at different levels of national life - as individuals, as an integral part of 
an ethnic or cultural group, and as an integral part of the nation. 

How important is group identity? Is Belize a melting pot? Has it ever tried to be one if it’s not one already? Are ethnic relations good or bad? How do immigrants fit in? 

Are there "true" Belizeans? Who is a native Belizean and who is not? How have competing claims to native status affected ethnic and racial relations? 

How many ethnic and racial groups are in Belize? Are there ethnic enclaves in Belize? 

Is Belize also an Afro-Caribbean nation although it’s in Central America? Is it more black than Spanish? What is the dominant culture in Belize and why? 

Those are some of the subjects addressed in the book. 

Members of the general public including those going to Belize may find this work to be useful. It may also help some students learn a few things about the country. 

Zambia: Life in an African Country 

Paperback: 258 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (27 April 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987160115 
ISBN-13:9789987160112 
Price: $17.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work is about life in Zambia. It’s also a general introduction to Zambia, the land and its people. Subjects covered include the country’s history and geography, ethnic 
groups and their cultures. All the provinces of Zambia and their natural resources and important landmarks are also covered in the book. So are towns and cities in each of the 
provinces. 

Much of the work is focused on how the people live in their traditional societies and in the towns and cities, including the people of different ethnic groups - some from 
neighbouring countries especially Tanzania and Malawi - who work in the mines in the Copperbelt Province and how they interact with each other and with the indigenous 
people of Zambia. 

Some of the people who may find this work to be useful include tourists and others going to Zambia or anybody else who wants to learn some basic facts about the country. 

A Profile of African Countries’ 

Paperback: 218 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (17 November 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987160166 
ISBN-13:9789987160167 
Price: $17.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This is a profile of African countries and an introduction to Africa as a whole. Subjects covered include a brief history of the African continent since the advent of colonial rule, 
the continent’s racial and ethnic diversity, a look at a number of countries from a historical and contemporary perspective, Africa’s vast resources and economic potential, the 
new scramble for Africa, and much more. 

It’s helpful to those who are learning about Africa for the first time and those who don’t know much about the continent. Even those who know about the continent may find 
this work to be useful. 

Tanzania: The Land, Its People and Contemporary Life 

Paperback: 230 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (28 October 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987930832 
ISBN-13:9789987930838 
Price: $17.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This is a general introduction to Tanzania. It’s also a look at Tanzania from a contemporary and historical perspective. The focus is on Tanzania today. 

Some of the major political, economic and social developments which have taken place in the country especially since the seventies also constitute a significant part of the book. 

The book is intended for those who are going to Tanzania for the first time and for anybody else who wants to learn some basic facts about the largest country in East Africa. 
Readers are also going to learn quite a few things about the people of Tanzania and their tribes or ethnic groups and where these groups traditionally live. 

Also covered in the book are the towns and cities in all the provinces of this large country. 

The purpose is to provide a comprehensive picture of the country by focusing on a number of areas including a general background of Tanzania; the geography of the country; 
life in Tanzania today and how life was in the seventies and eighties under socialism known as ujamaa which means familyhood in Kiswahili; the country’s transition from 
socialism to a free market economy; ethnic groups or tribes and their home districts and regions; racial minorities who constitute a significant part of Tanzania’s population; 
the Swahili people and their culture; towns and cities; the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar and its prospects and challenges; and life in Tanzania - in what was then 



Tanganyika - in the fifties just before independence. 

There are also chapters on Dar es Salaam, the nation’s largest city and commercial centre and former capital, and on the former island nation of Zanzibar. 

Tanzania also is unique in one fundamental respect. It’s the only union of two independent countries ever formed on the African continent. And it’s the only one that exists 
today almost half a century after it was formed. The union between Tanganyika and Zanzibar is one of the subjects covered in the book, and readers are going to learn about 
one of the most important events in the history of post-colonial Africa on a continent where the quest for unity has remained an elusive goal since independence in the fifties and 
sixties. 

The book also includes a lot of information on Tanganyika just before independence and how it became one of the first countries in Africa to emerge from colonial rule. 

Also included is some material on one of the most interesting ethnic groups in African history and how it came into being. It’s the Swahili whose language is also known as 

Swahili especially among many people around the world who are not native speakers of the language. Among the native speakers, the language is called Kiswahili. It’s the main 

language spoken in Tanzania and Kenya. It’s also spoken in several other countries in east-central Africa. 

And readers are going to learn something about this language which transcends ethnicity. Kiswahili is not identified with any African tribe, making it a truly Pan-African 
language building bridges across ethnicity, cultures and nations especially in the eastern part of the continent. And as you learn about Tanzania, you are also going to learn a 
few things about an area bigger than Tanzania because of the country’s connection to other parts of East Africa and beyond. 

Uganda: The Land and lts People 

Paperback: 202 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (28 October 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987930891 
ISBN-13:9789987930890 
Price: $15.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This is a general introduction to Uganda and its people. The author looks at the country’s regions and different ethnic groups from a historical and contemporary perspective. 
He also examines the different cultures across the country whose ethnic and cultural diversity is one of the most interesting features of this magnificent land. 

As a country and as a nation, Uganda has unique features which make it stand out on the African continent in a number of ways, making it one of the most well-known 
countries on the continent. It’s also one of the most popular destinations for foreigners who visit Africa every year. 

The author has provided a comprehensive picture of the country from a historical and contemporary perspective, making this work an important guide for tourists, students 
and others going to Uganda. 

Scholars and others who specialise in Uganda in different fields may also find the book to be useful in a number of areas although it’s not written strictly as a scholarly work. 

Members of the general public will find it to be equally useful if they want to know basic facts about Uganda and its people. The cultures of the different ethnic groups in every 
part of Uganda is one of the most important subjects covered in the book. 

And there is a lot more to learn from this work which is comprehensive enough for many people who are learning about Uganda for the first time. 

Africa After Independence: Realities’ of Nationhood 

Paperback: 252 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (16 November 2009) 
ISBN-10: 998716014X 
ISBN-13:9789987160143 
Price: $21.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work focuses on the early years of independence and the problems African countries faced soon after the end of colonial rule. They include poverty and 
underdevelopment; adoption of alien ideologies and economic and political systems; structural flaws of the modern African state and its institutions inherited at independence; 
nation-building, democratization, national integration, and ethno-regional rivalries among others. 

The work also looks at prospects for continental unification from the perspectives of leaders such as Nkrumah and Nyerere. 

As a demographic portrait, it depicts the continent as a tapestry that reflects the racial diversity and multi-ethnic composition of this vast land mass. And as a historical and 

political analysis, it addresses some of the most important issues in the post-colonial era. The book includes photos from the early sixties. 

Life in Tanganyika in The Fifties 

Paperback: 418 pages 

Publisher: New Africa Press (16 November 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987160123 
ISBN-13:9789987160129 
Price: $24.95 USD 

Book Description: 

Life in Tanganyika in the 1950s and a look at race relations between whites and black Africans and others in this East African country are some of the subjects covered in the 

book. 

It’s full of human interest stories, including the author’s. Born and brought up in Tanganyika, the author writes from personal experience. He also got the chance to ask many 

ex-Tanganyikans a number of questions about life in Tanganyika in the fifties. 

Many of them were born and brought up in Tanganyika during the same period the author was. And many others went to Tanganyika as children but grew up there. 

The ex-Tanganyikans he contacted lived in different parts of the world including Tahiti, Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Italy, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe, the 

United States, the Middle East, and Russia among others. And they all had interesting stories to tell about life in Tanganyika in the fifties. 



The perspectives they provided, and the memories they shared with the author about their lives in Tanganyika, are some of the most interesting aspects of this book which 
focuses on one of the most important periods in the history of Africa. 

The book is a primary source of information on how life was then in Tanganyika during one of the most important decades in the history of the country just before 
independence. 

My Life as an African: Autobiographical Writings 

Paperback: 424 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (10 November 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987160050 
ISBN-13:9789987160051 
Price: $21.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This is an autobiographical work covering a wide range of subjects including a number of major events relevant to Africa and the African diaspora. 

Botswana Since Independence 

Paperback: 190 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (29 October 2009) 
ISBN-10:0980258782 
ISBN-13:9780980258783 
Price: $14.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work looks at Botswana since independence. 

The author focuses on the country’s phenomenal economic growth - among other subjects - and the factors which have collectively contributed to the nation’s prosperity, in 
sharp contrast with other African countries, and provides a blueprint others may follow in their quest for economic development. 

It’s also a general introduction to Botswana, the land and its people. It’s also a panoramic view of the country from a historical perspective. 

The work can also be used by scholars and laymen alike. Tourists, students and others will also find this work to be useful as a comprehensive study of one of the most 
prosperous and most vibrant countries on the African continent. 

Tanzania: Profile Of A Nation 

Paperback: 168 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (27 October 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987930816 
ISBN-13:9789987930814 
Price: $15.95 

Book Description: 

This is an introduction to Tanzania. The focus is on the land and its people and how they live. The work also looks at Tanzania’s demographic composition and the ethnic 
identities of the people who constitute the largest and most populous country in East Africa. 

The book is intended for members of the general public including tourists. It’s also good for students who want to learn about Tanzania from a contemporary and historical 
perspective. 

The work provides basic information for those who are going to Tanzania and who intend to spend some time in a country that’s one of the prime destinations for people from 

all parts of the world visiting the African continent. 

Africans andAfrican Americans: Complex Relations, Prospects and Challenges 

Paperback: 216 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (29 October 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987930859 
ISBN-13:9789987930852 
Price: $18.95 USD 

Book Description: 

The nature of complex relations between Africans and African Americans is the focus of this study. The author looks at the factors which are responsible for this complex 
nature and which collectively constitute a major obstacle to the improvement of relations between the two groups. 

He also looks at the prospects and challenges in the quest for solidarity between Africans and African Americans which has remained elusive despite concerted efforts by a 

number of individuals and a few organisations on both sides through the years to bring the two "peoples" closer. 

He also examines the nature of the relationship - not just of the relations - between Africans and African Americans. The nature of this relationship goes beyond a shared 

complexion and the author looks at the profound differences between the two groups across the spectrum which continue to complicate relations between them and even keep 

them apart. 

Ethnicity and National Identity in Uganda: The Land and lts People 



Paperback: 258 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (28 October 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987930875 
ISBN- 13:9789987930876 
Price: $16.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work looks at the role different ethnic groups have played in the evolution of Uganda as a nation. It also examines some of the challenges the country has faced in its 
attempts to create a common identity transcending ethnic and regional differences. 

It’s also a general introduction to Uganda. Subjects covered include ethnic groups and their cultures, geography, history and the economy, and challenges to the legitimacy of 

the state posed by traditional centres of power and institutions which are regionally entrenched. 

African Immigrants in South Africa 

Paperback: 364 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (1 December 2008) 
ISBN-10:0981425828 
ISBN-13:9780981425825 
Price: $23.95 

Book Description: 

This work looks at the fate of black African immigrants in South Africa and the xenophobic attacks against them which have taken place in many parts of the country through 

the years since the end of apartheid. 

The xenophobic violence has been perpetrated by black South Africans, prompting some people to describe this phenomenon as the new apartheid - by blacks against other 

blacks - after the end of white minority rule. Besides the violence directed against them, black African immigrants also face hostility in general from a significant number of 

South Africans including educated ones and members of the middle class as well as some leaders who "encourage" them to "go home." 

In 2008, black African immigrants were attacked in different parts of the country in the worst form of violence since the end of apartheid. Tens of thousands were left homeless 
and just as many were forced to flee South Africa and return to their home countries. 

The author looks at the factors behind the violence and why many Africans are forced to flee their home countries in search of greener pastures elsewhere. Bad African 
leadership is one of the main factors. 

He also argues that South Africa can not solve the problems of other African countries, including unemployment, and should not be expected to. 

The attacks against the immigrants have resulted in many deaths and destruction of property through the years. And their plight is inextricably linked with the transformation 

the country has been undergoing since the end of apartheid, the author contends. 

This work also looks at prospects for transformation and the challenges South Africa faces in its quest for social justice across the spectrum in a society still dominated by 
whites in terms of economic power. Millions of blacks are still trapped in poverty with no relief in sight, a factor which explains some of the violence that has been directed 
against foreigners, mostly black African immigrants who are accused of taking jobs away from black South Africans, especially those living in poverty in the townships which 
were also the scene of the worst form of violence perpetrated against the immigrants since the end of white minority rule. 

Life in Tanzania Today and Since The Sixties 

Paperbak: 168 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (31 May 2010) 
ISBN-10: 998793224X 
ISBN-13:9789987932245 
Price: $14.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work is about life in Tanzania today. It’s also a general survey of life in Tanzania since the sixties. Subjects covered include major political and socioeconomic changes 
which have taken place in the country since independence. 

The author also looks at life under ujamaa - the African version of socialism - in the seventies and eighties when the government tried to transform Tanzania into a socialist 

nation; life under capitalism after socialism was abandoned in the early 1990s; how multiparty democracy has worked and how it has not worked in Tanzania after the country 

abandoned one-party rule in 1992; the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar and the problems and challenges it faces and has faced since it was formed in 1964, and other 

subjects. 

The book is also a general introduction to Tanzania - its geography and its people. The author has looked at all the administrative regions or provinces and the ethnic groups in 

every region. Tanzania has one of the largest numbers of ethnic groups in Africa. The author also explains why Tanzania’s demographic composition is unique on the continent. 

The work is intended for members of the general public including those who are going to Tanzania for the first time. 

South Africa and Its People 

Paperback: 416 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (28 November 2008) 
ISBN-10:0981425836 
ISBN-13:9780981425832 
Price: $25.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work looks at South Africa and its people including all the racial and ethnic groups in all the provinces and their different cultures. It’s also a general historical 

background of South Africa since the founding of the country. 



Also the country’s natural resources in every province is one of the subjects covered in the book. 

African immigrants in South Africa, a relatively new group in the country especially since the end of apartheid, is another subject addressed by the author. 

And there’s much more that’s covered in this work. 

The Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar: Product of The Cold War? 

Paperback: 160 pages 

Publisher: New Africa Press (24 November 2008) 
ISBN-10:0981425852 
ISBN-13:9780981425856 
Price: $16.95 USD 

Book Description: 

The Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar which led to the establishment of Tanzania as a united republic was consummated at the height of the Cold War. After the Zanzibar 

revolution in January 1964, there were fears in the West that Zanzibar would become "another Cuba." And Western powers were determined to prevent that from happening. 

They felt that the revolution was communist-inspired and feared that if the leaders of Zanzibar consolidated their position, they would pose a threat to Western interests in the 

region because of their friendly ties to the Communist bloc. Americans and other Westerners also feared that ifa communist regime stayed in power, it would pose an even 

bigger threat to Western geopolitical interests on the continent because the island nation would serve as a springboard or launching pad for communist penetration of Africa. 

It was during this period of bitter rivalry between the United States and the Communist bloc that the Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar was formed. 

Was the United States - and Britain - behind the merger to contain Zanzibar and prevent it from becoming "another Cuba"? Was the union formed by the leaders of 
Tanganyika and Zanzibar, especially Julius Nyerere, on their own initiative in pursuit of African unity? Or did the interests of Western powers coincide with those of Nyerere 
and other leaders in Tanganyika and Zanzibar, creating favourable conditions for consummation of the union, thus satisfying all the parties involved? 

And would it have been formed had the Zanzibar revolution not taken place? Or would the two countries have united, anyway, even if no radical changes had occurred in the 
island nation as Nyerere and others contended? 

Those are some of the issues addressed in this book which also raises new questions about the union, the only one ever formed on the continent between independent states. 

Kenya: Identity of A Nation 

Paperback: 240 pages 

Publisher: New Africa Press (1 November 2007) 
ISBN-10:0980258790 
ISBN-13:9780980258790 
Price: $16.95 

Book Description: 

This book is about Kenya as a country and as a nation. It is also a work of comparative analysis in the African context. It also focuses on the nation as an entity with its own 
personality and national character. 

Kenya is one of the most well-known countries in Africa for several reasons. It is one of the major tourist destinations in the world. It is, by African standards, one of the most 
developed countries on the continent. It also occupies a special place in the history of Africa because of the role it played in the struggle for independence. 

It was in Kenya where Mau Mau, an uprising against colonial injustices, was fought. Mau Mau was one of the bloodiest and most successful wars in colonial history, and it 
thrust Kenya into the international spotlight. It also earned the Mau Mau freedom fighters distinction as some of the most outstanding champions of freedom for Africans and 
as some of the most revered fighters in the struggle for African liberation from imperial rule. They are still remembered today not only as gallant fighters but as some of the 
pioneers of the African independence movement. 

Jomo Kenyatta himself, who was accused of leading Mau Mau and who later became the first president of Kenya, was one of the most respected African leaders and was 

revered as the Grand Old Man of the African independence movement. He cast a long shadow over Kenya and the rest of the continent and his formidable personality and 

legendary role as the leader of the independence movement also played a major role in thrusting his country on the international scene. 

Kenya is also the economic powerhouse of East Africa. It has the most developed and strongest economy among all the countries which constitute the East African Community 
(EAC). They are Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, and Burundi. It is, in fact, the most developed country in the entire region of Eastern Africa which includes the countries 
in the Horn of Africa: Somalia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Djibouti. 

This work is a general introduction to Kenya as a country and as a nation. Subjects covered include a short history of the country, its geography including administrative 
provinces and various ethnic groups in those provinces; Mau Mau and the struggle for independence; the early years of independence; political developments through the 
decades; the cultures of different ethnic groups; the country’s natural resources and much more. 

Also addressed in the book is the country’s ethnic diversity and the impact it has had on Kenya’s stability as a country and as a nation composed of different ethnic and racial 
groups. 

The author also looks at Kenya’s national character from his background as an East African himself from neighbouring Tanzania in a study of comparative analysis between 
Kenya and Tanzania as political entities with different national characters to demonstrate that nations do, indeed, have different national characters. 

This is an excellent introduction for those who want to learn about Kenya for the first time, and even for those who already know about Kenya but want to learn more about 

the country. Students and tourists alike will find this work to be very useful. 

And for those going to Kenya or anywhere else in East Africa for the first time as tourists, students, scholars or simply as travellers, the book will serve as an excellent source of 

information about life and different cultures and even about politics in contemporary times in one of the most dynamic countries on the African continent and which casts a 

shadow over the entire East African region; although the rest of the countries in the region have not been entirely eclipsed by their powerful neighbour. 

South Africa in Contemporary Times 

Paperback: 260 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (8 February 2008) 
ISBN-10:0980258731 



ISBN 9780980258738 
Price: $21.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This work looks at South Africa in contemporary times since the end of apartheid. It is also a short history of South Africa since the arrival of the first Dutch settlers at the 
Cape more than 300 years ago. 

The author also look at some of the main events in the struggle against apartheid which were important milestones in the transformation of South Africa from a white- 
dominated country to a multiracial democratic society. 

Other subjects covered include structural reforms and institutional accountability in the post-apartheid era and the problems of immigration, with South Africa being the main 
destination for immigrants from other African countries. 

The influx of immigrants from other parts of Africa into South Africa is a contentious subject within South Africa and has caused tensions between many South Africans and 
these immigrants. 

The author has addressed the subject from both perspectives, shedding some light on the strains and constraints Africans are bound to face when they deal with each other 
even in the context of Pan-African solidarity. 

The work is also an excellent introduction for students and others including those who are going to South Africa for the first time. 

It can also be used as a supplementary text in college in the study of post-apartheid South Africa under the new dispensation and how the country is coping with some of the 
main challenges it faces in the 21st century, not only as a nation but also as the continent’s most developed and most powerful country destined to influence the course of events 
across Africa for many years to come. 

Tanzania: The Land andlts People 

Paperback: 172 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (13 November 2006) 
ISBN-10:0980253446 
ISBN-13:978-0980253443 
Price: $14.95 

Book Description: 

This is a general study of Tanzania, the land and its people and history, and a look at contemporary life in the largest country in East Africa and one of the largest on the 
continent. It is also a general survery of the country’s natural resources, crops and minerals, and economic potential. 

Relations Between Africans andAfrican Americans: Misconceptions, Myths and Realities 

Paperback: 444 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (10 January 2007) 
ISBN-10:0980253454 
ISBN 9780980253450 
Price: $23.95 USD 

Book Description: 

The author, born and brought up in Africa, looks at relations between Africans and African Americans which have sometimes been described by different observers as 
"stormy," "complex," "sticky," and even "hostile" as one Nigerian professor put it. 

This is the third edition which includes information about African immigrants in the United States. Together with foreign students from Africa, they constitute the largest 

number of continental Africans who interact with African Americans on daily basis. 

Life under Nyerere 

Paperback: 164 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (8 December 2006) 
ISBN-10:0980258723 
ISBN-13:978-0980258721 
Price: $14.95 USD 

Book Description: 

The author, who lived and grew up under Nyerere’s leadership, remembers how life was in those days in his home country of Tanganyika, later Tanzania. 

It is more than just a sentimental journey into the past. It is also an assessment of Nyerere’s leadership and policies from the perspective of a former journalist. The author 
worked as a reporter at Tanzania’s leading newspaper, "The Daily News," when Nyerere was president. 

Included in the book is one of the last interviews Nyerere gave not long before he died in which he reflected on his leadership and even on his student days at Makerere 
University College in Uganda and at Edinburgh University in Scotland. 

Also included is an interview with former Ugandan President Milton Obote in which he talked about Nyerere and the failure to form an East African federation. 

Black Conservatives in The United States 

Paperback: 364 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (1 December 2006) 
ISBN-10:0980258707 
ISBN-13:978-0980258707 
Price: $21.95 USD 



Book Description: 

This work is an examination of the black conservative phenomenon in the United States in contemporary times. The author looks at the role black conservatives play in 
American politics and at their attempts to have an impact on the lives of black Americans, also known as African Americans. 

Subjects covered include perspectives black conservatives share on issues such as affirmative action, racism, poverty, self-reliance, welfare, drugs, crime and illegitimacy among 
blacks; the criminal justice system and how it affects blacks; and why black conservatives differ with other blacks on those issues. 

It is also a critique of"The Bell Curve," a book that has inflamed passions especially among blacks, and of the views some black conservatives have expressed on racial IQ 
differences which have fueled debate on this highly explosive subject. 

The author also looks at the policy and philosophical differences and at differences in perceptions between black conservatives and their brethren in the black community. 

Why do black conservatives oppose affirmative action? Why do they support the Republican party? Why don’t they have much support in the black community? 

Those are just some of the issues addressed in the book. 

The author writes from personal experience after living and interacting with African Americans of all ideological stripes for almost 40 years. 

His interest in Black America spans the ideological spectrum and covers other aspects of life including relations between Africans and African Americans. He has written a 
book about those relations in which he also addresses the black conservative phenomenon in the United States. 

The books is intended for members of the general public and the academic community. 

Relations Between Africans, African Americans andAfro-Caribbeans: Tensions, Ina~fference and Harmony 

Paperback: 148 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (5 January 2007) 
ISBN-10: 098025874X 
ISBN-13:9780980258745 
Price: $14.95 USD 

Book Description: 

Africans, African Americans and Afro-Caribbeans also known as West Indians, and how they relate to each other are the focus of this study. 

Tensions which exist between a significant number of Africans and Afro-Caribbeans in Britain - between Jamaicans and Nigerians and others - is one of the subjects addressed 
in the book. 

The author also looks at how members of these groups cooperate in a number of areas but concedes that even in the absence of overt - or covert - hostility between them there is 
indifference towards each other in many cases. 

There are many other subjects covered in the book about these communities including the impact of African independence on the civil rights movement in the United States. 

The author has focused on Britain and the United States. Both countries have large numbers of African and Afro-Caribbean (West Indian) immigrants. 

Tanzania under Mwalimu Nyerere: Reflections on an African Statesman 

Paperback: 220 pages 

Publisher: New Africa Press 28 November 2006) 
ISBN-10:0980253497 
ISBN-13:978-0980253498 
Price: $15.95 USD 

Book Description: 

Nyerere’s economic policies, his successes and failures in pursuit of economic development under socialism, are some of the subjects addressed by the author in this book. 

A Tanzanian himself, he also looks at how life was under Nyerere since the sixties. 

The work is also a critical examination of the political situation in Tanzania since independence when the country was known as Tanganyika before uniting with Zanzibar. 

The author also looks at the transition that has taken place in Tanzania from one-party rule to multiparty democracy, and from socialism to capitalism since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. 

He also takes a critical look at globalisation and the negative impact of structural adjustment programmes in Tanzania and Africa as a whole. 

The work is also a study of Tanzanian history since the advent of colonial rule and of the struggle for independence in one of Africa’s largest countries in terms of area and 
population. 

Africa 1960 - 1970: Chronicle and Analysis 

Paperback: 588 pages 
Publisher: New Africa Press (10 November 2009) 
ISBN-10:9987160077 
ISBN-13:9789987160075 
Price: $25.95 USD 

Book Description: 

The author looks at Africa in the sixties and at the major events which have shaped the destiny of the continent for decades since the end of colonial rule. It was the dawn of a 
new era and Africa has never been the same since. 



Aj~ica is in A Mess: What Went Wrong and What Should Be Done 

Paperback; 176 pages 

Publisher: New Africa Press (25 November 2006) 

ISBN-10:0980253470 

ISBN-13:978-0980253474 

Price: $15.95 

Book Description: 

This is a revised and updated edition in which the author examines the problems of post-colonial Africa. He contends that the problems have existed since independence in the 
sixties and have been made worse through the years by a combination of factors. 

It is a blunt assessment and prescribes some solutions to Africa’s problems focusing on internal factors but without exonerating external forces from what has happened on the 

continent through the decades. 

Nyerere andAfrica: End o fan Era 

Paperback: 740 pages 

Publisher: New Africa Press (March 2010) 
ISBN-10:0980253411 
ISBN-13:978-0980253412 
Price: $35.95 USD 

Book Description: 

This is the fifth edition. It is also the largest and includes new material not found in previous editions. 

The work is a comprehensive study of the political career of President Julius Nyerere spanning half a century. 

The author takes a critical look at Nyerere’s policies and influence in the domestic and international arenas for an objective evaluation of the life and times of one of the most 
influential leaders in the twentieth century. 

The major role Nyerere played in the liberation of southern Africa is just one of the subjects addressed by the author. 

He also provides insights into Nyerere’s personality from some of the people who knew him best. Included in the book are interviews with some of the people who knew Nyerere 
since his childhood. Some of them were his teachers. And they outlived him. Others were his schoolmates and colleagues in government and when he was a teacher. And some 
of them were his students. 

Also included are interviews with some of his family members. 

This is an essential study of post-colonial Africa. It is also a study in political leadership and Cold War politics in the African context, among many other subjects addressed in 
the book which should serve as a reference text for scholars and laymen alike interested in Africa and the Third World in general. 

Botswana: Profile of A Nation 

Paperback: 160 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press ( 18 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932290 
ISBN-13:9789987932290 
Price: $14.95 USD 

Book description: 

This work is a general introduction to Botswana. It’s also a study of Botswana’s national identity and how the country has been able to forge unity, and maintain peace and 
stability since independence. 

The author also looks at the country’s ethnic identities as well as geography and history. Botswana’s ethnic diversity is not as complex as Nigeria’s, for example. But the country 
still faces some challenges because its ethnic diversity in spite of the fact that the vast majority of the people belong to one ethnic group, the Tswana. In fact, Botswana faces 
some of these problems precisely because of that - one ethnic group is dominant in the country. 

People who are learning about Botswana for the first time will find this work to be useful. 

Life in Kenya: The Land and The People, Modern and Traditional Ways 

Paperback: 168 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (18 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932274 
ISBN-13:9789987932276 
Price: $14.95 USD 

Book description: 

The author looks at Kenya in a modern and traditional context to provide a general picture of the country. Subjects covered include Kenya’s provinces and the different ethnic 
groups in those areas. Also covered are towns and cities as well as other urban centres and natural resources in each of the provinces. Readers are also going to learn about 
some cultural aspects of Kenya. 

The work provides a comprehensive picture of Kenya in terms of geography and ethnic composition in order to help those who don’t know much about it appreciate the beauty, 

complexity and diversity as well as the enormous potential of this East African country. Even those who already know many things about Kenya may be able to learn a few 

things from the book. 



South Africa as a MuLti-Ethnic Society 

Paperback: 252 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (19 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932231 
ISBN-13:9789987932238 
Price: $18.95 USD 

Book description: 

The author looks at South Africa as a society whose multiple ethnic identities collectively constitute what is probably the most dynamic and most productive country on the 
continent. The country’s ethnic diversity is a source of strength. It also poses challenges, although South Africa has not fractured along ethnic lines as some countries have. 

The work is also a telescopic survey of the country’s history, geography and cultural landscape, providing a comprehensive picture of this vibrant nation whose population 

includes immigrants from other parts of the continent who have flocked into South Africa in large number since the end of apartheid. Their presence in "the rainbow nation" 

has also been a source of tension between the immigrants and black South Africans, especially in the poverty-stricken townships across the country. The immigrants have also 

contributed to the nation’s ethnic and cultural diversity which is one of the most prominent features of the South African society. 

The book may serve members of the general public who are learning about South Africa for the first time. It may also be helpful to students including those going to South 

Africa. Those who specialise in South Africa may also find this work to be useful. 

Immigrants in The United States 

Paperback: 156 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (19 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932266 
ISBN-13:9789987932269 
Price: $12.95 

Book description: 

This work looks at life in the United States in contemporary times and at some of the things immigrants and other foreigners need to know to be able to fit in the American 
society. 

Subjects covered include a comprehensive picture of the United States as a country and as a nation; the American culture; some of the problems and challenges immigrants and 

other foreigners face when they go to the United States; profiles of immigrants and other foreigners from different parts of the world and how they see the United States, and 

much more. 

Belize andlts People: Life in A Multicultural Society 

Paperback: 220 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (20 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932215 
ISBN-13:9789987932214 
Price: $16.95 

Book description: 

The author looks at Belize and its people to provide a general picture of the country and its ethnic diversity and how different ethnic groups interact as members of a 
multicultural society. 

Some of the main subjects covered include group identity - Creole, Mestizo, Garifuna and so on - and the role it plays in determining relations between members of different 
ethno-cultural groups in a country which stands out probably as the most ethnically diverse in Central America. 

The work is also a general introduction to Belize from a historical and geographical standpoint and has previously been published under another title, "Belize and Its Identity: 

A Multicultural Perspective." Although it’s written for the general public, some students and scholars may find it to be useful in different areas of study. It’s well-documented 

with scholarly references and citations from many sources which go beyond the interest of the general reader and can even be used as a college text on Belize, providing useful 

insights into the complexities of a multicultural society. 

Life in Southern Africa 

Paperback: 136 pages 
Publisher: Continental Press (20 June 2010) 
ISBN-10:9987932282 
ISBN-13:9789987932283 
Price: $12.95 USD 

Book description: 

This work looks at life in southern Africa in contemporary times. The author takes a look at a number of countries in the region and covers a wide range of subjects including 
different cultures, geography and the economy to provide a comprehensive picture of that part of the continent. 

It’s also a general introduction to the countries of southern Africa intended for students, tourists and other travellers or visitors. It’s written for members of the general public 

but some scholars may also find it to be useful in some respects. Other subjects covered include history, towns and cities, and different ethnic groups in all the countries covered 

in the book. 

Regards, 

Nancy Jackson 
Continental Press 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 23, 2010 7:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Lineberger and the N.C. Cancer Hospital 

Lineberger Banner: 
Today’s Best Care, Tomorrow’s Best Hope 

Forward to a Friend 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
and the N.C. Cancer Hospital: Place, Passion, Purpose 

Watch video. 

Our passion - whether we work in the research lab, the hospital, or in your community - is our patients. 
Your support helps us achieve our purpose: improving the care and enhancing the survival of those 
bravely fighting cancer. 



X rss feed 
Subscribe to our R$$ Hews Feed, Become a fan of UHC 

Lineberqer on Facebook, Follow us on Twitter, 

For additional coverage about news and events at UNC Lineberger, visit 

~N~LinebergersE-Newssubscdber~stisnotopentothepublicandw~notbesharedwiththrdpaRies If you havequest~ons 
about UNC Mnebergers pdvacy policy or f you think your ~nformat~on has been m sused p~ease ema~ us at 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, Campus Box 7295, Chapel Hil~, NC 27599-7295 

U~s~bscribe I~i~k 702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Customer Service Department,National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 
<CustomerService@natsem.com> 
Friday, June 25, 2010 3:36 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Account Information - National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 

Invoice-Receipt.PDF 

The attachment contains your requested account information. 

Do not respond to this email... If you have questions regarding your account, please contact our Accounts Receivable Department at 
1-800-682-5061. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 5:21 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-workshops] Upcoming OASIS Webinars (Outlook, 
OneNote, Web.unc.edu) 

÷÷÷by÷Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook email on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

[-~Iatroductio~ to Outlook Calendar ~(Webi~ar)~(Webinar~ fr~m÷~..u..!...~.~.~....~.~.~:.~...:~:..l..!..~.~..~.M.÷t~÷~.~!...~9.~...~(~.~:.~...~.~.!.~.(~..~.) 

÷@@by÷Jeff: VanD~immelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook calendar on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

[’l~z~troductios to Outlook Tasks £Webi~ar}~(Webina~ fr~m÷~.~.!...~.~...~.(~.~.(~..g.~.(.(~..~.~1.÷t~÷.~.~.~.~’...~.(~.~.(~...~.~)..~..~.(~..~.} 

÷O÷byOJeff VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook tasks on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

r-,l~2~troductio~ to Outlook ~ ~ail Calendar Tasks Webi~ar)_~(Webina~~ from÷~v.!...~.~..~.q.~:.(~...~:.(~.i.~..~.~.÷to÷~..V.h~.~. 

.~(~.:~:.~...:~:.~.i.~£)...1~.} ÷ ÷ ÷ by ÷ J e ff VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

F-1�, o~eMote to Take Mote our Research and Writi~@C,(Webinar, fl’om÷.]...u.J....2....8..~....2....0..~...0.....0...?..L0....0.." 
..A...M...@to @ J...u.L2...8..,.....2..0....1..0.....1..0..{..3.. 0....A....M..) @ @ @ b y@J eff Va n D ri m m e le n 

Microsoft OneNote is a powerful application that is available to all UNC faculty, staff and students. It is like a 

giant digital notebook, but with the power of technology to help you organize, annotate, and search your notes. 

I-;-I@Create Simple Websites at UMC LWebi~a~}@(Web nat~, fr~m÷~.g.9~g~.~B.~:~.~(.~9~.~.÷t~÷~.~.g.~g~B.~.~:.~.~..(.~..~.~ 

@@@by@Jeff VanDdmmelen 

Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for your classes, your research, a 

new book release, or other projects. Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. Class 

will be taught using web.unc.edu as a platform. 

1-71@Z~troductio~ to Outlook E~ail {Webi~ar}@(Web nar, from÷.A....u..g.....1...6..,.....2...0....1...0.....1..0..i..S..0....A...M..÷t~÷A...u...g....1...6...~...2...~...1...~.....1....2..i...~...~......p....M.) 
@@@by@Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook email on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

I’-I@Eatroductio~ to OutJook Calendar £Webi~ar}@(Webina~*~ ~m~..A...u..g...!~..6.~....2....~...1....~.....~....1..;.~.~.....~..H...~t~÷6.~...~.~...~.!~...~.L~.~.. 

~.1~1.) @@@by÷J elf VanDdmmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook calendar on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

F-I÷z~trodu÷tio~ to Outlook Tasks ~Webiaar)¢(Web na~~, ~r~m~6.~...2.~.~..~.q.~.f]..p.k.!.q9...~1.~t~..A..u...g....~q~...~...~..!~q...~..2..!.f]9...~.M...) 
@@@by@Jeff VanDdmmelen 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook tasks on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

I’-IJI~troductio~ to Outlook o Email~ Cale~da ebi~ar}@(Webinar, from÷..A....u.g...2....6..,....2....0..~.~....0....3..L.0...0....B.~.÷to÷~g 

;~.~.:...~ 9.:~..o.....o...5..i.~.q...P..H.) @@@ b y@J elf Va n D ri m m e le n 

Come learn about getting started with Outlook on UNC’s new Exchange server. 

JeffVanDrimmelen MA, CMBA 

Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 



University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.530-0698 (Direct Line) 

Check my calendar and chat with me - ~:/ioasis,unc.edu 

Create your own free webspace here at UNC at ~:i/web,unc.edu. 

EMAIL POLICY: I try to only check email twice daily at 12:00PM ET and 4:00 PM ET.Ifyou require urgent assistance, please 

contact me via the phone number listed above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2020 2:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Funding Cuts Expected; UNC Finishes 7th in Directors’ Cup; New Travel Schedule 

2. Five Percent State Fundin ~pected 

2. FacuIt~ Retention Plummets as Salaries Sta~LFrozen 

3. Historic Ma~ofN,C Now Available Online 

4. UNC Wins Chain in Hearst Journalism Awards 

5. Tar Heels Finish Seventh in Directors’ Cu 

6. Board of Governors Seeks Sus~estions on Next President 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

Biltmore Estate 

Discounts 

2. Esca~_to Asheville and Biltmore 

2. 2021 Tar Heel Travel Schedule Now Online 

3. a Note: Bill Friday’s 90th Birthda!_Q~en 

House 

4. Make Plans to Attend BAR 2020 

5. Career Teledass: Salary B!.~.gotiation 

6. Tell Us About ._ Fads When You Were a Student 

Five Percent State Funding Cuts Expected 

The University has no state pay raises for faculty and staff, and it expects to get 

authorization for an additional $750 tuition hike to help offset the cuts. 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

The University had one of its worst years in recent memory in the business of keeping 

star faculty who get offers from other schools. The retention rate was 41 percent. 

x?sid =7684 

Historic Haps of N,C. Now Available Online 

Online Alumni 

The more than 3,200 historic maps are part of a collaboration of the N.C. Collection of 

UNC Libraries, the state archives and the Outer Banks History Center. 

Journalism and mass communication students took the 50th anniversary title for their 

work in writing, photojournalism, broadcast and multimedia competitions. 

x?sid =7695 

Tar Heels Finish Seventh in Directors’ Cup Standings 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

i Local Carolina 

dubs 



It was the 15th time that Carolina had a top 10 finish in the Learfield Sports Directors’ 

Cup, which measures a school’s postseason success in all varsity sports. 

Board o~ Governors See~s Suggestions o~ Ne~t President 

The UNC System is inviting comment and nominations as it searches for a successor to 

Erskine Bowles ’67. 

More ~NC News >> 

Drop 

Make 

Your GAA membership provides discounts on admission to the Biltmore Estate. Through 

Labor Day, kids 16 and younger are admitted free with a paying adult. Tickets must be 

purchased online at biltmore.com        or by phone at (866) 851-4661; use promo code 

uncgaa. Savings vary depending on time of year and day of the week, and prices are 

subject to change. 

Tar Heel Travel Schedule Now Online 

Does academic or adventurous travel appeal to you more? Study in Oxford. Go on a safari. 

Take a family adventure in Switzerland. Tar Heel Travel, another GAA member exclusive, 

has something for everyone. 

By or Drop a Note: Bill Friday’s 90th Birthday Open House 

Gather with fellow alumni, faculty, staff and friends as the GAA hosts an open house to 

celebrate the birthday of UNC System President Emeritus Bill Friday ’48 (LLB) on July 13 in 

the Carolina Club at the George Watts Hill Alumni Center. Cards and letters are also 

welcome. 

Plans to Attend BA~ 20:~0 

This year’s Black Alumni Reunion, set for Oct. 29-31, offers opportunities to reconnect, 

reflect and relax. Check online now for details about lodging, placing an ad in the souvenir 

journal or to post comments on the message board. 

htt~:l/alumni.unc edu/ba~ 

Dial in at noon on July 19 and discover how you can get the salary you deserve and feel 

confident handling this critical part of the job-search process. Teleclasses are a GAA 

member benefit; advance registration is required. 

Tell Us About ... Fads When You Were a Student 

Colleges have been hotbeds of fads, from seeing how many students could stuff 

themselves into a telephone booth to streaking. There were the fashion items that you 

couldn’t leave your dorm without and the soap opera that couldn’t be missed. Share the 

biggest fads when you were at Carolina on our website message board. 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; registered users 

of the online community can open topics for discussion and post their thoughts on various 

subjects. 

httDq//uncbb alumniconr~ections corr~showthYead ~7t=47 

More GAA News >> 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 



by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumni° 

news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, July 6, 2010 2:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100706140707292.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.06.2010 14:07:07 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Customer Service Department,National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 
<CustomerService@natsem.com> 
Wednesday, July 7, 2010 1:28 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Account Information - National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 

Invoice-Receipt.PDF 

The attachment contains your requested account information. 

Do not respond to this email... If you have questions regarding your account, please contact our Accounts Receivable Department at 
1-800-682-5061. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Customer Service Department,National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 
<CustomerService@natsem.com> 
Thursday, July 8, 2010 3:21 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Account Information - National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 

Invoice-Receipt.PDF 

The attachment contains your requested account information. 

Do not respond to this email... If you have questions regarding your account, please contact our Accounts Receivable Department at 
1-800-682-5061. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 9, 2010 12:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Vacation 

tjml.vcf 

hi Travis -- 

Let’s wait until next week to contact Agatha. Hopefully you can find a 
good vacation spot then. 

Have a good weekend. 

Tim 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Afro-Asian Philosophy Association Conference <aapac.mumbai@gmail.com> 

Sunday, July 11, 2010 2:45 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAPAC 2010 Invitation (University of North Carolina) 

AAPAC2010 First Circular Brochure.doc 

Dear Prof Julius Nyang’oro: 

We take great pleasure in informing you that the Dept of Philosophy, University of Mumbai and the Indian 
Philosophical Congress is to host the Afro-Asian Philosophy Association Conference 2010 (AAPAC2010) from 
20-23 Oct 2010 in Mumbai. We are writing to you as we are actively seeking the involvement of African 
philosophers from around the world to participate in this event. 

Eminent African philosophers like Mourad Wahba, Mona Abousenna of the AAPA have committed their 
attendance. Furthermore, we expect participation of top office bearers of FISP, UNO, UNESCO and prominent 
scholars from China, Korea, Japan, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Africa, Switzerland, France and USA. 

Your department has a reputed program in African Studies and hence, we think, your involvement would go a 
long way in making the conference a success. We request you to forward this mail to colleagues & friends 
interested in Africana philosophy. 

Find attached, the First Circular of the Conference for your perusal. If you have any questions, please do write 
to us. 

We look forward to hear from you! 

Best wishes, 

Prof Shubhada Joshi 
Local Secretary, AAPAC2010 
Head, Dept of Philosophy 

Afro-Asian Philosophy Association Conference 2010 
Dept of Philosophy 
Jnaneshwar Bhavan, 1 st F1 
University of Mumbai 
Kalina Campus 
Mumbai 400 098 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Agnieszka Gillespie <agnieszka.gillespie@sas.ac.uk> 

Monday, July 12, 2010 12:52 PM 

Postgraduate bursaries available for MRes in Modem Languages and MA in Cultural Memory 

Attached are details of two Masters programmes, the MRes in Modern Languages and the MA in Cultural Memory offered by the 
Institute of Germanic & Romance Studies, School of Advanced Study, University of London. Please could you forward this 
information to your final year students. We are still able to offer a number of bursaries for these two degrees for 2010-11 entry. 
Many thanks, 
Dr Katia Pizzi and Dr Gill Rye 
Programme Directors 

A number of bursaries are available for Masters Programmes at the Institute of Germanic & Romance Studies, School of 
Advanced Study, University of London 

MRes in Modern Languages: French, German, Hispanic, Italian 
This newly offered programme is designed to maximize flexibility of choice and outcome, offering opportunities to those who are 

looking for specific training for postgraduate research in modern languages, aiming ultimately at a PhD, those who want to take a 

challenging end-stopped Masters and those who have one, two or three modern foreign languages for whom IGRS is particularly 

well-equipped to provide supervision, since many of our activities are cross-language, interdisciplinary or comparative. The course is 

research based, incorporating an important element of research training. There are no taught courses and each student effectively 

has a bespoke degree: the MRes consists of a combination of group-based training and one-to-one supervision for two long essays 

and a dissertation. 

For further details, see http://www.sas.ac.uk/modernlanguages.html 

MA in Cultural Memory 
This interdisciplinary programme explores the many different ways in which culture is based on the construction, manipulation and 
transmission of memories, and the role played by memory in collective and individual identity formation. Cultural Memory is 
especially productive in relation to the study of local, minority and ethnic communities. It has also been central to examination of 
the recent resurgence of old, and rise of new, nationalisms, with important work on this subject being carried out throughout the 
various countries of Europe. The material studied ranges across film, literature, photography, art history, the performing arts, 
material culture, oral history, anthropology, psychoanalysis, sociology, etc. The degree centres on the cultures of 19th- and 20th- 
century France, Germany, Italy, Portugal and Spain, and other parts of the world where a Romance or Germanic language is spoken, 
but other cultures are also regularly covered. All courses are taught in translation by an unparalleled team of specialists from 
language and other departments, across the University of London and other UK universities. 

For further details, see http://wvvw.sas.ac.uk/culturalmemory.html 

We are still recruiting for these two degrees, but applications should now be sent in as soon as possible. Application packs and 

further information can be obtained from: 

School of Advanced Study Registry 

University of London 

Senate House, Malet St 

London WCIE 7HU, UK 

Email: sas.registry~sas.ac.uk 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about the programme or the Institute. 
Dr Katia Pizzi and Dr Gill Rye 
Programme Directors 

iq rs@sas.ac, uk 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_butler@unc.edu> 
Sunday, July 18, 2010 10:04 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC Young Alumni-The Quad I July 2010 

Our survey has been completed, the winner of the iTouch has been announced and, as promised, here is the first edition of The Quad-- the 
GAA’s new official young alumni e-newsletter. 

This monthly e-newsletter will always feature just four short points of interest, including events going on at the GAA, news from campus and a 
young alumni profile. In an effort to bundle e-mails coming from our office, I have cra~ed this to be as brief, entertaining and informative as 
possible. As always, feedback is welcomed! 

Between our e-newsletters, be sure to follow The Quad on Twitter. Also, be sure to check out the PS at the bottom of this e-newsletter for a 
special announcement! 

Homecoming 2010: See You There! 
What’s New on Campus: 
Out With the Old and in With the New 

Hey y’all! 

I’m Laura ’08, your young alumni host 
for Homecoming. Like any good 
Southerner, I love football and tailgates, 
so join me Oct. 29-31 for Carolina 
Homecoming 2010. 

Meet me for drinks at TOP O’s Back Bar 
on Friday, barbecue and beer at the 

Bell Tower Tailgate on Saturday and more drinks and dancing at 
The Carolina Inn Post-Game Party. Grab a group of friends and 
make plans to return to Chapel Hill! 

Follow UNC Homecoming on Twitter and Facebook for 
giveaways and updates. I’ll see you in October! 

Contact me with questions and/or comments at 

uncoed~ or (919) 962-3582. 

Last month brought big news to campus 
with the beginning phase of demolition 
on the old Kenan Field House and the 
announcement that Franklin Street will 
be the future home ofa Krispy Kreme 
store. The demolition of the field house 
is in preparation for the new expansion, 
which will add luxury boxes and an 
additional 2,980 seats to the stadium. 
With the GAA and the Athletics 
Department, you can read more about 

the demolition and track new constr~ction progress. 

Just in time for students returning to campus, Krispy Kreme will 
open its newest home at 157 E. Franklin St. this August. As 
space is limited, this store will not make doughnuts on-site, 
rather they will be shipped in daily from Raleigh and glazed upon 
arrival. Yes, this means Franklin Street will have the iconic "Hot 
Now" sign alerting all who pass by the chance to snag a hot, 
fresh doughnut. To watch how these tasty treats are made, head 
on over to The Daily Tar Heel’s article on the town’s newest 
addition. Be sure to check out the "Around Town" section of 



the July/August edition of The Carolina Alumni Review for more 
information. GAA members have access to the complete issue; 
all others can sample this article from the Review. 

Young Alumni Profile 
Craig Peck ’08 

Each month, Linda Conklin, our certified 
career coach, sends out the Career 
Tips e-newsletter. In case you missed 
the e-mail or just need a refresher, I’m 
here to recap her most recent tips. This 
month, Career Tips focused on 
questions to ask the employer during an 
interview. Here’s what I took away from 

Linda’s great advice: 

the questions that you ask in a job interview are as 
important as the questions you answer 
enter an interview with prepared questions in mind that 
demonstrate you’ve researched the company and the 
position 
make sure the questions you cra~ leave room for more 
than just a "yes" or "no" answer from your interviewer 

Want more? For a look back at past Career Tips, visit Linda’s 
~rchives. For quick, relevant career updates, follow Linda on 

Twitter[ 

The friends and connections that I 
made at Carolina remain some of the 
most important in my daily life, even 
2,500 miles away from campus. Two 
weeks after graduating from Carolina, I 
moved to Los Angeles to pursue a 
master’s degree in film production at 
USC and, with it, my dream of directing 
and producing feature films in 
Hollywood. 

My fellow Tar Heels in the L.A. Carolina Club (which boasts over 
2,500 members) have provided me with a home away from 
home. As the leader of the L.A. Carolina Club, I am proud to 
announce that many are taking part in a new mentorship 
initiative program. We are welcoming Carolina’s newest grads by 
assigning them to alumni who have lived in the area anywhere 
from 1 to 50 years. In the past year, the L.A. Carolina Club has 
held numerous events and gatherings, inspiring a show of 
school spirit from our home base. We eagerly await the events 
that are in store in the future. 

Do you know someone who would make a great YA to feature in a future issue?! Do you want to be featured next? Send in a 
short entry and picture to k~t but~÷r~nCoedU. 

It’s a forum to talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

I hope you enjoyed our first young alumni e-newsletter! Until next time, I’ll see you on The Quad. 

With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

I (919) 962-7053 

P.S. Sneak Peek! 2011 young alumni trip planned for Egypt. Check out the w÷binar on Tuesday, Aug. 3, at 9 p.m. EDT for more 
information. All webinar participants receive $125 off the trip price. See you online. 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to         ~CoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 



link: ~nsubscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



begin:vcard 
fn:Janet Edwards Gautier 
n:Gautier;Janet Edwards 
org:UNC-Chapel Hill;Summer School 
adr;dom:;;CB 3340, 134 E Franklin Street;Chapel HilI;NC;27599-3340 
email;internet:gautier@email.unc.edu 
title:Director 
x-mozilla-html: FALSE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Customer Service Department,National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 
<CustomerService@natsem.com> 
Wednesday, July 21, 2010 10:57 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Account Information - National/Padgett-Thompson Seminars 

Invoice-Receipt.PDF 

The attachment contains your requested account information. 

Do not respond to this email... If you have questions regarding your account, please contact our Accounts Receivable Department at 
1-800-682-5061. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <development@unc.edu> 
Saturday, July 24, 2010 6:16 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Carolina Connections Online 

Carolina Connections Highlighting how private giving is making a 
difference at UNC 

--\el 2, Issue 2, S~mmer 2010 -- N Road the full issue online 

Hello alumni and friends of Carolina, 
Highlights from this issue 

Here’s your summer 2010 issue of Carolina Connections Online your 

source for news and updates about how private giving is making a 
I ~" ap I difference in the lives of Carolina’s students, faculty, staff and 

I r~ I Barbara and John Chapman are 
patients as well as in local communities, across the state and around ~ ~ helping education graduate 
the globe, 

students launch their careers. 

This issue has something for everyone, so please take a few 

moments to view these compelling articles and features. We hope to 

pique your interest and bring you a little closer to today’s Carolina. 

Feel free to share your comments and suggestions with us as well at 

nc~edu. 

Thanks for all you do to help make Carolina great. 

Matthew G. Kupec ’80 

Vice Chancellor for University Advancement 

a I Gilda and Philip Cree like a lot of 

I things about Carolina. With a 

bequest, they plan to make sure future 

__.generations enjoy these opportunities. 

~he 

I ~" Ko I 
I e I Brent McKee is studying organic 
~ ~ carbon, the basic unit of life, in 
North Carolina river systems. 

Trouble viewing this messa~ 

I ~" kin I ao I Delton Atkinson epitomizes the 

~ involved alumnus, from chairing a 

foundation committee to establishing a 

graduate scholarship at the Gillings School 

of Global Public Health. 

This message comes from the Offce of Universty Development at the 
Universty of Noah Carol na at Chapel Hill. If you have comments or 
quest ons, e-mail devel              , call 9I 9843.7023 or send 

--correspondence to the Office of Universty Development - Development 
Communicat ons, PC Box 309, Chapel Hll, NC 27514°0309. Click here to 
unsubscribe. 

I N unc logo 

702472576 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Presentation Skills Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 
Thursday, July 29, 2010 10:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Presentation Skills Seminar: Bring a Friend for Free! 

iX! 919=130710=304 

Travis, 

For the next 14 days- you can enroll in Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking and bring a friend with you for 
FREE! That’s the best deal you’ve EVER seen for this seminar! 

So, what are you waiting for? Grab a friend ... sign up together ... get smart and grow your career! See you at the 
seminar! 

This program is a pa~ of the STAR12 Learning Network° Learn more about STAR12 



Do you s~er p~-presert~tion butte~|ies ..... 
or 

get so tongue tied ~e words just won’t come? 

If you’re the type of speaker who occasionally "ums" and "ahs" 
your way through a presentation, this workshop is just what 
you need to boost your confidence and credibility. 

Gain the vital skills you need to sail right through any 
presentation. 
This training is chock-full of techniques that will make any 
business presentation a whole lot easier on your nerves. You’ll 
learn powerful skills and solid strategies to survive 
presentations without much preparation time ... respond 
smoothly when asked to make a few impromptu remarks .... 
and never skip a beat when your audience starts drilling you 
with tough questions. 

If you’ve struggled with speaking in the past, this hard-hitting 
training is exactly what you need! From start to finish, our 
expert trainers will walk you through proven strategies and 
mental formulas that any businessperson -- even the most 
nervous speaker -- can use to give off-the-cuff talks like a 
seasoned pro. 

Raleigh, NC 
09/17/10 
Event # 1829786 
~ister Now 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT! Buy One Get 
One Free if you enroll by 08/12/10. 

To receive the discount, just use 
Internet Code 14573 and 
VIP #919-130710-304 
(view discount details) 

Do you know how to handle thee common 
public speaking challenges? 
Most people are comfortable enough speaking in front of a 
group if they have a couple of weeks to prepare. But what 
happens when you’re suddenly standing in the spotlight and 
expected to talk? 

Take a look at the situations below and select the ones 
that you’d like to master. 

Put an end to nervous jitters. 
You’ll learn expert strategies for calming your nerves 
so you can present your ideas in a professional 
manner ... even when you’re caught off guard. 

Field the question-and-answer session without a 



hitch. 
You’ll learn solid approaches to help you stay 
composed when someone in the audience challenges 
your thoughts ... or asks a question you know you can’t 
answer. 

Keep your foot out of your mouth. 
You’ll learn quick techniques that will help you think 
before you speak.., choose the right words.., and 
prevent embarrassing verbal slips-ups before they 
happen. 

Avoid "mindlock" or jumbled words that could 
make you lose your train of thought and your 
concentration, 
You’ll learn practical approaches to impromptu 
speaking with direction and purpose ... every time. 

Attend this powerful presentation-building workshop and find 
out just how easy it is to think and speak on your feet. You will 
discover the secrets to making more impressive business 
presentations and winning respect and admiration from all who 
hear you. 

Deliver a formal or impromptu 
presentation with confidence and 
poise. 

Turn nervousness into energy. 

Use your voice to establish 
sincerity, credibility, and 
confidence. 

Use successful posture and 
gesture techniques that will hold 
your audience’s attention without 
distracting from your message. 

Develop instant rapport with your 
audience. 

Best manage the question-and- 
answer period like a pro. 

Grab and keep someone’s 
attention with your eyes. 

Choose words to paint a picture 
that will stick in everyone’s mind. 

People a n’t born with  namic speaking:: 
skil|s -they iearn from us! 

A common myth is that being a good speaker comes naturally 
- and if you don’t have the knack, there’s nothing you can do to 
improve. The truth is that most dynamic speakers didn’t start 
out that way. They have had tons of practice and they have 
confidence in themselves. When you attend this training, you’ll 
get the foundation you need to become a dynamic speaker! 

Attend and you’ll learn how to ... 

Deliver a formal or impromptu presentation with 
confidence and poise. 

Turn nervousness into energy. 

"A very rewarding and challenging 
seminar. I feel more confident about 
my newly refined communication 
skills after this highly effective 
workshop!" 
-- L. Norman, 
Communications Representative, 
Creative Management 

"This program left me feeling 
revitalized and gave me a wonderful 
new perspective," 
-- L. Roven, 
Administration, 
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital 

"This is the most comprehensive and 
practical seminar I have ever 
attended. Thanks for the suggestions 
and tips." 
-- E. Brazed Jr. 
Amoco Fabrics & Fibers Co. 

"It was absolutely worth my time ... 
Awesome wealth of knowledge in a 
short amount of time." 
-- L. Hansen, 
Delta Airlines 

"Today’s program was very good ... 
both fun and educational. I will 
definitely recommend it to others." 



Use your voice to establish sincerity, credibility, and 
confidence. 

Use successful posture and gesture techniques that will 
hold your audience’s attention without distracting from 
your message. 

Develop instant rapport with your audience. 

Best manage the question-and-answer period like a pro. 

Grab and keep someone’s attention with your eyes. 

Choose words to paint a picture that will stick in 
everyone’s mind. 

Decide which audiovisual medium works best for every 
kind of presentation. 

Detect if your audience is bored ... and what to do to 
draw them back into the presentation. 

Sound conversational ... even when you’re giving a 
canned presentation. 

Give an enthusiastic presentation while appearing to be 
relaxed and comfortable. 

Create exciting, colorful graphic slideshows and overhead 
transparencies. 

You~[ i~med[at÷[y see a difference i~ the way people 
~ece[ve you~ [de~s f~o~ you~ ~e~ou~d confidence 

tod~y~ 

-- J. McClintock, 
Information Technology Officer, 
County of Riverside 

Check Out This Valuable Resource 

Your Price: $19.95 (USD) 
Single Audio CD 
~Vlo~e info >>> 

PRIVATE TRAINING SERVICES 
Oo Your Employees Have °°Word Power°°? 

Do they write in clear, concise sentences ... always use correct grammar and punctuation ... and speak with 
polish and persuasion? 

Every day, thousands of men and women mangle the English language, giving themselves and your 
organization an unprofessional image. If you want your team to have a solid command of the written and 
spoken word, we can deliver this seminar -- or one of our other powerful communication programs -- on-site, 
when it’s convenient for you. Choose ... 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 
Team Communication 
Criticism and Constructive Feedback 
Negotiating Skills 
How to Think and Speak on Your Feet 
Powerful Telephone Skills 
Communicating with Tact & Finesse 
... mix-and-match topics or ask us about developing the topic you have in mind. 

On-site training is the most cost-effective way to train a group of people -- whether you’ve got 15 or 15,000. 
You gain a perfect balance of theory and application ... superior instructional design ... and a dedicated 



Training Consultant who’ll assist you every step of the way -- from selecting the right topics and choosing a 
trainer who’ll connect with your employees ... to tailoring the workbook content and handling all the travel and 
logistical details for you. 

It’s 100% guaranteed ... your on-site training program will be one of the most rewarding experiences you’ll 
ever have, or we’ll refund your entire investment. No questions asked! 

For more information call 1-800-344-4613 today, eomai[ u~, or use our handy Web request form. 

Don’t Give Us That Look. 
We’re Not Fibbing About This. 

STARf2: With 
You Get-- YouW 
Think It’s Too 
Good to Be True! 

Quick Tour 

Member Benefits 

Brochure Download 

~u_p~.ptions 

Membershi~ Levels 

The BUZZ 

FAQs 

Contact Us 

Think STAR12 sounds too good to be true? We don’t blame you. After all, there’s 
never been anything like STAR12 before. You get unlimited access to our seminar 
training -- plus our online learning library -- all for a super-low price. Check it out. 

ist÷r ow Select Your Location & Date From the Option(s} Below: 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Pubfic Speaking 
Registration Fee: $249 R But Don’t Forget .o. You Buy 1, You Get 1 Free~. 

important: To receive your special e-mail discount, enter your discount codes* 
when prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of 
your checkout. 

Coming to Your Area ... 

Raleigh, NC 
09/17/10 
Event # 1829786 

ister Now 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever a~ended." 
- J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo ~ank 

"l really enjoyed the training. Lots of useful 
information and ideas. 
- S. Salaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was very informative straightfo~,,ard 
and FUN!! 
- R. Padilla, Dona Aria County 



’The trainer was ve~°y energetic and 

- P. Watriport, Baker College 

SPECIAL EqViAIL D~SCOUNT DiRECTiONS 

Enroll one person online by 08/12/10 and get the second enrollment free^ 

*To receive your special discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 14573 
and 
VlP #919-130710-304 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this 
discount offer to others in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and 
VlP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

^Discount only appfies to new registrations, and cannot be combined with any other 
discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 

08/18/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Time Management and Organization Skills 

08/25/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 

08/26/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Emotional Intelligence for Leaders: 2 Day 

08/30/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Create & Deliver Exceptional PowerPoint Presentations 

09/09/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 

09/22/10 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 

09/30/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Thinking Outside the Lines 

10/04/10 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

The Essentials of Communication & Collaboration 

10/06/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Legally Terminate Employees with Attitude Problems 



10/13/10 RALEIGH, NC- ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

10/22/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Management & Leadership For First-Time Supervisors/Managers:2 Day 

11/01/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines 

11/03/10 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 

11/16/10 RALEIGH, NC- ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 

11/17/10 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

CO~1PANY D~RECTORY 

OUSTO~,IBR $~RV~¢~: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer 
service department at cstserv~::ceci com. 

FIND FULLoDAY AND ~SULTIpL~oDAY TRAINING CO5SING TO YOUR AR~: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your 
area at ~ww Nat o/’a%em na~s~~a ~" ~’~ com. 

ONo$1T~ TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at or’s t¢~rucec com. 

GENERAL INFOR#;~TION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to nfo~ucec com. 

WBB#;IAST~R: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail 
to                         . 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, cck here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Thursday, July 29, 2010 12:21 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Deadline reminder for The Chronicle’s August 13 issue 

IC 

~ssu@ Date: 
August 13 

When you need to fill an opening quickly, there’s no 
more efficient way than The Chronicle. 

Chronicle Careers is the best way to immediately get the 
news of your opening to the broadest, most diverse 
audience of both active and passive job seekers in 
higher education. 

For more information, or to learn what ad options best 
fit your budget and recruitment needs, contact us at 
(202) 466-1050 or e-mail      chronideocom 

AugusL 2, 5:00 p,n-1, 

Bonus Distribution: 

American Sociological 
Association, August 14- 
17 ~ Atlanta 

Sincerely, 

The Chronicle Careers team 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

chronicle.corn 
Phone: (202) 466-1050 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 
1255 Twenty-Third Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

P.S. Don’t forget to add online categories to your 
posting! Doing so will allow your job to be found more 
easily by online job seekers and ensure that your 
posting will show up in related job alert e-mails. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from The Chronicle. 

For more information about our px~vaey practices, please read our px~vaey policy: http://ehronide.eom/ardde/Pri~/aey-Pdiey/~.6~.2/. 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations from Chronicle Careers, you may send us an e-mail message at op~ou~jobs@ehrox~iele.eom. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sohini Sengupta <sengups@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 4:26 PM 

The CFEnetwork mailing list. <cfenetwork@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cfenetwork] Research Ethics Grand Rounds--Talks will be the 3rd Thursday of every 
month from 12:00-1:00 in Room 219, Brinkhous-Bullitt 

To unsubscribe to these emails, click here. 

Sponsored by Office of Human Research Ethics and NC TraCS Institute 
Location: TraCS conference room #219, Brinkhous-Bullitt second floor 

Time: Noon-1:00pm 

2010-2011 Ethics Grand Rounds are sponsored by the Ethics Core of NC 
TraCS Institute, the UNC Office of Human Research Etihics, and the Center for 
Biomedical Ehtics (and other units when topics are appropriate). Talks will be 
the 3rd Thursday of every month from 12:00-1:00 in Room 219, Brinkhous- 
Bullitt. These events are headed up by Dr. Gail Henderson 
(ghenders@med.unc.edu I 843.8268) 

DATE 

9/16/2010 

10/21/2010 

11/18/2010 

12/16/2010 

1/20/2011 

2/17/2011 

3/17/2011 

4/21/2011 

5/19/2011 

NAME 

Dan Nelson 
Arlene Davis 

Eric Juengst 

Marcia Van Riper 

Stuart Rennie 
Rebecca Walker 

Anne Lyerly 

Don Rosenstein 
David Wohl 

TITLE 
"Protecting Research Subj ects in the Digital Age: 
Lessons Learned the Hard Way" 
"Research with Adolescent Subj ects" 

"Do We All Have a Moral Duty to Participate in 
Biomedical Research?" 
"Research with Families Undergoing Genetic 
Testing" 
"Research Among the Poor in Developing Countries: 
Some Ethical Issues" 
"Moral Frameworks for Animal Research" 
"Toward Responsible Inclusion of Pregnant Women 
In Research" 
:’Research Involving Subj ects with Impaired 
Decision-Making" 
"Research Involving the Incarcerated" 



The NC TraCS Institute is the academic home of the NIH 
Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about NC TraCS programs and services, call us 
at 919.966.6022, email us at nctracs@unc.edu, or visit us 
online at tracs.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sohini Sengupta <sengups@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 4:41 PM 

The CFEnetwork mailing list. <cfenetwork@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cfenetwork] Necessary Conflict in Community-Based Participatory Research Workshop in 
Greensboro- 8/17/10 

To unsubscribe to these emails, click here. 

You are invited to register for Necessary Conflict in Community-Based 
Participatory Research - a FREE, interactive workshop! 

Aimed towards those conducting community-based participatory research, the 
workshop is intended to: 

Increase the ability of academic and community investigators to 
collaborate effectively 
Inform professionals from different cultures how to address conflict 
situations within partnerships 

DATE: August 17, 2010 
TIME: 1:00-4:00pm 

LOCATION: Heart and Vascular Center Education Rooms 
Moses Cone Memorial Hospital 

1200 N. Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 

To register, please visit: http://tracs.unc.edu/necessary conflict workshop 

This event is co-sponsored by NC TraCS Institute Community Engagement 
Core, UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, Carolina 
Community Network, and Greensboro AHEC. 

The NC TraCS Institute is the academic home of the NIH 
Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about NC TraCS programs and services, call us 
at 919.966.6022, email us at nctracs@unc.edu, or visit us 
online at tracs.unc.edu. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, July 30, 2010 10:59 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday Deals: Seminars for Only $119! 

iX! 919=240710-209 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com 
$119 one4ay seminars! 



Hi Travis, 

If you’ve been looking around for the best price on career training, look no further -- you’ve just found it! 

This week only, a~ of our oneoday seminars are only $119! That means you’ll save up to $130 when 
you enroll in any of the one-day seminars listed below. 

But you better act quickly --this terrific find expires in 7 days! 

The E-Mail and Business Writing Workshop 
08/11/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re@ster Now More Info View Brochure 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 
08/18/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Time Management and Organization Skills 
08/25/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More IRfo View Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 
08/26/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re,Lister Now More I~fo View Brochure 

Emo#onal lntelrigence for Leaders: 2 Day 
08/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReAister Now More IRfo View Brochure 

How to Create & Deriver Excep#onal PowerPoint Presentations 
09/09/10 - Raleigh, NC - Reqister Now More I~fo View Brochure 

Essen#al Skirls of Dynamic Pubfic Speaking 
09/17/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 
09/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re&ister Now More I~fo View Brochure 

Payrori Law 
09/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 
09/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re,Lister Now More I~fo View Brochure 

Regular Your 
Price Price 

$199 $119 

$249 $119 

$179 $119 

$249 $119 

$399 

$249 $119 

$249 $119 

$249 $119 

$199 $119 

$299 



Thinking Outside the Lines 
10/04/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

The Essentials of Communication & Collaboration 
10/06/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~!ster Now More Into View Brochure 

How to Legally Terminate Employees with Attitude Problems 
10/13/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReAister Now More Into View Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 
10/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re£ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Managing Inventory & Cycle Counts 
10/26/10 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Into View Brochure 

Management & Leadership For First= Time Supervisors/Managers:2 
Day 

11/01/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re@ster Now More Info View Brochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines 
11/03/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~!ster Now More Info View Brochure 

HR for Professionals Who’ve Recently Assumed HR Responsibilities 
11/04/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 
11/16/10 - Raleigh, NC - Recjister Now More Into View Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 
11/17/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re,Lister Now More Into View Brochure 

$249 $119 

$149 $119 

$199 $119 

$199 $119 

$249 

$299 

$119 

$199 $119 

$199 $119 

$139 $119 

$299 $119 

DISCOUNT iNSTRUCTiONS: ONMNE REGiSTRATiON BY 08/06/~0 REQUIRED 

To receive your SPECIAL DISCOUNT*, enroll online, providing both your exclusive Internet Code 14768 and 
VIP #919-240710-209 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in 
your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the 
discount. This exclusive discount expires 08/06/10. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regard ng seminars conferences or product orders 
please send an e~mail to our customer service depa~ment at cstserv~,uceckcom 
ON~ITE TRAINING: For quest ons or concerns regarding omsite training please send an e~mail to our 
omsite depa[tment at onsite@ruceci.com 
FACILITIES: For quest ons or concerns regard ng a hotel or other fiaci ty, pease send an e~mal to 
h otels£~.b.ru ceci. co m 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other nqu res, please send an e-ma to info@ruceckcom 
WEBMASTER: f you are exper encing difficulty viewing your news otter or accessing the 
Nationa SeminarsTra n rig.corn Web ste, please send an e-real to webmstr@ruceckcom 

You arerecevngthse~ma because n the past you turned to Nat ona Sem nars Group or one of tsdvsonsto 
meet your training needs, The purpose of this e~mai is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to 
meet your needs via our Web site, We respect your privacy and your preferences for commun cations of this 
nature If youd rather not receive future e-mails from us click here to unsubscribe, 

You may aso unsubscdbe by ca ling our customer service department at 1~800-258W246. For any wdSen 
correspondence you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Contnu ng Education Center lnc 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Over and Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN The Magazine <memberservices@espn.go.com> 

Friday, July 30, 2010 3:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your Aug-09-10 digital issue of ESPN Magazine is here! 

Your current digital issue of ESPN The Magazine is now available! Get the Au~ 
09-10 issue. 

As a valuable ESPN The Magazine subscriber, you get FREE access to ESPN 
Insider, the most predictive sports analysis and insight on the web, for the 
remainder of your subscription at NO EXTRA CHARGE. If you haven’t already 
registered, click here to view your digital magazine and activate your FREE ESPN 
Insider account. 

¯ The Insider - Buster OIne~£ 
¯ Driver X 

Featured Articles: 
¯ Cover Story~ Ron A[test - Guest Editor In ChieL Getting inside his own head 
¯ 350 Athletes share the 2 cents that helped them cash in on life 
¯ Guest EIC wonders: what motivates Sixers....C....~...89encer Hawes? 

Enjoy your magazine! 

Want to be on the cover of ESPN The Magazine? Click here for details. 

This email was sent to: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Please do not reply to this email as this mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. 

If you no longer wish to receive this email notification, please click here. 

Need help with your digital subscription? Contact Customer Support: 
Wish to cancel your digital subscription? Email subcircp!us@earthlink.net 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, July 30, 2010 5:24 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

7/30/2010 

The Town of Chapel Hill sends weekly email updates about Town activities. If you like this service, share this email 

with your friends and let them know they can receive Chapel Hill eNews by emailing us at info@townofchapelhill,orq or 

visit 

1o TOWNweek is posted: ~iwww.ci.chapeF, hill,nc.u~iindex.a =1351 

### 

A Carolina North "Campus=to=Campus Connector" meeting will be held from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 12, at the 
Chapel Hill Public Library. The public is invited to review the draft recommendation for the Campus to Campus 
connector for Carolina North and share input. 

The meeting continues discussions on potential locations for a greenway and bike path connection between the 
Carolina North Campus and the lVlain UNC Campus. The path would not be located on Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard 
and should avoid steep grades where feasible. Zt may include existing or planned greenways for a portion of the route. 

Staff members from the Town of Chapel Hill and UNC=Chapel Hill have worked together to review workshop comments 

and develop the draft recommendation. The final recommendations will be presented to the Town Council in 

September 2010. 

Can’t make it? Review the draft recommendation at www ci cha[~eFhill nc usjindex a e:1356 and send an 
email with comments to carolinanorth@townofchapelhill,org 



Materials from the previous public meetings are available on the Town’s website for Carolina North at www,ci,chapel- 
hill nc uszqndex as      e=~356. 

For more information, contact the Town of Chapel Hill Planning Department at 919-968-2728; or Jill Coleman at UNC- 
Chapel Hill at jcoleman@fac,unc,edu 

### 

Would you like to receive regular updates about the 140 West pending construction project? Sign up for e-notifications 
at www.townofchapelhill.org/signup (check the ~40 West box on this page and follow the subscription directions.) 

The Town has created a new dedicated web page for construction information and timelines at 
www townofchapelhH~ or~i140west 

Check for the posting of a Q ~ A from the July 22, 20~0, public information meeting, and further information. 

For more, contact: ~40west~]townofchape~hHl.or~ 

Residents will be able to combine shopping with visiting the library when the Chapel Hill Public Library moves to the 
University Mall later this year. 

Town Manager Roger L. Stancil said Wednesday that negotiations are being finalized with real estate development 
firm Madison Marquette to lease space at the University Mall during the construction expansion project at the existing 
library. 

Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt said the Town and Council are excited about partnering with University Mall and Madison 
Marquette during this transitional period. 

Said Mayor Kleinschmidt: "The Mall offers a centrally located site close to the original library and gives patrons the 
benefit of ample parking with great shops and restaurants. I know our residents will be grateful to have University 
Mall house our library during construction as we look forward to our new and improved library. Everything I have 
heard so far has been overwhelmingly positive." 

The library’s temporary location within University Mall will allow residents to continue to borrow from approximately 
70 percent of the library’s collection (the remaining 30 percent will be placed in storage) and to attend programs while 
the renovations occur. The Chapel Hill Public Library today is the busiest public library per capita in North Carolina, 
serving an average of 1,085 visitors per day. 

"We are delighted to host the temporary library and will do all we can to help the community enjoy a seamless 
transition to the new space," said Peter J. de Leon, general manager of the University Mall. 

Chapel Hill residents approved bond funds in November 2003 to support the $16.26 million library expansion project. 
Due to budgetary concerns created by the global economic crisis, the issuance of the bonds was delayed for about two 
years. In June, the Council approved that the project may proceed. The sale of the bonds is scheduled for September. 
Following final design plans and issuance of bids, construction may begin in December 2010 and last 1-1/2 years. 

Planning for the new shopping mall library facility will include design and upfit of the temporary space, the move of 
books and many other logistics. The new 11,000 square foot location is near the Dillard’s entrance to the mall and 
near to the mall’s new center stage, where many of the library’s special events can occur. 

The 27,000 square foot Chapel Hill Public Library was built in ::[994 in the northeast section of PNtchard Park, a 32- 



acre public park with nature and walking trails. The library construction expansion program will add 35,500 square 

feet to the library building and an art garden. 

For more information about the Chapel Hill Library Expansion Program, visit www townofchapelhill.or%/index.aspx? 

### 

Our Stories are To~ Again at the ArtsCenter, Carrboro July 30 - Aug. 31, 2010 

Hundreds of stories play out in the artwork~s images, illustrating diversity and unity throughout Chapel Hill and 

Carrboro communities 

More than 1,000 images depicting the histories and lives of the people of the Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill communities are displayed as a single artwork now on exhibit at the ArtsCenter. 

The Our Stories, [n Focus Community Art & History Project was derived from a series of community workshops held in 
March 2009. Over 500 citizens brought photographs, letters and other memorabilia, or had their own picture taken. 
Local artists Leah Sobsey and Lynn Bregman-Blass scanned images of the memorabilia and also engaged participants 
in telling stories about their items, which often led to their family and community roots being revealed~ Many people 
were video recorded as they told their stories, and those recordings are an important part of the art installation. 

Despite our differences, we all share common human experiences - we have all been born somewhere, had parents, 

experienced love, sorrow, have wondered and have been afraid. Somehow we have all ended up here~ Our personal 

experiences live within us as memories. These memories often are relived in mementos from our past - a photo, a 

letter, a favorite toy, a ticket stub. The stories told via the images are personal, yet reflect shared experiences. A 

photograph of pilots in front of a B52 bomber is accompanied by a story about someone’s father who served during 

WWII as a pilot. She remembers him singing war songs to her when she was young. An odd shape, which is a 

repeated image throughout the artwork, is that of a sawfish bill. It was caught off the coast of North Carolina by a 

former governor in the 1920s. A simple image of a necklace tells of hardship and faith as the owner had to save 

her money to purchase the necklace with a Virgin of Guadalupe pendant attached. Historically significant images also 

populate the artwork like the photo from an old Chapel Hill High School year book with a picture of the first Native 

American graduate or an image of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. taken when he spoke at Chapel HilFs Hargraves Center 

in the early 1960s. 

The Our Stories installation originally debuted at University Mall in June 2009 and then travel to the Chapel Hill 

Museum. Since Carrboro citizens also participated, exhibiting the artwork in Carrboro at the ArtsCenter is a natural 

progression in showing the artwork around the community. "We are thrilled to host such a stimulating installation in 

Carrboro," said Ed Camp Director of the ArtsCenter. 

The public is invited to a reception to Our Stories, In Focus, as a part of the Second Friday Art Walk to view the 
installation and share your own stories from 6 to 9 p.m., Friday, Aug. ::[3, at the ArtsCenter, 300 Main St, Carrboro. 

Our Stories, In Focus is sponsored by the Town of Chapel Hill Public Arts Office, the UNC Program in the Humanities 
and Human Values, the Orange County Arts Commission, and the Chapel Hill Historical Society. 

Website Resources 

Public Arts Office, Community Art Project 

www chapelhillarts or      rams comm art ov 

Leah Sobsey www.leahsobsey.com 

Lynn BregmamBlass www.l manblass corn 

About the Office of Public Arts 

The Town of Chapel Hill Office of Public Arts develops and implements public art programs to increase public access to 

the arts, provides opportunities for local artists to display their work, and promotes public understanding and 

awareness of the arts. The Office is advised by the Chapel Hill Public Arts Commission, a 16-member volunteer board 

established in 1992 and appointed by the Town Council. The Office’s Percent for Art Program, established by a 2002 

Ordinance, allocates one percent of selected capital projects for the creation and maintenance of works of public art. 



Funding for the Percent for Art projects comes from each project’s construction budget. 

About the ArtsCenter 

The ArtsCenter is a local non-profit that depends on the support of our community in order to present arts 
programming to our community. Our mission is to enhance creativity and the arts through education, performance 
and exhibition. For details on how you can help, please check out our website at www ArtsCenterLive or% 

### 

Ready for a free movie? LOCALLY GROWN on Thursday, Aug 5, will feature "Babe." The movie will begin at sundown. 

Locally Grown is a summer-long series of FREE live concerts and movies on the Wallace Plaza, atop the Wallace 
Parking Deck at 150 E. Rosemary SL 

This summer’s line up includes nationally-known but locally-based music acts as well as documentary and feature 
films created by local authors and directors. Details at www Iocall~rown.com. 

LOCALLY GROWN is presented by the Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

Concert nights feature some of Chapel HilVs most loved and upcoming bands. Featuring a beer garden offering hand- 

crafted beers along with a selection of wines; as well as food from some of Franklin Street’s favorite restaurants. The 

movies include documentary and feature films as well as entertaining movies for the whole family. The Varsity on 

Franklin Theater will offer concessions at all movie nights. Novies start at sundown so bring a chair or blanket, grab 

food to-go from a downtown restaurant, and enjoy a picnic dinner under the stars! 

Locally Grown Schedule: 
Thursday, August 5 = Babe (film) 
Thursday, August 12 - The Goonies (film) Thursday, August 19 - Fantastic Nr. Fox (film) Thursday, August 26, 7 p.m. 
- Lost in the Trees w/The Physics of Neaning (concert) 

The special event series supports efforts to promote the downtown community by encouraging people to come 
downtown and shop and eat at local businesses throughout the entire business district and enjoy local entertainment 
and activities summer evenings. Locally Grown is sponsored by 140 West, WCHL 1360, Local 506, Varsity on Franklin 
Theater, Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

For more information visit www townofchapelhill or@/communityevents or call 919=967-9440. 

### 

UPDATE (July 28, 12:15 p.m.): The A, NU, and U routes have resumed their regular routes following the street closure 
on Raleigh Street between Cameron Avenue and Franklin Street. For additional information, please contact a CHT 
Customer Service Representative at 919-969-4900. 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) has implemented a detour until further notice on the A, NU and U routes due to a street 
closure on Raleigh Street between Cameron Avenue and Franklin Street. 

The A, NU and U routes will be detoured along Country Club Road to Boundary Street to Franklin Street to continue 
regular route. The bus stops on Raleigh Street at Franklin Street will not be served. Passengers may board the 
detoured buses at the following alternate bus stops: 

route (northbound) - Hillsborough Street at Franklin Street 
(southbound), U and NU - Raleigh Street at Davis Library 



For additional information on the detour, please contact a CHT Customer Service Representative at 919-969-4900, 

### 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CareerTrack <CareerTrack@busenetwork.net> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 7:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

The Conference for Administrative Assistants 

T H E C O N F E R E N C E F O R 
[] [] [] 1 

Create your own agenda for the most productive day 
focused on you! 

Today’s competitive environment demands more from office support personnel 
than ever before. Today’s secretaries and assistants are professionals who need 
a sophisticated set of skills to meet their daily challenges. You are expected to: 

¯ Communicate with people from every level of the organization ... by 
phone, e-mail, memo, or in person. 

¯ Juggle multiple priorities and demands with a packed schedule and tight 
timing -- all while staying cool, collected, and organized. 

¯ Stay on top of everything despite unforeseen changes, difficult people, 
conflicts, and problems. 

That’s why this conference was designed -- to help you do your job better in the 
face of increased demands and pressures. Our unique 2-track format lets you 
select from 10 power-packed sessions, allowing you to choose the workshops 
most relevant to you. You’ll learn the success and survival skills that make the 
difference between "just getting the job done" and being truly exceptional at 
what you do! 

Special Offer Code 1701441* 
Hurry -- offer expires September 3, 2010! 

Register online today! 

RALEIGH , NC - 
09/27/20~0 

Event # 98047 

$156.00; For groups of 5 or more, $146.00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Conference FAQs 

View Broth 

Now Only $156 
per person 

(regularly $195 per person) 

Register Online Today! 

CareerTrack Audio 
Conferences and 

Train your team on today’s most 
common workplace challenges for 



Who is the conference designed for? 
It’s designed for administrative assistants, secretaries, receptionists, executive 
secretaries and assistants, office managers, and other administrative personnel. 
If you’re a professional who wants to increase your ability to achieve and 
succeed ... and you’re looking for new ideas and strategies to make things 
happen ... this conference is for you! 

How does this conference differ from other seminars and courses? 
The Conference for Administrative Assistants offers you the flexibility to choose 
your own agenda by selecting from 10 workshops in 2 different tracks. This 
conference allows you to customize your training with an opening session that 
includes everyone, and "breakout" workshops where you’ll learn and accomplish 
even more in smaller groups. You simply cannot afford to miss it! 

Why a conference just for secretaries and assistants? 
Today’s administrative support staff members shoulder far more responsibility 
than their titles suggest. In fact, many support professionals would greatly 
benefit from the skills and knowledge more typically thought of as management 
tools. Your job is challenging, demanding, and ever-changing. This conference 
addresses the need for higher-level skills -- and helps you master them with 
~ractical, useful information in a time-sensitive, affordable format. 

Conference Agenda 

Tm¢~ I: Taking Control of Your Job and Your Life 
No matter how hectic your days get, learn how to regain the control and calm 
that will keep you focused, on-track, and comfortable. Choose from 5 incredible 
workshops that spotlight proven ways to balance tasks and projects, stress- 
busting techniques for the overwhelmed, beat-the-clock solutions for the time- 
crunched professional, and office management innovations that make every day 
easier. 

Track I~: Career and Professional Development 
Learn essential professional skills that will help you enhance your value to your 
department ... and, ultimately, to your entire organization. These breakout 
sessions will cover straightforward practices to help you handle and manage 
conflict, keep your head through change and turmoil, make smart decisions, and 
solve difficult problems ... all while preparing you to move forward and take on 
new challenges. 

Session 
I 

Taking Control of Your 
Job and Your Life 

Communicating with 
Confidence and Clarity 

Session Managing Multiple 
Priorities 

Track ZZ 
Career and 
Professional 
Development 

Effectively Working with 
Others 

Practical Problem- 
Solving and Decision- 
Making 

Session High-Impact Business Dealing with Difficult 
Writing People 

Staying Organized, 
Focused, and In Control 

Session 
IV 

Managing Time and 
Multiple Tasks 

one low registration price -- in just 
one hour! 

~{~}~ Great Grammar and 
Pain less Proofread 

August 10, 2010 

~{~1~ Improve Your [v~emo~, 
Improve Your Productivity 

August 19, 2010 

Secrets 
September 15, 2010 

Your September-October 
2010 Seminar Schedule: 

~stak÷oFr~÷ @rammar & 

Self-Discipline & Emotional 



Session Stress-Busters for Enhancing Your 
Pressured People Professional Image and 

V Potential 

This incredible event brings together nationally recognized speakers and 
workshop leaders, creating an unprecedented opportunity for you to learn and 
grow professionally. You’ll return to your job renewed, energized, and brimming 
with fresh ideas and strategies that will make an incredible difference in your 
performance, attitude, and productivity. 

Special Offer Code 1701441* 
Hurry -- offer expires September 3, 2010! 

Register online today! 

RALEIGH , NC - 

09/27/2010 

Event # 98047 

$156.00; For groups of 5 or more, $146.00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Enhance Your Training Experience 
Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Forward this e-mail to your 
colleagues; together you can support one another and apply your new skills and 
techniques to meet your goals. 

Don’t Miss Out on Special Announcements and Discounts 
Be sure to add customerservice@em.careertrack.com to your e-mail address 
book so you’ll continue to receive your personalized seminar schedule, 
discounts, and special product announcements! 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
We’re confident that The Conference for Administrative Assistants will 
provide you with innovative ideas, straight answers, and practical solutions for 
excelling as an administrative assistant. If for any reason you are dissatisfied, 
send us a letter (Attn: Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar 
attendance stating the reason you were not satisfied, and we’ll arrange for you 
to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full refund -- hass/e-free. All 
of our AN products are also 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

How to stay calm and productive 
under pressure 

6 audio CDs & workbook 
Item 110171CD 

Only $89.95! 

How to Organize Your Life 
& Get REd of Clutter 

Clear your office of messy buildups 
that cramp your mind and crimp 

your productivity 

4 audio CDs 
Item 110238CD 

Only $89.95! 

*To receive your special $156 ENROLLMENT FEE, you must provide your Special Offer Code #701441 when registering. This offer is 

available only for online registrations for the seminar, The Conference for Administrative Assistants. This offer cannot be combined with any other offer and is valid 
only on new registrations for September-October 2010 seminars. Offer expires September 3, 2010. If you have questions, please contact our customer service 

team at 1-800-780-8469. 

VIP#: 2288463206044 
ID#: 701441 
Copyright 2010 
CareerTrack 
5700 Broadmoor, Suite 300, Mission, KS 66202 
1-800-780-8469 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 
To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 



as well as notify this advertiser that you no longer wish to receive messages from them, 
please follow this link: 
http ://b u se n e~o ~k, ~et/o/?ZX D= 70,830608 ’I 7.89090443&ZX U= 1255980 
iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Staples Advantage <Staples@e.staplesadvantage.com> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 9:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Save BIG on top tech - deals end 8/28/10! 

If you cannot view this email click here. 

Biggest deab, 
Take advantage of our hottest summertime tech 

deals. View all of the offers online now or visit 

StaplesLink,com® to see our entire selection of 

technology items. Hurry, these deals are only 

valid August 1-28, 2010. 

¯ 12.1 megapixels 
¯ 4x optical/digital zoom 
¯ Smart auto mode 

intelligently selects 

settings based on 18 

predefined situations 

Staples No. 854455 

Your Price: $17~.~5 
Limited~Time Price: 

$169,95 

Canon® PIXMA MX350 All-in-One with Fax 

¯ Print and scan wirelessly 

¯ 30-sheet auto document feeder 
¯ Delivers superb printing quality 

Staples No, 865585 

Your Price: ~ ~ ~ 

Limited=Time Price: $99,95 

¯ USB 2.0 
¯ 4GB of storage 
¯ Store, transport and 

access your files, 

photos and important 

documents 

Staples No. 824673 

Your Price: ~ ~ 

Limited=Time Price: 

Prices valid 8/1/10-8/28/10 or while supplies last. Order today at StaplesLink.com or contact your Account 

Manager. Staples reserves the right to adjust prices in response to market conditions and industry-wide cost 

fluctuations. Offer cannot be combined with any other offer(s) or promotion(s). Please note that your business or 

employer and Staples Advantage® may already have an agreement for the purchase of products from Staples 

Advantage. Tn such case, the product offerings, prices and other terms and conditions of such agreement 

supersede the offerings, prices and other terms and conditions contained herein. 

This email advertisement was sent by Staples Contract & Commercial, Tnc. ("Staples Advantage"), 500 Staples 

Drive, Framingham, MA 01702. Products and services subject to price change and availability. Not responsible for 

typographical errors. 

Tf you do not want to receive emails from Staples Advantage, click here. 

Please add Staples@e.staplesadvantage.com to your address book or contact list to make sure you get our 

mailings. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Last-Chance Training Alert <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 10:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

50% Off Training: Last-Chance Savings 

919=020810-201 

Search 
Audio and Web 

Conferences 

Search Seminars and 
Conferences in Your 

Area 

100% Guarantee 
of Satisfaction 

OnoSite 
Workplace Training 

SoJutions 

Save 50% on a~l August and September events below 

The E-Mail and Business Writing Workshop 
08/11/10 - Raleigh, NC -_R.££ister Now More Info View Brochure 

improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 
08/18/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReqisterNow More Info View Brochure 

Regular 50% Off 
Price Price 

$199 $99.50! 

$249 $124.50! 

Essential Time Management and Organization Skills                            $179     $89.50! 



08/25/10 - Raleigh, NC -Req.ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 
08/26/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReqisterNow More Info MiewBrochure 

Emotional Intelligence for Leaders: 2 Day 
08/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - Rec[isterNow More Info MiewBrochure 

How to Create & Deliver Exceptional PowerPoint Presentations 
09/09/10 - Raleigh, NC -Req~ister Now Mo~-e Info MiewBrochure 

09/17/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReqisterNow More Info View Brochure 

Leadership & Management S~ills for Women 
09/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~i~terHow More I~o MiewBrochure 

Payroll Law 
09/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReqisterNow More Info MiewBrochure 

Business Writing & Grammar S~iils: 2 Day 
09/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReqisterNow More Info MiewBrochure 

$249 

$399 

$249 

$249 

$249 

$199 

$299 

$124.50! 

$199.50! 

$124.50! 

$124.50! 

$124.50! 

$99.50! 

$149.50! 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 08/09/10 REQUIRED 

To receive your special 50% DISCOUNT*, enroll online in any August or September 
event, and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 14851 and VIP #919-020810-201 
when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in 
your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register 
online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 08/09/10. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

¯ CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, 
conferences or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service 
department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

¯ ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

¯ FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please 
send an e-mail to hotels@ruceci.com. 

¯ GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to 
info@ruceci.com. 

¯ WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or 
accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to 
webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group 
or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make 
sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Web site. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d 



rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258- 
7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rockhurst Audio Conferences <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 3:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Terminating Employees on Leave I Save $50 

919-200810-201 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

ENROLL 
August 10o 2010 



& Save 

Discount 

"1 have enjoyed both Audio 
Conferences and will look 
forward to participating in 
others," 

"This is a wonderful way for me 
to attend conferences and not 
have to leave." 

"Thoroughly enjoyed it and would 
attend another one of your 
conferences,’~ 

"l~y staff and I learned a lot and 
enjoyed it. The speaker was 
excellent." 

"Overall, this was a great training 
opportunity for my department." 

found the speaker very 
well=informedo" 

If you have others in your 
company (like your manager 
or supervisor) who could 
benefit from this training, they 
can attend with you AT NO 
EXTRA COST. That’s right. 

When you needed to terminate an employee on leave, your 
hands were tied -- until now. 

You’ve got the documentation. Your ducks are in a row. You have 
everything you 
need to terminate an employee. Then he or she goes on leave -- 
now that employee is in a protected class. 

It seems as though there’s virtually nothing you can do until the 
employee returns to work -- and sometimes not even then. 
Essentially, your plans are on hold. Or are they? 

This eye-opening Audio Conference sheds light on one of the 
hottest legal issues today -- legally terminating employees on 
leave. 

Get a legal update on the dos and don’ts behind firing an 
employee on workers’ compensation and other leave. 

When one of your employees is on leave, you’re dealing with lost 
productivity, missed deadlines, and stress and tension among 
your employees who are picking up the slack. You have a lot on 
your plate, and dealing with a bunch of legal red tape doesn’t 
make it easier. 

This quick-hitting Audio Conference makes it easy to get the 
information you need to legally terminate employees on leave. 
You’ll get up-to-the-minute information on legal hot spots such as 
workers’ compensation, FMLA, and ADA. You’ll learn firsthand 
when you can and can’t terminate under these laws. 

Enroll now and avoid making a mistake that could land 
you in legal hot water. 

When one minor slip up (unintentional or not) can land you in legal 
hot water, you must have the information you need to protect 
yourself and your organization. In short, you need this can’t-miss 
Audio Conference. Enroll todax. 



VVhen you enroll, you can invite 
as many people as you want to 
listen with you for FREE. 
Plus, we’ll even send them their 
own Conference materials to 
follow along. 

Details: Upon purchasing this Audio 
Conference, you will be given a unique PIN 
that entitles you to a single phone-line 
connection and may be used only once. 
However, you are welcome to invite your 
colleagues to gather around your 
speakerphone or Polycom® and listen for 
FREE! 

We believe this training is so 
powerful and effective that we 
stand behind it with our 100% 
guarantee of satisfaction. If you 
aren’t satisfied with the 
information you learn at this 
Audio Conference, we’ll give 
you your money back. 
Guaranteed. 

A LOOK YOUB AGEHDA 
@ Legal review of laws atfecting employees 

~ Employment at will 
’~ Statutes 
~, Common law 
,~, Public policy 

@ Americans with Disabilities Act 
~ Ovewiew of ADA 
~ Leave and nondiscrimination stipulations of ADA 
~,,, When you can discipline or discharge under ADA 

@ Family and Medical Leave Act 
~ Overview of FMLA 
~ Leave and nondiscrimination stipulations of FMLA 
,~, When you can discipline or discharge under FMLA 

@ Workers’ compensation 
~" Activity protected by WC statutes 
~ Activity that is not protected by WC statutes - 

circumstances when you can discipline or discharge 
an employee 

@ Understanding how these laws intersect 
@ lips on managing your team when an employee is on 

protected leave 

QSu~. Session: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, 
your trainer will address questions from Conference participants. 
Many questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others 
will be addressed in the supporting materials that will be available 
exclusively to Conference participants. 

Step 1 : On the date of the Conference, 
you’ll call the special 800 number received 
during confirmation. 

Step 2: An operator will answer your call 
and ask you to provide your PIN, also 
given to you during confirmation. 

Step 3: The operator will connect you to 
the Conference. If you have additional 
questions, please visit our FAQ ~. 

ABOUT YOUR TBA/ @EB: gODIE BETH GALOS, ESQ. 
Jodie-Beth Galos is widely regarded by organizations 
large and small alike as an employment-law expert with 
a solid handle on the legal challenges that today’s 
managers face in the workplace. She has extensive 
experience coaching and training business managers, 
and she has an impressive background in employment 
law, having practiced with two nationally known law firms 
before moving into corporate positions at Shearson 
Lehman/American Express and Saks Fifth Avenue. 

Jodie-Beth Galos is regularly featured on CNBC and 
CNN, and in the New York Post. She is a graduate of 
Barnard College/Columbia University and received a J.D. 
from Boston University School of Law. 

*In case of emergency, we will substitute an equally 
qualified trainer. 

ENROLLMENT ~NFORMAT~ON 



Audio Conference - August 10, 2010 
Conference Star Times: All times are given in daylight time. Audio Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when prompted during the 
checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomail Discount I You Pay Only 

Termbadn ees on Leave 
Event Only $229 SAVE $50 $179 

Terminadn ees on Leave 
CD** Only $229 

Term~nadn ees on Leave 
Event + CD** 

COMBO DEAL! $458 
SAVE $250 $208 

separate[y~ The CD recording wi[[ be available appro×imate[y 14o,2~ ~ays a~er the Corfferer~ee. 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 08/10/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 14919 and VIP #919-200810-201 when 
prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your organization, but they must 
use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

ADiscount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

August 17, 2010 

August 18, 2010 

Adobe Creative Suite 3 ~ a~d Tricks 



August 25, 2010 

August 26, 2010 

How to Cond~ Effe~ive Interviews 

September Oi, 20i0 

September 08, ~Oi 0 

September Og, 20i 0 

September 14, 2010 

September 15, 2010 

September i6, 20i0 

S~pt~ml~r 21, 2010 

September 23, 20i 0 

~ep~ember 24, 20i 0 

September 27, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 



COMPANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOM ER SERW CE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at 

cstse~4~;ucec com. 

FiND FULLoDAY AND MULT~PLEoDAY TRAIN~NG COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to 
your area at ~,~A~,, Nat ol’alSemir’arsTra r’in~K% 

ON~SKE TRAINI NG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please send an e-mail to our 

on-site department at onsite.@.: cec com. 

GENERAL ~NFORMAT~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to ~ruceci com. 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to 

w~bmstl~uc~ c com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We respect your privacy and your 
preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Borders Rewards <Borders@e.borders.com> 

Tuesday, August 3, 2010 12:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Coupons, Picks Just for You 

Having trouble viewing or cticking this emait? Click here, Forward to a friend 

:= .... ®B©©d.$ ,~JSC ©VDS K©S B RDJR M DA G CARDS STO ES& E,ENTS 



P~CKED JUST 
FOR YOU 

Products For You 

Available at Borders,com. Selected titles may not be available inostore, 



99 ........... 

Get your FREE iPad & 
iPhone apps here 

Prices and discounts listed above valid through 8/9/10 unless otherwise noted. 

Having Trouble Getting to a Coupon? 
Copy and paste the URL for the coupon you want into your browser: 

33O/o Off the List Price of One Item(Borders Rewards Hembers): 
http ://www. bo rdersmed ia.co m/co u p/Swlitem33, htm l 

50% Off the List Price of All Philippa Gregory Books(Borders Rewards Hembers) : 
http ://www. bo rdersmed ia.co m/co u p/Swlpg 50. h tml 

store Iocator I Borders Rewards I privacy £olic~ I contact us I unsubscribe 

For questions, write to: Borders Customer Care, P.O. Box 7002, LaVergne, TN 37086 

Not all products available at Waldenbooks and Borders Express. 
Product availability dates subject to change. 

Offers and prices not valid outside the United States or in Puerto Rico. 



© 2005-2010 Borders, Inc. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

System Administrator [System Administrator] 

8/9/2010 2:40:40 PM 

Sherman, Renee A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rsherman] 

Undeliverable: class for Fall 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Sherman, Renee A 

class for Fall 

8/9/2010 2:40:40 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

System Administrator [System Administrator] 

8/9/2010 2:47:23 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dacrowde] 

Undeliverable: Im Back! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Crowder, Deborah A 

Im Back! 

8/9/2010 2:47:23 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 10:47 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Im Back! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

System Administrator [System Administrator] 

8/9/2010 4:31:53 PM 

Gore, Travis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stgore] 

Undeliverable: Im Back! 

FW: Im Back! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Gore, Travis 

FW: Im Back! 

8/9/2010 4:31:53 PM 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 12:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Im Back! 

From= System Administrator 
Sent= Monday, August 09, 2010 10:47 AM 

To= Travis Gore 
Subject= Undeliverable: Im Back! 

Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients. 

Subject: Im Back! 

Sent: 8/9/2010 10:47 AM 

The following recipient(s) cannot be reached: 

Crowder, Deborah A on 8/9/2010 10:47 AM 
550 5.7.1 <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>... Relaying denied. 

[152.2.103.97] 

IP name lookup failed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 1 : 11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Crowder sent you a message on Facebook... 

Deborah sent you a message. 

Deborah C~owd÷~ August 9~ 2010 at 4; 10pm 

Re: Im Back! 

Hey Travis. They did something to your guys email. Tim had the same problem, so if 
you call him he can tell you how to fix it. Thanks, I’ve been working, but I need to do 
more asap. I hear you have a new boss, so I’m scared to be coming around. I’m 
around, waiting for the UPS man. Track me down. dc 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 
9 o http:i/www~facebook,com/n/, inbox 

o 2Freadmessage,php&t= 141044909879 l&mid= 2ca33bbG2964c7G6bfe6cTG0&n_m=stgore ~40email,unc.edu 

Ths message was intended for stgore@email,unc edu, If you do not wsh to receive this type of email from Facebook n 
the future, please follow the Ink below to unsubscdbe, h~p;//www,facebook.com/o,php? 

k=c0fedS&u=2712775&m d=2ca33bbG2964cTG6bfe6cTG0 Facebook, Inc, P,O, Box 10005, Palo Alto, CA 94303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, August 9, 2010 3:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100809152239723.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.09.2010 15:22:39 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 10, 2010 4:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel Football I Billy Elliot With your Orange-Durham Carolina Club 

~e/Durham Carolina C~ub Website [] Find Us On Facebook I [] Subscribe to Our Eomail List I C~ub Re~ated Questions 

Saturday, Sept. 4 I Gather at 7 p.m. I Kickoff is at 8 p.m. 
Bailey’s Pub & Grille I Rams Plaza I 1722 N. Fordham Blvd., Chapel Hill 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to cheer on the No. 18 Tar Heels as they face No. 16 LSU on Saturday, Sept. 4, 2010. We will 
meet to watch the game at Bailey’s Bar and Grille in Rams Plaza. Kickoff time is 8 p.m. Appetizers will be available while they last. So 
come out and have fun with fellow Carolina alumni! 

Tickets will be available for purchase to enter into the drawing for a basketball autographed by the entire 100th anniversary men’s 
basketball team. All net proceeds go to our annual scholarship fund! Or purchase ra~e tickets online today. 

Durham Performing Arts Center I 123 Vivian St., Durham, NC 27701 
Nov. 11,2010 I 7:30 p.m. 
Purchase ~our tickets toda~ 

"Billy Elliot", winner of 10 Tony Awards including best musical and featuring music by Elton John, 
is "the best show you will ever see" (New York Post). The "best musical of the decade" (Time 
Magazine) will make its second national tour debut in Durham. "Billy Elliot the Musical" is the 
heartwarming celebration of one young boy’s triumph against the odds. Set in a small mining town, 
the story follows Billy’s journey as he stumbles out of a boxing ring and into a ballet class and 
discovers his dream to dance. Full of life, laughter, award-winning choreography and an 
unforgettable score, this uplifting show is "impossible to resist" (Chicago Tribune). 

Based on the international smash-hit film, "Billy Elliot" is brought to life by a Tony-winning creative team -- director Stephen Daldry, 
choreographer Peter Darling and writer Lee Hall -- along with music legend Elton John, who has written what the New York Post calls 
"his best score yet!" Only 19 tickets are remain (4 grand tier at $73.50 each and 15 front balcony at $55.50 each). Purchase your 
t+ckets tod~Z. 

Recommended for ages 8 and older. Contains strong language and some scenes of confrontation between policemen and mine 
workers. 

Th~k You 



The Orange/Durham Carolina Club appreciates your membership in the General Alumni Association. Your membership provides 
important support to the GAA and our club. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni 
Review. 

Connected 
Review 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO Box 660, Chapel 
Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the GAA, please reply to 
,~Nm#i~J#c.~[~ and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this link: u#subsc[ibe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

System Administrator [System Administrator] 

8/11/2010 3:15:59 PM 

Brackett, Bryan F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bbracket] 

Undeliverable: test 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Brackett, Bryan F 

test 

8/11/2010 3:15:59 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 11, 2010 1116 AM 

Brackett, Bryan F <bbracket@email.unc.edu> 

test 



info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, August 12, 2010 1:41 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date= 8/12/2010 

The Town of Chapel Hill sends weekly emaiJ updates about Town activities. If you like this service, share with your 

friends and let them know they can receive Chapel Hill eNews by emailing us at info@townofcha~pelhill orQ or visit 

www townofcha 

5. Friday ArtWalk Offers Free Trolley Service 

& Pittsboro Street at U~iversity Drive 8~s Stop Temporarily C~ose~ 

1o TOWNweel{ has been posted: www.townofchapelhill.orod/townweek 

### 

A Carolina North "Campus-to-Campus Connector" meeting will be held from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 12, at the 
Chapel Hill Public Library. The public is invited to review the draft recommendation for the Campus to Campus 
connector for Carolina North and share input. 



The meeting continues discussions on potential locations for a greenway and bike path connection between the 

Carolina North Campus and the Main UNC Campus, The path would not be located on Martin Luther King Jr, Boulevard 

and should avoid steep grades where feasible, It may include existing or planned greenways for a portion of the route, 

Staff members from the Town of Chapel Hill and UNC=Chapel Hill have worked together to review workshop comments 

and develop the draft recommendation, The final recommendations will be presented to the Town Council in 

September 2010, 

Can’t make it? Review the draft recommendation at www ci.cha£~eFhill.nc.usiindex.a e:1356 and send an 
email with comments to carolinanorth@townofchapelhill.orq 

Materials from the previous public meetings are available on the Town’s website for Carolina North at www ci chapeF 

hill,nc,us!index,as      e:!356. 

For more information, contact the Town of Chapel Hill Planning Department at 9:[9=968-2728; or Jill Coleman at UNO 

Chapel Hill at jcoleman@fac,unc,edu 

### 

Ready for a free movie? LOCALLY GROWN on Thursday, Aug :~2, will feature "Goonies," The movie will begin at 

sundown. 

Locally Grown is a summer-long series of FREE live concerts and movies on the Wallace Plaza, atop the Wallace 
Parking Deck at ~50 E. Rosemary St. 

This summer’s line up includes nationally=known but locally-based music acts as well as documentary and feature 
films created by local authors and directors. Details at http://www.LOCALLYGROWN is presented by the Town of 
Chapel Hil! and the Downtown Partnership. 

Concert nights feature some of Chapel Hill’s most loved and upcoming bands, Featuring a beer garden offering hand- 

crafted beers along with a selection of wines; as well as food from some of Franklin Street’s favorite restaurants, The 

movies include documentary and feature films as well as entertaining movies for the whole family, The Varsity on 

Franklin Theater will offer concessions at all movie nights, Movies start at sundown so bring a chair or blanket, grab 

food to=go from a downtown restaurant, and enjoy a picnic dinner under the stars! 

Locally Grown Schedule: 
Thursday, August ::[2 = The Goonies (film) 
Thursday, August $9 = Fantastic Mr. Fox (film) 
Thursday, August 26, 7 p.m. = Lost in the Trees w/The Physics of Meaning (concert) 

The special event series supports efforts to promote the downtown community by encouraging people to come 
downtown and shop and eat at local businesses throughout the entire business district and enjoy local entertainment 
and activities summer evenings. Locally Grown is sponsored by ~40 West, WCHL 1360, Local 506, Varsity on Franklin 
Theater, Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

For more information visit www,townofchapelhill,orgsicommunityevents or call 9:~9-967-9440, 

### 



Contribute to children in our community who need schoo[ supplies with the Book Bag Drive, organized by the Town of 

Chapel Hill’s Hargraves Community Center. 

Items needed include backpacks, book bags, notebooks, pens, hand sanitizer, pendls, glue sticks, colored pendls, 

binders, crayons, folders, highlighters and facial tissue. Most K-5 public schools in the district publish school supply 

lists on their websites. To find a list of schools’ websites, visit      www2 chccs~k12,nc,~schools 

Please drop supplies off by 5 p.m. Friday, Aug. $3, at Hargraves Community Center, 256 N. Roberson St. or send 

checks (payable to "Friends of Chapel Hill Parks & Recreation") to Nate Davis, Hargraves Center, 2:[6 N. Roberson St., 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[6. 

Celebrate our success on Distribution Day from :[0 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday, Aug. 14. Information: 9:[9=932-2965 

### 

News Release from Chapel Hfl//Orange County Visitors Bureau 

New to the 2nd Friday ArtWalk’s Aug. :[3 event will be free trolley service from 6 = 9 p.m. beginning at the ArtsCenter 
on f5. Main Street in Carrboro. The nostalgic, air-conditioned trolley will make a three-mile loop through Franklin 
Street to the Horace Williams House and back again. Twenty-five local businesses will participate in the Aug. :[3 
event, many of them with live music and other art related entertainment. 

"In order to qualify for participation businesses must display local art and pay an annual $100 membership fee," said 
Ed Camp, executive director of the ArtsCenter in Carrboro, who’s organization serves as the umbrella facilitator for 
this 2nd Friday event. 

Over a decade old, the 2nd Friday ArtWalk continues to grow and draw community involvement and visitor interest. 

"We huddled with the Visitors Bureau staff and collectively came up with the idea of hosting a trolley for the August 
event because the number of businesses participating is growing and geographically expanding," said Camp. 

The Visitors Bureau was able to secure the trolley for free and will provide a guide on the bus to highlight local 
businesses and give participants a historic overview of the area. The Bureau is working with OIde South Trolley 
Company, based in Kannapolis, NC. Owner/Operator, John Huffstetler purchased and restored one of the original 
Chapel Hil! Trolley’s previously owned by the town of Chapel Hill. His company provides transportation service to 
national golf tournaments, school charters, wedding groups and special events. 

"Chapel Hill is a growing market for us, especially where weddings are concerned. We’ve had many calls from brides 
planning their events at the Carolina Inn and Franklin Hotels and who would rather have a nostalgic trolley then a 
limousine. We are excited about the potential of growing our business in Chapel Hill." 

The trolley is a 26 passenger-capacity vehicle, air=conditioned for comfort and equipped with a state-of-the-art 6= 
speaker sound system, 

Trolley Route for Aug. 13 ArtWalk 

Begin at the ArtsCenter in Carrboro at 6 p.m.; 

Travel to the Visitors Center and stop at 501 West Franklin St. 

Stop at the University Square parking lot 



The Horace Williams House parking lot and loop back again to the ArtsCenter. 

For more information, contact the Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau, 919-968-2060 or 
info@visitchapelhill orq 

Businesses Participating in 2nd Friday ArtWalk 

1. The ArtsCenter 
2. Beehive Salon 
3. Caffe DNade 
4. Carrboro Century Center 
5. Carrboro Town Hall 
6. Carrboro Yoga Company 
7. Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau 
8. DeWitt Law PLLC 
9. Fleet Feet Gallery 
:[0. FRANK Gallery 
:[:[. Horace Williams House 
:[2. ]essee’s Coffee and Bar 
:[3. Limelight Boutique 
:[4. Looking Glass Car@ 
:[5. NC Crafts Gallery 
:[6. Open Eye Car@ 
:[7. Roulette Vintage 
:[8. Siena Hotel 
:[9. Studio Supply 
20. Toots & Magoo 
2:[. Twig 
22. University Mall 
23. Uniquities 
24. Weaver Street Realty 

For more information on the 2ndFNday ArtWalk, visit www.2ndfNdayartwalk.com. 

### 

Beginning Thursday, Aug, :[2, the Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) bus stop on Pittsboro Street at University Drive (just past 
the Credit Union) will be temporarily closed until further notice due to construction. Passengers may board the buses 
at the temporary bus stop located near the intersection of McCauley Street, just before the lane closure. 

CHT routes may experience schedule delays as a result of the lane closure. CHT will make every attempt to maintain 
schedules but is advising customers to expect delays and to allow extra travel time. 

For additional information on the stop closure, please contact a customer service representative at 9:[9-969-4900. 

### 

7. Good Neighbor ]:nitiative 

Now in its seventh year, the year-round Good Neighbor Initiative encourages students who live off campus to meet 



their neighbors and work with them to build community and keep neighborhoods clean and safe. 

This year’s initiative will begin when community volunteers, students and Chapel Hill police officers walk door to door 
in many of the neighborhoods surrounding downtown Chapel Hill on Monday, Aug. 23. The group will start at 4:30 
p.m. from the Hargraves Center and move out into the Northside, Pine Knolls and Cameron=McCau[ey neighborhoods. 

The visits to homes of student and year-round residents will include a welcome message and information about 
community services, local ordinances and alcohol laws, and good neighbor practices. In addition, residents will be 
invited to the Good Neighbor Block Party and Neighborhood Night Out event at the Hargraves Center on Sept. 23~ The 
volunteers will include representatives of UNC and Empowerment Znc., a local group that promotes affordable housing. 

For a light-hearted video highlighting the initiative, visit 
www.youtube co       TownOfCha                       AZk. The two-minute video was produced by a Carolina 
journalism class led by adjunct professor Bruce Curran and professor Richard Simpson, who also play leading roles. 

Initiative sponsors are the Town of Chapel Hill, the Chapel Hill Police Department, Empowerment Inc., the Downtown 
Partnership, several downtown businesses and UNC’s Dean of Students Office and Office of University Relations. 

Media note: For more information, call Police Capt. Leo Vereen at 919=968-2871 or Susan Houston at 919-962-8415. 

### 

The Pittsboro Express (PX route), a partnership between the Town of Chapel Hil!, the Town of Pittsboro and Chatham 
County, begins its second year of service this month. The PX route provides weekday service between Pittsboro and 
Chapel Hill, along US 15-501 with stops in downtown Pittsboro, at the Lowe’s park and ride lot (121 Lowe’s Drive, 
Pittsboro) and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

The cost for the service is $3 one way or a monthly pass may be purchased for $65. Exact fare is required. Monthly 
passes are available at the Chapel Hill Town Hall and Pittsboro Town Hall. 

UNC will provide an annual pass allowing unlimited trips on the PX route to commuting students (outside the 2-mile 
radius and living within route boundaries) and permanent UNC University or Hospital staff who join the Commuter 
Alternative Program (CAP) and select the PX Chatham route as their primary commute mode. Visit www dps unc.edu 
or call 959=962-395~ for more information about the annual pass CAP registration. 

For additional information about the PX route, visit www.chtransitor9 or call a CHT customer service representative at 
919-969-4900, 

To improve on time performance throughout the transit system, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will implement schedule 
changes Monday, Aug. 23. CHT makes changes to its schedules in 3anuary and August in response to ridership trends, 
changing traffic patterns, popular destinations and growth in the area. 

CCX Route - Weekday service will start at 6 a.m. and end at 8 p.m. The first two a.m. trips (5:20 a.m., 5:50 a.m.) 



and the last two p.m. trips (8 p,m. and 8:40 p.m.) will be eliminated, 

F Route - The first two a,m, trips will begin at 6:20 a,m, and 6:55 a,m, at HcDougle School instead of Weaver Street 
Narket. 

FCX Route - Will operate in same direction in the mornings and afternoons. The route will serve Friday Center to 
Harming Drive (UNC Hospital) to South Road. 

HS Route - Service will operate every 60 minutes from 6:45 a.m. to 5:40 p.m. 

HU Route - Will serve Finely Golf Course and Old Nason Farm Roads to serve the UNC :imaging Center and the Ronald 
NcDonald/SECU Family House all day, using Nason Farm Road to East Drive returning to Friday Center Drive. The 
route will not serve Health Sciences Library, Carrington Hall, Fetzer Gym or Bowles Drive. 

N Route - The route will be discontinued due to low ridership and availability of alternate service nearby. Riders from 
the Pine Knolls community (Crest Drive and Cole Street) may access the CN route on Plerritt Nil[ Road. Riders going to 
and from the Chapel Hill Public Library may access the CL, D and F routes along Franklin Street. 

NS Route - Weekday morning 10 minute service will be provided from 7 to 9:30 a.m. There will be no change to the 
PN schedule. 

NU Route - The 7:25 a.m. and 8:05 a.m. trips will be eliminated. 

PX Route - Will no longer serve Fearrington Village on the 3:45 p.m. trip by request. 

RU Route - Service will operate every 15 minutes from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m., instead of every 10 minutes. 

S Route - Will operate in same direction all day. The route will serve Friday Center Drive to Harming Drive (UNC 
Hospital), South Columbia Street to South Road. The route will not serve Bowles Drive. 

V Route - Will no longer serve Stadium Drive and Ridge Road. The route will continue from Student Union on South 
Road to Pittsboro Street to Iqanning Drive. 

DN Route - the Saturday DN route will be renamed the Saturday D and will no longer serve the Chapel Hill Public 
Library and Pine Knolls. 

S[~ared Ride/Feeder Service C[~an#es 

Weekday Feeder Service - Service will be discontinued. The last day of service will be Friday, Aug. 20, 2010. 

Shared Ride Sunday and Evening Service - Service wi[[ be discontinued. The last day of service will be Sunday, 

August, 22, 2010. 

All ADA eligible clients (EZ Rider) will not be affected by the Shared Ride/Feeder service changes. For additional 

information about the Shared Ride/Feeder Service changes, please call 919-969-5544. 

New schedules will be available on the website and on the buses the week of Aug. 16. 

CHT is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University of North Carolina at 



Chapel Hill. For complete information about CHT services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT 

stop, visit us at www chtransit.or9, email chtransit@townofchapelhill.orq or call a CHT customer service representative 

at 9:[9-969-4900. 

### 

A public information meeting about the development application to the Town of Chapel Hill for the ]:FC Community 

House Men’s Shelter has been scheduled for 5::[5 p.m. Monday, Aug. :[6, in the Council Chamber of Chapel Hill Town 

Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. 

The purpose of the meeting is to give interested residents an opportunity to become familiar with the Town 
development review process, meet the applicant, and to find out more about the proposed development application. 
These meetings are informal and are not public hearings. 

The application for the ZFC Community House Men’s Shelter is on file in the Chapel Hill Planning Department and may 
be viewed weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. Although not required, an appointment with Town staff is 
recommended to ensure their availability to answer questions. For additional information, please call the Planning 
Department at 9:[9-968-2728. 

Details about this development application have been posted to the Town’s website at 

www townofchapelhill, ore~q ndex, a       e= :[279 

### 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

www.townofchapelhill orqiindex.as       =38&subscriberquid=86937335-e:[bS-4308@a64- 

9040932:[8ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please dick the following link: 
www.townofchapelhill orqiindex.as       =38&subscdberquid=8693733S~e:[bS-4308@a64~ 

9040932 :[8ba7&unsubscribe= :[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Friday, August 13, 2010 11:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FERPA 

Dear Travis, 

Greetings. 

I have completed and scored the 100 points needed to pass the FERPA 
training. However, I still cannot access class rolls, etc. 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello ! 

Everyone will need to complete the FERPA training in Connect Carolina in 
order to access your class rolls, grading, etc. 

Here is the link: 
~:~’co~nectcarolir~a.u~c.ed~/cam~usosolmio~s/homei~cu~t~uid~.h~m~#acce 
ss The access code is             The training takes about 15 minutes and 
there is a quiz at the end that you must pass. If you could please email me 
when it is complete so that I know you have access to the system. I would 
like to set a due date of next Wednesday the 18th. Please let me know if 
you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nzongola <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 13, 2010 12:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FERPA 

Dear Travis, 

This is to let you know that I have successfully completed the FERPA 
training and test. 

Georges 

On Thu, 12 Aug 2010 18:15:07 -0400, "Travis Gore" <stgoro@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hello ! 
> 

> 

> 

> Everyone will need to complete the FERPA training in Connect Carolina in 
> order to access your class rolls, grading, etc. 
> 
> Hero is the link: 
> 
~:iicolmectcarolina.mac.ed~/campus-sol~tior~sihomeil~cul~ide.Nm~#acce 
> ss The access code is The training takes about 15 minutes 
> and 
> thero is a quiz at the end that you must pass. If you could please email 
> me 
> when it is complete so that I know you have access to the system. I 
would 
> like to set a due date of next Wednesday the 18th. Please let me know if 
> you have any questions. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> 

> Travis 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_butler@unc.edu> 
Sunday, August 15, 2010 10:02 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC Young Alumni - The Quad I August 2010 

Welcome to the newest recipients of The Quad-- the class of 2010! This issue features updates on upcoming Homecoming celebrations, an 
invitation to join us on the GAA’s first young alumni trip to Egypt -- and how to find out more about what Carolina’s young alumni are doing. 

The July issue of The Quadcreated a lot of new Twitter followers. They found out about JOMC alumnus Darryl Pierce ’03 pursuing his cooking 
dream as a contestant on FOX’s MasterChef, how Hark the Sound was sung by a class of Chinese students and about how one of our alumni 
and current UNC medical student will both be on this season’s Survivor. There are a lot more fun and timely updates about campus and the lives 
of young alumni. If you’re not following yet, join in at twitteroCOm/GAA TheQuad. 

Homecoming will be here in 10 weeks 
-- can you believe it? So it’s time to 
finalize your plans to return to Chapel 
Hill! Homecoming 2010 will be the 
best yet. Here’s what you have to look 
forward to: 

Friday: 
¯ Drinks and dancing during the 
Alumni Milestone Mixer, featuring 

DJ A-Minor at TOPO’s Back Bar. 

Saturday: 

¯ REAL Carolina barbecue and beer at the Bell Tower 
Tailgate. ONLY $5 for GAA members. You can’t tailgate 
closer (or cheaper) to Kenan than this! 

¯ UNC vs. William & Mary -- order your tickets through the 
GAA and pick who you want to sit with. 

¯ More drinks and dancing at the official Post-Game Party at 

Cruise the Nile. Explore Egypt and 
visit the Sphinx and the pyramids of 

Giza. Ride on a traditional felucca 

sailboat. Take a camel ride. Above all, 
be adventurous. For the first time, the 
GAA is offering an exclusive young 
alumni trip through Contikio Contiki 
knows what young alumni are looking 

for: "Take a break from the cubicle, 
grad school, unemployment or just life 

in general and go explore! You deserve it!" Rally your Carolina 
friends for this trip of a lifetime for an unbeatable price of 
$1,289 -- you won’t find a better deal! 

You’ll spend nine days exploring Egypt and the Nile while 
staying in superior tourist-class accommodations. The deal 
gets sweeter: The trip includes seven continental breakfasts, 

three lunches and six three-course dinners. 

Want to customize your trip? No problem. Take advantage of 
exciting optional activities, including visiting Abu Simbel’s 
Temple of Ramses II, seeing a light-and-sound show at the 
Pyramids or crossing the Nile by boat to the West Bank to visit 



The Carolina Inn, featuring ~are Chan~. 

Registration is open now. What are you waiting for? Get 
your friends together and go onSine to       today. 

Can’t wait to see you in October. Until then, follow us on 
Twitter and Facebook for giveaways and updates. 

Questions? E-mail me at ~au nc,edu or call 

(919) 962-3582.. 

a traditional Egyptian village. With scheduled trips to see all 
the highlights, and plenty of free time and nights out, this 
is a win-win trip for young alumni. 

Due to this great value, the number of reservations are 
limited, and they must be made by Nov. 15. Fair warning: 
GAA trips at such bargain prices typically sell out quickly, so 

don’t wait. For more, contact Steffi Kinton ’05 at 
steffi kinton@~nCoed~ or visit ~t & the Ni~e. 

Want to learn more and save $125 off the trip? Attend our 
webinar on August 25 at 9 p.m. (EST) and you’ll receive $125 
offyour trip. This applies to new bookings only. Must attend 
online info session to receive special offer code. Register 

here. 

Whether you’re headed to 
Atlanta or cheering the 

Heels from home, we’ve 
got you covered on game 

day. Be sure to twitpic 
photos of your 

celebrations to @GAA TheQuad or e-mail your photos to 

Atlanta bound? Start the weekend off right with a Carolina 
gathering at Red Door Tavern. Doug Clark’s Hot Nuts will be 
playing, and blue cups will be available. Tickets are $10 at 
the door. For more, check Facebook. On game day, find the 

GAA and the Rams Club inside the Chick-fiI-A Kickoff Game 
FanZone, in the Georgia World Congress Center and 
presented by Coke Zero. Tickets are $5 per person. Check 

online for more details. 

Cheering the Heels from home? Check your local Carolina 
C~b for game-viewing parties in your area. 

~ Chris Simply put, there is no way I would be 

Tergliafera in my position without UNC. I was 
’06 admitted to the Hollywood Internship 

program in 2006 and moved to LA 
with a placement at USA Network. I 
was able to parlay my internship into 
a full-time job at USA and this year 
landed a job in the writers’ room at 

the TV show White Collar. And this 
past July, I experienced the thrill of 

writing my own scene that aired during the series premiere. 

You hear the term "connections" thrown around a lot in 
Hollywood. A word that is not used as much is "family." I 
honestly don’t know what I would do without my Carolina 
family out here in LA. Whether it is watching football games, 

going out at night or grilling out in the backyard, I am never at 
a shortage of friends who I met through the Carolina bond. It is 

a testament to UNC alumni groups across the country that no 
matter where you go, fellow Tar Heels are not far away. 

Do you know someone who would make a great YA to feature in a future issue?" Do 
you want to be featured next? Send in a short entry and picture to 

kat butler@unc~edu. 
It’s a forum to talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

I hope you enjoyed this month’s young alumni e-newsletter! Until next time, I’ll see you on The Quad. 

With warm Carolina wishes, 



Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

I (919) 962-7053 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to r~coedu and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: uns~bscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, August 16, 2010 3:01 PM 

Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2010 Waitlist Report - AFRI 

Also, should mention... 

The waitlists will show the students in positions 1-9. After position 9, the students are stil! in order, but it just shows an 

asterisk. 

Thanks, 

Heather 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 2:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Fall 2010 Waitlist Report - AFRI 

Travis, 

meant to send you AFRI {attached) as well. 

Thanks! 

Heather 

Heather Mo Duncan 

Registration Services Supervisor 

Office of the University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB North, Suite 3100, CB #2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

email: hmduncan@email.unc.edu 
phone: 919.962.8292 

fax: 919.962.3349 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2010 2:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2010 Waitlist Report - AFAM 

Travis, 

Attached is the waitlist report for your Fall 2010 AFAM classes. This report shows how the waitlists for your classes 

appeared on Friday, August 13th, prior to the waitlists being purged. 

This report is provided for your information only, and is up to you as to how you use this information. 



Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Heather 

Heather M. Duncan 

Rel~istration Services Supervisor 

Office of the University Rel~istrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB North, Suite 3100, CB #2100 

450 Ridl~e Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

email: hmduncan@email.unc.edu 

phone: 919.962.8292 

fax: 919.962.3349 



Faculty Notes for the Beginning of the Semester 

Fall 2010 

FERPA 
You are required to pass a quiz prior to access to any enrollment, class rolls, etc. systems an information. 

Please visit this website and take the tutorial and quiz. 

http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/cam pus-solutions/home/faculty-guide.html#access 

You must PASS the quiz. Email Agatha when you have completed the quiz successfully. From there it 

will take 2-5 days for access to the systems. 

Class Rosters 
Did you do the FERPA quiz above? If no, please follow directions above. 

If yes, here’s how you access your class rosters: 
]. Log-in at my.unc.edu with your onyen 
2. Select ConnectCarolina 
3. Select the menu item named Self Service on the left 
4. Open the folder labeled Faculty Center 
5. This will show you those classes you have been assigned to teach. 
6. Click on the class roster icon found on the left side of the list of courses. 

You can generate an excel spreadsheet of the list by clicking on this symbol ~ at the top of the list. 

Some of my classes don’t show up in ConnectCarolina 
Have you taken the FERPA quiz above? If no, please follow directions above. 

If yes, please email Agatha your PID and which class(es) you are having trouble with. It will take 2-5 days 

for this to be fixed. 

Problems with Blackboard 
Have you taken the FERPA quiz above? If no, please follow directions above. 

If yes, please see the following website for more information. 

http:~its~unc~edu~TeachingAndLearning/~nstructi~na~Techn~gy~upp~rt/B~ackb~ard/~ DATA TL DES 
BB INS 

Staff do not have access to Blackboard, so there isn’t much we can do to help with problems. If your 

problem is not resolved by looking at the above website, please submit a remedy ticket here: 

https://www.unc.edu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl the issue to indicate is ’Blackboard Issue". You can also 
call the help desk at (919)962-HELP. 

Textbook Orders 
Please contact the UNC Student Stores on their website at store.unc.edu. 



Faculty Notes for the Beginning of the Semester 

Fall 2010 

Emailing All Students in a class via ConnectCarolina 
Have you taken the FERPA quiz above? If no, please follow directions above. 
If yes, please follow these directions: 
l. Log in to ConnectCarolina (through my.unc, edu) 

2. Select the Self Service menu 

3. Select Faculty Center 

4. Select My Schedule 

5. From the My Schedule page, you will see a table of the classes you are scheduled to teach. If there 
are students registered, there will be 3 icons to the left of the class name. Select the icon of the 3 
people. It will say class roster if you put the cursor on it. 

6. The class roster presents as a table displaying the names of all students currently registered for the 
class. To the left of the name column is a column with the header of Notify. There will be a check 
box next to each student’s name in that column. 

7. You can select each name individually, or you can use the button below the roster that says Notify 
All Students. Either way you will get a webmail form with you as the sender and the email addresses 
of the students you selected to Notify. Type your message and then click the Send Notification 
button. 

Teaching Assistant access to ConnectCarolina 
Agatha is working on this. It should be set up by the first day of classes. She’ll let you know if that 

changes. 

Enrolling Students in your Class (Undergrads AND Grads) 
You have a few options - waitlists in ConnectCarolina may or may not be working properly this 

semester...: 
1) Ask students to try and enroll themselves during the first week of school, when many people 

switch their classes around. Students can make changes to their schedule online through 
Monday, August 30th. 

2) Ask students to attend the first day of class, and give you their PID and name in order to be 
enrolled. Give PIDs and names to Agatha by 5pm on Thursday, August 26th, and she will enroll 

the students on Friday/Monday. If you only want some students enrolled, or a certain #, please 

let Agatha know. You may exceed the maximum enrollment if you would like to. The maximum 

room capacity should not be exceeded. 

3) Email Agatha a list of students you would like enrolled in your course - please include names 
and PIDs. These must be submitted to Agatha by 5pm on Thursday, August 26th. 

If students want to enroll after Monday, August 30th - they will have to obtain an Add/Drop form, fill it 

out and have the instructor and dean sign it. Instructors should send completed forms via campus mail 

to the Dean’s office, CB #3100. Changes will be approved by the Dean’s Office "only for truly 

exceptional circumstances". Forms are available inside the Public Policy main office to the left of the 

door. 



Faculty Notes for the Beginning of the Semester 

Fall 2010 

Other Issues with ConnectCarolina 

Please submit a remedy ticket at https://www.unc.edu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl the issue to indicate 

is ’ConnectCarolina - Security’. You can also call the help desk at (919)962-HELP. 

Air-Conditioner isn’t working right / Water coming out of ceiling / Maintenance Issues... 
Please submit a facilities help ticket at 

http://www.fac.unc.edu/Services/ServiceRequests/tabid/60/Default.aspx 
If it is an emergency repair issue, you may call Customer Service at (919) 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hotlist@ scout, com 
Tuesday, August 17, 2010 3:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Scout.com: New Commit for North Carolina 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

There is a new addition to the North Carolina commit list. You can view it at the following location: 

~:i/r~or~hcaro~ina. sco~t.comia.z?s=78&~-g&c=S&toi~d-359&cfg=bb&vr=2011 

Thank you, 

Scout.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure delivery to your 
inbox. 

This email was sent based on your HolList alert preferences. If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your 
HotList preferences at: 
~ii/m~.sco~t.comihotlist.as~?~- 16 

If you no longer wish to get any email from us, please update your preferences at: 
~s :/isecure.scout com/a.z? s-14 3&.p- 5&c- 4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Tuesday, August 17, 2010 4:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Time is running out -- Advertise in the largest hiring issue of the fall semester 

Don’t miss your chance to advertise all your open positions in the largest hiring issue of the fall 
semester. Coming September 3, the Academic Year Kickoff issue is one of the most highly 
anticipated news issues of the year and a must-read for those returning to campuses. Your job 
ads will reach the broadest, most diverse audience in higher education. 

Issue Date: SEPTEMBER 3 
Recruitment Advertising Deadline: AUGUST 20 

The Academic Year Kickoff issue will reach the more than 325,000 Chronicle print readers each 

week and the 1.2 million unique visitors to Chronicle.com each month -- launching your fall hiring 
in front of the largest and most-qualified audience in academe. 

For more information on advertising your open jobs, contact Recruitment Advertising at 
(202) 466-1050 or e-mail ~chror~ic~e.com. 

Sincerely, 

Christophe Boussard 
Advertising Specialist 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 
iobs@chronicle.com 
Phone: (202) 466-1229 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from The Chronicle. 

For more information about our privacy practices, please read our PRIVACY POLtCY. 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-marl solicitations from Chronicle Careers, 
you may send us an e-mail message at            hfonicle.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Active. com <active_offers@news 1-active. com> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 3:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Active Insider: 9 Late-Summer Centuries; 14 Tips to Reach Your Race Goal; Recipes for 
Fast Recovery 

This week, reach your race goals, get fit with water workouts, sign up for a late-summer century and more. 

If this newsletter isn’t displaying correctly, cut and paste this link into a Web browser: http:llwww.active.comlfitnesslNewsletterslS-18-10.htm 

Welcome to the Active Insider -- the monthly newsletter from 
Active. com, the world’s most comprehensive portal for athletes 
of all levels. Each edition highlights some of the best content 
from the Active website. If you don’t want to receive this free 
monthly newsletter, simply unsubscribe at the bottom of the 
newsletter and we’ll take you off the list. 

9 LATE-SUMMER CENTURY RIDES 
Take on a 100-mile ride at one of these nine scenic 

events across the country. 

FEATURED EVENTS 

, Sam Mateo, CA 8/22/10 

CONQUER THE BRIDGE LABOR DAY RUN = Part Deux 
2010, San Pedro, CA 9/6/10 

Nordisk Team RelaL Akron, OH 9/25/10 

, Charleston, SC 04/2/11 

>> Find Local Events 

Get "four Chance to free & easy 

14 TIPS TO REACH YOUR RACE GOAL 
Are you tackling a new distance or trying to set a PR? No 

matter what your goal, use these tips for race-day 

success. 

HOW TO AVOID STOMACH PAIN 

From side stitches to runner’s trots, stomach issues can 

ruin your runs. Use these six nutrition tips to fuel smart 

and stay injury-free. 

PERFECT PRACTICE: TRAIN TO RACE 



Try these race simulation workouts to perfect your 

performance for race day. 

~ Monte 

3 RECIPES FOR FAST RECOVERY 
After a hard workout, it’s important to replenish your 

muscles with healthy foods. Learn how to recover faster 

with these nutrient-packed meals. 

18 WATER WORKOUTS TO GET FIT 
Are you bored of the same old pool laps? Spice up your 

fitness with these tips for exercising in the water. 

~ Mot@ 

5 LESSONS FROM A SEASONED PRO 
If former pro cyclist Colby Pearce could do it all over 

again, he would. Here are five key training points he 

learned that can help you ride strong. 

~ More 

ACTIVE S~NGLES: I~IEET OTHERS WHO SHARE YOUR ACTIVE ~NTERESTS 

Looking for a fitness partner? As an energetic person, you’re looking for someone who 

shares your passion for an active, healthy lifestyle. FitnessSincLles.com and Active have 

joined forces, offering the world’s largest online community for sports and fitness 

enthusiasts. Meet other active enthusiasts in your area for romance, friendship, or just a 
workout partner. ~ 

RECENT THREADS 

What Do Runners Want in a Race? 

Pre-,Race Meals 

View A~ TRAIN & PREPARE 

Free Online Traininq~Lo~ 

"Couch to 5K" Runninc] Plan 9 weeks $19.95 

Beginner Core TraininqL 4 weeks $9.99 

4 weeks $9.99 

~! 14 weeks $29.95 
Plan 

Copyright 2010 The Active Network, Inc. Active.corn I ActiveGolficom I eteamz I             I 

You are currently subscribed to news as: stgore@email uric edu f you would like to unsubscribe from ths newsletter pease foow this 
h~t#://newslett:ers.ac’¢ive.comlu?id=6480999.760a4222ac01 e4137cd06abe967ede4d&n=T&l=news&o=20915533. To manage al of your news e~er subscriptions 

visit ~:ii,~s~,~.active.cominewslettersimana~ or real to: The Active Network 10182 Teess Ct Ste I00 San Diego CA 92121. 









From." 

Sent." 

To," 

Subject: 

Sports Illustrated <sixtra@mail2.si.com> 

Friday, August 20, 2010 11:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

SI EXTRA: Breathing Room 

View this ernail as a webpage I Please add sixtra@rnail2.si.corn to your address book 

NFL Front Page Scores 

NLg Front Page Scores 

NCAA Basketball Front Page Scores 

NBA Front Page Scores 

NNL Front Page Scores 

NCAA Football Front Page Scores 

Breathing Room 

Don’t ookback: HgueITe~ada and the Padres have won 10 of their ast llto 

takea sx~gamelead n the NLWest 

Call it separation week. Several playoff races became a little 

less murky as the Padres, Phils, Reds and Twins caught fire. Joe 

Lemire sorts out the pecking order in his Power Rankings. 

Top Stories 
~ MORNING JOLT: NFL coach on hot seat already 

~ Clemens indicted on perjury charge I McCANN 

~ DP SHOW: Join heated Clemens debate 

~ Welker returns as Brady, Pats pick apart Falcons 

~ Thunder’s Krstic out of jail after basketball brawl 

~ IN PROGRESS: PGATour: Round 2 of Wyndham 

~ Vikings’ Harvin hospitalized after migraine attack 

~ Konerko fuels White Sox’s 11-0 blowout of Twins 

~ Broncos sign Orton to extension I Tebow hurting 

~ Woods commits to first FedEx Cup playoff event 

~ WAC boss rips Fresno State, Nevada I STAPLES 

Chris Don 
NANNIX BANKS 

INSIDE THE NBA INSIDE THE NFL 

Five questions Team USA will have The Favre-first philosophy could 
to answer next week in Turkey. come back to bite the Vikings. 

More Columns 

Photos 
Tr th & Rumors 

~ MLB: Pedroia can’t play 
every day I Soccer behind Bell 

ra nt 

~* NFL: Broncos will try to save 
aggressive Tebow from himself 

~ NC.~ulM~: Position that is 
causing Saban the greatest 
concern 



Sports figures NBA’s priciest Swimsuit 2010: 
prosecuted home openers Bar Refaeli 

More SI Photos More Swimsuit Models 

Thu. P.M. Clicks: Andreea 
Mantea; Great viral ads 

Hot Clicks: Emmanuelle 
Chriqui; Antonio Cromartie; 

Bull jumps into crowd 

Follow SI I King I Heyman I Mandel 

~ NHL: Flyers’ Laviolette 
thrilled to see summer nearing 
an end 

More T&R: NFL I Colleges I MLB I NBA I Golf 

NHL I NASCAR I MMA I Soccer I Tennis 

This $I 
~ READ ALL ARTICLES 

~ VIEW THIS ISSUE 

~" BUY THIS COVER 

~ SI VAULT 1954 - PRESENT 

Become a fan of SI 

SI Customer Service I Give the Gift of SI I Buy SI Cover Reprints I Try SI Kids Risk Free 

TO UNSUBSCRIBE: 

You have received this email because you are an SI EXTRA subscriber. To unsubscribe from this newsletter immediately (without a chance to confirm your 

choice), click here 

EMAIL OPT-OUTS 

Click here for more information on how to opt-out of marketing communications from SporLs Illustrated and our parLners, or copy and paste this link into your 

browser: http://www.timeinc.net/subs/privacy/si/emailprivacy.html 

PRIVACY POLICY 

Please read our Privacy Policy, or copy and paste this link into your browser: http://www.timeinc.net/subs/privacy/si/policy.html 

FOR FURTHER COMMUNICATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED CUSTOMER SERVICE 

A~-ENTION : CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

3000 University Center Drive 

Tampa, FL 33612-6408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 
Friday, August 20, 2010 2:42 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Where is the Captain throwing out the First Pitch this week? 

MLB.com 

August 20, 2010 

The First Pitch Presented by Captain Morgan 

Follow the Captain 

Where will the Captain throw out the first pitch next?!? 

Follow Now >> 
h~p :iilir~k.mlb~ists. corn/!! 11KTXi\~/XTU46X~/OW3HUIigWE6~v~)i9705:~C\Vi1Cit?a=3978843&b55428157 

Party Responsibly - Captain’s Orders! 

View this entire email online as a Webpage >> 
~:/!lirkk.mlblists.comir/11KT~VLiXTU46XiOW3HUIi8\VE6]X~i30X5BZi1CA? 
a~ 11KTX~/I&b= 1647OX&c=N I99Z S&d:6LTK58&e= 1 &f:3978843&g:55428157 
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Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Poste~ Date: 8/20/2010 

Welcome Back, Students! Classes at UNC=Chapel Hill begin Tuesday, Aug. 24. The first day of classes for grades 1=12 
in Chapel Hill=Carrboro City Schools is Wednesday, Aug. 25. All drivers should be extra alert to watch out for students 

walking or biking to school. 

3. ~eady for a Free Concert? Lost i~ the Trees w/The Physics of ~ea~i~g 

7. O!~ D~rha~ Roa~-Oid Chapel Hill ~oad ~prove~e~t Project 

1. TOWltweek has been posted: www.townofch index.a e= 1351 

### 

As a new school year approaches for students of all ages, members of the Chapel Hill, Carrboro and University of 
rlorth Carolina at Chapel Hill communities need to take extra precautions on the roads. 

Construction and repaving projects along major thoroughfares require that pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists pay 
particular attention to conditions and to one another. Drivers and pedestrians are urged to take special care at seven 
new pedestrian crosswalks installed this summer on or near Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and East Franklin Street. 

Police caution that pedestrians should not feel overly secure when using a marked crosswalk, to the degree that they 
may place themselves in a hazardous position. Unfortunately, some drivers fail to obey the rlorth Carolina law that 
says they must yield to pedestrians in a crosswalk. For this reason, pedestrians should remain alert while crossing. 

The UNC Highway Safety Research Center, the UNC Department of Public Safety and the Carrboro and Chapel Hill 



police departments offer the following safety tips to the community. For more safety tips for pedestrians, bicyclists 

and drivers, please visit      www~hsrc.unc.edu 

When approaching a crosswalk, be prepared to stop for pedestrians. Failure to yield to a pedestrian in a marked 
crosswalk is a violation of North Carolina law. Similarly, North Carolina law also prohibits drivers from passing other 
vehicles that are stopped for pedestrians. Do not wave people across or flash your headlights; this could be dangerous 
if another vehicle is approaching. Instead, try to make eye contact with pedestrians to reassure them that they have 
been seen. Chapel Hill Police may ticket motorists who do not yield to pedestrians or attempt to pass vehicles that are 
stopped for pedestrians, and the monetary penalty can be $235 or more. 

Drive the speed limit, avoid aggressive maneuvers and use turn signals. Check both directions before pulling out from 
driveways and stop signs. 

All traffic in both directions must stop when a school bus stops for passengers on two-lane roads, two-lane roads with 
a center turn lane and four-lane roads without a median separation. On divided highways and roads with four lanes or 
more with a turning lane, only traffic following the school bus must stop. 

Watch for bicyclists and pedestrians at all times, especially when turning. Bicycles are vehicles, and bicyclists may 
take the entire lane. Scan for bicyclists in traffic and give them the appropriate Nght-of-way. 

Watch for bicyclists before opening car doors or backing out of a parking space, 

Pass bicyclists with care. Treat bicyclists as you would a slow-moving car - don’t tailgate, and do wait until traffic 
conditions allow you to safely pass the bicyclist. Reduce speed when passing bicyclists and allow at least three feet of 
passing space. Check over your shoulder after passing a bicyclist before moving back. Never pass a bicyclist and 
immediately make a right turn. 

Do not text or talk on your cell phone while driving. 

Crosswalks are the safest places for people on foot to cross a road. However, while the law assigns pedestrians the 
right of way if they enter a crosswalk properly, it does not relieve pedestrians of the responsibility to keep alert and 
cross with caution. 

Cross at crosswalks, and always look before you step into the road. Do not rely solely on pedestrian signals or 
pedestrian signage. Give traffic plenty of time for drivers to see you and to stop before starting to cross. 

Look across all lanes you must cross. Even though one vehicle has stopped, another may pass in another lane. 

Do not assume vehicles can stop. Gauge the flow of traffic before you step out onto the road and wait if necessary. 
Vehicles will need more time when the road is slippery. 

Wait until traffic has stopped from both directions before crossing. Establish eye contact with drivers before crossing. 
Keep looking both ways, and listening, in case a driver or rider has not seen you and attempts to overtake a vehicle 
that has stopped. 

Chapel Hil! Police may ticket pedestrians who do not use pedestrian crosswalks when they are available at an adjacent 
interaction, and the fine is $50. 



Avoid wearing headphones or talking on a cell phone while crossing the street. 

Dress in light, retroreflective clothing and/or carry a flashlight when walking at night. 

Bicycles are not allowed on sidewalks on either side of Franklin Street between Roberson Lane and the western 
boundary of the town, on either side of Rosemary Street between Henderson Street and the western boundary of 
town, or on either side of Columbia Street between Rosemary Street and Franklin Street. 

Always wear a properly fitted helmet. Wearing a helmet when cycling is your best means of protection against serious 
injury. 

Be predictable and visible. Ride in a straight line, don~t weave in and out of lanes or between cars, and use hand 
signals when turning and stopping. 

ALways ride with traffic and follow the rules of the road. 

Obey traffic signs, signals and lane markings and yield to traffic when appropriate, including pedestrians. 

State law requires bicyclists to equip their bicycles with a front lamp visible from 300 feet and a rear reflector that is 
visible from a distance of 200 feet when riding at night. 

Retroreflective materials and brightly colored clothing can help others see you better, even during the day. 

Avoid wearing headphones or talking on a cell phone while bicycling. 

News Services contact: Susan Houston, (919) 962-8415, susan houston@unc,edu Town of Chapel Hill contact: 

Catherine Lazorko, (919) 969-5055, clazorko@townofch Carrboro Police Department contact: Capt, 

Booker, (919) 918-7410, jbooker@townofcarrboro org 

### 

Ready for a Free Concert? Lost in the Trees w/The Physics of Heaning 

The LOCALLY GROWN cioncert on Thursday, Aug. 26, will feature the Lost in the Trees with the Physics of Meaning. 

Lost in the Trees is a folk orchestra from Chapel Hill, led by composer and songwriter Ari Picker. Initially a bedroom 
recording project, Lost in the Trees has grown from a solo effort to a full symphonic band, sometimes numbering over 
a dozen members. 

The concert concludes the Locally Grown, a summer-long series of FREE live concerts and movies on the Wallace 

Plaza, atop the Wallace Parking Deck at 150 E. Rosemary St. 

This summer’s lineup has included nationally-known but locally-based music acts as well as documentary and feature 
films created by local authors and directors. Details at                   rown.comZ 

presented by the Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

Concert nights have featured some of Chapel Hill’s most loved and upcoming bands. Featuring a beer garden offering 



hand-crafted beers along with a selection of wines; as well as food from some of Franklin Street’s favorite restaurants. 

The movies include documentary and feature films as well as entertaining movies for the whole family. The Varsity on 

Franklin Theater will offer concessions at all movie nights. Movies start at sundown so bring a chair or blanket, grab 

food to=go from a downtown restaurant, and enjoy a picnic dinner under the stars! 

The special event series supports efforts to promote the downtown community by encouraging people to come 
downtown and shop and eat at local businesses throughout the entire business district and enjoy local entertainment 
and activities summer evenings. Locally Grown is sponsored by :[40 West, WCHL :[360, Local 506, Varsity on Franklin 
Theater, Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

For more information visit www,townofchapelhill,or%/communityevents or call 919-967-9440. 

### 

Now in its seventh year, the year=round Good Neighbor Initiative encourages students who live off campus to meet 
their neighbors and work with them to build community and keep neighborhoods clean and safe. 

This year’s initiative will begin when community volunteers, students and Chapel Hill police officers walk door to door 
in many of the neighborhoods surrounding downtown Chapel Hill on Monday, Aug. 23. The group will start at 4:30 
p.m. from the Hargraves Center and move out into the Northside, Pine Knolls and CameromMcCauley neighborhoods. 

The visits to homes of student and year-round residents will include a welcome message and information about 

community services, local ordinances and alcohol laws, and good neighbor practices. In addition, residents will be 

invited to the Good Neighbor Block Party and Neighborhood Night Out event at the Hargraves Center on Sept 23~ The 

volunteers will include representatives of UNC and Empowerment Inc., a local group that promotes affordable housing. 

For a light=hearted video highlighting the initiative, visit 

www~youtube co       TownOfCha                       AZk, The two-minute video was produced by a Carolina 

journalism class led by adjunct professor Bruce Curran and professor Richard Simpson, who also play leading roles. 

Initiative sponsors are the Town of Chapel Hill, the Chapel Hill Police Department, Empowerment Inc., the Downtown 
Partnership, several downtown businesses and UNC’s Dean of Students Office and Office of University Relations. 

Media note: For more information, call Police Capt. Leo Vereen at 919=968-2871 or Susan Houston at 919-962-8415. 

### 

A public information meeting to discuss the development applications to the Town of Chapel Hill for Aydan Court, a 
proposed multi=family development at 2476 E. Highway 54, has been scheduled for 5::[5 p.m. Monday, Aug. 23, in 
the Council Chamber of Chapel Hill Town Hall, 405 1’4artin Luther King Jr. Blvd. 

The purpose of the meeting is to give interested residents an opportunity to become familiar with the Town 
development review process, meet the applicant, and to find out more about the proposed development application. 
These meetings are informational and are not public hearings. 

The development applications for Aydan Court are on file in the Chapel Hill Planning Department and may be viewed 
weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. Although not required, an appointment with Town staff is recommended to 



ensure their availability to answer questions, For additional information, call the Planning Department at 919-968- 
2728~ 

The development is proposed for property that lies east across from Downing Creek Parkway between the U.S. Army 
Corps Upper Little Creek Waterfowl Impoundment Area and Barbee Chapel Road. The development applications are 
for a Zoning Atlas Amendment and a Special Use Permit. The Zoning Atlas Amendment proposes to rezone 5.8 acres 
from Residential-1 (R-l) to Residentia[-5-Conditional (R-5-C). The Special Use Permit application proposes 90 
residential units with six affordable units. Three buildings are proposed. Each building would be three stories with one 
level of underground parking. Access is proposed from East Highway 54. The site is located in the Residential-1 zoning 
district, the Resource Conservation District, and the Watershed Protection District. 

Details about this development application have been posted to the Town’s website at 

www townofchapelhill,or0jindex~a e= 1439 See the Town Development Activity Report at 

s townofcha 

### 

Multi-meter pay stations newly installed on the 100 block and the 300 block of Franklin Street will be operational on 
Monday, Aug. 23. A downtown Cha                  shows their locations in purple highlighting. 

The pay stations will make parking more convenient to downtown visitors. Instead of accepting only coins like 
traditional parking meters, the pay stations accept credit cards as well as coins. 

During the three-month trial period, two stations will be up and running. The Town is seeking public input on the 

different pay station models. Try them out, complete a survey at      www townofchapelhill,or%/index a 

recordid=59         , and you will be rewarded with a coupon for free parking. 

Eventually, the plan is to replace the 259 downtown parking meters with the multi-meter pay stations. The stations 
that are being tested are the Duncan VN from Duncan Solutions and the Parkeon Strada BNA distributed by the 
Southeastern Parking Group. New stations would cost approximately between $8,000 and $10,000 each. 

One pay station is typically installed for every 10 parking spaces instead of at every space. The stations accept credit 
cards (Visa and MasterCard) as well as coins. (One of the pay stations will also be configured to accept bills.) Meters 
in Chapel Hill charge 25 cents for 15 minutes with a 2-hour time limit. Meters are enforced 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday 
through Saturday. Metered parking is free after 6 p.m. daily and all day Sunday. 

The pay stations are one of several improvements to parking in downtown Chapel Hill in the past year, including the 
courtesy parking program, valet parking, and parking lot signage. Changes stem from recommendations from a Town 
of Chapel Hill citizens advisory committee and a parking improvement plan adopted in 2009 by the Council. Read 
more about the Town’s Parking Strategy here:       www.townofch@:?elhill.orqz~index.as       =875 

### 

The North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) will hold an open house-public information session on 
Tuesday, Aug. 24, from 5 to 7 p.m. at Resurrection United Methodist Church, 4705 Old Chapel Hill Road. 

The Old Durham Road-Old Chapel Hill Road improvement project (NCDOT Project EB-4707) includes sidewalks and an 
on-road striped bike lane on both sides of the road, pedestrian signals at U.S. 15-501 and Farrington Road, and a 



roundabout at the intersection with Pope Road. The Town of Chapel Hill and the City of Durham are providing 
matching funds for the project. 

Previous workshops for this project were held in 2005 and 2006. The purpose of this open house is to provide the 
public and businesses the opportunity to review the most recent design plans, provide feedback on the improvements, 
and discuss project specifics with the NCDOT and consultant team. Following the open house, design plans will be 
finalized. 

Anyone desiring more information may contact the NCDOT project manager, Michael Kneis, Division 5 at 2612 
Duke Street, Durham, NC 27704, phone 919-220-4600, or email mkneis@ncdot.qov. 

NCDOT will provide auxiliary aids and services under the Americans with Disabilities Act for disabled persons who wish 
to participate in this workshop. Anyone requiring special services should contact Michael Kneis as early as possible so 
that arrangements can be made. 

### 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will operate the NU route on Sunday, Aug. 22, from 1:45 to 11:30 p.m. For specific schedule 
information, visit www.townofchapelhill.orqdqndex a e=736 or call a customer service representative at 919- 
969-4900. 

### 
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Town of Chapel Hill: Towns, University urge extra caution on the roads as students return 

Towns, University urge extra caution on the roads as students return 
Posted Date: 8/20/20i0 

Crosswalk 

As a new school year approaches for students of all ages, 
members of the Chapel Hill, Carrboro and University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill communities need to take extra precautions 
on the roads. 

Construction and repaving projects along major thoroughfares 
require that pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists pay particular 
attention to conditions and to one another. Drivers and 
pedestrians are urged to take special care at seven new 
pedestrian crosswalks installed this summer on or near Nartin 
Luther King Jr. Boulevard and East Franklin Street. 

Police caution that pedestrians should not feel overly secure when using a marked crosswalk, to the degree that they 
may place themselves in a hazardous position. Unfortunately, some drivers fail to obey the North Carolina law that 
says they must yield to pedestrians in a crosswalk. For this reason, pedestrians should remain alert while crossing. 

The UNC Highway Safety Research Center, the UNC Department of Public Safety and the Carrboro and Chapel Hill 

police departments offer the following safety tips to the community. For more safety tips for pedestrians, bicyclists 

and drivers, please visit www,hsrc,unc,ed~J 

tips drivers 

When approaching a crosswalk, be prepared to stop for pedestrians. Failure to yield to a pedestrian in a marked 
crosswalk is a violation of North Carolina law. Similarly, North Carolina law also prohibits drivers from passing other 
vehicles that are stopped for pedestrians. Do not wave people across or flash your headlights; this could be dangerous 
if another vehicle is approaching. Instead, try to make eye contact with pedestrians to reassure them that they have 
been seen. Chapel Hill Police may ticket motorists who do not yield to pedestrians or attempt to pass vehicles that are 
stopped for pedestrians, and the monetary penalty can be $235 or more. 

Drive the speed limit, avoid aggressive maneuvers and use turn signals. Check both directions before pulling out from 
driveways and stop signs. 

All traffic in both directions must stop when a school bus stops for passengers on two-lane roads, two-lane roads with 
a center turn lane and four-lane roads without a median separation. On divided highways and roads with four lanes or 
more with a turning lane, only traffic following the school bus must stop. 

Watch for bicyclists and pedestrians at all times, especially when turning. Bicycles are vehicles, and bicyclists may 
take the entire lane. Scan for bicyclists in traffic and give them the appropriate right-of-way. 

Watch for bicyclists before opening car doors or backing out of a parking space. 

Pass bicyclists with care. Treat bicyclists as you would a slow-moving car - don’t tailgate, and do wait until traffic 
conditions allow you to safely pass the bicyclist. Reduce speed when passing bicyclists and allow at least three feet of 
passing space. Check over your shoulder after passing a bicyclist before moving back. Never pass a bicyclist and 



immediately make a right turn, 

Do not text or talk on your cell phone while driving. 

Safe  tips for pedestrians 

Crosswalks are the safest places for people on foot to cross a road. However, while the law assigns pedestrians the 
right of way if they enter a crosswalk properly, it does not relieve pedestrians of the responsibility to keep alert and 
cross with caution. 

Cross at crosswalks, and always look before you step into the road. Do not rely solely on pedestrian signals or 
pedestrian signage. Give traffic plenty of time for drivers to see you and to stop before starting to cross. 

Look across all lanes you must cross. Even though one vehicle has stopped, another may pass in another lane. 

Do not assume vehicles can stop. Gauge the flow of traffic before you step out onto the road and wait if necessary. 
Vehicles will need more time when the road is slippery. 

Wait until traffic has stopped from both directions before crossing. Establish eye contact with drivers before crossing. 
Keep looking both ways, and listening, in case a driver or rider has not seen you and attempts to overtake a vehicle 
that has stopped. 

Chapel Hill Police may ticket pedestrians who do not use pedestrian crosswalks when they are available at an adjacent 
interaction, and the fine is $50. 

Avoid wearing headphones or talking on a cell phone while crossing the street. 

Dress in light, retroreflective clothing and/or carry a flashlight when walking at night. 

Safety tips for bicyclists 

Bicycles are not allowed on sidewalks on either side of Franklin Street between Roberson Lane and the western 
boundary of the town, on either side of Rosemary Street between Henderson Street and the western boundary of 
town, or on either side of Columbia Street between Rosemary Street and Franklin Street. 

Always wear a properly fitted helmet. Wearing a helmet when cycling is your best means of protection against serious 
injury. 

Be predictable and visible. Ride in a straight line, don’t weave in and out of lanes or between cars, and use hand 
signals when turning and stopping. 

Always ride with traffic and follow the rules of the road. 

Obey traffic signs, signals and lane markings and yield to traffic when appropriate, including pedestrians. 

State law requires bicyclists to equip their bicycles with a front lamp visible from 300 feet and a rear reflector that is 
visible from a distance of 200 feet when riding at night. 
Retroreflective materials and brightly colored clothing can help others see you better, even during the day. 

Avoid wearing headphones or talking on a cell phone while bicycling. 

News Services contact: Susan Houston, 919-962-8415, susan_houston@uric edu 
Town of Chapel Hill contact: Catherine Lazorko, 919-969-5055, clazorko@townofchapelhill orq 
Carrboro Police Department contact: Capt. Joe[ Booker, 919-918-7410, ~booker@townofcarrboro~orq 
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HFL Front Page Scores 

MLB Front Page Scores 

HCAA Basketball Front Page Scores 

HSA Front Page Scores 

HHL Front Page Scores 

HCAA Football Front Page Scores 

So 

Lou Pne a who hasan alng mother n F[orda sad n a reease he wanted to 
spend moretmewth hsfamiy 

Lou Piniella couldn’t put his retirement off any longer. After 

originally saying he would step down after the season, the Cubs 

manager abruptly ended his 48 years in baseball Sunday. 

Top Stories 
~ MORNING JOLT: Rams ready for Bradford era? 

~ Favre done after one series as Vikes fall to 49ers 

~ Durant block at buzzer helps U.S. hold off Spain 

~ DP SHOW: Peyton Manning joins the show 

~ Cano helps Yankees move to 12-0 without A-Rod 

~ Nats await Strasburg MRI results I Lose to Phillies 

~ Dodgers’ broadcaster Scully, 82, to return in ’11 

~ Garcia throws first shutout as Cards dump Giants 

~ FanHouse: Shanahan takes shot at Haynesworth 

~ Bucs QB Freeman expects to be back for opener 

~ Federer drops first set but tops Fish in Cincy final 

PEARLNAN 

PEARLS OF 
WISDOM 

MONDAY MORNING 
QB 

Vanity strikes again, causing the Brad Childress talks regret, plus 20 
downfall of another sports star. fantasy items from camp trip. 

More Columns 

Photos 
Tr th & Rumors 

~ NC.~u~. FOOTBALL: Talk of 
’11 Heisman begins with one 
guy 

~ NFL: Rosenfels behind 
reported Favre-Childress 
tension? 

~ MLB: If Kemp is pushed out 
of L.A., his agent is to blame 



FIBA ’10 Players NFL’s 2010 Swimsuit 2010: 
To Watch Suspensions Jessica Gomes 

More SI Photos More Swimsuit Models 

Fri. P.M. Clicks: The best 
videos of the past week 

Hot Clicks: Jennifer Love 
Hewitt; Nenad Krstic throws 

chair during brawl 

Follow SI I King I Heyman I Mandel 

~ NBA: House: Boston’s Big 
Three has nothing on Heat’s 
trio 

More T&R: NFL I Colleges I MLB I NBA I Golf 

NHL I NASCAR I MMA I Soccer I Tennis 

Th s $I 
~ READ ALL ARTICLES 

~ VIEW THIS ISSUE 

~" BUY THIS COVER 

~ SI VAULT 1954 - PRESENT 

Become a fan of SI 

SI Customer Service I Give the Gift of SI I Buy SI Cover Reprints I Try SI Kids Risk Free 

TO UNSUBSCRIBE: 
You have received this email because you are an SI EXTRA subscriber. To unsubscribe from this newsletter immediately (without a chance to confirm your 
choice), click here 

EMAIL OPT-OUTS 
Click here for more information on how to opt-out of marketing communications from Spots Illustrated and our pawners, or copy and paste this link into your 
browser: http://www.timeinc.net/subs/privacy/si/emailprivacy.html 

PRIVACY POLICY 
Please read our Privacy Policy, or copy and paste this link into your browser: http://www.timeinc.net/subs/privacy/si/policy.html 

FOR FURTHER COMMUNICATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED CUSTOMER SERVICE 
A]q-ENTION : CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

3000 University Center Drive 
Tampa, FL 33612-6408 
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~ Centerfor GIoballnitiatives 

E-Bulletin : August 24, 2010 
BACK TO SCHOOL EDITION 

Global Photo Competition 
ENTRIES DUE: September 10, 2010 
The Center for Global Initiatives is pleased to 
announce our call for entries to the ! lth Annual 
Global Photography Contest. This is an amateur 
photography competition that is open to 
all students, faculty, alumni and staff of UNC= 

Chapel Hill. V~nners will be featured in an exhibit in late Fall 2010 in the FedEx 
Global Education Center and may be featured in our 2010 Calendar! (photo by 
Nushmia Khan, a 2009 Photo Contest Winner) 

Certificate in International Development 
Specia/ize in deve/opment and socia/ change in communities and nations 

around the world 
This Certificate is available to all UNC-Chapel Hill graduate students and may be 
awarded at either the masters or doctoral level. The Certificate is issued to 
students upon meeting all requirements and is noted on their official transcript. 

Events & Conferences 

Esse Quam Videri: 

Muslim Self Portraits 
Through Sept. 9 

Closing Reception Sept. 9, 7pm 
FedEx Global Education Center 

In response to the stereotyping of 
Muslims and in recognition that it is 

human nature to fear what we do not 
know, community based artist and 

CGI Artist-in-Residence Todd Drake 
has worked with Muslims in North 

Carolina to create self-portraits that 
share real, rather than seeming, 

reflections of self to a wider audience. 
Please join the Center for Global 
Initiatives at the closing reception 

Sept. 9. 

Carolina Navigators 
Presenter Training 

Sept. 11, 2010, lpm 
Carolina Navigators enriches the 
education of both UNC and K-12 

students through engaged 
international learning. It provides 
cultural resources and interactive 

Funding Opportunities 

Fulbright U.S. Student 
Program 
CAMPUS DEADLINE: Sept. 27, 
5pm 
The Center for Global Initiatives is 
proud to announce the 2011-2012 
Fulbright U.S. Student Program 
Competition. The Fulbright U.S. 
Student Program provides graduating 
seniors as well as current Graduate 
Students opportunities to self-design 
global research and study projects 
(Full Grant) orto serve as an English 
teaching assistant (ETA program). 

UPCOMING INFORMATION 
SESSIONS: 
Thursday, August 26, 2010 I 5pm 

Friday, August 27, 20101 11am 
Tuesday, August 31, 2010 I 11am 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 
5pm 

Student Research Circles 
PROPOSAL DEADLINE: Ongoing 
In order to enrich the flow of research 



classroom presentations by Carolina 
students who have international 
expertise. To participate in the 

program, new presenters must attend 
a training session. The training will 
cover program logistics as well as 

tips for preparing engaging and age- 
appropriate cultural presentations. 

classroom management techniques, 
tips from past presenters and 
humorous videos of classroom 

situations for case study. 

Call for Proposals: 
Global American South 

Due: October 1, 2010 
The Center for Global Initiatives and 

the Global Research nstitute 
welcome proposals from scholars 

policy maker& and professionals for 
the 5th Global American South 

conference to be held March 18-19. 
2011. This conference will focus on 

the effects of the global financial crisis 
on the region. 

ideas among students the Center for 
Global Initiatives is pleased to fund 
Student Research Circles. These 
circles receive funding for an 
academic year to support activities 
such as speaker series, brown bags, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. Undergraduates and 
graduates are eligible to form circles. 

Faculty Workinq Groups 
PROPOSAL DEADLINE: Ongoing 
To foster innovative and 
interdisciplinary research, the Center 
for Global nitiatives is pleased to fund 
faculty working groups. These groups 
meet regularly to critique scholarly 
works, host visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant proposals, 
and embed research into the 
curriculum. Any tenure or tenure-track 
faculty member is eligible to propose a 
working group. 

Resources for Students, Staff, and Faculty 

International Internship Database 
This innovative web database allows students to post and browse honest, candid, 
ONYEN-secured reviews of globally-focused internships. If you are looking for an 
internship or want to share your experience, check it out! 

Faculty International Expertise Database 
Users can search and browse the rich and diverse globally-focused faculty at 
UNC with this resource. Search is available by region, language, or field of 
expertise. Current faculty members can Iogin to update or add their information. 

Image: UNC Global Logo The Center for Global Initiat yes is a catalyst for the innovative work of 

faculty and students at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. To 

learn more, visit c~! n edu. 

You are currently subscribed to this list as: st,qore@email.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-27527130-5772512.e1014ae60d1087307bad57835eS0ed3a@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <forums@culturaldiplomacy.org> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 5:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Berlin International Human Rights Congress (Berlin, 1 st - 4th October 2010) 

Call for Applications 

The Berlin International Human Rights Congress (BIHRC): 
"Human Rights and Democracy in a Globalized World- Moving Towards an International Consensus" 

(Berlin, 1st - 4th October 2010) 
Held on the 20th Anniversary of German Reunification 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

On behalf on the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next major program hosted by the ICD in partnership with 
other leading organizations: 

The Berlin International Human Rights Congress (BIHRC): "Human Rights and Democracy in a Globalized World - 
Moving Towards an International Consensus" (Berlin, 1 st - 4th October 2010) 
**Held on the 20th Anniversary of German Reunification 

In addition I would like to bring to your attention two additional programs hosted by the ICD in September 2010: 

Europe Meets Latin America: A Forum for Young Leaders:"Emphasizing Commonalities or Differences: New 
Perspectives on European-Latin American Relations" (Berlin, 12th - 17th September 2010) 

The September Session of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy: "Assessing the Societal Political and Economic 
Benefits of Arts & Culture" (Berlin, 7th- 12th September 2010) 

We are currently accepting applications to attend these programs and I would therefore be grateful if you could share the 
announcement within your network and forward the information below on to anyone who you feel may be interested in 
attending. We would also be delighted to having you involved and to welcome you to Berlin. Thank you in advance for 
your cooperation and support in raising awareness of our upcoming event. 

I am pleased to announce that you can now follow the ICD, and connect with our global network, online. The ICD Face 
book group allows you to communicate with likeminded individuals across the world, and by following us on Twitter you 
will be the first to know about our new programs, as well as the latest developments in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. 

If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q 
indicating this (Please do not reply to this e-mail). 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
Kurfi3rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360=76811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 
Become a member of the ICB and help create a strong Cu~tura~ DiNomacy community - c~ick here 

The Berlin International Human Rights Congress 



Held on the 20th Anniversary of German Reunification 

The Berlin International Human Rights Congress (BIHRC) is an international congress, taking place on the 20th 
anniversary of German reunification that will offer an interdisciplinary analysis of the fields of human rights and 
democracy. The event will explore developments in these areas over the past two decades and will then consider the key 
issue shaping discussions on the international level today. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, debates and 
panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, 
international development, and the private sector. Participants of the program will also have the unique opportunity to 
celebrate the 20th anniversary of German reunification on the streets of Berlin. Further details about the program can be 
found under: 

http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/academy/index.php?en conferences bihrc 

Speakers 
The speakers during the Seminar will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the 
diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, from across the world. These speakers will include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please click here). 

Confirmed Speakers for the Congress include: 

¯ Cem ~zdemir; Co-Leader, The Green Party, Germany 
¯ Dr. Emil Constantinescu; ICD Board Member - Former President of Romania 
¯ HE Lt. Jerry John Rawlings; Former President of Ghana 
¯ Mark C. Donfried; Director - the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
¯ Dr. Miomir Zuzul; ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Croatia 
¯ Dr. Solomon Isaac Passy; ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Bulgaria 
¯ H.E. Yasar Yakis; ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

Conference Participants 
The conference participants will include young professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private 
sector representatives, journalists, and other interested stakeholders from across the world. 

To apply: 

http://www.cu Itu raldiplomacy.or.q/academy/index.ph p?en bihrcapplication-form 

Certificate of Attendance 
All conference participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance at the end of the program. This certificate 
will confirm attendance and provide details of the speakers who took part during the program and the topics discussed. 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalization 
and international relations. In this regard, the ICD is welcoming participants of the Conference to submit papers on this 
subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and passions. 
Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written 
specifically for the conference. Groups of students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable Network 
Conference participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different 
fields of interest and levels of experience, who share a commitment to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to 
remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. This network represents a medium through which 
members can exchange information on research, job opportunities, related events, and coordinate their own cultural 
exchange initiatives. The ICD will help to support the participants in their future activities by providing guidance and advice 
on possible research topics and helping to support members who plan to organize their own cultural exchange initiatives. 

The ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy 

The ICD Academy organises Weeklong Sessions which are taking place in Berlin throughout the year. Each Academy 
Session will explore the history and development of the field of cultural diplomacy and will provide a platform for 
discussions on a diverse range of related issues including immigration and integration, language and identity, citizenship, 
and the role of civil society in building bridges between cultural communities. 



The September Session of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy 
"Assessing the Societal, Political and Economic Benefits of Arts & Culture" 
(Berlin, 7th- 12th September) 

In addition to looking at the history and development of the field of cultural diplomacy and its contemporary application 
across the world, the forthcoming Academy Session will focus on the societal, economic, and political benefits of arts and 
culture. In particular, it will consider how artistic and other cultural initiatives can support foreign policy objectives, 
strengthen cross-cultural understanding, and improve tourism and foreign investment. Participants of the forthcoming 
September Session of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy will take part in the forthcoming international conference: 
"The Language of Art & Music" (more). Participants will also visit: "Floodwall - Telling the stories of Hurricane Katrina in 
Berlin" an exhibition that highlights the power of art to cross cultural and national borders (more) 

Further information can be found on our website under http:llwww.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/index.php? 
en academy 

The Participants 
The Program is open to applications from academics, diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, 
journalists, young professionals and students, stakeholders from the private sector and other individuals with an interest in 
international relations, cultural studies, and global politics. 

To apply to the program, please visit: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/index.php?en_academy_seminars 

Speakers 
The speakers during the Seminar will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the 
diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, from across the world. These speakers will include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please click here.). 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance at the end of the program. This certificate will confirm 
attendance and provide details of the speakers who took part during the program and the topics discussed. 

Enquiries: academy@cultu raldiplomacy.org 

Europe Meets Latin America: A Forum for Young Leaders 

"Europe Meets Latin America: A Forum for Young Leaders" (EMLA) is an active network of young professionals & 
students and other individuals from across the world who are interested in supporting and strengthening relations between 
Europe and Latin America. The program has been developed in recognition of existing links between the two regions and 
to explore relations of increasing geo-strategic, economic, social and political importance to both sides. 

Further details about the program can be found under 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/youn.qleadersforums/index.php?en forums emla about 

The next EMLA Weeklong Seminar will take place in Berlin from 12th-17th September and will focus on the following 
theme: 

"Emphasising Commonalities or Differences: New Perspectives on European-Latin American Relations" 

The strong cultural and historical links between Europe and Latin America play an important role in determining the nature 
of contemporary relations between the two regions, and between individual countries within the regions. Recently, 
however, scholars and key stakeholders have emphasised the importance of treating the two regions as distinct entities, 
and highlighting the differences between the two. Doing so, it is argued, allows for a more pragmatic, forward thinking 
approach to foreign policies and regional agreements. In addition to looking at this history and development of cultural 
diplomacy and its application in bi-regional relations, the forthcoming EMLA Weeklong Seminar will consider these two 
approaches and the extent to which they might offer different perspectives on the future of European-Latin American 
relations. 

The Participants 
The seminar is open to applications from academics, diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, 



journalists, young professionals and students and other individuals with an interest in European Latin American relations, 
cultural studies, and global politics. 

To apply to the Conference, please visit: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/youn.qleadersforums/index.php?en forums emla application-form 

Speakers 
The speakers during the Seminar will include leading figures and experts on Europe and Latin America from international 
politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please click here). 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalization 
and international relations. In this regard, the ICD is welcoming participants of the Conference to submit papers on this 
subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and passions. 
Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written 
specifically for the conference. Groups of students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance at the end of the program. This certificate will confirm 
attendance and provide details of the speakers who took part during the program and the topics discussed. 

Further information: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/youn.qleadersforums/index.php?en forums emla about 

Enquiries: emla@culturaldiplomacy.org 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD - www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q) is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental 
organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote global peace and stability through 
strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one 
of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between 
individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include "A World without Walls: An International Congress on 
"Soft Power", Cultural Diplomacy and Interdependence", which marked the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin 
Wall (www.world-without-walls.or.q). In February, 2010, the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress: An 
Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles of Global Politics & Civil Society in International Economics (www.biec.de). In May 
2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (www.icd-interantionalsymposium.or.q). 
Speakers in this event included Bertie Ahern - Former Prime minister of Ireland; Emil Constantinescu - ICD Advisory 
Board Member- Former President of Romania; Sir Malcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom; 
Kjell Magne Bondevik - Former Prime Minister of Norway; and Dr. Vaira Vfl~e-Freiberga - ICD Advisory Board Member - 
Former President of Latvia. 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.4&(0)30.2360=7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360=76811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 



Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - c~ick here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 
Become a member of the ~CD and help create a strong Cultural Diplomacy community - c~ick here 

This e-mail contains privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply to the 
sender of such and delete the e-mail in its entirety. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yankees.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 12:45 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Go to bat for a World Series® trip 

View a website version of this e-mail here > 
~:iilir~k.mlblists.comi~’9OJCSi[?HDXGTN!PXPB 1EiQLOSMQiNJG U 4RJ 1 
a:9OJCSI&b-IIl~5P&c-I[4KTCH&d-23V5AT&e- l&f=4016136&g=55419137 

Go to bat for a World Series® trip 

Fans have seen some historic World Series 
You could see this year’s in person 

We want to send a fan like you to the 2010 World Series®. 

Just play the State Farm® Go to Bat game. 

- Simply enter, pick a charity and play online 
- You could win a trip for two to the 2010 World Series® 
- You could also help your charity receive big donations 

Take a swing at this legendary prize. 

Enter Now >> 
~ :ii~b.mlb. com/rrffbiswe 2010is~te farmigotobat!ir~dex~code= S01304 

For more information on State Farm, visit statefarm.com® >> 
~:iilink.mlblists.comiri9OJCSI?HDXGTN~PXPB ] E NOTXX/] Cit?a:40 ] (~ ] 3 (~&b:55419137 

Get a quote >> 
~:i!li~k. mlblists, comiri9OJCSI/HDXGTN/PXPB 1E R30HKD/1 Cit?a-4016136&b-55419137 

Find an agent >> 
~:i/lirfl~.mlblists.com/~;!9OJCSIiHDXGTN/PXPB 1EiQLOSM@iE~NOOC/1 Ci~?a:4016136&b=55419137 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Void in Quebec & where 
prohibited. Begins 12:00 a.m. CT on 7/12/10 & ends 11:59 p.m. CT 
on 9/26/10. Must be a legal resident of the 50 U.S., DC or 
Canadian provinces of Alberta, New Brunswick or Ontario, 18+ at 
time of entry to participate. Eligibility & other restrictions apply. 

Official Rules & complete details >> 
~:iilir~k.mlblists.comi~i9OJ CSI/HDXGTNiPXPB 1E OV?’lCit?a:4016136&b:55419137 

Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All rights reserved. 

To unsubscribe from future emails from State Farm, please click here or send mail to: 



State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company 
Mail Response Center 
One State Farm Plaza 
Bloomington, IL 61710 

Unsubscribe from State Farm Emails >> 
~:iilmk.mlNists.con~&!9OJCSIiHDXGTN/PXPB 1EiQLOSMQiB5JYG0i1CA?a=4016136&b-55419137 

(c) 2010 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major 
League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights 
used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. 
All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are 
trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review yankees.com’s Privacy Policy > 
~:iilir~.mlblists.comi,~’9OJCS[?HDXGTN!PXPB 1E 128E3~/1Cit?a- &c=4016136&d=55419137 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com. If you no 
longer wish to receive commercial e-mails from yankees.com, 
please click here to unsubscribe > 
~:/ilink.mlblists.cor~r/9OJCSI/HDXGTNiPXPB 1Ei�)LO ~i1Cit? 
a=PXPB 1E&b=c3R~-ib3 J IOGVtYWlsL~VuY v 51ZHU=&c=5GOT3©&d=H 1 i[5P&e=N-’~&f=401 (~ 136&g=55419137 

Postal Address: 
yankees.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 
75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[[9OJCSI-II 115P-HDXGTN-PXPB 1E-QLOSMQ-T-M2-20100825-d4a82486e346a42]] 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Wednesday, August 25, 2010 4:52 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Deadline reminder for The Chronicle’s September 10 and 17 issues 

IC 

When you need to fill an opening quickly, there’s no 
more efficient way than The Chronicle. 

Sept. 10 / Aug. 30 
Sept. 17/ Sept. 3 

Chronicle Careers is the best way to immediately get the 
news of your opening to the broadest, most diverse 
audience of both active and passive job seekers in 
higher education. September ~Q 

For more information, or to learn what ad options best 
fit your budget and recruitment needs, contact us at 
(202) 466-1050 or e-mail      chronicle,corn 

European Association for 

International Education (EAZE} 
September ]5 ]8 ¯ Nantes 

Fra rice 

Sincerely, 

The Chronicle Careers team 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

chronicle.com 
Phone: (202) 466-1050 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 
1255 Twenty-Third Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

P.S. Don’t forget to add online categories to your 
posting! Doing so will allow your job to be found more 
easily by online job seekers and ensure that your 
posting will show up in related job alert e-mails. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from The Chronicle. 

For more information about our px@aey practices, please read our px~vaey policy: http://ehroniele.eom/a~¢iele/Privaey-Poliey/~.6~.2/. 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations from Chronicle Careers, you may send us an e-mail message at op~outjobs@ehrox~iele.eom. 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Linda Comer 

Comer 

Linda 

Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3410 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3410 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3074 

E-mail: Icomer@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN The Magazine <memberservices@espn.go.com> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 12:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your SEP-06-10 digital issue of ESPN Magazine is here! 

M A A E 

Your current digital issue of ESPN The Magazine is now available! Get the SEP- 
06-10 issue. 

As a valuable ESPN The Magazine subscriber, you get FREE access to ESPN 
Insider, the most predictive sports analysis and insight on the web, for the 
remainder of your subscription at NO EXTRA CHARGE. If you haven’t already 
registered, click here to view your digital magazine and activate your FREE ESPN 
Insider account. 

Enjoy your magazine! 

Want to be on the cover of ESPN The Magazine? Click here for details. 

This email was sent to: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Please do not reply to this email as this mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. 

If you no longer wish to receive this email notification, please click here. 

Need help with your digital subscription? Contact Customer Support: 
Wish to cancel your digital subscription? Email subcircp~’@earthlink,net 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, August 27, 2010 3:33 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date." 8/27/2010 

The Town of Chapel Hill sends weekly email updates about Town activities. If you like this service, share with your 
friends and let them know they can receive Chapel Hill eNews by emailing us at info~atownofchapelhill.orc~ or visit 

www townofchapel hill, or 

Participate! Transform your ideas into action = and make Chapel Hill even better 

::L TOWNweek 

:~. TOWNweek: www townofchapelhill.orojtownweek 

### 

www fiickr.com 

Nore than one =hundred local leaders and downtown Chapel Hill boosters gathered on Wednesday, August 25, for the 
official grand opening and ribbon cutting of the new Krispy Kreme in Chapel Hill, at 157 E. Franklin St. (in the former 
Firehouse Subs). 

Chapel Hill Mayor ~Vlark Kleinschmidt welcomed Krispy Kreme to Chapel Hill and was delighted to hear corporate 
officials say that from the moment they began the process of working with town inspectors and officials, it took just 
32 days to complete the process and open their new store. "Chapel Hill has been one of the most friendly, efficient 
towns we’ve worked with yet," said Stephen Graves, vice president of operations for Krispy Kreme. 

North Carolina women’s basketball head coach Sylvia Hatchell== who belongs to some exclusive clubs = said she she is 
proud member of the KNspy Kreme fan club. "When my assistant told me they wanted me to attend the KNspy Kreme 
ribbon cutting on Franklin Street today, Z got in my car and drove right over. ~ am one of their biggest fans and 



thrilled to see KNspy Kreme on Franklin Street," said Hatche[[. 

Krispy Kreme (NYSE: KKD) has hired ]onathan Wilder as general manager of the new store, which will feature 

Carolina Blue furniture [n honor of its University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill neighbors. 

For more information visit the Krispy Kreme Chapel Hill Facebook Fan Page at 

www facebook co        KremeChapeIHill, 

The Chapel Hill Neighborhood Shop will operate Sunday through Saturday from 6 a.m. to midnight. Hours may vary 
throughout the year. 

### ### 

A Chapel Hill Current Development Activity Nap is available on the Town Website at 

s,townofcha 

The map is part of ongoing improvements to the development review process, including enhanced public access to 
relevant development related information. The map will be a useful tool to help interested parties get both an 
overview and detailed information about current development projects. 

Please send questions or any feedback that you may have about the map to townofchaoelhill orq, 

### 

Multi-meter pay stations newly installed on the 100 block of E. Franklin Street and the 300 block of W. Franklin Street 
are ready for use. A downtown Chapel Hill parking map shows their locations in purple highlighting. 

The pay stations will make parking more convenient to downtown visitors. Instead of accepting only coins like 
traditional parking meters, the pay stations accept credit cards as well as coins. 

During the three-month trial period, two stations will be up and running. The Town is seeking public input on the 
different pay station models. Try them out, complete a survey at www,townofchapelhill,or%iindex.aspx? 
recordid=59         , and you will be rewarded with a coupon for free parking. 

Eventually, the plan is to replace the 259 downtown parking meters with the multbmeter pay stations. The stations 
that are being tested are the Duncan VM from Duncan Solutions and the Parkeon Strada BNA distributed by the 
Southeastern Parking Group. New stations would cost approximately between $8,000 and $10,000 each. 

One pay station is typically installed for every 10 parking spaces instead of at every space. The stations accept credit 
cards (Visa and MasterCard) as well as coins. (One of the pay stations will also be configured to accept bills.) Meters 
in Chapel Hill charge 25 cents for 15 minutes with a 2-hour time limit. Meters are enforced 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday 
through Saturday. Metered parking is free after 6 p.m. daily and all day Sunday. 

The pay stations are one of several improvements to parking in downtown Chapel Hill in the past year, including the 
courtesy parking program, valet parking, and parking lot signage. Changes stem from recommendations from a Town 
of Chapel Hill citizens advisory committee and a parking improvement plan adopted in 2009 by the Council. Read 
more about the Town’s Parking Strategy here: www.townofchapelhill.orq!index.as       =875 

### 

The Chapel Hill Police Department urges motorists and pedestrians to be extra cautious at new pedestrian refuge 



islands and crosswalks along Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and East Franklin Street. 

The new pedestrian islands and crosswalks are located mainly at mid-block crossing locations with bus stops on both 
sides. The pedestrian refuge islands and crosswalks add to the convenience and comfort for pedestrians crossing 
major roads. 

Police caution that pedestrians should not fee! overly secure when using a marked crosswalk - to the degree that they 
may aggressively place themselves in a hazardous position. Unfortunately, some drivers fail to obey the North 
Carolina law that says they must yield to pedestrians in a crosswalk. For this reason, pedestrians should remain alert 
while crossing. 

Martin Luther King ]r. Boulevard well as Franklin Street are multi-lane roadways. Therefore, drivers should yield to 
pedestrians entering the cross-walk on their side of the roadway only. If pedestrians are in the cross-walk but 
crossing in front of the opposite lanes of travel, drivers do not have to yield. Drivers are cautioned, though, to be 
vigilant and watchful for pedestrians that place themselves in a hazardous position by crossing the street at unmarked 
crosswalks or failing to make sure that it is safe before crossing. For this reason, drivers should remain alert as they 
approach all pedestrian cross-walks. 

Drivers should also be cognizant of other drivers when approaching cross walks, anticipating that the vehicle directly 
in front of you may have to stop suddenly to either avoid hitting a pedestrian or another vehicle. 

Safety tips for pedestrians: 

® Even though Martin Luther King ]r. Boulevard and E. Franklin Street now have several crosswalks enabling citizens 

to safely cross the street and reach their destinations, pedestrians should ensure before entering a crosswalk that 

drivers have stopped their vehicles and that it is safe to cross. 

~ Before entering the crosswalk, pedestrians should make sure that traffic in the closest lanes of travel has stopped. 
Upon reaching the pedestrian islands, pedestrians should check again to make sure that it’s safe before continuing 
through the cross walk to the other side of the roadway. 

® At these marked crosswalks (where traffic control signals are not in place) drivers of vehicles should yield the right 
of way, slowing down or stopping if need be to so yield, to a pedestrian crossing the roadway within the crosswalks. 

Safety tips for drivers: 

When approaching a crosswalk, be prepared to stop for pedestrians. 

Failure to yield to a pedestrian in a marked crosswalk is a violation of North Carolina law. 

Similarly, North Carolina law also prohibits drivers from passing other vehicles that are stopped for pedestrians. 

~ Do not wave people across or flash your headlights; this could be dangerous if another vehicle is approaching. 

Instead, try to make eye contact with pedestrians to reassure them that they have been seen. 

~ Chapel Hill Police may ticket motorists who do not yield to pedestrians or attempt to pass vehicles that are stopped 
for pedestrians, and the monetary penalty can be $235 or more 

The crosswalks are located as follows: 

Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard (NC 86) between Piney Mountain Road and Timber Hollow Court 

Martin Luther King Jr. BIvd. (NC 86) near Estes Drive 

Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. (NC 86) near UNC Highway Safety Research Center/Hillsborough Street 



Martin Luther King 3r. Blvd. (NC 86) near Town Hall 

Fast Franklin Street near Flizabeth Street 

Fast Franklin SLreet near Couch Road 

### 

6o Tow~ Holiday, Service Schedule 

Most munidpal offices will be closed Monday, SepL. 6, in observance of Labor Day. 

RESIDENTIAL RFFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no residential collection. Monday routes will be collected 

Wednesday, Sept. 8, 

CURBSIDE RECYCLING: There will be no change in schedule, 

COMMERCIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no commercial collection. Monday routes will be collected on 

Tuesday and Wednesday, 

ORANGE COUNTY LANDFILL will be closed. 

ORANGE COUNTY SOLID WASTE CONVENIENCE CENTERS will be closed. 

CHAPEL HILL TRANSIT will not operate, 

HOUSING: Offices and Maintenance Division will be dosed. For emergency maintenance services, call 968-2855. 

PUBLIC LIBRARY: The Library will be open from :[ to 5 p.m. 

PARKING SERVICES: The parking office will be closed. On-street parking meters,Town-owned lots and the Wallace 

Deck will be free. 

PARKS AND RECREATION: The Plant Road administrative office will be closed. For schedules at the Chapel Hill 

Community Center, call 9:[9-968-2790. For schedules at the Hargraves Center, call 9:[9-968-2794. For schedules at 

the Aquatic Center, call 9:[9-968=2799. 

### 

The Town of Chapel Hill’s Parks and Recreation Department is offering a "Mini-Leopold Education Project" workshop in 

conjunction with the Sierra Club from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 8, at the Chapel Hill Community Center, :[20 S. 

Estes Drive. 

The workshop is free and open to the public. The goal is to teach the importance of being ’in-touch’ with our natural 

surroundings; understanding nature conservation; and being responsible stewards of our natural surroundings. Part of 

the workshop will be a walk outside, so participants are asked to bring a flashlight. 

The Leopold Education Project is an innovative, interdisciplinary, critical thinking, conservation and environmental 
education curriculum based on the classic writings of the renowned conservationist, AIdo Leopold. The workshop 
teaches the public about humanity’s ties to the natural environment in the effort to conserve and protect the earth’s 
natural resources. 

For more information, contact Chris Howard at chrisfhoward@hotmail corn 



### 

The Town of Chapel Hill Justice in Action Committee invites the community to participate in the community writing 
competition "How I helped build a Community Bridge." The competition is part of the committee’s program on 
"Healing the wounds of racism in Chapel Hill." The submission deadline is Oct. 1. 

The mission of the ]ustice in Action Committee, a volunteer citizen committee appointed by the Town Council, is: "To 
adequately and effectively reflect the Town of Chapel Hill’s integrity and commitment to preserving racial, economic, 
and social justice within the community." The Justice in Action Committee meets at 5:30 p.m. on the First Thursday of 
each month in the Second Floor Training Room of the Chapel Hill Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King ]r. Blvd. 

Residents are invited to write a short monologue, story, poem, or song that tells how they personally were able to 
overcome prejudice or bridge divisions between people of different races, ethnic backgrounds, religions or sexual 
orientations. Examples could be stories about becoming friends with someone of another race, gaining wisdom or help 
from someone of a different ethnic group, or working constructively with someone of a different sexual orientation. 

Three rules apply: ::[) you are not a professional writer; 2) the story has not been published before; 3) you live 
Chapel Hill or Carrboro. The entries will be judged on three criteria: :~) adherence to the competition’s theme; 2) 
craftsmanship and style; and 3) inspirational quality. 

The competition entries will judged by Justice in Action Committee members and volunteers from the community 
six categories: 

Male middle school students 
Female middle school students 
Male high school students 
Female high school students 
Young adults aged 18=25 years 
Women and men 26 years and older 

The people who win first place in their category will be invited to present their pieces at a public event on Friday, Dec. 
3, at Hargraves Center in Chapel Hill. The winners and second= and third=place runners=up will receive a token of 
appreciation (small prize) and have their pieces included in an online publication. 

Entry Information 

Submissions should be no longer than 10 minutes long when presented verbally. They should be submitted in a 
printed or electronic format of no more than two typewritten pages using at least an 11 point font. Computers are 
available at the Public Libraries and they can help you print/e=mail your entry. Justice in Action Committee members 
will be available to help those whose native language is not English; contact the e-mail address below for such help~ 
The cover page should include: your name, e-mail and telephone number (to contact winners), address, age and 
category you are entering. Do not put your name on the pages with the submission as judges shouldn’t know the 
identity of the authors. 

Entries are due by Oct, 1, 2010. 

They can be e-mailed to: tuba townofchapelhill orq with a subject line of: community bridge competition 

They can be delivered in person to: Mark Bayles, Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

### 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Priyanka Vakil <pvakil@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 27, 2010 4:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Weekly Update 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

27th A~gus% 2010 

Sangam Links 

Sang:am Home~ 

Sang:am Calendar 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 
Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Sang:am Photos 

Diaspora 
Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Fellowship 

1. First Sangam GBM 

2. Sangam Freshmen Meet&Greet/Freshmen Rep Elections 

3. Sangam Cabinet and Committee Applications 

4. Triangle Garba 

5. Triangle Back to School Mixer 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 

1. UNC South Asia Department 

2. Fast-a-thon 

UPCOMING SANGAM EV£NT$/NEWS 

1o FIRST SANGAM GBM 

WELCOME TO UNC SANGAM! 

Saw us at Fallfest but didn’t learn much because of the chaos? 

Come out to the 1st Sanqam GBM on Auqust 31st at the Stone Center 

Auditorium at 6:30 pm! 



It’s a great way to make new friends and learn more about Sangam and 

the events that we host throughout the year. You will also learn about 

how you can get involved with our various committees. 

Oh, and did we mention the free food? 

If you want to become a member after this meeting, remember to bring 

$5 for membership dues. 

2o FRESHMEN MEET & GREET/FRESHMEN REP ELECT~ONS 

Are you a freshmen interested in getting involved immediately with 

Sangam? 

All freshmen are invited to come out to learn more about Sangam, 

find out ways you can get involved, meet other freshmen, and to 

vote for your Freshmen Representative! As if that isn’t enough there 

will also be free food and games! Meet Thursday, September 3 at 

7 - 9in the Teague basement. 

If you are a freshmen interested in running for the position of 

Freshmen Representative bring a two minute speech and come 

prepared to answer a few questions. 

Any student interested in becoming involved with Sangam this 

year, there will be Sangam Cabinet Applications and Committee 

applications available at the 1st Sangam GBM. This is a great way to 

learn how Sangam works behind the scenes to bring its members 

and the surrounding community the many exciting and informative 

events. From planning and helping at Aaj Ka Dhamaka to planning 

service events around campus and the community, you will 

definitely learn more about how Sangam works throughout the 

year. Check out the Sangam website to find out more information 

about the different positions available on cabinet. 

Graduate Student Liaison Application 

Any graduate student interested in becoming involved with Sangam 

is encouraged to apply to be Sangam’s new Graduate Student 

Liaison. Applications can be obtained at Sangam’s first GBM on 

Tuesday, August 31st or from the Sangam Office (Union 3501). 



All applications are due by September 5th and there will be NO 

exceptions. 

More information on the position can be found on the Sansam 

website (www.uncsanl~am.ors) 

4~ TRIANGLE BACK TO SCHOOL M~×ER 

Look out for our first social event comin8 in the second week of 

September. This will be a 8reat way to meet members from the 

other Triansle South Asian Awareness orsanizations in a fun nisht 

that you can dance away! 

5. TRIANGLE GARBA 

Love Navratri and Garba? Feel like you misht miss it since you’re 

far away from home? Followin8 our annual traditional Triansle 

Garba, you will set the opportunity to brin8 friends to dance the 

nisht away playin8 8arba and raas! 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

Zo UNC SOUTH ASiA DEPARTMENT 

Ever wanted to learn how to speak Hindi? Ever wanted to learn 

more about South Asian Culture? You have a fantastic opportunity 

to do so here at UNC. Here is a messase from Afroz Taj, a professor 

who specializes in courses that allow you to learn more about South 

Asia: 

Dear Sangam Members, 

We would like to invite you to explore the Hindi and Urdu 
language course options and South Asia content courses we 
have at UNC. Even if you have already fulfilled your UNC 
language requirement, you might be interested in learning one 
or both of these important world languages. 
- Hindi-Urdu is the second most spoken language in the world, 
after Mandarin Chinese. 
- The US Government has declared both Hindi and Urdu as 
"Critical Languages" for the 21st Century and there are many 
new opportunities for federal jobs and educational funding 



related to these languages. 
- We have redesigned the curriculum so that it is NOT required 
to learn BOTH the Hindi and the Urdu scripts: you can pursue 
your language study in one or the other. 
- You can take a placement test to join the Hindi-Urdu language 
sequence at the Intermediate or Advanced level (Monday, 
August 23, 3:30 PM in room 107 Smith Hall). 
- UNC has a new Major in South Asia (technically a 
concentration in South Asia within the Asian Studies Major). 
- UNC also offers a Hindi-Urdu Minor through the Department 
of Asian Studies. 
- UNC offers a wide range of courses about South Asian 
History, Anthropology, Religions, Literature, and Cultural 
History. Many of these courses count toward your General 
Education requirements. 
- You can also take courses at Duke for UNC credit. 
Here is a list of the courses being offered this Fall: 

HINDI-URDU 

HNUR 101 
HNUR 203 
HNUR 305 
HNUR 220 

Elementary Hindi-Urdu 
Intermediate Hindi-Urdu 
Advanced Hindi-Urdu 
Hindi Script Course 

CONTENT COURSES 

ASIA 165: Bollywood Cinema 
ASIA 150: Asia: An Introduction 
ASIA 181/RELI 181: Later Islamic Civilization and Modern 
Muslim Cultures 
ASIA 267/GEOG 267: South Asia (Smith) 
ENGL 365: Migration and Globalization: Gender, Sexuality, and 
South Asian Diasporas 
RELI 235: Place, Space and Religion in South Asia 

Some interesting courses at Duke: 
DANCE 84 :Indian Classical Dance Repertory 
PS 117: Politics of India 

Contact Afroz Taj for more information: 
tai@unc.edu or 962-106 

2o UNC FASToAoTHON 

To show support for our peers fastin8 for Ramadan and for 

Pakistan that recently has been severely devastated by flash 

floodins, UNC’s MSA is hostin8 a fast-a-thon where you can 
participate by not eatin8 or drinkin8 anythin8 from sun-up to sun- 

down. For more information, check out their facebook~. And if 
you want to sisn up and pledse click here. 

3. EKTAA BACK 2 SCHOOL M~XER 

Come out to Ektaa’s Back 2 School Mixer at Tantra in Raleish 

tonisht! The cover is $5 before 11 pm and $8 after. The link to the Facebook 



Event page is here: http://www.facebook.com/event.php? 
eid=112922888763617 

From your 2010-2011 Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

Monika"when can I go back to bed" Patel - email 

Priyanka "has no facebook pssh ya right" Vakil- email 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Saturday, August 28, 2010 10:21 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Check Out the Best Saves of the Game 

MLB.com 

August 28, 2010 

Wachovia - A Wells Fargo Company 
SAVES of the GAME 

Check out the highlights of the best Saves of the Game! 

Watch Highlights >> 
~ ~//~irik.m~b~is~s.c~m/r/D2 3 ZN S/~LZ4 JN/ JZS~R W /~%ZRL 9 /11UB 94/R1/~ ?a~ 3 987 4 3~&b~154 734 516 

Start Saving >> 
~:iilir~.m~blis~s.com!~,~23ZNSiA~v~4JNiJZSPRWiVSZRLgiDWRUD7/R1it?a 3987430&b 154734516 

View this entire email online as a Webpage >> 
~:iilir~k.mINists.com/r~,Z~23ZNSiAMZ4JNiJZSPRWiVSZRLgiB5S3KT/R1it? 
a=D23ZNS&b=EXPP~M&c=GDBIL5X&d=(~LTK58&e= 1 &t:=3987430&~= 1547345 

(C) 2010 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review our privacy policy >> 
~:iilink.mlblis~s.comir~/~D23ZNS/AMZ4JNHZSPRW/VSZRL9iFKNLEXiR l?t?a=3987430&b= 154734516 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 
~ : i i~ i~k.m~b ~ ists. co mi riD 2 3 Z N S i AMZ 4 JN i JZ S P R W /V g Z RL 9 ~ F g VUF /R1A ? 
a:JZSPRW&b-c3 ~b3J~OGVtYW~sL~lVuYv51ZHU-&c NI99ZS&d-EXFP~M&e-MLB&f~3987430&g 1547345 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[[D23ZNS-EXFP6M-AMZ4JN-JZSPRW-V8ZRL9-T-M2-20100828-2 lb8c2e9062cf14] ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, August 29, 2010 6:01 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

ATT00001..htm 

Deax Chair and Agatha, 

I axn forwarding the information from EVELYN LEWIS, who is one of the 
speakers for our 40th ax~niversary pax~el. In am effort to save money she 
purchased her ticket on Southwest Airlines almost immediately after I 
gave her the "go ahead." As you can see in her note, she will not need 
hotel accommodations, but she would like to rent a car. A car rental 
instead of two nights in hotel axed two cab rides seems like a good deal 
for us. Can we reimburse her for the cax rental? -Reg Hildebrax~d 

..... Forwarded message from ealewis@ucdavis.edu ..... 
Date: Sat, 28 Aug 2010 14:49:58 -0700 
From: "Lewis, Evelyn" <ealewis@ucdavis.edu> 

Reply-To: "Lewis, Evelyn" <ealewis@ucdavis.edu> 
Subject: FW: Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

To: "hildebra@email.unc.edu" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Reg, 

First, please call me Evelyn and I hope it’s OK that I refer to you as 
Regn per your previous emails. Please let me know- if you have ax~other 
preferred appelation. 

Next, below- is my itenerary. I was shocked to see the airfare cost bc 
this is still weeks away. But fortunately, I had a credit on Southwest 
to soften my await for reimbursement and secondly, I do NOT need hotel 
accommodations since I have family in Raleigh I will stay with. But I 
will probably need a car to rent for the day. Hope that is OK. If not 
then, let me know-. I’m really looking forward to this event because it 
is my first opportunity to re-connect with my 70s experience about 
which I have a lot to say. 

Best, 
Evelyn 
Evelyn A. Lewis 
Professor of Law 
School of Law 
University of California-Davis 
400 Mrak Hall Drive 
Davis, CA 95616 
Office #- 530-752-3345 
Fax # - 530-754-5311 
email - ealewis@ucdavis.edu 

From: Southwest Airlines [SouthwestAirlines@luv.southwest.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 28, 2010 2:36 PM 
To: Lewis, Evelyn 
Subject: Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

~?:112:/,’a248.e.akamal.net/17248!47562i14d,,’i                       eUswairiPROD RTM AirRece 
~:!ia248e.akamai.net/f/248/47562i14dii~,s4.neWres~,,sima;~esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei~VTiAirRecei          orner~,~] 
[hr~://a248e~akama~neW~‘/248/47562/14d/i~s4~ne~/res~ns~s~mages/swa~r~R~D RTM AirReceii~VT/AirRecei~acer.g~] LEWIS/EVEL~ A 
~:i,,’a248.e.akamai.~eWD248i475~2i14dii esis~a, air,’PROD RTM AirRece Confi~ation 
Date: 
08/08/10 
~:!/a248.e.akamai.neU~?’248/47562i14d/i esiswai~’PROD RTM AirRece Confi~ationNumber: 
QIMU6M 
~:i~a248.e.akama~.~et,~7248i475~2!14d,’i esiswair,,’PROD RTM AirRece 
[~:,’ia248.e.akamal.net/~7248/475~2i14d,,’i es/swairiPROD RTM AirRecei~. VTAirReceipt,,"bottomleflcorner.g~] 
~:!ia248e.akamaineWf7248/47562i14dii~5,s4.neWres~xsima;~esiswair/PRO~ RTM: AirReceil~ VTAirReceipt/bot-tomrig)~corner..~] 

~:i,,’a248.e.akamai.~eW17248i47562i14dii esis~a, airipROD RTM AirRece 

[k~:/!a248.e.akamai.net/~7248/47562i!4dii esiswair,,’PROD RTM AirRece Passenger(s) Account Number 
Ticket # 
Expirationl 
[~:~/a248.e’akamai.net/D~248/47562/14dii~s4.neWresr:~nsx/simages/swai~ti~R~D RTM AirRecei_p_¢ VTPaxRowContenWspacer.g~] LEWIS/EVELYN A 



00000091191052 5262121805877 

04/17/11 

1 All travel involving funds from this Confirmation Number must be 

completed by the expiration date. 

[ht~y / /a248.e.akamaLnet/~7248/47562/14d/i~¥s4.ne~resp~r~s~/simages/swai~7~R©D RTM AirRecei~Z VT/[tinerarvTab/i~iner~] 
Depart: SACRAMENTO CAto RALEIGH DURHAM NC ( Travel Time: 6 ~s 25 mins ) 
[~2://a248~e.akamai.ne~/~7248/475~2i14d/i es/swairiPROD RTM AirRecei~_ VTlfi~erar~RowHeader/~] Date 
~fo~ation 
[h~://a248e.2kamainet/~‘/248/47562/14d/ig~s~s4.ne~/res~ns~simages/swair/~R~D RTM AirReceig~VT/Itinerar~Row!spacer.~] Wed Oct 13 
SAC~MENTO CA (SMF) at 7:40 

~ive in LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) at 9:00 ~ 
~://a248.e.aDamaLne~/~7248/47562i14dA esiswai~TPROD RTM AirRece 1294 
LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) depa~ing at 9:35 

~ive in RALEIGH DURHAM NC (~U) at 5:05 PM 
Return: RALEIGH DURHAM NC to SACRAMENTO CA ( Travel Time: 8 ~s 15 mins ) 
[hr~:i/a248e.akamaLnet/~’/248/47562/14dii~5,s4.negres~ons~simages/swair/PROD RTM AirReceiiK VTItinerarvRowHeade~Ts~acer.~] Date 
~fo~ation 
[~p~2:Sa248~e~akamaLne~/~?248/475~2i14d/i esiswairiPROD RTM AirRecei~. VTl~inerarvRow/~:N~] Sun Oct 17 
~LEIGH DURHAM NC (RDU) at 12:30 
PM 
~ive in DENVER CO (DEN) at 2:25 PM 
~:i~a248.e~akamaLne~/~;/248i47562/14d/i esiswairiPROD RTM AirRece~ VTl~inerar~Rowis~] 0968 
DENVER CO (DEN) depa~ing at 4:05 
PM 
~ive in SACRAMENTO CA (SMF) at 5:45 PM 

Flight Flight 

1321 Depaxt 

Chaaage plaaaes in 

Flight Flight 

1205 Depaxt 

Chaaage plaaaes in 

~I~ : //a248~e~akamaLnet!~) 248i47562i14d/i~5~s4.ne~t/res~ysimagesis~a, air,’PROD RTM AirRecei1~=VTiAirReceipticostp2~5~sumtab~] 
~:!/a24&e.~amaLne~/~7248/47562/14dA                         esiswai~TPROD RTM AirRece 
[k~l~://a248.e.akamaLnet47248/47562/14d/i~ys4.neVres;~onsvsimages/swahTPROD RTM AirRecei~VTAirRecei~acer.~] B~e Fare 
$547.91 
[~?~!2://a248~e.akamaLnet/~7248!47562i14d/i es/swahv’PROD RTM AirRece + Excise Taxes 
$41.09 

hrt :!/a248.e.akamai.net/f’248/47562i14d/i ~.rs s4.net/res ons sima esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei)t V7/AirRecei t/s acer. ,i.l] 
$589.00 
~42://a248.e.akamai.ne~i~)248i47562i14d/i esis~x, air/PROD RTM AirRece 
$14.80 
[htl~y//a248.e.akamaLnet/f)’248/47562/14d/i~s4.ne~ores~v’simages/swahTPROD RTM AirRece~VTAirRecei~acer.~] 
$18.00 
[~ff~2://a248.e.akamai.net/~)’248/47562i14d/i es/swairiPROD RTM AirRece 
$10.00 

Advertised Faxe 

+ Segment Fee 

+ Passenger Facility Chaxge 

+ Security Fee2 

~?:!/a248e.akamai.ne~/f)’248/47562i14&i~,s4.ne’t/respons;~sima,~esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei~i?LVUAirRecei~acer.~] Total Payment 
$631.80 

Current payment(s) 

08/28/10 Mastercaxd XXXXXXXXXXXX9597 $217.30 

08/28/10 Ticket Exchaaage 5262117890325 $414.50 

[1~tp;/~a248.e~akamaL~et/~;/248/475(~2/14d/i~,rs5~s4~et/res~n‘~5z~‘dmages/swair/PR©D RTM AirReceip~ VT~AirRecei~/spacer~g~] 

2 Security Fee is the government-imposed September 1 lth Security Fee. 

~:!/a248.e.akamaLnet,~’/248/47562i14dA                       esiswai~TPROD RTM AirRece 
[ht~y//a248~e~akamaLnet/f/248/47562/14d/i~¥s4~ne~resp~r~s~/simages/swai~7~R©D RTM AirRece~VT/AirRecei~acer.~] 
NONREF/NONTR~SFERABLE/STANDBY ~Q UPGRADE TO YL. Valid only on Southwest Airlines. All travel involving funds from this Confi~ation Number 
must be completed by the expiration date. E~ctive Jamuaw 28, 2011, unused travel funds may only be applied towaxd the purchase of future travel for the individual 
named on the ticket. ~y chamge to this itineraw may result in a fare increase. 
[~:i/a248e.~amaine~/f/248/47562/14dii~vs4me~"res~sima~esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei~ VT/AirRecei~acer.~] 
~:!/a248e.akamai.ne~/~7248/47562i14d/i~,s4.ne~t/respons~sima~esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei~ VUFareCNcala~iov~/~p~ccer ~] Faxe Calculation: 
~:/!a248.e.akamai.net/g248/47562i!4d/i esiswair/PROD RTM AirRece~ VUFareCNculationis~] 
~:/,,’a248~e~akamaLnet!f)248i475~2i14d/i~5,s4.ne~tires esis~a, air,’PROD RTM AirReceiN. VTFareCNculationispacer~] SMF WN ~LAS WN 
~U306.05QYA3PNR WN ~DEN WN SMF241.86RYA7PNR 547.91 END ZPSMFLASRDUDEN 
XT10.00AY18.00XFSMF4.5LAS4.5RDU4.5DEN4.5 

~://a248.e.akamai.net/~7248!47562i14d/i es/swairiPROD RTM AirRecei~ VT/FareCaiculafionis~] 

~I?:!/a248.e.akamai.net/f/248/47562i14d/i~,s4.net/responsvsima,~esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei~L.VT/AirReceipticheckim’eq.2~] 
~:/!a248.e.akamai.net/~?248/47562i14d/i                         esiswairiPROD RTM AirRece                                Passengers who do not obtain a 
boarding pass aaad are not present and available for boaxding in the departure gate area at least ten minutes prior to scheduled depaxture time may have their reserved space 
cancelled and will not be eligible for denied boarding compensation. 
[ht1~y//a248.e~akamai.net/f~248/47562/~4d/i~¥s4.ne~resp~r~s~/simages/swai~7~R©D RTM AirRecei~Z...VT/AirRecei~acer.~] 

~gt_r2:i~a248.e~akamai.neti£/248i47562!14d/i esiswair,’PROD RTM AirRece 



~:!/a248.e.akamaLnet/~)’248/47562i14d/i~,s4.r~et/res~vsima~esiswair/PROD RTM AirRecei~ VT, A3rRecei~’ ~acer.~] Air transportation by Southwest 
Airlines is subject to Southwest Airlines’ Passenger Contract of Carriage, the terms of which a~re incorporated by 
reference. 

Notice of Incorporated 

Terms~e~I~://luv.south’,~ est.com/servleticc6? 

kO}~tEj Q SCAWQq AVOdeG4b 1 x3 g96zeb 1 (~G93 VaVSVLuHptVCqieG4b 1 x3 $96zeb 1QCO3V2t~oxv0bwQ2f41 s s q0bWQ¥ SUQnKMLi S uPOC’I YBTB> 

~:i~a248.e~a~amai.~et/F248i47562/14d/i                         esiswairiPROD RTM AirRece 

Travel Tips<ht~2:i/’w~a,~..sout~.est.com/~ra~,e! center/tra~,el center 
Boarding 

School<h~://lc~ .southwesLcomiservlet/cc6? 
k© V(~eG4b i x3896zeb 1QG93 VaVCVLuHptVG6eGak~ 1 x3896zeb 1 ~G93V2fbgXV0bW CTYBTB> 

Change FligN<!)~i):iiw~,v,,.sou~wesLcom/~rave 
Cancel 

FligN<~:/iluv soNhw est. co~"servlet/cc6 ? 
kO} CTYBTB> 

~:!/a248.e.~(kamaLnet/~;"248/47562i14dA esiswair/PROD RTM AirRece Additional Information for 
Travelers 

Online 

Checkin<h~tlp ://luv. soutDo,,est, corrgservlet/cc6 ? 

kOH.p~.)SCAWQqAVGdeG4b lx389dzeb 1QG93VaVSRV~uHptVG6eG4b1x3~96zeb1QC~3V2t~9XV~bW~2f41SSq~bWQ¥SU~aKMLiSuP©CTYBTB> I Free 

Baggage Allowance <~:/iluv southwest com/servlet/cc6? 

kO VC~SeG461x389dzeb1(2G93VaVSSVLa!42tVGdeG461x389dzeb10G93V2~%gXVObW >1 Checkin 
Procedure<~://lu~southv~est~com/serqet~cc6? 

kO} Qod~VGdeG461x3896zeblQG93VaVSTVLufg~tVGdeG461x3896zeb1~G93V2FbgXVObW~2~41 >1 I~igN 
Se~ice<~://luv.southwest.com/servlet/cc6? 
k© VL~eG4bl x389dzebl(~G93 VaVSUVI~uH~tVGdeG4b lx389dzeb10G93V2~b9XV0bW CTYBTB> 

Travel Tools 

~ttp:iiluv~southwest,comiser,~let/ccd? 

kOH~SCAW~}NAVC~eG4b 1 x389dzeb 1 ~G93 VaV S WVLuH~tV C~eG4b 1x3896zeb 10G93 V2J~gXV 0bWO2~’41SS@bWOY SUOnK~dn~S uP()CTYBTB> ~ Refund 

~fo~ation <~:/iluv.so uthwest.com/servlet/ccd ? 
kO VOSeLNb 1 x389dzeb 1QG93 VaVSYVLaH~tVGdeG4b i x389dzeb I ~G93V2fl~gxv0bW > ~ Privacy 
Policy<~82:/ilu~, ~south~ est~con~ iservlet/ccd? 

kO} VGdeG461x3896zeb1(2G93VaVSAVLuHgtVG6eG461x3896zeb1~G93V2~gxvobwQ2~ >~ Southwest 
Nrlines 

Destinations<~ ://1~ ~ so uthw est~comiser~Aeticcd ? 
kO~ VOSeG4b 1 x389dzeb 1QG93 VaVSBVLaHptVGdeG4b I x3896zeb I {2()93 V 2~bgXV0bW CTYBTB> 

We can notify you of flight depa~ure or arrival status via text 
messages<h~? ://~cw so uthwest.com/servlet/cc6 ? 
k©               VOSeG4b 1 x389dzeb 1 (2G93 VaVSCVLuHptVGdeG4b lx389dzeb 1 @CO3V2lbgXV0bW                                CTYBTB> on your cell 
phone, pager, personal digital assistant (PDA), or e-mail account. Or, use our automated phone service by calling 
1-888-SWA-TRIP. 

www.southwest.com~:,/luv.south,,~ est.com/servleticc6’. 
kO               V(i,SeG4b 1 x389dzeb 1QG93 VaVRVL~H~tVGdeG4b lx389(~zeb 10G93V2fbgXV0bW                                         > ] Book 
Nr<~:#! u~ ~southv,,est ~comiservlet~cc6? 
kOH~OSCAW(}NikVC~eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1 (2G93 VaV S DVLuH2~t V GSeG4b lx389dzeb 1 ~G93 V2J~gxv 0b W O2f41SS~)bW() Y SUQNC<M L~ Su POC TYBTB> I Book 
Car<~x//luv. southwest.comiservlet/cc6 ? 
kO VC~eG4b 1 x389dzeb 1~G93 VaVTRVLuH~tVGdeG@ 1 xB 89d, zeb I OG93V2fl~gXV0bW > I Book 
Hotel~)~J~p:ii’h~w sout}~ est.comi’ser,~ let/ccd? 
kO} V(2deG4blx3896zeb10G93VaVTSVLub~tVGdeG461x3896zeb1~G93V2~’bgXVObW UO >~ Book 
Cruise<~:iilu’,, .soulhwest.com/serqet/cc6? 
kO} VG6eG461x3896zeblOG93VaVTTV~J~HptVG6eG@1x3896zeb1QCO3V2fbgXVObW KM~OCTYBTB> I Book 
Vacation Package<~:~:i/luv.southwest~con~’ser,Aet/ccd ? 
k©~ VGdeG461x389dzebl(~GgBVaVTUVLui~tVGdeG461x389dzeb1(~G93V2fl?gXVObW >1 Download 



DING!<http:/! 
/luv.southwest.com/servlet/cc6? 

kOHpj QSCAWQqAVG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaVTWVLuHptVG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93V2fb9XV0bWQ2f41S S q0bWQYSUQnKMLj SuPQCTYBTB> 
[~2:/!a248~e~akamai~ne~/ff248/47562i14d/                         esiswairiPROD RTM AirRece 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Illustrated <sixtra@mail2.si.com> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 11:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

SI EXTRA: Too Little, Too Late 

View this email as a webpage I Please add sixtra@mail2.si.com to your address book 
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NCAA Baak÷~ba~ Front Page Scores 

Too Li Ie0 Too Late 

The Whte Sox begi] a road trp ths week ss~th stops Cleveland and Boston, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Agatha Buell <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 30, 2010 12:37 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.LTNC.EDU>; McMillan, Tim 
<tjm 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

Deax Reg, 
Thank you for passing this along. I aan in the process of figuring out 
our funds/budget for this event a~ad hope to have information to Julius 
later this week. 

Agatha Buell 

hildebra@ email.unc.edu wrote: 
Deax Chair a~ad Agatha, 

I am forwarding the information from EVELYN LEWIS, who is one of the 
speakers for our 40th anniversaxy pa~ael. In a~a effort to save money she 
purchased her ticket on Southwest Airlines almost immediately after I 
gave her the "go ahead." As you ca~a see in her note, she will not need 
hotel accommodations, but she would like to rent a car. A cax rental 
instead of two nights in hotel a~ad two cab rides seems like a good deal 
for us. Ca~a we reimburse her for the cax rental? -Reg Hildebrand 

..... Forwaxded message from ealewis@ucdavis.edu ..... 
Date: Sat, 28 Aug 2010 14:49:58 -0700 
From: "Lewis, Evelyn" <ealewis@ucdavis.edu> 

Reply-To: "Lewis, Evelyn" <ealewis@ucdavis.edu> 
Subject: FW: Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

To: "hildebra@email.unc.edu" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Reg, 

First, please call me Evelyn and I hope it’s OK that I refer to you as 
Regn per your previous emails. Please let me know- if you have another 
preferred appelation. 

Next, below- is my iteneraxy. I was shocked to see the airfare cost bc 
this is still weeks away. But fortunately, I had a credit on Southwest 
to soften my await for reimbursement a~ad secondly, I do NOT need hotel 
accommodations since I have family in Raleigh I will stay with. But I 
will probably need a cax to rent for the day. Hope that is OK. If not 
then, let me know-. I’m really looking forwaxd to this event because it 
is my first opportunity to re-connect with my 70s experience about which 
I have a lot to say. 

Best, 
Evelyn 
Evelyn A. Lewis 
Professor of Law- 
School of Law- 
University of California-Davis 
400 Mrak Hall Drive 
Davis, CA 95616 
Office #- 530-752-3345 
Fax # - 530-754-5311 
email - ealewis@ucdavis.edu 

From: Southwest Airlines [SouthwestAirlines@luv.southwest.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 28, 2010 2:36 PM 
To: Lewis, Evelyn 
Subject: Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

[h~gw://a248~e~akamai~ne~/i?248/47562/14d/ig~svs4~r~e~/res~vsimages/swai~v~PR~D RTM AirReceip_t VT/Heade~v’con~aemail header~’?’2d 
~o://1 uw s outh~a e st~ com/se~a,l eUcc ~ ? 
kO               VC<~e(Mblx3896zeb1QG93VaVRVLuH_ptVG6eG461x3896zeblQG93V2tbgXVObW                                CTYBTB> 

[~:5a248~e~akamai~ne~/~248/47562/14d/ig‘r~LEs~/s4~ne~/resp~nsvsimages/swa~/PR~D RTM AirRecei~._..VTiAirRecei~leflcomer.?~i~] 
[~:Sa248.e.akamaLne~/ff248i47562i14d/i                        siswair/PROD 

[~://a248.e.akamai.net/U248i47562i14d/i~vs4net/respo~s~simages/swair/PROD RTM oAirReceipZ_.VT/AirReceil?>s~acer4z, i~l] 
LEWIS/EVELYN A 
[~://a248~e~akamaLnel/U248i47562/l 4d/i                        siswair/PROD 



Confirmation Date: 
08/08/10 
[~:/~a248~e~akamaime1/f?248i47562/l 4&i siswaiffPROD 
Confirmation Number: QIMU6M 
[~://a248.e.akamai.ne~/l?248!47562i14d/i~4~n~/re~imaRes!swai~/PROD RTM AirRecei~ VTiAirRece 

~:i~a248,e~akamai.~et/t;/248i47552/14d/i                         esiswairiPROD RTM AirRecei~ VUAirReceipt/bo~omle~comer~] 
[bEp:iia248~e~akamai~tiet’f?248/47562/14d’i                        s/swNr/PROD 

[~O://a248~e~akamaimet/t?248i47552/14d:i s/swNr/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAirRecei~oassinfi~ab.~] 

[~://a248.e.akamai.ne~/ff248!47552i14d/i~s4met/~esponsvsirnaRes!swN~t/PROD RTM= AirReceip~VTiA~’Receir)t/s~aacer.~] 
P~senger(s) Account Number Ticket #    Expirationl 
[~://a248.e.akamai.ne~/ff248!47562i14d/ig~vs4.net/responsvsimages!swN~t/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiPaxRowConleni/spacer.~] 
LEWIS/EVELYN A 00000091191052 5262121805877 04/17/11 

1 All travel involving funds from this Collation Number must be 
completed by the expiration date. 

[~:/ia248~e~ak~mai~n~/ff248/47552i14d!i s!swNr/PROD RTM AirReceip~ VTikiner 

Depa~: SACRAMENTO CAto RALEIGH DURHAM NC ( Travel Time: 6 hrs 25 mins ) 
[~://~248,e,akamai,ne~/ff248!47562i14d/ig~vs4,net/res~vsimages!swN~t/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiftinerarF’RowHeade~:/spacer,~] 
Date Fli~t Fli~t Info~ation 
[~:,,"ia248~e~akamai~t~et’f?248/47562/14d’i                        s/swair/PROD 
Wed Oct 13 1321 Depa~ SACRAMENTO CA (SMF) at 7:40 AM 
~ive in LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) at 9:00 AM 
[~: //a2 48~e~akamaimet/f?248i47562/l 4d,’i                        s/swNr/PROD 
1294 Change planes in LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) depa~ing at 9:35 ~ 
~ive in RALEIGH DURHAM NC (RDU) at 5:05 PM 
Return: RALEIGH DURHAM NC to SACRAMENTO CA ( Travel Time: 8 hrs 15 mins ) 
[~://a248,e,akamai,ne~/l?248!47562i14d/ig~vs4,ne~/responsvsimages!swai~t/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTii~inerarF’RowHeader!spacer,~] 
Date Fli~t Fli~t Info~ation 
[5~O:,,"ia248~e~akamai~net~f?248/47562/14d/i                        s/swair/PROD 
Sun Oct 17 1205 Depa~ RALEIGH DU~AM NC (RDU) at 12:30 PM 
~ive in DENVER CO (DEN) at 2:25 PM 
[~://a248,e,akamai,nei/ff248i47562i14d/ig,rsvs4net/re s/swair/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiRinerarvRow/s~] 
0968 Change planes in DENVER CO (DEN) depa~ing at 4:05 PM 
~ive in SACRAMENTO CA (SMF) at 5:45 PM 

[~://a248~e~akamaime~/f?248i47562i14d/i sisv~,air/PROD 

[~:/,"a248,e,akamai,ne’~/£’248i47562i14d/i~’s4 net/res~simaRes/swNr/PROD ~RTM ~drReceip~VT/AirRecei1~t,’s~acer,,a~] 

[~:/,"a248,e,akamai,nei/£’248i47562i14d/i~ys4,net/responsysima~es/swair/PROD _RTM_AirRecei[~,VTiAirRecei~t/spacer, ~] 
Base Fa~e    $547.91 
[~: //a2 48~e~akamaimel/f?248i47562/l 4d/i~rsvs4~et!res~o~sR, simaResiswair/PROD ~RTM_ AirReceiN_ VTiAirRe~pacer~gif] 
+ Excise Taxes $41.09 

[~://a248~e.akamaime~/f?248i47562i14d/i siswair/PROD 
Adve~ised Fare $589.00 
[~tp://a248~e~akamai~ne~/f?248/47562/14d/i~rs~s4~net/re~p~ns~/~sima~;es/sv~‘air/~R~D RFM AirReceiN VTiAirRecei[!~,sEacer,g~] 
+ Se~ent Fee $14.80 
[~://a248,e,akamai,nei/ff248i47562i14d/i~ys4net/responsysima~es/swNr/PROD RTM AirReceipl VTiAirRecei~pacer,~] 
+ Passenger Facility Charge $18.00 
[])f~: //a2 48~e~akamaimet/f?248i47562/l 4d,’i s/swair/PROD 
+ Security Fee2 $10.00 

[~://a248~e~akamaime~/f?248i47562i14d/i sisv~,air/PROD 
Total Payment $631.80 

Cu~ent payment(s) 
08/28/10 M~tercard ~XX~XX~XX9597 $217.30 
08/28/10 Ticket Exchange 5262117890325 $414.50 

[~://’a248,e,akamai,ne~/’f?248i47562i14d/i sima,%s/swN~t/PROD 

2 Security Fee is the government-imposed September 1 lth Security Fee. 

[~://a248,e,akamai,nei/ff248i47562i14d/i~ys4net/responsysima~es/swNr/PROD RTM AirRecei[~ VTiAirRecei~t/fSremles ~] 

[])~: //a2 48~e~akamaimet/f?248i47562/l 4d,’i                        s/swair/PROD 
NONREF/NONTRANSFER~LE/STANDBY REQ UPGRADE TO YL. Valid only on 
Southwest Nrlines. All travel involving funds from this Collation 
Number must be completed by the expiration date. Effective Januaw 28, 
2011, unused travel funds may only be applied toward the purch~e of 
future travel for the individual na~ed on the ticket. ~y change to this 



itinerary may result in a fare increase. 
[h~://a248.e.a~:~mai.r~e~/~?248/47562/14d/ig~s~s4.r~et/res~ons~,simag~es/swai~/PR~D~RTM VT/AirRecei~:~is~acer.~] 

[)~:/ia248~e~ak~mai~n~/~?248/47562i14d!i s!swair/PROD RTM AirReceip~ VTiFareCalcula~ior~/~g~[] 
Fa~e Calculation: 
[~I~:/ia248.e.akamai.ne~/~?248i47562i14d/i s/swains/PROD RTM AirReceiR~ VT/FareCalc~Aa~ior2~] 

[~://a248~e~akamaime~/~?248i47562i14d/i                        sisv~,air/PROD RFM AirReceiN VTiFareCalc~la~ioni~;~if] 
SMF WN X/LAS WN RDU306.05QYA3PNR WN X/DEN WN SMF241.86RYA7PNR 547.91 END 
ZPSMFLASRDUDEN XT10.00AY18.00XFSMF4.5LAS4.5RDU4.5DEN4.5 

[~://a248~e~akamaimet/~?248i47562/14d:i s/swair/PROD RTM AirRecei~ V7iFareCalc~lati(m/~] 

[~://a248.e.akamai.ne~/i?248!47562i14d/ig~s4.ne~/responsvsimages!swai~t/PROD RTM,, AirReceir~ VTiAirReceipt/chec~nre~] 

[~o:iia248~e~akamai~ne~?248/47562/14d/i s/swah’/PROD 
P~sengers who do not oNain a boarding pass a~d a~e not present 
available for boarding in the depa~ure gate area at le~t ten minutes 
prior to scheduled depa~ure time may have their rese~ed space 
cancelled amd will not be eligible for denied boarding 
compensation. 
[~:/ia248.e.akamai.net/l?248i47562i14d/i s/swN~/PROD RTM AirRecei~ V7iAirRece 

[~://a248.e.akamai.ne~t/~’248i47562i14d/i~s4net/res~simaRes/swNr/PROD ~RTM ~drReceip~VT/AirReceii~t/incorl~te~s.~] 

[~O://a248.e.akamaimet/f?248i47562/l 4d:i s/swair/PROD 
Air tramspo~ation by Southwest Airlines is subject to Southwest 
Airlines’ P~senger Contract of Ca~iage, the te~s of which are 
inco~orated by reference. 

Notice of Inco~orated 
Te~s<~:~j~:/,/l u,~.sot~hwest .con~/servlet/cc6? 

kO H~QSC ~A;,~ OqA V G6eG4b i x3896zeb 1 {~G93 V aV S V LuHi~t V ~eG 4b 1 x3896zeb 1 ~G93 V 2ff~9 XV 0b W O2f41SSfl0b W Q Y S [5 0~ M L] ~uP~C TYB TB> 
[h~://a248.e.a~:~mai.ne~/~?248/47562/14d/ig~svs4.net/res~ns~,sima~es/swai~/PR~D~RTM             VT/AirRecei~:~tispacer.~] 

[~:/ia248.e.akamai.netiff248i47562i14d/i s/swN~t/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSide/needacarad~] 

kO               VG6eG,4b 1 x3896zeb I (~G93 VaVUVLuHptVG6eG4b lx3896zeb 1 ()G93 V2fbgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 
[~:iia248.e.akamai.t~et’f?248/47562/14d’i                        s/swair/PROD RTM AirReceip! VTiAdsSideis~N~g)~] 
[~: /,"a2 48.e.akamai.ne~t/~’248i47562i14d/i~s4,ne~/res~ons~simaRes/swNr/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSide/hotelsad~] 

kOH~SCAWONAVG6eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVWVLuH~tVG6eG4b 1xB896zeb1OGgBV2J’k~gXV0bWQ2N1SSq0bW{~YSUOnKMLiSuPOCTYBTB> 
[~:/ia248.e.akamai.ne~/ff248/47562i!4d/i                        s!swNr/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSideis~c~,~i!] 
[~://a248.e.akamaime~/ff248i47562/14d/i~rsvs4.~et!res~o~sR~simagesiswNr/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSide/~ra~,elguidead.Ng] 
<~:51 m~.sou~hwest, corr~"se~Megcc6? 

kOH~SCAWO~AVC~eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVYVLaHptVG6eG461x3896zeb 1OG93V2[}ogXV0bWQ2NISSq0bWOYSUOnKML~SuPOCTYBTB> 
[~D:Sa248.e.akamai.ne~/ff248i47562i14d/i siswNr/PROD RFM AirReceiN VTiAdsSideis~] 
[b~:iia248.e.akamai.ne~’ff248/47562/14d/i s/swNr/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSideicnsban~er~g] 
<h~p:i/lu~.southwest.com/ser’~let/cc6? 

kOH~QSCAW~}q, AVC4eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVAVLuHptVGSeG@1x3896zeb 1QG93V2169XV0bW(i2f41SSf10bWQYSUt~nKMLiS~dP~)CTYBTB> 
[~://a248.e.akamai.net/ff248i47562i14d/i~ys4.net/responsgsima~es/swNr/PROD RTM AirRecei~VTiAdsSide/~pacer ~] 
[~:/ia248~e~akamai~na/f?248/47552i14d/i                        s!swNr/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSideit~’banner~] 

kOH~QSC~!kVt2SeG4b lx3895zeb 1 t)G93 VaVBVLuFk~VG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93V2f~gXV0bW CTYBTB> 
[~:5~248.e.akamai.neS~/ff248!47562i14d/ig~s4.net/res~vsimages!swN~t/PROD RTM AirReceiN VTiAdsSide/spacer.s~] 

Travel 
>TipsC~:iiwww.sou~dr,~zes~com/~ravel center/~ravel ceriter ~s.html> 

Boarding 

kOH2~SCAW~AVG6eG4b 1 x3895zeb 1QG93 VaVCVLuHptVGSeGS~? 1 x3896zeb 1QG93V2fl?gXV0bWQ2f~ 1 S S q 0b W QYSUQnKMI c~S~CTYBTB> 

Change Fli~t<~*:i/www. southwes~, corr~"tra’,, e~ cent er/changekinerar~ 
Cancel 
Fli~t~ :51uw so utlr~est~com/ser,~let ,’cc5 ? 

kO               VGSeG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaVDVLuHp~tVGSeG@ 1 x3896zeb 1~)G93 V2fbgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 

[~)y~://a248~e~akamaimet/f?248i47552/14d:i s/swNr/PROD RTM AirRecei 
Additional Info~ation for Travelers 

Online 
ChecMn<~c~ :i /lu,~southwest~com/ser~Aet /ccS ? 

kO}              VGSeG4bl x3896zeb l<~GgBVaVSRVLuHptVGSeG461x3895zeb1QC@3V2fbgXV0bW                                CTYBTB> 



>1 Free Baggage Allowance 

kO VG~,eG461x3896zeb1QG93VaVSSVLt~Hg~tVG(,eG461x389~,zeb1©G93V2tI:,gXVObW CTYB FB> 
>1 ChecMn 

Procedure~://luv.sou~hwest.com/serx le*/cc6? 
kO} VCkSeG4b lx3896zeb 10G93 VaVSTVL~aHy~tVG6eG4b lx3 g96zeb 1QG93 V2t~gXV0bW CTYBTB> 
>1 InfliCt 

Se~ice<~x//lm~,sout~wesLcomiser,Je~/cc6 ? 
kO~ V()SeG4b lx3896zeb 1QG93 VaVSUVi ,uH~tVG6eG@ 1 x3896zeb l{)G93V2:[bgXV0bW CTYBTB> 

Travel Tools 
<~ :/ /l u~, .somlr~est. comiser~:legcc6 ? 

kO               VC~e(Mb lx3 g96zeb 1QG93VaVSWV~ ,uH>tVGSeG4b lx3896zeb ! @G93V2~bgXV0bW                                CTYBTB> 

I Refund Info~ation 
<~:51 m~.sou*h’a, es*. corr~"se~Megcc6? 

kOH~SCAWQNAVC~eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVSYVLuHp*VG6eG4b 1x3896zebl(~G93V2~bgXV0bWQ2N1SSq0bWQYSU(g~KML~SuPOCTYBTB> 

>1 Privacy 
Policy<~:~!2://lu,:.so~thwesl.con~/servlet/cc6? 

kOH~QSCAW@qAVG6eG4b lx3 g96zeb 1 Q G93 V aVS A V LuH r~VG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb lOG93V2R~gXV0bWQ2f41SSf10bWQYS U QnKMLi SuP(2CTYBTB> 

I Southwest Airlines 
Destinations<~o: i/luv.southwesLcom/se~wleticc6 ? 

kO               VC~SeG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaVSBVLaHpIVG6eG4b lx3896zeb 1 @C~)3V2ib9XV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 

We cam notify you offligN depa~ure or a~val status via te~ 
messages<~:i ’luv.southwe:t,com ’~’e*wle* ’cc6". 

V()SeG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVSCVLaHptVG6eG461x3896zebl @O93V2~bgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 
on your cell phone, pager, personal digital assistamt (PDA), or e-mail 
account. Or, use our automated phone se~ice by cNling 1-888-SWA-TRIP. 

www.southwest.com<~}~Ip://lu,~.sou~}~west.cor~/ser,Je~/cc6? 
kOH2~SCAW~AVG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaVR VLuHp~VG6eG~d? 1 x3 g96zeb 10G93V2fl?gxv0bWQ2~ 1 S S q 0b WQYSUQnKMI :~S~CTYBTB> 

Book 
Air<~:i/luv. somhwes*, corr~/ser’,,legcc6 ? 

kO               V(NeG4bl x3896zeb1QG93VaVSDVI~uH~VG6eG4b lx3896zebl@G93V2~bgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 
Book 

Car<~ :/iluv southwest com/ser’,~let/cc6 ? 
kOH~SCAWQqAVC~eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVTRVLuHp*VG6eG@ lx3896zeblQG93V2J~gXV0bWQ2f41SSq0bWOYSU(~KMLNSuPQCTYBTB> 

Book 
Hotel<~:/ilu,~.southwesl.comiser,¢le*/cc6? 

kO VG6eG4bl x3896zeb 1QG93VaVTSVLuHptV@eG461x3896zeb l@G93V2tbgXV0bW CTYBTB> 
Book 

Cmise<~/ : / /luv.somhwest.com/ser~,legcc6 ? 
kO VG6eG,461x3896zebl QG93VaVTTVLuHp{VG6eG@ 1x3896zeb1@O93V2~bgXV0bW CTYBTB> 

Book Vacation 
Package<~ : ! /~uv.so~a{hw est.com/se*wleb’ cc6 ? 

kOH~,)SCAWQqAVG6eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVTUVLuHp*VG6eGgb 1x3896zeb1QG93V2~k~gXV0bWQ2N1SSq0bWQYSUQnKMI,~SuPQCTYBTB> 
Download 

DING~:/,/luv.soughwest.com,/servlet!cc6? 
kOH2~SCAWONAVG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaV FWVLuH?t VG6eG4b I x3896zebl Q(D3 V2tbgxv0bWQ2N 1 S S q0bWQYSU($~KML{ SuPQCTYBTB> 

[~xSa248.e.akamai.ne~,iE24gi47562i14d/i                  sima~%s/sw N~:/PROD 

..... End fom-a*ded message ..... 

Hello Reg, 

First, please call me Evelyn and I hope it’s OK that I refer to you as 
Re~ per your previous emNls. Plebe let me ~ow if you have another 
prefe~ed appelation. 

Ne~, below is my itenera~. I was shocked to see the Nrfare cost bc 
this is still wee~ away. Bm fo~unately, I had a credit on Southwest 
to so~en my await for reimbursement amd secondly, I do NOT need hotel 
acco~odations since I have family in Raleigh I will stay with. Bm I 
will probably need a ca* to rent for the day. Hope that is OK. If not 
then, let me ~ow. I’m really looMng fom-a*d to this event because it 
is my first oppo~unity to re-connect with my 70s experience abom which 
I have a lot to say. 

Best, 
Evelyn 
Evelyn A. Lewis 



Professor of Law- 

School of Law- 

University of California-Davis 

400 Mrak Hall Drive 

Davis, CA 95616 
Office #- 530-752-3345 

Fax # - 530-754-5311 

email - ealewis@ucdavis.edu 

*From:* Southwest Airlines [SouthwestAirlines@luv.southwest.com] 
*Sent:* Saturday, August 28, 2010 2:36 PM 

*To:* Lewis, Evelyn 

* Subject:* Ticketless Confirmation - LEWIS/EVELYN A - QIMU6M 

Southwest Airlines 

<1~p://lu,v.southwes’~. com/serv~et/cc6? 

kO               VGOeG4b i x3896zeb I (2G93 VaVRVLuHNVG6eGa£~ ! x3896zeb I OG93V2fbgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 

LEWIS/EVELYN A     Confirmation Date: 

08/08/10       Confirmation Number: QIMU6M 

Passenger Information 

Passenger(s) Account Number Ticket #    Expiration~’l 

LEWIS/EVELYNA 00000091191052 5262121805877 04/17/11 

~’1 All travel involving funds from this Confirmation Number must be 

completed by the expiration date. 

Itineraacy 

*Depaxt:* SACRAMENTO CAto RALEIGH DURHAM NC /( Travel Time: 6 hrs 25 

mins )/ 

Date Flight Flight Information 

Wed Oct 13 1321 Depaxt SACRAMENTO CA (SMF) at 7:40 AM 

Arrive in LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) at 9:00 AM 

1294 Chaaage plaaaes in LAS VEGAS NV (LAS) departing at 9:35 AM 

Arrive in RALEIGH DURHAM NC (RDU) at 5:05 PM 

*Return:* RALEIGH DURHAM NC to SACRAMENTO CA /( Travel Time: 8 hrs 15 

mins )/ 

Date Flight Flight Information 

Sun Oct 17 1205 Depaxt RALEIGH DURHAM NC (RDU) at 12:30 PM 

Arrive in DENVER CO (DEN) at 2:25 PM 

0968 Chaaage plaaaes in DENVER CO (DEN) departing at 4:05 PM 

Arrive in SACRAMENTO CA (SMF) at 5:45 PM 

Cost aaad Payment Summary 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Base Fare    $547.91 

+ Excise Taxes $41.09 

*Advertised Fare*    $589.00 

+ Segment Fee $14.80 

+Passenger Facility Charge $18.00 

+ Security Fee"2     $10.00 

*Total Payment*     *$631.80’ 

Current payment(s) 
08/28/10 Mastercard XXXXXXXXXXXX9597 $217.30 
08/28/10 Ticket Exchange 5262117890325 $414.50 

~’2 Security Fee is the government-imposed September 1 lth Security Fee. 

Faace Rules 

NONREF/NONTRANSFERABLE/STANDBY REQ UPGRADE TO YL. Valid only on 
Southwest Airlines. All travel involving funds from this Confirmation 
Number must be completed by the expiration date. Effective January 28, 
2011, unused travel funds may only be applied toward the purchase of 
future travel for the individual named on the ticket. Any change to this 
itineraacy may result in a fare increase. 

*Fare Calculation:* 
SMF WN X/LAS WN RDU306.05QYA3PNR WN X/DEN WN SMF241.86RYA7PNR 547.91 

END ZPSMFLASRDUDEN XT10.00AY18.00XFSMF4.5LAS4.5RDU4.5DEN4.5 

Importaaat Checkin Requirements 

Passengers who do not obtain a boarding pass and are not present and 
available for boaacding in the departure gate area at least ten minutes 



prior to scheduled depaxture time may have their reserved space 
cancelled aaad will not be eligible for denied boarding compensation. 

Southwest Airlines Co. Notice of Incorporated Terms 

Air traaasportation by Southwest Airlines is subject to Southwest 

Airlines’ Passenger Contract of Caxriage, the terms of which are 
incorporated by reference. 

Notice of Incorporated Terms 

<~://h~v,sot~th>lest,comiservbt/cc6? 

kO               VC~e(Mb 1 x3896zeb 1QGg3 VaVSVLuHI~tVC<~eG4b ! x3896zeb i ~)(?93V2fbgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 

We Rent Caxs 
<~?~: i,,’l uv.soutb¢,est comiservleticc6 ? 

kOH~QSC DAJT~qAVG6 e G4b ! x3 g96zeb 1QG93 VaVUVLuHI)tVG6eG4b 1 x3 g96zeb 10G93 V21}D9XV0bWQ2f41 SSqObWQYSUQnKMLiSuP~CTYBTB> 

Search Hotels 

<~:i/ha, .so~th>,est com/serv bt/ccd? 
kO               VC~SeG4b 1 x389dzeb 1 QG93 VaVWVL~Hpt VGdeG4b 1 x389dzeb 1 OG93V2~bgXV0b W                                CTYBTB> 

Get tips from fallow Southwest travelers 
<~://1 ~c< soutba, est. corr~sezwbticc6? 

kO}~AjOSCAWQqAVC~eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVYVLuHptVGdeG461x3896zeb 1OG93V2[}39XV0bWQ2f41SSq0bWOYSUQnKML~SuPOCTYBTB> 

Si~ Up ’n Save with Click ’n Save 

kOH~QSCAWQflAVG6eG461x389dzeb 10G93VaVAVLa[btVG6eG461x3896zeb 10G93V2fbgXV0bWQ2f41SSq0bWQYSUOnKMLiSuPOCTYBTB> 
Join Rapid Rewards 

<~:i/h~v.sot~th>~estcomiservbt/cc6? 
kO               V C~eG461x3 896zeb1QG93 VaVB VLub~ptV GdeG461x3896zeb l ~G93 V 2~b9XV Ob W                                CTYBTB> 

Travel Tips 

<~://www.southwest.com/trec~e~ cente~:~tra’,,el center 

Boarding School 
<~2 : / /l av.so~tb, est~ comiservlegccd ? 

kOH~QSC AWQqAVG6eG4b lx3 g96zeb 1QG93 V aVCVLuH,~tV G6eG4b 1 x3 g96zeb lOG93V2fb9XV0bWQ2J~lSSf10bWQYSUQnKML~SuPOCTYBTB> 

Change Flight 

<~:,’/www.southwest.comV~ra’v el center/ch .html> 

Camcel Fli~t 
<~gD:i/h~v south>~est~ comiserv bgcc6? 

kOt              VC~deG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaVDV LuHptVG6eG4b 1 x3 g96zeb 19G93 V2fb9XV0bW             ()Y~J             CTYBTB> 

*Addhional Info~ation for Travelers* 

Online ChecMn 
<~://luv.south~,est com/se~wbgcc6? 

kO               VC~eG4b ] x3 g96zeb 1 QG93 VaVSRVLuHpIVG6eG4b 1 x3896zeb I QC~)3V2ib9XVObW                                CTYBTB> 

>~ Free Baggage Allowance 

<~: ,"/h~v. s o~q,a, est. corm’s ervlegc c 6 ? 
kOH~SCAWOA~AVL~eG4blx3896zeb 1QG93VaVSSVLuHptVGdeG461x3896zeb 10G93V2f~gXV0bWO2f~1SSq0bWQYSUOnKML[SuPOCTYBTB>l 

ChecMn Procedure 
<!)~[~: / q uv.soutb¢~est comiservlet/ccd ? 

k L)] tpjQSO¢ W QqAV G6eG4b i x38%zeb 1QG 93 V aV S TV LuH ptV G6eG 4b i x38%zeb 1QG93 V 2f b9 X V 0b W Q2f41S S fl0b W Q Y S U Qr~ KMLi S uP OCTYBTB> 

>1 InfliCt Sewice 
<~:,’ /l uv.so~Nhwest com/servbUcc6 ? 

kO VC.SeG4b 1 x389dzeb 1QG93 VaVSUVLuH~tVGdeG4b i x389dzeb I ~G93V2fl~gxv0bW CTYBTB> 
Travel Tools 
<~)://1 vc< soutba, est. corr~se~wbticc6? 

kO})2jOSCAWQqAVC~eG461x3896zeb 1QG93VaVSWVLuHptVG6eG461x3896zeb 1QG93V2fbgxv0bwo2f41SSq0bWQYSUQnKML]SuPQCTYBTB>l 

Refund Info~ation 

kO~ VGdeG461x389dzeb l QG93 VaV SY VLuI {~tVGdeG461x389dzeb l ~G93V2fbgXV0bW 

Privacy Policy 
<~:/duv.south~,estcom/se~wbUcc6? 

kO               VC~eG461x389dzeb1QG93VaVSAVLuH~tVGdeG4blx389dzebl ~G93V2f?~gxv0bW                                CTYBTB> 

~ Southwest Airlines Destinations 
<~: ,"/~ uv. s o~q,a, est. corr~"s ervletic c 6 ? 

kOH~SCAWOA~AVL~eG4b 1 x3896zeb 1QG93 VaV SBV LuHptVGdeG4b 1 x3896zeb 10C/93V2ftogXV0bWQ2f~ 1S S q0bWQY SUt)~KML~ S uPOCTYBTB> 

We ca~ notify you of flight depa~ure or aNval status via te~ 
messages 
<~) : / /1uv.south,a, est co~gser~bt / ccd? 

kOH~OSCAWQqAVG6eG4blx3896zeb 1QG93VaVSCVLuHptVG~eG4b1x3~zeb1~G93V2g:~9XV~bW~2f‘41SSq~bw~YSU~NKML]SuP~CTYBTB> 

on your call phone, pager, personal digital assistant (PDA), or e-mail 
account. Or, use our automated phone sewice by calling 1-888-SWt-TRIP. 

www.southwest com 

<~://~ uv.soutbwest corr~"se~wleticc6? 
kO~ V(bSeG4b! x389dzeblQG93~,JaVRVLuHptVGdeG461x389dzebl[)G93V2fl:~gxvobw CTYBTB> 

I Book Nr 



<~:#l m:,sout~r~, est, com/setMet,"cc6? 
kOH~SOAWQqAVC, d eG4blx3896zeb 1()G93VaVSDVLuHr~tVG6eG4b lx389dzeblQG93V2~9XV0bWQ2f41SS@bWQYSU~KML~SuPQCT~BTB> 

Book 

<~p://lu,~ .sou~dh~ est. comiser~let/ccd? 

k~H~SCAW~NAVC~eG4b1x3896zeb1QG93VaVTRVLu~-k~tVG~eG4b1x389~zeb1~G93V2~b9XV~bw~2~1 SU~k~KMLjSuPQCTYBTB> 

Book Hotel 

<~://lu.v.southwest.com/serv~et/cc6? 

kO} VG6eG,4b 1 x389dzeb I QG93 VaVTSVLuHptVGdeG4b I x389dzeb 19G93 V2tbgxv0bw CTYBTB> 

Book Cruise 

<~://luv south,¢~est com/se~Met/cc6? 
kOH~)SCAWQq AVGdeG4b i x3896zeb 1QG93 VaV2 TVLuHptVG6eG@ i x3 g96zeb 1QC~)3V2t}~gXVObW(~2f41S S q0bWQYSU~aKMLj SuPOCTYBTB> 

Book Vacation Package 

<b_~2 : / / l u,~ .soafCh~s est~ comiserv let/ cc6 ? 

kO}I~QSC AW(~qAVC~eG4b lx3896zeb 1 OG93 V aVTUVL~:~Hr~t VGSeG@ i x3896zeb 1()G93V 2J’bgXV0bWQ2~ISS~ (~WQYSUQ~ KML~ S u P(~CTYBTB> 

Download DING~ 

<~://lu.v.southwest.com/servlet/cc6? 

kO               VLNeG4b i x389dzeb I QG93 VaVTWVLaH~t VG6eG,4b i x3896zeb 1QLD3V2[bgXV0bW                                 CTYBTB> 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, August 30, 2010 110 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S <j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-Cahan, 
Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; Bullard, Melissa M <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; 
lkramer@unc.edu; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Sorrell, Lynn 
<lsorrell@email.unc.edu> 

CFP: Fashion Conference at Yale 

Hello - 

My name is          , and I’m a student in American Studies at Columbia. I’m organizing a conference on April 23rd 2011 
on Fashion and Street Culture, and I would love to get the word out to your students. Could you please forward this CFP to 
your lists? 

Thanks so much! 

best, 

P.S. I just wanted to say how much your book, From Front Porch to Back Seat, shaped many of my undergraduate papers at Brown 
University. Many thanks. 

THE URBAN CATWALK: FASHION AND STREET CULTURE 

Saturday, April 23rd, 2011 
9:00am until 
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 

Contact: madison moore (madison.moore@yale.edu) 

Madison Moore (Yale), Conference Chair 
Alex Tudela (Columbia), Conference Co-Chair 

Point your browser to www.theurbancatwalk.com for up to the minute conference details. 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY CAROLINE WEBER 

What is street style, and what is the relationship between style, "the street," and popular 
culture? How have the Internet, digital cameras and other technologies impacted how we 
understand the way we dress? Why do so many care about the way other people dress? 
In what ways does street style engage with broader issues of race, class, gender, and 
sexuality? 

The Urban Catwalk: Fashion and Street Culture, a one-day symposium at Yale 
University, aims to investigate and discuss the relationships between street style and 
identity. We are interested in papers that approach street style from a contemporary lens, 
but also encourage papers with more of an historical perspective. 



We are committed to a conference that blends the intellectual with an ear to the ground. 
In this way, we will hold a panel discussion with major editors and fashion designers 
about how they understand the intellectual work street style does. The panel discussion 
will focus on the editors’ real world expertise, but also on audience participation. Ideally, 
the conference will be attended by the Yale community as well as by people from the 
broader New Haven area. We close conference with a special street style fashion show 
at Artspace Gallery in Downtown New Haven, where real-people models will show us 
their street style. 

These 20-minute presentations can treat any aspect of street fashion, including: 

- Street style and Contemporary art 
- Dandies 
- Style blogs and the Internet 
- Urban versus suburban style 
- Hipsters and neo-bohemia 
- Goth, punk, and skate culture 
- Street style and hip hop culture 
- Fashion magazines and the street 
- Male androgyny; men in high heels 
- Street style in media 
- How to figure out a style persona; rules and boundaries 
- Lady Gaga, Madonna, Michael Jackson, and other pop icons 
- Japanese street fashion 
- Street style in literature 
- LGBTQ identity and street style 
- Models 

- Street style in the 19th century 
- Fashion designers 
- Ready-to-wear 
- Urban Outfitters, American Apparel, and trend spotters 
-Vogueing, ball culture 
- Sex and the City and street style 

Please send abstracts of no more than 500 words to. 
Friday, November 26th. 

by 

Selected papers may be considered for an edited volume. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 4:42 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100831164147956.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 08.31.2010 16:41:47 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9.0.851 - 271.1.1/3104) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 5:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Special Offer from MLB.com and CBSSports.com 

MLB.com 

September 1, 2010 

SPECIAL OFFER FROM MLB.COM® AND CBSSPORTS.COM: 

LAUNCH A NEW FANTASY FOOTBALL 

COMMISSIONER LEAGUE TODAY TO 
SAVE 50% OFF** THE REGULAR PRICE 

It’s time for Fantasy Football! Start a league today and enjoy a full season 
of the "Best League Manager*" including: 
- The most customizable scoring and rules 
- Live scoring, chat and mobile applications for no additional charge 
- A 14 day free trial and full money back guarantee 

Learn More >> 
~:i7~ir~.m~blists.con~/~,~WBKHUiAMTMMS!SYLSHSiJPd-[ZMSi ASMQSJ6/~Iit?a:3893530&b-154897732 

Portions © MLB Advanced Media, LP. All rights reserved 

*Named by the FSTA as the 2009 Best Commissioner League Management Product 
**50% OffNew League Offer: Offer is open only to individuals who create a new 2010 CBSSports.com Fantasy Football 
Commissioner League and who qualify with all additional requirements. Offer open to users who are thirteen (13) years or older and 
reside in one of the fifty (50) states of the United States, the District of Columbia or Canada (Excluding Quebec) at the time of 
registration. Void where prohibited by law. Offer cannot be combined with any other offers. Certain terms and 
restrictions apply. By participating in this offer, you accept the terms and conditions of this offer. Click here for full details. 
~ :/iIi~.mlblists. con~r,~% WBKHUL~M7MMSiSYL6HS/JRHZMSiSPCSOA/F~it ?a=3893530&b= 154897732 

CBSSports.com Football Commissioner is open to (a) Registered Users; (b) thirteen (13) years of age or older at the time of 
registration. CB S Sports.com Football Commissioner is subject to the complete applicable Terms of Use. Void where prohibited by 
law. 
~//~ink~m1b1ists~c~m/r/K WBKHU//~M7~&MS/S YL(~HS/~HZMS~KQTX18/F~/t?a=3893 5 3~&b=154897~3 2 

View this entire email online as a Webpage >> 
htlp :iilir~.mlblists. comi~,%WB KH U/i~M7MMSiS YL6H SiJRHZMSiWT2Z7Fi~Ii~? 
a:KWBKHU&b ZGZW2E&c-IIgiVKN’%&d-gB4~XO&e-l&f~3893530&g=154897732 

© 2010 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 
Please review our privacy policy >> 
~//~ink.m~b~ists.c~m/r~%~BKHU/AM7MMS/SYL6HS/JRHZMS/VL V AZF~F~/~?a=3893 5 3~&b=15489773 2 

You received this message because you registered to receive 



commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 

~:i/lirFk~m~b~ists~com/~;/KWBKI~Ui~MTMMS/SYL6HSiJRHZMS/F~K~3PM/FU~? 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[[KWBKHU-ZGZW2E-AM7MMS-SYL6HS-JRHZMS-T-M2-20100901-e6afefc0a4da2a5] ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 11:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 1837357 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Computer is now working. Turned off and on several times. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 11:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 1837357 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Computer is now working. Turned off and on several times. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB. com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 7:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

At BatTM 2010 Mobile Apps Now 50% Off- Limited Time Only 

MLB.com 

Watch live, Listen live 

At Bat(TM) 2010 
Mobile Apps 

Now 50% off! 
Sale ends 9/7/10 

Offer ends 9/7/10 at 11:59 pm ET 

Share this with a friend! 

E-mail >> 
http:/i[2f2.ed4.net/f?..[/"ZPW!4Z[MSBXVESDZ55B4/II2ON S5’?e=stgore@email.unc.edu 

Facebook >> 
h~ttp:/7link.mlblists.com/r/ZPW ! 4Z/WTL0 SH/TTI~!fD46/2AYCWZ/JETOBZ/>’I/t? 

a~htt~://view~ed4.net/v/ZPW14Z/MSBXVE/DZ55B4/H2(~N~S5/F~R~©~T~VERRIDE~A&b~4~52~7&c~55428157 

Twitter >> 
~ :/!link.mlblists.com/riZP W ! 4Z/WTI,OSH?7TMD46/2A YC WZ/K @H9GMJFIA ? 

a=htt~?://view~ed4~net/v/ZPW~4Z/MSBXVE~DZ55B4/~I2~NS5/"~‘~ORMh&T~VE~‘~IDE=A&b=4~52~87&c=55428~57 

Please review our privacy policy >> 
~ :/7~ir~k.m1b1ists~c~m/r/ZP W ~ 4 Z/WTL~SH /7T ~\/fD46/2A Y CWZ~K ©H9G 5 /~‘~I~ ? a=4~5 2~7 &b=5 54 2~ ~ 5 7 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 
~:/ilb~mlblists~corn/~iZPW14Z/WTLOSH/7T~v£)46/2AYCWT,/MSGJ6X/FI/~? 
a=7TMD46&b=c3Rnb3 JI~GVt Y WlsLnVaY), 51ZHU=&c=DZ55B4&d=MSBXVE&e=MLB&f~=4052087&g=55428157 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

(c) 2010 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major 
League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights 
used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. 
All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are 
trademarks of their respective owners. 

[[ZPW 14Z -MSBXVE -WTL 0 SH -7TMD46 -2AYCWZ-T -M2 -20100902 -44328b 197151 d9 a]] 



INDEPENDENT STUDY REQUEST FORM 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

Term: Course: AFAM 

Student: PID: 

Emaih 

Professor: 

Theme: 

@email.unc.edu 

Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Phone: 

Credits: TBA 

Meet Time: 

Entry Date: 

1st Meeting: 

Note: 

Student and instructor have mutually agreed to Mondays at lOam ET. This is 

subject to change depending upon the instructor’s weekly availability and any 

unforeseeable events that could alter his fall semester schedule. 

Friday 

Wednesday at lpm ET 

This form serves as an outline or preliminary format of how the course will be 

administered. Modifications could and may very well occur as the Fall 

semester progresses. As stated before, those course revisions are to be 

determined by the instructor. 



info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, September 3, 2010 2:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date= 9/3/2010 

The Town of Chapel Hill sends weekly emaiJ updates about Town activities. If you like this service, share with your 

friends and let them know they can receive Chapel Hill eNews by emailing us at info@townofcha~pelhill orQ or visit 

www townofcha 

8. ~i~i=Leopo~ E~acatioa Project 

1o TOWNweek has been posted: www.townofchapelhill or@qndex.a e:1351 

### 

2. Town Holiday Service Schedule 

Host municipal offices wilt be closed Honday, Sept. 6, in observance of Labor Day. 

RESIDENTIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no residential collection. Honday routes wilt be collected 

Wednesday, Sept. 8. 



CURBSIDE RECYCLING: There will be no change in schedule, 

COMMERCIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no commercial collection. Monday routes will be collected on 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 

ORANGE COUNTY LANDFILL will be dosed. 

ORANGE COUNTY SOLID WASTE CONVENIENCE CENTERS will be closed. 

CHAPEL HILL TRANSIT will not operate, 

HOUSING: Offices and Maintenance Division will be dosed. For emergency maintenance services, call 968-2855. 

PUBLIC LIBRARY: The Library will be open from 1 to 5 

PARKING SERVICES: The parking office will be dosed. On-street parking meters,Town-owned lots and the Wallace 
Deck will be free. 

PARKS AND RECREATION: The Plant Road administrative office will be closed. For schedules at the Chapel Hill 
Community Center, call 919-968-2790. For schedules at the Hargraves Center, call 919-968-2794. For schedules at 
the Aquatic Center, call 919-968-2799. 

### 

A public information meeting will be held at 5:15 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 29, to receive comments and feedback on 
the UNC-Chapel Hill 2010 Carolina North Annual Report to the Town of Chapel Hill. The meeting will be held in the 
Council Chamber of Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King ]r. BIvd. 

Carolina North is envisioned as a mixed-use academic campus on university-owned property along Martin Luther King 
~lr. Boulevard, two miles north of the main campus. University and Town representatives signed a development 

agreement a year ago that covers the first 20 years of development on the site. 

The report to be presented on Sept. 29 describes the activity on the Carolina North site in the past fiscal year (3uly 1, 
2009 through June 30, 2010). Most of those activities relate to the recreational uses that residents make of the 
Carolina North Forest. Read the report online: www.townofchapelhill or x? 
documentid=7540 

The report is a requirement of the Carolina North Development Agreement, containing updates on various topics, 
including housing, parking, land use, greenways and construction activities. The Campus-to-Campus Connector 
Report, a one-time requirement of the Development Agreement, is included in Attachment VI of the report. While 
there has been a delay in construction at Carolina North, the report is part of the structure established by the 
Development Agreement for providing continued town-gown communication. 

Town Manager Roger Stancil will review the report and the public input before reporting to the Town Council on his 
review of the development agreement and its requirements. 

Send comments about the annual report or other issues related to Carolina North at any time to 
carolinanorth@townofchapelhill.orq or write Town of Chapel Hill Planning Department, Carolina North Project, 405 
Martin Luther King It. Blvd., Chapel Hill, NC 27514. 



The 2010 Annual Report and other information can be found on the Town’s website: 

Carolina North Main Page -      www,townofchapelhill or~carolinanorth schedule of various activities and main 
news items, including the Annual Report 
Public Participation - www townofchapelhill oro~qndex~a e=1355 detailed description of various 
communication and participation efforts in the past year 
Campus to Campus - www,townofchapelhill orqjindex as =~356 background materials, public 
comments and community emails about the project 
Minor Modifications - www.townofchapelhill.or%iindex.as e=1453 description of the process and 
modification mateNals 
FAQs - www townofcha~elhill.orqiindex.as =1352 answers many of the frequent questions about the 
Carolina North project and the agreement 

### 

The beginning of a new term means classes, homework, friends, and parties. With such hectic lives, students often 
don’t pay attention to one thing that could kill them: accidental fires. As a new semester begins at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Chapel Hill Fire Department reminds students to take action to protect themselves 
and their friends from fire. In 1996, five UNC students lost their lives in a fire at the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity house 
and no one wants a repeat tragedy. 

In the past six years, 89 people have died as a result of on- and off-campus fires and hundreds more have been 
injured, according to the Center for Campus Fire Safety, a nonprofit organization dedicated to preventing campus- 
related fire issues. August and September are two of the deadliest months for these fires and almost 80 percent of the 
deaths take place in off-campus apartments or homes. Seventy-five percent of students live in these off-campus 
locations. Unfortunately, most college students do not realize how quickly a fire can occur or spread. Studies show 
you have on average three minutes from when the first smoke alarm sounds to escape. Students need to realize that 
they are not invincible, that fires do happen in campus-related settings, and that they can take steps to protect 
themselves, no matter where they live. 

The Chapel Hill Fire Department will be working closely with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill during the 
month of September to coordinate special programs aimed at increasing the awareness of students both on and off 
campus, 

A statewide press conference will be held at the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity House located at 108 W. Cameron Ave. 
on September 9 starting at 10:30 a.m.N.C. Governor Bev Perdue and Bonnie Woodruff, mother of Ben Woodruff who 
died in the 1996 Phi Gamma Delta fire, will speak and announce September as Campus Fire Safety Month in North 
Carolina. 

From Sept. 15 to 17, UNC Greek students will join forces with the Chapel Hill Fire Department to conduct off-campus 
housing inspections and participate with installing smoke alarms in the homes of students living off-campus. 

There will also be a UNC Campus Fire Safety Fair from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 23, at Polk Place on the UNC 
Campus. This event is sponsored by the Chapel Hill Fire Department, UNC Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life, UNC 
Public Safety, UNC Environment, Health and Safety and the UNC Burn Center. Information and prizes will be available, 
along with fire truck displays, fire extinguisher training, and other life saving and fire prevention information. 

Many fatal fires involving college students have four common elements: missing or disabled smoke alarms, careless 
disposal of smoking materials, alcohol consumption, and lack of automatic sprinkler systems. 



According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), carelessly disposed of cigarettes are the leading cause of 

fatal fires in all residences, including rental properties where college students may live~ Students also can fall victim to 

fires started by open flames such as candies, 

Drinking alcohol is common on college campuses~ Studies show alcohol decreases inhibition and impairs judgment, 

which can increase a student’s risk of not waking to the sound of a smoke alarm or making sound escape judgments, 

and perhaps not surviving a fire, The NFPA also found that more than 60 percent of adults killed or injured in 

smoking-material residential fires were either asleep or possibly impaired by alcohol~ In addition, the NFPA says that 

while most homes and apartments - including rental properties - have smoke alarms, nearly 40 percent do not work, 

often due to dead or missing batteries~ 

The Chapel Hill Fire Department urges parents and college students to remember these fire safety tips when heading 
off to school: 

- Install UL-listed smoke alarms in every room of an apartment or rental home, This immediate response helps 
provide early warning no matter where the fire starts, giving more time to escape. 
- Test smoke alarms monthly and replace batteries as needed. 
- Look for housing that is equipped with automatic fire sprinkler systems. Not every residence hall or rental property 
has them. 
- Know two ways out of every building. A fire escape ladder can provide an alternate exit from second or third floor 
rooms. 
- Properly dispose of smoking materials in ashtrays. After parties, check the cushions on couches and chairs for 
smoldering cigarettes. 
- Purchase a fire extinguisher and learn how to use it BEFORE a fire breaks out, 
- Use UUlisted extension cords and electrical appliances properly. Don’t overload electrical outlets, 
- If the residence has fossil-fuel burning appliances, such as a gas stove or furnace, install UUlisted carbon monoxide 
alarms on every floor and near sleeping areas. 
~ Never leave candles unattended and keep them away from items that could easily catch fire, Be sure to put out 
candles before going to bed. 

For more information on any of these events, or for additional Campus Fire Safety information in general, contact the 
Chapel Hill Fire Department, Life Safety Division at 919-968-2781, 

### 

Volunteers ages 16 and older are needed to work with swimmers with disabilities in Adapted Aquatics classes. The 
swim instructor will work with you and your student to teach swimming skills. You will help to motivate, practice and 
help these kids have fun! You only need to be comfortable in the water and able to follow the teacher’s lead. 

Classes meet from 7:15 to 8 p,m.on Wednesdays from Sept. 29 to Nov. 17 at Homestead Aquatic Center, 300 
Northern Park Dr., and from 2:30 to 3:15 p.m. on Sundays from Sept. 26 to Nov. 14 at Chapel Hill Community 
Center, 120 S. Estes Dr, 

To volunteer, email mkaslovsky@townofchapelhill~orq or call 919-968-2813, 

### 



Beginning Tuesday, Sept. 7, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will implement some minor changes to the HU Express route to 
improve schedule adherence. Schedules will be available on the buses beginning Friday, Sept. 3. 

For complete information about the schedule change, visit www.townofchapelhill or~/index.a e:718 or call a 
CHT customer service representative at 9:[9-969-4900. 

### 

UPDATE: 12:20 p.m. September 3, 2010 The CCX, PX and RU routes have resume normat routing on Ridge Road and 

South Road. 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) has implemented a detour until further notice on the CCX, PX and RU routes due to a street 
closure on Ridge Road near Stadium Drive. 

CCX and PX routes will be detoured along Stadium Drive to South Road to continue regular route. The bus stops 
located on South Road at Country Club and on South Road at the Student Union will be temporarily closed. 
Passengers may board the detoured buses at the alternate bus stops on Stadium Drive at Carmichael Dorm and on 
South Road at Kenan Labs. 

RU route will be detoured along Stadium Drive, South Road, to Raleigh Street to continue regular route. The bus stops 
located on Ridge Road at the Law School, South Road at Country Club, and South Road at Raleigh Street will be 
closed. Passengers may board the detoured bus at the alternate bus stops on Stadium Drive at Carmichael Dorm, on 
South Road at Fetzer Gym and on Raleigh Street at Conner Dorm. 

For additional information on the detour, please contact a CHT Customer Service Representative at 9:[9-969-4900. 

The Town of Chapel Hill’s Parks and Recreation Department is offering a "NinFLeopold Education Project" workshop in 
conjunction with the Sierra Club from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 8, at the Chapel Hill Community Center, :[20 S. 
Estes Drive. 

The workshop is free and open to the public. The goal is to teach the importance of being ’in-touch’ with our natural 
surroundings; understanding nature conservation; and being responsible stewards of our natural surroundings. Part of 
the workshop will be a walk outside, so participants are asked to bring a flashlight. 

The Leopold Education Project is an innovative, interdisciplinary, critical thinking, conservation and environmental 
education curriculum based on the classic writings of the renowned conservationist, Aldo Leopold. The workshop 
teaches the public about humanity’s ties to the natural environment in the effort to conserve and protect the earth’s 
natural resources. 

For more information, contact Chris Howard at chdsfhoward@hotmail corn 

Community Writing 



The Town of Chapel Hill Justice in Action Committee invites the community to participate in the community writing 
competition "How I helped build a Community Bridge." The competition is part of the committee’s program on 
"Healing the wounds of racism in Chapel Hill." The submission deadline is Oct. 1. 

The mission of the Justice in Action Committee, a volunteer citizen committee appointed by the Town Council, is: "To 
adequately and effectively reflect the Town of Chapel Hill’s integrity and commitment to preserving racial, economic, 
and social justice within the community." The Justice in Action Committee meets at 5:30 p.m. on the First Thursday of 
each month in the Second Floor Training Room of the Chapel Hill Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. BIvd. 

Residents are invited to write a short monologue, story, poem, or song that tells how they personally were able to 
overcome prejudice or bridge divisions between people of different races, ethnic backgrounds, religions or sexual 
orientations. Examples could be stories about becoming friends with someone of another race, gaining wisdom or help 
from someone of a different ethnic group, or working constructively with someone of a different sexual orientation. 

Three rules apply: 1) you are not a professional writer; 2) the story has not been published before; 3) you live in 
Chapel Hill or Carrboro. The entries will be judged on three criteria: 1) adherence to the competition’s theme; 2) 
craftsmanship and style; and 3) inspirational quality. 

The competition entries will judged by ~lustice in Action Committee members and volunteers from the community in 
six categories: 

Male middle school students 
Female middle school students 
Male high school students 
Female high school students 
Young adults aged 18-25 years 
Women and men 26 years and older 

The people who win first place in their category will be invited to present their pieces at a public event on Friday, Dec. 
3, at Hargraves Center in Chapel Hill. The winners and second- and third-place runners-up will receive a token of 
appreciation (small prize) and have their pieces included in an online publication. 

Entry Information 

Submissions should be no longer than 10 minutes long when presented verbally. They should be submitted in a 
printed or electronic format of no more than two typewritten pages using at least an 11 point font. Computers are 
available at the Public Libraries and they can help you print/e-mail your entry..]ustice in Action Committee members 
will be available to help those whose native language is not English; contact the e-mail address below for such help. 
The cover page should include: your name, e-mail and telephone number (to contact winners), address, age and 
category you are entering. Do not put your name on the pages with the submission as judges shouldn’t know the 
identity of the authors. 

Entries are due by Oct, 1, 2010, 

They can be e-mailed to: mbayles@townofcha}selhill,orq with a subject line of: community bridge competition 

They can be delivered in person to: Mark Bayles, Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

Download a printable PDF - www,townofch Modules/ShowDocument aspx?documentid=7510 

### 



The future of downtown Chapel Hill will be discussed during the presentation of the draft Downtown Development 
Framework and Action Plan to Town advisory boards and commissions beginning at 5 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 16, in the 
Council Chamber of Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. 

The presentation will be made by Dan Douglas of Kling Stubbins, and questions will follow the presentation, 

The Town of Chapel Hill created a master plan for downtown, the Downtown Small Area Plan, in 2000. The Town 
Council initiated a new Downtown Naster Plan as one of its goals for 2009. Zn November 2009, the Town, in 
conjunction with the Downtown Partnership, issued an RFP, and Kling=Stubbins of Raleigh was selected to complete 
the Downtown Development Action Plan and Framework. 

A planning team held two meetings in April 2010 for interested parties to share their opinions on development in 
downtown Chapel Hill. A first draft of findings was presented to the public during a planning charette on June 10. The 
June 10 presentation is available online: www townofchapelhill or0~imod~alesiShowDocument.a 
documentid=6806 

For more information, contact Dwight Bassett, Economic Development Officer for the Town of Chapel Hill, at 919=969= 
5010 or dbassett@townofchapelhill orq, 

### 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
www,ci ,chapel-hill ,nc,u~iindex,as      e=38&subscdberguid =86937335-elb8-4308-ga64-904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscNptions, please click the following link: 

www.ci .chapel=hill .nc.us/index.as      e =388~subscNbe~T~uid =86937335~elbS-4308-ga64 

904093218ba7&unsubscNbe= 1 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Audio Conferences <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 2:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Managing Younger Generations I $50 Off If You Hurry! 

iX! 919=140910-201 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

September 24, 2010 



Managing Younger Employees Can Be 
Challenging -- But It Doesn’t Have to Be! 

Younger generations are entering the work force quickly and bringing 
with them a whole new set of perceptions and values. Unfortunately, this 
also brings conflict and struggle. In fact, more than 60 percent of 
employers are experiencing tension between employees from different 
generations. 

While some managers believe their younger workers lack a work ethic 
and loyalty, Gen Xers and Nexters say they are simply misunderstood. 

As their manager, you need to ensure you understand Gen X and Gen 
Y... how to motivate them ... how to direct them ... and be prepared to 
break down any barriers that might exist between them and their older 
coworkers. Only then will you be able to manage them successfully and 
create a positive team environment. That’s why this Audio Conference 
was created -- to give you the inside scoop on how to best manage Gen 
X and Gen Y and successfully make them part of the team. 

Learn What Makes Your Younger Employees Tick 
and Maximize Their Value to You and Your 
Organization 

This eye-opening training is a MUST if you manage younger employees. 
You’ll find that Gen X and Gen Y bring a lot to the table, including 
adaptability, creativity, technical ability, and much more. When you 
better understand their values and motivations, you’ll be able to be a 
more effective manager. And you’ll be able to get the results you need 
from them and create a positive work environment. 

Your coworkers 
can attend with 
you for FREE! 

You’re probably not 
the only one 



Q&A: Upon enrolling in the Conference, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time 
permitting, your trainer will address questions from 
Conference participants. Many questions will be addressed in 
the Conference itself. Others will be addressed in the 
supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 
Conference participants. 

struggling -- 
invite your coworkers to 
attend for FREE! 
If you’ve read this far, you know 
that many find it challenging to 
manage younger employees. So 
don’t keep this training all to 
yourself! With unlimited listeners 
per connection, you can share 
this training with managers 
across your organization by 
inviting them to listen in on your 
speakerphone or Polycom® at 
no extra cost. 

Rockhurst Audio Conferences are 
packed with valuable information. 

De~/t take ®~ wo~ fo~ ~t~ ~ea ~ w~at 

eu~uste~e~s ~a~e to say ~ ~ 

~j~ I: a~ g~ a ]or ~ good, 

ENROLL#~ENT INFOR£SATION 

Guarantee of 
Satisfaction 
We stand behind our Audio 
Conferences with our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete 
satisfaction. You must agree that 
this program was worthwhile to 
you, or we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full. Guaranteed. 

Audio Conference -September 24, 2010 
CoRfereRce StaA ~imes: All times are given in daylight time. Audio Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference [ Standard Price [ E-real Discou£t 
[ Yo~ Pay 

Mana~ the EmeE~ V~brk Force: 
Gen X & Gen Y 
Event Only 

$229 SAVE $50 $179 

Manaq~n# the Emerq~n~ Work Force: 
Gen X & Gen Y 
CD** Only 

$229 



Managing the Emerqit~ Work Force: 
Gen X & Gen Y 
Event + CD** 

$458 DEAL! $208 
SAVE $250 

**For your convenience a GO recording is r~ade of each Rockhurst Audio Conference, You may choose to purchase the GB either a~ong with 
the Gonfereace or separately. The CD recording will be available approximately 14o21 days after the Oonference. 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 09/24/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15415 and VIP #919- 
140910-201 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Interact Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

September 21, 2010 

September 23, 2010 

September 27, 2010 

~a~,i~ Q~i¢~oo~s Wor~ for Yo~ 

September ~0, 2010 

October 04, 2010 

October 0~, 2010 

October 06, 2010 



October 07, 2010 

October 08, 2010 

Deve[o~ Your Leadershi@ Voice 

October 12, 2010 

October 13, 2010 

October 19, 2010 

October 20, 2010 

October 21, 2010 

October 25, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 

COBIPANY DIRECTORY 

CL~S~=O[~ ~ S~VlC~= For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 



customer service department at cstserv~.~ruceci com. 

FiND FULLoDAY AND MULT~PLEoDAY TRAiNiNG CO&,~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www NationalSeminarsTraininq,~om. 

ON~TE TRAiNiNG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci com. 

GENERAL ~NFOR[~AT~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info.@j’uceci com. 

WEB~AS~"ER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr~ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, ~ to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 7, 2010 3:43 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Focus for Football Probe; Davidson President to Lead UNC System; Taking in 
Homecoming 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ] SEPTEMBER 2olo 

So Gore IV °00 I Life Member Thank you for your life membersh p, 

NETWORKING 

NNW8 ~T 

MORE FROM THE GAA 

3oin Award-Winning 

Professors on 

Tar Heel Travel programs 

(G~K4 member benefit) 

Possible Academic Misconduct New Focus 
of Football Probe 
The University and the NCAA are looking into the work of a tutor who also worked as an 

academic counselor to Coach Butch Davis’ son. 

http:i/alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=7829 

Davidson President to Lead UNC System 
Thornas Ross ’75 (aD) will take over from Erskine Bowles ’67 after ~8 years as a judge, 

seven as head of the Z. Smith Rey-~olds Foundation and three at Davidson College. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=7828 

Vietnam 
The Galfipagos 
Islands 
Iceland 
Greece & Turkey 
Russia 
China & Tibet 

Career Teleclass: Sharpen 

Your 3ob Interview Skills 

(GAA member benefit) 

Online Alumni Directory 

SEPTEMBER GAA 
MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Donald Howard Gibbs ’75 

Plans Detailed for Future of University- Square 
The 12-acre home of Granville Towers is expected to be a major player in the retail- 

office-residence scheme of Chapel Hill’s growing doa~town. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=782o 

Carolina Holds No. 5 Spot in U.S. News Rankings 
UNC has had no ups or downs in the annual survey of the best colleges for a decade now. 

There’s also no change in the top five schools. 

http:iialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?SID =78~7 

UNC Gives Up Grant to Expand Animal Research 
It would have cost the University- about 820 million to upgrade an aging dog and swine 

research facility in Orange County to enable it to accept the $~4.5 million grant. 

http:i/alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID =7792 



Member 

Don, to claim your $5o 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, e-mail 

membership@unc.edu 

by Sept. 3o. 

Don was selected at 

random fk’om GAA 

members currently 

subscribed to Out of the 

Blue. 

Alumna Noted for Innovation to Speak 
at University Day 
Heather Munroe-Blum 983 (PhD), vice chancellor of McGill University and a noted 

innovator, will give this yeaffs keynote address at University Day. Five alumni also will be 

honored with Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus Awards. 

http:iialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid= 7837 

You’re Invited: The Ultimate Pregame Experience 
for Homecoming 2010 
Join the GAA at the Bell Tower before the football game fbr our classic Southern tailgate 

(GAA member price only $5), plus music, fhce painting and giveaways. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID =4733 

Keep up with updates on special-interest group reunions, including the 3oth 

anniversa~3~ of the Black Alumni Reunion. http:iialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx? 

SID=4425 

Discounts Make You a Winner 
If you’re coming to Chapel Hill this fail, remember to bring your G.hA membership card 

so you can take advantage of member discounts at select Franklin Street merchants. 

Plus, G~4A members now qualify ~br 2-~br-1 admission on fulldome planetarium shows at 

Morehead Planetarium and Science Center during home fbotball weekends. 

http:iialumni.unc.eduimemberdisconnts 

If yon’re ~dsiting on home %otbal] weekends, checking in with a member card at 

the GAA’s tent at Tar Heel Town makes you eligible to win a prize. 

http:iiwww.tarheeltowmcom/ 

Cheer the Team With Local Tar Heels 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast are hosting football game-viewing parties. Find out 

where to catch the action on the gridiron in your town, or find fellow Heels to cheer w-ith 

if you’re on the road. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/clubs/ 

If yon’re going to Carolina’s away games, be sure to drop by the tailgate for alumni 

and friends, http://alumni.uncoedu/article.aspx?sid=57 

Use the Online Calendar to Stay Current 
Find out when alumni in your area are gathering for seminars, barbecues and socials. 



September events include a forum in Chapel Hill, "Oil on the Water: A Public Discussion 

and Analysis of the Long-Term Impact of the Gulf Oil Spill"; a barbecue in San 

Francisco; and a social in Pitt County with %rmer UNC basketball player and ECU Coach 

aeff Lebo ’90. There’s more -- cheek out all the events on the C~%¢’s online calendar. 

http:iialumni.une.eduiealendari 

Student Membership Program Wins Top Award 
The honor recognized GAA student members for promoting cultural awareness and 

communicafion among its members and alumni. Take a look at all the acfivities available 

%r future alumni. 

http:iialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid= 7831 

Tell Us About ... "The Freshman 15" 
The "freshman 15" is really only the "t?eshman 5" when it comes to students’ weight gain 

the first year of college, says Dr. Cynthia Bulik, director of the UNC Eating Disorders 

Program. What was your experience? Did you pack on the pounds when you arrived at 

Carolina and discovered you could have pizza %r evew meal? Or did walking all over 

campus keep your weight in check? Share your experience on our website message 

board. 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow- Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics %r discussion and post 

their thoughts on various subjects. 

http:iiuncbb.alumniconnections.comivbishowthread.php?t=52 

PRPVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know- by sending an e-mail to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubseribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Last-Chance Training Alert <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 10:19 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Communication & Collaboration Skills I Bring 2 People With You for Free! 

iX! 919=130910=315 

SUPER-SAVER SEMINAR SERIES 



the ~;÷ys to WORNING SNARTER TOGETHER 
~÷ss st~e~ and moge sucoess tha~ eve~ befoge~ 

Huge Offer: 

Bring TWO people with 
you for FREE! 

Discount Details 

Hurry -- this special team discount price is only available for a VERY 
short time ... and we expect seats to sell out soon! 

Raleigh, NC 
10/06/10 
Event # 1830402 
Re~ister Now 

Download Brochure 

In today’s collaborative work environments, communication that fosters 
cooperation and mutual respect is more important than ever before. Now 
there’s something you can do to boost team cooperation and results -- to 
prevent misunderstandings and misaligned goals: You can attend this vital 
training with your entire team! Join us for The Essentials of 
Communication & Collaboration, a cutting-edge training event that will help 
you and your team develop a greater sense of what it takes to work even 
more effectively together to achieve incredible results as a team. 

Here’s just a small sample of all you’ll learn: 

How to identify habits in yourself and others that get in the way of 
collaboration 
Relationship-building ways to effectively work through disagreements 
and conflicts 
What you can do now to facilitate the right climate for more effective 
collaboration from now on 
"Bridge-building" techniques for working with people you’ve had 
trouble working with in the past 
The secrets to making everyone on the team feel involved and valued 
in the collaboration process 
How small group collaborations differ from large group collaborations 
How to create a sense of"all for one and one for all" 
Listening skills that make collaboration possible 
Killer mistakes that "shut down" effective communication every time 
How your actions and behaviors may be affecting the actions and 
behaviors of others 
How a simple e-mail can unintentionally destroy any chance of 
collaboration with others 

Have You Ever Struggled to Gain Others’ Cooperation? 



We are the best in the business at 
what we do and want to help you 
become the best at what you do. 
In today’s world, the ability to 
collaborate with others and 
instantly develop unbreakable 
lines of communication is the key 
to your professional success. 

We’re so certain that this training 
will be a valuable experience for 
you that we stand behind this 
program with our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete 
satisfaction. If The Essentials of 
Communication & Collaboration 
doesn’t deliver everything we 
promised, we’ll refund your 
enrollment fee in full -- no 
questions asked. 

,., to achieve a productive collaborative team environment? To resolve long- 
standing problems that stem from communication gaps and gaffes? This 
training is THE answer! 

If your organization is like many others, "effective collaboration" seems like a 
lofty goal rather than an achievable reality. Not to worry ... The Essentials of 
Communication & Collaboration offers practical, step-by-step techniques 
for building bridges where none exist and mending fences where past 
conflicts have left lingering problems. 

The skills you learn at this seminar will help you work more effectively with 
EVERY PERSON you encounter ... every day. Plus, you’ll eliminate the 
stress and frustration that come from misunderstandings, all too common 
when communication breaks down on the team. 

Attending this training with your team will be one of the smartest decisions 
you’ll ever make. So what are you waiting for -- make plans to attend today 
while seats are still available at this incredibly low price! 

"Very usefufl I learned a lot about 
myself and others. Most 
importantly, I discovered ways I 
can improve my communication 
skills and advance my career." 
-- J. GOGETS 

"Very positive training. It gave me 
insights on how to address 
problems without offending 
anyone. Great ideas!" 
-- P. GIANINI 

"1 totally related to all the topics in 
this class. I now know what I 
have to do and what I have to stop 
doing. You know your stuff. Thank 
you!" 
-- T. BETHEL 

The most successful organizations have one thing in common: powerful 
communication skills from top to bottom! Imagine what would happen if you 
could teach all your employees how to communicate and collaborate effectively 
with one another. 

We can train your group of ANY SIZE, at a time and place most convenient for 
your organization. We’ll also customize the program to address your company’s 
unique challenges. And, like all of our training, your on-site experience is 
GUARANTEED to produce the results you desire! 

Find out just how affordable and convenient our group training option can be! 
For more information, call 1-800-344-4613 today! Or, if you prefer, eomail us or 
complete our online information request form. 

STARt2: 
The Missing Link 
Between Where 
You Are and 
Where You Want 
to Be 

(~uick Tour 

Member Benefits 



Seminar ~raini~g And Re’wa~s 

You’ve Found Ifl The Missing Piece,~ 
Puzzled by the many challenges you’re up against? Thousands of professionals 
have discovered that a STAR12 membership offers unlimited access to the know- 
how they need to solve just about any workplace puzzle. Check it out! 

Brochure Download 

Lar_qe Group Options 

Membership Levets 

The BUZZ 

FAQs 

Contact Us 

ister ow Select Your Location & Date From the Option(s) Below: 

The Essentials of Communication & Collaboration 
Registration Fee: $149 -- But Don’t Forget ... You Buy One, You Get Two Free~. 

~mportant: To receive your special e-mail discount, enter your discount codes* 
when prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of 
your checkout. 

Coming to Your Area 

Raleigh, NC 
10/06/10 
Event # 1830402 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever a~ended." 
o J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training. Lots of useful 
information and ideas." 
- S. Salaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was very informative, straightfoF~vard, 
and FUN!!" 
= R. Padilla, Dona Aria County 

TEAlVl DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 

Enroll online by 09/22/10 to get your exclusive discount^ 

*To receive your special BUY ONE, GET TWO FREE discount, enroll online and 
provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15525 and VIP #919-130910-315 when 



prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 
organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VlP# and also register online 
to receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area o o o 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 

09/22/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 

09/30/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Thinking Outside the Lines 

10/04/10 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Legally Terminate Employees with Attitude Problems 

10/13/10 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

10/22/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Management & Leadership For First-Time Supervisors/Managers:2 Day 

11/01/10 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines 

11/03/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 

11/16/10 RALEIGH, NC- ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 

11/17/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 

11/30/10 RALEIGH, NC-      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 

12/09/10 RALEIGH, NC- ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Microsoft Excel-Become a Power User 

12/13/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Deal with Unacceptable Employee Behavior 



01/10/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Communicating with Confidence for Women with Dr. Kim 

01/12/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Management Skills For First-Time Supervisors 

01/18/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

COMPANY D~RECTORY 

GUETO~aER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer 
service department at cstserv~.ceci com. 

FIND FULLoDAy AND P~,IULTIPLEoDAy TRAINING GOS~IING TO YOUR AR~: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your 
area at www Nat onalSem na~sT~a ran({ com. 

ONoSITE TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at or’s t~rucec com. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to nfo~ucec com. 

WEE~IASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail 
to webmstr~, uc~:~c com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rockhurst Webinar Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 2:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

QuickBooks® Essentials I Save $50 

919-150910-212 

Additional Audio and VVeb Conferences 

~ Making QuickBooks Work for You 

~ ~nrolt Now 

Who Should Attend? 
This course is ideal for accounting 
professionals, financial workers, or anyone 
who deals with money and budgeting. 
Making QuickBooks® Work for You 
teaches users how to use this powerful 
software to its full potential, including 
shortcuts, navigation tips, and ways to 
streamline usage. Featuring tips and tricks 
used by experienced users to save time and 
make accounting tasks simpler! 

September 30, 2010 

You don’t have to be an accounting whiz to manage your 
finances like one. 
You’re a busy person who needs easy access to your financial information. You already 
know what a great tool QuickBooks is for managing your finances, but there’s a good 
chance you’re not using it to its full potential. Maybe you know QuickBooks has more 
functionality than how you’re using it, but you don’t have time to waste searching in vain 
for the functions you need. 

That’s why you need this comprehensive one-hour Webinar. By learning the ins and 
outs of this useful software tool, you’ll be able to: 



Money-Back Guarantee 
We’re so sure that the information you’ll 
gain in our Making QuickBooks® Work for 
You seminar will help your career that we’re 
offering a money-back guarantee. That’s 
right, if you don’t agree that attending this 
seminar was worthwhile, we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full, down to the last 
penny. You’ve got nothing to lose, only 
money to save! So the only question is: 
What are you waiting for? Sign up today! 

Save even more when you 
invite your coworkers to join 
you for FREE! 
When you purchase this Web Conference, 
you’ll be given a unique PIN that allows you 
a single-computer connection. However, 
you’re free to invite as many people as you 
like to listen in with you for free, saving you 
money right away. 

We Train the Very Best! 
Wells Fargo ¯ Microsoft ¯ Aetna ¯ Federal 
Reserve Bank ¯ Sprint ¯ McGraw-Hill ¯ 
Allstate ¯ New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. ¯ 
Shelter Insurance ¯ Tyson Foods ¯ John 
Deere ¯ Bristol Myers Squibb ¯ Kraft Foods ¯ 
Blue Cross Blue Shield ¯ Hewlett-Packard ¯ 
MetLife ¯ Farm Bureau Insurance ¯ Liberty 
Mutual ¯ Xerox ¯ Merck ¯ 3M ¯ And Many, 
Many More! 

¯ Save time -- no more trial and error to get the results you want 

¯ Improve data entry accuracy 

¯ Access financial information more quickly 

¯ Reduce paperwork 

¯ Stay on top of all transactions and accounting processes 

¯ Tailor QuickBooks to suit your unique needs 

Focus on what’s really important, like saving your company 
money. 
QuickBooks is used by millions of companies to manage their finances for a reason: it 
does everything you require from accounting software. From daily transactions like 
accounts payable or inventory control to special functions like applying credit memos or 
setting up automatic transactions, you’ll learn everything you need to know at Making 
QuickBooks® Work for You. Sign up now and learn the secrets used by QuickBooks 
experts to: 

¯ Easily track accounts payable and accounts receivable 

¯ Void checks instead of just deleting them 

¯ Manage payroll, including taxes 

¯ Handle automatic banktransfers 

¯ Use easy shortcuts to save yourself time 

¯ Track customers and sales 

¯ Reconcile bank statements 

Stop struggling to manage your finances. Sign up for Making QuickBooks® Work for 
You and reap the rewards of a streamlined accounting process immediately. 

Enrolt Now 

Q&A Session: 
Upon enrolling in the Web Conference, you will have the opportunity to submit your 
questions via e-mail. Time permitting, our trainer will address questions from 
Conference participants. Many questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. 
Others will be addressed in the supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 
Conference participants. 

ENROLLMENT ~NFORMAT~ON 

Web Conference- September 30, 2010 
Cor~f@rence Sta~ Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences/ast 60-90 minutes. 

2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when prompted during the 
checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomail Discount You Pay Only 

Makln~ Qu~ckBooks Work for You 
Event Only $229 SAVE $50 $179 

Mak~n~ Qu~ckBooks Work for You 
CD-ROM** Only $229 

$208 



COMBO DEAL! 
$458 SAVE $250 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 09/30/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15553 and VIP #919-150910-212 when 
prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your organization, but they must 
use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

ADiscount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

Deve~o~ E~ective Dress Code Policies 

September 23, 2010 

~a~a~ the Emer~ Work Force~ Ge~ X & Ge~ Y 

September 24, 2010 

How to Prevent FNLA Abuse 

September 27, 2010 

How to ~rese~t Your ~deas ~ffe~ve~ 

October 04, 2010 

Now to Aead ~a~c~a~ Statements 

October 05, 2010 

T~me~Sav~g ~crosoft ~xce~ ~ & Shortcuts for ~ver~ #set 

October 06, 2010 

October 07, 2010 

Now to Le ~erm~Rate Peo#~e W~th Attitude Problems 

October 08, 2010 

Deve~o~ Your Leadersh~A Voice 



October 12, 2010 

October i ~, ~Oi 0 

October 19, 2010 

Sett~n~ ~le~r Goals ~ ~erfor~ ~x~e~t~o~s for 

O~tober 20, 20i 0 

~reve~ti~.g ~exual ~arassme~t i~ the Workplace 

O~tober ~5, ~Oi 0 

O~tober 2~, 20i 0 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 

COMPANY DIRECTORY 

CUSTOM ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at 
cstse~,cec com. 

FiND FULLoDAY AND MULTIPLEoDAY TRAiNiNG COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to 
your area at v~/w Natio aISem alsfrai i c~. 

ON~TE T~N~NG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please send an e-mail to our 

on-site department at or~sit~b~.b.’..iuceci com. 



GENE~L INFORMATION : For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to nfo@uceci com. 

WEB #~qASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining,com Web site, please send an e-mail to 

webmstl~’uceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We respect your privacy and your 
preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

The New School for Social Research <response@newschool.edu> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 3:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Save the Date: Social Research conference at The New School, November 18-19 

you are having trouble viewing this email, click here 

Save The Date 
Thursday and Friday 
November 18--19, 2010 

The Center for Public Scholarship presents 
the 22nd Social Research conference at the New School: 

From Imp_a_~_it_~ to Accountabilit~ 

A_&f~ica ’s Development in the 

John Tishman Auditorium, 66 West a2th Street, NYC 

Join distinguished experts in discussing the challenges of 
development facing Mriean countries as they work to combat 
poverty, improve the protection of human rights, increase 
government accountability, strengthen electoral systems, and 
manage foreign aid. 

Featured Speakers: George B. N. Ayittey, Robert Bates, Agn0s 
Callamard, Johnnie Carson, Befekadu Degefe, William Easterly, 
Mwangi wa Githinji, Kelechi A. Kalu, Mwangi Kimenyi, Kristin 
MeKie, and Berhanu Nega 

For more information, please visit 
> www.socres.ow_£A.~ica 

Please share this with any friends or colleagues 
who might be interested in attending. 

Would you like to send this email to a friend? 

Click Here to be removed from this list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 5:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Enter the Equifax Sweepstakes for a chance to win World Series Tickets 

MLB.com 

September 9, 2010 

The Complete #3 World Series Sweepstakes 
Presented by Equifax 

Grand Prize: 
Win World Series tickets for you and 3 guests 

Runner-up Prize: 
Win one free annual subscription to Equifax Complete® 

Enter Now >> 

Check out how you can also win in the credit game 
h~tp:ilad.do~bleclick.r~eticlk;228834779151892164;z?h~tp:/i~.ww.eqmfax.com/~t~rr~ieq~ifaxcomplete/ 

View this entire email online as a Webpage >> 
~:iiIi~.mlblists.com/riTSAR20/VLLMOR/VOBCgF iM30092/D WN16K/UHit? 
a:TSAR20&b-08wYSg&c- E744GW&d-¥J6AOP&e- l&f~4084583&g:55428157 

(C) 2010 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review our privacy policy >> 
http~//~h~m~b~ists~com/r/TSAR2~VLLM~R/VQBC~F~%/13~92/[~X3L~?UH/t?a~4~45~3&b~5542~157 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 
http:iilir~k.m~b~ists.com/r!TS±~P,20iVLLMOP~/VQBCgF/M30092/R3CZKL!UHit? 
a:VQBCgF&b=c3Rnb3 J~(~)G VtYWlsLn\;~Y~’5~ZHU-&c=E744GW&d=08wYSg&e=MLB&f=4084583 &K=55428157 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[ IT SAR20-08WYS 9 -VLLMOR-VQB C8F-M3 0092 -T-M2 -20100909 -59ac2476892d 1 d 1 ] ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leemc <leemc@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 13, 2010 12:36 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exam for tomorrow 

Much t~anks. 

On Mon, 13 Sep 2010 11:30:39 -0400, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Thanks for the reminder! I went ahead and did it on Friday and put it in 
> your offic!! 

> See you tomorrow. 

> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: leemc [mailto:leerr~c(c~errmi!~u~c~edu] 
> Sent: Monday, September 13, 2010 11:01 AM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Exam for tomorrow 

> Hey Travis, 
> 
> Just a reminder to have my map quiz exam done for 11:00 tomorrow. 

Have a good one. 
> 

> Thanks, 
>M 
> 
> On Thu, 12 Aug 2010 18:15:07 -0400, "Travis Gore" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Hello ! 

>> Everyone will need to complete the FERPA txaining in Connect Carolina in 
>> order to access your class rolls, grading, etc. 
>> 
>> Here is flae link: 

1~://c~nnec~,~car~1ina~anc~edu/cam~us-s~1uti~ns/1~me/i;acu1t~uide~1~m1#acce 
>> ss The access code is The ~xaining takes about 15 minutes 
>> and 
>> there is a quiz at the end that you must pass. If you could please 
email 
>> me 
>> when it is complete so flaat I know you have access to flae system. I 
> would 
>> like to set a due date of next Wednesday the 18th. Please let me know 
if 
>> you have any questions. 

>> Thank you, 

>> Travis 



Dear Faculty, 

On behalf of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, I would like to extend a special 

invitation for you to participate in a Pre-Game Event for a home football game this season. This 

invitation is in recognition of your commitment to student development and your support of 

Carolina student-athletes. 

You are invited to a Pre-Game Event in the newly renovated recruiting area on the Sth floor of the 

Kenan Football Center. The event includes a pre-kick off meal in the hospitality suites, a tour of the 

Kenan Football Center, and 2 tickets to the football game. 

Please see the list of games below and indicate your top preferences. If you are not able to join us 

this season, please let me know if you would be interested in seasons to come! 

-Saturday, September 18 vs Georgia Tech 

-Saturday, October 2 vs East Carolina 

-Saturday, November 13 vs Virginia Tech 

It is with tremendous pleasure that we offer you this unique opportunity. You will experience an 

inside look at Carolina football and interact with the coaches, student-athletes, and other members 

of the Carolina Community, becoming an ambassador for UNC-Chapel Hill. 

If you would like to accept this invitation, please RSVP by Wednesday September 15tl~ at 

919. 843. 5669 or bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu with your game selections. I sincerely hope you will 

join us! 

Go Heels! 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 11:57 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] Fwd: pls send to your listservs 

This message is being sent to several listserv’s so we apologize if 
you get this message multiple times. 

You are invited to meet with the Office of the University Registrar 
(OUR) and the ConnectCarolina team to provide feedback on the 
ConnectCarolina implementation of Student Records. This is the first of 
several sessions we will hold over the next few weeks to gather your 
feedback on the implementation of scheduling and registration/class 
enrollment. 

*Wednesday, September 29, 3:00 pm to 4:30 pm* 

*Murphey 116" 

We know your time is valuable. To ensure that we get through as many 
questions as possible and are prepared to demonstrate how to handle any 
of these issues in ConnectCarolina, we are asking that you please submit 
your questions on scheduling and registxationiclass enrollment 

*by the end of the day (5pm) on Friday, September 24* 

*to connectcarolina_info@unc.edu <mailto:cor~aectcarolir~a ir~o~unc¯edu>* 

The OUR will review the questions and send out an agenda prior to the 
meeting so you will know what will be covered in this meeting. 

We welcome your comments and questions at the session; however, 
questions that were not submitted beforehand may need to be addressed in 
future meetings or via email. Any question received by this Friday by 
5pm will be addressed either at the feedback session or in writing after 
the session¯ All questions and answers will become part of the FAQs for 
scheduling and registration/class enrollment. 

Our goal with this session is to provide productive collaborative 
solutions to ensure that spring registxation goes even better than fall 
registration. While we will be looking at the past, we hope the focus 
will be on the future and what we can improve and do better moving forward. 

We have reviewed the responses to the staff survey we sent out in July 
as well as feedback gathered from other sources, and that has informed 
some changes we’ve already made or have planned. We will provide 
information on those changes and will use your feedback at this meeting 
to gain insight on what your priorities are for future changes¯ 

Some suggested questions to guide your submissions are: 

¯ Knowing what you know now, what would you do differently? 

¯ What issues did you run into? How were these resolved? 

¯ What issues are still outstanding? What can we do short-term to help 
you with these issues? 

¯ Long-term, are the business processes you are using as efficient as 
they could be in the new environment? How can we help? 



The launch of the Student Records components of ConnectCarolina is only 
the beginning of making this system uniquely ours; we want and need your 
input as we prioritize the incremental changes that can realistically be 
made to improve the system. 

We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 29! 

Debra Beller 
Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 

ERP, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 
Email: debra beller@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-27737458-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katleho Network <info@katleho.org> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:44 AM 

Katleho Spring 2011 Internship Announcement- Last Days to Apply! 

Dear African Studies Program, 

My name is Savanah Franklin and I am the Internship/Volunteer Coordinator for the Katleho Network, an organization that connects young adults in the United States 
with internship opportunities at development organizations working in rural South Africa. We are now accepting applications for our Spring 2011 program and believe 
that your students would be a great fit for our program. Applications are due this Friday, September 24th, so we are doing one last big push to get the word out. I would 
greatly appreciate it if you could pass this announcement (below) on to your students or anyone you think may be interested. Thank you very much! 

Best, 

Savanah Franklin 
Internship/Volunteer Coordinator 
The Katleho Network 
www2atbho.orq 
katbhoaetwork~mail.com 

The Kat eho Netwok 

Home 

WHEN? 

Summer 
Fall Semester 
Spring Semester 

Customized Tr!ps 

WHAT? 
Youth 

Communty 
Development 
Sustainable 

About Opportunities Part~er Organizatio[~s Photos Co,tact 

Spring 2011 
We are now accepdn~ applications ~r Spring 2011 #~fernship 

posidonsoAppdcadon period ends ~.E.@#P~ ~- 

Our Spring internships have the following project oppo~unit es: 

Youth Development 
Community Development 
Sustainable Development 

Program Dates: January 2Otho April 14th {12 weeks) 

Program Location: HaeneAsburg, South Africa 

The internship: 

Interns wll work on a vat ety of development projects (above) impbmented and 
managed by our Partner Organizations, Interns wll work approximately 30 hours per 
week, and will be given most Fridays offto accommodate optional weekend travek 
Interns wll also be given one week of vacation time to allow additional site seeng or 
travel (of course if interns choose not to travel during ths tme, intern hous ng and 
transportation n Haenertsburg wtl remain ava lable) 

Program Cost: $3000 

Unlike many intern placement compan es, we work hard to keep administrative 
costs as low as possible, mean ng that we can offer sign ficantly lower program 
costs than our competitors (compare to Cross Cultural Solutions, which charges 
$6918 for internship programs of the same length, or to GEE, which charges 
$I4,500 for its Spring 2011 South Afrca Service Learning Program) Program costs 
nclude: 

Accommodation (private group house) 
Ground Transportation 
Food (breakfast and lunch provided on work days and durng planned weekend 
excursions) 
Pre-departure ass stance 
Orientation, training, and 24 hour support services 
Optional weekend excursions to tourist attractions as well as ’ ofhthe-,beaten-, 
path" sites 

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT,,, 

X; 

"Every day I saw new things and 
had experences and nteractons 

that have changed my life. Fve 
fallen in love with the country and 

the people." 

vone Fores, Indiana Univers ty 
’13 Internationa Studies Mqor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 9:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: $ Microwave $ 

Great! Thanks. I’ll get in touch with Agatha. 

Gore, Travis wrote: 
> Hi Kia, 
> 

> I have collected $90! 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kia Lilly Caldwell [mai~to:klcaldwe~emailamc.ed~] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 9:38 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Re: $ Microwave $ 
> 

> Hi Travis, 
> Please let me know how much money has been collected, so I can speak 
> to Agatha about purchasing a microwave. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Kia 
> 

> 

> Gore, Travis wrote: 
>> Good Afternoon! 
>> 
>> I want to thank everyone that has made a contribution towards our new microwave. We are about halfway there and the deadline is 
coming up so I was just sending out a friendly reminder. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 Phone: 919-962-0539 
h~p:iTwww, t~c.ed~ideptsi~Yiafam 

My publications are available at: 
h~t :iimt ers tess.mr,ers.edt~/acatalo Ne                           ,ras m Bmzi~ 2674.html 

ave-t~sa.coir~icatM x’.is~n=~,z~,~,l 5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 10:09 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20100922100837684.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.22.2010 10:08:37 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Webinars by Rockhurst < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah.com > 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 2:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
New! Developing Your Leadership Voice I Save $50 

iX! 919=150910-210 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

October 12, 2010 

X Rockhurst Web Conference Series Online Enrollment Spec at Save $50 Details 

X Developing Your Leadership Voice: How to be an Effective Communicator Who Gets Results 1 

Effective leaders share one common trait: STRONG communication skills. That’s why 
attending this training is so critical to your ongoing success! 



Think about how communication skills impact the 
results you’re able to achieve as a manager: 

You must give clear directions to your employees, otherwise they 
won’t produce the results you need. 

You’re in charge of mediating conflict on your team. And one 
wrong move could fuel the conflict rather than resolve it. 

The feedback you provide can mean the difference between 
tremendous performance improvement or ongoing subpar effort. 

You’re in charge of employee morale ... and the language you 
choose has the power to motivate and inspire, or demoralize! 

Basically -- every time you open your mouth or write an e-mail, your 
communication skills will determine how effective you will be ... not to 
mention how people perceive you as a leader. 

THE BOTTOM UNE ~S TH~S: Outstanding managers 
understand the importance of continually 
improving their skills. Communication 
effectiveness is #1 on the list of skills NO 
MANAGER can afford to let slide. That makes this 
training absolutely essential! 

This training is just too important to your career ... to your organization ... 
and to your team to put off. 

Developing Your Leadership Voice: How to Be an Effective 
Communicator Who Gets Results only lasts about an hour -- but it’s 
power-packed with all the essential know-how you need to give your 
communication skills the shot in the arm they need to go from so-so to 
exceptional. 

Don’t risk missing out on this extraordinary experience. Enroll today! 

A Glimpse at What You’ll Learn ... 

Train Everyone You Want 
... It Won’t Cost You an 
Extra Penny! 
You can maximize the reach 
of this training even more by 
creating your own 
conference screening room. 
When you enroll in this 
Conference, gather as many 
people around your 
computer as you want. 

Thanks to our Unlimited- 
Participants-per-Connection 
offer, they can participate 
for FREE! For more details 
on how to get more from 
this Conference by creating 
your own training room in 
your office, c~ick here! 

3 reasons to use 
Web training 

1. We bring the training to 
you. Busy professionals like 
you sometimes can’t even 
get away from the office for a 
day to get training. So we’ll 
bring the training right to your 
desk through your PC or 
Mac! 

2. You’ll SEE tons of real- 
world examples with this Web 
Conference. You’ll see 
examples of surveys and 
resources to go to right on 
your PC or Mac. 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

Communication strategies that make your team feel heard 
AND valued 

How to give and receive constructive criticism that builds 
morale -- instead of ruining it! 

How to motivate individual team members 

Accurate ways to communicate individual expectations and 
benchmarks 

Proven strategies for eliminating conflict among your team 
members 

Delegation strategies for getting more done in less time with 
less stress! 

The top 10 things the best bosses DO 

The top 10 things the best bosses AVOID 

Q&A: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, 
your trainer will address questions from Conference participants. 
Many questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others 
will be addressed in the supporting materials that will be available 
exclusively to Conference participants. 

3. It’s incredibly cost- 
effective. You can train as 
many people as you want for 
one low price with our 
unlimited-participants-per- 
connection offe!! 

There’s simply no easier way 
than this to "get it" quickly 
and effectivel!! 

X Enroll Now ] 

I X Your Guarantee of Satisfaction! 



Wondering if this Web Conference is right for you? 

"Gave some very useful information and food for thought." 

"1 walked away with quite a few ideas. Thanks!!" 

"Excellent! Very entertaining!" 

Web Conference- October 12, 2010 
Conference Start Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomail Discount 
You Pay 

Develo~ Your LeadershiA Voice 
Event Only $229 SAVE $50 $179 

Develo~ Your LeadershiA Voice 
CD-ROM** Only $229 

Develo~ Your LeadershiA Voice 
Event + CD-ROM** 

co~aso 
$458 DEAL! $208 

SAVE $250 

For your eonve~ience, a CDoRO~vl recordin9 is made of each Rockhurst Web Co~fere~ce~ You may choose to purchase the CDoRO~I either 
along with the Corffere~ce or separately, The CDROM recordir~ will be available appro×imately 14-21 days after the Co~#ere~ce~ 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1 =800=258=7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 10/12/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15519 and VIP #919- 
150910-210 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Intemet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 



^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcomin9 A~dio and Web Confe~enc÷s o o o 

October 06, 2010 

October 07, 2010 

October 08, 2010 

October 13, 2010 

October 19, 2010 

October 20, 2010 

October 21, 2010 

October 25, 2010 

October 2~, 2010 

October 

October 28, 2010 

November 01,2010 

November 02, 2010 



November03,2010 

November04,2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 

CO#aPANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOI!J~ ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv~ruceci.com. 

RND FULL-DAY AND MULTiPLE-DAY TRAiNiNG COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www.NationalSeminarsTraininq.com. 

ON-SITE TRAiNiNG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

GENERAL INFORIVIATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 11:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Crowder sent you a message on Facebook... 

Deborah sent you a message. 

~ 
De 
bo 

D÷borah Cro~vder September 23 2010 at 2;16am 

Subject: hey 

Hi there. The phone is on the fritz again. I called you at the office (no answer) then 
called John Dunbar, talked 2 minutes, hung up the phone, it rang (probably you) and 
I couldn’t answer it. Still not working. See you tomorrow, dc 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 
? o h~p://www~facebook,com/n/, inbox ~I~ 

o 2Readmessage,php&t= ~58~377784285&mid=304c3b8G2964c7GTZ53269G0&n_m=stgo~e ~b40email,unc,edu 

Ths message was ntended for stgore@email,unc.edu, if you do not wsh to receive ths type of emal from Facebook in 
the future, please follow the Ink below to unsubscribe, h~p:i/www.facebook.comio php? 
k=c0fedS&u=27~,2775&m d=304c3bSG2964cTG7153269G0 Facebook~ Znc. P.O, Box :~0005~ Palo Alton CA 94303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 7:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

A World without Walls 2010: "An International Conference on Peace building, 
Reconciliation and Globalization in an Interdependent World" (Berlin, 6th - 10th 
November 2010) 

Call for Applications 

A World without Wa~s 2010 
"An International Conference on Peace building, Reconciliation and Globalization in an 

Interdependent World" 
(Berlin, 6th - 10th November 2010) 

Held on the 21st Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall 

Dear Colleagues & Friends, 

On behalf on the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next major program hosted by the ICD in partnership with 
other leading organizations: 

A World Without Walls 2010: "An International Conference on Peace building, Reconciliation and Globalization in an 
Interdependent World" (Berlin, 6th - 10th November 2010) 
www.wo rld-without-walls.orq 

In addition I would like to bring to your attention two additional programs hosted by the ICD in November 2010: 

Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
Berlin, 03 - 09 November, 2010 
For more information about the program, please click here 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
Berlin, 22 = 26 November, 2010 
For more information about the program, please click here 

We are currently accepting applications to attend these programs and I would therefore be grateful if you could share the 
announcement within your network and forward the information below on to anyone who you feel may be interested in 
attending. We would also be delighted to have you involved and to welcome you to Berlin. Thank you in advance for your 
cooperation and support in raising awareness of our upcoming event. 

I am pleased to announce that you can now follow the ICD, and connect with our global network, online. The ICD Face 
book group allows you to communicate with likeminded individuals across the world, and by following us on Twitter you 
will be the first to know about our new programs, as well as the latest developments in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. 

If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.org 
indicating this (Please do not reply to this e-mail). 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfiJrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00,49,(0)30,2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360W6811 
www,cult uraldiplo macy,or,q 
info@culturaldiplomacy,org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - e~ick here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - e~ick here 



Become a member of the ICB and help create a strong Cultural Diplomacy community - c~ick here 

A World without Walls 2010 
Held on the 21st Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall 
www,wo rld-without-walls,orcj 

"A World without Walls 2010" is an international conference being hosted by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy that will 
explore the potential for cultural diplomacy and soft power in building peace and supporting reconciliation in different 
regions of the world. The program will consist of lectures and seminars held by leading figures from international politics, 
academia, international development, and civil society, as well as debates and panel discussions. In addition to attending 
the academic components, participants will have the opportunity to experience Berlin’s rich cultural landscape and 
network with each other through a series of cultural and social events. The event is scheduled parallel to the historic 
international celebrations taking place in Berlin on November 9th, commemorating 21 years since the fall of the Berlin 
Wall. On the evening of Tuesday, 9th September, participants will have the unique opportunity to celebrate the 21st 
Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin wall on the streets of Berlin. Further details about the program can be found under: 
www.wo rld-without-walls.org 

Speakers 
The speakers during the Seminar will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the 
diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, from across the world. These speakers will include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please click here). 

Speakers for the conference include: 

Anatoliy Zlenko - Former Foreign Minister of Ukraine 
President Dr. Emil Constantinescu - ICD Board Member - Former President of Romania 
Dr. Erhard Busek- ICD Board Member- Former Vice-Chancellor of Austria 
Dr. Erkki Tuomioja - ICD Advisory Board Member- Former Finnish Foreign Minister 
Prof. Dr. Fawaz A. Gerges - Professor of Middle Eastern Politics and International Relations at the London School of 
Economics and Political Science 
Sir Jack McConnell - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former First Minister of Scotland (tbc) 
Sir James Richard Marie Mancham -ICD Advisory Board Member- Former President of the Republic of Seychelles 
HE Lt. Jerry John Rawlings - Former President of Ghana 
Prof. Dr. Joris Voorhoeve - Former Defence Minister of Holland and Professor of International Security Studies at 
Nederlandse Defensie Academie 
Dr. Ioannis Kasoulides - ICD Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Cyprus 
Mark C. Donfried - Director, the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
Prof. Dr. Miomir Zuzul - ICD Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Croatia, Former Croatian Ambassador to the 
United States 
Dr. Solomon Isaac Passy - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Bulgaria 
Prof. Dr. Vasile Puscas - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Romanian Minister for European Affairs 
H.E. Yasar Yakis -ICD Advisory Board Member- Turkish MP, Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

Conference Participants 
The conference participants will include young professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private 
sector representatives, journalists, and other interested stakeholders from across the world. 

To apply: http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/academy/index.php?en www2010 application-form 

Certificate of Attendance 
All conference participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance at the end of the program. This certificate 
will confirm attendance and provide details of the speakers who took part during the program and the topics discussed. 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalization 
and international relations. In this regard, the ICD welcomes participants of the Conference to submit papers on this 
subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and passions. 
Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written 
specifically for the conference. Groups of students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 



Sustainable Network 
Conference participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different 
fields of interest and levels of experience, who share a commitment to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to 
remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. This network represents a medium through which 
members can exchange information on research, job opportunities, related events, and coordinate their own cultural 
exchange initiatives. The ICD will help to support the participants in their future activities by providing guidance and advice 
on possible research topics and helping to support members who plan to organize their own cultural exchange initiatives. 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
www.cultu raldiplo macy.or.q 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in 
Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting 
intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all cultural, 
academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

Previous Events 
Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include "A World without Walls: An International Congress on 
"Soft Power", Cultural Diplomacy and Interdependence", which marked the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin 
Wall (www.world-without-walls.orq). 

In February, 2010, the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles 
of Global Politics & Civil Society in International Economics (www.biec.de). 

In May 2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (.www.icd- 
interantionalsymposium.orq ). Speakers in this event included Bertie Ahern - Former Prime minister of Ireland; Emil 
Constantinescu - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania; Sir Malcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign 
Secretary of the United Kingdom; Kjell Magne Bondevik- Former Prime Minister of Norway; and Dr. Vaira Vfl~e- 
Freiberga - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Latvia. 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FIoor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360-76811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - c~ick here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 
Become a member of the ~CD and he~p create a strong Cu~tura~ Diplomacy community - click here 

This e=mail contains privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply to the 
sender of such and delete the e-mail in its entirety. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 2:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Las Vegas Live! 

tjml.vcf 

Check out this article from Behind the Shell: The Ultimate Insider’s Guide! 

Las Vegas Live! 
Three ways to see Las Vegas like never before 
~ :i/%ehind~heshelL msn.com/anic~es/Laso Ve~asoLivei2 466 9 3 5 3’?so~rce=emai~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Activist Association <africanactivists@gmail.com> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 3:36 PM 

UCLA African Activist Association <africanactivists@gmail.com> 

TEZA-a film by Haile Gerima, September 24, Laemmle, Santa Monica! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Los Angeles Opening Weekend for TEZA 
3 Screenings Daily Beginning 
Friday, September 24th, 2010 

1:30 pm, 4:40 pm, 8:00 pm 
Click here to buy your Tickets Online 

(Tickets may sell out!) 

Q&A with Filmmaker Haile Gerima after the 
8 PM show on Friday, 9/24/10 

Moderated by Award Winning Author 
Tananarive D~ae! 

Laemmle’s Santa Monica 4-Plex 
1332 2nd Street Santa Monica, CA 90401 

For more info. about the Theater: 
call 310-478-3836 or visit www.laemmle.com 

For more info. about Opening Weekend Events: 
e-mail: tezNa~maiL¢om or call 310-902-1436 

TEZA 
A Film by Haile Gerima and the 

Makers of Sankofa 

~Z~, "morn ng dew’ in Amhar c, 
tells a story of hope, loss and 
reminiscence through the eyes of 
an idealistic young intellectual 
displaced from his homeland of 
Ethiopia for many years The film 
reflects on the fall of Emperor 
Hate Selassie and on the e%cts 
of that regime change relative to 
Ethiopian histoni and society’ 
Threugh a broader lens PEZA 
focuses on the ways in which 
political upheaval and socal 
change have impacted cultures 
and nat ons across the larger 
African Diaspora and the world. 

Told mainly through a series of 
flashbacks TEZA, follows the 
personal narrative of Anbert}er, 
who after leaving Ethiopia for 
Germany to become a doctor s 
led to return to his home village by 
lingering spirits and haunting 
visions from his childhood. Using 
the power of memors~ as its 
primaP:i device, 7~ZA recounts the 
historical circumstances that have 
framed the context n whch 
contemporary Ethiopia exists. 

The movie chronicles Anberber s 
internal struggle to stay true to 
himself and to his homeland. But 
above all SEZA explores the 
possession of memory/a right 
human ~/mandates that each of 
us has o the right to own our past. 



Teza Flyer New York Times Critics’ Pick 

’Mesmerizing and cinematic with 
a mood and rhythm all its own" 
New York Maqazine 

Best Film - Fespaco Pan- 
African Film Festival, 2009 

Best Screenplay o Venice 
Film Festival, 2008 

Opening Weekend Events in Los Angeles 9/24/t0o9/2~}/t0 

Friday, September 24, 2010: Following 8 PM Screening of Teza 
Q&A with Filmmaker Haile Gerima 
Moderator: Award Winning Author Tananarive Due 
Laemmle’s Santa Monica 4-Plex 
1332 2nd Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

Friday, September 24, 2010:10 PM-2 AM 
Opening Night After Party 
Mandrake Bar 
2692 S La Cienega Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90034 (between Washington & Venice) 
An Evening of Ethiopian Jazz and Sounds from the Diaspora. 

Saturday, September 25, 2010:4-6 PM 
An Afternoon w/Professor Haile Gerima (YOUTH EVENT) 
Loyola Marymount University 
1 LMU Drive, University Hall 3000, Los Angeles, CA 90045 
A rare opportunity for youth to dialogue with Professor Gerima. 



Sunday, September 26th, 2010:4-6 PM 
Redemptive Cinema Panel 
Esowon Books 
4331 Degnan Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90008 
Panelists: Alemayehu Gebremariam, Assumpta Oturu, Billy Woodberry, Haile 
Gerima, and Paul Zeleza; Moderator: Elias Wondimu 

Teza will continue to play at the Laemmle’s Santa Monica 4-Plex daily after 
September 26th at: 1:30 PM, 4:40 PM, and 8:00 PM. 

For more inforraation visit www.TezaTheMovie.com, e-r~ail , or call 310~902=143& 

Q&A w/ Filrnrnaker Haile Gerima-9/24/lO Following ~ pm Screening of Teza 

Haile Head Shot 

Q&A Session Directly Following the Friday, 9/24 Screening at 8:00 PM 
~loderated by Award Winning Author Tananarive Due 

Ethiopian-born, world-renowned independent filmmaker Haile Gerima studied at the Goodman School of Drama in 
Chicago, and subsequently at the University of California, Los Angeles. Gerima has taught film at Howard University in 
Washington, D.C. since 1975, and has been producing independent films of distinction for over 35 years, including his 
groundbreaking 1993 film Sankofa. This historically inspired dramatic tale of African resistance to slavery was called 
"poetic and precisely detailed" by the New York Times. Gerima’s earlier works include the films Harvest: 3000 Years, 

which Martin Scorsese described as having, "a particular kind of urgency which few pictures possess;" and Bush Mama, 
which the Washington Post reported, "crackle[d] with energy," with "fury shak[ing] the very frame." TEZA is Gerima’s 

latest feature release, his eleventh cinematic production and seventh dramatic film. The Q&A will be moderated by Award 

Winning Author Tananarive Due. Due is the American Book Award-winning author of nine books, ranging 
from supernatural thrillers to a mystery to a civil rights memoir. 

Haile Gerirna/Shirikiana Aina Filr~s on Sale in Los Angeles 

Select Titles on Sale in LA Opening Weekend 

Titles Include: 



Xala Xala Xala 

Sanokfa Adwa Bush Mama 

Xala door of no 
return 
dvd cover 

Ashes & Embers Through theDoor of No Retum 

Laemrnle’s Santa Nonica 4oPlex 
Theater Lobby 
1332 2nd Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 
Friday, 9/24/10 and Saturday, 9/25/10 

titles $20.00. Cash only. 

Forward emai~ 

Safe Unsubscribe Emait Harketing by 

This email was sent to nabeqaze@~qmail.com by nabeqaze@qmail.com. 

Update Profile/Fmail Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Mypheduh Films, Inc. I 2714 Georgia Ave., NW I Washington I DC I 20001 

The African Activist Association (AAA) 

Check out our Blog 
~ :ilafricanactivists.blo~ot. corn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ian McNeill <itm4as@virginia.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 3:42 PM 

Five Minute Survey to Advance African-American Studies & Receive Amazon Gift Card 

Dear Professor, 

Please consider completing a brief online survey (using the link below) about courses or special programs at 
your institution about the history of African-Americans in the health professions. I am a 2nd year medical 
student at the University of Virginia (UVA) and I also received my undergraduate degree in Afro-American 
Studies from Harvard University. Currently, I am interested in exploring the history of black health care 
professionals in the United States and how the legacy of limited access into health professions is manifested in 
today’s health care disparities. I believe that an improved understanding of the historical context of today’s 
issues may provide new ideas, or at very least, more informed dialogue, about tomorrow’s solutions. 

The survey asks basic questions about existing courses and other programming related to my topic of interest at 
your home institution. As a novice researcher, I will be grateful for your participation in this survey. However, 
if you are unable to complete the survey, please feel free to forward it to another colleague at your institution. In 
addition to my gratitude, any person who completes the survey by 5PM, Tuesday, September 28 will be 
awarded a $10 Amazon gift card electronically. To complete the survey please use the following link: 

~s:/ispreadsheets.~1e.com/aivirginia.eduivi 
N=er~&formke       SXVsV1 Zha0V       DdsViRsMHc6M~id=0 

If you are unable to access the link, I can also send the the survey directly to you in a Microsoft Word document 
format. 

If you have any questions about the survey or the project in general, I may be reached at itm4as@vicgir~ia.edu or 
203.668.4571. Thank you for your support and participation. 

Sincerely, 

Ian McNeill 
UVA School of Medicine ’13 
203.668.4571 
itm4as i~ia edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, September 24, 2010 10:10 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday Deals -- 40% Off Training in Your Area 

iX! 919-240910-205 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com 
Celebrate Friday -- 40% OFF! 



Hi Travis, 

It’s finally Friday and to help kick your weekend off right, we have one super-duper offer you’re going to go nuts over 
-- 40% OFF Seminars!!! 

Sounds a little crazy, right? Well, it’s true! This week only you’ll save 40% on every seminar we offer! Plus you can 
pass the savings along to your friends and coworkers. Because the more you train, the more you save! 

But you better hurry -- this super exciting deal expires in 7 days! 

Thinking Outside the Lines 
10/04/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

The Essentials of Communication & Collaboration 
10/06/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

How to Legally Terminate Employees with Attitude Problems 
10/13/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 
10/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~!ster Now More Into View Brochure 

Managing inventory & Cycle Counts 
10/26/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Management & Leadership For First- Time Supervisors/Managers:2 Day 
11/01/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReAister Now More Into View Brochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines 
11/03/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

HR for Professionals Who’ve Recently Assumed HR Responsibilities 
11/04/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 
11/16/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ster Now More Into View Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 
11/17/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ster Now More Into View Brochure 

The Essentials Of Collections Law 

Regular Your Price 
Price at 40% Off 

$249 $149.40! 

$149 $89.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$299 $179.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$139 $83.40! 

$299 $179.40! 

$179        $107.40! 



11/18/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 
11/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Workplace Safety And OSHA Gompliance 
12/08/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReGister Now More Info Miew Brochette 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 
12/09/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~zister Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Microsoft Excel=Become a Power User 
12/13/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info MiewBrochure 

How to Deal with Unacceptable Employee Behavior 
01/10/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Communicating with Confidence for Women with Dr. 
01/12/11 - Raleigh, NC - Recjister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Management Skills For First= Time Supervisors 
01/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Reg.!ster Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 
01/19/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ster Now More h~fo Miew Brochure 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 
01/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - ReGister Now More Info View Brochette 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$149 $89.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$299 $179.40! 

DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 10/01/10 REQUIRED 

To receive your SPECIAL DISCOUNT*, enroll online, providing both your exclusive Internet Code 15563 and VIP 
#919-240910-205 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 
organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the discount. This 
exclusive discount expires 10/01/10. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, please 
send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to our on-site 
department at onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hotels~ruceci~com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@rucecLcom. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet 
your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs 
via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not 
receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, September 24, 2010 4:32 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date= 9/24/2010 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill chews. Subscribe at www.townofchape!h!/!,orcVs!qnup or send a sign-up 

request to info@townofchapelhill.orc]. Fan us at www.facebook.comZpaqes/ChapeI-HilI-NC/Town-of-Chapel- 

Hi11/29918532261 and follow us at www.twitter.com!townchapelhill. 

Pa~i¢ipate! Transform your ideas into a¢tion o and make Chapel H~t~ even better 

4. Carolina Nort~ Public ~for~atio~ ~eeti~# 

The TOWHweek Bulletin is available : http:!/www.townofchapelhill.orq/townweek 

### 

The Chapel Hill Town Council will meet at 7 p.m. Honday, Sept. 27, in Town Hall, 405 Hartin Luther King Jr. Blvd., to 
consider an agenda that includes the following highlights. Public attendance is welcome. Council meetings are 
cablecast on Chapel Hill TV18, the cable government access channel and via streaming video at 
www.townofchapelhill.or~] (see link to "Council Heeting Video"). The full agenda will be available for review at 
htt#:~/chape!hi~!public.n~vusaqenda~c~m~Heet!nqview‘aspx?HeetinqID=83&HinutesHeetinqID=-1 or by contacting the 
Town Clerk at 919-968-2743 or clerk@townofchape!hi!!,orq. 

Pubfic Forum on 2010 Sidewalk Construction Program: The Council welcomes comments from the public on sidewalks 
to prioritize for construction as it considers revising the 2008 sidewalk request master list. A follow-up to tonight’s 
public forum is scheduled on Nov. 22. The Town has implemented a sidewalk construction program using federal, 
regional and local funds. 

Consider Changes to Tree Protection Rules: Current Town rules regulate tree removal on multi-family and non- 
residential properties and on single-family and two-family lots where more than 5,000 square feet of clearing is 



involved. The current ordinance on tree protection does not set standards for the amount of tree canopy that must be 

retained or reestablished. The tree canopy in Chapel Hill is defined by the topmost layer of leaves, branches and 

stems comprising the crowns of trees growing at least 20 feet above the ground. 

Changes to the Tree Protection Ordinance were proposed at a public hearing on Feb. 22, 2010. In response to the 

public comments and the Council’s direction in February, the Planning Board reviewed the ordinance, received 

information from the community, and made a revised recommendation to the Council on June 15~ The public hearing 

on this issue continues on Monday night for further consideration. 

The Planning Board has recommended changes to the town’s tree-protection rules that could require homeowners to 

keep a percentage of their land covered by a tree canopy if they are disturbing more than 5,000 square feet of land. 

The canopy standard would depend upon the size of their property - more canopy for larger lots, less canopy for 

smaller lots. 

Town Planager Roger Stancil recommends that for smaller projects and single or two-family properties, the tree 

canopy coverage standards are recommendations, instead of requirements. For larger projects, such as development 

requiring special use permits, that require Council action, the standards would be requirements. These changes to the 

Planning Board’s recommendation would mean that there would be no new regulations for single and two-family 

residential properties and smaller non-residential projects. Mr. Stancil is also recommending that Town Center 

projects be guided by tree canopy coverage recommendations, instead of requirements. 

Be~ter Buildings Program Grant Project: The Coundl will consider the creation of a budget for a local energy efficiency 
and conservation program for buildings in Chapel Hill. The grant award of $75,000 will be used to develop the energy 
program, and the Town may be eligible to receive an additional $75,000 in the second half of the program’s first year. 
To learn more, contact the Sustainability Officer John Richardson at 919-969-5075. 

Adjusting Pet Licensing Fees: The Council will consider establishing a new pet license fee for cats, which will cost $3 
(sterilized cats) or $5 (unsterilized cats). The fee is expected to generate about $5,110, which will be used to offset an 
increase in animal control service costs. 

Changes to Bicycle/Vehicular Parking Regulations in the Land Use Management Ordinance: The Council will consider 
changes to the Town’s development rules that propose to further refine bicycle parking provisions to balance parking 
requirements to better reflect community needs. The proposed changes generally expand the required number of 
bicycle parking spaces for small developments and reduce the number of vehicular spaces required for larger projects. 
Regarding vehicular parking, some transposed numbers are proposed to be corrected. The proposed changes were 
reviewed by citizen advisory boards and compared to other municipalities’ bicycle parking requirements. A public 
hearing on the text amendments was held on June 16. 

### 

A public meeting to discuss the Ephesus Church-Fordham Planning initiative will be held at 6 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 7, at 

the Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive. 

The meeting will review the feedback on preferences for development types and a map showing ideas of where 
improvements should be focused. Information materials are available online at www.townofchapelhill.org/index.aspx? 
page=iS18. 

Working with the Town on the project is lead consultant Urban Collage of Atlanta with support from Development 
Concepts Inc. and Kimley=Horn. Initial meetings with property owners in the study area were held June 22=23, and a 
large planning meeting was held on July 22. 



The planning initiative reviews current transportation conditions, defines future land uses and offer solutions for the 
existing transportation network. The ultimate goal is to encourage reinvestment in properties within the study area, 
which includes Ram’s Plaza. The study will include an examination of transportation and potential future land uses, as 
well as recommendations to encourage reinvestment in properties. The initiative is a part of the Town’s adopted 
Economic Development Strategy and the goal statement of "growing our non-residential tax base." 

For more information, contact Economic Development Officer Dwight Bassett at 919-969-5010 or 
dbassett@townofchapelhill.orq. 

### 

A public information meeting will be held at 5:15 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 29, to receive comments and feedback on 
the UNC-Chapel Hill 2010 Carolina North Annual Report to the Town of Chapel Hill. The meeting will be held in the 
Council Chamber of Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King 3r. BIvd. 

Carolina North is envisioned as a mixed-use academic campus on university-owned property along Martin Luther King 

]r. Boulevard, two miles north of the main campus. University and Town representatives signed a development 

agreement a year ago that covers the first 20 years of development on the site. 

The report to be presented on Sept. 29 describes the activity on the Carolina North site in the past fiscal year (July 1, 
2009 through June 30, 2010). Most of those activities relate to the recreational uses that residents make of the 
Carolina North Forest. Read the report online: http:/!www.townofcha~oelhill.or Modules ShowDocument.as x? 
document!d=7540 

The report is a requirement of the Carolina North Development Agreement, containing updates on various topics, 
including housing, parking, land use, greenways and construction activities. The Campus=to=Campus Connector 
Report, a one-time requirement of the Development Agreement, is included in Attachment VZ of the report. While 
there has been a delay in construction at Carolina North, the report is part of the structure established by the 
Development Agreement for providing continued town=gown communication. 

Town Manager Roger Stancil will review the report and the public input before reporting to the Town Council on his 
review of the development agreement and its requirements. 

Send comments about the annual report or other issues related to Carolina North at any time to 
carolinanorth@townofchapelhill.orq or write Town of Chapel Hill Planning Department, Carolina North, 405 Martin 
Luther King Jr. Blvd., Chapel Hill, NC 27514. 

The 2010 Annual Report and other information can be found on the Town’s website: 

Carolina North Main Page = http;~’/www.townofchape!h!!!.orcj/carolinanorth schedule of various activities and main 
news items, including the Annual Report 
Public Participation = http://www.townofchapelhill.orcj/index.aspx?paqe=1355 detailed description of various 
communication and participation efforts in the past year 
Campus to Campus = htt~://www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?paqe=1356 background materials, public 
comments and community emails about the project 
Minor Modifications = htt#:!/www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?pa~le=1453 description of the process and 
modification materials 
FAQs = http;/~/www.townofcha[3elhill.orq/index.aspx?pacje=1352 answers many of the frequent questions about the 
Carolina North project and the agreement 

### 



The Town of Chapel Hill Justice in Action Committee invites the community to participate in the community writing 

competition "How Z helped build a Community Bridge." The competition is part of the committee’s program on 

"Healing the wounds of racism in Chapel Hill." The submission deadline is Oct. 1. 

The mission of the Justice in Action Committee, a volunteer citizen committee appointed by the Town Council, is: "To 

adequately and effectively reflect the Town of Chapel HilFs integrity and commitment to preserving racial, economic, 

and social justice within the community." The Justice in Action Committee meets at 5:30 p~m. on the First Thursday of 

each month in the Second Floor Training Room of the Chapel Hill Town Hall, 405 MarLin Luther King Jr~ Blvd. 

Residents are invited to write a short monologue, story, poem, or song that tells how they personally were able to 
overcome prejudice or bridge divisions between people of different races, ethnic backgrounds, religions or sexual 
orientations. Examples could be stories about becoming friends with someone of another race, gaining wisdom or help 
from someone of a different ethnic group, or working constructively with someone of a different sexual orientation. 

Three rules apply: 1) you are not a professional writer; 2) the story has not been published before; 3) you live in 
Chapel Hill or Carrboro. The entries will be judged on three criteria: 1) adherence to the competition’s theme; 2) 
craftsmanship and style; and 3) inspirational quality. 

The competition entries will judged by Justice in Action Committee members and volunteers from the community in 
six categories: 

Male middle school students 
Female middle school students 
Male high school students 
Female high school students 
Young adults aged 18=25 years 
Women and men 26 years and older 
The people who win first place in their category will be invited to present their pieces at a public event on Friday, Dec. 
3, at Hargraves Center in Chapel Hill. The winners and second= and third=place runners=up will receive a token of 
appreciation (small prize) and have their pieces included in an online publication. 

Submissions should be no longer than 10 minutes long when presented verbally. They should be submitted in a 
printed or electronic format of no more than two typewritten pages using at least an 11 point font. Computers are 
available at the Public Libraries and they can help you print/e-mail your entry. Justice in Action Committee members 
will be available to help those whose native language is not English; contact the e-mail address below for such help. 
The cover page should include: your name, e-mail and telephone number (to contact winners), address, age and 
category you are entering. Do not put your name on the pages with the submission as judges shouldn’t know the 
identity of the authors. 

Entries are due by Oct. 1, 2010. 

They can be e=mailed to: mbayies@townofchapelhill.orcj with a subject line of: community bridge competition 

They can be delivered in person to: Mark Bayles, Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

Download a printable PDF: http:!/www.townofchapelhill.orq/ModulesZShowDocument,aspx?documentid=7510 

### 



The quickest and easiest way to get to the 2010 Carrboro Nusic Festival is to catch the free Nusic Festival Shuttle. 
The shuttle, operated by Chapel Hill Transit (CHT}, will be providing service from the Carrboro Plaza Park & Ride (at 
NC Highway 54 and Old Fayetteville Road} to the Carrboro Nusic Festival from noon to 9 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 26. 

The shuttle will run every 10 to 15 minutes, providing continuous and fully accessible service between the Park & Ride 
lot and the Carrboro Nusic Festival site. The shuttle will make stops along Main Street between the Carrboro Town 
Hall and the ArtsCenter. Parking will be free at the Carrboro Plaza Park & Ride during the hours of the Carrboro Nusic 
Festival. 

For additional information, including a map of the shuttle route, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.or(~ or call 

919-969-4900. 

### 

Try something new - Hoop Dancing for ages 16 and older with Chapel Hill Parks and Recreation! Hoop dancing tones 
every muscle in the body while giving a complete aerobic workout. Come on Sunday, Sept. 26, for a free demo class. 
Pay instructor $10 for your custom-made hoop. 

Classes will meet on Sundays from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Chapel Hill Community Center Gym, 120 S. Estes Drive. 

Session I: Sept. 26 - Oct. 24 (Activity #110224A) 
Session :[:[: Nov. 7 - 28 (Activity #110224B 
The fee per session is $24 for residents of Chapel Hill or Orange County, or $29 for non-residents. Pre-registration is 
required. Pay instructor entire fee at the first class. Sorry, no fee reduction is available for this class. 

~loin your neighbors for a walk around the Northside neighborhood, proclaiming the pride you have in your 
community, at the Neighborhood Night Out and Good Neighbor Znitiative Block Party, Tuesday, Sept. 28. Registration 
begins at 6 p.m., and the walk will begin at 6:30 p.m. at Hargraves Community Center, 216 N. Roberson St. Stay for 
the block party from 7 to 9 p.m., for an evening of friendship, delicious free food, live music, games, raffle prizes and 
more. 

For more information, contact Aaron at bachenhe@email.unc.edu 

immerse yourself in the arts with the works of over 100 visual artists and live performances all day in downtown 

Chapel Hil!. Festifall presents a stunning entertainment lineup that you do not want to miss. All local, all fabulous, and 

all about making you dance! 



Katharine Whalen (of the Squirrel Nut Zippers) & the Fascinators head off the Main Stage at lpm in a tightly-knit 4 
piece Rock & Roll performance. At 2:30 Holy Ghost Tent Revival enlivens Festifall with their six-piece ensemble that 
melds brass with banjo, guitar, bass, drums, and keys - a musical alchemy all their own. Finally, let loose with some 
salsa in the street with Charanga Carolina - the only university-based charanga ensemble in the state of North 
Carolina and probably in the country. Charanga Carolina specializes in Cuban danz6n and New York-style salsa music. 

The Showcase Stage features local homegrown acts, Above Gravity, an all-girl four-piece rock band from Chapel Hill 

NC, has been entertaining audiences with their infectious stage energy and dynamic musicianship for more than six 

years, The 20:[0 winner of the Cat’s Cradle Orange County High School Battle of the Bands, they perform crowd- 

pleasing favorites along with a healthy dose of upbeat guitar-rock originals, 

The Durham Jazz Orchestra is a full :[8-piece band plus a male and female vocalist. The Durham Jazz Orchestra 
features some of the best music of the Big Band. The Drowning Lovers formed in December of 2009 with a shared 
concept of writing through the eyes of fictional characters set in a specific location. Semi-Formal headlines the 
Showcase Stage at 5pro and features rock and roll from all around the country. There’s never been a better time for 
Semi-Formal, featuring Bobby Funk, Patrick Dyer Wolf, Elizabeth Pollom, Rachel Kiel, and Jeremy Smith. 

Serious dancers will have the opportunity to learn new moves by UNC Dance Marathon at the Showcase Stage. And 
the little ones will dance and be merry in the Kids Canvas with Music Together with Suzanne and a parachute dance 
with Mike Savino. To add even more flavor to the mix the ArtsCenter brings it’s very own Glee Club performance and 
the Gospel Choir Competition. Engage all of your senses at Festifall and immerse yourself in the arts. 

For more information visit www,townofchapelhill,oroj’festifall 

### 

Applications will be accepted through Monday, Sept. 27, for the Town of Chapel Hill Bill Thorpe Undergraduate 
Znternship Program. 

The Town Council established the internship program to expose students to experiences in career fields of interest in a 
local government setting. The Town is offering undergraduate internship opportunities inall Town departments, 
including Human Resource Development, Business Management, Public Works, Znspections, Stormwater Management, 
Parks and Recreation, Planning, Housing, Fire, Police, Library, Chapel Hill Transit, Communications and Public Affairs, 
Mayor’s Office and Town Council. 

Some of the tasks that interns are involved in include managing special projects, research, analyzing data, creating 
correspondence, conducting surveys and completing some clerica! work including data entry tasks, filing, copying and 
more, 

The internship program is named for former Council Member Bill Thorpe, who served the Chapel Hill community for 
nearly 30 years. He first served on the Council from :[977 to :[98:[, served another term from :[983 to :[987, and 
returned to the Council on Dec. 5, 2005. He served as Mayor pro=tem from :[985 to :[987. He initiated the Town’s first 
formal undergraduate internship program in 2006. Thorpe passed away on Sept. 27, 2008. 

To meet the minimum qualifications for an internship position, candidates must be enrolled in an undergraduate 
program from an accredited college or university; possess good oral and written communication skills; be proficient 
with computers and software applications including Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint; and be eager to learn and able 
to work independently. 

The positions are classified as temporary and do not qualify for benefits. Each intern will be paid an hourly rate of 
$8.33 per hour up to $:[,000 total per semester. Students will work on average :[2 to :[5 hours per week depending on 



schedules and the needs of the department. Each department may be flexible depending on the schedule availability 

of the student, but hours will generally fall between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

To be considered, please complete and submit an application to the Town of Chapel Hill, 405 Martin Luther King ~lr. 

Blvd. Chapel Hill, NC 275:14; or call 9:!9-968-2700 or apply online at www.townofchapelhill.org/jobs. 

Applications must be received by 5 p.m. Monday, Sept. 27, for consideration. 

For more information, please visit www~townofchapelhill.orq~iobs or email hr@townofchapelhill~or% 

### 

A public meeting on the County-wide comprehensive solid waste plan update is scheduled for 7 p.m. Wednesday, 

Sept. 29, at the Solid Waste office at :1207 Eubanks Road in Chapel Hill. Residents and businesses in Orange County 

and the portion of Durham County that is within Chapel Hill Town limits are invited to comment on the County’s draft 

solid waste plan. The plan update must be submitted to the State every three years and public to comment is an 

integral part of that update. The revised draft plan is now on file at the three public libraries in Carrboro, Chapel Hi[[ 

and Hi[Isborough. It can be viewed on line at www.co.oran e.nc.us work rou .as (look for "Three Year Solid Waste 

Plan Update"). 

The draft plan document describes the County’s and Towns~ solid waste activities and will incorporate the public 

comments~ Following the public meeting, the draft plan will be presented to each of the three Towns for their 

comments and adoption. Then it will go the Board of Orange County Commissioners for approval and submittal to the 

State. 

A key plan recommendation from the current Solid Waste Plan Work Group has been reaffirmation of the County’s 
current 6:1 percent waste reduction goal, but the group has not formulated specific recommendations to move the 
County further toward that goal from its current level of 54 percent waste reduction. Given the high level of interest 
and commitment from elected officials and County residents to solid waste reduction, there will be many opportunities 
for recommending program improvements and innovations to help the County reach our ambitious waste reduction 
goal and determine how to manage that material which cannot be reduced or recycled. 

### 

Chapel Hil! has a colorful and vibrant past, one that is also filled with curious mysteries. 3oin Preservation Society of 
Chapel Hill’s Director Ernest Dollar as he explores 250 years of history and reveals the town’s most vexing historical 
questions and intriguing unsolved cases. Free. The program will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 3, in the library 
meeting room. For more information call 9:19-968-2780. 

### 

:£3. NC Big Sweep Litter Clean Up 

Families, groups, individuals and students are invited to participate locally in the 23rd annual NC Big Sweep litter 

cleanup from 9 a.m. to :1 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 2. 

NC Big Sweep is part of the International Coastal Cleanup, a global effort to rid our environment of debris. The effort 
not only removes trash from watersheds and waterways, but data from the events around the world are entered into 
a main database and used to develop litter prevention strategies. Volunteers may pre-register to be assigned to one 



of several sites around town slated to be cleaned, or they may come to Umstead Park on Umstead Drive in Chapel Hill 
to be assigned areas the morning of the event. Volunteers should wear closed-toe shoes, long pants, and bring water 
and work gloves. 

To register, please call Wendy Smith at 919-969-7246 or email her at wwsmith@townofchapelhill.org. 

Gloves, bags and vests will be provided. High school students may earn community service hours. The event is 
sponsored by NC Big Sweep and the Town of Chapel Hill’s Stormwater Management Division. 

Location to meet if not pre-assigned: Umstead Park (399 Umstead Drive, Chapel Hill for GPS). 

What to expect: Groups will be created, signed in, provided supplies and instructions, and assigned to work at various 
locations. Some will work in and around Umstead Park and Bolin Creek, others will carpool to nearby sites in Carrboro 
and Chapel Hill. 

Since its inception in 1987 as "Beach Sweep," NC Big Sweep reports that 290,000 volunteers have retrieved over 9.8 
million pounds of debris across the state. 

MEDZA CONTACT: Wendy Smith 
Phone: 919-969-7246 
E-[V[ai[: wwsmith@townofchapeihill.orq 

### 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <clubs@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 3:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Orange-Durham Carolina Club Upcoming Events 

~e/Durham Caro{ina C~ub Website I [] Find Us On Facebook I [] Subscribe to Our Eomail List I C~ub R÷~ated Questions 

Saturday, Nov. 6 I 9 a.m. - Noon 
3808 Tarheel Drive, Raleigh 

Join your Tar Heel friends on Saturday, Nov. 6, from 9 a.m. to noon atthe Food Bank of Central and 
Eastern North Carolina. This event is our local effort to be a part of the GAA’s national Tar Heel Service 
Days with a goal of having every Carolina Club across the world participate in a community service 
project around this time. 

Please register to attend; limited to the first 30 participants. 

Registration is available at: 
~s:llsecureoww~,*#oalumniconnectionsocomlo~clpublUNOleventsievent orderoc~ 

~o~=events&event=2305668 

This is a great opportunity to support our community while networking with other Tar Heel fans. We hope 
to see you there! 

Saturday, Oct. 23 I Time: TBA 
Bailey’s Pub & Grille I Rams Plaza I 1722 N. Fordham Blvd., Chapel Hill 

Saturday, Nov. 6 I Time: TBA 
Bailey’s Pub & Grille I Rams Plaza I 1722 N. Fordham Blvd., Chapel Hill 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to cheer on Tar Heel football at these upcoming games. 
We will meet at Bailey’s. Kickoff is TBA. 



Tuesday, Jan. 25 I 7:30 p.m. 
Durham Performing Arts Center (DPAC) 
The American Tobacco District I Durham 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to experience the phenomenon. The Triangle’s most eagerly awaited 
stage production ever will leap onto the DPAC stage this season. Visually stunning, technically astounding and 
with a musical score like none other you’ve ever heard. Giraffes strut, birds swoop, gazelles leap. The entire 
savannah comes to life and as the music soars, Pride Rock slowly emerges from the mist. (Not recommended for 
children under the age of 7.) Tickets $46.50 - 64.50. 

All details and online registration available at 
~s :~’/secu re.w~.alu mnicon nectionSoCOm/o~c,’#~ b/U NO/events/event orderoC~ 

~=events&eve~t=2305665 

For details on these and all upcoming Orange/Durham Club events, visit the Orange/Durham Carolina Club website: 
~:l~al~mnio~nc.ed~J~oranqed~rha~. 

Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club appreciates your membership in the General Alumni Association. Your membership provides 
important support to the GAA and our club. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the award-winning 
Alumn~ Review. 

GAA Member 
8er~efits Review 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO Box 660, Chapel 
Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the GAA, please reply to 
aB~m~i~c.ed~ and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this link: ~s~bscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Webinar Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 3:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Present Your Ideas More Effectively I $50 Off for a Limited Time 

iX! 919-370910-202 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

How to 

October 04, 2010 



Build your credbifi~y -- and results -- by 
becoming a c/ea~ confident~ convincing 

You have great ideas -- but are they 
(and you!} getting the respect you 

You know that you have great ideas. But do you sometimes feel 
misunderstood or ignored? Do you struggle to get the right people to 
really pay attention ... to truly understand what you’re really saying? 
Then this Web Conference is for you! 

It’s a fact: when you come across clear, precise, and confident, people 
listen! This training is packed full of solid techniques that ensure you’re 
seen as a capable professional in whatever situation you face -- one-on- 
one, small group discussions, and high-profile meetings. You’ll learn the 
secrets to building your credibility and how to win over even your 
toughest critics. 

With your newfound skills, you’ll be seen as an invaluable source of new, 
innovative ideas. Don’t be surprised if people see you in a whole new 
light: the impact on your career success will be incredible! 

~f people aren’t taking your ideas 
seriously, they’re not taking you 
serious~yo That’s why this training is so 

If you want to be valued, you need to be considered a source of great 
ideas! How to Present Your ldeas Effectively will give you the powerful 
communication techniques you need to present your ideas with amazing 
success -- earning you the respect and results you deserve! Don’t miss 
out on this essential career training! 

"1 learned a lot and look forward to 
using these new tools. Thank you." 

"Packed with helpful info! Great 
instructor! I am amazed at the 
wealth of information this 
provides." 

"1 really liked how much 
information was touched on in a 
short amount of time. Helpful and 
efficien!!" 

Share the Know~edge! 
~nvite you r coworkers 
to join you for FREE! 

When you purchase this Web 
Conference, you’ll be given a unique 
PIN that allows you a single-computer 
connection. However, you’re free to 
invite as many people as you like to 
listen in with you for free, helping your 
entire team reap the benefits of this 
seminar. 

Why ~earn How to 
Present Your Ideas 
E#ecdvdy over the 

How to speak up confidently -- and be assertive without being 
aggressive We know how valuable your time is 



¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

The 4 different communication styles -- and how to identify 
yours and adapt it to each situation and audience 

How to help your listeners understand you -- the essential keys 
to clear, concise communication 

Techniques to convey complex ideas -- how to break complex 
ideas into simple, easy-to-understand concepts 

Thinking on your feet -- responding rather than reacting to 
feedback 

The importance of credibility -- convincing other people that you 
know what you’re talking about 

The visual and verbal clues that can lead to a bad impression -- 
and how to avoid them 

Secrets to staying relaxed and on point when talking to people 
who intimidate you 

What to do when your great idea is challenged -- defending 
your idea without appearing defensive 

Learn the secret to making a personal connection and how to 
tailor your conversation to anybody! 

-- so we’ve distilled this Web 
Conference down to the essentials: 
the skills and techniques that will 
have the most impact on your career! 
This one-hour Web Conference gives 
you the powerful communication 
tools you need to learn How to 
Present Your Ideas Effectively in a 
format that’s quick, convenient -- 
and practical! 

Q&A Session: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your 
trainer will address questions from Conference participants. Many 
questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be 
addressed in the supporting materials that will be available exclusively 
to Conference participants. 

Your RiskoFree Guarantee 
of Complete Satisfaction 

We’re so sure that the information 
you’ll gain in How to Present Your 
Ideas Effectively will improve your 
communication and help your career 
that we’re offering a money-back 
guarantee. That’s right, if you don’t 
agree that attending this program 
was worthwhile, we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full, down to the 
last penny. You’ve got nothing to lose 
-- so don’t wait another moment! 
Sign up today! 

ENROLL~ENT ~NFOR#~AT~ON 

Web Conference - October 04, 2010 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

How to Present Your ldeas ENecdve~ 
Event Only $229 SAVE $50 $179 

CD-ROM** Only                   $229 



Hew ~o Prese~ Your ~deas Effecdve~ 
Event + CD-ROM** $458 

COMBO 
DEAL! 
SAVE $250 

$208 

**For your conve~ience, a CDoRO~q recordir~g is made of each Rockhurst Web Conference. You may choose to purchase the ODoRO~q either 

alo~g with the Oosfere~ce or separately, ~he O~oRO~a recordisg wi~ be available approximately t4o21 days after the Oonfere~ce, 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at ~ o~00o~58o7~ 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 10/04/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15394 and VIP #919- 
370910-202 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Interact Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

October 12, 2010 

October 13, 2010 

October 19, 2010 

October 20, 2010 

October 21, 2010 

October 25, 2010 

October 26, 2010 



October 27, 2010 

October 

November 01, 2010 

Understan lement Effective Internal Controls 

November 02, 2010 

November 03, 2010 

November 04, :2010 

November 08, 2010 

~ 20 P~b[i¢ Mistakes ~ How to Avoid Them 

November 09, 2010 

Check O~t Our Other Great Training 

COMPANY DIRECTORY 

For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 



customer service department at cstsew~-ucec com. 

F~D FULL-DAY AND ~SULT~PLEoDAY TRAiNiNG CO~G TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www Nat ona Sem narsT~a n nc/so~’. 

ON~TE TRAiNinG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at ons t(b~.cec com. 

GES~ERAL ~NFOR#~IAT~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to nfo~’~..cec com. 

~E~AS~ER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmsb~r~cec com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 12:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Council Meeting Summary 

Posted Date: 9/27/2010 

The Chapel Hill Town Council met at 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 27 in Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., to 
consider an agenda that includes the following highlights. Council meetings are cablecast on Chapel Hill TV18, the 
cable government access channel and via streaming video at www.townofchapelhill.orq (see link to "Council Meeting 
Video"). The full agenda is available for review on the web at 
http://chapelhi~~pub~ic.n~vusagenda.c~m/Meetingview.aspx?MeetingID=83&MinutesMeetingID=-1 or by contacting us 
at 919-968-2743 or publicaffairs@townofchapelhill.orq. 

Public Forum oR 2010 Sidewalk CoRstructioR Program: The Council received comments from the public on 
sidewalks to prioritize for construction as it considers revising the 2008 sidewalk request master list. A follow-up to 
tonight’s public forum is scheduled on Nov. 22. The Town has implemented a sidewalk construction program using 
federal, regional and local funds. 

ChaRges to Tree ProtectioR ~es: The Council moved closer to a decision on the best practice for protecting trees 
in Chapel Hill, and gave direction to staff to prepare a revised proposal for its consideration on Dec. 6. It has moved 
carefully over the past two years in order to weigh research, data and the community’s input. Council members 
individually expressed their interests and concerns, requesting additional changes for review. 

The Council directed that staff should provide further clarification to make the rules of the ordinance clearer for both 
the staff to administer and for the public to follow. The Council also asked for a method to evaluate the effect of the 
new rules in a time frame of one year or less. 

The proposed changes to tree protection from Town staff suggest establishing a tree canopy requirement but applying 
this only to large-scale developments. Tree canopy requirements would not apply to smaller, single family properties. 
The tree canopy is defined by the topmost layer of leaves, branches and stems comprising the crowns of trees 
growing at least 20 feet above the ground. 

The Planning Board has recommended changes to the town’s tree-protection rules that could require homeowners to 
keep a percentage of their land covered by a tree canopy if they are disturbing more than 5,000 square feet of land. 
The canopy standard would depend upon the size of their property - more canopy for larger lots, less canopy for 
smaller lots. 

Monday night’s discussion was far=reaching but in agreement on the fact that Chapel Hill has an ethos of 
environmental stewardship and protection. Its residents take good care of their trees. Chapel Hill has a history of 
protecting its trees that dates back to 1889 when cutting down a tree in town was punishable as a misdemeanor and 
carried a $20 fine. This tradition has served the community well, as the consultant on the ordinance has noted that 
Chapel Hill has an "exceptional tree canopy. " 

Better ~i~diRgs Program GraRt Project: The Council authorized the creation of a budget for a local energy 
efficiency and conservation program for buildings in Chapel Hill. The grant award of $75,000 will be used to develop 
the energy program, and the Town may be eligible to receive an additional $75,000 in the second half of the 
program’s first year. To learn more, contact the Sustainability Officer John Richardson at 919-969-5075. 

AdjustiRg Pet LiceRsiRg Fees: The Council established a new pet license fee for cats, which will cost $3 (sterilized 
cats) or $5 (unsterilized cats). The fee is expected to generate about $5,110, which will be used to offset an increase 
in animal control service costs. 



considered changes to the Town’s development rules that further refine bicycle parking provisions to better reflect 
community needs, The ordinance changes will be brought before the Council for a second reading (the vote was 5-3 
on the initial reading), The first vote passed with an amendment to support the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Board 
recommendation of "one bicycle space per two units" for multi-family developments. 

The changes generally expand the required number of bicycle parking spaces for small developments and reduce the 

number of vehicular spaces required for larger projects. The changes were reviewed by citizen advisory boards and 

compared to other municipalities’ bicycle parking requirements, 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http://www‘t~wn~fchapelhi~~‘~rq/index‘aspx?paqe=38&subscriberquid=86937335-e1b8-43~8-9a64- 
904093218ba7 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 28, 2010 10:30 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; McMillan, Tim 
<tjml@email.unc.edu> 

40th Anniversary 

ATT00001..htm 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Tue, 28 Sep 2010 13:3~:~z 
From: " 

Reply -To: 
Subject: Re: African American Studies 

To: hildebra@email.unc.edu 

I intend to be in Chapel Hill on October 14, 2010 for the 3:30 p.m. 
panel. I would appreciate it if arrangements could be made for over 
night accommodations at the Carolina Inn. I have not yet decided if I 
will fly or drive down. At present I am leaning towards flying into 
Raleigh-Durham on the morning of October 14 and returning to the 
Washington DC Area/BWI on the morning of October 15. I have not yet 
booked my flight reservations. If I do fly down, I would appreciate 
transportation from the airport to Carolina Inn or I can rent a car. 
Thanks for your cooperation in the matter. 

Sincerely, 

Abdullah Salim, Esq. Off) 

Get Free Email with Video Mail & Video Chat! 
http :i/~,w~ ._itmo.comifreeemaiF?reficd-J UTAGOUT 1F~M0210 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 3:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 

have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 

Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 9/29/2010 15:23 
Ticket #: 1864401 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: User access 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
User access 

Worklog: 
Hello 

I have a professor in our department (Nathan Mogaka) His PID is (           He teaches (SWAH 403 002) He passed FERPA with 
100% He is still not showing up in the system on Connect Carolina when I search for him with his PID. 

Thankyou! 

Travis Gore 

This request was created at: h~_~s:/iwww.unc.edtdarobmiwebs~biindex 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.97 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-SECURITY 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Webinars by Rockhurst < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah.com > 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 2:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Microsoft® Project: A Crash Course on Essentials 

iX! 919=150910-207 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

October 19, 2010 



UNLEASH THE FULL POTENTIAL OF MICROSOFT 
PROJECT! GET THE SKILLS YOU NEED TO BOOST 
YOUR EFFECTIVENESS. 

It’s a fact: most Microsoft Project users are only using a small fraction When you purchase this Web 
Conference, you’ll be given a of the potential this software offers. That means there’s a good 

chance you’re not taking advantage of all the benefits this 
comprehensive project management tool provides. You’re probably 
wasting both time and energy. But we can help. Sign up for 
Microsoft Project Tips & Tricks and increase your productivity in 
just one hour! 

SAVE TIME AND FRUSTRATION IN JUST ONE HOUR 
WITH THE TIPS YOU’LL LEARN IN THIS WEB 
SEMINAR. 

You don’t have time to waste! Which is why you can’t afford to miss 
Microsoft Project Tips & Tricks; it’s the fastest and easiest way to 
learn the secrets of Microsoft Project. In just one hour, you’ll learn 
time-saving techniques and shortcuts that will cut down on confusion, 
making you a more effective project manager. 

unique PIN that allows you a 
single-computer connection. 
However, you’re free to invite as 
many people as you like to listen 
in with you for free, helping your 
entire team reap the benefits of 
this seminar. 

You’ll listen to the audio portion of 
this Conference through your 
telephone or Polycom®, while 
using your computer and the Web 
to follow along with the trainer’s 
live presentation! 

A GLIMPSE AT WHAT YOU’LL LEARN ... 

Creating new project files quickly using existing data from Word, Excel, 
and other data sources 

Using, sharing, and understanding resources better 

Creating custom views that show what you want and need to see with 
the click of a button 

Generating reports that are meaningful, colorful, and graphical 

Sharing project files with or without a Microsoft Project server 

Generating slides automatically from project tasks in Microsoft Project 

Integrating Microsoft Project with the Microsoft Visio flow charting tool 

Within 2-3 business days of 
registering for this Conference, 
you will receive your complete 
Rockhurst Conference Direction 
Packet by e-mail, which includes 
your Enrollment ID. 

Your Enrollment ID is unique to 
you -- so you may use it only 
once, but feel free to invite others 
to gather around your 
speakerphone and computer to 
participate in the Conference 
along with you for FREE! 



And much, much more! 

Q&A: 
Upon enrolling in the Conference, you will have the opportunity to 
submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your trainer will 
address questions from Conference participants. Many questions will 
be addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be addressed in 
the supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 
Conference participants. 

SO WHO’LL BENEFff FROM ATTENDING? ALMOST 
EVERY M~CROSOFT PROJECT USER. HERE’S WHY 
Regardless of your experience level, you’re sure to benefit from the 
tips you pick up in this fast-paced seminar. Are you a ... 

New User? -- You’ll develop a great foundation for using this 
powerful software -- learning skills that will save you tons of time in 
the future, 

Se~fotaught, Experienced User? --This one-hour seminar will give 
you new techniques and strategies to save time and energy. 

Experienced User Looking for a Refresher? -- You’ll get a quick 
review of the basics, plus you’ll probably discover some shortcuts 
you never knew about. 

So what are you waiting for? You can’t afford to waste any more 
time or endure any more unnecessary aggravation. Sign up for 
Microsoft Project Tips & Tricks today! 

We’re so sure that the information 
you’ll gain in our Microsoft 
Project Tips & Tricks seminar 
will help your career that we’re 
offering a money-back guarantee. 
That’s right, if you don’t agree that 
attending this seminar was 
worthwhile, we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full, down to the 
last penny. You’ve got nothing to 
lose, only money to save! So the 
only question is: what are you 
waiting for? Sign up today! 

ENROLL~ENT ~NFOR#,~ATDN 

Web Conference- October 19, 2010 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference [ Standard Price [ Eomai[ Discount 
You Pay 

Microsoft Pro~s & Tricks 
Event Only $229 SAVE $50 $179 

Microsoft Pro~s & Tricks 
CD-ROM** Only $229 

Microsoft Pro~s & Tricks 
Event + CD-ROM** $458 

COMBO 
DEAL! 
SAVE $250 

$208 



**For your co~ve~ier~ce, a ODoROUs1 recordi[~g is made of each Rockhurst Web Oonfereuce You may choose to purchase the ODoROUs1 either 

a~on9 with the Oonfere~ce or separalely, The OD RO~ reco[ding will be available appro×imately 1421 days afte[ the Oo~fference, 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at ~ o800o258~246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 10/19/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15455 and VIP #919- 
150910-207 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Interact Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

October 20, 2010 

October 21, 2010 

October 2,5, 2010 

October 26, 2010 

October 27, 2010 

October 28, 2010 

November 01, 2010 

November 02, 2010 



November 03, 2010 

November 04, 2010 

November 08, 2010 

November 09, 2010 

November i O, 2010 

November ~ 2, 20~ 0 

November 15, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great 

CO#~PANY DIRECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERWCE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@suceci corn 

FIND FULL-DAY AND ~ULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING CO~ING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www NationalSeminarsTraininq com. 

ON-S~TE TRAiNiNG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 



please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci com. 

GENE~L ~N~’OP~AT~O[~: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@[uceci com. 

WEB~ASTE~:~: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr~ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, October 1, 2010 10:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday Deals -- Your Ticket to BIG Savings! 

iX! 919=241010-201 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com 
50% OFF! 7 Days On~y! 



Dear Travis, 

Friday Deals are your ticket to seminar savings! And to prove it, this week only, you’ll sav÷ 50% on any of 
our crowd-pleasing one- or two-day training events listed below! 

Career training is the best way to gain the skills you need to shine at work. From communication to 
management to business training, we cover it all. 

But you better act quickly -- this offer expires in 7 days! 

Regular Your 
Price Price 

How to Legally Terminate Employees with Attitude Problems $199 
10/13/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View £rochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure $199 
10/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Managing Inventory & Cycle Counts $249 
10/26/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View£rochure 

Management & Leadership For First-Time Supervisors/Managers:2 $299 
Day 

11/01/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines $199 
11/03/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

FIR for Professionals Who’ve Recently Assumed FIR Responsibilities $199 
11/04/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

Powerful Communication S~ills for Women $139 
11/16/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

Creative Leadership S~i/ls For Managers & Supervisors $299 
11/17/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReAister Now More I~fo View Brochure 

The Essentials Of Collections Law $179 

$99.50! 

$99.50! 

$124.50! 

$149.50! 

$99.50! 

$99.50! 

$69.50! 

$149.50! 

$89.50! 



11/18/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 
11/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Workplace Safety And OSHA Gompliance 
12/08/10 - Raleigh, NC - ReGister Now More Info Miew Brochette 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 
12/09/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re~zister Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Microsoft Excel=Become a Power User 
12/13/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info MiewBrochure 

How to Deal with Unacceptable Employee Behavior 
01/10/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Communicating with Confidence for Women with Dr. 
01/12/11 - Raleigh, NC - Recjister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Management Skills For First= Time Supervisors 
01/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Reg.!ster Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 
01/19/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ster Now More h~fo Miew Brochure 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 
01/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - ReGister Now More Info View Brochette 

Design & Page Layout Skills for Beginners 
01/25/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 
02/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

$199 $99.50! 

$199 $99.50! 

$199 $99.50! 

$149 $74.50! 

$199 $99.50! 

$199 $99.50! 

$179 $89.50! 

$179 $89.50! 

$299 $149.50! 

$249 $124.50! 

$199 $99.50! 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 10/08/10 REQUIRED 

To receive your SPECIAL DISCOUNT*, enroll online and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15457 
and VIP #919-241010-201 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to 
others in your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to 
receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 10/08/10. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product 
orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstsew~ruceci,com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail 
to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail 
to hotels@ruceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its 
divisions to meet your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our 
expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for 
communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any 
written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 



6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Webinars for Managers <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 2:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
New! Setting Clear Goals & Expectations for Employees I Save $50 

919=150910=205 

Additional Audio and W.eb Conferences 

~ Rockhurst Web Conference Series ~ Online Enrollment Special Save $50 Details 

October 20, 2010 



~ Setting Clear Goals and Performance Expectations for Employees 

Ensuring your team understands their roles and 
expectations is the first step toward success. 

No one ever said management was easy. And perhaps the toughest thing 
is clearly communicating goals and keeping your employees on track. 
Even when you feel like you’ve explained everything and everyone is 
crystal clear about their roles and expectations, someone is bound to get 
derailed. It’s probably not because your employees are intentionally 
sabotaging your project it’s a communication breakdown. 

So what do you do? You can’t be there to hold your employees’ hands at 
every step of the way, but you also can’t afford to let them get off track. 
You need a strategy, a way to clearly communicate goals, hold 
employees accountable, and deal with the slackers who are holding 
everyone back. You need Setting Clear Goals & Performance 
Expectations for Employees. 

Cut down on frustration and aggravation with 
clearer goals and improved feedback. 

Underperforming employees can be the most frustrating thing you have to 
deal with as a manager. Despite your best efforts, sometimes they just 
don’t seem to "get it." On the flip side, no one likes being in a position 
where they don’t understand their roles or they feel unappreciated. 

Sign up for Setting Clear Goals & Performance Expectations for 
Employees, and in just one hour you’ll learn techniques for clearly 
communicating expectations, as well as effectively following up. By 
staying on top of the situation, you’ll ensure that goals are met, as well as 
head off problems as they arise. 

If you’re responsible for setting employee goals and expectations, this is 
one seminar you can’t afford to miss. In just one hour you’ll gain skills that 
you’ll still be using years from now. Don’t wait; sign up now for Setting 
Clear Goals & Performance Expectations for Employees. 

A Look at Your Agenda ... 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

The importance of instilling a goals-oriented atmosphere 

Determining organizational goals and how they translate 
into individual goals 

Strategies for developing clear and specific targets for each 
employee 

Accurate ways to communicate individual expectations and 
benchmarks 

Ways to challenge employees to achieve more and keep 
them happy 

How to get your team to buy into their roles in the greater 
organizational scheme 

Guiding employees toward their goals and correcting them 
if they get sidetracked 

Train Everyone You Want 
... It Won’t Cost You an 
Extra Penny! 
You can maximize the reach 
of this training even more by 
creating your own 
conference screening room. 
When you enroll in this 
Conference, gather as many 
people around your 
computer as you want. 

Thanks to our Unlimited 
Participants per Connection 
offer, they can participate 
for FREE! For more details 
on how to get more from 
this Conference by creating 
your own training room in 
your office, c~ick here! 

~ Enrotl Now 

3 reasons to use 
Web training 

1. We bring the training to 
you. Busy professionals like 
you sometimes can’t even 
get away from the office for a 
day to get training. So we’ll 
bring the training right to your 
desk through your PC or 
Mac! 

2. You’ll SEE tons of real- 
world examples with this Web 
Conference. You’ll see 
examples of surveys and 
resources to go to right on 
your PC or Mac. 

3. It’s incredibly cost- 
effective. You can train as 
many people as you want for 
one low price with our 
unlimited-participants-per- 
connection offe!! 

There’s simply no easier way 
than this to "get it" quickly 
and effectivel!! 



The most effective way to review and adapt expectations to 
changing situations 

Gathering and using feedback to your advantage 

Dealing with those persistent problem employees and 
encouraging them to achieve more or when you have to cut 
them loose 

Maintaining the cycle of accountability 

Q&A: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, 
your trainer will address questions from Conference participants. 
Many questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others 
will be addressed in the supporting materials that will be available 
exclusively to Conference participants. 

~ Enrotl Now 

~Your Guarantee of Satisfaction! 

Wondering if this Web Conference is right for you? 

"It was well presented and very upbeat! Good job!" 

"Good course, very knowledgeable trainer and well spoken." 

ENROLL~ENT ~NFOR~AT~ON 

Web Conference - October 20, 2010 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

~,lmportant: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

Settin~ Clear Goals & Performance 
~ectations for EmCees 
Event Only 

$229 SAVE $50 $179 

Settin~ Clear Goals & Performance 
~ectations for EmCees 
CD-ROM** Only 

$229 

Settin~ Clear Goals & Performance 
~ectations for EmCees 

$458 COMBO 
DEAL! 

$208 



Event + CD-ROM** 

**For your co~venier~ce, a ODoROUs1 recordir~g is made of each Rockhurst Web Donference Yogi may choose to purchase the �BoROns1 either 

a~ong with the Oo~ffe~e~ce or separately, The OD RO~ recording ~*#i~ be available approximately 1421 days after the Oo~fference, 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~, ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 10/20/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15434 and VIP #919- 
150910-205 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Intemet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

~i¢~osoft Pr & Tricks 

October 19, 2010 

How to Deliver 

October 21, 2010 

October 25, 2010 

October 26, 2010 

October 27, 2010 

October 28, 2010 



November 01, 2010 

November 02, 2010 

November 03, 2010 

November 04, 2010 

November 08, 2010 

November 09, 2010 

November 10, 2010 

November ~ 2, 20~ 0 

November 15, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great 



CO~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@..ruceci.com. 

FIND FULL-DAY AND MULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www.NationalSeminarsTraininq:com. 

ON"~ITE TRAI[~(.~ : If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite~ruceci.com. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 

WEE~MASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Staples Advantage <Staples@e.staplesadvantage.com> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 3:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

One week only tech deals - ends 10/9/10! 

If you cannot view this email click here. 

Online only. 
One week onlyo 
Take advantage of hot, online-only 

deals for the next seven days. Ends 

October 9, 2010. 

Spindle, 4.TGB010~/PK 

Staples No, 618936 
Your Price: ~r. ~r 
Limited=Time Price: 
$22.95 

Take full advantage! Save on these items and more in this month’s flyer. Hurry, prices for the items below 

are valid October 3-October 30, 2010. 

ImationTM USB 2.0 Swivel 
4GB Flash Drive 

Staples No. 755471 

Your Price: ~ ~ 

Limited~Tirae Price; 

Brother® HL-5340D 
Laser Printer 

Staples No. 786476 

Your Price: $I’39.95 

Limited=Time Price: 

$149.95 

Prices valid 1013110-10/30/10 (except for offers on page 1 which are valid until 10/9/10) or while 

supplies last, Order today at StaplesLink,com or contact your Account Manager, Staples reserves the right to 

adjust prices in response to market conditions and industry-wide cost fluctuations, Offer cannot be combined with 

any other offer(s) or promotion(s), Please note that your business or employer and Staples Advantage® may 

already have an agreement for the purchase of products from Staples Advantage. In such case, the product 

offerings, prices and other terms and conditions of such agreement supersede the offerings, prices and other 

terms and conditions contained herein. 

This email advertisement was sent by Staples Contract & Commercial, Inc. ("Staples Advantage"), 500 Staples 

Drive, Framingham, HA 01702. Products and services subject to price change and availability. Not responsible for 

typographical errors. 

If you do not want to receive emails from Staples Advantage, click here. 

Please add Staples@e.staplesadvantage.com to your address book or contact list to make sure you get our 

mailings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Webinar Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 3:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
E-Mail Etiquette for the Workplace I Save $50 

919o371010=201 

Additional Audio and W.eb Conferences 

November 10, 2010 



~ Top I0 Dos and Don’ts ~ Special Offer Save $50 

E-mail is the most popular communication tool in the workplace today. 
It’s easy to see why -- e-mail is fast and efficient. 

But there’s a downside: E-mail communication can be so quick and 
convenient that it’s easy to make mistakes. You forget how important it is 
to use the right tone ... get to the point ... and check for typos that 
completely change what you’re saying. 

Learn how to e~iminate 
mis¢ommunication, avoid mistakes, and 
come across as professiona~o 

If you’ve ever had anyone misunderstand what you’ve said in an e-mail 
-- you know the pain it can cause! Don’t let that happen to you ever 
again! 

The communication techniques you’ll learn in this powerful one-hour 
Conference will ensure every e-mail you write says exactly what you 
intend for it to say. Your expert trainer will teach you how to come across 
clear, concise, polished, and professional in every e-mail you write from 
now on! 

~What Others are saying about Rockhurst 

"What a FANTASTIC way to train! It 
only takes an hour -- and I don’t 
even have to leave my desk. I love 
Rockhurst Web Conferences!" 

"1 really liked how much 
information was touched on in a 
short amount of time. Helpful and 
efficien!!" 

"We watched this Web Conference 
as a team. It was a fun team- 
builder ... and all our skills have 
improved greatly!" 

"It was well presented and very 
upbeat! Good job!" 

"The [conference] was very 
helpful. I enjoyed it and the 
material I learned." 

Eomai~ has changed the ru~es of 
business communication m which 
makes this training critical! 

You probably spend more time corresponding with coworkers, clients, 
and vendors through e-mail than you do on the phone or in face-to-face 
meetings combined. Your reputation is on the line every time you hit 
"send." 

"This was a very informative topic, 
with a lot of specific information." 

Share the know~edge! 
~nvite your coworkers 
to join you for FREE! 

Don’t risk making any more mistakes! Attend this training and learn how 
to write e-mails with confidence and success! 

~ Enrott Now 

C A Glance At Your Agenda: 

¯ The importance of a clear, concise, and specific subject line 

¯ The most common e-mail mistakes -- and how NOT to make 

When you purchase this Web 
Conference, you’ll be given a unique 
ID that allows you a single-computer 
connection. However, you’re free to 
invite as many people as you like to 
join in with you for free, helping your 
entire team reap the benefits of this 
seminar. 



them! 

When to use caps, abbreviations, and "smilies" -- and when to 
avoid them 

Know when to send an e-mail -- and when it’s time to pick up 
the phone or schedule a face-to-face meeting 

Eliminate wordiness that obscures your message 

How long is "too long" for an e-mail? 

Check your tone: is the tone you intend the tone your reader will 
hear? 

The most important thing you can do: the essential checklist you 
NEED to review before you hit send! 

Q&A Session: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your 
trainer will address questions from Conference participants. Many 
questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be 
addressed in the supporting materials that will be available exclusively 
to Conference participants. 

Your RiskoFree Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 

We’re so sure that the information you’ll gain in our Communicating 
Through E-mail: Top 10 Dos and Dont’s seminar will help your career 
that we’re offering a money-back guarantee. That’s right, if you don’t 
agree that attending this seminar was worthwhile, we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full, down to the last penny. You’ve got nothing to lose, 
only money to save! 

How Your Web 
Conference Works 

You’ll listen to the audio portion of 
this Conference through your 
telephone or Polycom®, while 
using your computer and the Web 
to follow along with the trainer’s 
live presentation! 

Within 2-3 business days of 
registering for this Conference, 
you will receive your complete 
Rockhurst Conference Direction 
Packet by e-mail, which includes 
your Enrollment ID. 

Your Enrollment ID is unique to 
you -- so you may use it only 
once, but feel free to invite others 
to gather around your 
speakerphone and computer to 
participate in the Conference 
along with you for FREE! 

This exciting Web Conference 
guarantees you will receive an 
exceptional training experience! 

Web Conference - November 10, 2010 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in standard time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 9 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

~,lmportant: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conf÷rence I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

Communlcat~n h Eoma~: ToE 
10 Dos and Don’ts 
Event Only 

$229 SAVE $50 $179 

Commun~ca~n h Eoma~l: ToE 



Des and Den°~s 
CD-ROM** Only $229 

1~ Des and Don °~s 
Event + CD-ROM** 

COMBO 
$458 DEAL! $208 

SAVE $250 

**For your convenieace a GDoRO~a recordin9 is made of each Rockhurat Web Oorfference, You may choose to ~urchase the ODo~O~a either 

a~on9 ~¢ith the Oorffereace or separately, The GD RO~ recording wi~ be available a~pro×imate~y ~ 42~ days after the Oorffereace 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~, ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 11/10/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15825 and VIP #919- 
371010-201 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Interact Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

October 19, 2010 

October 20, 2010 

October 21,2010 

P~eve~ti~g Se×~ Harassment i~ t~e 

October 25, 2010 



October 26, 2010 

October 27, 20i 0 

October 28, 2010 

November 01, 2010 

November 02, 20’10 

November 03, 2010 

November 04, 2010 

November 08, 2010 

November 09, 2010 

November 12, 2010 

November i 5, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Trai~i~g 



CO~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTO~,,~ ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv~ucec com. 

F~D FULLoDAY At/D ~ULT~PLEoDAY T~q~G COb1~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www Nat ona Sere r, arsTra r’inr~9.9~. 

ON~TE TRA~: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onst(~ucec com. 

GENERAL ~NFOR~AT~O~: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to inffs~’uceci com. 

WE~ASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr~’uceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, tick here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Training for Leaders <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 
Tuesday, October 5, 2010 2:06 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Management and Leadership Skills for First-Time Supervisors and Managers 

iX! 919=121010=206 

Travis, We’ve got a great offer for you! Not only are we going to give you all the ski~ls you need as a new 
manager, but we’re also going to save you $75. Read on to learn more. -- Mark 

Enroll Now! 



Eomai~ Specia~ Detai~s: Enro~ online and save $75 
View Dates and Locations View Course Brochure 

Dear Travis, 

You know how it is: everyone always thinks they know better than management. "If I was in charge, 
rd..." is what they say. Well, you’ve got your chance to actually do it. Bet you’re not so confident now, 
are you? 

Making the transition from being responsible only for your own work to managing and overseeing a team 
of employees is one of the most difficult ones you’ll ever make in your professional life. Overnight you go 
from being just one of the guys (or girls) to the enemy, the boss, cruelly wielding the power of 
assignments, discipline, and even termination. 

And not only that, but now you have to make decisions that impact others, keep everybody on track, and 
find ways to keep everyone motivated. It’s a big adjustment and one most first-time managers are 
woefully underprepared for. 

But there’s good news: ~n just two days, we’re going to give you 
a~ the ski~s you need to become a good manager. 

Believe it or not, we created Management & Leadership Skills for First-Time Supervisors and 
Managers just for you. Ok, maybe not just for you personally, but for people like you, new managers 
who can really benefit from a course on the basics. This two-day seminar will give you all the info you 
need to speed through that early, feeling-out stage and get right into effective management. Ch÷¢k out 
the brochure here. 

Avoid the careerokil~ing mistakes so many new managers make! 

You’ve seen it before: a new manager is promoted or hired. Within a matter of weeks it’s apparent that 
they’re in over their head. Within a month they’ve completely demonstrated their inexperience. Within 
three months they’ve lost the support of their team. Within a year they’re gone. 

It’s a common story in the business world. But what caused this failure? Maybe this person got the job 
because of who they knew and not their skill. Maybe he or she was uncomfortable with the level of 
responsibility. Perhaps their laziness caused them to be ineffective managers. Or more likely, they just 
weren’t properly prepared for a position in management. Don’t let this happen to you! 



Tria  and error is not a good way to  earn! 

How are you going to learn what it takes to be a manager? Trial and error? You don’t have time for that. 
How about mimicking successful managers? That’s a better option, but each supervisor has their own 
management style, which depends on personality. What you really need is for someone to teach you all 
the skills you’ll need to succeed in management. What you need is an intensive training seminar that will 
help you get your management career off on the right foot. You owe it to your career. 

Well, guess what? Today is your lucky day! 

Management & Leadership Skills for First- Time Supervisors and Managers is 100% guaranteed to 
give you the skills you need to start your management career off right. Interactive and fun (yes, you read 
that right, our courses are fun), in just two days you’ll learn proven management strategies guaranteed 
to make you a successful supervisor. 

  anage your team  ike Lee  acocca, not   ichae  Scott. 

We’ll give you all the tools you need to lead with skill and confidence. Featuring a ton of leadership tips 
and techniques, this training will help you manage like an old pro in no time at all. Here are just a few 
things you’ll learn: 

¯ The fundamentals of leadership and the qualities all good leaders share 

¯ Strategies for developing your personal management strengths 

¯ Motivation techniques for keeping your team working at peak levels 

¯ Hiring - what to look for in candidates and how to effectively interview 

¯ Communicating goals, expectations, and changes to make sure everyone understands 

¯ Tips for efficiently managing your projects, handling time constraints, and setting priorities 

¯ Techniques for handling problem employees with tact and professionalism 

And that’s just the beginning. Two days of intensive management training will give you the 
management skills of veterans in a tiny fraction of the time. If you’re new to management, you really 
can’t afford to miss this seminar. 

Still not convinced? 
Here’s what people have been saying about our seminars: 

"1 WISH I WOULD HAVE ATTENDED SOONER. As a new leader, the information I learned in this 
training will continue with me my whole career." -- M. Hayes 

"1 learned A LOT!" -- L. Drish 

"A very FUN, helpful, and upbeat seminar" -- K. Pessinger 

"It provided some valuable insights and was VERY entertaining!" -- K. Tomlin 

"Very ENGAGING." -- B. Fraser 

The ABSOLUTE BEST management training seminar on the 
p aneto GUARANTEED, 

Our training has benefitted literally millions of people. Using a fun and interactive approach, these high- 
powered training techniques will improve your effectiveness and send your career skyrocketing. 

In fact, we’re so confident that Management & Leadership Skills for First-Time Supervisors and 
Managers will give you all the skills you need to be a successful manager that we’re offering a 100% 
money-back guarantee. If you’re not satisfied with the skills and information you gain from attending this 
two-day workshop, for any reason whatsoever, we’ll refund your enrollment fee in full, no questions 
asked. 

Save $75 when you enroll NOW! 



Saving money is a hallmark of great managers. And what better way to demonstrate your emerging 
prowess as a manager than saving money on management training? 

For a limited time, you’ll save $75 off your enrollment fee when you sign up for Management & 
Leadership Skills for First-Time Supervisors and Managers. But there’s a catch: you must enroll by 
10/19/10. Don’t miss the deadline, or you’ll miss out on the savings! What are you waiting for? This offer 
isn’t going to last forever! 

You’re not still debating, are you? 

If you’re still reading this, you’re probably still weighing the cost vs. rewards of attending this training. 
That’s a good a thing. It means you have a natural management instinct. But rest assured: this training 
will be among the best money you’ve ever spent. We absolutely guarantee that you’ll learn tips, 
tricks, and techniques used by top managers from around the world to ensure the success of 
both their company and their own career. 

You don’t have time to figure out management techniques by trial and error. Books are dry and full of 
outdated information. Enroll now and in just two days you’ll be leading your team like a veteran. 

If you’re serious about becoming a good manager, you can’t afford to miss out on this seminar. Don’t 
wait, sign up now! You won’t regret it. 

Management & Leadership Skills for First-Time Supervisors and Managers -- the best way to 
build management skills fast!             and c~aim your $75 off reward for reading this ÷o 

DATES & LOCATIONS IN YOUR AREA: 

Raleigh, NC 
11/01/10 
Event # 1831103 

ister Now 

Standard Enrollment Fee: 

E-mail Discount: 

Your Enrollment Fee: 

$299 

$75 

$224 

SPECIAL E-IVlAIL D~SCOUNT DiRECTiONS 

Enroll online by 10/19/10 to save $75 off the standard enrollment fee^ 

*To receive your special discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15832 and VIP 
#919-121010-206 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer 
to others in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VlP# and also 
register online to receive the discount. 



^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

DO YOU HAVE AN ENTIRE LEADERSHIP TEAM THAT COULD 
BENEFIT FROM THIS TRAINING? 
If you want to boost the effectiveness of your entire leadership team -- and you have 15 or 
more people to train -- consider bringing this training on-site. 

We’ll develop and deliver Management & Leadership Skills for First-Time Supervisors 
and Managers to all your employees any time you’d like. We’ll even tailor the training to the 
unique challenges your organization is facing right now. 

For more information, contact us at 1-800-344-4613, eomai~ us, or complete an information 
quest form now. 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

10/22/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines 

11/03/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Dovmload Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 

11/16/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 

11/17/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Dovmload Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 

11/30/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 

12/09/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Microsoft Excel-Become a Power User 

12/13/10 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Deal with Unacceptable Employee Behavior 

01/10/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Communicating with Confidence for Women with Dr. Kim 

01/12/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Nov,, More Info Download Brochure 

Management Skills For First-Time Supervisors 

01/18/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 



Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 

01/19/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Do~,!nload Brochure 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 

01/21/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 

02/02/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 

02/07/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 

02/11/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

COMPANY DIRECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For quest ons or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, 
please send an e-ma to our customer serv ce depa~ment at cstserv@,ruceci.com 

FIND FULL-DAY AND MULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING COMING TO YOUR AREA: D scover the many ve 
sere nars and conferences comng to your area at www.NationalSeminarsTraininq.com 

ON-SITE TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or 
concerns regard ng on-site tra ning -- pease send an e-real to our on-site depa~ment at 
onsite@,ruceci, com. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inqu des please send an eo.ma I to info@,ruceci.com 

WEBMASTER: f you are experiencing difficulty vewing this e-mai or accessing the 
Nat onalSeminarsTraining.com Web site please send an e-mail to webmstr@,ruceci.com 

You are rece ving this e-mai because in the past you turned to Nationa Seminars Group or one of its 
divisions to meet your tra n ng needs. VVe respect your privacy and your pre£erences for communicat ons 
of ths nature. If you’d rather not rece ve future e~mas from us, click here to unsubscdbe. 

You may aso unsubscdbe by caing our customer service department at I~800~258W246. For any 
written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 5, 2010 4:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Suspensions in Football Probe; New Rathskeller?; Distinguished Young Alumni 
Awards 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ] OCTOBER 2olo 

Gore IV ’00 I Life Member-- Thank you for your life membership 

NETWORKING 

NEWS ~T 

NCAA Orders Suspensions, Repayment in Probe 
The NCAA announced game suspensions and benefits-repayment orders for two 

Carolina players, one involved with an agent and the other with a former UNC player. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid = 7856 

MORE FROM THE GAA 

Career Teleclass: 

Networking Know-How 

Oct. 25 (O~&& member 

exclusive) 

The DaiS!] Tar Hee~: Film 

showing looks at football 

past 

Carson’s Killer Given Federal Life Sentence 
Demario dames Atwater received a life prison sentence in Federal District Court fbr the 

killing of" Eve Carson ’o8; his alleged accomplice awaits trial. 

http://alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid = 7858 

Giving to Carolina Remains Strong 
The University received $268.1 million in gifts in fiscal 2OlO from more than 73,500 

donors -- down just i percent from the previous year. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID =7846 

Online Alumni Directory 

OCTOBER GAA 
MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Russell Bennett Cearley ’05 

Research Grants Set Another Record 
Carolina’s research grants and contracts totaled $803 million in fiscal 2OLO, a 12o2 

percent increase from the previous year and the largest amount in campus history. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarficle.aspx?SID =7845 



Annual Member 

Russell, to claim your $5o 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, e-mail 

membership@unc.edu by 

Oct° 31. 

Russell was selected at 

random from GAA 

members currently 

subscribed to Out of the 

Blue. 

New Owner Wants to Bring Back the Rathskeller 
At the end of her son’s freshman year at Carolina, Diane Fountain ’80 ~bund the beloved 

"Rat" closed and decided to take matters into her own hands. 

http://alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?SID =7852 

Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

GAA Presents Two With Distinguished Young 
Alumni Awards 
The GAA’s 2OlO Distinguished Young Alumni Awards go to the leaders of a pioneering 

online TV show distributor and the agency that polices doping by Olympic athletes. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid = 7873 

Give to Community With Tar Heel Service Days 
Carolina Clubs give back to the University evenly day by keeping the Carolina connection 

alive all over the world. During October’s Tar Heel Service Day program, held as part of 

the celebration of University Day, clubs will get together to give back to their 

communities, too. Find out how you can pitch in. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?SID=2o9o 

University Day Reminder: Heather Munroe-Blum ’83 (PhD), vice chancellor of 

McOill University and a noted innovator, will give the keynote address at University 

Day on Oct. la. Five alumni will be honored with Distinguished Alumna and 

Alumnus Awards. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid = 7837 

~ Late Night With Roy Heralds Basketball Season 
The GAA has special seating available to members for the official tip-off of the 2OlO-ll 

basketball season on Oct. 15. Come get the first glimpse of the new freshman class in 

action. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarficle.aspx?SID =1463 

, Check out all the events on the GAA’s online calendar. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/calendari 



~- GAA Member Discounts Expand 
Planning a move? GAA members now receive a 15 percent discount on Budget Truck 

Rentals. Coming to Chapel Hill ~br a ~botball game? O~a~ members receive 2-~brq 

admission on fulldome planetarium shows at the Morehead Planetarium and Science 

Center on home ~botball weekends.Check out all the other ways your GAA membership 

can save you money. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?SID=3o83 

If you’re visiting on home %otball weekends, checking in with a member card at 

the GAA~s Tar Heel Totem tent makes you eligible to win a prize. 

http:/iwww.tarheeltown.comi 

~, Travel Program Lines Up Sporting Classics 
See some of the world’s classic sporting events with other Carolina alumni and ~’iends. 

Attend the Masters or the Kentucky Derby in 2Oll with the Tar Heel Travel program, a 

GAA member exclusive benefit. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=7861 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=786o 

~ Still Time to Register for Homecoming Fun 

3oin the GAA at the Bell Tower before tl-~e fi~otball game against William & Mary for a 

classic Southern tailgate (O~a~ members save $1o off the price), plus music, face 

painting and giveaways. Registration deadline is Oct. aa. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?SID =4733 

Keep up with updates on the dozen special-interest group reunions this month, 

including the 3oth anniversary of the Black Alumni Reunion. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?SID =44a5 

Tell Us About ... Picking Your Major 
Some students come to Carolina knowing exactly what they want to study, while others 

figure it out after they take a few classes. This week the G~%~’s Student Membership 

Program is sponsoring a Majors Expo to help undergraduates explore options. How did 

you pick your major? Did you always know what it would be or did you change your 

mind? How did your choice work out? Share your experience on our Facebook page. 

www.facebook.comiuncgaa# !/uncgaa?v=wall&story_~bid= 15231485146947a&ref=mf 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail 



address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about yon, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an eqnail to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If yon do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or ~nsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Webinar Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 2:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Assertiveness Skills Webinar -- Hurry to Save $50 

iX! 919=151010=201 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

October 28, 2010 



YOU ALREADY HAVE THE ASSERTIVENESS YOU 
NEED ~NS~DE OF YOU -- LEARN HOW TO TAP ~NTO ~T! 
Successful business professionals have one thing in common -- the 
ability to positively communicate up and down the corporate ladder. 
In other words, they’re assertive! If you’ve ever felt like you weren’t 
being taken seriously by others or you wanted to stand up for yourself 
more but didn’t know how -- you need this seminar! 

Introducing Assertiveness Skills: A Guide to Positively 
Successful Communication, a new one-hour Web Conference that 
will teach you why you need to be more assertive at work -- but more 
importantly, how to do it!! 

DON’T LET R~SK, FEAR, ~NT~M~DAT~ON, AND STRESS 
STOP YOU FROM POWERFULLY COMMUNiCATiNG 

YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS! 
It’s hard to be assertive sometimes, especially when it’s not "part of 
your nature." But when you attend this Web Conference, you’ll 
discover powerfully effective assertiveness strategies that anyone 
can use! After your 60-minute session, you’ll have a game plan for 
making yourself be heard ... better respected ... and more valued as 
an important part of your organization. 

YOU DON’T HAVE TO GET OUT OF YOUR COMFORT 

ZONE TO BE ASSERTIVE -- YOU JUST HAVE TO 
EXPAND IT! 
You may think that you’re the most timid person on the planet, but we 
guarantee this training will help you blossom into a more confident 
and self-assured person! How do we know? Because thousands of 
other business professionals, just like you, have used these same 
techniques to make themselves more vital -- and visible -- parts of 
their organizations! 

But it still comes down to your choice. You could skip this workshop, 
continue the uphill battle you’ve been facing at work, and get bullied 
or ignored. Or you can give us a mere 60 minutes of your time and 
become a more valuable member of your team and earn the respect 
you deserve! Make the right decision and enroll today! We guarantee 
that you’ll never regret it! 

A pushy and overbearing 
coworker forces you to back 
down in front of your boss 

You wanted to add your 
ideas to a discussion during a 
meeting, but you couldn’t force 
yourself to interject 

You constantly worry that 
others won’t give your ideas a 
fair chance, so you keep them 
to yourself 

A colleague takes credit for 
one of your great ideas 

You’ve been unjustly 
criticized in front of others and 
you want to defend youself, but 
you’re afraid you’ll lose 

You’re unsure of how to 
respond when you’re asked to 
do a task by someone who isn’t 
your manager 

There are 1,001 situations 
every day at work that an 
assertive person would sail 
through smoothly. If you find 
yourself unsuccessfully 
navigating through choppy 
waters, give yourself the 
greatest gift you and your 
organization could want- 
assertiveness training! It’s never 
been easier to learn how. 

You can maximize the reach of 



IN JUST ONE HOUR, YOU’LL ... 

Create a more confident and credible professional image by mastering 
the simple how-to’s of assertive communication 

Earn the respect you deserve with 2 foolproof assertiveness techniques 
you’ll only learn here! 

Learn how to make sure your verbal and nonverbal messages are 
congruent 

Seamlessly insert yourself into important conversations, even when 
others won’t let you get a word in edgewise 

Assertively face confrontation and solve problems while keeping your 
professional image intact 

Recognize the difference between assertive and aggressive, and avoid 
EVER crossing the line 

Find out that it’s OK to show anger -- here’s how to do it constructively 

Defend yourself from attack without losing your emotional balance 

Q&A: 
Upon enrolling in the Conference, you will have the opportunity to 
submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your trainer will 
address questions from Conference participants. Many questions 
will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be addressed 
in the supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 
Conference participants. 

this training even more by 
creating your own conference 
screening room. When you 
enroll in this Conference, gather 
as many people around your 
computer as you want. 

Thanks to our Unlimited- 
Participants-per-Connection offer, 
they can participate for FREE! For 
more details on how to get more 
from this Conference by creating 
your own training room in your 
office -- Click Here! 

We stand behind our Web 
Conferences with our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete 
satisfaction. You must agree that 
this program was worthwhile for 
you, or we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full. 
Guaranteed. 

ENROLLMENT ~NFORMATDN 

Web Conference - October 28, 2010 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference [ Standard Price [ Eomai[ Discount 
You Pay 

Pos#ivel~ Successful Communication 
Event Only 

$229 SAVE $50 $179 

Assertiveness Sk~lls:Gu~de to 
Pos#ive~z Successful Communication 
CD-ROM** Only 

$229 



Event + CD-ROM** $458 

For your eonve~ience, a CDoRO~ ~eceKdi~g is made of each ~eckharst Web Oo~ffe~e~ee, You may choose to purchase the CDoRO~ either 

along with the Corffere~¢e or separately, The CDoRO~S re¢ordir~g will be available appro×imately 14o21 days after the Confere~ee, 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at ~ o800o258o724~ 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

,~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 10/28/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15822 and VIP #919- 
151010-201 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

Setti~ C~ear Goa~s ~ Performa~ce E×pectations for E ees 

October 20, 2010 

October 21, 2010 

October 25, 2010 

The Secrets of B~i~di~ Team-P~a~e~ Thi~ki~ 

October 26, 2010 

October 27, 2010 

November 01, 2010 

November 02, 2010 



November 03, 2010 

November 04, 2010 

November 08, 2010 

November 10, 2010 

November i 2, 20i 0 

November 1~, 2010 

~i~in~ Trust ~ Cooperation Across Or~anizationa~ Lines 

November 16, 2010 

Check Out Ou~ Othe~ G~eat 

CO#~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTO~4I ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstsep,,~ucec com. 



F~D FULL-DAY AND ~ULT~PLEoDAY TRAiNiNG COI’vI~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 
and conferences coming to your area at www b~ t ona ~er~" na sTra n nc~. 

ONoS~TE TRAiNiNG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 
please send an e-mail to our on-site department at ons e@rucec com. 

GENE~L ~NFOR~AT~O~: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to nfo~ucec com. 

WEB~d~ASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr~ucec com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, cck here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Last-Chance Training Alert <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 
Thursday, October 7, 2010 2:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Managing Multiple Projects and Competing Priorities: Last Chance to Attend! 

iX! 919=131010=227 

Dates & Locations In 
Your Area 

Other Events In STAR12 Private Training 
Your Area MembershiA Services 

100% Satisfaction 
Guarantee 

This program ~s a part of the STAR12 Learning Ne#e~ork. Learn more about STAR12 today. 

Managing 



Multiple Projects, 
Competing Priorities 
& Tight Deadlines 
So Much to Do, So Little Time. Can You Relate? 
Then This Workshop Will Help -- GUARANTEED! 

If you’re reading this, you’re probably already thinking that you’d like to find a 
way to get more control over your demanding workload. You want help. Hope. 
Relief. 

BUT, you ask, will anything really help? And to that we say --YES! YES!! 
YES!!! 

This training was developed especially for people in YOUR shoes: smart 
professionals who have more on their plate than any one person could possibly 
handle. 

If you’re completely frustrated spending all your time putting out fires, leaving 
little time for your true priorities ... if you’re tired of the constant interruptions 
that eat away your limited hours ... the mountains of paperwork ... the stress 
that comes from every project being super hot ... then sign up for this training 
right now! 

We GUARANTEE that Managing Multiple Projects, Competing Priorities & 
Tight Deadlines will literally change your life! REALLY! 

But don’t take our word for it. Think about how much easier and less stressful 
your job will be once you know howto ... 

Evaluate your true priorities and handle multiple projects with greater 
success 

Quickly shift gears when priorities change 
Tame the paper blizzard ... and the avalanche of e-mails that threatens 
to bury you 
Master the same techniques top project managers use to bring in 
complex, high-dollar projects on time, on target, and on budget 
Reduce the interruptions, glitches, bottlenecks, and other roadblocks 
that get in your way 

We’re so convinced of the immense value of this program that we’ll make you 
this ironclad guarantee: If you’re not 100% convinced that the skills, tools, 
techniques, and strategies you gain at this workshop do all we’ve described 
and more, your tuition fee will be refunded in full. It’s a risk-free proposition. 
And, quite frankly, those don’t come around too often ... so you better grab it 
while you can! 

Say YES to taking control of your demanding load. Say YES to greater 
productivity ... both personally and professionally. Enroll in Managing Multiple 
Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines today! 

Group Training Discount: 

When 3 Enroll from Your 
Organization The 4th 

Attends FREE! 
Details 

Raleigh, NC 
11/03/10 

Event # 1831094 
Re.q ster Now 

View Your Complete Agenda 
Download Brochure 

Get Expert Training From 
the Training Experts m 
100% Guaranteed! 

National Seminars Group has 
designed, developed, and delivered 
exceptional professional 
development and training programs 
to millions of business professionals 
over the past 25 years and is eager 



20 Top Reasons to Attend this Workshop 

1. Significantly boost your productivity by eliminating time- 
wasters from your day. 

2. Meet deadlines with ease -- even the "no way!" deadlines. 
3. Recognize your true priorities and start letting go of the 

unimportant. 
4. Handle inevitable project changes and obstacles without 

hassle. 
5. Say "no" assertively and tactfully, without causing anger or 

resentment. 
6. Develop success habits that keep you on target and on track 

to achieve your goals. 
7. Head off problems and project glitches by anticipating them. 
8. Gain cooperation up and down the ladder for your projects. 
9. Say goodbye to juggling priorities by using the F.A.S.T. 

prioritizing system. 
10. Organize anything in three easy steps. 
11. Get more time out of every workday using powerful planning 

techniques. 
12. Banish the project cripplers-- procrastination and 

perfectionism. 
13. Gain control of your time, projects, and priorities through 

active goal setting. 
14. Stop the time-draining effects of interruptions. 
15. Ask for what you need in an assertive, confident way that 

ensures you’ll get it. 
16. Focus your efforts where they’ll make the most difference 

using the 80/20 rule. 
17. Eliminate or reduce the top stressors in your life. 
18. Avoid making mistakes when you’re under pressure. 
19. Spend less time in meetings and get better results. 
20. Develop a healthy life balance because your priorities will be 

straight. 

Private Training So.ices 

We Can Even Bring 
the Training to You! 

If you have a group of 15 or more employees who could benefit 
from this extraordinary training, check out our private, 
customized training services, 

Just imagine how much more productive and less stressful your 
workplace would be if every individual in your organization 
possessed the powerful skills taught in this workshop -- if every 
employee knew how to manage time, plan projects, and set priorities 
effectively. 

Sounds like a dream, doesn’t it? But it’s not! Thanks to the 
convenient and affordable option of on-site group training, we can 
bring Managing Multiple Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight 
Deadlines directly to your organization! 

to do the same for you. 

To make your training investment 
absolutely risk free, we stand 
behind this program with our 100% 
money-back guarantee of total 
satisfaction. So, if you are not 
completely happy with your training 
experience, we’ll refund every dime 
of your enrollment fee. Guaranteed! 

Rave Reviews for 
Our Training ... 

"This workshop was very informative 
and very helpful. It was as if the 
speaker secretly worked in my 

offic!!" 

-- E. Brown, Leasing Consultant 

"Best seminar I’ve been to in years. 
Really focused me on how I need to 

get my life back on track." 
-- S. McGee, Team Leader 

"Absolutely wonderful! Energizing! 
Thank you!!" 

-- K. C. Hasler, Senior Account Executive 

"Today’s program provided much 
more information than I expected. I 

can’t wait to share some of the tools 
I gained with my fellow associates." 

-- B. Ramy, Executive Secretary 

Is Your Schedule So 
Packed With Things to 
Do... 

... that it’s sometimes hard to know 
where to begin -- much less see 
how you’re going to get it all done? 

With so many projects on your plate 
... and so many demands on your 
time ... and so many priorities to 
juggle ... isn’t it time you got help 
managing all you have to do? 

Help is here! Spend just one day at 
this amazing workshop and gain 
essential skills that’ll literally benefit 
you for the rest of your life! 

~f These Companies Rely 
on Us for Training 

So Can You! 

Walgreens 

Federal Express 



We’ll deliver this skill-building training at a time and place most 
convenient to you -- and we’ll customize it to meet your unique 
organizational needs! 

Here’s what you can expect -- 

An expert trainer who’ll deliver an energy-charged training 
session packed with time-saving tips, tools, and techniques 
A customized program that speaks to your challenges 
The synergistic benefit of team training 
Accelerated training techniques that allow participants to learn 
more in less time 
Instructional workbooks that can be used later as invaluable 
reference tools 
A 100% money-back guarantee of satisfaction 

Multiply the effectiveness of this skill-packed workshop by presenting 
it to 15, 50, or more than 100 employees! Then, stand back and 
watch as missed deadlines, failed projects, bungled priorities, and 
disorganization become history! Productivity and efficiency will soar, 
and frustration and stress will melt away. 

For more information, call 1-800-344-4613, e-mail us at 
, or submit an online info req.uest form now. 

Shelter Insurance 

Time Warner 

Webster University 

Moen, Inc. 

Sprint 

AT&T 

NASA 

Nordstrom 

Anheuser Busch Co., 
Inc. 

Honeywell 

Exclusive Savings From Our Resource Center 

How to Manage Projects, Priorities & Deadlines 

You’ll learn how to: 

$:20 Savings 
List Price: ~nn n~ 
Your Price: $79.95 
(USD) 
Learn More 

6 Information-Packed Audio CDs + 1 CD 
containing additional training materials in PDF format. 
Item No. 160CD 

Multitask and juggle multiple 
projects 
Conquer procrastination and 
overwork 
Use small steps that lead to 
big results 
Make every second count 
by minimizing distractions 
Control the flood of 
information that crosses 
your desk 
Identify which project 
management tools, 
techniques, and 
technologies really work 
Deal with crisis, conflict, and 
change 

In our working life, we wear many hats. Add these workplace roles to responsibilities at home, and time 
becomes a precious commodity. Sometimes it all seems too much to handle. However, knowing how to 
manage and prioritize things can help you lead a more balanced and fulfilling life. How to Manage Projects, 
Priorities & Deadlines will teach you how to create a winning game plan and set realistic, yet challenging, 
goals. 

Order online on our secure Web site, call us toll-free at 1-800-258-7246, or fax us at 1-913-432-0824. 



Quick Tour 

Member Benefits 

Brochure Download 

Large Group Options 

Membership Levels 

The BUZZ 

FA Qs 

Contact Us 

Select Your Location & Date From the Option(s} Below: 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight 
Deadlines 
Registration Fee: $199 

Coming to Your Area 

Raleigh, NC 
11/03/10 
Event # 1831094 
~ister Now 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever attended." 
= J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training, Lots of useful 
information and ideas.’ 
- S. Salaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was vei~ informative straightforward, 
and FUN!!’ 
- R. Padilla, Dona Ann County 

"The trainer was very energetic and 

= P. Watripor~, Baker College 

Don’t Forget: Enro~ 3, and the 4a attends FREE! 



If you enroll three people at regular price, a fourth person can attend absolutely free! To receive your 
GROUP DISCOUNT^, enroll online and provide your exclusive VIP #919-131010-227 when prompted 
during registration. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

10/22/10 RALEIGH, NC- Re,lister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Management & Leadership For First-Time Supervisors/Managers:2 Day 
11/01/10 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 

11/16/10 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 

11/17/10 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 

11/30/10 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 

12/09/10 RALEIGH, NC- ~,ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Microsoft Excel-Become a Power User 

12/13/10 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Deal with Unacceptable Employee Behavior 

01/10/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~,ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Communicating with Confidence for Women with Dr. Kim 

01/12/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Management Skills For First-Time Supervisors 

01/18/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now ~vlore Info Download Brochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 

01/19/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 

01/21/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~,ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 



02/02/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~#ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 

02/07/11 RALEIGH, NC - i~...e....gister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 

02/11/11 RALEIGH, NC - Reg:ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

CO~I PANY D~ RECTORY 

OUSTOI~,~ER SERV~OE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer 
service department at cstserv~ruceci com. 

F~ND FULL-DAY AND ~vIULT~PLEoDAY TRA~NBNG CO#4~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your 
area at www NationaISeminarsTrainin%com. 

ONo$~TE TRAiNiNG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite~ruceci com. 

GENERAL INFOR~T~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci com. 

WEB~,~STER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail 
to webmstr@ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, ~ to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, October 8, 2010 10:26 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Take a Bite Out of this Friday Deal: Save 40%! 

~ 919=241010~203 

NationalSeminarsTraininq.com 
Ce~ebrate Friday -- 40% OFF Seminars! 



Hi Travis, 

You’ve always heard that an apple a day is good for your health, but did you know it could save you money, 
too? With Friday Deals it can! 

In fact, this week only you can save a whopping 40% off any of the career-enhancing one- or two-day 
seminars listed below! 

But you better act quickly -- you only have 7 days to save! 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 
10/22/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

Managing Inventory & Cycle Counts 
10/26/10 - Raleigh, NC - Re.qister Now More Into View Brochure 

Management & Leadership For First= Time Supervisors/Managers:2 
Day 

11/01/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Managing Projects, Competing Priorities & Tight Deadlines 
11/03/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~#qister Now More I~fo Miew Brochure 

HR for Professionals Who ’ve Recently Assumed HR 
Responsibilities 

11/04/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More h~fo View Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills for Women 
11/16/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Creative Leadership Skills For Managers & Supervisors 
11/17/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

The Essentials Of Collections Law 
11/18/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 
11/30/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

Regular 
Price 

$199 

$249 

$299 

$199 

$199 

$139 

$299 

$179 

$199 

Your Price 
at40% OFF 

$119.40! 

$149.40! 

$179.40! 

$119.40! 

$119.40! 

$83.40! 

$179.40! 

$107.40! 

$119.40! 



Workplace Safety And OSHA Compliance 
12/08/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~#qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 
12/09/10 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Microsoft Excel-Become a Power User 
12/13/10 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

How to Deal with Unacceptable Employee Behavior 
01/10/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re.qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Communicating with Confidence for Women with Dr. Kim 
01/12/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Management Skills For First= Time Supervisors 
01/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - _R_e~qister Now More Info View Brochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 
01/19/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 
01/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Design & Page Layout Skills for Beginners 
01/25/11 - Raleigh, NC - R#~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 
02/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~e~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 
02/07/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$149 $89.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$299 $179.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 10/15/10 REQUIRED 

To receive your Special Discount*, enroll online and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15859 
and VIP #919-241010-203 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to 
others in your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to 
receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 10/15/10. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product 
orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv~ruceci.com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to 
our on-site department at o~site~ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hotels~uceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info~ruceci.com. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its 
divisions to meet your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our 
expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for 
communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 



You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

dacrowde <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 1:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Reports Through 10-7-2010 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Report_Through 10-7-2010.xls; Guaranteed Buyback 
Report CURRENT PARTICIPANTS.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Reports Through 10-7-2010 
Date: Fri, 8 Oct 2010 11:34:51 -0400 
From: "Kelly Hanner" <khanner@email.unc.edu> 
To: "’Akin’" <john_akin@unc.edu>, "’Aldrich’" <howard aldrich@unc.edu>, 
"’Amselmo Lastra’" <lastra@cs.unc.edu>, "’Andrew Reynolds’" 
<asreynol@email.unc.edu>, "’Andrews’" <pete_andrews@unc.edu>, "’Arthur 
Champagne’" <artc@physics.unc.edu>, "’beverly taylor’" 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>, "’Bill Andrews’" <wandrews@unc.edu>, "’Bobbi 
Owen’" <owenbob@unc.edu>, "’Cecil Wooten’" <cwwooten@email.unc.edu>, 
"’Christopher Putney’" <crputney@email.unc.edu>, "’Edward Carlstein’" 
<edcar@email.unc.edu>, "’Folkerts’" <jean folkerts@unc.edu>, "’Gary 
Marchionini’" <march@ils.unc.edu>, "’Glazner’" <afg@unc.edu>, 
"’Guskiewicz’" <gus@email.unc.edu>, "’Hendrick’" <hendrick@unc.edu>, 
"’Hershfield’" <hershfld@email.unc.edu>, "’Huber’" <ehuber@unc.edu>, "’Jan 
Bardsley’" <bardsley@email.unc.edu>, "’Jeff Cornell’" 
<cornell@email.unc.edu>, "’Jonathan Hartlyn’" <hartlyn@unc.edu>, "’Joy 
Kasson’" <jskasson@email.unc.edu>, "’Kier’" <billkier@bio.unc.edu>, 
"’King’" <larking@email.unc.edu>, "’Koelb’" <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>, 
"’Laurie Maffly-Kipp’" <maffly@email.unc.edu>, "’Leloudis’" 
<leloudis@email.unc.edu>, "’Leslie’" <pwleslie@unc.edu>, "’Lloyd Kramer’" 
<lkramer@unc.edu>, "’Lysle’" <dlysle@email.unc.edu>, "’Malizia’" 
<malizia@email.unc.edu>, "’Matthew Redinbo’" <redinbo@unc.edu>, 
"’mcdiarmid’" <bmcd@email.unc.edu>, "’Mckee’" <bamckee@email.unc.edu>, 
"’Michael Salemi’" <michael_salemi@unc.edu>, "’Mike Crimmins’" 
<crimmins@email.unc.edu>, "’Mumby’" <mumby@email.unc.edu>, "’Nyang’oro’" 
<jen32 l@email.unc.edu>, "’Peter Mucha’" <mucha@unc.edu>, "’Pickles’" 
<jpickles@email.unc.edu>, "’Sayre-Mccord’" <sayre-mccord@unc.edu>, "’Sean 
Washburn’" <sean@physics.unc.edu>, "’Sheriff" @earthlink.net>, 
"’Stenberg’" <stenberg@sog.unc.edu>, "’Terry Rhodes’" 
<rhodes@email.unc.edu>, "’Wayne Lee’" <wlee@unc.edu> 

Dear Chairs, Deans, Senior Associate Deans, and department Liaisons, 

Here is an update on the progress for Spring 2011 percentage of on-time 
adoptions of textbooks and/or notification of No Text Needed for UNC Chapel 
Hill. As well as the current list of courses participating in Guaranteed 
Buyback. Attached are the two reports reflecting submissions made to 
Student 
Stores through 10-7-2010. 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course 
submissions and/or No Text Needed notification to Student Stores. As well 
as 
additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which have not 
placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed. Please 
review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of 
the 
excel report. Please let us know if any changes need to be made. General 
Administration’s due date for Spring 2011 Course Materials orders is 
December 10,2010. 



To date we have received 42% of Spring 2011 course submissions. 

Guaranteed Buyback report reflects large introductory courses and their 
notification to Student Stores regarding the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ We 
continue to encourage and accept Guaranteed Buyback textbook commitment 
forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. Please let me know if your 
department wishes to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ 

UNC Student Stores contributes all income above operating expenses to UNC 
Chapel Hill student scholarships. Student Stores is totally receipt 

supported and receives no state funds. 

Quick summary review: 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also 
include submission stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of 

textbooks. 
The Board of Govemor’s is requiring all stores affiliated with the sixteen 

North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of on-time 
adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 

General Administration Board of Govemors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required 

textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 2008 semester. 
¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase 

option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are 
hardcover 
and will withstand a two to three year adoption cycle¯" 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that 
are introductory level and taken by a relatively high percentage of 
students." 

¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for 
Finance in any future requests for increases in tuition and fees¯" 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 
Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Friday, October 8, 2010 1:04 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Buell, Agatha 
<abuell@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch with Maj ors 

ATT00001..htm 

OK, folks, how should we respond to this? Atty. Salim is driving, wants 
to come the night before in order to have lunch with majors, he will be 
bringing his wife, and will also need to stay over the night of the 
panel. Can we do that? Evelyn Lewis will not be staying at a hotel or 
renting a car, but she will be bringing her sister to dinner. -Reg 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Fri, 8 Oct 2010 15:46:08 (SMT 
From: " .... 

Reply -To: 
Subject: Re: Lunch with Majors 

To: hildebra@email.unc.edu 

As per the majors request, I will make arrangements to be present at 
the Luncheon. In order to accommodate the request, I will drive to 
Chapel Hill Wednesday night, so that the earlier time can be adequately 
met. My wife wishes to accompany me there. This will be her first 
return in 40 years. We intend to return home on Friday. If these 
arrangements pose difficulties, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Abdullah Salim, Esq. (nf) 

Mortgage Rates Hit 3.25% 
If you owe under $729k you probably qualify for Obama’s Refi Program 
h~p:/i~hird~)~off:ers.iuno.com/’l~GL3131i4caf3d03b6347 lf046cst0 lyric 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Webinars by Rockhurst < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah.com > 

Friday, October 8, 2010 2:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
New Webinar: Building Team-Player Training I Save $50 

iX! 919=151010=204 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

October 26, 2010 



T cereus of 

Building and managing a team is TOUGH -- but 
essential to your success! 
You know better than anyone the frustration of having a team in turmoil 
... dealing with petty personal agendas ... getting everyone on the same 
page ... and motivating team members to work together. It’s enough to 
make you wonder how the powerhouse teams ever make it work. 

You’ve seen what a powerhouse team can accomplish. In a true team, 
individuals come together with cooperation, trust, and respect, and they 
create something greater than what they could have alone. As a team 
leader, this is what you hope for, but you know it’s not that easy. 

The truth is that top team leaders all have one secret weapon: They 
know how to build team-player thinking into their groups. 

Learn mustohave strategies every great leader 
needs to build a team that gets amazing results! 

Your powerhouse team is not out of reach. You can master the strategies 
top team leaders use to build a "team first" mind-set ... eliminate team 
conflict ... and create a team atmosphere where the whole is greater than 
the sum of its parts! 

Attend this one-hour Web Conference and you’ll learn communication 
skills that increase the sharing of ideas and solutions. You’ll build an 
atmosphere of support among team members that will encourage and 
enhance teamwork. 

Train Everyone You Want 
... It Won’t Cost You an 
Extra Penny! 
You can maximize the reach 
of this training even more by 
creating your own 
conference screening room. 
When you enroll in this 
Conference, gather as many 
people around your 
computer as you want. 

Thanks to our Unlimited 
Participants per Connection 
offer, they can participate 
for FREE! For more details 
on how to get more from 
this Conference by creating 
your own training room in 
your office, click here! 

Afterward, you’ll have a team that can face any challenge and produce 
the kind of high-quality work you’ve been wanting, more effectively and 
efficiently than ever before! 

So what are you waiting for? Your success as a team leader depends on 
mastering these skills, and with this training, you can do it in an hour-- 
guaranteed! Enroll today! 

3 reasons to use 
Web training 

1. We bring the training to 
you. Busy professionals like 
you sometimes can’t even 
get away from the office for a 
day to get training. So we’ll 
bring the training right to your 
desk through your PC or 
Mac! 

2. You’ll SEE tons of real- 



Here is a ~ook at your e×c~usive team-building 
agenda ... 

What team-player thinking is, and why your team needs it to 
be successful 

3 steps for building team-player thinking into a group that’s 
not the least bit team-oriented 

10 team-building myths that will sidetrack your team’s 
development 

How to overcome barriers to team-player thinking inside 
your group 

How to keep internal conflict from destroying all your hard 
work 

A 6-step model for dealing with conflict that’s fair, consistent 
-- and 100% effective! 

How to deal with the special (and difficult) personalities on 
your team 

Creating an action plan that perfectly fuses all the individual 
talents into a cohesive whole 

world examples with this Web 
Conference. You’ll see 
examples of surveys and 
resources to go to right on 
your PC or Mac. 

3. It’s incredibly cost- 
effective. You can train as 
many people as you want for 
one low price with our 
unlimited-participants-per- 
connection offe!! 

There’s simply no easier way 
than this to "get it" quickly 
and effectivel!! 

Q&A: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, 
your trainer will address questions from Conference participants. 
Many questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others 
will be addressed in the supporting materials that will be available 
exclusively to Conference participants. 

Team Leaders Everywhere Love 
Rockhurst’s Dynamic Training! 

"This was one of the most engaging training programs 
I have ever attended." 

"This gave me many useful tools to do my job." 

ENROLL~ENT ~NFOR~AT~ON 

Web Conference - October 26, 2010 
Conference Stag Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

The Secrets of Buildin~ Team-Pla~ $1 -/9 



Thinking 
Event Only $229 SAVE $50 

The Secrets of Buildin~ Team-Player 

CD-ROM** Only 
$229 

COME~O 
$458 DEAL! $208 

,SAVE $250 

with the Oo~fference or se[aarate~y, The GDoRO~ reco~di~g will be available a~roximate~y i 4o2t days af~e~ the Oo~fere~ce, 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at ~-800o258o724~ 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 10126110 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15834 and VIP #919- 
151010-204 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

ADiscount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

October 25, 2010 

October 27, 2010 

October 28, 2010 

November 01, 2010 



November02,2010 

November03,2010 

November04,2010 

How to Revive the C~assroom E×£erience 

November08,2010 

November09,2010 

November 10, 2010 

November 12, 2010 

November 15, 2010 

November 16, 2010 

November 17, 2010 

November 18, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 



CO~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE; For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

FiND FULL-DAY AND MULTIPLEoDAY TRAINING COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www NationalSeminarsTrainin~ com. 

ON-SiTE TRAINING: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at Qnsi_te@LugecJ.c~m. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@~ruceci corn 

WE~JMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 2:33 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
<JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email .unc. edu>; Gore, Travi s 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch with Majors 

Hi Reg, 

Can you confirm the following: 
1) Evelyn will NOT be renting a car 
2) Arty Salim will NOT be flying to NC, and will NOT be renting a car 

If both of these are true, I think we can accommodate him for 2 nights at a hotel. 

Please let me and Haeran know if we should change his reservation. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: hildebra@email.unc.edu [maiho:hildebra,~_emaiLtmc.edtq 
Sent: Friday, October 08, 2010 1:04 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E; Buell, Agatha; McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch with Majors 

OK, folks, how should we respond to this? Atty. Salim is driving, wants to come the night before in order to have ltmch with majors, 
he will be bringing his wife, and will also need to stay over the night of the panel. Can we do that? Evelyn Lewis will not be staying 
at a hotel or 
renting a car, but she will be bringing her sister to dinner. -Reg 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Fri. 8 Oct 2010 15:46:08 GMT 
From:’ 

Reply -To 
Subject: ~ .................... jv_~ 

To: hildebra@email.unc.edu 

As per the majors request, I will make arrangements to be present at the Luncheon. In order to accommodate the request, I will drive 
to Chapel Hill Wednesday night, so that the earlier time can be adequately met. My wife wishes to accompany me there. This will be 
her first return in 40 years. We intend to return home on Friday. If these arrangements pose difficulties, please let me know. 



Sincerely, 

Abdullah Salim, Esq. (nf) 

Mortgage Rates Hit 3.25% 

If you owe under $729k you probably qualify for Obama’s Refi Program 

h~p:~ff~ird:~ar~offers,~mo.colr~/TGL3131/4c~3d0366347 H~346cs~0 lw~c 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penny Altman <conteducoffice@mail.hscseminars.org> 

Saturday, October 9, 2010 12:46 PM 

Ronald Friedman <rfriedman@hscseminars.org> 

staffdev 

The Conversations Managers Don’t Want 
to Have... 

A Workshop to train you how to talk with others about awkward and difficult 
topics in ways that gain their cooperation and reduce stress and anxiety for you 

Presented by HSC Workshops 

A DYNAMIC, FAST PACED COURSE... 
to help you effectively resolve difficult problems in face-to-face meetings with 

employees, work teams and even your own manager. 

Packed with SKILL BUILDING and SPECIFIC "HOW TO" STRATEGIES 
that you can use immediately 

Designed for Managers, Supervisors, Team Leaders, and others in Leadership Positions who 
work in Colleges, Universities, and Public Schools 

Administrators, managers and supervisors face many challenges, but few are as unwelcome and 
emotionally charged as the difficult and awkward conversations we must have with co-workers and employees 
who require re-direction, correction or firm confrontation about the quality of their work or their behavior on 
the j ob. In addition, sometimes you have to address problems in your working relationship with your own 
manager or supervisor. 

Much of effective management is good communication -- setting expectations, assigning work, giving 
performance feedback, delegating, recognizing good work, administering reviews, reprimanding, career 
counseling and more. Each of these management functions requires us to communicate with precision and 
honesty and to do so in such a way that others can clearly understand without feeling defensive or attacked, 
especially if what we are communicating includes something negative. 

Most of our work is done through conversations. Sometimes we lead, sometimes we participate and 
sometimes we facilitate conversations. None are easy but some are just plain hard. Our focus in this workshop 
is on these "hard" conversations. In addition to ’what to say’ in these difficult conversations we will also 



discuss the issues you must take into account and provide a model for each type of conversation. We will also 
emphasize relevant skill building for each. 



Among the problems we have addressed in recent programs are... 
--an employee’s failure to complete work in a timely manner 

--lack of initiative 
--criticism or antagonism directed at co-workers 
--reluctance to take advice and direction 
--a person ’s work is unsatisfactory, but the employee doesn ’t agree there is a problem 
--employees who allow distractions, such as a problem at home, to interfere with work 

without discussing such matters with a supervisor or manager 
--your manager’s behavior sometimes undermines you with your employees 
--maintaining team morale when so much of the news is negative 
--keeping employees motivated while explaining there will not be any cost of living or 

merit increases--AGAIN 

What can you say or do that will be most effective in resolving problems like 
these? How do you best deal with resistance and defensiveness? How can you be 
direct and appropriately firm, but remain supportive and motivate your employees 
at the same time? 

In addition we will address how to discuss... 

With Employees: 
¯ What is holding this person back 
¯ This person has probably reached their highest level on the career ladder 
¯ We want the employee to take on more work 
¯ This person is behaving subversively to the team or the organization 

~vVith the Team: 
¯ Team members who are not working effectively together 
¯ Members who are critical of each other and undermine others 
¯ A culture of ’recreational complaining exists on the team 
¯ Some team members are ostracized because of differences 

~vVith Your Manager: 
¯ Advocating for more resources for your team/department 
¯ Work requirements that do not add value or are redundant 
¯ Requests for a specific type of support from her/him 



Dear Participant: 
I know what a tough job management is, particularly in education. Prior to becoming a seminar leader, I worked 

as a teacher and administrator in education. Trying to do the best you can for your employees, your organization and 
yourself is sometimes an impossible balancing act. It is not your imagination that your j ob sometimes seems too 
difficult in the time available. 

In facilitating management and executive training over these years I have consistently heard from participants 
that they want more of the ’HOW TOs’ -- Tell us what to say to an employee with a performance problem. Tell us how 
to address a team with low morale. What should we say when...? While participants many times know the WHAT of 
management, I’ve found that the HOW is often lacking, hence the focus of this workshop. We will cover very little 
theory. Instead, we will work on concrete models and processes for successfully achieving the skills managers need to 
meet their responsibilities to their organization, their employees and themselves. 

I know that your time is extremely valuable so I promise to make this a worthwhile use of your day. I will not 
waste your time. If you want to become a more effective, skilled manager, then please attend this workshop. My goal 
is to make your life easier, sending you out with a set of tools that you can easily use when you return to your 

organization. Penny Altman/course instructor 

When & Where: 

Greenville, SC Thursday, November 4, 2010 Crowne Plaza Hotel 851 Congaree Rd. 29607 

Columbia, SC Friday, November 5, 2010 Holiday Inn 8105 Two Notch Rd (at 1-77) 29223 

Charlotte, NC Monday, November 8, 2010 Holiday Inn 321 West Woodlawn Rd. 28217 

Raleigh, NC Tuesday, November 9, 2010 Country Inn and Suites (near airport) 201 Airgate Drive 27560 

Winston-Salem, NC Wednesday, November 10, 2010 Holiday Inn 5790 University Parkway 27105 

TIME: 8:30 AM - 3:00 PM (Lunch, on your own, is Noon-l:00) 

Cost: $136/person. This includes morning coffee and rolls as well as training materials. (NOTE: Funding 
restraints and cutbacks have affected us all. This is our effort to help by offering this at our 2006 price.) 

Certificate of Attendance for 5.5 clock hours will be provided. 

Here are just some of the organizations that have sent managers and supervisors to our programs: 
Arizona State University 
Baylor University School of Medicine 

Oklahoma University Healthcare Center 

US Office &Education 
Florence School District 
Kirkwood Community College 

Houston Independent School District 
Columbia College 

Lynwood Academy 
University of Texas 
Ohio State Dept of Education 
University of Washington 

HSC WORKSHOPS 
2631 E. Sierra St.* Phoenix, AZ 85028 

Phone: 602-674-0911 Fax: 602-997-5010 
info(&~scseminars.org www.hscseminars.org 

Call or e-mail for references or with any questions 



Please make check or PO payable to HSC Workshops 

TO REGISTER: Return the registration form below with payment. For your convenience, we accept 
checks, credit cards (Visa or MasterCard) or purchase orders. 

REGISTRATION FEE $136 

I will attend (circle one) Greenville Columbia Charlotte Raleigh Winston-Salem 

Name 

Address 
City 
Phone (home) ( ) 
Name of your organization 
Occupation/Position 
E-mail address 

If paying with a credit card (VISA or MasterCard) 

State Zip 
Phone (work) ( ) 

Card number 
Name on card 
Signature 
Email address and phone # of cardholder 

Expiration date 
Amount of charge 

HSC Workshops is a consulting and training firm providing continuing education and professional 
development training in several areas including management training and development as well as 
programs for educators and mental health professionals. We are located in Phoenix, Arizona, but 
offer programs across the country. 

Penny Altman, M.A. will teach this course. Penny is the managing partner of HSC Workshops. She 
is also the author and presenter of the popular "Ten Behaviors of Managers Who Excel" workshop. 
Her areas of specialty include change management, team development, and management and 
executive training. With over 15 years experience as a teacher and school administrator, Altman was 
also a senior development consultant with a Fortune 100 company for another eight years. 

Penny taught both graduate and undergraduate university courses in supervision, organizational 
behavior, management training and communication. She is also co-author of the book, "How to 
Design, Develop, and Market Health Care Seminars." Penny is a much sought after speaker with a 
special skill in presenting difficult material in an easily understandable, entertaining manner. 

This is an advertisement. If you would prefer to not receive any further advertising from us, send an e-mail 
with "REMOVE" in the subject line to staffdeve~o       hscsemir~ars.org 



WEEK7 

Pittsburgh @ Syracuse 

Missouri @ Texas A&M 

3. Arkansas @ Auburn 

4. SMU @ Navy 

5. California @ USC 

o 

Iowa @ Michigan 

Oklahoma State @ Texas Tech 

8. Ohio State @ Wisconsin 

10. 

Baylor @ Colorado 

Oregon State @ Washington 

NFL 

11. Baltimore @ New England 

12. Atlanta @ Philadelphia 

13. Miami @ Green Bay 

14. Indianapolis @ Washington 

MONDAY NIGHT 

15. Tennessee @ Jacksonville 

TOTAL POINTS TIEBREAKER (TEN@JAX), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 11, 2010 12:13 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] [Fwd: [triwideafs] Zimbabwean play Wed Oct 20 at Duke] 

POSTER-crossing-F1NAL.pdf; Attached Message Part 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~is~s~mc.ed~/~?id-32361534.d19c27ea4325cf~39a9456d99~19bcb&r~T&~-afriafam&~27~68~5~, or send a 

blank email to leave-27886805-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu. 



A ONE -MAN 

KHUMBULANI 

PLAY WRITTEN AND PERFORMED 
NKALA AND DIRECTED BY BO 

BY JONATHAN 

PETERSEN 

Celebrating the human spirit, it is 
an inspiring testament of an ex- 
ceptional young man who has to 
cross many barriers, boundaries 
and borders in order to get what 
he wants. And what does 
he want? Life in abundance! 
Jonathan tells his story with 
humor, irony and great love. 

8oOOpo o 

Sponsored by the Concilium for Southern Africa 
and Duke University Center for International 

Studies. Info: nancy, robbins@~luke,e~lu 



Louise Meintjes 
Depts Music and Cultural Anthropology 
Box 90665 
Duke University 
Durham NC 27708 
(919) 660 3339 (w) 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Webinar Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, October 11,2010 2:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

New Training: Keys to Handling MySpace, Facebook, Blogging and More at 
Work 

919-151010-210 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

~ Rockh~ ~t Web Conference Sedes November 04, :2010 



Discover h®w socia~ media can 
and hu~ y®u~ o~ga~-sization and 
what to do about it 

With the growing popularity of blogs, social networks, and 

other social media outlets working their way into today’s 

workplace, many HR professionals and managers just like 

you are left wondering, "How can social media benefit or 

hurt my organization?" 

Used correctly, social media can improve communication 

among employees, boost productivity, increase employee 

engagement, and enhance marketplace reputation. 

However, used incorrectly, social media can have 

devastating financial and legal liabilities that can result, for 

example, when employees post company secrets or 

degrading comments about a coworker. 

So how do you maximize the many benefits of social media 

while minimizing the financial and legal liabilities? Attend 

this Web Conference and we’ll show you how. 

Lea~-’~ ~ow to effectively handle 
socia ~ ~e d ia in y o u ~ ®~g s n i za~:i o 

In just one information-packed hour, you’ll learn how to 

evaluate your organization’s readiness to adopt social 

media; the best ways to implement social media in your 

organization; how to decrease the risks by developing a 

social media policy; how to create, execute, and maintain a 

social media policy; and much, much more. 

Don’t miss your opportunity to learn about the pros and 

cons of integrating social media at work, and find out if it’s 

right for your organization. Enroll now! 

About Our Web 

’1 really liked how much 
information was touched on 
in such a short amount o~ 
time. Helpful and efficien!!" 

"Great speaker 
and 
presentation ~ 
very 
knowledgeable and well 
worth my time!" 

’1 loved the audience Q&A 
session. Thanks for giving 
us extra time and answering 
all of our questions." 

"i’ve been 

~ l ooking [or 
something like 
this ~or over a 

year= The convenience is 
terrific!" 



J ENROLL NOW 

Here’s a glimpse at what you’ll 
learn ... 

The pluses and minuses of social media in 

your workplace 

How to evaluate your organization’s 
readiness for social media 

How other organizations are using social 
media 

Tips for implementing social media in 

your organization 

HR’s role in social media implementation 

How to maximize the benefits and 

minimize the risks with an effective social 
media policy 

Six guidelines you should include in your 

policy 

Why it’s so important to get your 
employees involved in policy creation 

How to implement and maintain your 

social media policy 

How and when to communicate your 

policy to employees 

q&A: Upon enrolling in the Conference, you will have the 

opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time 

permitting, your trainer will address questions from 

Conference participants. Hany questions will be addressed in 

the Conference itself. Others will be addressed in the 

supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 

Conference participants. 

It°s Training 

We stand behind our Web 
Conferences with our 1 O0 
percent guarantee of 
satisfaction. If for any reason 
you are not completely 
satisfied with this training, we’ll 
refund your money in full. 
Guaranteed! 

You Can Train 
Your Entire Staff 

for FRE E.~ 

When you enroll in this 
Conference, you’ll be entitled 
to one Conference connection 
with the extra benefit of 
gathering your entire staff 
around your computer. 

You can maximize the reach of 
this training even more by 
setting up your own screening 
room in your organization. For 
details on how to get more 
from this Conference by 
creating your own training 
room in your office, click here! 

We Train the 
Very Best~ 

Just a few of the top 
organizations that have turned 
to Rockhurst Audio and Web 
Conferences for training ... 

Wells Fargo, Microsoft ¯ 
Aetna ¯ Federal Reserve 
Bank, Stanford University 



ENROLL NOW 
And Thousands More! 

Web Conference - November 04, 2010 
Conference Stag Times: All times are given in daylight time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

~ to Handl 

Event Only 
$229 SAVE $50 $179 

, and More at Work 
CD-ROM** Only 

$229 

Keys to Hand~n~ MySpace, Facebook, 
and More at Work 

Event + CD-ROM** 

COMBO 
$458 DEAL! $208 

SAVE $250 

**For your convenience a CDoROM recordia9 is made of each Rockhurst Web Corfference~ You may choose to purchase the CDoROM either 
alor~g with the Conference or separate~y~ The CDoROM recording wi[[ be available approximately 14-21 days after the Conferer~ce. 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 11/04/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15968 and VIP #919- 
151010-210 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 



receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming AHdio and Web Conferences 

October 25, 2010 

October 26, 2010 

October 27, 2010 

October 28, 2010 

November 01, 2010 

November 02, 2010 

November 03, 2010 

November 08, 2010 

November 09, 2010 

November 10, 2010 

November 12, 2010 

November 15, 2010 

November 16, 2010 



November 17, 2010 

November 18, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstser’,/(8,]ruceci com. 

FIND FULLoDAY AND ~aULTJPLE@AY TP~AJNJNG CO~JB~G TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www NationaISeminarsTrainin~. 

O~JTE TRAJ~J~G : If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at                . 

GENERAL IBaFORtaATIOBI: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci com. 

WEb’ASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr~ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Monday, October 11,2010 2:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deadline extended--Advertise in the Online Learning special report 

You sti~ have time to adveAise 
your institution’s online ~earning initiatives! 

Don’t miss the opportunity to highlight your institution’s commitment to innovation in the online and 
blended learning space. The Chronicle’s NEW Online Learning special report, coming November 
5, is the ideal place to showcase your online efforts or inform about steps your institution is taking 
to enhance online learning. 

Wi~ your institution have a presence in this important report? 

Issue date: November 5 
Advertising deadline: October 15 

Bonus Distribution m Extend your reach at no additiona~ cost! 
The Online Learning special report will be distributed to thousands of attendees at many 
conferences throughout the year including: 

Sloan Consortium Emerging Technologies for Online Learning Symposium 
League for Innovation in the Community College (LFI) Innovations 
Association for Communications Technology Professionals in Higher Education (ACUTA) 
Annual Conference 

...and many more. Ensure that your image ad will increase awareness of your institution and keep 
you in front of the best in academe. 

For more information on how to advertise in the Online Learning special report, go to Online 
Learning or contact me directly. 

Sincerely, 



Jeff Sabin 

College and University Relations Manager 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

jeff.sabin@ch~’onicle.com 

Phone: (202) 466-1231 

Fax: (202) 296-2691 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from The Chronicle. 

For more information about our privacy practices, please read our PRIVACY POLIC~: 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations from The Chronicle, you may send us an e-mail message at 
chronicle, com. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Webinars <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, October 11,2010 3:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

New! Building Cooperation Across Organizational Lines & Teams 

iX! 919=371010=203 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

November 16, 2010 



How to Break down nterdepartmental commun cation barriers I Special Offer Save $50 

Let’s face it, working with people from multiple departments and different 
functional areas can have unique challenges! 

Sometimes the people are great -- but you still have to juggle conflicting 
priorities. Maybe you have to try to decipher the acronym-driven lingo of 
someone in sales, marketing, operations or IT. There’s even the very real 
risk of stepping into an interdepartmental ’turf war’! 

But in today’s results-driven world, it’s vitally important that everybody in 
the company be on the same page -- and working together! 

Learn how to break down 
communication barriers, and build trust 
with people from all areas of your 
organization! 

What Others are saying about Rockhurst 

"Very practical. Things I can take 
back and easily use at work 
tomorrow." 

"What an eye-opening 
experience." 

"1 really liked how much 
information was touched on in a 
short amount of time. Helpful and 
efficien!!" 

"Relevant -- very relevant. 
Everyone should be required to 
take this training!" 

It’s no secret: if you want to be successful, you have to find ways to work 
effectively with people throughout your organization. That means 
eliminating distractions caused by people placing blame; fighting for 
control; or following one-sided agendas; and replacing them with 
communication, enthusiasm, and cooperation. And this powerful one- 
hour Webinar can show you how! 

"It was well presented and very 
upbeat! Good job!" 

"The [conference] was very 
helpful. I enjoyed it and the 
material I learned." 

Working with others can be challenging. 
We guarantee to make it easier! 

When people aren’t working well together, it can lead to duplicate work, 
unproductive meetings, or even outright mistrust and negativity! That’s 
not the sort of environment you want to be a part of! 

Attend Building Trust & Cooperation Across Organizational Lines 
and in just one hour, you’ll discover real-world solutions: effective ways of 
improving cooperation and communication that you can start applying     ~ 
immediately! 

You’ll learn specific techniques for breaking down communication 
barriers that exist between people from different departments -- whether 
they’re physical, mental, or verbal. You’ll discover how to create an 
environment where everybody feels comfortable contributing -- and 
people actually listen. And you’ll gain tips to resolve past differences 
between individuals and departments! Because when people from 
different departments work together successfully, you can finally get 
things done! 

Enroll in Building Trust & Cooperation Across Organizational Lines 
today! 

X Enroll Now 

X A Glance At Your Agenda: ] 
J 

Getting the most from a group of diverse people with diverse 

"This was a very informative topic, 
with a lot of specific information." 

Share the knowledge! 
Invite your coworkers 
to join you for FREE! 

When you purchase this Web 
Conference, you’ll be given a unique 
ID that allows you a single-computer 
connection. However, you’re free to 
invite as many people as you like to 
join in with you for free, helping your 
entire team reap the benefits of this 
seminar. 

How Your Web 
Conference Works 

You’ll listen to the audio portion of 
this Conference through your 
telephone or Polycom®, while 
using your computer and the Web 
to follow along with the trainer’s 



backgrounds, skill sets, and knowledge 

Tricks to juggling multiple busy schedules -- and still getting 
things accomplished 

Your way isn’t the only way -- how to deal with conflicting 
departmental procedures 

Brainstorming basics: encouraging people to think outside the 
box, speak up, and share -- even when it’s not "their" area of 
expertise! 

Working collaboratively even when you’re not face-to-face -- 
tips for working with people in different locations and time zones 

How to create understanding between people with very different 
working and communication styles 

Effective ways to build alliances with other people, teams, and 
departments 

Techniques to motivate, encourage, and keep everyone 
productive! 

Overcoming bad history: how to break down old barriers and 
build new bridges 

How to deal with difficult personalities proactively, so that you 
never miss a beat! 

Q&A Session: Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the 
opportunity to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your 
trainer will address questions from Conference participants. Many 
questions will be addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be 
addressed in the supporting materials that will be available exclusively 
to Conference participants. 

Your RiskoFree Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 

We’re so sure that the information you’ll gain in our Building Trust & 
Cooperation Across Organizational Lines seminar will help your career 
that we’re offering a money-back guarantee. That’s right, if you don’t 
agree that attending this seminar was worthwhile, we’ll refund your 
registration fee in full, down to the last penny. You’ve got nothing to lose, 
only money to save! 

live presentation! 

Within 2-3 business days of 
registering for this Conference, 
you will receive your complete 
Rockhurst Conference Direction 
Packet by e-mail, which includes 
your Enrollment ID. 

Your Enrollment ID is unique to 
you -- so you may use it only 
once, but feel free to invite others 
to gather around your 
speakerphone and computer to 
participate in the Conference 
along with you for FREE! 

This exciting Web Conference 
guarantees you will receive an 
exceptional training experience! 

Why [earn Buildin9 

& Cooperation Across 
Organizational Lines 
over the Web? 

Ths one-hour Web Conference 
gives you the powe~ul 
communication toos you need to 
start Buildin9 Trus~ & 
Cooperation Across 
OrganizadonM Lines n a format 
that’s quick, convert ent -- and 
pract cal And since you can even 
invite others to Isten with you for 
free --why not invite some 
coworkers from a few d fferent 
depa~ments? 

Web Conference - November 16, 2010 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in standard time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 9 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference [ Standard Price [ Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

Building Trust & Cooperation Across 
~anizational Lines 
Event Only 

$229 SAVE $50 $179 



Building_ Trust & Cooperation Across 
Organizational Lines 
CD-ROM** Only 

$229 

Building_ Trust & Cooperation Across 
_..O_rg-anizational Lines 
Event + CD-ROM** 

COMBO 
$458 DEAL! $208 

SAVE $250 

alo~g with the Co~fere~ce o~ separate~y~ The C~oRO~a recording wi~ be available approximately i4o21 days after the Corffere~¢e~ 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 11/16/10 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 15895 and VIP #919- 
371010-203 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Intemet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences o o o 

October 25, 2010 

October 26, 2010 

October 27, 2010 

November 01, 2010 



November02,2010 

November03,2010 

How to Revive the C~assroom E×perience 

November08,2010 

November09,2010 

November iO, 2010 

November 12, 2010 

November 15, 2010 

November 17, 2010 

November 18, 2010 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 



CO#aPANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@ruceci com 

FIND FULL-DAY AND MULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www.NationalSeminarsTraininq.com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite(~ruceci.com. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 
e-mail to webmstr(~ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



Millions of dollars in funding are provided 
each year by the agencies below 

Local Government - State Government - Federal Government 

Community Funds o Foundations and Corporations 

Dr. E. Joyce Roland 

Nearly 20 Years of Grant Writing Experience 

Professionals, Non-Profits and Scientists 

WHEN: 

WHERE: 

TIME: 

COST: 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 

UNC- Kenan Flagler Auditorium 

2pm to Spm 

$49.00 (online pay is preferred) 

Young People Institute, PO Box 1222, Carrboro, NC 27510, 919-237-3920, 

WWW:~ou r~     tel~st:itute Corr~ - twatson@youngpeopleinstitute.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Wednesday, October 20, 2010 3:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

MLB.com Postseason Mashups: Compete to Win a 2011 World Series Trip 

MLB.com 

October 20, 2010 

Postseason Mashups Presented by Sprint 

The Epic Highlight Challenge 

Postseason Mashups 
Celebrate the postseason drama by creating a custom Postseason Mashup mini-movie with your favorite MLB highlights featuring the 
music of your choice, as well as famous broadcast calls and memorable photos. 

By submitting your video, you’ll be entered in the Epic Highlight Challenge as you compete for a chance to win 
a trip to the 2011 World Series. 

Create Your Mashup Now >> 
~:/!lirLk.mlblists.com/r!9OJCS~i3OZWgLiUEHOGRiO1J /T?~it?a=4 232217 &b=16 3 5 5~Og8 

View this entire email online as a Webpage >> 
h~lp:iilir~.mlblists.co~/~’9OJCS[i30ZWgL/UEHOGP~iO 1 JQOI?EX 1 
a:9OJCSI&b=ZGKSII&c=WTEADOO&d=JZSPRW&e= 1 &~’~4232217&N= 1 (~3558088 

© 2010 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 
Please review our privacy policy >> 
http :iili~.mlblis’ts.com/ri9OJCSIi3OZWgL/UEHOGR/O l JQOUVL5~XEiFI/t?a=4 232217 &b=16 3 5 58088 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 
~:ii~i~k.m~b~ists.comiri9OJCSIi3OZWSL/UEHOG~/O1J 8 AO7iFI[it? 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[[9OJCSI-ZGKSII-30ZWSL-UEHOGR-O 1 JQQI-T-M2-20101020-55d579f26a48db9] ] 



COLLEGE OF 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

o~f NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT Ol~ AI~I:klCAN 

A FI~O-A MEt:kl CAN STUDIES 

IO9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC z7599-3395 

T 9~9.966.5496 

F 919.96z.z694 

October 20, 2010 

Visa Section 

Embassy of the United States 

United Nations Avenue 

P. O. Box 606 Village Market 00621 

Nairobi, Kenya 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

Re: Professor Maria Nzomo 

I am writing to request assistance in granting a visa to Professor Maria Nzomo of the University of 

Nairobi to visit North Carolina for one month during December 2010-January 2011. Professor Nzomo 

witt be visiting the University of North Carolina during that period to work with me on a research project 

entitled: "Gender, Civil Society and Political Change in Africa with Special Reference to Kenya." The 

collaborative project has been going on since the late 1990s when Professor Nzomo spent a year at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a Senior Fulbright Scholar. With a rapidly changing political 

environment in Kenya in anticipation of the forthcoming elections, we will spend the period mapping 

out the research project and establishing the time line for its completion. 

Professor Nzomo’s visit will also be part of an initiative that the African Studies Center at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is embarking upon to foster research collaboration with the University of 

Nairobi. Given her history with our University, we think that Professor Nzomo is the ideal person to 

begin initial discussions with. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Professor and Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kelly Hanner <khanner@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 25, 2010 1111 AM 

Akin, John Stephen <john_akin@unc.edu>; Aldrich, Howard E 
<Howard_Aldrich@unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A <lastra@cs.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, Richard N <pete_andrews@unc.edu>; 
’Arthur Champagne’ <artc@physics.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Wooten, Cecil W <CWWOOTEN@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; 
’Folkerts’ <j ean_folkerts@unc, edu>; Marchionini, Gary J <gary@ils.unc. edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; ’Hendrick’ 
<hendrick@unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; ’Huber’ 
<ehuber@unc.edu>; Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey 
Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S 
<j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Kier, William M <billkier@bio.unc.edu>; ’King’ 
<larking@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; ’Leloudis’ <leloudis@email.unc.edu>; Leslie, 
Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; ’Lloyd Kramer’ <lkramer@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T 
<dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Malizia, Emil E <malizia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew 
<redinbo@unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A 
<bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Salemi, Michael Kerry <Michael_Salemi@unc.edu>; 
Crimmins, Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K 
<mumby@email.unc. edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; ’Peter 
Mucha’ <mucha@unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Sayre-McCord, 
Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu>; cas sean.con <sean@physics.unc.edu>; ’Sheriff 

@earthlink.net>; Stenberg, ~;arl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Rhodes, 
Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <j ohn_gorsuch@unc.edu>; 
’Arlotta’ <arlotta@email.unc.edu>; Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; 
Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Brownfield, Shannon 
<brownfield@unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M-j <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Clemmons, 
Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon 15; <sedavis@email.unc.edu>; ’Fulenwider’ 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Young, Gideon 
<gwyoung@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jacquelene W <j ackie@unc, edu>; ’Gregoritsch’ 
<jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Dye, Jodi <dyej@email.unc.edu>; ’Jones’ 
<j oyj ones@email.unc, edu>; Kieber, Ali son J <kieber@email .unc. edu>; Kush, Jennifer 
Anne <kush@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; McCullen, 
Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; cas_sallie.con <sallie@physics.unc.edu>; 
Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Mckinney, Ashley 
<amckin@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, 
Summer <sundance@email.unc.edu>; Pasternak, Cottie <cpasternak@bio.unc.edu>; 
Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; 
Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; ’Snyder’ 
<asnyder@cs.unc.edu>; Brown, Stephanie Willen <swbrown@unc.edu>; Tauber, Marcia 
(2 <tauber@ils.unc.edu>; ’Teer’ <rebeccat@email.unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Thorpe-Turner, Dorothy M <dturner@cs.unc.edu>; ’Walker’ 
<knwalker@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; ’Weaver’ <csweaver@email.unc. edu> 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Reports Through 10-24-2010 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submi ssion Report_Through 10-24-2010.xl s; Guaranteed Buyback 



Report CURRENT PARTICIPANTS.doc 

Dear Chairs, Deans, Senior Associate Deans, and department Liaisons, 

Here is an update on the progress for Spring 2011 percentage of on-time 
adoptions of textbooks and/or notification of No Text Needed for UNC Chapel 
Hill¯ As well as the current list of courses participating in Guaranteed 
Buyback. Attached are the two reports reflecting submissions made to Student 
Stores through 10-24-2010. 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course 
submissions and/or No Text Needed notification to Student Stores¯ As well as 
additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which have not 
placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed¯ Please 
review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the 
excel report. Please let us know if any changes need to be made. General 
Administration’s due date for Spring 2011 Course Materials orders is 
December 10,2010¯ 

To date we have received 52% of Spring 2011 course submissions. 

Guaranteed Buyback report reflects large introductory courses and their 
notification to Student Stores regarding the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ We 
continue to encourage and accept Guaranteed Buyback textbook commitment 
forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. Please let me know if your 
department wishes to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ 

UNC Student Stores contributes all income above operating expenses to UNC 
Chapel Hill student scholarships. Student Stores is totally receipt 
supported and receives no state funds. 

Orders can be placed in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: ~:i!w, ww¯store¯unc¯edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at 
Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

Quick summary review: 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also 

include submission stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. 

The Board of Govemor’s is requiring all stores affiliated with the sixteen 
North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of on-time 

adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 
General Administration Board of Govemors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required 
textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover 
and will withstand a two to three year adoption cycle¯" 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that 



are introductory level and taken by a relatively high percentage of 
students." 

. "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for 
Finance in any future requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 
Course Materials Manager 
UNC Studem Stores 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 1:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Please j oin me in welcoming Maya, our new Student Services Manager! 

Louisburg got their football team in 2005, I think. They were really good 
starting off, winning a few tournaments, but losing 64-0 doesn’t sound that great .... 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:03 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Please join me in welcoming Maya, our new Student Services Manager! 

Oh yes I remember them! Martha was actually a huge tar heel fan if ! remember correctly. I never worked there but I 

did takes some classes there. Martha helped me choose the right courses that would transfer to UNC. ! didn’t realize 

the problems that they had with SACS! I just googled it and saw it. Umm....does Louisburg have a football team 

now?!?! They didn’t have one when I was there. ! just saw an article that said Louisburg lost to South Alabama and the 

final score was 64-0!! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p. 919.966.5496 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 4:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Please join me in welcoming Maya, our new Student Services Manager! 

Well of course Ms. Martha Hedgepeth and Ms. Sandra Beasley were there when you were there, right? I worked in 
Admissions from Spring 07 to Fall 08. Things got on edge for a while there when they were having problems with SACS, 



but I hear that they are back on track now with a new President. 

Maya 

Maya Budihardjo 
Student Services Manager 
Department of Public Policy 
214 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
p. 919.962.1600 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Tuesday, October 26, 2010 3:17 PM 
To." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject," RE: Please join me in welcoming Maya, our new Student Services Manager! 

Hi Maya, 

I actually just got out of a meeting with Agatha. She has been very helpful to me too. I am glad everything is going well 

so far! I was at Louisburg from Fall of 96 to Spring of 98. I actually have not been back since but have thought about it 

over the years. When were you there? 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p. 919.966.5496 

From." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent." Tuesday, October 26, 2010 1:54 PM 

To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Please join me in welcoming Maya, our new Student Services Manager! 

Thanks, Travis! Everything has been going well so far; Agatha has been extremely helpful. When were you at 
Louisburg? 

Maya 

Maya Budihardjo 
Student Services Manager 
Department of Public Policy 
214 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
p. 919.962.1600 

From." Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 1:31 PM 



To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: Please join me in welcoming Maya, our new Student Services Manager! 

Welcome aboard Maya! I hope it has been a smooth transition for you. I think you will really like it here at UNC. 

Agatha will do a great job of getting you prepared. I see that you spent some time at Louisburg. I was there for two 

years! Well if you need anything let me know. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p. 919.966.5496 

Dear All, 

I am very pleased to announce that Maya Budihardjo will be the new Student Services Manager for the department of 

Public Policy, beginning TODAY! 

Maya’s background includes working in Admissions at both the North Carolina Wesleyan College and Louisburg College. 

She is excited to continue working with students in an Academic environment, while not having to travel so much. As 

Maya is coming from outside of UNC, I will be training her on all of UNC’s specific policies, and ways of doing things for 

the next few weeks. Until November 15th, please continue to bring your Student Services’ questions directly to me. 

Maya will be in Abernethy Room 214, just to the right when you enter the main office. We will let you know once her 

email and phone are set up in the next week or so. Please join me in welcoming Maya and stop by to introduce yourself 

sometime this week. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 10:57 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

INTS560 

INSTS560 (final copy - sent to T-2010 Exam 11).docx 

Hi Travis, 

Please find attached INTS560 Exam for 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kelly Hanner <khanner@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 11:20 AM 

Akin, John Stephen <john_akin@unc.edu>; Aldrich, Howard E 
<Howard_Aldrich@unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A <lastra@cs.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, Richard N <pete_andrews@unc.edu>; 
’Arthur Champagne’ <artc@physics.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Wooten, Cecil W <CWWOOTEN@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; 
’Folkerts’ <j ean_folkerts@unc, edu>; Marchionini, Gary J <gary@ils.unc. edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; ’Hendrick’ 
<hendrick@unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; ’Huber’ 
<ehuber@unc.edu>; Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey 
Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S 
<j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Kier, William M <billkier@bio.unc.edu>; ’King’ 
<larking@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; ’Leloudis’ <leloudis@email.unc.edu>; Leslie, 
Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; ’Lloyd Kramer’ <lkramer@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T 
<dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Malizia, Emil E <malizia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew 
<redinbo@unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A 
<bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Salemi, Michael Kerry <Michael_Salemi@unc.edu>; 
Crimmins, Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K 
<mumby@email.unc. edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; ’Peter 
Mucha’ <mucha@unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Sayre-McCord, 
Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu>; cas sean.con <sean@physics.unc.edu>; ’Sheriff 

~earthlink.net>; Stenberg, ~;arl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Rhodes, 
Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <j ohn_gorsuch@unc.edu>; 
’Arlotta’ <arlotta@email.unc.edu>; Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; 
Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Brownfield, Shannon 
<brownfield@unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M-j <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Clemmons, 
Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon 15; <sedavis@email.unc.edu>; ’Fulenwider’ 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Young, Gideon 
<gwyoung@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jacquelene W <j ackie@unc, edu>; ’Gregoritsch’ 
<jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Dye, Jodi <dyej@email.unc.edu>; ’Jones’ 
<j oyj ones@email.unc, edu>; Kieber, Ali son J <kieber@email .unc. edu>; Kush, Jennifer 
Anne <kush@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; McCullen, 
Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; cas_sallie.con <sallie@physics.unc.edu>; 
Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Mckinney, Ashley 
<amckin@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, 
Summer <sundance@email.unc.edu>; Pasternak, Cottie <cpasternak@bio.unc.edu>; 
Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; 
Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; ’Snyder’ 
<asnyder@cs.unc.edu>; Brown, Stephanie Willen <swbrown@unc.edu>; Tauber, Marcia 
(2 <tauber@ils.unc.edu>; ’Teer’ <rebeccat@email.unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Thorpe-Turner, Dorothy M <dturner@cs.unc.edu>; ’Walker’ 
<knwalker@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; ’Weaver’ <csweaver@email.unc. edu> 

Spring 2011Textbook Submission Reports Through 10-31-2010 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submi ssion Report_Through 10-31-2010.xl s; Guaranteed Buyback 



Report CURRENT PARTICIPANTS.doc 

Dear Chairs, Deans, Senior Associate Deans, and department Liaisons, 

Here is an update on the progress for Spring 2011 percentage of on-time 
adoptions of textbooks and/or notification of No Text Needed for UNC Chapel 
Hill¯ As well as the current list of courses participating in Guaranteed 
Buyback. Attached are the two reports reflecting submissions made to Student 
Stores through 10-31-2010¯ 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course 
submissions and/or No Text Needed notification to Student Stores¯ As well as 
additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which have not 
placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed¯ Please 
review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the 
excel report. Please let us know if any changes need to be made. General 
Administration’s due date for Spring 2011 Course Materials orders is 
December 10,2010¯ 

To date we have received 58% of Spring 2011 course submissions. 

Guaranteed Buyback report reflects large introductory courses and their 
notification to Student Stores regarding the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ We 
continue to encourage and accept Guaranteed Buyback textbook commitment 
forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. Please let me know if your 
department wishes to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ 

UNC Student Stores contributes all income above operating expenses to UNC 
Chapel Hill student scholarships. Student Stores is totally receipt 
supported and receives no state funds. 

Orders can be placed in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: ~:i!w, ww¯store¯unc¯edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at 
Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

Quick summary review: 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also 

include submission stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. 

The Board of Govemor’s is requiring all stores affiliated with the sixteen 
North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of on-time 

adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 
General Administration Board of Govemors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required 
textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover 
and will withstand a two to three year adoption cycle¯" 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that 



are introductory level and taken by a relatively high percentage of 
students." 

. "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for 
Finance in any future requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 
Course Materials Manager 
UNC Studem Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 4:18 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <slgore@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRO/AFAM Undergraduate Bulletin files due Nov 11 

Thanks for the reminder Adam. We are working on this. I have also asked Laurie to update the contact people to include me and take you out. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business 

Depml_me~t of Public Policy 

217 Abemett~y HNI, CB ¢3435 

Depa~menl of At?ican & ~?o-~erican Studies 

109 Battle HN1, CB #3395 

~ niversil~ of No~b Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p~ 919~962,2788 

£ 919~95Z5824 

F~m~ ~ent, ~dam 
Sent~ Thursdag, November 04, 2010 11:00 
T~ Buell, ~gatha; NcNillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subje¢t~ ~: 

Adam Ken~ 
~epa~tme~la~ Manager 

Off~ce of Aas 

CB 3056, ~3C 
Chape~ H~IL NC 27599-305~ 

9~ 9~g43~3200 (~rect 

919.843,7022 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: 

http:lloas~s.unc.edu/ 

From-" Hoist, Laurie C 
Sent-" Thursday, November 04, 20:t0 :t0:47 AM 
Te-" Hildebrand, Reginald I=; Lambert, Michael C; Kent, Adam S; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
$..bject-" AI=RO/AI=AM Undergraduate Bulletin files due Nov :t:t 

Dear Colleagues, 

November 11th is fast approaching and that means your 2011-12 Undergraduate Bulletin file is due in one week. This is your friendly reminder! Nick 

Siedentop {nick siedentop@unc.edu} and Erika Lindemann {ulinde@email.unc.edu} will be glad to answer questions or help in other wags, so please let 

them know if you have any questions. 

Please return your revised entry as an e-mail attachment to Laurie Hoist (holst@email.unc.edu) by November 11, 2010, with the track-changes 

feature (currently turned on and password protected) in place. 

Detailed instructions, including your Word file, were e-mailed to you on October 11. Contact Laurie Hoist if you need us to send them again. 

Sincerely, 

Nick Siedentop 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 

3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

nick siedentop@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-5819 

Fax: 919-843-6557 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 11/5/2010 3:19:34 PM 

To: ’Seck, Mamarame’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=RECIPIENTS CN= 

Mseck@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: Test 

Your message 

To: Seck, Mamarame 

SubjecTest 

t: 

Sent: 11/5/2010 3:19:34 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Seck~ Mamarame’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20101105134332082.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.05.2010 13:43:31 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kelly Hanner <khanner@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 3:39 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john_akin@unc.edu>; Aldrich, Howard E 
<Howard_Aldrich@unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A <lastra@cs.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, Richard N <pete_andrews@unc.edu>; 
’Arthur Champagne’ <artc@physics.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Wooten, Cecil W <CWWOOTEN@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Caflstein, Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; 
’Folkerts’ <j ean folkerts@unc, edu>; Marchionini, Gary J <gary@ils.unc. edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; ’Hendrick’ 
<hendrick@unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; ’Huber’ 
<ehuber@unc.edu>; Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey 
Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S 
<j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Kier, William M <billkier@bio.unc.edu>; ’King’ 
<larking@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; ’Leloudis’ <leloudis@email.unc.edu>; Leslie, 
Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; ’Lloyd Kramer’ <lkramer@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T 
<dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Malizia, Emil E <malizia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew 
<redinbo@unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A 
<bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Salemi, Michael Kerry <Michael_Salemi@unc.edu>; 
Crimmins, Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K 
<mumby@email.unc. edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; ’Peter 
Mucha’ <mucha@unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Sayre-McCord, 
Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu>; cas sean.con <sean@physics.unc.edu>; ’Sheriff 

~earthlink.net>; Stenberg, ~;arl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Rhodes, 
Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <j ohn_gorsuch@unc.edu>; 
’Arlotta’ <arlotta@email.unc.edu>; Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; 
Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Brownfield, Shannon 
<brownfield@unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M-j <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Clemmons, 
Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon 15; <sedavis@email.unc.edu>; ’Fulenwider’ 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Young, Gideon 
<gwyoung@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jacquelene W <j ackie@unc, edu>; ’Gregoritsch’ 
<jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Dye, Jodi <dyej@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Joy 
Mann <j oyj ones@email.unc, edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc. edu>; Kush, 
Jennifer Anne <kush@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; cas_sallie.con 
<sallie@physics.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Mckinney, 
Ashley <amckin@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, Summer <sundance@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K 
<nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-Cahan, 
Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; ’Snyder’ <asnyder@cs.unc.edu>; Brown, 
Stephanie Willen <swbrown@unc.edu>; Tauber, Marcia (2 <tauber@ils.unc.edu>; ’Teer’ 
<rebeccat@email.unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Thorpe-Turner, 
Dorothy M <dturner@cs.unc.edu>; Walker, Katrina N <knwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline 
<awarren@email.unc.edu>; ’Weaver’ <csweaver@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Reports through 11/7/10 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submi ssion Report-Through 11-7-2010.xls; Guaranteed Buyback 



Report CURRENT PARTICIPANTS.doc 

Dear Chairs, Deans, Senior Associate Deans, and department Liaisons, 

Here is an update on the progress for Spring 2011 percentage of on-time 
adoptions of textbooks and/or notification of No Text Needed for UNC Chapel 
Hill¯ As well as the current list of courses participating in Guaranteed 
Buyback. Attached are the two reports reflecting submissions made to Student 
Stores through 11-7-2010¯ 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course 
submissions and/or No Text Needed notification to Student Stores¯ As well as 
additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which have not 
placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed¯ Please 
review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the 
excel report. Please let us know if any changes need to be made. General 
Administration’s due date for Spring 2011 Course Materials orders is 
December 10,2010¯ 

To date we have received 63% of Spring 2011 course submissions. 

Guaranteed Buyback report reflects large introductory courses and their 
notification to Student Stores regarding the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ We 
continue to encourage and accept Guaranteed Buyback textbook commitment 
forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. Please let me know if your 
department wishes to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ 

UNC Student Stores contributes all income above operating expenses to UNC 
Chapel Hill student scholarships. Student Stores is totally receipt 
supported and receives no state funds. 

Orders can be placed in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: ~:i!w, ww¯store¯unc¯edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at 
Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

Quick summary review: 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also 

include submission stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. 

The Board of Govemor’s is requiring all stores affiliated with the sixteen 
North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of on-time 

adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 
General Administration Board of Govemors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required 
textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover 
and will withstand a two to three year adoption cycle¯" 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that 



are introductory level and taken by a relatively high percentage of 
students." 

. "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for 
Finance in any future requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 
Course Materials Manager 
UNC Studem Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kelly Hanner <khanner@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 12:04 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john_akin@unc.edu>; Aldrich, Howard E 
<Howard_Aldrich@unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A <lastra@cs.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, Richard N <pete_andrews@unc.edu>; 
’Arthur Champagne’ <artc@physics.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Wooten, Cecil W <CWWOOTEN@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Caflstein, Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; 
’Folkerts’ <j ean folkerts@unc, edu>; Marchionini, Gary J <gary@ils.unc. edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; ’Hendrick’ 
<hendrick@unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; ’Huber’ 
<ehuber@unc.edu>; Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey 
Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S 
<j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Kier, William M <billkier@bio.unc.edu>; ’King’ 
<larking@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; ’Leloudis’ <leloudis@email.unc.edu>; Leslie, 
Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; ’Lloyd Kramer’ <lkramer@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T 
<dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Malizia, Emil E <malizia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew 
<redinbo@unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A 
<bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Salemi, Michael Kerry <Michael_Salemi@unc.edu>; 
Crimmins, Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K 
<mumby@email.unc. edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; ’Peter 
Mucha’ <mucha@unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Sayre-McCord, 
Geoff <sayre-mccord@unc.edu>; cas sean.con <sean@physics.unc.edu>; ’Sheriff 

~earthlink.net>; Stenberg, ~;arl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Rhodes, 
Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <j ohn_gorsuch@unc.edu>; 
’Arlotta’ <arlotta@email.unc.edu>; Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; 
Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Brownfield, Shannon 
<brownfield@unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M-j <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Clemmons, 
Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon 15; <sedavis@email.unc.edu>; ’Fulenwider’ 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Young, Gideon 
<gwyoung@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jacquelene W <j ackie@unc, edu>; ’Gregoritsch’ 
<jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Dye, Jodi <dyej@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Joy 
Mann <j oyj ones@email.unc, edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc. edu>; Kush, 
Jennifer Anne <kush@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; cas_sallie.con 
<sallie@physics.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Mckinney, 
Ashley <amckin@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, Summer <sundance@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K 
<nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-Cahan, 
Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; ’Snyder’ <asnyder@cs.unc.edu>; Brown, 
Stephanie Willen <swbrown@unc.edu>; Tauber, Marcia C <tauber@ils.unc.edu>; ’Teer’ 
<rebeccat@email.unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Thorpe-Turner, 
Dorothy M <dturner@cs.unc.edu>; Walker, Katrina N <knwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline 
<awarren@email.unc.edu>; ’Weaver’ <csweaver@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Reports Through 11-14-2010 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submi ssion Report_Through 11 - 14-2010.xl s; Guaranteed Buyback 



Report CURRENT PARTICIPANTS.doc 

Dear Chairs, Deans, Senior Associate Deans, and department Liaisons, 

Here is an update on the progress for Spring 2011 percentage of on-time 
adoptions of textbooks and/or notification of No Text Needed for UNC Chapel 
Hill¯ As well as the current list of courses participating in Guaranteed 
Buyback. Attached are the two reports reflecting submissions made to Student 
Stores through 11-14-2010. 

Spring 2011 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course 
submissions and/or No Text Needed notification to Student Stores¯ As well as 
additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which have not 
placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed¯ Please 
review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the 
excel report. Please let us know if any changes need to be made. General 
Administration’s due date for Spring 2011 Course Materials orders is 
December 10,2010¯ 

To date we have received 72% of Spring 2011 course submissions. 

Guaranteed Buyback report reflects large introductory courses and their 
notification to Student Stores regarding the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ We 
continue to encourage and accept Guaranteed Buyback textbook commitment 
forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. Please let me know if your 
department wishes to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program¯ 

UNC Student Stores contributes all income above operating expenses to UNC 
Chapel Hill student scholarships. Student Stores is totally receipt 
supported and receives no state funds. 

Orders can be placed in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: ~:i!w, ww¯store¯unc¯edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at 
Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

Quick summary review: 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also 

include submission stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. 

The Board of Govemor’s is requiring all stores affiliated with the sixteen 
North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of on-time 

adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 
General Administration Board of Govemors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required 
textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover 
and will withstand a two to three year adoption cycle¯" 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that 



are introductory level and taken by a relatively high percentage of 
students." 

. "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for 
Finance in any future requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 
Course Materials Manager 
UNC Studem Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 10:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 1902015 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: stgore updated the worklog via the web 

Hi Adriano, 

Thanks for calling and following up. The problem was actually resolved a few minutes before his scheduled appointment. We 
happened to have someone from OASIS that was already in the building that took care of it. Thanks. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwww.tmc.edt~iaro 
bin/web s~bimdex.pF?pa=4ge=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 11:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/16/2010 11:26 
Ticket #: 1907762 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 

Good Morning! 

Professor Nzongola is having printer problems. It will not allow him to print. He is in battle hall room 201. If he is not in then you 
can come to main office room 109 and I have key a key to his office and will let you in. I will be out of the office from 12pm to lpm 

Thanks 

Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: h,aps://~ww.unc.ed~/ar°bin/webs~b/index.p~e~e~‘pa~e&dep~=~AS1S%2~Techmca1%2~S~1~p~r~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.97 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 12:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 1902015 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 6:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Crowder sent you a message on Facebook... 

Deborah sent you a message. 

Subject: hey 

Hey. I’ve been meaning to write all day long. It was a terrible weekend!!!!!!! What in 
the world is your opinion about the bb? FB didn’t really surprise me, just sad. 
Women’s soccer was the worst. How are things going otherwise? Plans for 
Thanksgiving? dc 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 
9 o http://www~facebook,com/n/, inbox 

o 2Freadmessage,php&t= 1333770523429&mid:354ffffG2964c7G7593596G0&n_m=stgore Yo40email,unc,edu 

Ths message was ntended for stgore@ema I.unc.edu, If you do not wsh to receive ths type of emal from Facebook n 

the future, please follow the Ink below to unsubscdbe, h~p://www,facebook, com/o,php? 

k=c0fedS&u=2712775&mid=354ffffG2964cTGTS93596G0 Facebook, Inc PO. Box 1,0005, Palo Alto CA 94303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 11:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Crowder sent you a message on Facebook... 

Deborah sent you a message. 

November 23~ 2010 at 2;llam 

Re: hey 

Arlo Guthrie is going to be in the Macy’s parade. Pretty unbelievable. Roy is getting 
some bad press already about handling this team. Are you working on Wed or just 
tomorrow? dc 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 
? o h~p:!/,~.facebook~cor~#n/inbox ~ 

2Freadmessage.php&t= ~333770523429&mid=3553c2bG2964cTG7598~22GO&n_m=stgore ~40emai!~unc~edu 

Ths message was ntended for stgore~gema l,unc,edu, If you do not wsh to rece ve ths type of emal from Facebook in 
the future, please follow the Ink belo~’~, to unsubscribe, h~p;i/ww~,facebook, comio php? 

k=cOfedS&u=2712775&mid=3553c2bG2964cTG7598122GO Facebook, Inc, P,O, Box 10005 Palo Alto, CA 94303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 8:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FEDEX 

Good morning Travis, 

Thanks for giving me the FedEx acct. number. I will use it to send a check to Eunice’s guest speaker who visited Chapel Hill last 
month. 

Yes, the donut! It’s really nice of you and I actually gave the red/green sprinkled one to Maya when I came back from Battle yesterday 
because I kept coughing and I didn’t want to ruin the taste. She enjoyed it. Again, thanks! 

Haemn Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-962-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
hrmiller@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2010 4:23 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: FW: FEDEX 

Hi Haeran, 

Agatha asked me to send you the Fed Ex account number. There was some confusion about this number in the past but to my 
knowledge this is still our number. Please see number below. Hope you liked the snowman donut! I am sorry I forgot the candy but I 
will bring it next time ! 

Bye, 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 5:14 PM 
To: Rad, Debbie 
Subject: RE: FEDEX 

Hi Debbie, 

I found an account number for fed ex. 

127763682 

Thanks 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Julius Nyang’oro [ maiLmac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2010 4:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Subject: FEDEX 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 
Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2010 12:40:15 -0400 
From: Debbie Rad <md@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc.edu> 

Hi Julius: 

We are trying to send the Fed Ex package but we do not have your FedEx 
account number. Our office tried to email Adam but he has not responded 
maybe he is out today. Could you give me the Fed Ex account number for 
your department. 

Thanks 

Debbie 

On 9/27/2010 3:38 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
I think we have already delayed too much. Let’s go with what we have 
now. Thanks for your quick reply. Julius 

On 9/27/2010 3:32 PM, Debbie Rad wrote: 
>> You can only apply for 3 years at a time. If you want to start the 
>> process over again for the three year period of time we can do that. But 
>> this will take time and we are ready to file his H-1B tomorrow since we 
>> got the check today. 
>> 
>> Debbie 
>> 
>> On 9/27/2010 3:21 PM, Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 
>>> Hi Debbie: 
>>> I had made a mistake in your email address. Sorry. 
>>> Julius 

>>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>>> Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 
>>> Date: 27 Sep 2010 14:06:42 -0400 
>>> From: Mail Delivery System <MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu> 
>>> To: jen321 @email.unc.edu 

>>> The following message to <ard@eamil.unc.edu> was undeliverable. 
>>> The reason for the problem: 
>>> 5.1.2 - Bad destination host ’DNS Hard Error looking up eamil.unc.edu 
>>> (MX): NXDomain’ 

>> 

Debbie Rad 
International Student and Scholar Advisor 
International Student and Scholar Services 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
2004 FedEx Global Education Center - CB 5240 
(Corner of Pittsboro and McCauley Streets) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 
Phone: (919) 962-5661 



Fax: (919) 962-4282 

htJ~p],~lobal, m~c.ed~/isss 

Walk-in Office Hours: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Telephone Inquires; 8;00 am - 5;00 pm 
Appointments by request: Please send an e-mail to schedule an appointment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 12:15 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Manuscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 

Dean~press_release Dec 1 2010 (final flyer).doc 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan [mailto:hartlyn@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:49 AM 
To: Managers of Depts & Cr in Social Sciences 
Subject: [ssmgrs] FW: Manuscript Competition-African Diaspora -Vanderbilt 
Importance: High 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please share the flyer below with your faculty members in the fields of the Humanities and Social Sciences. 

Yours, 

Hortense J. Spillers 
Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Professor of English 



Announcement: Manuscript Competition 
Issues in Critical Investigation (ICI): The African Diaspora 

November 30, 2010-January 15, 2011 
Vanderbilt University 

Issues in Critical Investigation: The African Diaspora (ICI) is pleased to announce our second book competition 
for the two best unpublished, single-authored manuscripts or manuscripts of linked essays. The winners of the two 
prizes--the Anna Julia Cooper Prize in the Humanities and the Ida B. Wells Prize in the Social Sciences--will each 
receive $3,000 and the option for a book contract with Vanderbilt University Press. Each manuscript must be written 
(1) by an untenured professor who is currently seeking tenure and (2) on a specific topic under the general 
rubric of the global African Diaspora and produced in any field of the Humanities and the Social Sciences. 

Manuscripts will be read and closely evaluated by senior professors in the relevant fields and the winners announced each 
fall when an annual symposium will be convened at Vanderbilt. 

Possible topics may include, but are not limited to, the following: 

African, African-American or African-Canadian studies 
Anthropology 
Atlantic African slave trade 
Black European studies 
Black popular culture 
Caribbean studies 
Cinema and film studies 
Economics 
Education 
Ethics 
Latin-American studies 
Media 
Philosophy 
Religion 
War and peace 



All submissions must be emailed to ici~vanderbilt.edu, between November 30, 2010-January 15, 2011, with the subj ect 
line "Submission." Do NOT send full manuscripts at this time. Please include the following: cover letter, CV, and 
proposal with a prospectus and book outline 

Candidates will be notified by February l, 2011 if they are invited to submit a full manuscript. The full manuscript will be 

due between February 15-February 28, 2011. All submissions must be exclusive to ICI. 

For information contact: Hortense J. Spillers, executive director, Renee de la Sea, program coordinator, Vanderbilt 
University, Station B # 351654, 2301 Vanderbilt Place, Nashville, TN, 37235 

ici@vanderbilt.edu office: 615-322-3421    www.vanderbilt.edu/ICI 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

International Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: de la Sea, Renee [mailto:renee.de.la.sea@Vanderbilt.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 4:11 PM 
Subject: Manuscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 
Importance: High 

Please open the attached and share with colleagues. Hard copy will arrive shortly. 

Thank you. Happy Holidays! 

Renee 

Renee de la Sea (Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.) 
Assistant to the Director of ICI 
Department of English, Benson 315 
Vanderbilt University 
Station B, Box 351654 
2301 Vanderbilt Place 

Nashville, Tennessee 37235-1654 
USA 

Tel.: 615-322-3421 
Fax: 615-343-8028 
renee.de.la.sea@vanderbilt.edu 
ici@vanderbilt.edu 



Spam 

Not spam 
Forget previous vote 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28255488 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28255488-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 6:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Final Edits for Course Descriptions for 2011 

African and Afro CD from 2011 .docx 

Hi Travis, 

FYI -this [s the final version/schedule for Summer School 2011. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 6:01 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: Final Edits for Course Descriptions for 2011 

Hi Erin, 

Please find attached the edits for African & Afro-American Studies. 
I will get back to you and Public Policy later this week. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
2!7 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UniversityofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 8:22 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Final Edits for Course Descriptions for 2011 

Hi Agatha, 

I have you listed for a couple departments so I am sending both course descriptions for AFAM/AFRI and Public Policy. 

Please review both descriptions or delegate to the correct person for final edits, corrections, cancellations, etc. I will 

need these back to me no later than Friday, December 10th. If all looks well for the descriptions please just reply that it 

all looks fine and no changes need to be made. 

Thank you and have a great day, 

Erin Moseley 

Erin S. Moseley 

Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3340, 134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 

919-966-4364 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 12/7/2010 8:25:35 PM 

To: ’Selassie, Bereket H’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS CN= 

Bselassi@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: FW: email 

Your message 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

SubjecFW: email 

t: 

Sent: 12/7/2010 8:25:34 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie~ Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

i H C L:A 

.... 0~ UHC + 
TS...CH = Ssek-sss~@ad.. u ricked u 
#550 5~Ix~ R~SOLVERIDR~%xRedpNo~:F:oun8; 

Od@~s~ messs~;~e hesde~"s: 

Z=~.VM ;u~.::X £’L’ 3..-~d ~, 

D<.c 20i0 15s25:.~5 ---0500 

C c, £ ¢~:..::.~~ s t --- "i yp e :: 

i:,~c c e p L --- L~-~n q :} .:.:~ c.~ ~-. 

.:/.--b:U:ib--.~:-~& s---Attach :: 

.:: -- blS-- ikN k=.:;:"-- Co .~: r e:]..:.-~. :. o r :: 

.N.kbIS.-V~:.~ .:: s .~. 

Y --- O : i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:26 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: email 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 12/7/2010 8:26:32 PM 

To: ’Selassie, Bereket H’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS CN= 

Bselassi@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: FW: email 

Your message 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

SubjecFW: email 

t: 

Sent: 12/7/2010 8:26:31 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie~ Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

i H C L:A 

.... 0~ UHC + 
TS...CH = Ssek-sss~@ad.. u ricked u 
#550 5~Ix~ R~SOLVERIDR~%xRedpNo~:F:oun8; 

Od@~s~ messs~;~e hesde~"s: 

Z=~.VM ;u~.::X £’L’ 3..-~d ~, 

D<.c 20i0 15s20.:,~2 ---0500 

C c, z ¢~:..::.~~ ~ t --- "i yp e :: 

i:,~c c e p L --- L~-~n q :} .:.:~ c.~ ~-. 

.:/.--b:U:ib--.~:-~& s---Attach :: 

.:: -- blS-- ikN k=.:;:"-- Co .~: r e:]..:.-~. :. o r :: 

.N.kbIS.-V~:.~ .:: s .~. 

Y --- O : i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:27 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: email 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 12/7/2010 8:26:55 PM 
To: ’Selassie, Bereket H’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS 

CN=Bselassi@ad,unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: FW: FW: email 

AttachmenFW: FW: email 

is: 

Your message 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

Subject: FW: FW: email 

Sent:    12/7/2010 8:26:54 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie, Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:27 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FW: email 

From= Postmaster 
Sent= Tuesday, December 07, 2010 3:27 PM 
To= Gore, Travis 
Subject= Undeliverable: FW: email 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie, Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the message. If the problem 
continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Generating server; ad~unc~edu 

-~=UN~+20BKcHANGE~U=EX~HANGE+2~AD~NzSTRA~VE+2~GR~UP+20+28FYDzB~HF23SPDLT+2g-~N=REGzHENT~-~N=Bse~assi@ad~unc edu 
#550 5~11 RESOLVER ADR.ExRecipNotFound~ not found ## 

Odg hal message headers: 

Received: from itsomsxmbs3flad,unc.edu ([169,254,3,61]) by 
KS HgXHT3.ad.unc,edu (IZ72,27,172,154]} with mapi id 14,01 0255.000~ Tue~ 7 
Dec 2010 15;26;32 -0500 
Content Type: application/ms tnef name=’winmail.dat 
Content T@nsfer Encoding; binary 
From: ’Gore~ Trays’ <stgore@ema Lunc.edu> 
@o; Seasse Bereket H’ <bselassi@email~uncedu> 
Subject: FW: emal 
Thread-Topic: emal 
Threaddndex: AcuW%E1 ro+kkxb~zQD2exd2BT7Ur2AAALH]Q 
Date: Tue~ 7 Dec 20~0 ~5;26;3~ 0500 
Messag@XD: < ~AB7228820F22C47BD02CADESFC90E2~0 ~ 7587BA@KS+ISXMBS3F ad,unc edu> 
Accept Language: enUS 
ContenbLanguage: enUS 
X~MS Has A~ach: 
X~MS TNEF~Corre[ato~: < ~AB7228820F22C47BD02GADESFC90E2~0 ~7587BA@ZTS@ISXMBS3F ad uric edu> 
M~ME@’ers on: 
X-Or g hating P: [~52 1%236,2] 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Karla Slocum 

Slocum 

Karla 

University of N. Carolina-Chapel Hill 

CB#3115, 301 Alumni Building Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

dacrowde <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 9, 2010 6:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: Expiring Work Authorization - EPA and EPA/SPA Direct Hire Temp 

winmail.dat 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Expiring Work Authorization - EPA and EPA/SPA Direct Hire Temp 
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 17:11:46 +0000 
From: "Green, Laverne Lydia" <llgreen@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Crowder, Deborah A" <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Our records indicate that the following employee(s) have work 
authorizations that will expire soon. Each employee must present a new 
work authorization before the expiration date in order to continue 
employment with the University and ensure compliance with federal law. 

Employee Name 
Mamarame Seck 

Expiration Date 

2/28/2011 

When you receive the new work authorization, you must do the following: 

1. Verify that the employee’s new work authorization is current and 

valid. The document(s) presented must reasonably appear to be genuine and 

relate to the person presenting them. (See Standards of Review on page 6 of 

the 1-9 Process in a Nutshell). 
2. Complete Section 3 Re-verification on the Form 1-9. Record the 

work authorization document ritle, document number and expiration date. If 

Section 3 has already been used, photocopy a blank Section 3 and attach it 

to the original Form 1-9. 
3. Attach a photocopy of the new work authorization document. 
4. Forward a copy of the Form 1-9 and authorization document(s) to the 

EEV Specialists, CB #1045. 

5. Send the employee to International Student and Scholar Services 
(ISSS) to update their work authorization record. 

If the employee does not present a new work authorization before the 

expiration date, s/he cannot continue to work and must be separated from 

employment with the University immediately. 

Thank you for your time and prompt attention in this matter. Please 

contact me at 843-8350 to provide the employee’s work authorization status 

upon receipt of this letter. 



From: 

To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, December 10, 2010 3:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill el’~ews 

Posted Date: 12/I0/20i0 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews. Subscribe at www~townofchape/hi/!.org/s!gnup or send a sign-up request to 
info@townofchape/hi/!,org. Fan us at www.facebook~comZpages/Chape/-Hi/!-NC/Town-of-ChapeI-Hi/I/29918532261 and 
follow us at twitter.com/townchapelhill. 

4. Chapel H(ii-Carrboro Holiday Parade 

6, Sweari~g~n Ceremony for Police Chief Chris 

1o TOWNweek has been posted: 
www.townofchapelhill.orq/townweek 

### 

2. Council Business Meeting Summary 
Posted Date: 12/7/2010 

The Chapel Hill Town Council met at 7 p.m. Monday, Dec. 6, in Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., to 
consider an agenda that includes the following highlights. Council meetings are cablecast on Chapel Hill TV18, the 
cable government access channel and via streaming video at www.townofchapelhill.orq (see link to "Council Video and 
Agendas"). The full agenda is available for review on the web at chapelhillpublic.novusagenda.com/MeetingView.aspx? 
MeetingID=90&MinutesMeetinqID=-i or by contacting the Town Clerk at 9:[9-968-2743 or clerk@townofchapelhill.orq. 

Sidewalk Construction Program: The Town Council adopted its list of priorities for new sidewalk construction. A 
public forum on this issue was held on Sept. 27. The Town is expected to have available about $1,356,270 in regional 
and local funds for construction of sidewalks. The foUowing is a list of the top 10 sidewalk projects proposed for 
construction based on ranking score: 

~ Ephesus Church Road, south side, East of Sharon Rd to Colony Woods Drive, Ephesus Ch Road #2, north side, 
Colony Woods Dr to Pope Road, University Drive, north side, Pittsboro Street to Ransom Street, MLK Jr. Blvd., east 
side, Timber Hollow Court to Homestead Road ~ Culbreth Rd, south side, Cobble Ridge and Rossburn Way, Weaver 
Dairy Road, west side, Erwin Road to Arcadia Place ~ Weaver Dairy Road, east side, Erwin Road to Arcadia Place, 
Estes Drive, south side, Burlage Circle to Franklin St ¯ Country Club Road, west side, Ridge Road to T Parking Lot ~ 
Pinehurst Drive, Burning Tree Drive to Driskel Court 

I~C 54 Corridor Study: The Council endorsed the initiation of the proposed NC 54 Corridor Phase 2 studies and 
directed that comments on the draft NC54 Corridor Study be provided to the Durham-Chapel HilI-Carrboro 



Metropolitan Planning Organization. Several of the important recommendations of the Draft NC54 Study, including the 

implementation of the super street and land use concept will be impacted by the final alignment of the light rail 

corridor between the University of North Carolina and Duke University. Once the light rail alignment has been selected 

the Draft NC54 Study will need to be amended to reflect the impacts of that alignment on the recommendations of the 

study. The Council amended the study to include the impact on the effected neighborhoods with regard to additional 

public transit through the designated connector. A public forum on the study was held on Nov. 8. 

Tree Protection Ordinance: The Council adopted changes to the Tree Protection Ordinance. Chapel Hill’s Tree 

Protection Ordinance establishes a new vision statement that calls for protection of the Town’s tree canopy cover. The 

current ordinance required a permit to remove trees in a cumulative area of more than 5,000 square feet. The update 

to the ordinance establishes a new vision statement that calls for a balanced approach to protecting Chapel Hill’s trees 

without overregulation of residential properties and property owners. The revised ordinance strikes a balance between 

the Town’s goals of supporting a sustainable future and improving the development review process. A report will be 

provided to the Council in March 2055 that will provide more qualitative information about the effectiveness of the 

ordinance changes to the definition of "significant tree stands," the reactions of applicants to the new regulations, and 

the interest of Neighborhood Conservation Districts in considering neighborhood specific tree canopy coverage 
standards. Learn more www.townofchapelhil/.or(:l!trees. 

Elderly Persons and Persons with Disabilities Grant," The Council authorized awarded grant funds totaling 

$537,683 to be used to support Chapel Hill Transit’s mobility management program, to introduce an EZ Rider 

Weekend Pass program, to offer training on the use of the fixed route system to users of Chapel Hill Transit’s elderly 

and mobility impaired users and to provide needed upgrades to bus stops for mobility impaired individuals. 

### 

3. Hall 

Posted Date: $2/7/2050 

The Town Council is considering an interesting idea - whether to move the Chapel Hill Public Library to the University 

Mall. The idea is that the library will meet its space needs, find a new home in a busy and user-friendly location, save 

money for the Town by forgoing expansion construction at its current facility, and potentially provide its existing 

building for some other public use. 

Is it the best course of action for our community? The Mayor and Town Council members are seeking more 

information before they decide (potentially in February 2011}, and they especially want to hear from you, Chapel Hill 

citizens! You are encouraged to fill out the comment form at www.townofchapelhill.orq/futurelibrary. Provide your 

input by clicking on the Share Your Ideas button! 

Town Manager Roger L. Stancil has created several working groups to research the question thoroughly. The 

information prepared by these working groups, including building footprints, cost comparisons and other projections, 

all will be available on the website. 

Please visit www.townofchapelhill.org/futurelibrary or email us at info@townofchapelhill.or% 

### 

Posted Date: $2/7/2050 

The Chapel HilI-Carrboro Holiday Parade, presented by The Chapel Hill ]aycees, will be held from $0 a.m. to noon 

Saturday, Dec. $$. The parade starts at the Morehead Planetarium and winds the entire length of Franklin Street to 

Carrboro Town Hall. Parking will be FREE downtown on Saturdays in December! There will be no parking on Franklin 

Street for the duration of the Parade. For complete details visit www.chapelhilljaycees.org. 

### 

Posted Date: $$/29/2050 



Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will implement detours due to street closures during the Chapel HilI-Carrboro Holiday parade 
Saturday, Dec 11. The parade will begin on East Franklin Street at the ~4orehead Planetarium, travel west on Franklin 
Street, and end at Carrboro Town Hall on Main StreeL 

The following Saturday routes will be detoured/delayed as a result of the parade: 

CW - 9:45 a.m. - 11:45 a.m, 

FG route - 8:30 a.m. - 11:10 a,m. 

DN route ~ 8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 

JN route -100 a,m. - 11:30 a.m. 

route ~ 8:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m, 

route - will begin at 11:20 a.m, at the Carolina Coffee Shop 

The Saturday C[I and NU routes will operate on regular schedules. 

CHT will make every attempt to maintain schedules but is advising customers to expect delays and to allow extra 
travel time due to the parade. While CHT will attempt to operate normal printed schedules on all routes, delays may 
occur. Customers should plan to travel earlier than 10 a.m. and after noon to avoid parade traffic. 

For specific information on the detours, please visit chtransit.org or contact a CHT customer service representative at 

919-969-4900. 

### 

Posted Date: 12/8/2010 

On Friday, Dec. 17, Chapel Hill Police Chief Chris Blue will be officially sworn in as the replacement for the retiring 
Chief Brian Curran. The ceremony is open to the public and will take place from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Hargraves 
Community Center, 216 N. Roberson St. 

Chief Blue received his bachelor’s degree from UNC in radio, television and motion pictures in 1990 and his master’s 
degree in public administration from N.C. State University in 2005. He began working with the Chapel Hil! Police 
Department in 1997. During his employment he has held positions of assistant chief, captain, lieutenant, sergeant, 
patrol officer and crime prevention officer in the community services unit. His recent appointment comes after an 
internal assessment where he was critiqued and evaluated, specifically in areas like adaptable problem-solving, 
interpersonal development, leadership and operations management. Znitially, Chief Blue has stated he plans to focus 
on using data to allocate resources, renew traffic education and enforcement, and refocus the importance of 
community policing. 

Please join us in celebrating this achievement and take the opportunity to meet Chief Blue, 

### 

7. Loose Leaves: Don’t Block the Streets 

Posted Date: 12/10/2010 

CONTACT: Wendy Smith 919-969-7246 

Chapel Hill’s loose leaf collection will continue through mid-February. Please be sure to keep leaves out of the streets. 

Leaves or other yard waste in the streets present hazards for bike riders and traffic, and also prevent rain and melted 
snow from draining through storm drains. Good drainage prevents flooding in heavy rain and allows stormwater to 
drain off before it freezes on roadways. Leaves may clog drains or wash into creeks where the excess nutrients will 
degrade water quality of local creeks and Jordan Lake. "Ensuring public safety, saving money from emergency storm 
drain cleaning, and contributing to environmental health are all reasons for people not to place leaves in the streets," 
said Wendy Smith, Environmental Education Coordinator for the Town’s Stormwater Hanagement Division. 



you’re worried about leaf piles killing your grass, plan a raking schedule. For the current leaf collection route, visit 

£is.townofchapelhil/.orq/leaf collection or call 919-969-5100. Remember that hoses on vacuum trucks can reach 8 to 
10 feet from the street 

Zf properties do not have an area behind the curb to place loose leaves for vacuuming, place them in a 30 gallon, 50 

pound weight limit, rigid container, in 30-gallon paper yard waste bags available at most hardware stores (no plastic 

bags), or in yard waste carts purchased from the Town of Chapel Hill’s Public Works Department. Bagged and 

containerized leaves will be collected weekly on the regular, year-round yard waste schedule: on Thursdays for 

residents with Nonday garbage collection; on Fridays for residents with Tuesday garbage collection. Yard waste in 

plastic bags will not be collected. 

Home composting is a sustainable use for leaves. Place fall leaves beside the compost bin and use them throughout 

the year as the "brown" ingredients needed for problem-free composting of kitchen waste and grass clippings. Orange 

County Solid Waste offers composting bins for $50. For more information on composting 

www,co,orange.nc.us/recyc/inq/compost.asp_ or call the Recycling Office at 919-968-7288, 

### 

Posted Date: 12/6/2010 

CONTACT: Sue Burke 969-7266 or Chris Jensen 969-7233 

Chapel Hill property owners with land adjacent to streams may now have new restrictions for maintenance or 

development in addition to those under Chapel Hill’s Resource Conservation District, Watershed Water Supply District, 

and National Flood Znsurance Program. Zn the interest of cleaning up Jordan Lake, an increasingly polluted drinking 

water supply reservoir, recreation area and wildlife habitat, the State requires all local governments within the Jordan 

Lake Watershed to adopt ordinances, policies and procedures based on a State model to protect and preserve existing 

stream buffers. 

Chapel Hill’s Jordan Watershed Riparian Buffer Protection Ordinance is scheduled to become effective immediately 

upon adoption on Nonday, Dec. 6, as Section 5.::[8 in Chapel Hill’s Land Use Nanagement Ordinance. As part of an 

overall nutrient reduction strategy for the lake, these new stream buffer requirements will affect maintenance and 

development within the 50-foot buffer along streams subject to the Jordan Lake Rules. The Jordan Lake buffer rules 

apply only to streams that are shown on either the USDA County Soil Survey Naps or the US Geological Survey 7.5 

minute quadrangle topographic maps. Existing and ongoing uses and activities are unaffected. However, any changes 

in use of the land or development of the property will trigger the buffer rules. [nformation sessions for developers and 

consultants will be held from 9 to 10 a.m. Wednesday, Dec. 8, and Wednesday, Dec. 15, at the Chapel Hill Public 

Library to introduce the new ordinance and discuss the requirements. RSVPs should be made to Sue Burke at 

sburke@townofchapelhill.orq. 

Buffers adjacent to streams provide multiple environmental protection and resource management benefits. Forested 
buffers enhance and protect the natural ecology of stream systems, as well as water quality through bank 
stabilization, shading, and nutrient removal. They also help to minimize flood damage in flood prone areas. Well- 
vegetated streamside riparian areas help to remove nitrogen and prevent sediment and sediment-bound pollutants 
such as phosphorous from reaching the streams. 

Background information and ordinance: www.townofchapelhill.orq!index.aspx?p__a~qe=1615 

### 

Posted Date: 12/6/2010 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Saturday, Dec. 11, for the UNC-Chapel Hill 
men’s basketball game against the Long Beach State 49ers, scheduled for 7 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. 

Tar Heel Express shuttles will begin at 5:30 p.m. from the park and ride lots at the Friday Center, Southern Village, 
University Nail (next to Dillards) and Jones Ferry Road. Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina Coffee Shop 



at 138 East Franklin St. (no parking provided). The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, 
running every 10 to 15 minutes between the park and ride lots and the Dean E. Smith Center. The shuttles will 
operate for 45 minutes following the game. 

Shuttles drop off and pick up on Bowles Drive in front of the Dean E. Smith Center. Shuttle rides are $5 for a round= 
trip or $3 for a one-way trip. Rides from the Carolina Coffee Shop are $2 one-way or $4 round-trip. 

For additiona~ information on the Tar Hee~ Express Shuttle, p~ease visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.org or cal~ a 
customer service representative at 9:[9=969=4900. 

### 

Posted Date: 11/23/20~L0 

Parking is always free on Sundays in Downtown Chapel Hill, but this holiday season parking will be I=RI~E on Saturdays 
as well! The Town of Chapel Hill will be offering downtown patrons and visitors free parking on Saturdays in December 
at all municipal lots, the Wallace parking deck, and at on=street meters. At 5 p.m. on these Saturdays, the Wallace 
Deck and Rosemary-Columbia Lot will begin charging at their normal rate. 

### 

11o I~orth Ellio~ Road Closure 
Posted Date: 12/10/2010 

CONTACT: Sue Burke, Stormwater Engineer: 919=969-7266 

North EIliott Road between E. Franklin Street and the intersection with Velma and Old Oxford Roads will be 
temporarily closed beginning Wednesday, Dec. 15, to allow emergency repair work on a stormwater drainage pipe. A 
hole has opened up in the pavement and creates a public safety hazard. Weather permitting, the work is expected to 
take two to three days. 

Updates will be posted at www.townofchapelhill.orq/stormwater, 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http:~/www‘t~wn~fchapelhil~‘~rq/index‘aspx?p-~qe=38&subscriberguid=86937335‘e1b8-43~8-9a64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please dick the following link: 

ht=h_~ :!!www.townofchapelhill .orq!index.aspxTp=£qe= 38&subscriberguid =86937335-e lb8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 4:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Give Cheer, Inspire Hope - Support UNC Lineberger! 

Lineberger Banner: 

Today’s Best Care, Tomorrow’s Best Hope 

Join UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center and the N.C. Cancer Hospital in celebrating the special gifts we share 



throughout the year. 

Whether it is a welcoming smile, handshake or warm hug given just when someone needs it, we strive every day to give 
cancer patients and their caregivers comfort, joy and hope. 

Watch Video 

This holiday season, share your well wishes and send thoughts of hope and cheer. Make a gift to UNC Lineberger. 

UNC Lineberger s E-News subscriber list is not open to the public and wll not be sha~ed with thrd paRies. If you have questions 
about UNC Lineberger’s privacy polcy or fyou think your informaton has been msused, pease emal us at 
tcccnews~med.unc.edu 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, Campus Box 7295, Chapel Hill, NC 27599°7295 

Unsubscribe Link 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 5:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Give Cheer, Inspire Hope - Support UNC Lineberger! 

Lineberger Banner: 

Today’s Best Care, Tomorrow’s Best Hope 

Join UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center and the N.C. Cancer Hospital in celebrating the special gifts we share 



throughout the year. 

Whether it is a welcoming smile, handshake or warm hug given just when someone needs it, we strive every day to give 
cancer patients and their caregivers comfort, joy and hope. 

Watch Video 

This holiday season, share your well wishes and send thoughts of hope and cheer. Make a gift to UNC Lineberger. 

UNC Lineberger s E-News subscriber list is not open to the public and wll not be sha~ed with thrd paRies. If you have questions 
about UNC Lineberger’s privacy polcy or fyou think your informaton has been msused, pease emal us at 
tcccnews~med.unc.edu 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, Campus Box 7295, Chapel Hill, NC 27599°7295 

Unsubscribe Link 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 3:55 P~4 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date; 12/22/2010 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews. Subscribe at www.townofcha~ or send a sign-up request Lo 
info@townofcha~. Fan us at www.facebook.com~eI-HilI-NC!Town-of-Cha~9918532261 and 
follow us at twitter.comJtowncha~oelhill~ 

Check your 

1o TOWNweek has been posted: 

www.Lownofchapelhill.oro~/Lownweek 

### 

Posted Date: 12/14/2010 

Nost municipal offices w~ll be closed Dec. 23-24 and Dec. 27. 

RESIDENTIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There w~ll be no residential service Dec. 27. Nonday routes w~l~ be collected 

Wednesday, Dec. 29~ There will be no yard waste collection Dec. 23 or 24. 8oth routes w~ll be collected Dec. 30. 

CONNERC[AL REFUSE COLLECTION: There w~ll be no change ~n schedule. 

O~NGE COUN~ ~NDF[LL will close at 2 p.m~ FNday, Dec. 24, and will be closed Saturday, Dec. 25~ 

CURBS[DE RECYCLING: There will be no change ~n schedule Friday, Dec. 24. There w~ll be no curbs~de recycling 

Saturday, Dec. 25. 

O~NGE COUN~ SOLID WASTE CONVENIENCE CENTERS will close at 2 p.m . Friday, Dec. 24, and w~ll be closed 

Saturday, Dec~ 25. 

CHAPEL HILL T~NS[T: On FNday, Dec. 24, and Nonday, Dec. 27, CHT w~l operate on a Saturday Service schedule 

(no U or NU service). There w~ll be no service Dec. 25-26. 

HOUSING: Office and Na~ntenance Division w~l~ be closed~ For emergency maintenance services, cal~ 919-968-2855~ 

PUBLIC L[B~RY: The Ubrary w~l be closed Dec. 24-27. 

PARKING SERVICES: The Parking office w~l be dosed Dec. 23-24 and Dec. 27. On-street parking meters and Parking 



Lots 3 and 5 will be free Dec. 23-27. The Wallace Deck and Rosemary/Columbia Lot will be open from 9:30 a.m. to $0 
p.m. Dec. 23, from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Dec. 24, closed Dec. 25-26, and open from 9:30 a.m. to $0 p.m. Dec. 27. 

PARKS AND RECREATION: The Plant Road administrative office will be closed. For Chapel Hill Community Center 

schedules, call 919-968-2790; for schedules at the Hargraves Center or Northside Gym, call 959-968-2794; for 

schedules at the Homestead Aquatic Center, call 919-968-2799. 

CAR SEAT CLINICS will be closed Dec. 25. For more information, call 919-968-2781. 

### 

Posted Date: $2/$0/2050 

The Chapel Hill Fire Department will not hold its weekly Child Safety Seat Installation Clinic on Saturday, Dec. 25 
(Christmas Day) or Saturday, 3an. $ (New Yeaffs Day). 

The education clinics will resume on Saturday, Jan. 8, 2011, at the normal business times. 

Child Safety Seat Installation Clinics are regularly open to the public on Saturdays from 2 to 5 p.m. at Fire Station #2 
located at 1003 South Hamilton Road. 

There is no need to make an appointment. 

For further information, please contact Lisa Edwards, CHFD Public Information Officer at 
ledwards@townofchapelhill.orq. 

### 

Posted Date: $2/20/2010 

The Town of Chapel Hill Communications and Public Affairs Department was recognized recently in a communications 
contest for state and local communications professionals. 

The N.C. Association of Government Information Officers Excellence in Communications contest presented two awards 
to Chapel Hill during its annual meeting on Nov. $8 in Raleigh. 

Chapel Hill’s local government website at www.townofchapelhill.orct won first place in the websites category. The 
website was created by the Communications and Public Affairs Department in partnership with Vision Internet and 
involvement from a team of web stewards who continuously work to maintain and improve the website. 

Additionally, the Town of Chapel Hill’s Guide to Services - available online at www.townofch&oe/hi//,orq/services - 
received a third place award in the regular publications category. Facing shrinking publication budgets, the 
communications team worked to accomplish more with its annual Guide to Town Services. They added a section on 
parks and recreation, which allowed that department to streamline and save printing costs. 

NCAGIO was founded in 1968 by a group of public information officers in state government and under the guidance of 

the N.C, Institute of Government, Today it includes state and local public information officers and others working in 

governmental communications, 

### 

Posted Date: $2/25/2010 

The public is invited to a groundbreaking event for the $40 West Franklin building project at $$ a.m. Wednesday, 2an. 

5, at the Town-owned parking lot at the intersections of Franklin, Church and Rosemary streets in downtown Chapel 



The $55 million mixed-use community will be constructed in the heart of Chapel Hill as the focal point of the Town of 

Chapel Hill’s Downtown Economic Development Initiative. 

The closing of the municipal-owned parking lot will allow onsite construction to begin immediately. The Town has 

implemented a plan to replace all hourly parking spaces being temporarily lost There are a total of 105 new hourly 

parking spaces in the following locations: along West Franklin Street; and in the West Rosemary Street Lot, the new 

West Franklin-Basnight Lot, and the 415 W. Franklin Street Lot. 

The building project includes 140 homes (18 of which are in a trust for affordable housing), 26,000 square feet of 

ground-level retail space and 337 parking spaces. Ram Development Co. is the project developer, and the general 

contractor is ]ohn Moriarty & Associates Inc. Completion is projected in about two years. 

The 140 West Franklin building will stand four stories tall along Franklin Street and steps back to eight stories tall at 

the center. The project includes 140 homes (18 of which will be dedicated to the Community Home Trust), 26,000 

square feet of ground-level retail space and 337 parking spaces. There will be a two-leve! parking deck including a 

dedicated public parking level which will be owned and operated by the Town of Chapel Hill. 

The project also will feature a large outdoor public plaza with art by landscape artist Mikyoung Kim. The sculptural 

stainless steel misting fountain is collected to supply the gentle mist emanating from the sculpture and serve as a 

sustainable cooling landmark. The fountain is surrounded by an open courtyard for strolling, gathering and enjoying 

downtown Chapel Hill. 

The project is expected to take about 24 months to complete. With earth friendly design features, 140 West will 

include CFC-free HVAC systems, high efficiency Iow-e glass and Energy Star appliances. Sustainable outdoor features 

include energy efficient lighting in all common areas throughout the site, water efficient landscaping and innovative 

storm water management integrated into a large-scale sculpture in the plaza at the corner of Church and Franklin 

streets. 

Would you like to receive regular updates about the 140 West pending construction project? Sign up for e-notifications 

at www.townofcha,pelhill,orq!si ngD_g_p_ (check the 140 West box on this page and follow the subscription directions.) 

The Town has created a new dedicated web page for construction information and timelines at 
www.townofchapelhill.orq!140west 

For more information, please contact: 

]on Keener, Ram Development Manager, 919-942-3381 or 888-310-1409 lay Gibson or Mike Taylor, Town of Chapel 
Hill Engineering: 919-968-2833 Catherine Lazorko, Town of Chapel Hill Public Znformation: 919-969-5055 

E-mail: 140west@townofchal~e/hi//.or9 

### 

6o Check your 

Posted Date: 12/21/2010 

Chapel Hill residents are asked to check their trash cans and remove the 2011 Holiday Household and Yard Waste 
Collection Schedule. Please put the service calendar somewhere handy for reference all year long. 

The calendars show the holiday schedule and make-up days for the entire year. The information will continue to be 
published in the local media and on the Town website at www.townofchapelhill.org. The calendar should help residents 
plan for changes in the regular collection schedule. 

To retrieve a calendar online, visit www.townofhcha,pe/hi/!/publicworks, or contact the Public Works Department at 
919-969-5100 or publicworks@townofchapelhill.org. To receive notifications directly to your email inbox, sign up at 
www.townofchape/hi/Lor~j/si~ and check off "Service Updates." 

Download 2011 Holiday Household and Yard Waste Collection Schedule 

### 



Posted Date: 12/21/2010 

Chapel H[[[ ranks best in the nation for its family [fie. Business Week has once again voted Chapel Hi[[ one of the "Best 

Places to Raise Your Kids." 

The study published in the November 2010 magazine selected one town and two runners-up for each of the 50 states. 

Chapel Hill was chosen for North Carolina, with Cary and Jacksonville selected as runners-up. 

The articles says about Chapel Hill: ":~t attracts residents who enjoy a healthy lifestyle, cultural and historic 
attractions, and an intellectual environment. The area is home to one of the most educated populations in the U.S." 

Considered were factors such as school performance, number of schools, household expenditures, crime rates, air 
quality, job growth, family income, museums, parks, theaters, other amenities, and diversity. The selections were 
limited to towns that have at least 45,000 residents and a median income of between $40,000 and $125,000~ 
Affordabi[ity, safety*, and school test scores were given the greatest weight 

The Chapel Hil[-Carrboro City Schools has three high schools, four middle schools and 10 elementary schools. The 
district has the state’s highest average SAT score. And more than 90 percent of students go on to college. 

To read this article in full, visit images.businessweek.com/ss/O9!11!1117 best places to raise kids/index.htm 

### 

8. Closure on Harming Drive 

Posted Date: 12/21/2010 

Manning Drive between S. Columbia Street and West Drive wiil be closed from Dec. 27-31 for the installation the 
framework for a new pedestrian bridge. 

Traffic will be detoured to Mason Farm Road south of the parking decks. Pedestrians wiil be re-routed south of the 
Mary Ellen ]ones Building. The Chapel Hiil Transit and Triangle Transit bus stop in front of the Dogwood Parking Deck 
wili be temporarily closed. Riders may access eastbound transit service via the bus stop on East Drive adjacent to the 
Jackson Parking Deck. 

View a map of the detours at www.dps.unc.edu!/newslinks!ManninqCIosedWeb!Manninc~Closed.p_d_~ 

For more details on Chapel Hill Transit detours, visit www.townofchapelhill.orq!index.aspx?P_a_~qe=1563. 

### 

Posted Date: 12/21/2010 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will be implementing a detour due to street closures on Manning Drive between West Drive 
and Columbia Street beginning Monday, Dec. 27. The street closures are expected to last through Friday, Dec. 31. 

The A, CCX, CM, DX, PX, and RU routes serving the UNCH Parking Deck bus stop will be detoured along South 
Columbia Street, to Mason Farm Road/East Drive to Manning Drive The UNCH Parking Deck bus stop will not be 
served. Passengers may board the detoured buses at the East Drive @ Jackson Circle bus stop. 

The southbound trips of the CCX Limited, D, NS, and V buses serving the UNCH Parking Deck bus stop will be 
detoured along South Columbia Street, to Mason Farm Road to East Drive, left on Manning Drive. The UNCH Parking 
Deck bus stop will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured buses across the street at the UNCH on 
Manning Drive bus stop. 

The HU route will be detoured along West Drive, right on Mason Farm Road, left on S. Columbia Street to 15-501 S. 
Fordham Boulevard. The bus stop on Mason Farm Road at ACC and the East Drive at Jackson Circle wi[[ not be served. 



Passengers may board the detoured bus on Mason Farm Road opposite the ACC (bus shelter) or at the UNCH on 

Manning Drive bus stops~ 

The routes may experience schedule delays as a result of the street closures. CHT will make every attempt to 

maintain schedules but is advising customers to expect delays and to allow extra travel time. 

For additional information on the detour, visit www.townofchape!hilLor(~/index,aspx?paqe=1563 or contact a CHT 

Customer Service Representative at 919-969-4900. 

### 

Posted Date: 12/22/2010 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Sunday, ,]an. 2, for the UNC men’s basketball 
game against Saint Francis, scheduled for 3:30 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. 

Tar Heel Express shuttles will begin at 2 p.m. from the park and ride lots at the Friday Center, Southern Village, 
University Mall (next to Dillards) and 3ones Ferry Road. Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina Coffee Shop 
at 138 E. Franklin St. (no parking provided). The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, running 
every 10 to 15 minutes between the park and rides and the Dean E. Smith Center. The shuttles will operate for 45 
minutes following the game. 

Shuttles drop off and pick up on Bowles Drive in front of the Dean E. Smith Center. Shuttle rides are $5 for a round- 
trip or $3 for a one-way trip. Rides from the Carolina Coffee Shop are $2 one-way or $4 round-trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.or9 or call a 

customer service representative at 9::[9-969-4900. 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Sunday, December 26, 2010 12:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Town Responds to Storm Noon Update 

12/26/2010 

Update for 12:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 26 

The Town of Chapel Hill’s parks and recreation programs, including the Community Center, Hargraves Recreation 
Center, and the Homestead Aquatic Center, have closed today due to the snow. On Monday, a delayed opening of 
8:30 a.m. is planned for these recreation facilities. Chapel Hi[[ Transit will operate on a reduced service schedule for 
Monday. For more information, visit http://www.chtransit.org. Most Town services will remain on a holiday schedule 
for Monday. For the holiday schedule, please check http://www.townofchapelhiH.org/index.aspx? 
recordid=2307&page=22 

Today public works crews will remain busy plowing snow from primary and collector streets including bus routes, 
bridges, and on steep hills and on drives and parking lots at key facilities in Chapel Hill. Residents are asked not to 
park their vehicles along the streets to allow plows adequate access. The department is using nine snowplow trucks 
and two motor graders in the street snow removal operation. Crews will apply salt on the primary streets after they 
have been plowed. 

The Public Works Department is also assisting NC Department of Transportation with snow removal on the following 
15 state maintained streets. 

Millhouse Road (TOC to Eubanks Road) 
Eubanks Road (Landfill Entrance to MLK Jr BIvd) 
Weaver Dairy Road/Ext 
Ephesus Church Road 
Pope Road 
Old Durham Road (Fordham BIvd to Pope Road) 
Barbee Road (Hwy 54 to Finely Forrest Drive) 
Old Mason Farm Road 
Bennett Road (Road by Fire Station 5 South of Town) 
Merritt Mill Road (Franklin Street to Smith Level Road) 
Homestead Road (MLK Jr BIvd to Seawell School Road) 
Culbreth Road 
Estes Drive/Ext (Railroad) 
Seawell School Road 
High School Road 

NC Department of Transportation’s current priority remains the following five state-maintained primary roads: 

MLK Jr BIvd/Columbia/15-501 
Franklin Street 

Manning Drive 

Fordham Bird 

South Road/Raleigh Road/Hwy 54 

State crews are using 13 plow/box spreader combination trucks and two motor graders in the area, including Carrboro 
and Chapel Hill. NCDOT anticipates that they will start snow removal along their secondary roads (including assistance 
with the 15 streets mentioned above) later this afternoon. 

Public Works will also commence snow removal operations on town=maintained secondary streets (residential collector 
streets) later today. The department may not be able to plow all of the secondary streets before temperatures fall 



overnight. The department does not anticipate any snow removal operation today on the local minor residential 

streets, including dead end streets. 

Landscape Services and Park [qaintenance Division staff members are in the process of removing the snow and 

applying ice melt from the entranceways at key facilities, and on the sidewalks downtown -- Franklin Street from 

Columbia Street to Henderson Street and on Columbia Street from Rosemary Street to Cameron Avenue. Later today 

the division will start checking the sidewalks at public housing neighborhoods. 

The Town’s interactive adverse weather map at http://gis.townofchapelhill.org/adverse_weather provides information 
on treatment activity. Please note that the map is intended to provide information on road treatment application and 
should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or reaFtime road conditions. Treated roads may still be 
treacherous and caution should be used at all times. 

For information during inclement weather, Chapel Hill residents should visit the Town website at 
http://www.townofchapelhill.org. Announcements about the weather’s effect on Town services are made on WCHL 
radio (1360 AM) and at http://www.townofchapelhill.org/snow. 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Sunday, December 26, 2010 12:42 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Town Responds to Storm Noon Update 

12/26/2010 

Update for 12:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 26 

The Town of Chapel Hill’s parks and recreation programs, including the Community Center, Hargraves Recreation 
Center, and the Homestead Aquatic Center, have closed today due to the snow. On Monday, a delayed opening of 
8:30 a.m. is planned for these recreation facilities. Chapel Hi[[ Transit will operate on a reduced service schedule for 
Monday. For more information, visit http://www.chtransit.org. Most Town services will remain on a holiday schedule 
for Monday. For the holiday schedule, please check http://www.townofchapelhiH.org/index.aspx? 
recordid=2307&page=22 

Today public works crews will remain busy plowing snow from primary and collector streets including bus routes, 
bridges, and on steep hills and on drives and parking lots at key facilities in Chapel Hill. Residents are asked not to 
park their vehicles along the streets to allow plows adequate access. The department is using nine snowplow trucks 
and two motor graders in the street snow removal operation. Crews will apply salt on the primary streets after they 
have been plowed. 

The Public Works Department is also assisting NC Department of Transportation with snow removal on the following 
15 state maintained streets. 

Millhouse Road (TOC to Eubanks Road) 
Eubanks Road (Landfill Entrance to MLK Jr BIvd) 
Weaver Dairy Road/Ext 
Ephesus Church Road 
Pope Road 
Old Durham Road (Fordham BIvd to Pope Road) 
Barbee Road (Hwy 54 to Finely Forrest Drive) 
Old Mason Farm Road 
Bennett Road (Road by Fire Station 5 South of Town) 
Merritt Mill Road (Franklin Street to Smith Level Road) 
Homestead Road (MLK Jr BIvd to Seawell School Road) 
Culbreth Road 
Estes Drive/Ext (Railroad) 
Seawell School Road 
High School Road 

NC Department of Transportation’s current priority remains the following five state-maintained primary roads: 

MLK Jr BIvd/Columbia/15-501 
Franklin Street 

Manning Drive 

Fordham Bird 

South Road/Raleigh Road/Hwy 54 

State crews are using 13 plow/box spreader combination trucks and two motor graders in the area, including Carrboro 
and Chapel Hill. NCDOT anticipates that they will start snow removal along their secondary roads (including assistance 
with the 15 streets mentioned above) later this afternoon. 

Public Works will also commence snow removal operations on town=maintained secondary streets (residential collector 
streets) later today. The department may not be able to plow all of the secondary streets before temperatures fall 



overnight. The department does not anticipate any snow removal operation today on the local minor residential 

streets, including dead end streets. 

Landscape Services and Park [qaintenance Division staff members are in the process of removing the snow and 

applying ice melt from the entranceways at key facilities, and on the sidewalks downtown -- Franklin Street from 

Columbia Street to Henderson Street and on Columbia Street from Rosemary Street to Cameron Avenue. Later today 

the division will start checking the sidewalks at public housing neighborhoods. 

The Town’s interactive adverse weather map at http://gis.townofchapelhill.org/adverse_weather provides information 
on treatment activity. Please note that the map is intended to provide information on road treatment application and 
should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or reaFtime road conditions. Treated roads may still be 
treacherous and caution should be used at all times. 

For information during inclement weather, Chapel Hill residents should visit the Town website at 
http://www.townofchapelhill.org. Announcements about the weather’s effect on Town services are made on WCHL 
radio (1360 AM) and at http://www.townofchapelhill.org/snow. 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Nonday, December 27, 2010 8:02 AN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: 8 a.m. Nonday Storm Response Update 

Posted Date." 12/27,/2010 

Thank you, Chapel Hill, for staying informed, checking on your neighbors, and driving safely if you had to drive at all 
following Saturday night’s snow storm. A minimal number of emergencies/traffic accidents have been reported locally. 
Please take care in icy conditions today! This message is the final community update during this severe weather 
event: 

- Public works crews completed the plowing and salting of all primary and secondary streets by Sunday evening. A few 
minor local streets also were plowed. Freezing temps will result in icy trouble spots on roads this morning. 

- Over Sunday night, on-call crews responded to trouble locations and will continue to address these icy spots this 
morning. Crews today will continue snow removal and sidewalk clearing operations at Town facilities. 

- There is a delayed opening to 10 a.m. of Aquatic Center and Community Center today. 

- Town offices and the Chapel Hill Public Library are dosed today. 

- Chapel Hill Transit buses are operating on a Saturday service schedule. (and no U or NU routes) 

- Commercial solid waste collection for today has been rescheduled for Tuesday. 

- Residents on a Monday household waste collection schedule will receive trash pick-up on Wednesday. 

- Parking is free at meters and Town-owned lots in downtown Chapel Hill today! This is the final day of the free 
parking special for the holidays. 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Nonday, December 27, 2010 8:05 AN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: 8 a.m. Nonday Storm Response Update 

Posted Date." 12/27,/2010 

Thank you, Chapel Hill, for staying informed, checking on your neighbors, and driving safely if you had to drive at all 
following Saturday night’s snow storm. A minimal number of emergencies/traffic accidents have been reported locally. 
Please take care in icy conditions today! This message is the final community update during this severe weather 
event: 

- Public works crews completed the plowing and salting of all primary and secondary streets by Sunday evening. A few 
minor local streets also were plowed. Freezing temps will result in icy trouble spots on roads this morning. 

- Over Sunday night, on-call crews responded to trouble locations and will continue to address these icy spots this 
morning. Crews today will continue snow removal and sidewalk clearing operations at Town facilities. 

- There is a delayed opening to 10 a.m. of Aquatic Center and Community Center today. 

- Town offices and the Chapel Hill Public Library are dosed today. 

- Chapel Hill Transit buses are operating on a Saturday service schedule. (and no U or NU routes) 

- Commercial solid waste collection for today has been rescheduled for Tuesday. 

- Residents on a Monday household waste collection schedule will receive trash pick-up on Wednesday. 

- Parking is free at meters and Town-owned lots in downtown Chapel Hill today! This is the final day of the free 
parking special for the holidays. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 29, 2010 8:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Inspire hope for the future - Make a gift before Dec. 31 ! 

Lineberger Banner: 

Today’s Best Care, Tomorrow’s Best Hope 

Join UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center and the N.C. Cancer Hospital in celebrating the special gifts we share 



throughout the year. 

Whether it is a welcoming smile, handshake or warm hug given just when someone needs it, we strive every day to give 
cancer patients and their caregivers comfort, joy and hope. 

Watch Video 

This holiday season, share your well wishes and send thoughts of hope and cheer. Make a gift to UNC Lineberger. 

UNC Lineberger s E-News subscriber list is not open to the public and wll not be sha~ed with thrd paRies. If you have questions 
about UNC Lineberger’s privacy polcy or fyou think your informaton has been msused, pease emal us at 
tcccnews~med.unc.edu 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, Campus Box 7295, Chapel Hill, NC 27599°7295 

Unsubscribe Link 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 29, 2010 8:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Inspire hope for the future - Make a gift before Dec. 31 ! 

Lineberger Banner: 

Today’s Best Care, Tomorrow’s Best Hope 

Join UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center and the N.C. Cancer Hospital in celebrating the special gifts we share 



throughout the year. 

Whether it is a welcoming smile, handshake or warm hug given just when someone needs it, we strive every day to give 
cancer patients and their caregivers comfort, joy and hope. 

Watch Video 

This holiday season, share your well wishes and send thoughts of hope and cheer. Make a gift to UNC Lineberger. 

UNC Lineberger s E-News subscriber list is not open to the public and wll not be sha~ed with thrd paRies. If you have questions 
about UNC Lineberger’s privacy polcy or fyou think your informaton has been msused, pease emal us at 
tcccnews~med.unc.edu 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, Campus Box 7295, Chapel Hill, NC 27599°7295 

Unsubscribe Link 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 9:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Holiday Service Schedule 

Posted Date: 12/20/2010 

Most municipal offices will be closed Friday, Dec. 31. 

Residentia~ Refuse Ce~ectien: There will be no yard waste collection. Yard waste will be collected Thursday, Dec. 
3O 

Cor~mercia~ Refuse Collection: There will be no change in schedule. 

Orange County Landfil~ will close at 2 p.m. Friday, Dec. 31, and will be dosed Saturday, ,]an. 1. 

Curbside Recycling: There will be no change in schedule Friday, Dec. 31. There will be no curbside recycling 
Saturday, Jan. 1. 

Orange County Solid Waste Convenience Centers will dose at 2 p.m. Friday, Dec. 31 and will be closed Saturday, 
Jan. 1, 

Chapel Hill Transit will operate on a Saturday Service schedule (No U or NU routes) Dec. 31. There will be no 
service Jan. 1-2. 

Office and Maintenance Division will be dosed. For emergency maintenance services, call (919) 968-2855. 

Chape~ Hill Public Library will be closed Saturday, Jan. 

Parking Services: The Wallace Deck and Rosemary/Columbia Lot (Lot 2) will be open from 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 

Dec. 28-30, from 9:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Dec. 31 and will be dosed ]an. 1. The Parking office will be closed Dec. 31. 

On-street parking meters and Parking Lots 3 and 5 will be free Dec. 31 and ‘]an. 1. 

Parks and IR.ecreation: The Plant Road administrative office will be closed. For Chapel Hill Community Center 
schedules, call 919-968-2790; for schedules at the Hargraves Center or Northside Gym, call 919-968-2794; for 
schedules at the Homestead Aquatic Center, call 919-968-2799. 

Car Seat C~inics will be closed .]an. 1. For more information, call 919-968-2781. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
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Fro~= info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 4:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date= 12/30/2010 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews. Subscribe at www.townofchapelhill.org/signup or send a sign=up request to 
info@townofchapelhill.org. Fan us at www.facebook.com/paqes/ChapeFHilI-NC/Town-of-ChapeI-Hill/29918532261 and 
follow us at http;//twitter.com/townchapelhill. 

:~. TOWNweek has been published: htt£:/!www.townofchapelhiii.orq/index.as#x?@age=1634 

### 

2. Holiday Service Schedule 

Most municipal offices will be closed Friday, Dec. 31. 

Residential Refuse Collection: There will be no yard waste collection. Yard waste will be collected Thursday, Dec. 30 

Commercial Refuse Collection: There will be no change in schedule. 

Orange County Landfill will close at 2 p.m. Friday, Dec. 31, and will be closed Saturday, ]an. 1. 

Curbside Recycling: There will be no change in schedule Friday, Dec. 31. There will be no curbside recycling Saturday, 
]an. 1. 

Orange County Solid Waste Convenience Centers will close at 2 p.m. Friday, Dec. 31 and will be closed Saturday, 3an. 
1. 

Chapel Hill Transit will operate on a Saturday Service schedule (No U or NU routes} Dec. 31. There will be no service 
San. 1-2. 

Housing: Office and Maintenance Division will be closed. For emergency maintenance services, call (919} 968-2855. 



Chapel Hill Public Library will be closed Saturday, 

Parking Services: The Wallace Deck and Rosemary/Columbia Lot (Lot 2) will be open from 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Dec. 

28-30, from 9:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Dec. 31 and will be dosed ,]an. 1. The Parking office will be dosed Dec. 31. On- 

street parking meters and Parking Lots 3 and 5 will be free Dec. 31 and ]an. 1. 

Parks and Recreation: The Plant Road administrative office wiil be closed. For Chapel Hii[ Community Center 

schedules, call 919-968=2790; for schedules at the Hargraves Center or Northside Gym, call 919-968-2794; for 

schedules at the Homestead Aquatic Center, call 9!9-968-2799. 

Car Seat Clinics will be dosed ]an. 1. For more information, call 919=968-2781. 

### 

CHT services will operate the following schedule in observance of the New Year’s holiday: 

Friday, December 31st - Saturday Schedule (No U or NU routes). 
Saturday, ]anuary 1st - Closed (No Services) 
Sunday, January 2nd = Closed (No Services) 

CHT administrative offices will be closed Friday, Dec. 31, and will reopen on Nonday, ,]an. 3, at 8:30 

The Regional Call Center will be open to provide schedule information from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Dec. 31, and from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. on ]an. 1. Customers will be able to reach the call center by calling CHT’s customer service line at 919- 
969.4900 (press option 1) or by calling 919=485=RIDE (7433). 

For more information, please visit www.chtransit.org or call a customer service representative at 919-969-4900. 

Town solid waste crews will pick up Christmas trees and wreaths for mulching on the regular yard waste collection 

schedule. Yard waste is picked up on Thursdays from single-family residences on a Monday trash collection schedule 

and on Fridays for those with Tuesday trash collection. 

Remove all decorations, tinsel and wire before leaving trees and wreaths at the curbside along with other yard waste. 

Residents of apartment complexes should place trees in designated areas as directed by property managers. 

For more information on trash collection, cal! the Public Works department at 919-969-5100. For information on 

landfill services, including mulching and recycling, call 919-968-2788. 

Chapel Hil! Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Sunday, ]an. 2, for the UNC men’s basketball 

game against Saint Francis, scheduled for 3:30 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center~ 



Tar Heel Express shuttles will begin at 2 p.m. from the park and ride lots at the Friday Center, Southern Village, 
University ~’4all (next to Dillards) and Jones Ferry Road. Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina Coffee Shop 
at 138 E. Franklin St. (no parking provided). The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, running 
every 10 to 15 minutes between the park and rides and the Dean E. Smith Center. The shuttles will operate for 45 
minutes following the game. 

Shuttles drop off and pick up on Bowles Drive in front of the Dean E. Smith Center. Shuttle rides are $5 for a round- 
trip or $3 for a one-way trip. Rides from the Carolina Coffee Shop are $2 one-way or $4 round-trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.orq or call a 
customer service representative at 919-969-4900. 

### 

6o Chec~ your can! 

Chapel Hill residents are asked to check their trash cans and remove the 2011 Holiday Household and Yard Waste 
Collection Schedule. Please put the service calendar somewhere handy for reference all year long. 

The calendars show the holiday schedule and make-up days for the entire year. The information will continue to be 
published in the local media and on the Town website at www.townofchapelhill.org. The calendar should help residents 
plan for changes in the regular collection schedule. 

To retrieve a calendar online, visit www.townofhcha~works, or contact the Public Works Department at 
919-969-5100 or publicworks@townofcha~oelhill.orq. To receive notifications directly to your email inbox, sign up at 
www.townofchapelhill.or sic~ALq£~ and check off "Service Updates." 

### 

7. 3oin the Weight Loss 

Do you have a new year’s resolution to drop a few pounds? Consider enrolling in the Weight Loss Challenge class 
offered at the Chapel Hill Community Center by the Town of Chapel Hill’s Parks and Recreation Department. 

Age 16 years and older 

Join our eight-week Weight-Loss Program 

$40 resident, $48 non-resident (per 8-week session) 
Pre-registration is required! Pay instructor entire fee at the first class. 

Sorry, no fee reduction allowed for this class. 
*~Class on January 13 and February 17 will be held 6 - 7 p.m. 
Session Z: January 6 - February 24 Thursday 7 - 8 p.m. 210611A 
Session ZI: January 9 - February 27 Sunday 6 - 7 p.m. 210611B 

Patrons can register for this class NOW! htt~://www.townofchapelhill.orc~/index.aspx?paqe=536 

### 

West Franklin to celebrate 

The public is invited to a groundbreaking event for the 140 West Franklin building project at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Jan. 
5, at the Town-owned parking lot at the intersections of Franklin, Church and Rosemary streets in downtown Chapel 



The $55 million mixed-use community will be constructed in the heart of Chapel Hill as the focal point of the Town of 
Chapel Hill’s Downtown Economic Development Znitiative. 

The closing of the municipabowned parking lot will allow onsite construction to begin immediately. The Town has 

implemented a plan to replace all hourly parking spaces being temporarily lost. There are a total of 105 new hourly 

parking spaces in the following locations: along West Franklin Street; and in the West Rosemary Street Lot, the new 

West Franklin-Basnight Lot, and the 415 W. Franklin Street 

The building project includes 140 homes (18 of which are in a trust for affordable housing), 26,000 square feet of 
ground-level retail space and 337 parking spaces. Ram Development Co. is the project developer, and the general 
contractor is John Nodarty & Associates Znc. Completion is projected in about two years. 

The 140 West Franklin building will stand four stories tall along Franklin Street and steps back to eight stories tall at 
the center. The project includes 140 homes (18 of which will be dedicated to the Community Home Trust), 26,000 
square feet of ground-level retail space and 337 parking spaces. There will be a two-level parking deck including a 
dedicated public parking level which will be owned and operated by the Town of Chapel Hill. 

The project also will feature a large outdoor public plaza with art by landscape artist Hikyoung Kim. The sculptural 
stainless steel misting fountain is collected to supply the gentle mist emanating from the sculpture and serve as a 
sustainable cooling landmark. The fountain is surrounded by an open courtyard for strolling, gathering and enjoying 
downtown Chapel Hill. 

The project is expected to take about 24 months to complete. With earth friendly design features, 140 West will 
include CFC-free HVAC systems, high efficiency iow-e glass and Energy Star appliances. Sustainable outdoor features 
include energy efficient lighting in all common areas throughout the site, water efficient landscaping and innovative 
storm water management integrated into a large-scale sculpture in the plaza at the corner of Church and Franklin 
streets. 

Would you like to receive regular updates about the 140 West pending construction project? Sign up for e-notifications 
at www,townofchape/hi!Lor~s!gnup (check the 140 West box on this page and follow the subscription directions,) 

The Town has created a new dedicated web page for construction information and timelines at 
www,townofchapelhill,or~140west 

For more information, please contact: 

]on Keener, Ram Development Hanager, 919-942-3381 or 888-310-1409 Jay Gibson or Mike Taylor, Town of Chapel 
Hill Engineering: 919-968-2833 Catherine Lazorko, Town of Chapel Hill Public :Information: 919-969-5055 

E-mail: 140west@townofchapelhi//.orcj 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http;//www‘t~wn~fchape~h!!~‘~rg/!ndex~aspx?~acJe=38&subscriberguid=86937335-e1b8-43~8-9a64- 
904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 



~www.Lownofcha elhill.or index.as x? a e=38&subscriber~uid=86937335-elb8-4308-9a64- 
904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

National Seminars Group <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 10:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Managing Multiple Priorities & Projects -- Enrollment Is About to Close 

iX! 919=130111=253 

Dates & Locations tn Other Events In STAR12 I Private Traininc~ 100% Satisfaction 
Your Area Your Area Membershi~ ! Services Guarantee 

This program is a pa~ ofthe STAR12 Learning NetwOrkoLearn more aboutSTAR12 
today° 



D%$COUNT 
SAVE 

Enroll online by 01/20/11 
and you’ll save $50 on your 

enrollment fee! 

Internet Code 17163 
MIP #919-130111-253 

See detains 

Raleigh, NC 
02/02/11 
Event # 1832964 
~ster Now 

~S YOUR SCHEDULE ABSOLUTELY PACKED W~TH 
THINGS TO DO? W~TH MORE COMING IN EVERY DAY? 

For career-minded professionals like you, success can be a double-edged sword. On 
one hand, you excel at your job and are valued in your organization. But with that 
comes increased responsibility. More work. Additional projects heaped upon your 
plate. More demands on your time. Everything and everyone cries out for your 
immediate attention. 

Overwhelming, isn’t it? You’ve got so much to do, and it’s all considered "high priority" 
or "hot" or "URGENT!" Some days, you don’t even know where to start. And with e- 
mail, voice mail, instant messaging, and cell phones delivering information to you at 
record pace, the projects are coming faster than ever before. 

To keep up with today’s enormous workload, you can’t rely on yesterday’s 
skills. That’s why attending Managing Multiple Priorities & Projects is so important 
for you ... it’s the fastest, easiest, and most effective way for you to regain control of 
the multiple projects and priorities in your life! 

Spend JUST ONE DAY at this seminar to gain BRAND° 
NEW skills that will benefit you FOREVER! 

If you’re like many professionals, you’ve attained your current level of project -- and 
priority -- management expertise from the School of Hard Knocks. You haven’t 
sought out further training, because you figured it would just rob you of time from your 
already time-pressed schedule. That’s understandable. It really is. 

However, if you could spend just one day learning brand-new skills that would help 
you be more effective day in and day out ... year after year ... throughout your entire 
career, what would that be worth to you? Just imagine how much the return on your 
investment of a little time today would pay you back over the years. Truth be told, it’s 
one of the smartest investments you’ll make in your lifetime! 

It’s a big promise, we know. But we back up that promise with our 100 percent 
guarantee of total satisfaction, because we’ve seen these skills work time and again 
for thousands of professionals who took the training to heart. 

Down,cad com#lete 



"This workshop was very 
informative and very helpful. 
It was as if the speaker 
secretly worked in my 
offic!!" 
E. Brown 
Leasing Consultant 
Crow Residential 

"Best seminar I’ve been to in 
years. Really focused me on 
how I need to get my life 
back on track." 
S. McGee 
Team Leader 
MCl 

"Absolutely wonderful! 
Energizing! Thank you!!" 
K. C. Has/er 
Senior Account Executive 

Our priority is your 
satisfaction: 100% 
guaranteed! 

This workshop is about 
managing projects and 
priorities, so we’ll be up-front 
about our Number 1 priority: 
Your complete satisfaction 
with the training you receive. 

Managing Projects & 
Priorities is packed with skills, 
techniques, and strategies that 
will help you become more 
efficient, better organized, and 
more productive. You’ll leave 
armed with time-saving tips, 
prioritizing tools, and project- 
management tactics that will 
make an immediate and 
measurable difference in your 
results. 

We’re so certain you’ll be 
amazed at the results of this 
workshop that we back it with 
our 100 percent money-back 
guarantee. If for any reason 
you’re not satisfied with this 
training, we’ll refund every 
penny of your investment. 

Big Reasons to Attend This Workshop 

1. Significantly boost your productivity by identifying and eliminating time 
wasters in your day. 

2. Learn to say "no" assertively and tactfully, without causing anger or 
resentment. 

3. Stop the time-draining effects of interruptions. 

4. Handle project changes and obstacles with fewer hassles and headaches. 

5. Discover how to plan your projects more precisely by including fall-back 
formulas that factor in time for human error. 

6. Spend less time in meetings while seeing better outcomes from those 
meetings. 

7. Get the low-down on which of today’s technological tools save time, and 
which ones are a waste of time! 

8. Gain control of your time, projects, and priorities through active goal-setting. 

9. Learn how to organize anything in three easy steps. 

0. Develop a healthy life balance because you’ll no longer be stressed over how 
to get it all done! 

Is this workshop rea[ y for you? 
Find out with our quick quiz ... Check the boxes that applyto you. 

Many or most of the tasks in front of you right now are "hot" or "ASAP." 

More work is required than can reasonably be accomplished in the time 
a I Iotted. 

You always feel behind, even though you often come in early and stay late. 

Stress is undermining the attitudes and behavior of key people, including you. 



Guaranteed! 

HELPFUL 
RESOURCES 

How to Manage Projects, 
Priorities & Deadlines 

List Price: $99.95 
Your Price: $79.95 (USD) 
~ o ~e ~nfo 

Your day is filled with constant interruptions. 

You currently have no system for tracking projects or priorities. 

You sometimes have trouble gaining cooperation from others for your projects 
or tasks. 

Have you ever had trouble understanding what made a fellow coworker "tick"? 

Saying "no" is difficult for you, even when your plate is full. 

Whoever commits your team to responsibilities and/or deadlines doesn’t grasp 
how much work will be involved. 

You frequently feel stressed out and under pressure at work. 

Delegating to others makes you very uncomfortable. 

More often than not you, work right "up to the wire" on projects. 

You struggle and stress over how to handle workplace conflicts. 

If any of those scenarios sound all too familiar, this workshop will greatly benefit 
you. In just one day of training, you’ll learn powerful solutions to each problem 
above and dozens more! Enroll right now and find out how to get your priorities in 
order and your projects on target. 

How to Get Things Done 

List Price: $14.95 
Your Price: $9.95 (USD) 
B~o~e Info 

Private T ’aining Services 
BRING TH S TRAiNiNG  NTO YOUR 
ORGANiZATiON! 

Can’t Your Team Work Any Faster? 

In today’s rush-rush world, managers are asked to make decisions on the fly. 
Supervisors have to oversee 1001 details. And front-line workers race from 
one task to the next. 

As a nation, we are accelerating! Everybody’s busy ... busy ... busy - but are 
we focused on what’s really important? Smart organizations recognize that 
gaining control of time, projects, and priorities is essential to success- which 
is why they bring this seminar on-site. 

When and where it’s convenient for you, we can help a work group, 
department or whole division discover the "power of focus." They’ll learn how 
to determine their true priorities ... eliminate time wasters ... and maximize 
their personal productivity(techniques used by top achievers to get on track 
and stay on target every day). 

It’s 100% guaranteed ... your on-site training program will be one of the most 
rewarding learning experiences you’ll ever have, or we’ll refund your entire 
investment. No questions asked! 

For more information, call 1-800-344-4613 today! Or, if you prefer, 
eo~ai~ us or fill out our handy o~i~÷ i~fo~matio~ ~equ÷st form. 



Expire, 

STAR12 is the only professional development network that offers you unlimited 
access to the essential training and resources you need to keep your skills on the 
cutting edge. Join STAR12. 

It’s Time to Feed 
Your Mind ~ Join 
STAR12~ 

Quick Tour 

Member Benefits 

Brochure Download 

Lar~qe Group==Q=ptions 

Membership Levels 

The BUZZ 

FA Qs 

Contact Us 

ister OW Be,oct Your Location & Date From the Option(s} Be,ow: 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 

Registration Fee: $199 I Special E-mail Price: $149 I SAVE $50 

important: To receive your special e-mail discount, enter your discount codes* when prompted during the checkout process. 
Your discount will be applied at the end of your checkout. 

Coming to Your Area 

Raleigh, NC 
02/02/11 
Event # 1832964 

ster Now 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging training 
programs I have ever attended." 
- J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training. Lots of useful 
information and ideas. 
- S. Salaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was very informative, straightforward and 
FUN!! 
- R. Padilla, Dona Aria County 

"The trainer was very energetic and 

- P. Watriport, Baker College 

:! SPECIAL E=MAIL DISCOUNT DiRECTiONS 

Enroll online by 01/20/11 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee^ 

*To receive your special discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17163 and 



VIP #919-130111-253 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your organization, but 
they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

ADiscount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 

01/21/11 RALEIGH, NC -          ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 

02/07/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 

02/11/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 

02/18/11 RALEIGH, NC-      ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 

03/09/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Administrative Assistants Conference 

03/16/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Strengthening Your People Skills In The Workplace 

03/21/11 RALEIGH, NC -          ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 

03/28/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 

03/29/11 RALEIGH, NC -          ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Time Management and Organizations Skills 

04/05/11 RALEIGH, NC -      Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 

04/06/11 RALEIGH, NC -          ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking 

04/13/11 RALEIGH, NC -          ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 

04/21/11 RALEIGH, NC -      Register Now More Info Download Brochure 



How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

05/03/11 RALEIGH, NC -          ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

The E-Mail and Business Writing Workshop 

05/04/11 RALEIGH, NC -      Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

CO#~ PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOMER ~ERV~D~: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at 
cstserv~ruceci.com. 

FiND FULL=DAY AND MULTIPLI~=DAY TRAiNiNG COIVlING TO YOUR ARF_A: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your area at 
www.NationalSeminarsTraininq.com. 

ON=SITE TRAiNiNG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please send an e-mail to 
our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

GENERAL INFOR~T~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 

WI~BIVlASTEP,: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to 
webmstr(~ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We respect your privacy 
and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, January 7, 2011 10:20 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

You’ll Go Bananas for This Friday Deal! 

iX! 919=240111=201 

NationalSeminarsTraining.com 
Bring a Friend for FREE! 



Hi Travis, 

Go bananas! Why? Because it’s Friday and we have one very exciting deal just for you -- Brin9 a friend 
to any seminar for FREE! 

It’s true! When you enroll in any seminar listed below, you can invite a friend to attend with you for free! 

But you better get moving -- this deal ends in 7 days! 

Management Skills For First- Time Supervisors 
01/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 
01/19/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Understanding and interpreting Financial Statements 
01/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Design & Page Layout Skills for Beginners 
01/25/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re&ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 
02/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 
02/07/11 - Raleigh, NC - Reqister Now More Info View Brochure 

Human Resources and the Law: 2 Day 
02/09/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 
02/11111 - Raleigh, NC - Reg!ster Now More Info View Brochure 

The Sales And Use Tax Seminar 
02/14/11 - Raleigh, NC - ReAister Now More Info View Brochure 

I st Person 
Price 

$179 

$179 

$299 

$249 

$199 

$179 

$299 

$199 

$199 

2nd Person 
Price 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 

FREE 



How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 
02/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 
03/09/11 - Raleigh, NO - ~!ster Now More Info View Brochure 

Administrative Assistants Conference 
03/16/11 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Info View Broch~Jre 

Bargaining with Vendors & Suppliers 
03/17/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Strengthening Your People Skills in The Workplace 
03/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Info View ~roch~re 

FMLA Compliance Update 
03/22/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Broch~Jre 

How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 
03/28/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re,Lister ~ow More Info View 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 
03/29/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Into View Brochure 

Customer Service That Wows! 
04/04/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More I~fo View Broch~re 

Essential Time Management and Organizations Skills 
04/05/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 
04/06/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister ~ow More Info Miew Brochure 

$179 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$199 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$229 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$199 FREE 

$299 FREE 

$149 FREE 

$179 FREE 

$249 FREE 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY01/14/11 REQUIRED 

To receive your Special Discount*, enroll at least two people online and provide both your exclusive 
Internet Code 17174 and VIP #919-240111-201 when prompted during registration. You may pass along 
this discount offer to others in your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and 
also register online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 01/14/11. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences and 
seminars priced $99 or less. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product 
orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv.@.ruceci.com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to 
our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hotels~rucecLcom. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info~rucecLcom. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its 
divisions to meet your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our 
expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for 
communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 
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ap request to info@townofchapelhill.org, Fa~ ~s at www.facebook.co~/~esZChapel=Hill=NC/Towa-of= 
Chapel=High29918532261 a~ follow us a~ ht~p:[/~wit~er.co~/~ownchapelhill, 

Time to Tune In! 

What Do You See for 5:23? 

Chapel Hill Transit ~e~u~es ~egu~ar Service 3a~. ~0 

Apply ~ow for H~a~ Services F~i~g 

~egister for Parks a~d ~ecreatio~ Progra~s~ 

~0, Give Us Your Z~p~t o~ the New Gree~ways and Cycling Hap 

~. "Keep the Wreath Gree~" Ca~paig~ 

~2. Gle~ Le~o~ Co~unity Visioning Workshop 

~3, Lear~ A~out Autis~ at the Library 

~5. Ti~e to H~lch those Christmas Trees~ 

~7, F~ur~d o~ Ch~pe~ H~ Gov-TV ~8: De~ic~tio~ o~ H~rt~ Luther 

~8. 8~e~ ~h~ Li~s E~cour~s Youth P~r~c~pat~o~ ~ ~h~ Arts 

:L TOWNweek has been posted: ~www.townofcha elhill o, r IVlodules ShowDocument,as x?documentid=8469 

### 

Did you know you can get notices of Town activities, issues and news delivered to your inbox? 

The Town of Chapel Hill’s eNews notifications provide up=to=date information about Town activities. It’s a great way to 
learn about events like t~arth Action Day, to receive updates on transit service, leaf collection and holiday service 
schedules. When plans are being formed for a community improvement, such as greenways, opportunities for your 
input are announced in eNews. When you go to the Town’s website and subscribe to eNews, you can also select 
specific topics for focused notices and updates. 

Get tuned in to what’s happening in Chapel Hill in four quick steps: 

1, Click here 

2, Fill in your email address 



Check the boxes for notices you wish to receive 

Click on "Subscribe" 

The Town’s website has up=to=date information on services, videos of Council meetings, the Council Goals Report Card 
and materials that describe ways that citizens are working to improve your community. Zt also offers current and 
previous copies of TownWeek newsletters, and links to social media dealing with Town issues~ These links are located 
in the bottom right corner of any page on the Town’s website. 

Please let us know how we can improve our efforts to reach you. Contact us at info@townofchapelhi!/.or% 

### 

htt~a://www.townofcha pel hill. o rq/i n dex. as~ox?[aa__&ge = 2 2 &record id = 2 3 3 7&retu rnU RL= % 2fi ndex.asQ_~ 

### 

The Chapel Hill Town Council will meet at 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 10, in Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King It. Blvd., to 
consider an agenda that includes the following highlights. Public attendance is welcome. Council meetings are 
cablecast on Chapel Hill TV:[8, the cable government access channel and via streaming video at 
www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?ap_Age=958. The full agenda is available at 
ht--tt-p://chape!hi~pub~ic‘n~vusa~enda‘c~m/Meetin(~view‘aspx?Meetin(~ID=98&Minutes~eetin(~:[D=-1 or by contacting 
Communications and Public Affairs at 919-968-2743 or clerk@townofchapelhill.orq. 

Shelter Guidelines: The Council will consider shelter guideline recommendations from the Planning Board. Following 
enactment of a ]an. 11, 2010, text amendment, the Council referred a petition to the Planning Board requesting that 
the Planning Board recommend guidelines for homeless shelters to the Council. The Planning Board is returning to the 
Council with a recommendation about shelter guidelines. A Spedal Use Permit application is currently under review for 
the proposed Znter-Faith Council Community House Men Shelter at :[315 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. The Planning 
Board reviewed the proposed project on Jan. 4, 2011, and the Town Council Public Hearing is tentatively scheduled for 
March 21, 2011. The Town is actively evaluating this Special Use Permit application for the Znter-Faith Council 
Community House Men Shelter. The Town Council is limited to the quasi-judicial proceeding and sworn testimony in 
its consideration of that application. 

University Ma~l Library Proposal Update: The Coundl will receive additional information about a proposal from 
Madison Marquette, the owner of University Mall, to provide the Town a portion of the space currently occupied by 
Dillard’s for a relocated Public Library. Relocating the Public Library to University Mall could provide the Town with a 
similar sized facility at less expense than the planned Library expansion project. 

Town Manager Roger Stancil assembled four teams of staff members to address a range of issues related to 1) design 
and fit, 2) business aspects of the proposal, 3) sales and property tax revenue implications and 4) public information 
and input. Each of these teams has developed a list of issues they are researching. The issues are summarized in this 
report, along with some preliminary information for the Council’s consideration. The Council could direct the Manager 
to obtain additional information it determines necessary to more fully consider the proposal. 
See ~: //www.townofcha~)elhill.orq/futurelibrary_ 

Council Retreat Planning: The Council will discuss the upcoming Council Planning Retreat that is scheduled for Feb. 
4-5. A Council Planning Retreat Committee met on Dec. 21 to discuss preparations for the 2011 Council Planning 
Retreat. Discussion centered on creating new, and refining existing, Chapel Hill Town Council policy goals for 2011- 
2012; distinguishing the relationship between and role of Council and Staff in the execution of Chapel Hill’s Town 
Council Goals; and defining success through clear measurable outcomes. At the conclusion of the discussion, the 
planning retreat committee directed Vi Lyles to conduct interviews with each Council member focusing on their 
perspective of Council’s success and issues affecting the Town. The committee also directed the staff to circulate the 
most recent quarterly report on the status of 2010-2011 goals. 



and Orange County Public Transit have been engaged in collaborative efforts~ These efforts include shared operation 

of the Hillsborough to Chapel Hill bus route, efforts to coordinate system scheduling and Chapel Hill recently 

administered a grant to receive A[RRA funds for the Orange Public Transit to purchase two vehicles. Most recently 

Chapel Hill Transit and Orange County Planning Department, under the guidance of each of the Manager’s Offices, 

have begun to pursue the possibility of Chapel Hill Transit assuming the operation of transit service in the non= 

urbanized area on behalf of Orange County Public Transit 

Synthetic Turf Athletic Field at Cedar [=alls Park: The Council will consider acceptance of a $623,000 grant from 

Orange County~ The grant would allow the Town to convert a turf softball field at Cedar Falls Park to a synthetic 

surface athletic field suitable for field sports~ Adoption of the resolution would also authorize the Manager to apply for 

a $500,000 Parks and P, ecreation Trust Fund (PAIRTF) grant which would provide the required local match for the 

Orange County grant along with additional funds for the project. The project would include demolition of the existing 

Cedar Falls Park #1 softball field and the installation of a synthetic turf field in place of the existing grass field~ The 

project would also include renovation of a portion of the parking lot, new fences, new site furnishings, Americans with 

Disabilities Act improvements and lights. 

### 

Mayor Kleinschmidt is joining more than 100 cities from across the nation in a special effort, coordinated by Harvard’s 

Institute of Politics (IOP) and the U.S. Conference of Mayors, to inspire America’s youth in commemoration of the 50th 

anniversary of ]ohn F. Kennedy’s presidency. 

During ]an. 5=17, Mayor Kleinschmidt and other U.S. Mayors participating in the project, ".]FK 50th: Mayors Ask What 

Youth Can Do," will visit middle and high school classrooms in over one=hundred cities throughout the nation to 

discuss President Kennedy’s inaugural address and call to service and how youth are making a difference in their cities 

today. The school visits will occur just days before the 50th anniversary of =John F. Kennedy’s inauguration on ]an. 20. 

The project will culminate on 3an. 20 at the annual national meeting of the U.S. Conference of Mayors in Washington, 

D.C., where a multimedia presentation of the Mayors’ classroom visits will be featured. 

"As a former high school civics teacher, I have always tried to encourage the value of civic participation in young 

people.," Mayor Kleinschmidt said. " I am pleased to participate in such an important initiative to engage with young 

people in our communities and discuss President Kennedy’s powerful call to service, which still resonates and 

motivates youth in our city today." 

"The nation’s mayors are honored to join in helping to carry out President Kennedy’s legacy of encouraging public 

service in this country," stated Tom Cochran, CEO and Executive Director of the United States Conference of Mayors. 

"As a living memorial to President Kennedy, we are a proud partner of programs which commemorate the 50th 

anniversary of Kennedy’s presidency and help inspire the next generation of leaders in politics and public service," 

said Catherine McLaughlin, Executive Director of Harvard’s Institute of Politics. 

Harvard University’s Institute of Politics (IOP), located at the 3ohn F. Kennedy School of Government, was established 

in 1966 as a memorial to President Kennedy. The IOP’s mission is to unite and engage students, particularly 

undergraduates, with academics, politicians, activists, and policymakers on a non=partisan basis to inspire them to 

consider careers in politics and public service. The Institute strives to promote greater understanding and cooperation 

between the academic world and the world of politics and public affairs. More information is available online at 

www.iop.harvard.edu. 

### 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) resumes regular service beginning Monday, ]an. 10, with the following changes: 



~ Weekday S: Extension of the 9:50 a.m. trip from the Hospital to 54 Park and Ride, due to increased demand. This 
trip currently goes out of service at the Hospital. 
~ Weekday NS: Discontinue the 6:15 p.m. trip, due to low ridership. Trips will still be available at 6:10 p.m. and 6:25 

~ Weekday F and Saturday FG: Reverse the direction of the loop on Colony Woods Drive, Fountain Ridge Road and 
Landerwood Lane due to safety concerns. 

The changes to the FG route will begin on Saturday, ]an. 15. 

On Sunday, 3an. 9, the U route will operate beginning at 1:50 p.m. at the Carolina Coffee Shop and the NU route 
operate beginning at 1:45 p.m. at the PR lot. 

Safe Rides will resume service beginning Thursday, Jan. 13. 

For more information, visit www.chtransit.orcj or call 919-969-4900. 

### 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Thursday, ]an. 13, for the UNC men’s 
basketball game against the Virginia Tech Hokies, scheduled for 9 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. 

Tar Heel Express shuttles will begin at 7:30 p.m. from the park and rides located at Friday Center, Southern Village, 
University llall (next to Dillards) and ]ones Ferry. Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina Coffee Shop located 
at 138 E. Franklin St. (no parking provided). The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, running 
every 10 to 15 minutes between the park and rides and the Dean E. Smith Center. The shuttles will operate for 45) 
minutes following the game. 

Shuttles drop off and pick up on Bowles Drive in front of the Dean E. Smith Center. Shuttle rides are $5 for a round- 
trip or $3 for a one-way trip. Rides from the Carolina Coffee Shop are $2 one-way or $4 round-trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.orq or call a 

customer service representative at 919-969-4900. 

### 

The Human Services Advisory Board is accepting applications for funding for fiscal year 2011-2012 from nonprofit 
human service agencies serving Chapel Hill residents. Application materials and information are posted on the Town 
website at www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?page=1359. 

The applications to the Town of Chapel Hill are due by 5 p.m. Nonday, February 14, 2011 and should be delivered to 
]ackie Thompson at the Chapel Hill Police Department at 828 Nartin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Chapel Hill, N.C. 

### 

Registration has begun for Town of Chapel Hill Parks and Recreation winter-spring programs. Residents of Chapel 
and Orange County may register now. Non=residents may register beginning N~onday, ]an. 17. Camp registration 
begins on Feb. 7 for Chapel Hill residents, Feb. 14 for Orange County residents, and Feb. 21 for non-residents. 

Pick up a brochure of Parks and Recreation programs at Parks and Recreation facilities, Town Hall, or the Chapel 



Public Library or visit www.townofchapelhill.org/register to browse and register for programs online. 

Registration is even easier-now you can register at the Administrative Office at 200 Plant Road, Chapel Hill 
Community Center, Hargraves Center or the Homestead Aquatic Center between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. ~’4onday- 
Friday. 

### 

1Oo Give Us Your Input on the New Greenways and Cycling Hap 

Calling all bikers, hikers, and anyone who uses Chapel Hill’s trails and greenways. You’re invited to drop in and 
provide input for a new Greenways and Cycling Guide Hap. A public meeting will be held from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Jan.13, in the Chapel Hill Town Hail second floor training room. 

The Town of Chapel Hill Planning and Parks and Recreation departments are working with Steve Spindler, a 
cartographer specializing in cycle facility and transit mapping for urban areas, to develop a community map aimed at 
facilitating and promoting bicycle and greenway usage. Spindler will give a short presentation at 6 p.m. about 
mapping projects he has worked on and how his work has been used and distributed in other cities. 

During this event, Spindler and Town staff will be available to discuss the information that makes urban cycling and 
greenway trail maps most effective. The Town is seeking public input so this map will benefit visitors, cyclists, and 
trail users of all types for years to come. 

For more information, contact Garrett Davis of the Chapel Hill Planning Department at 9davis2@townofchapelhill.org 

or 919-969-5061. 

### 

With the arrival of the New Year, the Chapel Hill Fire Department is pleased to announce the completion of another 
successful "Keep the Wreath Green" campaign. 

This program, which begins at Thanksgiving and runs until New Years day, serves as a daily reminder to citizens 
passing by Chapel Hill Fire Station 1, located at 403 ~’dartin Luther King Jr. BIvd., to keep fire safety as a priority 
during the distractions of the holiday season. The campaign wreath displayed at the fire station begins the season full 
of green lights. For any residential structure fire responded to by the department during this period, a green light is 
replaced with a red bulb. The intent of the campaign is to "Keep the Wreath Green" all season long. 

This year’s campaign closed with a single red bulb, following an apartment fire at 315 S. Estes Drive on Dec. 15. 

Although the holiday season is behind us, the Chapel Hill Fire Department urges citizens to remain vigilant in 
preventing fires, and to ensure that families are prepared and protected in the event of a home fire. The cold winter 
months have the highest risk of fires due to heating equipment. Please ensure that alternative heating supplies are 
used and maintained properly, and that every family has the protection of smoke alarms provided in their home. 

The Chapel Hill Fire Department offers citizens free home inspections and assistance with installation and maintenance 

of smoke alarms to help make sure all citizens are adequately protected. For more information contact the Chapel Hill 

Fire Department at 9:[9-968-2781. 

### 

Community visioning workshops for the Glen Lennox Area Neighborhood will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 
20, and from 3 to 4 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 22, in the parish hall of the Church of the Holy Family, 200 Hayes Road. 



In cooperation with the Town Council and Town staff, the Glen Lennox Area Neighborhood Conservation District 
Development Committee has created an opportunity through the visioning workshop for the Chapel Hill community to 
provide input about the future vision for the Glen Lennox area, including the Glen Lennox apartment and commercial 
complex. During the workshop, the committee seeks community feedback about desired development types, needed 
transportation and open space improvements, and strategies to ensure diversity and affordability. 

The visioning exercise will consist of two events. Participants at Thursday’s workshop will engage in hands-on 
visioning exercises facilitated by design and planning professionals. At Saturday’s workshop, synthesized results of the 
visioning exercises will be presented, and next steps will be discussed. Refreshments will be provided at both events. 

The Town Council appointed the 14 residents and two Planning Board members to the Glen Lennox Area 
Neighborhood Conservation District Development Committee in ~]une 2010 with the charge to develop land use 
regulations that would preserve the character of the neighborhood. For information about the activity of the 
committee, please visit this website: www.townofcha~elhilLorq/index.aspx?pa_~qe= 1432 

The Glen Lennox Area Neighborhood includes the Glen Lennox apartment and commercial complex as well as the 
residential neighborhoods located along Oakwood Drive, Rogerson Drive, Flemington Road and Hayes Road. 

For more information, contact Rae Buck[ey, Town of Chapel Hill housing and neighborhood services senior planner, at 

919-969-5079 or ncd@townofchapeihiil,or% 

### 

One out of 110 children are diagnosed with autism every year. Learn more about autism at an informational session 
from 7 to 8 p.m. Thursday, ~]an. 13, in the Chapel HiM Public Library Meeting Room. 

For more information, please contact SheHa Knapp, Parent Advocate at The Autism Society of North Carolina, at 919- 
865-5092 or email skna~_p@autismsociety-nc.or% 

### 

The Chapel Hill Town Council will meet Feb. 4-5, 2011, for a Town Planning Retreat to discuss the Council’s goals for 
the coming year. The Town Planning Retreat begins with a Friday dinner including an overview of 2010 activity 
highlights, and launches into detailed discussions at 8:30 a.m. Saturday at 523 E. Franklin St, a Town facility that is 
the focus of a community discussion about future best uses for the building. 

The purpose of the Town Planning Retreat is to establish the Council’s goals for 2011-12~ These goals will be 

developed into a work plan and budget by Town Manager Roger L Stancil and senior staff for subsequent Council 

consideration, 

Town Manager Stancil said: "We aim to conduct early planning work that will contribute toward the development of a 
budget that continues the Town’s success in achieving its goals, improves our efficiency, clarifies our expectations and 
develops measurements of success." 

The Retreat Planning Committee comprises Mayor Mark Kle[nschm[dt, Council Members Donna Bell, Matt Czajkowsk[, 
and Gene Pease along with Town Manager Stanci[, Parks and Recreation Director Butch Kisiah and Planning Director 
].B. Culpepper. To facilitate the retreat, the Town has engaged Vi Lyles, a former assistant city manager for the City 
of Charlotte. Lyles is director of the Lee Institute, a non-profit organization based in Charlotte that offers strategic 
community planning and facilitation services. 

The Council’s process for goal-setting starts with a review of 2010 successes, trends for the future and suggested 
priorities by the Town’s senior management team and advisory boards. The Council adopted goals lay the groundwork 
for developing the budget as the guide for use of the Town’s resources to achieve the identified goals. 



The discussion on Saturday will focus on reviewing the current goals to determine if they are still the right goals: 

Govern with Quality, Responsiveness and Efficiency; Champion Downtown; Focus on Economic Development, Land 

Use, and Transportation; Maintain and Improve Community Facilities and Services; Set Course for Sustainable 

Financial Future; and Plan Ahead for Carolina North. This review will be followed by identification of initiatives for the 

coming year to advance the goals. 

For more information about the Town Planning Retreat, contact Town Manager Roger L. Stancil at 919-968-2743 or 

manager@townofchapelhill.org. Retreat materials will be posted online. The Council Goals Report Card is available 

online: http;//www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?p_~qe= lO0 

### 

Town solid waste crews will pick up Christmas trees and wreaths for mulching on the regular yard waste collection 

schedule. Yard waste is picked up on Thursdays from single=family residences on a Monday trash collection schedule 

and on Fridays for those with Tuesday trash collection. 

Remove all decorations, tinsel and wire before leaving trees and wreaths at the curbside along with other yard waste. 

Residents of apartment complexes should place trees in designated areas as directed by property managers. 

For more information on trash collection, call the Public Works department at 919-969-5100. For information on 
landfill services, including mulching and recycling, call 919-968-2788. 

### 

Most municipal offices will be closed Monday, 3an. 17, in observance of Martin Luther King 3r. Day. 

RESIDENTIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: Monday routes will be collected on Wednesday, ]an. 

COMMERCIAL REFUSE COLLECTION: There will be no change in commercial service. 

ORANGE COUNTY LANDFILL will be open. 

CURBSIDE RECYCLING: There will be no change in service. 

ORANGE COUNTY SOLID WASTE CONVENIENCE CENTERS will be closed. 

CHAPEL HILL TRANSIT will operate on a Saturday schedule (CM,CW, D, FG and ]N routes). There will be no service for 
the U and NU routes. 

HOUSING: Offices and Maintenance Division will be closed. For emergency maintenance services, call 919-968-2855. 

PUBLIC LIBRARY: The Library will be open from 1 to 5 p.m. with limited services. 

PARKS AND RECREATION: The Plant Road administrative office will be dosed. For Chapel Hill Community Center 
schedules, call 919-968=2790; for schedules at the Hargraves Center or Northside Gym, call 
919=968-2794; for schedules at the Homestead Aquatic Center, call 919=968-2799. 

PARKING: The Parking office will be dosed. The Wallace Deck and Lot 2 will be open from 9:30 a.m. to 10:15 p.m. 
On-street parking meters and Lots 3 and 5 will be free. 

### 



On Monday, ]an. 17, the Town of Chapel Hill will air a documentary video about the naming and dedication of Martin 

Luther King ]r. Boulevard on Chapel Hill TV 18, the government access cable channel, at noon and 7 

The video features the dedication celebration of Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard on May 8, 2005. The Chapel Hill 

Town Council approved in December 2004 the renaming of Airport Road to Martin Luther King ]r. BIvd. The Council 

encouraged considerable public discussion on the renaming proposal, and public forums were held throughout 2004. 

Featured on film, the dedication event began with ceremonial activities outside of Town Hall; included song, poetry 

and a people’s procession; and concluded with entertainment at the Hargraves Community Center. The day marked 

the 45th anniversary of Dr. King’s visit to Chapel Hill in 1960. 

The film captures music by the ].R. Manley Essence of God Youth Choir and the St. ]oseph Male Chorus; and 
presentations by former Mayor Kevin Foy, Rev. Jill Edens of the United Church of Chapel Hill; the late Council Member 
Bill Thorpe; and Fred Battle, former president of the Chapel HilI-Carrboro NAACP. Several interviews of residents are 
included in the film, which was produced by The Peoples Channel 8, the cable public access channel for Chapel Hill. 

Monday, Jan. 17, marks the 24th time (since 1986) Dr. Martin Luther King ]r.’s birthday will be observed as a U.S. 
federal holiday - and the 26th time (since 1984) that Chapel Hill observes the day as a town holiday. Chapel Hill was 
one of the first communities in North Carolina to declare Martin Luther King Jr. Day a municipal holiday. 

Dr. King was assassinated in 1968. Ever since, special memorial services have marked his birthday on Jan. 15. By 

vote of Congress, the third Monday of every January is a federal holiday in Dr. King’s honor. By 1989, the Martin 

Luther King holiday was adopted in 44 states (including North Carolina in 1983). By 2000, all 50 states (including 

North Carolina in 1988) had adopted the holiday as a paid holiday for all state employees. 

### 

Chapel Hill Public Arts, in conjunction with the Street Scene Teen Center, has been awarded a grant for Between the 
Lines. 

The Between the Lines program will involve 20 teens who will collaborate to create a poem and then set the poem to 
music, dance and woven fabric under the direction of textile artist Peg Gignoux. Terrance Foushee, Rahmer, and David 
Eisenband will also be leading the creative effort The goal of the Between the Lines project are: 

~ Build self esteem of area teens by giving them contemporary avenues of expression 
~ Raise awareness of the Teen Center and the after school programs that they offer to area youth (tutoring, a music 
lab, leisure activities) 
~ Create both temporary and permanent works of art that speaks to teens. 

Students who participate on the Chapel Hill Youth Council and others will be participating in the residency. This fall, 
TeenScene staff will be promoting the project to teen participants. Michael Irwin, director of the Arts Academy of 
Chapel Hill High School and Mary Gratch at Carrboro High School also will be identifying student participants as well as 
Kane Smego of the Sacrificial Poets. The project will begin Saturday, Jan. 28. 

Contact Liz Carter 919-968~2481 or ]eft York at 919=968=2750 for more information. 

### 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hotlist@ scout, com 
Saturday, January 8, 2011 9:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Scout.com: New Commit for North Carolina 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

There is a new addition to the North Carolina commit list. You can view it at the following location: 

ht~:/i~orthcarolina~ scout.com/a.z?s=78&p=9&c=g&toirfid=359&cfg=bb&vr=2012 

Thank you, 

Scout.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure delivery to your 
inbox. 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences. If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your 
HotList preferences at: 
~:/imv. scout.cor~1~otl~st.a          = 1 (~ 

If you no longer wish to get any email from us, please update your preferences at: 
~s :iisecure.sco~.com/a.z?s=14 3&1~=5&c 4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Last-Chance Training Alert <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 
Monday, January 10, 2011 11:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
50% Off Training: Last-Chance Savings 

X 919=020111=201 

Search 
Audio and Web 

Conferences 

Search Seminars and 
Conferences in Your 

Area 

100% Guarantee 
of Satisfaction 

Solutions 

Save 50% on all January and February events below 

Management Skills For First-Time Supervisors 
01/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~isterNow More Into View Brochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 
01/19/11 - Raleigh, NC -~isterNow More Info View Brochure 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 
01/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Into View Brochure 

Design & Page Layout Skills for Beginners 
01/25/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More IRfo View Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 
02/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More I~?o View Brochure 

Regular 
Price 

$179 

$179 

$299 

$249 

$199 

50% Off 
Price 

$89.50! 

$89.50! 

$149.50! 

$124.50! 

$99.50! 



Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 
02/07/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Human Resources and the Law: 2 Day 
02/09/11 - Raleigh, NC - Reg.ister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 
02/11111 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

The Sales And Use Tax Seminar 
02/14/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re.qister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 
02/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re.q.ister Now More Info View Brochure 

$179 

$299 

$199 

$199 

$179 

$89.50! 

$149.50! 

$99.50! 

$99.50! 

$89.50! 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY 01/17/11 REQUIRED 

To receive your special ,50% DISCOUNT*, enroll online for any January or February 
event, and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17193 and VIP #919-020111-201 
when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in 
your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register 
online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 01/17/11. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

¯ CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, 
conferences or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer service 
department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

¯ ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

¯ FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please 
send an e-mail to hotels@ruceci.com. 

¯ GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to 
info@ruceci.com. 

¯ WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or 
accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to 
webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group 
or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make 
sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs via our Web site. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d 
rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258- 
7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



To: 

info@townofchapelhili.org 

Monday, January 10, 2011 2:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Jan. 10 Council Meeting Cancelled 

Poste~ Date: 1/10/2011 

The Chapel Hill Town Council business meeting scheduled for 7 p.m. tonight (Monday, Jan. 10) has been cancelled. A 
special meeting wil! be called at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 18, at Chapel Hill Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. 
The agenda for that meeting will include all items scheduled for tonight except the Shelter Guidelines. That item will 
be added to the Council public hearing agenda for Wednesday, Jan. 19. 

View the Jan. 10 agenda at: chape/hi/Ipublic.novusagenda,com!MeetinqView.aspx? 
Meetin~jID=98&MinutesMeetinqID=-1 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
h ttp :/!w ww. to w n ofch ape/hilL o rq!index ,aspx ?pa_ag e = 38&s u bs cri be rcl u i d = 86937335- e I b8-4308- 9 a 64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hi~] eSubscriptions, please dick the following link: 

http:!!www.townofchapeihili.orq!index.aspx?pa~o±e= 38&subscriber! guid=86937335-elb8-4308-ga64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Social Media Webinars <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 3:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Facebook Marketing Essentials for Business 

919-150111-209 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences February 07, 2011 

Developing a Great Facebook Strategy for 
Your Organization 

Online Special $50 OFF details ] 

Social media is fast becoming one of the most powerful marketing 



tools on the planet -- and Facebook is the most popular social media 
site on the Web! That makes developing a Facebook page an 
essential part of any social media effort. But getting great results from 
Facebook can be complicated, and it’s easy to start feeling lost, 
overwhelmed, or confused. 

Don’t panic --. the key to a great Facebook presence is 
developing the right strategy! 

Facebook Esse#t~alS is designed to help you do just that. in lust 
one hour, we’ll give you the powerful tools you need, the best of 
the best top tips you need to develop a Facebook strategy that 
works and that’s right for your organization! 

Whether you’re just starting to think about building an organizational 
Facebook page or you have one that’s not performing up to your 
hopes and expectations, Facebook Essentials can help you. 

in lust ONE hour, youql discover how to build a 
Facebook strategy that WORKS. 

You’ll learn the valuable tools you need to create your Facebook 
presence. You’ll learn how to determine objectives for your 
organization’s Facebook page -- what you actually want to 
accomplish in a social media setting. You’ll discover how to build a 
page that really supports those goals, and the key elements in 
designing an effective and engaging content and update strategy. 

And, most importantly of all, you’ll receive valuable insight in how to 
build a fan base, how to connect with your audience, and how to really 
harness the immense power of social media! 

In just one hour we’ll explain everything you need to get started 
building a GREAT Facebook strategy! 

Enroi~ in Facebook Essenda~s today and learn how to 
take your social media and marketing effoAs to the next 
ieve~! 

When you engage and interact with your audience on Facebook, 
you’re doing more than building relationships -- you’re building your 
reputation and you’re building loyalty. Enroll today to discover 
how to get sta~ed! 

What You’ll Learn ... l 

¯ Basic goal setting -- What do you want your page to 
accomplish? How will you measure success? 

¯ Setting up your page -- and making sure it’s a cohesive 
extension of your brand 

¯ Don’t forget to invite your friends -- immediate and 
ongoing strategies for building your fan base 

¯ Promote your page -- add your page URL to your 
company Website, blog, and marketing materials 

¯ Keeping your audience engaged -- using the 80/20 Rule 
for content updates 

¯ Keep it fresh -- frequency matters 

¯ Increasing engagement with photos and videos 

¯ Just say no to one-way content -- how to keep your wall 
open and the RIGHT way to post questions/comments to 
spark conversations 

¯ Build and reward your following with Facebook-specific 
promotions or coupons 

¯ How to increase engagement and have a little fun using 
Facebook Apps 

¯ Facebook Insights -- how to monitor your data so that 
you understand which content is most effective in creating 
interaction 

Question & Answer: 
Upon enrolling in the Web Conference, you will have the opportunity 

/ 
Is this webinar for you? / 

~ybo 
hinking about exploring the 
enefits of social media for 

ur organization? 

~ Know you want to create a 
Facebook page but feeling 
completely overwhelmed? 

~ Have a page but no idea what 
o do with it? 

~u~ 
Oncerned because nobody 
ems to respond to your 
dates ,,, or even know you 

exist? 

~ ave a group of fans but need~ 
o learn how to engage and 
xcite them? 

If you answered yes to any 
~f these questions, this 

~ ~ ~ebinar is for you! 

You’re pressed for 
time -- and we have 
the solution ... 
You have a lot of 
responsibility -- and not a 
lot of free time. That’s why 
we specifically developed 
this Webinar to address your 
needs, by choosing the most 
important Facebook strategy 
techniques and delivering 
the training in just one 
powerful hour! 

Train Everyone You 
Want ... It Won’t Cost 
You an Extra Penny! 
Social media is all about 
being social -- so why not 
invite everyone interested in 

~N xpanding your online 
resence to attend this 
ebinar with you? You can 

maximize the reach of this 
training even more by 
creating your own 
conference screening room. 
When you enroll in this Web 
seminar, invite as many 
people as you like to 
participate in along with you 
-- absolutely free! 

What people are 
saying about our 
training: 

"A TON of great 
information! Thank you!" 

"Very enlightening. 
Received many good 
tips." 

Your Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 

We are absolutely confident that 
what you’ll learn in Facebook 
Essentials will provide a huge 

benefit to you -- so confident that 
we stand behind it 100%! If you’re 
not fully satisfied with this program, 



to submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your trainer will 
address questions from Conference participants. Many questions will 
be addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be addressed in 
the supporting materials that will be available exclusively to 
Conference participants. 

we’ll refund your enrollment fee in 
full -- down to the very last cent. 
Guaranteed. 

ENROLLMENT ~NFORMAT~ON 

Web Conference- February 07, 2011 
Conference St~ Times: All times are given in standard time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 9 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Pay 
Only 

Facebook Essendals $179 SAVE $50 Event Only $129 

Facebook Essenda~ 
CD-ROM** Only $179 

Facebook Essend~ 
Event+ CD-ROM~ $358 

COMBO 
DEAL! 
SAVE $179 

$179 

your convenience, a CD-ROM [ecord n9 s made of each Rockhurst Web Conference. You may choose to parchase the CDROM ether 
a~o~}g wth the Conference or separately, The CD~RO~I recording wl~ be a~’a ~ab~e approx mate~y 1421 days after the Conference, 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1 o800o258o724~ 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

,,~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 02/07/11 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17211 and VIP #919- 
150111-209 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

How To Use ~icroao~ Excel Pivot Tables to Easil ze Data 

January 24, 2011 

January 25, 2011 



T~e Eaae~tia~ of E ee O~boardi~ 

January 26, 2011 

The Art of StrikiHq Great Dea~s with VeHdors 

January 27, 2011 

Janua~ 28, 2011 

Janua~ 31, 2011 

Februa~ 01, 2011 

Februa~ 02, 2011 

Februa~ 03, 2011 

Februa~ 08, 2011 

Februa~ 09, 2011 

Februa~ 10, 2011 

Februa~ 14, 2011 

Coaf~de~ce & Assertiveness Sk~s for Wo~ea 

Februa~ 15, 2011 

~aster~q ~q~croso~ Exce~ 

Februa~ 16, 2011 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 



COMPANY D~RECTORY 

CU$TO#~ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv~ruceci com. 

F~ND FULLoDAY AND MULT~PLEoDAY TRAiNiNG COB~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 
and conferences coming to your area at t~,~ww NationalSeminarsTrainino~5). 

ONoS~TE TRA~ N~NG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 
please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@,ruceci com. 

GENERAL ~NFORB~AT~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci com. 

WEE}I’~ASTER." If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmst~ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us dick here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst Universi~ Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 1/10/2011 11:50:04 PM 

To: ’Selassie, Bereket H’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS CN= 

Bselassi@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: FW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Your message 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

SubjecFW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

t: 

Sent: 1/10/2011 11:50:03 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie~ Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 1/10/2011 11:52:13 PM 

To: ’Selassie, Bereket H’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS CN= 

Bselassi@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: FW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Your message 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

SubjecFW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

t: 

Sent: 1/10/2011 11:52:12 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie~ Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

i[ M C EA L:X-- 

.... O ~----, U H C + 20{-.-~XC HAM G 8._OU = I.-]X C H A ~ G ~.-.-. + 20ADH } N {STRAT{WE +-20GROU P-~-, 20.+ 28FYD{BOH F23SRDL3" +-29...£ N = R I.-iC{ P} ~-.-~ H 
TS_£H = Bselassi @ad.. u p.,,c~ed u 
#550 5oiol R~-.-~SOLVERlDRf-.-.xRecipNc,.tFound; not. fc,.u<,,d ## 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, January 11, 2011 7:31 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill Post-Storm Update 

Date: 1/11/2011 

Following the snow and freezing rain that fell last night, Town of Chapel Hill offices and services will operate on a 
normal schedule today. Chapel HilI-Carrboro City Schools are closed. UNC-Chapel Hill offices are open on a regular 
schedule, classes resume at 11 a.m. (classes prior to 11 a.m. will not be held). 

Drivers should allow for extra travel time and use extreme caution while driving. Chapel Hill Police report three traffic 
accidents, none with apparent serious injuries, that occurred on Monday evening. 

Town of Chapel Hill Public Works crews are applying salt and sand to bridges and hills today. Before the storm, they 
treated primary and secondary roads with a salt brine mixture. Roads are slushy in areas or glazed with ice, perhaps 
where brining did not occur. Residents who wish to report serious trouble spots may call Public Works at 919-969- 
5100. 

Chapel Hill Transit: CHT buses are operating normal routes and schedules with delays due to road conditions. CHT 
will not be operating on the following streets/areas until further notice: 

A - Longview and Pritchard Hill 
BPW Club Road and Tar Hill Drive 

N - Longview and Pritchard Hill 
HS - Rogers Road and Sewell School 
420 - Durham Tech 

CHT encourages customers to be extra cautious when boarding and alighting vehicles as many area sidewalks and 
roadways remain slippery. EZ Rider services are providing normal service today, however, customers may experience 
significant delays as road conditions dictate the ability of drivers to maneuver their vehicles on many area side streets 
and provide door-to-door service. 

Where to Get Service Information: 

Conditions can change quickly. Before you leave, get the latest updates on weather related delays and detours: 

Check CHT’s Inclement Weather page at www.townofchapelhil!.org/index.aspx?page=696 
Call 919-969-4900 and press "1" for Route and Schedule Information - expect some wait time due to high call 

volumes 
For EZ Rider call 919-969-5544 
Check local TV and radio stations 

Using NextBus: 

CHT’s NextBus system estimates the next arrivals for buses in real time, based on each vehicle’s location and average 
speed. But when many vehicles are off-route or significantly delayed, it cannot make accurate arrival predictions. 
NextBus can, however, tell you if your line is delayed, or the location of the next vehicle. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 



~:!!www.townofcha~oelhill .orq!index.aspx?p_&ge= 38&subscribero, uid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 
~:!!www.townofcha~oelhill .orq!index.aspx?pa_&ge= 38&subscribero~uid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, January 11, 2011 7:35 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill Post-Storm Update 

Date: 1/11/2011 

Following the snow and freezing rain that fell last night, Town of Chapel Hill offices and services will operate on a 
normal schedule today. Chapel HilI-Carrboro City Schools are closed. UNC-Chapel Hill offices are open on a regular 
schedule, classes resume at 11 a.m. (classes prior to 11 a.m. will not be held). 

Drivers should allow for extra travel time and use extreme caution while driving. Chapel Hill Police report three traffic 
accidents, none with apparent serious injuries, that occurred on Monday evening. 

Town of Chapel Hill Public Works crews are applying salt and sand to bridges and hills today. Before the storm, they 
treated primary and secondary roads with a salt brine mixture. Roads are slushy in areas or glazed with ice, perhaps 
where brining did not occur. Residents who wish to report serious trouble spots may call Public Works at 919-969- 
5100. 

Chapel Hill Transit: CHT buses are operating normal routes and schedules with delays due to road conditions. CHT 
will not be operating on the following streets/areas until further notice: 

A - Longview and Pritchard Hill 
BPW Club Road and Tar Hill Drive 

N - Longview and Pritchard Hill 
HS - Rogers Road and Sewell School 
420 - Durham Tech 

CHT encourages customers to be extra cautious when boarding and alighting vehicles as many area sidewalks and 
roadways remain slippery. EZ Rider services are providing normal service today, however, customers may experience 
significant delays as road conditions dictate the ability of drivers to maneuver their vehicles on many area side streets 
and provide door-to-door service. 

Where to Get Service Information: 

Conditions can change quickly. Before you leave, get the latest updates on weather related delays and detours: 

Check CHT’s Inclement Weather page at www.townofchapelhil!.org/index.aspx?page=696 
Call 919-969-4900 and press "1" for Route and Schedule Information - expect some wait time due to high call 

volumes 
For EZ Rider call 919-969-5544 
Check local TV and radio stations 

Using NextBus: 

CHT’s NextBus system estimates the next arrivals for buses in real time, based on each vehicle’s location and average 
speed. But when many vehicles are off-route or significantly delayed, it cannot make accurate arrival predictions. 
NextBus can, however, tell you if your line is delayed, or the location of the next vehicle. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 



~:!!www.townofcha~oelhill .orq!index.aspx?p_&ge= 38&subscribero, uid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 
~:!!www.townofcha~oelhill .orq!index.aspx?pa_&ge= 38&subscribero~uid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, January 11, 2011 10:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Winter Weather Services Update 

Winter Weather Services Update 
Poste~ Date: 1/11/2011 

Town of Chapel Hill residential and commercial solid waste collection are canceled today as public works crews focus 
on improving the icy road conditions following Monday night’s snow-sleet storm. 

Residents on a Tuesday collection route will receive trash collection on Wednesday with a possible time delay. 
Curbside recycling also is canceled with a makeup day planned for Saturday. 

For information on the status of Town of Chapel Hill athletic programs, call the Athletic Hotline at 919-685-8277. 

Town of Chapel Hill offices and services are open on a normal schedule today. Chapel HilI-Carrboro City Schools are 
closed. UNC-Chapel Hill offices are open on a regular schedule, classes resume at !1 a.m. (classes prior to 11 a.m. 
will not be held). Orange County government offices (not including the Orange County Court system) are closed. 

Drivers should allow for extra travel time and use extreme caution while driving. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

~:/!www.townofchapelhill .orq!index.aspx?p_age= 38&subscribercluid =86937335-e lb8-4308-ga64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscript[ons, please click the following link: 

http:~/www‘t~wn~fchapelhlll‘~rq~index‘as~x?~‘-~e=38&subscriber~u~d=86937335‘e1b8‘43~8‘9a64‘ 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 1/11/2011 3:41:47 PM 

To: ’Selassie, Bereket H’ [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS CN= 

Bselassi@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: FW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Your message 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

SubjecFW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

t: 

Sent: 1/11/2011 3:41:46 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

’Selassie~ Bereket H’ 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

O,,,’-iginsl message hesde~"s: 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <membership@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 11,2011 2:02 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
New Discounts From Your GAA 

DEALS for HEELS 
~t pays to be a member of the Genera~ A~umni Association, and the potentia~ dividends are getting bigger. Take advantage of 

these new GAA discounts added in 2010! 

Personalized updates with a 

Tar Hee~ touch 
Need a creative way to send your 
message with Tar Heel flair? With 
lifecards.com, you can create 
personalized birth announcements, 
invitations, save-the-dates, holiday 
cards and more. Use your GAA promo 
code at checkout and save 15% on all 
lifecards.com orders. 

Two birds, one stone°°. 
Here’s a chance to get in shape 
and save money! GAA members 
save $10 on the Wachovia Tar 
Heel 10 Miler or $5 on the 
Fleet Feet Sports 4 Mile Run 
race registrations. Both courses 
include Chapel Hill landmarks 
and finish inside Kenan 
Stadium. This year’s race is April 
9, 2011. 

#~love your stuff for ~ess! 
Planning your next move? When expenses 
start adding up, your GAA membership can 
help keep costs down and provide some 
relief. GAA members can use a special 
rate code to receive a 15% discount on 
Budget truck rentals. 

Discounts to the Biltmore Estate 

Beautiful in all seasons, the Biltmore Estate is a tourist 
destination of the highest caliber, and GAA members 
receive discounts on admission. Tickets must be 
purchased online or by phone with a GAA promo code. 
Savings vary depending on season and day of the 
week. PHces are subject to change. 

Visit the discounts ~ for a complete listing and check out all the ways your GAA membership can save you money. Log in to the GAA’s online 
community to access promo codes. Complete discount information and rate codes are also listed in your 2011 GAA calendar/membership guide. 
For additional help or information, please contact Christie or Diana at (800) 962-0742 or e-mail membershi~UnCoedU. 

Thank You 

We appreciate your membership in the GAA. Your member dues provide important support to the GAA and local Carolina Clubs. 
Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read the magazine o~i~e as 
it appears in print. 

Stay connected to the GAP. and Carolina. Follow us on Twitt become a fan of our Facebook page, join our Li~kedln group and more. 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 



GAA, please reply to nCoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 
link: uns~bsc~ibe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leadership Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Tuesday, January 11,2011 2:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Coaching and Mentoring Skills I Special Offer Extended! 

SPECIAL OFFER EXTENDED! 
For the next 14 days -- you can enroll in Coaching and Mentedng Sk~TIs for Leadersh@ Success and bring a 

friend with you for FREE! 



Dear Travis, 

Right now ... today ... you might be realizing less than HALF the results you’re capable of achieving as a leader. 
HALF! 

Half the recognition. Half the performance. Half the income you could earn. 

Why? Because despite the fact that you’re a capable, confident manager who knows how to get things done, you’ve 
yet to fully understand and employ the critical coaching and mentoring techniques that will transform you from an 
ordinary manager into an incredible leader. 

Effective Coaching and Strategic ~vlentoring Build Great Teams ooo and 
Tremendous Leadership Careers! 

I’d like to introduce you to what could very well be the most important day of training you’ll ever participate in: 
Coachinq and ~Wen~orin~ Skills for Leadershi£ Success. Make no mistake -- this is not just another seminar for 
managers that drones on about the mundane mechanics of supervising people. No, it’s much, much, much more than 
that! 

This is a transforming day of professional development that will forever change the way you approach your role as a 
leader of people. Your vision of who you are ... who you want to become ... and how you want to get there will be 
expanded far beyond what you see today. 

This day ... this vital day ... will open up a whole new world of possibilities for you. And what you’ll learn here, you’ll 
carry with you for the rest of your life. 

°°This course is amazing o~o" 

Past attendees of Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Leadership Success consider it to be one of the most 
beneficial experiences of their professional lives. Why, you wonder? Because it’s the perfect combination of practical 
advice for today and the sage wisdom you need to navigate the many challenges you’ll face throughout your career. 

What can you expect from your six hours spent at the Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Leadership Success 
workshop ? 

Perhaps the better question is, what won’t be covered? Because in this intensive day of learning, you’ll touch on the 
most important issues you face as a leader, including ... 

How to coach a team effectively when the rules of the game are constantly changing 

The secret to getting your employees to give 110%! 

How to hold employees accountable for their performance and deal effectively with underachievers 
who repeatedly miss the mark 



Strategies for keeping the lines of communication open so you know when priorities become 
misaligned 

How to groom your high-potential employees for rapid growth ... without alienating the rest of the 
team 

~z’ Power tips for boosting cooperation and teamwork 

*J’ Effective ways to build trust and mutual respect 

~,/Techniques for creating a more positive, energized work environment 

~,~’ How to employ the same expert communication strategies used by the most effective coaches of all 
time 

~,/ How to empower employees to tap into their unique strengths, without disturbing team cohesiveness 
in the process 

4~ Strategies for discussing performance issues and introducing performance improvement plans 

,,,~ How to plan for each employee’s continuous development 
And that’s just for starters! Check out yourcom£/ete agenda for the entire course now by downloading 

the event brochure. 

Yo~ might be thinking0 °’S~reo ~ ~£dersta£d the va~ge of e×ceptio£a~ 
coaching skin,so ~t why me,toting?" 

Hey -- it’s a fact: The more talented your staff is, the better your results will be -- and the farther you’ll go 
in your leadership career! 

Too often, otherwise good managers ignore the concept of mentoring, and they pay a heavy price. 
Because they don’t help their team members take their skills to the next level, these managers stagnate in 
their positions while leaders who effectively mentor their high-potential people move ahead ... the talented 
people on their teams just keep pushing them upwards! 

To keep growing as a leader today, you’ve got to plan for the continuous development of your team ... 
especially your high-potential employees. This workshop will arm you with easy-to-apply mentoring 
techniques that will help you tap into the full potential of the people you lead. And the better they perform, the 
better you look as the leader ... and the faster you’ll go in your climb to the top! 

Coaching and Mentoring SMi~s for &eadersh@ Success is coming to your 
area soon 

Raleigh, NC 
03/09/11 
Event # 1833646 
Register Now 

Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Leadership Success is the ultimate one-day workshop on these 
cutting-edge leadership skills. If being a highly successful leader is important to you, you can’t afford to miss 
this opportunity to learn expert coaching and mentoring skills from the experts in professional development. 

The reviews for this workshop speak for themselves: 

°°This training has made all the difference in my 
success as a leader." 

"You have motivated me to make my team the best it can be. 
Thank you -- this was one of the best things ever given to me!" 

"My entire leadership team attended -- and we ALL loved it!" 

The techniques you’ll learn in this training will work for you. Guaranteed. 

Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Leadership Success will arm you with the tools and techniques you 
need to dramatically improve your effectiveness as a leader. You’ll also gain solutions to tough leadership 
challenges you face every day. 



We so believe in the power of this training that we stand behind it 100% with our guarantee of complete 
satisfaction. If for any reason you don’t find this day of professional development offers all we’ve described 
and more, simply ask and we’ll refund your enrollment fee in full. That’s how certain we are that this training 
will improve your leadership effectiveness and send your career skyrocketing! 

Exceptional team performance is always driven by exceptional coaches. NO 
exceptions! 

The true test of any team is how they perform over time ... and when you see consistent high 
performance, you’ll always see an exceptional coach at the helm. 

Expert coaching techniques help you ensure your team members know their positions, fully devote their 
talents to the objectives at hand, and support their teammates -- pulling together to meet even the most 
aggressive goals. Through effective coaching, you’ll build loyalty and trust by making every team member 
feel valued and appreciated. And you’ll know exactly how to coach your underperformers, inspiring them to 
become strong contributors. 

No team ever became great on its own. It takes a true leader -- a coach -- to bring out the best in people. 
It takes a leader with vision to set the bar high and inspire people to achieve the extraordinary. And those 
coaching talents don’t emerge by chance --they’re developed using the powerful techniques and strategies 
you’ll only learn in this training. 

"1 can’t imagine what my life would be like 
if I hadn’t taken this training. I would never 

have become the leader I am today." 

Success belongs to those who are willing to reach out and grab it. Will you 
answer the call? 

It’s time to answer the call ... to take the first step toward realizing the next step in your amazing 
leadership career. It’s time you gave yourself the gift that will pay incredible rewards, not only to you ... but to 
your employees and your organization as well, as you learn to become a more effective leader. 

Now ... today ... make the commitment to become the leader you were meant to be. 

Enro~ in Coachm~ and Mentormq Sk~lts for Le~dersh~ Success right now ... while seats are still 
available. It’ll be one of the best decisions you ever make in your life! 

Yours truly, 

Susan Enyeart 
Director of Training & Professional Development 
National Seminars Group 

P.S. I so believe in the power of this training, that I don’t want ANYTHING to get in the way of you attending. 
So, I’m going to help you stretch your training dollar to the max -- enro~ now and bring a friend for FREE! 
discount detai~s, 

Do You Have an Entire Team of Leaders 
Who Could Benefit From This Training? 

If you want to boost the effectiveness of your entire leadership team -- and 
you have 15 or more leaders to train -- consider bringing this training on-site. 

We’ll develop and present Coaching and Mentoring Skills for Leadership 
Success to your team any time you’d like. We’ll even tailor the training to the 
unique challenges your organization is facing right now. 

For more information, contact us at 1-800-344-4613, eomai~ us, or complete 
an information recLuest form now. 



iste  Now 

Standard Enrollment Fee for 1st Person: 

Enrollment Fee for 2nd Person: FREE det~i~ 

Raleigh, NC 
03/09/11 
Event # 1833646 
Register Now 

$249 

Special E-mail Discount Directions 
Enroll online by 01/25/11 to get your "Buy One Get One FREE" discount^ 

*To receive your special discount, enroll two people and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 
17289 and VlP #919-130111-318 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this 
discount offer to others in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and 
also register online to receive the discount. 

ADiscount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

COMPANY DIRECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERWCE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, 
please send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci com. 

FIND FULLoDAY AND MULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING CONING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live 
seminars and conferences coming to your area at ~0^~,~.NationaISeminarsTrainin%com. 

ON~iTE T~iNiNG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or 
concerns regarding on-site training -- please send an e-mail to our on-site department at 

GENERAL iNFORMATiON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info~ruceci.com. 

WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its 
divisions to meet your training needs. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications 
of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any 
written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, January 11, 2011 3:36 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Winter Weather Services Update - 3 p.m. Tuesday 

Winter Weather Services Update o 3 p,m, Tuesday 

Poste~ Date: 1/11/2011 

As icy conditions persist following the snow-sleet storm, Town of Chapel Hill Public Library and Parks and Recreation 
services will close at 6 p.m. today. 

Residential and commercial solid waste collection were canceled today. Residents on a Tuesday collection route will 
receive trash collection on Wednesday with a possible time delay. Curbside recycling also was canceled with a makeup 
day planned for Saturday. 

Zn spite of the Public Works crews excellent job of salting and sanding throughout Monday night and today, the 
roads remain slick due to freezing daytime temperatures. Chapel Hill Police report three traffic accidents with minor 
injuries that occurred today. 

Chapel Hill Transit buses are operating normal routes and schedules with delays due to road conditions. CHT will not 
be operating on the following streets/areas until further notice: 

A - Longview and Pritchard Hill 

F - IVlcDougle School 

] - BPW Club Rd and Tar Hill Dr 

rl - Longview and Pritchard Hill 

V - Copperline, Parkside, Parkview Crescent, Highgrove, Brookgreen 

CHT encourages customers to be extra cautious when boarding and alighting vehicles as many area sidewalks and 
roadways remain slippery. EZ Rider is providing normal service today, however, customers may experience significant 
delays as road conditions dictate the ability of drivers to maneuver their vehicles on many area side streets and 
provide door-to-door service. 

Chapel Hill Transit anticipates similar weather conditions for Wednesday, Jan. 12. Before you leave, get the latest 
updates on weather related delays and detours: 

~ Check CHT’s Inclement Weather page at www.townofcha,pelhi/I.oro,/index,aspx? ap_a_ge=696 
~ Call 919-969-4900 and press "1" for Route and Schedule Information - expect some wait time due to high call 
volumes 
For EZ Rider call 919-969-5544 
~ Check local TV and radio stations 
~ Follow us on Facebook (www.facebook.com!chtransit) and Twitter (www.twitter.com!chtransit) 

The Town’s interactive adverse weather map (~is.townofchapelhill.or0~/adverse weather) provides information 
on treatment activity. Please note that the map is intended to provide information on road treatment application and 
should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or real-time road conditions. Treated roads may still be 
treacherous and caution should be used at all times. 

Announcements about services may be found at ~www.townofchapelhiil.orq or residents may have notices sent 
directly to their email inboxes. Subscribe at ~www.townofchap_elhili~~ 



To change your eSubscriptions preferences, dick the following link: 

~www.townofcha~ndex.as x? a _e=38&subscriber~[uid=86937335-e~LbS-4308-9a64- 
904093218ba7 

To unsubscr[be from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscript[ons, please click the following link: 

~www.townofcha elhill.or index.as x? a _e=38&subscriber~_[uid=86937335-e:~LbS-4308-9a64- 

9040932 ~LSba 7&unsubscribe = 1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Tuesday, January 11,2011 5:24 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Place your job ads in The Chronicle’s Jan. 28 and Feb. 4 issues 

IC 

When you need to fill an opening quickly, there’s no 
more efficient way than The Chronicle. 

]anuary 28 / ]an, 14 
February 4/Jan, 24 

Chronicle Careers is the best way to immediately get 
the news of your opening to the broadest, most diverse 
audience of both active and passive job seekers in 
higher education. 

For more information, or to learn what ad options best 
fit your budget and recruitment needs, contact us at 
(202) 466-1050 or e-mail      chronicleocom posting process, 

Sincerely, 

The Chronicle Careers team 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

chronicleocom 
Phone: (202) 466-1050 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 
1255 Twenty-Third Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

P.S. Chronicle Careers is constantly working to 
improve your job posting experience, which is why 
we have redesigned our job posting form based on your 
feed back. 

Now it’s easier to receive quotes on print ads and book 
all of your ads online. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from The Chronicle. 

For more information about our px@aey practices, please read our px~vaey policy: http://ehroniele.eom/a~qriele/PrDzaey-Potey/x 6~ ~/. 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations from Chronicle Careers, you may send us an e-mail message at opkmtjobs@ebrox~iele.eom. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 12:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Language of Art and Music: "An International Symposium on the Potential for 
Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" (Berlin, 17th - 20th February 2011) 

Call for Applications 

The Language of Art and Music: 

"An international Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural 
Barriers" 

(Berlin, 17th - 20th February 2011) 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy" A Forum for Young Leaders 

"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 

(Berlin, 14th- 20th February 2011) 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

On behalf of the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next two major programs hosted by the ICD in partnership 
with other leading organizations. We are currently accepting applications to attend these programs, and I would therefore 
be grateful if you could share the announcement within your network and forward the information below on to anyone who 
you feel may be interested in attending. 

The Language of Art and Music: "An International Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross 
Cultural Barriers" 
(International Conference, Berlin, 17th-20th February 2011) 
www.icd-lan.q ua.qeofartand music.orq 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 
(Weeklong Seminar, Berlin, 14th=20th February 2011) 
www.icd-a rtascultu raid iplomacy.o rg 

* Participants in the Art as Cultural Diplomacy Weeklong Seminar will also take part in the InternationN Conference: "The Language of Art and Music: 
"An international Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" (Berlin, 17th - 20th February, 2011 ) 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support in raising awareness of our upcoming event. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FIoor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207=8 Berlin, Germany=10719 
Phone: 00.49,(0)30,2360=7680 
Fax: 00~49~(0)30.23(~0=7B811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 



ICD Calendar 2011 (More>): 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy > (Berlin, 14-20 February, 2011) 
The Language of Art and Music > (Berlin, 17 - 20 February 2011) 

The ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy- February Session > (Berlin 17-23 February 2011) 

Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy > (Berlin, 06 - 12 March, 2011) 

The Berlin International Economics Conqress> (Berlin, 09 - 12 March, 2011) 

The Language of Art and Music: 
"An international Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" 
(International Conference, Berlin, 17th -20th February, 2011) 
www.icd-lan.qua.qeofartandmusic.orq 

"The Language of Art and Music" is an international conference taking place in Berlin from 17th - 20th February 2011 that 
will explore the potential for art and music to offer a neutral platform for cultural exchange. Artists and speakers from the 
fields of cinema, musicology, cultural anthropology, art history, literary theory, and other related academic disciplines will 
share their perspectives alongside politicians, diplomats, civil society practitioners, musicians, artists, and other 
stakeholders. 

The use of culture and art to promote dialogue and understanding is a field which, although it has been the subject of 
much scholarly attention, has had little impact on the behavior and activities of national governments and other 
stakeholders in international relations. Moreover, whilst there is a widespread agreement of the value of culture and art in 
raising awareness of cultural differences, there is less understanding of the potential for culture and art to offer a neutral 
platform for cultural exchange, to transform cultural differences and unite people through emotions. "The Language of Art 
and Music" will work to bridge the gap between theory and practice by bringing together academic experts and key figures 
in international relations to discuss the importance of these artistic disciplines. An interdisciplinary discussion on the 
theory behind cultural exchange will be followed by analysis of diverse case studies from across the world. 

Conference Participants 
The conference audience will consist of cultural figures from international cinema, music, performing art, visual arts, 
national and international cultural institutions, young professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, 
private sector representatives, journalists, and other interested stakeholders from across the world. 

The online application form can be found under: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/acd/index.php?en_ylf_application-form 

Speakers 
The speakers attending the Conference will include internationally award-winning artists, prominent cultural figures and 
leading experts from international cinema, music, performing art, visual arts, heads of national and international cultural 
institutions, and nominees from the 61st Berlin film festival 2011. These speakers will include leading figures and experts 
from international politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society, and the private sector from across the world 
as well as number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please 
click here). 

Certificate of Attendance 
All conference participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance at the end of the program. This certificate 
will confirm attendance and provide details of the speakers who took part during the program and the topics discussed. 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalization 
and international relations. In this regard, the ICD welcomes participants of the Conference to submit papers on this 
subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and passions. 
Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written 
specifically for the conference. Groups of students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable Network 



Conference participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different 
fields of interest and levels of experience, who share a commitment to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to 
remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 
(Weeklong Seminar, Berlin, 14th-20th February 2011) 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/acd/index.php?en ylf 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) is a network of young influential individuals from across 
the world, who have an interest in art, music, cultural studies, international relations, political science, peace studies, 

diplomacy and beyond as well as those interested in exploring the potential for art to serve as a catalyst for cultural 
diplomacy at both local, national and international levels. Art has a unique role in cultural diplomacy; Whether visual arts, 
literature, film, music, dance or theatre they have the power to transcend political borders and cultural barriers. The arts 

can appeal to universal feelings, thoughts and ideas that everyone can understand, but also can be specific to certain 
times, places and political climates. The forthcoming CDA Weeklong Seminar will be held in Berlin from 14th -20th 
February 2011, and will focus on the following theme: 

"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 

The weeklong seminar is an international and interdisciplinary gathering of young professionals and students from across 
the world who are looking to develop a career in the cultural sector. The seminar provides an excellent opportunity for 
young people to expand their knowledge about current and future developments in the field, meet with current and former 
key cultural players, build sustainable networks with each other and experience Berlin and its rich and diverse cultural life. 
The program will consist of speeches, panel discussions and workshops by leading figures from the fields of performing 
arts, visual arts, film, literature, architecture, academia, diplomacy and policymakers. Speakers will offer a range of 
perspectives on current and conceptual issues in the development of cultural policy and arts administration within an 
international context, and the current and future potential of the arts as a diplomatic tool. 

Participants 
The seminar is open to individuals from across the world, who have an interest in art, music, cultural studies, international 
relations, political science, peace studies, diplomacy and beyond as well as those interested in exploring the potential for 
art to serve as a catalyst for cultural diplomacy at both local, national and international levels. 

The online application form can be found under: http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/acd/index.php?en ylf application-form 

~n particular, the next ACD Weeklong Seminar will focus on the following issues: 

¯ The role of culture in the process of European integration: opportunities and challenges 
¯ Engaging with diversity: artistic responses to multiculturalism and integration 
¯ European identity, active citizenship and access to arts & culture 

¯ The differences between cultural diplomacy and propaganda 
¯ Berlin - an exploration of the political and cultural capital with its turbulent history 
¯ How social, legal and financial conditions affect artistic activity 
¯ Leadership initiatives: How to develop your own initiatives 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
www.culturaldiplomacy.org 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in 
Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting 
intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all cultural, 
academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 



Previous Events 
Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include "A World without Walls: An International Conference 
on Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Globalization in an Interdependent World", which marked the twentieth anniversary 
of the fall of the Berlin Wall (www.world-without-walls.org). Speakers in this event included Lord Anthony Giddens 
(Baron Giddens, of Southgate) - Professor Emeritus at the London School of Economics; Former Director of the London 
School of Economics; Janez Jan~a - Former Prime Minister of Slovenia; Joaquim Chissano - Former President of 
Mozambique; Former Chairperson of the African Union; and Lord Jack McConnell - Former First Minister of Scotland. 

In May 2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (.www.icd- 
interantionalsymposium.org ). Speakers in this event included Be=tie Ahem - Former Prime minister of Ireland; Emil 
Constantinescu - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania; Sir Malcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign 
Secretary of the United Kingdom; Kjell Magne Bondevik- Former Prime Minister of Norway; and Dr. Vaira Vfl~e- 
Freiberga - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Latvia. 

In February, 2010, the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles 
of Global Politics & Civil Society in International Economics (www.biec.de). 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd FIoor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207=8 Berlin, Germany=10719 
Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360=76811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 
Become a member of the ICD and help create a strong Cu~tura~ Diplomacy community - clic~ here 

This e-mail contains privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routin9 it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e=mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this e=mail in error, please reply to the 
sender of such and delete the e=mail in its entirety. Thank you. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

SoundLearningSolutions <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 3:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Bring Organization to Your Life! The Getting Organized CD Collection Now on 
Sale 

919-640111-202 



Now Only 

(Reg: $295) 

What’s 

Yours FREE when you order in 
the next 7 days! 

How to Make Microsoft@ Outlook@ Work 
Harder for You CD-ROM. 
A $229 value, yours free! 

Fact 
Americans spend an 
average of 55.2 minutes 
per day looking for lost or 
misplaced items. That’s 
14 days per year! 

*According to a study conducted 
by Real Simple in 2003. 

How to De-junk Your Life 
You’ll learn easy-to-apply techniques to eliminate the junk that clutters every area of your life 
-- from the junk on your desk to the junk in your house to the junk on your calendar. 
DVD Item #: 367DV 



Shortcuts to Creating & Maintaining Organized Files & Records 
You’ll gain easy-to-apply strategies for organizing and maintaining a filing system that really 
wo rks ! 
DVD Item #: 371DV 

Simple, Quick & Stress-Free Organizational Strategies 
You’ll discover ways to clean up your work space and prioritize your projects so you will be 
more efficient and effective. 
Audio CD Item #: 1810220 

FREE BONUS! 

How to Make Microsoft® Outlook® Work Harder for You 
You’ll learn about creating rules, filtering information, and color coding e-mail messages, all of 
which will help you organize your inbox, saving you time and frustration. 
CD-ROM Item #: 89470C 

Satisfaction Is 100% Guaranteed! 
Customer satisfaction is our #1 priority. If you’re not satisfied with your purchase for any 
reason, return it to us within 60 days and we will refund your money in full! No questions 

asked. 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: PURCHASE ONLINE BY 01/19/11 REQUIRED 

to receive your PACKAGE DISCOUNT*, purchase online, and provide your exclusive VIP #919-640111-202 when 
prompted during checkout. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your organization, though they must 
use your VIP # and also purchase online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 01/19/11. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, please 
send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to our on-site 
department at onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hotels~ruceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet 
your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs 
via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not 



receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, January 13, 2011 2:29 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Give Us Your Znput on the New Greenways and Cycling Map 

Give Us Your Input on the New Greenways and Cycling Map 
Posted Date: 1/7/2011 

Calling all bikers, hikers, and anyone who uses Chapel Hill’s trails and greenways. 
You’re invited to drop in and provide input for a new Greenways and Cycling Guide 
Nap. A public meeting will be held from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Jan.13, in the 
Chapel Hill Town Hall second floor training room. 

The Town of Chapel Hill Planning and Parks and Recreation departments are 
working with Steve Spindler, a cartographer specializing in cycle facility and transit 
mapping for urban areas, to develop a community map aimed at facilitating and 
promoting bicycle and greenway usage. Spindler will give a short presentation at 6 
p.m. about mapping projects he has worked on and how his work has been used 
and distributed in other cities. 

During this event, Spindler and Town staff will be available to discuss the 
information that makes urban cycling and greenway trail maps most effective. The 
Town is seeking public input so this map will benefit visitors, cyclists, and trail 
users of all types for years to come. 

Bike on Chapel Hill Greenway 

For more information, contact Garrett Davis of the Chapel Hill Planning Department at gdavis2@townofchapelhill,org 

or 919-969-5061, 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
http:/!www, tow n ofch apelhi/Lorq!in dex ,aspx?paoze = 38&su bscri bero.uid = 86937335-e i b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please dick th! e following link: 

http :/!www. tow n ofch apelhiH_ orq!index ,aspx?pa_Ag e = 38&su bscri berg u id = 86937335-e I b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dana=defenddemocracy.org@reply.bronto.com on behalf of 
Dana Murphy <dana@defenddemocracy.org> 

Thursday, January 13,2011 5:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

NOW ACCEPTING Applications for 2011 FDD Fellowship 

Dear Professor: 

Knowing of your interest in conflict issues and the Middle East, I am writing to inform you that the 

Foundation for the Defense of Democracies now is accepting applications for its annual Academic Fellows 

Terrorism studies program. 

This unique program which provides university professors with a detailed understanding of the terror threat 
that faces our nation and sister democracies is centered on a 10-day course taught in conjunction with Tel 

Aviv University. The program takes place entirely in Israel and runs June 11th to June 22nd, 2011 (travel 

inclusive). Participants interact with academics, diplomats, military and intelligence officials, and politicians 

from Israel, Jordan, India and the United States. They also visit military bases, border zones and other 
security installations to learn the practical side of deterring terrorist attacks. All expenses are paid by FDD. 
The deadline for applications is March 25, 2011. 

For more information on the program, please click here. 

Or you may feel free to contact me at darx~de%nddemocrac~. 

Best regards, 

Dana Murphy 

Academic Fellows Program Coordinator 

Unsubscdbe from future marketing messages from FDD 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, January 14, 2011 10:22 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Travis, Here’s a Super-Colossal Friday Deal for You ... 

919=240111=203 

Nationa~SeminarsTrainin~oCOrn 
40% OFF Seminars! 



Hi Travis, 

Winter is in full swing -- and it’s the perfect time to come out of the cold and slide right into one of our warm and cozy 
skill-building seminars, 

From communication to management to business writing, we have a seminar guaranteed to heat up your career! 

And because it’s Friday we’re offering you 40% OFF every seminar listed below. But you better hurry -- this deal 
ends in 7 days! 

Training Events in Your Area 

Understanding and Interpreting Financial Statements 
01/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Reg!ster Now More Info View Brochure 

Design & Page Layout Skills for Beginners 
01/25/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 
02/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ster Now More Info View Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 
02/07/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Human Resources and the Law: 2 Day 
02/09/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More I~fo View Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 
02/11111 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

The Sales And Use Tax Seminar 
02/14/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register How More Irffo View Brochure 

How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 
02/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ster Now More I~fo View Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 

Regular 40% Off 
Price Price 

$299 $179.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$299 $179.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$249 $149.40! 



03/09/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Administrative Assistants Conference 
03/16/11 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Bargaining with Vendors & Suppliers 
03/17/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Strengthening Your People Skills in The Workplace 
03/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~zister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

FMLA Compliance Update 
03/22/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Bow to Build Strategic Thin~ing Skills 
03/28/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 
03/29/11 - Raleigh, NC - Recjister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Customer Service That Wows! 
04/04/11 - Raleigh, NC - Reg.!ster Now More Info Miew Brochure 

Essential Time Management and Organizations Skills 
04/05/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ster Now More h~fo Miew Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 
04/06/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking 
04/13/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info MiewBrochure 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 
04/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info Miew Brochure 

$199 $119.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$229 $137.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$199 $119.40! 

$299 $179.40! 

$149 $89.40! 

$179 $107.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

$249 $149.40! 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY01/21/11 REQUIRED 

To receive your 40% OFF DISCOUNT*, enroll online and provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17274 and VIP 
#919-240111-203 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 
organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also register online to receive the discount. This 
exclusive discount expires 01/21/11. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, please 
send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to our on-site 
department at onsite~ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hotels@ruceci.com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr@rucecLcom. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet 
your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs 
via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not 
receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennette, Caroline <caroline_j ennette@med.unc, edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 1:20 PM 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares <cccs2010@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [cccs2010] Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Final Update 

Alan, just FYI, the IGdney Center’s donations went under the department of medicine so this is a little misleading, 
as we did have some contributions. Maybe next year you can take our name out of the list or pool it with 
Department of Medicine? Or we will need to better organize so ours get labeled correctly. 

Thanks, C 

From: Alan Taylor [mailto:AlanTaylor@ncsecc.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 10:45 AM 
To: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 
Subject: [cccs2010] Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Final Update 

Good Morning! 

I know many of you have been waiting to see the final numbers for the campaign. Before I sent the final 

numbers I wanted to be sure we had every pledge into our system. The campaign this year was unable to 

meet the goals for the 2010 campaign but can no doubt still be considered a success. Looking at the numbers 

UNC Chapel Hill is still the single largest campaign in the state. The campaign raised $774,977 with a 

participation rate of 19.25%. This campaign is only possible through your efforts as volunteers. I am thankful 

for each of you and the support you provide for this campaign. 

For those of you wondering about the last incentive prizes, I am still working on drawing those names and 

should have those names available to you by Friday. 

I hope to see all of you again next year! 

Ta ke Ca re, 

Alan Taylor 

Director of University Campaigns 

State Employees Combined Campaign 

(W)919-821-2886 

(C)~ 

You are currently subscribed to cccs2010 as: caroline j ennette~med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=33228529, cb 13 ad00b224f474cb 9d2a376a6a 1438&n=T&l=cccs2010&o=28469892 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28469892-33228529.cb13ad00b224f474cb9d2a376a6a1438~listserv.unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to cccs2010 as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=33260848.bf643 fl 8c4ba6c643b843 c 12e7b08bdd&n=T&l=cccs2010& o=28471227 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28471227-33260848.bf643 fl 8c4ba6c643b843 c 12e7b08bdd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rockhurst Web Conferences <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 
Friday, January 14, 2011 2:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Reading Contracts: How to Avoid Making Costly Mistakes 

iX! 919=150111o215 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

X~]Working With Contracts 

I X EnrottNow 

Meet Your Speaker: 

Jodie-Beth Galos, Esq., 
SPHR 
Jodie-Beth Galos is widely regarded 
by organizations large and small as 

Interpreting legally binding contracts doesn’t have 
to tie your stomach in knots. 
When it comes to contracts, you and your organization are putting it all on 
the dotted line. Literally. You know there isn’t room for error. You have to 
know what you’re signing. You have to look for red flags. You have to 



an employment-law expert with an 
uncanny talent for taking complex 
compliance issues and presenting 
them in easy-to-understand terms. 

Galos has an extensive background 
in employment law, having practiced 
with two nationally known law firms 
before moving into corporate 
positions at Shearson 
Lehman/American Express and Saks 
Fifth Avenue. 

Galos holds a B.A. from Barnard 
College, Columbia University and a 
J.D. from Boston University School of 
Law. She is regularly featured on 
CNBC, CNN, and in Money 
Magazine. *In case of emergency, we will 

substitute an equally qualified trainer. 

Your Risk-Free Guarantee 
We stand behind our Web 
Conferences with our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete satisfaction. 
You must agree that this program 
was worthwhile for you, or we’ll 
refund your registration fee in full. 
Guaranteed. 

Invite Your Coworkers to 
Attend for FREE! 
When you enroll in this Conference, 
you’ll be entitled to one Conference 
connection and the extra benefit of 
gathering as many people around 
your computer as you can. 

You can maximize the reach of this 
training even more by setting up your 
own Conference screening room in 
your organization. For more details on 
how to get more from this Conference 
by creating your own training room in 
your office, click here! 

interpret fine print in a matter of days. Most of all, you have to protect 
your organization’s interest and get the deal you want. 

Talk about pressure. 

If you want relief from the stress ... easy techniques that make reading 
contracts a breeze ... warning signs that indicate you have trouble ... look 
no further. This time-saving Web Conference is chock-full of secrets for 
working more efficiently with contracts. 

Learn your legal rights ... obligations ... and risks 
here. 
This Web Conference unveils the most important strategies you need 
when working with contracts. You’ll learn what all legally binding contracts 
must have ... questions every contract should answer ... steps that make 
reviewing contracts a breeze ... and much more. 

Don’t suffer from "What did I just sign?!" dread m Enroll 
Today! 

X Enrott Now 

You’ll Discover ... 

The biggest mistakes people make when reviewing contracts and 
how to avoid them 

Questions you should ask and have answers to when reviewing 
contracts 

Steps to quickly and easily review contracts 

What makes contracts legally binding 

Warning signs that a contract is bad news for you 

Time-saving tips for reading the fine print 

What every contract must include to be legally binding 

The extent to which verbal contracts can be enforced 

Q&A Session: 
Upon enrolling in the Web Conference, you will have the opportunity to 
submit your questions via e-mail. Time permitting, your trainer will 
address questions from Conference participants. Many questions will be 
addressed in the Conference itself. Others will be addressed in the 
supporting materials that will be available exclusively to Conference 
participants. 

Web Conference - January 31,2011 
Conference Start Times: All times are given in standard time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 9 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount I You Pay 



Read~n Contracts 
Event Only $179 SAVE $50 $129 

R÷ad~n Contracts 
CD-ROM** Only $179 

Contracts 
Event + CD-ROM** 

COMBO 
$358 DEAL! $t79 

SAVE $179 

with the Conference or se£arate~y~ The CDoRO~a recordiug wi~ be available approximately 74o21 days after the Confere~ce~ 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 01/31/11 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17278 and VIP #919- 
150111-215 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

January 28, 2011 

February 01, 2011 

February 02, 2011 

February 03, 2011 

F~cebook Essentials 

February 07, 2011 



February 08, 2011 

February 09, 201 i 

February 

February 14, 2011 

February 15, 2011 

February 16, 2011 

February 17, 2011 

February 18, 2011 

February 22, 2011 

February 23, 2011 

Check Out Our Other Great Training 



CO~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTO~ ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv~,ucec com. 

FiND FULLoDAY AND ~#IULTJPLEoDAY T~JNJHG CO~a~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www Nationa Sem na’sTra n [?~com. 

OHSKE TRA~H~HG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at                . 

GENE~L INFOR#aATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info~,ucec com. 

WEB#aASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmsb~ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



To: 

info@townofchapelhili.org 

Friday, January 14, 2011 3:47 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Looking Back on 2010 

Posted Date: 1/12/2011 

The Town of Chapel Hill wishes all residents in our community a Happy New Year in 2011! We recognize the following 

noteworthy activities and milestones from 2010. For more information about any of these abbreviated notes about 

successes, please contact us at info@townofchapelhill.orq or call 919-969-5055. 

@ 

® 

@ 

® 

Launched first Community Survey that was mailed to 2,000 randomly 
selected Chapel Hill households. Of those who responded, 90 percent were Council Meeting 

satisfied with the quality of life in Chapel Hill and ranked services highly. 
Increased outreach to residents with high number of public information 
meetings, e-mail notifications, and online forms and surveys. Planning 
improved information outreach with new postcard notification system. 
Assisted the U.S. Census Bureau in communicating and encouraging 
participation in the 2010 Census. 
Acquired new computer software to assist Planning Department efforts to 
streamline the development permitting process for improved efficiency and 
service. 
Enacted by the Town Council new rules effective Narch 2010 disallowing the tethering of dogs. 
Participated in the seventh year of the Good Neighbor Initiative, which encourages students who live off 
campus to meet their neighbors and become good neighbors. 
Submitted Google Application on behalf of Chapel Hill, Carrboro and UNC-Chapel Hill for initiative to identify 
"testbed" communities that will help the company demonstrate new capabilities enabled by faster and better 
broadband access. 
Hosted first Citizens Police Academy on various policing topics over 10 classes. Held four "Town 
community meetings of the Chapel Hill Police Department. 
Held punic input meetings for residents to provide feedback on community policing activities and the strategic 
plan for the Chapel Hill Police Department. 
Held Feb. 22 punic forum by the Town Council on possible regulation of cell phone use by operators of motor 
vehicles. 
Held April 19 public forum by Town Council on managing the growing deer population in Chapel Hill. 
Selected new police chief - Chris Blue, a Chapel Hill native, 13-year veteran of the department and marathon 
runner. 
Honored at a Town Council ceremony heroes Joey and Freddie Shelton, who successfully thwarted an 
attempted kidnapping, in a Town Council ceremony. 
Held July 22 public information meeting on 140 West Franklin construction project and established process for 
public and businesses to stay informed throughout construction. 
Engaged the community in a writing competition titled "How I helped build a Community Bridge" through 
Justice in Action Committee 

Champio  Dow tow  

® Started FRANK Arts Collective with the Downtown Partnership by 
helping to organize the project and providing a loan. 
InstNled pilot multi-meter parking stations to make parking more 
convenient to downtown visitors. The pay stations will make parking 
more convenient to downtown visitors. Instead of accepting only 
coins like traditional parking meters, the pay stations accept credit 
cards as well as coins. 

X Multistation parking meter 



Installed new parking signage throughout downtown Chapel Hill. 
Held April 8 public planning session for the future of downtown Chapel Hill (Downtown Development Framework 
and Action Plan). 
Held June :[0 planning charette on downtown Chapel Hill including topics of urban design, infrastructure, 
markets/economic development, transit, parks and parking. (Downtown Development Framework and Action 
Plan). 
Completed street lighting upgrades downtown. LED pilot program was completed. 
Continued wi-fi services for downtown and public housing neighborhoods. A total of 26 wireless access hotspots 
are installed that support an average of 325 users per day. 

@ 

@ 

® 

@ 

@ 

Contributed funds and partnered with Orange County to support UNC’s 
NC Botanical Garden effort to add 5.6 acres to Stillhouse Bottom Nature X Morgan Creek - Merritt Pasture 

Preserve within the urban environs of Chapel Hill. 
Completed Barriers to Small Business Development study conducted to 
listen to business owners and hear their experiences and suggestions. 
The study identified challenges impeding the business climate in Chapel 

Completed Office Market Study that analyzes the office market and 
provides guidance on growing office market absorption. 
Enacted in June an Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance that mandates a set- 
aside percentage for affordable housing for new residential 
developments. Takes effect in March 20:[:[. 
Completed a draft Complete Streets policy (after holding training workshop and public forum) with goal of 
making streets safe for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of all ages and 
abilities. 
Held ]uly 22, October 7 and December 2 public information meeting on Ephesus Church-Fordham Small Area 
planning initiative to encourage reinvestment in the Ram’s Plaza study area. The December 2 presentation 
focused on development plans that combine scenarios for reinvestment in properties. 
Created a budget for a local energy efficiency and conservation program for buildings in Chapel Hill. 
Reduced vehicular accidents by 30 percent at Chapel Hill Transit and operator preventable accidents by 32 
percent. 
Continued expansion of bio-diesel fuel for five Chapel Hill Transit buses. 
Saved fuel at Chapel Hill Transit. :[5 percent of the fleet is powered by hybrid electric buses. One hybrid bus 
can save up to $6,000 annually in fuel costs. 
Zncreased NdersNp at Chapel Hill Transit - FY 2009-:[0 grew by 7 percent reaching almost 7.5 million annual 
rides compared to the previous year. 
Adopted an Energy Strategy to address growing challenges associated with energy efficiency, environmental 
protection and social justice. Approved by the Department of Energy, which awarded Chapel Hill $554,900 to 
upgrade public facilities and create a program to help residents make energy improvements. 
Enacted ]ordan Watershed Riparian Buffer Protection Ordinance to improve environmental protection of the 
riparian buffers and streams that flow into ]ordan Lake. 
Held Affordable Housing Work Session on Now 29. Council endorsed moving forward with a strategy and 
provided guidance on policy issues. 
Responded to community interest in preserving and protecting residential neighborhoods through the 
Neighborhood Conservation District process (Glen Lennox and Highland Woods). 
Assisted :[:[ first-time homebuyers with $:[06,000 in grants to purchase homes through the Community Home 
Trust. 
Collaborated on the NC 54 Corridor Study to inform transportation/traffic analysis, land use decisions, project 
planning, and funding priorities. The total cost for the study is $257,432 with 80 percent of the funding coming 
from federal transportation planning funds and the remaining 20 percent funded jointly by the City of Durham, 
Durham County and the Town of Chapel Hill. 
Provided new information online about major development applications and concept plan submittals. See 
Development Activity Report at www.townofchap~!hj!LoEgZp!anBi89 
Continued efforts that began in 2008 to improve and streamline the planning and development process. 
Adopted a ma~or update to the tree protection ordinance that will take effect in March 20~£. The update 
establishes a new vision statement that calls for a balanced approach to protecting trees without overregulatlon 



of residential properties and property owners. 
Received $560,000 grant through the MPO Surface Transportation Program for phase two of the Morgan Creek 
Trail project. 
InstNled pilot signs as part of a new vehicular way-finding signage project. In 20:[:[, there will be a total of 
about 40 way-finding signs installed to improve signage for residents and visitors, as directed by the Town 
Council. 
Held Aug. :[6 public information meeting about the development application to the Town for the ~FC Community 
House Men’s Shelter. 
Made changes to development rules to encourage economic development. Council enacted ordinance changes 
that could help make better use of vacant office space and encourage desirable forms of nonresidential 
development. 
Recognized local businesses for commitment to alternative transportation at Go Chapel Hill’s annual 
Transportation Conference on Nov. :[9. 
Approved state highway plans for Weaver Dairy Road improvements between Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard 
and Erwin Road, including sidewalks, bicycle lanes, raised center median and extension of Weaver Dairy Road 
to Sage Road. 

® 

@ 

@ 

Adopted a list of priorities for new sidewalk construction 
valued at about $:[.3 million from regional and local funds,    x Crosswalk 

Held successful Festifall event in October that featured arts 
and crafts from more than :[00 juried regional artisans, 
some of the finest dance groups and music bands, 
children’s activities, and a great hometown feel. 
Started construction of phase one of the Morgan Creek Trail 
project, which will include about :[ mile of concrete trail 
along Morgan Creek and access to Merritt’s Pasture 
Completed renovations at the Homestead Park batting 
cages and skateboard park at a cost of about 
Completed partial renovation of Bolin Creek Trail. 
Held fourth annual Project Homeless Connect at Hargraves 
Community Center to serve people experiencing or at risk 
of homelessness in Orange County 
Completed :[6 prototype functional artwork pieces such as benches, trail markers and bike racks made from 
recycled materials and installed along Bolin Creek Greenway 
Sponsored a series of three professional development workshops for artists through the New York Foundation 
for the Art and attended by 35-80 participants. 
Addressed underage drinking issues through partnership with UNC Office of the Dean of Students, Coalition for 
Alcohol and Drug Free Teens and Chapel Hill Police Department. 
Ordered :[3 mobile laptop units to be placed in front line fire emergency vehicles, allowing for GIS and fire data 
base software to be available in the field. 
Completed comprehensive renovations at North Columbia Street public housing neighborhood. 
Managed third annual "Hometown Halloween" on Franklin Street with a smaller crowd of 35,000 people, streets 
cleared before midnight and one citation issued. 
Expanded outreach initiatives of the Police Department’s community services unit with such events as 
Neighborhood Night Out in Northside, Shred-a-Thons, Operation. Medicine Cabinet, and Engrave and Save 
effort to enhance recovery of stolen goods. 
Opened the Fire Place for fire education programs at 30:[ Meadowmont Village. 
Completed upgrades to conserve water in 92 apartments (one gallon per flush commodes installed). 
Completed Radio Frequency Identification System to improve inventory control and to provide self-checkout for 
patrons at Chapel Hill Public Library. 
Engaged high school students in projects that focus on energy and affordability in the home through the 
Mayor’s Youth for Sustainable Future 
Held public meeting and open house, created web page and communication outreach, to gather public input on 
future use for Town facility at 523 E. Franklin St. 
Continued construction of the traffic signal system upgrade using stimulus funds. Construction began in 
December 2009 and project is expected to be completed in August 20:[2. 
Developed severn new interactive GIS web maps showing information such as development activity, treatment 



® 

of streets during adverse weather, and a permit notification 
Held dedication ceremony on April 24 for the honorary naming of the gazebo 
at the Old Chapel Hill Cemetery in memory of the late Rebecca Clark. 
Hosted the third annual Locally Grown Rooftop Music and Movies Series in 
downtown Chapel Hill. Free live concerns and movies on the Wallace Plaza. 
Collected six tons of litter and trash as part of the NC Big Sweep on Oct 
Collected 939 truckloads of loose leaves during 2009-:[0 season, up :[9 
percent from the previous year. 
Completed major drainage projects, including emergency work at Fountain 
Ridge Road and work at Burning Tree Drive. 
Responded to citizen petitions calling for traffic calming and instNled speed 
tables at eight locations using stimulus funds. 
Organized massive environmental stewardship effort with :[87 volunteers 
cleaning area creeks and waterways during NC Big Sweep. 
Held dedication ceremony on Jan. 28 for Sculptural Climbing Wall at the 
Community Center Playground. 
Conducted "Bikeability Riding and Safety Clinic" to assist residents with 
special needs try adaptive bikes and learn about safe bike riding. 
Created Butterfly Air Garden with the Girls Scouts at the Chapel Hill 
Community Center. 
Renovated roadside median on U.S. Hwy :[5-50:[ at Erwin Road and Europa Drive that features almost 
exclusively native plants, making eastern gateway into Chapel HHI all the more beaut[ful~ 

Rebecca Clark Gazebo at Old 
Chapel Hill Cemetery 

Set Course for S stainable Financial F t re 

Received AAA credit rating on new General Obligation Debt issuance and affirmed rating on existing GO debt. 

The Town of Chapel Hill is one of the smallest communities to be rated in the highest rating categories. As a 

result, the Town receives very competitive bids for debt issuance. 

Applied for and received a total of $4.02 million in grant funds for various Town initiatives (not including 

Transit) over 20:[0. 
Received $75,000 grant to replace a pedestrian bridge on the Battle Branch Trail. 

Received a grant of $:[00,000 from the Chapel Hill Public Library Foundation toward the Library’s four-year 

capital Collection Development Project. 

Received $47,500 in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds for phase one of the Morgan Creek Trail, a 

:[0-foot wide concrete trail that will continue from Fan Branch Trail at Culbreth Road west to Carrboro Town line 

near Frank Porter Graham School. 

Authorized awarded grants totaling $537,683 to be used to support Chapel Hill Transit’s mobility management 

program, to introduce an EZ Rider Weekend Pass program, to offer training and provide upgrades to bus stops 

for mobility impaired individuals. 

Completed nearly $700,000 in pedestrian improvement projects paid for with stimulus funds through the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Projects include pedestrian refuge islands and crosswalks at seven 

locations. 

Pla  Ahead tier Carolina NoAh 

Held community workshops on Aug. :[2 and April :[5 to share data about potential locations for a bike pathway 
between the planned Carolina North Campus and the Main UNC Campus. 
Received minor modification requests for development agreement. These were reviewed and approved. 
Received the University’s first Annual Report. A public meeting was conducted, as required. 

Awards and Distinctions 

Recognized as Bicycle Friendly Community (bronzeqevel) by the 
National Bicycle Federation. 
Recognized as second largest transit system (Chapel Hill Transit) in the 
state of North Carolina. 
Recognized as one of the nation’s Top Small City Arts Destinations by 
American Style Magazine. This reader’s pool award recognizes that the 
arts contribute to community identity, economic development, and 

X Bicycle Friendly Community 



tourism. Readers voted for the cities that they like most to visit to view, 

enjoy, and shop for great art. 

Recognized as one of the Best Small Cities in America to Live, according to the August 2010 issue of Money 

Magazine. 

Recognized as one of the Best Places for the Rich and Single, according to CNN Money Magazine. 

Recognized as one of the Best Places to Raise Kids, according to Business Week. 

Received Communications Awards recognition from several organizations: City-County Communications and 

Marketing Association, NC City and County Communicators, and NC Association of Government Information 

Officers for Town website, Guide to Town Services and the employee newsletter. 

Ranked No. 1 public library in North Carolina by the Nennens American Public Library Rating Index (13th 

successive year). 

Exceeded the one million circulation mark at the library with about 1.09 million materials borrowed over one 

year. 

Received Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting from the Government Finance Officers 

Association 

Received Distinguished Budget Presentation Award from the Government Finance Officers Association 

To change your eSubscNptions preferences, click the following link: 

htt~:/j’www.townofchapelhill.org/index.aspx?paqle= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 
904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 
http://www.townofchapelhil/.org!index.aspx?j3~e= 38&subscN berquid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 
904093218ba7&unsubscNbe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Friday, January 14, 2011 4:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Weekend Recruit Visit List from InsideCarolina.com 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

Do you know who is visiting this weekend? Check out the complete list of North Carolina football recruits with visits scheduled this 
weekend on the following web page: 

~ :i/r~or~hcaro~ina. sco~t.com/a.z?s=78&~=g&c=6&~r=2011 &refid= 10403 

This is a free list, provided with no obligation or registxation required, to all North Carolina fans courtesy of InsideCarolina.com! Be 
sure to pass this link along to other North Carolina fans. 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com and Scom.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:/isecure.scout.com/a.z?s=78&p=5&c=4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Webinars from Rockhurst <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Monday, January 17,2011 3:06 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Microsoft® Excel® Pivot Tables: $50 Off! 

~ 919-370111-204 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

How To Use Microsoft Excel Pivot Tabtes to Easty Analyze Data 

Online Enrollment Special Save $50 

Invite others to watch this Conference with you for FREE! (Click here fo~ details!) 

Enroll Now! 

What others are 
saying about this 
training event 

January 24, 2011 

Have you ever been frustrated by the daunting 
task of organizing and analyzing large amounts of 
data? 
If so, you’re probably missing out on a remarkable tool that can make your 
job easier. If you find yourself buried under an avalanche of data and need 
to produce reports easily and efficiently, then allow Excel PivotTables to 
come to your rescue! 



"Great flow throughout conference. 
Not too fast and not too slow. Well 
done!" 

"This training addressed all my 
PivotTable questions. Thank you!" 

~nvite Others to 
Watch This Web 
Conference With You 
for FREE! 
When you enroll in this 
Conference, you’ll be entitled to 
one Conference connection and 
the extra benefit of gathering as 
many people around your 
computer as you can, 

You can maximize the reach of this 
training even more by setting up 
your own Conference screening 
room in your organization. Here’s 
what you’ll need: a computer with 
Web access, an LCD projector, a 
viewing screen, a speakerphone or 
Polycom®, and a room large 
enough to accommodate the 
number of people you’d like to 
invite to attend. For more details 
on how to get more from this 
Conference by creating your own 
training room in your office, c~ick 
here! 

Now! 

Complete 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed! 

Over the past 20 years, 
our training has helped 
millions of business 
leaders. We’re certain 
that this Conference will 
be a valuable training 
experience for you, too 
... we’re so certain, in 
fact, that we stand 
behind this program with 
our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete 
satisfaction: You must 
agree this program was 
worthwhile for you, or 
we’ll refund your 
enrollment fee in full. 
Guaranteed. 

PivotTables can help you sort and sift through large data sets to focus 
quickly on just the data elements that matter most to you, your boss, and 
your company’s specific needs. 

Even Iongtime Excel users admit that they don’t take enough advantage of 
the PivotTable function. But if your job requires you to si~ through mounds 
of data, do yourself a favor and join us for this user-friendly one-hour Web 
Conference, How to Use Microsoft~ Excel~ PivotTables to Easily 
Summarize and Analyze Data! 

In just one fast-paced and informative training session, you’ll learn how to 
use PivotTables better to sort your data more efficiently ... create multiple 
customized reports in a few easy steps ... and gain a powerful new tool to 
help you make better business decisions. 

~n just 60 minutes, you’~ ~earn howto save hours of 
dataocrunching and reposing time° 
Forget complicated tutorials and thousand-page manuals written in "tech- 
speak" -- this Webinar is the fastest, most accurate way to learn how to 
harness the potential of PivotTables. Led by Dennis Taylor, one of the 
country’s foremost Excel experts, this training event concentrates solely on 
PivotTables -- what they are and how they can make your life easier. 
Much easier! 

After this session is over, you won’t spend long hours cutting and pasting 
data in order to compare and analyze different variables. With just a click 
of the mouse, you’ll quickly find trends, analyze patterns, and complete 
multiple summaries with Excel PivotTables. 

PivotTab~es W~LL make your job easier, 
This Web Conference will open up a world of possibilities for managing 
data more easily than you’ve imagined. Whether you have a little 
experience with PivotTables -- or none at all -- you’re guaranteed to learn 
something incredible here with us. 

You’ll also learn how you can convert a PivotTable into a chart and use a 
macro to keep your table fresh. In addition, you’ll get tips on the easiest 
way to group your data. Most importantly, when you use the power of 
PivotTables, you’ll be saving time and making your job easier. 

~ Enroll Now! 

Here’s a Glimpse at What You’ll Learn About 
PivotTables: 

¯ Why they are the "hidden gems" inside Excel 

¯ How to create multiple PivotTables so you can analyze large data sets from 
different business perspectives 

¯ Easily group and view data in a spreadsheet 

¯ Convert PivotTables into easy-to-read charts -- instantly 

¯ Create a macro that keeps your PivotTable data automatically updated 

¯ Learn how to group date-related data into months, quarters, and years ... 
perform ad hoc grouping in two quick steps 

¯ How to get PivotTables and graphs to look -- and print -- exactly the way 
you want 

So what are you waiting for? Enroll today and start saving your valuable 
time! 

How to Use Microsof~~ 
ExceP PivotTab~es is an 
independent program 
and is not affiliated with, 
nor has it been 

~ About Your Trainer: Dennis Taylor 

Dennis Taylor literally "wrote the book" on Excel. An author of seven 
spreadsheet how-to books including the popular Teach Yourseff@ 
Microsofts Excel® 2000, and a prolific writer/presenter of more than 50 
software training videos, he is one of the most respected Excel experts 
in the industry. But what he likes best is training -- be it in the 



authorized, sponsored, or 
otherwise approved by, 
Microsoft Corporation. 
Microsoft and Excel are 
registered trademarks of 
Microsoft Corporation in 
the United States and/or 
other countries. 

classroom, in public seminars, on video, or through Webinars such as 
this one. 

Dennis has an extraordinary’ gift for helping "regular folks" grasp the 
amazing things that can be accomplished with Excel. His easygoing 
speaking style takes the intimidation factor out of the equation while 
packing each one of his sessions with enough information, shortcuts, 
and strategies to satisfy everyone’s thirst for knowledge. 

case of emergency, we wifl substitute an equally qualified trainer. 

Web Conference - January 24, 2011 
Conference Sta~ Times: All times are given in standard time. Web Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 

2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 9 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I E.-mail Discount 

How To Use M~crosoR Excel Pivot 
Tables to Eas e Da~a 
Event Only 

$179 SAVE $50 $129 

How To Use MicyosoR Excel Pivot 
Tables to Eas e Da~a 
CD-ROM** Only 

$179 

How To Use MJcroso# Excel Pivot 
Tab/ca to Eas e Data 
Event + CD-ROM** 

COMBO 
$358 DEAL! $179 

SAVE $179 

**For your conve[de~ce, a CD=RO#~I ~ecord [)g is made of each Rockhu~st Web Co~ffere~ce. You may choose to purchase the C©~RO~ either 

ao~9 ~, th the Conference or separately. The CD~RO~’~ recording ~,i 1 be ava abb approx mate~y 14~21 days after the Co~ffere~ce. 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 01/24/11 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17341 and VIP #919- 
370111-204 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 



Upcoming Audi~ and Web Conferences 

January 31, 2011 

February Oi, 2011 

Februa~ 02, 2011 

Februa~ 03, 2011 

Februa~ 07, 2011 

Februa~ 08, 2011 

Februal 09, 2011 

Februaw 10, 2011 

Februaw 14, 2011 

Februa~ 15, 2011 

Februa~ 16, 2011 

Februa~ 17, 2011 

Februa~ 18, 2011 

Februa~ 22, 2011 

Februa~ 23, 2011 

Check Out Our Other Great 



CO~ PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTO NER S ERV~DE : For questions or concems regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 
customer service department at cs!serv~raceci com. 

FIND FULL@AY AND MULTIPLEoDAY TRAINING CONING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 
and conferences coming to your area at www Natiol’aISeminars rraii’,inq,~£,3. 

ON oS~TE TRAiNiNG: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 
please send an e-mail to our on-site deparLment at onsite@ruceci com. 

GENERAL ~NFORNATJON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info£ruceci com. 

~a~EB NASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 
e-mail to webmstr@{ ceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscfibe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



ARTS & S( IbNCkS 

TIlE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTII CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL I~I[.L 

DEPAI<IMI NT OF AFI~,ICAN & 

A FIKO-AM EI~.ICAN S’| UDIES 

109 I~AT’FLE IfA[L 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CttAPEI HILI~ NC 27599-3395 

9 I 9,966.5496 

9i%962.2694 

December 20, 2010 

Dr. Sibby Anderson Thompkins 
301B Bynum Hall, CB #4100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 
sibbv@email.unc.edu 

Dear Dr. Thompkins: 

I write to ask that you allow me to nominate you to Dean Karen Gill for a Joint Professor 
appointment with the department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning January 
1,2011. I hope that you will find this to be a welcome opportunity for affiliation with a 
dynamic department at UNC Chapel Hill, and an opportunity to continue to engage in 
scholarship with our department. Based on your credentials, the department faculty voted 
unanimously to recommend you for the Adjunct appointment for 4 1/2 years, January 1, 
2011 through June 30, 2015. 

In order to move forward with this appointment, please return a signed copy of this letter 
to our Department Business Manager, Agatha Buell (UNC, CB # 3395, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599). 

We would be delighted to have you join us and look forward to working with you over 
the next few years. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Julius E. Nyang’ oro 
Professor and Chair 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 4:13 PM 

NHC Info <info@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Martha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

The Black Atlantic and the Biographical Turn, February 24-26 at the National 
Humanities Center 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Rockhurst Audio Conference Series <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 3:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Stamp Out Negativity in the Workplace! Save $50 

iX! 919=200111o202 

Additional Audio and Web Conferences 

January 25, 2011 



Learn how to stamp out negativity m straight from 
the author of Negaholics® No More! 

How many Negaholics are in your workplace? You 
know who they are. They mope around the office. 
Never have a good thing to say about anything or 
anyone. Always are the first to point out why 
something won’t work. And, worst of all, their sour 
attitudes bring the rest of the workplace down. 

How much longer are you going to put up with 
these poisonous personalities? 

Take a stand! Dr. Ch~rie Carter-Scott -- the noted 
expert who first introduced the world to the term 
Negaholics -- will show you how! 

In this all-new Audio Conference, you’ll learn the same 
powerful tools and strategies that have helped 
thousands of other professionals turn around 
Negaholism in others -- and in themselves. You’ll 
leave supercharged and armed with the no-nonsense 
tools you need to deal with negativity wherever and 
whenever you find it in the workplace. 

i~vi~e o~e~ to ~,ather afoL~nd 
your phone an~ i~s~en to 

Audio C,o~f~n@ with 

~t was ~ke nothing ~ ex~ed 
in a good way." 
-- L 

~The ~st seminar ~ have EVER 
~ended~" 
~ S 



Step 1: On the date of the 
Conference, you’ll call a 
special 800 number given to 
you during confirmation. 

Step 2: An operator will 
answer your call and ask 
you to provide your unique 
PIN, also given to you 
during confirmation. 

Step 3" The operator will 
connect you to the 
Conference. 

If you have additional 
questions, please visit our 
FAQ page. 

Over the past 20 years, our 
training has helped millions 
of business professionals 
build essential career skills. 
We’re certain that this 
Conference will be a 
valuable training 
experience for you. So 
certain, in fact, that we 
stand behind this program 
with our 100 percent 
guarantee of complete 
satisfaction: You must 
agree this program was 
worthwhile for you, or we’ll 



Upon purchasing this Audio Conference, you will be 
given a unique PIN number that entitles you to a 
single phone-line connection. Your log-on code may 
be used only once. However, you are welcome to 
invite your colleagues to gather around your 
speakerphone and listen to this Conference with 
you for FREE! 

Better yet, even more people in your organization 
can attend along with you when you set up your 
own Audio Conference training room in your 
workplace. Here’s what you’ll need: a Polycom® or 
speakerphone with great sound quality so everyone 
can hear clearly and a room large enough to 
accommodate the number of people you’d like to 
invite to attend. 

refund your enrollment fee 
in full. 
Guaranteed. 

Audio Conference - January 25, 2011 
Conference StaA Times: All times are given in standard time. Audio Conferences last 60-90 minutes. 

2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 9 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Conference I Standard Price I Eomai~ Discount 
You Pay 

Dr. Cherie Carter-Scott on Overcominq 
~ in the Workplace 
Event Only 

$179 SAVE $50 $129 

Dr. Cherie Carter-Scott on Overcoming 

CD** Only 
$179 

Dr. Cherie Carter-Scott on Overcoming 
~ in the Workplace 
Event + CD** 

COMBO 
$358 DEAL! $179 

SAVE $179 

**For your cor~veaie~ce, a CD recordir~g is made of each Rockhurst Audio Conference. You may choose to purchase the CD either alor~g with 
the Confere~ce or separately. The CD recordi[~g wil~ be available approximately 14-21 days after the Co~ference. 



Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Enroll online by 01/25/11 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17427 and VIP #919- 
200111-202 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Audio and Web Conferences 

February 01, 2011 

February 02, 2011 

February 03, 2011 

February 07, 2011 

February 08, 2011 

February 09, 2011 

February 10, 2011 

February 14, 2011 

February 1~, 2011 



February 16, 2011 

February 17, 2011 

February 22, 2011 

O~ta~ t~e T~ia~e; F[~LA~ Wo~ke~~ Co~ a~d A~A 

February 23, 2011 

February 24, 2011 

Check O~t O~ Othe~ G~eat 

CO~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

FIND FULL-DAY AND MULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www.NationalSeminarsTraininq.com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 

please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite(@ruceci,com 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info(@ruceci.com 



WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr(~ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 10:22 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Council Meeting Summary 

Posted Date: 1/18/2011 

The Chapel Hi[[ Town Council met at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 18, in Town Hall, 405 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., to 
consider an agenda that includes the following highlights. This brief summary is not intended to serve as minutes, but 
rather it serves as a quick update directly following the meeting. Council meetings are cablecast on Chapel Hill TV18, 
the cable government access channel and via streaming video at ~www.townofchapelhill.or~index.aspx? 
p_~qe=958. The full agenda is available at ~ZqU9Kri or by contacting Communications and Public Affairs at 
919-968-2743 or clerk@townofchapelhil[.org. 

She~ter Guidelir~es: The Council was originally scheduled to consider shelter guideline recommendations from the 
Planning Board at this meeting. This agenda item has been rescheduled to be considered by the Council on 
Wednesday, Jan. 19. Please see http://bitJy/hVkTkn . 

University Hall Library Proposal Update: The Council received additional information about a proposal to relocate 
the Chapel Hill Public Library at the University Mall. The Council expressed concerns, as well as some interest, in the 
proposal, and requested that staff research answers to specific detailed questions. The matter is scheduled for further 
consideration on Feb. 14. 

Town Manager Roger Stancil has assembled four teams of staff members to address a range of issues related to 1) 
design and fit, 2) business aspects of the proposal, 3) sales and property tax revenue implications and 4) public 
information and input. Each of these teams has developed a list of issues they are researching. The issues are 
summarized in this report, along with some preliminary information for the Council’s consideration. 

To learn more about the proposal, view the early design concepts, and express your views to the Town Council, please 
visit: ~www.townofcha~aelhill.or~futurelibrar,z 

Counci~ Retreat Planning: The Council discussed the upcoming Council Planning Retreat that is scheduled for Feb. 
4=5. The Council decided to reschedule its Saturday meeting for 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. A Council Planning Retreat 
Committee has met to discuss preparations for the 2011 Council Planning Retreat. Discussion centered on creating 
new, and refining existing, Chapel Hill Town Council policy goals for 2011=2012; distinguishing the relationship 
between and role of Council and Staff in the execution of Chapel Hill’s Town Council Goals; and defining success 
through dear measurable outcomes. 

and Orange County Public Transit have been engaged in collaborative efforts. These efforts include shared operation 
of the Hillsborough to Chapel Hill bus route, efforts to coordinate system scheduling and Chapel Hill recently 
administered a grant to receive ARRA funds for the Orange Public Transit to purchase two vehicles. Most recently 
Chapel Hill Transit and Orange County Planning Department, under the guidance of each of the Manager’s Offices, 
have begun to pursue the possibility of Chapel Hill Transit assuming the operation of transit service in the non- 
urbanized area on behalf of Orange County Public Transit. 

Synthetic Turf Athletic Field at Cedar Falls Par~<: The Council accepted a $623,000 grant from Orange County. 
The grant will allow the Town to convert a turf softball field at Cedar Falls Park to a synthetic surface athletic field 
suitable for field sports. Adoption of the resolution will also authorize the Manager to apply for a $500,000 Parks and 
Recreation Trust Fund (PARTF) grant which would provide the required local match for the Orange County grant along 
with additional funds for the project. The project will include demolition of the existing Cedar Falls Park #1 softball 
field and the installation of a synthetic turf field in place of the existing grass field. Renovation is planned for a portion 
of the parking lot, new fences, new site furnishings, Americans with Disabilities Act improvements and lights. 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Presentation Skills Training <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 
Wednesday, January 19, 2011 10:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Overcome Your Fear of Public Speaking -- Buy One, Get One FREE! 

iX! 919=130111=346 

Travis, 

For the next 14 days- you can enroll in Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking and bring a friend with you for 
FREE! That’s the best deal you’ve EVER seen for this seminar! 

So, what are you waiting for? Grab a friend ... sign up together ... get smart and grow your career! See you at the 
seminar! 

This program is a pa~ of the STAR12 Learning Network° Learn more about STAR12 



Do you s~er p~-presert~tion butte~|ies ..... 
or 

get so tongue tied ~e words just won’t come? 

If you’re the type of speaker who occasionally "ums" and "ahs" 
your way through a presentation, this workshop is just what 
you need to boost your confidence and credibility. 

Gain the vital skills you need to sail right through any 
presentation. 
This training is chock-full of techniques that will make any 
business presentation a whole lot easier on your nerves. You’ll 
learn powerful skills and solid strategies to survive 
presentations without much preparation time ... respond 
smoothly when asked to make a few impromptu remarks .... 
and never skip a beat when your audience starts drilling you 
with tough questions. 

If you’ve struggled with speaking in the past, this hard-hitting 
training is exactly what you need! From start to finish, our 
expert trainers will walk you through proven strategies and 
mental formulas that any businessperson -- even the most 
nervous speaker -- can use to give off-the-cuff talks like a 
seasoned pro. 

Raleigh, NC 
04/13/11 
Event # 1834716 
~ister Now 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT! E~uy One Get 
One Free if you enroll by 02/02/11. 

To receive the discount, just use 
Internet Code 17328 and 
VIP #919-130111-346 
(vie~ discount details) 

Do you know how to handle thee common 
public speaking challenges? 
Most people are comfortable enough speaking in front of a 
group if they have a couple of weeks to prepare. But what 
happens when you’re suddenly standing in the spotlight and 
expected to talk? 

Take a look at the situations below and select the ones 
that you’d like to master. 

Put an end to nervous jitters. 
You’ll learn expert strategies for calming your nerves 
so you can present your ideas in a professional 
manner ... even when you’re caught off guard. 

Field the question-and-answer session without a 



hitch. 
You’ll learn solid approaches to help you stay 
composed when someone in the audience challenges 
your thoughts ... or asks a question you know you can’t 
answer. 

Keep your foot out of your mouth. 
You’ll learn quick techniques that will help you think 
before you speak.., choose the right words.., and 
prevent embarrassing verbal slips-ups before they 
happen. 

Avoid "mindlock" or jumbled words that could 
make you lose your train of thought and your 
concentration, 
You’ll learn practical approaches to impromptu 
speaking with direction and purpose ... every time. 

Attend this powerful presentation-building workshop and find 
out just how easy it is to think and speak on your feet. You will 
discover the secrets to making more impressive business 
presentations and winning respect and admiration from all who 
hear you. 

Deliver a formal or impromptu 
presentation with confidence and 
poise. 

Turn nervousness into energy. 

Use your voice to establish 
sincerity, credibility, and 
confidence. 

Use successful posture and 
gesture techniques that will hold 
your audience’s attention without 
distracting from your message. 

Develop instant rapport with your 
audience. 

Best manage the question-and- 
answer period like a pro. 

Grab and keep someone’s 
attention with your eyes. 

Choose words to paint a picture 
that will stick in everyone’s mind. 

People a n’t born with  namic speaking:: 
skil|s -they iearn from us! 

A common myth is that being a good speaker comes naturally 
- and if you don’t have the knack, there’s nothing you can do to 
improve. The truth is that most dynamic speakers didn’t start 
out that way. They have had tons of practice and they have 
confidence in themselves. When you attend this training, you’ll 
get the foundation you need to become a dynamic speaker! 

Attend and you’ll learn how to ... 

Deliver a formal or impromptu presentation with 
confidence and poise. 

Turn nervousness into energy. 

"A very rewarding and challenging 
seminar. I feel more confident about 
my newly refined communication 
skills after this highly effective 
workshop!" 
-- L. Norman, 
Communications Representative, 
Creative Management 

"This program left me feeling 
revitalized and gave me a wonderful 
new perspective," 
-- L. Roven, 
Administration, 
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital 

"This is the most comprehensive and 
practical seminar I have ever 
attended. Thanks for the suggestions 
and tips." 
-- E. Brazed Jr. 
Amoco Fabrics & Fibers Co. 

"It was absolutely worth my time ... 
Awesome wealth of knowledge in a 
short amount of time." 
-- L. Hansen, 
Delta Airlines 

"Today’s program was very good ... 
both fun and educational. I will 
definitely recommend it to others." 



Use your voice to establish sincerity, credibility, and 
confidence. 

Use successful posture and gesture techniques that will 
hold your audience’s attention without distracting from 
your message. 

Develop instant rapport with your audience. 

Best manage the question-and-answer period like a pro. 

Grab and keep someone’s attention with your eyes. 

Choose words to paint a picture that will stick in 
everyone’s mind. 

Decide which audiovisual medium works best for every 
kind of presentation. 

Detect if your audience is bored ... and what to do to 
draw them back into the presentation. 

Sound conversational ... even when you’re giving a 
canned presentation. 

Give an enthusiastic presentation while appearing to be 
relaxed and comfortable. 

Create exciting, colorful graphic slideshows and overhead 
transparencies. 

You~[ i~med[at÷[y see a difference i~ the way people 
~ece[ve you~ [de~s f~o~ you~ ~e~ou~d confidence 

tod~y~ 

-- J. McClintock, 
Information Technology Officer, 
County of Riverside 

Check Out This Valuable Resource 

Your Price: $19.95 (USD) 
Single Audio CD 
~Vlo~e info >>> 

PRIVATE TRAINING SERVICES 
Oo Your Employees Have °°Word Power°°? 

Do they write in clear, concise sentences ... always use correct grammar and punctuation ... and speak with 
polish and persuasion? 

Every day, thousands of men and women mangle the English language, giving themselves and your 
organization an unprofessional image. If you want your team to have a solid command of the written and 
spoken word, we can deliver this seminar -- or one of our other powerful communication programs -- on-site, 
when it’s convenient for you. Choose ... 

Business Grammar & Proofreading 
Team Communication 
Criticism and Constructive Feedback 
Negotiating Skills 
How to Think and Speak on Your Feet 
Powerful Telephone Skills 
Communicating with Tact & Finesse 
... mix-and-match topics or ask us about developing the topic you have in mind. 

On-site training is the most cost-effective way to train a group of people -- whether you’ve got 15 or 15,000. 
You gain a perfect balance of theory and application ... superior instructional design ... and a dedicated 



Training Consultant who’ll assist you every step of the way -- from selecting the right topics and choosing a 
trainer who’ll connect with your employees ... to tailoring the workbook content and handling all the travel and 
logistical details for you. 

It’s 100% guaranteed ... your on-site training program will be one of the most rewarding experiences you’ll 
ever have, or we’ll refund your entire investment. No questions asked! 

For more information call 1-800-344-4613 today, eomai[ u~, or use our handy Web request form. 

o tar 
The STAR12 All-Access Training Pass 

Unlimited Seminars for a Year 

Get unlimited acce~ to live ~mina~, webinars, the Stolen Covey A~io Se~es~ and 

Passho|der Benefit; 
. Unlimited One-and Tw~D~y Seminars 
¯ Unlim~ed Uve Web~n~rs 
~ A~chived Audio Conferences and Webinars 

Online Learning Center Courses 

F~nk~in Cov~ Audio ~ries 
And More! 

Visit i~STAR 12o¢em or ~1 t 400-258-7246 for mole info~ation. 

ist÷r ow Select Yo~r Location & Date From the Option(s} Be~ow: 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Pubfic Speaking 
Registration Fee: $249 ~ But Don’t Forget ... You Buy 1, You Get 1 Free~. 

Important: To receive your special e-mail discount, enter your discount codes* 
when prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of 
your checkout. 

Coming to Your Area ... 

Raleigh, NC 
04/13/11 
Event # 1834716 

ster Now 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever attended.’ 
= J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training Lots of useful 
information and ideas," 
- $. Salaiz, Jardin de los Nines 

"It was very informative straightfo~,~Tard 
and FUN!!" 
- R. Padilla, Dona Aria County 

"The trainer was very energetic and 



- P. Watriport, Baker College 

"~ SPECIAL E-IVIA~L D~SCOUNT D~RECT~ONS 
Enroll one person online by 02/02/11 and get the second enrollment free^ 

*To receive your special discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 17328 
and 
VlP #919-130111-346 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this 
discount offer to others in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and 
VlP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

^Discount only appfies to new registrations, and cannot be combined with any other 
discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area o o o 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 

02/02/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 

02/07/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 

02/11/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 

02/18/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 

03/09/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Administrative Assistants Conference 

03/16/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Strengthening Your People Skills In The Workplace 

03/21/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Nov,,/ More Info Download Brochure 

How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 

03/28/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 

03/29/11 RALEIGH, NC - ~ister Nov,,/ More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Time Management and Organizations Skills 

04/05/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 



Leadership & Management Skills for Women 

04/06/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 

04/21/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

05/03/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info 

The E-Mail and Business Writing Workshop 

05/04/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info 

Marketing and Social Media Conference 

05/11/11 RALEIGH, NC - Register Now More Info 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

CO#oa PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOmiZER SERVICE; For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer 
service department at cstsew~ucec com. 

FIND FULLoDAy AND #~ULTIpLEoDAY TRAINING CO~IING TO YOUR AR~: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your 
area at w~w Nat ona Sem r-a sT a r- ~-c~com 

ONoSITE TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite~n~cec com. 

GENERAL INFOR#,~TION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to nfo~::cec com. 

WEE#,aASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail 
to webmstr~’uceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, cck here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Special Events for Administrative Pros <NationalSeminars@nsg.chtah.com> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 2:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Assistants’ Conference 2011 -- Enroll Today! 

919=120111-232 

Dates & Locationsln 
Your Area 

Other Events In 
Your Area 

STAR12 
AIFAccess 

Traininq Pass 

Private Training 
Services 

00% Satisfaction 
Guarantee 



SISTA TS 

ceJebration af ad m i  istr®tiv® 

Introducing our Administrative Assistants Conference! It’s two days of 

fun and professional pampering for administrative assistants just Like 

you. Packed with resuLts-oriented training sessions about the job skiLLs 

you need to succeed, this is the one event of the year we guarantee you 

don’t want to miss! 

Join us and you can choose from eight amazing breakout sessions that 

target and improve your specific skiLL sets, plus an optional second day of 

training that wiLL help you master two of the most critical software 

programs used by administrative assistants today. 

At this conference you’LL develop new abilities, improve your 

communication skiLLs, increase your talent for thinking outside the box, 

and advance your career in ways you never thought possible. 

PLus, you’LL be doing this in the most fun, enlightening, and 

ente~aining training environment you can imagine with an energized 

group of your peers! It doesn’t get any better than this! 

Take two days for yourself and refresh ... rejuvenate ... 
energize! Enroll now! 

View A 

You’re Only a 
Registration Away 
From ooo 

Streamlining all your work 
processes so you can get 
twice as much done in half 
the time 
Becoming a more trusted 
and valued partner to your 
boss 
Earning more respect as 
an increasingly valuable 
member of your 
organization 
Increasing your credibility 
to handle important 
projects 
Reenergizing and 
rediscovering the passion 
for your work 

AHD MUCH, MUCH MORE! 



Learn how to advance your career in a fun and 
supportive atmosphere completely dedicated to 
just you! 

Ensure that you get recognized and rewarded for 
your valuable work. 

Put a stop to time-wasters and interruptions that 
keep you from getting your work done quickly. 

Become a bigger asset and strengthen your 
partnership with your boss. 

Reduce stress and anxiety in both your persona[ 
and your professional life. 

Spend a day (or two) away from the office and 
refresh, relate, and relax with your peers. 

DAY ONE 

Opening Session 
9:00-10:00 a.m. 

When Opportunity Knocks, Will You Be Fixing the 
Copier? 

CONFERENCE BREAKOUT SESSIONS BEGIN: 

Raleigh, NC 

03116/11 

Event # 1833838 

~ster Now 

Download Brochure 

Discount! 

When 3 admins from your 

organization enroll in this terrific 

conference, you can bring a 4th 

person absolutely FREE. 

"Absolutely enjoyable and 

informative. Thank you so 

much!" 

--K. Mackey, Administrative 



CHOOSE ONE Assistant 

Track 1 

Session A Communicating 
1 O: 15- Effectively With 
11:00 a.m. EVERYONE in Your 

Organization 

Track 2 

How to Work We[[ With 
Everyone - Even the 
People You Can’t Stand! 

Session B Business Writing Valued and Trusted: 
11 : 15 a.m.- Essentials That Give You How to Build a Strong 
12:00 p.m. an Extra-Polished Edge Partnership With Your 

Boss 

LUNCH 12:00- 1:15 p.m. 

Session C Event Planning Made Easy Calm and in Control: 
1:15-2:00 p.m. and Fun: Meetings, How to Manage Your 

Parties, and More! Emotions in Difficult 
Times 

Session D Gaining Control Over Your Is Being Too Nice at 
2:15-3:00 p.m. Time - AND the People Work Hurting You? 

Who Abuse It Assert Yourself With 
Confidence 

Closing Session 
3:15-4:00 p.m. 

Feeling Good and Staying Motivated While 
Maintaining Balance in Your Life 

Post-Conference Workshops (Optional) ... 
Essentia~ Computer SM~s for Today’s Administrative Assistants 

DAY TWO 

Morning 
Workshop 
9:00-I 1:45 a.m. 

Afternoon 
Workshop 
1:15-4:00 p.m. 

The Microsoft@ Outtook@ Workshop for 

Administrative Assistants 

LUNCH 11:45 a.m. -- 1:15 p.m. 

Time-saving Microsoft@ Excet@ Tips, Techniques, 
and Strategies 

DowNoad to View Entire Brochure 

Private Training Services 
We Can Even Bring the Training to You 

Interested in bringing this training to your company? You can bring 

any of the conference modules to your organization for a unique 

training experience; mix and match sessions to create your own 

workshop; or turn one of the sessions into an energizing keynote 

"Knowledge is powerful! 

The practical knowledge we 

received was great. The 

presenters were absolutely 

astounding!" 

--M. Ellrodt, Finance Secretary 

"Very helpful information. 

The way it was presented 
kept my attention for every 

session." 

--C. Munoz, Administrative 

Assistant 

"I loved it and would 
recommend it to anyone! " 

--C. Jordan, Customer Service 

Representative 

OUR GUA~NTEE TO YOU! 

We’re so certain you’[[ benefit from 

this training that we offer a 

money-back guarantee. If you’re 

not completely satisfied with at[ 

you receive from the 

Administrative Assistants 

Conference, tat us know and we’ll 

refund your money in ruff. That’s 

your risk-free guarantee. 



speech! For more information, ca[[ 1-800-344-4613, e-mail us at 

onsite@rucecLcom, or submit an onEne fffformat~on request form 

now, 

Join the Thousands of Top Organizations That Turn 
to Us for Training ... 

We[Is Fargo ¯ Microsoft ¯ Aetna ¯ Federal Reserve Bank ¯ Sprint ¯ 

McGraw-Hill ¯ Allstate ¯ New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. ¯ Shelter 

Insurance ¯ Tyson Foods ¯ John Deere ¯ Lucent Technologies ¯ 

BristobMyers Squibb ¯ Kraft Foods ¯ Blue Cross Blue Shield ¯ Hew[err- 

Packard ¯ MetLffe ¯ Farm Bureau Insurance ¯ Uberty Mutual ¯ Xerox 

Merck ¯ 3M ¯ Commerce Bank ¯ CiUbank ¯ Honeywell ¯ Wa[greens ¯ 

Time Warner ¯ Sears ¯ USDA ¯ Bank of America ¯ And Thousands 

Mo re ! 

RECOMMENDED RESOURCE 
Essential Time Management 

Techniques for Administrative 

Professionals 

Audio - CD 
Item #89311C 

NOW 

Learn More 

Learn how to 
STOP 
interruptions 
and time- 
wasters and 
take back 
CONTROL of 
your day! 

Your Price: 
$179 

Ge~ un~imit~ a¢c~s to live ~mi~aB~ webin~s the St@hen ~v@ A~io Sehe% a~ 
on,me traini~ 8ourses for a Po~! year 

Passh     ~n : 
~ Undimmed C~eo and Semin~s 
~ Un~m~ L~e na~s 
~ ~ A~dio s and Webin~s 

Online Learning Cente~ C~r~s 
F~n~in    y Audio ~ries 

More! 

Don°t pay ~re ~ get the #aining you n~d wh~q ~a ~n ~ ~e $’TAR12 Al~Access 
T~ining Pass° 

Visit: i~STAR12¢o~ or ca~l t ~00-2~-7246 f~ mo~e 

ist÷ r Select Your Location & Date From the Option(s) Below: 

Administrative Assistants Conference 
Registration Fee: 

2rid Day Post-Conference Workshops (Optional) ... 



¯ The Microsoft Outlook Workshop for Administrative Professionals: $99°50 
¯ Time-Saving Excel Tips, Techniques, and Strategies: $99.50 

Attend a~ seminars for $348 ... That’s a savings of $50! 

Coming to Your Area 

Raleigh, NC 
03/16/11 
Event # 1833838 

ister Now 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever attended." 
- J. Ottariano, We~ls Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training. Lots of useful 
information and ideas. 
- $. Salaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was very informative, straightfo~vard, 
and FUN!!’ 
- R. Padilla, Dona Ann County 

"The trainer was very energetic and 

- P. Watriport, Baker College 

..... : Don’t Forget: Enro~ 3, and the 4a attends FREE! 

If you enroll three people at regular price, a fourth person can attend absolutely free! To receive your 
GROUP DISCOUNT^, enroll online and provide your exclusive VIP #919-120111-232 when prompted 
during registration. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 

02/02/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 

02/07/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 

02/11/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now 

How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 

02/18/11 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now 

Essential Coaching & Mentoring Skills 

More Info 

More Info 

More Info 

More Info 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 



03/09/11 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info 

Strengthening Your People Skills In The Workplace 

03/21/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 

03/28/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 

03/29/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

Essential Time Management and Organizations Skills 

04/05/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 

04/06/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking 

04/13/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 

04/21/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

05/03/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

The E-Mail and Business Writing Workshop 

05/04/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

Marketing and Social Media Conference 

05/11/11 RALEIGH NC - ister Now More Info 

CO~,~ PANY D~ RECTORY 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

OUSTO~BR 8BRVICB: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer 
service department at cstsew~ucec com. 

FIND FULLoDAY AND MULTIpL~oDAY ~RAINING CO~IING TO YOUR AR~: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your 
area at ~,,~,,w Nat or’a Sere r’a~s ~a r" r’q~com. 

ONoSIT~ TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at or’s te~uceci com. 



GENERAL INFOR[v~ATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to r’fo~ucec com. 

WEB#~IASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail 
to ~,e, bmst~ ~:cec com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Priya Balagopal <priyab@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 8:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Weekly Update! 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

Sangam Links 

Sangam Home~ 

Sa ng~am CNendar 

January 19, 2011 

Brouqht to you by Sanqam, the South Asian Awareness 

Orqanization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Sangam Photos 

Diasj?ora 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Fe[[owshi~ 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

1. First GBM of the Semester & Taco Bell Eating Contest - NEW! 

2. Sangam Nite Act Applications! - NEW! 
3. Sangam Nite EMCEE TRYOUTS! - NEW! 

4. Triangle Semiformal Ticket Sales - NEW! 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 

1. Bhangra Sutra- NEW! 

2. Bhangra Elite Spring Tryouts- NEW! 
3. Carolina Passport Magazine - NEW! 

4. Carolina Navigation Program - NEW! 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

FIRST GBM OF THE SEMESTER! Januaw 26, 2011 

Our first general body meeting (GBM) of he semester will be held 

next Wednesday, January 26th, and 6 pm in Union room 3205. 

Come out to hear what we have planned for the semester, and find 

out more on how to get involved! 

There will also be a TACO BELL EATING 
CONTEST. One representative from each 



class shall be selected to compete. The 

winner will receive a FREE ticket to semi formal! DON’T MISS OUT! 

SAN@AM NITE Am APPLiCATiONS! 

Interested in performing in Sangam’s biggest cultural show of the 

semester? Consider applying to be an act in Sangam Nite 2011! 

X http:llprofile.ak.fbcdn.netlhprofile- 
ak- 
snc4/hs868.snc4/71176 105122 
55979_8357176_n.j pg 

Sangam Nite is a cultural show that 

is put on by UNC Sangam members 

and features a variety of 

performances representing the 

diverse countries of South Asia! 

Applications will be available on the WEBSITE by this THURSDAY. 

Contact your Sangam Nite Co-chairs, Poonum Ambelal 

(pambelal~mail.com) and Marria Rahim 

(marriaorahim@gmailocom) with questions! 

SANGAM N~TE EMCEE TRYOUTS! 

Got a knack for making people laugh? Are you charming, clever, and 

quick-thinking? Do people often tell you that you are a natural on 

stage? 

If you answered yes to any of the above, consider auditioning to be 

an Emcee for SANGAM NITE 2011!!! 

Tryouts for Sangam Nite Emcees will be held next week on January 

26th and January 27th. Please e-mail your Sangam Nite Co-chairs, 

Poonum Ambelal (#ambelal@gmail.com) and Marria Rahim 

((marria.rahim@~ma&com) for details if interested. 

TRIANGLE SEMFFORMAL T~CKET SALES[ 

Duke Diya would like to invite you to the Triangle Semiformal held in 

conjunction with UNC Sangam and NC State Ektaa. Join us for a night 

of fun in the Duke gardens on Friday, February 11. DJ Rang will keep 

the party bumping from 10 pm to 1:30 am. 

For those of you who are 21, there will be a cash bar with drink 

specials. 

Tickets are $10 for one person and 

$15 for a couple. Here’s the catch: if 

you would like to take advantage of 

the lower ticket price for a couple, 
you must pre-order your ticket. 

Otherwise, tickets will be at a flat 



price of 510 per individual at the 

door. 

UNC Sangam members will be selling tickets in the Pit the week of 

February 7th! Don’t miss out on your chance to partake in what is 

sure to be an unforgettable evening! 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

BNANGRA SUTRA 

Come check out some of the best dancing/singing groups on campus 

with a twist of bhangra on the side. Bhangra Elite presents ..... 

Bhangra Sutra!!! 

This epic night will include acts such 

as Ek Taal, Que Rico, and Kamikazi 
just to name a few. Every act will 

include a segment of bhangra just to 

keep things a little interesting. 

The night will also end with a 

performance by UNC’s very own Bhangra Elite. 

Presale Tix are only 55 available through any Bhangra Elite member. 

Please contact us through Facebook or 

through ~raelite@gmailocom ! 

BHANGRA EUTE SPR~NG TRYOUTS 

For those of you who are interested in trying out for Bhangra Elite, 

our spring tryouts will now be held on Friday January 21st and 

Monday January 24th. Please plan to attend both days if you are 

definitely planning on trying out. 

Tryouts will consist of learning a simple routine and then perfecting 

it by Monday January 24th. 

Bhangra is a very great way to stay 

in shape and meet some great 

people. We will be competing across 

the East coast this Spring and all 

over campus. 

Contact us with any questions that you may have 

at 

CAROUNA PASSPORT ~AGAZ~N£ 

Have you traveled or studied abroad recently? Are you interested in 



sharin8 your experiences? Submit to Carolina PASSPORT masazine. 

Throush Carolina PASSPORT, a student-created and student- 

produced masazine, students can share how their perspectives have 

chansed as a result of their international journeys. Our 8oal is to 

hishlisht students’ experiences as well as to encourase others to 

expose themselves to different cultures and ways of life. 

We invite you to share your international and intercultural 

experiences with the UNC community by submittin8 creative works 

to be published in the sprin8 2011 issue of Carolina PASSPORT. 

Written submissions are recommended to be 500-1000 words, 

hil~hlil~htin8 your unique experience and what you’ve 8ained from it. 

We encourase all types of submissions, from the traditional story to 

poems, photo essays and other creative pieces. Please follow the 

submission instructions on our website. After submittin8 your piece 

online, please send your submission to 

carolinapassport@smail.com, no later than midnisht on January 

24th! Please contact us if you have any questions. 

CAROUNA NAWGAT~ON PROGRAM 

After studyin8 abroad, are you Iookin8 for a captive audience to 

recount your stories? As an international student, do you wish for an 

opportunity to accurately present your home nation, dispel 

stereotypes about your culture, and better inform the 8reater 

community about your country?Are you simply passionate about an 

international issue and interested in sharin8 your knowledse with K- 

12 students? 

Yes? Then why not become a Carolina Navisator? 

Carolina Navisators share their international and intercultural 
knowledse, skills, and experiences with Kindersarten throush 12th 

8rade students all over North Carolina by developin8 country- 

specific Culture Kits and deliverin8 virtual or in-person classroom 

presentations.Presenters are trained to develop interactive and 

educational presentations suitable for K-12 audiences. You will have 

fun workin8 with kids as you develop your speakin8 and teachin8 

skills, and build your resume. 

To become a Carolina Navisator, you must attend one trainin8 

session. Sessions are held each semester and date for the Sprin8 

trainin8 session is Jan. 22, 1-4pro, Global Education Center Rm. 

4003. Find out more information on our website: 

and RSVP 

here:htt~carolinar~av . If you have 

questions, please email uncoedu 

From your Awesome 2010-2011 Co-Publicity Chairs, 



Sagar "1 like surprises" Prabhu- ernail 

Priya "can’t wait to Journey into Asia" Balagopal - ernail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 3:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20110120151655434.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.20.2011 15:16:55 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 5:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20110120170942213.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.20.2011 17:09:42 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 5:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20110120175143467.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.20.2011 17:51:43 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

NationalSem inarsTrain ing. com < NationalSem inars@nsg, chtah, com > 

Friday, January 21,2011 10:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Bring a Friend for FREE! 

919=240111=205 

NationalSeminarsTraininq,com 
Bring a Friend for FREE! 



Travis, 

Have you heard the buzz? When it comes to saving you money on career training, Friday Deals can’t bee 
beat! And to prove it, we’re offering you our unbeatable Bring s Fri÷nd for Fro÷ discount. 

Yes, we said FREE! All you have to do is grab a friend ... pick a seminar from the list below ... enroll online 
... and the savings are yours. It’s that easy. 

But you better hurry -- a honey of a deal like this won’t bee around forever! 

Managing Multiple Projects & Priorities 
02/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Advanced Training for Microsoft Excel 
02/07/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Human Resources and the Law: 2 Day 
02/09/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 
02/11/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

The Sales And Use Tax Seminar 
02/14/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re(~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Be An Outstanding Communicator 
02/18/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential CoachMg & Mentoring Skills 
03/09/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Administrative Assistants Conference 
03/16/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re,Lister Now More Info View Brochure 

Bargaining with Vendors & Suppfiers 
03/17/11 - Raleigh, NC - ReAister Now More Info View Brochure 

Price Price 

$199 FREE 

$179 FREE 

$299 FREE 

$199 FREE 

$199 FREE 

$179 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$199 FREE 

$249 FREE 



Strengthening Your People Skills in The Workplace 
03/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

FMLA Compliance Update 
03/22/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~!ster Now More Info View Brochure 

How to Build Strategic Thinking Skills 
03/28/11 - Raleigh, NC - Regjster Now More Info View Brochure 

Business Writing & Grammar Skills: 2 Day 
03/29/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More I~fo View Brochure 

Customer Service That Wows! 
04/04/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Time Management and Organizations Skills 
04/05/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

Leadership & Management Skills for Women 
04/06/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re,Lister Now More Info View Brochure 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Pubfic Speaking 
04/13/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

Improving Your Communication: Skills for Success 
04/21/11 - Raleigh, NC - ~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

OSHA Safety Training: The 30=Hour Compliance Course 
05/02/11 - Raleigh, NC - Re~ister Now More Info View Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 
05/03/11 - Raleigh, NC - Register Now More Info View Brochure 

$229 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$199 FREE 

$299 FREE 

$149 FREE 

$179 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$249 FREE 

$1199 FREE 

$199 FREE 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: ONLINE REGISTRATION BY01/28/11 REQUIRED 

To receive your SPECIAL DISCOUNT*, enroll at least two people online, providing both your exclusive 
Internet Code 17394 and VIP #919-240111-205 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this 
discount offer to others in your organization, though they must use your Internet Code and VIP # and also 
register online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 01/28/11. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. Offer excludes Audio & Web Conferences, and 
seminars priced $99 or less. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, 
please send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv~ruceci.com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to our 
on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hoteis~ruceci~com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@rucecLcom. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail to webmstr~[uceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to 
meet your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to 
meet your needs via our Web site. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this 
nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Friday, January 28, 2011 9:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Weekend Recruit Visit List from InsideCarolina.com 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

Do you know who is visiting this weekend? Check out the complete list of North Carolina football recruits with visits scheduled this 
weekend on the following web page: 

~:i/r~or~hcaro~ina.sco~t.com/a.z?s=78&~=g&c=6&~r=2011&refid=10418 

This is a free list, provided with no obligation or registxation required, to all North Carolina fans courtesy of InsideCarolina.com! Be 
sure to pass this link along to other North Carolina fans. 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com and Scom.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:/isecure.scout.com/a.z?s=78&p=5&c=4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 2:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course question... 

Hey, Travis. 

Again, THANK YOU for your help. The student has not taken aW Afam or Af~i courses previously. 
he’s a Poli/Hist double major. 

Tha~ks again, and let me k~ow if you need more intb! 

If it’s of aW help, 

Alice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2011 1:55 PM 
To: Dawson, Alice C 
Subject: RE: Course question ... 

Hi Alice, 

Could you tel! me if the student has had any afam or afri classes and which ones. It might help me when looking to see 

if any of the professors would be able to do it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2011 2:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Course question ... 

Thax~ks, Travis! I really appreciate it (and the student will too, although he doesn’t know it!). 

Alice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2011 2:36 PM 
To: Dawson, Alice C 
Subject: RE: Course question ... 

Hi Alice, 

will look into it and will be in touch as soon as possible! 

Thanks and you have a good weekend too[ 

Travis 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2011 2:19 PM 



To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Course question... 

Hi, Travis. 

I have a question that I thought you might be able to assist with. I am working with a student who is experiencing some 

faMy major health concerns, but he is hoping to remain in school this semester. Is there any possibility that you all might 

have an opening in an independent study? If so, I can suggest the student get in touch. If not, I completely understand. 

Thmkks so much! And I hope you have a good weekend. 

ALice 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 
Senior Assistant Dean 
Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1014 Steele Building 
CB# 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
email: alice dawson@unc.edu 
919.843-7727 
919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 
919/962-6668 fax 
Advising web site: http://advising.unc.edu/ 

* * Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. * * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Thursday, February 3,2011 11:34 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Only a few days left to get your Inside Carolina Recruiting Yearbook 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

Did you know you can get even more in-depth information on the 2011 North Carolina recruiting class? 

The 2011 Inside Carolina Recruiting Yearbook will have loads of information on the incoming class including photos, in-depth player 
and class analysis, player profiles, rankings, and more. 

There are only a few days left to reserve your 2011 Inside Carolina Recruiting Yearbook. 

Order the 3-month or Annual Pass and you will receive both the 2011 Inside Carolina Recruiting Yearbook as well as the 2011 
Scout.com National Recruiting Yearbook. 

To get your subscription with the 2011 Inside Carolina Recruiting Yearbook and the Scout.com National Recruiting Yearbook 
included, click here: 

~s:iisecure.scou~.com/a.z?s=78&~= 12&refid= 10435 

Don’t miss out, order today ! 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

************************************************ 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s=78&p=5&c=4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Molly Matlock <             @gmail.com> 

Friday, February 11, 2011 6:51 PM 

ChathamArt’s Sustainable Cinema: Film Forum on Racial Justice and Reconciliation 

ChathamArtsRACEinNC Flyer_CLR.pdf; DarrylAdamInvite.V2.pdf 

Dear UNC Faculty and Staff, 

Please forward this invitation for ChathamArts’ Film Forum on Racial Justice and Reconciliation to your 
students and staff. We would be honored for you to attend this event and to help us ensure that the dialogue we 
create continues beyond this event. 

Please note that we are looking for academic and agency partnerships to help us grow this forum into a broader 
social justice and human relations program that will include classroom, film, and exhibit components. 

Please let me know if you have thoughts on this and if you can recommend documentary and narrative films for 
our future forums and screenings that will help broaden our scope. 
ChathamArts Sustainable Cinema Series presents 

FREE ADMISSION for Film Screenings and Discussions. Please allow time to arrive before films. Refreshments/snacks 
available for purchase. Details, schedule & updates: _ 

The Race in NC: Justice and Reconciliation Film Forum, is a continuation of the ChathamArts Sustainable Cinema 
Series, designed to address African American history, identity, culture, and social justice and racial reconciliation within the 
context of storytelling and documentary film. The two-day forum includes five films, all related to African American life in 
North Carolina, educational outreach, filmmaker question-and-answer, and panel discussion. This project is made possible 
by a grant from the North Carolina Human , a statewide nonprofit and affiliate of the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 

, Sat. Feb. 26: Jordan-Matthews High School Auditorium, 910 East Cardinal St., Slier 
City: 
Featuring Q&A’s and panel discussion with filmmakers and featured people from the films: Diane Bloom, Daryl Hunt, Adam 
Zucker, Phoebe Zerwick 

FILMS: Greensboro Closer to the Truth, The Trials of DarvJ Hunt , An Unlikel~,FriendshiB 

* Sun. Feb. 27: Fearrington Village Barn, U.S. 15-501, north of Pittsboro: 

Jazz great, John Brown starts the event on the 27th with his Triangle Youth Ensemble, 
JAZZFORCE. Brown has performed with artists like Wynton Marsalis, Ellis Marsalis, Elvin Jones, 
Nnenna Freelon, Diahann Carroll, Rosemary Clooney, Nell Carter, Lou Donaldson, Slide Hampton to 
name a few. John also has a Grammy nomination for his performance and co-writing on Nnenna 
Freelon’s 1996 Concord release, Shaking Free. 

FILMS: Blood Done Sign My Name, Moving Midway= 

Q&A’s and Discussion with Godfrey Cheshire and Timothy B. Tyson 

FUNDRAiSER RECEPTION FEB. 26th. Please see the attached Invitation for a Reception at the Inn at Celebrity Dairy, 
Sat., Feb. 26th from 6:30 to 8:30 pm with special guests, justice activist Darryl Hunt and filmmaker, Adam 



Zucker. We’re aiming to raise a little money for ChathamArts, enjoy conversation and delicious appetizers & wine with 
Darryl & Adam (and perhaps a couple of our other film forum panelists/guests.) Big Thanks to The Inn at Celebrity Dairy 
for hosting our event! 

Tickets for the fund raiser reception are $45 per person ($20 is a tax-deductib/e donation.) Tickets are limited, so 
don’t wait too long to purchase! Click here to purchase: ~:/Twv~.chathamarts.org/sustainablecinema/feb262011- 
ticket, html 

~for our newsletter and loin us on Facebook for all the latest scooEon all ChathamArts 
Events! http://www.facebook.com/qroup, php?qid=26609097862&ref=ts 

ChathamArts: 919.542.0394 ¯ info@chathama[ts.or9 

Molly Matlock 
Executive Director 
Chatham County Arts Council 
PO Box 418 
Pittsboro, NC 27312 
www.chathama~ts,org 
919-542-0394 

2009 Independent Weekly Arts Award 
2009 WCHL Village Pride Award 
2010 Jerry L Markatos Hmnan Relatior~s Award t:br Diversity in Media 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Martha Pendergrass <mjpender@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 2:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[epro_users] ePro Vendor Catalog Update, February 18th 

Filtering ePro Emails.pdf; Browser Settings for Airgas.pdf 

To: ePro Vendor Catalog Users, 
Business Managers 

From: Martha Pendergrass, Director, Procurement Services 

ePro Vendor Catalog Update 

Update on Catalog Vendors 

Airgas Purchasers: Change Ship-To Address 
If you buy gas cylinders from Airgas, be sure to change the ship-to location on the order to the final destination. 

Unless you change your ship-to address, ePro uses your default location, which is probably your office. Airgas 
cannot deliver gas cylinders to an office, so forgetting to change the ship-to location can cause your delivery to 
be delayed. 

CDW-G: Handling Substitute Items 
If CDW-G needs to substitute an item that you’ve ordered, you’ll need to place a new order for the substitute 
item. CDW-G’s invoicing system cannot handle substitutions. CDW-G will only bill for the substitute item, 
not for the item it replaces. 

So that ePro doesn’t keep sending you reminder emails to receive the item that was replaced, go into ePro and 
mark it as received (even though the item will never arrive). For your records, you can enter a comment about 
the substitution when you enter the receipt (use the speech balloon icon beside the Accepted Quantity field). 

Note: Remember that entering receipts in ePro is for auditing purposes only. Marking an item received in ePro 
does not affect whether the item is paid for. 

Airgas Purchasers: What to Do if the Airgas Catalog Asks You to Log On 
If you are shopping the Airgas catalog and are prompted to log in when you try to search, browse, or add an 
item to your cart, that means your browser cookie settings need to be changed. The attached document lists 
recommended settings for Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox (the two supported browsers for the Vendor 
Catalog part of ePro). 

Reminder: Staples, CDW-G, Applied Bio, Sigma, VWR Purchases Must Go Through ePro Starting 
February 20 
Starting February 20, these vendors will no longer accept purchases from their online catalogs outside of ePro: 

-- Staples 
-- CDW-G 
-- Applied Bio 
-- Sigma-Aldrich 
-- VWR 

Important: Please check to make sure you can sign on to ePro before the cutoff date. Go to 
ro.m~c edn and sign on with your Onyen and password. 



System Changes~ Fixes~ and Tips 

Filtering ePro Approval Emails Out of Your Outlook Inbox 
ePro does not have a function that lets you turn off email notifications, but you can create a "rule" in Outlook to 
automatically send ePro messages to a folder. The attached document called "Filtering ePro Emails" explains 
how to set up a rule to filter request-for-approval emails to a folder. 

Entering Line-Level Comments No Longer Clears Cost Code Fields 
Previously, entering a line-level comment (the "speech balloon" all the way to the right of each line item) 
cleared the information in the Cost Code fields and reversed any changes you made to accounts or object codes 
for that line. This problem has been fixed and comments now work correctly. 

Approvers Can Now Edit Orders 
Some approvers reported problems with being able to make changes to the orders they were approving. As long 
as you have access to all the accounts used on the order, you should now be able to edit the orders you are 
approving. 

lf you have problems with or questions about ePro, contact the Help Desk by calling 962-HELP or by creating 
a           from the UNC website. In the Type of Help Neededfield, choose 
CONNECTCAROLINA ePROCUREMENT so that your request is routed correctly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 25,2011 3:31 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: office air quality 

Agatha and Travis, 
That sounds fine. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 11:37 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: office air quality 

Hi Kia, 
We left it open for a few hours yesterday afternoon and Travis closed it before he left for the night. We will open it again today, and 
again close before we leave for the weekend. That should air it out sufficiently, I hope. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:27 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: office air quality 

Agatha, 
Please let me know if the office will be open overnight or over the entire weekend. I’m just concerned about people having access to 

equipment and documents that are in there. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:47 PM 
To: Boyd, Lydia C; Pier, David; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: office air quality 

Hi Lydia, David and Kia, 
I am going to open your office doors, to air it out a bit. PLEase let me know if there is any reason NOT to do this. 



Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:31 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Re: office air quality 

Hi-- 

Yeak it’s sort of awful. I have no idea where it’s coming from or what caused it. I really hope they can find some sort of solution 
though! I had no problems with the construction, or with my office, until this week. I’m not sure if they’ve done something to the air 
circulation system, or if it’s something else. But there is definitely a new musty smell and I am definitely having some kind of allergic 
reaction to it! 

thanks for you help-- 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 
919-966-2942 

OnMar 23, 2011, at 9:26 AM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 

> Hi Lydia, 
> Yikes! Thank you for letting me know. I will contact both the project manager for the outside construction and environmental 
health and safety this morning to see what is going on and what can be done. 
> 
> In the meantime, please try to find another place to work (I’m sure you could set up in the main office, although I don’t know how 
much work you could actually get done in there!). 
> 
> I’ll let you know what can be done to fix all of this, and when. 
> Take care, 
> Agatha 
> 

> Agatha Buell 
> Business Officer 
> 
> Department of Public Policy 
> 217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
> 



> Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> p. 919.962.2788 
> f. 919.962.5824 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Boyd, Lydia C 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:33 PM 
> To: Buell, Agatha 
> Subject: office air quality 
> 
> Hi Agatha, 
> I’ve been having some serious asthma problems this week in the office. Something has changed the way the air circulates, or 
perhaps the construction is causing problems with the air intake for the building. I’m not really sure. But my office has had a 
distinctly strange, dusty smell as of this week. And I’ve had a pretty clear reaction to whatever is now in my office. I’m coughing, my 
throat itches, I’m having trouble breathing, etc. I really wouldn’t complain if it wasn’t causing a pretty significant physical reaction. 
I’m not sure what can be done. Was there some change in the construction this week? Or did something happen with the HVAC 
system? Also, there is a ton of mold growing near my ceiling tiles. Is there a maintenance person in charge of this sort of thing? 
> 
> Thanks for any help. 
> 

> best, 
> Lydia 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



~rican Studies Center, Department of Geography, and Department of ~scan and ~rican American Studies present: 

African 
Social 
Movements 
Fri ay Apri l, 5:3 -7:3 
M~rphy ~{~N (~IU) 116 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Introduced and moderated by: 

Profo Eunic÷ Sahl÷ 
African and African American Studies & Global Studies, UNCoChapel Hill 

Roundtable: 

Bereket Selassie 
Africa:n and African American Studies 
UNCoChapel Hill 

Dro ?iroze Manji 
EditoroinoChief 
Pambazuka News 

:es Nzong01a 
American S 



AFRI 370: PROBLEMS OF POLICY AND POLITICS IN AFRICA 
Spring 2011 

Instructor: Professor Bereket Habte SeIassie 
Office: 209 Battle Hall 
Office hours: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1-3 pro. 

READING MATERIAL 
Main texts: 

1. William Tordoff, Government and Politics in Africa 4t~ edition (Required) 
2. Constitutional Text of Selected African Countries 
3. Goran Hyden and Michael Brat-ton, editors, Governande and Politics in Africa 

(Recommended) 

N.B. Additional materials will be assigned, as appropriate, during the course of the semester. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Class Participation 
Two short papers in the form of reports (5-6 pages). [Due Dates will be announced]. 
One long paper (i 5-16 pages) Due on examination day 

GRADING 
Class participation 
Two semester reports 
Long paper 

12 points (12% of final) 
20 points each (40% of final) 
48 points (48% of final), 

COURSE SUMMARY 
This course explores the policy dilemmas facing African governments in the political, economic 
and socio-cultural spheres, and some of the responses given by governments to the challenges. 
Examples wilt be drawn from the experience of countries representing geographical and 
ideological diversities as much as possible. The following basic themes will guide the 
discussions and the research!writing of students: 

I. Problems of stability and national unity 
2. Problems of sustainable development, 
3. Problems of democratic transition, 
4. Problems of social justice, 
5. Issues concerning human rights. 

READING AND DISCUSSION GUIDELINES 
Session 1: introduction and Explanation of Course Requirements and related matters. 
Session 2: Course Overview. Comparative and Theoretical Perspectives. 

(Read Tordoff’s Introductory Chapter). 
Session 3: The Dual Legacies of Africa (Read Tordoff, chapter 2). 
Session 4: Historical Legacies and Independence Movements 
Session 5: State and Society--Problems of Nation Building. (Read Tordoff, chapters 3 and 4). 
Read also the constitutions of Nigeria, chapter I, part I sections, as well section 10-11; plus the 
constitution of Uganda, chapters 1 I and 
Session 6: Problems of Nation building (continued). Class Discussion 
Session 7: Problems of Human Rights. Read constitutions of Eritrea and 

Ethiopia, chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 
Session 8: Problems of Human Rights (continued) Class Discussion 



Session 9: ProbIems of Democracy. Theoretical and Historica~ Context (Read Selassie, NC Journal 
International Law, etc...Vo[.24, Winter 1999, No.2 pages 228-241. 

Session 10: Problems of Democracy (continued) [class handouts]. 

Session 
Session 
Session 
Session 
Session 

Session 

Session 
Session 

I1: Class Discussion 
12: Problems of Economic Development (Class handout). 
13: Problems of Development (continued) Class Discussion 
14: New Perspectives on African Development (NEPAD). Search websites 
15: Sustainable Development in the Age of Globalization.[Read Joseph Stiglitz 

on the subject. Search websites] 
16: Problems of Social Justice.(Read Constitutions &Uganda, article 40 and of 
Ethiopia, article 41. 

17: Class Discussion 
18: Clash of Values--Liberty versus Security. Lecture plus Discussion 

Session 19: Domestic PoIitics and International Relations--Globatization and its Impact 

Session 20: Review of Issues and Conciusion. 



des 

Region of the United 

Atrium Baccalaurei - Highest Honors 

Farm-to-School Prograrm’ in the Piedmont wM 
Western Carolir~a 

The Effect of the Emergency Maz~agement Performance 

(EMPG) State FundingAllocation Policies on Vulnerability 

Disa~’ter in 2009 

Aid for Trade: Meaa~ring its Effectiveness in Raising 

Levels arm Promoting Economic Development in the 

Worm 

Atrium Baccalaurei - Honors 

Teacher-Clas’sroomAssignment Segregating Students’ arm 

Perpetuating an Education Gap, a Statistical Analysis’ 

Exploring the Irrgoact of S-CHIP Best Practice 

Policies on Child Unirts’urw~ce Rates in the Southern 

States 

Strengthening North Carolina’s Renewable Energy 

Efficiency Porfolio StwMard for Solar Energy 

A Critical Examir~ation of the 1994 FederalAssault 
Ban 

How Do State Policies Promote Solar Energy 

The Evolution arm Irrqoediments of North Carolina’s 

Capture Pilot Program 

Best Practices to Reduce Juvenile Obesity: A Mega- 

Health Interventions in K-12 Schools 

Challenges in Achieving F~Tuity: Public Education in 

To make a donatiolCl~tff6tt6tfdWdr~o~h~i~f~l~C’~tgf~t~r~Bgite: 

http://publicpolicy.unc.edu/, q=giving 

For more infom~ation, please contact tk~e depmtment at (919) 962-1600 

Or the College of A~ts & Sciences Foundation at (919) 962-0108 

The University of North Carolina 

at 

Chapel Hill 

The Department of Public Policy 

Graduation Ceremony 

Friday Center 



Administration 

Chancellor 

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 

Chair, Department of Public Policy 

Holden Thorp, Ph.D. 

Bruce Carney, Ph.D. 

Karen M. Gil, PhD. 

Richard N. L. Andrews, Ph.D. 

Department Faculty 

Richard N. L. Andrews, Professor a~dDepariment Chair 

W. Hodding Carter III, University Professor of Leadership & Public Policy 

Gall A. Corrado, Lecturer 

Christine P. Durrance, Assi~’ta~t Professor 

Maryann P. Feldman, S.K. Heninger Distingui~’hed Professor of Public Policy 

Daniel P. Gitterman, Associate Professor 

Sudhanshu Handa, Professor 

Gary T. Henry, Dt~ca~3~acRae ’09 a~d Rebecca Kyle 3~acRae Di~’tinguished 

Professor of Public Policy 

Pamela 3agger, Assista~t Professor 

Douglas Lee Lauen, AssistantProfessor 

Benjamin Mason Meier, Assista~tProfessor 

Krista M. Perreira, Associate Professor 

3ohn C. Scott, Assista~t Professor 

Professors Emeritus: David D. Dill, Michael I. Luger, Michael A. Stegman 

Adjunct Faculty: 

Douglas J. Crawford-Brown, Micah Crihner, John Harchn, Jonathan B. Hooves, James 

H. Johnston, Jr., Arne Kalleberg, John Kasarda, Michael I. Lnger, Pope McCorkle, 
Michael M~mger, David Podofl; Roberto Querda, David Schanzer, Catheline F. 
Smith, John Stewm-t, Charles Thompson, Robert P. Wolff 

Staff: 

Agatha Buell, Business Officer 

Maya Budihardjo, Shldent Services Manager 

Haeran Miller, Accoml~g Tectmiclan 

~ Program 
Call to Order 

Student Commencement Address 

Teaching Awards 

Recognition of Undergraduate Honors 

Best Thesis Award 

Stegman Award for Policy & Advocacy 

Presentation of the Kathy A. Taft Award 

Introduction of Commencement Speaker 

Prof. Richard N. L. Andrews 

Dr. Krista M. Perreira 

Dr. Krista M. Perreira 

Dr. Daniel P. Gitterman 

Dr. Daniel P. Gitterman 

Prof. Richard N. L. Andrews 

Commencement Address: 

Gina Upchurch 

Founder and Executive Director 

PharmAssist Nonprofit Organization 

Presentation of Doctor of Philosophy 

Presentation of Graduating Class in Public Policy 

Dr. Sudhanshu Handa 

Faculty Members 

Doctor qf Philosoohv in Public Policy 

Atrium Baccalaurei 

Honors & Hi~hest Honors* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 1:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: 40 Years and Done for Durham; Boxill Elected Faculty Chair; New Grads, New 
GAA Members 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I MAY 2oll 

So Gore IV °00 I Life Member Thank you for your life membersh p, 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

MORE FROM THE GAA 

~. Caree~¯ Teleelass: 

Resumes That Get 

Results 

Dial in on May ~6, noonq 

p.m., to learn how to use 

keywords and magnet 

phrases to create a resume 

that will get you an 

interview. Teleclasses are a 

C~%~ member benefit; 

advance registration is 

require& 

STAY CONNECTED 

The GAA, the University and 

the athletics department 

have teamed up ~br a mobile 

app that provides the latest 

news, sports and other 

intbrmation. Available for 

iPhone, Android and 

BlackBerry. 

http: iiwww.uncmobile.comi 

Transcripts Now Can Be Ordered Online 
Formerly available only through a mailed or in-person request, hard copy transcripts 

for students or alumni can be e-ordered for a f~e; electronic versions are still to come. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid = 82o8 

Transcripts Will Include More In~brmation 

The change aims to address complaints about grade inflation; the Faculty 

Council vote was far from unanimous. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid= 8m3 

Football Investigation Records Must Be Released 
A judge said the University does not have to reveal the names of athletics tutors but 

does have to give the media records of phone calls and campus parking tickets. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid = 8199 

UNC Ready to Build Hospital in Hillsborough 
UNC Health Care has broken ground for a physicians’ office building and a 68-bed 

hospital on the south side of the totem. The ~hcility is expected to open by 

http:/ialumnLunc.edu/article.aspx?sid=82o4 

Jan Boxill Elected Faculty- Chair 
The philosophy lecturer, who has filled many administrative roles since coming to 

Carolina in ~985, is a specialist in ethics in sports. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=82o9 



CAROLINA CLUBS 

Subscribe to your local 

Carolina Club’s e-mail list 

and get automatic updates 

on the latest activities. 

Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or G:%~ members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

Online Alumni Directory 

MAY GAA MEMBER OF 
THE MONTH 

Detra Alysa EMand ’06 

Life Member 

Detra, to claim your $5o 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, e-mail 

membership@unc.edu by 

May 31. 

Detra was selected at 

random Kom O~%~ members 

currently subscribed to Out 

of the Blue. 

Author Receives Young Alumni Award 
Best-selling author Sarah Dessert ’93 writes novels that depict the struggles and 

triumphs of teenagers. Her loth book, What Happened to Goodb!~e, will be published 

this month. 

http://alumnLunc.edu/article.aspx?sid=815a 

£ Still Time to Sign Up for Alurrmi Luncheon 

Join alumni and friends at The Carolina Club in the George Watts Hill Alumni Centeron 

Saturday-, May 7, when the GAA’s ~oll Distinguished Service Medals will be presented to 

Erskine B. BoMes ’67, Sallie Shuping-Russell ’77 and former business school professor 

and dean John P. "Jack" Evans. GAA members save $35. To register, call (919) 96a- 

12o8. 

GAA to Install New Officers, Board Members 

Also during reunion weekend, Donald W. Curtis ’63, head of Curtis Media Group, 

will be installed as chair of the G~&~ Board of Directors. 

http://alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid= 8m4 

New Grads, New GAA Members 
On May 8, Commencement will create 4,ooo Carolina alumni. Keep that UNC 

connection strong by giving a G_&A membership to the new grad in your life; 

membership discounts are available fbr our newest graduates. 

http://alumnLunc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid = 16 

~ Explore the Far-Flung Corners of the World 

As a G~%4 member, you are invited to participate in the G~%4’s 2o~a Tar Heel Travel 

program and explore destinations such as Hawaii, Australia and New Zealand, India or 

Antarctica. Book your trip today and don’t get left behind. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid = 8 ml 

£ Get the Scoop on College Admissions 
To help ease high school students and their parents into the college admissions process, 

the GAA offers members an in-depth orientation during a two-day ~brum in August. If 

it’s time to renew your membership, you can do so on the registration ~brm to ensure 

your confirmation. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiforum 



Tell Us About ... "The Voice of the Tar Heels" 
Woody Durham ~63 recently announced his retirement after calling play-by-play on 

more than 1,8oo %otball and men’s basketball broadcasts on the Tar Heel Sports 

Network since 1971. Carolina fans often turned down the sound on their TVs to listen to 

his call of the games, and in tight contests, Woody would tell them to "get where you 

get and do what you do" to bring the Tar Heels good luck. Tell us about your favorite 

memories of Woody and why he truly was "the voice" of Carolina sports. 

http://uncbb.alumniconnections.comivb/showthread.php?t=74 

Durham is a 13-time recipient of the N.C. Sportscaster of the Year Award and 

member of the N.C. Sports Hall of Fame and the N.C. Broadcasters Hall of Fame. 

He received the Distinguished Se~wice Medal t?om the GAA in 1995. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid= 8198 

All alumni and friends are imdted to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics %r discussion and post 

their thoughts on various subjects. 

PRIVAC}~ POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail 

address are protected. The G.a~ does not sell in%rmation about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone %r any 

purpose. If you suspect that your in%rmation has been misused, please let us know by sending an e-mail to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Dri~e 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



Invoice fi t e : //iD : iUsers! stgorei AppDataJLocaliMi cr oso lV Window s/Tempor. , . 

Tier 1 Cake 
¯ Full Sheet Cake {serves 75-100) 

¯ Devil" s Food Chocolate Cake 

¯ Vanilla Buttercream Frosting 

¯ "Congratulalions 2011 Graduates!" 

i 
Tier 1 Specialty Filling 
¯ Full Sheet Cake (serves 75-100) 

¯ Raspberry Mousse 

$119.99 

$13.50 

f 
Cookies 

J 
¯ Rfce Krispies Treats - per dozen 

., 
$14,50 

I 
Cookies 
¯ Fresh Baked Cook|es - per dozen 

/ $13.25 

$119.99 

--.’l’ 
$13.5o 

$174.00 : 

~ 
132.50 

$189.00 

BEVERAGES          ~                       Qty. 

l Beverages by the Gallon - Sparkling 

lCranberry Punch - per gall°n 
~ the Gallon - Ice Water 

-~.:._. __L.__(l.alion " 

Price Ext. 

$12.00 
[ $180,00 

$2.50 
/ $25.00 

Order Summary Order Totals 

Beverages Food Sub Total $833,99 
$205,00 $628.99- Administrative Charge $125,10 

* The administrative charge is not intended Order Total $959.09 
to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 

Balance Due $959.09 ....................................... thg .~,g~!~t!~.,~,~.~o~!9 Y~ .............................................................................................................................................. 

Special Instructions 

Invoice #7408 

A $200.00 cancellation fee will be incurred for any cancellation within 7 days of event. A 
$100.00 fee will be incurred for any additional setup on the day of the event, I have read the 

Z of 3 5/4/2011 3:48 PM 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 8:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Lanes Closed on Nanning Drive 

Lanes C~osed on Manning Drive 
Poste~ Date: 5/5/20ii 

Traffic on Nanning Drive will be reduced to one lane in either direction at its 
intersection with Paul Hardin Drive for about two months starting May 9 to 
replace a manhole. Motorists should expect traffic delays. The traffic signal at 
the intersection of Iv]arming and Hardin drives will be retimed to expedite traffic 
flow. 

Pedestrian traffic will be detoured to other open sidewalks. 

Chapel Hil! Transit bus stops on Manning Drive at Public Safety and the Craige 

Deck will be closed. Passengers may board buses at the bus stops on Manning 

Drive at Hibbard Drive. 

For more information, contact Ernie Rogers at 919-969-5085 or 
erogers@townofchapelhill.org. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
h~p;!!www.townofchap~!hi!!~o~q/~nd~, 

p_a~cle = 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e lb8-4308-ga64-904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the 

following link: 
htt p:/!www, tow n ofch apelhi/Lorq!in dex,aspx? 

p_oge = 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e lb8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 

X Traffic Cone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5,2011 2:54 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Course Scheduling tip for Spring 2012 

Hi, 
Once again, the scheduling office will try to send out tips to help you make your scheduling of courses in 

Spring 2012 a successful endeavor! These will be reminders of things to do, things not to do, resources and 

other tips. 

First tip for today is to remind you that we are asking departments not to schedule courses like 990’s, 992’s 

and 994’s for every instructor in your department "just in case" you will need them. Scheduling ones you are 

sure you will need is fine but when we see a small department with 50 sections of 990, we have to question 

whether you will use them all. I know it’s difficult to drop everything when students complain that the section 

they need isn’t in the system and you have to call us but truly, don’t we always get them in lickety split? (for 

you youngsters out there, that’s an old expression that means really QUICKLY!) 

More tips and reminders in the upcoming weeks. 

Remember - You have to have all your Spring 20:12 courses ready to go in the term by end of day on August 3rdo 

Next time - an explanation of why departments using General Purpose classrooms have to have their schedules finished 

before Summer 20:1:1 is even over! 

Happy Ciaco de Mayo 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of NC at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-29120940- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29120940- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Connolly, Kaitlin (Carolina Dining Services) <KVCONNOLLY@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 2:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Missing Approval- Carolina Catering 

7408.htm 

Hi Travis, 
Also what account number would you like me to bill this invoice to or should I be expecting a check payment? 

Thanks! 

Kaitlin V. Connolly 
Campus Catering Coordinator 
Carolina Catering 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 
Chapel Hil!, NC 27599 

919-962-0336 Office 
Cell 

919-843-4638 Fax 
kvconnolly@aux-services.unc.edu 
Visit our website at carolinacaterin.q.catertrax.com 
~ Please print responsibly 

From: Connolly, Kaitlin (Carolina Dining Services) 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2011 2:18 PM 

To: ’Gore, Travis’ 
Subject: Missing Approval- Carolina Catering 

Hi Travis, 

I am missing your approval for Invoice # 7408 (graduation). I have attached a copy of the final invoice. Please review the 

invoice and forward a statement of your approval (’I approve the charges for Invoice # 7408 in the amount of $398.46") 

for my accounting team. 

Thanks, 

Kaitlin V. Connolly 
Campus Catering Coordinator 
Carolina Catering 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-0336 Office 
Cell 

919-843-4638 Fax 
kvconnolly@aux-services.unc.edu 
Visit our website at carolinacaterin.q.catertrax.com 
~t~ Please print responsibly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Draft of Annual Performance Review 

AnnualReview-TravisGore2011.doc 

Hi Travis, 
Attached is a draft of your Annual Performance Review. 

meeting at 4pm today (in Battle Hall). 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 

Please review it and bring a copy for your reference to our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rad, Debbie <rad@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 10:09 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: LCA draft 

I have not received this document yet. I am going on vacation today and ! would hope to file this before ! leave. Please 

let me know the status. 

Debbie Rad 
International Student and Scholar Advisor International Student and Scholar Services University of North Carolina - 

Chapel Hill 

2004 FedEx Global Education Center - CB 5240 (Corner of Pittsboro and McCauley Streets) Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 

Phone: (9:19) 962-566:1 

Fax: (9:19) 962-4282 

http://global.u nc.edu/isss 

Walk-in Office Hours: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm 

Telephone Inquires: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 

Appointments by request: Please send an e-mail to schedule an appointment. 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 6:36 PM 
To: Rad, Debbie 
Subject: RE: LCA draft 

Hi Debbie, 
Travis Gore will be emailing this to you just as soon as we can get the Chair’s signature (hopefully Friday morning). 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Rad, Debbie 
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 4:56 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: LCA draft 

Hi Agatha: 



Thank you for sending over the LCA draft. The documents look great. There are some revisions that need to be made 

before I can file this online. Please revise and send me the documents as soon as you can. 

1. On the Determination of Actual Wage-you can only compare the new employee to the people that are in the 

same position and are currently working here. Please take the first one off the list because he/she is not here 

yet and also the Adjunct Assistant Professor since it is not a Lecturer position. SO change that to 1 person he can 

be compared to at 40,000 

2. Determination of Actual Wage Worksheet - delete those two people. 

You can scan this to me and just send the original over with the final package. 

Thanks 

Debbie Rad 

International Student and Scholar Advisor International Student and Scholar Services University of North Carolina - 

Chapel Hill 

2004 FedEx Global Education Center - CB 5240 (Corner of Pittsboro and McCauley Streets) Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 

Phone: (919) 962-5661 

Fax: (919) 962-4282 

http://global.u nc.edu/isss 

Walk-in Office Hours: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm 

Telephone Inquires: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 

Appointments by request: Please send an e-mail to schedule an appointment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN32 I@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 7:56 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Parking Permit - SIGNATURE NEEDED 

Agatha: 
Please sign for me. I am thousands of miles away. Thanks. 
Julius 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 3:04 PM 
l:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Parking Permit - SIGNATURE NEEDED 

Hi, 
Your parking permit for 2011-12 requires that you sign a form allowing for a direct deduction from your paycheck each 

month. This form is supposed to be submitted tomorrow before 11am. If you are able to drop by the office and sign it, I 

would really appreciate it! The form is a ½ page sheet and is in your mailbox - please sign on the bottom left and return 

to my mailbox as soon as you can. 

If you know that you absolutely won’t be able to sign today/tomorrow, please let me know. 

Thank you and I apologize for the short time frame, I didn’t realize that it was due tomorrow morning! 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lynn, Kitty (Environment Health & Safety) <KLLYNN@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:54 AM 

"Safe Passages" Emergency Coordinator Newsletter June-2011 

Students get a taste of [~lmmaking fbr safbty 
Ill 2010, EHS Fire Safety asked UNC RAMs (Resident Advisor 
Mentors) to put their pizza boxes in the oven, leave a pot of grease 
on the stove and walk away, and set the microwave for 10 minutes 
when making popcorn! We asked them to put their cheese 
sandwiches in the toaster and sleep through a fire alarm! We asked 
them to hang their laundry from a fire sprinkler! Then, we showed 
photographic evidence of these appalling behaviors to 170 of their 
closest acquaintances! 



Jeffrey Veale ]r~ ~ Latrecia A!len~ Pilar Plater 

Su rprisi ng the above scenarios were actual causes of fire 
alarms in Residence Halls from August 2009 - f,,lay 2010. During 
that 10-,month period, the Chapel Hill Fire Department responded to 
272 cooking incidents: 67 smoke detector activations from shower 
steam and hair dryers, 7 maliciously pulled fire alarms, 9 cigarette 
smoking activations and other unauthorized materials, and 4 actual 
fires. At an approximate cost to the Fire Department of $1000 per 
fire call, we realized the tremendous opportunity to enhance student 
safety and reduce costs. 

EHS provides annual fire safety training to new and returning 
(~’s) during an intensive orientation each August. Ms work to 
create a sense of individual responsibility. They also encourage op-, 
portunities for learning, growth, friendship and socialization for stu- 
dents. We, at FJ;~e Safeb/, ~ink trois Lrans/a~es into bonus posi~ive 
outgrowth for the campus as a whole, 

Th is year, we tapped into the creative energy of some of the 
Community Directors (CD’s} and RAI’4s~ While the RAf~’ls serve in the 
Resident Advisor role, they also act as a leader amongst the RAs in 
each community. We asked them to participate as writers and actors 
in re-creating actual fire response scenarios that we filmed, and we 
integrated the scenarios into four 20~minute PowerPoint training 
sessions used for the orientation. 

The project got underway on a warm August day in Spencer 
Residence Hall. About 20 ~Vls crowded into the kitchen area. Fire 
Safety described actual fire response incidents and provided general 
guidance on how the scenarios should be played out. A~er 
unpacking cooking utensils, blankets, pizza boxes, and other props, 
we left things up to the creativity of the 7 teams to come up with 
the scripts and acting skills. Our resident E~S cinematographer 
filmed the skits and later completed the editing~ The RA~’1s’ energy 
and laughter during the filming was contagious, and it was a great 
way for them to foster teamwork and expand their leadership skills. 

The final step of the process was to add the videos into a pres- 
entation that was a combination of Q~, discussion, and explanation 
of the costs of students burning their popcorn and other nuisance 
alarms. The finished product was quite successful. We gave the 
presentation 4 times, using the videos to springboard into dis,- 
cussion. Audience participation was very enthusiastic, and attem 
dees told us a~er the training that they really enjoyed the videos. 
Zt was entertaining to see the RAs’ reactions when they saw them,- 
selves or their teammates on "the big screen". 

After the presentations were done, Fire Safety had requests from 
C~OPS and Public Safety to show this presentation during future 
training events We also received comments from ~’s and CD’s 
who really had no idea that their small actions had such a big impact 
on campus safety~ We’re looking forward to additional cooperative 
training efforts between ~HS and Housing 8~ Residential ~ducation. 







~Never move a pan that is on fire, Put a lid on it, let it burn out~ 
before you move it. 

q’~ever cook food with oil~ bacon grease or butter at high tem- 
peratures, Different oils will smoke and ignite at different temps! 

~Keep top of stove clutter-free, Clean stove top including burners 
o~en, 

~Don’t let combustible items like pizza boxes come into contact with 
heat, like in the oven, 

~Cook popcorn in the microwave using the popcorn setting~ don’t 
walk away! (popcorn smoke calls summon the fire department more 

o~en than any other UNC call!} 

A perspect ve by 8atomy Bauer~EH8 Work Study Student 

Sammy% story: 

We all know the basics of fre safety. If there is a fire we know to 
sound the alarm and leave the bu Iding, or otherwise phone the fire 
department, We know leaving heat sources act ve~ n our absence 
such as cooking can causefres. Its common sense right? What else 
is there to know? Unfortunately, common sense can be overruled by a 
sense of nv ncib I ty that just ties carelessness, when that little voce 
declares, ~I’m only gong to be gone for a minute, what could possibly 
happen?" As a student, I am qute familiar wth this dangerous mere 
tality. 

Cooking without a kitchen nearby while living in a residence hall 
qures elevated levels of creat vity and ingenu ty, Z never truly apprec ~ 



ated the merits of a personal ktchen untl I found myself using the lid 
of a storage conta her as a tray with whch to carry precariously bal- 
anced cook ng supples down a flight of stairs to the community 
kitchen. 

One time in particular I decided to creat vely use the t me it took to 
cook some Ramen noodles by washing a pile of neglected dshes whle 
watingforwatertobol. Wtha pot of water warming on the stove, I 
discovered I had forgotten my dish soap upstairs n my room~ I turned 
to told pot of water on the stove th nk ng~ ’This water is nowhere near 
bolng I could just nip upsta rs and grab my soap. What could hap- 
pen?" 

Two days working n the Fire Safety department of EHS had taught me 
enough to switch off the stove before I ran back upstairs. 

No~ is when ourresponsibiltybegns We must first disregardths 
feel ng of nvincibil ty that creates a false sense of security. Next~ we 
must accept respons bil ty for safety. Each and every one of us~ 

The faculty teaches the students~ the staff runs the un vers ty~ and the 
students learn~ Whle each group has ts own unque focus~ everyone 
has the ability to shoulder the responsibilities of campus safety. 

Sea~ ~owmimg, Facilities Director for the Knapp-Sanders 
Building of the School of Government is an a~vocate of 
safety awareness and education~ "It may seem like taking such 



precautions is a bit extreme for everyday life, but our 
performance at work reflects our preparation for emergencies 
everywhere, I1aybe nothing will happen on campus that will 
necessitate the use of emergency protocol, but that doesn’t 
mean the same fire safety skills cannot be used elsewhere, As 
Downing says, ’~you react to training in real life situations (no 
matter where you are}" 

Downing coordinates a group of ~50 staff and faculty mere.- 
bets who are responsible for providing safety to ~2,000 visitors 
each year. They have implemented Emergency ~’ledical 
training, fire drills, extinguisher training, and regular Fire 
~’qarshal walk~thru% to gain a better understanding of storage 
issues, proper control of exit corridors and other fire safety 
topics. Recently, the SOG hosted a mock sprinkler fire 
demonstration with live fire and sprinkler action. 

For the next issue, we will continue to examine the safety team at 
the School of Government and discuss how you can pull together 
a safety team for your group or department. 





Do you know the purpose of fire pull stations? 
Click for answer :£ 

It’s ok to store small items in an exit, right? 
Clck for answer 2 

Do you know the purpose of each type of fire extinguisher? 
Click for answer 3 

Which electrical appliances are not allowed on campus? 
Clck for answer 4 

What are the official fire procedures on campus? 
C[ck for answer 5 

Left to ~ FroNt Row: Kelly Medlin, Becky Carterj Marybeth Bundyj Christie Hinson & Shadi 
Eskaf 

Row: Sean Downing, Kelley O’grien~ ]essica O’Su]livan, Cindy Lee, Susan Lynch, Anna lerry & 

3s Ro~@: Marsha Lobacz, Faith Thompson, Beth Graves, Missy Under’wood, Gai[ Wilkins & Peggy 

Back Ro~v: Alex Hess, Kevin Justice, Fore Thornburg, Chris Toenes, Fred Crews, Brian Newport & 

B~ad Bednar 

School of Gover{~e~t E~erge~¢y Coordinator Staff 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VanDrimmelen, Jeff <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 1:57 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] OASIS Last Friday BBQ This Friday (6/24) from 11:30-1:30ish 

Dear Friends of OASIS, 

We invite you out to our monthly "Last Friday" BBQ event at OASIS. It will occur this Friday (6/24) from 11:30-1:30ish 
and will be held between Howell Hall and Davie (next to the Arboretum). 

Come on by to talk with members of your IT support organization, enjoy some good food, and have some fun. 

We hope to see many of you there. Please pass this onto others in your departments. 

N Jeff 

Jeff VanDrimmelen MA, CMBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.724.4556 (Direct Line) 

Check my calendar and chat with me - ~o~sisoun¢oedu~eo 

Create your own free webspace here at UNC at ~webouac~eda. 

EMAIL POLICY: I try to only check email twice daily at 12:00PM ET and 4:00 PM ET.If you require urgent assistance, 
please contact me via the phone number listed above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, July 11,2011 10:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20110711102428482.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.11.2011 10:24:28 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 9:43 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

website 

http://media2.newsobserver.com/smedia/2011/O7/O5/22/21/NQ5tK.So.156.PDF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Toyin Falola <toyin.falola@mail.utexas.edu> 

Saturday, July 23,2011 12:56 PM 

Dear all: 
This is the notice of our 2012 conference. Do 
please send your abstracts to us before the 
deadline. 

2012 Africa Conference 
At the University of Texas at Austin 
Theme: Poverty and Empowerment in Africa 
Dates: March 30-April 1, 2012 
Venue: The University of Texas at Austin 
Convener: Toyin Falola 
Organizers: Sylvester Gundona and Tosin Abiodun 

Africa is among the most resourceful continents 
in the world and yet the least developed compared 
to other continents. This has not always been 
the case historically as many precolonial 
formations had successful agrarian and market 
economies that delivered food and services. When 
and how did things begin to go wrong? Today, the 
scourge of poverty remains an entrenched reality, 
majority of inhabitants in some places struggle 
to make a living. The model of empowering Africa 
to dig out of this quagmire remains elusive. 
Against this background the thrust of this 
interdisciplinary conference is to engage 
scholars to reflect on the historical and 
contemporary issues of poverty, poverty 
alleviation, and empowerment. It is also to 
generate a dialogue and incite meaningful debates 
on the conceptualization of poverty and 
empowerment. Was Africa and poverty conceived in 
the same ’womb’? Or is it the case that Africa 
"oetrothed’ poverty. In what ways and with what 
level of success has a resourceful Africa over 
time empowered its citizenry? What has been the 
bane and ramifications of poverty 
reduction/eradication and empowerment? Can 
scholars come up with meaningful new policies? 
Potential paper topics may include but not limited to: 

.. Dialoguing Africa 

.. Food problems, hunger and malnutrition 

.. Development and underdevelopment 

.. Formation of class identities 

.. Poverty, ethnicity and appropriation of resources 

.. Class conflicts 

.. Pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial Governance and empowerment 

.. Resource mobilization and use 

.. Defining and conceptualizing poverty 

.. Images and representations 

.. Infrastructural decay and rebuilding 

.. Globalization and the crises of poverty 

.. African Union, United Nations, Non-Governmental Organization and Poverty 

.. Urban slums and management 



.. Politics and nationalism 

.. Local industries and engagement with national and transnational networks 

.. Poverty and substance abuse 

.. The Media, poverty and empowerment 

.. Transnational remittances 

.. ’419’ and Cyber crimes 

.. Poverty and popular culture 

.. Urban and rural poverty 

.. Religious institutions and empowerment 

.. Poverty, HIV/AIDs and health 

.. International Agencies and agendas (UN and UNESCO) 

.. Grassroots mobilization 

.. Informal economies 

.. Property and property rights 

.. Land reforms 

.. Gendered poverty 

.. Micro financing 

.. Social inequalities. 
Participants will be drawn from different parts 
of the world. Submitted papers will be assigned 
to particular panels according to similarities in 
theme, topic, discipline, or geographical 
location. Papers can also be submitted together 
as a panel. Additionally, selected papers will be 
published in book form. 

The deadline for submitting paper proposals is 
November 30, 2011. Proposals should include: 
1 A 250-word abstract and title, 
2 The author’s name (with Last name underlined), 
3 Postal Address, 
4 Telephone number, 
5 Email address, 
6 Institutional affiliation. 

Please submit all abstracts to: 

Toyin Falola: toyin.falola@mail.utexas.edu 
and 
Sylvester Gundona/Tosin Abiodun: africaconference2012@gmail.com 

A mandatory non-refundable registration fee of 
$100 must be paid immediately when an abstract is 
accepted. This conference fee includes admission 
to the panels, workshops, and special events, as 
well as transportation to and from the conference 
from the hotel, breakfast for three days, dinner 
on Friday night and a banquet on Saturday evening. 

Go to the Conference Shop where you can pay with 
a VISA, Mastercard, or Discover card. If you 
prefer to send a check, select the pre-pay 
option. Write the check out to the "University of 
Texas" and enter "Conference" on the memo line. 
Please be sure that your name is printed on the 
check so that we can easily correlate your 
payment with your abstract. 

It is expected that all participants will raise 
the funding to attend the conference. The 
University of Texas at Austin does not provide 
participants with any form of funding support, 
travel expenses, or boarding expenses. If the 
conference obtains outside fundin~ this will be 



used to help subsidize graduate students’ 
accommodations on a competitive basis bm it is 
not guaranteed. 

Toyin Falola 
Department of History 
The University of Texas at Austin 
1 University Station 
Austin, TX 78712-0220 
USA 
512 475 7224 
512 475 7222 (fax) 
h~p:iTwww.~oyinfalola. 
www.mexas .edu/conference s/africa 
http:llgroups.google.comtgroup{vorubaaffairs 

~e. comigro~p/U SAAfricaDialo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VanDrimmelen, Jeff <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 4:20 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] Check your Browser for Security Theats 

Four browsers for security vu~nerabi~itieSo 

Qualys, a leading computer security firm, has a new tool that allows you to scan your browser to see if it is 

secure, The scan only takes a few seconds and will look to see if there is so,ware that makes you 

vulnerable to malicious activity, or if you are running outdated version of the browser or its plugins 

You ca n read more here: http :i/oasis, u nc,ed u/blogicheck-you r~ browse r~for~secu dty~th teats 

Please pass this onto those in your depa~ments, Please submit a ticket ( ) if you 

have any questions or concerns~ 

OASIS Educational Technologist 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Public Neeting on Proposed Boys and Girls Club Facility 

Posted Date: 8/i0/20ii 

A public forum will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 30, at the Pine Knolls Community Building, 107 ]ohnson St., to 

discuss a proposal to build a Boys and Girls Club facility on ]ohnson Street. The Pines Community Association has 

worked closely with the Boys and Girls Clubs of Eastern Piedmont to plan the Boys and Girls Club at the Pine Knolls 

Community Center. Plans include renovating the existing Pine Knolls Community building at 107 ]ohnson St. and 

building a new facility on Town-owned lots at 107A and 107B Johnson St. 

The Town Council must approve the use of Town land for this purpose. When making such a decision the Council 

typically considers a wide range of issues, including the potential effect of the project on the surrounding community. 

Residents are invited to share their thoughts, opinions, and suggestions about this proposal to build a Boys and Girls 

Club facility in the Pine Knolls neighborhood. 

you cannot attend the meeting, please share your thoughts by email, telephone, or mail. 

Telephone: 919-968-2819 
f4ail: Chape~ Hi~ Parks and Recreation, 200 P~ant Road, Chape~ Hfl~, NC 27514 

Emaih bwebster@townofchapelhill.orq. 

If you would like to be included on an email distribution list dealing with the Boys and Girls Club project, send an 

email to bwebster@townofchapelhiil.orq. 

Proposed Site for Boys and Girls Club in Pine Knolls J 

Download a high-resolution map 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http://www.townofchapeihill .orq/index.aspx?page= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e 168-4308-ga64- 
904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http://www.townofchapeihill .org/index.aspx?page= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-ga64- 
904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. Childrens Hospital <Regina Hill@med.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 11:37 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.tmc.edu> 

Support North Carolina Children’s Hospital 

lf you have trouble viewing this message, click here or contact us. 

Help kids be kids in our community! Learn how you can support North Carolina Children’s Hospital in your 
own way. One special event is being held on Saturday, August 20th from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at Duplin Winery 
in Rose Hill. Casino Night will be a lucky evening of fun and wine with proceeds benefiting N.C. Children’s 
Hospital! Professional dealers lead traditional casino games. Enjoy heavy hors d’oeuvres prepared and an 

end-of-the-night auction for you to spend your well-earned "fun money." Limited seating; advance purchase 
required. P~rchase tickets o~i~e or call (800) 774-9634 to book your seats. 

Listed below are events taking place throughout the year that benefit N.C. Children’s Hospital. 
You can also chick here for more details on each event or go to wwwmcchi$dre~sl~romiSeo~rg: 



¯ Pasta with a Purpose, August 17th, The Carolina Club, Chapel Hill 5:30p.m.-9p.m. 
¯ Charity Casino, August 20, Duplin Winery, Rose Hill 7 p.m.-10p.m. 
¯ 1st Annual Greensboro Swim for Smiles Youth Triathlon, September 10th, Greensboro Aquatic Center 8 a.m. 
¯ Raleigh Pinwheels & Promises Luncheon, October 4th, The Pavilions at Angus Barn, 11:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. 
¯ 10 year Celebration of N.C. Children’s Hospital, October 14th, N.C. Children’s Hospital Lobby 
¯ Chapel Hill Pinwheels & Promises Luncheon, November 9th, The Carolina Club, 11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 
¯ 10th Annual Radio/Telethon, November 17th, N.C. Children’s Hospital Lobby 7 a.m.-11 p.m. 
¯ Country for Kid’s Concert, November 30th, Durham Performing Arts Center, Durham 
¯ Krispy Kreme Challenge, February 2012, Raleigh 
¯ Corks for Kid’s, Spring 2012 
¯ Golf for Promise, April 23rd, UNC Finley Golf Course, Chapel Hill 12 p.m. 
¯ Run for the Promise Gala, May 5th, Governor’s Club, Chapel Hill 4 p.m.-8 p.m. 
¯ Reelin’ for Research, May 2012 
¯ Carolina Kid’s Classic, June 2012 
¯ Cow Parade, Summer 2012 

If you do not wish to receive future solicitations by email from N.C. Children’s Hospital, please click on the 
following URL: 

//lists.blast. corr~!cgiobia/dadoFmaiL cgi/u/ncc~istgore/email, uric. edu/ 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, August 12, 2011 5:36 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Peace and Justice Plaza Ceremony 

Posted Date." 8/12/2011 

The Town of Chapel Hill will recognize unique individuals who have demonstrated a lifelong commitment to furthering 
the causes of social justice at a Peace and Justice Celebration scheduled 3 to 4 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 28, at Peace and 
Justice Plaza in front of the Post Office-Courthouse, 179 E. Franklin St. 

The names of four local leaders - Yonni Chapman, Rebecca Clark, Rev. Charles M. Jones, and Dan Pollitt - will be 
added to a granite marker that pays tribute to their contributions. The granite marker currently bears the names of 
nine leaders, all deceased, who are honored for their efforts to improve equal rights for all: Charlotte Adams, Hank 
Anderson, James Brittian, Joe Herzenberg, Mildred Ringwalt, Hubert Robinson, Joe Straley, Lucy Straley, and Gloria 
Williams. 

Sunday’s ceremony will be opened by Mayor Mark K[einschmidt, NC Senator El[ie Kinnaird and the Rev. William 
Barber, president of the NC NAACP. Remarks about the late honorees will be made by family, friends, and others who 
knew and respected them, including Sandi Osterkatz, Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, Karen Abbotts and Danny 

The program will include comments by civil rights attorney AI McSurely and the rev. chadie kast, and presentations by 
the Sacrificial Poets and singer Robyn McMillan Farrington. A reception is scheduled to follow the ceremony at FRANK 
Gallery, 109 E. Franklin St. The Rev. J.R. Manley of First Baptist Church will preside over the unveiling of the tribute 
marker. 

Chapel Hill Peace and Justice Leaders to be honored are as follows: 

Yonni Chapman was a community historian who came to Chapel Hill in the 1970s to work as a labor and civil rights 
organizer, and completed his doctoral dissertation at UNC on the black freedom struggle at the university itself. He 
was dedicated to truth telling and the need for the town and the university to commemorate their full history -- from 
the slaves who built the first buildings to residents who fight for the survival of their neighborhoods. 

Rebecca Clark spent more than 70 years urging local black residents to vote - even driving them to the polls herselfl 
She became an important local activist for change and betterment in Chapel Hill. She worked at UNC Hospitals as a 
licensed practical nurse until she retired in 1979. 

Revo Cl~ar~es Ho 3ones served as pastor to the Chapel Hill Presbyterian Church and later became the first minister of 
the Community Church of Chapel Hill. With courage and inspired by the love of his wife Dorcas, he worked to make 
real the promise of personal freedom and justice for all residents. 

Z)an Po~litt, a UNC-Chape! Hill law professor, helped to desegregate restaurants, stores and the Varsity Theater in 
Chapel Hill in the 1960s. His argument before the NC Supreme Court overturned the infamous Speaker Ban Law. He 
and his wife ate with Dr. Martin Luther King and Coretta Scott King to desegregate Rich’s department store in Atlanta. 
He and Dean Smith recruited Charlie Scott as UNC’s first black basketball player. 

For more information about the Aug. 28 event, please contact Catherine Lazorko, public information officer for the 

Town of Chapel Hill, at clazorko@townofchapelhill.or(~ or 919-969-5055. 

About Peace and 3~stice Plaza 

"True peace is not merely the absence of some negative force, it is the presence of justice."-Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 

Community members proposed the idea in 2006 to rename the Old Post Office Plaza in honor of Joe and Lucy Straley 



and Charlotte Adams, who were active in civil justice issues. They spent countless hours in front of the Old Post Office 

collecting signatures and holding demonstrations and vigils. The Council took the idea, and after receiving public 

input, decided to name the plaza Peace and Justice Plaza. The Council then called for the establishment of a tribute 

marker that would honor individuals such as the Straleys and Ms. Adams who had deep involvement in civil justice 

issues~ 

The plaza and its granite tribute marker were dedicated in September 2009. The following individuals currently are 
honored on the historic marker: Charlotte Adams, Hank Anderson, James Brittian, Yonni Chapman, Rebecca Clark, Joe 
Herzenberg, the key. Charles N. Jones, Dan Pollitt, Nildred Ringwalt, Hubert Robinson, Joe Straley, Lucy Straley, and 
Gloria Williams. Nominees for the marker must have demonstrated a lifelong commitment to furthering the causes of 
peace and justice in Chapel Hill, and they are individuals who are no longer living. 

The Peace and Justice Plaza honors the energy and spirit of the thousands who have stood in the shadow of the 
Courthouse and exercised their rights to assembly and speech and have spoken out on issues as diverse as the 
Vietnam War, environmental justice, women’s rights, gay rights, the death penalty, and racial justice. 

Beginning in the 1940s, members of this community made national news as they were recognized for early efforts to 
advance human relations. By the 1960s, much of the community, including civil rights activists, church leaders and 
young people, was involved in making pow~erful progress toward ending Jim Crow laws and ending the segregation 
of public schools and public facilities. 

From 1960 to 1964, black Lincoln High School students led a powerful civil rights movement, including weekly 
marches that began at local black churches and ended at the old Post Office, now Peace and Justice Plaza. UNC 
students joined the civil rights movement in large numbers. They became increasingly voca! in their protests of local 
racial segregation, legislative restrictions on free speech (the Speaker Ban Law) and national events. 

Imagine the scene on May 25, 1963, when some 300 black and white demonstrators marched down Franklin Street, 
stopping to sing before segregated establishments and calling for "equal treatment of ALL customers." Later that 
same year, more demonstrations - and arrests - occurred. It was the Civil Rights Bill of 1964 that finally ended the 
mass demonstrations in Chapel Hill. 

Students used marches, sit-ins, and strikes to support the 1969 UNC cafeteria workers strikes and to protest the 
Vietnam War. Charlotte Adams and other members of the local chapter of the Women’s International League for Peace 
and Freedom led a weekly peace vigil in front of the Franklin Street Post Office that began on Jan. 4, 1967. The 
weekly vigils continued every Wednesday until 1973. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
~’/www.ci .chapel-hill .nc. us/index.aspx?paqe =38&subscriberguid =86937335-elb8-4308-9a64-904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http://www.ci .chapel-hill .nc. us/index.aspx?pa__aqe =38&subscriberguid =86937335-elb8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, August 19, 2011 12:21 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: 140 West Construction Update 

Posted Date; 8/19/2011 

The work at 140 West is progressing on schedule, The contractor 

is now in the early stages of concrete placement for the foundation 

of the structure, 

To facilitate the installation of the foundation, the existing 
construction access ramp from Church Street into the site will be 
removed. The soil in the ramp will be tested to ensure any 
petroleum contaminated soil that may be present in the ramp is 
properly handled and transported to the approved disposal facility. 

X Cranes at 140 West 
Franklin Street 

To provide for the ongoing work on the foundation, a construction 
access ramp will be installed at the existing gate on Rosemary 
Street that is located at the northeast corner of the site. Traffic 
control flagmen will be used to manage traffic as trucks leave the site. Please pay attention and exercise caution when 
traveling through this area to help the safety of themselves and the workers. 

The contractor plans to be begin using this entrance early next week. 
For more information about this project, visit www.townofchapelhill.org/140west. 

Questions may be directed to 140west@townofchapelhill.orq or: 

]on Keener, Ram Development Manager, 919-942-3381 or 888-310-1409 
Jay Gibson or Mike Taylor, Town of Chapel Hill Engineering: 919-968-2833 
Catherine Lazorko, Town of Chapel Hill Public Information: 919-969-5055 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, dick the following link: 

http:/!www.townofchap#Jhi!! ,orq!index.asPx.~p_&ge= 38&subscriberguid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please dick the following link: 
http ;!!www. tow n ofch ap#! h i!!, orq!i n d~x ,#~p~ .~p_~q e = 38&su bscri berg u i d = 86937335-e I b8-4308-9 a 64- 
904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 2:56 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Free Concert at Locally Grown Aug. 25! 

Posted Date: 8/23/201i 

Ready for a free concert? LOCALLY GROWN on Thursday, Aug. 25, will 

feature Future Islands with Notor Skills. Gates open at 6 p.m., and the 

concert will begin at 7 

LOCALLY GROWN is a summer-long series of FREE live concerts and 

movies on THURSDAY evenings on the Wallace Plaza, atop the Wallace 

Parking Deck at 150 E. Rosemary St, 

This summer’s line up includes nationally-known but locally-based music 

acts as well as family-friendly feature films and programming. Details at 

www.locallycArown.com. LOCALLY GROWN is presented by the Town of 

Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

Concert nights feature some of Chapel Hill’s most loved and upcoming 

bands. Concert-goers can visit the New Belgium Brewing Beer Garden, 

featuring Fat Tire and other seasonal favorites, along with a selection of 

food from some of Franklin Street’s favorite restaurants. 

Locally 
Grown 

The special event series supports efforts to promote the downtown 
community by encouraging people to come downtown and shop and eat at local businesses throughout the entire 
business district and enjoy local entertainment and activities on summer evenings. LOCALLY GROWN is sponsored by 
New Belgium Brewing Company, WCHL 1360, Local 506, Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown Partnership. 

For more information visit www.locally-cjrown.com or call 919-967-9440. 

To change your eSubscNptions preferences, click the following link: 
http : //www‘d ‘chapel-hill ‘nc‘us/index‘aspx ?~2a.ge= 38&subscriberquid=869 3 733 5-e1b8-4 3~8-9a64-9~4~9 3 218ba7 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 13, 2010 9:47 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Jenn. 

I enrolled both and into Afam 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 12:17 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

FW: 

20100409120625403.pdf 

Here is the one for Freelon. I will look for Geeta’s now. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2010 12:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.09.2010 12:06:25 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 12:27 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

FW: 
20100409121702565.pdf 

Couldn’t find her I-9 but here is her ap2 and ap2a. Maybe it will help. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [ ] 
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2010 12:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "Rl0442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.09.2010 12:17:02 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 11:34 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Pier 

PierLetter.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 10:23 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

FW: 

20100413102117696.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 10:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.13.2010 10:21:17 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies 
Policmes on Faculty Personnel Actions 

April 6, 1995 
I. Introduction 

The principal aims of the Curriculum in African and Afro- 
American Studies are to preserve, to increase, and to transmit 
knowledge and understanding of Afri.can and Afro-American 
Studies. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of 
the faculty and by their teaching of a variety of courses at 
different levels to undergraduate and graduate students, in 
hiring and promoting faculty, the Curriculum seeks to maintain 
its high standards of teaching and of scholarship. It also 
encourages service to the CUrriculum, the University, the 
professional community, and the State. The Curriculum in African 
and Afro-American Studies seeks to be as objective, fair, and 
honest as possible in matters of hiring and promotion. It 
reaffirms at this time its goal of quality combined with 
diversity. All hiring and promotion take place within the 
context of Curriculum needs and resources (chiefly salary 
funds), as well as the rank and tenure patterns within the 
Curriculum. The Curriculum subscribes wholeheartedly to the 
guidelines of Affirmative Action and commits itself to make 
personnel decisions with all possiblejustice to both the 
University and the individuals concerned. 

The Curriculum’s policies are subject to those set forth in the 
following University publications. The most recent edition of 
each document takes precedence.. 

A. The Code, Board of Governors, UNC, (August 1988 
edition). 

B. Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, (JUly i, 1994 edition). 

C. The Faculty Code of University Government, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (January 
1991 edition). 

D. Affirmative Action Pl~n, University of North 
Carolina at ChaPel Hil!, (most recent edition). 

E.. Administrative Guide for the Processing of 
Personnel Action in the College of Arts and Sciences, 
office of the Dean, .College of Arts and Sciences, the 
University of North Carolina. at Chapel Hill. (most 
recent edition). 

F. Memorandum from the Dean on Personnel Procedures in 
the College (January 5~ 1994). 



This statement is supplemental to, and subject to, the above 
policies. Each faculty member has the responsibility to become 
familiar with their provisions. 

II. Standards 

Some of the standards that this Curri6ulum applies to the 
evaluation of candidate~ are qualitative and cannot be expressed 
quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entail subjective 
judgment. It is therefore not possible to reduce the evaluation 
of academic personnel to the purely objective determination .that 
certain things have been done and a specific period of time has 
passed. 

The Curriculum may recommend any candidate for promotion and/or 
permanent tenure before the expiration of his or her 
probationary term if the quality of the candidate’s record 
justifies an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any 
candidate is the prospective and continuing need for the 
services that he or she, as a teacher- scholar-artist-performer 
in a particular field, is qualified to carry out. Where this 
need does not exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or 
where program change or curtailment of funding obliges the 
University to discontinue support, appointment or reappointment 
is precluded. However, an appointment of an individual to a 
tenure-track position is based on the belief that the 
appointment meets a continuing need of the Curriculum. 

The following standards will be employed in evaluations for 
reappointment, promotion, and tenure: 

(a) A demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 
While its presence without the other two general 
standards also being met will not bring tenure, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure. 

(b) A demonstrated commitment to quality research [or its 
equivalent in artistic performance and creative activity] 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 

(c) Service to the University and the State and to 
one’.s academic profession is an additional 
consideration in the overall assessment of a faculty 
colleague. Service is not deemed a substitute for 
excellence in teaching and excellence in research. 

A. Standards of Teaching 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages teaching of the highest quality. Although it is not 
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possible to enumerate here all criteria of teaching, a good 
teacher is one who prepares his or her course with the 
discrimination and skill needed for good scholarship; 
responsibly formulates the objectives of the course and uses 
imaginative ways of achieving them; commands the attention of. 
students; stimulates their interest; enlarges their minds; 
improves their thinking;~and, to the extent that it is possible, 
makes them active rather than passive participants in. the 
course. An excellent teacher demands substantial accomplishment 
and high standards of work, grades all work fairly, is 
articulate and resourceful, and bases what he or she teaches on 
evidence and sound method, in addition, where appropriate, such 
a teacher conscientiously provides helpful advice and guidance 
to both graduate and undergraduate students on an individual 
basis, directs theses and dissertations, and serves on 
committees that critically examine and evaluate such research 
projects. In short, what the Curriculum looks for is an 
individual’s generous involvement in teaching. 

B. Standards of Research [and Creative Artistic Activity] 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages its faculty to be actively involved throughout their 
careers in significant scholarly research [or creative artistic 
activity]. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding, and consists substantially of 
original research or interpretation that is part of a coherent 
project. The central result of scholarship is publication. The 
Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies strongly 
encourages such publication as an obvious way of extending 
knowledge and of sharing the fruits of scholarly thought and 
investigation with a wider audience that can be both critical 
and appreciative. 

At the same time, the Curriculum insists on regarding quality of 
publication as more important than quantity. Artistic creative 
activity is for some faculty in the Curriculum what scholarship 
is for others. 

Exhibition or performance is for faculty engaged in artistic 
creative activity what publication is for faculty engaged in 
scholarship. The Curriculum expects its artistic creative 
faculty to be involved significantly in .exhibition or 
performance. Again,the Curriculum insists on regarding quality 
of exhibition or performance as more important than quantity. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment is well done when its goals are pursued 
diligently, imaginatively, and responsibly, with concern for 
deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient 

¯ performance combined with collegiality, tact,~ and resourcefulness 
bring, credit to the individual and the Curriculum and will be 
recognized. 



Instructors and assistant and associate professors without 
permanent tenure are expected to undertake only those service 
functions the Curriculum chair may assign, and to concentrate 
their efforts on teaching and scholarship. Although their main 
business is teaching and research, junior members of the 
Curriculum will be called upon to perform a number of service 
activities: work on Curriculum committees, cooperation in 
programs benefiting North Carolina high school students, and the 
like. An attitude of cooperation, collegiality, and competent 
performance of these.duties is expected in service activities. 

iII. Criteria for Specific Personne! Actions 

Fixed-term faculty ranks: Lecturer and its equivalent 

Lecturer, artist-in-residence, writer-in-residence, and the 
traditional academic ranks from instructor through professor 
accompanied by one of the prefix qualifications "adjunct," 
"clinical" or "research," are of a fixed-term duration. 

Such an appointment is appropriate for one who possesses unusual 
qualifications for teaching, research, academic administration, 
or public service from an academic base, but for whom none of 
the professorial ranks nor the instructor rank is appropriate. 
These appointments are also appropriate if the continued 
availability of special funding for the position is a matter of 
concern or for other valid institutional reasons. Initial 
appointment may be for a fixed- term of from one to five years. 
Subsequent appointments for fixed- terms of one to five years 
duration may be made either in direct succession or at 
intervals. Each is considered an initial appointment. Every such 
appointment or reappointment is dictated byunusual needs and 
situations. Qualifications are therefore determined by the 
Curriculum chair, in consultation with the Curriculum advisory 
committee and/or the ad hoc search committee entrusted with the 
search for the position. 

B. Instructor 

The candidate approved by the Curriculum to be recommended for 
an appointment as an assistant professor but who, when approved, 
is stillcompleting a doctoral dissertation, will be recommended 
for an appointment as instructor for. one year with the special 
provision that upon conferral of thedoctorate he or she will be 
reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and~with the 
further proviso that the effective date of his or her 
appointment at the rankof assistant professor will be 
retroactive to the effective dateof his or her current 
appointment as instructor, or to the July 1 or January 1 
immediately preceding the date of conferral. Such an appointment. 
will carry.the title "instructor with special provision." 
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C. Assistant Professor 

This rank denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial 
appointment for four years and the possibility of reappointment 
for three additional years.. 

i. Standards for initial appointment 

Clear Promise of excellence in teaching, scholarship, and 
service and completion of all requirements for the doctorate or 
other terminal degree and the degrees conferral are required. 

2. Reappointment for a second probationary term or promotion 

The initial review and recommendation for reappointment or 
promotion occurs by the end of the third year of the.initial 
probationary appointment. For an assistant professor already 
serving in the Curriculum, reappointment is based on (a) 
demonstrated excellence in teaching, (b} concrete evidence of 
serious and original scholarship [or significant artistic 
creative activity], (c) appropriate service to the Curriculum, 
and (d) the needs and resources of the Curriculum and University. 

D. Associate Professor 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and 
promise for the future, the following factors will be 
considered: (i) the candidate’s teaching should be very good in 
several courses and clearly distinguished in at least one area; 
(2) the candidate must have made scholarly contribution(s) of 
demonstrable value to the field of inquiry [or serious and 
substantial contribution to his or her artistic field]; (3) the 
candidate must be recognized as a, helpful and valued colleague, 
one who has willingly and conscientiously performed needed 
services within the academic community; (4) the candidate’s 
contributions must be deemed consistent with the needs and 
resources of the Curriculum and University. 

Promotion to associate professor confers tenure. Tenure is a 
permanent commitment by the Curriculum and the University. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the 
past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or 
her potential for future achievements as well as the projected 
needs of the Curriculum and the University~ While.emphasizing 
proven excellence in teaching and research, the Curriculum 
remains very much concerned, in..questions of tenure, that a 
personshow promise of continuing achievement in all three 
areas, teaching, research, and service. A professional judgment 
on the part of the faculty and the Chair about both the future 
.direction and needs of the Curriculum and a. careful assessment 
informed by outside references about the qualification of the 
candidate for helping to meet those needs is necessarily a part 
of any tenure decision. 
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The Curriculum will decide whether to recommend tenure following 
an initial appointment as an associate professor on the basis of 
the criteria out.lined above for promotion to associate 
professor. Under exceptional circumstances, an associate 
professor appointed from outside the Curriculum may be 
recommended for an appointment with tenure. 

E. Full Professor 

A candidate for full professor shouldhave made significant 
contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate 
professor with tenure. As a scholar, artist, or creative 
performer, the candidate should have a record of sustained 
research and high quality publication, or sustained artistic 
creativity, and distinctive achievements sufficient to have 
gained significant recognition in the field. The candidate 
should have a demonstrated commitment to continued excellence in 
teaching. The candidate should have a record of service that 
demonstrates the capacity for constructive contributions to the 
Curriculum and the University. 

F. Joint Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a joint tenure-track appointment 
in the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies, a 
faculty member must meet the standards for the rank for which he 
or she is being considered and must simultaneously meet the 
standards for the same rank in another Curriculum/Department, so 
that he or she wil! have the same rank in both units. A joint 
appointment is not extended as a courtesy. The Curriculum wil! 
initiate or approve a joint appointment, and participate in the 
recommendation it requires, only if the joint appointment 
effectively meets a serious Curriculum need. 

G. General Recruiting Procedures 

Recruiting of new faculty is undertaken with three considerations 
in mind: (i) that constant attention is given to the dictates of 
justice so that recruiting complies with governmental and 
university requirements; (2) that all aspects of recruiting are 
conducted with unfailing courtesy; (3) that recruiting is 
undertaken with a view to the Curriculum’s future development as 
well as its immediate needs. 

IV. Procedural Sequence for Reappointment, Promotion, and Conferral 
of Tenure 

Assistant Professor 

.a. In the third year after the initial appointment to a four- 
year term, Assistant Professors are reviewed and recommended for 
either reappointment to a second probationary termof three 
years or non-reappointment. 
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b. If reappointed, Assistant Professors are reviewed during 
their sixth year for consideration for promotion to Associate 
Professor, with conferral of tenure; non-reappointment; or under 
distinctly exceptional circumstances, reappointment at the rank 
of Assistant Professor with conferral of tenure. 

c. If not recommended by the Chair to be reappointed at the end 
of the initial or the second probationary term, the Assistant 
Professor will be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the 
Chair no later than 12 months before the end of his or her 
currentprobationary appointment term. 

d. When an Assistant Professor receives permanent tenure at that 
rank, he or she must be reviewed for promotion at least every 
third year after the conferral of tenure. 

Associate Professor 

a. No later than the fourth year of an initial appointment to a 
five-year term, Associate Professors are reviewed for 
reappointment as Associate Professor, with tenure; promotion to 
professor; or non-reappointment. 

b. If recommended by the Chair not to be reappointed at the end 
of the probationary five-year term, the Associate Professor must 
be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the Chair no later 
than 12 months before the end of his or her probationary 
appointment. 

c. When an Associate Professor has completed five years in rank 
and has been reappointed with tenure, then he or she must be 
reviewed for possible promotion to Professor every third year 
thereafter. 

d. An Associate Professor promoted to that rank at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill must be reviewed in 
his or her fifth year in that rank and every third year 
thereafter for possible promotion to Professor. 

e..An Associate Professor appointed from outside the University 
without tenure may be reappointed with tenure before the end of 
his or her initial appointment. He or she will then be reviewed 
for promotion in. the fifth year after the initial appointment as 
Associate Professor and every third year thereafter until 
promotion to Professor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 11:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

IRB Review Board 

20100503111904423.pdf 

Hi Eunice, 

Here is the attachment! 

Cheers, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 2:49 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20100521144210245.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 2:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.21.2010 14:42:09 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 4:40 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chap 12 

I copied it! I put it in the same place as last time. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: dacrowde [mailto:dacrowde.@emaiLunc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:19 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Chap 12 

I finally located this. dc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Chap 12 
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 2009 12:58:35 -0400 
From: bselassi <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
To: Deborah A Crowder <dacrowde @email.unc. edu> 

Here it is 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Tuesday, June 15, 2010 3:50 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A ~dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: need no 

Yeah I got to catch tap with Tim briefly this morning. Interesting email about the work study. Typical of them to do that. ~ ell I might ;vatch some of the playofl~ tonight just to see what 

happens. Tg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: dacrowde [mailto:dacrowde(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2010 1:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: need no 

Thanks for the no We need to talk about what is going on up there when 
you get a chance. Julius needs to be tired, dc 

On Tue, 15 Jun 2010 08:18:50 -0400, "(lure, Travis" <stgure@email.unc.edu> 
wrute: 
> tIey, 
> 
> Sun5’ abuut that Julius had me giving his exams [’or buth of his classes. 

> I talked with Cynthia the other day I think she just called tu check un 

> me and see how I was duing tier number is I did gu tu the 

beach 

> uver the weekend but it was su damn hut. It felt better staying inside[ 

> Hupe you had a goud weekend Alright I have tu gu pick up the grade 

rolls. 

> Talk to you later. Tg 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> Frum: dacrowde [mailtu:dacruwde(~r)emaiLunc.edu] 

> Sent: Mi)nday, June 14, 2010 2:29 PM 

> To: Gure, Travis 

> Sut~iect: need no 

> 

> 

> ttave been trying tu call yuu. Hupe all is well I need Cynthia’s cell 

nu 

> please’? Thanks much. dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 25, 2010 9:08 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow 

Thanks for the update. Hope everything runs smoothly with Ralphie today. Right now I don’t have much platmed for this weekend. 
The heat is a good excuse to stay indoors and watch soccer and Yankees vs dodgers! Enjoy the weekend. Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: dacrowde [mailto:dacrowde~&email.urtc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2010 11:42 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: tomorrow 

Hi guy, s. I hope all is well. Ralphie is getting neutered tomorrow so 
we’ll be at the vet in the am til early afternoon and then holding him the 
rest of the day. So, you are not likely to hear from me. Any emergencies, 
leave a message--I’ll get it quicker at Dorothy’s house. Otherwise I hope 
you both have a great weekend and try to stay cool. Nothing exciting on 
this end except the heat. Cheers. Debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 12, 2010 1:33 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: ask Julius 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: dacrowde [mai~to:dacrowde,~)~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, July 11, 2010 9:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: ask Julius 

Hi Travis. Hope you enjoyed the weekend. Ask Julius (via email) if he 
knows where Peter Rogers is. I tried him at Bates College but the email 
bounced. He should know about Ann. dc 



Dear                  , 

We are happy to inform you that you have been accepted into our fall 

2010 semester program in Namibia, "Nation Building, Globalization, and 

Decolonizing the Mind." We are pleased that you applied to this program, 

and think you’ll find it to be a challenging and rewarding semester. 

Your work in social justice, genuine interest in public health and the 

impact of AIDS on women in developing countries, and your ability to 

make connections between what you learn and what you see will bring a 

unique insight into the program ! 

Admission Packet 

Soon, you will receive an acceptance packet with important information 

about what comes next, including forms that need to be completed to 

ensure your adequate course registration, housing and other program 

arrangements. Forms can also be found online at 

http://web.augsburg.edu/global/spa/spa-checklist.html 

Passport 

If you do not have a passport that is valid until June 2011 run, don’t 

walk, to the nearest government office that issues passports. This may 

be a Federal, state and probate court, post office, public library, or 

county and municipal offices. If you are not sure where your closest 

agency is, you can do a search at http://iafdb.travel.state.gov/. You 

need to go in person with two photographs of yourself, proof of U.S. 

citizenship, and a valid form of photo identification such as a driver’s 

license, or your expired passport. Passports can take 8-10 weeks to 

process once the paperwork is completed, so you should start this 

process right away. 

Pre Departure Documentation 

You will also receive a program manual containing more details about 

living and studying in Namibia, preparing for your trip, and a list of 

the other students who have enrolled. Information will also be available 



as the semester approaches at 

http://web.augsburg.edu/global/spa/spa-namfall-info.html 

Stav connected 

Connect with current CGE Namibia students, receive updates before your 

departure on Facebook (Dulce Cge), and follow what is currently 

happening in Namibia through our blog 

http://cgesouthernafrica.blogspot.com/. 

In the meantime, feel free to call or e-mail me with any questions you 

have. Once again, congratulations and welcome to "Nation Building, 

Globalization, and Decolonizing the Mind!" 

Dulce Monterrubio 

Programs Associate 

Academic Programs Abroad 

Center For Global Education 

www.CenterForGIobalEducation.org 

(P) 612.330-1622 (F) 612.330-1695 

(E) monterru@augsburg.edu 

Facebook Me! Dulce Cge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday,             3:19 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [Fwd: Afri    paper] 

Hi Jan, 

I got the paper. She did a good job and I like the topic. It looks like an A- to me. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jan Boxill [ emaiL~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [Fwd: Afri paper] 

Here is paper--it is very good and informative. I would give it an A- or at least a B+ 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Email: j mboxill@email.tmc.edu 
Website:parrcenter.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile 
FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 28, 2010 5:55 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

vacation rough draf[ 

needtoinclude Adam? 

Dear Colleagues, 

Now that 2nd summer session is over I will be taking a short vacation before it is time to get ready for the Fall. I will be 

out of the office starting July 29th and will return on August 9th. Hope everyone is enjoying the summer! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, July 30, 2010 5:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu>; Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu>; 
Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 
<HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; 
Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael (2 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, 
Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc. edu>; Nyang 
Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Seck, 
Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu>; Jordan, 
Joseph F <jt] ordan@email.unc.edu>; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 
<ramurphe@email.unc.edu>; regester@email.unc.edu; Barbara Anderson 
<b_anderson@unc.edu>; eunice@email.unc.edu; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Vacation 

Dear Colleagues, 

Now that 2nd summer session is over I will be taking a short vacation before it is time to get ready for the Fall. I will be out of the 
office July 30th and will return on August 9th. If there is an emergency you can email Adam Kent at akeut@unc.edu. Hope everyone 
is enjoying the summer! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 12, 2010 1:50 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: ask Julius 

Hadnt responded but I was just going to touch base with him so I will drop that in the email to him 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: dacrowde [mailto:dacrowde.@emaiLunc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2010 4:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: RE: ask Julius 

Did Julius ever tell you where to find Peter Rogers? dc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: ask Julius 
Date: Mon, 12 Jul 2010 13:38:59 -0400 
From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Crowder, Deborah A" <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Hey, Thanks. Hope yours was as good as could be under the circumstances. I 
sent an email to Julius and waiting on a response. I also called Stacey 
and left a message about a picture so waiting on that as well. Home Run 
Derby tonight ..... which will probably last waaaay too long as always! 

Tg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: dacrowde [mailto:dacrowde?&emaiLunc.edt~] 
Sent: Sunday, July 11, 2010 9:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: ask Julius 

Hi Travis. Hope you enjoyed the weekend. Ask Julius (via email) if he 
knows where Peter Rogers is. I tried him at Bates College but the email 
bounced. He should know about Ann. dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 5:30 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [undergrad_studies_directors] Questions about Connect Carolina 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: hildebra@email.unc.edu [maiho:Nldebra~(.)..)~gmaiLtmc.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 11, 2010 5:21 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: [undergrad_studies_directors] Questions about Connect Carolina 

Tim and Travis, 

I am forwarding this information, just in case it wasn’t also sent to you. -Reg 

..... Forwarded message from pgoodman@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 10 Aug 2010 14:12:59-0400 
From: "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [undergrad studies_directors] Questions about Connect Carolina 

To: Directors of Undergraduate Studies 
<undergrad studies_directors@listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Colleagues: 

In the next few weeks you and your staff will doubtless receive 
numerous requests for help in accessing teaching schedules, class 
rolls, printing them out, consulting images of students, e-mailing 
students in a class, and so forth. These procedures will take place 
through ConnectCarolina this semester, and they are not difficult for 
instructors to learn and manage for themselves. Attached is a draft 
guide that will soon be available in the Faculty Center in 
ConnectCaroliua. It is still a draft, but it may answer most of the 
questions instructors will raise in the next week or so. For example, 
images are possible, as is sending e-mail messages to a class or to 
individual students. As the guide is updated, we will let you know. 

Please, please, please remind instructors that they must complete FERPA 
training before they will be able to access their teaching schedules 
and class rosters in ConnectCarolina. Instructors who may have 
completed FERPA training several years ago, will need to go through the 
online tutorial again (go to ~:/ico~mectcarolh~a.mac.edui, click on 
FERPA Training in the Quick Links box on the right side of the screen, 
then enter the access code            ,. 

Instructors who need to grant others access to class rosters may wish 
to assign them proxy access. This will allow an assistant to access the 
Faculty Center and e-mail and/or work with a particular instructor’s 
class roster. For this purpose, we have attached a document that will 
walk you through requesting proxy access for a class. 

Finally, please let us know if you have other questions or concerns 
that we can help you with in this time of transition. We will attempt 
to respond promptly and appreciate your patience with the newness of it 
all. 



Best wishes for a successful semester, 
Erika Lindemann 

Erika Lindemann 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 
3014 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Office: 919-843-7772 
Fax: 919-843-6557 

Paula A. Goodman 
Department Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
919-843-9290 

--- You are currently subscribed to undergrad_studies_directors as: 
hildebra@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-27440715-1177619.4550edebef563974088afea9c 14ba830@listserv.unc.edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 2:48 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
boxes 

She just called the cell! On her way in an hour. I will load the boxes into the car. Tg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 10:40 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20100824085255344.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er ] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2010 8:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.24.2010 08:52:55 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 4:43 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20100831164147956.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 4:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 08.31.2010 16:41:47 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 12:00 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Mellonee Burnim.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 2:04 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20100909140002455.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, September 09, 2010 2:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.09.2010 14:00:02 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 5:08 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20100914170340279.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2010 5:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.14.2010 17:03:40 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 16, 2010 1:33 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20100916112831002.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2010 11:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.16.2010 11:28:30 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 1, 2010 5:16 PM 
Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 
FW: Econfirmation 

From: The Carolina Inn [mailto:forms@esitecrm.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 11:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Econfirmation 

Tovewthsema as a web page, gohere 

Your Reservation Confirmation 

Dear Abdutlah, 

Thank you for your reservation at The Carolina Inn It is our pleasure to confirm the following ptease advise us if 

any changes need to be made to this rese~/ation: 



Confirmation Number: 

Guest Name: 

Group Name: 

Room Description: 

Ardvat Date: 

Departure Date: 

Average Room Rate: 

224406 

Abdutlah Satim 

10/14/2010 

10/15/2010 

$159.00" 

Cancellation: 

Checkqn Time: 

Check-out Time: 

Room Tax: 

Overnight Parking: 

24 hours prior to ardval 

3:00 pm 

I3.75% 

$12 ptus tax (self) 

$14 ptus tax (vatet) 



Main Hotet Number: 

Totl Free Number: 

Reservations Office: 

Hotel W~ebsite: 

919-933-2001 

800-962-8519 

rese~ations¢~carolinainn.com 

hS~:Hcarolinainn.com 

*This reservation is guaranteed Lot/ate as~/va/ /n the event the guest does not arrive at the hotel one night’s room 

rate w/// be charged to Lhe credt card on rite untess the reservation is cancefled before 4:00 pm on the day pfor to 

arn~vat. Your cus~ent average rate is based on },tour ar£vd and tengt,~ of stay, Shou/d either of these change, },tour 

rate is subject to change. 

Smoking is not attowed within 100 feet of any UNC campus buitdingl this includes atl areas of The Carotina Inn. 

To Modify or Cancet an existing Resewation click here. 

We took fos,,vard to sewing you 

Robe~ Reeves 

Director of Operations 

211 Pittsboro Street Chapel Hill NC 27516 Phone Reservations: 1-800-962~8519 
On the Campus of The University of Noah Carol na at Chape H 

This emal was sent to: STGORE@EMAILUNC EDU 

Privacy Policy 

DMS-ID: 44306 DMS-BATCH: 44310 DMS-EMAIL: STGORE@EMAIL.UNC.EDU DMS- 
REPLY:forms@esitehotel.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 1:24 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20101013114705549.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 11:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.13.2010 11:47:05 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 1:24 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20101013131821366.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 13, 2010 1:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.13.2010 13:18:21 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 14, 2010 2:04 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20101014140037938.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [N~ailtc~ 
Sent: Thursday, October 14, 2010 2:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2010 14:00:37 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 2:54 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20101015144657046.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, October 15, 2010 2:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.15.2010 14:46:56 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 4:20 PM 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 
RE: A question! 

Hi Alice, 

I just now was able to get in touch with Professor Mutima. He said that after giving it some thought he has determined 

he already has a full workload but he did suggest another professor that teaches the same course. The problem is that it 

is Swab 403. Now I know this would just be an independent study but if the student has never taken 401 or 402 then 

the question is could he be registered for 403. Oh by the way we found out today that we have had problems with 

emails so our theory was right! You can let me know how we should proceed. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2010 10:16 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: A question! 

Travis, 

Tha~ks a bunch! That’s the email I have for Pro[~ssor Mutima (and today I used the University email address book rather 

than type it in by hand), but I think there is a lot of weirdness electronically lamly! I appreciate your giving him a heads 

Maw thanks! 

Alice 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 
Senior Assistant Dean 
Academic Advising Program 
College of A~ts and Sciences and the General College 
University of Notdi Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1014 Smele Building 
CB# 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
emai!: alice_dawson@unc.edu 
919.843-7727 
919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 
919/962-6668 fax 
Advising web site: http://advising.unc.edu/ 

* * Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 
contain confidential and p~ivileged infom~ationo AW unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. * * 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 19, 2010 10:00 AM 



To: Dawson, Alice C 
Subject: RE: A question! 

Hi Alice, 

I got your message. I am going to contact Professor Mutima to let him know. He said he didn’t see a message yesterday 

from anyone about this. His email is smutima@email.unc.edu. I was wondering if perhaps he didn’t get it with all the 

email migration changes going on around campus now. I will let him know that it is still not too late if he acts on this 

quickly. I wish I could be more of a help with this but I just don’t know what class he was going to put it on. I will find 
out though! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2010 3:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: A question! 

Hey, Travis. 

I have a quick question (and I think even the answer is quick!). Is Dr. Lambert still DUS for Afri and Dr. Hildebrand for 

Afam? 

Thanks so much! 

Alice 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 
Senior Assistant Dean 
Academic Advising ProgTam 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1014 Steele Building 
CB# 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
email: alice_dawson@unc.edu 
919.843-7727 
919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 
919/962-6668 fax 
Advising web site: http://advising.unc.edu/ 

* * Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may 

contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or dislribution is prohibited. * * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 29, 2010 4:38 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: quick questions 

Thanks Agatha. I will be sure to do that. Have a good weekend. I will see you Monday morning. 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2010 4:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: quick questions 

Hi Travis, 

Yes, they know that you have exchange. 

Please count your time to vote as work time. If you are still feeling sick, you may count the remaining time today as sick 

time. Make sure this is reflected in TIM. 

Feel better, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Deparm~ent of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africm~ & AfrooAmerican Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNo~h C~olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2010 4:29 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: quick questions 

Hey Agatha, 

I was just wondering if l could go vote at the planetarium and then go home from there and put down the remaining 1.5 as 

sick leave. I think most faculty over here have gone home for the day. If you need me to stay though I don’t mind. The 

other question was do the people that are running the email migration know that I already have EXCHANGE? 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 9:47 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20101102093210687.pdf 

Hi Barbara, 

Your sister Eunice asked me to scan this for you! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scanner,%ur~c.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 9:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.02.2010 09:32:10 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



~EzJeki~lCK.a~i~,~fii o ~ 
yrogram utrec~or 
Geography and Spat}al Sciences Program 

National Science Foundation 

420~ Wilson Boulevard 

Ariin~on, VA 22230 

NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF AFP~ICAN & 

AEI(O-AMEIK[ CAN STUDIES 

~o9 BATTLE ]qALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

9[9.966.5496 

9 ~ 9.96z.z694 

Dear Dr. Kalipeni: 

As per your request, I am delighted to submit my review of the research proposal entitled 

"From Ch@vre to Chanvre: Linking Natural Resources, Violence, and Livelihood Strategies in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo." Although I know very little about geography and spatial 

sciences, the interdisciplinary nature of the proposed research and my own familiarity with 

African conflicts in general and the DRC in particular do give me a very useful vintage point from 

which to review the proposal. 

Dr. Ann Laudatrs research project deals with the overall question of the "space between war 

and peace" in developing countries, and the specific problem of continuing violence and 

insecurity in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) seven years after the formal end of 

the Second Congo War in 2003. On the whole, this project meets all of the NSF merit review 

criteria in a superb manner. Given its solid grounding in the interdisciplinary study of African 
social realities, it is an outstanding proposal with respect to intellectual merit; its broader 

impact on promoting a better understanding of the linkages between natural resources and 
violent conflicts in Africa; its intended role in integrating research and education; and its 

objective of broadening participation of underrepresented groups such as women and the poor 

in the DRC. 

The greatest intellectual merit of this proposal is its success in bringing together a rich array of 
theoretical propositions on violence and natural resources to go beyond simplistic theories of 

greed and tribalism to formulate a coherent political ecology of survival strategies by grassroots 

actors in a politically unstable situation. These strategies include alternative livelihoods and 

new forms of governance likely to enhance survival opportunities as well as to create violent 

conflicts. By calling attention to areas of economic activity other than mining and trafficking in 

minerals, the author shows the manifold ways in which ordinary people are innovative in 

creating parallel economy activities for purposes of ensuring survival and decent livelihoods. 
The trade in hemp (chanvre), whose value is sometimes calculated in terms of the value of a 

goat (ch~vre), is one of these activities, along with roadblocks, the trade in timber, the theft of 

livestock, artisana! mining, and the pilfering of humanitarian resources. 

I don’t know the proposer, so I cannot comment on the quality of her prior work. But on the 
basis of this proposal, I have no doubt as to Dr. Laudatrs qualifications to undertake this 

research project and to complete successfully. While there are no new transformative concepts 

in the proposal, her skilful formulation of the research problem on the basis of existing 

knowledge is very innovative and refreshing. Moreover, I am greatly impressed by her very 



comprehensive knowledge of the situation in Eastern Congo, her excellent grasp of the 

scholarly literature on the DRC and on the subject matter of the political ecology of war, and 

the soundness of the methodology proposed for the project. The project is extremely well 
organized. 

While I highly support the project and agree with its major themes, I would caution the author 

against the tendency she seems to share with most analysts of parallel or underground 

economies of making them more than what they are, namely, survival strategies. If it true that 

"parallel networks of accumulation" cannot simply be conceptualized as unproductive, as she 

says, there is no doubt that they are illegitimate and in most cases illegal. This criminal aspect 

of the enterprise is not negated, or even diminished, by the fact that state actors do also 

engage in illegal, illegitimate or criminal activities. Few grassroots actors do accumulate 
fortunes through parallel economies. Thus, instead of making such activities at the grassroots 

level seem normal, scholars need to go beyond describing them to showing what it would take 

to effectively end violence, establish lasting peace, and ensure decent livelihoods through 
legitimate means. 

With respect to the broader impacts of the proposed project, the proposal succeeds in an 
outstanding manner in improving our understanding of the difficult transition from war to 

post=conflict situations in developing countries such as the DRC, and in generating useful 

knowledge for teaching, training, and learning. The research project provides for participation 

by large numbers of the very people being studied through focus group discussions, interviews, 
questionnaires and other ways. As already indicated above, the involvement of women and the 

poor in the project should broaden the participation of groups that have been largely 
underrepresented. Professionals and students from the research area will be involved in data 

collection and in validating the information collected. Such involvement will surely enhance the 

research capacity of local universities and NGOs. The proposed free access to the research 

reports and publications for Congolese researchers will enhance the infrastructure of research 

and education, tt should also create an enabling environment for partnerships between Utah 

State University and Congolese institutions of higher learning. 

On the basis of what precedes, I am happy to give my strongest recommendation, and without 

reservations, for the award of a research fellowship to Dr. Ann Laudati. I am convinced that her 

proposal is outstanding in all aspects, including its potential contribution to a better 

understanding of violence and instability in Eastern Congo. 

Sincerely, 

Geor~laja 

Professor 



~EzJeki~lCK.a~i~,~fii o ~ 
yrogram utrec~or 
Geography and Spat}al Sciences Program 

National Science Foundation 

420~ Wilson Boulevard 

Ariin~on, VA 22230 

NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF AFP~ICAN & 

AEI(O-AMEIK[ CAN STUDIES 

~o9 BATTLE ]qALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

9[9.966.5496 

9 ~ 9.96z.z694 

Dear Dr. Kalipeni: 

As per your request, I am delighted to submit my review of the research proposal entitled 

"From Ch@vre to Chanvre: Linking Natural Resources, Violence, and Livelihood Strategies in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo." Although I know very little about geography and spatial 

sciences, the interdisciplinary nature of the proposed research and my own familiarity with 

African conflicts in general and the DRC in particular do give me a very useful vintage point from 

which to review the proposal. 

Dr. Ann Laudatrs research project deals with the overall question of the "space between war 

and peace" in developing countries, and the specific problem of continuing violence and 

insecurity in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) seven years after the formal end of 

the Second Congo War in 2003. On the whole, this project meets all of the NSF merit review 

criteria in a superb manner. Given its solid grounding in the interdisciplinary study of African 
social realities, it is an outstanding proposal with respect to intellectual merit; its broader 

impact on promoting a better understanding of the linkages between natural resources and 
violent conflicts in Africa; its intended role in integrating research and education; and its 

objective of broadening participation of underrepresented groups such as women and the poor 

in the DRC. 

The greatest intellectual merit of this proposal is its success in bringing together a rich array of 
theoretical propositions on violence and natural resources to go beyond simplistic theories of 

greed and tribalism to formulate a coherent political ecology of survival strategies by grassroots 

actors in a politically unstable situation. These strategies include alternative livelihoods and 

new forms of governance likely to enhance survival opportunities as well as to create violent 

conflicts. By calling attention to areas of economic activity other than mining and trafficking in 

minerals, the author shows the manifold ways in which ordinary people are innovative in 

creating parallel economy activities for purposes of ensuring survival and decent livelihoods. 
The trade in hemp (chanvre), whose value is sometimes calculated in terms of the value of a 

goat (ch~vre), is one of these activities, along with roadblocks, the trade in timber, the theft of 

livestock, artisana! mining, and the pilfering of humanitarian resources. 

I don’t know the proposer, so I cannot comment on the quality of her prior work. But on the 
basis of this proposal, I have no doubt as to Dr. Laudatrs qualifications to undertake this 

research project and to complete successfully. While there are no new transformative concepts 

in the proposal, her skilful formulation of the research problem on the basis of existing 

knowledge is very innovative and refreshing. Moreover, I am greatly impressed by her very 



comprehensive knowledge of the situation in Eastern Congo, her excellent grasp of the 

scholarly literature on the DRC and on the subject matter of the political ecology of war, and 

the soundness of the methodology proposed for the project. The project is extremely well 
organized. 

While I highly support the project and agree with its major themes, I would caution the author 

against the tendency she seems to share with most analysts of parallel or underground 

economies of making them more than what they are, namely, survival strategies. If it true that 

"parallel networks of accumulation" cannot simply be conceptualized as unproductive, as she 

says, there is no doubt that they are illegitimate and in most cases illegal. This criminal aspect 

of the enterprise is not negated, or even diminished, by the fact that state actors do also 

engage in illegal, illegitimate or criminal activities. Few grassroots actors do accumulate 
fortunes through parallel economies. Thus, instead of making such activities at the grassroots 

level seem normal, scholars need to go beyond describing them to showing what it would take 

to effectively end violence, establish lasting peace, and ensure decent livelihoods through 
legitimate means. 

With respect to the broader impacts of the proposed project, the proposal succeeds in an 
outstanding manner in improving our understanding of the difficult transition from war to 

post=conflict situations in developing countries such as the DRC, and in generating useful 

knowledge for teaching, training, and learning. The research project provides for participation 

by large numbers of the very people being studied through focus group discussions, interviews, 
questionnaires and other ways. As already indicated above, the involvement of women and the 

poor in the project should broaden the participation of groups that have been largely 
underrepresented. Professionals and students from the research area will be involved in data 

collection and in validating the information collected. Such involvement will surely enhance the 

research capacity of local universities and NGOs. The proposed free access to the research 

reports and publications for Congolese researchers will enhance the infrastructure of research 

and education, tt should also create an enabling environment for partnerships between Utah 

State University and Congolese institutions of higher learning. 

On the basis of what precedes, I am happy to give my strongest recommendation, and without 

reservations, for the award of a research fellowship to Dr. Ann Laudati. I am convinced that her 

proposal is outstanding in all aspects, including its potential contribution to a better 

understanding of violence and instability in Eastern Congo. 

Sincerely, 

Geor~laja 

Professor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 3:12 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Power Point 

Dimensions of Good Governance.ppt 

Please open Attachment and proofread! 

-Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 4:29 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Challenges to Good Governance.ppt 

Same rules apply as before 

-Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 11:49 AM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Help 

Hi Jan, 

Here are some updates. 

right now Porter’s room is filled to capacity. ~ asked him if it was possible to squeeze one more. I said she was an 

excellent student. I am waiting on his response. 

is in 

is that her correct PID? For some reason it wasn’t taking it but I will try again if its correct. 

Has hold on account now. 

Go Heels! Beat Georgia Tech! 

Travis 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 04, 2011 11:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Help 

I am desperate. Here is what I need 

thanks so muc, 
Jan 

in AFAM 

-- AFRI 

,-AFRI 

-AFRI 

section 3 w/Porter 

o~    [ PREFERRED] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 2:57 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110118145553004.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 2:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.18.2011 14:55:52 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



SWAHILI 004 - Intermediate Swahili ( the second half). Spring 2004 
Instructor: Alphonse S. Mutima, Ed. D. 
MWF: ll:00-11:50am CW 103 
Office Hours: MW 10:00-10:50am BH room 103 
E-mail: smutima@email.uncyedu Phone:919-966-5496 

TEXT 
Moshi, L. (1998) Kiswahili Language and C~lture. Kensington. Dunwoody Press. 

OBJECTIVES 
This course is for students who have successfully completed Swahili 003 or students 
who have lived in a Swahili-speaking country for at least two years using the 
language for their daily communication needs. The course focuses on:l) reading 
expository texts and extended narratives; 2) writing descriptive informative texts; 3) 
verbal communication on a variety of topics; 4) acquiring analytical abilities to 
understand the structure of the Swahili language. 

REQUIREMENTS 
Attendance at every session is strongly required. Each student is required to spend 
at least an hour in the language laboratory viewing the videotapes related to the 
course. Class work will include homework, quizzes, three tests and a final 
examination. 

GRADING: 10% Homework 30% Quizzes 30% Tests 30% Final Exam 
GRADE SCALE : 100-98 A+ 97-95 A 94-92 A- 91-89 B+ 88-86 B 85-83 B- 82-80 C+ 

79-77 C 76-74C- 73-71 D+ 70-68 D 67-65D- 64-61F 

WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

Week 1 ( Jan. 7 & 9). Review 
Week 2 (Jan.21,14,16). Review 
Week 3. ( Jan.21 & 23) Picture description ( Russell 2003) 
Week 4. ( Jan.26, 28, 30) Newspaper articles 
Week 5. (Feb.2,4,6) Elimu 
February 4: Test One 
Week 6 .( Feb. 9,11, 13) Elimu 
Week 7 ( Feb. 16, 18, 20) Masoko 
Week 8 ( Feb. 23, 25, 27).Masoko 
Week 9 ( Mar. 1, 3, 5) Kutayarisha na Kupika Vyakula 

March 5: Test two (Oral) 
Week 10 (Mar.15, 17,19) Kutayarisha na Kupika Vyakula 
Week 11 ( Mar. 22, 24, 26) Maonyesho ya Kitaifa ya Biashara 
Week 12 ( Mar.29, 31, Apr.2) Desturi za Ndoa na Arusi 
March 31: Test three 
Week 13 ( Apr. 5, 7, 9) Desturi za Ndoa na Arusi 
Week 14 ( Apr. 12, 14, 16) Afya: Uganga wa Kisasa 
Week 15( Apr. 19, 21, 23) Afya: Uganga wa Kisasa 

Final examination : Monday April 26 at 12:00 noon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 4:20 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20110124161658270.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.24.2011 16:16:57 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 10:57 AM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20110127105340785.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2011 10:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.27.2011 10:53:40 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



DEPAI:UI’MENT OF AFI~.ICAN & 

AFkO-AMEIL[CAN STUDIES 

lO9 BATTLE ttALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3393 

CHAPEL HILL, N(?. 27599 3395 

T 919.966,5496 

F 919.96~,,z694 

January 24, 2011 

Dr. Karen M. Gil 

College of Arts and Sciences 

CB# 3100, 205 South Building 

Carolina Campus 

Dear Dean Gil: 

RE: Research and Study Assignments for Academic Year 2011-2012. 

I am writing to recommend research and study leaves for Dr. Reginald Hildebrand for Fall semester 

2011; for Dr. Charlene Regester and Dr. Michael Lambert for Spring semester 2012. This will use up all 

the research and study leaves allocated to our department for academic year 2011-2012. 

Dr. Hildebrand is an associate professor and a senior member of the faculty in the department. His 

research specialization is on late 19th century African American history, and black political thouBht. For 

his research leave, Dr. Hildebrand wilt be working on his book project of essays called "Engaging 

Blackness: Body, Mind and Spirit: the Perspectives of Malcolm X, W.E.B.Dubois, and Howard Thurman." 

Dr. Hildebrand has been working on this project for a while and this is the final push he needs to 

complete it. 

Dr. Cha rlene Regester is a recently tenured associate professor of African American Studies. Her field of 

specialization is Black Film. For the research leave, Dr. Regester will be working on her second major 

project which is a book-length study entitled "The African American Press and the Construction of Black 

Screen Stars, 1900-1960." Her first book entitled A[ricon American Actresses: The Struggle]or Visibifity, 

1900-1950 was published last year to great acclaim. 

Dr. Michael Lambert is an associate professor and a senior member of the faculty in the department. He 

also serves as Director of the African Studies Center. This leave request is pa rt of the aBreement 

between him and the Dean’s office as part of his reappointment to serve as Director of the African 

Studies Center. During the research leave, Dr. Lambert will be working on his book manuscript on West 

African MiBration. This work Brows out of his first book Longing]or Exile which was an ethnographic 

exploration of migration in a SeneBalese community. 



I have determined that students will not be prevented from timely enrollment in courses needed for 

graduation. The courses taught by these three faculty will be distributed among the remaining faculty in 

the department, and by slightly increasing the number of students who can enroll in particular courses. 

All three faculty seeking research leave are aware that they must file a report to me with a copy to the 

Senior Associate Dean describing the work done within three months following completion of the 

research and study assignment. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Nyang’oro 

Professor and Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 31,2011 5:20 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20110131171614047.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, January 31,2011 5:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 01.31.2011 17:16:13 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 1, 2011 1:12 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20110131163218271.pdf 

Resend 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2011 5:18 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: FW: 

1st one. Second one coming. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maiho:scmmer ] 
Sent: Monday, January 31,2011 4:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.31.2011 16:32:18 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 1, 2011 1:21 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: Diversity Postdoc 

20110131163218271.pdf 

3rd attempt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2011 1:12 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: FW: 

Resend 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 31, 2011 5:18 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: FW: 

1st one. Second one coming. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer~:tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, January 31,2011 4:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.31.2011 16:32:18 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 4:59 PM 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 4:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Sounds like a plan! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 4:53 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 4:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Oh Pho Sho! What time do you want to go? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 3:07 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 1:43 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 1:21 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 



From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 12:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Let’s do it (~ Suggestions? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 11:44 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Yay! Glad we finally got that worked out! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Oh goodness! Ha! Good thing you did call. At least we are both confirmed for tomorrow now! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 10:41 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Uhhh you wonPt believe this but I called to get confirmation and they had me down for today!! I told them I could not 

do today so they put me down for tomorrow. I am glad I called to double check! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 9:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Ha! I will go ahead and ask for 2/9. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 9:39 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Well I thought I was but I feel I better double check now! I didn’t get a confirmation but she added me to the class over 

the phone. I think it was the one at 3pro. It was the only option because all the others were full and she said this one 

had plenty of open seats.. 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Oh goodness--so you are definitely registered for 2/9? ! will send an e-mail requesting 2/9 if so. I thought I was too 

because it was on my calendar... 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, February 08, 2011 9:33 AM 
To." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject." RE: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Wait a second ..... I thought you said you registered for 2/9! I bet what happened is that you had signed up for 2/:10 

before and they are just now sending the email notification that it is full. Are you signed up for 2/97 This is so 

confusing!! Haha 

From." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent." Tuesday, February 08, 2011 8:34 AM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." FW: CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Ugh..we can’t seem to get this right!! 

Maya Budihardjo 
S~uden~ Services Manager 
Depar~men~ of Public Policy 
Aberne~hy 214A~ CB ~ 3435 
p 919.962.1600 

From." Smith, Charles E 
Sent." Monday, February 07, 2011 9:03 AM 
To." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Cc: Kang, Anna M 
Subject." CRA Training Class on 2/10 Full 

Good Morning Maya 

The CRA training class you registered for on 2/10 is full. 

We currently have openings on 2/8 and 2/9. In addition we will be scheduling additional CRA training very soon. 

Let me know if you would like to be informed of the new training dates when they are released. 

Charles Smith 

IT Training Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Office of the University Registrar 

Web: http://regweb.u nc.edu/train/ 

Email: charless@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 12:03 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110214115647985.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2011 11:57 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.14.2011 11:56:47 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



UNC 
C;OI..I. EG / 
.,’kRTS & SCIlENCES 

THI~ UNIVERSITY 

NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAPEL HILL 

DEPAI~TMENT t..3F AFI~.|CAN & 

A FI.t.O-AM ER I CAN STt.J 131E~i 

to9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMP’US ~’IOX .3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 919.966.~496 

F 919.962.2694 

Mr. Mamarame Seek, PhD 
Assistant professor and African language coordinator 
Department of African and African American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 
Tel: (352)562-5072 

Chapel Hill, 02/14/2011 

Re: International Research and Studies program. 

Grant Committee Members, 

This letter serves as a forma! recommendation on behalf of Dr. Cherif Seck, who is 
applying for grants under the International Research and Studies Program to write an 
effective textbook in Wolof. 

I have known Dr. Seck through his work as coordinator of the Textbooks and Learning 
Materials Program at Elisabeth City State University, which currently works in 
developing and producing a total of approximately four (4) million copies of textbooks in 
French for the country of Senegal (TLMP ECSU-Senegal). Dr. Seck has a long 
experience in developing teaching and learning materials for foreign languages and his 
two textbooks, Italian for All and Outils pour converser et life en Franqais, respectively 
for the teaching and learning of French and Italian as foreign languages, are considered 
excellent tools by both teachers and learners of these two languages in the United States, 
Europe and Canada. 

The Woloftextbook that Dr. Seck aims to write will help both instructors and students to 
respectively teach and learn Wotof in a very communicative manner. The communicative 
method Dr. Seck is promoting in his philosophy of writing textbooks is highly needed. 
Many textbooks have been made for the teaching and learning of African languages 
including Wolof, but most of them, if not all of them, overlooked the communicative 
dimension of teaching and learning a foreign language. This Wolof textbook will 
definitely fill that gap. 

Receiving this grant will enable the TLMP program at Elisabeth City State University 
and Dr. Seck to produce a powerful tool for learning and teaching Wolof in context and 



in a communicative and productive way. Students who will be using such a textbook will 
be able to function in Wolof in various settings and topics instead of just learning about 
the language. 

Knowing Dr. Cherif Seck’s previous work and his capability of producing useful and 
highly needed tools for teaching and learning foreign language for the benefit of both 
teachers and students, I strongly recommend that you provide him with this grant. 

If you need any further information regarding this letter or Dr. Cherif Seck, please feel 
free to contact me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 10:18 AM 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tar heel Tracker 

Sounds like a plan!! Thanks : ) Now I am going to sggn up and see if we can get this right on the first try this time! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 10:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Tar heel Tracker 

AIright! I sent in my registration request. Lunch that day, my treat! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:59 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Tar heel Tracker 

Hey Maya, 

I’m down for that! Let’s do it! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Tar heel Tracker 

Hey Travis, 

Do you want to go to the training session for Tar heel Tracker together? Here is the calendar: 

https://share.unc.edu/sites/registrar/train/tcal/default.aspx?PageView=Shared. Maybe the 21st at 1:007 

Maya Budihardjo 

Student Services Manager 

Department of Public Policy 

Abernethy 214A, CB # 3435 

p 919.962.1600 



Mamarame Seck, PhD 
1/20/2011 
Page Two 

LEAVE EARNINGS: 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

N/A 

Your appointment is contingent on the procurement of the 
appropriate immigration and/0r visa status prior tc~ the 
effective date of your appointment and maintenance of this 
status for the duration of the appointment. 

Should you have any questions about your appointment, please permit us to respond by 
contacting your departmental administrator or your dean’s office.. Questions unable to be 
addressed by these offices may be referred to. Acade~rfie Personnel by contacting 919-962-1091. 

I look forward to your acceptance of this appointment and ask that you sign the enclosed copy 
and remm it to the attention of Academic Personnel, Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor 
and Provost within three weeks for our records. Please keep the original for your records. 

With all best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce W. Carney 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

BWC!jk 

Enclosures 

"~.~ufiu s~=Nyang~ore¢~ti~ 

Karen Gil; Dean 
Janet Farrell, EPA HR Manager 

Signature: 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Nine-Month Base Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Graduate Assistants) 

x Second Session: 

School/Department: Afri/Afam 
Campus Address: 109 Battle Hall 
Prepared by: 

I 
Full Name 

Mr Sinamenye Mutima 

Mr Julius Nyang’oro 

Mr Bereket Selassie 

Mr Michael Lambert 

Mr Robert Porter 

Mr Reginald Hildebrand 

Ms Charlene Regester 

Mr Perry Hall 

Mr Carl Carey 

Department Number: 3287 
Telephone: 966-5496 
Date Prepared: 

PID * * Rank 

05 

01 

01 

02 

05 

02 

02 

02 

9 -month 
Base Salary 

Summer 
Salary 

Credit Hours 

6.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

3.0 

Course Assignment 
(Use course number and section) 
Swah 112 001 

Afri 101 001 

Afri 101 002 

Afri 368 01M 

Afri/Afam 474 001 Afam 280 001 

Afam 101 001 

Afam 101 002 Afam 276 001 

Afam 259 001 

Afam 262 001 

* Use Dr. Mrs, Ms, Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Tenure track 

01 Professor 
02 Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor 

Fixed Term 
05 Full-time 

(Any Rank) 

Students 
21 Teaching Assistant (responsible for final grades) 
2 lp Graduate Assistant 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 



04 Instructor Revised: Jan 2006 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Nine-Month Base Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Graduate Assistants) 

Second Session: x 

School/Department: Afri/Afam 

Campus Address: 109 Battle Hall CB #3955 

Prepared by: 

I 
Full Name 

Mr. Timothy McMillan 

Mr. Kenneth Janken 

Ms Eunice Sahle 

Ms Margaret Lee 

Department Number: 3287 

Telephone: 966-5496 

Date Prepared: 

PID * * Rank 

O4 

01 

O2 

O2 

9 -month 
Base Salary 

Summer 
Salary 

Credit Hours 

6.0 

3.0 

6.0 

3.0 

Course Assignment 
(Use course number and section) 
Afam 101 001 Afam 101 002 

Afam 102 001 

Afri 101 001 Afri 101 003 

Afri 101 002 

* Use Dr. Mrs, Ms, Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Tenure track 

01 Professor 
02 Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor 

Fixed Term 

05 Full-time 

(Any Rank) 

Students 
21 Teaching Assistant (responsible for final grades) 
2 lp Graduate Assistant 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 



04 Instructor Revised: Jan 2006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 3:02 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Spring Break 

Great! I sure will. Thanks[ 
Have a good weekend, 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2011 2:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Spring Break 

Sure, no problem. Just let me know the exact dates once you know. 

Take care, 

Agaha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Af?ican & Af?o-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UniversityofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2011 2:25 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Spring Break 

Hey Agatha, 

I was wondering about the possibility of using some of my vacation time during spring break. I did it last year and it 

seemed to work out well during that time because the students were gone and most all of the professors were too. I 

was going to bring it up with you this coming Tuesday at our staff meeting but I realized that if I am going anywhere then 

I probably need to book a flight over the weekend! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 9:24 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Tuesday 

Hey Agatha, 

You can count on me! Hope you feel better! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Miller, Haeran; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: Tuesday 

Hi Haeran, Maya and Travis, 

I am staying home today as well. I will be doing a little bit of work from home this morning, so please let me know if 

there is anything important that you need from me this morning. I do hope to be back at work on Wednesday. 

Haeran - can you meet Alassane Fall this afternoon (3-3:15) to be sure we get any travel receipts, vendor form, etc? 

Travis - be sure to check the itinerary for Alassane Fall and make sure you know where I need you to help (taking him to 

his teaching demo, etc). 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 23,2011 2:34 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
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Eat, For This Is My Body(Michelange Quay, Haiti/ 

France) 105min 

Quay’s semi-abstract look at colonial elements in Haiti is comparable 

to two 1980s touchstones, Marion H~nsel’s Dust and Claire Denis’ 

Chocolat. While there is an impressive opening shot that glides over 

the country’s shanty towns, and the bustle of city life is viewed 

late on in the film, for the most part this is a study in stillness 

and silence, lust and vague desire. 

Set in a stunning but strangely under-furnished and slightly decrepit 

mansion, the two white women who run this Caucasian dominance could 

be two sides of the same coin: the ageing matriarch (Catherine Samie) 

who lies in bed and the young woman (Sylvie Testud) wandering naked 

around the corridors. Quay isn’t one for cause and effect here; or 

rather, much of it comes from a juxtaposition of images that makes 

story secondary to visually thematic exploration. Clearly influenced 

by the voodoo elements that the film accesses early on, Eat is 

a work halfway between the experimental and the concrete, a film from 

which narrative can be extracted but where it isn’t laboriously and 

predictably worked through. (excerpt from review by Tony McKibbin in 

The List (Issue 605)19 June 2008. 

Moloch Tropical 

(Raoul Peck, Haiti/France 2009) 105min 

A compelling look at the final moments of a monstrous ruler in Haiti 

as a violent revolution erupts around him. Claiming Russian director 

Sokurov’s Hitler pic Moloch as his own, Haitian director Raoul Peck 

synthesizes political analysis, symbolic art and a particularly 

Caribbean approach to tragedy and power in this broadly satiric film. 
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II 

The Emergence of Afro-Europe: 

A Preliminary Sketch 

ALLISON B LAi(ELY 

A virtual explosion of Black African immigration in Europe over the 

past few decades, whose magnitude and significance are not yet widely recog- 
nized by scholars nor the general public, is creating an unprecedented increase 

in Europe’s black population and a predictable negative response. While even 
the participants themselves are only beginning to sense a degree of group iden- 
tity-largely forced upon them by the sh~ed experience of discrimination and 
racism expressed in unmistakable common patterns--the Black population in 

Europe has finally achieved a size and visibility that invites comparison with 
the involuntary definition of community that shaped the concept of African 

American among the descendants of enslaved Africans in North America. This 

analogy becomes all the more tempting when one considers the evolving ide~ 
and reality of the stiff-growing, twenty-seven-nation European Union with its 
porous borders and the fledgling European Parliament. Add to this Internet 
Web sites and other electronic media that taken altogether constitute a new, 

transnational dimension for cultural conceptualization and organization whose 
potential impact is yet to be measured. 

The definition of Btack employed here is inherently ambiguous, because the 

concepts related to this have always been somewhat ambiguous and arbitrary, 
and moreover this definition was originally imposed on people of African de- 
scent by others. I am, therefore, not here proposing a new definition, only of- 

feting observations on how the most prevalent convention may be becoming 
operative in Europe. With respect to France and other countries that discourage 
formal stipulation of racial or ethnic categories by law or tradition, I am simply 

counting those who within those societies routinely suffer personal indignities 
and adverse discrimination due to their skin color or known Black African 
cestry, regardless of census categories. It is also important to note here that the 



precise number of Blacks is not essential to my central discourse, as long as it 

is admired ~at ~e level and bread~ of ~stribution is u~precede~ted and has 

become of soci~ concern. 
~e largest countries in Western Europe, ~e United K~gdom, ~ranc¢, and 

Germ~y, have a long and w~-~own history of immigration of Black, ~th 

the United ~ngdom ha~ now around ~.5 m~ion Blacks ~ its pop~ation 

of 6o m~ion, ~d Fr~ce probably over z6 m~lion out of a comp~able 

pop~atiom Germany, ~th a larger tot~ pop~ation of over 8o m~io~ has only 

around ~68,ooo from sub-S~aran Africa, which c~ be e~lained by obvious 

historical and geographk~ factors. ~ust a hint of ~e scope of what I am ca~ing 
"A~o-Europd’ can be seen in the fact ~at it now r~ges ~om Ireland in the 

extreme northwest, where the Blackpopulatio~ h~ quietly risen above 3o,ooo; 

to the Ne~er[~, where it is h~f a mflliom to Scandinav[~ where apa~ from 

Sweden the ~mbers are retatNely sm~ but the feinted problems ~e still sur- 

facing; to Russia, wi~ lingering remnants of the tens of thousands of Mrican 

Figure x.~, A~9roximate Black p~pu[ations in Europe, ¢ornposed and compiled by the author. 
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students who trained there under the Soviet regime; on around to Italy and Spain 

on the Mediterranean. 2he rapid rate at which this level of Black population has 
materialized and continues to be augmented by the hundreds of thousands of 
immigrants pouring into Europe annually--despite recent efforts to stem the 
tide--gives further support for the metaphor of explosion. While the percent- 
age of Europeans of Black African descent is still under ~ percent, the social 
construct of "blackness" has throughout modern times carried a significance 

that cannot be measured simply in numbers.~ 

Transition from Africans in Europe to Afro-Europe 

The value of generalizations and parallels drawn in the presem effort at a com- 

parative overview of Europe on this subject should be weighed against a constant 

awareness of the great regional, historical, and cultural diversity of the societies 

in question. The same is, of course, true of aspects of American history men- 

tioned in places. This said, there is all-too-abundant graphic evidence of the 

negative backlash I have alluded to and the pa!-allets with the African American 

experience that also relegated groups of diverse African origins to a collective 

category of inferiority, qfhe ethnically charged protests that spread to 3o0 cities 

in France in late October and early November zoos, featuring deadly violence 

and thousands of burning automobiles, easily evoked scenes from the major 

urban riots in the United States in the a96os~ or the disturbances in a981 in 

Londo~s BrL~ton district, followed a few momhs later by a much larger one in 

Liverpool’s Toxteth district. The underlying causes Lord Leslie Scarman identi- 

fied in the government inquiry, reported in November 1981, were reminiscent 

of the 1968 Kerner Commission Report on conditions in the United States 

that had attributed the American riots to the failures of American society to 

integrate African American rural-to-urban migrants and their descendants, as 

reflected by high unemployment, abusive police practices, substandard housing, 

inadequate education, poor recreation facilities and programs, and inadequate 

response from established institutions. Now, a few decades later, a survey of 

reports emerging from all the countries to be discussed here read like excerpts 

from the Kerner and Scarman inquiries. Attorneys for the families of the two 

teenagers killed in the more recent violence in France filed a complaint with the 

courts charging what amounted to racial profiling and police negligence strik- 

ingly reminiscent of perennial complaints of police misconduct that is all too 

familiar in the United States’ inner cities? While much of the world was more 

surprised to learn of l~rance’s dusters of suburban (bantieue) poor than it was 

of those abandoned in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina earlier in zoos, 

such ghetto-like settlements of ethnic and religious immigrants in Europe are 

not unique to France. 



6 " ALLISON BLAKELY Somalis live in 
arrivals live in some of the poorest 

Consider, for example, the fact that now more than 7o,oo° 

and around London. Predictably, the new . the Portuguese dimension 
Similarly, Cape Verdeans, owing to neighborhoods-          population in the shantytowns of Lisbon �ompa- 

colonial past; have a                                         . °f theitro that of the Somalis in Londo.m 5o,°°° to 7o,ooo migrated to portugal 

ruble 
to find work and better lives) Poignant testimony of the persts- 

since the 195os 
tence of immigration despite hardships is that over a thousand North Africans 

have perished in the waters between Gibraltar and Spain 
of various origins equally compelling evidence of the bacMash that 

in recent years. Meanwhile, of Europe is that in Russia alone, authorities 
awaits new arrivals in some parts gangs, while the African 

count some 5o,ooo youths organized into skinhead Moscow lodges official complaints in vain about brazen, 
diplomatic corps in 

officials and other Africans resident in Russia, 
daylight assaults on their Black A central assertion 

on the streets of Moscow, St. Petersburg, and other cities. even those individuals and groups that wood prefer otherwise. It 
underlyLng the present essay is that a Black identity is being forced by circum- 

stances upon 
should also be noted that the current quest for identity among Blacks in Europe 

is not exactly the same as that earlier for tb, e descendants of enslaved Africans ¯ from a former Ear°7 
in America Most are direcdy from Africa, or 

with a Black majoritY. Although this transition to a Europe will 

Black population has seemed to come about sudderfly, and largd3 
it in fact has transpired along differing paths and at paces 

European society in question. What this population that I view as 
incipient overarching BlaCk identity all share is a 

rooted in the history of the European colonial empires and 

in the Atlantic slave trade, represents three main 
"t-he current European Black population 

of migration: (~) Blacks who were already connected to Euro~ 
through former coionial ties, thus primarily Great Britain, Fr~ 
erlands, Spain, portugal, Belgium, and Germany; 

Africa seeking political asylum, especially in Switzar[and, Finland, 
Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands; and (3) students tional opportunities in Russia, the Czech Republic, Slovalda, 

LatVia. "then there are 
Bulgaria, East GermanY, and drawn to Italy, 
employment who for various reasons are 

¯ reality of an 

Globaiization of industrial capltahsm and the growing 

world without borders is perhaps the most immediate influential 
affecting th current migrations, lust as populations 

ribb ean fir: moved t° 1° cal ri;g~:~e~:;~enda:t:~’ad, 
more i obs, the two mai or red 
States, are the wofiffs leading industrial areas, and at the same 
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riencing declines in birthrate that threaten economic prosperity. Against the 

backdrop of the massive, stir ongoing rural-to-urban migration within China, 

for example, of over zoo million during this same era, the dramatic upsurge of 

primarily labor migration into Europe from Africa and Asia is not so surpris- 

ing. A comparative overview of the impact of these recent migrations on racial 
and cultural identities of peoples of Black African descent in various European 

societies and reflection on the extent to which this coRectively resembles the 

African American experience may be of some value for understanding the 

process unfolding, both for the individuals and groups experiencing it and the 

respective governments involved. The Black populations in these host societies 

are aiming at integration or assimilation on the one hand and formulation of 

racial and cultural identity on the other. The predominance of the nation-state 

as the basic form of social organization in the course of the Industrial Revo- 

lution, which also inspired cultural nationalism, now finds its counterpart in 

the aspiration of migrants for either some degree of integration into the host 
societies or strong consciousness and organization along ethnic lines in order 

to survive and prosper. 

In a world that seems to be constantly shrinking, in inverse correlation with 

the expansion of new technologies, it is no longer difficult to suspend in our 

minds the artificial geographical borders around the globe. However, the histori- 

cal significance of human differences based on the artificial constructs of race 
t color are more difficult to remove even in our imagination. Thus the subject 

of Blacks in Europe is neither as nebulous nor artificial as it should be in a more 
feet world. Regarding my implied comparkson with North America, there 

~" are of course obvious parallels between the origins of the Black populations in 

Europe and the Americas. Some of the differences in the present perceptions and 

may be accounted.for by the fact that the leading European countries 

t not favor the actual practice of slavery within their societies in the modern 

great Western powers, only the United States did.41his accounts 
r distinctive differences in racial definitions and social attitudes compared to 

vean countries~that is, unabashed lingering premodern assumptions¯ in 

United States, as opposed to hidden ones. This explains in part a widdy held, 

both at home and abroad, that Europe lacked the basis for the 

~ bad race relations characterizing the United States. Europe did play 

r interesting earlier role as a sort of laboratory for Black freedom of 

nurturing major figures of the Harlem Renaissance in 

However, Black emigrants’ initial sense of euphoria was in most cases 

,ered by closer familiarity with how they were really regarded2 A good 

of the operation of the circum-Aflantic cultural exchange within the 

,ora during the early twentieth Century is that the Harlem Renais- 

! was in turn part of the inspiration for the N~gritude movement founded 



by A~rican ~d Afro-Caribbe~m intellectu~Is ~ 1~rance at t~e beginning o~ the 
~_9~os. ~ile the prima~ mo~ers, ~opold S~dar Senghor and Aim~ C~saire, 
drew most deeply from European and African cultural wells for this, Senghor 
directly aclmowledged.influence from W.E.B. Du Bois’s writings from the start 
of the century and viewed the Harlem Renaissance as the prototype for their 

movement.6 Likewise, Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Soviet 
Russia enjoyed especially positive reputations in the early twentieth century as 
societies that were tolerant concerning concepts of race and social justice. 

While this view has some validRy in relative terms, it tends to obscure the 
centuries-old, shared tradition of color prejudice and racism in western civi- 

lization that is far more essential for an understanding of what is happening 

now in Europe. By the end of the eighteenth century, the claim that Blacks were 

naturally inferior became the prevalent justification for the Atlantic slave trade 
and slavery in European colonies in the Americas. At the same time, modern 
capitalism found profit in popularizing debasing stereotypes, for example, in 

brand names for products alluding to Blacks as exotic, erotic, or innately servile. 
All the way into the twenty-first century, lighthearted racism has supported the 

sale of such pastries as the Negerkuss or Negerzoen (Negro’s kiss) and Mohrenkopf 
(Moor’s head) in Germany, France, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, and Swit- 
zerland. A recent reminder in Sweden is controversy over an ice cream brand 

name, Nogger Black. In the Netherlands, the main cookie company producing 
Negerzoen, Van tier Breggen, decided in March ~-oo6 to change the name to Buys 
Zoenen. However, since 96 percent of the 5,0oo respondents of a poll were of 

the opinion that the original name Was not racist, tt seems likely that the name 
will continue to be used by the general public7 Whether these popular treats 
seriously represent racism or not, the very existence of the controversy is com- 

mentary on the legacy of racism. 
Over recent centuries, modern science has lent its prestige to further reinforce 

the kind of racism that already had produced blatantly flawed scientific findings 
concerning Africans. Further complicating study and discussion of this issue is 

the broad spectrum of definitions concerning Black African identity. Of all the 
world’s societies, only the United States featured a definition of Black identity cant an one with known Black African ancestry. European societies, 
t~hat m.., ’--Y~-:-ao- -athe Americas, Africa, and the rest of the world placed 

tl~ose in me rema~i,~- ,,* 
more significance on varying shades of color. Hence one encounters such terms 
as mulatto, Black, Ethiopian, African, moro, nero, negro, n~gre, preto, indiani in 
Europe, and the extreme case in Brazil where dozens of terms eventually came 

to be adopted to describe degrees of color and related social stares. This results 
in great ambiguity concerning who might be considered Black, and admittedly 

renders generalization about Blacks in Europe problematic. The powerftfl ap- 

peal and ancient vintage of stereotypes is evident in the fac 
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Figure *,z, Black stereotypes it1 American and European children’s stories: first 

page from The Stow of the Black Boys. 

of the black stave as happy-go-lucky, lazy, and irresponsible, which is usually 
associated with nineteenth-century North America, was already popular in 

sixteenth-century Europe. While there were instances of admiration for indb 
vidual Africans who distinguished themselves in various pursuits, pervasive 

color prejudice tended to ensure that these would be viewed as exceptions to 
the merits of Africans in general. The denigrating images of Africans in west- 

~..~, em civilization overshadowed others present that might have allowed a more 
balanced picture of the roles of Africans. 

While there were many black servants, slaves, and even some executioners 
in early modern Europe and the European empires, there were also many free 
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Figure 1.3. Black stereotypes in Americar~ and European chi(dmn’s stories; a ~[cture of a game named 

after the sto~Y Little B~k Sombo, along with other related stereoty9es. Courtesy of photographer 

Roland Freeman. 

among the ordinary populace, working in such occupations as musicians, sol- 
diers and sailors. Moreover, the European elites occasionally included Africans 

who ’were nobles, government officials, intellectuals, priests, and even saints. 

Invoking the mythic "Curse of Ham~ as a basis for e~aslaving Blacks did not 
alter the veneration of Black Madonnas at hundreds of churches in Europe and 

Figure t.4. A ~egerzOen (NegrO’s kiss) confection from the Netherlands. http://commons.wikimedJa 
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the Americas. While travel literature and the ¯graphic arts, including marginal 
decoration on maps, at times reinforced misleading stereotypes about Africa 
and Africans, the arts in other instances featured beautiful representations of 
Africans, for instance, the Black king in countless renditions of the adoration 
of the Magi. And while folklore, music, poems, and plays carried some nega- 
tive images, they also at times demonstrated admiration for qualities thought 
of as African. Actual history thus provided ample material for positive images 
to predominate; the chosen course ofsodoeconomic and intellectual develop- 
ments determined otherwise? A comparative look at the image of Blacks in 
Western popular culture on both sides of the Atlantic reveals deeply seated, 
shared prejudices that served as fertile soil for the rapid spread oft_he raciaiized 
social tensions now evident across Europe. 

The Cha|[enges and Responses 

In the case of the former European colonial powers, it should not be surprising 
that they inherited significant populations of Black African descent. All that was 
needed was a greater demand for labor and a weakening of restrictions that for 
centuries had limited the influx of Mrican populations. Present-day declining 
European birthrates create a stimulus like that which led to a Black population 
approaching a quarter of a million in Spain and Portugal in the fifteenth and 
early sixteenth century in the wake of the bubonic plague: In waging the two 
world wars of the first half of the twentieth century, costing tens of millions of 
lives, and on the crest of unprecedented industrialization, the European pow- 
ers inflicted upon themselves a similar depletion of labor supply and greater 
dependence on their former colonial subjects. Nevertheless, in the European . 
countries most affected by immigration issues, as also in the United States, the 
obvious demand for this labor supply continues to be met by strong nationalistic 
sentiment wishing to deny the need and its desirabfiit3a. A good example of these 
internal contradictions is the case of France, where public officials still express 
pride in what are considered the civilizing benefits of the l~rench colonial past 
but, similar to other countries, in zoo6 passed a law restricting further immi- 
gration even from former colonies of those with certain skills. Added to the 
labor demand is the inescapable human legacy of empires that included Black 
Africans, many of whose descendants became citizens at the end of empire. 
This is especially the case with France and Great Britain. For present purposes, 
the United Kingdom may be viewed as the model of a former colonial power 
that directly inherited a Black population. Mready by the late eighteenth ceno 
tury, there may have been a Black population in England approaching 3o, ooo. 

ects from the Caribbean and Africa have had to be ac- 
commodated for mutual benefit, just as the descendants of enslaved Mricans 

¯ in the United States have had to be. 
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grants and their France-born children on the other, represented a dramatic and 
tragic illustration of the practical implications of color-blindness. It became clear 
that the authorities lacked even a vocabulary to discuss the crisis intelligently, 
let alone strategies to quell it, since in their minds there could be no ghettos in 
France, notwithstanding the housing of approximatdy z million immigrants 
in 300 high-rises, many of which are substandard. Nor could French leaders 
of any political stripe admit of a possibility of the periodic violent outbursts 
that are inherent in communities of systematically disadvantaged people that 
the dominant society chooses not to see.a Also disturbing is that the hard4ine 
reaction of then Interior Minister Nicolas Sarkozy and Prime Minister Domi- 
nique de Villepin appeared to resonate better with the French public than did 
the more conciliatory stance of President lacques Chirac. 

2he even more massive public protests in France in the spring of~oo6 against 

a proposed law that sought to weaken the civil rights of yotmg adults related 
to employment--employers gained arbitrary rights to terminate employment 
within the first two years--also contained a cultural component that may have 
been a carryover from the earlier social unrest: ~[hese strikes and protests, led 
by students and labor unions, included a snbcurrent of more violent activity 
by some youths. While the government and most commentators viewed this as 
purely criminal activity, it also may reveal an element of class struggle, featuring 
some of those unemployed at a much higher rate than the students and vent- 
ing their frustration that their plight was not addressed by the new legislation 
as the government claimed, lournalists making follow-up visits a year later to 
Clichy-sous-Bois and l~pinay-sur-Seine, another suburb affected by the 
unrest, found tensions still high and more minor outbreaks of violence. 
persistence of such tensions was further demonstrated in November :ZOOT, after 
two teenagers in the suburban town of Viiliers-le-Bel died when their motorbike 
collided with a police car. Rioting broke out for two nights, resulting in injuries 
to around ~2o of the hundreds of police officers mobilized. At a town meeting 
catted to calm the atmosphere, the perennial issues of housing, }obs, and ethnic 

. profiling were once again raised by the public. Meanwhile at the government 
level, Nicolas Sarkozy, now en#oying his new role as president of the republic, " 

: biamed the rioting on a "thugocracy" and denied that it was related to social 
::.ills.~ On the positive side in recent French history, in the 2002 presidential 

Christiane Taubira, an economist from French Guiana, became the 
: candidate for president and drew 66o, ooo votes, 2.3 percent of the 

total. Blacks have also in rare instances served in the National Assembly or in 

)arliaments, mostly representing French territories abroad--and as 
’ as ~0o have been elected to city councils around the country, albeit out 

in total. 
the patterns of the European Black experience traced here are pardi- 
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Sp~n, whose prime entry po~ts for immigr~ts f~om Africa, and 
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exhibit in the 19908, the local officials and public were apparently so attached 

to it as a tourist attraction that they launched a campaign to keep it, including 
T-shirts with supportive slogans and Easter chocolates in the image of EI Negro. 

It was finally surrendered in 2ooo to Botswana, where it was buried.1~ 
Additional, more recent notoriety resulted from blatant racist taunting by 

the crowd of 55,ooo at a soccer match in Madrid’s Bernabeu stadium in No- 
vember 2oo4. Racist treatment of Black soccer players has been a Europe-wide 

phenomenon but had subsided considerably since the 197os and 198os, when 
organized public efforts in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Ireland, and ¯ 
other countries where it was rampant toned it down¯ During that era, it was 

atso dangerous for Black fans to attend soccer matches in those countries, even 
though increasingly some of the leading players were Black. A recent reminder 
that such ugly attitudes are still latent occurred at a match in Halle on March 

as, 2006. When disgruntled fans shouted racial epithets and spat at Adebowale 
Ogungbure, a Nigerian midfielder on one of the teams, he responded angrily 

with a Hitler salute. Adding further insult, he was charged with violating the 
constitution, which prohibits this gesture. While those charges were 

,ed, tension surrounding Black soccer stars in Europe continues, in spite 
¯ J their numbers. For instance, the rurmer-up French 

in the 2oo6 World Cup championship was predominantly Black, and its 

superstar Zinedine Zidane, a French Algerian)a 

which shared Spain’s history as one of the veT first of the modern 
0penn colonial powers, now only counts around uo,ooo immigrants in 

of around ~o million. The majority are Black and come from 
~rican colonies relinquished orfly in the mid-197os, after years oflib- 

les in Angola, Mozambique, and Guinea-Bissau. Cape Verde was 
Portugal. There, too, 

taken against racism, especially after a riot in 1995 in 

dozens of skinheads rampaged in a neighborhood of Lisbon and 
a young citizen from AngolaY Belgium, although once exploiting 

(holdings in central Africa, has a relatively small African population 
apparently because the more recent French influence in the 

a has made France a more attractive destination for Africans de- 

:Europe. Yet Belgium experienced one of the most heinous racial 
~ when a black-clad teenager went on a rampage with a hunting 

during which he wounded a woman of Turkish descent and 

L Mall and the two-year-old white girl in her care.js 
~ arrived very late to the competition for colonies, a Black 

in the hundreds was present for centuries. This included 
~nerica who during the American Revolution- 

those recruited by the British to serve under their Hessian 
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colonial powers, qhis is especially true of cotmtries that during the Cold War 
were part of the Soviet Communist orbit, including Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
Hungary, Bulgaria, East Germany, and Latvia. 

Some of the tens of thousands of Mric~s stayed in Russia, just as smaller 
numbers remained in the smaller countries and still continue to come on a 
much-reduced scale despite racial tensions. Around 17,ooo mixed-race children 
have recently been identified in Russia by the Russian Interracial Children’s 
Charity Fund, "METIS;’ based in Moscow. Many now live in dire straits in an 
impoverished post-Soviet society that has little regard for this population now 
that the ideological motivation for their advancement is past. Incidents of ra- 
cially motivated physical assaults and other xenophobic behavior have become 
the norm. There is not even a question of real assimilation into Russian society, 
which has thus far shown iitfle response to a growing litany of eloquent, pas- 
sionate appeals for relief from unconscionable violence. In March ~oo 6, a knife 
attack on a nine-year-old girl of mixed parentage at the entrance of her apart- 
ment building by two young assailants occurred in the same week as a verdict 
exonerating those accused of murdering another nine-year-old two years earlier. 
lust months before, a student from the Congo was beaten to death by attackers 
who were charged only with attempted murder. 

Only in early ~oo6 did the Russian government reluctantlybegin moving to- 
ward cfiminalizing racial hate crimes, amid persisting public apathy reminiscent 
of that in the United States, where there was no national law against lynching 
until the ~95os. The incident that finally brought action was the gruesome mur- 
der of twenty-eight-year-old Samba Lamsar, a Senegalese student, on the street 
in St. Petersburg on April 7. A shotgun with a swastika carved in its stock was 
left at the scene. Even then the government began to take legislative action only 
after a public outcry that climaxed in an unauthorized street protest of some 
3,5oo, organized mainly through the Internet.a Africans in the Czech Republic 
estimate that the roughly 3,000 there at present are experiencing a sufficient level 
of violence to warrant organized efforts to mobilize the public against racism. 
Conditions in Slovakia are particularly distressful, with the roughly 5o0 Afri- 
cans settled there, mainly former students, repeatedly harassed by skin_heads 
(estimated by the police to number around 300 in the country), tn Hungarytoo, 
the sldnheads are very active. Reports from Bulgaria in ~oo5 reflected woeful 
experiences among the several htmdred Blacks counted there.~ 

Switzerland, a country long famous for a high living standard, neutrality in 
imernational conflicts, and for highly civil behavior, is an example of a country 
refugees have considered ideal for asylum. 2here are now around 50,000 Black 
Africans living there, and although Switzerland once prided itself on being 
above racial problems, there now is a federal commission against racism, which 
in March ~ooo cosponsored with the University of Bern a national conference 
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the black population of Greece numbers ovAy in the hundreds, Athens can boast 
of the election of an African American woman to her city council. Yvette Jarvis, 

a former basketball star from Boston University, played professionally in Ath- 

ens, where she was dubbed ~the Black Venus;’ married a Greek, and settled in 
Athens, ~he main complaints of immigrants to Greece revolve around restric- 

tions on gaining permanent legal residence. The total immigrant population 
of Ireland from all origins grew from around 4,ooo in 1997 to 4o,ooo in 2ool. 
According to United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees reports, most 
immigrants to Ireland come from Nigeria, Romania, Congo, Libya, and Algeria. 

While officially a very large proportion of these register as asylum seekers, the 
demand for labor there and the rate of the inunigrant influx suggest that jobs 

are the real magnet, especially with such recently arrived high-tech firms as 
Microsoft, InteI, and DeI1 Computers. Unfortunately racial incidents in Belfast 

aloue have begun to be counted in the hundreds, although there are positive 

of cultural adiustmenr as w . 

,uestion of Identity and Future Prospects 

)fthe most tangible changes among the black population now taking shape 
)e from that present earlier is an expressed black consciousness and 
toward respectable identity, at times emphasizing group identity and 

individual level. One reason it makes sense to speak in terms 

)e" is that increasing signs of some form of blackcommunity 

.¯Here I should note that, just as the postcolonial period of mi- 

has accounted for most of the African population in Europe, a related 
~rmed the demographics of the United States, so that the 

of slaves there are losing their majority status among those not of 
cent. Nevertheless, some leaders in the burgeoning black corn- 

to the North American Black experience for 
models. For instance, Blacks in England have celebrated a Black 

October since 1987. In Berlin for over a decade now, a Black 
celebrated in February like in the United States, with 

’ related cultural events, although many Germans remain 

still small black population. Czech Africans have designated 
- Month since 2oo2, and there is a similar proclama- 

¯ Month at the end of the year by a Surinamer bookseller 
Sarafina Books. 

anization called Conscience noire sponsored a conference 

films and speeches on Black pride, hair braiding in African 
about the difficulties of maintaining African fatal- 

France, and about declining respect between Black men 
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contests and fashion shows. African shops, hair salons, restaurants, and night- 

clubs abound not only in London and paris, but also Irdand, the Netherlands, 

central Dublin has 
_,1.,;~. ed w. ith a town of some seven to 

Russia, and Denmark. A small section of Parnell Street in 

been dubbed "Little Affica~’ an appeu~ ..... shar                 pages) to all 

eight thousand Africans near Naples Published grades (aka yellow 
sorts of Black establishments can be found in paris and Amsterdam. Majority 

Black churches are springing up within all of the sizeable Biack communities. n several European countries.as welt as the United States, the past decade has 

~’tnessed a flurry ofteg~slatlon, monuments, museums, and other activity aimed 

expressions of acknowledgment and atonement or reparations for European at ¯ slave tradeY " 

Conscious formulation of c.on.ce~ 
academic circles and among Biact~ p                        ’ 

the latter are ISD (Initiative Schwarze Deutsche), an alliance of Afro 

Germans founded in 1986, and MAT (La Maison de ldAfric!ue ~ Toulouse), 
African pride organization in Toulouse. After the riots in the 

sLxty I~rench organizations for B[ack people formed a fe 

Figure ~rf’ A flier from a 2oo2 black consciousneSS conference in paris, photo by the author: 
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discrimination, with Patrick Lozes, a Black pharmacist from Benin who has 

also run for national office, as its first president. Named the CRAN (Le Con- 

sell Repr~sentatif des Associations Noires), it seeks to involve political parties, 

unions, and other bodies in fighting discrimination. The CRAN’s activities il- 

lustrate a transition from organized efforts that are primarily antiracist into 

those that are assertively pro-Black. This appears to be a trend in the European 

countries with large Black populations.~ While the number of black scholars 

in European higher education remains very small, organized study of related 

issues is well underway in the major cotmtries. There are as well various policy 

institutes and think tanks that devote special attention to relevant issues. The 

Institute of Race Relations, based in London and established in the ~95os as an 

independent educational charity organization to conduct and publish research 

on race relations throughout the worid, has since ~97~ focused especially on 

racism in Britain and the rest of Europe. Most university programs related to 

Black subjects focus on African and African American studies, such as the Cercle 

i:: 
d’EtudesAfro-Am3ricaines, Paris; and the Collegium for African American Stud- 

ies (CAAR). The latter is based in Europe, but claims a membership of over 250 

, countries. 

:( Special interest is now beginning to be shown to the history of Blacks in Eu- 

~e. Over the past few years, both in Europe and the United States the subject 

,.yond the appearance of related panels at con- 

of the major disciplines to full-blown conferences. Another example 

; is the e~xistence of the Black European Studies Center at 
¯ of Mainz, which was established with funding for three years and 

: in November 2005 and another in Berlin in July 2006. Both 

featured impassioned discussions on questions of European black 

who should define it, and who can best pursue Black European stud- 

the occurrence of such discussion belies the denial of some 

~eans who questioned the relevance of African American history for 

precisely such discussion has continued for centuries in the 
growing visibility of these issues is a course 

?s summer school ca.ned ~Black London: Initiated 

~onsored by the Black and Asian Studies Association 

focuses on London’s African, Carib- 

Asian populations in exploring issues of cultural diversity in 

a law passed in 2oo~ recognizing slavery as a crime 

also included a requirement that lessons on slavery be part 

| curriculum. In 2006, political conservatives and centrists unsuc- 
provision in retaliation for the abandonment 

hat would have required highlighting the "positive role" 
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~igure ~.6. An announcement for a course on Black London offered at Middlesex 

University Summer School Photograph cou~e~y of Haki rn Adi. 

It is not dear at this point whether formulation of Black i4entity in Europe is 
going to hearken back to the sort of cultural emphasis expressed in the N4gri- 
rode movement of the early twentieth century or some more pragmatic poetical 

¯ that mi ht exploit the fact that Europea~ political systems, in contrast variant g .......... ~ ..... av that can afford significant 
to the United States, are trmy mmttp~u ~ ~, .... 
verage to minority constituencies. ) 
surrounding the identity question reject a narrow focus on blackness and em- 
phasize alliance with others suffering from ethnic or racial discrimination, and.!! 
educating the general public about the plight of immigrants. 3his can be seen in 

the principles espoused by the African Network in Austria; the 
ity centre in Dublin; the African Union social organization in St. 
the Afro-Latvian Association launched in Riga in 2oo4; 
Prague; Solid Africa, an African student organization based in 
valda; and the African Civil Society, also called the Africa Centre, 

(ACSF). The CoIIectif des Antittais, Guyanais. 
lians, Guyanese, and the Reunion), the largest activist organization 
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citizens from French territories abroad, was founded in 2004 in Paris, boasts of a 
membership and sympathizer base of over 4o,0oo, including some members of 
Parliament, and has mounted numerous demonstrations and a media campaign 
against racism. This shows that racial problems in France are not limited to im- 

migrants. A study of twenty-seven Cape Verdean neighborhood associations in 
the Lisbon metropolitan area revealed that while most are comprised of Cape 
Verdeans, some represent Cape Verdean-majority neighborhoods where oth- 

ers also reside. These associations, most of which are subsidized in part by the 
local government, pursue interests ranging from basic socioeconomic welfare 

to political and cultural activities. The question of identity is also an ongoing 
issue, as indicated in the following response from one interviewee: ’~Portuguese 
society doesn’t see them (youth) as Portuguese because of skin colour. The 
mentality that exists is: ’they are black therefore they are African: On the other 

hand, the young generation doesn’t know Cape Verde, and they dofft identify 
with their parents’ version of being Cape Verdean. As a result of that they end 

up not knowing who they are and how to define themselves, and because of 
that, they start searching for an identity and end up finding it in other forms of 

being African, primarily in Afro-Americanism:’~° 
Regarding the reactions of the European majorities to this quest for identity, 

it is important to keep in mind that a corollary to the search for Black identity 
is self-conscious reflection by Europeans about their own identity, which was 
also the case when they first imposed a Black identity on Africans centuries 
ago. Indeed, the current European confrontation with the sudden swell in non- 
Western immigrant populations has in some countries brought about the most 
thorough of such introspection since the Europeans encountered the non-West 

in the age of exploration. A recent shift to the political right, at Ieast temporarily, 
in Western countries in general, coupled with occurrences of unfamiliar forms 
of violent conflict serve to shake confidence about consensus and complicate the 

question of options for the immigrant populations. Current events in Europe 
offer many more vital questions than answers concerning the probable course 
of the future. In light of the recent upsurge of violent confrontations and or- 
ganized protests, it seems especially prudent to gain a better understanding of 
the immediate causes of such outbursts. For example, is there a critical mass of 

Black or immigrant population at which trouble may be anticipated? Research 
now underway by some economists on the impact of the riots of the 196os in 
:the United States suggests that the crucial factor predictive of violence was the 

population in a given ciW, irrespective of high unemployment, 
.low wages, and other such conditions,st If valid, this discovery might have valu- 
able policy impIicafions for European societies looking to ward off problems. 

the ongoing, global economic crisis of historic dimensions that 
the world in ~oo8 reinforces the urgency of these questions. 
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Another interesting question is why racial incidents have been more preva- 
lent and more brutal the farther east one tooks in Europe. Is this a result of less 

exposure to the outside world historically, a less deeply grounded tradition of 

democracy and more lingering respect for class hierarchies, or simple correta- 

. . .... : .... Ait~ons~ All of these demand further study. One major 
finn wltn econo-n~ ,.~, ..... " 
difference in the situation of Blacks in Europe compared to that of African 

Americans in terms of integration into their local societies, in addition to the 

differences in definition of"b|ackness;’ is that they are generally not the main 

targets for discrimination. "Ihat role most often fails to small native minorities 

who are despised for historical reasons, and especially to Muslim populations 

because of the distinctive religious and cultural differences. Nacks’ assimilation ¯ tog_ration into European societies is therefore not as intractable as that in 

or m o          -      --ious United States Nevertheless, it remains to be 
the more rigidly cotor-cousc               "             ’      " 
seen whether the age-old color stigma might leave Blacks in E~ope in a special 

new category for exclusion?z 

Notes 

1. Estimates of the Black population in Europe are inherendy imprecise, not only due 

to variant categorization of Blacks and deliberate rejection of any such category in many 
countries, but also because of the presence of tmcounted undocumented immigrants. 

The estimates presented here reflect my own assessment, based primarily on official 
statistics but taking into account estimates by nongovernmental organizations as wefl. 
In the case of France, the clearest sort of documentation can onty be found regarding 

the country of origin of immigrants, for example, from the National Institute of Demo- 

graphic Studies, which for 1999 showed a~ound a third of a million such immigrants, 

apart from French citizens from the same place and other Black residents of France. I am, 

however, persuaded by the findings of reputable scholars and journalists who consistendy 

advance estimates ranging from 2.5 million to 5 million. By this standard, I am using a 
conservative estimate. See Mich~e Lamout and t~loi Laurent, "identity: France Shows 

its True Colors:’ International Herald Tribune, lune 6, zoo6; !ohn Tagliabne, "Tannts on 
Race Can Boomerang; New York Times. Sept. z ~, ~oo5; and the Institute national d’dtudes 

ddmographiques at http:] lw~.~ed,fr/fr/p°P-’ 2oo8). That such uncertainty of Black population : 
naissance_1999! (accessed May a~,                                          " 
estimates for Europe has always been the case can be seen from historical accounts of ~ 

the Black pop.alation in the United Kingdom. For example, see Norma 
structing the Black past: Blacks in Britain z78o-r83o (London: Frank Cuss, x996); 

Shyllon Folarin, Black Slaves in Britain (London: Institute for Race 
Univarstty Press, ~974); aftd lames Walvin, ed., Black and White: 7he Blacks and EngIis}. 

Society ~555-I945 (London: Alan Lane and Penguin Press,.~973) 

mate of the Black population in Germany, the European country with the third-largest’. 
Black population, on ~e figures provided in the Statistisches Bundesamt ~ 
subtracting from the total of 276,973 for ag of Africa the numbers indicated there f 
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specific African countries above the Sal~ara. See http:/Iwww.destatis,de/basis/e/bevoe/ 

bevoetabl0.htm (accessed May ~z, zooS). Examples of o&er readily accessible sources on 

the current black population across Europe are the United Kingdom Statistics Authority: 

http:i!www.statistics,gov.uk; Organization for Economic Development and Coopera- 

tion, http://www.oecd.org/home/O,2987,en_2649_201185._l_l_l._l~1,00.htrnl; http://v~w 

.migratioainformation.org/resources; Institute Nat~’onale d’Etudes Demographiques, 

http://wvcw.ined.fr/fr/pop_chiffres/france/structare_population/pyramide_ages/; Cen- 
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Talking Race in Color-Blind France: 

Equality Denied, "Blackness" Reclaimed 

FRED CONSTANT 

During the last few months, the pace of events in the long-troubled 

field of ethnic relations in France has been both extraordinary and contradic- 

tor~ On the one hand, the Paris suburbs in flames, the bantieues, moved back 
to center stage critical issues--such as "race;1 "Islam;’ "integration;’ "colonial 
9ast; ~memory ofslaver~’--in ways that would have been tmthinkable scarcely 

~. On the other hand, the violence of the social explosion that shook 

ap France’s race-neutral model did not lead to significant changes--carving out 
innovative measures--on the ground. The emphasis on maintaining law and 

rather than focusing on underIying problems such as a tack of political 
representation and economic empowernaent postponed badly needed corrective 

there have been some accelerating changes--driven 
by the pressure of events--both in political rhetoric and at a lower extent in 

choices. Let’s mention some recent developments: 

In ltme 2005, Nicolas Sarkozy, then the interior minister and president of 

UMP,~ broke one of the last great taboos of French republicanism by catlbag 

for a policy of discrimination positive (preferential treatment) in favor of mi- 

nority ethnic groups while Prime Minister Dominique de V’dlepin publicty 

re}ected his rival’s option as incompatible w~th France’s color-blind tradi- 

tions (de Monrvalon 2005). 

President Chirac, who took in 2004 a sledgehammer to crack the nut of the 

Islamic headscarf through a law that many consider to be discriminatory, 

set up an independem equal opportunity authority, HALDE, while oppos- 

ing any attempt by his interior minister to change French 19o5 law about 

Iaicit~? 

Sarkozy stigmatized youngsters of a Parisian suburb by calling them scum as 

he called for the violent flushing out Or purging of the banlieues, President 
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Chirac opposed strongly his minister’s statement, advocating once again for 

.equality for all, regardless of ethnic, religious, or social origin? 

President Chirac endorsed the passing of a law emphasizing France’s colonial 

legacy in North Africa while taking, a month Later, a strong statement in 

favor of a national day celebrating in France the abolition of slave trade and 

slavery. The two brought up almost simultaneously the battle over France’s 

co]orlial past and the memory of slavery? 

Civil society gave birth to the first ever Comacil of Associations of blacks living 

in France and to never-before-seen initiatives such as Appel des indigbnes de 

la R~publique, Colfectif Devoir de M~moire, and Appel contre les raWnnades 

Anti-Blancs.~ Again, the specter of race haunted the public debate with- 

out correcting either the national phobia against anything that smacks of 

American-style affarmaUve action or the widespread faith of French elite in 

the republican mantra of equality. 

Does this mean that France’s policy decisions are less a response to current 
events than a consequence of attitudes shaped by past experiences? Or does this 
suggest that the pressure of events may be strong enough to shake up inherited /: 

policy frames,v Whatever the right prospect is, it is now necessary to clarify the 
concept we designate as "race,~ which has a different use and 
French and the American contexts. While the term "race" is widespread in the 
latter, it is not so in the former where its conceptual status remains 

even to Black French people.8 David Beriss (2ooo) rightly reported that 

ture" has become in France a convenient gloss--a euphemism--for something:. 
that looks like race. Contrary to the United States, 
at the center of the political and social organization (Omi and Winant 1994)i 

in France culture has been at the center of the political and social 
my argument is twofold. On the one hand, culture in France takes on 
characteristics of race. On the other hand, rac~ 
manifestation of culture. As a result, as Fogarty and Osborne put it, 
racial attitudes in general were and remain based on a mixture ofbiolo 
cultural factors~ (zoo3, zo6). 

I would like to engage in a discussion of race in France b~ 
widely held political assumptions in two ways. First, the French 
model has been far more an ideal than an empirical model: 

it has always been race-coded in practice. This ma)or 
principles and really 
French activism. Second, there has been a reinforcement of the 
model at the level of rhetoric while the state, sc 
has tolerated a kind of multicultural policy in an attempt to incort 
minorities and at the same time maintain social order. Focusing on the 

experience in France, this short essay highlights the national political 
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over such critical issues as "Frenchness,~ identity and difference, belonging, and 

membership? 

Taking Race Seriously: Breaking through Color-Blind Rhetoric 

Whatever reallyhappened ha the burning banlieues in October 2005, it has given 

the French mass media a rare opportunity to drop partially the taboo on the 

sensitive sub)ect of race, acknowledging that there is a question noire (a Black 

question) in the country that has always prided itself on being the birthplace 

of human rights.~° Here, I will look first at how race happened to be covered in 

the media and discussed in the political arena. Then, I will attempt to set up a 

new framework to address properly the issue. 

OVERCOMING THE FRENCH PRISM ’ 

In the aftermath of the social explosion in the suburbs, race has been openly 
debated in public circles, tdevision, magazines, newspapers, and radio shows 
in ways that would never have taken place a couple of years ago. No longer 
silenced, race came out, making big news in the mass media. 2he creation of 
CRAN did help, and France appeared to be suddenly a more race-conscious 
society than ever before (Wieviorka 2005). 

Yet race was addressed through a French prism that made it hard to fully 

acknowledge the reality in a country that is home to tibert~ and 6gatit& the 
growing presence of a Black France, separate and unhappy (Richburg 2oo5). 

Unsurprisingly, the meaning of the earthshaking events in the banlieues re- 
mained trapped in the predictable ideological straightjackets of the dominant 
political views on minorities’ incorporation in France. 2hey all share a ten- 
dency to reduce race to a manifestation of other supposedly more fundamental 

¯ social and political relationships such as c/ass and culture. Instead of explor- 

i. hag how groups become racially identified over time and how racial conflicts 
¯ shape French polity and socieW, mainstream approaches tend to deny race any 

~:. 
explanatory powers, instead acknowledging problems of policy, of socia! engi- 
neering, of state management. The leftists (Hollande 2oo5) might have put the 

government programs (housing, schooling, jobs, welfare) 

rightist (Sarkozy 2oo5) might have sought law and order,a calling for 
r of poor Black urban adu!ts and restless youths. 

these views still confine discussion about race in France to the 
of making "them" more Like "us;’ seeing Blacks (as well as Arabs, 

known as Beurs) as "problem people" rather than as fellow French 

(or residents) with problems (West 1994). Both views focus on the 

Black people pose t’or the white majority rather than consider 
of Black people reveals about France as a nation (Stovall 2oo3). 
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Therefore, the tenants of these widespread viewpoints also reject any attempt 

to break--even temporarily and partly--from the color-blind model in order 
to tackle the problems of racial discrimination (Diamond and Magidoff ~oo5). 

Such proposals are considered communautarisme, which is held to run counter 

to the French tradition of assimilation (Bleich zoo3). At the same time, those 
who resist any orificial change of policy--such as Interior Minister Sarkozy, 
who was the first French politician to promote discrimination positive--fall to 
fulfdl the promises of libertL dgatit~, fraternitd to those who are surely more 
deprived of it among the French citizens. Moreover, the emphasis on law and 
order prevents them from conceiving integration as a two-way process (Sayad 

1999), from acknowledging that the presence and predicaments of black people 
in France are, to put it in Cornell West’s words, "neither additions nor defec- 

tions from French life, but rather constitutive elements of that life" (1994, 6). 
Here again emerges the critical question about Frenchness that 

perception of race as visual difference from some preconceived notion of who. 

is French" (Beriss aoo4, 7). R-he implication is that only a category 
define what it meaus to be French--and the rest must simply fit in or remain 

never truly French. Does it also suggest that "culture in France has taken on 
some of the deterministic qualities of race?" (Beriss 2oo4, 8). These are some:: 
of the questions guiding my attempt to carve out a new approach on 
controversy that is urging France to come to terms with itself as 

diverse society. 

PROMOTING AN ALTERNATIVE FRAMEWORK 

To set up the proper terms for discussing ra 
is threefold. In the first instance, it is necessary to stop viewing black people 

a ~thern" who are to be perpetually "integrated" into France’s (white) society 
and culture. Secondly, it is important to break from the widely held sociol( 

cal assumption in France that gives class (ascription) primacy over 
(prescription). Thirdly, it is critical to rethink the French model 

that sftences race matters (Calves zoo3i Constant zoo4) 
sary to stop viewing black people as a "them" who must become "like 

fact, although most black French people are citizens born 

blacks of African or Caribbean descent are still referred to as 
ff the status of immigrant were hereditary. How often, for example, are 
Frenchmen--along with other members of visible minorities such as 

Arabs--asked questions about their color or origins, such 
you been in this country?" Or, in the same vein, "How wonderful 
is: where did you learn our language?’’lz Or, more aggressively, 
go back home if you are unhappy here?" (Badiou zoos). Even educated 

often share this almost unbelievable ignorance about the ongoing 
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cal transformation of the population of France. Of many examples, consider 
this salient one: H61~ne CarrEre d’Encausse, a distinguished French historian 

internationally known for a prescient book on the collapse of USSR, and cur- 
rently secrdtaire perp~tuette de l’Acaddrnie Fran(;aiseo was asked on prime-time 

television to comment on the October ~oo5 social explosion Lu the banlieues. 

She said, "I am not surprised at all: how could young Blacks, coming directly 
from their African villages, adapt to the French way of life?" (Mlllot ~oo5). 

Somehow, blacks in France do not look "French" to many white nationals; the 
color of their skin makes them perpetual outsiders in their native country.~ The 
average life of white French citizens bears little resemblance to the average life 
of the banlieusards, the Arabs and black children of mostly Muslim immigrants. 
Therefore, most French politicians, journalists, a~d average citizens have never 

really acknowledged that being French is todayvery different from being white 

and Catholic (Weft ~oo5; Keaton ~oo6). 
It is also important to break from the common view held in France that gives 

ascription (class) primacy over prescription (ethnicity). Faith in the model of 
assiraflation runs so deep that it is frequenflyheld that, similar to previous waves 
of immigrants, assimilation wftI also work with the young French Africans and 
French Arabs "rioting" in the banlieues. "We need them to speak French like 

the French;’ is often said by politicians, who invariably add, "If they go through 
the French school system, they’ll be fine" (Slama ~oo5). But the young blacks 

are different in many ways from Portuguese, Italians, or Spanish who 
:. came to France in the last century. Their religion--most are Muslim--sets them 

apart from earlier Christian immigrants. They are in France at a time of high 

stagnation, if not recession. Moreover, there is 
:: the unacceptable truth of racial discrimination. Their appearance is different. 

principles are not always enforced when it comes to relations with 

i.:nonwhite French fellow citizens (Beaud and Noiriel zoo4; Keaton zoo6). Here, 
tends to prevaiI over ascription. Somehow hidden or discreet, the 

present not only at the top management of major private companies, 
also (un)surprisingly in French higl~ civil service. Of the many instances, 

of the most obvious cases: (~) nonwhite French graduates from 
universities--Grandes ~cotes--have an average of~-5 percent less chance of 

private sector than their white counterparts (Zappi ~oo4), 
I there has been no black French ambassador ever appointed anywhere in 

156 French embassies around the world. In both cases, the potential 

.~ French;’ have gone through the French school 
any other French person and yet, they remain excluded or on the 

al spheres (Bernard zoo4). 

engaging in a serious discussion over race invites us to rethink the 

mod~tefran~ais d’intdgration. It is no longer possible to have such a 
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narrow but widely shared sense of the past--a history that has viewed French- 
ness strictly in terms of European ancestry. Contrary to the concept of nation 

that France prides itself on having given birth--emphasizing the nation as a 
legal, contractual entity, open to anyone ready to embrace its core values and 
’kulture’--it has always carried the same ambivalence between civil and cultural 

constructs, intertwining race and nation from its inception. 
While different from the United States, race has inhered in the creation of a 

French national identity, in a "France" defined as "white? "Ihe perniciousness 

of the racial bias in the construction of Frenclmess is such precisaly because it 
has been rendered invisible or recast as "culture" through the official discourses 
that constitute France’s history (Verges 2oo5). But France has been racially di- 
verse since its inception, and this reality is increasingly becoming visible. For 
that reason, our model of integration must evolve from one that emphasizes 

assimilation to one that welcomes racial and cultural diversity. It 
possible, nor has it ever been tenable, to demand that nonwhite French 

born in France fit in a predominantly white society that keep 
mainstream. Inclusion implies a two-way process. If not, it remains a 

BtackSkins, French Voices 

Over the last few years, France’s slowness to act against color-based 

to promote ethnic diversity in society at large has made the case for a 
black activism in a supposedly color-blind country?4 For the first thne, : 

African or Caribbean descent have been taking up the challenge to 

selves both as French and Black in postcolonial France. How are we 
these recent, almost unbelievable developments? Doeo 
France is becoming a race-conscious country? I have two 

that there is a close relationship between broken republican promises 

rise of Black activism. Secondly, I argue that the current s 
theoretically, rhetoric of diversity and more practically sound actions. 

BROKEN REPUBLICAN PROMISES AND THE RISE 

OF BLACK ACTIVISM 

In Europe, France is probably one of the 

to terms with the fact that its society is becoming 

cultural (Constant 2ooo). To be precise, the French state is dearly 

dealing with issues of race. At once, the state acknowledges, 

ethnic-based orgardzations, while the idea of group rights is alien to 

Despite the recurrence of diversit3 in political rhetoric, 

still tragically invisible in practice: on television, in corporate board 

political parties, in academic circles (Constant 2oo4). France’s unk 
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inclusion, which stresses the individual over his community or race and consid- 

ers it unlawful to keep statistics by origin, religion, or ethnicity, is ill-equipped 

to acknowledge or address racial discrimination, from police harassment to 

racial bias in jobs, housing, even in leisure activities. In short, racial discrimina- 

tion is more rampant than commonly acknowledged (CNCDH 2oo5). France’s 

weak will to live up to its egalitarian principles, when confronted by its visible 

minorities, resulted in the growth of ethnic activism among nonwhite people. 

Initially confined to cultural militancy, it rapidly became politicized. If it were 

possible to identify key dates in the political awakening of Biack France, I would 

suggest the following five: 

In 1998, commemoration of the 15oth anniversary of the abolition of slavery 
in the French colonies; 

Ia ~ool, passing of the law acknowledging the slave trade and slavery as 
crhnes against humanity by the French Parliament; 

In ~oo2, French presidential elections and first ever participation of a black 
female candidate (MP Christiane Taubira); 

In 2005, public statement on 18/anuary :~oo5 by Les Indig~n~ de la R~pub~ 
lique, followed on z3 November by the creation of CRAN, the council of 
black associations that battle anti-black discrimination; 

In zoo6, President Chirac’s decision on 31 Ianuary to corrmaemorate in 
France’s mainland every year the abolition of the slave trade and slavery. 

Following the rise in consciousness among French Arabs two decades ago, 

awareness among Blacks culminated with the 2oo5 launching of 
which asserts its identity not in national origin 0r cultural but rather 

This apparently surprising event has completed France’s range of 

that emerged around the contradictions surround- 
: issues of citizenship, ethnicity, equality, and membership (Geisser ~997; 

,.~ Citizenship shortcomings and a growing feeling of re}ecfion 

French reclamation of the selfin a France 
is supposed to be race-neutral (Beriss 2o04). 

In this perspective, what happened recently in the Paris suburbs was neither a ¯ 

a religious rebellion. Rather, it was the result of core frustrations 
~ grievances accttmulated over many years of hardship and neglect. For all its 

self-destruction, and apparent nihilism, the reaction clearly illustrated 
e sense of social despair and powerlessness in French society (Beck zoos; 

, attempts to put the emphasis on restoring law and 

taking necessary corrective measures missed the mark: a riot 
unheard (B ernard 2oo5). It might look racial at the 

so in substance. In France, reclamation of blackness is proving 

~uality-driven force than an ethnic/separatist-oriented move- 
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merit. However, one cannot claim that there is a complete consensus among 

black activists concerning the question of race in France (Netter ±006). Recent 
discussions on strategy emanate from two different camps.16 On the one hand, 
there is a small minority of those who believe that unjust discrimination will 

be more effectively overcome by the provision of group rights (in addition to 
individual rights) attached to the status of citizen. They recommend asserting 

themselves in terms of a community representing the group’s views. On the 

other hand, there is a large majority of those who are convinced that a group 
seemingly defined innocuously as "Blacks" in France will be better served by 

a system of individual rights. They recommendplaying down differences,lr In 
other words, while those in the first camp demand specific rights for blacks as 

members of a national minority--one both disadvantaged and discriminated 

against--those in the second camp refuse to recognize any. form of minority 

rights, preferring instead to promote practices defined in individual terms, 

that is, independently of whether other members of the groups are or are not 
involved. Both camps agree that inclusion in the mainstream goes far beyond 
equal access to rights, individual or not. It requires tackling issues related to 

the subjective feeling of full membership in society at large. 

SEYOND EQUALITY IN THEORY: GRASPING THREE UNDERLY|NG 

pROBLEMS IN pRACT|CE 

In order to avoid a further racial fragmentation, Freuch policy makers must 
break through the rhetoric of equality in theory toward grasping three inter- 
related problems in practice: the Frenchness of nonwhite French people, the 

economic empowermeut of non-European minorities, and the political repre2 

sentation of the Afro-French population. 

First, let’s consider the Frenchness of nonwhite French citizens. Here, we must 
begin with a flank acknowledgement of the extraordinary diversity of France, 
which is becoming obviously more multiracial and multicultural. People of 
Arab and African descent make up more than lo percent of the population, by. 
most estimatesY Despite their numbers, most French--politicians, j, 
and average citizens--have not yet fully acknowledged that they are part of th~ 
diverse national community that France has become. France is long overdue ii~ 

recognizing this diversity, recognizing more precisely its populations 
unconditional members of French society, history, and culture. Indeed, French 
ness can no longer be defined as white, Catholic, and European since, for 
time now, being French has also meant being black, Muslim, 
descent; the national populatioffs true colors are on vivid display in 
centers, such asParis, Lyon, and Marseille. Thus, while color-blind in 
Frenchness should be color-blind in practice, which, until now, 
the case officially. 
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On the question of economic empowerment, French Africans offer another 
insightful illustration of activism. On the one hand, there has been a political 
move to increase the struggle against racial discrimination in public and private 
sectors (Bleich 2oo3b). On the other hand, there has been the same reluctance 
in official circles to drop the taboo on the sensitive subject of race in order to 
achieve political and social incorporation. Here again, the problem is not rec- 
ognized partly because of France’s entrenched model of inclusion that makes 
it impossible to tell how well represented French Blacks are in business in the 
absence of racial statistics documenting such representation. Therefore, status 
quo ante prevails over any attempt of change while racial bias increases in job 
market and in corporate life. Sound measures are needed on the ground that 
fail to materialize, owLng to such contradictions that French authorities have 
thus far failed to address. Whatever it is called (traitementpr~fdrentiet, discrimi- 
nation positive, pr6fdrence territoriale, action positive), the outcome should be 
dear: the French labor force, irrespective of its ievel, must look like France, and 
if vigorous actions are not taken, then ethnic fragmentation will unsurprisingly 
amplify, reinforcing the very entity that France claims it rejects--group-based 
identity politics and demands for inclusion based upon them.w 

It is ironic to note that diversity, which is becoming a widespread slogan across 
the political spectrum, is at once so badly implemented in French politics where 
it is most evident.~0 Consider that of the 577 members of the National Assembly, 
the handful of twenty nonwhite faces represent France’s overseas territories. 
Among the 331 members of the Senate, there is not even one nonwhite senator 
elected in. France’s mainland; the 14 senators, of non-European descent are rep- 
resentatives of France dbutre meg again, its overseas departments. Over the last 
few years, there have been a couple of ministers of non-European descent out 
of about thirty-five ministers appointed in government. In political parties, the 
situation remains the same, that is, with rare exception, not one political figure 
of non-European descent has become a prominent leader.:~ The left wing and 
the right wing share the same poor record. They resist anything in practice that 
would result in the diversity they ca]/for in theory, which sends a dear message 
about belonging in French society to people of color, especially the most socially 
excluded. Therefore, young political activists of.non-European descent have de- 
cided to create their own political dubs, maintaining the practice of race coding ~ 
What is to be done? First of all, political parties must ack~aowledge that there is a 
problem, and a racial one. According to their ideological positions, theyhave to 
admit that the present state of affairs is unacceptable. In this regard, a wonder- 
ful initiative from their current leaders would be to commit themselves publicly 
to take action, in practice not merely in theory.~ Consequently, they should 
actively recruit people of color at every level of the hierarchy (from the botto 
up to the top positions) and give the promising members p~ominent places )omn 
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¯ their electoral lists of candidates vying for political otfices in the country. French 

political parties must look like France. At the moment they do not. 

Conclusion 

Racial and cultural fragmentation is the price France is paying for its inability or 
unwillingness to incorporate into its society French Arabs and Afro-French-- 

along with white, working-class, post-Christian French--as it has similarly 
incorporated so many other groups. The banlieues riots of zoo5 served as a dra- 
matic reminder for much oft)he nation of the continuing economic marginality,. 

social decay, and racial stigmatization of the low-income housing 
the periphery of the capital and other urban centers (that is, Lyon, Marseille,~: 
Strasbourg). French authorities must decide now whether France wil 

of opportunity, united in a vision of a just society as a whole, one with a corn-: 
prehensive definition and protection of individual rights. However, 
be little prospect to realize such a happy state of affairs as long as appropriate 
measures are neither dearly identified nor t~en. The first step is recognizing-- 

theory and in practice--the Frenchness of nonwhRe French people like French 
white citizens. It is time to drop the taboo on race, color, 
fosters the idea that non-European phenotypes do 

sound statements have been largely missing from the national          " :i 
from President Chirac’s rival Nicolas Sarkozy. 

Moreover, it is critical that France ceases to define its Black [ 
problems to be managed rather than fellow French citizens with 

addressed. It must be remembered that the Paris"riots" were not ~ 
a spectacular demonstration of deprived French kids who 
selves heard (Dyer zoos). Here, we need a comprehensive equal 

plan to raise the standard of tiring in the suburbs where the 

class shares the same poor social conditions as French Arabs 
people.2~ Empowering the deprived segments of the national [ 
to the battle for socioeconomic inclusion. However it may be 
is a dramatic need to embrace methods thatbring more people . 

mainstream. In the elite schools, corporate 

media, political parties, high civil service, and government: 
true color range should be on full display. As Mitsuye Yamada once 

it, "To finally recognize our own invisibility is to finally 

visibility" (x983). 

Notes 

~. A definition of the concept of ~race" in th, 
2. Unionpour un MouvernentPopuIaire (UMP) is the leading political partyha ~ 

Nicolas Sarkozy ran for the presidency in ~oo7 and took every occ 
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both President Chirac and Prime Minister De Villepin. Since the last general elections, 

UMP members are 364 out of the 577 members of the National Assembly, 155 out of 

the 33 ~ senators. There is a lively debate on discrimination positive, which is far from 

being a consensual issue. On December 17, 20o8, President Sarkozy gave an important 

speech at Ecole Polytechnique, one of the finest French Grandes Ecoles, in which he 

travelled a set of actions for equal opportunity. If none of these actions are race-based, 

all are indirect strategies of affirmative action. In earIy Ianuary, 2009, President Sarkozy 

appointed Yazid Sabeg, a successful French entrepreneur of Algetfan descent, as junior 

minister for "diversit~* and equal opportunity. 

3, High Authority for the Fight against Discrimination and for Equality (HauteAuto- 
ritd de Lutte contre Ies Discriminations et pour l’Egalitd), HALDE, created in lune 2005; 

statement by President Chirac on the occasion of the setting up of the High Authority 

for the Fight against Discrimination and for Equality, Paris, Iune z3, zoo5 (Pr~sidence 

de ta R~publique, http://www.elysee.frielysee/elysee.frffranc~Js/intervenfionsidiscours~ 

et_dedarationsi2005iiuin/discours_du_president_du_president_de_la_republique_ 

Iors_de_l’inst allafion_de_Ia~haute_antorite_de_lutte_contre_les_discriminafions et 
poar_l’egalite). The French tradition of taicitd rests upon a demarcation between the 

Church and the State. The 19o5 law redefined the realm of the Catholic Churck~, out 

of public education and public influence. Public subsidizing of religious institutions is 
the right of everyone to practise their own beliefs is ensured by the law. 

4. Sarkozy used the word "racaille;’ which has become a controversial word in the 

pouring fuel on the flames, Sarkozy responded, "For too 
10ug politicians have not used the right words to describe reality" (Dyer 2005). "Purg- 

ing~: Sarkozy used "nettoyage au K~cher:’ By such a provocative stand, Sarkozy seeks 

crime and on immigration. He regularly conflates these two 
if non-European immigrants and their children born in France were %nemies 

Statement by President Chirac in the aftermath of the 

turmoil in Paris and other big cities’ suburbs, Paris, Nov. ~4, aDO5 (http://www 

/interventions/discours et declarations/2005/ 
_du_president_de_la_republique_sur_ies_violences_urb nines). 

:’:. 5. Under the growing pressure of many lobbies in the French mainland and the 

territories, President Chirac felt compelled some months later to submit the 
law to the Constitutional Council; keynote address by President Chirac 

2oo6 (http:/ /www.elysee.fr/ elysee/ elysee.fr/franca~s/interventions/ discours_ 
anvieri allo cutions_du_president_de_la_republique~lor s_de_la_ 

)our_la_memoire_de_l’eschvage); Dulucq Zytnicki ado 5; Con- 
2oo7. 

¯ !’ Consefl Repr~sentatif des Associations Noires (CRAN) was created Nov. z6, 2o0 5; 
launched on ~an. x6, 2oo5, by several associations of French Arabs or 

~. Its core statement denounces France as a colonial and 

~ for the decolor~zatlon of the French republic; ~sociation of 

of France’s colonial past and struggling against racia! 
daffy life (Collectif Devoir de m~moire, http:!icollectifddm.free.fr, 

~6, 2oo8); in March zoos, some (white) teens demonstrating against 

system were violently attacked and robbed by alleged (black and 
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Arab) youth gangs coming froro the Paris suburbs. In the aftermath, a cal! to denounce 

s0-called racism against whites was launched and backed up by several French intel- 

lectuals (Claris zoos).        ¯ 
7- Here defined as "sets of cognitive and moral maps that orient actors within a policy 

sphere" (Bleich aoo3:x69). 
8, in French social sciences, there is a tendency to minirokze the importance of race 

in understzmding France’s political history. Race has been theoretically understood by 

relying on one of the three central categories: class, ethnicity, or culture. There are no 
such initiatives as the Black European Studies Project (BEST) in Germany. For a recent 
assessment of black studies in Europe, refer to the proceedings Of ~African 

and Diasporic Research in Europe: Comparative and Interdisciplinary 

symposium organized by W.E.B. Du Bois institute for African and 
Pxesearch (Harvard University), Paris, Universit~ de la Sorborme Nouvelle, Dec.      . ::: 

2004. 
9- Here the black experience falls into two main categories. First is the 

black nationals who are Franch citizens like any other, in theory. The second is blac~ 

immigrants or residents who are not French citizens. Attempting to gauge 
cance Of race as related to citizenship and Frenchness, I decided to focus 

these experiences, even if there is little difference between the two in practice for 

average white French persou, 
x o. Mass media commentators tend to divide into two main camps. 

camp put the emphasis on (under) class (Colombani ~oo5; Mauduit zoo 
Mekaoui zoo6)--however (under) class is also defined by race, Those 

focus on race, religion, culture (Finkielkraut zooS; Luca 2o05; Migot 

these parameters are interrelated with class in practice. 
xx. The two exceptions were Azouz Begag, minister of eq~ 

Bertrand, minister of tourism, who voiced their disagreement. 

xz. In her latest book (2oo6), Amaa Mo’i, a French novelist of Vietnamese 
criticizes the concept offrancop.honie in literature, which separates the "true" 

white authors, known worldwide, from the other nonwhite French 
never be brought into the mainstream. 

13. For a useful report of French stereotypes 
paper "Questions d’images: Contributions pour une r~llerdon sur la 
noirs en France: Paris, 2004 (unpublished).                              :: 

~4. This section was named after David Beriss’s book (2oo4), to 

age. 
15. Among others, Representative Council-of lewish institutions 

Reprdsentatif des Instilulions luives de France), French Council ofth~ 

sell Frangais du Culte Musulman). 
x6. Most European--if not French~minority politicians carry on t 

with themselves. 
~7. Several associations of West Indians living in France opp 

of cRAN, which is accused of racializing demands for equality, in 

2006), 
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~ 8. Patrick Simon, "Les politiques anti-discrimination et les statistiques: param~tres 

d’une incoherence:’ Soci~tds Contemporaines 53 (~oo4): 57-84. 

~9. In France, Afr~cagora is today the leading ethnic business dub dedicated to the 
social promotion of young professionais of Afrlcan and Caribbean descent. It was cre- 

ated in ~999 on the assumption that ethnic lobbying was the only way to make it past 
broken promises, Seven years later, it has generated several branches in ma.~or French 

cities and holds every year a national event to promote La France des talents et de Ia 
diversiff:. 

2o. It is also important to note that France played a critical role in the adoption of 

UNESCO’s Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity ~ October 

2x. With the exception of Chrisfiane Taubira, first ever black female candidate to 

zoo~ French presidential elections (Stoval12003). 

22. Among others (Club Averroes, Confdrence P~ricl~s), the Club du XXIe si~de gathers 

the finest French elite of non-European descent--mainly born in France with a North 

African background--around issues surrounding citizenship, equality and Frenchness. 
Created in 20o4 by Hak2m EI-Karoui, then affiliated with Prime Mirfister Raffarin’s of- 

’: rice, it was named after the very select Club Si~cle whose recruitment remains largely 

:traditional (white and Catholic). 

z3. French political parties were submitted in early January 2006 a draft on diyersity 
de la diversitdpolitique) by several associations. It is sti!l under con- 

z4. French Parliament voted on March 2006 for an equal opportunity bill. One of 
the key components of the First-Job Contract (CPE) simplified the process by which 

fire employees, typically young adults, during the two years 

r trade unions and movements 
the law offers a set of three additional measures to combat discrhnina- 

a National Agency for Social Cohesion and Equal Opportunity, (2) 

g the powers of the High Authority for the Fight against Discrimination 
and (3) legalizing testing as a means to reveal discrimination in rein- 

and leisure activities. 
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My Volk to Come: 
Peoplehood in Recent Diaspora Discourse 

and Afro-German Popular Music 

ALEXANDER G. W£HELIYE 

Th e exoticization of Western th ought [m ust result from the 

examination of] this thought itself from the landscape 

orperspective of th e blues peopIe--a ffd therefore from the 
perspective, not of the-peop[e-as.Votk, but as in the popular 

aspect of the [~96os black liberation] movements, of the 

people as the movements oF people who are Ie8ically 

excluded... From our present order. 

--Sylvia Wynter 

~he recent prominence of diaspora discourse in Black studies has sup- 
the emphasis on African American identity that defined the field for 

:he interrogation of U.S. Black life within and against the context 

groups. The nominal passage from Biack studies to African 

studies and now diaspora studies sets some of the groundwork for 

the conceptual underpinnings of these developments.1 Replacing the 
black with African American signals foremost a turn away from a 

~olitical category towards an identitarian marker of cultural and/or 

~leemphasizing ofspeci- 

in the embrace of transnational frames of reference and a return of said 
he comparison of Black populations that differ in nationality. 

the diaspora concept in the history of Black studies frequenflyposi- 
the nation as a dialectical stepping-stone toward a supranational sphere 

oears as more desirable than its national shadow. Still, these discourses 

reify the nation-form they are seeking to escape in their 
~arison of different national literatures, cultures, languages, and so forth. 

)eal and success of diaspora as a concept within critical discourse lies 
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2 

Seeking the High Ground 
The Treatment Action 

Campaign and the Politics of Morality~ 

St, even Friedman and Shauna Mo~tiar 

IN 2001, WHEN multi-national corporations were meant to be. invincible, 
demonstrators pressured international pharmaceutical firms into abandoning 

~: court actio~ seeking to prevent the government from importing cheaper generic 
medicines (TAC 2001). In 2003, the government succumbed to pressure and 

a plan to distribute anti-retroviral medication (ARVs) to people living 

HIViAIDS (TAC News Service 2003a). 
:’: The common thread be~veen these events was the Treatment Action 

(TAC): it was responsible for the 2001 demonstrations and played a 

role in a campaign to wi~ access to ARVs for people infected with HIV 
AID& The second victory helped confirm the TAC’s iconic status 

and at home. The TAC and its chair, Zackie Achmat, were 
for the Nobel Peace Prize (TAC News Sdrvice 2003b). It has also 

~eatedly as a model of a social movemertt that has won gains for 

it was reportedly a model for a campaign by the South African 

of Churches and National Land Committee for the expropriation of 

absentee landlords (Kindra 2001). 
a movement that campaigns for affordable treatment for people 

t:Hl~7 a~d AIDS. It was launched on 10 December 1998, International 
Day, to ’campaign for greater access to treatment for all South 

~ rai~ing public awareness and understandingabout issues surrounding 
affordability and use of HIV treatments’. The TAC says it also 

the view that AIDS is a "death sentence" ’. ~ It is .regarded by 
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many as the most successful o~ the South African social movementS since it is 
seen to have led .the campaign that pressured the cabinet into approving the ¯ 

living with AIDS and to have played a role in pressuring 
roll-out of ARVs to people 

international pharmaceutica~ companies into abandoning their court case against 
the importation of generic drags. 

ks the TAG a modal for social movements~" Are itS methods effective? Has it 
developed ways of winning gains that could be adopted by others demanding 

social equiW? And does the TAG offer an approach that enables the poor to 

claim the rights promised by democratic drtzenship? These questions have ramifications well beyond the important question of how people infected with HIViAIDS can be heard. Unlike a previous wave of 

¯ " tiond spread of democracy has not reduced 

social inequality: the poor uuw ~                                   exclude 

effective egalitarian policies because changes in the labour market, which 
them from the formal workplace, have deprived poor people of traditional 

means of organisation (p~iedman ;~002). There is, therefore, a pressing need 

for approaches that enable the poor and Weak to use democratic freedoms to.. 
win greater equity. The TAG’s experience may shed light on possibilities 

effective social activism in current circumstances- 

The potlticat Environment 

The opportunities and constraints that face social movements are 
not only bythek efforts but also b~/the external environment. Social 
theorist Sidney Tarrow thus proposes the notion of a ’political 

¯ , - sions of the potitica~ envirm~,ment which 
structure’ to describe dtmer~, c ...... in~ collective action. The most 
encourage or discourage people ~ru~, ~ o                of       tO 

changes in opportunity structure result from the opening access 
the availabiliW of influential allies and cleavages within elites: 

states provide the openings that ’actors can use to create new 
(Tarrow 1994: 18).                  dynamics coOd offer o[ 

In post.apartheid South Africa, two 
collective action¯ in social movements: changes in the political 

and in social conditions- The key change in the political op~ 

is democratisation since 1994. This opened up opportunities by 
threat of repression - and creating opportunities for influence, 
of the constitutiond court or engagement with government. But it 
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a key reason for popular action, apartheid. On the second score, the growth of 
social movements is frequently linked to government macro.economic policy 
that is said to have worsened social conditions, creating new rationales for 
collective’action (Interview, McKinley, 25.05.04)# How applicabIe are these 

explanations to the TAG? 
The environment has changed, creating new opportunities and constraints. 

But there are strategic continuities: ’Many of us with actMst backgrounds are 

doing old things in a new environment’ (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). The 
constitutional court is seen as a resource: but, while the rights that make a 

court challenge possible now were not available before 1994, the courts were 
used under apartheid by unions and by activists contesting residential segregation 

and influx control. And, while an activist accuses the TAG of over-reliance on 
i:the law, he acknowledges that the ’TAG has managed to find a balance between 

ing the courts) and the masses in the streetS’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). 
e use of international solidarity, broad alliances and civil disobedience also 

continuities with tactics under apartheid. 
despite considerable conflict with the government, the TAG now has 

well as opponents within it (Interviews, Mthathi, 19.02.04; Heywood, 
Another key asset, the support of people who are strategically placed 

is also a product of a post.apartheid opportunity structure. And 
end has opened the space of activism on HIV/AID8 because it can no 

as a diversion from the anti.apartheid struggle. 
has also created new strategic challenges for social 

Winning and retaining public opinion is of greater concern now 
the anti.apartheid struggle when support could often be assumed. 

of the government and popularity of the ruling party are new 
activists forget at their peril: ’A major tactical error would be to 
among our members as other social-movements have done when 

to be threatening democratically elected leaders’ (Interview, 
12o04; see also Chance and Mbali 2004). The TAG is unusual among 

the need to change strategic calculations 

formal democracy. 
see the TAG as a response to government failure to improve 

poor: it was originally envisaged as a vehicle to challenge 

~anies, not the government (Interview, Heywood, ~9.03.04). 
failure to address the needs of poor people living with HW 
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and AIDS may well have created opportunities for activism and enhanced support 

for the TAG. 
The issue on which some of these considerations crystallised is the 2003 

civil disobedience campaign in response to government failure to sign an 
agreement consenting to an AiDS treatment plan. Mthathi recalls: ’Civil 
disobedience was a difficult decision because it was historically used against a 

government most people did not support. There were fears that it would make 

us politically vulnerable if we seemed anti-government’ (Interview, Mthathi, 
19.02.04). COSATU did not participate because ’we felt our members would see 
this as an attempt to overthrow the government. It also placed them at risk’ 

(Interview, Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). Decisions that would have been straight- 

forward before democracy became complicated under democratic conditions. 
The TAG leadership opted for disobedience because it judged that the 

campaign could be conducted in a way that would not lose it the moral high 

ground: ’We were forced to enter into a civil disobedience campaign because 
we had exhausted all other means. We recognise the legitimacy of the state and 

are fully prepared to take the consequences of breaking the law’ (Interview, 
Achmat, 19.02.04). It was essential that the campaign be conducted in a manner 

that showed that the TAG behaved non.violently and accepted the consequences 

of defying legitimate taws. The methods used were also underpinned by the 
TAG’s concern to maintain a moral consensus in its support: ’We found ourselves 

engaging with police officers on HIV issues in their families and communities’ 
(Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). The calculation appears to have been vindicated: " 

the campaign is seen in the TAG as a success and is credited with achieving the 
cabinet decision to ’roll out’ ARVs (although the evidence for this is inconclusive). 

The campaign may indicate the challenges and potential rewards of a 
democratic enviroriment. It shows that, in a democracy, careful strategic 

calculations are needed if social movements are to maintain a successful coalition. 
But it shows too that, if the need to retain the support of key allies and the 

public is taken seriously, social movements can win major gains under democratic 
conditions without sacrificing the mobilisation that is their lifeblood. 

~l~e TAG and the Government 

The relationship between sodal movements and governments depends to a ¯ 

degree On the nature of the political system - and on the movements’ per-:;!: 

ceptions of it. 
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Where a political system is hostile to social movements, the relationship 

will be adversarial - relations between the apartheid state and resistance 

organisations are an example. Even where movements use levers provided by 

the system, this will not mean co-operative engagement with government: it 

may produce what students of the labour movement call ’militant abstentionism’ 

(Buhlungu 2000: 90; Von Holdt 2003). Some social¯ movement approaches 

exhibit this. The state is seen as an enemy (Ngwane 2003) and the system solely 

as a source of inequity (Vally 2004). The TAG’s approach assumes a more 
complicated relationship in which co-operation and conflict are employed 

together. Behind this is an assumption ¯that ’we can win gains from this system 
- far-reaching reform is possible’ (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). 

This is particularly so since the cabinet decision to approve an ARV ’roll 

out’. Ensuring that it is implemented is a key TAG goal - its statements on the 

’roll out’ insist that it is an enthusiastic partner with government in this venture. 

A critic suggests that ’joining with government to provide ARVs will cost the 

TAG its independence’ (Interview, Desai, i9.05.04). But the TAC and government 
leaders know the ’roll out’ is not the unfolding of a voluntary government 

strategy but a reluctant response to pressure. Nor has the government displayed 

great enthusiasm for partnership with the TAG. Given this, the TAG’s intention 

to make the ’roll out~ succeed is primarily a means to hold the government to 
its promise. This could entail further confrontation and court action {Interviews, 

Achmat, 19.02.04; Geffen, i9.02.04), It is not an abandonment of mobilisation 
for change but an intention to pursue the battle by other means. The TAG 

leaders acknowledge, as many movements that have won policy changes know, 

that, where concessions are reluctantly made to campaigns by governments, 
¯ ensuring that they do what they say they will do is as mlach a challenge, if not 

more of one, than winning the concession.                          . 

iiiiiii!!’:i.lii!ili;.::i. That said, its strategy on the ’roll out’ does indicate an approach to 
with the government unusual in South African social movements. 

TAG’s primary goal is not to help the government but to ensure ARVs for 
,le with AIDS. While this may require continued campaigning, it will entail 

,eration as well as conflict. The TAG wants the ’roll out’ to work, for it 
little if government fails, much if it succeeds. The issue-based 

that the TAG pursues creates an interest in strengthening 

that is rare among social movements. Mthathi observes.: ’The TAG’s 
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relationship with government will always be difficult. But we would like to be 

engaging more constructively’ (Interview, Mthathi, 19.02.04). 

The government may vastly exaggerate the threat posed to it by social 

movements - a senior government politician is said to have told TAC activists it 
feared being overthrown by the TAC’s campaign (Interview, Geffen, 19.02.04)! 

The government, suggests an activist, ’sees the TAC as political competition" 
(Interview, Kunene, 24.03.04). This may reflect a wider government fear of 

’populist’ movements that causes it to overstate their power (Interview, Political 

Analyst, 29.06.04). But when authorities implement the ’roll out’, the TAC’s 

activities become an important resource to them. Just as the Social Development 
ministry has discovered that mobilising civil society organisations can help ensure 

that people access the social grants to which the law entitles them, so mighta 
government official concerned to ensure effective ’roll out’ come to see the 

TAC as a resource. Social movement activism can also be an important resource 

for governments on issues on which they share goals championed by the 
movements. As long as the TAC relies on government ddivery to achieve its 

goals, they will remain, to a degree, mutually dependant, regardless of the 

conflict between them.¯ 
Making sure that concessions won by campaigns are implemented poses 

significant challenges to movements concerned with winning gains rather than 

acting only as vehicles of resistance. The delicate strategic challenge of knowing 

how to combine co-operation and conflict, partnership and challenge, poses 

far more complicated dilemmas than the politics of winning the concession. 
The TAC does not see the government as a monolith and has allies within 

it. It has lobbied sympathetic cabinet members, even during open conflict 
(Interview, Mthathi, 19.02.04). Several interviewees suggested relations with 

their provincial health departments were good (Interviews, Mp0ngose~ 12.12.03; 
Mkhutyukdwa, 28.01.04; Ramothwata, 18.03.04; Xaba, 02.12.03) in contrast 

to tension with national government. A strategy based on using every possibility 

for engagement with the government clearly presents challenges: ’On the one 
hand we are offering help to the minister of health and on the other we are 

saying she is mad’ (interview, Geffen, 19.02.04). But influence depends on 

accepting the challenge. 
The TAC’s mode of engagement with government, in which co.operation 

and coriflict are intertwined, is not simply born of convenience. It does also 
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recognise that, while the power of democratic governments could be used agair~st 
the grassroots, they are elected and so cannot be dismissed as ’enemies of the 

people’. The TAC’s approach concedes that alliances with democratic government 

are possible and that co-operation and confrontation can be complementary 

strategies. 

The Bigger Picture: The TAC and the Redistribution of Power arid 

Resources 
A key function Of social movements is said to be the vehicle they offer the poor 

for exercising power, albeit in a limited sphere (Desai 2002). Does the TAC 
empower the poor and marginalised? Does it enhance the deepening of 
democracy and the redistribution of resources? 

TAG leaders insist that it gives people, particularly the most powerless, a 
sense of their ability m become active citizens: ’Our members are not used to 

thinking of themselves as people with agency and power. Participation in the 
TAC makes them aware of what they can do’ (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). 
The TAC has also become a vehicle for grassroots initiatives (Interview, Mambo, 

28.01.04). The TAC’s role in fighting the stigma of HIViAIDS arid giving people 
living with it a sense of efficacy is itself an important contribution to changing 

roles in society. And basic information on the virus and how to cope with it 

helps participants take control of a vital aspect of their lives. 

The level of grassroots participation suggests that the TAC is doing far more 
than providing a vehicle for people to find medical relief from a deadly 

condition- although even that may empower its members (Interview, Geffen, 
19.02.04). It offers members an opportunity to become active citizens rather 

passive subjects (Mamdani 1996). And this is empowering them to become 

:more active in the TAC. ’Branch members used to keep quiet in meetings but 
are beginning to participate actively - it started small but then grew’ (Interview, 

24.03.04). The TAC aids democratisation by ensuring that people are 

able to participate as democratic citizens. 

in the courts is also said to ’facilitate empowerment’ of members 
Mvotho, 18.02.04). Gains are thus¯ paramount: ’We do not just want 

:voice, we want to win our demands’ (Interview, Geffen, 19.02.04). At the TAC 
well as in the union movement during the 1970s and 1980s, gains are a 

grassroots people become more aware of their capacity to change 

There is, however, a widespread view among TAC activists that it 
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needs to deepen its roots in society: ’we are working to make the TAC more 
visible in the communities’ (Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04). Similarly, there are 

plans for grassroots members to play a greater role. 
The TAG is pursuing a redistributive agei)da, albeit one that its critics fed is 

not thoroughgoing enough. It has, with its allies, pressed muttbnational 
compar~ies to make medication available at lower prices or to give up their 

right to exclusive supply to martufacturers of generic medicine in exchange for 

a royalty (Interview, McKenna, 28.04.04). It has also prompted the government 
to agree to use its resources to provide ARVs to people who cannot afford them. 
The TAC, despite its focus on art issue not automatically associated with poverty 
eradication, is working, with some success, towards the redistribution of social 

po~ver and resources. 

The Politics of the Moral H~gh Ground 
T~e TAC’s senior leadership readily acknowledges that it has not won major 

gains because of organised strength in t~umbers. While it has a larger 

membership and more organised structure than most other social movements, 
its leaders and activists in other movements agree that its power lies dsewhere. 

But where? 
Achmat is specific on the TAC’s prime source of strength - morality. ’The 

TAC is not a numbers game. It is more about the ability to create a moral 
consensus. The button we were aiming to push (in planning cM1 disobedience) 

was that the government is morally weak. Morality is usually left to the churches 

but we all have a duty to be moral. The left needs to give a sense of morality to 
politics’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Morality is thus a principle and an 
important weapon. The ’politics of the moral high ground’ is a key resource {:or 
the TAC because winning the moral argument gains it and its cause substantial 

support and weakens its oppor~ents. A company executive notes: "W-hatever we 
might feel about their campaign, the TAC and other activist organisations did 

persuade us to see the need for a middle ground between our need for returns 
on investment and the poor’s need for medication’ (interview, McKenna, 

28.04.O4). 
Analyses that assume an irreconcilable conilict between those who wield 

power and those over whom they wield it imply that the weak can gait~ power 

only by fordng the powerful to concede it. Even if a compromise is possible, 
this can be seen purely as the outcome of a ’game’ in which actors use their 
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strategic resources to wield power over their opponents.4 But the TAC’s experience 

suggests that persuading a range of audiences that the actions of a power-holder 

are immoral is itself a vital source of power. 
At first glance, this is trite: all movements that make redistributive demands 

seek to portray their denial as immoraL The difference lies in the way in which 
morality is understood and the uses to which it is put. If redistribution can be 

gained only by rallying the powerless to seize power from the powerful, 
movements might see morality as a convenient ’weapon’ that can raIly their 

constituency to their cause (since other social interests are assumed to be beyond 

moral appeal). But in this view, morality is a tactic used for a specific purpose 
and is not central to the movement’s manner of operating. 

The TAC’s objective has been far more ambitious. Seeking a ’moral consensus’ 

assumes that it is possible to win support, including among constituencies that 

may be hostile to redistribution, by using moral argument. Thus a government 
could be morally weak because important constituencies on which it relies are 
persuaded that its conduct or position on an issue is immoral. Being seen as 
immoral may also be damaging simply because humans prefer to feel their 

actions are moral - why else would authoritarians surround themselves with 

people who assure them they are moral? The TAC approach assumes, therefore, 
that a small movement with limited organisational power can compensate by 

appealing to a sense of compassion and fairness across many of the social barriers 

that are often assumed to impede a common morality. Since morality in this 
view is an indispensable resource, it must become a permanent part of the 
movement, not a tactic to be used or discarded depending on circumstance. 

Paradoxically, morality may be most effective as a strategy when it is not seen as 
a strategy, but as an indispensable element of a struggle for rights or entitlements. 

This has important strategic implications. If morality is an integal part of 
how a movement operates, it must become essential to all activity- from 

financial managemet~t and internal decision.making to the way in which 

are designed - since losing the moral high ground would be to lose 
one of the movement’s reasons for existence. This means accepting constraints 

i:that do not apply when morality is seen only as an occasiona! strategic.device. 

The politics of the moral high ground requires that tactics be evaluated not 
by whether they enhance the movement’s ability to force others to do 

it wants them to do, but by whether they retain the ’moral consensus’ 

underpins its work. ’Tactics which show militancy but alienate people 
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destroy that consensus’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Asthe civil disobedience. 
campaign shows, this does not mean avoiding all militancy. But action must be 

morally justifiable beyond the core of committed activists. Thus one activist 

notes that the TAC’s first step in fighting a campaign would be to communicate 

with government. ’If this didn’t work we would consider litigation and failing 
this we would turn to demonstrations and protest’ (Interview, Mthethwa, 

03.12.03). 
It could be argued that moral consensus was possible only because of the 

issue on which the TAC organises. In this view, the denial of medication to 

people infected with a deadly virus morally offends even those who would oppose 
broader social change. Certainly, health issues are amenable to the politics of 

the moral high ground: ’Business is far more vulnerable to moral attack on 
medicines and health issues. Many people see making a profit out of illness as 
immoral, no matter how much we show that without us people would not have 
effective medicine,’ pharmaceutical executive Kevin McKenrm observes. 
(Interview, 28.04.04). But HIViAIDS may not be the automatic source of 

consensus that those who hold this view suggest. 
So broad has the moral consensus underpinning H1V and AIDS become that 

its considerable potential to be divisive has been ignored. A moral assault on 
the TAC position, which began by picturing the demand for ARVs as an attack 
on intellectual property rights needed for the fight against disease, could have 

been accompanied by an attempt to portray, people living with HIV and AIDS as 

the cause of their own infection. The racial element in attitudes to HIViAIDS - 
racists tend to stigmatise it as a ’black disease’ - may have given the government 
a powerful incentive not to stigmatise victims but might also have given sections 
of international opinion a reason to see HWiAIDS much as bigots see conflict in 

Africa, as a sign of the primitivism of Africans. So the fact that denying 
treatment to people with AIDS is seen by world opinion asmorally repugnant - 

a key pressure impelling the government to concede the ’roll out’ - can be 
attributed to the effectiveness of the moral campaign waged by a variety of 
organisations and movements, into which the TAC effectively tapped. It was 

hardly inevitable that HIViAIDS would be seen so widely as a cause for sympathy. 

Activism made itso. If that is acknowledged, the potential for morality to become 

a key element of campaigns in many other policy areas may be substantial. 
The TAC experience shows that the politics of the moral high ground can 

help win single-issue demands. It does not say the same about wider redistributive 
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programmes. But there are few demands for greater equity on which moral 

appeals are likely to be ignored by everyone excepting a social movement’s 
constituency. The moral high ground may, therefore, be available, to social 
movements on a wide range of issues, as long as each is approached s~parately. 

This implies a need for movements to engage in strategic thinking on potential 
recruits to a moral consensus - and to analyse potential for recruiting allies 
beyond their normal constituency for each demand. 

Thinking Alliances 
Allied to the politics of the moral high ground in the TAC’s armoury is a stress 
on alliances. Alliance politics is not simply a matter of gratefully accepting the 
support of those who agree. It requires, firstly, rejection of a purism that insists 
on working only with natural allies: it assumes that common ground can and 
should be found with those who differ. Secondly, it needs an acknowledgement 
that alliances - like morality - are rarely cost-free. Wlaere it entails reaching 
out to those who have different interests or goals, the politics of alliances requires 
compromises. In the TAC’s situation, this is so even in the case of a like-minded 
ally such as C©8ATU. Its unwillingness to support civil disobedience disappointed 
some in the TAC. Nevertheless, concessions were made to retain it as an ally. 
COSATU says the campaign was called a ’protest’ in an attempt to dispel the 
impression that it was a rebetlion against government authority and it was agreed 
that COSATU’s failure to participate would not jeopardise the alliance (Interview, 
Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). 

The TAC- COSATU alliance is a natural ’fit’, given their similarity in approach 
and that some of COSATU’s members are affected by HIViAIDS (Interview, 
Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). But some TAC alliances required adjustment on each 
side - such as that with the Catholic Church opposing condoms, which are 
considered essential by the TAC to curb the spread of HIViAIDS. In this case, the 

¯ alliance acknowledges difference and seeks co-operation despite it. Alliance 
politics does not mean suppressing ’controversial’ opinions - Mthathi has insisted 
on raising the occupation of Iraq in donor meetings (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04) 

:/: and Achmat called for the defeat of President Bush at meetings in the United 
{Schindter 2003). But it may be necessary for the TAC to adjust its actions 

¯ ategies to maintain allies. Achmat insists that his activist past taught ’the 
.development of united fronts despite differing views’ (Interview, 19.02.04). The 
:?oncern to form alliances seems to have become ingrained: in Khayelitsha, 
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local organisers plan to seek co-operation with youth arid religious groups, schools 

and business (Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04). A social movement activist says a 

positive aspect of the TAG’s performance has been its ability m use the media: 

’Even when they brought in drugs illegally, they got media support’ (Interview, 
Desai, 19.05.04). While the media are not a TAG ally, strategy presumably must 

take into account a need not to alienate them. 
A penchant for alliances does not mean working with everyone on any 

terms. The TAG, in its initial phase, fought heated battles in d~e AiDS Consortium, 

the network that brings together all sources of AIDS activism in South Africa, 

to establish treatment as a key goal against those who favoured an exclusive 
stress on prevention. The TAG is also accused of refusing to work with other 

social movements because it fears their militarmy will jeopardise its attempts to 
build winning coalitions (interview, Desai, 1~05.04). The TAG insists it is not 
afraid of their militancy but believes that their tactics and approach will not ¯ 

yidd change. Almost by definition alliances entail conflict and co-operation, a 
strategic appreciation of who, onany given issue, is an opponent as well as an 

ally. 
The TAG leadership approaches issues in a way that can be described as 

’thinking alliances’. Indispensable to the planning of any campaign is considering 

where support can be sought from significant constituencies, including unlikely 
ones. Thus, one rationale behind the People’s Health Campaign is the 
expectation that the middle class has a strong interest in health, reform 

(Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Whether or ,~ot this is vindicated, it demonstrates 
an approach that assumes that, without the support of key constituencies, a 
campaign will be pushed to the fringes of the policy debate. Chances of success, 
therefore, depend on attracting the support of influential allies. Absolutely 

indispensable is a refusal to assume that a constituency is beyond reach of a 

campaign unless thorough analysis indicates this - as well as avoidance 0fpurism 

in selecting or rejecting potetatial allies for particular campaigns. And this 
assumes a politics that sees winning particular issues and demands as desirable. 

This propensity to ’think alliances’ is particularly important when we 

consider current constraints to redistributive politics. Mainstream development 
approaches, by insisting that anti-poverty programmes be targeted so that the 
’non-poor’ do not benefit, politically isolate the poor and may create conflicts 

between the poor and less poor, thereby obstructing alliances in support o(:.:. 
redistributive programmes (Friedman 2002). Since the poor and 
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lose influence when they are isolated, strategies are likely to stre~gt.hen the 
voice of the poor only if they transcend isolation. The more campaigns for 
social equity are restricted to weak sections of society forced to act on their own, 

the likelier it is that they will be ignored. Since none of the constituencies 

pressing for equity are majorities, only coalitions can win gains. In principle, 

the TAC, by ’thinking alliances’, is opening new potential frontiers for effective 
action against inequality by raising the possibility that, on most issues, those 
campaigning for change cart find allies and so win a seemingly unwinnabte 

campaign. While the days in which the poor, organised into unions and labour 

parties, could win redistributive social programmes by forming durable electoral 
alliances (Przeworski 1987) may be over, issue-based alliances may be more 
possible than they seem. 

Hands Across the Sea: The International Dimension 
The TAG’s most strategically important aItiance may have been the ones formed 
with international allies. International support has been important in two ways. 

It placed pressure on pharmaceutical companies because their head offices abroad 
feared being portrayed as unsympathetic to the poor (Intdrview, McKenna, 

28.04.04). And the fact that the TAG and other organisations secured 
international opposition to government policy on ARVs must, given government 

sensitivity to international opinion, have played a role in winning the ’roll out’. 
A background in Trotskyite activism taught him ’an understanding of 

:::::.:i. international solidarity’, according to Achmat (Interview, 19.02.04). 
This is important because, while globalisation is frequently seen as a 

constraint to collective action for equity, it may be a resource. T~e claim that 
::states are unable to chart their social and economic policy directions tacks 

evidence (Friedman 2002). However, advances in communications 
,gg have ensured that ideas and information can travel more quickly 

ever. An environment in which a company official can face immediate 
)le publicity in the North because of actions in Africa offers 

pe for activists. International solidarity has also given the TAG 
to information it has been able to nse to campaign more effectively 

Achmat, i9.02.04). A key feature of international alliances in the 

~ can be sustained without significant 
- ’we don’t need a direct presence abroad to build international 

?ort’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). 
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But international alliances are also not cost-free. In the same way that the 

anti.apartheid movement discovered that its international allies felt entitled to 

a veto over compromises, such as the ANC decision to lift sanctions in the early 
1990s, so, it appears, did some TAC allies. ’When we agreed with two drug 
companies on a formula which made cheaper medicine available while 
recognising some of their concerns, our allies said we should have taken them 

to the competition tribunal’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). The TAC leadership 
insists that alliances need not erode its autonomy: ’We are always careful in our 

contact with international organisations to stress that we are involving ourselves 
as equals and are not being told what to do’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). 
Like the ANC in the 1990s, the TAC has made compromises opposed by 
international allies. And, while at least one cross-national alliance did collapse 

as a result of strategic differences, most continue despite them. ¯ 
The TAC is seeking to broaden its international base by strengthening a 

pan-African network of AIDS treatment activists. Passing on experience in 

coalitlon building is a key goal since it believes that, in many African countries, 
treatment activism is restricted to people living with HIV/AIDS and that this 
isolates it and renders it ineffective. One rationale ts a need to share its experience 

and resources. But solidarity also enables regional pressure for treatment. The 

network engages the secretariat of the Southern African Development 
Community and African Union, potentially creating new momentum towards 
treatment in South Africa and other countries. And the .regional focus 

concentrates on international equity issues such as global trade regulation and 

its effect on the availability of anti-AIDS drugs. South African t~ade negotiator; 
Xavier Carrim, ’says we have made his life easier’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). ~ 

This last observation raises the possibility again that activism can be an :;:= 

asset as well as a challenge to African governments, strengthening pressure 
a fairer international economic order. While there are few examples of: 

governments, seeing independent activism as a resource ’it is too pessimistic 

say that activist.government co-operation is impossible’, Morgan insists. 
International activism remains a key resource for the TAC. It has won 

significant gains. But crossmational activist networks have not         yet~ 
make inroads into what are seen as structural inequities in the 

system that militate against adequate treatment for people living with AIDS 
Africa. A campaign against the u8 administration’s AIDS policy may 

that these issues are being pursued with increased vigour (TAC News 

2004b). 
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Beyond Race.* 

Is the TAC able to transcend the politics of race? While left social movement 
activists might insist that, in the struggle for justice; common interests override 

racial identity, that is not the view of the Landless People’s Movement’s Andile 
Mngxitama: ’To date, what has often happened in these social movements 

in South Africa is that historically dominant voices - primarily white-left 
intellectuals - have been the main mediators of the identity and aspirations of 

the poor.., we are witnessing the re-inscription of racial domination...’ 
(Mngxitama 2004). 

That race could be a source of division within the TAC occurred to Health 
Minister Manto Tshabala-Msimang, who launched a racial attack on the TAC 

national treasurer Mark Heywood.~ It occurred also to Thandoxolo Doro, 

national organ;set of the National Association of People Living with H1V/AIDS 

(NAPWA), who, at a meeting in Marcl~ 2004, is said to have attacked Heywood 

and a white member of the AIDS Consortium. A cot~sortium statement 
questioned NAPWA’s.motives (TAC News Service 2004a). But, even if these claims 

are accurate, the power of race may tie precisely in the reality that people can 

use it to hide questionable motives. 
,. Given this background, it is significant that the attempt to introduce racial 

:division into the TAC has failed thus far. Heywood insists that black members 

enthusiastically supported him against these attacks (Interview, 29.03.04). 

seems confirmed by the fact that race did not emerge as an issue, overtly 
in veiled reference, in any of our interviews at all levels of the TAC. 

.This does not necessarily mean that the TAC has defied the laws of South 
political gravity by ’transcending race’. If circumstances emerged in 

grassroots frustration could be linked to the prominent role of white 

racial sentiments might surface. But, thus far, like the union movement 
activist organisations, the TAC’s experience seems to show that people 

’ with South Africa’s history of racial division can co-operate across 

in search of a common interest in social equity. 
critique implies, however, this does ndt mean the TAC can 

assume that, in this environment, ’cologr-blindness’ is possible: failure 

seriously a history of racial disadvantage could privilege whites whose 
:es gives them a dominant position. If that were allowed to 

black frustration would be probable. The TAC is aware of 

tted to developing grassroots leadership and recognises that 
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race must play a role in appointm6nts. The TAG has not ’transcended’ race, but 

it is managing it thus far. Continued success will depend on nurturing black 

leadership. 

What is New~. 
Is the TAC a model for ’new social movements’? This depends on whether it can 
be seen as ’new’ - or, indeed, a social movement. For, if it iS, in the eyes of 

some, the most successful of these movements, it is also different to most others. 
Activists in other movements say the chief divide lies in its failure to situate its 

campaign in a critique of government macro-economic policy (Interviews, Desai, 

19.05.04; McKinley, 25.05.04). Its frequent use of the law is also seen as 
distinguishing. It is criticised because it ’seems to work within the corridors of 

power’. It is seen to rely too heavily on ’a bureaucracy of full.time personnel 

who could become the decisio.n-makers’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04) and to 
distance itself from other social movements: ’They seem to see us as wild. 
troublemakers - they need to recognise that we could work together’ (Interview, 
McKinley, 25.05.04). 

BUt the difference may be more fundamental than.differing attitudes - it 

may lie in the reality that the TAC, unlike many other movements, engages 

with the post-apartheid system and accepts.that rights can be won within it. To 
use the law implies that it is not inherently biased against the poor..To lobby 
politicians implies that those who demand equity can find allies in mainstream 

politics. To help the ’rol[ out’, albeit in a way which may require confrontation, 

implies that the government can, with prodding, meet the needs of poor people 
living with HIV/AIDS.                                      " 

Many social movement intellectuals would be more inclined to endorse this 

view: ’The post-apartheid state is primarily the guardian and protector of... 

dominant economic interests and the guarantor of capitalist property relations 
...’ (Va[iy 2004). While this view does not necessarily exclude the possibility of 

reform, it does deny a central elenlent in the TAC’s approach- the assumption 
that engagement with the post.apartheid system within its rules can redistribute 
power to the poor. Logically, .then: ’It seems increasingly unlikely that open 
confrontation with the repressive power of the post-apartheid state can be 
avoided’ (Desai 2002: 147). In this view, engaging with the state is futile since 

the problem is not that poor people have failed to assemble the power they 
need to influence the state, but that it can never be influenced by the poor. 
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The TAC’s strategy of engaging with at~d winning incremental gair, s from 

the state sets it apart from many other social movements, even if it is not unique 
(Habib 2003: 18). It also categorises it as a civil society association, one that 

’interact(s) with the state but (doesn’t) want to take it over’ (Chazan 1993: t4). 
This describes a form of engagement with the democratic state that is held to 

enrich democracy since citizens claim the right to be heard through their 

associations. It also describes the TAC’s approach to democratic government. 

There is no contradiction between being a social movement and operating in 
civil society: ’When civil society networks join forces on a scale and over a time 

span significant enough to force through more fundamental change, they can 

be classified as social movements’ (Edwards 2004: 33; see also Habib 2003). 
And so we best understand the TAC as a social movement that chooses to operate 

in civil society. 

Seeing social movements as a type of civil society association that relies on 

mobilisation is not what many champions of ’new social movements’ have in 
mind. For them, social movements are defined by more than mobilising people. 

Two broad criteria are said to distinguish them - their agenda and mode of 
operation. On their agenda, one study emphasises that they intentionally seek 

a far-reaching restructuring of society (Zirakzadeh 1997). Similarly, social 

movements are defined as ’politically and/or socially directed coliectives... 
focused on changing one or more elements of the social, political and economic 
system...’ Another definition sees them as ’purposive collective actions whose 

outcome in victory, as in defeat, transforms the values and institutions of society’ 

(Castells 1997: 3). 

The movements may be seen as vehicles of fundamental change - ’the torch- 
bearers of the new socialist revolution’ (Mngxitama 2004). Activist Trevor 

Ngwane thus taIks of the need to ’fight with your own national bourgeoisie’ 
(Ngwane 2003). Alternatively, intellectuals may see them not as attempts to 
overthrow the existing order but to create an alternative within it (Desai 2002; 

Centre for Civil Society 2004). Neither view sees movements as a means of 

winning gains from the state by engaging with it in that mixture of conflict and 
co-operation employed by the TAC as it operates in civil society. 

But the weakness of defining social movements by their aims. is revealed 
when we apply it to the TAC. It is unclear why a movement seeking subsidised 

electricity for the poor is pressing for structural change, and one which wants 
poor people to enjoy free AIDS medication is not. And defining socia[ movements 
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by how radical the describer believes them m be is arbitrary. If the TAC is a 
social movement because it seeks to change the distribution of resources in 

society, most of civil society would be included. If social movements are 
characterised by something other than reliance on mobilisation, this something 

must be more fur~damental than their demands. 
Social movements are therefore distinguished by some in their mode of 

action. ’This movemet~t.., is about creatirN new forms of organisation... It 
is about creating and enacting horizontal networks i~tstead of top-down structures 

like states, parties or corporations.., it does not seek to solicit hegemony as a 
part of cM1 society...’ Instead, it seeks to ’retnvent daily life as a whole’ (Desai 
2002). For others, refusal to engage in mainstream politics is vital: ’Social 

movements.., resuIt from protests agait~st predominant social sttuctures. This 
implies a natural opposition to established politics’ (cited by Sachs 2003: 24) - 

’the vote is meaningless unless we can run our own economy’ (Desai quoted in 
Kingsnorth 2003: 121). 

Added to this is a suggestion that new forms of action are being employed - 

so new that they are defined only in the negative. Social movements are thus 
not an advocacy network, not a labour movement - indeed, not ar~ything the 
author is willing to define (Waterman 2003: 28). Another view is more 

descriptive, talking of ’largely atomized and prolonged mobilization with episodic 

collective action, and open and fleeting struggles without clear leadership, 
ideology or structured organization’ (cimd by Fakir 2004: 143), Others talk of 
multiple, hybrid forms of action. But, while definition is often vague, the 

consensus is that social movements offer a new form of activism (Cock 2003: 
21) - one in which the rules of civil society engagement do not apply. 

If this is what defir~es social movements, the TAC does not fit since its strategies 

are entirely consistent with those of civil society organisations as understood 

here. It too seeks to engage with the state without taking it over and employs 
the methods of civil society engagement - lobbying and coalition building, public 

protest and legal action: organisations that mobilise people are firmly within 
civil society if they also engage with the state to win concessions. Nor is civil 
disobedience incompatible with operating in civil society: openly and non- 

violently breaking the law to draw public attention to a perceived injustice is 
compatible with the loyalty to the state and willingness to respect its rules 
associated with civil society. But if we understand social movements as association 

that mobilise people, the TAC dearly qualifies. Thus its activists want it to be 
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seen as a social movement since they associate the term with advocacy and are 
adamant that the TAC will always remain ’a campaigning organisation’ 

(Interviews, Heywood, 29.03.04; Morgan, 01.04.04; Mthathi, 19.02.04). T~e 

TAC is, clearly, a social movement. But it is hard to see in what way it is ’new’. 

Much more is at stake than definitions. The stress on ’new’ social movements 
assumes that ’classic’ democratic modes of engagement with the state cannot 

deliver gains for the poor, and that something new is needed. But ff the most 

successful of the ’new’ movements is not ’new’, the TAC demonstrates that 
mobilising in the traditional way in civil society can yield reaI gains for the poor 

and marginalised and that no new approach is needed. While its stress on the 
moral high ground, its use of alliances and its tactical flexibility are all-important 

assets that may provide useful pointers to more effective action for equity in 

the current environmer~t, noise suggest that a significantly new form of activism 

has emerged. The lesson of the TAC’s experience, then, is that it remains possible 
to use the rights guaranteed and institutions created by liberal democracy to 
win advances for the poor and weak. The claim that a new form of action is 
needed is not vindicated by the TAC’s experience. 

But this too must be qualified. The TAC’s experience has much to teach 
about how social movements or civil society organisations can win single-issue 

battles. It cannot point to strategies for more fundamental change because that 

has not yet been its goal. Wtaether this approach can win the sustained policy 
changes and programmes that will enable the poor and marginalised to claim 

their place as full citizens remains untested. But, by suggesting that the possibility 
of winning allies across divides is greater than we may think, that ’globatisation’ 
provides unprecedented opportunities for cross-national actiotx, and that the 

politics of the moral high ground and its assumption that all humans have a 

moral sense and are vulnerable to shame can be effective, it has held out the 
possibility that organisations of the poor that apply these lessons can make an 

impact on the structure of inequality as well as its symptoms. 

Notes 

1, This chapter is an abbreviated version of’A Rewarding Engagement?: TheTreannent Action Campaign 
and the Politics of HIViA[DS’ which can be accessed on the website of the Centre for Civil Society, 

University of KwaZulu-Natat and ’A Moral to the Tale: The Treatment Actio~i Campaign and the 

Politics of HIViAIDS’ (see CCS Research Report 27, http:iiwww.ukzmac,zaicc~i 
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default.asp?3,45,t0,2061 and long research report available at h~tp://wvcvc.nu.ac.za/ccs/files/ 

FRIEDMAN%20MOTTIER% 20A%20MORAL%20TC~/o20-FHE%20TALE%20LONG%20VE~ION’PDF’. 
Information on the informal workings of the TAG can be found it: those papers and will not be 

repeated here. 
’About TAG’. www.tac.org.za. 
A more nuanced view is offered by, for example, Bhorat (2003). Clearly, however, many people 

continue to live in dir~ poverty, creating potential fuel for activism. 

For an analysis that blends both perspectives see Przeworski (1987).     . 
The Minister said people ’come with busses and go to commissions where they wait for the white man 
to tdI them what to do ¯. - Our Africans say: Let us wait ~:or the white man to deploy us; to say to us: 

toyi-toyi (protest) here’ (MassiveEffort.org 2003). 
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Dynamics of a ’Mini-Mass Movement’ 
Origins, Identity and Ideological 

Pluralism in the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee 

Anthony Egan and Alex Wafer 

YOUNG MEN ILLEGALLY reconnect the electricity supplies of householders and 
in Soweto - on one occasion they even reconnect a police station. 

thousand people march from Aiexandra Township to San&on to 

i,protest the way in which the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
~ment has seemingly been ’hijacked’ by ’the rich and powerful’. Activists 

Soweto meet with comrades from Chatsworth and delegates from the 

Dalit Peoples’ Movement and join in a march in Durban that is larger 

the ’official’ African National Congress/Tripartite Alliance rally at the 

Conference A, gainst Racism. The annual general meeting of two allied 
in Diepkloof combine populist socialism and religious revivalism. 

.1:87 activists - many of them elderly pensioners - are arrested after shots 

when the protesters try to disconnect the mayor of Johannesburg’s 

,, becoming in the process ’the first p0iitica[ prisoners o~: neoliberaiism’ 
at least, of the international resistance movement to globalisation 

;002). 
historical snippets and snapshots of struggle illustrate in brief many 

and issues, personalities, alliances and collective contentious 
small but significant social movement organisation (SMO) of protest, 

Electricity Crisis Committee (SECt). While fundamentally focused 
issue - provision of affordable (where possible free) electricity to 

~ Soweto - the SECC discourse and praxis links access to services to a 

c globalisation and advocacy for democratic socialism. Though 
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The Challenges of 
Inclusion and Transformation 

The Women’s Movement in Democratic South Africa 

Shireen Hassim 

WOMEN’S MOVEMENT in South Africa is widely considered to be a success, 

many feminist observers drawing attention to the constitutional 

to gender equality, the array of progressive legislation and policies 
: with various forms of gender inequality and, not least, the large number 

" elected political positions. In examining the South African 
movement, this chapter seeks to understand what strategies have been 

by women’s organisations to negotiate power vis.a.vis the state and 
social movements, how these strategies have been shaped by the context 

and what kinds of eqtiality outcomes can be claimed as the product 

women’s activism in the democratic period. 

This chapter argues that the South African women’s movement must be 

understood as comprising heterogeneous organisations, rather than being viewed 
through the lens of a single organisation. It seeks to examine the extent to 

this heterogeneous movement is able to ensure that the gains made in 

the transitional period of the early 1990s, when the post-apartheid state was 
.designed, will be made real. This assessment of the women’s movements is 

:made against a particular definition of a ’strong’ social movement. A strong 
,social movement has the capacity to articulate the particular interests of its 

to mobilise, those constituencies in defence of those interests 
and is able to develop independent strategies to achieve its aims while holding 

open the possibilities of allfance with other progress!ve movements. This 
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definition suggests that a strong social movement requires a degree of 
autonomy in order to retain its relative power within any alliance. In 

to these organisational capabilities, the ideological influences of feminism " 
vital in building robust women’s movements. A long-term view of the 
African women’s movement against this definition of movement siren 

suggests that the movement is relatively weak, apart from a brief moment:: 
the early 1990s. 

The argument proceeds by firstly outlining the theoretical and strat, 
debates relating to definitions of the term ’women’s movement’ in the 

African context. I then map the current terrain of the women’s 

identifying and classifying different forms of organisafions and strategies. 

chapter concludes by addressing the relationships between social 

the democratic state and the women’s movement, examining in particular 

impact of the instimtionalisation of gender on the women’s movement. 

Inclusion and Transformation: Classifying the South African 

Women’s Movemet~t 
Attempts to define ~women’s movement’ raise a peculiar set of cons~ 

as this is not a movement in which subjects, interests and ideolc 
self-evident. Firstly arid perhaps most obviously, women do 

simply because they are women. They may frame their actions in 
range of identities, whether .as worker, student, African, white and so 
other words, there is not a stable subject for mobilisation. Indeed, as 

theorists have pointed out, attempts to disaggregate gender identity are 
futile, as the cultural meanings of ’woman’ shift in relation to the 

other markers of identity and in different contexts. Secondly, 

contestation over how to define the notion of ’women’s interests’ given 

interactions between race, class and other objective and subjective 
Gender is simultaneously everywhere, in that gender differences are 

in practically all human relationships as well as in the ordering of the 
political and economic structures of all societies, and nowhere, in that it"ii 

difficult to apprehend as an independent variable. And finally, the 
movement takes different forms in different contexts, operating at 

moments as a formalised structure and at others as a loose net~vork. This 

of organisational fo,ms is accompan.ied by a range of tactics used, 
assimilafive to confrontational and even violent. 
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As Mohanty (1991) and other post-colonial scholars have argued, women’s 
need to be understood in their particular historical and political 

Women’s movements are not homogeneous entities characterised by 

and coherent sets of demands. Rather, by their nature they tend to be 

[iverse, embracing multiple organisational forms, ideologies and even at times 
demands. Indeed, some activists prefer to speak about the 

:.existence of many women’s movements in South Africa, reflecting these 
different tendencies (Fester 1997). Despite these diversifies, however, it is possible 

¯ to name and loosely bind together organisations that mobilise women 
:collectively on the basis of their gender identity as a women’s movement. Like 

other social movements, women’s movements, wax and wane in the context of 
particular political, economic and social crises. What needs to be understood is 
why and when women’s organisafions act in a co-ordinated way - that is, defining 

at what moment disparate groups w~thin the movement coalesce in such a way 
that they act as a movement, distinct from other political forces. 

In this chapter, I contrast a ’transformational’ feminist approach with an 
’inclusionary’ feminist approach, in order to dicit a set of criteria by which to 

assess the chalienges of the South African women’s movement. In defining the 
transformational approach I draw on Maxine Molyneux’s conceptual distinction 
between ’strategic gender interests’ and ’practical gender needs’. Molyneux 

defines ’practical gender needs’ as those which arise from the everyday 

responsibilifies of women based on a gendered division of labour, while ’strategic 
gender interests’ are those interests that women share in overthrowing power 
inequalities based on gender (Molyneux 1985). While MoIyneux (1998) 

acknowledges that these distinctior~s might be difficult to pin down in practice, 
her conceptualisation of women’s movements recognises the diversi~ of 

women’s interests, while allowing feminists to distinguish those strategies that 

are likely to lead to radical change. Ia Molyneux’s approach, the task of feminism 
is to examine the particular ways in which power operates within and between 

the political, social and economic spheres of specific societies - in effect, this is 

a pdifical project of transformation. 
The irmlusionary approach defines women’s interests as more limited, 

focusing only on women’s relationships to formal political institutions. In this 
view, the most stable interest that cuts across the range of differences between 

women is women’s exclusion (or at least marginalisation) from the political 

arena as conventionally understood (Phillips 1995; Baldez 2002). Regardless of 
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race, class, ethnicity, etc, women are co~istently defined as political outsiders 

or as second-class citizens, ~vhose er~try into the public sphere is either 
anachronistic and short term, or conditional upon their maternal social roles. 
Here the emphasis is on women’s interest in accessing arenas of public power, 

and less on debating the policy outcomes of such engagements. The task of 
feminism, in this more constrained approach, is to challenge exclusion. The 

political projects that are associated with this approach are, for example, women’s 
enfranchisement, struggles focused on women’s representation in national 

parliaments and the emphasis on electoral systems, quotas and other ~~: 
mechanisms for breaking political-systemic blockages. Indusionary feminism ~. 
or equality feminism - may be seen to create some of the necessary conditions : 

for the removal of gender inequalities but it is reIuctant to tamper with tlxe 
structural basis of inequalities. This reIuctance stems in part from a strategic 

imperative ~o maintain minimal conditions for unity among women and 

part from the ideological underpinnings of liberalism, which regards famil. 
and market as lying outside the realm of state action. ¯    ¯ 

Like the drstmctton between women s pracncal needs and strategic gender.!~~i 

interests, the transformatory and the inclusionary approaches to defining:~}.il 
women’s interests are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they need to be seen 
part of a continuum of women’s struggles for full citizenship, which may take 

linear historical form (that is, a shift from inclusionary demands 

transformative demands over time) or may be present within a single movement.:.:~,I 
at a given momen~ with some sectors pursuing alliances with political elites fo~;;ili 

inclusion and others pushing towards a more radical set of demands. As I 

discuss below, in South Africa both these approaches have been tised 

to advance gender-equality claims, at times with striking syaergy. 
although these approaches may co-exist within women’s movements, they 
many ways in which they are in tension with one another. It is important:j 

note that each approach has long-term implications for what kinds of 

alliances are built, which may in turn impact on internal relations within 

women’s movement. In the case of the inc|usionary approach, wome 
movements need access to political power to pursue the interests 

representation effectively. Although they can gain this access through 

mobilisation, they also need linkages with power brokers within p 
in order to ensure ongoing attention to the politicaI system. Conse 
is a tendency for inclusionary politics to become increasingly 
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Transformatory feminism, on the other hand, is more likely to be conducted 
in alliance with other social movements aiming at structural transformation, 
such as social movements of the poor. This kind of politics may bring certain 

sections of the w ’ omen s movement into contestation with elite and party- 
oriented members, as it is a form of politics that is likely to take a more 
confrontational approach over party manifestoes and state policies. The 
outcome of such alliances may be a marginalisation of these actors from the 
state and political parties. 

The inclusionary approach in South Africa has its most immediate roots in 
the strategic approach adopted by the Women’s National C0a!ition (WNC) during 
the early 1990s. A lasting consequence of the transitional period was the emphasis 
in women’s organisations on the issue of inclusion, and a slow marginalisation 
of the politics of transformation. In the WNC, both strategies were held together 

as complementary and indeed mutually dependent. This is most clearly 
exemplified in the W, ’ omen s Charter for Effective Equality, adopted by the 
WNC in February 1994, which calls for increased access to arenas of decision. 

making as well as for structural transformation. The strategy of inclusion had 
broad support among women activists as it was seen as a means to the goal of 

changing the conditions tCwomen s lives. It was an implicit questioning of the 
O          ~ 

extent to which non-elite groups could expect democracy to increase their access 
to power and was the basis on w~tich to launch a questioning of the assumptions 
of the political transition. The demand for quotas was supported because it was 

seen as an instrument to facilitate women’s access to decision-making and to 
create a political space to articulate a transformatory ideal of c~tizenship. 
Representation was not conceived as an end in itself but as part of a broader 
agenda of redistribution of social and economic power. 

For these reasons, as well, the women’s movement participated in shaping 
the design of the national machinery for women, a set of institutions inside 

{:ii. sad around the state that would create the mechanisms to articulate women’s 

policy interests and hold the state accountable to its broad com. 
to gender equality. The South African women’s movement thus 

the strongest and most progressive version ofinc[usionary feminism. 
the new emphasis on. the state had contradictory outcomes. On the 

hand, loss of leadership and strategic vision weakened the structures of the 

s movement. On the other hand, the move into the state undoubtedly 

room for integrating gender concerns into key law reform and social 
~rocesses. 
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Mapping the Women’s Movement in Post-Apartheid South Africa 
One of the most notable changes in the landscape of the women’s movement 
in the post-1994 period was the fragmentation and stratification of women’s 
organisations in civil society. The political tense of the WNC did not survive as 

the layer of the top leadership of women’s organisations shifted int6 positions 
in the state and bureaucracy. The new stratifications that emerged reflected a 
disaggregation of the movement into a diversity of arenas, some of which (such 

as those closely tied to policy-making processes) were strengthened by new 

approaches to civil society within the state, whereas other levels reverted to the 

more familiar community-based forms of organisations. 
The post-apartheid women’s movement can be characterised as having three 

distinct arenas: 
¯ national policy advocates; 
¯ networks and coalitions; and 

community)eased organisations. 

Two aspects of women’s political activism fall outside of this characterisation 

but are important to analyse, given my definition of the women’s movement 
a broad umbrella encompassing diverse organisations and occupying a varietT". 

of spaces. The first set of activities is the highly prominent participation 

women in political parties in the period since 1994. The second lies at 
other end of the spectrum - women’s participation in other social movements, 

albeit as members rather than as leaders and albeit that the mobilisation 
their gendered identities is muted (which is not to say that it is not a valid~!i 
explanation for why women have joined those movements). I will return to the i~!i 

arenas of political parties and other social movements below.              ’ i?~ 
Looking at the first level of the pyramid, it is evident that there has been a ilil 

strengthening of non-governmental organisations (NOOs) that act as advocagy; !! 
agents and are tied in to state policy processes (for example, the Gender Advoca  
Programme, NISAA and the Gender Research Project at the Centre for Applig~{ 
Legal Studies). These orgamsattons have the expemse, and in a relanve sense 
he fun&ng, to intervene m legal and pohcy debates arid pubhc consultatmn~:. 

They remain extremely acnve m public debate and have found spaces m t~g 

new governance system. Thmr primary role ts to ensure the impIementano. 
and elaboration of the rights-based democratic framework, in itself an importa~ 

political task given .the advanced formal rights that were secured in t~i 
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constitution. At this level, organisations can make effective links between other 
allies in civil society, such as the gay and lesbian rights movement, to mutually 
reitaforce democratic agendas and share strategies. They are easily accessible to 
the state as well as external donors, and may be seen to play a strategic rather 

than representative role in civil society. Indeed, a concern about this level is the 
tension between the relatively high degree of access to decision-makers and the 

relative distance from constituencies of women (and particularly poor, rural 

women). At this level, the difficulty for policy advocates is maintaining ’reality 
checks’ to ensure that what they are advocating is |ikely to be meaningful to the 

constituencies they seek to assist (Interview, Serote, 20.11.03). 

However, keeping close relationships with constituencies is demanding when 
funding and gender expertise is thinly spread, making it difficult to ’listen’ to 
how interests are being articulated at the grassroots level. To exacerbate this 

problem, there is insufficient capacity to ensure that information about what is 

happening at the advocacy level flows downwards to constituencies of women 
who are directly affected by particular policies. Although some NGOs in other 

sectors have developed this relationship to a mass base (for example, the 

relationship between the Aids Law Project and the Treatment Action 
Campaign), this has not happened within the women’s movement. As a result, 
the gap between the high level of access to informatior~ and also awareness of 

women’s rights among the urban elite and the marginality of poor women is 
exacerbated. Even where victories are scored, for example in the passage of the 

Maintenance Act, poor women do. not always know about these or, as the 
Women’s Legal Centre pointed out, government departments do not 

immediately implement the new ruIings (Interviews, Ndatshe, 06.04.04; Serote, 

20.11.03).                     . 

Operating in this rdationship to the state, women’s organisations at this 

level employ a set of tactics that does not rely on mass mobilisation or 
confrontation. Rather, tactics, demands and rhetoric might be moderated to 

: fit the discourses of the state in order to make incremental gains and to retain 

hard-won openings into the state. A number of crucial legislative and policy 
gains have been made as a result of this strategy. A notable example is the 

in Iegalising abortion, despite the deep opposition to this in civil society 

rank-an&file membership of political parties. Using a carefully argued 
approach, feminists were able to frame the demand within the more 

terms of health rather than as an overt right to bodily integrity. 
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Even so, it was only the ANC’s strong support for the Termination of Pregnancy 
Act and its refusal to allow its members of parliament a free vote that made 
possible the passage of the legislation in i996. In this case, a partnership between 

women’s advocacy organisations and a strong political party ally resulted in an 

undoubted victory for women, entrenching women’s reproductive rights in 

ways that are still not politically possible in many older democracies. . 

The alliance between political parties and advocacy groups is a form of upward 

political linkage. Equally important are downward linkages between adw 
groups and other social movement allies. There have been relatively few 

instances where advocacy and mass mobilisation have effectively combine{ 

around common issues. In one of the few examples of women’s collective action 
in defence of their interests in the past ten years, poor women organised unde 
the banner of the New Women’s Movement mobilised against the 

Committee’s recommended reforms of the state maintenance grant. Thei 

allies were experienced advocacy activists in the Black Sash. Interestir 
however, they were opposed by the ANC Women’s League in the Western 

who argued that organisations such as the New Women’s Movement and 
Black Sash represented the interests of relatively privileged coloured women;! 
The ANC Women’s League stood by the ANC Minister of Welfare, 

Fraser-Mo[eketi, under whose aegis the cutbacks in grants were 
The opposition alliance of women’s organisations was successful in ensuring 

that the amount of the child support grant increased fairly rapidly 

still not anywhere neat" the level required to have a poverty.reducing 
This example shows that pressure from below car~ strengthen advocacy 

and act as a critical lever in re-shapit~g the priorities of the state (Hassim 20031 

However, the need to retain allies in political parties and the state 

upward linkage) can at times work against the process of retaining 
linkages within the women’s movement. One of the political costs 

primarily with parties and the state is the emergence of.gaps between 
groups and those co~stitu~ncies of poor women who have sought to dem: 

their rights to basic services such as water or electricity through direct 
Direct action tactics have tended to bring social movements into conflict x 

the state in ways that have created new lines of fracture in the political 
In certain cases, particular forms of direct action (such as informal 

to the electricity grid) have been deemed criminal by the ANt 
this context the choice of retaining credibility with state actors may, 
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reinforce the elite bias of this level of politics as access to decision-making via 
party-political and bureaucratic allies becomes more important than pressure 

from below. Tl~e moderate feminist discourses that characterise this sector and 

which allow access to political decision.making can thus act as limits to .the 
W ’ 

omen s movement, by gradually constraining the range of potential strategies 
(and, possibly, citizenship claims) that are considered Iegitimate. 

At the next level, there are a number of new, issue-based networks which 
have emerged, and which coalesce on common issues (such as the Network 

Agains~ Violence Against Women and the Reproductive Rights Alliance). The 

networks straddle the advocacy and policy roles of the first category, but are 
more likely to have identifiabIe constituencies. Like the advocacy organisations, 

the networks tend to be urban-based, with a bias towards location in Cape 

Town and Johannesburg. While they are primarily funded by foreign donors, 
many have also gained support from the local business sector on specific 

campaigns, particularly in the area of violence against women (for example, 
the white ribbon campaign). The remarkable aspect of these networks is that 

they are characterised,    . . , by attention to issues that would in the 1980s have been 
regarded as feminist and problematic _ that is, to issues of women’s sexual 

and reproductive autonomy. This may be a function of the discursive shift from 

nationalism to citizenship as exemplified b t       ’         ¯ 

.... ~unscramea m ~e types of issues that they can 

take into the national poIitical domain. The new democracy, despi~e its weaknesses, has opened the possibilities for w     ’ omen s organisations to take up issues that are outs/de of the conventional definitions of political action, and to 

demand attention by the state to issues that states have generally been reluctant 
to regulate (that is, regulating and mitigating men’s power in the private sphere). 

The chaIlenge for these networks is to hold together organisations that are 
in some respects competing for similar resources and operating on the same 
terrain. While they are most effective when they speak with one voice on issues 

of critical concern, such as gender-based violence, and are able to articulate and 
lobby for poticy alternatives, they are the hardest type of organisation to keep 

: alive. Ttmy often lack funding to support the networking office, or when they 

too well funded, their constituent members may feel resentful that more 
:funding is not being channelled to the actual work on the ground. Coalitions 

by their nature fragile structures, having to constantly negotiate the terms 

relationships between members. Where there are scarce resources or 
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where there is some jockeying among organisatiorxs to be seen as the 

representative voice on an issue, coalitions are at their most vulnerable. This 
problem is exacerbated¯ by the fact that the most experienced activists and 

organisations in this sector are white women, and black women activists entering 

the field of violence against women have come up against relatively welb 
established funding and advocacy networks. As a result there has been 

considerable racial tension in this sector. It was no surprise, therefore, to find 

that the networks are the most unstable form of orgm~isation in the women’s 

movement. 
Least visible, but most numerous, is the layer of women’s organisations at 

local community level. Women’s organisations have always existed at this level : 

but have been weakly tied in to national networks. The period of the early 

1980s was exceptional for the e.vent to which community-level organising was 
incorporated into a national political project, and women’s organisations shaped 
and were shaped by the political visions of feminism. However, by the 
19808, the United Democrati~ Front (UDF) dominated strategic decision-makil 

and women’s organisations lost their capacities for independent p 
Twenty years later, women’s community organisations appear agait~ to be 

fi’om any politically cohesive project. Yet community-based organisations 
the most numerous type of organisation in civil society, according to a study 
the size and scope of the non-profit sector in South Africa (Swilling and 

2002). The bulk of the non-profit sector is made up of culture and 

social services, and development and housing. These areas of work are 

gendered, according to the study. Culture and recreation is a sector that incIude!::!i: 
sport and is not surprisingly dominated by men. Education and research, 
services and development and housing are sectors dominated by women. 

study notes that ’this type of organisation, of which there was a substantidilI 

number,, is involved in supporting and improving the lives of ordinary peoptg 
through associations, development organisatiot~s, and co-operatives. Anecdotal[#il 
these types of activities tend more frequently to be carried out by 

(Swilling and Russell 2002; 26). 
This level of women’s organisations has been most distant from the 

and even women’s NGOs and networks that engage the state. A major 

the work at this level is concerned with women’s practical needs, 
the face of the HIV crisis. It ranges from welfare work, 

and financing funerals to mobilising at community levd against rapists 
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particularly men who rape children). In a number of respects, it is women who 
have been the shock absorbers of high levds of unemployment and of the 

failure of the state to provide a comprehensive and efficient system of social 

Security and healthcare. The emphasis on the cultural vaIue of caring in 

government policy frameworks (such as the White Paper on Social Welfare) in 

effect shifts the burden of caring for the young, the sick and the elderly onto 

women (and increasingly onto children as well), without financial compensation 
for their time and without effective backing up by the state. Yet these increasing 

burdens are not without political opportunities, tn performing caring tasks for 

people dying of AIDS, women often have to cross cultural barriers of privacy 
and respect. As one caret noted, ’it is hard to hlonipha [respect] your brother-in. 

law in the old way when you clean his sores and fhe private parts. He respects 

me now and I have grown to respect and understand his needs’ {Interview, 

Maria, i8.06.04). In her view, dignity and respect have had to be re-negotiated 

in everyday actions within the household. These cultural negotiations and re- 

definitions of social roles challenge the commonplace assumption that women 

are simply victims of the H!V/AIDS crisis. They also challenge the view of the 

Moral Regeneration Movement, Ied from The Presidency, that the emphasis 

should be on reconstructing the traditional values within families (Albertyn 

and Hassim 2003). 

At the community [eve[ women have also discovered other forms of agency. 
Many are participants in the emerging social movements that are challenging 

the cost-recovery basis on which basic services are delivered. In the presence of 

perceived weaknesses in the justice system in dealing with violence against 
women, they have at times effected .... 

c~t~en s arrests’. Although direct action, 
such as marching to police stations with rapists in tow, is not widespread, it 

occurs often enough to remind observers of the enormous degree of aget~cy 
that vests at this level. Political ideologies in this arena may be charactefised as 

being within a maternatist tradition, in the strong and positive sense of 

maternalism. At this level, perhaps ironically the most vibrant and creative 
forms of collective solidarity are emerging as women seek to address everyday 
:crises. with few resources. Yet community.level women’s orgar~isations often do 

irtot have the time, expertise or resources to address decision.makers, and women 

other social movements do not as yet appear to have inse~ted a gender 

into the concepmalisation of their struggles. 
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These three levels within the women’s movement should ideally add up to 

a strong and diverse social movement. In a democratically effective state they 

should work together to ensure that poor and vulnerable people are an 

important constituency for politicians, that there is accountability in public 

spending, that the constitutional values of equality and social justice are upheld 

and that both the public and private spheres are increasingly governed by 

democratic norms. This has not yet happened in South Africa. In the next 

section I explore reasons for this, re-focusing attention on the balance between 

inclusionary feminism and transformatory feminism. I argue that the most 

visible gender politics has centred on issues of representation (that is, equality/ 

inclusionary feminism) rather than on policy outcomes. The challenge is to 

create the necessary ss~nergies between the different tevds - a difflcuk task in 

the absence of a mobilised feminist component within the movement. I analyse 

the possibilities for a stronger versions of feminism in the context of the current 

environments of social movements and the state. 

Relationships between Women’s Movements and Other Social 

Movements 

Social movements in South Africa have generally been collapsed into the term 

’civil society’ - language that very oftet~ elides the significant differences between 

those movements that seek to transform society and those organisational forms.: 

that represei~t market or conservative society interests. In post-apartheid South 

Africa, a much clearer sense of social movements as both distinct from civil 

society and politically progressive is emerging. McKinIey (2004: 20), for example. 

sees the new social movements as having effected a radical break with thd: 

’"traditional" progressive forces’, standing on the side of ’principled inter4: 

nationalism, a socialist vision, .and an independent, mass-based mot 

and Struggle .as an ideological and organisational alternative to the 

ANC’. This formulation conceives of social movements as oppositional to 

state, independent (at least formally) of political parties, explicitly political 

nature and implicitly democratic. The state thus is seen as the sphere 0 

repression; social movements, by contrast, constitute the sphere of 

Gordon White’s characterisation of this view of civil society resonates 

Africa. Civil society functions as ’an idealized counter-image, an 

of social virtue confronting political vice: the realm of freedom verst~s the 

of coercion, of participation versus hierarchy, pluralism versus 

spontaneity versus manipulation, purity versus corruption’ (V/hire 1994: 
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It is a powerful counter-image, and the binary dichotomy of state versus social 

movements has a rhetorical appeal that has a mobilising intent. 
Yet the binary opposition of state and society is a difficult one to sustain 

from a feminist perspective. Neither the state nor socia{ movements have been 

entirely welcoming spaces for women. Looking firstly at social movements, the 

conception of these arenas as fundamentally democratic and transformative is 
in many respects an idealisation that feminists have challenged for some time. 

In the 1980s, this idealisation pushed to the margins struggles to deal with 

aspects of and institutions in civil society that are inimical to the values of equality 
and justice. The narrow understanding of what constituted ’ ’ ¯ 

pohtmal action 
within the mainstream left over a long period of time meant that issues of 
culture and tradition were not engaged by social movements. Relations of power 
within social movements have been masked, and questions of who has voice 

and agency within social movements remain very often obscured. The new 

social movements that have emerged since 1994 have very often relied on the 

mobilisation of women on the basis of their practical needs (for example, for 

electricity, land and housing) but have rarely linked these to issues of the 
pernicious gender division of labour. Internal tensions of race and gender within 

t~te social movements have rarely been directly examined. As Dawn Paley (2004) 
has pointed out, more than half of the activists in the Amti-Privatisation. Forum 

are ~vomen, ’yet it [isJ men’s voices that overwhelmingly dominated’ at a meeting 
she recently attended. She questions, ’hmv is it that Black women can make up 

the bulk of the membership of the movements against neo-liberal policies and 
be so marginalised in the functioning of these organisations?’ One of her 

informants suggests boldly that Women are being used. Similar comments were 
made to me in relation to other organisations where women (as in the UDF, 

ir~terestingly) were foot soldiers While meh assumed the. .role of generals. 
This is not meant to suggest that social movements are arenas of action 

that should be avoided by women. As demonstrated earlier, there is a long 
tradition of women organising in alliance with other progressive political forces 
and there is much to be gained strategically from linking struggles against class 
and race oppression to those against gender oppression. However, it needs to 
be recognised that social movements in South Africa are profoundly gendered 

and unequal, and as yet far from inclusionary in their practices or even. their 
visions for transformation to the extent that these do not explicitly address 
male social and cultural power. 
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The Women’s Movement and the Democratic State: New Challenges, 
New Relationships 
If the women’s movement’s relationship to other progressive social movements 
has always been fraught, its relationship to the state is equally contradictory. 
The period of transitional government, leading up to the first national dections 
and into the first two. years of government, was a time of great optimism in 
South Africa. There was an expectation among many sectors of civil society 
that the democratic state would have the will and the capacity to deliver on the 
ANC’s election manifesto (the Reconstruction and Development Programme 
or RDP) and to the constituencies of women and poor people. In the ca,s..e_ of the 
women’s movement particularly, this optimism was fuelled by the receptiveness 

¯ of the ARC to gender issues. Many gender activists who moved into the state 
saw their new roles as an extension of their activism in a new arena, rather 
than an abandonment of the women’s movement and many described the 
new relationship as a form of parmership or synergy. As gender activist and 
former ANC MP Pregs Govender (2004) commented, ’in the first few years, 
many of us in the ANC were very clear about the mandate and priorities that 
our budget needed to reflect. It had been the right time to assert the interests 
of poor women...’ Thenjiwe Mtintso (2003: 577) has argued strongty that 
women need to be presertt in parliament and the state: 

Women have got to challenge the socially constructed dMde between 
the private and the public spheres. Entering Parliament is one way of 
making the private political. Consistent and cor~scious efforts have to 
be made to bring women and gender interests to centre stage in decision- 
making spheres like Parliament. 

For the democratic state, too, civil society remained important albeit in a new: 

guise as the third parmer in the development triad of state, market and societ 
(Greenstein 2003). The ANC has argued that it is the most le 
representative of the interests of poor people,, counterposing the state as th~ 
arena of democracy m social movements as the arena of mobilisation. 
formulation is the inverse of the idealised notion of state as site 
social movements as site of justice discussed above. On the one hand, 
conceptuaIisation serves to shift popular mobilisation outside of 
institutionalised processes of party competition into the non-democratic 
even anarchic) realm.1 On the other hand, it reinforces popular notions 
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there is only one politically legitimate vehicle for the representation of poor 
people’s interests, and that vehicle is the party of national liberation. In this 
version of state-social movement relations, those parts of civil society that are 

engaged in a partnership with the state are treated as democratically effective, 
whereas those that challenge the state threaten to undermine democracy. 

Reforms in the mechanisms of governance have reinforced this new view 

of the role of civil society as deve|opment partner. The new democratic 

government has changed the nature of public decision-making to incorporate 
a high degree of public participation and consultation, including women as a 

distinct constituency. These governance reforms were driven by the view that 
civil society has a rote to play in the development process itself, both in service 
delivery in the context of a state whose institutional reach has been limited by 

apartheid, as well as in ensuring government accountability in periods between 
general elections. Drafts of po[.icy, in the shape of the Green and White Papers, 
are formulated with the involvement of key ’           ’ 

stakeholders in civil society and 
often draw on the expertise of academics and lawyers from outside the state. Portfolio committees in parliament, responsible for oversight of government 

departments, have regular public hearings on particular aspects of admin. 
istration. Parliament itself is open to the pubtic at all times. Acces~ has been 

created for women’s organisations and the national machinery to debate the 
content of policies and examine their gender sensitivity at early stages in policy 

formulation. 
It is clear that in many respects women in particular have benefited from 

the new institutional and procedural arrangements in the state. Women are 

treated as a constituency with special inte.rests that need to be represented in 

policy-making. The national gender machinery was desigmed to provide a bridge 
between different sectors of the state as well as between state and society. Thus 
in formal terms, the state has been made more permeabIe to the influence of 

organised constituencies ofwomen. In practice, as is the case with national 

machineries worldwide, the South African institutions are eli~e driven, under- 
resourced and dependent to a high degree on donor funding. Expertise within 
the state to mainstream gender is thin; as a result many of the gains made in 
relation to gender equality are in those areas where policy addresses women 

directly as a category (for example, termination of pregnancy and maternal 
health) while those aspects of policy in which the relationships between wom~n 
and men have to be addressed (for example, customary law, land) have been 

much harder to define (Albertyn and Hassim 2003; Hassim 2004). 
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Indusion of women in the formal institutions of the state, and of the term 
gender equality in policy documents, has not led to redistribution of resources 
and power in ways that change the structural forces on which women’s 
oppression rests. Inclusion has rather been an avenue for reinforcing elite 

women’s access to the formal political system while not (as yet) translating dearly 

into policies that address the needs of poor womm~. The reasons for this are 
complicated, and have their roots in part in the tense relationship between 
feminism and the nationalist movement and in part in the elite biases of the 

democratic model adopted during the transition. Key actors within the state, as 
well as in the women’s movement, remained suspicious of the intentions¯ of 

middle-class (mostlywhite) feminists. In addition, they were (correctly) concerned 
with allowing a far more diverse set of voices to be heard in defining policy 

goals. The combination of these factors meant that more experienced feminist 
activists were often bypassed in order to reach poor women within communities~ 

As I have argued above, however, this level of women’s organisation is least 
mobilised and far more likdy to be dominated by approaches that stresg 

maternalism as a frame for gender recognition. In her study of the Commissiot~. 

on Gender Equality, Gay Seidman shows how pro-poor rhetoric itself. 

marginalised transformatory goals. She comments: 

D(lring the first five years of South Africa’s democratic experience, gender 

policymakers appeared so insistent on representing the concerns of poor 
women that they seemed to undermine the likelihood that already 

mobilised feminists could participate at all in policymaking discussions - 
perhaps replacing the risk that democratization woutd undermine links 

between grassroots women’s groups and the professional feminists¯ who 
staff new state institutions with a different problem. Instead, it seemed 

likely that privileging grassroots and popular gender concerns would 
undermine the state’s ability to take up more controversial or 

complicated feminist issues (Seidman 2003: 560). 

Vvrhere feminists did have technicist expertise that could not easily 

(for example, feminist lawyers) or where women’s advocacy groups 
well connected or run by black women (such as the Gender 

Programme), state openness to women facilitated progressive outcomes. 
the constraints of the terms of reference s~t by bureaucrats,2 feminists 
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able to make long-term gains in embedding gender equality in overarching 

policy frameworks, and ensuring that in many cases the detaiIs of legislation 
(such as the Employment Equity Act and the local governmet~t policy framework) 

specified gender equality as a criterion. Catherine Albertyn (2003: 604) notes 
that ’by 2000, women in South Africa enjoyed unprecedented political and 

legal equality in the form of political participation and entrenched human and 

legal rights’. 

Despite these formal gains, policy vacillation, resource constraints, 
inffastructura[ weaknesses and bureaucratic inadequacies have combined to limit 

the impact of pro-poor policies of the government. Thiscreates tension for 
those feminists who entered the state on the assumption that it would be a site 

of strategic intervention. As former ANC MP and Commission on Gender 

Equality chairperson, Thenjiwe Mtintso, puts it, ’when I visit ANC constituencies 

I experience a feeling of guilt about my privileged position and about my claim 
to represent their interests as women. I have grappled with my feminism and 
have questioned the extent to which it articulates the urgent needs of poor 

women’ (2003: 573). For Pregs Govender, ANC MP and chairperson of the highly 

effective Joint Monitoring Committee on Women, the tensions between state 
and party constraints and her vision for transformation became untenable, 

and she resigned her seat in parliament in 2002. 

¯ Notwithstanding these tensions, there have indeed been many gains from 
the inclusionary strategy. This form of feminism sought to change existing 
inegalitarian laws and policies and to entrench the notion of equality in new 
Frameworks. This emphasis was by the coincidence of the emergence of a critical 

mass of women in the new parliament at the very moment in which a wholesale 
legislative reform was imp[emerxted that sought m overturn racist laws. However, 

the emphasis of equality feminism on engaging the state had three key 
unintended and unforeseen consequences for the women’s movement. The 
first lies in the impact of institutionalisation of interests on the politics of interest 

articulation. Creating a set of specialised institutions for the consideration of 
gender shifted the issues Of gender inequality out of the realm of politics and 
into the tecl.~nical realm of policy-making. As Banaszak, Beckwith and Rucht 

(2003: 6) point out, this is increasingly a problem with national machineries 
around the world; ’women’s movements have been presented with an 

gly depoliticised and remote set of policy-making agencies at the 

level . . . The relocation of responsibility to nonelected state bodies 
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eventually reduces social movement influence.’ In the administration, gender. 

equality concerns have fallen hostage to a range of institutional hierarchies 

and systemic blockages that are hard to deal with from outside the bureaucracy. 
The second consequence of the dominant focus on reforming the state is that 

very few women’s organisations are dealing with issues of cultural norms and 
everyday practices, which may indeed limit the implementation and impact of 
legislative reforms. Finally, most activists who moved into the state assumed 
that public resources, wouId be directed in a concerted fashion towards the 

reduction of the massive inequalities inherited from apartheid. Instead, anti- 

poverty policies have been mostly ineffective. While quotas for women have 

been written into state initiatives such as the Community Based Public Works 
Programme, the radd and gendered biases in the economy remain intact. Black 

women are still more likely to be unemployed, to be paid less than men when 
employed, and co perform unpaid labour (Seidman-Makgetla 2004). 

The most notable attempt to engage the state outside of the equality feminist 
considerations of political and civil rights was the Women’s Budget Initiative; 
which sought to track the ways in which spending had gendered impacts. The 

project had real possibilities to raise fundamental questions about spending 

priorities and to highlight the ways in which women were benefiting (or 

from particular policy approaches. However, within a few years the Ministry of 

Finance, which had initially embraced the Women’s Budget Initiatives, 
downgraded the project and it is now virtually moribund at the national level 

These comments should not be read as meaning that engaging the 
i     "                                           ,                                      .            , " was a m sgmded strategy for the women s movement, or that alhances 

political parties necessarily lead to co-option. Rather, what needs to be considered 
is how the state shoutd be engaged, what kinds of legal and institutional reformS::5. 

s ould be promoted and how to bm[d a women s movement that ts sufftctentlyi’.i 

mobilised to support a critical engagement with the state. Poor women in 
Africa would undoubtedly be better served by a strong state with 

infrastructural capacities to implement functional health, welfare and 
service delivery. Removing formal inequalities ks also important as it 
the normative and enabling environmer~t in which women’s claims to 

citizenship can be pursued. However, it is self-limiting for the 

movement to pursue inclusion in the state in a piecemeal and de 

fashion, seeking to include women into existing policy frameworks withor 
questioning whether the overall policy directions are appropriate for 
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women, or how to put new areas of policy, or law-making on the agenda. For 
example, Seidman-Makgetla points to the limi~ of law reform in addressing 

economic inequalities. She argues that ’the laws on equity.., did not directly 
address the economic context of high levels of unemployment and women’s 

lack of economic assets. Nor did they engage persistent inequalities in homes, 

communities and schools.’ What is needed, she argues, is structural trans- 
formation ’rather than just better enforcement of an~i-discrimination measures’ 

(Seidman-Makgeda 2004: I). 

Changing inequities in social and economic power will require not just the 
increased representation of women within the state, but also the increased and 

assertive representation of poor women within the state. It requires that those 
elected into power pursue redistributional policies and that a vibrant social 

movement will act to ensure accountability to the interests of marginal and 
vulnerable groupings. The roles of interest articuIation (rather than merely 

group representation) and accountability require a different form of social 

movement of women. The reduction of the women’s movement to a 
development partner has long-term costs for democracy as it reduces the ability 

of the movement to debate the underpinning norms and values of poIicy 

directions as well as within other social movements and in civil society more 
generally. These cultural inequalities can only partially be dealt with by more 
equitable and gender-sensitive poIicies; they often reflect power relations that 

cannot be ’ ’ remedied by state action. Rather, they demand that state policies 
be supplemented by a vibrant debate in the public sphere about the nature of 

society. They require a type of social movement that is not merely seeking to 

make piecemeal interventions in the policy and legislative processes of the state, 

but is engaged with norm-setting at the broadest level. In strategic terms, this 
also requires a movement that will form appropriate alliances and seek to 

influence the norm~ and procedures of alliance partners, whether these are 
political parties or social movements. 

Conclusion 
The South African women’s movement does not easily meet the criteria of 

movement’s strength identified in the first section of the chapter. Although 
South Africa is notable for the extent to which women’- - 

a couecnve action resulted 
luality being inscribed in its constitution and in the design of new :state institutions and policy-making procedures, this chapter shows that the 
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women’s movement is currently too weak to ensure that these commitments 

are acted upon in ways that will remove gender inequalities. The understanding 
that race, class and gender are intertwined forms of Oppression has privileged 

strategic alliances¯ with other, more powerful political movements such as the 

ANC and the UDF. While this was an advantage, in that it gave gender activists 

(over time) entry points into the highest levels of political power, it also served 
to limit the extent to which the movement was able to develop independent 

goals and strategies. Since the 1990s, this limitation has translated into 

movement dominated by a politics of inclusion directed at political elites 
outside and then within the state). In the context of a weakly mobilise~ 

movemer~t and without dear and coherent leadership, the effect of 

inclusionary politics has been the neglect, or even marginalisation, of 

forms of politics thac aimed at more fundamental transformations of gendfr: 
relations of power in the economy and society. In other words, the leadership: :: :{i 
of the women’s movement has tended to operate with an overly narr0~:.i{i{ 

conception of the ’political’, Being focused on tim public sphere of the 
while ignoring for the most part the spheres of economy and society. 
participation in the national liberation movement was a catalyst for w 

political involvement, women’s collective action was rarely utilised as the 
to build a strong mass movement of women. This has had consequences 

the post-apartheid period, as the emphasis on inclusion in the democratic std~i 
has produced an elite-oriented leadership within the movement. Econodi{ 

restructuring and social crises, most notably HIViAIDS, have paradoxically cred~g 

openings for new forms of politics to emerge within communities. Howe,){ 
these [oca[ised forms of action have not yet been effectively [inked to a femi~i 

political project. As a result, the synergistic relationship between inclusiori~.. 
and transform:tory approaches to gender politics that was envision, ed byiJ 

Women’s National Coalition and that it embodied in the Women s Cha~ 
for Effective Equality has not developed. While the first decade 

has laid down the basis for progressive policy frameworks and enabling 
in a number of areas, the next few years will test the ability of the 
movement to ensure that these are implemented in ways that address the { 

of poor women. 
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Notes 

i. For example, see M~chael Sachs’ comment on the 2004 election results (Sachs 2004). 

2. An example of ~is is the ways in which the members of tt~e Lund Committee of Inquiry, among 
whom were a number of prominent feminists, were restricted by a very narrow budgetary allocation 

for child-suppor~ grant~ (Hassim 2003). 
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The Cape of Good Dope? 
A Post-Apartheid 

Story of Gangs and Vigilantes 

Ashwin Desai 

The Event 
PEOPLE AGAINST GANGSTERISM and Drugs (PAGAD) entered the South African 
political landscape in dramatic fashion. On the night of 4 August 1996, PAGAD 
drove in convoy from the Gatesville Mosque to the house of the head of the 
Hard LMngs gang, Rashaad Staggie. He was not home, but in an act of bravado, 
arrived. Already shots had been fired between PAGAD and those inside Staggie’s 
Salt River home. While trying to alight from his vehicle, he was shot in the 
head. As he fell out of his bakkie ’his inert body, apparently dead, was kicked, 
jumped on, hit with the butt of a shotgun and shot several more times before 
a petrol bomb was hurled at the body. Miraculously, this revived the mortally 
wouaded man and he rose and tried to run away, only to be brought down by 
a volley of gunfire from the crowd’ (Sunday Tribune 11 August 1996). 

AI! this happened in the full glare of the media and with the police present. 
It was one of the first times a movement in post-apartheid South Africa acted 
with such impunity and with such directness in respect of their aims and 
objectives. PAGAD wanted ro rid the Cape Fiats of gangs a.d drugs. Participants 
in its first laig mass march had just killed a leading gangster and known drug 
dealer. 

Five years later PAGAD was involved in another dramatic incident in the city 
centre: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:24 PM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Agatha’s Birthday 

haha! I waswondering about that when she mentioned it! Sure, no problem! 

Travis 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Agatha’s Birthday 

Oops, Travis, 

I was supposed to ask you bring drinks when [ talked to Maya, but I totally forgot about it. My fault! 

So, if possible, please feel free to bring some drinks. Thanks!!! 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax, 919-962-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
hrmiller(~a),email.unc, edu 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:27 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran; andrewsr@email.unc.edu; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Agatha’s Birthday 

We are going to celebrate Agatha’s birthday this Thursday, the 31st in the main office of Abernethy at 11:00am. I think we 

agreed on Travis bringing drink(s), Haearan bringing fruit, and I’ll take care of the cake. We have cups, plates, and I believe 

some silverware available here. I’ll send an e-mail to the department inviting anyone to stop by. 

Thanks! 
Maya 

Maya Budihardjo 

Student Services Manager 

Department of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina 

Abernethy 214A, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, 27599 

p 919.962.1600 

f 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:27 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: FERPA 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
~ent: Monday, August 23, 2010 3:34 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FERPA 

Here is the link: http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/campus-solutions/home/facult¥-guide.html#access The access code 

is l 

Let me know if there are any problems. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 15,2011 5:29 PM 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: afri 101 with Anderson 

Thanks for the update Stacey! 

Erom: Stacey Sewall [mailto:sewall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:29 PM 
To: Higgins, Regina K; Woods, Margaret W; Lambert, Michael C; Amelia DeFosset; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Re: FW: afri 101 with Anderson 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: FW: afri 101 with Anderson 

Date:Fri, 15 Apr 2011 12:59:49 -0400 
From:Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Organization:University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To:Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc. edu> 

CC:Stacey Sewall <sewall~email.unc.edu> 

I haven’t seen anything of Dar, as the 
conference has run everyday from 9am to 10pm (I kid you not). I’ve met 
lots of interesting folks, activists and scholars, and learned more than 
I can make sense of right now. Tomorrow morning early I go to Zanzibar, 
which should be very cool as well. 

Glad things are going well at the office. I miss you guys! I don’t 
have Margaret’s email here, so please pass along a big hello to her. 

In re folks inquiring about my class, I think it’s a popular class being 
taught at a popular time, not me! I doubt I’ll be able to let much of 
anyone in, but I’ll check it out when I get back. Hoping to write 
something lengthy tomorrow when I get to Zanzibar. 

Take care! B 

Cave, Tracey wrote: 
> Hi Barbara, 
> 
> I hope your trip is going well. I just wanted to send a quick note to 
> tell you that 3 people have contacted me about taking your class (AFRI 
> i01) in the Fall. Travis Gore is handling them all very nicely but I 
> thought you’d like to know that the class seems popular and people are 
> desperate to get in J 
> 
> Nothing else of note to report, all running fairly smoothly here 
> (Margaret is great!). 
> 
> Happy travels, 
> 
> -T. 
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Studies 
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40% 41 

53% 

0 

0 

53 49 

0 0 1 

0 0 134 0 42% 78 

0                          0               12                           0            8%             11 

4 0 0 39 0 90% 4 

5 0 38% 5 

i 

3 0 0 21 0    86% 3 



GEOL 

Geology 

GERM 

German 

GREK 

Greek 

HEBR 

Hebrew 

HIST 

History 

HNRS 

Honors 

HNUR 

Hindi/Urdu 

HUNG 

Hungarian 

INLS 

Information & 

Library Science 

INTS International 

Studies 

ITAL 

Italian 

JAPN 

Japanese 

JOMC 

Journalism & 

Mass 

Communication 

JWST Jewish 

Studies (all x- 

listed) 

KOR 

Korean 

LATN 

Latin 

LFIT 

Life Fitness 

8 2 

19     2 12    71% 5 

6 100% 

2 0 0% 2 

73 4 35% 45 

6 1 20% 4 

4 

3 

54 

2 0 

69 24 

5 1 

4 0 

1 

0% 

50% 

10% 47 

104 

12 4 8 63% 

10 1 9 6 67% 

7 0 7 14% 6 

4 24~ 24% 100 76 

0 0 0 0 0% 0 

4 1 3 3 100% 

0 13 11 85% 

13 0 100% 

LGLA 

Lingala Language 0 2 100% 

17 

17 

o’~ 

2 

69 

0 

o 

0 

lOO% 

20% 

0% 

50% 

67% 

14% 

100 0 24% 

0 #DIV/O! 

6 

76 



LING Linguistics 

LTAM 

Latin American 

Studies 

MASC 

Marine Science 

MATH 

Mathematics 

MAYA Maya 

MTSC 

Science 

MUSC 

Music 

NAVS 

Studies 

PHIL 

Philosophy 

7 8 80% 2 

50% 

10 6 50% 2 

47 1 59% 19 

Language 0 0 0% 0 

Material 

2 0 0% 2 

33 5 29% 20 

Navy 

0 0 0 0% 0 

54 

25 

27 

9 

12 

PHYA    Physical 

Education Activity 

PHYS 

Physics 

46 27 

0 0 

2 0 

28 8 

22 

13/ 12 

49% 

92% 

56% 27 15 

6 

20 8 

1 1 

66 21 

PLAN 

City & Regional 

Planning 

PLCY 

Public Policy 

PLSH 

Polish 

POLl 

Political Science 

PORT 

Portuguese 

PRSN 

Persian 

PSYC 

Psychology 

19 13 100% 

21 1 40% 

1 0 100% 

7O 32% 4 

23 

12 

0     10 

0 10 0 

0 2 

2 4O 

4 

46 

80% 

o 50% 

0 59% 19 

Oii 451i Oii 49%i 23 

0 0 13 0 92% 

0 0 27 0 56% 12 

2O 

O~ 100% 0 

40% 12 

0 0 66 0 32% 45 

0 0 2 0     0% 2 



PUBA 

Public 

Administration 

PWAD 

Peace War & 

Defense 

RECR 

Recreation & 

Leisure Studies 

RELI 

Religious Studies 

ROML 

Romance 

Language 

RUES Russian 

& East European 

Studies 

RUSS 

Russian 

SECR 

Serbian & Croation 

SLAV 

Slavic Languages 

SOCI 

Sociology 

SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics 

& Operation 

Research 

17 

4 

25 

6 

12 

4 

57 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

25 

53 

10 

25~ 

27 

6% 

0% 

100% 

40% 

67% 

0% 

42% 

0% 

50% 

47% 

48 3 60% 

16 

15 

0 0 4 0 0% 4 

o o lOO% o 

0 0 25 0 40% 15 

23 9 14 100% 0 

SWAH    Swahili 0 1 20% 4 

TURK Turkey 0 0 0% 2 

WMST 

Women’s Studies 0 5 36% 9 

12 

1 

1 

0 42% 

0% 

50% 

7 

28 

0 60%    18 

o o .D V/O! 



WOLO 

Wolof Language 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

AERO 101 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 101 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 201 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 201 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 301 001 HOLST 032 

AERO 301 001 HOLST 032 

AERO 401 001 KLUKOVICH 032 

AERO 401 001 KLUKOVICH 032 

AERO 500 401 STAFF 090 

AERO 500 401 STAFF 090 

ARMY 100 401 STAFF 090 

ARMY 101 001 STAFF 020 

ARMY 201 001, 002 FERNANDEZ 056 

ARMY 301 001 CAROLLO 028 

ARMY 401 001 YODER 032 

NAVS n/a 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

AFAM 101 002 HILDEBRAND 

AFAM 101 003 STAFF 

AFAM 101 004 CALDWELL 

AFAM 101 990 STAFF 

AFAM 102 001 HALL 

AFAM 102 002 STAFF 

AFAM 190 001 STAFF 

AFAM 259 001 HALL 

AFAM 267 001 JANKEN 

AFAM 293 001 JORDAN 

AFAM 398 001 HILDEBRAND 

AFAM 569 001 JACKSON 

066 

066 

066 

010 

060 

047 

024 

040 

050 

040 

020 

003 

AFRI 101 002 ANDERSON 

AFRI 101 003 NZONGOLA-NTALAJA 

AFRI 101 005 STAFF 

AFRI 101 951 PORTER 

AFRI 190 001 PIER 

AFRI 261 001 BOYD 

AFRI 263 001 BOYD 

AFRI 456 001 SECK 

AFRI 521 001 NYANG’ORO 

AFRI 523 001 NZONGOLA-NTALAJA 

AFRI 524 001 SELASSIE 

AFRI 600 001 SAHLE 

068 

050 

050 

050 

030 

030 

050 

035 

030 

030 

030 

016 

LGLA 100% adopted 

SWAH 401 001,002 MUTIMA / REILLY 050 



SWAH 

SWAH 

SWAH 

WOLO 

WOLO 

WOLO 

403 

406 

408 

401 

403 

404 

001,002 
001 
001 

001 

001 

001 

MUTIMA 

STAFF 

STAFF 

SECK 

STAFF 

STAFF 

039 
020 
010 

025 
016 
019 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR    ENROLLMENT 

AMST 055H 001 MARR 024 

AMST 060 001 FOSTER 022 

AMST 089 001 CANTWELL 022 

AMST 201 001 GARCIA 025 

AMST 246 001 FOSTER 120 

AMST 269 001 MARR 025 

AMST 290 002 TONE-PAH-HOTE 025 

AMST 290 003 STAFF 025 

AMST 291 001 ROBINSON 025 

AMST 390 001 COBB 025 

AMST 393 001 CANTWELL 025 

AMST 466 001 ROBERTS 025 

AMST 499 001 STAFF 010 

AMST 499 002 GARCIA 020 

AMST 890 001 ALLEN 023 

CHER i01 001 STAFF 020 

FOLK 490 001 STAFF 005 

FOLK 690 001 STAFF 005 

FOLK 690 002 STAFF 010 

FOLK 850 001 ROBERTS 012 

FOLK 895 001 SAWIN 006 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ANTH 101 001 STAFF 

ANTH 101 003 STAFF 

ANTH 101 007 STAFF 

ANTH 145 006 BILLMAN 

ANTH 220 001 BILLMAN 

ANTH 248 001 SLOCUM 

ANTH 297 022 CRUMLEY 

ANTH 414L 406 HUTCHINSON 

ANTH / cmpl / folk 435 006 PEACOCK 

ANTH 448 001 COLLOREDO-MANSFELS 

ANTH 450 006 STEPONAITIS 

ANTH 460 001 CRUMLEY 

ANTH / folk 473 001 LACHICO-Iq-E 

ANTH 491 001 NONINI 

ANTH 499 053 ESCOBAR 

ANTH 499H 058 PEACOCK 

ANTH 502 001 SMITH-NONINI 

ANTH 578 001 NONINI 

ANTH 699 001 SORENSEN / RIVKIN-FISH 

ANTH 699 00_5 EVENS 

ANTH 701 001 COLLOREDO-MANSFELD / NELSON 

ANTH 703 001 SCARRY / SORENSEN 

ANTH 897 053 ESCOBAR 

ANTH 897 056 SLOCUM 

ANTH 897 064 NELSON 

ANTH 897 072 SAUNDERS 

oss / 

035 

035 

190 
225 

035 

025 

015 
015 

ooo / oos 
035 

120 

040 

032 / 002 

O3O 

O25 

015 

O3O 

O3O 

O2O 

OO5 

O2O 

O2O 

015 

012 

015 

OO3 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

APPL 160 001 OLDENBURG 055 

APPL 369 003 STAFF 010 

APPL 450 001 FINLEY 032 

APPL 460 400 FINLEY 035 

APPL 490 001 GANZI 035 

APPL 510 001 BANES 015 

MTSC 615 001 O.IN 010 

MTSC 730 001 RUBINSTEIN 010 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR    ENROLLMENT 

ART 051 001 PAGE 015 

ART 061 001 BOWLES 020 

ART 079 001 PARDO 021 

ART 089 001 VERKERK 020 

ART 102 001 SH ERRILL 015 

ART 102 002 GRABOWSKI 015 

ART 103 001 MUSINA 015 

ART 103 003 LI M 015 

ART 104 001 MCLAIN 022 

ART 104 002 MCLAIN 022 

ART 104 003 OSBORNE 022 

ART 104 004 STAFF 022 

ART 105 001 PAGE 016 

ART 105 002 SOM 016 

ART 106 001 STAFF 010 

ART 106 002 STAFF 010 

ART 151 001 DOUGLAS 280 

ART 152 951 STAFF 022 

ART 157 001 WILLIAMS 080 

ART 158 001 LI N 080 

ART 202 001 LOGAN 025 

ART 202 002 ZABOROWSKI 025 

ART 206 002 TRUONG 010 

ART 208 001 SONNICHSEN 013 

ART 213 001 NAM 010 

ART 214 001 ZABOROWSKI 020 

ART 233 001 PEREZ-MENDEZ 015 

ART 266 001 GHOSH 029 

ART 2?0 001 PARDO 040 



ART 272 

ART 275 

ART 285 

ART/afam 287 

ART/afri/anth 353/353 

ART 356 

ART 361 

ART 365 

ART 394 

ART 399 

ART 416 

ART 456 

ART 466 

ART 4?0 

ART 488 

ART 554 

ART ?00 

ART 850 

ART 910 

ART 954 

ART 959 

ART 960 

ART 984 

ART 984 

343 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

BRACHMANN 030 

ARPEN 029 

LEVI N E 040 

BOWLES 060 / 020 

MAGEE 030 / 005 / 005 

PAGE 030 

STAFF 040 

CHA1-FERJ EE 040 

PAGE 020 

SLAVlCK 025 

TRUONG 010 

GHOSH 015 

VERKERK 040 

CHA1-FERJ EE 029 

MAGEE 015 

WILLIAMS 025 

WH ETSTO N E 020 

PARDO 020 

BRACHMANN 015 

LIN 015 

DOUGLAS 015 

STURGEON 015 

LEVlNE 015 

LEVlNE 015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ARAB 203 001-004 STAFF 080 

ARAB 305 001,002 JOUKHADAR 050 

ARAB 407 001 STAFF 015 

ASIA 089 001 STAFF 024 

ASIA 147 001 GOLD 030 

ASIA 150 001 SHEMER 080 

ASIA 490 001 ZULFIKAR 035 

ASIA 490 002 PITELKA 030 

ASIA 691H 001 DRISCOLL 012 

CHIN 252 001,002 HENRY 140 

CHIN 463 001 VISSER 035 

CHIN 464 001 VISSER 030 

HEBR 101 001,002 STAFF 039 

HEBR 203 001 STAFF 020 

HNUR 101 001-003 STAFF 060 

HNUR 203 001,003 UMASHANKAR 040 

HNUR 220 001 CALDWELL 025 

HNUR 305 001 CALDWELL 018 

JAPN 101 001-006 STAFF 120 

JAPN 203 004,005 SAWAMURA 040 

JAPN 305 001,002 KATO 050 

JAPN 408 001 ARATAKE 015 

JAPN 412 001 KATO 020 

JAPN 490 001 PITELKA 018 



KOR 100% adopted 

PRSN 101 001,002 ADEL 

PRSN 203 001 ADEL 

040 

020 

TURK 

TURK 

101 001 

203 001 

ZULFIKAR 

ZULFIKAR 

019 

019 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ASTR 101L 414-445 STAFF 280 

ASTR 205 001 CLEMENS 026 

ASTR ?04 001 STAFF 006 

PHYS 054 001 ILIADIS 024 

PHYS 071 001 CECIL 024 

PHYS 104L 413-542 STAFF 026 

PHYS 105L 420-450 STAFF 012 

PHYS 128L 417-447 STAFF 033 

PHYS 211 001 LOPEZ 010 

PHYS 481L 427 O.IN 015 

PHYS 543 001 WILKERSON 045 

PHYS 715 001 STAFF 010 

PHYS 721 001 DOLAN 020 

PHYS 822 001 FRAMPTON 025 

PHYS 832 001 EVANS 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

BIOL 213 001 REISNER 030 

BIOL 450 001 LOHMANN 075 

BIOL 461 001 UMBANHOWAR 024 

BIOL 535 001 STAFFORD 015 

BIOL / ecol 563 001 WEISS 010 / 010 

BIOL / gnet 624 001 BAUTCH 010 / 005 

BIOL 639 1 REED 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

100 001 SKENDER 388 

101 001 SKENDER 350 

401 001, 002, 004 SETZER 060 

401 003, 005, 006 MEREDITH 060 

401 007, 008 HARMS 040 

401 009 FLOOD 020 

403 001, 002 PARLAKTURK 100 

403 003 MORGAN 050 

403 004 MAN I 050 

404 001, 002 MANN 100 

404 003 PEIRCE 050 

405 001, 002 BLACKBURN 090 

405 003, 004 CHRISTIAN 090 

406 001-003 KUBOWICZ 150 

40? 001 BLOCH ER 045 

408 001-005 KHOKHER 245 

409 001-003 GANTCHEV 145 

410 001, 002 KOSTAMIS 100 

410 003, 004 JONES 100 

500 001, 002 ZOLLER 077 

505 001 VERNON / BARNER 045 

506 002 VERNON 045 

516 001 HAMNER 045 

517 001 HAMNER 080 

526 001 PEARMAN 015 

533 001 KOSTAM IS 045 

543 001 PEIRCE 045 

545 001 SUMANTH 036 

550 001 BLACKBURN 045 



BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

561 

563 

564 

566 

568 

58O 

584 

588 

589 

595 

597 

617 

618 

623 

691H 

698 

852 

88O 

882 

001,002 
001 
001 

001,002 
001 
001 

001,002 
001,002 
001-003 
001 
001 
001 

001-003 
001 
001 

001-003 
001 
001 
001 

PETERSEN 

GIELENS 

BAYUS 

ROSSI 

LIM 

GULTEKIN 

GULTEKIN 

GARCIA 

LE 

BROWN 

GULTEKIN 

DIDOW 

JOTIKASTHIRA 

ZOLLER 

HARMS 

KIM 

ROSEN 

LUNDBLAD 

OUIMET 

O8O 
045 
040 
090 
045 
045 
090 
090 
135 
045 
045 
040 
096 
045 
024 
175 
010 
015 
010 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CHEM 073 001 FORBES 020 

CHEM 101 951 VOLARIC 025 

CHEM 102H 001 MORSE 050 

CHEM 281 001 PAPANIKOLAS 095 

CHEM / appl / mtsc 421 001 YOU 050 / 010 / 010 

CHEM / appl / mtsc 422 001 SAMULSKI 025 / 010 / 004 

CHEM 431 001 PIELAK 100 

CHEM 451 001 LIN 030 

CHEM 466 001 NICEWICZ 040 

CHEM 470 001 SAMULSKI 030 

CHEM 480 001 THOMPSON 051 

CHEM 483 001 BAER 036 

CHEM 484 001 RUBINSTEIN 020 

CHEM 486 001 FECKO 015 

CHEM 721 001 SHEYKO 036 

CHEM 731 001 ERIE 036 

CHEM ?32 001 STAFF 020 

CHEM 741 001 WlGHTMAN 036 

CHEM ?42 001 GLISH 036 

CHEM ?54 001 SCHAUER 050 

CHEM 761 001 WATERS 040 

CHEM 781 001 BERKOWlTZ 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CLAR 120 951 STAFF 020 

CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

GREK 100% ADOPTED 

LATN 203 001,002 STAFF 055 

LATN 204 001 GELLAR-GOAD 025 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

COMM 085 001 LUNDBERG 016 

COMM 113 001 LUNDBERG 190 

COMM 140 001 PALM 140 

COM M 142 001 G INSBERG 025 

COMM 162 001 STAFF 025 

COMM 170 002 STAFF 025 

COMM 170 003 STAFF 025 

COMM 170 004 STAFF 025 

COMM 171 001 STAFF 030 

COMM 223 001 STAFF 022 

COMM 260 001 STAFF 020 

COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

COMM 318 002 STAFF 025 

COMM 350 001 STAFF 025 

COM M 371 001 BALTH ROP 050 

COM M 374 001 BALTH ROP 050 

COMM 450 001 STAFF 025 

COMM 450 002 ARIZZI 025 

COMM 450 003 HOYNG 025 

COMM 450 004 RO-I-FINGHAUS 025 

COM M 472 001 BLAIR 030 

COMM 521 001 WALTMAN 035 

COMM 525 001 PARKER 030 

COMM 532 001 MEGEL 012 

COMM 550 001 CANTE 075 

COMM 563 001 FERGUSON 020 

COMM 571 001 WA-I-FS 025 

COM M 576 001 WA-I-FS 025 

COMM / art 636 / 406 001 RUDINSKY 012 / 004 



COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

639 

639 

646 

654 

655 

661 

663 

669 

682 

703 

812 

844 

ooi 
006,007 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

RUDINSKY 

MYERS 

SHI 

RANKUS 

SHARMA 

ALEXANDER 

MEGEL 

STAFF 

CANTE 

SHARMA 

BLAIR 

POLLOCK 

012 
024 
012 
014 
025 
015 
006 
015 
025 
030 
015 
015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

COMP 110 002 STAFF 080 

COMP 110 003,004 HEDLUND 205 

COMP 116 001 STAFF 072 

COMP 116 002 CURTIS 040 

COMP 380 001-003 NICHOLAS 120 

COMP 410 001 BARUAH 075 

COMP 590 039 BISHOP 012 

COMP 590 040 JEFFAY 035 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

DRAM 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ECON 053 001 BENAVIE 020 

ECON 056 001 ROSEFIELDE 020 

ECON 101 005 MCCALLIE 090 

ECON 101 006 BALABAN 410 

ECON 101 008 TURCHI 420 

ECON 101 951 STAFF 025 

ECON 101 951 STAFF 025 

ECON 101H 001 TURCHI 025 

ECON 101H 002 CONWAY 025 

ECON 310 001 STAFF 120 

ECON 310 002 STAFF 100 

ECON 320 001 STAFF 044 

ECON 320 002 STAFF 045 

ECON 325 001 STAFF 100 

ECON 328 001 STEWART 040 

ECON 345 001 STAFF 040 

ECON / mngt 380 001 STAFF 040 / 005 

ECON 400 001 LICH-TYLER 120 

ECON 400 002 STAFF 120 

ECON 400 003 STAFF 100 

ECON 400 004 STAFF 100 

ECON 410 001, 002 PETRANKA 480 

ECON 410H 001 BIGLAISER 024 

ECON 420 001, 002 AGUILAR 240 

ECON 420 003 STAFF 100 

ECON 420 004 STAFF 100 

ECON 423 001 AGUILAR 036 

ECON 440 001 HILL 040 

ECON 445 001, 002 MCMANUS 096 



ECON 

ECON / euro / pwad 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

450 
460 
465 
465 
468 
510 
510 
511 
520 
560 
570 
586 
691H 
720 
770 
810 
846 
861 
870 
880 

ooi 
OOl, OO2 

ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

AKI N 048 

VAIDYANATHAN 084/003 

PETER 048 

VAI DYANATHAN 048 

ROSEFIELDE 040 

PETRAN KA 025 

STAFF 025 

PARREIRAS 025 

STAFF 025 

CHARI 025 

CHAUDHURI 025 

TURCHI 025 

FROYEN 025 

HENDRICKS 044 

RENAULT 044 

PARREIRAS 035 

BIGLAISER 044 

CHARI 044 

CHAUDHURI 048 

PETER 044 

/005 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

EDUC 121 001 

EDUC 131 001 

EDUC 131 002 

EDUC 221 001 

EDUC 309 001 

EDUC 317 001 

EDUC 317 002 

EDUC 318 001 

EDUC 399 001 

EDUC 399 002 

EDUC 402 001 

EDUC 403 001 

EDUC 407 001 

EDUC 412 001, 003 

EDUC 412 002 

EDUC 413 001 

EDUC 413 002 

EDUC 421 001, 002 

EDUC 441 001, 002 

EDUC 465 001 

EDUC 465 002 

EDUC 466 001 

EDUC 467 001 

EDUC 467 002 

EDUC 467 003 

EDUC 467 004 

EDUC 501 001 

EDUC 513 001, 002 

EDUC 520 001 

STAFF 

TAYLOR 

ANGLE 

SENTA 

BRODEUR 

KRYDER 

STAFF 

FISHER 

PERRY 

KESSLER 

PALSHA 

STAFF 

STAFF 

WILKERSON 

BOLICK 

JUSTICE 

STAFF 

HORTON 

UNKS 

MORRISON 

GULLEDGE 

HAMM 

MORRISON 

JUSTICE 

HORTON 

GULLEDGE 

PALSHA 

ANDERSON 

LLOYD 

052 

030 

030 

052 

025 

025 

025 

020 

045 

045 

025 

030 

025 

040 

020 

030 

030 

035 

282 

025 

020 

025 

010 

010 

010 

010 

025 

050 

025 



EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

521 

523 

533 

535 

563 

564 

565 

566 

567 

621 

631 

632 

633 

635 

636 

637 

638 

644 

645 

645 

647 

647 

647 

647 

647 

648 

664 

681 

683 

684 

690 

701 

7O8 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

961 

956 

001,002 

OO2 

OO3 

001 

OO3 

OO4 

OO5 

OO6 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

956,957 

001-003 

O01 

STAFF 

STAFF 

SINCLAIR 

WRIGHT 

JUSTICE 

MORRISON 

HORTON 

LIU 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BRUCE 

VEITCH 

STAFF 

SCHAINKER 

GRAHAM 

VEITCH 

SCHAINKER 

MEECE 

NOBLIT 

GRUMET 

TRIER 

SCO1-F 

HUFF 

PARSONS 

STAFF 

HUFF 

ABLE 

HUTCHISON-MALONE 

CIZEK 

WARE 

MILLER 

LLOYD 

KNOTEK 

030 

030 

025 

015 

025 

025 

025 

025 

025 

045 

025 

025 

025 

025 

O25 

O3O 

O3O 

O7O 

O35 

O35 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O3O 

O3O 

O25 

O45 

O35 

O3O 

012 



EDUX 616 001 STAFF 030 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CM PL 121 001 COLLINS 030 

CM PL 130 001 LEONARD 030 

CMPL 143 001 STAFF 120 

CM PL 251 001 MCGOWEN 030 

CM PL 462 001 COLLINS 030 

CM PL 4?2 001 LEONARD 030 

CMPL 483 001 BRODEY 030 

CMPL 490 001 BRODEY 008 

ENGL 069 001 ANDERSON 022 

ENGL 084H 001 DAVENPORT 018 

ENGL 085 001 BAKER 024 

ENGL 085H 001 KENDALL 024 

ENGL 088 001 KIM 024 

ENGL 089 001 AHUJA 024 

ENGL 120 001 FLOYD-WILSON 035 

ENGL 121 001 LENSING 022 

ENGL 122 002 VEGGIAN 035 

ENGL 123 001 TAYLOR 035 

ENGL 123 002 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 003 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 004 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 005 STAFF 033 

ENGL 123 006 NASH 035 

ENGL 123 007 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 008 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 009 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 010 STAFF 034 

ENGL 124 001 HENDERSON 035 



ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

124 
124 
124 
125 
126 
127 
127 
127 
128 
128 
128 
128 
129 
129 
131 
132H 
140 
142 
143 
144 
144 
145 
150 
206 
208 
209 
210 
225 
225 
228 
284 
3001 
3O7 
331 

002 
003 
004 
001 
001 
001 
951 
951 
001 
002 
003 
004 
001 
002 
003 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
002 
001 
001 
001 
002 
001 
001 
001 
003 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 

STAFF 

STAFF 

CRYSTALL 

SALVAGGIO 

STAFF 

STAFF 

ANDERSON 

ANDERSON 

STAFF 

STAFF 

LAPRADE 

FROST 

FLANAGAN 

STAFF 

SHAPIRO 

DURBAN 

WEBER 

TAYLOR 

OXMAN 

STAFF 

STAFF 

ROSENTHAL 

MOSKAL 

GINGHER 

GWIN 

MOOSE 

MOOSE 

BAKER 

MATCHINSKE 

ARMITAGE 

LANGBAUER 

JACK 

GINGHER 

ROSENTHAL 

O35 
O35 
O35 
O5O 
O35 
048 
022 
022 
O35 
O35 
O35 
O35 
O35 
O35 
018 
015 
025 
120 
035 
035 
035 
035 
022 
018 
018 
018 
018 
035 
120 
035 
120 
019 
018 
035 



ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL/cmpl 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

332 

333 

347 

348 

350 

356 

367 

367 

373 

381 

406 

437 

447 

463 

4?2 

601 

659 

662 

686 / 490 

693H 

?62 

?83 

8O5 

861 

ooi 
ooi 
OO2 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
OO2 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

OOl, OO2 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

THOMPSON 

THOMPSON 

TAYLOR 

ELLIOI-I- 

LENSING 

COOPER 

FISHER 

HENDERSON 

IRONS 

STAFF 

DURBAN 

VISCOMI 

GWIN 

COOPER 

ELLIOI-I- 

LEE 

ARMITAGE 

LEGASSIE 

BRODEY 

SHAPIRO 

AHUJA 

LANGBAUER 

TAYLOR 

TAYLOR 

035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
018 
035 
035 
035 
O3O 
O3O 
O35 
011 

007/008 

012 

011 

015 

011 

011 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ENST 201 001 GANGI 160 

ENST 201 002 COOKE 040 

ENST 201H 143 GANGI 019 

ENST 202 001 BELL 090 

ENST 204 001 COOKE 030 

ENST / afri 266 001 COOKE 015 / 002 

ENST 352 001 BELL 020 

ENST / ecol 490 / 891 002 / 001 BELL 010 / 010 

ENST 490 003 CECIL 005 

ENST 490 004 MITCHELL 005 

ENST / envr / plan 581 / 781 / 781 001 MOREAU 020 / 010 / 010 

ENST / envr 698 001-003 SHAY 048 / 006 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

EXSS 221 002 STROMAN 040 

EXSS 360 001 STAFF 030 

EXSS 700 001 SHIELDS 010 

EXSS ?80 001 BA1-FAGLINI 010 

LFIT 100% adopted 

PHYA 223 001 STAFF 020 

RECR 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

GEOG 056 001 CRAVEY 024 

GEOG 111 001 KONRAD 141 

GEOG 112 001 MOODY 045 

GEOG 115 001 STAFF 021 

GEOG / pwad 120 002 WARD 110 / 020 

GEOG 121 001 GOKARIKSEL 150 

GEOG 125 001 BIRDSALL 050 

GEOG 130 001 HAVICE 050 

GEOG 228 001 STAFF 044 

GEOG 23? 001 STAFF 024 

GEOG 259 001 VALDIVIA 044 

GEOG / asia 267 001 STAFF 020 / 005 

GEOG 391 001 STAFF 024 

GEOG 423 001 REYES 045 

GEOG 428 001 MARTIN 050 

GEOG / asia / ints 447 001 GOKARIKSEL 020/005/001 

GEOG / asia / pwad 453 001 KIRSCH 045 / 005 / 005 

GEOG 460 001 HAVICE 045 

GEOG 477 001 MOODY 024 

GEOG / plan 491 001 WALSH 055 / 000 

GEOG 691H 001 STAFF 015 

GEOG 703 001 PICKLES 012 

GEOG 704 001 PICKLES 012 

GEOG 804 001 MARTIN 01.5 

GEOG 804 002 VALDIVlA 015 

GEOG 900 001 STAFF 025 

GEOG 900 002 PICKLES 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

GEOL 301L 401 COLEMAN 026 

GEOL 504 001 GLAZNER 018 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CZCH 100% adopted 

DTCH 100% adopted 

GERM 059 001 PIKE 024 

GERM 303 001 STAFF 020 

GERM 303 002 TROP 020 

GERM 390 001 PIKE 024 

GERM 880 001 STAFF 015 

HUNG 403 001 SHERWOOD 012 

PLSH 100% adopted 

RUSS 208 002 STAFF 018 

RUSS 270 001 STAFF 030 

RUSS 321 001 STAFF 012 

RUSS 411 001 MAGOMEDOVA 012 

RUSS 425 001 STAFF 030 

RUSS 513 001 MAGOMEDOVA 012 

RUSS 790 001 MAGOMEDOVA 005 

SECR 403 001 STAFF 012 

SLAV 425 001 STAFF 030 

SLAV 467 001 SHERWOOD 025 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

HIST 089 001 HAGEMANN 021 

HIST 089 002 LINDSAY 021 

HIST 089 003 STAFF 023 

HIST 106 001 NAIDEN 035 

HIST 110 001 COBB 140 

HIST 127 001 G LA-I-FHAAR 110 

HIST 127 002 STAFF 165 

HIST 127 951 STAFF 025 

HIST 127 951 STAFF 025 

HIST 128 001 MCNEIL 035 

HIST 130 001 LEE 110 

HIST 134 001 FLETCHER 035 

HIST 140 006 HUNZIKER 165 

HIST 151 006 HUNZIKER 165 

HIST 151 007 MCINTOSH 165 

HIST/aero / pwad 213 001 CADDELL 180/020/020 

HIST 240 001 RADDING 110 

HIST 255 001 NAIDEN 030 

HIST/jwst / pwad 262 001 DUFFY 085 / 005 / 020 

HIST 292 001 STAFF 030 

HIST 292 002 TSIN 030 

HIST 292H 002 STRING 024 

HIST 368 001 G LA-I-FHAAR 120 

HIST 376 001 STAFF 035 

HIST 391 001 PENNYBACKER 015 

HIST 393 005 LA SERNA 015 

HIST 393 007 STAFF 015 

HIST 395 009 MCNEIL 015 

HIST 466 001 KRAMER 035 



HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST/folk 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

490 

490H 

528 

533 

571 

671 

691H 

711 

715 

717 

721 

783 

820 

87O 

89O 

89O 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

O01 

002 

STAFF 

PENNYBACKER 

LA SERNA 

CHASTEEN 

FERRIS 

WHISNANT 

WHALEN 

MCINTOSH 

WATSON 

LEE 

LI N DSA¥ 

STAFF 

BURNS 

JACKSON 

HAGEMANN 

LEE 

020 

024 

035 

023 

020 / OOS 

O25 

015 

O2O 

015 

015 

015 

015 

O2O 

O2O 

O2O 

O2O 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 012 

HNRS 352 002 STEINER 018 

HNRS 354 001, 002 GOLDBERG 048 

HNRS 355 001 VISCOMI 018 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

INLS 089 001 POMERANTZ 025 

INLS 101 001 KELLY 030 

INLS 101 002 KAMPOV-POLEVOI 030 

INLS 200 001 POMERANTZ 025 

INLS 200 002 BAILEY 030 

INLS 261 001 BERGQUIST 030 

INLS 285 001 BERGQUIST 030 

INLS 461 001 BERGQUIST 030 

INLS 461 002 WEBSTER 030 

INLS 490 046 TIBBO 030 

INLS 490 161 MOORE 030 

INLS 490 163 RAJASEKAR 030 

INLS 500 001 BARREAU 030 

INLS 500 003 SHEBLE 030 

INLS 501 001 GOLLOP 030 

INLS 501 002 CUSHING 030 

INLS 502 001 CLEMENS 030 

INLS 509 001 LOSEE 030 

INLS 513 001 EDWARDS 024 

INLS 513 002 LEE 024 

INLS 515 001 MARSHALL 024 

INLS 520 001 GREENBERG 030 

INLS 520 002 SHAW 024 

INLS 521 02W SPURGIN 025 

INLS 523 001 HAAS 030 

INLS 523 002 MOSTAFA 030 

INLS 525 001 MARCIANO 024 

INLS 530 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

INLS 556 001 LEE 030 



INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

556 

558 

566 

572 

582 

582 

584 

585 

691H 

720 

721 

723 

744 

752 

780 

828 

882 

889 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

002 

001 

001 

001 

STAFF 

STURM 

ADAMS 

HASSELL 

HAAS 

HASSELL 

WILDEMUTH 

MORAN / PATILLO 

KELLY 

GREENBERG 

SAMPLES / STALBERG 

RAJASEKAR 

HUGHES-HASSELL 

TIBBO 

MARSHALL 

CAPRA 

BARREAU 

WILDEMUTH 

024 

015 

030 

030 

030 

030 

024 

055 

012 

024 

030 

013 

030 

030 

O3O 

012 

014 

O24 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

INTS 290 002 STAFF 020 

INTS 390 002 WEILER 025 

INTS 490 001 OSTERWEIL 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

JOMC 101 001 

JOMC 121 002 

JOMC 137 001, 002 

JOMC 153 001-013 

JOMC 180 001 

JOMC 180 002 

JOMC 181 001 

JOMC 182 001 

JOMC 182 002 

JOMC 182 003 

JOMC 187 001 

JOMC 187 002 

JOMC 221 003 

JOMC 221 004 

JOMC 221 005 

JOMC 232 001 

JOMC 232 002 

JOMC 232 003 

JOMC 232 004 

JOMC 242 001 

JOMC 244 001 

JOMC 245 001 

JOMC 256 001 

JOMC 271 001 

JOMC 271 002 

JOMC 271 003 

JOMC 272 001, 002 

JOMC 333 001 

JOMC 340 001, 004 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BYARS / SINCLAIR 

STAFF 

LAUTERER 

DAVISON 

STEVENS 

OLIVER 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

RUEL 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BRABHAM 

FIELDS 

STAFF 

STAFF 

FEE 

TOWNS 

CROTHERS 

LAUDER 

MCMAHAN 

ALLEN 

COBB 

STAFF 

CURRAN 

SMITH 

025 

016 

134 

210 

017 

018 

017 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

020 

020 

020 

025 

014 

O4O 

018 

018 

018 

018 

O36 

018 

O95 



JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

349 

394 

421 

422 

423 

426 

431 

431 

431 

434 

434 

434 

443 

446 

458 

459 

463 

473 

473 

480 

481 

482 

483 

484 

490 

491 

491 

491 

551 

552 

581 

582 

583 

585 

ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
003 
004 
ooi 

002,003 
004 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

003,007 
005 
008 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

AI KAT 

EUBANK 

HEFNER 

HEFNER 

HEFNER 

HOCHBERG 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BRABHAM 

COMELLO 

MISNER 

VARGAS 

AI KAT 

GUILLORY 

LAUTERER 

STAFF 

MCMAHAN 

KEARNS 

DAVISON 

STEVENS 

NIBLOCK 

OLIVER 

KIRKMAN 

KAYYE 

HOLLIMAN 

WI-I-I-EKI N D 

THORNBURG 

ABERNATHY 

ABERNATHY 

RUEL 

STEVENS 

FERRIOLA-BRUCKENSTIEN 

FLOYD 

012 
030 
020 
020 
020 
015 
020 
018 
018 
018 
035 
015 
020 
025 
009 
015 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
012 
036 
018 
018 
030 
015 
018 
018 
017 
018 



JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

691H 

701 

705 

711 

714 

730 

754 

825 

826 

840 

842 

847 

879 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

BROWN 

JOHNSTON 

HESTER 

CARROLL 

TYBURSKI 

STRAUGHAN 

FRIEDMAN 

BROWN 

CATES 

HOEFGES 

WINFIELD 

VARGAS 

SINCLAIR 

012 

040 

015 

020 

015 

015 

009 

009 

015 

009 

009 

009 

009 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

LING 691H 001 PERTSOVA 010 

LING 692H 001 PERTSOVA 010 

MAYA n/a 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

LTAM 697 001 RADDING 030 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

MASC / geog 101 / 103 002 WHITE 110 / 120 
MASC 706 001 MARCH E-I-FI 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

MATH 

MATH 054 001 HAWKINS 020 

MATH 058 001 MCCOMBS 024 

MATH 119 001,002 STAFF 050 

MATH 231 001-013 STAFF 456 

MATH 418 001 STAFF 030 

MATH 533 001 BELKALE 035 

MATH 547 001 CIMA 035 

MATH 547 003 ADALSTEINSSON 035 

MATH 551 001 PLANTE 035 

MATH 566 001 MITRAN 035 

MATH 577 001 DAMON 035 

MATH / envr 661 001 ADALSTEINSSON 010 / 005 

MATH 676 001 WAHL 015 

MATH 680 001 EBERLEIN 015 

MATH 753 001 ASSANI 015 

/ envr / masc 768 001 MCLAUGHLIN 006 / 005 / 005 

MATH 771 001 ARINKIN 015 

MATH 892 001 MUCHA 040 

MATH 892 002 MARRON 040 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR    ENROLLMENT 

MUSC 059 001 NEFF 015 

MUSC 063 001 MACNEIL 020 

MUSC 111 002 ZWICKER 020 

MUSC 121 001 STAFF 090 

MUSC 130 001-010 STAFF 090 

MUSC 131 001-003 STAFF 090 

MUSC 135 001 ANDERSON, S 030 

MUSC 143 001 STAFF 200 

MUSC 145 001 ANDERSON, S 200 

MUSC 147 001 GARCIA 100 

MUSC 167 001 FELDMAN 035 

MUSC 230 001-005 STAFF 060 

MUSC 232 001 NEAL 040 

MUSC 232H 001 NEFF 020 

MUSC 281 951 STAFF 025 

MUSC 285 001 COHEN 075 

MUSC/pwad 289 001 FAUSER / LITWIN 080/010 

MUSC 308 002 HUFF 010 

MUSC 331 001 ANDERSON, A 020 

MUSC 355 001 MACNEIL 035 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PHIL 101 001 STAFF 040 

PHIL 101 951 STAFF 030 

PHIL 110 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL / reli 134 / 126 001 STAFF 026 / 015 

PHIL 155 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 155 002 STAFF 036 

PHIL 160 002 STAFF 036 

PHIL 163 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 165 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 165 002 STAFF 040 

PHIL 170 001 STAFF 040 

PHIL 220 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 230 001 PAUL 035 

PHIL 230 951 STAFF 030 

PHIL/poli / pwad 272 001 BOXILL, B 010/010/010 

PHIL / poli / pwad 272 002 STAFF 020 / 010 / 010 

PHIL 273 001 BOXlLL, B 030 

PHIL/wmst 275 001 STAFF 026 / 010 

PHIL 280 001 STAFF 040 

PHIL/econ / poli 384 001 STAFF 010/010/010 

PHIL 422 001 BLACKBURN 020 

PHIL 560 001 BOXILL, J 015 

PHIL 715 001 STAFF 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PLAN 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PLCY 089 001 FELDMAN 

PLCY 210 001-003 CORRADO/FELDMAN 

PLCY 32? 001 FELDMAN 

PLCY 340 001 STAFF 

PLCY 460 001 HANDA 

PLCY 4?0 001 DURRANCE 

PLCY 490 001 SCHANZER 

PLCY 565 001 STAFF 

PLCY 580 001 GILMER 

PLCY 691H 001 JAGGER 

PLCY ?00 001 GLAWTSCHEW 

PLCY 710 001 PERREIRA 

024 

090 

025 

050 

105 

075 

020 

035 

035 

003 

015 

015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

POLl 050 001 

POLl 060 001 

POLl 062 001 

POLl 072 001 

POLl 089 001 

POLl 100 007 

POLl 100 951 

POLl IOOH 007 

POLl 101 001 

POLl/pwad 150 001 

POLl 202 001 

POLl 206H 001 

POLl 209 001 

POLl 216 001 

POLl 238 001 

POLl 238 002 

POLl / enst 254 001 

POLl 276 001 

POLl 400 001 

POLl 401 001 

POLl 406 001 

POLl 410 001 

POLl 411 001 

POLl 412 001 

POLl 415 001 

POLl/pwad 416 001 

POLl 418 001 

POLl 431 001 

POLl 433 001 

CONOVER 

BAPAT 

SULLIVAN 

HOYMAN 

ROBERTS 

CONOVER 

STAFF 

STIMSON 

GRAY 

OATLEY 

MCGUIRE 

LEFEBVRE 

RABINOWITZ 

VANBERG 

HUBER 

MARTI N EZ-GALLARDO 

MCKEOWN 

LIENESCH 

SULLIVAN 

STIMSON 

GRAY 

MCGUIRE 

UNAH 

RABINOWITZ 

LEFEBVRE 

UNAH 

MACKUEN 

REYNOLDS 

MOROFF 

024 

024 

024 

024 

024 

240 

025 

024 

171 

260 / 020 

045 

024 

040 

043 

120 

120 

037 / 005 

O4O 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O35 

O35 

o2s I oos 
O3O 

O3O 

O25 



POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl/pwad 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

433 

434 

438 

443 

444 

471 

473 

495 

723 

73O 

736 

891 

891 

891 

891 

891 

002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
003 
004 
007 
008 

STAFF 

MARTI N EZ-GALLARDO 

VAC H U DOVA 

MCKEOWN 

BAPAT 

SPINNER-HALEV 

LIENESCH 

CRESCENZI 

WALLACE 

VAC H U DOVA 

ROBERTSON 

BAUMGARTNER 

GROSS 

VANBERG 

MOROFF 

MACKUEN 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O25 

015 / 015 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

016 

016 

016 

010 

005 

015 

010 

020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PSYC 051 001 ARNOLD 024 

PSYC 051 002 GORDON 021 

PSYC 055 001 STAFF 024 

PSYC 210 001 MORGAN 088 

PSYC 210 002 SATHY 176 

PSYC 220 003 LOEB 120 

PSYC 230 001 HOPFINGER 120 

PSYC 245 001 STAFF 120 

PSYC 245 004 STAFF 045 

PSYC 245 005 WISS 045 

PSYC 245H 001 BAUCOM 024 

PSYC 250 002 STAFF 045 

PSYC 250 003 GIBSON 045 

PSYC 250 951 STAFF 025 

PSYC 260 001 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260 002 SANNA 120 

PSYC 260 003 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260 004 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260 005 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260H 001 STAFF 024 

PSYC 423 001 ARNOLD 035 

PSYC 469 001 GARIEPY 035 

PSYC 499 001 LOEB 010 

PSYC 500 001,002 WISS 070 

PSYC 501 001 LOWMAN 035 

PSYC 505 001 AKPAKA 035 

PSYC 506 001 BARRICK 035 

PSYC 512 001 PRINSTEIN 240 

PSYC 533 001 BAUER 035 



PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

566 

602 

693H 

701 

720 

741 

761 

806 

830 

843 

85O 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

GREEN 

LOWMAN 

STAFF 

HOLLINS 

CARELLI 

GORDON 

GARIEPY 

HUSSON 

CHOW 

IVIACCALLU IVI 

CHOW 

O35 

O35 

O3O 

025 

020 

025 

015 

020 

O3O 

O3O 

020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PUBA 396 001 

PUBA 401 001 

PUBA 710 001 

PUBA 719 001 

PUBA 721 001 

PUBA 722 001 

PUBA 732 001 

PUBA 733 001 

PUBA 745 001 

PUBA 749 001 

PUBA 751 00l 
PUBA 752 001 

PUBA 756 001 

PUBA 768 001 

PUBA 769 001 

PUBA 771 001 

STAFF 

BERNER 

WHITAKER 

BERNER 

SETZER 

HOYMAN 

STAFF 

TU FTS 

STENBERG 

STENBERG / BERNER 

STENBERG / BRENMAN 

AMMONS 

HENDERSON 

STEPHENS 

STEPHENS 

MORGAN 

015 
025 
029 
029 
029 
015 
035 
035 
065 
020 
020 
012 
018 
020 
020 
015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PWAD 350 001 STAFF 102 

PWAD 469 001 JENKINS 005 

PWAD 490 001 STAFF 015 

PWAD 690 001 CADDELL 015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT    COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

RELI 089 001 LAMBERT 024 

RELI 104 951 DUNCAN 025 

RELI/jwst 123 / 100 001 BOYARIN 102 / 018 

RELI / asia 181 001 SAFI 150 / 030 

RELI 207 001 EHRMAN 060 

RELI 209 001 PLESE 100 

RELI / anth / folk 428 001 BOYARIN 010 / 005 / 005 

RELI / asia 583 001 SAFI 022 / 008 

RELI / asia 584 001 ERNST 015 / 005 

RELI / anth / folk 688 001 LEVE 000 / 002 / 002 

RELI 720 001 OCHOA 010 

RELI 720 001 OCHOA 010 

RELI 808 001 EHRMAN 015 

RELI 890 001 PLESE 012 

RELI 890 060 SAFI 010 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

FREN 225 001 STAFF 022 

FREN 331 001 BARR 015 

FREN 830 002 STAFF 015 

ITAL 357 001 CERVIGNI 030 

ITAL 398 001 LUISE-I-FI 022 

ITAL 795 001 LUISE-I-FI 015 

PORT 100% adopted 

ROML 060 002 STAFF 024 

ROML 840 001 RAO 015 

SPAN 101 951,952 STAFF 044 

SPAN 203 951 STAFF 022 

SPAN 255 001-005 STAFF 088 

SPAN 255H 001 STAFF 018 

SPAN 266 001 MACK 022 

SPAN 300 001-008 STAFF 140 

SPAN 330 001-003 STAFF 0?2 

SPAN 345 001 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 369 001 AARON 030 

SPAN 371 001,002 STAFF 048 

SPAN 3?2 001 GOMEZ-CASTELLANO 024 

SPAN 3?3 002 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 3?8 001 BINO1-FI 024 

SPAN 3?8 002 STAFF 024 

SPAN 701 001 DOMINGUEZ 015 

SPAN 711 001 AMAGO 015 



SPAN 

SPAN 

738 

835 

001 

001 

BINO-I-FI 

GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 

015 

015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

RUES 710 001 JENKINS 010 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

SOCI 101 003 DILL 048 

SOCI 111 001 NIELSEN 048 

SOCI 115 001 GALLEGOS LERMA 048 

SOCI 121 002 STAFF 048 

SOCI 123 001 RITCHEY 048 

SOCI 124 001 KLEINMAN 017 

SOCI 130 001 COHEN 048 

SOCI 130 002 LUCAS 048 

SOCI / mngt 131 001 WELLS 043 / 005 

SOCI 251 003 LEWIS 048 

SOCI 252 003 VERDERY 048 

SOCI 390 001 MARSHALL 020 

SOCI / mngt 410 001 SHIMAZOE 043 / 005 

SOCI 411 002 RUSSO 048 

SOCI 412 951 OWEN 025 

SOCI 422 001 PAYTON 025 

SOCI 423 001 TYSON 048 

SOCI 423 002 KOZLOWSKI 048 

SOCI / mngt 427 001 KALLEBERG 043 / 005 

SOCI 429 002 CONLON 038 

SOCI 460 001 MOONEY 048 

SOCI / mngt 691H 001 ANDREWS 015 / 005 

SOCI 711 001 GUO 020 

SOCI 821 001 SHANAHAN 022 

SOCI 830 001 COHEN 022 

SOCI 850 001 NIELSEN 022 

SOCI 851 001 KLEINMAN 021 

SOCI 861 001 KALLEBERG 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

STOR 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

WMST 101 001 BURRILL 300 

WMST 102 001 BURNS 025 

WMST 124 001 KLEINMAN 025 

WMST 290 001 PLEASANTS 025 

WMST 293 001 BURRILL 025 

WMST 297 001 BURNS 025 

WMST 553 001 BERGER 020 

WMST 555 001 BERGER 025 

WMST 890 890 BURRILL 010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 9:18 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Grading access 

That was super fast!! Thanks a bunch and have a great day! 

Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison IVl 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 03, 2011 9:16 AN 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grading access 

Hi Travis, 

This request is complete. Let us know if you need anything else. Thank you and have a good day. 

A~ison Speag[e 
5chedul r~g Spec al st 
Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 
SASB North, $~Jite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel HII, NC 27599 
9~9 962--609:3 
919 843 870% fax 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 8:46 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: Grading access 

Hi Allison, 

Here is the list. Thanks so much!! 

Afam 101 001 

Afam 101 002 

Afam 101 003 

Afam 102 001 



Afam 190 001 

Afam 258 001 

Afam 276 001 

Afam 395 001 

Afam 396 001 

Afam 396 002 

Afam 396 003 

Afam 610 001 

Afri 101 001 

Afri 101 002 

Afri 266 001 

Afri 396 001 ( for this one can you add me as proxy with grading access- 

Thanks!! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 3,2011 10:22 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Battle carpet 

Hi Agatha, 

Sure, no problem. It is 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 10:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Battle carpet 

Hi Travis, 
I would like you to be the contact person for the carpet people while they are working in Battle Hall later in May. Can 

you please email me your cell phone number so that ! can give it to them in case they need to reach you while they are 

working? We can talk about this more this afternoon. 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmem of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNo~hCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

From: Beasley, Theresa J. (Design and Construction Services) [mailto:Theresa.Beasley@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:47 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Battle carpet 

Thanks Agatha, 

You guys were ordering boxes on this one--right? 

We need you to handle all computer related equipment--disconnect and removal. 

For any tall file cabinets--we need the top drawers emptied and boxed up. You can keep the bottom two drawers of a 

file cabinet full. 
We will need a contact number for someone at this site or on campus who could answer questions that may come up or 

open doors that may be locked? 



We will check out our own keys--but sometimes we need a back up set. 

Let me know if you have other questions. 

Thanks, Theresa 

From: Buell, Agatha [mailto:abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:27 PM 
To: Beasley, Theresa J. (Design and Construction Services) 
Subject: RE: Battle carpet 

HI Theresa, 

Can we do May 19th and 20th? We will box up both sides of the first floor, and be absent those days. Anything else we 

should know or prepare? 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Beasley, Theresa J. (Design and Construction Services) [mailto:Theresa.Beasley@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:14 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Battle carpet 

Hey Agatha, 

The carpet for Battle is arriving this week. 

We are still waiting until May to install--correct? 

Please confirm the date and I will ask them to put it on the calendar. The week of May 9th or May 16th- I expect the 

work to take 2 days. 
let me know 2 specific days for carpet. 

Thanks, Theresa 

Theresa J. Beasley 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Interior Designer/Project Manager 

UNC Facilities Services-Design and Construction 

103 Airport Dr. Room #251 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-883-7090 

CB#1825 



theresa obeas[ey@facouncoedu 

~-~ Please consider the environment before printing this eomail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 5:38 PM 

Lambert, Michael (2 <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

lists and boxes 

Hi Professor Lambert, 

They were able to generate a list of our seniors that plan to graduate in May. Below are their emails. You can copy and 

paste the whole thing and it should work. After graduation I plan on getting a list of our juniors too and we could set it 

up as a listserv but I wanted to go ahead and get this to you in case you wanted to send something out now! 

Also, we have plenty of boxes for you ! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOH F23 SPD LT)/CN = RECIPIENTS/CN =STGORE > 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 5:10 PM 

Andrews, Richard N <pete_andrews@unc.edu> 

RE: Annual performance review for Agatha Buell 

ok, great! 

From: Richard Andrews [andrewsr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 5:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Annual performance review for Agatha Buell 

Thanks, I’ll be in my office for the next hour or so -- 843-5011 -- 

Pete 

On 5/24/2011 5:08 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

I let him know and he is going to give you a call! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Richard Andrews [andrewsr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 5:04 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Annual performance review for Agatha Buell 

Is Julius around, and if so is there a cell or home number where I could reach him? I’ve sent him 
several messages but had no response -- it would be good to have some input from him as chair of 
her other department... 

Pete 

On 5/24/2011 5:03 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

No problem Pete. Thanks for asking for my feedback! Travis 

From: Richard Andrews [andrewsr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 5:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Annual performance review for Agatha Buell 

Travis, thanks very much. 

Pete 

On 5/24/2011 4:54 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 



Hi Pete, 

Below is my feedback on Agatha. Thanks! Travis 

Getting a new boss can be a stressful thing for many people because of changes 
and not knowing what to expect but Agatha made it a stress free, smooth 
transition. I think we work well together with her leadership style. We have a 
staff meeting once a week were we will go over what I have done and what 
needs to be done and I will check in with her throughout the week as well. She 
is easy to get in touch with if I need anything. She has always been helpful with 
any questions that I have had. The deadlines that she gives for tasks are 
reasonable and sometimes if she realizes that I am overwhelmed or backed up 
with certain things then she will extend the deadline and I really appreciate that. 
She is professional, respectful, and kind. I have really enjoyed working with 
Agatha. Thank you for hiring her! 

From: Andrews, Richard N 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 5:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Annual performance review for Agatha Buell 

Dear Travis: 

I am putting together my Annual Performance Review for Agatha Buell this 

week and next. If you wish to provide any feedback about her performance, I 

would be grateful. 

Please let me know, and your feedback will be incorporated into my overall 

review of her work. 

I would be grateful if you could provide this by Tuesday, May 24, at 5pm, as I 

have several travel responsibilities beginning later that week. 

Many thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Pete Andrews 

REPLY TO: pete_andrews@unc.edu 

Richard N. (Pete) Andrews 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Public Policy (202A Abernethy Hall) 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 USA 



tel: +i 919 843-5011 fax: +i 919 962-5824 

REPLY TO: pete andrews@unc.edu 

Richard N. (Pete) Andrews 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Public Policy (202A Abernethy Hall) 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 USA 

tel: +i 919 843-5011 fax: +i 919 962-5824 

REPLY TO: pete_andrews@unc.edu 

Richard N. (Pete) Andrews 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Public Policy (202A Abernethy Hall) 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 USA 

tel: +i 919 843-5011 fax: +i 919 962-5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 6:21 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Information Technology person for the department 

James McHale. Usually we send in a help ticket but since this is an emergency I will also give you his number! 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 6:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Information Technology person for the department 

Dear Agatha and Travis, 

Who is the IT person for the department who can consult with me concerning securing data for my research? 
The Institutional Review Board requires that I have someone who can serve in this capacity. 

This information is necessary for me to get IRB approval, so I need the answer in kind of a hurry. I’m sending 
this to both of you, because I do not know whether Agatha will be able to answer this question before she goes 
on vacation. 

Thanks! 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

Ravford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr97/ianken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 7: l 8 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Alassane Fall in the Fall 

Hello Boss, 

Alassane will teach Wolof 401 and Afri 101 005 in the fall. He still needs another class. Mamarame and I have 
discussed the possibility of opening up Afri 101 section 3 which was Georges canceled class or are there any other 

options? Esther has her schedule put together. She will teach the two sections of Swah 401 and one Afri 101 class. 

Thanks. 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 10:55 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Grades 

Hello- 

He said he will be in today to deal with the grades! See you at 14 hundred hours, 

T 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 10:50 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Grades 
Hi Travis -- 
have we heard from.    about the grades for his independent Studies Students? If not, I will just assign them all ABs. 
I’ll be in around 2 this afternoon. 
Take care 
Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MHC Chairs <         ’,@grnail.com> 

Saturday, August 27, 2011 1:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: African American Studies Listserv 

Dear Travis, 

Thank you for your help in forwarding this announcement. Can you please forward this announcement to your listserv: 

2012 Minority Health Conference: Volunteers Needed 

Each year the UNC School of Public Health hosts its annual Minority Health Conference. The goal of the conference is to raise 
awareness regarding health disparities, and to mobilize students, faculty, and community members to take action for change. 

To achieve our goals, we need your help in organizing this year’s conference. We are looking for students to serve on conference 
committees such as fundraising, publicity and volunteering the day of the conference. For a full list of committees and their tasks please 
see the list below 

Please consider joining the nation’s largest and longest student-run health conference in the nation in the effort to eliminate health 
disparities. 

If you are interested or want more details, please contact mhc.chairs@.qmail.com for more details. We’d be happy to answer any 
questions you may have. 

Minority Health Conference: Volunteer Positions 

Speakers Committee 
Develops break-out session topics and identifies speakers for the sessions; serves as primary contact for speakers in terms of 
communicating logistical information. Will work with NC Institute for Public Health to coordinate travel and lodging for out-of-town 
speakers (if any). 

Publicity Committee 
Develops promotional materials (e.g. flyers, mailings) and conducts all marketing for the conference; coordinates communications 
about the conference, such as notices to listservs, calls for posters, registration reminders, and broadcast announcements. It would 
be great to find students with design and layout skills to serve on the committee. 

Fundraising Committee 
Solicits donations and sponsorships for the conference, both within UNC (e.g. departments, schools and institutes) as well as from 
local and national foundations and corporations. Will coordinate efforts with MSC Treasurer (Melanie Napier) and SPH Office of 
External Affairs. It would be great to get someone with financial or fundraising background, but it’s not required. Serving on this 
committee could also be an opportunity to gain these skills. 

Evaluation Committee 
Designs surveys and collects evaluation information from attendees on day of conference and from broadcast coordinators and 
viewers. Prepares summary evaluation report. Most of the committee’s work happens just before and after the conference. 

Broadcast / Partner Conferences Committee 
Coordinates the web broadcast of the keynote speech and live Q&A session with speaker; will work with Vic Schoenbach and OJ 
McGhee. Please note, committee members will spend the morning of the conference at the Friday Center and the afternoon at the 
Journalism School for the broadcast portion. 

Posters Committee 
Issues a call for abstracts for poster presentations; reviews and selects poster abstracts for presentation at conference; serves as 
primary contact for poster authors in terms of communicating logistical information; responsible for poster area set-up and break-down 
on day of conference. 

Exhibitors Committee 
Identifies groups, organizations, and companies that will exhibit materials at the Friday Center on the day of the conference; serves as 
primary contact for exhibitors in terms of communicating logistical information; responsible for exhibitors area set-up and break-down 
on day of conference. 



OrgAcct Department Name 2010 # Donors 2010 Total $ 2009 # Donors 
472134 A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 19 $3,056.00 12 

470633 A&S - ACADEMIC SERVICES 0 $0.00 0 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 0 $0.00 5 

471383 A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES 0 $0.00 9 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 2 $250.00 5 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCE 0 $0.00 0 

663153 A&S - AREA STUDIES CENTER 0 $0.00 0 

471979 A&S - ART 1 $120.00 0 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 6 $600.00 2 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 0 $0.00 0 

470492 A&S - ASIA CENTER 0 $0.00 2 

471854 A&S- ASIAN STUDIES 0 $0.00 0 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 7 $4,345.00 7 

472621 A&S - CHEMISTRY 14 $9,160.00 12 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 4 $1,065.00 4 

471680 A&S - CLASSICS 3 $2,000.00 4 

472183 A&S - COMMUNICATION STUDIES 1 $100.00 3 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 5 $4,180.00 5 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3 $240.00 0 

472027 A&S - DEANS OFFICE 7 $1,604.00 13 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 5 $935.00 5 

470641 A&S - ECOLOGY 0 $0.00 2 

472241 A&S- ECONOMICS 13 $7,390.00 12 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 19 $7,290.00 32 

471078 A&S - EUROPEAN STUDIES 0 $0.00 0 

472373 A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 9 $905.00 34 

471813 A&S - GEOGRAPHY 0 $0.00 3 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 5 $1,503.00 4 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 0 $0.00 3 

472399 A&S - HISTORY 24 $9,690.00 21 

471581 A&S - HONORS 0 $0.00 1 

471169 A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 5 $394.00 1 

A&S - INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 0 $0.00 0 



470807 A&S - LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 0 $0.00 0 

470815 A&S - LEARNING CENTER 0 $0.00 0 

471300 A&S- LINGUISTICS 0 $0.00 3 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 1 $1,000.00 2 

472357 A&S- MATHEMATICS 15 $4,920.00 16 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 6 $1,050.00 4 

470500 A&S - NAVAL/ARMY/AIRFORCE ROTC 0 $0.00 2 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 0 $0.00 0 

470518 A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 0 $0.00 0 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 11 $5,160.00 9 

472381 A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 7 $8,270.00 17 

472274 A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 11 $5,067.00 11 

472555 A&S- PSYCHOLOGY 10 $4,578.00 12 

470534 A&S - PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 0 $0.00 0 

471508 A&S - PUBLIC POLICY 0 $0.00 4 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 1 $120.00 2 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 2 $380.00 2 

470666 A&S - ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 0 $0.00 0 

472456 A&S- ROMANCE LANGUAGES 12 $2,130.00 11 

470849 A&S - SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 0 $0.00 0 

471318 A&S - SLAVIC LANGUAGES 0 $0.00 5 

472142 A&S - SOCIOLOGY 6 $2,125.00 6 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 4 $1,480.00 4 

470856 A&S - STUDENT COUNSELING 0 $0.00 0 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 0 $0.00 0 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 6 $795.00 3 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 0 $0.00 0 

470542 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 0 $0.00 0 

471326 A&S - URBAN STUDIES 2 $1,020.00 3 

471177 A&S - WOMENS STUDIES 1 $120.00 1 

472811 ATHLETICS 70 $13,642.00 57 

470716 CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 0 $0.00 0 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 0 $0.00 0 

CAMP SVC - AUXlL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 9 $2,628.00 3 



674333 CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7 $845.00 12 

818542 CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 1 $312.00 4 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 $0.00 0 

620534 CAMP SVC - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SVCS 0 $0.00 5 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 16 $4,960.00 20 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 11 $3,405.00 11 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 1 $3,000.00 2 

674325 CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 3 $943.00 3 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 0 $0.00 51 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 0 $0.00 2 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 0 $0.00 0 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 4 $520.00 0 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 0 $553.82 6 

472639 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 5 $362.00 8 

471961 CAMP SVC - PURCHASING SERVICES 9 $1,070.00 12 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - ACCOUNTING 0 $0.00 0 

470567 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - S&P 0 $0.00 0 

470583 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - MECH & DISPL 0 $0.00 0 

470864 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - ADMIN 4 $3,240.00 4 

470997 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - WAREHOUSE 0 $0.00 0 

471243 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - OPERATIONS 0 $0.00 2 

471391 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - THE CADUCEUS 0 $0.00 0 

471359 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - TEXTBOOK DEP 0 $0.00 0 

471342 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - SNACK UNITS 0 $0.00 0 

471466 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - SALES FLOOR 0 $0.00 0 

471235 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - BULL S HEAD 1 $240.00 0 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 0 $0.00 0 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 0 $0.00 0 

471334 CHANCELLOR- ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 19 $3,713.00 29 

470930 CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 3 $344.00 0 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 1 $1,200.00 1 

471185 CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 3 $792.00 5 

471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 7 $1,480.00 5 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 3 $275.00 9 



471722 CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 $0.00 9 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 13 $3,257.00 15 

471748 CTRS & INST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 0 $0.00 4 

817890 CTRS & INST - CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 6 $560.00 0 

471433 CTRS & INST - CTR FOR TEACH & LEARNING 0 $0.00 0 

925578 CTRS & INST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 9 $1,366.04 2 

471912 CTRS & INST - CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 4 $840.00 4 

471227 CTRS & INST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3 $350.00 5 

471037 CTRS & INST - INST AFRICAN AMER RESEARCH 0 $0.00 0 

817908 CTRS & INST - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 2 $330.00 2 

472209 CTRS & INST - INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3 $1,200.00 3 

471557 CTRS & INST- MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 0 $0.00 0 

472050 CTRS & INST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 0 $0.00 3 

471284 CTRS & INST - NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS 0 $0.00 0 

471151 CTRS & INST - SONJA H STONE CTR. 0 $0.00 0 

470799 CTRS & INST - WOMENS CENTER 1 $480.00 1 

471276 CTRS & INST - WORLD VIEW 0 $0.00 3 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 3 $360.00 6 

472506 HUMAN RESOURCES 25 $8,626.29 20 

471409 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 136 $38,408.00 67 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 111 $25,562.00 119 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 19 $7,358.00 21 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 11 $3,169.00 10 

472761 LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 40 $11,658.81 42 

471516 PLAN & CONST - CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 1 $390.00 2 

471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 9 $2,961.00 7 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 4 $1,396.00 6 

471870 PLAN & CONST- FACILITIES PLANNING 4 $815.00 8 

471110 PLAN & CONST - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 0 $0.00 3 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 4 $4,770.00 1 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 35 $4,723.16 41 

471201 PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 3 $265.00 0 

471045 PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 0 $0.00 0 

PROVOST- HEALTH AFFAIRS 0 $0.00 3 



471441 PROVOST - INST RESEARCH & ASSESSMENT 0 $0.00 0 

470773 PROVOST - OFC OF THE PROVOST 0 $0.00 3 

472167 PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 17 $3,338.00 17 

470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 0 $0.00 0 

471904 PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 9 $835.00 3 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 10 $1,037.00 18 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL SERVICES 2 $390.00 8 

472324 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 13 $5,265.00 8 

471771 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 5 $1,000.00 3 

472332 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 2 $1,500.00 4 

472159 SCH DENTISTRY - DIAGNOST SCI & GEN DENT 8 $3,285.00 9 

471417 SCH DENTISTRY- ENDODONTICS 1 $130.00 1 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY- OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 6 $2,030.00 9 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 2 $1,440.00 3 

472043 SCH DENTISTRY- ORTHODONTICS 4 $1,075.00 4 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 38 $6,385.00 36 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY- PERIODONTOLOGY 0 $0.00 3 

472076 SCH DENTISTRY- PROSTHODONTICS 3 $420.00 4 

472514 SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 8 $2,950.00 14 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 14 $5,743.00 14 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 $201.50 1 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 10 $5,010.00 7 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 16 $8,120.00 9 

472217 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 11 $2,790.00 7 

472365 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 22 $11,149.00 20 

472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 12 $5,430.00 16 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 23 $4,670.00 19 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 14 $5,820.00 10 

817700 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 3 $455.00 4 

471532 SCH PUB HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 6 $1,480.00 6 

471268 SCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 3 $1,645.00 1 

472092 SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 9 $3,925.00 12 

472100 SCH PUB HLTH - SPH INFO TECHNOLOGY 1 $960.00 2 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 35 $7,962.00 43 



472662 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 75 $20,833.00 82 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 19 $9,330.00 21 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 37 $9,019.00 41 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 33 $12,697.00 33 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 54 $13,860.00 56 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 15 $6,700.00 35 

472670 SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 76 $14,407.00 90 

472647 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 6 $2,800.16 8 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0 $0.00 0 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 2 $458.00 4 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 $0.00 0 

471219 STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 0 $0.00 0 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 17 $3,876.00 3 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 0 $0.00 0 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 2 $390.00 2 

471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 16 $1,790.00 9 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 5 $385.00 0 

471623 VC FIN -ACCOUNTING SERVICES 4 $315.00 7 

470872 VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 3 $1,600.00 0 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 3 $330.00 7 

471755 VC FIN - DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 2 $380.00 8 

817510 VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 3 $480.00 4 

818526 VC FIN - FINANCIAL SYSTEMS & CONTROLS 0 $0.00 1 

470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 2 $338.00 16 

663161 VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2 $480.00 2 

471888 VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 1 $208.00 6 

470906 VC FIN - TRAVEL SERVICES 0 $0.00 0 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2 $190.00 2 

471250 VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 3 $140.00 3 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 8 $2,698.00 10 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 0 $0.00 0 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 2 $720.00 4 

1003425 VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 0 $0.00 0 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 69 $18,554.65 71 



VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 3 $320.00 4 

................................... VC RESEARCH- HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 6 $2,165.00 6 

VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREY RESEARCH CTR 2 $150.00 3 

VC RESEARCH - INST FOR ADVANCED MATERIAL 2 $550.00 3 

VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 0 $0.00 0 

471573 VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 0 $0.00 0 

471029 VC RESEARCH - KENAN CTR CARBON DIOXIDE 0 $0.00 1 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 47 $2,011.00 2 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 0 $0.00 0 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 8 $570.00 3 

471144 VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 0 $0.00 5 

932327 VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH INFO SYSTEMS 1 $3,000.00 1 

472415 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 6 $2,621.00 14 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3 $1,460.00 2 

VC RESEARCH - OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 0 $0.00 0 

471615 VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 5 $570.00 7 

472571 VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 26 $11,043.00 33 

471995 VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH & ECON DEV 7 $5,010.00 11 

471011 VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 4 $1,385.00 5 

472597 VICE CHANCELLOR - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 77 $9,904.00 66 

472308 UNIV ADVANCEMENT - WUNC-FM 9 $1,439.00 17 

Main Campus Total 1845 $517,029.43 2002 
477018 UNC-CH MED-AGING PROGRAM 0 $0.00 0 

477182 UNC-CH MED-AHEC SUPPORT-COMM MED CARE 22 $6,252.00 20 

477216 UNC-CH MED-ALCOHOL STUDIES CENTER 1 $1,200.00 2 

477422 UNC-CH MED-ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 29 $10,636.00 13 

477349 UNC-CH MED-ANESTHESIOLOGY 9 $5,450.00 9 

477414 UNC-CH MED-BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 8 $6,300.00 13 

477125 UNC-CH MED-BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 3 $480.00 4 

477265 UNC-CH MED-CARDIOVASCULAR BIOLOGY CTR 0 $0.00 0 

476986 UNC-CH MED-CARDIOVASCULAR SCI & MED CTR 0 $0.00 0 

477000 UNC-CH MED-CAROLINA CTR FOR GENOME SCI 0 $0.00 0 

477067 UNC-CH MED-CAROLINA VACCINE INSTITUTE 3 $1,710.00 3 

UNC-CH MED-CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOGY 32 $8,615.00 33 



477372 UNC-CH MED-CELL & MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY 2 $725.00 4 

477307 UNC-CH MED-CLINICAL RESEARCH 0 $0.00 0 

477042 UNC-CH MED-COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP 0 $0.00 7 

503177 UNC-CH MED-COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 9 $6,965.00 12 

477075 UNC-CH MED-CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 0 $0.00 15 

476960 UNC-CH MED-CTR FOR WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 1 $240.00 0 

477026 UNC-CH MED-CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HEALTH 0 $0.00 0 

477323 UNC-CH MED-CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RES 1 $1,200.00 2 

477752 UNC-CH MED-DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 23 $13,498.00 31 

477208 UNC-CH MED-DERMATOLOGY 2 $500.00 4 

477240 UNC-CH MED-DEVELOPMENTAL & LEARNING CTR 0 $0.00 1 

706390 UNC-CH MED-EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 0 $0.00 0 

477315 UNC-CH MED-EMERGENCY MEDICINE 0 $0.00 1 

477083 UNC-CH MED-ENVlRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG BIO 3 $685.00 3 

477430 UNC-CH MED-FAMILY MEDICINE 25 $11,914.93 23 

477273 UNC-CH MED-GASTROINT BIOLOGY & DIS CTR 4 $1,092.00 1 

477117 UNC-CH MED-GENE THERAPY CENTER 3 $1,378.00 0 

477299 UNC-CH MED-GENETICS 0 $0.00 1 

477091 UNC-CH MED-HIV STDS INFECT DISEASE CTR 0 $0.00 0 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 0 $0.00 0 

477109 UNC-CH MED-MEDICAL EDUCATION 16 $6,064.00 0 

496703 UNC-CH MED-MEDICAL FOUNDATION 9 $1,267.00 3 

477471 UNC-CH MED-MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 17 $5,872.12 30 

477380 UNC-CH MED-MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 6 $2,652.00 8 

477281 UNC-CH MED-MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 0 $0.00 0 

477034 UNC-CH MED-NEURODEV DISORDERS RES CTR 0 $0.00 0 

477356 UNC-CH MED-NEUROLOGY 4 $6,776.00 4 

477141 UNC-CH MED-NEUROSCIENCE CENTER 1 $660.00 1 

477448 UNC-CH MED-OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 8 $5,090.00 5 

496737 UNC-CH MED-OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 0 $0.00 4 

477257 UNC-CH MED-OPHTHALMOLOGY 3 $230.00 1 

477174 UNC-CH MED-ORTHOPAEDICS 0 $0.00 0 

477331 UNC-CH MED-OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 9 $2,142.00 12 

UNC-CH MED-PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 9 $4,965.00 15 



................................. 477513 UNC-CH MED-PEDIATRICS 17 $8,752.00 27 

UNC-CH MED-PHARMACOLOGY 10 $3,178.00 15 

................................. 477133 UNC-CH MED-PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 1 $600.00 4 

UNC-CH MED-PSYCHIATRY 17 $6,305.00 17 

................................. 477190 UNC-CH MED-RADIATION ONCOLOGY 5 $4,560.00 6 

UNC-CH MED-RADIOLOGY 7 $3,380.00 9 

UNC-CH MED-SOCIAL MEDICINE 9 $7,940.00 10 

UNC-CH MED-SURGERY 14 $10,018.00 14 

UNC-CH MED-TEACCH DIV 2 $530.00 10 

UNC-CH MED-THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 0 $0.00 0 

UNC-CH MED-TOXlCOLOGY CURRICULUM 0 $0.00 0 

UNC-CH MED-TRACS INSTITUTE 0 $0.00 34 

:: .................................. $0.00 6 

$159,822.05 437 
$5,250.00 12 

$682,101.48 2451 

UNC-CH MED-UNC KIDNEY CENTER 

UNC SOM Total 
UNC CH - Retiree 

Campus Wide Total 
Campus Wide Participation Rate 

0 

344 
12 

2201 
17.67% 



2009 Total $ 09/10 % Change 
$2,750.00 11.13% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$870.00 -100.00% 

$1,870.00 -100.00% 

$1,090.00 -77.06% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$97.00 518.56% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$156.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$5,810.00 -25.22% 

$9,600.00 -4.58% 

$1,145.00 -6.99% 

$2,820.00 -29.08% 

$460.00 -78.26% 

$2,420.00 72.73% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$2,774.00 -42.18% 

$980.00 -4.59% 

$650.00 -100.00% 

$7,290.00 1.37% 

$12,595.00 -42.12% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$2,675.00 -66.17% 

$700.00 -100.00% 

$1,610.00 -6.65% 

$1,940.00 -100.00% 

$8,076.00 19.99% 

$60.00 -100.00% 

$96.00 310.42% 

$0.00 O.OO% 



$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,490.00 -100.00% 

$1,312.00 -23.78% 

$4,730.00 4.02% 

$680.00 54.41% 

$15.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$4,770.00 8.18% 

$13,722.00 -39.73% 

$3,534.00 43.38% 

$3,025.00 51.34% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$5,550.00 -100.00% 

$7,220.00 -98.34% 

$198.00 91.92% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,730.00 23.12% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,910.00 -100.00% 

$3,420.00 -37.87% 

$1,310.00 12.98% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$650.00 22.31% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$934.00 9.21% 

$120.00 0.00% 

$14,386.00 -5.17% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,860.00 41.29% 



$1,656.00 -48.97% 

$769.00 -59.43% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,425.00 -100.00% 

$6,587.00 -24.70% 

$2,430.00 40.12% 

$4,440.00 -32.43% 

$514.00 83.46% 

$1,950.00 -100.00% 

$286.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$343.00 61.46% 

$766.00 -52.74% 

$1,883.00 -43.18% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$3,940.00 -17.77% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$390.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$4,598.00 -19.25% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,200.00 0.00% 

$1,328.00 -40.36% 

$1,450.00 2.07% 

$5,210.00 -94.72% 



$1,073.00 -100.00% 

$3,088.10 5.47% 

$1,430.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$540.00 152.97% 

$936.00 -10.26% 

$1,300.00 -73.08% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$730.00 -54.79% 

$540.00 122.22% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$380.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$480.00 0.00% 

$90.00 -100.00% 

$1,030.00 -65.05% 

$4,770.72 80.82% 

$28,624.00 34.18% 

$38,206.00 -33.09% 

$8,969.00 -17.96% 

$3,348.00 -5.35% 

$11,315.00 3.04% 

$526.50 -25.93% 

$2,393.00 23.74% 

$1,929.00 -27.63% 

$2,063.00 -60.49% 

$800.00 -100.00% 

$250.00 1808.00% 

$4,795.00 -1.50% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$2,645.00 -100.00% 



$0.00 0.00% 

$1,300.00 -100.00% 

$3,110.00 7.33% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$340.00 145.59% 

$1,738.00 -40.33% 

$1,150.00 -66.09% 

$1,285.00 309.73% 

$1,040.00 -3.85% 

$1,184.00 26.69% 

$3,331.00 -1.38% 

$150.00 -13.33% 

$1,845.00 10.03% 

$2,490.00 -42.17% 

$2,840. O0 -62.15% 

$6,451.50 -1.03% 

$190.00 -100.00% 

$640.00 -34.38% 

$4,252.00 -30.62% 

$6,200.00 -7.37% 

$156.00 29.17% 

$5,520.00 -9.24% 

$6,935.00 17.09% 

$2,185.00 27.69% 

$18,694.00 -40.36% 

$5,946.00 -8.68% 

$5,433.00 -14.04% 

$6,220.00 -6.43% 

$630.00 -27.78% 

$1,915.00 -22.72% 

$420.00 291.67% 

$6,912.00 -43.21% 

$1,200.00 -20.00% 

$9,690.00 -17.83% 



$22,816.75 -8.69% 

$11,005.00 -15.22% 

$9,902.00 -8.92% 

$11,170.00 13.67% 

$13,928.00 -0.49% 

$20,552.00 -67.40% 

$16,824. O0 - 14.37% 

$2,550.00 9.81% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$805.00 -43.11% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$1,500.00 158.40% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$390.00 0.00% 

$1,484.00 20.62% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$740.00 -57.43% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$750.00 -56.00% 

$1,342.00 -71.68% 

$537.00 -10.61% 

$240.00 -100.00% 

$387.00 -12.66% 

$480.00 0.00% 

$888.00 -76.58% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$335.00 -43.28% 

$135.00 3.70% 

$4,462.00 -39.53% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$2,160.00 -66.67% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$18,971.00 -2.19% 



$770.00 -58.44% 

$985.00 119.80% 

$1,076.00 -86.06% 

$1,350.00 -59.26% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$30.00 -100.00% 

$520.00 286.73% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$245.00 132.65% 

$2,098.00 -100.00% 

$3,000.00 0.00% 

$2,550.00 2.78% 

$1,800.00 -18.89% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$1,500.00 -62.00% 

$17,847.00 -38.12% 

$5,530.00 -9.40% 

$1,914.00 -27.64% 

$8,561.50 15.68% 

$1,731.00 -16.87% 

$611,770.07 -15.49% 
$0.00 0.00% 

$4,623.58 35.22% 

$1,330.00 -9.77% 

$9,346.00 13.80% 

$6,450.00 -15.50% 

$9,982.00 -36.89% 

$490.00 -2.04% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$0.00 O.OO% 

$1,960.00 -12.76% 

$8,064.00 6.83% 



$1,220.00 -40.57% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$160.00 -100.00% 

$8,730.00 -20.22% 

$4,475.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$1,320.00 -9.09% 

$28,964.20 -53.40% 

$1,660.00 -69.88% 

$200.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$100.00 -100.00% 

$445.00 53.93% 

$11,263.50 5.78% 

$208.00 425.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$2,400.00 -100.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$65.00 1849.23% 

$5,497.00 6.82% 

$2,553.00 3.88% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$9,246.00 -26.71% 

$660.00 0.00% 

$2,320.00 119.40% 

$1,680.00 -100.00% 

$50.00 360.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$6,316.08 -66.09% 

$8,105.00 -38.74% 



$13,126.00 -33.32% 

$3,675.00 -13.52% 

$1,720.00 -65.12% 

$5,995.00 5.17% 

$6,680.00 -31.74% 

$2,205.00 53.29% 

$7,844.00 1.22% 

$10,088.00 -0.69% 

$3,265.00 -83.77% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$0.00 0.00% 

$3,142. O0 - 100.00% 

$2,006.00 -100.00% 

$199,629.36 -19.94% 
$5,615.00 -6.50% 

$817,014.43 -16.51% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 2:17 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

our@listserv.unc.edu 

[course_scheduling_officers] Extended course Schedule Maintenance 

I received a Star Heel award thanks to the O.U.R. and, as the reason centered around my silly emails to you all, I wanted 

to give a big thanks to each group! ¥ay for y’all! 

And,(         da, da, da) Extended Course Schedule maintenance for Spring 2012 is just around the corner 

(Wednesday, Sept 14 actually). At that time you are welcome to call the scheduling office to add new sections, delete 

sections, add second titles, change times/rooms. You should be able to add/change/delete instructors, change 

enrollment (check your room size first), put in reserve capacities, add waitlists. 

So I was thinking about stars and wishing upon stars and in some convoluted way I got to this: We should have a Disney 
trivia contest!!! I know there must be some Disney crazy folk out there! 

1) In Aladdin, what is the name of Jasmine’s pet tiger? 

2) In Beauty and the Beast, how many eggs does (3aston eat for breakfast? 

3) What actor provided the voice of Lumiere in Beauty & the Beast? 

4) In M(3M studios, the Tower of Terror is exactly 199 feet high, why was it made that specific height? 

5) What actor was the first to receive a Golden Globe nomination for Best Actor for providing a voice in a Disney 

Full Length Feature Animation? 

6) In Beauty and the Beast, what feature was given to Belle only so she would stand out in the village and seem 

that she really did not fit in? 

7) What event displaced Dumbo’s planned appearance on the cover of Time Magazine? 

8) What was the quote that Walt Disney used in the dedication of Disneyland’s Fantasyland? 

9) Why is there one unfinshed steeple on Sleeping Beauty’s Castle at Disneyland? 

10) On what Disney attraction can one take "the happiest cruise that ever sailed" 

First three to answer all correctly get a Star Award[ Comments on your own Disney experiences are welcome[ My 

comment is having your birthday at Disney World is great! Cinderella even sent me a birthday card! 

Answers to follow at some point... 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 

UNC Employee Forum member 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-29851747- 
34472124. d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29851747- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:37 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re:address 

Thanks, Travis - got it! 
E 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair 
Department of Political Science 

CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919) 962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 9/9/2011 4:32 PM, Gore, Tmvis wrote: 
> It is afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
> 
> Thanks! 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Evelyne Huber [mai~to:elmber(~emaiL~mc.edt~] 
> Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 4:24 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Re: FW: Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 
> 

> Travis, 
> How do I send a message to the listserv? What is the address? 
> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 
> 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 
>fax: (919) 962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> On 9/6/2011 3:20 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
>> Hi Dr. Huber, 
>> 
>> I have officially added you to our department listserv! Look forward to meeting you too. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> Travis Gore 
>> Student Services Manager 
>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
>> p 919.966.5496 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:ehuber(c~emaikunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 2:28 PM 
>> To: Buell, Agatha 
>> Cc: Gore, Travis 
>> Subject: Re: FW: Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 
>> 
>> Thanks for doing this - I am looking forward to meeting you. 
>> Evelyne 
>> 

>> Evelyne Huber 
>> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
>> Chair 
>> Department of Political Science 
>> CB# 3265 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>> phone: (919) 962-3041 
>> fax: (919) 962-0432 
>> ehuber@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> On 9/6/2011 1:34 PM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 
>>> Hi Travis, 
>>> 
>>> Please add Dr. Evelyn Huber to the department listserv. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks! 
>>> 
>>> Agatha 

>>> Agatha Buell 
>>> 
>>> Business Officer 
>>> 
>>> Department of Public Policy 
>>> 
>>> 217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

>>> Department of African& Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
>>> 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> 
>>> p. 919.962.2788 
>>> 
>>> f. 919.962.5824 
>>> 

>>> *From:*McMillan, Tim [ emai~.unc.edu] 
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 06, 2011 1:31 PM 
>>> *To:* Department listserv 
>>> *Subject:* [afriafam] Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 
>>> 
>>> Dear Colleagues --- 



>>> For the past many years our department has had a representative on the MLK Planning committee, which also includes staff, 
students, and administrators. This committee helps to choose the Martin Luther King Jr. speaker and also helps co-ordinate a variety 
of activities surrounding the speech. Our role as academic mentors on this committee is long standing and significant. I have served 
on this committee many times and am asking for a volunteer to serve for 2011. The committee meets once a week for an hour 
throughout the fall semester. 
>>> 
>>> Please let me know if you would be willing to serve in this important role. Later in the semester we will also need to have a 
representative for the MLK Jr. Scholarship committee- to evaluate the candidates for this important award. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks and hope the semester is off to a good start for everyone. 
>>> 
>>> Tim 
>>> 
>>> Timothy J. McMillan 

>>> Senior Lecturer and Associate Chair 
>>> 
>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> 
>>> CB#3395 107 Battle Hall 

>>> --- 

>>> You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: abuell@email.unc.edu 
>>> <mail~to:ab~ell~emaiLunc.edu>. 
>>> 
>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>> ~ ://~ists.~nc.e~/~?id 3 236154 3.3a5~34 5 2eed~a66 5~ ~ 597~af764463&r~=T&~-af~iafam&~ 29822~2 
>>> <~ttp:i/lists.unc.edW~u?id=32361543.3a5003452eedTa6650715970a f764463 &r~=T&l=affiagam&o=29822702> 
>>> 
>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
>>> 
>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-29822702-32361543.3a5003452eed7a6650715970af764463 @listserv.unc.edu<mai~to:lea~,e-29822702- 
3 2 36154 3.3a50034 5 2eedTa66 50715 970a~ 6446 3 ~istserv.u~c.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quick, Myra C <quick@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 4:00 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 
RE: [course_scheduling_officers] DISNEY TRIVIA ANSWERS 

Just curious, who knew all of these answers? 

From: Sherman, Renee A [mailto:renees@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 3:53 PM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] DISNEY TRIVIA ANSWERS 

So here are your answers! 

1) In Aladdin, what is the name of Jasmine’s pet tiger? 

RAJAH. RAJAH IS AN INDIAN TERM FOR A IVlONARCH OR A PRINCE OF THE KSHATRIYA VARNA 

2) In Beauty and the Beast, how many eggs does Gaston eat for breakfast? 

5 DOZEN, HE ATE 4 DOZEN WHEN HE WASA LAD 

3) What actor provided the voice of Lumiere in Beauty & the Beast? 

JERRY ORBACH,WHO ALSO STARRED IN LAW & ORDER AS LENNIE BRISCO 

4) In MGM studios, the Tower of Terror is exactly 199 feet high, why was it made that specific height? 

IF IT WAS 200 FEET, IT WOULD NEED AN AIRPLANE BEACON. IMAGINEERS THOUGHT THAT WOULD TAKE AWAY 
FROM THE HOTEL’S INTENDED :~939 THEME. EXPEDITION EVEREST IS THE TALLEST ATTRACTION IN DISNEY 

WORLD AT :~99.5 FT. 

5) What actor was the first to receive a Golden Globe nomination for Best Actor for providing a voice in a Disney 
Full Length Feature Animation? 

ROBIN WILLIAMS (WHO HAS MADE UP WITH DISNEY AFTER SEVERAL DISPUTES AND WAS INDUCTED INTO THE 

DISNEY HALL OF FAME IN 2009 AS A DISNEY LEGEND) 
6) In Beauty and the Beast, what feature was given to Belle only so she would stand out in the village and seem 

that she really did not fit in? 

SHE WAS THE ONLY ONE IN THE VILLAGE WEARING BLUE. IN THE CHINESE VERSIONS OF BEAUTY AND THE 

BEAST, THE VOICE OF THE BEAST IS PROVIDED BY JACKE CHANG, BOTH SPOKEN AND SINGING. 

7) What event displaced Dumbo’s planned appearance on the cover of Time Magazine? 

WW II 



8) What was the quote that Walt Disney used in the dedication of Disneyland’s Fantasyland? 

"FANTASYLAND IS DEDICATED TO THE YOUNG AND THE YOUNG AT HEAR; TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT WHEN 

YOU WISH UPON A STAR, YOUR DREAMS DO COME TRUE" 

THE PLAQUE IN THE CASTLE COURTYARD MARKS THE SPOT WHERE THE DISNEYLAND TIME CAPSULE IS BURIED. 

SEALED ON THE 40TM ANNIVERSARY OF THE PARK, IT CONTAINS DIFFERENTTHINGS FROM DISNEY PARKS 

HISTORY. IT IS SCHEDULED TO OPEN IN THE YEAR 2035, 40 MORE YEARS AFTER IT WAS FIRST SEALED. 

9) Why is there one unfinshed steeple on Sleeping Beauty’s Castle at Disneyland? WALT WANTED ALL OF HIS CAST 

MEMBERS TO SEE IT AND REMEMBER THAT DISNEYLAND IS NEVER FINISHED. THE LAND IS CURRENTLY 

UNDERGOING A LARGE EXPANSION AND RENOVATION. THE NEW FANTASYLAND WILL BE CONSTRUCTED IN 

PHASES WITH MOST NEW EXPERIENCE OPEN BY 

SLEEPING BEAUTY LIVES IN DISNEYLAND CALIFORNIA WHILE CINDERELLA SLEEPS 

DISNEY WORLD IN THE U.S. 

10) On what Disney attraction can one take "the happiest cruise that ever sailed" 

IT’S A SMALL WORLD. IT’S ARGUED THAT THE SONG IS THE MOST WIDELY PERFORMED AND TRANSLATED ON 

EARTH. 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

Forum member 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:quick@unc.edu">quick@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-29868973- 
2798289.74311 d46184d0ddcd24ce053ef68e669@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29868973- 
2798289.74311 d46184d0ddcd24ce053 ef68e669@listserv.unc, edu</a> 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 



course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-29869015- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29869015- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 12:06 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Make up quiz Friday Sept. 16. 

Exam 1 afri 101VC.pdf 

Hi Travis. please, print two copies of the attached file ( quiz Version C) for 

They will be there at 9:15 AM 
The quiz should last 48 min. 
They can not have any help of any kind. Please, open the door to make sure that you can see them when they are taking the test. No 
cellphone, no computer, nothing at all but a pen. Make sure they entere the exam room with a pen only. please, collect all the scratch 
paper when they leave if they have any. 

Thanks Travis for your help 

alassane 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:53 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:38 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [~c~ailto:sca~ar~er ] 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.15.2011 16:36:13 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 10:57 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

MA in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin and Dubrovnik, from 
October 1 lth, 2011) 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, I am writing to bring to your attention our new Masters Program in 
Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations. We are currently accepting applications for enrollments to the Fall 
Semester 2011 in Berlin, and would be grateful if you could share this announcement by forwarding the information below 
to anyone you think may be interested in applying. 

Master of AAs Program in ~nternationa~ Relations and Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, in Cooperation with Dubrovnik International University 

(Berlin and Dubrovnik, October 11th, 2011) 
(www.icd-masterpro.qram.or.q); Application Form> 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy I would like to thank you in advance for your cooperation in sharing the 
news of our program. If you have any further questions regarding the MA program or our institution, please do not hesitate 
to contact us at: info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360-76811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or,q 
info@culturaldiplo macy.or,q 

Please forward the announcement found below ........ Thank you 

Master of AAs Program in Internationa~ Relations and Cultura~ DiNomacy 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy in Cooperation with Dubrovnik International University 
(Berlin and Dubrovnik, October 11th, 2011) 
(www.icd-masterpro.qram.or.q) Application Form> 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy and Dubrovnik International University (DIU) are pleased to announce the graduate 
Master of Arts program in International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy. Offered by DIU in partnership with the ICD, the 
program will combine the traditional academic components of international relations with a new focus on the role of soft 
power and cultural diplomacy in contemporary global affairs. 

The Degree 
While the study of political science has been a cherished tradition of academia, the developments outlined above demand 
the identification of entirely new theories and models. An understanding of the challenges faced by the contemporary 
world requires an interdisciplinary approach; International Relations and Diplomacy should not be understood only as 
disciplines of Political Science or Political Theory, but also be interpreted from the perspective of art and culture, 
economics, law, and other social sciences. 



Further information about the program curriculum is found under: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/content/articles/maincd/MA Cultural Diplomacy Curriculum.pdf 

The Online Degree 
In order to provide access to this MA degree to those applicants who are not able to travel to Berlin and Dubrovnik for the 
MA degree (such as professionals or diplomats with full time jobs) we have developed an online version of the MA in 
International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy. This degree would follow the same structure and curriculum of the on-site 
Masters Degree offered through the two institutions; however would be completely administered online and offered to 
those who could not physically come to Berlin or Dubrovnik. This program, like the on-site program, will be facilitated in 
English. For more information about this online degree, please contact us at: academy~culturaldiplomacy.or.q 

-Admissions 
DIU and the ICD do not consider any one element of an application exclusively. Rather, our admissions panel considers 
academic achievement as well as personal qualities such as strength of character, motivation and the ability and 
willingness to take on new academic challenges. Additional factors, such as essays, letters of recommendation, and 
interviews are also a vital part of the admissions process. Our aim is to attract students from a variety of backgrounds and 
countries that will foster a unique and diverse learning environment. 

Further information is found under: 
http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/index.php?en ma admissions 

For further information please contact us under academ¥@culturaldiplomacy.org 

The ~stitut÷ for Cu~t~rs~ Dip~omscy 
www.cultu raldiplo macy.or,q 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in 
Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote global peace and stability by strengthening and supporting 
intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among individuals of all cultural, 
academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

Please address any additional queries to academy~culturaldiplomacy.or.q 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360-76811 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or,q 
info@culturaldiplo macy.or,q 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - click here 
Become a member of the ~CD and he~p create a strong Cu~tura~ Diplomacy community - click here 
This e-mail contains privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply to the 
sender of such and delete the e-mail in its entirety. Thank you. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 10:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 9/23/2011 10:31 
Ticket #: 2144213 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Thanks for your help yesterday. Alassane took his laptop over to Smith Building but he said he is having problems with the internet 
connection. If you could call him that would be great. His cell number is 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.m~c.edtv’arobi~v’webst~bimdex t=OASIS%20Teclmica1%20St~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.97 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 9:22 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares SECC Reminder 

2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Reminder 

UNC-Chapel Hill once again rises to the challenge: in the first week of the 2011 campaign, 357 employees 
donated over $124,000! Thank you to everyone who has participated so far. Your contribution, no matter its 
size, goes towards a brighter future and improved conditions for our community locally, state-wide, nationally, 
and even globally. Every dollar makes a difference! All UNC-Chapel Hill employees are invited to complete 
their annual pledge to one or more SECC charities. If you have not done so already, please consider joining 
your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. 

This year, for the first time, you can make your donation online - an easy, convenient, and secure way to 
support your favorite charity. You can search the 2011 charities by logging into the Carolir~a Cares ePled~ 
website and clicking the "Browse Charity List" located on the left-hand column. We’re certain you’ll find a 
participating charity or cause that is meaningful to you. In addition to online giving, paper forms are available 
for all faculty and staff. If you have questions regarding the pledge process or have not received a form, please 
contact your Divisior~ Leader. 

*Please note that if you submitted a paper pledge, there is a three-week lag time in processing, which means 
you will continue to receive ePledge emails until your form is processed. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to 
pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form and submit your form and contribution to your team 
captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now!" link below 
and follow the instructions to enter in your personal user ID and password. 

G VE NOW! When you access the website, please enter your personal user ID and password as 

instructed below: 

User ID: Your Onyen 
Password: The first two letters of your last name + your birth date (in the format mmddyyyy) + an 
exclamation point. 

For example, if your last name is "Taylor" and your birth date is 01/05/1981, your password would be: 
ta01051981! 

This process is very easy. The five steps should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online 
giving is a fast and effective way to make your gift to SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

If you are unable to log on to the web site, please contact Alan Taylor at alantaylor@ncsecc.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 2:20 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 9/27/2011 14:20 
Ticket #: 2146892 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: 09. Faculty Center 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
09. Faculty Center 

Worklog: 
Hello 

I am trying to add an instructor to a Spring 2012 course. Afam 440 wit Geeta Kapur. 
I enter it into the system. It is 

Thanks 

Connect Carolina will not accept her PID when 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.ur~c.edu/ar-birt/websub/irtdex.~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.97 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-TRIAGE 



This copy is for your personal, noncommercial use only You can order 
presentationoready copies for distribution to your coIbagues, clients or customers 
here or use the Reprints~ tooI that appears next to any articte, Visit 
~aAvw.nytreprints.com for samptes and additional information~ Order a reprint of this 
article now. 

September 27, 2011 

As Thousands Leave Libya, and Jobs, Niger Feels Impact 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

NIAMEY, Niger -- For tens of thousands of people from Niger, the downfall of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi has been an economic 

catastrophe, plunging them suddenly from a world of good pay in Libya back into the precarious universe of their home country, one of the 

poorest and most dependent nations on earth. 

More than 200,000 Nigeriens have fled the fighting since March, according to the government here, laboriously traversing the desert from 

Libya, where they were earning unheard-of sums, by local standards, as tailors, security guards, cooks and drivers. 

A majority of those who fled are now destitute, hungry and, along with the thousands of families dependent on remittances from Libya, 

without prospects. Officials in Niger estimate that at least 2oo people continue to arrive daily, and that more probably come through the 

porous desert border crossings. The government admits that it does not have the resources to help them and is pleading with outside donors 

for help, as it did when a smattering of Qaddafi loyalists crossed into Niger as well. 

By June, the forced migration had knocked an $8o million hole in Niger’s economy, the government here said. That figure has since grown, 

and it is disastrous in a country where the World Bank says more than 6o percent of people live in extreme poverty, where famine lurks 

when rains do not arrive and where half the national budget has in previous years come from donors. 

Suddenly, the migrants who had supplied Libya’s labor -- and along the way took a step into the world of paid holidays, overtime and 

company ears -- find themselves thrust into a domain where limbless beggars congregate at intersections and food is sold from crude tin- 

roof shacks. The transition, after a grueling and sometimes lethal monthlong trip across the broiling Sahara, has been painful. 

For the chance to earn salaries lO times as high as in Niger, persecution and prejudice in an Arab-dominated country where Africans were 
treated as second-class citizens were worth putting up with. 

"That life there is something that you can’t have here in Niger," said Abubakar Hassan, who worked as a cook for multinational 

corporations in Tripoli before fleeing the fighting in Libya and undertaking the perilous desert trip. "It was really excellent." 

Two perished on the truck jammed sky-high with bags and passengers that carried Mr. Hassan and others out of Libya and through the hot 

sands. "Thirty days of misery," he said, recounting the thirst, hunger, heat and destitution. 

He was wearing a well-cut black shirt with the word Armani embroidered on it. Like dozens of others at a help center at the edge of Niamey, 

Niger’s mud-brick capital city, he has been without work for more than five months. The mood at the center was one of despair. 

"To have work is the dream of everyone here," he said, looking around the stifling room into which the men had crowded to receive 

counseling. 

Adamou Hamani, a 29-year-old former environmental safety officer who used to inspect construction sites in Libya, earning about $6oo a 

month, said he had fruitlessly left his rbsum6 at six different companies in Niger. Worker safety’s not being a priority in this threadbare 

country, "They don’t even understand what I do," he said. "I’m stuck. I’ve got no plans. I have no idea what I’m going to do." 

Others spoke of forgoing meals, having never gone hungry in Libya. "It’s very hard to find enough to eat," said Mamadou Issa, who worked 

as an upholsterer in Tripoli but has not worked in nearly six months. "Hopefully, you will find something to eat before sleeping," he said. 

A tailor, Hassan Jibo, who had to sell his clothes to reach Niger, said: "It’s tough. Sometimes we have enough to eat, and sometimes we 

do fit." 

Outside the capital, in the destitute countryside, the sudden cutoff in remittances from Libya has been even more painful. Much of the 

population survives on subsistence agriculture. In the period before harvests, what Nigeriens call "the gap," the cash from Libya is critical. 

"We are in the gap right now, and there is nothing," said Abibatou Wane, head of the International Organization for Migration’s Niger 

office. "This is a problem that has not been resolved. How are we going to deal with it’.)" 

An International Organization for Migration associate circulating in the villages spoke of the people’s desperation. "As soon as you come in 



a car, people gather around because they think you are bringing aid," said the associate, Boubacar Seybou, speaking from the town of Abala. 

"The monetary transfer from these migrants is the financial resource of these families." 

During an interview, the government official directing the response pleaded for outside help. 

"This is a situation that calls out to the conscience; we need $6o million," said Abdelkader Agaly, the prime minister’s deputy chief of staff. 

"The $2 million that we’ve distributed represents absolutely nothing." 

Some free sacks of grain have been distributed -- several at the Niamey help center complained that the sacks were all gone by the time they 

showed up -- and prices on basic commodities have been cut. But Mr. Agaly suggested this was a drop in the bucket: "What we’ve done, it’s 

true, is very little." 

The pressure on Niger’s fragile economy is "very strong," he said. 

"In economic terms, this is huge. It is causing an economic depression. A whole sector of our economy is collapsing." 

At the help center, the men expressed anger over what they said was the lack of assistance from the government. 

"We thought the government would help us," said Mr. Hassan, the cook. "Up until now, there has been nothing." 

Hassan Salah, a former guard at a perfume company in Tripoli, said: "The government has done nothing, nothing. Since I’ve come back, I 

haven’t worked a day." 

Mr. Agaly had a warning for the West: the thousands of hopeless young men now flooding his country could represent a tempting 

recruitment target in a region where what he called "evil forces" -- A1 Qaeda’s North African affiliate has made incursions here -- are at 

work. 

"It’s not easy here," said Ali ~!ibo, another tailor who fled Libya. "I left to have a better life. Libya is a rich country. This is poor here. Here, 

people are suffering. The young are suffering." 

Issa Ousseini contributed reporting. 
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OrgAcct I               Department Name                  2011 # of Empl J 2011 Donors 
472134 A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 3120 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 0 

472084:A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 1 0: 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 36 0: 

471854 IilA&S - ASIAN STU DIES 3252 35 iii 0 iil 

663153A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 0 

471680 A&S- CLASSICS 3220 15 4 

472183 A&S - COMMUNICATION STUDIES 3215 37 0 

62 

4 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 36 2 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 90 8 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 0: 0 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 0 

471813:A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 26 0 

1 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 



471169 A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 3221 

470815 A&S - LEARNING CENTER 3235 5 0 

0 

8 0 
471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 20 

46 

1079854:A&S - MILITARY SCIENCE 3256 0 0 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 41 

470518 A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 6 

472381 A&S- PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 1 

470534 A&S - PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 5235 1 0 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 

470666 A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 2 0 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 12 

471938A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25: 0 

470674:A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 0 

o 

470542ilA&S- UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 3236 



1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 

470724: CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 15 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 5 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42: 3 

674325:CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 

472464:CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 

472639 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 8986 80 4 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 

1079904 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 0 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 0 

1079979 CHANCELLOR- CAROLINA COUNTS 2205 

1079987 CHANCELLOR- CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 

1080019 CHANCELLOR - THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 0 

o 

1079995 CHANCELLOR - INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEUR 2206 



471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 11 4 

1080035 CHANCELLOR - UNIV OMBUDS OFFICE 2204 2 0 

471714 CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 1 

378 30 

1092998 CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 15 4 

0 

45 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 3 

472506 HUMAN RESOURCES 69 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 

1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 

472761 LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 239 16 

471870 PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 12 1 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 8 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 0 

1092832 PROVOST - APPLES 3148 0 0 

817890 OVOST-CAROL!NACTRPUBL!CSVC3119 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6: .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 

14 

925578 PROVOST- CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 0:, 

o 

471292 PROVOST - HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 0 



470773 PROVOST - OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 0 

38 

4 

470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 3 0 

1092857 PROVOST - TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 3130 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 2438 35: 1 : 

470799 PROVOST- WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 0 

471276 PROVOST- WORLD VIEW 3122 

472324 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 4305 38 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 17 5 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 4 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 1 

472076SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26: 3 

472514:SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 1 : 

o 

477182ilSCH MEDICINE - AHEC 4800 28iii 101ii 



477349 SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 4268 86 3 

477125 SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 4275 20 1 

1092972 SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CT 4217 9 1 

18 1 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 8 0 

35 

52 

477406 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 57 0 

477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 40 

477075 SCH MEDICINE - CONTINUING MEDICAL EDU 4272 8: 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 

477026 SCH MEDICINE - CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 4205 8 0 

11 

477208 SCH MEDICINE - DERMATOLOGY 4229 33 2 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 6 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 48 

477117:SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0: 

33i 
496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 0 

477109 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 

9 

477281 SCH MEDICINE - MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 4277 34 0 



477448 SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 4236 145 4 

477257 SCH MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 36 0 

58 1 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 141 3 

214 

63 

477133 SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 18 2 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 

477158 SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 4290 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 5 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 13 

19 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 4 

476994 SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 4269 5 3 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 2 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 62 1 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 4 

472340SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 2 

472472SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64: 1 

472431 :SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 2 

o 

471268ilSCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 3iii 1 iil 



1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK- DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 47 

472662: SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 33: 

44 13: 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 29 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 118 32: 

179 

472696: SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 27 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 

471219 STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 14 0 

44 

10 

470914: STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6: 0 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 4 0 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 

467662 UNC CH - Retiree 10 1 

706291 ................................................................................. ~iii .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Chapel 

o .................................................................................................................................................................................................... o 0 0 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 0 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 

101 

472308 VC ADVANCEMENT - WUNC-FM 5380                                                                                                38                                    12 

819391 iilVC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 6iii 



817510 VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 2242 

663161 VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 13 3 

471961 :VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7: 

0 0: 

471888 VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 20 6 

3 

6 

47111OVC FIN - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 0 

471250 VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 1 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 3908 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 

1003425 VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 1 0 

o 

1079961 VC RESEARCH - HAZARDS CTR 4977 2 

1003433 VC RESEARCH - INST FOR ADVANCED MATERIAL 3126 3 0 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 35 0 

471573 VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 0 0 

471607VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19: 1 

471144:VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 

o 

471540VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 12 0 



472571 VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 4950 90: 

GRAND TOTAL 



2011% Participation J 2011 Dollars Raised [ 2010 Donors ! 2010 Dollars Raised 
21.21% $605. oo ................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $4~016~00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

80.00% $380.00 $620.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
0.00% ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $3148000 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

26.67% 3 

0.00% $0.00 1 $100.00 

0.00% $0.00 .... 5 .... $4,180.00 

0.00% $0.00 3 $240.00 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

#DIV/0!                                                      $0.00                                       0                                                       $0.00 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

8.89% $3,650.00 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..... 

o $o.oo 
40.00% $160.00 0 $0.00 

3.51% 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 3 $1 490.00 0.00% .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 



o $o.oo 
60.00% $266.00 5 ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

33.33% $120.00 2                 $330.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 
10.00% ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $1131200 ................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

100.00% $20.00 

0.00% $o.oo 

22.22% 

0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

1.75% 

o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$560.00 11 

$150.00’ 10 $13,420.00 

10.87% $1,810.00 12 $5,307.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

20.00% $9,120.00 $7,320.00 

o $o.oo 
16.90% .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

10.34% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

$600.00 7: $2,165.00 

$0.00 4: $1,480.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

o.oo% $o.oo 
0.00% $o.oo 

0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 



0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

8.02% $1,965.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

7.24% 

2.07% $900.00 10 $1,265.00 

29.63% $390.00 4 $742.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 

o $o.oo 
3.60% $1,582.00 18 $5,580.00 

6.67% $60.00 2 $3,260.00 

o.oo% 
$0.00 

100.00% $130.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo 
5.00% $443.00             6 $554.00 

7.59% $544.00 0 $553.82 

0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00                  0 $0.00 

2.13% $2,640.00 

0.00% $0.00 

0.00% 

0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$0.00 1 $1 200.00 0.00% .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 



36.36% 

0.00% $0.00 0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

7.94% $8,798.00 138 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

$38,933.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$3,427.00 

20.91% $17,824.04 131 $43,034.00 :: 

14.29% $3,470.00 19 $7,358.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

70.00% $2,984.00 $2,961.00 

$288.00 4 

0.00% $0.00 5 $5,680.00 

4.76% $600.00 3 $729.00 

$4,723.16 

o $o.oo 
#D IV/!! ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
$375.00 $560.00 

7.14% $72.00 4 $840.00 

20.00% $360.00 9 $1,366.04 

0.00% $0.00 3 $350.00 

$265.00 

o $o.oo 
o.oo% ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ o $o.oo 

o $o.oo 



0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/O! $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo 

0.00% $o.oo 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

0.00% 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

5.26% $372.00 17 $3,338.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
0 $0.00 

4.55% 

7.89% $600.00 3 $1,200.00 

0.00% $0.00 1 $480.00 

28.57% $170.00’ 0 $0.00 

$1,520.00 
26.32% $4,809.00 14 $5,365.00 
24. 1 4% ...... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
23.08% $215.00 1 $130.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 $0.00 

29.41%:, $1,255.00 7 $2,530.00 

16.67% ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 5 $1,200.00 
$6,385.00 :: 

o.oo%:,                 $o.oo             o                  $o.oo 
11.54% ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

.... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... :: 

1.96%:: $240.00 9 $3,010.00 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .... 

35.71% $3,810.00 $6,252.00: 



3.49% $2,040.00 8 $4,850.00 

0.00% $0.00 8 $6,300.00 

5.00% $120.00 4 $720.00 

11.11% $150.00 0 $0.00 

5.56% $360.00 0 $0.00 
o. o o % .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

11.43%                    $910.00 1 $480.00 

$720.00 

0.00% $0.00 35 $9,355.00 

0 $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

$780.00 

25.00% $600.00 

o.oo% $o.oo 
0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

6.06%                                                $490.00 2 $500.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

18.75% 

0.00% $0.00 4 $1,092.00 

0.00% 

$0.00 0 $0.00 0.00% 

13.04% 

0.00% 

#DIV/0! 

17.02% 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 14 $1,937.00 

$4,080.00 16 $6,064.00 

1.54% $360.00 6 $2 652.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 



2.76% $1,650.00 7: $3,890.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $0.00 3: 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

1.72% $1,180.00 10 

2.13% $630.00 9 $4,965.00 

3.74% $5,280.00 24 $12,572.00 

11.11% $80.00 1 $600.00 

0.92% $3,010.00: 17 $6,305.00 

6.52% $3,180.00 6 $7,140.00 

10.34% ....... $1,344.00 10 

3.23% $1,534.00 

10.08% $2,325.00 2 

0.00% 

$9,500.00 

$11,098.00 

$530.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

8.00% $1,070.00 20 $1,895.00 

60.00% $628.00 0 $0.00 

2.50% $1,500.00 0 $0.00 

1.80% $1,080.00 16 

50. $250.08 1 $201.50 00% .... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

1.61%                                            $300.00                                  12                                           $5,910.00 

10.53% 11 

5.71% $465.00 15 $6,475.00 

1.56% $180.00 24 $4,720.00 

3.13% $1,800.00 14 $5,820.00: 

40.00% ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6 
33.33% $420.00 3 $1,645.00 



0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

36.72% 

23.91% $8,798.00 76 $21,083.00 

29.55% $7,224.00 20 

34.52% $5,389.00 37 $9,019.00 

27.12% $7,935.00 $12,697.00 

14.14% $8,045.00 16 $7,300.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

20.00% $380.40 0 $0.00 

$1,315.00:ii 161 $1,790.00 

37.50% i $645.041 5 :il $385.00 i 

#DIV/0! $0.00: 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 
#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

44.55% $6,941.00 $9,904.00 

31.58% 

35.29% $740.00 4 $315.00 

4o.oo% ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... o $o.oo 
28.57°/o $I ,460.00 3 
85.71% $670.00 3 $330.00 



26.67% 

100.00% $390.00               4                   $580.00 

30.77% $11.00 4 $363.00 ~ 

23.08% $600.00 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

58.33% 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

30.00% $450.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

33.33% $45.00 $190.00 

0.00% $0.00 1 $50.00 

75.00% $880.00 4 $1,385.00 

1.82% 

$o.oo 
0.00% $0.00 2 $720.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

4.33% $3,114.00 70 $18,806.65 

0.00% 3 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 6 $2,165.00 

0.00% $0.00 

0.00% 

0.00% $0.00 

o $o.oo 
0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

$120.00 8 $570.00 

0.00% $0.00 5 $1,407.00 

15.79% $2,170.00 6 

0.00% $0.00 4 $2,060.00 



$1,660.00 

$o.oo 

$570.00 

$12,233.00: 



OrgAcct I Department Name 2011 # of Empl J 2011 Donors 1 
472134A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 3120 1 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 0 

472084:A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 1 0: 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 36 0: 

471854 IilA&S - ASIAN STU DIES 3252 35 iii 0 iil 

663153A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 0 

471680 A&S- CLASSICS 3220 15 4 

472183 A&S - COMMUNICATION STUDIES 3215 37 0 

62 

3 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 23 3 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 36 1 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 90 6 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 0: 0 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 0 

471813:A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 26 0 

1 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 



471169 A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 3221 

470815 A&S - LEARNING CENTER 3235 5 0 

0 

8 0 
471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 20 1 

46 

1079854:A&S - MILITARY SCIENCE 3256 0 0 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 41 

470518 A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 5 

472381 A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 0 

470534 A&S - PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 5235 1 0 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 

470666 A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 2 0 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 10 

471938A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25: 0 

470674:A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 0 

o 

470542ilA&S- UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 3236 



1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 

470724: CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 15 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 4 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42: 2 

674325:CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 

472464:CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 

472639 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 8986 80 4 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 

1079904 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 0 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 0 

1079979 CHANCELLOR- CAROLINA COUNTS 2205 

1079987 CHANCELLOR- CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 

1080019 CHANCELLOR - THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 0 

o 

1079995 CHANCELLOR - INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEUR 2206 



471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 11 3 

1080035 CHANCELLOR - UNIV OMBUDS OFFICE 2204 2 0 

471714 CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 1 

378 21 

1092998 CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 15 4 

0 

45 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 1 

472506 HUMAN RESOURCES 69 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 

1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 

472761 LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 239 11 

471870 PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 12 1 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 8 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 0 

1092832 PROVOST - APPLES 3148 0 0 

817890 OVOST-CAROL!NACTRPUBL!CSVC3119 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6: .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 

14 

925578 PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 1 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 0:, 

o 

471292 PROVOST - HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 0 



470773 PROVOST- OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 0 

472167 PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 1 

4~ 
470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 3 0 

1092857 PROVOST- TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 

471904 PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 3130 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 1 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 2438 35: 1 : 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 0 

471276 PROVOST - WORLD VIEW 3122 

472324 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 4305 38 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 17 2: 

471797: SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 1 

472076SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26: 1 

472514:SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 0 

o 

477182ilSCH MEDICINE - AHEC 4800 28iii 91ii 



477349 SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 4268 86 2 

477125 SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 4275 20 1 

1092972 SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CT 4217 9 1 

18 1 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 8 0 

35 

52 

477406 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 57 0 

477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 40 

477075 SCH MEDICINE - CONTINUING MEDICAL EDU 4272 8: 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 

477026 SCH MEDICINE - CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 4205 8 0 

11 

477208 SCH MEDICINE - DERMATOLOGY 4229 33 1 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 6 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 48 

477117:SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0: 

33i 
496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 0 

477109 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 

6 

477281 SCH MEDICINE - MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 4277 34 0 



477448 SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 4236 145 4 

477257 SCH MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 36 0 

58                  0: 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216                              141                  1 

214 

63 

477133 SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 18 2 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 

477158 SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 4290 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 5 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 12, 

19 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 1 

476994 SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 4269 5 3 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 2 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 62 0 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 4 

472340SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 2 

472472SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64: 1 

472431 :SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 2 

o 

471268ilSCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 3iii 1 iil 



1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK- DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 39 

472662: SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 28: 

44 11 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 7 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 118 21 

179 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 19 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0: 0 

472647 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 139 

1092956 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 2407 3 0 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 

471219 STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 14 0 

44 

10 

470914: STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6: 0 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 4 0 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 2: 

467662 UNC CH - Retiree 10 0 

706291 :UNC Chapel Hill 

o .................................................................................................................................................................................................... o 0 0 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 0 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 

472597 VC ADVANCEMENT - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 2221                                                                        101                                    37 

472308 VC ADVANCEMENT - WUNC-FM 5380                                                                                                38                                    11 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 3 



817510 VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 2242 

663161 VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 13 3 

471961 :VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7: 

0 0: 

471888VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 20 1 

3 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 6 1 

47111OVC FIN - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 0 

471250 VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 3908 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 

1003425 VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 1 0 

o 

1079961 VC RESEARCH - HAZARDS CTR 4977 2 

1003433 VC RESEARCH - INST FOR ADVANCED MATERIAL 3126 3 0 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 35 0 

471573 VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 0 0 

471607VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19: 1 

471144:VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 

o 

471540VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 12 0 



471615 VC RESEARCH- RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 3127 

GRAND TOTAL 11935 694 



2011% Participation J 2011 Dollars Raised [ 2010 Donors ! 2010 Dollars Raised 
3.03% $120.00 ................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $4~016~00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

80.00% S380.00 S620.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
0.00% ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $3112000 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

26.67% 3 

0.00% $0.00 1 $100.00 

0.00% $0.00 .... 5 .... $4,180.00 

0.00% $0.00 3 $240.00 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

#DIV/0!                                                      $0.00                                       0                                                       $0.00 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

6.67% $2,950.00 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..... 

o $o.oo 
20.00% $100.00 0 $0.00 

3.51% 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 3 $1 490.00 0.00% .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 



o $o.oo 
o.oo% $o.oo 5 ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

33.33% $120.00 2:                 $330.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 
5.00% ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $31200 ................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

100.00% $20.00 

0.00% $o.oo 

18.52% 

0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

o.oo% 

o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$440.00 11 

$0.00’ 10 $13,420.00 

10.87% $1,810.00 12 $5,307.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

15.00% $8,520.00 $7,320.00 

o $o.oo 
14.08% .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00, 0 $0.00 

10.34% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

$600.00 7: $2,165.00 

$0.00 4 $1,480.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

o.oo% $o.oo 
0.00% $o.oo 

0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 



0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

7.59% $1,940.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

6.90% 

2.07% $900.00 10 $1,265.00 

3.70% $250.00 4 $742.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 

o $o.oo 
2.88% $1,452.00 18 $5,580.00 

6.67% $60.00 2 $3,260.00 

o.oo% 
$0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo 

5.00% $443.00             6 $554.00 

3.80% $260.00 0 $553.82 

0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00                  0 $0.00 

2.13% $2,640.00 

0.00% $0.00 

0.00% 

0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$0.00 1 $1 200.00 0.00% .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 



27.27% 

0.00% $0.00 0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

5.56% $7,798.00 138 

#DIV/0! $0.00 

$38,933.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$3,427.00 

10.10% $5,995.04 131 $43,034.00 :: 

14.29% $3,470.00 19 $7,358.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

70.00% $2,984.00 $2,961.00 

$288.00 4 

0.00% $0.00 5 $5,680.00 

4.76% $600.00 3 $729.00 

$4,723.16 

o $o.oo 
#D IV/!! ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
$375.00 $560.00 

7.14% $72.00 4 $840.00 

10.00% $240.00 9 $1,366.04 

0.00% $0.00 3 $350.00 

$265.00 

o $o.oo 
o.oo% ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ o $o.oo 

o $o.oo 



0.00% $0.00 

#DIV/O! $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo 

0.00% $o.oo 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

0.00% 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

2.63% $72.00 17 $3,338.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 
0 $0.00 

4.55% 

2.63% $120.00 3 $1,200.00 

0.00% $0.00 1 $480.00 

28.57% $170.00’ 0 $0.00 

$1,520.00 
0.00% $0.00 14 $5,365.00 

17.24% :~ ...... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 1 $130.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 $0.00 

11.76%:: $265.00 7 $2,530.00 

0.00% $0.00 5 $1,200.00 

$6,385.00 :: 

0.00%:~ $0.00 0 $0.00 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $100100 ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 3 ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $420100 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00% $0.00 9 $3,010.00 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .... 

32.14% $3,690.00 $6,252.00 



2.33% $1,920.00 8 $4,850.00 

0.00% $0.00 8 $6,300.00 

5.00% $120.00 4 $720.00 

11.11% $150.00 0 $0.00 

5.56% $360.00 0 $0.00 
o. o o % .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
8.57%                    $430.00 1 $480.00 

$720.00 

0.00% $0.00 35 $9,355.00 

0 $0.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 

25.00% $600.00 

o.oo% $o.oo 
0 

0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

3.03% $100.00 2 $500.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

18.75% 

0.00% $0.00 4 $1,092.00 

0.00% 

$0.00 0 $0.00 0.00% 

13.04% 

0.00% 

#DIV/0! 

17.02% 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 14 $1,937.00 

$4,080.00 16 $6,064.00 

1.54% $360.00 6 $2 652.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 



2.76% $1,650.00 7: $3,890.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $0.00 3: 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $0.00 10 

0.71% $360.00 9 $4,965.00 

3.27% $4,800.00 24 $12,572.00 

11.11% $80.00 1 $600.00 

0.92% $3,010.00: 17 $6,305.00 

6.52% $3,180.00 6 $7,140.00 

10.34% ....... $1,344.00 10 

3.23% $1,534.00 

9.30% $1,845.00 2 

0.00% 

$9,500.00 

$11,098.00 

$530.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

2.00% $120.00 20 $1,895.00 

60.00% $628.00 0 $0.00 

2.50% $1,500.00 0 $0.00 

1.80% $1,080.00 16 

50. $250.08 1 $201.50 00% .... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

0.00%                                                $0.00                                  12                                           $5,910.00 

7.89% 11 

5.71% $465.00 15: $6,475.00 

1.56% $180.00: 24 $4,720.00 

3.13% $1,800.00 14 $5,820.00: 

30.00% ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6 

33.33% $420.00 3 $1,645.00 



0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

30.47% 

20.29% $8,409.00 76 $21,083.00 

25.00% $7,074.00 20 

8.33% $1,852.00 37 $9,019.00 

17.80% $4,795.00 $12,697.00 

9.95% $7,515.00 16 $7,300.00 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

20.00% $380.40 0 $0.00 

$1,290.00:ii 161 $1,790.00 

25.00% i $145.001 5 :il $385.00 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

36.63% 

$o.oo: o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$5,758.00 $9,904.00 

35.29% $740.00 4: $315.00 

4o.oo% ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... o $o.oo 
14.29°/o $20. O0 3 

42.86% $595.00 3 $330.00 



26.67% 

100.00% $390.00               4                   $580.00 

23.08% $5.00 4 $363.00 ~ 

23.08% $600.00 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

58.33% 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

5.00% $60.00 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

16.67% $25.00 $190.00 

0.00% $0.00 1 $50.00 

75.00% $880.00 4 $1,385.00 

1.82% 

$o.oo 
0.00% $0.00 2 $720.00 

0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

2.88% $2,034.00 70 $18,806.65 

0.00% 3 

0.00% $0.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 6 $2,165.00 

0.00% $0.00 

0.00% 

0.00% $0.00 

o $o.oo 
0.00% $o.oo o $o.oo 

#DIV/0! $0.00 0 $0.00 

$120.00 8 $570.00 

0.00% $0.00 5 $1,407.00 

15.79% $2,170.00 6 

0.00% $0.00 4 $2,060.00 



5.56% $1,152.00 30 $12,233.00 

0.00% $0.00 $5,010.00 

z39~ 



Or0Acct J Department Name ~. 2011 Donors J 2011 Dollars Raised [ 2010 Donors 
472134 A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 3120 1 $120.00 22 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 0 $0.00 6 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 0 $0.00 4 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 0 $0.00 0 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 0 $0.00 1 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 1 $60.00 7 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 0 $0.00 0 

471854 A&S - ASIAN STU DIES 3252 0 $0.00 0 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 0; $0.00 7 

472621 A&S - CHEMISTRY 3265 2 $1,320.00 14 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 0 $0.00 5 

471680 A&S - CLASSICS 3220 3 3 

0 $0.00 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 3276 0 $0.00 5 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 0 $0.00 3 

472027 A&S - DEANS OFFICE 3201 1 $6g.00 7 

1 $50.00 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 $1,380.00 22 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 0 $0.00 0 

471078 A&S - EUROPEAN STUDIES 3216 1 $100.00 0 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 0: $0.00 5 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 0 $0.00 3 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 0 $0.00 0 

472399 A&S - HISTORY 3291 $2,830.00 24 

471169 A&S - ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... HUMANITIES S HUMAN VALUES 3221 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

817908 A&S - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 1 $120.00 2 

0 



$0.00 0 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 1 $312.00 2 

470500 A&S - NAVAL SCIENCE 3298 $20.00 0 

0 $0.00 

470518 A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 0 $0.00 0 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 2 $100.00 11 

472381 A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 0 $0.00 10 

472274 A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 3 $1,440.00 12 

472555 A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258 1 $120.00 11 

470534 A&S - PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 5235 0 $0.00 0 

471508 A&S - PUBLIC POLICY 3279 1 $2,508.00 2 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 2 $8,420.00 2 

470831 A&S- RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 0 $0.00 2 

470666 A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 0 $0.00 0 

470849 A&S - SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 3249 0 $0.00 0 

0 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 0 $0.00 0 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 0 $0.00 6 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 0 $0.00 0 

0 

471177A&S - WOMENS STUDIES 3283 0 $0.00 1 

472811 ATHLETICS $110.00 79 

470716 CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 8952 0 $0.00 0 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 0 $0.00 0 

674333 CAMP SVC    BUILDING SERVICES 7150 

818542 CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 7130 1 $130.00 4 

0 



$0.00 0 

$o.oo 11 
472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 1 $60.00 2 

674325 CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 0 $0.00 3 

0 $0.00 0 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 0 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 0 $0.00 0 

$443.00 6 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 0 $0.00 0 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 0 $0.00 4 

470997 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - WAREHOUSE 0 $0.00 0 
471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 1 $2,640.00 5 

471391 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - THE CADUCEUS o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 0 $0.00 0 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 0 $0.00 20 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 0 $0.00 1 : 

4 471185 $552.00 

471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 3 $645.00 7 

471714: CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 1 $150.00 3 

471722 CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0: $0.00 0 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 0 $0.00 15 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 0 $0.00 3 

472506: HUMAN RESOURCES $1,175.00 25 

0 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 2: $170.00 11 



471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 2372 3 $2 480.00 9 

4 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 0 $0.00 5 

1: $600.00 3 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 7 $1,141.00 35 

817890 PROVOST- CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 0 $0.00 6 

0 $0.00 4 

925578: PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 1 $240.00 9 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 0: $0.00 3 

471201 PROVOST- DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 0 $0.00 

471045: PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 0 $0.00 0 

471292 PROVOST - HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 0: $0.00 0 

471037 PROVOST - INST AFRICAN AMER RESEARCH 3115 0 $0.00 0 

0 

472050 PROVOST- NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 0; $0.00 2 

471284: PROVOST- NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS 4935 0 $0.00 0 

470773 PROVOST- OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 0 $0.00 0 

471151 PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 0 $0.00 0 

470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 0 $0.00 0 

471904 PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 3130 1 $120.00 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 1 $120.00 3 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 3125 0: $0.00 1 

471276 PROVOST - WORLD VIEW 3122 $170.00 0 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 0 $0.00 2 

471771 : SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 5140 $1,080.00 5 

0 

472159 SCH DENTISTRY- DIAGNOST SCI & GEN DENT 4335 5: $3,865.00 9 



$265.00 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 1~ $1,200.00 38 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY - PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 0 $0.00 0 

$100.00 

0 $0.00 9 

472712 SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 2 $384.00 36 

477182SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 4800 0 $0.00 22 

477216 SCH MEDICINE - ALCOHOL STUDIES CTR 4282 1 $1,200.00 1 

477422 SCH MEDICINE- ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 4273 0 $0.00 29 

477349 SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 4268 1 $1,200.00 8 

477000 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA CTR GENOME SCI 4219 1 $360.00 0 

477067:SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 0 $0.00 3 

477406 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 0; $0.00 35 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 1 $600.00 2 

477307 SCH MEDICINE- CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 0 $0.00 0 

0 

503177SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 1 : $300.00 11 

o 
477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 0 $0.00 0 

477026 SCH MEDICINE - CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 4205 0 $0.00 0 

477323 SCH MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 4223 0: $0.00 1 

477752 SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228 4 $1,920.00 28 

477208 SCH MEDICINE - DERMATOLOGY 4229 0 $0.00 2 

477315SCH MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 4266 0 $0.00 0 

2 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 0: $0.00 4 



477109SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$2,420.00 

$240.00 

477380 SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 1 $360.00 6 

477281 SCH MEDICINE - MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 4277 0 $0.00 0 

477356 SCH MEDICINE - NEUROLOGY 4230 0 $0.00 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ~: 

477141 :SCH MEDICINE - NEUROSCIENCE CTR 4281 0 $0.00 1 : 

477448 SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 4236 0: $0.00 7 

496737 SCH MEDICINE - OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 $0.00 0 

477257: SCH MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 0 $0.00 3: 

477174SCH MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 0: $0.00 0 

477331 SCH MEDICINE- OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 4238 0 $0.00 10 

477497:SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 1 $360.00 9 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 $600.00 12 

477133 SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 0 $0.00 1 

477505 SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 4256 1 $3,000.00 17 

477364 SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 0 $0.00 7 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 2 $384.00 15 

477489 SCH MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 4257 1 $60.00 2 

476978 SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 0: $0.00 0 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 1 $120.00 20: 

476994 SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 4269 3 $628.00 0 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH- BIOSTATISTICS 1 $960.00 16 

1 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 2: $456.00 16 

11 



472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION $1,800.00 14 

471268 SCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 0 $0.00 3 

472092 SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 0 $0.00 12 

$240.00 1 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 21 $4,416.00 79 

472662 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 15 $5,681.00 76 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 9 $6,560.00 20 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 3 $1,080.00 37 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 10 $2,515.00 33 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 3 $624.00 56 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 7 $3,025.00 16 

7 

0 

o 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 1 $60.00 17 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 0 

471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 6 $670.00 16 

467662 UNC CH - Retiree 0 $0.00 12: 

32904 UNC Chapel Hill History 0: $0.00 

470591 :UNC MANAGEMENT CO 0 $0.00 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 0 $0.00 

477034 UNC-CH MED-NEURODEV DISORDERS RES CTR 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



$740.00 4 

o $o.oo o 

471755 VC FIN - DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 2238 0 $0.00 2 

817510 VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 2242 1 $260.00 4 

470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 0 $0.00 

663161 VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 1 $360.00 2 

471961 VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 6 $887.00 9 

471888VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 0 $0.00 1 

470906 VC FIN - TRAVEL SERVICES 2233 0 $0.00 0 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 1 $25.00 2 

471110VC FIN - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 0 $0.00 1 

471250 VC FIN- UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 0 $0.00 3 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 4910 1 $120.00 11! 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 3908 0 $0.00 0 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 $0.00 

472787 VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 5245 1 $504.00 70 

472191 VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 5350 1 $360.00 6 

471896 VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 0 $0.00 2 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 0 $0.00 2 

471573VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 0 $0.00 0 

471029VC RESEARCH - KENAN CTR CARBON DIOXIDE 3124 0 $0.00 0 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 0 $0.00 47 

1 

471144VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 0 $0.00 5 



471540VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 0 $0.00 4 

472571 VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 4950 3 $396.00: 30 

GRAND TOTAL 336 $115,229.08 2399 



2010 Dollars Raised J 

$1,671.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$2,000.00 

$4,180.00 

$240.00 

$935.00 

$7 390.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$394.00 

$330.00 

$o.oo 



$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$13,420.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$2,628.00 

$1,265.00 

$742.00 

$o.oo 



$0.00 

$3,405.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $554100 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$1,480.00 

$o.oo 
$3,427.00 

$360.00 

$43,034.00 

$7,358.00 

$3,169.00 



$2,961. O0 

$815.00 

$560.00 

$1,366.04 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$o.oo 
$390.00 

$1,000.00 

$1,520.00 

$5,365.00 

$3,385.00 



$1,440.00 

$o.oo 

$1,2OO.OO 

$10,636.00 

$o.oo 

$9,355. O0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,2OO.OO 

$o.oo 
$685.00 

$11,914.93 

$1,092.00 

$1,378.00 



$0.00 

$o.oo 

$6, O64. O0 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$600.00 

$7,140.00 

$11 098.00 

$o.oo 
$0.00 

$o.oo 
$6,508.00 
$5,910.00 

$201.50 

$8,120.00 



$6,475.00 

$1,480.00 

$4,7O5.OO 

$9,582. O0 

$9,019.00 

$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$390.00 

$1,790.00 

$385.00 
$5,250.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 



$1,439.00 

$o.oo 

$580.00 

$48O.OO 

$o.oo 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $190100 

$50.00 
$140.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$320.00 

$150.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$570.00 

$1,407.00 

$3,000.00 



$2,621.00 

$2,060.00 

$185.00 

$570.00 

$12,233.00 

$773,566.48 
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OrgAcct                  Department Name                  2011 # of Empl 2011 Donors 2011% Participation 
472134 A&S- ACADEMIC ADVISING 3120 33 27 81.82% 

470476 A&S - AEROSPACE STUDIES 3297 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 23 2 8.70% 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 1 8.33% 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 0.00% 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 1 0 0.00% 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 36 0 0.00% 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 5 4 80.00% 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 23 0 0.00% 

471854 A&S -ASIAN STUDIES 3252 35 0 0.00% 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 97 3 3.09% 

663153 A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 3 0 0.00% 

472621 A&S - CHEMISTRY 3265 95 6 6.32% 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 1 5.26% 

471680 A&S - CLASSICS 3220 15 5 33.33% 

472183 A&S - COMMUNICATION STUDIES 3215 37 2 5.41% 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 3276 62 3 4.84% 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 14 2 14.29% 

1079797 A&S - CULTURAL STUDIES 3217 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472027 A&S - DEANS OFFICE 3201 40 9 22.50% 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 23 5 21.74% 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 36 7 19.44% 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 90 18 20.00% 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 0.00% 

471078 A&S - EUROPEAN STUDIES 3216 5 3 60.00% 

472373 A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 3292 57 9 15.79% 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 2 0 0.00% 

471813 A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 26 0 0.00% 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 17 1 5.88% 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 22 0 0.00% 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 4 0 0.00% 

472399 A&S- HISTORY 3291 55 15 27.27% 



471581 A&S - HONORS 3203 9 0 0.00% 

471169 A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 3221 5 6 120.00% 

817908 A&S - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 3 1 33.33% 

470815 A&S - LEARNING CENTER 3235 5 0 0.00% 

1079839 A&S - LEARNING DISABILITIES SVCS. 3233 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471300 A&S - LINGUISTICS 3228 8 2 25.00% 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 20 2 10.00% 

472357 A&S - MATHEMATICS 3282 46 9 19.57% 

1079847 A&S - MID EAST & MUSLIM CIV CTR 3240 2 0 0.00% 

1079854 A&S - MILITARY SCIENCE 3256 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 41 9 21.95% 

470500 A&S - NAVAL SCIENCE 3298 2 2 100.00% 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 3 0 0.00% 

470518 A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 1 0 0.00% 

471987 A&S- PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 7 25.93% 

472381 A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 57 10 17.54% 

1079862 A&S - PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY 8915 13 0 0.00% 

472274 A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 46 8 17.39% 

472555 A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258 82 8 9.76% 

470534 A&S - PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 5235 1 0 0.00% 

471508 A&S - PUBLIC POLICY 3279 21 2 9.52% 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 20 6 30.00% 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 0.00% 

470666 A&S - ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 2 0 0.00% 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 16 22.54% 

470849 A&S - SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 3249 3 0 0.00% 

471318 A&S - SLAVIC LANGUAGES 3248 8 0 0.00% 

472142 A&S - SOCIOLOGY 3296 29 5 17.24% 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25 0 0.00% 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 2 0 0.00% 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 17 0 0.00% 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 7 1 14.29% 

470542 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 3236 2 0 0.00% 

471326 A&S - URBAN STUDIES 5215 16 3 18.75% 



471177 A&S - WOMENS STUDIES 3283 9 1 11.11% 

1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 0.00% 

A&S TOTALS 1538 221 14.37% 

472811 ATHLETICS 237 30 12.66% 

470716 CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 8952 1 0 0.00% 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 2 1 50.00% 

471565 CAMP SVC -AUXlL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 8120 29 6 20.69% 

674333 CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7150 242 6 2.48% 

818542 CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 7130 54 17 31.48% 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 0 0 #DIV/0! 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 0 #DIV/0! 

620534 CAMP SVC - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SVCS 7160 87 0 0.00% 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 15 2 13.33% 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 11 7.91% 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42 6 14.29% 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 15 3 20.00% 

674325 CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 77 1 1.30% 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 7215 & 7120 357 50 14.01% 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 1 1 100.00% 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 0.00% 

472639 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 8986 80 5 6.25% 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 79 8 10.13% 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 0.00% 

1079904 CAMP SVC - QUAIL ROOST 8942 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 47 1 2.13% 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 8121 5 4 80.00% 

CAMP SVC TOTALS 1294 122 9.43% 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 5 0 0.00% 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 1 12.50% 

1079979 CHANCELLOR- CAROLINA COUNTS 2205 1 1 100.00% 

1079987 CHANCELLOR - CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080019 CHANCELLOR- THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 0 #DIV/0! 

470930 CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 2225 5 0 0.00% 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 2 0 0.00% 



1079995 CHANCELLOR - INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEUR 2206 1 0 0.00% 

471185 CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 2254 7 3 42.86% 

1080001 CHANCELLOR- INVESTMENT OFFICE 2227 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 11 7 63.64% 

1080027 CHANCELLOR- UNC-CH FOUNDATION REPORTING 2202 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080035 CHANCELLOR - UNIV OMBUDS OFFICE 2204 2 0 0.00% 

471714 CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 4 22.22% 

CHANCELLOR TOTALS 60 16 26.67% 

471409 CIO- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 378 58 15.34% 

1092998 CIO- RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 15 4 26.67% 

CIO TOTALS 393 62 15.78% 

472316 CONT EDU -WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 45 15 33.33% 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 22 9 40.91% 

472506 HUMAN RESOURCES 69 20 28.99% 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 287 120 41.81% 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 56 10 17.86% 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 21 11 52.38% 

1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 0.00% 

472761 LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 239 34 14.23% 

LIBRARIES TOTALS 320 55 17.19% 

471516 PLAN & CONST - CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 2374 8 0 0.00% 

471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 2372 10 7 70.00% 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 6 4 66.67% 

471870 PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 12 3 25.00% 

PLAN & CONST TOTALS 36 14 38.89% 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 9 2 22.22% 

471748 PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 21 1 4.76% 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 19 43.18% 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 2 0 0.00% 

1092832 PROVOST - APPLES 3148 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1093038 PROVOST - ASSOC PRV ACAD INITIATIVES-UBC 3102 3 0 0.00% 

817890 PROVOST- CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 6 6 100.00% 

471912 PROVOST- CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 3140 14 2 14.29% 

925578 PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 2 20.00% 



471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 1 12.50% 

471201 PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 7 2 28.57% 

471045 PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 16 0 0.00% 

471292 PROVOST- HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 7 2 28.57% 

1092865 PROVOST- HUNT INSTITUTE 3132 13 0 0.00% 

471037 PROVOST - INST AFRICAN AMER RESEARCH 3115 4 0 0.00% 

471441 PROVOST - INST RESEARCH & ASSESSMENT 2315 9 0 0.00% 

1092873 PROVOST- INTERL STUDENT & SCHOLAR SVCS 2445 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471557 PROVOST- MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 8911 31 0 0.00% 

472050 PROVOST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 24 2 8.33% 

471284 PROVOST- NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS 4935 3 0 0.00% 

470773 PROVOST - OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 3 1 33.33% 

472167 PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 11 28.95% 

471151 PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 4 0 0.00% 

470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 3 0 0.00% 

1092857 PROVOST- TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 0 0.00% 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 3130 22 3 13.64% 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 5 13.16% 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 2438 35 9 25.71% 

470799 PROVOST- WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 1 33.33% 

471276 PROVOST - WORLD VIEW 3122 7 3 42.86% 

PROVOST TOTALS 387 72 18.60% 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 63 1 1.59% 

471771 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 5140 20 20 100.00% 

472332 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 4375 47 4 8.51% 

472324 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 4305 38 15 39.47% 

472159 SCH DENTISTRY- DIAGNOST SCI & GEN DENT 4335 29 7 24.14% 

471417 SCH DENTISTRY- ENDODONTICS 4320 13 4 30.77% 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 17 7 41.18% 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 5 20.83% 

472043 SCH DENTISTRY - ORTHODONTICS 4345 22 2 9.09% 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 10 40.00% 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY- PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 11 0 0.00% 



472076 SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26 3 11.54% 

472514 SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 6 11.76% 

DENTISTRY TOTALS 386 84 21.76% 

1093046 SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 3401 6 2 33.33% 

472712 SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 89 12 13.48% 

EDUCATION TOTALS 95 14 14.74% 

477182 SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 4800 28 18 64.29% 

477216 SCH MEDICINE - ALCOHOL STUDIES CTR 4282 24 1 4.17% 

477422 SCH MEDICINE- ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 4273 100 7 7.00% 

477349 SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 4268 86 15 17.44% 

477414 SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 4212 77 1 1.30% 

477125 SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 4275 20 2 10.00% 

1092972 SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CT 4217 9 1 11.11% 

477000 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA CTR GENOME SCI 4219 18 2 11.11% 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 8 3 37.50% 

477240 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 35 5 14.29% 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 52 8 15.38% 

477406 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 57 2 3.51% 

477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 40 0 0.00% 

477042 SCH MEDICINE - COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP 4295 0 0 #DIV/0! 

503177 SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 421 11 2.61% 

477075 SCH MEDICINE - CONTINUING MEDICAL EDU 4272 8 0 0.00% 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 25.00% 

477026 SCH MEDICINE - CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 4205 8 0 0.00% 

476960 SCH MEDICINE - CTR WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 4202 11 0 0.00% 

477323 SCH MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 4223 51 1 1.96% 

477752 SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228 497 18 3.62% 

477208 SCH MEDICINE - DERMATOLOGY 4229 33 3 9.09% 

477315 SCH MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 4266 54 0 0.00% 

477083 SCH MEDICINE - ENVlRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 16 4 25.00% 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 11 10.58% 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 48 1 2.08% 

477117 SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 1 3.33% 

477299 SCH MEDICINE - GENETICS 4218 75 1 1.33% 



476986 SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 4222 23 3 13.04% 

477091 SCH MEDICINE - HIV STDS INFECT DIS CTR 4274 33 1 3.03% 

496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 0 #DIV/0! 

477109 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 12 25.53% 

477471 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 4201 137 16 11.68% 

477380 SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 65 6 9.23% 

477281 SCH MEDICINE - MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 4277 34 0 0.00% 

477356 SCH MEDICINE - NEUROLOGY 4230 59 4 6.78% 

477141 SCH MEDICINE - NEUROSCIENCE CTR 4281 27 1 3.70% 

477448 SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 4236 145 7 4.83% 

496737 SCH MEDICINE - OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 0 #DIV/0! 

477257 SCH MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 36 1 2.78% 

477174 SCH MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 24 0 0.00% 

477331 SCH MEDICINE - OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 4238 58 3 5.17% 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 141 10 7.09% 

477513 SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 4248 214 31 14.49% 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 63 3 4.76% 

477133 SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 18 3 16.67% 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 16 7.37% 

477190 SCH MEDICINE - RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4262 46 4 8.70% 

477364 SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 75 9 12.00% 

477158 SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 4290 29 10 34.48% 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 9 5.81% 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 17 13.18% 

477166 SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 4285 19 0 0.00% 

476978 SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 1 0 0.00% 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 22 44.00% 

476994 SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 4269 5 5 100.00% 

1093053 SCH MEDICINE - UNC MCALLISTER HEART INST 4227 40 1 2.50% 

SCH MEDICINE TOTALS 3804 311 8.18% 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 8 7.21% 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 2 1 50.00% 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 62 8 12.90% 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 11 9.82% 



472217 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 38 8 21.05% 

472365 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 51 20 39.22% 

472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 15 42.86% 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64 4 6.25% 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 9 14.06% 

817700 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 15 3 20.00% 

471532 SCH PUB HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 10 5 50.00% 

471268 SCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 3 1 33.33% 

472092 SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 28 3 10.71% 

472100 SCH PUB HLTH - SPH INFO TECHNOLOGY 15 2 13.33% 

PUBLIC HLTH 610 98 16.07% 

1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK - DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 2 0 0.00% 

1093012 SCH SOCIAL WORK - FAMILY SUPPORT PROG 3802 3 0 0.00% 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 66 51.56% 

SOCIAL WORK TOTALS 133 66 49.62% 

472662 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 70 50.72% 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 44 20 45.45% 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 34 40.48% 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 118 40 33.90% 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 179 42 23.46% 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 39 20.42% 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472647 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 139 11 7.91% 

1092956 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 2407 3 0 0.00% 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 4 12.90% 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471219 STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 14 0 0.00% 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 44 19 43.18% 

1092964 STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2403 10 2 20.00% 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6 2 33.33% 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 4 0 0.00% 

471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 18 14 77.78% 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 3 37.50% 

STUDENT AFF TOTALS 277 55 19.86% 



467662 UNC CH - Retiree 10 1 10.00% 

472597 VC ADVANCEMENT - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 2221 101 66 65.35% 

472308 VC ADVANCEMENT - WUNC-FM 5380 38 16 42.11% 

ADVANCEMENT TOTALS 149 83 55.70% 

471623 VC FIN -ACCOUNTING SERVICES 2235 17 7 41.18% 

1079912 VC FIN - ASSET MANAGEMENT 2229 5 7 140.00% 

470872 VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 2226 7 3 42.86% 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 7 8 114.29% 

1079920 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE CONTROL 2241 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471755 VC FIN - DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 2238 15 4 26.67% 

817510 VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 2242 3 4 133.33% 

470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 13 11 84.62% 

663161 VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 13 3 23.08% 

471961 VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7 58.33% 

1079946 VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 2246 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471888 VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 20 6 30.00% 

470906 VC FIN - TRAVEL SERVICES 2233 3 0 0.00% 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 6 6 100.00% 

471110 VC FIN - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 2 0 0.00% 

471250 VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 3 50.00% 

471011 VC FIN - VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 2219 4 3 75.00% 

VC FIN TOTALS 133 72 54.14% 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 4910 110 5 4.55% 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 3908 9 0 0.00% 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 0.00% 

1003425 VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 1 0 0.00% 

1079953 VC RESEARCH - ECONOMIC & BUS DEVELOPMENT 3128 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472787 VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 5245 208 42 20.19% 

471664 VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210 17 1 5.88% 

1079961 VC RESEARCH - HAZARDS CTR 4977 2 0 0.00% 

472191 VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 5350 38 1 2.63% 

471896 VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 14 0 0.00% 

1003433 VC RESEARCH - INST FOR ADVANCED MATERIAL 3126 3 0 0.00% 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 35 2 5.71% 



471573 VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 0.00% 

471029 VC RESEARCH - KENAN CTR CARBON DIOXIDE 3124 4 0 0.00% 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 133 40 30.08% 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19 7 36.84% 

471144 VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 0.00% 

932327 VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH INFO SYSTEMS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472415 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 57 12 21.05% 

471540 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 12 0 0.00% 

470955 VC RESEARCH - OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 2 0 0.00% 

471615 VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 3127 56 5 8.93% 

472571 VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 4950 90 19 21.11% 

471995 VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 3905 32 6 18.75% 

VS RESEARCH TOTALS 905 140 15.47% 

Totals 11934 1924 16.12% 



2011 Dollars Raised 2010 Donors 2010 Dollars Raised $ Difference 2010-2011 
$3,533.00 22 $4,016.00 (5483.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$385. O0 6 $800. O0 (5415.00) 
$120.00 8 $1,671.00 (51,551.00) 

$0.00 4 $1,090.00 (51,090.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$0.00 1 $120.00 (5120.00) 

$380.00 7 $620.00 (5240.00) 
$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 

$1,860.00 7 $4,345.00 (52,485.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$4,800.00 14 $9,160.00 (54,350.00) 

$600.00 5 $1,185.00 ($585.00) 

$4,689.00 3 $2,000.00 52,689.00 

S250.00 1 S100.00 5150.00 

$2,470.00 5 $4,180.00 (51,710.00) 

$264.00 3 $240.00 524.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$3,174.00 7 $1,064.00 52,110.00 

$780.00 5 $935.00 (5155.00) 

$2,688.00 13 $7,390.00 (54,702.00) 

$7,905.00 22 $8,120.00 (5215.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$220.00 0 $0.00 5220.00 

$905.00 9 $905.00 50.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 

S600.00 5 Sl ,503.00 (5903.00) 

$0.00 3 $1,490.00 (51,490.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo 50.00 
$5,180.00 24 $9,690.00 (54,510.00) 



$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
S469.00 5 S394.00 S75.00 

S120.00 2 S330.00 ($210.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$620.00 0 $0.00 S620.00 

$1,312.00 2 $1,312.00 $0.00 

$3,430.00 16 $5,040.00 ($1,610.00} 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$1,915.00 7 $1,170.00 $745.00 

$20.00 0 $0.00 $20.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$3,560.00 11 $5,160.00 ($1,600.00) 

$10,030.00 10 $13,420.00 ($3,39o.oo} 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$4,294.00 12 $5,307.00 ($1,013.00) 

$3,840.00 11 $4,878.00 ($1,038.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$2,568.00 2 $2,040.00 $528.00 

$9,980.00 2 $7,320.00 $2,660.00 

$0.00 2 $380.00 ($380.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$2,570.00 12 $2,130.00 $440. O0 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 1 $900.00 ($900o00) 

$2,088.00 7 $2,165.00 ($77.00) 

$0.00 4 $1,480.00 (S%480.00) 

$o.oo o $0.00 So.oo 
$0.00 6 $795.00 ($795.00} 

$30.00 0 $0.00 S30.O0 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$630.00 2 $1,020.00 ($390.00) 



$240.00 1 $120.00 .~120.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$88,519.00 289 $115,985.00 ($27,466.00) 

$3,305.00 79 $19,528.00 ($16,223.00) 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$264.00 0 $0.00 $264.00 

$1,947.00 9 $2,628.00 ($681.00) 

$1,140.00 10 $1,265.00 ($ ~.25.00) 

$702.00 4 $742.00 ($40.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$265.00 0 $0.00 $265.00 

$4,086.00 18 $5,580.00 ($%494.00) 

$1,610.00 11 $3,405.00 ($1,795.00) 

$1,270.00 2 $3,260.00 ($1,990o00) 

$288.00 3 $943.00 ($655.00) 

$3,096. O0 0 $0. O0 $3,096. O0 

$130.00 0 $0.00 S130.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$503.00 6 $554.00 ($5~..00) 

$768. O0 0 $553.82 $ 214.18 

$0.00 4 $520.00 ($520.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$2,640.00 5 $3,480.00 ($840.00) 

$520.00 0 $0.00 $520.00 

$19,229.00 72 $22,930.82 ($3,701.82) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
S60.O0 20 S4,013.00 ($3,953.00) 

$360.00 0 $0.00 $360.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 3 $344.00 ($344.00) 

$0.00 1 $1,200.00 ($~.,200.00) 



$o.oo o $o.oo $o.oo 
$812. O0 4 $1,292. O0 ($480.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo $o.oo 
$1,420.00 7 $1,480.00 ($60.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$2,150.00 3 $275.00 $1,875.00 

$4,802.00 38 $8,604.00 {$3,802.00) 

$15,860.00 138 $38,933.00 ($23,073.00) 

$2,640.00 0 $0.00 $2,640.00 

$18,500.00 138 $38,933.00 {$20,433.00} 

$4,012.16 15 $3,427.00 $585.16 

$995.00 3 $360.00 $635.00 

$9,541.95 25 $8,626.29 $915.66 

$38,600.04 131 $43,034.00 154,433.96) 

$4,270.00 19 $7,358.00 ($3,088.00) 

$3,490.00 11 $3,169.00 $321.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$9,520.04 42 $13,098.81 ($3,578.77) 

$17,280.04 72 $23,625.81 {$6,345.77) 

$0. O0 2 $520. O0 ($520.00) 

$2,984.00 9 $2,961.00 $23.00 

$1,370.00 4 $1,396.00 ($26.00) 

$1,188.00 4 $815.00 $373.00 

$5,542.00 19 $5,692.00 ($150.00} 

$410.00 5 $5,680.00 ($5,270.00) 

$600.00 3 $729.00 ($129.00) 

$2,416.00 35 $4,723.16 ($2,307.15) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$385.00 6 $560.00 ($175.00) 

$372.00 4 $840.00 ($458.00) 

$360. O0 9 $1,366.04 ($ :$,006.04) 



$120.00 3 $350.00 ($230.00) 

$218.00 3 $265.00 ($47.00) 

$0.00 0 $0.00 So.oo 
$350.00 0 $0.00 S3so.oo 

$0.00 0 $0.00 So.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 So.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 So.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 So.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 So.oo 

$150.00 2 $190.00 ($40.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$1,800.00 0 $0.00 S1,800.00 
$2,438.00 17 $3,338.00 ($900.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$490.00 9 $835.00 ($345.00) 

$1,060.00 3 $1,200.00 ($ ~.40.00) 

$817.00 10 $1,037.00 ($220.00) 

$480.00 1 $480.00 SO.OO 
$18o.oo o $o.oo $18o.oo 

$12,646.00 110 $21,593.20 ($8,947.20) 

$150.00 2 $390.00 ($240.00) 

$4,252.00 5 $1,000.00 $3,252.00 

$950.00 3 $1,520.00 ($570.00) 

$6,264. O0 14 $5,365. O0 $899. oo 
$4,125.00 9 $3,385.00 $740.00 

$335.00 1 $130.00 $205.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$2,055.00 7 $2,530.00 ($475.00) 

$2,125.00 2 $1,440.00 $685.00 

$1,480.00 5 $1,200.00 $280.00 

$2,390.00 38 $6,385.00 ($3,995.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 



$420.00 3 $420.00 $0.00 

$922.00 9 $3,010.00 ($2,088.00) 

$25,468.00 98 $26,775.00 ($1,307.00) 

$350.00 o $o.oo S3so.oo 
$4,019.00 36 $9,162.00 ($5,143.00) 

$4,369.00 36 $9,162.00 ($4,793.00) 

$5,206.00 22 $6,252.00 ($1,046.00) 

$1,200.00 1 $1,200.00 $0.00 

$4,760.00 29 $10,636.00 ($5,876.00) 

$5,445.00 8 $4,850.00 $595.00 

$240.00 8 $6,300.00 ($6,060.00) 

$264.00 4 $720.00 ($456.00) 

$150.00 0 $0.00 $150.00 

$385.00 0 $0.00 $385.00 

$1,260.00 3 $1,710.00 ($450.00) 

$935.00 1 $480.00 $455.00 

$1,060.00 2 $725.00 $335.00 

$360.00 35 $9,355.00 ($8,995.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$1,470.00 11 $9,675.00 ($8,205.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$600.00 o $o.oo S6oo.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 1 $240.00 ($240.00) 

$100.00 1 $1,200.00 ($1,100.00) 

$13,280.00 28 $18,898.00 ($5,618.00) 

$1,090.00 2 $500.00 $590.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$765.00 3 $685.00 $80.00 

$2,960.00 25 $11,914.93 ($8,954.93) 

$78.00 4 $1,092.00 ($1,014.00) 

$72.00 3 $1,378.00 ($1,306.00) 

$240.00 0 $0.00 $240.00 



$1,840.00 1 $1,000.00 $840.00 

$25.00 0 $0.00 $25.00 

$0.00 14 $1,937.00 ($1,937.00) 

$5,310.00 16 $6,064.00 ($754.00) 

$5,475.00 19 $6,392.12 ($917.12) 

$1,900.00 6 $2,652.00 ($752.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$8,360.00 5 $8,216.00 $144.00 

$576.00 1 $660.00 ($84.00) 

$2,730.00 7 $3,890.00 ($1,160.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo $o.oo 
$60.00 3 $230.00 ($170.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$1,690.00 10 $2,262.00 ($572.00) 

$4,110.00 9 $4,965.00 ($855.00) 

$15,113.00 24 $12,572.00 $2,541.00 

$672.00 12 $3,658.00 ($2,986.00) 

$680.00 1 $600.00 $80.00 
$5,830.04 17 $6,305.00 ($474.96) 

$3,240.00 6 $7,140.00 ($3,900.00) 

$3,068.00 7 $3,380.00 ($312.00) 

$5,274.00 10 $9,500.00 ($4,226.00) 

$5,054.00 15 $11,098.00 ($6,044.00) 

$3,065.00 2 $530.00 $2,535.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo $o.oo 

$2,278.00 20 $1,895.00 $383.00 

$1,068.00 0 $0.00 $1,068.00 

$1,500.00 0 $0.00 $1,500.00 

$120,838.04 396 $182,757.05 ($61,919.01) 
S3,650.00 16 S6,508.00 ($2,858.00) 

S250.08 1 S201.50 $48.58 

$4,570.08 12 $5,910.00 ($1,339.92) 

$3,166.00 16 $8,120.00 ($4,954.00) 



$2,345.00 11 $2,790.00 ($445.00) 

$12,225.00 24 $12,609.00 ($384°00) 

$5,208.00 15 $6,475.00 ($1,267.00) 

$505.00 24 $4,720.00 ($4,215.00) 

$3,345. O0 14 $5,820. O0 ($ 2,475.00) 

$455.00 3 $455.00 .~0.00 

$1,970.00 6 $1,480.00 $490.00 

$420.00 3 $1,645.00 ($%225.00) 

$1,360.00 12 $4,705.00 ($3,345.00) 

$1,200.00 1 $960.00 .~240.00 

$40,669.16 158 $62,398.50 ($21,729.34) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$11,905.00 79 $15,037.00 ($3,1.32.00) 

$11,905.00 79 $15,037.00 

$16,908.80 76 $21,083.00 

$9,514.00 20 $9,582.00 

$7,479.00 37 $9,019.00 

$11,379.00 33 $12,697.00 

$11,124.00 56 $14,487.00 ($3,363.00) 

$13,197.00 16 $7,300.00 $5,897.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$2,829.00 7 $2,820.16 $8.84 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$280.00 3 $919.00 ($639.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$3,844.88 17 $3,876.00 ($31.12) 

$380.40 0 $0.00 $380.40 

$145.00 0 $0.00 $145.00 

$0.00 2 $390.00 ($390°00) 

$1,640.00 16 $1,790.00 ($ ~.50.00) 

$645.04 5 $385. O0 .~ 260.04 

$9,764.32 50 $10,180.16 ($4~.5.84) 



$1,500.00 12 $5,250.00 ($3,750.00) 

$10,005.00 77 $9,904.00 $101.00 

$2,275.00 9 $1,439.00 S836.00 

$13,780.00 98 $16,593.00 ($2,813.00) 

$940.00 4 $315.00 ‘%625.00 

$392.00 0 $0.00 ‘%392.00 

$1,869.00 3 $1,600.00 ‘%269.00 

$705.00 3 $330.00 ‘%375.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$1,265.00 2 $380.00 $885.00 

$415.00 4 $580.00 ($165o00) 

$41.00 4 $363.00 ($322.00) 

$600.00 2 $480.00 $120.00 

$1,187.00 9 $1,070.00 $117.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$450.00 1 $208.00 ‘%242.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$290.00 2 $190.00 $100.00 

$0.00 1 $50.00 (SSO.OO) 

$285.00 3 $140.00 $145.00 

$880.00 4 $1,385.00 (Ssos.oo) 

$9,319.00 42 $7,091.00 S2,228.00 

$2,544.00 11 $4,218.00 ($1,674.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$0. O0 2 $720. O0 ($720.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$9,917.20 70 $18,806.65 ($8,889.45) 

$240.00 3 $320.00 ($80.00) 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$360.00 6 $2,165.00 ($1,805.00) 

$0.00 2 $150.00 ($150.00) 

$0.00 2 $550.00 ($550.00) 

$460.00 2 $490.00 (,%30.00) 



$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 

$1,702.56 47 $1,990.00 ($287.44} 

$o.oo o $o.oo So.oo 
$3,740.00 8 $570.00 $3,170.00 

$0.00 5 $1,407.00 ($1,407.00) 

$0.00 1 $3,000.00 ($3,000.00) 

$2,715.00 6 $2,621.00 $94.00 

$0.00 4 $2,060.00 ($2,060.00) 

$0.00 2 $185.00 ($185.00) 

$420.00 5 $570.00 ($150.00) 

$9,216.OO 3O $12,233.00 ($B,017.00) 

$2,405.00 7 $5,010.00 ($2,605.00) 

$33,719.76 213 $57,065.65 ($23,345.89) 

$562,406.27 2399 $773,566.48 ($211,160.21) 



OrgAcct                  Department Name                  2011 # of Empl 2011 Donors 2011% Participation 
472134 A&S- ACADEMIC ADVISING 3120 33 20 60.61% 

470476 A&S - AEROSPACE STUDIES 3297 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 23 2 8.70% 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 1 8.33% 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 0.00% 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 1 0 0.00% 

~ ~ A&S- ART 3204 36 0 0.00% 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 5 4 80.00% 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 23 0 0.00% 

471854 A&S -ASIAN STUDIES 3252 35 0 0.00% 

A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 97 2 2.06% 

663153 A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 3 0 0.00% 

472621 A&S - CHEMISTRY 3265 95 5 5.26% 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 0 0.00% 

471680 A&S - CLASSICS 3220 15 5 33.33% 

472183 A&S - COMMUNICATION STUDIES 3215 37 2 5.41% 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 3276 62 2 3.23% 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 14 2 14.29% 

1079797 A&S - CULTURAL STUDIES 3217 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472027 A&S - DEANS OFFICE 3201 40 7 17.50% 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 23 4 17.39% 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 36 6 16.67% 

472530 A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 90 14 15.56% 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 0.00% 

471078 A&S - EUROPEAN STUDIES 3216 5 2 40.00% 

472373 A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 3292 57 9 15.79% 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 2 0 0.00% 

471813 A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 26 0 0.00% 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 17 1 5.88% 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 22 0 0.00% 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 4 0 0.00% 

A&S - HISTORY 3291 55 14 25.45% 



A&S- HONORS 3203 9 0 0.00% 

471169 A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 3221 5 6 120.00% 

A&S- INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 3 1 33.33% 

A&S - LEARNING CENTER 3235 5 0 0.00% 

A&S - LEARNING DISABILITIES SVCS. 3233 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471300 A&S - LINGUISTICS 3228 8 2 25.00% 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 20 2 10.00% 

A&S - MATHEMATICS 3282 46 9 19.57% 

1079847 A&S - MID EAST & MUSLIM CIV CTR 3240 2 0 0.00% 

1079854 A&S - MILITARY SCIENCE 3256 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 41 9 21.95% 

A&S- NAVAL SCIENCE 3298 2 2 100.00% 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 3 0 0.00% 

470518 A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 1 0 0.00% 

471987 A&S- PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 7 25.93% 

472381 A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 57 7 12.28% 

1079862 A&S - PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY 8915 13 0 0.00% 

472274 A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 46 7 15.22% 

472555 A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258 82 6 7.32% 

470534 A&S - PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 5235 1 0 0.00% 

471508 A&S - PUBLIC POLICY 3279 21 2 9.52% 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 20 5 25.00% 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 0.00% 

470666 A&S - ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 2 0 0.00% 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 14 19.72% 

470849 A&S - SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 3249 3 0 0.00% 

471318 A&S - SLAVIC LANGUAGES 3248 8 0 0.00% 

472142 A&S - SOCIOLOGY 3296 29 5 17.24% 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25 0 0.00% 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 2 0 0.00% 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 17 0 0.00% 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 7 0 0.00% 

470542 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 3236 2 0 0.00% 

A&S - URBAN STUDIES 5215 16 3 18.75% 



A&S- WOMENS STUDIES 3283 9 1 11.11% 

1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 0.00% 

ATHLETICS 237 26 10.97% 

CAMP SVC- AIRPORT 8952 1 0 0.00% 

CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 2 0 0.00% 

471565 CAMP SVC -AUXlL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 8120 29 5 17.24% 

674333 CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7150 242 6 2.48% 

CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 7130 54 17 31.48% 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 0 0 #DIV/0! 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 0 #DIV/0! 

620534 CAMP SVC - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SVCS 7160 87 0 0.00% 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 15 2 13.33% 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 9 6.47% 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42 3 7.14% 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 15 2 13.33% 

674325 CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 77 1 1.30% 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 7215 & 7120 357 50 14.01% 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 1 1 100.00% 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 0.00% 

472639 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 8986 80 5 6.25% 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 79 7 8.86% 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 0.00% 

1079904 CAMP SVC - QUAIL ROOST 8942 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 47 1 2.13% 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 8121 5 4 80.00% 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 5 0 0.00% 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 1 12.50% 

1079979 CHANCELLOR- CAROLINA COUNTS 2205 1 1 100.00% 

1079987 CHANCELLOR - CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080019 CHANCELLOR- THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 0 #DIV/0! 

470930 CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 2225 5 0 0.00% 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 2 0 0.00% 

1079995 CHANCELLOR - INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEUR 2206 1 0 0.00% 

CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 2254 7 3 42.86% 



CHANCELLOR-INVESTMENT OFFICE 2227 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 11 7 63.64% 

CHANCELLOR- UNC-CH FOUNDATION REPORTING 2202 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080035 CHANCELLOR - UNIV OMBUDS OFFICE 2204 2 0 0.00% 

CHANCELLOR- UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 3 16.67% 

471409 CIO- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 378 48 12.70% 

1092998 CIO- RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 15 4 26.67% 

CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 45 15 33.33% 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 22 8 36.36% 

472506 HUMAN RESOURCES 69 17 24.64% 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 287 116 40.42% 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 56 10 17.86% 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 21 11 52.38% 

1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 0.00% 

472761 LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 239 27 11.30% 

471516 PLAN & CONST - CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 2374 8 0 0.00% 

471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 2372 10 7 70.00% 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 6 4 66.67% 

471870 PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 12 3 25.00% 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 9 1 11.11% 

471748 PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 21 1 4.76% 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 19 43.18% 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 2 0 0.00% 

1092832 PROVOST - APPLES 3148 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1093038 PROVOST - ASSOC PRV ACAD INITIATIVES-UBC 3102 3 0 0.00% 

817890 PROVOST- CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 6 6 100.00% 

471912 PROVOST- CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 3140 14 1 7.14% 

925578 PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 2 20.00% 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 1 12.50% 

471201 PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 7 1 14.29% 

471045 PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 16 0 0.00% 

471292 PROVOST- HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 7 2 28.57% 

PROVOST- HUNT INSTITUTE 3132 13 0 0.00% 



PROVOST- INST AFRICAN AMER RESEARCH 3115 4 0 0.00% 

471441 PROVOST - INST RESEARCH & ASSESSMENT 2315 9 0 0.00% 

PROVOST - INTERL STUDENT & SCHOLAR SVCS 2445 0 0 #DIV/0! 

PROVOST- MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 8911 31 0 0.00% 

PROVOST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 24 2 8.33% 

471284 PROVOST- NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS 4935 3 0 0.00% 

470773 PROVOST - OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 3 1 33.33% 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 11 28.95% 

471151 PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 4 0 0.00% 

470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 3 0 0.00% 

1092857 PROVOST- TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 0 0.00% 

PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 3130 22 3 13.64% 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 4 10.53% 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 2438 35 9 25.71% 

470799 PROVOST- WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 1 33.33% 

471276 PROVOST - WORLD VIEW 3122 7 3 42.86% 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 63 0 0.00% 

471771 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 5140 20 20 100.00% 

472332 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 4375 47 4 8.51% 

472324 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 4305 38 11 28.95% 

472159 SCH DENTISTRY- DIAGNOST SCI & GEN DENT 4335 29 7 24.14% 

471417 SCH DENTISTRY- ENDODONTICS 4320 13 4 30.77% 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 17 7 41.18% 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 5 20.83% 

472043 SCH DENTISTRY - ORTHODONTICS 4345 22 1 4.55% 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 9 36.00% 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY- PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 11 0 0.00% 

472076 SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26 3 11.54% 

472514 SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 6 11.76% 

1093046 SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 3401 6 0 0.00% 

472712 SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 89 12 13.48% 

477182 SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 4800 28 18 64.29% 

SCH MEDICINE - ALCOHOL STUDIES CTR 4282 24 1 4.17% 



SCH MEDICINE- ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 4273 100 5 5.00% 

477349 SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 4268 86 4 4.65% 

SCH MEDICINE- BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 4212 77 1 1.30% 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 4275 20 2 10.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CT 4217 9 1 11.11% 

477000 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA CTR GENOME SCI 4219 18 1 5.56% 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 8 3 37.50% 

SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 35 5 14.29% 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 52 4 7.69% 

477406 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 57 0 0.00% 

477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 40 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP 4295 0 0 #DIV/0! 

503177 SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 421 9 2.14% 

477075 SCH MEDICINE - CONTINUING MEDICAL EDU 4272 8 0 0.00% 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 25.00% 

477026 SCH MEDICINE - CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 4205 8 0 0.00% 

476960 SCH MEDICINE - CTR WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 4202 11 0 0.00% 

477323 SCH MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 4223 51 1 1.96% 

477752 SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228 497 17 3.42% 

477208 SCH MEDICINE - DERMATOLOGY 4229 33 3 9.09% 

477315 SCH MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 4266 54 0 0.00% 

477083 SCH MEDICINE - ENVIRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 16 4 25.00% 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 6 5.77% 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 48 0 0.00% 

477117 SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0 0.00% 

477299 SCH MEDICINE - GENETICS 4218 75 0 0.00% 

476986 SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 4222 23 3 13.04% 

477091 SCH MEDICINE - HIV STDS INFECT DIS CTR 4274 33 1 3.03% 

496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 0 #DIV/0! 

477109 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 12 25.53% 

477471 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 4201 137 14 10.22% 

477380 SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 65 6 9.23% 

477281 SCH MEDICINE - MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 4277 34 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - NEUROLOGY 4230 59 3 5.08% 



SCH MEDICINE- NEUROSCIENCE CTR 4281 27 1 3.70% 

477448 SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 4236 145 6 4.14% 

SCH MEDICINE - OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 0 #DIV/0! 

SCH MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 36 1 2.78% 

SCH MEDICINE- ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 24 0 0.00% 

477331 SCH MEDICINE - OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 4238 58 3 5.17% 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 141 8 5.67% 

~ SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 4248 214 27 12.62% 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 63 3 4.76% 

477133 SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 18 2 11.11% 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 15 6.91% 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4262 46 3 6.52% 

477364 SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 75 9 12.00% 

477158 SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 4290 29 6 20.69% 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 7 4.52% 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 17 13.18% 

477166 SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 4285 19 0 0.00% 

476978 SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 1 0 0.00% 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 21 42.00% 

476994 SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 4269 5 4 80.00% 

1093053 SCH MEDICINE - UNC MCALLISTER HEART INST 4227 40 1 2.50% 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 7 6.31% 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 2 1 50.00% 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 62 7 11.29% 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 8 7.14% 

472217 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 38 8 21.05% 

472365 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 51 18 35.29% 

472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 14 40.00% 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64 1 1.56% 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 8 12.50% 

817700 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 15 3 20.00% 

471532 SCH PUB HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 10 4 40.00% 

471268 SCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 3 1 33.33% 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 28 2 7.14% 



SCH PUB HLTH- SPH INFO TECHNOLOGY 15 1 6.67% 

1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK - DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 2 0 0.00% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK- FAMILY SUPPORT PROG 3802 3 0 0.00% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 64 50.00% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 66 47.83% 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 44 18 40.91% 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 33 39.29% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 118 38 32.20% 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 179 38 21.23% 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 36 18.85% 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0 0 #DIV/0! 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 139 7 5.04% 

1092956 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 2407 3 0 0.00% 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 4 12.90% 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471219 STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 14 0 0.00% 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 44 14 31.82% 

1092964 STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2403 10 2 20.00% 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6 2 33.33% 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 4 0 0.00% 

471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 18 14 77.78% 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 3 37.50% 

467662 UNC CH - Retiree 10 1 10.00% 

472597 VC ADVANCEMENT - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 2221 101 59 58.42% 

472308 VC ADVANCEMENT - WUNC-FM 5380 38 14 36.84% 

471623 VC FIN -ACCOUNTING SERVICES 2235 17 7 41.18% 

1079912 VC FIN - ASSET MANAGEMENT 2229 5 7 140.00% 

470872 VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 2226 7 2 28.57% 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 7 8 114.29% 

1079920 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE CONTROL 2241 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471755 VC FIN - DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 2238 15 4 26.67% 

817510 VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 2242 3 4 133.33% 

470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 13 11 84.62% 

VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 13 3 23.08% 



VC FIN- PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7 58.33% 

1079946 VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 2246 0 0 #DIV/0! 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 20 6 30.00% 

VC FIN - TRAVEL SERVICES 2233 3 0 0.00% 

VC FIN- TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 6 6 100.00% 

471110 VC FIN - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 2 0 0.00% 

471250 VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 1 16.67% 

~ VC FIN- VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 2219 4 3 75.00% 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 4910 110 4 3.64% 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 3908 9 0 0.00% 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 0.00% 

1003425 VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 1 0 0.00% 

1079953 VC RESEARCH - ECONOMIC & BUS DEVELOPMENT 3128 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472787 VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 5245 208 29 13.94% 

471664 VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210 17 1 5.88% 

1079961 VC RESEARCH - HAZARDS CTR 4977 2 0 0.00% 

472191 VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 5350 38 1 2.63% 

471896 VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 14 0 0.00% 

1003433 VC RESEARCH - INST FOR ADVANCED MATERIAL 3126 3 0 0.00% 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 35 1 2.86% 

471573 VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 0.00% 

471029 VC RESEARCH - KENAN CTR CARBON DIOXIDE 3124 4 0 0.00% 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 133 1 0.75% 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19 7 36.84% 

471144 VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 0.00% 

932327 VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH INFO SYSTEMS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472415 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 57 12 21.05% 

471540 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 12 0 0.00% 

470955 VC RESEARCH - OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 2 0 0.00% 

471615 VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 3127 56 5 8.93% 

472571 VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 4950 90 18 20.00% 

VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 3905 32 5 15.63% 

Totals 11934 1679 14.07% 



2011 Dollars Raised 2010 Donors 2010 Dollars Raised $ Difference 2010-2011 
$3,255.00 22 4,016.00 (5761.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$385.00 6 800.00 (5415.00) 

$120.00 8 1,671.00 (51,551.00) 

$0.00 4 1,090.00 (51,090.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 1 120.00 (5120.00) 

$380.00 7 620.00 (5240.00) 
$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 

$1,800.00 7 4,345.00 (52,545.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$4,500.00 14 9,160.00 (54,660.00) 

$0.00 5 1,185.00 (51,185.00) 

$4,689.00 3 2,000.00 52,689.00 

$250.00 1 100.00 5150.00 

$1,320.00 5 4,180.00 (52,850.00) 

$264.00 3 240.00 524.00 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$1,854.00 7 1,064.00 5790.00 

$730.00 5 935.00 (5205.00) 

$2,388.00 13 7,390.00 (55,002.00) 

$6,730.00 22 8,120.00 (51,390.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$160.00 0 0.00 5160.00 

$905.00 9 905.00 50.00 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 

S600.00 5 1,503.00 (5903.00) 

$0.00 3 1,490.00 (51,490.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$5,060. O0 24 9,690. O0 (54,530.00) 



$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$469.00 5 394.00 S7S.O0 

$120.00 2 330.00 ($210.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$620.00 0 0.00 $620.00 

$1,312.00 2 1,312.00 $0.00 

$3,430.00 16 5,040.00 ($1,610.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$1,915.00 7 1,170.00 $745.00 

$20.00 0 0.00 $20.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$3,560.00 11 5,160.00 ($1,600.00) 

$7,310.00 10 13,420.00 ($5,110.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$4,030.00 12 5,307.00 ($1,277.00) 

$2,880.00 11 4,878.00 ($1,998.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$2,568.00 2 2,040.00 $528.00 

$9,380.00 2 7,320.00 $2,060.00 

$0.00 2 380.00 ($380.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$2,440.00 12 2,130.00 $310.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 1 900.00 ($900.00) 

$2,088.00 7 2,165.00 ($77.00) 

$0.00 4 1,480.00 ($1,480.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 6 795.00 ($795.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$630.00 2 1,020.00 ($390.00) 



$240.00 1 120.00 $120.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$2,475.00 79 19,528.00 ($17,053.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$1,647.00 9 2,628.00 (S981.00) 

$1,140.00 10 1,265.00 ($125.00) 

$702.00 4 742.00 ($40.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$265.00 0 0.00 $265.00 

$3,282.00 18 5,580.00 ($2,298.00) 

$870.00 11 3,405.00 ($2,53,5.00) 

$1,140.00 2 3,260.00 ($2,120.00) 

$288.00 3 943.00 ($555.00) 

$3,096.00 0 0.00 $3,096.00 

$13o.oo o o.oo S13o.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$503.00 6 554.00 ($51.00) 

$648.00 0 553.82 $94.18 

$0.00 4 520.00 ($520.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$2,640.00 5 3,480.00 ($840.00) 

$520.00 0 0.00 $520.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
S60.O0 20 4,013.00 ($3,953.00) 

$360.00 0 0.00 $360.00 

$o.oo o o.oo $o.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$0.00 3 344.00 ($344.00) 

$0.00 1 1,200.00 ($1,200.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$812. O0 4 1,292. O0 ($480.00) 



$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$1,420.00 7 1,480.00 ($60.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$350.00 3 275.00 $75.00 

$14,073.00 138 38,933.00 ($24,860.00) 

$2,640.00 0 0.00 $2,640.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$4,012.16 15 3,427.00 $585.16 

$875.00 3 360.00 $515.00 

$9,137.19 25 8,626.29 $510.90 

$29,986.04 131 43,034.00 ($13,047.96) 

$4,270.00 19 7,358.00 ($3,088.00) 

$3,490.00 11 3,169.00 $321.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$8,055.00 42 13,098.81 ($5,043.81) 

$0.00 2 520.00 ($520.00) 

$2,984.00 9 2,961.00 $23.00 

$1,370.00 4 1,396.00 ($26.00) 

$I, 188.00 4 815.00 $373.00 

$50.00 5 5,680.00 ($5,630.00) 

$600.00 3 729.00 ($129.00) 

$2,416.00 35 4,723.16 ($2,307.16) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$385.00 6 560.00 ($175.00) 

$72.00 4 840.00 ($768.00) 

$360. O0 9 1,366.04 ($1,006° 04) 

$120.00 3 350.00 (S230o00) 

$50.00 3 265.00 (S215.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$350.00 0 0.00 S350.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 



$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$150.00 2 190.00 ($40.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$1,800.00 0 0.00 S1,800.00 
$2,438.00 17 3,338.00 ($900.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$490.00 9 835.00 ($345.00) 

$700.00 3 1,200.00 ($500.00) 

$817.00 10 1,037.00 ($220.00) 

$480.00 1 480.00 SO.OO 
$18o.oo o o.oo $18o.oo 

$0.00 2 390.00 ($390.00) 

$4,252.00 5 1,000.00 $3,252.00 

S950.00 3 1,520.00 ($570°00) 

$4,929.00 14 5,365.00 ($436.00) 

$4,125.00 9 3,385.00 $740.00 

$335.00 1 130.00 $205.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$2,055.00 7 2,530.00 ($475.00) 

$2,125.00 2 1,440.00 $685.00 

$1,000.00 5 1,200.00 ($200.00) 

$2,260.00 38 6,385.00 ($4,125.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$420.00 3 420.00 $0.00 

$922.00 9 3,010.00 ($2,088.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$4,019.00 36 9,162.00 ($5,143.00) 

$5,206.00 22 6,252.00 ($1,045.00) 

$1,200.00 1 1,200.00 SO.O0 



S3,020.00 29 10,636.00 ($7,616.00) 

S2,065.00 8 4,850.00 ($2,785.00) 

$240.00 8 6,300.00 ($6,060.00) 

$264.00 4 720.00 ($456.00) 

$15o.oo o o.oo .515o.oo 
$360.00 0 0.00 $360.00 

$1,260.00 3 1,710.00 ($450.00) 

$935.00 1 480.00 $455.00 

$820.00 2 725.00 $95.00 

$0.00 35 9,355.00 ($9,355.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$1,200.00 11 9,675.00 ($8,475.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$600.00 o o.oo .5600.00 

$o.oo o o.oo .50.00 
$0.00 1 240.00 ($240.00) 

$100.00 1 1,200.00 (‘51,100.00) 

$11,780.00 28 18,898.00 (‘57,118.00) 

$1,090.00 2 500.00 ‘5590.00 

$o.oo o o.oo .50.00 
$765.00 3 685.00 .580.00 

$1,690.00 25 11,914.93 ($:10,224.93) 

$0.00 4 1,092.00 ($1,092.00) 

$0.00 3 1,378.00 ($1,378.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo .50.00 
$1,840.00 1 1,000.00 .5840.00 

$25.00 0 0.00 .525.00 

$0.00 14 1,937.00 (.5:1,937.00) 

$5,310.00 16 6,064.00 ($754.00) 

$5,055.00 19 6,392.12 ($ :1,3~,7. :12) 

$1,900.00 6 2,652.00 ($752.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo ‘50.00 
$8,000.00 5 8,216.00 (‘52:16.00) 



$576.00 1 660.00 ($84.00) 

$2,010.00 7 3,890.00 ($1,880.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$60.00 3 230.00 ($:~.70.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo $o.oo 
$1,690.00 10 2,262.00 ($572.00) 

$2,790.00 9 4,965.00 ($2,175.00) 

$12,873.00 24 12,572.00 $301.00 

$672.00 12 3,658.00 ($2,986.00) 

S80.O0 1 600.00 ($S20.00) 

$5,730.04 17 6,305.00 ($574.96) 

$3,180.00 6 7,140.00 ($3,950.00) 

$3,068.00 7 3,380.00 ($312.00) 

$4,394.00 10 9,500.00 ($5,106.00) 

$3,254.00 15 11,098.00 ($7,844.00) 

$3,065.00 2 530.00 $2,535.00 

$o.oo o o.oo $o.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo $o.oo 

$2,218.00 20 1,895.00 $323.00 

$828.00 0 0.00 $828.00 

$1,5oo.oo o o.oo $1,5oo.oo 
$3,350.00 16 6,508.00 ($3,158.00) 

$250.08 1 201.50 $48.58 

$4,470.08 12 5,910.00 ($1,439.92) 

$2,746.00 16 8,120.00 ($5,374.00) 

$2,345.00 11 2,790.00 ($445.00) 

$10,925.00 24 12,609.00 ($1,684.00) 

$5,158.00 15 6,475.00 ($1,317.00) 

$180.00 24 4,720.00 ($4,540.00) 

$2,865.00 14 5,820.00 ($2,955.00) 

$455.00 3 455.00 $0.00 

$1,730.00 6 1,480.00 $250.00 

$420.00 3 1,645.00 ($%225.00) 

$1,260.00 12 4,705.00 ($3,445.00) 



$240.00 1 960.00 ($720.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$11,725.00 79 15,037.00 ($3,312.00) 

$15,928.80 76 21,083.00 ($5,154.20) 

$7,914.00 20 9,582.00 ($1,668o00) 

$7,379.00 37 9,019.00 ($1,640.00) 

$11,007.00 33 12,697.00 ($1,690.00) 

$9,659.00 56 14,487.00 ($4,828.00) 

$12,737.00 16 7,300.00 $5,437.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$2,549.00 7 2,820.16 ($ 27 ~.. 15) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$280.00 3 919.00 ($639.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 

$3,514.88 17 3,876.00 ($361.12) 

$380.40 0 0.00 $380.40 

$145.00 0 0.00 $14S.00 

$0.00 2 390.00 ($390°00) 

$1,640.00 16 1,790.00 ($ ~.50.00) 

$645.04 5 385.00 $260.04 

$1,500.00 12 5,250.00 ($3,750.00) 

$9,488.00 77 9,904.00 ($416.00) 

$1,955.00 9 1,439.00 $516.00 

$940.00 4 315.00 S625.00 

$392.00 0 0.00 $392.00 

$1,460.00 3 1,600.00 ($140.00) 

$705.00 3 330.00 S375.00 

$o.oo o o.oo So.oo 
$1,265.00 2 380.00 $885.00 

$415.00 4 580.00 ($165.OO) 

$41.00 4 363.00 ($322.00) 

$600.00 2 480.00 $120.00 



$1,187.00 9 1,070.00 5117.00 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$450.00 1 208.00 5242.00 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$290.00 2 190.00 5100.00 

$0.00 1 50.00 (SSO.OO) 

$250.00 3 140.00 5110.00 

$880.00 4 1,385.00 (SSOS.O0) 

$2,304.00 11 4,218.00 (51,914.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$0.00 2 720.00 (5720.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 

$6,409.00 70 18,806.65 (512,397.65) 

$240.00 3 320.00 (580.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$360.00 6 2,165.00 (51,805.00) 

$0.00 2 150.00 (5150.00) 

$0.00 2 550.00 (5550.00) 

$100.00 2 490.00 (5390.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 

$240.00 47 1,990.00 (51,750.00) 

$o.oo o o.oo 50.00 
$3,740.00 8 570.00 53,170.00 

$0.00 5 1,407.00 (51,407.00) 

$0.00 1 3,000.00 (53,000.00) 

$2,715.00 6 2,621.00 594.00 

$0.00 4 2,060.00 (52,060.00) 

$0.00 2 185.00 (5185.00) 

$420.00 5 570.00 (5150.00) 

$8,856.00 30 12,233.00 (53,377.00) 

$1,905.00 7 5,010.00 (53,105.00) 

$495,548.71 2399 773,566.48 ($278,017.77) 



Department Name 
A&S- ACADEMIC ADVISING 3120 

2011 # of Empl 2011 Donors [ 2011% Participation 
33              16                   48.48% 

36 0 0.00% 

A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 1 0 0.00% 

A&S - ART 3204 36 0 0.00% 

A&S- ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 5 4 80.00% 

A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 23 0 0.00% 

A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 3252 35 0 0.00% 

A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 97 2 2.06% 

A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 3 0 0.00% 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 3265 95 5 5.26% 

A&S- CLASSICS 3220 15 5 33.33% 

2 14.29% 

......................A&S : ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... CULTURAL STUDIES 3217 ........................................................................................................................... 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0 #DIV/0! 

A&S- DEANS OFFICE 3201 40;; 6 15.00% 

A&S 23 4 17.39% 

A&S 36 

A&S 90 14 15.56% 

A&S 4 0; 0.00% ’ 

A&S 

A&S 57 8 14.04% 

A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 2 0 0,00% 

A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 0,00% 

A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 17 1 5,88% 

A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 22 0,00% 

A&S:GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 4 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0,00% 

- DRAMATIC ART 3207 

- ECONOMICS 3289 

- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 

- ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 

- EUROPEAN STUDIES 3216 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 3292 



A&S- HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 3221 5 6 120.00% 

A&S ................................................. ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 3 1 

A&S - LEARNING CENTER 3235 5 0 0.00% 

A&S- LEARNING DISABILITIES SVCS. 3233 ;                  0 0 #DIV/0! 

A&S- LINGUISTICS 3228 8 2 25.00% 

A&S- MARINE SCIENCES 3262 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 20 ................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 10.00% 

A&S- MATHEMATICS 3282 46 9 19.57% 

A&S - MID EAST & MUSLIM CIV CTR 3240 2 0 0.00% 

A&S- MILITARY SCIENCE 3256 0 0 #DIV/0! 

A&S 1 NAvAE SCIENCE 3298 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 100.00% 

A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 3 0 0.00% 

A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 1 0 0.00% 

A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 7 25.93% 

A&S- PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 ....................................................................................................................................................................... 57 ........ 7 12.28% 

A&S - PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY 8915 13 0 0.00% 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 46 6 13.04% 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258 82 2 2.44% 

A&S- PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 5235 1 0 0.00% 

A&S- PUBLIC POLICY 3279 21 2 9.52% 

A&S- RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 20 4 20.00% 

A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 

A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 2 0 0.00% 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 1 

A&S - SLAVIC EURAS & E FUR CTR 3249 

A&S - SLAVIC LANGUAGES 3248 8 0 0.00% 

~ : ~5~i5~5~ ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ~6 ...................................................................................................................................................................... 
~ 

13.79% 

A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25 0 0.00% 

A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 

A&S- STUDY ABROAD 3266 17 0; 0.00% 

A&S-UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 7 0.00% 

A&S:UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 3236 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2 0 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.00% 



9 1 11.11% 

A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 

ATHLETICS 

CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 8952 

2 0 0.00% 

54 17 31.48% 

CAMP SVC- CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 ........................................................................................................................................................................... ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... #DiV/0i 0 

CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 15 2 13.33% 

CAMP SVC- GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 

CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 1 1 100.00% 

CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 8986 80 5 6.25% 

CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 79 7 8.86% 

CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 0.00% 

CAMP SVC - QUAIL ROOST 8942 0 0 #DIV/0! 

CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 

CAMP SVC- UNC ONE CARD 8121 

CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 

CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 

CHANCELLOR - CAROLINA COUNTS 2205 

CHANCELLOR - CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 

CHANCELLOR - THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 

CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 2225 

CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 

47 1 2.13% 

5 4 80.00% 

8 1 12.50% 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.00% 

0.00% 



0 0 #DIV/O! 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 11 54.55% 

CHANCELLOR ...................................................................................................................................................... : .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... UNC-CH FOUNDATION REPORTING 2202 0 0 

CHANCELLOR - UNIV OMBUDS OFFICE 2204 2 0 0.00% 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 ; 18 2 11.11% 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 378 46 12.17% 

CIO- RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 15 

CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 0 #DIV/0! 

CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 45 15 33.33% 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 22 8 36.36% 

LIBRARIES- HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 56 8 14.29% 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 21 11 52.38% 

LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 0.00% 

LIBRARIES- UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 239 23 9.62% 

PLAN & CONST - CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 2374 8 0 0.00% 

PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 2372 10 7 70.00% 

PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 6 2 33.33% 

PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 12 1 8.33% 

PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 9 1 11.11% 

PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 21 1 4.76% 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 

PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 2 0 0.00% 

PROVOST - APPLES 3148 0 0; #DIV/0! ’ 

PROVOST - ASSOC PRV ACAD INITIATIVES-UBC 3102 

PROVOST - CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 6 6 100.00% 

#~~ : ~ #~ 5~# ~i~ ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................. ....................................................................................................................................................................... 
~ 

7.14% 

PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 2 20.00% 

PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 

PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 7 0 0.00% 

PROVOST- EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 16 0.00% 

PROVOST :HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 7 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 28.57% 

#~~ : ~0~ i~i~0~ ~ ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................. ...................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



PROVOST - INST RESEARCH & ASSESSMENT 2315 9 0 0.00% 

PROVOST ................................................................................................................. ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. INTERL STUDENT 8, SCHOLAR SVCS 2445 0 0 

PROVOST- MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 8911 31 0 0.00% 

PROVOST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 ; 24 2 8.33% 

PROVOST- NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS 4935 3 0 0.00% 

PROVOST- OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 3 .................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 33.33% 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 11 28.95% 

PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 4 0 0.00% 

PROVOST- SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 3 0 0.00% 

...................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 4 10.53% 

PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 2438 35 8 22.86% 

PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 1 33.33% 

PROVOST- WORLD VIEW 3122 .................................................................................................................................................................................. 7 ........ 3 42.86% 

SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 63 0 0.00% 

SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 5140 20 20 100.00% 

SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 4375 47 4 8.51% 

SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 4305 38 11 28.95% 

SCH DENTISTRY - DIAGNOST SCI & GEN DENT 4335 29 7 24.14% 

SCH DENTISTRY- ENDODONTICS 4320 13 4 30.77% 

SCH DENTISTRY - GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 

SCH DENTISTRY- OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 17 6 35.29% 

SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 5 

SCH DENTISTRY - ORTHODONTICS 4345 

SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 5 20.00% 

SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26 3 11.54% 

SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 

SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 3401 6 0; 0.00% 

SCH EDUCATION-SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 89 13.48°/o 

SCH MEDICINE [AHEC 4800 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 28 15 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 53.57°/o 



SCH MEDICINE- ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 4273 100 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 4268 86 4 4.65% 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 4212 77 1 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 4275 20 1 : 5.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CT 4217 9 1 11.11% 

SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA CTR GENOME SCI 4219 18 1 5.56% 

SCH MEDICINE- CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 8 ................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 35 4 11.43% 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 52 4 7.69% 

SCH MEDICINE- CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 57 0 0.00% 

SCHMEDICiNE COMMEDED)FAMIE- ~SUPP4295 ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. #DIV/0! 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 421 9 2.14% 

SCH MEDICINE - CONTINUING MEDICAL EDU 4272 8 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 25.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 4205 .................................................................................................................................................................................. 8 ........ 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - CTR WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 4202 11 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 4223 51 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE- DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228 497 17 3.42% 

SCH MEDICINE- DERMATOLOGY 4229 33 3 9.09% 

SCH MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 4266 54 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - ENVlRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 16 4 25.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 

SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 48 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0; 0.00% ’ 

SCH MEDICINE - GENETICS 4218 

SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 4222 23 3 13.04% 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 4201 137 10 7.30% 

SCH MEDICINE- MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 65 3.08% 

SCH MEDICINE : MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 4277 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 34 0 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.00% 



SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 4236 145 6 4.14% 

SCH ................................................................................................................................................................ MEDICINE ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 0 

SCH MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 36 1 2.78% 

SCH MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 ; 24 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 4238 58 3 5.17% 

SCH MEDICINE- PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 141 ................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 3.55% 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 4248 214 24 11.21% 

SCH MEDICINE- PHARMACOLOGY 4220 63 3 4.76% 

SCH MEDICINE- PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 18 2 11.11% 

SCH MEDICINE : RADIATION ONCOLOG~ 4262 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 46 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6.52% 

SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 75 9 12.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 4290 29 6 20.69% 

SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 7 4.52% 

SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 17 13.18% 

SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 4285 19 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 1 0 0.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 4 8.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 4269 5 3 60.00% 

SCH MEDICINE - UNC MCALLISTER HEART INST 4227 40 1 2.50% 

SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 3 2.70% 

SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 2 

SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 62 5 8.06% 

SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 7 6.25% 

SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 51 17 33.33% 

~ #~ ~ : ~~ ~ ~i~5 ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ............................................................................................................................................................ 37.14% 

SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64 1 1.56% 

SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 

SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 15 3 20.00% 

SCH PUB HLTH-PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 10 40.00% 

SCH PUB HLTH :PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 3 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 33.33% 



SCH PUB HLTH - SPH INFO TECHNOLOGY 15 1 6.67% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 2 0 0.00% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - FAMILY SUPPORT PROG 3802 3 0 0.00% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 64 50.00% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 53 38.41% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 44 18 40.91% 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 33 39.29% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 179 26 14.53% 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 32 16.75% 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 139 7 5.04% 

STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 1 3.23% 

STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

STUDENT AFF- DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE ........................................................................................................................................................................ 14 ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0100% ...... 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 44 13 29.55% 

STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2403 10 2 20.00% 

STUDENT ........................................................................................................................................ AFF : ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG .................................................................................................................................................................................... 6 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 ....... 

STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 4 0 0.00% 

STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 18 13 72.22% 

STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 3 37.50% 

UNC CH - Retiree 10 1 10.00% 

UNC-CH MED-EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 0 0 #DIV/0! 

UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 0 0 #DIV/0! 

VC ADVANCEMENT- UNIV ADVANCEMENT 2221 .............................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................... 59; ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 58.42°/o 

VC ADVANCEMENT WUNC-FM 5380 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - 38 14 .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
#iN : A  SONYiN  ............................................................................................................................................................................. ~# ...................................................................................................................................................................... # 41.18% 

VC FIN- ASSET MANAGEMENT 2229 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 5 .............................................................................................................................................................................. 2 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 40.00% 

VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 2226 

VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 7 6; 85.71% 

VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE CONTROL 2241 0 #DIV/0~ 

VC FIN :DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 2238 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 15 4 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2&67% 



VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 13 3 23.08% 

VC ............................................................................... FIN ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7 

VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 2246 0 0 #DIV/0! 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 ; 20 6 30.00% 

VC FIN - TRAVEL SERVICES 2233 ; 3 0 0.00% 

VC FIN- TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 6 ................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 100.00% 

VC FIN - UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 2 0 0.00% 

VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 1 16.67% 

VC FIN- VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 2219 4 3 75.00% 

868% 
VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 1 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - ECONOMIC & BUS DEVELOPMENT 3128 0 0 #DIV/0! 

VC RESEARCH- FPG CHILD DEVELOP laST 5245 ........................................................................................................................................................... 208 ........ 25 12.02% 

VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210 17 1 5.88% 

VC RESEARCH - HAZARDS CTR 4977 2 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 5350 38 1 2.63% 

VC RESEARCH - INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 14 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - INST FOR ADVANCED MATERIAL 3126 3 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 35 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 

VC RESEARCH - KENAN CTR CARBON DIOXIDE 3124 4 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 133 1 0.75% 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 

VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19 7 36.84% 

~ ~~ : ~#~ i~#~ ~ ~0~i~i~ ~ ....................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................................................................... 
~ 

0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH INFO SYSTEMS 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 12 0 0.00% 

VC RESEARCH - OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 2 0.00% 

~ ~~ : ~i~~ ~#~i~ i~ ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 56 5 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 8.93% 



Totals 



2011 Dollars Raised 

$o.oo 

2010 Donors ! 2010 Dollars Raised 

o $o.oo 

$0.00 8 $1,671.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 1 $120.00 

$380.00 7: $620.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,800.00 7: $4,345.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$4,689.00 3: $2,000.00 

$0.00 1 $100.00 

$4,180.00 

$0.00 

$1 654.00 .............................................................................................................................................................. $1 064.00:: 

$730.00 5 $935.00:: 

$2,088.00 13 $7,390.00 

$6,730.00 22 $8,120.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$160.00 o $o.oo 
$785.00 9 $905.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
~:~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 



o $o.oo 
$469.00 .............................................................................................................................................................. 5 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ $394100:: 

$120.00 2 $330.00:: 

o $o.oo 
$620.00~ 0 $0.00 

$1,312.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,915.00 

o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 
$3,560.00 11 $5,160.00 

$7,310.00 10 $13,420.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,568.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1 908.00 ................................................................................................................................................................. ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ..... 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,020.00 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,140.00 10 $1,265.00 

$0.00 0 

$0.00 0 

$o.oo o 
0 

$2,302.00 18 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$5,58o.oo~ 

$1,140.00 $3,260.00 

$1,476.00 0 $0.00 

.......................................................................................................................... o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$648. O0 0: $553.82 

$0.00 4: $520.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,640.00 5: $3,480.00 

$520.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$60.00 

$360.00 0 $0.00 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,292.00 



$920.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$250.00 3 $275.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$4,012.16 15 $3,427.00 

$28,701.04 131 $43,034.00 ;; 

$3,470.00 19 $7,358.00 

11 $3,169.00;; 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$6,075.00 .............................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $13,098.81 ;; 

$2,984.00 9 $2,961.00 

$720.00 4 $1,396.00;; 

$600.00 $729.00 

$2,416.00 35 $4,723.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$72.00: 4: $840.00 

$360. O0 9 $1,366.04 ~ 

$120.00 3 $350.00 
i 

$265.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$350.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 



$o.oo 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$1,800.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$745.00 10 $1,037.00 

$480.00 $480.00 
$180.00 0 $0.00 

$4,252.00 5 $1,000.00 

$1,520.00 :: 

$4,929.00 14 $5,365.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,755.00 $2,530.00 :: 

$1 ,ooo.oo 
$2,030.00 

$0.00 

$1,200.00 

$6,385. O0 ~ 

$0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$4,019.00 36 

$4,936.00 $6,252.00 

$1,200.00 



$~ 50.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $I ,710.00 ~ 

$910.00 1 $480.00 ~ 

$820.00 2 $725.00; 

0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,200.00 11 $9,675.00 

ii 

$600.00 o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$o.oo’ .................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 
$0.00 1 $1,200.00 

$11,540.00 28 $18,898.00 ~ 

$1,090.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$765.00 $685.00 :: 

$0.00 4 $1,092.00 

$0.00 $1,378.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,84o.oo ............................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$25.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 

$5,040. O0 16 $6,064. O0 ~ 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$8,216.00 



$2,010.00 7: $3,890.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$60.00 3 $230.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

S1,090.00 9 S4,965.00 ~ 

$12,273.00 24 $12,572.00 ~ 

$80.00 1 $600.00 

$5,190.04: 17: $6,305. O0 

$3,180.00 6 $7,140.00;; 

$3,068.00 $3,380.00 

$3,254.00 15 $11,098.00; 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,895.00 

$628.00 0 $0.00 

$1,500.00~ ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0:00 
$1,560.00~ 16 $6,508.00 

$4,160.08 12 $5,910.00;; 

$1,145.00 

$10,805.00 

$5,108.00 

11 $2,790.00 

24: $12,609.00 

15 $6,475.00 

$2,865.00 14 $5,820.00 ;; 

$455.00 .... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

$1,730.00 6 $1,480.00 ;; 

$420.00 $1,645.00 

$4,705. O0 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$15 037.00 :: 

$13,026.00 76 $21 083.00 

$7,379.00 37 $9 019.00 :: 

$6,379.00 56 $14 487.00 

$11,697.00 16 $7 300.00 

$2,549. O0 $2,820.16 :: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 
$0.00 

$120.00 0 $0.00 

$1 630.00 16 $1 790.00~ 

$645.04 $385. O0 

$1,500.00 12 $5,250.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$364.00 0 $0.00 

$1,460.00 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $11600100 

$670.00 $330.00~ 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1 265.00 ................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 

$58o.oo 



$600.00 2 $480.00; 

$1,187.00 9 $1,070.00 ;; 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$450.00 

$2,3O4.OO 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$6,274.00 ..................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... 

3 $320.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 6 $2,165.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 $550.00 
$0.00 2 $490.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$240.00 .................................................................................................................................................. ~:: ........................................................................................................................................................................... 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$3,740.00 

$0.00 $1,407.00 

$2,675.00 6 $2,621.00~ 

$0.00 .... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

$0.00 $185.00:: 

$420.00 $570.00 

$12,233.00 



$453,079.91 2399 $773,566.48 



Name 2011 # of Empl 2011 Donors [ 2011% OrgAcct Department Participation 

470476 A&S - AEROSPACE STUDIES 3297 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 23 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 0 0.00% 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 0.00% 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 36 0 0.00% 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 5 4 80.00% 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 23 0 0.00% 

471854 A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 3252 35 0 0.00% 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 

663153A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 3 0 0.00% 

95 4 4.21% 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 0 0.00% 

471680 A&S- CLASSICS 3220 15 5 33.33% 

472183 A 3 7 0 0.00% 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 3276 62 1 1.61% 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 14 1 7.14% 

1079797 A&S - CULTURAL STUDIES 3217 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472027 ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 40 ............................................................................................................................................................................ 5 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 12.50% 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 ; 36 2 5.56% 

472530 A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 13.33% 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 0.00% 

47 1 

472373 A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 3292 57 8 14.04% 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 

471813A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 

2 

26 

17 1 5.88% 

22 0 0.00% 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 4: 0 0.00% 

472399 A&S - H ISTORY 3291 55 14 25.45% 



817908 A&S - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 3 1 33.33%: 

5 0 0.00% 

............... 1079839 A&S ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - LEARNING DISABILITIES SVC& 3233 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 0 #DIW0! 

471300 A&S - LINGUISTICS 3228 8 0.00%: 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 

472357 A&S - MATHEMATICS 3282 ; 46 9 19.57% 

1079847 A&S - MID EAST & MUSLIM CIV CTR 3240 2: 0 0.00% 

079854 A&S 0 #D IV/!! 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 ; 41 8 19.51% 

470500 A&S - NAVAL SCIENCE 3298 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 3 0 0.00% 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 6 22.22% 

472381 A&S ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 57 ................................................................................................................................................................. 4 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 702% 

1079862 A&S - PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY 8915 

472274;A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 ; 46 5 10.87% 

472555 A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258               82 2                   2.44% 

1 0 

471508 A&S- PUBLIC POLICY 3279 21 2 9.52% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 : 20 4 20.00% 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 0.00% 

470666 A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 13 18.31% 

3 0 0.00% 

471318 A&S- SLAVIC LANGUAGES 3248 8 0 0.00% 

472142A&S - SOCIOLOGY 3296 29 3 10.34% 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 2 0 0.00% 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 17 0: 0.00% 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 7 0 0.00% 

470542 A&S : UNDERGR A DUATE RESEARCH 3236 .................................................................................................................................................................................... : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2 :; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

3 



1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 0.00% 

472811 ATHLETICS 237 25 10.55% 

470716 CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 8952 1 0 0.00% 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 2 0 0.00% 

471565 CAMP SVC -AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 8120 29 5 17.24% 

674333 CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7150 242 5 2.07% 

818542 CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 7130 54 17 31.48% 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 0 0 #DIV/0! 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 0 #DIV/0! 

620534 CAMP SVC - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SVCS 7160 87 0 0.00% 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 5 3.60% 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42 3 7.14% 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 

77 1 1.30% 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 7215 & 7120 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 1 1 100.00% 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 0.00% 

......................................................................................................................................................... 
472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 0.00% 

1079904 CAMP SVC - QUAIL ROOST 8942 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 47 1 2.13% 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 8121 5 4 80.00% 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 5 0 0.00% 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 0 0.00% 

1079979 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 1 100.00% 

1079987 CHANCELLOR- CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080019 CHANCELLOR- THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. #DW/0i 

470930 CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 2225 5 0: 0.00% 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 2 0 0.00% 

1079995 .............................................................. : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1 :; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
i 2 



0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0 
2 0 0.00% 

471714 CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 2 11.11% 

471409 CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 378 11.38% 

1092998 CIO- RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 

471722 CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 45: 14 31.11% 

471847 G RADUATE 8 36.36% 

472506: HUMAN RESOURCES 69 14 20.29% 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 56 8 14.29% 

...................... 
1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 0.00% 

472761 LIBRARIES ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 239 21 8.79% 

10                7                    70.00% 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 6 2 33.33% 

1 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 9 0 0.00% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471748 PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 : 21 1 4.76% 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 17 38.64% 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 2 0 0.00% 

PROVOST APPLES 3148 0 1092832 .................................................................................................................. 

1093038 .................................................................. ......................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ..................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0100% 

817890 PROVOST- CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 6 5 83.33% 

471912 PROVOST - CTR FOR DEVELOP SCI ENCE 3140 14 1 7.14% 

925578 PROVOST- CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 1 12.50% 

471201 PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 7 0 0.00% 

471045 PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 16 0 0.00% 

471292 PROVOST: HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 7 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 2 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

o 



0 0 #DIV/0 ! 
31 0 0.00% 

472050 PROVOST- NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 24 2 8.33% 

3 0.00% 

470773 PROVOST- OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 

472167 PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 2 5.26% 

471151 PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 4 0 0.00% 

470963 PROVOST 0 0.00% 

1092857 PROVOST - TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 0 0.00% 

471904 PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 3130 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 4 10.53% 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 1 33.33% 

471276 PROVOST ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - WORLD VIEW 3122 ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 7 ................................................................................................................................................................. 2 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2857% 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 

; 20 20 100.00% 

472332 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 4375 47 3 6.38% 

10 

29 7 24.14% 

471417 SCH DENTISTRY - ENDODONTICS 4320 13 3 23.08% 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 29.41% 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 5 20.83% 

472043 SCH DENTISTRY - ORTHODONTICS 4345 22 0 0.00% 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY - PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 1 4.00% 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY - PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 11 0 0.00% 

472076 SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26 

472514 SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 1 1.96% 

1093046 SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 3401 6 0: 0.00% 

472712 SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 89 11 12.36% 

477182 SCHMEDiCINE:AHEC4800 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 28:; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 14 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
i 



77 0 0.00% 

20 1 5.00% 

............... 1092972 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING cm 4217 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 9 1 11.11% 

18 5.56%: 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 

477240 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 ; 35 4 11.43% 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 52: 4 7.69% 

~ .......................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................ ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. o 0.00% 
477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 ; 40 0 0.00% 

503177 SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 421 5 1.19% ..................... .................................................................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................... ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .... 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 25.00% 

477o26 .................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................ g ................................................................................................................................................................. o .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ooo% .... 

51 0 0.00% 

477752 SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228              497              10                   2.01% 

2 

54 0 0.00% 

477083 SCH MEDICINE - ENVIRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 : 16 4 25.00% 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 6 5.77% 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

477117 SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0 0.00% 

75 0 0.00% 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ;: .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

476986 SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 4222                                                           23                                3                                         13.04% 

477091 SCH MEDICINE - HIV STDS INFECT DIS CTR 4274 33 0 0.00% 

496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 

477109 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 9 19.15% 

477471 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 4201 137 9: 6.57% 

477380 SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 65 1 1.54% 

47728 1 34: 0 0.00% 
i o 



496737 SCH MEDICINE - OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 0 #DIV/0! 

36 0 0.00% 

477174 SCH MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 24 0 0.00% 

58 1.72% 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 : 141 4 2.84% 

7.48% 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 63: 3 4.76% 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 4 1.84% 

477190 SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4262 

477364 SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 75 8 10.67% 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 7 4.52% 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 17 13.18% 

476978 SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 1 0 0.00% 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 4 8.00% 

5 3 

1093053 ~5i~i~0~~i~~i~~ ..................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 40 ............................................................................................................................................................................ 1 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2.50% 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 2 1.80% 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 2 1 50.00% 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 5 4.46% 

38 6 15.79% 

472365 SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 51 13 25.49% 

472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 9 25.71% 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 3 4.69% 

817700 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 15 0: 0.00% 

471532 SCH PUB HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 10 4 40.00% 

471268 SCHPUBH~THLPUBEICHEAETHNURSiNG ....................................................................................................................................................................... : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 3:; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 1 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

2 



1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK- DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 2 0 0.00% 

1093012 SCH SOCIAL WORK- FAMILY SUPPORT PROG 3802 3 0 0.00%: 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 60 46.88%: 

472662 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 47 34.06% 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 44 17 38.64% 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 33 39.29% 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 118 33 27.97% 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 179 26 14.53% 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 31 16.23% 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472647 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

1092956 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 2407 3: 0 0.00% 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 1 3.23% 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0.00% 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

1092964 STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2403 10 2 20.00% 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6 1 16.67% 

6###iT  ................................................................................................................................................ .... 
471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 3 37.50% 

467662 uacCH/Reti~ee ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 10 ................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 10.00% 

706291 UNC Chapel Hill 0 

32904 UNC Chapel Hill Histo~ 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

706390 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 #DIV/0~ 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 

471623 VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 2235 

1079912 VC FIN - ASSET MANAGEMENT 2229 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 

17 

5 

7 

7 

0 #DIV/0! 

6 

2 

2 

6 

35.29% 

40.00% 

28.57% 

85.71% 



470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 13 4 30.77%: 

13 3 23.08% 

471961 VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7 58.33% 

1079946 VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 2246 0 #DIV/0!: 

471888VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 : 20 6 30.00% 

0.00% 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 6: 6 100.00% 

110VC 0 0.00% 

47125OVC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 1 16.67% 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 4910 110 4 3.64% 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 0.00% 

1003425 VC ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 .................................................................................................................................................................... 0 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 000°/o .... 

472787 VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 5245 208 20 9.62% 

471664 VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210               17               0                   0.00% 

2 0 

38 1 2.63% 

471896VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 14 0 0.00% 

3 0 0.00% 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

471573VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 0.00% 

4 0 0.00% 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 133 0 0.00% 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19 

471144VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 0.00% 

932327 VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH I NFO SYSTEMS 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

472415 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 57 11 19.30% 

471540 ............................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 12 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

470955 VC RESEARCH OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 == = = =========== ================ === = ............................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ’ ................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



7.14% 



2011 Dollars Raised 

$o.oo 

2010 Donors ! 2010 Dollars Raised 

o $o.oo 

$0.00 8 $1,671.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 1 $120.00 

$380.00 7: $620.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 7: $4,345.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$4,689.00 3: $2,000.00 

$0.00 1 $100.00 

$4,180.00 

$0.00 

$1 534.00 .............................................................................................................................................................. $1 064.00:: 

$430.00 5 $935.00~ 

$228.00 13 $7,390.00 

$4,900.00 22 $8,120.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$160.00 o $o.oo 
$785.00 9 $905.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 



o $o.oo 
$469.00 .............................................................................................................................................................. 5 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ $394100:: 

$120.00 2 $330.00:: 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo~, o $o.oo 

$1,312.00 

$o.oo: o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,855.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$560.00 11 $5,160.00 

$13,420.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,568.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$6 o o. o o .................................................................................................................................................................. ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,020.00 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$900.00 10 $1,265.00 

$0.00 0 

$0.00 0 

$o.oo o 
0 

$1,582.00 18 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$5,58o.oo~ 

$1,140.00 $3,260.00 

$1,476.00 0 $0.00 

.......................................................................................................................... o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$648. O0 0: $553.82 

$0.00 4: $520.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,640.00 5: $3,480.00 

$520.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo 

$360.00 0 $0.00 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,292.00 



$720.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$250.00 3 $275.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$3,952.16 15 $3,427. O0 ;; 

$25,541.04 131 $43,034.00 ;; 

$3,470.00 19 $7,358.00 

11 $3,169.00;; 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$5,761.00 .............................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $13,098.81 ~ 

$2,984.00 9 $2,961.00 

$720.00 4 $1,396.00:: 

$600.00 $729.00 

$2,056. O0 35 $4,723.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$72.00: 4: $840.00 

$360. O0 9 $1,366.04 ~ 

$120.00 3 $350.00 
i 

$265.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$350.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 



$o.oo 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$1,800.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$320.00 10 $1,037.00 

$480.00 $480.00 
$170.00 0 $0.00 

$4,252.00 5 $1,000.00 

$1,520.00 :: 

$4,809.00 14 $5,365.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,255.00 $2,530.00 :: 

$o.oo 

$1,2oo.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$6,385. O0 ~ 

$0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$2,819.00 36 

$4,840.00 $6,252.00 

$1,200.00 



$~ 50.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $I ,710.00 ~ 

$910.00 1 $480.00 ~ 

$820.00 2 $725.00; 

0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$780.00 11 $9,675.00 

ii 

$600.00 o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$o.oo’ .................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 
$0.00 1 $1,200.00 

$6,300.00 28 $18,898.00 ~ 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$765.00 $685.00 ~ 

$0.00 4 $1,092.00 

$0.00 $1,378.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,84o.oo ............................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 

$4,680.00 16 $6,064.00 ~ 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$8,216.00 



$2,010.00 7: $3,890.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $230.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

S990.00 9 S4,965.00 ~ 

$11,038.00 24 $12,572.00~ 

$80.00 1 $600.00 

$3,310.04: 17: $6,305.00 

$3,180.00 6 $7,140.00;; 

$2,888.00 $3,380.00 

$3,254.00 15 $11,098.00~ 

o $o.oo 
SO.OO o SO.OO 

$1,895.00 

$628.00 0 $0.00 

$1,500.00~ ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0:00 
$1,080.00~          16           $6,508.00 

$1,660.00 12 $5,910.00 ;; 

,7 o .o o 
$1,120.00 11 $2,790.00 

$5,185. O0 24 $12,609. O0 ;; 

$4,723.00 15 $6,475.00 

$1,920.00          14           $5,820.00 ;; 

$0.00 .... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

$1,730.00 6 $1,480.00 ;; 

$420.00 $1,645.00 

$4,705. O0 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$15 037.00 :: 

$12,219.00 76 $21 083.00 

$7,379.00 37 $9 019.00 :: 

$6,379.00 56 $14 487.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$2,549. O0 $2,820.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$65.00 3 $919.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$3,394.88 17 ..................................................................................................................................................................... $31876100:i 

$380.40 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 

$1,615.00 16 $1,790.00 :: 

5 $385.00 

$1,500.00 12 $5,250.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$364.00 0 $0.00 

$1,460.00 $1,600.00 

$670.00 3 



$o.oo o $o.oo 
$190.00: 

$0.00 1 $50.00 

$250.00 $140.00 

$880.00 4 $1,385.00 

$2,304.00 

$o.oo 
$0.00 2 $720.00 ;; 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$5,814.00 70 

$320.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 $550.00 
$0.00 2 $490.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
so.oo .................................................................................................................................................. ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00:: $1,407.00 :~ 

SO.OO~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
$2,675.00 6 $2,621.00~ 

$0.00 4 $2,060.00 

S185.oo 



$1,660.00 

S25.00 

30 $12,233. O0 ;; 

$5,010.00 ~ 



Name 2011 # of Empl 2011 Donors [ 2011% OrgAcct Department Participation 

470476 A&S - AEROSPACE STUDIES 3297 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 23 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 0 0.00% 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 0.00% 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 36 0 0.00% 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 5 4 80.00% 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 23 0 0.00% 

471854 A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 3252 35 0 0.00% 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 

663153A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 3 0 0.00% 

95 4 4.21% 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 0 0.00% 

471680 A&S- CLASSICS 3220 15 4 26.67% 

472183 A 3 7 0 0.00% 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 3276 62 0 0.00% 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 14 0 0.00% 

1079797 A&S - CULTURAL STUDIES 3217 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472027 ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 40 ............................................................................................................................................................................ 4 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 10.00% 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 ; 36 2 5.56% 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 8.89% 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 0.00% 

47 1 

472373 A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 3292 57 2 3.51% 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 

471813A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 

2 

26 

17 1 5.88% 

22 0 0.00% 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 4: 0 0.00% 

472399 A&S - H ISTORY 3291 55 13 23.64% 



817908 A&S - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 3 1 33.33%: 

5 0 0.00% 

............... 1079839 A&S ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - LEARNING DISABILITIES SVC& 3233 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 0 #DIW0! 

471300 A&S - LINGUISTICS 3228 8 0.00%: 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 

472357 A&S - MATHEMATICS 3282 ; 46 8 17.39% 

1079847 A&S - MID EAST & MUSLIM CIV CTR 3240 2: 0 0.00% 

079854 A&S 0 #D IV/!! 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 ; 41 8 19.51% 

470500 A&S - NAVAL SCIENCE 3298 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 3 0 0.00% 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 6 22.22% 

472381 A&S ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 57 .................................................................................................................................................................. 1 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 175% 

1079862 A&S - PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY 8915 

472274;A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 ; 46 5 10.87% 

472555 A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258               82 2                   2.44% 

1 0 

471508 A&S- PUBLIC POLICY 3279 21 2 9.52% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 : 20 4 20.00% 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 0.00% 

470666 A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 12 16.90% 

3 0 0.00% 

471318 A&S- SLAVIC LANGUAGES 3248 8 0 0.00% 

472142A&S - SOCIOLOGY 3296 29 3 10.34% 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 2 0 0.00% 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 17 0: 0.00% 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 7 0 0.00% 

470542 A&S : UNDERGR A DUATE RESEARCH 3236 .................................................................................................................................................................................... : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2 :; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

3 



1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 0.00% 

472811 ATHLETICS 237 19 8.02% 

470716 CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 8952 1 0 0.00% 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 2 0 0.00% 

471565 CAMP SVC -AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 8120 29 5 17.24% 

674333 CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7150 242 5 2.07% 

818542 CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 7130 54 16 29.63% 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 0 0 #DIV/0! 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 0 #DIV/0! 

620534 CAMP SVC - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SVCS 7160 87 0 0.00% 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 5 3.60% 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42 3 7.14% 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 

77 0 0.00% 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 7215 & 7120 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 1 1 100.00% 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 0.00% 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 0.00% 

1079904 CAMP SVC - QUAIL ROOST 8942 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 47 1 2.13% 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 8121 5 4 80.00% 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 5 0 0.00% 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 0 0.00% 

1079979 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 0 0.00% 

1079987 CHANCELLOR- CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080019 CHANCELLOR- THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. #DWi0i 

470930 CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 2225 5 0: 0.00% 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 2 0 0.00% 

1079995 .............................................................. : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1 :; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
i 2 



0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0 
2 0 0.00% 

471714 CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 1 5.56% 

471409 CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 378 7.94% 

1092998 CIO- RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 

471722 CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 45: 12 26.67% 

471847 GRADUATE 3 13.64% 

472506: HUMAN RESOURCES 69 13 18.84% 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 56 8 14.29% 

...................... 
1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 0.00% 

472761 LIBRARIES ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 239 16 6.69% 

10                7                    70.00% 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 6 2 33.33% 

1 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 9 0 0.00% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471748 PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 : 21 1 4.76% 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 8 18.18% 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 2 0 0.00% 

PROVOST APPLES 3148 0 1092832 .................................................................................................................. 

1093038 .................................................................. ......................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ..................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0100% 

817890 PROVOST- CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 6 5 83.33% 

471912 PROVOST - CTR FOR DEVELOP SCI ENCE 3140 14 1 7.14% 

925578 PROVOST- CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 0 0.00% 

471201 PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 7 0 0.00% 

471045 PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 16 0 0.00% 

471292 PROVOST: HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 7 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

o 



0 0 #DIV/0 
31 0 0.00% 

472050 PROVOST- NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 24 0 0.00% 

3 0.00% 

470773 PROVOST- OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 

472167 PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 2 5.26% 

471151 PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 4: 0 0.00% 

470963 PROVOST 0 0.00% 

1092857: PROVOST - TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 0 0.00% 

471904 PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 3130 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 3 7.89% 

.....................~.~..~ -..vvv~- ~...v~..~.- ~ ~ 6~/~¥ ~ ~ ~i~/P~i¥ ~ ~i~ ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................. 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 0 0.00% 

471276 PROVOST ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - WORLD VIEW 3122 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 

; 20 20 100.00% 

472332 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 4375 47 3 6.38% 

10 

29 7 24.14% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471417 SCH DENTISTRY - ENDODONTICS 4320 13 3 23.08% 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 29.41% 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 4 16.67% 

472043 SCH DENTISTRY - ORTHODONTICS 4345 22 0 0.00% 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY - PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 1 4.00% 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY - PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 11 0 0.00% 

472076 SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26 

472514 SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 1 1.96% 

1093046 SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 3401 6 0 0.00% 

472712 SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 89 9 10.11% 

477182 SCHMEDiCINE:AHEC4800 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 28 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 10 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



77 0 0.00% 

20 1 5.00% 

............... 1092972 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING cm 4217 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 9 1 11.11% 

18 5.56%: 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 

477240 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 ; 35 4 11.43% 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 52: 3 5.77% 

~ .......................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................ ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. o 0.00% 
477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 ; 40 0 0.00% 

503177 SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 421 5 1.19% ..................... .................................................................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................... ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .... 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 25.00% 

477o26 .................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................ g ................................................................................................................................................................. o .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ooo% .... 

51 0 0.00% 

477752 SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228              497              10                   2.01% 

2 

54 0 0.00% 

477083 SCH MEDICINE - ENVIRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 : 16 3 18.75% 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 6 5.77% 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

477117 SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0 0.00% 

75 0 0.00% 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ;: .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

476986 SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 4222                                                           23                                3                                         13.04% 

477091 SCH MEDICINE - HIV STDS INFECT DIS CTR 4274 33 0 0.00% 

496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 

477109SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 8 17.02% 

477471 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 4201 137 9: 6.57% 

477380 SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 65 1 1.54% 

47728 1 34: 0 0.00% 
i o 



496737 SCH MEDICINE - OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 0 #DIV/0!: 

36 0 0.00% 

477174 SCH MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 24 0 0.00% 

58 1.72%: 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 : 141 3 2.13% 

3.74% 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 63: 3 4.76% 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 2 0.92% 

477190 SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4262 

477364 SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 75 8 10.67% 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 5 3.23% 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 13 10.08% 

476978 SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 1 0 0.00% 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 4 8.00% 

5 3 

1093053 ..................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 40 ............................................................................................................................................................................ 1 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2.50% 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 2 1.80% 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 2 1 50.00% 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1.61% 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 4 3.57% 

38 4 10.53% 

472365 SCH PUB HLTH- HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 51 4 7.84% 

472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 2 5.71% 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 2 3.13% 

817700 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 15 0: 0.00% 

471532 SCH PUB HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 10 4 40.00% 

471268 SCHPUBHLTH:PUBEICHEAI._THNURSiNG ....................................................................................................................................................................... : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 3:; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 1 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
i 



1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK- DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 2 0 0.00% 

1093012 SCH SOCIAL WORK- FAMILY SUPPORT PROG 3802 3 0 0.00%: 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 47 36.72%: 

472662 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 33 23.91% 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 44 13 29.55% 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 29 34.52% 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 118 32 27.12% 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 179 14 7.82% 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 27 14.14% 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472647 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

1092956 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 2407 3: 0 0.00% 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 0 0.00% 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0.00% 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

1092964 STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2403 10 2 20.00% 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6 0 0.00% 

6###iT  ................................................................................................................................................ .... 
471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 3 37.50% 

467662 uacCH/Reti~ee ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 10 ................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 10.00% 

706291 UNC Chapel Hill 0 

32904 UNC Chapel Hill Histo~ 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

706390 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 #DIV/0~ 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 

471623 VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 2235 

1079912 VC FIN - ASSET MANAGEMENT 2229 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 

17 

5 

7 

7 

0 #DIV/0! 

6 

2 

2 

6 

35.29% 

40.00% 

28.57% 

85.71% 



470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 13 4 30.77%: 

13 3 23.08% 

471961 VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7 58.33% 

1079946 VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 2246 0 #DIV/0!: 

471888VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 : 20 6 30.00% 

0.00% 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 6: 2 33.33% 

110VC 0 0.00% 

47125OVC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 1 16.67% 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 4910 110 2 1.82% 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 0.00% 

1003425 VC ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 .................................................................................................................................................................... 0 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 000°/o .... 

472787 VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 5245 208 9 4.33% 

471664 VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210               17               0                   0.00% 

2 0 

38 1 2.63% 

471896VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 14 0 0.00% 

3 0 0.00% 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

471573VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 0.00% 

4 0 0.00% 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 133 0 0.00% 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19 

471144VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 0.00% 

932327 VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH I NFO SYSTEMS 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

472415 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 57 9 15.79% 

471540 ............................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 12 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

470955 VC RESEARCH OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 == = = =========== ================ === = ............................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ’ ................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



7.14% 



2011 Dollars Raised 

$o.oo 

2010 Donors ! 2010 Dollars Raised 

o $o.oo 

$0.00 8 $1,671.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 1 $120.00 

$380.00 7: $620.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 7: $4,345.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$3,729.00 3: $2,000.00 

$0.00 1 $100.00 

$4,180.00 

$0.00 

$430.00 5 $935.00;; 

$228.00 13 $7,390.00 

$3,650. O0 22 $8,120. O0 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$160.00 o $o.oo 
$130.00 9 $905.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 



o $o.oo 
$266. O0 .............................................................................................................................................................. 5 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ $394100 ~ 

$120.00 2 $330.00~ 

o $o.oo 
SO.OO~, o SO.OO 

$1,312.00 

$o.oo~ o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,855.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$560.00 11 $5,160.00 

$13,420.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,568.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$6 o o. o o .................................................................................................................................................................. ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,020.00 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$900.00 10 $1,265.00 

$0.00 0 

$0.00 0 

$o.oo o 
0 

$1,582.00 18 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$5,58o.oo~ 

$60.00 $3,260.00 

$1,476.00 0 $0.00 

.......................................................................................................................... o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$544. O0 0: $553.82 

$0.00 4: $520.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,640.00 5: $3,480.00 

$520.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,292.00 



$720.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$150.00 3 $275.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$3,602.16 15 $3,427. O0 ;; 

$17,824.04 131 $43,034.00 ~ 

$3,470.00 19 $7,358.00 

11 $3,169.00~ 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$3,592.00 .............................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $13,098.81 :: 

$2,984.00 9 $2,961.00 

$720.00 4 $1,396.00;; 

$600.00 $729.00 

$1,201.00 35 $4,723.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$72.00: 4: $840.00 

$360. O0 9 $1,366.04 ~ 

$0.00 3 $350.00 
i 

$265.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 



$o.oo 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$50.00 10 $1,037.00 

$0.00 $480.00 
$170.00 0 $0.00 

$4,252.00 5 $1,000.00 

$1,520.00 ~ 

$4,809.00 14 $5,365.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,255.00 $2,530.00 :: 

$o.oo 

$1,2oo.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$6,385. O0 ~ 

$0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,244.00 36 

$3,810.00 $6,252.00 

$1,200.00 



$~ 50.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $I ,710.00 ~ 

$910.00 1 $480.00 ~ 

$720.00 2 $725.00; 

0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$780.00 11 $9,675.00 

ii 

$600.00 o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$o.oo’ .................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 
$0.00 1 $1,200.00 

$6,300.00 28 $18,898.00 ~ 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$740.00 $685.00 ~ 

$0.00 4 $1,092.00 

$0.00 $1,378.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,84o.oo ............................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 

$4,080.00 16 $6,064.00 ~ 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$8,216.00 



$1,650.00 7: $3,890.00 :: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $230.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

S630.00 9 S4,965.00 ~ 

$5,280.00 24 $12,572.00~ 

$80.00 1 $600.00 

$3,010.00 17: $6,305.00 

$3,180.00 6 $7,140.00;; 

$2,888.00 $3,380.00 

$1,534.00 15 $11,098.00~ 

o $o.oo 
SO.OO o SO.OO 

$1,895.00 

$628.00 0 $0.00 

$1,500.00~ ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0:00 
$1,080.00~ 16 $6,508.00 

$300.00 12 $5,910.00 ;; 

$760.00 1 $2,790.00 

$2,020.00 24 $12,609.00;; 

$465.00 15 $6,475.00 

$1,800.00          14           $5,820.00 ;; 

$0.00 .... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

$1,730.00 6 $1,480.00 ;; 

$420.00 $1,645.00 

$4,705. O0 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$15 037.00 :: 

$8,798.00 76 $21 083.00 

$5,389.00 37 $9 019.00 :: 

$2,124.00 56 $14 487.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$384. O0 $2,820.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 3 $919.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$3,275.00 17 ..................................................................................................................................................................... $31876100~i 

$380.40 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 

$1,315.00 16 $1,790.00 :: 

5 $385.00 

$1,500.00 12 $5,250.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$364.00 0 $0.00 

$1,460.00 $1,600.00 

$670.00 3 



$o.oo o $o.oo 
$190.00: 

$0.00 1 $50.00 

$250.00 $140.00 

$880.00 4 $1,385.00 

$324.00 

$o.oo 
$0.00 2 $720.00 ;; 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$3,114.00 70 

$320.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 $550.00 
$0.00 2 $490.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
so.oo .................................................................................................................................................. ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00:: $1,407.00 :~ 

SO.OO~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
$2,170.00 6 $2,621.00~ 

$0.00 4 $2,060.00 

S185.oo 



$1,660.00 

SO.OO 
30 $12,233. O0 ;; 

$5,010.00 ~ 



Name 2011 # of Empl 2011 Donors [ 2011% OrgAcct Department Participation 

470476 A&S - AEROSPACE STUDIES 3297 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471631 A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 23 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 12 0 0.00% 

472084 A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 3284 36 0 0.00% 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 36 0 0.00% 

471052 A&S -ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 3211 5 4 80.00% 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 23 0 0.00% 

471854 A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 3252 35 0 0.00% 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 

663153A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 3 0 0.00% 

95 3 3.16% 

471805 A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 3288 19 0 0.00% 

471680 A&S- CLASSICS 3220 15 4 26.67% 

472183 A 3 7 0 0.00% 

472522 A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 3276 62 0 0.00% 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 14 0 0.00% 

1079797 A&S - CULTURAL STUDIES 3217 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472027 ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 40 ............................................................................................................................................................................ 3 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 7.50% 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 ; 36 1 2.78% 

472530 A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 3225 6.67% 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 4 0 0.00% 

47 1 

472373 A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 3292 57 2 3.51% 

1079805 A&S - FOLKLORE 3223 

1079813 A&S - GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3261 

471813A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 

2 

26 

17 1 5.88% 

22 0 0.00% 

1079821 A&S - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 4: 0 0.00% 

472399 A&S - HISTORY 3291 55 7 12.73% 



817908 A&S - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 3251 3 1 33.33% 

5 0 0.00% 

............... 1079839 A&S ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - LEARNING DISABILITIES SVC& 3233 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 0 #DIW0! 

471300 A&S - LINGUISTICS 3228 8 0.00% 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 3262 

472357 A&S - MATHEMATICS 3282 ; 46 7 15.22% 

1079847 A&S - MID EAST & MUSLIM CIV CTR 3240 2: 0 0.00% 

079854 A&S 0 #D IV/!! 

472233A&S - MUSIC 3212 ; 41 3 7.32% 

470500 A&S - NAVAL SCIENCE 3298 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 3 0 0.00% 

471987 A&S - PHILOSOPHY 3238 27 5 18.52% 

472381 A&S ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270 

1079862 A&S - PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY 8915 

472274;A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 ; 46 5 10.87% 

472555 A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 3258               82 2                   2.44% 

1 0 

471508 A&S- PUBLIC POLICY 3279 21 2 9.52% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 : 20 3 15.00% 

470831 A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 3286 3 0 0.00% 

470666 A&S- ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 3224 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

472456 A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 71 10 14.08% 

3 0 0.00% 

471318 A&S- SLAVIC LANGUAGES 3248 8 0 0.00% 

472142A&S - SOCIOLOGY 3296 29 3 10.34% 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 25 

470674 A&S - STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3293 2 0 0.00% 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 17 0: 0.00% 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 7 0 0.00% 

470542 A&S : UNDERGR A DUATE RESEARCH 3236 .................................................................................................................................................................................... : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2 :; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

1 



1079870 A&S - WRITING CENTER 3234 5 0 0.00% 

472811 ATHLETICS 237 18 7.59% 

470716 CAMP SVC - AIRPORT 8952 1 0 0.00% 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 2 0 0.00% 

471565 CAMP SVC -AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 8120 29 2 6.90% 

674333 CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7150 242 5 2.07% 

818542 CAMP SVC - BUSINESS OPERATIONS 7130 54 2 3.70% 

1079888 CAMP SVC - CAROLINA INN ADMIN 8810 0 0 #DIV/0! 

817502 CAMP SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES 0 0 #DIV/0! 

620534 CAMP SVC - DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION SVCS 7160 87 0 0.00% 

1079896 CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 7170 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 139 4 2.88% 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 2371 42 2 4.76% 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 7110 

77 0 0.00% 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 7215 & 7120 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 1 0 0.00% 

472464 CAMP SVC - PRINTING & DUPLICATING 8515 18 0 0.00% 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 

470989 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 8230 4 0 0.00% 

1079904 CAMP SVC - QUAIL ROOST 8942 0 0 #DIV/0! 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES All Depts. 47 1 2.13% 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 8121 5 0 0.00% 

471136 CAROLINA CTR FOR PUB SVC 5 0 0.00% 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 8 0 0.00% 

1079979 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 0 0.00% 

1079987 CHANCELLOR- CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER 9901 0 0 #DIV/0! 

1080019 CHANCELLOR- THE EMPLOYEE FORUM 2319 0 ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. #DWi0i 

470930 CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 2225 5 0: 0.00% 

470765 CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 2318 2 0 0.00% 

1079995 .............................................................. : ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1 :; ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
i 2 



0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0 
2 0 0.00% 

471714 CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 2213 18 1 5.56% 

471409 CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 378 5.56% 

1092998 CIO- RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 2264 

471722 CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 45: 8 17.78% 

471847 GRADUATE 1 4.55% 

472506: HUMAN RESOURCES 69 9 13.04% 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 56 8 14.29% 

...................... 
1093020 LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 5507 4 0 0.00% 

472761 LIBRARIES ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 5505 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 239 11 4.60% 

10                7                    70.00% 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 6 2 33.33% 

1 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 9 0 0.00% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471748 PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 : 21 1 4.76% 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 44 8 18.18% 

1092840 PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 3133 2 0 0.00% 

PROVOST APPLES 3148 0 1092832 .................................................................................................................. 

1093038 .................................................................. ......................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ..................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0100% 

817890 PROVOST- CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 6 5 83.33% 

471912 PROVOST - CTR FOR DEVELOP SCI ENCE 3140 14 1 7.14% 

925578 PROVOST- CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 10 

471227 PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 3145 8 0 0.00% 

471201 PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 2224 7 0 0.00% 

471045 PROVOST - EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 3146 16 0 0.00% 

471292 PROVOST: HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 7 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

o 



0 0 #DIV/0 
31 0 0.00% 

472050 PROVOST- NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 24 0 0.00% 

3 0.00% 

470773 PROVOST- OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 

472167 PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 38 1 2.63% 

471151 PROVOST- SONJA H STONE CTR. 3114 4: 0 0.00% 

470963 PROVOST 0 0.00% 

1092857: PROVOST - TRIO PROGRAMS OFFICES 3134 3 0 0.00% 

471904 PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 3130 

472209 PROVOST- UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 3118 38 1 2.63% 

.....................~.~..~ -..vvv~- ~...v~..~.- ~ ~ 6~/~¥ ~ ~ ~i~/P~i¥ ~ ~i~ ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................. 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 3125 3 0 0.00% 

471276 PROVOST ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - WORLD VIEW 3122 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 

20                4                    20.00% 

472332 SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 4375 47 2 4.26% 

0 

29 5 17.24% 
........ ............................................................................................................................................................................ 

471417 SCH DENTISTRY - ENDODONTICS 4320 13 0 0.00% 

1092881 SCH DENTISTRY- GEN ACADEMIC INSTR 4310 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

471789 SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 4330 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 11.76% 

471797 SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 4340 24 2 8.33% 

472043 SCH DENTISTRY - ORTHODONTICS 4345 22 0 0.00% 

471953 SCH DENTISTRY - PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 4350 25 1 4.00% 

471730 SCH DENTISTRY - PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 11 0 0.00% 

472076 SCH DENTISTRY - PROSTHODONTICS 4365 26 

472514 SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 4301 51 0 0.00% 

1093046 SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 3401 6 0 0.00% 

472712 SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 3402 89 3 3.37% 

477182 SCHMEDiCINE:AHEC4800 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 28 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 9 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



77 0 0.00% 

20 1 5.00% 

............... 1092972 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING cm 4217 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 9 1 11.11% 

18 5.56%: 

477067 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA VACCINE INST 4206 

477240 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 ; 35 3 8.57% 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 52: 3 5.77% 

~ .......................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................ ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. o 0.00% 
477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 ; 40 0 0.00% 

503177 SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 421 2 0.48% ..................... .................................................................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................... ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .... 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 4 1 25.00% 

477o26 .................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................ g ................................................................................................................................................................. o .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ooo% .... 

51 0 0.00% 

477752 SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 4228              497               9                    1.81% 

54 0 0.00% 

477083 SCH MEDICINE - ENVIRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 : 16 3 18.75% 

477430 SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 4232 104 6 5.77% 

477273 SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 4283 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

477117 SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 4276 30 0 0.00% 

75 0 0.00% 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ;: .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

476986 SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 4222                                                           23                                3                                         13.04% 

477091 SCH MEDICINE - HIV STDS INFECT DIS CTR 4274 33 0 0.00% 

496703 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 4201 0 

477109SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 4284 47 8 17.02% 

477471 SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 4201 137 6: 4.38% 

477380 SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 4208 65 1 1.54% 

47728 1 34: 0 0.00% 
i o 



496737 SCH MEDICINE - OFFICE OF INFO SYSTEMS 4203 0 0 #DIV/0!: 

36 0 0.00% 

477174 SCH MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 24 0 0.00% 

58 0.00%: 

477497 SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 4216 : 141 1 0.71% 

3.27% 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 63: 3 4.76% 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 217 2 0.92% 

477190 SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4262 

477364 SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 4260 75 6 8.00% 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 155 5 3.23% 

477489 SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 4257 129 12 9.30% 

476978 SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 4210 1 0 0.00% 

942037 SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 4299 50 1 2.00% 

5 3 

1093053 ~5i~i~0~~i~~i~~ ..................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 40 ............................................................................................................................................................................ 1 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2.50% 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 111 2 1.80% 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 2 1 50.00% 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 112 4 3.57% 

38 3 7.89% 

472365 SCH PUB HLTH- HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 51 3 5.88% 

472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 35 2 5.71% 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 64 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 64 2 3.13% 

817700 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. 15 0 0.00% 

471532 SCH PUB HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 10 3 30.00% 

471268 SCHPUBH~TH:PUBL.ICHEALTHNURSiNG ....................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 3 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 1 
i o 



1093004 SCH SOCIAL WORK- DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 5367 2 0 0.00% 

1093012 SCH SOCIAL WORK- FAMILY SUPPORT PROG 3802 3 0 0.00%: 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 128 39 30.47%: 

472662 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 138 28 20.29% 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 44 11 25.00% 

472480 SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 84 7 8.33% 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 118 21 17.80% 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 179 14 7.82% 

472696 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 191 19 9.95% 

618165 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERV- PHARM 0 0 #DIV/0! 

472647 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

1092956 STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 2407 3: 0 0.00% 

472068 STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 31 0 0.00% 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0.00% 

472282 STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

1092964 STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 2403 10 2 20.00% 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 6 0 0.00% 

6###iT  ................................................................................................................................................ .... 
471706 STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

472001 STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 8 2 25.00% 

467662 uacCH/Reti~ee ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 10 ................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.00% 

706291 UNC Chapel Hill 0 

32904 UNC Chapel Hill Histo~ 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

706390 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 #DIV/0~ 

496729 UNC-CH MED-HUMAN RESOURCES 

471623 VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 2235 

1079912 VC FIN - ASSET MANAGEMENT 2229 

819391 VC FIN - BUDGET OFFICE 2240 

17 

5 

7 

7 

0 #DIV/0! 

6 

2 

1 

3 

35.29% 

40.00% 

14.29% 

42.86% 



470757 VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 13 3 23.08%: 

13 3 23.08% 

471961 VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 2260 12 7 58.33% 

1079946 VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 2246 0 #DIV/0!: 

471888VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 : 20 1 5.00% 

0.00% 

470740 VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 2261 6: 1 16.67% 

110VC 0 0.00% 

47125OVC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 2231 6 0 0.00% 

472605 VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 4910 110 2 1.82% 

472225 VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 42 0 0.00% 

1003425 VC ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ RESEARCH - DICE CTR 3902 .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1 .................................................................................................................................................................... 0 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 000°/o .... 

472787 VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 5245 208 6 2.88% 

471664 VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210               17               0                   0.00% 

2 0 

38 1 2.63% 

471896VC RESEARCH -INJURY PREV RESEARCH CTR 4974 14 0 0.00% 

3 0 0.00% 

472126 VC RESEARCH - INST OF MARINE SCIENCES 5220 ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.00% 

471573VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 14 0 0.00% 

4 0 0.00% 

472589 VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 133 0 0.00% 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 19 

471144VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 3906 7 0 0.00% 

932327 VC RESEARCH - OFC RESEARCH I NFO SYSTEMS 0 0 #DIV/0~ 

472415 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 57 9 15.79% 

471540 ............................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 12 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

470955 VC RESEARCH OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 == = = =========== ================ === = ............................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................... ’ ................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



471615 VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 3127 

472571:VC RESEARCH-SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 4950 5 5.56% 

.............. 4 YC RE SE~RC £E£R RE SE~RC 9 o 5 
3 2 0 0.00 % 

G RA N D T 0 TA L ......................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..... 



2011 Dollars Raised 

$o.oo 

2010 Donors ! 2010 Dollars Raised 

o $o.oo 

$0.00 8 $1,671.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 1 $120.00 

$380.00 7: $620.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 7: $4,345.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$3,729.00 3: $2,000.00 

$0.00 1 $100.00 

$4,180.00 

$0.00 

$430.00 5 $935.00;; 

$108.00 13 $7,390.00 

$2,950.00 22 $8,120.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1oo.oo o $o.oo 
$130.00 9 $905.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 



o $o.oo 
$0.00 .............................................................................................................................................................. 5 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ $3~4100~ 

$120.00 2 $330.00:: 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo~, o $o.oo 

$312.00 

$o.oo: o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$630.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$440.00 11 $5,160.00 

$13,420.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,568.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$6 o o. o o .................................................................................................................................................................. ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo,, .............................................................................................................................................................. ~:: ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 
$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1 ,o2o.oo 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$900.00 10 $1,265.00 

$0.00 0 

$0.00 0 

$o.oo o 
0 

$1,452.00 18 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$5,58o.oo~ 

$60.00 $3,260.00 

$625.00 0 $0.00 

............................................................................................................................... o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$260. O0 0: $553.82 

$0.00 4: $520.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$2,640.00 5: $3,480.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

~i~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$1,292.00 



$645.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$150.00 3 $275.00 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$2,430.16: 15 $3,427. O0 ;; 

$5,995.04 131 $43,034.00 ;; 

$3,470.00 19 $7,358.00 

11 $3,169.00;; 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$3,112.00 .............................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $13,098.81 ;; 

$2,984.00 9 $2,961.00 

$720.00 4 $1,396.00 ;; 

$600.00 $729.00 

$1,201.00 35: $4,723.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$72.00: 4: $840.00 

$240. O0: 9: $1,366.04 :: 

$0.00 3 $350.00 
i 

$265.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00 



$o.oo 

0 
0 
0 
0 

$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo~ o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$50.00 10 $1,037.00 

$0.00 $480.00 
$170.00 0 $0.00 

$1,105.00 5 $1,000.00 

$1,520.00 ~ 

$0.00 14 $5,365.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$265.00 $2,530.00 :: 

$o.oo 

$1,2oo.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$6,385. O0 ~ 

$0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$984.00 36 

$3,690.00 $6,252.00 

$1,200.00 



$~ 50.00 0 $0.00 

$360.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $I ,710.00 ~ 

$430.00 1 $480.00:: 

$720.00 2 $725.00: 

0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$360.00 11 $9,675.00 

ii 

$600.00 o $o.oo 
o $o.oo 

$o.oo’ .................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 
$0.00 1 $1,200.00 

$6,200.00 28 $18,898.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$740.00 $685.00 ~ 

$0.00 4 $1,092.00 

$0.00 $1,378.00:: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$1,84o.oo ............................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 

$4,080.00 16 $6,064.00 ~ 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$8,216.00 



$1,650.00 7: $3,890.00 :: 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 3 $230.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 

$360.00 9 $4,965.00 :: 

$4,800.00 24 $12,572.00~ 

$80.00 1 $600.00 

$3,010.00 17: $6,305.00 

$3,180.00 6 $7,140.00;; 

$1,760.00 $3,380.00 

$1,534.00 15 $11,098.00~ 

o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$1,895.00 

$628.00 0 $0.00 

$1,500.00~ ............................................................................................................................................................... 0 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0:00 
$1,080.00~ 16 $6,508.00 

$0.00 12 $5,910.00 ;; 

$240.00 1 $2,790.00 

$820. O0 24 $12,609. O0 ;; 

$465.00 15 $6,475.00 

$1,800.00          14           $5,820.00 ;; 

$0.00 .... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

$1,680.00 6 $1,480.00 ;; 

$420.00 $1,645.00 

$4,705. O0 



$o.oo o $o.oo 

$15 037.00 :: 

$8,409.00 76 $21 083.00 

$1,852.00 37 $9 019.00 :: 

$2,124.00 56 $14 487.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$300. O0 $2,820.16 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 3 $919.00: 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$205. O0 17 ..................................................................................................................................................................... $31876100 :i 

$380.40 0 $0.00 

o $o.oo 

$1,290.00 16 $1,790.00 ~ 

$145.00 5 $385.00 

$0.00 ..... 12 $5,250.00 ~ 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
$0.00 0 $0.00 

$364.00 0 $0.00 

$20.00 $1,600.00 

$595.00 3 



$o.oo o $o.oo 
$190.00: 

$0.00 1 $50.00 

$0.00 $140.00 

$880.00 4 $1,385.00 

$324.00 

$o.oo 
$0.00 2 $720.00 ;; 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$2,034.00 70 

$320.00 

$0.00 0 $0.00 

$0.00 $550.00 
$0.00 2 $490.00 

$o.oo o $o.oo 
so.oo .................................................................................................................................................. ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................... 
$o.oo o $o.oo 

$0.00:: $1,407.00 :~ 

SO.OO~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
$2,170.00 6 $2,621.00~ 

$0.00 4 $2,060.00 

S185.oo 



$1,152.00 30 

$212,298.68 2399 

$12,233.00 

$5,OLO.OO 

$773,566.48 



OrgAcct Department Name J 2011 Donors 2011 Dollars Raised 2010 Donors J 

471631 :A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 3287 0: $0.00: 6 

471383 A&S -AMERICAN STUDIES 3226 0 $0.00: 

472084 A&S - ANTH ROPOLOGY 3284 0 $0.00 4: 

470484 A&S - APPLIED SCIENCES 3232 0: $0.00 0 

471979 A&S - ART 3204 0 

471920 A&S - ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 3231 0 $0.00 0 

471854 A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 3252 0 $0.00 0 

472654 A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 0 :: $0.00 

663153A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 3237 0 $0.00 0 

472621 A&S - CHEMISTRY 3265 2 $1,320.00 14: 

0 $0.00 5: 

$3,429.00 

470708 A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 3214 0 $0.00 3 

472027 A&S - DEANS OFFICE 3201 1 $69.00 7 

472035 A&S - DRAMATIC ART 3207 1 $50.00 5 

472241 A&S - ECONOMICS 3289 1 $108.00: 13 

470641 A&S - ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY 3264 0 $0.00 0 

471078 A&S - EUROPEAN STUDIES 3216 1 $100.00 0 

472373 A&S/EXERCiSE & SPORT SCIENCE3292 .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1 ........................................................................................................................................................................................ ....................................................................................................................................................................... 9 

471813A&S - GEOGRAPHY 3290 0 $0.00 0 

471649 A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3268 

471490 A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3229 .............................................................................................................................................................................. 0:: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0.00 ......................................................................................................................................................................... 3 

1079821A&S ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - GLOBAL STUDIES 3135 ...................................................................................................................................................................... 0 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0.00: ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 

472399 A&S - HISTORY 3291 7 :: $2,830.00 24: 

471581 A&S - HONORS 3203 

471169,A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 3221 .............................................................................................................................................................................. 0: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0.00 5: 

1 

470815A&S ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ - LEARNING CENTER 3235 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0:: $0.00: .............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 
............................................................................. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................... ; ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 



0 

471862 A&S - MARINE SCI ENCES 3262 1 $312.00: 2 

472233 A&S - MUSIC 3212 2 $240.00: 

$20.00 

470823 A&S - OUTDOOR DRAMA 3210 0:: $0.00 0 

470518A&S - PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 3206 0 $0.00 0 

2 $100.00 11 

472274 A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 3294 3 :: $1,440.00: 12: 

1 $2,508.00: 2: 

471656 A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3241 2 $8,420.00 2 

$0.00 

472456 A&S ....................................................... L ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ROMANCE LANGUAGES 3244 ................................................................................................................................................................ 

0 

$1,080.00 12 

472142A&S - SOCIOLOGY 3296 

471938 A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES 3278 

1 $60.00 7 

0; $0.00 4: 

471599 A&S - STUDY ABROAD 3266 

470690 A&S - UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 3219 0 $0.00 0 

470542~~5~ ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 

471326 A&S - URBAN STUDIES 5215 1 $10.00 

471177A&S - WOMENS STUDIES 3283 0:: $0.00 1 

472811 ATHLETICS .............................................................................................................................................................................. 2:: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $110.00 ............................................................................................................................................................................. 79 

470716CAMP ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... SVC - AIRPORT 8952 ...................................................................................................................................................................... 0:: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0.00 .............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 

470724 CAMP SVC - ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 2223 0:: $0.00 0 

674333CAMP SVC - BUILDING SERVICES 7150 1 $120.00 10: 

1 

817502CAMP ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ SVC - CONTRACT SERVCIES & STORES .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0:: $0.00 .............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 



0 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 8130 2~ 

................... 472266 ~# ~ ~ ~i~~ ~ ~ ~#~ ~ ...................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0.00 .......................................................................................................................................................... 

674325 CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 7140 0; $0.00 3: 

470559 CAMP SVC - HOUSEKEEPING 7215 & 7120 0; $0.00 0 

470732 CAMP SVC - LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 0 ~: $0.00 0 

o~ $o.oo o 
4 ~ 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 0 

0 ~ $0.00: 4: 

o $o.oo o 

471391 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - THE CADUCEUS 0 $0.00 0 

470583 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES - MECH & DISPL 0 $0.00 0 

o $o.oo o 
o $o.oo o 

471102 CAMP SVC - UNC ONE CARD 8121 0 $0.00 0 

471334 CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 2304 0 $0.00 

O: $0.00 

471185 CHANCELLOR ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - INTERNAL AUDIT 2254 ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $552.00 

471474 CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 2201 3 

471409 CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 13 $5,782.00 138: 

471722 CONT EDU - NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 0 ;; $0.00 0 

472316 CONT EDU - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 0~ $0.00 15 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL ......................................................................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................... 

472506 HUMAN RESOURCES 7:: $1,175.00 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

472449 LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 5525 

706416 LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 5520 2 $170.00: 11 



471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 2372 3~ $2,480.00 9: 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 2370 1 $120.00 4 

471870 PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 1 $288.00: 4 

471458 PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 0 $0.00 5 

471748 PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 3105 1 $600.00 3 

472290 PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 7 $1,141.00 35 

$0.00: 6 

471912 PROVOST- CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 3140 0;; $0.00: 4 

471557 PROVOST ................................................................................................................... : ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 8911 ................................................................................................................................................................. 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

471284 PROVOST- NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS 4935 0:: $0.00: 

470773 PROVOST - OFC OF THE PROVOST 3100 0 $0.00 

0 

0 

472167 PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 2448 0; 

47115 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 

470963 PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 3116 0 $0.00: 0 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 3130 1 $120.00 9: 

47220 ................................................................ ’ 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 2438 1 $50.00 10 

470799 PROVOST- WOMENS CENTER 3125 0;; $0.00 1 

471276 PROVOST - WORLD Vl EW 3122 2 ;; $170.00 0 

472423 SCH DENTISTRY- CLINICAL AFFAIRS 4315 ......................................................................................................................................................... 6:i .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................................................................................................................................................. 

471771 SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 5140 3 ;; $1,080.00 



477216 SCH MEDICINE - ALCOHOL STUDIES CTR 4282 1 $1,200.00 1 

1 $1,200.00 8: 

477240 SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 4287 

0~ 

477372 SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 1 $600.00: 2 

477307 SCH MEDICINE - CLINICAL RESEARCH 4291 0 $0.00 0 

477042 SCH MEDICINE - COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP 4295 0~ $0.00 0 

503177 SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 4226 1 $300.00 11 

477075 SCH MEDICINE - CONTINUING MEDICAL EDU 4272 0 $0.00: 0 

477018 SCH MEDICINE - CTR FOR AGING & HEALTH 4278 0 $0.00 0 

0 

476960 SCH MEDICINE - CTR WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 4202 $0.00 

$0.00 



0 $0.00 

477141 SCH MEDICINE - NEUROSCIENCE CTR 4281 0~ $0.00: 1 : 

0 $0.00 0 

0 ~ $0.00: 10 

1 

477398 SCH MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 4220 2 

477133 SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 0 $0.00: 1 

477505 SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 4256 1 $3,000.00 17 

477190 SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 4262 

477158SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 4290 2;; $144.00 10 

477463 SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 4264 2 $384.00 15 

477489~5i~i~:~~5i~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

477166 SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 4285 0 $0.00 0 

472613 SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 1 $960.00 

472498 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

470781 SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 

472704 SCH PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 2 $456.00: 16 



472340 SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 1 $365.00 15: 

472472 SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 1 $180.00 24 

.......................................................................................817700 SCH .................................................................................................................................................................. PUB HLTH ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. NUTRITION RESEARCH INST. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0 $0.00 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 3 

472431 SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 2 $1,800.00 14: 

471268 SCH ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $0.00 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 3 

0 $0.00 12: 

1 
, 

472670 SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 21 $4,416.00: 79: 

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................ ............................................................................................................................................................. 76 

3 $1,080.00: 37: 
( .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

472688 SCHOOL OF LAW 10 $2,515.00 33 

472746 SCHOOL OF NURSING 3 ;; $624.00 56 

$0.00 

471946 STUDENT AFF - COUNSELING & PSYCH SVCS 0 $0.00 0 

471219 

472282 1 

470914 STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CAROLINA PARENT PRG 0~ $0.00 0 

470922 STUDENT AFF - STUDENT ACTIV FUND OFFFICE 

12i 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 o $o.oo 



663161 VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 2237 1 $360.00: 2: 

0 $0.00 1 

1 

470948 VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL TRIALS 3908 0~ $0.00: 0 

........................................................................472225 VC RESEARCH :    CTR HEALTH DISEASE PREV 4985 0 $0.00 

1003425 VC RESEARCH- DICE CTR 3902 0 $0.00 0 

471664 VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 5210 0 $0.00 

472191 VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 5350 1 

1 

0 ;; $0.00 ~ .... .............................................................................................................................................................................. ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................................................................... 
471573VC RESEARCH - INSTITUTE ON AGING 4921 0:: $0.00: 

471 ..................................................................... ......................................................................................................................................................... 
472589 vc RESEARCH- LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDiCiNE 427O ............................................................................................................................................................... ~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................ 

1003441 VC RESEARCH - OFC OF ANIMAL CARE & USE 0 

471607 VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 1 

471144 ~ RESE~R~ : ~F~ iNF~ S ~~i~i~S a~ ...................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0 ,0.00 :: ........................................................................................................................................................................ 5 



GRAND TOTAL 

o $o.oo 

336 ~;115,229.08 2399 



2010 Dollars Raised 

$1,671.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$2,000.00 

$100.00 
$4,180.00 

$240.00~ 

$935.00 

$7 390.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$394.00 

$330.00 

$o.oo 



$0.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$13,420.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$2,628.00 

$1,265.00 

$742.00 

$o.oo 



$0.00 

$3,405.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

........................................................................................................................................................................................... $554100 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$1,292.00 

$o.oo 
$3,427.00 

$360.00 

$8,626.29 

$7,358.00 

$3,169.00 



$2,961. O0 

$1,396.00 

$560.00 

$1,366.04 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,200.00 

$o.oo 
S390.00 

s~ ,ooo.oo 

$5,365.00 
$3,385.00 



$1,440.00 

$o.oo 

$1,2OO.OO 

$10,636.00 

$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$1,2OO.OO 

$o.oo 
$685.00 

$11,914.93 

$1,092.00 

$1,378.00 



$0.00 

$o.oo 

$6, O64. O0 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$2,262.00 

$600.00 

$7,140.00 

$11 098.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$6,so8.oo~ 

$2Ol .so 
$8,120.00 



$6,475.00 

$1,480.00 

$1,645.00 

$9,582. O0 

$9,019.00 

$o.oo 

$0.00 

$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$390.00 

$1,790.00 
$385.00 

$5,250.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 



$1,439.00 

$o.oo 

$580.00 

$363.00 

$o.oo 

$5o.oo 
$140.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$320.00 

$2,165.00 

$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$o.oo 
$570.00 

$1,407.00 
$3,000.00 



$2,621.00 

$2,060.00 

$185.oo 
$570.00 

$12 233.00 

$5,OLO.OO 

$773,566.48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Monday, November 7, 2011 1:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20111107132712861.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.07.2011 13:27:12 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 1:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20111108135049178.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.08.2011 13:50:48 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 1:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20111108135234425.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.08.2011 13:52:34 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 10:37 AM 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
<JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Grades 

Hi Julius, 
I have entered your grades. Let’s look at ConnectCarolina together when you return/the first week of January 

(especially since you will have many more students next semester!). 

Best, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

From: Huber, Evelyne H 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 10:54 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Nyang Oro, Julius F 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RF: Fall Grades 

Hi Julius and Agatha, 
Everybody needs to do the FERPA certification to log into Connect Carolina. Could this be the problem? 
The final step is simply to approve the grades; there is no submit button. The roster grades do not turn into official 
grades until the registrar goes into the system and converts them. So, once you have approved the grades, you are 
done. 
I hope you can fix the problem, 
Evelyne 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 9:43 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall Grades 

Hi Julius, 
Unfortunately, you are the only person who is supposed to enter your grades, so we will have to get the system 

working. I double checked that you have the right access in the system and it all appears correct. Can you be more 

specific about the problem you are having - for example are you able to get to the place where you would give grades 

(Faculty Center in Connect Carolina), are you getting an error when you submit the grades, etc. With a bit more info I 



can try to get OASIS to fix whatever problem you are having. 

I would also be happy to look at it with you if you will be in the office today. 

Please let me know ASAP so that we can get these grades in. 

Thanks and hope you are well, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

919.962.5824 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 5:54 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Fall Grades 

Dear Agatha: 
For the past couple months I have had serious probles logging onto Carolina Connect. For the past few days, I have tried 
to log in and post my grades remotely but the sytem tells me I am logged out. It is frustrating to say the least. Here are 
my grades and I can attempt to come in on Friday to see if the system can be fixed and do everythng else I need to do. 

Sincerely, 
JEN 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tar Heels Athletics <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 21,2011 10:54 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Last Minute Holiday Gift Ideas 

Use this Ink to view a web version of the email 

TICKET CENTER J ONLINE STORE I TARHEELBLUE.COM 

C L 1 C K T H E L O G TO 
IURCHASE i, ICKE; IC >EE 

FH E H E E L S P LAY 



Share on Faceboo~!    G Post on Twitter! 

ht ~ 2011 UN© Athletics The team names Iogos and un form designs are registered trademarks of the teams 
indicated, No logos photographs or graphics on ths ste may be reproduced without written permission, All rghts 

UNCAthteticDepaRmentopo Box 2126 ChapeIHll NC27514 919-9626000 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find your 
seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: webt ckets~uncaa,unc,edu. 

Use this link to modi rofile or to unsubscdbe, 

For~’~’ard to a Friend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 27, 2011 9:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2201418 

Cliem Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

Affiliation:, Departmem: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: OASIS Services 

Email Text : This is taken care of. Hope your holidays are going well. 

James McHale, OASIS 

(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2012 Secretariat <j ason@global.kcis.kr> 

Monday, January 2, 2012 7:42 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

ICISA 2012 CFP (Included Best Student Paper Award and Financial Assistance info) 

IEEE (In progress) 

International Conference on 
Information Science and Applications 
Wednesday-Friday, May 23-25, 2012 
Suwon, Republic of Korea 
ICISA 2012 Website: httpJ/icisa2012.kcis.kr 

The 3rd International Conference on Information Science and Applications (ICISA 2012)will be held 
from May 23 to 25, 2012, at the beautiful city Suwon, Republic of Korea. The goal of this conference 
is to bring together researchers from academia and practitioners from different industries to share 
ideas, problems, and solutions. This conference will provide many opportunities for researchers to 
present recent research results and describe emerging technologies, new research problems, and 
directions in information science and applications issues. The conference seeks to contribute to 
presenting novel research results in all aspects of information science and applications. 

All accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings. Furthermore, the best papers 
presented in ICISA 2012 will be further revised and published in Special Issues of prestigious 
international journals (SCI or SCIE). 

Papers are solicited in following areas (but not limited to) 

Track1 Ubiquitous Computing: 
Ad hoc and Sensor Networks; Home Networks; Wireless and Mobile 

Track2 Networks and Information Systems: Internet-based Computing Model; Parallel and Distributed 
Processing; VolP, MolP and Computer Networks 

Track3 Multimedia and Visualization: Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality; Digital Signal Processing and 
Computer Vision; Video Surveillance 

Track4 Middleware and Operating Systems:Cloud Computing; Embedded Systems; Middleware for 
Collaboration; Real- Time Systems 

Track5 Security and Privacy: Computer and Network Forensics; Infrastructure Security; Multimedia Security; 
Privacy Masking; Software Security 

Track6 Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence: Autonomous and intelligent Agent; Data Warehousing and 
Data Mining; Information Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery 

Track7 Software Engineering: Distributed Object-Oriented Systems; Reusable Object-Oriented Architectures 
and Applications; Safety and Security Critical Software; Software Modeling, Development and Maintenance 

Track8 Web Technology: Information Recommendation and Filtering; Model-Driven Development of Web 
Applications; Web-based Collaboration and Social Networks 

Track9 Convergence Content: Scientific and Technical Information; Contents Engineering; Contents Design; 
Contents Application 



Paper Submission Deadline is Friday, February 3, 2012 
3:00PM Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

IMPORTANT DATES 
Paper Submission Deadline: February 3, 2012 
Notification of Acceptance Date: March 23, 2012 
Final Paper (Camera-ready) Submission Deadline: April 6, 2012 
Early Bird Registration Deadline: April 6, 2012 
Conference Dates: May 23-25, 2012 

WORKSHOP-IMPORTANT DATES 
Workshop Proposal Deadline: January 20, 2012 

SPECIAL ISSUE (In progress) 
Wireless Personal Communications (SCIE) 
International Interdisciplinary Journal (SCIE) 
Multimedia Tools and Applications (SCIE) 
Journal of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing (SCIE) 
Cluster Computing (SCIE) 

PAPER SUBMISSION 
To submit your paper (deadline: Friday, February 3, 2012), please go to "Paper Submission" page at 
~:iiicisa2012.kcis~kr (TBA) and create your account. Papers must be original, has not been previously 
published, and currently not under consideration for publication elsewhere. Authors must clearly explain the 
contribution of the work in terms of its theoretical and/or practical value and relationship to previous work. 

PAPER FORMAT GUIDELINE 
The paper must be written in English. 
The paper length limit is 6 pages (10-point font) including figures. 
The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 
Papers must be submitted only in Portable Document Format (PDF) format 

Student Presentation of Papers Encouraged 

Best Student Paper Award: Papers submitted by students and based on their own work will 
be considered for the Best Student Paper Award. The Best Student Paper is awarded based 
on the final paper and/or presentation. The award presentation will be made at the ICISA 
2011(Only PDF version of Best Student paper award is available after the conference upon 
your request). 

Student Financial and Travel Assistance: Financial assistance for travel and registration is 
available to students awarded Best Student Paper Award. Late Papers are not eligible for 
travel assistance or the student paper award. 

Supported By 
Kyounggi University 
Korea Convergence Security Association 
Ceter for Industy Security 

Contact to: Jason Yoo, Conference Secretariat Center for Industry Security 
E-mail: jason@global.kcis.kr Phone: +82-70-8650-5421/Fax: +82-31-249-9293 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook [MicrosoftExchange329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@admin.live.unc.edu] 

1/11/2012 6:28:12 PM 

Brown, Tonisha [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tonishab] 

Undeliverable: FW: FW: Sahle Reception Photos 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Brown, Tonisha 

FW: FW: Sahle Reception Photos 

1/11/2012 6:26:10 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

Brown, Tonisha 
This message is too large to send. To be able to send it, make the message smaller, for example, by removing 
attachments. 

X --.i:r’:::, ~ e .iii r ~.’:: i:: t:--A~I i,. j. s p.::.~.~i~.- .Re p o .~:. i,. :: 

X--- ii:(.~ ..:> .:~.]--- C ONN .:~.~ C".." OR : .L :i $ 3 $ !:? .01~ :1 .i..= .i. ~..; .i::i, .:N [,’.=., .i::i 1.) LI~ : .~.::’ }:" ~i 0 :! S .i:r’ ~i 0 ~i:! R O $ 0 

R e :.:: ~,::~ :3. ’,.:k:.~ d : ~i s: oiR %;A 3 @N 3%g::]. S 0 0 8 b .~. o~ .91 .]. s ]:.=., c oYR ~.~ Y~ k~s ::::~s.£~~ ~ .~. 0., "} , i. 8~., 2 S]. 2 l~ ) ]b y 

( .i 0,7., 9 9, i 8 } ~.~.L % h Hi c r ~.:: s ~.. £ % 3H?.? i:? S ~:.::: .~: :,.:e r ( T.T.: S :1. d. .i Q, i., 2 2 S, 2 3 We d ~. .i .L :.] ::.:~ r.:. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 3:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C 
<wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu> 

FW: Would you like help from a Work Study student? 

Hi Travis, 
Can you coordinate this regular task with Kenneth and 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 4:39 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Would you like help from a Work Study student? 

Forthemost part itwill be Mondaylate moming or early aRernoon. Butthe first assignmentwill be Friday, 
January13. 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Af?o-American Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 4:23 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Would you like help from a Work Study student? 

Hi Kenneth, 
That should be do-able. Would it be the same day/time each week? If so, when? 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 4:23 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Would you like help from a Work Study student? 

I would like a student to sort weeldy homework assignments for AFAM 102 in alphabetical order. The papers 
would not have grades or any of my comments on them, so I don’t think there is a privacy issue here. It should 
not take more than 20 minutes per week, and some weeks there would not be an assignment, so I think the 
of’rice assistant would be able to do this job. 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Buell, Agatha [mailto:abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 3:42 PM 
To: Department listserv 



Subject: [afriafam] Would you like help from a Work Study student? 

Dear All, 

I wanted to let you know about an opportunity that you might not be aware of. If you have specific tasks or projects 

that an undergraduate student could help with throughout the semester for 5-10 hours per week, I can help you hire a 

UNC work study student, at no cost to you. 

There are a few things that you should be aware of: 

-Students will need to have work throughout the semester, but they may not work between semesters 

-Students must be supervised by you while they are working for you 

-Students may not help you with sensitive materials (such as grading, photocopying finals, etc) 

-Student generally find jobs during the first few weeks of class 

If you would like me to help you recruit a work study student to work with you this semester, please email me the 

following by January loth: 

A brief description of the job - include specific tasks (3-8 brief sentences) 

Anticipated # of hours per week 

Skills or knowledge that the student needs to have 

Grade Level of student that you think would most likely have the required skills (ie. First Year, Sophomore, etc) 

[Also, if you just need a little help once or twice, please let Travis know and, if time allows, he will supervise our office 

assistant to complete the task] 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: krianken@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361600.53 dc46978ad38 cecd86e9cafd6ad 1 b 74&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30586921 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30586921-32361600.53 dc46978ad38cecd86e9cafd6ad 1 b74~,listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute of African American Research <iaarunc=gmail. corn@mail 108.us2.mcsv.net> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 1:06 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Apply for Research Support, Join Us for Jan & Feb Programs 

Apply for research support and course development grants, Join us for our 
Jan, 23 luncheon, 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 

View it in ~our browser. 

The  AAR  nvites Pa icipation in 
Colloquium Series 

The b~,~,R will host colleagues from research centers 

whose work focuses on African Americans and the 

African diaspora. This colloquium series is designed to 

encourage conversations that will help us design a 

programmatic direction for the future, and to develop a 

strategic plan for the next few years. 

You are invited to join us as we share experiences, 

insights and ideas about the future of research on African 

Americans and the diaspora here in the IAAR, and in 

sister institutions at other universities. 

Join in conversation with AFAM Research Center 

scholars from Columbia, Rutgers, University of Maryland, 

Ohio State University and Emory. 

Sign up to attend a luncheon and reserve a lunch on our 
Facebook~ by clicking "Join" on each event. 

Colloquium Schedule: 

Januar,£ 

Frederick Harris, Prof. of Political Science and Director, 

Institute for Research in African-American Studies and 

the Center on AfdcanoAmedcan Politics and Society, 

Columbia University 

Friend on Facebook 

Follow on Twi~er 

Forward to a Friend 

Apply for Research 
Support Grants 

The Institute of African 

American Research 

announces its Spring and 

Summer 2012 Small Grant 

~_[ggram for faculty and 

professional librarians at 

UNC-CH engaged in projects 

focusing on topics in African 

American or African diaspora 

studies~ 

Three types of grants are 

available: 

Research support the 

scientific, scholarly or artistic 

efforts of faculty. 

Publication help pay 

the costs of publishing 

scholarly, artistic or scientific 

work. 

Workin ants 



JanuaGgiS£ 12 o 1:30 pm 

Robert Steele, Executive Director, The David C. Driskell 

Center for the Study of the Visual Arts and Culture of 

African Americans and the African Diaspora, Univ. of 

College Park 

Februarx_5~ 12 o 1:30 ~om 

Andrew GrantoThomas, Deputy Director The Kirwan 

Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity, Ohio State 

University 

support the growth of new 

research and scholarship by 

sponsoring multi- and 

interdisciplina~7 cohorts of 

scholars and researchers (at 

least 4). 

The maximum award is 

$5,000. 

Deadline: January 31 by 5 

pm 

Februa 

Bay, Prof. of History, Director, Center for Race and 

Ethnicity, Rutgers University 

Februar~z2Z, 12 o 1:30 pm 

Leslie Harris and Randall Burkett, The James Weldon 

Johnson Institute for the Study of Race and Difference, 

Emory University 

IAAR Invites 
Applications for 
Course 
Development 
Grants 

Course Development Grant 

funds can be used to develop 

new courses that focus on 

African American studies 

broadly defined or the African 

diaspora (in the Americas). 

Courses supported by these 

awards should be taught in 

the 20!2~20! 3 academic 

year. 

Applicants can apply for 

funding up to $2,500. Award 

amounts will be determined 

by a review committee~ 

Deadline: January 31 by 5 

pm 

Copw’~2ht @ 2012/nsdtute of A£dcan American Research, 
rights rese~/ed. 
You are receiving this email because you sgned up for the 
nstitute of African American Research email ist. 

Our mailing address is: 
Insttute of Afr can Amer can Research 
University of NC at Chapel Hi 

150 South Road, Suite 309 
Chape Hll, NC 27599 



Add us to your address book 

unsubscdbe from this list I @date subscri references 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dale T. McKinley <drdalet@metroweb.co.za> 

Saturday, January 28, 2012 5:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Non-response to my communication in November 2011 on CCO decision 

FYI .... Cheers Travis, it’s been nice knowing you all these years and I 
wish you the best in the future. 

Dale 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dale T. McKinley [mai~to:drdalet@metroweb.co.za] 
Sent: 28 January 2012 12:44 PM 
To: ’Evelyne Huber’ 
Cc: ’SaNe, Eunice N’; ’Buell, Agatha’; ’Janken, Kenneth R’; ’McMillan, Tim’ 
Subject: RE: Non-response to my communication in November 2011 on CCO 
decision 

Dear Professor Huber and other Departmental faculty, 

I acknowledge receipt of your response email as immediately below. 

Unfommately however, your correspondence avoids answering a very specific 
question/request that I made in my first response and that is at the heart 
of this matter as you laid out in your first email notifying me that my 
services as an online instructor would no longer be needed. In you initial 
email, you stated that: 

"As part of the leadership transition in the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies, we have conducted a review of the online courses 
taught through the Friday Center. These are supposed to be courses approved 
by departments and taught by instructors with regular appointments at UNC, 
or advanced graduate students enrolled at UNC. For the past few years, your 
status has not conformed to this norm. Therefore, I need to inform you that 
you will no longer be authorized to teach these online courses as of summer 
2012." 

Based upon this, I then stated/requested the following: 

"At no point during the last decade - since I was appointed by the 
department as an Adjunct Associate Professor - was I aware or informed of, 
the ’norm’(as you detail in your communication). In this regard I would 
request that the department would provide me with the relevant written 
policy norm so that I can at least know exactly what it says and when it was 
agreed to/implemented." 

In direct contradiction to your orginal explanation/statement, in your 
latest correspondence you now state that: "The decision to approve courses 
and instructors for online courses through the Friday Center is at the 
discretion of the Department, represented by the chair .... I think it makes 
a lot of sense to have only faculty and advanced graduate students with some 
other regular form of appointment at UNC teach the online courses." 

This clearly reveals that indeed, there is no formal written policy and or 



’norm’ upon which the decision to terminate my services was based. Instead, 
as you now confirm, that decision is one based on "discretion" through the 
Chair of the Department, something that is further reinforced by your 
personal ensdorsement (i.e. - "I think it makes a lot of sense ..."). 

Further, in your latest correspondence you state that the decision. "to have 
only faculty and advanced graduate students with some other regular form of 
appointment at UNC teach the online courses ... ensures that all instructors 
are familiar with all the current policies and practices of the University 
and that they can avail themselves of all the services offered on campus 
that support them in their teaching." This implies, without any factual 
basis, firstly that someone like myself who has been teaching on and off 
through the Department in an Adjunct capacity for almost two decades is not 
familiar "with the current policies and practices of the University" and 
also that teaching in this capacity prevents someone like myself from 
availing "themselves of all services offerred on campus that support them in 
their teaching". Neither of these assertions are true even if off-campus 
Adjunct personnel are obviously not able to physically engage those offering 
such services. 

Lastly, it is complete news to me that my Adjunct status was "renewed 
without Departmental approval". I find that difficult to understand given my 
regular visits to the Department over the years and interaction with faculty 
as well as the years-long confirmation/acknowledgement of that status 
through the Departmental website. 

At any rate, I can see clearly that the termination of my services to the 
Deparment will not be reviewed and that the decision is final. I do not 
expect yon/the deaprtment to respond to this email - I simply wanted to 
place on record my perspectives and views about this entire process. As 
such, this will be my final correspondence on this matter. 

I wish the Department well. 

Sincerely yours, 
Dale 

Dr. Dale T. McKinley 
Johannesburg, South Africa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:ehuber@email.nnc.edul 
Sent: 25 January 2012 12:25 AM 
To: Dale T. McKinley 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Non-response to my communication in November 2011 on CCO 
decision 

Dear Dr. McKinley, 

Let me respond to some of the specific statements and questions in your 
original email: The decision to approve courses and instructors for online 
courses through the Friday Center is at the discretion of the Department, 
represented by the chair. Your statement that 

I find this 
> decision to be bureaucratic in the extreme; one that in my opinion > 



privileges form over content, commitment and impact 

reflects your personal opinion that I do not share. I think it makes a lot 
of sense to have only faculty and advanced graduate students with some other 
regular form of appointment at UNC teach the online courses. 
This ensures that all instructors are familiar with all the current 

policies and practices of the University and that they can avail themselves 
of all the services offered on campus that support them in their teaching. 

The following statement of yours is correct: 

I assume that given 
> this decision, the department will, in parallel, be revoking my ’Adjunct 

> Associate Professor’ status once the AFRI265 online course for the Spring 
> semester 2012 is completed? 

Your adjunct appointment was regularly renewed by Continuing Education; 
without Department approval, they will not be able to do this any longer. 

I appreciate your long years of service to the Department, and I expressed 
my thanks in my original message. 

Sincerely, 

Evelyne Huber 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair 
Department of Political Science 

CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919) 962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 1/20/2012 10:23 AM, Dale T. McKinley wrote: 
> Dear Professor Huber and other faculty of the Department, 
> 
> I sent the email (as below) though on 30th November last year in 
> response to the email (further blow) informing me about the decision 
> that I will "no longer be authorized" to teach online courses through the 
Department. 
> 

> It is now late January and I have yet to receive any kind of 
> communication from yourself and/or the Department in this regard. I 
> would hope you would all agree that, at the very least, I should be 
> afforded the respect of having some kind of response after my many 
> years of association with and service to, the Department. 
> 
> While I can appreciate that the period since late November has been 
> predominately taken up by the holidays, I do not think it is asking 
> too much for my email to firstly be acknowledged and secondly, to be 
> responded to in reference to the specific questions I pose for the 



> Department in relation to the "policy norm’ cited as the basis for the 
> decision as well as my status as an ’Adjunct Associate Professor’. 
> 
> I look forward to hearing from you. 
> 

> Sincerely yours, 
> Dale 
> 
> Dr. Dale T. McKinley 
> Johannesburg, South Africa 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dale T. McKinley [1l:lai~J~o:drd;dUt~l~lC[roweb.co.z3] 

> Sent: 30 November 2011 03:28 PM 
> To: ’Evelyne Huber’ 
> Cc: ’Judith Benowitz’; ’SaNe, Eunice N’; ’Buell, Agatha’; ’Janken, 
> Kenneth R’; ’McMillan, Tim’ 
> Subject: RE: CCO 
> 
> Dear Professor Huber, 
> 
> Greetings from Johannesburg. 
> 

> I have to be honest and say that I am surprised and disappointed by 
> this decision. 
> 
> As you might!might not know, I have had a long-standing relationship 
> with the department ever since my graduate school days back in the 
> late 1980s and on two different occasions (in the late 1990s for a 
> semester and again in 
> 2001-2002 for two semesters) I came and taught AFRI courses through 
> the department. 
> 
> Unless I have been completely misinformed, from the very beginning of 
> my teaching AFRI265 online (which started in 2005), the department 
> approved this wholeheartedly. One of the key motivating factors in 
> this regard was not simply that I have (and have continued to have) an 
> active (part-time) academic life and extensive publishing record but 
> that since I live and work in Sub-Saharan Africa it provided a unique 
> opportunity for the department to have one of its online courses 
> taught from the very place where the course subject matter is focused. 
> 
> At no point during the last decade - since I was appointed by the 
> department as an Adjunct Associate Professor - was I aware or informed of, 
the ’norm’ 
> (as you detail in your communication). In this regard I would request 
> that the department would provide me with the relevant written policy 
> norm so that I can at least know exactly what it says and when it was 
> agreed to/implemented. Further, I am not aware of any member of the 
> department raising the issue of this ’norm’ nor of any objections in 
> respect of me not being a regular appointment in the department. 
> Indeed, several departmental members who I talked to - including 
> during two personal visits to the department over the last four years 
> - welcomed my ongoing involvement in teaching the online course. 
> Additionally, as CCO can confirm, I have received a range of positive 
> reviews and feedback from most all students who have taken the AFRI265 



> course over the last many years (several of whom have gone on to spend 
> work and volunteer time in Africa and become active Africanists). 
> 
> While I have no doubt that the recent transition in the department has 
> been a challenging one, I must be forthright and indicate that I find 
> this decision to be bureaucratic in the extreme; one that in my 
> opinion privileges form over content, commitment and impact. I assume 
> that given this decision, the department will, in parallel, be 
> revoking my ’Adjtmct Associate Professor’ status once the AFRI265 
> online course for the Spring semester 2012 is completed? 
> 
> Regardless of my response to this decision (as above), it has been a 
> pleasure for me to be associated with the AFAM-AFRI department at 
> UNC-Chapel Hill for over 20 years both at a personal and professional 
level. 
> 
> I wish the department well as it moves forward. 
> 

> Sincerely yours, 
> Dale 
> 
> Dr. Dale T. McKinley 
> Johannesburg, South Africa 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:e~mbe~email.ur~c.edu] 
> Sent: 30 November 2011 12:33 AM 
> To: drdalet@metroweb.co.za 
> Cc: Judith Benowitz; SaNe, Eunice N; Buell, Agatha; Janken, Kenneth R 
> Subject: CCO 
> 
> Dear Dr. McKinley, 
> As part of the leadership transition in the Department of African and 
> Afro-American Studies, we have conducted a review of the online 
> courses taught through the Friday Center. These are supposed to be 
> courses approved by departments and taught by instructors with regular 
> appointments at UNC, or advanced graduate students enrolled at UNC. 
> For the past few years, your status has not conformed to this norm. 
> Therefore, I need to inform you that you will no longer be authorized 
> to teach these online courses as of summer 2012. Since you are 
> already scheduled to teach in the spring semester, we shall keep this 
commitment. 
> On behalf of the Department, I want to thank you for your contribution 
> to the teaching mission of African and Afro-American Studies. 
> Sincerely, 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor Interim Chair Department of 
> African and Afro-American Studies 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 



> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax; (919) 962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 12:47 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Re: [afriafam] Reginald Hildebrand - Tanner Award for Excellence in Undergraduate 
Teaching 

On 2/13/2012 9:18 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am very delighted to let you know that our colleague Reg has been selected for the 2012 Tanner Award 
for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching. Please join me in congratulating him on this wonderful 
recognition. Reg will receive his award at the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony in April. 

Thanks Reg for your many years of wonderful service to the Department and your work with our majors. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
27599-3395 
Chapel Hill 
North Carolina 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: b_.ar~derson@unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
i d=43306000.391cc33493a507bd3 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30847441- 
43306000.391cc33493a507bd36f8fSec9a70cdea@listserv.ur~c.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 



(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@uncoedu 

http://africaouncoedu/ 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~ore~emaHmr~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilisJts.unc.edulu? 
id=323615 34.d19c27ea4325cff% 39a94 56d99719bcb&n=T&~=afriafam&o=30849987 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-30849987-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d997~gbcb(&Hstserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 14, 2012 10:00 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2012 extended course schedule maintenance 

Happy valentine’s Day! 

Just to let you know, room assignments is drawing to an end and 
we will be posting to the web for student’s to see classes on 
Friday and opening Extended Course Schedule Maintenance for 

changes on Monday. Let the scheduling office know if you have 

any questions. Thanks for your help and patience during the room 
scheduling process! 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-30858449- 

34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30858449- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 3:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Eunice, 
I’ll see you then (after the Phillips Awards reception). 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

~:ilat?iafam ~c.edui 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 3:37 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

4.00pm is fine. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Eunice, 

Unfortunately, that time will not work for me. I teach at 2:00 tomorrow, so I would need to end our meeting by 1:45. Anytime 
between 11:00 and 11:45 would work. I could also meet at 8: 30 (to finish by 9:15 for my 9:30 class) or 4:00 tomorrow. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 



Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

~p:ilafriafam. ~mc.ed~i 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

1.45pm works from this end. See you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Hi Eunice, 
My best times to meet this week would be between 11:00 and 1:45 tomorrow. 

I could put a note on my door. 

Best, 
Kia 

I usually have office hours from 11:00 to 12:30, but 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe @email.unc. edu 



ht~p:iiafriafam, m~c.e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 8:21 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dear Kia, 

I hope this finds you well. 

I am sorry to say that because of an urgent meeting this morning, I will have to postpone our dialogue meeting for another day this 
week. I know you cannot meet on Wednesday but I hope we can met by this Friday. At any rate, kindly let me know what other day 
and time works for you this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2012 11:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting tomorrow 

Eunice, 
Please let me know if you will still be able to make our meeting at 11:15 tomorrow (Monday). 

in the Den’s office. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

~:ilafriafam. ~mc.ed~i 

I saw your note about needing to be 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2012 9:05 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc:        ~gmail.com 
Subject: [afriafam] Pierce- On orality, African-American history and celebrating Tim’s teaching 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is always wonderful to leam from the writings of our former students and inspiring to see them celebrating great teachers in our 
department such as Tim. I hope you enjoy the piece below written by one of our former majors (Pierce Freelon) currently teaching in 

the Music Department at UNC: 



l"~? :i/www.~l"~ed~rl"~amnews.co~/2012/02/19/211254ifind-a-gem-a~-a-barber.~ml 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

~unice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Cumculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<mailto:klcald~.e~ail.unc.edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~://1ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=323~1596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f~5&n=T&~=afriafam&~=3~98392 

(It may be necessau m cm and paste the above U~ if the line is broken) 

or send a bla~ email to ~eave-3~898392-3236~596.b~5d999979b5~9N57ab7N~3a5f65@~istse~.unc.edu<raai~t~:~ea~e-3~9~392~ 
32361596.b~5d99997965magN57ab71~ 13a5f65~)lis~se~.m~c.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Hicks <coordinator@isfdsonline.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 4:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Strategic Two-Day Grant Seminar at North Carolina University 

Greetings: As a courtesy notice, we would like to remind you to join us at our Two-Day Grant Development 
Workshop at North Carolina University. Raleigh, North Carolina. February 27 - 28, 2012. Learn from 
Professional Grant Writers how to prepare, write and secure grants from various funding agencies. We are 
finalizing the attendee list as we speak, if interested please visit our websiJte or contact us at 1.877.414.8991 to 
register/reserve seating. 

Additional discounts are available for groups that would like to participate in this interactive workshop. 

Thanks, 
Adam Hicks 
Program Coordinator 
ISFD 
1.877.414.8991 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation. If we sent this e-mail to you in 
error, and you wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an email with the word 
Ur~s~2bscribe as subj ect. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 11:18 AM 

Jackie Wold <j ackiewold@yahoo.com> 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu>; 
Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc. edu>; Gore, Travi s <stgore@email.unc. edu>; 
Wilshire, Collette <wilshire@email.unc.edu> 

First Week Schedule 

Jackie Wold.docx 

Dear Jackie, 
We are really looking forward to your first day with us on Monday! I have attached a schedule for you for your first week 
- there are so many training and meetings to fit in, I thought that this would be helpful. I am not in on Monday, but I will 
see you on Tuesday morning. 

I also wanted to let you know that unfortunately, our Accounting Tech, Haeran Miller, gave us her notice and next week 
will be her last week in our departments. She was offered a great promotion over to the Medical School and we weren’t 
able to talk her into passing it up! In the meantime, we have posted a recruitment advertisement for her position, as well 
as an add to try and bring in a temporary person while we go through the hiring process. We will check in about this 
next week - I hope that I have lee you with things in relatively good order. 

Please email me if you have any questions. 
Best, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & A~?o-American Studies 
109 Battle Hal!, CB #3395 

UniversityofNorth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 



Jackie Wold 

Schedule 
Week of February 27th, 2012 

Monday, February 27TM 

8:30- 12:30 Human Resources Orientation 

12:30 - 1:30 Lunch 

1:30 - 2:30 Meet with Ashu, Public Policy Chair 

(Walk to Stone Center with Ashu) 
2:30 - 3:45 HR Facilitators Quarterly Meeting 

3:45 - 4:30 Tour w/Maya, Public Policy Student Services Mgr 

(Get One Card while on tour) 
4:30 - 5:00 Leave/Go to Parking Office and get Parking Pass 

Administrative Offices Building 

(on your own) 

Abernethy Hall, Room 214"* 

Stone Center, Auditorium 
meet at Stone Center 

Public Safety (Manning Drive) 

Tuesday, February 28TM 

8:30 - 9:30 Computer set up with James McHale, OASIS 

9:30 - 11:45 Faculty Searches & Reviews, etc, Agatha Buell 

12:00 - 3:00 College Finance Orientation, Collette Wilshire 

(lunch included) 
3:30 - 5:00 Meet w/Eunice, African & Afro-American Chair 

(and Agatha) 

Abernethy Hall, room 217 

Abernethy Hall, room 217 

meet at Howell Hall, room 006 

Battle Hall, room 101 

Wednesday, February 29TM 

Morning Work on Faculty Search hiring (due ASAP) 

1:00 - 3:30 College HR Orientation, Lachonya Williams 

Afternoon Work on projects, emails, etc 

Abernethy Hall, room 217 

Howell Hall, room 004 
Abernethy Hall, room 217 

Thursday, March 1st 

9:00-10:30 Current Finance stuffw/Agatha Buell 

10:30-11:30 Mentor Orientation (mentor: Ashante Diallo) 
12:30 - 3:00 Supervision, hiring, other stuff w/Agatha 

3:00 - 5:00 Student Services Orientation w/Maya 

Abernethy Hall, room 217 

Howell Hall, Conference Rm 
Abernethy Hall, room 217 

Abernethy Hall 

Friday, March 2nd 

Finance stuff with Haeran 
Review Accounting Tech applicants, hiring process and schedule interviews 

Meet with Walter & Travis?? 

**Monday - meet Maya in Abernethy 214 to get Dept Parking Pass, call her as needed (919) 962-1600. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 11:52 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

Soundsgood! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:51 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Ok coo! I can pick you up at frat court at :12:06! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:50 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

We can aim for 45 minutes but it’s ok if it’s an hour. Not over an hour though! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

That’s cool cause they have a buffet so it shouldn’t take too long! How much time do you have? 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:36 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Sounds good, can’t take too long of a lunch break today though. I’m the only one in the office. What time works for 

you? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Just a short car ride away! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Haha, [ have no idea where that is either. Walking distance? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:25 AM 



To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Near sunrise biscuit! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

AT? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:05 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

Behind the at!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 24, 2012, at 10:58 AM, "Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley" <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

can always do Indian! Where’s it at? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 10:57 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

It’s an old place but they have remodeled but I am sure you haven’t been there. But you need to be honest 

if you weren’t really feeling Indian food today! haha 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Is it that new place, Chol--something? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 10:54 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

If you feel like Indian then I have a place you haven’t been to yet! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Yep! What do you feel like eating? 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Friday, February 24, 2012 10:46 AM 
To." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject." RE: Lunch 

Still on for lunch? 

From." Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent." Thursday, February 23, 2012 3:05 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Lunch 

Want to grab lunch tomorrow? 

Maya Budihardjo 

Student Services Manager 

Department of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina 

Abernethy 214A, Campus Box #3435 

Chapel Hill, 27599 

P 919.962.1600 

F 919.962.5824 

mbudihar@email.unc.edu 

PLCY on Facebook ¯ PLCY on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <roger nelsen@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 1:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The GAA’s Online Community is waiting for you. 

Dear S., 

Thanks for being a G_&A member. Our records indicate that you have not yet become a registered user of the G~&A’s Online 

Community. 

To access the online features available to GAA members, register 
today! It’s easy... 

1. Visit the registration page on alumni.unc.edu. 

2. Find your record by filling out the form in the gray box. 

3. Follow the prompts and directions to create your username and password. 

For your convenience, your LWC P1D, which is required for registratiou, is 7o2472576. 

As a G~&A member, we encourage you to log in each time you visit our site and access the member-exclusive pages reserved 

just for you, including the digital edition of the Carolina Alumni Review, our Online Alumni Directory, Class Notes and 

Alumni Advisor Network, comprised of more than 7,ooo alumni volunteers. 

Your General Alumni Association continues to upgrade the value of your GAA membership by providing additional 

member benefits, including a variety of national, regional and Chapel Hill-based discounts. Many of these discounts 

require the use of a special link or promo code, which can be accessed online or found in the last pages of your 2012 

calendar/membership guide. 

When you log in to the GAA’s Online Community, you can update your contact information and add the 

following updates to your official alumni record: 

Professional information 

Your career code (you can select up to three career codes that reflect your experiences or interests) 

Military experience (either current or prior) 

Years, degrees and majors frorn other educational institutions 

Your nicknarne or name by which you are best kno~am 

Your LinkedIn or Twitter personal contact in~brmation 

Your cell phone number 

Please email us or call us at (877) 377-7125 if you have any questions. Thank you tbr your loyal support and ongoing 



commitment to Carolina and your General Alumni Association. Eve~7 membel" makes a diffe~’eneeo 

Best regards, 

~ 
R oger Nelsen I Director of Alumni Records 

roger_nelsen@unc.edu 

THANK YOU 
The University depends on the General Alumni Association to provide alumni programs and communications, and these 

initiatives are supported by G~%A member dues. 

PRP~L~IL’Y POLICY: The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone %r any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know- by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year or use this link: Unsubscribe Link. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

7o2472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 8:22 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Blue’s latest NCAA Tournament Express edition is online! [March 19] 

This special NCAA tournament edition of Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the new ’Carolina 
Blue Online Magazine’ feature, c|ick here to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access to the new 
’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, dick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c~ick here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during normal business 
hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our new, glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit ine~ caro#nc~blue, corn and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our ~c~gaz~e~ cc~o#~c~b/ueo corn website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Jonathan Jones 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PowerPoint® Webinars <NationalSeminars@e.nationalseminarstraining.com> 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 2:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Avoid the Worst PowerPoint Mistakes People Make 

Additional Webinars I -- I VP: 919-150312-228 

STAR12 Webinar Training 

How to Avoid the WORST PowerPoint® Mistakes People Make 

Powerful tips, tools, and techniques for making your PowerPoint documents stand out - in X Online Enrollment Special! 
a good way! Save $50! Discount Details 

Every year, hundreds of thousands of hours are wasted viewing 

terrible PowerPoint presentations ... presentations that don’t convey 

the right message ... that bore the audience ... that are overloaded 

with gimmicks and underloaded with critical information. 

Don’t risk your PowerPoint presentations becoming the 
next office joke! 

When you attend How to Avoid the WORST PowerPoint~ Mistakes 

People Make, you’ll learn how to make sure your PowerPoint 

presentations are sharp, relevant, and, most important of all, work for 

your audience and purpose. 

Our expert trainer will start by explaining the predesign tasks that lead 

to creating great presentations. Then, you’ll learn the right ... and the 

wrong ... way to use design elements such as: 

¯ Color and graphics 

¯ Animations and movement 

¯ Bullet points 

¯ Font and text 

And so much more! 

If you ever have to create a PowerPoint document -- and you probably 

will! -- this is a webinar you can’t afford to miss! Don’t risk adding 

another poor PowerPoint presentation to the legion already out there. 

Sign up for How to Avoid the WORST PowerPoint~ Mistakes 

Train Everyone on Your 
Team ... It Won’t Cost 
You an Extra Penny! 

Wouldn’t it be great if every 

member of your team was a 

PowerPoint expert? 

Thanks to our Unlimited 

Participants per Connection 

Offer, your team can listen to 

the webinar along with you 

for FREE. Your enrollment 

entitles you to one connection 

-- but view this webinar in 

your conference room over a 

projector, and your entire 

staff learns along with you ... 

all for one low price. Now 

that’s a great value! 

Wondering if this 
webinar is right for you? 

"The [webinar] was 
very helpful ~ enjoyed 



People Make now! 

Enroll Now 

A Look at Your Agenda 

[] Master the predesign tasks that lead to great presentations. 

[] Understand the best use of graphics in a slide. 

[] Avoid the three most common mistakes related to graphics in a 
presentation. 

[] Provide flow through the use of consistent fonts. 

[] Avoid the four most common mistakes related to fonts and text. 

[] Use animations with a purpose and with constraint. 

[] Understand the psychology of animations and movement. 

[] Use color to provide meaning and emotion in your slides. 

[] Avoid the two most common mistakes related to color selection. 

[] Know when to use slides and when to blank the screen. 

[] Discover the top 10 ways to improve slide presentation. 

Q&A 

Upon enrolling in the seminar, you will have the opportunity to submit 
your questions via email. Time permitting, your trainer will address 
questions from webinar participants. Many questions will be addressed 
in the webinar itself. Others will be addressed in the supporting 
materials that will be available exclusively to webinar participants. 

Microsoft and Microsoft PowerPoint are either registered trademarks or trademarks 

of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. How to Avoid 

the WORSTPowerPoint@ Mistakes People Make is an independent webinar and is 

not affiliated with, nor has it been authorized, sponsored, or otherwise approved by, 

Microsoft Corporation. 

3 Reasons to use Web training 

1. We bring the training to you. 
Busy professionals like you sometimes can’t even get away from the 
office for a day to get training. So, we’ll bring the training right to your 
desk through your PC or Mac! 

it and the material I 

"This was a very 

with a lot of specific 

"Thankyou--th~ 
was one ofthe best" 

came away with 
/or of great 

"Engaging & 

well worth my time." 

Your Risk-Free Guarantee 
of Complete Satisfaction 

We want you to have the 

skills you need to succeed in 

your career! We believe in 

the success of this program 

so much that we stand 

behind it with our 100 percent 

money-back guarantee of 

satisfaction. If you’re not 

satisfied with this program, 

we’ll refund your enrollment 

fee in full. Guaranteed. 

X Enroll Now 

2o You’ll SEE tons of rea~oworld examples. 
With this webinar you’ll see examples of surveys and resources to go 
to right on your PC or Mac. 

3. ~t’s incredibly cost-effective, 
You can train as many people as you want for one low price with our 
unlimited-participants-per-connection offe!! 



ENROLL~ENT ~NFOR~AT~ON 

Webinar - April 12, 2012 
Webinar Start Times: All times are given in daylight time. Webinars last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

Irnpor~ant: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Standard Eomai~ You Pay 
Webinar 

Price Discount 

How to Avoid the Worst PowerPoint 
Mistakes Most People Make 
Event Only 

$179 SAVE $50 $129 

How to Avoid the Worst Po~zerPoint 
Mistakes Most People Make 
CD-ROM** Only 

$179 

How to Avoid the Worst PowerPoint 
Mistak~ Most Peo#le Make 
Event + CD-ROM** 

Combo Deal 
Only $229! Save an 79 
$358 if purchased Additiona~ $50 
separately 

**For your co~wenience a CD.oRO#~ recording is made of each STAR12 ~,~ebir~ar You may choose to ~archase the CDoRO#~t either a~ong with 
the webi~ar or separately. The CDoRO~I recordi~9 will be avai[abte approximately 14-21 days after the webinar. 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1o800o258o724~ 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLIVlENT DISCOUNT DiRECTiONS 
Enroll online by 04/12/12 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 23730 and VIP #919- 
150312-228 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in 
your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Webinars 

April 05, 2012 



April 10, 2012 

April 11, 2012 

April 13, 2012 

How to Co~ect ~ore ~onev~ oo~ 2n Less Ti~e~ With Fewer 

April 17, 2012 

Adobe ~nDesi~n ~ssentia~s: How to Get Started with Adobe 

April 18, 2012 

April 19, 2012 

iPads: Harnessin~ the ~u~ Power of the Newest "~ust Have" Too~ 

April 20, 2012 

Hicrosoft Pro s and Techni ond the ~asics 

April 23, 2012 

Wa~e and Hour Land l~lines in a 24/7 Connected World 

April 24, 2012 

April 25, 2012 

April 26, 2012 

April 27, 2012 

April 30, 2012 

Check Out Ou~ Othe~ G~eat 



COMPANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTO~q ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 
customer service department at cstsew~uceci com. 

F~ND FULLoDAY AND #aULT~PLEoDAY T~N~NG CO#a~NG TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www NationalSeminarsTraininq;com. 

ONS~TE TRAiNiNG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 
please send an e-mail to our on-site department at or’,site~uceci com. 

GENERAL ~NFOR~IAT~ON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info~uceci com. 

WEB~ASTER,’,’ If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr@ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

New Webinar Alert < NationalSem inars@e, nationalsem inarstraining, com > 

Friday, March 23, 2012 3:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Introvert’s Guide to Building Rapport with Anyone, Anywhere 

Additional Webinars I -- I VP: 919-370312-203 

STAR12 Webinar Training                           II X Online Special: $50 OFF! 

II 

The Introvert’s Guide to Building Rapport With Anyone, Anywhere. Career-boosting Techniques for Building Relationships 

[ 

Today’s business world runs on relationships as much 

as it does on hard work. So it’s as important to 
network, mentor, and connect as it is to get the job 

done. And if you’re an introvert, it can be 

overwhelming, intimidating, and exhausting just 

thinking about it. You need a tool -- a way to maximize 

your relationship-building while minimizing your stress 

level! 

Wouldn’t you ~ove to be able to easily connect with 

and ta~k to anyone? 

We’ve developed this special one-hour webinar to help 

you feel comfortable talking to anyone, anywhere! 

You’ll learn easy-to-apply techniques for building 

professional relationships. You’ll discover how you can 

create a great first impression -- and a positive lasting 

impression. And you’ll learn how to recognize when 

you’re at your limit so that you can take a break to 

recharge and refocus. 

The stress-free ski~s youq~ ~earn are essentia~ to 

It’s a powerful, rewarding course in relationship- 

building and networking techniques you will be able to 

rely on over and over again. Enroll in Hew to Build 

Train Everyone on Your Team ... It 
Won’t Cost You an Extra Penny! 

Wouldn’t it be great if every member of your 
team was able to communicate more easily? 
Build relationships that will become an asset in 
your organization? Fortunately, the first step is 
simple -- because with this webinar, it’s easy 
and cost-effective to train the entire team at 
once! 

Thanks to our Unlimited Participants per 
Connection Offer, your team can listen to the 
webinar along with you for FREE. Your 
enrollment entitles you to one connection -- but 
view this webinar in your conference room over 
a projector, and your entire staff learns along 
with you ... all for one low price. Now that’s a 
great value! 

X Enroll Now 

Wondering if this webinar is right 
for you? 

was well presented and very upbeat~~ 
GeedjeM" 

"l’m inspired and ready to make changes 
in my life.., thank you." 

"Thank yeu -- this ~,as one of the besL " 



Rapport With Anyone, Anywhere today. 

N Enroll Now 

Look at Your Agenda: 
Understand ng yourself: a quck overview of how and 
why nteracton affects ntroveRs 

Three steps to easy painless selhintroductions 

The power of names and how you can bud a 
connection through repetition and memory 

Keys to sett ng concrete network ng goas and having an 
agenda 

How ncorporating social media can take some of the 
stress out of relatonshp-bu dng 

How your listening skills can become one of your 
greatest strengths 

The secret to successful network ng: preparation 

Givng a great impression through body language and 
voce 

How to become more comfo~ab e with sinai talk 

The relationsh p-bu Iding power of making others feel 
nteresting exceptonal and understood 

SIGN UP TODAY 

"It inspired and medyated me... enly I 
can make the changes needed in my life 
at heine and werko " 

"Full ef iasight I would aet have received 
anywhere elseo" 

] 

3 Reasons to Use Web Training 

1. We bring the training to you. 
Busy professionals like you sometimes 
can’t even get away from the office for a 
day to get training So, we’ll bring the 
training right to your desk through your PC 
or Mac! 

2. Youq~ SEE tons of rea~owor~d 
examp~eso 
With this webinar you’ll see examples of 
surveys and resources to go to right on 
your PC or Mac. 

3. it’s incredibly cost=effective. 
You can train your as many people as you 
want for one low price with our unlimited= 
participants=per=connection offe!! 

There’s simply no easier way than this 
to "get it" quickly and effectively! 

] 

Your Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction 

We want to help empower you to succeed -- no matter who you have to work with! We believe in the success of this 
program so much that we stand behind it with our 100 percent money-back guarantee of satisfaction. If you’re not 
satisfied with this program, we’ll refund your enrollment fee in full. Guaranteed. 

Q&A°o 
Uponenro ng nthewebnar you w ll have the oppo~unity to subm t your questions via ema TimepermiEng 
yourtranerw address quest ons from web nar pa~t c pants Many quest ons w ll be addressed in the webinar 
tself Others wll be addressed in the suppo~ ng mater als that wi be ava able exclusively to web nat 
pa~icipants, 

ENROLL~aENT ~NFOR~AT~ON 

Webinar- March 30, 2012 



Webinar Start Times: All times are given in daylight time. Webinars last 60-90 minutes. 
2 p.m. Eastern ~ 1 p.m. Central ~ 12 p.m. Mountain ~ 11 a.m. Pacific ~ 10 a.m. Alaskan ~ 8 a.m. Hawaiian 

Click on a link below to proceed to registration. 

~ Important: To receive your online enrollment discount, enter your Internet Code* when 
prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your 
checkout. 

Webinar                             Price               Discount 

The lntrevert’s Guide to Buiidin~ 
~ert with A ere 
Event Only 

$179 SAVE $50 $129 

The in#’overt’s Guide to BuiidinA 

CD-ROM** Only 
$179 

The intrevert’s Guide to Buildin~ 
~ert with An~here 
Event + CD-ROM** 

Combo Deal 
Only $229! Save 

79 
$358 if purchased Additior~a~ $50 
separately 

**For your corwe~ier~ce, a CD-RO#~ recordir~g is made of each STAR12 webir~ar You may choose to purchase the CD-RO#~I either alor~g with 
the webi~ar or separately, The CD RO~I recordir~g will be available appro×imately 14-21 days after the webir~ar 

Want to talk to a live person? 
Contact customer service at 1 o800o258o7246 

Your confirmation will be delivered via e-mail, so an e-mail address is required for registration. 

~ ONLINE ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT DiRECTiONS 
Enroll online by 03/30/12 to save $50 off the standard enrollment fee. 

*To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 23748 and VIP #919- 
370312-203 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in 
your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to 
receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Upcoming Webinars 

April 10, 2012 

April 11, 2012 



April 12, 2012 

April 13, 2012 

April ~6, 20~2 

April 17, 2012 

April 18, 2012 

No ~o~e ~ad Hi~es 
April 19, 2012 

iPa~: Ha~i~ ~h~ F~[[ Po~ of ~h~ N~w~ "~ Have" Too[ 

April 20, 2012 

April 23, 2012 

April 24, 2012 

April 25, 2012 

April 26, 2012 

April 27, 2012 

April 30, 2012 

Check O~t O~r Othe~ Great Training _. 



COB~PANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOJ’~ ER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@~ruceci.com 

FiND FULUDAY AND MULTiPLE-DAY TRAiNiNG COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars 

and conferences coming to your area at www NationaISeminarsTraining com. 

ON--SiTE TRAiNiNG: if you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- 
please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruoeci com. 

GENERAL JNFORJ~ATJON: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to inb@ruceci com. 

WEB’ASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an 

e-mail to webmstr@ruceci com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click here to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Saturday, March 24, 2012 8:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Blue’s latest NCAA Tournament Express edition is online! [March 24] 

This special NCAA tournament edition of Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the new ’Carolina 
Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access to the new 
’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c~ck here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during normal business 
hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our new, glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 

For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit ~zine. caro#nablueo corn and click the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 
your registration. 



2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a mai#ng label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our on#he 
partner at 247Sports.) Our mc~gc~ziT~eo ec~ro#~c~blueo corn website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pub#cation (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Jonathan Jones 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 8:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Blue’s latest NCAA Tournament Express edition is online! [March 25] 

This special NCAA tournament edition of Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the new ’Carolina 
Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access to the new 
’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c~ck here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during normal business 
hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our new, glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 

For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit ~zine. caro/inablueo corn and click the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 
your registration. 



2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifng label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfne 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaziT~eo caro#nab]ueo corn website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfcation (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 

Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Jonathan Jones 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 8:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Blue’s latest NCAA Tournament Express edition is online! [March 26] 

This special NCAA tournament edition of Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the new ’Carolina 
Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access to the new 
’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c~ck here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during normal business 
hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our new, glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 

For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit ~zine. caro/inablueo corn and click the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 
your registration. 



2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifng label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfne 
partner at 247Sports.) Our mag~azmeo ca~’o#nab]ueo corn website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfcation (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 

Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Jonathan Jones 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grace Chapel <sharpeconference@gmail.com> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 9:56 AM 

deborah_bowen@brown.edu 

tina_creamer@brown.edu; jc3707@columbia.edu; mc3138@columia.edu; 
ram25@cornell.edu; bad2@cornell.edu; adrienne.clay@dartmouth.edu; 
marcia.welsh@dartmouth.edu; cloutier@fas.harvard.edu; csrel@fas.harvard.edu; 
daviscl@sas.upenn.edu; reneecam@sas.upenn.edu; stacy.robinson@duke.edu; 
tammy.thornton@duke.edu; ear78@georgetown.edu; roshwaav@georgetown.edu; s- 
denose@northwestern.edu; k-coffey@northwestern.edu; international- 
studies@northwestern.edu; givanova@northwestern.edu; rzepeda@rice.edu; 
reli@rice.edu; lherbert@berkeley.edu; fthompson@gtu.edu; clas@uchicago.edu; j- 
dowells@uchicago.edu; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope 
<toscher@email.unc.edu>; dab8s@virginia.edu; eas5x@virgnia.edu; 
trica.keaton@vanderbilt.edu; betsy.cagle@vanderbilt.edu; afas@wustl.edu; 
relst@artsci.wuslt.edu; jbradley@cau.edu; pdunston@cau.edu; 
david.j ackson@famu.edu; novelle, dickenson@hamptonu, edu; 
kortright.davis@yahoo.com; lsmith@morehouse.edu; carolyn@ncat.edu; 
cdolliso@spelman.edu; tkingl4@spelman.edu; frickman@xavier.edu; 
koebbej @xavier.edu 

Call For Papers--Sam Sharpe Conference 

SamSharpeConference.pdf 

Greetings! I hope this correspondence finds you well. I had the pleasure of speaking to most of you last week. 
I am a coordinator for the second International Sam Sharpe Conference. We are putting out a call for papers. 
Please disseminate this information to faculty members and graduate students. 1 attachment. 

Best Regards, 

Tiana J. Mack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

E1 Pueblo <elpueblo@elpueblo.org> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 1:37 PM 

E1 Pueblo <elpueblo@elpueblo.org> 

E1 Pueblo Newsletter March 

EL PUEBLO,  NC. 
NEWSLETTER 

E-MAIL NOT LOOKING BEAUTIFUL?VEW T NYOUR BROWSER 

March,2012[ × Description: 
logo 

~eetin9 with US Surgeon 

General 

"Kick Butts Events" 

Legislative visit 

Thru with Chew event 

Be pa~ of our 

DLs Fbsta de P ebo 

Spo sosh[p Packaqe 

La Festa del Pueblo brings the best 

n Latin American musc, food, 
dance and c@ture to Ralegh North 
Carolina, The event will be held on 
September 9 2012 st Moore Square 
Downtown Rale gL 
Enoy some p ctu~es of La Fiesta 
Pueblo 20I I, 

Read rnoe 

Description: 
Wells Fargo 

Description: blue cross 

Description: Progress Energy 

with United States Surgeon Genera~ 

this issue we focus on El Pueblo’s "No Fumo" Youth Leadearship Program. 

In January, El Pueblo Youth Leaders along with other TRU youth from across the state 
met the US Surgeon General, Dr. Regina Benjamin, to discuss North Carolina’s teen 
tobacco use prevention efforts. Dr. Benjamin recently released a new report, 
"Preventing Tobacco Use among Youth and Young Adults," stating that far too many 
youth and young adults are using tobacco. Today more than 600,000 middle school 
students and 3 million high school students smoke cigarettes, many of whom are Latino. 
Her report also states that one of every four Latino middle schoolers and one of every 
two Latino high schoolers are experimenting with cigarettes. Furthermore, Latino middle 
school students have the highest cigarette use of any middle school ethnic group. The 
Surgeon General’s report validates the importance of our El Pueblo "No Fumo" Youth 
Leadership groups and their mission of raising North Carolina’s first smoke- free 
generation 

For more information, contact Mike at mike@elpueblo.org 

Description: Youth No Fumo Campaing 

El Foro Latino 2012 

Narch "Kick BuAs Events" in @inton, NC 

Members of the Sampson Middle School Hispanic Club are planning anti-tobacco "Kick 
Butts" events for the week of March 19-23. The events are as scheduled: Monday- 
black ribbons (tobacco awareness), Tuesday- add the green ribbons (commemorate the 
memory of a loved one who died as a result of tobacco addiction), Wednesday -Ghost 



DFoo Pa~lcDan s Packet 

Join us for Foro Juven12012 Lstino 
youth from across the state will 
gather May 4th and 5th for the 20I 2 
Fore Juvenil organ zed by El Pueblo 
no. Durng these days 

approximately 100 youth and 
chaperones will have the opportunity 
to network with other youth leaders 
develop leadership and teamwork 
skills and use their creativty to 
explore new ideas and strengthen 
our communities. 

Susan G. Komen for the Cure. 

El Pueblo Inc. v~snts to share our 
good news The Susan G. Komen 
for the Cure NC Triangle Affiliate 
has awarded our oiganization two 
grants to continue our work with 

Latinas on breast cancer education 
prevention and early detection: 
Comunidsd Ssna and Hazlo per tu 
familis. 
Read more 

Description: Susan G 
Komen for the Cure 

</ 

EP Open ~ouse 

El Pueblo Inc, invites you to attend 
an Open House st our new office 
bu Iding located at 700 Blue Ridge 
Rd, Raleigh NO 27606, Phase ioin 
us for" tour" and compbmentary finger 
food Thursday, April 19 
4:00 p.m - 7:00 

Description: donate 

out day (Students will be "dead", which means they can’t talk- and they will hand out 
little information cards), and Thursday- wear t-shirts that on the front state the number 

of people that died in NC from tobacco and the back will say "Live Long, Don’t start". 

Description: "Kick Button Event" 

Legislative Visit: °°A TRU Ce ebration 

More than 350 high school students from over 40 North Carolina counties jammed the 
General Assembly building on February 16th. North Carolina’s Tobacco Reality 
Unfiltered (TRU) Movement has been running teen tobacco use prevention and 
cessation efforts, El Pueblo’s "No Fume" Youth Leadership Program included, for 
more than 10 years. The TRU Movement is funded by money the state receives 
annually from the master settlement agreement made with tobacco companies in 
1998. The February event was a celebration of the hard work and positive health 
outcomes from TRU programming. We also reiterated the importance of continuing 
the funding for the TRU Movement and El Pueblo’s "No Fume" Program as they are 
still much needed. Each day over 1,200 people die due to tobacco use. For every one 
of those deaths, at least two new youths or young adults become regular smokers. 
And, 90 percent of these "replacement" smokers smoke their first cigarette before 
they turn 18. 

Thru with Chew Event: 

Description: youthinitiative 
Hobbton High School Club, "Young 
Latinos Making a Difference" from 
Newton Grove NC, joined El Pueblo’s No 
Fumo/TRU Movement and held a "Thru 
with Chew" event at a home basketball 
game. The Hobbton High School youth 
handed out information on the dangers of 
chewing tobacco and secondhand smoke 
to all the attendees. 

Pueblo, Inc. is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization Aft donations are tax deductible to @e ~utiest extent of the la~44 Tax ID Numbe£: 56° 1934310. 
If you want ~o subsc£~be or unsubsc£~be to #~is News/e#er se~/ice send a message here. 

PO ~ox 33672, Raleigh, NC 27636 

Phone: 919o8351525 I Fax. 919o835o1526 I w~nw e/~sueb/o.o£~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sottile, Jillian (Carolina Dining Services) <JBSOTTILE@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 2:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Order for TOmorrow 

9872.htm 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for choosing Carolina Catering for your catering needs. Attached is the order, so please take a look and let 

me know if there are any changes that need to be made. Otherwise we are all set for tomorrow. 

Have a great day. 

jbsottile@a ux-se rvices.unc.ec[u 

Visit our- website at www.car-olinacaterin,~;.cater~rax.com 

Oineck oul: our Lo~a h:~ ~ro5 ..... ~ Inl:l:~s:// .... Ii .... l:ering.cal:ert: ........ I ~t._ ~elecl: ]~ome Zn~/-- ~elecl: Looa h:o ~rogram t-or l:lne clel:ails. 
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width: 2px !important; border-style: solid !important; border-color: #FFFF00 !important; 
background-color: #FOFOF0 !important; } 



div.cartContentsDIV table { color: #000000 !important; width: 100% !important; 
border-collapse: collapse !important; border-width: 2px !important; border-style: solid 
!important; border-color: #CCCCCC !important; } 

div.cartContentsDIV td { border-width: 2px !important; border-style: solid 
!important; border-color: #CCCCCC !important; background-color: #FOFOF0 !important; } 

div.cartContentsDIV tr.cartContentsHeaderTR td { color: #666666 !important; 
border-style: none !important; background-color: #CCCCCC !important; padding-left: lpx 
!important; background-image: none; } 

</style> 
<html> 

<head> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
_editor._url = "../htmlarea3/"; 
_editor_lang = ..... en, 

</script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="../htmlarea3/htmlarea.js"></script> 

<STYLE TYPE=’text/css’> 
div.menubar{ 
color :#000000; 
background-color :#FOFOFO; 
width :100%; 
padding :3px } 

a.menu{ 
width="100%"; 
background : url(catertrax_images/cat_bkg.jpg); 
text-align:center; 
text-valign : middle; 
font-family: Verdana; 
font-style: Bold ; 
font-size: 8pt; 
font-weight :bold; 
color :#000000; 
text-decoration: none; 
padding :1 px; 
border-style : outset ;border-color :#FOFOF0 ;border-width : 1 } 

a.menu:hover{ 
color :#666666; 
background :#FFFFCC; 
border-style :inset ;border-color :#FFOFOFO ;border-width : 1 } 

a.menul{ 
width :100%; 
text-align:center; 
font-family: Arial; 



font-style: Bold ; 
font-size: 8pt; 
font-weight :Bold; 
color :#000000; 
text-decoration: none; 
background-color :000000; 
padding :3px; 
border-style : outset ;border-color :#FOFOF0 ;border-width : 3 } 

a.menul :hover{ 
color :#666666; 
background-color :#000000; 
border-style :inset ;border-color :#FFOFOFO ;border-width : 3 } 

.insetborder {border: inset; border-width: 1 ;} 

.title { 
background: #CCCCCC; 
color: #ffffff; 
font-family: Impact; 
font-style: Bold ; 
font-size : 12pt; 
font-weight :normal; 
padding: 3px lOpx; 
margin-bottom: 10px; 
border-bottom: lpx solid black; 
letter-spacing: 2px; 

} 
</style> 

</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" leftmargin="l 0" topmargin="l O"><center> 

<TR> 

<div class="divlnvoice" style="font-family: Verdana, Helvetica, Sans-Serif;padding:5"><div 
id="divHeader">MINIMUM GUARANTEED ATTENDANCE MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 72 
BUSINESS HOURS OF EVENT. IF ATTENDANCE FALLS 
BELOW THE GUARANTEED NUMBER THE CLIENT WILL BE CHARGED FOR THE 
GUARANTEED NUMBER. GUARANTEED NUMBER 
MUST BE RECEIVED BY DATE/TIME INDICATED.</div> 

<table width="95%" border="0" align="center" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
style="border: 1 px solid black; "> 

<tr> 
<td style="text-align: center;"> 

<table width="100%" border="0" align="center" 
cellpadding="l 0" cellspacing="l" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"> 

<tr> 



<td> 
<form name="statusform"> 
<table width=’100%’ 

height=’144’ border=’0’ align=’center’ cellpadding=’5’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’"’#FFFFFF’"’> 
<tr> 

<td 
style="padding-left: 10px !important; padding-right: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: 
top; text-align: left;"> 

<img 
src="images\CarolinaCateringLogo161 .jpg" align="left"/> 

<div 
style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, Sans-Serif; font-size: smaller; font-weight: bold;">Carolina 
Catering</div> 

<div 
style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, Sans-Serif; font-size: xx-small;"> 

100 Friday Center Drive ,Chapel HilI,NC 27599<br/> 

(919) 962-0336 (Campus Catering)<br/> (919)962-2638 (Conference Catering) 
</div> 

</td> 

<td style="padding- 
right: lOpx !important; padding-left: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:right"> 

<div 
style="font-size: medium;">lNVOICE&nbsp;#9872</div> 

style="font-size: xx-small; font-weight: bold;"> 
<div 

Thursday, 3/29/2012<br> 

style="font-size: xx-small">Ordered On:&nbsp;3/28/2012</div> 

</div> 
<div 

&nbsp;<img 
src=Catertrax_lmages/G_peg.gif border=0 align=’absmiddle’ ALT=’Confirmed’><span 
style=’font-family:verdana; font-size:xx-small’><b> Confirmed</b></span> 

</td> 
</tr> 

<tr> 
<td style="padding- 

left: 10px !important; padding-right: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:left"> 

<div 
style="margin-top: 8px; width: 100%;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Customer 
Information</span></td><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"><ltd><ltr><ltable><table 



id="invoiceSectionCustomer" class="invoiceSection" onclick= .... title=’"’><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">First 
Name:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >Travis </span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Last Name:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>Gore</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Address:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >CB # 3395 </span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">City:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Chapel 
Hill</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">State:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >NC</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Zip:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>27599</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Company or Department:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >African 
American Studies</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Email:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >stgore@email.unc.edu 
</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Phone:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >(919) 966-5496 </span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Client 
Classification,:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >Faculty/Staff</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Tax Exempt :</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>True</span></td></tr></table></div><br><div style="width: 100%; margin-top: 8px;"><table 
class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span 
id="splnvoiceHeader">Payment Information</span></td><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table id="invoiceSection Payment" 
class="invoiceSection"><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Payment Type :</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >University Account</span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">University 
Account Number:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >6-54321-3931 </span></td></tr></table></div> 

</td> 
<td style="padding- 

right: 10px !important; padding-left: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:left"> 

<div 
style="width: 100%;margin-top: 8px;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Delivery / Pickup 
Information</span></td><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table 
id="invoiceSectionDelivery" class="invoiceSection"><tr><td align="right" style="width: 



30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Method:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>Delivery</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Delivery Contact:</span></td><td style="width: 
70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Travis 
Gore</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;"><b>ls this a Green Event?</b>:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >No</span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 
100%;">Address:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >CB # 3395 </span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">City:</span></td><td style="width: 
70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Chapel 
Hill</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">State:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >NC</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Zip 
Code:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >27599</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Company:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >African American 
Studies</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Delivery Phone/Cell:</span></td><td style="width: 
70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >(919) 966-5496 
</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Event Name:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Faculty Talk</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Catered 
By:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 
70%;" >Carolina Catering</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Building:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Global Education 
Center</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Room #:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Room 1009</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Purpose of 
Event:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >PM Break</span></td></tr></table></div><br><div style="width: 100%; 
margin-top: 8px;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Event 
Information</span></td><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table 
id="invoiceSectionEvent" class="invoiceSection"><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Guest Count:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>20</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Event Date:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Thursday, 3/29/2012</span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Event 
Start Time:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 



style="width: 70%;" >4:00 PM</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Event End Time:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >5:30 
PM</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Access to Room:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >3:00 
PM</span></td></tr></table></div> 

<~d> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td style="padding- 
left: 10px !important; padding-right: 10px !important; text-align: left; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:left" colspan="2"> 

<font 
size=l ><br><table width=’100%’ border=’0’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
bordercolor="><tr><td align=’left’ nowrap><table cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
border=’0’><tr><td bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ height=l 0 width=150><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ 
color=#666666><b>FOOD</b></td><td width=’1’ align=’right’ valign=’top’ 
bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’><img src=’catertrax_images/prod_tr.gif’></td></tr></table></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ ><B>Qty.</b></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Price</B></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><B>Ext.&nbsp&nbsp&nbsp</B></td></tr></table><div><table width=’100%’ 
border=’1" cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ 
><tr><td bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: 
#FOFOF0;border:lpx #FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight 
:bold;">Combination Cheese Tray</div><div style="background-color:#FFFFFF; 
padding:3px; margin-left: 10px; font-size: 10px; font-family:Verdana;"><li><strong>Small 
(serves 15-20)</strong></li><br/></div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>l </td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$37.10</td><td align=’center’ 
nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$37.10</td></tr></table></div><div><table width=’100%’ border=’1" 
cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border:l px 
#FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Fruit with Dip 
Tray</div><div style="background-color:#FFFFFF; padding:3px; margin-left:10px; font- 
size: 10px; font-family:Verdana;"><li><strong>Small (serves 15-20)</strong></li><br 
/></div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>l </td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$29.95</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$29.95</td></tr></table></div><font 
size=l ><br><table width=’100%’ border=’0’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
bordercolor="><tr><td align=’left’ nowrap><table cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
border=’0’><tr><td bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ height=l 0 width=150><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ 
color=#666666><b>BEVERAGES</b></td><td width=’1’ align=’right’ valign=’top’ 
bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’><img src=’catertrax_images/prod_tr.gif’></td></tr></table></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ ><B>Qty.</b></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Price</B></td><td 



align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ 
face=’V erdana’> < B> Ext. &nbsp&nbsp&nbsp<lB> <ltd> <ltr> <ltable> < div> <table width=’100%’ 
border=’1" cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ 
><tr><td bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: 
#FOFOF0;border:lpx #FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight 
:bold;">Beverages by the Gallon - Hot Tea - per gallon</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>l </td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$6.55</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$6.55<ltd><ltr><ltable><ldiv><div><table width=’100%’ border=’1" 
cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border:l px 
#FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Beverages 
by the Gallon - Starbucks&#174; Regular Coffee - per gallon</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>l </td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$16.50</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$16.50</td></tr></table></div><div><table width=’100%’ border=’1" 
cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border:l px 
#FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Beverages 
by the Gallon - Ice Water - per gallon</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>2</td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$2.50</td><td align=’center’ 
nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$5.00</td></tr></table></div><font size= 1 ><br><table width=’100%’ 
border=’1’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’><tr><td width=’70%’ 
align=’center’ valign=’middle’><table width=’100%’ cellpadding=2 cellspacing=2 
border=’0’><tr><td colspan=2 bgcolor=#FOF9FF align=center height=30><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><b>Order Summary<lb><lfont><ltd><ltr><tr bgcolor=#FOFOF0><td 
align=center><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Beverages</td><td align=center><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Food</td></tr><tr bgcolor=#FOFOF0><td align=center><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$28.05</td><td align=center><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$67.05<ltd><ltr><ltable><font size=l face=verdana>* The administrative 
charge is not intended<br>to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for<br>the benefit of 
employees 
<br><br> 

** Due to Health Department Regulations, no food or alcohol may be taken from a catered 
event. It is the goal of Carolina Catering that every event is attractively presented and 
proportioned for the last guest as it is for the first. Due to this attention to presentation, there 
may be extra plates, cutlery, napkins, etc remaining at the end of your event. This service 
ware will not be billed to the customer and is not available for take out. Any missing service 
ware will be added to the final invoice.</font></td><td width=’30%’><table width=’100% 
’border=’0’><tr><td height=30 colspan=’2’ align=’Center’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><b>Order Totals <lb><lfont><ltd><ltr><tr><td align=’right’ nowrap 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Sub Total</b></td><td 
align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=70><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$95.10</td></tr><tr><td align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ 



width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Administrative Fee</b></td><td align=’right’ 
nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=70><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$14.26</td></tr><tr><td 
align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Order 
Total</b></td><td align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=70><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$109.36</td></tr><tr id="balanceRow"><td align=’right’ nowrap 
bgcolor=’#FFFFCC’ width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Balance Due</b></td><td 
align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FFFFCC’ width=70><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><B>$109.36<lb><ltd><ltr><ltd><ltr><ltable><ldiv><ltable><ldiv> 

</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td style="padding- 
left: 10px !important; padding-right: 10px !important; padding-top: 10px !important; vertical- 
align: top;" colspan="2"> 

<div style="margin-top: 8px; 
width: 100%;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Special 
Instructions</span></td><td class="invoiceSection HeaderTDR ight"> <ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <table 
id="invoiceSectionCustomer" class="invoiceSection" onclick= .... ></table></div> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</td> 
</tr> 
<!-- Legal Disclaimer(s) --> 

<Ad> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</form> 

<Ad> 
</div> 

<tr> 
<td colspan="100%" align="center" style="font-weight:bold; font- 

size:9pt; padding-bottom:5px; color:#AAAAAA"> 
<div id="divFooter">lnvoice #9872</div> 

</td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
</div> 
<div id="divFooter"><center>A $200.00 cancellation fee will be incurred for 

any cancellation within 7 days of event. A $100.00 fee will be incurred for any additional setup 
on the 
day of the event. I have read the above contract and agree to the terms and conditions as 
well as any terms and conditions on any contract 
addendum’s which I may sign. 

Client: 
Date: </br></br> 



***FAILURE TO RECEIVE A SIGNED CONTRACT MAY PREVENT CAROLINA CATERING 
FROM SERVICING YOUR EVENT.***</br></br> 
If you need assistance from Catering on the day of your Event, please contact our Catering 
Manager, Desmond Scott @ 919-730-3887.</center></div> 

<script type="textYjavascript" src="detectMobileBrowser.js"></script> 
<script type="textYjavascript"> 

try { 
$(document).ready(function0 { 

$(".adminlnvoiceSection").mouseover(function0 { 
$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSectionHighlight", true); 
$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSection", false); 

}); 
$(".adminlnvoiceSection").mouseout(function0 { 

$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSectionHighlight", false); 
$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSection", true); 

}); 
}); 

} catch (e) {/* JQuery not loaded *! }; 
<!script> 
<!body><!html> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 8:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Blue’s latest Express edition is online! [March 30] 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now available online for subscribers! If ! 
you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the new ’Carolina 
Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access to the new 
’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c~ck here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during normal business 
hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our new, glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 

For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit ~azine. caro/inab/ueo corn and click the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 



2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifng label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfne 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaziT~eo caro#nab]ueo corn website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfcation (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribeO as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Jonathan Jones 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, March 30, 2012 10:23 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20120330102309432.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.30.2012 10:23:09 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



LET’S GO UNC! 

BLOGGER APPLICATION 

Name: 

Year: 

Major: 

Email Address: 

Phone Number: 

Questions! 

1) What are your goals for writing with Let’s Go UNC? 

2) Tell us about the moment when you realized you have a passion for writing. Was there an 

assignment or activity you did that sparked your interest? What kinds of writing projects are you 

most excited to work on? 

3) Please elaborate on any previous experience you have with blogging or journals (i.e. magazines, 

classes, newspapers, blogs etc.). 

4) Do you have a blog? If so, feel free to give us the link! 

5) If you could purchase a one-way ticket to anywhere in the world right now, where would you go 

and why? 

Please check all of the following time slots when you would be available for a (very brief) Skype 

conversation. This is mandatory! Once your application is received, we will email you to confirm an 

interview time. 

April 7 April 8 

10AM-12PM 10AM-12PM 

5PM-7PM 5PM-7PM 

8PM-10PM 8PM-10PM 

*Please attach a short writing sample of 500 words or less. 

*Please come to our interest meeting on Monday, April 2 (Time and Location TBA) 

*Please mark in your calendar our first writers’ meeting is on Wednesday, April 11 upon acceptance. 

Attendance is mandatory for all accepted bloggers. 

Thank you for your application! We’re looking forward to reading it and talking to you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 9:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: new student organization Let’s Go 

LG%20UNC%20Blogger%20App. docx 

Message: 

Let’ s GO UNC! 
Let’s Go Travel Guides (www.letsgo.com) is expanding its campus presence--and starting with UNC! Come to 
our meeting on Monday, April 2nd at 5pm to learn about the opportunities to become bloggers for one of the 
country’s most respected travel advisors. 

One of our Co-Campus Directors is already blogging! Check out her blogs for Let’s Go 
here: http ://www.letsgo.com/profile/Athenalardis 19 

Don’t YOU want to be an internationally renowned and respected travel writer? We thought so. 

Our writers will be focused locally, giving people from around the world an insider’s look at the beauty, fun, 
and adventure of North Carolina from the people who know and love it best. 

Any questions (or, if you can’t make the meeting but would like to be considered as a blogger) please email: 
letsgostudenttravelunc@gmail, com. 

Applications for Blogger positions are available now and due Friday, April 6th. 

The application is attached. Otherwise see you on Monday, April 2nd at 5PM in the Union Room 3205 

We hope you can make it! 



LET’S GO UNC! 

BLOGGER APPLICATION 

Name: 

Year: 

Major: 

Email Address: 

Phone Number: 

Questions! 

1) What are your goals for writing with Let’s Go UNC? 

2) Tell us about the moment when you realized you have a passion for writing. Was there an 

assignment or activity you did that sparked your interest? What kinds of writing projects are you 

most excited to work on? 

3) Please elaborate on any previous experience you have with blogging or journals (i.e. magazines, 

classes, newspapers, blogs etc.). 

4) Do you have a blog? If so, feel free to give us the link! 

5) If you could purchase a one-way ticket to anywhere in the world right now, where would you go 

and why? 

Please check all of the following time slots when you would be available for a (very brief) Skype 

conversation. This is mandatory! Once your application is received, we will email you to confirm an 

interview time. 

April 7 April 8 

10AM-12PM 10AM-12PM 

5PM-7PM 5PM-7PM 

8PM-10PM 8PM-10PM 

*Please attach a short writing sample of 500 words or less. 

*Please come to our interest meeting on Monday, April 2 (Time and Location TBA) 

*Please mark in your calendar our first writers’ meeting is on Wednesday, April 11 upon acceptance. 

Attendance is mandatory for all accepted bloggers. 

Thank you for your application! We’re looking forward to reading it and talking to you soon 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Fall 2012 UNC Student Stores Due Date: March 30, 2012 

GA’s On-time Date: April 27, 2012 

i Courses with 

Courses# On-time# no information 

Dept Courses# No Text# adjusted courses On-hme ~ by due date 

~.FAM African 

American Studies 1 

&frican Studies 0 

~.MST American 

Studies 0 

&nthropology 1 

etPPL    Applied 

Sciences 3 

~.RAB Arabic 0 

ART 

&rt 4 

~i~ ........................................ ~ ..................................................... 
~tudies 

ASTR Astronomy 0 

~i6~ ........... ..................................................... 
~o~ogv ~4 

~us~    ~u~n~ 0 S0 

CHEM Chemistry 

CHER 

Cherokee 

CHIN 

Chinese 

CLAR 

Classical 

&rchaeology 



E F G A 

Classics 

CMPI. Comparative 

24 Literature 

COMM 

Communication 

25 Studies 

6~ 

8 

24 

100% 

80% 

35% 44 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

9 64% 

2 67% 1 

3 

~LBL Global Studies 5 4 2     50% 2 







A 

RUSS Russian 

SECR 

78 Serbian & Croation 

79 SLAV Slavic Studies 

80 SOCI Sociology 

81 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics 

& Operation 

82 Research 

83 SWAH Swahili 

E F G 

7 100% 0 

100% 

84 

85 

86 

87 Totals 1901 250 1651 737 

2 

45% 914 



B C D E 

Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 



2 :hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AFAM 101 002 REGESTER 060 

5 AFAM 101 002 STAFF 060 

6 AFAM 101 004 STAFF 060 

7 AFAM 102 001 HALL 060 

8 AFAM 102 002 STAFF 060 

9 AFAM 259 001 HALL 040 

10 AFAM 276 001 REGESTER 040 

11 AFAM 287 001 BOWLES 020 

12 AFAM 293 001 JORDAN 040 

13 AFAM 560 001 JANKEN 020 

14 

15 AFRI 050 001 SELASSIE 024 

16 AFRI 101 001 FALL 060 

17 AFRI 101 003 LAMBERT 060 

18 AFRI 101 004 LEE 060 

19 AFRI 101 005 BOYD 060 

20 AFRI 101 006 ANDERSON 060 

21 AFRI 190 002 NYANG’ORO 030 

22 AFRI 261 001 BOYD 040 

23 AFRI 370 001 NYANG’ORO 040 

24 AFRI 524 001 SELASSIE 020 

25 AFRI 540 001 LEE 020 

26 

27 WOLO 401 001 FALL 025 

28 WOLO 423 001 FALL 020 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AMST 060 001 COBB 024 

5 AMST 089 001 ROBERTS 024 

6 AMST 089H 001 WILLIS 024 

7 AMST 253 001 FERRIS 015 

8 AMST 257 001 MARR 030 

9 AMST 269 001 MARR 025 

10 AMST 292 001 BROWN 030 

11 AMST 350 001 LACH 030 

12 AMST 365 001 ROBINSON 025 

13 AMST 499 001 SAWIN 010 

14 AMST 499 002 STAFF 025 

15 

16 FOLK 690 001 SAWIN 005 



1 
/ / / 

2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 ANTH 053 001 LESLIE 024 

5 ANTH 092 001 STAFF 030 

6 ANTH 101 003 STAFF 035 

7 ANTH 101 006 PRICE 180 

8 ANTH 121 001 SCARRY 045 

9 ANTH 130 001 SLOCUM 035 

10 ANTH 145 001 BILLMAN 120 

11 ANTH 206 001 LAMBERT 032 

12 ANTH 220 001 BILLMAN 035 

13 ANTH 360 001 COLLOREDO-MANSFELD 035 

14 ANTH 406 001 LAMBERT 030 

15 ANTH 413 001 SCARRY 016 

16 ANTH 413L 001 SCARRY 016 

17 ANTH 414L 001 HUTCHINSON 016 

18 ANTH 437 001 THOMPSON 035 

19 ANTH 456 001 SCARRY 032 

20 ANTH 470 001 RIVKIN-FISH 030 

21 ANTH 499 053 ESCOBAR 030 

22 ANTH 499H 054 REDFIELD 024 

23 ANTH 502 001 SMITH-NONINI 035 

24 ANTH 567 001 SMITH-NONINI 035 

25 ANTH 625 052 PRICE 030 

26 ANTH 639 001 NONINI 030 

27 ANTH 691H 001 AGBE-DAVIES 010 

28 ANTH 699 005 EVENS 006 

29 ANTH 699 080 JACKSON 024 

30 ANTH 701 080 RIVKIN-FISH 015 

31 ANTH 703 001 SORENSEN&SCARRY 015 

32 ANTH 759 001 HOLLAND 014 

33 ANTH 897 047 WIENER 015 

34 ANTH 897 052 LACHICOTTE 012 

35 ANTH 897 053 ESCOBAR 015 

36 ANTH 897 056 SLOCUM 012 

37 ANTH 897 059 TOMASKOVA 015 



2 lave NOT submitted COURSE MATI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 APPL 1697 1002 ISTAFF 1020 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERb 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 ART 051 001 PAGE 025 

5 ART 089 001 VERKERK 020 

6 ART 158 001 LIN 070 

7 ART 230 001 PAGE 010 

8 ART 251 001 ANDERSON 029 

9 ART 266 001 GHOSH 020 

10 ART 287 001 BOWLES 060 

11 ART 353 001 MAGEE 030 

12 ART 390 002 SLAVlCK 015 

13 ART 394 001 SLAVlCK 025 

14 ART 399 001 SLAVlCK 025 

15 ART 456 001 GHOSH 009 

16 ART 466 001 VERKERK 040 

17 ART 473 001 BAUER 040 

18 ART 490 001 GRUFFAT 015 

19 ART 490 002 SLAVlCK 015 

20 ART 490 003 WHETSTONE 015 

21 ART 490 004 TRUONG 015 

22 ART 561 001 ANDERSON 030 

23 ART 850 001 BARRETT 020 

24 ART 954 001 LIN 015 

25 ART 960 001 STURGEON 015 

26 ART 984 001 LEVlNE 015 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 ASIA 089 001 HALABI 024 

5 ASIA 122 001 ADEL 032 

6 ASIA 147 001 GOLD 035 

7 ASIA 225 001 ZULFIKAR 035 

8 ASIA 261 001 LOTHSPEICH 032 

9 ASIA 332 001 LOTHSPEICH 032 

10 ASIA 490 001 STAFF 035 

11 

12 ARAB 407 001 HALABI 015 

13 

14 CHIN 252 001 STAFF 070 

15 CHIN 464 001 VISSER 035 

16 

17 HEBR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 HNUR 101 001 UMASHANKAR 020 

20 HNUR 203 001,002 STAFF 040 

21 HNUR 305 001 CALDWELL 030 

22 

23 JAPN 231 001 PITELKA 035 

24 JAPN 351 001 PITELKA 032 

25 

26 KOR 100% ADOPTED 

27 

28 PRSN 101 001 ADEL 019 

29 PRSN 203 001 ADEL 019 



1 

2 

3 

4 ASTR 

5 ASTR 

6 ASTR 

7 

8 PHYS 

9 PHYS 

10 PHYS 

11 PHYS 

12 PHYS 

13 PHYS 

I A 
I 

B 
I 

C D E 

/ / 
~es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OF 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

101L 414-446 REICHART 330 

505 001 HEITSCH 026 

705 001 HEITSCH 015 

054 001 ILIADIS 024 

104L 413-544 DEARDORFF 026 

105L 420-450 DEARDORFF 012 

128L 417,427,447 DEARDORFF 033 

545 001 FRAMPTON 020 

871 001 WU 015 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 BIOL 053 001 REED 024 

5 BIOL 101L 001 STEI3ENI3A 800 

6 BIOL 201 001 BURCH&PFENNII3 198 

7 BIOL 252 001-003 JOHNSON 250 

8 BIOL 252L 401-420 JOHNSON 500 

9 BIOL 272L 401,402 WEAKLE¥ 040 

10 BIOL 276L 401-404 JOHNSON 096 

11 BIOL 278L 001 LOHMANN 090 

12 BIOL 473 001 JOHNSON 012 

13 BIOL 473L 401 JOHNSON 012 

14 BIOL 624 001 BAUTCH 020 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 BUSI 101 001 SKENDER 350 

5 BUSI 401 001-009 STAFF 180 

6 BUSI 403 001-004 STAFF 200 

7 BUSI 404 001-004 STAFF 200 

8 BUSI 405 001-004 STAFF 180 

9 BUSI 406" 001-005 STAFF 250 

10 BUSI 407 001,002 SKENDER 100 

11 BUSI 408 001-005 SNIVELY 190 

12 BUSI 410 001-004 STAFF 200 

13 BUSI 450" 001 MURRAY OOS 

14 BUSI 453 001 MURRAY OOS 

15 BUSI 454 001 MURRAY OOS 

16 BUSI 456 001 MURRAY OOS 

17 BUSI 459 001 MURRAY OOS 

18 BUSI 461 001 MURRAY OOS 

19 BUSI 499 001 MURRAY 010 

20 BUSI 499 002 SEAGLE 035 

21 BUSI 499 004 JOLLEY 010 

22 BUSI 499 006 STAATS 003 

23 BUSI 499 007 STAATS 002 

24 BUSI SO0 001,002 ZOLLER 090 

25 BUSI 504 001 STAFF 015 

26 BUSI SOS 001,002 VERNON OSO 

27 BUSI 506 001,002 VERNON 045 

28 BUSI 514 001 STAFF 020 

29 BUSI 516 001 HAMNER 046 

30 BUSI 517 001 HAMNER 044 

31 BUSI 533 001 KOSTAMIS 045 

32 BUSI 550 001 BLACKBURN 045 

33 BUSI 554 001 COCHRAN 030 

34 BUSI 561 001 PETERSEN 080 

35 BUSI 563 001 GIELENS 045 

36 BUSI 564 001 BAYUS 040 

37 BUSI 566 001 ROSSI 045 

38 BUSI 566 002 ROSSI 045 

39 BUSI 580 001 GUKTEKIN 045 

40 BUSI 588 001 GARCIA 090 

41 BUSI 589 001-003 LE 105 

42 BUSI 597 001 GULTEKIN 045 

43 BUSI 598 001 HARTLEY OOS 

44 BUSI 599 001 STAFF 060 

45 BUSI 603 001,002 FISHER 064 



I A B C D E 

46 BUSI 610 001,002 ELVERS 080 

47 BUSI 617 001 DIDOW 040 

48 BUSI 618 001-003 JOTIKASTHIRA 096 

49 BUSI 698 001-006 ROACH 300 

50 BUSI 809 001 EDWARDS 010 

51 BUSI 880 001 LUNDBLAD 015 

52 BUSI 881 001 DICKS 010 

53 BUSI 882 001 OUIMET 010 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 CHEM 073 001 STAFF 018 

5 CHEM 101 001-004 STAFF 1100 

6 CHEM I01L 401-442 VOLARIC 840 

7 CHEM 102 001,002 STAFF 435 

8 CHEM I02H 001 MORSE 005 

9 CHEM I02L 401-418 STAFF 360 

10 CHEM 251 001 TIANI 210 

11 CHEM 261 001 AUSTELL 225 

12 CHEM 261 002 NICEWlCZ 200 

13 CHEM 261 003 STAFF 200 

14 CHEM 261H 001 WATERS 036 

15 CHEM 262 001 KROPP 190 

16 CHEM 262L 401-410,412 KRUMPER 218 

17 CHEM 421 001 YOU 025 

18 CHEM 431 001 PIELAK&ERIEc~ 100 

19 CHEM 446 001 RAMSEYc~ 030 

20 CHEM 448 001 GLISHc~ 030 

21 CHEM 451 001 STAFF 030 

22 CHEM 473 001 CAHOON 030 

23 CHEM 480 001 BLIEM 060 

24 CHEM 481 001 PAPANIKOLAS 099 

25 CHEM 486 001 KANAI 015 

26 CHEM 550L 401,402 LIN 064 

27 CHEM 721 001 RUBINSTEIN 036 

28 CHEM 731 001 REDINBO 036 

29 CHEM 732 001 PIELAK & ERIE 020 

30 CHEM 733 001 LAWRENCE 015 

31 CHEM 741 001 MURRAY 036 

32 CHEM 754 001 TEMPLETON 050 

33 CHEM 761 001 JOHNSON 040 

34 CHEM 781 001 PAPANIKOLAS 020 



2 Ihat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 CLAR 247 001 STAFF 040 

7 CLAR 411 001 STAFF 024 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



1 

2 

3 

4 COMM 

5 COMM 

6 COMM 

7 COMM 

8 COMM 

9 COMM 

10 COMM 

11 COMM 

12 COMM 

13 COMM 

14 COMM 

15 COMM 

16 COMM 

17 COMM 

18 COMM 

19 COMM 

20 COMM 

21 COMM 

22 COMM 

23 COMM 

24 COMM 

25 COMM 

26 COMM 

27 COMM 

28 COMM 

29 COMM 

30 COMM 

31 COMM 

32 COMM 

33 COMM 

34 COMM 

35 COMM 

36 COMM 

37 COMM 

38 COMM 

39 COMM 

40 COMM 

41 COMM 

42 COMM 

43 COMM 

44 COMM 

45 COMM 

ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEI 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

062 001 ALEXANDER 015 

113 001 LUNDBERG 180 

142 001 STAFF 025 

160 001 STAFF 020 

160 002 STAFF 020 

160 003 STAFF 020 

170 001 STAFF 025 

170 002 STAFF 025 

170 003 STAFF 025 

170 004 STAFF 025 

171 001 STAFF 025 

223 002 STAFF 025 

223 003 STAFF 025 

260 001 STAFF 020 

318 001 STAFF 025 

350 001 STAFF 025 

355 001 DAUBER 070 

362 001 GRUMET 030 

371 001 BALTHROP 030 

372 001 STAFF 025 

374 001 STAFF 025 

376 001 BALTHROP 025 

450 002 INGERSOLL 025 

466 001 FERGUSON 020 

523 001 PARKER 030 

534 001 TALENTI 014 

545 001 CANTE 030 

561H 001 ALEXANDER 012 

563 001 FERGUSON 020 

574 001 DAUBER 015 

577 001 WATTS 030 

577 001 WATTS 030 

629 002 SILVA 025 

639 001,007 RUDINSK 028 

639 003,004 COEN 034 

639 009 TALENTI 014 

646 001 SHI 014 

655 001 SHARMA 050 

682 001 CANTE 030 

703 001 WALTMAN &WATTS 020 

712 001 POLLOCK 015 

772 001 LUNDBERG 020 



~ A B C D E 

46 COMM 824 001 SILVA 015 

47 COMM 874 001 BLAIR 020 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERll 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 COMP 110 002 STAFF 040 

5 COMP 116 002 STAFF 040 

6 COMP 521 001 MCMILLAN 040 

7 COMP 575 001 STAFF 025 

8 COMP 790 063 DEWAN 000 



1 

2 

3 

4 

A I BI C             D                  E 

I 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DRAM I 100%1 ADOPTED I 



1 

2 

3 

4 ECON 

5 ECON 

6 ECON 

7 ECON 

8 ECON 

9 ECON 

10 ECON 

11 ECON 

12 ECON 

13 ECON 

14 ECON 

15 ECON 

16 ECON 

17 ECON 

18 ECON 

19 ECON 

20 ECON 

21 ECON 

22 ECON 

23 ECON 

24 ECON 

25 ECON 

26 ECON 

27 ECON 

28 ECON 

29 ECON 

30 ECON 

31 ECON 

32 ECON 

33 ECON 

34 ECON 

35 ECON 

36 ECON 

37 ECON 

38 ECON 

39 ECON 

40 ECON 

41 ECON 

42 ECON 

43 ECON 

44 ECON 

45 ECON 

rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

056 001 ROSEFIELDE 040 

101 005 MCCALLIE 080 

101 006 BALABAN 400 

101 007 CONWAY 400 

101 008 TURCHI 400 

101H 001 TURCHI 024 

101H 002 BALABAN 024 

310 001 STAFF 130 

320 001 STAFF 040 

325 001 STAFF 100 

328 001 STAFF 100 

345 001 STAFF 040 

380 001 STAFF 040 

400 001 LICH-TYLER 150 

410 001,002 PETRANKA 480 

410H 001 BIGLAISER 024 

420 001 AGUILAR 340 

423 001 VAIDYANATHAN 046 

440 001 STAFF 040 

445 001 MCMANUS 090 

450 001 AKIN 045 

460 001,002 MONDRIA 080 

461 001 STAFF 036 

465 001 VAIDYANATHAN 098 

468 001 ROSEFIELDE 040 

480 001,002 JOUBERT 093 

485 001 BALABAN 048 

496 001 PARKE 035 

499 002-013 STAFF 643 

510 001 PETRANKA 025 

510 002 PARREIRAS 025 

511H 001 PARREIRAS 024 

520 001 STAFF 035 

570 001 AGUILAR 025 

570 002 STEWART 025 

586 001 TURCHI 025 

691H 001 SALEMI 024 

710 001 KRISHNA 038 

720 001 HENDRICKS 044 

770 001 HILL 038 

846 001 BIGLAISER 036 

850 001 GILLESKIE 038 



I A B C D E 

46 ECON 862 002 CHARI 044 

47 ECON 870 002 CHAUDHURI 038 

48 ECON 880 002 PETER 036 

49 ECON 880 002 STAFF 035 

50 ECON 920 002 STAFF 036 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL C 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 EDUC 121 001 STAFF 040 

5 EDUC 131 001,002 STAFF 060 

6 EDUC 221 001 STAFF 041 

7 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 025 

8 EDUC 317 001 KRYDER 025 

9 EDUC 318 001-004 FISHER 105 

10 EDUC 402 001 PALSHA 025 

11 EDUC 403 001 ABLE 060 

12 EDUC 403 002 HAMM 050 

13 EDUC 407 001 STAFF 020 

14 EDUC 413 001 LLOYD 035 

15 EDUC 421 001,002 HORTON 057 

16 EDUC 441 001,002 UNKS 282 

17 EDUC 465 001 STAFF 042 

18 EDUC 466 001 STAFF 033 

19 EDUC 496 001 GREENE 045 

20 EDUC 501 001,002 PALSHA 045 

21 EDUC 503 001 SCOTT 010 

22 EDUC 513 001 STAFF 030 

23 EDUC 516 001 MILLER 078 

24 EDUC 520 001 LLOYD 020 

25 EDUC 521 001 STAFF 030 

26 EDUC 523 001 OHLE 020 

27 EDUC 532 002 HAMM 050 

28 EDUC 532 003 STAFF 045 

29 EDUC 533 001 NOBLIT 130 

30 EDUC 563 001 HALL 025 

31 EDUC 564 001 GULLEDGE 025 

32 EDUC 565 001 HORTON 025 

33 EDUC 566 001 SCOTT 025 

34 EDUC 567 001 STAFF 035 

35 EDUC 601 001,002 STAFF 070 

36 EDUC 609 001 CIZEK 035 

37 EDUC 621 001 STAFF 030 

38 EDUC 631 001 BRUCE 028 

39 EDUC 632 001 VEITCH 026 

40 EDUC 633 001 TILLMAN 025 

41 EDUC 635 001 SCHAINKER 025 

42 EDUC 636 001 GRAHAM 027 

43 EDUC 646 001-007 STAFF 150 

44 EDUC 646 006 STAFF 025 

45 EDUC 664 001 STAFF 030 



I A B C D E 

46 EDUC 669 001 STAFF 025 

47 EDUC 678 001 GRUMET 025 

48 EDUC 679 001 LLOYD 030 

49 EDUC 683 001 STAFF 040 

50 EDUC 684 001 WARE 045 

51 EDUC 701 001 STAFF 055 

52 EDUC 707 001 GRIFFIN 030 

53 EDUC 709 001 SIMEONSSON 060 

54 EDUC 718 001 WASIK 025 

55 EDUC 721 001 EVARRS 008 

56 EDUC 763 001 HALL 020 

57 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 040 

58 EDUC 774 001 STONE 045 

59 EDUC 781 001 MEECE 040 

60 EDUC 785 001 O’SULLIVAN 025 

61 EDUC 802 001 STONE 038 

62 EDUC 803 001,002 CIZEK 060 

63 EDUC 804 001 BOLICK 020 

64 EDUC 805 001 ABLE 025 

65 EDUC 806 001 HAMM 020 

66 EDUC 820 001 WASIK 025 

67 EDUC 834 001 HOUCK 025 

68 EDUC 854 001 ANDERSON 025 

69 EDUC 861 001 ABLE 030 

70 EDUC 871 001 STAFF 082 

71 EDUC 872 001 CIVIL 040 

72 EDUC 877 001 RONG 025 

73 EDUC 884 001 WARE 036 

74 EDUC 981 001 MARSHALL 025 

75 EDUC 982 001 NOBLIT 025 

76 EDUC 990 001 STAFF 025 

77 

78 EDUX 627 001 FRIEL 015 

79 EDUX 699 001,002 LANE 080 

80 EDUX 727 001 STAFF 015 

81 EDUX 778 001 STAFF 025 



1 

2 urses 

3 

4 ENGL 

5 ENGL 

6 ENGL 

7 ENGL 

8 ENGL 

9 ENGL 

10 ENGL 

11 ENGL 

12 ENGL 

13 ENGL 

14 ENGL 

15 ENGL 

16 ENGL 

17 ENGL 

18 ENGL 

19 ENGL 

20 ENGL 

21 ENGL 

22 ENGL 

23 ENGL 

24 ENGL 

25 ENGL 

26 ENGL 

27 ENGL 

28 ENGL 

29 ENGL 

30 ENGL 

31 ENGL 

32 ENGL 

33 ENGL 

34 ENGL 

35 ENGL 

36 ENGL 

37 ENGL 

38 ENGL 

39 ENGL 

40 ENGL 

41 ENGL 

42 ENGL 

43 ENGL 

44 ENGL 

45 ENGL 

that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

075 001 EBLE 024 

084H 001 DAVENPORT 018 

100 001-004 STAFF 076 

101 001-003 STAFF 060 

105 001-150 STAFF 2400 

1051 001-016 STAFF 320 

121 004 LITHGOW 022 

122 001 VEGGIAN 035 

123 001 STAFF 035 

123 003 STAFF 035 

123 004 STAFF 035 

123 005 STAFF 035 

123 006 STAFF 035 

123 007 STAFF 035 

123 008 STAFF 035 

123 009 STAFF 035 

123 010 STAFF 035 

124 002 HENDERSON 035 

124 003 STAFF 035 

124 004 STAFF 035 

124 005 STAFF 035 

124 006 STAFF 035 

125 002 STAFF 035 

125 003 STAFF 035 

126 001 STAFF 035 

127 002 STAFF 035 

128 001 FROST 035 

128 002 STAFF 035 

128 003 FISHER 035 

128 004 STAFF 035 

128 005 STAFF 035 

128 006 STAFF 035 

129 002 LAPRADE 035 

129 003 O’SHAUGHNESSEY 035 

130 003 DURBAN 018 

131 004 STAFF 018 

140 001 WEBER 025 

142 001 FLAXMAN 100 

143 002 VERNON 035 

143 003 STAFF 035 

143 007 STAFF 035 

144 002 STAFF 035 



I A B C D E 

46 ENGL 145 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

47 ENGL 148 001 MCKENNA 021 

48 ENGL 149 001 STAFF 022 

49 ENGL 150 001 MCGOWAN 022 

50 ENGL 150 003 IRONS 022 

51 ENGL 202 001 ROBERTS 040 

52 ENGL 206 003 DURBAN 018 

53 ENGL 207 002 SEAY 018 

54 ENGL 208 002 GINGHER 018 

55 ENGL 225 001 BAKER 035 

56 ENGL 228 001 ARMITAGE 035 

57 ENGL 240 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

58 ENGL 307 001 GINGHER 018 

59 ENGL 327 001 WOLFE 035 

60 ENGL 343 001 THRAILKILL 050 

61 ENGL 347 002 DORE 050 

62 ENGL 350 001 LENSING 035 

63 ENGL 363 001 CORIALE 035 

64 ENGL 367 001 HENDERSON 035 

65 ENGL 369 001 FISHER 035 

66 ENGL 374 001 GWIN 035 

67 ENGL 377 001 O’NEILL 035 

68 ENGL 383 001 GWIN 035 

69 ENGL 385 001 CURTAIN 035 

70 ENGL 406 001 WALLACE 018 

71 ENGL 442 001 CORIALE 035 

72 ENGL 490 001 SIMPSON 018 

73 ENGL 601 001,002 LEE 030 

74 ENGL 601 003 COBB 015 

75 ENGL 603 001 LEE 015 

76 ENGL 630 001 BAKER 035 

77 ENGL 659 001 ARMITAGE 025 

78 ENGL 680 001 FLAXMAN 015 

79 ENGL 693H 001 SIMPSON 012 

80 ENGL 805 001 ANDERSON 015 

81 ENGL 841 001 VISCOMI 011 

82 ENGL 850 001 LENSING 015 

83 ENGL 861 002 CURTAIN 015 

84 

85 CMPL 130 001 MAURETTE 030 

86 CMPL 364 001 WOLFE 030 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 

4 ENST 

5 ENST 

6 ENST 

7 ENST 

8 ENST 

9 ENST 

10 ENST 

11 ENST 

12 ENST 

13 ENST 

14 ENST 

15 ENST 

16 ENST 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

201 001 GANGI 190 

201H 143 GANGI 024 

202 001 BELL 080 

203 001 WEISS 025 

204 001 COOKE 030 

222 001 ALPERIN 030 

225 001 COOKE 030 

266 001 COOKE 025 

352 001 BELL 020 

396 001 GANGI 010 

490 006 SHAY 025 

581 001 MOREAU 050 

698 001-003 SHAY 048 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 

9 

10 RECR 100% ADOPTED 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 GEOG 111 001 KONRAD 140 

5 GEOG 120 002 STAFF 150 

6 GEOG 212 001 MOODY 045 

7 GEOG 267 001 SMITH 055 

8 GEOG 370 006 LIANG 055 

9 GEOG 370 007 PAGE 055 

10 GEOG 410 001 SONG 028 

11 GEOG 477 001 MOODY 028 

12 GEOG 480 001 REYES 028 

13 GEOG 593 001 LIANG 020 

14 GEOG 704 001 PERSHA 012 

15 GEOG 801 001 SONG 015 

16 GEOG 803 001 VALDIVIA 024 

17 GEOG 805 001 PICKLES 018 

18 GEOG 814 001 SMITH 030 



2 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 GEOL 079 001 MOORE 020 

5 GEOL 101 003 STAFF 138 

6 GEOL 101L 401-422 STAFF 438 

7 GEOL 401 001 STEWART 025 

8 GEOL 440 001 WAGNER 029 

9 GEOL 512 001 BENNINGER 025 

10 GEOL 515 001 RIAL 025 

11 GEOL 700 001 STAFF 020 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 GERM 799 001-004 STAFF 080 

5 GERM 860 001 DOWNING 020 

6 GERM 880 001 LAYNE 020 

7 

8 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

9 

10 SLAV 100% ADOPTED 

12 CZCH 405 001 PICHOVA 012 

13 

14 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

15 

16 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 

17 

18 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

19 

20 SECR 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 0 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 HIST 089 089 HAGEMANN 024 

5 HIST 107 001 BULL 165 

6 HIST 110 001 MAYNOR-LOWERY 150 

7 HIST 127 007 BARNEY 072 

8 HIST 128 001 STAFF 055 

9 HIST 128 002 STAFF 055 

10 HIST 128 006 STAFF 141 

11 HIST 130 001 LEE 110 

12 HIST 133 001 TSIN 105 

13 HIST 134 001 FLETCHER 030 

14 HIST 140 001 STAFF 055 

15 HIST 140 002 STAFF 055 

16 HIST 140 006 HUNZIKER 165 

17 HIST 140 007 REID 170 

18 HIST 142 001 BURNS 165 

19 HIST 151 001 STAFF 055 

20 HIST 151 006 HUNZIKER 165 

21 HIST 158 001 CASSEN 165 

22 HIST 161 006 MCREYNOLDS 110 

23 HIST 190 001 CASSEN 030 

24 HIST 213 001 CADDELL 180 

25 HIST 225 001 NAIDEN 110 

26 HIST 254 001 MCINTOSH 030 

27 HIST 260 001 BRYANT 070 

28 HIST 281 001 FLETCHER 030 

29 HIST 284 001 KING 030 

30 HIST 292 001 STAFF 030 

31 HIST 292 003 AYDIN 030 

32 HIST 292 004 STAFF 030 

33 HIST 292 005 STAFF 030 

34 HIST 292 006 STAFF 030 

35 HIST 365 001 VARGAS 030 

36 HIST 366 001 WATSON 110 

37 HIST 391 001 KRAMER 015 

38 HIST 392 002 NAIDEN 015 

39 HIST 393 003 CHASTEEN 015 

40 HIST 394 005 AYDIN 015 

41 HIST 395 006 BARNEY 015 

42 HIST 395 007 LELOUDIS 015 

43 HIST 395 008 SWEET 015 

44 HIST 395 009 VARGAS 015 

45 HIST 425 001 TALBERT 030 



I A B C D E 

46 HIST 434 001 BULL 030 

47 HIST 456 001 SIVIITH 030 

48 HIST 460 001 IVIClNTOSH 030 

49 HIST 478 001 RALEIGH 030 

50 HIST 490 001 STAFF 030 

51 HIST 533 001 CHASTEEN 025 

52 HIST 566 001 SWEET 030 

53 HIST 571 001 FERRIS 020 

54 HIST 691H 001 JACKSON 015 

55 HIST 715 001 WATSON 015 

56 HIST 721 001 BURNS 015 

57 HIST 776 001 SIVIITH 015 

58 HIST 783 001 BRYANT 015 

59 HIST 878 001 IVIAYNOR-LOWER¥ 015 

60 HIST 890 001 KING 015 

61 HIST 890 002 STAFF 015 

62 HIST 890 003 TALBERT 015 

63 HIST 924 001 JARAUSCH 015 

64 HIST 925 001 RALEIGH 015 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 HNRS 325 001 STAFF 075 

5 HNRS 353 001 PIKE 024 



2 "ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 INLS 089 001 TUFEKCIOGLU 025 

5 INLS 101 001 KELLY 035 

6 INLS 490 161 MOORE 030 

7 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

8 INLS 490 189 TUFEKCIOGLU 024 

9 INLS 500 001 BAILEY 030 

10 INLS 500 002 WlLDEMUTH 030 

11 INLS 500 003 SHEBLE 030 

12 INLS 501 002 GOLLOP 030 

13 INLS 502 001 CLEMENS 030 

14 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 024 

15 INLS 513 002 STAFF 030 

16 INLS 515 001 GOLLOP 024 

17 INLS 520 001 GREENBERG 030 

18 INLS 520 002 SHAW 030 

19 INLS 520 003 STAFF 024 

20 INLS 523 001 MOSTAFA 030 

21 INLS 525 001 MARCIANO 030 

22 INLS 534 001 STAFF 025 

23 INLS 551 001 PATILLO 030 

24 INLS 554 001 MARSHALL 020 

25 INLS 556 001 LEE 030 

26 INLS 572 001 HASSELL 030 

27 INLS 582 001,002 HAAS 060 

28 INLS 585 001 MORAN 050 

29 INLS 613 001 ARGUELLO 024 

30 INLS 691H 001 KELLY 012 

31 INLS 707 001 ROWE 030 

32 INLS 714 001 KEMP 025 

33 INLS 720 001 GREENBERG 030 

34 INLS 739 01W GOLLOP 015 

35 INLS 744 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

36 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 024 

37 INLS 753 001 BROWN 030 

38 INLS 780 003 MARSHALL 030 

39 INLS 818 001 CAPRA 012 

40 INLS 881 001 STAFF 014 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 GLBL 1390 1001 IWEILER 1020 



I A 
1 

2 ourses 

3 

4 JOMC 

5 JOMC 

6 JOMC 

7 JOMC 

8 JOMC 

9 JOMC 

10 JOMC 

11 JOMC 

12 JOMC 

13 JOMC 

14 JOMC 

15 JOMC 

16 JOMC 

17 JOMC 

18 JOMC 

19 JOMC 

20 JOMC 

21 JOMC 

22 JOMC 

23 JOMC 

24 JOMC 

25 JOMC 

26 JOMC 

27 JOMC 

28 JOMC 

29 JOMC 

30 JOMC 

31 JOMC 

32 JOMC 

33 JOMC 

34 JOMC 

35 JOMC 

36 JOMC 

37 JOMC 

38 JOMC 

39 JOMC 

40 JOMC 

41 JOMC 

42 JOMC 

43 JOMC 

44 JOMC 

45 JOMC 

that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

100 001,002 HESTER 100 

101 001 FOLKERT 024 

141 002 TUGGLE 080 

153 001-013 STAFF 208 

180 001,002 STAFF 035 

181 001 DAVlSON 017 

182 001 OLIVER 018 

182 002 KIRKMAN 018 

187 001 KING 018 

187 002 RUEL 018 

221 001-005 STAFF 090 

240 001 STAFF 024 

242 001 FRIEDMAN 025 

253 006 GUILLORY 009 

256 002 COLE 016 

271 001 MCMAHAN 025 

271 002 ALLEN 018 

271 003 COBB 018 

272 001 MALIK 020 

279 001,002 HESTER 100 

333 001 CURRAN 017 

340 001-004 STAFF 199 

421 001 TUGGLE 020 

422 001 HEFNER 020 

423 001 HEFNER 020 

426 001 HOCHBERG 015 

431 002,003 PERRY 038 

431 004 PHILLIPS 018 

434 002,003 COMELLO 035 

441 001 MCDONALD 025 

443 001 VARGAS 025 

445 001 KALYANARAMAN 025 

446 001 EL-TOUKHY 025 

449 001 JONES 009 

456 001 BRINSON 017 

458 001 GUILLORY 009 

459 001 LAUTERER 014 

463 001 CLARK 015 

473 001 MCMAHAN 018 

473 002 SOUTHWELL 018 

475 001 HENNINK-KAMINSKY 044 

480 001 STEVENS 018 



I A B C D E 

46 JOMC 481 001 DAVISON 018 

47 JOMC 482 001 STAFF 018 

48 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 018 

49 JOMC 484 001 DRENNAN 018 

50 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 

51 JOMC 491 001,002 STAFF 025 

52 JOMC 551 001 ABERNATHY 025 

53 JOMC 552 001 ABERNATHY 015 

54 JOMC 560 001 LINDEN 006 

55 JOMC 581 001 RUEL 018 

56 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 018 

57 JOMC 583 001 DESLOGE 017 

58 JOMC 585 001 BARNES 018 

59 JOMC 586 001 KING 020 

60 JOMC 691H 001 JOHNSTON 012 

61 JOMC 705 001 HESTER 

62 JOMC 730 001 STRAUGHAN 015 

63 JOMC 740 001 PACKER 015 

64 JOMC 740 002 HOEFGES 020 

65 JOMC 752 001 ABERNATHY 005 

66 JOMC 753 001 ROUSH 010 

67 JOMC 826 002 CATES 009 

68 JOMC 840 001 HOEFGES 009 

69 JOMC 842 001 FOLKERT 009 

70 JOMC 847 001 VARGAS 009 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL C 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 LING 089 001 MORA-MARIN    024 

5 LING 101 001-005 STAFF 260 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 LTAM 291 001 VARGAS    030 

5 LTAM 697 001 RADDING 030 



/ 
2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 MASC 1100% IADOPTED I 



2 ~es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 MATH 118 001-006 STAFF 138 

5 MATH 661 001 ADALSTEINSSON 018 

6 MATH 668 001 CAMASSA 013 

7 MATH 768 001 MCLAUGHLIN 006 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORI3 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 MUSC 059 001 COHEN 024 

5 MUSC 121 001 NEGRETE 090 

6 MUSC 143 001 KATZ 240 

7 MUSC 147 001 GARCIA 100 

8 MUSC 163 001 KETCH 015 

9 MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

10 MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

11 MUSC 211 006 HUFF 075 

12 MUSC 211 007 KLAUSMEYER 075 

13 MUSC 212 001 KETCH 030 

14 MUSC 230 001,002 WEISERT 060 

15 MUSC 234 001 GARCIA 035 

16 MUSC 266 001 ANDERSON 015 

17 MUSC 289 001 LITWIN / FAUSER 090 

18 MUSC 308 002 HUFF 010 

19 MUSC 308 003 KALAM 010 

20 MUSC 331 001 CARTER 015 

21 MUSC 355 001 COHEN 035 

22 MUSC 390H 001 ANDERSON 024 

23 MUSC 390H 002 FAUSER 024 

24 MUSC 850 001 MACNEIL 008 

25 MUSC 850 002 STAFF 008 

26 MUSC 950 001 CARTER 007 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 PHIL 165 001 STAFF 040 

5 PHIL 170 001 STAFF 040 

6 PHIL 224H 001 ADAMS 024 

7 PHIL 280 001 STAFF 040 

8 PHIL 462 001 SAYRE-MCCORD 020 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 PLAN 246 001 STAFF 040 

5 PLAN 636 001 MCDONALD 018 

6 PLAN 651 001 CAMPANELLA 030 

7 PLAN 704 001 KAZA 025 

8 PLAN 710 001,002 TEWARI 040 

9 PLAN 714 001,002 LESTER 040 

10 PLAN 724 001 BROWER 018 

11 PLAN 740 001 BERKE 018 

12 PLAN 752 001 CAMPANELLA 028 

13 PLAN 761 001 QUERCIA 018 

14 PLAN 763 001 ROHE 030 

15 PLAN 765 001 MALIZlA 018 

16 PLAN 773 001 TEWARI 018 

17 PLAN 774 001 LOWE 020 

18 PLAN 823 001 LOWE 009 

19 PLAN 823 002 SONG 018 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 PLCY 050 001 ANDREWS 018 

5 PLCY 070 001 CARTER 024 

6 PLCY 085 001 HENRY 024 

7 PLCY 110 001 SULLIVAN 020 

8 PLCY 210 001 FELDMAN 036 

9 PLCY 210 002 CORRADO 036 

10 PLCY 210 003 STAFF 035 

11 PLCY 210H 001 DURRANCE 024 

12 PLCY 340 001 MEIER 055 

13 PLCY 455 001 SCHANZER 013 

14 PLCY 460 001 HANDA 100 

15 PLCY 527H 001 MOULTON 024 

16 PLCY 530 001 LAUEN 055 

17 PLCY 570 001 MEIER 036 

18 PLCY 585 001 ANDREWS 015 

19 PLCY 710 001 PERREIRA 015 

20 PLCY 716 001 SCOTT 015 

21 PLCY 788 001 DURRANCE 015 

22 PLCY 799 001 STAFF 

23 PLCY 801 001 HENRY 015 

24 PLCY 882 001 MOULTON 035 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 POLl 050 001 CONOVER 024 

5 POLl 062 001 SULLIVAN 024 

6 POLl 073 001 MANN 024 

7 POLl 089 001 HOOGHE 024 

8 POLl 100 007 CONOVER 240 

9 POLl 101 002 CLARK 045 

10 POLl 150 001 OATLEY 280 

11 POLl 150H 001 CRESCENZl 024 

12 POLl 195 003 CLARK 034 

13 POLl 195 004 MURPHEY 040 

14 POLl 206H 001 LEFEBVRE 024 

15 POLl 208 001 MACKUEN 045 

16 POLl 209 001 RABINOWlTZ 035 

17 POLl 238 002 MARTINEZ-GALLARDO 171 

18 POLl 254 001 MCKEOWN 037 

19 POLl 265 001 BICKFORD 025 

20 POLl 270 001 BICKFORD 042 

21 POLl 276 001 LIENESCH 030 

22 POLl 288 001 VANBERG 043 

23 POLl 400 001 SULLIVAN 030 

24 POLl 415 001 LEFEBVRE 030 

25 POLl 418 001 MACKUEN 030 

26 POLl 419 001 BENJAMIN 030 

27 POLl 431 001 REYNOLDS 030 

28 POLl 433 001 MOROFF 025 

29 POLl 433 002 HOOGHE 025 

30 POLl 433H 001 MARKS 024 

31 POLl 438 001 VACHUDOVA 030 

32 POLl 442 001 OATLEY 026 

33 POLl 443 001 MCKEOWN 025 

34 POLl 446 001 CRANMER 030 

35 POLl 458 001 CRESCENZI 030 

36 POLl 472 001 MANN 030 

37 POLl 495 001 EDWARDS 030 

38 POLl 632 975 MOROFF 020 

39 POLl 721 001 GRAY 020 

40 POLl 723 001 STAFF 016 

41 POLl 731 001 ROBERTSON 020 

42 POLl 733 975 LEMKE-DAMPFLING 023 

43 POLl 736 001 VACHUDOVA 020 

44 POLl 745 975 STEPHENS 023 

45 POLl 771 001 LIENESCH 020 



I A B C D E 

46 POLl 780 001 MOSLEY 020 

47 POLl 782 001 MARKS 020 

48 POLl 783 001 GROSS 020 

49 POLl 891 002 BAUMGARTNER 010 

50 POLl 891 009 MOSLEY 015 



2 ~es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 PSYC 210 001 MORGAN-LOPEZ 088 

5 PSYC 210 002 SATH¥ 176 

6 PSYC 210 003 STAFF 044 

7 PSYC 230 002 STAFF 045 

8 PSYC 245 002 STAFF 045 

9 PSYC 245 006 STAFF 045 

10 PSYC 250 002 SHANAHAN 045 

11 PSYC 250 003 STAFF 045 

12 PSYC 250 004 STAFF 045 

13 PSYC 260 001 ALGOE 120 

14 PSYC 260 002 STAFF 045 

15 PSYC 270 001,002 SATHY 240 

16 PSYC 402 001 LOEB 035 

17 PSYC 432 001 ARNOLD 035 

18 PSYC 434 001 HOPFINGER 035 

19 PSYC 468 001 COX 035 

20 PSYC 500 001 WlSS 035 

21 PSYC 501 001 WlSS 035 

22 PSYC 531 001 THISSEN 035 

23 PSYC 743 001 GIOVANELLO 010 

24 PSYC 830 001 CHOW 035 

25 PSYC 842 001 PANTER 025 



/ 
2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 PUBA 1100% IADOPTED 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 PWAD 1350 1001 ISTAFF 1097 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 RELI 073 001 AMBROS 024 

5 RELI 089 001 MARIENBERG 024 

6 RELI 108 001 MARIENBERG 060 

7 RELI 123 001 ARIEL 102 

8 RELI 125 001 STYERS 120 

9 RELI 126 001 STAFF 015 

10 RELI 181 001 SAFI 160 

11 RELI 206 001 LAMBERT 030 

12 RELI 207 001 EHRMAN 120 

13 RELI 209 001 PLESE 100 

14 RELI 286 001 AMBROS 025 

15 RELI 403 001 LAM 015 

16 RELI 525 001 LAMBERT 024 

17 RELI 540 001 MAFFL¥-KIPP 024 

18 RELI 584 001 ERNST 015 

19 RELI 697 001 LEVE 020 

20 RELI 700 001 LEVE 012 

21 RELI 785 001 ERNST 020 

22 RELI 801 001 EHRMAN 012 

23 RELI 818 001 PLESE 010 
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/ / 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER! 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

056 001 RAO 024 

057 001 RIVERO 024 

260 001,002 JARAUSCH 047 

371 001 AMER 022 

382 001 BARR 015 

781 001 BARR 015 

240 001 CERVlGNI 030 

300 001 STAFF 022 

310 001 STAFF 022 

741 001 RAO 015 

830 001 CERVlGNI 015 

100% ADOPTED 

255H 001 STAFF 018 

266 001 MACK 022 

344 002 CARRASCO LLOPIS 020 

345 001 SUELDO 020 

350 001-004 STAFF 080 

362 001 AMAGO 024 

369 001 BURGOS-LOVECE 018 

371 001 DOMINGUEZ 024 

371 002 BINOTTI 020 

372 001 SOSA-VELASCO 024 

373 002 PERELMUTER 024 

376 001 ESTIGARRIBIA 020 

376 002 AMARAL 020 

377 001 ESTIGARRIBIA 020 

380 001 SOSA-VELASCO 024 

381 001 GOMEZ-CASTELLANO 024 

389 001 PERELMUTER 024 

397 001 DE FAYS 022 

679 001 AMARAL 015 

702 001 DOMINGUEZ 015 

721 001 BINOTTI 015 

835 001 RIVERO 015 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 RUES 469 001 JENKINS 010 

5 RUES 710 001 JENKNS 010 



2 Jrses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 SOCI 064 001 TYSON 024 

5 SOCI 101 002 SHANAHAN 190 

6 SOCI 111 001 NIELSEN 048 

7 SOCI 122 003 SAMUEL-PETERSON 048 

8 SOCI 124 001 KLEINMAN 017 

9 SOCI 124 002 RUSSO 038 

10 SOCI 250 002 KADIVAR 048 

11 SOCI 251 001 PEARCE 048 

12 SOCI 273 003 GALLEGOS LERMA 048 

13 SOCI 411 001 ANDREWS 048 

14 SOCI 415 001 RAMSAY 043 

15 SOCI 420 001 BOND 048 

16 SOCI 426 001 KOZLOWSKI 048 

17 SOCI 431 001 MARSHALL 048 

18 SOCI 460 001 MOONEY 048 

19 SOCI 469 001,002 RICHARDSON 092 

20 SOCI 691H 001 TYSON 015 

21 SOCI 760 001 CURRIVAN 025 

22 SOCI 761 001 PEYTCHEVA 025 

23 SOCI 811 001 ANDREWS 021 

24 SOCI 820 001 PEARCE 021 

25 SOCI 850 001 NIELSEN 021 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 STOR 064 001 JI 020 

5 STOR 445 001 ARGON 047 

6 STOR 455 001 SEN 046 

7 STOR 664 001 JI 047 



2 mat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 WMST 064 001 SHIELDS 021 

5 WMST 102 001 VIGIL 020 

6 WMST 281 001 VIGIL 025 

7 WMST 290 001 PLEASANTS 025 

8 WMST 290 002 VIGIL 025 

9 WMST 294 001 BURNS 025 

10 WMST 350 001 SHIELDS 025 

11 WMST 388 001 BOOTH 025 

12 WMST 553 001 BERGER 025 

13 WMST 555 001 BERGER 025 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lynn, Kitty (Environment Health & Safety) <KLLYNN@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:26 AM 

Spring 2012 Emergency Coordinator newsletter 

Spring newsletter 2012.pdf 

Hi everyone, 

Here is the Spring 2012 newsletter that is designed to help with your safety questions. I am working on a new format 

for the next newsletter. If you have training needs and questions, please contact me. 

Also, if you are not the current Emergency Coordinator for your building/department, please let me know and I’ll 

update the records. 

Thank you! 

Kitty Lynn 

Fire Safety Professional 

N.C. State Fire Inspector III 

Environment, Health and Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext. CB 1650, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

P. 919-962-5728 C. F. 919-962-0227 

http://ehs.unc.edu/ 

"Let every individual and institution now think and act as a responsible trustee of Earth, seeking choices in ecology, 
economics and ethics that will provide a sustainable future, eliminate pollution, poverty and violence, awaken the wonder of 
life and foster peaceful progress in the human adventure." 

-- John McConnell, founder of International Earth Day 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Seminars Training 
<NationalSeminars@e.nationalseminarstraining.com> 
Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:42 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Why Goal-Setting and Planning Is Vital to Your Career 

Enroll Now! 

Dear Travis 

Are you effectively achieving all your goals? No? 

Perhaps I should back up a bit -- because achieving all your goals might be too much to ask. After all, 
we’re just getting to know each other here. 

How about this: Have you created concrete goals to accomplish the critical objectives you need to 
achieve? And -- for the goals you have set -- have you mapped out a precise plan for reaching them? 
In other words, have you defined time frames ... established and allocated needed resources ... and 
outlined critical steps required for completion? 

Am I annoying you with all these questions? Well, that may be a good thing. 

If you’re not spending enough time on goal setting and planning, you need to give this subject some 
serious thought. After all -- careers are built by accomplishing great things. Without strong, well- 
defined goals and thoughtful plans -- your odds of succeeding diminish considerably (umm ... to be 
crystal clear ... that’s the polite way of saying -- you’re doomed!!!) 

Fact: The "Wing It" and "Half-Baked" Approaches to Goal Setting and Planning Don’t Work! 

If you’ve been a bit lax about setting clear, concrete goals, you’re in good company. In fact, 80% of 
people never take the risk of setting goals in the first place ... and of the 20% who do, 70% fail to 
achieve their goals. 

People who fail to achieve their goals all have one thing in common: they’ve not participated in the 



success-building training provided exclusively at our Effective Goal-Setting and Planning Skills 
seminar! 

There’s a Science and Skill to Goal Setting. We Teach It Here! 

When you attend Effective Goal-Setting and Planning Skills, you’ll learn how to evaluate when and 
where it’s appropriate to establish concrete, measurable, achievable goals. 

Just as important, you’ll also learn howto let go of the unimportant, off-focus wish lists that just bog 
you down and distract you from focusing on the activities and objectives that matter most for you. 

You’ll learn the steps required to define aggressive yet achievable goals ... how to gain buy-in to goals 
... and how to keep focused on the end game, even when the road to the goal is scary as all 
get-out. 

Choosing the Right Goals Is the First Step -- But We Don’t Stop There! 

Choosing the right goals is key to success ... but proper planning is required to achieve that success! 
Remember that 70% of people who fail to achieve their goals? That’s because most of them decide 
what they want and when they want it ... and that’s where they stop! No wonder goals are forgotten or 
abandoned -- that approach to achieving goals is about as effective as wishing on a star. 

If you really want to achieve important goals, the goal identification and definition process is just the 
first step. Next, you need a guide ... a plan ... that will map out the road to success ... and you need to 
map out every step of the way. You guessed it -- you’ll learn how to do that at this seminar! 

Not All Plans Go as Planned ... So We’ll Show You How to Create Contingency Plans 

Let’s face it -- there will be obstacles in front of you: people who don’t want you to achieve your goals 
... a lack of time and resources ... changing priorities ... and assorted other hairy monsters that seem 
to pop out of nowhere. Sometimes you’ll even feel like you’re working against yourself! 

So what do you do when you encounter one of these vile beasts? We’ll show you -- because nothing 
... and we do mean NOTHING ... should get in the way of your accomplishing what’s most 
important to you. Your job is to rise to each challenge with the absolute certainty that you can 
succeed. This training is GUARANTEED to help you do just that! 

We Said You’ll Learn a Lot -- and We Mean It! 

Effective Goal-Setting and Planning Skills is an incredibly powerful day of training! You’ll discover 
how to break through the barriers that have been holding you back ... including: 

~ You’re overwhelmed ... and not even sure where to begin 

> You’ve lost focus, direction, or motivation 

~’ You run out of time 

>~ You became so focused on tiny issues, you lost track of your ultimate objectives 

~°~ Others interfered with your progress 

~ You decided it was too hard ... and so you let goals slide 

i~ You discovered too late that you didn’t have the resources you needed 

If you’ve failed to achieve your goals in the past for any of these reasons, remember--it’s not you! It’s 
simply the lack of effective goal setting and planning tools ... and there’s an easy way to fix that -- this 
seminar! 



Are You Wondering, "Is This Seminar Fun or a Snooze-Fest?" It’s Fun, of Course! But It’s Also 
Effectiv!! 

Yes, we believe learning should be fun, so we promise you’ll enjoy learning shoulder to shoulder with 
cool folks like you who appreciate the importance of keeping their professional skills razor-sharp. 

And while you’ll enjoy the levity your expert trainer brings to the day, be assured that your trainer is 
committed to giving you solid skills that will produce measurable results for you back on the job. Here 
are just a few important new skills you’ll get when you attend Effective Goal-Setting and Planning 
Skills: 

How to avoid the most common errors people make when setting goals and how to prevent 
them 
How to break goals down into critical elements to make sure you move forward 
Tips for recognizing and eliminating self-sabotaging habits 
Techniques for creating commitment in yourself and others through goal sharing 
Why a mixture of short- and long-term goals can add to your effectiveness 
The how-tos of setting benchmarks, timelines, and realistic deadlines 
Invaluable stress-reduction tips for when it comes down to crunch time 

And that’s just for starters! Are you ready to start achieving your goals? Because it’s just within 
reach. Check out the complete course brochure for yourself. 

We GUARANTEE the Techniques You’ll Learn Will Work for You! 

This seminar is backed by our 100 percent, no-messing-around guarantee of total satisfaction. That 
means we must deliver everything we’ve promised here and more -- or you can tell us to go jump in a 
lake. (Actually -- we’d prefer to just return every dime of your enrollment fee to you ... but if you prefer 
we "jump in a lake," we’ll do our best.) 

Bottom line -- you have everything to gain from attending and absolutely nothing to lose! 

Sharp Goal Setting and Planning Skills Are a Requirement for Career Success 

It’s not enough to just do your job ... organizations are looking for individuals who are able to look to 
the big picture, to figure out what they want and need to accomplish, and who are willing and able to 
take steps to do so. 

It’s a fact: one of the easiest ways to justify a raise or get a promotion is to be able to provide a nice, 
long, impressive list of specific goals you’ve accomplished. 

Mastering the skills you’ll learn in this amazing day of training is going to make you look like one smart 
cookie! Your boss will think you’re a genius ... you may even qualify for his or her job pretty soon! 
(Hint: Even though you might already be thinking how to rearrange your boss’s office once it’s yours -- 
we urge you to be subtle ... don’t move in before you’re invited!) 

Still Not Convinced? I’ve Yammered on Long Enough -- Take a Look at What Past Attendees 
Are Saying: 

"Amazing -- practical -- in a nutshell this is the 
ONE training program that EVERYONE should attend!" 

"Fabulous! Marvelous! Excellent speaker.., thank you!" 

"1 wish I’d have taken this seminar 10 years ago ... it 
would have saved me hours and hours of unnecessary 
aggravation and stress!" 



"Excellent! I got my priorities back in line with my goals." 

"This was by far the best professional training I’ve ever 
participated in ... thank you so much!" 

A Big Bonus for Signing Up Right Now! 

We really want to see you at this event! That’s why we’re offering you a special discount: Save 50% -- 
yup, that’s half off--if you enroll by 05/03/12. And with our money-back guarantee, you have 
absolutely nothing to lose -- and everything to gain. So enroll now! 

Do This for Your Organization ... But Most Importantly, Do This for YOU! 

Absolutely nothing will have a bigger impact on your career than the ability to set and achieve your 
goals. Imagine how amazing it will feel when you start achieving all your goals ... when you’re not only 
crossing them offthe list, but excited about taking on bigger and bigger goals, confident that you can 
do anything you set your mind to! 

Can you picture the tremendous professional advantage you’ll have once coworkers, bosses, peers, 
and others see how much more you’re able to accomplish by implementing what you’ll learn at this 
training? Don’t just imagine all these great benefits --take the first step in achieving all of your career 
goals right now! 

Enroll in Effective Goal-Setting and Planning Skills while seats are still available. It’ll be one of the 
best decisions you ever make in your life! 

Yours truly, 

Susan Enyeart 
Director of Training & Professional Development 
National Seminars Group 

P.S. This powerful seminar is normally $199 -- but if               ou car take 50% off this 
trainin~ At that price, your organization can afford to send your entire team to this amazing seminar. 
Imagine how powerful your team could be if everybody was achieving their goals! 

Do You Have an Entire Team 
That Could Benefit From This Training? 

If you want to boost the effectiveness of your entire team -- and you have 15 or more people to 
train -- considering bringing this training on-site. 

We’ll develop and present Effective Goal Setting and Planning Skills to your team any time you’d 
like. We’ll even tailor the training to the unique challenges your organization is facing right now. 

For more information, contact us at 1-800-344-4613, eomai~ us, or complete an information 
~uest form now. 

ist÷r    OW Select Your Location & #ate From the Option(s) Below: 



Effective Goal-Setting & Planning Skills 

Registration Fee: $199 I Special E-mail Price: $99.50 I SAVE 50% 

~mportant: To receive your special e-mail discount, enter your discount codes* when prompted during the 
checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of your checkout. 

Coming to Your Area 

Raleigh, NC 
06/27/12 
Event # 1845364 
Register Now 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever a~ended.’ 
= J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training. Lots of useful 
information and ideas." 
- $. Balaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was very informative, straightfoF,*Jard, 
and FUN!!" 
o R. Padilla, Dona Aria County 

"The trainer was very energetic and 
knowledgeable.’ 
- P. Watriport, Baker College 

SPECIAL E-MA~L DISCOUNT D~RECTIONS 

Enroll online by 05/03/12 to save 50% off the standard enrollment fee^ 

*To receive your special discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 24018 and 
VlP #919-130412-233 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 
organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area 

Dr. Kim on Professional Excellence for Women 
05/07/12 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Coaching & Team-Building Skills for Supervisors, Managers : 2 Day 
05/14/12 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 
06/05/12 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 

Microsoft Excel: Become a Power User 
06/06/12 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Management Skills For First-Time Supervisors 
06/13/12 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More Info Download Brochure 



Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 
06/14/12 RALEIGH, NC- Reqister Now More Info Do\~!nload Brochure 

Assertiveness Skills For Managers & Supervisors 
07/11/12 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 
07/17/12 RALEIGH, NC- 

The Extraordinary Assistant 
07/25/12 RALEIGH, NC- 

~ister Now More 

Register Now More Info 

Essential Time Management and Organization Skills 
08/01/12 RALEIGH, NC- Re~ister Now More 

Building a Positive, Motivated & Cooperative Team 
08/17/12 RALEIGH, NC- Register Now More 

Powerful Communication Skills For Women 
08/22/12 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More 

Strengthening Your People Skills In The Workplace 
08/28/12 RALEIGH, NC- Reg~ister Now More 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 
09/12/12 RALEIGH, NC- _R..._.e.,.gvister Now More 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking 
09/19/12 RALEIGH, NC- Re~ister Now More Info 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

Download Brochure 

CO~aPANY D~RECTORY 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our 

customer service department at cstserv@ruceci.com. 

FIND FULL-DAY AND MULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING COMING TO YOUR AREA: Discover the many live seminars and 

conferences coming to your area at www.NationalSeminarsTraininq.com. 

ON-SITE TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site 

training -- please send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite~,ruceci.com. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info~,ruceci.com. 

WEE}MASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please 

send an e-mail to webmstr~,ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. 
We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click 
here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may 



contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Sem inars for Managers < NationalSem inars@e, nationalsem inarstraining, com > 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
New Supervisors Training I Rated #1 Seminar 

919=120412=209 

Dates & Locationsln 
Your Area 

Other Eventstn 
Your Area 

STAR 12 
AIFAccess 

Training Pass 

VIP: 919-120412-209 

! ! ° Private Trainin~! 100 ~ Satisfaction 
Sep~4ces Guarantee 



Motivate others to go the extra mile 

Gain buy-in to unpopular ideas and policies 

Handle difficult employees 

Find, interview, and hire good people 

Overcome employee resistance to change 

Coach for stronger performance 

Remain calm in the face of conflict, crisis, and 
chaos 

Raise your credibility and visibility 

Squeeze out more time from your day 

Command respect up and down the ladder 

Confront unwanted employee behavior 

Stay on top of multiple priorities 

Give objective, effective performance reviews 

Get a group of diverse individuals to work as a 
team 

Create a high-energy workplace 

Give clear, on-target directions 

Supervise former peers effectively 

Be seen as an invaluable member of the 
leadership team 

Give constructive criticism 

Let your boss know when you’ve got too much on 
your plate ... without looking weak 

Be a more powerful, persuasive communicator 

And much more! 

"l send every new supervisor in my company "The trainer was incredible, Very 
to this training -- it’s that good!" knowledgeable -- very motivating!" 



-- J. Masterson -- S. Wright 

"Absolutely FANTASTIC! Wish Fd have 
attended months ago ooo it would have saved a 
~ot of time and prevented a ~ot of anguish." 

-- R. Lichtenstein 

’UnsightfuL Extremely he~pf@ -- Fm leaving 
with a ~ot of new ideas ~ can’t wait to try out." 

-- T. Crevenston 

We guarantee that the powerful skills you learn in 
Management Skills for First- Time Supervisors 
will give you the confidence you need to become a 
more effective, more persuasive, and more 
successful manager. We promise results- or we’ll 
give you your money back. Guaranteed. 

Private Training Services 
We can bring this program to you, when and where it’s 
convenient for you! We’ll train all the new members of your 
management team at the same time! They’ll learn the potent 
skills we’ve described, then back at work -- as they apply what 
they’ve learned -- they can mentor each other, learn from each 
others’ mistakes, and work together to achieve exceptional 
results through others. 

What’s more, we can customize this program to your 
organization’s real-world supervisory challenges -- whether 
they are specific to your industry, your work force, or your performance goals. 

For more information, call 1-800-344-4613 today! Or, if you prefer, eomail us us or complete our online 
information request form. 

It’s a fact: The ability to communicate effectively and work well with others on the job can make or break your 
career. But contrary to popular belief, the ability to communicate with tact, finesse, and diplomacy isn’t a gift that 
some are born with. It’s a skill that can be learned and mastered, just like any other. 



In one powerful day, you’ll learn ... 

¯ Diplomacy -- the key to communicating successfully with all types of people in all types of tough situations 

¯ How to get your point across without appearing pushy 

¯ Essential listening skills that are critical to "connecting’ with others 

¯ Expert techniques for exerting influence on the actions and attitudes of others 

Your communication style is your calling card to success or failure. Communicating With Tact and Skill for 
Managers & Supervisors is guaranteed to help you communicate more powerfully, more diplomatically, and 
more effectively in each and every encounter. 

Workshop hours: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. 
*This workshop is not available in all areas. 

The STAR12 Afl-Ac    T~lning Pass 
i S inars for ~ 

online #ain;ir~ ~uF~,es for a ~[~ year° 

Online L~ming Center Cou[s~ 
F~n~Jin ~ve’y Audb S~ies 

A~d More! 

Dont p~f ~ b get Me b-ain~ng you ne~ ~en you ~n get ~ $[ARf2 All-Access 

Visit or cal~ i~06.258-7246 for more 

ister ow Select Your Location & Date From the Option(s} Below: 

Management Skills For First-Time Supervisors 
Registration Fee: $179 I Special E-mail Price: $149 I SAVE $30 

Important: To receive your special e-mail discount, enter your discount codes* 
when prompted during the checkout process. Your discount will be applied at the end of 
your checkout. 

Coming to Your Area 

Rave Reviews From Our Customers ... 



Raleigh, NC 
06/13/12 
Event # 1845015 

ister Now 

"This was one of the most engaging 
training programs I have ever a~ended." 
- J. Ottariano, Wells Fargo Bank 

"1 really enjoyed the training. Lots of useful 
information and ideas," 
- S. Salaiz, Jardin de los Ninos 

"It was very informative straightfop~,~ard 
and FUN!!’ 
- R. Padilla, Dona Aria County 

"The trainer was very energetic and 

- P. Watriport, Baker College 

~ SPECIAL EoMAIL DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 

Enroll online by 05/03/12 to save $30 off the standard enrollment fee.^ 

*To receive your special discount, provide both your exclusive I nternet Code 24191 and VIP #919-120412- 
209 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your organization, 
but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also register online to receive the discount. 

^Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Other Seminars and Conferences Coming to Your Area o o o 

Dr. Kim on Professional Excellence for Women 

05/07/12 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Coaching & Team-Building Skills for Supervisors, Managers : 2 Day 

05/14/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Developing Your Emotional Intelligence 

06/05/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Microsoft Excel: Become a Power User 

06/06/12 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Communicating With Tact & Skill For Managers & Supervisors 

06/14/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochette 

Effective Goal-Setting & Planning Skills 

06/27/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Assertiveness Skills For Managers & Supervisors 



07/11/12 RALEIGH, NC- ~ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Handle Conflict & Confrontation 

07/17/12 RALEIGH, NC- 

The Extraordinary Assistant 

07/25/12 RALEIGH, NC- 

Essential Time Management and 

08/01/12 RALEIGH, NC- 

Building a Positive, Motivated & 

08/17/12 RALEIGH, NC- 

ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Organization Skills 

ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Cooperative Team 

ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Powerful Communication Skills For Women 

08/22/12 RALEIGH, NC - ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Strengthening Your People Skills In The Workplace 

08/28/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

How To Manage Emotions & Excel Under Pressure 

09/12/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

Essential Skills of Dynamic Public Speaking 

09/19/12 RALEIGH, NC -      ister Now More Info Download Brochure 

CL~$TO~P. 8~RVIC~: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences, or product orders, please send an e-mail to our customer 
service department at cstserv@~uceci.com. 

FIND FULL-DAY AND ~ULTIPLE-DAY TRAINING CO~ING TO YOUR ARF_~: Discover the many live seminars and conferences coming to your 
area at www.NationaISeminarsTraininq.com 

ON-SIT~ TRAINING: If you’d like in-depth, on-site training on this topic -- or if you have questions or concerns regarding on-site training -- please 
send an e-mail to our on-site department at onsite@ruceci.com. 

GENERAL INFORIVIATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@ruceci.com. 

W~SP~ASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing this e-mail or accessing the NationalSeminarsTraining.com Web site, please send an e-mail 
to webmstr(~ruceci.com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet your training needs. We 
respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not receive future e-mails from us, click he to 
unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written correspondence, you may contact us at: 



Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Chapel Hill Catering <karussell@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 2:34 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you for your business 

Tracking Message for order 10112 

Hessage From: jbsottile                                     Date: 4/20/2012 / Time: 2:33 PM 

I Order has been Harked as processed by admin: jbsottile I Processed email sent 

Dear Travis Gore, 

Thank you for selecting Carolina Catering to cater your important event. We sincerely hope that all of your 
expectations were exceeded. If you have any questions, by all means, please do not hesitate to call us at (919) 
962-0336 (Campus Catering) 
(919)962-2638 (Conference Catering). 
Please note that the Administrative Charge is not intended to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for the benefit 
of employees. 

Carolina Catering 
100 Friday Center Drive ,Chapel Hill,NC 27599 
(919) 962-0336 (Campus Catering) 
(919)962-2638 (Conference Catering) 

Invoice # 10112 

sYnc n~o~ ~ Outlook 

Event Date: 4/19/2012 
Event Start Time: 3:30 PM 
Event End Time: 5:00 PM 
Access to Room: 3:00 PM 

Order Total: $89.41 
Grand total may be adjusted to accommodate any special requests. 
Click here to print or view an up to date version of this Invoice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 22, 2012 10:36 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [afriafam] Leadership 

Dear Colleagues, 

I would like to echo Perry, Bereket, and now Georges’ words of support for the strong leadership that Eunice has been providing to our 
Department. The job she has been asked to do is difficult but she is fully up to the job and she will continue to lead us with clarity and 
vision. Perry is absolutely right when he said that she is the perfect person for this job. 

As Eunice mentioned, I look forward to discussing various initiatives that the Center has pursued, some of which have been in 
collaboration with the Department. As a faculty member I greatly appreciate the considerable efforts that Eunice, the Academic 
Affairs Committee, and other faculty members have made as we work towards a revised and improved curriculum. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Apr 21, 2012, at 1:22 PM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I had already left the meeting when Bereket made those wise comments, and I do join Perry in endorsing them fully. 
> Greetings to all from Madison, WI, where we are commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the African Studies Center at UW- 
Madison! 
> 

> Georges 
> 
> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
> Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 
> 

> From: Hall, Perry A [HALLPA@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 10:30 AM 
> To: Department listserv 
> Subject: [afriafam] Leadership 
> 
> Chair and Colleagues 
> 
> Unfortunately time ran out on yesterday’s meeting before I was able to add my sentiments to Bereket’s (Mzee) comments about the 
wonderful leadership Eunice has provided us in this urgent moment. When she was appointed I wrote the Dean to say "Brilliant 
appointment! Far and away she is the best person to bring us together and move us forward). Since Mzee included nearly those exact 
words in his comments, I am glad to see that my hopes for our future are still on that track. We are indeed fortunate that, in this period 
of grave crisis to our department, we have been favored with a leader who is as ethical,, patient, fair, firm, and most of all visionary as 
Eunice. 
> 
> Kudos and thanks 



> Perry 
> 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc.edu<mailm:~on~emaik~mc,ed~>. 
> 
> To unsubscribe click here: h~tp:ii~ists.unc.edvJu? 
id- 3 2 3 61604.93 9264 2cf3 02 0d6 7 4 3 66e8 3 9be 5 4cf6c&n=T &l-afriafam& o- 313 2 9609 
> 
> (It may be necessary to cm and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
> 

> or send a blank email to leave-31329609-32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.unc.edu<mai~o:~eaveo 
31329609o32361604,9392642cf3020d6743(~6eg39be54cf6c@lis~serv.ur~c.ed~> 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mlambert@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:i/lis~sxmc.edm’~?id-32361601.677474d266e6cf9517fga5blb531814d&n=T&~-afriafam&o-31335754, or send a 
blank email to leave-31335754-32361601.677474d2b6e6cf9517f9a5blb531814d@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilis~s.unc.ed~A~’. id=.~23(,1534.dlgc27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31338967., or send a 

blank email to leave-31338967-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 8:23 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The 2012 International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy (Berlin, Geneva, Washington 
D.C., June 1st - June 28th, 2012) 

The 2012 International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 
{Berlin, Geneva, Washington D.C. June 1st = June 28th, 2012) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to you now to bring to your attention our upcoming 
International Symposia (outlined below) hosted by the ICD in partnership with the Chertoff Group and other leading 
organizations. We would be grateful if you could forward the information to anyone you feel might be interested in 
participating. 

The 2012 ~nternationa~ Symposia on Cu~tura~ ©ip~omacy 
(Berlin, Geneva, Washington D.C., June 1st - June 28th, 2012) 
Symposia Brochure - The Symposia Brochure can be found HERE 
vvvwv.i-s-c-d.orcj 

In the year 2011, the international community witnessed historical events that changed the political landscape of the 
globe, ranging from the Arab Spring, to the "Occupy Wall Street Movement" and other protest movements around the 
globe. These transitions and protests were all facilitated and supported by the use of modern technology and the social 
media. These events represent, each in their own specific context, the people’s will for a change, whether it is political, 
economic or social and their unified demand for more equality and justice. 

The events were each highlighted by the possibility for the people to better organize themselves and express their will 
through the social media, allowing them to gather millions of supporters around them within a very short period of time. 
When one compares these transitions to similar historical events, one can see that such changes have traditionally taken 
many years, rather than days, however once they do occur, they are sustainable and broad changes that are not then 
reversed. 

The ICD therefore decided to focus the 2012 International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy on this common goal of the 
public for more equality in the political, economic and social spheres. The Symposium will be divided into four main 
themes and will be hosted in three major international cities, which were chosen due to their relevancy to the theme of the 
conference. The Symposia will analyze the current global situation as well as future trends, strategies and the potential to 
counter political, social and economic inequality in the world. 

Symposia Speakers > 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the 
diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, from across the world. These speakers will include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board please click here. 

Speakers for the Symposia include: 

¯ President Alfred Moisiu - Former President of Albania 
¯ President Alfredo Palacio - Former President of Ecuador 
¯ David Smith - Africa Correspondent, The Guardian 
¯ President Emil Constantinescu - Former President of Romania 
¯ The Hon. Frederik Willem de Klerk, the 7th President of South Africa 
¯ The Hon. Jorge Castaneda - Former Foreign Affairs Secretary of Mexico 
¯ Prof. Joseph Nye - Distinguished Service Professor at Harvard University (tbc) 
¯ Secretary Michael Chertoff- Former United States Secretary of Homeland Security 
¯ President Pierre Nkurunziza - President of the Republic of Burundi 



¯ Amb. Rufus Yerxa, Deputy Director-General of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
¯ The Hon. Said Musa - Former Prime minister of Belize 
¯ The Hon. Theo-Ben Gurirab - Speaker of the National Assembly of the Republic of Namibia, Former President of 

the UN General Assembly, Former Prime minister of Namibia 

~Ne are acceptinq applications for the followinq events: 

:to apply please visit: http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/index.php?Application-Forms 

The ~#temationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ ©ip~omacy 2012 - "Social & Cultural Inequality: Innovative 
Strategies to Promote Access to Human Rights and Equalize Globalization" (Berlin, June 1st- 4th, 2012) 
www.icd-internationalsymposium.orq 

The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in Africa 20t2 o "Cultural Diplomacy & Sustainable 
Development in Africa" (Bedin, June 10th = 12th, 2012) 

The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in Geneva 2012 -" Cultural Diplomacy & Sustainable 
Development" (Geneva, June 13th -1 5th, 2012)www.icd-international-symposium-geneva.or.q 

The 2012 ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tera~ ©ip~omacy & ~nternationa~ Economics - "Political & 
Economic Inequalities: Bridging the Gap between Civil Society and the Public & Private Sectors" (Berlin, 
June 20th = 22nd, 2012) www.iscdie.orq 

The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in the USA 20t2- "Cultural Diplomacy, National 
Security, and Global Risks" (Washington D.C, June 26th = 28th, 2012) www.icd-international-symposium-usa.orq 

In addition, we are very pleased to inform you that following many months of preparations the ICD is now able to develop 
additional projects, in order to further promote the fascinating field of cultural diplomacy. If you would be interested in 
developing projects together with us, please contact me through my direct email: donfried@culturaldiplomacy.org. 

We also warmly encourage you to join and contribute to the development of the ICD Networks. Please stay informed 
about the activities of the ICD and join our community by "Liking" our official organization profile, "Institute for Cultural 
Diplomacy (ICD)", which you can access by following the link www.icd-on-facebook.orq 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to 
receive emails from the ICD in the future, please send us an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.org indicating this. 

With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:58 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Free Shred-A-Thons 

Orange County Solid Waste Management will sponsor two free "Shred-A-Thons" in cooperation with the Chapel 
Hill/Carrboro Chamber of Commerce, the Chapel Hill Police Department, and the Orange County Sheriff’s Department. 
Orange County residents or local government employees may securely destroy and recycle their personal confidential 
documents at no cost. 

Both events are from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and will take place at the following locations: 

Thursday, May 3 = at University Mall, 201 S. Estes Drive, Chapel Hill, across from Dillard’s near the Wells Fargo 
Bank building. 
Saturday, May 5 = at Hampton Pointe Shopping Center, Hwy 86, Hillsborough at the 24=hour recycling drop-off 
site located behind Home Depot. 

There is a limit of ten "banker-box" sized boxes or large bags full of paper per person, and only one trip per person, 
please. Please remove all plastic bags, plastic binders, folders, computer disks and other electronic media, laminated 
paper or any other non-paper materials prior to bringing loads to the Shred-a-thon. :[ncidental staples or small paper 
dips are OK. The shredded paper will be recycled. 

Shredding will take place on=site in full view of people delivering paper. The events are limited to Orange County 
residents, residents who live in the part of Chapel Hill located in Durham County, or those working for Orange County 
or Towns of Carrboro, Chapel Hill and Hillsborough. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http://www.townofchapelhill .orq/index.aspx?page= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e lb8-4308-ga64- 
904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 
http://www‘t~wn~fchape~hil~‘~rg/index‘aspx?page=38&subscriberquid=86937335‘e1b8‘43~8‘9a64‘ 
904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 1:26 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Obama at UNC; $10 Million Gift; Still Time to Sign Up for Annual Alumni 
Luncheon 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ MAY 

So Gore IV °00 I Life Member Thank you for your life membersh p, 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

Obama at UNC: Keep Loan Interest Rate Low 
The president tells a capacity crowd in Carmichael Arena that minimizing the cost of 

student debt "is the best investment America can make in our future." 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=8794 

$10 Million Gift Good for the Heart, the Art 
A gift fYom Hugh A. McAllister 3r. ’66 (MD) of Houston is the largest ever for the 

Ackland Art Museum and will expand a heart disease research endo~a~xent. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=8785 

Accomplished 7,571 Offered Admission 
From a record 29,486 applicants, the University expects to enroll 3,960. Of those who 

reported a class rank, 83.7 percent are in the top lo percent of their high school class. 

http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=8778 

MORE FROM THE GAA 

~ Careel" Teleelass: 

Resumes That Get 

Results 

Capture the interest of 

employers. Dial in at noon 

on May 21 to learn how to 

create a resume that will get 

you an interview. 

Teleclasses are a GAA 

Dental School Dedicates Koury Building 
Named for Burlington businessman Maurice J. Koury ’48, the Oral Health Sciences 

facility adds m6,5oo square feet adjoining the school’s existing structures. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=88o6 

Dire Brain Injuries From Football Rising 
Those with permanent disability were in low numbers until five years ago, according to 

the UNC-based National Center for Catastrophic Sports Injury Research. 

http:/!alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid=8793 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=]8. 



member benefit; advance 

registration is required. 

STAY CONNECTED 

Find the latest news, sports 

and other information on 

UNC’s mobile app, 

presented by the G~%~, UNC 

and the athletics 

department. Available for 

iPhone, Android and 

BlackBerry. 

uncmobile.com 

MAY GAA MEMBER OF 
TBE MONTB 

Oreg Burress ’94 

Life Member 

Greg, to claim your S25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

May 31o 

Greg was selected at random 

from GAA members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

Represents a GAA mernber exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

£ Still Time to Sign Up for Annual Alumni 
Luncheon 

Join alumni and friends in the George Watts Hill Alumni Centeron May 12, w-hen the 

GAA’s 2o12 Distinguished Service Medals will be presented to John Ellison ’69 (’72 

MBA), Bill Harrison ’66, Randy Jones ’79 (’82 JD) and Shirley Ort. Registration 

required; call (919) 962~3576. 

New Grads, New GAA Members 
On May 13, Commencement will create 4,00o Carolina alumni. Keep that UNC 

connection strong by giving a G~%a~ membership to the new grad in your lif~; 

membership discounts are available for our newest graduates. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID=7486 

£ Life Merchandise Supports Scholarships 
GAA life member merchandise, including Oxford shirts, Nike polos, pint glasses and 

stemless wine glasses, has been added to the GAA’s online alumni store. From each life, 

member item ordered, $5 will be donated to the GAA Scholars Fund. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid= 72o9 #1m 

£ Online Roster Recognizes Life Members 
The names of more than 43,ooo alumni and friends can be found on the GAA’s 

permanent life, member roster, now available online. Life member dues strengthen your 

G~a~¢ and future generations of Tar Heels by serving our University and preserving its 

great traditions. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/membershipilifeMembers.asp 

£ Legislative Reception Set for June 
The G~%~’s Tar Heel Network will host our annual Legislative Reception on June 13 in 

Raleigh, providing a forum for University officials and alumni to meet with legislators 

and government officials. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=3o 

£ Explore the Far-Flung Corners of the World 
Want to travel somewhere off the beaten path? Check out a few of the GAA’s incredible 

destinations for next winter, such as Patagonia, Borneo, Antarctica and Uganda, and 

plan now for an exciting start to 2Ol3. 

http://alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid= 88o4 

Tell Us About ... Special Campus Visitors 



President Barack Obama visited UNC last week. New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg 

will be the featured speaker at Commencement this month. What special visitor do you 

remember during your time on campus? Was there an inspiring speaker, a dazzling 

celebrity or someone more personal you were excited to have visit? Share your 

memories at our online message board. 

http:/iuncbb.alumniconnections.comivb/showthread.php?t = 16 6 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and post 

their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRI~L&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privaw and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about yon, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If yon do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your fall name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SoundLearningSolutions <NationalSeminars@e.nationalseminarstraining.com> 
Tuesday, May 1, 2012 3:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
The Disney Way Collection -- On Sale Now! 

VIP: 919-,640512-201 

Buy these audio CDs separately and you’ll pay $786! 
But not here m not today! 

Customer Service m The Disney 
g the management secrets Way 

of Disney in your company Creating "magical" moments that earn 
you customers for fife 
Reg. $229 

Creativity m The Disney Way 
Keys to igniting fresh ideas and 

solutions in your 
organization 
Reg. $229 

Leadership ~ The Disney Way 
How to bring into your organization the 
leadership secrets that have made 
Disney so successful 
Reg. $229 



Get 4 CDs for 

*DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: PURCHASE ONLINE BY 05/08/12 REQUIRED 

To receive your PACKAGE DISCOUNT*, purchase online. You may pass along this discount offer to others in your 
organization, though they must also purchase online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount expires 05/08/12. 

*Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Company Directory 

CUSTOMER SERVICE: For questions or concerns regarding seminars, conferences or product orders, please 
send an e-mail to our customer service department at cstserv@ruceci,com. 
ON-SITE TRAINING: For questions or concerns regarding on-site training, please send an e-mail to our on-site 
department at onsite@rucecLcom. 
FACILITIES: For questions or concerns regarding a hotel or other facility, please send an e-mail to 
hotels@ruceci~com. 
GENERAL INFORMATION: For all other inquiries, please send an e-mail to info@rucecLcom. 
WEBMASTER: If you are experiencing difficulty viewing your newsletter or accessing the 
NationalSeminarsTraining.com Website, please send an e-mail to webmstr@ruceci~com. 

You are receiving this e-mail because in the past you turned to National Seminars Group or one of its divisions to meet 
your training needs. The purpose of this e-mail is to make sure you are aware of our expanding efforts to meet your needs 
via our Website. We respect your privacy and your preferences for communications of this nature. If you’d rather not 
receive future e-mails from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

You may also unsubscribe by calling our customer service department at 1-800-258-7246. For any written 
correspondence, you may contact us at: 

Rockhurst University Continuing Education Center, Inc. 
6901 W. 63rd Street 
Overland Park, KS 66202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Inn <inn@carolinainn.com> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 4:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

eVite - Inn Club Private Luncheon at The Carolina Inn 

To view this email as a web page, go here, 

For Our Special Irin Club Members 

With sincere appreciation for our ongoing partnership with you, our valued Inn Club 

member, we cordially invite you to join us for a delicious private luncheon and an 

open forum discussion with Carolina Inn team members. 

Panel Discussions Will ~n¢lude Topics Such As 

o Update on UNC Steam Tunnel Construction Project 

Completed Meeting Room Refresh ~ Old Well, Old Well Pre-Function, Alumni, Hill, 

Chancellors, Club, North & South Padors 

Carolina Crossroads Restaurant and Bar, Piedmont & Blue Ridge Rooms Refresh 

¯ Phase I I Renovation 

o Upcoming Day-Meeting Packages 



o Trends in the Industry 

Areas for Improvement 

Feel free to extend this invitation to your fellow department members who you think 

should join the Inn Club. In addition, don’t forget to bring your business cards as 

numerous door prizes will be awarded! 

Private Luncheon 

Just for Our Very Special Inn Club Members 

Hi~ 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 

Noon - 1:30 p.m. 

P~ease R.S.V.P. Yes or R.S.V.P. Blo by ~lay 11, 2012 

so.ow 

211 P ttsboro Street o Chapel Hill o NoAh Carol na 27516 Phone: 919.918,2715 

Ths emal was sent to: stgo~e@÷maiL~¢o®d~ 

Ths email was sent by: The Carol na Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street Chapel HII, ~tC 27516 

We respect your rghtto prvacy view our policy 

I ~date Profile I OneoClick Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 10:12 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Jackie Wold 

Dear Colleagues, 

I write to let you know that Jackie has resigned her position in Public Policy and our department. 

As with Haeran, she has received a better job offer. In the last 2 weeks the Chair of Public Policy and I have done 
whatever we could to seek a counter-offer from the College. Unfortunately we were not successful. Please note that 
Jackie’s last day will be May 18. The college will provide support for both departments until we hire a new Business 
Manager 

I would like to commend Jackie for all her wonderful work in the short time she has been at UNC and to wish her all 
possible good wishes in her future. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: email.ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=323 <51534. d 19c27ea4325 cffb39a9456d99719b cb&n:T&~=a~ afam& o=314 17947 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea\~e-31417947-32361534.d 19c27ea4325c~39a9456d99719bcb@listser~,.unc.edu 



$~bject: 

Progress Energy Center <CO[4NENTS@RALEZGHCONVENTION,CO[q> 

Friday~ Nay 4~ 20t2 t2:07 Pfq 

Gore~ Travis <stgore@email,unc,edu> 

Legatly Blonde, The f~qusical Exclusive Presate 

SPECIAL PRE-SALE OFFER 
Get your tickets firs!! 

LEGALLYBLONDE I October 9 ° ~4, 

I~leig~ Nemorial A~ditori~m 

GET YOUR TICKETS 

Enter passcode: HARVARD into Offbr code/password Box 

HURRY PREoSALE OFFER STARTS 
NOW - Sunday, May 6 at ~:59pm 

Public On Sale May 7 at loan~ 

College sweethearl and sorority star Elle Woods doesn’t take "no" %r an ansv<-~ro So when her 
bo)friend dumps her I~)r someone "seious," Elle puts doyen the credit eard, hits the books and sets 

out where no Delta Nu has gone befbre: Harvard Law School° Based on the hit movie~ Legally 
Blonde The Musical ~s an award~ winning Broadway sensation and winner of "Best New Musical" at 



the 2o1~ Laurence Oli~ie~ Awards in London° This production is an all-singing~ all-dancing~ feel 
good musical comedF ~hat is one "Xlle of a sho~’[ 

Click here for tickets or call the NC Theatre Box Office at 9~9~83~694~ x6944~ 

For rnore information ~4sit NC Theatre website 

S P 0 T L ~ G H T 

All sales are final 

[has] )ou [:>r)our in~eres~ and supp( ft. If )ou no longe~ vish to receise emails [rom l>~x gress I ner£) Center or Broad~ay 
Series 5out~ unsuBscriBe B) visiting4 EMAIL PXEFS LINK or emailin£ comments@~alei£hconvention.¢om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 12:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The 2012 International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA (Washington 
D.C, June 26th - 28th, 2012) 

The 20S2 ~nternationN Symposia on Cu~tura~ DiNomacy 
~CD Young Leaders’ Forums 

- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to you now to bring to your attention our upcoming 
International Symposia and our Young Leaders Programs (outlined below) hosted by the ICD in partnership with the 
Chertoff Group and other leading organizations. We would be grateful if you could forward the information to anyone you 
feel might be interested in participating. 

The 2012 ~nternationa~ Symposia on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 
(Berlin, Geneva, Washington D.C., June 1st - June 28th, 2012) 
Symposia Brochure - The Symposia Brochure can be found HERE 
www.i-s-c-d.or.q 

The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2012 is the world’s leading and largest event in the field of cultural 
diplomacy. The Symposia 2012 will include five large-scale events incorporating the fields of cultural diplomacy, 
international politics and economics, and international human rights. The events will take place in three different countries 
throughout the entire month of June and will include over 200 high level speakers and over 2000 participants. In addition 
to the main five events of the symposia, additional events will take place around the world in all 5 continents 
simultaneously during the month of June. 

Symposia Participants > 
The symposia is open to applications from governmental and diplomatic officials, economists, artists, civil society 
practitioners, young professionals, students and scholars, journalists, and other interested stakeholders from across the 
world. 

Symposia Speakers > 
The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the 
diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, from across the world. These speakers will include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board please click here. 

Speakers for the Symposia include: 

¯ President Alfred Moisiu - Former President of Albania 
¯ President Alfredo Palacio - Former President of Ecuador 
¯ Cecile Molinier- Director, UNDP Office in Geneva 
¯ David Smith - Africa Correspondent, The Guardian 
¯ President Emil Constantinescu - Former President of Romania 
¯ The Hon. Frederik Willem de Klerk, the 7th President of South Africa 
¯ The Hon. Jorge Castaneda - Former Foreign Affairs Secretary of Mexico 
¯ Prof. Joseph Nye - Distinguished Service Professor at Harvard University (tbc) 
¯ Secretary Michael Chertoff- Former United States Secretary of Homeland Security 
¯ President Pierre Nkurunziza - President of the Republic of Burundi 
¯ Amb. Rufus Yerxa, Deputy Director-General of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
¯ The Hon. Said Musa - Former Prime minister of Belize 
¯ The Hon. Theo-Ben Gurirab - Speaker of the National Assembly of the Republic of Namibia, Former President of 



the UN General Assembly, Former Prime minister of Namibia 

are acceptinq applications for the followinq events: 

apply p~ease visit: http://www.culturaldiplomacy.or.q/index.php?Application-Forms 

¯ The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tu~a~ ©ip~omacy £0t £ - "Social & Cultural Inequality: Innovative 

Strategies to Promote Access to Human Rights and Equalize Globalization" (E~erlin, June 1st- 4th, 2012) 
www.icd-internationalsymposium.org 

¯ The ~nternatioRa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in Africa 2012 o "Cultural Diplomacy & Sustainable 
Development in Africa" (Berlin, June 10th - 12th, 2012)www.icd-international-symposium-africa.orq 

¯ The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ ©ip~omacy in Geneva 2012 - "Cultural Diplomacy & Sustainable 
Development" (Geneva, June 13th -15th, 2012)www.icd-international-symposium-.qeneva.or.q 

The 2012 ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ ©iplomacy & ~nternationa~ Economics - "Political & 
Economic Inequalities: Bridging the Gap between Civil Society and the Public & Private Sectors" (Berlin, 
June 20th - 22nd, 2012) www.iscdie.org 

The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in the USA 20t2 - "Cultural Diplomacy, National 
Security, and Global Risks" (Washington D.C, June 26th - 28th, 2012) www.icd-international-symposium-usa.orq 

~C© Young Leaders’ Forums 
(Berlin, Vienna, Paris, Brussels, London, Helsinki- June-September 2012) 
www.icd-ylf.org 

The ICD Young Leaders Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in 
developing, supporting and sustaining intercultural relations. The first Young Leaders Forum was developed in 2003 and 
we have since developed and launched a variety of different bilateral and multilateral forums that focus on a diverse range 
of relationships across the world. Over the past decade the ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one of 
Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among young 
individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

To apply please click HERE 

In addition, we are very pleased to inform you that the ICD is now able to develop additional projects, in order to further 
promote the fascinating field of cultural diplomacy. If you would be interested in developing projects together with us, 
please contact me through my direct email: donfried@culturaldiplomacy.org. 

We also warmly encourage you to join and contribute to the development of the ICD Networks. Please stay informed 
about the activities of the ICD and join our community by "Liking" our official organization profile, "Institute for Cultural 
Diplomacy (ICD)", which you can access by following the link www.icd-on-facebook.orq 

Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to 
receive emails from the ICD in the future, please send us an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.org indicating this. 

With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.cult uraldiplo macy.or.q 
info~culturaldiplo macy.or.q 



To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, Nay 11, 2012 10:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Traffic Advisory: US Route 15-501 and NC Highway 86 

Traffic Advisory: US Route 15-501 and NC Highway 86 

Posted Date: 5/11/2012 

Nighttime roadway resurfacing work is scheduled to begin next week on US Route 15-501 from Erwin Road to the 
Durham County line and on NC Highway 86 from Franklin Street to Estes Drive. 

Crews will begin work on US 15-501 on Tuesday, May 15. The work on NC Highway 86 is scheduled to begin on 
Sunday, Hay 20. The NC Department of Transportation projects will continue through about mid-July. Work will not 
occur on Friday or Saturday nights. 

Motorists should slow down in the construction zones and comply with any posted signage and the directions of 
flagmen working to make their commute through the area as expedient and safe as possible. 

For more information, contact Bojan Cvijetic, NCDOT assistant resident engineer, at 336-334-3297 or 
bcvi~dot, oo~y_. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
http ;//www. tow n ofch apel hill. orq/index_a spx?paqe = 38&su bscri berquid = 86937335-e i b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 
http:!!www.townofchapelhiil .orq!index.aspx?paqe= 38&subscribero~uid =86937335-e 1b8-4308-ga64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 11:58 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Faculty Leave Notification Form (Seck, Pier, and Boyd) 

Faculty Leave Notification Form modified.doc 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; Pier, David; Boyd, Lydia C 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Faculty Leave Notification Form (Seck, Pier, and Boyd) 

I know that you have submitted and been approved your leave by the Dean’s office, however, we will need this form 

filled out for the HR transaction in EPAweb (HR System). The instructions are included. Please fill out the best you can, 

sign the form, scan it in and email to me. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

**If you have already filled out this form, please let me know** 

Thanks, 
Jackie Wold 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Inn <inn@carolinainn.com> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 12:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

We Look Forward to Seeing You at the Inn Club Private Luncheon! 

To view this email as a web page, go here, 

For Our Special Irin Club Members 

We look forward to hosting you tomorrow at noon in the Hill Ballroom for a delicious 

private luncheon and open forum discussion with Carolina Inn team members. 

Pane~ Discussions Wi~ ~nc~ude Topics Such As 

o Update on UNC Steam Tunnel Construction Proiect 

Completed Meeting Room Refresh ~ Old Well, Old Well Pre-Function, Alumni, Hill, 

Chancellors, Club, North & South Parlors 

Carolina Crossroads Restaurant and Bar, Piedmont & Blue Ridge Rooms Refresh 

o Phase II Renovation 

o Upcoming Day-Meeting Packages 

o Trends in the Industry 



Areas for Improvement 

Don’t forget to bring your business cards as numerous door prizes will be awarded! 

Fd~ow U~ o. 

211 Pittsboro Street o Chapel Hill ¯ No£h Carolina 275I 6 Phone: 919.9I 8.27I 5 

This email was sent to: stgo~e@e~aiL~8oed~ 

This em~l w~s sent by: The Ceroline Xnn 
211 P ttsboro Street Chapel Hlb NC 27516 

We respect your rghtto prvecy view our policy 

I £~pdate Profile I One-Click Unsubscribe 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McMillan, Tim 
Tuesdayi June 14, 20tl 1:24 PM 
Nyang Oro, Julius E 
RE: Another Summer Course 

No worries, l’m glad to help in any way, 

T 

From; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Tuesday~ June 14, 2011 12:00 PM 
To-" McMilfan, Tim 
Sabject,° RE: Another Summer Course 

No more than 5. I will be Instructor of record and relieve you of responsibility and bother. A big relief for you????? 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesdayi ] une 14, 20il 1 !:51 AM 
To-’ Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: RE: Another Summer Course 

Sure. How many students will I have? 

T 

From: Nyang Oro~ Julius E 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:52 AM 
To; McMil~an, Tim 
Subject: Another Summer Course 

May I add your AFAM 280 to our Summer II Course Listing? 
JEN 



~rom: 

To: 

Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Monday, June 20, 2011 ~ 0;t0 AM 
Yopp, Jan Johnson 
RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

OK Jan. I wi{i get on with it. Thanks. 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 10:07 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subje~: R,E= AFAM 280 in second session 

Whoa! That% terrific. So vve need to do a contract letter for you for second session. ! am fine with paying your 
capped salary of $12,000. Since Tim is the summer administrator, we would need a nomination form for you for second 
session ASAP sent to Erln Hoseley. 

Would you discuss w~th him? If he has any questions, he can ca I~ rr, e at 962-8266. 

I know the students appreciate your willingness to take on this course at the ~ast minute. One of the positive aspects of 
Summer School is the ability to do this. If we can get the nomination in today, then your HR person can start the payroll 
action, which would need to be done by mid-week to get your first paycheck, Otherwise you w(ll get a~l the pay in the 
final check in late Ju~y. 

Thanks again, 

Jan 

3an .!ohnson Yopp 
Dean~ Summer 
Unive~i~ of North Carolina aL Chapel Hill 
Office: 919,962.82ro6 
Fax’, 919,962;2752 

Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of 3ournalism and Mass ~mmunication 
University of No~ Carolina at Cha~l Hill 
Office: 9!9.962.~83 
Fax: 929.962;0620 
~yopp@em~!Lunc,edu 

Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 9:57 AN 
To: Yopp, ]an 3obnson 
Subject; RE: AFAN 280 in second session 

Dear Jan: 
Gooe morning. Here is the moment o~ truth! I have 18 students in the class, I am totally taken by surprise! 
Julius 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: ~ursday, June 16, 2011 2:55 PM 



To: Nyang O~o, Julius E 
:Subject:: RE: AFAM 28,0 in second se:ssion 

Hey~ Julius, 

With students able to. register through tomorrow, [ will look at enrollment on Monday~ then let’s make a decision about 
some sala~ for you, [ don’t think it’S fair for you to take on a face-to.face course that will require you to be here in 
se~nd sessbn and for you ~o waive any kind of payment. 

I am willing to discuss with Tim. But et s touch base on Monday and see how enrollment played out. 

Tha n ks, 

Dean, Summer 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

Pax: 919~962,2752 

Waiter Spearman Professor 
Schoo! of Journalism and Mass: Communication 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919o962,4083 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Senti Thursday~ June $6, 201! 2:47 PM 
Te~ Yopp~ Jan Johnson 
Subje~: RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Thanks Jan. Have a Good Summer, 

Sent: Thursdayi June 16, 2011 2:46 PM 
To~ :Nya g Oro, Juiius E 
Sab~e~o AFAM 280 in second session 

Good to chat: with you a few minutes ago, 

[ just checked and AFAN 280 is open, so studen~ can register for it now. Just FYI as you and others in AFAM contact 
students about the course. 

Best:, 

Jan 

Dean, Summer School 
Universib¢ of NoRh Caro!ina at Chapel H!!l 

:2 



Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of ]ournalism and Mass Communication 
Universib/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

McMillan, Tim 
Monday, June 20, 2011 2:24 PM 
Nyang Oro, Julius E 
RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Hi there -- 

see what I can do, 

T 

From: Nyang Oro, ~ulius E 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 1:13 PM 
To: McNlillan, Tim 
Subject: FW: AFAN 280 in second session 

Sir: 
As you can see from the bottom communication with Jan Yopp, you need to send a nomination form to Summer School 
pronto, Sorry for the bother, Summer School makes it sound it is urgent, 
JEN 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Monday~ June 20, 2011 10:!0 AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subject: RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

OK Jan. I will get on with it. Thanks. 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Monday, ]une 20, 2011 10:07 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: RE; AFAM 280 in second session 

Whoa! That’s terrific. So we need to do a contract letter for you for second session. I am fine with paying your 
capped salary of $:[2,000. Since Tim is the summer administrator, we would need a nomination form for you for second 
session ASAP sent to Erin Moseley. 

Would you discuss with him? tf he has any questions, he can call me at 962-8266. 

I know the students appreciate your willingness to take on this course at the last minute. One of the positive aspects of 
Summer School is the ability to do this. If we can get the nomination in today, then your HE person can start the payroll 
action, which would need to be done by mid=week to get your first paycheck. Otherwise you will get al! the pay in the 
fina! check in late Jufy, 

Thanks again, 

]an 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office; 919,962,8266 
Fax: 919,962,2752 



Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 
j~emaiLunc.edu 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 9:57 AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subject: RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Den r .]an: 
Good morning, Here is the moment of truth! [ have 18 students inthe class, t am totally taken by surprise! 
Julius 

From= Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 2:55 PM 
To= Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Hey, 

With students able to register through tomorrow, I wilt look at enrollment on Monday, then let’s make a derision about 
some salary for you. [ don’t think it’s fair for you to take on a face-to-face course that wilt require you to be here in 
second session and for you to waive any kind of payment. 

I am willing to discuss with Tim, But let’s touch base on Monday and see how enrollment played out. 

Thanks, 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 
Office: 919.962,8266 
Fax: 919,962,2752 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919:962A083 
Fax: 919.962~0620 
~.unc.edu 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 20ii 2:47 PM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subjed:: RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Thanks Jan. Have a Good Summer. 

From; Yopp, Jan 3ohnson 
Sent,’ Thursday, June 16, 2011 2:4,6 PM 

2 



To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: AFAM 280 in second session 

Hi, Julius, 

Good to chat with you a few minutes ago. 

] just checked and AFAM 280 is open, so students can register for it now. :lust FW. as you and others in AFAH contact 
students about the course. 

Best~ 

Jan 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 
Office: 919,962.8266 
Fax: 9:[9.962.2752 

Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9!9,962,4083 
Fax: 9t9,962,0620 
jyopt~@email.unc,edu 

3 



PLEASE T’~E FQRNI 

s    ~ SC?HOOL 
CB #33,40, 134 E~t ~     S~eet, Room 200 

INSTRUCTOR NO2~glINATION FOP,~ 

(Nine-Month Base Facut¢~; Teaehing AssNtants, Graduate’Assistants) 

DO NOT FM~ 
PLEASE T-~E FOPS’J[ 

First Session: Second Session: 

*Title Full Name PID 

OI 

Credit Ho~s Course Assi~ent 
(Use course number and section) 

* Use Dr. Mrs~ Ms, Mr 
**Use the fo[lowSag R.45FKS only: Temtre track 

01 Professor 
02 A~soeiate Professor 
03 Ass [stant Professor 
04 Instructor 

Fixed Term 
05 Full-time 

(.any Ra~&) 

Students 
2 ] Teaching Assistam (responsible for final grades) 
21p Graduate Assistmat 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 

Revised: Jan 2006 

38 



SUMMER S C |:°t 00L 

June 21,201t 

Dr. Julius Nyang’oro 
African & Ago-American Studies 

CB# 3395 

8ummerSchool Assignment: 
Summer School Salary: 

,AFAM 280, Section %! 
$ I2,0,00 

Dear Dr. Nya%’oro: 

You have been nominated to tea@ during Second Sess!on 2011, and this letter is our offer of employment for that assignment. Any 
applicable state and federal taxes and fringe benefit payments wilt be deducted from the salary shown above. Provided that you~ 
d~partmen~Jschool’s administrative o~ce submits y~ur payroll by May 20, two paychecks, each for half of your salary, wiii be availablefrom that 
office on July t and July 22. Classes beg~n on June !6 w~th fina~ examinatbns on 3u~y 21 and Ju{y 22. Your oNiga~ion w~t/begin on June 16 and 
will end when the course has been com#eted and finaI grades s~bmit~e& 

Please be aware that teaching in the concenlrated summer term is somewhat different from a reguiar semester in ~th planning and 

delivery. Classes meet eve%~ day for longer duration, providing some teaching and learning advantages and some di~cuities~ Teaching one 
three credit hour course is expected to take 15~20 hours per week (7.5 hours in class, p/us preparing course material grading, and meeting with 
students during o~ce hours, etc.), Teaching two courses is considered a fu~ ~oad, 

Summer School pays for instructional.saIaries from the tuition receipts of the entailed students. Please be aware that courses 
enrolling fewer than 12: students may be cancelled, then no instructor would be needed, a~d this offer becomes void, Efforts Would be 
made to ~eoassign you to another course {f e~rol{ment war,anted ae extra section. Decisions to cancel a course wi{I be made by the Deae of 
Summer School after consultation between you and your cha#person, dean, or designated Summer Schoo~ administrator. You will be notified by 
June 9 ii your class is to be cancded, Fortunately, due to ~e careful planning of course offerings, few cancellations are necessary. We 
encourage you to share your course ~nformaiion with your current students and others. 

if this assignment is sa~tisfactor~t, please indicate your acceptance of this offer of empioyment by signing and ret~ming this 

le~e~ to Summer School no later than two weeks from the date above, 

Sir 

Yopp, Dean 

Date 

cc Departmental Manager 

Please be s~re to make a copy of this letter before returning it to Summer School. Should you forget to copy it,. your departmental manager has 

this ie~ter on file and can provide a copy for your record& 

Contract~2: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Lachonya <ldwillia@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 4:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Time card approval 

Travis, 

Unfortunately, there is no way to recoup the additional funds that were taken out of your paycheck as a result of the 

delayed payment. I regret that this error resulted in an increase in the amount of taxes taken out; however, your pay 

was taxed based on the deductions that were indicated on your NC-4 and W-4, and were pro-rated accordingly based on 

the increased amount. To avoid this situation in the future, you should work with your supervisor or TIM Administrator 

to ensure that your hours are accurately reflected in your timecard at the end of the pay period. 

Thank you, 

Lachonya 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Thursday, June 07, 2012 4:32 PM 
To," Williams, Lachonya 
Subject," RE: Time card approval 

Hello again Ms. Williams, 

[ discovered a small issue with my last paycheck. [ talked to Sonia about it and she referred me to you but if there is 

someone else I need to talk to then please let me know. 

Afew weeks ago I had a problem with TIMs and I didn’t get paid. Jackie, my supervisor at the time, but no longer with 

us, entered in my time and told me that I would get paid back in two weeks. She said I would get two paychecks. This 

past Friday instead of getting two separate checks, I got one paycheck combined. Therefore, I was paid $1:17.93 less and 

I assume it is because they took more out for taxes because the paycheck was a larger amount. I am just not sure of the 

process on how to get that money back. Any help would be appreciated. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Williams, Lachonya 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 12:51 PM 

To: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Time card approval 

Travis, 

Thank you for your note. I have approved Sonia’s timecard. 

Thanks, 

Lachonya 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 11:47 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Williams, Lachonya 
Subject: RE: Time card approval 

Dear Ms. Williams, 

I am supposed to sign off on Sonia Colon but I was having problems with TIMs. I plan on contacting ITto take a look at it 

so that it will not be a problem in the future but I wanted to make sure Sonia gets signed off in time. She said I could 

email you to let you know of the situation. I was told that I need to ask you for the approval of her timecard on your 

behalf. 

Thank you, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Thursday, June 7, 2012 

Trustees: 

I write with some updates related to African and Afro-American Studies. 

On Tuesday, we sent a letter informing Professor Julius Nyang’oro that we will take back 512,000 that he 

accepted as payment for a Summer School 2011 course. Professor Nyang’oro had signed a Summer 

School contract that made it clear that the course was to be taught in a lecture format, but he instead 

taught it as an independent study. Students in the class wrote papers and were graded. Nevertheless, 

Professor Nyang’oro did not meet the University’s instructional expectations, and we do not believe that 

he should have been paid. 

Professor Nyang’oro initially stated that he expected no more than five students to enroll in the course. 

When the enrollment reached 18, Summer School Dean Jan Yopp told Professor Nyang’oro that we 

would initiate payment for the course. The letter of agreement that Professor Nyang’oro signed makes it 

clear that classes were to meet every day and that the instructor was expected to spend 15 to 20 hours 

a week teaching, preparing course materials, grading and meeting with students. 

The Summer School 2011 course raises other issues that we are addressing. For example, most of the 

irregularly taught and aberrant classes detailed in the review of courses in the department included 

both student-athletes and students who weren’t athletes. Some classes had no student-athletes at all. 
But for this particular class, 18 students enrolled were football players, and the 19th was a former 

football player. 

We therefore have sought to determine how the Summer School 2011 class was created and how 

students were registered for it. We know that Professor Nyang’oro requested that the course be added 

to Summer Session Ii. Staff in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes say that the course 

fulfilled students’ academic requirements and that they helped the students register through the 

department. It’s not unusual for academic support staff to suggest appropriate courses to student- 

athletes. While it appears that academic support staff were aware that Professor Nyang’oro didn’t 

intend to teach the class as a standard lecture course, they knew that the students would be required to 
write a 15-page paper. They saw no reason to question the faculty member’s choice of course format. 

As you know, we contacted the SBI for a second time to seek their help in reviewing issues related to 
this Summer School course, and we are cooperating fully. We welcome the SBI’s involvement in bringing 

this to closure. If we learn more during the course of the SBI’s independent investigation, we will take 

further corrective action. 

The Summer School 2011 course was among the reasons that we notified the NCAA of new issues last 

summer. As you know, there was no mention of this in the NCAA report. But it is why we initially created 

an internal working group to review documents and student work, with a focus on student-athletes who 

had taken multiple courses within the department. That work led to Dean Gil’s review of courses in 

African and Afro-American Studies and to the many improvements in policies and procedures we have 

put in place. 

The department now has an entirely new leadership and governance structure, with new policies and 

procedures for independent study courses. This fall, all departments in the College will begin 



implementing new recommendations for independent study courses, including limitations on the 

number of independent study students a faculty member may supervise (no more than two per 

semester). The College also has completed a review of teaching assignments and enrollments for faculty 

in all departments, and will continue conducting this review annually. (See report on new procedures 

a nd po l icies a t: http://tinyu rLcom/c2 tb kv3.) 

Dean Gii’s review of the department covered the period from summer 2007 through summer 201:1. 

Some people have questioned why our review did not go back further. The review focused on the last 

five consecutive summers and four academic years because we wanted to obtain the most accurate 

recollections and records available. We also wanted to cover the summers of 2007 and 2009, when the 
first irregularities known to us had occurred. The further back we go, the less reliable and available the 

data become since faculty are required to keep course records for only one year. People’s memories 

also become less clear and less reliable going back in time. Nonetheless, the review yielded significant 

information from faculty, staff and records that, in combination, helped us better understand the nature 

and scope of the problems. 

Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gil, Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham and I will continue to address any 

issues related to the reviews of our athletic and academic programs to ensure that all of our students 

get an excellent education. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

Note: For your information, I’m attaching charts of the "irregularly taught" and "aberrant" courses and 

the breakdowns of students and student-athletes. "irregularly taught" means that an instructor 
provided an assignment and the resultant paper was graded, but the instructor engaged in limited or no 

classroom or instructional contact with students. "Aberrant" means that there is evidence that students 
completed written work, submitted it and received grades, but there’s no evidence that the faculty 

member listed as instructor of record or any other faculty member supervised the course and graded 

the work, although grade rolls were signed and submitted. 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
54 Aberrant or Irregular Courses in African and Afro-American Studies 

686 288 398 41.98% 58.02% 246 35.86% 23 3.35% 

The above statistics pertain to the courses identified as aberrant or irregular during the comprehensive review of all courses taught in the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies during the period from Summer Session i, 2007, through Summer Session ll, 2011, as discussed in the report titled "Review of courses in the Department 

of African and Afro-American Studies, College of Arts and Sciences" dated May 2, 2012, 

An aberrant course is defined in that report as a course for which there is evidence that students completed written work in these courses, submitted it to the department and 
received grades, but no evidence that the faculty member listed as instructor of record or any other faculty member actually supervised the course and graded the work, 
although grade rolls were signed and submitted. 

An irregufar course is defined in that report as a course for which the instructor provided an assignment and evidently graded the resultant paper, but engaged in limited or 
no classroom or other instructional contact with students. 

The statistics that follow are separated into two groups with the first group consisting of the 9 courses identified as aberrant and the second group consisting of the other 45 
courses (and the information is provided for each coarse). 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
9 Aberrant Courses in African and Afro-American Studies 
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UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
45 Irregular Courses in African and Afro.American Studies 
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50.00% 3 25.00% 0 0.00% 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
45 Irregular Courses in African and Afro-American Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICITCS2012 Secretariat <icitcs@global.kcis.kr> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 1:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

ICITCS 2012 - Call for Papers 

’he International Conference on IT Convergence and Security (ICITCS 2012) 
 ecember 5 - 7, 2012, Republic of Korea 

ablication: Springer LNEE 

he conference seeks contributions presenting novel research results in all aspects of IT Convergence and Security. Submitted 

~pers will be peer-reviewed and the accepted papers and posters will be published in Springer Lecture Notes in Electrical 

ngineermg series (LNEE, ISSN: 1876-1100) which is indexed by ISI and Scopus. Furthermore, the selected papers will be 
~blished in the special issues of prestigious international journals after further revision. 
VIPORTANT DATES 
’eadline for submission: September 3, 2012 
otification of acceptance of papers: September 27, 2012 
arly-bird registration deadline: September 28, 2012 
inal papers (Camera ready) due: October 5, 2012 

PECIAL ISSUE (SCI or SCIE) 
lultimedia Tools and Applications (SCIE) [pending] 
lireless Personal Communications, WIRE (SCIE) [pending] 
~formation - An International Interdisciplinary Journal (SCIE) 
lore to be announced 

APER SUBMISSION AND GUIDELINE 
The paper must be written in English and readable 
The paper must be single-column format with single-spaced, 10 point font in the text 
Thepaper must be prepared using only the Word {doc)template found at the ICITCS 2012 website: 
Xp://icitcs2012.kcis.kr 
The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 
P_apers must be submitted Only in Portable Document Format (PDF) 
The paper length limit for full paper: 4 - 8 pages including all figures 

COPE AND TOPICS 
opics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to) themes; 

’rack 1. Security Fundamentals: Cryptography and Number Theory/Authentication, Authorization and Accounting/ 
:cure Key Creation and Distribution/Private]nformation Security/Biometrics Security/Financial Security/Malicious 
ode/Theories, Methods, Tools and Applications in Security 

’rack 2. Industrial & Business Information Security: Security in E-commerce and E-business/Security 
pplications and Services/IPTV Security Services in the Broadband convergence Network (BcN)/Security for Open 
~nvergence system/Distributed Systems Security/Trust model and Management/Emerging Challenges in Industrial 
:curity and Assurance 

’rack 3. Security Protocols and Applications: Security Protocols for Wireless and Mobile/Constraint-based 
nalysis of Security Protocols/Li~ht-wel-ght Authentication, Authorization and accountability/Identity and Trust 
lanagement/Secure Communications/Intrusion Detection and Prevention/PKI & Digital Signatures 

’rack 4. Convergence Security: Secure Collaboration in a Ubiquitous Environment/Co,orate Security & Electronic 
ccess Control Solutions: RFID-based, Biometrics-based, etc/Physical and Logical Security Convergence/Security and 
rivacy Challenges in the Healthcare Domain/Multimedia Security Services in Cloud Computing/Access Control and 
rivacy Protection in Pervasive Computing 

’rack 5. IT Convergence Applications: IT Convergence Technology/Trans-Media and IT Convergence/Contents 
ld Application convergence/Knowledge Convergence Services/Digital Convergence/Hybrid of IT/BT, IT/NT/ 
mbedded SW, Middleware and Operating Systems/Convergence Application Security 

’rack 6. Mobile Computing and Future Networks: Multimodal Mobile and Ubiquitous Services/Mobile 
pplications and Convergence System/Mobile, Wireless and Wired Convergence/Mobile Convergence Service 
rchitecture/Optical Network and Systems/Next Generation Networks and Media/Convergence Networks and 



ommunications/u-City Convergence Technology/Future Information Convergence Systems 

’rack 7. Mnltimedia and Information Visnalization: Multimedia content distribution/Converged Video 
arveillance/Image processing & visualization for Convergence/Vision systems, including multi-camera systems/ 
onverged Information Visualization/Multimedia and Information Convergence Security 

’rack 8. Convergence Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence: Database and Data Mining/Service Mining in 
larketing, CRM and Business Intelligence/Artificial Life and Artificial Immune System/Biomedical Devices, sensors, 
ld Artificial Organs/Convergence Technology for Data Mining and AI 

’rack 9. Web Technology and Software Engineering: Service-centric software engineering/Web Technology and 
~ternet Commerce/Web data mining and information retrieval/Agent-based trade-and mediating services/Convergence 
leb Technology/Web Security 

’rack 10. Green Convergence Services: Green computing methodologies and paradigms/Power aware, thermal 
~vare data center design, service, and application/Energy awareness in network equipment and operations/Energy efficient 
:twork infrastructures and protocols/Green Computer Security 
~RGANIZER 
enter for Industry Security [CIS] 
yonggi University 
onvergence Security Association 

’ONTACT 
~r further information regarding the workshop and paper submission, please contact to Joanna Kim, Conference 
scretariat (icitcs@global.kcis.kr). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

conference EDM <info.isstep@isstep. org> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 2:16 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

2012 Beijing ISSTEP Call for Papers 

2012 The International Symposium on 

Society, Technology, Education and Politics 

Call for Papers 

July 25-28, 2012, Beijing, China 

We are now pleased to announce that 2012 International Symposium on Society, Technology, Education and 

Politics (ISSTEP) will be held with a joint conference in Beijing. Thesis from professors, post-doctorate 

researchers, and independent researchers in the field of Business, Banking, Marketing and Economy are 

welcomed to share their latest findings and attend this vital academic event. The submitted manuscripts will be 

sent into the rolling review process and the notification of acceptance is expected to be received in the next 5 days. 

For further information, please visit the official website: ~://www.isst 

Please complete the registration and submit your abstracts/full papers 
online: http:/A~¥w.isstep org[v~gistration.as~ by June 30, 2012. 

Business Banking 
Marketing Society 
Technology Education 

I Politics Economy 

Beiji~g Sightseeing° The ~mperial Palace Mascara 
The Forbidden City (also known officially as the Imperial Palace Museum) was commissioned by the third 
Emperor of the Ming Dynasty, Emperor Yong Le. The palace was built between 1406 and 1420, but was burnt 
down, rebuilt, sacked and renovated countless times. The Forbidden City was the seat of Imperial power for 500 
years, and is now a major tourist attraction in China. 

Forward your enquiry to the secretariat now via info. isste~isstep, org 

If you want to unsubscribe from this newsletter, please enter your email address on this page, then press the "unsubscribe" button. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <annualfund@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 4:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deadline to help Carolina in academic year 2012 

View this emal with imac~es. View the mobile fdend y version, 

The support and generosity of Carolina’s alumni and friends is critical to our success. When 

you make a gift this academic year, you will have an immediate and profound impact at UNC- 

Chapel Hill. Your support can help: 

¯ UNC continue to meet 100 percent of students’ demonstrated financial need even as the 

demand for assistance grows; 
¯ Enable Chancellor Holden Thorp to direct funds from the Chancellor’s Unrestricted Fund to 

support UNC’s highest priorities, meet unanticipated, urgent campus needs and seize 

unforeseen opportunities; 
¯ Encourage our faculty to embrace innovation and technology as they challenge the 

boundaries of conventional instruction; and so much more. 

Our current academic year ends on June 30. We hope you will make a gift before midnight on 

June 28 to help Carolina continue to deliver an outstanding, accessible education year after 

year. Thank you for your support. 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

P.S. For more information on why your support matters at UNC, please view our "Why Give to 

Carolina?" infographic. 

This email is for alumni, students, parents and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free sepdce, 

the Offce of University Development and the Annua Fund Program prov de oppod_un t es for you to earn about people events 
and other ssues at Carolina If you have comments or quest ons emal Rebecca Brambtt        , telephone 9S9-962-4388, or 
wrte to the Offce of Unversty Development Annual Fund PC Box 309 Chapel Hil NG 27514-0309. f you do not wsh to 
receve future messages £nsubscribe here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icd.applications@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 4:52 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

"Cultural Diplomacy, National Security, and Global Risks" (Washington D.C., June 26th 
- 30th, 2012) 

The ~nternationN Symposium on Cu~turN Diplomacy in the USA 2012 
"Cultural Diplomacy, National Security, and Global Risks" 

(Washington D.C., June 26th - 28th, 2012) 

The United States #aeets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"Cultural Diplomacy, Global Risks, and National Security" 

(Washington D.C., June 26th - 30th, 2012) 
(www.icd-usame.or.q) 

- Call for Applications - 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to you now to bring to your attention our upcoming major 
programs (outlined below) hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. We warmly encourage you 
to explore our upcoming conferences (see detailed information below) and would be grateful if you could forward the 
information to anyone you feel might be interested in participating. 

The ~nternationa~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ ©ip~omacy in the USA 2012 
"Cultural Diplomacy, National Security, and Global Risks" 
(Washington D.C., June 26th - 28th, 2012) 
www.icd-intemational-symposium-usa.org 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2012 will focus on the role of cultural diplomacy in 
reducing global risks and increasing national security. The symposium will analyze and explore the opportunity of 
reducing global risks and increasing national security by adapting cultural diplomacy practices into both national and 
foreign policy strategies. 

Symposium Participants ~ 
Participation in the symposium is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, 
journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as 
other interested individuals from across the world. To apply please click HERE 

Symposium Speakers ~ 
Speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, diplomacy, 
civil society, and the private sector from across the world. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the 
ICD Advisory Board. For further information about the Advisory Board please click HERE. 

~peakers for the Symposium include: 

¯ Jeff ,,Skunk" Baxter - World-renowned American Musician 
¯ Amb. John R. Bolton - 25th United States Ambassador to the UN 
¯ Secretary Michael Chertoff- Former United States Secretary of Homeland Security 
¯ Martha J. Kanter - Under Secretary of Education, US Department of Education 
¯ Sharon Memis- Director, U.S. British Council 
¯ Senator Mary E. Kramer - Former U.S. Senator from Iowa; Former U.S. Ambassador to Barbados & the Eastern 

Caribbean 
¯ Lt. Gen. Tad J. Oelstrom - Director, National Security Program, Harvard Kennedy School; Former Lieutenant 

General of the United States Air Force 



¯ The Hon. Stockwell Day - Former Minister of International Trade of Canada 
¯ The Hon. Vicente Fox - Former President of Mexico 
¯ The Hon. Yuriko Koike - Former Minister of Defense of Japan 

The United States Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"Cultural Diplomacy, Global Risks, and National Security" 
(Washington D.C., June 26th - 30th, 2012) 
(www.icd-usame.orq) 

=lhe United States Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (USAME) is a network of young professionals and students 
from both sides of the Atlantic who have an interest in supporting the relationship between the United States and Europe. 

The Forum focuses on the economic, political, cultural, and societal dimensions of the relationship, and the wider context 
within which this relationship exists. Members join the Forum by taking part in the USAME Weeklong Seminar, during 
which they will learn about the field of cultural diplomacy, explore the American-European relationships, and take part in 
challenging group discussions on salient issues. 

Weeklonq Seminar Participants>> 

The United States Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (USAME) is open to all individuals with a general interest in 
international affairs, intercultural exchange and those particularly interested in the transatlantic relations. If you would like 
to be considered for a place in the Weeklong Seminar, please complete the online application form. To apply please click 
HERE 

~CD Young Leaders~ Forums - Summer Sessions 
(Berlin, Vienna, Brussels, London, Helsinki, June - September, 2012) 
www.icd-ylf.or.q 

The ICD Young Leaders Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in 
developing, supporting and sustaining intercultural relations. The first Young Leaders Forum was developed in 2003 and 
we have since developed and launched a variety of different bilateral and multilateral forums that focus on a diverse range 
of relationships across the world. Over the past decade the ICD Young Leaders Forum has grown to become one of 
Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction among young 
individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across the world. 

Forum Participants > 
The forums are open to applications young professionals and students as well as other interested stakeholders from 
across the world. 

To apply please click HERE 

~Ne are accepting applications for the followinq events: 

¯ Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy - (Berlin June 17th - 22nd, 2012) 
¯ ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy - July Session - (Berlin, July 9th - 13rd, 2012) 
¯ Cultural Diplomacy in Europe Conference - (Vienna, July 17th - 20th, 2012) 
¯ Cultural Diplomacy in Africa Conference - (Berlin, July 23rd - 27th, 2012) 
¯ The Italy Meets Germany Conference - ( Berlin, July 23rd - 27th, 2012) 
¯ The Europe Meets Latin America Conference - (Berlin, July 31st - August 3rd, 2012) 
¯ The Europe Meets Russia Conference - (Brussels, August 7th - 10th, 2012) 
¯ The UK Meets Germany Conference - (Berlin, August 14th - 17th, 2012) 
¯ The Germany Meets Turkey Conference - (Berlin, August 14th - 17th, 2012) 
¯ The Germany Meets Morocco Conference - (Berlin, August 14th - 17th, 2012) 
¯ The Arts as Cultural Diplomacy Conference - (London, August 23rd - 27th, 2012) 
¯ The Europe Meets China Conference - (Berlin, September 4th - 7th, 2012) 
¯ Cultural Diplomacy in Europe Conference - (Helsinki, September 1 lth - 14th, 2012) 



Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to 
receive emails from the ICD in the future, please send us an email to info@culturaldiplomacy.org indicating this. 

With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfiJrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy.org 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 9:26 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CGI eBulletin: VIMY Team Updates in Indonesia 

June 13, 2012 

News from the VlMY Team in Indonesia 
Our inaugural Vim,7 Global Team Award winners are documenting their work in Indonesia all summer. 

They’ll be interning with Nourish International on a six-week 
documentary project with students of Kampung Halaman- an 
internationally recognized non-profit organization in Indonesia that 
focuses on youth empowerment, education, and so! cial awareness 
through audio-visual media production. Giving Indonesian 
communities access to an active media voice is critical in a country 
where the majority of video content broadcasted is foreign-produced. 
The VlMY Team will help produce community-focused 
documentaries and foster an exchange of information and 
perspective among youth cultures. Check it out! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Multimedia: Global Entrepreneur in Residence 

The appointment of Chancellor Holden Thorp brought with it a renewed 
focus on entrepreneurship and innovation at 
the University. In particular, UNC seeks to 
open more avenues through which academic 
pursuits can directly solve the world’! s most 
pressing problems. 

In this spirit, CGI is bringing a Global 
EntrepreneurqmResidence to campus each 

year to interact with students and faculty who are interested in 
launching ventures. Our goal is to pull together a wide range of people 
with seemingly unrelated interests because we feel that such an 
approach is the best way to spur creative insights. 

For the 2011-12 year, we had the great pleasure of hosting Dennis 
Whi~te, co-founder of GIobat Givinq. He was instrumental in 
organizing UNC’s first ever TEDx event and he served as its MC. You 
can watch all th e videos from TEDxUNC. 

You can also learn more about Dennis by watching the above TEDx 
talk he gave on Unleashing Young Social Entrepreneurs in 
Washington, DC in 2010. 

NEW CGI STORIES 

My first year as a 
Rotary Peace Fellow 

Rotary Peace Fellow Kiran 
Singh Sirah reflects on his first 
year in the program, a life 
where home is all around the 
world, and his summer 
internship in DC. Right now 
he’s interning with Partners for 
Democratic Change!, bringing 
tools from folklore and 
storytelling to bear in 
community empowerment and 
peace-building projects around 
the world. 



Sta~ your Apps! Travel 6-12 Months on the 
Prestiqious FulbriCht U.S. Student Program 
CAMPUS DEADLINE: Thursday, September 20 
Just four weeks after fall classes start! 

UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011- 
2012 Top-Producer of U.S. Student 
Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program 
allows graduating seniors, master’s 
students, doctoral candidates, and 
recent graduates to self-design a 
research/study project, or serve as an 
English Teaching Assistant in one of 
more than 140 countries. 

Attend a virtual (or in-person) info 
session this summer! Stay tuned to the eBulletin and our website for 
info session dates. Alumni may also be eligible to apply. Check our 
website for more details. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
International 
internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Carolina Papers 
Collection 
Deadline: Ongoing 
Graduate students can share 
their scholarship in: 
Democracy & Human Riqhts, 
International Development, 
and International Health. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Native Enqlish Speakers Needed for Writinq Center’s Speakinq Groups 
SASB Writing Center 
Summer Fridays 3:00 o 4:00 PM 

The SASB Writing Center is holding summer Enqlish sDeakinq qrouD meetinqs for international grad 
students, visiting scholars, and post-docs. Native English speakers are invited to join smaller group 
discussions and give basic language feedback (idioms or pronunciation). These are 1 hour meetings with 
conversation about language and cul! ture. It’s a great volunteer opportunity to get exposure with this 
population. To join, contact Percival Guevarra. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
FedEx G~obal Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 

Chape~ Hi~, NO 27599-5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

GLOBAL 

The Center fi:sr Global Initiatives is a catalyst fi:sr the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hilt, It is entrepreneurial and nimbte in ts approach to fi:astering initiatives that deepen knowledge 
and understanding of our complex wodd For ts work, the Center is recognized by the US Department of Education 
as one of only eleven Nationa~ Resource Centers ir~ Gtobal Studies. 

This message was sent to stgore@email,unc,edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Manage Your Subscription 

Email Marketing by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <lsheppard@alumni.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 3:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Save the Date Homecoming 2012 

Save the Date: Homecoming 2012 -- Nov. 9-11 

North, South, East or West -- it doesn’t 

matter which direction you went after 

graduation; all roads lead back home. 

This fall, we H’ish You H’ere Here in 

Chapel Hill to celebrate Homecoming 

2012, Nov, 9-11. 

Be sure to join us for these great 

Homecoming events: 

. Alumni Milestone Nlixer at Top of 

the Hill’s Back Bar with DJ A-Minor 

. Carolina barbecue and all the fixings at 

the Bell Tower Tailgate 

* Homecoming game~ UNC vs. Georgia 

Tech                                          ~ 

. Celebrate a Carolina victory at the official Post-Game Parb~ at The Carolina Inn featuring Spare Change 

~ Fun and games at Tar Heel Camp for children ages 6q~ on Friday and Saturday nights 

Reserve your hotel room, pack a bag, call your old friends and return borne to our little slice of Blue Heaven. Registration 

will be available in August at homecoming.uncoedu. 

Reconnect with your closest friends during these gatherings: 

American Indian Alumni Reunion 

Band Alumni Reunion 

Black Alumni Reunion 

Club Football Alumni Reunion 

Class of 1987 Reunion 

Class of 1992 Reunion 

Class of 1997 Reunion 

Class of 2002 Reunion 

Class of 2007 Reunion 

Latino/a Alumni Reunion 

School of Medicine Reunion 

School of Nursing Reunion 



THANK YOU 

Homecoming programs are made possible by registration tbes and dues paid by more than 67,000 GAA members like you. 

Members have complete access to the G~A’s enhanced Online Alumni Directory and the digital version of the award- 

winning Carolina Alumni Review magazine. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The O~g~a~ does not sell in%rmation about you, including your email address, to anyone %r any 

purpose. If you suspect that your infbrmation has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year or use this Unsubscribe Link. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

conference EDM <gebf@acgebf.org> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Call for Papers: 2012 GEBF@Beijing 

2012 Annual Conference on Global Economy, Business and Finance (GEBF) 

July 25-28 @ Beijing 

2012 Annual Conference on Global Economy, Business and Finance (GEBF) is organized by Asia-Pacific 
Education and Research Association which aims to provide a multi-cultural and multi-dimensional social 
science conference. We are pleased to announce that the 2012 GEBF will be held in the capital of the People’s 
Republic of China, one of the most populous cities in the world. We now invite all professors, scholars, 
researchers and practitioners to j oin this magnificent academic event and share latest research findings of 
abstracts or full papers in the below fields. Marketing, Tourism and Education major are especially 
encouraged to submit their thesis through the online submission s2stem before June 3~), 2012. The manuscripts 
will then be sent into the rolling review process and the notification of acceptance/rej ection is expected to be 
received in the following 3-5 days. Please visit the official website for further 
information, http:iiww~!.ac 

Conference Sub,iects included, but are not limited to: 

Management Tourism & leisure 
Social Science Marketing 
Education Financial management 
Business and management International Trade 
Entrepreneurship and small business International business 

Discover Bei.~ing - The Imperial Palace Museum 
The Imperial Palace Museum was commissioned by the third Emperor of the Ming Dynasty, Emperor Yong Le. 
The palace was built between 1406 and 1420, but was burnt down, rebuilt, sacked and renovated countless 
times. It was the seat of Imperial power for 500 years, and is now a maj or tourist attraction in China. 

IMPORTANT DATES 

Paper Submission & Registration Fee: June 30, 2012 

Conference Date: July 25-28, 2012 



Should you have any questions, please contac~ us: 

U~subscribe ~.he ~e-¢, sletter, please click Here! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Monday, June 18, 2012 2:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20120618144857359.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.18.2012 14:48:57 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Monday, June 18, 2012 3:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20120618155346507.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.18.2012 15:53:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <annualfund@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 11:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

One day left to help Carolina in academic year 2012 

Viewthsemalwth madies IVewthemobbfrendl version. 

The support and generosity of Carolina’s alumni and friends is critical to our success. 

When you make a gift this academic year, you will have an immediate and profound 

impact at UNC-Chapel Hill. Your support can help: 

¯ UNC continue to meet 100 percent of students’ demonstrated financial need even 

as the demand for assistance grows; 
¯ Enable Chancellor Holden Thorp to direct funds from the Chancellor’s Unrestricted 

Fund to support UNC’s highest priorities, meet unanticipated, urgent campus needs 

and seize unforeseen opportunities; 
¯ Encourage our faculty to embrace innovation and technology as they challenge the 

boundaries of conventional instruction; and so much more. 

Our current academic year ends on June 30. We hope you will make a gift before 

midnight on June 28 to help Carolina continue to deliver an outstanding, accessible 

education year after year. Thank you for your support. 

Rebecca Bramlett 
Director of Annual Giving 

P.S. For more information on why your support matters at UNC, please view our "Why 

Give to Carolina?" infographic. 



~ SHARE ON FACEBOOK MAKE A GIFT GIVING HISTORY LOOKUP 

This emal is for alumni students parents and fiends of the Univers ty of North Carol na at Chapel HI. Through ths free service, 
the Offce of Un versity Development and the Annual Fund Program provde opportunit es for you to earn about peop e, events 
and other issues at Carolina If you have comments or questions, email Rebecca Bramle          , telephone 919962-4388, or 
write to the Of~ce of University Development, Annual Fund, PO Box 309, Chapel HiE NC 27514.-0309. If you do not wish to 
receive future messages, unsubscribe here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_jackson@unc.edu> 
Monday, July 30, 2012 8:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Events Near YOU! 

Save the Date -- 
Exclusive Events for Orange and Durham Counties 

M’~er overwhelming response to our first Orange/Durham outreach event, A Night of Tar 

Heel Theater (Jersey Boys), your General Alumni Assodation is exalted to bring you more. 

W-e have a season of exclusive programming fbr you. Below you wil find two upcoming events 

you won’t want to miss! 

THANK YOU FOR 
BEING A MEMBER 

The "Beyond the 

Stone Walls" series is 

made possible by 

member dues. Unless 

otherwise noted, all 

2o12-13 

Orange/Durham 

County outreach 

events are 

complimentary tbr 

G~4 members and 

$1o ~br nonmembers. 

Sunday, Sept. 23 I noon - 3 p.m. 

Rolling View area of Falls Lake I Facilitated by Frog Hollow Outdoor Company 

$35 tbr GAA member NmilyI $5o tbr nonmember thmily~ 

Come enjoy the outdoors with ~llow Tar 

Heel almnni and families. The day will 

offer a variety of activities thcilitated by 

Frog Hollow Outdoor Company. This 

includes canoes and/or kayaks, safety 

briefing, basic paddling instruction and 

orientation to the lake and nearby trails. 

Lunch is included in the price of 

registration, and it will be provided by 9th 

Street Bakery of Durham. By having a 

variety of water and hiking actMties, we hope families of all ages will come to enjoy a day- at 

Falls Lake. 

~Cost of registration includes a family- of four people or less. Only- one person per GAA family 

is required to be a GAA member to take advantage of the member rate. The GAA member 

must register the thmily. 



Saturday, Nov. 3 I 5 p.m. 

Triangle Brewing Company I 918 Pearl St., Durham 

Complimentary for G~%~ members I $1o for nonmembers 

~This event is exclusive to young alumni (class 0f2002 - 2.012) 

Join %llow young alumni Tar Heels for a 

private tour of Triangle Brewing Company. 

During the tour, yon will get to experience 

the entire brewing process from grain to 

glass. You’ll also have the opportunity to 

purchase your ~hvorite Triangle Ale in a 

growler or six-pack. 

Refreshments will be served following the 

tour. All guests must be 21 or older. 

As a GAA member; this event is provided at no cost to you. We thank you for your 

membership. 

If you have any questions, please contact Kat Jackson ’07, coordinator of student and young 

alumni programs, at (919) 962-7o53 or kat~ackson@unc.edu. 

Be sure to check out other upcoming Orange/Durham County programming at 

alumni.unc.edu/goiorangedurhamoutreach. We also encourage you to learn more about our 

Dinner with Faculty program that begins in September. This program alfows you to engage 

with popular UNC faculty while dining at The Carolina Club. 

With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Jackson ’o7, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

kat~ackson@uncoedu I (919) 962-7o53 

PRIVACY POLICY: The G~%k does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us k~ow by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year or use this link: Unsubscribe Link. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Look, Linger, and Learn: Summer at the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Now in the Galleries! 
D[rector°s Choice: Art s~nce t950 from the 
Ack[and Art Museum Collection 
13 July 2012 - 26 August 2012 

Selected by Emily Kass, Director of the 
Ackland Art Museum, this 
exhibition brings together highlights from 
the Ackland’s growing permanent 
collection of art since 1950. 

Theater. 

Abstract and figural works in the 
exhibition range from the powerful--such 
as Willie Cole’s Man Spirit Mask, Alison 
Saar’s Smokin’ Papa Chaud, and Seymour 
Lipton’s Sentinel ll--to the playful, 
including Sandy Skoglund’s A Breeze at 
Work and Hans (Jean) Arp’s The Small 

On view during the months of July and August 2012, the 30 paintings, 
sculptures, and photographs in Director’s Choice may even offer visitors 
hints of summertime places, activities, and sensations; consider Julian 
Stanczak’s Glare, Felrath Hines’ Aquatic Adventures, Jules Olitski’s 
Waves and Clouds, and Burk Uzzle’s Red Hamburgers. 

Remember: Museum admission is always free! 
Museum Hours: Wed - Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM, Thurs: 10 AM - 8 PM, Sun: 1 PM 
- 5 PM. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

In this Issue: 

Director’s Choice: Art 
since 1950 

"Last Look" Tour: 
Lithographs by Thomas 

Hart Benton 

Art Adventures: Color, 
Canvas and YOU 

"Last Look" Tour: Lithographs by Thomas Hart 

Sunday, 5 August, 2:00 PM 

On the final day of the 
exhibition, curator Laura Fravel 
gives a guided tour of "Chords of 
Memory: Lithographs by Thomas 
Hart Benton." Among other 
topics, she wit[ discuss Benton’s 
attempts to visually "record" 
early 20th century songs of the 
rural South and Midwest and the 



rapidly disappearing way of Life that they represented. 

Free and open to the public. 

EXHIBITIONS 

Art Adventures: Co~or~ Canvas~ and YOU 
Saturday, 4 August 
10:30 A/Vl - 12:00 P/Vl (FULL) 
1:00 - 2:30 P/Vl 

STORE 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-oLds, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 
a guided view of art in the AckLand’s galleries, followed by the 
opportunity to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio 
using newly-Learned art-making techniques. 

In this session we will Look at works on display in Director’s Choice: Art 
Since 1950 from the Ackland Art Museum Collection and then go to the 
studio to paint our own canvases. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. Pre-registration 

required: culbert@unc.edu or 919.96:3.334:3. 

*Please note the AM session is FULL* 

MEMBERSHIP 

LooMng Ahead°°° 

Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday 11 August, 10:30 AM 



Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday 11 August, 10:00 AM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 
possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership dollars support our mission[ 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 
editoro 

Images: 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oit on canvas. 
Acktand Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Jutian Stanczak, American (born in Potand), born 1928: Glare, 1969; acrytic on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, born 1889-1975: The Music Lesson (detail), 1943; lithograph, gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Freight Train, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund © Estate of Rose 
Piper. 

Sondra Dorn, Reflection Series: Desert/t4ornin~ (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed textile with stitching mounted on board. 

Sigmar Po[ke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zdhlen die Punkte), 2002. 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill [ 101 S. Columbia Street [ CB 3400 [ Chapel Hill [ NC [ 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 12:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: UNC Has More Success Keeping Faculty; Carolina Alumni Review App 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ AUGUST 2012 

S. Gore IV ’00 I Life Member-- Thank you for your life membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

UNC Has More Success Keeping Faculty 
After two years in which Carolina lost a large number of professors in failed attempts to 

stop other schools’ raids, it stemmed the exodus, in part with preemptive offers. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid= 8985 

Private Gifts: Second-Best Year Ever 
Carolina received $287.4 million in gifts from private donors in fiscal 2o,2 -- up 4 

percent from the previous year. Pledges brought the total to $33~ million. 

http://alumni.unc.eduiartiele.aspx?sid= 8984 

MEMBERSHIP 
MONDAYS 

Be sure to like the GAA on 

Facebook or follow on 

Twitter and get ready for 

Membership Mondays, 

beginning Aug. 27. Weekly 

contests will feature Tar 

Heel trivia questions or 

guessing where Rameses is 

hanging out on campus. 

G_&A members with correct 

answers will be entered into 

a drawing for Tar Heel 

merchandise, cornplirnents 

of Johnny T-shirt. 

Faculty Report Questions Athletics Advising 
Starting with the case of a professor in African and Af?o-American studies, the report 

suggests advisers may have overstepped bounds and calls fbr a deeper study of athletes 

in UNC’s academic life,. 

http:iialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid=8986 

Outside Lawyers Paid $467,406 in NCAA Probe 
UNC hired specialists in athletics investigations over a ~7-month period, as other 

schools in similar situations have done. No state-appropriated ~hnds were used. 

http://alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid= 8965 

Star Chemist Now Heading Kenan Institute 
Joseph DeSimone, whose work has applications fbr cancer therapy and drug-delivery 

mechanisms, is directing the research-business collaboration. 

http:/ialumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid=8972 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.eduiarticle.asp?SID=18. 



HOMECOMING 2012 

~i. Celebrate Homecoming 

Nov. 9=11. Tailgate at the 

Bell Tower before the UNC 

vs. Georgia Tech game; GAA 

members $1o. Online 

registration available soon. 

http:/ihomecoming.unc.edu 

MORE FROM THE GAA 

~ Career Teleelass: 

"Create Your Brand 

Statement" 

Dial in on Aug. 2o, noon=l 

p.m., to learn how to create 

an effective personal 

commercial to get the job 

you want. Teleclasses are a 

G~%a~ member benefit; 

advance registration is 

required. 

AUGUST GAA MEMBER 
OF THE MONTH 

E. Blair Plyler ’76 

Life Member 

Blair, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

August 31. 

Represents a GAA mernber exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

£ Get Ready for Tar Heel Football 
Carolina’s home opener against Elon is weeks away, so make your game plan as new 

head coach Larry Fedora and the 2o12 Tar Heels take to the field. 

}] The Carolina Inn Offers GAA Member Appreciation Weekend 

GAA members enjoy special savings at The Carolina Inn during Labor Day 

Weekend, Aug. 31-Sept. 2. Rates start at $145 per night and include a 

welcome reception on Friday and breakfast buffet for two during your stay 

and a welcome amenity. 

~ Show Your GAA Member Card for Special Rewards 

The GAA again hosts the Bell Tower Climb at Tar Heel Town. Stop by our 

tent and show your GAA member card to be entered to win a prize. Your 

member card also entitles you to discounts at select Chapel Hill merchants. 

£ Download the Carolina Alumni Review App 

A popular GAA member benefit is the included subscription to the Review, now marking 

its looth year. Members receive a print copy of the award-winning magazine and can 

access the digital edition online. Now current and recent issues are available through a 

mobile app fbr iPhone, iPad and Android users. 

Download links: iPhone and iPad I Android 

Stay Connected: Also find the latest news, sports and other infbrmation on 

UNC’s mobile app, presented by the GAA, UNC and the athletics department. 

Available for iPhone and Android. 

http:/iwww.uncmobile.comi 

£ Travel the Globe With FaculW as Your Guides 
Enrich your knoMedge of other countries with Carolina’s award-winning faculty as your 

travel companions. Explore the arts, culture and history with itineraries through the 

South Pacific, Middle East, Mediterranean and Europe in 2m3. 

http:/ialumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid= 9 m6 

Blair was selected at random 

from GAA members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

Tell Us About ... Internships 
Did you have an internship when you were a student? Was the experience valuable in 

setting the course for your career, or did it change your mind about your career? What 

did you learn about the work world? Have you hired interns, and if so, were they 

valuable co-workers? Share your internship experience on our alumni message boards. 

http://uncbb.alumniconnections.comivb/showthread.php?t = 171 

All alumni and friends are imdted to read comments from fellow- Tar Heels; 



registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and post 

their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRI~L&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privaw and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your fall name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

7o2472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 9:44 AM 

Scarry, Clara Margaret <scarry@email.unc.edu>; Sawin, Patricia E <sawin@unc.edu>; 
’tony.patterson@unc.edu’; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita 
T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Chambless, Amy Francesca <achamble@email.unc.edu>; 
Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; 
Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu>; Churukian, Alice D 
<adchurukian@unc.edu>; Lucas, Amy <aelucas@live.unc.edu>; Felder, Andrea D 
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<cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Persky, Adam M <apersky@unc.edu>; (2olver, Reed 
<rcolver@unc.edu>; Miller, Gary A <gary.miller@unc.edu>; Muller, Eric L 



Subject: 

<emuller@email.unc.edu>; Bailey, Donna Jean Walker <dbailey 1 @email.unc.edu>; 
Stamps, Lamonte Raymond <lstamps@email.unc.edu>; Barngrover, Kristen Wittler 
<barngrov@email.unc.edu>; Young, Samantha Deon <samyoung@email.unc.edu>; 
Waldeck, Sylvia George <swaldeck@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Scarlett L 

<scarlett@unc.edu> 

CORRECTION: Save the Dates - Fall 2012 Brown Bag Lunches 

Please note the correction below - Have a oood day! 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 2012 Schedule 

9/14 - Graham Memorial 011 (not 9/12) 

10/19- Graham Memorial 011 

11/16 - Steele Conference Room 

12/14- Graham Memorial 011 

> All sessions are on FrMays from noon to 1:30 

More in~ormotion to ~oflow soon] 

Cynthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Office of Undergraduate Education ¯ 3016 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <development@unc.edu> 
Saturday, August 11,2012 10:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connections Online 

Hello alumni and friends of Carolina, 

Here’s your Summer 2012 issue of Carolina ©onnections 

your source for news and updates about how private giving is making 
a difference in the lives of Carolina’s students, faculty, staff and 

patients as well as in local communities, across the state and around 
the globe. 

Thanks to your generosity and that of many others, Carolina remains 
a top destination for the best and brightest students, and gives them 

the tools to accomplish great things. We hope this issue’s features 
and stories will bring you a little closer to some of the people and 

programs that make UNC the best place to teach, learn and discover. 

Feel free to share your comments and suggestions with us as well at 

develo unc~edu. 

Thanks for all you do to help make Carolina great. 

Matthew G. Kupec ’80 

Vice Chancellor for University Advancement 

Trouble viewinq this message? 

Highlights from this issue 

UNC% two° us=wide 

academic theme 

@ires the Carolina Women’s 

Leadershi£ Council to create a 

fellowship at UNC’s Water Institute. 

Carolina’s Hon Alumni 

Club establishes scholarshi£ that 
enables Carolina Covenant 

Scholars to study_in Asia. 

music with 

Thanks to a @£ffom UNC Dance 

Marathon kids under~ 
MRI scans can watch 

their favorite flick and listen to 

uber cool CinemaVision Go~ 

Recruitinq and retaining. 

Carolina’s esteemed fac@t~ 

alumnus Steve Swindal’s list of 

priorities for his alma mater~ 

he created a fac@tx excellence fund to helA 

This message comes from the Office of University Development at the 
Unversty of No£h Carona at Chapel Hi. fyou have comments or 
quest ons, emal             unc.edu, call 919843.7023 or send 
correspondence to the Office of Un vers ty Development - Deve opment 
Communcat ons, PO Box 309, Chape HII, NC 27514-0309. Unsubscribe 
her~. 

702472576 



MCNA3R 
Schoiars * Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program 

2012 

About the Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chape! Hill’s McNair Scholars Program serves first generation, 
low income students and under-represented students in graduate education. The program is designed 
to recruit and work with a new cohort each year as participants graduate with their undergraduate 
degree and enter graduate school. The overall objective of the McNair Scholars Program is to 
provide students the support they need to advance into doctoral programs in their chosen fields of 
study. The program assists students in interpreting the professional graduate education culture and 
serves as a bridge between undergraduate and doctoral programs. 

The McNair Scholars Program w[II provide a comprehensive, effective, and relevant plan for 
reaching eligible participants who can be directed toward graduate studies leading to the doctoral 
degree. The overall [bcus of the program will be to provide a supportive and encouraging culture 
that exposes students to the joys of research and scholarship, and enables them to develop close 
professional relationships with faculty mentors that will continue into graduate education. To 
support this goal, the program win offer research opportunities; workshops; seminars; travel to 
present their scholarship; research courses; mentoring, counselh~g, and advising sessions; outlets for 
publishing research findings; and informal opportunities to discover the creativity and enjoyment of 
research and advanced study. 

Faculty Mentor/Mentee A~reement 

Facuky Name: 

Title: __~~/~ 

Contact Number: 

Scholar’s Name: 

Contact Number: 

Proposed Research Topic 

............. Major 

Ema{l: ...... 



Explanation of Role and Responsibilities 

Research P!~nnin~ 

Faculty Mentors wilt participate in orientation and other program activities where their presence may 
be of benefit to the Scholar. Faculty Mentors will work with each Scholar to define and focus the 
research proposal and project, paying close attention to 1) the Scholar’s background and interest and 
2) the project’s manageability within the time frame. Faculty Mentor will assist the Scholars in 
preparing the proposal and project to address the following: problem statement; methodological 
approach; anticipated outcomes and implications; timetable; resources needed; proposed budget; 
appropriate institutional research approvals; relationship to Scholar’s interest and educationM goals. 
Further, the Faculty Mentor will familiarize the Scholar with campus research facilities within the 
department and personnel from whom the Scholar can receive assistance. 

Research Experience 

Faculty Mentors will be sure the Scholar clearly understands the goals and expectations set forth 
between both parties and will establish regular meeting times to work on the project and to discuss 
progress at least two times per week. Faculty Mentors will submit regular evaluation forms to the 
program staff and will notify McNair staff immediately if the Scholar is experiencing personal or 
academic difficulties. 

Presentation of Research 

Faculty Mentors will help the Scholar to conclude the proposal or pro.iect in a timely manner and to 
prepare an effective presentation. Faculty Mentors will offer the Scholar opportunities to practice the 
presentation. Faculty Mentors are encouraged to invite the Scholar to attend a professional 
conference. 

Research Article 

Faculty Mentors will assist the Scholar in the preparation of a professional abstract and the written 
report (research article) of the research project. If appropriate and possible, Faculty Mentors are 
asked to consider co-authoring a publishable article with the Scholar. 

Mentorship/Support 

Faculty Mentors are asked to meet informally with the Scholar and to discuss his/her career and 
educational goals and share insights about the role of teacher and researcher. Also, Faculty Mentors 
should help the Scholar understand the graduate school environment and resolve unrealistic concerns 
about pursuing the doctorate. Faculty Mentors will consult with the Scholar in the graduate school 
preparation and application process and write letters of recommendation on behalf of the Scholar. 
Faculty Mentors are asked to contact colIeagues at graduate schools in advocacy of the Scholar. 

Faculty Mentors will maintain contact with McNair Scholars on a consistent basis throughout the 
scholars’ involvement in the program. This can consist of face-to-face meetings and/or contact 
through e-mail or telephone. Faculty Mentors are asked to meet with the Scholars regularly as the 
student may need more direction and support. Faculty Mentors wil! be invited to various McNair 
events and are encouraged to attend and show support at these McNair functions. 



, hereby agree to participate as a Faculty Mentor and 

cert~ that I have ~ead cmd understand the responsibilities and expectations for participating cts a 

Faculty Mentor in the McNair Schola~’ Program. i further commit to maintaining open and honest 

communication and respectable working relations with the Scholar. 

, as a McNair Scholar, hereby certify that i have read and 

agreed to the responsibilities for participating in the McNair Scholars Program and commit to 

working with m.v Faculty Mentor. I understand that it is my duty to maintain open a~d honest 

communicatio~ and respectable working relations with my Faculty Mentor. l further understand that 

failure to comply with the rules of the program constitutes g~"ounds~)~br my dismissal from it. 

Signatur NTOR Signature of Scholar 

Date 



Fal 



FERPA TRAINING (ITS.ADMITTING APPLICANTS MANUALLY.GRP) > 

> REVIEW ASSESSMENT: FERPA QUIZ 

Review Assessment: FERPA Quiz 

User 

Submitted 

Name 

Status 

Score 

Instructions 

9/17/12 11:08 AM 

FERPA Quiz 

Completed 

100 out of 100 points 

After you have answered all questions, click Submit to have your quiz graded. Your quiz will 
be graded automatically. 

When you finish the quiz, you will return to this page. The passing score is 100 out of 100 
points. Look for "100 out of 100 points" after the word Score above. 

If you pass the quiz, click here to Iogout. This will end your session. 

If you scored less than 100 points, you can review the quiz and your responses before retaking 
the quiz. Caution: Retaking the quiz will erase your previous attempt. Click here to retake 
the quiz. 

If you have any problems with this module, please report the problem to the UNC Help Desk at 
help@unc.edu or 962-4357. 

Question 1 10 out of 10 points 

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is a federal law that protects the 
privacy of students’ educational records. 

Selected Answer: ~/lrue 

Question 2 10 out of 10 points 

Identify all the obligations of employees and agents of the University of North Carolina under 
FERPA: 

Selected 
Answers: Professional obligation to be aware of FERPA regulations as defined by 

University policy 

Responsibility to recognize the FERPA Restricted Directory service indicator 
in PeopleSoft 

Duty to look for the FERPA Restricted Directory service indicator and to 



comply with FERPA regulations 

Question 3 

A student’s rights under FERPA include: 

Selected Answer: #" 

All of the above 

10 out of 10 points 

Question 4 

What is not an educational record? 

10 out of 10 points 

Selected Answer: ~ 

All of the above 

Question 5 10 out of 10 points 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will not disclose personally identifiable 

information from a student’s educational record unless it is defined as "directory 

information" or one of the following situations applies: 

a) Student provides prior written consent 

b) Parents have legally documented their student as a dependent 

c) Compliance with a judicial order or a lawfully issued subpoena 

d) Disclosure for a campus health/safety emergency 

Selected Answer: ~-rue 

Question 6 10 out of 10 points 

FERPA does not permit a student to inspect financial records and statements of his 
or her parents. 

Selected Answer: ~’l-rue 

Question 7 

Select all that qualify as "directory information" under FERPA. 

Selected Answers: ~" 

10 out of 10 points 

Student’s name 



Student’s phone number 

Student’s date of birth 

Question 8 10 out of 10 points 

If a student invokes his or her FERPA rights to restrict his or her educational record, this 
request will also exclude that student from the Campus Directory, the Dean’s List and the 
Commencement program. 

Selected Answer: ~-"l’rue 

Question 9 10 out of 10 points 

When the FERPA Restricted Directory service indicator is set for a student’s record 
in PeopleSoft, how should an employee of the University respond? 

Selected Answer: 

We have no information about a student with that name 

Question 10 10 out of 10 points 

A student has the right to review which of the following information about him/her that is 
maintained by the institution: 

Selected Answer: ~’ 
Letters of Recommendation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia_williams@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 6:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: sick :-( 

Yeah, 
I have a stomach virus. I can’t keep anything down - not even crackers or bread. I have been sleeping all day though, so I’m hoping to 
feel better tomorrow!!! 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: sick :-( 

Hey Tia. Sorry you are not feeling well. Hope you get better soon. Eunice is also out today because she wasn’t feeling good over the 
weekend. I think something is going around. Take care. - Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 7:04 AM 
To: Creedon, Mary Leigh; Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: sick :-( 

Hey everyone. My stomach has been in knots all weekend and I have had a stuffy nose, headache, and slight fever all weekend, 
including now. I do not want to risk getting anyone else sick and I can barely sit up for any length of time. I am going to the doctor 
today and hopefully get some insight. 

-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

conference EDM <info.isstep@isstep.org> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 4:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Bangkok ISSTEP Local Host - Assumption University 

2013 The International Symposium on 

Society, Tourism, Education and Politics 

CALL--FOR--PAPERS 

January 26-28, 2013 

Pullman Bangkok King Power 

2013 ISSTEP is now inviting professors, researchers, graduate students, academics and any other interested 

parties to join the International Symposium on Society, Tourism, Education and Politics. Abstracts/Full papers 

from professors, associate professor, post-doctorate researchers, independent researchers, and worldwide 

scholars are welcomed to attend the conference, meet their colleagues from other continents, leaders and 

opinion formers around the globe, and discuss issues of national and international relevance and importance. 

Current Research Journal of Social Sciences (ISSN: 2041-3238) 

ISSTEP accepted papers in the field of Education will have the opportunity to be published in the Current 

Research Journal of Social Sciences (ISSN: 2041-3238), indexed In: DOAJ, Airiti Library, Genamics 



Journal Seek, Open J-Gate or Journal of Innovation and Best Practice in Education. These j ournals provide an 

interdisciplinary forum for educators and practitioners to share their research findings and a means for 

discussion and debate about social science/education most vital issues faced by decision makers in general. 

Bangkok Local Host - Assumption University 

2013 ISSTEP pleased to announce the vital cooperation with Department of Hospitality and Tourism of 

Assumption University, Thailand. With the support, we expect the 2013 ISSTEP will be well-organized and 

successful. 

Thailand 
Thailand, the only Southeast Asian nation never to have been colonized by European powers. It is a wondrous 

kingdom, featuring Buddhist temples, exotic wildlife, and spectacular islands. Along with a fascinating history 

and a unique culture that includes delectable Thai food and massage, Thailand features a modern capital city, 

and friendly people who epitomize Thailand "land of smiles" reputation. 

Important Dates 

October 15, 2012 

November 1, 2012 

January 26-28, 2013 

Abstract/Paper Submission Deadline 

Notification of Acceptance/Rej ection 

Conference Dates 

Submission 

Please submit your abstracts or full papers via the online submission system by October 15: 

http ://www.isstep.org/registration. asp 

Contact Us 
Official website: http://www.isstep.org/ 

Any questions can be forwarded to the secretariat via info.isstep@isstep.org 



Conference Subjects include, but are not limited 

Society themes: 

Community/Area, History and Culture 

Contemporary Sociological Theory 

Cultural Anthropology 

Feminisms 

Methodology of Sociology 

Social Evolutionism 

Social Marketing 

Social Organization 

Social Research Methods 

Social Statistics 

Sociological Theory 

Sociology on the Menu 

The Sociology of Gender 

Welfare Sociology 

Tourism themes: 



Travel!Transportation/Tourism 

Tourism Policy 

Tourism Development and Finance 

Tourism Management 

Internal Tourism 

E-Tourism 

Tourism Training 

Hotel and Institutional Management 

Education themes: 

Creative and Individualized Teaching 

Critical Theory and Education 

Early Childhood Education 

Education Marketing 

Educational Evaluation 

Elementary Education 

Gender Education 

Home Education 

Introduction to Special Education 



Management of Educational Business 

Methods of Educational Research 

Organizational Behavior in Education 

Parent Education 

Politics of Education 

Postmodern Thoughts 

Primary Education 

Psychology of Instruction 

Secondary Education 

Sociology of Education 

Sociology of Teaching 

Special Education 

Festing and Evaluation in Education 

Politics themes: 

Contemporary Thoughts in the World 

Foreign Policy 

Geopolitics and International Security 

Global Conflicts and the World Order 



Global Environmental Problems 

Global Politics and Grand Strategy 

Globalization 

Hegemony and the World Order 

International Law 

International Law and the Use of Force 

International Political Economics 

International Security and Strategies 

International Terrorism 

Issues of the Third World Development 

Non-State Actors 

Security Study 

World Peace Study 

Theories of International Politic 

ansubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 9:22 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News: Total immersion.., on campus and in the world 

CUck to view web version of this message. 

Total Immersion 
UNC composer Lee Weisert makes 
music by recording water sounds. He’s 
pictured at left on the cover of the 
latest issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences 
magazine, which features faculty and 
students who are exploring "Water in 
Our World" as part of a two-year, 
campus-wide interdiscipUnary 
initiative. Learn about Larry Band’s 
take on the world’s top five water 
woes, Bernie Herman’s oyster culture 
cultivation, a special Classroom on 
the Water (v~deo), and more. 

NIoving Forward 
Eunice Sah[e is an 
award-winning teacher 
and an expert scholar 
of African development 
in the context of 
g[obaUzation. Since 
January, she also has 
been chairing the 
Department of African 
and Afro-American 
Studies. She and her 
colleagues are updating the major to reflect both global and naUona[ 
connections. They teach hundreds of students each year and 
contribute to a field that has been important on our campus for more 
than four decades. Pictured above, from [eft, are Professors Reginald 
Hildebrand, Eunice Sah[e and Kenneth Janken. Learn more. 

Whirligig Wonders 
UHC friends are helping to 
preserve the giant whimsical 
windmills of treasured Wilson 
NC folk artist Vo[Us Simpson, 
pictured here. They are 
developing a new park to 
make his work more accessible 
to tourists. Story and video. 

More News 

October 2012 

Connect to the College via 
Facebook~ Twitter~ 
YouTube, Web 

Coming Soon 
A [ew highlights o[ October 
events, with links below [or the 
lull calendar: 

Oct. 7: Remembering Doris 
Betts, a gathering in honor of 
the late beloved author and 
distinguished professor of 
EngUsh emeritus, 3 pm, Alumni 
Ha[[, George Watts Hi[[ Alumni 
Center. 

Oct. 11 : Music on the Porch 
with Brett Harris, Jphonol and 
Ann Rose Beck. 5:30 pm, Love 
House and Hutchins Forum, 
Franklin St. 

Oct. 11 : UNC Alumnus Jonathan 
Reckford, Habitat for 
Humanity, wi[[ discuss Finding 
Your Passion, for the Hi[lard 
Gold ’39 Lecture. 7 pro, Sonja 
Haynes Stone Center 
auditorium. 

Oct. 12: University Day. Jamie 
Bartram, Director of the Water 
Institute at UNC, wi[[ give the 
keynote address. 11 am, 
Memorial Ha[[. 3:30 pm, 
Dedication of the new Genome 
Sciences Building, Be[[ Tower 
Dr. 

Oct. 15: American Poverty: 
The Hidden Story, Frank Porter 
Graham Lecture by photo- 
journaUsts Steve Liss and Jon 
Lowenstein, co-founders of 
American Poverty.Org, 
dedicated to alleviating poverty 



*Historian Heather Williams chronicles slaves’ searches for 
loved ones 
*Robots: Computer Scientist Ron A[terovitz shows the 
future is already here 
*Stellar teaching and undergraduate research helped Emma 
Johnson choose a major 
*Exercise Physiologist C[audio Battag[ini promotes health 
and wellness for athletes, cancer patients and others 
[Video] 
*Alumnus Gre~l A[[good is saving lives with an innovative 
dean drinking water campaign 
*Geologist Laura Moore studies how climate change is 
affecting the Outer Banks 

In the Media 
Po[i Sci alumnus John Sides on ’the 47%,’ in the NY Times; Bart 
Ehrman on whether Jesus had a wife, in National Geographic; Buck 
Go[dstein defends the liberal arts, on Fox; and Jodi Magness talks 
about how she and students uncovered an ancient synagogue in 
Israel, on NPR. These national news dips and more can be found on 
our In the Media web page. 

in the US. 7:30 pm, Memorial 
Ha[[. 

Oct. 25: Music on the Porch 
with award-winning singer- 
songwriter Mark D. Sanders. 
5:30 pm, Love House and 
Hutchins Forum 

More October Events 
UNC Events Calendar 

Support the College 
Ontine 

Become a fan 

Follow @UNCCo[[ege 

Check out our videos 

Welcome to our new e-news, being sent 
monthly to College faculty and staff, 
communicators, and others. 

Subscribe to news feed 

This message was sent to stgore@emaikunc,edu from: 

UNC College ofArts & Sciences I UNC South Building I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Unsubsctibe I Forward This ~essage 

Ernail Marketing by 

  Contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:25 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Handa, Sudhanshu 
<shanda@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, 
Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

moving slow but coming in 

Besides my                                  I am coming in. I no longer have       - evidently I did at ! 
don’t remember that part. i ~vill be at AFAM for the Faculty meeting in the AM and see how I am feeling throughout the day. 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

-I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: could I stay at AFAM today? 

Good morning 

Because Tia is 
afternoon. 

she is going to be at AFAM all day. I will be there tomorrow during morning and Friday during 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:26 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: could I stay at AFAM today? 

Hey Sonia, 
To reduce the moving around I need to do today, do you mind if I stay at AFAM all day today??? 

-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 





(For SECC Office Use Only) 

Envelope # ANDAR Acct¯ # 

Date: 

Event Coordinator Name Type of Event (bake sale, walk-a-thon, silent auction, etc.) 

State Department/University Division/Institution/Academic Unit 

Work Email Work/Daytime Phone 

Cash 

Check 

Obtain free money order from any State Employees Credit Union or call the SECC to schedule a pick-up. 
Personal checks, in exchange for cash received, are not permitted. 

Made payable to NC SECC 

TOTAL RAISED 

If you choose to designate your charity event proceeds, please list the charity code found in the 2012 SECC Giving Guide. Please make 
sure all employees know which SECC charity will receive the proceeds before the event occurs. 

A minimum of $10 per year, per charity is required for designations. NO WRITE IN CHARITIES ALLOWED. 

2012 SECC Code Charity Name Total Amount Designated 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

¯ For tax purposes, nothing of substantial value was given in return for this contribution. 









Difference 

Who can contribute? 

Virtually all state employees and retirees are eligible to participate 

in the State Employees Combined Campaign. in addition to permanent 

full-time, part-time and ti~ne limited employees; temporary employees, 

interns & contract employees may participate. These employees may 

give by cash, che& or credit card. 

Do I need to fill out another pledge form for this year’s 

pledge if I have given in the past? 
Yes. A new form or online pledge (ePledge) must be co~npleted 

ever}, year. 

Are contributions tax-deductible? 

Yes. You may need documentation to support your 

contribution depending on the amount you pledge. 

Consult with your accountant or tax advisor for details. 

What happens to my contribution if I do not designate 
to a specific charity? 
The campaigffs regulations specify that all undesignated gifts are 

proportionately distributed to those charities receiving designations. 

If Charity A receives 5% of designated pledges, then Charity A will 

also receive 5% of undesignated pledges. 

How are charities approved for the Giving Guide? 

All charities listed in the SECC (living Guide must apply for admission 

annually and meet the campaign’s eligibility criteria established by 

regulations that govern the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

The criteria that the charities must meet can be found on our website 

at wx.x~v.ncsecc.org under the SECC Charities category. 

Isn’t it better for me to give directly to the charity? 

How you pledge and pay your gift is definitely a personal decision. 
Giving through the SECC provides you convenience, accountability 

and the ability to pay your gift through payroll deduction. 

Charities appreciate gifts through the SECC because: 

o Most charities spend a great deal of time and money to solicit 

and a&nowledge gifts. On the other hand, charities devote 

minimal time and resources to apply to and participate in 

the SECC. 

They can budget tbr pledged contributions from a report they 

receive from the SECC in late Febrnary/early March 

1hey receive payments efficiently (quarterly) for all SECC donors 

without needing to invoice individual donors, another cost savings 

o They are able to apply SECC contributions toward areas where they 

are needed the most, stretching the value of their existing budget 

for programs and services 

What is the campaign’s overhead? 
In 2012, the campaign’s administrative costs were less than 10%. 

SECC regulations require that no more than 10% of the prior year’s 

campaign total may be used to support the campaign expenses. 

What is the duration of my payroll deduction and 
when does it begin? 
Deductions begin January 2013 and continue through December 20!3. 

1 (;lying (;uide I 2012 www.ncsecc.org 



iNDEPENDENT CHARiTiES 
1801 ABC of NC Child Development Center 
1579 Action for Children NC 
2582 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention 

Campaign of NC 
1580 AIDS Care Service 
1841 AIDS Leadership Foothills-area Alliance 

(ALFA) 
1842 All Souls Counseling Center 
3600 Allegro Fndn. 
1802 Alliance of AIDS Services - Carolina 
1523 American Dance Festival 
2457 American Family Assoc. 
3502 Anson Co. Partnership for Children 
3752 Arc of Wake Co. 
2569 Armed Services YMCA 
1805 Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland 

Co. 
3741 Arts Council of Winston-Salem & Forsyth 

Co. 
3720 Arts NC State 
3701 ArtsCenter 
3531 artspace 
3532 Artsplosure - First Night Raleigh 
1532 Asheville Buncombe Comm. Christian 

Ministry 
1877 Assoc.of SdfAdvocates of NC 
2402 Asthma and Allergy Fndn. of America 
2543 Autism Society of NC 
3641 Baptist Children’s Homes of NC 
2534 BEGINNINGS 
1844 Beyond Academics at UNC-Greensboro 
1537 Bla& Mountain Center Fndn. 
2403 Blessings International 
3528 Blind Center, The 
1847 Blue Ridge Conservancy 
1846 Blue Ridge Homes 
3500 Boy Scouts of America, Occoneeche 

Council 
1848 BW Scouts of America, Cape Fear Council 
2523 Boys and Girls Homes of NC 
1849 Brain Injury Assoc. of NC 
2441 Breast Cancer Research Fndn., The 
1539 Broughton Fndn.,The 
1850 Burke United Christian Ministries 
1540 Caldwdl Hospice and Palliative Care 
3602 Canines for Service 
3604 CARE (Chatham Animal Rescue & 

Education) 
3746 CARE Clinic 
1851 Care Share Healtt~ Alliance 
3643 Carolina Ballet 
2548 Carolina Farm Stewardship Assoc. 
3645 Carolina for Kibera 
1852 Carolina Theatre 
1515 Carolinas Ctr. for Hospice & End of Life 

Care 
2579 Caswdl Center Fndn. 
3518 Catawba Lands Conservancy 
1503 Catholic Charities of the Diocese of 

Raleigh 
1547 Catholic Social Services of the Diocese of 

Charlotte 
3519 Center for Environmental Farming 

Systems 
3520 Center fbr Volunteer Caregiving 
1505 Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School Fndn. 
1552 Charles House Assoc. 

2565 Eckerd Youth Alternative 
3649 El Pueblo 
1811 Elizabeth City State University Fndn. 
1858 Engineering World Health 
1597 Epilepsy Fndn. of NC 
1845 F.K.A. International Bible Society 
3607 Family Health Ministries 
3546 Family Support NeBvork - Central Carolina 
3650 Family, Support NeBvork - Eastern NC 
2570 FamilyVidence Prevention Ctr. of Orange 

Co. 
2589 Fayetteville State University Fndn. 
1813 Fdlowship Hall 
2420 Fighting Blindness Fndn. 
3651 First Born Community Devdopment Ctr. 
3734 First In Families of NC 
2408 Focus on the Family 
3745 Food Bank of Central & Eastern NC 
3709 Foothills Conservancy of NC 
2529 Forgiven Ministry 
3757 Freedom School Partners 
3608 FRIENDS of the Blue Ridge Parkway 
3652 Friends of the Great Smoky Mountains 

Nat’l Park 
1814 Friends of the Library of NC State 

University 
1859 Friends of the WNC Nature Center 
2442 Gateway for Cancer Research 
1860 Girl Scout Council of the Colonial Coast 
2409 Glaucoma Research Fndn. 
1815 Good Samaritan Clinic - Burke Co. 
1816 Good Samaritan Clinic - Jackson Co. 
2596 Goodwill Industries of Central NC 
1511 Greensboro Urban Ministry 
3711 Greenville Chinese School 
2410 Guide Dog Fndn. for the Blind 
1843 Habitat for Humanity - Asheville Area 
2503 Habitat for Humanity - Chatham Co. 
3522 Habitat for Humanity - Crystal Coast 

(Carteret & Onslow Co.) 
1527 Habitat For Humanity - Durham Co. 
3630 Habitat for Humanity - Goldsboro-Wayne 
3739 Habitat for Humanity - Greater Greensboro 
2501 Habitat for Humanity - Orange Co. 
2588 Habitat for Humanity - Pitt Co. 
2502 Habitat for Humanity - Wake Co. 
2575 Healing Place of Wake Co., The 
3507 Hoke Co. Smart Start 
2428 Home School Fndn. 
3749 Hope Center at Pullen 
1817 Hope Haven 
3758 HopeLine 
2546 Horsepower Therapeutic Learning Ctr. 
1861 Hospice &Palliative Cam Center, Forsyth 

Co. 
2520 Hospice &Palliative Care, Charlotte Region 
1550 Hospice of Catawba Valley 
3662 Hospice of McDowell Co. 
1519 Hospice of Mitchdl Co. 
3614 Hospice of Yancey Co. 
1818 IDA and Asset-Building Collaborative of 

NC 
1575 Independent Animal Rescue 
2200 inst. for Black Charities, NC Chapter 
3722 IntraHealth International 
2447 JAARS 
3742 Ja&son Co. Neighbors in Need 
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1595 JC Raulston Arboretum at NC State Univ. 
3615 Johnston Co.Arts Council 
1514 Legal Aid of NC 
2465 Leukemia Resear& Fndn. 
2532 Life Plan Trust 
3743 Literacy Council of Wake Co. 
3747 Loaves & Fishes 
3715 Lucy Danids Ctr. for Early Childhood 
1555 Make-A-Wish Fndn. of Eastern NC 
3724 Masonic Home for Children 
3565 Matthew 25 Center 
2443 MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger 
3542 Me Fine Fndn. 
1512 Meals on Wheels of Durham 
1820 Meals on Wheals of Wake Co. 
3545 MERCI Clinic 
2444 Mercy Ships 
1588 Methodist Home for Children 
1862 Military Missions inaction (MMIA) 
2448 Mission Aviation Fellowship 
1576 Montgomery Co. Council on Aging 
1534 Mountain \~alley Hospice and Palliative 

Care 
2416 National Right to Life Committee 

Educational Trust Fund 
2446 Navigators,The 
2482 Nazarene Compassionate Ministries 
1823 NC Inst. of Minority Economic 

Devdopment 
3617 NC Arboretum Society, The 
2574 NC Cancer Hospital 
1866 NC Center for Nonprofits 
2508 NC Center for Public Policy Research 
1568 NC CentralUniversity Fndn. 
3627 NC Children’s Hospital 
1856 NC Community AIDS Fund 
1867 NC Council of the Blind 
1821 NC Council on Economic Education 
3655 NC Family Policy Council 
1533 NC FFA Fndn. 
1865 NC Friends ofAgricukure Fndn. 
3620 NC GreenPower 
3760 NC Heakhy Start Fndn. 
3725 NC High School Athletic Assoc. 
1822 NC Housing Coalition 
3543 NC Master Chorale 
1824 NC MedAssist 

2500 United Fund of Stokes Co. 
2449 United Leukodystrophy Fndn. 
1528 United Negro College Fund 
1585 Urban Ministries of Durham 
3628 USO of NC 
2421 V Fndn., The 
2584 Victory Junction Gang Camp 
2450 Voice of the Martyrs 
1837 Wade Edwards Learning Lab (WELL) 
2538 Wake Interfaith tIospitality Network 
1553 Wake Technical Comm. College Fndn. 
3568 Watauga Humane Society 
1577 Welfare Reform Liaison Proiect 
1839 Western Carolina University Fndn. 
1879 Wilmington SymphoW Orchestra 
1567 Winston-Salem State Univ. Fndn. 
2483 World Vision 
1840 Youth Empowered Solutions (YES!) 

AMERICA’S CHARiTiES 
1600 America’s Charities 
1664 Alzheimer’s and Aging Research Center 
1622 American Civil Liberties Union Fndn. 
1630 Amnesty International USA 
1665 Arthritis & Chronic Pain Research Institute 
1676 Boy Scouts of America 
1666 Breast Cancer Coalition 
1604 Cancer Research and Prevention Fndn. 
1673 Cancer Research for Children - CureSearch 
1677 Catholics United for Life 
1634 Diabetes Research and Wellness Fndn. 
1650 Diabetes Research Institute Fndn. 
1678 Father Flanagan’s Boys’Home 
1651 Feed The Children 
1620 Fdlowship of Christian Athletes 
1625 Foster Care To Success Fndn. 
1601 Fund for Animals, The 
1635 Give Kids The 
1609 Hole In The Wall Gang Fund, The 
1671 Hospice America (american Hospice 

Fndn.) 
1679 Human Rights Campaign Fndn. 
1660 Humane Society of the United States, The 
1675 I HaveA DreadFndn.® 
1602 International Planned Parenthood 

Federation 
1668 Lance Armstrong Fndn. 
1621 Make-a-Wish Fndn.® of America 
1661 Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
1672 NAACP Special Contribution Fund 
1613 NARAL Pro-Choice America Fndn. 
1614 National Black Child Devdopment 

Institute 
1648 National Down Syndrome Society 
1606 National Organization for Rare Disorders 

(NORD) 
1662 National Trust for Historic Preservation 
1649 PetSmart Charities 
1627 Reading Is Fundamental (RIF) 
1643 Ronald McDonald House Charities® 
1652 Time Out’~tmth 
1680 Wounded Warrior Proiect 
1619 Zero Population Growth 

COMMUNITY HEALTH CHARiTiES 
OF NORTH CAROLINA 

1000 Community Heakh Charities of North 
Carolina 

1013 AIDS Research Fndn. (amfAR) 
1031 ALS Assoc.- Jim"Catfish"Hunter Chapter 
1041 Alzheimer’s Assoc.,Western Carolina 

Chapter 
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1056 Alzheimer’s Assoc. 
1040 Nzheimer’s NC 
1002 American Cancer Society, South Atlantic 

DMsion 
1003 American Diabetes Assoc. - NC 
1004 American Heart Assoc., Mid Atlantic 

Affiliate 
1005 American Kidney Fund, The 
1006 American Lung Assoc. in NC 
1008 ARC of NC, The 
1007 Arthritis Fndn., Mid Atlantic Region 
1035 Autism Speaks of NC 
1057 Be The Match Fndn. 
1054 Cancer Research Institute 
1048 Community Health Interventions & Si&le 

Cell Agency 
1009 Crohns & Colitis Fndn. of America, 

Carolinas Chapter 
1011 Cystic Fibrosis Fndn., NC Chapter 
1012 Easter Seals UCR NC &-V3. 
1033 Hemophilia of NC 
1058 Huntington’s Disease Society of America 
1014 Juvenile Diabetes Resear& Fndn. 

International 
1042 Leukemia &Lymphoma Society, NC 

Chapter 
1036 Lupus Fndn. of America, Piedmont 

Chapter 
1037 Lupus Fndn. of America, Winston-Triad 

Chapter 
1032 March of Dimes Fndn.,NC Chapter 
1020 Muscular Dystrophy Assoc. 
1021 Myasthenia Gravis Fndn.ofAmerica 
1023 NationalAlliance on Mental Illness,NC 
1022 National Kidney Fndn., Serving the 

Carolinas 
1044 National Multiple Sclerosis Society; Central 

NC Chapter 
1045 National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 

Eastern NC Chapter 
1046 National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Mid 

Atlantic Chapter 
1028 NC Lung Cancer Partnership 
1029 NC Stroke Assoc. 
1030 Pancreatic Cancer Action Network 
1024 Prevent Blindness NC 
1026 St. Jude Children’s Resear& Hospital 
1051 Susan G. Komen for the Cure, Charlotte 

Affiliate 
1052 Susan G. Komen for the Cure, Triad 

Affiliate 
1053 Susan G. Komen for the Cure, Triangle 

Affiliate 
1025 Tourette Syndrome Assoc. 

EARTHSHARE NC 
1100 EarthShare North Carolina 
1167 African Wildlife Fndn. 
1132 American Forests 
1103 Audubon NC 
1123 Bat Conservation International 
1134 Beyond Pesticides 
1162 Carolina Mountain Land Conservancy 
1104 Carolina Tiger Rescue 
1170 Catawba Riverkeeper Fndn. 
1135 Center for Heakh, Environment and Justice 
1166 Clean Air Carolina 
1137 Clean Water Fund 
1138 Conservation Fund, The 
1107 Conservation Trust for NC 
1140 Defenders of Wildlife 
1129 Eno River Assoc. 

1370 Chur& World Service 
1312 Doctors Without Borders 
1343 ECHO 
1306 EngenderHealth 
1308 Episcopal Relief & Development 
1361 FINCA International 
1310 Freedom From Hunger 
1314 Health Vi)lunteers Overseas 
1317 Helen Keller International 
1360 International Eye Fndn. 
1318 International Medical Corps 
1344 International Orthodox Christian Charities 
1350 International Relief Teams 
1363 International Rescue Committee 
1319 Lutheran World Relief 
1355 Mercy Corps 
1334 Opportunity International 
1338 Oxfam America 
1321 Partners In Health 
1371 PAT}{ 
1373 PCI-Media Impact 
1356 Plan USA 
1345 Proiect HOPE 
1324 Salvation Army World Service Office 

(SAWSO) 
1341 Save the Children 
1326 TedmoServe 
1327 UNICEF, U.S. Fund for 
1358 Unitarian UniversaEst Service Committee 
1329 United Methodist Committee on Relief 

(UMCOR) 
1330 United Seameffs Service 
1311 William J. Clinton Fndn. 
1364 Women for Women International 
1332 World Relief 

iNDEPENDENT CHARiTiES OF 
AMERICA 

190(I Independent Charities of America 
2071 A Children’s Brain Tumor Cure 
2990 Abandoned Children’s Fund 
1991 Abused Children’s Fund 
2968 Action Against Hunger USA 
1902 Adoptable Children (North American 

Council) 
1925 Adoption and Humanitarian Aid - MAPS 
1904 Adventist Development & Relief Agency 

International 
1914 Advocates for Youth 
2954 After A Child Dies - The Compassionate 

Friends 
2969 Aid For Starving Children 
2075 Aid for Trash Dump Children - An 

UNForgotten Fund 
2048 AIDS and STD Info. Svcs. of the American 

Social Health Assoc. 
2920 AIDS Children’s Fndn. 
1915 AIDS Treatment and Research Information 
2069 AIDS United 
2045 Air Force Memorial Fndn. 
1973 Alex’s Lemonade Stand Fndn. 
1972 Allergy and Asthma Network/Mothers of 

Asthmatics 
2919 Alley Cat Allies 
1971 Alliance for Cancer Research and Support 

- VHL 
2987 AlopeciaAreata Fndn. National 
1921 Alzheimer’s Disease Research 
2046 Alzheimer’s Research and Prevention 

Fndn. 
1998 Alzheimer’s Research Fndn.,Fisher Center 
2047 American Assoc. of Kidney Patients 
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1977 American Bird Conservancy 
1960 American Forest Fndn. 
2921 American Indian College Fund 
1979 American Whitewater 
2049 America’s VetDogs - the Veteran’s K-9 

Corps 
1927 Animal Legal Defense Fund 
1928 Appalachian Trail Conservancy 
2065 Armed Forces Family Survivors Fund 
1987 ASPCA: American Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
2912 Autism Intervention and Treatment 

Research 
2066 Autism Treatment, Research, and Training 

for Military and Civilian Families 
2050 Barnabas Center 
2924 Believe In Tomorrow National Children’s 

Fndn. 
1961 Bethany" Christian Services of NC 
2051 Bladder Cancer Advocacy NemTork 
2937 BlindVietnamese Children Fndn. 
1909 Brain Iniury As soc. of America 
2052 Bread and ~2ater for Africa 
2039 Breast Cancer African American, Sisters 

Network 
1944 Breast Cancer Aid and Research Institute 
1952 Breast Cancer Crusade by Avon 
1957 Breast Cancer Research &Assistance Fund 
2053 Breast Cancer Society 
1988 Brother’s Brother Fndn. 
1970 Cancer Aid and Research Fund 
2074 Cancer Coalition, The National 
1994 Cancer Curing Society 
2970 Cancer Research America (NFCR) 
2424 Cancer Research Fund of the Damon 

Runyon - Walter Win&ell Fndn. 
1974 Cancer Research, America Assoc. for 
1989 Canine Assistants 
1929 Canine Companions for Independence 
2922 Canine Health Fndn. 
2925 Canines for Disabled Kids 
1990 Carter Center 
1934 Catholic Rdief Services (USCCB) 
2001 Center for Food Safety 
2002 Center for Watershed Protection 
1930 Chronic Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction 

Syndrome (CFIDS) 
2904 CtIADD - Children & Adults with Attn- 

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
2004 Challenger Center for Space Science 

Education 
1905 Child Find of America 
1999 Child Rescue International 
2914 ChildWdfare League of America 
1992 Childhdp 
2961 Childhood Cancer Research - St. Baldri&’s 

Fndn. 
2054 Childhood Leukemia Fndn. 
1906 Children Awaiting Parents 
1995 Children of the Night 
2005 Children of Vietnam 
2006 Children’s AIDS Fund 
2926 Children’s Angel Airlines 
2007 Children’s Cancer Aid and Research 

Institute 
1996 Children’s Cancer Recovery Fndn. 
2008 Children’s Emergency Medical Fund 
2009 Children’s HeartLink 
1911 Children’s Hospital & Resear& Center 

Fndn. 
2927 Children’s House at the Johns Hopkins 

Hospital 

2975 Hepatitis Fndn. International 
1945 Hispanic Scholarship Fund 
1937 Halt International Children’s Services 
2932 Homes For Our Troops 
2976 Hope For the Hungry 
2032 Hope For The Warriors 
2060 Hospice Fndn. for End-of-Life Care 
1954 Hospice Fndn. of America 
2033 Hostdling International - USA 
1964 Humane Farm Animal Care 
1943 India Partners 
1965 Injured Marine Semper Fi Fund 
2064 Institute for Financial Literacy 
2978 Institute for International Cooperation and 

Development 
2983 International Mydoma Fndn. 
2984 Ipas 
2034 KaBoom 
1946 Kidney Cancer Research and Education 

Assoc. 
1947 Leukemia Clinical Research Fndn. 
2939 Lung Cancer Alliance 
1908 Lymphoma Research Fndn. 
1993 MADRE 
2916 MAP International 
1939 Mercy Medical Airlift 
1966 Michael J. Fox Fndn. for Parkinson’s 

Research 
1958 Military Officers Assoc. of America 

Scholarship Fund 
2934 Miracle Flights for Kids 
2068 MPN Research Fndn. 
2997 Multiple Sclerosis, Can Do 
2988 National Center for Missing & Exploited 

Children 
1969 National FFA Fndn. 
1967 Transplants,The National Fndn. for 
2941 National Park Trust 
2037 Operation Compassion 
2070 Operation First Response 
2944 ORBIS 
2038 orphanCare International 
1982 Parents of Murdered Children 
1985 Parkinson’s Research Center, Michael Stern 

Fndn. 
2936 Partnership at Drugfree.org, The 
1951 Pet Partners 
1919 PETA: People for the Ethical Treatment of 

Animals 
2909 PKD Fndn. 
1959 Planned Parenthood Federation of 

America 
2072 Polish American Congress Charitable 

Fndn. (PACCF) 
2945 Rape, Abuse, & Incest National Network 

(RAINN) 
1950 Restless Legs Syndrome Fndn. 
1975 Rocky Mountain Elk Fndn. 
2073 Save The Chimps 
2955 Save the Manatee Club 
2956 Seed Programs International 
2952 Seeing Eye 
2958 SEVA Fndn. 
2971 Skin and Dental Dysfunction Fndn. 
2040 Skin Cancer Fndn. 
2959 Southeastern Guide Dogs 
1997 Special Operations Warrior Fndn. 
2960 Spinal Cord Iniury Network International 
1942 Starkey Hearing Fndn. 
2962 Support Our Troops® 
2963 Thomas More Law Center 
2041 US Soccer Federation Fndn. 
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2042 USA Cares 
2076 Veterans Airlift Command 
2077 -vhterans of Foreign Wars Fndn. 
1981 Water For People 
2950 Water.org - WaterPartners International 
2953 Wildlife Conservation Fund of America 
2918 Women’s Health Research 
2967 Zero - The Proiect to End Prostate Cancer 

NORTH CAROLINA 4-H 
DEVELOPMENT FUND 

2100 North Carolina 4-H Devdopment Fund 
2133 Cabarrus 4-H Youth Development Program 
2131 Cumberland 4-H Youth Devdopment 

Program 
2137 Davie 4-It Youth Development Program 
2111 Gates 4-H Youth Development Program 
2122 Guilford 4-H Youth Development Program 
2113 Henderson 4-H ~imth Devdopment 

Program 
2103 Johnston 4-H Youth Devdopment Fund 
2109 Randolph 4-H kbuth Development 

Program 
2142 Rockingham 4-H Youth Development 

Program 
2129 State 4-H Horse Program 
2144 Warren 4-H Youth Development Program 

NORTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY 
SHARES 

1700 North Carolina Community Shares 
1720 American Civil Liberties Union of NC 

Legal Fndn. 
1729 El Centro Hispano 
1747 Equality NC Fndn. 
1726 Greensboro Housing Coalition 
1701 Kiran 
1733 Lutheran Family Services in the Carolinas 
1705 NARAL Pro-Choice NC Fndn. 
1702 NC Assoc. of Community Development 

Corps. 
1707 NC Coalition Against Domestic Violence 
1709 NC Coalition Against SexualAssault 
1722 NC Justice Center 
1736 North Carolinians Against Gun Violence 

Education Fund 
1749 People of Faith Against the Death Penalty 
1715 Planned Parenthood Health Systems 
1716 Planned Parenthood of Central NC 
1703 Uniting NC 
1725 WNCU FM 90.7 Radio 

2324 Partnership for Children of Lenoir and 
Greene Cos. 

2366 Randolph Co. Partnership for Children 
2354 Richmond Co. Partnership for Children 
2306 Robeson Co. Partnership for Children 
2395 Rockingham Co. Partnership for Children 
2396 Smart Start of Brunswi& Co. 
2332 Smart Start of Davie Co. 
2320 Smart Start of Forsyth Co. 
2321 Smart Start of New Hanover Co. 
2322 Stanly Co. Partnership for Children 
2335 Stokes Partnership for Children 
2323 Union Smart Start 
2315 Wake Co. Smart Start 
2355 Wilson Co. Partnership for Children 

UNITED ARTS COUNCIL OF 
RALEIGH 

1200 UnitedArts Council of Raleigh and Wake 
Co. 

1211 Classical Voice of NC (CVNC) 
1212 Community Music School 
1202 International Festival of Raleigh 
1214 Marbles Kids Museum 
1203 Philharmonic Assoc. 
1209 Raleigh Chamber Music Guild 
1215 Raleigh Little Theatre 
1213 Raleigh SymphoW Orchestra 

UNITED WAY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
1400-000 United Way of North Carolina 
1452-020 Boy Scouts, Old Hickory Council, Wilkes 

Co. 
1400-001 NC 211 
1452-040 SAFE, Wilkes Co. 
1452-036 Samaritan Kitchen of Wilkes 
1452-041 Wilkes Adult Developmental Activity 

Program 
1452-032 Wilkes Senior Resources 
1401-000 UnitedWayofAlamance Co. 
1401-006 Meals onWheels, Ahmance Co. 
1401-011 Boy Scouts of America, Old North State 
1401-021 Hospice ofAlamance Caswdl 
1401-030 Open Door Clinic of Alamance Co. 
1401-023 Residential Treatment Services of 

Alamance 
1470-000 Albemarle Area United Way 
1470-001 Nbemarle Hopdine 
1470-018 Albemarle Smart Start Partnership 
1470-003 American Red Cross, Greater Albemarle 

Area 
1470-006 Children’s Hospital of the Kings Daughters 
1470-002 Food Bank of the Albemarle 
1470-019 Kids First 
1470-014 SPCA of Northeastern NC 
1402-000 United Way of Asheville & Buncombe Co. 
1402-001 American Red Cross,Asheville-Mountain 

Area 
1402-003 Asheville City Schools Fndn. 
1402-004 
1402-042 
1402-016 
1402-007 
1402-035 
1402-006 
1402-036 
1402-012 
1402-048 
1402-024 
1402-014 
1402-040 

Big Brothers Big Sisters of WNC 
CarePartners Adult Day Services 
CarePartners Hospice 
CARING for Children 
Children First-Communities in Schools 
Council on Aging of Buncombe Co. 
Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
Helpmate 
Homeward Bound of Asheville 
Irene Wortham Center 
MANNA FoodBank 
MemoryCare 
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1402-037 Mountain Area Child and Family Center 
(MACFC) 

1402-029 Pisgah Legal Services 
1402-020 Salvation Army 
1402-041 Women at Risk Program 
1402-022 YMCA of Western NC 
1402-023 YWCA of Asheville 
1403-000 Beaufort Co. United Way 
1404-000 Burke Co.United Way 
1404-015 Big Brothers Big Sisters of WNC 
1404-024 Literacy Council, Burke Co. 
1404-025 Options 
1405-000 United Way of Caldwell Co. 
1406-000 United Way of the Cape Fear Area 
1406-005 Ability Garden at the New Hanover Co. 

Arboretum, The 
1406-001 American Red Cross, Cape Fear Area 
1406-003 Brigade Boys & Girls Club 
1406-051 Habitat for Humanity, Cape Fear 
1406-034 Cape Fear HealthNet 
1406-006 Cape Fear Literacy Council 
1406-007 Child Development Center 
1406-026 Communities In Schools - Brunswi& Co. 
1406-008 Coastal Horizons Center 
1406-009 Community Boys & Girls Club 
1406-010 Domestic Violence Shelter & Services 
1406-032 DREAMS of Wilmington 
1406-011 Elderhaus 
1406-052 Good Shepherd Center 
1406-016 Hope Harbor Home 
1406-033 Kids Making It 
1406-018 Lower Cape Fear Hospice & LifeCare 

Center Fndn. 
1406-055 New Hanover Reg. Medical Center Fndn. 
1406-053 New Hope Clinic 
1406-020 Pender Adult Services 
1406-041 Salvation Ar my; Wilmington, NC 
1406-040 St. Mary Health Center 
1406-042 WARM - Wilmington Area Rebuilding 

Ministry 
1406-056 WIHN Willow Pond Transitional Housing 
1406-050 Wilmington Health Access for Teens 
1406-035 WIRE - Communities in Schools of Cape 

Fear 
1407-000 Catawba Co. United Way 
1407-005 Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
1409-000 United Way of Central Carolinas 
1409-002 American Red Cross, Carolina Piedmont 

Region 

lg09 

141%020 Big Brothers Big Sisters 
1419-021 Boy Scouts of America, Old Hickory 

Council 
1419-012 Cancer Services 
1419-027 Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
1419-013 Centers for Exceptional Children, The 
1455-000 United Way of Franklin Co. 
1420-000 United ghy of Gaston Co. 
1420-005 Boy Scouts of America, Piedmont Council 
1420-012 Girl Scouts, Cardinas Peaks to Piedmont 
1421-000 Granville Co.United Way 
1422-000 United Way of Greater Greensboro 
1422-001 Adult Center for Enrichment 
1422-075 Akohol & Drug Services of Guilford 
1422-003 American Red Cross, Greensboro Chapter 
1422-006 Bell House 
1422-029 Black Child Development Inst. of 

Greensboro 
1422-014 Boy Scouts of America, Old North State 

Council 
1422-041 Center for New North Carolinians 
1422-030 Communities In Schools of Greater 

Greensboro 
1422-008 Family" Service of the Piedmont, Greater 

Greensboro 
1422-018 Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
1422-010 Greensboro Cerebral Palsy Assoc. 
1422-012 Hospice at Greensboro 
1422-013 Mental Health Assoc. in Greensboro 
1422-015 One Step Further 
1422-016 Piedmont Health Services & Sickle Cell 

Agency 
1422-033 Reading Connections 
1422-036 Regional Child Care Resources & Referral 
1422-080 Salvation Arm}, Boys & Girls Club 
1422-081 Salvation Army; Greater Greensboro 
1422-021 Senior Resources of Guilford 
1422-019 Triad HeaN~ Project 
1422-038 Women’s Resource Center of Greensboro 
1422-037 YMCA of Greensboro 
1422-052 ~%uth Focus 
1422-023 YWCA of Greensboro 
1423-000 United Way of Greater High Point 
1423-004 Boy Scouts of America, Old North State 

Council 
1423-006 Family Service of the Piedmont 
1423-013 Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
1423-008 Hospice of the Piedmont 
1423-035 Latino Family Center of Greater High 

Point 
1423-021 One Step Further 
1423-016 Salvation Army of Greater High Point 
1423-014 Senior Resources of Guilford 
1423-025 Triad Heakh Project 
1423-036 ~t~uth Focus 
1423-020 YWCA of High Point 
1475-000 United Way of the Greater Triangle 
1475-004 American Red Cross, Triangle Chapter 
1475-063 Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Triangle 
1475-080 Boys & Girls Clubs of Johnston Co.-Selma 

Unit 
1475-008 Boys & Girls Clubs of Wake Co. 
1475-009 
1475-010 
1475-016 
1475-069 
1475-020 
1475-019 
1475-065 
1475-024 
1475-026 
1475-041 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Meals On Wheels 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro YMCA 
Dispute Settlement Center 
Durham Center for Senior Life 
Durham Crisis Response Center 
Durham Literacy Center 
Durham Mediation Center 
Freedom House Recovery Center 
Genesis Home 
Girl Scouts - NC Coastal Pines 
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1475-072 Harbor 
1475-027 Haven House Services 
1475-053 Hilltop Home 
1475-028 Hospice of Wake Co. 
1475-022 InterAct 
1475-029 Inter-Faith Council For Social Service 
1475-030 Inter-Faith Food Shuttle 
1475-081 Johnston Co.Youth Services (JCYS) 
1475-033 Learning Together 
1475-037 Orange Congregations In Mission 
1475-040 Orange Co. Rape Crisis Center 
1475-044 Resources for Seniors 
1475-046 Salvation Army, Durham 
1475-074 Smithfield Rescue Mission 
1475-048 Tammy Lynn Memorial Fndn. 
1475-057 Women’s Center, The 
1475-018 Threshold 
1475-049 Triangle Family Services 
1475-043 Triangle Radio Reading Service 
1475-050 Urban Ministries of Wake Co. 
1475-052 Volunteers For Youth 
1475-054 Wake Enterprises 
1475-056 White Plains Children’s Center 
1475-059 Women’s Center of~ktke Co. 
1475-061 YMCA of the Triangle 
1475-075 YO:Durham (Year of Opportunity for 

Durham Teens) 
1456-000 United Way of Haywood Co. 
1425-000 United Way of Henderson Co. 
1449-000 High Country United Way 
1449-030 Avery Co. Habitat for Humanity 
1449-026 Boy Scouts of America, Daniel Boone 

Council 
1449-004 Boy Scouts of America, Old Hickory 

Council 

1438-010 
1438-015 
1441-000 
1442-000 
1443-000 
1443-020 
1443-007 
1443-013 
1444-000 
1460-000 
1445-000 
1445-003 
1445-008 
1435-000 
1450-000 
1450-001 
1450-002 
1450-004 
1450-018 
1450-005 
1450-020 
1450-007 
1450-013 
1453-000 

Christians United Outreach Center 
Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
United Way of Robeson Co. 
Rowan Co. United Way 
United Way of Rutherford Co. 
Girl Scouts, Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont 
Hospice of Rutherford Co. 
South Mountain Christian Youth Camp 
United Way of Sampson Co. 
United Way of Scotland Co. 
United Way of Stanly Co. 
American Red Cross, Stanly Co. Chapter 
GHA Autism Supports 
United Way Tar River Region 
United Way of Wayne Co. 
American Red Cross, Wayne Co. Chapter 
Boy Scouts of America, Tuscarora Council 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Wayne Co. 
Communities In Schools of Wayne Co. 
Gift Scouts, NC Coastal Pines 
Salvation Army, Gddsboro 
WAGES 
Wayne Uplift Resource Assoc. 
United Way of Wilson Co. 

2071 
4001 
2990 
1801 

1406-005 

1991 
1301 
2968 
1579 
2582 

1902 

1925 

1904 

1914 
1302 

1167 
2954 

2969 
2075 

2048 

1580 
2920 

A Children’s Brain Tumor Cure 
A Milk for Starving Infants Fund 
Abandoned Children’s Fund 
ABC of NC Child Development Center 
Ability Garden at the New Hanover Co. 
Arboretum, The 
Abused Children’s Fund 
ACCION International 
Action Against Hunger USA 
Action for Children NC 
Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention 
Campaign of NC 
Adoptable Children (North American 
Council) 
Adoption and Humanitarian Aid - MAPS 
1422-001 Adult Center for Enrichment 
Adventist Development & Relief Agency 
International 
Advocates for~t~uth 
African Medical & Research Fndn. (AM 
REF) 
African Wildlife Fndn. 
After A Child Dies - The Compassionate 
Friends 
Aid For Starving Children 
Aid fbr Trash Dump Children- An 
UNForgotten Fund 
AIDS and STD Info. Svcs. of the American 
Social Heakh Assoc. 
AIDS Care Service 
AIDS Children’s Fndn. 

1427-013 America Red Cross, Greater Carolinas 
Chapter 

1600 America’s Charities 
2047 American Assoc. of Kidney Patients 
1977 American Bird Conservancy 
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1002 American Cancer Society, South Atlantic 
DMsion 

1622 American Civil Liberties Union Fndn. 
1720 American CMI Liberties Union of NC 

Legal Fndn. 
4002 American Committee for the Weizmann 

Inst. of Science 
1523 American Dance Festival 
1003 American Diabetes Assoc. - NC 
2457 American Family Assoc. 
1960 American Forest Fndn. 
1132 American Forests 
1004 American Heart Assoc., Mid Atlantic 

Affiliate 
2921 American Indian College Fund 
1303 American Jewish World Service 
1005 American Kidney Fund, The 
1006 American Lung Assoc. in NC 
1372 American Near East Refugee Aid 

1437-054 
1402-001 

1406-001 
1409-002 

1412-017 

(ANERA) 
American Red Cross, Pitt Co. Chapter 
American Red Cross, Asheville-Mountain 
Area 
American Red Cross, Cape Fear Area 
American Red Cross, Carolina Piedmont 
Region 
American Red Cross, Coastal Carolina 
Chapter 
American Red Cross, Greater Albemarle 
Area 

1422-003 American Red Cross, Greensboro Chapter 
1413-002 American Red Cross, Highlands Chapter 
1445-003 American Red Cross, Stanly Co. Chapter 
1475-004 American Red Cross, Triangle Chapter 
1450-001 American Red Cross,Wayne Co. Chapter 

1342 American Refugee Committee 
1979 American Whitewater 
1348 AmeriCares 
2049 America’s VetDogs - the’veteran’s K-9 

Corps 
1630 Amnesty International USA 
1927 Animal Legal Defense Fund 
3502 Anson Co. Partnership for Children 
4025 Anti-Defamation League 
1928 @palachian "Frail Conservancy 
1008 ARC of NC, The 
3752 Arc of Wake Co. 
2065 Armed Forces Family Survivors Fund 
2569 Armed Services YMCA 
1665 Arthritis & Chronic Pain Research Institute 
1007 Arthritis Fndn., Mid Atlantic Region 

1409-004 Arthritis Services 
1805 Arts Council of Fayetteville/Cumberland 

Co. 
3741 Arts Council of Winston-Salem & Forsyth 

Co. 
3720 Arts NC State 
3701 ArtsCenter 
3531 Artspace 
3532 Artsplosure - First Night Raleigh 
2351 Ashe Co. Partnership for Children 
1532 Asheville Buncombe Comm. Christian 

Ministry 
1402-003 Asheville City Schools Fndn. 

4004 Asian American Justice Center 
1987 ASPCA: American Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
1877 Assoc.of SdfAdvocates of NC 
2402 Asthma and Allergy Fndn. of America 
1103 Audubon NC 
2912 Autism Intervention and Treatment 

Research 

1470-003 

1422-014 
1423-004 
1438-007 
1411-025 
1420-005 
1450-002 
1452-020 
1410-024 
1412-018 
1413-005 
1475-080 

1475-008 
1450-004 
1437-006 

2523 
1909 
1849 
2052 
2039 

1944 
1666 
1952 
1957 
2441 
2053 

1406-003 
1988 
1539 

1404-000 
1850 
2133 
2302 

1409-009 
1540 
1970 
2074 
1994 
2970 
1604 
1673 
2424 

1054 
1974 

1419-012 
1989 
1929 
2922 
2925 
3602 

1406-034 
1406-006 

1337 

3604 

3746 
1851 

1402-042 
1402-016 
1402-007 

3643 
2548 
3645 
1162 
1852 
1104 
1515 
1990 

1412-019 

Old North State Council, Grtr Greensboro 
Old North State Council, Grtr High Point 
Old North State Council, Randolph Co. 
Piedmont Council, Cleveland Co. 
Piedmont Council, Gaston Co. 
Tuscarora Council, Wayne Co. 
Old Hickory Council, Wilkes Co. 
Boys & Girls Club of Eastern Piedmont 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Coastal Carolina 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Cumberland Co. 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Johnston Co.-Selma 
Unit 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Wake Co. 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Wayne Co. 
Boy’s and Girls Clubs of Pitt Co. 
Boys and Girls Homes of NC 
Brain Injury Assoc. of America 
Brain Injury Assoc. of NC 
Bread and Water for Africa 
Breast Cancer African American, Sisters 
NeBvork 
Breast Cancer Aid and Research Institute 
Breast Cancer Coalition 
Breast Cancer Crusade by Avon 

Breast Cancer Resear& ~ Assistance Fund 
Breast Cancer Research Fndn., The 
Breast Cancer Society 
Brigade Boys & Girls Club 
Brother’s Brother Fndn. 
Broughton Fndn., The 
Burke Co. United Way 
Burke United Christian Ministries 
Cabarrus 4-H Youth Devdopment Program 
Cabarrus Co. Partnership for Children 
Cabarrus Meals on Wheels 
Caldwell Hospice and Palliative Care 
Cancer Aid and Research Fund 
Cancer Coalition, The National 
Cancer Curing Society 
Cancer Research America (NFCR) 
Cancer Research and Prevention Fndn. 
Cancer Research for Children- CureSearch 
Cancer Research Fund of the Damon 
Runyon - ~,~alter Winchdl Fndn. 
Cancer Resear& Institute 
Cancer Resear&, America Assoc. for 
Cancer Services 
Canine Assistants 
Canine Companions for Independence 
Canine Health Fndn. 
Canines for Disabled Kids 
Canines for Service 
Cape Fear HealthNet 
Cape Fear Literacy Council 
CARE (Cooperative for Assistance and 
Relief Everywhere) 
CARE (Chatham Animal Rescue & 
Education) 
CARE Clinic 
Care Share Health Alliance 
CarePartners Adult Day Services 
CarePartners Hospice 
CARING for Children 
Carolina Ballet 
Carolina Farm Stewardship Assoc. 
Carolina for Kibera 
Carolina Mountain Land Conservancy 
Carolina Theatre 
Carolina Tiger Rescue 
Carolinas Ctr. for Hospice & End of Life Care 
Carter Center 
Carteret Co. Domestic Violence Program 
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2579 Caswdl Center Fndn. 
2333 Caswdl Co. Partnership for Children 
2360 Catawba Co. Partnership for Children 

1407-000 Catawba Co. United Way 
3518 CatawbaLands Conservancy 
1170 Catawba Riverkeeper Fndn. 
1503 Catholic Charities of the Diocese of 

Raleigh 
4026 Catholic Legal Immigration Network 
1934 Catholic Rdief Services (USCCB) 
1547 Catholic Social Services of the Diocese of 

Charlotte 
1677 Catholics United for Life 
3519 Center for Environmental Farming 

Systems 
1437-026 Center for FamilyVMence Prevention 

2001 Center for Food Safety 
1135 Center for Health, Environment and Justice 

1422-041 Center for New North Carolinians 
4027 Center forVictims of Torture 
3520 Center for Vdunteer Caregiving 
2002 Center for Watershed Protection 

1419-013 Centers for Exceptional Children, The 
2904 CHADD - Children & Adults with Attn- 

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
2004 Challenger Center for Space Science 

Education 
1475-009 Chapd Hill-Carrboro Meals On Wheels 

1505 Chapel Hill-Carrboro PuNic School Fndn. 
1475-010 Chapel Hill-Carrboro YMCA 

1552 Charles House Assoc. 
140%013 Charlotte Family Housing 
1410-025 Chatham Cares Community Pharmacy 
1410-003 Chatham Co. Council on Aging 
1410-004 Chatham Co. Literacy Council 

2311 Chatham Co. Partnership for Children 
1410-005 Chatham Co. Together[ 

1589 Cherry Fndn.,The 
1807 Child Advocacy Center 
2480 Child Aid 

1410-007 Child Care Networks 
1880 Child Care Services Assoc. 

1406-007 Child Devdopment Center 
1905 Child Find of America 
1999 Child Rescue International 
2914 ChildWdfare League of America 
1309 ChildFund Inter national 
1992 Childhdp 
2961 Childhood Cancer Research - St. Baldri&’s 

Fndn. 
2054 Childhood Leukemia Fndn. 
2392 Children &Youth Partnership for Dare Co. 
1906 Children Awaiting Parent s 

1402-035 Children First-Communities in Schools 
1333 Children International 
1995 Children of the Night 
2005 Children of Vietnam 
2006 Children’s AIDS Fund 
2926 Children’s Angel Airlines 
2007 Children’s Cancer Aid and Research 

Institute 
1996 Children’s Cancer Recovery Fndn. 
3721 Children’s Dental Treatment Fund 
2008 Children’s Emergency Medical Fund 
3738 Children’s Fund 
2009 Children’s HeartLink 
3704 Children’s Home Society of NC 
1911 Children’s Hospital & Research Center 

Fndn. 
1470-006 Children’s Hospital of the Kings Daughters 

2927 Children’s House at the Johns Hopkins 
Hospital 

1413-009 Cumberland Co. Coordinating Council on 
Older A&lts 

1986 Curamericas Global 
2013 CureAkheimer’s Fund 
1011 Cystic Fibrosis Fndn., NC Chapter 

1414-003 Davidson Co. Rescue Squad 
1414-005 Davidson Medical Ministries 

2137 Davie 4-H Youth Development Program 
1415-000 Davie Co. United Way 

1140 Defenders of WildEfe 
2516 Democracy NC 
2998 Diabetes & Immune Disease Nat’l 

Reseat& Inst. 
1978 Diabetes Action Resear& & Education 

Fndn. 
1810 Diabetes Alternative Research & 

Healthcare Fndn. 
2459 Diabetes National Research Group 
2015 Diabetes Prevention andAid Fund 
1634 Diabetes Research and Wdlness Fndn. 
1650 Diabetes Resear& Institute Fndn. 

1409-089 Disability Rights & Resources 
1544 Disability Rights NC 
1932 Disabled American Veterans Charitable 

Service Trust (DAV) 
2017 Disabled Children’s Fund 

1475-016 Dispute Settlement Center 
1312 Doctors Without Borders 
1913 Dogs for Deaf and Disabled Americans 

(NEADS) 
2933 Dogs Last Chance 
2018 Dogs On Death Row 

1406-010 Domestic Violence Shelter & Services 
3751 Down East Partnership for Children 
2576 Dream Factory of NC, The 

1406-032 DREAMS of Wilmington 
1573 Du&s Unlimited 
1569 Drake Children’s Hospital 
1522 Drake HomeCare & Hospice 
2338 Duplin Co. Partnership for Children 

1475-069 Durham Center for Senior Life 
1475-020 Durham Crisis Response Center 
1475-019 Durham Literacy Center 
1475-065 Durham Mediation Center 

3659 Durham Rescue Mission 
2312 Durham’s Partnership for Children 
2058 Dystonia Medical Research Fndn. 
1828 Eagle’s Nest Camp - The Outdoor Academy 
1100 EarthShare North Carolina 
1857 East Carolina University Alumni Assoc. 
3616 East Carolina University Medical & Health 

Sciences Fndn. 
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1012 
1343 
2565 
2907 
1729 

1410-015 
3649 

1410-022 

1406-011 
4009 
1811 
1306 
1858 
1129 
1161 
1109 
1143 
1597 
1308 
1747 
2993 

1427-010 
1845 
1933 
4022 
3607 

1423-006 
1422-008 

1414-019 
3546 
3650 

1410-010 
2570 

2020 
2021 
2931 
1678 

1413-011 
2589 

1413-012 
2022 
1651 
2024 

Easter Seals UCR NC &VA 
ECttO 
Eckerd Youth Alternative 
Educate the Children 
E1 Centro Hispano 
El Futuro 
E1 Pueblo 
El Vinculo Hispano - Hispanic Liaison of 
Chatham Co. 
Elderhaus 
Electronic Frontier Fndn. 
Elizabeth City State University Fndn. 
EngenderHealth 
Engineering World Health 
Eno River Assoc. 
Environmental and Energy Stu@ Institute 
Environmental Defense Fund, NC Office 
Environmental Law Institute 
Epilepsy Fndn. of NC 
Episcopal Relief & Development 
Equality NC Fndn. 
Equine Land Conservation Resource 
Exchange SCAN 
EK.A. International Bible Society 
FACES: The National Craniofacial Assoc. 
Fair Trade USA 
Family Health Ministries 
Family Service of the Piedmont 
Family Service of the Piedmont, Greater 
Greensboro 
Family" Services of Davidson Co. 
Family Support Network, Central Carolina 
Family Support Network, Eastern NC 
Family Violence and Rape Crisis Services 
Family Violence Prevention Ctr. of Orange 
Co. 
Farm Animal Reform Movement (FARM) 
Farm Sanctuary 
Farmers & Hunters Feeding the Hungry 
Father Flanagaffs Boys’ Home 
Fayetteville Family Life Center 
Fayetteville State University Fndn. 
Fayetteville Urban Ministry 
Feed My Hungry Children 
Feed The Children 
Feeding America’s Children 

11 GLSEN 

1815 
1816 

1406-052 
2596 
2029 
2810 

1421-000 
2973 
2974 

1422-010 
1726 
1511 
3711 

1437-021 
2410 
2062 
2981 
2122 
2337 
1843 
2503 
3522 

1527 
3630 
3739 
2501 
2588 
2502 
2063 

1409-024 
1406-051 

2317 

1475-072 
2341 

1475-027 
2575 
1314 
2982 
2014 
2030 
2031 
1317 
1938 

1457-006 
1402-012 

1033 
2113 

2975 
1449-000 
1449-027 
1475-053 

1945 
3507 
1609 
1937 
2428 
2932 

1402-048 
3749 

1412-025 
2976 
2032 

1406-016 
1817 
3758 

Good Samaritan Clinic - Burke Co. 
Good Samaritan Clinic- Jackson Co. 
Good Shepherd Center 
Goodwill Industries of Central NC 
Gospel for Asia 
Granville Co.- Johnsie C. Cunningham FCS 
Endowment 
Granville Co. United Way 
Graves’ Disease and Thyroid Fndn. 
Greenpeace Fund 
Greensboro Cerebral Palsy Assoc. 
Greensboro Housing Coalition 
Greensboro Urban Ministry 
Greenville Chinese Schod 
Greenville Community Shelters 
Guide Dog Fndn. for the Blind 
Guide Dogs for the Blind 
Guide Dogs of America 
Guilford 4-H Youth Development Program 
Guilford Co. Partnership for Children 
Habitat for Humanity, Asheville Area 
Habitat for tiumanity; Chatham Co. 
Habitat for Humanity, Crystal Coast 
(Carteret & Onslow Co.) 
Habitat For Humanity, Durham Co. 
Habitat for Humanity, Goldsboro-Wayne 
Habitat for Humanity, Greater Greensboro 
Habitat for Humanity, Orange Co. 
Habitat for Humanity, Pitt Co. 
Habitat for Humanity,~¢qke Co. 
Habitat for Humanity International 
Habitat For Humanity, Cabarrus Co. 
Habitat for tlumanity, Cape Fear 
Halifax-Warren Smart Start Partnership 
for Children 
Harbor 
Harnett Co. Partnership for Children 
Haven House Services 
Healing Place of Wake Co., The 
Health Volunteers Overseas 
Hearing Dog 
Hearing Health Fndn. 
tkart Disease Research Institute 
Hearts United for Animals 
Helen Keller International 
Help the Children 
Helping Hands Health Clinic 
Hdpmate 
Hemophilia of NC 
Henderson 4-H Youth Development 
Program 
Hepatitis Fndn. International 
High Country United Way 
High Country Womeffs Fund 
Hilltop Home 
Hispanic Scholarship Fund 
H&e Co. Smart Start 
Hole In The ~tll Gang Fund, The 
Holt International Children’s Services 
Home School Fndn. 
Homes For Our Troops 
Homeward Bound of Asheville 
Hope Center at Pullen 
HOPE Clinic 
Hope For the Hungry 
Hope For The Warriors 
Hope Harbor Home 
Hope Haven 
HopeLine 

2546 Horsepower Therapeutic Learning Ctr. 
1861 Hospice &Palliative Care Center, Forsyth Co. 
2520 Hospice &Palliative Care, Charlotte Region 
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1671 Hospice America (American Hospice 
Fndn.) 

1422-012 Hospice at Greensboro 
2060 Hospice Fndn. for End-of-Life Care 
1954 Hospice Fndn. of America 

1401-021 Hospice ofAlamance Caswell 
1550 Hospice of Catawba Valley 
3662 Hospice of McDowell Co. 
1519 Hospice of Mitchell Co. 

1443-007 Hospice of Rutherford Co. 
1423-008 Hospice of the Piedmont 
1475-028 Hospice of Wake Co. 

3614 Hospice of Yancey Co. 
1449-006 Hospitality House, WeCAN 

2033 Hostelling International - USA 
1679 Human Rights Campaign Fndn. 
1964 Humane Farm Animal Care 
1660 Humane Society of the United States, The 

1449-009 Hunger &Health Coalition 
1058 Huntington’s Disease Society of America 
1675 I HaveA Dream’Fndn.® 
1818 IDA and Asset-Building Collaborative of 

NC 
1575 Independent Animal Rescue 
1900 Independent Charities of America 
1943 India Partners 
1965 Injured Marine Semper Fi Fund 
2200 Inst. for Black Charities, NC Chapter 
2064 Institute for Financial Literacy 
2978 Institute for International Cooperation 

and Development 
1475-022 InterAct 
1475-029 Inter-Faith Council For Social Service 
1475-030 Inter-Faith Food Shuttle 

1360 International Eye Fndn. 
1202 International Festival of Raleigh 
1318 International Medical Corps 
2983 International Myeloma Fndn. 
1344 International Orthodox Christian 

Charities 
1602 International Planned Parenthood 

Federation 
1350 International RdiefTeams 
1363 International Rescue Committee 
3722 IntraHeakh International 
2984 Ipas 

1402-024 Irene Wortham Center 
1144 Izaak Walton League of America 
2447 JAARS 
3742 Ja&son Co. Neighbors in Need 
1595 JC Raulston Arboretum at NC State 

Univ. 
2103 Johnston 4-H ~buth Development Fund 
3615 Johnston to.Arts Council 

1475-081 Johnston Co.Youth Services (JCYS) 
2303 Jones Co. Partnership for Children 
1014 Juvenile Diabetes Research Fndn. 

International 
2034 KaBoom 
1946 Kidney Cancer Research and Education 

Assoc. 
1470-019 Kids First 
1406-033 Kids Making It 

1701 Kiran 
1668 Lance Armstrong Fndn. 
1136 Land Trust Alliance 

1423-035 Latino Family Center of Greater High 
Point 

1475-033 Learning Together 
2336 Lee Co. Partnership for Children 
1514 Legal Aid of NC 

1409-055 Legal Services of Southern Piedmont 

1966 Michael J. Fox Fndn. for Parkinson’s 
Research 

1862 Military Missions inaction (MMIA) 
1958 Military Officers Assoc. of America 

Scholarship Fund 
2934 Miracle Flights for Kids 
2448 Mission Aviation Fellowship 
1576 Montgomery Co. Council on Aging 
1661 Mothers Against Drunk Driving 

1402-037 Mountain Area Child and Family Center 
(MACFC) 

1534 Mountain \~lley Hospice and Palliative 
Care 

2068 MPN Research Fndn. 
2462 Mukiple Sclerosis National Research Ins. - 

Torrey Pines 
2997 Multiple Sclerosis, Can Do 
1020 Muscular DystrophyAssoc. 
1021 Myasthenia Gravis Fndn.ofAmerica 

1413 -030 Myrover-Reese Fellowship Homes 
1672 NAACP Special Contribution Fund 
1613 NARAL Pro-Choice America Fndn. 
1705 NARAL Pro-Choice NC Fndn. 
1023 National Alliance on Mental Illness, NC 
1614 National Black Child Development 

Institute 
4015 National Center for Lesbian Rights 
2988 National Center for Missing & Exploited 

Children 
1648 National Down Syndrome Society 
1969 National FFA Fndn. 
1022 National Kidney Fndn., Serving the 

Carolinas 
1044 National Multiple Sclerosis Societ,v, Central 

NC Chapter 
1045 National Mukiple Sclerosis Society, 

Eastern NC Chapter 
1046 National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Mid 

Atlantic Chapter 
1606 National Organization for Rare Disorders 

(NORD) 
2941 National Park Trust 
1156 National Parks Conservation Assoc. 
2416 National Right to Life Committee 

Educational Trust Fund 
1662 National Trust for Historic Preservation 
1146 Natural Resources Defense Council 
1147 Nature Conservancy, The 
2446 Navigators,The 
2482 Nazarene Compassionate Ministries 

1400-001 NC 211 
3617 NC Arboretum Society, The 
1702 NC Assoc. of Community Devdopment 

Corps. 
1127 NC Big Sweep 
2574 NC Cancer Hospital 
1866 NC Center for Nonprofits 
2508 NC Center for Public Policy Research 
1568 NC CentralUniversity Fndn. 
3627 NC Children’s Hospital 
1707 NC Coalition Against Domestic Violence 
1709 NC Coalition Against SexualAssauk 
1108 NC Coastal Federation 
1113 NC Coastal Land Trust 
1856 NC Community AIDS Fund 
1157 NC Conservation Network 
1867 NC Council of the Blind 
1821 NC Council on Economic Education 
2802 NC Extension & Community Assoc. Fndn. 
2803 NC Family, & Consumer Sciences Fndn. 
3655 NC Family, Policy Council 
1533 NC FFA Fndn. 
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1865 NC Friends of Agriculture Fndn. 
3620 NC GreenPower 
3760 NC Healthy Start Fndn. 
3725 NC High School Athletic Assoc. 
1822 NC Housing Coalition 
1823 NC Inst. of Minority Economic 

Development 
1722 NC Justice Center 
1106 NC League of Conservation Voters Fndn. 
1028 NC Lung Cancer Partnership 
3543 NC Master Chorale 
1824 NC MedAssist 
1868 NC Museum of History Fndn. 
1869 NC Opera 
2512 NC Prevention Partners 
3656 NC Public Health Fndn. 
1111 NC Rail-Trails 
1581 NC Senior Games 
1826 NC State Engineering Fndn. 
1827 NC State Family Scholarship 
1029 NC Stroke Assoc. 
1114 NC Sustainable Energy Assoc. 
2513 NC Symphony 
3736 NC Trooper’s Assoc., Caisson Unit 
2875 NCVeterinarv Medical Fndn. 
1115 NC Wildlife [~ederation 
1521 NC Zoological Society 
4003 Neve ShalomiWahat al-Salam, American 

Friends of 
1406-055 New Hanover Reg. Medical Center Fndn. 
1406-053 New Hope Clinic 

1864 New Life After Cancer 
2100 North Carolina 4-H Devdopment Fund 
1700 North Carolina Community Shares 
2800 North Carolina Cooperative Extension 

Fndn. 
1736 North Carolinians Against Gun Vidence 

Education Fund 
1557 NRA Fndn., The 

1449-002 OASIS 
1572 O’Berry Center Fndn. 
2417 Officers’ Christian Fellowship of the USA 

1422-015 One Step Further, Grtr Greensboro 
1423-021 One Step Further, Grtr High Point 
1401-030 Open Door Clinic of Alamance Co. 

2542 Operation Catnip 
2037 Operation Compassion 
2070 Operation First Response 
1870 Operation Homefront of NC 
4031 Operation Outreach-USA 
1334 Oppor tunity International 

1404-025 Options 
2316 Orange Co. Partnership for Young 

Children 
1475-040 Orange Co. Rape Crisis Center 
1475-037 Orange Congregations In Mission 

2944 ORBIS 
2038 orphanCare International 
1871 Osteogenesis Imper fecta Fndn. 
1338 Oxfam America 
1116 Pamlico-Tar River Fndn. 
1030 Pancreatic Cancer Action Network 
1982 Parents of Murdered Children 
1985 Parkinson’s Research Center, Michael Stern 

Fndn. 
4000 Partners for a Better World 
1321 Partners In HeaN~ 
2936 Partnership at Drugfree.org, The 
3735 Partnership for a Drug-Free NC 
2330 Partnership For Children of Cumberland 

Co. 
2318 Partnership For Children of Johnston Co. 

2945 Rape, Abuse, & Incest National Network 
(RAINN) 

1413-019 RCVCC - Rape Crisis Volunteers 
1422-033 Reading Connections 

1627 Reading Is Fundamental (RIF) 
1437-051 REAL Crisis Intervention 

3513 RegionA Partnership for Children 
1422-036 Regional Child Care Resources & Referral 

2564 Residential Services 
1401-023 Residential Treatment Services of 

Alamance 
1475-044 Resources for Seniors 

1950 Restless Legs Syndrome Fndn. 
1118 Restore America’s Estuaries 
2354 Richmond Co. Partnership fbr Children 
2306 Robeson Co. Partnership for Children 
2142 Rockingham 4-H~i~uth Devdopment 

Program 
2811 Ro&ingham CES Endowment 
2395 Rockingham Co. Partnership for Children 
1975 Ro@ Mountain Elk Fndn. 
1643 Ronald McDonald House Charities® 
1524 Ronald McDonald House of Chapel Hill 
3732 Ronald McDonald House of Charlotte 
1526 Ronald McDonald House of Eastern NC 
2517 Ronald McDonald House of Winston- 

Salem 
1442-000 Rowan Co. United }~5y 

2590 Rowan Hdping Ministries 
2566 S.A.RE. Haven for Cats 

1452-040 SAFE,Wilkes Co. 
2540 SAFEchild 

1402-020 Salvation Army, Asheville &Buncombe Co. 
1409-091 Salvation Army, Central Carolinas 
1422-080 Salvation Army Boys & Girls Club, Grtr 

Greensboro 
1410-016 Salvation Army Chatham Co. Service Unit 
1423-016 Salvation Army of Greater High Point 
1427-017 SalvationArmyofIredell, Wilkes &Ashe 

Counties 
1324 Salvation krmy World Service Office 

(SAWSO) 
1475-046 Salvation Army, Durham 
1450-020 Salvation Army, Gddsboro 
1422-081 Salvation Army, Greater Greensboro 
1413-021 Salvation Army, Cumberland Co. 
1406-041 Salvation Arm}; Wilmington, NC 
1452-036 Samaritan Kitchen of Wilkes 

2419 Samaritan’s Purse 
1433-005 Sandhills/Moore Coalition for Human 

Care 
1546 SAVE Students Against Violence 

Everywhere 
1341 Save the Children 
2073 Save The Chimps 
2955 Save the Manatee Club 
1 IS1 Scenic America 
1563 SEANC Scholarship Fndn. 
1571 Second Chance Pet Adoptions 
1876 Second Harvest Food Bank of Northwest 

NC 
3625 SECU Family House at UNC Hospitals 
1832 SECU Family House on the Reynolds 

Campus 
2956 Seed Programs International 
1128 SEEDS 
2952 Seeing Eye 
2536 Senior PharmAssist 

1422-021 Senior Resources of Guilford, Grtr 
Greensboro 

1423-014 Senior Resources of Guilford, Grtr High 
Point 
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3553 Senior Services 

2958 SEVA Fndn. 

4021 Share and Care Fndn. for India 

1152 Sierra Club Fndn.,The 

2971 Skin and Dental Dysfkmction Fndn. 

2040 Skin Cancer Fndn. 

2396 Smart Start of Brunswick Co. 

2332 Smart Start of 1)avie Co. 

2320 Smart Start of Forsyth Co. 

2321 Smart Start of New Hanover Co. 

3575 Smart Start of Pender Co. 

2300 Smart Start - North Carolina Partnership 

for Children 

1475-074 Smithfield Rescue Mission 
1559 Snowflake Animal Rescue Fndn. 
2437 Society of St Andrew 
4032 Soutln Arts 

1443-013 South Mountain Christian Youth Camp 
2959 Southeastern Guide Dogs 
1120 Southern Alliance fur Clean Energy 
1119 Southern Environmental Law Center 
1574 Southmountain Children and Family 

Services 
1470-014 SPCA of Northeastern NC 

2527 SPCA of Wake Co. 
! 520 Special Olympics NC 
1997 Special Operations Warrior Fndn. 
2960 Spinal Cord injury Network International 
1026 St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 

1406-040 St. Mary Health Center 
2322 Stanly Co. Partnership for Children 
1942 Starkey Hearing Fndn. 
2129 State 4-H Horse Program 
3626 StepUp Ministry 
2335 Stokes Partnership for Children 
3555 Stop Hunger Now 
2962 Support Our’Iioops~ 
1131 Surffider Fndn. 
2587 Surry/Stokes Friends of Youth 
105 ! Susan G. Komen fur the Cure, Charlotte 

ANliate 
1(152 Susan G. Komen for the Cure, Triad 

Affiliate 
1053 Susan G. Komen [or the Cure, 

Triangle Affiliate 
3564 SWOOP 

1475-048 Tammy Lynn Memorial Fndn. 
1158 ~Par River Land Conservancy 
1326 ~lbchnoServe 
2963 Thomas More haw Center 

1475-018 Threshold 
4012 Tibet, internatioua! Campaign fur 
1652 Time Out Youth 
1025 Tourette Syndrome Assoc. 
1967 Transplants, The National Fndn. [br 

1422-019 Triad Health Project, Grtr Greensboro 
1423-025 Triad Health Proiect, Grtr High Point 
1475-049 Triangle Family Services 

! 122 Triangle Land Conservancy 
1475-043 

1126 
!130 
1878 
2539 
3556 
1875 
1836 
!536 
1327 
2323 
!358 
2580 

Triangle Radio Reading Service 
’I?out Unlimited - NC State Council 
Trust fur Public Land, Carolinas 
TWR - Trans Wurld Radio 
U NC Asheville Fndn. 
UNC Public Health Fndn. 
UNC School of Governmeut Fndn. 
UNC School of the Arts Fndn. 
UNC-TV 
UNICEF, U.S. Fund for 
Union Smart Start 
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee 
United Arts Council of Greater Greensboro 

1125 Western NC Alliance 
1449-018 Western Youth Network 
1475-056 White Plains Children’s Center 
1406-056 WIHN Willow Pond Transitional itousing 

2953 Wildlife Conservation Fund of America 
1452-041 Wilkes Adult Developmental Activity 

Prngram 
1452-032 Wilkes Senior Resources 

1311 William J. Clinton Fndn. 
1406-050 Wilmington Health Access for Feens 

1879 Wilmington Symphony Orchestra 
2813 Wilson Co. ECA - Lois Rainwater Edu. 

Endowment 
2355 Wilson Co. Partnership for Children 
1567 Winston-Sa~em State Univ. Fndn. 

1406-035 WIRE - Communities in Schools of Cape 
Fear 

1725 WNCU FM 9(t.7 Radio 
1402-041 Wumen at Risk Prngram 

1364 Women ~br Wumen International 
1475-059 Wnmen’s Center of Wake Co. 
!475-057 Women’s Center, The 

2918 Women’s Health Research 
1422-038 Women’s Resource Center of Greensboro 

1332 Wurld Relief 
2483 World Vision 
1160 Wnrld Wildlili: Fund 
1680 Wuunded Warrior Prnject 

1422-037 YMCA of Greensboro 
1475-061 YMCA of the Triangle 
!402-022 YMCA of Western NC 
1413-022 YMCA, Fayetteville 
1475-075 YO:Durham (Year of Opportunity for 

i) urham Teens) 
1840 Youth Empowered Solutions (YES!) 

!422-052 Ynuth Focus, Grtr Greensboro 
1423-036 Youth Fncus, Grtr High Point 
1402-023 YWCA of Asheville 
1422-023 YWCA of Greensboro 
1423-020 YWCA of tligh Point 

2967 Zero - The Project to End Prostate Cancer 
1619 Zero Population Growth 
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Deposi~ ACCOUntS 

CashPoints Global- 
controlled spending 
account & card 

Money Market 
IRks 

Share -l~erm Certificates 

FAT CAT (1 2 & younger) 

Zard (1 3-19) 

Summer Cash 

Health Savings 

Loan Products 

,Fixed & AdiustabJe Rates, 

Vehicle Loans 
(New a Used~ 

Equity Line of Credit 

VISA Credit Card 

Salary Advance Loan 

Personal Loans 

Computer Loan 

Other Sprvice  
24/7 Contact Centers 
Voice Response Service 

1,100 No4urcharge 

Online Member Access 
Mobile Access 

Online BiJlPay 

Payroll Deduction 

Direct Deposit 
Tax Return Preparation 

Insurance Serw ces 

Investment Services~ 

Investment advisory services offered through Credit Union Investment 
Services. Securities offered through SECU Brokerage Services. Member 
FINRA, SIPC. Trust Services ofti~red through MEMBERS Trust Company. 

Securities, Trnst and Insurance products are not credit union deposits. They 
are not obligations of or guaranteed by the credit union, MEMBERS ~?ust 

Company, or their aNliates. They are not insured by the NCUA or any federal 
government agency. Securities and Trust pr~ducts inw~lve investment risks, 

including possible loss of principal. Insurance rate quotes are subject to change 
upon completion of the underwriting process. Investment, Trust and Insurance 
representatives are al so credit union employees, who may accept deposits. 

SECU Insurance Representatives are licensed to sell insurance in NC only. 

State Employees’ Credit Union® 
www.ncsecuoorg 

Equal Housing 

LENDER 



CAMPAIGN 

First Name MI Last Name 

Department/University DivisiontAcademic Unit 

Home Address (Optional) Required for acknowledgments if you do not have email City, ST Zip Code 

Daytime Phone Email 

Payroll Deduction (Deductions begin Jan. 2013) 

Deduct $ per pay period. ($5 per month minimum) 

’ am paid O 2~406 times a year. 

Employee ID (Payroll Deduction/BEACON # if applicable) 

Signature (Required for payroll deduction pledges only) 

~ Credit Card Pay online at ncsecc.org/donate 
and write transaction # below. Or, call the SECC office 
at 919-821-2886. 

Transaction #: 

~ Check (Made payable to NC SECC) 

~Cash 

~ S tock Transfer / Matching Gift 
Please contact the SECC office to provide details at 
919-821-2886. 

Approved SECC charities are listed in the 2012 SECC Giving Guide or can be found using the charity search form on the 
ncsecc.org website. Any pledge left undesignated, or designated to a charity NOT listed, will automatically be deemed 
UNDESIGNATED funds. A minimum of $10 per year, per charity is required for designations. 

2012 SECC Code Charity Name TOTAL Amount Designated 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Search charities online! 

Your SECC contribution is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. For tax purposes, nothing of substantial value was given in return 
for this contribution. Retain a copy of your pledge form and either your cancelled check, credit card statement or year-end payroll deposit 
slip as proof of your contribution. 

THE FEDERAL TAX ID (EIN) FOR THE NC SECC iS 56-0564547 



(For $C0 Office Use Only) 

Envelope # AN DAR Acct. # 

2012 SECC Report Form 
CURRENT INFORMATION 

Please make the necessary changes at the right. 
Note Corrections Here 

State Department/U niversity 

Inst/Div/Academic Unit 

Phone 

Mailing Address 

City, State, Zip 

TYPE OF 
PLEDGE 

Payroll Deductions 

Credit Card 

Cash 
(Exchange for a money 
order at your local State 
Employees Credit Union) 

Checks 

GRAND TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 
CONTRIBUTORS 

COLUMN A 
Credit Card, Cash & 

Check Pledges 

COLUMN B 
Payroll Pledges 

Total Payroll 

$ 

COLUMN C 
Total Pledges 

Total Payroll 

$ 

Total Credit Card 

$ 
Total Credit Card 

$ 

Total Cash 

$ 
Total Cash 

$ 

Total Check 

$ 
Total Check 

$ 

Total Contributors Total Credit Card, Cash & 
Check Pledges 

$ 
Total Payroll Pledges 

$ 
GRAND TOTAL 

$ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 5:55 PM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Dear Walter, 

Thank you for the clarification on the upcoming presentation Arturo and I will be happy to introduce him. Anyway, even 
though I did not mention the food policy in classrooms at our last meeting, I think it is important to adhere it given that 
it is one of UNC’s policies on classroom use, and one that tends to be easily forgotten. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:51 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Dear Eunice, 

No, that was a scheduling mistake as the result of having to enter an alternative date for the event in the room 

reservation form. In any event, I had to cancel the reservation for Saunders :104 as I recall that you announced at the last 

faculty meeting that we could not have food or drinks in classrooms with a/v equipment. We will probably, in that case, 

go with the room reservation in the GEC the Travis has already made. 

Again, Arturo will be presenting on Thursday, Nov. 8th from 3:30-4:45. Also, the committee discussed who would be the 

most appropriate person to introduce Arturo during his colloquium and unanimously selected you. Do you think you 

could serve in this capacity? If not, Perry has already volunteered to introduce Arturo. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chape! Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites. Roo Rle.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

I:rom: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 11:01 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; Gore, Travis 



Subject: RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Dear Walter, 

Has Arturo’s talk now moved from Thursday Nov. 8 to Friday Nov. 9 as indicated in the email below? I just want to 
confirm this on my calender. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Dear Travis, 

Ithink I found a seminar room that will work for the Nov. 9 colloquium (though I do not know if this room will be 

available for catered food). This room and seating arrangement would be greatly preferred over the lecture-style room 

you found for us at the GECo Since we have Fall Break this week, you can wait until early next week to complete the flyer. 

I’ve sent you the information regarding Prof. Escobar’s title in a previous email. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
A~?ican & AI?o-Amefican Studies 
-UNC-Chapel Hill 
!07 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 8:56 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; Scheduling Office Distribution List 
Subject: RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Good morning, 

Your reservation confirmation is below. Saunders :104 is a room with movable tables and chairs which you should be 

able to rearrange into a seminar style. Additionally, the room has multi-media. Please let us know if you need anything 

else. 

Event Confirmation 



Confirmation Request Date : Monday, October 15 2012 

* Event information * 

Event    : Faculty Research Colloquium 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time : 5:00 PM 

Start Date : 11/9/2012 

End Date : 11/9/2012 
Days Met : F 

Building :SA 

Room : 0104 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar = UNC=CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962=6093 
Fax: 9:[9=843-8709 

From: Walter Rucker [mailto:wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 7:29 AM 
To: Scheduling Office Distribution List 
Subject: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Contact Information 

Full Name 

Walter Rucker 

Phone Number 

Status 

wrucker@email.unc.edu 



Faculty 

Sponsor Dept./Group 

African & Afro-American Studies 

How many are expected to attend? 

25 

Event Meeting Pattern Information 

Event Type 

Lecture 

Event Title/Description 

Faculty Research Colloquium 

Request Meeting Date 

11/09/2012 

Start Time 

03:00 pm 

End Time 

05:00 pm 

Will this be a recurring reservation or will it involve multiple meeting times? 

No 

Alternate Meeting Information 

Request Meeting Date 

11/15/2012 

Start Time 

03:00 pm 

End Time 

05:00 pm 

Event Location Information 

Request Room Capacity 

Seats 20-49 

Multimedia Status 

Multimedia - Yes! 



etc...) 

<ul> 

Seminar Room (e.g., seats around a large table or seats around movable table segments). 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
scheduling_office as: <a href="mailto:cfstowe@email.unc.edu">cfstowe@email.unc.edu</a><br> 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave-32295170- 

54108803.c7d21c5b7edf704d5da5a743a5bff2aa@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32295170- 

54108803.c7d21c5b7edf704d5da5a743a5bff2aa@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Steal a Base, Steal a Taco 

MLB.com 

October 23, 2012 

They Steal A Base 

You #STEALATACO 

FREE TACOS!!! 

Doritos® Locos Tacos are so big, over 250 million have been sold. But that was just the beginning. Now we want everybody to try 
ONE. 
So if a player steals a base during the World Series, America gets free DORITOS LOCOS TACOS. 
~ :/!ad.doubleclick.neticlk~.264 22 (~051 :g9952288~[TPAS_ID] 

Who do you think will be the first to steal a base? 

Twitter >> 
h~p :ilad.do~b~ec~ick net!clk:264 2 48015 : g995 228 2~[TP AS_ID ] 

Facebook >> 
~:ilad.doableclick.negiclk?2~43125(~4;_89952284~z[TPAS_ID] 

Live Mas >> 

http:ilad.doableclick.neticlk;264226051;8995228(~;fl:pc= [TPAS_ID] 

Watch the series and stay tuned for details. 
Find a Taco Bell >> 
http:ilad.doubleclick.neticlk;264312923 ;89952280;o:pc=[TPAS_ID] 

#STEALATACO 

If a base is stolen by any player, Taco Bell® will offer every person in the U.S. the opportunity to obtain one (1) free Doritos Locos 
Tacos at a participating Taco Bell® restaurant at a designated time, while supplies last. Limit one (1) free taco per person. See Terms 
and Conditions for details. 

TACO BELL, TACO BELL LOGO and LIVE MAS are trademarks of Taco Bell Corp. DORITOS® and DORITOS® Logo are 
trademarks of Frito-Lay North 
America, Inc. © 2012. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of MLB Advanced Media, L.P. 
All rights reserved. 

.!~p ://ad. dot~b ~ec~ick. ne~/c~k~_~6422~05 .~.;_~9952288; s;~:~2~ [TPAS_ID] 

Share this with a friend! 

E-mail >> 
~:i!f2f2.ed4 ne~vT2fi5BEgIXJ(~OCFWiRT12WHWi~LTK58?e-s~t~emaiL~nc ed~ 



Facebook >> 
~:iilink.mlblists.comiri5BEgIXi95NB9Ji9B41[XO/X~)H6EG/DXAPCg/4Ait? 
a=5B Eg I[X&b=~CFW &c=6L TK 5 8&d=B D XNHYH &e=(~ 5 5 26 3 7 &f=4 3 2 48 5 880 

Twitter >> 
~:iili~k.mlblists.comiri5BEgIXi95NBgJigB41[XO/XDH~EGiXB34Rgi4A/t? 
a~ttp:ii~-iew.ed4.~etiv/5BE81~,)CFWiRT 12WHWi(~LTK58?F’ORMATOVERRIDE%3DA&b=(~552637&c=432485880 

Please review our privacy policy >> 
1~ttp ://1ir~k.m~b1ists.c~m/~:/5B E~1X/95NB9 J/9B41X~/XDH6EG/Z~UXNR/4 A/t ?a~6 5 5 26 3 7 &b~4 3 2 48 5~8~ 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 
~:iili~k.mlblists.comir/5BEgllXi95NBgJigB41[XO/XDH6EGiA5CF68i4Ait? 
a=gB4IX0&b=c3R~b3 J1QGVtYWlsLnVu¥~,. 5~HU=&c=5800NC&d~Q3QCFW&e=MLB&f=6552(~37& ~=432485880 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

(c) 2012 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major 
League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights 
used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. 
All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are 
trademarks of their respective owners. 

[[5BE8IX-Q3QCFW-95NB9J-9B4IX0-XDH6EG-T-M2-20121023-0b619d95e5068aa]] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Hildebrand Website Bio 

Reginald Hildebrand is author of THE TIMES WERE STRANGE AND STIRRING: METHODIST PREACHERS AND THE 
CRISIS OF EMANCIPATION (Duke University Press, 1995). His research focuses on the period of Emancipation and 
Reconstruction, although he is currently working on a collection of essays entitled "Engaging Blackness: Body, Mind, and Spirit; the 
Perspectives of Malcolm X, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Howard Thurman." He has served as interim director of the Sonja Haynes Stone 
Center for Black Culture and History and also as interim director of the Institute of African American Research at UNC Chapel Hill. 
He is a former co-chair of the North Carolina Freedom Monument Project, a trustee of the North Carolina Humanities Council, and a 
member of the Board of the Paul Green Foundation. In addition, s he serves as a member of the North Carolina African American 
Heritage Commission, and of the Advisory Board for the North Carolina Historical Review. In 2012 he received a Tanner Faculty 
Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching. Professor Hildebrand received his BA and MA from Howard University and his 
PhD from Princeton. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CGI eBulletin: Last VHR Reminder 

October 30, 2012 

Get Your Free Ticket Now! Visualizinq Human Riqhts 20!2 

This year, join us for or CGI’s genre-busting anti-conference, 
Visualizing Human Rights. It’s an incredible day filled with artists, 
performers, and advocates who use their skills to advance the 
struggle for dignity and human rights both locally and globally. 
We’ll be joined by The Story host Dick Gordon, Carolina to 
Congo, Paperhand Puppet Intervention, and many more! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES NEW CGI STORIES 
Goinq the distance 
for clean water 
access in Ghana 

LIVESCORE: Get Your Tickets Now 
UVESCORE: a Mock pa~y, documentary premiere, and conce~ 
Thursday, November I o 5:30 pm to 8:30 pm 
Memorial Hall, The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The event is free, but tickets for the screening are $15 for the public, 
$10 for UNC faculty and staff, $5 for students with ID. Children under 
12 are free. Buy tickets online or at the Memorial Halt Box Office. 

International Coffee Hour 
Wednesday, November 14 
5:00 o 8:00 PM 
GlobN Cup Cafe, FedEx Global 
Education Center 

Cultures, traveling, and 
exploring have always been 
passions of mine. Maybe it 
was due to the fact that my 
extended family... 



Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 
together international UNC community members and students excited 
about international engagement. Chat about opportunities and 
challenges on campus. Meet staff from the hosting offices with great 
resources to share. This month’s host is The Undergraduate Library. 

Global Proiects Showcase 
G ~ 0 B A Thursday, November15 

12:00 o 1:00 PM 
P R 0 J: E C T S Room 2010, FedE×G~obal 

$ H O W C A S Education Center 

Want to travel next summer? Want funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided. 

CGI AWARDS + 
FELLOWSHIPS 

Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Working 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

¯ Megan Nelson "Health and conservation program evaluation 
and community mobilization in Madagasca¢’ 

¯ Matt Nolan "Internship with Asia Briefing Ltd. in China" 
¯ Dane Emmerling "An investigation of the effectiveness of 

Thailand’s peer support interventions" 
Mimi Caddell "Sustainable water-use development and health 
education projects in Ghana" 

GO! Global Enqa~ement Fair 
Thursday, November 15, 3:00°5:00 p.m. 
Anne Queen Lounge, Campus Y 

Student Learnin~ 
Circles 
These circles receive funding 
for an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service- 
learning projects. 

If you dream of going abroad -working in Kenya, interning in Morocco, 
conducting research in the Maldives, volunteering in Peru - you should 
be at this Global Engagement Info Fair. Representatives from various 
UNC-based units and student organizations will be on hand to take you 
through the life-cycle of global engagement: from designing and 
funding a project to connecting the experience back to your local 
community. It is sponsored by GO! Global Orientation and the Center 
for Global Initiatives and co-sponsored by the Black Student Movement 
and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
International 
internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
ExpeAise Database 
The Faculty International 
Expertise Database offers 
access to the international 
expertise of faculty at the 
University of North Carolina- 
Chapel Hill. It contains over 
800 short bios of faculty 
members with global research 
and teaching interests. It is 
free of charge and available to 
faculty, students, and the 
general public. It’s a great 
networking resource for 
students when planing your 
own global engagement 
projects - find some of the 
professors connected to your 
countries and fields of interest! 



GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Rooted in Community: Three Documentaries Explorinq Youth Culture in 
Indonesia 
Nov° 18, 2012 from 8-9 p.m. with reception following the event, in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium, 
FedEx Global Education Center 
This past summer Nourish InternationaI-UNC sent seven students across the globe to document their experiences in 
Yogyakarta, the academic hub of Indonesia. Working with local media organization Kampung Halaman they produced 
three documentaries that explore youth and student culture in Yogyakarta, examining the unique qualities of 
Indonesian life and the characteristics and issues that connect them to our own culture and campus. For more 
information, visit the event’s Facebook paqe. 

Go Global-Get Your Passpo£ 
Tuesday, Nov° 6, 2012, & Wednesday, Nov° 7, 2012 from 10 &moo3 p.m. in the FedEx G~obal Education 

Center, 4th floor 
Take advantage of this easy one-stop shopping, on-campus opportunity to apply for or renew your U.S. passport. 
Officials from the U.S. Department of State will be on campus for two days to accept passport applications and 
renewal applications (forms available at the event), and students, faculty, staff and their families are invited to attend. 
You can have passport photos taken at the event for $7 by UNC One Card, or before the event at the UNC One Card 
Office. You are encouraged to get your photos before the event to avoid waiting. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hi~ NO 27599-5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

GLOBAL 

The Center for Global Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hilt. It is entrepreneurial and nimbte in ts approach to fostering initiatives that deepen knowledge 
and understanding of our complex world. For its work, the Center is recognized by the U.S. Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resource Centers in Gtobal Studies. 

This message was sent to stgore@emaiLunc,edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Manage Your Subscription 

Email Marketing by 

Contact 



Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja was born in 1944 in Kasha, Congo-Kinshasa. He holds a B.A. degree 
in philosophy (Davidson College, Davidson, NC, 1967); an M.A. in diplomacy and international 
commerce (University of Kentucky, Lexington, 1968); and a Ph.D. in political science 
(University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1975). 

A specialist in African politics, development policy and administration, and democratic 
governance, he is currently professor of African Studies at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (USA) and professor emeritus of African studies at Howard University in 
Washington, DC. 

Before joining the Howard University faculty in 1978, Professor Nzongola held academic 
appointments at the University of Kisangani in Congo-Kinshasa, 1970-71; the University of 
Lubumbashi (1971-75), also in the Congo, where he was associate dean in the Faculty of Social 
Sciences in 1972-73; Clark-Atlanta University, 1975-77; and the University of Maiduguri in 
Nigeria, 1977-78. He has also held appointments as a visiting lecturer at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison (Summer 1975), and as a visiting professor at E1 Colegio de Mexico in 
Mexico City (Summer 1987) and at Davidson College (Fall 1990). During the 1998-99 academic 
year, he served as the James K. Batten Professor of Public Policy at Davidson College. 

As an expert on governance, conflict and capacity building issues, Professor Nzongola served as 
an international civil servant with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) as a 
senior adviser for governance to the Federal Government of Nigeria from March 2000 to May 
2002; as Director of the UNDP Oslo Governance Centre in Oslo, Norway from August 2002 to 
July 2005; and as Facilitator for the establishment of the Africa Governance Institute (AGI), an 
independent pan-African think tank on governance, from August 2005 to July 2007. From June 
2009 to March 2010, he served as Interim Director of the AGI in Dakar, Senegal. He has done 
consulting work for numerous international organizations. In 1999, he served as an expert in 
conflict mediation and legal drafting to the negotiations between the Government of Sierra Leone 
and the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels in Lomd, Togo 

In the area of public service, Professor Nzongola served as a delegate to the Sovereign National 
Conference of Congo-Kinshasa, in which he chaired the subcommittee on political files of the 
Committee on Political Affairs; as Diplomatic Adviser to the Conference’s elected Prime Minister 
Etienne Tshisekedi in 1992-93; and as Deputy President of the National Electoral Commission in 
1996. He also served, as a representative of the Tshisekedi government, in the United Nations 
Mission to Observe the Referendum in Eritrea (UNOVER) in 1993. 

Past President of the African Studies Association of the United States (ASA) and of the African 
Association of Political Science (AAPS), Professor Nzongola is the author of several books and 
numerous articles on African politics, development, and conflict issues. These include Revolution 
and Counter-Revolution in Africa, Nation-Building and State Building in Africa, and Le 
mouvement dOmocratique au Za~re, 1956-1996. He is the editor of The Crisis in Zaire: Myths 
and Realities and of Conflict in the Horn of AJ?ica, and co-editor of the State and Democracy in 
Africa and of The OxJbrd Companion to Politics of the World (both the first and second editions). 
His major work, The Congo from Leopold to Kabila: A People’s History, won the 2004 Best 
Book Award of the African Politics Conference Group (APCG), an organization of U.S.-based 
political scientists specializing on Africa. 
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Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native of Senegal. He received his PhD in linguistics from the 
University of Florida in Gainesville. He is currently working at the Department of 
African and African-American Studies as Assistant professor and African Language 
Program Coordinator. His research interests include Wolof Sufi discourse, Islam in 
Senegal, Wolof language and linguistics, and Applied Linguistics and Language 
Pedagogy. 

His current research on Sufi Islam in West Africa concerns the functions of Sufi oral 

narratives in the practice of Islam in West Africa, with a concentration in Wolof Sufi oral 

narratives from Senegal. He looks at the function of these texts in the socialization of the 

disciple and his or her relationship with the shaykh. 

His current research in the area of Applied Linguistics and Language Pedagogy concerns 

the issue of pedagogical norm in African language teaching. Considering the growing 

interest in learning and teaching an African language in the United States, and drawing 

upon a student-centered approach, his research investigates the ways in which a 

pedagogical norm could facilitate the learning process and minimize the level of 

complexity of African language teaching and learning. 

Dr. Mamarame Seck has taught regularly courses on Senegalese Society and Culture, 
Introduction the Languages of Africa and Wolof. 

His recent publications include a book, Narratives as MusBm Practice in Senegal, a 
chapter in Communication Wolof et SocietO SOnOgalaise: HOritage et 
CrOation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <support=carolinablue.com@mai1264.us2.mcsv.net> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 3:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Last chance: Get rest of the year free 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 

View it in your browser. 

Today is the last day to get CarolinaBlue.com FREE to the end of the year. Sign up today 

for an annual subscription to the CarolinaBlue.com site and you’ll get VlP access for 

FREE until Dec. 31. 

That’s 60 days to give CarolinaBlue.com a try and access to all of our team and recruiting 

news on the Tar Heels. 

In addition, if you sign up for an annual subscription to CarolinaBlue.com, you can receive 

UNC text alerts from us. Never miss breaking news on the Tar Heels while you are away 

from your computer. 

With the basketball season just around the corner and National Signing Day three months 

away, there’s no better time to take advantage of our special subscription offer. By the 

time your free trial ends, we’re confident you’ll stick with us. 

To take advantage of this offer, follow the link below and click on the annual option and 



get CarolinaBlue.com FREE for the rest of the year. Or you can select the monthly option 

and get 30 days FREE to CarolinaBlue.com. 

Last chance to s FREE 

Sincerely, 

Chris Moore 

Carolina Blue 

follow on Twitter I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 Carolina Blue, Aft rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.carolinablue.com 
Our mailing address is: 
Carolina Blue 
2623 Regency Rd 
Lexington, KY 40503 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salvatore Ferragamo <ferragamo@ferragamomail.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Discover the New F erragamo.com 

Unable to view? Click here 





F RAGA 



To ensure delivery to your inbox (not bulk or junk folders) add mail@ferrsgamomsikcom to your address book 

(JNSUBSCRIBE PRIVACY POLICY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:47 PM 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Tia Howell <tia_williams@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Edwards, 
Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 
Thanks! 

Hope all you have a wonder[ul Thanksgiving Day!!!! .... and thanks y’all 
..... Sonia 

Public PoliCy Department- 966°4854 
Aber~ethy Ha& CB #3435 

~fdca~ & AJ?o - Amedca,~ A~ud~es o 96& 1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(To 8o12, Wo 1-5, To 8o12, IF. 1-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 4:07 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Combined courses 

Combined classes Fall 2012.xlsx 

Hi, 

I’ve attached a list of courses that were combined in Fall 2012 to help you recall which courses you need to request for 

Fall 2013. Remember these courses were combined in Fall 2012 but are not in a combined status for Fall 2013. You have 

to let us know which courses should be combined. Please do this before we close course schedule maintenance and 

begin room assignments so they receive the proper size room. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out our new website! registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-32489882- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32489882- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 
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2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

Number 

1050 

1561 

1613 

273£ 

15567 

1388 

2564 

138£ 

2565 

24915 

2674 

13464 

13465 

2722 

3194 

246£ 

4120 

2204 

12614 

260£ 

3201 

4287 

45615 

14615 

6181 

3505 

575~5 

2736 

5915 

2737 

5916 

3823 

6383 

3744 

6384 

5258 

5908 

Subject Code 

GLBL 

POLI 

HIST 

GEOG 

ANTH 

MASC 

GEOL 

MASC 

GEOL 

SOCI 

MNGT 

CLSC 

CLSC 

GEOG 

PWAD 

SOCI 

MNGT 

POLI 

PWAD 

PLCY 

PWAD 

HIST 

PWAD 

NUTR 

MHCH 

NUTR 

HBHE 

ANTH 

FOLK 

ANTH 

FOLK 

ECON 

MNGT 

ECON 

MNGT 

BIOL 

PATH 

Number 

210 

210 

210 

210 

210 

503 

503 

506 

506 

691H 

691H 

720 

720 

120 

120 

415 

415 

150 

150 

220 

220 

213 

213 

611 

611 

811 

811 

470 

470 

473 

473 

345 

345 

380 

380 

426 

426 

Section 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

i£Ol 

Combined Class Section Description 

INTS HIST POLI ANTH GEOG 210 

INTS HIST POLI ANTH GEOG 210 

INTS HIST POLI ANTH GEOG 210 

INTS HIST POLI ANTH GEOG 210 

INTS HIST POLI ANTH GEOG 210 

MASC 503/GEOL 503 001 

MASC 503/GEOL 503 001 

MASC506/GEOL 506 001 

MASC506/GEOL 506 001 

001 SOCI 691H/MNGT 691H 

001 SOCI 691H/MNGT 691H 

01W CLSC 720 01w/956 

965 CLSC 720 01w/956 

002 GEOG 120 002/PWAD 120 002 

002 GEOG 120 002/PWAD 120 002 

001 SOCI 415/MNGT 415 001 

001 SOCI 415/MNGT 415 001 

001 POLI 150 001/PWAD 150 001 

001 POLI 150 001/PWAD 150 001 

001 PLCY 220/PWAD 220 001 

001 PLCY 220/PWAD 220 001 

001 HIST 213 001/PWAD 213/AERO 213 

001 HIST 213 001/PWAD 213/AERO 213 

i001 NUTR 611 001IMHCH 611 001 

~(~’~"~ NUTR 611 001~MHCH 611 001 

001 NUTR 811 001IHBHE 811 001 

1001 NUTR 811 001IHBHE 811 001 

~’~"~ ANTH 470 001 ~FOLK 470 001 

001 ANTH 470 0011FOLK 470 001 

001 ANTH 473 0011FOLK 473 001 

001 ANTH 473 0011FOLK 473 001 

001 ECON 345 001/MNGT 345 001 

001 ECON 345 001/MNGT 345 001 

001 ECON 380 001/MNGT 380 001 

001 ECON 380 001/MNGT 380 001 

001 PATH 426 001/BIOL 426 001 

001 PATH 426 001/BIOL 426 001 



2129 001 
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001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

~Ol 
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001 
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PHIL 384/POLI 384/ECON 384 

PHIL 384/POLI 384/ECON 384 

HIST 368 001/PWAD 368 001 

HIST 368 001/PWAD 368 001 

COMM 224 001/WMST 224 001 

COMM 224 001/WMST 224 001 

ART 488 001/AFRI 488 001 

ART 488 001/AFRI 488 001 

ECOL 567/ENST 567 001 

ECOL 567/ENST 567 001 

Plcy788 001/Plan788 001 

Plcy788 001/Plan788 001 

GNET/MCRO/BIOL/BIOC 631 001 

GNET/MCRO/BIOL/BIOC 631 001 

GNET/MCRO/BIOL/BIOC 631 001 

GNET/MCRO/BIOL/BIOC 631 001 

PHIL 384/ECON 384/POLI 384 

PHIL 384/ECON 384/POLI 384 

PHIL 384/ECON 384/POLI 384 

ENGL/FOLK/ANTH 202.001 

ENGL/FOLK/ANTH 202.001 

ENGL/FOLK/ANTH 202.001 

HPM 765 001/EPID 772 001 

HPM 765 001/EPID 772 001 

HPM 765 001/EPID 772 001 

EPID 851 001/MHCH 851 001 

EPID 851 001/MHCH 851 001 

PUBH 760 001/EPID 711 001 

PUBH 760 001/EPID 711 001 

ENGL 140 001/WMST 140 001 

ENGL 140 001/WMST 140 001 

POLI 254/ENST 254 

POLI 254/ENST 254 

BIOS 600/0 lw/960/966/964/974 

4400 

4518 

6067 

3053 

3195 

2160 

389~ 

6491 

1047~ 

549~ 

5535 

6581 

658~ 

227~ 

2910 

5268 

648~ 

7811 

10528 

1641~ 

990~ 

1289~ 

13305 

4200 

4657 

7908 

4111 

5371 

3015 
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2884 
5464 
8195 
8196 
10427 
10428 
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4036 

PHIL 

POLI 

ECON 

HIST 

PWAD 
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WMST 

AFRI 
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ENST 
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GNET 

MCRO 
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POLI 
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FOLK 

ANTH 

HBHE 
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EPID 

EPID 

MHCH 

EPID 

PUBH 

WMST 

ENGL 

POLI 

ENST 

BIOS 

BIOS 

BIOS 

BIOS 

BIOS 

EPID 

384 

384 

384 

368 

368 

224 

224 

488 

488 

567 

567 

788 

788 

631 

631 

631 

631 

384 

384 

384 

202 

202 

202 

765 

765 

772 

851 

851 

711 

760 

140 

140 

254 

254 

600 

600 

600 

600 

600 

6OO 

’~002 

O02 

O02 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

01W 

966 

970 

968 

972 

01W 

BIOS 

BIOS 

BIOS 

BIOS 

2129 EPID 

600101w/96019661964/974 

600101w/96019661964/974 

600/01w/960/966/964/974 

600/01w/960/966/964/974 

600 01w/966/974/960/961 



4060 EPID 600 EPID 600 01w/966/974/960/961 

8198 EPID 600 966 EPID 600 01w/966/974/960/961 

10532 EPID 600 968 EPID 600 01w/966/974/960/961 

10533 EPID 600 967 EPID 600 01w/966/974/960/961 

10534 EPID 600 970 EPID 600 01w/966/974/960/961 

10535 EPID 600 972 EPID 600 01w/966/974/960/961 

2129 4148 HBHE 600 DIW HBHE 600 01W 960 966 964 

8207 HBHE 600 966 HBHE 600 01W 960 966 964 

10729 HBHE 600 968 HBHE 600 01W 960 966 964 

10730 HBHE 600 969 HBHE 600 01W 960 966 964 

10731 HBHE 600 970 HBHE 600 01W 960 966 964 

2129 5930 ENVR 600 ’~01W ENVR 600 01W 02W 960 961 966 9 

5931 ENVR 600 D2W ENVR 600 01W 02W 960 961 966 9 

5932 ENVR 600 966 ENVR 600 01W 02W 960 961 966 9 

10445 ENVR 600 970 ENVR 600 01W 02W 960 961 966 9 

10446 ENVR 600 968 ENVR 600 01W 02W 960 961 966 9 

10447 ENVR 600 967 

10448 ENVR 600 972 

2129 2451 ART 214 001 

8237 ART 314 001 

2129 2168 COMM 120 i001 

8243 MNGT 120 001 

2129 2180 COMM 325 001 

824~ MNGT 325 001 

2129 7467 COMM 223 002 

8246 MNGT 223 002 

2129 4103 HPM 550 001 

4156 HBHE 660 

5942 JOMC 560 001 

2129 421~ HBHE 825 i001 

5951JOMC 825 001 

2129 5936 ENVR 442 001 

6733 TO×C 442 001 

844~ BIOC 442 001 

2129 1392 MASC 781 001 

5021 MATH 761 001 

6055 ENVR 761 001 
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MATH 
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430 
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432 

786 

786 

786 

786 

421 
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421 

422 

422 
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722A 

722A 

722A 
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722B 
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722C 
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698 
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401 
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350 
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001 
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001 
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001 

~01 

~01 
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~01 
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ENVR 432/PHNU 786 
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ENVR 432/PHNU 786 

ENVR 432/PHNU 786 

ENVR 432/PHNU 786 

CHEM 421/APPL 421/MTSC 421 

CHEM 421/APPL 421/MTSC 421 

CHEM 421/APPL 421/MTSC 421 

CHEM 422/APPL 422/MTSC 422 

CHEM 422/APPL 422/MTSC 422 
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NBIO 722A/PHYI 722A/PHCO 722A 

NBIO 722A/PHYI 722A/PHCO 722A 

NBIO 722A/PHYI 722A/PHCO 722A 

NBIO 722B/PHYI 722B/PHCO 722B 

NBIO 722B/PHYI 722B/PHCO 722B 

NBIO 722B/PHYI 722B/PHCO 722B 
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NBIO 722C/PHYI 722C/PHCO 722C 
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MATH 668/ENVR 668 

MATH 668/ENVR 668 

MATH 661/ENVR 661 

MATH 661/ENVR 661 

ENVR 698 001/ENST 698 001 

ENVR 698 001/ENST 698 001 
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ENVR 698 003/ENST 698 003 

ENVR 698 003/ENST 698 003 

MASC 401 001/ENVR 417 001 

MASC 401 001/ENVR 417 001 

MASC 401 001/ENVR 417 001 

MASC 401 001/ENVR 417 001 

PMED250/HBHE960/NURS703i 

PMED250/HBHE960/NURS703i 

PMED250/HBHE960/NURS703i 



2129 1328 PHCO 643 CBIO/MCRO/BIOC/PHCO 643 

2911 MCRO 643 CBIO/MCRO/BIOC/PHCO 643 

7845 CBIO 643 039 CBIO/MCRO/BIOC/PHCO 643 

8445 BIOC 643 001 CBIO/MCRO/BIOC/PHCO 643 

11476 PHYI 643 001 CBIO/MCRO/BIOC/PHCO 643 

2129 9161 ENST 461 001 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.001 

9162 ECOL 461 001 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.001 

10016 BIOL 461 001 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.001 

2129 9163 ECOL 461 401 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.401 

9165 ENST 461 401 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.401 

10017 BIOL 461 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.401 

2129 9164 ECOL 461 402 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.402 

9166 ENST 461 402 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.402 

10018 BIOL 461 402 BIOL/ENST/ECOL 461.402 

2129                4638 BIOL 128 001 PATH 128/BIOL 128.001 

5910 PATH 128 001 PATH 128/BIOL 128.001 

2129 9312 APPL 473 001 CHEM 473/APPL/MTSC 473 

13194 CHEM 473 CHEM 473/APPL/MTSC 473 

13301 MTSC 473 CHEM 473/APPL/MTSC 473 

2129 7776 PHCY 443 O01 PHCY 443.001/PHCY 443.965 

7777 PHCY 443 961E PHCY 443.001/PHCY 443.965 

2129 7747 PHCY 445 O01 PHCY 445.001/PHCY 445.965 

7748 PHCY 445 961E 

2129 7764 PHCY 410 001 

7765 PHCY 410 961A 

2129 7766 PHCY 421 001 

7767 PHCY 421 961A 

2129 7743 PHCY 203 i001 

2129 7768 PHCY 431 001 

7769 PHCY 431 961A 

2129 7770 PHCY 461 i001 

7771PHCY 461 961A 

2129 7778 PHCY 463 001 

7779 PHCY 463 961E 

2129 7745 PHCY 413 001 

7746 PHCY 413 961E 

2129 7780 PHCY 425 001 

7781PHCY 425 961E 

2129 7784 PHCY 465 001 

PHCY 445.001/PHCY 445.965 

PHCY 410.001/PHCY 410.965 

PHCY 410.001/PHCY 410.965 

PHCY 421.001/PHCY 421.965 

PHCY 421.001/PHCY 421.965 

PHCY 203.001/PHCY 203.965 

PHCY 203.001/PHCY 203.965 

PHCY 431.001/PHCY 431.965 

PHCY 431.001/PHCY 431.965 

PHCY 461.001/PHCY 461.965 

PHCY 461.001/PHCY 461.965 

PHCY 463.001/PHCY 463.965 

PHCY 463.001/PHCY 463.965 

PHCY 413.001/PHCY 413.965 

PHCY 413.001/PHCY 413.965 

PHCY 425.001/PHCY 425.965 

PHCY 425.001/PHCY 425.965 

PHCY 465.001/PHCY 465.965 



2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

961E 

001 

961 

001 

961A 

001 

961E 

001 

961E 

OOl 

001 

961 

001 

961 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

002 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

~,001 

7785 

7749 

7750 

7774 

7775 

7772 

7773 

7787 

7788 

7782 

7783 

7937 

7938 

8074 

8075 

8135 

8136 

2264 

5266 

3236 

3698 

1382 

13303 

1383 

9948 

9956 

9964 

9965 

9989 

15836 

5943 

10038 

9946 

9986 

10158 

10821 

3196 

4398 

6509 

2614 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

PHCY 

DPET 

DPET 

DPPE 

DPPE 

DPPE 

DPPE 

GNET 

BIOL 

APPL 

PHYS 

MASC 

GEOL 

MASC 

GEOL 

PWAD 

ENST 

MASC 

PHYS 

GEOL 

JOMC 

HPM 

MUSC 

PWAD 

PHIL 

LING 

PWAD 

PHIL 

POLI 

PLCY 

465 

447 

447 

433 

433 

423 

423 

449 

449 

441 

441 

813 

813 

803 

803 

820 

820 

621 

621 

341 

341 

101 

103 

101 

103 

108 

108 

108 

108 

108 

562 

552 

289 

289 

145 

145 

272 

272 

272 

691H 

2129 001 

0O2 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

001 

2129 001 

PHCY 465.001/PHCY 465.965 

PHCY 447.001/PHCY 447.965 

PHCY 447.001/PHCY 447.965 

PHCY 433.001/PHCY 433.965 

PHCY 433.001/PHCY 433.965 

PHCY 423.001/PHCY 423.965 

PHCY 423.001/PHCY 423.965 

PHCY 449.001/PHCY 449.965 

PHCY 449.001/PHCY 449.965 

PHCY 441.001/PHCY 441.965 

PHCY 441.001/PHCY 441.965 

DPET813.001/DPET813.965 

DPET813.001/DPET813.965 

DPPE 803.001/DPPE 803.965 

DPPE 803.001/DPPE 803.965 

DPPE 820.001/DPPE 820.965 

DPPE 820.001/DPPE 820.965 

BIOL/GNET 621 

BIOL/GNET 621 

APPL 341/PHYS 341 

APPL 341/PHYS 341 

MASC 101/GEOL 103-001 

MASC 101/GEOL 103-001 

MASC 101/GEOL 103-002 

MASC 101/GEOL 103-002 

ENSTIMASCIGEOL/PHYSIPWAD 

ENSTIMASCIGEOL/PHYSIPWAD 

ENSTIMASCIGEOL/PHYSIPWAD 

ENSTIMASCIGEOL/PHYSIPWAD 

ENSTIMASCIGEOL/PHYSIPWAD 

JOMC562/HPM 552 002 

JOMC562/HPM 552 002 

MUSC 289/PWAD 289 

MUSC 289/PWAD 289 

PHIL 145/LING 145 

PHIL 145/LING 145 

PHIL/POLI/PWAD 272.001 

PHIL/POLI/PWAD 272.001 

PHIL/POLI/PWAD 272.001 

PLCY 691/691H 



10228 PLCY 681 001 

2129 2606 PLCY 101 001 

3200 PWAD 101 001 

16582 PLCY 101 002 

16603 PLCY 101H 001 

2129                2721 GEOG 120 001 

3192 PWAD 120 001 

2129 2726 GEOG 447 001 

10405 ASIA 447 001 

2129 2568 GEOG 453 001 

3193 PWAD 453 001 

2129 10106 HIST 281 

10237 PWAD 281 001 

1040~ ASIA 281 001 

2129 4486 HIST 159 006 

6412 EURO 159 006 

2129                4133 HIST 110 001 

4273 AMST 110 001 

2129 10035WMST 458 001 

10380 ANTH 458 001 

2129 258~ POLI 265 001 

4498WMST 265 001 

2129                2885 POLI 443 001 

5007 PWAD 443 001 

2129 996~ POLI 442 001 

1015~ EURO 442 001 

2129                9802 RELI 123 i001 

980~ JWST 100 

2129 9820 RELI 584 001 

10538 ASIA 584 ~01 

10536 ASIA 181 001 

2129 10618 ART 287 001 

10688 AFAM 287 001 

2129 1046~ ART 451 001 

1050~WMST 451 i001 

2129 10466 ART 456 001 

10691 ASIA 456 001 

2129 2578 ART 554 001 

10692 AFAM 554 001 

PLCY 691/691H 

PLCY101/PWAD 101/PLCY101H 

PLCY101/PWAD 101/PLCY101H 

PLCY101/PWAD 101/PLCY101H 

PLCY101/PWAD 101/PLCY101H 

GEOG/PWAD 120.001 

GEOG/PWAD 120.001 

GEOG/ASIA 447.001 

GEOG/ASIA 447.001 

GEOG/ASIA 453.001 

GEOG/ASIA 453.001 

HIST/PWAD/ASIA 281 001 

HIST/PWAD/ASIA 281 001 

HIST/PWAD/ASIA 281 001 

HIST/EURO 159.001 

HIST/EURO 159.001 

HIST/AMST 110.001 

HIST/AMST 110.001 

WMST458/ANTH 458 

WMST458/ANTH 458 

POLI/WMST 265.001 

POLI/WMST 265.001 

POLI/PWAD 443.001 

POLI/PWAD 443.001 

POLI/PWAD 442.001 

POLI/PWAD 442.001 

RELI 123/JWST 100.001 

RELI 123/JWST 100.001 

RELI/ASIA 584.001 

RELI/ASIA 584.001 

RELI/ASIA 181.001 

RELI/ASIA 181.001 

ART/AFAM 287.001 

ART/AFAM 287.001 

ART/WMST 451.001 

ART/WMST 451.001 

ART/ASIA 456.001 

ART/ASIA 456.001 

ART/AFAM 554.001 

ART/AFAM 554.001 



2129 001 

001 

2129 i001 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

427 

427 

01W 

968 

4740 

4741 

4737 

473c~ 

9003 

1028~5 

1577~5 

9865 

10695 

5257 

1069~5 

2275 

9784 

3254 

5657 

410~5 

723c~ 

10732 

10735 

10487 

10725 

2172 

3215 

10763 

1329~3 

10254 

10325 

6744 

1032~5 

2472 

10641 

271~3 

389~3 

10251 

1027~5 

1099~5 

10997 

10457 

11020 

9745 

ART 

ART 

ART 

ART 

RUES 

PWAD 

POLI 

FOLK 

AFAM 

BIOL 

GNET 

GNET 

BIOL 

APPL 

PHYS 

HPM 

HPM 

HPM 

HPM 

PUBA 

POLI 

COMM 

DRAM 

BIOL 

MASC 

SOCI 

MNGT 

SOCI 

MNGT 

SOCI 

RELI 

SOCI 

WMST 

SOCI 

WMST 

BIOL 

GEOL 

ART 

ASIA 

ENGL 

302 

402 

313 

413 

469 

469 

469 

610 

610 

425 

425 

624 

624 

491L 

491L 

6OO 

6OO 

6OO 

6OO 

722 

722 

131 

131 

462 

440 

410 

410 

412 

412 

429 

429 

124 

124 

124 

124 

159 

159 

266 

266 

659 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 i001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 i001 

001 

2129 002 

002 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

001 

2129 001 

ART302/402 

ART302/402 

ART 313/413 

ART 313/413 

Rues/Pwad 469 

Rues/Pwad 469 

Rues/Pwad 469 

Folk/Afam 610 

Folk/Afam 610 

BIOL/GNET 425.001 

BIOL/GNET 425.001 

BIOL/GNET 624.001 

BIOL/GNET 624.001 

PHYS491L/APPL491L 

PHYS491L/APPL491L 

HPM 600 01W 966 968 971 

HPM 600 01W 966 968 971 

HPM 600 01W 966 968 971 

HPM 600 01W 966 968 971 

PUBA/POLI 722.001 

PUBA/POLI 722.001 

COMM 131/DRAM 131 

COMM 131/DRAM 131 

BIOL 462/MASC 440 

BIOL 462/MASC 440 

SOCI/MNGT 410.002 

SOCI/MNGT 410.002 

SOCI/MNGT 412.002 

SOCI/MNGT 412.002 

SOCI/RELI 429.001 

SOCI/RELI 429.001 

SOCI/WMST 124.001 

SOCI/WMST 124.001 

SOCI/WMST 124.002 

SOCI/WMST 124.002 

GEOL159/BIOL159 

GEOL159/BIOL159 

ART/ASIA 266.001 

ART/ASIA 266.001 

ENGL/PWAD 659.001 



2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

10256 

4489 

4490 

5436 

8564 

5927 

9265 

6163 

12304 

4094 

4101 

11138 

3759 

4358 

10050 

11767 

13156 

8553 

8852 

3284 

3602 

11691 

11803 

11804 

12150 

12282 

12128 

12249 

12125 

12250 

12124 

12251 

2405 

12046 

12058 

12061 

2416 

12070 

12425 

12719 

PWAD 

AFAM 

AFRI 

ENST 

PHYS 

ENVR 

ENST 

HPM 

PLCY 

EPID 

EPID 

EPID 

ECON 

PLCY 

HIST 

PWAD 

ASIA 

BMME 

BMME 

MTSC 

CHEM 

BIOC 

JOMC 

HBHE 

COMM 

WMST 

COMM 

PWAD 

COMM 

PWAD 

COMM 

PWAD 

GREK 

GREK 

CLAS 

CLAS 

CLAS 

CLAS 

ECON 

EURO 

659 

474 

474 

490 

131 

468 

468 

882 

882 

750 

750 

750 

325 

327 

134 

134 

134 

890 

490 

730 

484 

649 

826 

826 

224 

224 

355 

355 

376 

376 

574 

574 

221 

352 

121H 

121 

131 

131H 

460 

460 

001 
001 
001 
003 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
01w 
965 

i~68 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~3o 

~3o 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~o2 

~o2 

~o2 

~o2 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~:OOl 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~Ol 

~o2 

~o2 

ENGL/PWAD 659.001 

AFAM/AFRI 474.001 

AFAM/AFRI 474.001 

PHYS 131/ENST 490 

PHYS 131/ENST 490 

ENVR/ENST 468 

ENVR/ENST 468 

HPM 882/PLCY 882 

HPM 882/PLCY 882 

EPID 750 sections 

EPID 750 sections 

EPID 750 sections 

PLCY 327/ECON 325 

PLCY 327/ECON 325 

HIST/PWAD/ASIA 134.001 

HIST/PWAD/ASIA 134.001 

HIST/PWAD/ASIA 134.001 

BMME490/890 030 

BMME490/890 030 

CHEM 484/MTSC 730.001 

CHEM 484/MTSC 730.001 

CHEM 484/MTSC 730.001 

JOMC826/HBHE826 002 

JOMC826/HBHE826 002 

COMM/WMST 224.002 

COMM/WMST 224.002 

COMM/PWAD 355.001 

COMM/PWAD 355.001 

COMM/PWAD 376.001 

COMM/PWAD 376.001 

COMM/PWAD 574.001 

COMM/PWAD 574.001 

grek221/grek352 001 

grek221/grek352 001 

clas121/121h 001 

clas121/121h 001 

clas131/131h 001 

clas131/131h 001 

econ460.002 

econ460.002 



12755 PWAD 460 

2129 12859 AFRI 520H 01S 

12862 PWAD 520H 01S 

2129 12316WMST 444 

12360 SOCI 444 

2129 12677 SOCI 427 002 

12911MNGT 427 002 

2129 12358 SOCI 427 001 

12370 MNGT 427 001 

2129 12348 SOCI 412 002 

12369 MNGT 412 002 

2129 12456 PHIL 275 001 

12721WMST 275 001 

2129 12048 RELI 286 001 

12891 ASIA 301 001 

2129 12054 RELI 206 001 

12879 JWST 206 001 

2129 13187WMST 561H 

13190 COMM 561H 

2129 12700 CMPL 279 001 

12972 GERM 279 001 

2129 12594 HIST 730 001 

13165WMST 730 001 

2129 12514 HIST 135 001 

13157 ASIA 135 001 

2129 12593 HIST 571 001 

12754 FOLK 571 001 

2129 12546 HIST 254 i001 

12760 PWAD 254 ~ 

2129 12507 HIST 133 001 

13150 ASIA 133 001 

2129 9740 ENGL 437 i001 

13297 ENGL 637 001 

2129 12403 POLI 457 001 

12600 PWAD 457 001 

2129 12428 PLCY 455 001 

12675 PWAD 455 001 

2129 15549 RELI 180 001 

15587 ASIA 180 001 

2129 15604 PHIL 698 001 

econ460.002 

AFRI/PWAD 520H.01S 

AFRI/PWAD 520H.01S 

SOCI/WMST 444.001 

SOCI/WMST 444.001 

SOCI/MNGT 427.002 

SOCI/MNGT 427.002 

SOCI/MNGT 427.001 

SOCI/MNGT 427.001 

SOCI/MNGT 412.002 

SOCI/MNGT 412.002 

PHIL/WMST 275.001 

PHIL/WMST 275.001 

RELI 286/ASIA 301.001 

RELI 286/ASIA 301.001 

RELI/JWST 206.001 

RELI/JWST 206.001 

COMM/WMST 561H 

COMM/WMST 561H 

GERM/CMPL 279.001 

GERM/CMPL 279.001 

HIST/WMST 730 

HIST/WMST 730 

HIST/ASIA 135.001 

HIST/ASIA 135.001 

HIST/FOLK 571.001 

HIST/FOLK 571.001 

HIST/PWAD 254.001 

HIST/PWAD 254.001 

HIST/ASIA 133.001 

HIST/ASIA 133.001 

Engl437/Engl637 

Engl437/Engl637 

POLI/PWAD 457 

POLI/PWAD 457 

PLCY455/PWAD455 

PLCY455/PWAD455 

Reli180/Asia180 001 

Reli180/Asia180 001 

PHIL/POLI/ECON 698.001 



2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

15605 

15606 

11287 

12694 

12664 

12695 

15698 

15699 

15717 

15724 

12097 

12462 

12756 

12240 

15747 

15756 

15757 

10888 

15758 

12454 

15785 

15786 

15787 

1386 

5459 

15813 

15814 

8933 

9662 

15840 

17679 

12093 

12315 

12916 

12094 

15844 

12089 

15843 

15845 

15846 

POLI 

ECON 

POLI 

EURO 

SPAN 

EURO 

RELI 

ASIA 

RELI 

JWST 

FOLK 

ANTH 

LING 

PHIL 

ENST 

ENGL 

CMPL 

ENGL 

CMPL 

PLCY 

ENVR 

PLAN 

ENST 

MASC 

ENST 

ART 

ASIA 

PHCO 

BIOC 

MOPH 

CHEM 

AMST 

WMST 

JWST 

AMST 

JWST 

AMST 

HIST 

PLCY 

PWAD 

698 

698 

239 

239 

362 

362 

582 

582 

103 

103 

484 

484 

484 

368 

368 

857 

890 

786 

700 

585 

585 

585 

585 

470 

222 

153 

153 

738 

738 

738 

791 

253 

253 

253 

486 

486 

235 

235 

220 

220 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

D01 

D01 

D01 

D01 

D01 

D01 

D01 

D01 

001 

~:001 

001 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

001 

~01 

~01 

~02 

~02 

PHIL/POLI/ECON 698.001 

PHIL/POLI/ECON 698.001 

POLI/EURO 239.001 

POLI/EURO 239.001 

SPAN/EURO 362 

SPAN/EURO 362 

RELI/ASIA 582 

RELI/ASIA 582 

RELI/JWST 103.001 

RELI/JWST 103.001 

ANTH/FOLK/LING 484.001 

ANTH/FOLK/LING 484.001 

ANTH/FOLK/LING 484.001 

PHIL/ENST 368 

PHIL/ENST 368 

ENGL 857/CMPL 890.001 

ENGL 857/CMPL 890.001 

ENGL 786/CMPL 700.001 

ENGL 786/CMPL 700.001 

ENVR/ENST/PLAN/PLCY 585.001 

ENVR/ENST/PLAN/PLCY 585.001 

ENVR/ENST/PLAN/PLCY 585.001 

ENVR/ENST/PLAN/PLCY 585.001 

MASC 470/ENST 222.001 

MASC 470/ENST 222.001 

ART/ASIA 153.001 

ART/ASIA 153.001 

moph/phco 738 

moph/phco 738 

moph/phco 738 

moph/phco 738 

amst/jwst/wmst 253 

amst/jwst/wmst 253 

amst/jwst/wmst 253 

AMST/JWST 486 

AMST/JWST 486 

AMST/HIST 235 

AMST/HIST 235 

PLCY/PWAD 220.002 

PLCY/PWAD 220.002 



2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

2129 

1585~3 

15658 

15860 

16005 

16006 

12705 

16021 

12674 

16022 

4477 

12101 

12841 

13133 

1283~3 

12860 

12861 

12925 

7944 

7945 

1607~3 

16084 

16085 

8917 

8918 

132~3 

16542 

16617 

16618 

7926 

1662~3 

12728 

15998 

9585 

10203 

7998 

15936 

16127 

10635 

15603 

POLI 

PWAD 

POLI 

PWAD 

ECOL 

BIOL 

CMPL 

CLAS 

SPAN 

CMPL 

ENGL 

AMST 

ENGL 

CMPL 

ENGL 

WMST 

WMST 

ENGL 

MOPH 

MOPH 

RELI 

ANTH 

FOLK 

RELI 

JWST 

PHCO 

BIOC 

RELI 

ASIA 

ENST 

AFRI 

NURS 

HPM 

FOLK 

AMST 

PHCY 

PHCY 

SOWO 

EDUC 

SPHS 

150 

150 

150 

150 

563 

563 

364 

364 

835 

685 

475 

290 

366 

466 

363 

363 

666 

666 

801 

801 

688 

688 

688 

106 

106 

725 

725 

581 

581 

266 

266 

928 

930 

690 

499 

604I 

604I 

604I 

861 

8O2 

002 

002 

003 

003 

~OOl 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

961 

[701 

[701 

[701 

[701 

[701 

~01 

001 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

~01 

001 

961 

~01 

~01 

~67 

POLI/PWAD 150.002 

POLI/PWAD 150.002 

POLI/PWAD 150.003 

POLI/PWAD 150.003 

ECOL/BIOL 563 

ECOL/BIOL 563 

CMPL/CLAS 364.001 

CMPL/CLAS 364.001 

SPAN 835/CMPL 685.001 

SPAN 835/CMPL 685.001 

ENGL 475/AMST 290.001 

ENGL 475/AMST 290.001 

ENGL 366/CMPL 466 

ENGL 366/CMPL 466 

ENGL 363/WMST 363 

ENGL 363/WMST 363 

ENGL 666/WMST 666 

ENGL 666/WMST 666 

moph801/001 961 

moph801/001 961 

RELI/ANTH/FOLK 688 

RELI/ANTH/FOLK 688 

RELI/ANTH/FOLK 688 

RELI/JWST 106.001 

RELI/JWST 106.001 

BIOC/PHCO 725 

BIOC/PHCO 725 

RELI/ASIA 581.001 

RELI/ASIA 581.001 

ENST/AFRI 266.001 

ENST/AFRI 266.001 

NURS 928/HPM 930 

NURS 928/HPM 930 

AMST 499/Folk 690 

AMST 499/Folk 690 

Phcy 604i/Sowo 604i 

Phcy 604i/Sowo 604i 

Phcy 604i/Sowo 604i 

EDUC 861/SPHS 802 

EDUC 861/SPHS 802 



Rows 1 - 798 

(All Rows) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 8:08 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Retreat’s date etc 

Dear Colleagues, 

In my last email, I forgot to indicate that Friday March 22, 2013 is the date of our retreat. 

Thanks for the alerts on the negative tweets about our department by Andrew Branch. I am aware of them as is the 
University. Mr. Branch is one of the many individuals and organizations that the University and I have had to deal with in 
recent weeks on matters pertaining to our department. 

Best wishes for the weekend, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~ore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilisJts~unc~edulu? 
id-323615 34~d19c27ea4325cffb 39a94 56d99719bcb&n-T&li-afriafam&o-~324905 21 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32490521-32361534.dlgc27ea4325c¢Yb39a9456d99719bcb@lisJtserv.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:35 AM 

Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [asmgrs] 288 and counting - need more donors for Holiday Carolina Blood Drive, Tuesday, 
December 1 lth, 7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., Fetzer Gym 

Volunteer form 12.11.12.docx; Poster.Holiday.Blood.Drive. 12.11.12.pdf 

Please forward to everyone. 

Thank you. 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

Tia Williams@unc.edu 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall; CB#3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 
919-962-2788 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 

From: Katrina Coble [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 9:03 AM 
To: All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asmgrs] 288 and counting - need more donors for Holiday Carolina Blood Drive, Tuesday, December 11th, 7:30 a.m. - 
1:00 p.m., Fetzer Gym 

Please forward in your unit: 
PATIENTS NEED YOU - during the holidays, blood donations typically decrease, but the need for 
blood remains steady. So this year, celebrate the holidays by giving the gift of life to someone in need 
in our area..Sign up to donate blood at the 14th annual Holiday Carolina Blood Drive. The drive 
will held a week from tomorrow on Tuesday, December llth from 7:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in Fetzer 
Gym. 
As of this morning, there were 288 appointments on the schedule - Thanks to all of you who have 
already signed up. With a goal of 400 units, we need at least 200 more donors to make appointments 
now. All presenting donors will receive a free t-shirt from the American Red Cross and will also be 
entered into a drawing for a $1,000 gift card! 
Visit www.unc.edu/blood/for details and to register. To donate blood, you must be healthy, at least 
17 years old (16 with parental consent), weigh at least 110 pounds and not have donated whole blood 
since October 16 or double red cells since August 21. Those 18 years of age and younger must also 
meet specific height and weight requirements. 
Individuals who would like to volunteer their time, can also sign up via the website or by filling out 
the attached form indicating shift/job preference and sending back to Beverly Fields, 
bcfields@email.unc.edu. 
Parking will be free on the fourth and fifth levels of the Cobb Deck accessible from the driveway to 
the Center for Dramatic Art off Country Club Road. 
Thank you and Happy Holidays - we hope to see you at the Drive! 
The Carolina Blood Drive Committee 



14th annual Holiday Carolina Blood Drive Volunteer Sign-Up 

Fetzer Gym ¯ December 11, 2012 

The 14th annual Holiday Carolina Blood Drive needs many volunteers to assist the Red Cross professional 

staff. If you can volunteer, please fill out this form and return it to the address below. The most critical 

need is for people who can work the early or late shift. We also appreciate folks who can work more than 

one shift. Volunteering doesn’t prevent one from also donating blood. 

Name 

Dept. 

CB# 

E-mail 

Phone 

Task Desired 
(check one) 

[] Canteen Aide [] 

[] Check-in/Guide [] 

[] Donor Escort [] 

[] Flexible--use as Needed 

Shift Desired 
(check one) 

7:15 a.m.-9:45 a.m. 

9:30 a.m.-11:45 a.m. 

11:30a.m.-2:15 p.m. 

"2:15 p.m.-3:3Op.m. 

*wrap up duties (i.e. canteen, escort, cleanup) 

PLEASE RETURN TO: Beverly Fields, Office of Human Research Ethics, CB# 7097, Med School Bldg 52, 

Mason Farm Road, CAMPUS or by email at bcfields@email.unc.edu 

Phone:966-3113 

Please return the completed form to Beverly Fields, Volunteer Co-Chair 

bcfields@email, unc. edu ¯ ¯ 

Please see www.unc.edu/blood/for more information 

Revised 12/12 



Pre s e n ~ ~o ~ o n ate b / o o d o r I~} Iate / et s 

between October 1 ~ ~0~2 and D~,cembe~ 
31 ~ 2012 to be aL~tomaticaI/}! er~te~ed to 

th Annual Holiday 
Carolina Blood Drive 

Fetzer Gym 

Tuesday, December 11 
7:50am 1:00pro 

Visit www.unc.edu blood to schedule your 
appointment to help save a life! 

Free T-shirts for all donors! 
For questions about the blood drive call 919-~b913-t355 1 x. t380 

For questions about if you can donate call 1-866-~56-5~76 or 

visit www.redcrossblood.org 

A~erica~ Red Cross 

redcrossbloodo0% S -8 O0-R £O O RO 8 8 1-800-73,3-2767 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 Dept 

8 ~.ERO Aerospace Studies 

~.FAM African 

9 American Studies 

~.FRI African 

10 Studies 

Spring 2013 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 28, 2012 

GA’s On-time Date: December 7, 2012 

11 ~.MST American Studies 

12 ~.NTH Anthropology 

13 APPLApplied Sciences 

14 ~.RAB Arabic 

15 ~.RT Art 

16 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

17 ~.STR Astronomy 

18 BIOL Biology 

19 BUSI Business 

20 CHEM Chemistry 

21 CHER Cherokee 

22 CHIN Chinese 

CLAR Classical 

23 &rchaeology 

24 CEAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 

30 DTCH Dutch 

31 ECON Economics 

32 EDUC Education 

33 EDUX Education 

34 ENGL English 

Courses# On-time# 

Courses# No TeN# adjusted courses 

1 1 0 0 

18 1 17 17 

16 2 14 12 

22 0 22 16 

45 6 39 34 

1 0 1 1 

7 3 4 4 

61 33 28 24 

20 1 19 12 

7 1 6 6 

45 19 26 26 

57 1 56 23 

48 18 30 30 

1 0 1 0 

14 3 11 11 

4 1 3 3 

8 0 8 8 

16 0 16 15 

59 10 49 39 

35 17 18 18 

3 0 3 3 

On-time% 

100% 

100% 

86% 

73% 

87% 

100% 

100% 

86% 

63% 

100% 

100% 

41% 

100% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

94% 

80% 

100% 

100% 

65 33 32 32 

1 0 1 

54 17 37 37 

68 3 65 28 

10 1 9 0 

153 17 136 125 

100% 

100% 

100% 

43% 

0% 

92% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 

6 

5 

0 

0 

4 

7 

0 

0 

33 

0 

1 

0 

10 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

37 

9 

11 



35 

A 

ENST Environmental 

Studies 15 

EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 44 

37 FOLK Folklore 1 

38 FREN French 20 

39 GEOG Geography 33 

40 GEOL Geology 30 

41 GERM German 14 

42 GLBL Global Studies 14 

43 GREK Greek 6 

HEBR 

44 Hebrew 3 

45 HIST History 76 

46 HNR$ Honors 7 

47 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 6 

48 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

49 Library Science 

50 ITAL Italian 

51 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

52 Communication 

53 KOR Korean 

54 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGIA 

Language 

55 

56 

57 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 58 

59 MASC Marine Science 

60 MATH Mathematics 

61 MAYA Mayan Language 

62 MTSC Material Science 

63 MUSC Music 

64 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

65 Education Activity 

36 

11 

10 

95 

3 

8 

15 

2 

18 

8 

43 

1 

2 

36 

51 

22 

C 

6 

9 

0 

0 

12 

13 

2 

6 

0 

0 

2 

1 

3 

6 

1 

4 

8 

0 

0 

15 

0 

8 

4 

5 

0 

1 

8 

18 

14 

D 

9 

35 

1 

20 

21 

17 

12 

8 

6 

3 

74 

6 

3 

30 

10 

6 

87 

3 

8 

2 

i0 

4 

38 

1 

1 

28 

33 

E 

8 

35 

0 

20 

21 

16 

12 

6 

6 

3 

67 

5 

1 

15 

10 

6 

55 

3 

8 

2 

i0 

4 

38 

0 

0 

22 

33 

F 

89% 

100% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

94% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

91% 

83% 

33% 

100% 

50% 

100% 

100% 

63% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

0% 

0% 

79% 

100% 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2 

0 

0 

7 

1 

2 

15 

0 

0 

32 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

6 

0 

8 8 100% 0 



E F G 

23 96% 

A 

66 PHYS Physics 

PLAN City & 

67 Regional Planning 

PLCY Public 

68 Policy 

69 PLSH Polish 

70 POLl Political Science 

71 PORT Portuguese 

72 PRSN Persian 

73 PSYC Psychology 

PUBA Public 

74 Administration 

PWAD Peace, War, and 

75 Defence 

RECR Recreation & 

76 Leisure Studies 

77 RELI     Religious Studies 

ROML Romance 

78 Language 

RUES Russian & East 

79 European Studies 

80 RUSS Russian 

SECR Serbian 

81 & Croation 

82 SLAV Slavic Studies 

83 SOCI Sociology 

84 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics & 

85 Operation Research 

86 SWAH Swahili 

87 tURK Turkey 

88 WMST Women’s Studies 

WOLO Wolof 

89 Language 

90 £otals 

B 

30 

18 

22 

1 

76 

9 

2 

66 

13 

3 

1 

36 

1 

1 

10 

1 

2 

48 

41 

22 

3 

1 

22 

2 

1902 

C 

6 

12 

4 

0 

9 

0 

0 

19 

2 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

12 

5 

7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

414 

D 

24 

6 

18 

1 

67 

9 

2 

47 

11 

3 

1 

35 

1 

1 

6 

1 

2 

36 

36 

15 

3 

1 

22 

2 

1488 

14 

1 

63 

9 

2 

45 

83% 

78% 

100% 

94% 

100% 

100% 

96% 

3 

1 

33 

1 

0 

6 

1 

2 

32 

34 

15 

3 

1 

14 

1 

1255 

4     36% 

100% 

100% 

94% 

100% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

89% 

94% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

64% 

50% 

84% 

1 

1 

4 

0 

4 

0 

0 

2 

7 

0 

0 

2 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

8 

1 

233 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AERO 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AFAM 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 AFRI 101 005 STAFF 060 

7 AFRI 421 001 SECK 030 

8 

9 LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 SWAH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 WOLO 404 001 SECK 020 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERll 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AMST 211 001 STAFF 120 

6 AMST 275H 001 WILLIS 024 

7 AMST 350 001 STAFF 025 

8 AMST 390 001 BAMBERG 020 

9 AMST 499 001 STAFF 010 

10 AMST 700 001 KASSON 018 

11 

12 FOLK 550 001 ROBERTS 025 



2 qat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 089 083 MIDDLETON 024 

6 ANTH 101 001 STAFF 024 

7 ANTH 296 052 LACHICOTTE 015 

8 ANTH 499 083 MIDDLETON 025 

9 ANTH 898 054 REDFIELD 010 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 720 001 ZHOU 010 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIJ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ART 273 001 GHOSH 020 

6 ART 290 001 GRABOWSKI 018 

7 ART 490 001 STAFF 029 

8 ART 750 181 BOWLES 005 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASIA 133 001 TSIN 013 

6 ASIA 135 001 FLATT 005 

7 ASIA 180 001 ERNST 018 

8 ASIA 276 006 SHIELDS 010 

9 ASIA 288 001 FLETCHER 003 

10 ASIA 536 001 SHIELDS 005 

11 ASIA 583 001 THAVER 005 

12 

13 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 CHIN 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 HEBR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 HNUR 102 003 UMASHANKAR 020 

20 HNUR 204 001,002 UMASHANKAR 040 

21 

22 JAPN 100% ADOPTED 

23 

24 KOR 100% ADOPTED 

25 

26 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

27 

28 TURK 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 ASTR 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 PHYS 545 001 FRAMPTON 020 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 BIOL I 100% I ADOPTED I 



2 ~that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 051 001 BLOCHER 020 

6 BUSI 204 01S CHAVlS 025 

7 BUSI 205 001 FLOOD 030 

8 BUSI 401 003-005 DICKENS 060 

9 BUSI 403 001,002 PARLAKTURK 090 

10 BUSI 403 003,004 KEMAHLI 100 

11 BUSI 406 001,002 STAFF 100 

12 BUSI 406 003,004 DIDOW 095 

13 BUSI 409 001-003 WELD 135 

14 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

15 BUSI 502 001 HAMNER 045 

16 BUSI 503 001 MILLER 030 

17 BUSI 504 001 STAFF 001 

18 BUSI 505 001 VERNON 025 

19 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

20 BUSI 507 001,002 SEAGLE 090 

21 BUSI 525 001 HARMS 024 

22 BUSI 526 001 PEARMAN 015 

23 BUSI 532 001 MARUCHECK 045 

24 BUSI 541 001 ROBERTS 050 

25 BUSI 545 001 STAFF 045 

26 BUSI 554 001,002 FRIGA 060 

27 BUSI 559 001 FELLOWS 050 

28 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

29 BUSI 584 001 GULTEKIN 045 

30 BUSI 587 001 ROSTAN 025 

31 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO 005 

32 BUSI 597 001 GULTEKIN 045 

33 BUSI 602 001,002 STAFF 090 

34 BUSI 617 001 DIDOW 040 

35 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI 010 

36 BUSI 886 001 GHYSELS 010 

37 BUSI 891 001 BETTIS 010 



2 .’ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER: 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CHEM 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER! 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 070 001 FERGUSON 025 

6 COMM 160 001 CRAFT 120 

7 COMM 171 001 STAFF 25 

8 COMM 260 001,002 STAFF 040 

9 COMM 390 002 BURTAINE 015 

10 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

11 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 

12 COMM 639 003 RUDINSKY 012 

13 COMM 661 001 CRAFT 015 

14 COMM 669 001 FERGUSON 025 



2 3ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 100% ADOPTED 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORD 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ECON 100% ADOPTED 



2 _~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 025 

6 EDUC 131 001 GIST 030 

7 EDUC 131 002 LANE 030 

8 EDUC 403 002 ABLA 060 

9 EDUC 404 001 NEW 020 

10 EDUC 405 001 FOX 020 

11 EDUC 405 002 STAFF 020 

12 EDUC 415 001 BOLICK 035 

13 EDUC 416 001 STAFF 035 

14 EDUC 441 001 UNKS 140 

15 EDUC 441 002 UNKS 140 

16 EDUC 502 001 PALSHA 020 

17 EDUC 502 002 STAFF 020 

18 EDUC 503 001 HORNER 045 

19 EDUC 503 002 HUFF 020 

20 EDUC 503 003 CABOT 030 

21 EDUC 506 001 HOUCK 035 

22 EDUC 567 001 GLAZIER 025 

23 EDUC 601 001 SCOTT 025 

24 EDUC 638 001 SCHAINKER 035 

25 EDUC 698 001 MILLER 020 

26 EDUC 719 001 SIMEONSSON 025 

27 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 010 

28 EDUC 731 001 VEITCH 035 

29 EDUC 747 001 TRIER 025 

30 EDUC 747 002 WOOTEN 025 

31 EDUC 747 003 RONG 011 

32 EDUC 747 004 CERVANTES-SOON 015 

33 EDUC 754 001 STAFF 035 

34 EDUC 758 001 RONG 025 

35 EDUC 762 001 SIMEONSSON 030 

36 EDUC 773 001 NOBLIT 035 

37 EDUC 833 001 STAFF 035 

38 EDUC 835 001 MORTON 030 

39 EDUC 844 002 STAFF 025 

40 EDUC 844 003 STAFF 025 

41 EDUC 866 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

42 

43 EDUX 622 001 HALL 030 

44 EDUX 629 001 FRIEL 035 

45 EDUX 699 001 LANE 000 



I A B C D E 

46 EDUX 700 001 ABLE 040 

47 EDUX 701 001 GRUMET 045 

48 EDUX 701 002 GULLEDGE 025 

49 EDUX 703 001 HALL 030 

50 EDUX 722 001 LLOYD 030 

51 EDUX 722 002 MILLER 015 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 435 001 PEACOCK 064 

6 

7 ENGL 089 001 AHUJA 024 

8 ENGL 089H 001 CURTAIN 024 

9 ENGL 120 002 WITTIG 035 

10 ENGL 129 004 GREENE 035 

11 ENGL 129 006 HENDERSON 035 

12 ENGL 129 008 CRYSTAL 035 

13 ENGL 131 004 WHITE 018 

14 ENGL 140 002 CURTAIN 035 

15 ENGL 144 003 GEIL 035 

16 ENGL 365 001 AHUJA 035 

17 ENGL 367 001 HENDERSON 035 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ENST 420 001 SEASE 024 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 RECR 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 100% ADOPTED 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3    or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 590 001 BARTEK 019 



2 .’ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GERM 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CZCH 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SECR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 SLAV 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 158 007 SMITH 090 

6 HIST 233 006 STAFF 055 

7 HIST 372 001 KASSON 110 

8 HIST 391 001 CASSEN 015 

9 HIST 395 010 MAYNOR-LOWERY 015 

10 HIST 692H 001 JACKSON 020 

11 HIST 900 001 RADDING 015 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI! 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 INLS 089 001 STUTZMAN 020 

6 INLS 101 002 SHAW 025 

7 INLS 200 001 PATILLO 035 

8 INLS 285 001 BERGQUIST 020 

9 INLS 318 001 BARLOW 020 

10 INLS 500 001 BAILEY 025 

11 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

12 INLS 512 001 HAAS 025 

13 INLS 525 001 SHAW 030 

14 INLS 550 001 MCNAMARA 030 

15 INLS 578 001 KELLER 024 

16 INLS 582 001 HAAS 030 

17 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 015 

18 INLS 841 001 MORAN 025 

19 INLS 842 001 MORAN 025 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 390 001 OSTERWEIL 030 

6 GLBL 789 001    KINSELLA    012 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 180 001 STAFF 017 

6 JOMC 187 001 DESLOGE 017 

7 JOMC 187 002 KIRKMAN 017 

8 JOMC 221 003 CARMICHAEL 017 

9 JOMC 221 005 STAFF 015 

10 JOMC 240 001 AIKAT 028 

11 JOMC 253 002 CUADRAS 015 

12 JOMC 253 003,004 O’CONNOR 030 

13 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 015 

14 JOMC 256 002 STAFF 017 

15 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 025 

16 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 017 

17 JOMC 272 002 HESTER 017 

18 JOMC 279 002 STAFF 060 

19 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

20 JOMC 349 001 AIKAT 010 

21 JOMC 426 001 HOCHBERG 015 

22 JOMC 434 001,002 COMELLO 038 

23 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

24 JOMC 463 001 CLARK 020 

25 JOMC 480 001 STEVENS 017 

26 JOMC 481 001 DAVISON 017 

27 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

28 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

29 JOMC 552 001 ABERNATHY 015 

30 JOMC 581 001 RUEL 017 

31 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

32 JOMC 583 001 STAFF 017 

33 JOMC 584 001 DAVISON 017 

34 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 

35 JOMC 704 001 DILLMAN-CARPENTIER 015 

36 JOMC 782 001 RUEL 017 



2 "ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5    LING 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MAYA 101 001 MORA-MARIN 020 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MUSC 089H 001 MACNEIL 024 

6 MUSC 110 001,002 DUARTE 020 

7 MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

8 MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

9 MUSC 211 006 HUFF 075 

10 MUSC 308 004 KLEBANOW 008 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~t have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 760 001 O.UERCIA 040 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIJ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 089 001 OATLEY 024 

6 POLl 150H 001 OATLEY 024 

7 POLl 209 001 RABINOW 030 

8 POLl 733 001 HOOGHE 020 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLC¥ 070 001 CARTER 020 

6 PLC¥ 080 001 FELDMAN 025 

7 PLC¥ 326 001 JOHNSON 045 

8 PLCY 530H 001 LAUEN 024 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 501 001,002    WlSS    070 

6 PSYC 859    001     THISSEN 015 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 396 001 BLANCHARD 010 

6 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 022 

7 PUBA 711 001 WHITAKER 022 

8 PUBA 730 001 ALLISON 022 

9 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 

10 PUBA 749 002,003 MORSE 031 

11 PUBA 765 001 MILLONZl 015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PWAD 100% ADOPTED 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RELI 207 001 STAPLES 030 

6 RELI 582 001    STAFF    012 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ROML 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 FREN 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 ITAL 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 PORT 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 SPAN 371 002 BINOTTI 024 

14 SPAN 678 001 BINOTTI 022 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 730 001 ROBERTSON 010 



2 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL C 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 101 002 STAFF 048 

6 SOCI 273 002 GALLEGOS-LERMA 048 

7 SOCI 412 001 ROOS 048 

8 SOCI 420 001 GORMAN 048 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 STOR 100% ADOPTED 



2 t have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 064 001 SHIELDS 024 

6 WMST 068 001 PAGE 020 

7 WMST 101 001 STAFF 300 

8 WMST 230 001 PAGE 020 

9 WMST 289 001 BURRILL 025 

10 WMST 350 001 SHIELDS 025 

11 WMST 363 001 STAFF 010 

12 WMST 851 001 STAFF 00S 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2013 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) Astronomy 101/102: Fall 2010 through Spring 2013 

Chaisson Astronomy Today 9780321691439 

2) Chem 101,102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2013 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

3) Drama 115: Fall 2010 through Fall 2013 

GA1NOR NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF DRAMA: SHORTER 978-0-393-93412-0 

4) Drama 116: Fall 2010 through Fall 2013 

JACOBUS COMPACT BEDFORD INTRO TO DRAMA 978-0-312-47489-8 

5) Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 

6) Physics 104/105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2013 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

7) Physics 116/117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2013 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

9) Statistics & Operations Research (STOR) 151: Fall 2011 through Spring 2013 

JOHNSON STATISTICS 978-0-470-40927-5 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. As noted in UNC’s 2011 Report on the Cost of Textbooks, Submitted with Campus-Based 

Tuition and Fee Increase Requests, "To significantly affect the cost of textbooks, Chancellors, Provosts, 

faculty and bookstore managers must continue to increase the number of courses and textbooks in the 

guaranteed buyback programs." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 4:56 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Important guidelines - class blogs 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see below guidelines concerning class blogs from the Dean’s office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Because class blogs have become a popular tool for teaching and learning, instructors should also be aware that, as with 
any other written course assignment, students’ privacy rights under FERPA must be respected. Therefore, it is not 
advisable to require students to share their class work on a public web site or blog, without their permission, or without 
providing an option for them to restrict access to their work. Instructors who elect to make student blog posts a class 
requirement, or even an option for students’ graded work, should: (1) provide full disclosure in the syllabus distributed on 
the first day of class about how blog posts will be used and graded, (2) give each student control over who besides the 
teaching staff will have access to the student’s blog, and (3) keep grades and written evaluation comments private, 
communicating them only to the student, just as you would for any other written class work. Sakai offers useful tools for 
blogging that will be helpful in this regard; for additional information, see 

sakaiounc.edu!~portal/hel~!TOCDispJ~!contentoNp?docld=Nogwowdefault 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
id=32361534.dl 9c27ea4325c~%39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afria~m&o=32498286 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32498286-32301534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Decosta, Senora R <senora@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 6, 2012 2:09 PM 

Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; Rainey, Arlene 
<arlene_rainey@unc.edu>; McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; 
jmspille@email.unc.edu; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Tricia M. <tmrobins@email.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Joanne O. <Joanne_Lee@unc.edu>; Rhodes, 
Sherry <srhodes@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sharon Horton 
<shjones@email.unc.edu>; Terry_Barker@dentistry.unc.edu; Decosta, Senora R 
<senora@unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Terita 
<terita_williams@med.unc.edu>; Quick, Myra (2 <quick@unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Stone, Theresa <tstone@email.unc.edu>; Carrier, 
Lennis Doran <lcarrier@unc.edu>; Williams, Gina <gina werner@med.unc.edu>; 
Gorman, Jackie <j ackie@unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; 
Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu>; Winston, Mary (2 
<cwinston@physics.unc.edu>; Kang, Janice <jbkang@email.unc.edu>; Hobgood, 
Melissa (2 <mhobgood@bios.unc.edu>; Dowd, Victoria E <victoria_dowd@unc.edu>; 
Bailey, Lara J <ljbailey@email.unc.edu>; tjohnson@bme.unc.edu; Hermreck, Sausyty 
<sausyty_hermreck@med.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Sauer, 
Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Wingo, Brad <bwingo@email.unc.edu>; Melton, 
Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; McKinney, Nancy D <ndmckinney@unc.edu>; 
Pickard, Sharon L <Pickard@sog.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori Elizabeth 
<lorihe@live.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F <sstedman@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, 
Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Lerea, Leslie S <lerea@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, 
Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; (2opeland, Rachel <rachelc@unc.edu>; Cheek, 
Suphronia M-j <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Brock, Brenda W 
<brenda brock@med.unc.edu>; Hinrichs, Mary L <mhinrich@email.unc.edu>; 
Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Rogers, Charlotte H 
<crogers@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Mckinney, Ashley 
<amckin@email.unc.edu>; (2arter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula 
<pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Berg, Vilma Gabriele <vilma berg@med.unc.edu>; Holt, 
Deannie <dholt@email.unc.edu>; (21emmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Flannery, 
Dixie <dixie_flannery@med.unc.edu>; Turner, Carolyn L <turnerc@email.unc.edu>; 
Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu>; Phelps, Lou Anne 
<laphelps@email.unc.edu>; Warfford, Janice (2 <janice_warfford@med.unc.edu>; 
Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Diana, Ina <ina_diana@med.unc.edu>; Moore, 
Katherine A <mooreka@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; 
Jessica Russell@UN(2.EDU; Kenney, Denise E <denise_kenney@med.unc.edu>; 
Tavernise, Adriana E <adriana tavernise@med.unc.edu>; Shaw, Seletha L 
<seletha_shaw@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <riefkohl@email.unc.edu>; 
Bancroft, Molly J. <mbancrof@email.unc.edu>; burgner@bio.unc.edu; Smither, Tom 
<tomnc@unc.edu>; (2owan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash 
<elphaba@email.unc.edu>; Marlow, (2ara F <cara marlow@med.unc.edu>; (2ripps, 
Nancy S <cripps@email.unc.edu>; j ane_schenck@DENTISTRY.UN(2.EDU; Leonard, 
Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-(2ahan, Deborah A 
<dscahan@email.unc.edu>; Justice, Kathy (2. <kathy_c_iustice@med.unc.edu>; Stroud, 
Daisette Ford <daisette_stroud@unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; 
Rozan, Ellen <erozan@email.unc.edu>; Bethea, Brenda S <bbethea@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Paige 
<anderpe@email.unc.edu>; Hensley, Jean R <Jean_Hensley@unc.edu>; Reilly, Cindy 
<cindy_reilly@unc.edu>; Poteat, Dorothy (2 <dorothy~oteat@med.unc.edu>; Batts, 



Subject: 

Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, Summer <sundance@unc.edu>; Davis, Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; 
Mitchell, Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Haven, Ben 
<bhaven@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; McDonnell, Carol 
B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu>; Bright, Rebecca Elizabeth <rbright@email.unc.edu> 

Grading Fall 2012 

It has come to my attention that some of you may not realize that the grading memo now appears on the Registrar’s 

website only, and is no longer sent to you individually. 

The memo is available on the Registrar’s website. You can point the faculty to these links: 

https://registrar.unc.edu/2012/11/28/fall-2012-grading-calendar/ 

http://registrar.unc.edu/academic-services/grades/reporting-grades/ 

Senora DeCosta 
Assistant University Registrar 
Office of the University Registrar 
919 962-9859 



Bereket Habte Selassie 
University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

Battle Hall, Rm 209, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 

(t)919-962-SS38 / (f)919-962-2694 
bselassi@email.unc.edu 

SUMMARY 

More than 20 years in government, law and diplomacy; 35 years in full-time university teaching 

and writing; a lifetime working for human rights and democracy. 

Currently: William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, University of 

North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

Previous Positions: Federal Supreme Court Associate Justice, Ethiopia 

Attorney General, Ethiopia 

Mayor of Harar, Ethiopia 

Vice Minister of Interior, Ethiopia 

Part-time Lecturer in Law, Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia 

Attorney at World Bank, Washington, D.C. 

Professor of African Law and Politics, Howard University (1977-1993) 

Adjunct Professor of African Politics, Georgetown University (1978-1987) 

Chairman and Founding Member of Eritrean Relief Association 

Eritrean Representative to the United Nations (1985-1991) 

Chairman, Constitutional Commission of Eritrea (1994-1997) 

EDUCATION 

University of London, LL.B. (Honors), 1956 

University of London, Ph.D., 1967 

University of Perugia, Italian Language and Literature 

AWARDS, HONORS & CONSULTANCIES 



Bereket Habte Selassie 
pa ge 2 

2011 

2011 

2010 

2010 

2009 

2009 

2007 

2005 

DELIVERED THE NYERERE DSITINGUISHED LECTURER FOR 2011 

MEMBER OF THE EXPERT ADVISORY GROUP ON SOUTH SUDAN’S NEW COSNTITUTION 

DELIVERED THE ABIOLA LECTURER AT THE 2010 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ASA 

MEMBER OF THE EXPERT ADVISORY GROUP ON KENYA’S NEW COSNTITUTION 

AWARDED DR. OF LAW (HONRIS CAUSA) BY SIMMONS COLLEGE, BOSTON 

Appointed Director of Study Abroad Program for UNC students in London, UK 

Subject of an international conference in my honor organized by the Department of African 

and African American Studies and the Law School of UNC (April). 

Consulted for the Constitutional Commission of Iraq (July-August). 

Participated in the UN Working Group Meeting on the Iraqi constitution-making 

process in Aman Jordan (April). 

Delivered the David Mellinkoff Memorial Lecture at the University of California-- 

Los Angeles School of Law on "Self Determination: The Adventures of an Idea 

and its Impact on National and International Politics" (February) 

Drafted lengthy memorandum on the constitution-making process in Iraq, as a 

United Nations Consultant (January). 

2001-2004 Chaired Working Group on Constitution-Making, United States Institute of Peace 

[edited volume was published in April 2010 by the U.S. Peace Institute Press]. 

2003 

2000 

Appointed Director of Study Abroad Program for UNC students in Cape Town, 

South Africa 

Advised Presidential Committee on the review of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution. 

1998-99 Member of Expert Advisory Group on Nigeria’s constitution-making process 

1998 Associate Fellow, Fund for Peace, Washington, D.C. 

1998 Visiting Senior Fellow, Schell Center, Yale Law School. 



Bereket Habte Selassie 
pa ge 3 

1997 Invited by German government to consult on democracy issues in Germany. 

1994 Invited by French government to consult on French experience with constitution- 

making and related issues. 

1993 Talman Professor of History, Bowdoin College. 

1992-1993 Distinguished Fellow, Jennings Randolph Program for International Peace, United 

States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. 

1977-1987    Associate Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies 

1979 Guest Scholar, Woodrow Wilson Center for International Scholars, Washington, D.C. 

Invited by British government on special visits to Britain in 1963, 1972, and 1996. 

Numerous additional consultancies with multilateral institutions, governments and international 

agencies, including World Bank, US/AID and the Centre for Democracy and Development. 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 

African Studies Association (since 1977) 

International Third World Legal Association (until 1993) 

Washington Foreign Law Society (until 1991) 

Association of Concerned African Scholars (until 1991, member of Board of 

Directors) 

Research and Information Center on Eritrea 

Somali Studies International Association 



Bereket Habte Selassie 
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EDITORIAL POSITIONS 

Member, Board of Advisors, Horn of Africa Journal, (March 1992-present) 

Member, Board of Advisors, Development and Change, Journal of the Institute of 

Social Studies, the Hague, Netherlands ( 1985-1997) 

Member, B oard of Editors, Journal of Eritrean Studies, ( 1985-1991 ) 

Member, Board of Editors, Horn of Africa Journal, (1979-1985) 

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES 

I have delivered scores of keynote addresses, including at international meetings, on law and 

politics 

MAJOR PUBLICATIONS 

Books: 

Wounded Nation: How a Once Promising Eritrea Was Betrayed and Its Future 

Compromised. Trenton, N. J., Red Sea Press. 2011 

The Crown and the Pen: The Memoir of a Lawyer Turned Rebel. Trenton, N.J., 

Red Sea Press, 2007. 

The Making of the Eritrean Constitution: Dialectic of Process and Substance. 

Trenton, N.J., Red Sea Press, 2003. 

Riding the Whirlwind. Trenton, N.J., Red Sea Press (a novel), 1993. 

Reflections on the Future Pofitical System of Eritrea. Washington, DC: Eritreans 

for Democracy, 1990. (Monograph). 



Bereket Habte Selassie 
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Eritrea and the United Nations. Trenton, N.J.: Red Sea Press, 1989. 

Behind the War in Eritrea (Editor and Contributor). Nottingham: Spokesman 

Press, 1980. 

Conflict and lntervention in the Horn of Africa. New York: Monthly Review 

Press, 1980. 

The Executive in African Governments. London: Heinemann, 1974. 

The Devil in God’s Country: A Four-Acts Play. Nkuki Na Nyota, Dar Es-Salaam, 

2011. 

From Colonial Borders to African Unity: Distinguished Nyerere Lecture, 2011 

Book Chapters and Peer-reviewed articles--Several 

LANGUAGES 

Fluent (oral and written) in English, French, Italian, Amharic, Tigrigna; working 

knowledge of Arabic and Spanish. 

Married with five grown children, and two grand-children. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 12, 2012 3:42 PM 

Buarotti, Louis E <LBuarotti@fac.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Facilities SevicesConstruction Funding Document 
20121212153513929.pdf 

Hello 

The attached document replace the one sent yesterday by Mr. Travis Gore. The correct account to be use to charge renovation costs is 
, instead of 

Thank you 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [ma~lto:scanrter ] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 3:35 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 12.12.2012 15:35:13 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Date 

~E~ 

Project 

Work Order 

Property 

Facilities Services Construction Funding Document 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

November 6, 2012 

CONSTRUCTION FUNDING DOCUMENT 

FSPI3189 

13052385 

056 

THE DEAN’S OFFICE NEEDS ESTIMATES ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AS SOON AS PO~S 

CONSTRUCTION-ROOM 306 

BATTLE 

Customer ID 3287-232871 Contact TRAVIS GORE 

Customer AFRICAN\AFRO-AMER Telephone No. (919) 966-5496 

Construction Funding is requested in the amonnt of $6~289.00. 

Provide Customer Bill Account(s)#. 

Re~:eipt of this completed funding document v~il~ serve as our authorization to encumber funds in the amount specified above and will 

serve as our authorization to proceed. 

This funding request is valid for 9f3 calendar days from the date of this letter. 

f A~hor~ed Customer Sigmtture Date 

Work Management 

CB# 1825 

Phone: (919) 962-9075 

Fax: :(919) 962-8849 Please direct all inquiries to the Project Manager. 

Printed 1|/11612012 12:00PM FS314A 
Pagv 1 of I 



Divison/Institute/ 2011 2011 2011 Part 

Office 

A&S - ACADEMIC 

ADVISING 3120 

A&S - AFRICAN & 

AFRICAN-AMER 

STUDIES 3287 

A&S - AMERICAN 

STUDIES 3226 

A&S - 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

3284 

A&S - APPLIED 

SCIENCES 3232 

A&S - ART 3204 

A&S - ARTS & 

HUMANITIES 

INSTITUTE 3211 

A&S - ARTS & SCI 

INFO SERVICES 

3231 

A&S - ASIAN 

STUDIES 3252 

A&S - BIOLOGY 

3267 

Donors Emps 

30     33 91% 

5 23 22% 

2 12 17% 

5 36 14% 

0    1 0% 

3 36 8% 

5 5 100% 

0 23 0% 

0 35 0% 

4 97 4% 

A&S - CAROLINA 

ASIA CENTER 3237 0 3 0% 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

3265 9 95 9% 

A&S - CITY & 

REGIONAL 

PLANNING 3288 3 19 16% 

2011    2012 2012 2012 Part 

Totals Donors Emps % 

$3,903 30     36 83% 

$945 3     20 15% 

S240 3 10 30% 

$2,020 3 33 9% 

$0 0 1 0% 

$672 2 28 7% 

$580 7 5     140% 

$0 7 23 30% 

$0 6 31 19% 

$2,610 3 92 3% 

33% 

12 93 13% 

$798 5     17 29% 

2012 % of 

Totals 2011 
Acct # 

$3,221 83% 472134 

$954 101% 471631 

$660 275% 471383 

$1,580 78% 472084 

$0 0% 470484 

$420 63% 471979 

$1,090 188% 471052 

$1,274 0% 471920 

$540 0% 471854 

$2,790 107% 472654 

$60    0% 663153 

$9,990 147% 472621 

$1,350 169% 471805 



A&S - CLASSICS 

3220 

A&S - 

COMMUNICATION 

STUDIES 3215 

A&S - COMPUTER 

SCIENCE 3276 

A&S - CTR 

STUDENT SUCCESS- 

ACAD COUNSELIN 

3214 

A&S - DEANS 

OFFICE 3201 

A&S - DRAMATIC 

ART 3207 

A&S - ECONOMICS 

3289 

A&S- ENGLISH & 

COMP LIT 3225 

A&S - 

ENVIRONMENT& 

ECOLOGY 3264 

A&S - EUROPEAN 

STUDIES 3216 

A&S - EXERCISE & 

SPORT SCIENCE 

3292 

A&S - G EC 

BUILDING 

OPERATIONS 3261 

A&S - GEOGRAPHY 

3290 

11 

22 

14 

15 

37 

62 

14 

40 

23 

36 

90 

4 

57 

33% 

8% 

8% 

21% 

28% 

30% 

25% 

24% 

25% 

60% 

25% 

$4,680 

$504 

$3,204 

$1,066 

$5,148 

$8,775 

$90 

$220 

$1,102 

3 

3 

3 

3 

21 

5 

8 

39 

0 

0 

53 

12 

34 

57 

17 

38 

24 

32 

83 

4 

50 

25% 

9% 

5% 

18% 

55% 

21% 

25% 

47% 

0% 

0% 

106% 

$3,600 77% 471680 

$390 142% 472183 

$3,540 100% 472522 

$394 78% 470708 

$5,744 179% 472027 

$609 57% 472035 

$4,180 81% 472241 

$11,697 133% 472530 

$0 0% 470641 

$0 0% 471078 

26 

0% 

0% 

$0 0 

27 

0% 

4% 

$0    0% 1079813 

$120 0% 471813 

$2,984 271% 472373 



A&S - GEOLOGICAL 

SCIENCES 3268 

A&S - GERMANIC 

LANGUAGES 3229 

A&S - GLOBAL 

STUDIES 3135 

A&S - HISTORY 

3291 

A&S - HONORS 

3203 

A&S - HUMANITIES 

& HUMAN VALUES 

3221 

A&S - INST FOR 

STUDY OF 

AMERICAS 3251 

A&S - LEARNING 

CENTER 3235 

A&S - LINGUISTICS 

3228 

A&S - MARINE 

SCIENCES 3262 

A&S - 

MATHEMATICS 

3282 

A&S - M I D EAST & 

MUSLIM CIV CTR 

3240 

A&S - MUSIC 3212 

A&S - NAVAL 

SCIENCE 3298 

19 

12 

0 

9 

17 

22 

4 

55 

20 

46 

2 

41 

12% 

18% 

0% 

35% 

11% 

120% 

67% 

0% 

25% 

10% 

26% 

0% 
22% 

100% 

$1,800 

$1,680 

$o 

$7,460 

$60 

$469 

$720 

$o 

$620 

$1,312 

$3,900 

$0 

$1,915 

$20 

5 

0 

19 

5 

2 

1 

1 

3 

11 

0 

7 

0 

16 

20 

4 

54 

21 

38 

2 

42 

6% 

25% 

0% 

35% 

13% 

71% 

67% 

20% 

17% 

14% 

29% 

0% 

17% 

0% 

$600 33% 471649 

$2,597 155% 471490 

$0 0% 1079821 

$7,630 102% 472399 

$120 200% 471581 

$378 81% 471169 

$170 24% 817908 

$60 0% 470815 

$500 81% 471300 

$1,890 144% 471862 

$3,560 91% 472357 

$30    0% 1079847 

$1,405 73% 472233 

$0 0% 470500 



A&S - PEACE WAR 

& DEFENSE 3206 

A&S - PHILOSOPHY 

3238 

A&S - PHYSICS & 

ASTRONOMY 3270 

A&S - PLAYMAKERS 

REPERTORY 8915 

A&S - POLITICAL 

SCIENCE 3294 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

3258 

A&S - 

PSYCHOMETRIC 

LAB 5235 

A&S - PUBLIC 

POLICY 3279 

A&S - RELIGIOUS 

STUDIES 3241 

A&S - RESEARCH 

LABS OF 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

3286 

A&S - ROMANCE 

LANGUAGES 3244 

A&S - SLAVIC 

EURAS & E EUR 

CTR 3249 

13 

10 

10 

0 

6 

6 

1 

19 

27 

57 

13 

46 

82 

1 

21 

20 

3 

71 

0% 

30% 

23% 

0% 

22% 

12% 

0% 

29% 

30% 

33% 

27% 

0% 

$0 

$4,160 

$16,330 

$0 

$5,794 

$4,270 

$0 

$6,348 

$9,980 

$120 

$2,740 

$0 

0 

9 

14 

o 

15 

10 

2 

6 

3 

3 

17 

0 

21 

54 

15 

43 

82 

0% 

19 

14 

4 

62 

43% 

26% 

0% 

35% 

12% 

1     200% 

32% 

21% 

75% 

27% 

0% 

$0 0% 470518 

$4,130 99% 471987 

$11,790 72% 472381 

$0    0% 1079862 

$8,215 142% 472274 

$4,300 101% 472555 

$330 0% 470534 

$6,443 101% 471508 

$9,840 99% 471656 

$485 404% 470831 

$2,896 106% 472456 

$0 0% 470849 



A&S - SOCIOLOGY 

3296 

A&S - STATISTICS & 

OPERATIONS RES 

3278 

A&S - STU DY 

ABROAD 3266 

A&S - 

UNDERGRADUATE 

EDUCATION 

OFFICE 3219 

A&S - 

UNDERGRADUATE 

RESEARCH 3236 

A&S - URBAN 

STUDIES 5215 

A&S - WOMENS 

STUDIES 3283 

A&S - WRITING 

CENTER 3234 

ATHLETICS 

CAM P SVC - 

AIRPORT 8952 

CAMP SVC - ASSOC 

VC CAMPUS 

SERVICES 2223 

CAMP SVC - AUXIL 

ENTERPRISES-GEN 

ADM 8120 

CAM P SVC - 

BUILDING 

SERVICES 7150 

29 

25 

17 

21% 

16% 

0% 

$2,388 3     23 13% 

$2,400 2     23 9% 

$0 2     17 12% 

$1,944 81% 472142 

$220 9% 471938 

$120 0% 471599 

16 

7    14% 

0% 

19% 

11% 

$30 5 7 71% 

$0 

$630 

$240 

2    50% 

5 15 33% 

3 9 33% 

$544 1813% 470690 

$480 0% 470542 

$2,010 319% 471326 

$500 208% 471177 

0 

55 

14 

5 

237 

0% 

23% 

0% 

50% 

$0 2 4 50% 

$10,336 43 236 18% 

$0 

$264 

0 0% 

50% 

$120    0% 1079870 

$8,338 81% 472811 

$0 0% 470716 

$130 49% 470724 

29 

242 

24% 

6% 

$2,155 7     29 24% 

$2,280 7    246 3% 

$3,100 144% 471565 

$840 37% 674333 



CAM P SVC - 

BUSINESS 

OPERATIONS 7130 

CAM P SVC - 

DESIGN & 

CONSTRUCTION 

SVCS 7160 

CAM P SVC - 

ENERGY 

MANAGEMENT 

7170 

CAM P SVC - 

ENERGY SERVICES 

8130 

CAM P SVC - 

ENVIRONMENT 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

2371 

CAM P SVC - 

FACI LITI ES 

SERVICES DIVISION 

7110 

CAM P SVC - 

GROUNDS 

SERVICES 7140 

CAM P SVC - 

HOUSEKEEPING 

7215 & 7120 

CAM P SVC - 

LAUNDRY 

DEPARTMENT 8931 

17 

1 

2 

17 

7 

3 

21 

53 

54 

87 

15 

139 

42 

15 

77 

357 

31% 

1% 

13% 

12% 

17% 

20% 

27% 

15% 

100% 

$702 

$260 

$265 

$5,856 

$1,635 

$1,270 

$98O 

$3,208 

$130 

6 

2 

15 

8 

15 

26 

44 

59 

84 

11 

136 

45 

13 

69 

397 

10% 

2% 

O% 

11% 

18% 

115% 

38% 

11% 

100% 

$1,394 

$85 

$0 

$4,350 

$2,145 

$1,659 

$688 

$2,870 

$130 

199% 

33% 

O% 

74% 

131% 

131% 

7O% 

89% 

100% 

818542 

620534 

1079896 

472720 

472266 

472803 

674325 

470559 

470732 



CAM P SVC - 

PRINTING & 

DUPLICATING 8515 

CAMP SVC - PUBLIC 

SAFETY 7602 

CAMP SVC - PUBLIC 

SAFETY HOUSING 

SECURIT 8230 

CAMP SVC - PUBLIC 

SAFETY TRANS & 

PARKING 8986 

CAMP SVC - QUAIL 

ROOST 8942 

CAM P SVC - 

STUDENT STORES 

All Depts. 

CAMP SVC- UNC 

ONE CARD 8121 

CHANCELLOR - 

ALU M N I ASSOC 

OFFICE 2304 

CHANCELLOR - 

CAROLINA COUNTS 

2205 

CHANCELLOR - 

EQUAL 

OPPORTUNITY - 

ADA OFF 2225 

11 

16 

18 

79 

4 

80 

47 

0% 

14% 

0% 

6% 

0% 

11% 

80% 

200% 

100% 

20% 

$0 

$1,165 

$0 

$503 

$0 

$3,238 

$360 

$240 

0 

3 

0 

6 

0 

21 

4 

16 

0 

92 

99 

0 

46 

10 

0% 

3% 

0% 

6% 

0% 

46% 

80% 

160% 

0% 

20% 

$0 

$704 

$0 

$1,032 

$0 

$3,435 

$0 

$240 

0% 

60% 

0% 

205% 

0% 

120% 

104% 

106% 

0% 

100% 

472464 

472563 

470989 

472639 

1079904 

471094 

471102 

471334 

1079979 

470930 



CHANCELLOR - 

FAC U LTY 

GOVERNANCE 

2318 

CHANCELLOR - 

INNOVATION & 

ENTREPRENEUR 

2206 

CHANCELLOR - 

INTERNAL AUDIT 

2254 

CHANCELLOR - 

OFFICE OF THE 

CHANCELLOR 2201 

CHANCELLOR - 

UNIV OMBUDS 

OFFICE 2204 

CHANCELLOR - 

UNIVERSITY 

COUNSEL 2213 

CIO - 

INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

3103 

CIO - RESEARCH 

COMPUTING CTR 

2264 

CONT EDU - NC 

SCHOOL ATH LETIC 

ASSOC 

5O% 5O% 

O% 

$1,800 

$0 0 3 0% 

$1,800 100% 470765 

$0 0% 1079995 

67 

11 

18 

378 

57% 

64% 

O% 

28% 

18% 

$1,316 

$1,420 

$0 

$3,950 

$27,061 

4 

6 

2 

9 

106 

24 

339 

57% 

75% 

100% 

38% 

31% 

$1,350 103% 471185 

$2,890 204% 471474 

$150    0% 1080035 

$4,140 105% 471714 

$28,758 106% 471409 

15 27% 

O% 

$2,640 

$0 

4 15 27% 

O% 

$1,430 54% 1092998 

$0 0% 471722 



FAC PLAN & CONST 

- CONSTRUCTION 

MGMT 2374 

GRADUATE 

SCHOOL 

HUMAN 

RESOURCES 

KENAN-FLAGLER 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

LIBRARIES - 

HEALTH SCIENCES 

LIBR 5525 

LIBRARIES - LAW 

LIBRARY 5520 

LIBRARIES - TRI RES 

LIBRARY NETWORK 

5507 

LIBRARIES - 

UNIVERSITY 

LIBRARY 5505 

PLAN & CONST - 

ENGINEERING INFO 

SERVICES 2372 

PLAN & CONST - 

FACIL PLANNING & 

CONST 2370 

PLAN & CONST - 

FACI LITI ES 

PLANNING 2373 

11 

31 

138 

13 

12 

0 

43 

22 

69 

287 

56 

21 

4 

239 

10 

12 

13% 

50% 

45% 

48% 

23% 

57% 

0% 

18% 

80% 

67% 

42% 

$240 

S1,097 

$9,690 

$48,448 

$5,890 

$3,620 

$0 

$12,848 

$3,134 

$1,370 

$1,408 

2 

20 

46 

154 

11 

9 

0 

46 

8 

4 

3 

25 

79 

295 

51 

19 

239 

10 

10 

29% 

80% 

58% 

52% 

22% 

47% 

0% 

19% 

80% 

40% 

50% 

$390 

$3,735 

$15,025 

$78,513 

$6,294 

$2,760 

$0 

$12,357 

$1,960 

$1,664 

$810 

163% 

340% 

155% 

162% 

107% 

76% 

0% 

96% 

63% 

121% 

58% 

471516 

471847 

472506 

472795 

472449 

706416 

1093020 

472761 

471524 

471003 

471870 



PROVOST - 

ACADEMIC 

AFFAIRS 3101 

PROVOST - 

ACKLAND ART 

MUSEUM 3105 

PROVOST - 

ADMISSIONS 2432 

PROVOST - 

AMERICAN INDIAN 

CTR 3133 

PROVOST - APPLES 

3148 

PROVOST - ASSOC 

PRV ACAD 

INITIATIVES-UBC 

3102 

PROVOST - 

CAROLINA CTR 

PUBLIC SVC 3119 

PROVOST - CTR 

FOR DEVELOP 

SCIENCE 3140 

PROVOST - CTR 

FOR FACULTY 

EXCELLENCE 3131 

PROVOST - CTR 

STUDY OF AMER 

SOUTH 3145 

PROVOST - 

DIVERSITY/M U LTIC 

ULTURE AFF 2224 

25 

21 

44 

14 

10 

33% 

10% 

57% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

100% 

21% 

40% 

13% 

43% 

$3,110 

$730 

$3,986 

$0 

$0 

$385 

$672 

$492 

$120 

$348 

7 

33 

0 

4 

2 

3 

3 

20 

43 

0 

10 

78% 

5% 

77% 

50% 

0% 

13% 

67% 

20% 

43% 

43% 

14% 

$6,610 

$i0 

$4,504 

$180 

$o 

$120 

$380 

$310 

$540 

$245 

$200 

213% 

1% 

113% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

99% 

46% 

110% 

204% 

57% 

471458 

471748 

472290 

1092840 

1092832 

1093038 

817890 

471912 

925578 

471227 

471201 



PROVOST- EXEC 

DIRECTOR FOR THE 

ARTS 3146 

PROVOST- HEALTH 

AFFAIRS 4101 

PROVOST- HUNT 

INSTITUTE 3132 

PROVOST- INST 

RESEARCH & 

ASSESSMENT 2315 

PROVOST- INTERL 

STUDENT & 

SCHOLAR SVCS 

2445 

PROVOST - 

MOREHEAD 

PLANETARIUM 

8911 

PROVOST- NC 

BOTANICAL 

GARDEN 3255 

PROVOST - OFC OF 

THE PROVOST 3100 

PROVOST - 

SCHOLARSHIPS & 

STUDENT AID 2448 

PROVOST - SONJA 

H STONE CTR. 3114 

16 

16 

13 

31 

24 

38 

4 

0% 

29% 

0% 

11% 

0% 

0% 

8% 

33% 

42% 

0% 

So 

S35o 

So 

$1,000 

So 

So 

$15o 

$1,8oo 

$3,638 

So 

o 

2 

o 

o 

4 

o 

14 

o 

16 

11 

lO 

o 

31 

24 

39 

0% 

25% 

9% 

10% 

0% 

0% 

17% 

0% 

36% 

0% 

So 

$16o 

$24O 

$1,o8o 

So 

So 

$41o 

So 

$2,O52 

So 

0% 

46% 

0% 

lO8% 

0% 

0% 

273% 

0% 

56% 

0% 

471045 

471292 

1092865 

471441 

1092873 

471557 

472050 

470773 

472167 

471151 



PROVOST - 

SUMMER SCHOOL 

ADMIN. 3116 

PROVOST - TRIO 

PROGRAMS 

OFFICES 3134 

PROVOST- UNC 

GLOBAL 3130 

PROVOST- UNC 

INSTITUTE FOR THE 

ENVIRON 3118 

PROVOST - 

UNIVERSITY 

REGISTRAR 2438 

PROVOST - WM & 

IDA FRIDAY CTR 

PROVOST - 

WOMENS CENTER 

3125 

PROVOST - WORLD 

VIEW 3122 

VC RESEARCH - 

RENAISSANCE 

COMPUTING INST 

3127 

VC RESEARCH - 

SHEPS CTR FOR 

HLTH SERV 4950 

VC RESEARCH - VC 

FOR RESEARCH 

3905 

17 

22 

22 

38 

35 

45 

56 

90 

32 

0% 

0% 

14% 

16% 

26% 

38% 

33% 

43% 

13% 

24% 

22% 

$0 

$0 

$490 

$1,660 

$817 

$4,103 

$480 

$180 

$620 

$9,576 

$2,465 

0 

0 

7 

9 

3 

9 

4 

0 

6 

26 

10 

24 

42 

32 

43 

56 

94 

33 

0%     $o 

0%     $o 

$1,225 

$3,160 

9%    $570 

$2,468 

$130 

0%     $o 

$1,160 

$11,882 

$3,034 

29% 

21% 

21% 

57% 

11% 

28% 

30% 

0% 

0% 

250% 

190% 

70% 

60% 

27% 

0% 

187% 

124% 

123% 

470963 

1092857 

471904 

472209 

472175 

472316 

470799 

471276 

471615 

472571 

471995 



SCH DENTISTRY- 

CLINICAL AFFAIRS 

4315 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL ECOLOGY 

DEPT 4305 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL FACULTY 

PRACTICE 5140 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL RESEARCH 

4375 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DIAGNOST SCI & 

GEN DENT 4335 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ENDODONTICS 

4320 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

OPERATIVE 

DENTISTRY 4330 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORAL SURGERY 

4340 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORTHODONTICS 

4345 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PEDIATRIC 

DENTISTRY 4350 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PERIODONTOLOGY 

4355 

31 

21 

4 

7 

4 

7 

5 

2 

19 

63 

38 

20 

47 

29 

13 

17 

24 

22 

25 

11 

2% 

82% 

105% 

9% 

24% 

31% 

41% 

21% 

9% 

76% 

0% 

S15o 

$7,614 

$4,492 

$950 

$4,125 

$335 

$2,055 

$2,125 

$1,480 

$2,840 

$0 

6 

11 

8 

5 

7 

9 

7 

6 

2 

33 

3 

65 

39 

20 

44 

29 

13 

18 

24 

20 

28 

12 

9% 

28% 

40% 

11% 

24% 

69% 

39% 

25% 

10% 

118% 

25% 

$656 

$6,130 

$1,725 

$1,150 

$3,560 

$310 

$2,140 

$2,100 

$290 

$5,979 

$310 

437% 

81% 

38% 

121% 

86% 

93% 

104% 

99% 

20% 

211% 

0% 

472423 

472324 

471771 

472332 

472159 

471417 

471789 

471797 

472043 

471953 

471730 



SCH DENTISTRY- 

PROSTHODONTICS 

4365 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

SCHOOL OF 

DENTISTRY 4301 

SCH EDUCATION - 

LEARN NC 3401 

SCH EDUCATION - 

SCHOOL OF 

EDUCATION 3402 

SCH MEDICINE- 

AH EC 4800 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ALCOHOL STUDIES 

CTR 4282 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ALLIED HEALTH 

SCIENCES 4273 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ANESTHESIOLOGY 

4268 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOCHEMISTRY & 

BIOPHYSICS 4212 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOMEDICAL 

ENGINEERING 4275 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOMEDICAL RES 

IMAGING CT 4217 

15 

21 

18 

33 

12 

26 

51 

89 

28 

24 

100 

86 

77 

2O 

12% 

14% 

50% 

17% 

75% 

4% 

18% 

38% 

16% 

15% 

11% 

$420 

$1,172 

$590 

$6,271 

$6,756 

$1,200 

$8,446 

$11,234 

$6,121 

$384 

$150 

20 

0 

22 

21 

3 

19 

35 

11 

3 

25 

48 

4 

86 

29 

25 

97 

93 

74 

2O 

13 

4% 

42% 

0% 

26% 

72% 

12% 

20% 

38% 

15% 

15% 

O% 

$130 

$1,962 

$o 

$6,565 

$5,702 

$1,370 

$9,980 

$23,365 

$6,842 

$384 

$0 

31% 

167% 

O% 

105% 

84% 

114% 

118% 

208% 

112% 

100% 

O% 

472076 

472514 

1093046 

472712 

477182 

477216 

477422 

477349 

477414 

477125 

1092972 



SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA CTR 

GENOME SCI 4219 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA INST 

FOR DD 4287 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA 

VACCINE INST 4206 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CELL& 

DEVELOPMENT 

BIOLOG 4204 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CELL& 

MOLECULAR PHYS 

4224 

SCH MEDICINE- 

COMPREHENSIVE 

CANCER CTR 4226 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR FOR AGING & 

HEALTH 4278 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR MATERNAL & 

INFANT HTH 4205 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR WOMENS 

HLTH RESEARCH 

4202 

32 

14 

20 

18 

35 

57 

52 

421 

4 

11 

11% 

14% 

38% 

56% 

27% 

5% 

25% 

0% 

0% 

$385 

$935 

$1,260 

$8,490 

$2,310 

$10,650 

$600 

$0 

$0 

0 

7 

0 

11 

17 

18 

0 

0 

14 

47 

50 

49 

436 

4 

11 

0% 

15% 

0% 

22% 

35% 

4% 

25% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$890 

$0 

$5,280 

$5,490 

$7,030 

$240 

$0 

$0 

0% 

95% 

0% 

62% 

238% 

66% 

40% 

0% 

0% 

477000 

477240 

477067 

477406 

477372 

503177 

477018 

477026 

476960 



SCH MEDICINE- 

CYS 

FIBROSIS/PULMON 

ARY RE 4223 

SCH MEDICINE- 

DEPARTMENT OF 

MEDICINE 4228 

SCH MEDICINE- 

DERMATOLOGY 

4229 

SCH MEDICINE- 

EMERGENCY 

MEDICINE 4266 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ENVIRO MED 

ASTHMA & LUNG 

4225 

SCH MEDICINE- 

FAMILY MEDICINE 

4232 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GASTROINT BIO & 

DIS CTR 4283 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GENE THERAPY CTR 

4276 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GENETICS 4218 

SCH MEDICINE- 

HEART & 

VASCU LAR CTR 

4222 

21 

25 

51 

497 

33 

54 

16 

104 

48 

30 

75 

23 

2% 

4% 

9% 

4% 

25% 

24% 

4% 

3% 

1% 

13% 

$i00 

$14,765 

$1,090 

$2,500 

2 

34 

3 

3 

48 

486 

37 

59 

$765 3     15 20% 

$12,168 15     94 16% 

$578 3     51 6% 

$72 

$240 

2 

2 

29     7% 

4% $2,000 

7% $19,498 

8% $1,460 

5% $2,690 

$415 

$10,067 

$486 

$132 

$290 

$4,682 

82 2% 

$1,840 8     22 36% 

2000% 

132% 

134% 

108% 

54% 

83% 

84% 

183% 

121% 

254% 

477323 

477752 

477208 

477315 

477083 

477430 

477273 

477117 

477299 

476986 



SCH MEDICINE- 

HIV STDS INFECT 

DIS CTR 4274 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICAL 

EDUCATION 4284 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICAL 

FOUNDATION 4201 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICINE 

ADMINISTRATION 

4201 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MICROBIOLOGY & 

IMMUNOLOGY 

4208 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MOLECULAR 

BIOLOGY 4277 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROLOGY 4230 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROSCIENCE 

CTR 4281 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OBSTETRICS & 

GYNECOLOGY 4236 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OPHTHALMOLOGY 

4244 

12 

22 

10 

33 

47 

137 

65 

34 

59 

27 

145 

36 

3% 

26% 

0% 

16% 

12% 

0% 

7% 

4% 

7% 

6% 

$25 

$5,310 

$120 

$5,445 

$2,080 

$0 

$8,360 

$576 

$9,210 

$190 

0 

17 

2 

35 

10 

15 

13 

3 

36 

50 

55 

88 

60 

25 

56 

30 

166 

40 

0% 

34% 

4% 

40% 

17% 

4% 

27% 

3% 

8% 

8% 

$0 

$5,785 

$150 

$9,075 

$2,425 

$480 

$12,335 

$576 

$11,038 

$516 

0% 

109% 

125% 

167% 

117% 

0% 

148% 

100% 

120% 

272% 

477091 

477109 

496703 

477471 

477380 

477281 

477356 

477141 

477448 

477257 



SCH MEDICINE- 

ORTHOPAEDICS 

4265 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OTOLARYNGOLOGY 

(ENT) 4238 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PATHOLOGY & LAB 

MEDICINE 4216 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PEDIATRICS 4248 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHARMACOLOGY 

4220 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHYSICAL 

MEDICINE & 

REHAB 4296 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PSYCH IATRY 4256 

SCH MEDICINE- 

RADIATION 

ONCOLOGY 4262 

SCH MEDICINE- 

RADIOLOGY 4260 

SCH MEDICINE- 

SOCIAL MEDICINE 

4290 

SCH MEDICINE- 

SURGERY 4264 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TEACCH DIV 4257 

15 

37 

11 

4 

20 

6 

11 

14 

13 

17 

24 

58 

141 

214 

63 

18 

217 

46 

75 

29 

155 

129 

0% 

10% 

11% 

17% 

17% 

22% 

9% 

13% 

15% 

48% 

8% 

13% 

$0 

$1,690 

$5,760 

$16,923 

$3,782 

$700 

$6,420 

$4,440 

$3,850 

$7,744 

$6,434 

$3,065 

2 

7 

12 

34 

9 

3 

22 

9 

11 

8 

i0 

5 

27 

62 

130 

215 

56 

18 

215 

45 

73 

27 

159 

131 

7% 

11% 

9% 

16% 

16% 

17% 

10% 

20% 

15% 

30% 

6% 

4% 

$240 

$4,720 

$6,685 

$14,813 

$2,824 

$710 

$7,332 

$7,995 

S5,818 

$5,920 

$4,510 

$350 

0% 

279% 

116% 

88% 

75% 

101% 

114% 

180% 

151% 

76% 

70% 

11% 

477174 

477331 

477497 

477513 

477398 

477133 

477505 

477190 

477364 

477158 

477463 

477489 



SCH MEDICINE- 

TH U RSTO N 

ARTHRITIS RES 

4285 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TOXICOLOGY 

CURRICULUM 4210 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TRACS INSTITUTE 

4299 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UNC KIDNEY 

CENTER 4269 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UNC MCALLISTER 

HEART INST 4227 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

BIOSTATISTICS 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

ENVIRON HEALTH 

& SUSCEP 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

ENVIRON SCIENCES 

& ENGI 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

HLTH BEHAVIOR & 

HLTH EDUC 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

HLTH POLICY & 

ADMIN 

25 

6 

1 

23 

1 

ii 

16 

20 

31 

19 

50 

5 

40 

iii 

2 

62 

112 

38 

51 

0% 

0% 

50% 

120% 

3% 

21% 

50% 

18% 

14% 

53% 

61% 

$0 

$0 

$2,640 

$2,268 

$1,500 

$5,857 

$25o 

$3,850 

$15,063 

5 

0 

24 

5 

3 

12 

2 

ii 

19 

16 

28 

22 

61 

32 

113 

60 

115 

37 

48 

23% 

0% 

39% 

100% 

9% 

11% 

100% 

18% 

17% 

43% 

58% 

$690 

$0 

$2,654 

$625 

$302 

$7,045 

$14,120 

0% 

0% 

101% 

28% 

52% 

91% 

121% 

110% 

108% 

183% 

94% 

477166 

476978 

942037 

476994 

1093053 

472613 

470781 

472498 

472704 

472217 

472365 



SCH PUB HLTH - 

MATERNAL & 

CHILD HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - NC 

INST FOR PUBLIC 

HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NUTRITION 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NUTRITION 

RESEARCH INST. 

SCH PUB HLTH - PH 

LEADERSHIP 

PROGRAM 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

NURSING 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC 

HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

SPH INFO 

TECHNOLOGY 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 

DEV DISABILITIES 

TRNG 5367 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 

FAMILY SUPPORT 

PROG 3802 

17 

10 

35 

64 

64 

15 

10 

28 

15 

49% 

13% 

16% 

20% 

80% 

33% 

11% 

27% 

O% 

O% 

$7,428 

$1,435 

$3,825 

$455 

S3,450 

S420 

$1,360 

$1,360 

$0 

$0 

18 

11 

10 

9 

23 

39 

44 

63 

2O 

10 

42 

46% 

25% 

16% 

5% 

90% 

5O% 

55% 

O% 

100% 

O% 

S6,306 

S1,910 

S3,170 

S260 

S3,019 

$480 

$3,940 

$0 

S150 

$0 

85% 

133% 

83% 

57% 

88% 

114% 

290% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

472340 

472472 

472431 

817700 

471532 

471268 

472092 

472100 

1093004 

1093012 



SCH SOCIAL WORK 

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL 

WORK 3801 

SCHOOL OF 

GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF INFO & 

LIBR SCIENCE 

SCHOOL OF 

JOURNALISM/MAS 

S 

COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF 

NURSING 

SCHOOL OF 

PHARMACY 

STUDENT AFF - 

CAMPUS HEALTH 

SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - 

CAMPUS Y 2407 

STUDENT AFF - 

CAROLINA UNION 

STUDENT AFF - 

DEAN OF 

STUDENTS OFFICE 

STUDENT AFF - 

HOUSING & RES 

EDUCATION 

74 

85 

22 

39 

45 

50 

45 

11 

24 

128 

138 

44 

84 

118 

179 

191 

139 

31 

14 

44 

58% 

62% 

50% 

46% 

38% 

28% 

24% 

8% 

0% 

16% 

7% 

55% 

$12,283 

$19,789 

$10,864 

$7,805 

$13,669 

$12,827 

$15,027 

$2,829 

$o 

$709 

$5O 

$4,385 

87 

86 

15 

35 

41 

98 

50 

19 

0 

3 

3 

22 

123 

134 

48 

84 

126 

161 

214 

134 

30 

18 

46 

71% 

64% 

31% 

42% 

33% 

61% 

23% 

14% 

0% 

10% 

17% 

48% 

$16,855 137% 472670 

$24,181 122% 472662 

$10,755 99% 472258 

$7,946 102% 472480 

$14,370 105% 472688 

$16,608 129% 472746 

$16,065 107% 472696 

$4,789 169% 472647 

$0 0% 1092956 

$577 81% 472068 

$210 420% 471219 

$4,045 92% 472282 



STUDENT AFF - 

INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 2403 

STUDENT AFF - 

NEW ST/CAROLINA 

PARENT PRG 

STUDENT AFF - 

STUDENT ACTIV 

FUND OFFFICE 

STUDENT AFF - 

UNIVERSITY 

CAREER SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - VC 

STUDENT AFFAIRS 

OFFICE 

UNC CH - Retiree 

VC ADVANCEMENT 

- UNIV 

ADVANCEMENT 

2221 

VC ADVANCEMENT 

- WUNC-FM 5380 

VC FIN - 

ACCOUNTING 

SERVICES 2235 

VC FIN - ASSET 

MANAGEMENT 

2229 

14 

7 

6 

68 

16 

10 

4 

18 

8 

0 

101 

38 

17 

3O% 

33% 

O% 

78% 

88% 

O% 

67% 

42% 

41% 

140% 

$410 

$145 

$0 

$1,640 

$1,407 

$4,350 

$10,960 

$2,175 

$940 

$392 

2 

13 

5 

7 

77 

17 

6 

11 

4 

19 

i0 
0 

98 

46 

16 

25% 

14% 

25% 

68% 

5O% 

O% 

79% 

37% 

38% 

22O% 

$32O 

S6o 

$130 

$1,556 

$3,245 

$4,910 

$9,920 

$2,710 

S8o8 

$400 

78% 

41% 

O% 

95% 

231% 

77% 

91% 

125% 

86% 

102% 

1092964 

470914 

470922 

471706 

472001 

467662 

472597 

472308 

471623 

1079912 



VC FIN - ASSOC 

VICE CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE 2226 

VC FIN - BUDGET 

OFFICE 2240 

VC FIN - BUDGET 

OFFICE CONTROL 

2241 

VC FIN - 

DISBURSEMENT 

SERVICES 2238 

VC FIN - FINANCE 

COMM & 

TRAINING 2242 

VC FIN - LOGISTICS 

8505 

VC FIN - PAYROLL 

SERVICES 2237 

VC FIN - 

PURCHASING 

SERVICES 2260 

VC FIN - STUDENT 

ACCTS & UNC 

RECEIVABLES 2248 

VC FIN - TRAVEL 

SERVICES 2233 

VC FIN - TREASURY 

& RISK 

MANAGEMENT 

2261 

71% 

114% 

O% 

15 27% 

133% 

13     13     100% 

13 23% 

12 67% 

12     20 60% 

S2,368 

S705 

SO 

S1,265 

$415 

$41 

S600 

$1,291 

$789 

8 

2 

4 

13 

2 

8 

9 

13 

14 

4 

12 

12 

12 

19 

62% 

14% 

O% 

14% 

100% 

108% 

17% 

67% 

47% 

S2,455 

$263 

SO 

S1,240 

S767 

S32 

$711 

S2,330 

S1,745 

3     0% SO O% SO 

6 117%    S310 1 6 17% $78 

104% 

37% 

O% 

98% 

185% 

78% 

119% 

180% 

221% 

O% 

25% 

470872 

819391 

1079920 

471755 

817510 

470757 

663161 

471961 

471888 

470906 

470740 



VC FIN - UNC 

PROPERTY OFFICE 

2375 

VC FIN - 

UNIVERSITY 

CONTROLLER 2231 

VC FIN -VICE 

CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE & ADMIN 

2219 

VC RESEARCH - 

CAROLINA 

POPULATION CTR 

4910 

VC RESEARCH - 

CLINICAL TRIALS 

3908 

VC RESEARCH - CTR 

HEALTH DISEASE 

PREV 4985 

VC RESEARCH - 

DICE CTR 3902 

VC RESEARCH - FPG 

CHILD DEVELOP 

INST 5245 

VC RESEARCH - H 

W ODUM INST 

SOCIAL SCI 5210 

VC RESEARCH - 

HAZARDS CTR 4977 

13 

7O 

4 

110 

42 

208 

17 

150% 

100% 

12% 

O% 

O% 

100% 

34% 

6% 

O% 

$428 

$310 

$1,480 

$5,144 

So 

So 

$400 

$20,465 

$240 

So 

6 

3 

14 

2 

o 

89 

2 

i01 

43 

188 

13 

200% 

6O% 

20% 

14% 

11% 

5% 

O% 

47% 

15% 

O% 

$1,778 

$245 

$240 

$5,193 

$84 

$145 

So 

$17,848 

$170 

So 

415% 

79% 

16% 

101% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

87% 

71% 

O% 

471110 

471250 

471011 

472605 

470948 

472225 

1003425 

472787 

471664 

1079961 



VC RESEARCH - 

HIGHWAY SAFETY 

RESEARCH 5350 

VC RESEARCH - 

INJURY PREV 

RESEARCH CTR 

4974 

VC RESEARCH - 

INST FOR 

ADVANCED 

MATERIAL 3126 

VC RESEARCH - 

INST OF MARINE 

SCIENCES 5220 

VC RESEARCH - 

INSTITUTE ON 

AGING 4921 

VC RESEARCH - 

KENAN CTR 

CARBON DIOXIDE 

3124 

VC RESEARCH - 

LABORATORY 

ANIMAL MEDICINE 

4270 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFC HUMAN 

RESEARCH ETHICS 

3909 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFC INFO & 

COMMUNICATION 

S 3906 

40 

38 

14 

35 

14 

4 

133 

19 

16% 

7% 

67% 

6% 

0% 

0% 

30% 

37% 

29% 

S3,020 

S25o 

S650 

$460 

$0 

$0 

$1,703 

$3,740 

$396 

12 

5 

5 

2 

0 

0 

28 

6 

2 

37 

12 

4 

36 

4 

141 

20 

32% 

42% 

125% 

6% 

0% 

0% 

20% 

30% 

40% 

$4,764 

S728 

$1,140 

S540 

$0 

$0 

$1,989 

$810 

$ii0 

158% 

291% 

175% 

117% 

0% 

0% 

117% 

22% 

28% 

472191 

471896 

1003433 

472126 

471573 

471029 

472589 

471607 

471144 



VC RESEARCH - 

OFCOF 

SPONSORED 

RESEARCH 2236 19 57 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFCOF 

TECHNOLOGY 

DEVELOP 3113 1 12 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFFICE OF 

RESEARCH 

DEVELOP 3904 2 2 

Totals 2,572 11,849 

33% 

8% 

100% 

22% 

$3,398 12     64 19% 

S1,200 0     13 0% 

$3,023 89% 472415 

SO 0% 471540 

$360 4 2 

$782,897 2,822 11,530 

200% 

24% 

$440 122% 470955 

$871,293    111% 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Miss 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

First Name 

Elizabeth 

Kimberlee 

Deborah 

Matthew 

Roger 

Sarah 

Charlotte 

Dexter 

Jamie 

Barbara 

Kenneth 

Timothy 

Joy 

Timothy 

Patricia 

Paul 

Clara 

Vincas 

Glaire 

Elaine 

Janice 

Ana 

Gang 

Sarah 

Tracey 

Nita 

Gary 

Jeffrey 

James 

Kevin 

James 

Anselmo 

Stephen 

Middle Name 

S. 

A. 

S 

N 

J. 

B. 

R 

A 

B 

S. 

R. 

J. 

S. 

W. 

E. 

W. 

M. 

D. 

M 

B 

R 

A 

S 

W. 

M. 

J 

A. 

M. 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Cox 472134 

Demaree 472134 

Graczyk 472134 

Harvey 472134 

Kaplan 472134 

Nelson 472134 

Nunn 472134 

Robinson 472134 

Samples 472134 

Anderson 471631 

Janken 471631 

McMillan 471631 

Kasson 471383 

Marr 471383 

Sawin 471383 

Leslie 472084 

Scarry 472084 

Steponaitis 472084 

Anderson 471979 

Erteschik 471052 

Bardsley 471854 

Sprintzik 471854 

Yue 471854 

Grant 472654 

Cave 663153 

Eskew 472621 

Glish 472621 

Johnson 472621 

Jorgenson 472621 

Weeks 472621 

O’Hara 471680 

Lastra 472522 

Pizer 472522 

Name: Line 1 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 

A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 

A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 

A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES 

A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES 

A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES 

A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 

A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 

A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY 

A&S - ART 

A&S - ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 

A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 

A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 

A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 

A&S - BIOLOGY 

A&S - CAROLINA ASIA CENTER 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CLASSICS 

A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 

A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Mr 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Frank 

Jennifer 

Alexis 

Margaret 

Christina 

Anne 

Carly 

Ryan 

Delma 

James 

Kimberly 

Michael 

Lachonya 

Collette 

Laura 

Raymond 

John 

Mark 

Kathryn 

Helen 

Cynthia 

Inger 

Cynthia 

Connie 

Mary 

Minrose 

Linda 

Ritchie 

Heidi 

Diane 

Hilary 

Mark 

Robin 

James 

V 

M. 

M 

H. 

E. 

W. 

R 

D 

N 

E. 

M 

E 

H 

C. 

C 

D. 

K. 

R. 

E 

E 

J 

Smith 

Townsend 

Cline 

Costley 

Coynesmith 

Craighill 

Eitas 

Greenway 

Helton 

Magaw 

Spurr 

Strader 

Williams 

Wilshire 

Yurco 

Dooley 

Patrick 

Perry 

Williams 

Tauchen 

Wunder 

Brodey 

Current 

Eble 

Floyd-Wilson 

Gwin 

Horne 

Kendall 

Kim 

Leonard 

Lithgow 

Richardson 

Samuels 

Seay 

Jr. 472522 

470708 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472027 

472035 

472035 

472035 

472035 

472241 

472241 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

472530 

A&S - COMPUTER SCIENCE 

A&S - CTR STUDENT SUCCESS-ACAD COUNSELIN 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

A&S - DRAMATIC ART 

A&S - DRAMATIC ART 

A&S - DRAMATIC ART 

A&S - DRAMATIC ART 

A&S - ECONOMICS 

A&S - ECONOMICS 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Jane 

Daniel 

Alain 

Claudio 

Rebecca 

Jonathan 

Coyte 

Diane 

Willard 

Amanda 

Lauren 

Joel 

Jason 

Debra 

Joseph 

Barbara 

Darin 

Meredith 

David 

Abbie 

Sherry 

Edgar 

Michael 

Deborah 

Deborah 

Erianne 

Elizabeth 

Larry 

Valerie 

Jonathan 

Clayton 

Christopher 

William 

Chad 

F 

H. 

J 

D 

A 

M. 

C. 

B. 

J 

A 

A. 

A. 

E 

W 

A 

J. 

A 

A 

K. 

M 

M 

T. 

R. 

F. 

Thrailkill 

Wallace 

Aguilar 

Battaglini 

Battaglini 

Blackburn 

Cooper 

Groff 

Kidd 

Madden 

Mangili 

McLawhorn 

Mihalik 

Murray 

Myers 

Osborne 

Padua 

Petschauer 

Rogers 

Ryan 

Salyer 

Shields 

Smith 

Southall 

Stroman 

Weight 

Olson 

Benninger 

Bernhardt 

Hess 

Koelb 

Browning 

Brundage 

bryant 

472530 

472530 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

472373 

471813 

471649 

471490 

471490 

471490 

472399 

472399 

472399 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S - GEOGRAPHY 

A&S - GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 

A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 

A&S - GERMANIC LANGUAGES 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HISTORY 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Kathleen 

Joy 

John 

Donald 

Harry 

Friederike 

Shellymarie 

Jules 

Alberto 

Sue 

Jingfang 

Mihai 

Peter 

Alexander 

Mark 

Dorit 

Mariska 

Duane 

Joaquin 

Jonathan 

Alfred 

Laurie 

Stephen 

Virginia 

Gary 

Timothy 

Maria 

Jennifer 

Joseph 

Andrea 

Christina 

Arlane 

Patriea 

Peter 

M. 

F 

J. 

Sorin 

J. 

E 

E 

H. 

E 

H. 

W 

J 

E. 

E. 

B. 

M 

Duval 

Jones 

Kasson 

Raleigh 

Watson 

Seeger 

Clarke 

Terry 

Scotti 

Goodman 

Huang 

Mitran 

Mucha 

Varchenko 

Katz 

Bar-on 

Leunissen 

Deardorff 

Drut 

Engel 

Kleinhammes 

McNeil 

Gent 

Gray 

Marks 

McKeown 

Mosley 

Arnold 

Hopfinger 

Hussong 

Lebonville 

Margolis 

Neville 

Ornstein 

472399 

472399 

472399 

472399 

472399 

471581 

817908 

471300 

471862 

472357 

472357 

472357 

472357 

472357 

472233 

471987 

471987 

472381 

472381 

472381 

472381 

472381 

472274 

472274 

472274 

472274 

472274 

472555 

472555 

472555 

472555 

472555 

472555 

472555 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HISTORY 

A&S - HONORS 

A&S - INST FOR STUDY OF AMERICAS 

A&S - LINGUISTICS 

A&S - MARINE SCIENCES 

A&S - MATHEMATICS 

A&S - MATHEMATICS 

A&S - MATHEMATICS 

A&S - MATHEMATICS 

A&S - MATHEMATICS 

A&S - MUSIC 

A&S - PHILOSOPHY 

A&S - PHILOSOPHY 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Jennifer 

Richard 

Sudhanshu 

Tia 

Roderick 

Patricia 

Hope 

Brett 

Glynis 

Heather 

Anastacia 

Ellen 

Howard 

Lynn 

Nicholas 

Dara 

Donna 

Mark 

Kimberly 

Victoria 

N 

A. 

H 

H 

S 

M 

G. 

R. 

E. 

J 

J 

M 

M. 

R 

T. 

D 

Youngstrom 

Andrews 

Handa 

Howell 

Rose 

Sullivan 

Toscher 

Riggs 

Cowell 

Knorr 

Kohl 

Welch 

Aldrich 

Neddo 

Siedentop 

Slivka 

Bickford 

Lindblad 

Abels 

Behrens 

472555 

471508 

471508 

471508 

471508 

471508 

471656 

470831 

472456 

472456 

472456 

472456 

472142 

471599 

470690 

470690 

470542 

471326 

1079870 

1079870 

A&S-PSYCHOLOGY 

A&S-PUBLIC POLICY 

A&S-PUBLIC POLICY 

A&S-PUBLIC POLICY 

A&S-PUBLIC POLICY 

A&S-PUBLIC POLICY 

A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

A&S - RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES 

A&S - SOCIOLOGY 

A&S-STUDY ABROAD 

A&S-UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 

A&S-UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 

A&S-UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 

A&S-URBAN STUDIES 

A&S-WRITING CENTER 

A&S-WRITING CENTER 



Create Date Create Time 

20121016 8:35:56 AM 

20121105 9:28:27 AM 

20121017 8:46:47 AM 

20121106 10:47:51 AM 

20121009 10:18:10 AM 

20121003 10:16:11 AM 

20121009 10:41:17 AM 

20121105 10:15:49 AM 

20121102 8:07:09 AM 

20121001 10:40:02 AM 

20121025 2:31:22PM 

20121025 9:11:02PM 

20121003 1:28:46PM 

20121005 9:01:54 AM 

20121022 10:34:32 PM 

20121113 8:42:22PM 

20121015 3:56:31PM 

20121204 11:11:20PM 

20121030 5:00:57PM 

20121001 10:49:41 AM 

20121016 2:33:38PM 

20121204 9:18:39 AM 

20121011 11:26:41 AM 

20121206 11:46:44 AM 

20121001 10:49:22 AM 

20121008 9:59:57 AM 

20121022 5:08:10PM 

20121207 2:49:07 PM 

20121002 10:12:13 AM 

20121011 8:46:02PM 

20121024 10:09:53 PM 

20121016 2:00:14PM 

20121028 8:10:24PM 



20121025 3:44:01 PM 

20121101 2:25:31PM 

20121129 10:25:35 AM 

20121016 11:23:07 AM 

20121001 9:28:50 AM 

20121029 4:37:19PM 

20121019 12:38:34PM 

20121031 1:22:22 PM 

20121001 8:48:11 AM 

20121001 9:40:32 AM 

20121017 3:34:20PM 

20121001 11:19:13 AM 

20121031 3:30:37PM 

20121031 9:33:05 AM 

20121025 10:25:19 AM 

20121005 2:42:32 PM 

20121008 9:42:17 AM 

20121104 12:05:51PM 

20121116 7:11:35 AM 

20121126 10:44:50PM 

20121010 8:52:05 AM 

20121115 3:27:00PM 

20121107 11:24:50 AM 

20121003 10:04:19 AM 

20121016 6:40:45 AM 

20121003 4:00:16PM 

20121130 10:36:09 AM 

20121016 11:11:25 AM 

20121017 3:53:50PM 

20121016 7:09:13 AM 

20121129 1:12:12PM 

20121016 8:46:38 AM 

20121003 12:58:24 PM 

20121004 3:05:16PM 



20121101 7:51:44 AM 

20121107 11:48:27 AM 

20121003 7:56:56 PM 

20121029 10:54:38 AM 

20121003 2:31:27PM 

20121022 11:25:56 AM 

20121008 2:07:49 PM 

20121029 12:13:12PM 

20121009 2:08:49 PM 

20121102 9:34:18 AM 

20121016 12:10:32PM 

20121009 8:32:53 PM 

20121001 2:30:02PM 

20121001 11:36:24 AM 

20121008 9:39:06 AM 

20121101 5:02:27PM 

20121018 11:14:55 AM 

20121010 3:42:11PM 

20121002 12:03:19PM 

20121029 3:22:36 PM 

20121008 9:28:45 PM 

20121022 7:02:16PM 

20121001 12:45:07PM 

20121008 11:57:41 AM 

20121022 4:18:00PM 

20121010 7:15:53PM 

20121116 9:27:33 AM 

20121016 9:50:37 AM 

20121101 9:25:40 AM 

20121102 10:04:19 AM 

20121106 3:01:04PM 

20121031 1:59:00 PM 

20121108 8:27:19 AM 

20121209 10:13:18PM 



20121005 12:45:16PM 

20121017 3:00:25PM 

20121204 9:36:22 PM 

20121017 6:26:23PM 

20121106 8:23:48 AM 

20121003 3:45:22 PM 

20121207 1:49:05PM 

20121101 11:50:10 AM 

20121024 8:53:26 PM 

20121021 6:24:32 PM 

20121005 12:21:08PM 

20121109 9:50:42 AM 

20121111 2:25:49PM 

20121104 8:54:56 AM 

20121021 6:55:53 AM 

20121116 9:03:28 AM 

20121031 2:20:44 PM 

20121207 10:31:38PM 

20121025 4:43:43 PM 

20121207 2:36:36 PM 

20121206 5:08:46 PM 

20121104 10:20:11PM 

20121116 10:45:15 AM 

20121105 12:06:43PM 

20121012 10:08:05 AM 

20121031 5:56:17PM 

20121008 12:46:41PM 

20121207 1:21:16PM 

20121207 5:06:20 PM 

20121207 3:32:31PM 

20121001 10:50:56 AM 

20121001 10:09:58 AM 

20121005 9:50:33 AM 

20121125 11:25:44 AM 



20121016 5:37:29 AM 

20121002 10:42:29 PM 

20121113 2:48:33PM 

20121026 11:29:00 AM 

20121112 10:13:56 AM 

20121010 4:00:22PM 

20121116 4:45:10PM 

20121129 2:46:12PM 

20121108 10:03:47PM 

20121026 9:32:34 AM 

20121207 4:11:04PM 

20121027 12:58:08 PM 

20121106 9:02:17PM 

20121204 4:05:32 PM 

20121016 3:44:36PM 

20121022 4:31:30PM 

20121001 12:11:31PM 

20121207 3:45:29 PM 

20121130 11:34:49 AM 

20121016 4:31:15PM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Tyler 

2012 Ms. Martina 

2012 Audrey 

2012 Curt 

2012 Mr. John 

2012 Guy 

2012 Ms. Kaye 

2012 Ms. Ellen 

2012 Lawrence 

2012 Ms Marjorie 

2012 Ms. Kathleen 

2012 Jacqueline 

2012 C 

2012 Mr. Derek 

2012 Ms. Dana 

2012 Ms. Amy 

2012 Mrs. Janine 

2012 Robert 

2012 Kimberli 

2012 Jennifer 

2012 Mrs Dianne 

2012 Ms. Dawn 

2012 Ms. Clara Beth 

2012 Mr. John 

2012 Ms. Eve 

2012 Ms. Susan 

2012 Mr. Aaron 

Middle Name 

G 

K. 

J 

A 

F. 

B. 

R 

M. 

B. 

T. 

M. 

P. 

E. 

S. 

W. 

M 

A. 

S 

K. 

D. 

E 

R. 

M. 

E 

T. 

Last Name 

Adams 

Ballen 

Barnwell 

Brossman 
grunner 

Cathro 

Chase 

Culler 

Cunningham 

Dubnansky 

Duffy 

Field 

Fox 

Galvin 

Gelin 

Herman 

Holland 

Hundley 

Jones 

Levy 

Lowe 

McPherson 

Miller 

Montgomery 

Rackham 

Stankavage 

York 

Suffix O~anization Account 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

472811 

Name:Line1 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

Create Date 

20121101 

20121031 

20121016 

20121001 

20121107 

20121017 

20121018 

20121002 

20121111 

20121031 

20121023 

20121108 

20121020 

20121105 

20121121 

20121002 

20121017 

20121018 

20121031 

20121016 

20121002 

20121017 

20121101 

20121017 

20121002 

20121009 

20121026 

Create Time 

10:21:04 AM 

1:23:12 PM 

12:22:32 PM 

9:23:22 AM 

11:47:26 AM 

11:37:08 AM 

9:44:36 AM 

11:30:25 AM 

10:27:01 PM 

2:03:46 PM 

11:42:40 AM 

1:48:04 PM 

12:00:02 PM 

12:21:47 PM 

5:00:44 PM 

12:44:17 PM 

3:40:28 PM 

10:46:05 AM 

1:06:16 PM 

3:19:32 PM 

11:26:50 AM 

9:56:14 PM 

2:57:45 PM 

3:30:21 PM 

12:23:01 PM 

2:31:33 PM 

9:51:54 AM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mr 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Mr 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

First Name 

Daniel 

Michael 

Tommy 

Craig 

Mark 

Philip 

James 

Lisa 

Todd 

John 

Catherine 

Mark 

Janet 

Mary Beth 

Jonathan 

Penelope 

Kathy 

Roger 

Mark 

Jill 

Susan 

Robert 

Middle Name 

L. 

J. 

R. 

K 

W. 

C. 

P 

S. 

D 

J. 

R 

L 

C. 

D. 

J. 

E. 

W 

H. 

S 

D 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Barker 471565 

Freeman 471565 

Gunter 471565 

Hyatt 

Albini 

Barner 

Ellis 

Huggins 

Kesselring 

Lindberg 

Brennan 

Brueckner 

Clarke 

Koza 

Moore 

Padgett 

Schwabauer 

Sit 

Zimmerman 

Crowder 

Hilton 

AIIred Jr 

Name: Line 1 

CAMP SVC - AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 

CAMP SVC - AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 

CAMP SVC - AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 

471565 CAMP SVC - AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

472720 CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472266 CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

472803 CAMP SVC - FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 

674325 CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 

472563 CAMP SVC - PUBLIC SAFETY 

471094 CAMP SVC - STUDENT STORES 



Create Date Create Time 

20121016 11:14:18 AM 

20121025 10:51:38 AM 

20121001 8:35:57 AM 

20121015 10:34:22 AM 

20121031 8:50:24PM 

20121105 3:47:12PM 

20121016 8:06:25 AM 

20121005 2:29:34 PM 

20121127 7:16:50 AM 

20121124 1:45:43PM 

20121030 4:48:26 PM 

20121025 11:02:44 AM 

20121206 4:33:21 PM 

20121207 3:03:44 PM 

20121030 11:54:10 AM 

20121024 10:05:12PM 

20121016 8:56:21 AM 

20121016 8:04:07 AM 

20121001 11:42:51 AM 

20121126 3:09:12PM 

20121108 4:09:12 AM 

20121030 5:04:33 PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr. 

First Name 

Tracy 

Kelly 

Ann 

Anne 

Robert 

Linda 

Sandra 

Erin 

Judy 

Kathryn 

David 

Camilla 

Rebecca 

Kara 

Regina 

Leslie 

William 

Middle Name 

M 

N 

E. 

M 

J. 

M 

C 

A 

M. 

M 

E 

J. 

C. 

T. 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Chrismon 471334 

Dalton 471334 

Penn 470930 

Whisnant 470765 

Dermody 471185 

Convissor 471474 

Payne 471474 

Schuettpelz 471474 

Faubert 471714 

Meyers 471714 

Parker 471714 

Posthill 471714 

Schaefer 471714 

Simmons 471714 

Stabile 471714 

Strohm 471714 

Tricomi 471714 

Name: Line 1 

CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 

CHANCELLOR - ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 

CHANCELLOR - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY - ADA OFF 

CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 

CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 



Create Date Create Time 

20121025 10:25:42 AM 

20121207 4:46:55 PM 

20121109 9:25:40 AM 

20121031 2:29:21PM 

20121001 7:54:42 AM 

20121003 12:56:03 PM 

20121015 2:59:35PM 

20121116 8:15:51 AM 

20121109 10:22:13 AM 

20121004 1:43:37PM 

20121129 1:39:05PM 

20121008 10:34:55 AM 

20121128 9:31:17 AM 

20121009 9:33:28 AM 

20121108 2:36:06PM 

20121128 12:51:25PM 

20121008 11:08:37 AM 



Campaign Middle Name Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Priscilla 

Julius 

Annette 

Robert 

Jerri 

Sharron 

Benjamin 

Alice 

Terrelle 

Thao 

Maribel 

Anita 

Celeste 

Maureen 

Charles 

Candace 

Jennifer 

Yaping 

Lee 

Kimberly 

Alex 

Donald 

Ming-Horn 

Kimberley 

Shravia 

Jennifer 

James 

Leslie 

Deborah 

Kevin 

Hong 

Melisa 

Paula 

C 

R 

I. 

H. 

A 

N 

B 

J 

D 

J. 

D 

J 

M. 

M. 

A. 

E 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Alden 471409 

Bazemore 471409 

Beatty 471409 

Blanchard 471409 

Bland 471409 

Bouquin 471409 

Bressman 471409 

Brower 471409 

Buckner 471409 

Bui 471409 

Carrion 471409 

Collins 471409 

Copeland 471409 

Craun 471409 

Crews 471409 

Davies 471409 

Drake 471409 

Du 471409 

Edmark 471409 

Eke 471409 

Everett 471409 

Hepp 471409 

Hwang 471409 

Jackson 471409 

Jackson 471409 

Jacobsen 471409 

Kirkman 471409 

Kreizman 471409 

Kuehnemann 471409 

Lanning 471409 

Lin 471409 

Lipscomb 471409 

Lunsford 471409 

Name: Line 1 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Ms 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Robyn 

Karen 

Timothy 

Susan 

Danny 

Cherritta 

Elizabeth 

Ramon 

Jonathan 

Vetrivel 

Stanie 

Penny 

Mary 

Michael 

Veda 

Xiaoping 

Eric 

Ashraf 

Steven 

Mark 

Michael 

W 

A 

A 

B. 

K 

S. 

F. 

G. 

E 

S 

F 

C. 

S. 

H 

McChesney 

McCollough 

McGuire 

Meyer 

Nguyen 

Nickerson-Salter 

Obrien 

Padilla 

Pletzke 

Thiagarajan 

Waddell 

Ward 

Wezyk 

Williams 

Williams 

Wu 

Young 

Farrag 

Fishback 

Reed 

Waldron 

Jr 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

471409 

1092998 

1092998 

1092998 

1092998 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR 



Create Date Create Time 

20121105 12:56:08PM 

20121017 5:17:29PM 

20121022 10:56:13 AM 

20121129 10:01:25 AM 

20121010 3:43:25PM 

20121016 9:21:42 AM 

20121004 4:36:52 PM 

20121001 11:58:32 AM 

20121016 7:57:27 AM 

20121016 12:01:10PM 

20121101 9:00:46 AM 

20121001 10:59:09 AM 

20121012 10:46:43 AM 

20121017 5:09:27PM 

20121108 8:50:40 AM 

20121001 11:17:07 AM 

20121016 3:03:49PM 

20121016 1:46:04PM 

20121001 11:59:26 AM 

20121018 10:30:41 AM 

20121009 2:57:58PM 

20121001 12:38:22PM 

20121001 9:53:52 AM 

20121001 9:14:45 AM 

20121116 8:29:32 AM 

20121016 10:51:55 AM 

20121009 10:57:00 AM 

20121011 9:53:34 AM 

20121025 9:36:29 AM 

20121119 9:34:44 AM 

20121001 9:36:48 AM 

20121207 2:52:16PM 

20121012 3:10:18PM 



20121002 12:34:10PM 

20121001 11:05:48 AM 

20121031 4:56:13PM 

20121016 3:02:41PM 

20121206 11:35:32 AM 

20121102 12:08:18PM 

20121017 11:17:33PM 

20121016 3:32:58PM 

20121004 9:26:14 AM 

20121031 11:13:06PM 

20121016 8:56:18 AM 

20121001 8:51:46 AM 

20121016 10:48:23 AM 

20121001 11:26:02 AM 

20121019 4:16:57PM 

20121001 9:59:13 AM 

20121025 8:26:59 AM 

20121001 3:43:48PM 

20121001 2:54:21PM 

20121001 3:44:57PM 

20121001 8:13:06 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Pamela 

2012 Dr Pamela 

2012 Ms. Stephanie 

2012 Ms. Rachell 

Middle Name 

B 

A 

Last Name 

Dixon 

Frome 

Schmitt 

Underhill 

Suffix Organization Account Name: Line 1 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 

471847 GRADUATE SCHOOL 

Create Date 

20121002 

20121031 

20121001 

20121031 

Create Time 

4:12:53 PM 

1:01:55 PM 

8:57:55 AM 

4:08:46 PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Miss 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Kimberly 

Matthew 

Adam 

Lisa 

Victoria 

Jocelyn 

Katharine 

Barbara 

David 

Linda 

Megan 

Franklin 

Barbara 

Audrey 

Corrie 

Noreen 

Elizabeth 

Valeria 

Christopher 

Brenda 

Shauna 

Robin 

Middle Name 

A 

R. 

C 

A 

L. 

W 

W 

O 

L. 

M. 

R. 

T 

A 

M 

E. 

T 

T 

Last Name Suffix O~anization Account 

Andrews 472506 

Banks 472506 

Beck 472506 

Birmingham 472506 

Bradley 472506 

Brooks 472506 

B~ant 472506 

Fields 472506 

Foskey 472506 

Imperiale 472506 

Keefe 472506 

Lamaster 472506 

Lesane 472506 

Long 472506 

Mimms 472506 

Montgome~ 472506 

Nicklis 472506 

Omori 472506 

Powe 472506 

Richa~son 472506 

Stackhouse 472506 

Willow-Johnson 472506 

Name:Line1 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

HUMAN RESOURCES 

Create Date 

20121001 

20121031 

20121016 

20121031 

20121204 

20121002 

20121001 

20121016 

20121008 

20121016 

20121016 

20121016 

20121015 

20121001 

20121204 

20121209 

20121001 

20121207 

20121101 

20121119 

20121002 

20121016 

Create Time 

3:53:22 PM 

1:13:21 PM 

8:11:07 AM 

10:32:45 AM 

9:01:22 AM 

2:11:12 PM 

9:40:06 AM 

9:53:50 AM 

8:52:09 AM 

7:48:45 AM 

10:12:10 AM 

7:50:50 AM 

1:36:57 PM 

10:12:02 AM 

8:48:47 AM 

12:12:35 AM 

9:18:57 AM 

3:13:10 PM 

4:42:25 PM 

5:27:16 PM 

12:49:38 PM 

8:19:13 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Ms. Jo 

2012 Ms. Stephanie 

2012 Mr. Winston 

2012 John 

2012 Ms. Monica 

2012 Ms. Anne 

2012 Dr. Trevy 

2012 Mr. Paul 

2012 Ms. Jan 

Middle Name 

Ellen 

W. 

C. 

E 

A. 

T. 

J. 

Last Name 

Bass 

Brown 

Cavin 

Clark 

Hill 

Johnston 

McDonald 

O’Connor 

Yopp 

Suffix O~anization Account 

472480 

472480 

472480 

472480 

472480 

472480 

472480 

472480 

472480 

Name: Line 1 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 



Create Date Create Time 

20121002 9:40:13 AM 

20121001 9:33:31 AM 

20121002 10:18:19 AM 

20121022 11:52:26 AM 

20121001 9:48:17 AM 

20121023 12:44:47 PM 

20121016 10:23:11 AM 

20121002 1:03:31PM 

20121001 3:53:29PM 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Dr 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Dr 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Mrs. 

2012 

2012 Mrs 

2012 Mrs. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 Dr 

First Name 

Barbara Ann 

Katrin 

Sridhar 

Lisa 

James 

Lynne 

Larry 

Kara 

Patricia 

Jennifer 

Vinayak 

David 

Gina 

Christy 

Courtney 

Laura 

David 

Meredith 

Jessica 

Alison 

Diego 

Marjorie 

Adam 

Carrie 

Patricia 

Sandra 

Stacie 

Bin 

Maria 

Shandra 

Chotibhak 

Susan 

Saravanan 

Middle Name 

T 

R 

W. 

M. 

W. 

K 

D. 

S. 

V 

E 

G. 

D 

R 

Z 

M. 

Last Name 

Aversano 

Baker 

Balasubramanian 

Beisser 

Britton 

Brody 

Chavis 

Cochran 

Collins 

Conrad 

Deshpande 

Dicks 

Difino 

Dodson 

Edwards 

Ellis 

Ernsthausen 

Everett 

Fleming 

Fragale 

Garcia 

Gerber 

Gerdts 

Harbinson 

Harms 

Hedrick 

Hewett 

Hu 

Hudnell 

Jones 

Jotikasthira 

Kellogg 

Kesavan 

Suffix Organization Account Name: Line 1 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. Julia 

Ms. Ursula 

Ms. Xiaoling 

Ms. Jennifer 

Ms. Karen 

Shimul 

Ms. Jeanne 

Mabel 

Ms. Anna 

Erin 

Miss Dana 

Rebecca 

Ms. Catherine 

Monica 

Paige 

Ms. Sharon 

Joy 

Matthew 

Mrs Stephanie 

Jeffrey 

Ms. Ann 

Ms. Candace 

Mr. David 

Mr. Samuel 

Michael 

Mr. Douglas 

Michelle 

Dr. Bradley 

Mr. Brian 

Mrs. Melinda 

Mr. JAYASHANKAR 

Mr. Jeffrey 

Ms. Jessica 

Mr. Edward 

E 

Charle 

M 

E. 

M. 

J. 

R 

E. 

J 

H. 

D 

S 

J 

B 

W 

S. 

M. 

E. 

R. 

R 

A. 

Kruse 

Littlejohn 

Ma 

Mauer 

McFarland 

Melwani 

Mesiano 

Miguel 

Millar 

Mitchell 

Moore 

Naples 

Nichols 

Nogueira 

Ouimet 

Parks 

Patterson 

Pearsall 

Peterson 

Post 

Ravenscraft 

Reynolds 

Roberts 

Sawyer 

Schinelli 

Shackelford 

St Martin 

Staats 

Stephens 

Storrie 

Swaminathan 

Terry 

Thomas 

Van Wesep 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

472795 KENAN-FLAGLER 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mr. Patrick 

Ms. Sherrylyn 

Shelley-Anne 

Emily 

Debbie 

Ms. Betty 

M. 

A 

R. 

Vernon 

Wallace 

Watkins 

Wilkins 

Williams 

Wilson 

472795 

472795 

472795 

472795 

472795 

472795 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 



Create Date Create Time 

20121001 3:39:34PM 

20121001 10:34:47 AM 

20121206 5:05:51PM 

20121002 10:28:07 AM 

20121113 12:55:15PM 

20121001 9:10:57 AM 

20121012 1:42:08PM 

20121001 11:22:16 AM 

20121031 2:20:51PM 

20121010 2:43:23PM 

20121018 12:49:53PM 

20121025 3:04:39 PM 

20121002 8:28:05 AM 

20121001 7:47:05 AM 

20121010 2:32:01PM 

20121019 2:30:41PM 

20121101 10:45:26 AM 

20121106 9:19:59 AM 

20121026 4:06:03 PM 

20121102 11:21:54 AM 

20121105 10:51:56 AM 

20121104 6:50:56 AM 

20121205 12:50:48 PM 

20121016 10:27:42 AM 

20121101 12:20:47PM 

20121001 10:58:10 AM 

20121031 4:18:21PM 

20121022 10:19:13 AM 

20121105 3:41:48PM 

20121001 11:04:56 AM 

20121022 9:27:19PM 

20121002 3:18:40PM 

20121026 2:02:08 PM 



20121206 11:41:16 AM 

20121106 9:01:31 AM 

20121203 5:01:09PM 

20121031 2:44:37PM 

20121001 11:11:02 AM 

20121019 1:52:15PM 

20121001 12:37:10PM 

20121014 4:43:56PM 

20121001 3:30:43PM 

20121207 3:03:16PM 

20121016 1:59:00PM 

20121024 10:44:05 AM 

20121002 9:16:23 AM 

20121207 3:18:20PM 

20121020 11:10:33 AM 

20121019 1:44:04PM 

20121003 9:52:39 AM 

20121022 3:56:56 PM 

20121001 3:11:27PM 

20121016 7:54:53 AM 

20121125 11:18:47PM 

20121001 10:54:37 AM 

20121016 3:58:20 AM 

20121001 12:43:32PM 

20121018 7:40:07 AM 

20121001 3:14:01PM 

20121001 10:15:19 AM 

20121001 1:20:59 PM 

20121102 11:51:30 AM 

20121003 9:16:00 AM 

20121027 11:32:02 AM 

20121001 3:07:57PM 

20121101 5:50:35PM 

20121001 3:24:12PM 



20121016 9:12:00 AM 

20121020 11:42:01PM 

20121206 11:34:27 AM 

20121001 10:10:25 AM 

20121001 2:45:54PM 

20121116 10:38:53 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mrs. 

2012 Mrs. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 Mrs. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms. 

First Name 

Francesca 

Max 

Christie 

Barbara 

Carol 

Susan 

Diana 

Margaret 

Martha 

Stacey 

Sandra 

Donna 

Terri 

Nicky 

Leslie 

Katelyn 

Stephen 

Elizabeth 

Joseph 

Anne 

Michelle 

Elizabeth 

Heather 

Anne 

Elizabeth 

Mohamed 

Richard 

Andrew 

Joshua 

Carol 

Barbara 

Nancy 

Andrea 

Middle Name 

T. 

L. 

G. 

B. 

C. 

E. 

L. 

T. 

R. 

L 

O. 

A 

A. 

A 

W. 

H 

J 

A. 

H 

S. 

D. 

R 

J. 

J. 

L. 

Last Name 

Allegri 

Bowman 

Degener 

Eades 

Jenkins 

Linn 

McDuffee 

Moore 

Stuckey 

Byrd 

Jones 

Nixon 

Saye 

Sexton 

Street 

Ander 

Brooks 

Chenault 

Collins 

Conway 

Cronquist 

Garner 

Gendron 

Gilliland 

Grey 

Hamed 

Hardy 

Hart 

Hockensmith 

Hunter 

Ilie 

Kaiser 

Knowlton 

Suffix Organization Account 

472449 

472449 

472449 

472449 

472449 

472449 

472449 

472449 

472449 

706416 

706416 

706416 

706416 

706416 

706416 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

Name: Line 1 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

Create Date 

20121003 

20121116 

20121105 

20121002 

20121031 

20121206 

20121029 

20121001 

20121016 

20121207 

20121016 

20121003 

20121002 

20121116 

20121207 

20121010 

20121001 

20121107 

20121019 

20121102 

20121204 

20121008 

20121116 

20121207 

20121105 

20121207 

20121207 

20121107 

20121113 

20121018 

20121107 

20121206 

20121010 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Tricia 

Susan 

Eileen 

John 

Margaret 

Thomas 

Judith 

Benjamin 

Jill 

Emily 

Kristina 

Christine 

L. 

T. 

C. 

J 

M. 

B 

S 

M 

Maloney 

Martin 

McGrath 

Mills 

Myers 

Nixon 

Panitch 

Pennell 

Shires 

Silverman 

Spurgin 

Stachowicz 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

472761 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

20121011 

20121001 

20121101 

20121023 

20121010 

20121019 

20121029 

20121206 

20121016 

20121017 

20121016 

20121010 



Create Time 

2:26:35 PM 

11:46:06 AM 

8:05:29 PM 

8:37:28 AM 

5:11:30 PM 

11:45:02 AM 

4:31:15 PM 

4:01:23 PM 

12:07:47 PM 

1:36:43 PM 

8:25:41 AM 

11:38:04 AM 

12:13:08 PM 

7:17:11 AM 

3:40:33 PM 

8:34:14 AM 

10:44:59 AM 

12:35:33 PM 

3:35:06 PM 

12:14:27 PM 

9:01:03 AM 

11:31:56 AM 

6:40:19 AM 

1:57:14 PM 

1:45:26 PM 

2:46:13 PM 

5:27:42 PM 

10:27:54 AM 

4:22:27 PM 

4:26:34 PM 

1:24:08 PM 

11:48:51 AM 

3:42:45 PM 



11:40:21 AM 

9:34:57 AM 

11:24:05 AM 

6:23:40 PM 

10:46:42 AM 

1:46:09 PM 

4:27:21 PM 

10:41:14 AM 

7:25:50 AM 

4:39:53 PM 

8:45:31 AM 

11:39:41 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Mr. Bradford 

2012 Abbas 

2012 Ms. Anna 

2012 Ms Tammy 

Middle Name 

C. 

Last Name 

Davis 

Piran 

Wu 

Aycock 

Suffix Organization Account Name: Line 1 

471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 

471524 PLAN & CONST - ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 

471003 PLAN & CONST - FACIL PLANNING & CONST 

471870 PLAN & CONST- FACILITIES PLANNING 



Create Date Create Time 

20121015 3:07:33PM 

20121016 8:16:38 AM 

20121029 7:18:13PM 

20121004 5:13:18PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Ms 

Dr 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Andrew 

Gordon 

Carol 

Lauren 

Andrea 

Melissa 

Nicole 

Ni-Eric 

Jared 

Brandi 

Amy 

Amy 

Earleen 

Donna 

David 

David 

Sally 

Seth 

Elizabeth 

Mary 

Laurie 

Nikkia 

Judith 

Michael 

Nancy 

Geoffrey 

Kate 

Kenneth 

Susan 

Samsavath 

Mary 

Tabatha 

Alpa 

Middle Name 

S 

O. 

P. 

E 

D 

R 

F 

D. 

I. 

L 

K 

W. 

O. 

W 

H. 

M 

A. 

L 

J 

S. 

A 

L 

L. 

A 

A 

A. 

M. 

D. 

E. 

A. 

C 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Hunt 471458 

Joyner Jr. 471458 

Tresolini 471458 

Turner 471748 

Felder 472290 

Florio 472290 

Hurd 472290 

Perkins 472290 

Rosenberg 472290 

Brooks 1092840 

King 1093038 

Briceno 471912 

Burch 471912 

Bailey 925578 

Kiel 925578 

Schwartz 925578 

Greene 471227 

Kotch 471227 

Millwood 471227 

Kersgard 471201 

Boudler 471292 

Sheppard Lynch 471292 

Rizzo 1092865 

Hubbard 471441 

Easterling 472050 

Neal 472050 

Stoudemire 472050 

Brockway 472167 

Brooks 472167 

Chhorm 472167 

Daniel 472167 

Turner 472167 

Vaghani 472167 

Name: Line 1 

PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

PROVOST - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

PROVOST - ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

PROVOST - AMERICAN INDIAN CTR 

PROVOST - ASSOC PRV ACAD INITIATIVES-UBC 

PROVOST - CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 

PROVOST - CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 

PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 

PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 

PROVOST - CTR FOR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 

PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 

PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 

PROVOST - CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 

PROVOST - DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 

PROVOST - HEALTH AFFAIRS 

PROVOST - HEALTH AFFAIRS 

PROVOST- HUNT INSTITUTE 

PROVOST - INST RESEARCH & ASSESSMENT 

PROVOST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 

PROVOST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 

PROVOST - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Elizabeth 

Noel 

Narvis 

Beth-Ann 

Melissa 

Niklaus 

Bevin 

Elizabeth 

Saravanan 

Lindsay 

Gregory 

Brian 

David 

Amy 

Roberta 

David 

Jill 

Alexandria 

Jasmin 

Katharine 

Juliet 

A 

L 

O 

A. 

S 

A 

L 

J. 

F. 

A. 

J. 

A. 

Barnum 

Bynum 

Green 

Kutchma 

McMurray 

Steiner 

Tighe 

Adams 

Arunachalam 

Dubbs 

Gangi 

Naess 

Salvesen 

Dunlap 

Kelly 

Stanek 

Conrad 

Faulkenbury 

McCrory 

Robinson 

Traub 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

471904 PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

472209 PROVOST - UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 

472209 PROVOST - UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 

472209 PROVOST - UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 

472209 PROVOST - UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 

472209 PROVOST - UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 

472209 PROVOST - UNC INSTITUTE FOR THE ENVIRON 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

472175 PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

472316 PROVOST - WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 

470799 PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 

470799 

470799 

PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 

PROVOST - WOMENS CENTER 



Create Date Create Time 

20121204 9:32:45 AM 

20121025 3:40:32 PM 

20121107 3:21:16PM 

20121207 3:50:36 PM 

20121002 4:51:34PM 

20121031 12:35:02PM 

20121031 1:08:08 PM 

20121016 9:39:52 AM 

20121016 1:25:43PM 

20121127 12:25:16PM 

20121206 1:23:47PM 

20121025 11:04:48 AM 

20121002 2:11:54PM 

20121001 12:28:58PM 

20121016 8:22:02 AM 

20121116 6:57:19 AM 

20121009 2:57:58PM 

20121207 2:47:54 PM 

20121023 6:30:42 PM 

20121204 11:03:44 AM 

20121002 2:02:53 PM 

20121207 4:30:17PM 

20121031 2:58:19PM 

20121107 1:56:24PM 

20121207 1:55:52PM 

20121204 8:44:33 AM 

20121109 9:17:17 AM 

20121207 2:32:22 PM 

20121108 2:50:50PM 

20121024 3:30:33 PM 

20121001 4:46:54 PM 

20121107 1:38:42PM 

20121016 8:29:53 AM 



20121207 1:43:47PM 

20121207 1:46:42 PM 

20121030 2:26:41 PM 

20121116 10:35:55 AM 

20121101 4:39:46PM 

20121019 11:47:00 AM 

20121204 10:05:21 AM 

20121023 3:04:44 PM 

20121105 5:24:53PM 

20121105 3:25:00PM 

20121002 8:54:48 PM 

20121025 11:11:28 AM 

20121101 10:11:42 AM 

20121208 1:26:17AM 

20121017 8:20:10 AM 

20121001 10:48:01 AM 

20121105 4:43:43PM 

20121207 10:51:45 AM 

20121206 2:04:56 PM 

20121016 8:34:42 AM 

20121206 1:17:42PM 



Campaign Middle Name Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Miss 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Stanley 

Raymond 

DEBRA 

Margaret 

Phyllis 

Alan 

Katherine 

Robin 

Heather 

Nancy 

Laurie 

Lindsay 

C 

Stephanie 

Ellen 

Pam 

Julie 

Julia 

Maria 

Charlotte 

Berkeley 

Sibby 

David 

Barbara 

Joann 

Andrew 

Melvin 

Susan 

Louanne 

Robert 

Jennifer 

L 

L. 

A. 

A. 

R 

G. 

L. 

E. 

K. 

T. 

W 

M. 

C. 

C 

M 

S. 

E 

W. 

S 

R 

T 

E. 

P. 

A. 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Ahalt 471615 

Idaszak 471615 

MCLAUGHLIN 471615 

Wesley 471615 

Blackwell 472571 

Ellis 472571 

Frizzelle 472571 

Gilliam 472571 

Gross 472571 

Jenkins 472571 

Leadbetter 472571 

McCall 472571 

Mitchell 472571 

Pierson 472571 

Shanahan 472571 

Silberman 472571 

Stevens 472571 

Thorp 472571 

Tobin 472571 

Williams 472571 

Yorkery 472571 

Anderson-Thompkins 471995 

Culp 471995 

Entwisle 471995 

Gustafson 471995 

Johns 471995 

Jones 471995 

Libby 471995 

Long 471995 

Lowman 471995 

Pruitt 471995 

Name: Line 1 

RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 



Create Date Create Time 

20121207 1:30:50PM 

20121025 9:38:57 AM 

20121205 9:54:41 AM 

20121001 4:31:09PM 

20121001 6:56:41 AM 

20121016 8:07:59 AM 

20121029 10:40:12 AM 

20121015 7:10:45PM 

20121203 10:58:28 AM 

20121102 1:13:32PM 

20121011 9:01:36 AM 

20121015 12:06:22PM 

20121001 10:21:48 AM 

20121008 3:41:54PM 

20121018 2:43:57PM 

20121010 10:46:22 AM 

20121008 5:23:58 PM 

20121025 2:06:24 PM 

20121016 8:25:50 AM 

20121012 9:14:19 AM 

20121024 2:11:32PM 

20121205 9:28:23 AM 

20121031 1:44:00 PM 

20121001 7:43:38 AM 

20121020 9:53:13 AM 

20121205 2:11:45PM 

20121116 8:06:58 AM 

20121009 9:21:48PM 

20121031 2:59:16PM 

20121121 1:40:14 PM 

20121114 10:33:20 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

First Name 

Samuel 

Maria 

Roger 

Rose 

Lorne 

Robert 

Middle Name 

P. 

C 

L 

D 

D. 

E 

Last Name 

Nesbit 

Yen 

Kirchner 

Sheats 

Koroluk 

Link 

Suffix Organization Account 

472423 

472423 

471797 

472043 

471953 

472514 

Name: Line 1 

SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 

SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL AFFAIRS 

SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 

SCH DENTISTRY- ORTHODONTICS 

SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 

SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 

Create Date 

20121016 

20121016 

20121105 

20121101 

20121009 

20121207 



Create Time 

5:09:05 PM 

9:04:19 AM 

9:49:09 AM 

3:46:12 PM 

7:09:01 AM 

2:41:59 PM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Mr. Patrick 

2012 Ms. Jill 

2012 Martinette 

2012 Mr Derek 

2012 Ms. Gwendolyn 

2012 Kihyun 

2012 Dr. Catherine 

Middle Name 

T. 

V. 

V 

A 

D. 

Elizabeth 

Last Name 

Akos 

Hamm 

Horner 

Neverosky 

Ray 

Ryoo 

Scott 

Suffix Organization Account 

472712 

472712 

472712 

472712 

472712 

472712 

472712 

Name: Line 1 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

Create Date 

20121001 

20121116 

20121016 

20121016 

20121114 

20121207 

20121116 



Create Time 

10:12:04 AM 

6:59:38 AM 

10:20:08 AM 

8:50:57 AM 

3:13:36 PM 

3:37:59 PM 

1:20:03 PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

First Name 

Lydian 

David 

Susan 

Glenn 

A 

Stacey 

Maureen 

Frayda 

Cynthia 

Joseph 

Maurice 

Traci 

Beth 

Virginia 

Emily 

Jeffrey 

Katrina 

Stacey 

Cynthia 

Adam 

Susan 

James 

Janet 

Matthew 

Kelly 

Laurie 

Jill 

Ricardo 

Brian 

Kelley 

Danielle 

Karl 

Charles 

Middle Name 

E. 

N. 

L. 

A. 

F. 

I 

M 

S. 

J. 

S 

A 

P 

T. 

L 

D 

A 

W. 

L. 

D 

S 

R 

M. 

T 

R. 

L. 

D. 

S. 

S 

T. 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Altman-Sauer 472662 

Ammons 472662 

Austin 472662 

Barnes 472662 

Bell II 472662 

Berahzer 472662 

Berner 472662 

Bluestein 472662 

Brewer 472662 

Ferrell 472662 

Ferrell 472662 

Forchette 472662 

Graves 472662 

Hamilton 472662 

Hinkle 472662 

Hughes 472662 

Hunt 472662 

Hypes 472662 

Lee 472662 

Lovelady 472662 

Lynch 472662 

Markham 472662 

Mason 472662 

McKirahan 472662 

Medlin 472662 

Mesibov 472662 

Moore 472662 

Morse 472662 

Newport 472662 

O’brien 472662 

Phillips 472662 

Smith 472662 

Szypszak 472662 

Name:Line1 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

Create Date 

20121106 

20121014 

20121005 

20121016 

20121207 

20121019 

20121023 

20121030 

20121209 

20121023 

20121116 

20121002 

20121019 

20121108 

20121005 

20121026 

20121023 

20121024 

20121009 

20121024 

20121030 

20121024 

20121204 

20121026 

20121106 

20121017 

20121019 

20121031 

20121001 

20121106 

20121002 

20121111 

20121008 

Create Time 

2:01:23 PM 

11:05:33 AM 

10:55:56 AM 

10:03:02 AM 

4:15:36 PM 

10:10:22 AM 

8:49:33 PM 

2:28:49 PM 

9:23:21 PM 

2:25:42 PM 

9:25:10 AM 

3:15:46 PM 

8:58:00 AM 

2:23:12 PM 

9:35:02 AM 

11:57:55 AM 

11:40:11 AM 

10:13:53 AM 

10:32:33 AM 

11:21:51 AM 

10:38:13 AM 

7:57:52 AM 

10:47:24 AM 

9:13:18 AM 

7:57:55 AM 

9:58:05 AM 

2:44:10 PM 

2:22:51 PM 

2:20:10 PM 

8:54:17 AM 

10:30:29 AM 

7:28:56 PM 

8:35:23 AM 



2012 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Ms 

June 

Bradley 

Aimee 

Christine 

M 

G. 

N. 

B 

Tirpak 

Yolk 

Wall 

Wunsche 

472662 

472662 

472662 

472662 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

20121001 

20121023 

20121019 

20121025 

3:37:49 PM 

1:24:15 PM 

2:02:01 PM 

10:10:24 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Dr. Ronald 

2012 Antoine-Cecil 

2012 Mrs. Susan 

2012 Ms. Stephanie 

2012 Lori 

2012 Wakefield 

2012 Mrs. Wanda 

Middle Name 

E. 

L 

W. 

W. 

B 

G. 

Last Name 

Bergquist 

De Torcy 

Forbes 

Haas 

Haight 

Harper 

Monroe 

Suffix Organization Account Name: Line 1 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

472258 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

Create Date 

20121026 

20121207 

20121009 

20121008 

20121001 

20121010 

20121031 



Create Time 

4:27:46 PM 

9:38:39 PM 

9:46:04 AM 

3:10:02 PM 

4:13:12 PM 

8:50:21 AM 

3:30:50 PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Adrienne 

David 

John 

Lissa 

Alfred 

Patricia 

Bernard 

Debra 

Douglas 

Lewis 

Deborah 

Sarah 

Kala 

Louise 

Amanda 

Joseph 

Lindsay 

Joan 

Robert 

Richard 

John 

Katie Rose 

Allison 

Samara 

Kathryn 

Oscar 

Richard 

Craig 

Judith 

Deborah 

Melissa 

Middle Name 

E 

S 

C. 

L. 

L. 

L. 

A 

R. 

B. 

M 

R 

Elizabeth 

V. 

W. 

S 

E. 

A 

E. 

V. 

G 

L 

A 

J 

S. 

T 

W. 

M. 

B 

Last Name Suffix O~anization Account 

Allison 472688 

ARia 472688 

Boger 472688 

Broome 472688 

Brophy 472688 

B~an 472688 

Burk 472688 

Edge 472688 

Edmunds 472688 

Everett 472688 

Gerha~t 472688 

Gibson 472688 

Glenn-Pruitt 472688 

Harris 472688 

Hitchcock 472688 

Kennedy 472688 

Knell 472688 

Krause 472688 

Mosteller 472688 

Mye~ I 472688 

Orth 472688 

P~al 472688 

Reid 472688 

Reynolds 472688 

Sabbeth 472688 

Salinas 472688 

Saver 472688 

Smith 472688 

Wegner 472688 

Weissman 472688 

Wood-Saltzman 472688 

Name: Line 1 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

Create Date 

20121016 

20121019 

20121010 

20121022 

20121022 

20121206 

20121030 

20121008 

20121206 

20121128 

20121119 

20121010 

20121001 

20121107 

20121205 

20121207 

20121012 

20121004 

20121030 

20121107 

20121009 

20121119 

20121016 

20121015 

20121004 

20121024 

20121022 

20121112 

20121016 

20121008 

20121005 

Create Time 

10:25:36 PM 

5:26:59 PM 

8:32:29 AM 

4:55:39 PM 

4:42:43 PM 

11:46:47 AM 

10:08:54 AM 

11:01:23 AM 

10:51:27 AM 

9:21:27 AM 

7:16:40 PM 

2:59:20 PM 

9:13:13 AM 

9:34:30 AM 

9:21:38 AM 

12:38:16 PM 

4:37:01 PM 

5:42:42 PM 

6:30:48 PM 

10:55:00 AM 

1:33:02 PM 

7:30:51 PM 

9:41:56 AM 

1:39:55 PM 

5:06:56 PM 

10:12:47 AM 

5:04:49 PM 

11:39:24 AM 

10:17:11 AM 

10:13:28 PM 

10:00:08 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Darlene 

2012 Beth 

2012 Amanda 

2012 Amy 

2012 Mr. Brett 

2012 Jennifer 

2012 Karen 

2012 Adrian 

2012 Ms. Sherry 

2012 Dr. Donna 

2012 Eric 

2012 Coretta 

2012 Ann 

2012 Cheryl 

2012 Kathleen 

2012 Dr. Vicki 

2012 Ms. Mary 

2012 Ms. Virginia 

2012 Dr. Carolyn 

2012 Carlee 

2012 Ms. Katherine 

2012 Ms. Sonda 

2012 Carrie 

2012 Teresa 

2012 Ms Anne 

2012 Ms. Susan 

2012 Lixin 

2012 Lica 

2012 Ms. Kristen 

2012 Dr. Suzanne 

2012 Dr. Marcia 

2012 Margaret 

Middle Name 

E 

P 

B 

E 

M. 

L 

A 

D. 

S. 

N 

B 

Kathy 

S. 

M. 

C 

A. 

M. 

F 

Leigh 

Last Name 

Baker 

Black 

Brinson 

Burdette 

Coleman 

D’Auria 

Echols 

Gerstel 

Handfinger 

Havens 

Hodges 

Jenerette 

Jessup 

Jones 

Knafl 

Kowlowitz 

Lebbad 

Lewis 

McKenzie 

Meritt 

Moore 

Oppewal 

Palmer 

Reed 

Skilton 

Snyder 

Song 

Strasner 

Swanson 

Thoyre 

Van Riper 

Zomorodi 

Suffix O~anization Account 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

472746 

Name:Line1 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

NURSING 

Create Date 

20121018 

20121016 

20121207 

20121031 

20121010 

20121012 

20121203 

20121016 

20121018 

20121030 

20121010 

20121016 

20121029 

20121123 

20121015 

20121203 

20121025 

20121029 

20121105 

20121015 

20121010 

20121007 

20121025 

20121018 

20121009 

20121005 

20121031 

20121010 

20121016 

20121012 

20121010 

20121026 

Create Time 

12:38:44 PM 

7:21:16 AM 

1:18:06 PM 

1:31:06 PM 

11:14:35 AM 

12:05:10 PM 

2:41:09 PM 

8:49:43 AM 

10:48:55 AM 

5:56:43 PM 

4:27:36 PM 

1:12:01 PM 

3:21:50 PM 

12:28:05 PM 

9:28:19 AM 

11:17:16 AM 

9:53:24 AM 

1:46:01 PM 

9:47:02 AM 

4:28:58 PM 

11:27:33 AM 

10:32:07 PM 

10:56:18 AM 

5:40:29 PM 

3:20:56 PM 

9:38:31 AM 

11:15:17 AM 

9:23:34 AM 

8:03:30 AM 

2:32:10 PM 

5:57:39 PM 

3:46:08 PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Kevin 

Vicky 

Stephen 

Delesha 

Stephen 

Julie 

David 

Stefanie 

Stephen 

Demet 

Roy 

Kimberly 

John 

Mary 

John 

Susan 

Christine 

Elizabeth 

Chunping 

Mollie 

Scott 

Ruhang 

Dhiren 

Timothy 

Middle Name 

L. 

H 

M 

C. 

W 

A 

L. 

L 

P. 

R 

R. 

L. 

U 

M 

A 

F. 

Carpenter 

Dedrick 

Dumond 

Etchison 

Ferreri 

Frye 

Guntas 

Hawke 

Hutter 

Kelley 

McClurg 

Meeker 

Morris-Natschke 

Oramasionwu 

Last Name Suffix O~anization Account 

Almond 472696 

Burriss 472696 

Caiola 472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

472696 

Patte~on 472696 

Qiao 472696 

Scott 472696 

Singleton 472696 

Tang 472696 

Thakker 472696 

Wiltshire 472696 

Name: Line 1 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

Create Date 

20121022 

20121012 

20121031 

20121207 

20121004 

20121009 

20121204 

20121017 

20121001 

20121106 

20121003 

20121016 

20121204 

20121204 

20121022 

20121024 

20121022 

20121016 

20121204 

20121003 

20121016 

20121204 

20121208 

20121031 

Create Time 

10:42:10 AM 

11:07:45 AM 

1:51:24 PM 

10:56:36 AM 

11:37:16 AM 

5:20:19 PM 

9:11:15 AM 

3:48:48 PM 

9:01:04 AM 

12:55:29 AM 

1:57:34 PM 

12:27:21 PM 

9:18:30 AM 

8:57:26 AM 

1:45:18 PM 

12:26:11 PM 

10:06:25 AM 

7:43:12 AM 

9:22:18 AM 

10:34:27 AM 

8:33:35 AM 

9:39:19 AM 

11:57:50 AM 

3:47:47 PM 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2012 Prof. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 Dr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

First Name 

Richard 

David 

Christine 

John 

Todd 

Michael 

Louise 

Wanda 

Michael 

Peter 

Pamela 

Jill 

James 

Zhenfa 

Katherine 

Andrea 

Spencer 

David 

Kari 

Rebecca 

Victor 

Sharon 

Melissa 

Tamara 

Kathryn 

Alison 

Carolyn 

Eugenia 

Elizabeth 

Cheryl 

Laura 

Kathryn 

Laura 

Middle Name 

E. 

J 

L 

S. 

A. 

D. 

M. 

M 

R 

J 

P 

R 

A. 

P 

C 

W 

M 

E. 

R 

J. 

E. 

A 

T 

A 

E 

G. 

A. 

E 

J. 

Last Name 

Bilsborrow 

Couper 

Kantner 

Preisser 

Schwartz 

Aitken 

Ball 

Bodnar 

Flynn 

Kolsky 

Mathews 

Stewart 

Swenberg 

Zhang 

Borron 

Des Marais 

Gee 

Kleckner 

North 

Rohde 

Schoenbach 

Sullivan 

Troester 

Watson 

Wisniewski 

Woomert 

Crump 

Eng 

French 

Gerringer 

Linnan 

Moracco 

Pearson 

Suffix 

Jr. 

O~anization Account 

472613 

472613 

472613 

472613 

472613 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472498 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472704 

472217 

472217 

472217 

472217 

472217 

472217 

472217 

Name: Line 1 

SCH PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Miss 

Ms. 

Christine 

Jason 

Jamie 

Angela 

Edward 

Andrea 

Peggye 

Marisa 

Suzanne 

George 

Betsy 

John 

Kristin 

Harsha 

Stephanie 

Claudia 

Carolyn 

Jonathan 

Miriam 

Herbert 

Jacqueline 

Diane 

Ilene 

Alice 

Christine 

Kasey 

Elizabeth 

Mary 

Karl 

Linda 

Margaret 

Michelle 

Liza 

David 

M 

B 

L 

D 

L 

K 

M. 

M. 

D 

E. 

L 

B. 

H. 

B. 

A. 

L. 

S. 

M 

A. 

P 

P. 

B 

E. 

S. 

E. 

C 

M. 

S 

Rini 472217 

Smith 472217 

Stiller 472217 

Thrasher 472217 

Baker 472365 

Biddle 472365 

Dilworth-Anderson 472365 

Domino 472365 

Hobbs 472365 

Holmes 472365 

Kelly 472365 

Paul 472365 

Reiter 472365 

Thirumurthy 472365 

Wheeler 472365 

Fernandez 472340 

Halpern 472340 

Kotch 472340 

Labbok 472340 

Peterson 472340 

Quirk 472340 

Rowley 472340 

Speizer 472340 

Wertheimer 472340 

Bevc 472472 

Decosimo 472472 

Mahanna 472472 

Powell 472472 

Umble 472472 

Adair 472431 

Bentley 472431 

Collins 472431 

Hayes 472431 

Heesacker 472431 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR & HLTH EDUC 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & ADMIN 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Lauren 

Sherry 

Miroslav 

Dianne 

Diane 

Chantal 

Lori 

Paul 

William 

Susan 

Sarah 

Cathy 

Gerald 

Stephen 

Christin 

Angelica 

Linda 

Eugene 

Helen 

Melvin 

Annette 

Nicole 

Sherryl 

Barbara 

Kathryn 

Barbara 

John 

C 

M 

N 

A. 

A. 

A 

A. 

M. 

R. 

T 

P 

L 

M. 

G 

B 

P. 

W 

F. 

P 

Brent 

Hill 

Roberts 

Styblo 

Ward 

Calleson 

Donaghy 

Evarts 

Frellick 

Sollecito 

Randolph 

Beale 

Bennett 

Calleson 

Couch 

Daniels 

Figueroa 

Mitchell 

Moore 

Nulty 

Powell 

Raines 

Rhoads 

Rhodes 

Rimer 

Thornsvard 

Wallace 

Wishart 

472431 

472431 

472431 

472431 

471532 

471532 

471532 

471532 

471532 

471268 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

472092 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 



Create Date Create Time 

20121207 11:56:43PM 

20121001 3:05:39PM 

20121008 11:39:30 AM 

20121001 7:27:22 PM 

20121101 10:49:15PM 

20121016 8:24:18PM 

20121107 7:23:18PM 

20121012 11:29:36 AM 

20121123 10:20:25 AM 

20121119 4:55:16PM 

20121031 2:33:30PM 

20121020 12:55:55 PM 

20121121 5:34:09PM 

20121016 10:12:48 AM 

20121120 12:22:11PM 

20121022 11:10:22 AM 

20121109 9:24:43 AM 

20121120 10:57:01 AM 

20121206 9:39:59 AM 

20121005 11:38:38 AM 

20121111 11:32:26 AM 

20121001 9:46:18 AM 

20121120 10:31:56 AM 

20121021 1:08:17 PM 

20121003 10:19:03 AM 

20121030 6:34:29 PM 

20121023 2:44:36 PM 

20121010 3:36:48PM 

20121031 12:45:12PM 

20121001 8:52:39 AM 

20121017 2:03:52PM 

20121001 11:44:05 AM 

20121017 1:22:24PM 



20121101 3:29:39PM 

20121008 9:49:49 AM 

20121101 5:19:29PM 

20121025 4:11:32PM 

20121028 4:23:04 PM 

20121002 10:20:42 AM 

20121114 10:50:23 AM 

20121024 2:36:15PM 

20121009 7:01:32PM 

20121119 1:31:50PM 

20121029 8:46:46 AM 

20121017 9:59:10 AM 

20121022 10:04:11 AM 

20121128 12:50:32PM 

20121203 4:54:44 PM 

20121207 1:53:19PM 

20121105 1:20:17PM 

20121201 3:02:06 PM 

20121009 1:15:31PM 

20121204 3:28:42 PM 

20121001 9:07:08 AM 

20121116 1:54:42PM 

20121020 10:53:16PM 

20121016 3:40:26PM 

20121109 8:45:13 AM 

20121016 9:15:22 AM 

20121207 2:46:01 PM 

20121119 2:50:54PM 

20121001 10:48:26 AM 

20121101 10:03:53 AM 

20121101 4:17:11PM 

20121012 9:32:44 AM 

20121115 8:54:28 AM 

20121003 8:39:02 AM 



20121115 11:45:31 AM 

20121018 1:52:17PM 

20121101 10:57:13 AM 

20121101 10:26:22 AM 

20121009 1:59:02PM 

20121009 12:52:09 PM 

20121002 3:12:29PM 

20121017 10:15:45 AM 

20121113 5:27:12PM 

20121031 2:55:30PM 

20121025 9:46:46 AM 

20121024 2:17:26PM 

20121009 12:39:51PM 

20121017 11:15:53 AM 

20121022 3:12:55PM 

20121002 8:46:25 AM 

20121015 12:58:03PM 

20121102 3:57:55PM 

20121010 9:30:24 AM 

20121116 10:38:21 AM 

20121129 2:14:58PM 

20121016 9:27:54 AM 

20121017 12:34:07PM 

20121008 7:33:24 PM 

20121108 9:47:13 AM 

20121010 10:41:52 AM 

20121113 8:53:17 AM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Grace 

Mellicent 

Joanne 

Steven 

Dean 

Thaddaeus 

Christopher 

Kathy 

Rebecca 

Jennifer 

John 

Jillian 

M. 

Elizabeth 

Lawrence 

Susan 

Jamie 

Diane 

Jennifer 

Middle Name 

E 

O 

S. 

H. 

F. 

A 

D 

J 

L 

D. 

S 

T 

A 

J 

M 

G. 

S 

Last Name Suffix O~anization Account 

Oran 1093004 

Blythe 472670 

Caye 472670 

Day 472670 

Duncan III 472670 

Edwa~s 472670 

Egan 472670 

Johnson 472670 

Macy 472670 

McEntire 472670 

McMahon 472670 

Molee 472670 

Palmer 472670 

Phillips 472670 

Rosenfeld 472670 

Snyder 472670 

Swaine 472670 

Taylor 472670 

Vaughn 472670 

Name: Line 1 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - DEV DISABILITIES TRNG 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 



Create Date Create Time 

20121018 1:31:10PM 

20121031 1:25:37 PM 

20121010 12:22:58PM 

20121010 10:43:18 AM 

20121130 5:36:09PM 

20121010 12:48:16PM 

20121204 11:26:56 AM 

20121010 3:15:15PM 

20121205 7:23:29 PM 

20121002 3:24:42 PM 

20121005 10:11:06 AM 

20121010 11:59:38 AM 

20121017 10:21:54 AM 

20121116 10:38:25 AM 

20121025 9:39:45 AM 

20121207 11:25:56PM 

20121001 10:10:27 AM 

20121105 11:08:33 AM 

20121002 1:55:33PM 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mrs 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mrs. 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Dr. 

2012 Mr. 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 Ms. 

2012 Dr. 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr 

2012 

2012 

2012 Dr 

First Name 

Andrew 

Paula Sue 

Anthony 

James 

Cleibe 

Karen 

Joyce 

Jessica 

Grace 

John 

Lisa 

Karen 

Kyle 

Jonathon 

Adam 

Mark 

Cara 

Karen 

Lee 

Martha 

Richard 

Stephanie 

Crystal 

Jennifer 

Jeffrey 

Jenna 

Ty 

Katherine 

Lekisha 

Cam 

Louie Anthony 

Benny 

Myungsa 

Middle Name 

W. 

W. 

J. 

M. 

C 

M. 

A. 

H. 

D. 

P. 

R 

S 

L. 

K. 

R. 

L 

J 

N 

L 

M. 

E 

L 

C 

Y 

E 

G 

L 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Berner 477182 

Isley 477182 

Kane 477182 

Nestor 477182 

Souza 477182 

Stallings 477182 

Besheer 477216 

Amsbary 477422 

Baranek 477422 

Bulluck 477422 

Domby 477422 

Erickson 477422 

Gray 477422 

Hacke 477422 

Jacks 477422 

Klinger 477422 

McComish 477422 

McCulloch 477422 

McLean 477422 

Mundy 477422 

Segal 477422 

Sjoblad 477422 

Taylor 477422 

Womack 477422 

Berman MD 477349 

Black 477349 

Bullard 477349 

Clement 477349 

Edwards 477349 

Enarson 477349 

Jain 477349 

Joyner 477349 

Kang 477349 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Lakhesh 

Vincent 

Maria 

Samuel 

Peggy 

Natalie 

Monika 

Kimberley 

Anthony 

Janey 

Russell 

Marjorie 

Michael 

Nancy 

Amanda 

Henrik 

Michael 

Laura 

Saskia 

Leslie 

Brenda 

Richard 

Paul 

Richard 

Ann 

Rebecca 

Anne 

James 

Patrick 

Martin 

Douglas 

Gail 

Scott 

Erika 

J 

C 

A 

P 

R 

N. 

R 

S 

A 

C 

C 

H 

G. 

J 

A 

B 

V. 

A 

L 

E 

E. 

C 

G. 

J. 

Joseph 

M. 

E 

S. 

Khullar 

Kopp 

Lupa 

McLean 

McNaull 

Miller 

Nanda 

Nichols 

Passannante 

Phelps 

Roberson 

Stiegler 

Tielborg 

Wilkes 

Chang 

Dohlman 

Lafferty 

Lindsey-Boltz 

Neher 

Parise 

Temple 

Wolfenden 

Dayton 

Goldberg 

Houston 

Pretzel 

Wheeler 

AIb 

Brennwald 

Costello 

Cyr 

Grossman 

Parnell 

Wittchen 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477349 

477414 

477414 

477414 

477414 

477414 

477414 

477414 

477414 

477125 

477125 

477125 

477240 

477240 

477406 

477406 

477406 

477406 

477406 

477406 

477406 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Michael 

Scott 

Lori 

Joy 

Ellen 

Molly 

Dale 

Sally 

Kimberly 

Zhijun 

Aime 

Nana 

George 

Matthew 

Tina 

Ronald 

Chanetta 

Hong 

Andrea 

Donna 

Eric 

Katherine 

Amanda 

Ermine 

Danny 

Anne 

Jonathan 

Ashley 

Susan 

Caroline 

Thomas 

Christopher 

Ryan 

Dougald 

A 

A 

A 

A 

C 

A 

W. 

G 

E 

I. 

R 

L 

O 

J 

L 

M 

V. 

R. 

BM 

J. 

G. 

J. 

E. 

C. 

A. 

D 

M. 

Chua 

Randell 

Boice 

Bonds 

Cohen 

Diamond 

Flowers 

Hunsucker 

Keller 

Li 

Mitchell 

Nikolaishvili-Feinbe 

Small 

Soloway 

Stacy 

Swanstrom 

Washington 

He 

Blickman 

Bunch 

Chapman 

Cooper 

Crooks 

Cupid-Hastings 

Dalton 

Froment 

Hansen 

Henderson 

Henning 

Jennette 

Keyserling 

Klipstein 

Madanick 

Monroe 

477372 

477372 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

503177 

477323 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Amy 

Hyman 

Shana 

Robert 

Sidney 

Samuel 

William 

Christine 

William 

Karin 

Kevin 

David 

Allen 

Kelly 

Sherry 

Christine 

Ronald 

Gretchen 

Bradley 

Brigitte 

Gary 

Mary 

Sahana 

Xing-Hua 

Terrence 

Laura 

Deborah 

Deborah 

Laura 

Debra 

Linda 

Jake 

Ann 

Lisa 

K 

B. 

P 

S. 

C. 

A 

J 

A 

J 

D. 

J. 

B 

S. 

E 

W. 

L. 

S. 

F. 

M 

Q 

S 

V 

L 

K. 

D 

C 

L 

C. 

C 

Yvette 

Mottl 

Muss 

Ratner 

Sandier 

Smith 

Stinnette 

Whitehead 

Williams 

Yount 

TRUE 

Biese 

Potenziani 

Daugird 

Fedoriw 

Hay 

Kistler 

Lingley 

Tong 

Wilson 

Allard 

Clark 

Lewis 

Nagabhushan Kalburgi 

Zeng 

Furey 

Milko 

Alberti 

Byrd 

Melega 

Powers 

Raftery 

Achey 

Farabee 

Long 

Jr 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477752 

477315 

477315 

477430 

477430 

477430 

477430 

477430 

477430 

477430 

477273 

477273 

477273 

477117 

477117 

477299 

477299 

476986 

476986 

476986 

476986 

476986 

477109 

477109 

477109 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Forrest 

Rachel 

Karen 

David 

Kelly 

Jennifer 

Eugene 

Sue 

Michelle 

Brenda 

Colleen 

Vanessa 

David 

Michael 

Virginia 

Nilsa 

Cynthia 

Jennifer 

Barbara 

Betty 

Lisa 

Miriam 

Nancy 

Sabriyyah 

Joseph 

David 

Rick 

Eric 

Naquan 

Jennifer 

Wanda 

Sarah 

Laura 

Jason 

J 

M. 

B. 

S 

A 

A 

C. 

J 

M 

L 

W. 

E. 

L 

C. 

L. 

D 

K 

M 

M. 

S 

C 

L 

R 

Y. 

B 

S. 

R 

E 

K 

B 

L 

H 

Page 

Quinto 

Stone 

Anderson 

Archer 

Blair 

Bober 

Campbell 

Denning 

Denzler 

Fritsche 

Gunn 

Kinton 

Mathews 

Miller 

Morales 

Reilly 

Turner 

Welanetz 

Whichard 

Best 

Braunstein 

Fisher 

McCaskill 

Moran 

Huang 

Meeker 

Schneider 

Hill 

Mersereau 

Nicholson 

Verbiest 

Aho 

Rhyne 

Sr. 

477109 

477109 

477109 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477471 

477380 

477380 

477380 

477380 

477281 

477356 

477356 

477141 

477448 

477448 

477448 

477448 

477257 

477174 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Arlene 

Bruna 

Rosann 

Jonathon 

John 

Melissa 

Siobhan 

Arthur 

Elizabeth 

Wallace 

Julie 

John 

Deborah 

Pamela 

Katherine 

Anna 

John 

Ronald 

Lara 

Ceila 

Kenya 

William 

Joseph 

Cynthia 

Rupa 

George 

Carl 

Maureen 

Sue 

Janice 

Sarah 

Elizabeth 

Tangi 

Alfred 

S 

P. 

C. 

B 

M 

S 

T 

D 

S. 

L 

F 

T 

L 

C 

B 

C. 

E 

A 

T. 

B 

Y 

K 

Bridges 

Brylawski 

Farber 

Homeister 

Jennette 

Miller 

O’connor 

Aylsworth 

Beauvais 

Brown 

Byerley 

Cotton 

Flowers 

Fogleman 

Freeman 

Herman-Giddens 

Hipps 

Knight 

Longobardi 

Loughlin 

McNeaI-Trice 

Mills 

Muenzer 

Powell 

Redding-Lallinger 

Retsch-Bogart 

Seashore 

Su 

Tolleson-Rinehart 

Wereszczak 

Wright 

Clarke 

Covington 

Dolge Jr 

477497 

477497 

477497 

477497 

477497 

477497 

477497 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477513 

477398 

477398 

477398 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Dr 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Lee 

Estela 

Michael 

Jennifer 

Larry 

Gregory 

Anna 

Karon 

Lars 

Laura 

Samantha 

Shane 

Donita 

Linmarie 

James 

Achilles 

Rebecca 

Wui 

Jessica 

Julia 

Lynn 

Laura 

Marija 

Shanah 

Claire 

Hyeon 

Mara 

Rosemary 

Gail 

Raul 

Jonathan 

Barry 

Kristin 

Jeffrey 

M 

Y. 

K. 

Jarrett 

D 

R 

F 

M 

E 

W. 

L 

J 

L. 

K. 

L 

R. 

A. 

E 

R 

B. 

H 

J 

E. 

A 

B. 

F. 

G raves 

Lopez 

Lee 

Satinsky 

Barnhill 

Beasley 

Brandon 

Dawkins 

Jarskog 

Klinger 

Meltzer-Brody 

Rau 

Robinson 

Sikich 

Whitt 

Fakiris 

Green 

Chong 

Cote 

Fielding 

Fordham 

Heyneman 

Ivanovic 

Kirk 

Wilcox 

Yu 

Buchbinder 

Cadigan 

Henderson 

Necochea 

Oberlander 

Saunders 

Siebenaler 

Sonis 

MD 

477398 

477398 

477133 

477133 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477505 

477190 

477190 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477364 

477158 

477158 

477158 

477158 

477158 

477158 

477158 

477158 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

MS. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Joellen 

Margaret 

Kimberly 

Randy 

Robin 

Erin 

V 

Nancy 

Teresa 

Kaia 

Gladys 

William 

Betsy 

Kirsten 

Cynthia 

Christopher 

Janette 

James 

Paul 

Leslie 

Susan 

Kristen 

Sandra 

Donna 

Trina 

Rocky 

Sally 

Yaxu 

M 

D 

S. 

C 

M 

H 

A 

P 

S 

A 

L. 

D 

L. 

F 

S. 

M 

S 

H. 

H. 

B 

L 

S. 

Buckio 

Cloud 

Erickson 

Kearns 

Robinson 

Bevier 

Carter 

Dartnall 

Martin 

Mates 

Williams 

Gale 

Hackney 

Nyrop 

Clark 

Cook 

Goins 

Howerton 

Kerr 

Powell 

Pusek 

Bickford 

Grubbs 

Harward 

Pugh 

Riviella 

Wright 

Wu 

477463 

477463 

477463 

477463 

477463 

477489 

477489 

477489 

477489 

477489 

477489 

477166 

477166 

477166 

942037 

942037 

942037 

942037 

942037 

942037 

942037 

476994 

476994 

476994 

476994 

1093053 

1093053 

1093053 



Name: Line 1 Create Date Create Time 

SCHMEDICINE-AHEC 20121002 11:11:08 AM 

SCHMEDICINE-AHEC 20121010 11:49:36 AM 

SCH MEDICINE-AHEC 20121025 9:20:48 AM 

SCHMEDICINE-AHEC 20121107 4:06:31 PM 

SCH MEDICINE-AHEC 20121002 4:46:08 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 20121001 12:08:09 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- ALCOHOL STUDIES CTR 20121016 6:52:23 AM 

SCH MEDICINE -ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121031 1:39:57 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121207 9:55:32 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121207 5:27:10 PM 

SCH MEDICINE-ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121001 2:20:35 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121031 12:45:48 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121024 9:47:12 PM 

SCH MEDICINE-ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121207 3:02:31 PM 

SCH MEDICINE-ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121105 8:49:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121207 2:48:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121031 2:16:49PM 

SCH MEDICINE-ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121108 9:01:36 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121101 11:27:29 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121029 10:52:51 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121004 7:26:37 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121030 10:19:48 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121009 2:30:33 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 20121009 4:30:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE-ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121117 8:15:47 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121107 10:23:29 AM 

SCH MEDICINE-ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121101 5:16:29 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121105 10:01:50 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121207 4:51:55 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121020 2:05:48 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121116 1:24:31 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121108 9:47:34 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121001 5:39:36 AM 



SCH MEDICINE- ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121001 8:47:35 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121031 7:03:41 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121105 10:20:15 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121116 5:58:05 AM 

SCHMEDICINE-ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121113 4:12:54PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121001 10:10:51 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121207 2:57:51 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121115 4:38:33 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121031 8:38:59 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121102 9:25:33 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121021 10:00:03 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121116 12:02:37 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121112 10:26:54 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- ANESTHESIOLOGY 20121106 12:40:39 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121001 9:35:13 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121105 4:51:49 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121001 10:03:55 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121207 2:58:06 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121207 3:08:22 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121001 10:41:54 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121024 12:47:15 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 20121017 12:16:45 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 20121126 11:24:21 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 20121016 12:56:52 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 20121128 2:43:15PM 

SCH MEDICINE- CAROLINA INST FOR DD 20121002 6:49:58 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 20121207 12:45:26 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121031 1:36:06 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121113 11:38:23 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121101 10:09:12 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121204 1:58:17 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121107 10:12:13 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121106 3:37:21 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 20121001 10:43:04 AM 



SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 20121108 10:05:31 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - CELL & MOLECULAR PHYS 20121127 11:50:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121016 9:04:42 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121129 3:20:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121207 3:34:25 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121116 2:52:47 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121024 7:18:35 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121205 8:48:56 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121109 10:23:09 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121129 12:34:08 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121018 1:02:22 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121025 10:23:48 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121101 5:23:38 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121204 10:04:27 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121031 3:18:51 PM 

SCHMEDICINE-COMPREHENSIVECANCERCTR 20121101 9:51:15 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 20121109 4:42:32 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 20121129 8:32:19 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121109 11:32:09 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121207 8:16:40PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121101 3:19:21 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121109 11:14:41 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121022 1:43:16PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121001 10:02:34 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121207 7:53:00PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121001 8:17:48 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121105 11:00:31 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121129 3:23:52 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121031 9:18:42 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121001 11:26:12 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121021 9:28:52 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121019 11:42:52 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121004 10:16:14 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121031 3:08:55 PM 



SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121204 8:44:28 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121016 3:33:08PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121031 3:14:27 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121003 3:53:27PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121012 6:05:21PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121119 8:20:32 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121008 12:28:11 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121002 10:24:39 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121031 7:38:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE 20121116 9:18:49 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 20121011 5:55:33PM 

SCH MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 20121016 9:41:24 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- FAMILY MEDICINE 20121020 4:22:22 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 20121016 8:04:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- FAMILY MEDICINE 20121119 1:35:00 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 20121106 11:38:57 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- FAMILY MEDICINE 20121025 1:47:35 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 20121029 12:44:45 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 20121004 10:44:52 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 20121011 1:18:46 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 20121016 9:46:38 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 20121203 8:13:15 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 20121205 11:36:01 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- GENE THERAPY CTR 20121207 4:23:38 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- GENETICS 20121204 9:55:42 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- GENETICS 20121207 2:55:00PM 

SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 20121101 11:09:20 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 20121008 1:06:03 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 20121115 11:31:50 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 20121001 8:47:27 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 20121001 9:28:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICAL EDUCATION 20121130 2:31:16PM 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICAL EDUCATION 20121204 8:51:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICAL EDUCATION 20121203 1:47:25 PM 



SCH MEDICINE- MEDICAL EDUCATION 20121207 3:36:14 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 20121130 9:46:28 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 20121001 5:49:56 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121204 10:25:54 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121101 8:58:22 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121001 9:29:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121001 10:21:01 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121130 4:35:07 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121031 10:49:08 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121016 10:20:06 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121206 11:04:13 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121025 9:17:55 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121207 11:48:39 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121207 3:23:41 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121012 9:13:02 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121105 11:03:25 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121018 3:41:19PM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121016 11:47:14 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121002 11:19:18 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 20121204 8:43:32 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 20121001 8:36:24 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 20121024 9:54:49 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 20121016 9:05:52 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 20121207 4:04:46 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 20121105 2:46:33 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- NEUROLOGY 20121205 4:24:14 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- NEUROLOGY 20121207 2:59:25 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - NEUROSCIENCE CTR 20121031 3:06:32 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 20121031 2:14:03 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 20121101 12:19:04 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 20121105 10:54:48 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 20121207 8:09:13 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- OPHTHALMOLOGY 20121207 1:29:14 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- ORTHOPAEDICS 20121207 3:51:43PM 



SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121127 10:10:00 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121111 1:21:03 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121001 3:30:46 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121018 4:39:13PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121116 9:35:05 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121031 3:57:02 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 20121003 9:48:30 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121207 2:38:56 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121030 5:18:39PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121204 1:46:56 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121030 8:15:17PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121031 3:47:47 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121113 4:05:04PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121010 2:51:23PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121207 10:14:14 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121016 6:46:48 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121207 2:49:27 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121003 2:00:15 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121022 10:52:31 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121204 10:15:19 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121206 10:58:04 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121108 9:41:18 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121206 11:27:13 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121205 7:52:50 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121116 4:11:39PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121130 8:22:18 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121030 4:49:08 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121204 11:25:27 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121113 3:51:19PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PEDIATRICS 20121003 9:55:35 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 20121001 9:34:19 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PHARMACOLOGY 20121009 1:37:40 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PHARMACOLOGY 20121016 8:52:19 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PHARMACOLOGY 20121102 12:25:39 PM 



SCH MEDICINE- PHARMACOLOGY 20121025 5:33:51 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PHARMACOLOGY 20121207 2:53:44 PM 

SCHMEDICINE-PHYSICALMEDICINE&REHAB 20121119 1:45:03PM 

SCHMEDICINE-PHYSICALMEDICINE&REHAB 20121119 4:01:59PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121108 5:46:51 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 20121002 11:27:22 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121022 2:15:45 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 20121019 10:50:30 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121207 2:47:50 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121207 5:51:00 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121204 9:37:34 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121031 3:18:20 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 20121204 10:03:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121101 5:47:21 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 20121108 3:44:56 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 20121209 4:47:19 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIATION ONCOLOGY 20121112 2:32:17 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIOLOGY 20121008 6:28:59 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIOLOGY 20121001 9:51:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIOLOGY 20121005 1:43:06 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 20121114 10:44:57 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 20121204 10:28:13 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIOLOGY 20121116 12:57:17 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 20121116 11:06:22 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIOLOGY 20121206 3:18:56 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- RADIOLOGY 20121129 1:28:47 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121001 6:21:52PM 

SCH MEDICINE- SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121207 1:36:05PM 

SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121104 12:36:00 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121001 10:20:01 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121130 10:11:17 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121016 9:55:37 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121026 11:54:38 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 20121108 12:34:15 PM 



SCH MEDICINE- SURGERY 20121010 8:14:27PM 

SCH MEDICINE- SURGERY 20121025 2:20:42 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 20121101 12:40:02 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- SURGERY 20121207 2:28:24 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- SURGERY 20121015 4:47:17PM 

SCH MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 20121001 10:22:26 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 20121031 2:18:22 PM 

SCHMEDICINE-TEACCHDIV 20121207 5:34:19PM 

SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 20121016 4:58:42 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 20121116 1:34:36 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- TEACCH DIV 20121016 3:44:26 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 20121116 10:08:41 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 20121129 10:57:10 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES 20121016 9:34:25 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 20121023 10:23:40 AM 

SCH MEDICINE- TRACS INSTITUTE 20121023 3:30:56 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- TRACS INSTITUTE 20121121 3:40:11 PM 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 20121130 9:24:30 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 20121023 9:00:50 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 20121016 7:12:16 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 20121204 8:43:25 AM 

SCHMEDICINE-UNCKIDNEYCENTER 20121001 11:31:41 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 20121031 1:17:39 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- UNC KIDNEY CENTER 20121109 10:20:14 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 20121002 10:09:33 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - UNC MCALLISTER HEART INST 20121129 12:59:50 PM 

SCH MEDICINE- UNC MCALLISTER HEART INST 20121127 9:55:39 AM 

SCH MEDICINE - UNC MCALLISTER HEART INST 20121119 11:05:58 AM 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2012 Chanhthevy 

2012 Dr. Mary 

2012 Mr. Corey 

2012 Mr. Scott 

2012 Kelli 

2012 Ms. Joyce 

2012 Patricia 

2012 Rachel 

2012 Nina 

2012 Ms. Maureen 

2012 Geoffrey 

2012 Aaron 

2012 Erik 

2012 Erica 

2012 Paige 

2012 Luke 

2012 Ms. Kathryn 

2012 Mrs. Deborah 

2012 Mr. Richard 

2012 Janelle 

2012 Tarah 

2012 Mr. Michael 

2012 Amy 

2012 Daniel 

2012 Ellen 

2012 Larry 

2012 Ms Joanna 

2012 Ms. Jillian 

2012 Ms. Audra 

2012 Elizabeth 

2012 Alexa 

2012 Diana 

2012 Mr. Orville 

Middle Name 

S 

M. 

M 

M 

A. 

H 

T 

M. 

J. 

A. 

L 

R 

D. 

P 

E 

D 

M 

M. 

E. 

R. 

L 

K 

R. 

Last Name 

Chai 

Covington 

McCabe 

Oliaro 

Raker 

Roberts 

Schoch 

Selinger 

Walker 

Windle 

Baldwin 

Bachenheimer 

Hunter 

Nakaji 

Abe 

Ahrens 

Bartholomew 

Bousquet 

Bradley 

Briscoe 

Burnette 

Cherry 

Gauthier 

Hall 

Hearn 

Hicks 

Luke 

Powell 

Slavin 

Stewart 

Wood 

Woodhouse 

Angle 

Suffix O~anization Account 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472647 

472068 

471219 

471219 

471219 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

472282 

1092964 

471706 

Name: Line 1 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA UNION 

STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 

STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 

STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

STUDENT AFF - UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 



2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

MS. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Christy 

Suzanne 

Laura 

Gary 

Katherine 

Jeffrey 

Richard 

Timothy 

Karen 

Christy 

Blakely 

Bettina 

S 

E. 

R. 

A. 

G 

C. 

A. 

J. 

Dunston 

Harbour 

Lane 

Miller 

Nobles 

Sackaroff 

Steele 

Stiles 

Thompson 

Walker 

Williamson 

Shuford 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

471706 

472001 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

STUDENT 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 

AFF-VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 



Create Date Create Time 

20121025 9:22:57 AM 

20121106 5:47:22PM 

20121025 9:56:54 AM 

20121101 8:54:55 AM 

20121001 10:05:13 AM 

20121001 10:39:14 AM 

20121101 9:31:49 AM 

20121207 10:30:44 AM 

20121114 5:23:27PM 

20121024 10:37:32 AM 

20121207 2:06:14PM 

20121001 5:14:32PM 

20121017 10:48:24 AM 

20121206 9:23:30 AM 

20121019 10:18:38 AM 

20121116 11:34:15 AM 

20121001 1:15:09 PM 

20121008 8:31:30 AM 

20121109 8:40:21 AM 

20121116 10:51:34 AM 

20121116 10:51:26 AM 

20121016 8:55:53 AM 

20121003 6:05:47 PM 

20121026 12:48:34 PM 

20121031 9:44:24 AM 

20121006 9:26:16 AM 

20121016 9:22:50 AM 

20121031 2:59:32PM 

20121015 1:26:59PM 

20121016 8:51:14 AM 

20121023 2:53:28 PM 

20121102 1:24:21PM 

20121004 1:53:46PM 



20121003 3:49:18PM 

20121004 8:34:54 AM 

20121003 12:16:34PM 

20121001 7:53:48 AM 

20121004 4:49:47 PM 

20121008 10:06:53 AM 

20121008 9:24:31 AM 

20121003 12:26:21PM 

20121003 8:37:54 AM 

20121003 11:04:30 AM 

20121004 9:56:56 AM 

20121017 3:24:19PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Mrs. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr 

First Name 

Elizabeth 

Rebecca 

Claire 

Tricia 

Darlene 

Shawn 

Marilyn 

Tanya 

Ann 

Lydia 

Elizabeth 

Jacqueline 

Valerie 

Andrea 

Emily 

Jarod 

Jordan 

Gary 

Natalie 

Lisa 

Susan 

Robin 

Jennifer 

Connie 

Allan 

Middle Name 

J. 

B 

R. 

L. 

B 

N. 

M. 

T. 

G. 

M 

G 

L 

A. 

R 

D 

M. 

M 

A. 

M. 

J. 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Boycher 472597 

Bramlett 472597 

Cusick 472597 

Daisley 472597 

Gooch 472597 

Grindstaff 472597 

Julian-Fox 472597 

Moore 472597 

Murphy 472597 

Perez 472597 

Petree 472597 

Pierce 472597 

Price 472597 

Sobbe 472597 

Stevens 472597 

Sutphin 472597 

Sutton 472597 

Tinker 472597 

Vizuete 472597 

Waldeck 472597 

Anderson 472308 

Copley 472308 

Fusco 472308 

Walker 472308 

Wodarski 472308 

Name: Line 1 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 

Create Date 

20121023 

20121001 

20121016 

20121011 

20121002 

20121031 

20121107 

20121016 

20121003 

20121001 

20121102 

20121108 

20121031 

20121017 

20121107 

20121010 

20121017 

20121003 

20121010 

20121024 

20121011 

20121017 

20121003 

20121012 

20121207 



Create Time 

8:46:13 AM 

2:40:48 PM 

12:03:59 PM 

2:38:14 PM 

11:06:19 AM 

9:59:45 AM 

5:41:54 PM 

4:10:14 PM 

4:02:36 PM 

8:56:05 AM 

10:50:34 AM 

11:40:54 AM 

12:23:57 PM 

10:17:43 AM 

12:12:57 PM 

11:32:55 AM 

2:03:15 PM 

2:51:56 PM 

12:13:27 PM 

2:20:33 PM 

9:33:10 AM 

1:52:21 PM 

2:55:21 PM 

10:08:36 AM 

3:19:56 PM 



Campaign Year 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

2012 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mrs 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Karin 

Yiwen 

Latoya 

Kevin 

Catherine 

Joshua 

Janet 

Carolyn 

Elizabeth 

Steven 

John 

Dale 

Lila 

Hua 

Dianne 

Angela 

Marikae 

Diana 

Gary 

Christina 

Kimberly 

Barbara 

Brian 

Elizabeth 

Dennis 

Laurie 

Middle Name 

R 

C. 

A. 

H. 

S 

B 

D 

P 

D. 

M. 

L 

C 

C 

C 

A. 

A 

Last Name Suffix Organization Account 

Langbehn-Pecaut 471623 

Wang 471623 

Horton 470872 

Seitz 470872 

Buria 817510 

Kast ri nsky 817510 

Kelly-Scholle 817510 

Smith 663161 

Snipes 663161 

Gale 471961 

Medlin 471961 

Poole 471961 

Roenigk 471961 

Shen 471961 

Ware-Furlow 471961 

Davis 471888 

Juliano 471888 

Malinsky 471888 

Maynard 471888 

Neely 471888 

Orr 471888 

Sheppard 471888 

Williams 471888 

Williams 471888 

Press 471250 

Burroughs 471011 

Name: Line 1 

VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 

VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 

VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 

VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 

VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 

VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 

VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 

VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 

VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 

VC FIN - VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 



Create Date Create Time 

20121023 4:18:14PM 

20121029 11:44:57 AM 

20121001 8:39:20 AM 

20121016 8:32:56 AM 

20121019 8:29:49 AM 

20121016 1:10:31PM 

20121109 1:25:53PM 

20121207 4:15:14PM 

20121015 8:19:07 AM 

20121129 2:18:57PM 

20121018 3:30:51PM 

20121107 9:01:05 AM 

20121001 8:23:26 AM 

20121204 9:31:15 AM 

20121002 12:51:17PM 

20121207 4:30:50 PM 

20121108 9:46:28 AM 

20121107 4:52:56PM 

20121008 8:37:56 AM 

20121207 11:18:17 AM 

20121205 11:06:59 AM 

20121024 2:53:05 PM 

20121102 3:59:21PM 

20121026 2:58:28 PM 

20121025 11:33:02 AM 

20121025 10:58:49 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 9:56 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Summer 2013 

As I sit here on this brisk morning enjoying my Krispy Kreme chocolate glazed doughnut (with red and green sprinkles), 

my thoughts are turning to the heat of summer 2013. Since l’m thinking about it, I suppose I will open it up to extended 

course schedule maintenance. 

Feel free to make changes now to your summer schedules. Any changes to day/room/times must be made through the 

scheduling office but pretty much everything else you might want to do can be done yourself. We are not yet taking ad 

hoc reservations for any of our General Purpose Classrooms during the summer terms. 

For those classes meeting MTR, in lieu of the Memorial Day Monday, we will make reservations for those classes in the 

same room on Wednesday of that week. 

Extended course schedule maintenance for summer lasts until about the first week after the term begins. 

Please let me know if you have any questions! 

Renee 

Thanks Vicki! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out om° new website! registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-32537586- 
34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32537586- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Last Call for Applications - "Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue & 
the Future of US Foreign Policy (Washington D.C., January 9th - 11 th, 2013) 

- Last Call for Applications - 

The AnnuN Conference on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in the USA 20t3 
"Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign 

Policy 
(Washington D.C., January 9th = 11th, 2013) 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to inform you about our forthcoming conference in the 
USA, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. 

You can learn more about the conference by reading the information below. I would be grateful if you could share this 
announcement by forwarding the information below to anyone you think might be interested in attending. 

With warm regards from Berlin, 

Mark C. Donfried & the ICD Team 

The AnnuN Conference on Cs~tura~ Diplomacy in the USA 2013 
"Options on the Table": Soft Power, Intercultural Dialogue, and the Future of US Foreign Policy 
(Washington D.C., January 9th - 1 1th, 2013) 
www.icd-usforeig n policy.org 

In the wake of the recent US Presidential Election, the strategy of America’s Foreign Policy has become an increasingly 
crucial issue, with the international community waiting expectantly to see how America’s Foreign Policy approach will 
adapt to the new challenges confronting the international arena. 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy has therefore dedicated its bi-annual conference on US Foreign Policy to debate and 
explore the continuing concepts of soft power, intercultural dialogue, and Cultural Diplomacy, particularly as they relate to 
American Foreign Policy, and assess the role they will play in the next years. 

Conference Participants > 

Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, 
journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as 
other interested individuals from across the world. 

~articipant Papers > 

:lhe Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages academic research and analysis of issues related to the goals of the 
conference. The ICD would therefore like to welcome participants to submit a paper they would like to be considered for 
presentation at the conference, which would also be included in the proposal document that will be issued following the 



conference and sent to all governments and leaders of the international community. 

Conference Speakers > 

~peakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of 
states and ministers), academia, the diplomatic community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will 
include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board, please click 
HERE. 

Speakers for the conference include: 

The Hon. Dr. Alfredo Palacio - President of the ICD Advisory Board; Former President of Ecuador 
The Hon. Dr. Ali Ahmad Jalali - Former Interior Minister of Afghanistan 
H.E. Arab. Arif Havas Oegroseno - Ambassador of Indonesia to the European Union 
David Soul - Celebrated American Actor; best known as Detective Kenneth "Hutch" from "Starsky and 
Hutch" (Video Lecture) 
The Hon. Dr. Emil Constantinescu - President of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy; Former President of 
Romania 
H. E. Arab. Elin Suleymanov - Ambassador of Azerbaijan to the United States 
The Hon. Erna Hennicot Schoepges - Vice President of the ICD Advisory Board; Former Luxembourgian 
Minister of Culture and Religious Affairs 
Frank Ucciardo - UN Correspondent, CBS News "Up To The Minute" 
H.E. Arab. Houda Nonoo - Ambassador of Bahrain to the USA 
lan Gillan - Lead Singer and Lyricist for Deep Purple (Video Lecture) 
The Hon. Sir James R. Mancham - ICD Advisory Board Member; Founding President of the Republic of 
Seychelles 
The Hon. Dr. Nazar AI Baharna - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Foreign Minister of Bahrain 
The Hon. Nouzha Skalli - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Moroccan Minister of Social Development, 
Family, and Solidarity 
The Hon. Paula Dobrianski - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former US Under Secretary of State for Democracy 

and Global Affairs 
Ribal AI-Assad - Chairman, Iman Foundation 
The Hon. Dr. Solomon Isaac Passy - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Foreign Minister of Bulgaria 
Governor Steve Merrill - 77th Governor of New Hampshire; President, Bingham Consulting (Video Lecture) 
The Hon. Stockwell Day - Former Canadian Minister of International Trade (Video Lecture) 
The Hon. Yasar Yakis - President of the ICD Young Leaders’ Forums; Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

if you wou~d like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 

Thank you for your attention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. 

With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
KurfiJrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy.org 
info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 9:52 AN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Aquatic Center Closed 

Posted Date; 12/19/2012 

The Aquatic Center at Homestead Park, 300 Northern Park Drive, is closed this morning (Wednesday, Dec. 19) for 

mechanical repairs. 

Parks and Recreation Department staff regret the inconvenience to the public and are working to reopen the facility as 

soon as possible. 

Swimmers are encouraged to visit the Chapel Hill Community Center swimming pool during this period of repair. Call 

for service updates at 919-968-2799 or visit httD:J/www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?j3, ao~e=~1121. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http;//www.ci.chapel-hIll.nc.us/Index.aspx~pa(:~e=38&subscrIberquId=86937335-e1b8~43~8~9a64-9~4~93218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http://www.ci .chapel-hill .nc. us/index.aspx?p_a~qe =38&subscriberquid =86937335-e168-4308-ga64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Lineberger <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 10:08 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

We have to keep fightin!! 

Dear Friend, 

2012 is winding down, but the fight against cancer must continue! 

You can keep ~ha~ ~ing ~ro~iving one more gift to UNC 
Lineber        rehensive Cancer Center this 
between now and midnight on DeeernberR~ wi[~ still be deductible on 
~,*our 2012 taxes. 

We aeeomplished so mueh together this year. We investigated promising 
new areas of genetie researeh. We developed groundbreaking new mneer 
treatments. We supposed patients and their families, as they unde~ook 
the toughest fight they’ll ever faee. 

Most impo~ant of all, we saved lives. ~d we did it together~ 

i can thi~k of no better wa~ to edebrate th~s success -- and keep the 
momentum ~<~g-- than whi]e {here are still a few 
days ]eR in 

Thank you again for entrusting your eaneer-fighting dollars to UNC 
Lineberger in £om. We are honored by your suppo~. Happy New Year~ 

Sineerely, 

H. Shelton Earp, III, M.D. 
Lineberger Professor and Direetor 
Professor of Medieine and Pharmaeology 

P.S. Please give one more eancer-fi£ht~ng 
before the tax deadline of midni~ 



December ~ 

Follow us on: Visit our website: 

Copyright © 1999 2012. 

All rights reserved. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center I Campus Box 7295 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

Update Emai~ Address I Yo~ard To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 

r lContact 
i~!~ ~ii! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <bryana@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 3:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate the Season of Giving 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 
Celebrate the season with a gift to the Ackland Art 
Museum! 

As we look to the New Year, we see More Love on the horizon. Opening 
on February 1, More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s 
brings works by 35 emerging and established artists who demonstrate 
love as a political force, as a philosophical model for equitable 
knowledge exchange, and as social interaction within traditional and 
new media. The exhibition will undoubtedly challenge and engage, 
confound and delight, as visitors are invited to reconsider love in 
contemporary art. 

We hope you will join us in this extraordinary project by making a gift 
today. 

In addition to More Love, in the coming year, your gift will support: 

¯ Educational programs that serve the people of North Carolina 
and beyond 

¯ Exhibitions that present and interpret an outstanding collection 
¯ Technology that makes our art and scholarship available to 

electronic visitors from around the world 
¯ Annual operating fund to keep the Acktand free for 

To donate please visit: 

https: //secure.dev.unc.edu/~ift/Default.aspx?s=513200381452733 
and select Ackland Art Museum. 

In the last days of 2012, you can make a difference at the Ackland. I 
hope you will remember the Museum as we ring in the New Year. 

With sincere thanks, 

Emily Kass 
Director 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by bryana@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <annualfund@unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 30, 2012 11:48 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Support Carolina in 2012; get a tax deduction 

View this email with maqes~ I View the mobile fdendb~’ vers on 

This holiday season, we are grateful for everything that makes Carolina excellent: our 

bright and energetic students, our devoted faculty, our world-renowned programs- 

and the private support from alumni and friends who help make it all possible. 

Is there an area of Carolina that is meaningful to you? Many of your favorite people 

and programs at UNC depend on private gifts from donors to support their work. 

Your suppo~ matters! 

By making a gift today you can 

¯ Help UNC recruit and retain top faculty and support them through faculty 

excellence funds; 
¯ Support the increasing number of students with demonstrated need for financial 

aid through merit- and need-based scholarships and fellowships; 
¯ Enrich the academic climate by providing campus speakers, study abroad 

opportunities, public service initiatives and performing arts events; 
¯ Provide support to areas of greatest need through the Chancellor’s University 

Unrestricted Fund. 

You can make a tax-deductible gift for the 2012 tax year online by 
11:59 pore. on December 31, 2012. Gifts made by check must be 

POSTMARKED by December 31. To make a gift of stock or cash 

wire, please call 919-962-8189. More details about 2012 year- 

end giving can be found here. 

Thank you for your generosity this season. Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca Bramlett 
Director of Annual Giving 



MAKE A GIFT I ~ SHARE TWEET GIVING HISTORY LOOKUP 

This email is for alumni, students, parents and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free 
service, the Office of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about 
people, events and other issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email annualfund         , telephone 919- 
962-4388, or write to the Office of Un vers ty Development, Annual Fund, PC Box 309, Chapel H, NC 27514-0309. If you do 
not wish to receive future messages, unsubscr be here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 10:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130103105606600.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.03.2013 10:56:06 (-0500) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 3, 2013 2:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Days and New Beginnings -- All with Great Art! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

F~na~ Days: Don’t M~ss "A Season of Japan"! 
On view through Sunday, 6 January 2013 

BECOME 
MEMBER 

2013! 

Exuberant posters. Serene woodblock prints. Sassy ’70s films. 

With five exhibitions and hundreds of works of art, the Ackland’s Season 
of Japan has something for everyone, but those somethings won’t be 
around for much tonger! Sunday, 6 January 2013, is the last day you can 
see these masterpieces of Japanese art spanning ten centuries. 

Free admission, with donations accepted. 

’You’ll be stunned by the show’s visual variety, which is balanced by its 
pristine presentation."-- Chris Vitiello, Independent Weekly 
Click here for the full review. 

In th~s Issue: 

Final Days of "Season 

of Japan" 

Art Adventures for 
Kids 

Handsoon Art for UNC 
Students 

Winter PJ Party 

"M~re Love" in 

Lookins Ahead 



Art Adventures for Kids: "Portraits’° 
Saturday, 5 January 
A/~ Session: 10:30 A/~ - 12:00 P/~ 
P/~ Session: 1:00 - 2:30 P/~ 

sessions 
provide kids with a guided view of art in the Ack[and’s galleries, followed 
by the opportunity to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art 
studio using newly-learned art-making techniques. Materials are provided. 

This month, we’[[ explore portraits, both in the galleries and in the 
studio! 
NEW: Register for Art Adventures online! Click here to register. 

A New Semester of "Art ~ la Carte" Begins! 
Hands-on Art Classes for UNC Students 
Select Fridays, 4:00-7:00 

Carolina students: start your weekend creatively with low-key, hands-on art 
classes designed especially for you! Each class begins at the Ack[and Art 
Museum, where you’[[ examine the techniques and materials other artists 
have achieved. You’[[ then go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to try the 



techniques yourself as you create works of art that you can take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with some 
art experience. Cost is $8 per class; materials provided. 

Friday, 11 January, 4:00-7:00 
Exquisite Corpse/Surrealism 
Learn how to play the Surrealists’ favorite creative, cooperative drawing 
game. Distortions and juxtapositions result in fantastic composite figures 
(note: results will be exquisite but do not involve corpses[). 

FUTURE CLASSES: 
25 January: Charcoal Drawing 
8 February: Pop-up Greeting Cards 
15 February: Prints with Friends 
22 February: Wire Sculpture 
1 March: Collage 

Click here for detailed class descriptions. 
Re,~ister online. 

Art ~ la Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council. 

Save the Date: Winter Pajama Party! 
Saturday, 19 .January, 2:00-5:00 P/Vl 

lnVl 

to come to the Ackland ready to dress up [ike the men and women they’ll 
find in the artworks on view. Hands-on activities will include trying on 
costumes and making accessories such as jewelry and mustaches. Read- 
aloud stories related to dressing up wit[ give [ittte ones a chance to 
snuggte up with their loved ones. 

Free and open to the public. 
PJ attire encouraged, and "binkies" and "lovies" are welcome! 



Presented in cottaboration with PtayMakers Repertory Company. 

Oper~r~g 1 February 2013 

~4ore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s 

EXHiBiTIONS 

/~ore Love is the first major exhibition to investigate the ways in which 
contemporary artists have addressed tore as a potiticat force, as a 
phitosophicat modet for equitabte knowtedge exchange, and as sociat 
interaction within a rapidty changing tandscape of technotogy and sociat 
media. Learn more! 

Looking Ahead... 

Drawin~ for Tweens 
Now with online reBistration available! 
Saturday, 12 January, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 12 January, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries 
Cryoacoustic Orb: A Sound 
Installation by Jonathon Kirk 
and Lee Weisert 
Sunday, 20 January, 1:00 - 5:00 PM 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by 



generous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tike you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 
Membership supports our mission and benefitsyou! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Ser~d ar~ emafi to the editor. 

Shigeo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Coffee, 1985; cotor offset tithograph. Merritt C. Berman Correction. 

Toyohara Kunichika, Japanese, 1835-1900: Senzaki YagorO, scene from "The Treasury of Loyal Retainers (Chushingura)", n.d.; 
cotor woodbtock print (one of a triptych). Transferred from Louis Round Witson Library, Rare Book Correction at UNC, Bequest 
of Susan Gray Akers. 

Camitte Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: ~4ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy the 
artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 3:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Martin Report Says Academic Fraud Limited; Carolina Tops Kiplinger’s Rankings; 
Catch Some Hoops With Local Heels 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ JANUARY 2o13 

Travis Gore IV 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

Martin Report Says Academic Fraud Limited 
No-show classes and changed grades were limited to the African and Afro-American 

studies department, the former governor says. "It was not an athletic scandal," he said. 

"It was an academic scandal." 

Carolina Again Tops Kiplinger’s Rankings 
Kiplinger5 Personal Finance magazine has cited Carolina’s "stellar academics" at a 

bargain price in naming UNC -- for the ~th time in a row -- as the No. ~ value in 

American public higher education. 

AIDS Researcher Addresses New Grads 
M~,ron Cohen tops off a year of international recognition fbr his breakthrough work in 

HIViAIDS, telling December’s 2,o14 new graduates that he was "determined to say 

something memorable." He had a lot to work with; read what he told them. 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

~’i~ Member°ship 

1}’Iondays 

Like the GAA on Facebook 

or ~bllow on Twitter and play 

along on Membership 

Mondays. Weekly contests 

will ~atnre Tar Heel trivia 

questions or guessing where 

Rameses is hanging out on 

campus. O;4A members with 

New- Drugs Hit Multiple Protein Targets 
Researchers new findings could help treat many common human diseases, including 

diabetes, high blood pressure, obesity, cancer, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. 

Master’s Program Designed for Veterans 
As the U.S. faces a shorta~,e of doctors, UNC s medxcal school and Blue Cross and Blue 

Shield hope to produce more physician assistants, building on the medical experience 

and training that Special Forces medical sergeants receive. 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=~8. 



correct answers will be 

entered into a drawing fbr 

Tar Heel merchandise, 

compliments of 

Johnny T-shirt. 

facebook.comiuncgaa 

twitter.comiuncgaa 

Stay Con~eeted 

Find the latest news, sports 

and other information on 

UNC’s mobile app, 

presented by the GAA, UNC 

and the athletics 

department° Available as an 

app for iPhone and Android 

and as a mobile website for 

BlackBerry and other 

smartphones. 

www.uncmobile.com 

Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

Alumni Center Marking 20 Years 
The George Watts Hill Alumni Center, which opened 2o years ago this month, has 

become the home where Carolina alumni can always return. Its 63,ooo square feet 

for dining, gathering and meeting, in addition to the GAA’s offices and a libra~y, allow for 

a broad array of alumni programs and activities. Read about how this building came to 

be in ~993 and what it continues to mean to Carolina. 

~ Resolution No. 1: See the GAA’s Career Coach 
Whether you’re in the process of looking for a job or just want to make the most of the 

one you have, reach your career goals faster with help from our certified career coach. 

Coaching sessions can be effectively conducted by phone. Members receive a 

complimentary session, so use your benefits and schedule your appointment today. 

Catch Some Hoops With Other Local Tar Heels 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast host game-viewing parties throughout basketball 

season. Find out where to watch the Heels with your local Carolina Club. 

~. Career Teleelass: 

Salary Negotiation 

Dial in on Jan. ~4, noonq 

p.m., to discover how you 

can get the salary you 

deserve. Teleclasses are a 

G~%a~ member benefit; 

advance registration is 

required. 

JANUARY GAA MEMBER 
OF THE MONTH 

End, erie G. Chewmng Jr. 74 

Annua~ Member 

Gene, to claim your M. 

LaHart engraved UNC 

pewter julep cup, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Jan. 3L 

£ Encotmter Israel, Land of Timeless Wonders 
Explore your world and expand your understanding. Only eight spaces remain on our 

small group in-depth tour of Israel, April 3o-May ~, with Bart Ehrman, James A. Gray 

Distinguished Pro~ssor of religious studies. 

Tell Us About ... Choosing the Next Chancellor 
Carolina has held forums and provided online su~eys to collect the most important 

characteristics for UNC’s next chancellor. As Chancellor Holden Thorp ’86 plans to step 

down June 3o, what would you like to see in the next leader: Stellar academic 

experience? Highqevel management skills? Sharp political acumen? Ties to Carolina? 

Share your thoughts on our alumni message boards or on Facebook. 

http:i/uncbb.alumniconnections.com/vbishowthread.php.gt=~75 

Or leave a comment on our Facebook page at: http:iifacebook.comiuncgaa 

All alumni and @lends are invited to read comments from ~llow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and post 

their thoughts on various subjects. 

Gene was selected at random 

from GAA members 



currently- subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRIWAILW POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G~&A does not sel! information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mai157.us2.mcsv.net> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 9:43 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, January 2013 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

January 2013 

Isolation 
Desolation 

UNC demographer Yang 
Yang finds a new link 
between our health and our 
connectivity to friends, family, 
and social groups. 

FEATURES 

More AP Classes May 
Not be Better 

Study: you don’t need 10 

or 12 college-level courses 

to get into UNC. 

Helping Children 
Heal 

How kids cope with trauma 

and what educators can do 

to help. 

Exploring Life’s 
Limits on Earth 

How life survives in places 

it seemingly shouldn’t. 

(UNC home page) 



IN REVIEW: THE 10 MOST-READ ENDEAVORS STORIES OF 2012 

lo: Signal to Noise 

We know more about 

fragile X syndrome than 

any other piece of the 

autism puzzle. How close 

are we to a cure? 

9: The Deal with 
DHA 

How do the nutrients we 

get in the womb and in the 

early parts of our lives 

affect our brains? 

8: The Ease of Buying 
Booze 

Underage drinkers buy 

alcohol using a 

sophisticated technology 

called the internet. 

7: Water Worries 

The top 5 water problems 

facing North Carolina and 

the world. 

6: Peop]e of the Book 

Carl Ernst explains some 

of the Qur’an’s most 

confusing passages. 

5: The Future of the 
Outer Banks 
North Carolina’s barrier 

islands are on the move. 

4: Driving Through 
Time 

The Blue Ridge Parkway 

as you’ve never seen it. 

3: Introducing EoE 

An esophageal disease 

that’s on the rise and tough 

to diagnose. 

2: The Swamp Fox 

Bland Simpson: the 

unofficial chronicler of the 

Outer Coastal Plain. 

1o Life  4dong the 
Line 

A photographic portrait of 
America’s last great steam- 
powered railroad. 



S.U.R.F.’s UP BLOG POSTS 

Playing favorites: Stories that will stay with me through the New 

Year. (Mark My Words) 

One word or two: Three confusing expressions, explained. 

(%argon Jog) 

"From Lionfish Hunter to 
Little Miss Marine 
Biologist:" Serena 
Hackerott blogs about her 
Summer Undergraduate 
Research Fellowship 
experience. (Office for 
Undergraduate Research) 

RHODES WINNER 

CAROLINA, QUOTED 

"It’s not like all the businesses that used to be in Washington state 

found it now way more worthwhile to relocate to Idaho and take 

advantage of the lower minimum wage." 

--T. William Lester, in New Year Brings Minimum Wage Hikes in 

!0 States (National Public Radio) 

MORE IN RESEARCH... 

Myron Cohen: 2012 Tar Heel of the Year (News and Obsenver}) 

Rachel Myrick is the latest 
UNC-Chapel Hill winner of 
the Rhodes Scholarship. 

Campus incubators hatching ventures (UNO home page) 



The student body V.P. and 
Morehead-Cain scholar 
has worked in a domestic 
violence shelter in Belize, 
designed and taught her 
own course at Carolina, 
and organized a TED 
conference on campus. 
Radio program The State 
of Things speaks with 
Myrick about her 
experiences. (WUNC-FM) 

Study shows increase in negative messages about Muslims in the 

media (UNC News Services) 

Study paves way to design drugs aimed at multiple targets (UNC 

Health Care) 

GET CONNECTED 

Endeavors on Facebook ~ Endeavors on Twitter ~ RSS Feed 

Questions or suggest ons? Contact us. 

PR VACY POLICY: The Endeavors subscr ber ist s not open to the pubc ensur ng that your prvacy and emal 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sel nformat on about you nctud ng your ema address, to anyone fer 
any purpose. If you suspect that your informat on has been misused, please let us know by sending an emal to 
endeavors@unc.edu. If you do not wsh to receive future newsletters, please unsubscr be va the Ink at the bottom 
of this emal. 

Office of Research Commun cations 
137 East Franklin Street, Sute 600 CB 4106 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel HI1 NC 27599-4106 
Phone: 919o962-6136 

Sent to stgore@email.unc.edu -- whE did Z qet this? 
unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences 
UNC Chapel Hill . CB 4106. Chapel Hill, Nc 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Alumni Review <carolinaalumnireview@mailings 1.texterity.com> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 4:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The January/February 2013 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available 

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2Ol3 I VOL. lo2 NO. 1 

The January/February issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

~ The January/February issue of the Carol#~a Alumr~i Review’s digital edition is now available. Go to the new issue to 

read: 

Water Rights and Wrongf! 

As UNC commits to two years of intense study of water issues around the globe, there’s plenty to keep 

researchers busy right here at home. 

Soul Catcher 

A teaching award came with a nice perk -- a year’s leave to travel the state talking about education. But how 

could a mentor such as Stuart Albright ’ol leave his students ~br that long? 

The Forgettable Memorial 

It was 1885 and time tbr Carolina to have an auditorium that would hold everybody at Commencement. Forty 

years later, it couldn’t wait to get rid of Memorial Hall. 

Help Elect GAA Board Members 

Ballots ~br electing new members to the G~a~a2s Board of Directors are being mailed w-ith the January/February Caroliua 

Alumni Review. G~%¢ members are eligible and encouraged to vote in each race. Completed ballots must be received at the 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center by March 29. 

The Review, Unbound 

The G.%¢ has digitized the Review’s entire archive, dating back to October 1912. You can see every page of every issue ~br 

loo years at alumni.unc.edu/CARarchive. 

Thanks ~br your membership in the G~%¢. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the Review. Watch ~br 

your print copy of the Review in the mail, but until it’s delivered, the digital edition is here ~br you. 

Need help? Contact gaa-online(a)unc.edu. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The G~%a2s subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are 

protected. The G~%¢ does not sell intbrmation about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone ~br any purpose. If you 

suspect that your in~brmation has been misused, please let us know by sending an e-mail to: gaa-online(a)unc.edu. If you 

do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumni-news(a)unc.edu and 

include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: unsubscribe here. 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 



Chapel Hill, NoCo ~75~4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Minority Health Conference <mhc.publicity@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 8:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Minority Health Conference: Registration closing soon! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Resister today! 
Click here to reqister for 

the 2013 conference! 

Learn More 
Keynote Speakers 

Broadcast 

KeYnote Speakers 

Mominfs Sessions 

Afternoon Sessions 

About Us 

Keep in Touch 

34th Annual 

Mi  ori 7 Healt  Conference 
February 22, 2013 

Dear Travis, 

Seats at this year’s Minority Health Conference at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill are filling up fast! We hope you’ll take a moment this 
morning to complete your re.qistration so we can reserve a special place for you 
at the Friday Center next month. Please remember that, in order to receive a 
lunch ticket, you must register by Friday, February 8th. 

This year’s conference theme, Constructing the Foundation for Health Equity, 
focuses on achieving health equity through systems-level change. We’ve 
searched around the globe to recruit an unparalleled panel of speakers to 
inform and inspire your work, and we’re pleased to unveil our exciting final 
roster below. 

In his historic inaugural address yesterday morning, President Barack Obama 
called for collective action in preserving individual freedom and the rights 
granted to each citizen under the Declaration of Independence - Life, Liberty, 
and the Pursuit of Happiness. However, he also acknowledged that, "while 
these truths may be self-evident, they have never been self-executing." Please 
join us at the 34th Annual Minority Health Conference, as we fight to end health 
disparities and promote health and well-being worldwide. 

Sincerely, 
Adrienne Gill & Chassidy Hanley 
2013 Minority Health Conference Co-Chairs 



Registration Information 

$80 Non-UNC Affiliate 
$70 UNC Faculty & Staff 
$50 Government Employee 
$30 Senior Citizen 
$30 Student 

Click here to register! 

Broadcast 
Can’t make it to the conference? Join us on February 22, 2013 at 2pm EST for 
this year’s webcast of the 15th Annual William T. Small, Jr. Keynote Lecture, 
given by Brian D. Smedley, PhD. 

Dr. Smedley will join us live in the studio for a discussion and question and 
answer session with you, the viewers, immediately after the 45-minute 
presentation. You can tune in to the the broadcast wherever you can access the 
internet - from your laptop at home, with your co-workers at the office, or at a 
group viewing site or partner conference. This is an incredible opportunity to 
engage with the Minority Health Conference and our fabulous keynote 
speaker live, from anywhere in the world! 

To register to watch the broadcast as an individual or on behalf of a group or 
organization, please click here. For more information about the broadcast or 
organizing a partner conference, email mhc.broadcast@qmail.com. 

Keynote Speakers 

Dr. Brian Smedley, Vice President and Director of the Health Policy Institute of 
the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies in Washington, DC, will 
deliver the William T. Small Jr. keynote lecture. 

Dr. Leandris Liburd, Director of the Office of Minority Health and Health Equity 
at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, will deliver the Victor J. 
Schoenbach keynote lecture. 

Morning Sessions 

Criminal Justice Professor James E. Coleman Jr., professor of law at Duke 
University, will discuss the overrepresentation of individuals of color in the 
nations’ prisons, wrongful convictions, and health care among inmates. 

The Struggle for Equity in the Realm of the HIV/AIDS Pandemic Lamont 
Scales, a Public Health Analyst in the Division of HIV/AIDS Prevention at the 
CDC in Atlanta, and Robert Aronson, an Associate Professor in Public Health 
Education at UNC Greensboro, discuss the HIV/AIDS pandemic and health 
disparities from the perspective of minority populations. 

Migration, Human Rights, and Health Pablo Ceriani, professor of Migration 
and Human Rights atthe Universidad Nacional de Lanes and a member of the 
Faculty of Law in Migration Policies at the Universidad de Buenos Aires, will 
speak about human rights and migration policies in the Americas, including 
current discussions and challenges. 

Addressing Structural Inequities in Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Health Dr. Judy Bradford, Director for the Center for Population 
Research in LGBT Health and Co-Chair of the Fenway Institute, will discuss the 
importance of increasing and improving data collection in order to identify and 
address lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender health disparities. 



Food Economy A presentation by Dr. Parke Wilde, Associate Professor at Tufts 
University’s Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, will provide a 
useful introduction to the way U.S. food policies are debated and decided. 

Afternoon Sessions 

Community Health Disparities Marianne Ratcliffe, Executive Director of 
Piedmont Health SeniorCare, will speak about how, through interdisciplinary 
care planning and integrated service delivery, Piedmont Health’s Program of All- 
Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) can realize improved health and functional 
status outcomes and mitigate health disparities. Ms. Ratcliffe will be joined by 
John Akin, a UNC Professor of Economics and ex-World Bank health economist, 
who will discuss inequalities across rich and poor nations and the underlying 
determinants behind these disparities. Randi Byrd, project director for the Health, 
Native North Carolinians grant, completes the panel and will shed light about 
health disparities among American Indian communities. 

The Affordable Care Act: Reducing Disparities in Access, Cost, and Quality 
of Care 
Pam Silberman, President and CEO of the North Carolina Institute of Medicine, 

will identify the decisions the state must make to implement the Affordable Care 
Act and its impact on public insurance and safety-net programs serving low- 
income and other underserved populations. She will be joined by Mary 
Willoughby, Strategic Advisor for the Health Policy Department at Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of North Carolina, who will discuss the ways in which disparities 
in cost of care are addressed by the PPACA. Rounding out the panel is Karen 
Luken, a Disability and Health Consultant at the Frank Porter Graham Child 
Development Institute, who will discuss the ways in which the PPACA impact the 
quality of care received by those with disabilities. 

Environmental Justice and Racism 
Dr. Thomas Arcury, director of the Center for Worker Health and the Program in 

Community Engagement and Implementation at Wake Forest University, will 
discuss adequate housing as it relates to migrant farmworkers in NC. 
Additionally, Ms. Elizabeth Haddix, staff attorney at the UNC Center of Civil 
Rights will share her experience and the integrated strategic model used by the 
center to help combat issues of exclusion and residential segregation. From a 
community perspective representing the NC EJ Network, Ms. Naeema 
Muhammad will discuss the importance of EJ in terms of its history, community 
documentation to change and enact protective policies, and the impacts on 
health, air, water, land and quality of life of those affected. 

About Us 

The Minority Health Conference is presented by UNC’s Minority Student Caucus 
and is currently the largest student run health conference in the nation. Since its 
inception in 1977, the Minority Health Conference has grown 
significantly in attendance and popularity, annually attracting over 500 attendees. 

For more details regarding the conference and to register, please visit our 
website: ~://studentorgs unc, edu/mscT. 



This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by mhc.publicity@qma corn I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

UNC Minority Health Conference I William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education I 100 Friday Center Drive I Chapel Hill I NC I 
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To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 3:48 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Tar Hee! Express Shuttle to the North Carolina versus Georgia Tech blen’s 

Basketball Game 

Posted Date: 1/22/2013 

Chapel Hil! Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on 
Wednesday, Jan. 23, for the North Carolina men’s basketball game against Georgia × Chapel Hill Transit Logo 

Tech, scheduled for 9 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. 

Tar Heel Express shuttles will begin at 7:30 p.m. from the park and rides located 
at Friday Center, Southern Village, University ~’4all (on the South Estes Drive side 
of Dillard’s) and Jones Ferry. Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina 
Coffee Shop located at 138 E. Franklin St. (no parking provided). The shuttles will 
provide continuous and fully accessible service, running every 10 to 15 minutes 
between the park and rides and the Dean E. Smith Center. The shuttles will operate for approximately 45 minutes 
following the game. 

Shuttles drop off and pick up on Bowles Drive in front of the Dean E. Smith Center. Shuttle rides are $5 for a round- 
trip or $3 for a one-way trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.orq or call a 
customer service representative at 919-969-4900 (press 1). 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, dick the following link: 
http:/!www, tow n ofch ape!hill, orq!index.aspx?paqe = 38&su bscri bero~u i d = 86937335-e i b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please dick the following link: 
http;/!www, tow n ofch ape!hi//, orq!index, aspx?paqe = 38&su bscri berqu i d = 86937335-e i b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscNbe= 1 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE ARTS HUMAH ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up 
rooms, assist with technology or clean up after events. We therefore 
appreciate your cooperation with the following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they 
found them. 

Push your chairs in 

Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall: 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded 
garbage can located in the Swain Parking Lot, 
near the back entrance to Hanes Art Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or 
other event-related items may remain in the room 
after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials 
(paper, bottles, cans)into the bins provided. Do not put 
trash into a recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from 
Hyde Hall staff if you need additional trash bins. 

Help us conserve energy: If you use Hyde Hall computer 
equipment, please turn it off when you are done. Likewise, please 
turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your 
group/meeting in the room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants 
to be quiet and courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 



THANK YOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need 
assistance, inquire at the reception area on the first floor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 12:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CGI eBulletin: GO! Mixer for International Research Today! 

February 05, 2013 

Southern Sounds/Out of Bounds: Music and the Global American South 
Friday February 8th 1:30 o 6:00 PM 
Satu~ay February 9th 8:30 AM o 5:45 PM 
8:00 PM performances 

Join musicians and scholars while we explore the culture, 
meaning, and practice of music from the globalized American 
South across boundaries of borders, genres, and identities. 

The conference is free with registration. Tickets are available 
for purchase through Carolina Performing Arts to the 
Friday evening performance: Carolina Chocolate Drops with 
Vusi Mahlasela, and the Saturday evening performance 
of Abigail Washburn and Kai Welch with Wu 
Fe~i. Conference registrants receive a 20% discount code 
while tickets last. Register Now! 

The Music and the Global American South conference is presented by the Center for Global 
Initiatives and the Center for the Study of the American South in collaboration with Carolina PeAorminq AAs 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Go! Mixer: international Research 
Tuesday, February 5, 2013 
5:30 pMoT:00 PM 
Room 1005, FedEx GEC 
Are you interested in doing an international research project this 
summer, but don’t know where to start? Come to the GO! Mixer on 
International Research! Find out about funding options, the IRB, and 
everything else you’ve wanted to know about international research! 
Two faculty/staff experts will walk you through the essential things you 
need to know, then you’ll have the opportunity to mingle and chat with 
them one-on-one! In addition to the faculty/staff experts, you’ll also 
have the opportunity to meet and chat with students who have already 
successfully completed their own global research project(s). 
You’ll come away with the knowledge and confidence to conduct your 
own research project this summer! Refreshments will be served. RSVP 
on Facebook. 

Global Music Show 

NEW CGI STORIES 

My Experience as a 
Carolina Naviqator 

I began working with Carolina 
Navigators during my second 
year at Carolina, and I still 
remember feeling a certain 
excitement and... 



The 
Global 
Music 
Show is 
a 
monthly 
radio 
program 
in 
collaborat 
ion with 

WXYC 89.3 FM and The Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 
regional music with dialogue shared by relevant expert guests scholars 
from UNC Chapel Hill. 

CGI AWARDS + 
FELLOWSHIPS 

Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Working 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Institute for the Study of the Americas 

Curriculum Development Award 
Applications Due: February 7 
Faculty, develop new courses with significant global content, or 
enhance global content in existing courses. Priority will be given to 
courses that focus on water, the 2012-13 pan-university theme, 
especially those in schools/departments that currently lack such a 
focus. 

Global Proiects Showcase 

G L O B A 
I’~onday, Februa~ ~,20~3 
12:00PM-1:00PM 

P R O J E C T S *Room 3009,*FedExGEC 

S H 0 W C A S ~ 
Want to travel ne~ summer? 

Want funding for your global project? Come enjoy a showcase of 
students’ research, experiences and travel stories from a variety of 
fields and global destinations, Learn more about past international 
summer projects the Center for Global Initiatives has funded from the 
students themselves, Lunch will be provided, 

Wissuta Prasertpol "Providing Research Support on 
Documenting Human Rights Violations in Kyrgyzstan" 
Kathleen Tompkins "The Impact of Incentivizing Facility 
Delivery on Healthcare Service Utilization in Zambia" 
Shengjun Zhu "Changing Industrial Policy and Firm Strategies 
in China’s Apparel Industry 
Andy Weinhold "Developing a Survey to Inform HIV Testing 
Practices in Tanzania" 

International Coffee Hour 
Wednesday, February 20 
5:00 o 6:00 PM 
Global Cup Cafe0 FedE× GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 
together international UNC community 
members and students excited about 
international engagement. Chat about 
opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with 
great resources to share. This month’s 

hosts are The Writing Center and The Undergraduate Library. 

These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Student Leaminq 
Circles 
These circles receive funding 
for an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service- 
learning projects. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
International 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
ExpeAise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

Request a 2013 
CGI Calendar! 
Deadline: February 25 
Drawn from this year’s 



submissions to the Carolina 
Global Photography Competition, our new water-themed 2013 CGI 
Calendar is on the way! Request yours now. Donations to support the 
costs of printing and shipping the calendar and other global work at 
UNC are greatly appreciated! 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Arc of Empire: America’s Wars in Asia from the Phitippines to Vietnam 
February 6, 5:30 PM, FedE× G~oba~ Education Center 
Michael Hunt and Steve Levine will discuss empire and the trajectory of American involvement in Asia from 1898 to 
1975. This talk will touch upon the Asian dimensions of the wars, on the role of China, and the relevance of their book 
to more recent American imperial-style ventures in Iraq and Afghanistan. This talk is sponsored by the CaroUna Asia 
Center, 

Boren Scholarships 
Boren Scholarship: February 13, 2013 
Study less commonly taught languages in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the 
Middle East. U.S. Undergraduate students can receive up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and 
graduate students up to $30,000 for language study and international research. In exchange for funding, recipients 
commit to working in the federal government for a minimum of one year. 

Reorienting the Veil 
February 22°23, 2013, FedEx Global Education Center 
The 2013 Duke-UNC Consortium Conference focuses on Muslim women’s veiling practices in transnational contexts. 
The one and a half day conference is a forum for an interdisciplinary discussion of the cultural, religious, historical and 
political meanings of the Muslim headscarf. NC scholarly communities, undergraduate and graduate students, NC K- 
12 and community college teachers, and the public at large are welcome. The conference is free, but participants must 
re.qister before February 15. Supported in party by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

WoddView Seminars 
March 19o21, 2013, Friday Center 
Reqister now for the Latin America and North Carolina Seminar, which provides general and concurrent sessions for 
understanding issues in Latin America as well as best practices in serving Latino/Hispanic populations in our schools 
and colleges. This seminar is for all educators of every grade-level and discipline. Immediately following the Latin 
America Seminar, the second seminar changes regional focus each year and reflects the destination of World View’s 
international study visit. Past seminar titles have included The Complexity and Vibrancy of Africa, Understanding 
Russia and Its Neighbors, East Asia in the 21st Century, and The Middle East and the West. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
FedEx Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hill, NO 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

GLOBAL 

The Center for Global Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hilt. It is entrepreneurial and nimble in ts approach to fir~stering initiatives that deepen knowledge 
and understanding of our comptex world. For its work, the Center is recognized by the U.S. Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resource Centers in Gtobal Studies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 2:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Do More, Find More, See More...LOVE at the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

TONIGHT! Ack[and Film Forum: 
When the Drum ~s Beating 
Tuesday, 5 February, 7:00 PNI 

Varsity Theatre 
In Haiti, there is one band that has 
seen it art: Septentrionat. 

music, this is the story of not just 
survival. 

For six decades, this 20-piece band 
has been making beautiful music--a 
fusion of Cuban big band and Haitian 
vodou beats--that attracts thousands 
of fans each time it prays. Led by 80- 
year-oral ’Maestro’ Utrich Pierre-Louis, 
its trumpeters, drummers, sax 
prayers, and guitarists have prayed 
through dictatorships, naturat 
disasters, coup d’6tats, and chaos, 
navigating the ups and downs of 
Haiti’s history. The passion, 
commitment, dreams, and joy of 
Septentrional’s musicians reveal the 
indomitabte Haitian spirit. With a 
sweeping narrative and infectious 
one band’s survivat, but atso Haiti’s 

ACKLAND 

FORUM 

Screening at The Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin 
Street, Downtown Chapet Hitt. 

Free admission for students with valid 
university or high school ID. $4 for all 
others. Tickets are available at the Varsity 
Theatre Box Office. 

in this issue: 

Film: "When the Drum 

is Beating" 

k4iche[[e Robinson: Art 
For Lunch 

Ack[andoKidzu 

Drawin~ for Tweens 

Drawin~ in the 
Galleries 

Art & Literature Tour 

Public Tour of "More 
Love" 

Valentine’s 

Celebration Feb 14th 

At the ~¢~useum Store 

’Y~are Love" Programs 

North Carotina PuNic Radio WUNC is the Officiat Media 
Sponsor of the Acktand Firm Forum. 

Art for Lunch: "Love Freaks! (And Order 



Wednesday, 6 February, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ack[and invites members of the University and the wider community 
to bring a bag lunch (yes, people do!) and enjoy an hour of inspiration 
and information about art currently on view at the Museum. 

What if love is brash, obscene, unhinged--and also a discipline? In this 
talk, Miche[[e Robinson (American Studies, UN¢-¢hape[ Hilt) wilt explain 
how James Baldwin’s essays and Jim Carrey’s "oeuvre" might provide 
coordinates for thinking about the Ack[and exhibition More Love: Art, 
Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s. 

Free to Ackland members and UNC One Card holders, $5 for all 
others. 
Please RSVP here, as space is limited. 

More Love Everywhere: An AcklandoKidzu 

Thursday, 7 February, 4:00-5:30 P/Vl 

Discover how artists show love for 
their family and friends in the 
Ack[and exhibition More Love: Art, 
Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s. 

Starting off at the Ack[and, kids 
examine works by Dario Rob[eto and 
others, looking at some of the 
special materials and processes 
artists can use to demonstrate their 
feelings. Kids wilt then go to the 
Kidzu studio nearby to make a coo[ 
cottage about someone they love to 
share on Valentine’s Day. 

$5 per child. 
Participants must be 4 to 8 years old and registration is required. 
Please call Kidzu at 919-933-1455 to register. 

EXHIBITIONS 

Drawing for Tweens 



Saturday, 9 February, 10:30 A/VI-12:00 P/Vl 

MORE LOVE 

Ten- to 13-year-otds are invited to took at setected works in More Love: 
Art, Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s and be inspired by the 
techniques that the artists used to make them. Gattery teachers read 
participants in both drawing from artworks on disptay and creating their 
own originat art. Materiats are provided. 

Free for members, $5 for non-members. 
Please RSVP here as space is limited. 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 9 February, 10:00 AiVl-12:00 PiVl 

On the second Saturday of every 
month, Amanda Hughes (the Acktand’s 
Director of Externat Affairs) reads 
participants in a creative exptoration 
of a particutar object in the Acktand’s 
correction. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, 
pencits, etc.). Art revers are wetcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Art & Literature Tour: Difficult Loves 
Saturday, 9 February, 2:00 PiVl 

The twenty-eight short stories that comprise 
Itato Catvino’s Difficult Loves putt readers into 
the author’s imaginary wortds, where he 
exptores tore in its various forms: physicat, 
emotionat, spirituat, serf, potiticat, and 



material. Read the book and join this ~uided tour of the exhibition 
More Love, featurin~ artists who visually explore some of these same 
forms of love. 

Free and open to the public 

Public Tour of More Love 
Sunday, 10 February, 2:00 PiVl 

Peter Nisbet (Chief Curator, Ackland Art 
Musuem) and Amy White (arts writer, artist, 
and MA, Art History, UNC-Chapel Hill) will 
lead this "take two" tour of/vlore Love: Art, 
Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s. 

Free and open to the public. 

"Be Our Valentine°° Ce~ebrat~on 
Thursday, 14 February, 6:00-8:00 Pt~ 
FREE and open to the public. 

Enjoy More Love with friends-er that special someone--at the Ackland 
on Valentine’s Day! Durin~ the evenin~ you’ll enjoy: 

Seein~ our newly-opened exhibition, More Love: Art, Politics, 
and Sharin~ since the 1990s! 
Takin~ a self-~uided love hunt through our permanent collection! 

Sendin~ a special "More Love" postcard to your sweetheart or 
makin~ your own valentine from scratch! 

Eatin~ sweet treats and listenin~ to lovely love son~s! 

Sponsored by the Student Friends of the Ackland. 



More Love at the Museum Store 

The Ackland Museum Store is stocked with gifts that say "1 Love You!" 

Show your love for the Ackland Art Museum by becoming a member! 
You’tt save 10% on art your Store purchases, receive invitations to 
special exhibition previews, and enjoy free admission to many of our 
paid programs. Memberships may be purchased at the Ackland Museum 
Store or online. 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

More Love: Art, Politics, and SharinB 
since the 1990s is accompanied by a 
fully-illustrated, 240-page catalogue 
with essays by consulting curator Claire 
Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 
Jackson, and Dario Robleto, among 
others. It also includes additional 
materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sale, 
Janine Antoni, Hadassa Goldvicht, and 
Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store 
(919.962.0216, acklandstore@ unc.edu) 
to purchase your copy. 

Upcoming Programs You°~ LOVE°°° 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 12 February, 12:00 PM 
Re,lister online! 

Ackland Film Forum: Los Chigualeros 
Tuesday, 12 February, 7:00 PM 

Art a la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC Students 
"Prints with Friends" 
Friday, 15 February, 4:00 PM 
Re,lister online! 

Tea at Two: "The Alchemy of Desire" 
Teka Selman, Duke University 
Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 
Register online! 

Music in the Galleries: "Community Love Jukebox", Vol. 1 



Sunday, 17 February, 2:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 
possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ack~and Art Museum[ 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Ser~d 
an ema~ to the editor° 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the 
Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: My Best Thin~ (video stiff), 2011; digita[ video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. 
© Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Camitte Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876; oi[ on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Hadassa Gotdvicht, Israeti, born 1981, and Anat Vovnoboy, Israeti, born 1982: Lullaby (video stiff), 2012; singte-channe[ 
video. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmett Correction. 

Janine Antoni, American, born 1964: Mortar and Pestle, 1999; chromogenic print. 47 15/16 x 47 15/16 inches (121.8 x 
121.8 cm), edition of 10. © Janine Antoni. Courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New York. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the 
Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hong Kong. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 9:51 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Request for Readers-Githens Middle School-African American Read In- 
Feb. 21st 

Dear Colleagues, 

Githens Middle School is looking for volunteers for its Black History Month read-in. The school needs 30+ 
people to visit classes, read a poem or excerpt from a short story or novel, and then discuss it with the students. 
You can get more information by calling the number in the email below or looking at the school’s website - 
information about the read-in is in the upper right of the school’s homepage. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(9!9) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Barbara Berry [mailto: ] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:45 

To: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Request for Readers-Githens Middle School-African American Read In-Feb. 21st 

Good Morning, 
We are asking for your help in forwarding this to your department and other departments at UNC-CH. We 
appreciate your commitment to nearby public schools, we are located @5 minutes from UNC-CH near New 
Hope Commons Shopping Plaza 15-501. 

Sherwood Githens Middle School 
Githens Middle School Staff and Students cordially invite you to join us in celebrating Black History 
Month at the 24thAfrican American Read-In. This event will be held at Githens Middle School, Thursday, 
February 21, 2013 from 12:30 to 2:30pm. The topic of discussion will be about the speaker’s favorite African 
American book, story, poem, or passage. We will have some literature available to select from and will 
provide a detailed list of appropriate literature for our middle school students. Speakers will have an hour to 
read and engage in a meaningful discussion about the literature they have selected. Our goal is to make 
literacy an integral part of Black History Month and we hope you will be available to share a small portion of 
your valuable time with our students. 



In 1990, the first African American Read-In was sponsored by the Black Caucus of the National 
Council of Teachers of English. In 1991, the National Council of Teachers of English joined in the sponsorship. 
The Read-In has been endorsed by the International Reading Association. Over a million readers of all ethnic 
groups, from 50 states, the District of Columbia, the West Indies, and African countries have participated. 
Githens Middle School is excited to join in the celebration this year. 
Please respond by February 10, 2013 by contacting Kimberly Fearrington, School Counselor at 919-560-3966, 

ext. 66235 or enroll online at www.githens.dpsnc.net. 

Thank you in advance for supporting tomorrow’s future leaders. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Fearrington, MA, NCC 

School Counselor, Githens Middle School 919-560-3966 ext.66235 

Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving your community 

and world better than you found it. --Marian Wright Edelman 

Mrs. Berry, Media Coordinator 
Githens Middle School 
"Knowing is half the battle" --O.I. Joe 

Media Center Website & Calendar Link 
https ://sites. google.com/a/dpsnc.net/media-and-tech-githens/home 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.d 19c27ea4325 cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32723308 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32723308-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Love on Valentine’s Day, Greek Pottery, Music, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news ~rom ~he ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Note Love on Va~entine°s Bay (of course!) 
Thursday, 14 February, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Join us on Vatentine’s Day for the Acktand’s "Be Our Vatentine" 
Cerebration! 

~n Eh~s ~ssue: 

Valentine’s 

Celebration 

Yoga in the GaKeries 

Film: "Los Chi~ua[eros" 

Public Tour: Greek 

Enjoy art, tours, music, food, and crafts. 

Take a self-guided rove hunt through our permanent correction. 

Enjoy seeing our new exhibition, More Love: Art, Politics, and 
Sharin~ since the 1990s, with friends or that specia[ someone. 
Send a special "More Love" postcard to your sweetheart. 

Make your own vatentine from scratch. 
Eat sweet treats and [isten to [ovety love songs. 

Hosted by Student Friends of the Acktand. 
FREE and open to the public! 

Love on Vinyl 

Teka So[man on Dario 
Rob[eto 

Be a Part of "More 

Love’ 

At the Museum Store 

Looking Ahead 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 12 February, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Take a 
break 
from 

@ 



your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful settin~ of the Ackland! 
The hour-lon~ session offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall 
provides an opportunity to practice a series of ~entle yoga poses inspired by the 
art in the ~allery. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortable clothin~ that 
will allow you to stretch. 

Space is limited. Please register online. 
Free to Ackland members I $5 non-members. 

AcMand F lm Forum: Los Ch  ueleros 
Tuesday, 12 February, 7:00 PiVl 
Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Los Chi~ualeros celebrates the 
music of one of Ecuador’s most 
famous orchestras. Like many parts 
of Latin America, Ecuador has an 
African history that is evoked 
through the mix of sounds in the 
music of Chi~ualeros. The film 
presents the lives of the orchestra 
members while also explorin~ topics 
of deforestation and environmental 
degradation in the re~ion. 

In Spanish with English subtitles. 
Presented by the Institute for the 
Study of the Americas in celebration 
of Black History Month. 

ACKLAND 

FORUM 

available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Free admission for 
students with valid 
university or high 
school ID. $4 for all 
others. Tickets are EXHIBITIONS 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 
Sponsor of the Ackland Film Forum. 



Public Tour: Greek Pottery 
Saturday, 16 February, 2:00 P/~ 

Join AckLand Student Guide Benjamin 
Ossoff for a closer Look at the 2,500- 
year-oLd Greek pottery in the AckLand’s 
coLLection. Why were these pots made? 
Who made them? How did Greek pottery 
8eL its distinctive Look? We wiLL Look at 
the development of the Greek vase in 
the Archaic Period (ca. 600-480 BCE)-- 
from a Corinthian wine-mixin8 bowl by 
the CavaLcade Painter throush a cup by 
the prolific Athenian painter Makron-- 
and explore the chanses in technique, 
decoration, and function of these 
vessels over time. 

Free and open to the public. 

MORE LOVE 

STORE 

Music in the Galleries: Community Love Jukebox~ 
VoL 1 
Sunday, 17 February, 2:00 P/~ 

Bring vinyl records, cassette 
tapes, CDs, iPhones, and/or iPods 
with recordings of the tore songs 
you tore. You’LL work with your 
feLLow music-Lovers and WXYC DJs to 
create a 8real "Love mix." 

The playtist wilt be compiled and 
made avaiLabLe on the AckLand 

website, and selected songs and stories wiLL also be woven together to 
create a Thursday Night Feature program on WXYC (89.3 FM). 

Free and open to the public. 

Tea at Two: "The Alchemy of Desire" 
Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 

Teka SeLman (Asst. Director, MFA in 
Experimental and Documentary Arts, 
Duke University) wilt discuss the 
intersection of mystery and meanin8 
in the work of contemporary artist 
Dario RobLeto, amon8 others. 

Space is limited. RSVP online. 

Free for members, $10 for non- 
member guests. 



Participate in More Lovet 
The Ackland is looking for participants to help bring the exhibition More 
Love to life! Here are some ways in which you can be a part: 

Help Create a Work of Art by Yoko Ono 
Volunteers are needed to take digital photographs of Ackland visitors 
demonstrating their love as part of Yoko Ono’s piece Time to Tell Your 
Love (2012). The photos are displayed on the gallery wall, and later will 
become part of Yoko Ono’s archives. As a volunteer, you also distribute 
the glass prisms that are given to those who have their photograph 
taken. Camera and prisms provided--all we need is your time and 
enthusiasm! Si~In up online. 

Have a Sketch Made of your First Love 
In Rivane Neuenschwander’s piece First Love, participants are asked to 
describe the physical facial characteristics of their first love to a 
forensic sketch artist. Conducted over a two-hour appointment, and 
with the aid of an FBI identification book, the process challenges both 
memory and communication. The resulting drawings are displayed on 
the nearby wall for the duration of the exhibition. 
Sign up online. 

Express Your Love Regrets to the World 
Not to be a Debbie Downer, but most of us 
have love-related regrets. Commissioned for 
the Ackland, Chris Barr’s 
notimeforlove.com accumulates stories 
from people worldwide who chose another 
activity over a loving encounter. An iPad at 
the Ackland enables individuals to submit 
their regrets when viewing More Love or to 
browse the hundreds of submissions already 
on the site. 

More Love at the Museum Store 

The Ackland Museum Store is stocked with gifts that say "1 Love You!" 

Show your love for the Ackland Art Museum by becoming a member! 
You’tt save 10% on art your Store purchases, receive invitations to 
special exhibition previews, and enjoy free admission to many of our 
paid programs. Memberships may be purchased at the Ackland Museum 
Store or online. 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ 
since the 1990s is accompanied by a 



fully-illustrated, 240-page catalogue with essays by consulting curator 
Claire Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon Jackson, and Dario Robleto, 
among others. It also includes additional materials by Yoko 
Gregory Sale, Janine Antoni, Hadassa Goldvicht, and Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store (919.962.0216, acklandstore@unc.edu) to 
purchase your copy. 

Upcoming Programs You’[[ LOVE°°° 

Ackland Film Forum: Untitled 
(Jim Hodges, Carlos Marques da Cruz, ~t Encke King, 2010) 
Thursday, 21 February, 7:00 PM 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC Students 
"Wire Sculpture" 
Friday, 22 February, 4:00-7:00 PM 
Register online! 

Family Day: "I v Art" 
Sunday, 24 February, 2:00-5:00 PM 

THANKYOU! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by 
generous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends [ike 
you. 

[3ecome a member of the Ack~and Art ~v~useum[ 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emafl 
to the ed~toro 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 118 x 47 114 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist and 
Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Camitte Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Hadassa Go[dvicht, Israeli, born 1981, and Anat Vovnoboy, Israeli, born 1982: Lullaby (video still), 2012; single-channel 
video. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, black-figure ware. Ack[and 

Fund. 

Dario Robteto, American, born 1972: Defiant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (putp made from sotdiers’ fetters sent 

home and wife/sweetheart fetters sent to sotdiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon sketetons, Wortd War II-era pigeon 
message capsutes, dried flowers from various batttefietds, hair flowers braided by war widows, mourning dress fabric, excavated 
shrapnet and butter read from various batttefietds, various seeds, various seashetts, cartes de visites, gotd teaf, sitk, ribbon, wood, 
grass, foam core, gtue. Lent by The Mint Museum, Chartotte, North Carotina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxitiary, 2012.6. Image 
courtesy of the Inman Gattery, Houston, TX. 

Chris Barr, No Time for Love: Worldwide Regrets Counter for Misplaced Priorities, 2013; interactive website. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <annualfund@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Happy Valentine’s Day from UNC! 

View this ema/with ima~ 

Happy Valentine’s Day from Chapel Hill! 

The Carolina Annual Fund loves our students, alumni, donors and friends. We 
appreciate when you choose to show your love for Carolina’s schools, units, 

programs and people through your gifts of private support. 

Why Do You 

#LoveCarolina? 
Share your sweet reasons 

by tweeting (use hashtag 

#LoveCarolina), writing 

on our Facebook wall, or 
emailing 

annua[fund@uncoedu. 

One responder will win a 

Valentine’s gift from the 

Carolina Annual Fund! 

Show your love for 

Carolina! The average 

American will spend over 

$100 this Valentine’s 
Day. We hope you’ll 

consider a gift that 

sustains excellence and 

creates opportunities--~ 

donation to an area of 

UNC that has a special 

pJace in your heart. 

Many of your favorite people and programs at UNC depend on private gifts from 

donors to support their work. We hope you will keep them in mind this Valentine’s 

Day. 



Thank you! 

Tell Us On Twitter ~ Tell Us On Facebook 

F:~’i~ ,:~ !Us O o o 

Share This V~4th Friends 

Ths emal s for alumn, students parents and fr ends of the Univers ty of North Carol na at Chapel Hill Through this free service 
the Office of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide oppo~un ties for you to learn about people, events 
and other issues at Carol ha. f you have comments or quest ons, emal Rebecca Bramlett        , telephone 919962o4388, or 
wrte to the Office of Un versity Development, Annual Fund, PO Box 309 Chapel HI, NC 27514o0309. If you do not wish to 
receive these ema Is, unsubscribe here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 11:44 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Film, Literature, and Drawing in the Galleries + Members’ Sale! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news ]’rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Friday, 8 March, through Sunday, 10 March! 

During the Members-Only Sale, all current Ackland Art Museum 
Members will save 20% off all regularly-priced merchandise in 
the Store. 

At[ customers are wetcome to shop additional sale merchandise that 
wi[[ be available, some at 50% off! 

At[ may visit the Museum Store’s new 5 ~t 10, a section featuring items 
for $5 and $10. 

Please present your Ackland Membership Card to receive your 207o 
discount. Not a Member? Purchase a new membership when at the 
Store. 

No additional member discounts apply to already marked down 
merchandise or the 5 & 10. 

Museum Store Hours: 
Monday - Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 
Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Sunday: 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

MembersoOn[y Sale at 

the Store! 

~b~ore Love Tweetup 

AAiranda Ju~y: +’L~e and 
You and Evervone We 

KnoW’ 

Art ~ Lit: "The Price of 

Drawing in the 
Galleries 

Drawins Sot Tweens 

Featured Chef 

#MoreLove TweetUp with Amy White 
Thursday, 7 March, 12:00 PM 

Amy White--toca[ freetance arts writer and 



author of numerous artist entries in the More Love catato~ue--witt be 
tweetin~ about the exhibition this Thursday, 7 March, at 12 noon! 

Join us for this #TweetTour, ask questions, comment, and use the 
hashta~ #MoreLove to fottow atone! 

Follow the Ackland Art Museum on Twitter: @AcklandArt 

AcMand Film Forum: 
Me and You and Everyone We Know 
(Miranda July, 2005) 
Thursday, 7 March, 7:00 PM 
Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Me and You and Everyone We 
Know tetts the story of Christine 
Jesperson (prayed by Jury), an 
eccentric artist and "Etdercab" driver, 
who uses her fantasticat artistic visions 
to draw her aspirations and objects of 
desire ctoser to her. Christine and 
Richard (John Hawkes), a tonety shoe 
satesman, seek togetherness through 
tortured routes and find redemption in 
smart moments that connect them to 
someone etse on earth. 

In Jury’s modern wortd, the mundane is 
transcendent and everyday peopte 
become radiant characters who speak 
their innermost thoughts, act on secret 
imputses, and experience truthfut 

human moments that at times approach the surreat./~le and You and 
Everyone We Know won four awards, inctudin~ the Critics Week Grand 
Prize, at the 2005 Cannes Firm Festivat. 

Presented by the Acktand Art Museum in connection with the exhibition 
More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s (on view through 
31 Mar 2013), which atso features the work of Miranda Jury. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 
for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box 
Office. 

EXHIBITIONS 

MORE LOVE 

ACKLAND 

FORUM 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the 
Officiat Media Sponsor of the Acktand Firm 
Forum. 

Art and Literature in the Galleries: 
The Price of Salt 
Thursday, 7/Vlarch, 6:30-8:00 P/Vl 

Read the book, took at the art, and join 
the discussion at the Acktand Art 



Museum’s poputar Art ~t Literature in the Gatteries series. 

This month, Michette Robinson (American Studies, UNC-Chapet Hitt) 
joins co-facititator Lestie Batkany for a discussion of The Price of Salt by 
Patricia Hi~hsmith. 

This 1952 novet depicts a tesbian retationship between a young, poor 
sta~e designer and an upper-middte crass housewife, examinin~ tore as 
an experience with intense socia[ repercussions. Despite opinions of the 
book at the time of its pubtication--"dis~ustin~," "pitifu[," "shamefu[," 
even "passionate"--it broke new ~round in homosexua[ fiction. Simitarty, 
works of art in the exhibition More Love by Jim Hod~es, Gittian 
Wearing, and others push the envetope about what is acceptabte as art. 

Free for Ackland Members, valid UNC One Card holders, and high 
school students with ID; $5 for all others. 

Pre-registration is required and space is limited. Only a few spaces 
remain! 
Email ackland RSVP@ uric. edu or call 919.843.368 7 to register. 

Drawin~ in the Galleries 
Saturday, 9 t~arch, 10:00 AM - 12:00 Pt~ 

Join Amanda Hushes (Director of Externat Affairs) as she reads 
participants in a creative exptoration of a particutar object in the 
Acktand’s correction. Brin8 paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, etc.) 
At[ revers are wetcome. 

Free and open to the public. 



Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 9 March, 10:30 AM - 12:00 P/Vl 

This program invites 10- to 13-year- 
o[ds to look at selected works in the 
Ack[and’s ~a[[eries and identify 
techniques that the artists used to 
make them. 

Gallery teachers demonstrate and 
teach participants technical ski[Is, 
which they can then apply to their 
own artistic creations. A mix of 
drawin~ from works on display and 
creatin~ one’s own original works is 
offered in each session. 

Materials are provided. 

Free to members I 
members. 

Registration is required and space is limited. 
Re~ister on line! 

Help Create a Work of Art by Yoko Ono! 
Participate in hlore Love! 

$5 non- 

Volunteers are needed to take digital photographs of Ack[and visitors 
demonstratin~ their love as part of Yoko Ono’s piece Time to Tell Your 
Love (2012). 

Learn more and si.~n up online. 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ 
since the 1990s is accompanied by a 
fully-illustrated, 240-pa~e catalogue 
with essays by consu[tin~ curator Claire 



Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon Jackson, and Dario Rob[eto, among 
others. It also includes additional materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sale, 
Janine Antoni, Hadassa Go[dvicht, and Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store (919.962.0216, acklandstore@unc.edu to 
purchase your copy. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 12 March, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: Community 
Love Jukebox, Vol 2 
Saturday, 17 March, 2:00 PM 

Tea at Two: "The Work of Art, 
Technology, and Love in the Age of Digital Reproduction" 
Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

THANK YOU ! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs 
are made possible by generous support from 
Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 
you. Become a member of the Ack~and Art 
Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 
news? Send an ema~L to the editor° 

Dario Rob[eto, American, born 1972: Defiunt Gurdens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from soldiers’ 

letters sent home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon skeletons, 
World War II-era pigeon message capsules, dried flowers from various battlefields, hair flowers braided by war widows, 

mourning dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and bullet lead from various battlefields, various seeds, various seashells, 
cartes de visites, gold leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, glass, foam core, glue. Lent by The Mint Museum, Charlotte, North 
Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, TX. 

Francois-Xavier Fabre, French, active in Itaty, 1766-1837: Henry Richurd Vussull Fox, Lord Hollund, 1795; oit on 

canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: My Best Thin~ (video still), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. 
© Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the 

Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York and Hong Kong. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 1:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Thorp Leaving for Washington; Surprise Class Checks; March Madness 2013 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ MARCH 2Ol3 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

LiSa Member 

Thank you for your life 

membersh p. 

~hepo 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

Stay Connected 

Find the latest news, sports 

and other information on 

UNC’s mobile app, 

presented by the G~%% UNC 

and the athletics 

department. Available as an 

app for iPhone and Android 

and as a mobile website for 

BlackBerxT and other 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

Thorp Leaving to Be Provost at Washington 
Holden Thorp ’86, who in September told fhculty and students that he was eager to 

get back into the UNC chemistry classroom after he decided to resign as chancellor, is 

heading to Washington University in St. Louis. 

Q&A: Chancellor Discusses Leaving UNC 

Thorp talks with the Carolina Ah~mni Review’s senior associate editor, David 

Brown ~75, about his decision to leave Chapel Hill. 

Surprise Class Checks Find No Surprises 
Provost Bruce Carney said the inspections, believed to be a Carolina first, are not 

related to an upcoming visit by accreditorso Instead, they were recommended by the 

James Martin/Baker Tilly report. 

UNC Comes Under Fire in Sexual Assault Case 
A sexual assault case on campus becomes national news with the filing of a federal 

complaint against UNC and a countercomplaint of harassment against the student 

who claimed she had been raped. 

Carolina Joins MOOC Partnership With Coursera 
UNC faculty’s expertise will be available to online learners around the world as part of 

a new partnership. 

Graduate-Level Nursing Degree Program to Start 
UNC’s School of Nursing has been authorized by the UNC System Board of Governors 

to offer a graduate-level nursing degree, the doctor of nursing practice. There have 

been no state-supported colleges or universities offering the DNP degree in North 

Carolina, where 9~ of ~oo counties are designated as medically nnderserved areas. 



smartphones. For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=18. 

www.uncmobile.com 

Career Teleelass: .... ~ Represents a G;~ member exclusive program or sere ~ce, or G~ members 
Intevviewing receive a discount. ~ a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 

Call in at noon on March ~8 member benefits. 

to learn how to field those 

tough questions and 
x ~ "A" "B ~ ’~ 11 ~ ~ r h ~ ~ "n 2~1~ .... . ......... tvlao DOUr asKetDa : 1via c tvlao ess ~ o 

GiS[l~a~lsn yourselg ~rom 

competition in this month’s Fred postseason tournament fan mformat~on and hod you can support the men s and 

Numni Career Services u omen s teams as they journey through the ACC and NC~A brackets. Information 

teleclass Teleclasses are a about local Carolina Club game-viewing parties and send-offs from Chapel Hill and 

from host hotels will be updated regularly. member benefit; 

advance registration is 

required. A~ual Legislative Reception Set for April 9 
University omcials, staff, alumni and students will gather with members of the 

Oeneral assembiy and other state of~cials at this annual event sponsored bythe 
G~’s Tar Heel Network. Registration required. 

L@Member ~ Learn About College Ad~ssions 
To ease students and their parents into the undergraduate admissions process, the 

GAA offers members a two-day forum in August. This forum gives an in-depth view 
Lee Ann, to clmm your $25 

into the e~:er-changing world of college admissions. 
Johnny T-shirt gi~ 

certifimte, email 

membershi unc edu b 
~i Book Your European Summer Vacation p@ . y 

March 31.                Immerse yourself in the Provencal cuisine that defines the south of France. ~t 
Provence’s panorama of history and art dazzle you, June 1-9. Do you want to see the 

heart of Europe? Escape the late-summer doldrums with our Great Journey Through 

Lee Ann was selected at Europe, Aug. 27-Sept. 6. 

random ~?om G~ members 

cmrentlysubsc~bed to Out 

of~ ~ "t " 
Tell Us About ... Ccllege~ Dining 

" Did you depend on campus dinin~ at UNC, or were the menus on Franklin Street and 

other off-campus environs more to your tastes? Did you learn to cook ~br yourself? 

............................................................................................................................... Was there a ~svorite go-to place or recipe ~br com~brt ~bod during high-stress ~imes 

such as exams? Share your stories about college dining on our alumni message boards 

or on Facebook. 

http:i/uncbb.alumniconnections.com/vbisho~hread.php?t=~78 

Or leave a commen~ on our Facebook page at: http:iifacebook.comiuncgaa 

. N1 alumni and t~’iends are invited to read comments ~?om ~>llow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topi~ *br discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 



You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRI~L&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privaw and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

7o~47~576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 4:02 PM 

maj ors/minors <spring 13 maj ors_minors@li stserv.unc, edu> 

[spring 13 maj ors_minors] FW: Invitation to the SOHP’s spring workshop 

The Arts & Methods of Oral History Workshop March Flyer.pdf 

The Southern Oral History Program’s Workshop Series: The Arts & Methods of Oral History 

Learning the art of conducting oral histories can be critical to our academic, service, activist, and 
vocational work: preparing a thesis, recording local or family history, studying a specific subject 
abroad, forming relationships with communities outside of our own, deepening our understanding of 
social justice, and learning firsthand from the history-makers around us. 

This will be the last part of a semester-long series on oral history interviewing developed specifically 
for undergraduate students. This hands-on workshop will teach basic methods and approaches to 
interviewing, as well as introduce students to a number of the resources and interviews of the Southern 
Oral History Program. We will use examples from recent social movements and local history 
interviews and allow students to experiment with interviewing firsthand. 

When: 5-7pm, Tuesday, March 19th 
Where: Love House conference room, 41(~ Eo Franklin St. 
Refreshments will be provided! 

Registration is required, but the workshop is free." RSVP here 
Space is limited to 20 participants, so sign up as soon as possible. 

You are currently sub scrib ed to spring 13 maj ors_minors as: stgore@email.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61122385.43464ffeefddb5088d6a5edc277504ee&n=T&l=spring 13mai ors minors&o=32844899 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32844899-61122385.43464ffeefddb5088d6a5edc277504ee~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Alumni Review <carolinaalumnireview@mailings 1.texterity.com> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The March!April 2013 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available 

MARCH/APRIL 2Ol3 I VOL. lO2 NO. 2 

The March/April issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now-available. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

® If I Could Be Anywhere 

A Carolina doctorate from your home in Bangkok is doable. But as the University outsources management of 

some online education and steps into the wild world of massive open online classes, it will have to ask what is 

doable and wise. 

Allure of the Forbidden Water 

You’re out of school and undecided in the wayward early 197os. Law? Politics? You don’t expect to find the 

answers in the Great Dismal Swamp. That’s what happened to Bland Simpson ’7o. 

The lOG Percent Promise 

If you qualify for need-based financial aid, UNC has your back. It’s an extraordinary commitment that is 

becoming a bigger challenge to maintain. 

Help Elect GAA Board Members 

Ballots for electing new members to the GAA’s Board of Directors were mailed with the January/February Carolina 

Alumni Review. G~£4 members are eligible and encouraged to vote in each race. Completed ballots must be received at the 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center by March 29. 

The Review, Unbound 

The G~&A has digitized the Review’s entire archive, dating back to October 1912. You can see every page of every issue for 

lOG years at alumni.unc.eduiCARarchive. 

Thanks for your membership in the GAA. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the Review. Watch for 

your print copy of the Review in the mail, but until it’s delivered, the digital edition is here for you. 

Need help? Contact gaa-online@unc.edu. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The O~g~ads subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are 

protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you 

suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an e-mail to: gaa-online@unc.edu. If you 

do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumni-news@unc.edu and 

include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: unsubscribe here. 

UNC General Alumni Association 



George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, NoCo 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Alumni Review <carolinaalumnireview@mailings 1.texterity.com> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 3:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The March!April 2013 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available 

MARCH/APRIL 2Ol3 I VOL. lO2 NO. 2 

The March/April issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now-available. An earlier email included an 

incorrect members-only link. That has been corrected in this message. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

If I Could Be Anywhere 

A Carolina doctorate fPom your home in Bangkok is doable. But as the University outsources management of 

some online education and steps into the wild world of massive open online classes, it will have to ask what is 

doable and wise. 

Allure of the Forbidden Water 

Yon’re oat of school and undecided in the wayward early 197os. Law? Politics? You don’t expect to find the 

answers in the Great Dismal Swamp. That’s what happened to Bland Simpson ’7o. 

The lOO Percent Promise 

If yon qaali~)for need-based financial aid, UNC has your back. It’s an extraordinary commitment that is 

becoming a bigger challenge to maintain. 

Help Elect GAA Board Members 

Ballots for electing new members to the GAA’s Board of Directors were mailed with the January/February Carolina 

Alumni Review. G~&A members are eligible and encouraged to vote in each race. Completed ballots must be received at the 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center by March 29. 

The Review, Unbound 

The G~&A has digitized the Review’s entire archive, dating back to October 1912. You can see every page of every- issue for 

lOG years at alumni.unc.edu/CARarchive. 

Thanks for your membership in the GAA. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the Review. Watch for 

your print copy of the Review in the mail, but until it’s delivered, the digital edition is here for you. 

Need help? Contact gaa-online@unc.edu. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The G.%~’s subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are 

protected. The G.a~¢ does not sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you 

suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an e-mail to: gaa-onlinefa)anc.edu. If you 

do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumni-news(a)unc.edu and 

include your full name, address and class year, or unsabscribe via this link: unsubscribe here. 



UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Driv-e 

Chapel Hill, NoCo 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 11, 2013 3:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Yoga, Love Songs, and Art-Inspired Theater in the Ackland’s Galleries! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

new~ ]’rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 12/~arch, 12:00-1:00 

Exhale...it’s Spring Break at UNC (= easier to park downtown)! 

Explore the world of yoga in the beautifut setting of the Ackland during 
this hour-long session offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshatt. You’tt practice a series of gentte yoga poses inspired by the art 
surrounding you. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortable 
ctothing that witt arrow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackland members, $5 for non-members. 
Registration is limited. Click here to register online! 

Music in the Galleries: Community Love Jukebox, 

In this issue: 
Re[axin~ Yoga in the 

Galleries 

Music: Community 

Love Jukebox, VoL 2 

"Activated Art": 
lnsp~red Theater at 

the Ack[and 

For ~aembers: 
SOUP2NUTS with Dario 

Rob[eto 

TriangLe East Asia 



Volo 2 
Sunday, 17 iVlarch, 2:00 PiVl 

Bring vinyl records, cassette 
tapes, CDs, iPhones, and/or iPods 
with recordings of the Love songs 
you Love to the AckLand. You’LL 
work with your feLLow music- 
Lovers and WXYC DJs to create a 
great "Love mix." 

The playList wiLL be compiled and 
made avaiLabLe on the AckLand website, and selected songs and stories 
wiLL also be woven together to create a Thursday Night Feature program 
on WXYC (89.3 FM). 

Free and open to the public. 

°’Activated Art" Returns to the Ackland! 

"Widget" by Daniet Wattace 
in Activated Art 2012 

EXHIBITIONS 

By popular demand, the AckLand is 
again presenting "ekphrastic theater" 
in its gaLLeries. Through an upcoming 
series of Live theater performances 
entitled ACTIVATED ART, works of art 
in the AckLand’s permanent coLLection 
may be experienced in unexpected 
and thought-provoking ways. 

Each performance of ACTIVATED ART 
comprises five original ten-minute 
plays, each inspired by a different 
work of art in the AckLand Art 
iVtuseum’s permanent coLLection. These 
plays construct dramatic narratives 
perceived in painting and sculpture, 
capturing the art works’ most essential 
nature. 

Learn more about ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 
(919.962.0216) through Ackland Museum Store today! 

MORE LOVE 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharinoo 
since the 1990s is accompanied by a 
fuLLy-iLLustrated, 240-page catalogue 
with essays by consulting curator CLaire 
Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 



Jackson, and Dario Robleto, among others. It also includes additional 
materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sale, Janine Antoni, Hadassa Goldvicht, 
and Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store (919.962.0216, acklandstore@unc.edu) to 
purchase your copy. 

For Members Only: SOUP2NUTS with 
More Love Artist Dario Rob[eto 
Tuesday, 26 March, 6:00 PiVl 

"Soup to nuts" is an American English 
idiom meaning "from beginning to 
end." Ackland members are invited to 
a simple, casual dinner--starting 
with soup and ending with nuts, as 
you might expect!--featuring a 
discussion by artist Dario Robleto, 
who will give us the "soup to nuts" of 
his creative process. 

This evening is our way of saying 
thank you to our Members for their 
ongoing support. 

Please bring your own wine to be 
served at your table. 

FREE; space is very limited. Members R.S.V.P. here. 

SOUP :NUTS 

The first Soup2Nuts was organized at the Halsey 
Institute oj: Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. 
We are pleased to carry on the tradition at the 
Ackland. Special thanks to Ackland National 
Advisory Board Member Kate Nevin. 

Coming TriangJe East Asia Colloquium 

The Ackland is pleased to host 
this year’s Triangle East Asia 
Colloquium (TEAC) from 12-13 
April 2013. An annual event that 
promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 



is organized by the facuLty from UNC-ChapeL Hill, Duke University, and 
North Carolina State University. 

This year, the co[[oquium’s theme is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six 
papers wi[[ investigate different ways in which one art medium 
represents art of another medium, e.g. a painting about music or a film 
about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 
See the complete schedule and register online. 

Upcoming Programs You’l  LOVE... 

Tea at Two: Paul Jones 
"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of 
Digital Reproduction" 
Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

Charlotte O’Neal ("Mama C"): Spoken-Word and Music 
Performance 
Wednesday, 20 March, 4:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Pariah (201 I) 
Thursday, 21 March, 7:00 PM 

Family Day: "Put a Little Heart Into Your Art" 
Sunday, 24 March, 2:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU ! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs 
are made possibte by generous support from 
Acktand Art Museum members and friends [ike 
you. Become ~ member of the Ack~nd Art 
Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 
news? Send an erna~[ to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 118 x 47 114 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the 
Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Freiooht Train, 1946-1947; oi[ on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Hadassa Gotdvicht, Israeti, born 1981, and Anat Vovnoboy, Israeti, born 1982: Lullaby (video stiff), 2012; singte-channet 
video. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Dario Robteto, American, born 1972: Defiant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (putp made from sotdiers’ 
fetters sent home and wife/sweetheart fetters sent to sotdiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon sketetons, 
Wortd War II-era pigeon message capsutes, dried flowers from various batttefietds, hair flowers braided by war widows, 



mournin~ dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and bullet lead from various battlefields, various seeds, various seashells, 
cartes de visites, ~o[d leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, ~[ass, foam core, ~[ue. Lent by The Mint Museum, Charlotte, North 
Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, TX. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Kids’ Programs, Performances, & Final Weeks of "More Love" 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news ~rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

See More Love o Only Two Weeks Left! 

More Love is in its final days 
at the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take 
our word for it... 

"...one of the biggest and most 
challenging shows of the year .... In 
all sincerity, this exhibition might 
we[[ make you cry, as we[[ as glow." 
-- Chris Vitie[[o, In@Week 

Come see (or see again!) the 
exhibition our visitors are calling: 

"a pleasure to behold" 

"surprising, interesting, 
touching" 

"very exciting, [ascinating, 
interesting" 

"the talk of the town" 

in this issue: 

Tea at Two: Paul 

Jones 

%%~ama C" Performs 

Fun for Kids! 

Ack[and Film Forum: 
"Pariah’ 

"Activated Art": 
Inspired Theater 

Returns 

SOUP2NUTS with Dario 
Rob[eto 

Looking Ahead 

More Love: Art, Politics, 
and Sharing1 since the 

1990s 
On view through Sunday, 31 /Vlarch. 
Free admission! 

Tea at Two: Paul Jones 
"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of 
Digital Reproduction°’ 

Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 



Free for Ackland members, $10 all others. 
RSVP required; r~ister now 

What do tight-weight, tong-tasting 
batteries, Match.com, 4chan, Kittehz, 
SnapChat, Skype, Open Source software, 
Wikiteaks, and texting have to do with tore 
and art? They art put very contemporary 
twists on Waiter Benjamin’s "The Work of 
Art in the Age of Mechanica[ Reproduction" 
and the subtitle of the More Love 
exhibition: "Art, Potitics, and Sharing since 
the 1990s." 

Paut Jones is the director of ibibtio, a 
contributor-run, digitat tibrary of pubtic 
domain and creative commons media in the 
Office of Information Technotogy Service at 

UNC-Chapet Hitt. He is atso Ctinicat Associate Professor in the Schoot of 
Information and Library Science (SILS). 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechset and Wayne Vaughn. 

Charlotte O°Nea~ ("Mama C"): SpokemWord and 
Music Performance 
Wednesday, 20 March, 4:00 PM 

EXHIBITIONS 

MORE LOVE 
through 31 March! 

A former member of the Kansas City Btack Panther Party, "Mama C" was 
greatly influenced in her early years by that city’s jazz, blues, and 
gospel She integrates elements of that experience in her music and 
poetry, along with African beats and hip-hop vibe. 

Free and open to the public. 

This event is co-sponsored by UNC Department of Women’s and Gender 
Studies; UNC Department of Music; North Carotina State University 
African American Cuttura[ Center; UNC African Studies Center; UNC 
Center for Gtoba[ Initiatives; and the Acktand Art Museum. 

STORE 

KIDS will LOVE these AcMand Prosrams! 
Click the [inks below for details 



Fishing for Love: An Ackland-Kidzu Workshop 
Thursday, 21 March, 4:00 - 5:30 PM 

Family Day: "Put a Little Heart Into Your Art" 
Sunday, 24 March, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Kite-/~aking Workshops at the Ack[and Museum Store 
Saturday, 6 April & Sunday, 7 April 

Ack~and F~m Forum: Pariah (2011 ) 
Thursday, 21 March, 7:00 P/Vl 
Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St, downtown Chapel Hill 

A world premiere at the 2011 Sundance 
Film Festival, the contemporary drama 
Pariah is the feature-tength expansion of 
writer/director Dee Rees’ award-winning 
2007 short firm Pariah. Seventeen-year 
old Atike (pronounced Ah-LEE-Kay) rives 
with her parents and younger sister in 
Brooklyn’s Fort Greene neighborhood. 
White quietty but firmty embracing her 
identity as a tesbian, she wonders how 
much she can confide in her famity. Atike 
strives to get through adotescence with 
8race, humor, and tenacity -- sometimes 
succeeding, sometimes not, but atways 
moving forward. 

Presented by the Carolina Women’s 
Center as part of its 2013 Gender Week 

programming, which has the theme "Mapping the Margins." 

Admission: FREE to students with a valid university or high school ID, 
$4 for all others. 

ACKLAND 

FORUM 

The Ackland Firm Forum is made possibte, in part, with 
support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 
Catharine Boyer. 

North Carotina PuNic Radio-WUNC is the 
Officiat Media Sponsor of the Ackland Firm Forum. 



"Activated Art" Returns to the Ack~and 
Performances begin Friday, 5 April. 
Tickets on sale now! 

"Widget" by Daniel WaLLace 
in Activated Art 2012 

By popular demand, the Ackland 
is again presenting "ekphrastic 
theater" in its galleries. Through 
an upcoming series of live theater 
performances entitled 
ACTIVATED ART, works of art in 
the Ackland’s permanent 
collection may be experienced in 
unexpected and thought- 
provoking ways. 

Learn more about ACTIVATED 
ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your 
tickets in person or by phone 
(919.962.0216) through Ackland 
Museum Store today! 

For Members Only: SOUP2NUTS with 
i~ore Love Artist Dario Robleto 
Tuesday, 26/~arch, 6:00 P/~ 

"Soup to nuts" is an American English 
idiom meaning "from beginning to 
end." Ackland members are invited to 
a simple, casual dinner--starting 
with soup and ending with nuts, as 
you might expect!--featuring a 
discussion by artist Dario Robleto, 
who will give us the "soup to nuts" of 
his creative process. 

This evening is our way of saying 
thank you to our Members for their 
ongoing support. 

Please bring your own wine to be 
served at your table. 

FREE; space is very limited. Members RSVP here. 

SOUP :NUTS 

The first Soup2Nuts was orBanized at the Halsey 
Institute oj: Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. 
We are pleased to carry on the tradition at the 
Ackland. Special thanks to Ackland National 
Advisory Board Member Kate Nevin. 



Look~n~ Ahead... 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 26 March, 12:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 
Films by Yoko Ono: Fly (1970) 
and No. 4 (Bottoms) (1966) 
Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 

"Last Look" Tour of More Love 
with Amanda Hughes 
Saturday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 

THANK YOU ! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and public prosrams 
are made possible by 8enerous support from 
Acktand Art Museum members and friends like 
you. Become a member of the Ackland Art 
Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 
news? Send an ema~L to the editor° 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 118 x47 114 inches (46 x 
120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: My Best Thing (video stilt), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. 
© Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Rivane Neuenschwander, Brazilian, born 1967, and Sergio Neuenschwander, Brazilian, born 1961: Love Lettering, 2002; 
single-channel video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 22 seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

Dario Robteto, American, born 1972: Defiant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from soldiers’ 
letters sent home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon skeletons, 
World War II-era pigeon message capsules, dried flowers from various battlefields, hair flowers braided by war widows, 
mourning dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and bullet lead from various battlefields, various seeds, various seashells, 

cartes de visites, gold leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, glass, foam core, glue. Lent by The Mint Museum, Charlotte, North 
Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, TX. 

Yoko Ono, born in Japan, 1933: Stilt from Fly (1970). TRT: 0:25:00. 

this emai~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Final Days of "More Love" - Be a Part of Them! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news ]’rom t:he ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Final Days! See Note Love by Sunday! 

114ore Love is in its FIVE final day 
the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take our w 
for it... 

...one of the biggest and most challengi 
shows of the year .... In all sincerity, this 
exhibition might well make you cry, as v 
as glow." 

-- Chris Vitiello, Ind~/Week 

Come .~ 
(or see 
again!) 
exhibit 
our vis 
are 
calling 
pleasu~ 
behold 
"fascin, 
interes 
and "tf 
talk of 
town"! 

"Last Look" Tour of 

Note Love 
Saturday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 
Free and open to the public. 
Led by Amanda Hughes (Director of External Affairs, Ackland Art Museum) 

Final Days of 

Love" 

Ack[and Film Forum: 
Films by Yoko Ono 

"Activated Art": 
Inspired Theater at 

the Ackland 

Kids’ Programs! 

Trians[e East Asia 



Crick for Museum & Store hours. 

Ack[and Film Forum: Films by Yoko Ono 
Fly (1970) and No. 4 (Bottoms) (1966) 
Thursday, 28/~arch, 7:00 P/~ 
Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

In connection with its exhibition More Love, the Acktand witt screen two 
16mm experimentat firms by Yoko Ono, whose work is atso featured in 
the exhibition. Learn more. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 
others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

ACKLAND 

FORUM 

The Acktand Firm Forum is made possibte, in part, with 
support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 
Catharine Boyer. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the 
Officiat Media Sponsor of the Acktand Firm Forum. 

MORE LOVE 

°°Activated Art" Returns to the AcMand 
Performances begin Friday, 5 April 2013, 
Tickets are on sale now! 



"The Last Word" by Dana Coen in Activated Art 2012 

By 
popular 
demand, 
the 
Ackland 
is again 
presentin 
"ekphrast 
theater" 
in its 
galleries. 
Through 
an 
upcoming_ 
series 
of live 
theater 
performa 
entitled 
ACTIVATI 
ART, 
works 

of art in the Ackland’s permanent collection may be experienced in unexpected 
and thought-provoking ways. Learn more about ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 
(919.962.0216) through the Ackland Museum Store today! 

THE ACKLAND ~S FOR KIDS! 

K~teoMak~ng Workshops 
Designed for kids ages 5-12, these 
workshops provide a Tyvek kite and a 
wide assortment of materials for 
decorating it. Finished kites go on 
display in the Museum Store’s gallery 
space! 

Saturday, 6 April 
First session: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Second session: 1:00 - 3:00 PM 

Sunday, 7 April 
First session: 12:00 - 2:00 PM 
Second session: 2:30 - 4:30 PM 

REGISTRATION INFO HERE! 

Art Adventures: Greek Vase Designs 
Saturday, 6 April 
Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 
Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 
More ~nformat~on and online reg~strat~Ono 



The Ackland is pleased to host 
this year’s Triangle East Asia 
Colloquium (TEAC) from 12-13 
April 2013. An annual event that 
promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 
is organized by the faculty from 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, 
and North Carolina State 
University. 

This year, the colloquium’s theme 
is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six 

papers will investigate different ways in which one art medium 
represents art of another medium, e.g. a painting about music or a film 
about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and re,lister online. 

LooMng Ahead... 

Ackland Film Forum 
The Manchurian Candidate (John Frankenheimer, 1962) and 
Pull My Daisy (Robert Frank & Atfred Lestie, 1959) 
Tuesday, 2 Aprit, 7:00 PM 

THANK YOU ! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 
possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
members and friends like you. [~e¢orne a member of 
the Ack~and Art t4useum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 
an ema~[ to the editor° 



Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 118 x 47 114 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist and 
Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Visitors to More Love: Art, Politics, end Sherin~ since the 1990s, seen with Jim Hodges’ You, (1997); Hadassa Go[dvicht and Anat 
Vovnoboy’s, Lullebv (2012); Tracey Emin’s I Think It’s in M!I Heed (2002); and Chris Johanson’s Untitled (Fillin~ Up Time) (2012). 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Rivane Neuenschwander and Sergio Neuenschwander: Love Lettering, 2002; single-channel video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 22 
seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

Milton Avery, Devilish Nude, 1962; oil on canvas board. Ack[and Art Museum, Bequest of Charles and Isabel Eaton. 

Bucci Painter, Greek, Attic, 6th century B.C.: Vessel (Neck Amphore) with Apollo, Leto, end Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, 
black-figure ware. Ack[and Art Museum, Ack[and Fund. 

Forward this 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 2:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: UNC Investigated for Handling of Assault Claim; Law School Climbs Rankings 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ APRIL 2o13 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

LiSa Member 

Thank you for your life 

membersh p. 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

Legislative Reception 

April 9 

University officials, staff, 

alumni and students will 

gather with members of the 

N.C. General Assembly and 

other state officials at this 

annual event sponsored by 

the G~&A’s Tar Heel Network. 

Registration required. 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NEW8 ~T 

UNC Investigated for Handling of Assault Claim 
The federal Office of Civil Rights has begun its probes, and an Honor Court case on 

harassment has been suspended after the defendant filed her ov~a coraplaint with the 

f~deral agency. 

Nobel Laureate Named to Cancer Academy 
Oliver Smithies, the first Carolina faculty member to earn the Nobel Prize, is an 

inaugural fellow of group that recognizes distinguished scientists in the fight against 

cancer. 

Public Service Endowment Honors Thorp 
The Chancellor Holden Thorp Faculty Engaged Scholars Endowment program is 

designed to support fimulty efforts to develop and strengthen their teaching and 

research to benefit N.C. communities. 

Law School Climbs Graduate School Rankings 
The annual U.S. News & World Report rankings of graduate programs show the UNC 

law school up to 31st from 38th, and the medical school is first in primary care. 

Picky Eaters? Maybe They Can’t Help It 
Genes might be the reason some kids are picky about food, according to new research 

in the Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=~8. 

NEWS AT THE 

Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 



~!~ Career Teleelass: 

Networking 

April 15 

Networking is not about 

asking everyone you know 

for a job. It is about people 

-- whom you kno% whom 

they kno% what they know. 

Discover how to rnake 

networking work for you. 

Teleclasses are a 

member benefit; advance 

registration is required. 

receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

~ Get Half Off Loreleis and Clef Hangers Tickets 
The G~%4 is offering members concert tickets at 5o percent off the general admission 

price. Discounted tickets, though limited in number, are available for each April 

concert; buying in advance is recommended. Discount tickets are limited to use by G~a~a~ 

members; tickets may be purchased for nonmembers at the regular price. 

~ Give Gift of History: Collectible Covers 
For every G;4A member who loves The University of North Carolina, a Carolina A~umni 

Review cover reproduction is the perfect way to commemorate a graduation, reunion or 

just to enhance your home or office. View and select any cover from 1912 to the present. 

~. Stay Connected 

Find the latest new-s, 

sports and other information 

on UNC’s mobile app, 

presented by the G~%~, UNC 

and the athletics 

department. Available as an 

app for iPhone and Android 

and as a mobile website for 

BlackBerw and other 

smartphones. 

www.uncmobile.com 

APRIL GAA MEMBER OF 
THE MONTH 

3anis Hape Dowd ’8o 

Life Member 

Janis, to claim your M. 

LaHart engraved UNC 

pewter julep cup, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

April 30. 

Janis was selected at 

random from GAA members 

currently- subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

~. Come Back for Alumni Summer College 
Explore the world of ideas with UNC’s talented f~culty in the O~4~’s second annual 

Alumni Smnmer College. Enjoy a view of the Old Well from your room in Old East and 

wander Polk Place, Franklin Street and other familiar places. Don’t miss the chance to 

be a part of the gathering June ~3q6 to explore this year’s topic, Old and New: 

Stad~ing the South in the 21st Century. 

~, Learn About College Admissions 
To ease high school students and their parents into the ever-changing world of" 

undergraduate college admissions, the G.a~¢ offers members a fbrum Aug. 2-3 with an 

in-depth view of the process. 

~ Cruise Along Civil War Coastal Landmarks 
Travel along the "Shores of History" this fall and explore landmark cities and Civil War 

sites on the Southern coastline. During the ~5oth anniversaw commemoration of this 

pivotal time in American history, journey this fall with UNC lecturer Fred Kiger ’74 

f?om Alexandria, Va., to Charleston, S.C., aboard the ~3o~guest American~flagged 

Yorktown. 

~ Save the Date for Homecoming 2013 
Every Tar Heel has a story to tell. Join us Nov. 8qo for Homecoming 2o~3 to relive 

some of your greatest mernories on campus. After all, it’s where your Carolina story 

began. 

Tell Us About ... Food and You 
The Carolir~a Alumni Review is working on a special issue about food. Did college 

change your eating habits? For many people, it was the first time they had left behind 

the familiar meals of home. What new foods or new ways of preparing old favorites did 

you discover? Since then, how has your thinking about food evolved? Share your stories 



on our alumni message boards or on Facebooko 

Or leave a comment on our Facebook page at: http:iifacebook.comiuncgaa 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects° 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRIWAILW POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G~&A does not sel! information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association [ George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Activated Art and More! 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

°°Activated Art°° Returns to the Ackland 
Performances begin Friday, 5 April 2013. 
Tickets are on sale now! 

By 
popular 
demand, 
the 
Ackland 
is again 
presentin 
"ekphrast 
theater" 
in its 
galleries. 
Through 
an 
upcoming. 
series 
of live 
theater 
performa 
entitted 
ACTIVATI 

"The Last Word" by Dana Coen in Activated Art 2012 
ART, 
works 

of art in the Acktand’s permanent correction may be experienced in unexpected 
and thought-provoking ways. Learn more about ACTIVATED APT 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 
(919.962.0216) through the Ackland Museum Store today! 

Save the Date! 

ACKLAND SPRING LUNCHEON 

Thursday, 2 May 
11:30 AM- 2:00 PM 
The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

In this Issue: 

"Activated Art": 
Inspired Theater at 

the Ackland 

Save the Date! 

Curator’s Clinic 

Kids’ Programs! 

Trian~lle East Asia 
Colloquium 

EXHIBITIONS 



Gather with members and friends of the Ackland to celebrate a 
wonderful year of exhibitions and events. 

Tickets on sale April 11 at the Museum Store. 

Curator°s C~n~c 
Thursday, 4 April 
1:00-4:00 PM 

Every other month, the Ackland Art Museum 
invites members of the public to bring in a 
work of art for consideration by an Ackland 
expert. Curators may offer insight into the 
significance of the piece and its subject 
matter, as well as the techniques used by 
the artist and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland staff is unable to 
authenticate or financially appraise works of 

art. Limit one work per person. 
Registration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

STORE 

Art ~ ~a Carte 
Friday 5 April, 4:00-7:00 
Saturday, 6 April, 

Start your weekend creatively with hands- 
on art classes designed especially for 
Carolina students. Each class begins at 
the Ackland Art Museum, where you’ll 
examine the techniques, materials, and 
effects other artists have achieved. You’ll 
then go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to 
try the techniques yourself as you create 
works of art that you can take home. 

This week: Printmaking: Linoleum Prints 
- Q: When is a picture also a sculpture? A: 
When it’s a relief print, like the one you’ll make in this class. First, 
you’ll design an image, then you’ll carve it in a block of linoleum, and 
finally ink the image and transfer it onto paper. Take home both your 
very own fine art print and the block you make it with! 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with 
some art experience. 

These classes are supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ 



Council 

Location: Meet in the Ackland lobby 
Cost: S8 per class; materials provided 
Instructors: Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 
historian. 

Registration is required, as space is limited. RSVP online here! 

K]teoMak]ng Workshops 
Designed for kids ages 5-12, these 
workshops provide a Tyvek kite and a 
wide assortment of materials for 
decorating it. Finished kites go on 
display in the Museum Store’s gallery 
space! 

Saturday, 6 April 
First session: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Second session: 1:00 - 3:00 PM 

Sunday, 7 April 
First session: 12:00 - 2:00 PM 
Second session: 2:30 - 4:30 PM 

REGISTRATION INFO HERE! 

Art Adventures: Greek Vase Designs 
Saturday, 6 April 
iVlorning Session: 10:30 AiVl - 12:30 PJVl 
Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PJVl 
More ~nformat~on and online re~strat~Ono 



This April: Triangle East Asia Colloquium 

The Ackland is pleased to host 
this year’s Triangle East Asia 
Colloquium (TEAC) from 12-13 
April 2013. An annual event that 
promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 
is organized by the faculty from 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, 
and North Carolina State 
University. 

This year, the colloquium’s theme 
is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six 

papers will investigate different ways in which one art medium 
represents art of another medium, e.g. a painting about music or a film 
about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 
See the complete schedule and register online. 

THANK YOU [ 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from Ackland Art 
Museum members and friends like you. 
Become a member of the Ack[and Art g~useum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an ema~L to the editor. 

James Lesesne We[is: Nlask Composition, n.d.; Linoleum-cut. Ack[and Art Museum, Burton Emmett Collection. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Bucci Painter, Greek, Attic, 6th century B.C.: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, 

btack-figure ware. Acktand Art Museum, Acktand Fund. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mail 115.us4.mcsv.net> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 3:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, April 2013 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

Aprl 2013 

Earth Cracked 
Open 

UNC’s Rose Cory has 
unmasked a new culprit in the 
case of quickening climate 
change. 

FEATURES 

This is Your Heart on 
Brain Drugs 

Could we prevent 

Alzheimer’s and heart 

disease with the same type 

of drug? 

How’s the Water? 

Researchers at UNC’s 

Institute of Marine 

Sciences built a machine 

to answer that question in 

great detail. 

Believing in the 
Process 

The story behind Believe, 

the third album from 

Stephen Anderson’s jazz 

trio. 



SPOTLIGHTS BLOG POSTS 

Fighting food allergies: Why are more and more kids growing up 

with allergies? And what can we do about it? (Here’s to Your 

Health) 

How do brain scans work? 
UNC’s Aysenil Belger 
explains. (News & 
ObsePve~ 

Relearning Love: So we can’t be in love like the movies? (Here’s 

to Your Health) 

CAROLINA, QUOTED 

"There are more pollen bullets and the bullets are bigger." 

--David Peden, in Allergy season will be even worse this year 

("Today" NBC) 

Your phone vs, your heart: 
Psychology professor 
Barbara Fredrickson asks 
what screen time might be 
doing to our ability to truly 
connect. (New :~ark ~es) 

MORE IN RESEARCH... 

For the first time, researchers isolate adult stem cells from human 

intestinal tissue (UNC Health Care) 

FIouride in drinking water cuts tooth decay in adults (UNC News 

Services) 

UNC mobile app to expand knowledge of plant species (College of 

Arts and Sciences) 

Saving NC’s oyster reefs: 
What can we do to restore 
them? (Institute of Marine 
Sciences) 

Pat Pukkila champions undergraduate research (University 

Gazette) 

GET CONNECTED 



Endeavors on Facebook ~ Endeavors on Twitter D RSS Feed 

Questions or suggestions? Contact us. 

PRR/ACY POLICY: The Endeavors subscr bet Ist is not open to the public~ ensuring that your privacy and emal 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sell informat on about you, ncluding your emal address, to anyone for 
any purpose. If you suspect that your informat on has been misused, please let us know by send ng an emal to 
endeavors@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future newsletters~ please unsubscdbe via the link at the bottom 
ofths emal. 

Office of Research Commun cations 
137 East FranM n Street, Sute 600 CB 4106 
Un versty of North Carol na at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 275994106 
Phone: 919-962o6136 

Sent to stgore@email.unc,edu -- wh~ didI get 
unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences 

UNC Chapel Hill . CB 4:~06. Chapel Hill, Nc 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 12:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Spring at the Ackland: Live Theater, Film, and More! 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

"Activated Art°° Now at the Ack~and 

By popular demand, the Ackland is 
again presenting "ekphrastic 
theater" in its galleries through a 
series of live theater performances 
entitled ACTIVATED ART. Come 
experience works of art in the 
Ackland’s permanent collection in 
unexpected and thought-provoking 
ways! Learn more. 

In this Issue: 

"Activated Art": Buy 

Your Tickets Todav! 

Film: "Cairo 678" 

Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium 

Next Up: MFA 2013 

Senior Night for Class 
of ’I 3 

Spring Luncheon 

PM 
Thursday, 11 April, 8:00 PM 
Saturday, 13 April, 8:00 PM 
Sunday, 14 April, 6:00 PM 
Friday, 19 April, 8:00 PM* 
Saturday, 20 April, 6:00 PM 
Sunday, 21 April, 8:00 PM- SOLD OUT 

*A discussion with the playwriBhts [ollows Friday’s per[ormances. 

As performances take place in the galleries, seating is very limited. 

Buy your tickets in person or by phone (919.962.0216) through the 
Ackland Museum Store today! 

Ack~aad F~m Forum: 
Cairo 678 U~ohamed Nab, 2010) 
Tuesday, 9 April, 7:00 P/VI 

Mohamed Diab’s Cairo 678 is a blunt but 



powerful portrait of three women of varying social backgrounds 
rebelling against the sexual harassment endemic to that country’s 
culture. Although the film veers uneasily between character study, 
social criticism and vigilante action, it nonetheless sheds important 
light on a rarely depicted subject. 

Presented as the final film of the "Cinema of the Global Middle East" 
series and sponsored by Art/Islam, the Carolina Center for the Study of 
the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, the Duke-UNC Consortium for 
Middle East Studies, and the Media Resources Center at UNC-Chapel 
Hill. Co-presented by the Global Film Institute. 

Free and open to the public. 
This screening will be held at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St, 
downtown Chapel Hill. 

AI~I(LANI) The Ackland Film Forum is made possible, in part, with 

~ s upport from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of Catharine 
Boyer. 

FORUM 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the 
Official Media Sponsor of the Ackland Film Forum. 

EXHIBITIONS 

STORE 

This Week!: Triangle East Asia Colloquium 

The Ackland is pleased to host 
this year’s Triangle East Asia 
Colloquium (TEAC) from Friday, 
12 April, through Saturday, 13 
April. An annual event that 
promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 
is organized by the faculty from 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, 
and North Carolina State 
University. 

This year, the colloquium’s theme is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six 
papers will investigate different ways in which one art medium 
represents art of another medium, e.g. a painting about music or a film 
about photos. 

Keynote Address: Friday, 12 April, 6:00 PM 
Ackland Art Museum 
"Mixing Media, Chinese Painting and Architecture: Problems in 
Methodology" 
Jerome Silbergeld, Princeton University 

The colloquium is free and open to the public. 
See the complete schedule and register online. 

Opening April 18th: Sincerely Yours, 



M~A ~D1 ~ 
Opening Reception: 
Wednesday, 17 April 

6:00-8:00 PM 
Free and open to the public. 

Every spring, the Acktand presents an 
exhibition of the most contemporary 
of contemporary art: a show by UNC- 
Chape[ Hitt’s graduating MFAs! 

This year, the exhibition, entitted 
Sincerely Yours, ittuminates ways in which contemporary art can 
separate genuine expression from strictty sentimentat or sardonic 
connotations, reveating sincerity to be a subversive strategy. 

The exhibition’s eight contributors--the 2013 Master of Fine Arts 
candidates at The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hitt--emptoy 
this mode to confront both personat and proscribed issues and engaging 
timety topics such as sociat prejudice, sexuat confinement, capitatist 
hegemony, outmoded forms of expression, and estrangement from one’s 
cutturat roots and the naturat environment. 
Learn more about Sincerely Yours,. 

Senior N~ht: Con~rats~ Class of 2013! 
Thursday, 18 April, 6:00-8:00 P/~ 
Free admission! 

As part of Senior Week, UNC-Chapet Hitt 
seniors are invited to Senior Night at 
the Ackland. Enjoy food, drinks, music, 
and impressive artwork as you mingte 
with your fettow seniors. 

Sponsored by Student Friends of the 
Acktand, the Crass of 2013 Senior 
Marshats, and the Acktand Art Museum. 

Save the Date: 
ACKLAND SPRING LUNCHEON 

Thursday, 2 May, 11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 
The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Gather with members and friends of the 
Acktand to cerebrate a wonderfut year of 
exhibitions and events. 

Tickets on sate Thursday, 11 Aprit, at the 
Museum Store. 



THANKYOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 
Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 
Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the ed~toro 

Camitte Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876; oi[ on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Min Qiji (b. 1580), A Puppet Theater, n.d., cotor print. Ittustration for the novet The Story of the Western Chamber. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understands (video stiff); digitat high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 min. 
Courtesy of the artist. 

Fo~f~rd this em~i~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Make Note: The Month of May at the Ackland 

ACKLAN DARTMU S E UM 

EVENING F~LMS 

Part I: Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 
Part I1: Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

The Swain Lot Film Festival is a two-night celebration of films by the 
media production students in the Department of Communication Studies 
at UNC-Chapel Hill. See the full schedule on the Ackland Film Forum 
Facebook page. 

Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin 
ACKLAND Street, Downtown Chapel Hill. 

FORUM 

Tickets: Students free with valid university or high 
school ID, $4 for all others. 

Film Festival 

Kids’ & Family Events 

Tour, Learn, and 
Network 

Steampunk Comes to 

the Store 

Stretch Toward 
Summer with Yoga 

MFA Show 2013 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is 
the official media sponsor of the 
Ackland Film Forum. 

FOR KIDS & FAMILIES 

Art Adventures: Sculpture 
Saturday, 4 May, 1:00-2:30 PM 

Six- to 9-year-olds are invited to come 
for a guided view of art in the Ackland’s 
galleries, followed by hands-on art 



makin~ usin~ newty-tearned techniques. Materiats are provided. 
Learn more & re,lister. 
See the futt summer schedute! 

Drawin8 for Tweens 
Saturday, 11 May, IO:30AM-12:00 PM 
Ten- to 13-year-otds have their own fun in the 8arteries! 
Learn more & re~ister. 

Family Day: "Ordinary to Extraordinary" 
Sunday, 26 May, 2:00-5:00 PM 
Join us for an afternoon of invention and creativity as we transform 
ordinary materiats into extraordinary creations! Learn more and see the 
fur[ summer schedute of Famity Days. 

ADULTS: LOOK AND LEARN ~N OUR GALLERIES 

Art for Lunch 

Wednesday, 8 May, 12:00-1:00 PM 
"A Cosmic Do8 Fisht: Contestin8 Wortd Order in Oudry’s The Do~ that 
Carried the Dinner Basket for his Maste#’ 
Joanna M. Gohmann, Kress Graduate Intern, Acktand Art Museum, and 
Ph.D. Candidate in Art History, UNC-Chape[ Hit[ 

Fottowin8 the tatk, the five-minute firm "Discoverin80udry," 
by Tarienne Mitchett (2013 Kress Library and Information Science 
Fettow), Joanna Gohmann, and Christopher Reed (2013 Kress Education 
Fettow) witt be screened. 

Curators’ Tour: Sincerely Yours, 
Saturday, 11 May, 3:00 PM 
Kim Bobier and Russett Guttette provide a 8uided view of this year’s MFA 
exhibition. 

Youn 
and Connect through Art" 
Tuesday, 14 May, 5:30-7:30 PM 

EXHIBITIONS 



Join the Chapet Hitt-Carrboro Young Professionats Network for food, 
drink, networking, and art! Works of art (no matter where you find 
them) can prompt great conversations and inspire new connections. In 
three mini-exercises, [earn with Ack[and Art Museum senior staff 
members how to talk to anyone, anywhere using what you see around 
you. 
Learn more ~ re~ister! 

STEAMPUNK at the Store! 

Steamworks: Art, Stories, Et 

Adornments 
10 May through 13 July 2013 
This spring, the Ack[and Museum Store 
celebrates Steampunk, and its imaginative 
reworking of "the Steam Age", through 
works of art in a variety of media, 
including textiles, metals, insects, paper, 
and the written word. Learn more! 

Steamworks Programs: 
Friday, 10 May 
6: 30-8:30 PM - Opening reception 
7:00 PM - In-store performance by 
Katharine Wha[en 

Thursday, 23 May, 7:00 PM 
Talk and book signing with John Claude 
Bemis, author of The Clockwork 
Dark trilogy. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesdays, 14 and 28/~lay, 12:00-1:00 P/~l 



The best yoga deal in town continues through the summer! 

Registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall leads you through a series of 
gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gallery. Beginners are 
welcome and yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortable clothing that 
wi[[ allow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackland members I $5 non-members. 
As space is limited, pre-registration is required. Register online. 

On View through Sunday, 26 May: 
Sincerely Yours, 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 
Yours,---the 2013 Master of Fine 
Arts candidates at The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
--engage timely topics such as 
social prejudice, sexuality, 
capitalist hegemony, outmoded 
forms of expression, and 
estrangement from one’s cultural 
roots and the natural environment. 

Yours~ . 
Learn more about Sincerely 

THAN K YOU [ 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 
Ackland Art Museum members and friends like you. 
Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 



Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an ema~[ to the ed~toro 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; off on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue Mountain and Lake, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on 
board. Gift of Charles Tate. 

E[wira Paw[ikowski, Steampunk House, pen and watercolor. 

Mike Libby, Tory Flammae Blue, mixed-media sculpture. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understands (video still); digital high definition video. TRT 
00:21:27 min. Courtesy of the artist. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 2:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Dartmouth Leader to Be Chancellor; New Title IX Post; Alumni Summer College 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ] MAY 2Ol3 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

LiSa Member 

Thank you for your life 

membersh p. 

GET THE RIGHT 
POLICY 
AND PRICE, 

CHECK O~TTHESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

Recruit NC Alumni-Only 

Career Fair 

Meet more than 75 top 

employers with fellow Tar 

Heels and alumni @om other 

N.C. colleges June 6 on the 

N.C. State campus. 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

Dartmouth Leader to Be Chancellor 
Carol Folt, an environmental scientist, has been at Dartmouth College for 3o years as 

a member of the faculty and in several administrative positions. She will take over as 

UNC’s ~lth chancellor on July 1. 

UNC Creates Full-Time Title IX Post 
Christi Hurt ’93, director of the Carolina Women’s Center, is serving in the job on an 

interim basis, overseeing compliance with the federal law that prohibits sex 

discrimination, sexual harassment, sexual violence and other forms of sexual 

misconduct. 

Gift Aimed at Renovating Hill Hall 
A 85 million gif~ from the Kenan Trust will launch an extensive renovation of the 

music department building. The project is estimated at $~5 million; none of it will be 

fl’om state-appropriated ~hnds. 

Biologist Joins Arts and Sciences Academy 
Kerry Steven Bloom has been elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 

one of the nation’s oldest and most prestigious honorary- societies and a leading 

center for independent policy research. 

Director Named for Athletes’ Academic Support 
Michelle Brown, a fbrmer varsity volleyball player who has more than ~5 years’ 

experience working in academic support ~br college athletes, started work this week. 

She takes over in the wake of a scandal that involved irregularities in tutoring and a 

thculty report that pointed to evidence athletes had been directed toward fraudulent 

classes. 

Career Teleelass: 

Resumes That Get For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=~8. 



Results 

Learn how to create a 

resume that will get you an 

interview. Dial in at noon 

May 13 to discover how to 

create the resume that will 

make it happen. Teleclasses 

are a G.a~¢ member benefit; 

advance registration is 

required. 

~)~ Stay Connected 

Find the latest news, 

sports and other information 

on UNC’s mobile app, 

presented by the GAA, UNC 

and the athletics 

department. Available as an 

app for iPhone and Android 

and as a mobile website for 

BlackBerry and other 

smartphones. 

www.uncmobile.com 

MAY GAA MEMBER OF 
THE MONTH 

Noel Bryant 

Crumpler ’03 

Life Member 

Noel, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

May 31. 

Noel was selected at random 

@om G~%~ members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

Represents a G.~ member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

£ Tar Heel for Life 
GAA life membership makes a great graduation gift. Save at least $5o on life 

memberships for new graduates, and we’ll include a Tar Heel for Life gift bag that 

includes a leather portfolio, a life member license plate, an alumni koozie, an Old Well 

key ring and more. Available until graduation. Help your favorite new alumni stay 

connected to Carolina while enjoying member benefits. 

Still Time to RSVP for Annual Alumni Luncheon 
Join alumni and friends in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center on May 11 when the 

GAA’s 2o13 Distinguished Services Medals will be presented to Mary- Ann Keith Massey 

’59 and C. Knox Massey Jr. ’59, Patti Worden Thorp and H. Holden Thorp ’86, and Kay 

Massey Weatherspoon and Van L. Weatherspoon ’54. Registration required; call (919) 

962-3576. 

£ Shop the Alumni Store for Carolina Gifts 
Check out the GAA’s Alumni Store for uniquely- Carolina gifts. You can order framed 

reproductions of CaroIir~a Alumni Review covers, Old Well ornaments and alumni 

chairs online. Life members can feel extra special about helping Carolina students when 

they receive GAA life member apparel and merchandise. For each life rnember item 

purchased, $5 is donated to the G~&A Scholars Fund. 

£ Come Back: Alumni Summer College 
Last summer, alumni from many class years revisited their student days in Chapel Hill 

for the inaugural Alumni Summer College. Less than lO spaces remain to explore: "Old 

and New: Studying the South in the rest Century"during our June 13-16 college. 

£ Learn About College Admissions 
To ease high school students and their parents into the ever-changing world of 

undergraduate college admissions, the G~A offers members a forum Aug. 2-3 with an 

in-depth view- of the process. 

£ See the Galapagos Islands 
Join fellow Tar Heels and Professor Steve Walsh as they cruise aboard the Isabela II 

and explore the Galapagos Islands, one of the most biologically unique places on Earth, 

Jan. 6-14, 2o14. 

Tell Us About ... What You Would Tell the New 



Chance)lor Carol Folt, w ho has spent most of her academic career at Dartmouth, most recently as 

interim pr,esident, takes office as chancellor at UNC on July 1. What should our new 

chancellor s top priorities be? What should she do in her first loo days and in her first 

year? What special North Carolina places would you suggest she visit and what tasty 

foods should she try? Share those and other suggestions on our alumni message 

boards: 

http://uncbb.alumniconnections.com/vb/showthread.php?t=~82 

Or leave a comment on our Facebook page at: http:i/facebook.com/uncgaa 

. M1 alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G;~ does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone fbr any 

purpose. If you suspect that your infbrmation has been misused, please let us know- by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive fhture "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@uncoedu and include your fhll name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Almrmi Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, NoCo 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 3:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Spring is Springing at the Ackland 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Young Professionals Network: 
"Encounter, Engage, and Connect through Art°° 
Tuesday, 14 May, 5:30-7:30 PM 

Join the Chapel Hi[[-Carrboro Young 
Professionals Network at the Ack[and for 
food, drink, networking, and great art! 

Works of art (no matter where you find 
them) can prompt interesting 
conversations and inspire new 
connections. In three mini-exercises-- 
guided by Ack[and Art Museum senior 
staff members--you’ll [earn how to talk 
to anyone, anywhere using what you see 
around you. 

Learn more ~t register! 

Late ?clay 
Programs: 

Young Professionals 
Invited ! 

Family Day 

Steampunk in the 
Museum Store 

Yoga in the Galleries 

EXHIBITIONS 

Family Day: "Ordinary to Extraordinary°° 
Sunday, 26 May, 2:00-5:00 PM 
Free and open to the public STORE 



Buitd 
museum memories with the chitdren in your rife at the Acktand’s monthty 
Famity Day! 

Have you ever made somethin8 extraordinary out of everyday objects? Join 
us for an afternoon futt of imasination as we transform ordinary materiats, 
[ike paper cups, binder ctips, and atuminum foi[, into extraordinary 
creations! Be inspired by tares of inventions and innovations durin8 Story 
Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM. 

**Ptease note that Famity Day activities are recommended for chitdren a~es 4 
to 8 years otd.** 

Steampunk in the Museum Store Gallery! 

Steamworks: Art, Stories, 
Adornments 
Through 13 July 2013 

This sprin~, the ~aLLery at the Acktand 
Museum Store cerebrates Steampunk, 
and its imaginative reworkin~ of "the 
Steam A~e" (tare 18th through earty 
20th centuries), through works of art 
in a variety of media, inctudin~ 



textiles, metals, insects, paper, and the written word. Learn more. 

Talk and Book Signing with John Claude Bemis 
Thursday, 23 May, 7:00 PM 
The 2013 Piedmont Laureate discusses his trilogy The Clockwork Dark. 
Learn more. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesdays, 14 and 28 May, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The best yoga deal in town continues 
through the summer! 

Take a break from your day and 
explore the world of yoga in the 
beautiful setting of the Ackland! The 
hour-long session offered by 
registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall will provide an opportunity 
to practice a series of gentle yoga 

poses inspired by the art in the gallery. Beginners are welcome. Yoga 
mats are provided. Wear comfortable clothing that will allow you to 
stretch. 

Free for Ackland members, $5 for non-members. 
Space is limited, so place register online! 

On View through Sunday, 26 May: 
Sincerely Yours, o MFA 2013 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 
Yours, ---the 2013 Master of Fine 
Arts candidates at The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
---engage timely topics such as 
social prejudice, capitalist 
hegemony, outmoded forms of 
expression, and estrangement from 
one’s cultural roots and the natural 
environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely 



Yours,. 

THANKYOU! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic prosrams are made possibte by 8enerous support from Acktand 
Art Museum members and friends Uke you. 
Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai~ to the editor, 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, b[ack- 
figure ware. Ack[and Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue Mountain and Lake, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on board. 
Gift of Charles Tare. 

Mike Libby, Tory Flammae Blue Sculpture and Bee. 

Georse Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understands (video stiU); disitat hish definition video. TRT 00:21:27 
min. Courtesy of the artist. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <andrea_saye@unc.edu> 
Monday, May 13, 2013 3:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Alumni Career Services I You’re Invited 

Career Coaching 

Career Jump-Start 

Teleclasses 

~ ~ Additional Resources 

C~NENN ~NT~CL~8 

"Good People, Bad 

Resumes" 

"Make Sure Your Resume 

Isn’t a Lemon" 

"Make 3o Seconds Work 

for You" 

>> >> More Articles 

Dear UNC alumnus, 

You are invited to attend the Recruit North 

Carolina Alumni-Only Career Fair, hosted by the 

UNC General Alumni Assodafion in collaboration with 

MyWorkster and North Carolina State University. This 

special multi-college, alumni-only career fair will be 

held at the McKimmon Conference Center (11Ol 

Gorman St., Raleigh) on N.C. State’s campus, 

Thursday, June 6, from 11 a.mo - 3 

There are more than 2o schools participating in this 

event, and we expect to have upwards of 75 top 

employers who are looking to recruit graduates f?om 

the parficipafing colleges and universifies. Don’t miss 

this opportunity to land your dream job. 

Registration is Hmited~ so sign up toda~~. 

To register for this event, visit hireraleigh.eventbrite.com. 

If you have questions, please contact Linda Conklin, the G~&A’s certified career coach, at 

(919) 962-3749 or linda_conklin@unc.edu. 

As a GAA member, you are invited to participate in monthly teleclasses with 

the G~%~’s certified career coach, Linda Conklin. 

June 17: Cover Letters ~ith C~o~t 

Words you can take to the bank. You know it when you see it -- writing that 

compels you to act. That’s what you strive for with your cover letters to 

prospective employers. You want them to grant you an interview. Join this 

teleclass to learn how to create cover letters with clouL 

<< LEARN MORE >> 

July 15: Salary Negotiatio~ 



Most of us are not comfortable negotiating our salaries. However, even the 

most inexperienced negotiator can learn to feel confident handling this 

critical part of the job search process. Join this teleclass to discover how you 

can get the salary you deserve. 

<< LEARN MORE >> 

F()L~ ()~°q UN ON T~,VYFTER 

The GAA’s Alumni Career Services is now- on Twitter. Follow us fbr career tips, advice, 

articles and more at twitteroeom/GAA_CareerCoaeh. 

0gOIN OUR GROUP ON I ~NKED[N 

Network with other Tar Heels using our Linkedln Group. 

NEED CAREER C()ACHING? 

Schedule a career coaching session with Linda Conklin, the G~’s manager of Alumni 

Career Serwices. Your GAA membership includes a complimentary session each year. Call 

(9~9) 962-3749 or email linda_eonldin@Uneoedu. 

PRI~L4~CY POLICY: The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year or use this link to manage your email settings. 

Unsubscribe Link. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27S14 

702472576 



AT THE LIMITS OF JUSTICE: 

WOMEN OF COLOUR THEORIZE TERROR 

Suvendrini Perera and Sherene Razack, eds. 
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Introduction: At the Limits of Justice: Women of Colour Theorize Terror 

Suvendrini Perera and Sherene Razack 

This anthology began in response to a documentary aired on Channel 4 in the UK, that 

showed shocking, and in our experience unprecedented, levels of terror against civilians. The 

images were recorded as trophy shots and battlefield memorabilia by the victors in the final 

battle between the Sri Lankan state and the separatist Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE).I 

In the wake of the documentary we, as academics in the global North, began to ask a series of 

questions about how to respond to such scenes of horrific terror, especially in the face of a 

broader silence from international institutions and from our own governments. This official 

silence was all the more striking because it contrasts so strongly with the pervasive discourses 

and representations of violence of the global "war on terror." Terror was both nowhere and all 

around us, a state of affairs that left us anxious, fearful, and terrorized. In an attempt to consider 

these issues with a wide range of scholars sharing similar concerns, we organized a workshop in 

Toronto, Canada, entitled ’Violence in a Far Country: Women Scholars of Colour Theorize 

Terror.’ This book is the outcome of that workshop. 

The original title we chose for the workshop was intended to provoke reflection on the 

ironies of distance and proximity. For us as convenors, as for many of the authors, our origins 

and histories, as well as our racialized and gendered positioning in our current locations, connect 

us to places that are popularly conceived as the ground, source or locus of terror. At the same 

time as academics of the global north (Canada, Australia, Israel, Europe, the U.S) most of us 

write from locations seen as outside or remote from terror; places whose own historical and 

continuing practices of terror -- invasion, occupation, colonialism, imperialism, militarism, 

racism -- are disowned, displaced or dismissed as aberrations. Yet, for indigene and settler, 
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for colonised and coloniser, for migrant and refugee, violence is not a far country; nor is it so for 

those of us who inhabit one or more of these locations. It was from a consciousness of these 

shared spatial complexities, rather than any form of simple identification, that our workshop 

took shape. What emerged during the workshop was a recognition of solidarity and, somewhat 

unexpectedly, an exhilarating sense of collaborative purpose. As Silva calls for in her article, we 

contrived "a plan of sorts" for responding to terror. 

The title of the present volume, while remaining focused on the complexities of distance 

and proximity, of the near and the far, points also to shared conditions and possibilities of 

working at and against the confines of spatialised relations of terror; and of working at and 

against the limits of (in)justice : 

I was giving birth, but #ving death at the same time.., promising my 

unborn to reach the hospital, and have her in Jerusalem, bil Quds ya habibti bil 

Quds [in Jerusalem my love, in Jerusalem]. 

I wanted to have Eiman [her baby] in Jerusalem. I promised myself I 

would never deny my children this privilege ... not because of the medical 

insurance Jerusalemite ID holders have, and not because of the blue ID, but 

because I can’t see my kids suffer... I could not let them inherit suffering... 

although we Palestinians have already inherited suffering (Shalhoub Kevorkian, 

this volume). 

In her chapter, "Terrorism and the birthing body in Jerusalem," Nadera Shalhoub Kevorkian 

meticulously details how "the occupied body that has inherited suffering due to historical 

injustice in an occupied time and space" is caught in a constrictive "geography of fear and within 
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an archeology of constant uncertainty." Yet the force of the repeated, and profoundly ironic 

invocation, "in Jerusalem, my love, in Jerusalem," signifies as an opening in the geography of 

entrapment; it is an avowal and a promise of the circumvention of suffering’s limits. 

Taking inspiration from this story of living, knowing and acting at the extremities, 

against the limits, the title of this volume also references a phrase in Denise Ferreira da Silva’s 

contribution: "Knowing at the limits of justice must start before, but facing the beyond of, 

representation ..... Knowing at the limits of justice is at once a kind of knowing and doing, it is a 

praxis, one that unsettles what has become but offers no guidance for what has yet to become" 

(Silva, this volume). 

In our initial invitation we asked the authors to consider the following questions: 

How do we name, remember and respond to atrocity and terror? 

How do narratives and spectacles of violence and terror take shape in diverse regions, 

discip#nes and forums and how they travel from one domain to another? 

How we might transform these responses into a collective po#tics for social and po#tical 

action, to reshape what Arundathi Roy describes as the unequal geographical 

distribution of suffering and violence ? 

The volume embodies our differing responses to these questions in relation to our own specific 

contexts and locations, and our various understanding of their distinctive articulations within 

what Andrea Smith names, in the U. S context, as three separate and distinct, but still 

interrelated logics : "(1) slaveability/anti-black racism, which anchors capitalism; (2) genocide, 

which anchors colonialism; and (3) orientalism, which anchors war.’’2 A shared project of 
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identifying the workings of these violent logics, our collective commitment to "critique 

something else" holds this volume together. 

and 

At the Limits" of Justice provides a space for women ofcolour academics to reflect upon 

our own particular dilemmas in producing knowledge on the topic of terror. Sometimes this leads 

to unexpected insights, connections and juxtapositions. In the context of Canadian First 

Nations peoples, Robina Thomas writes, "For some reason, I never thought about my work with 

former residential school students as an act of witnessing violence and terror." Her chapter 

proceeds to explore how public knowledge about these experiences of terror is produced and 

the dilemmas and responsibilities of bearing witness to them. 

A problem we face as racialized women is that each time that we encounter hegemonic 

discourses on terror, and attempt to circulate critical counter narratives, we are seen not as 

academics who have carefully researched an issue, but rather as persons with a personal, and 

therefore partial and non- objective analysis. The ethical issues involved in doing our work loom 

large. For example, as critical scholars we want to preserve a space for noting the destructive 

impact of exclusionary and fundamentalist ethno/religious or nationalist forces, be they Hindu, 

Christian or Muslim. To engage in critique of our own communities of origin, however, 

automatically provides fodder for those anxious to affirm Christian and white western 

superiority. The stakes are high, as Sherene Razack suggests in her chapter on the torture of 

Omar Khadr as a child in Bagram and Guantanamo prisons. Scholars play a central role in 

knowledge production in the war on terror. For example in Khadr’s case, Michael Wellner, a 

psychologist, testified that Khadr is an unrepentant and violent jihadist, a psychological status 

assessed in terms of his religiosity and his character and supported by ideas about Muslims as 

pre-disposed to violence. Narratives about the innate cultural inferiority of Muslims have gained 
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new respectability through the work of scholars and experts who take an openly extreme anti- 

Muslim position and whose texts are widely circulated in the media. Native informants, that is to 

say those scholars coming from Muslim cultures, are much in demand as they provide apparently 

privileged insight into their own communities. In this climate, if, for example, we critique the 

ideological leanings of Khadr’ s family as evident in their media interviews, then we open the 

door for the legal argument that Khadr comes from a family of terrorists, and therefore is likely 

to pursue a violent agenda. Indeed, a key media strategy that has had an impact on legal 

processes is precisely to juxtapose ’bad’ Muslims with ’good’ Muslims, the latter being those 

who can attest to the innate cultural failings of their religion and of their communities. Not a day 

goes by without an Ayan Hirsi Ali or Irshad Manji writing from their position as insiders on the 

violence of Muslim men and the inherent misogyny of Quaranic texts. 

The book examines the ethical-political dimensions and dilemmas of producing 

narratives/knowledge of terror vis-a-vis one’s own racialized and gendered positioning and 

North!South asymmetries of power. Gender is an important component of the approach we 

consider. Extreme sexual violence features prominently in regimes of terror. However, the 

violence in women’s lives is often uncoupled from the wider contexts of terror in which they 

live. For example, in the west, there has been a general interest in "honour killings" in the 

Middle East and South Asia, but less interest in the numbers of women and children who are 

dying from state sponsored violence or from the violence of war and occupation, and still less 

interest in the relationship between the two forms of violence. We are particularly alert to how 

this dynamic produces and sustains an indifference to human suffering of both men and women 

of the global South. As Inderpal Grewal’s chapter maintains, we have to be able to track the 

emergence and seemingly uncritical acceptance of the category, "honour killing," while 
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examining how productive that term is in both the North and the South and while attending to the 

very real violence against women. 

The question of how we foster the moral communities for whom the multiple sources of 

violence and terror are unacceptable is a pressing one. It is imperative to consider the discursive 

and representational means through which violence and terror gain social approval. In this 

endeavour, the idea that narratives travel across regions and institutional sites has received little 

attention. Significantly, there has been little critical reflection among scholars about their own 

difficulties and complicities in researching violence and terror, particularly from the viewpoint of 

women scholars of colour whose origins and histories in the South and whose location in the 

Global North operate in specific ways to constrain what can be written. By emphasizing 

questions of the circulation of narratives and the moral responsibility that we as scholars have, 

we hope to fill a much needed gap in anti violence studies. As we collectively insist in our 

scholarship that the dehumanization of our communities must end, we need to grapple with the 

many layers of our implication in violence. 

The book is organized into six sections, each with an introduction outlining the section’s 

key themes. The introductions to each section were prepared by graduate students from various 

universities in Toronto who participated in the workshop and who offer here their own 

reflections on the major ideas underpinning the chapters of each section. The opening section, 

"Mundane Terror/Unlivable Lives" centres on a phrase from Nadera Shalhoub Kerkovian’ s 

essay on the birthing body in Jerusalem. "Mundane Terror" beautifully encapsulates the 

unspectacular ways in which terror (de)forms day-to-day lives in places marked by everyday 

violence, from Canada and the U.S. to Palestine. Robina Thomas’s "Violence and Terror in a 

Colonized Country: Canada’s Indian Residential School System" begins by locating the 
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experiences of residential school survivors within the context of colonial terror and violence. As 

Thomas shows, this violence remains part of the ongoing war against First Peoples, even as the 

state repeatedly attempts, through mechanisms such as the current inquiry into residential 

schools, to assert its own innocence. Sunaina Maira’s "Surveillance Effects" considers another 

form of domestic warfare, "the domestic war on terror," as it is waged in particular against young 

Muslim Americans. This form of domestic war, Maira argues is a flexible "technology of 

nation-making" that approaches its subjects as bodies to be "preserved and protected, as well as 

monitored, contained, repressed, or removed, if necessary through violence." Andrea Smith’s 

essay, "The Biopolitics of Christian Persecution" turns to another form of, largely invisiblised, 

mundane violence, the violent psychic and material structures that underpin U.S. evangelical 

Christianity. "On the global stage," Smith points out, "the Christian persecution movement 

positions [white] evangelical Christians in the United States in the place of the oppressed Third 

World Christian, allowing white evangelicalism to disavow its complicity in creating conditions 

of oppression through the export ofU. S. capitalist exceptionalism." The disavowed logic ofU. S 

evangelical Christianity calls for the maintenance of a permanent state of crisis that in turn 

licenses its tactics of everyday warfare. Sherene Razack’s chapter on how Canadians came to 

accept that the detention and torture of a Canadian teenager is necessary in the War on Terror 

reminds us that our moral sensibilities are shaped through everyday acts of watching the national 

news or reading a newspaper. 

The chapters in Section Two, " Violence in a Far Country?: Other Women’s Lives," 

explore the intersections of, and conjunctions between, multiple forms of violence against 

women, and their transnational ramifications across diverse sites and locations against the 

broader context of the war on terror. Amina Jamal’s "Collateral Violence" juxtaposes the stories 
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of two Pakistani women: Aasia Bibi, a 45-year-old Christian, sentenced to death for making 

derogatory remarks about the Prophet Mohammed, and Aafia Siddiqui, a U.S.-based scientist of 

Pakistani origin charged for the alleged shooting of an American marine in Afghanistan. 

Through the very different public stories told of these two women, Jamal considers how in both 

instances violence against women "is indirectly but deeply inflected by contestations over the 

state’s enlistment in the global militaristic and counterterrorism project." Similarly, in 

"Outsourcing Patriarchy" Inderpal Grewal explores the accretions of a transnational public 

understanding around the term "Honor Killing," and "the process through which powerful 

circuits of knowledge produce hegemonic meanings, through which other possibilities, struggles 

and violence, remain submerged." Nadine Naber’s "Diasporas of Empire" explores the 

convergence of imperial and domestic war for diasporic Arab women in the U.S. Her subjects’ 

lives, Naber argues, "are constituted by the same military violence" as "those in the countries 

targeted directly by the bombs or bulldozers": For Naber’s interlocutors, "military violence 

(bombs, bulldozers, etc.) and gendered-racial violence in the U.S." are" moving parts of the same 

imperial present and take place within the same spatial-temporal context." In the final essay in 

this section Meyda Ye~eno~lu considers whether the global occurrence of violence against 

women can be thought of in the same terms as the response to terrorism: "What is it that prevents 

us from imagining a ’war on domestic violence’ that is of comparable scope to the ’war on 

terror’ ?" 

Questions about the ethics, aesthetics and politics of memory, and the ways in which we 

remember the terror of small, obscure, wars, thread together the contributions in Section Three, 

"Terror and the Limits of Remembering." Honor Ford-Smith’s "Memory, Urban Violence and 

Performance in Jamaica" explores memorializations of the violent confrontation between 
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Jamaican street gangs and the Jamaican state across domestic and diasporic spaces and 

temporalities. Marking that "memory and forgetting play a critical part in the ways which 

gendered and racialized ideologies about violence are reproduced, circulated and resisted" Ford- 

Smith discusses a diversity of genres and forms -vigils, mural making, street protests, theatre - as 

performances of memorialization. Merlinda Bobis’s chapter, "Weeping is Singing," was 

complemented at the Toronto workshop by her live performance "River, River." In both 

performance and essay Bobis interweaves "water-body-story-song" in a retelling of the counter- 

insurgency campaign carried out by the Philippines army in Bobis’s hometown of Bikol, at the 

southernmost tip of Luzon Island, the largest island in the Philippine archipelago. In order to 

render her story of the deep losses of an unknown local war able "to be heard in the public 

space" Bobis "offered what is most private: my own body. I had to perform the story, and the 

weeping became a singing: a militant dirge." The section closes with the story of another small 

place: Alissa Trotz’s exploration of how, fifty years after the racialized violence that swept what 

was then British Guinea on the eve of independence, that violence is remembered and layered 

onto the present as it "maps itself onto contemporary landscapes laid bare by over three decades 

of neoliberally driven structural adjustment programmes." 

Section Four of the book addresses the fraught relations between humanitarianism and 

terror: How does humanitarian logic complement security logic? When does humanitarianism 

function as another face of terror? Teresa Macais’s chapter on the Truth Commission in Chile 

considers the biopolitics of torture and truth and the production of tortured bodies by the 

Commission process as evidence of "the nation’s capacity to overcome." Macias identifies a 

structural continuity between the torturing state that imprints its violence on recalcitrant bodies 

and the contemporary state that "requires biopolitical corporeal technologies that render the 
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tortured body minutely and intimately known now for the purpose of producing a national truth 

about torture." The chapter resonates in important ways with the questions posed by Thomas 

and Razack elsewhere in the volume regarding the making of a "national truth about torture." 

The state’s disowning of its own violence, and the perpetration of violence through the 

discursive and institutional processes of humanitarianism is at also the heart of Nicole Watson’s 

chapter, "From the Emergency Response to Stronger Futures - Where is the Evidence that 

Aboriginal Women are Leading Self-Determining Lives? "Watson considers the state’s 

intervention, following the declaration of a state of emergency, into Aboriginal communities in 

Australia’s Northern Territory. The stated aim of the intervention, to end chronic child sexual 

abuse in the communities, involved putting in place a range of biolpolitical measures 

(compulsory health checks, bans on pornography and alcohol, quarantining of welfare funds) 

designed to protect children and women. Yet, as Watson argues, such actions for their own good 

can be placed against a series of historical interventions that " in the name of protecting 

Aboriginal women invariably resulted in a binary, which simultaneously rendered their rights 

invisible while subjecting them to excessive regulation." Sedef Arat-Koc’s chapter, "Power 

In!Through Speaking Of Terror" turns to the politics of humanitarian intervention in a very 

different setting, that of"the Kurdish question" in Turkey. Here, Arat-Koc argues, the discourse 

of humanitarian intervention, while claiming to address and condemn the violence of state 

sovereignty, does so by replacing it with imperial sovereignty. In doing so it has the effect of 

"stripping the recipients of humanitarianism of political subjectivity, reducing them to bare life" 

and "eliminating the space for political agency and democracy." In the final contribution in this 

section, "From Humanitarianism to Bioterrorism," Miriam Ticktin considers the paradox of 

humanitarianism’s expanding frontiers, such that, even as they bring more domains of non- 
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human biological life into humanity’s purview, render others monstrous or invisible. Ticktin 

probes the limits and boundaries of this expanding humanitarianism and asks: "which lives does 

it newly recognize, and which lives does it cast aside?" 

Section Five centres on circuits of terror. The chapters consider interconnected visual, 

geopolitical, and affective economies of terror, tracking how they interpellate and implicate 

diverse subjects, as they also interact with counter circuits, events and temporalities. Through a 

series of visual images of Osama Bin Laden, Anna Agathangelou’s "Notes on Visuality and 

Slave Death in Modernity" traces how an" objectified (and eroticized) portrayal of Bin Laden is 

essential to the consolidation of a powerful US subject," and " indicative of how "global 

empires and contemporary regimes of visuality are constitutive of each other." Thus, 

Agathangelou argues," visual technologies are used as appropriating methods of the "other" ... 

to quench the global desire for forces that open up spaces with the potential for the creation of 

new value" and to transmute .... differences forcefully ... into new raw material." Whereas 

Agathangelou explores visual images of Bin Laden, Suvendrini Perera’s chapter, "Viewing 

Violence in Another Country" turns to another set of key visual images of the war on terror, the 

trophy photographs of Iraqi prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison. She argues that, while much has 

been written about the Abu Ghraib photographs’ domestic impact in the U.S, its global effects 

remain unmapped: "How does Abu Ghraib as a cluster of practices, images, discourses and 

technologies reappear and resound as it ramifies across diverse geographies and temporalities?" 

Perera discusses the Abu Ghraib images in the context of the trophy photographs from the Sri 

Lanka Killing Fields and the Kony 2012 campaign. Sunera Thobani’ s chapter, "Fighting Terror: 

Race, Sex and the Monstrosity of the Other" turns to cinematic representations of monstrous 

others. The chapter considers the role of these representations in "shaping the hegemonic form 
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of Western masculinity that has emerged as dominant through the ’War on Terror’ and asks 

"How have feminists engaged with hegemonic constructs of the monstrous nature of the 

’enemies’ of the ’West’?" Through a discussion of "Islamophobic visual logics" of scenes from 

popular films such as Kandahar and Osama Thobani seeks to "problematize the dominant 

feminist narrative of women being ’used’ to serve what are defined as essentially masculinist 

interests by interrogating whether these women - including the feminists among them - are also 

not served by such ’masculinist’ interests, as well as those of the imperialist state. 

Section Six begins with Asma Abbas’ chapter "In Terror, In Love, Out of Time," with 

its injunction that "a contemporary, relevant, anticolonial politics must address the modes of love 

... inaugurated by the colonial and liberal projects in collusion with capital; to explore where that 

has settled in each of us; and to inquire into the ways we are intimate with terror." The three 

chapters in this section, as they expose the limits of "the ontological or epistemological terms 

that have been at play so far" also address in their different ways, questions of love and its 

intimacy with terror. Abbas argues that "locating even a faint texture of political possibility for 

lives continually, and increasingly, forced to confront not merely incidences of destruction but 

their very political subjectivities cast in the form of destruction and violence" involves attending 

to the "sensuous capacities" and "forms of sensuous life that constitute a subject, specifically 

the mode of political subjectivities wrought as the form called violence colludes with the forms 

of love." Her essay engages in particular with the work of Nadeem Aslam who "along with 

other South Asian writers who can hold the murder and the love together, for there is no choice 

not to." Denise Ferreira da Silva’s "Radical Praxis Or Knowing (At) The Limits Of Justice" 

begins, in the wake of the 2011 urban revolts in Britain, by staging an "invented exchange" 

about "slavery, blackness, and violence." Her chapter does not claim to offer any program or 
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explanation of the revolts by deploying "our dear social categories" or the "the tools of racial 

knowledge." Rather, it seeks "to contemplate another horizon": 

Thinking the limits of justice does ... require a plan of sorts, a certain procedure, but one 

not committed to resolving the conditions it exposes into more effective measure, grid, or 

account ..... Knowing the limits of justice, none the less, is an ethical-political praxis, it 

acknowledges all the effects and implications as well as the presuppositions informing 

our accounts of existing with!in one another. Knowing at the limits of justice, as an 

ethico-political praxis requires onto-epistemological accounts that begin and end with 

relationality (affectability) - that do no more than to anticipate what is to be announced, 

perhaps, a horizon of radical exteriority, where knowing implicates affection, intention, 

and attention. 

The volume concludes, between Palestine, Iraq and Australia, with Omeima 

Sukkarieh’s extended poem about the truths oftransnational violence, "Unsewing my Lips, 

Breathing my Voice": 

Why are you crying so much? 

Because I have lost happiness. 

Where? 

Across the sea somewhere. 

Then why don’t you go find it? 

Because I can’t swim. 

Does happiness know that you’re looking for it? 

I don’t know, but it threw me in the water in thefirstplace and left me to drown. 

Then why do you want to find it? 
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Because my sorrow is lonely without it. 3 

1 "Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields" Channel 4, UK. http://srilanka.channel4.com! 

2 Andrea Smith, "Indigeneity, Settler Colonialism, White Supremacy," Global Dialogue 

(2010) http://www.worlddialogue.org/content.php?id=488 

30meima Sukkarieh, ’Untitled’ in Auburn Letters (Auburn, NSW: Auburn Community 

Development Network 2008). 
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Section One -- Mundane Terror/(Un)Liveable Lives 



Chapter 1 

Mundane Terror/(Un)Liveable Lives: An Introduction 

Laura Kwak 

The power of violence lies not as much in its death-making function but rather 

violence’s generative force: its management of life. This is not at all to discount the 

destructiveness of terror but rather to contextualize how violence makes itself the rule. 

The essays in this section illustrate how it is in the bureaucratic governance over life that 

violence re-invigorates liberal democracy, re-makes nations, re-inscribes binaries, and re- 

narrates mythical stories about a clash of civilizations. By paying attention to circuits of 

knowledge and cartographic strategies that weave stories about the dangers out there 

threatening us in here, the authors demonstrate how some stories become known as truth, 

how a lie becomes a law, and how a nation installs its innocence. 

The essays facilitate discussion about the broken promises of liberal democracy 

and the (im)possibilities of social justice under global capitalism. They emphasize the 

contradiction of inclusion when it means the energizing of some nations as free through 

the disparagement of other lands as always already conquerable and some bodies as 

living through other bodies made tortureable and always already dying. The authors 
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examine the politics of producing knowledge about violence and the subjects that emerge 

out of terror pedagogies, those exalted but also those obscured and cast out, to reveal a 

shadow archive of empire, scaffolded by torture, and narrative renderings of 

sameness/otherness. In what follows, I highlight three main themes that emerge out of 

these texts: 1) Violence as Rule 2) Terror as Epistemology and 3) Bearing Witness as 

Political Act. 

Violence as Rule 

When it comes to the question of security, the state of exception (Agamben) insinuates 

anomaly and makes spectacles out of violence that operate in the mundane. As such, the 

state of emergency (Benjamin) reroutes the public’s attention away from excesses of 

power that are found in the minutiae of bureaucracies. Spectacles of violence are 

productive insofar as they divert the public from staying with its banality; the appalling 

violence that makes up the geopolitical and socio-economic grids of the everyday 

becomes un-appalling or normalized as a result. In fact, the contradictions of so-called 

democracy are experienced acutely in the daily lives of men, women and children who 

are stripped of their humanity and reduced to harbingers of terror. Many of the 

contributions in this volume address these processes of disciplining called biopolitics 

(Foucault) and/or necropolitics (Mbembe) that over-determine which bodies become 
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included and excluded. When death or making death acts as the foundation for life, 

massacres become vital to the project of empire. Part and parcel of such a project is then 

to continuously create the conditions that mark certain bodies as suitable for death while 

simultaneously insisting that they emerge naturally. Those bodies are reduced to bare life 

as the sovereign (Agamben) suspends the law through the law itself. Indeed, the colonial 

machinery then comprises all facets of the social, economic, and political and flexes its 

muscle at micro, mezzo, and macro levels. If this is the case, then seemingly neutral 

institutions such as schools also participate in the circulation of knowledge that 

normalizes violence as rule. This is made apparent in the epistemic violence against 

indigenous ways of knowing and relating in the world. 

Terror Epistemologies 

The geopolitics and chrono-logics of the enlightened West continue to be shaped by 

Orientalist imaginaries (Said) that arrest certain bodies in their racial biology and 

chemistry, thereby rendering them irrecuperable. Terror as epistemology a) (un)makes 

gendered and racialized subjects of terror and b) reinstalls the myth of U.S. 

exceptionalism and Canadian benevolence. Terror reproduces the binary of subjects who 

need to be protected against those subjects that need to be surveilled, contained and 

removed. More astutely though, the essays reveal how the politics of resistance have 
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become increasingly complex when dissent is regulated through the division of the 

radical from the moderate. Who becomes an adjudicating subject in times of war? And 

who renders torture possible? How are some Others invited to participate in these 

projects on the condition that they participate in the exclusion of other Others? Racial 

logics are alive and well when entrance into civility is facilitated through liberal 

participation in imperial governance. Part of that project has always been to disavow 

gendered and racial oppression; a governing through liberation, producing for the 

subjected the principles of their own subjection. 

The West profits from its own manufacture of the conditions of global inequalities 

while simultaneously presenting itself as guardian of human rights and guarantor of 

freedoms globally. For instance, the ills of sexism, racism and homophobia allegedly 

flourish only "there" and not "here". Thus, the West takes on the burden of 

"humanitarianism" or rescuing women and children from the pre-modern enemy. This 

allows the United States, Canada, and other aligned powers to tell a story of innocence, 

disguising imperial interventions for liberal democracy through the language of human 

rights. Stories of violence are circulated as stories of good people doing good work. Wars 

and peacekeeping missions are then technologies of nation and empire building and they 
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are not only about protecting people and land but also to a significant degree, about 

ideological securitization. 

Bearing Witness as a Political Act 

These essays on narratives of torture and spectacles of terror make connections that are 

not supposed to be made. In bearing witness to the interior lives of those cast-out and to 

the "everydayness of their annihilation," these essays recover the humanity of the 

tortured and terrorized. When law is ensconced in violence and shapes the parameters of 

the justice we consider (im)possible, staying with the abject bodies and un-archived 

stories is critical. They bring our focus back to the brown and black bodies, marked, 

tortured, and folded into difference. In other words, these essays bear witness to the 

limits of justice when it is under law’s relentless authority that life is made (un)liveable 

~rsome. 
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Chapter 2 

Violence and Terror in a Colonized Country: Canada’s Indian Residential School System 

Robina Thomas 

These last few months have been really interesting for me. For some reason, I never 

thought about my work with former residential school students as an act of witnessing violence 

and terror. It was not until I received an email from Dr. Sherene Razack asking me to participate 

in the ’Violence in a Far Country: Women of Colour Respond to Terror’ workshop that I actually 

stopped and reflected on this research. Since then, I have been trying to determine my own 

particular dilemma in producing knowledge on the topic of terror. What do I have to contribute 

to this very important topic? Through my lifelong commitment to understanding residential 

schools and the impact of those institutions on Indigenous people, I have heard horror stories that 

include sexual, physical, spiritual and emotional abuse. But still, what about producing 

knowledge on that topic? Despite the fact that I have not specifically thought about my work as 

an act of witnessing violence and terror, the impact was, and continues to be, traumatizing. I 

have listened to stories that have numbed both my body and spirit. I have spent countless 

sleepless nights tossing and turning trying to make sense of these unbelievable and unimaginable 

stories. It took me years to be able to pick up my graduate thesis Storytelling in the Spirit of Wise 

Woman: Experiences of Kuper Island Residential School (2000), without bursting into tears. Just 

picking up the document brought back all the embodied memories that I carry from doing that 

research. 
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After sitting with these thoughts and contemplating my role in researching and writing 

about acts of violence and terror, a number of things became abundantly clear. First, 

colonization, in and of itself, is incredibly violent. As such, any topic that relates to Indigenous 

people in Canada will be rooted in violence and terror. This violence and terror has not stopped, 

as it evident in the ongoing Truth and Reconciliation Commission. And finally, despite all of the 

violence and terror, as an Indigenous person who was honoured to be called to ’witness’ these 

stories of residential school experiences, I have a responsibility to ’speak-out.’ This paper is one 

way to speak out and make visible the violence and terror of residential schools that for the most 

part has been systematically hidden from the Canadian context. 

Dedication 

Before I go any further I will begin by introducing myself and ’standing up’ (honour) two people 

who lived through the violence and terror that was residential schools and they were my mentors. 

My name is Qwul’sih’yah’maht, I am Leey’qsun, Snuy’ney’muxw, and Skwah. My 

English name is Robina Thomas and I am a member of Leey’qsun Nation located on Valdez 

Island one of the Gulf Islands off of Vancouver Island, BC. Through my Grandmother I have 

Nanaimo First Nation ancestry and through my Grandfather, Skwah which is located in 

Chilliwack, BC. Because I carry a traditional name, I am required to share who I am and where I 

am from. And, because our old people are worried that when we work our way into academia we 

will lose our way, I introduce myself this way. 

I had the honour and privilege of spending many hours with former residential school 

students. Seletze and Tsaqwuasupp are two people who taught me the integrity of storytelling. 

We shared intimate moments, hours and days discussing residential school experiences. They 

taught me what residential schools were really like. They taught me how living though violence 
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and terror plays out in our lives as we move away from those institutions. They taught me about 

honesty and integrity in way I previously would not have been able to comprehend. They taught 

me how to live with a good mind and spirit (uy skwuluwun) through sharing their stories 

selflessly hoping that their stories would allow others to also share their stories and begin to live 

their lives in healthier, happier ways - or as they say - free their souls. 

Seletze Delmar Johnnie (1946-2012) 

Seletze was born and raised in Khenipsen, one of the Cowichan Tribes in Duncan, BC. 

He was one of the most generous people I have ever met. Delmar was a loving husband, 

father, an artist, a role model, and a storyteller. The teachings of his Elders were a sacred 

part of his own personal transformation. In the 1980’s, Delmar was one of the first former 

Kuper Island Residential School students in the Duncan area to speak publicly about his 

abuse. After years of living with the horrific secrets of his abusive experiences in 

residential school, Delmar decided that it was time to speak out and let go of the dark 

secret he had carried his whole life. His disclosure was out of sheer selflessness -he 

wanted to inspire others to also release their residential school secrets (or more 

appropriately, nightmares) and learn to live a life full of love. By spirit, Seletze was a 

trickster. He learned to share and heal through the power of laughter and love. As a 

renowned Coast Salish artist Seletze very generously mentored many young artists. 

However, if you spoke to these artists, most would acknowledge that what they learned 

was far beyond art; Delmar taught them to live with a good mind and heart - 

uy’ skwuluwun. 

Tsaqwuasupp Art Thompson (1948-2003) 
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... was the spirit of regeneration... He was a man who made the hero’s journey from 

disconnection, fear and pain, facing and defeating demons all along the way. As we knew 

him, he stood as the most powerful carrier of his people’s heritage and their most 

sensitive and dignified voice. When you met Tsaqwuasupp in person, you were drawn 

into his strength as a Ditidaht man. It was a remarkable strength, all the more effecting 

because you sensed it’s profound connection to the deepest roots of his people’s 

experience - all of his nation’s pains, the joys, the sufferings and the triumphs congealed 

in the #ving existence of one man. This life of dignity had not been an inheritance; it was 

fought for with blood and tears and sacrifice, and recovered out of the ashes of a life fire 

nearly destroyed by what his people did inherit: abuse, violence and drugs. If there ever 

was a person who embodied the spirit of a warrior reborn and who taught us how digni(y 

can be recovered, it was this man (Taiaiake Alfred, 2004, p. 1). 

I dedicate thispaper to Seletze and Tsaqwusupp. And, to all those who #ve with the memory of 

violence and terror everyday of their #ves - my hands go up to you with respect Huy ch q ’ u 

Siem (thank you respected people) for sharing your #ves and stories with me. 

Violence and Terror in a colonized Country 

Any topic that is written about Indigenous people in Canada will be a story of violence and 

terror. Colonization is violent. In Canada, especially the residential school policy, which 

legislated children out of their families and communities, forced them to speak English and pray 

to a foreign god, was violent to the extent to genocidal. Judy Baca (1990) contends, "My point 

is: if you deny the presence of another people and their culture and you deny them their tradition, 
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you are basically committing cultural genocide" (p.256). And, residential schools were definitely 

an attempt at cultural genocide. Not only were children denied their culture and tradition; they 

were routinely sexually, physically, spiritually and mentally abused. For example: 

In 2001, a report issued by the Truth Commission on Genocide in Canada maintained that 

the mainline churches and the federal government were involved in the murder of over 

50,000 Native children through the system. The list of offences committed by the church 

officials includes murder by beating, poisoning, hanging, starvation, strangulation, and 

medical experimentation" (Smith, 2005, p.40). 

Despite reports such as this and the earlier Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (1996), my 

experience as a university educator has been that the residential school story remains virtually 

unknown. Ella Shohat (1997) believes that denying and distorting the history of the colonized is 

a required feature of colonization (p.44) if colonization is to continue because, I would hope, 

acknowledging and accepting the violent nature of colonization and the colonizers would require 

them to become accountable to their actions. Indigenous people know that no one in Canada has 

truly been held accountable. Yes, some individual staff members who violated and abused 

young Indigenous children have been held accountable, but what about the government and 

churches who implemented these policies? As a few pathetic individuals are held accountable 

through our legal system, the grand narrative of Canada as a country that implemented a 

residential school policy that, in partnership with churches, legislated the abuse of thousands of 

children remains untold. Stories untold. 
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These distorted and denied stories include those of abused Indigenous children while in 

the care of Canada and churches. Delmar was haunted his whole life by his experiences at Kuper 

Island Residential School. He was a mere child when his abuse began. 

I hated the infirmary. I was in there and I was in so much pain from the beating. This Nun 

came in and she was going to make a man out of me. I could stand the beatings. I could 

stand the beatings, but I couldn’t stand being sexually abused. (Thomas, 2000, p.78). 

I remember, like it was yesterday, the evening Delmar shared this painful experience. More than 

remember, I carry this experience both in my spirit and in my body. Even as I type this, I am 

immediately brought back to that moment. I feel the sickness so deep in the pit of my stomach 

that I can feel nothing else. I am numb. And I cry. How could this have happened to someone I 

love so much? Who else has this happened to? How many more were/are there? 

A few years later I was asked to support my cousin and his family while he testified in 

federal court. Art was suing Canada and the United Church of Canada for the abuse he endured 

while in the Port Alberni Residential School. Art’s case was unique in that his testimony went 

uncontested, as he had been offered a settlement. Art agreed to the settlement only if he was able 

to testify, uncontested, and have his story documented in the hopes that the documentation would 

offer support to other residential school victims seeking justice through the legal system. 

Art began his testimony by sharing his lineage, both matrilineal and patrilineal. He shared 

the lines of Chieftainships, dances, songs, and names. In this, Art included knowledge of both the 

Ditidaht and Coast Salish language and culture. These stories began to shed light on the rich and 
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various options available to him had the residential school experience not taken him from his 

family and community and shattered his world. 

For two days Art recounted the innumerable abuses that he endured during the years that 

he resided in the Port Alberni Residential School. After only a few hours in the courtroom, I 

remember gently tapping my face, not out of nervousness, but checking that I was in fact 

conscious and what I was hearing was not a horrible nightmare. And, for the second time in my 

life, the first being when I heard Delmar’ s story of sexual assault, I was forced to ask my Spirit 

to sit beside me and allow this process to be a mental one. The story was so tragic and unreal that 

I knew my Spirit needed protection. I wondered then, if my Spirit needed to be protected, what 

about Art and Delmar, their wives, mothers, children, families? And what happened to the Spirits 

of the thousands of children who were forced by the Canadian Government to attend those 

institutions? 

Prior to Art’s court case, one of the offenders named in his case had already been 

sentenced. In the sentencing, Judge John Hogarth stated: 

As far as the victims of the accused in this matter are concerned, the Indian 

Residential School system was nothing but a form of Institutionalized Pedophilia, 

and the accused, as far as they are concerned, being children at the time, was a 

sexual terrorist (Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, 1996, viii). 

As I tried to make sense of story I was witnessing, I looked around the courtroom. To my left 

was Art’s mother, Ida. Aunty Ida was sitting on the bench, sobbing and gently rocking back and 

forth in somewhat of a fetal position. What could she possibly be thinking, a mother, listening to 
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a son disclose unimaginable abuse endured at the hands of the State and the Church? Before me 

sat Art’s wife Charlene. She too sat, head down, sobbing. On either side of her, sat their 

daughters, too sobbing. The courtroom was full of family there to support Art and his journey to 

heal. Family members sat silently each with their own gaze of disbelief, sadness, and pain. 

Residential school happened to our family and continues to affect our families to this day. These 

are snippets of two peoples’ stories - there are thousands more. And as you can see from these 

pieces, they impact generations of Indigenous people. Both Art and Delmar claimed that an 

important part of their healing has been telling their stories - freeing their souls. Stories told. 

The Truth and Reconciliation Victoria Event 

I feel I would be remiss to not mention Canada’s ongoing Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

(TRC). On June 11, 2008, Prime Minister Harper issued an apology to former students of 

residential schools. This apology combined with the Court approved Indian Residential Schools 

Settlement Agreement (the largest ever class-action settlement in Canadian history) were the 

impetus to the development of Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission. The main goal 

of the TRC is to arrive at reconciliation between Indigenous and non- Indigenous Canadians 

through a process of truth telling. This seems like a good place to start considering 

"... colonization and marginalization of Indigenous people is not just an Indigenous story, but 

also the story of Canada" (St. Denis, 2011, p.vii). I could not agree more, yes the colonization of 

Indigenous people is part of the Canadian story. However, I am not convinced that the TRC is 

capable of facilitating a process that will allow Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians to 

move forward in a reconciliatory relationship. First, in the Canadian context ’reconciliation’ 

implies a false notion of equivalency and the making of peace between Indigenous people and 

settlers (Alfred, 2011, p.8). How has it come to be that simply by Canada implementing a TRC 
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that somehow the outcome will allow Indigenous people and settlers to arrive at an agreement to 

live in peace? This is very patronizing. Implement a Truth and Reconciliation Commission so 

Canada can claim they have reconciled with former students of the residential school system and 

put that dark secret to bed once and for all. I believe that the TRC, like the RCAP of 1996, is yet 

another mechanism that Canada can use to show "its willingness to engage in fair and respectful 

dialogue with Aboriginal people" (Andersen & Denis, 2011, p.62). And, as with the RCAP, once 

the mandate is complete, and the recommendations are made, the report will be shelved and no 

meaningful change implemented. Despite my skepticism, and perhaps as an example of how 

flawed the TRC actually is, I feel obligated to mention the Commission in a paper that focuses 

on experiences of residential schools. I will begin my sharing a few stories, which in fact validate 

my concerns about National reconciliation, from a regional TRC event in Victoria (April 13 - 

14,2012). 

Despite the fact that the last residential school officially closed in 1990 (Gordon 

Residential School) the legacy is alive and well. Knockwood (1992) recalls viewing the charred 

remains of Shubie (the Indian Residential School at Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia): 

I thought about how many of my former school mates, like Leona, Hilda, and 

Maimie, had died premature deaths. I wondered how many were still alive and 

how they were doing, how well they were coping, and if they were still carrying 

the burden of the past on their shoulders like I was (p. 132). 

Tragically, this ’burden of the past’ was a piece of Canadian Federal policy. Chrisjohn and 

Young (1993) refer to the Canadian Federal policy as piece of ’colonial machinery.’ 
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As long as the machinery is oiled, serviced, and maintained, it will continue to function exactly 

as it was intended. It appears that in the Canadian context, our ’colonial machinery’ is in pristine 

shape because the ’burden of the past’ continues to play itself out in incredibly violent ways. One 

example of this colonial machine is the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. For two days, the 

TRC facilitated a myriad of workshops and forums. For the purposes of this paper, I will only 

discuss two of these events: the ’Commissioners Sharing Panel’ which are public forums where 

former students of Canada’s residential school system were invited to publicly share their 

experiences (or stories) of those institutions and a forum called ’Statements of Reconciliation.’ 

I only sat in on one of the sharing panels because I knew that listening to the stories 

would be excruciatingly painful. Despite the fact that I have made it a life goal to understand 

residential schools it is always so difficult to listen to the stories of abuse over and over again - 

especially residential schools stories because they are the stories of the young ones, the most 

vulnerable in our society, those we, as adults, are to protect. And, hundreds of those children 

were my family members. Despite how painful I knew attending this forum would be, out of 

respect, I needed to sit and witness at least one event where the former students shared their 

experiences. I also felt it was important to witness a sharing panel because these stories are the 

supposed cornerstone of the TRC -truth telling. Perhaps this is one of the most troubling aspects 

of the TRC - why do former victims of the residential school system have to give public 

testimony in order for Canada to be able move forward in the spirit of ’reconciliation’? What an 

ass backwards system! What is it about a child being sexually or physically violated that needs to 

be publically disclosed? Abuse is abuse. And where is the story of the violators? What are they 

publicly disclosing? 
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For many former residential school students the TRC is too little too late. They do not 

feel that the TRC has anything to offer them. Yet for other former students, sharing their stories 

is part of a healing journey. Many students have a great sense of validation in being able to 

publicly ’speak out’ about their experiences - perhaps it gives them a place to leave the past 

behind. I will never take away from someone’s personal growth and their personal healing 

journey. However, my concern is that the stories of former students are only half of the story - 

they are the stories of the survivor’s experiences. If we are sharing our common experiences, 

where is the other story, the story that implicates Canada and the Churches? 

From the opening to the closing ceremonies the buildings bustled with media. However, 

at the end of the day, little was even written about the TRC event. Mostly what got picked up 

was the horror - the abuse (physical, emotional sexual) passed on from generation to generation, 

the violence and addiction and all of the unbecoming behaviours that stem from these 

experiences. Stories told. Nothing was written that actually held Canada accountable for 

implementing policies that were genocidal in nature. Nothing was written that focused on 

Churches that hired pedophiles and violent human beings that had access to more than 150,000 

Indigenous, Metis and Inuit children (trc.ca). I did not see anything written that started to expose 

the truth and acknowledged that residential schools were in fact part of a very deliberate policy 

that had genocide (or at the very least assimilation) as its primary goal, that residential schools 

were legislated in 1920 and it was mandatory that Indigenous children attend a residential school 

(children were virtually legislated out of the care of their families), and finally, officials such as 

the police, Indian Affairs personnel, and health care workers knew of the abuse that was taking 

place in those institutions from the day they opened and failed to protect those children. What 
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about the 50,000 Indigenous children Smith (2005) refers to who never returned from those 

institutions, what happened to them? Who will ever tell their stories? Stories untold. 

No, the bad things happen to bad people story is a much more sensational story and the 

media chose to pick up that story. In fact, it supports what Chrisjohn and Young (1993) refer to 

as the ’standard account.’ At the only forum on Statements of Reconciliation I attended, an 

Oblate from the Christie Residential School in Tofino, BC shared this account perfectly. He 

claimed he was attending the TRC to share his truth. He began his statement by stating that he 

was 21 when he was sent to Christie to take on the position of supervisor of the senior boys. At 

that time, he claims, there were approximately 120 First Nations students who were "sent by 

their parents for the purpose of attending school." The six Sisters, he believed were "highly 

educated and committed" and they "loved and cared for the children." "What I experienced over 

the six years I was at Christie Residential School" he said, was a staff who tried to "provide, as 

much as possible, a safe, loving environment for the children attending Christie School." He 

goes on to claim it was not perfect, but "no living situation is perfect." He added that putting 120 

students together for 24 hours a day, 10 months of the year, is definitely problematic, but he 

believed there were no other viable alternatives to provide education to students from remote 

communities. So, it seems that the problem stemmed from putting the students together. Another 

story told. The power of words, the ’problem’ was putting children together. What does putting 

children together have to do with caregivers abusing them? If the Church knew this was 

problematic why did they not stop it? Another story untold. As this Oblate was sharing his 

statement of reconciliation, former students in the crowd were yelling "this is a truth and 

reconciliation commission, tell the truth. We never sent our children to those schools." I 

witnessed many former students sobbing uncontrollably. Of all the stories I have witnessed, 
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listening to this Oblate share this bullshit has, by far, been the most violent, emotionally and 

spiritually abusive experience that I have ever witnessed. I stood at the back of the room stunned. 

All I could picture were the faces of thousands of children - innocent children who were 

legislated through federal policy to attend those institutions. How dare he. How dare he blame 

the children? I know, as is evident from attending this TRC event, the violence has not stopped. I 

also know that we are nowhere near "sharing the burden of the past." 

Nearly 30 years since the last residential school officially closed it doors, we continue to 

hear these ’untrue’ stories being put forward as a truth. But what is more important is that these 

stories are abusive and violent. I think this Oblate’s story highlights the contradictions of the 

TRC - in one room we have former students sharing their stories in the spirit of reconciliation 

and in the hopes of having their abhorrent experiences at residential schools validated and in the 

next room another story being shared that negates the whole process. How will reconciliation 

occur when we cannot even find a beginning point from which to start a truthful process? And, 

let us not forget that denial is a very violent act upon the denied. 

Cherokee writer Thomas King (2003) asks: "Do the stories we tell reflect the world as it 

truly is, or did we simply start off with the wrong story?" Definitely, the standard account story 

of residential schools is the wrong story because it is like magic - poof- a myth that transforms 

violence, terror and abuse into a good intentions, good hearts, good people story - a feel good 

story to say the least. So, the story goes, if residential schools were about good, then, as the 

Oblate I discussed above, it must be the Indigenous students that were the bad thing, and we all 

know bad things happen to bad people. But, I contend that "we simply started off with the wrong 

story" because the correct story is almost unthinkable. As humans, we listen to these stories and 

question human nature; we wonder how evil can seep so deep into human souls that they are 
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capable of becoming violent, abusive pedophiles. I believe the atrocity that was residential 

schools is so unbelievable that the majority of Canadians opt to hold on the nice Canadian 

peacekeeper myth and by doing so completely deny the experiences of former residential school 

students. The TRC is hoping to bring forward the truthful stories regarding residential schools 

and "help set our spirits free and pave the way to reconciliation." (trc.ca). But allowing 

statements of reconciliation such as the statement shared by the Oblate from Christie Residential 

School will not pave a way to reconciliation it will, at best, support the status quo. 

We believe that ’when the truth comes out’...the system will set things right. We believe 

history is also about justice, that understanding history will enlighten our decisions about 

the future. Wrong. History is also about power. In fact history is mostly about power. It is 

the story of the powerful and how they became powerful, and then how they use their 

power to keep them in which they can continue to dominate others. It is because of this 

relationship with the power that we have been excluded, marginalized and ’othered’ 

(Smith, 1999, p.34). 

We know if the colonizer’s story of the residential school system came out, Canada would be 

implicated in this story because the residential school was a government implemented policy 

with assimilation (or genocide) at one of its intended goals. This particular policy allowed for the 

forceful removal of children from their families and homes into the hands of supposed caregivers 

where abuse was a daily experience, all of this while officials who knew of the abuse opted to 

turn a blind eye for over 50 years. Secrets kept - stories untold. 

Stories Told 
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So why continue sharing stories? Why continue to put myself in situations where the 

stories that I am bringing forward are completely dismissed? Why open up my mind and spirit to 

only have it shut down? I must speak out, because, as I stated at the beginning, I have a 

responsibility to be a voice for voiceless. But just as the questions I pose are complicated and 

often times conflicting, and despite my responsibility to speak out, I am always troubled about 

sharing stories. I always fear ’documenting’ our stories because I wonder, will the voices be 

heard? And, more importantly, how will the voices be heard? Will the stories be edited? 

Traditionally storytelling was purposeful. Is there a purpose in putting forward these very tragic 

stories? 

Uy’skwuluwun (To be of a good mind and spirit) 

In the Coast Salish culture, at all major events in the Thi’lelum (Big House) we have a custom of 

paying ’witnesses.’ Representatives from different communities are called upon to ’witness’ the 

event. When you are asked to witness an event, your name is announced and you are asked to 

stand up and be publicly acknowledged. Witnessing is a significant responsibility because you 

are now accountable to everyone in attendance, as well as the various communities they come 

from, to remember all the details of the evening. In years to come, if there were/are any questions 

or concerns about what took place at that particular event, you could always go to one of the 

witnesses. Witnesses will know the details of the event because they were called upon to take up 

the responsibility to remember. This highly sophisticated process of witnessing continues to be 

central to our traditional ceremonies. For me, I believe when someone shares a story with you, it 

is equivalent to being asked to ’witness’ an event. As academics and researchers we are 

responsible to the storytellers because we have ’witnessed’ their story. 
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Snuy’uy’ul is the Hul’qumi’num word for our fundamental teachings or our ways of 

knowing and being. One of the many teachings of snuy’uy’ul is nutsa maat. Nutsa maat teaches 

us that we are all one. It does not mean that we are the same; it means that collectively we are a 

whole. Nutsa maat teaches us that we are all connected and as such, we are responsible to each 

other. Because we have a responsibility to each other, we should be more concerned with the 

collective that simply focusing on our self. Both Delmar and Art exemplify this teaching through 

openly and honestly sharing very horrific stories of abuse hoping it would give others the 

necessary strength to speak out and face their demons from residential schools. They were both 

very selfless and speaking out for the collective well being of, not only their former classmates, 

but all Indigenous people. 

In the past, we were taught to always speak out for those who could not speak for 

themselves. This could include those who cannot speak; the young ones, the hurt or injured ones. 

It also includes those who were afraid to speak out - such as those who continue to be afraid to 

speak out about residential schools as well as those who cannot speak because they have 

journeyed to the other side. 

I learned this lesson the hard way. I was asked to speak on a residential school panel a 

number of years ago. Because I had done my master’s thesis on Kuper Island, this particular 

group invited me to participate and share my expertise. I looked at the list of other folks who 

were invited and declined because one of them was my late cousin Art. Art had become a 

prominent outspoken critic of residential schools (as well as an advocate for survivors of the 

same system). Later Art called me and asked me why I had declined the offer to sit on this panel. 

I told him, "I never went to residential schools, I do not have firsthand experience, my 

knowledge is through my research and because you are speaking from firsthand experience on 
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the panel I thought it only appropriate that I decline". Art laughed, "Chicken shit" he said. I 

asked, "why?" He said, "Robina you were given those stories for a reason, it is now your 

responsibility to speak for those who are either voiceless or have gone on to the other side". I 

presented on the panel with my Cousin and have never forgotten his words. I needed to speak out 

for those people who cannot speak out for themselves. This is a teaching of nutsa maat. 

Conclusion 

I continue to struggle with the contradictions that writing about violence and terror bring up for 

me. For this paper I focused on the Canada’s residential school system as one example of writing 

about violence and terror. However, any topic that focused on the experiences of Indigenous 

people in a colonized country would have been equally as violent. For example, if I wrote about 

Indigenous children in care, I would have discussed how over 50% of all the children in care are 

Indigenous despite the fact that we only make up approximately 4% of the Canadian population. 

Or, I could have discussed how there are nearly 600 disappeared and assumed dead Indigenous 

women in Canada. Or, how despite the overcrowded and deplorable conditions of our 

reservations, our land has been stolen in order to create resource rich land bases for settlers. All 

of these stories are incredibly violent in nature and are rooted in the impact of colonization. But 

despite how difficult it is I will continue to write about these experiences because that is my 

responsibility. If we as academics do not speak out and start to problematize the great Canadian 

myth, who will? 

Writing about Indigenous experiences is writing about violence and terror. I have never 

been able to separate those experiences from my spirit. I have never been able to write about 

abuse, violence, and terror apart from who I am as a human being - nutsa maat (we are all one). 
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I get angry, I scream, I cry, I pray. And then, I remember those who cannot speak. We must 

continue to speak out. The only way I can draw strength to nurture my body and spirit it through 

prayer and asking for guidance and direction from the Ta’t Mustimuxw (ancestors). It has been 

our teachings and the fact that I was given the privilege and honour of ’witnessing’ their stories 

that gives me the strength to speak out and not forget. 

Thomas King (2003) refers to himself as a "hopeful pessimist" because he says none of the 

stories he has told will change the world, but he continues to write hoping someday they will 

(p.92). I too must be a hopeful pessimist because I have such a profound sense of responsibility 

to the stories. Delmar once told me that every time someone who attended residential school 

dies, their story dies with them and Canada and the Churches look more innocent. I cannot be a 

part of making Canada and the Churches look innocent. May I always hold onto their stories and 

continue to ’speak out.’ May I always draw strength from their teachings when I become weary 

and am too tired to speak, may I always remember, stories remembered - stories told. 
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Chapter 3 

Terrorism and the Birthing Body in Jerusalem 

Nadera Shalhoub-Kevorkian 

The past three days were the worst days of my life.., having the baby under such 

stress, needing to catch a bus while experiencing the pain of severe contractions, 

knowing that I might have the baby on the bus .... I had contractions, bad ones; I 

was dying from fear, pain, ruo ’b [terror]... real terror.., holding on to my bag... 

as if the bag can carry the pain, crying my body in silence, wanting to go back to 

my house .... to have the baby there.., but then, the baby would end up without an 

ID, undocumented, unsecured, displaced.., mhahshata [displaced] all her life .... I 

really had the worst days of my life .... I was giving birth, but riving death at the 

same time.., and I stopped myself from giving birth .... hanging onto my bag, 

squeezing it, promising my unborn to reach the hospital, and have her in 

Jerusalem, bil Quds ya habibti bil Quds [in Jerusalem my love, in Jerusalem]. 

I made it. I wanted to have Eiman [her baby] in Jerusalem. I promised 

myself I would never deny my children this privilege. Not having them in 

Jerusalem~ot because of the medical insurance Jerusalemite ID holders have, 

and not because of the blue ID, but because I can’t see my kids suffer. I told 

myself that I could not let them inherit suffering.., although we Palestinians have 

already inherited suffering... I can’t see my kids suffer more from being alone, 

away from their cousins, family, grandparents, land, home and schools. 
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I took the bus, alone, because my husband was stopped on our way to the 

bus.., the Israe# soldiers were checking the area, and he was stopped and delayed 

for five hours.., so, I went on, I was in pain, took the bus, and came to the hospital 

alone... I did not think, just took the bus, passed the checkpoint.., showed them my 

ID, waited in pain until they allowed the bus to go through, took a taxi to the 

hospital, and I had her .... thank God she was healthy.., but, I am tired, still 

anxious, upset and agitated. You asked me how I feel? I will ask you.., do you 

know anyone in the world, anyone that suffered #ke us Palestinians? Do you 

know any pregnant woman that needs to cross checkpoints, ride a bus, leave her 

kids alone under the mercy of them throwing tear gas bombs, under their 

majassat el muraqabeh [surveillance device~J that are surrounding our area.., to 

make sure the new baby is born in Jerusalem... for only if she is born here can she 

survive their terror, otherwise, she will be dead.., yes, dead... #ke all those who 

are unable to reach their homes... #ke all those who are deprived of even seeing 

their beloved ones, just #ke when you are physically dead.... My sister can’t come 

to Jerusalem... my sister can’t come visit my sick father in her own house .... I will 

never do this to my own children... You might think I am crazy.., but, it is better to 

take the bus, wait at the checkpoints, be humi#ated on the way, be threatened by 

their rifles, be worried and scared.., it is better to go through all this, than ending 

up having a child that is undocumented, unrecognized and most of all deprived of 

his family, his support, his eizwi [extended community’s support[ .... What do I 

feel? I feel tired, happy, sad, terrorized by their po#cies and threats.., but I also 

feel #ke I did it. (Aida, 29 years old) 
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Aida’s words portray the reality of the inheritance of suffering among Palestinians. They 

exemplify her feelings of living in fear and terror. Aida’s fears and anxieties--both as a woman 

on the verge of giving birth and also after giving birth--are a physical and psychological 

manifestation of the treatment of Palestinian women bound by the politics, geopolitics, 

biopolitics, and sociocide of military occupation. The invasion of the occupied body 

that has inherited suffering due to historical injustice in an occupied time and space, in a 

state of mundane terror, in which hegemonic knowledge production has situated Aida and her 

newborn in a geography of fear and within an archeology of constant uncertainty, is the 

overarching concern of my argument. Aida’s words do not reflect solely her own intimate and 

individual fears and worries (feeling terrorized at a critical moment in her life, as she is about to 

bring another life into her world); her testimonial addresses larger issues that surround the 

inscription of power onto the Palestinian woman’s birthing body, during contractions and in 

moments of birth in the occupied Palestinian territories (OPT). 

Birth in Jerusalem, the military occupation’s insolence, insolence within which a 

dominant Israeli narrative about Palestinian "terrorism" is crafted, insolence towards 

Palestinians’ everydayness, in its minute details, finds itself carved on women’ s pregnant bodies. 

Discussing Israeli domination over Palestinian women’s pregnant bodies is a way of raising and 

addressing how one can narrate what is unspeakable and unacknowledged, and how such 

unspeakability and acknowledgment shape the categories of exclusion and inclusion in which 

colonial racism is embedded. 

What I want to claim is that the production of knowledge involving the narration of 

Palestinians’ Otherness as terrorists (as inscribed on women’s pregnant bodies and psyches and 
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the way such inscription is circulated across borders) is embedded in a global politics of denial, 

one that denies Palestinian women the right to safe birthing and, in a larger sense, to full 

citizenship. By focusing on the case study of birth in Jerusalem, by looking closely at this 

inscription on women’s bodies and lives, with all the acts of domination of Israeli colonial 

racism, I want to argue that the unseen, unacknowledged Israeli practices, laws and modes of 

dominations--as demonstrated in Aida’s narrative, in her act of riding a bus while having 

contractions, in her willingness to face a military checkpoint when in labor, in her ability to carry 

her birthing body with a psychological determination that refuses to normalize suffering--are not 

solely made up of fixed and finite sets of regulations. They are the interchanging and malleable 

conditions of racism, for they combine both fixed and fluid elements, turning racial violations of 

women’s bodies and lives into mobile, fluid, mercury-like racism. They are technologies of 

oppression at one moment and technologies of protection at another. I argue that such state 

terrorism is infused into familiar everyday practices, justified by the need to prevent 

"criminality" and through technologies of hegemonic knowledge production such as Israeli 

statistical practices, which we shall compare below to Palestinian ones. This state terrorism is 

prevalent, legal and conducted in the name of"security" and "protection." 

In listening to Aida’s voicing of her ordeal and her discussion of"birth" in Jerusalem-- 

both as material reality for a given woman at a specific time, and also as a conceptual event not 

just for Palestinian women in the region, but within the power nexus that surrounds them--we 

have to take into account the various economies of birth that are prevalent in the occupied 

territories. What complicates such a discussion is that the physical and conceptual aspects within 

it meet at a middle ground where the psyche and the body must inevitably be discussed in 

tandem. In the testimonials of various Palestinian women gathered for this study, the body space, 
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the physical space and time, become implicated in their experiences; ironically, time comes to be 

conceptualized in their words as a place/space of timelessness, an eternity of waiting and wishing 

for the multiple assaults on their daily lives to be over. Days, months, and moments merge 

together in a confluence of suffering that is so continuous that the measuring of time passing 

becomes meaningless; nothing short of impossible. 

Aida’s testimonial as well as those of the other women invoked in this chapter raise new 

questions as to the nexus of issues that should inflect our understanding of birth in conflict zones. 

Her words call attention to the ways in which power comes to be exercised over the corporeal 

body of the pregnant woman, and as I argue in this chapter, over her psyche as well. How can we 

understand, for example, an ostensibly material issue such as surveillance, materially executed-- 

let us say for the sake of argument, though there are many other ways--through the 

"checkpoint," when the constant fear associated with the ever-shifting dynamics of the 

checkpoint and the emotional residue of that fear seeps into the very mind and body of the 

subject? In other words, the material reality of the checkpoint and the resulting induced fear 

becomes a psychological reality as well. 

This chapter will travel to a new place through the examination of pregnancy and birth 

under military surveillance in Jerusalem. It will focus on the extent to which the colonizing state 

and its institutional apparatus of knowledge production, practices and policies, mobilizes, 

produces and maintains a state of institutionalized fear regarding the pregnant mother and the 

newborn Palestinian child while producing the mother and the newborn child in a state of 

otherness--born as a terrorists and criminals, as an unwanted entities. Such violations are clearly 

substantiated by the voices of birthing Palestinian women. 
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Coming to Know Birthing Women 

To examine birth in Jerusalem, one needs to explore the way relations of power and their 

epistemic violence are inscribed on the body, on life, and in the everyday decisions women 

make. One needs to trace that body as it moves through space, living out the everydayness that I 

mentioned above in the midst of conflict. Childbirth is a particularly fecund area (no pun 

intended) for exploring the ways in which birth and death are intimately connected to the body 

(in ways that are both obvious and less apparent). Since the body is also intimately and already 

connected to space and time, exploring how power relations are manifest in matters of childbirth 

and the body, in a context of military occupation, is critical. 

While conducting a study on the politics of everydayness in Jerusalem, in part through 

interviews with Jerusalemite men and women, 1 I interviewed pregnant women and realized how 

little I know about their ordeals, fears and hardships as Palestinian women living in a militarized 

zone controlled and administered by the Israeli control regime. Knowledge production about the 

conditions under which Palestinian women give birth took a sharper turn when Hannan, one of 

the members of the research team, shared her ordeal: 

My daughter was born 17 months ago, and I still dream that I lost her while at the 

checkpoint. I still wake up crying, wondering whether I was denied entry to the 

hospital, and I still await my mother who was not able to join me when I was 

giving birth. I live the trauma of childbirth every time I see a pregnant woman, 

and tell myself that I do not want to have more kids, I do not want to go through 

that same feeling and experience again. 
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Hannan’s words, the anxiety she exhibited while sharing her ordeal, and her insistence on 

studying birth in Jerusalem prompted me to commence this study in an effort to produce bottom 

up knowledge, based on Palestinian women’s narratives. 

The primary data provided in this paper, the narratives of the women themselves, comes 

from 37 interviews conducted with individual women between June 2011 and February 2012. 

Birthing mothers were interviewed while they were in the hospital, following the birth of their 

child, and during the first two years of the child’s birth. The author conducted the first 27 

interviews. After discovering that most interviewees discussed their dreams and nightmares, the 

author decided to get the help of a well-experienced social worker, and asked her to conduct an 

additional 10 interviews to validate the results and the interviewing mode of the author, and 

make sure her mode of interacting did not affect women’s narratives, and modes of sharing their 

birthing stories. 

It should be noted that because of issues of security, some of the data and details were 

changed to protect the confidentiality and prevent any security reprisals against the interviewed 

women. All names are pseudonyms, but the ages of women were retained. In some cases, and 

due to the sensitivity of the area studied, I decided to refrain from using the data collected so as 

ensure the safety and security of the interviewed women, their families and their communities. 

The interviews explored the way in which birthing women experience the psychic trauma 

inflicted by the Israeli regime of power. The narratives shared, brings the psychological in the 

path toward challenging the colonial legacies, by inventing anti-colonial resistance, when and 

while giving birth. By engaging with women’s birthing experiences, we try to open up new 

spaces for listening, sharing, and producing counter-hegemonic knowledge. However, the 

methodology used--that is, empathic listening to women’s narration of their ordeals--means 
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that in order to repair what the humiliation of Israeli militarism and colonialism have broken, 

there must be a reconnection with women’ s practices of survival through acknowledgement of 

their truths and by allowing the power of their powerlessness in moments of giving birth to 

illuminate and legitimize the processes through which colonized women resist oppression, and so 

recover their humanity. 

"Every Palestinian Child is a Potential Terrorist" 

A report published in June 2012 written by a delegation of British lawyers on the treatment of 

Palestinian children under Israeli military law noted that: 

It may be that much of the reluctance to treat Palestinian children in conformity 

with international norms stems from a belief, which was advanced to us by a 

military prosecutor, that every Palestinian child is a "potential terrorist." Such a 

stance seems to us to be the starting point of a spiral of injustice .... 2 

Spirals of injustice and the limits of justice influence all aspects of life under military occupation 

and re-construct the politics of everydayness. The political, economic, and symbolic effect of 

militarization can be clearly found in the various testimonies of Palestinian birthing women 

interviewed for this chapter, including Ghaida. Ghaida, a young Palestinian woman interviewed 

two days after having her first son, stated: 

because I was pregnant, I felt that the soldiers on the checkpoints wanted to 

humiliate and torture me more. My story with the soldiers on the checkpoint is a 

long story, but during my pregnancy they behaved in a more aggressive and nasty 

manner ..... On Wednesday, while I was trying to reach my doctor after I 

discovered some blood spots ...... and was worried that I was about to have the 
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baby before time ..... I was delayed for two hours at the checkpoint.., in the heat, 

with all the people in the crowd., and when I managed to reach the checkpoint’s 

window the soldier asked me to pass through the x-ray.., believe me they made 

me pass through the x-ray.., and I did, for I knew that I was not risking my baby’ s 

health; he was about to be born and so nothing would now cause any defects .... 

But, they then decided that I couldn’t cross the checkpoint because my passing 

permit was not "an original"- as they claimed. I got very upset, very hurt, and had 

tears in my eyes, but had no time to cry; I just sat for three minutes and thought 

about a way out ..... They delayed me, made me so anxious and tired, and treated 

me like a criminal; they prevented me from reaching the hospital when I was in 

dire need just to see a doctor and make sure I was not losing my son .......... all 

this while I was alone, for my mother could not get a permit, and my husband was 

already in Jerusalem awaiting me in the hospital ...... I ended up sneaking in like 

a thief, and had no other choice but to take a taxi to help me reach the hospital 

without any delay. My destiny was in their hands, and with my fears, loneliness, 

confusion--for this is my first pregnancy and first child, and I suffered from 

severe anxiety, mainly in the last days of my pregnancy and before giving birth. I 

had no other choice but to hold back my tears and my anger, and go to the 

hospital by the passroads. I called my brother, and he helped me .... he called a 

taxi for me, it came picked me up and hurried me to the hospital. The baby was 

healthy, he was born ten minutes after I arrived at the hospital; but, I am not. I am 

tired from all that happened, I am tired from being afraid, alone, anxious, and 

upset all the time, from feeling perceived and treated like a criminal who could 
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never prove that she is innocent. I made it, and my baby is healthy .... but why this 

torture, why can’t I be treated as a human being, why can’t I have my baby under 

normal conditions and not under such horror, why am I perceived to be a 

criminal? A terrorist? (Ghaida, 21 years old) 

Ghaida’s words suggest that Israeli reading of the Palestinian birthing body in the process of 

giving birth as well as the reading of the unborn or just born child was a reading of a potential 

terrorists that should be mis-trusted, checked, and racially profiled. Ghaida’s portrayed the way 

she was treated like a criminal, feeling unwanted and unwelcomed, a thing that exacerbated her 

fears of losing her newborn while struggling to reach the hospital to give birth. Ghaida’s 

testimonial reflects darkly the words of the Israeli military prosecutor who claimed that every 

Palestinian child is a potential terrorist. Through her description, we depict her anxiety, mainly 

when hearing her voice mixed with pain and seeing her tears and her body shivering while 

expressing her agony in her memory of facing the Israeli soldiers. Ghaida held her two-day old 

son and continued, sharing the following: 

I was carrying him inside me [i.e., while still pregnant], as if holding him in my 

arms, when they were talking to me in Hebrew, telling me that I couldn’t pass the 

checkpoint. I was very stressed out, could not hold back tears. I even called the 

female soldier over to put her hand on my belly in order to prove that I am 

carrying a baby, not an animal; a baby, not a terrorist; a baby, not a bomb. I 

thought that, as a woman, she would feel with me, and would at least read the 

medical report I showed her and so allow me to cross, but she refused. She was 

filled with disgust from even looking at me, let alone touching me, and they both, 

the male and female soldiers, screamed "Rohi rohi rain hon" [go, go from here]. 
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At that point, I felt totally shocked .... and stopped talking, crying, thinking or 

responding ........ I went into a deep, very deep silence [she stopped narrating for 

two or three minutes] .... then, I started talking to myself.., and God... in a loud 

voice, "Mi~’h adri ya arbbi" [I can’t take it, God]. I felt like a criminal wandering 

in the streets, not knowing what to do, where to go... what to think or what to 

say? ........ This is it 

And in this way she ended the sharing of her story. Ghaida’s clear detection of the soldiers’ 

power to inscribe injustice on her birthing body, through their power to prevent her from 

reaching the hospital, moved her birthing body to the periphery, to a no-roans land. Such a 

periphery was not geographical only, but rather human and political. Her birthing body and 

narrative became peripheral to the knowledge and the recognition of those in power. The 

inscribed injustice and imposed trap of her birthing body and soul aimed at turning her as an 

object of knowledge in a manner that denies her of her humanity. The colonial knowledge both 

enabled the inscription of"here is a terrorist" over her birthing body, and was produced by it. 

Situating her in a space of non-existence, while inscribing their power over her birthing body, 

not only trapped her body/life/feelings but also turned her voice into an unheard one and her 

experience into an unseen, unwanted, and non-existing one. Her testimony of the Israeli 

epistemic violence that portrays the Palestinians as criminal terrorists worked hand in hand with 

the colonial logic of eliminating the colonized by not allowing the baby to be born in Jerusalem, 

for they do not want Palestinians in Jerusalem. Yet, Ghaida refused to accept the soldier’ s 

logic--as the only Logic in power. She refused to abide by their reading of her birthing body- as 

the body of a criminal, a filthy entity that can’t be touched, believed, or even looked at. 

Hegemonic epistemic violence, when portraying her as a filthy criminal, and treating her unborn 
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as a potential terrorist was challenge by her total silence. Ghaida’s words and acts of resistance 

told a different story than the hegemonic one. Her birthing body and her body language made a 

different argument, an argument that challenged the trap of the hegemon, while and when trying 

to give birth to the narrative of the colonized. 

Applying Fanon’s analysis in his The Wretched of the Earth, we can see that Ghaida’s 

traumatic memory, her actions and agency, tried to challenge the colonizers’ language when it 

coined her as a criminal terrorist, but these did not liberate her nor help her escape her 

colonization. The violence and trauma she experienced have created fractures in her memory of 

birthing her first child; her mode of narrating her experience and her own way of producing 

knowledge about her ordeal is looking out, desperately, for a way to make sense of her memories 

and transcend them rather than allowing them to paralyze her through the fear they inspire. To 

make sense of her memories, Ghaida insisted on sharing the complexity of her contradictory 

condition and the psychological apparatus she encountered. To do so, she discussed the violence 

she faced as a birthing woman, but and at the same time, she shared the way she resisted such 

dishonor, humiliation, and demonization. Such moments of humiliation and injustice were 

calcified by her deep silence of that unarticulated, disremembered and traumatic experience. 

Controlling the ability of the colonized to give birth in a safe space, in Jerusalem, and the 

trial to portray Palestinian newborns as a demographic threat, a potential terrorist, an unwanted 

entity could be detected in the following table that compares population, birth rate and natural 

increase in various cities. 
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Table 3.1: Population, birth rate and natural increase in selected cities 

Research 

Institute 

PCBS * 

CBS & JIIS 

Place 

West Bank 

Gaza Strip 

Israel Jews 

Israel 

Palestinian 

Tel Aviv-Yafo 

Haifa 

Jerusalem 

Jews & 

Others 

Jerusalem 

Natural 

Increase per 

100 

2.3 

3.7 

23.0 

Crude Births 

Rate per 

1,000 

Population 

26 

39.2 

20.7 

26.2 

19.6 

14.1 

28.1 

Live Births 

65,350 

60,237 

125,505 

40,750 

7,618 

3,393 

14,084 

Total 

Population 

2,513,283 

1,535,120 

6,121.30 

1,573.80 

404,336 

268,215 

504,200 
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PCBS * 

Palestinian 

Jerusalem 

Hebron 3 32.7 19,652 600,364 

Ramallah 

Nablus 

2.2 

2.5 

25.1 

28.1 

7,570 

9,565 

301,296 

340,117 

* PCBS - Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics 

** CBS - Central Bureau of Statistics 

*** JIIS - Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies 

Chart 3.1: Population, birth rate and natural increase in Jerusalem by JIIS and PCBS 

7.000 
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Chart 3.1 demonstrates the differences between the numbers of Palestinians in East Jerusalem 

according to the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) as compared to the numbers 
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from the Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies (JIIS), which in turn are based on statistics from 

the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) and the Israeli Ministry of Health. The natural increase of 

population, the number of births, and the rate of births per 1,000 persons according to CBS is 

significantly greater than that given by PCBS data. 

As one can see from the previous data for 2010 concerning population- as a 

representative of other years-, birth rate and demographics in Jerusalem varies from one source 

to the other and exemplifies the colonial logic of a demographic threat posed by the colonized. 

This is only an example of the way the number of Palestinians is produced in a way that aims at 

creating panic. Yet the argument supporting a rapid increase in the number of Palestinians in 

Jerusalem is not uniformly supported by statistics. The Israeli CBS together with the JIIS 

reported that the total population on the Palestinian side of Jerusalem was 283,900, while the 

PCBS reported 382,041. The discrepancy between the two sets of numbers was not only limited 

to the total population, but also to live births; CBS and JIIS reported a number of 8,299, while 

PCBS reported 3,042, less than half the number reported in the Israeli statistics. Moreover, when 

looking at data regarding the crude birth rates per 1000, CBS and JIIS reported 29.6, while PCBS 

reported eight crude birth rates. Such discrepancy in statistical reports leads the CBS and JIIS to 

report that the natural increase per 100 was 27.2, while the PCBS reported that the natural 

increase per 100 was 0.7. 

The two data sets tells two different stories, one that fits the Israeli narrative that 

produces and constructs Palestinians as a demographic threat through a high rate of population 

growth, and the other, a story of a smaller population that is hunted by the Palestinians and 

having a lower birth rate. Statistical reports and data produced in the occupied territories of 

Palestine, including East Jerusalem, describe both the shadow that colonial formations spread 
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over Palestinian’ s intimate biosocial ecologies and the power politics that seeps into the 

production of knowledge when told by two different narrators. 

The discrepancy between the two sets of data, as boldly embedded within the notion of 

the demographic threat of the Palestinian terrorist (including those yet to be born), violates 

Aida’s and many other Palestinian women’s rights in Jerusalem to give birth within safe and 

secure conditions and spaces. By creating new military checkpoints, excluding some sections of 

the city, or changing their conditions from being considered as Jerusalem neighborhoods, to 

excluded neighborhood, and by restricting their residents from reaching their hospitals, doctors, 

and family; colonial power "counted" the unwanted Palestinians in a manner that erase them. 

These figures aims to tell a story that serves the colonial agenda and logic. 

The reading of the above-contested numbers are at the center of my argument, for it cuts 

into the very fabric of Palestinian existence and contributes directly to a production of 

knowledge that destroys Palestinian women’s chances to safe pregnancy and delivery. It poses 

questions around that which is hidden behind the numbers. What is embedded in the control over 

the social fabric of everyday life, birth, and death? Edward Said’s Orienta#sm (1978) points us 

to the fact that what lies behind the archives of the colonizers, as behind the statistics of 

occupiers as in our case study, are racial ideologies and hierarchies. It is the obsession of the 

occupiers and their bureaucracies and bureaucrats with the intimate details of who is sleeping 

with whom, who is marrying whom, who is giving birth, and whose children are to be 

recognized and whose will remain holding the unrecognized. 

The findings here challenge the usage of statistics and the manipulation of data and 

numbers to serve an ideology, policy, or power holders. In the demographical-political 

environment of Jerusalem, to what extent does this game of numbers arising from the reported 
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calculations of both the Israeli and Palestinian statistical authorities play a role in public policies? 

Assuming that both entities do not agree on a unified statistic--where the Israeli argument is that 

Palestinian population is growing at a higher rate than the numbers supported by the Palestinian 

statistical authority--what is at stake in the Israeli perspective? How are these statistics useful in 

gathering public support for demographic policies concerned with control over the birthing 

Palestinian body? 

Time and Space 

I am 29 years old, from Silwan [a small village in Jerusalem]; originally I was 

from Eizareyyeh [an area that is about a 10-minute drive from Silwan]. I have 

four girls, and just had my first baby boy. I actually had two miscarriages, 

because I am always worried about being caught by the soldiers while visiting my 

family in Eizareyyeh... you know, I do not have a blue ID [referring to the color 

of the ID that Jerusalemites carry]... I did not visit any doctors or go for medical 

check-ups while pregnant... I fear.., fear being caught by the soldiers.., my reality 

[has] changed so much.., everything changed... I don’t know what is going on any 

more.., the rules and laws change every day.., the world keeps on changing.., life 

[has] changed... I used to commute from Silwan to Eizareyyeh easily, sometimes 

twice a day while engaged.., there is nothing I can do about it now... I could cry, 

get depressed, go crazy.., nothing will change... I feel so sick, so weak, so 

powerless.., ifI walk from here--I mean by foot--I could reach my parent’s 

house in less than 40 minutes.., ifI could only show Bash-shar [her son] to my 

parents... I [feel] choked.., totally choked.., tired from living in this khan ’aa 
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[suffocation]... they do not want us .... (Haya, 29 years old, interviewed three 

months after the birth of her son) 

Haya’s words reflect the politics behind the reading of the previous statistics. Her voice 

has some obvious similarities with that of Aida with which I opened this chapter: the sense of 

being isolated, and considered as unwanted. In comprehending the logic of isolation, as it is 

reflected in the logistics of traveling distances in spatial terms--Haya speaks of her family home 

being a 40-minute walk away--but these distances become impossible, impassable spaces within 

the colonial design of the occupied territories. For within the statistics and within time and space, 

geography is reconfigured, re-imagined and overwritten as necessary for colonial rule. 

Colonial methodologies and manipulations that count the number of Palestinians who can 

keep their residency as Jerusalemites, of course, directly accounts for and implicates the state of 

Haya’s body as well, situating that body in very specific articulations of space, place, and time. 

This accounting and precise location of Haya’s body must also be understood as the body of a 

pregnant woman who has given birth (the same dynamics holds true for a woman who is about to 

give birth)--this is a political topography based on a continual counting and accounting of even 

the most subtle shifts in population. Both the methodologies and ideologies behind such an 

accounting praxis is readily verifiable by looking at official Israeli documents that reveal the 

dynamics of discussions concerning population shifts and demography. 

Given the fact that Haya is a Palestinian birthing woman, her body, as well as her space 

in her occupied home, cannot escape her condition on the margins while her time cannot settle 

for anything less than a politics of continuity and survival. Such a politics has no place and no 

meaning without historicizing the colonized space, subjectivities and time of her home and 

homeland. Her knowledge, as her voice refuses to hide behind the "urgencies" of the materialism 
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of those in power. Her voice require us to listen carefully to those that survived their own 

sociocide, and the everydayness of their annihilation. Her voice urges us to realize that time and 

space, in its spatial and temporal status, have bestowed on the birthing women subjectivities cast 

in the form of deep-seated violence and agony and an attempt to destroy the psychological and 

social harmony and fabric of Palestinian society. Haya’s narrative offers a new sensorium for 

understanding the everyday spatial and temporal politics of birthing women, a political 

sensorium that rejects suffering and sociocide and that is less comfortable with the politics of 

numbers that aims at serving the Israeli surveillance regime and its "scientific," "academic" 

followers. 

Bureaucracy and Administration of Terror over Life and Birth 

Violence against Palestinian women during pregnancy and while giving birth and against 

both the unborn and newborn child is inflicted through the transposition and control of space and 

through the bureaucracies of military occupation. The following narrative offers a glimpse into 

the procedures of the Israeli security regime, that is, the regime that upholds the military 

apparatus and the global production of knowledge that justifies narrating Palestinians as the 

terrorist Others. 

Administrative controls shape the Palestinian community and its unborn and newborn 

children as being terrorists. This nomenclature--and the political and demographic implications 

that are associated with it--therefore provides due cause for monitoring the movement and the 

state’s recognition of Palestinians. This in turn constitutes the fundamentals of governmentality 

aiming to shape the apparatus of military and population control. The bureaucratic system is 

perhaps the most pervasive colonial and military occupation regime; it is a weapon used to 
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suffocate, haunt, and trap Palestinian society. Bureaucracy, in most cases, does not directly pose 

a threat to life and the physical body, but rather denies Palestinians the right and the proper 

conditions to life. Raeda’s voice describes the way her newborn baby was created in what 

Giorgio Agamben3 would call "bare life," a human life that is stripped of its humanity and 

human rights in the state of exception, as the militarized Israeli sovereign power suspends the 

law through the law itself: 

My ID is a West Bank ID, but my parents and grandparents are from Jerusalem. 

We are all from Jerusalem; but as you know, before it was normal to move from 

one area to another, but now Israel has drawn borders and we live outside the 

Jerusalem border. But, we never cared; it is all Jerusalem to us. These are borders 

they drew, but it never affected us. In 1996, I got married to my husband who had 

an Israeli ID, and my ID was a West Bank ID. We applied twice for family 

reunification, so that we would all have the same ID cards and wouldn’t need to 

apply for a permit to come from my parent’s house to my own house, or to my in- 

laws place, but we got rejected twice...; we did not care because we always found 

a way to move about, we always managed to reach our home, our families .... but, 

over the years, the permit and checkpoint system became harsher, and I started 

experiencing real problems: the inability to reach a doctor, to participate in a 

family funeral, to meet my kids teacher or go to their school, to join my family 

during the birth of a child or for weddings, and much, much more .... our stories 

never end .... 

Last year, I was pregnant and had my child in the A1-Hilal hospital [in 

Jerusalem]. While I was pregnant, everybody was warning me that the child 
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would not be recognized. He was born on May 15th, the day of the Nakba 

commemoration.., as if I needed additional Nakbas. Arrests were taking place 

everywhere around me. They viciously arrested many people and used tear gas in 

our area without mercy... My female neighbor was dragged across the street in a 

disrespectful manner... I was extremely scared because not only was I pregnant, I 

also carry a West Bank ID... Only God knows how I reached the hospital [she 

became teary-eyed when she said this] on that day .... But, thank God [crying]... I 

had my son in the hospital, but under these conditions.., and he was healthy and 

beautiful .... I was happy that they gave us a document stating that I gave birth to 

my son in Jerusalem. 

This document needs to be approved by the Israeli authorities in order to 

attain a legal birth certificate. We were anxious for three months waiting for the 

kushan [the actual birth certificate]. Two weeks after my delivery, my husband 

was arrested and became a security prisoner. For three months I was denied a 

birth certificate for my son, Amar. I went to the Israeli National Insurance office, 

where they usually approve birth certificates. They refused, telling me that "His 

father is a terrorist," which means that my son is a terrorist. This is revenge. 

"Amar does not deserve a birth certificate," they told me. I started begging them 

for a birth certificate for Amar; I was told that I should go to the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs .... and I went to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The Ministry 

wanted proof that I lived in Jerusalem. They wanted my arnona [i.e., property tax 

documents], so I got it for them. Then, they asked for papers and bills paid to the 

water company, proof that I pay the TV and electricity bills. The problem was that 
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our house, having been the dwelling place of a suspected "terrorist" and us being 

the family of a security prisoner, the house was now physically blocked off, 

sealed up, you know that this is what they do to the houses of security prisoners. 

The house was sealed in cement, but I had to find the arnona bills and papers. I 

explained that since the house is sealed and I no longer live in it, but live in a 

small room with my in-laws, I no longer pay arnona .... They drove me crazy; they 

kept on saying that they had confidential information that we do not live in 

Jerusalem, they had confidential information that Amar was not born in the 

hospital .... And how can a woman like me counter their use of confidential 

security information .... so, I kept on insisting; I got them pictures of me and Amar 

leaving the hospital after his birth .... They went back to arnona papers ...... and, I 

found the old arnona papers to get the birth certificate; but they came up with 

new requests, now they wanted the phone bill, and I have no phone at home .... 

How can I have a home phone when I do not have a home anymore? For the past 

11 months, my son has not been recognized and has no medical insurance, and 

every time he gets sick, I am worried about his survival .... My son won’t be able 

to enroll in schools in Jerusalem, he won’t be able to move, or go to be with his 

uncles or aunts; he will suffer as I am suffering.., he will be as trapped and 

persecuted as I am .... 

Raeda’s narrative, her racialized position circulating through borders and boundaries drawn by 

the Israeli security apparatus, created a strong sense of uncertainty to her, unrecognizability, 

resulting in devastating social, economic, educational and political ramifications. 
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The bureaucracies of occupation, as reflected in the permit system that tied up Raeda and 

Amar and as apparent in the many bureaucratic regimes used to stifle Palestinian women--be it 

the request for the arnona papers, electricity bills, or the phone bill when their homes were 

sealed by the authorities--create an institutionalized dysfunctional apparatus that is based on the 

racialized positioning of Palestinian families and communities. Such race-oriented bureaucracies 

and bureaucratic rules unleash severe violence against birthing in Jerusalem. The administrative 

practices, as related by the various interviewees, demonstrates the way Israeli occupation relies 

heavily on shifting "security" rules, hierarchies, and ever-changing colonial bureaucracies that 

increase the level of uncertainty in the lives of the occupied. As Raeda explained: 

everything is confidential, as if they have secrets.., and each time they uncovered 

one small detail, nothing is clear, so our lawyer was guessing.., and she is 

Jewish ....... we were all guessing .... 

This "certainty of randomness" and state of non-recognition, a result of the production of 

knowledge (such as demography) and the mobilization of practices, policie s and laws based on 

such knowledge and maintained through the bureaucratic regime, has created Palestinian 

otherness. This regime has created a state of institutionalized fear regarding the newborn 

Palestinian child in part through the depiction of the newborn child as a terrorist in the making 

Raeda’s voice invites us to investigate the inner workings of the Israeli bureaucracy’s 

power over Palestinian women’s birthing bodies and lives. Her voice allows us to comprehend 

the way the fluid apparatus of the military bureaucracy operates. It reveals how the basic 

organizing foundations of such a regime is grounded in its very dysfunctionalities--such as by 

defining her as a West Banker and her husband as one who holds an Israeli ID when both live in 

the same area, belong to the same family, go to the same schools, shop in the same markets, pray 
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in same place, and so on. This divide-and-rule policy--a policy that counts one as a member of 

an acknowledged community and the other as unacknowledged and unrecognized--is also 

transferred to their children, as only two of their daughters were granted Israeli IDs while the 

newborn son was rejected and so "unrecognized." Such power games of the dysfunctional yet 

well-calculated, organized, and neatly orchestrated regime of power is embedded in a racialized 

colonial system of control that goes beyond limiting Raeda and Amar’s possibilities for planning 

their lives. Such racial hierarchies and bureaucracies are based on a colonial model and are used 

as a "non-violent" weapon to control racialized subjects. 

Raeda’s narrative allows us to understand the way colonial bureaucracies maintain 

control. It helps us to comprehend how such bureaucracies are reproduced and legitimized every 

time Palestinians use them, for its efficiency and its ability to inscribe power over women’s 

bodies is empowered and further strengthened by its very ineffectiveness. This latter 

phenomenon-- which occurs through the construction of children, pregnant women, and entire 

Palestinian communities as security threats and hence as people and communities to be feared -- 

leads to the denial of basic living conditions, to safety and security namely during pregnancy and 

while giving birth. 

Concluding Remarks 

The voices of Palestinian women shared here reveal a regime of control over birthing in 

Jerusalem. Women’s narration s of their birth experiences told us a distinct story. Their birthing 

bodies made an argument that challenges the hegemonic securitized one. Palestinian women’s 

narrations explained how such persecution increased women’s suffering; and how what happens 
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to them in spaces of marginality and in erased times and histories is deeply inscribed on 

women’s psyche, bodies, and lives. 

Birth in occupied Jerusalem, as I argue, is used by the Israeli regime, the political 

authorities and its bureaucrats, to control, trap, haunt, harass, humiliate, and terrorize birthing 

mothers. The power and overwhelming certainty of the randomness in the classifications, 

decisions, and reactions to birthing created severe psychosocial hardships as well as agency and 

resilience among the women. Yet, and despite such an intense sense of persecution, the certainty 

of arbitrary treatment has been very effective in creating a racialized official system of control. 

Birthing in a context in which Palestinians, even when seeking the help of family, their 

community, lawyers, human rights organizations or other professionals, were unable to contest 

evidence that is built on "secret security" information, demarcates belonging and non-belonging 

and creates a distinction between the norm and exception, the wanted and unwanted, the human 

and non-human. The discretionary power of the Israeli secret services, the security justifications 

that are confidential but have the power to delay or prevent the registration of a child as a living 

entity, and the radicalized positioning of the Palestinian family as a terrorist one, all this creates a 

space of virtually, a total lack of control and complete uncertainty. Furthermore, the fluidity of 

borders and boundaries that add to the overwhelming sense of uncertainty exacerbates injustices 

inflicted upon Palestinian birthing. Space and time and the fear of the Palestinian birth rate, the 

invisibility and liminality of birthing, and the everydayness of suffering added to the bureaucracy 

and administration of"terror" constructs a sense of endless exhaustion. 

Terror over birthing Palestinian bodies, as I argue, is made of nothing but what it itself 

manages and controls through the inclusive exclusion of the birthed exception. Fearing the 

unborn Palestinian as the Palestinian birthing women emerges as reproduced through the logic of 
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liminality, invisibility and hyper visibility of Israeli numbers and the re-creation of the 

randomness of uncertainty, created a new state terror and criminality rationalized by state’s 

colonial ideology. The birthing Palestinian woman and her unborn and newborn child are naked 

lives that encounter their nakedness and extreme vulnerability in their quotidian existence, while 

being transformed into criminals and security threats. Their restricted temporalities in the time of 

birthing and their lives under emergency conditions by the colonial state, in "security spaces" 

that are insecure, points to a complex unheard and unacknowledged violence. 

It is crucial that the moment of inscribing the birthing woman in such a way as to make 

them non-recognizable or imperceptible by the colonial regime lays the foundation for the 

articulation of"terror" and of"terrorism" and its politics and production of fear. As facets of the 

imperceptibility of the birthing Palestinian woman’s naked life, her suffering and her existence 

are all conditions for maintaining sovereign power. Rendering perceptible that which is 

imperceptible requires uncovering, expanding, disturbing and deviating from the hegemonic 

confines of terrorism. Leaving Palestinian women in such a "secured" space of"emergency" 

renders them extremely vulnerable, with the possibility of having more violence committed 

against them. 

Historically, we Palestinian women were seldom invited to participate in discourse and 

knowledge production, even when we Palestinian women were its topic. This chapter is a first 

step towards the critical unearthing of the truths of birthing in Jerusalem. To produce such 

knowledge based on women’ s voices and ordeals is to take a deep step towards the ownership of 

one’s story and one’s self as a Palestinian woman. Birthing Palestinian women’s ways of living, 

knowing and seeing their ordeals and their birthing experiences are telling a story that should not 

be denied expression and a space in the history and future of knowledge production. 
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Furthermore, in my work as a traumatologist I have learned that one of the ways in which 

traumatic memories can be addressed is by engaging with them through a return to the sites of 

violation. The modes of return--as was portrayed here by the women’s narratives of birthing-- 

involves remembering their acts of struggle, pain, agency, silence and so on, across time, space 

and place, while relying on their voices and abilities to sketch the characteristics of their 

traumatization and power, as new routes to survival. 

The narratives shared, and the production of knowledge constructed in this chapter, are 

the stories of birthing women that cry out against injustice and tell of a reality and truth that is 

otherwise unknown. It is a return of the voice to the site of a violation that muted voices and 

silenced speech. Writing about this violation reveals the trauma, a writing that is guided by those 

who experienced it in order to help heal the wounds. Returning to the site of trauma, by writing 

it, exploring, understanding, questioning--I hope--started the process of rebuilding the violated 

home and finding a rooted destination against the certainty of randomness for the birthing 

women. For Palestinian women, both the home and the body are sites of violations. Women’s 

narratives and the knowledge produced that is informed by women’s own voices, brought back a 

sense of home that this study hoped to achieve, a home that allows birthing women to revisit the 

sites of violation and articulate miseries that have been denied a voice. And for colonized 

subjects in general, exposing current but hidden experiences and histories of violence through the 

act of sharing and writing--and even in those moments of silence while narrating their 

histories--helps us peel away the heavy layers of their militarized experience and silenced 

memories while engaging in the project of articulating knowledge that can reclaim their rights, 

and so challenge hegemonic distortions, and inhuman politics. 
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Chapter 4 

The Manufacture of Torture as Public Truth: The Case of Omar Khadr 

Sherene H. Razack1 

Torture is a powerful pedagogy, teaching each of us who we are in the nation and in the 

human community. Torture does its work as narrative, a story of power written both on the body 

and on the social body. Scarry reminds us that during torture, the torturer becomes voice. The 

torturer is civilization; he or she transcends the body, while the tortured becomes reduced to 

body, to the guttural sounds of pain.2 It is perhaps obvious to point out that torture terrorizes. 

That is, regimes of terror rely on torture to communicate to the tortured, the torturer, and all 

others, where power lies. More than this, torture obeys the principle that human life is not sacred 

and as such, it nurtures the seed of terror and helps it to blossom into a structuring principle. 

Slow and careful, bureaucratized and diligent, torture makes the dream of terror into a reality. 

We can also put this another way: Torture, announced as for the purpose of extracting vital 

information, is the violence that coats itself in law, providing the ’proof’ of criminality (the 

confession) that is law’s alibi for violence. 

In this chapter, I explore how torture comes to be a public truth in democratic regimes. 

How is torture written on the social body? How does a practice that is so extreme come to be 

seen as a necessary part of our everyday world, a world in which even the spanking of children is 

regarded as grievous harm? I have elsewhere turned to Todorov who observes that torture is a 

cancer that can metastasize, spreading through the social body even among those who thought 

themselves immune,3 and to Marnia Lazreg, writing of the torture of Algerians by the French 

during the Algerian War of Independence, who shows how torture provided the French with a 
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source of social integration uniting the government and the military and turning the state into a 

militaristic institution.4 Along the same lines, I suggest that torture as practiced today by liberal 

democratic states in the West (often aided by elites in the East) unites the West against the East, 

turning the globe into a militarized zone. In joining the United States, as a nation who tortures, or 

who is able to render others to be tortured, Canada’s entry into the club of white nations can be 

secured. Individual white Canadians are then scripted as civilized peoples of European origin 

who must rely on torture to defend themselves from the barbarity of Muslims. As the story of the 

torture of Muslims circulates in the West, energizing some citizens and providing them with a 

heightened sense of their own racial superiority, it performs a psychic violence on those of us too 

easily racially identified with the tortured, reminding us of our own precarious status in political 

community. In both instances, torture lays the groundwork for terror. 

On July 15, 2008, Canadians watched on the national news a few minutes of a 2003 

(four day) interrogation of Canadian Omar Khadr at Guantanamo Bay by the Canadian Security 

and Intelligence Services (CSIS).5 The Supreme Court ordered the release of the videotape to 

Khadr’s Canadian legal team who hoped the tapes would spur outcry and increase calls for his 

repatriation. As day one of the interrogation begins, we see a young boy whose face lights up 

when the CSIS agent genially begins with "I guess we’re the first Canadians you’ve seen in 

awhile." Omar smiles and replies "I’ve been requesting the Canadian government for awhile." 

By day two, Omar realises that CSIS is there not to help him, but to interrogate him. The sixteen 

year old told his Canadian interrogators that he had been tortured and he asked them to protect 

him from the Americans.6 He shows them his wounds. Australian scholar Joseph Pugliese has 

written of the devastating moment during the interrogation when a weeping Omar says that he 

has lost his eye, his feet and everything. His interrogator coolly informs him that he still has 
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them and he admonishes him to get his act together. Pugliese comments on the scene noting the 

victim of torture who experiences his body as fragmented and lost, and the interrogator 

indifferent to the suffering youth, who insists that there has been no harm.7 When the 

interrogators leave the room, we see a young boy, crying out in Arabic for his mother, and 

sobbing uncontrollably. Khadr’s cries become simply been absorbed into "a legal Black hole’ of 

unrelieved trauma and affliction.’’8 

Canadians would come to learn that Omar Khadr has been subjected to the torture of 

sleep deprivation for long periods, used as a human mop to wipe up his own urine, shackled and 

bound in stress positions for long periods, hooded to simulate suffocation, psychologically 

tortured (threatened with rape, the destruction of his family, and with the prospect of never 

returning to Canada), and a host of physical tortures particularly at moments when he was 

severely wounded. Only 15 when he was captured, Omar Khadr was first taken to Bagram prison 

and tortured (an American soldier once stationed at Bagram testified about specific practices at 

Khadr’s trial)9. He was later shipped to Guantanamo where he was imprisoned for ten years. 

Legally, he has not been treated according to the Geneva Convention or the Optional Protocol of 

Child Soldiers; the information obtained under torture was used in his trial; he has been detained 

in solitary confinement for a very long time; hearsay evidence has been allowable; his defence 

team has not had access to full information nor have they enjoyed full access to their client. 10 On 

October 25, 2010, Khadr changed his not guilty plea to guilty, in exchange for a deal to be 

transferred to Canada. He was shortly thereafter sentenced to 40 years in prison for war crimes, 

with the actual sentence limited to serving eight more years. On September 29, 2012, despite 

concerted efforts on the part of the Canadian government to delay his return, Omar Khadr finally 
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came home and he has begun serving the remaining years of his sentence in a maximum security 

prison and in solitary confinement. 

Overall, Canadians expressed little outrage upon viewing the videotape of the 

interrogation or upon learning that Omar Khadr had been subjected to sleep deprivation torture 

for three weeks prior to being questioned again by CSIS in 2004. When details surfaced that cast 

profound doubt on the U.S. claim that Khadr had thrown a grenade that killed an American 

soldier and wounded another, there was still little discernible sympathy for Khadr, either from 

the public or from the government. For a country that has for a very long time imagined that it is 

kinder, gentler, and more humanitarian than its Southern neighbour, this is puzzling. It is 

especially so when one considers that all Western countries repatriated their citizens from 

Guantanamo, and that Khadr was a child when first detained. Today, Canadians remain sharply 

divided on this issue. One poll reports that 81% of Canadians are unhappy that Omar Khadr is 

back in Canada. 11 

Khadr’s case cries out for an analysis of how -- by what discursive and representational 

means, including myth-making -- torture is made acceptable and normal in a democracy. How is 

the moral community that accepts torture created, maintained and resisted? Canadian responses 

to Omar Khadr have been along two lines, both of which may be characterized as blood 

narratives. That is to say, each storyline, although having contradictory goals, relies on the idea 

that values are innate, carried, that is, in the blood. Here it is necessary to consider Arendt’s 

notion of race thinking, which is a structure of thought that divides up the world between the 

deserving and the undeserving according to descent. Values are inheritable traits in race 

thinking. 12 The first narrative line, and the one held by the Conservative government of Stephen 

Harper, is that Khadr is a terrorist and Muslim terrorists never change. They pose a threat to the 
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West and must be contained at any cost. I contend that this line of thinking is a powerful 

biological narrative which scripts all Muslims as a race of people who carry the seeds of 

disloyalty, fanaticism and violence in the blood and which justifies their eviction from legal and 

political community. 

Those who have been uneasy about the first line of argument have tried to understand 

Khadr as a child soldier and demanded his repatriation on this basis. Advocates of this second 

line of argument soon find themselves caught in a humanitarian current that demands innocent 

Third World children who are in need of rescue by an enlightened West. The figure of the child 

has been of crucial importance to the West’s construction of itself as humanitarian. For all that 

his advocates try, Omar Khadr cannot be easily seen as a child who is deserving of rescue. He 

was never the wronged child and now, grown up, he is even more easily cast out of national 

community as the terrorist monster whose capacity for violence is innate and unchanging. The 

child soldier narrative has been the weaker position as evidenced not only by the fact that the 

first line has prevailed in parliament but by the fact that the Canadian public has not been 

outraged about Khadr’s detention, trial without fundamental rights, and torture. 

The difficulty of saving Omar as a child soldier lies in a paradox. If it is our civility that 

prompts us to save him, our commitment that is to humanitarianism and the rule of law, it is hard 

to ignore that the West has not in fact treated him humanely nor has it included him in the rule of 

law. It is the West (the United States with the approval and participation of Canada) that has 

detained him under cruel conditions, tortured him and violated his fundamental rights. 13 The 

child soldier narrative thus runs aground when it has to confront who has been uncivilized. 

Depending for its coherence on the idea that we must save children from the brutality of their 

own cultures, cultures we imagine to be the very opposite of our own and geographically in a far 
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country, the child soldier narrative requires that we maintain a geographic as much as a racial 

difference between ourselves and the child to be saved. 

In sum, we reconcile ourselves to the cries of a boy locked up in Guantanamo through 

these two blood narratives. The first, dependent on the figure of the Muslim as innately pre- 

modern and anti-modern, allows us to defend ourselves with that centuries- old colonial line that 

the Natives understand only force and we can deal with them no other way. They carry the seeds 

of violence in their blood, a latent capacity from which we must protect ourselves; the danger is 

nowhere more acute than the body of the child. The second, in its appeal to our inherent civility, 

that is to say, our goodness, keeps us fully focussed on imperial sentiments about our capacity to 

save the children of the Third World. We need not confront how we have violated Khadr’s rights 

and bodily integrity. Each narrative makes the white subject and provides the social integration 

that makes the nation white. It is not surprising that such narratives populate both the evening 

news and the everyday business of legislative committees. As I show below, they travel freely 

between these domains, shaping the moral sensibilities of all Canadians but scripting some of us 

as less Canadian than others. Most of all, torture as an everyday practice prepares us for 

sustained terror. 

Part One: Stained Blood 

A story about gentlemen soldiers and girls with Down’s syndrome 

In her book Modern Inquisitions: Peru and the Colonial Origins of the Civilized World, Irene 

Silverblatt turns to Hannah Arendt who searched for an explanation for the rise of fascism in 

Europe and for the way that apparently civilized peoples turn to barbarity.14 Arendt found the 

answer in 19th century European imperialism. In The Origins of Totafitarianism, she identifies 
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race thinking and shows how it became bureaucratized in 19th century European imperial 

projects. At the heart of race thinking is the idea that character and culture are inheritable traits; 

imperial nations possessed an innate capacity for rationality, for example, that naturally 

positioned them as superior to those whose lands they were conquering. The conquered, in turn, 

possessed none of the traits that equipped them for modernity. For Arendt, European 

nationalisms were forged in these histories of imperialism and were distinguished by the race 

thinking that runs through them. 15 

Silverblatt finds the race thinking Arendt described for the 19th century much earlier, in 

the Spanish Inquisition of the 17th century. Making a compelling case that the Spanish 

Inquisition was a modern bureaucracy (rather than the pre-modern entity it is often presumed to 

be), Silverblatt stresses that even as the accused were often tortured and had few legal rights, 

the Inquisition "appealed to reason and to the public good, to the necessities of national security, 

to the mysteries of the state" as it went about the task of determining whether Spain’s new 

Christians (those presumed to be descendants of Jews and Muslims) secretly practiced their faith 

and were disloyal to the state. 16 Inquisitors drew upon the idea that "blood carried stains, and that 

stains could determine character traits, intelligence, political rights, and economic 

possibilities."17 Loyalty was in the blood, and inquisitors looked for signs of its presence in the 

life practices of the accused. 

In my own study of Muslims in Western law and politics, I drew on Arendt and 

Silverblatt to show that an imperial and inquisition-like pattern of thinking persists today in 

security hearings where Muslim men detained without charge and without full legal rights, face a 

court that seeks to establish whether or not they will engage in terrorism against the state.18 

Arendt’s race thinking is evident in these hearings when Muslims, Islamic extremists and 
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terrorists are all collapsed into one category, and are imagined to share cultural and social 

characteristics (of fanaticism and a commitment to violence) that are innate. Importantly, people 

of European origin are also imagined to share innate social and cultural characteristics such as 

civility and rationality and, as Arendt argued, ideas about the innate inferiority of one group are 

simultaneously ideas about the superiority of another. 

In security hearings, a number of markers indicate that the accused is an Islamic 

extremist who possesses the latent capacity to be violent. These range from whether the detainee 

had been to Afghanistan in the 1980s to fight against the Russians, to whether the detainee acts 

too normally (thereby indicating the presence of a sleeper cell). In Adil Charchaoui’s case, for 

instance, the fact that he owned a pizza parlour and was also a graduate student revealed that he 

was trying to pass for normal. Evidence of religious practice (from praying five times a day to 

going to Afghanistan to participate in Jihad) is evidence of possessing an "ideological repertoire" 

including a commitment to violence. 19 Most importantly, the Islamic extremist never changes. If 

the detainee went to Afghanistan in the 1980s, he is likely to go again. If he believed in the jihad 

against the Soviets, he is likely to believe in jihad against America. 

As in the Inquisition, such blood discourses thrive in a legal environment of secret 

evidence, detention without charge, and diminished standards of proof.2° In the absence of 

proof, psychology has to do a great deal of work in the security hearing. The task is to pin down 

belief and to extrapolate a latent commitment to violence that will never fade. The psyche thus 

becomes the privileged site of investigation and here race has an important role to play. 

Orientalist notions of monster terrorists who possess an inborn rage and hatred of the West guide 

the court in determining who is and is not dangerous. The Orientalist child carries the seeds of 
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disloyalty in his psyche, a latent capacity for violence that can erupt at any time. He is never a 

normal child. 

Omar Khadr’s Psyche 

Omar Khadr’s sentencing turned on whether or not he is an unrepentant and violent jihadist, a 

psychological status assessed in terms of his religiosity and his character. For the defence, prison 

guards at Guantanamo testified that they believed that Khadr was a good kid who was not at all 

an extremist, an opinion shared by two other psychologists. It is, however, the testimony of the 

state appointed psychiatrist, Michael Welner, that counted and that continues to structure media 

and Canadian government responses. Indeed, Canada gave as its official reason for delaying the 

transfer of Omar Khadr until September 2012, that it had not seen the videotape of Welner’s 

seven hour interview and had formally requested an unredacted report in order to make the final 

decision about his repatriation.21 As the media reported, the United States was angered by the 

implication that Canada had been duped into signing an agreement to transfer Omar Khadr 

without full possession of the facts. Michelle Shephard of the Toronto Star, who has been 

reporting on Omar Khadr for several years, noted that Canadian officials had been present in the 

courtroom when the video and Welner’s reports had been discussed in various pre-trial 

hearings.2~ The move by the Canadian government to insist on viewing Welner’s interview 

effectively focussed the public’ s attention on Welner’ s psychiatric assessment. When Maclean’s 

Magazine, Canada’s national magazine broke the news that it had obtained exclusive access to 

the released tape, and presented Welner’s views in detail, Canadians were primed to accept that 

Omar Khadr presented a textbook case of the terrorist psyche. ~3 
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Asked to offer an opinion of Omar Khadr’s "risk of dangerousness as a violent jihadist," 

Welner conducted a seven hour interview with Khadr, and relied on media interviews with the 

Khadr family and information obtained from guards and interrogators.24 Having no prior 

experience in assessing "jihadists," Welner consulted with Danish psychologist Nicolai Sennels. 

Well known in Europe for his racist views of Muslims, Sennels believes that "massive 

inbreeding within the Muslim culture during the last 1,400 years may have done catastrophic 

damage to their gene pool.’’25 Muslims are genetically unable to integrate into European society 

and they possess an in born capacity to be violent. As I have shown in Casting Out, this 

biological view of Muslim degeneracy has gained currency in European courts and parliaments, 

often in as openly racist a form as in Sennels’ opinions, but also disguised as moderate 

arguments about Muslim cultural incapacity to integrate.26 Welner was unable to read Sennels in 

Danish and relied instead on a telephone conversation with him. Sennel’ study of criminal 

Muslims particularly impressed Welner who testified that he appreciated the study’s therapeutic 

aspect and Sennels’ interest in rehabilitation, an odd impression of Sennels given his widely 

publicized beliefs that Europe should stop the immigration of Muslims since they will always be 

unable to integrate. When challenged by the defense about Sennels’ racist views and his 

inexperience (Sennels was only 33), Welner would only respond that he still admired the 

psychiatric work Sennels did. 27 

Welner’s conclusion that Khadr is highly dangerous was based on several observations. 

First, he felt that Khadr showed no remorse, a conclusion he drew from information obtained 

from Khadr’s interrogators and also from Khadr’s own belief that he had been wronged. Second, 

although he acknowledged that Khadr was charming and comfortable with everybody, he 

concluded that Khadr had not become Westernized at Guantanamo. Instead he had become a 
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more religious Muslim (understood here as non-Western). He had studied the Quran and taken 

no initiative to undertake "secular" studies.28 Counselling seldom worked with religious Muslim 

subjects, Welner declared, invoking Sennels, because radicalism was experienced as "spiritual 

beliefs.’’29 When challenged by Khadr’s defense, that Khadr had said he memorized the Quran 

because there was little else to do, and that he had tried to study the books Canadians had sent to 

him but found it too hard to tackle some subjects unaided, Welner merely maintained that Khadr 

was not acculturated. In fact, for Welner, Khadr’s reading of Harry Potter (among other popular 

novels) showed that he refused to reflect seriously on his life and lived instead in a fantasy life. 30 

Deemed religious and therefore according to Sennels, having a poor prognosis for 

deradicalization, Welner explained to the court that someone who memorized the Quran and who 

was called to lead prayers (precisely because he had memorized the Quran) was unlikely to drop 

his jihad against the West. 

There were many moments during Welner’s testimony when inconsistencies, 

inaccuracies and outright lies emerge but these appear to do little to undermine Welner’s (and 

ultimately the court’s) overall conclusion that Omar Khadr was likely to engage in violent 

jihadist activity because of his religious inclinations, and because of his family roots As with the 

security certificate detainees whose innate capacity for violence was interpreted through signs of 

religiosity as well as signs of being too ’normal’ (exhibiting Western behavior), Khadr could not 

in fact win at his trial. Whatever characteristic he was thought to exhibit (avid reader of Harry 

Potter novels, keen student of the Quran), each could be enlisted in the case prepared by Welner 

that he was a violent jihadist. If Khadr appeared otherwise, he was merely awaiting 

opportunity.31 Welner’s professional opinion on Khadr is reproduced in Canadian newspapers 

whenever Khadr becomes newsworthy32 and his ’sound bites’ at the trial, notably that Khadr is 
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full of rage, is not remorseful, and is "al Qaeda royalty’’33 continue to circulate, not only in 

journalistic but also political narratives.34 . Few journalists share columnist Thomas Walkom’s 

assessment that Welner condemned Khadr for being an observant Muslim, for hoping to see his 

siblings again, for being upset that he was in Guantanamo, for reading novels by Danielle Steele 

and J.K. Rawlings, for leading prayers, and for behaving courteously. ~5 

The Khadr Family 

Given the importance of the idea of an enemy who is diseased and beyond redemption, breeding 

terrorists, Omar Khadr’s family becomes of central importance to his case, and in this, they do 

not fail to deliver him up to those already prepared to accept the idea of tribal, pre-modern and 

intrinsically violent Muslims. Welner, for example, made clear that he was heavily influenced by 

the media interviews he saw of the Khadr family, interviews that made clear to him that the 

Khadr clan was deeply committed to Jihad, hated the West, and looked to Omar to realise their 

dreams.~6 Interpreting Omar Khadr’s reluctance to demonize his father as proof that he shared 

his father’s commitment to A1 Qaeda, Welner prefigured one of the key reasons the Minister of 

Public Safety, Vic Toews gave for why he had serious concerns about repatriating Omar Khadr. 

"Mr. Khadr idealizes his father", he announced, in a press release upon Khadr’s return.~7 The 

Canadian public developed their ideas through the same media interviews of the Khadr family, 

and these narratives, working in concert with the idea of the terrorist psyche, combined to limit 

any possibility that Omar might be seen to be a child soldier, and thus someone whom it is 

possible to rehabilitate. 

It is revealing to track how narratives about the terrorist psyche circulate from the media 

to law and politics and back again and to reflect on the work they collectively do in building a 
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moral community that finds torture acceptable. For instance a specific interview of Omar’s 

mother, Maha and sister Zaynab travels to the House of Commons and to a parliamentary 

Subcommittee and shapes discussion there. Scholars, lawyers, advocates and politicians draw on 

the same news story, never reflecting critically on its assembly and deriving from it a sense of 

themselves as moral actors. Television, Evelyn Alsultany reminds us, mediates the War on 

Terror. It does so through "simplified complex representations," where representations of good 

Muslims serve to remind us of our tolerance while representations of bad Muslims repeat that the 

violence of Muslims is nevertheless carried in the blood. Muslim/Arab violence is always 

irrational violence, having neither a history nor a context.38 Simplified complex representations 

appear to complicate representations (although they keep all Muslims within a discussion of the 

War on Terror) yet continue to install the idea that some groups are deserving of torture. They do 

so largely through appeal to the idea that the West confronts a persistent and overwhelming 

Muslim threat. The Khadr family is both framed, and frame themselves in ways that confirm 

threat, a threat that comes from a medieval and barbaric culture and people. 

Media narratives keep our gaze on the terrorist psyche and the biological/social 

degeneracy of Muslims. Presented as spectacle, the media rarely offers a context in which to 

consider the simplistic, inarticulate and extremist religious positions of Khadr family members. 

[One example is Zaynab’s belief that the Quran requires Muslims to learn to ride horses so as to 

fight in jihad.] In the most frequently played interview, Maha and Zaynab Khadr, wearing niqabs 

in which only their eyes are visible, both convey in belligerent tones, that they are proud of Omar 

for putting up a fight. His sister Zaynab asks the interviewer belligerently what he would do in 

similar circumstances, if three of his friends were killed. The Americans killed three of Omar’s 

friends and Omar killed an American soldier, she tells the interviewer, ending with ’big deal.’ 
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Both mother and sister indicate that they do not accept the values of the West (including 

homosexuality) and they explain at length their belief that Muslim land must be defended at any 

cost.39 

It is critical to consider the impact of the interview with various viewers. Staged as a 

dramatic re-enactment of religious conservatism, and of Muslims as irrational and extreme, and 

replayed for the next eight years whenever there was coverage of the Khadr case, this interview 

more than earned its keep by inciting intense feelings of Western racial superiority.4° Regardless 

of how sympathetic a coverage of Omar Khadr’ case, the impression remains that Omar Khadr 

comes from a hateful and extremist clan. Even when Maha Khadr responded with devastation to 

the interrogation tapes in which her son Omar cries for her, these earlier interviews, replayed 

worked to demonize her. If one is tempted to ask the question ’Why didn’t evidence of Omar’s 

dysfunctional and hateful clan operate to position him as a child to be saved?’ (as perhaps we 

might save a child who had been abused by his family41), the answer lies in how we have come 

to consider the figure of the Muslim terrorist as an anti-modern figure who carries the seeds of 

violence and disloyalty in the blood. Put simply, the child is as much a threat as the adult and 

now of course, the child Omar Khadr has become an adult. It is risky to bring him home given 

that he carries disloyalty in his blood. 

In November of 2008, when Canadian media speculated about whether the newly 

elected Barack Obama would indeed close Guantanamo, and when several Opposition MPs 

began a campaign to repatriate Omar, the CBC showed once again its stock footage of the Omar 

Khadr story including shots about his torture and possible innocence.42 Running footage of the 

interviews with Maha and Zaynab, the program also included an interview with Layne Morris, an 

American soldier injured in the firefight, who, although he did not see Khadr throw the grenade, 
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believed that he ought to be either executed or jailed for life. Morris emphasized what he 

described as the Khadr family’s disdain for Western values and observed that they have never 

retracted their words. Omar could still become a suicide bomber, he suggested, and it was certain 

that the family would influence Omar profoundly. In the spirit of neutrality, the documentary 

also included a psychiatrist from the Centre for Addictions and Mental Health who declared that 

his hospital was ready to rehabilitate Khadr. An expert in deradicalization suggested that Khadr 

was salvageable, and an Imam assured Canadians that Muslims were ready to guide Khadr in 

religious training that was not extremist. The problem of deradicalizing the terrorist psyche, 

however, given the clear evidence of a pathological family, would have left Canadians in doubt 

as to whether repatriating Khadr was a good idea. 

Can Muslims be deradicalized became the question of the day in the media, as it was in 

his trial at Guantanamo. It was taken for granted that the problem was not the specifics of Omar 

Khadr’s case but the problem of Muslims in general and the violence they carry in their genes. 

Welner and Sennels may simply be the most dramatic about Muslim degeneracy but their 

starting point that the problem is the uniqueness of the Muslim terrorist psyche and a fatal 

Muslim incompatibility with modern life, is widely shared and produced. Frame by frame, harsh, 

unfeeling simplistic women in niqab draw us into a clash of civilizations between an enlightened 

West and a tribal, pre-modern East. If we have come to think of the problem of Omar Khadr as 

centrally about what to do with a ’Muslim jihadist,’ there is little place in this optic for the 

torture of a child or for the illegality of Guantanamo. The story of Muslim pathology effectively 

blocks the violence of the West, securing Western innocence. 

From the Media to the Legislature Where Not all Child Soldiers are Equal 
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Torture as narrative is very much about performance. We have to ’feel’ Muslim pathology and 

white civilizational superiority and become energized by them. Law, media and politics are 

domains in which there is a regular trafficking of narratives that aim to produce these specific 

emotional responses. Together they form a "hegemonic field of meaning.’’43 Parliamentary sub- 

committee discussions and House of Commons debates frequently refer to media stories, and the 

media builds its own narrative of Omar Khadr through interviews with politicians. It is not only 

that the narratives flow from one domain to another, however, but that they write a particular 

story of power on the social body as they circulate. The cumulative thrust of the message across 

these multiple domains is a powerful one, generating national feeling and simultaneously 

evicting others from national community. 

The work of circulating knowledge about Muslim pathology takes places in several 

legislative sites,44 but one particularly productive place is the Subcommittee on International 

Human Rights, a committee that reports to the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and 

International Development. Here the story of Muslim pathology meets its mirror opposite, white 

civility, and they dance an intimate pas de deux. Parliamentary subcommittees typically reflect 

the political agenda of the majority Conservative government although they are all party 

committees. The geopolitical lines of the sub-committee are thus around human rights 

infringements that can be found in the Muslim world (e.g the Copts in Egypt, and the case of 

Iran). These issues take their place alongside of the problem of Anti-Semitism, and 

China/Canada and Cuba/Canada relations. Omar Khadr rose to the top of the Subcommittee’s 

agenda in March of 2008 when an Opposition MP (Wayne Marston, NDP) noted the urgency of 

the Khadr issue since his hearing at Guantanamo Bay was scheduled for June of 2008. The 
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Committee allocated $39, 200 for the study of the Omar Khadr case and it began its deliberations 

by hearing from Lieutenant Commander William Kuebler, Khadr’s Military counsel. 

It is significant that Lieutenant Kuebler begins his presentation with what he described as 

offending public comments of Maha and Zaynab Khadr aired on television and stating that 

Canadians are right to be offended by remarks that "impugn Canadian values and express 

sympathy for our common enemies.’’45 Kuebler thus immediately installs what others will use to 

evict Khadr from the category child or citizen, namely that he comes from a terrorist family. 

Announcing that he blames the family for the harm that befell his young client, Kubler does his 

best to offer the committee images of a boy wrongfully involved in armed conflict.46 Canadians 

should be angry at the family and should not focus on the illegality of Guantanamo._ Insisting 

that Omar is a wronged child, Kuebler attempts to leave the Committee with images of the child 

Omar who longs to see Lord of the Rings and the Canadian Rockies. Under international law, 

Kuebler reminds the committee, child soldiers are protected and ought to be rehabilitated. Even 

if Canada were to try Omar, Kuebler stressed that there would still be the legal obligation to 

consider his age and to rehabilitate him. 

The child soldier argument immediately runs into difficulties when Conservative MP 

Jason Kenney asks: "Are you drawing analogies between his case and the child soldiers of Sierra 

Leone?’’47 Not all child soldiers are equal. When organizations such as Amnesty International 

and the Canadian Coalition for the Rights of Children reiterate Canada’ s obligations to consider 

Khadr a child soldier, and when Opposition MPs describe Khadr as "a dutiful son," the 

Conservative refrain is always the same: Khadr killed an American "medic." (Speer is typically 

always named in full. It makes little difference that when he was killed Christopher Speer was 

acting in the capacity of a soldier of an elite fighting force and not as a medic.) The committee 
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hears from the former chief prosecutor of the international war crimes tribunal of Sierra Leone 

that he believes that no child under the age of 15 can commit a war crime. David Crane’s 

passionate advocacy on behalf of child soldiers rests, however, on his argument that the violence 

of Africa was "beyond description," a degree of savagery that the committee would have to 

imagine in Khadr’s case, and which its Conservative members cannot believe can be separated 

from Khadr’s own savagery. The rehabilitation of Omar Khadr is not something that 

Conservative members can believe in. It is not as though Khadr can be compared to Ismael 

Beah, Conservative MP David Sweet insists.48 Khadr has no family (and of course no country) 

to help him escape the contamination of his blood. 

Gentleman Soldiers and Girls with Down’s Syndrome 

The racial thrust of blood narratives require a tabloid style of performance best illustrated in the 

exchange between well known General Romeo Dallaire, who tried to warn the U.N. of the 

impending genocide in Rwanda and who became an advocate for child soldiers, and Jason 

Kenney, today the most prominent minister in the Harper cabinet. Dallaire offers the position 

that Canada’s role in the world is to follow the rule of law and to go to countries like Sierra 

Leone to assist them to establish democracies. Canada has lost credibility by refusing to bring 

Khadr home. The human rights argument, deeply reliant on the idea of Canadian civility, runs 

smack into the notion that some people are too savage to deserve human rights. As Mokhtari 

reminds us, under the Bush administration, "the United States created the categories of terrorist, 

enemy of the United States, and enemy of freedom and human rights as categories to which any 

strict application of human rights norms were inappropriate.’’49 Conservative politicians in 

Canada hold fast to this idea, one that requires them to constantly draw a colour line between 

dangerous Muslim men and civilized Europeans. 
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Hon. Romdo Dallaire .’My position is that the minute you start playing with human rights, with 

conventions, and with civil #berries in order to say you’re doing it to protect yourself and you 

are going against the fundamentals of those rights and conventions you are no better than the 

guy who doesn ’t believe in them at all. " 

Hon. Jason Kenney: So would you contest the fact that this category of people is responsible for 

things such as capturing and beheading innocent civifians, and in one instance recently, 

capturing teenage girls with Down’s syndrome, strapping them with suicide belts and sending 

them into a child’s pet market in Bagdad, and calling for the destruction of all the Jewish 

people? WouM you contest that these are some of the tactics and aspirations of the terrorists to 

whom you referred? 

Hon. Romdo Dallaire: I notice you just threw in the last one there to give yourself a whole 

context. 

First of all, it is the same as those adults who use child soldiers in Rwanda, Sierra Leone, 

Burundi, Uganda, Sudan, Da~ur, and Sri Lanka. In so doing, it is the child soldier who is being 

used, and we are using illegal means to try to try them. 

Hon. Jason Kenney: So is it your testimony that al-Qaeda strapping a 14-year-oM girl with 

Down’s syndrome and sending her into a pet market to be remotely detonated is the moral 

equivalent of Canada’s not making extraordinary po#tical efforts for a transfer of Omar Khadr 

to this country? Is that your position? 

Hon. Romdo Dallaire: If you want it in black andwhite, then I’m only too prepared to give it to 

you: absolutely. You’re either with the law or you ’re not with the law. If you wish to fiddle with 

the law and say, well, we’re going to go a bit this way and we’re going to go a bit this way, then 
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fine. But in the process of what we are looking for, you’re either guilty or you’re not. You’re 

either a child soldier or you’re not. 

If you like, you can use the extreme scenarios under which I’m articulating my position, which is 

that you are not allowed to go against those conventions, and if you do, you are going down the 

same road as those who absolutely don’t be#eve them at all. 5o 

It is of course easy to see the geopolitical agenda underpinning Jason Kenney’s comments, an 

anti-Muslim agenda that keeps at its core support for Israel. Equally apparent is what Francois 

Debrix called the tabloid realist style of Kenney’s images of girls with Down syndrome and pet 

markets in Bagdad. A false story first circulated by the U.S. military and later retracted,51 these 

images are nevertheless circulated not just by Kenney but by uncritical Canadian news reports on 

the Dallaire/Kenney exchange. To this day it remains hard for a researcher to uncover that the 

Kenney story was in fact false unless one were to examine little known blogs.52 

The tabloid discursive style of truth telling, Debrix explains is overly simplistic, 

sensationalist, fear inducing and reliant on images and cartographical representations meant to 

help Americans visualize threats. Tabloid realism has now become tabloid imperialism, "a matter 

of deploying vivid gruesome, real, or factual situations and so-called events, and, more 

importantly, of attaching those phenomena to larger-than-life and ideationally superior reasons, 

rationalizations, and ideologies, so that Americans could not just fear or panic, but also could 

hate, abject, dehumanize, and agonize over life and death.’’~3 As Kenney insisted at every turn, 

Muslims sink to the lowest levels of depravity and against these images, it is impossible to 

consider Omar Khadr as we would a child soldier of Sierra Leone. Kenney secures for himself an 
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ethical space by arguing that we cannot deal with Omar Khadr through the rule of law given the 

extent of Muslim depravity. 

Tabloid realism depends on race thinking in exactly the way Arendt named. It presents 

both white civility and Muslim degeneracy as inheritable traits. Arendt noted in detail European 

thinkers who saw the liberal democratic state as the crowning achievement of European 

civilization and as an outcome of a superior rationality. Occluding the violence that makes the 

modern state, this occidentalist view underpins the racial fault line embedded in global 

geopolitics today, as Fernando Coronil has argued.54 Such a view is fully apparent in the 

presentation to the committee made by Howard Anglin, a Canadian lawyer working in 

Washington. Anglin, already known for articles on his blog arguing that it is necessary to 

suspend the Geneva Convention when dealing with militant Islamists given their "depravity" 55 

(Anglin was subsequently appointed as Jason Kenney’ s chief of staff, a position he holds today) 

defended Guantanamo’s military commissions as entirely lawful. In true tabloid fashion, he 

argued, "Everyone agrees that the detention of a fanatical and zealous enemy desirous of 

martyrdom imposes a new challenge for traditional and often anachronistic military and legal 

procedures.’’56 The Geneva Convention "really conveyed a Hogan’s Heroes sort of detention 

camp of gentleman soldiers. Whatever you want to say about Mr. Khadr, he is not a 

gentleman.’’57 One wants to remind Mr. Anglin of the millions of Soviet prisoners of war killed 

by the Germans during the Second World War and the new levels of European barbarism that 

war reached; at the end of 1941, the historian Timothy Synder has shown, the largest group of 

victims in occupied Poland were neither Jews nor Poles but Soviet prisoners of war. 58 It is not 

fact that matters, however, but feeling. As with the media narratives of the Khadr family, 

narratives about Western law must also incite warm feelings of civilizational belonging. 
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Anglin anxiously displays his European pedigree. Noting (with no small degree of 

pompousness) that Khadr was surely a dutiful son, he elaborates that: 

there is always something noble about sons in this case a family of sons standing up for their 

patrimony and for their father’s be#efs. This sentiment is nobly and memorably represented in 

the Oath of the Horatii, the great classical painting by Jacques-Louis David, in which three sons 

swear to defend Rome against the Alba Longa. Unfortunately, if we’re going to be Rome in that 

analogy, the Khadrs are the Curiatii and not the Horatii. He chose the wrong side and I think it’s 

59 
appropriate to take that into consideration in the context of being a most dutiful son. 

Leaving the committee with his knowledge of Latin, Anglin concludes: "You might say he’s a 

boy of 15, but unfortunately the law says he is a soldier at 15. Dura lex sed lex is an old 

proverb.’’6° It is not easy to disturb the flow of images and these extravagant rhetorical gestures 

announcing Europeanness as civility and lawfulness. The Opposition tries to do so by reminding 

Anglin that the U.S. Supreme Court had itself ruled in Hamdan that Military Commissions were 

illegal. They argue that Khadr had been tortured. The Military Commissions have since been 

improved, Anglin responds that these facts simply prove that the U.S. is in fact a civilized 

country and not "a country that holds kangaroo courts or show trials.’’61 

The second witness, Naresh Raghubeer, (the only Brown witness and thus well suited for 

his role of native informant) also comes to the Sub-Committee as simply someone with a human 

rights agenda. Representing a group known as the Canadian Coalition for Democracies, a group 

with a strong Anti-Muslim politics and a strong Hindu Right orientation, (the group supports 

India’s right to Kashmir, a pro Israel stance, the need to end all humanitarian assistance to 

Palestinians, and it regularly attacks Muslim Canadian public figures who are critical of these 
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politics), Raghubeer simply repeats the argument that Khadr has been treated well and that he 

has a right to consular access. (Conservative Members of Parliament will repeat these words 

almost verbatim in parliament for several years). He suggests that the Canadian government 

should go after the Khadr family and address the priming of hatred in Canadian homes. Khadr’s 

family primed him for martyrdom. Using the Arabic word "Shahid" for martyr, and thereby 

indicating his expertise on Muslims, Raghubeer follows the tabloid script to a Tee. When asked 

what Khadr is alleged to have done, Jason Kenney replies on Raghubeer’ s behalf: "What did he 

do? I gather he joined al-Qaeda, which is an international terrorist organization dedicated to 

creating an 8th century caliphate, an extreme Muslim dictatorship and to killing Jews and 

Americans and allies of the United States. I think that’s what he did.’’62 Locating the Khadr 

firmly within a terrorist family (and making repeated reference to the CBC’s interview with 

Maha and Zaynab Khadr), Raghubeer recommends that parliament should ban the teaching of 

terror. 

The House of Commons Subcommittee is unable to overcome its political differences. It 

concludes that Omar Khadr should be considered a child soldier and that he should have the 

protection of the Optional Protocol. It recommends that Khadr’s release should be sought and 

his re-integration facilitated. Issuing a dissenting opinion, the Conservative Members of 

Parliament warn that taking Khadr up as a victim has implications for Canada’ s stance on 

terrorism. Conservative committee members complain that Howard Anglin was particularly 

disregarded. They repeat Anglin" s argument that the conditions of the War on Terror call for a 

departure from regular rules. Khadr poses a risk and he is sure to re-establish ties with his family. 

While it may be that these Conservative party narratives are drowned out by the Opposition in 

the Sub-committee, as a majority government, the Conservatives are easily able to stay the 
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course in the House of Commons. From the moment of its election in 2006 to the present day, 

the Conservative government has been completely impervious to Opposition calls for Omar 

Khadr" s repatriation, replying in formulaic terms whenever Khadr’ s case is brought up in the 

House of Commons. Rarely does the government feel compelled to depart from its stock three 

line response: He faces serious murder charges for killing a medic; he is being treated humanely; 

and Canada respects the legal processes of the United States. 63 

Part Two: Civility in the blood, a story about the child soldiers of Africa 

Canadians have especially prided themselves on their defence of child soldiers and politicians 

often recall that Canada played a key role in pushing for the Optional Protocol on Child Soldiers 

in 2000, which protects children under the age of 18 from being recruited by armed groups and 

which enjoins states to rehabilitate and to aid such children. As the principles of the Protocol 

note, (signed by 60 states in February 2007), child soldiers who commit crimes are victims. 64 

Child soldiers have featured strongly in the national imagination. Canadians, like Americans, 

have been taken with the story of former Sierra Leone child soldier Ismael Beah, whose memoir 

A Long Way Gone has garnered international praise. Beah was 12, (as was Omar Khadr when his 

family took him to Afghanistan) and by thirteen, had been involved in several heinous acts. 

Canadians have likewise been drawn to the story of Michel Chikwanine, a former child soldier 

from Congo who now lives in Canada and who was nominated by Free the Children Founders 

Craig and Marc Kielburger, for inclusion in the group of the next generation of leaders. 

Thousands of Canadian school children have heard Chikwanine’s story of being abducted by 

rebel soldiers and forced by them to kill his best friend. 65 
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If it is impossible to underestimate the importance of emotion in tabloid realism, the 

invocation, that is, of 8th century caliphates, gentlemen soldiers of Europe and children with 

Downs Syndrome who are forced to become suicide bombers, and the supporting political idea 

that the West has a political obligation to keep Muslim barbarism in check wherever it is 

assumed to live, it is also evident that the child soldier line must tap into the same wellspring of 

racial feeling when it comes to the humanitarianism of the West. Dallaire, for example, stresses 

that we are a civilized nation with an obligation to help the Third World into democracy. When 

he gave a speech in Montreal to this effect, a member of the audience who suggested that we 

might also examine our own consumption, was not only dismissed by Dallaire for attempting to 

refocus the discussion on Western privilege but was booed by the audience, as Ezra Winton 

reported in his blog66. We will, it seems, only have our child soldiers without a side dish of 

critical self reflection about our supposed civility. 

Scholars have been rightly critical of the focus on the child in human rights discourses, 

noting for example that it evades issues of economic inequalities between the North and South 

and positions Western activists as the saviours of Third World children. As David Jefferess put 

it, "the ’protection’ of the child is a self-consolidating project for the (Western) adult.’’67 

Jefferess points out that there is a particular problem in valorizing Western child-activist figures 

such as Craig Kielburger, founder of the Canadian organization Free the Children in that the 

Western child is positioned as able to be both a child and child activist, travelling the world 

saving children, something few children can do. The Third World child is rendered voiceless in 

these arrangements and it is through that child that the Western child activist achieves 

personhood. Here we might note the same hierarchical arrangement that operates in torture 
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where the tortured become body and the torturer voice, the former annihilated, the latter born out 

of torture. 

Craig Kielburger has in fact written of a chance encounter he once had with Omar Khadr 

in 1996 when he was 13 and Khadr 9 years old. Kielburger was travelling through South Asia 

learning about child labour. He was due to meet then Prime Minister Jean Chretien who was also 

travelling through South Asia. The Khadr family was waiting to meet the Prime Minister that day 

in order to plead their case for the release of Ahmed Khadr, then held by the Pakistanis. In 

Kielburgher’s recollections, he exchanged a few words with Omar about being from the same 

neighbourhood in Toronto. Recalling the boy who liked comics, Kielburger comments on the 

different paths they have since travelled: 

Weeks later, I returned home to a firestorm of media attention. Many asked how I had 

accomp#shed so much at such a young age. Years later when I learned that the boy I met in 

Pakistan allegedly killed an American soldier in a fire fight in Afghanistan, I wondered if anyone 

asked him that question. It dawned on me that people thought my 13 year oM self did something 

kids shouldn’t be capable of doing. But, when Omar was pushed into weapons training at 10, 

apparently he shouM have known better. Really though, the two of us are products of our 

environment. Omar is just being punished for his. 6s 

Although he offers passionate support for Omar Khadr, we can immediately see how Kielburger 

is caught in the very construct Jefferess writes about. In seeing them both as simply children, 

Kielburger does not begin with the fact of his own privilege of travelling the world at 13. He 

cannot imagine that the differences between himself and Omar have to do with race and class, 

among other things. In Kielburger’s world, where children are either white saviours able to 
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travel the world or Black children in need of rescue, Omar is neither. He is of the First World but 

he is not white. Further, he is alleged to have killed an American Medic, a crime which 

columnist Rosie Dimanno opined was particularly heinous to her given that she had spent time 

on the ground with Canadian troops in Afghanistan and knew intimately the dangers they 

faced.69 Presumably, regardless of age, to kill a Canadian is not to be equated with the killing of 

an African. In these ways, Khadr cannot offer his saviours the rush of feeling that comes with 

saving.7° 

Teaching (About) Terror 

A Muslim child is not readily accessible as an innocent victim of his own culture, as are African 

children. It is not the Orientalist child who must be protected; it is we who must be protected 

from him. Small wonder that Omar Khadr deeply troubles humanitarian discourses of the child. 

These difficulties are evident in the classroom activities that Free the Children prepares for 

Canadian schools. School children are presented with scenarios in which they are encouraged to 

imagine themselves as living in an African country plagued with civil war and unrest. The 

scenarios always involve living in a village. Either a child soldier returns to his village and is 

welcomed back in a ceremony at which one of his former victims is also present, or he is seized 

from his village and escapes from his captors months later. Children are encouraged to explore 

the difficulties of re-integration into the village. The lesson plan suggests an extension where the 

class might consider the case of Omar Khadr but one can immediately foresee the pedagogical 

difficulties of the situation. Tellingly, the lesson plan does not ask that the children imagine 

themselves in Omar’ s position, as it did with the other examples. Since the student is imagined 

as white and poised to save African children, Khadr’s case as a child from a suburb of Toronto, 

would be beyond their imagination. It would surely be a pedagogical feat for white school 
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children to think that their own country refuses to support them. Instead, the children are invited 

to discuss whether or not Omar Khadr is a child soldier at all, why Canada is resisting his return, 

and whether he would be accepted "once again." It is highly unlikely that Canadian school 

children can negotiate the treacherous waters of monster terrorists equipped only with discourses 

about children’s rights. In this sense, Canadian schools are one more site for the reproduction of 

torture narratives as they concern Muslims. 

Liberal discourses of the child soldier, I have been arguing, rely on a civilizational 

divide that cannot in the end bear the weight of the Muslim child. We believe in child soldiers to 

the extent that they confirm our own Western superiority. Human rights discourses have a built 

in civilizational or colour line in which it is presumed that the West is the guardian of human 

rights whose challenge it is to instruct the non-West in civility. As several scholars including 

myself point out, this renders the violence of the West invisible. It is this fatal flaw of human 

rights discourses that we see when child soldier discourses fail to marshal Canadian support to 

repatriate Omar Khadr. As in the school lessons prepared by Free the Children, Canadians have 

little pedagogical help that would enable them to see Omar as a deserving child. To see Omar 

Khadr as a victim of torture would require that Canadians examine their relationship to the 

United States and to the family of white nations who wage the ’war on terror.’ Most have been 

unwilling to do this and few politicians are prepared to risk the political consequences of doing 

so. Sentimental narratives of child soldiers must then suffice in its stead. They help us to affirm 

our civilizational superiority even in the moment of critique. They do not help Omar Khadr. 

Conclusion 
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Omar Khadr haunts the nation. He represents the dangerous possibility that we have been 

uncivilized, acquiescing to lawless zones where torture is permissible, and abandoning a child to 

his fate. We keep his ghost at bay through wild talk about monster terrorists, through 

sentimentality about child soldiers. Our melancholic attachment to Omar Khadr spells his doom. 

We need our terrorists carrying the seeds of fanaticism in their blood and no more so than when 

they are children and youth. Equally, we need our child soldiers in grass huts in Africa. These are 

constructs through which white Canadians come to understand their own racial superiority. 

When we torture or approve of torture, the public truth we will not give up is the idea of white 

superiority and the violence it requires and produces. It is frightening to think how easily blood 

narratives are blood thirsty narratives. 

Torture is now a public truth in many ways in Canada. The government has directed 

Canada’s spy agency CSIS to use information that may have been extracted through torture in 

cases where public safety is at stake. The story, as columnist Thomas Walkom pointed out, was 

back page news in most newspapers. 71 Prior to this, the Canadian government prorogued 

parliament rather than reveal its involvement in rendering Afghan detainees to torture.72 We have 

several celebrated cases of Canadians who were tortured with the complicity and active 

assistance of the Canadian government, the most well known of these being Maher Arar who is 

also the only Canadian who has received compensation from the Canadian government but who 

is still banned from the United States. It is hard to find evidence that Canadians have noticed the 

increasing material involvement of their state in the torture of its own citizens. Against this 

backdrop, an energetic tabloid realism continues apace, with a daily reminder of Muslim 

degeneracy, as other papers in this workshop discuss, and a regular installment of European 

civility. If we follow these blood narratives, tracing the kinds of normative citizens they produce 
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and if we consider the social integration that their cumulative impact achieves, we will come to 

torture as practice and truth. 
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Chapter 5 

Surveillance Effects: South Asian, Arab, and Afghan American Youth in the War on 

Terror 

Sunaina Maira 

The U.S.-led War on Terror has been fought on battlefields in Iraq and killing fields in 

Afghanistan, in counterterrorism operations in Pakistan and drone warfare in Yemen, but it has 

also been accompanied by a war at home. While spectacles of dramatic military assaults overseas 

have increasingly been replaced by secret drone warfare over there, the counterterrorism 

apparatus has shifted its focus to the "terrorists" and "terrorist sympathizers" (so-called terror 

symps) here. This domestic War on Terror often remains invisible for it is conducted through 

covert means, and through a surveillance regime that targets, and also produces, gendered and 

racial bodies. The War on Terror also has a cultural front--a culture war in which Islam, gender, 

sexuality, and religion are central to debates about the meaning of national culture and Western, 

secular democracy. 

Muslim youth in the U.S., in particular, are profiled as terrorists-in-the-making, as always 

susceptible to indoctrination by fundamentalist movements and recruitment by militant networks. 

The War on Terror is a technology of nation-making that produces youth as subjects that must be 

preserved and protected, as well as monitored, contained, repressed, or removed, if necessary 

through violence. 

The domestic War on Terror takes place through undercover intelligence and policing operations 

that presumably pre-empt terrorist attacks by "radicalized" Muslim youth in the U.S., surveilling 

and infiltrating targeted communities with the help of informants from those same communities, 
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so the politics of resistance to this secret war also becomes more complex, more difficult, and 

more divisive. Furthermore, this internal war is also one from which the majority of citizens and 

denizens in the U.S. feel removed, for it is a covert form of terrorizing specific populations, even 

if it is happening in their midst and with their implicit or explicit consent. I want to emphasize 

that the backlash against Muslim and Arab Americans after 9/11 is not exceptional, but part of a 

longer history of state regulation and repression of groups defined as "enemy aliens" or "anti- 

American." Empire always works on two fronts, the domestic and the global; the "state of 

exception" in the War on Terror is constitutive of an imperial governmentality which rests on the 

exclusion of certain groups from citizenship at different historical moments (Agamben 2005; 

Ganguly 2001; Kaplan and Pease 1993). 

The politics of gender and sexuality infuse the culture wars through Orientalist 

imaginaries of enemy populations and "others" to Western civilization that drive the politics of 

imperial feminism and homonationalism (see Puar 2007; Razack 2008). The larger project 

explores how the notion of rescuing racialized "others," particularly women and queers, shapes a 

central political logic in the War on Terror, that of humanitarianism (Williams 2010). This 

concept disguises imperial interventions for neoliberal democracy through the language of 

human rights, and also regulates dissenting politics through the binary of "radical" and 

"moderate" Muslims, Arabs, Afghans, or Iranians. Radical Muslim or Middle Eastern youth-- 

particularly males, who are always prone to violence, but also females, in some cases--must be 

contained by surveillance. Each of these sites of the culture/class/racial wars--humanitarianism, 

homonationalism, and surveillance--is a site of the production and also self-regulation of 

political subjecthood for Muslim, Arab, South Asian, and Afghan American youth. Surveillance 
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shapes the affective and strategic registers of political culture in the War on Terror, yet this is 

something that has not received sufficient scholarly attention. 

This article is drawn from a larger project that focuses on what it means for South Asian, 

Arab, and Afghan American youth to engage with the "political" at a moment when their politics 

are under constant scrutiny and often, surveillance. Here, I will discuss how youth from targeted 

communities grapple with the knowledge of what can only be described as a state of permanent 

surveillance, which is necessitated by the state of permanent war, and reframe and resist 

surveillance through tactics of counter-surveillance or sousveillance. I am interested in 

examining the the meaning of political subj ecthood for young people targeted in the domestic 

War on Terror and the participation of youth in "counter-public" spheres but the problem is that 

it has become increasingly difficult for young people who are objects of surveillance and 

profiling to constitute what might look like a "public" in the post-9/11 era, let alone what could 

be called a "counter-public." It is important to investigate how the surveillance state constitutes 

racial and gendered subj ects of the nation and the American "way of life" in a time of permanent 

war. 

The Study 

The study is based on an ethnographic study exploring post-9/11 political mobilization and coalition- 

building among college-age youth in northern California, between 2007-2011. It is situated in Silicon 

Valley and Fremont/Hayward where there are large concentrations of South Asian, Arab, and Afghan 

Americans, and where a new generation of activists has increasingly engaged in antiwar and civil rights 

movements and in progressive alliances. 1 The ethnography examines how young people are mobilizing 

around the notion of"rights"--civil, women’ s, gay, or human--in response to technologies of racialized 
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warfare and surveillance. In a moment of political repression and moral panics about the "radicalization" 

of Muslim and Arab American youth, the question I explore is: what forms of politics are possible or 

permissible? And what does it mean to produce knowledge about communities who are the objects of 

hyper-surveillance and for whom political engagement, as defined by counterterrorism regimes, is the 

threshold of who can be prosecuted, deported, incarcerated, or tortured? These are deeply fraught 

questions about the biopolitics of doing research when it can become a form of intelligence gathering, 

and when knowledge production itself can be terrorizing. 

Silicon Valley is an interesting site for this research because it has an increasingly visible 

and organized Muslim American community, including Arab and South Asian immigrant 

families as well as Afghan refugees, in San Jose and its affluent suburbs as well as the towns of 

Fremont/Hayward in its hinterland. These communities have established major Muslim 

institutions, such as the MCA (Muslim Community Association) mosque in Santa Clara which 

draws a large, ethnically diverse (Sunni) Muslim population from the region, as well as a Shia 

mosque. While there are sizeable communities of South Asian and Arab Americans in the larger 

San Jose area and Afghan Americans in the Fremont/Hayward area (in fact, these two cities host 

the largest Afghan community outside Afghanistan), they are under-researched. The Arab 

American community is a diverse one, consisting of Egyptians, Palestinians, Lebanese, Iraqis, 

and Yemenis, some of whom have lived in Northern California for three generations. The South 

Asian community is generally comprised of Pakistani and Indian immigrants. South Asian and 

Arab Americans in this area tend to be upwardly mobile professionals, but there are also middle- 

class and some lower-middle- class families. The Afghan American community consists largely 

of refugees who are less affluent and who came in two waves: one wave after the Soviet invasion 

of Afghanistan in 1979, and the other wave after the rise of the Taliban in the 1990s. The 
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college-age youth who I interviewed in Silicon Valley were generally the children of Arab, 

Indian, and Pakistani immigrants who had come to the United States in the 1960s and 1970s, 

mostly as graduate students or technical workers, or of Afghan refugees from Afghanistan or 

Pakistan. These middle- to upper-middle- class youth were students at private and public 

universities, including community colleges, and were engaged in politics both on and off 

campus, sometimes through organized groups or movements (faith-based and secular) as well as 

in informal ways. 

South Asian, Afghan, and Arab American youth in this area grow up in racially and ethnically 

diverse communities and socialize and organize with other youth of color, including Latinos, Asian 

Americans, and, to a lesser extent, African Americans. Young South Asian, Afghan, and Arab 

Americans attend the same high schools, and in some cases, the same Islamic schools, so the politics of 

cross-ethnic coalition building are interesting to examine in a region where liberal multiculturalism is 

constantly invoked as a celebratory, and sometimes self-congratulatory, image. The intensified 

(re)codification of the racialization of Muslim-hess, and Arab-hess, has also generated new forms of 

solidarity. Coalitional categories such as Arab, Muslim, and South Asian (AMSA), Middle Eastern, 

Arab, Muslim, and South Asian (MASA), or Arab, Middle Eastern, Muslim, and South Asian 

(AMEMSA), and other unwieldy acronyms have been coined by activists to link communities who 

increasingly experienced similar processes of disciplining, exclusion, and violence in the aftermath of 

9/11. The contradictions between idealized narratives of liberal "tolerance" and self-reinvention in 

Silicon Valley and the realities of the conservative political culture in this hyper-capitalist region need to 

be situated in the history of the production of"Silicon Valley" as a space emblematic of technological 

"progress" and cultural heterogeneity. Furthermore, college campuses provide a particular context for 

activism that shapes the kinds of alliances and movements with which these middle- and upper-middle 
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class youth engage and also the forms of repression and disciplining they encounter in a climate of 

liberal multiculturalism. 

Surveillance Effects 

Technologies of regulating and repressing radical or "extremist" Muslim American youth and 

enemy subjects, within and outside the U.S., are used by the national and global security 

apparatus as part of an emerging and expanding culture of surveillance. While liberal/progressive 

critics have challenged post-9/11 surveillance in the War on Terror as repressive tactics of a new 

McCarthyism, I think it is important to consider the work of surveillance in reshaping political 

subjectivity as well as political mobilization. Surveillance has infused and, in some cases, 

transformed the everyday, political culture of the post-9/11 national security state, as it has 

evolved since the Cold War and in the context of what has been described as a "new Cold War" 

as well as the many hot wars waged by the U.S. around the globe, from Iraq to Afghanistan. 

Surveillance is fundamentally a technology of disciplining and managing racialized populations 

within neoliberal capitalism, and is a racialized mode of governmentality for the imperial state. 

As the national security state developed since the 1950s, the "protracted afterlife of the Cold 

War" has shaped what Jodi Kim calls the Cold War as a "structure of feeling," and what I have 

described as "imperial feelings" or the affective dimensions of U. S. empire as a way of life-- 

sentiments of fear, anxiety, ambivalence, hatred, or desire (Kim 2010, 4; Maira 2009a; Williams, 

R. 1980). I argue here that the culture of surveillance is related to the exceptionalist discourse of 

democracy and sovereignty, on the one hand, and to neoliberal governmentality, on the other, 

and the resulting tension that emerges between the police state’s repression and notions of 

American "freedom" in the War on Terror. This tension is negotiated, by those who experience 

the brunt of policing and the contradictions of "democracy" acutely in their daily lives, through 
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sentiments of fear and anxiety but also through strategies of cooperating with, resisting, or 

renarrating surveillance. 

Nearly all the young people I spoke to talked about the climate of surveillance and the 

chilling effect it had on the possibilities of dissent and understandings of what it meant to be 

"political." These are what I describe as surveillance effects, the social and cultural registers 

through which surveillance is negotiated in daily life. Surveillance in the post-9/11 state often 

becomes normalized by those targeted in the War on Terror, even as it is resisted by them or 

others. Surveillance effects shape political culture and also ideas of selfhood, producing objects 

and subjects of surveillance, as well as self-surveillance, and are part of the bridge between the 

psychic and political affects of the War on Terror. Surveillance effects are related to the 

disciplinary technologies of "state effects": the state attempts to secure an image of itself as 

unitary, discrete, and all-powerful, despite contradictions to these "state effects" in everyday 

encounters with the state (Mitchell 2006). Technologies of control, containment, and regulation 

operate in the surveillance-security state in part through policies, as well as representations, of 

surveillance as "an all-encompassing, impenetrable, and infallible surveillance structure" (Puar 

2007, 152). The effects of this surveillance, through knowledge of surveillance policies as well 

as of stories about surveillance, are to produce the image of a powerful security-state apparatus 

that is feared, and thus repressive, but like the contradictory working of"state effects," 

surveillance regimes also provide the opposite effect, provoking challenges to this apparatus. 

They also produce subjects who are aware that they are the potential targets of surveillance, 

because they fit a racial, religious, political or national profile, and so in some cases engage in 

self-surveillance or aid in the surveillance state of others--all the while hoping to exit this 

profiled category through disciplinary inclusion or collusion with agents of surveillance. 
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For example, Laila, a young Pakistani American woman, had attended an Islamic school 

in Fremont, which had received threats after 9/11 and where the teachers were mostly Arabs and 

Afghans. She recalled that when students were discussing the war in Iraq, "The teacher yelled at 

us and said, ’Don’t discuss it! Especially in school because it’s not safe.’... Like, they really 

prevented us from discussing it. I don’t know if this is true but we’ve made jokes that it’s 

because our mosque was taped." In this case, the fear of surveillance, whether the school was 

actually surveilled or the mosque was indeed infiltrated by FBI informants, produces the effect 

of repressing open discussion or debate about the state’s War on Terror and the military 

intervention in Iraq, regulating permissible political speech for Muslim American youth. But it 

must also be noted that the FBI has indeed targeted mosques which has produced a heightened 

awareness and anxiety about poliitcal speech, or indeed any kind of speech, in mosqued 

communities. Most recently, the Associated Press investigation in 2012 of NYPD’s surveillance 

program noted that "mosque crawlers" and undercover informants, called "takers," are deployed 

to ferret out suspicious Muslim and Arab Americans (generally Muslim or Arab themselves), 

including students and youth.2 Azma, who was also Pakistani American and who had been to 

protests in San Jose against the Israeli war on Gaza in 2008-09, said that her mother would talk 

to her on the way to school or back about critiques of the official narrative of 9/11: "My morn, 

actually when it [attacks of 9/11] first happened, she started researching online conspiracy 

theories... And my dad got really angry at her because he told her that the FBI could be 

tracking your computer, so don’t do that. And so she said that if you don’t want me to do it at 

home, I’ll do it at the library but he’s, like, no, that’s even worse!" 

The fear of surveillance becomes internalized by those who are targeted so that it 

produces a regulatory apparatus through auto-censorship, without the need for direct state 
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repression. Those who understand themselves to be the objects of this repressive regime are 

generally the ones to censor themselves, also an intended effect. Foucault’s model of the 

panopticon is a system of surveillance which targets people in plain sight; it produces for 

surveilled bodies--or bodies that may be surveilled--the "principles of [their] own subjection" to 

technologies of management and regulation of population, without the need for physical coercion 

(cited in Puar 2007, 129). This then produces a blurring of the line between "who is watching 

and who is being watched," through diffuse mechanisms of control and the "affective resonance" 

of surveillance effects--fear, anxiety, vigilance, frustration, outrage, or bravado (Puar 2007, 

129). At the same time, I want to acknowledge that fears of surveillance among those targeted in 

the War on Terror are well-founded in realities of the practices of surveillance, through the 

internet, undercover informants, and wiretapping. For example, it must be noted that electronic 

surveillance does, indeed, exist and has been authorized, including by Barack Obama, as evident 

in the (passing) controversy over the FISA act and electronic wiretapping, not to mention the 

Associated Press reports revealing the NYPD’s surveillance of Muslim communities, including 

student groups, with the help of the CIA in New York and across the Northeast) The NYPD 

"trawled daily through student websites run by Muslim student groups at Yale, the University of 

Pennsylvania, Rutgers and 13 other colleges in the Northeast. They talked with local authorities 

about professors in Buffalo and even sent an undercover agent on a whitewater rafting trip, 

where he recorded students’ names and noted in police intelligence files how many times they 

prayed.’’4 The point is that such surveillance stories also help do the work of surveillance in 

deepening these anxieties and producing self-regulation in those who are the objects of 

surveillance, by virtue of their race, religion, or nationality. So the student who worries that her 

email is being surveiled or the immigrant father who is anxious that his wife’ s computer or 
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research on 9/11 at the library may be monitored cannot be dismissed as "paranoid," for this is an 

expression of the political subjecthood of life in a surveillance state, and of knowledge of the 

racialized technologies of panopticism. 

Furthermore, "conspiracy theories," as Jodi Dean (2009) argues, can rupture this circuit 

of racialized surveillance and violence to the extent that they challenge the mythology of the 

liberal democratic state and suggest, however fictively or creatively, the possibilities that 

national security is only a cover for the state’s violence and strategic interests, allowing publics 

to consider the notion of secrecy as constitutive of the warfare state. These unofficial narratives 

about the "truth" of9/11 suggest that truth is indeed often stranger than fiction, as are stories of 

surveillance. Conspiracy theories that go against the grain of official narratives, however, are 

evaluated through an ideological and racialized discourse, generally dismissed by the intellectual 

left and pinned onto "fringe" radicals and onto regions of the global South whose denizens 

presumably generate a profusion of wild accounts in repressive societies. Yet truth is indeed 

often hard to ascertain in the metropole and power works in mysterious ways and generally 

always at the expense of ordinary lives. How then, do cultures of surveillance, or cultures of 

conspiracy and secrecy, shape the politics and daily lives of those who are produced as objects of 

the regimes of surveillance? 

My Friend "Joe" and Me 

One of the ways which political imaginaries, and imaginings of self, are shaped by surveillance 

effects is through normalization--this is a social and also psychic shift in the War on Terror, and 

has a strategic effect. It is striking, and troubling, to note the extent to which encounters with the 
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FBI have become part of the everyday lexicon of South Asian, Arab, and Afghan Americans 

after 9/11, and the degree to which knowledge of surveillance has become part of social life. FBI 

agents are now just another set of state officials with whom Arab, South Asian, and Afghan 

Americans, as well as Muslim Americans more generally, must anticipate encountering as part of 

a normalized routine--one that would be considered highly "abnormal" in a liberal democratic 

state professing to be the beacon of democracy and civil rights. Community activists I spoke to 

recounted stories of FBI agents who regularly, and often overtly, attended Muslim American 

events and trolled the mosques in the area. While some of these reports and anecdotes about 

surveillance are by older members of the community and about other localities, these narratives 

shore up an ever more powerful sense of permanent surveillance, as well as a deeper knowledge 

of the tactics and technologies of surveillance, among youth. 

An example of one of several surveillance stories I heard was narrated by an Afghan 

woman, Zahida, who works as a realtor in Fremont and who was involved with Afghan relief 

programs in the Bay Area. She talked about her "friend Joe," an FBI agent who had been 

contacting Afghan Americans in the local community: 

He talks to everyone, people kept telling me, Joe called me, and I said, ’Who’s this Joe?’ 

And he was going to the mosque, he was coming to every event and then he wanted to 

know about my charity. So I got his number and called him up and said, ’What is this? 

Are you following me? So we met and we talked and he said, ’You are the most 

outspoken woman, so I wanted to talk to you.’ And one time, he came with his gun and I 

said, ’I don’t want you sitting here with a gun, you need to leave that behind!’ 
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Zahida told me this story while sipping tea in her living room in a Fremont apartment complex, 

one of her young daughters watching TV while the other served me snacks. Neither daughter 

flinched or batted an eyelid while she laughingly recounted her surveillance by "Joe." She added, 

"He is Filipino, but I know his real name is not Joe! And now he’s following the Somalis." 

Zahida was alternatively witty and outraged while recounting stories of surveillance, of the 

Afghan community in Fremont/Hayward, and of the impact of the U.S. occupation on 

Afghanistan. 

Zahida narrated this story with emphasis on her lack of fear and boldness which had 

registered with intelligence agents, flipping the experience of questioning/questioned around by 

contacting the FBI agent herself. She explicitly challenged the production of objects of 

surveillance--Afghans, Iraqis, Iranians, Somalis--from communities linked to U.S. overseas 

wars, occupations, and (proxy) interventions. IfFBI agents (or increasingly, even law 

enforcement) can engage in pre-emptive surveillance, then the objects of surveillance can try and 

pre-empt the encounter. The disciplining effects of surveillance regimes are countered through 

attempts to take partial control of the process, and its narration, through claiming the intimacy of 

surveillance effects as one’s own ("my friend" the FBI agent). However, this is still a process of 

normalization, of regulating one’ s political subj ectivity in relation to the "superpanopticon’ s" 

regularization--not just disciplining--of populations through classification, data collection, and 

simulation (Puar 2007, 115; Simon 2005, 16). For Foucault, "surveillance is permanent in its 

effects," but how exactly do these effects take shape in the post-9/11 moment of permanent 

surveillance for those who are constructed as the racialized and gendered objects of surveillance? 

In the face of increasing FBI scrutiny of Muslim Americans, and surveillance of Somalis, 

Afghans, Arabs, Pakistanis, and others in northern California, various campaigns have been 
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launched to challenge panopticism and superpanopticism and its chilling, regulatory effects on 

surveillable subjects. A Pakistani American professional, Farrukh Shah Khan, who founded the 

Pakistani American Cultural Center (PACC) in Silicon Valley, offered a thoughtful reflection on 

what it means to live with the panopticon or superpanopticon, through an allegory about the 

affective dimension of surveillance effects. I met Khan in the office where the PACC was first 

housed, a small, simple two-room suite in an office building in Milpitas. He reflected on how 

"scared" the Pakistani and Muslim American community was after 9/11 and how they became 

"afraid to go to masjids" for they knew that mosques were being surveilled and infiltrated by FBI 

informants, thus transforming--in many cases undermining and shredding--social life and social 

networks. Khan said he began thinking about the film, The Matrix, where the hero "escapes 

capture by ’the system’" with the help of"renegade, or ’good’ people, and how the security 

apparatus after 9/11 was a "system trying to track connections with other Muslims": 

After 9/11, I was sitting in my cubicle and hearing a security guard walking outside, and I 

would think, they’re coming to get me, and I have no one coming to help me. Others 

were also in this Matrix-type situation of targeting by the system .... I would like awake 

at night thinking, what if I’m... stopped by the FBI at the airport. I felt so cornered that I 

decided to fight back. Anything they said, don’t do, I did! I went public, I started a TV 

show, I started a business. I felt ifI was silent and I disappeared, no one would know. The 

Matrix image really stuck with me. 

Khan’s story paints a moving picture of the anxiety and loneliness of Muslim Americans, sitting 

alone in their cubicles and feeling overwhelmed by powerlessness in their subjection to 

surveillance regimes. Khan astutely argues that there is no escape from the system other than 

standing in full view of the panopticon, that is, self-surveillance. Turning the spotlight on 
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himself, inserting himself into the media by producing his own show, and organizing public 

events for the local Pakistani American community is a tactic of counter-surveillance or 

sousveillance that Khan suggests works on two levels: one, by creating a network of support and 

solidarity if he were, one day, to be disappeared, having been surveilled all along; and two; by 

recording himself before, or at the same time, he assumes he is being recorded or surveilled by 

the state. Self-surveillance thus becomes a strategy of attempting to resist surveillance and 

policing by resisting the disappearance of the object of surveillance. 

This strategy has also been used by civil rights campaigns and by young people who are 

the objects of surveillance, and who make surveillance, itself, the object. For example, the 

CLEAR (Creating Law Enforcement Accountability and Responsibility) Project, based at the 

City University of New York-School of Law, offers legal representation and consultation to 

Muslim, Arab, and South Asian communities targeted by national security and counterterrorism 

policies and facing requests for FBI interviews, searches by law enforcement, and border 

profiling while traveling overseas. 5 Ramzi Kassem, a civil and immigrant rights attorney who 

supervises the project, observed that in some cases, client from communities targeted by law 

enforcement videotape the FBI agents knocking on their doors and asking for interviews, 

recording and documenting acts of state surveillance. Other instances of counter-surveillance 

have dramatically highlighted the often Kafkaesque irony and painful absurdity of the reaches of 

the surveillance regime. 

One of the most bizarre cases occurred in Silicon Valley and was that of a 20-year old 

Egyptian American college student from Santa Clara, Yasser Afifi, who became the center of a 

storm of controversy, and outrage, over surveillance. A student at Mission College in Silicon 

Valley, whose father was a Muslim American community leader, Afifi took his car for an oil 
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change at a local garage in 2010. To his surprise, he found a wire sticking out of his car at the 

back. The garage owner, Mazher Khan, pulled it out and they both found themselves looking at a 

6 device connected to a battery pack and transmitter that had been attached underneath the car. 

Afifi went home and showed the strange contraption to his friend, Khaled, who photographed it 

and posted the pictures online.7 Khaled later remarked with wry humor: "My plan was to just put 

the device on another car or in a lake, but when you come home to two stoned off-their-asses 

people who are hearing things in the device and convinced it’ s a bomb you just gotta be sure. 

A reader quickly identified the device as an Orion Guardian ST820 tracking device. Afifi 

contemplated putting the device for sale online on Craig’s List, but 48 hours later, the FBI came 

to Afifi’ s house and interrogated him, asking if he’ d ever been to Yemen for "training."9 They 

then demanded the device back, saying, "It’s federal property. It’s an expensive piece, and we 

need it right now.’’1° Video reports of this story that circulated online, some produced by white 

American youth, featured incredulous and shocked commentaries that this surveillance could be 

directed at a U.S. citizen "just because he was half Egyptian," underscoring the racial, religious, 

and national dimensions of the production of citizens and subjects fit for surveillance. 11 The 

liberal outrage over such breaches of civil liberties erupts in the presumably postracial, Obama 

era and unsettles the rhetoric of colorblindness and multicultural democracy. 

The GPS incident involving Afifi occurred just after a 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 

had ruled that it was legal for law enforcement to place tracking devices on cars without a 

warrant, even if in a private driveway. 12 The Fred Korematsu National Civil Rights Project at the 

Asian Law Caucus in San Francisco, which works with Arab, Muslim, and South Asian 

communities, has other clients who have reported discoveries of tracking devices under their 

cars, including the case of a Yemeni immigrant man in the Bay Area that came to light just 
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before the U.S. proxy war in Yemen. I recount the case of Afifi here in some detail not simply 

because of the extent of intrusion of surveillance technologies and new technologies of 

surveillance into the lives of Muslim and Arab American youth, demonstrating the intimacy of 

surveillance and its regularization, but because of the production of various affective responses 

by youth evident in the numerous news reports and videos about the incident: the tongue-in- 

cheek, Harold-and-Kumar style bravado and sauciness of Afifi’s friend, the outrage of white 

American youth that other young people could be racially profiled in the U.S., and the calm but 

determined expression of Afifi recounting the story for media outlets and re-enacting a day in the 

life ofa surveilled subject. These are all surveillance affects, in a sense, and they mediate the 

production of selfhood in a period of permanent surveillance, where the self is constantly 

performed in public view. 

Afifi later filed a Freedom of Information (FOIA) request with the government to try to 

uncover the reasons for the surveillance, realizing that he had been tracked for several months, 

but the file returned to him revealed nothing. In 2011, CAIR filed a lawsuit against the FBI on 

behalf of Afifi. A video announcing the lawsuit, produced by CAIR-TV, features several young 

civil rights lawyers and activists talking about the significance of the case, including a well- 

known female lawyer, Zahra Billoo from the CAIR-Bay Area office, who remarked that the case 

was a fight for the civil rights not just of Muslim Americans, but of all Americans.13 Afifi, in this 

video, looks confident but slightly more tense than in his earlier media appearances. He 

commented that he knows he must fit some sort of intelligence profile, given that he had sent 

money and made phone calls to Egypt, where he had traveled and where his younger brothers 

live. 
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In the larger project, I address more fully the contradictions of mobilizing against the 

War on Terror on the terrain of civil rights, but here I want to note that the language of liberal 

democracy is often invoked by those countering surveillance, even as they acknowledge the 

ways in which profiling is a technology of global, imperial war. In some cases the professional, 

Muslim or Arab American civil rights activist may conform to the figure of the "moderate" 

Muslim fit for neoliberal democracy through a project of liberal reform. For example, Muslim 

and Middle Eastern American civil rights activists have been viewed as redeeming "American 

law and tradition" after 9/11 and challenging the un-American and undemocratic excesses of the 

Bush regime. Surveillance effects, and their affective registers, reveal what is at stake here: the 

livelihood, and lives, of young people and their families who could be in danger if they fit "the 

profile"; the belief that surveillance must be resisted and can be through the law; and the 

mobilization of counter-campaigns that see themselves as testing citizen rights and civil rights on 

behalf of all Americans and in confrontation with the national security/surveillance state. 

There is, also, a gendered politics at stake here -given the state’s investment in policing 

and profiling Muslim and Arab males. The focus on the radicalization of young Muslim and 

Middle Eastern men in the homeland-based War on Terror means that expressions of bravado, 

anxiety, courage, or subversive humor are often filtered through a self-consciousness about what 

it means to embody the "terror threat" in the U.S. today. Young Muslim American women 

lawyers working on civil rights also perform a femininity that, perhaps in some cases self- 

consciously, challenges or responds to Orientalist notions of Muslim femininities, as some of 

these activists observe. One way that youth who are in the bull’s eye of the surveillance state 

respond to the perceived stigma of profiling or surveillance as suspect bodies is to turn their 
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experience of surveillance into an achievement, a badge of honor rather than stigma. Jamil, an 

Indian Muslim American from San Jose whose mother is Indian-South African, recalled: 

It’s definitely crazy at times, like okay, one crazy story--after 9/11, our house was 

bugged and there was a van outside of our house forever. They rigged the phone lines. 

Because my dad was involved with CAIR and the family was tied with CAIR because 

he’ s a Muslim leader or whatever. And I know a couple of other kids I hung out with, 

their parents were also really active, and they were like, "Yeah, we also heard it too."... 

¯ So there’s this weird van sitting in front of our house and.., we could hear this weird 

clicking noise in the phone, like, we knew they were listening. After about a year or so 

they kind of... went away, I don’t know why. 

Jamil’s narrative is important because it illustrates the attempt to make meaning of 

"crazy" times and the ever present possibility of surveillance at your doorstep. Even if electronic 

wiretapping today no longer always produces the proverbial "clicks" on the telephone line, 

reports have revealed that FBI agents have indeed been stationed in neighborhoods with 

concentrations of Muslim Americans and targeted community leaders (Maira 2007). It is crucial 

to read this not simply as an empirical account of knowledge of technologies of surveillance but 

rather as knowledge of the intimacy of the state’s intrusions into everyday life, perhaps drawing 

on previous histories of what it meant to be surveilled. Surveillance effects involve attempts to 

make meaning of and narrate surveillance through sedimented knowledge of stories that have 

circulated since the McCarthy era and from films about repressive regimes, as well as immigrant 

experiences of surveillance in other countries. Jamil’ s story of intimacy with the surveillance 

state also illustrates the awareness of the experience of surveillability, an awareness that Muslim 

American community leaders such as his father, who were publicly engaged in civil rights 
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organizations such as CAIR were likely, indeed, to be surveilled. This narrative might be read by 

some as post-9/11 paranoid hyperbole, but at a moment when young people were finding GPS 

devices on their cars, it is apparent that the stranger-than-fiction quality of life in the surveillance 

state demands meaning-making accounts, searches for explanations in the face of absurdist 

experiences of profiling and stories of surveillance (Zizek 2002, 9-19). Jamil went on to recall: 

Especially at MCA, when I drove down -, on the right pole there was a huge beige box 

with three or four antennas, and they used to be listening into MCA through that box. My 

brother used to do rounds at security and he was like, "What is that box?".... And 

apparently there was FBI listening across the street. It was actually a good thing because 

we got a lot of bomb threats, and so we had officers across the street. In a way they were 

kind of watching our back even though they were listening in on us! I wasn’t there [at 

MCA] that day but my brother was and they had a bomb scare and had to evacuate the 

entire building. After 9/11, we got all the threatening phone calls and hate messages or 

whatever. I just heard they brought in the bomb squad. It was just crazy .... And it 

wasn’t like a badge of shame it was like, "Yeah, the FBI is listening into my house." 

Jamil offers a doubly ironic twist on the state’s logic of surveillance of Muslim Americans in the 

War on Terror: one, that the presence of the FBI, even if covert, could potentially provide 

security in the face of Islamophobic bomb threats that had been directed at the MCA and other 

masjids in northern California and across the U.S. This, of course, suggests that law enforcement 

officials would indeed spring into action and protect Muslim American communities, but the 

lightness of Jamil’s tone also suggested to me that this was an attempt to reframe and subvert the 

dominant discourse of counterterrorism, to hint, with some humor, that it was Islamophobic and 

xenophobic racists who were the threat to security and not Muslim or Arab Americans. 
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The second twist in his narrative also expresses a subversive logic in which surveillance 

becomes not a "badge of shame" but a badge of honor, a sign of achievement. So, for Jamil, his 

family warranted surveillance because of his father’s leadership in the community and other 

youth could also possibly be objects of surveillance because their families were politically 

"active." Surveillability thus becomes an index of the political significance of the object of 

surveillance, an interesting example of the implications of surveillance effects for post-9/11 

political culture and political subjecthood. This inversion of the stigmatization of surveillance is 

perhaps also an affective or psychic strategy to deal with the anxiety of imagining oneself as an 

object of surveillance, by reclaiming the political agency of surveillance and reasserting the need 

to continue to engage in dissenting politics, despite and in some cases because of the climate of 

repression after 9/11. Notions of"moderate" and "extremist" Muslim American politics regulate 

acceptable political subjecthood--which Muslim subjects are safe, acceptable, and assimilable 

(see Maira 2009b). But Jamil and others are renarrating their surveillability as "radical" political 

subjects, acknowledging the need for public politics but also normalizing the surveillance 

regime. 

Young Arab, South Asian, and Afghan Americans were well aware of the direct as well 

as indirect impact of surveillance on their own political organizing. For example, Aisha, a 

Palestinian American from Union City, which adjoins Fremont-Hayward, recalled the campus 

surveillance of student-labor organizing in which she had been involved: "Campus police were 

out with cameras when we were holding rallies and sit-ins. You wondered how much of it was 

going back to the administration? SOC (Students Organizing for Change) provided a space to 

assert ourselves politically but it also revealed repression." Aisha astutely observed that it is 

knowledge of repression that was in fact a key element in her politicization, and that oppositional 
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movements reveal the repressiveness of the state, which then helps expose the repressiveness of 

liberal democracy. Alain Badiou (2005, 145) argues that this exposure of repression is crucial for 

resistance to state power which must be defined, if it is to be resisted: 

¯.. whenever there is a genuinely political event, the State reveals itself. It reveals its 

excess of power, its repressive dimension. But it also reveals a measure for this invisible 

excess. For it is essential to the normal functioning of the State that its power remains 

measureless, errant, unassignable. The political event puts an end to all this by assigning 

a visible measure to the excessive power of the State. 

This is a twist on Foucault’s axiom about power and repression, for it suggests that "genuinely 

political events" produced by the mobilization of the Palestine or antiwar movement interrupt 

state power by revealing the extent of its errancy and the depth of its repression. 

While Badiou’s argument is important in thinking about the role of repression in the 

confrontation with illusions of freedom in liberal democracy, Aisha and other youth also worried 

about the impact of the revelation of this repression on their lives and education, and of the 

measureless repressiveness and invisible excesses of the surveillance state on their political 

organizing. For example, Aisha wondered of the surveillance of campus protests: 

Was it going back to the FBI? We were getting arrested -, would it limit our prospects 

for getting a job? I know petitions are part of the information age, which means you put 

signatures, and also photos on the Web. We were part of the radical left but we were also 

trying to be part of the system, we wanted jobs for our economic livelihood. So we had to 

be strategic about how to assert our political views, we started signing petitions as 

organizations rather than as individuals. We were worried about going to graduate school. 
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This reflection speaks to the ways in which students worried about the implications of reprisals 

for their careers, a concern not to be taken lightly, and also for organizing strategies and 

methods. It is apparent that awareness of surveillance has shaped the political culture of student 

organizing in the post-9/11 era and that there is a cautiousness in this generation, supposedly the 

pioneers of Facebook activism, about the possibilities that organizing through new media offers 

for electronic surveillance. 14 Abed, an Egyptian American, also spoke about the self-awareness 

among his peers of producing statements or internet postings that could be taken out of context 

and used against them in the "internet age" of rapid dissemination of information about political 

campaigns, a double-edged sword that slices through the debates about the potential and pitfall 

of Internet-based activism. Many Muslim, South Asian, or Arab American activists explicitly 

acknowledged, or often jokingly commented on, possible surveillance of their email 

communication, internet listservs, and Facebook pages, and some began resorting to face-to-face 

conversations for planning campaigns or discussing sensitive issues. One young Palestinian 

American woman who is a youth activist in the Bay Area said that she decided not to use a cell 

phone or Facebook for six months, because she strongly suspected that she was being surveiled. 

So in fact technology and social media have become a site of danger, of excessive knowledge 

production by and about young people who are targets in the War on Terror. 

However, I sensed in online discussions among community activists which I was privy 

to, that most activists of the Facebook generation simply took their surveillability for granted, 

and that this was integral to their political subjecthood, not something to be denied, deflected, or 

deferred. For example, for Jawad Rasul, a New York City college student who spoke publicly 

about this surveillance by the NYPD, the "experiences of being trailed by by two different 

informants has changed how he acts in the day to day. To get ahead of those watching him, Rasul 
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says he’s tried to be as transparent as he can about his life. ’What I do is constantly update my 

facebook profile because someone told me that the anti-terror and other law enforcement 

agencies don’t like surprises. So to keep the pressure off me I update everything on my wall with 

anything I am doing because I know they are most likely watching me.’"15 Social networking 

and social life has to be re-narrated in the encounter with everyday surveillance, and it is 

apparent social selves are, in a sense, co-produced with the surveillance state. In fact, the 

Bangladeshi American artist, Hasan Elahi, has produced a digital installation that wryly and 

poignantly critiques this co-production of the self through surveillance; after he was detained in 

2002 and found out he was on a terrorist watch list, he produced an installation that recorded all 

of his daily activities and whereabouts, titled "Hiding in Plain Sight." Commenting on this work 

of sousveillance, Elahi noted that the CIA and Pentagon are some of the visitors to his site: "So 

I’m looking at who’s looking at me looking at me.’’16 

In other cases, objects of surveillance have reported on agents of surveillance as in Irvine, 

California, where members of the mosque informed the FBI of an informant who made 

provocative statements about jihad. 17 Youth and students from UC Irvine were also subject to 

surveillance, an issue that gained attention with the Irvine 11 case, in which eleven University of 

California students were prosecuted by the District Attorney’s office for protesting at a talk by 

the Israeli ambassador at UC Irvine after the massacre in Gaza in 2009. In the wake of this case, 

students began doing silent protests nationwide at events related to Palestine to highlight the 

repression of critiques ofU. S.-backed Israeli state terror. So there is a quick education in the 

methods of the surveillance state that produces new repertoires of strategies and tactics, another 

important dimension of the knowledge of the errancy of state power for oppositional movements. 

There is also an awareness that the surveillance state and regimes of terror are globalized, and 
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that the U.S. and its allies are part of a global apparatus of surveillance, policing, and repression 

that is resisted by transnational solidarity movements and networks of youth, from Santa Clara to 

Cairo and Fremont to Ramallah. 

Conclusion 

Technologies of surveillance attempt to regulate, control, and contain Muslim American subjects 

and Arab, South Asian, and Afghan American politics and youth activism, but they are also 

technologies that produce objects for surveillance: the terrorist, the activist, or the "good" 

Muslim (Maira 2009b). While American democracy may save Muslims, Arabs, or Afghans from 

themselves, it is also apparent that a new category of (Muslim or Arab American) activists is 

saving those excluded from American democracy, and in the process, saving liberal democracy 

itself. Neoliberalism, democracy, and modernity are contested tropes in the civilizational clash of 

the War on Terror. 

I argue that surveillance produces the language of democracy just as neoliberal 

democracy produces and requires surveillance. Civil rights becomes the terrain for staging a 

battle for democracy, viewed as the core of Western civilization; however, forms of civil 

disobedience that were acceptable for some in an earlier civil rights movement, and even 

celebrated in sanitized national mythologies, suddenly become unacceptable, even illegal, for 

certain movements challenging overseas occupation and colonial regimes backed by the U.S. 

state. These "uncivil" protests, such as those by Palestinian, Arab, and Muslim American 

students, are policed and criminalized by a surveillance apparatus that includes state agents and 

anti-Arab and/or anti-Muslim organizations that invoke a discourse of civility, democracy, and 

modernity that is deeply racialized and gendered. 
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Furthermore, I argue that the politics of humanitarianism is increasingly paramount in 

late empire because it resolves the tension between the policing, global and domestic, of the 

security state and its self-image as a liberal democracy. That is, domestic surveillance and 

repression and U.S. overseas interventions in the War on Terror are justified through the 

discourse of saving others for neoliberal democracy. These others, who must be rescued, 

regulated, and re-engineered to enter Western modernity, are racial others; it is a racialized logic 

of surveillance and containment that fundamentally defines the post-9/11 culture wars, that are 

also racial and class wars. 

While some resist surveillance and repression by calling for a rehabilitation of liberal 

democracy, others attempt to surveil technologies and agents of surveillance, turning their lens 

onto the surveillance apparatus and the state itself. Counter-surveillance or sousveillance culture 

also, in some cases, generates a rethinking of political organizing, strategies and frameworks, 

beyond the parameters prescribed by liberal democracy. Surveillance effects are complex, and 

there is much more work to be done here on the ways in which they are reshaping political 

subjectivity and strategies for different groups and movements. It is also apparent that 

surveillance relies on knowledge production, by the state and the academy, which provides 

cultural and political expertise on populations and regions targeted in the War on Terror. So 

surveillance effects cannot be considered outside of scholarship but the question is: can we use 

our research and critique as a form of counter-surveillance? 
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Chapter 6 

The Biopolitics of Christian Persecution 

Andrea Smith 

"Islam is a religion in which God requires you to send your son to die for him. 

faith in which God sends his son to die for you.’’1 

Christianity is a 

"Evangelicals like to skip the cross and go right to the resurrection." Soong Chan-Rah 

(Evangelical scholar) 

Why in this period of so-called liberal democracy are so many wars of genocide 

committed, and yet these wars are not seen as contradictions to democracy? While we often 

articulate racism as an aberration to democracy or as a result of scapegoating in times of social 

crisis, Foucault argues that racism is in endemic and permanent to the modern state. He 

contends that in the rise of the carceral system entails a shift from punishment to normalization. 

This shift is effected through a policing of the body through the technology of the soul. That is, 

the person who fails to follow the norms of society becomes less a criminal and more of a 

"deviant" who must undergo processes of normalization. However, society simultaneously 

polices collective bodies and manages them as populations. In the service of life, others are 

allowed to die. "One might say that the ancient fight to take life or let live was replaced by a 

power to foster life or disallow it to the point of death...One had the right to kill those who 

represent a kind of biological danger to others.’’2 Consequently, entire populations get marked as 

expendable because they are viewed as threats to the colonial world order. "Wars are no longer 
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waged in the name of a sovereign who must be defended; they are waged on behalf of the 

existence of everyone; entire populations are mobilized for the purpose of wholesale slaughter in 

the name of life necessity; massacres have become vital. It is as mangers of life and survival, of 

bodies and the race, that so many regimes have been able to wage so many wars, causing so 

many men to be killed.’’3 Racism is the necessary precondition that marks certain people for 

death in a society based on normalization. Modes of death may not be direct physical 

extermination but can include creating social conditions that mark communities of color suitable 

for death. Racial logics are manifest through population politics in which racism essentially 

becomes normalized. The "life" of society simply requires the deaths of those populations that 

threaten it. "In a normalizing society, race or racism is the precondition that makes killing 

acceptable.’’4 

As the above quotes demonstrate, the theology of evangelical Christianity is 

fundamentally shaped through a logic of biopower. That is, through the doctrine of substitutory 

atonement, Jesus (or other populations put in the place of Jesus) must die so that Christians can 

live. As Rita Nakashima Brock and Rebecca Parker demonstrated, the centrality of death is not 

fundamental to Christianity - the centrality of the cross in Christian theology coincides with the 

rise of Christian conquest and imperialism. 5 In particular, as Christianity embarked on the 

crusades, the spread of Christianity became increasingly tied to the death of others that enabled 

the life of Christendom. The "life" of Christendom thrived through the mass extermination of 

indigenous peoples, crusades against Muslim peoples and the enslavement of Africans. Thus, 

while the rise ofbiopolitics is often situated in the rise of the modern biopolitical state, Brock’s 

and Parker’s work suggests a different temporality in which biopolitics is integral to Christian 
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conquest of the Americas in which the resurrection of Christ symbolizes the life of European 

Christianity at the expense of religious/racial others left at the cross. 

Ironically, however, one of the consequences of European Christian expansionism is now 

the majority of Christian in the world are people of color and peoples from the Third World. 

Consequently, biopolitics structures not only the relationship between "saved" Christians and an 

"unsaved" world, but it structures relationships within Christianity. Thus, racial others who 

become incorporated within Christendom do not leave their place at the cross. As Soong-Chan 

Rah notes in his analysis of Lamentations, white evangelicalism, while in some ways is 

theologically structured around the centrality of the cross, Jesus’ suffering and death at the cross 

represents a brief layover on the trip towards the triumphalism of the resurrection. Building on 

Rah’ s analysis, it would seem that it is not that evangelicalism avoids the cross, but that it 

racially differentiates who gets the cross versus who gets the resurrection. It is this biopolitical 

relationship between peoples of color and the cross that led William Jones to ponder his famous 

question: "Is God a white racist?’’6 

While Christian evangelicalism has and continues to be involved in US imperialistic 

ventures around the world, it simultaneously disavows this involvement by claiming that it is 

championing "persecuted" Christians. Christians are no longer complicit in imperialism; rather 

Christians are the peoples most likely to suffer religious persecution. Thus within the U.S. and 

globally, religion itself becomes racialized. On the global stage, the Christian persecution 

movement positions [white] evangelical Christians in the United States in the place of the 

oppressed Third World Christian, allowing white evangelicalism to disavow its complicity in 

creating conditions of oppression through the export of U.S. capitalist exceptionalism. 

Theologically, the Christian persecution movement also positions the well-being of white 
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evangelicalism on the death and torture of Third World Christians which "purify" and strengthen 

the faith. At the same time, however, this movement has also sown some of the seeds of its 

own deconstruction. Promoting the Christian persecution movement has forced many 

evangelical activists into greater conversation with a larger international human rights 

movement. This conversation in turn has compelled many within this movement to question 

some of the foundations of its organizing, including its investment in U.S. and Christian 

exceptionalism which are the very foundation for this movement. 

History of the Christian Persecution Movement 

Allen Hertzke’s Freeing God’s" Children documents the rise of the Christian persecution 

movement. He traces the movement to the Russian Revolution in 1917 when Christian 

missionary groups began to support Christians they felt were being persecuted behind the Iron 

Curtain. One such organization was Voice of the Martyrs, formed by Pastor Richard 

Wurmbrand, who spent four years in a Romanian prison for his ministry with the underground 

church. He left Romania in 1956, and founded Voice of the Martyrs.y Its goals are to: 

1) Give Christian Bibles, literature and broadcasts in their own language in Communist countries 

and other restricted areas of the world. 

2) Give relief to families of Christian martyrs 

3) Undertake projects of encouragement to help believers rebuild their lives where there is 

"Communist oppression" 

4) Win to Christ those opposed to the gospel 

5) Inform the world about atrocities committed against Christians. 8 
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Another prominent organization, Brother Andrew’s Open Doors, was founded in 1955 to 

smuggle Christian materials into Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. It now has offices in 17 

countries. 9 Open Doors USA organizes the International Day of Prayer for the persecuted 

church every November 14.10 Another one of its activities is to sponsor Compass Direct News 

which sends monthly reports on incidents of Christian persecution that are routinely published in 

Christianity Today (mainstream evangelical magazine) and Charisma (charismatic Christian 

magazine) Other such groups include Christian Solidarity International which engages in 

religious liberty advocacy and disaster relief,11 and Christian Solidarity Worldwide (Baroness 

Caroline Cox) which focuses on Sudan, Burma, and Armenia. 12 In addition, Nina Shea13 (former 

human rights lawyer) of Freedom House wrote In the Lion’s Den, a documentation of human 

rights violations committed against Christians globally. Paul Marshall, a political theorist and 

former chair of religious studies at the University of Toronto, similarly conducted a project on 

the scope of persecution of Christians which he documented in Their Blood Cries Out. These 

books collectively sold over 100,000 copies and helped promote interest Christian persecution 

among evangelicals. 14 Nina Shea also collaborated with Michael Horowitz (a Jewish advocate 

on the issue of Christian persecution) to organize a conference for Christian leaders on Christian 

persecution in 1996.15 

All of these groups and individuals provided a groundswell of legislative pressure that 

resulted in the Congress passing the International Religious Freedom Act in 1998. Horowitz 

authored the first version of this bill, called the Wolf-Specter Bill on Persecution in 1997, which 

relied exclusively on denunciations and automatic sanctions. 16 The competing International 

Religious Freedom Act bill was introduced to replace the bill, which focused on diplomacy. In 

addition, the Wolf-Spector bill was criticized for making it too easy for victims of religious 
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persecution to receive asylum. 17 In October 9, 1998, the Senate passed the International 

Religious Freedom Act. It removed a provision in an earlier version that required mandatory 

economic sanctions, which free trade Republicans argued would hurt U.S. business. This bill 

allows the President to select from a broad menu of options, including public condemnation, 

withdrawal of aid, and a variety of sanctions. It creates an ambassador-at large in the State 

Department and a bipartisan ten member commission to produce a country-by-country annual 

report on religious persecution. 18 This Act created the Commission on International Religious 

Freedom; appointed an ambassador at large who works with the Democracy, Human Rights, and 

Labor Bureau but reports directly to the Secretary of State; and mandates that the Commission 

publish an annual report that looks at religious freedom in 194 countries (the United States is not 

included in this list, although it has a continuing history of infringing on the religious freedom of 

Native peoples). 19 It was passed with bi-partisan support, including from the Anti-Defamation 

League, Joseph Lieberman, the National Jewish Coalition, and Michael Horowitz of the Hudson 

Foundation, as well as New York Times columnist A.M. Rosenthal. 20 

In 1996, a U.S. State Department advisory committee on religious freedom was formed 

that included representatives from the National Association of Evangelicals and the Southern 

Baptist Convention. The United States announced its first sanctions under this Act against 

Eritrea in 2005, which included the denial of commercial export of defense articles and services, 

as well as technical data and services.21 Don Argue, who had spearheaded the National 

Association ofEvangelical’s efforts into race reconciliation, was appointed to serve on the 

United States Commission on International Religious Freedom on the recommendation of 

Hillary Clinton in 2007.22 While this Act was widely celebrated, evangelicals complained that it 

was "too ideologically diverse" with Muslim, Bahai’, Jewish, and Mormon representatives. 23 
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Today, many, such as those at Christianity Today, complain that the International Religious 

Freedom Act has been ineffective and has not created a successful way to do advocacy or 

reform. Countries do minimal steps and are no longer scrutinized.24 

Whatever the perceived shortcomings of this Act, however, the issue of Christian 

persecution has become so prevalent within evangelicalism that Christianity Today, Charisma, 

and Worm (evangelical explicitly politically right-wing magazine) feature articles on Christian 

persecution in almost every issue)5 Christianity Today listed the global persecution of 

Christians as the top religion story of the year in 1996 and for the decade in 2000.26 

The Logics of Christian Persecution - Christian and U.S. Exceptionalism 

This Christian persecution movement is premised on both U.S. and Christian exceptionalism. 

This movement holds that Christians are systematically persecuted throughout the world simply 

because they are Christian. It is they, not people of color, poor people, or people from the Third 

World, who are targeted for "premature death." Richard Land of the Southern Baptist 

Convention notes: "Too often people in the West, peering through the selective prism of 

Christian history in the West, reflexively think of Christians as persecutors, rather than the 

persecuted."27 NAES’ statement on religious persecutions maintains that there are "reigns of 

terror now being plotted and waged against Christians."28 As Elizabeth Castelli notes, the myth 

of Christian martyrdom has a long history in Christianity. In her germinal text, Martyrdom and 

Memory, she contends that Christians have fundamentally shaped their collective identities 

around martyrdom, remembering the history of early Christianity as marked by persecution and 

martyrdom even when the historical record suggests that persecution was in fact not prevalent. 

She argues that early Christian writers "did not simply preserve the story of persecution and 
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martyrdom but, in fact, created it.’’29 Regardless of its historicity however, this framing of early 

Christianity through martyrdom provides the lens by which evangelical Christians understand 

themselves as persecuted today. 30 Charisma even says itself that persecution plays an important 

role in encouraging church growth among non-persecuted Christians. "In the West our blessings 

have let us be content without revival. If a man can live without revival, then he will be content 

without it. But when he is desperate for a touch from heaven, then God will bring brokenness- 

and he will no longer trust in the arm of the flesh.’’31 Open Doors promotional material says 

"Suffering Christians Can Help Your Church Grow" (2001). Voice of Martyrs says: 

Every day Christians in Bangladesh deal with the poverty that comes from the natural 

disasters and political hardships but endure even more than the average Bangladeshi: 

persecution by those opposed to the gospel. Materially, they have nothing. But 

spiritually, they have everything-Jesus Christ. And Christians in Bangladesh are doing 

more than dealing with, or surviving, the poverty and oppression. They are turning them 

into opportunities to witness of the eternal riches of Christ. 32 

Voice of the Martyrs literature follows the narrative of the persecuted third world Christian who 

overcomes adversity to witness to God. Using the logic of substitutionary atonement, the Third 

World Christian is brave on behalf of more privileged Christians, so they do not have to be. 

Resting on the dynamics ofbiopower (which we will see again in terms of how Jewish peoples 

are situated within Christian Zionist narratives), the Third World Christian must die so First 

World Christians can live. This dynamic then presumes that Third World Christianity is not 

"real" Christianity. Otherwise, the death of those Christians would be seen as killing Christianity 
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rather than allowing it to thrive and prosper. Because of the disavowed whiteness of 

Christianity, the fate of persecuted Third World Christians is not seen as negatively impacting 

Christianity as a whole because "real" Christianity is white Christianity which benefits from this 

persecution. This logic of Christian persecution then serves a purifying function for white 

evangelicalism. For instance, in Faith Today persecution is used to critique liberalizing 

tendencies within the church. According to this article, persecution arises when stories of gay 

practices being sanctioned in Christian U.S. churches reach overseas. "When Muslims hear 

about the liberal attitudes of North American Christians, it confirms their suspicion...that all 

Christians are immoral.’’33 

This logic bears a striking similarity to many colonialist narratives about indigenous 

peoples when the so-called "New World" became the place that would allow corrupted European 

society to remake itself..As many historians have noted, colonizers, expected to find "Eden" in 

the Americas, "a place of simplicity, innocence, harmony, love, and happiness, where the climate 

is balmy and fruits of nature’s bounty are found on the trees year round.’’34 Free from 

corruption, the "New World" and its innocent indigenes would facilitate the reinvigoration of an 

enfeebled European society. However, as Kirpatrick Sale argues, colonizers approached 

"paradise" through their colonial and patriarchal lens. Consequently, they viewed the land and 

indigenous peoples as something to be used for their own purposes; colonizers could not respect 

the integrity of either the land or indigenous peoples. 

The resulting tensions, then could be resolved...only by being played out against...the 

natural world and natural peoples...the only way the people of Christian Europe 

ultimately could live with the reality of the Noble Savage in the Golden World was to 

transform it progressively in to the Savage Beast in the Hideous Wilderness. ~5 
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Within this colonial imaginary, the Native is an empty signifier that provides the occasion for the 

European to remake its corrupt civilization. Once the European is remade, the Native is rendered 

permanently infantile - (or as mostly commonly understood - an innocent savage). 

Consequently, Native genocide becomes situated as a mere stepping stone to Christian 

triumphalism. For instance, while evangelical "historian" John Eidsmoe admits that Columbus 

did convert the Natives by force, he asserts that "millions of people are in heaven today as a 

result."36 Kay Brigham concedes that Columbus may have had "a dark [sic] side" in that he 

decimated the tribes he "discovered," but she nevertheless "admire[s] his devotion and faith to 

God"37: "I believe God raised up this man to extend the gospel to those religions that had never 

heard.’’38 (For the record, Brigham also approves of the expulsion of Jews from Spain.) David 

Neff of Christianity Today, too, believes that Columbus "was motivated by a love for God" and 

so must be excused for his slaveholding, his rape of Indian women, and his role in attempted 

genocide.39 And Pat Robertson contends: 

These tribes are...in an arrested state of social development. They are not less 

valuable as human beings because of that, but they offer scant wisdom or learning 

or philosophical vision that can be instructive to a society that can feed the entire 

population of the earth in a single harvest and send spacecraft to the moon... 

Except for our crimes, our wars and our frantic pace of life, what we have is 

superior to the ways of primitive peoples...Which life do you think people would 

prefer: freedom in an enlightened Christian civilization or the suffering of 

subsistence living and superstition in a jungle? You choose.4° 
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Similarly, narratives of Christian persecution often situate persecuted Third World 

Christians as empty signifiers that will reinvigorate [white] evangelicalism. The narratives of 

Christian persecution often rest on a simplistic notion that "forces of darkness" are out to destroy 

Christianity simply because it is a beacon of light in a fallen world. As Charisma’s J. Lee 

Grady states: "Christians in other countries are displaying apostolic courage in the face of 

resistance. Risking jail, torture and martyrdom, they are proclaiming Christ, planting churches, 

and overthrowing demonic powers.’’41 As Carl Moeller, of Open Doors USA contends, Christian 

persecution is the means by which God spreads His word. "At the same time, we shouldn’t fear 

this in God’s plan, because throughout history God has used persecution as a means of spreading 

his church throughout the world.’’42 Worm also combines persecution with a masculinist 

analysis, saying "We American Christians have become so prosperous, so successful, so 

optimistic that we have become spiritually soft and thus ineffective. The Chinese churchman 

sees that we could use the bitter medicine of persecution." 43 

To maintain this narrative, evangelical discourse must often ignore the broader context in 

which "persecution" takes place. That is, the basis of conflict between Christians and other 

groups are often the result of larger political, social and economic forces, not mere religious 

intolerance. In addition, this narrative minimizes the other religious groups that are also 

persecuted along with Christians. And finally, it erases the complicity of evangelicalism in 

supporting western economic and political interests that may contribute to other countries not 

desiring an evangelical presence in their lands. In many cases, Christians face persecution, not 

as a special category of people, but as part of a larger policy of religious intolerance that impacts 

other religions as much, if not more so, than Christians. To acknowledge the persecution of 
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other religions, however, would contradict the evangelical narrative that Christianity is 

particularly targeted for persecution by "demonic" forces because of its salvific power. 

Consequently, articles on Christian persecution often present the misleading picture that only 

Christians are the victims of significant persecution. 

religious minorities that are also facing persecution. 

These articles often do not mention other 

Or, these articles mention other minorities 

so briefly that one might assume that Christians are particularly targeted in areas where it may be 

other groups that are facing persecution to the same or even greater degree.44 

In addition, by framing persecution on purely a religious basis, evangelical discourse 

often ignores broader regional or political differences that provide the context for persecution. 45 

For instance, Christianity Today asserted that in Nigeria, "Muslim leaders are deliberately using 

fanatics in the name of Islam to engage in periodic attacks on Christians with the sole aim to 

intimidate, terrorize, and force Christians into submission and into renouncing their faith.’’46 

Similarly, Charisma asserts that Nigeria is leading a "Muslim-led holy war" against Christians.47 

However, as evangelicals who live in Nigeria note, this persecution is often the result of conflict 

that is primarily regional rather than religious in nature, and the Nigerian state often violates the 

human rights of everyone in Nigeria, not just Christians. 48 Similarly India, particularly when it 

was governed by the Hindu Right, is often presented as persecuting only or primarily 

Christians.49 The massacres in Gujarat, according to these reports, primarily impacted 

Christians, when in fact it is Muslims who have been the primary target of the Hindu Right. 

This Christian exceptionalism in turn depends on U.S. exceptionalism that assumes the 

United States should be the guarantor of religious liberty around the world. Consequently, 

evangelicals often remain unaccountable for their complicity in western imperial interests that 

might spark anti-evangelical sentiment in other countries. When even the Institute of Religion 
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and Democracy admits that the CIA is using missionaries as intelligence sources, it would stand 

to reason that there might be some basis for Christian persecution. 50 For example, the CIA lied 

to Congress about a tragic drug war shooting that killed Baptist missionary Veronica Bowers and 

her 7 month old daughter. A Peruvian air force shot down the Bowers’ plane after receiving a 

CIA tip that it could be carrying narcotics. It was owned by the Association of Baptists for 

World Evangelicalism. This scandal prompted the suspension of the CIA-aided drug interdiction 

program, even though the CIA said that shooting the plane was a one-time mistake in an 

otherwise good program.51 The NAE testified before Congress about "the need to keep pastors, 

missionaries and Christian workers free from recruitment by the Central Intelligence Agency." 52 

Nevertheless, when critics of the Christian Right point to missionary complicity in U.S. military 

interests, their criticism is dismissed as Christian "scapegoating.’’53 Christianity Today called it 

the "CIA Myth" saying there was no basis to think the Summer Institute for Linguistics was ever 

involved in promoting U.S. interests.54 

In addition, the Christian Right does not focus on progressive Christians who are 

persecuted in U.S.-supported right-wing regimes,55 instead focusing on Muslim or communist 

groups and socialist or communist countries.56 In one op ed - Charles Colson discusses how the 

famous story of a nine-year old South Vietnamese girl running down the street who had been 

covered in napalm after a bomb attack made him question his support for policies that supported 

her agony. But later, she became a Christian and defected to Christianity. At a talk at the 

Vietnam War Memorial, she said "I thought I could not live, but God saved my life and gave me 

faith and hope." He concludes: The world will always be full of wars and rumors of war, but 

Christ’s resurrection brings peace-supernatural peace-to those who give their lives to him.’’57 

Another article on prominent religious persecution advocate, Nina Shea, contends that the Left 
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does not want to address persecution in leftist countries, but implies that the Right does not do 

the same thing in countries allied with Right-wing interests.58 Hugo Chavez is often described as 

persecuting Christians in Venezuela. 59 Hugo Chavez is a "terrorist supporting president," 

requiring a million bibles to be sent to Venezuela.6° His sins include the expulsion of New Tribes 

Mission from Venezuela,61 which he described as a "true imperialist infiltration that makes me 

ashamed.’’62 Chavez charged that NTM worked with the CIA, spied on Venezuela, exploited 

indigenous peoples, built luxurious compounds, and flew private aircraft in order to avoid 

customs. Pat Robertson in response called for Chavez’s assassination and claimed that Chavez 

was in negotiations with Iran to procure nuclear material and was funding Osama Bin Laden 

after 9/11. The NTM disputed Chavez’ charges against them, but also criticized Robertson’s 

comments for providing cover for Chavez to continue the expulsion. There has been some 

admission that Robertson’s statements lent credence to Chavez’s charges that his country is 

being targeted by right-wing evangelicals.63 One article did note that evangelicals in Venezuela 

support Chavez and that Chavez is a Christian, but still concluded that, under Chavez, "ensuing 

economic uncertainty, spiraling crime rates and political turmoil have driven Venezuelans to 

seek God as never before.’’64 Since Christianity equals capitalism, Chavez becomes 

definitionally un-Christian. 

U.S. exceptionalism is alive and well in the global persecution movement in which most 

of the world’s problems, even those that seem to be result of U.S. policy, are always another 

country’ s fault.65 Consequently, U.S. allies, regardless of their actual treatment of Christians, are 

supported and U.S. non-allies are not. For example, the groups singled out for criticism by 

Voices of the Martyrs include: China, Iran, Pakistan, Indonesia, Sudan, Comoro Islands, 

Equatorial Guinea. Nigeria, Somalia, Cuba, Cyprus, Nepal, Bhutan, Burma, Sri Lanka, Tibet, 
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Laos, North Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Brunei, Malaysia, Maldives, Algeria, 

Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan, Turkey, Tunisia, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, 

Qatar, Syria, Yemen, United Arab Emirates, Azerbaigan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 

India, Chechnya, and Chiapas. According to Voices, "radical Catholics" are persecuting 

evangelicals in Chiapas and Chechnyans are persecuting Christians (the violence being 

perpetrated against Chechnyans and the indigenous peoples of Chiapas goes unremarked).66 

Rutherford blames the Mexican government for "persecution" but states indigenous peoples are 

oppressed, not because they are indigenous, but because they are Christian. 67 Worm states that it 

is the Zapatistas who are mindlessly massacring evangelicals.68 

From the Christian right perspective, anti-Western equals anti-Christian. Or, as Worm 

describes, U.S. imperialist policies are "God’s redemptive work," and those forces that oppose 

U.S. imperialism (i.e. Cuba) represent "Satan’s response.’’69 Kim Lawton echoes: "Whenever 

communism, Islam, or nationalism is struggling for dominance [i.e. any force that opposes 

westernization or U.S. imperialism], there is a new surge of anti-Christian violence and 

repression."7° Dean Curry goes so far as to argue that imperialism and colonialism have had n~o 

negative impact on Third World countries. Rather Third World poverty is merely the result of 

"indigenous tyranny." In fact, without colonialism, Third World countries would be much worse 

off than they are today. He dismisses any complaints from the Third World as simply part of an 

"Anti-Western and socialistic" agenda.71 The question Curry does not answer is, if colonialism 

is so benevolent, then why would anyone in the Third World be interested in embracing an "anti- 

Western and socialistic agenda?" This disavowal of Christian imperialism is particularly 

apparent in World’s analysis of Christianity versus Islam: "Christianity grew by the blood of its 

martyrs, but Islam grew by killing those who opposed it.’’72 This history is obviously 
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incomplete, as the Crusades, the Inquisition, and the genocide of indigenous peoples certainly 

expanded Christendom, which Marvin Olasky of World Magazine either disavows or treats as 

aberrations. 

Similarly, Olasky opines that the cause of poverty and other social ills in India is not 

"capitalism;" rather the problem is Hinduism. He contends that racism has virtually disappeared 

in the United States, while it continues unabated in India. "Why does such bigotry remain in 

India at a time when it is largely gone from the United States? One reason may be the difference 

between the biblical sense of equality and a common Hindu theology of inequality.’’73 Similarly, 

analyses of Christian persecution in India conflate Dalits with Christians. That is, when Dalits 

face discrimination, it is because they are Christians facing religious discrimination rather than 

because they are Dalits facing caste discrimination.74 This approach, it appears, has actually 

undermined evangelistic efforts in India. According to Christianity Today, Indian Christians 

became involved in a mass Dalit rally to oppose the caste system. This event became hyped by 

overseas Christian mission organizations as an event where millions of Dalits would convert to 

Christianity. This hype then led to local groups in India calling the event a "Christian 

conspiracy.’’75 Only Christianity Today had a more nuanced article, noting that anti-Christian 

sentiment is tied to a history of western imperialism. It also criticized Indian Christians for not 

making common cause with Muslims - "’Please don’t rape a nun, or murder a pastor, but please 

feel free to murder a Muslim.’ The church is very naive...the church cannot seek its own 

protection, but rather must pursue a just and free society.’’76 It also noted that Christians make 

themselves vulnerable to persecution by displaying cultural insensitivity. Consequently, 50,000 

Dalits converted to Buddhism instead.77 

Similarly, articles on North Korea and other countries negatively impacted by western 
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imperialism neglect any analysis of empire in their assessments of Christian persecution. 78 One 

article, for instance, argues that North Korea is inexplicably kidnapping Japanese peoples to 

teach spies their language, without any discussion of Japan’s long history of colonization of 

Korea or its abduction of Korean women as comfort brides during World War II.79 North Korea 

is so demonized that Franklin Graham’s visit there was described as "partnering with the 

Devil...this isn’t a misguided, misinformed regime that needs to be introduced to the salvation of 

Jesus Christ. This is a regime that is totally against Jesus Christ.’’*° 

Some articles do note that evangelicals are also victimized by the Colombian army (a 

U.S. ally), but neglect to note that this is allied with US interests.*1 Or, they complain that 

"Marxist’’.2 groups or "satanists’’.3 are the sole problem in Colombia. Another article talks about 

FARC interactions with Christian groups, but mentions that they do not attack those who 

"genuinely serve the people without taking a political stance" or its concern that churches 

"discourage their members from being involved in communal work.’’.4 Similarly, during 

President Fujimoro’s reign in Peru, Indian Life complained that Maoist guerrillas were 

persecuting Incan Christians, conveniently forgetting the Peruvian government’s repression of 

indigenous peoples, such as its sterilization policies. The brutal repression of Christian liberation 

theologians and base communities by U.S.-backed regimes are justified because they did not 

employ "genuine biblical teaching.’’.5 One article described how "Pablo" escaped assassination 

to serve God while working under Allende but gives no context of why Allende was under attack 

(he was just "unpopular").*6 

The equation of anti-Western with anti-Christian contributes to a kind of schizophrenia 

on issues of foreign policy. For instance, Philip Yancey wrote an article on how Christians 

minister to political prisoners in Chile. He asks, "Can the hope of the gospel survive those 
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conditions?" Yet, the article does not mention the Christian Right support of the Pinochet 

takeover that made these prisons a reality. He does not acknowledge the role of the gospel in 

creating "those conditions."87 And while many evangelical groups support immigration 

restrictions, they call for their relaxations for those supposedly persecuted for being Christian. 88 

Ironically, during the height of the sanctuary movement, Christians were defending themselves 

against prosecution by the U.S. government, claiming their actions as religious freedom. The 

National Association of Evangelicals, however, rejected this claim when it was made by the 

religious Left. 89 

Some writers argue that creating global instability is good because unstable conditions 

are more conducive toward people being open to the gospel.9° The impact ofglobalization in 

creating the conditions of forced migration are also beneficial for missionary work because 

immigrants are also more receptive to the gospel. "There are vastly more winnable people in the 

world now than ever before. ,,91 Charisma opines: "Immigrants represent the greatest missionary 

opportunity America has ever had.’’92 Richard Peace talks about these patterns of migration as 

great opportunities for Christians. The reason is that when people are uprooted from their 

countries and their traditions, when "they have lost everything," they are more likely to "come to 

faith in Christ." This forced dislocation is not a tragedy, but a cause for celebration. Pease asks: 

"Is it possible that the sovereign Lord of history is at work in a special way in this situation?" 93 

Or as Raymond Bakke of International Urban Associates claims, "Since God owns the whole 

world, he’s bringing the whole world to the U.S. for a wonderful purpose--evangelism"94 Some 

articles explicitly talk about taking advantage of economic instability globally in order to provide 

"humanitarian" aid in conjunction with evangelistic efforts.95 These trends of destabilization are 

no longer caused by governmental and economic institutions (which are often supported by the 
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Christian Right); rather they are caused by God in order to create circumstances conducive to 

evangelism. The tragedy of the tsunami, for instance, was portrayed as an opportunity to further 

mission work into Muslim communities through relief work.96 

Thus, the rhetoric of Christian "persecution" is inextricably linked to Christian empire- 

building. Because it is Christians who are "oppressed" and "persecuted," they can justifiably 

support genocidal policies in Latin America and elsewhere, destructive economic policies, right- 

wing repressive regimes throughout the world, or anything else that makes the world "safe" for 

Christianity (right-wing Christianity, that is). The relationship between evangelicalism and U.S. 

empire is clear when one differentiates between how evangelicals often uphold a "civil gospel" 

that supports Christian America on one hand, but then traces Christian persecution to the fact that 

other religions, such as Islam and Hinduism, do not separate religion from the state.97 

Apparently, only Christianity can be legitimately tied to state power. 

Evangelical Critiques of the Christian Persecution Movement 

As the global persecution movement has developed, so too have internal critiques of some its 

presuppositions. Mark Galli (Christianity Today} questions the romanticized notion that 

martyrdom strengthens and purifies the church, arguing that sometimes it contributes to the 

destruction of Christian presence in an area. 98 Jim Reapsom in Evangelical Missions Quarterly 

also notes that "Western cultural imperialism--our movies, books, music, TV shows, fashions --is 

a horrendous obstacle for world evangelization. ,,99 Gustavo Parajon in Christianity Today 

challenges the anti-Sandinista efforts of the Christian Right saying, "I find it very hard to 

understand how Christians in the U.S. who believe in the Almighty God... would be so 

concerned about some supposed threat [i.e. the ’Communist’ threat] that they would allow their 
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tax dollars to support violence that devastates so many people, many of them believers." 100 

These alternative voices were few and far between in evangelical literature as the 

Christian persecution movement first gained popularity. However, as the Christian persecution 

movement has developed, so have splits and tensions within this movement. These tensions 

were evident in a debate between Michael Horowitz of the Hudson Institute’s Project for 

International Liberty, and Jeremy Gunn, Senior Fellow for Religion and Human Rights at Emory 

University, featured in Christianity Today. Horowitz’ approach represents the more simplistic 

analysis around Christian persecution, which emphasizes punitive sanctions in the efforts to 

destabilize countries viewed as Christian persecutors. Even though he is Jewish, Horowitz tends 

to separate Christian persecution from its larger political and economic context. "The reality is 

this: the well-being of Christian communities in the developing world now increasingly signals 

and determines whether entire populations and cultures remain in the dark ages or enter a world 

of modernity [and] tolerance.., a particular contribution of Judeo-Christian culture- 

democracy." 101 He further argues that Christians are the "worst victims" because American elites 

were often blind to the contributions of Christianity to Western art, music, and culture, to what 

Christianity has meant to our economic productivity, democracy, and freedom."1°2 Horowitz 

contends that State Department-centered diplomacy is largely a failure and instead advocates a 

sanction-driven approach to addressing Christian persecution. 103 

Gunn, by contrast, argues that, while it is important for the United States to intervene in 

cases of religious persecution, the United States is not in a position to hold itself as the guarantor 

of human rights globally. It cannot hold other countries accountable when it is not accountable 

for its own human rights violations. 

We should candidly acknowledge that American governments have often supported 
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regimes that have brutally suppressed a wide range of human rights, including religious 

freedom. The United States was one of the strongest supporters of many of the world’s 

worst regimes after World War II, including those of Augusto Pinochet, Efrain Rios 

Montt, Ferdinand Marcos, the apartheid regime in South Africa, and others. Just as we 

wish others to recognize what they have done, we also must be willing to acknowledge 

what we have done. We will be more convincing and effective when we speak the truth 

104 about others’ failings when we are known for speaking the truth about our own. 

Gunn further contends that the punitive approach is excessively narrow. Sometimes sanctions 

work and sometimes they do not. Particularly with increased anti-U. S. sentiment, punitive 

sanctions may only increase persecution and resistance. "Americans sometimes believe that 

foreigners and their governments will naturally trust American criticism of their countries and 

believe that our motivations are good. Anyone who has traveled abroad and spoken to others 

will quickly learn that others do not see us as we see ourselves." 105 He also takes issue with the 

traditional framing of Christian persecution as the result of countries targeting people simply 

because they are Christian. In actuality, Christians are persecuted in countries where all human 

rights are suppressed. So, to say, for example, that Uzbekistan (a country highlighted in the 

Christian persecution lists) persecutes Christians solely because they are Christian disregards that 

fact that Uzbekistan has also incarcerated thousands of Muslims. He concludes: "I also believe, 

however, that the United States will be most effective when it speaks clearly not only about 

religious persecution, but clearly, consistently, and accurately about all major human-rights 

abuses committed by friends and foes alike.’’1°6 

One sees Gunn’s more sophisticated analysis of"Christian" persecution reflected in some 
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sectors of evangelicalism. 107 For instance, in a letter to the editor of Christianity Today a writer 

working in Laos complains: 

a hard-line stance and threats/sanctions only evoke the response, "Go to hell." The 

people here have seen enough of poverty and hardship, and those in positions of authority 

are not the ones who suffer from sanctions. It is always the common man, usually quite 

far away from these issues, who will suffer. The response of Western Christendom 

should be very sensitive and careful, because it is the local people of the Way who will 

bear the fallout of militant and hardline reactions in the West. 108 

Some articles now note that while Christians may be persecuted in a country, the persecution 

may be the result of other political factors rather than a simple desire to stomp out 

Christianity. 109 Worm and Christianity Today ran articles that contended that Vietnam is often 

targeted as engaging in religious persecution when their policies are actually directed at political 

dissidents. 110 The China Aid Association sent out a notice that it had been supporting Pastor 

Gong Shengliang, founder of the underground South China Church, after he was arrested in 2001 

and sentenced to death for "organizing and utilizing a cult organization to undermine law 

enforcement, to intentionally cause bodily injury and to commit rape." The Chinese Aid 

Association at first assumed he was innocent, but then later conducted an independent 

investigation and concluded he was guilty of sexually molesting women in his church. Gong 

also admitted to being guilty of some of the charges for which he was convicted. 111 One article 

in Christianity Today on the murder of SBC missionaries in Iraq noted that they were not 

specifically attacked for being Christians - "another car full of Westerners would have met the 

same fate.’’112 An article on Christian persecution in Turkey frames the issue in political rather 
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than religious terms. That is, Christianity is associated with interests of western imperialism. 

The article then goes on to say that this association applies to "evangelical and charismatic 

churches in particular because of their Western-style worship and close ties with (and often 

financial dependence on) U.S. and western European churches and missionaries."113 However, 

the article stops short of validating the analysis that evangelicalism supports the interests of 

western imperialism. 

Another Charisma article admits the complicity of colonialism in fomenting anti- 

Christian sentiment. It even goes so far as to implicitly criticize the "war on terror" as an 

imperial venture (which is surprising, since Charisma generally supports the war in Iraq). 

"Colonialism proved to be a great deterrent to the cause of Christian missions, even as the war on 

terrorism is proving to be today. The Christian message becomes blurred by association with 

Western politics and military objectives, raising a formidable psychological barrier for the Saudi 

Muslims to eventually want to consider who Jesus really is." 114 Christianity Today also reports 

that gunrunners in African countries are posing as missionaries when three men claiming to be 

missionaries, John Dixon, Gary Blanchard and Joseph Petty John of Indianapolis were caught 

with a cache of sophisticated weapons in Harare, Zimbabwe. 1~5 In Gambia, it noted that Davis 

and Fiona Fulton who were ostensibly sentenced to hard labor because of missionary work were 

actually engaged in anti-government activity. ~6 

In its newsletter, Open Doors ran an article that asked the question: "When do Christians 

deserve persecution?" 117 It noted that when conflict arises between Christians and other groups, 

Christians are not always blameless. Hence, according to Open Doors, real persecution happens 

"if opposition comes after Christians have tried every way to be friends." ~18 Open Doors calls 

on its supporters to be sophisticated in its understanding of persecution. 
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Defining persecution is increasingly more complicated. It can be bound up in politics, 

sensationalized, or denied because it is not a welcome message. Regardless, we must 

learn to live with these complications so we can serve persecuted Christians. 119 

Mark Noll noted in his review of a book series, Evange#cal Christianity and Democracy in the 

Global South that the "persecuted" evangelicals in the Third World often do not see themselves 

in political solidarity with U.S. evangelicals because of U. S. support for right-wing regimes. 

"To say that some group is ’evangelical’ tells us almost nothing about its approach to politics." 120 

David Neff in Christianity Today argues that State Department reports "on human-rights 

violations have tended to minimize the seriousness of violations by America’s historical allies 

and key trading partners.’’121 As Charles Taber notes in Transformation, "In exchange for 

relatively minor privileges, some Protestant bodies have given despotic governments fulsome 

praise and expressions of total support, and have become apologists for those governments 

among bodies related to them in the United States." 1~ A powerful counter-example of 

evangelical discourse critiquing the notion of Christians as always victims is Jeanette Hardage’s 

review of the video Precarious Peace." God and Guatemala which documents the CIA overthrow 

of a democratically elected government and the suppression and.., massacres of indigenous 

peoples.l~3 She notes how evangelicals either supported these massacres or refused to take a 

stand against them. 124 Christianity Today critiqued its own support for Rios Montt’s 1982 

military coup that enabled him to gain the presidency. Noting that Luis Palau, Jerry Falwell, and 

Pat Robertson also supported him, Christianity Today now reflects that his rule was "probably 

the most violent period of the 36 year internal conflict, resulting in about 200,000 deaths of 
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mostly unarmed indigenous civilians." 125 Christianity Today also ran an article criticizing the 

evangelical support of Dictator Alberto Fujimori in Peru. 126 Worm further argued that Christians 

were actually being falsely accused of being part of the Shining Path and facing persecution 

under Fujimori’s regime. 127 It also noted that the genocide in Rwanda took place in a 

predominately Christian country. 1~8 Christianity Today reported that the Orthodox Church in 

Ethiopia was calling on accountability for British leaders who plundered hundreds of sacred 

items in 1868 and demanded the return of a 400 year old tabor, a sacred replica of the Ark of the 

Covenant. The replica was returned, which will hopefully lead to the return of other sacred 

objects (many of which are not even on display), despite objections by the British Museum. 1~9 

And an article in Christianity Today noted that evangelicals were instrumental in bringing leftist 

President Luiz In~cio Lula da Silva to power in Brazil as well as supporting left-wing 

movements in E1 Salvador.13° 

Christianity Today has published several articles calling on Christians to recognize and 

organize around the persecution of all religious minorities. An article on persecution in Pakistan 

asserted that "It is also important to convey concern not just for Christians, but for all religious 

minorities, as well as advocate human rights for Muslims. Diffusing the perception of 

evangelicals as just another narrow special interest group helps to disarm anti-West, anti- 

Christian bias. 131 Christianity Today also published several articles and debates that highlighted 

the need for a more sophisticated approach toward addressing religious persecution. 1~ One such 

article was that of Robert Seiple who served as ambassador-at-large for the Commission on 

International Religious Freedom. He advocated that Christians become involved in the 

persecution of all religious minorities, not just Christians. He further contended that evangelicals 

must look at religious freedom in a larger context of illiteracy, poverty and border wars. He then 
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criticizes U.S. arrogance for not including itself in the report when it has not achieved religious 

freedom, and then attempting to impose five year plans on other countries to eliminate religious 

persecution. He concludes that the U.S. needs to take a comprehensive approach to religious 

freedom within the broader context of human rights as a whole. 133 Garry Haugen of 

International Justice Mission says evangelicals must "address the suffering of the poor that 

comes from violence - the epidemics of slavery, police abuse, sexual violence, land seizures, 

illegal detention, and other forms of violent abuse and oppression." 134 

Sometimes, commitment to religious persecution does cause evangelicals to be critical of 

U.S. policies when it appears to them that the US is ignoring Christian persecution in countries 

where the U.S. has vested political interests. 135 Such has been the case with U.S. alliances with 

Saudi Arabia, marked as a great persecutor of Christians, 1~6 and the reluctance of the U.S. to 

sanction Sudan in order to take advantage of Sudan’s oil reserves. 137 In addition, free-trade 

Republicans opposed the International Religious Freedom Act, with Republican Senators Rod 

Grams of Minnesota and Chuck Hagel of Nebraska blocking a vote on the Nickles bill. 1~8 Some 

sectors of the Christian persecution movement have no problem with these compromises. "If 

politics is the art of compromise, international relations is the art of getting along with 

thugs...Our prophetic calling -to seek real liberty for the oppressed-is sometimes best advanced 

by dealing with unsavory oppressive states... And when this chapter of the war on terrorism is 

over, we should strongly lobby our government to make another repressive state tomorrow’s 

target in the fight for liberty and justice for all" 1~9 

Interestingly, many sectors of the Christian Right often uphold a U.S.-centric foreign 

policy and argue that the United States should not be involved in the United Nations. However, 

the rhetoric of "persecuted Christians" is often couched in "human rights" language that is based 
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on international human rights standards passed by the United Nations. 140 Thus, this rhetoric has 

sometimes contributed to Christians having to recognize international legal standards beyond 

that of the United States, even as some Christians remain anxious that these international 

standards represent a threat to U.S. sovereignty. In addition, the use of"human rights" rhetoric 

has put some sectors into contact with other human rights advocates who are not Christian- 

centered. This dialogue then in turn encourages Christians to think about human rights on a 

broader scale. Christianity Today also opined that Christians need to show concern for those 

who are persecuted from all faiths. 141 "Care should extend to aiding persecuted Jews and 

Muslims, Hindus and animists, not just our own Christian brothers and sisters." 142 

As an example, evangelical Christians were involved in a campaign to stop the 

persecutions of Christians specifically within the Sudan. 143 For instance, one Voice of Martyrs 

ad (found in the June 12, 2000, issue of Christianity Today), pictures a young Sudanese boy on 

the cover, with the text: "They killed his entire family. They threw him on a burning fire, and 

they left him to die. Why would a young boy be subjected to such cruelty?...he is a Christian." 

However, when the ethnic cleansing practices became focused on Darfur in which primarily 

Muslims rather than Christians were being victimized, evangelical groups did not respond 

because this narrative did not easily play into the narrative of Muslims persecuting Christians. 

Wilfred Mlay of World Vision complained that while evangelicals were focusing on tension in 

southern Sudan, which is primarily Christian, almost no Christian groups were providing relief in 

Darfur. 144 Articles on Darfur often framed the conflict in terms of Christian persecution, even 

though those being attacked were Muslim. 145 Eventually, however, the National Association of 

Evangelicals, the International Pentecostal Holiness Church, and the Assemblies of God signed a 

letter to Bush on August 1, 2004, advocating action against genocide in Darfur. "We view this 
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as an opportunity to reach out to Muslims in the name of Jesus" stated NAg President Ted 

Haggard.146 The framing of the articles on Darfur eventually began to acknowledge that 

Muslims, rather than Christians, were under attack. 147 However, this crisis is still frequently 

(although not always) framed as an example of the evils of Arab governments, 148 such as 

WorM’s analysis that, "The Khartoum regime’s motive in Darfur soon became clear. Its leaders 

are not only Islamists but Arabists, who believe blacks-even Muslims-are ’slaves.’ Witnesses 

say it is why Arabs rape women; to impregnate them and so water down the African races." 149 

Persecuted Christians and the "War on Terror" 

Interestingly, the rhetoric of "persecuted Christians" translates into complicated positions on 

George W. Bush’s "war on terror." According to some in this area of activism, "There are times 

when you see such evil and such terror that there’s no nice and easy way of finding solutions." 150 

On the other hand, evangelical missions often see global unrest as creating an opportunity for 

mission work because missions can provide needed food, hospital care and other needs of people 

who are in war zones. For instance, Voice of the Martyrs says in one of its pamphlets: "With the 

recent war in Iraq, a tremendous opportunity exists. No one knows for sure how the new 

government will take shape and how much ’freedom’ Christians will have to be a witness. But 

we do know that the current upheaval has opened a tremendous door of opportunity.’’15~ 

Countries are more likely to accept Christian missions under these conditions, which provides 

more opportunity to share the Gospel. Consequently, some missionaries are saying the Muslim 

world is more responsive to the gospel after 9/1 1 and as a result of the "war on terror.’’~52 

For others however, U.S. militarism puts Christians in greater danger of persecution. 

Previous to 9/1 1, Christianity Today ran articles strongly critiquing the U.S. sanctions for their 
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devastating impact on Iraqi Christians, particularly children. 153 It contended that "when broadly 

and harshly imposed, sanctions are ’weapons of mass destruction.’ 154 Ajith Fernando of Youth 

for Christ in Sri Lanka criticized the impact of western militarism on evangelism efforts in the 

Third World after the Persian Gulf war. "The bombings of Iraq and Yugoslavia remind many 

here of the attempts of Western nations to dominate poorer nations during the colonial era. Our 

concerted efforts to get people to separate Western political powers from the Christian enterprise 

do not have much success... Christians are associated with the West and with colonialism." 155 

Some of the biggest critics of the war in Iraq were foreign missionaries who contended that 

Hussein generally allowed the practice of Christianity in relative peace, but that instability in the 

country might contribute to a backlash against Christians. Their predictions proved to be 

correct. 156 Christianity Today contended that Christians in the Middle East are often more safe 

under autocracies that allow some measures of discrimination, while generally protecting 

Christians. They often intervene if radical Islamists start persecuting Christians. In a 

democracy, countries may elect Islamist regimes that make things worse. Iraqi Christians are 

more vulnerable to political and criminal violence now that Hussein has been deposed. 157 They 

are then blamed for Western values even though "many Arab Christians oppose U.S. 

intervention in Iraq as well as the East’s decadent values." 158 It then featured a story on one Iraq 

Christian who was forced to leave because "although I aided my Muslim colleagues, they 

identified me as a crusader because of the American presence." 159 

In general, missionaries often find that aggressive anti-Arab U.S. foreign policies make 

their missionizing work more difficult. 160 For instance, Sat-7, a Christian satellite TV service, is 

broadcasting shows in satellite in Arabic and will also be on the internet. The shows do 

Christian witnessing, but they are not openly critical of Islam. They also do not make political 
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statements or say anything to embarrass governments. This strategy runs directly counter to the 

more virulently anti-Arab and anti-Muslim rhetoric of evangelical leaders who are not engaged 

in mission work. 161 Such sectors argue that the aggressive evangelism popular in Western 

countries is counterproductive in non-Western countries. 162 Another article noted that there is 

increased persecution because "the current U.S. involvement in Iraq is adding to the anti- 

Western and anti-Christian sentiments."163 In fact, nearly 100 retired Southern Baptist 

missionaries signed a plea in June 2003 asking Christian leaders to refrain from making 

inflammatory public statements about Muslims. They said it harms missionary work to Muslim 

lands. Fuller Seminary also received a $1 million grant from the Justice department to fund a 

project to calm relations between Christians and Muslims. It features a proposed code of ethics 

that rejects offensive statements about each other’s faiths; affirms a mutual belief in one God; 

and pledges not to proselytize. Some evangelical leaders say it goes against the grain of the 

church’s mission to evangelize the world. 164 A Charisma article on Brother Andrew, an 

evangelical who smuggles Bibles into "closed" countries says: "he doesn’t think it’s smart to 

fight fire with fire... The more you fight [radical Muslims] militarily, the more they will fight. 

Almost all the actions the West takes are creating more fundamentalists and terrorists... Bibles 

are better than bombs.’’165 Similarly Philip Yancey asserted: "Most of the Westerners who come 

here [to the Middle East] represent something other than Jesus. Some bring in military 

equipment. Some come to exploit the resources and invest their daughters. But you have a 

different calling: to make known the spirit of Jesus and to join the stream of liberation that broke 

free, 2000 years ago."166 

Unsettling Christian Persecution 
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As evangelicals have engaged in strategic alliances with others to promote the Christian 

persecution movement, this political and intellectual exchange has ironically destabilized the 

Christian and U.S. exceptionalism that is the very foundation of this movement. For instance, 

Christianity Today ran an op-ed using the persecution rhetoric to complain about how 

evangelicals claim to be oppressed within the United States. 

How soft we in the West have become. How could we possibly tell a fellow Christian 

hanging from a cross in Sudan that the American Civil Liberties Union is "persecuting" 

us? How would the story of our church’s zoning woes sound to a Christian sister in 

Pakistan who has been raped and forcibly married to a Muslim neighbor? 167 

Ironically, while the rhetoric of the global persecution movement rest on the assumption 

that evangelical faith itself is a marker of oppression, this article’s engagement with global 

persecution undermines this assumption as it applies to white evangelicals in the U. S (who also 

often claim to be victimized by religious discrimination). 

As these assumptions get questioned, so too does the presumed efficacy of Christian 

persecution. Christianity Today also ran an article critiquing the glamorization of Christian 

persecution as a means to revitalize the western church. Philip Jenkins, an interviewee, called 

for a theology of church extinction. He contended that persecution is not just a "seed of the 

church," but it can actually kill the church. It contends for instance, that Christianity will 

probably die in Iraq within the next generation. Implicitly employing Mbembe’s necropolitics, 

this analysis turns our attention to the deaths that are the foundation of Christian life. According 

to the article, the death of Christian peoples is just that - death.168 Churches in South Korea 

were also strongly critiqued for sending in missionaries to Afghanistan in 2007, who were then 

kidnapped. Rather than herald their actions or frame them as signs of Christian persecution, 
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these churches were accused of being "self-centered" for not considering social and political 

issues. 169 Critical of the necropolitics embedded in Christian persecution that requires Third 

World Christians to die so that white Christianity can live, these thinkers suggest that the fate of 

Third World Christianity should not be demarcated from the fate of Christianity as a whole. 

When Third World Christianity dies, Christianity as a whole also dies. In doing so, these critics 

more fundamentally question the racialization of religion that is embedded in the Christian 

persecution movement that would sacrifice some Christians for the benefit of others. 

In fact some evangelicals have gone so far as to call for a disengagement with this 

movement all together. One missionary argued in Evange#calMissions Quarterly (from the 

Billy Graham Center), that "I see no biblical precedent for using political means to fight 

persecution on others’ behalf." 170 He contends that as long as the church is faithful, believers 

will be persecuted. It should be addressed through prayer but should not blur distinctions 

between the church and any government. Again, the contradictions between seeking state power 

that favors select populations and desiring to share the gospel with all peoples emerges. On the 

one hand, it is evangelicalism’ s relationship with state power that enables it to spread its message 

so forcefully. On the other hand, missionaries who want to share the gospel find that evangelical 

complicity in U.S. imperialism dampens their ability to gain a receptive audience. These 

experiences then enable a space for evangelicals to hear the other side of"Christian persecution." 

Ironically, many evangelicals have found the best way to protect Third World Christians who 

face persecution is to challenge the U.S. and Christian exceptionalist assumptions behind the 

Christian persecution movement itself. 
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Chapter 7 

Violence in a Far Country: Other Women’s Lives: An Introduction 

Roshan Jahangeer and Shaira Vadasaria 

over there is over here. 

there is life here. anyone reading this is breathing, maybe hurting but breathing for sure. 

Suheir Hammad, "first writing since" 

This collection of essays explores the inner mechanics of the "war on terror". The 

authors persuasively and relentlessly write against the terror of this moment by reflecting on 

daily misogyny of multiple kinds, racial violence, imperial ’wars of terror’ and the vectors of 

power that bind these seemingly dispersed trajectories together as intimately connected allies of 

empire. Their commentaries on "violence in a far country" force us to confront the intricate 

continuities between a number of politically powerful binaries: ’local versus global’, ’private 

versus public’, ’traditional versus modern’ and ’religious versus secular violence’. These binaries 

not only provide ideological currency to the ’war on terror’, but their discursive logics organize 

violence against women in discrete but deliberate ways. We open up our response by asking, 

what is at stake in engaging with the question of violence against women at this particular 

juncture? How might we do so without contributing to an imperialist feminist legacy that seeks 

to ’save brown women from brown men’ within an infantilizing rescue narrative?2 What does it 
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mean to think through the question of ’violence against women’ against the backdrop of the "war 

on terror"? 

The authors of these essays carefully navigate such questions by inviting an urgent and 

timely set of reflections. Instead of asking how and why violence against women takes place, 

they anchor their critiques in an anti-racist and anti-imperialist transnational feminist analysis 

and ask: what do responses to the question of ’violence against women’ seek to do in the geo- 

political spatial and temporal ordering of the ’war on terror’? What forms of racial logic do they 

rest upon and consolidate? How might we track the circuits of their production? What kinds of 

discourses do they speak through and perhaps most significantly, what registers are they received 

from? These questions offer important interventions that force us to think about empire’s 

methodology - that is, the methods through which empire organizes racial violence against 

women but also, the ways in which it shapes the kinds of responses that are mobilized. 

The responses to violence may take on a variety of forms, but a closer look at their 

continuities reveals a common agenda. We see for instance how organizing done through a ’logic 

of emergency’ and within a ’diaspora of empire’ responds to imperial and colonial violence in 

Iraq and Palestine as urgencies "over there" at the expense of responding to hetero-sexist 

patriarchal encounters between ’organizers’ in the United States "over here’’3. The ’local’ versus 

’global’ might also at times resemble the logic imbued within liberal accounts of ’pathological’ 

versus ’cultural’ violence. Taking ’honour crimes’ as an example signals immediate attention to 

racial constructs of cultural difference. These constructs are already embedded within a spatial- 

temporal grid that demarcates "traditional" (read: ’backward’, ’primitive’, ’static’, and ’fixed’) 

from "modern" (read: ’rational’, ’forward’ and ’dynamic’)4. Culture and patriarchy stand in as 

interpretive frameworks from which to explain violence. Accordingly, if "traditional" equals 
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"violent" and "modern" represents "non-violent", then patriarchal violence done by white men 

can only be explained through individual pathologies. This begs the question, what prevents us 

from considering the killing of white Canadian or American women by their significant others as 

"honour killings"? The diagnosis of the cause of crimes to values such as "honour" is only 

ascribed to non-western cultures, such that when those from Western cultures commit violence 

against women, they are called "crimes of passion". Conversely, when those from non-Western 

cultures (e.g. "Islamic culture") commit similar crimes, it is the whole culture that needs to be 

reformed, and if not reformed, eradicated. As Saba Mahmood asks, "What would it mean to 

place accounts of ’honor killings’ against equally reprehensible incidents of ’crimes of passion’, 

to rethink constitutive assumptions about how male violence is ascribed distinct kinds of 

meanings, sustained and reproduced under different regimes of gender inequality?’’5 Given the 

prevalence and pervasiveness of these unequal representations in the media, how can we 

conceive of "honour killings", "collateral damage" or even "domestic violence" as both a 

necessity of empire-building and within the broader geopolitical project of the War on Terror? 

The authors respond to these questions in a number of ways. First, they consider what 

violence against women in the form of honour killings, rape, and domestic violence/intimate 

partner abuse have to do with torture, terror, imprisonment and execution. In doing so, they 

vehemently disrupt the ’private versus public’ and ’domestic violence versus state violence’ 

binaries, thereby revealing that the personal is not just political. Rather, the personal and the 

political co-constitute each other in ways that deeply structure how one lives in the space 

between life and death. Second, they theorize against the hierarchization of violence - a classical 

model within mainstream political theory that recognizes state violence as legitimate, and sub- 

state violence as illegitimate. What becomes evident in their writings is that violence operates in 
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a continuum, such that one state’s ’war on terror’ works in concert with sub-state ’terrorist’ 

movements; there is no eternal position of terrorist or of victim in this continuum. Likewise, 

violence is also seen to circulate transnationally, such that one country’s understanding of 

"honour crimes" becomes used, post-hoc, to name domestic violence against women in another 

context. As both Indepal Grewal and Amina Jamal show us in their papers, some women’s lives 

are more vulnerable than others to such violence.6 In light of the ’collateral vulnerability’ of 

some women’s lives over others, we take seriously Meyda Ye~eno~lu’s provocative question 

and echo it here with another set of questions: what would it take for states to invoke a "war on 

domestic violence", how would it compare to the seemingly endless "war on terror"?7 What 

would the scope of such a war be? Which bodies and communities would be targeted? Who 

would be the ’casualties’ of this war? What forms of violence would be executed? Finally, what 

would the terrorist look like in this equation? 

Jasbir Puar’s insights into the flaming of the ’terrorist’ as both a monster and as a sexual 

deviant are instructive here8. ’He’ is already outside of humanity, not part of the fraternity of 

brothers needed to enact a Derridean ’politics of friendship’ 9. When he enacts violence, it is not 

only towards individuals, but towards culture, community, towards humanity itself--and against 

the Sovereign. Humanity or life is what is protected by the State or Sovereign (what Michel 

Foucault calls biopowerl°). That the terrorist acts against life itself is what allows violence to be 

directed towards him with impunity (in what Giorgio Agamben names the state of exceptionl~). 

However, the problem with this theoretical framework is that the very idea of sovereignty is 

already a male-dominated one. Not only does this framework foreclose a space to critically 

address violence against women in general and violence against women of colour in particular, it 

affirms a structure of state power and politics that organizes conditions of racist and patriarchal 
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violence. As the authors of this chapter demonstrate, violence is contextually specific: we can 

name it in its different guises. We can trace the scars it leaves on those who are the most 

vulnerable to its effects. The aftermath of violence might reverberate in complex ways, but in the 

project of empire, violence is specific. Whether it is the violence of "collateral damage", which 

affects those whose social positioning are the most precarious, or "honor killings", which travels 

transnationally as a performative discourse, or the silencing of sexist and homophobic violence 

that takes place in activist communities, each form reflects the transnational variations of a 

conception of politics that leaves women’s everyday experiences of war’s effects out of its 

equation. Only when they are caricatured as "Third World" victims by powerful states do such 

women’s lives become a convenient excuse for invading another country. Indeed, the lessons of 

9/11 have taught us to be wary of where, how and why states take an interest in "other women’s 

lives". 

These essays show how the legacies of colonial and imperial patriarchal violence have 

been inherited and internalized by our communities, outsourced, refurbished, and sold back to 

the project of empire. By examining the multiple fields of power that unite the ’local and the 

global’, the ’modern and traditional’, the ’religious and secular’, the ’private and public’, the 

heteropatriarchal sexism ’over here’ and imperial/colonial bombing of ’over there’ within a 

larger project of empire, these essays uncover the messy but precise terror of empire’s war. 
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"Collateral violence": Women Rights and National Security in Pakistan’s War on Terror 

zAmina Jamal 

Pakistan’s ambivalent positioning--as the United States’ least reliable but most desired 

ally--in the War on Terror, has not only accelerated an era of militarism, violence and terrorism 

in society but also intensified a set of longstanding cultural-political struggles that inflect all 

aspects of lives, including gender relations, human rights and violence against women. Even 

before September 11, 2001, Pakistan society was frayed by violence related to ongoing rivalries 

between a variety of sectarian and religious militant groups and the lasting effects of the US- 

Soviet proxy War in Afghanistan. 1 Soon after the attacks of September 11, 2001, former 

President General Pervez Musharraf pledged support for US-led counter-terrorism efforts, 

thereby signaling a withdrawal of Pakistan’s traditional support for militant Muslim groups. 

However the army and intelligence agencies continue to foster these groups as militant proxies 

for perceived strategic ends in a foreign policy calculated by relations with India (Rahman 

2011;(Rashid 2001)). The effects of this indeterminacy have been devastating for the society on 

every count: the Pakistan Economic Survey 2010-11 estimated that over 35, 000 civilians in 

addition to thousands of military personnel and combatants have died in the War on Terror. 

"Pakistan has never witnessed such a devastating social and economic upheaval in its industry" 

the survey noted and emphasized the destructive impact on social life and security well beyond 

the areas directly involved in the War on Terror mainly the country’s border with Afghanistan 

and the adjoining areas.(Rahman 2011) (Nangiana 2011). 

Feminist scholarship and human rights reports provide a further commentary on the 

harmful experiences of women and social-cultural life in general. They emphasize that in 

addition to the incalculable violence of displacement, terrorist suicidal bombings and counter- 
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terrorism strategies of the US-led Coalition forces and the Pakistani state, women are also 

affected by an increase in militancy, religious extremism and intolerance. Indeed this literature 

suggests that the state’s indecisive policy of engaging in counter terrorism while also tolerating 

religious militancy is resonated in its ambivalent stance towards gender issues: the state tends to 

waver between its self-representation as an enlightened Muslim nation committed to 

international human rights obligations and its security strategy of placating religious extremists 

by undermining important areas of women’s rights.2 Indeed the ongoing securitization and 

militarization of the Pakistani nation-state has been experienced by many Pakistanis as an overall 

diminishing of human rights and women’s security within society(Brohi 2008; Zia 2009; HRCP 

2010). It came as no surprise to these groups that Pakistan was deemed by many to be one of 

most dangerous countries in the world for women (Reuters 2011). Drone attacks, victims and 

perpetrators of suicide bombing, military deaths, acid violence, murder for real, framed or 

perceived sexual transgression or honor killing and other forms of public and privatized forms of 

Violence against Women. Pakistani feminists and human rights groups argue that the state has 

become ineffective in relation to women’s rights because of external pressure from the U.S. and 

its partners to demonstrate a stronger counterterrorism resolve, internal pressure from 

nationalists, particularly politico-religious parties, to resist Western dominance and ongoing 

internal struggles for power by multiply located actors within the polity. (Zia 2009; HRCP 2010) 

In this paper I explore some of the effects of the War on Terror for women in Pakistan 

that proliferate beyond the actual field of military conflict in order to bring under scholarly 

consideration the problematic of what one may call "collateral violence" against Pakistani 

women--that is violence against women which is indirectly but deeply inflected by contestations 

over the state’s enlistment in the global militaristic and counterterrorism project. 
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The notion of collateral violence reverberates a key term of vocabulary related to the US- 

led wars in Iraq and Afghanistan where the Coalition Forces have determined the enemy to be 

unidentifiable, amorphous and dispersed instead of a nation, a people, an individual or specific 

body of land or water. Collateral damage is deemed to be an apt description of damage and 

violence whose effects are considered to be uncontrollable and unpredictable by the recipients 

and perpetrators. According to the United States Air Force, Collateral Damage is "unintentional 

damage or incidental damage affecting facilities, equipment or personnel occurring as a result of 

military actions directed against targeted enemy forces or facilities. Such damage can occur to 

friendly, neutral, and even enemy forces."(USAF 1998, p. 180). 

While deploring the collateral damage wreaked by the "War on Terror" in terms of 

human lives lost and property destroyed, I explicate the vaguely discerned but important linkages 

between cultural-political constructions of women as victim/subj ects of human rights and the 

conflicting security interests of nation-states in the War on Terror.3 The notion of"collateral 

violence" puts into perspective the renewed focus on Muslim women’s oppression that has 

gripped (Western) public interest since start of the "War on Terror." It also confirms the 

suspicions of many postcolonial feminists about the implications of such concern for Muslim 

women who are supposed to be rescued or protected, by whom and from who?(Kapur 2002)(Abu 

Lughod 2006; Razack 2005). The comments of Kapur written in response to the US military 

invasion of Afghanistan are worth repeating: 

First, the current interest in the issues of women in Afghanistan has been largely framed 

within the parameters of religion and the rhetoric of civilization. Second, culture is being 

invoked not only to justify military and some feminist interventions, but also in ways that are 
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universalizing and unreflective of the complexity and diversity of the traditions and practices 

that operate in the region (Kaput 2002). 

By drawing attention to the culturalist framing of the discourse on Muslim women’s human 

rights in the "War on Terror", Kaput calls for a broader and more complex discussion of 

women’s rights that can take politics, including feminist ones, beyond simplistic struggles of 

civilization and barbarism and paternalistic strategies for liberating the "other"(Kapur 2002). 

Kapur’s argument is that women’s rights are not easily divisible through geographical or 

ontological framings nor is it possible to reduce the world to a rhetoric of good-versus-evil. A 

serious attention to women’s rights requires a sober, even painful, engagement with the 

complexities that arise from the interaction of culture, history, politics and faith and the 

avoidance of exaggerated polarizations and paternalisms. These are important considerations for 

engaging with women’s human rights in Pakistan at this juncture since the War on Terror has 

highlighted and intensified polarizations of Western and Islamic, believer and sinner, national 

and alien within the society. It is in the interest of enhancing feminist theory and feminist 

political strategy across transnational sites that I focus on a moment in the War on Terror from 

January to May 2011 when two women who may be termed victim-subjects of human rights 

were discursively pitted against each other as opposing symbols of secular-versus-religious 

violence and as oppositional victim-subjects of human rights. The women under discussion are 

Aasia Bibi also named Asia Noreen, a 45-year-old Christian Pakistani woman, who was 

sentenced to death on November 9, 2010 for making derogatory remarks about the Prophet 

Mohammed, and Aafia Siddiqui a U.S.-based scientist of Pakistani origin who at that time was 

charged for the alleged shooting of an American marine in Afghanistan. Due to a number of 

events related to Pakistan’s involvement in counterterrorism, but deeply rooted in longstanding 
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class, cultural and religious differences within Pakistani society, sympathy for Aasia became 

interpreted as antipathy towards Aafia and vice versa. While these extreme positions were not 

the only responses to the plight of the two women, they became discursively constructed as the 

only existing and mutually exclusive possibilities for ethical and unethical action. This obdurate 

framing overwhelmed public discourse in such a compromised manner that this predominantly 

Muslim society seemed to be left without any cultural intelligibility for distinguishing between 

national Self and Other, between religious and secular and, indeed, between zuhd or kufr (piety 

and sinfulness or belief/Islamic and disbelief/un-Islamic). 

Furthermore, since divergently located and experienced individual and collective forms 

of political, cultural and physical violence were experienced through opposing notions of moral 

injury, I propose that the notion of collateral violence also serves as a vantage point for 

deepening postcolonial and poststructuralist feminist analyses of the complex relationship of 

Islam, secularism and Muslim subjectivity. In the emotionally congested nation-space, the 

relationship of Islamic and secular was invoked and reworked such that association with 

secularism as a set of political-liberal ideas, as a mode of living and as agentive action became 

grounds for blasphemy. One might ask if the interest of what Spivak has espoused as 

transcultural literacy ( 2005, p. 134) may require many of us, who are scholars of color 

theorizing secular versus religious struggles in postcolonial societies of our originary affiliation, 

to reexamine some of our own assumptions about power, state, community and self-formation 

that have become ineluctable in postcolonial and poststructuralist analysis of gender, agency and 

power since Michel Foucault’s interventions into social political thought. Transnational feminist 

scholars may consider the multiple ways in which modernist secular ideas may encounter 

reworkings of religious traditions to restructure women’s subjectivities and then engage the 
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possibilities of inhabiting feminist spaces in thus specifically configured postcolonial locales. 

Recalling Zygmunt Bauman’s observations about the state of contemporary capitalism and the 

increasing irrelevance of state communism (but not socialist objectives), one may remark that 

while power has become global, feminist politics cannot remain local. This is worthy of 

consideration by postcolonial feminist critics in the global North who are dismayed by Muslim 

women’s feminist movements that seem to be ignore global imperialism, Western Islamophobia 

and the Eurocentric histories of the discourses of rights and freedoms in their struggles for 

women’s human rights against local community and state power. It is to signal the 

transnationally dispersed notion of power that leads Bauman to bemoan the "pitifully local" 

nature of politics in Western societies in an era when the state is enmeshed in globalized forms 

of power. It may be worthwhile for postcolonial critics to ask whether it is tenable or even 

possible for feminist politics in the South to remain clear of ideas that seem to resonate social- 

philosophical universalism, and even transnational power networks, in their traffic with local 

politics, when all other forces have become globalized. 

Critically explicating the idea of"collateral damage" Bauman dismisses the assumptions 

of randomness and neutrality that uphold the concept, arguing instead that the chances of 

becoming a victim of collateral damage are tied to one’s social position and therefore 

predictable. He says that it is those at the bottom of the social ladder that are most vulnerable to 

both natural and human-made disaster, even though the damage occurring through both is 

claimed to be unintended and unplanned. "Occupying the bottom end of the inequality ladder, 

and becoming a ’collateral victim’ of a human action or a natural disaster, interact the way the 

opposite poles of magnets do: they tend to gravitate towards each other," (Bauman 2011, p.5.) 

Bauman’s linking of inequality--which he considers to be fundamentally a social problem and 
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not only an economic one--with collateral vulnerability is important for speaking about women, 

violence and the state in Pakistan. As Bauman has emphasized in relation to another context, the 

nature of social-political inequality in our contemporary period, cannot be adequately explained 

by reference to only local, immediate and direct causes or to malevolent acts of individuals. In 

addition, Bauman rightly points out, contemporary inequality is also qualitatively beyond the 

resources and capabilities of local agencies (Bauman 2011, 4). Indeed he says that one of the 

most striking aspects of social inequality today is the likelihood of becoming a ’collateral victim’ 

of any natural or human catastrophe regardless of its declared purpose and purported class- 

blindness. For Bauman this speaks to "the already low yet falling status of social inequality 

inside the contemporary political agenda." (Bauman 2011, 7). 

In the case of Pakistan where all women, whether feminist or fundamentalist, Muslim or 

otherwise, elite or poor, are invariably caught up in ideological battles currently raging among 

the state, local political forces and global powers, it is apt to state, rephrasing Bauman that since 

power is now global, feminist politics becomes disempowered when it remains local. The need 

for feminists in the global north to develop critical insights about transnational politics in an era 

of increasing imperialism, neoliberal restructuring and Islamophobia, has ably been theorized by 

feminist scholars particularly those related to critical race theory and postcolonial feminism 

(Grewal 1988; Spivak 1996; Grewal 2005; Razack 2005; Spivak 2005; Mahmood 2008). While 

their insights are immensely useful for feminists everywhere, their arguments may be 

complicated further by turning our scrutiny towards the particular circumstances of feminist 

politics in many contemporary Muslim societies, such as Pakistan, where feminists must 

confront not only imperialism, racism and sexism but also other misogynist and repressive forces 

enabled by the unfortunate intersecting of puritanical Islam and Western modernity--a brand of 
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Islamism which is historically entwined with the birth and local-global politics of the modern 

nationalistic Saudi kingdom in the Arabian peninsula. We may comprehend the limitations and 

possibilities of feminist politics and women’s lives in such a context by paying attention to the 

hegemonic discourses which compress all discussions related to women, gender, religious 

minorities and citizenship to an immutable choice of Islam versus secular. We may then notice 

the myriad ways in which, battered by both religious militancy and secular militarism, the 

secular and religious may implicate each other in unpredictable ways, connect variously with the 

powers of the nation-state and bring into play subject-agents imbued with the potential to 

transmute beyond the boundaries of religious/secular, community/state, ethical/political, and 

local/global. 

Secular and Religious violence in Pakistan during September 2011- December 2010 

A series of seemingly unrelated events, which became the topic of public interest in Pakistan 

from January 2010-June 2011, opened a discursive space in which dichotomous notions of 

Secular and Islamic worked to associate and disconnect differentially situated women as 

deserving or unworthy victims of violence. 

Aasia Bibi 

The conviction of Aasia Bibi in November 2010 brought Pakistan’s controversial blasphemy 

laws to the attention of many international human rights groups, who believe the law is often 

used to oppress religious minorities. A resident of Ittawali village in Nankana district, Aasia said 

in her petition that she had been framed. According to Aasia Bibi" s account, she was working in 

a field on June 14, 2010 along with some other women. An argument started between her and 
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two women when they refused to drink water fetched by her on the plea that she was a 

Christian.(Dawn 2010a). Aasia said a false case under blasphemy laws was registered against 

her with the help of a local imam of a mosque. In a petition submitted to the provincial governor 

Salman Taseer, Aasia said a district court in Nankana sentenced her to death. The court also 

ordered her to pay Rsl00,000 as fine, failing which she would have to undergo an imprisonment 

of six months. In the petition, that she gave to Punjab Governor Salman Taseer who met her in 

the Sheikhupura district jail Aasia contended the judge had awarded her punishment by ignoring 

the law and the facts under "pressure of some religious extremists". An investigation by the 

National Commission on the Status of Women stated that the case was filed under pressure from 

local influential people, and was meant to settle personal scores. (Dawn 2010b, (Jinnah Institute 

2012). When the case received international media attention, Pakistani President Zardari asked 

the Ministry for Minority Affairs to conduct a probe in the Aasia Bibi case and submit a report 

within three days (Dawn 2010b, (Jinnah Institute 2012)). In an attempt to put pressure on the 

government, leading clerics of the two main Deobandi and Barelvi schools of Islam, leaders of 

the main politico religious party and Islamic movement Jamaat-e-Islami as well as members of 

the JI Women’s Wing protested vehemently against pardon for Aasia Bibi. Islamist politico- 

religious parties organized massive rallies in Pakistan’ s cities to pressure the government to 

apply the death penalty for the accused Christian woman. The murder on 4 January 2011 of the 

Punjab governor Salman Taseer was a culminating moment of this campaign.4In a related event 

Pakistan’s only Christian minister, Shahbaz Bhatti, Minister for Minorities was shot dead on 

2 March 2011 after pushing for the reform of blasphemy laws. Several other women rights 

activists and female politicians were threatened with the same fate if they continued to speak of 

any kind modification in the Blasphemy Law. 
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Aafia Siddiqui 

Aafia Siddiqui, an American citizen of Pakistani origin, is serving a life sentence in a US prison 

after being sentenced on September 23, 2010, to 86 years in prison for firing on U.S. soldiers and 

FBI agents in Afghanistan. Siddiqui, 38 years old, and a divorced mother of earned her 

bachelor’s degree in biology from MIT and earned her doctorate from Brandeis University. 

The U.S. government alleged that Siddiqui was taken into custody in Ghazni, Afghanistan in 

July 2008 while her family and supporters contend that she was kidnapped by unknown military 

agencies in Pakistan and handed over to US authorities in 2003 (Siddiqui 2011). 

Siddiqui’s story came to public attention in Pakistan in late March 2003 when the 

Pakistani media began reporting that she had been arrested and turned over to representatives of 

the United States. By the year 2008, many believed that after five years of her disappearance, 

Siddiqui and her three children were most likely dead. The news that she was alive and in US 

custody emerged in July 2008, from the accounts of released hostages and detainees in 

Afghanistan. Yvonne Ridley a former Taliban hostage turned Taliban supporter, and Moazzem 

Begg another Bagram jail detainee began speaking to media about a woman in Bagram prison 

who had been heard screaming at night, a woman whom they named the "Grey Lady of Bagram" 

(Siddiqui 2011). A petition for habeas corpus was filed with the Pakistan High Court in 

Islamabad requesting that the court order the Pakistani government to free Siddiqui or provide 

information about her detention. 

Aafia’s sister Fauzia Siddiqui with support mostly from politico-religious parties, started 

a campaign to pressure the Pakistani state for Siddiqui’s repatriation to Pakistan using the state’s 

position as a frontline ally of the US in its War on Terror. This campaign assumed frenzied 
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proportions in February 2011 involving sit-ins, rallies, protests and public speeches and 

statements which were widely and actively publicized on major Urdu Television channels and 

prominently covered by the Urdu press locally and nationally. 

The International Justice Network (IJNetwork), which represents the family of Aafia 

Siddiqui in the United States, monitored her trial, which began on January 19, and ended with a 

guilty verdict in September 2010 in U.S. Federal Court in the Southern District of New York. 

The IIJ contends that forensic and scientific evidence presented during the trial in New York was 

insufficient to prove Siddiqui’s guilt and argues that she did not get a fair 

trial(http://www.ijnetwork.org/ 

The uncharitable juxtaposing of Aasia and Aafia began in late 2010 when several 

parliamentarians of the ruling Pakistan People’s Party responded to Aasia’s conviction by calling 

for modification in the punishment specified under the controversial Blasphemy Laws(Esposti 

2011). The blasphemy laws make it a capital offence for anyone to make "derogatory remarks, 

etc., in respect of the Holy Prophet."5 The laws have their origin in the Indian Penal Code under 

British colonial rule, and were introduced to prevent communal conflicts and protect places of 

worships for all religions. But under General Zia ul Haq’s military dictatorship in the 1980s, the 

laws were amended to focus on derogatory comments against the Prophet Mohammed and the 

death penalty was introduced for those found guilty. Since then feminist and human rights 

groups in Pakistan have engaged in a nation-wide campaign for total repeal of the Blasphemy 

Laws. Since the 1980s an estimated 600 people have been accused of blasphemy and many have 

been jailed, though no-one has yet been executed.(Jinnah Institute 2012). The campaign for 

repeal or reconsideration of the BL gained momentum in 2012 due to the presence of some 

women friendly parliamentarians and politicians in the ruling Pakistan People’s Party that was 
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elected in 2008.6 At this a counter campaign led by Pakistan’s politico-religious parties and anti- 

state militants vowed to subvert any attempt to debate the Blasphemy Law. Prominent leaders of 

the Jamaat-e-Islami (Party of Islam) declared that a move to modify the Blasphemy Law, would 

be construed as an act of blasphemy against the Prophet Muhammed (Dawn 2010). 

Supporters of the Jamaat-e-Islami, including thousands of women marched through the 

streets of major cities with placards warning the state against repeal or amendment of the 

blasphemy law and demanding the sentence against Aasiya Bibi to be carried out(Dawn 2010). 

The culmination of this frenzy was the bloody shooting of Salman Taseer the governor of 

Pakistan’s largest and most powerful province Punjab by a member of his own security police. 

Taseer’s killer, Mumtaz Qadri, said he acted because of the governor’s secular views, and 

because of his support for Asia Bibi. Pakistan’s liberal-secular and progressive groups and 

human rights supporters were particularly dismayed by the widespread positive response to the 

killing orchestrated by the politico-religious parties. In a grotesque display of religiosity, a group 

of lawyers showered rose petals on Mumtaz Qadri, as he arrived in court. (Shah 2011) Clerics 

associated with the politico-religious parties as well as the Pakistani Taliban declared it sinful to 

participate in the funeral prayers for Taseer(Shah 2011). Opponents and proponents of liberalism 

and secular politics attributed Taseer’s murder to his openly-stated secular position and his 

secular lifestyle. His opponents, exemplified by leaders of the main politico-Islamic parties, 

prominent journalists of Urdu and local language newspapers and hosts on Urdu television 

programs, observed that the Taseer had displayed a flagrant disregard for Islamic culture and 

tradition when he described the Blasphemy Law as a black law. His critique of the law and his 

secular lifestyle was thus blasphemous in the eyes of many. 
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A few weeks later Pakistan’s only religious minority parliamentary representative 

Shahbaz Bhatti, a Christian, was assassinated on for his support to the victims of the Blasphemy 

Law. Eventually the Prime Minister Syed YousufRaza Gilani made a public announcement 

denying any intention on the part of the government to change the Blasphemy Law saying: " If 

we (meaning the State)don’t honor blasphemy law then who will do it. We will not introduce any 

amendment in the constitution or law nor have we constituted any committee. We are sincere in 

blasphemy law. We will neither amend any constitution nor bring any change in this law. We 

have never ever thought to do so." (Nation 2011). Pakistani interior minister Rahman Malik was 

widely quoted by the local and national media (which he later recanted in an interview with an 

international news agency) that he would personally shoot anyone who was proved to be guilty 

of committing blasphemy against the Prophet Muhammad. (Reuters 2011) 

Such pronouncements from a mistrusted and unpopular government would have hardly 

alleviated the tensions around Aasia Bibi were it not for another event more directly linked to the 

War on Terror, which further convoluted the violent protests in Pakistan. On 26 January 2011 

Raymond Davis, an American official, employed by the US Consulate in Lahore, shot dead two 

Pakistani men in what he said was self-defense. Another Pakistan man was killed accidentally 

by an US embassy vehicle which responded to Davis call for help. Davis’s arrest and subsequent 

indictment for murder sparked intense public debate within Pakistan and internationally over 

diplomatic status and likelihood for immunity for the American whom Pakistanis widely 

believed to be an intelligence agent. If found guilty as charged Davis could face the death 

penalty.7 Many Pakistanis, especially leaders of pro- Taliban and anti-US opposition political 

parties and some prominent media hosts and columnists, began to link the release of Davis with 

exchange for Aafia Siddique. 
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The Raymond Davis impasse ended unpredictably two months later when Davis was 

released through recourse to the Shariah-based law of"diyat" (or monetary retribution) paid to 

the heirs of the two victims and quickly flown out of Pakistan. 8 A police official told the 

nationally-circulated English language daily Dawn that the heirs of each of the two men killed 

were given Rsl00 million in compensation.(Sheikh and Chaudhry 2011). Protests erupted in 

several cities as many Pakistanis took the settlement to be a sign of the state’s further 

capitulation to U.S. dominance than the expansion of Shariah laws. (Yusuf 2011) For some the 

repatriation of Davis to the US was particularly reprehensible considering the ongoing captivity 

ofAafia Siddiqui in a US jail. 

The emotional drama of Aasia versus Aafia subsided after April 2011 as Pakistani society 

grappled with the internal disorientation caused by the capture and death of Osama bin Laden on 

April 28, 2011 by a US commando attack inside a major military town in Pakistan. 

Violent Associations: War, community and gender January 2011 to May 2011 

The two women’s variable positioning as victim/subject/agent supports some of the critiques of 

universal human rights discourses by postcolonial and transnational feminist scholars who warn 

against the power of such universalism to colonize Muslim women’ s experiences through 

culturalist understanding of violence against Third World women (Dawn 1963; Grewal 1999; 

Kapur 2002; Razack 2004; Mahmood 2008) (Grewal 1999; Koshy 1999; Young 2003; Razack 

2005; Spivak 2005). Indeed the appropriations of"Islamic" as a bulwark against "the West" is 

often deployed by politico-religious forces in Pakistan as much to undermine feminism and 

women’s citizenship rights as to challenge Western global dominance. 9 1 propose that the critical 

insights of postcolonial feminism about the relationship of Muslim women, secularism, Islam 
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and the War on Terror may be productively annotated by situating them in the locally-inflected 

contradictory experiences of contemporary globalizing militarism and neoliberalism. 

In an essay on the "The State and the Limits of Counter-Terrorism in Pakistan and Sri 

Lanka." Pakistan feminist scholar Rubina Saigol warns us against analytically isolating different 

forms of terrorism such as state and non-state acts, national and global, privatized and public. 

She contends that "[A]nalyses based on singular visions, either from the perspective of global 

hegemony or from the peripheries of subjugation and oppression, miss the deeply intertwined 

nature of the different forms of terrorism." (Saigol 2006, p. 1). Reflecting Pakistani citizens’ 

experiences of terrorism in its multifarious and deeply intertwined forms, Saigol deplores 

singularly-focused understandings of terrorism that result when" either states or non-state actors 

are terrorist, either the government or a sub-national group is terrorist, either the imperial powers 

or transnational movements challenging them are terrorist of terrorism. (Saigol 2006,10). For 

Saigol, terrorism and counterterrorism may be fully understood when terrorism is understood in 

its continuum from the global to state to sub-state levels in such a as to dispense with the idea of 

permanent terrorists and permanent victims whether they may be a movement, state, group or 

imperial power. 

Saigol’s multifaceted but unremitting analysis may be applied to the conflict of Aasia 

versus Aafia in Pakistan through a nuanced reading of discursively constructed political positions 

that became most amplified in Pakistan from January -May 2011. Opposing subj ects 

constructing themselves as feminist/liberal/progressive on one side and Islamic/nationalistic on 

the other implicated the violence suffered by these women into the larger national questions 

related to the War on Terror, US operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan, the Pakistani state’s 

military operations against "Islamic" militants and "terrorists", loyalty to "Islam" versus loyalty 
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to "the West," and other local, national and global issues. Through the operations of globally, 

nationally and locally dispersed networks of power and multiply-related fields of violence the 

two women became discursively conjoined despite incommensurable divides of class, 

nationality, ethnicity and religion. 

I will offer below some instances of discourses circulating during 2010 and 2011. I 

emphasize that these examples are by no means indicative of all the possible positions or 

opinions pertaining to these issues. However they reflect the most strident and vociferous 

interpretations possible or evident at the time. The examples below are culled from a series of 

searches of Pakistani newspapers and television websites, blogs, data bases using the key words 

War on Terror, Aafia Siddiqui, Aasia Bibi, Raymond Davis and the time period 2010, 2011 and 

so on. The aim was not a content analysis but to elicit propositions, ideas and positions which 

may be deemed to be representative of the pervasive and entrenched ideas in Pakistan about 

Islam, women, violence, community and nation. 

Secular-Liberal Discourses 

Pakistani liberals, while critical of US actions in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan, pointed out that 

politico-religious parties were displaying a double standard in playing up the violence suffered 

by Aafia at the hands of US authorities, while ignoring the widespread violence against women 

in their own society. They considered the response of those claiming to be speak "for Islam" as 

being politically motivated and insincere. For example, in an online blog site managed by 

members of the Pakistan People’s Party, a well-known English language journalist Anas Abbas 

presented an in depth analysis of Aafia Siddiqui’s trial and detention by the United States. 
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In a blog entitled "A critical analysis of Aafia Siddiqui’s case", the writer contrasts the 

hysteria over Aafia’ s case with the silence in respect to many other women who have 

disappeared in Pakistan in the past few years. 10 Abbas refers in particular to two women-- 

Zarina Mari and Shazia Khalid--who are both believed to be abused, tortured and abducted by 

the Pakistani military in its repressive campaign against democracy activists in the restive South 

Western province of Baluchistan. 11 Political unrest in the province of Balochistan, located on the 

borders of Iran and Afghanistan, has intensified in the last decade as the Pakistani military 

conducted operations to quell a nationalist struggle against systematic exploitation of the 

province’s resources by the centralized state. The military has also fostered a deliberate 

campaign to expand Islamic radicalism in the otherwise liberal population in an attempt to 

counter nationalist and ethnic sentiments. A well-known aspect of the situation in Balochistan is 

the issue of "missing persons" or the disappearance of hundreds of political workers, nationalists 

and ordinary people. 

In an apparent reference to the contentious role played by politico-religious parties in 

Balochistan, Abbas writes: 

Is all the above hysteria justified to get Aafia Siddiqui justice? Well I have no problems 

with this hysteria but why did we not see this in the case of two other missing Pakistani 

womeIl~ 

Why are Zarina Mari and Shazia Khalid, like Aafia, not called the "Daughters" and 

"Sisters" of Pakistan by its hyperbolic media, politicians and public? 

The writer points to the complicity of Pakistan’s rightwing parties and Jamaat -e-Islami and 

conservative politicians such as Imran khan with the country’s powerful military establishment 

and argues that the anti-US rhetoric deployed by these forces should be scrutinized for its deeper 
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significance beyond simply Islamic cultural nationalism. He suggests that the raucous campaign 

for the release of Afiya was an attempt by the politico-religious groups to deflect public attention 

away from the role played in her kidnapping and rendition by Pakistan’s powerful military and 

its secret agencies, Inter-Services Intelligence agency (ISI), Military Intelligence (MI) or 

Intelligence Bureau (IB). The writer contends: 

This claim of American involvement in Aafia’s Karachi abduction is actually promoted by 

Pakistan army/establishment and its media agents. The strategy here is to put the entire blame 

on the U.S. so that the Pakistani public should always remain unaware of its country’ s 

agencies wrongdoings.(Abbas 2010) 

While calling for a deeper scrutiny of the circumstances of Aafia Siddiqui’s arrest and 

disappearance, Abbas suggests that the politico-religious parties organizing her campaign were 

seeking to hide the role of the military in her capture by stirring up nationalist sentiment against 

specious enemies, for example, India, the US and Israel. He writes: 

The mass hysteria in this [Aafia]case is not justified unless the same attention is given to the 

cases of other missing Pakistani women .... thousands of whom have been brutally oppressed 

by the Taliban in Afghanistan, Waziristan and Swat. 

The answer is simple: Because U. S, Israel, India and Europe were not involved in their 

oppression..(Abbas 2010) 

Religious-Cultural Discourse 

In contrast the more politically radical Urdu press, whose members tend to position themselves 

as culturally and religiously more authentic than their English-language counter-parts, connected 
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the two women in very different ways and presented a contending version of the political divide 

between ’religious’ and ’secular progressive’ groups. 

Saad-Ullah Jan Barq a columnist who contributes to several Urdu language newspapers 

writes that, besides their similarly sounding names the circumstances of Aafia and Aasia were 

politically and morally dissimilar. For Barq the fundamental difference was the ontological 

opposition of religious versus worldly since he considered the charges against Aasia as 

transcending human laws. He argues that the act committed by Aasiya is not a worldly crime but 

one that relates to the beliefs and emotions of a large majority of people. He describes the laws 

which refer to this crime, the Blasphemy Laws as immutable and fixed. On the other hand, he 

argues that the charges against Siddiqui stem from a secular/worldly authority, the United States, 

whose laws which are man-made and which can be changed and do undergo changes. (Barq 

2011). 

Declaring that he would undertake an unsentimental and objective comparison of the two 

cases Barq suggests that Aafiya’s crime does not offend or hurt the emotions of any human being 

or group--even if it is true that she committed a crime against the US. He adds that US is not a 

sacred entity but a state and one that tends to act illitimately.. The writer underplays the crime 

attributed to Aafia Siddiqui as a worldly matter involving a worldly entity that has often acted in 

illegitmate ways against Muslim states, and contrasts the alleged crime of Aasia as a matter 

which transcends human jurisdiction and judgment. He says that in Aasia Bibi’ s case, it is not 

simply a matter of laws or rules "but the sentiments of a large population." He says these are 

laws that cannot even be made or modified even by the ulema." 12 By defining the law as 

immutable Barq obscures the fact that the blasphemy law is not a Quranic injunction but a 

product of human jurisprudence. 
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Islamic Discourse 

A noteworthy intervention at this moment was the significant action taken by some 

representatives of the classical ulema (Islamic scholars) who shifted, albeit slightly, the terms of 

the debate from its hardened oppositions of secularism versus Islam and Muslims versus the 

West. These ulema may be differentiated and differently positioned in Pakistan from the leaders 

of politically engaged religious parties. Javed Ahmed Ghamdi and Khalid Hassan, classical 

Islamic scholars, who maintain a strict distance from religio-politics in Pakistan came forward to 

use the widespread reach of the media, and offer important challenges to the politico religious 

parties’ contentions about the sanctity and integrity of the Blasphemy Law by publicly offering 

their own interpretations based on the Quran and Hadith. They questioned the legality and 

religious basis of the Blasphemy Law and openly accused the politico-religious leaders of 

misleading the nation (Ghamdi 2011). 13 

The above discussion, albeit amorphous and partial may nevertheless offer some insights 

into the treacherous terrain constructed by the interface of repressive politico-religious politics 

mounted under the banner of Islam and the some of the attempts to disrupt them by those with 

whom feminist politics finds its natural allies in Pakistan including liberal, secular, progressive 

forces and some progressive-minded classical Islamic individuals. 

Conclusion 

An engagement with the collateral violence of the War on Terror is instructive for wider 

understanding of feminist struggles over the nature of the state, the notion of community and the 

state-citizen relationship in Pakistan. It helps illuminate that so-called secular struggles, with 

which mainstream Pakistani feminism is closely affiliated, are usually much more than simply 
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opposition to Islam or a rejection of its authority. As well, the undoubtedly religiously- 

motivated campaigns of political Islamic groups and "religious" extremists in Pakistan directed 

against both the languages of universal human rights and the issues encompassed by 

international human rights protocols need to be understood as more than a disavowal of 

secularism and a rejection of Western dominance implied by human rights. They implicate 

much deeper and wider classed and gendered processes of subject formation and longstanding 

matters related to struggles over authority construction in the region. We have yet to see in 

Pakistan or Bangladesh, serious studies of the type undertaken by various Indian scholars who 

have attempted to reengage the concept of secularism and its relationship with emancipator 

politics in South Asia. However, it is easy to agree with scholars such as Needham and Sunder 

Rajan, Shabnam Tejani and others that secularism--including its espousal by mainstream 

feminism--may reflect a variety of concerns including gender, class, caste and communal 

anxieties, that are often subsumed when the secular is simply engaged as the opposite of "the 

religious" (Needham and Sunder Rajan 2007; Tejani 2008 ). Feminist politics in Pakistan must 

traverse a dense terrain in which the distinctions between the West and its Others, powerful 

globality and powerless locality, modern and premodern or religious violence and secular 

violence are neither obvious nor permanently decided. 

Aasia and Aafia who had each experienced different forms of violence emanating from 

the convoluted interconnections of state-society-community were tied together forcibly as the 

battleground for political struggle between an ineffectual and dependent state and its multiply- 

situated critics. They were appropriated as potent symbols of the nation’s honor against the 

military and political might of the US by politico-religious groups such as the Jamaat-e-Islami 

and Tehrik-e-Insaf which interpret all local and global events through a dichotomy of Islam 
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versus West. For liberal feminists and human rights groups, such as the Women’s Action Forum 

and the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, they signified the underside of a particularistic 

vision of community enshrined as the Islamic Republic of Pakistan that was unable to inculcate 

the civilizing force of a unifying universalism embodied in the ideas of nation-state and global 

community. For the traditional mainstream of Muslims who have managed to survive the force 

of decades of copiously funded and highly politicized doctrine of"Islamization", the two women 

represented the nation-state’s failure to infuse itself with the true spirit of Islam. 14 These 

different discourses coalesced and clashed such that support for Aasia Bibi was deemed to be a 

mark of secularism, implying a move against Islam and in support of Western militarism; in 

contrast the recovery of Aafiya Siddiqui became represented as a religious obligation and a 

matter of national standing. While Aafia Siddiqui, a middle class Pakistani scientist bearing 

superior American credentials, was unequivocally embraced as a "daughter of the nation" and a 

victim-subject of human rights, Aasia Bibi, a poor rural Pakistan women belonging to a 

threatened religious minority was thrust into the undeserved status of a mala fide outsider bent 

upon the destruction of the national social fabric. 15 Poor women, religious and ethnic minorities, 

the sexually other, the impoverished, the low class have perennially been the recipients of the 

state’s intended and unintended ineptitude and violence. There is no question, however, that the 

experience of precariousness and violence for these groups has intensified and become more 

complicated because of the accelerated militarization of society that began in the 1980s with the 

entanglement of the Pakistani military and hence the state in the US-Saudi-Soviet-Afghan 

ideological and armed conflict. In addition to the individual women whose experiences garner 

national and international attention from time to time, there is a plethora of literature by the 

Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, feminist scholars, women’s groups, human rights groups 
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and other concerned writers which documents the collateral vulnerability of the rights, status and 

16 security of women, religious minorities and the rural and urban poor. 

The research for this paper was enabled by funds from the Social Sciences and Humanities 

Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). 
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1 This conflict ended in 1989 with the fall of the Soviet Union, the withdrawal of the US from 

Afghanistan and the beginning of a bloody war among Afghan groups for dominance in the 

country. Pakistan along with the UAE and Saudi Arabia gave diplomatic recognition to the 

repressive Taliban regime which set up the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan from 1966-2001. 

2 For a good discussion of Pakistan’s counter-terrorism policies see Rahman, T. (2011). Can 

Pakistan end terrorism? The Express Tribune. Islamabad. "Govt-Taliban deal worries HRCP." 

HRCP Press release on May 14, 2009. Signed Secretary-General HRCP.Posted on May 22, 2008 

at 11:02 a.m. http:iihrcpblogwordpress.comi2008/O5i22igovt-taliban-deal-worries-hrcpi 

3 1 use the term victim-subject as used by postcolonial feminist scholars such as Kapur, R. 

(2002). "Un-Veiling Women’s Rights in the War on Terrorism." Duke Journal of Gender, Law 

and Policy 9(211). 

4 1 discuss these murders in further detail later in this paper. 

5 Pakistan Penal Code 295-C: Use of derogatory remarks, etc; in respect of the Holy Prophet. 

Whoever by words, either spoken or written or by visible representation, or by any imputation, 

innuendo, or insinuation, directly or indirectly, defiles the sacred name of the Holy Prophet 

Mohammed (PBUH) shall be punished with death, or imprisonment for life, and shall also be 

liable to fine. See: http://pakistanconstitution-law, org/category/08-the-pakistan-penal-code- 1860- 

part-ii/ 

6 Pakistani feminist scholars have amply demonstrated how international, mainly US and Saudi, 

support for Zia’s government in return for his role as an intermediary between the US and the 

Afghan Mujahedeen against the Soviet Union, was a major factor in boosting a so-called 

Islamization project in Pakistan. This Islamization program overhauled Pakistan’s legal system 
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and introduced a series of laws that are seen to violate the human rights of many groups of 

citizens, particularly women and religious minorities. 

7 ’Court indicts Raymond Davis for double murder’. Lahore March 16, 2011, Dawn.com. 

8 The Law of Qisas(retribution) and Diyat (blood money) passed in 1990 covers all aspects of 

intentional and unintentional murders, bodily injuries and abortion. According to this law the 

compensation for a victim of murder, or bodily injury if it is a woman or non-Muslim would be 

half of that of a Muslim male. See: ~Blood money option being studied fbr Davis’s release.’_ 

February_ 18, 2011. Dawn.com; Weiss, A. M. (1986). Implications of the Islamization Programe 

for Women. Islamic Reassertion in Pakistan: The Application of Islamic Laws in a Modern State. 

A. M. Weiss. Syracuse, Syracuse University Press: 97-113. 

9 For analysis of the power of the military in shaping and controlling "the state" and 

manipulating national political, economic, social and cultural life see Siddiqa, Ayesha. "Military 

Inc" Rouse, S. (2004). Shifting Body Politics: Gender, Nation and State in Pakistan. New Delhi, 

Women Unlimited. Rashid, A. (2001). Taliban:The Story of the Afghan Warlords. London, Pan 

Books.AliSaid Khan, N. (2002). The Impact of the Global Women’s Movement on International 

Relations: Has it happened? What has happened? Common Grounds, Mutual Exclusions. M. 

Braig and S. Wolte. London, Zed Press: 35-45, Devji, F. (Winter 2008). ""Red Mosque"." Public 

Culture 20(1 ). 

10 Abbas, Anas. "A critical analysis of Aafia Siddiqui’s case", 

http ://criticalppp. com!archives/5569). 

11 For details about the ongoing nationalist struggle in Baluchistan and military operations see: 

Balochistan National Party. 2006. Balochistan dossier: "Pakistan Military Operation And Human 

Rights Violations in Balochistan. http :iiwwvw¢.bso-na. orgifiles/Balochistan_Dossierl.pdf.; Akbar, 
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Malik Siraj. 2011.The Redefined Dimensions of Baloch Nationalist Movement. USA: Xlibris, 

Corp. 

12 Translated from Urdu by the author. 

13 Ghamdi has been living in Malaysia due to a death threat from militants opposed to his 

progressive and humanist understanding of Islam. 

14 Supporters of universalized notions of fundamental rights and the human rights of women, 

sexual minorities and religious minorities tend to refer to themselves as liberal progressives. 

Muslim women’s feminist groups in Pakistan who ascribe to these objectives call for a secular 

state in which religious identity and political status are separated. Their projects are in 

opposition to those groups of men and women who reject secular or universalized notions of 

rights and who seek the Islamization of state and society by taking over the state through 

democratic means. These politico-religious groups such as the Jamaat-e-Islami may not be 

confused with Muslim extremists, militants and terrorists who operate outside the sphere of 

electoral politics. 

15 When I visited Karachi in June-July 2011, posters ofAafia Siddqui wearing American 

graduation cap and gown, with the slogan "Daughter of the Nation" were plastered on walls, 

lampposts, shop windows and so on. 

16 See for example: Haqqani, H. (2005). Pakistan: Between Mosque And Military Washington, 

DC., Carnegie Endowment for Intnernational Peace, Siddiqa, A. (2007). Military Inc.: Inside 

Pakistan’s Military Economy London, Pluto Press, HRCP (2010). "Militancy intensifies threats 

to rights: HRCP." News Alerts Pakistan, Jahangir, A. (2010). Protecting women. Lahore, 

Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP). 
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Chapter 9 

Outsourcing Patriarchy: Feminist Encounters, transnational mediations and the crime of 

’Honor killings’1 

Inderpal Grewal 

In this essay I examine how media representations of"honor killings" become part of 

emergent cultures in different parts of the world. I suggest this occurs because such concepts 

circulate within multiple media, scholarly and NGO circuits, even as the approaches, struggles 

and agendas may differ. Rather than suggest how to define or eradicate such violence, I examine 

how this concept produces meaning, culture, identity, in linked and divergent ways. 

I take it as a given that many forms of violence occur in order to control the sexuality of 

women (and men and others) and that women are subordinated and constrained in multiple ways 

specific to widely different notions of gender and sexuality that exist as these articulate with 

other social factors. Moreover, women have always tried to escape violence and many have paid 

dearly for that struggle. Yet at what point and where that violence gets named as a specific crime 

called ’honor’ killing, in which honor comes to be a stable and unchanging term, and the 

circumstances under which that naming occurs is the issue at hand. I am thus interested in the 

process through which powerful circuits of knowledges produce hegemonic meanings, through 

which other possibilities, struggles and violence, remain submerged. 

A second issue that this project raises is that of feminist scholarship that engages with 

empire, race and postcoloniality. Much has been said about the critique of the essentialist 

understanding of the woman subject and its critique from postcolonial and critical race 

scholarship. The "global feminist" project and an essential understanding of patriarchy as either 
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the same globally or structurally has given way to understandings of gender as uneven, unstable 

and contingent. The research on the patriarchy of the state has now shifted to examining what 

Wendy Brown calls the "masculinity" of the state. Feminist research though, as Mrinalini Sinha 

has pointed out, has also become wary about "a potential evasion of the central feminist 

problematic: the gendered evasion of power" even as Sinha suggests that masculinity research 

does not have to evade these questions and may be fruitful to understand how "the pursuit of an 

always-elusive ideas of masculinity has animated some of the central events of history.’’2 

Yet for analyzing some regions and cultures, patriarchy continues to be the preferred 

analytic even it is considered inadequate for understanding other regions. There seems to be 

geopolitics of colonialism and race in which some cultures are understood solely through 

patriarchy while others are seen to have outgrown it. My paper investigates the phenomenon that 

the research on patriarchy continues to describe some parts of the world but not others. For some 

scholars, modernity involves disguising patriarchy as fraternity; Juliet MacCannell has suggested 

that modernity claims the "alibi of fraternal love" for instance. 3 Tuija Pulkinnen argues that both 

Carole Patemen and Jacques Derrida share the belief that modernity involves a move from 

"undemocratic patriarchy to democratic brotherhood." 4 

I argue that the concept of patriarchy has been "outsourced" from the US and Europe to 

do its messy work elsewhere. Such "outsourcing" requires that many in the US believe that 

patriarchy no longer exists in the US, or that, if it does, it is limited to zones that are believed to 

be anachronistic to the rest of the country. Outsourcing as metaphor indexes the participation of 

corporate and transnational media in this process, and the value and profits that are extracted 

from such narratives of difference and a "patriarchy elsewhere." The profits are material in a 

number of ways, from fiscal gain, to the production of media narratives that circulate 
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transnationally, to the wars fought ostensibly to "save brown women from brown men," as 

Gayatri Spivak brilliantly argued. 5 

Feminist debates over ’honor killings" are ongoing and vexed, as the use of the analytic 

of patriarchy continues to inform research on violence against women. 6 Examining the 

circulations of ’honor killings" as a concept in the media coverage in India and in the "west," I 

conclude that feminist research is better served by examining how millennial modern subjects 

are being made by disavowing the existence of patriarchy even as gendered subordination and 

violence continues. Patriarchies and fraternities remain the locus of desire, struggle, nostalgia 

and contradiction, in divergent and linked ways, by gendered and sexualized subjects 

everywhere. Feminist research in this new century cannot disavow the project of examining and 

challenging gendered subordination, violence, and inequality, and can argue for complex 

subjectivities that incorporate race, class, sexuality, religion, nationalism, colonialism and 

neoliberalism. 

Within feminist cultural studies, popular culture and the media industries have been a 

subject of analysis, pushing against the valorization of "high culture" or "exotic cultures" as the 

only worthy subjects for academic interest.7 Media productions, in their relation with powerful 

culture industries, can reveal the multiple and complex masculine power formations that are 

heterogeneous, as well as contradictory and conflicted sometimes and collaborative at others. 

The example of"honor killings" as they are made visible in multiple media platforms reveal both 

the crude mappings that I critique, but also the collaborations and struggles of feminists to make 

violence visible in ways that can become "voiced" and public. 8 Feminist debates on the topic 

have as yet not engaged with its circulation in popular media cultures as important for 

understanding the meaning of the term and its rapid circulation in many parts of the world. The 
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term "honor Killing" has circulated because it has the power to diagnose the nature of a crime 

and its solution as being linked and confined to some particular societies following a racial logic. 

It proposes an analysis of power, its exercise, and the cause of the crime as this reified "culture" 

- there is little examination here of the history of media in which such cultures and crimes are 

produced, defined, read, understood. The identification of violence as "honor killing" may even 

foreclose an analytic that might be more historicized, multi-faceted or conflictual. 

Thus I understand "honor killings" as a media-ted concept that circulates as transnational 

and national symbol of particular cultures; called a ’crime’ of"culture," its depiction and 

spectacularization moves us some distance but not separated completely from the notion of 

"honor" societies as an anthropological concept. As media project, it is indeed different from 

culture as ongoing understanding of the social; yet the mediated notion works because of its 

presumed connection to an anthropological ’real’ as the foundation upon which the "culture" of 

distant others can be produced as knowledge. At the same time, its visibility across media 

cultures in various genres of visual and print media as well in the discourse of NGO’s and 

feminist advocacy networks (in Keck and Sikkink’s terms) means that it is a product of that 

anthropological culture as translated across transnational media and its technologies. 9 

What becomes of anthropological culture in its mediations? In order to answer this 

question, I bring together some very divergent knowledge projects across different histories and 

technologies: anthropology of"honor’ societies, feminist knowledges about patriarchies, the 

spectacle of violence on women in national and transnational media as well as their 

representation in journalism, newsprint and multiple screens. All these focus on violence on 

female bodies but they are also linked through shared and divergent assumptions about culture, 

gender and social hierarchies created through media that builds on other and prior knowledges. 
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Yet these assumptions are not simply nationally bound in these days oftransnational media 

corporations. Rather, they become articulated to geopolitical and national projects, connected to 

ideologies and ’information" that circulate through and by means of media technologies. 

The use of the term "honor killings" suggests notions of cultural difference that have 

been based on academic social science research in North America and Europe as well as in the 

Middle East and Asia. At this point, the term exists in a field oftransnational overdeterminations. 

In this research, anthropological concepts such as "honor societies" are believed to signal 

"traditional" societies very different from ’modern" ones. The complex of "honor" has been 

understood within anthropological research as the feature of particular societies, mostly located 

in the Mediterranean, "Middle East" and South Asia. Pitt-Rivers defined it in this way: 10 "The 

notion of honor.., is a sentiment, a manifestation of the sentiment in conduct, and the evaluation 

of this conduct by others, that is to say, reputation. It is both internal to the individual and 

external to him--a matter of his feelings, his behavior, and the treatment that he receives." Note 

that Pitt-Rivers refers to the object of analysis as a "him" - this is certainly a male subject, and a 

form of masculine power based on reputation and sentiment rather than a notion of violence (as 

patriarchy). Lila Abu-Lughod sees "honor" as part of the stratification and hierarchy in 

Mediterranean societies, and this approach, along with the wide rage of behaviors associated 

with honor, has been influential within anthropology. 11 In a monograph on the topic, Frank 

Stewart sees "honor" as a right to respect or recognition within a particular society rather than as 

a sentiment. 12 

This notion of"honor cultures" has not, however, died out with a critique of those 

anthropological knowledge traditions that produced non-western societies as "backward" or 

"primitive." It continues to have explanatory values for some researchers. In Bourdieu’ s, the 
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concept moves from a cultural relativist idea within anthropology to understanding it through an 

adjudication of rights. He sees the concept of "honor" through the conflict between particulars 

and universals (1990), and suggests that the "ethos of honor" is to be opposed to a "universal and 

formal morality, which affirms that equality in dignity of all men and consequently the equality 

of their rights and dignities.’’13 

Already for Bourdieu, cultural difference between modern and non-modern cultures is 

signaled by the term, and this move continues in other work. Mark Moritz consider honor 

cultures as "those cultures that have what Stewart calls a code of reflexive honor: that is, a 

culture that demands a counterattack on the part of a man whose honor has been impugned and 

in which a failure to do so results in the loss of honor." In a crucial shift from describing culture 

to describing violence, Moritz goes on to say: 

"A feature of many honor cultures is that men are prepared to use violence and 

even die to defend their reputation as honorable men. Moreover, aggression in these 

specific contexts is institutionalized, regarded as legitimate and necessary by the society 

at large. Other features associated with many, but not all, honor cultures include a 

concern with the chastity of women, extreme vigilance about one’s reputation and a 

sensitivity to insults, male autonomy, patrilineal kin groups, and assertive and often 

.14 violent relations outside of the kin groups. 

It is clear that so much of this anthropological literature, which was earlier not linked to 

gendered subordination or the control of women has shifted to this supposedly feminist approach 

that we find in the 1990’s and into this new century. Some scholars saw "honor" in terms of 

personal or individual differentiation from society - and this is the case in some of the social 

stratification literature. However, there are many, even among those who might critique such a 
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literature, who do use the term "honor crime" to make a political point about violence against 

women. The use of"honor" in relation to culture and society has moved from a description of a 

social differentiation within cultures to that of pathology of culture: from a cultural ideology that 

existed across a society to a crime. Michael Herzfelt, among others, has critiqued the use of 

honor to refer to what he sees as quite divergent and broad practices. 15 Herzfelt’s critique also 

marks the move from structural functionalist analysis to a more fluid view of social life within 

anthropology as well as a critique of colonial ideas of culture and modernity. 16 

Yet the struggle over the term has come to focus on whether culture becomes fixed, 

unchanged by the effects of media, local, national, or international, or that transnationalism and 

mobility entrenches "tradition". 17 In one set of arguments, cultures are unchanging or ahistorical; 

even mobility or diaspora contexts cannot alter them. This is especially the case in some research 

on Middle East. Yotam Feldner states that "today, honor killings are prevalent mostly among 

Muslim populations," and says that the "notion of honor" exists in "traditional Arab Society" in 

which there are two kinds of honor, that of the family or tribe and that of the individual. One 

"sharat~’ translates as ’dignity" and the other, "ird" is "chastity" or "purity" and related only to 

the honor of women. 18 

For those scholars who struggle against the ahistorical formulations but wish to retain the 

notion of honor as pathology, it is racism and the immigrant communities in Europe that are 

considered to be in "conflict" with the "home" culture, and they argue that the process of 

immigration and a racist ’host" culture makes them more "traditional." 19 Unni Wikan, in a book 

examining the "honor killing’ of a young immigrant woman in Sweden, suggests that honor has a 

different contextual meaning in the context of immigrant communities in hostile states. She 

argues that racism in the west makes these men turn to "honor" to claim difference, but in her 
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argument as well, culture remains this explanation for violence. "World opinion" becomes the 

concept that explains how mobility works; "honor" means the respect and reputation that are 

necessary for immigrant survival. She does not link this to Islam, but instead argues that it is part 

of patriarchal and "tribal" social structures,2° through her research cannot explain how it is that 

the term sticks only to Muslim bodies and communities. In this Sweden case mentioned above, 

Shahrzad Mojab and Amir Hassanpour argue that it is not culture that is at fault but a racist, 

Swedish culture in which Kurds are seen as inassimilable, and which ignores a Kurdish history 

of feminism,za 

These anthropological descriptions continue to propose some cultures as distant from 

something called the "West," and some cultures as unchanging, and ahistorical - and if not, as 

violent and pathological as they are mobile or displaced. Yet they cannot explain why this term 

has mostly come to be used in describing violence within family mostly in Muslim communities, 

be they in Europe or in the Middle East, and why the anthropological use of the term as 

descriptive of a broader concept of"Mediterranean" society seems to have fallen out. Much of 

this research relies on Weberian divisions between traditional and modern societies to implicitly 

suggest that ’modern" societies are not "honor" societies. If it does concern "diasporic" and 

mobile societies, it does so to demarcate between "immigrant" and "host" cultures. Thus for 

instance, "family violence" in the US, in which a man might murder his wife for trying to leave 

him, would not be called an "honor killing." But it would be if done by a Muslim or South Asian 

man. Also if a father or brother murders a daughter, it would be called "honour killing" because 

it is assumed that modern men do not kill their daughters or sisters. The many murders 

committed in the US, where entire families are killed by their fathers, brothers or relatives are 

not called "honor killings," nor are the murder-suicides that occur with some frequency where 
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the man may kill his wife and family and himself. Thus ’modern man," is not motivated by 

something called "honor," and so patriarchal violence and control of women by families exist in 

these zones elsewhere in time and place -that allochronic discourse that Johannes Fabian 

identified in his classic critique. 22 

The history of this concept in anthropology as it related to the Middle East, especially 

feminist anthropology is similarly long and vexed, much of it based on foundational work by 

Nawal A1 Sadaawi, Fatima Mernissi, 23and Kitty Warnock.24 Indeed, even in these 

anthropological works, the emphasis on patriarchy and masculinity as the sources of violence 

remains within the frame suggested by Moritz. Of the feminist research that seems to be engaged 

with research on "honor killings," many are concerned with understanding how patriarchy 

continues into the contemporary moment as well as arguing against colonial representations. 

Lama Abu-Odeh, in "Crimes of Honor and the Construction of gender in Arab society,’’25 argues 

that the notion of purity organizes honor society and that violence is seen as protection in such 

contexts. In the most perceptive of these analyses, Diane King suggests that patrilineage and 

reproductive sovereignty is an explanation of honor killings in Kurdistan. 26 She seeks to embed 

the practice in frameworks of money and power rather than in an ahistorical "tradition." Even in 

anthropology, the term "honor" seems to have become sutured to a crime, rather than to behavior 

or even to masculinity and to a crime that is understood through narratives and images, 

sedimented from European colonialism into twentieth and twenty-first century cinema and 

television. 

The so -called "crime of culture" comes to have a new life in journalism and 

contemporary media cultures. Honor is not used in any other way than to refer to or explain a 

crime, although it more suggests the cause of the crime. In these media-ted sites, ’honor killings" 
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refer not simply to a cause of death, but also to the cause as the work of a patriarchy. This 

patriarchy of ’honor killings" is understood to be sometimes unchangeable and sometimes 

recuperable by localized factors. The term "honor killing" enables the articulation of this 

patriarchy in some sites and locations and communities but not in others -the term’s stickiness is 

to a crime by certain bodies against other bodies, and can move to some new bodies but not to 

others. It seems to have little explanatory value for societies seen as "western" but a great deal of 

meaning is produced if the concept is yoked to Middle East or South Asian bodies and groups. 

If "patriarchy" is not believed to have explanatory value in some sites, it is also because 

academic knowledges have understood patriarchy as an essentialist notion - yoked to the critique 

of the "essential woman." Heidi Hartmann defined patriarchy as "a set of social relations 

between men, which have a material base, and which, though hierarchical, establish or create 

interdependence or solidarity among men that enable them to dominate women.’’27 For some 

such as Juliet Mitchell, patriarchy was a universal ideology that predated capitalism and endured 

through it while for others it was linked to the emergence of capitalism. 28 Critiquing some of 

these approaches, Chantal Mouffe suggests that patriarchy is as essentializing a concept as 

’woman" or ’man;" rather she follows Gayle Rubin to argue that "sex/gender system" would be 

better to study how ’women’s subordination is constructed in different practices, discourse and 

institutions.’’~9 Theories of patriarchy were critiqued for being too structuralist, too static, too 

totalizing and unable to address subordination outside the family or changing institutions and 

diverse histories. Going beyond structuralist notions of society of beyond binary gender, many 

scholars began to think of power and gender as more fluid, more dynamic and more mutable. 

The turn to masculinity studies and to queer theory has been also an important reason for not 

producing totalizing understandings - "men" as a category has become complicated by 
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articulations of a variety of sexualities and masculinities, female including, and transgender 

studies has further articulated the malleability and performativity of gender as well as its 

complex relation to bodies, sexualities, biology, desire etc.3° 

Yet patriarchy was not always been yoked to a universalizing or essentialist analyses; in 

the work ofMichelle Rosaldo, Jane Collier, and Sylvia Yanagasako, for instance, the term 

referred not only to inequalities between women and men but also between different groups of 

men.31 Wary of stereotypes and colonial histories within their discipline of anthropology, they 

pushed for a more dynamic and divergent theorization of the term. The term could be useful if it 

is unyoked from the critique of the essential ’woman," and if it is connected to a networked and 

dynamic notion of power and sovereignty (as Diane King suggests) or even as an imaginary 

produced by desire and nostalgia that is responsible for so much gendered violence. 

If the term "patriarchy" was produced by feminist and women’s movements and 

academic knowledge production, it has come to be naturalized in relation to global south as well 

as among migrant communities from the global south to the west--and now especially Muslim 

communities, which seem to be understood through patriarchy. How do we explain the erasure of 

patriarchy as a concept for the "west" especially since there is considerable evidence that 

inequalities (not to mention many forms of violence, often fatal) persist also in that "west" across 

gender, and that gender and sexuality remain critical aspects of identities and political 

subordinations and mobilizations? One answer is that patriarchies are now consolidated and 

existing in the US for instance, in many localized social and political formations. Religious 

groups, right-wing conservatism, homophobic and racist projects, and corporate capital - all of 

these may nurture patriarchy both as a networked form of power or as an imaginary of a 

heteropatriarchy. Fraternities - male identified collectives or networks may not depend on the 
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control of women to gain legitimacy, but still create networks of power and support, racial, 

sexual, financial, social and political. These may distinguish themselves from patriarchies but 

still work through forms of masculinity that exist to suture relationships between men. 32 In 

particular, societies that see themselves as liberal may retain male power as hegemonic while 

enabling some groups of women to gain power. Yet in order to consolidate the west as modern, 

patriarchy is both disavowed and also outsourced by liberal Western cultures. Violence against 

women is blamed on individual criminality, rather than cultural factors, in the case of white 

males and for minority groups, it is linked to pathological cultures. And this is where a powerful 

media steps in to circulate the outsourcing of patriarchy though the work and the ideologies of 

technologized capital. 

In the US and across transnational media (a search of Lexis nexus which pulled up over 

900 entries from US, UK, Australia, Pakistan, Middle East, India), honor killings are represented 

in the print news media to be the work of "Muslim "culture" which nurtures an intractable 

patriarchy. Often, though, Muslim and South Asian becomes collapsed, in an example of the 

problem of locating the crime within a culture, since religion and culture are becoming confused 

in the making of racial difference. All of the references to this term in the context of the US, UK 

-i.e. the English language press in the West, use it in reference to the killings of young women of 

Muslim or south Asian or middle eastern descent. The homicides, for this is the making of a 

crime and its solution, are described in ways that are quite similar: the young woman is 

marrying, in love with, eloping with a young man of a different race, religion, caste or sub-caste 

and refusing an "arranged marriage" and the young woman is killed by her parents or brothers. 

In the context of the US, legal scholar Leti Volpp has argued that the case provides evidence of a 

cultural bias against Muslim communities in which the cause is always assumed to be the 
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exercise of patriarchal power in the name of"honor.’’33 In her powerful critique, Sherene Razack 

has identified the racist project at work in such representations in Canada.34 A patriarchy, Indian, 

Muslim, is described as "traditional" and the young woman is always understood as "modern" 

and thus in conflict with the patriarchal traditional family that does not wish to change even in 

diasporic contexts. 

Of over 900 entries on the topic in US, UK, Australia, as visible in a Lexis-Nexis 

database search, this was the pattern: honor killings were seen as workings of a Muslim 

patriarchy that was understood to be primordial, unchanging and ahistorical. Of those news items 

not about Muslim majority countries, most concerned either Muslim or South Asian diasporas in 

the UK and US, where young girls were presumed to have been killed by family members. In a 

couple of articles - perhaps two or three out of 900 - some community members protest the use 

of the term "honor killings" asking that these be seen as domestic violence instead. These few 

voices are drowned out by the overwhelming circulation of culturalist narratives blaming Muslim 

societies for crimes against women. The notion of "honor" as an attribute of immigrant males 

from the Middle East or South Asia, in which the patriarchy is presumed to have traveled 

without change or alteration, remains powerful. 35 

The news reports on these ’honor killings’ in the UK, for instance, has led to the 

mobilization of a broad apparatus of governance and anti-immigrant discourse that calls itself as 

’concerned with multiculturalism." If honor killings come to index the patriarchy of racial others 

that has come to Europe via immigration, it makes possible a denunciation of these cultures in 

terms of the protection of women. From immigration tests in which young women are to testify 

that they did not have forced marriages, to welfare agencies focused on sheltering young south 

Asian women, to policing methods focused on detailing Asian males and families, a broad array 
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of technologies of governance have come into existence in response to honor killings. 36 For 

conservative commentators in the UK, these are a sign of the problem of a too-tolerant 

multiculturalism and an flawed immigration policy-- remarks by Cameron, Sarkozy and Merkel 

in 2011 (in the middle of the financial crisis in Europe) state that multiculturalism is against 

37 western values of gender equality, thereby masking racism as rescue. 

In opposition to such conservative and often, racist coverage, scholars and activists have 

denounced this racism and problematized the media representations, even as some of them 

suggest that this is a crime that should be addressed and prevented. Caught between debates on 

human rights, multiculturalism, racism and feminism, there seem to be little opportunity to 

problematize the articulation of these crimes outside of genealogies of racial, colonial and 

postcolonial law and order. Thus Meetoo and Mirza ask why it is that "only in relation to 

religious and ethnic communities is the concept of ’honour’ invoked as a motivation for domestic 

violence.’’38 Dustin and Phillips reveal that the "discourses over culture tending to misrepresent 

minority cultural groups as monolithic entities, and initiatives to protect women become 

entangled with anti-immigration agendas.’’39 1 would suggest that the pervasive anti-Muslim 

racism, hypertrophic after 9/11, has also much to do with this representation and governance. 

But what of places outside the ’west’? In the summers of 2009 and 2010 and 2011, the 

newspapers (in English) in Delhi are full of stories of"honor killings." "Khap panchayats," 

informal, local village and upper-caste based organizations, the newspapers state, are responsible 

for enabling and abetting these murders. Young people who are murdered seem to be young 

couples or women who have crossed caste lines to marry lower castes or Dalits or have run off 

away with cousins or partners from castes or groups deemed to be off limits for marriage. The 

papers report that brothers, fathers and mothers of these young people, mostly of the girls or 
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women, are responsible for killing their daughters or sisters as well as the lovers or husbands. 

The Lok Sabha is considering legislation against "honor killings" which would criminalize 

families involved in such murders. The Supreme Court is also seeking ways to codify "honor 

killings" as a separate crime that should be punished by the death sentence, and the Home 

ministry is planning changes to criminal penalties in the Indian Penal Code. 

Tracking reports in one newspaper, Hindustan Times, through a database that is widely 

available over most of the last decade, I find that new articles increase dramatically over the 

years. In 2004, HT included six articles. These were as follows: one on khap panchayats "Gotra 

Khaps losing out to times, awareness" in Oct 26, 2004, one on general issues of violence against 

women and girls, one on a man killing his sister’s lover (but not the sister), one on a UK 

conference that reported that in London "117 deaths and disappearances of Asian women are 

being re-investigated." (Dec 7, 2004); and one on Pakistan in which the news item reported that 

these crimes exist because of the lack of democracy and human rights in Pakistan ("Establishing 

democracy first step towards human rights in Pak: Experts" decl0, 2004). 

In 2005, there were18 articles. Of these, most were on Pakistan because of coverage of 

the Mukhtaran Mai case, with a couple on the South Asian diaspora in UK. In 2006, 15 articles, 

14 on Pakistan, one on German Muslim migrants. In 2007, 15 articles again, 9 on Pakistan (one 

reports that the Pakistan Supreme Court says that honor killing is "culpable murder for which, in 

law, death or life sentence was prescribed"); 2 on Pakistani-origin girls in UK. In 2008 and 2009, 

these articles treble: 41 in 2008, but now about 13 are on Pakistan, a few on Muslims in Europe 

and UK, but the rest are on India. 
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As I read some of the academic literature on women and media in India, I find that very 

few feminist publications before 2005 or so refer to honor killings when they discuss violence 

against women and the question of media coverage. In a book entitled New Woman andMass 

Media, published in 2001, the author tracks how crimes against Women are reported. The list of 

crimes against women include dowry deaths, sex selective abortions, rape, sexual harassment, 

murder, trafficking, "exploitation of minor girls’ (66), but there is no mention of honor killings. 4o 

According to Sameera Khan, the women’s movement as it agitated for more attention to 

women’s issues worked against particular crimes: "It was the women’s movement that helped 

bring the increasing rates of violence against women -- particularly rape, molestation, dowry 

deaths, and domestic abuse - to the media’s notice." Khan does not mention "honor killings’ as 

one of these issues to be separated out from the categories of"crimes against women.’’41 Most of 

these academic publications related to women prior to the new century do not list honor killings 

when discussing either violence or crimes against women or the coverage of women’s issues in 

the media.42 In their anthology on the topic, Lynn Welchman and Sara Hossain, state that indeed 

"in the last few years there has been a spurt in discussions on and serious academic interest in the 

question ofhonour killings," but they don’t examine how and why this emerges over the last 6-7 

43 years. 

In 2006, there is one citation of"honour" as a sociological issue for women in a scholarly 

book on Indian cinema. Indubala Singh focuses on gender in cinema and writes in her 

introduction of the specific history of Indian cinema and gender ideologies: "Consistent with the 

cultural norms pertaining to the status of women in India is the honour of the family, which is 

closely linked to the female behavior. The need to preserve honour is expressed through 
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elaborate codified behavior patterns that require the women to be dependent.’’44 In this 2006 

publication there appears a growing use of the term among feminist researchers. 

Though Indubala Singh does not suggest that such a honor culture exists only in rural 

areas, in the news media most of the blame for these killings in India is ascribed to the work of 

caste panchayats, the Hindu, North Indian, upper caste based, village level groups that police the 

boundaries of caste through gender and sexuality, among other practices. Any mention of honor 

killings in the Indian context links us to "khap panchayats" as responsible for these murders,45 

even as newspapers also mention such incidents occurring in the southern part of India or in 

urban locations. Some of these groups (the Sarv Khap Mahapanchayat in Haryana) are seeking 

changes to the Hindu marriage act to disallow marriage within particular caste groups as 

"incest," even as there are hardly any laws specific to incest. Even the Supreme Court in India 

has stated that these murders are "barbaric" and evidence of a "feudal mindset," and seeks to 

increase penalties for such crimes. 

Prem Chowdhry has examined the emergence of"honor killing" in the state of Haryana 

in both colonial and postcolonial periods, and has argued that the contemporary moment has 

forged a new notion of"honour" among rural elites (of the Jat caste, predominantly) who feel 

threatened by a changes brought about by new globalization. Her work has contributed to 

understanding how honor are being used to control women’s sexuality in both cities and 

villages.46 Her focus on the Hindu Succession Act of 1955, which allowed women (mothers and 

widows) to inherit ancestral property, and its amendment in 2005 which gave daughters equal 

rights as sons, also alters the view of ’honor" both as simply ’culture" or "tradition", and it 

makes "honor" as much about economic transactions through the control of women’s sexuality. 

Bringing together the economic issue of property and inheritance with the ’crisis of masculinity" 
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argument, the notion of honor becomes visible as both an alibi as well as an economic ruse. At 

the same time, the focus on Haryana jats does not accord with the many cases of"honor killings" 

mentioned in the media, some of which also concern those outside Haryana. That all these 

different motives and cases - property, sexual control, crisis of masculinity, rise in elopements, 

emergence of notions of individuality and ’choice" in marriage, rising class interests that may 

clash with caste interests, globalization, increased media coverage and NGO interest- can be 

understood through the notion of "honor" is debatable. One can add to this list the struggles 

around quotas for Dalits and OBC’ s, rising property costs, crisis in agriculture, and emergence of 

new jobs for women. 

Pratiksha Bakshi et al, argue that the greater participation in governance allowed to gram 

panchayats (elected village councils), which have considerable overlap with upper caste 

panchayats, has exacerbated the rift between tradition and modernity and thus led to such honor 

killings. They suggest that the rift between tradition and modernity occurs between the 

governance of polities and the governance of communities, and the various local sovereignties.47 

In identifying rural, caste patriarchy’s nexus with political power, and the conflict of these with 

the new economies that seem threatening to these power formations, Bakshi et al use the term 

"honor killings," to describe something that they see as a coherent phenomenon - for them as 

well, the conflicts between sovereignties - local and central--lead to something called "honor’ 

which is understood as an empirically real as expressed by the media, the panchayats, the 

international press and the victims as well. 

Although many of these reasons can lead to greater struggles over gender and sexuality, 

the use of"honor" have other genealogies if we consider the issue of media and its globalization. 

Feminist and other scholars working on the topic have argued that an increase in these crimes is 
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a result of the liberalization of the economy, but they have paid little attention to the use of the 

term transnationally, and they have not examined the role of the media in circulating the concept. 

In the context of a globalized media, law and order is a spectacle; the news presents honor 

killings through the narratives of description of the violence, the mode of death, and story of the 

escape, capture and pursuit, and the condition of the body. It is visible also in the press accounts 

of the power of these panchayats in the villages, which describe single-gender gatherings of 

upper-caste men - mostly of the jar caste, especially in Haryana - in rural settings, or of parents 

and family whose pathologies are clearly understood through "honor." The news reporting is 

supported in the opinion pages of these news dailies by writers who create a the distinction 

created first, between an India of human rights and empowered women and a Pakistan that lacks 

these, and second, between urban and rural, between "India shining" ofNGO’s and cosmopolitan 

and global subj ects, and the India of rural patriarchy and poverty. The problem of continuing 

inequalities in India across gender, sexuality, caste and religion is ignored by containing the 

problem within one region or caste, or by seeing it as a rural problem, in which the "national- 

modern," as Tejaswini Niranjana calls is, in its new mode as "global modern" is absolved of its 

participation in such violence. Even if there are those who disagree that honor killing are caused 

by notions of honor, they still believe that it comes from an "old order" determined to keep 

sexual control through repressing "individual freedom." Tejaswini Niranjana has argued that in 

South Indian cinema, "romantic love" is refigured in "national-modern" terms in which caste and 

community are replaced by the individual and in which women’s agency is in the service of a 

cultural nationalism that is in the "vocabulary of the multinational market economy.’’48 In 

addition, the use of this ’moral panic’ discourse is also being used by Hindu nationalist groups to 

foment anti-Muslim hate by accusing Muslims of luring Hindu girls to elope with them. 49 
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This distinction between rural or urban becomes visible to the readers of the newspaper. 

For instance, in a Times of India blog in response to an article on honor killings, in 2010 June, 

one commentator states: "Like the scourges of dowry and female foeticide, a generation ago, 

honour killings seem to be spreading to newer areas... Not very long ago, we thought that such 

barbarism belonged to remote tribal reaches of Pakistan... Most of us are baffled by the 

phenomenon. This is so much at odds with the new India we hope and dream about." A Times of 

India new article on the topic in March 31, 2010 begins with the khap-panchayat as a "Taliban- 

style caste panchayat." 

The Deccan Herald, another news daily published from Delhi, includes an opinion essay 

in its Magazine section, "Feudal Mindset: In the Heart of Darkness.’’5° In this article, the author, 

D.R Choudhry, argues that such killings are occurring not because of an ahistorical "culture" but 

because 

"traditional rural structure is fast cracking up under the impact of modernization. Change 

has come home because of improved means of transport, evolved interpersonal 

communication, an elaborate network of educational institutions, exposure to the world 

beyond the village borders and more through the media." 

These changes, according to the author, have led to the khaps passing "barbaric edicts" and 

consequently the state of"Haryana has become a killing field for the youths who dare to opt for a 

matrimonial alliance of their choice." In this writer’s view, law and criminal penalties are 

required; otherwise, he asserts, "we will lapse into the dark zone of barbarity and depravity." 

Law and order apparatus, court directives and police protection have become solutions, and the 
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writer approves of the death penalty being given in such a case to five people involved in the 

crime, and life imprisonment to the leader of the local khap. 

Although news dailies are politically divergent, they all seem to use the term, suggesting 

that print journalism’s culture is connected, powerful and transnational. What is striking is that 

even the Hindi language newspapers, which have far more readers than English dailies, also use 

the English term "honor killings," suggesting both its Western provenance as well as its power to 

circulate 

That this is a discourse that is understood to be proliferating is obvious - the reports all 

provide a sense that this violence is increasing with the new globalization of the Indian economy. 

What is proposed here is that in cotemporary culture, changes are occurring that are unlike 

anything in the past. News reports from Punjab tell us that many young women who have 

"disappeared" are actually the victims of honor killings, and that the courts are full of young 

couples seeking protections from their families. Surprisingly, protection has been granted to 

lesbian couples as well as heterosexual ones. What is clear is that new ways of spectacularization 

of particular bodies become visible - the newspapers move from earlier decades of ignoring 

violence against women that pervades all aspects of urba!!rural, new/old India to focusing on 

rape and its spectacle to presenting honor killings as a singular crime whose cause is identifiable 

and therefore, can be addressed.51 But the news media is used to following trends rather than 

presenting news and ideas that are unrelated to popular interests. That means that only a few 

types of crimes get attention, and even if they do get attention, the analysis is reductive and 

sensationalized and often contradictory. The coverage of honor killings suggests that women are 

more constrained in rural rather than urban India, yet news coverage also reveals the extent of 

rape that occurs on a daily basis in the urban areas, in cities such as Delhi. Though local news 
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covers rape extensively, policing against rape remains a challenge and there are many areas of 

law concerning sexual assault that remain murky. For instance, Section 377, (the ’crimes against 

nature’) statute was "read down" by the Delhi High Court rather than removed from the Indian 

Penal code because it is used to prosecute sexual assaults against minors due to the lack of 

specific laws against these crimes. 52 Given that such broad areas of criminal and harmful acts 

seem to be unaddressed by specific laws, the cry for special penalties for honor killings is 

striking. 53 

I ascribe the use of terms such as "honor killing" to both the pervasive circulation of the 

concept in international media in relation to Islamophobia against Muslim communities in the 

aftermath of9/11, the globalization and expansion of media in the context of the emergence of 

India as a "global power" and as a modern nation. Furthermore, anti-Muslim sentiment is not a 

new phenomenon in India, evidenced by the widespread discrimination and impoverishment of 

Muslim communities. In the last two decades, right wing Hindu parties have encouraged such 

sentiments and also initiated pogroms against Muslims. Ignoring the anti-Muslim genealogy of 

the term, the media productions of honor killings mark a difference between the middle class 

metropolitans who see themselves as modern and the ’barbaric’ rural patriarchy that enables 

these crimes - not just Pakistan, but its "remote regions;" this is an example of a modernity that 

wishes to expel patriarchy to rural areas. Such outsourcing becomes visible in some of the 

opinion pages of the newspapers. In an article in Times of India, a more conservative newspaper 

than The Hindustan times, Nandita Sengupta, in an opinion online blog, writes the following 

report on visiting the village where a murder has occurred: 
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"This is in Kinanagar, near Meerut. In two hours, one can travel 200 years back. Or 

perhaps not. The reality is that honour killing is as contemporary and happening as it 

always was ..... 

Kinanagar is a huge village, more than 10,000 heads. Signages proudly proclaim it is a 

PM sadak yojna lab... The roads are great, the houses neat. Kinanagar may proudly 

feature as a feather in some ministerial cap. It’s doing well. The kids are in school, and 

the inter-college admissions are full. More colleges are required. The elders are happy. 

But as governments carry progress on silk-smooth roads into these villages, who is 

responsible for nurturing their hearts and souls? .... It’s all very well to decry in cities the 

horror of it all, but what is being done about it beyond the omigosh anguish?" 54 

Even if there is material progress, Sengupta says, these folks in the village have patriarchal 

culture with caste and religious divisions hidden in their lives that progress cannot change. At the 

same time, her narrative and language (’omigosh anguish’) produces her as a transnational, 

cosmopolitan subject. She goes on to say that "the real story is really in the decay that sets in as a 

direct result of the police-pradhan-politician’s indirect endorsement of honour killings" and she 

seeks government intervention in naming the crimes as such and punishing villages where these 

OCCUr. 

Again, the idea is that such a culture has changed in the city but not in the village and that 

culture itself is unchanging and sequestered and hidden inside people. But given this narrative, if 
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a murder of a young woman or a couple occurs in the city, it becomes a scandal, blamed on the 

encroachment of the old rural India into this new metro global India. 55 

The spatial divide between rural and urban India has become a temporal one. The urban 

areas in most accounts are spaces where these eloping couples, generally from rural areas in most 

of these news stories in India, find refuge but are often brought back to the rural village by force. 

In an India where the economy is booming, where social and cultural divisions are changing 

through the coming of media channels, new kinds of working opportunities for girls and women, 

the emergence of entrepreneurship and corporate positions, a burgeoning consumer culture in 

which gender and sexuality are used to sell goods, what is outside this liberalized global 

economy and its circulation has become tradition, archaic, rural and "barbaric." In this new 

modernity, Islamophobia can be articulated as characteristic of another nation and state rather 

than as endemic within India. 56 

What is clear is that the concept of "honor" and "tradition" is being recuperated in these 

stories even as these notions are being increasingly seen as backwardness, akin to caste identity, 

that has to be disavowed. The media itself- print, television, cinema and Internet, becomes a 

vehicle of this progress and thus its discourse sees itself as outside tradition. In particular, as the 

newspapers produce online versions that are read by South Asian diasporas all over the world, 

the separation between the "rural" India and this transnational "global India" is exacerbated. 

The increased use of the term "honor killings" signals the rise of a media that is 

transnationally connected (some to transnational corporations) and increasing in reach and clout. 

The history of print newspapers in India is also important to consider in this regard, especially 

the English language media. The Indian English language press was created mostly by nationalist 
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and reformist movements during the struggle for independence, and its anti-state ideologies 

became pro-state after independence. 57 Following on the emergency declared by indira Gandhi in 

1971, it became much more independent from the state and new media outlets came into 

existence. Indian express, a more right wing Hindu English language daily, came into 

publication, for instance, and its stance has been somewhat more anti-Muslim than that of other 

newspapers; Joseph and Sharma have remarked on its anti-Muslim coverage of Shah Bano 

controversy. 58 Since then many of the dailies have become more pan-Indian rather than regional, 

with multiple offices in several cities and locations. The vernacular press has also had large 

publics, with many more readers for the Hindi press than for English by 1978; the vernacular 

press also has greater reach and more stringers across smaller cities as well. 59 

With the emergence of new media, English language dailies have come to have 

transnational publics, and diasporic audiences and participants. Arvind Rajagopal points out that 

English language dailies have become more powerful because the language of the global India is 

English, and it is dominated by upper castes, which are often "not always well-informed on 

historical or domestic issues..."In Indian television, as the Joshi Committee Report argued in 

1985, there is a class and gender bias that erases the struggles of women and their 

achievements.6° Robin Jeffrey has argued that Indian news media is controlled for the most part 

by those educated in Europe or North America, "so that the ’package" is international, though 

the content is sensitively local.’’61 It is, he reveals, virtually all higher caste editors, reporters, 

with almost no Dalits.62 

Though Rajagopal’s notion of"international audiences" does not address the complexity 

of news dailies with print editions and transnational audiences, he suggests importantly that the 

"state and its failures" have remained the focus of attention of news reporting, and the media has 
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not shifted as much to scrutiny of the private sector (18). Hence much of the coverage of these 

crimes focuses on law and order solutions or government corruption rather than interrogating 

how urban and rural cultures are infused with gendered inequities that remain unaddressed. 63 

The media itself and its expansion (TV, multiple 24 hour new channels, internet) after the 

end of state control has become a sign of progress; "India shining" is its ideology. Such an 

ideology is linked to the new modern impulses and beliefs of the global, urban elites and their 

projects, seeking for instance, new law and order mechanisms for ’women’s issues." It is thus 

possible for India Today’s online edition to conclude an article on honor killings with the 

summary that "A complete overhaul of the Special Marriage Act is needed to aid marriage across 

caste and religion.’’64 

With new and expanded media, there has emerged, as Kalpana Sharma has pointed out, a 

frenzy of crime coverage in both newsprint and television. 65 Crimes committed against middle 

and upper classes, Sharma points out, receive much greater attention than crimes against working 

class or Dalit women. Maxine Lloyd argues that TV news views, caste is viewed as ’backward 

and uncivilized," while it operates with a normative upper caste and Hindu bias: "many news 

articles and commentaries treat caste politics and parties as harmful to India and detrimental to 

modernity." (72) Thus when communities that have been discriminated against, such as Dalits or 

Muslims, organize by caste or religion, TV news tends to see them as a problem:" Organizing 

politics around caste is seen as a threat to an idea of Indianness where differences should be 

minimized." 66 

Reports that numbers of rapes have increased dramatically in Indian cities means that 

even more reporters are covering this topic. The ambiguity of the visual representation in 
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Hollywood cinema of rape has been well documented.67 The spectacle of rape of women is also 

not new in Indian media. Hindi cinema’s focus on rape of women has long been a problem 

because it both naturalizes violence and provides, as Karen Gabriel argues, both "pleasurable 

spectacle" and a "male fantasy of control.’’68 Given the heavy reliance on Hindi feature films and 

film-related programming in television channels and on the web, the coverage of incidents of 

rape in the news may be the result of feminist organizing, but it also recuperates narratives of 

male control. The prevailing ideologies of commercial Hindi cinema, with their reliance on 

nationalist and patriarchal ideologies, means that such narratives have pervaded televisual and 

cinema culture. 

Although crimes such as rape or honor killings are well reported in news and television, 

often crime coverage is simply replicating "police handouts" and can be simply sensationalized 

and biased as well as "poorly researched.’’69 This means that a term such as "honor killing" 

becomes very convenient when police are investigating a murder since such a crime may not 

require a great deal of investigation into why a certain family may want to commit a crime while 

many others may not in the same circumstance. Reduced coverage of socio-economic issues7° 

may prevent police from investigating whether financial issues such as inheritance or property 

disputes, or any other criminal aspects in the case may have been a factor in these murders. And 

this lack of attention to the economic issues in the cases of rural families remains a major lacuna 

in the narrative of honor killing. Prem Chowdhry has suggested that legal and cultural biases in 

the case of inheritance and property means that control of property remains in the hands of men 

and violence in order to preserve property is a factor ensuring that women are married to 

appropriate partners.71 Despite some changes in property law, the practices of inheritance and 

property remain with men and women are often coerced or forced to sign away their rights, as 
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Chowdhry also reveals. Given the problem that so many women do not have access to courts, or 

have the time or power to seek legal remedies, and the multiple ways in which men control 

property within marriage and inheritance laws, there is little to ensure that women can escape the 

constraints that exist within rural and urban contexts, and across classes and castes. 72 Neither the 

legislature nor the courts are anxious to deal with these questions of property and rights, so that 

’honor killings" and the outrage expressed against in the media, remains a way to increase the 

power of media and the law and order apparatus through new legal statutes rather than 

addressing the ways in which violence takes multiple forms. Thus honor killings as a crime of 

culture mystifies some key issues of contemporary India, relegating to a particular region and 

caste the problem of gendered violence. Flavia Agnes has written that "unless property is 

situated at the centre of the discourse on women and legal reform," economic rights will not be 

available to Indian women.73 Thus what we find is that pervasive social and economic issues 

remain unrecognized while the courts in India seem ready to create special laws around honor 

killings. 

Honor Killings as a media staple also works well within the genre of the narrative of 

crimes in cinema and television. The crime show and its genealogy in the detective novel 

suggest why such a concept has power. Nicole Rafter has argued that the crime movie enables 

identification with the restoration of order, asking audiences to assent to violence done in the 

name of restoring order.74 Feminist media and literature scholars recognize that both the crime 

and its detective are the products of forms of power that continues to produce patriarchy as 

powerful. Detection as providing the satisfaction of closure was the product of powerful notions 

of colonial science, policy and race and a long history of print culture, and its continuities with 

its visual popular mediation. The media spectacle is important here and the contexts of its 
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proliferation -the crime, its sensationalized, graphic details, and the very violent nature of these 

deaths link up to the pervasiveness of the cinema of crime and revenge in India, and the spectacle 

of the crime show on television and in the bestselling detective novel genre. 

For violence that is ongoing, caused by multiple factors and their convergences, honor 

killings produce an easy upper caste and class and racial and developmental answer to the crime. 

Viewer becomes detective in the western television genre of the crime show, or the police, in the 

Bombay cinema tradition, and particular cultures are criminalized in order to bring closure to the 

crime. Law and order are the coordinates through which it can be decoded, and the crime can be 

outsourced to places and times that are distant from the global, modern subject. The viewer joins 

with the state to utilize its sovereign powers to "solve" the crime. No further investigation is 

required then - no knowledge, as Prem Chowdhry has argued, of the multiple economic 

arrangements in which errant young people can be disposed of lest they claim their rights. 
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Chapter 10 

Diasporas of Empire: Arab Americans and the Reverberations of War 

Nadine Naber 

In the classroom, the Muslim student is transformed into a terrorist. It comes 

straight from teachers. Every day, students ask me, "What should I tell my 

teachers?" Teachers say racist things in class like, "Muslim men aren’t afraid to 

die because when they die they believe they will be given seventy-five virgins in 

heaven." 

-Hatem, Palestinian community-based scholar, Berkeley, California, 2000 

It was hard to make interventions about what sexism [in our community] because we 

were always responding to attacks against our communities. To be "a good Arab activist" 

you have to respond to violence, to racism. 

-Camelia, Egyptian political activist, San Francisco, California, 2001 

It’s the most terrifying thing that a person can deal with, knowing that their loved 

ones are stuck in a situation that they can do little to nothing about. Half of who I 

am was [in Lebanon]. The greatest fear was that I could risk losing [them]. 

-Roulah, Lebanese resident of Dearborn, Michigan, 2006 

These quotes are taken from ethnographic research among Arab diasporas in California and 

Michigan between 1999 and 2006, a period of massive U.S. imperial expansion in the Arab 

region. 1 During this period, the effects ofU. S. war in the Middle East reverberated within the 

geographic boundaries of the U.S., impacting the lives of Arab and Muslim diasporas in distinct 
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ways. Hatem’s quote reflects how the Islamophobic discourse that has justified the war on terror 

permeates the lives of Muslim students in Berkeley, California. Camelia refers to how communal 

engagements with the crises of war and racism can foreclose opportunities for addressing inner- 

communal experiences of sexism. Roulah’s quote points to the ways the Israeli invasion of 

Lebanon in 2006 connected people living in the U.S. to their counterparts in Lebanon. In the 

pages to come, I explore how U.S.-ledmi#tary violence (i.e. bombing, support for Israeli 

colonization, and sanctions, for instance) constitutes the experiences of the Arab diasporas I have 

been working with and compounds their engagements with U.S. gendered-racial violence. 

Bringing feminist empire and diaspora studies together, this essay centers upon 

engagements with U.S. imperialist war from the location of the diaspora. My aim is to intervene 

within the ways critical scholarship tends to frame the war on terror in terms of two distinct 

transnational contexts (here, in the U.S. and there, in the countries the U.S. is invading). 2 

Consider for instance that a great deal of research and advocacy assumes that U.S.-led militarism 

and war takes place "over there" (in Muslim majority countries) and explains racism, 

discrimination, and hate crimes as impacts of the war on terror "over here" (in North America).3 

As we will see, the Arab Americans with whom I worked may not experience military 

violence in the same ways or to the same degrees as those in the countries targeted directly by 

the bombs or bulldozers. Yet their lives are constituted by the same military violence. For my 

interlocutors, military violence (bombs, bulldozers, etc.) and gendered-racial violence in the U.S. 

compound one another. They are moving parts of the same imperial present and take place 

within the same spatial-temporal context. Imperial violence extends into my interlocutors lives in 

profound ways-- through simultaneous engagements with military and racial violence, through 
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fear, through a sense of belonging to communities in crises, and by altering concepts of gender 

and sexuality as well as relations and solidarities within and beyond Arab communities. 

Since 1999, I have been working as an ethnographer-activist with Arab immigrant 

communities on a range of issues, including race, gender, and sexuality, generational tensions, 

feminist and religious-based activisms, and transnational alliances. Between 1999 and 2002, I 

worked primarily in the San Francisco Bay Area and between 2004 and 2006, I worked primarily 

in Dearborn, Michigan.4 Here, I look back and take stock of the ways the theme of imperial 

violence has underpinned these research projects. I focus primarily on stories in which imperial 

violence became a central theme. These stories tended to come primarily from community-based 

political activists, people who directly experienced the violence of war and racism, and people 

with loved ones living in the Arab region. I also take a look forward by considering the kinds of 

political concerns and commitments that open up when we look at the violence of the war on 

terror through the framework of"diasporas of empire." 

Three moments of military violence were particularly disruptive in the lives of my 

interlocutors between the period of 1999 and 2006. The stories of activists involved in a leftist 

Arab movement in the San Francisco Bay Area in 1999 and 2000 elucidate the first moment. The 

stories of Arab Americans who encountered the post-September 11th racist backlash in San 

Francisco and community leaders who advocated on their behalf illustrate the second moment 

(2001-2003). The stories of Lebanese living in Dearborn, Michigan with loved ones facing the 

Israeli invasion of 2006 in Lebanon reflect the third moment. 

The Late 1990s and the Leftist Arab Movement in the San Francisco Bay Area 
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The first moment took place between 1999 and 2001 and was the period of the beginning of the 

second Palestinian intifada and massive Israeli state attacks against Palestinians. It was also the 

height ofU. S.-led sanctions on Iraq and a period of ongoing U.S. bombing in Iraq coupled with 

devastating economic crises across the region. 

The events that transpired in the late 1990s in Palestine developed in continuity with the 

history of Israeli colonization. The period often referred to as the "peace process" (between 1993 

and 1999) entailed a doubling in the Israeli settler population in occupied Palestine. 5 This was an 

extension of policies in which Israel gained control over 78 percent of Palestinian land. 6 Also 

during this period, new Israeli policies divided Palestinian territory into noncontiguous areas and 

increased physical separation through the establishment of checkpoints, road closures, and 

Israeli-only bypass roads. These measures, in addition to the expansion of Israel’s border control 

and military occupation in the mid-1990s, challenged Palestinian political leadership as the 

territories lost physical and political sovereignty at the same time that U.S. mediators adopted 

less ambitious objectives for peace. By 2000, along with an increase in Israeli military violence 

against Palestinians, including a growing number of children killed by Israeli forces, it became 

clear that negotiations would not deliver a Palestinian state. 

No moment better captures the sense of urgency of this period that mobilized activists in 

the San Francisco Bay Area, along with social justice advocates all over the world, than an event 

that took place on September 30, 2000, one week before the start of the second Palestinian 

intifada (uprising). Twelve-year old Mohammad al-Durrah and his father (filmed by Talal Abu 

Rahma, a Palestinian cameraman freelancing for France 2), sought cover from Israeli gunfire 

behind a concrete cylinder. The footage, which lasts just over a minute, shows the pair holding 

onto each other, the boy crying and the father waving, then a burst of gunfire and dust, after 
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which the boy is seen slumped across his father’s legs. This incident confirmed my interlocutors’ 

view of the apparently limitless nature of Israel’s brutality toward Palestinians. The dominant 

U.S. and Israeli narratives of this period were paltry at best, and most often sadly distorted the 

portrayal of the United States’ role in the crisis--in these situations, my interlocutors, activists 

within a leftist Arab movement in the San Francisco Bay Area were deeply outraged and 

expressed dissonance not only with U.S. actions but also with U.S. narratives. 

Around the same time period, international human rights reports were documenting the 

rising number of deaths caused by U.S.-led sanctions on Iraq. News from sources such as the 

Red Crescent, Red Cross, and various UN agencies repeatedly and graphically reported tens of 

thousands of deaths resulting annually from the sanctions and by the statements ofU.S, officials 

such as Madeline Albright who argued on a 1995 60 Minutes TV program that the deaths of 

more than five hundred thousand children in Iraq caused by U.S.-forced sanctions was "worth 

it.,,7 

While the devastation caused by the war on Iraq and the colonization of Palestine fueled 

a sense of political urgency among the Arab activists with whom I worked, the looming presence 

of the anti-Arab racism and Islamophobia that fueled U.S. empire in their own lives was a 

compounding force of outrage and frustration. Scholarly and community-based publications 

documented a massive rise in hate crimes against Arabs in the United States in the first five years 

after the beginning of the first Gulf War. 8 In the following quotations, Samia and Raydah, who 

entered high school and college in the 1990s discuss encounters with anti-Arab racism of this 

period. 

Samia: When people hear I am Arab they associate it with war. All you hear in 

the media is when Arabs kill people, so they assume that I am a radical or 
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terrorist. 

Raydah: I always felt that either I didn’t know enough to defend myself or it 

didn’t matter how much I knew--people already labeled me. Oh, Palestinians are 

terrorists, or Saddam Hussein is the worst. You feel like they see all Arabs as 

terrorists. 

In most of my interlocutors’ stories, an understanding of the perceptions of themselves by others 

in the United States shaped a shared sense that dominant U.S. discourses associated them with 

people perceived to be potential "enemies of the nation." As young adults, their attempts to 

articulate Arabness entailed a negotiation with dominant U.S. discourses and totalizing debates 

about their communities. Perhaps most importantly, they realized that they would need to 

grapple with the ways in which Arabness is conceived within the United States. Interlocutors 

often shared feelings of alienation over the way Arabness was viewed in U.S. public spaces. 

They described having to constantly explain their positions on Palestine while they were active 

in political organizations across the Bay Area. Dahlia, an Iraqi refugee, recalled a neighbor 

seeing her family as potential terrorists. Several interlocutors’ stories reveal the ways that gender 

permeates anti-Arab racism. Yara, a Lebanese interlocutor, explained the sense of people’s shock 

and curiosity when she spoke--as if they had never before heard an Arab women speak--as an 

experience of being seen and heard primarily through dominant U.S. discourses about them. Tala 

told me, "I was standing at the Muslim Student Association’s table on my college campus. A 

student approached the table and asked me if women cover their faces from the bruises they get 

after their husbands beat them." 
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Activists in the left Arab movement shared a collective analysis that finds parallels with 

Arab and Muslim feminist scholarship that has argued that (a) U.S. corporate media 

representations of Arabs and Muslims as backwards and uncivilized rely heavily on images of 

gender and sexuality; and (b) these gendered and sexualized media images work to support and 

legitimize U.S.-led imperialist ambitions in the Middle East. Dominant European and U.S. 

discourses have represented Arab, Muslim, and Middle Eastern women as highly sexual, exotic 

victims of patriarchy and misogyny as a way of legitimizing colonial and imperial domination. 

These same discourses have portrayed the Arab and Muslim worlds as both exceptionally 

homosexual and manifestly homophobic. 9 

Everyday exposure to racial and Islamophobic discourses, coupled with outrage over 

military violence and imperial expansion contributed to growing affiliations with one another 

and inspired the revival of the leftist Arab movement in the San Francisco Bay Area, a 

movement that had been dormant since the early 1990’ s. The movement developed a divest from 

Israel campaign and an end the sanctions on Iraq campaign. 10 1 spoke to activists involved in this 

movement over a ten-year period, between 1999 and 2009. Nearly every activist I spoke with 

over the years shared the sense that the late 1990s, when they revived the leftist Arab movement, 

was the most momentous period in their life. Activists remember this period as one that 

"institutionalized a new Arab discourse" and "moved the streets." Experiencing this period 

together, with all of its intensity and with little sleep, contributed to the profound sense of 

connection and alliance these activists shared with one another. 

As the violence of war and racism was mobilizing my interlocutors and bringing them 

together, it also set into play a series of silences and exclusions that had profound effects on 

peoples’ daily lives. These silences and exclusions came in response to the barrage of news and 
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information about the violence, bodily harm, and death in Palestine and Iraq, as well as the 

general sense of non-belonging in the U.S. and political outrage that activists shared. As my 

interlocutors vied to respond to such events, they were mobilized by a logic of emergency. The 

women I worked with found it difficult to find a language to account for anything other than the 

brutal violence taking place in Palestine and Iraq, a dynamic that produced an official movement 

discourse that resembled the narrow, one-dimensional focus of conventional nationalisms and 

foreclosed the possibilities for addressing sexism and homophobia among activists. The 

adrenaline was always running high and leftist Arab activists threw intense energy into 

mobilizing people and sparking resistance to the United States and Israel. The urgency of this 

mobilization complicated interpersonal relations in the group. As Camelia explained, "It was as 

though.., once we dealt with all the immediate problems of death, starvation, bombing, political 

prisoners, then we can look at women’s rights." 

In addition, while the racial discourses that justified imperial war in Palestine and Iraq 

was the target of my interlocutors’ activism, their reactions to Orientalism often obstructed their 

work. Reactions to Orientalism foreclosed the possibilities of addressing internal movement 

hierarchies, particularly as related to gender and sexuality. Women and men, to different extents, 

were similarly invested in a "common culture" that emerged in LAM, a "common culture" that 

assumed that discussing matters of sexism and homophobia among Arab communities in public 

could endanger the goals activists were fighting for. Members shared the belief that U.S. 

Orientalist representations of Arabs and Muslims, specifically images of hyper-oppressed Arab 

and Muslim women and Arab Muslim sexual savagery, were among the most common images 

Americans saw--especially from the news media and Hollywood. In their analysis, Orientalist 

representations were a key reason why so many Americans supported U.S. military interventions 
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in the Middle East, and why many Americans, particularly liberals, expressed profound empathy 

for Arab and Muslim women--perceived to be victims of their culture and religion--but little 

concern over the impact of U. S. policies on Arab and Muslim communities. 11 In response, my 

interlocutors tended to operate according to a tacit knowledge that discussing sexism and 

compulsory heterosexuality within Arab communities would reinforce Orientalism. Women 

discussed with me the ways in which the movement had accommodated an externally focused 

anti-imperialism/anti-Orientalism and foreclosed the possibility of tackling intra-communal 

matters of sexism and homophobia, at times engendering its own forms of coercion and 

repression. 

Aisha explained, 

We were operating with the mindset that we are always under attack--by 

feminists, soft leftists, racists .... IfI was going to come out and say this person 

was sexist, I would be giving fuel to the fire, or legitimizing the attacks against 

our communities .... How can I bring up sexism when Zionists are waiting for 

any moment that we would falter to dismantle our work? I felt like I had to shut 

up and deal with the sexism. 

Dahlia echoed these concerns during her interview, stating, 

IfI were to come out publicly and say this person is sexist .... I can hear it now-- 

even from other progressive activists .... "Even progressive Arab women are 

oppressed by progressive Arab men!" That would just legitimize further violence, 

colonization, and oppression against us. If we were to talk about homophobia... 

people would say, "Oh my God! The leftist Arab movement is homophobic!" So 
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there was never a place to talk about what was going on in our organizations or 

internally. 

In Camelia’s view, 

I would see myself as a traitor ifI said LAM was sexist publicly. Our countries 

are under attack and anything that can be used against us will be. Some people 

were sexist but a lot of us were not politically mature enough to deal with it. It 

wasn’t just when it came to sexism .... We also had a hard time discussing 

whether or how to critique Saddam Hussein in public. Some people felt strongly 

that we should not hold back and others were more hesitant. Many of us 

internalized this idea that we could only criticize what the U.S. does. Our internal 

stuff was not for the public--untouchable. It was kind of naive. 

Underneath the tacit agreement to mute feminist critiques within the Arab Left was a visceral 

fear of betraying one’s home community. 12 

The suppression of discussions of sexism was deployed as a tactic to avoid the reification 

of Orientalist/racist assumptions, and was seen as a necessary component of resisting empire 

from within empire or, as one LAM activist put it, "living among our oppressors." The tacit fear 

that at any moment non-activists would use any articulations of sexism against the activist 

collective and their goals reflect the ways the violence of military war compounded with the 

violence of racism required my interlocutors to make heart-wrenching choices, choices that often 

led to the disappearing of sexism among activists. This fear was constituted by a state of 

consciousness I refer to as a sense of belonging to a "diaspora of empire." Here, empire inscribes 

itself on the diasporic subject within the domestic (national) borders of empire, producing a 
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movement logic in which the urgency of responding to colonization and military war 

overdetermined and suppressed the possibilities for addressing multiple power struggles that 

were taking place in the diaspora. 

Arab Americans in the San Francisco Bay Area after the attacks of Septemberll, 2001 

The September 11th attacks justified war on Afghanistan and Iraq, support for Israeli occupation, 

Israel’s war on Lebanon, and the transfer to the Philippines of U. S. troops who have enacted 

human rights violations against local people under the guise of "saving innocent people from 

terrorism," among other variations of U. S. imperial expansion. The repeated U.S.-led framing of 

the aftermath of September 11 as an endless, fluid war facilitated the Bush administration’ s 

conflation of diverse individuals, movements, and historical contexts such as bin Laden, Saddam 

Hussein, any and all forms of Palestinian resistance to Israeli occupation, Hizballah, Hamas, and 

al-Qaeda under the rubric "Islamic fundamentalists/Muslim terrorists."13 These military 

interventions and the racial discourse that drove them compounded the expansion of anti- 

immigrant discourses and practices beyond the axes of"illegal criminal" to "evil terrorist enemy 

within." September 11-related immigration policies have targeted immigrants who fit 

amorphous characterizations of a "terrorist profile" through FBI investigations and spying, INS 

police raids, detentions, deportations, and interrogations of community organizations and 

activists. The INS targeted non-citizens from Muslim-majority countries as well as some 

individuals from Muslim-majority countries who were naturalized. These tactics were part of the 

federal government’s implementation of a "wide range of domestic, legislative, administrative, 

and judicial measures in the name of national security and the war on terrorism." 14 Louise 

Cainkar illustrates that..."These measures have included mass arrests, secret and indefinite 
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detentions, prolonged detention of ’material witnesses,’ closed hearing and use of secret 

evidence .... FBI home and work visits, seizures of property, removals of aliens with technical visa 

violations and mandatory special registration.’’15 

Among Arab diasporas in the San Francisco Bay Area, September 11 -related hate crimes 

and other forms of harassment in the public sphere disproportionately targeted persons who 

displayed what dominant government and corporate media discourses often constructed as 

emblems of a constructed "Arab/Middle Eastern!Muslim" identity, including particular kinds of 

names, appearances, or nations of origin that signified an association with the enemy of the 

nation. Such identity markers hailed multiple subject positions into the "war on terror" through 

hate crimes and various forms of violence, harassment, and intimidation in the public sphere--at 

school, on the bus, at work, at home, and on the streets. 16 Teachers and youth group leaders 

agreed that boys with names such as Mohammed or Osama were disproportionately harassed at 

school. Nayla, a Muslim American youth group leader, recalled an incident where school kids 

would frequently shout, "Look, Mohammed the terrorist is coming!" when a young boy named 

Mohammed would enter the playground. Amira, a college student, recalled reading the words, "I 

hate Mohammed. All Mohammeds should die," on a wall outside the Recreation and Sports 

Facilities Building at the University of California, Berkeley. 

Names signifying an "Arab/Middle Eastern/Muslim" identity rendered particular men 

and boys at once foreign, or alien, to the nation, but at the same time connected, in the most 

familial and instinctive terms, to "the terrorists." Imperial racism also articulated "Arab/Middle 

Eastern/Muslim" masculinity as inherently violent toward women. One cab driver told a story of 

his passengers’ reaction to him after they read that his name was Mohammed: "Once, a woman 

got in my car. She looked at me, then read my name, then asked me if I was Muslim. When I 
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said ’yes’ she replied, ’how many girls have you killed today?’" In this case, the passenger 

reified the Islamophobic discourse that articulates Muslim masculinity as intrinsically connected 

to misogynist savagery. 

Women who wear a headscarf disproportionately encountered Islamophobic attacks. 

Lamia, a community activist summarized what she witnessed through her work among Arab 

Muslim youth in the Tenderloin, "After September 11, girls who wear hijab received lots of 

harassment on the bus, at school and on the street. People would try and pull their hijab off." The 

following excerpt from Iraqi youth Salma elucidates Lamia’s point: 

Salma: "At school, kids take off their shirts and put them on their heads and say, ’We 

look like Osama’s daughter now. We look like you now.’ Some kids would come up to us 

and say, ’Why don’t you take it oft’?. Are you still representing Osama?’" 

In this narrative, young Arab Muslim girls are constructed as though patriarchal kinship 

ties are the sole determinants of their identities. Reduced to "daughters of Osama," they are 

transformed into the "property," "the harmonious extension" (Shohat and Stam 1994) of the 

enemy of the nation within, or symbols that connect others to the "real actors" or "terrorists" but 

who do not stand on their own (and lack agency). The "daughter of a terrorist" metaphor also 

articulates a condemnation of Muslim women for veiling. 17 Here, the "veil" serves as a boundary 

marker between "us" and "them," and as long as women remain "veiled" they remain 

intrinsically connected to "potential terrorists." 

Military violence produced disciplinary effects on the level of the emotive and the psyche 

in the diaspora. Racial violence induced within individuals a state of consciousness that I refer to 

as an "internment of the psyche" or a sense of internal incarceration among my interlocutors that 
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manifested in the fear that at any moment, one could be harassed, beaten up, picked up, locked 

up, or disappeared. 1, Several community leaders recalled cases in which women debated whether 

they should remove their scarves. As Amal, another university student put it, "I knew I had to 

prepare for at least some kind of backlash because I was visually identifiable. My mother, who 

doesn’t cover, specifically told me ’Don’t go outside for a month or two. Wait till things die 

down.’ I was like, ’I shouldn’t hide. I shouldn’t be scared or restrain my lifestyle because of 

ignorance.’" In this sense, considerations of whether and to what extent one should wear or 

remove a headscarf or go out in public generated an "internment of the psyche" or the awareness 

that one must become habitually concerned about hegemonic misinterpretations and 

mistranslations or that one might be under scrutiny--by strangers, hidden cameras, wiretaps, and 

other surveillance mechanisms of the security state, as well as invisible arbiters of the legality 

and normality of behavior, rendering them vulnerable to the "truths" contrived by the state-- 

even if they were engaging in lawful activity. The internment of the psyche worked like 

Foucault’s "panopticism", 19 the disciplinary mechanism of generalized surveillance that brings 

the effects of power to the psyche. As a form of discipline, it "induces within individuals a state 

of consciousness that assures the automatic functioning of power.’’2° The internment of the 

psyche became a covert and unspoken medium that linked sociopolitical institutions and the 

individual psyche together, "making it possible to bring the effects of power to the most minute 

and distant elements" of everyday life.21 Several interlocutors reflected on this sense of collective 

fear, a fear of being monitored by the state or simply mistrusted as they told stories about 

changing their names, avoiding signing forms or petitions, or considering whether they should 

shave their beards or avoid wearing the hijab. 
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Engagements with the military and racial violence of the war on terror brought political 

activists into new alliances. Reverberations of the war on terror in the San Francisco Bay Area 

altered relations within and between South Asians, Arabs, and Muslims inspiring new coalitions 

and polarizations.22 These reverberations also brought about new conceptualizations of military 

violence. Consider the experiences of Arab activists who participated in a rally that took place in 

Snowpark in Oakland, California, within a broad-based people of color-based coalition, a 

coalition that crafted slogans and speeches that interconnected U.S. imperialism abroad and 

internally focused U.S. colonization and racism. Following this rally, the organization United 

Communities against War and Racism was formed (UCAWAR), mobilizing grassroots 

communities of color against war and racism simultaneously. Several Arab feminists were 

working with women of color organizations such as the Women of Color Resource Center and 

INCITE! Women of Color against Violence during this period, organizations that were framing 

the "war on terror" in terms of global and local impacts. At the time, INCITE! developed an 

anti-militarism campaign that conceptualized military violence in transnational terms, centering 

upon the the impact of the war on terror on women in the countries the U.S. is invading and 

women living within the U.S. An excerpt from one of their fliers stated: 

... Invading armies have never liberated women. Only we can liberate ourselves..The 

police and militaries have been attacking our communities for centuries. Resist the war of 

terror in our communities!... 

This excerpt was part of a broader campaign that INCITE! developed that conceptualized U.S. 

imperialism in terms of interconnected points including the U.S. war on Afghanistan and Iraq, 

the gendered-racist discourse that justifies these wars, and the racist violence against 

communities of color in the U.S. 
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Southern Lebanese Diasporas in Michigan, July 2006 

The Israeli invasion of Lebanon began on July 12, 2006 when Hizballah militia attacked an 

Israeli army convoy and captured two soldiers. The party said they captured them to bargain for 

the release of three Lebanese detained in Israel without due process and to reduce Israeli pressure 

on Gaza.23 Israel responded with massive air strikes that targeted civilians and Lebanon’s 

civilian infrastructure, a naval blockade, and a ground invasion of southern Lebanon, claiming 

they were responding to the capture of the two soldiers. The invasion killed 1,200 Lebanese; 

wounded 4,000; displaced one million; and destroyed tens of thousands of homes as well as 

hospitals, schools, factories, roads, airports, power stations, fuel depots, warehouses and most of 

the bridges.24 As the invasion continued, Lara Deeb explains that "Israel’s initially stated goal of 

securing the release of the two captured soldiers.., faded from Israeli discourse and gave way to 

two additional stated goals: the disarmament or at least ’degrading’ of Hizballah’s militia, as 

well as its removal from south Lebanon.’’25 Throughout the period of the invasion, Hizballah 

launched rockets into northern Israel, killing 43 Israeli civilians and wounding dozens more. 

International human rights organizations criticized Israel and Hizballah for attacking civilians 

and criticized Israel’s indiscriminate attacks against civilian infrastructure and villages and their 

use of cluster bombs and white phosphorous shells. The Bush Administration backed Israel 

through rhetoric that justified the invasion and by failing to support international calls for a 

cease-fire. 27 

In interviews, Lebanese diasporas from the predominantly Shi’i Muslim south of 

Lebanon living in Dearborn, Michigan reflected on how they experienced the invasion. 

Mohammed: 
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The military approach was beyond normal rules of war. The main target were civilians. 

Anyone could be a target. If the bombardment got heavy around them, there were no safe 

areas to go. This is why there was so much anxiety and fear. 

Hussein reflected on how most Lebanese families in Dearborn had family members living in 

Lebanon. Hussein: "the same family has one leg here and one leg there literally." 

Engagements with the racial discourses that reinforced U.S. support for the invasion 

compounded my interlocutors’ sense of outrage and their desire for connection with one another. 

The Lebanese with whom I worked shared the understanding that dominant U.S. government and 

media images portrayed Lebanese, Arabs, and Muslims as terrorists and devalued their casualties 

in the invasion. People talked with me about flipping back and forth between contradictory 

images on their Arabic and U.S. TV stations. Arabic Satellite TV pictured the horrific images of 

death and destruction in Lebanon as a consequence of Israel’s disproportionate use of force. The 

U.S. corporate media tended to portray Israelis as victims who were fighting for self-defense 

against Lebanese terrorists or to represent the impact of the invasion on Israelis and Lebanese as 

comparable or equivalent. Many interlocutors critiqued the news media for portraying 

community leaders who criticized the actions of the Israeli army as terrorist supporters. Several 

community leaders said that media and pro-Israeli pressure groups "did not leave the community 

to freely express its views." Mohammed, director of a leading Arab American civil rights 

organization in Michigan explained: 

There was tremendous pressure to intimidate the community to suppress their views. This 

wave of labeling and general condemnation called took the community’ s reaction out of 

contexts and made it look like support for Hizballah. People were crying, saying, "It’s 

my family, it’s my father, my sister my mother, my cousin, my nieces, my nephews. But 
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they projected it as terrorism. There was a well-orchestrated effort to make you feel like 

you are committing a crime for calling for cease-fire. The minute you become critical, 

you’re anti-Semitic, and pro-terrorist. They didn’t want us to speak about the war. 

Most interlocutors explained that the invasion brought Lebanese together in Dearborn and 

strengthened inner-communal relations. Roulah told me that familial relations became stronger: 

"They [family] understand exactly what you are going through, because that person who may be 

over there [in Lebanon] is just as important to them as they are to you." 

Suleiman: 

We spent days and nights together. It made us closer to each other. The war showed us 

how much we love each other--how much we care--how much we get scared for each 

other. 

People turned to one another for coping with the death and destruction of military invasion. 

Sara’s extended family in Dearborn includes 500 people. During the war, she spent her time 

with relatives in Dearborn as they awaited news about their loved ones in Lebanon. 

Sara: We turned to each other here. 

save your grandfather, aunt or uncle. 

You couldn’t be there to save your grandmother, to 

Having each other kind of helped keep us stay 

afloat until it ended. 

Sara’s quote illustrates the transnational social fields that were intensified during the period of 

military invasion in Lebanon. Because Sara was in Dearborn during the invasion, she could not 

physically help her loved ones in Lebanon. She turned to her counterparts "over here" (in the 

U. S.) to cope with the news about family "over there" (in Lebanon, who she could not physically 
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protect, save, or secure. Turning to one another for comfort, security, and care allowed people to 

cope and survive the massive death, destruction, and loss taking place in Lebanon. 

One interlocutor, remembering the political protests that took place in Dearborn during 

the invasion told me: 

I recall daily, all you would have to do is to stand and stop on a sidewalk on Warren 

Avenue and in seconds, in minutes, in hours you see the two sides are full and packed. 

That is what was happening. My God, this participation, it had everyone. It even, senior 

citizens who barely walked, who barely can stand, made a point to show up. They made 

a point to come and cry out. To come and show their anger, their call to end this 

madness. I tell you, the heat index was so high or sometimes it rained, and people didn’t 

care. Everyone responded. Everyone came. 

In Dearborn, the Bint Jubeil Cultural Center was a meeting point for Lebanese people and their 

allies during the war. There, people came together in memorial services for persons killed in 

Lebanon; fundraisers for relief funds; and media and letter writing campaigns. The Center’s 

director told me about the war as follows: "Which story do you want me to pick? Everybody 

had relatives in Dearborn." Eyad, a leading community-based newspaper editor stated: "Anyone 

you grab on the street will tell you a story that happened to one of their family." Some stories 

were more tragic than others. Local newspapers reported about one woman who had 600 family 

members directly targeted by Israeli bombardment. One man lost 12 family members; another 

lost over 40. Ali is a musician and a recent immigrant who came to the U.S. in his early 

twenties. His immediate family and most of his closest friends reside in Lebanon: 
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The friends who taught music to me growing up were now dead. After this, every friend 

I had before, every person in my family, is two times more that friend and two times 

more my family. Every enemy that I had before is two times more my enemy. When 

you’re killing our children, the Christians and the Muslims, and the Sunnis and the Shias, 

they’re going to build stronger bonds. 

Roulah, stating that "everyone who wasn’t your family became your family," reflected on how 

intensified concepts of belonging took on local form on the streets. 

Zain told me: "If one family lost someone, everyone lost that person. Family came together and 

community came together as a family." Every community leader I spoke to shared the viewpoint 

that the massive destruction catalyzed people to come together and articulated an experience in 

which, "you would make a call and everybody would show up." 

Configured as "family," Lebanese transmigrants idealized the affects of connection and 

support as responsibilities they upheld towards one another. As one interlocutor put it, "We 

became one another’s backbones." Zain, referring to Dearborn, stated: 

You looked at every person and knew exactly what they were feeling because you were 

feeling the same thing. People I don’t even know. Everyone found a kinship in their 

frustration, anger and sadness. 

The massive funerals, mourning ceremonies, and house visits that recurred over and over in 

Dearborn reinforced the dynamic in which the concept of "family" connected Lebanese 

diasporas to one another. Typically, southern Lebanese families organized memorial services to 

mark the passing of an individual family member. In the summer of 2006, several memorials 

took place that marked the passing of more than one individual. 
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Nasser recalled: 

When my mother died, I had a memorial for her. At least 3,000 people attended. I 

announced it in the local newspapers and said, "Sunday at the Islamic Center." Three or 

four other families contacted me and said, "We lost our loved ones too. Can you include 

us?" That’s how we comforted each other. 

Firyal’s aunt and grandmother were casualties of this war. She recalled: 

It was an amazing outpouring of people caring and wanting to be there and cry with us, to 

make sure we ate, drank, and were feeling okay. Over 3,000 people went through this 

house. We put an obituary in a local paper for my aunts and my grandmothers and 

people we didn’t know sent flowers, breakfast, lunch, dinners. It took three hours to 

shake every hand. In Dearborn, the two main halls where Arab weddings are held 

cancelled all the weddings, engagements, baby showers, bridal showers. They opened 

their doors to mourners 

Memorials, that tended to represent one extended family, came to represent multiple 

families, or the (long-distance) nation as family. Responsibilities typically associated with 

extended kin expanded to include other Lebanese who shared similar losses and tragedies. 

Diasporas of Empire 

Here, we have seen how the violent realities of military war have constituted the lives of Arab 

Americans at different moments and in different geographic locations. In the late 1990s, we saw 

how the violence of war and racism in Palestine and Iraq produced a logic of emergency that led 

Arab American activists to operate according to a hierarchy between war on the one hand and 
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sexism and homophobia in the diaspora on the other. This hierarchy rendered matters of sexism 

and homophobia in the diaspora secondary concerns at best. Women activists in particular 

struggled with this formulation. They understood that military violence is immediate but they felt 

constrained by leftist diasporic responses that allowed a logic of emergency to define their 

politics. These experiences illustrate that the diaspora must be constituted in more 

comprehensive ways, particularly in the context of diasporas from the countries the U.S. is 

invading. Here, leftist Arab activists in San Francisco experienced and responded to the realities 

of military-based bodily harm, death, and killing while many of them were also grappling with 

multiple forms of human dignity and responding to the interconnected realities of imperial 

racism and sexism. Not all of these power struggles appear in a temporality of crisis (i.e. 

bombing is distinct from someone making a sexist statement in a political movement), yet they 

are all shaped within the temporality of imperial war. Conceptualizing what they were facing 

requires that we expand the bounds of diaspora studies to consider the multiple kinds of power 

that compounded one another at the same time. For instance, their stories articulate an analysis of 

different forms of life and death as relational and interconnected--the urgency of Palestine and 

Iraq, engagements with gendered-racism, and inner-communal experiences with sexism. This 

does not mean that they attributed the same urgency to every issue but that they were 

experiencing violence in ways in which countering military violence, racial violence and 

heteropatriarchy are all part of a struggle aimed at keeping people alive. The gendered-racism 

they encountered in the U.S., the heteropatriarchy that exists in their movement in the United 

States and what was happening in Palestine and Iraq existed together and were interconnected 

regimes of power and violence that they have lived with. 

In the aftermath of September 11th, 2001 in the San Francisco Bay Area, we saw 
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intensified U.S. military invasions, anti-immigrant policies, and gendered-racism compound one 

another. We saw the internalization of the war on terror in terms of the internment of the psyche, 

a form of internal incarceration. 

In 2006, a wave of panic and worry spread throughout Dearborn, Michigan as Lebanese 

diasporas waited to learn if their loved ones were alive or dead in Lebanon. We saw their outrage 

compounded by their engagements with gendered-racist discourses that supported the invasion. 

We also saw how these experiences strengthened inner-communal relations and intensified 

relationships within the diaspora. Of course, the reification of concepts of family and kinship 

beyond the extended family indeed reifies heteronormative kinship ideals and comes with its 

own set of exclusions. Yet interlocutors focused primarily on how the invasion inspired a sense 

of rights and responsibilities among the Lebanese diaspora that people tended to conceptualize 

through an affective language of comfort and security. 

Overall, Black British cultural studies writers have theorized the diaspora of empire in 

terms of people, such as Algerians in France, who reside in countries that formerly colonized 

them. Kobena Mercer theorizes the diaspora of empire as a "reminder and a remainder of the 

nation’s historical past.’’28 Yet as this essay has shown, Arab diasporas cannot be understood as a 

postcolonial diaspora wherein the diaspora moves into the seat of its former empire. Rather, the 

stories of Arabs in the United States becoming a diaspora of empire points to a moment in which 

the empire and its subjects exist in a transnational frame. The subjects of the current empire 

"over there" also reside "over here" within the empire itself. 

Of course, to a certain extent, their stories constitute what James Clifford theorizes as a 

diasporic "connection (elsewhere) that made a difference (here).’’29 Yet my interlocutors’ stories 

also depict the historically specific and subjective conditions that emerge among diasporas 
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residing in a nation (the United States) at war with their homelands. My interlocutors live their 

lives between the United States and other places--through travel, transnational relationships, and 

political affiliations--in a situation of living "home away from home" or "here and there",3° 

criss-crossing regional and national borders31 or "dwelling here with solidarity and connection 

there.’’32 

In this sense, their stories call for a theorization of diaspora as a state of consciousness 

that emerges out of the relationship between Arab Americans, the movement of diverse Arabs to 

the Bay Area, and U.S. imperial and racial determinations in the Arab World. While 

conventional US diaspora studies reveals diasporic immigration as tracing a route back to the 

formerly imperial metropole, what I refer to as "diasporas of empire" emerge against the highly 

invasive and shifting relations of power central to contemporary U.S. neocolonialism and 

imperial formations. 

Until now, most critical scholarship on the war on terror has used the framework of 

imperialism primarily for analyzing the Middle East and South Asia regions. Research focused 

on the impact of the war on terror upon U.S.-based diaspora communities relies primarily on 

nation-based concepts of immigrant rights, civil rights, racism, and discrimination. 33 By 

conceptualizing diaspora through the framework of imperialism and empire, we can expand the 

kinds of questions we ask about how the war on terror takes on local form in the U.S. Primarily, 

this essay articulates diaspora not only as related to an originary homeland through the process of 

travel, imagination, or displacement, but rather, as linked to the violence of war "over there." 

Drawing on Inderpal Grewal and Karen Caplan’s theorization oftransnationalism, I use the term 

"linked" to call attention to diverse, unequal, and uneven transnational relations. Here, Arab 

diasporic life is constituted by linked violences that are not necessarily the same (i.e. the violence 
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Arabs living in the U.S. or in the Arab world experience) yet the violence of war constitutes 

them as subjects and profoundly constitutes their lives, hailing them into the violence of war and 

racism simultaneously. Here, the homeland and diaspora or "war over there" and "gendered- 

racism over here" are interconnected, within a similar spatial-temporal location. In other words, 

"over there" is "over here." 

Indeed, these stories do not only tell us something about Arab diasporas but they tell us 

something about the empire itself--that the empire itself--and the logics through which it 

works--is transnational (in the context of the war on terror). U.S. empire studies, and anti- 

imperialist and transnational feminisms have already established that the empire is 

transnational. 34 Yet even this framework has tended to focus on how U.S.-led imperialism has 

impacted the structures ofU. S.-based racism. There remains a strong tendency to spatially and 

geographically separate U.S.-led empire abroad from the realities ofU. S.-led racism within the 

U.S. and to define U.S. imperialism primarily in terms of invasions overseas (Panama, 

Nicaragua, etc.). Consider, for instance, the growing scholarship that focuses on the ways white 

supremacist racial ideologies have reinforced U.S. imperialist interventions in the non-white 

world or how U.S. imperialist interventions have shaped U.S. structures of race and racism or 

how U.S. imperialism impacts both third world women and U.S. women of color. Less research 

has analyzed how U.S. imperialist interventions extend directly into U.S. state structures and 

everyday lives (i.e. research that frames the global war on drugs and U.S.-based criminalization 

of people of color as part of the same war).35 In addition, while U.S. ethnic studies has developed 

a framework for studying "internal colonization" or "the colonized within," this tends to refer to 

people targeted by histories ofU. S. settler colonialism within the geographic boundaries of the 

U.S.--such as Native Americans, Hawaiins, or Puerto Ricans. Within the framework of empire 
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studies, Arabs, Muslims, and South Asians are primarily considered targets of imperial war 

"abroad." Alternately, the framework diasporas of empire requires considering the war on terror 

not in terms of the war and its "backlash" or the war and it "impacts" or "effects" but in terms of 

multiple violences or interconnected reverberations that extend transnationally, within a similar 

spatio-temporal context. From this standpoint, anti-imperialist feminist theory and activism 

extends not only to ending military violence "abroad" but towards multiple reverberations of the 

empire within (such as racism and settler colonialism). 
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1 I define U.S. imperialism in the Middle East has entailed neoliberal economic expansion and 

domination (Mitchell 1991; Elyachar 2005); support for the NGO-ization or the 

professionalization of revolutionary social movements (Incite! Women of Color against Violence 

2007; Abdo 2010); support of puppet governments through the threat of military or economic 

domination (e.g., Jordan and Egypt); wars on countries that do not comply with imperial 

interests; the economic and military backing of Israeli-settler colonialism and expansion; and the 

circulation of media and government discourses on terrorism and Islamic fundamentalism. 

2 There are indeed exceptions to this trend such as Razack (2008), Moallem (WHOSE 

FUNDAMENTALISM--AN ESSAY) and Maira (2009). 

3 See Human Rights Watch report, We are not the Enemy (2002) 

4 See Naber (2012); Naber-essay in Cultural Dynamics article; Naber Race and Arab Americans 

book, and Naber JMEWS essay 

5 See Farsoun and Aruri (2006, 292). 

6 
See Johnson and Kuttab (2001). 

7 
See Clark (1998); Gordon (2010). 

8 See American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (1991); Wingfield and Karaman (1995); 

Sabbagh (1990); Hatem (2001). 

9 See Puar (2007); A1-Sayyad (2010); Razack (2008); Massad (2007); Hayes (2001). 

10 See Naber (2012) 

11 See Jarmakani (2008); Abu-Lughod (2002); Razack (2005). 
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12 Several scholars ofU.S immigrant communities and communities of color document similar 

scenarios in which racism produces the flip side of discrimination’s distancing role (Gutierrez 

1995; Moghissi 1999). 

13 The differences between Hizballah and al-Qaeda alone affirm this point. Hizballah is "a 

political party" and "a powerful actor in Lebanese politics" and "a provider of important social 

services" (Deeb 2006). According to Deeb, Hizballah’s militia arose to battle Israel’s occupation 

of southern Lebanon in 1982 and 2000 and to advocate for Lebanon’s disenfranchised Shi’i 

Muslim community. Hizballah represents approximately 40 percent of the Lebanese population 

and has seats in the Lebanese government and a radio and a satellite TV station, as well as 

various social development programs. There is no international consensus that Hizballah is a 

terrorist organization, and the European Union does not list Hizballah as a terrorist organization. 

A1-Qaeda is an international alliance of militant Islamist organizations, a fringe group and, a 

diffuse movement, comprising individual nonstate actors or small cells operating independently. 

14 See Cainkar (2003, 1). 

15 
See Cainkar (2003, 1). 

16 
See Naber (2006) 

17 See Shohat and Stam for an analysis of colonialist discourses on "veiling." Ella Shohat and 

Robert Stam, in their critique of colonialist Hollywood films write, "The orient is... sexualized 

through the recurrent figure of the veiled woman, whose mysterious inaccessibility, mirroring 

that of the orient itself, requires Western unveiling to be understood" (1994, 149). 

18 See Naber (2006). 

19 See Foucault (1979, 209). 

20 See Foucault (1979, 209). 
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21 See Foucault (1979) 

22 See Naber (2002). 

23See Khalidi’s foreward to the volume The War on Lebanon: A Reader (2008, ix-ii). See Lara 

Deeb (2006) for an overview of Hizballah. 

24 Sayed and Tzannatos (2008, 316-342). 

25 (Hizballah primer) 

26 Amnesty International reports, using numbers from the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs, that 

101 civilians were either moderately or seriously injured, with many more "lightly" injured 

(MDE 02/025/2006, 8). Amnesty also states that only 12 Israeli soldiers were killed during the 

war, all as they entered into southern Lebanon 

27 Amidst numerous calls for ceasefire and condemnations of the violence from political and 

religious organizations, such as the European Union and the Catholic Church, the official U.S. 

position was that "Israel had a right to defend itself." Although the UN was dismayed by the 

violence from its onset, the UN Security Council did not call for a full cessation of hostilities 

until August 11 with the issuance of Resolution 1701, mostly because the U.S. continually 

blocked any votes on a cease fire (Zunes 2008, 108-112). 

28 See Mercer (1994). 

29 
See Clifford (1997, 269). 

30 See Gilroy (1993). 

31 
See Shohat (2001, 206). 

32 
See Clifford (1997, 255). 

33 Exceptions include the work of Sunaina Maira, Sherene Razack, and Minoo Moallem 
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34 Add Amy Kaplan and David Harvey--as well as research on the interconnections between 

U.S. military, U.S. homeland security, and U.S. prisons (research on Guantanamo Bay, etc.). 

35 See Love (2004) 
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Chapter 11 

Sovereignty, War on Terror and Violence Against Women 

Meyda Ye~eno~lu 

Violence against women is a global phenomenon and a serious public health problem. It 

cuts across the boundaries of social and economic classes. The most pervasive violation of 

human rights that we know of today is the violence against women. This violence is on our 

streets, homes, schools, prisons, work places and institutions. Its under-reporting makes it 

difficult to estimate the prevalence of violence against women but the available statistics show 

that at least one of out every three women around the world has been beaten, coerced into sex or 

otherwise abused in her lifetime with the abuser usually someone known to her. The Worm 

Health Organization states that, in a survey about 24.000 women in 10 countries 10-69% of 

women reported being physically assaulted at some point in their lives. The National Coalition 

Against Domestic Violence reports that one in every four women will experience domestic 

violence in her lifetime. An estimated 1.3 million women are victims of physical assault by an 

intimate partner each year. Almost one-third of female homicide victims that are reported in 

police records are killed by an intimate partner. In 70-80% of intimate partner homicides, no 

matter which partner was killed, the man physically abused woman before the murder. 7.8 

million women have been raped by an intimate partner at some point in their lives. There are 

nearly 16.800 homicides and 2.2 million injuries due to intimate partner violence annually. And 

most cases of domestic violence are never reported to the police. 

Although we have been told to be fearful of the next terrorist attack at any moment, on 

the U.S. soil there has been total of zero attacks since 9/11. In 2011 Worldwide Incidents 
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Tracking System reports that France has suffered 2 attacks, no one died. 16 people were 

wounded. In Germany in one year there were 3 attacks and 2 people died and 2 people were 

wounded. In the United Kingdom there were 15 attacks and 1 person died and 5 people were 

wounded. 

I want to begin by asking a simple question: in spite of the alarming statistics of male 

violence women are subjected to all over the world, why does this violence not arouse a 

vehement reaction comparable to the one shown to the terrorist violence? What is it that prevents 

us from imagining a "war on domestic violence" that is of comparable scope to the "war on 

terror"? Why do not states declare state of exception in the face of alarming numbers of women 

injured and murdered as a result of domestic violence? Given that the kernel of the issue is 

violence, how can we explain why the public and state reaction are much less inflamed when 

women are injured, tortured or killed as a result of domestic violence? In this essay, I aim to 

offer a comparative analysis of the ways in which the state, as the proprietor of legitimate 

authority and power, responds to the transgression of law through the exercise of violence. The 

two instances I will analyze are the transgression of law by terrorist violence versus the 

transgression of law by the exercise of violence by men over women, the so-called domestic 

violence. Understanding the different nature in state’s response to these two forms of violence is 

instructive about a number of issues. To unpack these issues we need to address first, the nature 

of the relation between the legal system and sovereignty; secondly, we need to understand the 

prevailing and canonical model of politics on which sovereignty is based and how this model is 

an androcentric one as it places the fraternal or the brother at the center of the hegemonic model 

of politics and thirdly, we need to explore the kind of message the sovereign state perceives to be 

transmitted to its power and authority when violence is exercised by terrorists versus by men. 
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Legal System and Sovereignty 

Over the past decades and especially after September 11, 2001 we are in constant fear of the next 

terrorist attack. Right after September 11 attack, the USA Patriot Act issued by the U.S. Senate 

on October 26 2001 had the function of suppressing freedoms by broadening the discretion of 

law enforcement and immigration authorities in detaining and deporting immigrants suspected of 

terrorist-related acts, thus resulting in the eradication of the legal status of the individual. 

According to Giorgio Agamben (2005) this has caused the production of a legally unnamable 

and unclassifiable being (3), for the detention of the detainees has become "indefinite not only in 

a temporal sense but in its very nature as well, since it is entirely removed from the law and from 

the judicial oversight." (4). He suggests that this could be compared to the "situation of the Jews 

in the Nazi Lager [camps] who, along with their citizenship, had lost every legal identity (2005: 

4). 

What provokes the relegation of terrorist violence to the status of an exceptional one and 

hence the reason behind the intensity of the reaction towards it cannot be comprehended simply 

by addressing the distinction between legal and illegal violence. The worldwide currency of the 

discourse of "war on terror" gained has led many critics to examine the problem of sovereignty 

and the declaration of state of exception as a way of managing terrorist violence. 

It would be a mistake to presume that the state of exception upon which the "war of 

terror" erects itself, instigates the nullification or collapse of law. On the contrary, when the state 

of exception is declared, there occurs an excessive proliferation of law. This interminable 

procreation of law happens to such an extent that sovereignty and violence come to blend into 
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each other. Thus the state of exception is an instance where law and lawlessness amalgamate 

and attest to the moment of disappearance of the border between legality and violence. The state 

of exception, notes Agamben (2005), "is the legal form of what cannot have legal form" (1). 

For Agamben, it is sovereignty that can explain the paradoxical and ambiguous condition 

created between law and lawlessness. The very definition of sovereignty comprises the capacity 

to declare exception to the established norms of civil liberties, human rights, rule of law and so 

on. For him the sovereign is one to whom the law has conceded the power to declare the state of 

exception, which entails the suspension of law itself and enables the sovereign to be able to 

reside both inside and outside of law at the same time. Agamben (1998) formulates this paradox 

as follows: " ’the law is outside itself,’ or: ’I, the sovereign, who am outside the law, declare that 

there is nothing outside the law" (15). It is the sovereign’s ability to suspend law and stand 

outside law that results in the elimination of the distinction between violence and law and creates 

the ’threshold in which violence passes over into law, and law passes over into violence." (1998: 

32). Moreover, Agamben (2002) suggests that the state of exception has increasingly become the 

dominant paradigm of governance in contemporary politics (2). Saul Newman and Michael 

Levine (2006) also note that the distinction between authoritarian and liberal-democratic regimes 

is becoming irrelevant as modern democratic states are becoming increasingly more authoritarian 

(25). As they succinctly state, this condition, which results in permanent state of exception, ends 

up in the partial or complete erosion of the space of politics. When the state of exception no 

longer functions as an exception, but has become the rule in liberal democratic societies, we 

witness the discourse of war and violence as the primary condition of society. Under such a 

condition, the sovereignty comes to represent another form of violent domination and the legal 

system functions as a systemized and codified form of violence. The state of exception becoming 
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the central paradigm of many governments today, be it democratic or totalitarian, attests to the 

fact that states are now being permeated by violence. (Saul Newman and Michael Levine, 2006: 

23-24). When violent domination has become a characterizing feature of sovereign states, the 

distinction between war and politics disappears. When the logic of war sets the security 

paradigm, politics becomes inconceivable without the waging of war. This results in the total 

disappearance of the space of politics (Saul Newman and M. Levine, 2006) or at best in the 

incorporation of politics to that of war. Moreover, Newman and Levine (2006), suggest that 

Michel Foucault, who has traced the historical emergence of a discourse on war, is a useful 

source to supplement this analysis of war to expose how racism forms the invisible underside of 

the nexus between war and politics. (24). 

The intimate connection between war, violence and politics has been examined by 

Michel Foucault in his lectures entitled Society Must be Defended (1997). Foucault’s 

understanding of power aims to liberate it from the classical political theory’s grip, which 

confines power to a central sovereign and to a juridical model. This model limits power with 

series laws, codes and institutions, which are thought to be embodied in the king or the modern 

state. Foucault’ s framework shows us the limitations of seeing power through the lenses of law 

and sovereignty, and suggests that we must asses sovereignty from the perspective of violence, 

since violence and war are not exterior to civil society, but are constitutive of it. When violence 

is posited as an ontological condition of sovereign power, then it becomes an intriguing question 

to understand the nature of the relation between the violence posed by the terrorist and the 

violence involved in the sovereign state’s declaration of war on terror. What, then explains the 

reasons why the terrorist violence triggers the violence that is does? 
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When states go beyond the parameters of law in the name of enforcing it, the distinction 

between law-making and law-preserving violence is suspended. (Newman 2004: 574). If 

sovereignty is to be examined from the perspective of violence, law and authority, then it 

becomes vital to address whether the distinction between legitimate and illegitimate violence is a 

valid one to make sense of the violence that is operating today through the declaration of"war on 

terror." It is Walter Benjamin’s analysis that might help us to explore where the opposition 

between legitimate and illegitimate violence stems from and its significance for understanding 

the relation between the state, legal system and violence. 

In "Critique of Violence" (1978), Benj amin focuses on the complicity of the apparently 

two different forms of violence. He questions the reasons that enable us to make a distinction 

between legitimate and illegitimate violence. This is a distinction that is based on the license 

granted by the state and the legal system. States exercise monopoly on violence and forbid others 

to exercise violence as these are regarded to be undermining the legal system and hence the 

authority of the sovereign states. For this reason, violence that is outside the law constitutes a 

fundamental threat to sovereignty. This is one of the reasons why violence posed by terrorism is 

unacceptable by the sovereign authority because the terrorist starts functioning as a challenging 

agent to the absolute control and possession of violence by the state and the legal system. As 

Saul Newman’s (2004) reading of Benjamin suggests, "the state, according to this analysis, sees 

in the terrorist a rival to its monopolistic exercise of violence. Benj amin here talks about the 

"great criminal" and the admiration that he arouses because of the "unsanctioned" violence that 

his deed invokes. Do we not see this "great criminal" in the figure of the Osama Bin Laden, who, 

while not exactly arousing our admiration, at least arouses our fascination? Bin Laden is a figure 

heavily invested with fantasies of transgression, of being somehow outside the law and 
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embodying an excessive violence that threatens it." (572). When the state perceives a threat to its 

monopoly on violence, the terrorist, as Marc Redfield (2009) suggests, "becomes the abject 

double of the "sovereign’--he is above the law in his putative power to declare war" (5). 

It is with the help of Walter Benjamin’s analysis of violence that Saul Newman in his 

"Terror, Sovereignty and Law: On the Politics of Violence" (2004) explains the reason why the 

state authority perceives a threat to its monopolistic control of violence. The distinction 

Benjamin introduces between law-making violence and law-preserving violence is important to 

explicate for this purpose. The law-making violence is directed against existing laws and 

conditions. It has the effect of establishing new laws. By contradicting with the existing laws, it 

creates the potential for the constitution of new laws in their place. However, law-preserving 

violence has the effect of maintaining and preserving the authority of the existing legal system. 

The law-making violence is one that functions outside the domain of law. The crux of the matter 

about law-making violence is not whether it is beyond the law or not, but the fact that it is 

connected to the principle of sovereignty. The law-preserving violence, in either aiming to 

change particular laws or targeting to enforce them, ends up maintaining the authority of the 

legal system and the state. The law-making violence, which aims to overthrow the existing laws, 

aims to establish new ones in their place. The alternative law-making violence, which is 

represented by the terrorist violence, presents a supreme challenge to the state’s authority. 

Whether it is illegal violence (terrorist violence) or state violence (legal violence), they both 

share an analytical structure and logic (Newman 2004: 574). They are both excessive, arbitrary 

and are outside the domain of law. But because terrorism is outside the control of the state, it 

comes to represent an alternative law-making violence and this is the reason why the state 

perceives a fundamental threat to its monopolistic control over violence. Although law-making 
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and law preserving violence have differences, they both end up preserving the law and thereby 

maintain the power and authority of the legal system. In doing so, they endorse the place of 

power and sovereignty. 

The law-making violence has a paradoxical structure. While it aims to establish a new 

system of law and overcome violence, it at the same time re-asserts and ratifies violence at the 

moment of establishment of law, which attests to the irreducible violence that inheres in the 

foundation of law. For Benjamin, therefore, the origin of law lies in violence. For him, the idea 

of justice attained by the exercise of law is nothing but a concealment or disavowal of the 

violence that exists in the foundation of the legal system. This foundational violence of law is 

one that is disavowed in the lawmaking process. Violence thus inhabits the very core of political 

and legal authority. There exists an ambiguous and paradoxical relationship between law and 

violence: law reaffirms violence and violence reaffirms law. The irreducible link between 

violence and law attests to the existence of power. It is for this reason that violence against the 

law always ends up in the restoration of the law. Any law-making process cannot be thought 

independently of the process of institution of power. 

Jacques Derrida, in "Force of Law" (2002), where he reads Walter Benjamin’s Critique 

of Violence, examines the violence inhering in the foundation of law and addresses how the 

inaugurating or founding moment of law is founded on something that pre-exists it. This pre- 

existing thing is the foundation of law and such is extra-legal and is violent (because it is not 

legal). Thus, the founding moment of law is based on a disavowed act of violence or crime. It is 

this crime or originary violence that brings the law into existence. However, this founding crime 

or violence is hidden. Derrida explicates this founding or inaugurating violence by what 

Montaigne and Pascal call the "mystical foundation of authority." (2002: 242). This originating 
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moment where the law is posited is based on violence that is itself not grounded. As Derrida 

(2002) puts it, "since the origin of authority, the founding or grounding [lafoundation ou le 

fondement], the positing of law [loi] cannot by definition rest on anything but themselves, they 

are themselves a violence without ground [sansfondement]. This is not to say that they are in 

themselves unjust, in the sense of ’illegal" or "illegitimate." They are neither legal nor illegal in 

their founding moments. They exceed the opposition between founded or unfounded, or between 

any foundationalism or anti-foundationalism" (242). 

This foundational violence, which has mystically been hidden, is what sovereign power is 

about. This intimate connection between law and violence can help us explain why the state 

responds to terrorist violence in an excessive manner, because the violence of terrorism has the 

effect of exposing the hidden violence that inheres in the foundation of legal authority. 

Role of the Historical and Existing Cultural Contexts, Agendas and Traditions 

Michel Foucault’ s analysis, like that of Benj amin, underscores the intermingling of war, violence 

and politics. It is therefore a useful framework to examine how the realm of power and politics is 

fused with violence. Foucault’s analysis unshackles power from the confinements of the model 

of law and sovereignty. Instead, he places war as an analytical tool for understanding power 

relations. Calling for a new analysis of power beyond the questions of of law and sovereignty of 

the juridico-sovereign paradigm, Foucault suggests examining power relations in society from 

the perspective of war. As he suggests in his 1975-76 lectures, which are organized under the 

title Society Must be Defended (1997) "can we find in bellicose relations, in the model of war, in 

the schema of struggle or struggles, a principle that can help us understand and analyze political 

power, to interpret political power in terms of war, struggles, and confrontations?" (23). In 
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Foucault’s analysis, sovereignty is not to be understood as based on right, but on violence. 

Violence is thus intimately connected to power and war, and therefore power relations must be 

understood as a particular encoding of violence. As Saul Newman and Michael Levine’s (2006) 

reading of Foucault suggests, "instead of society being founded on the idea of the contract, it is 

based on a violence, both metaphorical and real, which continues to haunt it. Political 

sovereignty itself is merely a form of conquest that has fallen silent and now tries to disavow the 

violence of its own origins through the discourse of law, contract and rational agreement." (34). 

Like Benjamin and Derrida, Foucault also reveals how war, politics, legality and, violence are 

undetachable and law is nothing but a codified violence and is therefore foundational to social 

relations, which are woven with power relations. Therefore, "law itself comes to reflect its 

violent origins once again, being mobilized as a tactic of war, a vector for sovereign violence" 

(Saul Newman and Michael Levine2006: 36). 

Foucault’s analysis is also important in another sense. The emphasis he places on the 

need to recognize the importance of the historically conditioned social and cultural forces, and 

the ideological flames that shape the nature of war and political violence is useful if we want to 

attend to the nature of racist, religious and ethnic ideological underpinnings of today’s 

sanctioned war on terror. As Andrew Neal, in "Cutting of the King’s Head: Foucault’s Society 

Must be Defended and the Problem of Sovereignty" (2004) suggests, "Foucault has exposed the 

discursive and historical dimensions of modern nation-state sovereignty, charting a genealogy of 

how political authority became entwined with powerful ideas of collective identity and how the 

nation-state thus went on to become the dominant subject of universal history itself" (395). 

Therefore, the political will of sovereign is always circumscribed by the available cultural 

contexts, agendas and traditions. If we remain within the sterile juridical model of sovereignty, 
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we will be far from grasping the nature of the specific exclusions that are managed by the nation- 

states. It is only by attending to the historical and discursive dimensions of the modern nation- 

state sovereignty that we can develop an understanding of how notions of collective identity and 

universal values come to be represented by the modern political authority. 

A fundamental discursive ingredient of the discourse of"war on terror" is the 

construction of the enemy or the dangerous other, represented by the foreign, backward, 

racialized, and barbaric outsider. "War on terror’ is thus shaped by an obstinate determination to 

find, designate, name and identify the enemy. This outsider poses a threat not only to our way of 

life but also to the liberal and universalistic ideals that is represented by the national culture. 

Today’s geo-politics on terror cannot be understood as simply governance exercised by rational 

sovereign authority, but a politics that is based on the construction and proliferation of enmity 

that is presumed to be posed to the whole nation and state machine. What is new and terrifying, 

as Andrew Neal (2004) suggests, is that the "enemy of the state" and the "enemy of the 

nation!society/people" are united in a worrisome way. The state’s mobilization of the state of 

exception, suspension of law and implementation of all sorts of violence through the 

intensification of security measures, justified by the language of war are all accomplished in the 

name of a national ideal (394). 

It is the prevailing social and cultural context, which provides the content and framework 

of how the enemy is defined. In other words, the opposition between enemy and friend never 

exists unarticulated to the pre-existing national, economic, racial, religious and other distinctions. 

Therefore, political designation of an enemy is always based on the already available definitions 

of what constitutes the national collective’s way of life. Saul Newman and Michael Levine 

(2006) supplement the analysis of sovereignty that is based on the convergence between war and 
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politics with an analysis of racism as underpinning the war/politics nexus (24). Foucault’s (1997) 

following suggestion is absolutely crucial for understanding how it is racism that supports today 

the language of war on terror: 

The war that is going on beneath order and peace, the war that undermines our 

society and divides it in a binary mode is, basically, a race war. At a very early 

stage, we find the basic elements that make the war possible, and then ensure its 

continuation, pursuit, and development: ethnic differences, differences between 

languages, different degrees of force, vigor, energy, and violence; the differences 

between savagery and barbarism; the conquest and subjugation of one race by 

another. The social body is basically articulated around two races. It is this idea 

that this clash between two races runs through society from top to bottom which 

we see being formulated as early as seventeenth century (59-60). 

The nationalist and racist discourse in response to the terrorist violence is based on the 

construction of an enemy defined primarily according some racial-ethnic-religious 

characteristics. The content of the "national ideal" which is protected from the violence of the 

enemy is certainly shaped and conditioned by the available racial stock of knowledge about 

otherness. The terrorist, who poses a threat to our way of life, to our cultural and political space 

is deemed to be threatening the whole national collective. This is why notions of national identity 

and common values are believed to be rightfully represented by nation-states. The incorporation 

of racism into the mechanism of the state comes to dominate the space of politics and hence 

racism no longer belongs to the twisted and deviant ideas of some extremist groups. On the 

contrary, racism has now come to dominate the center of mainstream political space and public 

opinion. Foucault (1997) has almost predicted the racism and nationalism that characterizes 
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today’s language of war on terror: "At this point, the racist thematic is no longer a moment in the 

struggle between one social group and another; it will promote the global strategy of social 

conservatism." (62) 

If racism and nationalism are factors that sustain one aspect of the ideology of the logic of 

"war on terror," the other needs to be located in the phallocentric nature of politics. These two 

foundational principles can help us to explain the zeal with which both the sovereign power and 

the public react to the violence brought out by terrorism. The very same principles also explain 

the unresponsiveness and lack of intensity the states and the public react against the violence 

exercised on women. To be able to make sense of the dynamics behind the uneven response 

displayed by the state and the public to the two forms of violence, we need to elucidate the 

features that characterize the canonical model of politics and what this politics entails. 

Politics of Friendship 

In this section, I would like to briefly remember Derrida’ s analysis about the politics of 

friendship in Po#tics of Friendship (1997), which he develops in his reading of Aristotle. Derrida 

approaches the question of friendship through an analogy with politics and describes the features 

of friendship with the character of the relations between brothers. This brotherly friendship 

relationship also describes the configuration of politics, which is described as belonging to the 

familial, fraternalist and androcentric (Lynch2002: 98). 

Derrida suggests that the prevailing model of friendship in Roman, Jewish, Christian and 

Islamic culture has been the canonical model of friendship. (Derrida 1997 

http:i/ww~v.livingphilosophy.orgiDerrida-politics-friendship.htm). Politics, especially republican 

democracy, takes place within the proximity of the congeneric (of belonging to the same genus, 
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of related origin or nature) doubles (Lynch, 2002: 99). In this model, the friendship designates a 

relationship between men. They have a contract according to which one will survive the other 

and the other will be his successor. The important part of this contract is that they will agree 

politically. According to Derrida, this model, first of all, is based on the exclusion of women: 

neither friendship between a man and a woman, nor friendship between women is a possibility. 

Women are completely excluded from friendship. What is at work is the neutralization of sexual 

difference. (Young, "God and Derrida’ s Politics," http://www.j crt. org/archives/01.1/young, html). 

It is the brother or the fraternal that is placed at the center of the model. When the brotherhood is 

made the central form upon which politics is based, we are offered a phallocentric model in 

which there is no possibility to acknowledge woman as a friend. Sexual difference is neutralized 

and remains unimaginable within the horizon of canonical politics that is based on fraternity and 

friendship. Brotherhood is about filiation but it is not any filiation that matters. A woman cannot 

appear in this fraternity. It is the filiation with brother rather than sisters that forms the basis of 

fraternity. Therefore sexual difference must be kept outside the borders of fraternity (Lynch, 

2002:101 and Derrida, 1997 http:iiwww.livingphilosophy.org/Derrida-politics-friendship.htm ). 

According to Derrida, the conditions for the definition of politics, of the nation-state, and 

of sovereignty all share this phallocentric concept of the friendship bond based on brotherhood. 

(Derrida, 1997 http:iiw~wv.livingphilo sophy, orgiDerrida-politics-friend ship. htm). The key 

concepts of politics, such as sovereignty, power, and representation are all marked, either 

directly or indirectly, by this model, which is based on the fraternity of brothers. Fraternity 

establishes equality and a shared origin between two or more men. Brothers share the same 

origin and therefore they are equal to one another and can have reciprocity. Of course, fraternity 

is not always limited to biological brotherhood (William Young, "God and Derrida’s Politics," 
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http ://www.j crt. org/archives/01, l/young, html). It surpasses biological, national or other 

empirical formulations of brotherhood. Fraternization produces symbolically, conventionally, 

through authorized engagement a determined politics. This politics regulates fraternity on the 

symbolic projection of real or natural fraternity (William Young, "God and Derrida’s Politics," 

http://www.jcrt.org/archives/01.1/young.html ). The Greek po#s is an arena of like-minded men 

related to each other in citizenship by the bonds of friendship, who "agree about their interests, 

adopt the same policy and put their common resolves into effect." Derrida asks us to examine the 

understanding of politics this configuration brings to the fore. It is a politics that is fraternal, 

familial and androcentric. Therefore, friendship that is private and friendship that is public and 

political imply one another. The concept of fraternity overlaps the private and the public. The 

public and political friendship specifically illustrates that our relationship to the other passes 

through the universality of law. Law demands that friends who are in agreement show mutual 

respect to the law. 

Risks of Friendship and By Way of Conclusion 

But friendship also entails risks and there is potential vulnerability in the relationship. The 

security and comfort based on filial love and sameness can be undermined because of the 

brother’s difference from us. The political realm is also prone to this threat and vulnerability. 

The brother can be a friend but he can also be turned into an enemy in the process of 

fraternization. The brother’s difference or distance from us might bring potential conflict or 

grievance. The fragility has to be recognized (Lynch, 2002: 105-106). 
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In light of Derrida’s analysis of friendship, I would like to ask what the violence posed by 

terrorist do to this friendship. It does two things: 

Terrorist violence poses a challenge to the monopoly the states have established on 

violence. The transgression of law by the terrorist is directed at the legal system as 

such. It does not constitute a transgression of a particular law but constitutes a direct 

challenge to the authority and foundational ground of sovereign states. Hence the 

terrorist, through the exercise of violence, posits a rivalry to the sovereign state’s 

proprietorship on violence. But most important of all, the irreducible violence, which 

inheres in the foundation of law but has been disavowed in the law making process, is 

unconcealed as the sovereign makes violence its modus operandi through state of 

exception and suspension of law. 

Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, by challenging the foundation of the 

authority of the sovereign, terrorist violence also disrupts the agreement andpact that 

has been established between brothers. The familial and fraternal political friendship 

established between brothers has been unsettled with the terrorist who do not show 

respect to the universality of law which requires that both show mutual respect to it as 

part of their agreement. So, we may suggest that the "war on terror" is the brother’s 

furious response to the disturbance other brother has posed to the pact both they have 

formerly agreed. 

For this reason, the terrorist violence implies a confrontation that is directed at the very source 

and foundation of law. What the terrorist violence does, unlike the criminal who exercises 
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violence on women, is to disturb and unsettle the politics of friendship. It is because the state 

sovereignty, which is based upon a patriarchal pact that is perceived to be threatened, weakened 

and waning that the threat of terrorist violence is responded with such a strong reaction. The 

violence exercised in the domestic space over women does not constitute such an unsettling of 

the terms of brotherly friendship. In response to the violence in domestic space, the sovereign 

simply invokes the discourse of legality in the name of protecting of individual woman. While 

the discourse of war renders the violence of terrorism unacceptable by countering it with another 

form of violence, the violence of sexism is relegated to the status of simple legal unacceptability 

and is dealt with various legal and institutional mechanisms. It is the existence of the 

phallocentric pact and the brotherly filiation that ends up feminizing the victim of sexual 

violence. If we are to contrast the object that is being attacked by terrorist violence versus male 

violence, in former the national integrity is perceived to be stake, because the sovereign comes to 

represent the national and universal values of the collective. In the later, simply the unity, 

harmony and well-being of the family unit or an individual woman is thought to be at stake. 

Domestic violence poses no disturbance to the established fraternity among brothers. The 

disparity in the values attributed to different objects of violence is the reason why not all and 

every violence is regarded as having an equal standing. While the violence of sexism is relegated 

to simple legal and criminal unacceptabi#ty, the violence of the terrorist is perceived to be 

directed to the foundation of authority and hence undermining the fraternal contract. 

Domestic violence, rather than challenging and threatening the authority, power and 

sovereignty of the state, indeed constitutes an invitation to the state to maintain and exercise it 

sovereign law making ability. Domestic violence is codified as a criminal act against which 

police action, criminal sanctions and juridical procedures are required to be mobilized. Therefore 
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it is not the measures of war but the procedures of legality, which are beseeched to be marshaled. 

As such domestic violence, no matter how unacceptable and objectionable, is a sanctioned 

violence because it results in the preservation and safeguarding of the existing legal system and 

perpetuates the sovereign state’s authority and the legal system even though it transgresses the 

law and comes to occupy the space of crimina#ty. Rather than constituting a challenge to the 

foundation of the legal system itself, only a particular aspect within the existing legal system is 

breached by the criminal act of the domestic violence. It therefore has the status of being a 

particular type of violence, which reaffirms the place, and authority of sovereign power. In this 

respect, domestic violence attests to the double erasure of women from the scene of bond 

established by men. She is first erased by the fraternization of politics and secondly through the 

re-instantiation of the patriarchal pact. 
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Chapter 12 

Terror and the Limits of Remembering: An Introduction 

Kendra-Ann Pitt 

During a trip home to Barbados in December 2011, I was visited by one of my ’fictive’ uncles. 

He, like my mother is Guyanese, and we sat around the table ’old talking’ about family, politics 

and life. As we eased later into the evening I asked him to share his reflections on race and 

politics in Guyana. It was then that he told us of his experiences as a journalist during the 

racialized violence in Guyana in the 1960s1, of his friends who had been displaced as a result of 

this violence and of the atmosphere of fear produced during this period. As I listened in awe to 

this story that I had never heard before, I was struck by the tributaries of silence that have always 

seemed to course through the intimate spaces of my family life; by how meanings of gender, 

class, race, disability and sexuality reverberate as themes defining the bodies embedded within in 

these silences; and by how these silences are related to a politics of memory forged in 

communities coming to terms with violent pasts and living in a present where violence is 

continuously reinvented. The papers in this section attend to such complexities as they variably 

engage with questions of memory, violence, and power. 

Memory is imbued with movement through the bodies that are mobilized in its 

production. These bodies construct memory it in its varied expressions, they give it form through 

their presence and absence, and they engage with and transmit it. They tell us about flows of 

power, and they also represent a fluidity that offers up possibilities for their repositioning, 

allowing memories of violence to be reshaped. Memorializing violence then, is a political act and 
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these writings intimate us with the divergent practices and sites associated with such acts, while 

grounding the work of the body within them. 

Merlinda Bobis illustrates the possibilities associated with repositioning, redefining and 

remembering bodies as she reckons with the events of the Total War, which took place in the 

Philippines between 1987 and 1989. As she engages in a self-reflexive exploration of the 

creation of her novel Fish-Hair Woman and the performance play River, River, she illustrates 

how the use of bodies in her re/presentation of the narrative--her own body, fictional ones from 

varied social locations, and those sharing and receiving these stories-- can interrupt linear and 

blockaded understandings of the sites of struggle, pain and power associated with violence. 

Honor Ford Smith also takes up the work of the body as she examines the performance of 

memorials of violence in working class urban communities in Jamaica. Through her analysis she 

considers the absence and presence of various bodies in the memorials and how they are related 

to power and hierarchy. She also highlights that the bodies engaged in these memorials hold 

complex contradictions within them. Similar to Bobis, she succeeds in establishing points of 

connection between the violence in the communities under discussion and the historical and 

contemporary geopolitical networks of power that contribute to its production. By rearranging 

the bodies through memorializing and critique, by inserting them and acknowledging their 

position in spaces of memory where they often remain absent, what has been referred to as the 

"absent referent" (Adams cited in Smith, 2005, p. 22) in the narrative of violence is given 

corporeal form. 

Trotz’s work illustrates how images of bodies are mobilized through the activation of 

memories of racialized violence of the past, in the wake of recent violence in Guyana. In so 

doing, dominant, deeply embedded and widely travelled notions about gendered, classed, 
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sexualised and racialized bodies are utilized to further incite divisive party politics and ignite 

memories of public terror in order to discipline the body politic in the contemporary moment. 

The rehearsal of narratives of violence animates hegemonic social relations and speaks to the 

significance of memory in producing discursive possibilities for subjects. What is also 

highlighted is how narrations of violence can themselves be acts of violence. 

Sara Ahmed (2004), referencing the work of Judith Butler notes that it is through 

sensations of pain that bodies find form, producing the effect of boundary (p. 24). Trotz reminds 

us to consider how collective bodies are produced, as boundaries of racialized difference are 

re/inscribed through memory. The scripts of racial terror and the pain and fear experienced when 

they are mobilized can become part of how racialized collectives come to know and define 

themselves and one another, further entrenching boundaries of difference and the multiple 

inequities they reproduce. 

Memories are visceral. They access our senses while they integrate and are constitutive of 

our affective experiences. Grief, pain, sadness, anger and fear are often integral to how we create 

records of experiences of violence. They are both productive elements of memory, and products 

of memory. In a recent interview with an activist from the Caribbean, we discussed the challenge 

of working across racialized boundaries in antiviolence work. She explained that one group she 

worked with attempted to address issues of racialized difference within the group and wider 

community. She told me, "We had to stop. The women felt it was too painful to go there." 

In the bid to produce ethical approaches to memorializing violence, these points of pain, 

anger and fear are central. When I remember my uncle’s retelling of his story and how I could 

hear and see fear as he spoke, and when I think of how these women halted their workshops 

because it was too painful--it reinforces that while memories of violence hold social, cultural 
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and political histories, they also encapsulate affective ones. This knowledge is significant to an 

ethical praxis of memorializing violence. As Fellows and Razack (1997) note, the truths that we 

feel can impede the dismantling of hierarchy in our political work. It is necessary to bear witness 

to, to be accountable to, to unreservedly hold, to create space for and to engage with each other’s 

affective truths in spite of the contradictions this presents. 

Activist Selma James (2012) makes the argument that equitable collective action is 

rooted in understandings of the individual. This however is not the untethered individual of 

neoliberalism but rather, the individual as she conceives it is always defined through its 

relationships to varied collectives. She notes, "... you begin with yourself and with everybody 

else at the same time.., it is a false choice that you have to choose between ’all of us’ and ’me’." 

Her perspective is instructive here. It points to the need to reimagine and redefine the boundaries 

of difference through which we so intimately and easily know ourselves-- to seek out new 

possibilities. As they wrestle with ethics, memory and violence in their writings here, all three 

authors illustrate how critical it is to reimagine the limits and boundaries of both individual and 

collective bodies, along with the pain held within and producing them. In so doing it is possible 

to critically engage with the bodies of knowledge that have been gifted to us, to begin to recover 

those that have been hidden away in the spaces between us, and to create new intimate and 

political spaces for ’old talk’ which are rooted in the considerations and complexities of 

equitable social action. 
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This violence is discussed in Trotz’s paper in this section. 
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Chapter 13 

"Weeping is Singing": After Militarism, a Transnational Lament 

Merlinda Bobis 

Paghaya. Deep weeping. Pag-haaaa-ya. The wail is in the middle syllable. For 

some, a stifled exhalation; for others, a near-scream, but always the breath travels 

the full distance from the groin to the gut, welling up to the throat. It is a weeping 

that is not about this or that moment, it has a history as long as the distance covered 

by that breath. 

[The gravedigger] Pay Inyo told me not to forget this lesson of weeping: "You 

have to weep not from the throat but from lower down, just as in singing, so you 

don’t grow hoarse, because it takes forever to get to the last note. Remember, 

weeping is like singing ...,1 

Lambat na itom na itom 

pero sa dugo natumtom 

samong babaying parasira 

buhok pangsalbar-pangsira 

kang samong toga padaba 

hale sa salog, hale sa salog 

Very black net 
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but blood soaked 

our fisherwoman 

hair to save-fish 

all our beloved 

from the river, from the river2 

Water-body-story-song After a war, lament is fluid in these scenes from my novel Fish-Hair 

Woman and its play adaptation, River, River, excerpts of which are deployed as arguments in this 

paper. The body (in weeping as in singing) makes its argument about terror, love, and about 

bodies. Like memory, the twelve-metre hair of the Fish-Hair Woman keeps growing into a net for 

trawling corpses from the river. Disappeared bodies and their histories are retrieved and re- 

membered in story and song, in a radical weeping. And the remembering body must sustain this 

weeping. Because it takes forever to get to the last note. 

These propositions align with Loss: The Politics of Mourning, which argues that the politics 

and ethics of mourning lie in how remains (of what is lost) are "produced, read, and sustained.’’3 

In their introduction to this collection of essays, David L. Eng and David Kazanjian reference 

Walter Benjamin’s "historical materialism" that is 

... a creative process, animating history for future significations as well as alternate 

empathies ... [it] establishes a continuing dialogue with loss and its remains -- a 
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flash of emergence, an instant of emergency, and most important a moment of 

production.4 

In this paper, I will examine my own politics, ethics, and aesthetics of mourning: how I 

attempt to sustain "a continuing dialogue between loss and its remains" through a long and 

fraught story-making about the 1987-1989 Total War in my region Bikol in the Philippines. How 

while crossing borders between cultures and story forms, this "creative process [is] animating [a 

specific] history [and evoking other histories] for future significations as well as alternate 

empathies." So the story is not merely ’that violence in a far country.’ Through seventeen years 

of researching-writing-performing about the Total War, what began as a short story became a 

radio play, a novel, and a one-woman stage play that I will develop into a local-global community 

play. The singing is taking forever to get to the last note. Because there is too much history of 

terror, love, and bodies to be retrieved -- too much weeping to be heard. 

The Philippines’ history of conflict5 covers nearly four hundred years of Spanish colonisation 

(1521-1893), forty years of American rule (1901-1941), and three years of Japanese occupation 

(1941-1945), and their attendant bloody wars. Then in the 1950s, the country’s dispossessed 

launched a guerilla war against the feudal system controlled by a few landed families. This 

movement grew into the New People’s Army (NPA), the armed wing of then outlawed 

Communist Party of the Philippines. Its aim expanded to "liberat[ing] the Philippines from the 

forces of [US] imperialism and feudalism’’6, and the nearly twenty-year dictatorship of Ferdinand 

Marcos. Counter-insurgency operations were assisted by the United States that until now has 

clout in Philippine politics. Then Marcos was deposed in February 1986 through "People Power" 

and Corazon Aquino, the widow of the assassinated political reformist Benigno (’Ninoy’), 
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became president. After a short-lived hope of a new political era, in 1987 Aquino’s government 

spearheaded an all-out military purge of the NPA. Total war was declared against the 

countryside: 

Following the collapse of the peace talk and ceasefire on February 1987, Madame 

Aquino "unsheathed the sword of war" and declared a "total war against 

insurgency at the grassroots level." ... "To our soldiers let me say: go out and fight. 

Fight with every assurance that I will stand by you through thick and thin, to share 

the blame, defend your actions, mourn your losses and enjoy with you the final 

victory that I am certain will be ours. You and I will see this through together.’’7 

My region Bikol, the fourth poorest region in the country and a hotbed of insurgency8, was 

militarised, including my grandmother’s village. In 1991 when Bikol was still dealing with the 

tail-end of the war, I went to Australia to study for a doctorate, for which I wrote about war in an 

epic poem.9 In 1994 I began writing the short story, "Fish-Hair Woman.’’1° In 1997 I returned to 

my grandmother’s village to hear the stories of the war first hand, to grow the short story into a 

novel that I could not finish and publish after multiple rejections from Australian publishers in 

2002 and more later on from American publishers. I wondered: Is this bad writing that it cannot 

find a home in the West? Or, is this violence from a far country so far indeed thus unwelcome in 

the West, and if welcomed at all, only within the framework of an ’other suffering’? It was not 

enough to ask questions. For this story to be heard in the public space, I had to creatively 

strategise. So I offered what is most private: my own body. I had to perform the story, and the 

weeping became a singing: a militant dirge. 
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A dirge is a lament for the dead, an incantation of grief. But also a story for the living 

responding to war and terror, a dirge is militant. It restores breath, kickstarts the lungs, assaults 

ears into attention and (other?) sensibilities into empathy, as it interconnects different notes (and 

different lives?) in the moment of voice/song/story production. These parenthetical queries are 

’covert notes’ that push the militancy to an uneasy ambition: to implicate the West into a 

mourning that is not only about the Philippines. For, are we not all already implicated in a 

geopolitics constantly inspiring-producing terror? In this moment of emergency, can we keep 

responding with "an indolence of the heart"11 or with a terror of the other’s terror that drives us to 

lock our borders and quarantine the nation? Yet continue to send troops, armaments, and foreign 

policies that fight ’a war in a far country?’ 

Is it possible to respond with an alternative creative-critical empathy? 

Empathy has been defined in philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience. Most definitions 

focus on the self’ s emotional recognition of or identification with another’s emotion, without, it 

seems, much room for critical intellection. However, in Ethics and Cognitive Science, Alvin 

Goldman proposes empathy as "the ability to put oneself into the mental shoes of another person 

to understand her emotions and feelings.’’12 Even better is Frans de Waal’s definition: "The 

capacity to (a) be affected by and share the emotional state of another, (b) assess the reasons for 

the other’s state, and (c) identify with the other, adopting his or her perspective.’’~3 Empathy 

develops from an emotional response to ’a thinking through’ about the other, thus facilitating 

identification. More specific to my topic is Kathleen Barry’s critical empathy that 

engages our objective knowledge that questions, challenges, and sets right the 

distortion and disinformation that we receive through presidents and their generals 
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with out subjective knowing that we receive from feeling, emotional awareness, 

and intelligence. Critical empathy, further, refuses selective empathy, that 

identification with the suffering of some, refusing to acknowledge it in others. 14 

Critical empathy offers an alternative psychological space to terror. It is not afraid of emotion 

or critique; it is intellectually rigorous, challenging master narratives. I argue that this challenge 

needs to start at home: empathy must critique itself. But is critique enough? What to do after 

understanding that one’s empathy is compromised? 

Tell an alternative story that engenders a creative-critical empathy, which continuously 

interrogates itself and its production to facilitate new modes of relating with suffering, of storying 

loss and its remains. This strategy underpins my creative re-visions, which I will interrogate in 

this paper. How can this militant weeping-singing create a self-reflexive transnational empathy? 

Interrogation must begin at the grassroots: at the critical moment of emergence, of creative 

production. No, even earlier: at the moment of emergency. It must begin with the finding of 

remains. It must begin with the body. 

But whose body? Kapwa. 

Dios mabalos, bako mi iyan 

Pero, kay-isay iyan 

Dae mi aram 

Siguro, hale sa kataid ruing baryo 

Pero, bako rebelde iyan 
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Ay, sadit-sadit, akion pa iyan! 

Thank God, it’s not ours -- 

But whose is it? -- 

We don’t know -- 

Perhaps it’s from the next village -- 

But it’s too tiny, too young! 

After I trawled a boy’s body, which nobody claimed, the cracks began to 

show. Ay, so many bodies before him, for nearly a year. Nightly I felt the seams of 

my scalp, it hurt, and hurt even more after the boy. I kept seeing the small head 

thrown too far back, flopping behind him. Around his throat was a necklace of 

weeds and the fattest prawns. 

Pero kay isay iyan -- but whose is it? The question is posed in my first language Biko116 and in 

English, and in a Philippine village then in Australia. Whose is this found body? Such is the 

pivotal ethical question. On the one hand, we query the ownership of the remains of a war, the 

found bodies and stories, and rightly argue that the body can only be storied and mourned for by 

its kin, those of its race, gender, culture, and history -- because the body could be co-opted into 

or could disappear in another’s self-serving narrative. On the other hand, if we declare, "[The 

body is] not ours / We don’t know," then we can push it away. It is not my story. It is not about 

me. So it is not grievable. 
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So whose is the body? 

I respond to this vexing ethical question with kapwa, an alternate belief that engenders an 

alternate empathy. Kapwa is a kinship principle from my first home. Throughout this paper, I 

raise key methodology questions about my creative process and respond with Philippine 

indigenous beliefs to frame my arguments. This framework evokes Pantayong Pananaw ("From 

Us For Us"), "an indigenising imperative"17 that directs a Filipino to approach Philippine studies 

through Filipino discourses, in the Pilipino language.18 However, while this paper and the 

creative works may be "From Us", they argue not only "For Us." In the spirit of alternate 

empathy and the indigenous belief of kapwa, I include Australia, the West. I am a transnational 

wary of essentialising ’a Filipino creative process.’ Moreover, it is only while interrogating my 

story-making now that I realise how these indigenous beliefs have driven my creative production 

in Australia. It seems the writer herself is a ’found body’ retrieved from the West by her 

grassroots memory, this hair that refuses to stop growing. Retrieved, interrogated, and critiqued, 

as much as the foreign story-makers (creative writers, journalists, scholars, foreign policy 

makers) who ’colonise’ the story of a distant war to serve their own occupations. 

"... have you studied the history of colonisation? Empires take land, water, air, 

bodies. In this devastating dispossession, just maybe, a people might survive. But 

when you take their story, their memory -- this is the irrevocable devastation." 

Philippine Professor Inez Carillo interrogates the intent of story-makers from the West. She 

accuses an Australian ex-diplomat searching for the writer Tony McIntyre who disappeared in the 
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conflict: you are interested solely in finding a white body, that writer who came to take our story 

ten years ago. Her accusation extends to the expatriate writer: 

"I don’t like those who take because they can, because they don’t have to 

answer for the taking, or for whatever they’ve taken. Because they’re able to leave 

the source. The foreign writers who come to dirty their fingers for a while can go 

afterwards and publish to the world -- but you know what, Mr Baker? The worst 

are our own expatriate writers, those migratory birds. First they abandon us to fly 

to a greener pasture, then return as vultures to feed on our despair. Then they take 

off again. Take, then take off. Just like that. A simple equation.’’2° 

The novel’s transnational intent -- the reading, production, and sustaining of remains (of 

bodies and their stories) between the Philippines and Australia -- is itself critiqued in a self- 

reflexive text. 

So who is the body? 

My response is a deceptively simple equation: Kapwa = Self + Other = SelfOther. 

Kapwa is a Pilipino word that is "widely used when addressing another with the intention of 

establishing a connection.’’21 Unlike the Western concept of alterity, where Self and Other are 

separate entities (and words) that can interconnect, in kapwa they are organically bound. Filipino 

social psychologist Virgilio Enriquez defines kapwa as "shared identity": "The ako (ego/self) and 

the iba-sa-akin (others) are one and the same in kapwa.’’~2 Supporting this concept, Filipino 

indigenisation scholar Felipe de Leon writes that in Philippine culture, there is an 
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... underlying belief in the shared identity of human beings. Individual experience 

is only apparent and relative for we all exist within a cosmic matrix of being at the 

deepest center of which is a creative living principle of energic process. This 

implies a unity of creation -- oneness of inner and outer reality, of noumena and 

phenomena -- that is essentially an Asian concept yet distinctly Filipino in its 

recognition of the vital principle, especially in people, z3 

Distinctly Filipino but expansive, kapwa can cross transnational borders to include an 

Australian body and sensibility in the mourning of a Philippine war. This is a proposition in Fish- 

Hair Woman, which is conceived as ’a shared mourning’ through the shared production of 

remains, of stories. As metafiction, the novel tells a story while it interrogates the construction of 

story ’written’ by two main protagonist-storytellers: 1) the Filipina Stella Alvarado, whose family 

and village have been devastated by the Total War and who writes about it from her exile in 

America; 2) the Australian Luke McIntyre who goes to the Philippines to search for his 

disappeared father Tony, and eventually writes about this search. Like the mythical Fish-Hair 

Woman retrieving the dead, Stella and Luke attempt to retrieve their own lost bodies. But as they 

read, produce, and sustain these losses through writing, their texts grow from and into each other, 

and become one story. This produced body of story becomes the body of kapwa. An organic 

transnational kinship is proposed. 

As a kinship principle, kapwa is a priori to empathy. The empathic urge, which begins with 

the premise of separateness (self and other interconnecting), is spurred by the recognition of a 

prior shared identity in suffering. But how can the West recognise (and care for) kapwa? By 

implicating its body at the moment of emergency. In the militarised village of Iraya, Tony 
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’suffers’ the violence initially as a self-serving other. Stella, who becomes his lover, critiques his 

’literary caring’ for the war: "... how you loved us too for our stories so magical and terrible. As 

much as you loved our war.’’z4 Then he falls in love with people, with bodies, and his own body 

is violated and dumped in the river. He too is lost, a kin in suffering, and retrieved in a story 

running between the Philippines and Australia. Kinship is further creatively produced with Stella 

and Luke ’co-writing’ this transnational story through the metafictive design of the novel. The 

social belief of kapwa is politicised then aestheticised. Moreover, it can be ethically harnessed 

prior to mourning. 

The ethics of kapwa is more than a kinship in suffering after a war. It is also a kinship in 

agency before a war. If the body of the self is one with the other’s body, then each one’s loss and 

anguish inevitably hurt the other, thus both take extreme care to keep each other safe. Other- 

preservation is self-preservation: kinship is inherently self-interested even prior to the violation. 

Thus, kapwa can be not only the ethical underpinning in mourning with others after a war, but 

also in stopping a war. The private (and local) urge can become a public (and global) cause. 

However, in the journey from private mourning to public story-making, whose bodies are 

negotiated, and how? 

In 1997 during field research in my grandmother’s village, I took note of how bodies told their 

stories to flesh out my own narrative. In one instance, a woman recountedZS: "Tinorture su sakong 

tugang pano ki cigarette burns su lawas    tapos binadil sa ngimot"    my brother was 

tortured -- the body was full of cigarette burns -- then he was shot in the mouth. I felt deeply for 

her story. But a day later, she became the writer’s ’found body’ in my notebook: "face painfully 

thin, white hair, deep-set eyes with only three teeth, endless talker." Beside her was another 

woman with a kerchief that covered her mouth throughout the interview. Again I wrote: "Shutting 
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out the smell of the dead or shutting up a scream." As I picked up the image of kerchief on 

mouth, I was revising-transforming it into a literary detail, which I never used in the novel. 

Because of the way ’I took’ the bodies of the women and, consequently, the body they were 

mourning for: I was instinctively fictionalising while listening to someone’s tragedy. 

The writer moved by suffering is evoked by T.S. Eliot in his "Preludes": 

I am moved by fancies that are curled 

Around these images, and cling: 

The notion of some infinitely gentle 

Infinitely suffering thing.26 

The creative products that I conjure around real lives are the writer’s "fancies", her "notion[s]" 

about suffering. Do they move me more than the story of torture? I wrote to a friend in Australia: 

Times like this, I feel like an intruder ... now that I’ m consciously doing research ... 

everything could be material, even people’s hearts! The more I see of life here, the 

more I feel strange. I’m the alien appraising violence and grief from the outside. 

This is and is no longer my country ... I wonder whether the misting of eyes that 

remember the dead moves me as narrative detail or as a human twitch of my own 

heart.27 

So who’s/whose weeping? Paghaya. 
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I am flat footed 

I am honestly splayed 

No airs about my toes 

My nails are rimmed with earth 

Packed in for sixteen years 

My nails are black and broken 

Long dead before I died 

[Tony] wept on my wet, salty hair that had wrapped the naked body of a female 

guerrilla. Perhaps barely sixteen and with hardly any face left, she could have been 

anyone’s daughter. Dark blotches, the size of a fist, covered her pelvis and breasts 

that had lost their nipples.28 

In the "Song of the Feet", "I" is a dead girl. She was a farmer who turned guerrilla during the 

war, because her land was stolen by the Spanish mestizo whose family controlled most of the land 

in her village for centuries. She sings of her body inscribed with her sixteen-year history of 

working the land and the land’s history of colonisation. As Rebecca Mabanglo Mayor argues: 

... the body remembers, the body of the earth, the body of the blood, the body of 

the genetics, the body of social thought and social structure, and so there is no 

erasure, no sure erasure, only the bending of perspective, the revision of history. 29 
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The girl’s weeping is a remembering of the layers of losses in her history. Remembering 

historical violence is an organic continuum from the past to the present, the private to the public 

space, the material to the conceptual. Thus, inevitably the weeping spills into the other’s space. 

Witnessing the retrieval of the girl’s mutilated body, Tony weeps. Mourning flows from the dead 

to the living, from the female to the male body, from a Filipino to an Australian. Because it takes 

forever to get to the last note, given the history of and continuing global wars. 

So who’s weeping? Multiple bodies. But who owns this or that particular lament? And if and 

when we map out these territories and find the definitive border between self and other, will we 

discover the demarcation line between tears? To find an alternate empathy, interrogation must 

extend beyond the specificities of who and whose, which rightly so examine contexts of 

mourning. Like kapwa that offers latitude3°, the open-endedness of how is as crucial. How to 

sustain this long weeping across bodies, landscapes, histories, cultures, languages? 

Mamay Dulce’s face sags into a query forever unanswerable, as she drops to the 

floor, legs and arms pushing out, lips stretched into a grotesque wound. Where it 

comes from, Miguelito will never know. The breast or deeper down, from the little 

toe perhaps or the soles that catch the singsong wail of the earth that might even 

wake the dead.31 

This is paghaya, an infinite keening that is uncontained thus sustained: "Where it comes from 

[and perhaps where it will end, we] will never know." With such latitude, it is unafraid to 

accommodate the other, or maybe it is. Paghaya is often attributed to women. True, when we say 

"Nagparahaya siya" -- Siya has been weeping so much so loudly-- siya is a non-gendered 
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pronoun. Even so, paghaya evokes this image: women wail, tear at their hair, unlike men who do 

not (must not) perform their grief. How terrifying it is to petrify in one’s unwept weep? 

During the twenty-year insurgency in my region and the eventual Total War that purged it, 

men and women were both combatants and victims. One such combatant was Nanette Vytiaco 

whose body was found by her father: 

Hindi umiyak si Antonio Vytiaco, hang kalungin niya ang gutay-gutay na 

bangkay ng panganay niyang anak na si Nanette. Hindi siya umiyak, bagkus 

#him niyang nausal ha, "Sana ’y lumaban si Nanette, totoo sana ang ba#tang 

siya ’y lumaban bago napatay. "At hang kalagin niya ito mula sa pagkakata# at 

pagkakabitin na parang baboy sa isang tulos ng kawayan, hindi pa rin siya 

umiyak, walang luhang pumatak. 32 

(Antonio Vytiaco did not cry when he cradled the mangled body of his eldest 

daughter Nanette. He did not cry, instead he silently said, "I hope Nanette fought, 

that the news that she fought before she was killed is true." And when he freed 

her from being bound and hung like a pig from a piece of bamboo, still he did not 

cry, no tear fell. [Translation and italics mine]) 

In contrast to paghaya, Antonio Vytiaco "did not cry" in this account of journalist Ella Gajo 

Jamoralin. This containment of grief can be read as protest: I will not be broken, just as I hope my 

daughter’s spirit was unbroken. But why the repetition of "did not cry"? Did this move Jamoralin 

("the human twitch of her own heart"), or did she want to move the reader with these reiterations? 

This is creative empathy: herself empathic, she styles her writing to inspire the same response in 

others. But is her style not her own containment of grief, her "bending of perspective" as the 
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private mourning moves to the public space? In order to also evoke the cultural image of the 

heroic male who does not cry? But is this critique not my own "revision" of Jamoralin’s story? 

And is it not that even in the father’s initial ’interpreting’ of the body, perspective is already 

somehow ’bent’ and history revised? Realistically we mourn according to what moves us and 

how we are moved. So perhaps, we can only hope that the kinship continuum in ’being moved’ is 

balanced by a continuous and critical acknowledgment of where one’s grief sits in this mourning. 

I lived with her stories for years before I began to write. I tuned in to her voice, 

hoping my own telling could be imbued by it. How I listened. Even so, I know I 

can never capture the currents of her river, her village, her history, and most 

especially not her grief. True, I have been undone by it, and in finishing this mesh 

of our lives, I’m simply making sense of that undoing. In my own grief. I am and 

will always be an outsider.33 

Such is critical empathy: "I am your kin in mourning" in perpetual tension with "I am and will 

always be an outsider." Like Luke, I address my first home as other, an expatriate telling about its 

war. Covertly I address Australia, because this war and its mourning (that its public will read/not 

read) are outsiders. In the publishing industry, migrant literature is not quite equal to the host 

nation’s literature.34 So I strategise, couching the novel as "the longest love letter in the world’’35 

to the white man and Australia, to implicate them in desire, then in empathy. "The bridge in a 

love affair argues the case of the lover to the beloved, spans the river of desire,’’~6 the Fish-Hair 

Woman observes. Love becomes an aesthetic and political strategy. But how Australia receives 
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my works is a reality check each time: these stories, storytelling, and ’strange bodies’ are from a 

far country and are still supplicants to the nation. 

Paghaya is strange, it makes people feel strange. Paghaya is alien, so it is not a good weeping. 

A review in an Australian paper dismisses the novel as confusing. It sums up the book as an 

invitation "to recognise the love and suffering in her country’s past.’’37 True, literary taste is 

paramount in reviews, but reading the novel as only a suffering from a far country, despite half of 

it being about Australian lives, confirms how the West responds to a war over there. It is not 

about us, so it is not grievable. Is literary critique sometimes an excuse to withhold empathy, 

because ’that war’ is strange, confusing, messy like paghaya? Grief must be quiet, tidy, civilised 

behind dark glasses, those signifiers of mourning that identify the bereaved. Emulate the neat and 

artful grief of a book. Paghaya is uncouth, like having a choleric in public. 

So keep your grief private? And keep your war as private as you grie~ 

No. I hold fast to the runny, messy (even unwelcome) continuum of paghaya to the public 

space, implicating the white man in this ’weeping style’ through the character of Luke. The son is 

my alternative to the father Tony, who came "all the way from the base of the earth to gather our 

grief into print, so he could purge his own.’’38 This self-serving containment of grief is ’purged’ 

indeed, in Luke: 

The howling bounces around the trees used for coffins, it climbs to a mournful 

pitch, slopes down and tapers to a whimper. Then it starts again, the same 

distressing ascent and decline. Sometimes it simply keels over. 
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As visceral and messy, Luke’s howling resonates like paghaya. Characteristically fluid, 

paghaya spills into a white body. Just as fluid is the continuum of trauma between the Philippines 

and Australia: the dead are found in a river in Iraya, and Luke found his mother in the bathtub in 

Sydney: 

First attempt: razor, wrist. The cleaner found both of them just in time. She had 

passed out; he was catatonic. Sitting on his haunches and hands limp on the edge of 

4o the red bathtub. He was seven. 

Afterwards Luke howled in his childhood nightmares, which return when he reads Stella’s 

story of the retrieval of the dead from a river lined with dita trees used for making coffins. 

Different traumas resonate with each other in kapwa and mournings commingle in paghaya. The 

white man grieves for himself and for a far country. But can the far country grieve for the white 

man? Should I be asking this, if indeed alternate empathy is not selective? Some Filipinos are 

doubtful about the love story between Tony and a Filipina guerrilla and the fact that the 

disappeared white body is loved and missed, when many Filipino bodies have disappeared. I 

myself query whether this is colonial love. But is love only "From Us For Us?" 

"Who shall miss the likes of us when we disappear? ... Will you also search for me?’’41 Asked 

by a Filipino soldier who committed atrocities, these questions could be raised by the white 

corpse. In response, the novel ’retrieves’ their lives, which are critiqued yet humanised. So I 

enjoin the reader, in kapwa with the writer, to imagine with me and make room also for the 

unloved, the uncertain, the unknown: 
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How much can the heart accommodate? Death and love, an enemy and a 

sweetheart, war and an impassioned serenade, and more. Only four chambers, but 

with infinite space like memory, where there is room even for those whom we do 

not love. Even sight is as expansive. So dear reader, when your eyes pass over 

these stories, consider your capacity to gather all of them, even the gaps in 

between, those that I dare not tell or do not know of yet or perhaps would never 

42 even imagine, but which might be utterly clear to you. 

In principle, kapwa andpaghaya have infinite room. But in practice, which losses and remains 

are allowed in? Once inside, can different (and conflicting) bodies and stories continue to 

critically and creatively negotiate with each other? Or are they reconciled and reconstituted under 

a single ownership on publication?43 Creative-critical empathy is not only about critically 

understanding one’s context and vested interest in this or that mourning, or of creatively 

strategising to inspire kinship among those whom we’d rather leave at the door. It is also about 

making room for differences and tensions that will never be reconciled by kinship.44 

How to make room? Nagtawo 

Here, here, my brow unkissed 

Angog ... hadoka 

Mata ... piyunga 

Here, here, my eyes unclosing 

Here, here, my cheeks too pale 
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Hear my lips bewail 

Pisngi ... kolora 

Ngabil ... kiputa 

Ay, Iraya! 45 

Cheeks... colour them 

Lips ... close them) 

This is the "Song of the face" of a corpse: lay my body by listening to my cry, witnessing what I 

have suffered, and by loving my face into being. Then my eyes and lips can close, and my cheeks 

will be restored to life. The dead sings to the beloved, as my body sings to the audience in my 

performances of River, River in the West: Let us be tender with the dead, even those that are not 

ours. This militant dirge unfolds in militant love: watchful, active, and urgent, love 

accommodates the strangers in the theatre and their own dead, as they view and hear the dead in a 

far country and in another tongue. All are ’captured’ in the weeping-singing that cannot be set 

aside like a book. Moreover, this publishing in space46 cannot be reconstituted into a single 

ownership of bodies, because space and story keep extending and morphing. Different bodies 

(your and my remains) become stories that become ritual that becomes our different bodies 

breathing together in the theatre. Breaths collide-collaborate47 in re-membering a face with a kiss, 

this negotiation in touch, in articulation: brow-angog, eyes-mata, cheeks-pisngi, lips-ngabil. In 

corporeal continuum from the private to the public space, bodies come into being. The dead come 

to life! 

This development resonates with the uncanny phenomenon of nagtawo, meaning "becoming a 

person" or "becoming a body." In Bikol, we believe that the dead or the dying can translocate 

themselves anywhere in order to appear to the beloved. The person comes into being corporeally, 

to tell the story of one’s passing. The body is in two places all at once: its place of death and in 
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the presence of the loved one. Nagtawo crosses borders between the living and the dead, for love. 

And the beloved who sees the apparition may avert death if s/he cloaks the body in this moment 

of emergency in a gesture of salvation, also for love. 

This indigenous belief coincides with the aesthetics of my performance of River, River. The 

bodies of war in the Philippines nagtawo (come into being) in all the far countries where I 

perform the play. They are translocated from my first home, so they can appear to my new home, 

Australia and the West. The dead are in two places all at once, like my performing body weeping- 

singing in Bikol and in English, in a musical style that shuttles transnationally: between the 

chanting style of the Pasyon, the Philippine tradition of chanting the ’Passion of Christ’ on Good 

Friday, and the music written by Australian composer Sarah de Jong. 

The Pasyon is inherently a transnational form: the Spanish colonial story of Christ indigenised 

with Philippine chanting. Historian Reynaldo Ileto cites a "particular style called tagulaylay [a 

native dirge that] ... hark back to pre-Spanish modes of singing.’’48 He argues that the Pasyon 

was used by the masses to subvert Spanish colonialism; it has always been a militant dirge. So, as 

I sing River, River, I come into being in distant places, translocating between past and present 

militancy. I nagtawo: I become multiple, conflicting, and connecting bodies: the dead, the 

gravedigger, the village, the Fish-Hair Woman, the soldiers, the Australian. Shuttling between 

kinship and contestation across plural borders, the performing body keeps expanding space: 

As it desires -- "... my tapis wrap betrayed me, reweaving flowers into fishes, which grew as 

luminous as the moon on the river then swam to my breasts, biting behind the nipples.’’49 

As it grieves -- "I wanted to pull out every strand that heard my heart break.’’5° 

As it critiques -- "... how dare you wrap it around that white body?’’51 
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As it re-members: "And the river in my pelvis and his lemon grass fish swimming from the 

belly of a dead girl now growing her face and nipples back.’’52 

As it accommodates -- "We sing them all to sleep.’’53 

But does one hour in the theatre inspire in the audience "a conversion to something close to 

love’’54 for the losses and remains of a far country? How successful is this aesthetic choice of 

putting one’s own body on the line~ to foster creative-critical empathy? Nagtawo is most 

effective if the seer of the dead and the dying acknowledges and cloaks the apparition in 

reciprocal kinship. 

My creative relationship with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), which 

produced River, River as a transnational radio play in 2005, has always been of reciprocal 

kinship. I have worked with ABC artists through six radio plays about war and conflict. 

Collaborating with their own aesthetics, they have brought to national radio the creative and 

political intent of these plays. Perhaps they hear acutely the weeping-singing from a far country, 

because their medium is sound: voice, breath, bodies. ABC produced River, River with a cast of 

transnational voices: a family of chanters originally from Bikol, a Tongan-Australian opera 

singer, Australian and Filipino artists, and myself as performer. In 2008 this transnational 

collaboration was duplicated in a creative development of River, River for stage with a 

community choir of Filipino-Australian women and collaborating Australian artists. 

Hosted by an arts centre, the creative process was successful, but the centre wanted to revise 

the play (according to its aesthetics), because "it is not contemporary and cutting-edge" and the 

audience might perceive it as "simply folklore.’’~6 The Total War is folklore? The centre never 

engaged the history and politics of the story. My inkling was the arts centre wanted to 

Australianise the play, thus Australianise a Philippine war, its remains, its bodies. Jane Ulman, 
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who produced the ABC radio version, lamented: ’It seems that the source of a culture is not as 

interesting or as legitimate as the Australianisation of that culture.’’57 So, empathy is only possible 

after creative colonisation? But can we empathise if we refuse to cross over to the aesthetic other? 

Can anyone achieve kinship when the other refuses to be kindred? 

How to cross? Maki-agi tabi -- Please-may-I-pass. 

They will utter the usual greeting of a stranger to the homes of the seen and unseen. 

"Please, may we pass." [Maki-agi tabi. ] We called this out not only to the homes of 

the living, but also to the haunts of the spirits: a mound of earth, a wooded spot, a 

river. Or a distant land? 

Please, dear reader, may we pass -- let my memories pass through this page, 

through your eyes that have seen safer coffee groves. 

In Bikol, we are cautioned by the village elders: before you cross a river for the first time, you 

must respectfully call out: "Maki-agi tabi" -- Please-may-I-pass. Or else, you could hurt the 

unseen spirits and they could make you sick. In Fish-Hair Woman, Luke is told that his father 

Tony disappeared, because he ventured in the river without calling out his respect. Meanwhile, in 

her manuscript about the war, Stella calls out to all her readers: "Please, let my stories pass." 

Reciprocal respect first before reciprocal kinship in crossing the story border from whatever side: 

the ethics of tabi (of ’please’) must attend the aesthetic crossing and the politics of the story must 

not be left at the other side of the bank. This is my strategic response to that falling out with the 

arts centre. This will underpin the latest re-vision of River, River. 
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Initially, with no arts funding I went solo with my small performances of River, River, 

translocating the Total War in Spain, USA, Australia, Canada, and, soon, the Philippines, where I 

will perform the play in Manila and in Bikol. In this transnational continuum, consistently I have 

received generous empathic responses from different audiences. Perhaps the storytelling body is 

more affective than the printed page. The story of bodies must be told by the body. In the theatre, 

bodies cross towards bodies in a moment of emergency (of this war), and in a moment of 

emergence of kinship (in this mourning). But recently I have read kinship too in some empathic 

reviews of the novel: individual sensibilities crossing the aesthetic border and ’feeling for’ the 

politics of the war. Perhaps with individuals, kinship is easier, but at the structural level, it is 

harder to be kindred. In our creative development, individual artists achieved a crucial aspect of 

creative empathy: different aesthetics crossing towards each other, thus creating a new mode of 

storytelling. But it seemed the arts centre was snagged by the national imaginary, so they could 

not cross to the other side. 

So is ’transnational empathy’ inherently problematic? When national politics, aesthetics, and 

culture are deemed at stake, does the river become unnavigable? Was I not also negotiating with 

my national identity as Filipino? Can we leave the nation behind in storying a war driven by 

national politics? Should we locate ourselves first in relation to the nation, to understand where 

we are, before we can translocate to the other side? Can we de-structure, de-territorialise the 

nation, and render it fluid (trans-nation!nation-in-transit) to ease our navigation away from it? 

And finally, a niggling query: Can too much self-reflexivity ’scare’ empathy, and snag a fluid 

crossing? 

Maki-agi-tabi: we call this out "to the homes of the seen and unseen." I hope to touch base 

with the yet unseen: the answers to the above questions. Thus, the re-invention of River, River as 
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a local-global play in my new home, the multicultural city of Wollongong. In the continuum of 

paghaya, kapwa, and nagtawo, I hope to cross with the fluidity of different waters towards 

multiple cultures. 

In Forgetting Aborigines, Aaron Corn proposes: 

The same-moiety meeting of fresh and salt waters at this site [guana] and the 

yellow foam [djinkungun] that they produce represent the fruitful interaction of 

two similar and equal socio-political entities that do not assimilate each other and 

produce something entirely new through their co-operation.59 

This is a fitting metaphor for a new attempt towards kinship: the focus is on similarity and 

equa#ty of entities, rather than difference or domination of the other. The hope is for a fluid and 

"fruitful interaction" of different waters. River, River will be developed at Fairy Creek, the border 

where Illawarra fresh water flows to the Pacific.6° The creative development and performance of 

the play will be on-site this now ecologically degraded creek, where I will work with various 

story-makers: an Australian Aboriginal elder, Australians of Anglo and of Jewish heritage, and 

migrants from Vietnam, Sri Lanka, and Chile. We will expand River, River with a Philippine 

river flowing to other waters and stories of conflict, disappearances, and invisibilities, threaded 

with the disappeared flora and fauna of Fairy Creek. "Please-may-we-pass." Our respective 

stories and histories of losses and remains will pass through the water and its own history of 

mourning, and pass through our eyes in the spirit of witnessing, of making testimony. But like the 

gravedigger in the novel, I worry about how we will look at history’s collected pool of grief: 
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This is the wake of the world: each of us standing around a pool that we have 

collected for centuries. We are looking in with our little pails. We try to fathom the 

depth of the pool until our eyes are sore. We try to find only what is ours. We 

wring our hands. Ay, how to go home with only my own undiluted pail of grief? 

To wash my rice with or my babies, to drink? But the water is my dead kin, an 

enemy, a beloved, a stranger, a friend, someone who loved me or broke my heart. 

How to tell them apart? How to cleave water from water? 61 

In this new River, River flowing from various far countries, will we wish to cleave water from 

water? Or will we be as fluid? Will kinships emerge, and how? Will we ’grow’ the water as we 

grow the narrative with our different modes of reading, producing, and sustaining remains? If so, 

we might not have to cross too far in this creative ecosystem. In reciprocal witnessing, we might 

come into being with each other. Perhaps this moment might even be joyful. 

My heart leapt. [The gravedigger] Pay Inyo is right. If there’s a pool of grief, then 

there must be a pool of joy, and here it is collected in the faces of lovers. It is 

62 theirs, it is mine, it is ours. 
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Chapter 14 

Vigils, Murals and the Politics of Popular Commemoration in Jamaica 

Honor Ford-Smith~ 

Figure 14.1: Vigil in protest of the murder of Kavorn Shew at Mountain View, Kingston 

2012. Photo: Courtesy Jamaicans for Justice 

Kingston, Jamaica, June 8: 

I am at a sunset Vigil for Kavorn Shew, dead at 25from apofice bullet in Kingston, Jamaica on 

the morning of June 2, 2012. It is sunset when the crowd of about 500 wearing white T-shirts 

and carrying candles makes its way slowly up the main road and turns off into the Mountain 

View community. The crowd is made up mainly of youth from across Kingston, representatives 
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of community-based and activist organizations and even some members of the business 

community. It stretches dramatically across several slopes, winds its way through the dusk, 

coming to a halt outside Kavorn’s home. Candles are burning in the darkness as the crowd sings 

and sways to popular spirituals #ke "Satan gimme pass". 

Neighbors and family members say that po#ce murdered Shew in his bed. His brother says he 

heard the po#ce planning how they would report on their mission. Kavorn Shew was an active 

member of several youth organizations including the po#ce youth club. He had played a role in 

activities leading to peace in Mountain View, where the high murder rate was lowered from 40 

in one year to 2 in more recent times. Afterwards he remained active in anti-violence 

organizing. He had app#ed and been accepted to join the po#ce force and was planning to be 

baptized later that month. He was well known to youth across Kingston as he had participated 

in a training initiative for inner city youth aimed at increasing their employabi#ty. In their 

defense the po#ce regurgitated the hollow but fami#ar script that nearly every Jamaican knows 

by heart: Po#ce on patrol entered a community and encountered men acting suspiciously. 

Gunmen opened fire on them. The po#ce were forced to return fire resulting in persons losing 

their #ves. 

Immediately after the shooting, community members demonstrated against the po#ce. They held 

a meeting with the po#ce demanding accountabi#ty andplanned a march. When Jamaicansfor 

Justice, a human rights organization fighting po#ce executions #ke this, condemned the killing, 

expressed so#darity with Kavorn ’ s family and #nked them with fami#es of other victims of po#ce 

shootings, the po#ce tried to stop the march claiming it was a demonstration that required their 

permission. 
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All day the event has been on again, off again. At 6 PM, a crowd gathers outside the pofce 

station andwe begin to walk in single file carefully sticking to the sidewalk of the main road 

The vigil cannot be stopped as long as it does not obstruct traffic. Demonstrations require a 

permit from pofce. Without one, pofce can shut them down. A vigil is seen as a religious act 

that draws on the long- standing "set-up" tradition in which community members keep watch, 

pray and sing over the body of the departed Such acts are outside the domain of the state. For a 

couple of hours the candles flicker in the wind as the voices ring out in song and then #sten 

quietly while a preacher calls for calm and asks that no one seek revenge. Then the candles 

begin to flicker and burn out and folks go inside to offer condolences to the family. The presence 

of activists from across Kingston, the size of the crowd and the vehemence of the singing make it 

clear that the actions of the pofce are unacceptable. And the presence of Shew’s absence is 

everywhere. 

Commemorative acts and performances of mourning such as the one described above 

have proliferated in Jamaica where one of the consequences of the geopolitics of neo-liberalism 

has been a dramatic rise in violent deaths. Caught between the extra-judicial killings by police 

and militarized groups of strongmen, community members attempt to reclaim the dignity of their 

dead in acts of memorialization. In street murals, through repeating vigils, at concerts and dance 

hall funerals, the presence of the absence of those they memorialize enact what Avery Gordon 

might describe as a form of haunting which reminds us that the trouble that caused the epidemic 

of death in the first place is clearly still around. Gordon (1997) describes haunting, not as an 

example of the occult but as a social phenomenon that enacts "an animated state in which a 

repressed or unresolved social violence is making itself known sometimes very directly, 

sometimes more obliquely" (p.xvi). She proposes that the term haunting "describes those 
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singular, yet repetitive instances when home becomes unfamiliar, when you lose your bearing on 

the world lose direction, when what’s over and done with comes alive and what’s been in your 

blind spot comes into view" ( p. xvi). In what follows, I unpack some of what I think comes into 

view as a result of acts of public memorialization taking place in response to the violent deaths 

caused by state and inter community violence. The culture of commemoration that has emerged 

in response to the crisis of violence suggests important tensions between past and present; local, 

national and transnational communities. 

This chapter is part of a larger project that considers the relationship between 

commemoration, politics and violence through a study of public acts that memorialize violent 

deaths in the context of neo-liberalism. I ask what performances of memorialization might enable 

us to understand about how commemorative acts and vigils and murals in particular reproduce 

and/or resist the messy violence produced by invisible but interlocking local and global power 

relations. 

I argue that there is a complexity revealed by popular commemorative acts that 

dramatizes the messy underside of neoliberal violence in the Caribbean and directs us to 

complicate how we think about narratives of resistance and the meanings of political struggle in 

the present. Acts of memory shape human subjects and dramatize the yearnings, meanings and 

desires that move them. At the same time they make visible the enormous number of bodies on 

which the violent installation of the new global order depends. The examples of 

commemoration I discuss demonstrate how communities and individuals simultaneously justify 

and resist the reproduction of inner city violence transnationally in an effort to survive the terror 

of the installation of neoliberalism. Grasping this complexity, its ambivalence and more 

importantly the productive energy it generates in regard to how we imagine questions of politics, 
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citizenship and the state, can be key to building scenarios of opposition to the normalization of 

violence in the everyday and to forging alternatives to the dominant geopolitical order which 

move beyond the mere reproduction of extensions of individual rights and freedoms. 

I begin by showing how new commemorative performances draw on old practices but 

also break with them to enact a particular politics of caring. I discuss the emergence of vigils as 

a site of protest against state violence proposing that while they protest the unpredictable 

violence of the state, they also reveal ambivalence about how to challenge and transcend it. 

Alongside the vigils, street murals memorializing the dead have appeared in every neighborhood 

in working class Kingston. These resurrect the bodies of area leaders, "outlaws", "dons" and 

unwilling victims of violence and display the many unrealized hopes and ambitions in ways that 

demonstrate how the politics of the local and the global have overtaken the politics of the nation 

state. The discussions generated by these murals in neighborhoods reveal deep disillusion with 

formal politics and the state. The violent obliteration of some memorial murals by the state, 

discussed in the last section of the paper connects the work done by the murals and the vigils to 

broader geopolitical imperial agenda and draws out some of the ways in which the issues raised 

by memorialization might change the terms of a discussion about alternatives. 

Memory, mourning and the body. 

Diana Taylor (2003) proposes that if we want to understand how practices of power, knowledge 

and resistance circulate across time and space and how this knowledge informs resistance to 

domination in the present, we need to explore precisely those areas that dominant knowledge- 

producing practices have excluded. Taylor argues that embodied performances are a site for 

storing knowledge and they offer different insights from those derived from studying the archive. 
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Social meanings given to embodied repertoires of action are affective. That is they enable us to 

care - a word which Connerton tells us meant "to mourn" and so through the act of mourning, 

caring can be linked to remembering (2011, p. 4). Mourning is a way of caring and in so doing a 

way of re-membering the dead body as myth and spiritualities reiterate and a way of mobilizing 

stories which incite acts of humour and love that characterize the collective bond that is 

generated through mourning together. 

Mourning practices everywhere attempt to account for loss in ways that are highly 

productive. All societies do this and for all societies death is the site of rebirth since 

memorialization is the place out of which we recreate what has been destroyed by death. The 

elegiac impulse is arguably the original site of creativity in religion and art. But in societies like 

Jamaica where genocide, uprooting and forced transportation, slavery and indentureship have 

been the norm for the majority for centuries, mourning practices and orality have for hundreds of 

years been one of a few sites where memories suppressed and excluded from the formal colonial 

forms of knowledge break through both sonically and visually to perform and elaborate what has 

been hidden. 

Embodied practices in nine nites (wakes) in particular became sites for enacting and 

performing repertoires of memory because they allow for a remembering of past community in 

affective ways. The structures of kinesthetic commemoration of the ancestral past in Kumina, 

Pukkumina and all the other African Caribbean religions allow us to see how structures of 

mourning present in cyclical sonic and embodied rituals enable reproduction of memory while 

bringing about ruptures at the level of style, genre and content with dominant textual narratives 

of modern, secular power structures. These ruptures are not always discrete or pure. They 

sometimes overlap with dominant forms of power in their cutting and mixing of contradictory 
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signs borrowing and restructuring a repertoire of signs from different sources. 

Nettleford (1985) described the significance of Jamaican dead yard dances such as 

Kumina, Pukkumina and Revival Zion that generate the creation of what Roger Simon (1994) 

called "living memory". This was an act of remembrance that integrated past and present and 

allowed the living engagement with performances and/or representations of the past in the 

present. Historical, individual and collective biographies could be integrated into a frame of 

reference for the living in coded ways. Nettleford argued that the dance which occurred in 

popular spiritual practices acted as a site of cultural maronage during colonization because it was 

a performed, embodied differentiation from the colonizer and was also a space for creating and 

reproducing cultural identities and social locations in which opposition to the colonial order 

could be expressed and tried out. For him, dance was a form of memorialization that ruptured 

amnesia. 

Paul Connerton (2011) discusses the birth of histories from the spirit of mourning in 

the late 20th century and argues that memorialization of horrific forms of social and political 

violence tended to be taken up as a virtue while forgetting was seen as a failure. Testimonial 

memories of the past in the late 20th century became a public value, equated with a way of 

atoning for a difficult past and dramatized in memorialization commissions in many countries. 

He argues that in some instances this released a culture of trauma and regret as emancipatory 

narratives declined and the collective past was seen as a repository for repressed identity and 

unfulfilled claims. Challenging the notion that rememberance is necessarily positive, he proposes 

instead that memorialization can be a mode of state legitimization not necessarily an opportunity 

to repair injustice. Acts of memory can, he suggests, be reframed as ways of forgetting and that 

forgetting can be an important requirement for constituting new identities. Both Michel Rolph- 
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Troulliot (1995) the late Haitian historian and Connerton propose that power produces and 

reworks memory from histories and that the scenarios and acts of remembrance are produced by 

the conceptual workings of power. As Connerton stresses, commemorative action generates new 

forms of historical narrative when conventional forms of mourning are not adequate to express 

the "sheer accumulation of pain entailed in the process of historical transformation and 

enlightenment" (Connerton, 2011, p. 12). In his words: "it is a distinctive feature of such 

historical catastrophes and traumas that they precipitate cultural bereavement for which 

mourning customs are often difficult to find or invent, or which are widely felt to be scarcely 

adequate to the immensity of the bereavement, and where the emotional responses of the 

bereaved lack the formalised channels which might, to some extent, ritualise and contain those 

responses of loss and grief." (Connerton, 2011 p. 17) 

In the case of Jamaica new forms of memorialization have emerged in response to the 

current crisis of violence. The retreat and reorganization of the state under neoliberalism and the 

consequences for a small impoverished nation state have been well documented (Klak, 1998; 

Mullings, 2007). Forty years of structural adjustment in combination with violent colonial 

legacies, cold war conflicts, political clientelism, corruption, widespread unemployment and 

state bankruptcy have led to the fragmentation of urban spaces into fortified communities. Some 

scholars call these garrison-communities, because they are protected by militarized groups of 

men and women. Originally formed in support of partisan political patronage post-independence 

and then mobilized in civil conflict when socialism was advancing, these groups have found 

ways of surviving through informal economies, linked to trafficking and violence (Gunst, 1995; 

Gray, 2004; Tafari Ama, 2006; Levy 2009; and Harriot, 2003). Jamaica, which has a small 

population of 2.5 million, reported a murder rate of approximately 64 per 100,000 in 2005 one of 
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the highest in the world. While the rate has fallen a little since 2010, it remains close to 60 per 

100,000, holding at a more or less constant rate since 2005 in spite of increased policing, 

surveillance and investment in violence prevention programs by NGOs and bilateral agencies. 

The figures do not explain that most of the violence occurs in impoverished urban communities, 

though more recently rural communities have been involved. Nor do the statistics include the 

numbers of those who are executed extra-judicially or wounded and disabled by police. For 

example, in 2012 between January and March, police killed 56 people, but by the end of 2012 

the police reported a reduced murder rate of 1087, a figure that excludes the numbers they killed. 

"In time the slave surrendered to amnesia. That amnesia is the true history of the new 

world. It is our true inheritance." Walcott wrote this in his much-cited essay "What the Twilight 

Says" in the 1970s (Walcott, 1976, p. 114). But perhaps Walcott was wrong. Where does 

memory go when it is supposedly obliterated by violent acts like the middle passage or the 

destruction of iconographies of memory? Does it vanish? Does it form an invisible ecology in 

the way that the eating of air by plants results in a release of carbon monoxide into the air at the 

end of a day of making oxygen for us to breathe? 

Memory, I propose, emerges in new forms of commemoration that carry traces of older 

practices which reframe the stories of those who have been killed and generate socially 

productive affects. The extent and complexity of popular memorialization practices dramatize 

new ways of dealing with violent loss. The vigils and murals discussed are associated with this 

new culture of memorialization that includes an outpouring of artifacts such as memorial T- 

shirts, posters, colorful funeral programs, buttons, long obituaries, dance hall funerals and 

memorial concerts. These encapsulate elements of the old forms but also create new spaces, new 

communities of mourning and resistance and narratives which counter those of the state and 
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transnational media. 

Vigils that mobilize sacred languages and rituals and are able to get around the state 

and are power productive acts. One example of a longstanding commemorative performance 

that protests state violence is the commemoration of the Coral Gardens Massacre, one of the 

landmark acts of the newly independent Jamaican state against its citizens. In 1963, less than a 

year after the British flag was lowered, the state, headed by Alexander Bustamante, let loose on 

the Rastafari community of Coral Gardens in northwestern Jamaica in retaliation for the actions 

of 5 people involved in a land dispute. More than 150 people were arrested, tortured and jailed 

and an unknown number of Rastafari were killed. At the annual vigil elders testify. There is 

drumming and poetry. Through these performed memories the community calls on the state to 

issue a formal apology and to offer reparations as an act of restitution to the families scarred by 

the event. The Coral Gardens commemorations have kept alive the memory of state repression 

and the story of the event and the claims made by the community have become better known 

(Thomas, 2011). 

Crucially, as in the case ofKavorn Shue performances that depend on popular Christian 

frameworks - singing, candle lit processions, dance, sermonizing and prayer for example - avoid 

being shut down by authorities since they appear to transcend the state. Without the ambivalence 

afforded by religious aspect and the support of the entire community secular acts can be seen as a 

challenge to the state and be shut down or lead to recriminations. One story dramatizes this 

clearly. Jason Smith was shot and killed by police in the nearby market. He was 15 years old. 

Some time after, his mother Monica Williams commissioned two memorial murals in his 

memory by a local artist. A third portrait adorned the bonnet of her car and travelled with her. 
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At the bottom of the murals were the words "Police Brutality". Every year his mother applied to 

the police for permission to hold a secular memorial vigil for her son. 

Figure 14.2: Memorial for Jason Smith by Vermon Grant, Spanish Town, Jamaica, 2009. 

Photo: Honor Ford-Smith 

On a number of occasions she was refused permission to stage the vigil. She pursued her 

quest for justice in the death of her son and won a civil suit against the police. She spoke out 

against police violence and her son’s innocence in the media, at public fora and at the vigils. In 

May 2012 police shot another family member 5 times in his back outside the family compound. 

With sympathizers, the family protested his death in a demonstration that denounced police 

violence. Right after this, police painted out the memorial murals covering the wall of the family 

compound in police colors. At the same time the family reported intimidation and became afraid 

to speak out further. While human rights organizations are vigilant, they are not able to 

physically protect this or any other family. The atmosphere of terror and police impunity acts as 

an effective silencer. 
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The important point about this is that framing commemorative acts entirely in terms of 

human rights and law ultimately limits their capacity to mobilize the affective and caring 

responses I noted at the beginning of this chapter. The court case brought by Williams against 

the police is an individual challenge that depends on the legal authority of the state. The court 

challenge addresses the extra-judicial killings as a violation of individual rights and freedoms 

and compensates families for this by the payment of money. This is an important act of redress 

that requires considerable courage on the part of those who mount the challenge. Nevertheless it 

does not address the ways in which state violence affects urban communities as a whole. It does 

not address the fact that the reproduction of the contemporary neoliberal state depends on police 

violence. Nor does it address the underlying issues that normalize violence as an ordinary part of 

social relations with and between working class black people. Commemorative murals do similar 

work to the vigils. They reframe the stories of the violence from the standpoint of community 

members who experience it and they mobilize affect. 
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Desires and masculine respectability and in Kingston’s popular memorial murals 

Figure 14.3: Memorial for fallen members of the Rich and Famous, by Anthony Brown, 

Hannah Town 2009. Photo Honor Ford-Smith 

Murals are examples of new memorialization practices that aim to reframe the media 

and the state’s marking of the bodies of some of its citizens as disposeable. Commemorative 

murals make vivid the presence of murder in the everyday. They perform the demand that all 

citizens no matter who they are have a right to be respected and remembered - not because of a 

fascination with death - but "because their lives mean something" as the Jamaican poet Mbala 

once put it. This is not so much because of how they lived as individuals, but because they died 

as a result of a spiraling series of historical injustices piled one on top of the other like the bodies 

in mass graves. 
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In state and media reports the term "criminal violence" is widely applied to 

conflicts. Murals appeal to the idea that the dead are fallen warriors in a war on the poor. They 

attest to the militarization of daily live and name the source of the violence as the state (either 

because it is too strong or too weak). The layered historical contempt with which inner city 

residents are regarded by middle class suburban dwellers was vividly demonstrated during the 

Tivoli uprising of 2009 in which the police and the army, supported by mainly middle class 

public opinion, bombed and shot their way into a barricaded community, regardless of the 

number of deaths, destruction and disability that resulted. This was ostensibly so as to capture 

and extradite a powerful leader from the community who was wanted by the Americans on 

charges of trafficking and murder. Two years after this bloody and unnecessary incursion, the 

official death toll of those who were killed in the name of the state is heavily contested and the 

names of the dead have not been revealed. 

Community members who live under intermittent attack from police and recrimination 

from militias use terms like "war" to describe both the militarization of violent conflict between 

rival informal militias and attacks by the police. Neighborhoods have been re-named Dunkirk, 

Angola, Lebanon, Tel Aviv and Mexico to commemorate wars in other parts of the global south. 

Murals appeal to the idea that the dead are fallen warriors in a war on the poor. They attest to the 

costs of the violence of daily life and to the fact that the source of much of the violence is 

attributed to the state (either because of its power or weakness). The murals remind everyone of 

the everyday presence of death and raise questions about the ways in which denial of the death 

worlds of the inner city returns to haunt us as a depiction of our complicity with the everyday 

violence around us. This haunting dramatizes the affective investment of those who are 

memorialized. Memory becomes linked to places that exist as a mnemonic for the body 
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(Connerton, 2011, 85). 

Tony Brown’s murals in Hannah Town map the bodies of the fallen onto the urban 

spaces, literally linking place and to memory. His murals of the Upsetters and the Rich and 

Famous mark the corners still controlled by these crews. Larger than life images of the men look 

out at the everyday life of their neighbourhood. For passersby, their power and authority is 

greater in death than when they were alive for these images give the community its character - 

joining the private world of the home to the more public world of the street. Brown has worked a 

number of citational references into these images. 

The first of these is spiritual but it can also be read as political. Zico is depicted with a strong 

spiritual aura emanating from behind him, like a Saint or 

Apostle. Unlike the others, he appears with a dove on his 

shoulder, a citational reference to Jesus after his Baptism, 

or Aristide triumphant speech on his return to Haiti after 

his first deposition, or Fidel on the day of his famous 

speech just after coming to power. The dove is a symbol 

of peace, but also a signifier of the energy of the Holy 

Spirit, which can manifest in the body of the believer 

becoming present in the here and now. In much the same 

way, the ancestral spirits of these dead men become 

present in the lives of those who pass by them every 

Fig. 14.4: Zico by Anthony Brown in Hannah 
Town, Kingston, Jamaica. Photograph: Kara 
Springer. 

day. Psalm 35 appears beside Zico’s image and serves 

notice on the living by appealing for an avenging divine 
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justice. "Plead my cause O Lord with those who strive with me. Fight against those who fight 

against me". Mr. B. says it’s a very popular psalm for memorials. The use of the archaic 

calligraphy for the inscription gives it formal weight and invokes the written textual authority of 

the 

Bible. 

The black star over the head of Touchy is Tony Brown’s gesture to Pan-Africanism and 

the struggles of Black folks through a citation to the Black Star Liner of Marcus Garvey. It also 

doubles as a symbol of the Rich and Famous. Between each set of murals Mr. B. has painted a 

large yellow star with the word SUPER mixing the sacred and the secular, their reinterpretation 

in popular religions with elements of American popular culture taken from the media and sports 

stars, and African nationalism. 

Figure 14.5: Dada on the Upsetters corner by Anthony Brown, 
2009. Photo: Judith Salmon.                          369 

Down the street another set of murals 

commemorate fallen street soldiers. 

Brown’s detailed portrait of Dada (an alias) 

depicts the former leader of the Upsetters 

who was executed by the police. Dada is 

shown dominating the urban 

landscape. The borders of the 

neighborhood are suggested by the zinc 

fence in the background. His eyes are 

hidden by dark glasses that reflect the 

community. He appears relaxed in his short 



sleeved shirt and as is the case with Zico, psalm Number 35 appears as a caption below the 

painting and the words "Gone but not forgotten" appear on a banner beside his alias. Beside him 

are Dasheen, Shawn Pele and Lenroy, his comrades who were either imprisoned or executed by a 

special police squad. But the Upsetters still hold their corner defending their turf as required. 

Alternately revered and feared, loved and criticized, Dada has become mythologized in 

community lore embodying much of the ambivalent feelings surrounding area leaders like 

himself. Community members describe him as a lion, slow to anger but quick to avenge wrongs 

visited on his community. A strong and decisive community protector, he was able to influence 

and discipline many youth, "hold down conflicts" and stop sexual violence against women. 

In contrast to these some large murals depict young men who embody desire for 

respectability and educated civility. These were commissioned by the families of youth who 

were shot and killed because they were in the wrong place at the wrong time. Kimarly was shot 

because he saw the face of the man from a neighboring community who shot his friend. 

According to all sources he had done well at High School in spite of the odds against him and 

"never mix up inna notten." Mr. B’s depiction of Kimarlys image recalls Marcus Garvey attired 

in his scholarly robes embodying images of the modern African diasporic subject responsible, 

respectable, educated and ready to rule. Kimarly’s mural expresses thwarted desire for 

educational attainment, the illusive reach toward the world of respectability and upward mobility 

through education. The mural of Mollo memorializes another youth killed accidentally. A long 

wall painted in dark brown is marked with strong white diagonal lines. These dramatically frame 

the bright colours used to paint the image of Mollo standing in his school uniform outside his 

mother’ s house, as he once stood in life. The paintings of both these youth represent love and 

loss; hope and disillusion. They bring together the extraordinary and the unthinkable, with the 
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desire to confine the profound and unruly losses of the last 40 years. 

Anthony Brown works from domestic photographs and funeral programs. Unlike the 

spray painted murals of street artists Vermon Grant and Cleaver Cunningham whose work recalls 

North American graffiti, his work is naturalistic and translates the personal and private archival 

practice of the family photograph into the social or public space of the local community. The 

photographs move the images of the dead from inside to outside, from private to public. They 

move grief from the enclosed personal space of the family to the street. Much of the work 

conforms to the tropes of domestic photography - a man posing against a car, a youth in a 

graduating gown, images taken from passports or visa applications and so on. He remains 

faithful to the photograph, but adds his own ideas. 

In a context in which attacks on communities by gangs and state forces have become 

virtually normalized, and where people often find themselves caught between the two, the murals 

challenge the normalization of violence by turning spaces of terror into places of 

memory, reminding viewers of the ways in which the ordinariness of life is dependent on 

violence against those who may be celebrated as community heroes but who are physically and 

materially marginalized as worthless within the narratives of neocolonial nation. 

Contradictory Mural affects: Present absences 

The idea that the murals perform the presence of violence and the struggle for memory is likely 

one with which most community members would agree but the specific ways in which the 

murals are interpreted is contested. For example, the police and a number of middle class 

Jamaicans see the mural-making project as a threat to their authority, a performance of dissenting 

subjects that glamourizes and celebrates criminals. In times of confrontation with the 
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community, painting out the murals can become a sign of state power and it can serve notice on 

the community that "cleansing" is taking place in more ways than one. In 2009, police painted 

out the murals in Tivoli Gardens and destroying the visual iconography. In 2012 they destroyed 

murals in Spanish Town. The police attacked the visual space of the murals in Tivoli painting 

painting out of murals of outlaw leaders like Massop and Lester Coke or Jim Brown, Coke’s 

father. 

These men were popular militant activists for the conservative Jamaica Labour Party at 

the height of the cold war era. On the ground, they led the violent destabilization campaign 

against the elected democratic socialist government for control of the state. The party was 

victorious in 1980 unseating the socialist government. It is ironic that it is the party that they 

installed in power that led the destruction of their memorials. 

The important point about the emergence of leaders like Coke then is that illegal 

trafficking networks were used to procure the guns that undermined the legitimacy of the 

postcolonial state, the redistributive anti-colonial socialist project in the past and that the 

networks established then brought about and installed the global order which we now call 

neoliberalism. The murals of men like Coke and Massop complicate notions of innocence and 

crime by reminding us of the silent criminality of a geopolitics that depends on the production of 

violence if and when it is in its imperial interest. It does this while demonizing all those who live 

in particular spaces as monstrous, vulgar and criminal. The murals that commemorate them act 

like echo chambers to remind us of what is not shown: the formation of the Caribbean as a 

criminal act that dispossessed aboriginal people, illegally commodified land and human beings 

and enshrined piracy as a foundational moment in establishment of capitalism. Ghostly outlines 

appear under the police paint that covers them calling attention to the unrealized, buried 
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struggles for visibility that complicate our understanding of the terms criminal and innocent. 

For others, the murals evoke memories of terror but they also motivate ideas about 

alternatives. Marley, a young organizer for example names the figures on the wall as incitement 

for envisioning new kinds of masculinity. While some name the figures on the walls as soldiers, 

protectors and warriors, he sees them as something against which to differentiate himself 

commenting: "I am so glad these murals are here. I need them. I don’t want to be another face on 

the wall. They are a reminder of the path I do not want go down. Everyday when I see them, it 

helps me make up my mind not to get involved in that. They help me remember what I want for 

my life. They help me set my goals" (M.T. personal communication, 23/5/2012). 

While Marley names the value of the mural in terms of what it incites him to struggle 

against Cindy, proposes that what is made visible in the murals can best be understood in terms 

of all they do NOT represent about women. She asserts that the murals ignore the contributions 

of the women who remain behind. Gun violence is not the only form of violence that deforms. 

She reminds us that it is the women of the inner city who manage the everyday consequences of 

the social violence that accompanies the retreat of the state and the changes that produce 

unemployment, marginalization and hunger. Women bear the burden of caring for the wounded, 

the survivors who are left behind. "Rather than remember "pure bad man" they (the 

commemorations) should encourage us to remember those who contribute to the life of the 

community, who work so hard to build up the community. We the members of this community 

should decide this together" (C.G., personal communication, 5/6/2009). Her point is that 

anxieties about masculinity occlude the caring work of women, that violence is gendered both in 

terms of how and who it claims as victims. Those who care for life should be recognized, 

remembered and memorialized by communities and the societies they serve with their labor. 
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The murals enact a cynical commentary on the politics of the nation state. Only a few 

national politicians make it on to community murals. Many community members pointed out that 

this was due to the deep anger with politicians in general and the personal brought about by the 

huge personal and collective cost of the failures of the formal political system. Community 

members who were over 50 traced the accumulation of this disillusion from the 1960s or 

moment of Independence to the present. Discussing their memory of the history of violence in 

Jamaica, they offered a litany of remembered landmark incidents of violence in which innocent 

people had died for struggles that had been lost. One woman put it this way: Long time now 

politician give the youth them gun and make the youth do their wrongs for them. Then when the 

youth get strong, them same one turn round and make the police come kill them. Long time now 

that is going on and it have to stop. It can’t work because we tired of it now" (B.F, personal 

communication, 5/6/2009) This view, that politics was just "polytricks" or "folly tricks" was 

repeated countless times, though at the same time one person expressed the view that in many 

ways Non Governmental Organizations had replaced the state already in terms of providing 

services and that these NGOs were just as unreliable and exploitative as the state was. "They 

should be glad we down here a kill we one another or they wouldn’t get nothing to eat, for is we 

them live off." 

The idea that a more just nation state is possible was never mentioned in any of the 

community discussions I attended. While some articulated the need for collective struggle so as 

to survive as a community and to achieve practical goals like work or better education, self 

realization based on individual achievement was highly valued as a means to improve the terms 

of existence. The mural of Papa Smurph most represents a vision of possibility that can perhaps 

best be described as straddling the tension between global and local. Papa Smurph aka Murphy, 
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painted by an anonymous muralist is a masked man in white suspended over the illuminated 

skyscrapers, sitting on top of the world in the realms of the heavens. Murphy, in death, is mobile, 

a man and a supernatural spirit, a masked gangster and a godlike figure who embraces his 

apotheosis while maintaining his outlaw status as the words "Gangster for life" suggest. His 

image grows out of the earth on the corner in Kingston where he once hung out, but it is also a 

visual bridge between his neighborhood in Kingston, and the hub of earthly global power 

imagined to exist in metropolitan cities like New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Detroit. The 

self-parodic style of the painting appropriates elements of an American television series, The 

Smurfs in which Papa Smurfwise elder and counselor, protects the village of creatures called 

Smurfs from evil. And so Murphy is imagined watching over the welfare of his neighborhoods at 

home, in diaspora and from the safety of the heavens, his white attire, symbolizing spiritual 

purity and/or perhaps social whiteness. With humour and defiance, the mural mixes displacement 

and rootedness as it stubbornly insists on the sacred and the secular and links the local to the 

transnational. This mural gestures toward the ways in which the lived experience of urban 

communities is determined by the geopolitics of violence. 

Geopolitics of memorialization 

The extent of the violence brought to bear on Jamaica and poor Jamaicans is part of global 

pattern of violence and aggression. In a column written for The Guardian (UK), Richard 

Drayton raises questions about the relationship between the violence of the nation state and 

global geopolitics. He asks whether the violence in Jamaica is driven by "the need of the 

interlocked global security establishment to justify its existence? What are the long-term 

consequences for democracy of treating the urban poor as an enemy population to be beaten into 
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submission, the militarisation of policing, of the expansion of intrusive surveillance of society?" 

(Drayton, June 14, 2010). 

He points to the links between the Jamaican crisis, security networks in the US, Britain 

and Canada, and the "war on terror" (now called overseas contingency operation). Arguing that 

the approach used in Jamaica in the Tivoli operation was like the one used in urban Iraq, he cites 

a 2009 manual on counterinsurgency operations of the US joint chiefs of staff and pointed out 

that the manual: 

"equated police action against "criminal organisations" with counterinsurgency, and described 

key tactics - including aerial and electronic intelligence and targeting, the use of "passes" to 

restrict movement, and information management. For two years the Canadian Special Operations 

Regiment (CSOR) has combined operations in Afghanistan with training the Jamaican special 

forces, the Ninj as. In March 2010 Jamaican newspapers reported a joint US-UK-Canada 

intelligence operation was being run from Kingston. 

Advisers from all three Nato powers are active in Jamaica. The Jamaican army has 

been tightly integrated with the US military since the early 1980s. The irony is that the criminals 

the army now- fights were also, in substantial part, created by the US and the Jamaican Labour 

party (the JLP, which now governs) in the 70s and 80s."_(2010). 

It has been established that an American surveillance plane, a Lockheed P-3 Orion was 

flying above Kingston on May 24th, 2010 and that it recorded what took place in the Tivoli 

operation. This video and what it contains has not been made public. But according to one 

journalist it "could corroborate, or refute, allegations that members of the Jamaican security 

forces massacred dozens of innocents, and could help identify the alleged killers." (Schwartz, M. 

New York Times, Dec 12, 2011) 
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Questions of geopolitical interconnectedness are largely ignored in local and regional 

media in Jamaica where the focus stresses state corruption, criminality, scandal and police 

excess. The extent to which the state and regional states are acting in accordance with US and 

other Western agendas has clear implications for how- Jamaicans and others similarly positioned 

at home and in diaspora deal with the question of security and the question of the de- 

memorializing strategies of the state. The human cost of the interconnected global dimension of 

security operations raises question about the form that the state will take in this new arena of 

global politics. This security agenda is something that is felt around the world in different ways 

from Iraq to Somalia and Colombia and points to a shift in global governance and transnational 

interconnectedness. 

The casual and impersonal brutality of new technologies of violence and the 

penetration of new forms of surveillance underwrites a shift to forms of global government 

through invasive techniques of scrutiny and observation on the one hand and the expansion of 

the criminal justice system on the other. Security interests in the US and US security policy to 

the Caribbean and Latin America are perhaps driven less by the overt maintenance of state 

sovereignty than by drug control, immigration control and other matters related to policing the 

borders of the North. Military apparatus is increasingly being used for policing operations rather 

than war in much of this hemisphere. In other words one of the critical things that has shifted in 

the geopolitical reality is the role played by transnational global surveillance and military 

technology on the one hand and the expanding role and reach of the criminal justice system of 

the US and other western powers on the other. The commemorative murals and the vigils both 

perform and represent the everyday lived reality of this experience. 
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Conclusion 

I have argued that new forms of commemorative performances of vigils and murals have 

emerged as responses to and representations of the messy violence that has marked the 

installation of the neoliberal order in the Caribbean. Vigils which combine secular and sacred 

strategies mobilize community on the basis of a particular politics of caring. Framing popular 

protest entirely in terms of human rights and law and individual claims ultimately limits the 

capacity to mobilize affective response. Nevertheless while vigils protest the unpredictable 

violence of the state, they also reveal ambivalence about how to challenge and transcend it. 

Commemorative murals resurrect the bodies of area leaders and unwilling victims of violence. 

These display the many unrealized hopes and ambitions in ways that demonstrate how the 

politics of the local and the global have overtaken the politics of the nation state. The discussions 

and interpretations generated by these murals in neighborhoods reveal a deep disillusion with 

formal politics and the state. The violent obliteration of some memorial murals by the state 

connects the work done by the murals to the broader geopolitical imperial agenda and suggests 

some of the tensions that might change the terms of a discussion about alternatives. 

Taken together the murals and the vigils offer a partial picture that in some ways 

resists the omissions and distortions of the media, the state and official histories and in some 

ways repeats these. The current geopolitical order implies that the state and those who elect it 

have to "wheel and come again" as Deejays used to say. That is, the new conditions suggest a 

new role for the state and for popular local collectivities in relation to the transnational/trans- 

imperial workings of power. One of the things that emerged alongside the organization of 

communities in their own defense was an immediate style of local governance and a sense of 

community identity, confidence and autonomy that brought results in ways that the formal state 
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sector is often unable to do. There may be important lessons about alternatives 

here. Developing a better understanding of the creative and communal ways in which local 

groups make meaning from their own difficult circumstances might be one way to begin to 

develop alternatives to the inequity and violence that surrounds us. If we listen to the music and 

the talk and if we walk around town looking at popular media that adorns community walls and 

we can see the contradictory ways in which folks stubbornly asserting the desire for a form of 

visibility that serves them locally and joins them into a wider world. 

But no listening or looking can happen where people are afraid to speak. People from 

all levels of the society expressed fear about speaking out publicly about state violence. In 

preparing this piece, many people retracted statements out of fear of repercussions. Fear 

prevents full discussion of the possibilities and pain of the new moment and allows the police to 

kill with impugnity. This silence enables violence to become a form of government through 

security "Power and violence are opposites; where the one rules absolutely, the other is absent." 

Hannah Arendt wrote long ago. Power she proposes is the concerted exercise of collective will 

which she contends can be an antidote to violence. While many propose that violence is the 

ultimate demonstration of power, Arendt proposes that loss of power or fears of weakness can be 

an incitement to substitute violence for power. Reversing this requires creating the bonds of 

solidarity that allow for the exercise of collective will. Standing outside the police station at 

another vigil it occurred to me that the significance of the vigils is not just that they support the 

families and mourners or that they are acts protest. It is that they are an enactment that 

transforms the pain of violence from an isolated individual experience to a shared experience. 

This is one way to speak back to fear and isolation. And speak back we will from local sites to 

national, regional, diasporic places and beyond. 
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Chapter 15 

’Lest We Forget’: Terror and the Politics of Commemoration in Guyana 

D. Alissa Trotz 

Dust don’t disappear when you sweep it behind bed 

People stay quiet but all the questions in their head 

Is true time could heal and bad times could change 

people mind 

But we have to figure out how to talk, leave the hurt behind 

And if you bright and reading plenty book 

You must realize how the silence must look... 

These fragmentary notes encounter an out-of-the-way space - the Caribbean. Unusual 

because - with the possible exception of Haiti or the holding pens of Guantfinamo Bay - the 

region has been relatively peripheral to contemporary discussions of terror. Unexpected because 

it requires us to engage not just neo-imperial, but also neo-colonial state violence. Unanticipated 

because up until the 1980s, the Anglophone Caribbean was described in several quarters as 

consisting of one of the largest groupings of’stable democracies’ worldwide. It is only fairly 

recently that we have seen calls to publicly reckon with the legacies of what anthropologist 

Veena Das has described as ’critical events’.2 

But for those who have lived the violence, like the subjects of the poem by Grenadian 
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Merle Collins that frames this essay, the Caribbean is not such a surprising place. What is strange 

is not violence, but conversation, and a way of publicly reckoning with the trauma and 

incoherence that terror leaves in its wake across the archipelago, imposing limits on what can be 

said, offering the illusion of safety in silence. The internecine violence leading up to the 1980 

Jamaica elections. The December 1982 Suriname murders. The 1983 implosion of the Grenadian 

revolution and the US invasion that followed. 

And in what was then British Guiana, the racialized terror that convulsed the country’s 

coast in the 1960s, at the height of the anti-colonial period and on the eve of independence.3 

Combined British and American imperialist aggression was intent on removing the threat of 

communism represented for them by the 1953 Guyanese elections. The first under adult suffrage, 

they were overwhelmingly won by the People’s Progressive Party (PPP) under the leadership of 

Premier Cheddi Jagan, the first democratically elected self-professed Marxist government in the 

Western Hemisphere.4 After just 133 days in office, the Constitution was suspended, helping to 

set into motion the external and internal forces that resulted in the tragic collapse of a movement 

that had begun to galvanize the country under a multiracial, anti-colonial, nationalist banner. In 

the competition for state power, the two major political parties splintered along racialised lines, 

representing primarily African- and Indian-Guyanese (the descendants of slaves and indentured 

labourers and the majority of the country’s population). 5 In the early 1960s violence exploded 

along sections of the country’s coast. By July of 1964, hundreds had lost their lives, innumerable 

properties were destroyed, and thousands were forced to permanently flee their homes, seeking 

refuge and attempting to rebuild shattered lives in villages with others who they often did not 

know, but were presumed to simply because they ’looked like them.’ Political independence, 

coming in 1966 on the heels of racial terror, has with few exceptions entrenched a climate of 
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distrust and suspicion, and produced a bitterly divided political landscape that continues to stalk 

the country nearly half a century after independence. 

How might we ’figure out how to talk, leave the hurt behind?’ What I offer are 

provisional reflections, a brief impression of my attendance at one of the few public annual 

ceremonies that explicitly addresses the 1964 violence in Guyana,6 an account of an ongoing 

search for a way to tell a partial story (and a recent, tragic event that reminds us how urgent and 

necessary a task this is), in which ethical witnessing is as much about futures dreamed of as it is 

about pasts remembered. 

An Early Morning Boat Ride 

I have come to Linden to attend the 43rd anniversary commemoration of the July 6th explosion 

that sank the Sun Chapman launch during the 1964 disturbances in what was then British 

Guiana. ’Linden’ is of relatively recent provenance; it is the name given to a town that prior to 

1970 consisted of three communities, Wismar, Mackenzie and Christianburg. It is also the name 

of the then Prime Minister, Linden Forbes Sampson Burnham, two years after the first fraudulent 

national elections that wouM maintain his party in power for 28 years. 

Getting to Hurudaia, the site of the tragedy, is a one and a half hour boat ride from Linden up 

the Demerara River, on one of the two river taxis specially commissioned for the day. 
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I am trying to imagine the Demerara river four decades ago, prior to the construction of the 

highway that connects Linden to Georgetown and that took us ninety minutes to traverse, still 

early enough to see the fog on the road ahead of us before the rising sun burns it away, and to 

wind our windows up against the cold breeze on this early tropical morning. Then, the river was 

the only access route to the capital city of Georgetown, a 65 mile journey away. The passenger 

launch was returning to Linden from Georgetown and was just moving off from Hurudaia, one of 

the stops along the way, when it exploded. 
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On one bank of the river sit the rusting structures of the bauxite industry, a lonely monument to 

another time, when at its peak, Guyana was producing some 90% of the worM’s calcined 

bauxite. Over the past decades the labor force in this community has been reduced from over 

5000 to some 600persons. Originally owned by the Canadian multinational ALCAN/DEMBA, 

the bauxite industry was nationalized in 1971 as part of the then government’s co-operative 

socialist strategy. The move to privatize began again after the government adopted an Economic 

Recovery Program (the local name for structural adjustment, even further provincialized by 

Guyanese dubbing it the ’Empty Rice Pot’ Programme) and signed an arrangement with the 

International Monetary Fund in the late 1980s. Today, China’s BOSAI Minerals Group has a 

70% stake in Linden’s bauxite, and it is estimated that the industry employs less than 5% of the 

local workforce. It is no longer a company town, but in transition to what? In 2002 the 

Government of Guyana partnered with the European Union for a seven year project, the Linden 

Economic Advancement Program, funded by the EU to promote small business development and 

economic diversification. Today, the acronym, LEAP, seems perhaps prematurely ambitious, 

perhaps overly optimistic, perhaps someone’s idea of a bad joke. And even though Linden is 

strategically located, the only overland route connecting the country’s coast and a hinterland 

region that comes with a bridge to Brazil and its own contemporary version of the El Dorado 

promise (one that has precipitated a hasty scramble for the gold, the diamonds, the lumber, the 

eco-tourism, all on indigenous people ’s lands), it seems as if everything passes through, nothing 

stays. Once a destination point for migrants, principally men, from other parts of the country in 

search of work, today it is Linden that is the conduit, as well as the space that people leave. One 

report I have been able to get my hands on statistics are hard to come by in Guyana - names 

Linden as the highest per capita recipient of remittances from family members #ving abroad. 
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The launch that is taking us to the commemorative event at Hurudaia is retracing the path taken 

by the first rescue boats that responded to the news of the explosion. It strikes me that we are 

going towards where the Sun Chapman was headed from. Will we meet halfway? I am thinking 

of the interviews we have done, the accounts we have been given of dismembered bodies tied 

together and trai#ng in the water behind returning vessels. On the river at dayclean (local 

parlance for sunrise or daybreak), keenly aware of the fragrance of morning dew, I suddenly 

remember the words of one woman I interviewed." ’7 will never forget how the river smelled, it 

smelled of death. "People speak of a smell triggering a memory, but here it is as if memory has 

its own suffocating smell, one this woman seemed unable to escape. We pass a churchyard on the 

river’s west bank, in which a mass grave had been hastily dug over forty years ago. For many 

bereaved fami#es memorial would have to follow burial. 

As we continue upriver there is less sign of human settlement, until we approach a sudden 

opening, dramatic because all around and on the opposite bank has been, with the occasional 

interruption, an unending meeting of tree, bush, water. We have arrived at Hurudaia landing. 

The entire area has been cleared and prepared by the Sun Chapman Memorial Committee. 
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Fig. 15.3 A painting on canvas (created in the Guyanese diaspora by an ex-resident now 

living in the United States), shades of red, shades of brown, recreates the scene of the 

tragedy. Its evocation of Africans packed on slave ships, makes me think of the temporal 

layering, the multi-referentiality of representations, and the kind of work that they do in 

structuring how we remember. 

A concrete wall stands in the middle of the clearing, commanding attention. Carefullyprinted in 

black letters are the names of the women, men and children who perished in the explosion. Six 

months earfier we had interviewed an elderly man, only to learn that his twin brother had gone 

down with the Sun Chapman. It was upon him that the task of identification fell, and he 

described to us the chain and scar that allowed him to say with certainty that the body laid out in 
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front of him was his birth companion. As I move closer to the wall, there is a sudden jolt of 

recognition as I see his brother’s name, and realize I can at least partially locate him in a dense 

web of connections. 

There is a #he acknowledging 11 still unidentified victims, symbolizing a tragic mystery, a 

festering wound still unresolved that speaks to the disturbances of that period that tore the 

country apart. The board says this brings the total dead to 43, but there are 34 not 32 #sted 

names, which makes for 45. Even the numbers, it seems, cannot add up to finite closure. Some 

may see this requiring clarification, but I think there is a lesson here. We can read the concrete 

edifice as possessing a certain unanticipated vulnerabi#ty, a confession of unknowing at the 

heart of the tragic events of 1964. Perhaps, then, it is better to read it as a cautionary note about 

the tragic consequences of certainty, and about the humi#ty that undecidabi#ty (not indecision) 

substitutes for arrogant knowing. 7 What happens at the #mit of explanation, do we then begin to 

feel? These unclaimed bodies raise so many questions. Are two of the #sted names persons who 

never returned, but whose earthly remains were among those ’unidentified’? Even so, what of 

the others? Were they women, men or children? Was an unexplained absence never registered, 

did no-one get worried when the end of month came and no money was sent home? Did they 

have no friends or family on board? Does unidentified mean that no loved ones came forward to 

give them a name, an identity, or that the bodies were made unrecognizable by the explosion? In 

the absence offamily, what would it mean to claim them as belonging to all of us? Is it too late? 
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An industrial and multi-racial bauxite mining town at the time of the disturbances, Linden 

was the only space outside of the main coastal belt that was directly affected by the terror of the 

early 1960s, and one of the few communities in which both Africans and Indians were reported 

as targets of violence. At the height of the euphemistically titled ’civil disturbances’ and 

following news reports of attacks along the coast, the homes and businesses of Indian residents 

were burned and looted on May 25 1964. The official inquiry into the May 25th violence, The 

Report of the Wismar, Christianburg and Mackenzie Commission, describes the emergency 

evacuation of most of the town’s Indian community (some 3000 people, roughly 17 percent of 

the total population at the time), following brutal assaults on Indian residents (including sexual 

violence against women in full public view). 8 On July 6th, the Sun Chapman, a launch owned by 

an African-Guyanese businessman, went down on its return trip from the city, triggering 

retaliatory violence that targeted Indians who had remained in or returned to Linden. 9 In all, 

between 55-60 people perished in Linden in the May-July violence. 

Linden is deeply symbolic for both African- and Indian-Guyanese today, a bifurcated 

marker of what ’each side’ did to ’the other’. For African-Guyanese, the tragedy revolves around 

the launch and the cause of the explosion is attributed to a bomb planted on board the vessel by 

agents of the People’s Progressive Party (PPP), in power at the time; what happened to the 

Indian community is downplayed or ignored. For Indian-Guyanese, what happened on the launch 

was an accident caused by agents of the People’s National Congress (PNC) transporting 

smuggled explosives on one of their own vessels that blew up; it is the violent expulsion from 

the area (words like genocide, pogrom, massacre and ethnic cleansing are regularly invoked), 

and especially the sexual violence against women that remain as an unforgiveable assault on the 

Indian community. 10 
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There is, then, no mutually agreed account. In the narratives that have now been almost 

50 years in the making, the past is reordered and reworked, resulting in sharply drawn and 

incommensurable renderings in which aggressor and victim are not only racially marked and 

clearly separate, but locked into roles through which the sequence of events, past and present, is 

understood. Mostly though, there is an uncomfortable silence that hovers at the edges of 

conversation, of our imagined lives and relations to each other. 11 

Academic productions are no less implicated in these representations. 12 Really just 

another mode of storytelling (although it carries the weight of institutional legitimacy), much of 

the existing scholarship does not engage the violence of the 1960s in any detail. It privileges the 

role of destabilizing external factors, or emphasizes internal actors like political parties and 

labour movements. People appear as collateral damage, as numbers on a page. Backgrounding 

the varied human costs (and, more difficult to face, human investments and participation in the 

commission of violence), 13 there is a tendency to treat the violence as an inevitable effect of and 

testimony to the fact of difference, rehearsing colonial scripts, lending support to static portrayals 

of irrevocably racialised difference and avoiding the questions: What is the purpose of these 

apparently self-evident truths, and whose interests do such narratives serve? 14 

The coo#e.., and... [the] negro.., are totally 

different people," they do not intermix. That is, of 

course, one of our great safeties in the colony 

when there has been any rioting. 
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In her moving account of ghosts and haunting, Avery Gordon urges us to imaginatively 

reinvent social analysis so that it can become more attuned to what lies beneath the surface of 

things, to look for what we cannot see (in fact to train ourselves to first be aware that the unseen 

exists). For Gordon, the "seemingly not there" is a presence with "living effects, seething and 

lingering, of what seems over and done with, the endings that are not over." 16 

In March 2012, in his national budget presentation to par#ament, the Minister of 

Finance announced that the long-estab#shed subsidized electricity rates to Lindeners part of 

an arrangement worked out decades ago with the bauxite industry could no longer be afforded 

and would be gradually phased out starting on July 1~’t. Asking how they could pay in the midst 

of economic stagnation, and demanding proper consultation, the entire community immediately 

began to mobilize. Several marches and pub#c meetings between April and July culminated in a 

planned five-day community wide strike. On the evening of the first day of the strike, armed 

po#ce amassed near a bridge which women, men and children had occupied all day, and 

teargas, rubber bullets and #ve rounds were fired into the panicking crowd. Three men were 

killed, and twenty others were shot and injured. Lindeners shut down all access through their 

community, refusing to back down until a negotiated agreement was reached with the 

government, the terms of which had now widened well beyond the original remit of the protest. 

The government since 1992, the PPP has been in office, and is widely seen as deriving the 

majority o fits support from Indian-Guyanese - accused the opposition o f inciting the protestors, 

and charged various sections of the media with inflaming racial tensions. This charge did not, it 
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seem, extend to the state media (which from the start characterized the grievances of the 

community as baseless), and the way in which the disturbances of 1964 were all too easily 

supplying the conceptual frame through which the contemporary crisis in Linden was being 

represented. On the day of the scheduled rate increase, Lindeners had planned and pub#cized a 

’Day of Protest and Prayer. ’ That morning, an editorial (of all things!) appeared in the state- 

controlled newspaper defending the decision, warning that "... hatred of Indians is ingrained 

into their [African-Guyanese] psyche. Many Indian persons, who grew up in the arms of black 

people in rural communities have today become fearful anytime a black youth gets too close to 

them. ,17 More exp#citly and incredibly, three days after the fatal shootings, in the same 

newspaper, a well-known journa#st would write the following partial and interested account of 

what happened to Indian-Guyanese (and only Indian-Guyanese) in 1964, as if to warn that 

Linden 2012 would go this way too, leaving no space for engagement with the state violence that 

left three dead and scores injured, except perhaps as a legitimate response to rioters plucked 

from a script nearly fifty years prior." "Like the government and the par#amentary opposition, 

the foreign diplomatic missions, would be conscious of the haunting 

human tragedies of murder, rapes, destruction to properties and mind-boggling 

dislocation of at least 3, 000 individuals, including children, compelled into an exodus from the 

mining region with 

the spectre of raw racism looming large in that horrific tragedy of 1964 often despairingly 

,, 18 
recalled as the "Wismar massacre . 
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But an active summoning of ghosts is no guarantee, for here we see that it will not lead to 

resolution, but instead keeps alive the ’living effects,’ returning again and again to remind us that 

we mark time in the same place, and that it is not ’over and done with.’ 

This cannot be the answer... 

but 

there is a way in which the tape keeps looping. 

How might we name, remember and respond to terror, without reproducing the terms of 

engagement that enabled it in the first place ? Clearly reconciliation is not to be found via a 

search for a singular, sovereign account of what actually happened. Instead, we might ask how 

the events of 1964 are remembered, and what meaning is given to them from the space of the 

present. How are the boundaries of difference partly enacted through the stores we tell about the 

past?19 Nor can one begin with the assumption that efforts to democratise the archive (by seeking 

out oral histories, for example) will necessarily produce a transparent gateway to the ’facts’ of 

the past. Ann Laura Stoler and Karen Strassler distinguish this recuperative position, which they 

refer to as the "hydraulic/storage model of memory," from an approach that recognizes 

experience as a contested category, and that sees oral histories, in addition to being multiple and 

unfinished, as productive rather than simply reflective of a given reality. 20 Underlining the 

double-sidedness of historicity - "the distinction between what happened and that which is said 

to have happened" - anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot directs our attention to the operation 
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of power in the production of historical narratives. 21 We must examine how it infuses both 

popular and official memories of past terror, conditioning the structures of remembering and 

forgetting.2~ This raises crucial questions for us about who tells (or gets to tell) the story, and 

about the silences this entails. In short, what difference might it make to think of ’difference’ as 

the effect of violence, not the other way around? 

Choreographing Memory: Preliminary Notes on a Method 

In her superb study of cultural memory in the Americas, The Archive and the Repertoire: 

Performing CulturalMemory in the Americas, Diana Taylor urges us to see performance as 

epistemological. Embodied practices that are meaning-making, performances are a key site of 

transmitting social identity and traumatic memory. They constitute a repertoire that entails 

"... gestures, orality, movement, dance, singing - in short, all those acts usually thought of as 

ephemeral, nonreproducible knowledge".~3 Focusing not just on what is said but on how it is 

enacted and accomplished, is a useful way of moving below the surface of the annual ceremony 

at Hurudaia, a ritualized performance about a ’critical event’ that is at once both archival (in the 

traditional sense of the word) and extra-textual. It enables us to approach it as a production, both 

theatrically as well as in the sense of actively participating in the construction of forms of 

affinity. 

Here I share a work in progress, drawing mainly on the The Archive and the Repertoire 

as a methodological guide, sketching a few directions that I find helpful in my efforts to 

disentangle how the annual Sun Chapman pilgrimage at Hurudaia produces an interested account 

of the 1964 terror. Firstly, Diana Taylor makes a compelling case for challenging the hierarchical 
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boundaries between performance as "[expressive] embodied praxis and episteme," what she 

refers to as repertoire, and the official archive of memory. 24 For Taylor, the repertoire becomes 

important in its own right as a system of storing and transmitting knowledge and history and that 

actively interacts with the archive. This is a particularly compelling approach, one that begins 

with an inventory of the different kinds of evidence on display: magnified media reports and 

inquest findings temporarily attached to trees; poetry, musical and spoken word tributes; prayers; 

wreath-laying; songs; lengthy political speeches; eye-witness testimonies from survivors and 

others who lived in and experienced the shock when the news first reached the town that the 

launch had gone down. More than a list is at stake here, for we must think about how the pieces 

are put together. What is the status of the various kinds of- oral, written, embodied - evidence? 

How do the archive and the repertoire relate to each other -- the emphasis given on hearing from 

someone who was there and could tell the audience ’what really happened,’ or a speech that 

drew heavily on the inquest to underline the irrefutability of the scientific evidence? Do the 

performances bring the archive to life while also exceeding it? 

An emphasis on the repertoire reveals embodiment to be central to the generation of this 

accounting.25 This requires a careful tracing of how the ceremony is productive of African- 

Guyanese subjectivities, both in terms of the participant-spectators as well as in the identification 

of the Sun Chapman explosion as metonymic of the political violence of 1964. A further line of 

inquiry entails the ways in which ’African-Guyaneseness’ is sutured to the major opposition 

political party (the PNC), and how this assumed connection is produced through the organization 

and careful choreography of the ceremony, as well as the ways in which a younger generation of 

Lindeners is actively conscripted into remembering what they have not directly experienced. 
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I have attended the ceremony for a number of years, observing shifts in what is 

emphasized, noting what seems rarely to change.26 Taking a diachronic approach to these 

ritualized performances suggests that in addition to investigating the ways in which we 

remember, one must also account for the times in which remembrance occurs. What does the 

invocation of the past address in the present? In her study of how the labour movement enlists 

history (slavery) as a crucial dimension of its organizational and educational work in 

contemporary Guadeloupe, Yarimar Bonilla takes her cue from Stephan Palmi~’s suggestion to 

think of the historical imagination not as a "mere deposit of past social experience, but as a 

repository of ways of engaging the present;" in other words, how are "narratives of... [the] 

past.., reworked in the service of contemporary political action [?],,27 Approaching the 

commemoration in this way (as a form of work whose terms and objectives we must investigate) 

prompts a serious consideration of how connections are articulated and secured between a more 

distant past (whether represented in speeches or in images such as the one illustrated earlier of 

the sinking launch that seems to be a direct reference to the slave ships of the Middle Passage), 

the more recent past of 1964, and the situation that currently faces the vast majority of Lindeners. 

This means investigating the political and economic processes that have resulted in Linden 

having one of the highest unemployment rates in the country and becoming a space of exodus 

with a high dependency on remittances, and exploring whether and how these conditions 

manifest themselves in relation to the July commemoration. How is marginalization articulated, 

where does it intersect with the public act of memorialization at Hurudaia, and what kinds of 

nostalgia for the past does this produce?~8 What claims about the present are uttered at the site, 

and how are the grievances of Linden residents recast in relation to a government that is seen to 

be acting in favour of Indian-Guyanese? How might they also be nourished by the racialized 
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solidarisms that are the effect of the ruling party’s own ongoing performance of Indian 

victimhood as the sole story of Linden? 

Finally, if time is one dimension, place is another. Instead of thinking of Linden as a 

place in which terror was experienced, the methodological injunction here is to explore the 

processes - that include the violence of dislocation - through which places are constituted.29 In 

carefully attending to how practices of memorialization are spatialized and the ways in which 

Linden comes to matter today as a particular kind of place, Michel-Rolph Trouillot reminds us to 

carefully listen for the sounds of silence in the story. 30 This means that we move beyond what is 

said and what appears to be visible at the ceremony, training ourselves to see what is absent yet 

always there.31 The text on the monument that reads ’If we forget the past we do so at our own 

peril,’ asks us to contemplate just who is the ’we’ that is being interpellated here. How are the 

May 25th and July 6th assaults on the Indian-Guyanese who called Linden home in 1964 made to 

disappear, and what kind of historical archive results from the effacement of that violence? What 

emerges is not just a relationship to a past experience of terror, but the active creation -through 

who is remembered and importantly, who must be forgotten - of racialized space and affiliation. 

Tracking the modalities through which this erasure is accomplished, and the histories it animates, 

is therefore key.32 But it is not, cannot be enough. 

Hopeful Interruptions 

The Workshop that inspired this collection asked participants to reflect on a number of questions. 

’How do we name, remember and respond to atrocity and terror?’ ’How might we transform 

these responses into a collective politics for social and political action... ?" The stakes are 

dangerously high. 
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With respect to the various investments in stuck and separate narratives of the past that 

we have seen here in relation to contemporary events that engage violence in colonial Guyana, 

we might add another question: How might we name terror, without reproducing the terms of 

engagement that enabled it in the first place ? Despite some unofficial and popular mutterings in 

the local press over the last few years in support of such an idea, a Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission cannot get to the bottom of this matter. One person’s facts are another person’s 

rumour. Opposed facts are the terms through which each ’side’ emerges, each as victim of the 

other. Truth is nowhere to be found. How might one move beyond this cul-de-sac of memory, 

reaching towards a more tentative politics of affinity? Diana Taylor’s engagement with 

performances that contest state-sponsored terror in Latin America, traces how instead of 

congealing an asymmetrical difference, grief might be transformed into public 

mourning/affirmation and action for change. 33 

With this in mind, let me end for now with an incipient beginning, sharing two examples 

that will be my guide as I continue to try to tell this story, re-searching for possible cues and 

clues that point to an otherwise that the initial search could not see. The first makes evident the 

role of the labour movement in the midst of the anti-dictatorial struggle in Guyana from the early 

1970s through the mid 1980s. At the height of what has frequently been referred to as the civil 

rebellion of the late 1970s, political activist Rupert Roopnaraine described unforgettable 

moments between sugar workers (a predominantly Indian Guyanese workforce, and fiercely 

supportive of the PPP, then in opposition) and bauxite workers from Linden (predominantly 

African-Guyanese): 
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One of my enduring memories of the period was one such 

encounter in a bottom-house.., where a strapping African 

brother from Linden was grounding with an Indian family that 

had joined in the exodus from Wismar in the wake of the atrocities 

in the 1960s. I have always thought of that encounter as an 

exemplary moment of healing. It was a feel of where united 

working class action could lead. 34 

Solidarity between sugar and bauxite workers was again on display in May 1983, during 

the food rebellions, when bauxite workers were invited to meet sugar workers in the sugar belt, 

leading to the establishment of the Sugar and Bauxite Worker’s Unity Committee (SBWUC). 

The SBWUC decided on a one day a week strike for essential foods, a move that brought out 

Indian and African villagers in marches to demonstrate their support. One unity committee from 

villages on the coast sent Indian-Guyanese delegates to Linden. 35 Six years later, Roopnaraine, 

speaking at the end of what came to be called by some the April Worker rebellion that saw sugar 

and bauxite workers in a solidarity strike, would again make the point that: "The unity between 

sugar and bauxite workers is important.., given the conditions of Guyana and given Guyana’s 

history.., because it forges, at the level of the working people, a racial unity without which we 

cannot proceed in this country...the only way we can consolidate the necessary unity in this 

country is for the grass-roots people, the rank and file to build the unity.’’36 
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The focus on organized labour, while critical, is incomplete, perhaps most obviously 

because the vast majority of women are, since its emergence as a bauxite town, to be found in 

Linden’s informal and domestic economy. This brings us to the second moment, a march and 

public meeting in 2002, organized by Red Thread, a grassroots women’s organization that draws 

on women’s caring work to ground an activist agenda that contests divisions of race and place 

37 across the country. 

The handbill distributed by the participants that day referred explicitly to the traumatic events 

of 1964. It challenged participants and onlookers alike to engage in more difficult but 

necessary memory work and reach for a shared vocabulary, refusing the simple binary of 

victim and oppressor that could be mapped neatly onto Indian and African bodies: "[Ours] is 

a struggle of women of all races for women of all races. Because Wismar was a symbol of 
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the terrible racial violence of the 1960s, we, the women, send out this call - Let us make 

Linden a symbol of how women can cross race divides and fight for a world which values all 

women’s work and all women’s lives!" Using megaphones, some of the women explicitly 

addressed the violence that faced the Indian-Guyanese community, and particularly women 

during the brutal assaults. As far as I have been able to discern, this was the first time that the 

terror and grief experienced by all who considered themselves Lindeners in 1964, was 

publicly acknowledged in this way. 

Moreover, by staging the march as part of International Women’s Day and in solidarity 

with the Global Women’s Strike Network (Red Thread is an active node), the focus shifts 

from parochialized understandings of the local. It foregrounds the historical and transnational 

dimensions of contemporary structural violence, urging us to look for overlapping 

experiences of exclusion that haunt our present, but that are obscured by existing narratives.38 

The march uncompromisingly links the resolution of a painful past to regenerative practices 

that build on the everyday caring work that falls to women, and offering this as the possible 

foundation for a differently imagined political horizon. Along similar lines, and drawing on 

her research with one community in downtown Kingston, Jamaica, anthropologist Faye 

Harrison suggests that even as political terror was deepening in the 1970s, one could find 

efforts by local women and men to draw on practices that created safe zones of yard and 

community, challenged representations of militarized masculinity valorized in gunman 

culture, and foregrounded the transnationally mediated structural violence of poverty and 

marginalization that framed the lives of inner-city Kingstonians)9 

Reflecting on the difficult task of confronting the horrors of partition, which includes 

finding a way of telling the stories that seemed not to be for the telling, Urvashi Butalia 
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(2000) argues that "the exploration of memory can never be separated from the ethics of such 

an exploration," and that "[i]n any such exploration of the past, the aspects we choose to 

illuminate are determined not only by the present we live in, but the future we wish to work 

towards.’’4° And Merle Collins brings us face to face with the limits of our academic projects 

in addressing this, with the lines ’If you bright and reading plenty book/You must realize 

how the silence must look... ’, not only because there is an implied responsibility (’We have 

to figure out how to talk, leave the hurt behind’), but because accountability is no easy 

matter; the ’brightness’ that comes from reading plenty book is no guarantee of illumination. 

What kinds of public intellectual work might enable us to raise critical questions about 

historical and contemporary processes of violence, nationalism and state formation in the 

Caribbean and elsewhere, reading across superficially separate spaces in the region and 

beyond for the resonances that exist? How do we tell more complete, more complex stories? 

And is the standard academic format - the book, the journal, the conference presentation or 

workshop paper - really up to this multidimensional past? I have few answers. For now, the 

two examples offer a brief glimpse of alternative scripts that perform the necessary work of 

interruption, in which the ties between political and racialized identities are severed or 

rendered conjunctural. Might a fragile connectedness exist elsewhere, inside and even 

beyond these public performances? I think again of those numbers that stubbornly refuse to 

add up on the commemorative monument at Hurudaia - a concrete wall that calls for eternal 

peace for those lost to violence - as a necessary slippage that is, when you come to think of it, 

not really a mathematical error. I prefer to think that it beckons us to reclaim and mourn all 

those lost to the violence of 1964, as belonging to all of us. And this is where I will begin. 
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Last words... 

It is late afternoon by the time the launch brings us back to where we began. We stop for gas 

before heading out of Linden. On the hour and a half long drive back to the city, exhausted, 

we carefully avoid the topic of how we spent our day. But we somehow find ourselves talking 

about the river. We vie to see who can name all of the water spirits that we have learned 

through childhood folklore: Fairmaid," Massacuraman; Watermooma. We discuss how the 

glass-#ke calm at the surface hides the eddies and undercurrents that make the waters so 

dangerous and unpredictable, even for those who can swim. As we enter and reach the #mits 

of the city, abutting the Atlantic Ocean into which the Demerara ritually empties itself one 

body of water into another, I find myself thinking about the secrets of these waters, what they 

witnessed and who they claimed, and all the souls that traverse the murky brown depths, 

surely to protect and not harm us. 
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Chapter 16 

Thinking Humanitarianism/Thinking Terror: An Introduction 

Gulzar R. Charania 

I am in the midst of reading Sarah Schulman’s Israel/Palestine and the Queer 

International. I was drawn to it partly because I am curious about people’s political investments, 

how we learn to care about certain things, people and also places. As Schulman maps out in her 

"long, subtle, slow, stubborn journey" (2012:1) regarding Israel and Palestine, we need to 

account for our carings and not carings. I bring up Schulman in the context of this remarkable 

set of papers because they too ask us to account for what it means to respond to suffering, 

oppression and terror and the ways in which our caring gets articulated through messy 

humanitarian interventions. They point to the uneasy entanglements of caring with practices of 

state surveillance, regulation and militarization. While the papers provide no easy answers, they 

open up a productive set of disparate but related questions about the histories, current 

mobilizations and expanding nature of terror and humanitarian regimes. They also insist that we 

think critically and collectively about other ways to care. 

As the authors track terror and the humanitarian impulse in places that might be more or 

less familiar, they ask us to consider how we, as Westerners or as Southern elites, are often 

placed in and place ourselves in the role of what Inderpal Grewal refers to as the "adjudicating 

subject," that is, the subject who determines who and what is deserving of our care. These 

adjudications advance a particular global order and accompanying constellations of power but 

there is often little transparency about the specific locations and histories from which they are 

enunciated. To put it simply, the places and priorities from which we judge are obfuscated. 

These scholars lay bare these inclinations. And of course, far off places can sometimes be 
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comforting because of the unimplication we try to find in the distance. These authors insist that 

we read across distances and categories of here and there, North and South, majority and 

minority, human and non-human, settler and citizen in all of their complexities and unevenness. 

This leads us back to the fundamental problem of how and what to care about and questions of 

ethics, accountability and political life. 

There are many compelling entry points that the authors provide for thinking about terror 

historically, relationally and with all of its gendered and racialized complexities but it is to the 

issue of time that I first turn. What is terror’s time or perhaps more accurately, what does terror 

do to time? How does terror mobilize time, recast it, stop it, speed it up, compress it and 

demarcate its boundaries? At the heart of these questions is a preoccupation with the past: its 

uses, its selective containment and the way it can be harnessed not only to national and imperial 

futures, but also to futures denied and rendered unimaginable. In other words, these articles 

specify the geopolitics of terror, time and memory. They attend to their instrumentality in 

consolidating the interrelated logics of settler colonialism, imperial expansion and national 

innocence. Read across and against each other, the papers track how "terror" travels and the 

work it does as it travels. It shows itself through brute force, but also through the stories it tells 

and how it organizes life for people in material and incredibly devastating ways. Yet terror is 

also terrifyingly productive. It turns out to be a practice - both spectacular and ordinary, a legal 

apparatus, a cultural signifier, a bureaucratic system, a job, an opportunity, a market and a 

pedagogical tool. Terror’s lesson is its ability to be many things, to authorize an endless number 

of wars and interventions. Reading through this set of papers makes clear that terror’s 

capaciousness can be conveniently and disturbingly harnessed. 
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Secondly and perhaps most importantly, the authors in this section ask us to put terror 

and humanitarianism in conversation and to consider their proximity to one another. They are 

not as strange to each other as we might suspect. These scholars disturb humanitarianism’s 

presumed innocence so that it becomes less an antidote to terror and at times, the mechanism of 

its expansion. The state-driven workings of truth and reconciliation commissions, intensification 

of security and military interventions, concerns to protect women, children and even animals, 

variably rely on and produce the Western or imperial humanitarian subject alongside the passive 

recipient of such supposed benevolence. The shifting categories of deserving or not, victim or 

threat, among others, are complicated by proximity and distance, relations of power and what is 

at stake. The scholars here insist that we take stock of the racialized and racially inflected 

gendered hierarchies engendered by such a "bifurcated international system" (Arat-Koc 

referencing Mamdani 2012:20) with its deepening divide of "sovereignty and citizenship" on the 

one hand and "trusteeship and wardship" on the other (Arat-Koc 2012:20). In their own ways, 

they each point out that such ahistoricized relationships and gestures do not get us closer to 

thinking about a responsive politics that centres justice and political agency. The question of 

justice also requires a reengagement with time that is outside of the "temporal present" (Ticktin 

2012:8) of the humanitarian crisis. For it turns out that, like terror, humanitarianism also turns 

on a perpetual present that quickens the arrival of particular futures while foreclosing others. 

The papers assembled in this section, either centrally or at their edges, gesture to the risks 

of engaging narratives of violence and terror. Knowledge production in places such as the 

academy is fraught with difficult and complicitous histories, institutional constraints and its own 

regulatory mechanisms. Stories, lives and experiences cut short, irreparably harmed and 

struggled for and through can be and often are recuperated into various state, international and 
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power-knowledge regimes that purport to recognize or address the legacies of terror while 

simultaneously advancing and authorizing it. Colonial and imperial terror, it turns out, have 

quite a lot to do with organizing systems of knowledge, with specific knowings and forgettings, 

with the turning of socially produced desperation into pathologized people and populations who 

require more policing and management, more healing and instruction. There is no talk of justice, 

selective recollections of history and conveniently little attention paid to land and resources that 

like the people, seem to be in need of increased oversight and control. 

While I certainly read this set of extraordinary papers through the lens of my own 

intellectual preoccupations, I am left wondering if a different orientation to terror and 

humanitarianism could do something else to and with time, to our mobilizations of the past, the 

creation of more livable presents and possible futures. To end, I return to Schulman because her 

narrative, like the papers here, clears some analytic, affective and political space to consider how 

the labour and struggle for solidarity, justice and the refusal of our own "willful ignorance[s]" 

(Schulman 2012:1) provide some alternative ways of imagining how else we might care. 
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Chapter 17 

From the Emergency Response to Stronger Futures - Where is the Evidence that 

Aboriginal Women are Leading Self-Determining Lives? 

Nicole Watson1 

It is now five years since the Northern Territory Emergency Response (’NTER’), 

otherwise known as the Intervention, was imposed on thousands of Aboriginal people living in 

townships scattered throughout the Northern Territory. The NTER was the Commonwealth’s 

response to allegations that Aboriginal children were being subjected to sexual abuse. The 

measures that fell under the umbrella of the NTER included child health checks, prohibitions on 

alcohol and pornography, auditing of computers, the compulsory acquisition of Aboriginal lands 

and the quarantining of social security payments. 

There was no prior consultation with those who would be forced to live under the 

measures. Sue Gordon, the former Head of the Northern Territory Intervention Taskforce, 

justified the absence of community consultation by reference to the nature of the crisis: 

I have pointed out very clearly that this was an emergency, and if you have an emergency 

like a tsunami or a cyclone, you don’t have time to consult people in the initial phases. 

Every day that there’s a delay, that means another child is at risk, one way or another. 

That can be health wise, it can be abuse, something like that. I’ve been on bodies 

appointed by four separate Labor governments, looking at abuse and welfare issues. I 

don’t know why we need to delay any further.2 
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The former Minister for indigenous Affairs, Mal Brough, similarly painted a picture of 

peopthe Commonwealth’s power remains undiminished. In June 2012, the Australian 

Senate passed a suite of legislation, effectively extending some of the NTER measures 

for another ten years. 3 Although the Government claimed that the legislation was 

informed by widespread community consultations, independent analysis suggests that the 

Commonwealth’s process was fundamentally flawed.4 

Bipartisan support within the major parties effectively denied the Australian people any 

meaningful debate over the provisions of the recent legislation. Its passing attracted minimal 

media coverage. With the exception of a small number of bodies such as Amnesty International 

and the Australian Lawyers Alliance,5 criticism within the Australian human rights community 

has been relatively muted. 

To some extent this lack of engagement can be explained by the Minister’s insistence that 

the measures are strongly supported by Aboriginal women. 6 A small number of high profile 

Aboriginal women have also expressed their approval of the measures in the national 

broadsheet.7 This chapter takes the position that although the opinions of such individuals should 

be respected, they are not a stand-alone justification for the blanket imposition of racially 

discriminatory measures. A mature public debate over the measures would be informed by an 

analysis of the ways in which NTER measures can impact on Aboriginal women, engagement 

with evidence-based research and consideration of Aboriginal women’s historical experiences of 

state interventions. 

This chapter will argue that historically, state interventions that were in the name of 

protecting Aboriginal women invariably resulted in a binary, which simultaneously rendered 
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their rights invisible while subjecting them to excessive regulation. This binary finds resonance 

in key NTER measures. There is little evidence to suggest that Aboriginal women are any safer 

as a result of those measures. Yet they have been deprived of a myriad of rights, so that the 

state’s historical imperative to control Aboriginal women is fulfilled. This chapter will be 

divided into three parts. Part one will discuss the history of the binary of invisibility and control. 

Part two will provide a background of the NTER and part three will argue that the binary of 

invisibility and control finds resonance in key NTER measures. 

Part One: The Binary of Invisibility and Control 

In common with Aboriginal men, Aboriginal women have endured multi-faceted disadvantage 

within the legal system. However, Indigenous women have also had to contend with patriarchy. 

As stated by Behrendt: 

The bodies of black women are contested terrain, the spoils of colonial conquest. 

Aboriginal women, who enjoyed power and respect within their traditional communities, 

fell to the lowest rung on the socio-economic ladder in colonial society because of the 

double taint of a subordinated race and a subordinated gender. Through this transferred 

misogyny many black men have been quick to learn that exploitation of black women 

was acceptable and quick to forget the status Aboriginal women held in their own 

communities. 8 

Racism and patriarchy have consistently shaped Aboriginal women’s experiences in the legal 

system. Those forces have served to make Aboriginal women’s rights invisible. At the same time 

however, their bodies have been subject to excessive regulation. This binary of invisibility and 

excessive regulation enabled seemingly contradictory stereotypes of Aboriginal women to co- 
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exist. On the one hand, they were cast as morally permissive women, who deviously captivated 

white men. Alternatively, black women were portrayed as the wretched victims of barbarous 

Aboriginal men, whose salvation lay in assimilation. 

This binary saw the theft of Aboriginal women’s land and rampant sexual violence on the 

frontier. Members of the colonial police forces not only overlooked the abuse of Aboriginal 

women, but were often complicit. Although they were denied the protection of the rule of law, 

Aboriginal women were subject to protectionist legislation, which existed in most parts of 

Australia during the earlier part of the twentieth century.9 While it is not clear that this form of 

wardship made Aboriginal women any safer, it is a certainty that their lives were subject to 

intense regulation as a result. 

One of the enduring features of protectionism was the regulation of Aboriginal women’s 

sexuality, in order to stem the growth of the mixed race population. In jurisdictions such as 

Queensland, Aboriginal women could not marry without official sanction. 10 The State also 

asserted control over family life by empowering public servants to keep Aboriginal homes under 

surveillance. Many Aboriginal women exercised considerable bravery in their attempts to keep 

their families together, in spite of the protectionist regimes. Of one Victorian mother who 

resisted separation from her young daughter, a frustrated mission superintendent wrote: 

Emily keeps the whole station in a state of ferment & while she remains here there will 

be no peace. She is clever in a criminal way & has a most insidious and plausible manner 

... which generally impresses and imposes upon anyone who does not know her 

thoroughly - that is what education has done for her. 11 
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While Aboriginal women’s lives were subject to excessive regulation, their rights and in 

particular, labour rights, were invisible. The most common employment for Aboriginal women 

during the protectionist era was domestic service in white households. Many were denied the 

ability to manage the paltry wages they were paid, as such wages were usually given to the 

protector on the ward’s behalf. 

One of the most humiliating aspects of this system was the need to ask the protector for 

permission to spend one’s own wages. During its inquiry into the treatment of former Aboriginal 

wards, the Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs received evidence 

from one former ward that she preferred to run away, rather than face the continuing degradation 

of having to ask for permission to spend her own money: 

I ran away ... in 1967, just two days after my father’s funeral. I borrowed $12 from my 

married sister rather than go to the police station and be interrogated about what I wanted 

my money for. Growing up, that is all you saw - our people, my parents, my sisters and 

other family members being questioned: ’What do you want your money for? You don’t 

have any money.’ It was humiliating and degrading. So I left, a 16 1/2-year-old, and 

started a new life in Townsville. That $12 was the best investment I have ever made. I 

educated myself. 12 

Drawing from the English tradition of apprenticing young wards, the New South Wales 

Protection Board adopted a form of compulsory apprenticeships for Aboriginal girls. Over 500 

Aboriginal girls were apprenticed to affluent Sydney households in the earlier part of the 

twentieth century. 13 The conditions endured by some teenage apprentices could have provided 
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the background for a Dickensian novel. Many worked seven days per week, were underfed and 

denied access to wages that were managed by the Protection Board. 14 

Welfare payments and in particular, maternity payments, were also liable to be controlled by 

government institutions. Even when Aboriginal women were allowed some discretion in 

spending government payments, they were still subject to surveillance. In New South Wales, the 

Protection Board issued a list of items acceptable for purchase that included food, clothing and 

medical treatment. A woman’s spending could be scrutinised over several years before she was 

finally considered trustworthy. 15 

Like their ancestors, Aboriginal women of today continue to grapple with invisibility, 

while at the same time, being prone to excessive regulation. In the early 1990s, researchers such 

as Bolger powerfully elucidated the invisibility of female victims of Aboriginal family 

violence. 16 Although invisible as victims, Aboriginal women are subject to excessive regulation 

by the criminal justice system. The first survey of the needs of Aboriginal women in custody was 

undertaken by the New South Wales Aboriginal Justice Advisory Council, in 2003. The result 

was the ground-breaking report, Speak Out Speak Strong. 17 At the time of the study, Aboriginal 

women constituted 31 per cent of the female prison population in New South Wales, 

representing the fastest growing prison population in the country. 

In common with their ancestors, the participants had lengthy experience of the law’s 

regulation but had been denied protection, with devastating results. Speak Out Speak Strong 

made disturbing revelations about the links between childhood sexual abuse, addiction and 

incarceration. Seventy per cent of the participants had been sexually assaulted as children, and 

almost all of those women reported having a drug problem. 19 Few of the women had ever had 
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access to a professional counsellor. In light of this history, it beggars belief that anyone would 

rationally argue that perpetuating the binary of invisibility and control is an answer to the 

multiple levels of disadvantage endured by Aboriginal women. Yet this is precisely what the 

NTER has delivered. 

Part Two: The Northern Territory Emergency Response 

In the months preceding the NTER, media coverage of violence against Aboriginal women and 

children was intense. That violence in Aboriginal communities required urgent action was hardly 

a revelation. Over the preceding twenty years, numerous reports had attested to the suffering of 

Aboriginal victims of sexual abuse. 20 Perhaps, what was different now was its public airing. In 

the weeks leading up to Prime Minister Howard’s announcement of the NTER on 21 June 2007, 

the ABC television program, Late#he, published shocking allegations of paedophile rings 

operating in the Northern Territory.21 

Those allegations were followed by the public release of a report by the Northern 

Territory Board of Inquiry into the Protection of Aboriginal Children from Sexual Abuse, Ampe 

Akelyernemane Meke Mekarle, ’Little Children are Sacred’)2 The report painted a horrific 

picture of communities that were in the throes of addiction and dysfunction. The report was 

unequivocal in its demand that governments abandon imposed solutions, in favour of working in 

partnership with communities. The need for a new approach was all the more pressing given the, 

’sufficient evidence to show that well-resourced programs that are owned and run by the 

community are more successful than generic, short term, and sometimes inflexible programs 

imposed on communities.’ 23 The Inquiry’s 97 recommendations advocated a holistic response, 
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by emphasising the need for community consultation, family support services, education, 

employment and housing. 

The Commonwealth accepted the Inquiry’s picture of a crisis. Howard and his Minister 

for Indigenous Affairs, Mal Brough, both described remote Aboriginal communities as disaster 

areas where the rule of law had either broken down entirely or was on the verge of collapse. 

Howard went so far as to describe the crisis as Australia’s Hurricane Katrina.24 But the 

Commonwealth rej ected the Inquiry’s consultative approach out of hand. Rather, there would be 

a five-year long Intervention, to ’stabilise’ Aboriginal people.25 

A little under two months after John Howard’s announcement of the Intervention, the 

Commonwealth Parliament passed the voluminous legislative package that would authorise this 

dramatic ’stabilisation’ of Aboriginal people. 26 In his second reading of the Northern Territory 

National Emergency Response Bill, Brough once again conjured imagery of a people who had 

lost their moral compass: 

When confronted with a failed society where basic standards of law and order and 

behaviour have broken down and where women and children are unsafe, how should we 

respond? Do we respond with more of what we have done in the past? Or do we radically 

change direction with an intervention strategy matched to the magnitude of the 

problem?27 

But in spite of the protection of women and children being its stated goal, none of the NTER 

measures were specifically concerned with the rights of either group. Rather, wellbeing was to be 

improved by a series of measures that sought to induce behavioural change, such as the income 

management regime. Under the regime, varying amounts of income support payments are 
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quarantined for expenditure on priority needs. 28 The quarantined funds are held in individual 

accounts that are commonly accessed by way of a debit card, BasicsCard. Quarantined funds 

cannot be spent on alcohol, tobacco, pornographic materials or gambling. 

The income management regime was initially applied on the basis of physical presence in 

a ’relevant Northern Territory area’, defined by reference to different forms of Aboriginal land 

tenure. 29 It was subsequently reformed with the aim of achieving consistency with the Racial 

Discrimination Act i975 (Cth).3° The modified regime applied throughout the Northern Territory 

to individuals who fell within certain categories contained in Part 3B of the Social Security 

(Adminislration) Act i999 (Cth).31 Those categories covered individuals required to be managed 

for the purpose of child protection, individuals who were classified as vulnerable, disengaged 

youth, long-term welfare recipients and those whose children were not meeting school enrolment 

and attendance requirements)2 

Blanket prohibitions on alcohol33 and pornography34 were also introduced, together with 

compulsory auditing of publicly funded computers.35 The brief of the Australian Crime 

Commission, a body ordinarily associated with the investigation of large-scale and organised 

crime, was expanded to include ’Indigenous violence or child abuse’.36 Changes were also made 

to the administration of the Northern Territory’s criminal justice system. In determining bail and 

sentencing applications, courts can no longer take into account customary law or cultural 

practices that would have the effect of mitigating the seriousness of the behaviour in question.37 

As part of the NTER reforms, the Howard Government moved to abolish the largest and 

most enduring Indigenous employment programme, the Community Development Employment 

Proj ects Program (’CDEP’). At the time of the passage of the legislation, Minister Brough 
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claimed that CDEP would be replaced with ’real jobs’. 38 Moving CDEP workers onto work for 

the dole programs would also allow for, ’a single system of income management to apply to 

welfare payments’)9 This issue is discussed further below. 

In order to co-ordinate implementation of the NTER measures, Government Business 

Managers (’GBM’) were sent into communities. The GBMs exercised broad powers over bodies 

integral to community life, on behalf of the Minister. The Commonwealth’s grasp over 

community life extended to land, which is both the most substantial asset owned by many 

communities and the lynchpin of culture and identity. The Commonwealth’s acquisition of 

interests in Aboriginal lands was governed by Part four of the Northern Territory National 

Emergency Response Act 2007 (Cth). The objects of Part four were to improve the delivery of 

services and promote economic and social development.4° Leases over certain Aboriginal lands 

were granted to the Commonwealth for five years. 41 The Commonwealth was entitled to use the 

subject land for any purpose that the Commonwealth considered to be consistent with the objects 

of Part four.4~ 

Although the protection of children from sexual abuse was the primary motivation for the 

NTER, the Commonwealth failed to invest in strategies to address the underlying causes of 

abuse. Programs to develop parenting skills and community education to break the cycle of 

intergenerational abuse were overlooked.43 Likewise, the Commonwealth failed to invest in 

mechanisms to measure child wellbeing in the Northern Territory. 

In June 2008, the Commonwealth appointed a Review Board to assess the NTER. When 

it reported in October, the Review Board identified some positive outcomes, such as an increased 

police presence in areas that had previously been neglected by law enforcement. However, the 
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Review Board also described a ’strong sense of injustice’ on the part of many Aboriginal people 

44 who were unfairly painted as the authors of their own poverty. 

Such frustration found reflection in the submission of the Australian Indigenous Doctors 

Association, which revealed that the measures had ’created a feeling of"collective existential 

despair" ... characterised by a widespread sense of helplessness, hopelessness and worthlessness, 

and experienced throughout entire community(s).’45 Those sentiments resounded in a 2010 

health impact assessment of the NTER measures, which predicted that the intended health 

outcomes of the measures were unlikely to be achieved because of negative impacts on 

psychological and social wellbeing.46 

The NTER Review Board made three overarching recommendations: 

¯ The Australian and Northern Territory Governments recognise as a matter of urgent 

national significance the continuing need to address the unacceptably high level of 

disadvantage and social dislocation being experienced by Aboriginal Australians living in 

remote communities throughout the Northern Territory; 

¯ In addressing these needs both governments acknowledge the requirement to reset their 

relationship with Aboriginal people based on genuine consultation, engagement and 

partnership; and 

¯ Government actions affecting the Aboriginal communities respect Australia’s human 

rights obligations and conform with the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth).47 

Today Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory continue to suffer unacceptably high levels of 

disadvantage and those who suffer the most are children. In its submission to the United Nations 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, Concerned Australians observed that: 
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The majority of children growing up in the Northern Territory are most likely to live in 

unacceptably poor accommodation. There are no guarantees that they will have access to 

a safe water supply or to a functioning sanitation system. In the majority of cases, despite 

a recent Government building programme, children will live in overcrowded conditions, 

and some in situations where the overcrowding and allied problems are extreme. 48 

The report also expressed concern over exceptionally high rates of child malnutrition, which can 

to some extent be explained by the high cost of food in remote communities. 49 Like 

overcrowding, food prices are not addressed by the NTER measures. 

Recent Developments 

Spurred by the looming expiry of some of the NTER measures, the Commonwealth engaged in 

widespread community consultations in the latter half of 2011. The process began with the 

launch of a discussion paper - Stronger Futures in the Northern Territory." Discussion Paper5° 

on 22 June 2011. The Discussion Paper listed eight areas for future action, with an emphasis on 

school attendance, employment and alcohol abuse. The tone of the paper suggested that the 

NTER had improved the lives of Aboriginal people in the Northern Territory. 

Five days after the launch of the Discussion Paper, Aboriginal leaders and other 

prominent Australians sent a strongly worded letter to the Minister, expressing their concerns 

about the poor accessibility of the discussion paper: 

This document of 28 pages including the questions, is provided to Aboriginal 

communities in the English language. 
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For these consultations to mark the beginning of a new era of co-operation, it seems to us 

that these critical questions, through which Government hopes to determine the views of 

the people, should be provided in languages common to the five Regions of consultation 

and in hard copy for the purpose of circulation to those living in homelands and without 

computer access... 

It is understood from the Department that the itinerary for these consultations is not yet 

available. However it is our understanding that it is intended that they will commence 

within a matter of days. We consider it essential to provide a minimum of one month 

before commencing such consultations in order to enable community leaders to hold 

discussions with their people, some of whom will be required to travel considerable 

distances. 51 

Their concerns were overlooked. Just six days after the launch of the discussion paper, the first 

consultation meeting was held in Tennant Creek.52 Between what remained of June and August, 

consultation meetings were convened in over a hundred Aboriginal communities in the Northern 

Territory. All meetings were facilitated by staff of the Department of Families, Housing, 

Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, who controlled the agenda and recorded the 

conversations that took place. ~3 The Commonwealth is yet to make those records publicly 

available. However, a representative sample of transcripts suggests that specific proposals being 

considered by the Government were not revealed.~4 

On 23 November 2011, the Government tabled three Bills, under the umbrella of 

’Stronger Futures in the Northern Territory’. ~ The package effectively continues many of the 

NTER measures discussed above. Together with the Explanatory Memoranda, the three Bills ran 
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to over three hundred pages. Even for lawyers, unravelling the legislation is an onerous task 

because it requires reference to earlier legislation. It beggars belief that the general consultations 

conducted between June and August could have resulted in such a detailed legislative result. 

Nonetheless, the legislation was passed by the Australian Senate in the early hours of Friday 29 

June, after a debate that only began on Thursday evening. 

The Public Debate over the Northern Territory Emergency Response 

As stated in the introduction, debate over the NTER measures has to some extent been 

overshadowed by the narratives of a small number of high profile Aboriginal women. On 

occasion, those narratives have been reduced to regrettable personal attacks. These exchanges 

have often been represented in the media as a manifestation of a division between Aboriginal 

people in the remote north and those in cities on the eastern sea board.56 In reality however, 

Aboriginal women’s opinions are not defined by geography. Supporters and opponents of the 

NTER alike can be found throughout Australia. 

This diversity of opinion should be expected. An individual’s opinion is shaped by an 

unknowable number of conscious and subconscious factors, such as personal experience, family 

history, religion and professional associations. Such factors will inevitably come to the fore in 

any discussion about an issue as complex as child abuse. What I find startling is the often 

unarticulated but strongly held view that Aboriginal women should not disagree with each other. 

Debate among Aboriginal women scholars in particular, is a logical outcome of not only our 

vocation, but also the diversity of our backgrounds and expertise. 

Arguably, the most prominent Aboriginal woman scholar who has written in support of 

the NTER is Professor Marcia Langton. Langton has written two essays on the NTER, both of 
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which were published in the Griffith Review. The title of the first, ’Trapped in the Aboriginal 

Reality Show’,57 is a reference to the voyeuristic imagery of violence within Aboriginal 

communities, that has become a macabre form of entertainment played out in Australian public 

life. 

Many critics of the NTER would agree with Langton when she argues that the crises in 

remote communities are rooted in 25 years of neglect by successive Northern Territory 

Governments. Likewise, the violence against women and children that Langton so powerfully 

describes is not denied by most critics of the NTER measures. Langton argues that by the time 

that the NTER was announced, the crises had reached the point when prior consultation would 

have been an ’indulgent fantasy’. 58 Once again, few critics would claim that decisive and urgent 

action was not required, but most have deferred to the consultative approach of the 

recommendations contained in Little Children are Sacred. 

Langton appears to defend the NTER on the basis that it is precisely what many have 

sought for decades - ’protective interventions to prevent the abuse, rape and assault of 

Aboriginal women and children, and decisive action against the perpetrators’. 59 But in neither 

’Trapped in the Aboriginal Reality Show’, nor her subsequent essay, ’The end of Big Men 

politics’,6° does Langton explain how the measures described above actually protect women and 

children. Where is the evidence that coercive measures such as income management are effective 

in transforming the dysfunctional behaviours that Langton so vividly describes? 

Langton argues that Aboriginal opinion is divided into ’two camps’: 

There are, as some journalists are delighted to report, two camps on these matters, one 

concerned with symbolic outcomes and the other with the practical. In reality, the two 
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camps are divided by historical issues: those who have lived through the many tragedies 

and their aftermath in remote Australia committed to preventing the destruction of their 

societies in a haze of alcohol and drug abuse; and those with cosmopolitan urban 

experience who have allowed libertarian leanings, and deep political disappointment, to 

confuse their logic’ .61 

This argument overlooks the Aboriginal women who are at the forefront of the grass roots 

movement against the NTER, such as Rosalie Kunoth-Monks, a community leader from Utopia 

in central Australia. In a report by Concerned Australians, Kunoth-Monks strongly objected to 

the top-down approach of the NTER: 

The biggest thing that we have an argument with the government is, we’re not white 

people. We have our own language. We have our own ceremonies. We have our own 

land. What we want from government is real help and real funding rather than putting law 

on top of our Law.62 

Other Aboriginal women from the Northern Territory have voiced similar concerns about the 

loss of autonomy and cultural authority. Among them is Barbara Shaw of the Mount Nancy 

Town Camp near Alice Springs. Shaw has been a passionate advocate against the NTER, who 

has spoken in domestic and international forums and was an applicant in litigation in 2009 that 

attempted to prevent the Commonwealth’s takeover of the Alice Springs Town Camps.63 Other 

Aboriginal women have expressed concern that community self-esteem has suffered because the 

NTER measures were imposed arbitrarily and in the absence of prior consultation. For example, 

the founder of the Central Australian Strong Women’s Alliance, Elaine Peckham, said that: 
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’What the Intervention has done in the past and will continue to do to us is stop us 

believing in ourselves. Most of us have done nothing wrong and we have always been 

accountable people all our lives so far as I can remember. But we’re feeling like we’ve 

done something really wrong, like we are bad people, and we are being put down. And 

now we are feeling it emotionally in ourselves and are hurting and are suffering from 

what the Intervention has done to us’.64 

As would be expected in relation to any important public policy, there are also Aboriginal 

women in the Northern Territory who have spoken in favour of the measures. Among them is the 

Chair of the Northern Territory Indigenous Affairs Advisory Council, Bess Nungarrayi Price, 

whose community of Yuendumu is subj ect to the NTER. In a speech to the conservative think- 

tank, the Bennelong Society, Price said that she embraced the NTER because, ’it meant at last 

somebody was acknowledging that there was a crisis and that it needed to be addressed.’ 65 

Price’s personal story is compelling and when she discusses the deaths of relatives from alcohol 

abuse,66 it is impossible not to be moved. But like Langton, Price does not base her support of 

the NTER on evidence of improved outcomes for women and children. 

Aboriginal women scholars such as Larissa Behrendt and Irene Watson have offered 

alternative perspectives to Langton and Price. Behrendt has drawn attention to research 

indicating that effective programs are invariably developed in partnership with Aboriginal 

communities.67 Irene Watson has argued powerfully that a dialogue about violence in isolation of 

a broader debate about colonisation is simplistic. Rather than seeking solutions from a society 

that also suffers from patriarchal violence, Aboriginal women should be empowered through the 

strengthening of women’ s law.68 
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The debate thus far has been at times personal and has failed to address some core questions. The 

most important of which is an analysis of how the various components of the NTER actually 

impact on Aboriginal women. This analysis can be contextualized by Aboriginal women’s 

historical experience of state interventions that, at least ostensibly, have been in aid of their 

protection. In reality however, such measures have perpetuated the binary of invisibility and 

control. 

Part Three: Key NTER Measures and the Binary of Invisibility and Control 

Income Management 

As stated above, the income management regime was initially applied on the basis of physical 

presence on certain Aboriginal lands, irrespective of personal circumstance. This attracted the 

criticisms that not only was the regime racially discriminatory, but it also unfairly punished 

individuals who were already spending their income support payments on necessities for their 

children and themselves, and were not in need of government intervention. However, the former 

Minister, Mal Brough, insisted that a blanket approach was necessary in order to protect 

vulnerable women and children. In his second reading of the Social Security and Other 

Legislation (Welfare Payment Reform) Bill 2007, Brough said: 

The welfare reforms outlined in this bill will help to stem the flow of cash going towards 

substance abuse and gambling and ensure that funds meant to be for children’s welfare 

are used for that purpose. 

... This broad-based approach is needed to address a breakdown in social norms that 

characterises many of our remote Northern Territory communities. 
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In particular, this approach is essential to minimise the practice known as ’humbugging’ 

in the Northern Territory, where people are intimidated into handing over their money to 

others for inappropriate needs, often for alcohol, drugs and gambling. 

If certain groups, such as the young and old, are excluded from this measure, it could 

leave them potentially even more vulnerable.69 

Brough’s successor, Jenny Macklin, has similarly defended the income management regime. In 

interviews she has referred to conversations with unnamed Aboriginal women: 

We’ve had plenty of Aboriginal women say that they feel that they’ve got much better 

control over their money now, they’re not being harassed or humbugged for money in the 

same way that they were before, more money is being spent on food, more money is 

being spent on clothing for children, less on alcohol, I would have thought that’s exactly 

what we should be doing, making sure that the welfare money that’s made available for 

people, is spent in the interests of children. 7o 

But where is the research that proves that there is a nexus between the blunt instrument of 

income management and Aboriginal women’s self-determination? In a recent report on women’s 

experiences of income management, prepared by Equality Rights Alliance, seventy per cent of 

respondents considered that the BasicsCard had not improved their personal safety,71 and some 

even believed that the new scarcity in cash had led to an increase in crime. 72 Rather than offering 

protection from ’humbugging’ by their relatives, ninety-one per cent of the women surveyed 

believed that income management had made no difference to their family relationships. 73 The 

study was confined to Alice Springs and Darwin. Consequently, the study may not necessarily 

reflect the views of Aboriginal women in remote communities. 
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Proponents may argue that even in the absence of proof of enhanced personal safety, income 

management should still be defended because it is a valuable tool for ensuring that children are 

properly fed and clothed. Once again, however, research on the impacts of the income 

management regime suggests otherwise. In a paper published in the Medical Journal of 

Australia, researchers from the Menzies School of Health Research examined purchases made at 

stores in ten communities over a three year period.74 The study revealed that income 

management had no apparent nexus with healthier food purchases. 75 

The indignity described by former wards during the protectionist era finds resonance in 

the shame felt by some women in relation to the BasicsCard. In some areas, people have been 

stigmatized by the use of separate queues in shops for users of the BasicsCard. 76 Seventy-four 

per cent of the women involved in the Equality Rights Alliance study said that they felt that 

others ’aren’t as nice to me when they see that I use BasicsCard.’77 One woman argued that: 

It was just enforced over everybody and I don’t see why it should happen to people who 

are doing the right thing. I would have been embarrassed to go to Woolworths with 

BasicsCard. I have no history of mismanagement or social problems. 78 

Their difficulties were compounded by a lack of trust in Centrelink staff. Particularly concerning 

was the suggestion that some women had been deterred from seeking a crisis payment in order to 

escape an abusive relationship, for fear of triggering a referral to income management. 79 

Like earlier interventions, the binary of invisibility and control has found resonance in the 

income management regime. The above mentioned report by Equality Rights Alliance suggested 

that compulsory income management has restricted women’s freedom as consumers. Whereas 

some women preferred to buy their children’s clothing from second hand stores or small chains, 
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they were now compelled to shop at larger department stores with facilities for the BasicsCard. 80 

Others encountered difficulties in buying prescription medicines, as not all chemists accepted the 

BasicsCard. 81 Perhaps unsurprisingly, seventy-four per cent of the respondents said that they did 

not believe that income management had improved their capacity to care for their children. 82 

The Loss of Labour Rights 

I am unaware of any research that has elucidated the impacts of NTER measures on Aboriginal 

women’s labour rights. However, reforms to CDEP suggest that some Aboriginal women in the 

Northern Territory may enjoy fewer labour rights than before. Since it was first introduced in the 

Northern Territory community of Bamyili, in 1977,83 CDEP has been the most enduring 

Indigenous employment programme. It has been subject to various reviews and critiques since its 

inception that are beyond the scope of this paper to examine in any detail. 

There has been limited research on the gender specific impacts of CDEP. Aboriginal 

women employed as CDEP workers have performed a variety of functions, some of which has 

been highly skilled work in areas such as aged care and education. 84 In an unpublished report, the 

Northern Territory Working Women’s Centre identified a number of disadvantages faced by 

Aboriginal women CDEP workers, including a lack of recognition of the skills they brought to 

their positions, uncertainty over award coverage and neglect of workplace health and safety.85 In 

spite of such shortcomings however, CDEP remains the largest employer of Aboriginal women 

in remote communities, and for many, it is their only source of employment. 86 

The abolition of CDEP was one of the original NTER measures introduced by the 

Howard Government. The newly elected Rudd Government made a temporary freeze on the 

dismantling of CDEP, only to deliver significant reforms that will see its gradual demise. In July 
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2009, CDEP ceased to operate outside of remote areas. CDEP continues to operate in remote 

areas, but in two streams. The ’new’ CDEP is akin to a work for the dole scheme and catches 

individuals who commenced the program after 1 July 2009. The ’old’ CDEP is being gradually 

phased out. 

For Aboriginal women the consequences of these reforms are profound. Instead of being 

paid wages, they will now receive income support payments and lose opportunities to earn ’top 

up’ wages. No longer employees, they will be unable to seek the protection of rights and 

mechanisms contained in the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth). Likewise, entitlements to 

superannuation will no longer be enjoyed by individuals compelled to work as part of their 

mutual obligation requirements. The irony is that in some cases, women will be performing the 

same work as before the reforms. 87 

Once again, the binary of invisibility and control becomes evident in the above reforms. 

Arguably, there are parallels between the circumstances of some Aboriginal women CDEP 

workers in the Northern Territory and the accounts of Aboriginal women who were compelled to 

work as domestics and apprentices during the protectionist era. As welfare recipients, rather than 

employees, they have no ability to negotiate their employment conditions. Like the protectionist 

regime, the CDEP reforms are yet another example of the binary that renders rights invisible 

while consolidating the state’s control over Aboriginal women’s lives. 

The Compulsory Acquisition of Aboriginal Lands 

One of the most controversial aspects of the NTER was the compulsory acquisition of Aboriginal 

lands. In his second reading of the Northern Territory National Emergency Response Bill, 

Minister Brough justified the Commonwealth’ s acquisition of Aboriginal lands on the basis that 
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it would, ’give the government the unconditional access to land and assets required to facilitate 

the early repair of buildings and infrastructure.’ 88 For many communities however, the timely or 

even untimely repair of buildings and infrastructure is yet to occur. 

Few commentators have considered how the compulsory acquisition of Aboriginal lands 

has impacted upon women’s law, identity and health. But it is crucial that Aboriginal women are 

able to fulfil their custodial obligations. Rosalie Kunoth-Monks has spoken of the importance of 

land to health: 

Health is about being emotionally sound, mentally sound, and knowing who you are, as 

well as being physically fit. You know who you are when you are on your land, doing 

what generations of Aboriginal people have done, taking care of that land, singing the 

songs that the mythology brought forward, right up to today. 89 

Her statement found resonance in the health impact assessment of the NTER measures carried 

out by the Australian Indigenous Doctors Association in 2010: 

Ownership and control of land and housing have a positive influence on psychological 

and physical health. Aboriginal identity is tied to land, cultural practices, systems of 

authority and social control, intellectual traditions, concepts of spirituality, system of 

resource ownership and exchange. Loss of control over land, a lack of engagement with 

non-Aboriginal Australia and resulting powerlessness has had ongoing, serious negative 

impacts on health.9° 

The compulsory acquisition of Aboriginal lands is yet another example of the binary of 

invisibility and control. In common with income management and the dismantling of CDEP, the 

rights of Aboriginal women have once again become invisible. The state’s control over 
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Aboriginal women is consolidated just as their ability to assert ownership over their lands and 

exercise attendant cultural responsibilities are curtailed. 

Conclusion 

The tragic allegations contained in Little Children are Sacred demanded an urgent and 

considered response by Australian governments. Although the NTER was a timely response, its 

measures were at odds with the tenor of Little Children are Sacred which placed an emphasis on 

empowering Aboriginal communities to own the solutions. Aboriginal people were subjected to 

a raft of extraordinary measures that included the compulsory acquisition of their lands and the 

imposition of the income management regime. All the more galling was the almost complete 

absence of prior consultation. 

Many of the key NTER measures were recently repackaged under the benign guise of 

’Stronger Futures’ and effectively extended for a further decade. In spite of the profound 

consequences for Aboriginal people, the public debate over the measures has been minimal; 

perhaps overshadowed by the publicised narratives of a small number of Aboriginal women, in 

the conservative national broadsheet. This chapter takes the position that a mature public debate 

would not only critically engage with such narratives, but also consider research on the impacts 

of key NTER measures. A mature public debate would also allow for consideration of the 

historical experience of Aboriginal women. 

This chapter attempts to contribute to that debate by arguing that historically, state 

interventions in the name of Aboriginal women’s protection have invariably resulted in a binary, 

which simultaneously rendered their rights invisible while subjecting them to further regulation. 
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The key NTER measures of income management, the abolition of CDEP and the compulsory 

acquisition of land are a perpetuation of this binary. 
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Chapter 18 

Power In/Through Speaking of Terror: The Geopolitics and Anti-Politics of Discourses on 

Violence in Other Places1 

Sedef Arat-Kog 

This essay underlines the challenges of speaking of violence and terror in other places in 

ways that would inform and enable effective solutions towards ending the violence and 

formulating just, democratic and peaceful solutions. Empirically focusing on the Kurdish issue in 

Turkey and the ways it has been framed as an issue of terrorism, the paper raises questions about 

if, when and how violence gets talked about in national and international discourses; and the 

power implications of these ways of talking or remaining silent about violence. After a review of 

the "Kurdish question" in Turkey, the paper analyzes two dominant contemporary discourses on 

violence. These two contemporary discourses on violence and terror not only overlook, dismiss 

and distort the variety of experiences of violence by civilians, but they also constitute new 

powerful systems of governmentality in the ways they address and manage violence. The first 

discourse, the "War on Terror", has enabled and empowered the Turkish state to expand its 

definition and interpretation of "terrorism" to quell dissent; while giving it further legitimacy for 

state terrorism. The second dominant discourse, an international one -potentially applicable, but 

not yet hegemonically applied by Western powers to the Kurds in Turkey-- speaks of violence in 

other lands. The discourse of humanitarian intervention claims to speak of and address different 

forms of violence, include state terrorism in some contexts. It does so, however, by replacing 
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nation-state sovereignty with imperial sovereignty; and by stripping the recipients of 

humanitarianism of political subjectivity, reducing them to bare life. In effect, both discourses 

work as anti-po#tics, eliminating the space for political agency and democracy. 

The "Kurdish Question" in Turkey 

Kurds are dispersed over several neighbouring countries in the Middle East: Turkey, Iraq, 

Syria and Iran. The majority of Kurds, about 55%, live in Turkey. It would be rather simplistic 

to reduce the "Kurdish question" in Turkey to a straightforward case of ethnic discrimination and 

to interpret it as the necessary equivalent of minority issues elsewhere. There are a number of 

contradictions and complexities of the "Kurdish question" in Turkey. On the one hand, people 

with Kurdish background make up a more than an insignificant percentage of the economic and 

political elite in the country --including several cabinet ministers, prime ministers and presidents. 

Second, despite more than two decades of armed conflict between the Turkish military and the 

Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), and incitements by ethnic-nationalist groups and leaders, the 

conflict has not spread to an ethnic one, between Kurds and Turks. 

Complex and multidimensional, the "Kurdish question" interweaves cultural, social, 

economic political, ideological, as well as international and transnational dimensions, with one 

or more of these dimensions gaining weight in different historical conjunctures. Despite this 

complexity, it is possible to relate the modern politics of the "Kurdish question" in Turkey to 

conceptions of the nation under the Turkish Republic, specifically the crude assimilationism the 

Turkish state adopted in relation to ethnic minorities. Founded in a multiethnic geography in the 

remains of the Ottoman Empire, and receiving huge numbers of Muslim migrants escaping 

persecution or civil strife in the Balkans the Caucasus, the Turkish Republic had a large 
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population of people of non-Turkic ethnic backgrounds. In addition to Kurds, the population has 

included Bosnians, Crimean Tatars, Albanians, Circassians, Abkhazes, Georgians, Arabs, 

Macedonian-, Serbian-, Bulgarian- and Greek-speaking Muslims among others. Rejecting the 

political and administrative structures of the Ottoman Empire, including its "multicultural" 

model of organizing and governing minorities, the new Turkish state claimed to develop a civic 

notion of Turkishness to apply to anyone who lived within the boundaries of the Turkish state 

and had Turkish citizenship. While this civic notion of citizenship was claimed to be 

universalistic and inclusionary, it also suppressed ethnic identities. Even though the notion of 

Turkishness was adopted by and worked as a "melting pot" for most ethnic groups, it did not 

necessarily succeed among Kurds2. Developing a uniform notion of Turkey as "one people, one 

state, one flag", Turkish nationalism has denied the existence of Kurds as a distinct ethnic group. 

The position of Turkish political leaders has, until recently, been to reject even the recognition of 

Kurdish language as a separate one, through a definition of Kurdish as a "mountain dialect of 

Turkish". Managing Kurdish nationalism for most of the history of the Turkish Republic through 

collaboration of large Kurdish landowners, the Turkish state has denied that there is a Kurdish 

problem. If/when acknowledged, the Kurdish question has been identified at best as a 

socioeconomic problem ofunderdevelopment in Turkey’s Southeastern region -a predominantly 

Kurdish area. In most modern state and media discourses, however, it is simply presented in a 

securitization discourse, as a problem of terrorism. 

The identification of the Kurdish issue as a problem of terrorism began in the 1980s when 

the Kurdistan Workers’ Party, PKK, founded in Turkey in the 1970s, transformed itself to a 

paramilitary group and engaged in a series of armed attacks against Turkish military forces, after 

many of its members were either forced into exile or faced torture, imprisonment and capital 
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punishment following the military coup of 1980. Founded as an organization articulating 

Kurdish nationalism in Marxist-Leninist terms3, the PKK identified Kurdish tribal leaders, large 

landowners and comprador bourgeoisie, as much a problem as the Turkish state, in the 

exploitation and oppression of the lower classes. The PKK has been identified by the Turkish 

state as a secessionist organization and a terrorist one. Since the 1980s, it has been identified as 

one of the most serious domestic problems for the Turkish state. 

As the Turkish state responded to PKK attacks with militaristic measures, especially in 

the Kurdish dominated south eastern Turkey, the 1980s and 1990s witnessed an escalation of 

conflict. The conflict reached its highest level in the mid 1990s. In addition to the more than 

30,000 dead, the toll of the conflict included thousands of villages evacuated; illegal detention, 

torture and extrajudicial killings, as well as millions of forced migrants who had to move to 

nearest major centers or the Western part of the country. 

After the capture ofAbdullah Ocalan, the leader of the PKK, in 1998, there was relative 

peace in Turkey’s south east. Precipitated partly by Turkey’s candidacy of for European Union 

membership, the militaristic approach to the Kurdish issue seemed to be replaced by some 

cultural and linguistic reforms. AKP, the "moderate Islamist" party in power since 2002, has 

made some gestures to demonstrate that they would move away from the crude assimilationism 

of that prevailed for most of the Turkish Republic. In some ways adapting a "neo-Ottoman" 

approach to Turkish identity, the ideology of the AKP has allowed for the recognition of some of 

the cultural distinctness of Kurds through an Ottomanist multicultural approach to Turkish 

identity. Some of the reforms in the early years of AKP rule involved "decriminalizing Kurdish 

culture" (Tubal, 2012). Some of the most important reforms were in the area of publishing and 
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broadcasting in the Kurdish language. In 2008, one of the channels of the TRT (the official 

national radio and television) started broadcasting in Kurdish. 

In 2009, announcing a policy of"Kurdish opening" and more generally a "democratic 

opening", the Turkish government raised hopes that it was changing its approach to the Kurdish 

issue through political dialogue and conciliations and broadening of Kurdish cultural rights. The 

"opening" soon came to an end, however, through pressures from far-right ethnic-nationalist 

(Turkish) parties, incidents of attacks on Kurds in different parts of the country, and the shift in 

the position of the governing party in a more nationalist direction. Even though the "opening" 

seemed to represent a different approach on the Kurdish issue than previous policies in the 

history of the Turkish Republic, some observers suggest that it is not surprising that it soon hit a 

dead end. Sarago~lu (2011) argues that AKP’s conservative ideology, while critiquing Kemalist 

assimilationist nationalism, has seen the Turkish nation as a traditional "family", emphasizing 

unity, order and harmony. According to Sarago~lu, AKP has taken a three-pronged approach 

towards the Kurds: Service, Respect and Elimination. "Service" refers to development and 

charity projects in the region to integrate Kurds into the hegemonic project of the AKP. 

"Respect" is about a politics of recognition which respects some of the folkloric elements of 

Kurdish culture, but sees them as a Sunni-Muslim group rather than as an ethnic-national one. 

According to Sara~o~lu, "elimination" is the flip side of"service" and "respect". To the degree 

that approaches of"service" and "respect" fail to establish AKP hegemony among the Kurds, 

and cannot prevent the formation of an independent Kurdish identity and movement, 

"elimination" is the politica!/ideologica! tactics of neutralizing Kurdish politics (Sarago~lu, 

2011). Nuray Mert’s perspective on the nature of AKP’s "Kurdish opening" is similar. She 

argues that while the Prime Minister was sincere in his desire to solve the Kurdish problem, he 
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saw solving the problem not as involving negotiations with an independent movement, but rather 

as the imposition of the terms offered by the AKP: 

’He simply wanted Kurds to give up their political demands and accommodate the 

policies of the government. Otherwise, they would prove to be "terrorists," 

"friends of terrorists" and above all, ’°enemies of the country."’ (Mert, 2012) 

Within months of the so-called "Kurdish opening" in 2009, the government started targeting the 

KCK, the Union of Communities in Kurdistan (Korea CivakOn Kurdistan), a transnational 

Kurdish organization -with affiliates in Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria and the diaspora-- founded in 

2005 to pursue unarmed political struggle in urban areas. Through numerous waves of arrests 

since 2009, accused of working for an organization that is an extension of the PKK, over 8000 

people have been detained and over 3500 alleged members of the KCK have been arrested under 

the Anti-Terror Law. Among those arrested are academics, mayors and parliamentarians of the 

Kurdish Peace and Democracy Party, the BDP (the Kurdish party currently in parliament), trade 

union organizers, human rights activists, lawyers, journalists, publishers, university professors 

and university students. 

There have been several obstacles created against the political expression of Kurdish 

issues and demands. Since the early 1990s, a series of political parties which have taken up the 

Kurdish issue (HEP, 0ZDEP, DEP, DDP, DKP, HADEP, DTP) have each been successively 

closed by the Constitutional Court due to their alleged links to the PKK. Many Kurdish mayors, 

members of parliament and other political representatives have been harassed, arrested, tried and 

imprisoned. Another obstacle has been the insertion of a rule in the electoral system which 

requires that to be represented in the parliament, a party needs to get a minimum of 10% of the 
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national vote. This rule has been circumvented in the 2007 and 2011 elections with the election 

of a number of independent members of parliament -some of whom are ethnic Turks-- who 

have, following the elections, joined a solidarity bloc with the Kurdish party. 

Especially since it started its campaign for the 2011 elections, AKP’s stance on the 

Kurdish issue has become increasingly hard-line and militaristic, seen by many as a return to the 

policies of the 1990s. Since the elections, AKP has also pursued an aggressive policy towards the 

BDP, the current Kurdish party in parliament. The result is a continuing shrinking of political 

space for the articulation, debate and negotiation of the democratic demands of the Kurdish 

minority in Turkey. Despite the fact that concerns are raised by European politicians and human 

rights groups, and less frequently by the United States, that Turkish government change its 

approach to the Kurdish issue, I will suggest that the geopolitical interests of powerful Western 

governments contribute to this process in two different ways. Specifically, I argue that the 

discourse, politics and the institutions of the "war on terror" empowers and legitimizes the use 

by the Turkish government (as a "friendly regime") of ever expanding notions of"terrorism" to 

silence the political voices of the Kurdish minority, as it also helps legitimize its own escalation 

of state terrorism towards this goal. Secondly, in terms of the languages available to speak of and 

to address the situation of the Kurdish minority internationally, humanitarian intervention, as the 

dominant contemporary discourse of speaking about violence elsewhere, provides a mechanism 

of Western tutelage and control over, rather than protection and political empowerment, for the 

people in the region, I argue that both of these two languages, one seemingly empowering the 

national government, the other empowering Western powers which might have geopolitical 

interests in intervention, produce an anti-po#tics machine(ry)4 through which the political 

agency and voices of the Kurds would either be muzzled or contained and manipulated. 
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Ever-Expanding Notions of Terrorism and Invisibilizing State Terrorism: The "War on 

Terrorism" and Opportunities to Silence Dissent 

The "War on Terror" has provided an opportunity and further justification for different states 

around the world experiencing dissent by their minorities to label different acts of insurgency, 

and even opposition, on the part of groups representing the minorities as "terrorism". Once 

certain movements, activities, even affiliations and thoughts are framed as "terrorist", the 

discourses and practices of this framing enables the state to dismiss their issues and grievances 

altogether. The reduction of the issue to one of violence vs. security, and the militarization of the 

state response to the issue, create an anti-politics, in which apolitical understanding and debate 

on and apolitical settlement of the issue become impossible. 

Another major outcome of the global "War on Terror" has been to provide automatic 

justification, in the name of anti-terrorism, for a number of state policies, measures and activities 

which would otherwise be illegitimate; and to invisibilize, unproblematize and naturalize state 

terrorism. In addition to the wars and security practices of Western states, state terrorism has 

been commonly used and easily legitimized -as it has gone largely unquestioned-- by states in 

friendly relations with the United States and European governments. 

Anti-Terrorism legislation in Turkey dates back to 1991 when it was formulated 

specifically to address the activities of the PKK. While not new and unique to the post 9/11 

period, the Anti-Terrorism Law received support and justification through discourses and 

practices of the global "War on Terror". In addition, it can also be argued that the "War on 

Terror" provides a context in which the Turkish government has no strong incentives to address 
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the Kurdish question in terms other than militarization and securitization of the issues. The Law 

on anti-Terrorism was amended in 2006 --ironically during a period associated by national and 

international actors with "democratization" in Turkey-- in an international context of security 

measures and legislation being introduced and/or expanded in many countries. The 2006 

amendments were draconian. The new legislation defines terrorism in very wide and vague 

terms, in ways that criminalize many non-violent activities. In 2008, a higher court interpreted 

the amendments to mean that anyone who acted in a "PKK-inspired manner" could be convicted 

as a member of a terrorist organization (Human Rights Watch, 2010). 

The broadened and vague definition of terrorism includes "terrorist propaganda" which 

has been interpreted by prosecutors to include criticism of the state and politicians. This has been 

used to close several newspapers and cast a chilling shadow over freedom of expression in 

Turkey. A number of activities, such as the wearing and carrying of emblems and signs, banners 

and leaflets of terrorist organizations, as well as shouting or broadcasting of their slogans, also 

count as terrorism. In addition, the amendments increase the discretion of security forces while 

limiting the rights of those detained and convicted (KHRP, 2008). Another important amendment 

has involved the enabling of the courts to charge children 15-18 as adults. Within the first few 

years after the amendments came into effect, more than 1,500 children were persecuted under the 

law (American Bar Association, 2009). 

In Turkey, as elsewhere, membership of an "armed terrorist organization" is a criminal 

offence under anti-terrorism legislation. The problem is that Turkish courts have tended to use a 

very loose definition of "membership" to include not only armed militants but also those active 

on the margins of organizations or are simply sympathizers with a general political cause, 

regardless of whether or not they are directly or indirectly involved in the planning or execution 
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of acts of violence. In the KCK investigations in recent years, this principle appears to have been 

taken one step further and the definition of"membership of a terrorist organization" extended to 

those who share the PKK’s stated goal of greater rights and freedoms for Turkey’s Kurds. 

It is ironic that precisely at a time when Turkey is touted as a "model country" and 

"model democracy" for the Middle East, it has the highest number of terrorism convictions 

among countries in the world. As of late 2011, Turkey had close to 13,000 terrorism convictions, 

accounting for about one third of the world’s total and far surpassing any other country -even 

China, with 7000 convictions in a population of 1.3 billion people (Bu~lahlar, 2011)5. Many of 

those detained or convicted are because of their assumed association with the Kurdish 

movement. As of the end of the summer of 2012, the estimates were that more than 2100 people 

connected to the BDP, including 274 elected officials -including members of parliament, 

mayors, members of municipal councils-- are in detention on charges of belonging to a terrorist 

organization. In addition, approximately 5000 may face charges of spreading the ideas of a 

terrorist organization or attending a meeting (International Crisis Group, 20 !2). Many of those 

arrested under terrorism charges are (Kurdish) children who have thrown stones at the police. 

Also highly represented among those facing lengthy jail sentences on terrorism charges are about 

100 Kurdish journalists (Hawramy, 2012)6, as well as lawyers representing those who have been 

accused of terroris!! 

Public discourse by politicians and the media and the types of responses by security 

forces to specific events further add to the public discourse of ever-expanding notions of 

"terrorism" the amended legislation has enabled. As the public discourse expands, there are 

absurd references to seven-year old child terrorists7, or in the case of the KCK to an "unarmed 

terror organization". In a speech in December 2011, the Minister of the Interior, Idris Naim 
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Sahin, suggested that the activities of the PKK (the terrorist organization), KCK (the 

organization carrying out non-violent struggles in urban areas) and BDP (the Kurdish party in 

parliament) are all intertwined, and that the critical work by writers, poets, artists are now all 

suspect under the government’s ever-expanding notions of "terrorism": 

"The activities of the terror organization are not just confined to brutally attacking 

security forces in rural and urban areas and back alleys. There is a backyard that 

feeds terrorism. It involves efforts to present it as innocent, reasonable and 

legitimate, through painting, writing poems or daily columns. They try to 

demoralize army and police personnel fighting terrorism by making them the 

subject of their art and writing. The backyard of terrorism is Istanbul, Izmir, 

Bursa, Vienna, London and Washington. It is university posts and civil society 

organizations. They have infiltrated into all these spaces. It is sometimes a 

cultural, educational association, sometimes a ’think-tank’. It is easy to terrorism 

in the mountains. In the backyard, however, quick grass and watercress are mixed 

together." (My translation) (H~rriyet, 2011) 

The discourse of terrorism continually feeds the practices of security forces, supporting, 

legitimizing and normalizing state terrorism. Within days following the speech of the Minister of 

the Interior, late December 2011, a drone attack in a rural area in South-Eastern Turkey killed 35 

civilians, all peasants, 19 of whom were children 12-15 years old. The incident involved judging 

young Kurdish smugglers who were traveling in the mountains at night as PKK militants and 

bombing them. Smuggling is widespread in impoverished Kurdish villages near the border, as 

land ownership and other economic activities are beyond the reach of most peasants. Seen by 
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human rights groups as "execution without trial" and a massacre, the incident was blamed by 

TRT, the national broadcasting corporation, on the PKK which it identified as the actor mainly 

responsible for necessitating the drone activity in the first place (Sendika. Org, 2011). Speaking 

to journalists in Pakistan, the Turkish Prime Minister explained the incident by saying "[T]this is 

not a region where people live. It is a terror region" (IMC-TV, 2012). 

The ever-expanding conception of terrorism criminalizes every critical and oppositional 

expression of politics by Kurdish groups and their allies. The Newroz celebrations in the spring 

of 2012 have turned into a space for further state repression and violence, when the government 

insisted that Newroz celebrations were only allowed on March 21 st. When Kurds in Turkey 

attempted to extend the celebrations into the week, and especially into the weekend when more 

people could attend, they faced barricades, tear gas, attacks by the police. At the end of a week of 

celebration activities across the country, 659 people were detained; 71 arrested and many 

wounded -including some leading elderly members of the BDP and the Kurdish movement (Sol 

Portal, 2012a). Another example of suppression and criminalization of dissent was in response 

to a rally organized by the BDP in July 2012 to call for the release of jailed PKK leader (~calan 

and for celebrating the first anniversary of the declaration ofBDP’s vision of"democratic 

autonomy". When the provincial governor of Diyarbaklr refused to give permission for the 

rally8, Kurds went out anyway. The police response involved water canon, tear gas, beating of 

the protestors --including breaking the leg of a BDP female deputy--and high number of arrests. 

The securitization of the Kurdish issue chokes the possibilities of political expression, 

debate and resolution. Following the harsh government response to the "illegal" rally in July 

2012, BDP’s co-leader Demirta~ stated that every single application for political demonstrations 

the BDP made in the past year has been rejected. Vahap Co~kun argues that the so-called KCK 
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operation is actually an operation to suppress the BDP. In a new period in Turkey when outright 

closing of a political party no longer seems legitimate and suitable for the image of democracy 

the government may want to project, what is happening, according to Co~kun, is a "post-modern 

process of party closing" whereby the party may legally remain open but effectively disabled 

from political activities through arrests and imprisonment of its elected officials and supporters; 

banning of demonstrations; through constant harassment and threats of closure. One of the aims 

of this "post-modern" process, according to Co~kun, is criminalization of the BDP. The 

government knows and expects a reaction when it bans demonstrations. When people violate the 

ban and there is a clash with security forces, the BDP is held responsible, in ways that legitimize 

and normalize the anti-democratic practices by the government (Co~kun, 2012). 

Whether/How (state) Violence Elsewhere Gets Heard in the West Today: Selective 

Attention, (geo)Political Mediations and "Humanitarian Interventions 

The Western "adoption" of the cause of the Kurdish minority in different Middle Eastern 

states--as Western adoption of the cause of any minority in other countries--has always been 

selective in time and space, often based on the based on the "friendliness" of the government to 

Western (and more specifically, U.S.) interests in the specific country of Kurds’ residence. One 

of the most blatant examples of the selective attention given to the plight of Kurds has been the 

complicity of Western governments and the media on the massacre of Iraqi Kurds. The 1988 

massacre of Kurds in Halabja by poison gas hardly received any attention when Saddam Hussein 

was in friendly terms with the U.S. and in war with Iran. It was suddenly "remembered" and 

instrumentalized as the relations of the U.S. administration with Saddam Hussein changed 
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following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, and as the U.S. started to prepare an attack against Iraq in 

1990-1991. 

Two factors might have contributed to the relative absence of attention for the Kurds of 

Turkey in the Western context. First, the left wing politics of the Kurdish movement in Turkey -- 

despite the compromises on and dilution of this politics over the years-- means that so far it is 

not seen as a movement which might be in harmony with U.S. interests -in ways, for example, 

Kurdish leadership in Northern Iraq might have been seen. The second factor has to do with 

relations between Western governments and the Turkish government. Since the onset of the 

"War on Terrorism", Western governments have promoted Turkey in the Middle East and 

Muslim-majority countries elsewhere as a "good Muslim" model for "moderate Islam" and a 

"model democracy". More recently, since the beginning of the so-called "Arab Spring", 

especially in relation to the NATO intervention in Libya and the pressures directed at Syria, 

Turkey’s foreign policy position has continued to please the U.S. and European states. In this 

climate, there seems to be, what we may call, a willing ignorance among Western governments 

and the media in relation to the re-militarization of the Turkish government’s approach to the 

Kurdish issue as well as the general environment of de-democratization and rapidly creeping 

political repression9. It seems that the tendency to condone these developments will likely be 

there as long as the Turkish state policies in the Middle East continue to be in alignment with 

those of the Western states and dominant interests. 

How can Kurds in diaspora and their allies, as well as independent human rights 

organizations in Western countries express solidarity and voice concerns over the treatment of 

the Kurdish issue in Turkey? What are the discourses available to talk about violence and 

repression elsewhere? Are there languages outside the politics and geopolitical interests of 
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Western states to simply, directly talk about human rights issues in other lands? Rather than 

providing a formulaic and detailed response to this question, this section aims to rather offer a 

serious point of caution regarding which language and discourse to not use. Even though the 

geopolitics of the region has so far ruled against the adoption of humanitarian discourse in 

relation to Kurds in Turkey, instability of the region and volatility of its politics 10 mean that there 

is a great deal of uncertainty around the nature of Western interests and interventions in the 

future. In the rest of this section, I focus on humanitarian intervention as the dominant, if not the 

only, discourse in the early 21 st century for talking about violence (including state violence) 

elsewhere. I discuss the ways in which rather than providing a real voice and empowerment to 

oppressed minorities and supporting possibilities of popular sovereignty, the discourse of 

humanitarian intervention acts as yet another mechanism of anti-politics, simply shifting 

sovereignty from nation states to imperial powers and dispossessing subjects of intervention of 

their own political agency. 

Wendy Brown offers an eloquent warning against the assumption that any outside 

discourse of speaking of and addressing violence can merely help stop violence and that it can 

ever be neutral and politically inconsequential: 

"...there is no such thing as mere reduction of suffering or protection from abuse -the 

nature of the reduction or protection is itself productive of political subj ects and political 

possibilities. Just as abuse itself is never generic but always has particular social and 

subjective content, so the matter of how it is relieved is consequential. Yes, the abuse 

must be stopped, but by whom, with what techniques, with what unintended effects, and 

above all, unfolding what possible futures? The pragmatist, moral and anti-political 
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mantle of human rights discourse tends to eschew, even repel, rather than invite or 

address these questions." (Brown, 2004: 460) 

Frustration with the difficulties of ending violence and receiving short term solutions to calls for 

peace lead some political actors to call for international intervention to stop the violence and 

suppression of minorities. This strategy has gained increased popularity in the post-Cold War 

period when a single super power has replaced the geopolitical dynamics of the Cold War era. 

The frustrations of having to work with the Westphalian model of nation-state sovereignty has 

led, in the post-Cold War period to calls from the political right as well as the left to envision 

models of a global "civil society", global democracy or "cosmopolitical democracy" (Archibugi, 

2000) which would enable people to be heard in a global community irrespective of the power or 

resonance of their voices in nation states. While the appeal of such hopes and visions among 

those dealing with human rights issues is understandable, there are serious questions to be raised 

as to whether these hopes and visions can realistically be put into action in the present power 

relations of international politics. Whatever we might think of the actual possibility of 

"cosmopolitical democracy", we need to interrogate and debate who would be actors shaping and 

enforcing it: "which authority may use force to violate state sovereignty, who such force should 

be used against or which human rights have to be protected" (Archibugi, 2000: 147). 

The concept of humanitarian intervention has provided one of the promises of justice in 

what is envisioned as a post-Westphalian order. Used more rhetorically in several cases of 

NATO and U.S. interventions the post-Cold War period in Somalia, Iraq, Yugoslavia and 

Afghanistan, this concept has more recently been institutionalized in international law through 

the doctrine of the Responsibi#ty to Protect. The doctrine has most recently been put into effect 
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to provide international justification and support for the 2011 NATO intervention in Libya. 

Expressed through the notion of humanitarian intervention and the recent doctrine of the 

Responsibi#ty to Protect, international humanitarian discourse treats Third World peoples as 

wards of Western states. Introducing an unequal notion of humanity for Third World peoples, 

through denial of politics, citizen rights and rights to self-determination, international 

humanitarian discourse is inherently anti-political and anti-democratic. 

One of the most blatant contradictions of the notion of humanitarian intervention has to 

do with the inherent militarism and violence in the kind of intervention it envisages/advocates. 

Fassin and Pandolfi argue that humanitarianism has become the "justification for extralegal 

action" and that the logic of humanitarian interventions constitutes a "form of naturalization -or 

depoliticization--of war (2010: 13). They suggest that cases of humanitarian crises are 

approached as a state of exception forming the basis for a "government that is at once military 

and humanitarian, resting on a logic of security and a logic of protection, on a law external to and 

superior to law, rooted as it is in the legitimacy of actions aimed at protecting life" (Fassin and 

Pandolfi, 2010: 15-16).11 

Simultaneously focused on the violence of the state actors in the country of intervention, 

and blind to its own violence, humanitarian interventions present imperial wars as simply adding 

a "few more dead bodies" to the equation. Especially when these bodies are "bare life", it does 

not seem to matter what the costs of the intervention might have been, as the killing of the extra 

"few" through war is seen to be a positive, productive activity (Cairo, 2006: 298). Speaking of 

the Iraq War in 2004, Tony Blair has said: 

"Let me say once again, I do not disrespect anybody who took a different point of view, 

but what I always had in mind was the nature of this regime. When you read the details of 
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the torture chambers, the prisons, the thousands upon thousands of people that Saddam 

killed, far more than any coalition action couM ever do, then I think, even if people have 

disagreed with us going to war, they can at least see that the Iraqi people have greater 

freedom and greater hope today than they had in the days under Saddam." (Blair, cited in 

Cairo, 2006: 297) 

Mamdani questions why the current discourses of international justice only focus on what gets 

labeled as genocide and not deal with other cases of mass violence in the form of war and 

counterinsurgency. Questioning why international justice would not be applied, for example, to 

the case Iraq War, he suggests that the main difference is in the labels attached to different forms 

of mass violence rather than their impact on people. 

"Labeling performs a vital function. It isolates and demonizes the perpetrators of one 

kind of mass violence and at the same time confers impunity on the perpetrators of other 

forms of mass violence." Mamdani, 2009:281) 

Mamdani grants that there is nothing new about powerful nations using and manipulating legal 

concepts to suit their interests. What is new in the "War on Terror", he argues, is that "the action 

against violence is simultaneously being moralized and legally regulated" (Mamdani, 2009: 

281). 

Several recent studies have raised alarm as they have documented and analyzed the 

recent changes in the nature of humanitarian activism, even when it is practiced by non-state, 

NGO actors. They have highlighted the trends towards professionalization, institutionalization of 

humanitarian organizations; and corresponding move from principles of neutrality and 
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peacefulness to militarization and cooperation with Western foreign 

Foley, 2008; Rieff, 2003). 

policy (Chandler, 2002; 

Observers are also alarmed that some of the institutions of a so-called post-Westphalian 

order such as the International Criminal Court (ICC) have focused exclusively on African 

countries. Mahmood Mamdani warns that "[i]ts name withstanding, the ICC is rapidly turning 

into a Western court to try African crimes against humanity". Under these circumstances what 

ICC achieves may not be more than a practice of"politicized justice" (Mamdani, 2008). The 

selective application of universal principles and international law means that the principle of 

national sovereignty is simply being replaced by imperial sovereignty. Under the present 

conditions, the U.S. can simultaneously define the universal and opt-out of its application and 

force. While the U.S. leads humanitarian interventions, and has been an outspoken enthusiast for 

war crime tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda, it can simultaneously oppose the universal 

jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court to try its own leaders and soldiers. 

The nature and contradictions of international justice in the contemporary period suggest 

that rather than a so-called "post-Westphalian" transition, what we are experiencing today is a 

transition to imperial sovereignty. Mahmood Mamdani (2008) argues that the so-called transition 

we are experiencing from the old system of sovereignty to a new humanitarian order is "not a 

global but a partial transition", ’confined to those states defined as "failed" or "rogue" states’. 

The result, he argues is a bifurcated international system, very much like that of the colonial 

period when state sovereignty existed in some parts of the world but was absent in most of Asia, 

Africa and the Middle East. One part of the bifurcated international system is defined by 

sovereignty and citizenship, the other by trusteeship and wardship. 
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What makes the bifurcation a particularly racist one is the fact that the logic of 

bifurcation in this framework applies not just on states, but also on peoples. Costas Douzinas 

(2007) argues that there is not one, but three types of humanity for cosmopolitan 

humanitarianism: The victim, the evil-doer and the rescuer. The first two are elsewhere. The 

"rescuer" is the white Western subject. According to Douzinas, "(t)he premise and appeal of 

humanitarianism is distance and alienation" (2007:16). What the humanitarians have towards 

the victim is not sympathy out of a shared sense of humanity and experience, but rather pity and 

a sense of superiority (2007:16). A most important characteristic of humanitarian discourse is 

precisely its attempt to erase the interconnectedness of histories and experiences. 

"We shed tears.., out of a sense of superiority and charity rather than out of shared 

history, community or humanity. If we have a shared history, humanitarianism in its 

celebration of our goodness erases it ..... The horrors visited by the West on its ’others’ 

are conveniently forgotten and displaced. Horrible atrocious acts are only committed by 

the evil inhuman other." (Douzinas, 2007: 15) 

What is striking about some of the discourses advocating humanitarian intervention is that what 

sounds like a form ofxenophilia expressed for the dependent other may be the other side of the 

coin for contempt for Third World political subjects acting independently of or in contradiction 

with Western interests. Miriam Ticktin argues that humanitarianism emerged specifically as a 

reaction to "third-worldism". Whereas third-worldism recognizes and Third World peoples as 

political agents who are able to shape their future, Ticktin argues that the work, for example, of 

French intellectuals, articulating humanitarianism has depicted the Third World as a place of 

misery and barbarism and peoples as victims (Ticktin, 2011: 21-22). 
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A third major problem with recent discourses and practices of cosmopolitanism has been 

that they involve a form of politics that is inherently anti-political and anti-democratic. Not only 

does the discourse invisibilize the connectedness of the histories and present relationships of the 

fortunate and the misfortunate; and presents Western governments and corporations --which 

might be directly implicated in the poverty, and misfortunes of the recipients of 

humanitarianism-- as the savior. There is also the fact that humanitarianism is conditional upon 

the absence of political agency on the part of the recipient. Politics, it seems, is the prerogative of 

the imperial power and its (consenting) citizens. 

Cosmopolitan discourse tends to see sovereignty as intrinsically in tension with, if not 

always contradictory, to human rights, not acknowledging how the very enjoyment of human 

rights may be contingent on sovereignty12. This position overlooks the differences between 

human rights and the political and substantive rights of citizenship. Reminding that without 

citizenship, the "human" is reduced to ’bare life’, Zizek questions the value and integrity of the 

human in humanitarian perspective: 

"Paradoxically, I am deprived of human rights at the very moment at which I am reduced 

to a human being ’in general’... What, then, happens to human rights when they are the 

rights of homo sacer, of those excluded from the political community; that is, when they 

are of no use, since they are the rights of those who, precisely, have no rights, and are 

treated as inhuman? Jacques Ranciere proposes a salient dialectical reversal: ’When they 

are of no use, one does the same as charitable persons do with their old clothes. One 

gives them to the poor." (Zizek, 2005: 127) 
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Mahmood Mamdani argues that in celebrating human rights, the international humanitarian order 

does not acknowledge citizenship. Instead, Mamdani suggests, 

’... it turns citizens into wards... To the extent that the global humanitarian order claims 

to stand for rights, these are the residual rights of the human and not the full range of 

rights of the citizen. If the rights of the citizen are pointedly political, the rights of the 

human pertain to sheer survival; they are summed up in one word: protection, he new 

language refers to its subj ect not as bearers of rights -and thus active agents in their 

emancipation-- but as passive beneficiaries of an external "responsibility to protect"... 

Humanitarianism does not claim to reinforce agency, only to sustain bare life.’ 

(Mamdani, 2009: 274-275). 

The language of cosmopolitan humanitarianism defines the targets of humanitarian intervention 

not with full humanity, including political agency, but rather with pitiful dependency. Douzinas 

argues in the eyes of the West, the recipients of humanitarianism are: 

"... an amorphous mass of people... The victims are paraded exhausted, tortured and 

starving, but always nameless, a crowd, a mob that inhabits the exotic parts of the world. 

As a former president of the Medecins sans Frontiers put it, ’he to whom humanitarian 

actions are addressed is not defined by his skills or potential, but above all, by his 

deficiencies and disempowerment. It is his fundamental vulnerability and dependency, 

rather than his agency and ability to surmount difficulty that is foregrounded by 

humanitarianism." (Douzinas, 2007: 13) 
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Cosmopolitan humanitarianism attempts to shape and restrict the subjectivity of the recipients of 

interventions through and anti-politics13. Zizek argues that "(t)oday’s ’new reign of ethics’... 

relies on a violent gesture of depoliticization, depriving the victimized other of any political 

subjectivization." (2005: 128). Finkielkraut captures the irony in the kind ofxenophilia 

expressed in humanitarianism: 

"the humanitarian generation does not like men -they are too disconcerting--but enjoys 

taking care of them. Free men scare it. Eager to express tenderness fully while making 

sure that men do not get away, it prefers handicapped people." (Finkielkraut, cited in 

Douzinas, 2007: 20-21) 

Focusing on the case of occupied Gaza, Hagar Kotef articulates how humanitarian logic is both 

similar to but also corroborates with security logic. "In reducing the subject to its corporeal 

needs", she argues that "humanitarianism produces the surface on which and through which 

security operates" (Kotef, 2010, 182). Stripping the subj ects it "protects" of their citizenship, 

humanitarianism makes them vulnerable to security discourses and practices. As a result, Kotef 

suggests that humanitarianism inevitable perpetuates the regimes it purportedly opposes. 

"Humanitarianism declares itself to be outside of politics, to address all human beings 

beyond the paradigm of citizenship. It thereby produces a subject-configuration for the 

security discourse, a surface on which security forces operate (but which is also the 

product of these forces). The subject at the focus of humanitarian discourse--but 

surprisingly enough, also of security--are neither the citizens nor the citizens-to-be and 

are hence never to be included or fully excluded. This is what allows humanitarianism to 

be fully universal and security not to reduce its subjects to enmity and yet not to protect 
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them as citizens. The subject that emerges by this solidarity of security and 

humanitarianism is a thin subject, which is but its own survival." (Kotef, 2010: 186-187) 

Alana Lentin also articulates on the ways in which discourses of terrorism and humanitarian 

intervention may complement one another in producing subjects who are denied political agency: 

"... all Arab-looking people are potentially subject to investigation under anti-terrorism 

legislation, while a war is waged to bring democracy to Arabs whose human rights have 

been violated. In neither case can it be said that Arabs are being seen in a truly 

humanistic light. They constitute either threats or victims, and as such are stripped of 

autonomy. In either case, they are dehumanised (cf. Fanon, 1967), seen either as 

incapable of action or as the architects of actions so monstrous as to not qualify as 

human." (Lentin, 2005) 

Based on the bare humanity of the kinds of subjects humanitarian discourse produces, Cairo 

offers that the forms of domination that prevail in the post-Cold War period are not simply based 

on geopolitical relations between states, but ’also constructed around a biopolitical sense of duty 

to relieve "suffering" on the part of "brutalized" people’ (Cairo, 2006: 289). This sense of duty, 

Cairo argues, is very similar to the claims about "uncivilized" and "unchristianized" peoples 

under colonialism. In this world context, the system of nation-state sovereignty is giving way to 

an order of suzerainty (Cairo, 2006). 

The recolonization enabled by humanitarian intervention may involve complete 

restructuring of the social, economic and political order through the interests and visions of the 

imperial patron. Brown (2004) warns that the politics of cosmopolitan humanitarianism may 
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monopolize political space altogether. Zizek also argues that rather than being neutral, 

"humanitarian interventions" are politically constitutive, and may even stand directly in 

opposition to collective justice projects. According to Zizek, the U.S. invasion of Iraq: 

"... was not only motivated by hard-headed politico-economic interests but also relied on 

a determinate idea of the political and economic conditions under which ’freedom’ was to 

be delivered to the Iraqi people: liberal-democratic capitalism, insertion into the global 

economy, etc. The purely humanitarian anti-political politics of merely preventing 

suffering thus amounts to an implicit prohibition on elaborating a positive collective 

project of socio-political transformation." (Zizek, 2005: 126) 

Conclusion: Can the Subaltern Speak? 

This essay underlines the difficulties of speaking of violence and terror. Two contemporary 

discourses on violence and terror not only overlook, dismiss and distort the variety of 

experiences of violence by civilians, but in the ways violence is defined and addressed, they also 

constitute new powerful systems of governmentality. One of the discourses, the global discourse 

of the "War on Terror" has enabled, empowered and legitimated state actors -especially those 

who are in good relations with imperial powers-- to simultaneously invisibilize/legitimize state 

terrorism while the state discourse on "terrorism" has been expanded to criminalize many forms 

of political dissent. The second discourse, humanitarian intervention, claims to address state 

terrorism and abuses of power at the nation-state level, but it does so by replacing nation-state 

sovereignty with imperial sovereignty; and by stripping the recipients of humanitarianism of 

political subjectivity, reducing them to bare life. In these discourses, people are defined either as 

"terrorist" subjects, defined by their violence rather than by the nature of their issues or demands; 
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or as helpless victims needing Western protection. In effect, both discourses work as anti- 

po#tics, eliminating the space for political agency, political will, self determination and 

democracy. 

What are the implications of this in terms of Kurdish politics, and generally in terms of 

the politics of minorities, repressed and brutalized groups to communicate their plight? Even 

though some civil society and human rights groups, frustrated with obstacles to having their 

voices heard and issues addressed, have become overly optimistic in the post-Cold War era about 

the possibility of leapfrogging the national level, the discourses, institutions and real-life 

examples of humanitarian intervention suggest that there is no solution to issues of violence and 

repression outside po#tics. They also suggest that leapfrogging local, national and regional 

politics may not offer the possibilities of long-term peace and democracy for peoples. Rather 

than empowering recipients of humanitarianism by addressing abuses of nation-state 

sovereignty, the anti-po#tics of humanitarian intervention create a humanity further stripped of 

political agency and the possibility of self-determination and popular sovereignty. 

A "politics of place" as defined by ArifDirlik (2001) might provide peaceful and 

democratic alternatives in this case to the anti-politics of state repression on the one hand and 

imperial humanitarianism on the other. Dirlik offers po#tics ofplace as an alternative to what he 

sees as the two dominant and competing political logics of the present: identity politics/ethnic 

nationalism, on the one hand, and a neoliberal imperial cosmopolitanism presented by globalism, 

on the other. Advocating a new form of politics informed by places, Dirlik aims to clearly 

distinguish "place-based politics" from essentialist "place-bouna~’ nativism or ethnicist politics. 

The concept of place allows for a political imagination that is based on a contextualized and 

historicized understanding of the relationships between the different peoples who have interacted 
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and co-existed in places over time, as well as the relationships between the local, regional and 

the global. It allows ways to remember, acknowledge and address historical tensions and 

injustices among peoples, while allowing for an imagination of peaceful co-existence. 

There are several examples of gestures by Turkish and Kurdish intellectuals and political 

activists that they would want to achieve peace through internal politics and negotiation. In a 

press conference in June 2012, MP Ahmet T/irk, one of the most important and senior Kurdish 

politicians, criticized the style of the government trying to make deals with Kurdish leaders - 

such as Barzani and Talabani-- in Iraq while refusing to engage in dialogue and negotiations with 

the Kurds in Turkey: 

"For 30 years, there is a people14, its demands, its politics and leaders. There is a political 

party represented in parliament and engaged in the issues of this country. The 

involvement among Kurdish intellectuals and opinion leaders in peace is obvious to all. 

You cannot succeed if you dismiss Kurds in Turkey and only seek solutions abroad. We 

do not mind the initiatives of Barzani and Talabani. However, you cannot solve the 

problem by excluding us, the people. You cannot solve it by excluding the PKK." (my 

translation) (Radikal, 2012) 

The current moment in Turkey is especially challenging as violence by the state and the PKK as 

escalated significantly since 2011 and provocation -by politicians and the media-- of nationalist 

sentiments among Turks threatens to expand anti-Kurdish sentiments into civil society. As the 

anti-terrorism discourses and practices expand in Turkey, it is difficult to see how Kurds in 

Turkey may not be seduced with possibilities of imperial humanitarian intervention promising to 

favour them. The points of caution regarding humanitarian intervention suggest, however, that 
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as seductive as that possibility might be, it is not a realistic recipe freedom, democracy and peace 

for Kurds. As difficult, messy and frustrating politics at national and regional levels might be, 

there may be no good political alternatives to communicating, mutually understanding, 

negotiating and reconciling with one’s neighbours. 
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1 This is a revised expanded version of a paper presented at the Violence in a Far Country: 

Women Scholars of Colour Theorize Terror workshop at OISE, University of Toronto, on May 

18-19, 2012. I would like to thank the organizers of the workshop, Sherene Razack and 

Suvendrini Perera for their intellectual leadership; and participants of the workshop, especially 

Miriam Ticktin, for very useful and valuable feedback on my presentation. 

2 Among the factors that contributed to this has been the significant size of the Kurdish 

population; as well as their geographic concentration (until the forced migration of the 1990s) in 

one region of the country. 

3 Since the 1990s, there have been compromises in the politics of the PKK from the Marxist- 

Leninist ideology that it originally subscribed to. 

4 I have borrowed the term "anti-politics machine" from James Ferguson (1994) who has used it 

to critique the ways some development discourses and projects have served to expand and 

strengthen state power In Lesotho by presenting development strategies issues as technical, 

rather than political ones. 

5 Beyond the specifically "terrorism-related" charges, there is a very rapid increase overall in 

rates of detentions, arrests and imprisonment in Turkey in recent years. In response to a question 

from the opposition party in parliament, the Minister of the Interior explained in September 2012 

that from 2009 until May of 2012, 795, 613 people were detained. 3049 of these were students 

who participated in demonstrations (Haberler. Corn, 2012). 

6 In a recent televised message to media owners and editors, Prime Minister Erdogan dictated 

them to discipline and expel reporters and columnists who were critical of government policy on 

the Kurdish issue. He also instructed journalists to stop covering the conflict between the Turkish 
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Armed Forces and the PKK, as he thought such reporting might serve PKK propaganda: "This 

[news about the conflict] must be ignored; there is no other way." "The most important target of 

terrorism is propaganda. [Terrorism] gets it done for free here. On whose side will the media 

be?" (t3~ret and Ognianova, 2012). 

7 The reference has been made by Prime Minister Erdo~an to children participating in protests -- 

whom the PM sees as being used by the PKK (CNN T#rk, 2012). 

8 The language used by some of the politicians and the media on this events bring into question 

whether Kurds in opposition are regarded as citizens of the city or of Turkey. In his explanation 

for not giving permission for the demonstration, governor Toprak stated that in banning the 

demonstration, he wanted to "protect citizens" (Sol Portal, 2012b). Daily Zaman reported on the 

tensions by stating that "the illegal demonstration disturbed peace in Diyarbaklr" (Zaman, 2012). 

9 In July and August 2012, the Turkish army conducted a major operation in the southeast to 

counter PKK forces entrenched near the Semdinli township. In an article in the Turkish daily 

H#rriyet, columnist Ahmet Hakan asks why the uprising in this region is not treated as another 

site of the "Arab Spring", why "$emdinli cannot be Aleppo". His answer is that one of the major 

factors in this is the absence of interest by Western politicians and the media in the cause of the 

Kurds in Turkey (Hakan, 2012). 

10 In the summer of 2012, Syrian president Assad gave relative autonomy to Kurds in Northern 

Syria. As there is already a Kurdish autonomous region in Northern Iraq, the Turkish 

government has been alarmed that this development could ease collaboration between PKK and 

Kurdish groups in neighboring countries and that it could in the long term it could pave the way 

to a Kurdish state in the region. In early October 2012, following shelling from Syria in a 

Turkish border town that killed civilians, the Turkish parliament gave the government a one year 
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authorization to initiate military actions. The open ended nature of the authorization is 

interpreted by many as meaning that it is not just for a war on Syria, but also for any cross-border 

operations by Turkey into Northern Iraq and Northern Syria to attack PKK bases. In response to 

the possibility that the authorization could be used by Turkey to invade the autonomous Kurdish 

region in Northern Syria, BDP’s co-leader Gi)ltan Kl~anak has said that they would stand in front 

of Turkish tanks to prevent that from happening (724. corn, 2012). 

11 Anne Orford discusses the decision by the European Court of Human Rights to dismiss a 

human rights case on the conduct of the Kosova intervention -specifically in use of cluster 

bombs--by certain states on behalf of the United Nations. When it decided that "it was not 

competent to review the acts carried out on behalf of the U.N.", Orford argues that the court 

"identified the UN and the states and personnel acting its authority, with the Universal. 

The representatives ofuniversalism should not be asked to take responsibility for the 

effects of their actions... Those acting under the authority of the UN represent human 

rights and the rule of law merely by heir presence." 

12 See Conlon (2004) for a different perspective on the relationship between sovereignty and 

human rights. 

13 An interview on CBC radio’s The Current on Wednesday, January 713, may help demonstrate 

the irony of the humanitarian position. During the Israeli attack on Gaza, a Canadian 

humanitarian worker volunteering with the International Solidarity Movement -sympathetic to 

the plight of Palestinians in this case-- protested the belligerent attacks on the civilians. What I 

noticed about the argument she used to defend the innocence of civilians in Gaza was interesting 

and rather shocking. The humanitarian activist said that most of the people who were killed and 

hurt in this attack were "not political at all." She did not say they were "not armed militants"; she 
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did not say they were "not terrorists." She said they were "not political at all." No doubt uttered, 

in the case of this activist, in good faith, to argue the innocence of those hurt; to appeal to the 

sympathy of the Canadian radio audience in hope of their potential solidarity; the choice of 

words needs to be questioned. Perhaps unintentionally implied was the notion that Palestinians 

could only be considered "innocent" if they can present themselves as, and effectively accept, a 

state of pitiful, naked humanity, a child-like innocence and helplessness, a non-politico-human 

status, and complete dependence on the pity and charitable recognition of outsiders. There was 

also the implication, again perhaps unintentional, that resistance, struggle for dignity and justice, 

and an aspiration for self-determination are inherently illegitimate and suspect - as really or 

potentially "terrorist" - if they are exercised by Palestinians who disagree with the Western 

mainstream solutions to the Palestinian question. If, to deserve Western recognition and 

protection of their human rights, Palestinians need to strip themselve s of politico-human status, 

there is the question of what is left of the "human" in humanitarian discourse (Arat-Koc, 2009). 

14 By this, Ti)rk is referring to the development of an ethnic/national identity among Turks in 

Turkey. 
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Chapter 19 

From Humanitarianism to Bioterrorism: Expanding the Politics of Suffering 

Miriam Ticktin 

In January 2010, newspapers carried a series of stories about homeless Chihuahuas in 

California being rescued and flown to new homes around North America - from New York City 

to Houston to Edmonton. In one case, Virgin Airlines donated $12,000 in travel costs for the 

dogs and their human companions. These flights -- termed "Chihuahua airlifts" - were organized 

by philanthropists along with the American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 

(ASPCA); in one case, the New York Times wrote that "15 homeless dogs from the Bay Area 

were flown to Kennedy by the airline so they could be adopted by New Yorkers" (January 10th 

2010). Another article stated, "animal lovers are determined to rescue those that they can from a 

sad and lonely life in a shelter in California" (Bustamante, February 12, 2011). Upon arrival, 

they were given behavioral and medical assessments, to make sure they had adjusted and were fit 

for adoption. There were people lined up, waiting for the arrival of these dogs, because as one of 

them said, many "may come from puppy mills or brokers where they often live in horrible 

conditions" (Bustamante, February 12, 2011). 

Another story was carried in May 2010, about a 2-year-old female pit bull who was 

doused in gasoline and set on fire in Baltimore, MD. A young policewoman happened to notice 

the smoke, and put out the flames with her sweater, but the dog, subsequently named Phoenix, 

survived for only 4 days, having received burns on over 95% of her body. The story was picked 

up in a matter of hours and disseminated nation-wide in newspapers, on radio and TV and on 
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websites. The intensity of the response was striking: people responded by offering a $26,000 

reward for the culprits; others held a candlelight vigil (Siebert 2011). 

I begin with these stories foregrounding the suffering and rescue of animals, because I 

want to think about whose lives are grievable today. This requires simultaneously asking whose 

suffering is narrated in the dominant media, what types of violence are rendered visible - and 

hence what compels action, either in terms of care or struggles for justice. I write this in the 

context of the ongoing global war on terror, which has structured the visibility of suffering, 

rendering the violence done to the gendered and racialized bodies targeted by war impossible to 

perceive as such. First amongst these are Muslim bodies. It has created a world where the divide 

between those who are considered human (as the Bush administration stated, those "who are 

with us"), and those who are expulsed from that category (those "who are against us") is stark. 

As Puar and Rai have suggested, those who are excluded are not just lesser humans, but they 

become "monster" (2002); these figures are both racial and sexual outcastes or "abnormals," and 

half-human, half-animal. These monsters cannot suffer; their pain is unthinkable. 

In thinking about the visibility of suffering in the context of the war on terror, I want to 

take a closer look at the politics of humanity and inhumanity. Perhaps counter intuitively, I will 

discuss what I see as an expanding politics of both humanity and humanitarianism (as the politics 

of humanity that focuses on care and rescue), which I will argue have grown in scale to include 

non-humans, to the ecological, and even planetary level. I want to think about what this 

expansion means - which lives does it newly recognize, and which lives does it cast aside? So 

far, the most productive analyses of the war on terror have engaged theories of race, empire, 

gender and sexuality to help explain its workings. I want to build on and push these frames of 

analysis to bring in the language of ecology - what does it do to our analyses to bring in other 
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domains of life? This paper will suggest that we need to pay careful attention to new and 

expanding discourses and technologies of humanity, for they are changing the terms and sites of 

both war and politics. My underlying argument is that we need to understand more about these 

new, seemingly unrelated sites in order to know how to make room for those whose lives have 

thus far not been "apprehendable" (Butler 2009). This paper will first discuss the logic of an 

expanding politics of humanity and humanitarianism, and then it will investigate one technology 

that I see as part of this expanding regime of care - veterinary forensic science - to think about 

the consequences and effects of such expansions. I will end by trying to understand the politics 

involved in this potentially planetary humanitarianism, and what it means for lives touched by 

the war on terror. 

The Expanding Politics of Humanitarianism 

First, before thinking of new technologies of humanity, I want to examine what I see as an 

expanding politics of humanitarianism. For this, let me return to the stories of animal rescue, 

which are becoming increasingly common in American media; and indeed, the story line is 

familiar. The victims being rescued here resemble those at the heart of humanitarian narratives: 

poor starving children, innocent women. These stories are powerful; as many scholars have 

shown, humanitarian narratives helped shape the subject of humanity that we now understand as 

"human," joining humanity with its cognate, humane. That is, as Thomas Laqueur has argued, in 

the late eighteenth century, the human began to be conceived not as a physiological fact, but as 

"ethical subj ect - the protagonist - of humanitarian narrative" (Laqueur 2009:38). "Humanity" 

referred to this shared sentiment of sympathy or benevolence - it did not necessarily mean 

shared species or biological fact. As Lynn Festa writes in her discussion of humanitarian 

sensibility also in the eighteenth century, "sentimentality is a literary form: a rhetorical structure 
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designed both to incite feelings in readers and to direct those feelings towards their ’proper’ 

objects." (2010:7). And yet, with the humanitarian narrative, this sentimental form rests on an 

unstable definition of humanity - it relies on its malleability. On the one hand, the lack of 

rigorous definition of the human allows for an expansion of the types of life it includes; on the 

other hand, because of the instability at the heart of the sentimental literary form, it can work on 

a case-by-case basis, providing a poor or inconsistent basis for ethics (Festa 2010:5). 

If the content of this sentimental form is flexible, what, precisely, evokes this compassion 

today - what makes one type of content more compelling than another? The more recent 

histories and anthropologies of humanitarianism suggest that while humanitarianism is premised 

on the moral imperative to relieve suffering, whatever its cause, form or context (at least in the 

form perhaps best embodied by M~decins Sans Fronti~res or MSF), the innocent victim is often 

the most morally legitimate sufferer (Ticktin 2011). Children are perhaps the most exemplary 

humanitarian subjects today; they are the archetypal innocent victims. It is no accident that 

children are the face of humanitarianism in fund-raising or publicity campaigns; they serve as 

generic human subjects, outside time and place. Women, too, can more easily inhabit this 

position of innocent victim, although this gendered subject is also clearly a racialized one, where 

(certain) women of the global south or "Third World" are perceived as the most innocent (read, 

passive) victims in need of rescue from their (barbaric) men or "cultures." 1 

The politics of humanitarianism has entailed both the search for and production of 

innocent victims, since the "pure" victim is a placeholder, always just out of reach. There are 

child soldiers, for instance, as Liisa Malkki points out, which troubles the image of the child as 

innocent. Indeed, child soldiers are seen as an abomination, a category mistake that leads to them 

being labeled "youth" or "teens" as opposed to "children" whenever possible, to set aside and 
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protect a time of innocence, when they are still unworldly and untainted (Malkki 2010:63-4). 

Similarly, the recent focus on victims of human trafficking picture young girls or women who 

have been kidnapped from their homes and locked away in brothels; yet this picture of innocence 

too is complicated when we realize that many of these girls or women who engage in sex work 

actually chose to leave home, and generally knew what they would be doing, even if they did not 

know the exact conditions of their employment. Here, the victim is implicated in her own 

situation of exploitation, and her status quickly shifts from endangered to dangerous, innocent to 

delinquent. For women, innocence is still inextricably tied to sexual innocence. 

Insofar as humanitarianism is dependent on the figure of the innocent victim as the 

highest moral good - the goal driving humanitarian action, in an attempt to steer clear of explicit 

political solutions or goals2 - I want to suggest that it works through a logic of expansion, in 

which new territories of innocence must be discovered and incorporated. The innocent sufferer 

can never be isolated for long enough to keep it uncorrupted by history or context. In this sense, 

humanitarianism is constantly displacing politics to the limit of innocence, a border which must 

be drawn and redrawn. 

While animals are selectively incorporated into this politics of humanity in these new 

ways -- and of course the flipside of this are institutions like factory farming -- I do not mean to 

suggest that they represent a novel terrain of innocence; they have been variously included in and 

excluded from this category of universal solidarity over time. In the eighteenth-century, the 

sentimental mode that eventually turned into abolitionism was "notoriously indiscriminate in its 

choice of objects, embracing not only human beings but lapdogs, dying birds, and (as one 

eighteenth-century critic grumbled), ’efts, toads, bats, every thing that hath life’" (Festa 2010:5). 

Indeed, Joanna Burke (2011) writes how in 1872, a woman known as "the Earnest 
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Englishwoman" asked to let women "become animal" - that is, to be treated as animals - in 

order to reap the benefits they were denied because they were not part of "mankind." So what is 

new here, how has this politics expanded? 

Insofar as the content of humanity - its sentimental community --- has always been 

unstable, alternately including and excluding subjects depending on the changing "distributions 

of sentiment" (Stoler 2010) I turn to examine the new technologies that help to produce 

humanity as a category, and that help sustain this particular project of sentiment. Why 

technology? In his discussion of the relationship between terrorists and humanity, Faisal Devji 

(2008), following Hannah Arendt, suggests that "global humanity" was produced by the very 

technology that enabled its destruction - i.e. the atom bomb. This technology helped "humanity" 

emerge as a global historical actor for the first time. In this sense, global humanity cannot be 

understood outside the technologies that helped to produce it. Ecological, biological and other 

threats have replaced the nuclear threat that initially gave meaning to this category, but they 

share and perpetuate the logic of a technologically interdependent humanity - a humanity that I 

want to suggest is being constructed on a planetary level now, in relation to emerging politics of 

war and security, ethics and technologies, and new forms of capital. 

Veterinary Forensic Science 

In this remainder of this essay, I will focus on one emergent technology: veterinary forensic 

science. Forensic science -- meaning the use of science to answer legal questions -- has been 

expanding in scope and relevance in recent years; this has been accompanied by the development 

of new sub-fields (such as linguistic forensics), as well as an increased public focus, evinced by 

television shows such as Crime Scene Investigation (CSI). As part of this expansion, veterinary 
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forensic science is a new sub-field of scientific expertise, started in 2008 at the University of 

Florida, with the support of the American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 

(ASPCA). The goal in applying forensic sciences to veterinary medicine is to "aid in the 

understanding, prevention and prosecution of animal cruelty." This new set of experts is 

mobilized around identifying, measuring and alleviating animal suffering, and helping to 

promote animal and human health and welfare. These veterinarians are some of the new players 

that help to adjudicate and manage humanitarian interventions. 

We may seem to be moving into a terrain which feels far from the war on terror and our 

discussion of whose lives are grievable, but this is precisely the point: these emergent sciences 

and technologies are at the frontier of this war. They are part of new- regimes of humanitarianism 

which decide whose lives are grievable and whose suffering is recognizable; and as part of new 

regimes of humanitarianism, they are implicated in regimes of security and violence. Much 

literature has shown that humanitarianism is inevitably accompanied by its seeming opposite, 

whether this is understood as policing, security or militarism) This link is exhibited in many 

ways: both humanitarianism and its flipside rely on and sustain the logic of crisis or emergency, 

with its focus on the temporal present, and the state of exception; this idea of crisis is central to 

the war on terror. Humanitarianism also often follows on the heels of and smoothes over the 

damage wrought by military intervention (Agier, 2010). But perhaps most importantly, 

humanitarian institutions increasingly work directly in concert with security forces, implicitly or 

explicitly, intentionally or not: they may hire private security forces - often formerly military 

personnel who participated in other conflicts -- to protect their officers, or they may come 

together to form military-humanitarian interventions, for instance, as prompted by the 

"Responsibility to Protect" doctrine (Pandolfi 2008). In what follows, we see this same 
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complementarity of regimes of humanitarianism and security present in the new veterinary 

forensic science. First, we will look at how this and other technologies expand regimes of rescue, 

then turn to see how they simultaneously help to develop new logics of criminality and security. 

a) On Rescue 

Veterinary forensic scientists work in new "humanitarian" teams: they join with disaster 

response teams, and emergency animal services and animal relief. For instance, veterinary 

forensic scientists work with the American Humane Association who has a disaster response 

team; AHA’s latest project was an attempted large-scale animal rescue operation in Japan, in 

response to the tsunami and earthquake Interestingly, illustrating my earlier point about the 

categories of innocence and their expansion, the American Humane Association is an 

organization that protects both animals and children, focusing on promoting their interconnected 

well-being. Veterinary forensic scientists also work with the National Animal Rescue and 

Response Team, formed in 2006, when disasters like Hurricane Katrina "impacted more people 

and their companion animals than in the history of the United States." Other veterinary forensic 

scientists have gone with humanitarian teams to Haiti. These groups and experts engage with the 

same emergency medical techniques and technologies as other (human) emergency response 

teams, working on a model of crisis, and with the same structures and logics. This fulfills a moral 

purpose for the humanitarian, regardless of what it does for the animal. An innocent other is 

required to enact these humanitarian politics (insofar as it is a politics of suffering/politics of 

humanity) - that is, an innocent other provides the subject of sympathy or pity, and the moral 

imperative to act. We must ask here what it means that the resources (financial, emotional, 

mediatic, and so on) dedicated to this moral purpose are now going increasingly to animal rescue 

- and what does this mean for other types of suffering and violence? Will they be rendered ever 
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more marginal, less and less recognizable? 

b) On Criminality 

Veterinary forensic scientists collect medical evidence not just to document or help relieve 

suffering, but to be used to in legal cases. When we look from the angle of the courtroom, we 

see a different impact of this expertise, and a different interaction with humans and humanity. 

These veterinarians have played a role in the changing focus on animal cruelty. In the U.S., 

before 1990, only 6 states had felony provisions in their animal-cruelty laws; now 46 states do. 

While there are several reasons for this change in animal cruelty law - including changing 

perceptions of animals as part of larger kinship structures, as innocent victims, and as rights- 

bearing subjects (most recently, dolphins were voted to have the right to legal personhood by the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science) -- one reason that stands out is the belief 

that acts of animal cruelty are linked to other crimes more narrowly related to humans (Siebert, 

2010; see also Cooper and Cooper 2007). 

In particular, the link between animal abuse and interpersonal violence has received a lot 

of recent attention,4 and the links have been reportedly substantiated such that many U. S. 

communities now cross-train social service and animal control agencies in how to recognize 

animal abuse as possible indicators of other abusive behaviors. A 1997 study of 48 of the largest 

domestic violence and child abuse shelters in the U.S. that found that 85 percent of women who 

came also reported incidents of animal abuse (Siebert 2010); and a quarter of battered women 

delayed going into shelters for fear of the well-being of family pets. Some shelters have adapted, 

offering refuge to abused pets as well as to people. As with pediatricians who must notify the 

police if they suspect child abuse, veterinarians must notify the police if they suspect abuse in the 

animals they treat. In fact, animal-control officers are now on the list of those bound by law to 
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report suspected child abuse; not only that, but several districts and states in the US have now 

created online registries that resemble those for sex offenders, tracking animal abusers across 

county and state lines, with the idea that this would be an early warning system for other crimes. 

We can see how this type of veterinary forensic expertise actually works as a new 

diagnostic of human cruelty or criminality. While the laws are in place to protect against animal 

cruelty or to protect endangered species, in many ways this allows for new ways to patrol and 

discipline humans, their relationships with one another, and it allows for new ways to configure 

who is exemplary of humanity, and who falls on its outer edges - who newly becomes animal or 

monster. For instance, veterinary forensic science was instrumental in achieving the conviction 

of American (NFL) football star Michael Vick for running a dog-fighting ring. A forensic 

veterinarian found evidence in "mass graves" on his property where eight pit bulls were buried, 

corroborating statements by witnesses that the dogs had been killed by processes of hanging, 

shooting, drowning or slamming them to the ground. He was sentenced to 23 months in jail on a 

felony charge for his role in the ring, with the judge remarking that Vick had not accepted full 

responsibility for "promoting, funding and facilitating this cruel and inhumane sporting activity." 

We should take the role of race seriously here, even though a full discussion of this is beyond the 

scope of this essay. As one example of this, his punishment, as some have noted, exceeded that 

given to others for charges of rape. 

Similarly, there are those like former French actress Brigitte Bardot - who also draws on 

veterinary expertise to make her point, and who has used the treatment of animals to mark and 

exclude Muslims in France. Suggesting that the ritualistic sacrifice of sheep for Aid is 

"unspeakable" and "undignified" her discourse contributes to an already anti-immigrant 

discourse that uses terms such as inhumane, uncivilized, and barbaric to describe Muslims. 
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Muslims, in this discourse, exemplify new forms of animality. In the latest round of elections 

France (spring 2012), far-right candidate Marine Le Pen used halal meat and the killing of 

animals as a cornerstone of her campaign, which helped garner her the biggest vote a far-right 

candidate has ever had in recent history: 18% of the vote in the first round. 

C) On Security: 

There is yet another side of veterinary forensics; these new experts are concerned with 

biosecurity and bioterrorism which targets animals or agriculture, and with emerging diseases, 

and in particular, zoonoses, which are diseases and infections that are naturally transmitted 

between vertebrate animals and humans. Forensic veterinarians investigate zoonoses that impact 

humans and animals, and most recently, they have been concerned with emerging infections, 

from BSE (mad cow disease) to Ebola and Marburg disease. In this sense, we can recognize here 

an expanded or altered version of what Andy Lakoff (2010) has called "global health 

governance", which combines humanitarian technologies and logics of biosecurity. Yet what we 

see here is that this field of global health has expanded to include a new ecological field, and to 

produce new notions of what might constitute "health." 

As I see it, this is where the humanity project changes scales. These various technologies 

and forms of expertise such as veterinary forensic science that expand the terrain of 

humanitarianism, meet in the emergent form of "One Health" which incorporates the health of 

humans, animals and plants, and treats them in relationship to one another. Still relatively 

amorphous, "One Health" is a concept that is being developed at the level of international 

multilateral organizations, governments, NGOs, private organizations and individuals as well as 

educational institutions. 6 
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"One Health" came into being primarliy to counter zoonotic threats, which are on the 

rise - supposedly three quarters of emerging infections originated in animals. SARS, avian flu 

and West Nile virus are just a few examples. But as one of the founders, Dr. Laura Kahn, stated 

in an interview, it is not new that human and animal health are linked; rather, "it struck me how 

many of the bioterrorist agents and emerging infectious diseases are zoonotic .... Yet in my 

research, I found that physicians and veterinarians rarely, if ever, communicated or collaborated 

with each other’’7. In other words, bioterrorism and concerns over preparedness are a driving 

force for this new collaboration, even if it may now claim other, more innocuous goals now as 

well, such as improving the lives of all species - human, animal and plant - through the 

integration of human medicine, veterinary medicine and environmental science. 8 Ultimately, One 

Health focuses on health "at the individual, population and ecosystem levels," moving both 

humanitarianism and health from the level of the population to the level of the planet. 

Planetary Politics? 

What kind of politics is this expanded, potentially planetary politics of humanitarianism, one that 

inflates the subject population while maintaining a focus on innocence and suffering? What 

technologies of power does it rely upon? Is this a politics that promises to expand our vision of 

life, of who is recognized as well as apprehended (Butler 2009)? Will it bring trans-species 

connections, new biosocial collectivities or political solidarities? Does it have the potential to 

remake Otherness - to let in those erased by the war on terror? 

There are several possibilities. First, we might ask if this simply a new form of 

biopolitics, expanding the power over life? On the one hand, we could say that thinking in 

biopolitical terms is no longer appropriate here. Foucault’s notion of biopower referred to the 
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regulation of a national population, constituted and managed as "society." Not only is this 

expanded politics of humanitarianism no longer about the nation-state, but it is no longer just 

about the human - or perhaps it is more accurate to say that the terms by which one decides who 

belongs to humanity have shifted radically. 

On the other hand, we could modify notions of biopower in order to think about this type 

of politics. New notions ofbiopolitics have been proposed that allow for such visions. For 

instance, in discussing the biodiversity census, political theorist Raft Youatt suggests that the 

census will help to construct new ideas of a multi-layered and multi-species global community 

(2008:405). He proposes an ecological view of biopower, which gives nonhuman actors active 

roles;9 insofar as biopower moves into the subjective lives of biological species, their actions and 

transmutations in turn transform biopower. Youatt argues that through the global biodiversity 

census, different biosocial collectivities can be forged - rather than being grounded on radical 

human!non-human difference (difference in capacity), they could be based on difference in 

ecological function. This biopolitics could "reterritorialize the category of the human" grounding 

it relative to other species and to local ecosystems that make up the global ecosystem. 

Italian philosopher Roberto Esposito also proposes the possibility of an "affirmative 

biopolitics" more generally, which is a politics of life, instead of a politics over life. In 

suggesting that we can move beyond the stalemate between immunity and community 

(immunitas and communitas) - a dyad which always creates an outside, an Other, against whom 

one must be protected or immunized -- Esposito argues that by the continual deconstruction of 

any normative system (a community where there are certain norms to follow), one can defend the 

difference of life forms with their associated norms; this offers a critique of Otherness, which 

inevitably results in immunization from the implicit threat of contagion and death (Bios 2007; 
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Campbell 2006:16). This focus on difference (and not Otherness) is the basis for change and for 

elaborating a radical tolerance toward the world, understood as a multiplicity of different living 

forms. An affirmative biopolitics "takes place when we recognize that harming one part of life or 

one life harms all lives" (Campbell 2006:16) - for him, all lives are inscribed in bios. 

Can we see the beginnings of an affirmative biopolitics or ecological biopower in the 

expanded technologies and politics of suffering just discussed? This is ultimately an empirical 

question, but from this brief look, it seems that One Health and other technologies such as 

veterinary forensic science are built on the idea of security, protection, and immunization, albeit 

at a different scale, one that has expanded in the types of subjects and populations it protects, 

disciplines and controls. While they may respond to injury or suffering of innocent victims, in 

some senses, this recognition of what Butler (2009) might call the "social vulnerability of 

bodies" is often simultaneously structured around the threats of bioterrorism, zoonoses, or 

disasters. If we return to Arendt’s notion that global humanity was first produced as a substantive 

category by the threat of destruction, then we can argue that this expanded politics of humanity 

follows in the same footsteps. 

Yet, do these technologies offer possibilities for new types of collectives, new kinds of 

social formations? When animals are treated and protected as victims, they are (as with humans) 

largely perceived as passive, they are spoken for and responded to in the terms of the 

humanitarians. As with humans, this presumes and imposes a commonality that may or may not 

exist - it does not leave open the possibility for radical alterity. This was shown quite vividly 

with the story of a woman who adopted a chimp (subsequently named Travis) and treated him as 

a son.1° Travis lived like a human for 14 years - eating steak, drinking wine, even acting in 

commercials. Everyone around town knew him. One terrible day, however, he become hostile 
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and attacked and mauled a family friend, biting and clawing off her face and hands. The police 

were called and an officer fatally shot Travis. The police officer went into a crippling depression 

afterwards, related to the shooting of Travis whom he had known for years, and yet whose 

devastating violence haunted him. The police officer was initially denied the workman’s 

compensation claims that he could have made if his depression were caused by shooting a human 

suspect. The Stamford police force ended up covering his therapy costs when the police unions 

got involved, and subsequently, State Senator Andrew J. MacDonald (from Stamford) introduced 

legislation that would cover an officer’s compensation for mental or emotional impairment after 

killing an animal when under threat of deadly force. 

What is difficult to think here in all the coverage of the tragic event is that Travis was not 

a human, but a chimpanzee - his difference was not acknowledged in his life or his death. Here, 

there is no space for the non-innocent animal. This erasure of difference can be understood in 

some senses as a politics of displacement, where the push is to incorporate the extreme 

externalities (where the external still remains industrial/factory farming, but now includes other 

subjects and objects as well). Of course, it can also be seen as a form of colonial expansion, not 

just in terms of the profits to be made from new subjects of crime, but also in terms of colonizing 

new landscapes to produce innocent victims, reproducing a certain sentimental political project 

of"protection" in the process - a "predatory compassion," one might say. 

So where do we end? Whose lives are grievable, whose suffering is notable? Will this 

expanded form of humanitarianism eventually help to disturb our own assumptions about our 

ontological status as humans, eventually producing a very different planetary set of relationships 

and individuals? While it might have seemed that narrating new forms of suffering could render 

visible many lives - especially those touched by terror -- we can see that expanding the category 
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of humanity is not an easy or straightforward answer; the desire to open up the category to let in 

the excluded is matched by similar neoliberal, neocolonial and capitalist desires to expand and 

incorporate11. We need to find new ways to render visible violence and injustice that refuse a 

focus on innocence. 
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1 Much feminist postcolonial theory has demonstrated this; see for example Mohanty (1988); 

Spivak (1988); Razack (1995); Kapur (2002). 

2 Again, I’m referring to humanitarian action largely as a response to emergency in terms of 

basic human health, exemplified by MSF. 

3 See for instance Ticktin (2005, 2011) on humanitarianism and policing; Fassin (2005) on 

compassion and its counterpart, repression; see Agier (2010) on humanitarianism as the Left 

hand of Empire; see Fassin and Pandolfi (2011) on the relationships between humanitarianism 

and militarism. 

4 See for instance Kurst-Swanger in The Encyclopedia of Domestic Violence, ed. Nicky Ali 

Jackson (2007). There are also many newspapers reports about this. 

5 Suffolk County on Long Island in New York was the first to create a registry, but the state of 

California was the first to put forward such a bill to the State Legislature in February 2010. The 

most recent is Arizon’s House Bill 2310, which, again, would create a registry of"convicted 

animal abusers similar to the state’s current sex offender one." 

http :iiwww. abc 15. comidppinews/region~ohoenix__m etro/central_~ohoenixiaz-bill-would-treat - 

animal-abusers-like-sex-offenders#ixzz23NDq5Zy9. See also the New York Times February 21, 

2010 "Lawmakers Consider an Animal Abuse Registry" 

http://www.nytimes.com!2010/02/22/us/22abuse.html?_r= 1 &pagewanted=print as well as 

Siebert (2010). 

6Among many others, the following promote the One Health concept: the World Bank, The 

World Organization for Animal Health, WHO (the World Health Organization), FAO (Food and 
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Agricultural organization), the US Center for Disease Control, the European Commission, the 

American Veterinary Association and the One Health Center at University of California’s Global 

Health Institute. http//www.onehealthinitiative.com/about.php. 

7 See International Innovation (Research Media Ltd), "One Health Initiative" p.38-41. See also 

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists interview with Laura Kahn, 2012. 

8 From One Health mission statement: http//www.onehealthinitiative.com!mission.php. 

9 As Dominic Pettman (2011) points out, however, who is giving agency here? Nonhumans play 

roles dictated by humans. 

10 See for instance the story in New York magazine by Dan P. Lee (2011). There were many 

reports about Travis. 

11 See also Ahuja (2011) on how nonhuman life gets incorporated into the war on terror. 
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Chapter 20 

’Tortured Bodies:’ The Biopolitics of Torture and Truth in Chile 

Teresa Macias1 

’For torture to be effective,’ they’d tell us, ’it has to be limitless.’ 

During the 2004 parliamentary debates concerning compensation policy for victims of political 

imprisonment and torture of the authoritarian regime in Chile, a Member of Parliament stated 

that while ’it would be inappropriate’ to describe ’the atrocious methods of torture used’ by the 

regime, everybody should be aware ’that in this room, at this very moment, there is a [female 

MP] colleague...whose sister’s nipples were cut during torture.’3 While the problematic 

engendered and sensationalist nature of this statement is evident, it is by no means a unique or 

isolated occurrence. In the months that followed the release of the Report of the Chilean National 

Commission on Political Imprisonment and Torture (henceforth the Torture Commission and the 

Torture Report), the detailed description of torture and its effects on bodies (particularly the 

bodies of women) became common fixtures of media reports, documentaries, public debates and 

even commercial advertisements.4 Images of raped, mutilated, electrocuted and half-drown 

bodies regularly made their appearance in public talks about torture. These images were 

consistently evoked not only to support and justify monetary compensation, but also and most 

importantly to mediate a cathartic celebration of the nation’s capacity to overcome and account 

for the dictatorship’s legacies of violence. They became part of the script and vocabulary of truth 

and recognition that mediated the nation’s reconciliation celebration. 

How do we come about these images and stories of torture? How do we come to know 

them in such detail as mutilated and ravaged bodies and what processes mediate our possession 
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and use of these stories? Further, what is it about the power that torture exercises on the body 

and what happens to that power when the nation takes it upon itself to account for torture? This 

chapter uses a Foucaultian concept of biopower to trace the work of power in both torture and in 

the accounting practices of the Torture Commission. I pay attention specifically to the manner in 

which power imprints itself on the bodies of torture victims first through torture and later 

through the procedures that produce a national truth about torture. 

Biopower, argues Michel Foucault, is a form of power that captures, regulates and 

discipline human life in order to advance specific social orders.5 Biopower is a fundamental 

condition of modernity that marks a shift in the way in which power operates in Western 

societies from sovereign power concerned, as Foucault argues, with the control over a territory 

with an undifferentiated population6 - a population that must at times be subjected to death in the 

defence of the sovereign - to a conception of power as centrally preoccupied with the 

administration of life of not only the whole population, but also each and every one of its 

members.7 This transition is manifested in power-knowledge techniques and institutional 

practices that authorize both an’anatomo-po#tics of the human body,’ understood as the 

preoccupation with the body, its anatomy, birth, health, criminality, sexuality, sanity, and 

mortality and a ’biopo#tics of the population’ that sees the body in the context of the population 

as a whole.8 Thus, biopower is, as Giorgio Agemben argues, concerned with life as the target of 

regulation and discipline and, as a result, with a ’growing inclusion of [human] life in the 

mechanisms and calculations of power.’9 

As I argue in the first part of this chapter, the centralization of life and body is manifested 

in the anatomo-politics of torture - its intensive preoccupation with the body, its functions, 

endurance, limits, etc.1° _ and its calculated and economic exercise of force so as to extend life 
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and prolong death constitute a concrete example of biopolitics. Foucault traces in the 

centralization of the body a preoccupation with both ’submission and use’ and ’functioning and 

explanation.’11 Torture captures these same kinds of preoccupation by relaying in a profound 

knowledge of the body’s function that permits the capture of the body in a regime of power 

through the calculated infliction of pain that makes the body the surface on which the larger 

social project is inscribed. Torture, then, mediates the insertion of life into the realm of state 

power making possible the realization of insidious power relations that, due to having positive 

and negative effects, both destroy and produce. What we have here is a biopolitics that is deeply 

concerned with the most minute and intimate calculation of the body, a calculation that is not 

meant to kill but to postpone death while maintaining death as a permanent figure in the horizon 

of torture. Although many prisoners died as a result of torture, the goal of torture is rarely to kill 

but to inflict power on life. Torture, as Sherene Razack argues, is about the inscription or staking 

of a specific social order on bodies and, because of that, it can never be solely about the complete 

elimination of the body. 12 Torture is ultimately productive: it produces nation, social order, and 

the subj ect citizen. 

The analysis in the later part of this chapter of the working methodology of the Torture 

Commission and its report demonstrates that the accounting for torture also requires biopolitical 

corporeal technologies that render the tortured body minutely and intimately known now for the 

purpose of producing a national truth about torture. Biopower provides a framework that 

facilitates the uncovering of a continuous preoccupation with life and the body evident in 

processes of accounting for torture. I argue that while producing a national story of torture, the 

process of accounting for torture requires the careful and intimate regulation of torture stories 

enacted through the truth gathering and reporting practices of the Torture Commission. These 
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practices, I propose, require the measurement and calculation of the tortured body, and the 

careful organization of torture stories into a national truth about torture. In other words, while 

apparently disrupting the work of power in torture, processes of accounting for torture constitute 

a re-imprinting of biopolitical power on the tortured bodies the commission is in charge of 

representing. 

The Torture Commission is the latest episode in a 15-year history of truth and 

reconciliation commissions (henceforth TRCs) in Chile that began in 1990 with Rettig Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission and its account for cases of executions and disappearances.13 This 

commission is also part of a longer transnational history of TRCs that since the 1970s has seen 

them become privileged devices used by post-conflict societies in the Global South to account 

for histories of violence and negotiate transitions into liberal democratic regimes. 14 In spite of its 

apparently unremarkable location within a longer and larger transnational history of TRCs, the 

Chilean Torture Commission offers us a unique opportunity to trace the work of TRCs in 

organizing in minute detail the manner in which torture becomes known as a national truth. As I 

demonstrate in this chapter, the collection, organization and reporting of torture stories require 

the intimate and systemic impression of state power on the bodies of torture survivors in ways 

that not only reveal the biopolitical function of the Torture Commission, but that closely 

resemble the original act of torture. In other words, the accounting for torture reveals a 

continuation of the biopolitical regime that first requires torture to inscribe a political project on 

the body and that later requires that same body to sustain national reconciliation and its reliance 

on specific torture stories and images. 

Therefore, while it is necessary to recognize that initiatives such as truth and 

reconciliations commissions have specific value for victims and survivors who negotiate justice 
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through, for example, their demands for national recognition, and while the act of giving 

testimony to commissions may be perceived as liberating, a close analysis of the biopolitics of 

the Torture Commission in Chile uncovers a more sinister and insidious effect of power in the 

continuous regulation of torture victims. While acknowledging the position of survivors and 

activists, this chapter is concerned precisely with tracing this insidious work of power. 

The biopolitics of torture 

Torture in Chile was an ordinary state function: an organized, systematic and methodical practice 

that followed at times highly regulated and disciplined procedures and required detailed training 

in which the highly intimate and embodied encounter between torturer and prisoner was never 

left to chance. Torture, Richard Rubenstein observes, was a practice characterized by 

~routinization, rationalization, and bureaucratization’ in which it became an ordinary and 

organized practice and an intrinsic element of the repressive state. 15 Thus, the practice of torture 

was supported by those other actions that are organic to the work of ruling. Torture took place in 

buildings that became torture centres, that received budget and personnel, were located within a 

complexity of institutional hierarchies, were regulated through documentation and procedures, 

and were organized as a complexity of routines in which documents and files were kept, 

organized and centralized so as to achieve the intelligence function of torture. Torture machines 

were built and tested; manuals of torture were written, and torturers were properly trained in 

national and international training centres. 16 Torture was economically organized in payroll and 

personnel files through which torture labourers collected salaries and commendations. The pay 

for torture fed families and stimulated the economy. 

In torture centres, prisoners were subjected to carefully calculated forms of torture that 

included electrocution, rape (often with the use of animals and instruments), water boarding, full 
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or partial submersion in fetid water or excrement, prolonged hanging or standing, asphyxiation, 

mock execution, witnessing of the torture of other prisoners or family members, confinement to 

overcrowded cells or to prolonged isolation, calculated beatings and drugging. Pregnant women 

were subjected to electrocution sometimes applied directly to the fetus through the uterus. Many 

suffered miscarriages and some were forced to give birth to children conceived through torture. 17 

Doctors and health professionals were employed to monitor and regulate the intensity and 

duration of torture, often providing ’aftercare’ in the form of, for example, the administration of 

pain medication and the regulation and restriction of water intake so as to ensure the survival of 

the prisoner and, thus, the prolongation and efficiency of the torture.18 

Tomas Moulian argues that the neoliberal transformation of Chile is sustained by the 

terror practices of the dictatorship, the objectives of which were not only to repress internal 

enemies, but also to produce a new social order.19 At the center of Moulian’s argument is the 

suggestion that without torture, the neoliberal revolution of the authoritarian regime could not be 

achieved, for both revolution and torture are part of a continuous and all-encompassing 

governmental regime that reaches from the level of the state to the most minute and capillary 

practices of power on the surfaces of bodies. Torture constitutes, as Marnia Lazreg proposes, a 

practice with ’layered meanings:’ meanings that can be traced through a complexity of social 

relations that go from the most intimate encounter between torturer and prisoner to larger social 

reordering projects in which torture becomes part of ’techniques of population screening and 

social engineering’ as well as catalyst for ’identity formation and crystallization. 

The bureaucratic character of torture, therefore, does not mean that, as Moulian suggests, 

the ’cruelty of the regime was impersonal and cannot be explained in terms of the psychopathic 

actions of individuals with sadistic tendencies’ who simply ’carried out their ordered tasks and 
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followed the rules of the trade to which they were assigned.’ 21 Rather, the actions and complicity 

of torturers are part of a larger system of responsibility that links acts of torturing to the larger 

social project in ways that make torture the torturer’s doing, but not exclusively the torturer’s 

doing. If we follow the work of torture through its layered meanings, we find that in addition to 

sustaining the overthrowing of a particular political system, torture mediates the institution and 

preservation of social hierarchies in which subjects and nations come to understand themselves 

as part of specific political and social projects and which ultimately give birth to the New World 

Order. 

Torture constitutes, as Razack argues, an intrinsic part of nation-building projects in 

which torture encounters allow those who participate in them to ’mark the boundary between self 

and other.’22 In other words, in addition to advancing specific political and social enterprises, 

torture is about the constitution of hegemonic subj ects who understand themselves in the practice 

of torture as part of a complex process through which discourses of difference and, in the case of 

Chile, communist subversion are deployed so as to produce an image of the Other that, in turn, 

justifies torture. Thus, in the infliction of violence, in its intimate manifestations, individuals turn 

themselves into citizen subjects by inscribing the hegemonic project on the body of the victim. 

’Torture links the body to the state,’ argues Razack, suggesting that the practice of torture 

submits bodies, the prisoner, and the torturer, to the biopolitics of a new social order.23 Torture, 

Razack continues, is not simply designed to obtain information; it is also meant to inscribe, to 

’stake’ identity on bodies of victims and torturers, imprinting on them the power of the state. 

Intrinsic to the work of torture is not the permanent erasure of the body, but its permanent 

inscription within a power regime that requires not the death of the victim, but their continuous 

presence as both cautionary tale and as terrain for the continuous work of power. Building on 
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Foucault’s notions of biopower, Agamben argues that totalitarian terror and by extension torture 

are practices that reflect an increased preoccupation with the role of human life and the body24 - 

which Agamben calls bare life - in the constitution of modern conceptions of power, their 

connection to the construction of the modern nation state, and their inseparable relation to 

citizenship. Modernity, continues Agamben, requires the capture of bare life within the grip of 

power in order to place it within knowledge-power regimes that ultimately render life knowable 

and classifiable into citizen and homo sacer life that while excluded from society is 

fundamental for the constitution of citizen and nation. To be clear, homo sacer which the 

tortured victim comes to embody is the life, not excluded from, but actually captured in the grip 

of power, that authorizes the constitution of the nation, the subjectification of the citizen and the 

design and implementation of those institutional procedures and practices that render the power 

of the state over life thinkable and practicable. The location of the homo sacer is one of exclusive 

inclusion, continues Agamben, in which ’human life is included in the political order’ insofar as 

it is subject to systemic relegation to spaces (the camp, the asylum, the prison) in which its 

subjugation, elimination and extermination is not only authorized but also necessary. 

In her work on pain and the body, Elaine Scarry argues that torture inscribes power on 

bodies by simultaneously and in mutually sustaining ways giving voice to the torturer while 

rendering the tortured victim silent.26 In other words, torture is a practice that mediates the 

torturer’s claim to the voice of the state through the violent silencing of the prisoner. Torture, 

continues Scarry, transforms the ’body [of the torturer] into voice’: a voice that she associates 

with a sense of self that allows subjects to use language to project themselves into the world.~7 

’Through this ability to project words and sounds into his environment,’ continues Scarry, ’a 

human being inhabits, humanizes and makes his own space much larger than that occupied by 
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his body alone.’28 Torture grants the torturer the capacity to transform himself into voice to 

brutally project himself onto his environment, inscribing and inflicting himself on the prisoner. 

He becomes a voice that demands the submission and destruction of the prisoner for ’the 

question, whatever its content, is an act of wounding.’29 The state invests the torturer with its 

voice, for let us not forget that it is the state that grants the power to systematically torture; this is 

not a common crime. The state provides the torturer with a repertoire of words, symbols, 

expressions, and truths which through repetition and internalization, as Razack suggests, allow 

the torturer to know himself as part of a national project, to be part of the moral universe 

provided by totalitarianism. 30 In this sense, while the body of the torturer becomes voice through 

torture, it is only voice as long as it embodies the power of a voiceless entity - totalitarianism, or 

God in Scarry’s case.31 This is not to say that torturers are powerless and simple cogs in the 

machine of torture. Torturers are the voice of the state because they embody it; they use it to 

make themselves subjects and to understand their role in torturing prisoners as part of a great 

project of which they are a part. 

The transformation of the body into voice is predicated, continues Scarry, on the inverted 

effect of torture on the prisoner. Torture reverts the prisoner to a state prior to language 

transforming him into a voiceless body that betrays and hurts the prisoner. The tortured body 

makes sounds, but his voice has become ’a weapon against him, made to betray him on behalf of 

the enemy, made to be the enemy.’3~ This accomplishes the ultimate destruction of the self, its 

transformation into an entity without identity or voice. Thus, torture cannot simply be explained 

as a process to obtain confession for confession rarely leads to the end of torture and the content 

of confession only has value if the torturer assigns it. As Nelly Richard argues, the betrayal of 

giving up names becomes the vehicle that ultimately deprives the prisoner of voice; voice 
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becomes ’unusable’ sounds and screams that only the torturer can forcibly convert into ’usable 

signification.’33 Torture constitutes an identity-making practice that requires the destruction of 

the tortured self: the transformation through the act of forced confession into a voiceless body 

that only speaks what the torturer demands. When torture achieves this transformation, argues 

Idelver Avelar, the torturer becomes subject through the ’brutal act of de-subjectification’ of the 

prisoner.34 

The emphatic presence of the body in torture is further sustained by the rationalized and 

calculated rendering of the body minutely observable through the ’fragmenting action’ of the 

torture machine and through the merciless eye of the torturer that examines, fragments, positions, 

probes, and penetrates in order to anatomically uncover the body’s secret information and turn it 

into usable information or tool for terrorization. Torture, in this way, is a corporeal technology 

that reduces the body to object. Yet, as object, the body does not disappear or become discarded, 

but remains the terrain on which the subjectification of the torturer, the nation-building project, 

and in the context of the politics of the Cold War and its globalized socioeconomic and political 

implications for the Global South, the New World Order are accomplished. Thus, it is critical to 

reiterate that in addition to giving birth to new subjects through torture, torture facilitates the 

consolidation of a political, economic, and social order that constitutes the perfect habitat for the 

subject who claims citizenship and subjecthood through torture.~5 Within the context of the 

knowledge-power relations that produce the enemies of the state and mediates their torture a 

specific concept of nation becomes naturalized: a nation in which communism is the enemy and 

capitalism the salvation. In this way, Macarena Gomez-Barris argues, torture 

cannot be separated from the neo-liberal turn of the nation: It was, after all, 

through severe punishment of the social and individual body that the military state 
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imposed its multifold project of "fiscal discipline", free trade, flexibilization of 

labor, the privatization of state enterprises, and the reentrance of the nation into 

global capitalist economic structures.36 

Torture, therefore, cannot be separated from the other phases of the authoritarian regime; for 

without torture authoritarianism could not have achieved such an all-encompassing social 

reordering. Nor could the negotiated transition have been possible without torture, for torture 

constituted a tool for the elimination and neutralization of alternative ideologies and political 

differences that ultimately created the environment for a negotiated transition based on politics 

of agreement and consensus that rendered innocuous and irrelevant the conflicts of the past.37 

The regime, then, would not have had the same effect if it had not materialized its power on the 

surface of bodies in order to turn them into a terrain for calculated excess and cautionary tale. 

The success of the transition cannot be separated from torture either; for the transition, carried 

out through the rules of authoritarianism, shares in its complicity not solely for its role in 

regulating memory, but because its very existence is cemented by torture. 

Accounting for torture 

On August 12, 2003 President Ricardo Lagos announced the creation of the Torture Commission 

to investigate cases of political imprisonment and torture committed during the authoritarian 

regime. The Torture Commission was constituted by Supreme Decree 1040 on September 26, 

2003 and was made up of eight representatives of political, social and religious sectors of 

society, but excluded representatives of human rights organizations or members of the 

Association of Ex-political Prisoners. It was originally given a six-month mandate to collect and 
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organize testimonies of torture and political imprisonment and prepare a report. The Report was 

officially released on November 29, 2004 and was based on testimony given by 35,868 people, 

of which 27,255 were regarded as legitimate cases of torture and political imprisonment.38 

Michelle Bachelet, Lagos’ successor, reopened the Commission in 2010 and 32,000 new cases 

were reviewed. Out of these cases, 9,795 cases were officially recognized as cases of torture in 

the Commission’s latest report released in August 2011. 

The Torture Commission had as its mandate to end the ’conspiracy of silence about 

torture that had slowly extended throughout the country.’ This mandate presented the challenge 

of having to ’truthfully prov[e] torture thirty years later’ with ’more then 30,000 people... 

parad[ing]’ in front of the Commission’s offices.39 In order to deal with this challenge the 

commission developed carefully designed methods to first collect and verify massive numbers of 

claims and then organize and present them in a coherent and manageable manner as a 

generalized truth about torture emerging from those 30,000 testimonies. Thus, the production of 

a national truth about torture is regulated by two central processes: a gathering and verification 

process the objective of which is to collect individual testimonies and render those testimonies 

legitimate in order to prove that torture as a practice existed; and, a process of organizing those 

verified testimonies into a generalized truth in the form of a Report. The biopolitics of the 

commission is observable at both stages of this truth production process in ways that reify the 

biopolitical practices that capture the body within corporeal technologies, invested with the 

observation, exhibition and fragmenting action of the testimony gathering process, and the 

careful production, calculation and organization of tortured bodies involved in the production of 

a report that constitutes a national truth about torture. 
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The careful bureaucratic organization of the process of gathering torture claims resembles 

both a massive method of data gathering, and, in more disturbing ways, the intimate encounter 

between the voice of the state embodied in the state worker and the body of the torture victim 

that accomplishes the biopolitical function of torture in the first place. In contrast with the public 

trials of army generals in Argentina and the public hearings of the South African TRC, TRCs in 

Chile organize their testimony collection both as a bureaucratized process mediated through 

documentation and administrative relations, and as private affairs in which victims meet 

individually with professionals hired by the Commissions. During the Torture Commission, 

individuals making claims of torture were required to fill out a Personal Record Form in order to 

apply for a one-hour interview with one of the 50 employees of the Commission’s technical, 

administrative and professional team. This team was predominantly made up of lawyers, 

psychologists and social workers and their role was to meet individually with applicants, collect 

their testimonies in an ’impartial and objective manner,’ and put together a file for evaluation 

and verification.4° The form collected demographic information as well as information about the 

’conditions of the arrest’ including a brief and detailed description of the torture and of torture 

centres.41 Applicants were required to provide supporting documentation such as copies of 

application for habeas corpus and certificates provided by the police or military institution 

performing the arrest. They were also required to describe torture centres in detail in order to 

corroborate their description with that of other victims and, in that way, as the Maria Luisa 

Sepulveda, General Secretary of the Commission stated in her interview with me, ’prove that 

they in fact were in the torture centre they claimed to be. ,42 The role of the form was to both 

reduce the amount of information collected and to submit the information to the regulatory 

process of data gathering. As Sepulveda continued, 
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in order not to create false expectations about information that was not pertinent, 

the applicant had to fill out a form that collected solely the information we were 

interested in. The form also reduced the amount of information in order to allow 

us to do the work in the limited amount of time we had.43 

The form constituted the starting point for the interview between the applicant and a member of 

the professional team. In these interviews, applicants were required to once again ’describe 

incidents of torture in a summarized and brief manner’ in order to once again enter the torture 

into the questionnaire.44 Once individuals narrated the events ’without interruption on the part of 

the professionals, ...necessary questions could be asked so as to obtain precise details to facilitate 

the later investigation and verification process.’45 After the interview, the professional was 

required to ’review the information and supporting documentation and consign the information 

to an electronic file’ which constituted the official ’entry point into the Commission’s 

database. ,46 

These procedures speak of a bureaucratic, calculated and uniform process of data 

collection that transforms individual stories of torture into data that is later submitted to 

processes of analysis, investigation and verification. The process is driven by individual forms 

and by the individual stories of torture - stories that victims are required to narrate in detail - but 

is not centred on the particularities of these stories. The ultimate objective is the production of 

units of forensic information that, while relying on the careful observation of the wounds 

exhibited by the victims and observed by the state through its employees, is intended to produce 

undifferentiated units of analysis.47 The body and its multiple wounds is, as in the case of 

torture, made temporarily emphatically present by the examining eye of the state worker within 

the regulated and intimate face-to-face encounter with the torture victim in which the tortured 
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body is required to exhibit her wounds for the state worker to see, measure, legitimize and 

produce as a torture case. The tortured body is rendered here unit of analysis that is subjected to 

observation, comparison and measurement, in order to render a pass or fail that ultimately erases 

the survivor’s voice and turns testimonies into information, file and data. The data becomes a 

stand-in for the tortured body that is used to produce a national truth that forces the tortured body 

to speak what the state demand. Meanwhile the body itself is forced back into silence, into the 

entity without voice on which first torture and then the extraction of torture testimonies are 

inflicted. 

While, as Cornejo, Rojas, and Mendoza observe, the work of gathering testimonies has a 

high personal and emotional cost for the professionals hired by the Torture Commission who are 

required to maintain an impartial and detached stance in view of horrendous testimonies of 

torture, what is critical to keep in sight is the effect of this intimate encounter between the 

professional ’state listeners’ and the torture victim.48 It is, after all, in this encounter that the 

procedure of data gathering is inflicted on the torture victim and that processes of subject 

formation are re-inscribed. These intimate encounters in critical ways resemble the torture. On 

the one hand, it is in the encounter of the torture victim with the professional state listener that, 

as argued above, the tortured body is captured in the corporeal technology of the data gathering 

process in order to transform it into the materia prima for the construction of a national truth: a 

truth that imposes on torture stories the voice of the state. On the other hand, in the intimacy of 

the interview the listening professional, as Razack suggests, building on Sarah Ahmed’s work on 

encounters, ’is able to "become without becoming"’: to become the vicariously traumatized 

subject that witnesses and claims the trauma of torture without actually being tortured.49 As the 

protagonist of the story of listening, the state worker becomes subject through the 
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decentralization and de-subjectification of the torture victim; for as Razack observes the 

encounter allows the subject - the state worker in the torture case - to transform himself while 

the victim remains simply ’the mechanism for his transformation.’ 50 

The listening professional becomes subject also through the agency and pleasure 

associated with the act of listening. As the subjects of Cornejo, Rojas, and Mendoza’s research 

indicate, the act of listening to torture testimonies transforms state workers into keepers of a 

secret that, while often felt like a burden, also marks them as the keeper of a sacred knowledge 

that ultimately transforms the worker into subj ect. 51 This subj ectification is mediated through the 

act of transforming the secret of torture into national truth that allows the listener, as Sepulveda 

stated in her interview, to both ’collect testimonies, corroborate them’ and finally ’use them to 

remake history.’ 52 The trauma of the torture survivor becomes secondary for it remains simply 

the mediator of the process of subjectification of both the state listener and later the rest of the 

nation that can experience itself as compassionate and humanitarian through the reading of the 

torture report, the acceptance of its truth, and the repetition of dehumanizing stories of torture. 

The second moment in which the biopolitical function of the Torture Commission 

becomes evident can be found in the highly regulated process put in place for the analysis and 

organization of torture stories into the generalized narrative of torture presented to the nation 

through the Commission’s final report. Two biopolitical technologies become evident here: the 

methodical statistical organization of torture stories and the regulated inclusion of testimonies in 

the Report’s narrative. Together these technologies contribute to the discursive dispersion as well 

as the specific production of an entity that becomes known as the torture victim. 

Once the commission had collected testimonies and subjected them to a ’rigorous process 

of analysis and validation,’ those cases that are deemed legitimate cases of torture became units 
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of statistical analysis and management that reduce confusion by grouping stories of torture into 

measurable categories and variables.53 The Report represents an example of positivist and 

reductionist methods of data management where the working methodology that guides the 

’quantitative analysis’ of cases is constituted by ’the definition of variables and categorization of 

the available data according to those variables.’54 It is in the mobilization of statistical expert 

knowledge that we see how individual experiences of torture are captured within generalized 

quantifiable instruments of data management that produce a population of tortured bodies with 

specific demographic characteristics. The language of the Report is painstakingly statistical, 

consisting of the careful classification of victims in graphs and tables that while comparing, 

ranking and generalizing, also fragments and de-contextualizes torture. The Report groups 

victims into graphs that compare them and classify them according to categories such as gender, 

age, occupation, political affiliation, and organizational involvement. 

The statistical language is consistently carried through into an analysis of torture 

practices in which methods of torture are described in minute detail while using percentage 

figures to support the classification. We witness here the entrance of disciplinary technologies 

that both capture, minutely and individually manage and fragment tortured bodies in ways that 

allow the Report to organize a sort of massive autopsy. In this autopsy, the experience of torture 

is dissected, examined and inspected in great detail in order to produce, with the support of 

statistics, a ’complete truth’ about torture. The Report perpetuates the permanent exposure of 

torture wounds by discursively materializing the act of torture in countless details that multiply 

and atomize the torture experience. The statistical language remains a dominant feature as 

categories of torture such as ’repeated beating,’ ’mutilations,’ ’hangings,’ ’electrocution,’ 

’mocked executions,’ and ’rape’ are supported with figures on how many victims declared 
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having experienced one or more of these forms of torture.55 Methods of torture become 

systematized and classified. Torture experiences are forced to find meaning within these systems 

and classifications and are subjected to the calculability of statistical variables. 

Woven into the statistical language, we find the careful inclusion of excerpts of personal 

testimonies: testimonies that once again are fragmented and fixed at a specific moment of terror. 

The Report subjects these testimonies to discipline and surveillance making them speak to the 

statistical language; for the use of testimonies is strategic and instrumental in the legitimization 

of the statistical data. Testimonies seem to erupt in a controlled manner, but they never disrupt 

the positivist narrative and statistical organization of the Report. In fact, the Report carefully fits 

testimonies into the statistical narrative allowing them to speak only in relation to the 

classification instruments determined by statistics. For instance, after providing a short definition 

of torture by electrocution and offering a statistical figure of how many victims experienced this 

form of torture, the report includes excerpts of testimonies such as the following that confirm the 

definition of torture and its statistical significance: ’they positioned me naked on the grill and 

they applied electricity to my hands, ankles, head and testicles. I lost consciousness and they 

woke me by throwing icy water on me.’ 56 

When the Report turns to the issue of sexual torture, images of raped bodies of women, 

sodomized bodies of men, and bodies penetrated by animals or by instruments make their 

appearance in the Report. Statistics is once again the organizing instrument. We learn, for 

example, that approximately 3,400 women experienced some form of sexual torture and that 316 

were actually raped; that 229 were subjected to torture while pregnant; and, that twenty suffered 

abortions and fifteen gave birth while in prison.57 Excerpts of testimonies once again sustain the 

classifying method. Most of these testimonies are quite graphic and disconcerting and are meant 
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to confirm the Report’s classifications and claims. They become an endless chain of torture 

moments that sustain and confirm the organized and systematic truth of the Report; they become 

windows into histories of terror that illuminate the violent encounter. 

Data management technologies, along with the careful introduction of testimonies have 

the effect of constructing a social category: the tortured body reduced to classifications such as 

age, gender, method of torture, etc. The positivist and reductionist process of presenting the 

information achieves the reduction of complex personal experiences to manageable information 

that can be included in the national narrative in a non-threatening manner. The process is always 

intrinsically violent not only in its reductionism, but also in its temporal paralyzing effect. The 

statistical reduction of experiences of torture does not only empty the experience of torture of 

any complexity, agency, or historical context but also pins the tortured body to the moment of 

horror: the tortured body is always portrayed only in his/her moment of violence, it is allowed to 

speak only of the horror, the rape, the electrocution. While the statistical classification of bodies 

by data management systems creates the image of un-distinguished stories of pain, valid only in 

their capacity to fit within the imposed categories, the testimonial irruptions individualize the 

pain making it possible for the reader to see the tortured body in its totality and specificity. It is 

this dual portrayal of the pain; imposed duality of massiveness and individuality that achieves the 

re-commission of violence that confirms the manner in which the Report imposes its biopolitical 

function on the life it is charged with describing. 

Conclusion 

The torture commission constitutes an example of what Agamben calls a ’double-sided political 

event’ in which the undertaking of stories of torture paradoxically achieves the double effect of 
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granting recognition while submitting life to new and continuous forms of biopolitical 

regulation.58 The act of speaking about torture, which survivors may experience as liberating and 

as a precondition for the granting of recognition and inclusion in the post-authoritarian nation, 

carries within the possibility, or rather certainty, of further submission to the biopolitical power 

of the state now exercised through politics of recognition and reconciliation. This means that the 

act of speaking of torture does not disrupt, but in fact reinscribes, the biopolitical work that 

torture accomplishes in the first place even if such biopolitics are deployed for the purpose of 

acknowledgement. 

This presents concrete challenges for any attempts to imagine more just processes of 

accounting for torture and their location within specific governmental rationalities. Michalinos 

Zembylas, for example, argues building on Levinasian ethics, that processes of mourning and 

accounting should resist the historicist temptation to represent and thus reduce experiences of 

suffering to generalized narratives.59 Meanwhile, Sergio Villalobos-Ruminott proposes a more 

materially and historically grounded approach to accounting that looks at the power relations that 

determine ’the hand with which history is written.’ 6o While proposing ’inconsolable’ and 

irreconcilable practices of accounting that resist the need to universalize and generalize 

experiences of suffering, proposals such a Zembylas’s problematically lead to rather existential 

approaches to remembrance and mourning that dangerously remove practices of remembrance 

from the power relations and political projects that are both cemented on torture and perpetuated 

through practices of remembrance. Villalobos-Ruminott, on the other hand, opens up the 

possibility for a political and critical approach that centrally interrogates the conditions under 

which remembrance is taking place, highlighting and materializing the power relations and 

practices of exclusion that determine how torture is remembered. More inclusive processes of 
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nation building, he suggests, require that we carefully take into account who tells stories of 

torture and who decides what is done with them. 

Perhaps if different hands write stories of torture, they would not only capture the 

countless moments of terror in which victims became voiceless bodies, but also the minute 

moments and the at times, by comparison, minor instances in which solidarity, mutual 

comforting, embracing and beholding gave survivors the strength to resist one more day. Perhaps 

we would find on the stories the vestiges of dreams, memories, or of the friendly eye that Jacobo 

Timmerman affectionately remembers looking at him through the open peephole of the cell 

across the hall.61 Perhaps we would be able to read in those stories about more than terror; maybe 

we would find in them a different expression of human life captured in the power of discourse. 

Perhaps these stories would also shed light on the political projects accomplished through torture 

and consolidated through national reconciliation discourse. Or, as Avelar suggests, a truth-telling 

process controlled by survivors could result in ’more pluralistic processes of subject formation’ 

in which the ’voice of the tortured subjects’ can exist, coexist and resist in spite and beyond the 

practice of torture.62 

As long as the telling of histories of torture is predominantly organized from the 

centralized location of the state and within power relations that were put in place and cemented 

through torture, the accounting of torture will continue to confirm the inclusive exclusion of 

torture victims and the hegemonic hand that writes history. As Razack suggests, when a national 

history of innocence is at the centre of collectivist accounts of violence, we are at risk of 

purposely avoiding seeing the power relations and the histories of domination that continue to 

rely on torture and in which we are embedded.63 Within these narratives, torture cannot be 

rendered critically and politically intelligible, for the history of innocence prevents us from 
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granting victims the status of subjects. More transformative and just processes of telling truth 

require that we find ways to upset, as Diana Taylor suggests, these unequal power relations by 

aligning ourselves with strategies that open up spaces for victims and survivors to exercise truth- 

telling power.64 The victims that the truth reports allow us to see in the whole extent of their 

inhumanity could possibly be allowed to look back at us from their own truth narrative and tell 

us something more about ourselves. Taylor argues that a reciprocal and political practice of 

gazing and, I argue, truth telling can catch the spectator, those for whom the story is told, ’off 

balance in the spectorial gaze, suddenly aware that the object of the gaze is also the subject who 

looks back, who challenges and objectifies us’ making visible ’the specificities of our position, 

and the ensuing limits to our perspective.’ 65 

Such truth telling may force us to locate ourselves politically, economically and 

historically in the story of torture forcing us to accept more fully the ’heavy weight of sorrow’ 

that goes with the political act of witnessing.66 This reciprocal relationship may push us to 

critically and politically think about terror and our complicity in it, avoiding what Razack argues 

is the unproblematic humanitarian contemplation of terror that allows us to consume terror 

stories without having to think about our role in them. 67 If we are to be more fully accountable 

for the past we necessarily need to ask ourselves what we gain from processes of truth-telling 

and what are the implications of granting survivors the power to gaze back at us through their 

own truth-telling process. Finally, a critical approach to accounting for torture requires that we 

disrupt the systems of domination that sustained violence to begin with and their continuation in 

contemporary politics of accounting. 
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Chapter 21 

Terror Circuits: An Introduction 

Hena Tyyebi 

Visuality has long been a key site mobilized in imperial projects and in the constitution of 

hegemonic ways of ordering social life. Attempting to unpack visuality necessarily involves 

examining its entanglements with histories of colonization and violence and the ways in which 

racial and colonial logics structure visual fields. In the contemporary digital age, where visual 

culture has appeared to largely displace the privileging &the textual, the essays in this section 

attempt to theorize the ways in which visual images, cultural productions and digital 

technologies are bound up with imperial projects such as the War on Terror and its attendant and 

on-going violences. The essays in this section explore these increasingly pressing questions and 

further interrogate the subjectivities and new forms of responsibility that emergent visualities 

engender for spectators of violence. 

Visuality of Empire 

Edward Said’s early theorizations of the constitutive role of cultural production in colonial 

projects provides a useful framework to begin thinking about themes of visual representation and 

empire. In Orientalism, Said examines the extent to which Western cultural meanings in the form 

of literature, scholarship and folk wisdom are entangled in the subordination of colonized lands 

and subjects. The production of cultural knowledges is seen as being intricately tied to empire, 

shaping colonial desires and constructing normative frameworks for imperial practices. Said’s 

work emphasizes the significance of interrogating the epistemologies surrounding empire and 

examining cultural texts and meanings not as objects of study in and of themselves but in terms 

of the knowledge systems in operation to create these cultural products. Consequently, imperial 
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knowledge production and visual representation of racialized, gendered and colonized subject 

cannot be seen as representing true anterior reality but is instead seen as making these subjects 

the object of knowledge and power. The essays in this section all examine the pivotal role that 

visual culture comes to play in this process as it aids in engendering colonial fantasy-desires and 

providing symbolic rationalizations for imperial practices. 

In exploring the linkages between visual representation and empire, many theorists of 

visual culture draw on Frantz Fanon’s insights in Black Skin ~Taite Masks where he attends to the 

racialized structure underlying and enabling the act of looking. Fanon describes the centrality of 

cultural productions such as cinematic film in fixing colonial representations and knowledges of 

racialized subjects and of Blackness. These visual representations automatically inhere in the 

encounter between Black and White and allow the white gaze to fix this past in the present. 

Many of the essays in this section similarly explore the crucial role ofvisuality in demarcating 

and solidifying the construction of boundaries between the barbaric Orient and the progressive 

West, wherein the visual representation of the racialized Other figures centrally in upholding the 

civilized order. 

Countervisualities 

Unpacking visuality carries the potential to generate new knowledges of racialized, gendered and 

colonized subjects and in turn the ordering of social life. In her discussion of black female 

spectatorship of cinema, bell hooks locates the possibility of agency and resistance to racialized 

power relations in the oppositional gaze: "That all attempts to repress our/black peoples’ right to 

gaze had produced in us an overwhelming longing to look, a rebellious desire, an oppositional 

gaze. By courageously looking, we defiantly declared: Not only will I stare. I want my look to 
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change reality," (1992, p. 116). Nicholas Mirzoeff has similarly posited a countervisuality that 

challenges the authority of visuality and its legitimization of Western hegemony through an 

assertion of the ’right to look’ (2011, pg 25). The essays in this section attempt to lay bare the 

racial and colonial logics that underlie the structure of looking and in doing so locate potential 

spaces and sites for critical and alternative viewing strategies. 

Emergent Visualities and Spectacles of Violence 

In the contemporary context of the War on Terror, enactments of visuality continue to be 

intimately bound to the hegemonic social order and serve to obscure underlying power relations. 

As several of the contributions highlight, the digital era and the proliferation of mobile 

technologies has added a new dimension to the relationship between visual representation and 

empire. The enhanced circulation that digital and mobile technologies enable have resulted in the 

hyper-visibility of visual images from the War on Terror. From the visual images documenting 

the torture of detainees at Abu Ghraib to the widespread surveillance of Other/Muslim bodies, 

these essays trace how emergent visualities appear to be rapidly transforming the forms imperial 

violence and terror can take and at the same time, implicate spectators of violence in a far 

country in novel ways. 
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Chapter 22 

Notes on Visuality and Slave Death in Modernity: Bin Laden’s Terror? 

Anna M. Agathangelou 

Introduction 

Upon the death of Qaddafi, Hilary Clinton said "We came, we saw, he was killed." The 

comment points to how visual technologies contribute to shaping the "global" as an American 

controversy. And speaking of the Byzantine Empire Mondzain says the following: 

In the most learned translations, the word economy is rendered by different terms such as 

incarnation, plan, design, administration, providence, responsibility, duties, compromise, 

lie, or guile, as is relevant, without the reader being warned of the return of the same 

Greek word - oikonomia - in each case. To attempt to rule over the whole world by 

organizing an empire that derived its power and authority by linking together the visual 

and the imaginal was Christianity’s true genius. 1 

Despite the ostensibly different topics, Clinton and Mondzain both link the founding of an 

iconocracy in the "empire of the gaze and vision’’2 thus recognizing that visuality is a method of 

making connections about the ordering of the world. However, temporally and spatially, the 

"empire of the gaze and vision" is constantly shifting. 

While I understand the image as a vehicle for making the world present to us, the visual 

also transforms worldviews into political power. Figures such as Bin Laden put into play a 

series of spatial operations which aid in the exercise of temporal, imperial authority. 3 Thus, the 

visual is onto-politico-economic or incarnate in the flesh. Mondzain argues that "incarnation, for 
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the iconophile, is imaginary, it is the entry of the natural image into the flesh of the visible image 

(inconicity).’’4 Of course, onto-politico-economic visuality cannot proceed without the 

construction of that which is onto-politico-economically present, that space within which 

tensions exist. If such a construction is characteristic of the creativity of art, as is suggested by 

visuality, more than one insight may be expressed through more than one mode of expression. In 

this context, then, we might well ask what insights Osama Bin Laden offers us. In fact, the 

existence of Bin Laden and the disruptive practices of terror point to the limits of a universal 

political economy of power that claims to be universal but not truly global. 5 His marketed 

products, including his eau de parfum, have become visual signifiers of a channeling of desire 

that calls attention to abandoned radical projects. But what projects? Could their visual 

expressions disrupt foundational claims of the kind necessary for normative forms of world 

politics understandings and the political? 

In what follows, I argue that global empires and contemporary regimes of visuality are 

constitutive of each other, incarnating themselves in flesh, not just by mediating the economy but 

also by mediating the slave. Indeed, the slave is generative condition of possibility of 

geopolitical shifts and imperial relations. The slave is the expendable reserve for the constitution 

of interstate, civil society, and subjects at this juncture. I seek to articulate something radical: not 

to suspend momentarily the dominant epistemologies of visual economies but to permanently 

disrupt them. Radical transformation channels desire in a new way by short-circuiting the current 

visual order by reinvesting affective energies into social relations and practices that disrupt pre- 

existing visualisations. To be considered radical, a transformation must disrupt, once and for all, 

all kinds of mediations, including the dialectic mediation through the existence and body of the 

slave that any kind of change, any process of movement, may require. 
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Corporeal Openings in the Time of the Present: Bin Laden 

A few weeks after the attacks on New York City on September 11, 2001, Mary Gordon wrote in 

New Fork Times that "to have an enemy with no name and therefore no face, even worse, a name 

and face that can only be guessed at, is the stuff of nightmare.’’6 Who was this faceless and 

nameless signifier of terror (ism) that was operating without any easily identifiable inter-state 

and structural framework? The US administration moved quickly to give a name and a face to 

this force. Such a move is not new: it was part of multiple imperial projects long before the 

contemporary moment. 

Many theorists who engage with empire and visuality articulate how images are 

technologies of global power deployed to galvanize intense affect in international politics.7 

Others argue that this technology is in crisis, reassembling images to disrupt "the eruptions of 

collective aspiration."8 Mirzoeff pushes the boundaries of the political when he states: "Simply, 

the right in the right to look acknowledges the patriarchal slave-owning genealogy of authority-- 

and refuses it. Autonomy implies a working through of Enlightenment claims to right in the 

context of coloniality with an emphasis on the right to subjectivity and the contestation of 

poverty.’’9 Mirzoeff says visuality is a set of mechanisms that organize the world, thereby 

naturalizing the underlying power structures. He calls for countervisuality, a set of tactics to 

dismantle the visual strategies of the hegemonic system or "the attempt to reconfigure visuality 

as a whole" 10 and "the right to look." 

With Mirzoeff, I argue that visuality is not about images but is a structuring method of 

making the world. Ifvisuality and the social order are constituted together, exploring how such 

dominant readings/understandings emerge could highlight the tensions generated at the moment 
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of the empire’s erection and the tensions at the shifts of geopolitical power dynamics. Even when 

dominant images organize us to subscribe to certain dominant projects to manufacture consent, 

they can summon us to action and activate ontological becoming. 12 

Faces are never just faces. They become technologies of the contestation of the 

coloniality of global power and intertwined global divisions of labor, racial and ethnic 

positionalities, and Eurocentric worldviews. As I articulate it here, coloniality of power is an 

"onto-political structuring of racial and sexual relations, experiences and racial-sexual 

knowledge production articulating geopolitical positions and marginalized inscriptions." 13 This 

capital structuring, in the words of Belier, "targets not just territory but also consciousness, 

visual relations and the imagination itself in its struggle to organise production - which is to say, 

value-productive labour, and therefore corporeal performance." 14 Capital can no longer 

obfuscate its foundational base of terror and fungible violence or the racist ideas that come from 

a presumption that subjecthood originates either in force or in a social covenant which uses 

force. It is becoming more apparent that its infinite desire for expansion historically depended 

on slavery relations, even at the moment that different revolutions generated the idea that "blacks 

are the remnants of an unhistorical, unethical substance, neither life nor being." 15 Today, capital 

targets bodies as bio-matter to generate subjects anew. This world order disciplines the colonial 

and failed political through surveillance and military complexes, forcing some into sovereign 

relations and others into slaughtering. 

The actions of the US against terrorists should be understood in the context of a 

worldview articulated by Thomas Hobbes. In Leviathan, Nyquist tells us, Hobbes reformulates 

the opposition between "unbound and bound servant as one between servant and slave" 

preparing the ground for treating slavery in such a way that allows also for the commodification 
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of the enslaved. The slave is not a stand-in for the resistant royalist but the "captives" becomes 

the "slaves" who are "bought and sold as Beasts.’’16 Nyquist adds: "Unlike servanthood, slavery 

remains in the precivil condition of war."17 This dominant presumption in world politics informs 

and shapes the visualization of the Hobbesian state. Brederkamp argues that Hobbes "pursued 

visual strategies as core political theory." 18 This strategy presents the figure of the Leviathan as 

"the icon emerging out of the juxtaposition!unity/homogeneity of the more than 300 people who 

form his body." 19 

This visualization can be found in other radical articulations. For instance, while Marx 

points to this economy, he allows for a space to think slavery as a remnant of the past rather than 

as a constitutive relation that makes value possible: "The worker can create nothing without 

nature, without the sensuous external world. The more the worker by his labor appropriates the 

external world, sensuous nature, the more he deprives himself of means of life.’’2° This 

fundamental gap between the producer/labor and his material object is sutured through the slave, 

bound with an economy of blackness and slaughtering. Global capitalism’s desire to constantly 

slaughter the slave by assuming him/her structurally dead and ontologically impossible while 

also offering masculine and orientalist myths through such expenditure are no longer easily 

recuperated. Capital finds itself opening up the sovereign boundaries of nation-states to 

appropriate bodies and their land for its renewal. 

At the same time, this opening up exposes the slave as a material body and as a site upon 

which terror and violence can be committed with impunity to perpetuate the impetus of 

transnational capital and whiteness. As Fanon articulates it: 

[It is a war in which] blackness is understood as a source of historic failure in need of 
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cathartic cure and/or annihilation. A war in which the death of blacks, as utter abjections, 

is a nothingness without history and so indistinguishable from the unhistorical 

nothingness of a people without time.21 

For Fanon this slaughtering of blacks embodies lawless violence and is the Eurocentric 

articulation of Hobbes’ "state of nature." Fanon’s approach exposes the real as fetishism and he 

calls it the mask itself. For him, race is both a form of power and economy, civil society and 

institutions and lived experience. 

These Eurocentric readings of orientalism evade that colonialism transforms juridical law 

into a will to power based on antagonism between slaves and non-slaves. White bodies and 

white but not quite are the top layers, underneath which the black/slave bodies are appropriated. 

These tensions between slavery and colonization are crucial if white and white but not quite 

masculinities and femininities are not to be woven out of the material exhaustion and 

slaughtering of the slave: 

Formal capital relations are both colonial and slave-based .... As constellations of 

worldviews [images are] abstracted from their contexts and reinserted in other spaces to 

participate in our onto-political structural contestations, they are not us but still vital to 

our struggle to either reanimate or kill life.2~ 

Paradoxically, this desire to both incorporate and slaughter the black challenges the rigid 

boundary of imagined coherence of the sovereign body. Faces could be border zones dividing the 

inside from the outside or, as Fanon argues, the "raw material for the coherency and the capacity 

,,23 of whiteness as a positionality of subjecthood. Tausig posits that normative readings of the 

face are: 
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the figure of appearance, the appearance of appearance, the figure of figuration, the un- 

appearance, if you will, of secrecy itself as the primordial act of presencing. For the face 

itself is a contingency, at the magical crossroads of mask and window to the soul, one of 

the better-kept public secrets essential to everyday life. 24 

Both mask and window facilitate the imagining of a subject: the mask hides the truth, while the 

windows or eyes access the soul. 

President George W. Bush articulated this division of the world on October 10, 2001 when 

he unveiled the Most Wanted Terrorists list at FBI Headquarters in Washington, DC, employing 

the imagery of dark and light to illuminate the significance of the "war on terror." 

Fig. 22.1 http ://www. september 11 news.com!OsamaBinLaden.htm 

Similarly, in the above image, a camera shines light on the "terrorists," illuminating their faces. 

This ethnographic visual documentation of masculine Arab faces attempts to capture and 
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multiply the paradoxical and hyperbolic modes of visibility. Assembling all these Arabs and 

naming them terrorists and pointing the camera on their faces are visual conditions that produce 

a descriptive mapping of the discursive complex shifts accompanying the tightly bound cultural 

and economic operations of globalized modernity. This strategy brings together Arab faces and 

visual subcultures, compressing multiple, contentious modes of visibility. 

If the photographs of the faces of the terrorists and the shapes of the words on the page 

are treated as the visual syntax of the formation of the empire, what do these visual syntaxes 

enable? This epistemological move to fetishize a subject structures our reading and the 

positionality of the Arab, a subject out of this historical time who disobeys the social contract of 

sovereignty. It makes the "war on terror" both imaginable and possible. Such images mobilize a 

specific sensorium of death, enabling a democratic agent to proceed by turning the remnants of 

orientalism into elements of a new raw material for his/her projects. 

Many images produced to control the anxiety triggered by the attacks on the twin towers 

turned the Arab masculine body into an emblem of the corruptibility of vision. To fashion a 

transnational figure of terrorism, various media present the "lure" of violence as a corporeal 

surface comprised of a racial and geopolitical conflation of signs (i.e., the Arab with a turban). 

This subject thus embodies a figure, whose lack of interiority accompanies a malleable surface 

that shifts according to others’ desires. His flexible corporeality makes him simultaneously a 

commodity and technology, whose value lies in being usable for others’ purposes. The Arab 

body’s expendability as technology, however, sometimes moves from primitive to forceful 

aggression, revealing the limits of a racially delineated perversely sexualized visibility. 

While postcolonial theorists argue for positive images in response to oriental instrumental 
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coding of Arab male bodies, this geopolitical moment demands that grasping the transmutation 

of the "new" being in the world must account for the gaze of those leaders in the world who are 

dominant and the ways the war on terror embodies a set of political approaches that deflect the 

materials they process. In an image circulating on the Internet, the Empire State Building is 

anally raping Osama. The inscription asks, "You like skyscrapers, huh, bitch?’’25 The 

hyperfeminized hyper-sexualization of Bin Laden is a consistent theme in normative discourses 

of the war on terror. 

In different visual expressions Bin Laden is presented as a figure that morphs between 

conspicuous visibility and the lure of vision and meaning beyond what is immediately legible. 

This objectified (and eroticized) portrayal of Bin Laden is essential to the consolidation of a 

powerful US subject and to the formation of the US "nation." These images and the underlying 

categories of global power, geopolitical consciousness, nation, and ethnicity are being put to use 

through a complex process of negotiation in the US. Visual technologies are used as 

appropriating methods of the "other" (including blacks in the US) to quench the global desire for 

forces that open up spaces with the potential for the creation of new value; in this way, the 

geopolitical boundaries of centers and margins are transformed and differences forcefully 

transmuted into new raw material. 

Bin Laden’s figure, reduced to a face and one hand, appears on toilet paper, with its 

Western connotations of cleanliness and civilization, His hand is raised as if he is admitting to 

his terrorist crimes, and his forehead is marked as a target. The reduction to a face occludes any 

attempt to illuminate Bin Laden’s depth as a subj ect of politics, but his transformation from a 

close ally of the US to a displaced global subject is made visible. Osama is asked by the US user 

of the paper to "kiss my butt;" through this intimate subordination, terrorism will be "wiped" out. 
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Fig. 22.2 http://www.google.ca/images?hl=en&expIds= 

The events of 9/11 changed American policy. In October 2001, President George W. 

Bush authorized the CIA to carry out missions to assassinate Osama Bin Laden and his 

supporters. He publicly declared that Bin Laden was "wanted, dead or alive." President Obama 

has maintained this policy. On May 2, 2011, CIA operatives and US forces killed him in a 

firefight in Abbotabad, Pakistan. Around the world, people celebrated his death; in the US, 

especially in New York City, people took to the streets in celebration, waving flags and honking 

horns. The image below shows servicemen hanging offa lamp post cheering. 
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Fig. 22.3 http:iiwww.boston.com/bigpicturei2011i05iosama_bin_laden_killed.html 

The reactions to the death of this patriarch who defied the sovereign borders of the US 
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reveal an epochal anxiety and feed into a dominant narrative worldwide of the triumph of 

neoliberal and war capitalist economy. The narratives circulating in newspapers relate the killing 

to cutting-edge military power and technology (especially DNA) while successfully excluding 

the notion that bruised sovereignty is not a form of"borrowed institutionality" and therefore does 

not require structural adjustment. In the case of Bin Laden’s death, the structural solidarity as 

visualized above in a sand sculpture created by Indian sand artist Sudarshan Patnaik on a beach 

in Puri, India, conflates rhetorics of US and Asian prowess, neoliberal bourgeois American 

ethics, and the neoliberal-military ethos as a legitimate approach to world politics and without 

due process. In visualizing the death of the enemy, the image promises "new life" for the master 

and his empire, as the master’s life is animated by the value of Bin Laden’s death. This and 

other images guard against the destruction of the system, which is currently facing limits. 

The score in the "game" between Obama and Osama as expressed on an ipad in the image 

below mediates the dominant imaginary of power relations in the geopolitical context and 

attempts to sustain the idea that in the sphere of foreign policy, the US is still dominant. 

Unresolved problems of economic and other social relations in the US are uncritically and 

surreptitiously dismissed, and in this global match, Obama, a black man, can defeat a major 

enemy: "Official: Bin Laden Dead. We got him! Vengeance at last! US nails the bastard.’’26 
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Fig. 22.5 PHOTO CREDIT: Spencer Platt/Getty Images 

This scoring makes invisible that the US faces the demands of a late capitalist reorganization of 

the world economy while struggling to implement a regulatory system that sustains its role as the 

leader of the global economy. In a South East Asian context within which Bin Laden is killed, 

the machination of this body remains a process ofbioregulation in the global contestation of 

power. This loss and this death is a signal to the masculine white value producing function of 

global power and the reserve of masculine neo-liberal military ethics. 

Even dead, the being and practice of Bin Laden has value in the contestation and 

consolidation of global power. Yet even when this death could lead to the transmutation of this 

dead colonized body into the re-animated global body of the white subject, the series of 
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visualisations reveals anxiety about that species (i.e., the black) whose roar could shake the 

dominant structures anchored on its flesh. This anxiety, even when displaced, does not forget its 

commitment to gratuitous violence: it trembles in fear that the fundamental source of its 

constituted coherency and power may violently expose that the flesh having already died does 

not hold a place in this order and thus has no place in its economy. 

Whither "My Own Appearance"? Could it be, Before, Now, and After? 

Fig. 22.6 http ://www.bobaugust. com!o samabinladen, htm 

Both Said27 and Callahan28 talk about visual geopolitical and biopolitical intertwinement in the 

form of images or maps, as such visualities participate in producing ideas, affects, and subject 
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formations. However, both authors launch their critique from the standpoint of the dissolution of 

the sovereign and current order. This limit to modern visualization registers a "tragic" inability 

to achieve the reconciliation and order that is its main inheritance. It intrudes into our visual 

productions through mediation through the flesh, through the slave who is always there without 

being there. In Fanon’s words, the "sale negre" and all the images it gives rise to flow from the 

arresting and fetishistic stereotypes of the civil society. 

"Dirty nigger!" Or simply, "Look, a Negro!" 

I came into the world imbued with the will to find a meaning in things, my spirit filled with 

the desire to attain to the source of the world, and then I found that I was an object in the 

midst of other objects. Sealed into that crushing objecthood, I turned beseechingly to 

others. Their attention was a liberation, running over my body 

suddenly abraded into nonbeing, endowing me once more with an agility that I had thought 

lost, and by taking me out of the world, restoring me to it. But just as I reached the other 

side, I stumbled, and the movements, the attitudes, the glances of the 

Other fixed me there, in the sense in which a chemical solution is fixed by a dye .... 

Ontology, when we admit, once and for all, that it sets existence to one side, does not 

permit us to understand the being of the Black. For the Black [le Noir] no longer has to be 

black [noir], but must be it in the face of the White [enface du Blanc]. Some may take it in 

their heads to respond to us that the situation is reciprocal [est gt double sens]. 

We respond that that is false. The Black has no ontological resistance 

in the eyes of the White. (BS, 109-10)29 
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In conversation with Fanon, I ask, "Whither the slave in visuality?" If, as Afro-pessimists 

argue, that "black life is not social life in the universe formed by the codes of state and civil 

society, of citizen and subject, of nation and culture, of people and place, of history and heritage, 

of all the things that colonial society has in common with the colonized, of all that capital has in 

common with labor - the modern world system" then the empirical existence of slavery is also 

contemporary, and the slave is everywhere as the reserve for the constitution of (white) life and 

its ordering of the world. And if the empirical existence of the slave is everywhere, what is the 

slave’s immediate political relevance in this contestation between Bin Laden (terrorism) and the 

US, as the fantastical expression of the leadership of whiteness?3° 

I take a different approach toward the dominant critical visual dimension of circulating 

images. Instead of deconstructing the mere content of the images and hence, their unwitting 

visual ideology, I argue that Afro-pessimists such as Mbembe, Sexton, Hartman, Wilderson, 

Keeling expose the liberal idea of visuality which supposes (following Kant and Schiller) that the 

experience of the autonomous work of art gives rise to the free play of our faculties: the work of 

visuality involves a purposeful purposelessness--one might almost say a decisive 

indecisiveness--that mediates between the physical realm of nature and the moral realm of 

freedom.31 Such critics expose that this idea of the visual is part of a liberal notion of culture, 

according to which individuals form themselves just as they artificially create the State. 32 

Attention to questions of the slave and slavery in the visual field forces us to 

problematize even the most radical orientalist critiques and the ways these critiques have been 

picked up by those seen as terrorists and those who participate in shifting the locus of the empire 

in the name of collective or national resistance against foreign capitalist post-colonisers.33 The 

"war over the production of spatial visualities’’34 depends on a capacity to articulate the conflict 
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between the US and its subjects and others in the East (China and India). The assumed death of 

the slave sutures this conflict between East and West, the US, India, China and Bin Laden and 

this assumed non-existence of blacks as fetishes makes possible the overcoming of all sorts of 

limits, including stagnation, loss of material value (geopolitical restructurings) and loss of 

dominant roles in an order and a modernity whose condition of possibility is the disavowal of 

black death. 

Both the materiality of slavery and the disavowal of gratuitous violence on blacks depend 

on a set of global technological visual interventions which perform this existential death even 

when the transmutation of geopolitical capital and power maintains this expenditure. Gratuitous 

violence that makes and sustains slavery is and has been its major process of movement and re- 

animation even when it is denied, as the anxiety about turning into a slave mobilizes this 

gratuitous violence again and again. 

Beyond Mbembe35 who argues that imperial relations are colonial and like Fanon and 

Sexton, I argue that this anxiety is slave-based, even at the moment when modernity invisibilizes 

the raw material it requires to consolidate anxiety36 as its dominant affective expression. Fanon 

says, "violence is the visibility, the shared evil that forces together the oppressor and the 

oppressed. Violence is the awareness of freedom’s proximity of the fragility of survival.’’~7 

Ultimately, this visuality makes this forcing together possible. For its possibility, modernity 

requires a violence that is fungible and accumulative. This violence for Fanon is not just a mere 

conflict but also "a struggle to... death.’’~8 

Drawing on Fanon, I articulate this ontological structuring of our visual practices as 

slave-cratic)9 In addition to its "structuring coherent subjectivities and incoherent species, 
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experiences of exploitation and alienation, sexual and racial violences of accumulation," it 

structures fungible positionalities through terror.4° If one presumes the black body either 

structurally impossible or already slaughtered, one can commit gratuitous violence on it. In the 

image above, Bin Laden’s face is juxtaposed with the face of O.J. Simpson (a black man accused 

of killing his white wife) and O.J Simpson becomes a Muslim with a covered head. Why turn 

Bin Laden’s face into O.J. Simpson wearing a keffiyeh? What is at stake in this epistemological 

move? Does racial purity in the global context accompany political and economic power 

through emancipation and reconstruction? 

In another visual medium, a famous set of cards, the Iraqi Most Wanted deck, sets out to 

identify all the terrorists in the world in yet another bid to connect faces and names. While these 

cards are ostensibly about Iraq, in the French version of the deck of cards, Bin Laden, provoker 

of the clash between the arabo-musulmanic and the Judeo-Christian world, becomes the Joker.41 
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Ferraris writes that any response to the ontological question of"what is there?" comes 

down to % finger, generally the index [which] gives a sign towards something, and indicates it as 

this. [This] is presence, ontology in the simple and hyperbolic sense.’’42 Ferraris engages with 

the "obstinate superstition" that "holds [children] incapable of abstraction." For him, children 

who "look at the finger ... instead of what the index is pointing to’’43 are "if anything more 

abstract [than adults], since they produce an inflation of presences.’’44 What they are staring at is 

the agency which designates - the act of designation - rather than that which is intended. 

Thus the over-attention of the naive, captive, and attentive disciple inadvertently and 

unintentionally points to the fact that we are always guided, led, directed, pointed to 
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something, by some guide or guiding act of designation.45 

If we agree, "the presence of the index is no less problematic than everything it points to,’’46 we 

must consider the obsession to portray Bin Laden as an event, in the image of the terrorist. Could 

it be an attempt to foreclose that space that Bin Laden as the terrorist character is seeking to 

dissolve as the "Western" and modernity’s problematics: (1) modernity’s political ontological 

structurings depend on expenditures with reserve, this paradoxical ontology of potency and (re) 

production (i.e., mediation as the major process of making possible one’s life through the global 

death of the slave); (2) "whether a politics that affirms (social) life can avoid" --its condition of 

possibility by making the slave the point of connection (i.e., suturing) life and matter beginning a 

fetishized life, animated with value-- "thanatological dead end if it does not will its own [global] 

death"? 

Bin Laden takes the idea of turning the non-Western subject into a child and pushes its 

logic to "children" as the zone of global power contestations: 

What has the West given the world? A lust for power and a license to loot and plunder the 

poorer countries .... We are against the American system but not the American people. 

Islam does not allow killing of innocent people, men, women and children even in the 

event of war... Millions of innocent children are being killed as I speak ..... I swear by 

God, who has elevated the skies without pillars, neither America nor the people who live 

in it will dream of security before we live it in Palestine, and not before all the infidel 

armies leave the land of Mohammed, peace be upon him.47 

Bin Laden brings to the fore the injustices that the West (i.e., read a Western modernity) has 

committed, but his entry point is the killing of the child and looting. Bin Laden’s speech remains 
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within the ethical grammar of modernity but disrupts this grammar by referring to Palestine. 

While epistemologically, he looks to the West and articulates a global space that accounts for 

violence and violations beyond the borders of North America and Europe, his speech gestures to 

the oppression of all Muslims, including Palestinians whose theft of land opens up the space to 

think about structural violence such as accumulation and fungibility and the positionality of 

being non-human (i.e., structurally impossible and ontologically dead). 

A well-trained disciple of the US and its darling in the 1980s when it was fighting the 

former Soviet Union, Bin Laden is able to point to the problems of the West enunciating them 

from a locus, albeit fetishized, as homogeneous East. Ferraris’ episteme can be expanded to Bin 

Laden. The problem is not just Bin Laden (the pointing finger) but that to which Bin Laden 

points. It is as if he is asking, "What happens to my fist (noun-object) when I open my hand?’’48 

The question suggests that ways of thinking determine what can be seen, understood, or 

expressed. Thus, what may seem like an object may be better construed as aprocess within a 

larger onto-po#tico-economic framework. 49 

The expression of the acts and embodiments of Bin Laden cannot be reduced to a euro- 

logocentric expression of meaning, or even the direct transmission of a "real" tradition. It is 

always the performative reiteration of"material" from heterogeneous realms or registers: myths, 

historical events, and entry positions organizing bodily practice. Such expressions or encounters 

can be placed in historical contexts and accounted for in world politics, but processes like Bin 

Laden are equally productive of their historical contexts. As articulations, they negotiate, invent 

and transform discourses, ideas, fantasies, and bodies. 

But what is the nature of this contestation? Drawing on Greek theory, Webb argues that 
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"the visual impact is not an end in itself but has the further effect of producing an emotional 

impact, involving the listener in the events... [and producing] sources of visual experience which 

transport the reader back to the events described, involving him both imaginately and 

emotionally.’’5° Under the French imperial moment, Fanon writes of the intertwinement of the 

visual and the affective. He theorizes the tensions between slavery and colonization by 

accounting for those encounters/struggles/voyeurisms which segregate the world into the zones 

of the colonized and the colonizer, systematically pushing to transmute slavery and constitute the 

black body as an object, the reserve for the constitution of the structures of modernity, 51 of 

gratuitous violence. 52 For orientalism to work, it is not necessary that the logic behind any given 

appropriation, gaze, or visual expression be accurate; the less cohesive the logic, the more 

productive orientalism becomes in the organization of a universal order that is not truly global, 

that is a politics whose major goal is life rather than moribundity and dead ends.53 

Postcolonial theorist Rey Chow emphasizes the encounter and argues that many key 

historical episodes of intellectual and cultural encounters with the forces of "modernity" are 

"specifically grounded in visuality.’’54 In effect, visuality is a site drawn upon by imperial 

leaders and subjects to constitute a universal order of the world by appropriating the vital 

energies (i.e., structures that always depend and maintain ontological expenditures with reserve) 

of those whose expression impotentialize the suturing and mediations of modernity and its 

institutes. Bin Laden’s depiction as the militant who brought terrorism to the US presumes that 

the US was a safe haven into which Bin Laden intervened. A rhythmic motif accompanies the 

image of the US as a still site that explodes through Bin Laden’s movement and returns to 

stillness, encapsulating the fundamentals of the terrorist event and the expression ofBin-Laden’s 

terrorism. Bin Laden thus expresses a global contestation of power by disrupting even 
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momentarily the normative body’s dominance. His penetration into the sovereign’s lands and 

the destruction of the masculine body gestures to that matrix of the negative economy. The loss 

of the 3300 marks the foreclosure of the dominant inscription on the US (always presumed to be 

white) body. Momentarily, this act of terrorism generates a negativity that is supposed to disrupt 

the dominant structures, institutions, and normative subjects and norms and gesture to alternative 

globalproject, not merely a moment in world politics. However, this disruption of lives, the 

death of US citizens, are a part of a negative economy, part of the dialectical structure and 

capable of becoming sublated into a value). And they do in the hands of Bush. 

Bin Laden’s secret penetration into the US to mobilize terrorists’ enables a profound 

transformation both in orientalist discourses of flesh and the body and in Western bodies. His 

body signals a displacement in many registers and realms: the universal and its trajectory of a 

global that is not truly global, international, the domestic, the public, private discursive, and the 

corporeal. His penetration collapses one of the major fantasies of conquest: one cannot access 

capital and power without a white and heterosexual human subject at the helm. As fantasies are 

dynamically linked with what Butler calls "social norms," values and practices that "are 

variously lived as psychic reality’’55 are no longer possible. 

Postcolonial critiques operate under the labor of ethical dilemmas, exposing that the 

colonial transmutes into the global and the colonial body transmutes itself in a hierarchical 

relation into a global whose structures are still "white." But they miss what Fanon problematizes 

in his work: ethical dilemmas for the black are impossible: Fanon brings to the fore the idea that 

"the Negro is a symbol that cannot enable the representation of meaning because it has no 

referent.’’56 Such is the "gratuitousness of the violence that made the Negro,’’~7 hence, my claim 

that dominant and critical visual fields depend on a structural adjustment, an ontological 
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structure that anchors itself with economies of slave death, always maintaining expenditure with 

reserve, that presumes a black authentic and productive subjectivity. However, such subjectivity 

is an oxymoron, as the black subject is not theoretically or politically accorded an "ontological 

integrity" which can claim. 58 The flesh is the species that constitutes the raw material required 

by abundant matter to erect itself as performative identity; there is no essential "being" behind 

this doing and becoming, therefore pushing us to ask: how does this visual expression of the card 

consolidate a normal process? What kinds of processes does it depend on? What does it presume 

about global relations, when it places Bin Laden’s fact on the card?59 There is a presumption 

here that Bin Laden is a legitimate subject of politics, albeit in a territorial conflict with the US. 

In Fanon’s words, this is a fantasy, even when Real. It is a fantasy nevertheless which points to 

the identification of a hyper-masculine phallic and heteronormative terrorist and in conflict with 

the US.6° Norms are not only embodied; rather, embodiment is a mode of interpretation, not 

always conscious, which subjects normativity to an iterable temporality sustained by the 

idealizations furnished by fantasy. 61 However, this fantasy could very well be a reinterpretation 

of dominant universal norms which do not simply repeat but rather transform and disrupt these 

norms, fantasies, and discourses.62 And they do. The world cannot continue its business as 

usual. The economy of death that maintains structural adjustments and mediations as its 

foundational and constitutive processes has been disrupted. 

Bin Laden intervenes in this universal, albeit fantastical life, entering the discourses and 

lived practices of international politics in a specific manner. His intervention gestures to the 

multiple connections among signification, identification, desires, bodily practices, and the 

epistemological shifts of history. Indeed, the moment of his "penetration" might be regarded as 
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an emergence out of multiple projects contesting globally the US role in the world whose claim 

to life is exposed. 

The psychosocial and economic harm to the colonized has endured well into the post- 

colonial era. The US global-military-supremacy project narrates anew-global experiences of 

violence by orienting the world and US citizens toward an order whose major foundational 

structures and forms of political action depend on the death of the slave and the theft and 

destruction of aboriginal lands. 63 This project presumes an international spectrum where the 

relation of the sovereign universal subject to another is consolidated and made possible through 

the flesh and lands of those who are ontologically dead or non-existent.64 This "matter," the life 

source that makes possible such ’imperial sovereign adjustments’ 65 can impotentialize the 

real/fantasy that this order depends on: conflict ofterritorialization. If the slave-cratic visuality 

allows us to read this violence between the subjects and the flesh as projects that activate 

becoming, then images can activate "an onrush of sensations" that could disrupt the 

epistemologies of slave-cratic-visualities, including the ways dominant image frames are 

produced66 

American leaders have deliberately enlisted support from many Islamic states in the "war 

of terror" to gain access to Central Asian and Middle Eastern energy resources and to consolidate 

the military-industrial complex and the security-industrial complex.67 This strategy has fanned 

the flames of hatred against the US, especially given the heightened state of American militarism 

to safeguard its long-term objectives in the region. 

Bin Laden expresses modernity’s conflicting visual trajectories. A political Muslim and a 

militant, he has expressed an imaginary that revitalizes Islam by reclaiming the medieval era 
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when Islam was golden and when the political and the sacred were first merged. This harkening, 

problematic in its expression of an outdated vision of the world, needs to be understood and 

explained: 

[Bin Laden] posit[s] a distinct identity for political Islam, one that is separate from the 

project of Western secular separation between church and state. In this context, Islamic 

revivalism is at best a late nineteenth century development, and the actions of political 

Islamists have formed in the period when Western modernity had its greatest influence in 

the colonies--that is, both are articulated in the spread of Western education, the 

propagation of the ideology of nationalism, and the emergence of anticolonial 

movements. As such, political Islam and its militant tendency should be seen as a 

contemporary political response to a "moral decline" that is perceived to have 

accompanied Western modernity ..... The political Islamist position is as much a 

"modern" manifestation--albeit not within a Eurocentric notion of capitalist modernity. 68 

The encounter with the terrorist, then, is an encounter with a fantasy that challenges and disrupts 

a modernity that seeks to bring about equality and fraternity. Both the fantasy and the incitement 

call out to the visual mobilizing, consolidating and adjusting "Eastern" and "Western" bodies 

through the mediation offlesh. From a "Western" perspective, one need not distinguish between 

the vast differences between, say, the many different kinds of Muslims and nationalists. What 

matters is a fantasy about the physicality of the terrorist. The fantasy connects elements hitherto 

geographically, culturally, politically and otherwise distinct, that can be captured as the property 

of the universal progenitor. 

For that subject constituted as Eastern, always hiding in a cave (and therefore out of this 
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world and out of this world’s time), Bin Laden works within the framework of a modernity of a 

nationalistic-Muslim imaginary, calling, as we have seen, for an identification with traditional 

Islamic values, including dress, even though US foreign policy frameworks understand him as a 

modern, swift, and seductive subject who knows technologies of universal power and techniques 

of terrorism. In the following, Fandy attempts to visualize expressions of terror and the danger of 

politics and capital: 

Whilst Bin Laden justifies murder via video recordings, sometimes in the name of the 

poor and the weak and other times in the name of Palestine and resistance, "Bin Lehman" 

does not present any such recordings and does not need to justify the mass murders 

caused by its banks. It is a killing out of greed. For that reason I say that "Bin Lehman" is 

more dangerous to the US and the world than Bin Laden. Obama’s battle, which will be 

the real test of the future of America’s power, is not against Bin Laden abroad, but 

against "Bin Lehman" at home.69 

Bin Laden is a millionaire who has made his monies through investments. A man of the 

market, he crosses borders with ease. In addition to his visual constitution as terrorist, he now 

appears as the subject of stylish commodities: unisex products are produced in his name to be 

worn by men and women alike. One is the New bin Laden eau de parfum found throughout 

West Asia and in bazaars across Afghanistan, Pakistan, Central Asia and parts of India. Bin 

Laden is cited as providing the following evasive response to recent products cashing in on his 

name, such as t-shirts, thermoses, lighters, desktop air conditioners, and YBA art installations:7° 

"Everyone has his or her own unique tastes and body chemistry.., what works for me and my 

friends may not work for you." 
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Fig. 22.8 A bottle of cologne with a picture of Osama Bin Laden is displayed at a 

cosmetics shop in Lahore on Monday. (AFP) 

If this response comes directly from Bin Laden, its nonchalance brings to the fore, it seems to 

me, the corporeality that a universal political economy must capture to continue and create anew 

the global order. It captures its own criticism of terror and turns it into something for sale. Bin 

Laden’s answer, while complicating the visibility of terror by gesturing to its concrete context, 

also gestures to the materiality of family, dwelling, affects and sensations in this political 

economy. He recentralizes the issue of power by arguing that what may work for one body may 

not work others who are not of the Euro-North American world. 

The discussion about the cologne and the affective emergences it mobilizes allow the 

reader of critical global politics to wonder about contemporary contestations in world politics. 

Could this product be gesturing to other social demands? Could the sensations that emerge from 

this visual encounter catalyze enough raw energeia (reserves that can be expended and with 

impunity) to orient and make claims for another kind of world? While the dominant and popular 
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reading points to the US audience’s difficulty critiquing capitalism by talking about the cologne 

as "urine," I argue that the global flows of these images also challenge popular visual 

understandings. 

If the product is communicating something about Bin Laden, this communication could 

concern his relation to global politics and the formation, the possibility, the survival of subjects, 

including his own. In fact, this product and its visibilization open up the space for a sustained 

account of world politics and its foundational constitutive element: fungible and gratuitous 

terror. This dimension ofvisuality is compelling and allows a sustained critique of imperial 

terror. That is to say, if the cologne is circulating in the market, and Bin Laden is being 

generated in that form, it follows that to rid world politics of this terrorist is impossible. 

More so, the visibility of this product shifts the possibility of thinking of the political only 

as state relations, or the East/West dichotomy as generating both militant attacks and the market. 

Products sold in the name of a terrorist disrupt popular understandings. For the first time, the 

state gains its consistency and coherence apart from the domination of the market. In the market, 

however, the terrorist is still a constituent element of decisions to produce commodities. Hence, 

even if we remain within the conservative heteronormative orientalism of"us" and "them," as 

championed by Bush, the question remains: if Bin Laden is the personification of the ultimate 

male fantasy and practice ofterrorist-hyper-masculinity, what happens to that fantasy and 

practice when he is re-animated in the market? 

What surfaces through these visual images is that Bin Laden is modeled on power 

masculinity, using techniques appropriated from the masters (in this case, the US leaders). Bin 

Laden seems fearless, powerful, empowering, lean and muscular. He exemplifies a masculinity 
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that refuses the seductions of the sovereignty of the West, while fetishizing forms of production 

such as explosives, the ultimate expression of which is militant insurgency. 

Could Bin Laden be pointing to activities proliferated by certain areas of ideological 

tension, related to globalization, mediation, and their results? Or could Bin Laden merely be 

marketing himself’?. Could what Bin Laden says and does point to other worlds and worldviews, 

albeit rife with tensions? In his engagement with Japanese identity vis-~t-vis the West, Chan 

argues the Japanese had to construct a stereotype of themselves for themselves. They had to 

colonize themselves, to prevent too easy a colonization by others.71 Chan notes that Asians 

"simultaneously orientalize and occidentalize [themselves] to play with borderlines.’’72 This can 

be regarded as Bin Laden’s strategy - a peculiar kind of"resistance," an incitement to violence73 

akin, albeit only partially, to what Fanon says about decolonization, namely that "decolonization 

itself is always a violent phenomenon’’74 and the origin of violence is colonization. 

Could Bin Laden be pointing to the fact that terror can no longer be contained outside 

Euro-US contexts (if it ever was)? Is he protesting the impossibility of the promised libertO, 

OgalitO, andfraternitO? Could this inciting be what must be contained in these visual 

constitutions of the terrorist? Or is there something else about modernity that is being opened up 

now? Chow says: 

For those groups on the side of non-white cultures, the problem presented by 

multiculturalism remains one of tactical negotiation. Negotiating a point of entry into the 

multicultural scene means nothing less than posing the question of rights - the right to 

representation and the right to culture .... To put it in very simple terms, a non-white 

culture, in order to "be" or to "speak," must (1) seek legitimacy/recognition from white 
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culture, which has denied the reality of the "other" cultures all along; (2) use the language 

of white culture to produce itself; and yet (3) resist complete normativization by white 

culture. 75 

This complicated situation, born of the complexities of"looking at and being looked at, 

being placed and placing, decided and deciding’’76 is always asymmetrical. While Chow’s 

engagement with ethnic politics points to colonization, her argument still presumes itself the 

slave relation or antagonisms. Therefore, I argue along with Fanon and the Afro-pessimists that 

these racial politics are global and have been part and parcel of modernity and play a significant 

role in asymmetrically locating the "other" of conflict in the market while fundamentally 

depending on antagonism, that is, becoming constituted through the fungibility and accumulation 

of Blacks. 

In the image below, smell is visibilized in a rendering of the Bin Laden cologne. Bin 

Laden is located in nature, associated with goat piss; as he cannot be "domesticated," he is 

bracketed outside civilization. Chow says: 

The primitive, as the figure for this irretrievable common/place, is thus always an 

invention after the fact - a fabrication of apre that occurs in the time of the post .... This 

exoticizing of what is at the same time thought to be generic and commonplace 

characterizes the writing of history within a culture as much as the writing between 

cultures such as the practices of orientalism.77 
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Fig. 22.9 http ://www. smosh.com!smosh-pit/articles/21-celebrity-perfumes-really-stink 

As a Way of Conclusion: Visuality-as-ontologico-contestation of a Universal Order not 

truly Global 

Visuality-as-expression of global order’s constitution, which depends upon a new understanding 

of images, can provide an important counterpoint to common-sensical insights into terror and 

violence by providing the epistemological tools for understanding emergent politico-economic 

and ontological relationships in the contemporary geopolitical shifts of imperial and capital 

relations. By providing a means of recording and including the fluidities of everyday expression 

as vital insights, visuality-as-bearing-witness creates a lens into the fundamental antagonisms of 

the emergent global relations even as it indexes historical forms. 
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Rather than highlighting visuality’s capacity to accurately represent a past or access the 

identity of a subject, I use Fanon’s notion of visuality-as-ontologico-contestation in which the 

"self, the peremptory sense of the self of the present disavows an image of itself as an originary 

past or an ideal future and confronts the paradox of its own making.’’78 This idea pushes us to 

navigate the tensions of the present, created not only by targeted acts of terror, but also by the 

quotidian transformations of bodies’ spatialities and temporality. 

In an age marked by acts of terror and the massive proliferation of data, we need to 

rethink the notion ofvisuality and optics. More specifically, we need to rethink visuality-as- 

ontologico-contestation of a becoming global order that claims to safeguard law, make life 

possible and keep peace while constantly depending on expending blacks as its major reserve 

source. The notion ofvisuality as a technology that does not resolve the major questions of 

politics: freedom but rather maintains freedom as that difficult question that cannot be resolved. 

The notion of visuality-as-an-open-ended-contestation of organizing world politics enables the 

production of tools of political action that take a very different view of intervention for political 

transformation. In this ontologico-epistemological approach, actors and their objects of desire are 

part of a mobile and transforming infrastructural landscape, not static indicators to be rearranged 

through new infrastructural input. Visuality-as-politico-ontologic-structural contestation, in other 

words, does not merely plot known historical transitions 

Maintaining visuality itself as a ecology of mobile forms and processes, a form that will 

have a profound bearing on our understanding of the past and the present, frameworks that 

accord us readings that cannot be entirely known in advance. Such reading approaches have 

practical pedagogical implications, particularly for the understanding of subjects and those who 

are socially dead and ontologically impossible engaged in harnessing creativity for the 
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production of their present worlds. By providing a theoretical apparatus for a visuality of 

emergent relations rather than isolating certain forms as belonging to the past and others to the 

present, visuality as contestation of global power and a modernity whose claim to life is 

problematic can allow for a vision of life that does not leave the species and the flesh of the slave 

as the reserve for the erection of structures whose fantasy is its infinite constitution anew. 

Bodies and visuality play a central role in constituting our understanding of global power. 

A different understanding ofvisuality moves away from an identity-based sense of bodies and 

bears witness to the social death of bodies and lands by being willing to impotentialize its claims. 

Corporeal understandings of terror and its disruption that underpin normative international 

relations theory are inadequate to describe the complexities of global politics. These 

understandings underwrite non-western corporealities as nothing more than zones oft error and 

violence displacing the terror that comes with ordering the world of social death. Visuality as an 

onto-epistemological approach acts both as a forestructure to guide our inquiry of terror and 

enables us to think in the interregnum, that unequal world where asymmetries of violence and 

terror seem to always want to rule. In that space, the "shadow that the light of Being has not 

been able to illumine,’’79 we need to think anew visuality, its onto-epistemologies and methods. 
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Chapter 23 

Viewing Violence in a Far Country: Abu Ghraib and Terror’s New Performativities 

Suvendrini PereraI 

A disturbingphotographfrom Libya, pubfished in the New York Times, shows scores of cell 

phones held up high to capture the last moments of Muammar Gaddafi. Accentuated against the 

somber stillness of the photograph, luminescent miniature screens throb with imperceptible 

images, fike so many exclamation points. The raised arms confer a strange unity on the disorder 

of the crowd, its collective gaze turned toward the unseen. In these moments, outside the field of 

vision, in the crucial gap between the viewer of the photograph and the cameras of the crowd, 

Gaddafi is being raped and beaten to death after being dragged out of his hiding place inside a 

concrete pipe. Facing the crowd in the position of the photographer, a figure casually mirrored, 

perhaps, in their gaze, I view, not the horrific end of Gaddafi, but the massed array of phone 

cameras that will bear electronic witness to that visual event. 

The crowd wielding their phones up high themselves are not direct witnesses to the killing," 

rather, they see themselves imaged and multiplied on the screens of other phones: photographer 

photographed, subject and object, one hand flashing V signs for the camera, camera flashing 

and pulsing in the other. The photograph prompts a series of questions about the volatility and 

mobility of contemporary spectacles of violence as they magnify and mutate, implicating viewer 

and viewed, actor and audience, placing and dis-placing a violence that continues to unfold 

outside as well as inside the frame. 
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In Cloning Terror, his book on the images of the war on terror, W J T Mitchell characterizes the 

post-9/11 era as infected by the viral proliferation of images, a veritable "global plague of 

images.’’2 Mitchell identifies the Abu Ghraib photographs, "and one in particular (the Hooded 

Man)," as the "central image-event of the epoch.’’3 Despite his insistence on the global and 

epochal significance of the Abu Ghraib images, however, Mitchell’s focus in Cloning Terror is 

fixed on their internal effects within the United States. His "Abu Ghraib archive," comprising 

secondary documents, analyses and artefacts all centring on the photographs, is a distinctly 

national one.4 At the same time, Mitchell recognizes that the Abu Ghraib archive "provides an 

important case for analysing the role of digital images, digital archives, and their role in 

contemporary political culture" and is one whose circulation is "unlikely to abate any time 

soon": "What is the meaning of the Abu Ghraib archive? What are its boundaries? Is it complete 

or finished? What does it leave out, and what remains to be filled in?’’5 

In this essay I take up Mitchell’ s questions about the as yet uncharted boundaries of Abu Ghraib 

by considering its global circulation and mutation as an image-event. My interest is in the 

interrelations between the global ramifications of the war on terror and the visual economies of 

the digital era -- including existing and emergent scopic regimes, representational and aesthetic 

repertoires, communication and information technologies, mobile media, on-line circulatory 

cultures and networks of social connectivity. How does Abu Ghraib as a cluster of practices, 

images, discourses and technologies reappear and resound as it ramifies across diverse 

geographies and temporalities? Mitchell employs the term "iconology" to describe "the study of 

images across media" as both "verbal and visual entities, both metaphors and graphic symbols." 

The images are understood as "at one and the same time concepts, objects, pictures, and 

symbolic forms" as well as "becoming operative forces in sociopolitical reality.’’6 This essay is a 
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preliminary iconology of Abu Ghraib in the context of sociopolitical realities that extend beyond 

the immediate theatre of the war on terror. 

While much has been said about the democratic and liberatory potential of mobile media’s new 

visual economies, and the forms of participation, witness and activism that they that they make 

possible, their emergence and evolution cannot be separated from contexts of war and 

militarization. Jenny Terry, in her documentation of Afghanistan battlefield videos posted on 

YouTube, identifies an "emergent social matrix that brings together cameras, computers, bodies, 

weapons, sentiments, and ideas.’’7 Nicholas Mirzoeff’ s term, "military-visual complex," 

references a more specific set of relationships that reaches from 1980s video war games to the 

deployment of"brilliance" and "shock and awe" as part of the tactics of"Rapid Dominance" in 

the 2003 invasion of Iraq.8 As Mirzoeff elaborates, the military-visual complex consolidated in 

the early years of the war on terror leads to the formation of certain kinds of"visual 

subjectivities" and to an attendant "circulation anxiety" that characterizes "a digital and global 

culture of hegemonic capitalism.’’9 1 take "circulation anxiety" to refer to contexts in which the 

mobility of images goes hand in hand with the confinement of (some) bodies through 

technologies of surveillance, profiling, biometrics and other biopolitical practices, as well with 

their enmeshment in circuits of consumption. 10 What forms of visual subjectivity and modalities 

of spectatorship does the military-visual complex give rise to, in particular for global and 

diasporic viewing subjects? Are its new visual economies capable not only of amplifying the 

effects of violence and terror but also capable of enabling and facilitating new modalities of 

violence, terror, and "horrorism" through their distinctive conditions of production, circulation, 

reception, consumption?11 What relations of complicity and responsibility do these in turn 

engender? 
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In the Abu Ghraib image-event, the visual and discursive archives of colonial racist violence 

intersect the technological possibilities of digital media and the new forms of social connectivity 

they make possible. At this intersection of terror and technology, I consider the Abu Ghraib 

images as agents of both incitation and emulation; operative forces in transnational sociopolitical 

realities that shape practices, events and their interpretive frames. The essay considers three 

disparate scenes of violence at "the intersected place of the viewer and the image in the visual 

event.’’12 The first explores Abu Ghraib’s relationship to the project of mainstream feminism and 

its legacies. In Coco Fusco’s A Field Guide for Female Interrogators the Abu Ghraib images are 

read retrospectively as the (grotesque) outcome of a particular logic of equal opportunity 

feminism, recasting relations of gender, race and nation, and exposing mainstream feminism’s 

ongoing implication with the nation’s violence. The middle section of the essay considers Abu 

Ghraib’s pedagogical role through the trophy videos and photographs of the final days of the 

war in Sri Lanka (these were one of the trigger points for the workshop "Violence in a far 

country" on which this volume is based). Finally, I turn to the Kony 2012 social media campaign, 

initiated by "the most viral video in history." 13 In each of these digitally circulating global visual 

events I foreground questions of situated viewing subjects in relation to the spectacle of violence 

in a far country. 

The Gendered Visual Subject of War 

In 2004 Coco Fusco responded to the display of U.S. women soldiers’ participating in the 

torture of Iraqi prisoners at Abu Ghraib by creating the character of an "implacable female 

interrogator" in the U.S. army and taking her on the road for a series of performances. To 

develop this character Fusco conducted extensive research with military officials and 

interrogators, herself posing as a prospective interrogator. Fusco describes the persona who 
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emerged from this exercise as a little like Shakespeare’s Sister, Virginia Woolf’ s sad exemplar of 

unfulfilled female potential in A Room of One’s Own. Unlike Shakespeare’s Sister, however, 

Fusco’ s interrogator "actually gets the chance to show her stuff." 14 WooIU, "the fairy godmother 

of so many feminists," is the direct addressee of Fusco’s extended reflections on the performance 

and the questions that prompted it. 15 Fusco identifies the title of her essay, "Invasion of Space by 

a Female" as turning Woolf’ s best known title inside out to explore "the dark side of advancing 

women’s rights through warfare" (8). The body of Fusco’s work, however, engages less with A 

Room of One’s Own than with Woolf’ s second, far less popular, feminist treatise, Three Guineas. 

Fig. 23.1 http ://www. iniva, org/blog/2011/04/artist-of-the-week-coco-fusco/ 

Woolf couches Three Guineas in the form of an extended letter to a male interlocutor who has 

asked for her ideas on how to prevent war (in addition to seeking a financial contribution and 

inviting her to join an anti-war association). Three Guineas was written in 1936-37, in the 
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shadow of the approaching war with Germany and in the face of the then unprecedented 

brutalities of the Spanish Civil War. Picasso’s Guernica, one form of visual representation of, 

and impassioned protest against, the new destructive visual technologies unleashed in that war, 

also would be completed in 1937. Guernica retains such potency that U.S. officials asked for a 

tapestry of the painting outside the Security Council chamber at UN headquarters to be covered 

as they made their case for the 2003 invasion of Iraq. 16 Three Guineas is framed by another of 

the formative visual technologies of modernism: the black and white photograph. Photographs of 

atrocities were increasingly circulated during the war, especially within left circles, as part of 

what we would now describe as a targeted international media strategy. The Spanish Civil War 

in its mobilization of a politicized transnational subject through visual media bears some 

overlooked resemblances to the war on terror in this respect. Some photographs of civilian 

killings lie on the author’s desk as she writes. The Spanish government sends them, she observes, 

"with patient pertinacity about twice a week": "This morning’s collection [shows] what might be 

a man’s body or a woman’s ... But those certainly are dead children, and that undoubtedly is the 

section of a house". 17 Woolf immediately responds to the photographs as a new form of 

knowledge from that which is to be found in written histories and biographies. Although 

conscious of the photographs’ role as part of the Spanish government’s propaganda campaign, 

the narrator cannot but apprehend the photographs as unmediated and transparent statements of 

fact, innocent of the rhetorical manipulability of words: 

Those photographs are not an argument; they are simply a crude statement of fact 

addressed to the eye. But the eye is connected to the brain; the brain with the nervous 

system ... when we look at those photographs some fusion takes place within us; 

however different the education, the traditions behind us, our sensations are the same .... 
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For now at last we are looking at the same picture; we are looking with you [our male 

counterparts] at the same dead bodies, the same ruined houses. 18 

Seeking to explain the irrefutable address of the photographs, their urgent indexicality, Woolf 

understands them as effecting a series of"fusions" between sensory, cognitive and affective 

responses, overriding reason, ideology and location ("argument, education, traditions"). In this 

account of grappling with the strange effectivity of photographs, and the narrator’s attempt to 

account for the unfamiliar sensations they elicit, are represented the emergence of a new kind of 

visual subject of war. Her sense of confusion before the address of the photographs, and barely 

stated "fear of the force of images," Fusco writes, identify the narrator of Three Guineas "as a 

member of a society whose world views had only recently begun to be shaped by encounters 

with modern media."19 Yet, difficulties interpreting visual media and the conflicting emotions 

aroused by the atrocity photographs are by no means confined to pre-World War 2 viewers. 

These are factors that Angela Davis identifies some seventy years later in her discussion of the 

Abu Ghraib and Rodney King images: 

Images are very complicated and we haven’t promoted ... a visual literacy necessary to 

critically understand them. To think of the image as an unmediated representation is 

problematic and often has the effect of producing precisely the opposite of what was 

expected... We saw the police beating Rodney King on video, but the prosecutor was 

able to develop a particular interpretation of that image that bolstered his claim that 

Rodney King was the aggressor. So I think it is important not to assume that the image 

has a self-evident relationship to its object. And it is important to consider the particular 

economy within which images are produced and consumed.2° 
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The seemingly incontrovertible address of the atrocity photograph works against the grain of the 

central argument of Three Guineas, the situatedness of the gendered subject, in its responses to 

great national institutions such as parliament, church, university and, especially, war. To the 

interpellations of these institutions from which she has been excluded, Woolf argues, the outsider 

cannot but respond with "indifference." The most famous lines in Three Guineas are those of a 

spokeswoman for the society of outsiders, women situated (limited) like Woolf by class and race, 

as she responds to the appeal of militarism, patriotism and what we might today call the notion of 

the homeland: 

But the outsider.., will ask herself, ’What does "our country" mean to me an outsider?’. 

¯. She will inform herself.., how much of ’England’ in fact belongs to her.., she will 

reflect that for her there are no ’foreigners’, since by law she becomes a foreigner if she 

marries a foreigner... [P]robably she will have imbibed, even from the governess, some 

romantic notion that Englishmen... are ’superior’ to the men of other countries. This she 

will consider it her duty to check by comparing.., the testimony of the ruled -- the 

Indians or the Irish, say... When all these comparisons have been faithfully made by the 

use of reason, the outsider will find herself in possession of very good reasons for her 

indifference... ’"Our country,"’ she will say, ’throughout the greater part of its history 

has treated me as a slave; it has denied me education or any share in its possessions¯ 

"Our" country still ceases to be mine if I marry a foreigner¯., in fact, as a woman, I have 

no country¯ As a woman I want no country. As a woman my country is the whole 

world.’21 

Yet, spurred by the evidentiary power and ethical urgency of the photograph, the outsider’s 

critical and informed "indifference" to the call to defend the homeland merges with the desire to 
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end war. The narrator ends by donating a guinea to the society for the prevention of war and 

signing their petition, although she stops short of joining the society itself. The contribution, 

however, is contingent on two prior donations, to associations for middle class women’s 

educational and professional advancement. 

In the aftermath of the Abu Ghraib photographs, Fusco identifies in this ambivalent encounter 

between the privileged white feminist subject and the atrocity photograph the traces of a form of 

gender politics that would create the conditions for the reception of the contemporary atrocity 

images of Abu Ghraib. Fusco’s letter to Woolf’ s not only challenges the illusion of the 

female/feminist subject’s non-implication in the nation’s violence, but argues that, in the instance 

of the Abu Ghraib photographs, the claim that women are not implicated in the violence of the 

nation serves to camouflage or underplay the very forms of torture that the photographs 

document: "I keep asking myself if there might be some correlation between the relative lack of 

public outcry between the Bush administration’s attempts to rationalize the use of torture and the 

prevailing images of its perpetrators as young and naive white women.’’22 Moreover, as the focus 

on gender became "key to the interpretation of the events depicted" in the photographs, it 

succeeded in "diverting attention away from the pervasiveness of prisoner abuse by engendering 

public sympathy for the handful of underlings who bore the brunt of the punishment.’’23 

The selective preoccupation with the gender of the women torturers in the Abu Ghraib 

photographs (for example, the meaning of Lynndie England’s smile as she leads a naked Iraqi on 

a leash) served to personalize the torturer at the expense of the tortured as the anonymous and 

abjected object of violence. The identification of the Abu Ghraib perpetrators as "young and 

naive white women" submerged their status as soldiers in the U.S. army with their marginal 

status in the military serving to render the actions also minor and marginal. At the same time, 
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read through the visual economy of internet porn and its images of"torture chicks," the enormity 

of the violence perpetrated against the defenseless prisoners in the photographs is both trivialized 

and distorted. Most critically, Fusco points out how the focus on the gender of the torturers in the 

photographs served to obscure, distract from, and excuse the practice of torture itself, and the 

ways in which torture was and is central to U.S. war operations, in Iraq and elsewhere.24 FLlsco’s 

A Field Guide for Female Interrogators exposes how gendered analyses of the photographs 

contain and domesticate the violence of Abu Ghraib, for example by their mobilization into pre- 

existing internal feminist debates over pornography and women’s agency. 

Torture and the Trophy Image 

The domestication of the Abu Ghraib image-event through a focus on the status and stories of its 

female perpetrators obscures other ways in which they signify as domestic documents. As Hazel 

Carby, Angela Davis and Joseph Pugliese were among the first to point out, the Abu Ghraib 

photographs are far from exceptional or unique documents in U.S. domestic histories. Carby’s 

essay, "A Strange and Bitter Crop," incisively lays bare how "integral the torture of brown 

bodies has been to the building of ’the land of the free.’"26 Moreover, the "symbolic spectacle" 

of debased and mutilated black and brown bodies," Carby argues, is "intimately linked with the 

technologies of photography": "There is a direct, but hidden, line connecting Abu Ghraib, the 

Rodney King video, and the photographs and ’postcards’ of lynchings which circulated widely in 

the early 20th century." Challenging Susan Sontag’s comments that, unlike the lynching 

postcards, the Abu Ghraib photographs represent a new development in their function as 

"messages" rather than trophies or souvenirs, Carby insists that "the importance of spectacles of 

abuse, the taking of photographs and videos, the preservation and the circulation of the visual 

image of the tortured/lynched body, the erotic sexual exploitation which produced pleasure in the 
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torturers - all these practices are continuities in the history of American racism.’’27 The 

continuities Carby marks are re-enacted in other imperial adventures in the intervening period, 

such as the forms of"race pleasure" Sherene Razack identifies in the images of the Canadian 

peace-keeping expedition in Somalia, with their telling juxtapositions of (powerless) black and 

(powerful) white bodies. 28 

In his compelling and meticulous analysis of the Abu Ghraib photographs and the shadow 

archive of U. S. history Pugliese brings into the frame the entire "historical reservoir of images 

that functions to construct the enabling conditions for the emergence and cultural intelligibility" 

of the Abu Ghraib photographs, an archive that includes "colonial tableaux; torture; souvenir; 

news-media event; evidentiary legal document; fetish; pornography; Orientalism; homophobia; 

misogyny; sadism; carcerality; lynchings; and so on," and situates them in the context of"a 

range of aesthetic modalities--including colonial, Orientalist, white supremacist, and penal.’’~9 

The seemingly disparate and disjunctive quality of this inventory, Pugliese argues, indicates the 

multiple registers and contexts within which photographs signify; a "constitutive polyvalence" 

that allows them to be used and understood simultaneously in different ways -- in this case as 

both "fetishistic objects of personal pleasure shared amongst the military personnel of the prison 

and legal documents inscribed with an evidentiary role within the court of law.’’3° 

In trying to understand the historical continuities and discontinuities of Abu Ghraib as visual 

event, I am interested in how this "constitutive polyvalence" of the photograph is amplified by 

the manner of its transmission and (re)circulation through digital media and online circulatory 

networks. As Carby points out, although the practices of"the preservation and the circulation of 

the visual image of the tortured/lynched body [and] the erotic sexual exploitation which 

produced pleasure in the torturers -- all ... are continuities [with the past] ... the digital form in 
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which the Abu Ghraib images circulated is new.’’31 How does the digital transmission of the 

images make them available in new ways, heightening or accentuating specific effects, and 

resignifying their modes of address? More fundamentally, is there a correlation between the 

infinite communicability of the photographs via networked media and digital transmission and 

the proliferation of interpretations and alternative versions of their meaning? 

Pugliese emphasises that "despite the fact that the Abu Ghraib photographs are digital and not 

analogue images, they have, in the context of a so-called post-photography digital culture, lost 

none of the power or force of the indexicality that characterises the traditional analogue 

photograph"; rather "the power of their indexicality--an event took place and it was visually 

recorded--.., underwrites their evidentiary and testimonial qualities.32 While the Abu Ghraib 

images continue to maintain an evidentiary force, the means of their electronic transmission 

simultaneously intensifies their "constitutive polyvalence." Both the visual economies within 

which they circulate and their interpretive contexts are now increasingly unstable and unfixed 

under the conditions of "communicative capitalism" theorised by Jodi Dean as characterised by 

a plethora "circulating disintegrated spectacles and opinions.’’33 Communicative capitalism, 

Dean argues, produces an environment in which politics, paradoxically, becomes submerged by 

the very openness, accessibility and proliferation of media forms, the "intense circulation of 

content" and the availability of an infinite array of positions, knowledges and interpretive 

frames. The conditions created by digital media offer proliferating opportunities to reframe and 

resignify visual images in particular, also enabling the images metamorphose and mutate, 

activating new forms of incitement and excitation as they also testify to extremities of terror. 

The Killing Fields of Home 
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The war on terror often appears to subjects in the west as a singular event, with the U.S. and its 

allies as the key protagonists. There is barely any understanding of how the rhetorics, tactics and 

technologies of the war have ramified or been adapted in other conflicts. The war in Sri Lanka is 

an instance of how, in the third decade of its war with the separatist LTTE, the government was 

able to reinvent the conflict as a part of the war on terror, proclaiming its commonalities with 

the U.S. and its allies, and claiming the mantle of a sovereign state beset by terrorists. The 

military victory by the Sri Lasnkan government in 2009 has much to do with this development 

and the geopolitical realignments of the war on terror, as the crackdown on militant Islamism and 

transnational terror networks in the west impacted on support for the LTTE among both foreign 

governments and diaspora groups. 

A disturbing feature of the war on terror is the way in which the actions and rhetorics of the U.S. 

serve to provide moral legitimation for smaller states in dealing with real and imagined threats to 

their authority. To my knowledge little research exists on the transnational ramifications of the 

war on terror for the practices adopted in other wars and conflicts and an account yet remains to 

be written, perhaps, of the obscene transnational exchange in methods of torture and abuse 

between states in the war on terror. In the case of Sri Lanka it is impossible to overestimate the 

level of license the U.S.’s actions continue to provide for the perpetration of violence against 

both civilians and captured prisoners. In the context of the transnational adaptability of the 

rhetorics, tactics and technologies of the war on terror, I want to examine the mobility and 

communicability of Abu Ghraib in other wars and contexts, and the ways in which its gives rise 

to new grammars, repertoires and technologies of terror. 

In the final phases of the war in Sri Lanka in 2009, verbal accounts of what happened on the 

battlefield were accompanied by a relatively new form of testimony: visual narratives and 
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battlefield snapshots recorded on mobile phones by both victors and vanquished. These 

testamentary and trophy videos from the war in Sri Lanka’s north circulated internally among 

diaspora groups before publicly surfacing through YouTube. Eventually they became the subj ect 

of investigation by human rights groups and independent western media as well as the United 

Nations. The 2011 British Channel 4 documentary, Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields (followed by a 

sequel in 2012) is the outcome of one such investigation, reconstructing the final weeks and days 

of the war through the narratives of survivors, NGO and UN officials, as well as the digital 

trophy photographs and camera phone videos of the victors. This visual evidence forms a collage 

of horrific representations, ranging from heaps of dead bodies of brutalized women being 

mocked by soldiers to excruciatingly detailed recordings of torture and execution. 

While trophy photographs have long been a feature of warfare, the extensive use of camera 

phones and social media is one that cannot be isolated from the pervasiveness of this practice at 

Abu Ghraib, and the global circulation of the Abu Ghraib trophy photographs. In his essay 

Pugliese cites Mark Danner’s description of the camera as the "ultimate third party" in the 

multiple acts of torture and violence documented at Abu Ghraib.34 This third party, as Pugliese 

shows, is both complicit with and compounds the actions of the torturer. Omniscient and ever- 

present third parties that, through observing and recording the torture, ensure its infinite 

reproduction and continuity in time, visual technologies serve as communication channels to 

survivors as well as communities targeted by terror. 

The trophy images of the war in Sri Lanka are intimate and public, in ways that are at once 

similar and different to the frenetic obscenities of Abu Ghraib. Here, Sri Lankan government 

soldiers, all men, preside over the bodies of the dead at the moment of victory on the battlefield. 

They address, at times directly, a listener/viewer in a moment framed as one of consolidation, of 
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unquestioned mastery: an act of national affirmation. Yet these horrific images, precisely as 

forms of performativity, do not mark a point of terminus in an ongoing chain of violence and 

terror. Rather, through the medium of the photograph, they ensure its continuity; its ongoing and 

indefinite circulation and iteration. Addressed to the vanquished, the photographs act as 

messages of warning; to the victor they speak of the continued exertion of dominance through 

violence and terror. 

There is the deep satisfaction of being photographed, to which one is now more inclined 

to respond not with a stiff, direct gaze (as in former times) but with glee. The events are 

in part designed to be photographed. The grin is a grin for the camera. There would be 

something missing if, after stacking the naked men, you couldn’t take a picture of them. 35 

Sontag’s observations on the gleeful torturers ofAbu Ghraib resonate as we view smiling of Sri 

Lankan soldiers exchanging banter and sexual innuendo as they stack the bodies, bruised, 

bloodied and stripped naked, of young women non-combatants after the Tamil camps have been 

overrun. Close-ups focus on breasts and thighs, as the women are flung, like so many inert 

bundles, onto the back of a truck. The soldiers speak casually to one another, and beyond: the 

implied audience somewhere off the battlefield. "This one has the best figure," a man comments, 

as he surveys a lifeless body piled on a heap of others like it. It would be a banal statement, 

except for the fact that he is assessing the bodies of dead, most likely raped and tortured, women 

on a battlefield. What is revealed here is not, or not only, evil’ s banality, but its relentless 

performativity. A second soldier declares for the camera, as he throws another dead woman onto 

the truck, "I’d cut her tits off if no one was looking." As it collapses the distance between the 

speaker and the photographer\viewer who are in fact looking on as he speaks, the remark draws 
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its audience into silent complicity, forcing a form of identification with the monstrous sentiments 

expressed. 

In the Sri Lankan torture and battlefield videos, the Abu Ghraib images reappear, transposed into 

new contexts, reformatted, replayed and marked by a bold and defiant performativity that is, I 

argue, buttressed by the latter’s global visibility. The gender of the perpetrators in these acts is 

submerged by their status as soldiers of an army asserting its dominance. While Abu Ghraib as 

we have seen, can be situated within an archive of colonial and racial violence, it is also a visual 

event that initiates new repertoires, new grammars and new modalities of terror that can be 

deliberated performed in conflicts marked by clear ethno-religious and ethno-cultural divide. 

Enabled by the mobilization of digital technologies as third parties, visual events also 

simultaneously generate new modes for their reception and consumption, addressing and 

implicating audiences and publics either as targets or supporters of terror. 

Among supporters of the state, these responses range from excusing, underplaying or explaining 

away the violence (a few rogue soldiers), to outright denials that it could have happened. The 

authenticity of the Killing Fields videos and other digital testimonies of government brutality 

remain bitterly contested by the Sri Lankan government despite the fact that the United Nations 

well as mainstream media such as the U.K.’s Channel Four have confirmed that they are not 

faked. In this version of events, the Killing Fields videos either represent Tamil LTTE fighters 

dressed in government uniform or, in an even more fantastic version, reverse the violence 

perpetrated by the LTTE by dubbing the videos from Tamil into Sinhala. Dean’s theorization of 

the forms of "psychotic media" enabled by new communicative technologies is helpful in 

understanding the positions adopted by the Killing Fields deniers. As Dean argues in the context 

of 9/11 images, the internet’s "proliferation of contents and voices, sources and alternatives, 
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links and possibilities" enables a landscape of"epistemologically differentiated spaces" and 

"competing conceptions of the Real" that in turn produce the conditions for "psychotic media" to 

flourish.36 However, the psychotic media of the Sri Lankan state, characterised by an extreme 

vehemence, certainty and suspicion, does not exist in isolation. It is mirrored in the psychotic 

media that continues to be churned out by its enemy, and counterpart, the LTTE. The 

proliferation of such closed circuits of psychotic media, especially within diaspora groups, since 

the end of the war represents another destructive and frightening aspect of the formation and 

consolidation of new digital identities that remains to be explored. 

Social Media and the White Saviour Industrial Complex 

The first phase of the invasion of Iraq demonstrated the arsenal of military-visual technologies at 

the disposal of the U. S and its allies. Beginning with the lethal pyrotechnics of the shock and 

awe campaign, and including the embedding of journalists, set pieces such as the rescue of 

Jessica Lynch and the staged demolition Saddam Hussein’ s statue, it culminated in the "Mission 

Accomplished" Thanksgiving event that featured, in Naomi Klein’s words, "a fake President 

dressed as a fake soldier declaring a fake end to combat and then holding up a fake turkey.’’37 

Following this succession of mediatised spectacles, Mirzoeffwrites that he and others who had 

opposed the war experienced a pervasive sense of depression based on "the realization that the 

emancipatory promise of digital culture and an emergent networked society in the 1990s had 

been for nothing.’’~8. 

In the years since, the failure of the "emancipatory promise of digital culture and an emergent 

networked society" is compounded by the consciousness that the U.S. and its allies remain mired 

in the war on terror. President Obama’s pledge at his inauguration to end the detention of 
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prisoners at Guantanamo remains unfulfilled almost a full term after he assumed office. 

Meanwhile, largely hidden from public view, new military and visual technologies such as 

drone strikes extend the global reach ofU. S. terror. In this context, the Kony 2012 campaign 

registers as a tailor-made attempt to reestablish the possibilities of digital technology and social 

media and renew faith in the project of human rights, humanitarian action and global justice. In 

this sense, Kony 2012 registers as Abu Ghraib’s obverse or antonym: a digitally circulated 

testament to the U.S. power for good in the world. Against Kony’s history of torture, rape and 

abuse of children are arrayed the forces of a networked democratic mobilization of concerned 

U. S citizenry -- one imagined as young, white and technologically literate. 

The Kony 2012 campaign, in its second phase as I write, aims via its video, released on YouTube 

and disseminated through social media, to mobilize support for a course of actions that would 

culminate in Joseph Kony being brought before the International Criminal Court for atrocities 

committed in Uganda by his Lord’s Republican Army (LRA). Produced by the California-based 

Christian group Invisible Children, Kony 2012, takes the form of an exchange between the North 

American founder of the group, Jason Russell, and his baby son. The video aims to educate the 

viewer -- implicitly cast in the role of the unknowing and child-like white subject -- about 

Kony’s record of horrific violence. The visual juxtapositions of guilty or abjected black bodies 

and wholesome white ones, the rhetorical contrasts between the innocence of north American 

childhood and the horrific violence to which Ugandan children are subjected, all contribute to the 

implicit race pleasure and civilizational superiority that drives the production. 

Launched on March 5, 2012, the campaign succeeded beyond all expectations. Amassing 100 

million viewers within six days, Kony 2012 became "the most viral video in history.’’39 In 

addition to its unprecedented audience, Kony 2012 prompted the passing of Congressional 
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resolutions urging increased U.S. efforts to capture Joseph Kony, and won support from a 

number of African state leaders. Simultaneous with its instant success, however, a series of 

critiques questioned the ethical, military and economic ramifications of the campaign and sought 

to lay bare the "white saviour industrial complex" that underwrote it.4° In a sequence of 

devastatingly acute Tweets the Nigerian-American author Teju Cole asserted that Kony 2012 

was not about justice, but rather "about having a big emotional experience that validates 

privilege." As millions of young North Americans bought Stop Kony bracelets and pledged their 

financial support for the campaign, Cole warned of the consequences of increased U.S. military 

presence in the area and uncritical support for local regimes: "If Americans want to care about 

Africa, maybe they should consider evaluating American foreign policy, which they already play 

a direct role through elections, before they impose themselves on Africa itself... Let us begin 

our activism right here: with the money-driven villainy at the heart of American foreign policy." 

41 

The self-deceptions, deliberate and unwitting, that underwrote the phenomenal success of Kony 

2012 among young U.S. citizens in particular, exemplify the workings of Dean’s model of 

"communicative capitalism" in which the "ideals of inclusion and participation in information 

and entertainment and communicative technologies," in fact have the effects of"captur[ing] 

resistance and intensify[ing] capitalism.’’42 Although the Kony 2012 campaign locates itself 

within the field oftransnational justice, aimed at achieving reconciliation and reparation in war- 

ravaged "post-conflict" societies, Cole’ s analysis underlines that moves for transnational justice 

do not take place within a geopolitical vacuum, but are driven by the interests and investments of 

dominant powers - in this case the interests that also underwrite the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. Thus, "Success for Kony 2012 would mean increased militarization of the anti- 
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democratic Yoweri Museveni government, which has ... played a major role in the world’s 

deadliest ongoing conflict, the war in the Congo ... [and who] appears to be a U.S. proxy in its 

shadowy battles against militants in Sudan and, especially, in Somalia." 43 

The possible implication of the Kony 2012 campaign in the hidden agendas and proxy wars of 

the war on terror suggests that it cannot be dismissed simply as a naive attempt to energize 

young North American "digital natives.’’44 The convergence of humanitarian and military 

interests in the Kony project underlines not an incidental, but a structural alignment between the 

two. Instead of advancing a powerful new force for transnational/transitional justice through 

mobilizing the latent possibilities of Facebook and YouTube (as the lengthy preamble to Kony 

2012 claims) the campaign reinscribes military interventionism and support for terror at the heart 

of its digital revolution. In this sense, rather than embodying the antithesis of Abu Ghraib, Kony 

2012 is more accurately understood as its soft power counterpart. 

Watching Babylon, Mirzoeff’ s book of reflections on the new visual subj ectivities of the war on 

terror, begins with a return to the possibilities for a global visual culture that characterized the 

outset of the new millennium: "As digital culture interfaced with globalization, the visual turn 

promised to be the key location for its interpretation. It seemed that the new hybridity of 

globalization could be represented in ... ’the new international visual Esperanto.’"45 That 

imagined future of digital media forms capable of generating new polyglot forms of 

communication across national and racial borders ("the new international visual Esperanto") has 

largely failed to materialize. Rather "the visual turn" of the post-Abu Ghraib era appears to 

include an ever-expanding repertoire of images of violence and torture. Finding a theoretical 
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language adequate to this new visual culture and its effects is a challenge whose dimensions 

remain to be fully comprehended. 
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Chapter 24 

Fighting Terror: Race, Sex and the Monstrosity of the Other 

Sunera Thobani 

Although President Bush initially instructed US forces to ’get’ Usama Bin Laden, ’Dead 

or Alive’, it was President Obama who, transfixed in his chair in the Whitehouse along with the 

rest of his team, including Hillary Clinton, oversaw the assassination of Bin Laden. The trophy 

photograph released by the Administration reveals the intense fascination - disbelief tinged with 

horror and dread - marked indelibly on their faces as they witness this macabre private screening 

of the ’reality’ show unfolding in Abbottabad, Pakistan. The killing of Bin Laden, US Attorney 

General Eric Holder was quick to reassure the world, was in keeping with both "... U. S. law and 

values.’’1 The murder of bin Laden was thus pronounced to be not only entirely within the 

bounds of ’law’ and ’values’, but also something to be celebrated by civilized populations 

committed to the defence of Western values. On Fox News Network, Glenn Beck thanked the 

US army on behalf of the nation under the banner headline, ’USAMA BIN LADEN Muslim 

Monster KILLED".2 

Constructed as devoid of all ethics and morality, the believing Muslim-as-terrorist is 

deemed incapable of anything other than irrepressible hatred of woman and murderous envy of 

the West in the ideological framing of the ’War on Terror’. The turban, the AK 47 and the 

flowing beard are among the signs that mark out the Muslim male as a figure of the 

contemporary ’monster’.3 As for the Muslim woman, the veil marks her fanatic nature, capable 

of vengeful eruption in the diabolic figure of the ’black widow’ or the sexually frustrated suicide 

bomber cast. Indeed, it has become commonplace to find Muslims - and Islamists in particular - 
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routinely depicted as evil, perverse and perverted. This Muslim ’enemy’ is humanized only upon 

transformation into the properly subjugated supplicant to Western power as s/he comes subscribe 

to its superior norms and values. If not, the perverse nature and irrational religiosity of the 

Muslim marks him!her for elimination. 

This paper asks two main questions: How have feminists engaged with hegemonic 

constructs of the monstrous nature of the ’enemies’ of the ’West’? What role do feminists play 

in the expenditure of violence against such ’evil’, a violence that has been defined within 

feminist theory (for the most part) as masculinist in nature? The two questions that animate my 

inquiry examine the role that prominent feminists (Western and Muslim) envision for themselves 

in the civilizational mission that is the ’West’, with the ’War on Terror’ its latest reincarnation. 

Sexual Violence in the Racial Imaginary 

Klaus Theweleit’s study of the fictional and non-fictional narratives produced by the Freikorps, 

the volunteer army that decimated the revolutionary German working class and later became the 

core of the Nazi SA and the SS, describes how deeply such accounts were informed by the 

authors’ fear of their own sexuality and their hatred of women’s bodies.4 Theweleit argues these 

narratives cannot be explained away by recourse to notions of repressed sexuality, rather, they 

ought to be considered as actual expressions of the violent desires of the authors. In this paper, I 

draw on Theweleit’s insight in his classic study of what he called Male Fantasies to examine 

how racial/sexual phantasy-desires for violence are articulated not only by Western men, but also 

by Western women, including feminists, in the ’War on Terror’. 

In a provocative move, Theweleit went on to claim that the "fantasies and affect" found 

in the narratives of the Freikorps were not specific to the particular class of"soldierly" men he 
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was studying: "To make the point even clearer, any male reading the texts of these soldier males 

- and not taking immediate refuge in repression - might find in them a whole series of traits he 

recognizes from his own past or present behaviour, from his own fantasies.’’5 Be that as it may, 

the relation between the disciplinary ethos of the hegemonic masculinity that is critical to the 

effective functioning of the US military in times of war and the ’normal’ forms of masculinity 

prevalent within that society has been found to be symbiotic. 6 

What is the relation of dominant forms of femininity - including feminist - to this war- 

making form of hegemonic masculinity and to its monstrous Other? Reading feminist 

theorization of the monstrous in popular culture (fiction and documentary films), my argument 

here will be that hegemonic forms of femininity pervasive within Western society - including the 

feminist - are as implicated in fashioning an ethos of violence against the monstrous Other as is 

hegemonic masculinity. 

In an interesting re-reading of Theweleit’s work, Kevin Amidon and Dan Krier fault him 

for treating the narratives as only expressions of their authors’ fantasies and desires, going on to 

point out that many of these men had "participated vigorously in the perpetration of violence in 

the German colonies in Africa during the 1890s and 1900s and in the German imperialist 

interventions in China during 1900-1901, after the so-called Boxer Rebellion."7 Amidon and 

Krier further critique Theweleit’s thesis for ignoring "the reality of rape as a weapon" in the 

men’s arsenal."* The narratives studied by Theweleit, these two scholars conclude, were most 

likely informed by the actual forms of "annihilating violence", including rape, which the men 

who subsequently produced this literature perpetrated in the colonies. Such a re-working of 

Theweleit’s thesis foregrounds coloniality in the forms of violence German men perpetrated 

against particular kinds of women, thus defining the colony as the staging ground for the 
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working out of the deeply racialized sexual violence that was later reproduced upon return to the 

’homeland’. Here, Andrea Smith’s contention that sexual violence is how colonialism is ’done’ 

in the settler societies assumes an expanded relevance for understanding its absolutely pivotal 

role in colonial invasion, occupation and genocide. 9 How have Western feminists responded to 

such racially sexualized violence against the Other woman emblematic of the colony? 

There is another aspect of such terror that requires attention. In his extensive study of 

torture within democratic societies, Darius Rejali exposes as a myth the claim that torture is a 

science, developed in laboratory conditions and then passed on through strict instruction to 

unwilling intelligence personnel who become reluctant torturers. Instead, Rejali finds that 

torturers resort to "what is available, what is habitual, what they can get away with, what they 

have heard from others, what they remember, and what they can learn by imitating others." 10 

The daily lives and habitual practices of torturers are thus as implicated in the forms of torture 

they enact, as are the institutional means to power acquired in the course of their everyday work, 

if it can be called such. 

Rejali’s analysis thus elicits the following question: What stock of habitual information is 

available to men - and increasingly women - as they engage in what feminists have defined as 

purely ’masculinist’ forms of violence, such as sexual torture and genocidal violence? I argue 

that feminist theorization of the monstrosity of the Other, as well as feminist cultural production 

depicting such monstrous Others, are rich sites for the study offeminine/ist phantasy-desires for 

such violence; both should be considered part of the ’stock of habitual information’ that 

buttresses, if not actually advocates, the forms of terror and violence expended against Muslim 

Others in the War on Terror. 
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In the following section, I begin with an examination of how feminists have theorized as 

mascu#nist the phantasy-desires articulated in the ’monster’ genre of popular films. I argue that 

by highlighting the role of sexual difference in the constitution of the ’monstrous’, the feminist 

eliding of the raciality of the figure of the monster within Western philosophico-legal and 

politico-psychoanalytic traditions reveals their own fraught phatasy/desire for the Other. 

Feminists have thus furthered the demonization of the racial/bestial Other and the paranoia 

generated through such phantasmic creations by inflecting their perils with primarily gendered 

modalities of power. Defining woman as the real target of the evil aggressions of the Other, 

feminists have inserted themselves as the doubled victim-heroine of such mytho-political 

imaginaries. 

It should be noted that my paper refers to Theweleit’s work not because I might want to 

argue that U.S. (and other allied) soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan are the contemporary form of 

the Freikorps, nor because I am interested in making the case that the War on Terror reveals the 

fascist tendencies at work in the U.S.-led Western wars of the early 21 st century. Others have 

drawn attention to such similarities and it is not my intention here to engage in a discussion 

about the merits of such comparison. 11 Theweleit’s work remains useful from my perspective 

for his recognition that the violence described by the Freikorps was rooted not only in a 

repressed sexuality resulting from the inadequate processes of thwarted individuation in early 

infancy as the Freudian psychoanalytic tradition would have it, but in the men’s adult 

experiences, actions, desires and fantasies. 

Indeed, Amidon and Kreir’s critique only adds to the weight of Theweleit’s thesis by 

pointing to the coalescence between the phantasy and actuality of such racial/sexual violence, 

and to the deep links between phantasy, sexual desire and the violence of colonialism, links that 
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were earlier explored in the work of the psychiatrist and founder of decolonization theory, Frantz 

Fanon. 

Moreover, the actions of men such as those of the Freikorps demand attention not only 

for the violence they phantasize and enact on particular women’s bodies, thus affecting subject- 

formation, but also because they play a critical role in processes of state and nation-formation. 

These men enact the ’state’ and ’nation’ on the ground, so to speak, for it is acting in the name of 

the ’nation’ that allows these wo/men to claim the power of the state in their individual capacity 

to act out the violence of their phantasies and desires. These wo/men are clearly indispensible to 

the capacity of the state to enforce its rule over the domains to which it lays claim. 

I am thus interested in studying the specific moves by which colonial/racial wish- 

fulfilment fantasies are lived out by feminists. These phantasies are not a new phenomenon, nor 

is the practice I describe below by which feminists have appropriated the experiences and 

perspectives of Muslim women, using these to present themselves as the ’true’ victim of 

patriarchy and hence the ’real’ agent of feminist praxis. Such practices are the stock of habitual 

responses that Western women routinely lay claim to, these are entrenched in the store of 

information / experience they ’know’ and ’have’ from which they fashion their relations with the 

Muslim Other. Indeed, so powerful are such racially infused phantasy-desires for the monstrous 

Other that even Muslim feminists are not immune from their seductions. In the following 

sections, I demonstrate that such phantasy-desires are rife not only in feminist theory, but also in 

the field of feminist documentary and fiction film production about the ’War on Terror’. 

The Monster in the Sexual Imaginary 
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Pointing out that psychoanalysis and film emerged in the same historical moment, feminist film 

theorist Barbara Creed argues that films’ ’subtext’ corresponds to Freud’s concept of the 

’unconscious’, making this medium a particularly productive site for exploring the psychic 

processes of subject formation, especially those of’repression’ and the ’workings of desire’. 12 

One can then assume that feminist responses to what they term the workings of masculinist 

forms of desire in Western popular culture may well provide an equally productive site for the 

tracing of feminist phantasies and desires, especially as these relate to the object of my attention, 

namely, popular constructs of the believing Muslim as the West’s ’enemy’. 

In her interesting study of the Western genre of horror films, Creed argues this genre is 

"populated" by "the female-as-monster" and she rereads Freud’s theory of castration anxiety in 

the primal Oedipal drama to analyze this figure, which she names the "monstrous-feminine". 13 

Freud theorized male sexuality by claiming that the infant boy experiences a fear of castration as 

he comes to believe that woman, not in possession of a penis like himself, is likely ’castrated’. 

The boy thus comes to see woman as a victim by her very nature, and the fear of likewise 

becoming a victim by losing his penis gives rise to a fear of woman, who reflects back to him his 

anxieties about his own (possible) castration. Creed reworks this Freudian theorization of 

castration anxiety in her study of the figure of the female monster, arguing that such male fear is 

articulated in the phantasmic creation of the monstrous woman as not an already castrated figure, 

but as the castrating figure. She goes on to argue that since woman is not castrated, indeed, being 

"intact and in possession of all of her sexual powers", she is clearly not mutilated. 14 Instead, 

woman comes to be seen as possessing the sexual power to castrate the male, who comes to 

fear/phantasize the act of intercourse itself as a form of castration. Thus reading the ’monster’ as 

a quintessentiallyfemale figure who threatens to castrate the male, Creed further argues that this 
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figure also delineates the distinction between the human and the non-human. She then identifies 

five forms in which this castrating ’monstrous-feminine’ is cast, namely, "the archaic mother; the 

monstrous womb; the witch; the vampire; and the possessed woman." 15 In contrast to the 

(castrated) mother of the Oedipal drama, Creed identifies the ’archaic’ mother as the primal, 

generative womb who is defined by her own power and not in her relation to the penis. 

Insightful as it is, Creed’s study of the ’monstrous-feminine’ is significantly distorted by 

her reproduction of Freudian psychoanalytic theory’s staging of gendered subject formation as 

devoid of racial articulation, as well as by her curious neglect of the literature on the ’monster’ as 

a figure of racial difference, a difference that has long marked the limit of the ’human’ for the 

Western tradition. The co-constitutive role of racial difference in the making of the monstrous - 

a difference that is integral to both its ’femininity’ and ’monstrosity’ - is thus elided in Creed’s 

reading. I will come back to these points in the following sections, but for now, back to Creed. 

Drawing on Kristeva’s theory of abj ection and discussion of the border, particularly the 

mother-child relation and the feminine body, Creed expands on her own formulation of the 

figure of the ’monstrous-feminine’. Kristeva defines ’abjection’ as "that which does not ’respect 

borders, positions, rules’, that which ’disturbs identity, system, order’" to argue that the ’abject’ 

separates the human from the non-human, the "fully formed subject from the partially formed 

subject.’’16 Presenting a constant threat of death and dissolution, the ’abject’ is "the place where 

meaning collapses, the place where T am not.’’17 Exclusion of the abject becomes key to the 

definition of the subject, Kristeva argues, but the subject is compelled to ’tolerate’ the abject, 

"for that which threatens to destroy life also helps to define life." 18 
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Turning her attention to the figure of the mother who imposes her authority over the child 

in disciplining its bodily functions, Kristeva argues that the mother becomes associated with the 

abject, with the defilement seen to arise from the bodily functions of excrement, bleeding and 

other such im-purifications. Moreover, as the child struggles to separate itself from the mother 

and enter the symbolic order where the law of the father prevails, the mother becomes yet again 

the ’abject’, clinging to the child and threatening the suffocation of its self: "Partly consumed by 

the desire to remain locked in a blissful relationship with the mother and partly terrified of 

separation, the child finds it easy to succumb to the comforting pleasure of the dyadic 

relationship", explains Creed19 The feminine body, with its cycles of menstruation and other 

excretions, thus gives woman a "special relationship to the abject", according to both Kristeva 

and Creed.2° 

Drawin on these theoretical traditions, Creed faults other scholars for interpreting the 

struggle against the ’monster’ in the horror film as one between the forces of good and evil, 

between God and the Devil. She reads these struggles instead as an epic battle between man and 

woman, between the masculine and the feminine. However, in positing this epic conflict solely 

in terms of gender, she forecloses the recognition that it is the racialized-as-monstrous female 

body that is the abject in this epic battle, that the raciality of this figure is inseparable from its 

sexua#ty, and that it is as a figure of racial difference that the sexually aggressive archaic mother 

is phantasized as bent on bewitching, possessing, and destroying the innocent and pure Western 

subject, male and female alike. 

For Creed’s own formulation of the monstrous, and her categorization of the ’monstrous- 

feminine’, is quite explicitly racialized, so that even as she ’fails’ to recognize the inextricable 

coding of racial difference as sexual difference in the cinematic texts she studies, she 
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(unconsciously?) re-inscribes the racial onto the sexually differentiated monstrosities she 

categorizes. For instance, many of the films she reads as featuring the ’classic’ female monster 

are tracts explicitly forged within the racial/colonial logic of power, including titles such The 

A#en, Island of Lost Souls, The Reptile, Captive Wild Woman, The Wolf-Man, Jungle Woman 

and Jungle Captive. Such titles reflect the racial excitements, paranoia, dreads and desires that 

permeate the social order within which they are produced and circulated. 

More pertinently from my perspective, each one of the five tropes of the ’monstrous- 

feminine’ identified by Creed, namely, "the archaic mother; the monstrous womb; the witch; the 

vampire; and the possessed woman’’21, are all likewise racially coded figures, having served for 

centuries as key markers of the ’Oriental’ difference in the Western imagination. As Said 

famously argued, the ’Orient’ was produced by the Western imagination as a quintessentially 

feminine - albeit dangerous - space, dormant in its desire to be possessed by the civilized 

Western subject and its superior culture. 

How might the theories of ’castration anxiety’ and ’abjection’ referred to by Creed be 

read within the context of the raciality of the Orient, which was, after all, the original site of the 

European production of ’monstrous races’, and which remains even now home of the 

’monstrous’ Muslim-as-terrorist? The ’Orient’ was defined as feminine in nature, and fantasies 

of penetrating its ’veiled’ mysteries guided many an Orientalist’s academic enterprise, as noted 

by Edward Said in his monumental work, Orienta#sm.~ In her reading of Said, Meyda 

Ye~eno~lu draws attention to the critical distinction between Said’s definition of ’latent’ and 

’manifest’ Orientalism. By ’manifest’ Orientalism, Said refers to opinions, facts, literatures, in 

short, to the ’stated’ knowledge produced about the Orient, whereas by ’latent’ Orientalism he 

refers to dreams, images, and fantasies of the Orient. Yegenoglu uses this vital theoretical 
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distinction to make a case for psychoanalytic and deconstructive readings of Orientalism that 

would highlight that "the "Orient" is at once an object of knowledge and an object of desire".23 

I argue that serving as the elemental sign of dread, possession and death, as the 

preeminent site of the degenerate and the abject, the Orient-as-feminine is the real home of the 

’archaic’ mother, indeed, the Orient is the archaic mother, appropriated by Creed as the Western 

feminine. As the womb of ancient religions with their vicious hatreds, bloodied homelands and 

perverse civilizations, the ’Orient’ has long been imagined to contain within its labyrinthine 

’archaic’ cities the degenerate sites (multiple wombs?) of these ancient religions, threatening to 

overpower and devour each other. The Orient is the primal site of carnality, of sex, born in an 

’original sin’ that condemned humanity to suffer forever after. As the cradle of human 

civilization, the ’Holy Land’, the sacred birthplace of the Judeo-Christian traditions, the 

womb/manger where the ’son-of-God’ himself was born, the Orient is said to then have 

ruthlessly savaged, polluted and cannibalized all such pure and sacred gifts by birthing Islam, the 

fake religion of the false Prophet. With the advent of Islam, the Orient offers only defilement, 

degeneracy and devilry, it is the ’abject’ whose pollutions and impurities have leaked into all that 

was/is pure, good and civilized about the West, its enlightened rational religions, its noble 

civilizations. 

Moreover, the desire for the Orient, for a return to its hot, throbbing, gory womb 

threatens not only to seduce but to destroy the entire civilized world; the temptation of ’going 

native’ in the sensual, sexual Orient threatens the sovereign Western subject - both male and 

female - not only with castration, symbolic or otherwise, but with a complete oblivion of the self 

in a delirium of orgiastic passion and barbaric possession. The phantasy of taking over the 

Orient/al, possessing this Other, feeling with full force its passions and perversions within the 
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Self, experiencing the fullness of its barbaric eroticism has had as strong a hold on the Western 

psyche as has the phantasy of becoming its benevolent savior through colonial tutelage, 

development, modernization, and imperial intervention. 

The Race of the Monstrous 

The notion of ’monstrous races’ was prevalent in early modernity with Europeans routinely 

describing the peoples they encountered outside Europe in this manner, relegating them to the 

status of the ’non-human’ by way of such classification. It was in relation to the ’monstrous’ 

Other that Europeans came to understand themselves as fully human, such that it has been 

claimed that it was "monsters" who "gave birth to modernity". 24 The association of monstrosity 

with the sexual perversity of the degenerate primitive body, apparently clearly discernable to 

Europeans from the normal ’human’ body, made monstrosity inseparable from raciality - albeit 

through the prism of sexuality - an association that feminist theory stubbornly refuses to 

acknowledge. Indeed, in his study of the monster figure in English law, Sharpe points to a 

challenge that the construction of this figure within legal texts poses for feminist theory; "... it is 

somewhat curious that law’s monsters, though informed by human!animal and order/disorder 

distinctions, are not informed by a body that challenges sexual difference. Indeed, the fact that 

challenge to the binaries of sex and/or gender failed to register in legal constructions of the 

category monster might serve as a provocation within feminist legal theory.’’25 Sharpe himself 

refuses to pursue further the implications of this ’provocation’, despite his referencing of law’s 

lack of association of monstrosity directly with the feminine. 

Whereas Roman law understood the monster’s presence to be a sign of divine wrath or a 

demonstration of the marvels of God’s creation, the act of copulation figured large in English 
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law and its theories about the creation of monsters. Sharpe notes that law’ s concern with the 

conditions of the birth of the ’monster’ often focused on the role of the mother and her sexuality, 

taking the presence of a ’monster’ as indicative of bestiality, "... ’where a woman brings forth a 

monster’ it is because it has been ’procreated perversely, against the way of human kind’...", a 

"vice that Aquinas placed at the apex of his hierarchy of vices ’contrary to nature’... ,,.26 So, for 

example, "copulation between a mother and an animal" resulted in the offspring produced being 

classified as a monster, whereas a mother’s "intense preoccupation with animals" did not in itself 

lead to the birth of monsters, nor to the classification of the mother as monstrous herself.27 

Sharpe points out that in the early English legal texts (1628-1644), Cole included "within 

the term buggery intercourse between a woman and a beast", recording a case where "a great 

Lady had committed buggery with a Baboon, and conceived by it...".28 It is notable that the 

monstrosity in this case is located in the racial transgression (the symbolism of the period 

associated baboons and apes with Black/Brown bodies, which would, of course, have oftentimes 

been the Muslim body) and not strictly in the sexual act itself, that is, the matter of concern here 

was the inter-racial nature of this sexual encounter, not the sex itself, for the ’Lady’ continued to 

remain "great" in Cole’s estimation, regardless of the racially transgressive sexual act by which 

she had ’produced’ a ’monster’. The ’Lady’ herself was not considered monstrous, even if the 

result of her perverse sexual act was constituted as such in the law. 

The anxiety regarding inter-racial sex and the fear of miscegenation is unmistakable in 

Cole’s narration of this incident, and such anxieties survived well into the twentieth century 

among Western populations. For example, Jordan found this anxiety to be pervasive in his study 

of white attitudes towards Black people in the US, "The supposed affinity between apes and men 

has as frequently been expressed in sexual as in anatomical terms..." with the consequence that 
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"the possibility of unnatural sexual unions" were not ruled out."29 The threat of miscegenation 

was, most famously, to give rise to the legally enforced "one drop rule" in the US, a rule that 

defined in law even one drop of ’Black’ blood to amount to racial contamination of whiteness; 

"Mulattoes are monstrous" proclaimed Henry Hughes, a Mississippi statesman in 1854, and 

"[h]ybridism is heinous.’’3° 

Anxieties about the ’perverse’ procreation that ’produced’ monsters spoke to the dangers 

of miscegenation in a society obsessed with the question of racial purity, a danger that must have 

been immensely exaggerated by the added fear of the chaste white woman’s sexual attraction to 

the Black/Brown man’s body, emblematic as it was of animalistic sexuality and depravity of 

nature. For example, here is Aphra Behn, writing in the 17th Century in open admiration of the 

physique and beauty of Oroonoke, her Black male hero: "The most famous Statuary could not 

form the Figure of a Man more admirably turn’d from Head to Foot... The whole Proportion and 

Air of his Face was so nobly and exactly form’d, that bating his Colour, there could be nothing in 

Nature more beautiful, agreeable, and handsome.’’31 Such public admiration of this male body, 

"from head to foot", by the noted writer and dramatist, and an early feminist heroine, put into 

words a desire that would surely have been acceptable to - if not shared by - many among her 

audiences, male and female. In a later age, Frantz Fanon was to also consider the impact of the 

hyper-sexualized image of the Black man on the white women, "It is easy to imagine what such 

descriptions can stimulate in a young girl in Lyons. Horror? Lust? Not indifference, in any 

case.’’32 

It is significant that the early English legal texts did not attach the stigma of monstrosity 

to the white woman herself, nor to her body as proof-in-itself of her horrendous nature. Certainly 

these texts derided her as mother for having birthed a monster, but she herself was not the 
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monstrosity; copulation with the bestial defined the monstrosity again and again in these texts, 

and it bears repeating that it was the ’monstrous’ offspring - not the English woman - who was 

legally disinherited.33 This concern was hence legally proscribed and could be found across the 

’Christian’ world, as for example, in the state of Virginia, where "white men were scarred by 

fear of racial intermixture which they equated with Negro insurrection, with free Negroes, with 

their own freedom, and with their own lack of mastery and self-control.’’34 So great was this fear 

that in the early seventeenth century, free Blacks were forced to move out of the state.35 

If monstrosity was associated with raciality, so too was the Freudian theorization of male 

sexuality, as David Eng has argued. In his reading of the Freudian psychoanalytic tradition, Eng 

makes the pointed observation that race lies at the heart of its foundational assumptions, such 

that "from its very inception, psychoanalysis has encoded race as a question of sexual 

development.’’36 Turning to the ’pathological’ figures of the ’primitive’ and the ’homosexual’ 

within the Freudian corpus, Eng points out that ’primitive’ sexual practices are related to - and 

give rise to - the ’civilized’ forms of ’neurosis’. In his reading of Totem and Taboo, for example, 

he traces the .... dark origins" of the contemporary European psyche" studied by Freud in the 

practices of the "savages" and "half-savages" who were defined as proximate to the ’primitive’. 

Although Freud called for a study of these ’savages’, whom he acknowledged to be his 

contemporaries, they were nevertheless "securely positioned as temporally other to modern 

European man.’’37 In other words, the ’primitive’ was a category of racial difference, argues Eng, 

such that, "[i]f, for Freud, ontogeny captures phylogeny, then the development of the individual 

recapitulated the development of civilized mankind not only through a specifically sexualized 

form but through a specifically racialized valence.’’3. Upholding the idea of Europea!!white 

’racial progress’, Freud further posited that the primitive psyche "had no unconscious to speak 
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of, that his thoughts and motivations are eminently one-dimensional, present and transparent" 

and what "marks the primitive psyche as such, beyond all other distinguishing characteristics, is 

its propensity for sexual impropriety.’’39 Freud thus "hypersexualizes the primitive, racialized 

body", concludes Eng, even as he "... links an explicitly psychosexual discourse with a Western 

anthropological tradition bound to eighteenth and nineteenth-century epistemologies of European 

dominance and colonial expansionism.’’4° With regard to the figure of the ’homosexual’, Eng 

notes that in ’On Narcissism’, Freud links homosexuality to a "stalled and pathological 

narcissism.’’41 Modern nations, classes, and families are founded upon Western heterosexual 

norms for Freud, and same-sex desire comes to be defined as the result of "primitive" sexual 

urges, with the result that "... a displaced racial otherness is made legible in the lexicon of 

pathological (homo)sexuality.’’42 Homosexuality and racial difference thus "converge" and there 

is a "coming together of the homosexual and the primitive as pathological, banished figures 

within the psychic landscape of the social proper.’’43 

As I have discussed above, constituted as archaic, savage and deadly, the ’Orient’ 

functions as the preeminent site of primitive defilement and degeneracy in contrast to the purity 

and progress of the West; the Orient was/is populated by men monstrous in their sexual 

indolence and grotesque violences, birthed by equally (if not more) monstrous women; the 

Orient was/is replete with djinns, spirits, zombies, and vampires, in other words, the bewitching - 

but ultimately deadly - masked Oriental woman; the Orient was also home to the seductive and 

virginal beauty, who, possessed by a ’devilish’ religion, imprisoned in a degenerate culture, was 

compelled to be hostage to the suffocating veil. So, for example, the ’devil’ who possesses the 

innocent young white woman in The Exorcist originates in the Iraqi dessert; women in black 

garb cross the path of the Priest as a sign of the coming evil at the beginning of the film; and the 
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"soundtrack is filled with sounds of hammering, voices babbling, and the chanting of [Muslim?] 

prayers.’’44 Such Orientalist tropes are replete not only in the genre of films studied by Creed, but 

as I will discuss below, they are also pervasive in the current crop of ’War on Terror’ films 

produced by Muslim feminists. 

In the cinematic universe that interests Creed, the ’primitive’ is the site of origin of the 

various monstrosities being depicted, but she engages in the writing of this racial difference as 

sexual difference. In her discussion of The Alien, Creed stresses the sexual difference of the 

creature from space by defining her as the ’archaic mother’ who is bent on the destruction of the 

’mother’ (civilized? white?) space station and its human crew. As the crew is killed off one after 

the other, Ripley (played by Sigourney Weaver), is the heroine who overpowers and destroys the 

’alien’ monster mother. Creed pays particular attention to a scene at the end of the film that 

depicts Ripley (uncharacteristically, Creed points out) undressing herself. For Creed, the 

significance of this act is that it turns Ripley into the reassuring face of the domesticated 

feminine; "Compared to the horrific sight of the alien as fetish object of the monstrous archaic 

mother, Ripley’s body is pleasurable and reassuring to look at. She signifies the ’acceptable’ 

form and shape of woman.’’45 The racial coding of alien-as-monstrous mother in relation to the 

whiteness ofRipley’s female body is left unaddressed. 

In light to my argument regarding the racializing of the monstrous, the deeper 

significance of the epic encounter between the monstrous ’archaic mother’ and Ripley is that it is 

this encounter that makes possible (even pleasurable) the acceptability of the feminine embodied 

by Ripley’s white body, not just her act of undressing. As the aesthetically pleasing body of the 

civilized Ripley makes itself available to the white fe/male gaze, Ripley completes her mission 

of not only destroying the ’alien’ mother but of upholding the phallic power of the civilized order 
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she represents and for which she fights to the death. Can this giving up of herself be read as a 

racially reassuring act, not only in the display of her non-abject nudity (nothing oozing out of 

this body), but in her act of (symbolic) self-assertion as she owns her heroic ’masculine’ role and 

reveals herself to be a white woman, her body available for possession by the civilized (ie. white 

like her) gaze, confirming her willingness to die for a (white) racial order that marks women’ s 

emancipation in their ’right’ to their sexuality, including their right to display their nudity? What 

makes Ripley’s act ’pleasurable’ and ’reassuring’ is its dual character, it completes her 

destruction of the alien racial creature and thus restores the white racial order and it also 

completes her offering of herself (this time, sexually) for possession to the white fe/male 

civilized gaze. This heroic feminine will fight to the death against possession by the archaic 

mother as monstrous-feminine, but will also willingly deliver herself as equally capable in 

upholding the phallic order. It is in Ripley’s choice to uphold the symbolic order by destroying 

that of the racially alien and primitive mother that she becomes the reassuring heroic-feminine 

for her (civilized) audience. 

The abject must be repelled, overcome, in the interest of the self-projection of the subject, 

yet the abject continues to exist as the object of the subject’s desire, Creed argues. In the films 

she discusses, the abject is repelled by the energies, resources and labour of both the white male 

and female subjects, working in concert toward this end. In this joint venture, the monstrous 

’archaic’ mother is disassociated from any/every feminine body and firmly associated with the 

Oriental/alien feminine body. The ’monstrous-feminine’ cannot be conquered only by the white 

male, but by joining forces with the white female, who, as woman, enters the state of possession 

or the field of battle, who experiences, sometimes even embodies (albeit temporarily), the full 

monstrosity of the ’archaic’ mother. It is in the act of then overpowering this ’evil’ that the white 
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woman retrieves her own civilized, innocent, pure self, becomes a sovereign subject like her 

male counterpart. In this manner, the white female self transforms itself into the ’acceptable’ 

and ’reassuring’ figure of the Western feminine, equally worthy of upholding the law of the 

father. It is by turning in revulsion from the ’archaic’ m!Other’ that the white feminine subject 

transforms herself into the worthy helpmate and trusted companion of the white male subject. 

How, then, is the ’archaic mother’ to be read as anything other than the feminine Orient, 

for it is not just any female body that is constructed as the ’monstrous-feminine’, in Creed’s 

memorable phrase. How can the ’innocent’ feminine subject who battles and defeats this 

’archaic’ mother’ be read as any other kind of subject than the sovereign Western subject, the 

gendered white subject who extends and stabilizes the law of the Father in the terror formation 

that is the colony? The real threat to the symbolic order - to the power of the phallic order - is 

thus not just any feminine body, it is a specific feminine body, the Black/Brown ’archaic’ 

m/Other who is the hyper-generative womb, the source of a monstrous plenitude, who does not 

define herself in relation to the penis, but only in relation to her own regenerative capacity. The 

threat to the symbolic order can thus be located not in the white feminine body, but in that 

feminine body which wallows in its racial filth and excess, the feminine body that is 

essentialized-as-evil monstrosity. The feminine body that restores order over chaos is the 

racially innocent, purified-as-universal, white body. This feminine body slays the black/brown 

feminine, with its overwhelming sexual potency, while presenting herself to the masculine 

subject as also like him, capable of exorcising the monstrous Other, of exercising the sovereign 

power of life and death, and thus also like him, innocent victim of the racial ’monstrous- 

feminine’. Her slaying of the ’archaic mother’ in an act of primal matricide is the condition for 

the white feminine’s inclusion into the symbolic white order. The white feminine body thus 
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turns her back on an alliance with the ’archaic’ mother, with the monstrous Orient, who is 

phantasized as attacking the symbolic/civilized order is also that of the white heroic woman, not 

just the white heroic male. Having thus acquired a stake in the symbolic order, the white 

feminine body sees little to gain from an alliance with this ’monstrous-feminine’. Instead, it is in 

separating herself off from the ’archaic’ mother and neutralizing her as a threat to the white man 

that the white woman gains entry into t/his order. 

It can surely be no coincidence that many of the earlier horror films featuring the ’classic’ 

monstrous-feminine were made in the 1940s and 1950s, a period when the US was riven by 

racial conflict at home and threatened by the gains of the Soviet Union. With the dismantling of 

European Empires in the mid-20th century, the United States emerged as one of only two global 

superpowers, staking its claim to the regions of the world newly emergent from direct colonial 

rule. US competition with the Soviet Union for dominance in these decolonizing regions, and the 

subsequent Cold War made industrial and military strength a priority, and the US economy’s 

reliance on oil was a key factor in its relation with the Middle Eastern ’Orient’. 

With the decline of the Soviet Empire, Islamist movements emerged as the strongest 

challenge to US and other Western powers’ domination, as well as to the dictatorial regimes 

largely supported (often also imposed) by these powers, in the Middle East and Central Asia. 

The horror film genre examined by Creed was thus constitutive of a specifically American brand 

of Orientalism, where the Arab world came to be defined in US foreign policy both as a threat to 

- and potential ally of - US interests in the region, particularly with regard to China, India and 

Brazil, after the fall of the Soviet Union. 
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Did the earlier fascination inspired by ’Scheherazade’ and her passion filled Arabian 

nights style erotic phantasies about the Muslim world give way to the disgust invoked by the 

insatiably devouring ’archaic’ monster and her terrorizing sons in the wake of the rise of the 

Palestinian struggle, the OPEC oil crisis and the Iranian revolution? With the emergence of such 

threats, could the feminization of the Orient-as-monstrous have been constitutive of the 

American nation!al as not only masculine, but also feminist/heroic after the activism of the 

various -including feminist- movements ofthe1960s, enabling this nation’s wo/men to reproduce 

themselves now as the ’civilized’ (feminist?) slayers of the ’uncivilized’ monstrous-feminine 

through their sexualized and eroticized conquest of the Orient, with her perverse sons and 

daughters? 

If sexual difference alienated the white woman from the white man, racial affinity helped 

to suture over this sexual difference, masculinising both as sovereign and imperial subjects - 

albeit in asymmetrical ways - in relation to the racially feminized Orient. The ’Orient’ and the 

’new’ world were conquered by Europe with the enthusiastic support and willing participation of 

European women, including European feminists.46 Western women, including feminists, have 

been no innocent bystanders in the War on Terror, as I have argued elsewhere.47 Indeed, so 

successful has this feminist imaginary been in constructing the monstrous ’Other’ as 

incommensurable with civilization that Muslim feminism (espoused by Muslim women and 

men) has not been immune to this imaginary’s seductive pleasures as they too have come to 

stake their claim in slaying the monstrous Other that is the believing Muslim. 

Destroying the Monster, Making the Feminist 
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This final section is based on my reading of three film texts produced by Muslim 

journalists/filmmakers and demonstrates how their reproduction of the monstrous-as-Muslim 

draws on feminist approaches that buttress - rather than challenge - the hegemonic form of 

raciality as monstrosity. My overall argument in this section is that the ’War on Terror’ has 

become the occasion for Muslim feminists to partake of the same pleasures as can be found in 

the Western feminist texts I have discussed above. Indeed, feminism is the only terrain on which 

their claims to such inclusion can be made. I analyze three particular scenes from two fiction 

films, Kandahar and Osama, and one from a documentary film produced for the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation, Return to Kandahar, to substantiate my argument. All three films 

have been widely distributed around the world after the 9/11 attacks, receiving much attention 

and adulation, most particularly from the human rights and NGO communities. I have discussed 

elsewhere all three films at some length, here my reading of the three particular scenes focuses 

only their contributions to the construction of the believing Muslim as a figure of the monstrous. 

First, a brief synopsis of the first film, Kandahar (director, M. Makhmalbaf, 2000).48 A 

quasi-documentary, the film is said to be based on the experience of an Afghan-Canadian 

journalist, Nilufer Pazira. Cast as the heroine, Nafas, in a feminist search-and-rescue- mission, 

the film traces Pazira’s travels/travails in Afghanistan as she sets out to rescue her sister, 

inexplicably left behind as Pazira’s family fled the country after the fall of the Soviet occupation. 

Nafas/Pazira has received a letter from this sister stating her intent to kill herself at the last lunar 

eclipse of the 20th Century. Life is unbearable under the Taliban, she says, death the only release. 

With the eclipse fast approaching, PaziraiNafas attempts to reach Kandahar to save her sister, 

encountering numerous obstacles along the way. The film ends with Pazira still trying to reach 

Kandahar, the outline of the city visible in the far distance. Return to Kandahar is a sequel -this 
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time in documentary form - as Pazira takes another trip to Afghanistan on the same mission, only 

this time the sister is a friend. 

The scene from Kandahar that I wish to discuss here depicts an incident that occurs soon 

after Pazira enters Afghanistan (via Iran). Leaving behind the Afghan family with whom she is 

travelling after they are robbed by (Taliban-style) bandits, Pazira continues the next leg of her 

journey with a young Afghan boy who loses no opportunity to defraud her. Pazira tells the 

audience, via the tape recorder she carries with her (it is never clear where the sisterly rescue 

mission ends and the journalistic venture begins), that she is surrounded by violence everywhere, 

"even in the children’s games"; "Along my journey, everything is at war, dog fights dog, bird 

fights bird, human fights human". In this chain of signification, the perversity of the ’fighting’ 

dogs morphs into that of ’fighting’ birds, coming to rest in the disgusting ’fighting’ of the 

Muslim (Afghan) children, the dogs-as-humans. Although herself of Afghan origin, Pazira’s 

revulsion at all things Afghan reassures the audience (and presumably herself2.) of her own 

difference from these people - animals really - among whom she finds herself. In other words, 

using her status as a sometime Afghan to reassure her audience (mainly Western) that she really 

knows how grotesque is the nature of Muslims, she confirms for them what they have always 

known about the Muslim world. In this way, Pazira’s adventures become the telling of ’truths’ 

always already known in!by the Westerniized subj ect, a telling that is impossible without the 

deployment of her own identitarian authenticity. 

The full measure of this grotesqueness of the Muslim is revealed in the form of the young 

boy - child - whom Pazira has hired to be her guide. As the two walk through the barren, lifeless 

landscape that is Afghanistan, they come upon a skeleton. Horror-struck, Pazira runs away. But 

the boy goes to the skeleton, removes a ring from its finger and badgers her to buy it from him. 
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Pazira’s revulsion towards the boy, the skeleton, and the ring merge and are all equally palpable. 

Here, the living prey on the dead in a zone devoid of life and morality, the dead reveal the 

monstrosity of the undead. The young boy, ghoulishly pillaging the goods off a rotting skeleton 

in this economy of death, deception and decay, becomes a sign of the profane -the profanity that 

is his dead spirit, his dead world, his wretched country, and his thieving people, Muslims. 

Destructive of life, this economy of death is inhospitable to the living, represented here by 

Pazira, and by extension, her Western audiences. The scene gives no rise to reflection on a 

poverty and destitution so desperate that the robbing of corpses (and the caring of Western 

travellers who come with the invading Western forces) become the only means of survival. Such 

a reflection might reveal the calculations of an intrepid heroine in her making of a film that 

exploit the friendship and death of a ’sister’, or of the power the US dollars she carries with her 

and hands out to the natives, not in compassion, not in exchange for services rendered, but as the 

means of revealing their venality. 

The second scene that interests me for the purpose of this paper is featured in Osama 

(Director, Sedigh Barmak, 2003), a fiction film depicting the struggles of a young Afghan girl 

who passes as a boy in order to earn a living and support her mother and grandmother in the 

Taliban regime. The scene is central to the film’s plotline, it features the ’outing’ of the young 

boy, ’Osama’, as a girl. As the Taliban gather a group of boys off the street and recruit them into 

their ranks ("Bin Laden’s training us for war", explains one of the boys), the boy/girl Osama is 

also swooped up and taken to a madrassa where she is made to train with the boys. As a girl, she 

is unable to keep up with the rigorous exercises and draws the suspicions of the Talibs, the old 

Mullah, and the other boys. Osama is dramatically found out when she gets stuck in a tree, 

unable to climb down like the boys. She is then swung from a rope into the mouth of a well as 
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punishment, and as she is drawn up out of the well with the boys crowded around, the camera 

reveals a stream of menstrual blood running down her legs. Thus outed, Osama’s gender identity 

can no longer be concealed from the men and boys and she is taken off to prison. She is 

subsequently forced to marry the old Mullah, who already has several older women wives and 

many young children. 

The young girl Osama, hanging from the rope over the well, attests to the monstrosity of 

the Talibs and the boys who would punish her thus. So does the depiction of the old, rotund and 

wrinkled Mullah as a decrepit pedophile who fantasizes about nymphs ("boys who look like girls 

in heaven"). The degenerating physicality of the old man (shown almost naked as he bathes) 

stands in stark contrast to the nubile allure of the young girl forced to marry him. This scene is a 

stock item in the Orientalist repertoire, entirely predictable in the response it seeks to elicit. What 

interests me about it, however, is the rewriting of the ’abject’ that it accomplishes, which is 

contrary to what Kristeva’s and Creed’s theories might lead one to expect. As the menstrual 

blood runs down the young girl’ s legs, it is not her (leaking) body that is presented as repelling to 

the viewer. Instead, the menstrual blood running down her legs signifies her young innocence, 

purity and fragility. Instead of marking the girl as abject, the menstrual blood serves instead as 

the indictment of all the men and boys in the compound. The leaking of the girl’s virginal blood 

becomes the alibi - demand even - for the shedding of the blood of the old Mullah, and the 

Talibs, who are presented as being like him. Here, the menstruating female body is an 

incitement to war, as a Muslim menstruating female body, it calls for Western intervention to 

rescue her and preserve her innocent honour. The abject female body is thus not quite so 

straightforward to theorize as suggested by Creed or Kristeva. Within the realpolitik of the global 
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War on Terror, the ’abject’ female body can serve to raise armies to raze entire communities to 

the ground. 

Indeed, Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay further complicate feminist claims about the 

abject body as female. These sites have revealed the complexity of the raciality of the sexual 

politics engaged in the production of the Muslim body - male as well as female - as the abject, as 

’monstrous’. With the male Muslim bodies smeared in the excrement, urine, faeces and (fake?) 

menstrual blood that feminists claim signify sexual difference, these male bodies fail to signify 

masculinity and instead serve as the mark of the abject. In the torture sites of the War, it is the 

white wo/men who covered Muslim men’s heads and faces with women’s panties, who made 

them wear bras and dog collars, who upheld the (phallic) power of West, breaking these males 

bodies and turning them into the sign of abjection, defilement, pollution, in a clear articulation of 

the racially charged politics of this sexual drama. Likewise, the Muslim corpses-turned-props in 

the photographs taken by the white wo/men, clearly exulting in their racial pleasures, stand 

testimony to the masculinization of the white women involved in these encounters; the evil filth 

of the Orient, evident in the excrement smeared on the naked Muslim male bodies, humiliated 

and ashamed, stands in sharp contrast to the casual cleanliness and mastery of the white wo/men 

in charge of the scenes being shot. These black/brown male bodies can be penetrated, proof of 

which is documented by the (penetrating) gaze of the camera, and it is the white woman who, 

like the white man, is the penetrator, the perpetrator, who has the power to possess and destroy 

the Muslim bodies on display. It is these white wo/man who has the power to transgress the 

border between the human (the Western!American body) and the non-human (the evil filth that is 

the Muslim body), to descend into a nightmare world in order to protect Western civilization, re- 

drawing the line between the civilized (who sometimes have to resort to violence, even if in 
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entirely unseemly ways) and the bestial (the Muslim male bodies who remain abject). From this 

descent into hell, the American soldiers and their allies have emerged as the heroic (even 

feminists and anti-war activists are careful to state their unconditional support for ’our’ troops), 

even if they are sometimes said to have pushed too far by the ’evil’ that is the Muslim Other. 

The final scene of interest to me is an eerie echo of the scene from The Alien that Creed 

analyzes in her reading of the ’monstrous-feminine’, the scene in which Sigourney Weaver offers 

her naked body to the gaze of the audience after slaying the ’alien’ mother. The scene in 

question is from Kandahar and was used often in television promotions of the film, as well as in 

introductions to its celebrated documentary sequel, Return to Kandahar.49 The scene begins 

with images of a group of veiled women and girls walking in the distance in the desert landscape 

of Afghanistan, chanting and singing (babbling?) as they travel to a wedding. The camera then 

turns to a close-upshot of Pazira, who turns around to look full face into the camera (and at the 

group), an embroidered burqa framing her unveiled face as she turns and stares into the camera. 

As she hears the women approach, Pazira pulls down the veil, her face now completely hidden 

from view beneath the veil. This scene is of particular interest as it is reversal of the iconic 

image of the Muslim woman, who is usually depicted with face hidden under the veil, then 

lifting the veil in a gesture of feminist emancipation. In Pazira’s case, the lowering of the burqa 

signals the harsh imprisonment of the emancipated (Westernized) Muslim woman as she enters 

into the world of ’Islam’ and the geographical space to which it is been consigned in the War. 

I have suggested elsewhere that the reversal of this iconic representation of the veiled 

Muslim woman lauds both Pazira’s ’authenticity’ and her heroic duplicity as covert 

agent/journalist of the West.5° Here, I am interested in reading this gesture with reference to 

Creed’s reading of the scene in which the heroine from Alien unclothes herself for the audience. 
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With the burqa framing her face, Pazira’s pre-veiled face serves the same function as Weaver’s 

unclothed body. In this state, Pazira is made available for possession by the desiring Western 

gaze, her unveiled face is offered in a gesture that signals she can be possessed, is willing to do 

her duty by the West. It also signals her desire for the ’West’, a desire to be possessed by its 

civilizationally superior culture, a desire to give herself up to its embrace as an emancipated 

woman, an emancipation presented as valued only by/in the West. This racial desire for 

un!veiling is deeply sexual, for the veil serves as a signifier for the sexuality of the Muslim 

woman, as many scholars from Fanon onwards have suggested. The tearing away of the veil to 

make the Muslim woman’s body sexually available to the desiring white male was a recurring 

fantasy among the French in Algeria, he noted. In the Islamophobic visual logic of Kandahar, 

and its documentary sequel, the unveiled face signals the sexual availability of the intrepid 

(Westernized) Muslim woman who will aid in Western global war against its monstrous Other, 

Islam and the believing Muslim. 

Conclusion 

If the ’War on Terror’ reveals the complexities of the racial in the politics of the sexual, it also 

reveals the degree to which women, including the feminists, have staked their claim in/to the 

racial power of the ’West’ through their active participation in - and expansion of- the terrain of 

violence being waged against the Muslim world. In this paper, I have argued that the phantasies 

of racial/sexual domination and subjugation shaping the hegemonic form of Western masculinity 

that has emerged as dominant through the ’War on Terror’ are shared and sustained by particular 

forms of ’Western’ femininity - even feminisms - that are not wholly inoculated from the quest 

for sexual and other forms of power over Muslim men and women. I have also suggested that 

access to such pleasures and the power of such representation has now also become available to 
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Muslims, but only in the language of feminism. In contrast to the many feminists who have 

argued that Western women have been manipulated into supporting the ’War on Terror’ by the 

U.S. Administration’s ’hijacking’ of feminism, I have been interested in this paper to examine 

why it may be the case that these women could be ’duped’ so willingly, why it is that feminism 

could be ’hijacked’ so readily, if indeed this be the case. 

In opening up this question, I have sought to problematize the dominant feminist 

narrative of women being ’used’ to serve what are defined as essentially masculinist interests by 

interrogating whether these women - including the feminists among them - are also not served 

by such ’masculinist’ interests, as well as those of the imperialist state. In other words, I have 

sought to trace how the active engagements and politico-psychic investments of Western women 

are predicated on an alliance with the forms of Western masculinity that wage predatory violence 

against invaded and colonized populations. Such investments, I argue, are critical to the 

transnational spaces Western women occupy in relation to the Muslim world, as they are to the 

national alliances these women forge in order to occupy the same. These women’ s claim to the 

superiority of the West that shapes the global cultural landscape in the early 21 st century is 

grounded in their willingness to extend Western power - through a specifically gendered politic 

- over the Muslim world by appending to imperialist violence a popular feminist logic and 

practice that enables, among other things, the subjugation of the experience of the ’Oriental’ 

wo/man. Nor is this alliance a purely utilitarian matter, indeed, it has become central to the very 

formation of feminist identities and politics in the new millenium. The opportunity for Muslim 

feminists to now partake in such desires and pleasures can hardly be considered a matter for 

celebration. 
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Chapter 25 

Theorizing at the Limits of Justice: An Introduction 

Nashwa Salem 

The "native" sector is not complementary to the European sector. The two confront each 

other but not in the service of a higher unity... There is no conciliation possible, one of 

them is superfluous. 

Colonized society is not merely portrayed as a society without values. The colonist is not 

content with stating that the colonized world has lost its values or worse never possessed 

any. The "native" is declared impervious to ethics, representing not only the absence of 

values but also the negation of values. 

- Frantz Fanon1 

Man essentially denies his animal needs, and this is the point of which his 

basic prohibitions were brought to bear. Only the Bible, if we must find an 

example, gives a particular form (the prohibition on nudity) to the general 

prohibition on the sexual instinct, saying of Adam and Eve that they knew 

they were naked. But one doesn’t even speak of the horror of excreta, which 

is a uniquely human trait. The prescriptions that generally concern our foul 

aspects are not the object of any focused attention and are not even classed 
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among the taboos. So there exists a mode of the transition from animal to 

man so radically negative that it is not even spoken of. It is not even to be 

regarded as one of man’s religious reactions, whereas the most insignificant 

taboos are so regarded. The negation is so completely successful on this 

point that merely to note and affirm that something is there is deemed less 

than human. 

- Georges Bataille2 

Fanon confronts the colonial production of the abject colonized subject as emerging through the 

negative conditions of a Manichaeism and not the reciprocal terms of a dialectic, and this forms 

the basis of his extrapolation of the Hegelian master-slave relation) In a similar vein, Bataille 

points to the taboo as a dimension of human experience "beyond utility," and therefore 

unaccounted for within the Hegelian flame of reciprocity despite occupying a central role in the 

very definition of the human. 

The temporalized vision of a homologous human subject as the privileged mode ofbeing-in-the- 

world--Hegel’s Spirit, realized--pose for both Silva and Abbas, the onto-epistemic condition of 

global modernity that reverberates in humanistic and social scientific modalities of knowledge 

production and inquiry, including invocations of justice and self-determination in racial 

emancipatory programs. 

I suggest reading both Silva’s and Abbas’ works as ghost stories, what Avery Gordon 

(2008) describes as that which merges "the visible and the invisible, the dead and the living, the 

past and the present--into the making of worldly relations and into the making of our accounts 
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of the world" (24) and to consider the pieces as a lesson in a critical reading practice and praxis 

that begins with attending to the limitations and embedded violence of modern forms of 

signification and their regimes of representation. 

Both pieces respectively mark the threshold where force and meaning form the scene of 

modern signification and entertain the space of excess as the moment for understanding 

otherwise, or for offering a response to the question: How can the subaltern subject that emerges 

through violence refuse it? Central to this exercise is attending to the zones of indistinction that 

continue to be collapsed in existing meditations on political subjectivity and action. Put 

differently, the threshold between fact and fiction, truth and justice, law and force, love and 

subjection, suffering and desire, time and space, is where, albeit in different ways and with 

different trajectories, Silva and Abbas cite the convergence of epistemology and ontology, the 

political with the aesthetic and their production of the human subj ect (white male propertied 

citizen-subject) as the agent of history and locus of meaning. 

Silva’s piece opens by identifying a disjuncture between racial emancipatory programs 

and its ascription to a notion of justice that always-already delimits its actualization. Asserting 

global modernity as the signifying context that simultaneously produces and disavows conditions 

of affectability/relationality (the bodily and social traces that fold radical otherness in modern 

social configurations and their subaltern trajectories as citations of these traces4) is what 

produces justice as an impossibility, so long as it remains tethered to humanist projects or 

exploratory frames that reproduce positivist, rationalist and utilitarian attributes of human 

experience rooted in post-Enlightenment philosophical accounts ofpersonhood. 
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Placing emphasis on the sensorial attributes of the post/colony and racialized 

subjectivities5, Abbas addresses the shortcomings of commentaries on terror as they reinstall a 

"utilitarian morality and structures of sensibility and affect." In return, what is produced are 

lifeworlds where bodies are relegated to a time-space non-coeval with the historicist subject of 

western European providence, and rather cast, as Abbas puts it: "in the form of destruction and 

violence" or as the necropolitical figure of"death parading as love." By decoupling love from 

terror--the temporal trajectory shared by "colonial love" and "liberal multicultural love" Abbas 

imagines a notion of love (and its relation to time-space) otherwise as a principal intervention 

into the onto-epistemological terrain shaping modern thought. (this is where she cites her own 

tensioned ambivalence towards ritual processions during Ashura, staying with the tension as an 

effect of an onto-episteme that negates the possibility of a metaphysical relation to the 

immaterial or otherworldly vis-it-vis self-inflicting pain upon the body). 

Where these authors meet is in their pronounced refusal to acquiesce to structures of 

recognition that violently sustain relationships of inequality. Instead, both Abbas and Silva 

pursue sign-systems to their limit in order to destroy their meaning. In terms of navigating these 

readings, it would be helpful to have an understanding of Frantz Fanon’s reflection on Hegel’s 

master-slave dialectic6 and Georges Bataille’s distinction between restrictive and general 

economies.7 Achille Mbembe’s Necropo#tics offers a helpful analysis of Hegelian and Bataillean 

ideas on sovereignty in the context of racial violence. 8 In terms of tracing out some of the 

similarities and differences between Silva and Abbas, as useful resource would be Gayatri 

Chakravorty Spivak’s discussion on representation (vertreten and darstellen) in her influential 

essay "Can the subaltern Speak?’’9 
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1 Frantz Fanon. 1963/2004. The Wretched of the Earth. Richard Philcox (trans.). New York: 

Grove Press, p.4; p.6. 

2 Georges Bataille. 1995. The Accursed Share, vols. II and III. Robert Hurley (trans.). New York: 

Zone Books, p. 53. 

3 Fanon speaks directly to this point in Black Skin, White Masks: "...the master here is basically 

different from the one described by Hegel. For Hegel there is reciprocity; here the master scorns 

the consciousness of the slave. What he wants from the slave is not recognition but work. 

Likewise, the slave here can in no way be equated with the slave who loses himself in the object 

and finds the source of his liberation in his work. The black slave wants to be like his master. 

Therefore he is less independent than the Hegelian slave. For Hegel, the slave turns away from 

the master and turns toward the object. Here the slave turns toward the master and abandons the 

object." Frantz Fanon. 1952/2008. Black Skin, White Masks. Richard Philcox (trans.). New York: 

Grove Press, p.195 n.10 

4 Denise Ferreira da Silva. 2005. ’"Bahia P~lo Negro’: Can the subaltern (subj ect of raciality) 

speak?" Ethnicities 5(3), p.327. 

5 The sensorial attributes of colonialism were central to its Manichean logic, rejecting any 

possibility of articulating an autonomous subjectivity under conditions of colonialism (Mbembe 

2010: 30). See especially Black Skin, White Masks 1952/2008 and chapter five of The Wretched 

of the Earth: "Because it is a systematized negation of the other, a frenzied determination to deny 

the other any attribute of humanity, colonialism forces the colonized to constantly ask the 

question: ’Who am I in reality?’ The defensive positions born of this violent confrontation 

between the colonized and the colonial constitute a structure which then reveals the colonized 
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personality. In order to understand this ’sensibility’ we need only to study and appreciate the 

scope and depth of the wounds inflicted on the colonized during a single day under a colonial 

regime. [... ] A hostile, ungovernable and fundamentally rebellious Nature is in fact synonymous 

in the colonies with the bush, the mosquitoes, the natives and disease" (Fanon 1963/2004:182). 

6 See Chapter 7, "The Black Man and Recognition" in Black Skin, White Masks, pp. 187-197. 

7 The Accursed Share, vols. II and III. Robert Hurley (trans.). New York: Zone Books. 

8 Achille Mbembe. 2003. "Necropolitics" Pub#c Culture 15(1): 11-40. 

9 Gayatri C. Spivak. 1988. "Can the Subaltern Speak?" in Lawrence Grossberg and Cary Nelson 

(eds.). Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture. Chicago: University of Illinois Press, pp. 271 - 

316. 
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Chapter 26 

In Terror, In Love, Out of Time 

Asma Abbas 

How terror lives with and in us in this particular moment in history testifies to our 

inheritances not only of terror, but also of love. These inheritances in turn index our locations 

relative to the boundaries of state, society, and ideology--locations marked in and through time, 

in spaces that purge us in visible and invisible ways. Suggesting elementary yet urgent pathways 

to an anticolonial materialist politics, this essay seeks to posit, parse, and offer a way of 

understanding, these relations. 

In the post-9/11 era lived away from South Asia, it has become clear to me that the 

existential-political-reconstructive work to be done from our marginal locations in this time of 

neoliberal and neocolonial consensus is no longer in the realm of claiming irreducible 

differences in empirical fact or affect across spaces and cultures. Rather, the work required is of 

unpacking and deconstructing what these seemingly unified, globalized, neoliberal, sensual 

economies mean to those who are still very much on different, even irreconcilable, sides of the 

production, distribution, and consumption of these realities and their preferred political subjects. 

This imperative affirms the inseparability of the epistemological from the ontological, and of the 

political from the aesthetic, such that wars over political method can no longer be limited to the 

exposure of truth or the production of objective fact. Rather, these wars must be waged at the 

thresholds where truth is sensed and suffered, and where fact collides with the body that renders 

it material and actual, disrupting the givenness of the orders of the real, the conceivable, and the 

perceptible. The identification and reconfiguring of this threshold opens up one of the only few 

possibilities of dissensus (following Jacques Ranciere) and, thus, of politics itself; la dissensus 
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which, importantly, refuses to delink materialist and anti-colonial imperatives of thought, 

feeling, and action. This essay, thus, is primarily concerned with locating even a faint texture of 

political possibility for lives continually, and increasingly, forced to confront not merely 

incidences of destruction but their very political subjectivities cast in the form of destruction and 

violence. 

Articulating such a possibility requires reconsidering what the times and spaces of 

politics are, problematizing their normalization within dominant notions of justice, and 

confronting them through lenses of not only the historical distribution but also, and perhaps more 

importantly, the historical production and sustenance of sensibility, life, and the dispensabilities 

thereof. In this quest, I find myself ushered squarely to places afforded a "history" by 

colonialism and capitalism (spaces to which time is brought, and which are brought into time as 

history, itself spatialised time that temporalises spaces). What interests me about these spaces is 

that they continue to sport rhythms of life that deviate from some "normal" tempo: call them the 

margins, if you will, the enclosures of lived life flaunting a character of its own irreducible to 

some tempting objective fact of diagnosed pathology. And then, these spaces are lifeworlds 

produced through labours of love and suffering, in need and desire, toggling necessity and 

freedom--perhaps colonialism is even a kind of dominant strain of love, to be responded to with 

a different kind of love. 

In recent years, at the same time as terror has become most normalized in the botched and 

bloody hometowns of my memory and the memory of those whom I do not know but whose 

memory cohabitates with mine in the same sphere as hope, love, regret, torment, and 

puzzlement, I have also come to understand that love, and not hope, is the appropriate double for 

this suffering, when it comes to those who struggle with the regimes of time and space that 
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perform the farcical obligation to desire them (either through colonialism or through liberal 

multiculturalism) without quite loving them. These regimes have learnt to balk at the incipient 

terrorism of any dissensus, rushing to re-equilibrate and reappropriate by invoking familiar 

ontologizing epistemes and moralities of life, death, peace, conflict, and so on. 

As the reality of these spaces and times impresses upon me with greater intensity 

everyday, regardless of tried and tested geographic reference points, I suspect that we have 

outlived the moment of seeing the colony as a monolith or antithesis of the metropole, and 

indeed need to turn our attention to the fluxes of economic, political, and sensual realities that 

connect the "centre" of the colony to the "centre" of the metropole, and the "margins" to the 

"margins," each illuminating the other. Achille Mbembe’s invocation of Georges Bataille’s 

accursed share within the context of the postcolony can be extended to the postcolony as a global 

condition, no longer limited to the bounded geographical ex-colony--in order to foreground the 

negotiations that constitute current sensorial life within and across times and spaces wherever 

they may be literally mapped. The narrative of the colonial subject cast as the subject of death 

needs to no longer remain sequestered from the more common and generalized dead subject, nor 

must either of them be invoked without also referencing the margins where a counter-politics and 

counter-subjectivity to this death are being negotiated and forged, unfortunately often through 

death. 

Together, love, terror, and marginality to hegemonic temporal schemes press the issue of 

political subjects that are not only productive of or specimens of these experiences, but are also 

continually wrought in and through these them, churning out life despite its impossibilities, 

perhaps life that is illegible or dis-sensual to the normalized understanding of love, terror, and 

located-ness. Thus, in trying to understand the contemporary political subjects of terror, it is 
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necessary to acknowledge the spatial and temporal, epistemological and ontological, 

permutations that are made manifest in them. Considering these subjects is, in my view, 

inseparable from considering the subject who continues to defer the love on offer, who forms and 

deforms regimes of times and spaces to which it is forcibly betrothed, and who asks for 

something different. 

Beginning with the problem of terror as currently diagnosed to be part of our global 

human condition, this essay first posits that this contemporary "problem" is manifested foremost 

in a generalized mode of political subjectivity that serves and supports it. It, then, proceeds to 

examine the construction, affirmation, and negation of the political subjects of terror by 

transforming the issue of terror into one of love, and emphasizing time in the positing and 

transformation of this subjectivity. My turn to see terror via our forms of love and time is itself 

an act of bringing closer the subject of terror--a subject that has somehow survived its own 

death. The usual distancing from and disavowal of that subject is a distancing from and 

disavowal of the only form it knows--destruction--in an act that does not disable or neuter, let 

alone salvage, it anymore than looking away or looking at death changes its fact, but actually 

reproduces it by allowing it to claim intimacies and dwellings inside and around us against our 

conscious will and conscientious objection. A focus on terror as the object keeps us from 

apprehending the forms in which the loves of these subjects are cast, and the othering of terror 

keeps us from seeing ourselves partaking in those forms of love. The modern and postcolonial 

state system built on a real or wishful monopoly over violence requires a relation of love to the 

terror that instantiates sovereignty, whether on the part of the state or the partisan that enters the 

picture to challenge it. Thus, sovereignty, a temporal claim on space that serves as its limits, 

already entwines love and terror. The very act of turning away from terror as if it is a stranger or, 
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worst, the sublime, something we do not even want to know, thus seems to share quite a bit with 

the pathologies of xenophobia, all-too-easy cruelty, and the "mindlessness" of terror (rampant in 

"successful" and "failed" states) alike to counter which a politics that is anticolonial because it is 

materialist, and materialist because it is anticolonial, is urgently needed. This cannot be a politics 

built on the subjects that indulge in the same aesthetic and sensual pathologies, or surrender 

themselves to notions of sovereignty mimicking the hegemonic nation-state even from the 

ostensible "outside." Not merely the content but the forms of experience are at issue here. 

Indeed, it is the very form of the subject that is in question, not issues of intent or morality-- 

which is what makes this a wholly political endeavour. 

The Political Subjects of Terror 

By terror, I mean a condition within which the doing and the experiencing of violence meld 

together inside us, a condition in which it is hard to distinguish the fear of what might happen to 

oneself from the fear of what one can do. I understand terror to be an emotional state, impacting 

the aesthetic constitution of political subjectivity in a particular way, regardless of which 

imperial logics it does or does not extend in its interactions with the modern nation-state. When 

we turn it into "the ultimate fear," or "the unsaid that can only be condemned, never 

condoned... ,,,2 terror resembles a sublime that we cannot parse out and understand: we give it a 

sense of otherness that keeps it distant and us uninvolved and un-complicit. And then we rely on 

it to corral us into some collective moment of recognition of the ungodly injustice and 

incomprehensible insanity of it all. 

Terror takes on different forms in different moments of crisis (thus the historical, maybe 

even subjective, specificity of my characterization of terror here), but is, importantly, not 
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reducible to the terrorist exponent. I am concerned here not with terrorism as a tactic, but in 

terror as an emotional state and experience shared by both doer and the recipient. In no way new 

to humanity, terror takes a specific form in the present moment in line with the body’s increasing 

pulverizability that also makes it more scattered, and with its abject utility to production and 

destruction that also makes it most disposable and inconsequential--where the grotesque is 

unabashedly real and not a reserve of magical realism. 

The new form of subjectivity in these hyped "end times" (with requisite irony), Slavoj 

Zizek calls "autistic, indifferent, without affective engagement." He speaks of destruction today 

itself as a "form of life." "More precisely," he writes, "the new form is not a form of life, but, 

rather, a form of death - not an expression of the Freudian death drive, but, more directly, the 

death of the drive.’’3 (Nothing about this is new to anyone who works on the intersections of 

postcolonialism and feminism: where the issue of our affective encounters with what destroys us 

is always centre-stage.) For Zizek, today’s trauma is that loss itself takes an affirmative form, 

especially when it is said that trauma makes people into something other than they were before, 

and that we can no longer expect them to be human in the same way. Thus, he writes, "the true 

traumatic heart of the matter [is] not the subject’s desperate effort to recompense his loss, but the 

subject of this loss itself, the subject which is the positive form this loss assumes (the disengaged 

impassive subject).’’4 Any consensus on what preservation and destruction even mean is 

forestalled, especially when we are harangued by their deployment in discourses that complain 

more about the loss of property than the loss of human life, let alone the loss of human being. 

Jacques Ranciere defines political subjectivity as "an enunciative and demonstrative capacity to 

reconfigure the relation between the visible and the sayable, the relation between words and 

bodies: namely ’the partition of the sensible.’"5 For me, the sensuous, embodied life manifested 
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in love and suffering both converges in and departs from Ranciere’s understanding. The same is 

true of the orientations we hold to these which, over time, sculpt the space for the negotiation of 

human relations between necessary materiality and imperative representation. Extending 

Ranciere, I see political subjectivity to not be limited to the sayable qua logos, but as including 

other forms of enunciation and demonstration as well. Also, I deem it crucial to not begin with a 

determinate aesthetic or perceptual field, but to see the repartitioning of the sensible to also 

involve a production and destruction of the sensible. To take Ranciere’s logic of politics further, 

those on the margins, truly those who have no part, may be understood not only as the outside of 

known spaces but structured by relations to space and time that may not be continuous with the 

dominant logics in any way. If sensuousness is embodied time (as Marx wrote), then these 

alternate relations constitute alternate sensoria (not only in terms of content, but in terms of form 

and capacity as well). Thus, a concern with political subjectivity in a time of terror has to turn to 

the capacities in which this manifests, which are, in turn, historical forms with which the present 

moment’s sovereign acts negotiate (in practices not only of terro!!). In this moment, thus, it is 

requisite that the question of political subjectivity (even in its supposedly "healthiest" forms) 

embrace its relation to in violence, terror, and destruction as formative--in order to acknowledge 

its debt to the violence on which the state and capital have depended for their own existence, or 

the terror of the present moment on which the state and capital are desperately depending for 

their sustenance. 

Often, contemporary framings of terror and the commonly bemoaned fraying of the 

subject and the social fabric in which it is suspended rely, on the one hand, on the narrative of 

people being desensitized to bad stuff and, on the other hand, on a proclaimed consensus that we 

have nothing to do with it and are logically, empirically, and practically opposed to it as good 
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moral beings. I find these explanations deeply problematic, for they both leave unquestioned, 

normalized, and frozen in time and space, to the detriment of a real radical political stance, a 

utilitarian morality and structures of sensibility and affect. The conundrum we face is not 

emblematic of an excess of suffering, but of an inability to suffer, a saturation with terror that 

ends up installing itself as a discontinuous emotional form, a reality separate from other pathos, 

sealed from sentiments that were once perhaps known to us or available to us. And, there is no 

way one can find a way out of this form unless the sensible, in Rancierian terms, is pushed to 

incur a reproduction or a repartitioning that allows the ability to sense presences and absences 

and to see that we have been suffering or have been defeated or grieving. Or, perhaps, where a 

new relation to this reality in place ofa predefined frame of reference steps in. I want to argue 

that, at this point, a materialist political project must fully imbibe the lessons of the postcolony, 

the space and time thus far reserved, far away, for the production and suffering of death. 

Our Accursed Share 

Certainly, I am burdened by the recurring issue of the sanguinity of my inheritance, our 

inheritance, in a time when the destruction of state and society like the one happening in 

Pakistan, a country always at war even when not at war, is not separable from the increasing 

xenophobia, everyday brutality, and boundary-drawings that are happening in the U.S. and 

Europe. There are increasing continuities of both sense and structure, even if the empirical 

phenomena seem different. These are societies at war, whether we like to believe it or not, and 

they have been for a long time. And, it is hardly any surprise that signs of social wear and tear, 

nay exhaustion and destruction, manifest themselves ubiquitously for those who can discern 

them. These are wars that have produced, and are producing, demons for real, and parched, 
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loveless, societies (in the metropole as well as the colony and postcolony) in the name of some 

kind of love and fervour. I find them increasingly loveless societies, not because of any simple 

way that these emotions superficially counteract each other, but because of a deep anti-politics of 

the modes of love that are the gifts of our shared colonial pasts and of our shared neoliberal 

present. There is no way to distance oneself from the loves the possibilities of which are 

destroyed by this moment and which I mourn (even if they were never there), and the tithe that 

the abstract love for nation, self, property, market, the future, and anything that fits that hole 

which Rushdie saw as being "god-shaped" takes from other loves. I am interested, beyond and 

away from the narrative of contemporary death of morals or ethics, in how these realities 

manifest and get absorbed into our bodies to forge political subjectivities in the present. That 

might be, in this moment, the only place to turn to, in order to release the life that is being 

harnessed into courting and fostering the deaths. 

As the form of the subject experienced across boundaries becomes more and more 

similar, the exceptions to this exception need to now be invoked, and provoked. A particular 

mode of political subjectivity is wrought in the contemporary discourses and dislocations of 

terror, and I am interested in identifying those capacities and specific harnessings that we might 

be able to count on and corral for ourselves in departure from this seeming consensus over 

politics and subjectivity. I am pursuing a notion of a political subjectivity that can incorporate 

and illuminate the impact of a history of colonialism on the sensorial makeup of the 

"post/colony" wherever it may exist, not as a cartographic fact but as political experience. One 

way is via Georges Bataille’s notion of the accursed share through which he tried to suggest a 

way of understanding notions of sacrifice, war, and destruction that may hold some relevance to 

our sensual economies in postcolonial liberal capitalism. 
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In The Accursed Share, Bataille speaks of a general economy of human energies within 

which societies channel the excess of their productions into modes of consumption that negate a 

utilitarian calculus, and in their own way, make true subjects (in acts of sacrifice) out of those 

who would otherwise become things of use harnessed into the functioning of the social order.6 

This is certainly a complicated claim with dubious normative implications from many 

perspectives, but that is not my interest here. Instead, I am interested in seeing how this 

opposition between a restrictive and general economy plays out not in the realm of labour or 

even productive activity per se, but at the level of sensuous capacities.7 The celebration of excess 

notwithstanding, I want to propose focusing on the forms of these capacities and their 

productions rather than the brute act of the discharge of an already-known energy. 8 There is no 

telling whether the excess remains in a relation of active negation of the restrictive economy, 

where scarcity prescribes the modes of excess and a negation that does not subvert the scarcity, 

or if it actually channels different capacities in different forms, in line with a materialist history 

of the forms of which our energies are now wrought. So, on the one hand, we have a scenario 

where the state and the market as we know them acknowledge this general economy and exploit 

it; on the other hand, we have a revolutionary politics, most apposite to the kind ofpoeisis that 

Ranciere attributes to political subjectivity. 

Both fanatic destruction and an equally destructive lack of pathos can be understood via 

the theorized excess in Bataille’s frame; the colonizer and the colonized both trapped in this 

general economy. Achille Mbembe’s discussion of Fanon and Bataille in relation to the sensorial 

makeup of the postcolony is informative in this regard.9 He channels Bataille into thinking about 

how the postcolony is a debased "mirror" of the colony, and how it is saturated with terror. He 

reminds us of the necropolitics of the postcolony: 10 excess manifested as death, on the one hand 
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harnessed by the state in wars that make no sense, or by nationalisms and other abstractions, 

giving over life and its energies to them, offering sacrifices to the nation-state, if not gods, in 

confusing erasures and reclamations of the body and subjectivity. The nation-state knows this 

well, dependent as it is on the form of violence as a container of this excess economy; it could 

not exist without it. 

To inflect Bataille’s "base materialism" with an anticolonial possibility, the following 

elements would have to be included: that both colonizer and colonized have their own 

pathological modes of escaping the restrictive economy. This is energy in the service of a 

principle of death parading as a love that has already been indentured beforehand. The 

abundance that is needed to counter the brutal scarcities and mortifications of love, then, has to 

be taken into account. For the tired and the exhausted, it is not abundant action that is a 

rebellious departure from a logic, but acts of (and in) abundance that defy the potent scarcity of 

those in power, not serve its purposes. These acts of abundance are acts of love and acts of 

suffering that defy the imposed logics of the kinds of intimacy, knowledge, and premises the 

structure wants from us; they are exceptions to the prescribed modes and unfoldings of love and 

suffering that do not fit within a liberal utilitarian calculus. 

This calculus is no longer spatially bound to a stark contrast between the metropole and 

the post/colony as geopolitical notions. Rather, it proliferates in all the mirrors of the metropole 

that then spark fissures within the metropole and the post/colony incomparable to the clear 

faultlines argued for in malignantly reificatory idealist projects such as human rights liberalism, 

nationalism, localism, contemporary forms of utopian socialism or anarchism, and even insistent 

re-turns to class as stratum and position and not as actuality and principle (see the 99% and the 
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purist relation to class as ifDuBois and Fanon never happened). (I suggest that while the former 

is a spatial understanding, the latter is more temporal.) 

So, when Mbembe speaks of the accursed share in regimes built around death, of a kind 

of necropolitics that is lived by the post/colony, it is also important to feel one’s way in this 

darkness through a sensitivity to the ways that are available for negotiating the inheritance of 

such a curse; the ability to suffer these deaths is also in debt to a particular historical relation to 

them. There is a relation between these various ventings of the excess, which brings to light the 

disposable body and its propensity to death. Who exactly "deserves" to live off (or primitively 

accumulate) our cultivated terrors? And might this question spur an exit from the spate of self- 

loathing and self-destruction? Those who have never loathed or destroyed themselves (or never 

been aware of it) can stick to their rich, affluent, partialities to moderation, and to the language of 

freedom, newness, and compromise--because they have non-negotiably destructible and 

disposable bodies to premise their much more negotiable fears on. But, even they might need 

some more love in place of their tyrannical narratives of hope that are as bloated as their fears on 

a given day, and frankly, exhaustingly predatory on those "other" bodies. 

If the general economy is seen to be an economy of form and not merely of content, then 

perhaps the modes in which the accursed share manifests are not to be presumed as known 

quantities. This is to say that in apprehending terror, destruction, and wretchedness, not merely 

the abundance or lack of love and suffering would be evident. Rather, we would find a particular 

configuration of love and suffering. In the same way, when faced with the relentless desire to 

amass wealth and raise fences, we would find a different configuration of love and suffering, 

rather than read into it just a simplistic economy of quantity. That violence happens, that art 

happens, that sex happens, that joy happens, in excess of some limit, is not what interests me the 
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most in this scheme. The relations that obtain between those productions are key to my project, 

as they establish the framework of political subjectivity in a Rancierian sense and afford it a 

temporality and history. 

Approaching the question of terror politically requires attention to the forms of sensuous 

life that constitute a subj ect, specifically the mode of political subj ectivities wrought as the form 

called violence colludes with the forms of love (and suffering, though the latter is not my focus 

here) in contemporary culture. This requires going beyond the empirical cartographies of terror’s 

distribution and appearance, and contending with the question of its production and of one’s 

relation to it as a particular manifestation of the capacities to love and suffer. This question of 

production must, in turn, be put in relation with the production of the worlds that suffer, sustain, 

and make sensible or insensible these destructions, and withstand the production and 

maintenance of the subject of terror. 

From Terror to Love, With the Puzzling Subject Who Has Survived its Own Death 

The empirical cartographies of the distribution and appearance of terror necessarily address only 

one side of a complex political and sensual economy that foremost relies on the production of 

and the ability to make in!sensible these realities. It is hardly surprising that one’s distance from, 

or closeness to, terror seems to follow the conceits of the same spatial cartographies that are/were 

set in place by colonialism, and are now being upheld, even reified, in the supposed frenzied 

erasure of those boundaries. 

My experience of this distance and proximity has really brought home to me, time and 

again, the completely arbitrary nature of the claims to the sublimity or the newness of terror-- 

both essentially temporal issues converted into spatial ones. Far before the 9-11 "inaugural" of 
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terror and its aftermath, I used to have nightmares about Karachi around Ashura, the tense 

relation I always had to the really intimate fear mixed in with sympathy, the repulsion I felt 

toward a procession of mourners, and a warmth toward the fact that tragedy was actually in the 

air, palpable, hot, repulsive, seductive, all at the same time. Never before coming to the United 

States did I know about a "bystander," for the ontological assumptions that allowed us to cast out 

any constituent of an experience into categories of victim, perpetrator, and bystander, did not 

seem to be natural givens, and could only be born of a particular constructed, historical relation 

to loving and suffering. 

Then I saw the film Cache when it first came out, and the inescapable feeling that I was 

left with was some kind of guilt and embarrassment at having missed the degree to which the 

knife, wielding it, and slashing something with it, came so "naturally" to my people. Afterall, 

who could not connect the public slaughter of animals, the release that psychoanalysis reads into 

women who "cut" themselves, the video of the Daniel Pearl murder, or the christening with 

blood (in name and act) of town roundabouts? Think also of the wives of the same butchers who 

went around a neighbourhood taking care of the sacrificial animals on Eid, or the wives or 

mothers or sisters of those who found new ways of flagellating themselves with a bunch of small 

knives at Ashura, and how they could possibly love them and sleep with them, feed them and 

wash their clothes. How could I possibly place these savageries on the same plane as the 

savageries of the civilized, where we could still be invited to conversations about civility in 

public discourse? 

Of course, I know better, having cultivated a very deep allergy for any discourse that 

pathologises and normalizes at will, damns and redeems in some mimicry of science, or religion, 

or theatre, and pitches the abstract table for conversation with non-negotiable moralities about 
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violence and non-violence. My allergy is because these moves are anti-political, and amount to 

evacuations of politics and arbitrary demarcations of times and spaces, repeating the colonization 

of the sphere of human action where meanings and limits, indeed entire modes of life, are 

supposed to be negotiated. This includes an uncomplicated resort to even those Fanonian self- 

analyses of disorder and terror that render the man’s body ontologically composed of colonial 

violence, with the woman’s body cast as an instrument having to be deployed in that ontology, 

even when both commit and suffer the same act. This is even more reason to pry into the form of 

the political subject associated with terror, the unravellings of which by many avowed friends 

continue to follow its logic. 

All this defiance does not change the fact that I am continually haunted by how my 

fantasies for love are shaped entirely by my fantasies of terror, not in a brute sado-masochistic 

way, but due to the sheer fact that the closeness to the abjection of the martyr and the butcher is 

what brings about this feeling of protecting another out of love, where things still have the ability 

to haunt because they are more unrelentingly material and sown into all the abstractions courtesy 

of which one lives to see another day. Yes, these are my issues, and perhaps it is not accidental 

that my turn to love in order to address terror is not an act of grace, charity, or trans- 

substantiation, but a thoroughly historical-materialist one, out of the necessity of not abandoning 

what is made distant and expunged at will. Love is both my motive and my access to the subject 

of terror. 

By love, I mean an intense feeling that serves as an adhesive for individuals and groups; 

it inheres both desire--understood as a movement and opening towards what one deems 

beautiful or wants to make proximate--and attachment--understood as a fastening, fixity, 

enclosure, and limit. As a natural or conditioned power, capacity, and practice, it is a critical 
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element in the arrangement of relations within and across bounded collectivities, and significant 

in determining the nature and possibility of politics. In addition to concerns regarding what 

brings and holds people together, how different attachments are negotiated by individuals and 

groups within a polity, who can love and associate with whom, what kinds of devotions and 

allegiances are prized within societies, love features in the emotional and corporeal economies 

that manage the labors and subjectivities performed in society. I no more want to deal with love 

as an object or imperative than I want to deal with terror as an object or imperative; I want to 

look at how these live and form inside us in relation to each other, as premises and dynamics. 

Since it is through loving, desiring, and being attached that one is able to suffer with and 

for another, to become available to another as an ethical-political subject, and to muster the 

energy to sustain or interrupt reality the natural corollary, how can an experience or embodiment 

of terror be disentangled from the question of love itselt’?. Not interested in characterizing love as 

inherently violent or violence as another form of love, I am more intrigued by what kinds of 

intimacies are sought within our contemporary relation to terror--and for the sake of which love. 

In order to reverse the kind of unilateral orientalism observed by Edward Said in the discourses 

of terrorism, 11 it is important to probe where the orientalism and the terrorism abide together, and 

where terror, like violence, needs to be apprehended as a historical form containing, precisely, 

significations to things other than itself, such as love. 

Even when the axiomatic regurgitation of colonial violence is our primary access to the 

reality of abounding terror, it would be a mistake not to remember that colonialism, our history 

with it, and our overcoming of it, all operate through practices of love and desire that sustain our 

lifeworlds. It follows that as we find in colonialism the roots for the modes of terror that inhabit 

us today, we also find in the collusions of colonialism and liberalism what is made of our 
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abilities to desire, produce, and attach--our abilities and possibilities of love--that are as much 

part of the same story. Thus, for our politics to address our propensities to want and to destroy in 

the way we do, we must find our access to the question of murder via love rather than the other 

way around, and rather than seek explanations for terror, be honest about what part of it we are 

trying to explain, why, and to whom. And in that very question, we might see our complicity 

with the modes of love that are on offer. That is where I want to go, in order: to argue that a 

contemporary, relevant, anticolonial politics must address the modes of love--the relations to 

times and spaces--inaugurated by the colonial and liberal projects in collusion with capital; to 

explore where that has settled in each of us; and to inquire into the ways we are intimate with 

terror. 

Violence is a form that itself relies on intimacy, regardless of empirical or physical 

proximity, to have any meaning. No wonder, then that all too often, understanding postcolonial 

violence begins with a consensus on some very materially borne and seepingly infectious 

pathology or the other--an intimate relation in itself. There is Bataille’s accursed share, there is 

Mbembe’s necropolitics, there is Fanon’s misogynist object ofthefidai woman in a veil, and all 

the bulimia. But, there is enough in many of these frames and in the idea of a lifeworld 

manifested at the threshold of necessity and desire, to allow us to posit that what holds even a 

decrepit and necrophiliac system together is not only mechanistic desire, pleasure, and pain, but 

an emotional upkeep, through the labour of love and suffering it exacts and regulates (or tries to) 

over time. The forms of inherited and imposed love might be the modes that enable terror. 

The nature of the subject of terror in this moment cannot be separated from the eros and the 

attachment that produce, foster, validate, necessitate, and mourn it. One possible history of the 

political subject, the contemporary subject of terror being no exception, can be gleaned from the 
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ways in which the capacities to love and suffer are produced, operationalized, and experienced in 

different ways across regimes of time and space, including in the production of the experience 

and act of terror. These capacities are materially interdependent and historically produced, and 

together make creation, destruction, and absence present, sensible, and apprehensible. Such a 

characterization is incompatible with a manner of thinking about affect that places love and 

terror in a binary or dialectical relation of positing and negation, lack and excess, within a finite 

and ontologised economy of externalized action and sentiment. It also runs counter to the 

moralistic invocations of feelings turned into idealized empirical absolutes in discussions of 

intolerance, violence, terror, and terrorism. Whether the terror has a politics (if it challenges 

given regimes of time and sense) or it does not (such as when it mimics the same temporalities as 

what it opposes, and affirms the forms of destruction and death that produced it) is a matter of 

political judgment. I see terror as political only if invokes a counter-temporality to that of the 

nation-state, religion, and the market, each guardians of a frozen past and a congealed futurity. It 

is to time that we now turn. 

In the Outcast Times of this (Post)Colony 

Nadeem Aslam’s Leila in the Wilderness (2010) provides glimpses into the temporal palimpsest 

of terror as life, mediated by love, in the postcolony. It tells the story of a woman, Leila, married 

off as a child to a feudal lord who contrives the magical construction of a mosque as a ploy to 

annex the "hallowed" land that surrounds it: at once the site of profuse sacredness for the 

unloved poor, of Leila’s rape by a band of priests, of her attempted escape by growing wings that 

are then cut off and her skin sown back to together to prepare her for one man after another. She 

gives birth to girls whom the husband kills (a few of whom a nanny saves), and every mishap of 
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the birth of a girl is rewarded by compensatory futuristic impregnating sex. But, engirding this 

story is the story of her lover looking for her with his little music box, and a magnet in his heart 

like hers. 

The story seems ancient, but it is not: there are cellphones around. But that is not the only 

temporal trick pulled. It plays with temporality not only at the level of narrative/expressive 

tectonics, but in the normative aspects of subjective experience--certainly old-fashioned, but 

welcome! In one of the closing scenes, the two lovers, reunited, and most likely headed to their 

death at one of the butchers’ hands at any moment, return to a room full of dead animals to 

release them in an act not of scarcity that comes with conventional notions of (bare) survival. 

What is driven home here is that love and the sensuous experience of time are complicit with 

each other. Another retrieval is that, pace the modes of interiorized scarcity that shape life today, 

acts of abundance (what Nietzsche might call acts that are life-affirming) are not always 

dizzyingly plentiful acts (i.e., always in excess out of resentment and reaction). Rather, their 

abundance is not to be understood merely in a limited currency of the act itself, but in what 

manner it conveys this scarcity and abundance. In the first case, we prioritise the economy of 

action and sentiment, and consider it to be exclusively based on distinct actions relating to each 

other, countering and compensating in turn. In the second case, scarcity and abundance are 

qualities of and orientations to action and experience itself. 

In Leila in the Wilderness, we find a defiance of the temporal schemes of the reigning 

orders, life and death mattering in a differently unrelenting way, so much life among death, and 

so many moments of turning back to save the dead animals, those caught in and by time, as an 

offering of love, when every second counts for the escape. Far from indulging in a narrative of 

hope or a conclusiveness of optimism or its absence, the story is silent on it. It is not subservient 
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to the modes of the "god-shaped hole" being filled by attachments to new gods, to capital, to 

nation--a hole that at once sucks in time, and is exiled from it. The lovers do not give us a hope 

cast in the temporal mould to which religion and its professed secular undoings are beholden; by 

their relation to love, they speak that language, where finitude is not the foremost issue of love. 

While this may resemble a devotion to an ideology, a god, or a nation, for which one’s life or 

death does not matter, it is very different. That is because this love is neither traumatized by the 

departure of god, nor asks for something else to fill the hole. Leila and Qes’ experience of 

unrequital is not a lack of love that lashes out; it is another experience of love. Their love’s 

material negotiation with time and space allows for it to be a more material principle of action 

than hope in a conventional sense; (the latter assumes and holds tight to a particular relation to 

time, and to a pit of time that will swallow whole any sacrifice we can give to it). In the former, 

the question of ends and beginnings, of necessity, gets transposed into that of presence and 

absence, appearance and disappearance, in time instead of space. De-emphasising beginnings 

and ends, the temporality of love rather than hope allows worlds to co-exist and not eliminate 

each other at will, as long as the lovers can hold the possibility of existences that do not 

necessarily preclude others and can defy the rationalities that expunge worlds that do not fit. 

Aslam has somewhat come of age along with other South Asian writers who can hold the murder 

and the love together, for there is no choice not to, knowing that the crisis we face is no longer 

limited to the liberal frame of the private world and its private anguishes with unwanted political 

intrusions, and that the phantasmagoria of the world out there is already given to us in the worlds 

we inhabit in reality or fantasy. At least he is aware that we have to traverse these worlds in our 

own ways, not serve another’s understanding of what they are. Sometimes we have no choice but 

to navigate these spaces differently, because the margins of the colony and the postcolony 
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(wherever they may be) are fundamentally deviant from the logics of space and time that hold 

the centre and to which the centre of these postcolonial projects, as sad mirror and appendage of 

the metropole, holds. 

Framing marginality as a dissensual relation to hegemonic time and a claim to outcast 

time (time that is, oddly enough, the effluent of sovereignty and the state of emergency alike) is 

essential to understanding and making more proximate the terror and the love produced in these 

spaces, and possibly to retrieving a politics that reshapes our contemporary notions of encounter 

to different ones, different subjectivities, different emotional forms with different denouements, 

from what we have known. Recasting space as a landscape of time itself, excluded and disjointed 

spaces can be seen for the coagulate marginal temporalities that they are. This is because their 

incarnation as political spaces has everything to do with the colonialist and capitalist antics of 

history and historicizing--bringing history to places, bringing places into history, and 

spatializing time in order to bring spaces into temporal schemas, so that the production and 

reproduction of and through bodies is possible (in labour, at war, and so on). Thinking of the 

postcolony, in its various connotations, as defined by alternate temporalities rather than 

geopolitical spatial boundaries, we are forced to accost the problem of time in the subject’s 

destruction, destructibility, and attachment to terror. 

For instance, in historically understanding "terrorism as political violence" to be "the 

ground upon which sovereignty is in many cases defined in the colonial present," 12 both the 

colonial and the present must be noted. In addition, this characterization essentially links 

sovereignty to time, not least because it is the instantiation of the time of the now--the present 

and its effective (actual or potential) undoing that iterates sovereignty. 13 This draws attention to 

those spaces which seem outside of time whether inside or outside the colony, to the increasingly 
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merging times of the colony and the metropole (not least through movements of bodies, labour, 

war), and to enclaves of different temporalities--and different politics--within the colony, 

postcolony, and even the metropole. Maybe that also allows us to read backwards to find 

exceptions to the colonial present (in terms of experience rather than physical location) in the 

confessions of counter-temporalities. 

Another element of the definition provides impetus to see the sovereign as sovereign over 

a moment of time, and not merely in the bounded space of the colony conventionally considered. 

If terrorism institutes sovereignty over time in the colony, we are well-advised to not make the 

familiar move of seeing the colony as the exception that produces terror, but to see continuities 

with colonial time as the grounds for all political violence, whether in healthy or in "failed" 

states. This invokes a more nuanced criterion for separating forms of violence than just who is 

deploying it (such as the state vs. the partisan!terrorist), since this distinction is only possible 

when one is able to rely on simplistic categories of location, source, and agency. A more 

nuanced set of demarcations would entail acknowledging that what unifies and what separates 

modes of violence are ultimately the regimes of time to which they adhere, indexed by the 

relations to love and suffering that are normalized within them. This is what allows the form and 

the relations manifested in a given subject of terror to be a more meaningful indicator of the 

politics of these acts rather than simply whose sovereignty is asserted in them, a fundamental 

anarchist and theological fallacy. One might even be able to cite the very emphasis on 

sovereignty as already a conceit toward a particular temporal relation to spaces that serves to 

unify authority (a temporal principle) and community (a spatial one), subsuming the latter into 

the former. 
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When the state of terror and emergency is seen as an exception from time, it behooves us 

to bring other exceptions to the table as well. Perhaps, then, seeking exceptions to and ruptures in 

the sovereign probably should also involve seeking exceptions to and ruptures in the political 

principle of sovereignty as wielded by subjects. The colony and the margins (inversions both) 

then appear inhabited and haunted by the repeated acts of excepting and excluding, not least in 

the realms of being, sensing, and meaning. When political theology, for instance, goes in search 

of the outside of time, for the moment of emergency where law is suspended and can be re- 

invoked as justice by those who have nothing, I am left to wonder how there is nothing special 

about this state of emergency for those spaces that are defined as states of emergency, margins 

which are always outside of time of the sovereign state and whose existence is premised on that 

exclusion. So, what might we learn of the acceptance of the destruction of the subject of politics, 

from those where time has always been an effluent to time, life an effluent to life, when lives are 

cast into emergencies to which no one responds without more violence, whether physical or 

linguistic or material or ideal? The manner in which we do approach and evoke a politics has 

everything to do with how the question of, in this case, terror, must be cast in another light that is 

not necessarily that of its distribution, or whose lives are numerically valued or dispensable in 

what way, but of its production and its sustenance in the contemporary global subject. What 

better argument can there for simultaneously insisting on approaching terror politically via love 

and time, and rejecting an idealized, utilitarian, mystical, or romantic relation to violence as 

redemptive or remaking that pervades both liberalism and its supposed terrorizing enemies? 

Those spaces that have forever stood for the "failure" of the post-WWII project of liberal 

capitalism need to be looked at not as horror stories but as lenses into the process that has led to 

the current spate of urgencies. Entire worlds, albeit not always pretty ones, erupt on margins with 
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a new vocabulary of love, devotion, and redemption, or with a different material relation to 

existing vocabularies--their spatially dis/continuities much less meaningful here than their 

temporalities coalescing as signals to a new politics. The heartless and loveless economies of 

fear and brutality apparent in the globalized sensorium of terror can only be challenged and 

subverted from spaces where the consensus over the body, over anger, over murder, over love, 

over politics and its promises, is still fluid or even occasionally explodes. 

Coda 

This essay hoped to address a few aspects of the entwinement of love and terror in outcast times. 

Between them, these two words--love and terror--enclose a whole minefield of hauntings, 

questions, thoughts, and feelings about the odd self-consciousness of sanguine inheritances, 

knowing them too well in a way, being able to apprehend the repulsions and the attachments that 

come with them, wondering whether that is an inheritance specific to my religion, my class, my 

culture, my gender, my city, the colony that I left, or the colony where I have arrived. In this 

field lives my fascination with fairly tragic Bombay gangster films which continue to offer more 

compelling and radical arguments for love on the margins of time and space, and my curiosity 

about how women love men who kill: do the wives of soldiers, terrorists, revolutionaries, smell 

the blood spilt or do they smell the wounds and deprivations and the prescribed loves that fill 

those holes that cause the blood to be spilled, and how does love happen on those blurry 

thresholds between life and death? Among these also lives my perpetual wish to find a way to 

salvage acts of destruction out of love for the faceless, hindered by all sorts of revulsions toward 

those on whose behalf one engages in the exercise of questioning. Then there is my unyielding 

instinct that the loves on offer as a way out of our conundrums are part of what brought us here, 
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my worry that rejecting those loves too loudly might leave none to go around, and my defiance 

of both of these to see if we cannot continue to ask for, and mould other forms of political 

subjectivity and life. 

My turn to love and to outcast times of the colony and postcolony (broadly understood) is 

affirmed by the fact that when the desire is to find a politics that counters these productions, the 

production of forward-looking solidarities cannot be separated from the attachments and 

capacities of love and eros that have been shaped and conscripted so far, which I have argued for 

as connected to the suffering and the death produced in the colony. As for being out of time, we 

can no longer hide behind the urgencies of any supposedly progressive or materialist politics that 

is fundamentally inattentive to a history of colonized spaces, times, and subjectivities that have 

produced societies and subjects that have survived their own deaths and annihiliation. As we 

confront a moment that can ill-afford to the disavow or ignore the entanglements of colonialism, 

liberalism, and capitalism, whether in assessing our current crises, or articulating an intervention 

to the famed "end times" in which we live, or addressing the convergent experience of 

destruction and grieving on the proliferating margins of the colony and metropole alike, there is 

no way such an intervention can proceed on the ontological or epistemological terms that have 

been at play so far. Otherwise, all I see in these proclaimed crises, and these problems of terror 

and other horrors, are late, unschooled, arrivals to the consistent experience of destruction of, and 

grieving of, societies that have already been sacrificed as a precursor for this crisis. 
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Chapter 27 

Radical Praxis or Knowing (at) the Limits of Justice* 

Denise Ferreira da Silva 

Let me begin with Hegel and Fanon: 

Negroes are enslaved by Europeans and sold to America. Bad as this may be, their 

lot in their own lands is even worse, since there a slavery quite as absolute exists; 

for it is the essential principle of slavery, that man has not yet attained a 

consciousness of his freedom, and consequently sinks down to a mere Thing - an 

object of no value .... 

- G. W. F. Hegel1 

It needed more than one native to say "We’ve had enough"; more than one 

peasant rising crushed, more than one demonstration put down before we could 

today hold our own certain in our victory. As for we who have decided to break 

the back of colonialism, our historic mission is to sanction all revolts, all 

desperate actions, all those abortive attempts drowned in rivers of blood. 

- Frantz Fanon2 

Everyone knows what has happened: a young black man killed by a police officer. Fires broke 

out in North, East, South London as well as other cities of England, from Leicester to 

Birmingham.3 Fires have broken out in Watts in 1965 and in Los Angeles in 1992, to recall two 
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other occasions. Every time fires followed justice, its realization as/in its failure. Always a 

response to a resolution, these urban revolts are about justice. Yet they can’t be comprehended in 

ethical-political programmes informed by historical materialist, sociological, and postmodern 

descriptions of social subjugation. 

For each of these descriptions presupposes the operation of causality and by doing so 

each comprehends the event in explanations that always already resolve its transformative 

potential back into objectivity, into facts. Knowing at the limits of justice, refusing to resolve the 

London revolts - and the others that have preceded and will follow it - into objectivity (either as 

the raw material and result of analysis) requires that one abandon warm and familiar intellectual 

comforts, such as the methods (calculation, classification, measurement, and interpretation) that 

have characterized modern knowledge since the earliest statements on the how (Bacon’s 

instrumentalism) and why (Descartes’ formalism) of knowledge with certainty. Knowing at the 

limits of justice must start before, but facing the beyond of, representation. From there, The 

Thing enables the subject, the "I", mediating formulations of the object, the other, and the 

commodity. 

Knowing the limits of justice then requires critique and something else. It demands an 

engagement with what is taken for granted in the explanations, or rather in the confusion that 

ensue when explanations of urban revolts rely on our dear social categories: was it black 

London? Racism explains the revolts. No, no, it was class: class struggle without class 

consciousness! It was both! Neither! Thinking the limits of justice does, however, require a plan 

of sorts, a certain procedure, but one not committed to resolving the conditions it exposes into 

more effective measure, grid, or account that can inform preemptive actions or preventive 

mechanisms. Knowing at the limits of justice is at once a kind of knowing and doing, it is a 
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praxis, one that unsettles what has become but offers no guidance for what has yet to become. 

Knowing the limits of justice, none the less, is an ethical-political praxis, it acknowledges all the 

effects and implications as well as the presuppositions informing our accounts of existing with!in 

one another. Knowing at the limits of justice, as an ethico-political praxis requires onto- 

epistemological accounts that begin and end with relationality (affectability) - that do no more 

than to anticipate what is to be announced, perhaps, a horizon of radical exteriority, where 

knowing implicates affection, intention, and attention. 

Having started with Hegel and Fanon, I will proceed with a discussion of justice, a 

discussion that begins not with a plea to its realization but with a consideration of its 

im/possibility. I do not return to what has happened, the facts, for I am not interested in the 

meaning(s) - on the whys and becauses - of the event. Instead, I consider the dissolution of that 

which is at the basis of any and every explanation of any event. I close with some notes on 

radical praxis. I will not present a programme or a project. Forcing out that which sustains 

prevailing plans for knowing and doing, I contemplate another horizon -one that has been 

consistently articulated and disavowed in modern thought considerations of 

affectability/relationality. 

For Justice 

Because this paper has been animated by the Summer 2011 urban revolts in Britain, my 

consideration of justice is already delimited by that particular mode of intervention (the revolts), 

by how I chose to respond, to re-act to these events. To be sure, the exercise here is not that 

much different than Derrida’s addressing justice as droit.4 What distinguishes the kind of 

intervention I hope for, the point from which I address justice, is the fact that I consider justice as 
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a referent of force (as in Derrida’s reading of the law) but also of signification (as legality or 

rights, as in Weber and Foucault, respectively remind us). Since I do not have enough time to go 

into the details of this distinction - or rather - in!distinction, I will take a short, very short cut 

with Hegel’s civil society to situate my thesis that raciality, precisely because it signifies an 

im/possible relationship, collapses justice (in the name of law and rights) into violence. 

Hegel discusses law enforcement and administration of justice in the Third Section of his 

Philosophy of Right.5 Fully in the moment of immanence, or in negation, "Civil Society" is 

where, according to the familiar theme his dialectic, individuality (which is pure universality in 

Abstract Rights) finds itself in the realm of the particular just before returning to (a now) True 

universality in Ethical Life (i.e. the State). When writing civil society as the space of differences, 

and locating there both administration of justice and the police, Hegel allows a question that 

addresses justice (court) without the demand that it refer back immediately to a transcendental 

law. Fully circumscribed in the region of morality, mediating between the natural/moral ties of 

the Family and the ’transcendental’ formal/ethical bound of the State, Justice (though thoroughly 

universal) remains in the contingent sphere of Civil Society, the stage of difference. Here - in the 

juridic, economic, and symbolic domains of the Civil Society - I find the limits of justice. Limits, 

not in the sense that Justice cannot go beyond them, but because it is/becomes in them: Justice, 

when addressed in the registers of the economic and the juridic (in Civil Society) is immanent (it 

remains within), and as such it is inherently limited and limiting of the relationships it 

comprehends. 

Perhaps it has been so difficult to address justice with the question of its limits - 

economic, juridic, and symbolic - because neither theorists of the social, nor theorists of law, or 

theorists of morality seem interested in situating the economic, legal, or moral subject. For these 
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figurings of the modern subject retain, as Foucault notes, a transcendental quality, even when 

worked through biopolitical and disciplinary apparatuses. That is, in each figuring, the subject 

retains the ontological attributes (interiority/historicity) that ensure its writing as a thing of 

reason (of formal understanding or self-unfolding spirit) with self-determination. 

To be Announced 

How to unsettle this neat assemblage of the theater of difference, with a stage for freedom a stage 

for necessity? I think that it requires a return to The Thing - that is, to the referent of Hegel’s 

’object of no value,’ to be more precise. I can’t even begin to describe the treasures the thing 

hides. Let me just say that the thing hosts the possibility of violence, of that which threatens to 

undo, because as a mediator, it necessarily unsettles the limits of justice itself. Remember: social 

scientific knowledge populated Hegel’s stage of difference with objects of necessitas, as it has 

inscribed bodies and territories with formal abstractions that have resisted even the Hegelian 

resolution of difference as a temporary moment of the trajectory of spirit. Now necessitas 

remains in the categories deployed in the knowledge of the human without dissolving self- 

determination as the privileged onto-epistemological attribute of certain human beings - those 

whose white bodies locate their origins in the parts of the European space where Hegel found 

inscriptions of realized spirit. Nevertheless, by their very nature - as an effect of comparison - 

measurement and classification - social categories do necessarily pair self-determined and 

affectable (outer-determined) subjects. When doing so, however, social categories do not 

preempt the thing’s promises. For categories hold violence in the subjects of affectability 

produced by the biopolitical and disciplinary apparatus that deploy them: the black other, the 

female other, the sexual other, in which other possibilities also hide. 
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Let me try and expose them with a three-way conversation about slavery, blackness, and 

violence between Saidiya Hartman, Lindon Barrett, and Fred Moten. My goal in this invented 

exchange is to follow violence to find the gifts of the thing, the ’object of no value Hegel reads in 

blackness (of the African Native and the Slave). In Scenes of Subjection, Saidiya Hartman 

refuses to recount the violent scenes - in particular the beating of Fredrick Douglass’s Aunt 

Hester - that mark the lives of slaves in the colonial and postcolonial United States and elsewhere 

in the Americas, for that matter. This refusal to rehearse what she calls the "spectacle of black 

suffering" is a political-intellectual gesture that, rather than disavowing it, I think, urges a 

consideration of how accounts of suffering do the work of racial subjugation. Here, however, I 

am interested in other aspects around and about this decision not to retell. I am interested in 

racial violence as a figuring of excess - which is what justifies otherwise unacceptable 

6 occurrences, such as police shooting unarmed persons. 

My thesis is: Aunt Hester’s black body exhibits the equation racial other = value + 

excess, but only in the absence of (in representation) of that other figuring of the sexual hosted 

by the female body. 

For her body only enters accounts of racial violence as always already in the juridico, 

economic, and ethical register of Coloniality-Patriarchy-Slavery - that is, in accounts of 

domination, in bondage, marriage and rape. My intuition here is that the sexual of the female 

body refers to a power - Other than the sovereign’s in becoming described in Fanon’s account of 

the colonial as the scene of violence and Bataille’s account of erotic expenditure - one that is 

beyond and before the re/productive capabilities of the re/male native/slave body. 7 Where it is 

always already defined in a given - economic and symbolic - productive regime: as object, 

other, or commodity. 
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In support of this intuition, I turn to two other black radical intellectuals, who have not 

shied away from considering blackness as a figuring of value and excess. What I find in Fred 

Moten’s and Lindon Barrett’s writings is precisely an in!articulation of the radical potential the 

juridico-economic figure of the (native/enslaved) female affords - namely, her sexual body that 

insists in signifying Otherwise - the thing, the mediator, that third (virtual) particle that troubles 

representation. As I will comment later, this radical potential resides precisely in how this excess 

points to female desire, that which threatens the accomplishment of colonial and national 

juridico-economic goals and has no place in the onto-epistemological grammar that governs 

post-Enlightenment accounts of existence. 

Framing racial violence in the equation Laboring Black Body = value + excess is to begin 

with an acknowledgement of the relationship - as in the ’T’ and the "other(s)" - that is at the 

center of accounts ofjuridico-political power, both in regard to the two juridico-politico 

structures - colony and the polity - European philosophers designed from the eighteenth century 

onwards. Now, while in these earlier accounts, in Locke and Hobbes for instance, the writing of 

the human as the individual considers this political entity as a thing with reason, later, after 

Hegel’s rewriting of reason back in the scene of representation, the human as subject will be 

comprehended as also a product of reason. To be sure, this is an effect of Kant’s version of 

reason as the transcendental mediator of experience, in knowledge and morality. However, the 

writing of racial difference to capture universal reason’s workings on the human (body and 

mind) is enabled by another move, in which that which distinguishes a particular mode of being 

human, the one found in post-Enlightenment Europe - that is self-determination - becomes the 

realization of sovereign reason’s design. Precisely this move imposes, Hartman’ s, Barrett’ s, 

Moten’ s, and Fanon’s writings of racial violence, in the equation black body = value + excess. 
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Let me begin with Excess = value + violence. Reading Billie Holiday’ s Lady Sings the 

Blues, Lindon Barrett finds that relationship, between the racial ’T’ and the racial "Other", 

signified in the white steps of one of the houses Holiday cleaned. 8 With Marx and Baudrillard, 

guided by Holiday’s excessive pricing of her non-valued labour, (here the thing works by 

checking exchange value) Barrett de-composes the differential dimension that the notion of value 

both presupposes and communicates. Much like Fanon, he disregards the dialectic, perhaps in the 

search for the cracks that undermine an otherwise seemingly stable power configuration, he splits 

value, into "form" and "force", to sustain his notion of "seeing double." In doing so, while 

acknowledging the hierarchy governing the relationship, he refuses to disappear blackness in 

reading no-value solely as negation. Negotiation - Holiday’s exacting of her excess - is possible, 

according to Barrett, because the boundary, signified in the white steps she alone can clean 

adequately, keeps the "inside" (the white housewife) and the "outside" (the black cleaning lady) 

in full view of each other ... exposed. 

Nevertheless, this same move dissolves excess in the very system. For the violence of 

value "as force", is suspended in the proximity it also refigures. The workings of value, "as 

form" and "as force" in racial subjugation, both in the colonial and the national moments of US 

history, are re-presented in precisely these scenes of subjection Hartman refuses to retell. For 

Barrett, however, these figurations of violence do more than spectacularize black suffering 

because the boundaries they seek to protect, by ex-posing, also refer to the proximity value 

(im)poses. I will not follow further Barrett’s exposition of the duality of value here because I am 

more interested in how his working through this distinction between "value as form" and "value 

as force" dissolves the excess in the form of value he names - namely, force or violence -, which 

is both more or less than value, onto a difference that is of value in-itself. My interest is in how, 
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when value becomes both ’force’ and ’form’, the very force that de-stabilizes the form becomes 

excess - much like the sexual desire, which is not represented by the female slave body or the 

female maid body. This pre-posed excess - that is, the violence that is desire itself and the desire 

that is violence, not subjected to the rules of Colonial and Patriarchal (re)production - seems to 

have no place in Fanon’s and later writings on colonial and racial subjugation. 

For even in works that refuse the liberal version of racial domination (the logic of 

exclusion) and describe the scene of violence, the black body is given to representation, already 

the body of violence, the body of the slave, the body of the maid, the body of the lynched black 

child, female, and male. Always already black and violated/violent person by the also already 

valued/protected white Other - that is, a body that can only signify the juridico-economic 

architectures of Slavery, Patriarchy, and Capitalism. In sum, my point is: The excess that is the 

never exposed violence, the violence resolved in law, the state, contained in Hegel’s civil 

society, enters in the very constitution of the political categories themselves, in blackness and 

whiteness, the maid and the housewife, as in the Native and the Settler. 

What if, then, moving otherwise, dismissing value, entertaining excess - that which in the 

figurings of The Thing (object, commodity, or the other) has ’no value’ -, one stays with 

violence? What account of racial subjugation and of Black response would emerge from it? 

Recall that this contemplation already presupposes Fanon’s description of the colonial space as a 

product of a particular kind ofjuridico-economic violence. There the distinction between the 

Native’s and the Settler’s position refers to a valuation, which is always already excess, which 

Fanon captures when he recalls that this distinction is named through the articulation of extreme 

moral signifiers, namely good and evil, which allows for just one way to reconfigure the colonial 

space, i.e. a kind of violence akin to Benjamin’s divine violence - the proper figuring of 
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sovereignty? That being the case then, I submit that Hartman and Barrett have counter-intuitively 

tapped into a potential venue for a post-Fanonian plan, a radical praxis, when each, respectively, 

refuses to write violence in the racial table where (black) means suffering and (white) freedom or 

(black) means non-value and (white) value. Moving further up the road they open, one could 

take a short cut with Fanon and foreground the exposition of the violence that constitutes the 

colonial space to set up the explosion of the subject of colonial violence that would enable the 

obliteration of the Settler and his town and the becoming a "new man" of the Native/Slave. That 

would not take us far because here still, as in Benj amin’s critique of violence and Bataille’s 

writing of the erotic, the subject be-coming in revolutionary/emancipatory excess refigures what 

is represented by the male body and the account of desire it signifies: the nation to become, the 

Native as a man, an autonomous collective, alone is liberated. Moving beyond this point, away 

from self-determination and its limits, in pursuit of a figuring of the sexual (as power) hidden in 

the writing of the female as other, another path would begin with an evocation of the body as 

excess, the body as a figuring of an unrepresentable/un-regulated desire, remains without the 

legal-moral order and without economic and symbolic production - The Thing. 

I can anticipate the questioning of reading the body in the space of self-determination, the 

domain the mind has monopolized in modern representation. This is not my goal. I am interested 

in a frame of intervention that appreciates the body, as a referent of the thing, without (outside) 

modern signification, that is, one that exposes precisely that referent Hegel’s version of 

sovereign reason has protected in interiority, namely desire. To be sure, by evoking the body of 

excess, I do no more than to track its disavowal, to indicate how, when desire threatens to 

become a descriptors of the Other as the subject, the racial subaltern subject - the affectable I - it 

is immediately returned to the proper place, to the white side of value, from where authorized 
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violence is done in the name of a regulated desire. 

Not surprisingly, the black subject of violence - as expressed in official accounts of the 

2011 revolts - bothers radical black thinking because the tools of racial knowledge, the analytics 

of raciality, already resolve the un-authorized black male violence as pathology, an expression of 

Kant’s affect, the actualization of the non-self-regulated desire of the black Other. Black radical 

thinking, I gather, will only be able to dissolve this very consistent effect ofraciality if, 

inhabiting the limits of justice, it begins and stays with excess - and embraces violence as a 

referent of an Other desire, an Other figuration of existence, or an Other mode of being human in 

the world. 

In his book, In the Break, Fred Moten does not evoke Fanon as the point of departure of 

his thinking, but he does stay with violence and contemplates the emancipatory gifts hidden in 

the inaccessible excess, in that which it forces into re-presentation without signifying, without 

value, a sound that is an un-comprehensible expression of affect.9 Refusing to repeat Hartman’s 

gesture, Moten reproduces Fredrick Douglass’ account of the beating of Aunt Hester. Instead of 

moving to a commentary on her violated black body - which would return violence to the white 

perpetrator and to the post-Enlightenment political (juridic, economic, ethic) scene, he takes up 

her utterance, her scream, an expression which is not a response. This evocation of aurality, 

hovering before the letter and the phoneme, constitutes an acknowledgement of excess that 

avoids the two writings of racial violence, namely: the one that stays with the account that it is 

solely black, as in Hartman’s view of depictions of black suffering and the one that writes it as 

always already involving black and white, the latter being the perpetrator, as in Barrett’s 

discussion of value. 
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Alternatively, Moten re-produces neither because, instead of attending to the violated 

black body in the regimen of signification of white violence, he listens for past and contemporary 

reverberations of Aunt Hester’s screams. In Douglass’s mother-like figure, he traces the moment 

of emergence of the subject of blackness in resistance, in a response to torture that does not 

reduce itself to word - perhaps because doing so would legitimize the power relationship, 

because doing so as a plea, a begging, would reinstitute the master’s place of power - which is 

that which Hartman suggests rehearsals of black suffering always do and Barrett indicates that in 

this doing so resides, if not black emancipation, at least the possibility of negotiation. Now, if the 

black subject emerges in a response, which is a refusal of representation - without the letter and 

its signification, before writing but also not in speech - the possibility opens that violence can be 

contemplated without being immediately resolved in already given blackness and whiteness. The 

exposure of racial violence might then open up to considerations of the Otherwise of excess, of 

the no-value of the thing. 

Becoming black in the exposure of excess, in the refusal to signify in letter and phoneme 

is, for Moten the ’resistance of the object’. For the body of excess does not need the other to 

signify; the body of violence is the body, a referent of excess, of that which is constitutive of a 

particular kind of colonial space, as Fanon describes to us - of that which may be a better name 

for, because out of an other account of, justice. More importantly, the scream, the expression! 

exposure without signification, that is, outside signification under the rule of pure reason and its 

tools (the pure intuitions and categories of the understanding) makes one wonder. For there is 

always a possibility that when in response to a touch, even one with maximum force, there is no 

way to state that the scream refigures pleasure or pain. In that undecidable lies the in/distinction 

of violence/desire, the one which the body always signifies, and for that reason modern 
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philosophers had to work hard to keep it at bay, to deny the body any determining ontological or 

epistemological role. Tamed, apprehended as a signifier of exteriority, the body in modern 

western thought has consistently referred to other ways of existing as human beings, of that 

which exceeds and hence threatens the accounts of law and morality authorized by sovereign 

reason. Here I am attending to Moten’s invitation to rescue the body from spatiality-exteriority, 

the signifying moment where modern philosophy has imprisoned it, but I do so by returning to 

the very figure, the colonial (native/slave) female, through which he locates the emergence of 

resisting black su(o)bject - as a referent of the thing, with no value (not in knowledge, morality, 

or exchange) the thing resists as excess. 

Conclusion 

Whatever a radical praxis, following in the footsteps of black radical thought, may open, getting 

it/there will take an engagement with the thing as excess/the abyss. Of course, one could stay 

with Fanon and hope that a ’new man,’ a new human, would arrive through it. As I said, 

however, I am not interested in the end point, in grounds, basis, or measures. Excess, that is, as 

figured in free radicals, unpaired electrons that threaten to destroy the very bodies they help to 

constitute. A radical praxis mimicking free radicals - urban revolts that neither fear nor desire 

reciprocity, that signify precisely what they mean, that is, the very oblivion to that yet another 

killing, which is already resolved in racial violence, when the state judges/executes without 

moral/legal justification. 

Free radicals, as referents of the excess that always already justifies (renders just) racial 

violence - which is that other possibility, which the thing, between the I and its objects, others, 

and commodities, holds and hosts. How to recuperate excess? Focusing on the relationship 
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exposed when the thing is addressed as a mediator and not a measure. The thing is no-thing 

Hegel states. It has no value. Like a virtual particle - without spacetime - the thing signals the 

productive immediately/instantaneously registered relationships - violent and otherwise - that 

constitute our existence. Now this particular statement is kind of out there but it has company. 

For many years now post-classical physics has been challenging us to take relationality and 

affectability seriously. Beyond and more radically than Einstein’s relativity, the major statement 

in quantum physics, the uncertainty principle, has been demanding another positioning not only 

from physicists but also from philosophers. Both with Schrodinger’s wave-function collapse 

theory (the statement that all possibilities are open until measurement is taken and one [or many 

other possibilities] collapses into another,) and Heisenberg’s statement that, at the subatomic 

level, things fail to behave as objects of classical knowledge and insist in behaving in erratic 

ways, have brought measurement (and other producers of value, such as calculation, and 

classification) into a crisis. 10 Undermining prediction, the possibility celebrated in Bacon’s 

instrumentalist view of knowledge and certainty, that which the Cartesian subject of knowledge 

could rely on because nature itself came to depend on his ability to know it, objectively. 

A radical praxis would then stay with The Thing, releasing free radicals and, by 

unsettling it - through affection, intention, and attention - exposes the relationship, that is 

knowledge itself and its effects. Again, I cannot pretend to anticipate the many implications of a 

modality of intervention. What I can do, however, is to suggest two possible starting points. 

First, such radical praxis could begin, as I have already begun by assuming that frame of 

intervention or detection, the apparatus deployed in the knowledge of human affairs produce the 

very results they acquire. That is, when the tools of racial knowledge are deployed to explain 

events such as London’s latest revolts, they both produce and reproduce the writing of the those 
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living in these urban territories as subjects of violence. However, and this is a crucial point, what 

knowledge produces, the value it attributes to the thing to transform it into an object, an other, or 

a commodity (as signifier of social relations) is already less and more than everything, than any 

and every possibility these others, as themselves effects of the thing, host because, always 

already excess ... threatening abyss (the end of meaning or order or law). 

Second, going for the thing, and staying with violence, a radical praxis would also have 

to pay attention. It cannot be oblivious to anything, not to what is already known (in knowledge) 

or not what can never be (the virtual particles that are the possibility of that which become). 

Intending, affecting/ed, attentive, and attending to both the effects of knowledge and the 

possibilities it postpones, the ethical promise charging this knowing as a radical praxis refers to 

that point before after attention but before abstraction where Kant locates confused and unclear 

impressions, that abstraction will finally resolve in concepts (or categories) and reflection will 

return to the subject of knowledge and the world itself. Let me end here, at this threshold, before 

this possible beginning of knowing at the limits of justice. 

A number of texts, numerous conversations hide in every line and sentence in this text. More 

particularly, I would like to thank those who read, heard, and commented on the different 

versions of this paper presented at the Reading the Damned 50 Years Later. (University of 

Naples L’Orientale, Naples, Italy May 19-20, 2011); the Centre for Social and Political Thought 

Research Seminar Series, at the University of Sussex (Brighton, United Kingdom, October 19, 

2011); the "Radical Politics and Rights" Conference (Ni~cleo de Direitos Humanos, Pont6fice 

Universidade Cat61ica, Rio de Janeiro, April 10-11, 2012); and the workshop "Violence in a Far 
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Country: Women Scholars of Colour Theorize Terror" (Toronto, OISE, University of Toronto, 

May 18 2012), in particular to Laura Kwak for her comments. 

*An expanded, more detailed and elaborated version of this argument has been published in 

Social Text 31 (1 - 114), Spring 2013. 
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Chapter 28 

Unsewing My Lips, Breathing My Voice: The Spoken and Unspoken Truth of 

Transnational Violence 

Omeima Sukkarieh 

I am the tears so fragile, 

they fall from the sky. 

My lips sewn together 

with the thread of life. 

My hands" fike leaves, 

they shake when it blows. 

And my heart it hurts" 

when there is nowhere to go. 

I am the tap that will not stop dripping, 

I am the air that cannot be cleared. 

I feel the fire that will rage on endlessly. 

Is" there anything in the worm 

that will allow me to be real?1 
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I approached transnational violence recently after noticing it was walking around like a zombie 

and asked it what it was doing. It told me that it was combating stress and its negative effects 

through tactical breathing and that in law enforcement and military training over the years it was 

taught controlled breathing, combat breathing, to the point where it feels like its on auto pilot, 

doing it without thinking. When I asked why it told me that they were combat breathing all the 

time and only sometimes because it felt like dangerous criminals who were heavily armed were 

trying to kill it and they wanted to be able to be calm and rational when killing someone or 

imposing terror on them and that being in combat breathing was not only safe for them but safe 

for the world and that when they are feeling stress, anxiety or panic this is what they do but they 

have no choice. When I asked who was trying to kill it, they simply said the walking dead and 

peace activists. 2 

Breathe in through your nose for a count of four; hold your breath for a count of four (one bomb, 

two bomb, three bomb, four); exhale through your mouth for a count of four; hold your breath 

for a count of four (one bullet, two bullet, three bullet, four), and then restart the cycle. Breathe 

deeply and methodically - completely filling and emptying your lungs during each cycle. 

Funnily enough transnational violence told me that when taking a deep breath and when 

exhaling, I should picture a leaf, slowly, slowly, floating down, lower, and lower until it gently 

stops and floats and just softly hovers at the height of my belly button. The gentle floating image 

is intended to enhance the relaxation effects of the deep breath and that since this is usually done 

initially with your eyes closed, it should only be done in a safe environment. However, with 

practice and mastery it can be done quickly, with your eyes open and while maintaining 

situational awareness. 
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Who is the perpetrator? Who is victim? Who is combat breathing and who is not? 

Are you dying? 

I think I am. 

How do you know? 

I don’t know. 

Well, do you feel? 

Only m my sleep. 

Do you cry? 

Only with my eyes. 

Do you laugh? 

Only with my mouth. 

Do you breathe? 

Only without my will. 

Do you love? 

With all my heart. 

Then why do you think you’re dying? 

Because I hate fee#ng and crying and laughing and breathing and loving. 
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How do you hate? 

Only with my mind. 

Then you’re mind is still working? 

Only to whisper in my ears to kiss death. 

And do you? 

I have this bitter sweet taste in my mouth sometimes, but I don’t know. 

Could that be life? 

Perhaps. 

Could that be love? 

Perhaps. 

But it could be death? 

Israel, Palestine, the Gaza Flotilla, forged passports, Right of Return, Lebanon, cluster bombs, 

people smuggling, boat people, terrorism, Australia, Afghanistan, Iraq, one breath, two breaths, 

three breaths, four. 

Transnational state violence effortlessly crosses borders. It is disguised and camouflaged in the 

blood of propaganda and enslavement of the human soul through nationalist music, development 

of penal and legal institutions dividing people into the free and imprisoned, the citizen, the 
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asylum seeker, the stateless and the refugee. Detention centres, prison cells, surveillance streets, 

all fill up with wasted human potential. 

What are we breathing when the air is thick with the stench of blood and hate? Whose hands are 

dirty and who gets to wash them? I ask Transnational Violence who does he think he is and I get 

only silence! 

Then it tells me in a calm voice... 

I could swear someone buried me a#ve the other day. 

"Oumi! Oumi!" 

I cried as hard as I could 

"Mother! Help me Mother! It is getting dark and the sun is fading along with the beats of my 

heart! Oumi ! " 

As it got darker I could feel my ribs dislodge slowly from my spine. 

It was so painful that my voiceless cries became almost as extinct as the colourful corroborees 

and rituals of past times. 

I am being tortured by the stains of my own flesh and blood. 

I am being suffocated in this dark deep hole by the conversations my sweat and tears are having 

with my tortured soul. 

I can’t breathe 

Why are you laughing up there you who carry the spades and shovels? 
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Are you laughing at me because I handed them to you? 

Why are you holding part of my heart? 

Is that the only part that still works? 

"Oumi! Oumi!" 

I cried as hard as I could 

"Mother! They stole my good heart! They stole the stars in the sky and hid them behind the 

disappearing moon and then they stole my heart! Oumi! Oumi!" 

Silence! 

I must be going mad am I dead? 

Is that why no-one can hear me ? 

"Tell me before I lay my head to rest while my soul begins its new journey... 

Tell me please!" 

"Are we all just dispensable human beings just waiting for the day when we cease to be... ?,,5 

I am the state of Israel who has no respect for international borders and states. I am the state of 

Israel who can go into international waters in the Mediterranean Sea and kill people with 

environmentally friendly code names like Operation Sea Breeze and Operation Sky Winds.6 I 

am threatened by humanitarian aid, medical supplies and women and children who get in my 

way. 
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What about the 718 people from 37 countries on board the Flotilla and the 9 people you killed 

and the many more injured on the Mavi Marmara?7 

What about the Australian 20-year-old Ahmed Talib who you shot in the leg and forced him to 

follow his own trail of blood?8 

An Australian with a name like that? Who cares? 

’I looked down and my legs were drowning in blood. I was getting weaker; it was difficult to 

breathe.’9 

Unmask yourself, Transnational State Violence, so we can see your face? 

I am the state of Israel who couldn’t care less if a man like Anwar Khalil Balusha suffers from 

mental health problems after having I killed his five young daughters during a routine midnight 

bombing. 10 

Remember, I am the same Israel who laughed at how he and neighbours desperately tried to 

rescue those five girls with their hands from the rubble of their destroyed home until the sound of 

their terrifying screams got lower and eventually stopped. 

I can counterfeit your passports and the passports of your German, Irish, and French friends, and 

have them cleared at airports while you wait in line randomly searched for bombs like a common 

Arab and by the time you leave the airport I have already used your passport to assassinate who I 

deem an enemy. 

I can enter your homeland and the homeland of your ancestors and in the name of defending 

myself against terrorism, for 34 days I can kill unabated. 12 Your family, your friends, your 

neighbours and your hopes and dreams for a better future for your children and theirs are now 

dead and there is nothing you can do about it because I am transnational violence. 
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...If you had contemplated the victims face 

And thought it through, you would have remembered your mother in the 

Gas chamber, you would have been freed from the reason for your rifle 

And you would have changed your mind." this is not the way 

To find one’s identity again. 13 

It is four years to this day, 14 August 2006 that the UN brokered a ceasefire14 but after killing 

almost 1500 people and making over a million displaced and planting the seeds of cluster bombs 

to kill Lebanon’s future growth and fill the Lebanese body with cancerous diseases, torment and 

despair, the seeds of fear and hate keep me going. Transnational violence loves the sound of 

mothers mourning over their children’s nameless body bags. 

Did you not learn from your ancestor’s horrors and the imposed transnational violence that 

exterminated them and left scarred generations to come? Are you combat breathing and wanting 

others to combat breathe also so you don’t walk dead alone? 

"I have travelled far" it whispers in my ear. 

"Where?" 

"Almost to the end of the world." 

The White Paper, titled ’Transnational Terrorism: The Threat to Australia’, was publicly 

launched by the Minister for Foreign Affairs just over 6 years ago. The paper outlined the 

intention of the Australian Government in keeping the Australian public fully informed of 

significant changes to Australia’s security environment and the measures being taken by the 
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Government to protect Australia’s interests arguing that Australia faces a serious threat from 

transnational extremist-Muslim terrorism. We are asked to consult the Government’s online 

travel advisory service for specific travel advice called smartraveller but noting that Australia is 

at the forefront of international efforts to combat the new terrorist threat with the White Paper 

15 providing details of what Australia is doing internationally in our name. 

Our losses: between two and eight martyrs each day. 

And ten wounded. 

And twenty homes. 

And fifty o#ve trees... 

Added to this the structural flaw that 

Will arrive at the poem, the play, and the unfinished canvas. 

Isn’t time we are informed of the truth of what you are doing in our name? How can you name 

me the terrorist and then say my name in the name of naming the terrorists in my name? How 

many martyrs are being killed in my name in the name of naming the terrorists by someone 

else’ s’ name? How many homes have you helped destroy or others have destroyed in your 

name? Australia, are you TSV? Are you still counting your soldiers dead in my name? Are they 

still counting theirs in yours? 

Don’t throw your responsibilities to the world! Don’t throw it on me! 

Just travel smart! 

"You mean like you do TSV?" 
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"Yes, only better!" 

"How?" 

"Combat breathing, just go in, shoot to kill, kill and but do it while you combat breathing. Even 

if you don’t use bullets, use words, use fear campaigns." 

"Really? Like what?" 

"Like ’ Stop the Boats’." 17 

But if you stop the boats we can’t hear the stories of refugees and of people you have helped 

leave their homeland. We can’t hear the stories of the status of refugees and displaced peoples 

who die when legally stateless and who die on boats coming in search of a new homeland. If we 

stop the boats we will only hear the screams of 353 women, children and men who drowned 

almost ten years ago. 

They are still screaming. What provoked people was the fact that there were no expressions of 

sympathy about that tragedy. What of others who have died since the Australian Border 

Protection laws came in? What about the cries of the baby who was born on the first boat you 

stopped in the name of the Australian Navy who died because you stopped the boat for 7 days? 

Why was this babies cry silenced by you and your media army? Why was this baby not allowed 

even to breathe, let alone to combat breathe! 

I don’t know how long I can last. I used to think I was a dead woman walking, but I don’t think 

that the walking dead cry. 

I belong to nowhere, nothing, no-one. No home, no heart, no... no. Perhaps my friend was right. 

Perhaps it is best to belong to nowhere and no-one, but rather to not belong is to be free. 
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Accept you for who you are. 

But what ifI don’t know who I am? 

Find yourself. 

Where? 

Deep in your soul. 

But where do I find that? 

Just start looking and your Self will find you. 

But what ifI don’t like my Self when I find it or it finds me? 

19 Then it’s not you. 

An amazing young Afghan man, a role model for Australia and for Afghanistan, asks me 

questions in your name that I cannot answer? 

If there are more guns in Afghanistan than we can think of, then why go with more? Why not go 

with doctors? Where is there time for peace with more warfare? What have you done in the 

3,231 days of the so called the war that has been running? The war on Afghanistan has been 

running for 8 years 10 months 5 days.2° Did anyone win? How are my grandparents? Did you see 

my cousins playing in the streets signing happy songs with smiles on their faces? Why don’t you 

spend your billions on imposing less violence on them and better health care on us? 

Do you care how much this war has cost in dollars and limbs and litres of blood or are you too 

busy patting the back of your TSV brothers because this all sounds like B.S to M.E? Why isn’t 
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there a ’stop the TSV’s’ campaign because if you stop T SV’s you could ’stop the boats’ with no 

screaming crying babies wishing they were combat breathing instead of being in combat? 

Why are you there? Have you ever considered leaving it to see how it survived on its own 

without the combat breathing? 

Why are you crying so much? 

Because I have lost happiness. 

Where? 

Across the sea somewhere. 

Then why don’t you go find it? 

Because I can’t swim. 

Does happiness know that you’re looking for it? 

I don’t know, but it threw me in the water in thefirstplace and left me to drown. 

Then why do you want to find it? 

Because my sorrow is lonely without it.21 

If you want me to be a smart traveller then stop travelling with me. Let me come back from my 

own travels narrating the stories of courage and hope of the smiling people who want to give you 

everything they have left with their smiling faces not to come here combat breathing like a young 

Afghan girl, a victim of state violence and transnational state violence and in a state of combat 

breathing herself, writing a poem of her journey to Australia finding herself combat breathing 
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here in a country she was prepared to call home whilst you were overstaying your welcome in 

hers. 

Faces walk by like models changing clothes 

faces appear #ke time ticking off... 

Seconds pass #ke years and nights 

My body is pilling #ke a potato on a grill 

My heart is dripping #ke a sponge on a dish... 

This was a place I called home 

A place where I belonged 

I begin my journey with pride 

I made an oath for a new beginning 

To learn to #ve #ke anybody else 

been positive and thought of a wish... 

I’ve been shocked from my dream 

I’ve waken and driven #ke a river 

I feel nothing butpain 

I don’t feel my soul nor do I feel if am alive or am dead 

I can walk on streets, I can smile 
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My fear for people my fear for hope has made 

My mind burn with oil... 

Has made my soul be used to the daily torture #ke a daily routine 

I’m not in piece and nor I belong here again 

Am sure am lost between soul and dreams 

Why do words play around 

Why do faces seem to change #ke a serial on my daily shows 

Judged by looks, judged by culture 

Oh boy, help me through my journey 

Don’t let me shed a tear today 

Don’t let me finish my breath with tears of pain 

Don’t let it burn me 

I want to reach my destination," I want to make a wish. 22 

Habiba, like me, writes poetry not to speak on behalf of Palestinians or Tamil or Afghan or 

Lebanese, or anybody, but to make meaning out of the brutalising effects of the racialised 

politics so rampant in the world today. 

Habiba makes wishes every day. She makes wishes like I make wishes. Wishes that we will not 

see or hear of a baby executed with single bullets by snipers while still in the arms of their 
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mothers and parents gunned down as they break a curfew just to go and collect their children’ s 

remains, and of families who have to dig through piles of rubble and the stench of hell to find 

peace in death, to live in a country where not only are we not being affected by you, 

transnational violence, but that nobody is affected and that one day you and us, us and them, start 

breathing again, without combat. 

Laughter smiles 

at despair #ke a clown with no colour... 

Tearswhi~per 

soft words of love 

while drowning the heaven 

where it has crept from. 23 

We wish that we could change Azmi Bishara’s ’inequitable distribution of sorrow’ where 

compassion is not contingent on the colour of people’s skins where compassion has become a 

racialising and racialised concept as a result oftransnational violence. 24 

In 2006, with a group of helpers in less than three days we made 450 body bags and lined them 

up in Martin Place with a message that death is not about national identity but about humanity 

and the desperate cry in a city of the walking dead for people breathe long enough to have 

compassion for the sake of having compassion.25 

14 August 2010 
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In Life and Death Every Human Being is Important! 

Body bags make the human tragedy and cruel reality of war 

visible. By making this reality visible we honour human 

dignity and humanity regardless of national identity. It took 

many volunteers, many hours to make hundreds of them. It 

takes less than a minute to KILL that many human beings. 

Remember the often forgotten innocent lives of people killed in 

wars all over the world. 

Death and War do not discriminate. People do! 

It could be someone you love... Your Mother. Your Father. Your 

Son. Your Daughter. Your Brother. Your Sister. Your Best Friend 

It could be the Doctor who could save your life! 

There are no winners in War! 

Speak Up! Speak Out! Every Voice Counts! Every Body Counts!26 
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Fig. 28.1 300 makeshift body bags covered Martin Place in Sydney on Sunday 

27August, 2006. These images were taken on that day. Installation by Omeima Sukkarieh, 

Photograph courtesy ofFadia Abboud 

Fig. 28.2 Three hundred makeshift body bags covered Martin Place in Sydney on Sunday 

27 August, 2006. These images were taken on that day. Installation by Omeima Sukkarieh, 

Photograph courtesy ofFadia Abboud. 
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Fig. 28.3 Installation by Omeima Sukkarieh, Photograph courtesy ofAlissar Ghazal 

Fig. 28.4 Installation by Omeima Sukkarieh, Photograph courtesy ofAlissar Ghazal 
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10meima Sukkarieh, ’ So fragile...’ (2000). 

2 http:iiw~.behindtheblueline.caiblogiblueline/2OO9iO1/21/combat-breathingi 

3 http :iiwww.policeone. comitrainingiarticlesi 1271860-The-adrenaline-dump-It s-more-than-just- 

breathing/ 

40meima Sukkarieh, ’Untitled’ in Auburn Letters (Auburn, NSW: Auburn Community 

Development Network 2008). 

50meima Sukkarieh, ’I Cried As Hard As I Could’ (2006). 

6 http :iien.wikipedia. orgiwiki/Gaza_flotilla_raid 

7 http:i/en.wikipedia.orgiwikiiGaza__flotilla_raid 

8 http :iiwww.theage. com. auinational/australian-student-tells-of-his-flotilla-ordeal-20 ! 00606- 

xnbh.htm! 

9 http :iiwww.theage. com. auinationaliaustralian-student-tells-of-his-flotilla-ordeal-20100606- 

xnbh.html 

10 http :iiwww.reliefweb.intirw/rwb. nsfidb900sid/MUMA-7 S46EP?OpenDocument; 

http :iiwww.ihrc. org. ukifilei9781903718599, pdf 

11 http :i/www.reuters. comiarticleiidUSTRE65E 1WL20 ! 006 ! 5 

12 http :iien.wikipedia. org/wikii2006_Lebanon_War 

13 Excerpt from Mahmoud Darwish, ’Under Siege’ www.poemhunter.com 

14 http :i/en.wikipedia. orgiwikii2006_Lebanon_War 

15 http :iiwww. dfat. gov. au/publicationsiterrorismiintroduction.html 

16 Excerpt from Mahmoud Darwish, ’Under Siege’ w~a~.poemhunter.com 

17 http :iiw~.theage. corn auifederal-electioniabbotts-trip-to-fruit-shop-goes-pearshaped- 

20100720-10iux. html 
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18 V~¥. sievx. COrn 

19 Omeima Sukkarieh, ’Untitled’ in Auburn Letters (Auburn, NSW: Auburn Community 

Development Network 2008). 

20 http :iiwww. abc.net, auiunleashed/storiesis298 ! 357.htm 

21 Omeima Sukkarieh, ’Untitled’ in Auburn Letters (Auburn, NSW: Auburn Community 

Development Network 2008). 

= Habiba Roshan, "Untitled’ (2010). 

23 Omeima Sukkarieh, ’The illusion of despair’ (1998). 

24 http ://www.~nternati~na~.activism uts. edu.au/c~nferences/w-vi~ence/transcripts/ab~d.htm~ 

25 http :iiwww. smh. corn auinewsinationalibags-of-controversy-over-cenotaph- 

display/2006/08/27/1156617213478.html 

26 A special thanks to the Mori Gallery, Information and Cultural 

Exchange (ICE) and Auburn Community Development Network 

(ACDN) and to all those who helped make these body bags and 

believed in the power to depict the truth. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 2:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

June Brings New Exhibitions & Happenings 

JUNE ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Art Adventures o very few spots 
Saturday, 1 June 
Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 
Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Early June 
Programs: 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Draw this Summer 

New Exhibitions 

Father’s Day Gifts in 
the Store 

Membership = Savings 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-o[ds, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 
a guided view of art in the Ack[and’s galleries, followed by the 
opportunity to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio 
using newly-learned art-making techniques. 

This month, be inspired by ceramic bowls in the Ack[and Art Museum’s 
Chinese collection and create your own artwork that’s both pretty and 
has a purpose. Materials are provided. 

* Free for Ackland Members, $5 non-members. 
Space is limited. Register online! 

Upcoming sessions: 
6 July 2013 - Painting as a Place 
3 August 2013 - Storyte[Ung through Art 

EXHIBITIONS 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesdays, 4 June and 18 June, 12:00-1:00 



Steampunk in 
the STORE 

best yoga deal in town continues through the summer! 
The 

These hour-long sessions offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall provide an opportunity to practice a series of gentle yoga poses 
inspired by the art at the Ackland. Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are 
provided. Wear comfortable clothing that will allow you to stretch. 

~ Free for Ackland Members, $5 non-members. 
Space is limited; register online! 

Drawing is De~ightfu~ A~ Summer Long! 

*Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 8 June 
10:30 A#l - 12:00 
Register! 

Drawing in the Galleries 
(for :grown-ups!) 
Saturday, 8 June 
10:00 A#l - 12:00 
Free and open to the 
public! 

Two New E×hibitions Open 14 June 2013 

Adding to the Mix 6" Raymond 



Jonson’s Abstract Naught (1930) 

This exhibition exptores two divergent themes -- tandscape conventions 
of the American West and seriat artistic production -- using the recentty 
acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by Flew Mexico artist 
Raymond Jonson as a focus. Learn more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth and Westermann 
in Diatogue 

Through works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. Westermann, In Pursuit of 
Strangeness considers diverse responses in American art to the 
"uncanny" home, as wett as domestic architecture’s rote in defining the 
boundaries between oursetves and the outside wortd. Learn more. 

* Father°s Day Shopping ~n the Store 

Shopping for that speciat guy in your rife is easy at the Acktand Museum 
Store! Come see the Store’s wide setection of gifts and greeting cards! 

* It pays (back!) to be an Ackland Member! 

Throughout this e-news, a green asterisk (~’) has appeared near money- 
saving moments avaitabte to Acktand Art Museum Members. 

Become a member today! Start saving, enjoy that Museum Store 
discount, and know that you are supporting the Acktand’s exhibitions 
and programs! 

THANK YOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 
public programs are made possible 
by generous support from Ack[and 
Art Museum Members and friends 
like you. Become a member of the 
Ack~and Art g~useum toda’~ 

Do you have comments or questions about 
this e-news? Send an ema~L to the editor° 



Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphoru) with Apollo, Leto, und Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, Mack-figure ware. 
Ack[and Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue/t4ountuin und Luke, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on board. Gift of Charles 
Tare. 

Mike Libby, Bee, 2011. 

Norman Kent, American, 1903-1972: Youn~ Boy Druwin~, 1930; linoleum-cut. Burton Emmett Collection. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: Abstruct Nuu~ht, 1930; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © The Raymond Jonson 
Collection, University of New Mexico Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Eugene Grasset, French, 1841-1917: June, from Les/t4ois, 1895; color wood engraving. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 8:24 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra 

We have worked magic and Astra seems to be ready for action today. Have fun! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33166256- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33166256- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Friday, May 31, 2013 8:56 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Scheduling office interviews 

Hi, 
Just a note that we will be participating in the interviews for the Assistant Registrar position today and Monday. 
This means we may not be answering the phones from approximately 9:00 to12:00 today. Email would 
probably be a better option this morning and Monday morning. 

Wish us luck! Or wish them luck since they will be joining a fabulous team!!!! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33166391- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33166391 - 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:23 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Assistant Registrar Release date 

Our office will be participating in the assistant registrar interviews this afternoon instead of this morning as 
previously stated. We may be unavailable between 1 and 4 pm. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33172616- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33172616- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11 : 10 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] FW: Spring 2014 FYS scheduling reminders 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: Spring 2014 FYS scheduling reminders 

Renee - At your convenience, please send the following message to the Scheduling Officers listserv. Thanks! -Nick 

Greetings Course Scheduling Officers, 

We know that spring 2014 scheduling is well under way, and we thought we’d send along some helpful reminders/tips 

for scheduling your spring First Year Seminars. 

¯ No waitlist. FYS should not have a waitlist. 

Seating capacity of 24. FYS should be scheduled with a cap of 24 unless the instructor has requested and been 

granted permission to set a lower cap. Instructors who teach their FYS in a format that works best with fewer 

than 24 students should send a request and explanation to the Assistant Dean (fys dean@unc.edu). Permission 

is only needed once, not every term the FYS is offered. 

Use Standard Meeting Patterns. FYS should be scheduled in a standard time slot and meet at least twice a 

week. Some instructors prefer to hold one long seminar per week and/or to meet at a non-standard time, but 

this makes it difficult for students to schedule other courses. FYS instructors who seek an exception to this policy 

should send a request and explanation to the Assistant Dean (fys dean@unc.edu). Permission is only needed 

once, not every term the FYS is offered. 

New FYS Special Topics (89). Instructors offering a new FYS must submit an FYS Prospectus Form and Syllabus 

by October 1. The online Form is available at https://fys.unc.edu/for-faculty/first-year-seminar-prospectus- 

form/. If this is the second time offering the same seminar under your 89 course number, the instructor does 

not need to submit a new Prospectus Form. 

¯ Priority Registration. First-year students who are not enrolled in Fall 2013 FYS receive priority registration in a 

Spring 2014 FYS. The First Year Seminar Office and the Office of the University Registrar handle the priority 

registration process. 

If a FYS Special Topics course has been offered twice, please submit the course for a permanent number using the 

Course Request Approval System (CRAS), so that it is available as a permanent number for scheduling next time. 

If you have any questions, please refer to the FYS Website: http://fys.unc.edu/ 

You can also call us at (919) 843-7773 or email questions to us at fys@unc.edu. 

The Office of First Year Seminars at UNC Chapel Hill 

3010 Steele Building, Campus Box 3504 



UNC at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33173642- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33173642- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:20 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] New Student Orientation 

NSO.xlsx 

As you know New Student Orientation registration sessions start today! Attached is a list of the classes that the 
scheduling team will be releasing seats for, at three times throughout the day, on NSO registration days. 

**************This is VERY important.., please don’t adjust the max enrollment, waitlists or reserve 
capacity information for these classes.******************** 

We have worked with Barbara Lucido and Steve Reznick to create the seat release schedules for these 
classes. For classes with waitlists, we have disabled the waitlists (unchecked the auto enroll from waitlist). 
These waitlists will be reinstated in early August, more information will be distributed as the summer continues. 

Many of these classes have seats reserved for Transfer students. There is a student group for transfer 
students, "TRUG". A reserve capacity, 854 RC CLAS TRANSFER STUDENTS, has been set up to look at this 
student group. We have learned that Transfer students do not receive the First Year Student Group even 
though they are in their first year at Carolina as it is assigned to Freshman students only. 

Thank you for your participation in New Student Orientation. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33177251- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33177251- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



New Student Orientation Classes 

DEPT COURSE SECTION 

AAAD 101 2 

AAAD 101 4 

AAAD 130 1 

AAAD 258 

ANTH 101 6 

ANTH 101 7 

ANTH 120 1 

ANTH 123 6 

ANTH 14.5 6 

ANTH 147 6 

ANTH 148 6 

ANTH 226 6 

ARTH 1.51 1 

ARTH 1.53 1 

ARTH 1.57 1 

ARTH 1.58 1 

ASIA 1.50 1 

BIOL 101 1 

BIOL 101 2 

CHIN 150 1 

CLAR 120 1 

CLAS 131 1 

CMPL 120 1 

COMP 110 1 

COMP 116 1 

DRAM 11.5 3 

DRAM 116 1 

DRAM 120 2 

DRAM 160 1 

ECON 101 6 

ECON 101 7 

ECON 101 8 



ECON 125 1 

ENGL 120 4 

ENGL 121 1 

ENGL 122 1 

ENGL 122 2 

ENGL 122 3 

ENGL 123 2 

ENGL 123 3 

ENGL 123 5 

ENGL 128 1 

ENGL 128 4 

ENGL 128 5 

ENGL 129 1 

ENGL 129 4 

ENGL 140 2 

ENGL 142 1 

ENST 201 1 

ENST 202 1 

GEOG 111 1 

GEOG 12_0 1 

GEOG 12_1 1 

GEOL 101 1 

GEOL 101 2_ 

GEOL 103 2 

GEOL 109 1 

GEOL 1.59 1 

GERM 2_45 1 

HIST 106 1 

HIST 107 1 

HIST 110 1 

HIST 12_1 1 

HIST 12_5 1 

HIST 128 2 

HIST 128 6 



HIST 128 7 

HIST 135 1 

HIST 140 2 

HIST 142 6 

HIST 142 7 

HIST 151 6 

HIST 159 6 

LING 101 4 

LING 101 5 

MASC 101 1 

MATH 110 1 

MATH 118 4 

MATH 130 1 

MATH 130 2 

MATH 130 3 

MATH 130 4 

MATH 130 .5 

MATH 130 6 

MATH 130 7 

MATH 130 8 

MATH 231 1 

MATH 231 2 

MATH 231 3 

MATH 231 4 

MATH 231 5 

MATH 231 6 

MATH 231 7 

MATH 231 8 

MATH 231 9 

MATH 231 10 

MATH 231 11 

MATH 231 12 

MATH 231 13 

MATH 232 1 



MATH 232 2 

MATH 232 3 

MATH 232 4 

MATH 232 5 

MATH 232 6 

MATH 232 7 

MATH 232 8 

MATH 232 9 

MATH 232 10 

MATH 232 

MUSC 141 1 

MUSC 143 1 

MUSC 145 1 

MUSC 147 1 

PHIL 112 1 

PHIL 160 1 

PHYS 100 1 

PLCY 101 1 

PLCY 101 2 

POLl 100 1 

POLl 100 2 

POLl 100 3 

POLl 100 2 

POLl 100 4 

POLl 101 2 

POLl 101 3 

POLl 130 1 

POLl 130 2 

POLl 130 3 

POLl 1.50 1 

PSYC 101 1 

PSYC 101 2 

PSYC 101 3 

RELI 106 1 



RELI 121 I 

RELI 125 I 

RELI 180 I 

SOCI 101 I 

SOCI 101 3 

STOR 113 2 

STOR 113 3 

STOR 151 1 

STOR 155 1 

STOR 155 3 

WMST 101 1 

WMST 140 2 



AAAD S0 001 

AAAD 51 001 

AAAD 52 001 

AMST 89 001 

ANTH 54 001 

ANTH 61 001 

ANTH 64 001 

ARTS 50 001 

ASIA 62 001 

CHEM ?3 001 

CLAS 56 001 

CLAS 89 001 

COMM 53 001 

COMM 89 001 

COMP 60 001 

COMP 89 072 

DRAM 83 001 

DRAM 88 001 

DRAM 89 001 

ENGL 53 001 

ENGL 72 001 

ENGL 75 001 

ENGL 87 001 

ENGL 89 001 

EXSS 51 001 

FOLK ?? 001 

GEOG 56 001 

GEOG 64 001 

HIST 89 001 

IDST 89 001 

INLS 89 001 

JOMC 89 001 

MASC 55 001 

FYS 



MASC 

MATH 

MATH 

MUSC 

PHIL 

PHIL 

PHIL 

PHIL 

PHIL 

PHYS 

PLAN 

PLAN 

PLCY 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

RELI 

RELI 

ROML 

SOCI 

SOCI 

STOR 

STOR 

WMST 

WMST 

CHEM 

57 

58 

89 

89 

51 

55 

57 

66 

89 

52 

53 

55 

70 

50 

62 

63 

71 

89 

89 

55 

61 

89 

89 

89 

63 

70 

56 

64 

69 

62 

64 

64 

68 

190 

ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
052 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
003 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
003 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 



MATH 190 002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <annualfund@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 6:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Deadline to help Carolina in academic year 2013 

View this ema/with imaqes~ 

The support of UNC’s alumni and friends creates opportunities for students and faculty, and 

allows our programs to grow to meet the evolving needs of everyone we serve. When you 

make a gift this academic year, you will have an immediate and profound impact. Your 

support can help: 

¯ Keep UNCaccessible to the best students through need-and merit-based financial aid; 
¯ Support the teaching and research efforts of UNC’s world-class faculty, 
¯ Strengthen the programs that make a Carolina education unique, from the Carolina 

Covenant to the Honors Program and so much more. 

Our current academic year ends on June 30. We hope you will consider making a gift before 

midnight on June 27 to help ensure the continued success of our students, faculty and 

programs. Thank you! 

Rebecca Bramlett 
Director of Annual Giving 

MAKE A GIFT I SHARE TWEET GIVING HISTORY LOOKUP 

This emaiI is for alumni, students parents and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free 
serv ce, the Office of Univers ty Development and the Annua Fund Program provide opportunit es for you to earn about 
people, events and other ssues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, ema/ 
te ephone 919o9624388, or wrte to the Office of Un versty Development, Annual Fund, PO Box 309, Chapel HI, NC 27514° 
0309. If you do not wish to receive future messages, please unsubscdbe here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 2:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 6/17/2013 14:25 
Ticket #: 2549079 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Thanks for helping Eunice out. Professor Nzongola is having some issues with his computer. 
number is 

Thanks ! 
Travis 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

He thinks it might be a virus. His 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c,edu/arobirt!websubiindex Jt=OASi[S%20Technical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbie Dibbert <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 26, 2013 3:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Do you want to renew your subscription? 

You have been receiving UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Cente¢s e-news updates 
featuring important breakthroughs in cancer research, treatment and prevention, and 
upcoming event information. Would you like to renew your subscription? 

If you would like to continue receiving these periodic emails, please complete the following 
brief survey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KWQYLGD 

Thanks, 
Debbie Dibbert 
Director of External Affairs 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

~ Find us on Facebook I ~ Follow us on Twitter I ~ Watch us on YouTube 

, Subscribe to our RSS News feed. See all of our ul3comin~ event_As Donate now. 

For additional coverage about news and events at UNC Lineberger, visit ~n£!!n#b~[~q~r.o[~. 

This message was sent to stgore@email,unc.edu from: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center I Campus Box 7295 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

Update Profile 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni travel@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 5:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel Travel 2014: Let Your Adventure Begin 

TAR HEEL TRAVEL 
RESOURCES 

Tar Heel Travel website 

Request 2014 Tar Heel 
Trave~ trim brochures 

Want to hear the latest 
updates before anyone 
else? Add 2’ourseff to 
the Tar Heel Travel 

CONNECT WITH 
@UNCGAA 

Find ~r trip~ and Let the adventure be~ 

As a GAA life member, we want you to be among the first to know about our 
exciting lineup of 2014 Tar Heel Travel 

There truly is a destination for everyone whether you want to explore the United 
States, travel to an exotic destination, cruise a river, go on a walking tour or embark 
on a safari. 

Learn more about the world in the company of fellow Tar Heels and friends. Enjoy 
exclusive access to award-winning UNC faculty. Take comfort in secure travel with 
top tour operators, and return home with lifelong memories. 

There are currently 36 trips with availability, but we expect them to book quickly. 
Find your trip at alumni.unc.eduitravel, and let the adventure begin today. 



THANK YOU FOR BEING A GAA MEMBER 

Alumni activities such as Tar Heel Travel, communications aaad services are not a 
line item in the University budget but are made possible because of GAA member 
dues paid by you and 67,000 other members. You can take pride in knowing that 
your membership contributes to all this and more. In addition, your GAA 
membership includes many other valuable ber~ef?ts and services and a subscription to 
the digital and print versions of the Carc:[~’~a A[um~i Review. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 
purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 
gaaoor~lme~unc.eda and include your full name, address and class year or use this link to unsubscribe: Unsubscribe Link. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 9:53 AM 

HPDP Staff <hpdp-staff@groups.unc.edu>; HPDP Students <hpdp-students@groups.unc.edu>; 
hpdp_busoffice mailbox full access <hpdp_busoffice.dg@ad.unc.edu>; hpdp_centertrt mailbox full 
access <hpdp_centertrt.dg@ad.unc.edu>; hpdp_heart maibox full access 
<hpdp_heart.dg@ad.unc.edu>; hpdp_homestead mailbox full access 
<hpdp_homestead.dg@ad.unc.edu>; HSL Staff <hslstaff@groups.unc.edu>; HSL_Employees 
<hsl_employees@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC_HSRC - 205 Conf Room 
<hsrc_205confrm.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC_HSRC - Conf. Rm 204A resource full access 
<hsrc_204a.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC_HSRC - Conference Room resource full access 
<hsrc_confrm.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC HSRC - Dodge Stratus resource full access 
<hsrc_dodgestr.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSR~_HSRC - Gate Card 1 
<hsrc~gatecardl.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC_HSRC - Gate Card 2 
<hsrc~gatecard2.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC HSRC - InFocus Proj ector resource full access 
<hsrc_infoproj.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC_I~SRC - Service Permit 1 resource full access 
<hsrc_svcpmtl .rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC_HSRC - Service Permit 2 resource full access 
<hsrc_svcpmt2.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSRC HSRC - Visitor Parking Permit resource full access 
<hsrc_vstrpkgpmt.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; HSI~C_HSRC - White Van resource full access 
<hsrc_whitevan.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; Hunt Institute Staff <huntinstitute@groups.unc. edu>; IAH 
Staff <iah-staff@groups.unc.edu>; IE_IE-602 Conference Room resource full access 
<ie_602confrm.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; IE_IE-BofA Conference Room resource full access 
<ie_rmbbofacr.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; IE_IE-BofA Design Lab resource full access 
<ie_rmbbofadl.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; IE IE-BofA Vizualization Lab Bank of America rm 630 
resource full access <ie_boa630.rmb. sg~ad.unc.edu>; IE_lE-Breadman Conference Room 
resource full access <ie_breadmancr.dg@ad.unc.edu>; lE_IE-Whitehead Capstone Rm 321 
resource full access <ie_whitehead321 .rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; lE_IE-Whitehead Conf 1 Rm 313 
resource full access <ie_whitehead313.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; IE IE-Whitehead Conf 2 Rm 314 
resource full access <ie_whitehead314.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ’Information Technology’ 
</~=NT5/~u=53~b8bbdc46237499a~e4d~bc~3~ed75/cn=d~2ea26a75836e4282b7c634277e2382>; 
Information Technology Svcs.FMS BAs <FMS_BAs@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology 
Svcs.FMS Consultants <FMS_Consultants@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology Svcs.FMS- 
Developers <ITS-FMS-Developers@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology Svcs.Integrations 
Working Group <IntWG@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology Svcs.ITS Labs 
<itslabs@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology Svcs.ITS Labs adm <itslabs.adm@ad.unc.edu>; 
Information Technology Svcs.ITS_TLI <ITSTLI@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology 
Svcs. Student Technology Advisory Board <STAB@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology 
Svcs.Technology Workgroup <techwork@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology Svcs.test 
<test2@ad.unc.edu>; Information Technology Svcs.testlistfortim <timtestlist.distro@ad.unc.edu>; 
Internal Audit <InternalAuditDept@ad.unc.edu>; iOS 6.1 and 6.1.1 users 
<its_ios61 @ad.unc.edu>; iOS Quarantined Users <iosquarantine@ad.unc.edu>; ITRC Angel 
Reports <ITRC_Angel_Reports@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Apps Java Users 
<ITS_apps_users@groups.unc.edu>; ITS BB Instructors <itsbbinstructors@groups.unc.edu>; ITS 
Blackboard Admins <ITS bb admins@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Campus Solutions 
<itscampussolutions@groups.unc.edu>; ITS CC Search Committee <its-cc- 
searchcommittee@groups.unc, edu>; IT S CC Summer 2012 Testing Group 
<ITS_CC_Summer_Test_Group@ad.unc.edu>; ITS Changes List <itschange@groups.unc.edu>; 
ITS Commtech Verizon Services <VZHlPC@unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina - Campus Solutions 



- Notifications <campussolutions-notify@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina - FMS 
<itsconnectcarolinafms@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina - HCM 
<itsconnectcarolinahcm@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina Campus Solution - Bundle 
Notifications <campussolutions-bundlenotify@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina 
dev/mod/rpt <ITSConnectCarolinadev_mod_rpt@ad.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina int/conv 
<ITSConnectCarolinaint_conv@ad.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina LDAP Schema Change 
<ITSConnectCarolinaLDAPSchemaChange@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Connect Carolina Security 
<ITSConnectCarolinaSecurity@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ConnectCarolina OBI-CSW-SR-BaseUser 
<its_ccobisrbase.sb@ad.unc.edu>; ITS Critical Tickets Policy Working Group 
<its_criticalpolicy. dg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S Cybermation <its-cybermation@groups.unc. edu>; IT S 
Data Center Operations <its-dco@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Database Services 
<dba@groups.unc.edu>; ITS DBA Alert <dba-alert@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Desktop Infrastructure 
<itsdis@ad.unc.edu>; ITS EA-Employees Only <itseaemponly@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Employee 
Council <its_ec@unc.edu>; ITS Enterprise Applications <its_ea@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Enterprise 
Operations <its-eo@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Enterprise Operations Processing <its- 
eop@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Enterprise Operations Systems <its-eos@groups.unc.edu>; ITS 
Enterprise Storage Mgmt <storage@unc.edu>; ITS Enterprise Systems <its_entsys@ad.unc.edu>; 
ITS Enterprise Systems Oncall <entsysoncall@unc.edu>; ITS I&O Systems <iosys@unc.edu>; 
ITS IDMAN <itsidman@groups.unc.edu>; ITS ITRC <itrc@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Middleware 
AppDynamics <its_app_dyn_users@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Middleware Services 
<middleware@unc.edu>; ITS NCID <its_ncid@groups.unc.edu>; ITS OpenSystems 
<opensystems@unc.edu>; ITS OU Admins <its-admins@ad.unc.edu>; ITS PeopleSoft Admin 
<psa@groups.unc.edu>; ITS PeopleSoft Migrations <psmigrations@groups.unc.edu>; ITS PGP 
Liaisons <pgpliaisons@unc.edu>; ITS PID SOA Consumers 
<ITS~id_soa_consumers@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Remedy Services 
<ITSRemedyServices@ad.unc.edu>; ITS Rev Proxy Users 
<ITS_Rev_Proxy_Users@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Sakai <sakai@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Sakai 
Admins <its_sakai_admins@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Sakai Bugs 
<its_sakai_bugs@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Sakai Reject <its_sakai_reject@groups.unc.edu>; ITS 
SAM Proj ect <sam~roj ect@group s.unc, edu>; IT S SECPAGERS 
<its_secpagers@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Systems <its_systems@ad.unc.edu>; ITS T&L 
<ITS_T&L@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Voicemail - AVST <voicemail-avst@groups.unc.edu>; ITS 
Voicemail - Remedy <voicemail-remedy@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Web Editors 
<itswebeditors@groups.unc.edu>; ITS Web Hosting Proj ect <webhosting@groups.unc.edu>; ITS 
Workgroup Services <itsws@unc.edu>; ITS Workload Automation <its-wag@groups.unc.edu>; 
ITS_2-helpvoicemail.dg <2-helpvoicemail@unc.edu>; ITS_962help.dg <962help@unc.edu>; 
ITS_AG1 <its-agl @groups.unc.edu>; its_bcc-ga mailbox full access <its_bcc- 
ga.dg@ad.unc.edu>; its_bcc-ua mailbox full access <its_bcc-ua.dg@ad.unc.edu>; 
its_connectcarolina-training mailbox full access <its_erp-train.dg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ERP Citrix 
Issues <ERPCitrixlssues@unc.edu>; ITS_ERP-ImageNow-Production Users <imagenow- 
users@groups.unc.edu>; ITS_ERP-ImageNow-Users <imagenow-test-users@groups.unc.edu>; 
ITS Facilities <itsfacilities@groups.unc.edu>; ITS_idmbeta-notifications <idmbeta- 
noti~cations@unc.edu>; ITS_InfraOps Mailing List <itsio@unc.edu>; ITS IronPort-Watch List 
<ITS_IronPort-WatchList@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITRC Operators mailbox full-access 
<its_itrcopr.smb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; its_itrcana~ysts mailbox full access 
<its_itrcanalysts.dg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS - 440 WFranklin Conf Rm 2nd floor resource full 
access <its_440wfrnk2fl.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS - Blackboard Admins resource full access 
<its_bbadmins.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS - I9~gnUpCalendar resource full access 



<its_i9calendar.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS - Manning Move resource full access 
<its_manningmv.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; IT~_ITS - Porthole Conference Room 201 resource full 
access <its~orthole201.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS - Postmaster resource full access 
<its~ostmstr.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS - SAgB North - AUP Calendar resource full access 
<its_sasbaupcal.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; I]=S_ITS - UL Conf Rm 13 (Manhattan) resource full 
access <its_ulmanhtn.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S IT S - UL Rm 14 (Margaritaville) resource full 
access <its_ulmgrtvl.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_~TS-eGol resource full access 
<its_egol.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-eGo2 resource full access 
<its_ego2.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin Conf Rm 1001 resource full access 
<its_frankln 1001 .rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-Franklin Conf Rm 1204 resource full access 
<its_franklnl204.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS-Franklin ConfRm 1311 resource full access 
<its_franklin 1311 .rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; IT~_ITS-Franklin Conf Rm 1405 resource full access 
<its_franlkin 1405. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_franklin 1505. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_franklin2001. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_franklin2204. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_franklin2603. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_frankling 101. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_frankling404. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 
<its_franklin2101. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Franklin 

ConfRm 1505 resource full access 
ConfRm 2001 resource full access 
ConfRm 2204 resource full access 
ConfRm 2603 resource full access 
ConfRm G101 resource full access 
ConfRm G404 resource full access 
ConfRoom 2101 resource full access 
Rm G102 - Training Rm resource full 

access <its_frankling 102.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS-Franklin Veh-033 Chevy S 10 resource 
full access <its franklint124.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; I~S ITS-Franklin Veh-81171 Breeze resource 
full access <franklin81171 @ad.unc.edu>; ITS IT S-IC ~-hour Service Pass resource full access 
<its_i c2hrsp, rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-I~RC~hones resource full access 
<its_itrcphones.dg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-Manning Rm 1103 resource full access 
<manning 1103 @ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-Manning Rm 2102 resource full access 
<its_manning2102. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Manning Rm 2400 resource full access 
<its_manmng2400.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-Manning Rm 4008 resource full access 
<its_manmng4008.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-Manning Rm 4101 resource full access 
<its_manmng4101. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Manning Rm 4103 resource full access 
<its_manmng4103. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Manning Rm 5102 resource full access 
<its_manmng5102. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Manning Rm 5106 resource full access 
<its_manmng5106. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; IT S_IT S-Manning Veh- 5907 C aravan resource full 
access <manning5907@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_ITS-Manning Veh-82356 Breeze resource full access 
<manning82356@ad.unc.edu>; ITS ITS-Porthole GEMCAR2 resource full access 
<its~orthlgmcr2.rmb.sg@ad.unc.ed-u>; ITS_ITS-TL 24-clicker set resource full access 
<its_t124clkr.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS OSS <its_oss@groups.unc.edu>; its_ramshop mailbox 
full access <aux_ramshop.dg@ad.unc.e~u>; ITS_remsec.dg <remsec@unc.edu>; 
ITS_remsep 11. dg <remsep 11 @ad.unc.edu>; ITS_RENCI - Cargo Van resource full access 
<its_rencicv.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS RENCI - Europa Conf 590 resource full access 
<its_rencieu590.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; iTS RENCI - Europa Conf 599 - Fishbowl resource full 
access <its_renciec599.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu~; ITS_RENCI - Europa Conference 565 resource full 
access <its_renciec565.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_Renci - Europa Conference 590 sm resource 
full access <its_renciec590sm.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS RENCI - Europa VisLab resource full 
access <its_rencievislb.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_REN(~I - Passenger Van resource full access 
<its_rencipv.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS RENCI - Vacations resource full access 
<its_rencivaca.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; IT-S_RENCI-EuropaConference 116 resource full access 
<its_renciec116.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_RENCI-EuropaConference524 resource full access 



<its_renciec524.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_RENCI-Social Comp 1102-Manning resource full 
access <its rencisc1102.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS RENCI-Teleimmersion 3200-Manning 
resource fu~-I access <its_renciti3200m.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; its_sasbs3301 resource full access 
<its_sasbs3301.dg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_SOUTH BUILDING - legalcall resource full access 
<its_sblegalcall.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; ITS_SOUTH BUILDING - Provo 1 Room resource full 
access <its_sbprovol.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_WS_dev_updates.dg 
<ITS WS_dev_updates.dg@ad.unc.edu>; ITS_WS-Database Report <its_dbreport@ad.unc.edu>; 
ITS-~-helpservice.dg <2-helpservice@unc.edu>; ITS-alias_email.dg <alias_email@unc.edu>; ITS- 
automation_abterm.dg <automation_abterm@unc.edu>; ITS-batch~j ob_abterm.dg 
<batch~j ob_abterm@unc, edu>; IT S-bettie_abterm. dg <bettie_abterm@unc. edu>; IT S-campus-it- 
order.dg <campus-it-order@unc.edu>; itschange-test <itschange-test@ad.unc.edu>; ITS- 
charles_abterm, dg <charles_abterm@unc. edu>; IT S-cit_emailtickets. dg 
<cit_emailtickets@unc.edu>; ITS-citect.dg <citect@unc.edu>; ITS-csgoldwebpos.dg 
<csgoldwebpos@unc.edu>; ITS-csit-monitoring.dg <csit-monitoring@unc.edu>; ITS-csit- 
personnel, dg <csit-personnel@unc. edu>; IT S-debbie_abterm. dg <debbie_abterm@unc. edu>; IT S- 
dial7.dg <dial7@unc.edu>; ITS-dispatch.dg <dispatch@unc.edu>; ITS-edba_oem_critical.dg 
<edba_oem_critical@unc.edu>; ITS-edba_oem_important.dg <edba_oem_important@unc.edu>; 
ITS-help_emailin.dg <help_emailin@unc.edu>; ITS-html_course_req.dg 
<html_course_req@unc.edu>; ITS-idms_abterm.dg <idms_abterm@unc.edu>; ITS- 
inforporte_support.dg <inforporte_support@unc.edu>; ITS-iprop_ticket.dg 
<iprop_ticket@unc.edu>; ITS-itrc-kmt-remedy.dg <itrc-kmt-remedy@unc.edu>; ITS-its- 
cybermation.dg <its-cybermation@unc.edu>; ITS-itsws_auto_critical.dg 
<itsws_auto_critical@unc.edu>; ITS-ivr-cc.dg <ivr_cc@unc.edu>; ITS-jd_abterm.dg 
<j d_abterm@unc, edu>; IT S-j une_abterm.dg <j une_abterm@unc, edu>; IT S-km_emailin.dg 
<km_emailin@unc.edu>; ITS-listmaster_emailin.dg <listmaster_emailin@unc.edu>; ITS- 
massmail_emailin.dg <massmail_emailin@unc.edu>; ITS-mod~rop_group.dg 
<mod~rop_group@unc.edu>; ITS-MSX2010 <msx@groups.unc.edu>; ITS-noreply 
<no_reply@unc.edu>; ITS-notify_teama.dg <notify_teama@unc.edu>; ITS- 
onecardlaundrytickets.dg <onecardlaundrytickets@unc.edu>; ITS-Online-App-Notify <ITS- 
Online-App-Notify@groups.unc.edu>; ITS-oraclehelp.dg <oraclehelp@unc.edu>; ITS- 
personelnotices.dg <personelnotices@unc.edu>; ITS-postmaster_emailin.dg 
<postmaster_emailin@unc.edu>; ITS-ps_idm_validationerror.dg 
<ps_idm_validationerror@unc.edu>; ITS-ps_idm_validationerror_test. dg 
<ps_idm_validationerror test@unc.edu>; ITS-remedy_help.dg <remedy_help@unc.edu>; ITS- 
research_database_request.dg <research_database_request@unc.edu>; ITS-SECNAS 
<secnas@unc.edu>; ITS-seqware-support.ad <seqware-support@unc.edu>; ITS- 
sisremedyticket.dg <sisremedyticket@unc.edu>; ITS-sondb.dg <sondb@unc.edu>; ITS- 
spam_emailin, dg <spam_emailin@unc. edu>; IT S-steve_abterm.dg <steve_abterm@unc. edu>; 
ITS-store its support.dg <store its support@unc.edu>; ITS-sys-requests <its-sys- 
requests@unc, edu>; IT S-TTRGHelp. dg <TTRGHelp@unc. edu>; IT S-web.unc. edu-remedy, dg 
<web.unc.edu-remedy@unc.edu>; ’JOMC _ Masters of Arts in Technology and Communication - 
Proj ect Site Members’ 
</O=NT5/ou=530b8bbdc46237499a0e4d0bc130ed75/cn=14fc912dcc5029499e55bae854f01167>; 
’JOMC _ Masters of Arts in Technology and Communication Members’ 
</O=NT5/ou=530b8bbdc46237499a0e4d0bc130ed75/cn=9f47d9caele5514abfe1591b57c7e008>; 
JOMC Faculty <JOMCFACULTY@unc.edu>; JOMC IT <jomcit@unc.edu>; JOMC Lecturers 
<JOMCLECTURERS@unc.edu>; JOMC Staff<JOMCSTAFF@unc.edu>; JOMC Tenured 
Faculty <JOMCTENUREDFACULTY@unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 011 resource full 



access <jomc_clsrm011.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC JOMC - Classroom 021 resource full access 
<j omc_clasrm021, rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; JOMC_JOM-C - Classroom 033 resource full access 
<j omc_clsrm033.rmb, sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 058 resource full access 
<jomc_clsrm058.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 059 resource full access 
<jomc_clsrm059.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 060 resource full access 
<j omc_clsrm060.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC JOMC - Classroom 132 resource full access 
<j omc_clasrm 132.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; JOM~JOMC - Classroom 141 resource full access 
<j omc_clasrm 141.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 142 resource full access 
<j omc_clasrm 142.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 143 resource full access 
<j omc_clasrm 143. rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Classroom 283 resource full access 
<jomc_clsrm283.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC JOMC - Classroom 340A resource full access 
<jomc_clasrm340a.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOM-C_JOMC - Classroom HCB224 resource full 
access <j omc_hcb224.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC JOMC - Dean’s Conference Rm resource full 
access <jomc_deansconfrm.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; J6MC_JOMC - Freedom Forum Conference 
resource full access <j omc_freedm4mcnf.rmb, sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC JOMC - Hall of Fame Rm 
resource full access <j omc_halloffame.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC J6MC - Kuralt Learning 
Center resource full access <j omc_kuralt.rmb, sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOM-C JOMC - Library Computer 
Lab resource full access <j omc_libcomplab.rmb, sg@ad.unc.edu>; JO1V~C JOMC - Research 
Center resource full access <j omc_rshctr.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_J6MC - Seminar 253 
resource full access <j omc_sem253.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Seminar 338 resource 
full access <j omc_sem338.rmb, sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Seminar 339 resource full access 
<j omc_sem339.rmb, sg@ad.unc.edu>; JOMC_JOMC - Studio 135 resource full access 
<j omc_studio 135.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; Journalism/Mass CommunicationMEDIA LAW 
<medialaw@ad.unc.edu>; Kenan-Flagler Business SchoolDoD contacts <DoD2@ad.unc.edu>; 
Laboratory Animal MedicineHB group <HB@ad.unc.edu>; Law Full Professors 
<law_fullprofessors@groups.unc. edu>; Law Library <law_library@groups.unc. edu>; Law 
Remedy <law_remedy@unc.edu>; Law_Citrix <law_citrix@groups.unc.edu>; law_cle mailbox 
full access <law_cle.dg@ad.unc.edu>; Law CRT <lawcrt@unc.edu>; Law LAW - Clinic 
Calendar resource full access <law_cliniccal~rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; Law_L~W - Law Library 
Admin Conf Rm 3037 resource full access <law_lib3037.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; Law_LAW - 
LawCareerServices resource full access <law_careersvc.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; law_tours mailbox 
full access <law_tours.dg@ad.unc.edu>; LAW-law_tech.dg <law_tech@unc.edu>; LCCC - CPO 
Cancer Network <cpocancernetwork@med.unc.edu>; LCCC ICISS Staff 
<iciss_lccc@med.unc.edu>; LCCC LCCC - 00-002 resource full access <lccc lccc 00- 
O02.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC 
O01 .rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC 
O02.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC 
O01 .rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC 
O01 .rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC 
O01 .rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC 

- 10-001 resource full access <lccc lccc 10- 
- 10-002 resource full access <lccc lccc 10- 
- 12-001 resource full access <lccc lcccl2- 
- 20-023 resource full access <lccc lccc 12- 
- 22-001 resource full access <lccc lccc 22- 
- 32-001 resource full access <lccc lccc 32- 

001 .rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC LCCC - Atrium resource full access 
<lccc_atrium.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu~; LCCC_LCCC - axioskop 1 resource full access 
<lccc_axioskop 1.rmb. sg@ad.unc, edu>; LCCC_LCCC - axioskop2 resource full access 
<lccc_axioskop2.rmb. sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC_LCCC - axiovert resource full access 
<lccc_axiovert.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCCC LCCC - Weight Resource resource full access 
<lccc_weightrsc.rmb.sg@ad.unc.edu>; LCC~ Protocol Office 
<LCCC_ProtocolOffice@groups.unc.edu>; L~CC-informaticshelp.dg 
<informati cshelp@unc, edu>; LCC C-lbghelp. dg <lbghelp@unc. edu>; LCCC-lbg-help. dg <lbg- 



help@unc.edu>; Lib OU Admins <lib-admins@ad.unc.edu>; lib_uscdesk mailbox full access 
<lib_uscdesk.dg@ad.unc.edu>; Library - Davis Rooms <Library-DavisRooms@ad.unc.edu>; 
Library - HSL Rooms <Library-HSLRooms@ad.unc.edu>; Library - UL Rooms <Library- 
ULRooms@ad.unc.edu>; Library - Wilson Rooms <Library-WilsonRooms@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2219-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2219-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2219- 
employee <MDG unc-org-2219-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2219-member 
<MDG_unc-org-2219-member@ad.unc. edu>; MDG unc-org-2219-staff <MDG unc-org-2219- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2223-employee <MDG_unc-org-2223- 
employee@ad.unc, edu>; MDG unc-org-2223-member <MDG_unc-org-2223- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2223-staff <MDG_unc-org-2223-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2226-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2226-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2226- 
employee <MDG unc-org-2226-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2226-member 
<MDG unc-org-2226-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2226-staff<MDG unc-org-2226- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2229-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2229-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2229-employee <MDG unc-org-2229-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
2229-member <MDG unc-org-2229-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2229-staff 
<MDG unc-org-2229-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2231-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2231- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2231-employee <MDG unc-org-2231- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2231-member <MDG_unc-org-2231- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2231-staff <MDG_unc-org-2231-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2233-employee <MDG unc-org-2233-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
2233-member <MDG unc-org-2233-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2233-staff 
<MDG unc-org-2233-staff@ad.unc, edu>; MDG_unc-org-2235-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2235- 
affiliate@ad.unc, edu>; MDG_unc-org-2235-employee <MDG unc-org-2235- 
employee@ad.unc, edu>; MDG unc-org-2235-member <MDG_unc-org-2235- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2235-staff <MDG_unc-org-2235-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2237-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2237-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2237- 
employee <MDG unc-org-2237-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2237-member 
<MDG unc-org-2237-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2237-staff<MDG unc-org-2237- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2238-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2238-affiliate@ad.unc, edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2238-employee <MDG unc-org-2238-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
2238-member <MDG unc-org-2238-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2238-staff 
<MDG unc-org-2238-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2240-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2240- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2240-employee <MDG unc-org-2240- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2240-member <MDG_unc-org-2240- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2240-staff <MDG_unc-org-2240-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2242-employee <MDG unc-org-2242-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
2242-member <MDG unc-org-2242-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2242-staff 
<MDG unc-org-2242-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2248-employee <MDG unc-org-2248- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2248-member <MDG_unc-org-2248- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2248-staff <MDG_unc-org-2248-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-2260-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2260-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2260- 
employee <MDG unc-org-2260-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2260-member 
<MDG unc-org-2260-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2260-staff<MDG unc-org-2260- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-2261-affiliate <MDG_unc-org-2261-affiliate@ad.unc. edu>; 
MDG unc-org-2261-employee <MDG unc-org-2261-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
2261-member <MDG unc-org-2261-member@ad.unc, edu>; MDG unc-org-2261-staff 
<MDG unc-org-2261-staff@ad.unc, edu>; MDG_unc-org-2370-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2370- 



affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2370-employee <MDG unc-org-2370- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2370-member <MDG unc-org-2370- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2370-staff<MDG unc-org-2370-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-2371-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2371-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2371- 
employee <MDG unc-org-2371-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2371-member 
<MDG unc-org-2371-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2371-staff <MDG unc-org-2371- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2372-employee <MDG unc-org-2372- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2372-member <MDG unc-org-2372- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2372-staff<MDG unc-org-2372-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-2373-affiliate <MDG unc-org-2373-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2373- 
employee <MDG unc-org-2373-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2373-member 
<MDG unc-org-2373-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2373-staff<MDG unc-org-2373- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2374-employee <MDG unc-org-2374- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2374-member <MDG unc-org-2374- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2374-staff<MDG unc-org-2374-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-2375-employee <MDG unc-org-2375-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
2375-member <MDG unc-org-2375-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-2375-staff 
<MDG unc-org-2375-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-3103-staff<MDG unc-org-3103- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4201-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4201-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4201-employee <MDG unc-org-4201-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4201-member <MDG unc-org-4201-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4201-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4201-staff@ad.unc, edu>; MDG unc-org-4201-student <MDG unc-org-4201- 
student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4202-employee <MDG unc-org-4202- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4202-member <MDG unc-org-4202- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4202-staff<MDG unc-org-4202-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4204-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4204-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4204- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4204-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4204-faculty 
<MDG unc-org-4204-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4204-member <MDG unc-org-4204- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4204-staff<MDG unc-org-4204-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4204-student <MDG unc-org-4204-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4205- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4205-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4205-member 
<MDG unc-org-4205-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4205-staff<MDG unc-org-4205- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4206-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4206-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4206-employee <MDG unc-org-4206-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4206-member <MDG unc-org-4206-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4206-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4206-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4207-employee <MDG unc-org-4207- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4207-member <MDG unc-org-4207- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4207-staff<MDG unc-org-4207-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4208-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4208-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4208- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4208-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4208-faculty 
<MDG unc-org-4208-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4208-member <MDG unc-org-4208- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4208-staff<MDG unc-org-4208-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4208-student <MDG unc-org-4208-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4209- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4209-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4209-member 
<MDG unc-org-4209-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4209-staff<MDG unc-org-4209- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4210-employee <MDG unc-org-4210- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4210-faculty <MDG unc-org-4210- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4210-member <MDG unc-org-4210-member@ad.unc.edu>; 



MDG unc-org-4210-staff <MDG unc-org-4210-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4210-student 
<MDG unc-org-4210-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4212-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4212- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4212-employee <MDG unc-org-4212- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4212-faculty <MDG unc-org-4212- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4212-member <MDG unc-org-4212-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4212-staff <MDG unc-org-4212-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4212-student 
<MDG unc-org-4212-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4216-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4216- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4216-employee <MDG unc-org-4216- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4216-faculty <MDG unc-org-4216- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4216-member <MDG unc-org-4216-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4216-staff <MDG unc-org-4216-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4216-student 
<MDG unc-org-4216-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4217-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4217- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4217-employee <MDG unc-org-4217- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4217-member <MDG unc-org-4217- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4217-staff <MDG unc-org-4217-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4218-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4218-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4218- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4218-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4218-faculty 
<MDG unc-org-4218-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4218-member <MDG unc-org-4218- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4218-staff <MDG unc-org-4218-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4219-employee <MDG unc-org-4219-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4219-member <MDG unc-org-4219-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4219-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4219-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4220-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4220- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4220-employee <MDG unc-org-4220- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4220-faculty <MDG unc-org-4220- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4220-member <MDG unc-org-4220-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4220-staff<MDG unc-org-4220-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4220-student 
<MDG unc-org-4220-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4222-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4222- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4222-employee <MDG unc-org-4222- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4222-member <MDG unc-org-4222- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4222-staff<MDG unc-org-4222-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4223-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4223-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4223- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4223-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4223-member 
<MDG unc-org-4223-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4223-staff<MDG unc-org-4223- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4224-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4224-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4224-employee <MDG unc-org-4224-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4224-faculty <MDG unc-org-4224-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4224-member 
<MDG unc-org-4224-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4224-staff<MDG unc-org-4224- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4224-student <MDG unc-org-4224-student@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4225-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4225-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4225- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4225-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4225-member 
<MDG unc-org-4225-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4225-staff<MDG unc-org-4225- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4226-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4226-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4226-employee <MDG unc-org-4226-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4226-faculty <MDG unc-org-4226-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4226-member 
<MDG unc-org-4226-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4226-staff<MDG unc-org-4226- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4227-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4227-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4227-employee <MDG unc-org-4227-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4227-member <MDG unc-org-4227-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4227-staff 



<MDG unc-org-4227-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4228-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4228- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4228-employee <MDG unc-org-4228- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4228-faculty <MDG unc-org-4228- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4228-member <MDG unc-org-4228-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4228-staff<MDG unc-org-4228-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4229-affiliate 
<MDG unc-org-4229-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4229-employee <MDG unc-org- 
4229-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4229-faculty <MDG unc-org-4229- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4229-member <MDG unc-org-4229-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4229-staff<MDG unc-org-4229-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4230- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4230-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4230-faculty 
<MDG unc-org-4230-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4230-member <MDG unc-org-4230- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4230-staff<MDG unc-org-4230-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4230-student <MDG unc-org-4230-student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4232- 
affiliate <MDG unc-org-4232-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4232-employee 
<MDG unc-org-4232-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4232-faculty <MDG unc-org- 
4232-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4232-member <MDG unc-org-4232- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4232-staff<MDG unc-org-4232-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4233-employee <MDG unc-org-4233-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4233-faculty <MDG unc-org-4233-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4233-member 
<MDG unc-org-4233-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4233-staff<MDG unc-org-4233- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4236-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4236-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4236-employee <MDG unc-org-4236-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4236-faculty <MDG unc-org-4236-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4236-member 
<MDG unc-org-4236-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4236-staff<MDG unc-org-4236- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4238-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4238-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4238-employee <MDG unc-org-4238-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4238-faculty <MDG unc-org-4238-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4238-member 
<MDG unc-org-4238-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4238-staff <MDG unc-org-4238- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4244-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4244-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4244-employee <MDG unc-org-4244-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4244-faculty <MDG unc-org-4244-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4244-member 
<MDG unc-org-4244-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4244-staff<MDG unc-org-4244- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4248-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4248-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4248-employee <MDG unc-org-4248-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4248-faculty <MDG unc-org-4248-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4248-member 
<MDG unc-org-4248-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4248-staff<MDG unc-org-4248- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4248-student <MDG unc-org-4248-student@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4256-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4256-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4256- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4256-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4256-faculty 
<MDG unc-org-4256-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4256-member <MDG unc-org-4256- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4256-staff<MDG unc-org-4256-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4257-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4257-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4257- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4257-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4257-member 
<MDG unc-org-4257-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4257-staff<MDG unc-org-4257- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4260-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4260-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4260-employee <MDG unc-org-4260-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4260-faculty <MDG unc-org-4260-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4260-member 
<MDG unc-org-4260-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4260-staff<MDG unc-org-4260- 



staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4262-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4262-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4262-employee <MDG unc-org-4262-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4262-faculty <MDG unc-org-4262-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4262-member 
<MDG unc-org-4262-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4262-staff<MDG unc-org-4262- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4264-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4264-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4264-employee <MDG unc-org-4264-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4264-faculty <MDG unc-org-4264-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4264-member 
<MDG unc-org-4264-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4264-staff<MDG unc-org-4264- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4265-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4265-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4265-employee <MDG unc-org-4265-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4265-faculty <MDG unc-org-4265-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4265-member 
<MDG unc-org-4265-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4265-staff<MDG unc-org-4265- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4266-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4266-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4266-employee <MDG unc-org-4266-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4266-faculty <MDG unc-org-4266-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4266-member 
<MDG unc-org-4266-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4266-staff<MDG unc-org-4266- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4268-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4268-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4268-employee <MDG unc-org-4268-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4268-faculty <MDG unc-org-4268-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4268-member 
<MDG unc-org-4268-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4268-staff<MDG unc-org-4268- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4269-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4269-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4269-employee <MDG unc-org-4269-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4269-member <MDG unc-org-4269-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4269-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4269-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4270-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4270- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4270-employee <MDG unc-org-4270- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4270-member <MDG unc-org-4270- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4270-staff<MDG unc-org-4270-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4272-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4272-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4272- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4272-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4272-member 
<MDG unc-org-4272-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4272-staff<MDG unc-org-4272- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4273-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4273-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4273-employee <MDG unc-org-4273-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4273-faculty <MDG unc-org-4273-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4273-member 
<MDG unc-org-4273-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4273-staff<MDG unc-org-4273- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4273-student <MDG unc-org-4273-student@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4274-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4274-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4274- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4274-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4274-member 
<MDG unc-org-4274-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4274-staff<MDG unc-org-4274- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4275-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4275-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4275-employee <MDG unc-org-4275-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4275-faculty <MDG unc-org-4275-faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4275-member 
<MDG unc-org-4275-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4275-staff<MDG unc-org-4275- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4275-student <MDG unc-org-4275-student@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4276-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4276-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4276- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4276-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4276-member 
<MDG unc-org-4276-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4276-staff<MDG unc-org-4276- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4277-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4277-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4277-employee <MDG unc-org-4277-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 



Subject: 

4277-member <MDG unc-org-4277-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4277-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4277-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4278-employee <MDG unc-org-4278- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4278-member <MDG_unc-org-4278- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4278-staff <MDG_unc-org-4278-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-4279-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4279-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4279- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4279-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4279-member 
<MDG unc-org-4279-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4279-staff<MDG unc-org-4279- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4281-affiliate <MDG_unc-org-4281-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4281-employee <MDG_unc-org-4281-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4281-member <MDG_unc-org-4281-member@ad.unc. edu>; MDG unc-org-4281-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4281-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4281-student <MDG unc-org-4281- 
student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4282-employee <MDG unc-org-4282- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4282-member <MDG_unc-org-4282- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4282-staff <MDG_unc-org-4282-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-4283-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4283-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4283- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4283-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4283-member 
<MDG unc-org-4283-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4283-staff<MDG unc-org-4283- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4284-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4284-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-4284-employee <MDG unc-org-4284-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4284-member <MDG unc-org-4284-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4284-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4284-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4285-employee <MDG unc-org-4285- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4285-member <MDG_unc-org-4285- 
member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4285-staff <MDG_unc-org-4285-staff@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-4286-employee <MDG unc-org-4286-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4286-member <MDG unc-org-4286-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4286-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4286-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4286-student <MDG unc-org-4286- 
student@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4287-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4287-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-4287-employee <MDG unc-org-4287-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4287-member <MDG unc-org-4287-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4287-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4287-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4290-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4290- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4290-employee <MDG unc-org-4290- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4290-faculty <MDG_unc-org-4290- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4290-member <MDG unc-org-4290-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4290-staff<MDG_unc-org-4290-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4291- 
employee <MDG unc-org-4291-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4291-member 
<MDG unc-org-4291-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4291-staff <MDG_unc-org-4291- 
staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4295-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4295-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG_unc-org-4295-employee <MDG unc-org-4295-employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org- 
4295-member <MDG unc-org-4295-member@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4295-staff 
<MDG unc-org-4295-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4296-affiliate <MDG unc-org-4296- 
affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4296-employee <MDG unc-org-4296- 
employee@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4296-faculty <MDG_unc-org-4296- 
faculty@ad.unc.edu>; MDG unc-org-4296-member <MDG unc-org-4296-member@ad.unc.edu>; 
MDG unc-org-4296-staff <MDG_unc-org-4296-staff@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4299-affiliate 
<MDG unc-org-4299-affiliate@ad.unc.edu>; MDG_unc-org-4299-employee <MDG unc-org- 
4299-employee@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: WE MADE THE FINALS! !! ! ! 



Last day: takes :10 seconds - PLEASE VOTE FOR UNC 

Use this area to offer a sho£ preview of your email’s content. View this email in your browser 

Finals Today 
UNC Wrestling Needs Your He~p 
You can Vote every hour on the hour, Spread the word to everyone you know to 

vote for UNC Wrestling Today. Voting is from 8:00am to 8:00pro 

really would appreciate your help! 

Coach Mock 

Best Of Brand Video Link 

This email was sent to cd@uncaa.unc.edu 

why did I.qet this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

Kolat. P.O. Box 1124 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Beat the Heat with Cool Ackland Art 

Summer at the 
ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Tours: Look, L~nger, and Learn 
Free and open to the public; no reservation required 

Saturday, 29 June, 2:00 PM 
"What Men or Gods are These?" Greek 
Vases at the Ackland 
On this tour, you’tt tearn more about the 
manufacture and decoration of Ancient 
Greek vases. What do these artifacts 
reveat about Greek rife and cutture? 
Acktand Student Guide Benjamin Ossoff 
reads this informative tour. 

Sunday, 30 
June, 2:00 PM 
Curator’s 
Tour: Adding 
to the Mix 5: 
Raymond 
Jonson "s 
"Abstract 
Naught" (1930) 
A PhD 
candidate in 
UNC-Chapel 
Hitt’s 
Department of 

Art, Klint Ericson will provide an insightful view of the exhibition that 
he curated as the Ackland Art Museum’s 2012-2013 Eaton Curatorial 
Intern in American Art. 

Saturday, 6 July, 2:00 PM 
The Devil in the Dark: Satan Leaving 
the Court of Chaos 
The unattributed British painting Satan 
Leaving the Court o[ Chaos, illustrating a 

scene from John iVtilton’s Paradise Lost, is 
perhaps one of the most dramatic and 
mysterious in the Ackland’s collection. 
Join Ackland Student Guide Benjamin 
Ossoff for a discussion of the content of 
this painting and how it represents an 

What’s 
Happening 

Yoga in the Galleries 

NEW - Tai Chi 

Draw this Summer 

July 4th: CLOSED 

EXHIBITIONS 

STORE 



intersection between Neo-Classicism and Romanticism. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 2 and 30 July, 12:00-1:00 P/Vl 
Art-inspired yoga at a great price! 

These hour-long sessions offered by 
registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall provide opportunities to 
practice a series of gentle yoga 
poses inspired by the art at the 
Ackland. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats 
are provided. Wear comfortable 
clothing that will allow you to 
stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 
$5 non-members. 
Space is limited; register online! 

Tai Chi in the Galleries begins Ju~y 22rid 
Try something new for only $5 
(Free to Ackland Members!) 

Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 
practice known to reduce pain and improve 
your mental and physical balance and well- 
being. This class uses gentle sun-style tai chi 
routines that are safe, easy to learn, and 
suitable for all ages and fitness levels. 

All movements are done standing. Wear comfortable clothes and 
supportive flat shoes. The class is taught by Joanne Marshall, a certified 
yoga and tai chi instructor. 

Sign up online! 

Drawing is Delightful, A~ Summer Long! 

Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 13 July 
10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 
Free to Ack[and Members at the 
Household level and above; 
$5 per child for a[[ others 
Register online! 

Drawin~l in the Galleries 
(for grown-ups!) 
Saturday, 13 July 
10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 
Free and open to the public! 



P~ease Note: 
The Museum and Store will both be CLOSED for 
Independence Day: Thursday, 4 July 2013. 

Regular MUSEUM Hours: 
Wed: 10 AM- 5 PM 
Thurs: 10 AM- 8 PM 
Fri ~t Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM 
Sun: 1 PM- 5 PM 
C[osed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

Summer STORE Hours: 
Monday-Saturday 10 AM- 5:30 PM 
Sunday 12 PM -5 PM 
Thursday eveninB hours will resume on 29 AuBust 2013. 

THAN K YOU ! 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and 
public programs are made 
possible by generous support 
from Ackland Art Museum 
Members and friends like 
you. Become a member of the 
Ackland Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions 
about this e-news? Send an emaiL to 
the editor. 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree 

Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © 

Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) 
with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; 

terra cotta, black-figure ware. Ack[and Fund. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: Abstract Naught, 1930; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © The Raymond Jonson 
Collection, University of New Mexico Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: Ea~le Eye, 1996; antique sUde projector, a[uminum, computer keyboards, eye 
chart, neon, nine five-inch te[evisions, two nine-inch te[evisions, DVD p[ayer, DVD. Ack[and Fund. © 1996 Nam June 

Paik. 

Unidentified Artist, Satan Leavin~ the Court of Chaos, [ate 18th or early 19th century; oil on canvas. The Wi[Uam A. 



Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. Conservation treatment for this painting, compteted in 1998, was made possibte by a 
grant from the Pforzheimer Foundation. 

Jutie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portrait as Dirty Princess (detait), 2004; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. © 2005 
Jutie Heffernan. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbie Dibbert <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 11:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your subscription to UNC Lineberger’s E-news expires soon 

UNC Li~ebcr~,-~_~r~ ~ Crater 

We haven’t heard from you about your subscription to UNC Lineberger Comprehensive 
Cancer Center’s e-news updates featuring important breakthroughs in cancer research, 
treatment and prevention, and upcoming event information. Would you like to renew your 
subscription? 

If you would like to continue receiving these periodic emails, please complete the following 
brief survey: https://wvvw.surveymonkey.com/s/KWQYLGD 

If you have already replied to the survey, thanks for your time! If you want to be removed 
from our mailing list, you don’t need to do anything further. 

Thanks, 
Debbie Dibbert 
Director of External Affairs 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

~ Find us on Facebook I Follow us on Twitter I ~ Watch us on YouTube 

;;: Subscribe to our RSS News feed. See all of our upcomin,q events. Donate now. 

For additional coverage about news and events at UNC Lineberger, visit unclineber~er.or~. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center I Campus Box 7295 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

Update Profile 

Email Marketing by 

C Contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 2:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Folt Takes Office as Chancellor; Faculty Among Protesters Arrested; Look Into the 
World of College Admissions 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I JULY 2o13 

T~avis Gore IV 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NNWS ~T C~NOL~N~ 

Carol Folt Takes Office as 11th Chancellor 

GET THE RIGHT 
POLICY 
AND PRICE, 

CHECK OUT THESE 
Bq EJ~71 B E R REWARDS 

~i~ Career Teleelass; 

Salm’y Negotiation 

Feel confident handling this 

critical part of the job 

search. Dial in at noon on 

duly 15 to learn how to get 

the sala~iy you deserve° 

The former provost and interim president at Dartmouth College started her new job 

at UNC on Monday, the first woman to hold the top leadership post° Here she meets 

with members of the leadership of the Employee Forum. 

As it has done during previous chancellor installation ceremonies, the G~&& is 

organizing an Almrmi Processional on University Day. 

http: iialumnimnc.eduiarticle.aspx?sid = 9729 

Accreditation Agency Won’t Penalize UNC 
The University will offer some current students and alumni the chance to enroll in 

additional courses to compensate fbr fraudulent classes they might have taken. 

Prominent Faculty Among Protesters Arrested 
Students, alumni, professors and town leaders have gone to the General Assembly in 

Raleigh for the "Moral Mondays" protests to speak out against proposed cuts to 

higher education funding -- including UNC -- and other legislation. 



~, Different Texture. 

Still Nostalgic. 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with yon wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet w-ith the Review’s 

mobile app - included w-ith 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

JULY GAA MEMBER OF 
THE MONTH 

~¥illiam Lewis Moss ’76 

Annual Member 

Bill, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

July 31. 

Bill was selected at random 

@ore G~¢ members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

UNC Drops Honor Court Action Against Student 
The student had said that the court’s charge was retaliation fbr her involvement in a 

complaint to the Office of Civil Rights about how the University handles complaints of 

sexual assault; UNC denied retaliation but wanted a sensitive matter ended. 

Information Tightly Held in Student’s Slaying 
The death of UNC junior Faith Hedgepeth, found dead in her apartment lO months 

ago, is being investigated as a homicide, but police have made no arrest and have little 

to say publicly. 

James Moeser to Lead Arts School 
The fbrmer Carolina chancellor will put his artistic and administrative talents to work 

as interim chancellor of The University of North Carolina School of the Arts. 

For more news items, see alumni.anc.edu/arficle.asp?SID=18. 

Represents a G~4& member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these aad other valuable 
member benefits. 

Give Our Newest Heels a Proper Send-Off 
Carolina Clubs across the country are hosting events this summer in honor of our 

newest crop of Caroliaa students. Find out what the club in your area is doing. 

£ Look Into the World of College Admissions 
To ease high school students and their parents into the ever-changing world of 

undergraduate college admissions, the G.a~¢ offers members a forum, Aug. 2=3, with an 

in-depth view of the process. 

£ Don’t Forget to Save the Date 
Every Tar Heel has a story to tell. Join us, Nov. 8-1o, ~br Carolina Homecoming 2o13 

and relive some of your greatest memories oa campus. After all, it’s where your stow 

began. 

£ Journey Through India 
Join fellow Tar Heels, Jan. 13-Feb. 3, on a journey through India to explore the 

splendors of both the north and south -- from Delhi, Agra and aaipar to Mumbai, 

Kerala and Kochi. 

£ Decorate With Collectible Covers 
For every member who loves The University of North Carolina, a Carolina Alumni 

Review cover reproduction is the perfect way to enhance your home or office. View and 



select any cover from 1912 to the present, 

Tell Us About ... Internships 
Many UNC students are working internships this summer, hoping to develop the 

experience, skills and contacts to launch them into great careers. Internships have 

become an important part of the college experience (the U.S. Supreme Court even 

weighed in on the subject recently) and a key consideration for potential employers. 

Did you work at an internship? Was it a valuable experience? Have you had interns 

work for you? Were they valuable staff members? Share your thoughts on internships 

on our alumni message boards or leave a comment on our Facebook page at: 

http:/ifacebook.com/uncgaa 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRP~L&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know- by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadimn Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. ~7514 

7o~47~576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 1:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Cool Art for the Dog Days 

August at the 
ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Curator’s C[~n~c 
Thursday, 8 August, 1:00-4:00 PM 

Every other month, the Acktand Art Museum 
invites members of the punic to bring in a work 
of art for consideration by an Acktand expert. 
Curators may offer insight into the significance of 
the piece and its subject matter, as wet[ as the 
techniques used by the artist and the work’s 
condition. 

Ptease note: the Acktand staff is unabte to authenticate or financiatty 
appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: cat[ 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

What’s 
Happening 

Curator’s Ctinic 

Tai Chi and Yoga 

Yoga in the Gatteries 

See What’s "In My 
Garden" 

Wyeth and More! 

Drawing is Delightful, All Summer Long°°° 

Drawing for Tweens 
(for ages 10 to 13) 
Saturday, 10 August 

10:30 Ahi - 12:00 Phi 
Register! 

Drawing in the Galleries 

(for grown-ups) 
Saturday, 10 August 

10:00 Ahi - 12:00 Phi 
Free and open to the punic! 

EXHIBITIONS 

the Galleries: b4ondays in August! 



Try something new for only $5 
(Free to Ackland Members!) 

Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 
practice known to reduce pain and improve 
your mental and physical balance and well- 
being. This class uses ~entle sun-style tai 
chi routines that are safe, easy to learn, 
and suitable for all a~es and fitness levels. 

All movements are done standing. Wear 
comfortable clothes and supportive flat 
shoes. The class is taught by Joanne 
Marshall, a certified yoga and tai chi 
instructor. 

Registration is filling up fast! Sign up online. 

Plan Ahead! Yoga ~n the Galleries 
Tuesdays, 20 and 27 August, 12:00-1:00 
Our art-inspired yoga is the best deal in town! 

This hour-lon~ session offered by 
registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall provides the opportunity 
to practice a series of ~entle yoga 
poses inspired by the art at the 
Ackland. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats 
are provided. Wear comfortable 
clothin~ that will allow you to 
stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 
$5 non-members. 
Space is limited; re,lister online! 

MEMBERSHIP 

STORE 

°°In My Garden°° Now on V~ew 
at the Museum Store 

In My Garden: The Pottery oj~ /~arsha 
Owen at the Ackland Museum Store 
presents beautiful handmade stoneware 
vessels and objects suitable for the small 
urban ~arden as well as the large 
estate. The wide array of planters, 
baskets, urns, "rocks," and 
birdbaths appear at one with nature, and 

will appeal to the experienced ~ardener and the novice alike. When 
moved indoors, their varied shapes, ~lazes, and plantings effortlessly 
brin~ the "outside in." 

All pieces in In My Garden are for sate, and all proceeds support the 
Ackland Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 



Marsha Owen has been a professional potter for over 30 years and has 
shown her work throughout the United States. She currently lives in 
Raleigh and teaches regularly at C[aymakers in Durham. 

In My Garden: The Pottery of ~larsha 
Owen is on view through Saturday, 7 
September 201 3. 

For more information, please contact the 
Ack[and Museum Store at 919.962.0216. 

Sow On View 

Addin9 to the/Hix 6: Raymond Jonson’s "’Abstract 
Naught’" (1930) 

This exhibition explores two divergent themes~andscape conventions 
of the American West and serial artistic production~sing the recently 
acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New Mexico artist 
Raymond Jonson as a focus. Learn more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth and Westermann in 
Dialogue 

With works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 
Westermann as a starting point, In Pursuit 
Strangeness considers diverse responses in 
American art to the "uncanny" home, as wet[ as 
domestic architecture’s rote in defining the 
boundaries between ourselves and the outside 
world. 
Read the Chope~ Hi~ News reviewo 

Contemporary Art from the 
Permanent Collection 

A selection from the Ack[and’s growing 
collection of contemporary art, the works 
on view present sharply contrasting 
textures--stainless steel, high-gloss 
enamel, and mixed-media tapestry, for 
example--as wet[ as myriad colors and 
shapes. 

THAN K YOU ! 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and 
public programs are made 
possible by generous support 
from Ackland Art Museum 
Members and friends like 



you. Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an e~a~L to the editor° 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: Ea~le Eye, 1996; antique slide projector, aluminum, computer keyboards, eye 
chart, neon, nine five-inch televisions, two nine-inch televisions, DVD player, DVD. Ack[and Fund. © 1996 Nam June 
Paik. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: Abstract Naught, 1930; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © The Raymond Jonson 
Collection, University of New Mexico Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Ralph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untitled (Hand on Door), from The Somnambulist, 1969; ~e[atin silver print. Gift of 
Gene Thornton. 

Visitors viewin~ Rachel Howard’s Gluttony (2002-2003). Household ~[oss on canvas. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John L. 
Townsend III. 

Ju[ie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portrait as Dirty Princess (detail), 2004; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © 2005 
Ju[ie Heffernan. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



For immediate release I August 12, 2013 

UNC Chapel Hill offers class on emceeing 
Pierce Free/on and Median co-teach 

Chapel Hill, NC - When classes resume for the Fall semester at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill on August 20th, there will be a new course on the books: 
Emcee Lab [Music 286 - section 003]. Emcee Lab is a course on the art of emceeing 
offered in the department of music with support from the department of African, African 
American and Diaspora studies. Co-taught by emcees, professor Pierce Freelon (of 
The Beast) and Median (of The Justus League) the course is part of music department 
chair Dr. Mark Katz’ "Carolina Beat Academy," which also includes Beat Making Lab 
and DJ Lab. Enrollment for the class starts today. 

Emcee Lab is not only an intra-departmental collaboration - it is also a campus- 
community collaboration. The class will run in parallel with a community "Hip Hop 
Lyricism" class taught by emcee Shirlette Ammons through the Carrboro Arts Center 
this Fall. 

Biographies 

Pierce Freelon is a musician, professor, and artivist with a passion for creativity and 
community. He has taught music, African studies and political science at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and North Carolina Central University. Front man of 
the genre-bending The Beast, he has been hailed as a "natural, engaging blend 
of jazz and hip hop," by Jazz Times Magazine. An international ambassador of music- 
based community initiatives, Freelon worked with the Thelonius 
Monk Institute of Jazz to bring Bebop to Hip Hop to youth; from Los Angeles to 
New Delhi. He later co-founded the web-series and international program Beat 
Making Lab; which donated studios to communities, from the Democratic Republic of 
Congo to Fiji (youtube.com/beatmakinglab). 

Websites: www. piercefreelon.com I www. beatmakinglab.comI 
www.thebeastmusic.com 

Median [aka. James Livingston] was born in Queens NYC and raised in Wilmington, 
North Carolina. After entering North Carolina State University in 1997, Median met 
with like-minded emcees and producers to record music. They eventually formed the 
crew The Justus League and gained a local following, as well as national and 
international attention via the internet. Median has toured throughout the U.S. over the 
last 10 years, performing everywhere from New York to California, and everywhere in 
between. 

In 2005, Median released the critically acclaimed EP entitled The Path to Relief. In 
2007, he released his debut album Median’s Relief on Halftooth Records. In 2011, 
Median released his latest project The Sender on FE Music, which featured Phonte (of 
the Grammy Nominated duo The Foreign Exchange), Bahamadia, as well as platinum- 



selling producers 9th Wonder (Destiny’s Child, Erykah Badu, Masta Ace), Symbolic 
One aka Sl (Kanye West, Jay-Z, Babyface), and others. 

Full EPK: http:lleafloe.com/medianepklwww.theforeignexchangemusic.com/median 

Course description 

An emcee is known by many names - MC, master of ceremonies, microphone 
controller, poet, griot, lyricist, tapper ["(some) people thinking MC is shorthand for 
misconception" - Talib Kewli]. With roots in the West African oral tradition and a 
foundation in the Black Arts Movement; emceeing is a core element of Hip Hop culture 
and one of the most significant art-forms in the history of American music. In this class 
we will explore the art of emceeing from several perspectives. Students will engage in 
a rigorous lyricism curriculum, learning to develop an authentic voice, and to write, 
recite (spit), and improvise (freestyle) lyrics both in a live and recorded setting ["if you 
study lyrical flows and stay on your toes you will be - who am I? The MC!" - KRS-One]. 
Students will also explore a history of Hip Hip culture, and critically analyze the 
delivery, flows, content and aesthetics of emcees from around the world. Because 
most successful emcees have been self-taught and self-made, this course will also act 
as a case study in entrepreneurship, one that provides a window into the modern 
music industry ["so fly on my entrepreneur ship they call me caption of the enterprise" - 
Pierce Freelon]. Finally, the course will have a service learning component. Emcee 
Lab will run in parallel with a community course at the Carrboro Arts Center called "Hip 
Hop Lyricism" taught by Shirlette Ammons. Students will mentor and collaborate with 
youth from the community ["spread the truth to the youth, the ghetto Joan of Arc" - MC 
Lyte]. There are no prerequisites for this course. 

Contact 

emceelab@gmail.com 
@gmail.com 
(’~.clmail. com 

~gmail.com (for more details on the community class) 

facebook.com/emceelab 
@emceelab 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 9:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2582160 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: User said he would let me know when he was returning to office. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 10:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2585285 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Professor is dropping off laptop tomorrow for vires removal with Travis. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 12:10 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2586412 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu, rcw@email.unc.edu 
From: ajmchale@email.unc.edu 
cc~ 

Hey, Travis. Can you do me a favor in the future and put the onyen of the corresponding user into each ticket? It saves me a lot of 
time and currently there are three Ron Williams’ with the University. Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwwwamc.edt~iaro 
bi~i~ ebs~biindex.~l?page=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:31 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2582160 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Left voicemail calling user back. He tried to reach me yesterday while I was in an appointment. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 11:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2582160 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Connected user to UNC-PSK and upgraded his antivirus software. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~5’www.unc.eduiar- 

bi~iwebs~b/i           --c!~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 l 1:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2582160 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry.: Connected user to UNC-PSK and upgraded his antivims software. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:~5~www.m~c.edvJar- 

bi~iwebs~b/i           --check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 11:52 AM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2586412 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: rcw 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsy s@remedy 17. i si s.unc, edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:12 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2586412 has been updated 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Backed up data. Reimaged machine. Reloaded data back onto machine. Set user up with local profile and default log 

in. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamcedt~/aro 

bir~iwebsubiinde        =c~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:12 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2586412 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Backed up data. Reimaged machine. Reloaded data back onto machine. Set user up with local profile and default log 

in. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i/wwwamc edt~/ar- 
check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 12:35 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] New Snippets & Advanced Workshop for TIM Administrators 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.docx 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 21, 2013 
Subject: New Snippets & Advanced Workshop for TIM Administrators 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop- New! 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, August 29, 2013. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM 
Administrator Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training 
registration website is provided in the attached document. 

New TIM Administrator I Manager Snippets 

Three new TIM Administrator/Manager snippets have been added to the TIM training page. These short snippets review 
areas such as basic navigation, reports, and hyperfind. There will be more snippets added throughout 2013. Please follow 
~/finan           inin~/~#tirn_~ to review these snippets. 



NEW! TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101(training room) 

Date: Thursday, August 29, 2013 

Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
https://a pps.resea rch.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:57 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travi s <stgore@email.unc. edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Booking space for a syposium, travel and accommondation 

Thanks so much Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Aug 26, 2013, at 8:02 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sorda co~on~med.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Good morning 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

make the hotel reservation for November 17-18, at Carolina Inn. The reservation number is 376411. 

will send this afternoon the written confirmation. 

Thanks, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Booking space for a syposium, travel and accommondation 

Dear Travis and Sonia, 



I hope you’re both doing well. 

Kindly add the requests below to your respective ’to do lists’ for this week. 

Travis: Booking space and here are details: 

Reason: Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 Symposium 

Date: Monday November 18, 2013. 

Spaces: 

1) Hyde Hall, University Room: 12.00pm-5.00pm. (please note that this will include a catered luncheon 
roundtable between 12.00pm-1.00pm) 
2) Stone Center: Auditorium, 6.00pm-7.00pm (public lecture). 

Sonia." We will paying for the keynote speaker’s (Professor Peter Anyang= Nyong~l travel (from Boston) 

and accommodation (Carolina Inn, Nov. 17-18) from the Craver Leadership Fund. This week, I will put you 
in touch with Professor Nyong’o so that you can book his ticket using CAP. In the meantime, kindly go 
ahead and make his accommodation arrangements. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:46 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder IAAR Symposium 

Dear Reg. 

Alas! [ will be leaving town after my 2-3:15 class today, and will miss this important symposium. [ hope you will convey 
my regrets to KArla until [ see her when [ come back 

Best, 
Bereket 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F [hildebra@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:29 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Reminder IAAR Symposium 

Reminder 

The new Director of the INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH, our friend and colleague, KARLA SLOCUM 
is working hard to make the IAAR a valuable resource for all of us. She needs our support, especially for the kick off 
symposium on: 

"VOTING RIGHTS, RACIAL JUSTICE AND MORAL MONDAYS: EXAMINING CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE 21st CENTURY" 

Thursday, August 29th, 4:30-6:30 
Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: bselassi~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646441 .e327028d52b4cc51 f37b5deeac275075&n=T&l=aaad&o=33501424 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33501424-65646441.e327028d52b4cc5 lf37b5deeac275075@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33502431 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33502431-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:47 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 13126052; Completed; PUT TOGETHER A 30 INCH ROUND 
COFFEE TABL 

The following work order has been completed. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 05/24/2013 13:56:15 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 13126052 
Description ........ put together a 30 inch round coffee table 

Location: room 109 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Completion Date: 5/31/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 9:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Inspired to learn about other cultures and countries? 

Iern with Carolina 

August 29, 2013 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to communications, global education, and program 
management! Carolina Navigators seeks a Communications Coordinator and Media Center Coordinator. 
The Carolina Navigators program in the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), is looking to enhance its program 
and further community ties with your help and enthusiasm. Positions are available as unpaid internships, or 
work study $3 level positions to those with confirmed awards. 

Full details: http://cqi.unc.edu/naviqators/carolina-naviqators-intern 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Fulbriqht Specialist Proqram Cycle liB 
Deadline: September 2, 2013 
The Futbright Specialist Program (FSP) promotes linkages between 

U.S. scholars and professionals and their counterparts at host 
institutions overseas. The program awards grants to qualified U.S. 
faculty and professionals, in select disciplines, to engage in short-term 

NEWSTORIES 

Award Applications 
Reopen 9/3/13: 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 



collaborative two- to six-week projects at eligible institutions in over 
140 countries worldwide. Shorter grant lengths give Specialists greater 
flexibility to pursue projects that work best with their current academic 
or professional commitments. 

International Coffee Hour 

Wednesday, September 18 
10:00 o 11:00 AM 
EspressOasis (coffee shop}, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s host is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. 

support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Facu I tv Wsrkin q 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchinq Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learninq 

These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

Thursday, September 19 
12:00 - 1:00 PM 
Room 3009, FedE× Global Education Center 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided. 

Fulbriqht U.S. Student Program Applications 

due September 20! 
The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows 

 ULBP,_IGHT 
graduating seniors, master’s students, 

doctoral candidates, and recent graduates 

to self-design a research/study project, or 

serve as an English Teaching Assistant in 

one of more than 140 countries. 

Current UNC students must apply through the Center for Global 

Initiatives and meet the Campus Deadline of September 20, 2013 at 

11:59pm. UNC alumni who can attend an on-campus interview in 

October may also apply through UNC. 

RESOURCES 

See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
Expertise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by CGI 



Those interested in applying should complete the UNC Fu~bright 

~nterest form as soon as possible, available 

at: c~i.unc.edu/fu~bri~ht 

and Awardees 

Global Music Show 
Wednesday, September 25 
9:00o10:00 PM 
WXYC 89.3 FM 
or live stream 
at www.wxyc.org 

The Global Music Show is a 
monthly radio program in 
collaboration with WXYC 89.3 
FM and The Area Studies 
Centers that intersperses world 
regional music with dialogue 
shared by relevant expert 
guests scholars from UNC 
Chapel Hill. 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Carolina Center for the Study of the 
Middle East and Muslim Civilizations (CCSMEMC) 

Carolina Global Photoqraphv Competition 
30 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), Study Abroad and UNC Global 
are pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the annual 
Carolina Global Photography Competition. This is an amateur 
photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and 
of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Midniqht in Mexico: A Reporter’s Journey 
Thursday, September 5 5:30 PM 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1005 

Book Signing and Reading with Alfredo Corchado, Mexico correspondent for The Dallas Morning News. 
A correspondent in Mexico since the early 1990s, Alfredo Corchado has witnessed the rise of the country’s 
powerful drug cartels as have few other journalists. Midnight in Mexico is a gripping, first-hand account of 
Mexico’s drug war by a man whose reporting career has covered everything from the disappearance of 
women in Juarez, to the exodus of Mexico’s middle class to the United States, to official corruption, and 
cartel brutality. Born in Mexico, raised in California, and a graduate of the University of Texas El Paso, Mr. 
Corchado is a noted expert on various issue-areas of the bi-national relationship, including immigration, drug 
violence, and foreign policy. For bravery and enterprise, he was awarded Columbia University’s Maria Moors 
Cabot Prize in 2007 and was a Neiman Fellow at Harvard in 2009. Midnight in Mexico is his first 
book. Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas with support from the Office of the Provost. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street I Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hill NO 27599-5145 

919 962 3094 t cgi@unc,edu 

The Center for GlobaI Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hilt, It is entrepreneurial and nimbte in ts approach to fi:astering initiatives that deepen knowledge 



and understanding of our complex wortd~ For its work, the Center is recognized by the U~S~ Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resouree Centers in Gtobal Studies, 

This message was sent to stgore@email,unc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2601367 

Cliem Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

Affiliation:, Departmem: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Hi, Travis. Do you have the machine that she will be getting already over there? Was it a Mac or a PC? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 

(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2601367 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sere: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: ajmchale@email.unc.edu 
cc~ 

Hi, Travis. Do you have the machine that she will be getting already over there? Was it a Mac or a PC? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i/~ww.mac.eduiar- 
bini~ ebs~biindex.~e=c~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 8/30/2013 10:32 
Ticket #: 2602593 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Do you have an extra Ethernet chord we could use for the main office computer? 

Thanks 
Travis 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.ur~c.edu/ar-birt/websub/irtdex.~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 4:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2602593 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 4:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2602593 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.~mc.edular- 
bir~iwebsubimdex.      -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:52 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
<llmary@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, 
Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edu>; Pfister, Karl <karl~fister@unc.edu> 

Out of the office Sept. 6 and Sept. 9th 

Dear PLCY, AAAD, and CAS Business Center colleagues, 

In celebration of the best day ever (Sunday, September 6th, 1981 @ 4:33pm), I will be going out of town for my birthday 

this weekend. I will be out of the office on September 6th and Monday, September 9th. I will have no access to email or 

cell phone on Sept 6-8 and limited access on September 9th. I will return to the PLCY office on Tuesday morning, then in 

AAAD on Tuesday afternoon. 

Justin Clayton and Karl Pfister are our Business Center and Dean’s Office contacts (respectively), and they should be able 

to answer any HR-related questions. 

~Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2601367 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2601367 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop- NEW! 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 (training room) 
Date: Thursday, October 3rd, 2013 
Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
htt ps://a pps. resea rch. u nc.ed u/eve nts/i ndex.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:04 AM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Laptop 

Good morning James 

The Department of African American Studies have a laptop ( product ID 2808DJU) that need to erase the data in 

compliance with University internal control for the management of electronic portable devices. 

The laptop is not on use and will be storage on a lock cabinet under Travis Gore supervision. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:38 AN 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Laptop 

Hello Sonia - 

I am returning my Lenovo T4OOs laptop to you because I no longer need it. 

The identification for this laptop is 

TYPE 2808-DJU S/N RS-484WD 10/03 

PRODUCT lD:2808DJU 

If you could make sure all the data are wiped off it I would appreciate it. Thanks 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

C:B#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

See and Experience "The Sahmat Collective" 

NEWS FROM THE 

ACKLAN r M USEUM 
In This Issue: 

Upcoming Programs 

Call for Entries: 
Drawing in the 

Ackland 

Curator’s Clinic 

Indian Bazaar 

Exhibition Opening: The Sahmat Collective 
Art and Activism in India since 1989 

For over 20 years, the influential, 
Delhi-based artist collective known as 
Sahmat has taken a consistent stance 
against the threats of religious 
fundamentalism and sectarianism in 
India using a vibrant mix of high art 
and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about 
the group organized for U.S. 
audiences, The Sahmat Collective 
features work by more than 60 
contemporary Indian artists. 

Members’ Preview of The 
Sahma ~ Collective 

Thursday, 12 September, 5:30 PM 
Open to current Ackland Art Museum Members. 
Reserved parking is available. ~emb÷rs RSVP here° 
Members enjoy an exclusive first look at the exhibition with Emily Kass, 
director, and Peter Nisbet, chief curator. Savor drinks and delicious 
Indian hors d’oeuvres by Vimala’s Curryblossom Caf~ and experience 
vignettes of street theater by Interactive Theatre Carolina. 

MEMBERSHIP 

STORE 



Public Opening Reception 
Thursday, 12 September, 6:30-8:00 PiVl 
Free. No RSVP required. 
Sample delicious Indian street-style food by Vimala’s Curryblossom 
Caf~ of Chapel Hill and enjoy music, dance, and theater performances 
by UNC Sangeet, UNC Bhangra Elite, and Interactive Theatre Carolina. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of The 
Sahmat Collective throughout the fall! 

U PCOM[ NG P ROGRAMS 

~usic in the Galleries:: UNC Samaa 
Sunday, 15 September, 2:00 PM 
Free and open to the public. 
A student a capella group, UNC Samaa fuses Western popular music 
with South Asian popular and traditional music. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Monday, 16 September, 12:00 PM 
Free to Ackland Members I $5 non-members 
Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the 
beautiful setting of the Ackland! The hour-long session offered by 
registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall provides an opportunity to 
practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by the art at the 
Ackland. ~stero 

Scholars° Breakfast: The Sahmat Co~ective 
Friday, 20 September, 8:00-10:00 AM 
Free. RSVP requested. 
Area scholars and students (both undergraduate and graduate) with 
special interests in the themes and issues of the exhibition are invited 
to join Peter Nisbet (Ackland Chief Curator) and Iftikhar Dadi (Sahmat 
artist, art historian at Cornell University, and co-curator of the parallel 
exhibition Lines o~ Control at the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke 
University) for a private viewing with coffee and pastries. 

Family Day: Celebrating the Art of India 
Sunday, 22 September, 2:00-5:00 PM 
Free and open to the public. 
Explore works of art from India in the Museum’s permanent collection 
and in The Sahmat Collective. Visit the Creation Station to make an 
artwork inspired by the art you see and join us for Story Time at 3:00 
and 4:00 PM to hear stories from India. 

More music and dance performances, theater workshops, talks, 
tours, and family events are coming! Learn more on our S~hm~t 



P~ 

Call for Entries: Drawing in the Ackland 

Have you ever drawn in the galleries at the Ackland? 

This fat[, join Amanda Hughes and 
others in presenting your work in 
Drawing at the Ackland, an 
exhibition to be presented at the 
Carrboro Branch Library in McDoug[e 
Middle School (20 October 2013 
through 13 January 2014). 

To participate: 

Bring one (1) drawing created 
at the Ack[and Art Museum 
(in a class or independently) 
to the Ack[and’s reception 
desk between Friday, August 
30th and Friday, September 
20th, 2013. 

Last-minute drawings 
accepted! Come to Drawing 
in the Galleries on Saturday, 
September 14 from 10 AM - 12 PM and/or our new evening 
session on Thursday, September 19 from 6:00-7:30 PM. 

Include your name, malting address, and emai[ contact with the 
drawing (on the back is fine, but please print dearly!). Also note 
what class you attended (Drawing in the Galleries, Drawing for 
Tweens, Art Adventures), if any. 

Scans of the drawings wilt be included in the exhibition; original 
drawings wilt be returned by U.S. Malt, postmarked no tater than 
September 30. 

Meet the participating artists at the Opening Reception: 
Sunday, October 20th, 2:00-4:30 PM 
Carrboro Branch Library 

To [earn more, emai[: Amanda Hughes at hughesa@emaiLunc.edu. 

Presented by Friends of the Carrboro Branch Library and the Orange 
County Arts Commission. This exhibition is also made possible by Strowd 
Roses Inc. 

Another Perk of ~embersh]p: Curator°s Clinic 
Thursday, 12 September, 1:00-4:00 Phi 

Every other month, the 
Ack[and Art Museum invites 
members of the public to 
bring in a work of art for 



consideration by an Ackland expert. Curators may offer insight into the 
significance of the piece and its subject matter, as well as the 
techniques used by the artist and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland staj:j: is unable to authenticate or j:inancially 
appraise works oj: art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

[nd a Bazaar at the 
Ack[and Museum 
Store 

In conjunction with The Sahmat 
Collective at the Ackland Art 
Museum, the Museum Store will 
present India Bazaar, an Indian 
market featuring a wide array 
of beautifully designed and 
handcrafted products made in 
India. 

Most of the businesses 
represented in India Bazaar are owned by young Indian entrepreneurs 
whose works, while reflecting their local culture, are redefining the 
context of Indian design. 

Goods range from colorful textiles and jewelry, to handcrafted journals 
and paper to items for the home. All items are for sale, and all 
proceeds support the Ackland Art Museum’s exhibition and education 
programs. 

The India Bazaar will be open during the opening reception events 
for The Sahmat Collective on Thursday, September 12 (5:30-6:30 
PM Members’ Preview, 6:30-8:00 PM Public Reception). 

The India Bazaar will also be open for 2rid FHda~ArtWalk on 13 
September 2013, until 8:30 PM. 



THAN K YOU ! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 
from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends [ike you. Become a member of the 
Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an ema~L to the editor. 

Images: 

Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmi It4emorial, The It4akin~ of India, January 1, 2004. 

Pushpamata N., Motherland with Om Fla~ and Trishul (detai[), 2009, digita[ print. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Tnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICITCS 2013 Secretariat <mail@icitcsglobal.org> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

IEEE-ICITCS 2013 Call for Papers and Program Committee Invitation 

Dear Scholars, 

We are pleased to invite you to serve on the program committee (PC) of the ICITCS 2013, the 3rd International 
Conference on IT Convergence and Security. The conference will be held from December 16th- 18th, 2013 in 
Macau, China. Our General Chair Kuinam J. Kim has opened up the program committee once again for 2013. 

To be considered to become a program-committee member you must be prepared to undertake several 
important responsibilities: 

.[if supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Solicitous quality papers for submission to the conference. 

.[if supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->You must personally review a selected number submissions. 

.[if supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Publicize the conference to your peers. 

Please carefully consider the program committee member responsible before deciding whether or not to accept 
this invitation. If you think you cannot fulfill these responsibilities please do not accept the invitation for 
become a program committee member. Our success also depends on the commitment of our members. 
Personally reviewing the papers is particularly important. After that part is completed, PC members are 
expected to publicize the conference. 

Also please visit our "Cal! ~%r Program Committee i~%rmation" page for more information on becoming a 
program committee member. 

Please let us know of your decision as soon as possible. There are a number of time-critical publicity 
milestones approaching and we want to include the names of the PC members when spreading the word. 

If you accept our invitation and want to be considered, please return the following information so that we can be 
accurate in our publicity. 

Full Name and Affiliation: 

Home page URL: 

E-mail Address: 

Resume or CV: 

More detailed information will be requested in a subsequent email. We look forward to working with you, to 
make ICITCS 2013 a great success and a memorable event. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to 
contact us by email at ask@~citcsgloba~ org 



fyoudontwantt-~styDeof nformatonore-ma ~}easeccktse~unsubscri~iI 



4/14/2015 

DIVISION 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

ATH LETI CS 

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 

EDUCATION 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

INFORMATION & LIB SCIENCE 

JOURNALISM & MASS COMUNICATION 

2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 
Division Leaders Ambassadors 

DIVISION LEADER 

Donna Bickford 

Curt Brossman 

Jeff Kidd 

Faye Lewis 

Bob Blanchard 

Emily Wilkins 

Stephanie Peterson 

Donna Socola 

Patti Wilkinson 

Laurie Boudler 

Kathryn Meyers 

Joann Gustafson 

Jennifer Pruitt 

Sarah Andrews 

Bill Ware 

Matt McKirahan 

Jeff Welty 

Stefanie Panke 

Susan Sylvester 

Monica Hill 

PHONE 

843-7790 

962-1504 

843-5252 

962-6311 

966-5999 

962-0929 

962-0775 

962-1553 

843-4747 

962-4511 

843-1636 

962-1319 

962-7757 

537-3259 

962-0132 

966-4387 

843-8474 

962-0592 

962-8368 

962-4639 

DL EMAIL 

dbickford@unc.edu 

cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu 

kidd@fac.unc.edu 

flewis@email.unc.edu 

bob_blanchard@unc.edu 

Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu 

Stephanie_Peterson@unc.edu 

socola@email.unc.edu 

~attiw@unc.edu 

boudler@unc.edu 

kmeyers@email.unc.edu 

joann_gustafson@unc.edu 

jennifer_pruitt@unc.edu 

sarah_andrews@dentistry.unc.edu 

wbware@unc.edu 

mckirahan@sog.unc.edu 

welty@sog.unc.edu 

panke@sog.unc.edu 

ssylvest@email.unc.edu 

mihill@email.unc.edu 

SCHOOL OF 

SCHOOL OF 

SCHOOL OF 

SCHOOL OF 

SCHOOL OF 

SCHOOL OF 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

STUDENT AFFAIRS 

UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

Luke Everett 

Allison Reid 

Dr. Tony Lindsey 

April Kollar 

David Barger 

John Kelley 

Nicki Pinelli 

Angelica Figueroa 

Beth Sauer 

Dean Blackburn 

Linda Douglas 

Margaret Moore 

Terri Saye 

Sarah Levinson 

962-4120 

962-7148 

966-8622 

966-8622 

843-4749 

962-0106 

962-1641 

843-0908 

962-6443 

9664042 

843-9393 

962-0703 

962-8820 

962-0153 

lukeeverett@unc.edu 

allison_reid@unc.edu 

tlindsey@med.unc.edu 

april_kollar@med.unc.edu 

dbarger@unc.edu 

john_kelley@unc.edu 

nickipinelli@unc.edu 

amfiguer@email.unc.edu 

bhsauer@email.unc.edu 

blackburn@unc.edu 

linda_douglas@unc.edu 

MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu 

tsaye@email.unc.edu 

saralev@email.unc.edu 

CB# AMBASSADOR 

2800 Chris Meinecke 

8600 Curt Brossman 

1060 Mike Freeman 

4010 Kim Andrews 

3420 Mike Freeman 

3490 Kim Andrews 

3490 Kim Andrews 

1045 Kim Andrews 

9150 Kim Andrews 

8000 Sherry Salyer 

9105 Kim Andrews 

4000 Chris Meinecke 

1400 Chris Meinecke 

7450 Lori Evarts 

3500 Kim Andrews 

3330 Susan Austin 

3330 Susan Austin 

3330 Susan Austin 

3360 Chris Meinecke 

3365 Susan Austin 

3380 Susan Austin 

3380 Susan Austin 

7000 Becky Medford 

7000 Becky Medford 

7460 Lori Evarts 

7573 Susan Austin 

7574 Susan Austin 

7400 Lori Evarts 

3550 Lori Evarts 

5100 JacquelynGist 

6225 Sherry Salyer 

7585 Kim Andrews 

3385 Kim Andrews 

3914 Kim Andrews 

PHONE 

962-6830 

962-1504 

962-2043 

962-6008 

962-2043 

962-6008 

962-6008 

962-6008 

962-6947 

962-6947 

962-6008 

962-6830 

962-6830 

966-9043 

962-6008 

966-4159 

966-4159 

966-4159 

962-6830 

966-4159 

966-4159 

966-4159 

966-9282 

966-9282 

966-9043 

966-4159 

966-4159 

966-9043 

966-9043 

962-6656 

962-6947 

962-6008 

962-6009 

962-6010 



4/14/2015 

AMB EMAI/ 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu 

mjf@aux-services.unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

mjf@aux-services.unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

salyer@email.unc.edu 

salyer@email.unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

Iori_evarts@unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

becky_medford@med.unc.edu 

becky_medford@med.unc.edu 

Iori_evarts@unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

austin@soc.unc.edu 

Iori_evarts@unc.edu 

Iori_evarts@unc.edu 

jm~ist@email.unc.edu 

salyer@email.unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

kim_andrews@unc.edu 

2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 
Division Leaders Ambassadors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Want to travel next summer? Come to the first Global Projects Showcase! 

Global Projects Showcase 
Thursday, September 19 
12:00 - 1:00 PM 
Room 3009, FedEx GIobN Education 
Center 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding 
for your global project? Come enjoy a 
showcase of students’ research, 
experiences and travel stories from a 
variety of fields and global 
destinations. Learn more about past 
international summer projects the Center for 
Global Initiatives has funded from the 
students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Photo Contest 
D÷ad~ine to Submit: September 30, 2013 

Share your international photos 
with your fellow Tar Heels! 
Whether you’re a beginning 
photographer or a pro, submit 
your images to the Carolina 
Global Photoqraphy Competition! 
Images can be from any year and 
the contest is open to all current 
students, alumni, staff, and 
faculty. Prizes will be awarded for 

winning photos showing understanding of the cultural context, 
representing often-overlooked places and themes, and artistic merit. 
Winning entries and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC 
Fedex Global Education Center January through February 2013, adn 
some images will also appear in our 2014 CGI Calendars. Check out 
the video trailer for the contest on our website! 

September 12,2013 

NEWSTORIES 

Duke-UNC Rotary 
Center Receives 
$2,000 in Fundinq to 

Peacebuildinq 
The Duke-UNC Rotary Center 
for International Studies in 
peace and conflict resolution 
has received $2,000 in funding 
support from the Public 
Education for Peacebuilding 
Support initiative of the United 
States Institute of Peace (USIP). 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 



THE LATINO MIGRATIO T 

Fall Migration Studies Social 
Tuesday, September 17 
5:15 PM 
FedEx GEC (4th floor rooftop) 
Network with fellow students and faculty engaged in 
migration/immigration-related research in multiple disciplines and 
professional schools at UNC Chapel Hill. Learn about research, 
coursework, travel, and internship opportunities. 
More information available here. 

international Coffee Hour 

Wednesday, September 18 
10:00 o 11:00 AM 
EspressOasis (coffee shop}, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s host is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs. 

Fulbriqht U.S. Student Proqram Applications 

due September 20! 
The Fulbright U.S. Student 
Program allows graduating 
seniors, master’s students, 
doctoral candidates, and 
recent graduates to self- 
design a research/study 
project, or serve as an 
English Teaching Assistant 
in one of more than 140 countries. Current UNC students must apply 
through the Center for Global Initiatives and meet the Campus 
Deadline of September 20, 2013 at 11:59pm. UNC alumni who can 
attend an on-campus interview in October may also apply through 
UNC. Those interested in applying should complete the UNC Fuibriqht 
interest form as soon as possible. 

Global Music Show 
Wednesday, September 25 
9:00-10:00 PM 
WXYC 89.3 FM 
or live stream 
at www.wxyc.org 

The Global Music Show is a 
monthly radio program in 
collaboration with VVXYC 89.3 
FM and The Area Studies 

are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Workinq 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchino Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learninq 

These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

RESOURCES 
See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

international 
internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty international 
Expertise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 



Centers that intersperses world 
regional music with dialogue shared by relevant expert guests scholars 
from UNC Chapel Hill. 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Carolina Center for the Study of the 
Middle East and Muslim Civilizations (CCSMEMC) 

Call for Proposals - Cities, Rivers, and Cultures 
of Change: Rethinkinq and Restorinq the 
Environments of the Global American South 
Conference: February 21-22, 2014 
Submission Deadline: Friday, November 15, 2013 
Profound shifts in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid 
immigration and demographic change (the ’graying’ and ’browning’ of 
the United States), and immense urbanization have made the 
American South a bellwether of environmental change for both 
America and the world at large. Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of 
Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global 
American South aims to bring together graduate students, faculty, 
independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share current 
research that explore these themes from the point of view of 1 ) 
southern culture, history, and ethics, 2) efforts to restore natural and 
built environments, and 3) the implications and connections between 
changes to the American South and the inter-connected global 
environment in which we live. Special Programming: Margaret Palmer 
(University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in Southern 
Business History as the conference keynote. 

This conference is presented by the Center for Global Initiatives, the 
Center for the Study of the American South, and the Institute for the 
Environment of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
More info: htt~://q!obalsouth.unc.edu 

Graduate Students: Consider a Certificate in 
International Development 
This certificate is available to all graduate students (masters or 
doctoral) currently enrolled at UNC. The Certificate is issued to 
students upon meeting all requirements and is noted on their official 
transcript. 

The goals of this Certificate are for students to: 
-Step outside of the U.S. perspective when focusing on 
development; research and coursework must therefore have 
significant international content 
-Foster interdisciplinary approaches to development 
-Engage in peer learning, especially through the Spring workshop 
Click here to learn more about the program. 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Sowin~ Struggle: Social Movements and the Future of Corn in Tlaxcala, 
Mexico 
Thursday, September 19 8:15 o 8:00 PM 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 
Luz Rivera Martinez, co-founder and lead organizer of Cons~o Nacional Urbano Campesino (CNUC) will 
speak about her 20 years of experience in women’s, peasant and labor movements and her efforts to 
demand government accountability, defend family farms and to resist the use of GMO seeds. She will also 
shed light on her involvement in build inspiring, community-based autonomous projects. She will be 
accompanied by Stuart Schussler of the Mexico Solidarity Network. 

This event is sponsored by the UNC School of Law Human Rights Policy Seminar, the UNC Institute for the 
Study of the Americas and the UNC Center for GIobat Initiatives. 



Wodd View 2013 K-12 Global Education Symposium: Population and 
Global Migration 
Wednesday & Thursday, October 23°24 
The Friday Center 
World View’s 2013 K-12 Global Education Symposium, "Population and Global Migration," examines the 
world’s most pressing challenges and resources for integrating global themes across the 
curriculum. Concurrent session topics include: 

Immigration Policy 
Multicultural Literature 
Human Trafficking 
Science and the Environment 
Food, Culture, and Identity 
ESL Collaboration 
American Indians in the NC Classroom 
And more... 

The program is designed for K-12 teachers and administrators of all disciplines, providing current information 
and unique strategies for helping teachers and students learn about the world. CEU credits will be offered. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The Uni,Tersity of #~orth Carolina at Chape~ 
FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 

Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

GLOBAL 

The Center for Global Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hill. It is entrepreneurial and nimble in its approach to fostering initiatives that deeper~ knowledge 
and understanding of our complex world For ts work, the Center is recognized by the US Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resource Centers in Global Studies, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to ~4ew web version of this message. September 2013 

Exploring new drug delivery 
method for nerve gas antidote 
A $4.47 mi[tion project funded by the Defense 
Threat Reduction Agency wit[ seek better ways 
to deriver antidotes against exposure to 
chemica[ weapons. Researchers wit[ use 

techno[o~invented ~£ UNC Chemist Joe 
DeSimone and students° 

Jerusalem, the IMAX movie 
Archaeologist Jodi Magness is featured in a new 
IMAX movie about Jerusalem. Coming to a giant 

screen in Charlotte September 21o 

From Kenya to Carolina 
Professor Eunice SaNe can reca[[ the moment 
that changed her life in Kenya and set her on a 

path that woutd read to Canada and Carotina. 
Today she is chair of the Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies. 

Jim Hunt talks about education 
Former N.C. Governor James B. Hunt wi[[ give 



the Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Lecture in Public Policy on ~ptember 26 
~m in Gerrard HaIL His topic: "North Carolina Is Underinvesting in Education." 

More News 

Mike Rarnse ant for more affordable 
genome sequencing 
Our under~Lraduate rams ranked arnong best in 
nation (US News) 

Huber and Ste#hens win best book awards 
Four facu~t2 win Hettlernan Awards 

~t,~.,~,yMa ke rs ~.,~.~£~£~!          award 

Videos 

¯ AJurnni unearth earJiest European settiernent in NC 
rnountains 

¯ A~um tacM÷s world hun~ one rnea~ at a t~rne 

Events 

¯ PlayMakers takes MLK to the Mountainto£ 
¯ Process Series’ new season opens Sept. 20 

Media C[i#s 

Sta~ Connected: Facebook, Twitter, News 

Welcome to our e-news, sent monthly to College fecu~ty ond st~fl’, University communicators, 
end others by request. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yankees.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 6:04 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Your 2013 Wild Card/ALDS/ALCS MasterCard Pre-on-sale is today, Sept. 20 

YANKEES TICKET NEWS 

September 20, 2013 

Reminder: Your 2013 Wild Card/ALDS/ALCS MasterCard Pre-on-sale is today, Sept. 20 

Beginning today, Sept. 20 at 10:00 AM ET, you will be permitted to purchase, subject to availability, a maximum of eight (8) Tickets 
to each potential game (the "Ticket Limit") scheduled to be played at Yankee Stadium (each a "Game" and, collectively, the "Games") 
during the 2013 Wild Card Game ("Wild Card"), the 2013 American League Division Series ("ALDS") and/or the 2013 American 
League Championship Series ("ALCS"). Only a LIMITED number of Tickets (as determined by the New York Yankees in 
its sole and absolute discretion) will be made available during the Pre-on-sale. 

Your Purchase Opportunity: 

- Starts: Today, Sept. 20 at 10:00 AM ET 
- Ends: Sunday, Sept. 22 at 10:00 PM ET 
- How to Buy: Click the "T" next to the game you want to attend on the page from the below link and purchase by using your 

MasterCard® card 

Buy Tickets Today at 10 AM ET > 
~//~h~m~b~ists~c~m/rAVFM3~V/F1H12 V/~A93J4/VQZU~NF~MDF/o3/t?a~75914 33&b=(~2~9924 3 

To complete a transaction, you will be required to either create a new Ticketmaster account or login using your "My Ticketmaster" 
account. If you already have a "My Ticketmaster" accotmt, please use your existing "My Ticketmaster" account and associated email 
address and password to login. If you are not sure of your "My Ticketmaster" account login and password, please contact Ticketmaster 
or follow the Ticketmaster online instructions for "Forgot Password." 

We recommend that you have a Ticketmaster account and Ticketmaster password before you attempt to purchase the limited number 
of Tickets available for sale during the Pre-on-sale. 

For guests with visual impairments and/or who are blind, if you have any difficulties navigating the Pre-on-sale purchasing process via 
ticketmaster.com, please contact the Yankees’ Office of Disabled Services at (718) 579-4510 (voice) or (718) 579-4595 (TTY). 

This purchase opportunity will be online only at yankees.com beginning today, Sept. 20 at 10:00 AM ET and ending Sunday, Sept. 22 
at 10:00 PM ET. 

All Ticket purchases are subject to availability, as determined by the Yankees in its sole and absolute discretion, at the time of 
purchase. Orders exceeding the assigned respective Ticket limits will be canceled without contact from Ticketmaster or the Yankees. 

Please do not hesitate to call (212) YANKEES if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 
The New York Yankees 

Time, opponent, date and team rosters and lineups, including the Yankees’ roster and lineup, are subject to change. 

NOTICE: For the safety of every Guest, all persons specifically consent to and are subject to metal detector and physical pat-down 
inspections prior to entry. Any person or property that could affect the safety of Yankee Stadium, its occupants or its property shall be 
denied entry. Guests may bring into the Stadium one soft-sided bag no larger than 16 inches by 16 inches by 8 inches. 

WARNING: During all batting practices, fielding practices, warm-ups and the course of all baseball games and the baseball game 
experiences, hard hit baseballs and bats and fragments thereof may be thrown or hit into the stands, concourses and concessions areas. 



For the safety of every Guest, all Guests must stay alert and be aware of their surroundings at all times while visiting Yankee Stadium. 
Accordingly, Guests who are concerned with their original ticketed location by reason of the 
foregoing, at any time before, during or after the baseball game and the baseball game experiences, should contact any Guest 
Relations representative to request that they be relocated; however, please remember that: (a) any requested relocation is subject to 
availability, and (b) any alternate seat or standing location may be in a section and/or level of the Stadium and/or within a price 
category that is not in the same section and/or level and/or price category of the Guests’ original ticketed 
location, regardless of their original ticketed location. 

NOTICE: The Yankees reserve the right, with or without refunding any amount paid by the ticket holder, to refuse admission to 
and/or eject any person who: (a) is or appears to be impaired; (b) deliberately conceals alcohol or illegal substances while attempting 
to enter Yankee Stadium; (c) uses foul or abusive language; or (d) wears or fails to cover obscene or indecent clothing. Ticket holders 
acknowledge and agree that the Yankees’ ban on foul!abusive language and obscene/indecent clothing 
does not violate their right to free speech and/or expression and that such time, place and manner of the restrictions are reasonable to 
ensure the safety of all Guests and event participants and to preserve the enjoyment of the game or event for all Guests. In addition, 
ticket holders further acknowledge and agree that by entering the Stadium, they hereby consent to the ban on foul!abusive language 
and obscene/indecent clothing and waive, to the fullest extent they may legally and effectively 
do so, any objection they may now or hereafter have to such ban and the penalties that the Yankees may impose for any violation of 
the same. 

View this online as a Webpage >> 
l~llp :i/lirik.mlb lists, co m/ffWFM 37 ViFIH 12 Vi[A 93 J 4 / \,~ QZ U O 7 / 10 ’~R 1 C/O 3/~? 
a=WFM37V&b=HPiHCg(~&c=HRWTYVX&d~51ZXMG&e= 1&f~7591433&~=(~02099243 

SEE WHAT YOU’RE MISSING 
Start receiving newsletters in HTML. Change your preferences >> 

(c) 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review our privacy policy >> 

~://~r~k~m~b1is~s~c~m/~/WFM37\~/F1H12V/1A93J4/V©ZU~/Z~KS~C/~3/~?a~591433&b-6~2~99243 

You received this message because you registered to receive commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com. If you no longer wish to 
receive commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com, please click here (or cut and paste this link into your browser) >> 
~:iilink.mlblis’~s.comir?WFM3?V/F’IH12V/IA93J4iVQZUOTiVH5IR6iO3/~? 
a=1A93J4&b-c3Rnb3J~©G\~5z,~sLnV~51ZHU~&c SSF~EXA&d-HEHC~&e~N5~5z,&f=~591433&g=6~2~99243 

Postal Address: yankees.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[[WFM37V-HEHC8Q-FIH 12V-IA93 J4-VQZUO7-T-M2-20130920-0204a7bc9b75dd2] ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 8:52 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

Good morning Travis 

This is the service ticket for the job regarding to erase data from McMillan former laptop. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [maiho:ars/,s~)remedv 17.isis.unc.edtq 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 8:50 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that 
you may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 9/20/2013 8:50 
Ticket #: 2617352 
Email Address: scolon@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 962-4854 

Brief Description: AS DO General Request Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
AS DO General Request 

Worklog: 
Please erase data on portable computer. The computer is at Battle Hall building. 

This request was created at: ~s:ii~,ww.unc.edu/ar-biniwebsubiindex,~e=mair~&defl =AS%20DO%20Genera1%20Request 
Remote Host: 152.2.230.247 
Form Input: Colon, Sonia - (919) 962-4854 - scolon@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-DO-FINANCE 
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Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, September 20, 2013 10:54 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
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368 LOS CONSEJOS GESTORES 

experi~ncias brasileiras", Revista de Administrag~o P~blica, voI. 28, nfim. 3,. 

pp. 94-174. 
Oliosa, D. M. S. (1999), "Municipalizag~o da saf~de em VitSria-es: Uma experi6n- 

cia participativa", tesis de maestria, Rio de Janeiro, Fundaqio Oswaldo Cruz. 
Palma e Silva, L~ A. (1999), "Gest~0 social de pollticas pfiblicas - A din~nica de 

fuacioaamento e o entendimento da participa~io nos conselhos deliberati- 

vos da assist~ncia social", tesis de maestria, Sao Pauto, Pontificia Universi- 
dade CatSlica. 

Pereira da Silva, C. A. (1994), "Os Conselhos Tutels_res da crian~ e do Adoles- 
cente e os segmentos prd-cidadania: Conflitos, negociaqSes e impasses na 
constru~o de espaqos pflblmo , tesis de maestrla, S~o Paulo, USP. 

Pinheiro, R. (1995), "Os conselhos municipals e a saf*de: O direito e o avesso", 

tesis de maestria, Rio de Janeiro, IUPERJ. 
Raichelis, R. (1998), Esfera pf~blica e conselhos de assist~nc~a social, caminhos 

da construq~o democrdtica, S~o Paulo, Cortez. 
Ribeiro, N. (1996), "Limites e possibilidades de urea proposta de democrati- 

za~i~o das politicas pfiblicas. Londrina - PR 1993-1996", tesis de maestrla, 

S~o Paulo, Pontificia Universidade Cat61ica. 
Rizotti, M. L. A. (1999), "Implantaq~o da politica de assist~ncia social a consti- 

tuiqio de sujeitos politicos na regi~o da AMEPAR-PR", tesis de doctorado, 

Paulo, Pontificia Universidade CatSlica. 
Sales, T. (1994), "Raizes da desigualdade social na cultura poli~ica brasileira", 

Re~ista Brasileira de Ci@ncias Socials, nfim. 25, aho 9, junio. 
Santo, B. R. (1992), "A implanta~io do Estatu~o da crianqa e do adolescente", 

Os impasses da cidadania, Rio de.Janeiro, IBASE. 
S~da, E. (1995’), "Conselho Municipal dos Direitos da Crianga e do Adolescente: 

A soci~d~de aprende~a assi~rn~r o come,do, Brasilia, UniCef. 
Silva Telles, V. (1994), "Sociedade civil, direitos e espaqos pfiblicos", PSl~s, 

nf~m. 14. 
Silva, I. M. Fo (t996), "A democra%iza~o da polltica de sa~ide em Cuiab~i: Estu- 

do do conseLho municipal de sag, de: gest~o 93/95", ~esis de maestria, 

Paulo, Pontificia Universidade CatSlica. 
Simionatto, I., y V. Nogueira (1997), "A amplia~ao das pol~ticas pf, blicas de 

corte-assistenciaI: O papel dos sujeitos politicos coletivos", FlorianSpolis, 

mimeografiado. 
Stanisci, S. A. (1997), "Gestio pf~blica democr~tica~ Perspectivas apontadas pe- 

los Conselhos dos Direitos da Crian~a e do Adolescente", tesis de maestria, 
Silo Paulo, Pontiffcia Universidade Catblica. 

Stein, R. H. (1997), "Descentralizagio como instrumento de aqao politica: O ca- 
so da Assist~ncia Social", tesis de rnaestria, Brasilia, Universidad de Brasilia. 

Teixeira, E. C. (1996), "]Movimentos socials e. conselhos", Cadernos da Abong, 

nf~m 15,julio, pp. 7-20. 
Tommasi, L. (1997), "A participa§ao nos conselhos paritArios: sigr~ificado ou li- 

mites", IBAM, IPEA, Comunidade Solid~ria (coords.), Conselhos municipals e 

pollticas soc~a{s, Rio de Janeiro, pp. 78-98. 

VIII. SOCIEDAD CIVIL, ESPACIOS PI]BLICOS 
Y CONSTRUCCION DEMOCR~TICA EN BRASIL: 

L~MITES Y POSIBILIDADES* 

EVELINA DAGNINO 

EL RETRATO de la participaciSn de la sociedad civil brasilefia en los espa- 

cios pfiblicos, que emerge de los resul~ados de ia investigaci6n muestra, 

como es esperado, que el proceso de construcciSn democr~tica no es li- 

neal, sino contradictorio y fragmentado. Adem£s, demues~ra tambi~n 

que este proceso se vincula a una multipticidad de factores, eliminando 

cualquier posibilidad de concebir a la sociedad civil como el demiurgo 

de la profundizaciSn democr~tica. 

Esta multiplicidad incluye al Estado, no s51o considerado como el 

conjunto de fuerzas que detentan eI poder en varios niveles (municipal, 

regional y federal) sino, en particular, la estructura estatal, cuyo dise- 

fio autoritario permanece en gran medida intocado y resistente a los 

impulsos participativos. Incluye tambi~n a los partidos politicos, me- 

diadores tradicionales entre la sociedad civil y el Estado. En esta voca- 

ciSn pendutar que es su caracter/stica il~herente, los partidos politicos 

en Brasfl histSricamente se inclinaron siempre en d{reccibn al Estado 

(con excepciones, por eso mismo notorias), limitando su bfisqueda de 

representatividad en la sociedad civil a los momentos electorales y a los 

mecanismos vistos, en la actuatidad, como los m~s eficaces: el cliente- 
lismo, los favoritismos, el personalismo, etc. La distanc~a entre la socie- 

dad civil y los partidos, la insatisfacciSn generalizada con la politica 

partidaria, sefialada tambi6n en los estudios realizados en otros paises 

de America Latina, muestran la precariedad de esta funciSn mediado- 

ra. Ciertamente, la b~isqueda por parte de organizaciones de la socie- 

dad civil de relaciones m~is directas cor~ el Es~ado se vincula tambi~n a 

esa precariedad. Asi, la comptejidad inherente a la novedad de los espa- 

cios pfiblicos en BrasiI incluye los posibles embates entre organizacio- 

nes de la sociedad civil y partidos, junto a los conflictos entre Ia repre~ 

sentatividad proveniente de Ins urnas y la que se articuta en los espa- 

cios de participaci6n de la sociedad civil. 

* Agradezco et apoyo deI Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvime~t~ Cientffico e Tecn016- 
gico (CNPq) de Br~sil. 
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370 SOCIEDAD CML, ESPACIOS PDBLICOS... 

La importancia de Ins matrices culturales en el proceso de construc- 
ci6n democr,4tica, destacado por varios autores,1 es un componente esen- 
cial de este retrato, ampliamente reconocido en los estudios de caso. Es 

en este campo que las contradicciones y la fragmentaci6n que caracte- 
rizan a este proceso.se muestran m~is evidentes. Por un lado, el autori- 
tarismo social y las visiones jer~rquicasy excluyentes de la sociedad y 
de la politica son obst~culos crucidles en la constituci6n pero tambidn 
en el funcionamiento de los e~pacios pfiblicos. Por otro, es precisamen- 
te la confrontaci6n de esos modelos que se apunta como uno de los 

principales resultados dem0cratizantes de su actuaci6n. 
Los resultados de la investigaci6n, presen~ados en los capltulos ante~ 

riores, nos posibfli~an la reflexi6n acerca de algunas cuestiones, exami- 
nadas a continuacirn, que permiten una perspectiva m~s amplia que 
pretende integrar el conjunto de las experiencias investigadas. 

NATUILkLEZA DE LAS RELACIONES ESTADO-SOCIEDAD CIVIL 

La apuesta a la posibilidad de una actuaci6n conjunta del Estado y. de 

la sociedad civil, mencionada en la introducci6n como una de las carac- 
teristicas que emerge fuertemente durante los afios noventa, subyacen- 
te al esfuerzo de creaci6n de espacios pfiblicos, no debe oscurecer (y no 
es contradictoria con) un primer resultado claro de la investigaci6n: 
relaciones que se establecen entre ambos en los variados tipos de en- 

cuentros investigados son s~empre tensas, permeadas pot el conflicto. 
La na~urale._za y.los gradps de eS.~9 c0nflicto var~’an![_s-~:fin discutid°s...a . 
continuacirn. Pero, entre los varios factores que parecen explicarlos, 

queremos destacar desde ya, dadas las consiguientes implicancias te6ri- 
cas, una hip6tesis explicativa que vincula esa tensi6n a la mayor o me- 

nor aproximaci6n, similitud, coincidencia, entre los diferentes proyec- 

tos politicos que subyacen a las retaciones entre Estado y sociedad civil. 
En otras palabras, el conflicto y la tensi6n serdn mayores o rnenores de- 

pendiendo de cudnto comparten --y con qud centralidad lo hacen-- las 
partes involucradas. 

La aparente obviedad de esta hip6tesis se diluye cuando reconoce- 

mos que, en atgunas interpretaciones, la distinci6n entre Estado y so- 

ciedad civil, basada en determinaciones estructurales, no s61o es fre- 
cuentemente considerada como un dato irreductible de la realidad, sino 
tambidn acaba convirti6ndose en una relaci6n de oposici6n "natural", 

~ V~anse en particular Chaui (t984), Avritzer (1995), Da~ino (19~94 y 2000) y Grupo 

de Estudios sobre la Construccirn Democr~tica (2000). 
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en una premisa, en un punto de partida, que los exime de entender los 

procesos politicos que la constituyen y la explicarlan. La conocida y 

bien difundida visidn de la sociedad civil como "polo de virtud" y det 
Estado como la "encarnacidn del mal" forma parte de este reduccionis- 
mo. Esta hip6~esis pretende, entonces, destacar el carficter de creacirn 
histrrica de esas relaciones, en el sentido de que ellas son objeto de la 

politica y, por tanto, transformables por la accirn politica. 
La nocirn de proyecto politico, considerada como lo que orienta aque- 

lla accirn, adquiere entonces una importancia expticativa que puede 

articular los resultados encontrados. Esto no quiere decir que Estado y 
sociedad civil son fuerzas equivalentes, que su accirn politica puede te- 

her la misma naturaleza o que las distintas determinaciones que los es- 

tructuran puedan ser abstrafdas o ignoradas en nombre de elecciones 

puramente polfticas. Si estas elecciones se dan sobre la base de estas 

determinaciones, no pueden, sin embargo, ser reducidas a ellas. Los 
conflictos que permean estas relaciones, por consiguiente, no pueden 
ser simplemente reducidos a diferencias en las respectivas "16gicas de 

actuacirn", derivadas de distintas caracteristicas estructurales del Es- 
tado y de la sociedad civil. Lo que significa decir que el clivaje estructu- 

ral entre Esiado y sociedad civil no es suficiente para entender sus re~ 

Iaciones y debe ser combinado con otros clivajes que no necesariamente 
coinciden con ~1 pero lo atraviesan. 

Es esta multiplicidad de clivajes que parece estar ejempiarmente 

planteada en el testimonio de un conse~ero no gubernamental del Con- 

sej(~ Nac~isna! de As~s._ten.cia Social, recogido por.Raichelis (1998, p. 1-43) 
Y citado en el estudio de caso sobre los consejos gestores: 

Uno defendia que el presupuesto presentado por Ia previsirn social era in- 
flacionario, que tenfa que cortarse [...] y el otto decia que no era [posiciones 
defendidas por diferentes representantes del gobierno]. Entonces, no era 

una pelea entre sociedad civil y gobierno. En aquel momento, nosotros re- 

forz~bamos el brazo del gobierno que luchaba por m~s recursos para el ~frea 

de la asistencia (cursivas mias). 

Si la "pelea" no era entre sociedad civil y gobierno, ciertamente ex- 
presaba el conflicto entre concepciones distintas, proyectos politicos 
que se confrontaban en el espacio pdblico. 

Esta hip6tesis .explicativa puede quedar m~s clara si, volviendo al te- 
rreno mils concreto de la experiencia de construcci6n democr~itica bra- 
silefia, recordamos que uno de sus pilares fundamentales rue dado por 

la posibilidad de que los proyectos de curio democratizante, que se con- 
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figuraron al interior de la sociedad civil y que condujeron la pr~ictica 
polftica de varies de sus sectores, pudiesen ser llevados al ~rabito del 

poder del Estado, al nivel de los ejecutivos municipales y estatales y de 

los parlamen~os. De esta manera, la d~cada de los noventa fue escena- . 
rio de numerosos ejemplos de este trAnsite de la seciedad civil hacia el 
Estado.2 A no serque creamos en la inevitabilidad radical det poder co- 

rruptor del aparato estatal, hay que admitir la posibilidad de que per lo 
menos parte de los proyectos democratizantes originados en la sociedad 

civil hays pasado efectivamentea 0rientar la acciSn de los representan- 
~es del Estado, una vez adecuados a su nuevo lugar. De otro mode, la 

construcciSn democr~tica per la via electoral estar~a, adem~is, comple- 

tamente excluida come posibilidado 
Per otro lade, las continuidades autoritarias y conservadoras que re- 

producen la exclusiSn en la sociedad brasflefla est~n lejos de estar con- 

finadas al aparato del Es~ado y ciertamente responden a intereses en- 
raizados y atrincherados en la sociedad civil. Evaluar entonces et efecto. 

de la sociedad civil en el desempefio de los gobiernos (governance) es 
una tares que no puede apoyarse en una comprensiSn abstracts de 

esas categorias come compartimientos separados pete necesita contem- 
plar aquello que las articula y las separa, incluso 1o que une u opone las 

diferentes fuerzas que las integran, los conjuntos de intereses express- 
dos en elecciones polft~cas: lo que se designs aqu~ come proyectos poll- 

ticos.8 

EL REPARTO DEL PODER: LiMITES Y POSIBILIDADES 

Cuando examinamos la na~uraleza de los conflictos relatados en los es- 
tudios de case es posible afirmar que su foco m~s generalizado es el re- 
parto efectivo del poder. Esta cues~iSn retoma la importancia de las di- 
versas concepciones acerca de la naturaleza de la "participaciSn de la 

sociedad ci"~il", mencionadas en la introducci6n, come elementos cen- 

~" Tr~nsito que ex~gi5 un aprendizaje en ocas[ones doloroso pars sus prota~onlstas. En 

varias versiones, posiblemente tedas veridicas, la an4cdoZa que eirculaba, en las adminis- 

traciones mtmicipales de los frentes populates, da cuenta de este aprendizaje: oyendo las 

reivindicaciones de los rn~emhros de movimient~os populates per la vivienda; el titular de 

la Secretaria de Vivieada protests: "Pero no es posible; el Estado tiene qae enfrentar 

ta cuesti6n[". A1 lade, et asesor inmediaeamente le susurra al oido: "Escucha, el Es~ado, 

ahora, isomos nosotros!"                                    . 
~ Estamos usando el t~rraino proyectos politicos en un s.entido cercano a la visiSn 

gramsciana, para designar los conjuntos de creencias, intereses, concepciones del mundo, 

representaciones de lo que debe ser la vida en sociedad, etc.,come |o que orienta la a~cidn ¯ 

polltica de los diferentes sujetos 
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trales en la configuraci6n de distintos proyectos politicos. Estas dife- 
rentes concepciones se manifiestan, de raodo paradigm~tico, per un la- 
de, en la resistencia de los ejecutivos a compartir su poder exclusive so- 

bre decisiones referentes a las pol~ticas pfiblicas. Per otro lade, en la 
insistencia de aquellos sectores de la sociedad civil a participar efecti- 
varaente de esas decisiones y concretar el control social sobre ellas. Es- 

ta polarizaci6n est~ presente en los consejos gestores y en el Consejo 
Cearense de los Derechos de la Mujer (GCDM), y en aquellas relaciones 

0N~-Estado donde las funciones de decisi6n y ejecuci6n de pol~ticas es- 
t~n claramente separadas, recayendo sobre esas organizaciones s61o las 

filtimas. De esta manera, el poder deliberative previsto pars los conse- 
jos gestores con frecuencia se transforms en la pr~ctica en una funci6n 
consultiva o atin hasta apenas legitimadora de las decisiones tomadas 
en los gabinetes. 

El c0nflicto per el reparto elective del poder se manifiesta tambiSn 
en algunos cases come una demanda per la ampliaciSn dei marco de Ia 
toma de decisioaes: las quejas relativas a la fragmentaci6n, sectoriali- 

zaci6n, etc., de las politicas que resultan de los espacios que involucran 
la participaci6n de la sociedad civil, significaa que este reparto del po- 

der, aun cuando exis~e, tiene un car~icter limitado y restringido, sin 
ampliarse hacia decisiones respecto a pollticas pfiblicas m~is amplias, 

que pudiesen tener un efecto significativo en la sociedad come un rode. 
Hay relates recurrentes de esas quejas en los estudios acerca del CCDM, 

del ~s% de los consejos gestores y de los presupuestos participativos 

(PP). En el case de este filtimo, cuando se hace referencia a que las deci- 

siones del ~,~ estarfan circunscri~as..a °’cue.st!ones materiales’.      . . 
Eft !a misma direcci6n ai~unta la carac~r~stica, con frecuencia asu- 

mida per los espacios p~blicos que se constituyen al interior del Estado, 
de alslamiento ea relaci6n con el conjunto de la estructara administrati- 

va: ellos acaban constituy6ndose come "islas" separadas, en "institucio- 
nalidades paralelas", conservadas al margen y con diffcil comunicaci6n 
con el resto de! aparato estatal. 

Los mecanismos que bloquean un reparto elective de poder en esos 
espacios son varies. Si muchos de estos mecanisr~os tienen origen en 

concepciones polltic_as resistentes a la democratizaci6n de los procesos 

de toma de decisi6n, otros se relacionan con caracterfsticas estructura- 
les del funcionamiento del Estado; sin embargo, las fronteras entre 
esos dos or~genes son, a la vez, de dificiI elucidaci6n. As~, innumerabtes 
menciones en varies estudios de case son hechas a trazos constitutivos 
del funcionamiento del Estado brasilefio (algunos, es baeno recordar, 

son, en dltima instancia, derivados de elecciones pol~ticas hechas en al- 
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grin memento) que operan en la direcciSn de dificultar la democratiza- 

ciSn de tas decisiones: el predominio de una razSn tecnoburocr~tica, el 
exceso de "papeleo", la lentitud, la ineficiencia, la "falta de sensibilidad 
y preparacidn" de la burocracia estatat; la falta de recursos; la inestabi- 

lidad de los proyectos que resultan de asociaciones con el Estado en ta 
medida en que est~n somOtidos a la rotatividad del ejercicio del poder, 

la falta de trausparencia que dificulta et acceso a informaciones, etc~tera. 
Del lade de la sociedad civil, urea serie de elementos opera en ta mis- 

ma direcciSn, dificultando una participaciSn m~s igualitarla, en los es- 
pacios pfiblicos: el m~ importante de ellos parece ser la exigencia de 

calificac~Sn Ptdcnica y politica-- que est~ participaciSn plantea a los 
representantes de la sociedad civil. La importancia de esta exigencia se 
retaciona con el hecho de que ella expresa en gran medida el desafio 

que proviene de la novedad de estos espacios, tanto para la sociedad ci- 

vil come para el Estado. E1 reconocimiento de los diferentes intereses y 
la capacidad de negociaciSn sin pdrdida de la autonomia, la creaciSn del 

interns pfiblico, la participaciSn en la formulaciSn de politicas pSblicas 
q~e expresen ese interns, son algunas de las dimensiones que constitu- 

yen esta novedad. De esta manera, en el anfilisis y evaluaciSn del fun, 
cionamiento de esos espacios, deben considerarse los dif~ciles aprendi- 

zajes que esta novedad implica. 
La caracteristica central de la mayoria de los espacios estudiados 

--su vinculaciSn co~ politicas pfibticas, sea er~ su formulaciSa, discusiSn, 
deliberaciSn o ejecuciSn-- exige casi siempre el dominie de un saber 

~cnico especializado del cual los representantes de la sociedad civil, en 
particular 10s de lo~ ~ectores subalter~os, en general no disponen. En- 

tender Un presupuesto, una planilla de testes, op~ciones de tratamiento 

m~dico, diferentes materiales de coastrucciSn, t~cnicas de descontami- 
naciSn de rios, etc.; existe una infini~a lista de conocimientos exigidos 

en los variados espacios de actuacidn. Adem~s, se impone otro tipo de 

calificaciSn, la referida al conocimiento acerca del fur~cionamiento 
Estado, de la m~quina administrativa y de los procedimientos involu- 

crados. 
Esta necesidad de una ca]ificaciSn tdcnica especffica se ha revelado 

come un desaffo importante para la sociedad civil no sSto porque ella es 

condiciSn necesaria para una participaciSn efectiva sine tambi~n per 
tas implicaciones que l~a asumido en la pr~ctica. En primer lagar, la 
adquisiciSn de competencia t~c~ica per parte de los dirigentes de los 
sectores Subalternes ha exigido una considerable inversiSn de tiempo y 

energia que muchas veces, en un cuadro de disponibilidad limitada,~, 
acaba siendo robado del tiempo dedicado al mantenimier~to de los v~ncu- 
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10s con las bases representadas. Este dilema es central en el debate 

actual al interior de la sociedad civil que discute la opci6n entre lucha 

institucional versus movilizacidn social, debate sobre el cual tratare- 
mos m~s adelante. Una segunda implicacidn es que el cambio de la re- 
presentaciSn en esos espacios queda perjudicada: dadas las clificultades 
de adquisici6n de esa competendia, sus eventuales portadores tienden a 

ser perpetuados en cuanto representantes. En tercer lugar, la ausencia 
de la calificaci6n no es s61o una deficiencia absoluta: es tambi~n una 
deficiencia relativa respecto a los interlocutores gubernamentales y re- 
presentantes de otros secretes ra~s privilegiados de la sociedad civil 

me, per ejemplo, los propietarios de hospitales en los consejos de salud. 
En este sentido, esa ausencia acarrea, al interior de esos espacios pfibli- 
cos, una desigualdad adicional que puede acabar reproduciendo exacta- 

mente lo que ellos tienen come objetivo eliminar: el acceso privilegiado 

a los recursos del Estado que engendra la desigualdad social m~s am- 
plia. En situaciones de conflicto abierto con represen~antes guberna- 

mentales en los consejos, per ejemplo, esa deficiencia de los represen- 

tantes de la sociedad civil l~a side no s61o utilizada en la descalificaci6n 
polftica de estos filtimos sine hasta cultivada, reforzada per sus conten- 
dotes come forma de ejercer el control sobre las decisiones, conao sefia- 

la el estudio de case acerca de los consejos gestores. 

Per otra parte, el desafio de la calificaci6n t~cnica ha side enfrenta- 
do con razonable ~xito en experiencias come los presupuestos partici- 
pativos y aun en los convenios del Estado con el MST, deride el Movi- 
miento bust5 condiciones para adquirir la competencia exigida per 
proyectos de alfabetizaciSn. La vinculaci6n de otros actores en este pro- 

ceso de capacitaci6n parece fur~damer~tal. Es en este contexto que el 
pel de las os~ adquiere una particular relevancia sobre cuyos aspectos 
volveremos m~s adelante. La calificaci6n t~cnica que tienen tas oN~ pa- 

rece set el factor central para explicar la importancia que adquirieron 

recie~temente. 
En el case del MST, deride la competencia del Movimiento para la 

conducci6n del proyecto de alfabetizaci6n fue ampliamente reconocida 
per el Estado, existe tarabi~n ua involucrarniento de miembros de la 

universidad come instrumen~os de la calificaci6n necesaria. En el 
del ee hubo, per lo menos en Porto Alegre, una inversi6n considerable 

de la propia alcaldia y de o~a come Cidade en la capacitaciSn de los sec- 
retes populares implicados e~ el proceso. 

La importancia del desafio de la calificaciSn t~cnica ha determinado 

el surgimiento de propuestas m~s generales para su soluci6~. En el ca- 

so de los consejos gestores, a tray, s de reivindicaciones come la instala- 
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ci6n de c~naras t6cnicas o: asesorias especiales para los representantes 
de Ia sociedad civil. Un nfimero muy significativo de one ha asumido 
esta tarea junto a varios movimientos sociales. Varias de ellas --y otros 

sectores de la sociedad civil-- conciben la cuesti6n de la calificaciSn 
t~cnica como parte de una calificaci6n politica mas amplia, donde la di- 
ficultad central es enfrentar ta importancia de una matriz cultural je- 
rfirquica que favorece la sumisi6n frente al Estado y a los sectores do- 

minantes, adem~ de afirmar la poiftica como una actividad privativa 

de las elites. 
Mils alia de la calificaci6n t~cnica, la calificaci6n politica de la repre- 

sentaci6n de la sociedad civil involucra un aprendizaje crucial en estos 

nuevos espacios que traen, como parte de su. novedad, la convivencia 
directa con una multiplicidad de actores que tienen concepciones e 
tereses divers0s. Esta diversidad se acentfia en el caso de espacios de 

deliberaci6n de politica como los consejos gestores, pero est~ presente 
incluso en los espacios relativamente m~s homog6neos (o de los cuales 
se esperaria una mayor homogeneidad) como el Foro Nacional de la 

Reforma Urbana (FNRV), et CCDM O el MST y Sus simpatizantes. E1 reco- 
nocimiento de ta pluralidad y de la Iegitimidad de los interlocutores es 
requisito no s51o de la convivencia democr~tica en general sino en par- 

ticular de los espacios pfiblicos, en cuanto espacios de conflicto, que tie- 
nen la argumentaci6n, la negociaci6n, 1as alianzas y la producci6n de 
consensos posibles como procedimientos fundamentales. Los estudios 
de caso sefialan las dificultades concretas de este aprendizaje. 

Estas dificultades asumen diversa~ naturatezas en los diferentes ca- 
sos. E1 reconocimiento de la pluralidad~ y de l~ legitimidad de los 

tert0e~tores, premisa d~l~’c~apaci~dad ddi~egodiacidn ~ creaciSn de-los 
consensos posibles, enfrent5 dificultades generalizadas en el caso de1 

CCD~. La ausencia de este reconocimiento traspasa los sectores domi- 

nantes, en su concepci6n selectiva y excluyente de la participaci6n de la 

sociedad civil, atraviesa el interior de los partidos politico.s., de izquierda 
y los movimientos de mujeres, incapaces de mantener su autonomfa 
frente a aquellos y de reconocer su propia diversidad interna. En el ca- 

so del MST, la preservaci6n de su autonomia y del total control sobre el 
proceso de alfabetizaci6n de los asen~ados parece haber condicionado 
el tipo de retaci6n establecido con sus propios aliados: los profesores 
universitarios vinculados a los proyectos, pot ejemplo, se resienten de 

la prioridad excesiva atribuida a la formaci6n polftica en detrimento 
del proceso pedag6gico propiamente dicho. Esta misma postura ha sido 
identificada en las retaciones entre dirigencia y bases del MST, donde 
una disciplina rlgida y el cuttivo de la autodenomi~ada "mfstica" .pare- 
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cen ser los mecanismos predominantes para mantener la cohesiSn del 

Movimiento. 
Algunas de estas dificultades implican la lucha entre proyectos poli- 

ticos opuestos y traen las marcas de la experiencia histSrica reciente, 

caracterizada por la confrontaciSn. E1 caso de los Consejos de Defensa 

del Nifio y del AdoIescente, estudiados por C~tia Silvay citado en el es- 

tudio de caso acerca de los consejos gestores, relata la resistencia de los 

miembros vinculadosa los movimientos sociales, cuya lucha condujo a 

la creaciSn de.estos consejos, a aceptar la participaciSn de consejeros 
no comprometidos con su proyecto: 

Los consejeros tutelares de S~o Paulo se considera~ legitimos representan- 

tes de la poblaciSn y legitimos ocupantes de estos espacios pdblicos, en Ia 

medida que participaron de las movilizaciones pro EtA y pro CTCA en el mu- 

nicipio. Sucede que para los consejeros tutelares y para buena parte de los 

consejeros municipales, los espacios creados por el ECA son iegitimos si y 

cuando son ocupados por personas con "una historia" hecha en las "luchas" 

de los sectores pro ciudadania. Esta visiSn Ies hnpide considerar a los "otros", 
aquellos que no comuIgan la pract~ca, el discurso, la creencia como legitimos 

candidatos a consejeros tutelares (SmVA, 1994, p. 95). 

Varias de las disputas al interior del CCDM, cuya trayectoria est~ 

marcada por profundas divergencias partidarias, son ejemplos que van 

en la misma direcciSn, apuntando a la cuestiSn m~ amplia de la hete- 

rogeneidad interna de la sociedad civil y sefialando el papel que desem- 

pefian en ella. los distintos proyectos politicos que la atraviesan. En es- 

te sentido, lo que los espacios pdblicos pIantean es el aprendizaje de la 

tarea de construcciSn hegemSnica, que requiere el reconocimiento de 

la pluralidad como punto de partida de un proceso de bfisqueda de prin- 
cipios e intereses comunes, en torno a los cuales la articulaciSn de las 

diferencias se hace posible. 

La experiencia del FN~U, un espacio de articulaciSn al interior de un 

campo politico mucho mils homog~neo, apunta tambi~n a dificultades 

semejantes. Por un lado, la experiencia del foro ~ontribuy5 decisiva- 

mente a la ampliaciSn de los intereses y a una visiSn m~s abarcadora 
de las reivindicaciones, ilustrada, por ejempIo, por la transformaciSn de 
la demanda por vivienda en una lucha por la reforma urbana, con la 
creaciSn colectiva de una nociSn amplia y cornpartida de reforma urba- 

ha. Por otro lado, la explicitacidn de las divergencias internas al foro 
encuentra dificukades, en particular debido, al hincapi~ en la produc- 

cidn de los consensos posibles, que es el instrumento mils poderoso pa- 
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ra la acciSn del ~’oro como instru.nento de presi6n frente al Congreso 
Nacional y a otras instancias. 

LA ACCION CONJUNTA ENTRE ESTADO Y SOCIEDAD CML: 

PROYECTOS POLITICOS COMPARTIDOS~ COMPLEM~NTARIEDADES, 

ASOCIACIONES 

M~s all~ de haber enfrentado de manera relativamente exitosa las difi- 
cultades de calificaci6n t6cnica, i, qu4 tienen en co.nfin los casos del ~’P y 

del MST? Primero, un grado significativo de movilizaci6n y organizaci6n 

de los movimientos sociales vinculados. Segundo, una coincidencia de 
prop6sitos entre Estado y sociedad civil. En el caso de los PP de Porto 
Alegre y Belo Horizon%e, esta coincidencia tiene origen en el hecho de 

compartir un proyecto politico participativo y democratizante. Tambi4n 

es el caso de la asociaci6n establecida entre la alcaldia de S. Andr4 y 
Acci6n Educativa, en, aquello que el estudio de Ana Claudia Teixeira 
denomin5 "encuentro participativo". En el contexto de otro caso estu- 

diado, el de descontaminaci6n del rio Tie~,~, el cambio de las relaciones 
Estado-sociedad civil est~ determinado por el cambio de gobierno, con 
la sustituci6n del gobierno de Floury (PM~}S) por el gobierno de Covas 

(~sDs) y la ascensi6n de un proyecto polftico con caracter~sticas distin- 

tas. En la misma direcdSn, el estudio sobre et FNRU muestra c6.no la 
implementaci6n efectiva de las leyes org~nicas .nunicipales en lo que 
refiere a la reforma urbana se dio on aquellos municipios gobernados 

por fuerzas.comprometidas con esa concepci6n.          " ’ 

La idea-de co.npartir un proyecto- politico participa~ivo.y democrati,~ 
zante puede ser extendida para permitirnos entender tal vez .nejor un 

elemento recurrente mencionado en varios de los estudios: la existen- 
cia de ~ndividuos en posiciones clave al interior del aparato estatal que 
se comprometen de modo personal con los proyectos participativos. Es- 
te co.npro.niso es avalado por los sectores de la sociedad civil involucra- 
dos como un elemento decisivo en la implementaci6n exitosa de varias 
experiencias (v~anse los estudios acerca de ONG, MST y FNRU, en este vo- 

lu.nen). E1 inverso es igualmente recurrente: personas cuya disposici6n 
individual es hostil y ilegativa en relaci6n con Ia participaciSn y que, 
dadas las posiciones que ocupan, acaban contribuyendo de manera de- 
cisiva a la inviabilizaci6n del funciona*niento efectivo de los espacios. 
pfiblicos. Es el caso de vari0s de los consejos gestores, como indica el re- 

lato de Tatagiba, en este volumen, En el primer caso, es posible pensar 
en proy’ectos compartidos individual.nente, a pesar de tas eventuales 
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concepciones dominantes en el Estado, ya que la burocracia estatal de 

carrera no est~ necesariamente subordinada a esas concepciones. En el 
segundo caso, tlpico de los espacios pdblicos de constituciSn obligatoria, 
como los consejos gestores, se trata de la confrontaci6n entre proyectos 

distintos, en situaciones donde la corretaci6n de fuerzas no reproduce 
aquella que presidi6la creaci6n de estos espacios en la Constituci6n de 
1988, como veremos mgs adelante. La definici6n amptia de proyecto 

politico que utilizamos aqul definitivamente incluye las visiones elitis- 
tas de la polltica (y de la democracia) que permean nuestro universo 
cultural, asi co.no la creencia en el predo.ninio de una raz6n tecnocr~i- 

ca que, en dltima instancia, es antit~tica en relaciSn con ta expansi6n 

de los espacios pfibticos y con la participaciSn de la sociedad civil. 
En el caso del MST no hay evidentemente proyectos politicos compar- 

tidos. Pero hay una coincidencia de objetivos: al ~ST le interesaba la aI- 
fabetizaci6n de los asentados por razones vinculadas al proyecto politi- 

co del MST; al Estado le interesaba el crecimiento cuantitati~o de los ba- 
jos indices de alfabetizaciSn existentes. Esa mera complementariedad 
puntual es evidentemente precaria, como muestran las tensiones en la 
relaci6n Estado-MST a lo largo del proceso y, al final, la cancelaci6n del 
convenio con el gob~erno estatal. 

En el caso dot ~’P en Porto Alegre, sus 12 ahos de permanencia no in- 

dican la inexistencia de conflictos, pero si la base aparentemen~e sSlida 

sobre la cual ~stos son negociados. E1 comprom~so con el proyecto par- 

ticipativo de las diversas fuerzas invoIucradas goner6 esta base. Segdn 
Avritzer, no habia una propuesta inicial clara de presupuesto participa- 

tivo por parte de la administraci6n de Ol~vio Dutra en Porto Alegre en 

1989. Cada uno de los actores relevantes contribuy5 con parte de la 
propuesta: los .novi.nientos comunitarios fueron autores de la propues- 

ta de decisiSn sobre el presupuesto por las asambleas en cada una de 
las regiones de la ciudad; el Partido de los Trabajadores fue autor de la 

propuesta de formaci6n de consejos que llev5 a la for*nac~6n del Conse- 

jo del Presupuesto Participativo; y la alcaldia fue capaz de establecer 
una relaciSn clara entre formas p~blicas de par~icipaci6n y los tiempos 
y las estructuras de la administraeiSn municipal. E1 mecanismo de de- 

cisi6n basado en asambleas locales, uno de los elementos centrales de 
la democratizaci6n de las relaciones de poder en las dos ciudades, s61o 

fue posible gracias a la existencia previa de este.tipo de pr£ctica, intro- 
ducida pot las asociaciones comunitarias en las d~cadas de los setenta y 

ochenta. 
Distinto a compartir un proyecto politico, la complementariedad, pot 

asi decir, ~nstrumental, entre los prop6sitos del Estado y de la sociedad 
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civil, la cual parece :otorgar a algunos encuentros un grado razonable 

de ~xito y estabilidad, es una cuestiSn central cuya complejidad merece 

un an~disis m~is detallado. Su centralidad se relaciona con el hecho de 
que ella se ha constituido en los filtimos afios como una estrategia del 

Estado para la implementaci6a del ajuste neoliberal que exige la res- 
tricci6n de sus resp0nsabilidades sociales. En este sentido, ella forma 

parte de un campo marcado pot una confluencia perversa entre el pro- 

yecto pa~ticipativo, creado en torno a la extensiSn de la ciudadania y la 

profundizaciSn de la democracia, y el proyecto de un Estado m~nimo 

que se exime progresivamente de su papel de gin, ante de derechos. La 

perversidad est~ ubicada en el hecho de que, apuntando hacia direccio- 

nes opuestas y basra antag6nicas, ambos proyectos requieren una socie- 

dad civil activa y propositiva# Este es un dilema presente en la gran 

mayorfa de los estudios de caso y enfoca el debate que intenta evaluar 
las experiencias de actuaci6n conjunta con el Estado, det cual tratare- 

mos m~is adelante. 
Las relaciones entre Estado y ONe parecen constituir un campo ejem- 

plat de esa confluencia perversa. Dotadas de competencia tdcnica e in- 

serci6n social, interlocutores "confiables" entre los ratios posibles inter- 

locutores de la sociedad civil, elias son con frecuencia vistas como los 
compafieros ideales pot los sectores det Estado empefiados en la trans- 

ferencia de sus responsabilidades hacia la sociedad civil. Un eventual 
rechazo a asumir este papel (como, pot ejemplo, el que se dio con algu- 

has ON~ de Cear~, conforme sefiala el estudio acerca del CCDM) se dra- 
matiza cuando existe la posibilidad concreta de producir resultados po- 

sitivo~..: .._ fragmentados, puntuales,:proviso_rios, limitados, pero positi~ 

vos-- en relaci6n con !a disminuci6n de la desigualdad y con la mejora 

de las condiciones de vida de los sectores sociales alcanzados. 
Otro ejemplo de complementariedad entre Estado y sociedad civil 

parece ser el caso del CCDM, instalado como parte del llamado "gobierno 

de los cambios" en Ceac~. E1 discurso modernizador y participativo del 
nuevo proyeCto gubernamental contrasta con et autoritarismo olig~ir- 
quico hasta entonces dominante en la regiSn y consigue el apoyo de 

partidos politicos de izquierda y movimientos sociales. Es en este con- 

texto que se da la creaci6n del CCDM. tMpidamente, sin embargo, este 

discurso revela una pr~ctica donde la concepci6n de participaciSn de la 
sociedad civil se restringe a los sectores empresariales modernizadores. 
Desgastado por disputas internas y p0r un alejamiento de sus bases so- 

4 Aunque esas cualidades de la sociedad civil puedan asumir significados distintos al 

interior de los diferent~s proyectos 
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ciales, el CCDM pasa por un proceso de redefiniciSn en su fase In,is re- 

ciente que limita su alcance y significado para la lucha de las mujeres 
en ta sociedad. Segfin el estudio, 

Sin la representaci~n y commficaci6n con el movimiento de mujeres, el Con- 

sej0 se transforma en un espacio burocr~tico de elaboraci6n y ejecuciSn de 

proyectos sectoriales y de legitimaciSn de un discutso gubernamental que 

pregona la participaci6n y la ciudadanfa. E1 movimiento de mujeres pierde 
una buena oportan~dad de contribu~r, por medio de un mecanismo institu- 

cional, a la democra~izac~Sn del poder sobre las decisiones de Ias pollticas 

pfiblicas de interns de las mujeres y de la soc~edad. 

Ademfis de eso, el Consejo 

[...] opta por trabajar con la categoria de g~nero para conquistar espacios de 

diAlogo y neg~ciaci6n al interior del gobiernoo Esta categorla neutraliza el 

debate pol~mico y politico afribuido al feminismo y garantiza espacios de in- 

serci6n y actuaci6n en una perspectiva de g~nero, en algunos programas gu- 
bernamentales. C~nero legitima al gobierno frente a los organismos i~ter- 

nacionales de t~manciamiento, al incorporar un discurso moderno, t~cnico y 

de competencia, 

Asi, lo que era una promesa de compartir concepciones politicas dan- 
do base a una alianza Estado-sociedad civil (movimiento de mujeres) se 
transforma en una complementariedad instrumental que, a su vez, pa- 

rece acabar deline~h-~dose como otra alianza, presidida esta vez estricta- 

menie ............... por la 16gila del p_r0Y~e~ct~..gube~amen, t~ d~ m.gde~p_izaci~r~ 
Otra vertiente de la complementariedad entre Estado y sociedad civil 

parece estar vinculada a temfiticas especificas. As{, en ~.reas sensibles, 
donde et Estado no tiene calificaciSn suficiente, apelar a las asociacio- 

nes co~ la sociedad civil es frecuente: es el caso de las asociaciones con 
o~G ambientales, ONG-Aids, organizaciones feministas, ONG vinculadas 

al movimiento negro, etc. La cm’encia por parte del Estado de compe- 
tencias.especificas que las ONG pueden ofrecer constituye asi una com- 

plementariedad instrumental que proporciona una base sdlida para el 
establecimiento de estas asociaciones. Para aquellas ONG cnyas compe- 
tencias especfficas se crean incorpora~do las dernandas de movimientos 
organizados y los derechos de grupos sociales marcados por la exclu- 

siSn, estas organizaciSn son vistas, como en el caso deI MS% como un 
instrumento para afectar la acci6n estatat en direcci6n a ta expansi6n 

de la ciudadania. 
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LA CUESTION DE LA REPRESENTATMDAD 

Otro elemento que dsbs ssr mencionado es la representatividad de las 
diversas partes vinculadas en los encuentros. En et case de ta sociedad 

civil, esta es una dimensi6n crucial en los diversos cases analizados. 
Los resultados de la investigaciSn apuntan hacia una conclusiSn gene- 

ral nada sorprendente: cuanto mayor es la representatividad, mayores 
son las oportunidades de un reparto sfectivo del poder en la negocia- 

ci6n con el Estado. Ya mencionam0s los cases en que un grade signifi- 
cativo de movilizaci6n y organizaci6n afecta esta negociaci6n. Pero es 

precise explorar aspectos m~is complejos de la representatividad que se 
evidenciaron en la investigaci6n. 

1. La cuesti6n de la representatividad asume facetas variadas y/o es 
entendida de maneras diversas per parte de los diferentes actores. Per 

un lade, la capacidad de presi6n del MST, per ejemplo, es evidents en la 
realizaci6n de protestas y manifestaciones que, asi come el nfimero de 

participantes en el presupuesto participative y su capacidad de movili- 
zaci6n, atestiguan sue respectivas representatividades, entendidas en 
un sentido cl~sico. Per otro lade, hay un desplazamiento en el significa- 

do de la representatividad, tanto per parts del Estado come per parts 
de actores de la sociedad civil. En el case de las ONG, per ejemplo, esa 
representatividad parece desplazarse hacia el ripe de competencia que 
poseen: el Estado las ve come interlocutoras representativas en la me- 
dida e~ que tienen un conocimien~n especffico que proviene de su rela: .... 

ci6n (pasada q prese~e) con.determinados sectores s0c~a~es: j6venes, 
negros, mujeres, portadores de WH, movimientos ambientales, etc. Por- 

tadoras de esa capacidad especifica~ muchas ONG pasan tambi6n a verse 
come "representantes de la sociedad civil", en un significado particular. 

de esta nociSn de representa~ividad. Consideran m%n que su represen- 
tatividad proviene del hecho de qus expresan intereses difusos en la so- 

ciedad, a los cuales "darlan voz’. Esta representatividad provendrla 
entonces mucho m~s de una coincidencia entre estos intereses y los de- 
fendidos per las o~G qus de una articulaci6n explicita, o relaci6n org~- 
nica, entre 6stas y los por~adores de aquellos intereses. 

Otra manifestaci6n de ese desplazamiento puede ser identificada en 
el case del CCDM: las representantes de la sociedad civil en el Consejo 
fueron designadas per su vinculaci6n no con los movimientos de muje- 

res sine con los partidos politicos. Instancias tradicionalmente privile- 
giadas de representaciSn y aglutinaci6n de intereses, en este case los 
partidos consiguisron mantener este privilegio y poner bajo su control 
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la representaci6n de la sociedad civil en el CCDM. Para esto contribuy6 la 

partidizaci6n acentuada del movimiento de mujeres en Cear~, un fen6- 
meno no aislado en Brasil y en America Latina. 

Este desplazamiento de la noci6n de representatividad no es inocen- 
te ni en sus intenciones ni en sus consecuencias politicas. Su ejemplo 

m~s extreme es la composici6n del Consejo de la Comunidad Solidaria, 

vinculado al gobierno federal, deride la representaci6n de la sociedad 
civil se da a trav~s de invitaciones a individuos con alta notoriedad en 
la socisdad: artistas de televisi6n, personas que escriben con frecuencia 

en los medios de prensa, etc. Este significado particular de la noci6n de 
representatividad la reduce a la presencia social, en~endida, a su vez, 

come el espacio ocupado en los diversos tipos de medios de comunicaci6n. 
En el case de las ONO0 este desplazamiento no es sustentado s61o per 

las propias organizaciones sine reforzado per los gobiernos y per los or- 

ganismos internacionales, que buscan compafieros confiables y temen 
la politizaci6n del di~logo con los movimientos socialss y con las organi- 
zaciones de trabajadores, y alimentado per los medios, con frecuencia 
per motives semejantes. E1 resultado ha side una creciente identifica- 
ci6n entre "sociedad civil" y oNo, donde el significado de la expresiSn 

"sociedad civil" se restringe cads vez m6s a designar s6Io a estas orga- 

nizaciones, cuando no en mere sin6nimo de "tercer sector". Reforzada 
per lo que ha side denominado "onguizaci6n" de los movimientos socia- 

les (ALvm~EZ, 1999), ssta tendencia es mundial y estuvo presents en 
gran parts de los 22 paises deride se desarroll6 la investigaci6n Civil 

Society and Governance, tanto en t~rminos analiticos come en la elec- 

ci6~ de~es.£udios de.case,. ..................................................... 
El s6tido predominio de las o~ expresa, per un lade, la difusi6n de 

un paradigma global que mantiene estrechos vfnculos con el modelo 
neoliberal, en la medida en que responde a las exigencias de los ajustes 
estructurales per 61 determinados. Per otro lade, con el creciente aban- 

done de relaciones orgfinicas con los movimientos sociales que ias ca- 
racterizaba en periodos anteriores, la autonom(a politica de tas ONG 
crea una situaci6n peculiar donde estas organizaciones son responsa- 
bles ante los organismos internacionales que las financian y el Estado 
que tas contrata come prestadoras de servicios pero no ante la sociedad 

civil, de la cual ss intitu]an representantes, ni tampoco ante los secto- 

res sociales de cuyos intereses son pertadoras, o ante cualquier otra 
instancia de car~cter pfiblico. Per m~s bien intencionadas que sean, su 

actuaci6n traduce sobre todo los deseos de sus equipos directives,s 

5 Agradezco a Sergio Baierle haber destacado este filtimo punto. 
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2. La representatividad en los espacios pfiblicos de di~logo con el 

tado constituye un desaffo cuyas proporciones hart provocado un am- 
plio debate, mencionado arriba~ no sSlo acerca de las formas de asegu- 
rarla sino tambi~n respecto a la evaluaciSn del funcionamiento de di- 
chos espaeios. La necesidad de articutacidn entre las organizaciones de 
la sociedad civil ha sido destacada como una forma de asegurar una re- 

presentatividad mayor. La enorme emergencia de. redes de varios tipos, 

as~ como de foros tem~ticos como el FnRu,.responde a esa necesidad 
de hacer mils densa la representatividad de la sociedad civil, a modo de 
asegurar un di~logo eficaz con el Estado, tanto en los procesos de nego- 

ciaci6n como en la inclusi6n de temas especfficos en la constituci6n de 
la agenda estatal. 

E1 efecto del pasaje a una forma de actuaciSn que se Caracteriza por 

la "inserciSn institucional" y privilegia los procesos de negociaciSn con 

el Estado al interior de los nuevos espacios generados pot el avarice de- 
mocr~tico, ha sido objeto de evaluaci6n y debate por parte de movi- 
mientos sociaIes, ONG y foros tem6ticos. E1 impulso m~is significativo 
para este debate es un an~lisis de Ias avances y de los limites y dificul- 
tades encontrados. E1 tema de ]a representatividad es central en este 
debate porque, en atgunos casos, se establece, como vireos, una polari- 
dad entre la acciSn institucional y la movilizaciSn social, el trabajo de 
organizaciSn junto a las bases. Esta polaridad se identifica en particu- 

lar en el caso de los consejos gestores y del CCDM, pero tambidn en el ca- 

so det FN~U, cUyo objetivo es constituir un espacio social de articulaciSn 
en torno a la reforma urbana pero que ha. privilegiado la acci6n ante al 

Congreso. Las dificultades en la movi!izaciSn son percibidas como re- 
sultado del hincapi~ en la acciSn institucional, estableci~ndose una 

relaci6n de exclusi6n entre ellas. Las dificultades y los limites encon- 

trados en este tipo de espacio refuerzan esta polaridad en la medida en 

que fundamentan la pregunta:/,los avances no serian mayores con otro 
tipo de estrategia, que privilegiase la organizaci6n y movilizaci6n en la 
sociedad civil? 

Los casos de los presupuestos participativos y del MST, por otro lado, 

hart demostrado que esa relaci6n de exclusi6n no es necesaria o inevita- 
ble. E1 MST ha sabido combinar las dos formas de lucha y los presupues- 
tos participativos han funcionado incluso como estimuladores de la or- 
ganizaci6n politica y del asociativismo, como demuestra el estudio de 

Avritzer, en este volumen. 

En el caso de las oNo, el debate acerca de diferentes estrategias de ac- 

ciSn asume otras caracteristicas, vinculadas a las especificidades de 
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esos actores y a la diversidad que las caracteriza, como muestra el estu- 

dio de Chaves Teixeira, en este volumen. En este sentido, la evaluaciSn 
de la estrategia de acciSn conjunta con el Estado por medio de la ejecu- 
ciSn de proyectos e implementaciSa de pollticas pfiblicas pasa, para al- 

gunos tipos de or~, por el an~lisis de los avarices que es~a acciSn trae 
para las organi~aciones en cuanto tales. Asf, por un lado, las osG reco- 

nocen las ventajas que la acciSn conjunta con el Estado les trae: m~s 

all~ de la supervivencia material, a trav~s de los recursos financieros 

provenientes del Estado, un aumento en su propia capacitaciSn, el 

prestigio que proviene del reconocimiento del Estado y la consecuente 

mayor presencia en los medios, etc. Por otro lado, esta accidn trae tam- 

bi~n resultados positivos para eI "pfiblico-objetivo" (los. grupos sociales 

beneficiados por proyectos especificos) y para los sectores m~s amplios 
que se reconocen en los "intereses difusos" promovidos pot tas o~. 

Para las os~ que sustentan proyectos politicos que ~van m~is allfi de su 

supervivencia, la mayoria de los formatos que asume Ia relaciSn con el 
Estado ofrece motivos de preocupacidn: el riesgo de la coop~aciSn por 
el Estado y de la p~rdida de autonomfa; el riesgo "de votverse una orga- 

~izaciSn ’m~s t~cnica, menos politica’ " (en palabras de uno de los en- 

trevistados en et estudio de Teixeira), la ausencia de relaciones m~s 
igualitarias y la subordinaciSn a Ios propSsitos y necesidades de los go- 

biernos. 

FORMAS INSTITUCIONALES 

" Una dimensiSn~mportante en los diversos espacios pdblicos estudia- 
dos, es la cuestiSn de las respectivas formas institucionales. Aunque las 

experiencias no sean rigurosamente comparables, es interesante sefia- 
far aIgunas diferencias. En el caso del ~P, la investigaciSn demostr5 que 
tanto la formulaciSn inicial del presupuesto participativo como los pro- 

cedimientos y pr~cticas que lo constituyen man~ienen una relaciSn 
muy prSxima con las concepciones y pr~cticas de los sectores organiza- 
dos de la sociedad civil vinculadoso. Hecho que tomamos, como ya se di- 

jo, como un indicador de compartir un mismo proyecto politico. En el 
caso del MST, el Movimiento mantiene el control sobre la concepciSn, 
los contenidos y la ejecuciSn del convenio con el Estado para alfabetiza- 

ciSn, preservando un grado de aut0nomia sus~ancial. Aunque el papel 
de este filtimo sea asegurar el financiamiento de los recursos necesa- 
rios, lo que ciertamente le confiere un grado significativo de poder, no 
es casual que la gran mayorla de los entrevistados en el estudio insista 
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en que los proyectos "son del MST" y-no del Estado (v~ase Souza, en es- 
te volumen). 

En el caso de los consejos gestores, su formato obedece a directrices 
b~sicas, esta~darizadas nacionalmente, que provienen de su reglamen- 

tac~Sn legal, donde la participaci6n de la sociedad civil es obligatoria. 

Es preciso comprender que la instituciSn de la participaciSn de la socie- 
dad civil en condiciones igualitarias con la representaci6n guberna- 
mental,:a pesar de los limites de su significado efectivo, sefialados en el 

estudio de Tatagiba, represent6 "un cambio crucial en el modelo ante- 

rior de politicas sociales" (Dm~B~, 1998). Este cambio rue posible gra- 
cias a ta correlaci6n de fuerzas presente en el nivel nacional durante la 
elaboraci6n de la Constituci6n de t988, para la cual, como sabemos, 

contribuy6 de manera decisiva la organizaci6n de los movimientos so- 
ciales de curio democratizan~e. Es preciso destacar el hecho de que esa 
correlaciSn de fuerzas favorable est& lejos de reproducirse en los con- 

textos localizados y en los momentos en que se da la instalaciSn de los 

consejos en ratios municipios y estados e incluso en el ~nbito federal. 
Es signlflcativo, por ~anto, que gran parte de la actividad de los con- 

sejos durante su periodo inicial se haya enfocado en la discusiSn det de- 
talle de este formato, conforme demostr6 la investigaci6n. Esta discu- 
siSn mostr6 en innumerables casos una profunda resistencia y hostili- 

dad respecto a formatos m~s igualitarios de participaci6n pot parte de 
los representantes del aparato de Esgado. Con frecuencia, dichos for- 

matos representan cutlas democratizantes insertos en contextos predo- 
minantemen~e conservadores, sustentados por una. e~tructura estatal 

que retiene !os trazos autoritarios que pFesidieron ~histSricamente su 
constituci6n. Por tanto, el carficte~: que los consej~os-9~aKa k~ir ~hc-a- 

da caso ~meras estructuras gubernamentales adicionales o espacios 
pdblicos donde se constituyen actores colectivos y sujetos politicos au- 
tSnomos--depender~ del resultado de la disputa que se establece en los 
diferentes contextos que los abrigan. 

Asi, el car~cter frecuentemente exacerbado de esta disputa al inte- 

rior de los consejos gestores, descrito con minuciosidad en la bibliogra- 

fia analizada pot. Tatagiba, puede ser considerado entonces como evi- 
dencia de la amenaza.potencial que represen~an para el mantenimiento 
de.la estructura y de los modos de decisidn dominances en el aparat0 de 

Estado brasilefio. 
En el caso del ~sa~, por ejemplo, su acciSn frente al Congreso est& 

subordinada a ta estructura y dinfimica de 4ste, con las dificultades que 
ellas implican, explicitadas en la investigaci6n. La centralizaci6n de 
der al interior de la estructura det Congreso, aliada al desequilibrio no- 
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torio entre los poderes Ejecutivo y Leg~slativo vigente en el gobierno de 

Ferna~do Henrique Cardoso, evidenciado de manera incuestionable por 
.Ia cantidad absoluta de medidas provisorias6 enviadas por el Ejecutivo 
al Congreso, hace de ]a presi6n sobre et Congreso, segfin Almeida Silva, 

una tarea desgastante y poco atractiva para la sociedad civil. 
Aqui, una vez m~, lo que parece estar en juego son las diversas co- 

rrelaciones de fuerzas, que permiten o no a la sociedad civil un poder 
efectivo en la definiciSn de estos formatos que, a su vez, condicionan 
las posibilidades de su acci6n. Eso quiere decir que los formatos insti- 

tucionales no son variables independientes, sino que expresan los re- 

sultados de estas correlaciones de fuerza. Adem~s, si los formatos m~s 
democr~iticos ciertamente constituyen significativos avances, existen 

innumerables ejemplos, en la experiencia de los consejos., acerca de me- 
canismos utilizados con dxito para burlar sus efectos en la din~mica 

concreta de funcionamiento de esos espacios. Esta constatacidn no es 
extratla a los sectores organizados de la sociedad que, de cara a Ia mul- 

tiplicacidn de los consejos, ha optado, en ocasiones, por una insercidn 
selectlva en aquellos espaclos institucionates donde las correlaciones de 

fuerzas son m~s favorables y los avances m~is probables (C~v~u~o, 

1997). 

Hay una significativa unanimidad en los relatos de las experiencias es- 
tudiadas en relaci6n con el reconocimiento de su efecto positivo en el 

proces? de creaciSn de una cuttura m~ democrfitica en la sociedad bra- 
siletla. Este reconocimiento se da aun en los casos donde la evaluaci6n 
del efecto m~is general es predominantemente negativa. 

En primer lugar, Ia propia existencia de espacios pdblicos con partici- 

paciSn de la sociedad civil confronta, como vimos, tanto las concepciones 
elitistas de democracia como las concepciones tecnocr&ticas y autorita- 
rias acerca de la naturaleza del proceso decisorio al interior del Estado. 

Cuestiona tarnbi6n el hist6rico monopolio estatal sobre Ia definiciSn de 
lo que es pfiblico y ha contribuido positivamente para una mayor trans- 

parencia de las acciones estatales, colaborando asl a la erosi6n de una 

~ Las med~das prov~sorlas son enviadas por el Ejecutivo al Congreso y tienen fuerza 

de ley (provisoria) afin antes de set aprobadas pot 61. E1 car~cter provisorio es conforma- 

do por la sucesiva renovaciSn de las mJsmas medidas, Debido el absoluto abuso del Ejecu- 

tivo durante el mandato del presiden~e Fernando Henr~que Cardoso en el uso de esa pre- 

rro~ativa, prevista originaImente para cuestiones de urgencia~ el Congreso discute a~- 

ma]mente su mod~ficaciSn. 
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visi6n "estatista" de la politica brasilefia que afin predomina en nues- 

~ra cultura.politica. 
En segundo lugar, la convivencia con las diferencias ha prornovido 

en esos espacios el dificil aprendizaje del reconocirniento del otto en 

cuanto portador de derechos, asi como de Ia existencia y legitimidad dot 
conflicto, en cuanto dirnensior~es constitutivas de la democracia y de la 

ciudadania. Pot otto lado, esos nuevos escenarios estimulan la consoli- 
daciSn de la capacidad propositiva de los.movimientos sociales y otros 
sectores de la sociedad civil, que vino, durante los afios noventa, a su- 

rnarse a su capacidad reivindicatoria. Dicha capacidad propositiva re- 
quiere, a diferencia de la simpIe reivindicaci6n, el reconocimiento de la 
totalidad de intereses involucrados y la visi6n de la sociedad en su con- 

junto, y, pot tanto, la superaci6n de una cultura particularis~a o corpo- 

ra~ivista. 
En tercer lugar, esos espacios han servido de medios de expresiSn y 

defensa de reivindicaciones de derechos de los excluidos de la ciudada- 
nia en Brasil y, en esa rnedida, han contribuido al reconocimiento de 

ellos por parte de la sociedad como un todo, aun cuando ese reconoci- 
miento no se traduce inmediatamente en medidas concretas. La parti- 

cipacidn de la sociedad civil en la publicizaci6n de un enorme ndrnero 

de demandas de derechos ha alterado la cara de la sociedad brasilefia a 
1o largo de los dos dltirnos decenios. E1 hecho, incuestionable, de que 
estas demandas encuentren escaso abrigo en las politicas p~blicas dot 

Estado no debe oscurecer el avarice que significa su. publicizaci6n y le- 

gitimaci6n en ol m.arco social.                                . . 

~,DESDE DONDE EVALUAR LA PARTICIPACION DE LA SOCIEDAD CML 

Y SUS (DES)ENCUENTROS CON EL ]~STADO? ACERCA DE EXPECTATWAS, 

pAB~METROS Y MODELOS 

Dos observaciones finales me parecen relevantes y se refieren a los pa- 
r~imetros en que se basa la evaluaci6n de esas experiencias de "encuen- 
fro" eatre sociodad civil y Estado y de las posibilidades de transforma- 

ci6n que su acciSn conjunta implicaria. 
En prir~er lugar, la evaluaciSn frecuentemente nega~iva y et tono 

critico que permea una par~e significativa de los estudios de caso pue- 
den indicar que los pariu~aetros de esa evaluaci6n recibieron una impor-. 
tante influencia de las expectativas generadas en la constituci6n de 

esas experiencias. Si este fuera el caso, correraos el riesgo de reprodu- 

cir los misrnos errores de an~lisis que caracterizaron parte importante 
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de la bibliografia acerca el papeI de los movimient0s sociales en los 
afios setenta y ochenta en Brasil. Los movimientos sociales fueron en- 

tusiastamente recibidos; en algunas versiones, como los nuevos sujetos 

de la Revoluci6n --@sta, a su vez, con el nuevo nornbre de Democracia, 
corne apun~an Lechner (1988) y otr~s-~. Como no la llevaron a cabo, 
vieron decretada su "muerte", "crisis", "reflujo", etc., o sirnplemente 

su "irrelevancia" para ta "consolidaciSn" democr~tica, at ser compara- 
dos con otros actores politicos c0rnolos partidos, pot ejernplo. En este 
sentido, atribuir de manera indiscriminada a los espacios de participa- 
ciSn de la sociedad civil el papel de entes fundarnentales en la transfor- 
rnaciSn del Estado y de la sociedad, en la eliminaci6n de la desigualdad 

y en la instauracidn de la ciudadania, transformando las expectativas 
que estimularon la lucha polltica que se ~rab5 pot su constitucidn ea 
par~netros para su evaluaciSn, puede llevarnos inexorablemente a la 

cons~ataciSn de su fracaso. 
Una evaluaci6n rngm productiva, incluso desde el punto de vista poli- 

tico, como interesados en la profundizacidn de la democratizaciSn bra- 
silefia, debe partir del reconocimiento de la complejidad de ese proceso 
y de la diversidad de los contextos, involucrando la multiplicidad de re- 
taciones entre fuerzas politicas, como intentamos sugerir en este texto. 

Asl, por un tado, ]a evaluaciSn de esos espacios pfiblicos de participa- 

ciSn debe considerarlos no corno resultantes del potencial democratizan- 

te de una finica --y hornog~nea-- variable, la participaciSn de la sociedad 
civil, sino como resultado de relaciones cornplejas de fuerzas heterog~- 

neas, que involucran actores diversos, en una disputa entre proyectos 

politicos diferenciados a la cual la sociedad civil; como vireos, no.es in- 
mune. A1 contrario de considerarse como la nueva pea~acea uni~rersal 

(on un pa~s con las dificultades de organizaciSn popular como el nues- 
tro), esta participaciSn podr~t ser mejor entendida si es examinada no 
s51o en las relaciones internas y en la diversidad que la sociedad civil 
--afin-- tiende a esconder, como tarnbi~n en las relaciones que esta 

participaci6n mantiene cori la multiplicidad de dimensiones y actores 
que componen el esceriario donde ella se da. Pot otro lado, y en con- 
secuencia, esa evaluaciSn exige la particularizaciSn de los contextos 
concretos de esta participaciSn, permitiendo la explicitaciSn de estos 
escenarios cornplejos y la comprensiSn de su efecto en cada uno de 
ellos. Evitarernos asi las generali~aciones apresuradas, tin]to las positi- 

vas corno las negativas, respecto a la contribuci5n de la participaci6n 
de la sociedad civil en la construcciSn democr~itica, un proceso que es, 

dicho sea de paso, siempre desigual en su ritmo y en su alcance. 
Una segunda observaciSn, en la misma direcciSn, refiere a una in- 
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terpretaciSn implicita que parece es~ar detrfis de las diversas criticas 
que hacemos al resultado de los diferentes "encuentros" entre sociedad 
civil y Estado: lo que producen son pol/ticas fragmentadas, sectorializa- 

das, puntuales, compensatorias, paliativas, etc. Estas evaluaciones son 
realizadas, aparentemente, en contraste con un "modelo" que seria la 

"verdadera polltica pfiblica", cuya expticitacidn y discusiSn, sin embar- 

go, no se hace. Por lo menos tres cuestiones --interrelacionadas-- 
recen estar en juego en esas criticas. Primero, la cuestidn del sentido 

de estas polfticas: un compoaente relativamente claro de esa nociSn 
implicita de lo que sea "la verdadera politica pfiblica", es lu idea de que 

su contenido debe tener un sentido universalizante, dirigi~ndose a la 
poblaciSn como un todo. Se critica entonces el que las politicas que re- 
.sultan de los encuentros son puntuales y sectorializadas, se limitan a 

tem~ticas y g-rupos especfficos. Segundo, y casi como consecuencia de la 
primera cuestiSn, se critica la fragmentaciSn de estas poHticas: su con- 

tenido quedarfa restringddo al ~mbito de su aplicaciSn, no generalizhn- 
dose a otros espacios y otras tem~ticas. Por filtimo, la evaluaciSn del 
car~cter patiativo y compensatorio de estas polfticas parece referirse al 
hecho de que elias no con~emplan la eliminaciSn radical de la desigual- 

dad, enfoc~ndose sSlo a atenuar y compensar --mfnimamente y de for- 

ma Iocalizada-- sus efectos. 
Si, por un tado, es f~icil concordar con esas crfticas, por otro, un exa- 

men m~s detallado puede revelar su inadecuaciSn. Asf, es preciso recor- 
dar que varios de los espacios de formulaciSn de politicas se definen y 

disefian para funcionar como productores de potfticas sectorializadas 

y/o puntuales: los consejos gestores son un ejemplo d~la prim~era op- ............ 
cidn; la mayoria de las diversas asociaciones Estado-o~c en torno a pro- 

yectos especfficos ejemplifican acciones que son, en sus intenciones, no 

sdlo puntuales sino tambidn paliativas y compensatorias. 
Lo que parece necesario entonces es que se expliciten los presupues- 

tos de esas crfticas y se profundice la cuesti6n implicita en ellas --too- 

delos opcionales de formulaci6n de politicas pdblicas---y sus implica- 
clones. Si esta es la cuesti6n fundamental implicita en las crfticas que 
hacemos, es preciso reconocer que ella trasciende la dimensiSn de la 
participaciSn de la sociedad civil en la formulaci6n de las pollticas .pfl- 
blicas y se remite al ~_mbito m~ amplio --y afin m~s complejo~ de los 
modelos de gesti6n del Estado, una distincidn con frecuencia ausente 

en evaluaciones de este tenor. 
Un ejercicio para intentar explicar los presupuestos que parecen 

subyacer a esas evaluaciones, puede tal vez iluminar su importancia y 
sus consecuencias y contribuir a ese debate: Una primera premisa que 
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parece implfci~a en esas cri~icas es la idea de que es necesario algfin ni- 

vel de centralizaciSn de las pali~icas pfiblicas: la opciSn para evitar su 

car~cter puntual, fragmentado y sectorializado serfa su formulaciSn 
(pot lo menos de su sentido ~u~s general) centralizada, que pudiese ase- 
gurar su implementaciSn en todo et territorio nacional. Una primera 

implicaciSn de esta idea es que el Estado central (o Ejecutivo en el nivel 
federal) serfa la instancia adecuada para esta formulaciSa de pollticas 

pdblicas. Una primera consecuencia de esto es obvia: transformaciones 

en el sentido de las polfticas p~bI~cas (para que se dirijan efectivamente 
a la creaciSn de la ciudadanfa y a Ia etiminaciSn de la desigualdad), que 
se hacen posibles en el nivel municipal o estatal o en determinados sec- 

tores del Estado central, gracias a correlacioues de fuerzas m~s favora- 

bles, serfan tal vez inviabilizadas o demandarfan una concentraciSn in~ 
mensa de esfuerzos (estoy habtando aquf de lucha politica) para su rea- 
lizaciSn. Una segunda consecuencia refiere a la participaciSn de la 
sociedad civil ea esta elaboraciSn centralizada de las polfticas pfibl~cas. 
M~ all~ de la dificil cuest~Sn de la funcional~dad de la participaciSn de 
la sociedad civil, que, problem~tica er~ el nivel local, se torna mucho 
m~s compleja en las iastancias nacionales, es preciso reconocer que la 

articulaciSn de las demandas de la sociedad civil, necesaria para atem 
der este formato centralizado, no parece corresponder a la din~m~ca 
real de su organizaciSn. La pregunta que surge es si este modelo cen- 
tralizado, utitizado ampliamente por el t~stado brasilefio er~ el pasado, 
es compatible con la democratizaciSn del proceso de eiaboraciSn de po- 

If~icas pdblicas mediante Ia par~ic~paciSn de la sociedad civil, M~s afin, 

¯ si Ia fragmentaciSn y la.sectorializaciSn, y tambi~n el car~cter puntual,.. 

emergente, compensatori0, no son dimensiones caracterfstic~s de las 
demandas que ta sociedad civil presenta hoy en Brasil. 

Esta dltima pregunta nos lleva a otra premisa que parece implfcita 
en las evaluaciones de los espacios pdblicos de participaciSn de la socie- 
dad civil Si "la verdadera polftica pfiblica" debe ser .necesariamente 

determinada por una direcciSn (que ya ~ace) clara, sistem~tica, cohe- 
rente, general y nacional, que afecta al pais entero y a toda su pobla- 
ciSn, esta direcciSn se confuude entonces con un proyecto politico do* 
rainante (o hegemSnico). En ~hste sentido, el acceso a la formulaciSa de 

polfticas p~blicas por parte de la sociedad civil y de los movimientos 
sociales se constituirfa no sSlo en la "penetraciSn" del Estado pot la so- 

ciedad, en palabras de Genro (1995), sino en la "infiltraciSn" de otro 
proyecto politico, a~n incapaz de ejercer la hegemonfa por la via electo- 
ral convencional del r~gimen democr~tico represe~tativo. Si en efecto 
~sta fuera la idea implfcita en estos angdisis crfticos, ella pecarfa no sSlo 
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por, una vez m~s, homogeneizar equivocadamente a la sociedad civil, 
que est6 lejos de expresar un proyecto politico finico, sino tambi~n por 

conferir una importancia desmesurada a los espacios de participaciSn 
como instrumentos centrales de la construzciSn hegemSnica. M~s afin, 
esta idea supondria la existencia de un proyecto poIitico alternativo ca- 
paz de articular las demandas fragmentadas, sectorializadas, puntua- 
les, emergentes, que caracterizan hoy la acciSn de la sociedad civil. 

Lo que quiero sugerir es que, subyacente a esas cr~ticas, puede haber.. 
una concepciSn acerca del significado de las politicas pfiblicas y de los 
espacios de su formulaciSn que contribuye a una visiSn desplazada de 

ia participaciSn de la sociedad civil en estos espacios, sus limites y sus 
posibilidades. Esta visiSn tenderia a considerar la elaboraciSn de politi- 

cas pdblicas como una arena polltica abierta, donde la disputa hegemS- 
nica se darla entre contendientes equivalentes y cuyo resultado ser~a 
capaz de definir el car~cter general de estas politicas. Si ellas no asu- 

men un car~cter igualitario universal y global, la participacidn de la so- 
ciedad civil ser~a entonces ineficaz y, en Oltima instancia, infitil. Esta 

comprensiSn, que yo denominaria provisionalmente maximalista, con- 
fiere a esta arena politica una centralidad en ta disputa hegemSnica 

que me parece ilusoria, en el sentido de que la considera un espacio 
donde puede y debe ser trabado el "ataque frontal al Estado" (la guerra 

de movimiento gramsciana). Esta concepciSn tiende a ignorar la multi- 
plicidad de espacios de la disputa hegemSnica y mitifica aquel espacio 

donde las fuerzas dominantes est~ legStimamente atrincheradas para 
hacer operativa la direcciSn de los rumbos de 1~ sociedad, una direcciSn 
fundada en su pro_.p_io pr.oyecto po!i~ico y supue~tame~te sacramentad~- 

en las urnas. Que esta trinchera haya perdido su car~icter monopSlico 
y, como se ha dicho, gracias a una correlaciSn de fuerzas favorable ha- 
ya adoptado formatos que la hicieron pemeable a brechas democrati- 

zantes, no debe llevarnos a oscurecer su naturaleza b~sica. Es este el 
debate, adem~is, que se sitfia en el interior de la sociedad civil, susten- 

tado por m0vimientos sociales y one, cuando se plantea Ia disyuntiva 

entre "lucha institucional" y "movilizaciSn social" y se pregunta cugd 
de estos desafios --y de estas arenas-- debe concentrar hoy en Brasil las 
energias de las organizaciones de la sociedad civil empefladas en et 
avance democr~tico y en la creaciSn de una sociedad m~s igualitaria. 

Una interpretaciSn alternativa podr~a sugerir que los espacios de 

formulaciSn de p01iticas constituyen una de tas mdttiples arenas donde 

se desarrolla la disputa tlegemSnica, en una guerra de posiciones don- 
de acciones puntuales, de menor amplitud y significado m~s inmediato, 
pueden acumularse molecularmente para minar el orden social desigual 
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y significar la expansiSn gradual de un proyecto hegemSnico alternati- 

vo, si, evidentemente, este proyecto fuera capaz de mantener un vincu- 
lo orggmico respecto a estas acciones puntuales, confiri~ndoles una ar- 
ticulaciSn y direcciSn propias. 

Para que estos espacios puedan constituir una arena de este tipo, es 
preciso que sean efectivamente pgblicos, en su format~ y en su resul.ta- 

do. De ahi la importancia de rescatar el hincapi~ en el car~cter propia- 
mente p~blico que deben tener las politicas pgblicas, reconociendo que 
la constituciSn del interns pdblico es un proceso radicatmente innova- 
dor en Ia sociedad brasilefia que enfrenta, por esto mismo, enorrnes re- 
sistencias y dificultades. Esto implica tambi~n reconocer que la dimen- 
siSn del conflicto es inherente a este proceso, como lo es a la propia de- 

mocracia, y que los espacios de formulaciSn de politicas que cuentan 
con Ia participaciSn de ta sociedad civil no sSlo est~in inherentemente 

marcados por el confticto sino que representan un avarice ~lemocrg~tico 
en la medida en que hacen pfiblico el conflicto y ofrecen procedimien- 
tos y espacio para que sea considerado legitimamente. La ausencia 
de espacios de este tipo facilita la toma de decisiones y ta formulaciSn de 
politicas por medio de un ejercicio autoritario del poder, donde el Esta- 
do ignora y destegitima el conflicto o lo trata en los espacios privados 
de los gabinetes, con los que tienen acceso a ellos. La desprivatizaciSn de 
las estructuras decisorias del Estado y la publicizaciSn det conflicto re- 

presentan, por tanto, condiciones favorables al avarice de construccio- 
nes hegemSnicas alternativas. 

Ade.r~, el. ~incap~:~ en la constituci6n d.e_! interns pfiblico, al ~n~.ri0r 
de los espacios de formula~6n~de las polfticas pdblicas (y fuera de ellos) 
puede contribuir a combatir una ~endencia hoy notoria en Brasil, refe- 
rida a la creciente despolitizaci6n de la participaci6n de la sociedad ci- 

vil. De esta manera, su involucramiento en las politicas pfiblicas, en el 

cuadro de la confluencia perversa mencionada anteriormente, tiende a 

hacer que las tareas de gesti6n del Estado pasen a tomar el lugar --y 

agotar el significado~ de lapolitica. Rescatar y reforzar ese significado 
en la disputa, en el debate y en la deliberaci6n en torno a la constitu- 
ci6n del interns pfiblico es la tarea fundamental de la sociedad civil. 

Esto no implica sugerir que los resultados de los encuentros que estu- 

diamos tengan necesariamente este significado: elementos moleculares 
contribuyendo a una construcciSn hegemSnica alternativa. ~ncluso por- 

que no es la participaciSn, de la sociedad civil que aseguraria, sin m~s, 
este car~icter, pero sl el contenido concreto de las pollticas en cuestiSn. 
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Pero esta discusiSn, preliminar y tentativa, pretende sefialar la impor- 
taucia de este debate y alertar acerca .de la necesidad de explicitar de 
manera m~s cuidadosa y examinar en. sus consecuencias el significado 
que atribuimos a Ias polfticas pfibIicas. En la.medida en que gran parte 
de la participaciSn de la seciedad civil en Brasit est~i actualmente diri- 
gida a los espacios de formulaciSn de polfticas pfibIicas, este debate 

t~ en la base de la evaluaciSn de los l/mites y posibilidades de esta par- 
ticipaciSn. 
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3 Themes a Conversation on Race 
and Gender in International Human 
Rights Law 

Celina Rornany 

ii: I. INTitOOUCTION 

In the past few decades, a concerted women’s movement has seized d~e haterna- 

tional human rights arena in an e~fort.to make these rights responsive to the reali- 

ties of gender inequality. The Kio~ Vienna~ Cairo, Copenhagen, Beiiing, arid Istart- 

buI corfferences presented opportunities ~or translating women’s claims into rights 

and into policy-oriented platforms for action. The incorporation of women’s rights 

as human rights was clearly recognized in these corfferences’ blueprints. 

Women’s marginalization, however, wears many ~aces around the ginbe. Black 

are marginalized by virtue of their membership in a historically subordi- 

~. Kegard[ess of demographic realities, Black women are treated as 

tl minorities.~ 

The reality of compounded stibdrdination experienced by Black wo~em, indige- 

and "wornen~-o~ colore in the Ameti¢an region ha~grown in serious 

~ortions. If we talk about the feminization of poverty without realizing how 

fernirdzation gains intensity when racialized, we would distort gender azatysis. 
Black women are national minorities and are located at 

social and economic ladder. They experience poverty at higher 
other women’s groups. They confront higher heal~ risks, are affected by 

of adequate reproductive rights policies, and are severely isolated when 

violence. For all these women the tack of an adequate national policy, as 

inadequate implementation of services, is severely affecting their chances 

poverty and discrimination. 
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As a tool of empowerment and as a discourse with its o~a set of remedial strate- 

gies, international human rights law can begin to make vlsible the compounded social 
marginalizafion these women experience. The incorporation of their voices into the in- 
ternational human rights framewor.k will result in tremendous gains .in such areas as 

violence, reproductive rights, and the economic and social rights of women. 
Women who become social minorities via multiple discrimina.tions have been 

more isolated andthus less able to coalesce in networks that are Catalysts for the 

new conceptual frameworks required to make their needs visible and properly 
heard. Equally difficult is their national and regional participation in discussions 

that revolve around ethnic and racial discrimination. The latter has an. androcentric 
focus that obscures the gender dimenslon,z That is, racial and ethnic oppressions 
seem to affect only men. SuCh isolation and compartmentalization are fi.~thered by 
the failure of international and regional institutional forums and nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) to incorporate an integrated race/ethnic/gender perspective. 

Women who experience multiple forms of discrimination in their public and pri- 

vate lives need to participate in the redefinition of human rights law. Both race and 
ethnic subordination dompoand the way women experience devaluation and invisi- 
bility in society. To ask an Afro-Latina or au African American womanto neatly 
compartmentalize and dissect each source of oppression is to ask her to deny her 

~ife experiences. 
It is time to redefine, in the concrete scenario of the experiences of Black women, 

a feminist theoretical model of international human rights law, which, although ac- 
knowledging diversity, is still far from recognizing and addressing its implications 

in both theory and practice. In this chapter I will sketch the themes for the begin- 
ning of a conversation on race and gender in international human rights law. Ex- 
trapolating from the insights of critical race theory, critical race feminism, and post- 
modernist feminism, I aim to chart a methodological course for thinking about 

Black women in inmrnational human rights law and for devising legal strategies 
that better respond to their compounded sources of oppression. 

The analysis of the intersection of race andgender in the context of Black women 
can hopefully be extrapolated for issues involving the international human right~ of 
women of color in generals I thus hope this ch~i~te~’"#ill be a contribution toward 

.... "~~’~i~1 .;t~d pr~’dti~l re-vigii~a-’of international human~rights law that can be 
adapted to the country-specific realities of women’s simultaneous experience of 

racism and sexism. 
In suggesting themes for an ongoing conversation on the incorporation of race and 

gender, we must take notice of the multiplicity of conversations that revolve around 
ti~is one. Issues of poverty and the very concept of "minority" in international human 
rights law ate key components of these conversations. As a tool to redress com- 
pounded marginality, the incorporation of the intersection of race and gender in in- 
ternationa! human rights law requires the isolation of race ds one category that is in- 
~eriorized and stigmatized by social actors in power. Thus, a conceptualization of 
noritization in international human rights law must accompany an analysis of the 
intersection of race and gender as a compounded martifesmtion of devaluation.4 
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First, I will provide a brief overview of the marginalJzatlon of Black women in 
the gendered critique of the international human rights framework. The work of 
most scholars and activists in the human rights field does not stffficiendy problema- 
fize the realities of diversity, nor does it examine the political and legal effects.of 
such diversity. The marginalization of Black women will be introduced through two 
prisms: the examination of the foundational feminist assumptions mostly used for 
the feminist reconceptnalization of international human rights law, and the actual 
practical-political strategies of visibility expIored by women’s nongovernmental or- 
ganizations in the male-dominated NGO world. 

Second, alternative accounts for the construction of a racialized feminist subject, 
devalued by dominant discourses and practices, must be part of the proposed con- 
versation. The theoretical work of Black feminists in the United States and South 
Africa can offer insights for a more encompassing critique. 

Third, the incoherence of a system of international protection built from the per- 
spective of compartmentalized selves must be challenged. The pitfalls of a system 
that offers a different set of protections (With its �oncomitant system of hierarchiesl 
to Blacks and to women needs to be exposed through a comparative examination of 

the Race Convention (CERD), the Imernatiunal Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (ICCPR), and the Women’s Convention (CEDAW). 

Finally, there is the need to "bring home~ to the national legal framework an in- 
ternational human rights law framework that adopts the intersection model. 

II. THE RESILIENCE OF ESSENTIALISM IN THE FEMINIST CRITIQUE - 
OF INTERNATIONAL HNMAN RIGHTS LAW 

The incorporation of diversity in the social critique that aims to unveil the andro- 
centric character of global society presents significant conceptual challenges. There 
is the need to recognize that categories of legal protection reflect power differen- 
tials. International human rights law is no exception. Thus, in devising ways to in- 

corporate marginalized voices, we must direct our efforts to reveal the devices de- 
ployed for ineinsion and exclusion, the systems of dominati~n/~nbordination that 

remain, entrenched., .................................. ~ 
Black feminist thought has challenged the essentialist impulse of such conceptual 

order in feminism. Iu doing so, however, it has had to prevent itself from slipping 
into new paths of essentialism. In this regard, international human rights law pres- 
eros a bigger challenge, given the magnitude of the political and cultural diversity of 
Black women around the globe. The commonalities that we must seize in order to 
expose the limited view of a feminist critique of international human rights law 
cannot pretend to be the foundation for any grand theory of a global and totalizing 
account of the intersection of race and gender. The task is more modest. Such com- 

monalities will merely expose the incomplete picture. 
The redefinition of international human rights law from a Black feminist perspec~ 

tire cannot assume the existence of a monolithic Black feminist standpoint. It 
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rather opens the door for the recognition of an oppositlonal consciousness that en- 
gages both the feminist and the phallocratic establishments. It recognizes that 
within the national, ethnic, and cultural diversity that the globe inscribes into 
Blackness, a consciousness begins to emerge that is privy to contradictions, fallibil- 
ity, and the nuances of colored voices in colored bodies. 

A. SCANNING FEMINIST THEORY IN INTERNATIONAL 
HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

As a feminist woman of color, I have found that the experience of using an essen- 

¯ tialist detector in the United States, although painful and often frustrating, has been 
rich in educational rewards. To see a consistent pattern of exclusion (and/or inclu- 
sion in footnotes that remind us of the ~’diversity question") re,created in feminist 
reconceptualizations at an international level, however, sends frustration to new 
heights. Theoretical insights coming from a discourse and reality of multiple con- 
sciousness have yet to fully inform feminist scholarship and practice in iutexna- 
tional human rights law. Although feminist scholars and activists have had a signif- 
icant impact on the lives of all women throughout the world, the white-essentialist 
dimension of feminist critiques still l~as to undergo substantial revisions. 

With very few exceptions, feminist critiques of the mate-centered character of in- 
ternational law rely on a core of feminist work that essentializes gender as its axis- 
category of analysis. Regardless of the school of: feminism subscribed to, a feminist 
construction of identity primarily revolves around gender. A "generic woman" cat- 
egory is elaborated in feminist critiques of the androcentric framework of interna- 
tional human rights law. Often the feminist critique looks like a battle between the 
generics: the generic male versus the generic female subject of international human 
rights law. Black women, along with other women of color, have been quick to 
point ont how such a view componnds exclusion and also gets played out in the 
context of North-South political divisions within the global women’s movement. Critiques of the androcentrism found in the public/private distinction, in the di- 
chotomy between civil and political‘ .r.i@~ts and their social and economic counter- 

scholarship that ~; ~f~r~.arily focused bh ger;d~t. 
Angeta Harris has apdy described the effects of essentlalist feminism: 

Essentialism in feminist theory has two characteristics that ensure that Black 
women’s voices will be ignored. First, in the pursuit of the essential feminine Woman 
leached of all cofor and irrelevant social circumstance, issues of race are brackeved as 
belonging tO a separate and distinct discourse--a process which leaves Black 
women’s selves fragmented beyond recognition. Second, feminist essentialists find 
that in removing issues of =race~ they have actually only managed to remove Black 
women, meaning that whi~e women now stand as the epitome of Woman.s 
As a critique grounded on a construction of contextual identities, Black feminism 

particularly targets the Eniighteuraent project and its influence in international 
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human rights law. However, unlike white feminists, BIack feminists find that it is 
not enough to challenge the male-centered assumptions hiding beneath the "human 
selL" The problematization of the "human self" must engage the world of differ- 
ences ¯ within those who, in theory and practice, are excluded from that categoriza- 
tion. The aspiration is one that aims to develop a set of rights and guarantees that 
properly accounts for the diversity of the human paradigm. 

B. scHoOLS OF FEMINIST THOUGHT IN THE CRITIQUE OF 
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

Hilary Charlesworth’s analysis of the presence ofdifferent schools of feminist ju- 

risprudence in international human rights law is sensitive to its lack of diversity 
when she describes how these strands interact with a human rights discourse and 

practice throughout its "generational" framework. The liberal school, advocating a 
notion of equality that maintains the structural status qno unaltered, has focused its 
critique on carving an equal niche for women on ~he basis of sameness. Cultural 
feminists have advocated a women-based conceptualization of rights that allows for 
an expanded version that acknowledges differences and thus recognizes the hnpor- 
lance of the private realm as a framework of regulation. Radical feminists have cen- 
tered on the principle of sexual inequality and have advocated an encompassing an- 
tisubordination principle that eradicates pervasive entrenched mate forms of social 

domination. 
Each critique comes with its strenffths and weaknesses inasmuch as their theoret- 

ical foundations stem from partial constructions of gender relations in patriarchal 
societies. The liberal critique unleashed a debate around difference and sameness, 
picked up by cultural feminists, who aimed to transcend it by not only celebrating 
difference but also devising normative frameworks that did not devalue them. Rad- 

ical feminists went for the roots of patriarchal society and critiqued both the liberal 
and cultural approaches for not attacking core foundations of domination, which 
remain ensconced in women’s advocacy for sameness or the respect for difference 
within a system of subordinatiom 

’ From a strategic standpoint, all these ~cririqnes,have proven helpful in the overall 
_ch~!l~n.~g~ .1~9..~1~o ~ndroce.~Lrj_.c.. ~haracter of. ~terB~ti.gr~al htmaan rights la,~.....Fo~ 
Black women, however, there is the need to approach international human rights 
discourse and practice from a decompartmentalized location that politicizes the cri- 
teria for the theoretical knowledge upon which it is based. It is, then, with the ben- 
efit of such knowledge that we can talk of common grounds~common gromads 
that challenge the androcenttic character of human rights law. 

Theoretical reconceptuatizatio~s that s~em from experience must engage in dia- 
logues that do not re-create male hierarchies. The resilience of essentialist feminism 
is far from engaging women of color equally, at both theoretical and practical lev- 
els. Women of color are still, when invited, asked to fill the gaps, asked to "make 

revisions" to the central criteria when =such criteria seem ethnocentric and arro- 
gant." The poliricization of the criteria for theoretical knowledge, one of the most 
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significant achievements of Black feminist discourse, is wasted along the way. As 

Nancie Caraway aptly notes, 

the questions of who is "authorized" to create theory, in what voice and from what 
spaces Of life, become powerful interventions enabling Black feminists to reject the 
policing authority of both the feminist and the pha~locratic establishments. Through 

strategies which both appropriate modes of abstraCt intellectual ana!ysis and shatter 
their boundaries, Black feminist theory redefines the variegated forms in which 

~kaowledge" is conveyed,a 

There is an increasing chorus of the voices of women of color that narrate, the- 

orize, and trace a transformative agenda toward the eradication of racism and 
sexism. The chorus underscores the linking nature of oppressions experienced in 

scenarios as diverse as family, food, shelter, employment, civil liberties, reproduc- 
tion, and sexuality, it is a chorus with wounds inflicted by hollow concepts of sis- 
terhood when, individually or through associations, women play a role in the 

maintenance and perpetuation of. the inferior, status of women of color in their re- 

spective countries. 
The reality for women of color in societies where they are minoritized is that they 

fare much worse than white women. Regardless of whether patriarchy is ultimately 

responsible for all the oppression in the world, white women have been privileged 
by their white skin vis-~t-vis Black women. Thus, to establish a strategy for social 
transformation in which international human rights law can play a key role, a fem- 

inist critique has to address tl~e racial face of the gender subordination that Black 
women experience. To retain its emancipatoty character, it must transcend the sin- 
gte focus on gender. A feminist critique must take into account discourses such as 
gender, race, and class so that colonization maneuvers, which keep Black women 

subordinated, can be unveiled. 

C. THE INTERSECTION OF RACE AND GENDER IN THE 
CRITIQUE OF THE LIBERAL FOUNDATIONS OF 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY" ..... 

~i~~ Liberal Fouudatious ...... " " 

In developing a critical framework for a reconceptualization of haternational 
htunan rights law that properly addresses the realities of Black women, the geneal- 
ogy of liberalism and its construction of the human rights field must not only ex- 
pose the male supremacyr of such construction, but also the intersection of the lat- 

ter with other forms of subordination such as race. 
As I have¯ pointed out in earlier works, a feminist critical analysis of the sources 

and process doctrines that give legitimacy to international human rights law must 
recognize that women are the paradigmatic aliens of international society) A cen- 
terpiece of any critical challenge to the alienation of women must be the historiciza- 
tion of human rights. We must develop a ~ramework that places in a political-his-. 
torical dimension the political and moral choices embedded in the conceptions of....! 
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justice, equality, and dignity that are present in human right~. The historical record 
of power struggles in international society is thus recognized in an effort to see how 
changes in discursive and nondiscursive conditions both keep the status quo intact 
and bring about new forms of legitimation. 

2, The Intersection Model 

For Black women, the story of the original contract in modern patriarchy’s h~s- 
tory must unveil the hidden existence of a sexual and racial contract, which oper- 
ates to compound their multiple sources of oppression. For Black womeq, the para- 
dox of a social contract that constructs political rights on the basis of equality, 
while separating spheres on the basis of a natural division, raises questions that 
quire the exploration of the interaction of race and gender in the formation of so- 
cial identity. 

3. Generations Framework 

An examination of the generations framework in international human fights law 

reveals that notwithstanding the development of classical civil and political rights 
into a more comprehensive vision of citizenship encompassing the social and eco- 
nomic reahn, women’s experiences axe still relegated to the margins. The principles 
of discrimination contained in both the ICCPR and the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights {tCESCR) advocate for a notion of equality 
where men are the norm. Despite provisions addressing formal and de facto equal- 
ity~ the same can be said of CEDAW. Discrimination is still narrowly tailored to ac- 
cepted norms of human rights and freedoms. All primarily refer to the public realm, 
thus neglecting fundamental protections that should accompany the private lives of 
women. 

Rights as crucial as the right of liberty and security are, in the first generation of 
civil and political rights, framed as applying only in the public sphere. The "state" 
as the paradigmatic public sphere remains central to a second generation of rights 
that require a more" affirmative state responsibility for the protection and exercise 
of civil.and political rights .... ~: .. " .............. , .......... 

This generation of rights still lags behind in protecting women from the eco- 
nomic, social, and cultural context in which most women live. The third and fourth 
generations of human rights, which are concerned with collective rights, are no ex- 
ception. A strong global women’s movement has indicted women’s invisibility in 
peace, development, and environmental issnes. Discourses that range from a ro- 
mantic eco-lyricism to correlations of poverty, population control, pollution, and 
gender subordination are at the forefront of such critiques. 

If we examine equality provisions in hurt;an rights law through the lens of a 
::woman who assumes her identity through the filter of compounded inferioriza- 
ii.ltion, we quickly notice the significant need to document and analyze the adequacy 

¯ 
’    This requires a dual challenge, which is both theoretical and 
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factual. On the one hand the challenges must--at a normative level--incorporate 
the intersection of race and gender, bringing about core reconceptuallzations. On 
the other hand, there is an urgent need to document with factual data women’s 

racial experiences. Otherwise, both the,theoreti(al and factual¯ developments 
emerging as the result of the women’s international lobby wonld further conceal 
the realities of Black women vis-a-vis women who enjoy racial privileges.~ 

II1,. THE INTEg, SECTIONAL MODEL: A COMPARATIVE EXPERIENCE 

South A~rica’s constitutional experience has provided an ideal platform to trans- 

late the intersectiona! model.t° In Sou~ Africa, women, bore the brunt of the 
apartheid regime, filling the ranks of the unskilled and lowest-paid jobs. Plagued 
by violence and serious health issues in the midst of institutional terror, women 
had to be acknowledged by the new. constitution serving as the blueprint of hope 

and reconciliation. 
The debate around the promulgatiun of the South African Constitution incorpo- 

rated the multiple subordinations experienced by South African women. From the 
outset, the constitutional agenda had to recognize hbw a gender-essentialist critique 
fell short and did not adequately concepvaalize a regime of rights and protections 

¯ responsive to the realities of Black women. 
The critique of the demarcations of the public and private lives was different. 

Prohibitions against inequality and discrimination had to incorporate adequate 
ways to redress the compounded nature of discrimination. A social and economic 
framework that laid the foundation of a redefined citizenship had to be seriously 

considered. 
The South Africa experience has shown that the public/private split is not static. 

Given the history of state intervention, abuse, and repression experienced in South 

Africa, a -universal-gender-essentialist" critique of such a split could only advance 

a hollow/abstract framework that re-creates the limitations of a liberal self that 
feminist critique has targeted. 

The equality paradigm W~s’~testiuned in the �onte~ of the South African experi- 

ence also. A liberal model that hide-’s an assimilatiouist framework under,the mask ..... 
of neutrality was critiqued as well for failing to address the compounded 9ature of 

gender and raclal inequalities. 
In the design o~ a framework that recogaaizes systematic social marginalization of 

groups such as Blacks, women, and Black women, a contextual balance between 
dividnal and group rights was a clear objective: As a right with a very concrete his- 
torical consciousness, affirmative action became a basic platform of redress. 

With due acknowledgments of sociopolitical differences, women of color in the 
United States have elaborated similar critiques of the liberal foundations of equality 
and nondiscrimination. The intersectional lens exposes the arbitrariness of the de- 

marcation of social spheres and shows not only how the dichotomy hides the ways 
the seif becomes gendered, but also how it becomes simultaneunsly racialJzed and 
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engendered--that is, how the psychological and political barriers imposed on Black 
women by the social division of labor affect them as women and as Blacks.. 

Violence against women provides an example. In the United States, Black women 

have critiqued the way states extend protections to women without properly ac- 
knowledging cultural and racial differences. The ways Black women respond to the 
criminal justice system, to the criminatlzafion of violence~ to shelters that fail to rec- 
ognize cultural differences are considerations that an effective public policy against 
violence must take into account when properly addressing multiple forms of subor- 
dination. In South Africa the institutionalization of violence during the apartheid 
regime made it particularly difficult to measure th~ actual extent of violence, given 
the inadequate response of a criminal justice system that was itself a component of 
state repression. 

Sociocultural representations with distinct constructions of a Black woman’s 
body--a co[ored body~must also be taken into account when we formulate a dis- 

course of rights affecting violence and health concerns. Black women’s vulnerabil- 
ity to rape and to the absence of adequate legal protections is different from that 
experienced by white women. A significant difference is Black women’s unique 
ambivalence toward a construction of rape that does not adequately ~actor multi- 
ple victimization. 

Slavery offers a historical backdrop for these differences, since rape was a center- 
piece of slavery. Black men were castrated when they raped a white woman, while 
the rape of a Black woman by a white man could not be penalized since he was dis- 
posing of his property,it Rape was an ~institutional crime, part and parcel of the 
white man’s subjugation of a people for economic and psychological gain."~2 

Dorothy Roberts’s work provides an excellent account of the social subordina- 
tion of Black women, while properly documenting the racialization of the welfare 
face of a liberal state. In documenting the genesis of a welfare state that excludes 

Black women from ~¢itizenship,~ Roberts shows how immigrant white women 
were the primary beneficiaries of a race-conscious welfare state. 

In 1931 the first national survey of mothers" pensions along race classifications 
repo~ted that only 3 percent of Black women were receiving benefits. Their ap- 
proach to x~el,fare differed draruaticzlf.y from that ¯adopted by white women, since 

Bl~k..gcomen,.,a~g,e.p:t.ed married women’s employment as a reality and a necessity 
and thus advocated for welfareassist~r~e as working m0th~r~-~is~28ordin~’~(o- 

Linda Gordon, 

For the white northern reformers early in this century, the primary fact was that they 

did not notice these minorities---did not imagine them as indicated objects of reform. 

For the southerners, the immigrants appeared reformable and integratable as Blacks 

did not. Their materaalist legislation was intended m assimilate women who had the 

potential of becoming citizens. Blacks lacked this potential, stood entirely outside the 

elite white women’s paternalistic concept of national community.14 

At the centerpiece of rights discourse around women’s issues we tlnd notions 

of "family." A critique of such notions (if proper account is to be given to the 
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racialization of gender relations) must be able to discern that "family" is a unit of 
social life that is clearly affected by the uneven distribution of social advantages 
and social costs. It is also affected by the way the racial and cultural values inform- 

ing its orgaoization get devalued by dominant discourses and political practices. 
In South Africa, Black women fought for the sin-viral of their families given the 

assault the), experienced at the hands of apartheid. Disrupted families, through 
forced migration and the imprisom~ent and death of many men were realities that a 
process of social and political reconstruction could not elude. 

In the United States the relatiouship between social labor organization and the 

family has been documeuted. Unlike white migrants, Blacks were brought to the 
United States to meet the need for cheap labor and to work under exploitative con- 
ditions. Little attention was given to family life and to the cultural assaults Black 
families were experiencing as a result of the organization of the labor system where 
Blacks participated. 

The ackatowledgmem of Black women’s experiences and the sociohistorical realities 
in which they live provides an initial framework kn the formulation of a critiqub of 
multiple subordination. Commonalities found in comparative experiences not only 
buttress feminist critiques of international hmnan rights law, but also strengthen the 
impact international human rights law has on national rights and policies. 

IV. THE INTERSECTION OF RACE AND SENDER: DEMOCRACY, 
CiTiZENSHIP, AND HUMAN RIGHTS (SOME NOTES 
ON iNTERPRETATION) 

A conversation about the ways the international human rights framework can bet- 

ter respond to the realities of Black women, at a minimum, requires a feminist 

methodology of interpretation that incorporates the intersection model. To ac- 

knowledge the racialization of gender stratification, we need to deploy critical mod- 

els of interpretation. 

The structure of international human rights discourse and its offspring forms of 

rationality, scientificity, Obiecti’~it),, and cultural and aesthetic ideals.should be chal- 

......... lenged .The controlling metaphors and" the .categori¢.s..th.at develop and delim~t.::t~m. 
conceptions of truth and knowledge within the discourse are main targets. Further- 

more, a feminist methodology that destabilizes frozen versions of social life and 

human association that exclude the way Black women experience social marginal- 

ization must be euhsted in preparation of a deconstructive and reconstructive cri- 

tique. A critical, political;historical assessment of both the emergence and hierar- 

chization of human rights is an important foundation that demonstrates how ac- 

cepted notions of legitimacy in the human rights field embrace political and moral 

choices played out through historically specific conceptions of justice, equality, and 

dignity. 

The histoticization of human rights opens the door for the incorporation of no- 

tions of muitiple and compounded subordination, and for the exposnr~ of social 
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and political racialization maneuvers, it shows how core concepts of human rights 

taw, such as the dignity and personal integrity of human beings, have the imprint of 

historical struggles of groups and individuals that bring about realignments of 

power structures and thus legitimate new legal rules. 

With the deplo),ment of critical methodologies, we should be able to identify key 

principles and provisions of international conventions that, subject to re-visions 

and reinterpretations, can better guarantee the rights of Black women via an inter- 

sectional approach. A series of key questions for the proposed conversation must be 

kept in mind. We nee’d to better analyze the impact of an intersectional analysis on 

basic notions of international human rights law that deems racial equality, and not 

gender equality as ]us cogens, that is, binding upon a|l actions. Similarly, we need to 

address the privileging of race discrimination within the customa~ norm frame- 

work of international law. 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS: A SAMPLE OF 
FUTURE DISCUSSIONS 

Our attempts to guarantee the international human tights of Black women require 

a dual journey along radical and reformist paths. The reformist path requires an ex- 

pansive interpretation of applicable international conventions, so that they prop- 

erly address and incorporate Black women’s experience. 

For example, under the equality provisions of the ICCPR, 1CESCR, CEDAW, and 

CERD, Black women could be viewed as a separate group entitled tu a greater pro- 

tection than that offered to white women ~nd Black men. In ~e United States, a 

constitutional argument developed in the context of equal protection offers guid- 

ance as to the possibilities of advocating for expansive interpretations under the 

above conventions. 

It has been argued that for equal protection purposes Black women in the United 

States can be categorized as a subset of Blacks or of women, or as a separate group 

characterized as being ~xcluded from the benefits of full citizenship. They can con- 

stitute a ~discrete arm insular minority"--that is, a group possessin.g im.m?~table. 
.. characteristics (such as race) that has been the subject of histodqal prejudice and ..... 

~iiticaI ~~werlessh~sfis This a~gument is ~ ~hat c0u~d~b~ Successfully e~xpl0fea .... 
in the international arena because, as in the United States, race discrimination en- 

joys a higher level of protection than its gender cotmterpa~t)~ 

The Race Convention provides a framework with much potential for the applica- 

tion of the intersection analysis. Narrow positivist constructions of the Convention 

Support the view of some commentators that %ex~ is outside its parameters. An ex- 

pansive reading, rid of such constraining baggage and in tune with the proposed in- 

tersection methodology, can support a different conclusion. The fact that race dis- 

crimination is considered a jus eogens norm and has a c~stomary genesis can indeed 

constitute a springboard for broader interpretations that better reflect historical 

alities for Blackwomen. Moreover, such a broader interpretation would be in sync 
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with the emergence in the last decade of nonpositivist interpretations of human 
rights. 

An international human rights convention prohlbit[ng race discrimination most be 
treated as a living document. It is a document hnbued with the %trong moral force of 
virtual universality rooted in the overriding principle (/’us cogens) that racial discrim- 
ination should be elkninated everywhere.’’t7 What legitimate justification can be of- 
fered for excluding Black women from such a nniversal condemnation? 

An intersecfional methodology directs us to ask the woman/race question. Ask 
such a question when reading the Race Convention preamble, which is the outcome 
Of many intense debates, and one that incorporates the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, which talks about the human person. Ask such a question in the 
context of a preamble that recognizes how any doctrine of superiority based on 
racial differentiation is an obstacle to peace, and is ~capable of disturbing peace 
and security among peoples and the harmony of persons living side by side." Or ask 
the woman/race question in the conte~ of a gender-neutral definition that prohibits 
racial discrimination in the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms 

.in the polRical, economic, social, cultural, or any other field o£public life. Ask such 
a question in light of a legislative history (travaux preparatoire) that shows an in- 
ternational society barely beginning to grapple with emerging international actors 
in a postcolonial world. 

While the main subject matter of CERD and CEDAW (that is, race and sex, re- 

spectively) gets full explicit attention in both preambles, such emphasis does not 
preclude an understanding of muttiple subordinations. The Vienna Convention on 
the Interpretation of Treaties is relevant. Article 31(1) allows room for the formula- 
tion of the woman/race question that encourages expansive readings. But Artlcle 31 
underscores the importance of referring to the ordinary meaning of a term in its 
contex~ and in light of its object and purpose. 

The inclusion in the preamble of CERD of notions of equality stemming from the 
United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration supports a prohibition 
against multiple discrimination. Equality, as espoused in such documents, is not an 
enclosed room full of compartments. Rather, it is an open and encompassing con- 
cept--wlth race and gender among its categories. Furthermore, in alluding to the 

lugs," a dear recognition that both men and women are entitled to be free of race 
discrimination. Finally, the preamble states that one of the purposes of the United 

Nations is to "promote and encourage universal respect for an observance of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as to race, sex, 
language or religion." To ask the woman/race question in light of this background 
can only show that the "sex" omission is either a question of emphasis, a product 
of the UN historical moment, or just simply an inadvertent omission. 

It is important to ask the woman/race question in order to foster an integrated 
and more Coherent use of international instroments. Unlike the Women’s Conven- 
tion, the Race Convention provided foi" the scrutiny of state action not only via 
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tional reports, but through an individual complaint mechanism that facilitates a 
more textured presentation of alleged violations. 

Although I am cognizant of the limitations of a rights discourse that is based on 

equality notions that suppress differences and that stem from a male norm, the 

rights framework continues to be an importartt tool, given the high moral and emo- 
tional legitimacy of human rights. 

There is a c~ucial need for the gathering of disaggregated data that properly doc-. 
ument the social and economic realities of Black women. The available data are 
scarce and fragmented. Equally important is to assess the ways national legislation 
specifically impacts these women. A comparative framework of the tack of protec- 
tion available at the more formal legislative levels must be examined. In the same 
vein, there is the need to document, against the backdrop of de jure equality, the 
presence of de facto inequalities. 

A way to walk reformist paths while simultaneously waging more radical battles 
is to keep a conrextualization critique of international human rights law alive and 
well. The move from equality to antisubordination, a paradigm better suited to deal 
with intersection and multiple sources of oppression, then finds its breathing space. 

A conversation among those who usually do not sit on the same pladorm is long 
overdue. The phallocratic establishment of the Race Convention as well as the more 
gender-essentialist focus of the Women’s Convention must be receptive to interpre- 
tations that address the multiple subordinations that a ~human person" endures. 
The more experienced networks under the ICCPR should join in and enrich the dia- 
logue. Only then can the dialogue begin to address the unique situation of women 
who experience multiple forms of discrimination. 

NOTES 

¯ -This chapter was originally- presented., af a. panel enfided .’~ C.hallenging Boundaries: Internz-.. 
tional Human Rights,~ at a symposium sponsored by the Yale Journal of Law and Feminism 
(Yale Law School) ha November 1996. 

1. The term :minority~ aod "miuoritized" are used to capntre a situation of social power- 
lessness. 

2. "Androceutric" refers to an emphasis ou masculine interests. 
3. This chapter focuses on Black women. The application o~ the intersectional model sug- 

gested to other women o~ color is beyond the scope of this essay. 
4. Ivlinoritization, irderiorlzation, and devaloation are mechanisms for the assignment of 

social locaffon that do not depend on numbers. As the history of apartheid in South Africa 
clearly reveals, majority ha nambexs ¢an, in :erms of power, be highly irrelevant. A ball dis- 
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cussion of the construction of minoritizarion ha international htmaan rights law ~s beyond the 

scope of this chapter. Yet the discussion can shed light on how other ~minorJ~es" can begin 

to address human rights law from a compounded perspective. 

5. Aagela Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, in Critical Race The- 

ory: The Cutting Edge 257 IRichard Delgado ed., 1995). 

6. Nancle Caraway, Segregated Sisterhood: Racism and the Politics of American Feminists 

35 11994L 
7. Celina Romany, Women as Aliens: A Feminist Critique of the Publlc/Private Distinction 

in InternationalHuman Rights Law, a Harv. Ham. Rts. J. 87, 90 (1993). 

8. "Women are aliens within their states and aliens within an international society defined 

by pa~icipation doctrines which do not deem them to be actors." Id. at 95. 

9. These realities can open the door for multiple correlations to appear; in particular, race 

superiority can ioln ranks with its economic counterpart co create subordinated economic 

classes or underclasses. 

10. A more thorough exphiration of the theory and arguments surrounding the constitu- 

tional process in South Africa appears in Cellna Romany, Black Women and Gender Equal. 
ity in a New South Africa: Human Rights Law and the Intersection of Race and Gender, 21 

Brooklyn J. lnt’l L- 857 (1996). 

11. Adrian Wing, Race, Etbnieity, and Culture: Spirit Injury from Bosnia to Black Amer- 

ica, in Critical Race Theory, supra note 5, at 520--21. 

12. Id, at 521. 

13. Dorothy Roberts, Welfare and the Black Citizenship, 105 Yale L.J. 1563, 1570 (1996). 

14. Linda Gordon, cited in id. at 157S-76. 
15. Judy Scales-Tram, Black Women and the Constitution, 24 Harv. Cir. Rts. L~b. L. Ray. 

9 (1989). 
!6. Judy Scales-Trent notes, 

the level of protection granted Black women will difl:er depending upon whether they are 

placed in the Black group or :he female group, Yet the notion that the [evel of protection 

would change depending upon which way they are classi~ed is bizarre since Black women 

are always both Black and women. To the extent that they are always burdened by both 

classifications, the level of protection should be constant. Moreover, shace Black women 

are always stigmatized by the race classifications, they should always be provided the 

highest level of protection available under the Constitution. 

ld. at 24. 

’.’ 17. Natan Lerner, clting rhe.UN Secretar~ General in ~..report-on-the im~tementstion-of-,.--,, ¯ 

the Program of Action for the Second Decade to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination, 

at 70, 

Comparative Analysis of 
Women’s Issues 

Toward a Conte×tualized Methodology 

Antoinette Seditlo Lopez 

The ve.ry notion that there exists a prototypical woman who can be 

described in ways that reflect and have meaning for the lives of the 
many different women living in very different geographical, eco- 
nomic, political and social settings needs to be chailenged. 

--Ruth Hubbard, Women’s Nature: 
Rationalizations of Inequality 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Despite a global feminist movement, feminists have not developed a clearly articu- 

lated methodology of comparative auatysis. Such an analysis shows how problems 

faced in one jurisdiction are addressed in another. Comparing women’s rights can 

provide important cultural insights on the various ways women’s issues have been 

addressed. A difficult issue comparativists face, however~ is a tendency to be ethno- 

centric when studying another nation’s legal system. 

Comparative analysis by a Western scholar must reconcile a perspective developed 

ha the United States with respect for aRother culture. I.n discussing wgmen’s rights, 

la~_wers, judges, students, and sociologists have justified certain women’s situations as 

~i~erent aspect o~ c~t~,Vi~;r exa~3ie, =adi~-Gi ~f~Sv~i~)~ has ................. 
been defended as a "mere bodily mutilation" that is the "sitte qua non o[ the whole 

teaching of tribal law, religion, and morality."t In Mexico "machismo" has been jus- 
tiffed as an immutable characteristic of Mexican culture that should be respected.2 
Cultural relativists maintain that criticizing cultural norms is akin to advocating cub 

rural genocide.~ Thus, comparative analysis faces the challenge of respecting cultural 

differences. 

Feminists have confronted the issue of respect for diversity and respect for other 

’ Reprinted by permission from 10 Hastings ~om*n’s Law ]ourna1101 (1999L © 1999 by Uni- 
versity of California, Hastings College of Law. 
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Eritrea and Ethiopia: An Interminable Saga of Love and Hate 

Bahru Zewde 

The Crown and the Pen 
The Memoirs of a Lawyer Turned Rebel 

by Bereket Habte Selassie 
The Red Sea Press, Inc., xvi+367pp., lSBN (PB) 1-569092-2763, (HB) 1-56902-2755 

Having fought what many people considered a senseless war in 1998-2000, Eritrea and 
Ethiopia find themselves no nearer to peace some eight years later. With UNMEE, the 
UN force that has so far set the two forces apart, declared practically dead by both 
parties, there is nothing to prevent them from entering another round of fighting. The 
region has thus established a record for one of the longest armed confrontations in the 
world - a record that is now approaching the half century mark. This goes back to the 
first shot that was fired in the western hills of Eritrea in 1961 and signalled the birth of 
the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF). Between then and now, the peoples of the region had 
a merciful respite only in the years between 1991. and t998, the years, respectively, of the 
d.e facto independence of Eritrea and the onset of the new round of hosti|ities, during 
which time the ruling parties exhibited an outward camaraderie that concealed underlying 
tensions. 

This fairly long history of bloody confi’ontation has left its mark on memory and 
identity. Eritrea and Ethiopia have come to be viewed as irreconcilable polarities rather 
than overlapping identities, as primordial enemies rather than estranged members of the 
same family. In this respect, Bereket Habte Selassie’s book could not have come at a 
better time. As the memoirs of someone who straddled both worlds, the Ethiopian and the 
Eritrean, this account of his life and career is typical of so many other Eritreans who have 
lived in both worlds, some eventually eschewing one completely for the other, some 
continuing to grapple with these conflicting identities. But few have told the story with so 
much eloquence and erudition, even if one is bound to take issue with some of his 
interpretations. 

The book, which is said to be the first part of a two-volume memoir, traces the 
author’s life and career from.his early childhood in the village ofAdi Nifas (Hamasien, in 
the heart of highland Eritrea) to the attainment of Eritrean independence in 1991. 
Bereket, to use the Ethiopian form of addressing him, was the sixth child of a large 
family of nine children, it was a family dominated by the imposing figure of his father, 
Qeshi (Priest) Habte Selassie Gulbot, an Orthodox priest who had turned Protestant. The 
Protestant element was to be so crucial in the intellectual history of Eritrea, producing as 
it did the two personalities who embodied the divergent aspirations of the Eritreans at the 
end of Italian cofoniaI rule in 1941 - Bairu Tedla, leader of the group that sought the 
union of Eritrea with Ethiopia (the Unionists), and Woldeab Woldemariam, generally 
recdgnized as the ’father’ of Eritrean independence. 

Bereket had his early schooling at the Scuola Vittoria in Asmara, routinely 
making the five-mile walk from and back to his village, Adi Nifas. But this did not last 



long. Ir~s~arly 1945, as the Second World War was coming to an end, Bereket (then aged 
aboutt~,eCen) and a friend found themselves on their way to Harar in eastern Ethiopia, to 
join a Lutheran school. The eventful journey across Ethiopia to the boys’ tSnaI destination 
is narrated with remarkable memory and a good deal of wit, a feat that is repeated in his 
account of some of the defining moments of his life, including the marathon flight that he 
and fif{een other marticulants drawn from the rival prestigious high schools Wingate 
and Kotebe made to England for their higher education in October 1948, complete with 
a vignette of the ground hostess (Almaz), who ~shepherded’ the young scholars to the 
plane. 

From his school days in Harar until his escape from the clutches of the Derg to 
join the EPI,F, Bereket’s life was to follow the trajectory of many an Ethiopian student 
and civil servant of his generation. Indeed, some of his most enduring friendships were to 
be with Ethiopians rather than Eritreans, such as Worku Habtewold, his constant 
companion both in high school and. in England, the famous poet Mengistu Lemma, the 
artist Afework Tekle and Aseghid Tesema and Shimelis Adugna, who was to become the 
first Commissioner of the Ethiopian Relief and Rehabilitation Commission that was set 
up following the 1973 l:amine. ~ propos the last two, Bereket writes: ’Although 
eventually, differing views or opposed positions on the Eritrean question would send us 
our separate ways, I remember both Asseghid and ShimeIis with fondness and gratitude’ 
(p. 236). 

Indeed, while Bereket could never forgive the ’Shoan intrigue’ that precipitated 
his recall from his studies in England in 1953, he could not forget the steadfast support 
and encouragement that he encountered from so many ’Shoans’. In the end, that ’Shoan 
intrigue’ turned out to be a unilateral act of the Vice Minister of Education, Akalework 
Habte~vold. Bereket’s forced repatriation was eventually *erminated through the 
intercession of Emperor Haile Sellassie’s eldest daughter, Princess Tenagnework. it was 
also during his forced sojourn in Addis that he met, almost providentially, his future wife 
and mother of three children, Koki Menkir, also from a Shoan family. Some fifteen years 
later, when Bereket was banished to Harar province, he fell into the warm embrace of the 
governor general, Dejjazmact~ Workineh Wolde Amanuel, and his family. Finally, his 
return to grace and to a new post of Legal Adviser at the Ministry of Interior was 
masterminded by the minister, Bit~vaddad Zewde Gebre Hiwot, who persuaded the 
Emperor that it would be easier to watch over the dangerous element that Bereket was 
purported to be in the capital rather than in a distant province. 

At the centre of the whole saga is, of course, Emperor Haile Sellassie himself. 
Hence the title of the book. Even before Bereket relocated to Ethiopia, he recalls the 
Eritrean fascination with the young prince Tafari (as the emperor was called before his 
coronation in 1930). Many Eritreans had moved to Ethiopia in search of education and 
employment. Tafari patronized a number of them, notably the famous Lorenzo Ta’ezaz, 
who rose to become foreign minister after Ethiopia’s liberation from Fascist Italian 
occupation in 1941. Bereket recalls songs in praise of the emperor, still fondly 
remembered as Tafari, during his period of exile in 1936-41. Haile Sellassie was, as he 
puts it, ’a palpable force in the minds of many Eritreans, particularly among the literati’ 
(p. 42). In view of this assessment, it is difficult to agree with the author when he reduces 
the attachment so many Eritreans under italian colonial rule evinced for the emperor and 
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Ethiopia as a matter of choosing between ’an African neighbor as against a European 
occupier’ (p. 43). 

Bereket gives us some memorable descriptions of his encounters with Haile 
Sellassie. At his first audience, when asked who his father was, Bereket had the temerity 
to tell the sovereign that he would not know him, oblivious of the fact that the emperor 
would be briefed thoroughly about someone’s background before giving him/her an 
audience, all the more so as Bereket’s father happened to be an active member of the 
Unionist party. When Bereket returned from his studies abroad, he was asked with the 
fundamental and almost non-translatable question: ’mindenew yedekemkibet?’ which the 
author bravely translates into ’what was your endeavor on?’ (p. 126). When it came to the 
laureate’s future occupation, the emperor was not amused when Bereket expressed his 
preference to practice law; he was, as was imperial wont, summarily assigned to work in 
the Ministry of Justice, where he rose successively to become Inspector General, 
Associate Justice and Attorney General. 

The late 1950s and early 1960s were also times when Ethiopia was partaking of 
the ascendant pan-Africanist spirit. Ultimately, the Ethiopian emperor was to emerge as a 
father figure reconciling conflicting strategies for the attainment of African unity. 
Bereket, along with other young educated Ethiopians of his generation, partook of that 
spirit. He was a member of the Ethiopian delegation to the All African Peoples 
Conference held in Accra in December 1958 - a youth sequel to the summit of 
independent African heads of state convened earlier in the year by Nkrumah. Five years 
later, the Organization of African Unity was born in Addis Ababa. Bereket, who was a 
member of the Ethiopian committee that drafted the OAU charter, gives us some vivid 
descriptions of those heady days -Nkrumah. stepping ceremonially over a slaughtered 
sheep, the tumultuous welcome that the Muslim population of Addis Ababa accorded the 
Egyptian president, Carnal Abdel Nasser, the emperor imploring Sekou Tours (’Mon ills, 
je vous prie’) to dissuade Nkrumah from walking out when he saw that his call for a 
strong union was going to be rejected by the majority, and the dramatic confrontation 
between the Somali president and the Ethiopian prime minister. 

Bereket’s estrangement with the imperial system - the battle between the ’crown 
and the pen’ - came at two levels, first as an Ethiopian then as an Eritrean. While in 
London, he was part of the budding student movement that was destined to be the 
harbinger of the revolution that swept away the ancien regime. What began in more 
innocuous forms in the United Kingdom assumed a more radical flavour in the United 
States (where he had gone to study at UCLA), when he chaired the historic 1965 congress 
of.ESUNA (the Ethiopian Students Union in North America), marking the decisive shift 
from a reformist to a revolutionary agenda. Back in Ethiopia, he was sympathetic to the 
rebellious figure of Garmame Neway, who was to be the brain behind the abortive coup 
of 1960 that was led by his brother, Brigadier General Mengistn Neway. Bereket recounts 
an interesting encounter with the third leader of the coup, Colonel Workineh Gebeyehu, 
Chief of Security, when the colonel let Bereket read the thick intelligence file compiled 
against him by security agents and then, to the utter astonishment of the author, burnt the 
whole file. The emperor had so much faith and confidence in his security chief that he 
remained in a "state of denial" about the colonel’s involvement in the coup and kept 
asking for him long after he was dead. 



Although it failed, the coup opened a new era in the history ofpolitical opposition 
to the regime. As Bereket concludes: ’Those historic events infused in the progressively 
inclined elites of the time - all those who desired change - a sense of empowerment, 
intimating the possibility of change. The question became: what kind of change and by 
what means?’ (p. 165). Bereket, who was a member of that elite, began to work with 
kindred spirits towards that change, ’straddling two contradictory worlds - the one of 
high government office, the other of a secret underground movement’ (p.. 183). The 
agents of change that were identified included the labour unions, the military and the 
stadents and teachers. 

The quest for change thus took Bereket into organizing the labour unions with 
fellow intellectuals like Mesfin Wolde Mariam and Seyoum Gebre Egziabher and flirting 
with the military, notably with the charismatic General Aman Andom, like Bereket of 
Eritrean origin. Briefly, until their cover was blown and they had to disperse, he was 
involved in a clandestine group led by the inveterate opponent of the emperor, Blatta 

Takkala Walda-Hawaryat. This underground activity is the subject of a thinly disguised 
novel-that the author had written earlier, Riding the Whirlwind. An Ethiopian Story of 

Love and Revolution (Red Sea Press 1993). The novel is dedicated to General Aman, 
along with two other Ethiopians, the physicist Yohannes Menkir and the poet Yohannes 
Admasu, the latter also something of a rebel and who apparently was befriended by the 
author when they were both banished to Harar. 

Bereket’s ultimately enduring estrangement with the regime - and Ethiopia - 
came through his involvement with the Eritrean liberation movement. As in the case of so 
many other Eritreans, that estrangement took an almost irreversible turn with the 
dissolution of the UN-sponsored federation in 1962. It was presaged by the successive 
steps taken to undermine the federal arrangement and the clandestine opposition 
movements that this triggered - the MaHber ShewAte (Cell of Seven) and the Haraka 
(the [Eritreran Liberation] Movement), active in the highlands and lowlands of Eritrea, 

respectively; Bereket came to be affiliated with a unit of the former operating in Addis 
Ababa until its cover was blown. 

It was apparently his Eritrean clandestine work that eventually led to his 
banishment to Harar province. Apart from the initial shock and uncertainty triggered by 
the noctuma[ knock in September 1967 - the chain of occurrences that form the prologue 
to the whole story - his banishment was far from intolerable. That indeed was the case 
with most imperial banishments, contrary to the author’s assertions that he was shown 
particular leniency because of the emperor’s special sensitivity to people of Eritrean 
origin, his reputation among his generation of educated Ethiopians and his connections 
with the diplomatic community. Imperial policy generally aimed at the cooption or 
mollification - rather than liquidation - of political opponents. Not only did Bereket 
enjoy the sympathy and understanding of the provincial governor and his wife, but he 
was soon elevated to the post of Mayor of Harar town. That too, as we have seen, was 
terminated through the artful intercession of the Minister of Interior. Bereket was 
rehabilitated, even if he opted for a World Bank posting in Washington DC soon after. 

The 1974 revolution was a great landmark in the history of Ethiopia. When it 
erupted in February I974 with a series of popular strikes and demonstrations, there was a 
euphoric expectation that it was the herald of a new era of socia[ justice. The revolution 
was expected to be a kind of panacea for all the country’s ills, from the age-old problems 
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of social inequality and injustice to the more recent one of the over a decade-long war in 
Eritrea that had pitted government forces against the Eritrean insurgency. No person 
symbolized these aspirations better than General Aman Andom, an officer of Eritrean 
origin who was unshakeably Ethiopian in his orientation. Intimidated by the enormity of 
the task they were embarking upon, the group of officers who deposed the emperor and 
seized state power in September 1974 had no choice but operate behind his imposing 
figure. He was made chairman of the Derg, as the committee of l l 0 or so officers and 
NCOs who were steering the course of the revolution came to be known. 

13ut the delicate arrangement, which was reminiscent of the partnership between 
Genera~ Neguib and the Egyptian Free Officers led by Nasser some two decades earlier, 
was bound to unravel. The Derg wanted Aman to be nothing more than a ceremonial 
head of state. Aman, who was a strong-willed person and not entirely without political 
anabition of his own, had other ideas. More fundamentally, Aman and the Derg, more 
strictly its emerging strongman Mengistu, clashed over the handling of the Eritrean 
problem. The former understandably preferred a pacific approach; the latter opted for a 
military solution. The tragic finale was played out on a fateful evening of November 
1974, when troops loyal to Mengistu stormed the general’s residence. The general was 
killed in the shootout, accompanied by nearly sixty other senior government officials and 
members of the nobility (as well as a small number of former members of the Derg or its 
subordinate committees), whom the Derg executed that same evening, thereby ushering 
in unmistakable fashion the bloody chapter of the revolution. 

Bereket himself had hurried back from Washington to join the revolutionary tide. 
He was appointed member of the Commission of Enquiry that was set up to investigate 
the misdeeds of officials of the fallen regime. The Commission could hardly pretend to 
conduct an impartial investigation amidst the aggressive media campaign that had been 
unleashed against the accused. Bereket himself incurred universal opprobrium for the 
way he harassed the fallen prime minister, Aklilu Habtewold, who, given the prevalent 
irnperial power structure, had little executive power after all. Was Bereket perhaps taking 
revenge for the conduct of Aklilu’s brother, Akalework, who as Vice Minister of 
Education had him recalled from his studies in England in 1953? To his credit, Bereket 
demonstrates a remarkable capacity to laugh at himself when he recounts an encounter in 
Mekelle, a provincial capital in the north, where he was hiding as he ran away for his life, 
when one of the women visiting the house he was staying in harshly criticized Bereket, 
who was listening incognito, for his conduct. 

The killing of Aman Andom proved a turning point in Bereket’s life. As a close 
associate of the general, Bereket soon found himself on the Derg’s wanted list and had to 
run for his life. The saga of his escape across central and northern Ethiopia is so full of 
drama that it is fit for a novel rather than a memoir. Bereket succinctly sums up his 
involvement with the Eritrean liberation movement thus: ’first as a mediator, then as 
relief organizer and finally as a full-fledged member of the EPLF’ (p. 306). The 
mediation was between the two warring fronts, Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) and 
Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF). The relief work was with the Eritrean Relief 
Association (ERA). Despite some early disturbing signs of the dictatorship that EPLF 
was to evolve into, such as its methods of interrogation of suspects, Bereket plunged with 
gusto into the campaign for Eritrea’s liberation. It was in his capacity as an 
uncompromising lobbyist for Eritrea’s independence in academic and diplomatic venues 



that 13ereket incurred the enmity of so many Ethiopians, including some who were his 
erstwhile friends. 

Yet, the attainment of that independence left the big question of how independent 
Eritrea was to reIate to Ethiopia wide open. In this respect, I recall meeting Bereket for 
the first time in my office at Addis Ababa University, only months after Eritrea’s 
independence. He had come with the idea of a conference on Ethio-Eritrean cooperation. 
I~ was baffled by the initiative, coming as it did so soon after two decades of warfare that 
had pitted the two countries as totally irreconcilable entities. Bereket was not alone. 
Other Eritreans were coming to Addis in big numbers, some to enjoy the variegated 
cultural life of the capital, others to reclaim their parent’s residential quarters. The bloody 
war of 1998-2000 notwithstanding, those gestures underscore the fact that the destiny of 
Er[trea and Ethiopia remains inseparable, and this is indeed the overall feeling that the 
reader comes out with after reading the book under review. 
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6 Theorizing recognition 

Jonathan Seglow 

In this chapter I seek to give a partial vindication of what has come to be 
called a politics of difference or politics of recognition. The central claim of 
such a politics is that group-differentiated rights, laws and policies are justified 
on the grounds that membership of groups is an important aspect of persons’ 

well-being. The legal recognition of groups comes within the ambit of social 
justice. Often, however, the politics of recognition is represented as making a 

further claim: that marginalized or disadvantaged groups should be publicly 
affirmed or esteemed in order to correct their subordinate status and put their 

members on the same footing as members of mainstream society. This 
second, wider type of recognition, referring as it does to citizens’ attitudes 

towards one another is, I think; different from the forrne~; more narrow ques- 
tion of legal or policy changes, and in this chapter I seek to explore the 

difference between them. I would like to begin by setting out the types of 
ciaims that are made under the banner of (what I shall caB) narrow recogni- 

tion, and the criticisms made of them, before moving on to consider ’wide 
recognition’ later in the chapter. What sorts of claims does narrow recogni- 
tion make? We can, I think, classify t_hem into five broad types:~ 

(i) Measures which limit the toleration of practices that offend the dignity 

and hence threaten the punic standing of marginal groups. This is exem- 

plified by laws against racist,, sexist and homophobic speech, expression 
and behaviour -~ or ’hate speech’. 

(ii) Measures which release members of minol~ity groups from the demands 
of state laws on the grounds that, given their cultural identity, they tind 

them peculiarly burdensome. Examples inciude exemptions on headwear, 
dress codes, drug laws, animal slaughter and universal education require- 

m~rlts, 

(ili} Measures which seek to give members of minorities special assistance, 
legal or f’mancial, so as to rectify the social disadvantages they endure. 
Examples include bilingual schooling for children of recent immigrants; 

affirmative action programrnes which help under-represented groups 
such as ethnic minorities gain jobs and university places; and public 
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resources to benefit minority communities (such as building cultural or 

religious centres). 
(iv) Changes to laws or public conventions in order that they no ionger 

discriminate against members of minority communities. This type 
includes the legalization of same-sex marriage, as well as revisions to 
dates arid times of public holidays and work practices; changes to the 

symbolism in flags, currencies, anthems and constitutional declarations; 

and revisions to curricula in schools so that they promote a positive image 
of minority communities’ histories and achievements. 

(v) The final category eucompasses a number of claims centred on the ideas 

of government or self-deterrnhaation. It includes measures to give minori- 

ties quota places or guaranteed seats in legislatures (though these might 
better be seen as ax~ extension of [iii] ). More radically, it encompasses 
claims for devolved power and what Galeotti calls ’collective liberty’:2 the 

collective right of a group to the non-intervention of the state in its 

communal life. Some Aboriginal peoples’ demand that an indigenous 

legal tradition take precedence .over the Australian legal code is an 
e~ample. At the Iimit, category (v) includes demands for independence 

and outright secession. 

Now all these claims are, to state the obvious point, highly controversial. 
Category (v) is, however, the most controversial of all. Claims for coilective 
liberty, self-government and secession are all pleas for recognition of a sort. 

But there is an important difference between a group enjoying recognition as 
a distinct political entity, with different norms and laws to the Iarger society 
from which it seeks some separation, and the recognition that a group has a 
distinct identity while its members, nonetheIess, remain members in fuft 

standing of that larger society. The former challenges the very integrity of a 

political community; the latter chalIenges only its constitutive rules. Moreover, 

and this is a second difference between (i)-(iv) and (v), collective liberties and 
self-government can be illiberal in so far as they Iicense the oppression of 

vulnerable members of a minority group by depriving them of the protection 

in law which other citizens unproNematically enjo}: One argmnent against 
acceding to claims for independence and secession is that powerless members 
of the incipient society may now be coerced by taws and rules that were kept 
in check when it was part of larger, more liberal political community But 

cases (i)-(iv) those laws and rules still apply. Conflicts between minority 
communities’ coercive aspects and the liberalism o[" the larger society have to 

be resolved in favour of the latter. 
In this chapter, therefore, I shall restrict myself to discussing categories 

(i)-(iv) of recognition, which all represent appeals made by minority groups 

to the iarger political community which they inhabit for group-differentiated 
laws and policies that recognize their specific group identities, but fall short 

of outright separatism. But this does not get us very far. For many critics, 
claims to recognition (i)-(iv), far from having m~y moral basis, are mereiy 
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interest-group politics by another name. So let us begin by surveying the key 
criticisms which are made of narrow recognition from a liberal point of view. 

Crldcisms of the politics of recognition 

The first criticism says that the polidcs of recognition arbitrarily privileges the 
wants and interests of certain minority cultural groups, and hence cannot be 
justified from an impartial moral perspective,a Besides philosophical discus- 
sion, this attitude is often found in common complaints about the injustice of 

affirmative action, quotas, bussing and (as recently experienced in the 
claims by whites flint Asians living iu the same town get priority treatanent 

from welikre and housing agencies. In his Culture and Equally, Brian Barry 
offers a sophisticated restatement of the liberaI impardalist point of view. 

Barry concedes that laws on headscarves, protective helmets, drug use and the 

slaughter of animals, for example, place a disproportionate burden on reli- 
gious groups whose traditional practices run contrary to current law. But 

special exemptions for Muslims, Sikhs, Jews and Rastafarians are ruled out on 

the grounds 01at ’it]here is no print!pie of jtistice mandating exemptions to 
generally applicable laws for those who find compliance especially burden- 

some in virtue of their cultural norms or religious beliefs’.4 The core of 

liberal impartiality is equal treatment, and that applies just as much in 
dismissing special pleading for recognition, as it does in rejecting discrimina- 
tory evils such as racism, sexism and homophobia. 

A second argument says that recognition is illiberal in the straightforward 

sense that it denies the value of individt~al liberW. We have already encoun- 
tered the charge of illiberalism when we saw how easily it could be made 

against collective liberty claims - t,ipe (v) above. However, the argument 
comes in a number of further versions which apply to (i)-(iv) as well. In one 

version the argmnent is a complaint at the polificization of culture that recog- 

nition entails, Thus, Iris Marion Young calls for a ’cultural revolution~ where 

’no aspect of everyday life would be exempt from reflection and potential crit- 
icism’, and where, moreover, ’no social practices or activities should be 
excluded as improper subjects for ... collective choice@ In contrast to the 

equal respect which citizens can quite easity show each other in a liberal 

democracy, recognition demands that we affirm the unique value and speci- 
ficity of every last colIective identi~ instituting dais demand in everyday life 
can only be experienced as coercive. The second version of the illlberalism 

argument is directed more narrowly at the members of minority groups who 
are to be the beneficiaries of policies of recognition. As Appiah points out in 

his critique of Charles Taylor, some recipients of recognition might object 
that it is not they who are receiving it, but just some attribute of theirs - first 

language~ skin colour - which they invest with no special significance. Many 

members of minority groups may nonetheless regard themselves first and 
foremost as free agents. ’It is at this point that someone who takes autonomy 
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seriously will ask whether we have not replaced one kind of tyranny with 
anot_her.~6 

The third argument is that recog~fition, whatever its other merits or 
demerits, is logically incoherent. Cultures~ religious and ways of life (among 

other things) embody certain values. Recognizing them, in the sense usually 

intended by advocates of this position, involves aflSrming their values. 
However, the values of cultures directly conflict: some ways of life believe that 

gay relationships should be celebrated, for example, whilst some religious 
cultures are convinced homosexuality is a sin. The two sides cannot both be 

right. Hence one cannot affirm both cultures so tong as that involves valuing 

their values. As Peter Jones puts it: 

The fundamental problem with the demand for recognition ... is the 

contradictory commitments it asks people to accept. People are altowed 

to believe in the worth of their own culture including the beliefs and 
values it embodies, yet ,they are also required to believe that others’ 

cultures, embodying different and conflicting beliefs and values are of no 
tess worth. How can we expect people to embrace that absurdity?7 

OnIy, answers Brian Barry in Culture and Equally, ’with a great dea! of encour- 
agement from the Politically Correct Thought Police’.8 

The fourth criticism is that the assertion of group identity at the heart of 

the politics of recognition is tribalistic, fragments political communities and 
undermines the sources of civic solidarity. Though made in the name of 

equality and inclusion, the demands of minority cultural and other groups in 

fact assert their own values and interests at the expense of peaceful co- 
existence, which is die sine qua non of successfu! multicultural societies. The 

more pluralistic a socie~, the more citizens have to work to build solidarity 
and common loyalty. Endorsing group-based claims to recognition, howeveg 
subverts this process because members of minorities (or at least their leaders) 

will be encouraged to press their own claims rather than work towards the 

common interest. This can only increase conflict, suspicion and resentment 

among different social groups and erode the construction of a cornmon polit- 
ical identiW.~ 

In summary, the politics of recognition is, according to its critics, over- 

partial, illiberal, incoherent and tribalisfic. Underlying and animating these 
accusations is, I think~ a further thought: that the various claims to recogni- 

tion I catalogued briefly are, however forcefully made, really no rnore than 

everyday political demands. Groups olways demand things in politics, but 

most of their demands are not genuine claims of justice (which is not to say 

they are unjust). For the liberal who is sceptical towards recognition, the 
desire of minorities to channel public money for them to celebrate their iden- 

tity or change the school curriculum, for example, ~re not issues of justice on 

a par with basic rights like freedom of speech or the right to welfare. 
Moreover, some claims to recognition, like affirmative action or exemptions 



from otherwise universally applicable laws, are arguably quite unjust from the 
liberal point of view. In order to vindicate any veision of the politics of recog- 
nition, theret%re, we need not just to take issue wi(h the four critiques; we 

need also, more positlveI}~ to show how recognition belongs to justice in a way 
that is cogent and persuasive. That is what I try to do in the rest of this 

chapter. 

Two kinds of justice 

I waut to suggest that there are two distinct kinds of claim to which advocates 

of recognition appeal. Both are credible, but only one has as its immediate 
object the types of recognition I outIined in (i)-(iv) above. In each case there is 

a different principle of justice that is being appealed to, though each principle 
has its limitations. 

The first kind of justice that minorities seem to be appealing to is a prin- 
ciple of non-discrimination. The basic idea here is that members of a group 
should not systematically receive a lesser share of social opportunities or a 
greater share of social burdens merely on the basis that they happen to 

belong to one group rather than another. Put another way, it is unjust for any 
particular group of people to be discrimkaated against in the distribution of 

social benefits and burdens on the arbitrary basis of thek group affiliation.~° 

It is not difficult to see how many of the claims I listed might be assimilated 

under this principle. Type (i) claims, where we lower the threshold of tolera- 
tion to avoid offence to marginalized groups, can be conceived of as 
equalizing the degree of offence which any group can reasonably be asked to 
bear by incorporating into law the extra/special offence suffered when one’s 

ethnic or sexual identity for example, is assaulted. Type (it) clain~s, which 
make exceptions for minority groups to otherwise universal laws, can similarly 
be seen as releasing them from the burden of compliance which they, on 

account of their group membership, uniquely suffer. Allowing Muslim school- 
girls to wear headscarves, for example, is recognition of the special burden 

that would be placed on their identity were they to be forced to abandon their 

traditional dress in favour of school uniform. Claims of type (iii) which, on 

the surface, give minorities special assistance, also however come under the 
rubric of non2discriminatiom For they simply seek to distribute a social 

benefit - access to one’s own language, for example, or funding for public 

places of worship ~ that the majority in society unproblematically enjoy. Type 
(iv) claims differ from type (it) in that an explicitly non-universal law - for 

example, that public holidays reflect the Christian religion or (more contro- 
versially perhaps) that marriage is a sac/ed union only between two people of 
the opposite sex - is modified so as not to exclude those whose group identity 
is not reflected in the original law. Once again, non-discrimination is the key 

to amending such laws. 
However, although non-diScrimination is a prima facto principle of justice, 

it cannot reasonably be presented as a universal principle to be applied carte 
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blanche to every single case of a failure of recognition. This is so for at least 
four reasons. To begin with, we all sutI~r from some kinds of discrimination 
on the basis of memberships that we had little choice in making. Place of resi- 

dence, nationality, even physical characteristics~ can all result in unchosen 
burdens, but not ones there is necessarily a case in justice to correct. When it 

comes to culture, the principle of non-discrimination glosses over questions 
about the responsibility that members bear for their culture and the reason- 

able demands that might be made of them in the name of assimilation. (Such 

thoughts underlie the first - partiality - critique I sketched in the previous 
section.) Second, members of a culture are not unthinking bearers of a 
primordial essence that can be identified with a precise range of sacrosanct 

culturai practices. On the contrary, cultures evolve in response to the circum- 
stances they find themselves in, and some change should be expected in a 
culturally pluralist society. In fact, the principle of non-discriminatlon, if 
applied in a crudety uniform way, will tend to make cultural groups present 
themselves as unique, authentic essences at risk from being assimilated into a 

majorltarian mould not of their making. Third, the principle does nothing to 
prevent the phenomenon whereby each group sees itself solely on its own 

terms, thus s ’~taflingjust the kind of cross-cultural engagement and accommo- 
dation that any successful multicultural socieW needs.It Finally, it will 

encourage cuItural groups (or their leaders) to press for as many benefits, 

exemptions and khads of special treatment as ttaey can possibly get, thus dissi- 

pating the moral values at work in the politics of recognition, reducing it to 
interest-group politics and, in the process, fragmenting the civic bond which 
ideally should hoId disparate groups together. As we saw with the fourth criti- 
cism, recognition risks subverting the construction and maintenance of a 

common political identity. 
In his discussion of the injustice of disc~mination, Sloven Lukes writes 

that, in addition to the denial of advantages resulting from discrimination, 
there is an additional injustice done to groups who lose out, namely they 

suffer ’rejection from the domi~ant culture of mutual recognition’,t2 Taking 

up this idea, I want to suggest that, separate from the burden of discrimina- 
tion imposed by partisan laws and conventions, members of groups who 

demand recognition are also appealing against a further kind of injustice, that 

Of being excluded from the dominant norms, mores and standards of the 

society of which they are legally members. At stake here is the need to have 

one’s collective identity publicly acknowledged and accepted for what it is, 
and not, on account of it, be rnarginalized, excluded and disregarded. I shall 
say more in defence Of this need later on. The kind of recognition does not 

concern in the first instance the kinds of legal and policy measures as detailed 
~nder claims ~i)-(iv). Rather, its object is the symbolic value of being included 

as a full member of society, given the ascriptive differences which one bears. 

That the value of inclusion is not atwa~s manifest is evident when one 
~onsiders the salient circumstances of the politics of recognition. Struggle for 

recognition occurs when value conflict between the majority and minorities in 
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the same society results in the traits, beliefs and values of the minorities being 
labelled as different and inferior to the majority’s and a threat to traditional 

public standards (as defined by the majority) - a~ld hence when minorities’ 

values are effectively excluded from the public sphere. Beyond inequalities of 
legal treatment, therefore, minorities suffer an additional harm of exclusion.~ 3 

They occupy a marginalized and subordinate position, and demand equal 
public standing and acceptance for their distinct identities. Their object of 
claims to recognition here is to ensure that previously excluded minorities, 
invisible or devalued in the public sphere, wi_ll be able to relate to their collec- 

tive identities with the same ease and confidence as members of the majority 
because they regard themselves to be members of society in full standing. 
Toleration as recognition will have succeeded when ’different’ minorifes iden- 
tify wit_Ix the prevailing normative standards in society, are symbolically 

included within them and, like the majority, are able to adapt and revise their 
identities without fear.~4 Wide recognition seeks to red~ess the asymmetry 

involved in the power to label. Inclusion is its over-arching value. 

Wide recognition concerns the values and attitudes that citizens of 
different backgrounds evince in their day-to-day interactions with each other. 

Wide recognition also refers to the normative standards of public life more 

generally~ including the kinds of discourse employed by politicians, the 
portrayal of different kinds of groups in television and the print media, in 
literature and in sctmol curricula. If a group enjoys recognition in this wide 
sense~ it does not mean that people go around affirming its values or praising 
its achievements. What it does mean is that the particular minority identity in 

question is publicly accepted and ackimwledged as having its own particular 
perspective and view of the world that is different fi-om the majority’s. Wide 
recognition is, as Galeottl puts it, ’content-independent’:Is the majority need 

only affirm that the minority identity is different from their own, is valuable at 
least on its own terms and is a distinct source of political claims, and hence 

that some political accommodafon may be required. A failure of wide recog- 
nifon is when the agents of public and political discourse either ignore or, 
more commonly, actively disparage, demean or humiliate the minority iden- 
tity in question. 

I have tried to show that there are two distinct modes of justice to which 

advocates of recognition appeal, encapsulated by two different moral princi- 
ples: non-discriminafon and inclusion. While the former is familiar to us from 
many non-cultural issues of justice, the latter is more controversial. 
Interpreted as the means by which citizens can regard themselves as members 

in full standing of their political community, inclusion is dearly a value. 
Securing the conditions which underlie a felt sense of inclusion must be a 
political imperative of some kind. But I cannot here mount a full defence of 

inclusion’s status as a part of justice. Suffice it to say that feeling oneself a 

member of the political community that one shares with fellow citizens must 

be part of what a fulgflling life involves. And justice is what citizens owe to one 
another in order that each can lead a fulfilling life. 
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Wide recognition 

Ih the remainder of this chapter, I shall defend wide recognition, and then (a 
democratic version of) its narrow counterpart. The first question to ask, in 

conducting this defence, is whether wide recognition is subject to the four 
c]citiques of recognition I outlined above. I suggest tha.t there is no special 

difficulty with the first and the fourth critique, but that the second and the 

third are more problematic. The ftrst critique said that recognition is over- 
partial. But recall that this critique arose in the context of policies, like 
affirmative action, that treated some citizens differently from others. Wide 

recognition, by contrast, is a need that is shared by all. Failures of recognition 

occur when public discourse is normatively structured in such a way that 
r~ainority identities are not properly ackamwledged. Acknowledging them is a 

way of correcting that in the name of impartiali~ Nor need wide recognition 
encourage social fragmentation, the fourth critique. Its object is to make 
~xctuded groups feel .they belong to the political community. This is the oppo- 

site of fragmentation. 
The second and third critiques, illiberalism and incoherence, present more 

difficulties, I shall address them at greater Iength in this section, and in doing 

so elaborate further the meaning of wide recognition. However, rather than 
rehearse the two critiques again, I shall examine two anti-recognition argu- 
ments that are inspired by them. 

The first argument, which draws on the illiberalism critique, is that recog- 
nition, as compared to equal respect, is over-demanding and intrudes upon 

the liberties of those citizens required to meet its obligations. A good example 

of this argument can be found in Nancy Rosenblum’s Membership and Morals. 

Wide recognition~ as she interprets it, involves ’taking responsibility for others’ 
and ’active solicitude for their sense of self-worth’. But, she argues, ’carefully 
calculating social status, making fine cultural or racial distiuctions, and taking 

~xquisite pains to avoid slights are wholly out of keeping with democracy in 
~veryday life’.~a Democratic interaction calls for ’easy spontaneity’ with 

others, and this means citizens have to he thick-skinned at times and tolerate 
being misunderstood or, at least, others’ indifference. There are minimal stan- 

dards of civility which citizens are obliged to show one another, but these are 
,encapsulated by what liberals typically understand by mutual respect: 

~pholdlng rights, avoiding harm and engaging in a process of democratic 
justification to determine those coercive norms strictly necessary for a well- 
functioning polity. 
i In so far as wide recognition, interpreted here as a civic duty, does indeed 

’demand that citizens take (some) responsibility for each other’s sense of self- 

Worth, it plainly does circumscribe their liberty. And wide recognition is 

clearly incompatible with Roseublum’s conception of robustly vigorous 
democracy (though I shall argue in the last section of this chapter that wide 
~recognition is a prerequisite for the appropriate conception of democracy in 

multicuttural societies). The case for treating wide recognition as a civic duty 

in the first place stems from acknowledging that recognition, just like respect, 
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is a basic human need. And that in turn rests upon a theory of the person 
which regards self-reflexivity (along with autonomy) as a central feature of 

our being. On this view, developed by Charles Taylor and A,xel Honneth in 
recent years, human beings do not form goals and preferences out of nowhere 

but, rather; are beings who relate reflexively to their own identities and the 
.qualitative conditions of their lives.17 Values, beliefs, intentions and, crucially, 

the sense of one’s own capacity for agency are structured and oriented by 

o~e’s own fundatnental sense of self-identity. Self-reflexivity, then, is the first 
premise of this theory. The second is that the practical construction of 
r~flexive self-identity is critically dependent on the attitudes and evaluations 

of other human beings. Only through the secure receipt of recognition by 
others are human agents able to achieve an adequate relation to self. Personal 
recognition is a basic need, and its bestowal on people is, consequentI~4 a 
moral requirement. Flonneth even goes so far as to identify morality with ’the 
quintessence of attitudes we are mutually obligated to adopt in order to 
secure jointly the conditions of our personal in[egrity’.~a Whether or not we 

identify recognition with morality, what we have here is a philosophical argu- 
ment which connects the acknowledgement of social differences to a people’s 

sense of identity and self-respect, and the latter to their own faith in their effi- 

cacy as properly functioning social agents. Once this linkage is accepted, one 
cau see how failures of wide recognition represent injustices, ones manifest in 

psychological harms. It is more difficult to function effectively as a social 

agent, and to make use of whatever legal opportunities are open to one, if 
one is publicly disregarded and categorized as beyond tile norm.~ The sense 

of inclusion which wide recognition brings helps previously disregarded 
groups to achieve autonomous agency and function effectively in the public 
sphere. 

This compressed account of the philosophical theory of recognition raises 

several critical questions in its turn. How much recognition is needed? Flow 
much in the public political as opposed to private sphere? Is it individuals as 
members of cultures we recognize or individuals on thei~ Own accout~t? Given 

the unlimited degree to which we could affirm each other’s identities, are 

there not principled limits to the scope of public recognition - especially 

given the crucial human need. for freedom which plainly stands in some 
tension with it? t have suggested that {ecognition is necessary in the political 
domain, not as a positive evaluation of others’ distinct identities but at least as 

their acknowledgement. Furthermore, while recognizing others is a demand 
on free agents, it is also necessary for the recipients’ sense of personal agency 
and thus for their own capacity for freedom. Nevertheless, even granted these 

points, tile rationale of Rosenblum’s argument is that wide recognition 
inflates the standard liberal lexicon of moral harms beyond what it cau 

reasonably bern: On her view, citizen’s obligations towards one another are 
simple, clear-cut and best defined negatively. They are to avoid force, coer- 
cion, manipulation, violations of taws and rights and similar injustices, and 

breaches of cor~mou standards of decent behaviour, including the grosser 
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ftrms of offence. Oft this view, recognition is a strictly supererogator~ virtue, 
and best reserved for the private and perhaps associational domains. But I 
think this fiberal argument can be turned on its head. For once some harms to 
i~entity are included within the ambit of illegitimate harms - ones citizens 

must strive to avoid - it becomes very hard to hold the fort at only one class of 
stich harms - gross offence, say - and not include other harms to identity 

such as humiliation, rejection and marginalization. The point is not that all 
t!~ese must be precisely defined and then coditied in law. Rather, acknowl- 

edgement that they are indeed harms goes on to inform an account of what 
wide recognition as a civic duty involves. Though not a legal imperative, wide 
recognition is nonetheless something citizens are encouraged to demonstrate 

in their public interactions. And in so doing, they recognize that in a society 
in which some are in subordinate positions, the category of harm does require 
expansion, though on principled grounds and informed by the philosophical- 
p~ychological theory just outhned. 

Let us now consider a contrary argument, signal.led above, that wide recog- 
nition is not only a vital human need, but it also requires us not merely to 

accept or acknowledge but to positively affirm, esteem and valorize the identi- 
ties of others. Recognition as mutual esteem seems to be Taylor’s position in 

°The Politics of Recognition’, where the point of intercultural dialogue is to 
fgse the value horizons of different groups in order that they can appreciate 

the collective goods of one another - something each side has a duty to do. 
SimilarIy, Young writes that ’[g]roups cannot be socially equal unless their 
specific experience, culture and social contribution are publicly affirmed’.2° 
This line of thinking is the object of the third critique of recognition, that it is 
incoherent simultaneously to affirm the contrary value commitments of 

,dJ.’fferent cultures. The critique is, however, off-target in so far as ~aylor, 
Young and Tully~ employ a quasi-aesthetic notiou of value according to 
~i~hich the value of cultures lies in their uniqueness and authenticiW. There 

are no contradictions between different instantlations of uniqueness. 

Nonetheless, wide recognition, even interpreted as mutual acknowledgement, 

~ highly demanding, and even perhaps impossible, at least in so far as it 
appears to mandate affirming those values of others which one does not hold 

oneself. 
However, to say that wide recognition is a civic duty leaves it open as to 

how that duty is best discharged. It need not be a matter of citizens going 

round affirming each other (which is easily parodied). What wide recognition 
(ujolns us to do in practical terms, in out day-to-day contact with others, and 

in public life more generally, is not to demean or disparage the values of 
others, and to accept that their form of llfe is valid - at least for them. This 

idea - recognition as acknowledgement - is more demanding than tolerating 
others, but it is still very far from actively esteeming them. Its object is to 

ensure that no form of ti~ is publicly rejected or considered beyond the pale. 
In this sense it helps secure the important good of inclusion - a good, I main- 

tained, that is part of sociaI justice. For the diehard politics of recognition 
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6 Theorizing recognition 

In this chapter I seek to give a partial vindication of what has come to be 

called a politics of difference or politics of recognition. The central cla~n of 
such a politics is that group-differentiated rights, laws and policies are justified 
on the grounds that membership of groups is an important aspect of persons’ 

well-being. The legal recognition of groups comes within the ambit of social 

justice. Often, however, the politics of recognition is represented as making a 
further claim: that marginalized or disadvantaged groups should be publicly 
affirmed or esteemed in order to correct their subordinate status and put their 

members on the same footing as members of mainstream socie~. This 

second, wider type of recognition, referring as it does to citizens’ attitudes 
towards one another is, I think, different from the former, more narrow ques- 
tion of legal or policy changes, and in this chapter I seek to explore the 

difference between them. I would like to begin by setting out the types of 
claims that are made under the banner of (what I shall call), narrow recogni- 
tion, and the criticisms made of them, before moving on to consider ’wide 

recognition’ later in the chapter. What sorts of claims does narrow recogni- 
tion make? We can, I think, classify ttaem into five broad types: l 

(i) Measures which limit the toleration of practices that offend the dignity 
and hence threaten the public standing of marginal groups. This is exem- 
plified by laws against racist,, sexist and homophobic speech, expression 
and behaviour - or ’hate speech’. 

(ii) Measures which release members of minority groups from the demands 
of state laws on the grounds that, given their cultural identity, they find 
them peculiarly burdensome. Examples include exemptions on headwear, 

dress codes, drug laws, animal slaughter and universal education require- 
ments. 

{iii) Measures which seek to give members of minorities specia! assistance, 
legal or financial, so as to rectify the social disadvantages they endure. 
Examples include bilingual schooling for children of recent immigrants; 

affirmative action programmes which help under-represented groups 

such as. ethnic minorities gain jobs and university places; and public 
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resou,’ces to benefit minority communities {such as building cultural or 
religious centre@ 

(iv) Changes to laws or public conventions in order that they no longer 

discriminate against members of minority communities. This type 

includes the legalization of same-sex marriage, as well as revisions to 
dates and times of public holidays and work practices; changes to the 
symbolism in flags, currencies, anthems and constitutional declarations; 

and revisions to curricula in schools so that they promote a positive image 
of minority communities’ histories and achievements. 

(v) The final category encompasses a number of claims centred on the ideas 

of government or self-determination. It includes measures to give minori- 
ties quota places or guaranteed seats in legislatures (though these might 
better be seen as an extension of [iii] ). More radically~ it encompasses 
claims for devolved power and what Galeottl calls ’collective liberty’:~ the 
collective right of a group to the non-intervention of the state in its 

communal life. Some Aboriginal peoples’ demand that an indigenous 

legal tradition take precedence over the Australian legal code is an 
example. At the limit, category (v) includes demands for independence 

and outright secession. 

Now all these claims are, to state the obvious point, highly controversial. 
Category (v) is, however, the most controversial of all. Claims for collective 

fiberty, self-government and secession are all pleas for recognition of a sort. 
But there is an important difference between a group enjoying recognition as 

a distinct political entity, with different norms and laws to the larger society 
from which it seeks some separation, and the recognition that a group has a 
distinct identity while its members, nonetheless, remain members in full 

standing of that larger society. The former challenges the very integrity of a 
political community; the latter challenges only its constitutive rules. Moreovm; 

and this is a second difference between (i)-(iv) and (v), collective liberties and 
self-government can be illiberal in so far as they license the oppression of 

vulnerable members of a minority group by depriving them of the protection 
in law which other citizens unproblematically enjoy. One argument against 

acceding to claims for independence and secession is that powerless members 

of the incipient society may now be coerced by laws and rules that were kept 
in check when it was part of larger, more liberal political communit~ But in 

cases (i)-(iv) those laws and rules still apply. Conflicts between minority 
communities’ coercive aspects and the liberalism of the larger society have to 

be resolved in favour of the latter. 
In this chapter, therefore, I shall restrict myself to discussing categories 

(i) (iv) of recognition, which all represent appeals made by minority groups 

to the larger political community which they inhabit for group-differentiated 
laws and policies that recognize their specific group identities, but fall short 

of outright separatism. But this does not get us very far. For many critics, 
claims to recognition (i)-(iv), far from having any moral basis, are merely 
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interest-group politics by another name. So let us begin by surveying the key 
criticisms which are made of narrow recognition from a liberal point of view. 

Criticisms of the politics of recognition 

The first criticism says that the politics of recognition arbitrarily privileges the 
wants and interests of certain minority cultural groups, and hence cannot be 
justified from an impartial moral perspective.3 Besides philosophical discus- 
sion, this attitude is often found in common complaints about the injustice of 
affirmative action, quotas, bussing and (as recently experienced in the UK) 
claims by whites that Asians living in the same town get priority treatment 

from welfare and housing agencies. In his Culture and Equality, Brian Barry 
offers a sophisticated restatement of the liberal impartialist point of view. 
Barry concedes that laws on headscarves, protective helmets, drug use and the 
slaughter of animals, for example, place a disproportionate burden on rell- 

gious groups whose u-adifional practices run contrary to current law. But 
special exemptions for Muslim, s, Sikhs, Jews and Rastafarians are ruled out on 
the grounds that ’It]here is no principie of justice mandating exemptions to 

generally applicable laws for those who find compliance especially burden- 
some i~ virtue of their cultural norms or religious beliefs’.4 The core of 
liberal impartiality is equal treatment, and that applies just as much in 

dismissing special pleading for recognition, as it does in rejecting discrkqlina- 
tory evils such as racism, sexism and homophobia. 

A second argument says that recognition is illiberal in the straightforward 
sense that it denies the value of individual liberty. We have already encoun- 
tered the charge of illiberalism when we saw how easily it could be made 
against collective liberty claims - type (v) above. However, the argument 
comes in a number of furtb.er versions which apply to (i)-(iv) as well. In one 
version the argument is a complaint at the politicization of culture that recog- 
nition entails. Thus, Iris Marion Young calls for a ’cultural revolution’ where 

’no aspect of everyday life would be exempt from reflection and potential crit- 
icism’, and where, moreover, ’no social practices or activities should be 

excluded as improper subjects for ... collective choice’.5 In contrast to the 

equal respect which citizens can quite easily show each other in a liberal 
democracy, recognition demands that we affirm the unique value and speci- 

ficity of every iast collective identity. Instituting this demand in everyday life 
can only be experienced as coercive. The second version of the illiberalism 
argument is directed more narrowly at the members of minority groups who 
are to be the beneficiaries of policies of recognition. As Appiah points out in 
his critique of Charles Taylor, some recipients of recognition might object 

that it is not they who are receiving it, but just some attribute of theirs first 
language, skin colour - which they invest with no special significance. Many 

members of minority groups may nonetheIess regard themselves first and 
foremost as free agents. ’It is at this point that someone who takes autonomy 
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seriously Will ask whether we have not replaced one kind of tyranny with 
another.’6 

The third argument is that recognition, whatever its other merits or 
demerits, is logically incoherent. Cultures, religions and ways of life (among 

other things) embody certain vatues. Recognizing them, in the sense usually 
intended by advocates of this position, involves affirmh~g their values. 

However, the values of cultures directly conflict: some ways of life believe that 

gay relationships should be celebrated, for example, whilst some religious 
cultures are convinced homosexuality is a sin. The two sides cannot both be 

right. Hence one cannot affirm both cultures so long as that involves valuing 

their values. As Peter Jones puts it: 

The fundmmental problem with the demand for recognition ... is the 

contradictory commitments it asks people to accept. People are allowed 

to believe in the worth of their own culture including the beliefs and 
values it embodies, yet. they are atso required to believe that others~ 

cultures, embodying different and conflicting beliefs and values are of no 
less worth. How can we expect people to embrace that absurdity?7 

Only, answers Brian Barry in Culture and Equality, ’with a great deal of encour- 
agement fi’om the Poiitically Correct Thought Police’.~ 

The fourth criticism is that the assertion of group identity at the heart of 

the politics of recognltlott is tribalistic, fragments political communities and 
undermines the sources of civic solidarity. Though made in the name of 

equality and inclusion, the demands of minority cultural and other groups in 

fact assert their own values and interests at the expense of peaceful co- 
existence, which is the sine qua non of successful multicultural societies. The 

more pluralistic a society, the more citizens have to work to build solidarity 
and common loyalty. Endorsing group-based claims to recognition, however, 
subverts this process because members of minorities (or at least their leaders) 

will be encouraged to press their own claims rather than work towards the 

common interest. This can only increase conflict, suspicion and resentment 
among different social groups and erode the construction of a common polit- 
ical identit3<~ 

In summary, the politics of recognition is, according to its critics, over- 
partial, illiberal, incoherent and tribalistic. Underlying and animating these 
accusations is, I tlfink, a further thought: that the various claims to recogni- 
tion I catalogued briefly are, however forcefully made, really no more than 
everyday political demands. Groups always demand things in politics, but 

most of their demands are not genuine claims of justice (which is not to say 
they are unjust). For the liberal who is sceptical towards recognition, the 
desire of minorities to channel public money for them to celebrate their iden- 
tity or change the school curriculum, for example, ~re not issues of justice on 

a par with basic rights like freedom of speech or the right to welfare. 
Moreover, some claims to recognition, like affirmative action or exemptions 
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from otherwise universally applicable laws, are arguably quite unjust from the 
liberal point of view. In order to vindicate any version of the politics of recog- 
nition, therefore, we need not just to take issue with the four critiques; we 

need also, more positively; to show how recognition belongs to justice in a way 
that is cogent and persuasive. That is what I try to do in the rest o~" this 

chapter. 

Two kinds o£ justice 

I want to suggest that there are two distinct ldnds of claim to which advocates 

of recognition appeal. Both are credible, but only one has as its immediate 
object the types of recognition I outlined in (i)-(iv) above. In each case there is 
a different principle of justice that is being appealed to, though each principle 
has its limitations. 

The first kind of justice that minorities seem to be appealing to is a prin- 
ciple of non-discrimination. The basic idea here is that members of a group 
should not systematically receive a lesser share of social opportunities or a 

greater share of social burdens merely on the basis that they happen to 
belong to one group rather than anothm: Put another way, it is unjust for any 

particuiar group of people to be discriminated againstin the distribution of 
social benefits and burdens on the arbitrary basis of thei~ group affiliation. 10 

It is not difficult to see how many of the claims I listed might be assimilated 

under this principle~ Type (i) claims, where we lower the ttlreshold of tolera- 
tion to avoid offence to marginalized groups, can be conceived of as 
equalizing the degree of offence which any group can reasonably be asked to 
bear by incorporating into law the extra/special offence suffered when one’s 
ethnic or sexual identity, for example, is assaulted. Type (ii) claims, which 

make exceptions for minority groups to otherwise universal laws, can similarly 
be seen as releasing them from the burden of compliance which they; on 
account of their group membership, uniquely suffer. Allowing Muslim school- 
gMs to wear headscarves, for example, is recognkion of the special burden 
that would be placed on their identity were they to be forced to abandon their 
traditional dress in favour of sch.ool uniform. Claims of type (iii) which, on 
the surface, give minorkies special assistance, also however come under the 

rubric of non-discrimination. For they simply seek to distribute a social 
benefit - access to one’s own language, for example, or funding for public 
places of worship - that the majority in society unproblematicaity enjo~ Type 
(iv) claims differ from type (ii) in that an explicitly non-universal law- for 
example, that public holidays reflect the Christian religion or (more contro- 
versially perhaps) that marriage is a sacred unio~ only between two people of 
the opposite sex - is modified so as not to exclude those whose group identity 
is not reflected in the original law. Once again, non-discrimination is the key 
to amending such laws. 

However, although non-diScrimination is a prima facie principle of justice, 
it cannot reasonably be presented as a universal principle to be applied carte 
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blan&e to every single case of a failure of recognition. This is so for at least 
four reasons. To begin with, we all suffer from some kinds of discrimination 

on the basis of memberships that we had little choice in making. Place of resi- 
dence, nationality, even physical characteristics, can all result in unchosen 

burdens, but not ones there is necessarily a case in justice to correct. When it 
comes to culture, the principle of non-discrimination glosses over questions 
about the responsibility that members bear for their culture and the reason- 
able demands that might be made of them in the name of assimilation. ISuch 

thoughts underlie the first - partiality - critique I sketched in the previous 
section.) Second, members of a culture are not unthinking bearers of a 

primordial essence that can be identified with a precise range of sacrosanct 

cuItural practices. On the contrary, cultures evolve in response to the circum- 
stances they find themselves in, and some change should be expected in a 
cuIturatly pluralist society. In fact, ttae principle of non-discrimination, if 
applied in a crudely uniform wa~4 will tend to make cultural groups present 
themselves as unique, authentic essences at risk from being assimilated into a 
majoritarian mould not of their making. Third, the principle does nothing to 

prevent the phenomenon whereby each group sees itself solely on its own 

terms, thus stifling just the kind of cross-culmral engagement and accommo- 
dation that any s~accessful multicultural society needs,l~ Finaliy~ it will 

encourage cultural groups (or their leaders) to press for as many benefits, 
exemptions and kinds of special treatment as they can possibly get, thus dissi- 
pating the moral values at work in the politics of recognition, reducing it to 
interest-group politics and, in the process, fragmenting the civic bond which 

ideally should hold disparate groups together. As we saw with the fourth criti- 
cism, recognition risks subverting the construction and maintenance of a 
common political identitg 

In his discussion of the injustice of discrimination, Steven Lukes writes 
that, in addition to the denial of advantages resulting from discrimination, 

there is an additional injustice done to groups who lose out, namely they 
suffer ’rejection from the dominant culture of mutual recognition’. 12 Taking 

up this idea, I want to suggest that, separate from the burden of discrimina- 
tion imposed by partisan laws and conventions, members of groups who 
demand recognition are also appealing against a further kind of injustice, that 

of being excluded from the dominant norms, mores and standards of the 
society of which they are legally members. At stake here is the need to have 
bne’s collective identity publicly acknowledged and accepted for what it is, 
and not, on account of it, be marginalized, excluded and disregarded. I shall 

Say more in defence Of this need later on. The kind of recognition does not 
concern in the first instance the kinds of legal and policy measures as detailed 
~ander claims (i)-(iv). Rather, its object is the symbolic value of being included 

as a full member o[" society, given the ascriptivedifferences which one bears. 
That the value of inclusion is not always manifest is evident when one 

Considers the salient circumstances of the politics of recognition. Struggle for 
recognition occurs when value conflict between the majority and minorities in 
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the same society results in d~e traits, beliefs and values of the minorities being 
labeIled as different and inferior to the majority’s and a threat to traditional 
public standards (as defined by the majority) - and hence when minorities’ 

values are effectively excluded from the public sphere. Beyond inequalities of 
legal treatment, therefore, minorities suffer an additional harm of exclusion~13 
They occupy a marginafized and subordinate position, and demand equal 

public standing and acceptance for their distinct identities. Their object of 

claims to recognition here is to ensure that previously excluded minorities, 
invisible or devalued in the public sphere, will be able to relate to their collec- 

tive identities with the same ease and confidence as members of the majority 
because they regard themselves to be members of society in full standing. 
Toleration as recognition will have succeeded when ’different’ minorities iden- 
tify with the prevailing normative standards in socie~ are symbolically 
included within them and, like the majority, are able to adapt and revise their 
identities without fear.1+ Wide recognition seeks to redress the asymmetry 

involved in the power to label. Inclusion is its over-arching value. 
Wide recognition concerns the values and attitudes that citizens of 

different backgrounds evince in their day-to-day interactions with each other. 
Wide recognition also refers to the normative standards of public life more 
generally, including the kinds of discourse employed by politicians, the 
portrayal of different kinds of groups in television and the print media, in 
literature and in school curricula. If a group enjoys recognition in this wide 
sense, it does not mean that people go around affirming its values or praising 
its achievements. What it does mean is that the particular minority identity in 
question is publicly accepted and acknowledged as having its own particular 

perspective and view of the world that is different from the majority’s. Wide 

recognition is, as Galeotti puts it, ’content-independent’:~5 the majority need 
only affirm that the minority identity is different from their own, is valuable at 
least on its own terms and is a distinct source of political claims, and hence 

that some political accommodation may be required. A failure of wide recog- 
nition is when the agents of public and political discourse either ignore or, 
more commonly, actively disparage, demean or humiliate the minority iden- 
tity in question. 

I have tried to show that there are two distinct modes of justice to which 

advocates of recognition appeal, encapsulated by two different moral princi- 
ples: non-discrimination and inclusion. While the former is fan~iliar to us from 

many non-cultural issues of justice, the latter is more controversial. 
Interpreted as the means by which citizens can regard themselves as members 
in full standing of their political community, inclusion is clearly a value. 
Securing the conditions which underlie a felt sense of infusion must be a 
political imperative of some kind. But I cannot here mount a full defence of 
inclusion’s status as a part of justice. Suffice it to say that feeling oneself a 

member of the political community that one shares with fellow citizens must 
be part of what a fulfilling life involves~ And justice is what citizens owe to one 
another in order that each can lead a fulfilling life. 
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Wide recognition 

I}l the remainder of" this chapter, I shall defend wide recognition, and then (a 

democratic version ot) its narrow counterpart. The first question to ask, in 

c)nducting this defence, is whether wide recognition is subject to the four 
cyitiques of recognition I outlined above. I suggest that there is no special 
difficulty with the first and the fourth critique, but that the second and the 
third are more problematic. The first critique said that recognition is over- 
partial. But recall that this critique arose in the context of policies, like 
affirmative action, that treated some citizens differently fi’om others. Wide 
recognition, by contrast, is a need that is shared by all. Failures of recognition 

o..ccur when public discourse is normatively structured in such a way that 
minority identities are not properly ackimwledged. Acknowledging them is a 
way of correcting that in the name of impartiality. Nor need wide recognition 

e~ncourage social fragmentation, the fourth critique. Its object is to make 
~xctuded groups feel they belong to the political community. This is the oppo- 
site of fragmentation. 

~ The second and third critiques, illiberalism and incoherence, present more 

difficulties. I shall address them at greater length in this section, and in doing 
so elaborate further the meaning of wide recognition. However, rather than 
rehearse the two critiques again, .I shall examine two anti-recognition argu- 
ments that are inspired by them. 

The first argument, which draws on the illiberalism critique, is that recog- 

nition, as compared to equal respect, is over-demanding and intrudes upon 

the liberties of those citizens required to meet its obligations. A good example 
of this argument can be found in Nancy Rosenblum’s Membership and Morals. 

Wide recognition, as she interprets it, involves ’taking responsibility for others’ 
and ’active solicitude for their sense of serf-worth’. But, she argues, ’carefully 

calculating social status, making fine cultural or racial distinctions, and taking 
+xquisite pains to avoid sfights are wholly out of keeping with democracy in 
everyday life’.16 Democratic interaction calls for ’easy spontaneity’ with 

others, and this means citizens have to be thick-skinned at times and tolerate 
being misunderstood or, at least, others’ indifference. There are minimal stan- 

dards of civility which citizens are obliged to show one another, but these are 

¯ encapsulated by what liberals typically understand by mutual respect: 
upholding rights, avoiding harm and engaging in a process of democratic 
justification to determine those coercive norms stricdy necessary for a well- 

~unctioning polity. 
i In so far as wide recognition, interpreted here as a civic duty, does indeed 

~emand that citizens take (some) responsibility for each other’s sense of self- 
~vorth, it plainly does circumscribe their liberty. And wide recognition is 

clearly incompatible with Rosenblum’s conception of robustly vigorous 

democracy (though I shall argue in the last section of this Chapter that wide 
,recognition is a prerequisite for the appropriate conception of democracy in 
mulficultural societies). The case for treating wide recognition as a civic duty 
in the first place stems from acknowledging that recognition, just like respect, 



is a basic human need. And that in turn rests upon a theory of the person 
which regards self-reflexivity (along with autonomy) as a central feature of 
our being. On this view, developed by Charles Taylor and Axel Honneth in 

recent yem-s, human beings do not form goals and preferences out of nowhere 

but, rather, are beings who relate reflexively to their own identities and the 
.qualitative conditions of their Iives.t7 Values, beliefs, intentions and, crucially, 

the sense of one’s own capacity for agency are structured and oriented by 

one’s own fundamental sense of self-identity. Self-reflexivity; then, is the first 
premise of this theory. The second is that the practical construction of 

reflexive seif-identlty is critically dependent on the attitudes and evaluations 
of other human beings. Only through the secure receipt of recognition by 

others are human agents able to achieve an adequate relation to self. Personal 
recognition is a basic need, and its bestowal on people is, conseque£tly, a 

moral requirement. Honneth even goes so far as to identify morality with 
quintessence of attitudes we are mutually obligated to adopt in order to 
secure jointly the conditions of our personal integrity’i18 Whether or not we 
identify recognition with morality, what we have here is a philosophical argu- 

ment which connects the acknowledgement of social differences to a people’s 
sense of identity and self-respect, and the latter to their own faith in their effi- 

cacy as properly functioning social agents. Once this Iinkage is accepted, one 
can see how failures of wide recognition represent injustices, ones manifest in 

psychological harms. It is more difficult to function effectively as a social 
agent, and to make use of whatever legal opportunities are open to one, if 
one is publicly disregarded a~ld categorized as beyond the norm.19 The sense 

of inclusion which wide recognition brings helps previously disregarded 
groups to achieve autonomous agency and function effectively in the public 
sphere. 

This compressed account of the philosophical theory of recognition raises 
several critical questions in its turn. How much recognition is needed? How 
much in the public political as opposed to private sphere? Is it individuals as 

members of cultures we recognize or individuals on theii- own account? Given 
the unlimited degree to which we could affirm each other’s identities, are 

there not principled limits to the scope of public recognition - especially 
given the crucial human need for freedom which plainly stands in some 

tension with it? I have suggested that recognition is necessary in the political 
domain, not as a positive evaluation of others’ distinct identities but at least as 

their acknowledgement. Furthermore, while recognizing others is a demand 
on free agents, it is also necessary for the recipients’ sense Of personal agency 
and thus for their own capacity for freedom. Nevertheless, even granted these 
points, the rationale of Rosenblum’s argument is that wide recognition 
inflates the standard liberal lexicon of moral harms beyond what it can 

reasonably bear. On her view, citizen’s obligations towards one another are 
simple, clear-cut and best defined negativel~ They are to avoid force, coer- 
cion, manipulation, violations of laws and rights and similar injustices, and 

breaches of common standards of decent behaviour, including the grosser 
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fdrms of offence. On this view, recognition is a strictly supererogator~, virtue, 

and best reserved for the private andperhaps associational domains. But I 
think this liberal argument can be turned on its head. For once some harms to 

identity are included within the ambit of illegitimate ¯harms - ones citizens 
must strive to avoid - it becomes very hard to hotd the fort at only one class of 
such harms - gross offence, say - and not include other harms to identity 

such as humiliation, rejection and marginalizafion. The point is not that all 
these must be precisely defined and then codified in law. Rather, acknowl- 

edgement that they are indeed harms goes on to inform an account of what 

wide recognition as a civic duty involves. Though not a legal imperative, wide 
recognition is nonetheless something citizens are encouraged to demonstrate 
in their public interactions. And in so doing, they recognize that in a society 
in which some are in subordinate positions, the category of harm does require 
expansion, though on principled grounds and informed by the philosophical- 

psychological theory just outlined. 
Let us now consider a contrary argument, signalled above, that wide recog- 

nition is not only a vital human need, but it also requires us not merely to 
accept or acknowledge but to positively affirm, esteem and valorize the identi- 

ties of others. Recognition as mutual esteem seems to be Taytor’s position in 

’The Politics of Recognition’, where the point of intercultural dialogue is to 
f~se the value horizons of different ¯groups in order that they can appreciate 

the collective goods of one another - something each side has a duty to do. 
Similarly, Young writes that ’[g]roups cannot be socially equal unless their 
specific experience, culture and social contribution are publicly affirmed’.20 

This line of thinking is the object of the third critique of recognition, that it is 
incoherent simultaneously to affirm the contrary value commitments of 

d,!fferent cultures. The critique is, however; off-target in so far as Taylor; 
young and Tutly~ employ a quasi-aesthetic notion of value according to 
x+hlch the value of cultures lies in their uniqueness and authenticity. There 
are no contradictions between different instantiations of uniqueness. 

Nonetheless, wide recognition, even interpreted as mutual acknowledgement, 

iS highly demanding, and even perhaps impossible, at least in so far as it 
appears to mandate affirming those values of others which one does not hold 
oneself. 

. However, to say that wide recognition is a civic duty leaves it open as to 

how that duty is best discharged. It need not be a matter of citizens going 
round, affirming each other (which is easily parodied). What wide recognition 
e’njoins us to do in practical terms, in our day-to-day contact with others, and 
ip public life more generally, is not to demean or disparage the values of 
others, and to accept that their form of life is valid - at least for them. This 
idea - recognition as acknowledgement - is more demanding than tolerating 
others, but it is still very far from actively esteeming them. Its object is to 

ensure that no form of life is publicly rejected or considered beyond the pale. 
In this sense it helps secure the important good of inclusion a good, I main- 
tained, that is part of social justice. For the diehard politics of recognition 
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advocate, however, acknowledgement may appear not to go far enough: the 
solution to misrecognition, on this person’s view, must be actively to esteem 
and affirm minority ways of life. Affirmation, however, must be a voluntary 

act. And it is indeed incoherent to affirm others’ values to which one does not 
subscribe oneself. Acknowledgement, by contrast, does make sense as a civic 

duty. A society in which citizens do acknowledge one another’s ways of life - a 
society which practises wide recognition - is one whose public culture and 
punic values are democratized and opened up. Though these values are 

incompatible and competing, none are marginalized simply by virtue of being 
a minority view. Wide recognition means, for example, that Islam .is not 
disparaged as a religion and belief system; that non-European art is not 

considered primitive and savage; that speakers Of Punjabi are not looked 
down upon; that gay relationships are not considered intrinsically inferior. 

Now suppose a ’community of gecognition’ is clustered around values that are 
not systematically degraded by the wider society. Individuals who hold these 
values can then be affirmed mad esteemed by others in that community (if not 
by the wider society) for achieving the distinctive excellences and virtues that 

their way of life defines. So one can gain the esteem and affirmation of one’s 
comnmnity of recognition as a good Muslim, a talented African artist, a 

scholar of Punjabi, a person who exhibits the skill of maintaining a gay (as 
any) relatio,xship. When a person achieves some of the virtues that a way of 
life defines, then others who share that way of life (and perhaps even a few 

who do not) can offer positive recognition for that achievement. In this way, 

recognition in the relatively weak sense I have outlined can help maintain the 

conditions where persons can be positively recognized by, and on the terms of, 
their relevant communities. 

Let me end this section hy asking a final question: what would a society 
without wide recognition be like? In many respects it could be a perfectly 
liberal society. It could be a society that guaranteed each of its members an 

equal degree of legal freedom. It could be one where coercive norms were 
universally publicly accepted and justified. It could be a relatively affluent 
society, and one enjoying a reasonably equitable distribution of wealth and 
proper~ But it would also, I suggest, be one absent a significant dinaension of 
social justice: the dimension that begins with the normative attitudes that citi- 

zens evince towards one another, and ends with the sense of inclusion. Given 
the need for others’ recognition in order to achieve an adequate relation to 

self, a society that actively disparaged certain minority groups would be an 
unjust one. A society that did practice wide recognition would give to 

minority collective identities what the majority unproblematically enjoys: a 
secure sense of their own identity. As Galeotti puts it: 

One should feel at ease with one’s collective identity, choosing to stress or 

to dismiss any particular aspect of it, to exhibit or to keep private a 

cultural practice .... In short, members of minority groups should relate 
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to their social identity just as members of the majority have always 
done.22 

Narrow recognition and democracy 

~ now want to take up, finally, the justice of claims to narrow recognition with 
~vhich I began. To recall: these all invoIve changes to laws, policies, public 
conventions and state funding which seek to accommodate the specific needs 
and identities of minority groups. Our question is: are they justifiable? And 

what is the best perspective to make a reasoned judgement about whether 
they are justifiable? i have defended the notion of wide recognition. Could 
any form of narrow recognition likewise be vindicated? Three sets of cortsid- 

erations signal against its justifiability. The first concerns impartiality and 
non-dlscrinfination. I suggested above that narrow measures of recognition 

could be defended on the grounds that no group should systematically receive 
a lesser share of social opportunities or a greater share of social burdens 
merely on the basis that they happen to belong to one group rather than 
another. On the other hand (and here we return to the impartiality critique), 

the principle of non-discrimination is too blunt an instrument to apply to 
every unchosen social burden, ignores the reasonable demands that might be 
made of cultures and minority groups to modify their practices for the sake of 
universally appficable laws, and indeed encourages them to press for as many 
ki.nds of special treatment as they can get. The second consideration revolves 

around issues of liberty. In particular, members of minority cultures who 
benefit from policies of recognition often prefer to be treated as autonomous 
individuals with their own projects and not as cultural dupes who need recog- 

~nition in order to function. Resentment at affirmative action, even by its 
beneficiaries, is the archetypal example of this. Third, policies of narrow 

+ecognition arguably fragment the political community and undermine the 
Sources of civic solidarity in so far as they accentuate difference and 

encourage separatist group-based thinking. 
I want to address these critiques by" clarifying the relationship between 

wide and narrow recognition. Which should come first? Though two dimen- 
sions of the same general phenomenon, the relationship between them is 

dynamic and causally complex, A concrete measure of narrow recognition is 
likely to fuel a change in wide recognition, although precisely what change 
will depend on the circumstances to hand. The introduction of Muslim 
schools in the UK, for example, might boost the public status and inclusion of 
Muslims in this country, or there might be a backlash where it encourages 
separatism and anti-Muslim feeling. Unless a group is publicly acknowledged 
and at ease in the wider society, policies of narrow recognition are all too 

likeiy to be resented - and to be subject to accusations of partiality, iliiber- 

alism and separatism. On the other hand, a more accepting attitude by 
mainstream society can sometimes follow on the heels of changes in the law. 
For these reasons, I suggest that wide and narrow recognition must proceed in 
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tandem; neither should precede the other. While an ethos of wide recognition 

should ideally underlie measures of narrow recognition, it is not always politi- 
cally expedient for Iegal and policy changes to wait until that ethos is 
forthcoming; on the contrary, the public debate they stimulate could help 
foster a sense of inclusion. 

Wide recognition - acknowledging others in their full particularity and 

accepting them on their own terms - is, I have suggested, a basic human 
need. Politically speaking, its aim is to ensure that the public culture is a 
reflexive one: citizens from all backgrounds understand that that culture is 

made by them and its normative standards are up for democratic negotiation 
and debate.23 I have also suggested that others’ acknowledgement of one’s 
particular identity is necessary for effective political agenc~¢ This includes the 
exercise of the deliberative democratic virtues of argument, empathy, accom- 
modation and compromise. Indeed, tl, e successful exercise of democratic 

agency - effectively presenting one’s views, having them taken seriously by 
others and (when they are most just in the circumstances) translated into 
policy - can only boost the group esteem of the minorities involved. In 
different ways, then, wide recognition seeks to create the background condi- 

tions against which claims of narrow recognition may be democratically 
resolved. 

When a political theorist says that some thorny problem must be resolved 
democratically by the parties concerned, there must be the suspicion that this 
is because he does not have an answer himsel£ So, to avoid this accusation of 
intellectual abnegation, let me supplement my claitn that narrow recognition 
must be setded democratically with two guiding principles which, I beiieve, 
should help structure pard@ants’ deliberations. The first of these is our 
friend non-discrimination. It is a principle that expresses the equality of all 
citizens. Non-discrimination plainly informs deliberative de*nocracy in the 
fundamental sense that each citizen, whatever her or his background and 

group affiliation, is equaIly entitled to participate on the same terms as every 
other. But, beyond that basic sense, it is also an orienting guideline for her or 

him to evaluate substantive measures of recognition: I earlier sketched the 

basic idea that members of a group should not systematically receive a lesser 
share of social opportunities or a greater share of social burdens merely on 

the basis that they happen to belong to one group rather than another, and I 
suggested that claims to narrow recognition can make an appeal to this prin- 
ciple. It is for co-deliberating citizens to decide how far this holds, and how 
far to the contrary there are reasonable demands to be rnade of cultures and 
minority groups to modify their practices, for the sake of universally appli- 
came laws. 

The second guiding principle is inclusion. This might seem inappropriate 
as an over-arching principle in the context of democratic debate because it 
may appear to embody a substantive view of the character of a political asso- 

ciation when that is precisely what participants are to settle themselves. 

However, a principle of inclusion should be admitted into our account of 
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democratic deliberation on the grounds that it works to strengthen collective 
deliberation itself.~4 The more that minority groups feel included in the polit- 

ical community, the more effectively they will be able to eugage in that public 
proce.ss of evaluating laws and policies of narrow recognition. Excluded 

igronps make less good advocates. Moreover, inclusion functions as a guideline 
.for assessing .the justice of recognition in the sense that questions which 

.iparticlpants should ask of any particular law or policy of narrow recognition 
are: will it tend to make its beneficiaries more or less a part of the political 
community? Will it work to build bridges or to erect borders between majori- 
ties and minorities? Again, the answers to these questions will vary according 
to the case in hand. I gave an example of this with the case of Muslim 

schools. If their introduction, far from fuelling separatism, in fact boosted the 
public standing of Muslims in the UK and made then, more effective cor~trib- 
utors to democratic deliberation - which they may - then that would be a 
strong consideration in favour of the introduction of such schools. 

We are also now in a position to say something in reply to the fourth 
critique: that narrow recognition encourages political fragmentation. Though 
this is a real danger, we should not accept it simpIiciter without a thorough 

analysis, including empirical investigation, of the sorts of loyalties different 
sub-communities actually do exhibit in different states, and in different 
contexts and circumstances. Some, David Miller for example, maintain that 
there is no contradiction involved in citizens having a dual identity (and dual 
loyalty), towards both the national community and their own local commu- 
nity.25 Moreover, the claim that political recognition encourages 

¯ i fragmentation invites analysis of whether not recognizing a range of sub- 
groups i~ less conducive to generating loyalty to the larger state.26 There is at 

i least some logic behind the contrary claim that acceding to claims for narrow 
i recognition will more effectively foster an inclusive ethos and bring minority 
~ groups into ti~e democratic political process than resisting their demands in an 

undemocratized public culture. It is also worth emphasizing that the civic soil- 

¯ darity so necessary in plural societies is itself fostered and strengthened by the 
very activity of engaging in democratic interchange with one’s fellow citizens. 
Civic solidarity need not always rest on a common identi~, or indeed any thing 

iu common. But it can be promoted by the actual practice of collective 

debate, exchanging arguments and reasons and havlug one’s views taken seri- 
ously by fellow citizens. In sum, while wide and narrow recoga~ition do not 

necessarily overcome the problem of tribalism, there is no a priori reason to 
claim that they encourage it. 

There is a further, deeper reason why claims to rtarrow recognition can 
only ever be settled by the collective deliberations of the citizens of a political 

community themselves. This is that the practice of argument and discussion 
over¯ such claims, as well as the political consequences of policies of narrow 

recognition and evolving attitudes of wide recognition, will themselves tend to 
claange the identities of recogn[tion’s advocates and critics, if relatively static 

groups pressed consistently for the same sorts of recognition, on the same 
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sorts of grounds, and if they were likewise opposed by an unchanging 
majority with fixed objections, then it might make sense for the political theo- 
rist to arrive at a principled solution which settled the issue once and for all. 
This is not, however, the situation on the ground. Recognition is not just a 

moral value and a human need, but also an ongoing political process. The 
collective identities at issue are constructed and reconstructed in part- 

response to a prevailing legal and normative climate, one which affects the 
very nature and extent of the claims to recognition miuorlty Communities will 

make, and the rest of society’s response to them. Whether cultural leaders 
push. for measures of narrow recognition or whether they will settle for more 

assimilationist policies, and how far mainstream society is sympathetic to their 
claims, these issues cannot be settled by the logic of justice and recognition 

alone. They are political questions. How much citizens who are ascriptiveIy 
members of some minority group, actually identify with that group and work 
to give it a political presence, for example, and how much they regard them- 

selves conversely as autonomous citizens whose group identities are peripheral 
and unimportant, is a question whose answer is a function of the dynamics of 

the democratic process itsel£ Similarly, members of a group who feel included 

in a political community may not press so hard for group-differentiated poli- 
cies of narrow recognition precisely on account of those feelings. Lobbying 
for legal and policy recognition is often a defensive reaction by groups who 

are not properly involved ’in political decision making. In sum, the practices of 
wide and narrow recognition, in the context of deliberative democratic 

exchange, will have a recursive effect on what sorts of cIaims minority groups 
will tend to make, and how others will react to them. The philosopher cannot 
predict the results of this ongoing, dynamic process, far less legislate for it. 

Legislative and policy changes are for citizens themselves to make. Simple 
arguments, both for and against political recognition, are undercut just 
because it changes its own bases. The final assessment of those arguments 

must be left to the citizens who will actually be affected by them. 
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12 Rights and human rights 

Rex Martin 

Civil rights are at the core of basic rights (including those enshrined in constitu- 

tional bills of fights) and, I would argue, of human rights as well. This thesis, 
simply stated, is likely to be conu’oversial. I want to lay out the case for it system- 

atica!Jy. In the section that follows I will examine the character of civil rights as a 

genus and then the kind of justification approPriate to them, genericallg In the 
section after that I will try to show how basic rights (a special, case of civil rights) 
can be understood in the context of democratic political institutions. 

Civll rights 

Active civil rights are polkical rights universal within a given society. They are 
ways of acting, or ways of being treated, that are specifically recognized and 
affirmed in law for each and all of the citizens there (o~; in the limiting case, for 

all individual persons there) and are actively promoted. 
All civil or pofidcal rights, simply in so Par as they are truly universal within a 

society, are important matters there and all reflect a high level of social commit- 
ment. But not all can be jusdfied as natural rights (as what we today call human 
rights). Nonetheless, all can be justified in a distinctive way - in accordance with 

one and the same pattern. 
The background supposition here is that all rights (be they natural rights or 

simply civil ones) are, in some way, beneficial to the rightholder. Thus, all proper 
civil rigbts (all political rights universal within a given society) should idendfy 

specific ways of acting, or of being treated, that are of benefit to each and all of 
the citizens. The same way of acting Or the same way of being treated is said to be 

beneficial for each and every one of the rightholders (that is, all citizens or all 
persons within a given body politic), beneficial in the sense that that way is, 
arguably, a reliable means to or a part of some good, some interest of the 
holders. 

Here person a’s having a right R benefits person a, and person b’s having that 

same right R benefits person b, and so on. The idea here is not that person o’s 
having a right R benefits both person a and all other persons. For nothing like 
this would follow, as to mutual and general benefit, simply from o’s having a right 
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that benefits a, or from b’s having a sirrLilar one. Rather, it’s from the fact that 
everyone has the same right(s) that dais mutual and general benefit arises. 

Admittedly, we might never be in a position to say that literally all alleged civil 
rights policies let alone all alleged constitutional rights - are hi fact beneficial 

to every citizen, or to every resident person. But we do have adequate evidence 
for saying that mmW well-estabfished civil rights, assuming here that a highly 
concurrent favourabte social opinion exists in their case, are justifiable on the 
regulative standard of mutual perceived benefit. And these we can take to be the 

paradigm basic civil rights. 
Where this requirement (of individual and general benefit) holds good in a 

give~ case, then what is, legally speaking, a civil right is a way of acting (or of 
being treated) that is correctly understood to be in everybody’s interest, or would 
be so understood, upon reflection (and given 6.me and experience). All active 

civil rights could be regarded as justified in so far as they actually do identify and 

sustain ways of acting, or ways of being acted toward, that satisfy the criterion of 
mutual and general benefit. 

It is always germane to bring this criterion to bear on any polkically tmiversal 
legal fight, regardless of what other standards (in particular, moral ones) might 
also have bearing in a given case. The standard of mutual and general benefit 

sets an appropriate and uniformjustifyh~g pattern for all civil rights. 

Civll rights and democratic institutions 

Though rights may arise in the social relations that persons have with one 

another, a certain over-arching pofifical arrangement is typically required as well. 
Active civil rights require an agency to formulate, maintai~ and harmonize 
them. More specifically, they require an agency to identify and establish ways of 
acting, or ways of being treated, that can reasonably be supposed to be in 
everyone’s interest. 

It could plausibly be argued that democratic institutions universal eligibility 
to vote (on a one-person, one-vote basis), regular and contested voting operating 
at ~wo distinct levels (the level of parliament and the level of general elections) 
and majority rule - can, acting as .a set (and on a majoriD’ electoral base), effec- 
tively perform this job and thus provide the setting required by civil rights. This 

could be claimed here because democratic procedures are a stable and relatively 

reliable way of identifying, and then implementing, laws and policies that serve 
interests common to the voters or to a large number of them, presumably at 
least a majori~ 

On reflection, though, we see that this argument (though true so far as it goes) 
is deeply ambiguous; it covers a number of quite distinct, even disparate, 

options. Thus, the answer could be read as covering and emphasizing (i) those 
policies and laws that are in the interest of each and all ol; alternatively, (ii) those 
policies and laws concerned, for example, with national defence or the growth of 

GDP, that is, concerned ~4th things that are ~n the corporate or collective inter- 
ests of the group of which each is a member (though not necessarily in the 
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interests of each person there) or, fmal1$ (iii) those policies and laws that are in 
the interests of indeterminately many (presumably a majority) though not in the 
interests of some others (presumably a minority). 

How should we proceed in order to avoid the impasse posed by these distinct 
and disparate opdous? Most likel}4 we do not want to eliminate any of them 
from the list altogether. But to stick with all of them in a Completely unstructured 

way would, in effect, amount to buying into unrestricted majority rule. 

i The best solution, then, would be to try to rank these options in some definite 
order. This ranking, if it could successfully be achieved, would fl~ereby become 
pdrt of the very justification for having and relying on democratic institutions. 
But if we cannot establish a plausible ranking, then we (as democrats or as citi- 
zens of a well-ordered democratic state) are stuck with unrestricted majority rule. 
This is the problem dm disparate options force us to face. 

I think that an ordering would, in fact, emerge as we reflected on these 
options (while keeping in mind that further one, of unrestricted majority rule). 

Here it would be decided, I am suggesting, that policies or laws should conform 
to a defmite schedule of priorities. In sum, the ordering of permissible options, 
put in terms of the interests involved, would be (i) over (ii) and (i) or (ii) over (iii). 

And (iii) would have to be understood in a very defmite way - as limited to (ilia) 
those policies mad laws that help or hurt interests in a way that is not incompat- 
ible with serving interests under (i) or (ii). 

¯ It t’ollows, on this account, tl~at packages of interest-favouring policies (where 
the interests, say, of group A and of group B are supported by a majority coali- 
tion of A and B) are allowable if they conform to (ilia}, even though the interests 
of others (a minority) were not helped here or were even harmed. But some poli- 
cies (iiib) policies that help or hurt interests and do so in such a way as to be 
incompatible with serving haterests under the first two options - would be ranked 
last and ruled impermissible. 

~ My main ctaim, in short, is that a people, accepting the basic rationale for 

democratic government, would probably refine that rationale by making laws 
and policies that are in the interest of each and all the principal political objects 
in their democratic society. They would thereby commit themselves to according 

a’~certain priority to civil rights over other legitimate political concerns. 
Of course, democratic institutions won’t always achieve the object identified. 

But if democratic institutions stay in line with that which justifies them in the 
first place, they will in fact tend to produce civil rights laws (among other things) 
and they will not act so as to supersede or otherwise impair such rights, t 

Now, I grant, an argument would be required to show that democratic institu- 
tions have a special affinity for the interests of each and all and thus would 
accord such interests (and, as a Special case, basic civil rights) priority over other 
eligible options. But such an argument could, I think, be set out.2 

The upshot, then, would be that our two key notions (accredited basic rights - 
of individual persons - and a suitably justified set of democratic institutions) 
are mutually supportive of one another. Thus, they can form the central 
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undergirding of a distinctive political system, one in which basic civil rights are 
accorded priority over other concerns of policy. 

This priority does not arise from the idea of universal rights or from their 
presumed grounding in certain moral principles or other transcendental norms, 

as one might have initially supposed. Rather; it arises from the idea of demo- 
cratic institutions, as suitably justified. 

What conclusions can we draw here as to the ideal of political community 

and of citizenship in a democratic system of rights /of the sort I’ve just 
sketched)? We turn to that question now. 

Sometimes a particular way of acting or of being treated - identically the 
same way in each case - can be a beneficial thing for a wide number of people. 
It would be llkely, then (where this was so), that when someone perceived that it 
was a good for him or her, he or she would also perceive that it was a good for 
others as well. Now, such ways have to be sustained in practice; they don’t just 

happen. They have to be accomplished and maintained through some sort of 

effort and choice. Typicall5 they are sustained through johrt effort, in the case at 
hand de~nocraticjoint effort. 

Here citizens or lifelong members of a given system of civil rights have 
pooled their efforts, through the democratic institutions mentioned earlier, to 
achieve a common set of values or norms for conduct in their society, as given 

{especially) in the civil rights laws that constitute or are among the main rules in 
this particular system of rights. The texture of any such body politic is spelled 
out not only. in the specific fist of civil rights that all enjoy but also in the norma- 

tive directives imposed on the conduct Of every person - but variously - by those 
rights. Thus, persons who are citizens or lifelong members of that particular 
society are rightholders there and have made their contribution to that society 

and to its system of rights when they’ve acted in character as typical citizens, 
through their conduct, in support~g civil rights and in conforming to rights 
laws.        ~ 

It is their system, for they have contributed to it in this way Its flonrishing is 
the work of their hands and of others llke them. 

in sum, the model theory we have been examining appeals directly to the idea 
that some ways of acting or of, being treated are mutually beneficial when 

engaged in by everyone. The theory then deepens this account, in the ways I 
have indicated, by showing that reciprocity is required to make that idea work. 
Recognition of this fact in turn generates an abiding and reflective commitment, 
presumably a widespread one, existing on many sides, to a sense of one’s own 
good as a social good, in significant respects: a good fully realizable in a certain 
kind of socie~ 

The key notion here is that of a set of institutionally justified fights of eacla and 
all, among which would be a set of basic civil rights. Because this focal set of 
rights is not individualistic in the unattractive Way deplored by communitari- 

anism, and because it is democratic and because it depends on reciprocity and 

engenders allegiance to a particular kind of body politic (and, within that kind, 
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t6 particular ongoing societies), it can avail itself of the resources of a robust 

sense of political community and of citizenship. 
What I have in mind with basic civil rights, sometimes called fundamental 

constitutional rights, is simply this. They are, paradigrnatically, those civil rights 

(such as fieedom of political speech or fiberty of conscience) that have passed the 
double test of being enacted by legislative majorities and of being affirmed and, 

then, supported over the years by cheCkhag devices (such as judicial review). And 
ttiey are rights that have survived the scrutiny of time and experience and punic 

discussion; they have been winnowed (focused, revised, affirmed) by the self- 
correcting character of the democi-atic process, and now continue to enjoy a 
very lfigh level of social consensus support.~ 

These are the basic rights in a democratic system of rights. They have a pecu- 
liar title for being regarded as constitutional essentials there. Indeed, this 

particular conception of basic rights may be the only one fully compatible with 
the idea of justified democratic majority rule and, hence, the only kind of basic 
right we ca~ reasonably expect to flourish in a democratic system of civil rights. 

¯ The model account we have been developing does not ignore the IXact that 

civil rights, includh~g the basic ones, are themselves political constructions and 
involve certain express undertakings. Quite properly, then, this account politi- 

cizes the notion of basic constitutional rights. It recognizes that decisions must be 
taken here, and lived with. It recognizes that such rights must be formulated 
(~ubject to revision) and maintained and harmonized, iike all rights, in political 
give and take. 

Not all constitutional rights (for example, uninhibited freedom of contract or, 

td cite another, the right of persons to own and carry guns) will meet the stan- 
dard set by the notion of basic civil rights, and some rights not thought to be 
constitutional rights (like the right to a prin~ary and secondary education) will in 

f~ct meet it. The standard set by basic civil rights is a normative~ not a descrip- 
tlve, theo~T of constitutional rights in a democratic system. 

Conceptions of human rights: two main camps 

In the remainder of the present chapter I want to extend key elements of this 
analysis of basic rights to include human rights. Let us begin with an observa- 
tion. 

The vocabulary of rights, in particnlar, of human rights, may actually be used 

at any of several steps: that of mere claim, that of entitlement (where only the 
claim-to element is really settled), that of fully validated claim (where we have 
~e idea both of a justified claim to something and of a justified claim against 
some specific person[s] for it) and, finally, that of satisfied or enforced claim 
(where the appropriate measures required to support or to fulfil the claim have 
been given effective embodiment as well). The presence of these possible stages 

has introduced a degree of ambiguity int6 assertions that a right - in particular, 
a human right - exists. 

Accordingly, we fred a significant variety of contemporary opinion as to the 



point at which such assertions can most plausibly be thought to take hold. While 
some have said simply that rights are claims (iViayo4), others say they are entitle° 

rna, ts (McCioskeyS), and yet others (most notably Feinberg6) say they are valid 
claims. Ranged against them have been those (such as Sumner7) who emphasize 

that rights, even human rights, are basically established ways of acting or being 
treated. And, last of all, some (for.exaEnple, Rawls or Melden~) have treated 
rights as legitimate expectations and, hence, have latlded more or less in the 

middle. 

For simplicity we could divide these contrasting views into two main camps: 
the view that rights are justified rialtos and the view that they are socially recog- 
nized practices. I want to lay Out the main case for each view rather briefly. But 

ultimately, as you will see, I come down on the side of social recognition. 

The main starting point to the view that rights are (valid) claims is, I think, the 
common opinion that to have a right is to have a justification for acting in a 
certain wa~ or a justification for being treated in a certain way. ~2qOW, suppose 

that a candidate for rights status had all the rights-making features but one. 
Though accredited (in the sense of justified), it was not established; it lacked the 
social acceptance or the official recognition which it ought to.have. 

Why should the lack of such recognition deprive it of rights status? Clearly, a 
morally justified claim can be valid as a claim even though it has not been 

’answered’, so to speak, by governmental or by individual action; for the validity 
of fine claim is in no way infirmed by the fact that the called-for responses have 

not been forthcoming. A morally valid claim can be purely a claim, for it is 
possible to conceive any such claim as one which holds in the absence of prac- 

tices of acknowledgement and promotion, and yet is fully valid as a claim. 
The thesis that human rights are universal, morally valid claims is understood 

by its proponents to be a way of assetting that human rights (simpIy in so far as 
they are justified or valid claims to ways of acting or of being treated, applicable 
to. all people) are rights, whether responded to or not. The proposed thesis stands 
or falls on the point that morally justified claims, simply in virtue of being 

morally valid, are rights, and that human rights owe their status as rights solely 
to the element of justified claim. 

Human rights can be conceived, without loss, as morally justified or valid 
dairns and nothing more. Thus, if we modelled the rights-making features on 
what was justified (what was accredited in that sense), the thing was already a 
right even before it was recognized, even before it became a practice. And when 

it was recognized, it would be recognized as a right (as something that was ful!y 

justified) and would not simply become a right in being recognized. 
Human rights are moral rights that are ’held to exist prior to, or indepen- 

dently of, any iegai or institutional rules’: that is, they are rights which are 

’independent of any institutional rules, legal or nonlegal’.~ The word ’moral’ 
seems to be doing much of the same work in this corttext that the word ’natural’ 
used to do. Describing rights as natural implied that they were not conventional 

or artificial in the sense that legal rights at’% and the same is implied here by 
describing human rights as morat[y valid claims. This way of looking at such 
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rights is widely thought to be one of the great virtues of the idea that human 
rights are justified or valid moral claims. 

The opposing view is that rights are socially recognized practices, and [ would 
argue that a number of important figures in the history of pofitical thought (for 
~xample~Jeremy Bentharn and T. H. Green) as weli as political thinkers working 

today belong in this camp. The social recognition view rests on three main 
c’ontentions. 

The fu’st of these is the contention that the notions of authoritative recogni- 

tion (if not e~plicit, then at least implicit, as evidenced by conduct) axed of 
governmental promotion and maintenance (usually on a wide variety of occa- 

sions) are themselves part of the standard nodon of a legal right, that is, when we 

are concerned with rights that are more than merely nominal ones. 
Thus, on the social recognition ’Aew, the fatal flaw in the theory of rights as 

justified or valid claims (in any of its formulations) is the suggestion that practices 

of governmental recognition and enforcement in law can be dispensed with in 
the case of legal rights. Indeed, this is the very point at which both Dworkin and 

Raz, who might otherwise be taken to be sympathetic to some form of the valid 
claims thesis, desert that thesis for one that emphasizes the necessity of institu- 

tionally establlshi~-~g ways of acting or being treated, if these are to count as legal 

r.:ights.~0 
The second point put forward by the social recognition view is that it is desir- 

able to have, if possible, a single, unequivocal sense of ’rights’: one that is 

capable of capturing both basic civil rights (as a special case of legal rights), on 
the one hand, and human (and other moral) rights, on the other, under a single 

generic heading. 
Now, if the argument just sketched is to be credited, then the view of rights as 

j~sfified or valid claims does not provide an adequate generalized notion of 
~ights, one that can comfortably include both legal and human rights. For we 
liave already seen that legal rights cannot be satisfactorily accounted for under 
the heading of mere justified or valid claims. Thus, we must consider the 

contention that the notions of social recognition (of some appropriate sort) and 
of promotion and maintenance (usually on a wide variety of occasions) are 
themselves internal to the notion of ary active right. 

: This brings us to the third point urged by the social recognition view. Here 

the argument is that a//moral rights, as acc~edlted moral rights, ca~ themselves 

be construed as involving established practices of recogaaition and maintenance. 
The question is: why shouM we so regard them? 

In order to answer this qnestlon, we need to put a certain amount of logical 
9ressure on the notion of a legitimate expectation or, if you will, of a justified or 
valid claim. When we regard rights (identifiable ways of acting or of being 

treated) as morally justified, we expect this standard to provide significant 
normative direction to the conduct of people, as regards a given right. 
Otherwise, were this not so, rightholders would be deprived of the very 
substance of what individual rights are rights to: deprived of the benefits that can 
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reasonably be expected to accrue to the various ways of acting or being treated 
that have been designated as the core of the rights they held. 

Imagine now a rather extreme case. Imagine an ideal foundational morality 

that no one was aware of. In all likelihood it was not even reflectively available to 

persons in the society in question. Such a morality could not be normatively 
effective in that place and time. It could not normatively direct conduct there, 
and the grounds of good conduct and of good judgement in moral matters, 

whatever these grounds were in that society, could not be connected to this ideal 
morality. 

This is a matter about which one should not be dogmatic or too assured. But 
it does not seem implausible to believe that something like Nozick’s libertarian 
individualism was not merely not known but was simply not reflectively available 
to our Neanderthal ancestors (human though they were and, indeed, Iiving in 

the state of nature). So the case I’ve asked us to imagine is not an impossible one 
and may even be a likely one. 

This being so, no one wovId think such an ideal morality could justify rights 
(could justify ways of acting or ways of being treated) there. I mean it could not 
provide effective moral justification in such a case. It could not eft~ctively under- 

write clainas and entitlements to given ways of acting or ways of being treated 
there, claims that could figure in the self-understanding of people. And, of 

course, it could not provide effective normative direction to the conduct of 

people in that steleW. It could not normatively justify duties to act in an appro- 
priate manner toward these ways, duties that could figure in the 

self-understandlng of people there. Our hypothetical ideal morality would be 
wholly normatively ineffective. 

This example suggests, then, that there is m~ ineapugnable element of ’social’ 

acceptance (of soc{al recognition) - ai~d behind that, of normative soun&aess in 
the justifying standards - in the idea of moral rights. It is built into them, if we 
regard these justified ways of acting or ways of being treated as entities ira a real 
sociaa world, regard them as more than the conclusions demanded, or the prac- 

tices enjoined, in an ideal critical morali~ 
Let me put this basic point slightly differently now. Substantial or at least 

adequate moral justification is justification that is not blocked by competing 
normative considerations]~ And it is not justification that exists only in Plato’s 

heaven. It is moral justification that is reflectively available to the people 

involved. But more than this is required for rights (be they moral fights or legal 
rights) to gain a grip. The people must take that justification on board, inter- 
nalize it. Where it is a right they a//have or involves duties that all (or many) of 
them have, this business of ’taking on board’ must be widespread. It must affect 
the self-understanding of the people involved (a whole lot of people) in the 

appropriate ways. 
Now let us take this analysis one step further, from mere social recognition to 

maintenance. I would argue that any right would be vitiated as a right if it were 

not protected or promoted at all. In such a case the right would be a merely 
nominal one, a right that existed in name only but not in fact. Such rights do 

.1 
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not, as some have suggested,12 constitute a special class of full-fledged rights. 
Rather, they constitute a defective way of exemplifying any justified and recog- 
nized right; merely nominal rights are rights only on paper and nowhere else. 

Now, to be sure, nominal rights are rights. The point is, though, that we 
~egard the complete and continuing absence of promotion and maintenance as 

inflrming a right, as rendering it totally (or almost totally) ineffective. Nominal 
rights are rights in one seme only (that of formal acceptance or recognition and, 
presumably, of sound moral justification), and they fail to function as rights. A 
merely nominal right gives no normative direction to the conduct of other 
persons in fact; such persons act as K the right did not exist even on paper. None 
of them takes the nominal existence of the right as a reason for doing, or not 
doing, as the right directs. The right here has in actual practice no directive 
force. Where normative justification and social recognition effectively count for 
so little, the rightholder is without any effective guarantee respecting that which 

has been recognized and formulated as a moral right. Any such a right - when 
merely nominal ~ has failed in a crucial respect. It represents at best a marginal 
and precarious example of a moral right. 

Here we have, then, the main arguments for the social recognition view that 

opposes the contention that rights are essentially justified or valid claims. And we 
reach the conclusion that the notions of acceptance or recognition (of some 

appropriate sort) and of promotion and maintenance (usually on a wide variety 
of occasions) are thernselves internal to tire notion of any active right, be it a 

!egal right or a moral right or a social right. 

The role of government in human rights 

We are concerned in this clmpter with hnman rights. On the assumption that 

~ny right under serious discussion is not merely nominal, then, for any particular 
moral right ia human right included), there would have to be certain appropriate 

practices of identification, promotion, protection, enforcement and so forth, in 
place on the part of society~ and at least forbearance by (other) private persons. 
The determination of what is appropriate for a moral right - and here I have 

particularly in mind human rights (sometimes called natural rights) - then 
becomes the exact point at issue. 

The great natural- mad human-rights manifestos were intended to impose 

restraints upon governments. Individuals were involved as beneficiaries of these 
restraints but, for the most part, were not the parties to whom the manifestos 
~ere addressed. Or, at least, the class of all living individuals, taken one by one, 
was never the sole addi’essee of such manifestos, nor was it the primary one. The 
’right to a fair trial, which is often given as an exampte of a human right,1~ is a 

right that one has against governments in .particular, especially one’s own. 
The example is by no means atypical. The right to travel (found in the UN’s 

Universal Declaration of Hum~m Rights, 1948, article 13) certainly contem- 
plates the absence of restraints imposed by governments; indeed, in so far as the 

issue is the liberty to travel, as distinct from the wherewithal to do so, it is 
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primarily government that is addressed. And the right to freedom from the 

injury of torture is peculiarly held against governments; this is clear from the 
context - court proceedings and, in particular, punishment - in which the right is 

set (article 5). The same pattern holds with rights to the provision of a service. 
The duty of providing so0al security is explicitly enjoined on governments (arti- 
cles 22, 25), and the duty to provide for elementary education, which ’shall be 
compulsory’ (article 26), is clearly addressed, in this crucial detail at least, to 

states in particular. 
It. seems, then, that government’s being an intended addressee of human 

rights norms is too deeply embedded to be erased. Whether we look at details of 
specific rights, as we fred them in the great declarations of rights, or at the 
theory of human rlghts/natural rights (including its actual history), we fmd that 
government is in fact an addressee, often the principal addressee. 14 So a consid- 

eration of the relevant governmentai practices is never a dispensable or even a 
negligible matter as regards the human rights status of these moral norms. This 

is not to deny, of course, that individuals are often addressed as well (the c~nacial 

prohibition invoked in the rightnot to be ldiled is addressed both to governments 
and to individual persons, for example). 

It may be, though, I would add, that for some universal moral rights the role of 
government is incidental or even non-existent. These rights hold strictly between 
persons. Examples are the moral right to be told the truth (or at least not to be 
lied to), the moral right to gratitude for benefits provided and, perhaps, the 
moral right to have promises kept. Such rights differ from, say, the right not to be 

killed even when we’re talking about the latter right as held against individuals 
- in being rights maintained exclusively, or almost exclusively, by conscience. They 
are moral rights merely and in no way claims against the government. 
Interestingly, though, it is often in these very eases that, while we are willing to 
call such rights moral rights, we would tend to withhold from them the name of 
human (or natural) right. 

There is a sound basis for saying, then, that human rights norms (that is, 
morally justifiable claims) are addressed to governments in partlcula~; often to 

governments primarily. And natural or human rights can be distinguished from 
other universal moral rights in this very circumstance. 

There is an important reason, which needs bringing out, for precisely this 

emphasis on governments. In talk of specifically human or natural rights, it is 

assumed that human beings five in societies.. The goods that are identified in 
claims-to are here conceived as goods obtained and enjoyed in a social setting. 
That is, such goods are conceived as provided peculiarly or especially through llfe 
in a socie~ They are not, in short, thought to be attained principally, if at all, on 
a mere individual-person-to-all-others basis. Here then, where the soda[ context 
is emphasized, claims against others are for the most part addressed not to indi- 
viduals as such but, rather, to individuals in so far as they exercise the powers of 

some assigned agency in that particular social setthag. Sucl~ claims-against hold 
not against everyone individually, but against an organized society; and it is of the 
institutions - or agencies - of that society that satisfaction is expected. 
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tn cases of this sort, individual persons play only a derivative and sometimes 
i.ncidental rote. And since individuals per se are not addressed in these claims~ 
£galnst, it follows that the class of all persons - the class of all individuals 

considered simply as individuals - is not tile principal intended addressee either. 
There is a definite sense in which the universality of human rights is not 
~tefmed by the (universal) class of all persons; it is not when we have regard to 
~he class of those who are primarily addressed in such claims (that is, the ciass 

of those who have relevant duties, responsibilities, and so on, toward the 

rightholder). 
Moreover, though the benefit involved in a particular way of acting or of 

being treated is properly understood to be claimed for all human beings, the 

group of claimants is actualIy - for any given society considerably smaller than 
that. It is not humanity per se but, rather, those who live in that society or who are 
~ignificantly involved with it. They are the specific group to whom is due, or due 

primarily, that which is normatively required of the society in question. These 
important points, though little noted, set a powerful constraint on the sense in 
which human rights can be regarded as universal. 

The role and character of government in human rights claims follows from 
these facts. Admittedly, it is not so much governments as it is organized societies 

t~at are selected out by human or natural rights claims. The point, though, is 
tl., ant the basic structures of such societies are correctly regarded as beingpolitica@ 
organized; and it is governments that typically play, and have played, a major 
role in such organization. 

~ Even ff an organized society happened to be big enough and complex 
enough and over-arching enough to be so addressed, but did not have over it a 

government in the conventional sense (iacking certain coercive mechanisms 
l~erhaps, a territory of operation), it would still in some sense be a politically 
6rganized society. And there would still be significant analogues to government 
~s we understand it (so long, that is, as it is relatively speaking - an organized 

society and not a disorganized one). 

: What I have argued, then, is that those political institutions and agencies 
which are central to organized society are necessarily relevant to the status of 
human rights claims in all societies. In any given society it is these institutions (in 
the form they have there) that count. 

Government, then, enters the human rights picture as the organizer, and as 

qne of the major agencies, of the kind of society against which a human rights 
d’laim is characteristically lodged. Where human rights (as a special case of 

moral rights) are thought to be addressed to governments in particular (though 
not exclusively), we must regard practices of governmental recognition and 

promotion as being the main form for such recognition and maintenance to 
take for these rights. 
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A conception of hnman rights: sumxnary and 
application 

Let me conclude this chapter by first applying my overall analysis to the case of 
human rights as that notion is understood today (as exhibited, for example, by 
those rights found in the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, or 

in the European Convention on Human Rights, 1954). Here I want not so much 

to expand on the model analysis as to reflect on and to @praise it. Then-I want 
to say a brief, final word about international human rights. 

In the account I’ve been giving, an active human right, understood simply as 
a moral right, is morally justlfied by accredited standards. 

More particularl)~ I’d like to suggest that in this account a human right is 
justified by the standard of mutual and general benefit (the benefit of each and 
all). There may be other standards of justification that are useful and that would 

be normatively sound; but the standard of mutual and general benefit is, 
nonetheless, perhaps worth singling out. It would be hard to sag convincingly, 
that something was a justified human right if it quite clearly failed to meet the 
standard of mutual and general benefit. It would be hard, that is, if we 

continued to adhere to the supposition that all rights are beneficial, in some way, 

to the rightholder. 
Where the right in question is a human right, then the specific way of acting 

or way of being treated it identifies should (at a minimum) be a matter of benefit 

to each and all of a vast number of human beings alive now (and for the foresee- 
able future). A specific way of acting or way of being treated that did not meet 
even this somewhat relaxed standard could not be justified as a human right,t5 

Let me enlarge upon the point just made. Sound moral justification is a neces- 

sary condition of any right’s counting as a human right. I have argued that 
uuless the standard of the benefit of each and all (perceived benefit) is satisfied (or 
can reasonably be expected to be satisfied), then we do not have an adequate 
moral justification in the case at hand. 

How is fltis standard to be met? I have something fairly simple in mind. Each 

person is presumed to be able to reflect and to ttfink reasonably carefully, within 
normal human limits, about important matters. Each is then presumed to focus 
and to reflect on a single consideration: whether (a) this particular way of acfing 

or this particular way of being treated (if it were in effect for all) would on the 

whole be beneficial for the person So reflecting (as beneficial in itself or as a reli- 

able means to some other good thing) and (b) that pe}oson can see how it would 
be beneficial to others as well, now and in the foreseeable future. If everyone 
could saT5 upon reflection, that this is so in their view, then the standard is satis- 
fied. The standard is both minimal and abstract; it is very similar in these 
respects to W. D. Ross’s idea of a prima facie duty (or, in the case at hand, a 
prima facie right). 

The test probably cannot be satisfied for literally all people. Some people 
simply cannot or will not think Straight. And others don’t seem able to get the 
hang of engaging ira moral reasoning, at any level. This is why I specified that 

the test could be satisfied if (arguably) the matter under consideration could be 
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:regarded as a benefit not only to but also by each and all of a vast number of 

human beings alive now (or in the foreseeable future). 
" Also, there’s some question whether tlae standard in question is a moral stan- 

dard. Now, it clearly is a moral standard of conventional morality. - or, at least, is 

a standard compatible with many different conventional moralities. AccordlnglB 
I am satisfied that, even in the relmxed form I have just provided, it is a moral 

!standm-d of sorts. And this is enough said, for now at least. But this may not be 

¯ enough for some normative moral theorists. They may want to enlarge the scope 

of those who can be regarded as perceiving the matter as beneficial so as to 
make it truly universal and to connect that perception with some accredited crit- 
ical moral principle or with some accredited standard of practical moral 
reasoning. 

Thus, a unitarian, assuming certain conditions and certain matters of fact as 
!background, might come up with some ideal moral rule (embracing all people, 
now and.in the foreseeable future) which could itself be justified by the utilitarian 

general happiness principle. Or a contractarian (or ’conuactualist’) theorist 
might specify that no reasonable person could deny or reject the prima facie stan~ 
dard in question (Scanlon~) or specify that all reasonable people would accept 
or endorse it (RawlslT). My formulation requires neither of these two lines of 

attack (the utilitarian or the contractarian} to complete it. But it is compatible 
with both, while being neutral between them. 

In sum, then, the notion of a justified human right (understood as a kind of 

moral fight) has three main features: 

: 1 It is a way of acfing or way of being treated that is justified, for all human 
.. beings, by the standard of benefit for each and all, and perhaps by other 

’. moral standards as well. 
i’2 That accredited way of acting or of being treated has some sort of authori- 
! tative political recognition . (in the typical case, through recognition in law 

and in the action of courts). 
3 It is maintained by conforming conduct and, where need be, enforced by 

governments. 

It could fail at some of these points and still have substance as a human right; 
ithough if it failed on the point of justification (by the standard of the benefit of 

each and all), it would, I think, have reached a vanishing point. But a robust and 
:fully functioning humau right (understood as a moral right) satisfies all these 

i points. 
Let me ftll in behir~d this contention a bit. Rights can be understood as having 

three distinct capacities. And we can take human rights to provide an illustration 
of each. 

¯ The first capacity is that of sound normative justification. The norms 

involved in the case of human rights must either include some norms that 
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are themselves moral norms or be such as could be shown and understood 
to follow from accredited moral principles or practices. 
The second capacity is that of authoritative acceptance or acknowiedge- 
ment. ~VVithout widespread acceptance, persons would not be able to 
conceive themselves as holders of human rights (or to act accordingly), nor 

could people see themselves as having duties toward these rightholders (nor 
could the bearers act according to those duties). Without autho~4talive accep- 

tance, people could not be sure that they were all accepting the sarm way of 
acting or the same way of being treated as the one they all had a right to. 
And without authoritative acceptance, people could not effectively identify 
the scope of rights (let alone the main content of various rights), or assess 
the weight of particular rights when they were in competition with other 
rights or other normative considerations. 
The final capacity is that of delivering the substance of what a given right is 
to (be it a particular way of acting or a particular way of being treated). 
Without conforming conduct by those involved (involved eltber as 
rightholders or duty bearers) and enforcement of duties, as need be, by 
social or governmental action, the particular ways of acting or of being 
treated picked out by effective normative justification and by authoritative 

acceptance and acknowledgement could not be enjoyed on tl~e wide scale 
one expects of things said to be human rights. 

The fulfilment or realization, at a suitable level, of these three capacities is 
essential to any robust and non-defective human right (understood as a moral 
right). Their reallzado~x allows human rights to be, as they’ve always been 

thought to be, both practical and critical in character. The three features identi- 

fied - sonnd justification, effective recognition, maintenance - are all linked 
elements in a effective procedure for const~ucdng or constituting morally accred- 
ited human rights, functioning at full capaciW. 

The UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

The norms of the Universal D~claration, in order to be active human rights 
active as constitutional rights or as international basic rights - and to be morally 
justifiable as human rights, must satisfy these three points. And, beyond that, we 

would require of them, as of any given right, some specification of content, 
some setdng of scope (with provision for making scope adjustments), some 
competitive weightings in cases of conflict, some institutional devices for the on- 

site resolution of conflicts, and so on. For; otherwise, such rights will conflict with 
one another and collapse into an incoherent set. " 

Some may fmd extremely unattractive the notion that moral tights can be 
tinkered with - that new ones can be added to thb list, existing ones revised,. 
some even overturned. It is perhaps worth adding, then, that we are here princi- 
pally concerned with the implementation Of such rights and not theh" abstract 

formulation. Nonetheless, we should face up to the fact that changes such as 
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these can occur even in our normative justifications. For one thing many people 

believe (or hope) that by thinking more carefully about moral matters, bringing 
in new paradigms and perspectives, we can thereby improve our own formula- 

tions and understandings. In any event, moral norms gain or lose social support, 

so that they take on radically differing formulations at widely separated times in 
ihistory (witness the sharply differing idea of the cm:dinal virtues held by the 
ancient Greeks in contrast to that of, say, medieval Christian culture). And 
blocking by competing normative considerations can be added or removed over 
time, or in different places on the cultural map coexisting at the san~e time. Such 

changes in effective normative justitications and their formulation can happen 
and, I think, do happen. 

ff all this is so, we cannot think adequately about human rights {where they 

are thought to be active rights, as distinct from mere norms) by dispensing with 
the institutional arrangements - scope adjustment, competitive weighing, 
promotion and maintenance -just emphasized. Features such as these are part 
of the mechanism of normative change (of helping it along or registering it) and, 

more to the point, are necessary to making moral norms into active human 

rights, functioning at full capaci~ 
The proper focus here, I am suggesting, should not be on the ’manifesto’ 

;element of the UN’s Declaration but, rather, on the embodiment of those norms 
:as active civil rights within states, where such rights (presumably appropriately 

justified morally) could be and were authoritatively recognized, harmonized and 
maintained.~ 

Some might argue that I’ve focused too often in my argument on the great 
rights manifestos and have ignored another tradition in human rights discourse 
.the tradition that sees moral rights as justified claims and standards for criticizing 

existing political or social arrangements, whether or not these claims are recog~ 
inized and enforced at all. Though it’s hardly fair to say that I’ve ignored this 
tradition (since I criticized it at length cartier), let us leave that caveat aside for 
now. 

I readily grant that others would regard suchjustilied claims as human rights, 
and I see no problem in their doing so. It is not part of my project to deny 

human rights status to such claims or to legislate how people should be talking 
about human rights. So long as the three-element procedure for constituting 
human rights is kept on the table as essential to the big picture, I have no quarrel 
with the view at hand. ~ 

The essentials of the three;element procedure for constituting human rights. 
,are present in the UN Declaration. Thus, human rights are regarded there as 

constitutional rights within individual states. This is, in fact, the case primarily 
contemplated in the UN’s Universal Declaration.~° In so far as we emphasize 

this one type of case (the case of constitutional rights within individual states), 
the embodiment of human rights norms can be particularized (to a degree) to 
different cultural preferences and histories. 

Let me illustrate this last point, about relativizing huma~ rights to particular 

societies, with a brief example. The UN Declaration says that ’everyone has the 
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right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion’ (article I9). The Bill of 
Rights of the US Constitution consists oil ten amendments, proposed in 1789 

and enacted in 1791. The first amendment says roughly the same thing as the 
article from the UN Declaration just cited, but what the first amendment says 

about religion in particular is worth pondering: it says., ’Congress shall make no 

law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof.’ 

Now, as we know, many European states committed to human rights have 
established churches. The Scaxadinavian countries, for example, have. And some 

European states have more than one - Finland has two and so does Britalu (in 
the latter case, the Church of England and the Kirk of Scotland). One might say 
that the fact that this is so shows that ’establishment of religion’ is not a matter of 
any great import nowadays. But I would deny tills. It is not simply a ’dead letter’ 
issue. 

The way the ’no establishment of refigion’ clause is interpreted in the U~fited 
States, on the one hand, and the way acceptance of established churches func- 
tions in contemporary Europe, on the other hand, has led to important 
differences between the United States. and Europe in such matters as the content 
of education at the primary and secondary levels; the place of religious educa- 

tion in state-supported schools, the degree and kind of budgetary support given 

by government to private religious schools, mad so on. 
These are not trivial examples. They exhibit how the embodiment of human 

rights norms can be and has been particularized to different cultural understand~ 
ings and histories. And these examples could be multiplied. 

International human rights 

Let me hasten to add that a focus on constitutional rights within individual states 
is not the only option available to the resources of the present account. We are 

not - or need not be - limited exclusively to what might be called ’nation states’ 

and their particular arrmagemeI~ts.. 
Some, of course, using arguments like the ones I have employed, have alleged 

otherwise. Michael Walzer, for instance, is one.21 To the contrary, I would want 
to claim that the account I have presented could allow for the notion of basic 

rights in an emerging supranational entity or, better, a fairly unified confedera- 
tion of states (like the nascent European Union, and within it the European 
Convention of Human Rights). And it Could allow for such rights in a somewhat 

looser confederation of states such as we find in the UN, and within it the UN 
Declaration, the two main Covenants on Human Rights, and various other rele- 
vant international treaties (such as the treaty outlawing genocide). 

Indeed, to think dearly about human rights in the present day, one would 
have to allow for such cases. If this is so, then, we must in the end add an inter- 
national dimension to the account I have been giving.~ 
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Notes 

. In the wa-iting of the present chapter I have drawn on my paper on :Basic Rights’ 
’(Rech~stheorie~ Bribefl 15, 1993, pp. 19t-20t) and on my ~ticle on rights in the Routledge 
i Encydopedia of Philosophy, vol. 8 (London: Routledge, 1998, pp. 325-3 l); and also on two of 
my books, Rawls and Rights, Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1985, and A System of 

i Rights, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993. Perhaps the simplest way to view and then extend 
the present chapter is to see it as an attempt to improve upon - to clarify and correct 
System of Rights, ch. 4, wherein my main account (before now) of human rights can be 
found. Earlier versions of this chapter were presented at the University of Tennessee and 
at conferences in Pittsburgh and Cardi~.. For their helpful comments, i am indebted to 
Will Aiken, John Arthur, Richard Brook, Mark Evans, Bruce Haddock, John Haldane, 
Mikael Karlsson, David Reidy, Peri Roberts, Peter Sutch and Anton Tupa. 
1 Nonetheless, it would not be inappropriate, given this justification, to install further 

institutions (such as a written bill of rights, judicial review, whether understood in the 
American way or the British, executive veto, and so on) to help ~chieve the intended 
effect, or at least the effect of not superseding or otherwise impairing fundamental 
constitutional rights. 

2 For tile justification of democracy (and of the relative priority of the various options 
involved), see my System of Rights, chs 6 and 7 (summarized at pp. 127 8 and pp. 
167 8). For the point (just made) about the fundamental compatibility of basic rights 
with justified democratic majority rule, see ibid., ctxs 7 and 12, in particular; for the 
idea that well-accredited rights are not to be superseded, in central cases, by other 
normative concerns, see ibid., ch. 5, § 4, also pp. 159-65’~ for an account of basic (or 
fundamental constitutional) rights, in particular, see ibid., ch. 12, § 2. Aa~d, for a 
convenient summary of the main argument I have been giving here, see the short 
paper ’Basic Rights’. 

3 For the point about the role of checking devices (in particular, judicial review) as 
fundamentally democratic in character, see my co-authored paper with S. M. Griffin, 
’Constitutional Rights and Democracy in the USA: The Issue of Judicial Review’, 
Ratio Jut/s, 8, 2, Juty 1995, pp. 180-98. Roughly this same point is made in J. 
Waldron, ’Rights and Majorities: Rousseau Revisited’, in J. W. Chapman and A. 
Wertheimer, eds, Majorities and Minorities, 2gomos xxxiii, New York: New York University 
Press, t990, pp. 4~1~75, and in S. Freeman, ’Gonstitutlonal Democracy a~d the 
Legkimacy of Judicial Review’, Law and Philosophy, 9, 1990/l, pp. 327-79; also S. 
Freeman, ’Original Meaning, Democratic Interpretation, and the Constitutio~a’, 
Philosophy and INblic Affairs, 21, t992, pp, 3-42; and S. Freeman, ’Political Liberalism 
and the Possibility of a Just Democratic Constitution’, Chicago l~ent Law Review, 69, 
1994, pp. 619-88, Finally, for the point about the self-correcting character of demo- 
cratic procedures, see my System of Rights, ch. 7. This idea is taken from T. L. 
Thorsou, The Logic of Democraqy, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962, esp. 
ch. 8; also pp. 120-4.             . 

4 B. Mayo, ’Symposium On Human Rights’, II, Pwceedings of the Aristotdian Society 
Supplementau Volume, 39, 1965, pp. 219-36. 

5 H.J. McCloskey, ’Rights’, Ph~7osophical Quarterly, 15, 1965, pp. 115 27. See also H.J. 
McCloskey, ’Rights - Some Conceptual Issues’, Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 54, 
1976, pp. 99-115. 

6 J. Feinberg, Social Philosophy, Foundations of Philosophy Series, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice Hall, 1973. J. Feinberg, Rights, J~tice and the Bounds of Liberty, Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1980. 

7 L.W. Sumner, The Moral Foundation of R~hts, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987. 
8 J. Rawls, A Theory of justice, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uxfiversity Press, 1971 (2nd 

edn, 1999); A. I. Melden, Rights in MoraI Lives: A Historical-Philosophical ’Essay, Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1988. 
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9 See Fdnberg, Social Philosophy, p. 84, for the first quote~ and Felnberg, Doing and 
Deserving: E.~says in the Theory of Respo~biti~, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1970, p. 85 n. 27, for the second. 

10 See here R. Dworkin, T~ Rights Seriously, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1978, ch. 4; R. Dwortdn, Law’s Empire, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvm’d University 
Press, 1986, ch. 11, also pp. 65-8; andJ. Raz, ’Legal Rights’, Oxford Journal of £egal 
Studies, 4, 1984, pp. t0-21. 

11 We should not think that we in ’modern times’ are exempt fiom the blocking 
phenomenon I’ve just mentioned. Most people in the secular West today would give 
precedence to the normative claims of logics mathematics, natural science (and, 

¯ perhaps, even social science and history) - precedence in the sense that moral claims 
must be compatible Mth the claims of logic, science and so on, and would be 
blocked (set aside, revised, discounted) where they are not. Aud in some parts of our 
contemporary world the claims of pm’ticular religions or of world-shaping ideologies 
(like those of communism or capitalism) would have s~nilar precedence and 
blockfng power. 

12 For example, M. Cranston, ’Human Rights, Real and Supposed’, in D. D. Raphael, 
ed., Political Theory and l& Rights of Man, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1967, 
pp43-53, esp. p. 48. 

13 By Cranston, ibid., p. 43, among other writers. 
14 The US Declaration of Independence (1776) begins its famous second paragraph 

with the words: "We hold these truths to be seK-ev~dent, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that 
among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these 
rights, Governments are instituted among Men ...". 

15 For tile point made about rights as beneficial, see m{ System of Rights, chs 2, 5 and 
10. The point about such rights being mutually and generally beneficial for all or 
almost all living human beings follows from our characterization of the rights in 
question as human rights. Just as civil rights are rights of all citizens, so human rights 
are rights of all human beings. 

Here we need to take care. It is important to disting~fish between conditions of 
constitution or existence for moral rights and criteria for their possession (a distinc- 
tion I did not observe in the previous paragraph). Two ideas are involved here: 

(i) Moral rights are not concluslvelyjustified by mere physical or psychological 
facts (in other words, such physical or psychological facts are not sutticient 
grounds for saying that a particular moral right exists), Rather, moraJ rights 
are justified or constituted on other grounds, specifically on normative 
grounds. 

(ii) Physical or psychologica~ facts bear not on what justifies rights, but on who 
might be a candidate, for possessing any such justified right, once it has 
been justificatorily established. 

In tile account I have been¯ giving, that which justifies something as a right (be it a 
right to a way of acting or to a way of being treated) is that it is beneficial to the 
rightholder and can be understood as beneficial, It" other moral standards are 
brought to bear, told typically (in the case of a human right) many kinds of moral 
standards will be, then they too are a part of the justitlcafion. Putting the point 
ct~udely; then, what justifies a moral right is that it can be understood as followiug 
from or being compatible with accredited moral principles or practices (or with 
accredited forms of practical morn[ reasoning). 

Most of the things in the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights could be 
regarded as justifiable in these ways. Interestingly, many of thmfl would be benefi- 
clal only to adult human beJ~ags, within a certain range of capabilities and interests: 

fieedom of political speech, the right to vote, liberty of conscience, right to a fair 
trial or to a job, and so on. The point is that since all or almost all adult humam 
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beings are within this range, all are etigible to possess the rights in question; no such 
adult should be exduded. 

16 See T. M. 8canlon, What ~ Owe to Ead; Other, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1998, p. 4 (and throughout his book), for this formutatlon and for 
elaborations on it. 

17 See J. RaMs, Political Liberalism, New York: CoIumbla University Press, 1993, pp. 

217 - also pp. 1, 137, 226, 241~ 393. Later RaMs adds yet another possible line of 
formulating the contractarian rubric when he says that those proposing a principle 
of co-operatlon or of mutual relations ’must think not only that it is reasonable for 
them to propose it, but also that it is reasonable for [others] to accept it=. See J. 
RaMs, The Law of Peoples with "The Idea of Public Reason Revisited’, Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1999, p. 57; also pp. 14 and 69. 

18 The Universal Declaration avowedly has a ’manifesto’ element: it speaks in its 
preamble of ’proclaiming’ a ’common standard’ and calls ~tself a ’declaration’. 
Clearly, then, it lays out a set of aspirations; but it does not stop there. Repeatedly, 
the idea of the recognition of the rights proclaimed and their observation is 
invoked. 

19 I am often asked what I would call a human right that had only the one element, 

the element of morally valid cIaim {that and nothing else). I would tend to cat! it a 
tttt~ran @is norm. This seems apt because the italicized phrase recognizes that we 
don’t have a fully constituted right here {don’t have a right functioning at full 
capacity) while at the same time affirming that a mere morally valid claim does 
have status as a human right even when only the first of the constituting conditions, 
the condition og sound normative justification, is fully satisfied. 

A good example of the alternative way of talking, with which I find no 
problem, is provided by Henry Shue. In his book Basic Rights: Subsistence, Affluence 
and US’ Foreign Policy (2nd edn, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), he 
begins by characterizing hmnan rights as morally justified demands (pp. 13-t5), 
but he immediately goes on to emphasize the importance of such rights being 
’socially guaranteed’ (pp. 15-18). In later chapters this particular feature is 
emphasized and it becomes clear that such guarantees necessarily involve the 
eIements of social recognition and maintenance, by both private persons and 
governments (see esp. chs 2 and 5 and the Afterword). For a good summary of his 
views, in which all the components just identified figure, see his essay ’Solidarity 
among Strangers and the Right to Food’~ in W. Aiken and H. LaFollette, eds, 
World Hunger and Morati.O, 2nd edn, Upper Saddle River, iNJ: Prentice Hall, 1996, 
pp. 113-32. 

20 The preamble to the UN Declaration begins with the assertion that the ’Member 
States’ are intent on achieving not only the ’promotion of universal respect’ for 
human rights and Tundamental freedoms’ but also their ’observance’. The 
preartable ends with a commitment to secure for these rights and liberties ’their 
unlversa[ and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of 
the Member States themselves and among the peoples or territories under their 
jurisdiction’. 

2 ! ’Individual rights may well derive, as I am inclined to think, from our ideas about 
personality and moral agency, without reference to political processe~ and social 
circumstances, But the enforcement of rights is another matter .... Rights are only 
enforceable within political communities where they have been collectively recog- 
nized, and the process by which they come to be recognized is a political process 
which requires a political community. The globe is not, or not yet, such an arena2 
M. Walzer~ ’The Moral Standing of States: A Response to Four Critics’, Philosophy 
and Public Affairs, 9, 1980, p. 226; see also pp. 227-8. 

22 I have not, in this chapter, developed the international dimension of human rights 
any further. I have attempted to do so elsewhere, in my paper ’Human Rights: 
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Constitutional and International’ in M. N. S. Sellers and David Keidy, eds, Universal 
Human RigMs: Moral Order in a Divided World. Nor have I, in the present chapter, 
attempted to lay out m.y characterization of rights in contrast to aIternative 
accounts and to show the grounds on which I think mine is to be p~’eferred. I have, 
however, done this in System of Rights, chs 2-5. 

13 The transition from natural 
rights to the culture of 
human rights 

. David Boucher 

In his autobiography R. G. Collingwood presented his now famous argument 
against perennial problems in philosophy 1 He argued that Plato’s conception of 
the state, or pulis, formulated against the backdrop of ancient Greece, was very 
different from that of the seventeenth-century Engiishman Thomas Hobbes. 
There was therefore little point in discussing them as if they were talking about 

the same thing. One might say that their ideas of the state were answers to 
different questions, and belonged to different question-and-answer complexes. 
This does not mean, however, that the two concepts of the state were unrelated. 

They are related itt so far as ~ey are both part of the historical process by which 
one becomes transformed i~lto the other. In this chapter I want to suggest that 

even though natural rights and human rights are often associated, in so far as it is 
claimed that we have them independently of governments and by the mere fact 
that we are human, they are in fact quite different. They are nevertheless related 
in that they are part of the same historical process by which the one turns into 
the ott~e~; It is that process which I want to explore here by first looking at 
natural rights, the human rights culture, the link between the two, and finally to 
show how modernjustitications are related to that link. 

When the modern conception of human rights, generated by some version 
of constructlvism or conventionalism, is juxtaposed with the various versions of 
natural rights~ there appears to be a discontinuity between the two. In other 
words, there appears to be no process by which the one turns into the other, 
because of a fundamental discontinuity. The aim of the chapter is to sbow that 

there is a cond~ulty and that the British Idealists constitute the missing link. 
Despite the denial of natnral rights in their traditional form, namely as resting 

upon some conception of human nature, universal principles~ or as having 
some religious foundation, the Idealists suggested that the term was better used 
in the sense that there are certain rights that are absolutely imperative for the 

social relations of a community at any one time, and that these rights, despite 
the fact that they are conventio~al and justified on the principle of their contri- 
bution to the common good, could with justification be described as ’natural’. 
The Idealists, nevertheless, ultimately relied upon a metaphysic and a concep- 

tion of the person that was difficult to reconcile with the co~venfio~alism 
posited in their accounts of natural, rights. Modern philosophers have retained 
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Constitutional and International’ in M. N. S. Sellers a~xd David Reidy, eds, Universal 
Human Rigt~ts: Moral Order in a Divided World. Nor have I, in the present chapter; 
attempted to lay out my characterizatiort ’of rights in contrast to alternative 
accounts and to show the grounds on which I think mine is to be preferred. I have, 
however, done this in System of l~ghtr, chs 2-5. 

13 The transition from natural 
rights to the culture of 
human rights 

David Bou&er 

In his autobiography R. G. Collkngwood presented his now famous argument 
against perennial problems in philosophy.1 He argued that Plato’s conception of 
the state, or potis, formulated against the backdrop of ancient Greece, was very 
different from that of the seventeenth-century Englishman Thomas Hobbes. 
There was therefore little point in discussing them as if they were talking about 
the same thing. One might say that their ideas of the state were answers to 

different questions, and belonged to different question-and-answer complexes. 
This does not mean, however, that the two concepts of the state were unrelated. 

They are related irt so far as they are both part of the historical process by which 

one becomes transformed into the other. In this chapter I want to suggest d,at 
even though natural rights and human rights are often associated, in so far as it is 

claimed that we have then, independently of governments and by the mere fact 

that we are human, they are in fact quite different. They are nevertheless related 
in that they are part of the same historical process by which the one turns into 

the other. It is that process which I want to explore here by first looking at 
natural rights, the hunian rights culture, tt,e link between the two, and iinal|y to 
show how modern justifications are related to that link. 

When the modern conception of human fights, generated by some version 
of constructivism or conventionalism, is juxtaposed with the various versions of 
natural rights, there appears to be a discontinuity between the two. In other 
words, there appears to be no process by which the one turns into the other; 
because of a fundamental discontinui~ The aim of the chapter is to show that 
there is a continuity and that the British Idealists constitute the missing li~k. 
Despite the denial of natural fights in their traditional form, namely as resting 

upon some conception of human nature, universal principles, or as having 
some religious foundation, the Idealists suggested that the term was better used 

in the sense that there are certain rights that are absolutely imperative for the 
social relations of a community at any one time, and that these rights, despite 
the fact that they are conventional and justified on the principle of their contri- 

bution to the common good, could with justification be described as ’natural’. 
The Idealists, nevertheless, ultimately relied upon a metaphysic and a concep- 
tion of the person that was ditficult to reconcile with the conventionalism 

posited in their accounts of natural, rights. Modern philosophers have retained 
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the conventionalism, or communitarianlsm, and jettisoned the metaphysics. 
The Ideafists, then, stand in an intermediary position between natural rights 
and the modern human rights culture, and have contributed significantly to 
modern ideas on the moral community and how conceptions of human rights 
tlave to be conceived in terms different from the natural rights tradition. 

Just as there is hardly any country that does not describe itself as a democ- 
racy, Jeremy Waldron contends that ’there is now scarcely a nation on earth 

which is not sensitive to or embarrassed by the chas’ge that it is guilty of rights- 
violations’.2 Richard Rorty, following Eduardo Rabbossi, has suggested that we 
live in a human rights cultme, and Michael Ignafieff goes as far as to say that 
’there is now a single human rights culture in the worId’.3 The presumption is, 

then, that we have human rights. How we come to have them, who ought to 
have them, and what human rights we should have are quite different questions. 

It is not surprising that the modern obsession with rights should lead to a 
revival of interest in the natural rights tradition, and a preoccupation among 

theorists with the importance of human rights attaching to the individual inde- 
pendently of society. Robert Nozick gives one of the strongest reiterations of this 

individualist conception of rights: ’Individuals have rights, and there are things 

no person or group may do to ~hem (without violating their rights).’4 
Peter Jones has suggested that the modern doctrine of human rights is a 

direct descendant from fiberal theories of natural rights. He argues that 

[t]he idea of a human fight remains that of a right which is ’natural’ in that 
it is conceived as a moral entitlement which humma beings possess in their 
natural capacity as humans, arid not ha virtue of may special arrangement 

into which they have entered or any particular system of law under whose 
jurisdiction they fall.5 

And elsewhere, in criticism of Rawls, he suggests that ’human rights have gener- 

ally been conceived as rights possessed by human beings as such and as rights 

that must therefore be respected in all the various contexts and circumstances in 
which human beings find themselves’.6 H. L. A. Hart reinforces this view when 

he suggests that people are’ conceived to have human rights ’by virtue of their 
humanity and not by virtue of human fiat, law or convention’] What I want to 

suggest is that, contrary to these views, there is a disjuncture between the 
modern human rights culture and the natural rights tradition that is often 
assumed to underpin it. 

The natural rights tradition 

At the outset we need to distinguish between two very different usages of the 

term ’natural rights’. The one meaning is naturalistic, the other moral - that is, 
the descriptive and prescriptive versions of the doctrine. On the first, the. fact 

that we have certain powers or liberties in nature is justification for their use. To 

have a faculty and the rigbt to use it are one and the same thing. These are the 
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rights that Hobbes talks of in his state of nature. They are really nothing more 
than descriptions of what certain types of creature tend to do in certain drcum- 

stances when exercising their natural inclinations. The natural rights about 
which Locke talks are quite different, and many Of which have attadaed to them 

obligations deriving from natural law, which is divinely instituted. To deprive me 
of proper~, which I have acquired by mixing my labtur with it, is moraIly to 
violate my natural right. What is missing when traditional natural rights thinkers 
such as Locke, Priesfley, Price, Paine, Hamilton and Wolistonecraft, are claimed 

as part of the heritage of the contemporary human rights culture is the extent to 
which their confusions depend upon a shared befief in God, who is the Creator 
of the moral world and of the human beings who inhabit it. This belief is some- 
times a full-blown Christian theology or merely contains fingering remnants of 
deism, lacking the elements of divine intent, command and purpose. Any 

element of Christianity or deism, of course, is not a terribly convenient fact in 
the post-1945 western world, which has become increasingly secular, muiticul- 

tural and sensitive to non-Christian religions. The claim to the universality of 
human rights is not best served by highlighting the particularity of their 
Christian origin. 

Let me take a few obvious and not so obvious examples. Take Locke, for 

instance: his whole theory of rights and obligations ultimately rests upon our 
duty/to God of self-preservation and, in so far as others are the property of God, 
the preservation of those others. This is because we are the products of His 

workmanship and political obligation derives from this generic obligation to God 

(Second Treatise, § 6). The obligation we have to obey a specific government rests on 
consent. Locke says: 

If he finds that God has made him and other men in a state wherein they 

cannot subsist without society;, can he but conclude that he is obliged and 
that God requires him to follow those rules which conduce to the preserva- 
tion of society?8 

The theory of natural rights, as we know, reached its high-water mark in the 

Arnerican and French Revolutions. Arendt, for example, argues that these decla- 
rations posited man as the measure of all things.~ It is dear, however, from the 
words of one of the great architects Of the American Constitution, Alexander 
Hamilton, that this was not the intention. He maintained that 

[t]he sacred rights of manldnd are not to be rummaged for amongst old 

parchments or musty records. They are written, as with a sunbeam, in the 

whole volume of human nature by the hands of divinity itself, and can 

never be erased or obscured.1° 

~ Mary Wotlstonecraff’s A Vindication of the R~hts of Women, to take another 

example, extends the arguments made by the rational dissenters Richard Price 

a.,ndJoseph Priestley that all men have equal rights to encompass women, on the 
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grounds that all human beings have rational capacities which access to education 
would allow to develop. Her work was very much in the tradition of devotional 
literature associated with Richard Allestree and Mary Astell. Wollstonecraft’s 

themes of rational equality,, the corrupting influence of the bodily passions, the 
injunction to restrain the passions within marriage, and the necessity for knowl- 
edge to aid the development of virtue are all derived from the writers of 

devotional literature)l Her emphasis upon rights, however; derive, directly from 
the writings of the rational dissenters. Wollstonecraft is no less committed to 

fundamental Christian beliefs than are Price and Priesfley. In other words, our 
natural, or human, rights come from God, and all human beings should have 

them because we are all in principle capable of exercising reason, subject to a 
rational education. 

Even natural rights theorists who are said to have secularized the tradition, 
such as Hugo Grotins and Samuel yon Pufendorf, retalri a heavy residue of theo- 
logical presuppositions without which their arguments collapse at crucial points. 
Take Pufendorf. He believes that all law has an author, and to qualify as law 

proper it must also be enforced. Both natural law and human positive law qualify 
in tlaese respects. Natural law, from which our natural rights derive, is the 

creation of God who, should we transgress against it, punishes our actions. 
Pufendorf argues that ’the obligation of Natural Law is of God, the creator and 
guam governor of mankind, who by His authority has bound men, His creatures, 
to observe it’. Is Becanse our intelligence and reason are lltnited, and because the 

punishment may not always immediately follow the crime, we rarely make the 
connection between our actions and God’s punishment of them. Rights and 
duties in the state of nature are ’in, perfect’ because riley are not enforceable, 
whereas legal rights and duties are ’perfect’ because they are enfo,~ceable. Often 
what was once compelled by conscience became enforceable in positive law. 
Wt~at is significant is that Pufendorf thinks that both are equally morally obliga- 

What has proved contentious about such claims is not that humans have 

rights, but that rights inhering in the individual could be the starting point of a 
theory of political morali~ The riposte has been that t’ights are only intelligible 
when set against a suitable background theory of political and social morality 
such as utilitarianism.t4 Jeremy ~vValdron argues that at the rhetorical level the 
shift from natural rights to human rights betrays a loss of faith in the possibility 

of justifying rights with reference to truths about human nature. The term 
’human rights’ now signifies the scope of the claims rather than hints at anything 
that nfight justify them.15 Increasing scepticism about objective values and prin- 

cipies in moral philosophy has not terminated moral argument or justification. 
Moral justification may no longer be characterized by ttxe search for ultimate 
truths h’resistible to rational beings, bnt it is concerned to determine the shared 

foundations, sympathies and considerations that underpin claims about taking 
rights seriously. ~6 
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idealism and natural rights 

The British Idealists are usually assumed to have been hostile to the idea of 
natural rights, but this is only part of the stor~ Natural rights remained very 

much part of the political geography of the late nineteenth century, even if, 
philosophically, their credibility had been diminished. There must have be 

something in their continuing persistence because people do not reflect and act 
upot~ rrieaningless symbols,t7 The British Idealists were nothing if not astute 
political operators, and knew how to exploit a popular vocabulary to serve their 
own arguments. They did this, for example, in relation to the evolution debate, 
denying Darwin’s naturalistic evolution, and Huxley’s bifurcated discussion of 
the cosmic and ethical evolutionm-y processes, and instead came up with their 
own Hegelian version of evolution that stressed its spMtual aspect, and which 
.insisted upon what came later as the explanatinn of what came before, instead 
of explaining what came later in terms of what went before. Similarly, they took 

ithe vocabulary of human rights and transformed it, hoping that in the transfor- 
mation they could retain what was best in natural rights and in the criticisms of 
that doctrine. 

like Bm’ke, Bentharn and Marx, the British Idealists accused natural rights 
theories of being abstract and one-sided, that is, idealizations in Onora O’Neill’s 

sense of the term. They rejected both the naturalistic and moral forms of 
natural rights being perpetrated, often indistinguishably, by their proponents. 

With advances of our understanding of society in terms of evolutionary theory, 

and by use of the historical method in exploring institutions and problems, it was 
:now possibie to think of the ideal associated with natural rights theories not as 
something fully formed and definitive, but as something whose revelation is 
gradual - what Peter Sutch calls developmental comtnunitarlanism,ta Following 

HegeI, David Ritchie argued that, historically, slavery as an institution may be 
justified on the grounds that it contributed to mitigating the brutality, of war. It 
was more profitable to take prisoners than to slaughter them.t~ In giving the free 
population the leisure to develop political liberty and a self-awareness of the 
worth of freedom, slavery gave rise to the ideas that evetatually made slavery 
appear wrong. In other words, slavery was once useful and did not appear 
contrary to what would then be considered ’natural’ but, when it ceased to be an 

institution Of progressive societies, it becmne a violation of what people regarded 
as natural rights. Genuine appeals to the injustice of such an institution were not 

appeals to abstract principles incompatible with the continuance of organized 
society, but appeals to higher conceptions of society that should replace the 

lower. In this respect ’evolutionary ethics’ teach us ’to face the problems of 
human society without exaggerated expectations’.~° In Ritchie’s view, the 

common good which acts as the criterion of appropriate conduct changes from 

age to age and depends upon what actions and virtues contribute to the realiza- 

dgn of the well-being of socie~ What is presupposed in the general liberal 
account of the individual, and explicit in the natural rights tradition, is that 

human nature is universal. The constitutive theory of the British Idealists, on the 
other hand, holds that human natur~ is significantly contingent. Human nature 
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is largely a product of the different s0dal circumstances in which people fred 
themselves. Membership in a society and the common good are correlative, and 

the self that is to be realized through moral acti~4ty is ’determined, charac- 
tensed, made what it is by relation to others’.21 

Social cohesiveness reqnires any society to adhere to certain ground rules or 
conditions and thereby creates rights and duties for its members.2z As members 

of a community, individuals possess rights. As T. H. Green says, all rights are 
’secured to an individual by the communit3~ on the supposition that ... [their] 
exercise contributes to the good of the community’.23 Rights are justifiable 
claims recognaized as rational and necessary for the common good. of soci.e~ 
Natural rights are those fundamental rights that. ought to be recognized by a 

society, and to be judged whoily N-ore the point of view of socie~ They are an 
appeal to what is socially useful not merely for the present generation, but also 
for future generations and as far as possible for humaIfity as a whole.~4 It is 

because they are fundamental to the life of a society that they may be called 
natural. Against Bentham, the British idealists argued that rights are not the 
product of legislation, but recognized as essential to the development of the 
common good.25 A natural right for the British Idealists is justified by the extent 
to which it contributes to the common good. 

Without social recognition, rights are something less than rights. Recognition 

is intrinsic to the concept of a fight. Natural rights, then, are a socially useful 
concept when they have as part of their definldon social recognidon, and as part 

of their justification the idea of the common good. 
What is important about the Idealist account is that it is capable of explaining 

how human rights emerge. It does not rely on the fiction of a social contract. 

Human rights are justified not by individual consent, but because they are collec- 
tively useful nod necessary for the common good. This particularist element in 
British Idealism is counterbalanced by a universalism that is ultimately based 
upon a thick conception of the good. The metaphysical assumption oF a 

universal reason manifesting itself in each individual striving for self-realization 
to attain the best self remains ultimately religious, Christian and Protestant. 

There is no presumption of a transcendental God as there was among many of 
the natural rights theorists. Instead, the Idealists posit an immanent God who 
lives and expresses Himself through each of His creations. It is an assumption 
that does not deny the divinity of Jesus, because it does not deny the divinity of 
anyone. In sum, then, even though Idealism provides a form of conventionalism 
in human rights, the Christian residue fits ill with the modern human rights 
culture. 

The human rights culture 

There is certainly a residue of the traditional ideas of natural rights that coexist 
with the modern. Some writers on human rights contend that, without a reli- 
gious element or theological foundation to the doctrine ~anctifying human 
digni~ human rights for the protection of the person tiave very little purchase.~6 
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Indeed, the discussions sin-rounding the establishment of the Nuremberg 
Tribunal most immediately highlight the tension. After the Second World War 
the allies were faced with the dilemma of how to punish those war criminals who 
claimed to be obeying the Iaws and orders of the governments and commanders 
they served. Various international treatises were invoked to establish the idea of 
crimes against humanity. Such arguments as were pkesented often implicitly 

invoked the idea of a natural law, and associated human rights inhering in indi- 

viduals, which stand above any particnlar state’s power and therefore should act 
as a restraint upon, and as a standard by which to judge, their conduct. More 
recendy~ Marfn Luther IgSng in his campaign for civil rights in America, the 
Solidarity movement in Poland, the liberation theology of Roman Catholic 
priests in Central America, and Pope John Paul II, in emphasizing the dignity of 

humanity, have all appealed to notions of the natural law or a higher law to 
condemn the actions of those whom they believe to be acting inhumanely and 
t~njustly. King, for example, exhorted his fellow Americar~s to emulate the spirl- 

tual dissenters of the revolutions: ’giving our ultimate allegiance to the empire of 
justice, we must be that colony of dissenters seeking to imbue our nation with the 
ideals of a higher and nobler order’.~7 

It was H. G. Wells and his associates, including J. B. Priestley and A. A. Milne, 
who revived the idea of natural rights in the public consciousness, suggesting 
that, since birth is an accidental occurrence, as a matter of justice everyone 

ought to have access to food, shelter, clothing, education, access to information 
and fi’eedom of discussion as a minhnum to tire realization of his or her poten~ 

tial. In addition each person should enjoy security of person and property: In an 
immensely successful Penguin Special in 1939, translated into thirty languages 
and serialized in newspapers throughout the world, Wells launched devastating 
attacks on Stalin and Hitler, maintaining that only a reasserdon of individual 
rights, protected by international law rather than diplomacy, can act as a safe- 
guard against tota!itarianism.2~ The preservation of human fights officially 
became a war aim in 1942. 

The Roosevelts were immensely moved by Wells’s arguments and it was the 

Americans who were responsible for giving human rights such a prominent place 
in the UN Charter. The Universal Declaration, as Eleanor Roosevelt made clear, 
was not meant to be a treaty orinternational agreement, and placed no legal 
obfigations on states, It was the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment 

of Genocide, which canae into force in 1951, which was to have that status. 
Except at the level of rhetoric, the justification of the human rights we are 

said to hold today is not to be found in natural rights or in most modern 
cosmopolitan theories, which often have only a tenuous link with current reali- 
ties. The legal and political practices which emphasize the conventional and 

contingent character of human rights cannot be dismissed or ignored in the 
name of moral purity. 

, It is, of course, testimony to the inadequacy of the UN to deliver an effective 

human rights culture that regional arrangements emerged and even provided 
alternative routes to the redress of grievances in Europe, America and Africa, 
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but these, too, require govermnental acceptance, without which their citizens 
simply do not have the rights. The most effecdve of the regional arrangements, 

the European Convention on Human Rights, which has now been incorporated 
into British law, was established by the Council of ¯Europe, and streamlines into a 
two-stage judicial process the enfotx;ement mechanisms of the Comnfission and 

European Court at Strasbourg. This, however, covers only signatories. Indeed, 

not only does die preamble to the Convention not even feign mfiversafism - it is 
quite explicit flint like-minded western European states sharing a common 

heritage involving ’political traditions, ideals, freedoms, and the rule of law’ have 

agreed upon certain standards that must be maintained by those states who wish 
to subscribe to them2u -- but also the human rights promulgated in the 
Convention are not even ulliversal wkhin their European context because of the 
political sensitivities of different states. Freedom of speech, therefore, ineans 

different things in different countries when filtered through the principle of ’the 
margin of appreciation’. Nevertheless, the first article of the European 
Convention charges ’Contracting Parties’ to secure the stated rights and free- 

doms to everyone within their jurisdiction, and it does have the treaty power to 

compel compliance with its rulings, which often means compelling a change in 
domestic law, unless a state formally ’derogates’ from the Convention in prefer- 

ence to accepting an unpalatable ruling. 
The human rights culture is one to which states subscribe, not without consid- 

erable pressure from governmental and non-governmental agents alike. It is 
based on the principle of opting in, and until such time as the various conven- 
tions are explicitly adopted by governments, their ¯citizens are effectively 
excluded from having such rights. There is a nascent principle of humarlitarian 

intervenfion, but only for the most serious crimes against humanity, and then 

only on a very selective basis. Almost thirty years after the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
came into force (I 976), with little superpower support. The USA, for example, 
did not ratify the Covenant until 1992, and states such as Cuba, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Indonesia and Pakistan still have not done so. The alMmportant 

accompanying Optional Protocol, which gives individuals the right to complairt 

of human rights violations to the. Human Rights Committee, has attracted very 
few signatories. Even signing this Protocol does not signify a willingness to co- 
operate with the Human Rights Committee or implement its decisions. As 
Geoffrey Robertson remarks: ’There is no "universality" about this human rights 
system. ,30 

At the intergovernmental level the discourse of human rights is by and large 
conducted in the language of consensus, convention and quasi-legal agreement. 
The human rights culture is very much based upon the principle of the rule of 
law, and assumes no philosophical foundations. Legal discussions of human 
rights begin where philosophical discussions end. There has been, in Michael 

Ignafieff’s words, a ’juridical revolution’ in the ~nternadonal protection of indi- 
viduals.~ Peter R. Baehr, for example, contends that ’hm~aan rights are 
internationally agreed values, standards or rules reguta~N the conduct of states 
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{owards their own citizens and towards non-citizens’.3~ They are self-imposed 
rules, or international star, darts that are not absolute. They may come into 
conflict with each other and have to be weighed against each other in any re,e- 
rant practical situation. The final declaration of the Vienna Conference of I99a 

at f’u’st appeared to affirm the universality of human rights, but then severely 
qualified it by certain particularistic considerations, tt Stated: °the significance of 

national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious 
backgrounds must be borne in mind’,s3 

The international lawyer Owen M. Fiss argues that humasa rights are not 
derived from a common understanding of human nature, nor are they deduced 
philosophically from first principles. They are instead the articulation of aspira- 

¯ tions immanent in a culture, a statement of what that society wants to become, 
and provide a standard by which to judge what is.34 Ignatieff is suggesting some- 

ithing similar when he maintains that the principal function of human rights 
language is to highlight the gap between what we say and what we do. ~5 

’ This, of course is the understanding we encountered in the Idealists. It is not 

:an appeal to natural law or to legal positivism, but instead the recognition daat 
.moral rights - that is, the aspiration for what ought to be - which are immanent 
in society, precede their legal recogn!tion. In one of the most widely read books 

on fl~e international protection of human rights, the authors suggest that ’only 

when the process of law making has taken place can any "new human right" 
move from die realm of aspiration’,a~ This is not to deny that the aspiration may 

have moral force. As Amy Gutmann suggests, if we believe that human rights are 
?important instruments for the protection of human beings against oppression, 

.cruelty and degradation, that is all we need to believe in order to defend them.37 
Nevertheless, at the level where human rights are being violated, the rhetor- 

ical survival of the natural rights tradition is deeply embedded in the everyday 
currency of the human rights culture, which to some extent accounts for the 
high expectations of those who buy into it. Typically we are said to possess 
human rights by the mere fact that we are human, and they are commonly 

described as absolute, imprescriptible and inalienable. They are independent of 

governments, and indeed our safeguard against them. 
In sum, the modern human rights culture comprises historical populations of 

.loosely cohering theories, conventions and practices, which at the practical level 
exhibit little coherence or logical connection, which is not to den}, the political 
impact of such ideas. If the human rights embedded in this culture are not to be 
accused of being arbkrary, how are we to accotmt for and jusdfy them if they 
have become severed fi’om the natural rights tradition? 

Constitutive theory and human rights 

!Attempts to get around the difficutty of finding firm foundations for human 
~rights have centred upon varions forms of conventionalism or constructivism, 

isome of which are explicitly indebted to the Hegelian tradition out of which the 
!British Idealists emerged, and others, of which rely upon constitutive theories 
; 
,i 
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which are neo-Hegetian and communitarian in their leanings. In the Ytrst group 
are such normative theorists of international relations as Terry Nardin, MeT-cyn 
Frost and Chris Brown, and the philosophers Nan Milne and Charles Taylor. In 
the latter group we find such international relations theorists as Janna 

Thompson, Andrew Linldater and Peter Sutch. Among the philosophers are 
David Miller, Rex Martin, John Cha~vet and Richard Rorty, and even the later 
Rawis. In other words, there is an attempt to get away from the suggestion that 

human rights are possessed by humans by the mere fact of being human, or that 
they in any way predate political society because they have some divine or 
natural origlu. Instead, it is suggested that with human progress, standards of 
behavlour among individuals have become more civilized, and that these civi- 
lized standards have become extended to broader and broader communities. It is 

the sense of overlapping communities where standards employed within one 
become ex~ended into others by a process of #ecognizing others to be the same 
as us..By this I mean that certain standards of civility within classes or communi- 
ties become more generalized as a result of recognizing others. This effectively 
means that guarantees of the rights of citizens are taken to be the prerequisite 

for haman rights, rather than human rights providing the guarantee of rights of 
citizens]tip. In their different ways, the thin universals of Michael Walzel; David 
Miller, John Rawls and even Richard Rorty arise out of and are embedded in 

the thick particulars of specific cultures possessing a moral integrity and status of 

their own. Charles Taylor; Amy Gutmann and Michael Ignaatieff agree that a 
human rights regime ought to be compatible .with value pluralism and therefore 
cannot be anchored to any one version of foundafionalism. Gutmann is more 

insistent than the other two that human rights need notdeW all foundations, tt is 
preferable for pragmatic and moral reasons that human rights rely on a variety 

of foundational arguments. In other words, ’an overlapping conseusus is more 
compatible with moral pluralism@8 

The propensi~, then, is to take the human fights culture as it is and ask not 

what human rights there ought to be but, instead, in Rex Martin’s terms: exactly 
what does it mean to have a human right in tiffs contexff~ Ignatieff puts the 

question slightly differently: ’if human rights is a set of beliefs, what does it mean 
to beiieve in it?’4° What I want to suggest is that modern constitutive theory - 
the type of theorizing that Britisia Idealists engaged in, but without the meta- 

physics - is better grounded as the philosophical basis of the modern human 
rights culture and provides better justification for adherence to principles of 
universal human rights than do theories which construct aspirational ideals from 
outside of the practices they seek to regulate. 

The arguments of Brian Barry and Peter Singer for a faker redistribution of 
resources to less well-off nations is an approach which makes deductions from 
first principles, and such considerations as the feasibility of their attainment do 

not deter their authors from drawing the full logical implications of their argu- 
ments. These are what may be called aspirational theories, and a long way from 
what Rawls calls ’realistic utopias’. Often we ai"e not as such offered ethical theo- 

ries. Usually we are presented with something to which it is said that everyone 
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would agree, and if we agree to that, then we must also agree to something else 

which is said to rest on the same principle. To argue that such widespread redis- 
tribution as Singer and Barry suggest is unlikely to come about is considered 

irrelevant to the argument. ’Since justice has never been prominent in the rela- 

tions between states ha the past, or in the internal arrangements of the great 
majority of states for that matter, why should we expect it. suddenly to begin to 
do so now?’41 When such a cavalier attitude is taken to the actual practices of 

states and there is such disregard for practicalities such as getting people to 
accept the principle of large-scale redistribution, it is logic that is likely to be the 
casualty. If the logic of an argument leads us to such radical restructuring, the 

p0fitician may argue, then let’s forget about logic. In the case of devolution 
within the United Kingdom, for example, logic would dictate that all three 

r~gional assemblies ought to have the same powers on grounds of equi~. It was 
dear, however, in the Welsh case, that Ron Davies, the Welsh Secretary, would 
not be able to deliver a yes vote in Wales if tax-raising powers were included in 

the devolution proposals formulated in consultation throughout the first Blair 
Labour government. To hold out for the same powers as Scotland would have 
meant no devolution for Wales. 

In their different ways such political theorists as Richard Rorty, Michael 
Ignatieff, Rex Martin, Michael Walzer, John Rawls and Charles Taylor, and 
international relations theorists such as Chris Brown and Mervyn Frost, and even 

Hedley Bull, take as their starting points what it means in the current interna- 
tional context to possess a human right, and go on to show in what sense they 

~an be universally applicable and more effective against international injustice. 
Let me illustrate this move towards constitutive theory;, or conventionalism in the 

construction of humma rights, by taking examples from both international rela= 
tions theorists and political theorists of b~ternational relations. 

Hedtey Bull, in acknowledging that international order must be premised on 
some conception of international justice, which includes respect for human 

rights, was relying not upon foundational arguments based on an omnipotent 
Creator or on a universal human nature as the source of such conceptions, but 

instead upon the practical and pragmatic idea of consensus or moral construc- 
tivism. Order itself is considered a good, or norm, worth promoting and 
preserving because of its beneficial consequences. The achievement of order 

may be facilitated by incorporating justice and human rights into the scale of 
international values, but without a consensus on these norms the international 
order itseK may be put in jeopardy. In other words, order, to use Dworkin’s 
termhmlogy, may trump justice and rights on the scale of values, and militate 

against humanitarian intervention in the absence of consensus. This is clearly 
acknowledged by Ignatieff,42 and is implicit in the work of all commissions of 
reconciliation which seek to restore order without necessarily administering 

justice to the victims or their tZamilies. 
Bull recognizes that the international society of which he speaks is not soli- 

darist enough at present to overcome the tension between state sovereignty 

and non-intervention~ on the one h{md, and the principle of humanitarian 
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intervention, on the other: There is an extreme reluctance at the international 
level even to entertain the possibility of conceding a right of humanitarian 
intervention to states, and little agreement on what human rights actually 
are.43 The extension of the moral community, in the sense of its becoming 

more solidarlst and being able to act in unity to promote justice and protect 

human rights, is a matter for Bull of attaining cor~sensus, and is the basis of a 
gradual and progressive negotiation ~of terms of refere1~ce. 

Again in the theory of international relations, John Vincent has identified 
three levels at which rights operate internationaliy: the individual, the state and 
non-state organizations. It is the state, however, which dominates in terms of 
being the repository of rights and the location of obfigation. Individuals and 
non-state organizations are not free-floaters inhabithag a plane above communi- 
ties and states. Individuals derive their identities from being members of 
cornmunifies which are themselves subsumed under the auspices of states. 
Citizenship is part of what it means to be human because there is no globalpotis. 

This is why the pfight of refugees is taken so seriously because the loss of citizen- 
ship rights in one state, whether by fleeing its borders, or by being stripped of 
them by governments, is accompanied by no guarantee that other states will 
accept such ’displaced persons’ and re-institute them into humanity.44 

Merv)m Frost and Chris Brown, for example, employ a demythologized or 
secular Hegelianism in order to establish the point that, in order for rights to 
futxction, certain conditions have to pertain which together comprise an ethical 
com~nunity. What is presupposed in this general liberal account of the individual 
is that htmaau nature is universal. Constitutive theory, on the other hand, thinks 
human nature circumstmafial. Brown, for instance, suggests that ’0a]uman beings 
iive in different kinds of groups and these different types of group create 
different kinds of individuals’.÷5 ttuman nature is a product of the different 
social formations in which people fred themselves. The role of politics in this 
formative process is much more pronounced in constitutive theory than in liber- 
alism. A politcal structure is part of the social fabric that shapes individuals. 
Thus repubficanism as a political structure provides the conditions constitutive of 

republicans. In order to avoid the charge of conservativism, constitutive theory 
needs to show how development and change can be incorporated into the theory 

without presupposing an ahist0rical pre-social iridividual as the reference point. 
What Frost and Brown retain of Hegelianism is theidea that the self is consti- 

tuted by the reiafionships in which it stands to the family, civil society and the 

state. In other words, the self is nothing outside of the social relationships that 
have served to form it. Similarly, the settled norms - what Hegel called Nttlichkdt 

- or customary morality, bo~ implicit and explicit, in the relations among states 
can, for Frost, be explained in terms of constitutive theotT in a way that akerna- 
tire background theories, such as the contractarian rights-based theories or 
utilitarianism, cannot because of their inability to reconcile norms of sovereignty 

with human rights norms, both of which are integral to modern international 

relations. The prMleging of human rights over sovereignty in cosmopofitan 
theories simply does not square with the discourse or norms of the modern state 
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system. Constitutive ttegelianism does r~ot acknowledge a conffict between 

human rights and state sovereignty, because both are part of and arise from the 
social practice of international relations.4~ It seems to me that the basic point of 

what Frost is getting at is this. Irrespective of the reasons we may give for saying 
that morality cannot be grounded in any firm foundations~ or that the realities of 

power and politics militate against the appropriateness of moral considerations 

in the behaviour of states, it is nevertheless the case that there are shared moral 
assumptions that are explicitly appealed to, and we do have moral expectations 
not o~ly of ourselves, and other individuals but also of politicians a~ad states. 
Such shared values have to be accounted for rather than explained away, While 

the foundations of ethicat reasoning may" not be of the type for which philos- 
ophy once hoped - in other words there may be plenty of reason to be sceptical 
about the foundations of ethics - this does not provide conclusive argument for 
desisting from talking about ethics altogether. Reasoning about ethics can take 

place on the basis of identifying shared premises. These normative issues can 
only arise in a domain of discourse in which they have meaning and are recog- 
nized as important problems. "lb those who do not belong to the domain of 

discourse, or do not subscribe to it, the issues do not arise. 
: A constitutive theory does not start with the premise that individuals are 

rightholders independently of the state, and that the state is somehow, often by 

rheans of contract, the instrument to protect those rights. Instead, individuals are 
s~en to be constituted by the relationships, soclal and political, into which they 
emer, and the rights they possess are the products of these institutlons.47 Like 

~egel, and of course Fukuyama, Frost stresses the importance of the role of 
r~cognidon in the development of individuality. Individuals recognize and value 

each other in the context of social practices which serve to constitute the individ- 
dality of the person. Frost tries to show how selves are constituted through a 
hierarchy of social institutions including the t’amil)~ civil society and the state. 

Brown contends that constitutive theory can share with many cosmopolitans a 
commitment to human rights. These human rights, they claim, have to be real- 

ized in a state. It needs to be emphasized that the source of these rights is seen to 

be the various communities which give them expression. In other words, the 
individual does not possess them independently of the communiW. 

tt is quite common among those who deny the ethical significance of a 

cosmopolitan community to argue that much closer ties of kinship or group soli- 
darity generate the obfigafions we have to others. Frost believes that quite a thick 
conception of international morality is manifest in the settled norms of the 

modern states system, even to the extent ~f supplying answers to difficult ethical 
questions. Whereas Michael Walzer, David Niiller and John Rawls, for example, 
argue that there is tm consensus that the needs of other humans simply in their 
capacity as humans impose any obiigations of justice upon us - indeed, there is 

insufficient consensus on what counts as a need - but there are principles which 
~onstitute a thin universalism, even if they are not determinate enough to offer 

guidance in specific situations. The universal principles that we recognize, such 
as those relating to human rights, have m-isen in the course of our encounters 
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with other peoples whom we acknowledge to be making similar claims to our 
own, this acknowledgement itself being a moral act. l~oral minimalism depends 
upon ’the fact that we have moral expectations about the behavior not only of 

our fellows but of strangers too. And they have overlapping expectations about 
their own behavior and ours as well.’4~ 

To include RaMs among die company of constitutive communitarians is by 
no means eccentric. Sibyl A. Schwarzenbach goes¯ as fro- as to suggest that the 
early RaMs of A Theory of Justice employs much of die structure of Hegel’s polit- 
ical theory while jettisoning the metaphyslcs.49 RaMs argues that, within 

¯ constitutional democracies, the aim of political philosophy is to achieve a polit- 
ical conception of justice through overlapping consensus which can be publicly 
justified and is stable over generations. There are three principal features: first, it 
is a moral conception in that it is concerned with how the main political institu- 
tions or basic structure coheres and contributes to social co-operation; second, it 
is not a comprehensive or perfectionist doctrine, in that its concern is with the 
basic structure of societ34, thus it is able to accommodate a variety of comprehen* 

sive doctrines and conceptions of the good; and, third a pofitical conception of 
justice has recourse to those ideas which are immanent, or intent, in a demo- 

cratic society’s public political culture. The human fights endorsed by Rawls’s 
political conception of justice operate on a different plane from those that arise 
from and are supported by comprehensive doctrines. 

Charles Taylor has taken up Rawls’s idea of an unforced overlapping 
consensus and appIied it to the idea of human rights. What we need is not neces- 
sarily consensus on universal values, but consensus on norms of conduct which 

outlaw such things as genocide, slavery and torture. In order for there to be such 
a consensus there would have to be agreement on. fundamental norms of 

behaviour, whiIe at the same time acknowledging that the norms may be valued 
for ve,*y different mid incompatible reasons from our own, wtfich are anchored in 
quite different background views of theolog); metaphysics and human nature.5° 
The norms have to be enforceable on governments, have some philosophical 

justification and be enforced, that is, be articulated in die context of legal institu- 
tions. We cannot assume fi-om the outset that a consensus is possible formulated 

in terms of rights, or some other universal value such as human dignity or well- 
being. Agreement at the level of norms of conduct is a Useful ftrst step but, 
unless there is mutual respect for what sustains them the agreement is liable to be 
fragile. This is because the agreement can never be complete, and when it conies 

to implementing norms, the different sustahfixag background ideas¯may have 
different practical effects on, for example, the ordering of such norms, and the 

attitudes we express. The place of indignation, anger, punishment and righteous 
condemnation is different with Thai¯Reform Buddhism and western humanism. 
This may involve coming to some compromise version of the interpretation of 

norms that requires mutual respect and understanding if they are to be accept- 

able to both sides. Second, disagreements may lead to a breakdown in the 

consensus, which may need to be renegotiated, which is impossible without 

mutual respect. We in the West have to reconcile ourselves to the fact that the 
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route that we took which led to human rights is not the route that other societies 

~ill take. Taylor argues that ’world convergence will not come tt~rough a loss or 
denial of traditions all around, but rather by creative reimmersions of different 

groups, each in their own spiritual heritage, travelling different routes to the 
same goal’.51 

This does not mean, of course, that human rights norms need be compatible 

with all value systems. There may be some that are abhorrent on any criteria, 

such as that of the Taliban in Afghanistan, which systemafcally deprived women 
of opportunities for selt-reallzation, and irrevocably destroyed valued cultural 
drtefacts incompatible with its beliefs. Amy Gutmann makes¯ the sensible point 

that with proliferation of human rights the achievement of broader cultural 
assent becomes more difficult. In this respect they should not aspire to be guar- 

antors of social justice or substitutes for comprehensive conceptions of the 
good.5~ 

The thin uni,,-ersalism of wlfich Walzer talks is the result of ar~ historical 

process whid~ has given rise to a moral minimum, far less specific than the 
norms that Frost detects, but settled norms nevertheless. When we act in ways 

Which support this reiterative universalism, such as protesting in the name or 

justice against the human rights violations perpetrated by corrupt governments, 
we are affirming a ’(partial) communality’ which extends not to a full endorse- 
ment of the values of another culture, but mereI’y to this thin shared 
~ommunali~5~ Cultural pluralism is not a universal value or principIe which has 

overlapping consensus; it is in fact the product of modern liberalism. 
~" This minimum international morality amounts to the principles of self-deter- 
mination (non-intervention), non-aggression and pluralism (the accommodafon 

of tribalism within borders). Walzer’s fnndamental point is that the international 
- ~ommunity regards infringements of territorial and political sovereigaxty as sdf- 

~vidently wrong. Sovereign integrity is ensured by the internationally accepted 

right of non-hatervention, which is equivalent to the moral right of the indi- 
vidual to self-determination. Any infringements would therefore require 

extraordinary circumstances and special justifications. Given that the rationale Of 

a state, in Walzer’s view, is the protection of individual rights, particularly hnman 
~’ights, only gross i~ffringements on a significant scale, for example genocide, 
Would justify inter~,’ention if there are ’reasonable expectations of success’,54 Ir~ 
~uch circumstances a state falls significantly below what the idea of statehood 
requires, and breaches the trust endowed upon it by its citizens in some form of 
soda[ contract. Walzer concedes, however, that it is not always clear when a 
community is self-determ~ing and thus entitled to claim the right of non-inter- 
vention. 

Ignafieff wants to jettison foundational arguments based on such ideas as 
natural law, human dignity, equality of creation, and the like. Instead, the 
~urpose of human rights, for him, is to sustain human agency. What is this if it is 

not a foundation? If the need for human rights to protect human agency is an 
indubitable reason, then that is all that is required for it to be a philosophical 
foundation. It is indeed the sort of foundation to which the Idealists appealed, 
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but to k they added a developmental logic of reason which need not be part of 
any such justification. Ignatieff recoguizes that human rights are not above poli- 
tics, mad that to hnagine a globalized world that somehow supersedes state 

sovereignty is not only utopian but also dangerous. It is necessary to acknowl- 
edge the extent to which state sovereignty creates and sustains the international 
order within whid~ national constitutional regimes provide the best guarantee of 
natural rights.55 Rex Martin goes a step further in equating human rights with 

civil rights and making them dependentupon state recognition and enforce- 

mont.56 The great human rights documents are addressed primarily not to 
individuals, although individuals are the beneficiaries, but to goverrmaents of 

states. In so far as this is the case, no account of human rights can ignore 
governmel~tal practices of recognition and maintenance in. characterizing them. 
Even fights to fi-eedom from torture and injury claimed against individuals are 
also at once addressed to governments who are expected to protect and main- 
tain these rights. 

It is significant, then, at a time when many fl~eorists such as John Hoffman, 
David Held and Andrew Linklater envisage a weakenfiag of the state in favour of 
different and more internationally oriented configurations of authoriW, that the 
writers with whom I have been concerned and who have supported human 

rights with a form of constitutive theory seek to strengthen the constitutional 

state, as Hannah Arendt did, as the 0nly hope of the salvation of humankind. 
Like the Idealists, they see the state as the sustainer of the mural community, and 

the most effective centre of authority to recognise, maintain and promote 
human rights and prosecute their violation.57 

What is being suggested, then, is that modern constitutive theory is ~dely 
acknowledged and used to account better for the emergence of the human rights 
culture, and how we have the human rights we have, than either natural rights 
theories or the communitaria~ theories of the British Idealists. At the same time, 
it is recognized that these latter theories nevertheless forcefully put the case for 
understanding natural or human rights as those rights whict~ are intelligible only 
in the context of a community that recognizes them as essential to social rela- 
tions, and which are justified on the ground that the), contribute to the common 
good. 
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Reiterating rights 

International society in transition 

Peter Sutch 

Politically and morally the problem of identifying the normative character of 
international politics is becoming more problematic, and more urgent, than 

ever before. The principle of sovereignty that we have used to shield interna- 
, tional ethics fiom questions of cultural difference, or to deny transnational 

political responsibility, has changed and our normative frame of reference has 
! changed with it. The constitution of international politics has not changed so 
much that issues of multiculturalism, identity and rights are the same in inter- 

national political theory as they are in domestic political theor3~ But, with 
globalization, a growing refugee crisis and more calls for humanitarian inter- 
vention, the terms of these moral and political debates are beginning to 
overlap. 

In this chapter I want to examine the most recent work of Michaef Walzer. 
I turn to Walzer for a number of reasons. First, I admire the caution with 
which he treats both the politics of globalization and the ethical perspectives 
that we have.come to group together under the label ’cosmopolitanism’. My 
main reason for this attitude is that Walzer’s caution stems from a sensitivity 
towards the pace of moral and political d~ange and an interesting grasp of the 

ways in which our moral and political fives are both separated and connected. 
Walzer offers a fascinating take on how and why the moral and political debates 

in domestic liberal political theory and international theory have come to 

overlap. Second, and more importantly, despite Walzer’s trademark caution, I 
am not convinced by the arguments that his casuistical method is a way to do 

applied ethics without getting involved in political theory or that he is merely a 
conventionalist; that he is ’intrinsically conservative and that his just war 

theo~T, influential as it has been, merely serves as a kind of bandage over the 
real wound’.~ Walzer’s theory, and its range, is understated in his work. In this 

chapter i intend to restate it and argue that Walzer has the ability to offer a 

globalist theory that can accommodate cultural and political pluralism. Third, 
I want to explore how the tensions that are arising in our national-identity 
frameworks have contributed to what I hope to show is quite a remarkable 
transformation in Walzer’s political theory. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Trade Relations between the European 
Union and Sub-Saharan.Africa under 

the Cotonou Agreement 
Repartitioning and Economically Recolonising the Continent.~ 

Margaret C. Lee 

Those who say that the EPAs are pushed because vce want access to 

ACP markets are wrong! It is ridiculous! We want to implement 
change in Africa, increase their share in world trade, make sure Africa 
does not disappear from the radar screen. We want Africa to develop. 

We are not dumping poultry parts in Africa. The. parrs exported to 
Africa are parts not meant for constimptiori here. They would not 

be fed to alximaIs.., parts that wouldbe &imped in the sea. 

These two statements are from interviews with high-ranking officials in the 
I. Directorate-General of Trade of the European Commission1 eager tO argue 

that prospective trade agreements between the European Union (EU) and the 
African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries are intetided to be devdopmental 
and are not about the EU member states gaining greater access to their markers. 

This chapter will argue the ¯opposite: that in. fact the proposed new trade 
agreements are primarily about increased market access for EU member states as 
has been the case since the founding of the European Economic Community 
(ECC) in 19571 More specifically, it will propose that :the EU, in order to have 
continued access to Africa’s markets, has sought to repartition the continent 

83 
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initially into three, and later four, regional economic zones. While the literature 

on theses zones - known as Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) - is 
voluminous, few authors have examined the implications of this repartitioning, 
which I argue is akin to an attempt to recolonise Africa economically. While 
some scholars might think this notion unrealistic given the current scramble for 
Africa by numerous powers, several activists and scholars have made reference to 
this idea. They include Goodison (2007 a-c) and Kamidza (2005). Stoneman and 
Thompson (2007: I12) use milder but equivalent terminology, suggesting that 
both the US and the EU have as their goal ’maximising trade dominance’ in 
southern Africa. The notion of colonising is still relevant as is evident from the 

front cover of a recent issue of The Economist) It is therefore relevant that an. 
analysis of this new relationship with the EU is placed within the context of both 
repartition and economic recolonisation of Africa. It is a perspective that means 
I am embarking on new and untested terrain within the debate about the new 
scramble for Africa. 

.The foundation of this new relationship rests with the post-Lom6 coixvention 
signed in Cotonou between the EU and the ACP countries in June 2000. The 
Cotonou agreement guides economic and political relations between the EU and 
ACP countries between 2000 and 2020; and replaces the Lom~ Conventions that 
informed EU-ACP economic and political relations between 1975 and 2000. 
Among the major objectives of the Cotonou Agreement, according to EC 
spokesmen, is the greater integration of Africa into the global economy. This is 
to be accomplished by spearheading development and enhancing regionaI 
economic integration through the creation of either four free trade areas (FTAs);3 
or, ideally, four customs ul-tions.4 However, the argument here is that, in essence, 
the EU proposes a new partition of the continent reminiscent of the nineteenth 
century scramble for Africa. 

EU-Africa Trade Relations in Historical Perspective, 1957-2000 
EU-Africa trade relations between 1957 and2000 .were based on net.colonial 
patterns that were a reflection of the economic structural linkages developed as a 

result of European invasions, slavery and later colonial rule. These patterns dictated 
that African countries would-continue to export raw materials to Europe. and 
import expensive European products, often made from the very resources exported 

from Africa (Montana 2003). 
In return for maintaining these asymmetric and unequal trade relationships, 

African countries were rewarded with financial assistance, allegedly designed to 
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heip them develop (for example, by diversifying their exports to reduce dependence 
oft primary products); and preferential access to the EU market for their products, 
provided they did not compete with EU products. Some products - including 
beef and veal, rum and sugar that competed with European producers - Africans 
were abIe to export under special protocols. Countries were assigned a certain 
export allocation and in return were paid prices above the international market 

level. For example, countries that exported under the sugar protocol received 
earnings that were two to three times the actual international market value of 

their product. 
Although this may have appeared a positive rdationship, it was not. This was 

largely because in the end the colonial, linkages of structural dependence were 
maintained and forced African countries .to continue to export primary products 
to Europe, thus hindering industrialisation and economic development. Therefore. 
what was to become a dysfunctional relationship was laid with the creation of the 
EGG. Under part IV of the Treaty of Rome, Dance convinced the member states5 
to provide association status to its African colonies (Brown 2002: 40). This 
association status was achieved, although both Holland and West Germany were 
bitterly opposed to it. It was the final issue to be dealt with before the treaty was 
finaiised. France was pleased because it allowed a continuation of its rdationship 

with African colonies and its p{ecarious status as a world power. It also meant 
. that France could share the burden of maintaining the rdationship with other 

member states. 
With the Treaty of Rome, colonies and oversehs dependencies of member 

states, without being consuked, were given associate status under article 131 of 

part. IV.. The French were effectively giv~r~ the authority to determine the type of 
:relationship that was to be established and to control policy. As a result Of this 

¯ association, France was able not only to maintain its imperial preferences, but 
to transfer them to the other EEC states and the newly-created Common 

Associated countries and territOrieS were provided with equal.access to 
at tariff levels thatwere preferential; and similarly the EEC market 

to the markets of the associates. The EEC was also to provide aid to the 
to the amount of 581, 25 million units of account (mua) from the first 
Development Fund (Brown 2002: 4I).                     .. 

Following the independence of the French colonies in 1960, the EEC decided 
it wished to renew the association arrangement. This continuation of the 

with France’s former colomes was achieved through the Yaound6 
{I and II) of 1963 and 1969. Eighteen African states (later nineteen)6 
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accepted the EU’s offer of renewed association- They became known as the group 
of Associated African and Malagasy States (AAMS). Yaou~d41 (1963-9) was signed in july 1963 giving tuost AAIvIS exportS preferential entry into the EU with the 
exception of products covered ~Y the Comtuon Agricultural Policy (CAP). A second 
European Devdopment Fun (EDF) allocation of 730 mua of aid was made, a 

large percentage of the increase representing loans from the European Investment 
Bank (EIB) (Brown 2002: 42). In return, the AAMS had to give the EU greater 

access to their markets (Montana 2003: 75).v                  allocation by 
Yaound~ II (1969-74) was signed in 1969 and included a third 

the EDF of 918 mua of aid, 65 mua of which was to compensate partially for a 

decrease in the prices of commodities on the international market. Like Yaound~ 
I, the structural trade relations of inequdiW were maintained, along with 

preferential access to each other’s markets. However, the conventions did not 
result inthe greater integration of the economies of the EU and AAMS (Brown 

2002: 42; MOntana 2003: 77).                         formally based on 

Although trade relations between the EECiECs were reciprocity and non.diScrimination, Yaourtd6 was criticised as being a neocolonial 

81; Nunn and Price 2004:203 and 211) that 

encouraged division among 

Nkrumah, first president of Ghana, the Treaty of Rome signalled the beginning i 
of neocolortialism: the association was a system of collective colonialism that was 
stronger and tuore dangerous than the earlier agreement it was intended t° replace’ Britain’s accession to the ~9 in 1973 once again resulted in the renegotiation .:! 

’. ¯ arm.ted that the EC had to include its ACP 

^�. ions with Africa. Brttam~^2~ la~x T new a reement, the .Lome uL .elat..    . V --tners (Lee rout: ~-’*" _he      g            majOr 
Commonweatm pat 
Convention, wassigned in February ~975 and was divided into two      .~ 
comp.ondnts~ financial and technical assistance, which consisted of the National 

. . pro-~amme and the Regior~al Indicative Programme; and trade, whi& 
Indicative ~. 

;. ed of a non.reciprocal discriminat°ry trade agreement consist ~     ~ ~.: ^.. (x,~,a~i° orincip~e of the G 

to the most-tavourect ni:l.LtO~-s- X ...... " *-              " 

and Tariffs (GATr)iWorld Trade Organisation (WI"O) and 
beef and vg£, sugar, bartanas and rum. There were to be four Lom~ 

Lom~ I (D75~80); Lomfi ~I (D80-5); Lom~ III (1985’90); and 
2000). Given limitations of space, it is impossible to explore their 
arid systematised imbalances’~ Throughout Lomb, EU.A~ica trade relations remained the 

continuing to export primary products to the EU arid the EU exp 
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p~oducts to Africa. In practice, the EU discouraged African countries from 
industrialising because of direct competition with its own producers. Meanwhile, 

EU technical and financial assistance was not designed to correct the supply-side 
constraints that prevented African products from being competitive, tt was during 

Lom6 IV (1993) that the EEC became the EU.12 

The continued commitment on the .part of the EU to importing ACP raw 
materials, along with the extension of preferences to other developing countries 
including former members of the Soviet Union, contributed to the failure of 

¯ Lore6 to meet its objectives. Between 1978 and ¯2002, ACP exports to the EU 
decreased from over 7% to less than 3%; and of these exports, five products 
(petroleum, diamonds, cocoal fish and wood products) represented 60% of total 
exports from only nine countries. Supply-side Constraints under Lom4 included 
rules of origin,1~ sanitary and phyto-sanitary standards,14 poor transport, lack of 

~.:.access to telecommunication infrastructure, low labour productivity, lack of 
lmies of scale and the absence of functioning capital markets. Despite such 

:~lisadvantages, the European Commission (EC), representing the EU, continues 
argue that the ACP countries themselves are primarily at fault for failing to 

expected.results (Goodison and Stoneman 12005: 20). Consequently, 
proposed resolution to this problem is through the creation of reciprocal 

agreements with the ultimate g0al being to lock in policy reforms. 
is reminiscent of the World Bank’s open regionalism, which argues that 

¯ FTAs are likely to be more economically advantagebus than South- 
agreements (Lee 2005: 73-4). 

Lom~ tli (1985-90), the .EU no longer pretended to have an equal 
relation~hip with the ACP i cguntries.:: It.[hid. bought into the neo- 

~ of flee trade, privatisation and less government intervention. 

as imposed by the international financial institutions, the 
Fund (IMF) and World Bank, had become a pillar of the 

towards its ACp partners (Lee 2003: .195; Nunn and Price 2004: 
conditionalitywas.not only increased, but in 1991 fifteen states 

the withholding of Lom~ structural adjustment funds because of 
iilure to adopt satisfactory economic ¯re¯form programmes. Such 

was further extended in 1995 as.human rights, democratic 
the rule of law became central gatewaysto access to Lom6 funding. 

brought ’Lom~ further in tine with the wider global development 
¯ de.monstrating both a consensual and Coercive aspect to the process’ 

~ Price 2004: 2t7). 
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Meanwhile, the EU was committed to ensuring the advantageous positioning 
of European multinationals in ACP countries. As Nunn and Price (2004: 212- 

!3) further note, ’Vvrhile recognizing the dependency of many states On a few 
primary commodities, these (Lore6) regimes supported European MNCs heavily 
involved in the production ofACP exports’)S In terms of Lore6, an investment 
framework was put in place that was deemed to encourage ’fair and equitable 
treatment for investors, clear, stable and predictable investment conditions 
including insurance and guarantee systems’~ The facilitating role that the EC 
gave itself to complement the above framework was, according to Nurm and 
Price (2004: 217-18), related to a decrease in European investment in mining 
companies in the developing world in the 1970s. With a view to providing 
investment stabilisation and protection frameworks the EC then encouraged 
institutions such as the International FinaneiaI Corporation and the Worid Bank 
to increase their endeavours. Multinational exporters were treated with the same 

privileges accorded local exporters, thus further decreasing the incentive for the 
EU to tackle the probIem of suppIy~side constraints that hindered increased 

industrialisation in ACP countries, especially in Africa. 

In conjunction with the above was the commitment to ensure that. EU 
countries continued to have access to African marketsl It was proclaimed that 

FTAs are economically beneficial, especiaIly where they help the EU 

to hoister its presence in the faster growing economies of the world, 

¯ which is our overriding interest... FFAs are coming to beseen as 
an indicator of the strengthof our relationship with a country or 
region land] the level of tariffs in many of our partner countries, 
particularly the newly industrialised and developing countries, 
remains high ~.. It, therefore, can seem obviously in our interest to 
persuade such countries to enter into.FFAs with the Union, enabling     ’ 
us to encourage both tariff elimination and dereguIation... The 
EU also has an interest in supporting deeper integration in southern 

Africa, with the full involvement of South Africa (Commission of 
the European Communities 1995). 

The Cotonou Agreement, 2000-20 
The C0tonou Agreement marked a major watershed in EU-ACP relations because, 
among other things, it was to replace non-reciprocal with reciprocal trade 
agreements. These were to be in the form of EPAs or FFAs, due to come into force 
no later than 1 January 2008. 
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The stated objectives of the Cotonou Agreement include: first, poverty 
reduction through enhanced economic and trade co-operation, development aid 
and political dialogue; second, institutionalisation of democratic principles; third, 
respect for the rule of taw and human rights; fourth, good governance, including 
greater non-state actor participation; fifth, more efficient project co-operation; 
sixth, greater peace building efforts; seventh, conflict prevention and resolution; 
and eighth, support for regional integration. This last appears to be the cornerstone 
of the agreement. 

The Lore6 arrangements1~ were to remain in force until 31 December 2007. 

Then, according to the agreement, as from 1 january 2008 there wouId be four 
regional EPAs in place, in Africa.17 Although, according to one EC official, 

-..considerable debate attended the feasibility of this time frame and although ’there 
told not be full functioning EPAs’ according to the timetable .there would, 

’be a clearer strategy for regional integration and an understanding to 

in a certain direction.’ He further noted that Tne substance of the EPAs will 
around market access and which countries will be willing to move toward EPAs 
all the ACP courttries under the EPAs will be offered Everything But Arms 

¯ : In addition to replacing non-reciprocal with reciprocaltrade agreements, EPAs 
to be asymmetrical and have special and differential treatment: for example, 

into account the needs of least developed countries (LDCs). They were also 
contribute to Africa’s economic development; enhance regional integration 
Africa’s integration into the global economy; and, perhaps most contentious, 

the Singapore issues established in Singapore at a World Trade 
’,WTO) ministerial meeting in 1996 -.competition policy, investment, 
in government procurement and trade facilitation. Inclusion of the 

rare issues is contentious because, with the exception of trade facilitation, 
been removed from WTO negotiations. 

to November 2007, the central thrust of the EPAs was the plan to create. 
four free trade areas or four customs unions in sub-Saharan.Africa. The 

the i~referred option as it would result in four trade regimes with common 
tariffs, By contrast, free trade areas were deemed less desirable because 

agreed to EPAs, the EU would have to establish separate trade 
~ with each individual member of the EPA region (see notes 1 and 2). in an 

report, the authors concluded that it is not likely that customs 
be established with the EPA regions since it is not realistic to expect 

external tariffs will be created (Fontagne, Mitaritionna and Labor& 
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2008: 47) Alavi, Gibbon and Mortensen (2007: 14).note that in essence, ’ACP 
countries are supposed to reduce their tariffs in return for market access to the 

EU’. 
Although the EU argues that it has not wavered from its declared objectives, 

critics have suggested that the EPAs are a smokescreen for its attempt to secure 
greater market access in Africa. In this. context, several issues are at stake. The 
first is the notable fact that the entire new EU.ACP relationship is not being 
guided, as previously, by the office of the EC’s Director-General for Development, 
but instead by the EC’s Director-General for Trade (Kamidza 2005). This has 
caused conflict both within the two entities and between the EU and the ACP 
countries (Meyn 2007; Alavi, .Gibbon and Mortensen 2007). 

Second is inclusion of the Singapore issues in the EPA negotiations. As these 
are not deemed to be in the best interest of developing countries, the EU is being 
heavily criticised for attempting to get bilaterally what it cannot get at the 
multilateral level.19 It is argued by critics that the Cotonou Agreement is not 
WTO compatible and is thus illegal since it discriminates against WTO member 
countries that do not have non-reciprocalaccess to the EU market (Alavi, Gibbon 
and Mortensen 2007: I4-15; Lee 2004: 6; Matambalya 2001: 39-45; Onguglo 
and It6 2003; Ramonet 2008: 1; Stevens 2006: 443-44; Storey 2006: 335). 
According to the provisions of the WTO, member countries that are in the process 
of creating an FTA or a customs union are allowed to discriminate against outsiders 
and in favour of member states only if certain provisions are in place. These 
include market access covering goods under article XXIV. With respect to EPAs, 
this means that ’substantially all’ trade must be liberalised between ACP countries . 
and the EU and this must happen within ’a reasonable iength of time’ (Stevens 
2006: 444)~ 

For Nunn and Price (2004: 215), the ’Cotonou Agreement embodies perhaps 
the most radical element of reform in the redesigning of the Lom6 development 
framework, namely WTO compliance through the liberalization of the non- 
reciprocal preferential trade regime’. This major shift represents the most recent 
phase in the continuous reconfiguration of EU-ACP relations that places it on a 

par with the much wider global development framework designed to reinforce 
the notion of rules-based multilateral !iberalisation. In the final analysis, EU.ACP 
relations have been completely integrated into the.neo.iiberal model of 
accumulation (Meyn 2007:19). In short, the Cotonou Agreement appears to have 
made the world safer for European capital. According to Christian Aid (2005: 2), 
the results of the EPAs 
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are not hard to imagine. With their diverse range of products and 
muscle in the marketplace, European producers can outstrip ACP 
rivals in their domestic markets. European producers have enjoyed 
decades of subsidies, support and protection from their governments 
and have built strong, lean, competitive industries... ACP countries 
- especially those in Africa, whose problem is not only that they 
can’t sdl enough but that they don’t produce enough - have not. 
They stand to lose existing industries and the potential to develop 
new ones as products from Europe flood their markets. 

debate around EPAs is intense (Goodison 2007c; Salt 2007). Suffice it to 
EPAs have created division among EU countries and there exists a stror~g Stop 
campaign. Those involved in the debate include, among others, non- 

development agencies, dvil society, leaders in the ACP countries, 
Blair Commission, the British government, and the EU and EC. Indeed, to 
dismay of the EU, even the United Kingdom’s Departments of Trade and: 

and InternationaI Development have criticised EPAs, arguing that 

The European Commission dearly wants to use EPAs as a tool to 

open markets and further its own interests. This is not good. EPAs in 

their current form would be detrimental to development. They are 

free trade agreements by any other name and are currently designed 
to get the most for Europe without the necessary considerations of 

the negative effects on weaker developing country partners (Elliott. 

Kingdom report, along with other critical commentaries, forced the 

Commissioner, Peter Mandelson, to announce that theEC’s approach 
be modified to reinforce the development component of EPAs (Alavi, 

and Mortensen 2007). 

the Confinenf 
argues that the literature to date on EPAs can be divided into two areas 

. One consists of the economic effects of the prospective policy changes 
by the EU; while the other relates to the ability of the EU to use leverage 

ACP countries to the negotiating table. The debate around these issues 

placed within the context of whether the ACPs should liberalise and if 
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so whether they should be forced to do so. However, what is missing is discus. 

about the repartitioning of the African continent. This has been dealt with :- 
only a handfuI of commentators such as Kamidza (2005) who comments 

’these new regional configurations are likely to produce ... results 
to the 1884-5 Berlin Conference which [carvedJ Africa into small but controllab 
states solely for the benefit of Europe;’ (but see also Melber 2006: 45). 

As the map below indicates, the EPAs were to be divided into four regions 
fottows 

¯ ECOWAS (Ec°n°mic.CommunityofWestAfrican States - i6 countrie 
EPA: Ghana, Burkina Faso, Benin, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Sen~ 
Niger, Nigeria, Mauritania, Mali, Togo, Cape Verde, Gambia, Guine~ 

Liberia, and Sierra Leone; ¯ 
° CEMAC (Central African Economic and Monetary Community- 

countries) EPA: Cameroon, Congo-BrazzavilIe, Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC),20 Gabon, Equatorial Guir~ea, CentraiAfrican Republic, 
Chad, and S~o Tom6 and Principe; 

° . ESA (Eastern and Southern Africa ~- 15 countries) EPA; Burundil 
C.¢moros, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, Kenya, Mfida~ascar, Malawi,. 
Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Uganda and Zambia; 

¯ SADC-minus (Southern African Devdopment Community - 8 countries): 
Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania, Botswana, Lesoth0, Namibia, Swaziland 
and South Africa).a 

According to EC officials, there were internal debates about proposed EPA regions 
and basically two viewpoints. The first feIt that the EU should favour small core 

regional bodies that were serious about regional integration, namely the East. 

African Community (EAC), SADC and the Southern African Customs Union 

(SACU). The second feIt that sub-Saharan Africa should be divided into three 
regions. This view won the debate, However, the countries of what was to be the 

ESA EPA would not agree to become one regional entity.22 

The ACP countries wanted one binding agreement that would inform alI EPA 

agreements. The rationale was that the ACP group had always functioned as one 

united group since the first Lom6 Convention and they wanted to lay a common 

foundation for all the EPAs. This was especially the case since the ACP countries 
felt that the ongoing negotiations with the gC were complex and demanding and 

solidarity should be maintained and enhanced as long as possibIe.2~ It was hoped 

that during tl-te first phase of negotiations an ACP-EU Agreement would focus on 
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M 
CEMAC EPA 

ESA EPA 

NON-EPA COUNTRIES 

Map of proposed ecomomio partnership agreement regions, 

.concern to all ACP countries, including the objectives and principles of 
w~s io take place between September 2002 and 2003, when phase 

2002). 
phase of the negotiations was tO handle specific regional and 
including tariff negotiations and sectoral matters, tn the end, 

expressed their disappointment at the refusal of the EU to 
agreement with the entire ACP group (Fraser 2003). 

the EU argues that EPAs can be created with regional economic 
that become FTAs, the preferred situation, as previously noted, is 
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for them to become customs unions. In the case of southern and eastern Africa 
the EU-SADC-minus EPA .and the EU-ESA EPA, the following factors are relevant: 

¯ SACU, comprising Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland and South 
Africa, has a common external tariff; 
South Africa has negotiated an FTA with the EU. Consequently, because 
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland are members of SACU they 
are de facto members of the EU-SA FTA or the EU-SA Trade, Development 
and C0-operation Agreement (TDCA) of 1999; 

¯ The SADC FTA was launched in August 2008 among eleven of the fourteen 

member states. Angola,. the DRC and Malawi are scheduIed to join the 
FTA later. SADC is scheduled to become a customs union by 2010, a 

common market by 2015, a monetary union by 2016 and have a single 
currency by 2018; 

" COMESA (Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa), whose 
nineteen-strong membership overlaps with SADC, hasa FTA and is now 
scheduled to become customs union by June 2009; 
EAC, which includes Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Burundi and Rwanda, 
became a customs union in 2005.                               ’ 

In other words, in southern and eastern Africa there exist two customs unions 
(SACU and EAC), two FTAs. (COMESA and SADC), and prospectively two new 
Customs unions (COMESA 2009 and SADC 2010). Clearly, rescrambling this 
particular egg would be immensely complicated. For instance, the longstanding 
and extremely contentious rivalry between SADC and COMESA should have been 
enough to warn the EC against any notion of an ESA EPA. The EC admits that it 
was determined that since COMESA was a stronger and less political organisation 
than SADc, the former would lead the process.~4 However, this decision was, 

made without any reference to SADC and was accordingly rejected. 
Whatever the motivations of the EU, the guidelines of the ACP countries 

reinforce the importance to build and then consolidate intra-ACP regional co- 

operation as a precursor to establishing FFAs with the EU. The guidelines further 
note that the ACP countries do not have the capacity to liberalise trade relations 
between themselves and with the EU simultaneously. Consequently, they reject 
the EC’s notion of open regionalism, which is at the foundation of the approach 
to EPA negotiations (AOio Guidelines 2002: 25). 

In addition to the above, governments in southern Africa, as well as other 
ACP colleagues, argue that if EPAs are going to be development oriented, they 
must transcend the perception that they are just F!"As. Instead, measures must be 
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put in place that create structural transformation of economies with a view to 

increasing the prospects of ACP countries producing more value-added goods, 

notwithstanding the fact that: 

the flee-trade context threatens to make this impossible... At times, 
the EC appears to agree with this view, stressing that the EPA approach 
will allow trade and development assistance to be linked. However, 
speaking in the Caribbean in April 2004, the [formerJ EU Trade 
Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, stressed that the EC does not have a 

mandate to ’negotiate development finance as part of EPAs’. What is 
more, Commission spokespersons have repeatedly said that no 
additional funding will be made avaiiable to any ACP countries until 
all existing EDF funds have been spent (Goodison and Stoneman 

2005: 23). 

Regional Economic Integration 

’~ previously noted, at the core of the CotonouAgreement is the further 
~oration of Africa into the global economy though regional integration. 

first phase is to enhance integration among ACP regions, to be followed by 
economic integration between regions and the EU. As the EC notes, at 

EPA concept is the notion of creating integrated regional markets 
at the centre (Storey 2006: 337). 

critics, however, have argued that the EU strategywill, undermine regional 
integration in Africa. For example, Melber (2006: 45-6) notes that the 

,osed strategy of divid!r~g Africa into groups to negotiate isnot 0nly a 
to the co-ordination of Africa’s trade poIicies, but reinforces the legacy 

Ochieng and Sharman (2004: 3) argue similarly 
EPA initiative ’has created new regional groupings that are inconsistent 

undermine, existing African economic and political blocs. Reducing 

Iiberalisation underrnines the broader socioeconomic 
objectives of existing bodies’. 

Kamidza concludes (2005) that EPAs have hampered regional 
efforts: ~hey attempt to bundle African countriesinto new regional 

.structures while splitting existing regional economic organisations and 

them less capable of entering trade rtegotiations collectively. In short, 
can be seen as an effort at dMde and rule. In addition, the EPAs 

~:,o result in 
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revenue losses, possibly resulting in the worsening of the regional 
debt situation; de’industrialisation; increased unemployment; 
increased poverty; fragmentation of export and tariff regimes; loss 
of export competitiveness; undermining of Iocal agricultural and 
industrial production arising from EU and US dumping; more trade 
diversion than trade creation; and undermining existing regional 
economic strategies (Lee 2004: 6).         " 

For West Africa, it is estimated that a large percentage of the manufacturing 
sector, wouid collapse and the financial sector be weakened (Goodison 2007a:-- 

149). tt has been estimated that the ECOWAS EPA would lose $365 million in 
revenue from exports to the EU; possibly a greater decline in intra-regional trade 

than across any other regional economic organisation in sub-Saharan Africa. In 

terms of revenue Iosses for West Africa, the estimated figure is over $985 million 

(Karingi et aL 2005:49-50 and 56)÷ In the case of Nigeria, which did not sign an 

interim EPA (see below), it is estimated that between January and March 2008, 
the cocoa industry wouId have lost $5 million (Boyle 2008: 4). ’          . 

In addition, a report estimates .that as a result of EPAs the SADC region could 
experience losses, of more than $13 milli0n in exports while revenue losses for 

imports would totaI more than $ I53 million (Karingi et al. 2005: 14-15). 

The EU has consistently argued that EPAs will enhanOe Africa’s development 
and. that with newly created WTO-compatible trade regimes Africa wilI experience 

first, increased domestic and foreign investment; second, technology transfer and 

enhanced economic relations with the EU; third, the development of more 

competitive trade regimes that wiII result in gradual integration into the global 
economy; and fourth, economic development (for example, removal of suppIy- 
side constraints to trade) and reduction in poverty IeveIs. With respect to the , 

latter, however, even EC officials agree that billions ofeuros are needed for Africa 

to overcome supply.side constraints, money the EU is not committed to providing, 
even though it did provide such assistance to former countries oft_he Soviet Union 
that joined the EU. 

The EC has argued in response that sub-Saharan Africa has too many regional 

economic communities (RECs) and that their overlapping membership is one of 
the greatest hindrances to regional integration. While the need for rationalisation 

is clear, there is a strong argument on the one hand that African countries do not. 
have the prerequisites for regional integration as proposed by the EU (Lee 2003). 

On the other hand the issues of conflicting and overlapping RECs need to be 
addressed before they are absorbed into EPAs. 
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Some have argued that the EU has threatened ACP countries with loss of 
development aid and other financial support ff they refuse to accede to EPAs 
(Kamidza 2005). This suggestion is adamantly denied by the EC.z5 However, 
Sanoussi Bila| (2007: 2), the co-ordinator of programmes of the European Centre 
for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) on ACP-EU economic trade co- 
operation, argues that the majority of ACP countries were reluctant to engage in 
EPA negotiations and the major reason they became invoived was to retain their 
EU preferential market access. For these countries, the EPAs are not deemed to be 
an opportunity but a destiny, a price that has to be paid in order to continue 
access to Europe’s markets. 

:. The SA-EU FTA, which came into force in January 2000, w, as supposed to be 
iilthe model for future.EU EPAs, atthough some EC officials deny this (Wellmer 
12007). However, as South Africa negotiated with the EU as a developed country, 

the other countries of eastern and southern Africa are either developing or 
developing countries, any potentiaI association with South Africa and the 
was politically problematic. For a.start, even though they were not represented 

the negotiating table, as members of SACU Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and 
became de facto parties to the agreement, even though it had serious 

implications for them. 
: In defence of the ongoing criticism that the EU has created further divisions 

SADC and COMES& one EC official noted that: ¯ " ’ 

The intention of the EU was to deepen integration in eastern and 
southern Africa, not spIit the region. The hope was that eventually 
eastern and.southern Africa would become one customs union..The 
opinion of the EU is that Africa needs to become mole serious about 
regional integration. The overall objective of the EU was to force 
Africa to rationalise the integration process. The EU also wanted 
there to be a clear cut approach towards regional integration. 
Although the process has not moved in the direction that the EU 

¯ anticipated, it still feels that it’s the right direction.and there exists a 
great deal of movement towards the goals and objectives of the EU 
and EPAs. According to COMES& the EPAs have helped tremendously 

i-. in terms of movement towards at Ieast the digcussion ¯towards deeper 
26 

of African dependence on EU development assistance and the fear of 
i:it appear to’ be at the core of the decision by many African countries to 
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continue to negotiate the EPAs. Yet, as observed by Jane Narunga of the Southern 
and Eastern African Trade~ Information and Negotiations Institute (SEATINI): 

Ugandan negotiators don’t know what they are doing. AI1 countries 
are to work on the development component of the proposed EPAs. 

They haven’t taken a hotistic approach. There is a feeling that they 

are not really negotiating. They are not dealing with the reality of 
the EPAs and what the EU really plans. The EU has really high stakes 

and is funding the entire operation. So they see this as just part of 

development.27                       . . 

The most disconcerting issue for the EU was the fact that Tanzania, a member of 
the East African Customs Union, had refused to join the ESA EPA. This was 
especially problematic because in order for the gPAs to go into force, each African 
country can be a member of only one customs union. Another reality is that 
most countries in eastern and southern Africa are LDCs, which means they are 
not required to reduce tariffs and participate in FFAs under WTO rules. More 

¯ .. Significantly, trade experts have pointed 0ut.that while overlapping FFAs are 
technicaily possible, overlapping customs union are not. 

Goodison and Stoneman (2005) argue that a number of countries in southern 
Africa are threatened by the introduction of reciprocal trade preferences that will 
favourEU exports over a large percentage of trade for both national and. regional 
markets. This includes, in particular, food and agricultural products, especially 
in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Swaziland and Namibia. The CAP reform process is 
increasing the competitiveness of EU agricultural goods as a result of changes in 
aid provision: 

Dismantling border protection in this ¯context could ¯expose local 

agricultural producers and food manufacturers to laighly price. 

competitive (albeit economically inefficient competition), leading 
to a radical downsizing of the agro-processing industry in Southern 

Africa where it exists, and effectively preventing its emergence 
elsewhere. This would then have important knock-on effects on 

agricultural incomes, as prices for basic agricultural raw materials 

stagnate (Goodison and. Stoneman 2005: 23-4). 

Goodison and Stoneman argue that it is obvious that under the EPAs, EU exports 
will increase since tariffs will be removed and goods from the EU will be more 
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competitive through third country suppliers. However, the opposite is not obvious: 
namely, how the EPAs will result in increased southern African exports to the EU. 

This is because it is not dear whether the EU will deal with first, a number of 
issues including restrictions on residual market access arising out of strict rules of 
origin; second, the continuous rise in food safety standards; and third, the fact 
that many supply-side constraints remain. Furthermore, although the EC assumes 
that there will be an increase in investment flows in southern Africa, resulting in 
the enhancement of trade and international competitiveness, this cannot be 

gffaranteed. While it appears reasonable that EU-southern African trade will 
¯ increase under the EPAs, this will probably only benefit consumers, international 
traders and European producers rather than bringing about what is really needed 
-ACP economic structural development and transformation. Finally, the non- 
LDCs will¯ experience considerable barriers to trade. If the worst case scenario 
were to happen, which Goodison and Stoneman argue (2005: 28) is not unduly 
pessimistic, ’Southern Africa’s exports of food and agriculture products to the 
EU couId be largely suspended’. 

~creased EU Market Access 
The concerns that the economic ’recolonisation’ of Africa which is 
underway under the two effects of CAP reform and the EU’s free- 
trade area policy can be illustrated by the spate of take-overs which 
took place in the dairy sector in South Africa in the middle of the 
1990s, in the expectation of the impending conclusion of the TDCA. 
Within an i8-month period, two-thirds of South Africa’s dairy. 
processing sector had been take over or passed into partnership with 
European dairy companies, wi~ the major European players Danone 
and Parmalat actively competing with each other to buy up most of 
the sector (Goodison 2007a: 150). 

T concerned about the above, the British government in March 2005 argued 
the EU using the EPAs to leverage the immediate opening of access to 

country markets and suggested that ACP countries should be given a 
of 20 years to allow for full import liberalisation (Storey 2006: 359). 

the Iast few years, cheap imported chicken from both the US and EU 
with impor~ from the EU coming from farmers 

generous subsidies. As a result the demand for local poultry has 
affecting the economic stability of over 400 000 farmers. In 2004, an 

000 tons of such chicken was exported to Ghana. Thus whereas in 
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I992 Ghanaian farmers supplied 95% of the poultry consumed in the country, 

by 2001 this figure had dropped to 11%.. Other countries seriously affected byl 
the export of EU £rozen chicken include Cameroon, Togo, Senegal and South. 
Africa (Atarah 2005; Christian Aid2005: 17-18). In addition to undermining :-., 
the chicken industry in Ghana, the seas of Ghana have been emptied by EU 
fishing vesse/s (see chapter thirteen by Andr6 Standing in this book). Goodison 
reports (2007b: 291) that increased production of low-priced EU cereals as a 
result of CAP reforms have increased the export of both cereal-based products 
and poultry into West Africa since 1995. 

An estimated 600 000 small-scale dairy t’armers in Kenya have had to compete 
with imports of EUmiIk powder and otl~er dairy products. Similarly, in Western 

Kenya those involved in the sugar industry are threatened by the import of refined 
sugar from the EU. This has posed a major threat to the ability of the country to 
develop its own industrial sugar refining capacity. In the beef industry, small. 
scale farmers in both Namibia and Botswana are experiencing serious problems 
due to the dumping of EU beef on the market.2s In Senegal, the tomato industry 
has been devastated by cheap EU imports (Christian Aid 2005:. 12). 

The literature isfull of examples of the devastating consequerices " " 
" " " of US and EU dumping, structural adjustment programmes and new trade rules under the 

WTO, as well as the potential further devastating consequence of EU-Africa EPAs. 

One EC official acknowledged that there was a contradiction between the 
U s demal that its primary interest is in increasing access to the African m.arket 

and the reality of EU dumping on the continent. However, he argued that once 
the EPAS are implemented, dumping would stop.29 Against this, the Cotonou 

Agreement neither obliges the EU to reduce its dumping nor does it have a 
safeguard clause for the ACP countries. Furthermore, as noted by Berthelot (2006: 
1), ’the EU cheats brazenIy with the WTO rules, which allows it to practice a ~ 

massive agricultural dumping highly detrimental to ACPs’. Although in theory. 
the ACP countries can prosecute the EU for breaking WTO dumping rules, few 
ACP countries have the financial resources to bring the EU before the WTO. In 
any case, such prosecution is Iikely to take place once the damage to a particular 
sector has already beeh done. 

Kamidza argues that Europe has a problem of overproduction, not only of 
products but also of services. Creating EPAs through HAs between countries that 
are unequal politically and economically in the guise of One size fits aii neo- 
liberaI policies offers an answer to the problem. He further notes that this is 
being done in conjunction with the internati0na[ financial institutions (IFIs) 
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to shift the Africa-Europe trade relations from non-reciprocity to 
reciprocity thereby removing the deveiopmental component that 
characterized the previous Lom6 Conventions. Since EPAs seek to 

replace past speciaI preferences, they are viewed as a vehicIe for ex- 
erting EU’s political influences to her former colonies. Withdrawing 
these preferences suits Europe’s political interests well, especially 
given that the 25-member body is increasingly becoming sensitive to 

the demands of the new member-states, which are reluctant to be 
guided by past colonial relationships (Kamidza 2005: t0). 

Benefits do not automatically stem from trade liberalisation in isolation from 

other policy matters. In the ukimate analysis, the EPAs prioritise.freer trade over 
fair trade and fail to address the role of trade liberalisation, in providing 
opportunities and betterment for the poor. 

:an Leaders Challenge the EPAs 
.q’he unimaginable has happened, to the displeasure of arrogant Europe. Africa; 

to be so poor that it would agree to anything, has said no in rebellious 
No to the straitjacket of the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs), no 

the compIete liberalization of trade, no to the latest manifestations of the 
pact’ (Ramonet 2008: I). 

A~ the 31 December 2007 deadline for the signing of the EPAs was drawing 

EU Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson continued to insist that there 
no alternative to the ~EPAs that would not leave th~ ACP countries worse off. 

the Lore6 regime. In fac~, contraryt0 the provisions of Cotoffou, the 
presented any alternatives{o the ACP countries as stipulated in the 

The only way forward, according to the EU, was EPAs. In a September 
intervtew, Manddson rioted (2007: 1-3) that no plan B was available to 

access byACP countries to markets in Europe nor the development 
outlined in the proposed EPAs. He also observed that since the WTO 

that had allowed the Cotonou preferences to remain was to expire at the 
2007, the EU would have to fall back on the generalized system of 

(GSP), which would be a significant step backwards with respect to 
access and opportunities. This statement is indeed ironic since one 

promises made to the ACP countries with respect to the EPAs was that 
)f them would be worse off under Cotonou than the Lore6 regime. 
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Clearly under the GSP the non-LDCs would be worse off. With the GSP, 

developing countries are offered some tariffreductions on products erite~ 
EU market. The products, however, are very specific and must not compete 

EU products. Understandably, therefore, the ACP countries do not see this as a: 

viable alternative to the preferential access to the EU market that they have enjoyedi 

under Lom~ and continued to enjoy until the end of 2007. 

The EC estimated that reversion to the GSP would cost West Africa in 

of~l billion of exports and Central Africa more than ~360 million. Meanwhile, 
the Overseas Development Institute has calculated that under the GSP, exports 

attracting a new tariff of 10% or less would represent a transfer from the ACP 

.countries to the EU of 2.6 times the amount the EDF committed to health projects 

in 2005.30 

Asfar as the EU is concerned, the LDCs that decline to sign an EPA may 

continue to participate in the EBA initiative. From 2001, the EU has provided all 

LDCs with duty free access to the EU market with the exception of arms, sugar, 

rice and bananas. Beginning in 2006, these (minus arms) were to be permitted 

gradual duty free entry :into the EU. Although on paper this appears generous, 

even¯ the EU admits thar because of the more stringent, rules of origin underthe 
EBA, most ACP c0Untties continued to export to the EU under the Cotonou 

Agreement. In additionl the EBA is non-contractual, which means that at any 
given time the EU can change the agreement or rescind it. It is therefore less 

predictable than Cotonou. 

By November 2007, the EPAs were in such danger of not being signed that 

the EC began to offer two-step EPAs. As time ran out, the EC began to have 

second thoughts about threatening to end their trade privileges if ACPs did not 
sign a comprehensive EPA by the year-end deadline. Instead, it announced it was 

willing to offer.interim deals that incIuded goods only. Other important and 

controversial issues such as trade in services or steps to enhance competitiveness 

could,¯ the EU suggested, be negotiated during a second stage in 2008 (Rampa 

2007: I).31 
The issue of the EPAs came to an unexpected explosive point during the 

second EU-Africa Summit, which took place in Lisbon in December 2007. 

Although EPAs were not officially on the agenda (De Bergh 2007-8: 20), massive . 

pressure was placed upon African countries to sign them by 31 December. In 
response, Abdoubye Wade, president of senegal, stormed out of the meeting 

denouncing the EPAs and accusing the EU of using strong-arm tactics. With 

President Thabo Mbeki of South Africa supporting Wade, African Union (AU) 
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chairperson Alpha Oumar Konar6 warned about the divisive consequences the 
EPAs would have for the regional integration process in Africa and declared that 
they would have a negative impact on Africa’s industries and rural poor. 

This necessitated rethinking on the part of the EU. Indeed, at the summit 

French president Nicolas Sarkozy lent support to African countries that were 
vehemently opposed to the EPAs by noting that ’he was in favor of gtobalization 

but not the despoliation of countries that had nothing left’,sz Meanwhile, Britain 
announced that it was trying to secure a temporary arrangement that would ensure 

no African nation was worse off from 1 January 2008. As a resuIt of such 
backtrackingl the EC president Josd Manuel Barroso wa~ forced to heed the 

demand by African countries for further discussions on the EPAs, scheduling 

these for February 2008. 
The only region to sign a full EPA by 31 December 2007 was the Caribbean 

and it was suggested that this followed ’a mixture of blatant bullying, bribery, 
cajolery, deception, intellectual dishonesty and plain bluff’ (Thomas 2008). 

. However, when it came to the crunch, most African non-LDCs, reluctantly initialed 
interim EPAs in order to preserve their current market access to the EU. The 

which will continue to export to the EU under the 

¯ and¯Nigeria, Gabon and Congo, which will now have to export to the EU 
GSP. Otherwise, as summarised by the ECDPM, by the end of January 

situation was as follows: 
¯ the EAC (Kenya, Tanzania, Burundi, Uganda and Rwanda) decided to form 

its own EPA region and signed an interim agreement with the EU. An 
interim agreement only requires that trade in goods be covered in order to 
comply with WTO rules; 

¯ other¯ countries that initialed interim agreementsin the ESA EPA region 

were Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Comoros andMadagascar. However, 
Zambia, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia and MaIawi will be exporting to the 

EU under the EBA regime; 
an interim agreement was initialed by Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique, 

Lesotho and Swaziland in the SADC EPA regiori, with Angola planning to 
follow their lead; ¯ 
in Central Africa, the only country that initialed an interim agreement 

v-was Cameroon, the only non-LDC in the region. The LDCs that will export 

the EU under the EBA include the Central African Republic, Chad, 

Equatorial Ouinea and S~o Tom6 and Principe; 
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in West Africa, Ivory Coast and Ghana initialed an interim agreement 
order to prevent the imposition of tariffs on major exports, includi 

bananas and cocoa (Kabuletta and Hanson 2007-8: 1). However, Ni 
opted to export to the EU under the OSP+ regime. Although Cape Verde; 

graduated from LDC status on 1 January 2008, it will be allowed to export 
to the EU for three years under the EBA regime. The LDCs from this 

that will export to the EU under the EBA include Benin, Burkina Fast, 

Oambia, Guinea, Ouinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mall,. Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone and Togo. 

Theinterim agreements contain clauses that stipulate negotiati6ns towards creating 

full EPAs will continue in 2008. ECDPM acknowledges that a result of the EPAs 

will be that ACP countries wili likely experience losses in tariff revenues and wilt 

face adjustment costs as a result of the need to restructure their economies. They 

will also need support with respect to their productive capacities if they are going 
to be able to take advantage of new export opportunities. In thisregard, the EC 

has indicated that development assistance under the EDF will continue along 

with assistance under special programmes that deal with sensi~i~ce products such 

as bananas, sugar and rice. This wilI be provided from EU budget funding. In 

addition, the ACP countries have requested other EPA funding complementary 

to EDF funding, so that funds will not be diverted from development areas to 

projects related to trade. In addition, the EU has made a serious commitment to 

increasing trade-related assistance to @2 billion annually by 2010. 

Meanwhile, consistent with the joint EU-Africa strategy endorsed at the summit 
there are three priorities related to the trade and regional integration partnership. 

It was agreed that such integration could be achieved by: 

¯ ensuring tl-tat EPAs support Africa’s regional and continental integration 

agenda as defined in the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic 

Community; 
¯ improving coherence and convergence between African integration 

processes and EPAs; and 
¯ enhancing the role of the AU in monitoring EPAs and the Euro- 

Mediterranean Partnership. 

However, De Bergh (2007-8) argues that the EC’s decision on a fall back position 
to create bilateral agreements ’as a provisional solution, to be enlarged into a 
comprehensive regional agreement in 2008’ placed African countries between a 
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rock and a hard place. Either, they had to conclude an EPA individually, at the 
cost of alienating regional partners and disrupting regional integration, a politically 
(and for some legally) untenable option; or, they could align with their respective 
region by refusing to sign bilateral EPAs. This would result in a substantive increase 

of EU tariffs as of 1 January 2008 under the less advantageous GSP, an economically 
costly option that would damage their development prospects. 

An alternative to creating more divisions, De Bergh suggested, would have 
been for the EU to continue negotiations into 2008. It is indeed ironic that the 
American African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) has been in existence 
without a WTO waiver and in many respects AOOA is more discriminatory than 
the Cotonou Agreement, yet this has been extended to 2015)~ So, like the US, 
the EU could possibly continue the Cotonou trade preferences without a waiver 
since the EPA negotiations have gone beyond the end of 2007. As Christian Aid 

(2005: 6) notes: 

The resulting.one-sided or non-reciprocal trade arrangement could 

be made w’ro-legat if European member states were prepared to 

instruct the Commission to argue for changes to WTO law. The 

rules governing regional and preferential trade agreements between 

developed and developing countries need rewriting. Europe has 

already promised to support measures to make ’special and 

differential treatment’ for developing countries more effective in the 

ongoing Doha round of talks. 

final analysis, when the EU started neg0_tiating the EPAs in 2002, they 
began to undermine the effort by the AU to rationalise African RECs 

in 2001 with the Abuja Treaty. It aims to create one African 
’ (AEC)and the AU had identified eight RECs to begin this 

As previously noted, it is the opinion of this author that the EU modeI 
economic integration, whether through the EU EPAs or the AU, will 

successful. However, what has become dear is that the interim EPAs have 
served to create more divisions among various regional economic 

(Hanson and Julian 2008: 14-15); !n this regard, the EU wilt never 
in repartitioning or economically recolonising the Continent. 

one positive outcome of EU efforts in this regard is that it has forced 
leaders to become more serious about the need to rationalise regional 

organisations and find an African solution to the failure to integrate 
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the Continent economically. This, however, is going to ben daunting task as 
global economic powers - US, EU, China, India and Brazil - have all joined the 

fray, scrambling/:or Africa’s resources. The unfortunate reality is that African 

leaders are not only allowing this to happen, but are active participants in the 

process. It is frightening to contemplate that at the end of Africa’s current 

commodity boom the continent may well be worse off than before it began. This 
.is highly possible given that amidst the billions of dollars changing hands on the 

continent, not one leader is spearheading an industrial revolution with these 

monetary resources. Through attempts to repartition the continent and 

economically re.colonise it, global powers such as the EU are interested only in 
temporary gains. But who can blame them for trying if African leaders themselves 
are complicit in the process? 

Notes 

1. EC, Brussels, 27 Feb. 2006. 
2. ’The new cotoniaJists: a I4*page speciaI report oft China’s thirst for r 

’ Mar; 2008. ¯ esources, 15-21 

3. An FTA consists of an agreement among member statds of a regional economic 

organisation to remove most tariffs when trading among themselves. Each country, 
however, continues to maintain its own tariffs when trading with countries that are not 

members of the FTA. 
4. In a customs union, the members of the regional economic otganisation determine 

one common external tariff (CET) on each preduct that enters the FTA. For example, 
all flour that is imported into the region is imported under the same tariff regime. The 

EU would like the four proposed regions to be customs unions so they Can negotiate 
One set of tariffs with the entire regional economic organisation. Otherwise, under a 

FTA, they have to negotiate a separate tariff regime w~th each country with whom they 
sign an EPA~ 

Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxemburg and the Netherlands. 
Mauritania, Senegal, Mall, Niger, Upper Volta (now Burkin0 Faso), Ivory Coast, 

Dahomey (now Benin)~ Togo, Cameroon, Chad, Gabon, the Central African Republic, 

Congo-BrazzavilIe, Congo~Leopoldvflle (DRC), Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, Madagascar 
and Mauritius. 
He argues that a FTA was created between the EU and each of the associates. 

The ECC became the European Community in the late !960s. 
Ireland and Denmark also joined at the same time. 

This principle can be found in Article 1 o( GATTiWTO and it stipulates that one 
member must give to all members the same most favourable treatment. This is part of 

the non-discrimination principle. 
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But see Brown 2002; Crawford I996; Lee 2003; Montana 2003; Davenport, Hewitt 
and Koning, 1995; Nunn and Price 2004; Parfitt 1996; Stevens 1996; Wellmer 1998. 
The EU currently consists of 27 independent states and is the most successful regional 
economic organisation in the world. It has created an economic union with one single 
currency, the Euro, although not all member states have adopted it. 
Rules of origin sttpulaved the amount of Iocal value that must be added to goods unde~ 

a FTA in order for ACP countries to ~xport to the EU duty free. This is done to 
prevent ’non-partner countries from trans-shipping goods to take advantage of the 
lower tariffs offered within a free trade agreement’ (Ravenhilt 2005: 423). For more 

detail see Brown 2002:61 and Lee 2003: 202. 
Food safety standards: see Stoneman and Thompson 2007:236-7 for an in-depth 
explanation. 

These included multinational companies such as German S.aarbergwerk, Belgian 
Petroflna and Royal Dutch Shell in the ACP mineral sector; Tare and Lyle, Booker 

McConneli and Unilever in the agricultural sector, particularly the Caribbean and 

¯ ka~rican plantations; and many conglomerates operating across sectors like Brook Liebig’s 
involvement in tea, coffee and cattle rearing in Africa (Nunn and Price 2004: 213). 

This means in essence Lom~ V since the Lore{ Convention provisions remained in 

force until 31 Dec. 2007. 
The two ort~er EPAs are the Caribbean and the Pacific. 
Interview, 28 Feb. 2006. 
Unequal partners: how EU-ACP economic partnership agreements (EPAs) �ould harm 
~e development prospects of maW of the world’s poorest countries. Oxfam briefing 
note, Sep. 2006. 

The DRC was originally a member of the ESA EPA. 
Although South Africa was initially only an observer to the SADC-minus EPA as a 

result of its existing FTA with the EU, it was allowed to join the SADC-minus EPA on 

,12 Feb. 2007. 
28 Feb. 2006. 

was estimated that there were more than 24 areas of common concern that needed 
tobe addressed in the ACP guidelines at the ACP-EU level. 

28 F~b. 2006. 

at EPA seminar, Africa Institute of South Africa, 25 Oct. 2007, Pretoria. 
28 Feb. 2006. 
with Jane Namnga, 22 Mar. 2006. 

wii[ destroy small scale farmers’ Iive[ihoods in Africa: memorandum to the 

Commissiort by EPA Watch, 13 Apr. 2005. 

27 Feb. 2006. 
Negotiatiom Insights 6(6) 2007: 2. 

r.a detailed chronology of the events leading up to the final outcome of the EPA 
see Trade Negotiation Insights Sep. 2007 to Jan. 2008. 

York Times 9 Dec. 2007. 

Monthly News Update Apr. 2007: 4. 
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Introduction 
The world has donej~.qz about ~ve/ything it can ~o helt~ Aft’lea develop 

but the~’e ~re few poe[�ire ~esuks to show for i¢s efforts (Mbeki 2009:3). 

MoeIetsi Mbeki, with the above quote, must have meant that the world has 

done just about eve~yth[ng to prevent Adios from developing - from realizing 

its true potenti.al. In his recent book, Architects of Poverty, it is not necessarily 

surprising to find that he believes that "prNate entrepreneurship is the driver 

of economic development" (Mbeki, 2009:11), which is one of the maior pillars of 

ned-liberalism. 

Even ~he mighty western oil companies have net escaped the destructive power 

of Africa’s political eli~es and are periodically compelled to make huge payments 

into the foreign bank accounts of the heads of state - and their families - of oil- 

producing coumries (Mbeki, 2009:25). 

However, he fails t~ mention exactly what these mighty companies do to 

contribute to enhanced poverty and environmental degradation. In his effort to 

"settle a score" with Africa’s eIiteS~ especially in South Africa (Mbeki, 2009:39- 

61), Mbeki, as a privileged entrepreneur, only reiaforces what witl in this paper 

be referred to as the "elite consensus" growing out of what Vishwas 8atgar terms 

"Afro-neo-lDeral capitalism - the new concept of control shapir~g continental 

restructuring by the transna~ionalised Dactien of %e African ruling class..," 

(Satgar, 2009:36~. The latter has dearly been influenced by the ned-liberal 

orthodoxy forced on most African countries commencing with the InternationaI 

Monetary Fund (IMF)/World Bank struc~m:al adjustment programs (SAPs). While 

Satgar a~gues ~hat this restructuring is complemented by "US-imposed ned-liberal 

accumulation" which is "setting the ~ules and determining the conditions for the 

new scramble for Africa" (Satgar~ 2009:~6/, this paper con:ends that akhough the 

US was certainly in the forefront of creating the ned-liberal orthodoxy, there are 

too many countries, including China, that have adopted the ned-liberal orthodoxy 

and are in the forefront also of determining the direction of the 2~.-~t century 

scramble for Afiica.~ 

The paper is divided into two maior sections: Africa’s Current Development 

Paradox; and Who Does/Will Africa Belong to? The task in this paper is to 

examine the current state o~ "development" in Africa and to try to answer two 

questions: firstly, what is Africa’s eurren~ development paradox; and secondly, 

in response to the question, who does or will Africa bdong to? This paper aims 

to chailenge one of the major debates that seems to permeate a great deal of the 

literature around this controversial issue; namely, whether the current actors 

who are seemingly committed to Afiica’s development have a more realistic 

strategy for developing the continent than heretofore has been attempted, that 

is, ts the Chinese approach better than that of th4 West? The more pertinent 

debate is whether the continen~ is entering a new phase of what some have 

referred to as "the new colonialism" ar the continuation of what I termed in 

2006 as "’naked imperiatismT" (Lee, 2006) At this point terminology is not the 

must important component of the debate. It is certainly secondary to the serDus 

state of affairs that the continent confronts. 
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2. Africa’s Current 
Development Paradox 

Africa’s development paradox stems from the reality that at independence 

most African leaders left the job of development~n the hands of their foreign 

patrons (Ake, 1996:7), and today many leaders continue to reave development 

in the hands of such patrons. Indeed, this is a paradox in that throughout 

ttte last five decades African leaders have vociferously called for African sell: 

reliance; decreased economic dependency on the West; and African soIuti~ns to 

African problems. African socialism, African capitalism, along with Marxism, 

have been tried and failed. In the end, African countries have continued to rely 

on economic assistance and investment from external patrons in an effort to 

"’foster" economic growth/development, External as well as interna! factors have 

contributed Lo the failure of the continent to become selfeeliant and alter these 

structural linkages of" dependency. They include~ 

¯ The coloniaIinheritance 
¯ Post~colonial African teaders that were and are more interested in amassing 

political power and capital accumuIation than in deveIoping their countries 

o Massive corruption that resulted [n [II-gotten gains being sent to Europe and 
America to subsidise their economies (which continues ~oday) instead of 

being used forAffican devetopmen~ 
¯ 7’he world financial crisis of the 1970s that ushered in the neooliberal 

orthodoxy, the most dangerous economic ideology [o gain g]obal hegemony 

¯ The Cold War 
¯ IMHWorld Bank SAPs 
¯ The CoId Peace (democracy, good governance, globalJsation, the continuation 

of SAPs as Poverty ~eduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs). 

Africa remains in the periphery of the capitalist world economy, just as it did 

at independence. Unless firstly, some of African’s patrons are committed to 

more than extracting resources, grabbing land, and undermining Africa’s trade 

regimes; and secondly, African leaders are committed to developmental states, 

Africa will continue to remain in the periphery of the global economy. 
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The most esteemed foreign patron today is the People’s Republic of China. 

In fact, during the Forum on China~Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) held in Beijing, 

during November 2006, 48 representatives from Africa, including 41 heads of 

state, lined up to pay homage to the great leader of China Hu ]in:no (Michel and 

Beumt, 2009:12). "The screen tbcuses on Hu off to the left as his guests enter 

the field of vision one by one from the right. They greet him and then head off 

the red carpet" (Michel and Beuret, 2009:!7), What is behind this unbecoming 

colonial-like behavior reminiscent of the sycophants in Africa? Should the 

Chinese and other foreign patrons not be paying homage to African leaders 

instead for allov~ing them to have access to the most resource-wealthy continent 

on the earth? 

After five decades of independence, have African leaders not learned that 

there is no short cut to development; namely that developmental states must be 

created? While foreigners can build beautiful roads in exchange far extracting 

mineral wealth from the continent; buy land to grow crops far their food self- 

sufficiency; and even build hospitals to provide employment for their own 

workers, these gestures will t~ot result {n sustainable development in Africa. In 

fact, after all the resources are depleted and the land is no longer arable, Africa 

will be even further marginalised within the world economy. Only the creation 

of developmental states will stop Africa’s arrested development. 

Developmental states (such as Singapore and several other Asian countries), 

for quite dift’erent reasons, rely an tbe public sector and state planning in tight 

association with domestic and corporate (oi’ten foreign and multinational) capital 

to promote capital accumulation and economic growt:~. Developmental states 

typically pay considerable attention to social as well as pb.ysical infrastructure, 

This means Far more egalitarian policies with respect to, for example, access to 

educadcmaI oppornmities an~l health care¯ ~:a~e investment in education is viewed, 

for example, as a crucial p~ereq~tisite w gaining competitive advantage in world 

trade (Narvey, 2005:71-72}. 

At the beginning of the 2t~’ century, Africa finds itself confronted with a 

serious development paradox. To understand :his phenomenon, one must delve 

into the complexity of the ideology of ned-liberalism that has given rise to the 

development of Afro-ned-liberal capitalism and what 1 call an "elite consensus" 

that has ~’undamentally aiIowed African leaders to believe that ned-liberalism 

is the s;~g qua ,votz of development. In adopting the non-liberal orthodoxy in 

the form of ned-liberal capitalism, African leaders are better able to justify the 

existence of a small elite that [s more interested in capital accumulation than 

development. To this end, they are more tban willing to guarantee that their 

wealth is secured, while the masses of the people continue to strive to secure 

jobs, 0ecent housing, medical care, clothing, and so forth, tn keeping with 

history of ned-liberalism, it is a model that inherently increases the disparity 

between the wealthy and the poor¯ Since African leaders are conveniently 

following the dictates of their foreign patrons, this fundamentally aliows them 

to justify the mortgaging of pieces of the continent to the highest bidders and to 

justify individual capital accumulation without restraint. This is fundamentally 

the "eli~e consensus." 
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The remainder of this section will explain and describe the ned-liberal 

orthodoxy that has given rise to Afro-neo-liberaI capitalism and then briefly 

discuss Afro-ned-liberal capitalism, along with the notion of the "elite 

consensus." 

2.1 A Journey into the Belly of the 
Beast: The Neoliberal Orthodoxy2 

A great deal has been written about the negative impact ned-liberalism, 

which many equate with globalisatton, has had on Africa. The history of the 

development of this orthodoxy and the myriad objectives the creators of ned- 

liberalism had, perhaps has not been thoroughly appreciated, especially since 

ned-liberalism has become one of the most destructive economic theories to 

gain hegemonic domination of the world. The basic tenets of the theory are well- 

known. According to noted expert David Harvey, "[n]eoliberalism is in the first 

instance a theory of political economic practices that proposes ~hat human well- 

being can best be advanced by liberating individua! entrepreneurial freedoms 

and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong private 

rights, free markets, and free trade" (Harvey, 2005:2). tn order ta facilitate this, 

there has to be limited state intervention in markets, Harvey (2005:3) says 

according to the theory, the state cannot possibly possess enough information 

to second-guess market signals (prices) and because powerful interest groups 

will inevitably distort and bias state interventions (particularly in democracies) 

for their own benefit.(Harvey, 2005:2; see also George, 1999). 

Other major features commonly known include privatJsation, deregulation, 

and the removal of state involvement in most areas of socia] plOVision (Harvey, 

2005:2); in essence, the elimination of the welfare state. Most states in the world 

have adopted some form of ned-liberalism, including communist China (Harvey, 

2005:a: see also George, 1999). 

The individuals most closely identified with what was to become the neo- 

liberaI ord~odaxy were Dang Xiaaping of China, Margaret Thatcher of the United 

Kingdom (UK), and Paul Votcker and gonald Reagan of the US. The roots for 

the perceived need for a new economic orthodoxy grew out of the crisis of 

embedded liberalism, which, by the end of the 1960s, had begun to break down: 

both within domestic economies and internationally. This was most evident in 

the crisis of capital accumulation whom inflation was increasing, along with 

unemployment, resulting in globs! stagfIation that continued throughout most 

of l.he 1970s, 

Various states began so experience fiscal crises, with tax revenue plunging 

and soaring social expenditures. Keynesian policies were no longer effective. 

The situation was worsened by the Nixon administration+s decision to no longer 

support the Bretton Woods institutional framework of allowing fixed exchange 

rates with the dollar pegged to gold. This was in response to the fact that the 

US dollar had flooded the world, escaping US centrals since they were being 

deposited in banks throughout Europe (Harvey, 2005:12). With the fixed 

exchange rate abandoned "goId could no longer function as the metallic base 

of international money" leaving exchange rates to float. Embedded liberalism0 

which had resulted ia high rates of growth, espec~ally in the advanced capitalist 

countries post-1945, was failing to deliver and an alternative was needed in 



order to avert a crisis (Harvey, 2005:12). The Arab-Israd War of 1973 and the 

embargo further made matters worse. 

Human dignity and individual fleedoms were fundamental to the thinkers 

of ned-liberalism, especially since they were considered to be "the central values 

of civil.ization" (Harvey, 2005:5). ?hose values were deemed to be so important 

that they were threatened by communism, fascism, dictatorship, and any form 

of state intervention that supported collective judgment over the ability of 

individuaIs to choose freely (Harvey, 2005:5). In fact, Margaret Thatcher went 

to the extreme in announcing that there was "no such thing as society, only 

individual menand women," although as an afterthought she did concede to 

the existence of the famiIy (Harvey, 2005:23). These individual freedoms, as 

noted above, "are guaranteed by freedom ofthe market and of trade" (Harvey, 

2005:7). In 1979 ned-liberalism was consolidated as a new economic orthodoxy 

in the US arid Britain (Harvey, 2005:22), but it was only with the "articulation" 

of the ’!Washington Consensus" in the 1990so according to Harvey, that 

neoliberaltsation converged on the capitalist world stage 

With respect to freedom, Karl Polanyi warns us that there are good freedoms 

and bad freedoms. Bad freedoms, he notes include "the freedom to exploit 

one’s fellows, or the freedom to make inordinate gains without commensurabIe 

service to the community.,."(Polanyi, as quoted in Harvey, 2005:56). 

Planning and control are being attacked as a denial o~" freedom. Free enterprise 

and private ownership are declared to be essentials of freedom. No society built on 

other f’oundations iS said to deserve to be called free. The freedom that regulation 

creates is denounced as unFreedom: the iusticeo liberty and welfare it offers are 

decried as a camouflage of slavery (Harvey, 2005:a7). 

Harvey notes that :he diagnosis that Polanyi gives is most appropriate to 

the current environment. Specifically, it helps us understand what former US 

President George W. Bush meant when he said that "as the greatest power on 

earth we fthe US] have an obligation to help the spread of freedom". Basically, 

it helps us to understand how ned-liberalism became "so attthodtadan, forceful 

and anti-democratic at the very moment when ~humanity holds in its hands 

the opportunity to offer freedom’s triumph over alI its age-old foes’" (Harvey, 

2005:37~38). 

The crisis of accumulation that occurred during the t970s challenged the 

basic foundation of economic elites and ruling classes throughout the wofld~ 

with the potentia! deve!opment of socialisticommunis~ alternatives and 

compromises between capital and labor. This challenge had to be contained 

which resulted in the upper classes taking action to protect their self-interest 

against the possibility of bo~h economic and political annihilation (Harvey, 

2005:15). 

The model tbr testing the abilky of neooliberalism to truly protect the interest 

of the e![tes came with the 1982-4 crisis in Mexico. The Mexico crisis was 

spearheaded by tire country defaulting on its Ioans, in response, the Reagan 

administration assembled the powers of the US Treasury and the iMF, and 

developed an agreement that allowed Mexico to roll over its debt. In return, 

Mexico had to conform to ned-liberal reforms. This set the stage for other 

countries that were in danger of defaulting on their loans to undergo what 
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became known as strueturaI adjustment. Mexico, therefore, became one of the 

first countries to become part of the "rico-liberal state apparatuses worldwicle’° 

(Harvey, 2005:29). 

The Mexico crisis came on the heels of tire availability o~" huge amounts of 

pe:ro-dollars that had been loaned to developing counties throughout the world 

by banks in New York folIowing the oil crises of the 1970s. The US government 

l~andled this crisis differently from the way it would have been handled under 

embedded liberalism. While heretofore the lender had to be responsible for bad 

investments and take the loss, under neo4iberalism the opposite became the 

case; the borrower was forced by international and state powers to take on the 

cost of the debt, notwithstanding the circumstances of the situation. Harvey, 

notes, however, that this is not in keeping with nea-Iiberal theory, but was 

basically implemented 

to permit US owners of capital to extract high rates of return from she rest of the 

world daring the 1980s and i990s. The restoration of power to an economic elite 

or upper class in the US and elsewhere in the advanced capitalist countries clrew 

heavily on surpluses extracted from the rest of the world through international 

flow a~d structural adjustment practices {Harvey, 2005:29 &al~.. 

According to Harvey, although neoliberalisation has not been especially 

effective in the revitalisation of global capital accumulation, it has however, 

been successful "in motoring or in some instances (as in Russia and China) 

creatit~g the power of an economic elite." Not only have the thirty years of neo~ 

liberal freedom given back power to a very setect capitalist class, it also has 

allowed a tremendous concentration of power by corporations to be put in place 

(for example, WaI-blart, energy, transportation, the media). Harvey further 

argues that "it]he freedom of the market that Bush proclaims as ~:he high poin~ 

of human aspiration :urns out ~o be nothing more ~han the convenient means to 

spread corporate monopoly power and Coca Cola everywhere without constraint" 

(Harvey, 2005:38). 

The process of neoliberalisation, according to Harvey, has fostered a great 

deal of "crea~.ive destruction." This has included the destruction of pre-existing 

institutional frameworks and power, social relations as well as divisions of 

labour; welfare provisions; reproducx~.ve activities, land attachments, and it has 

challenged some aspects of state sovereignty (Harvey, 2005:3). In addition, it 

created a ma~or shift towards enhanced social inequality and restored economic 

power to those in the upper class (Harvey, 2005:261 see also 6eorge, lCJ99). 

tn so t’ar as rico-liberalism values market exchange as ’an ethic in itself~ capable 

o~" acting a~ a guide to all human action and substituting ~br all previously held 

ethical beliefs’, it emphasizes the significance of contractual relations in the 

marketplace. It holds that the social good will be maximized by maximizing the 

reach and frequenry of market transactions, and it seeks to bring all human action 

into ~he domain of the marker (Harvey, 

With respect to the approach the rico-liberal state adopts toward labor markets, 

Harvey notes that its hostility is directed at any form of social solidarity if it puts 

restraints on the accumuIation of capital. In practice this means that any social 
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movements, such as the independent trade unions that had amassed significant 

power under embedded liberalism had to be disciplined and]or destroyed "in the 

name of the supposedly sacrosanct individual liberty o[" the [saluted labourer" 

(Harvey, 2005:75). 

Having successfully overcome challenges such as Third Wmld 

developmentalism, Soviet socialism, and European social democracy, ned- 

liberalism, in the 21~ century has had ;o securitise global accumulation in light 

of the war on terror (Satgar, 2009:36 ). In terms of the scramble for Africa, this 

has meant the growing militarisation of the continent, not iust by the US, but 

others, includir~g China, India, and Russia (Rupiya and Sou~hall, 2009; Volman, 

2009). 

2.2 The Creation of Afro-Neo-Liberal 
Capitalism and the Elite Consensus 

Neol[bera]ism and globalisation were not simply a matter of certain economic 

policies giving free rein to capitalist vultures and financial specutarors, bu~, much 

more, they were an ideological offensive against nationalism and socialism. The 

s~cond generation of African Ieaders, or the so-called ’new breed’ leaders, as 

W~s~ern media christened their new African allies, fell ii~ line, adopting neodiberal 

polices and the ideological package that went with them (Shivii, 2o09). 

Satgar identified "three overlapping post-colonia] conjunctures" tha~ have 

resulted in the making of Afro-neodiberal capitalism. The firs~ was the "defeat 

of actual and potentially radical post~colonial state-led development projects - 

revolutionary nationalist, African sociaItsr and Marxist-Leninist; the second 

was the debt crisis and national adjustment; and the rhb’d referred to limited 

democratization and continental restructuring to meet the requirements of 

transnational capital" (Satgar 2009:40-41). All of these identified post-colonial 

conjunctures (and or assaults) resulting in internal and external constraints to 

African development have been thoroughly described, critiqued, and debated in 

the voluminous literature on the subject. 

in the final analysis, as Satgar notes, the combined economic, political, and 

coercive historical factors proved to have prevented Africa from pursuing an 

autonomous development path. Instead, the discipIine imposed on the continent 

resulted in the development of Afro-ned-liberal capitalism "that has attemptec~ 

to legitimize neoqiberal accumulation strategies within ruling class proiects of 

economic and political reform." Neoliberal accumu[at[on, according to Sa~gar, 

has been inserted into the "common sense" of the majority of Africans vis-a-vis 

"various cultural, political and social idioms and practices" (Satgar, 2009:4.5). 

in this way, Afro-ned-liberal capi~aIism indigenises neo-liberalisra and res:ructures 

African economies, state ~’orms, state-society relations, historica~ blocs and 

in~emational relations to harmonise with i~s goals. At ~he same time, A[’ro-neo- 

Iibmal capitalism as a concept of control, excludes alternative development options 

for Africa such as delinking, atuacentric development, soil-reliant development and 

even African capitalism. I~ is presented by ruling historical blocs as a solution to 

Africa’s organic crisis and embodies tl:e nat$onal or general interests of society 

an African sdution to an African probiern (Satgar, 2009:45). 
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As the previous section indicates, ned-liberal accumulation strategies are 

not designed to be developmentally oriented, instead, politics that call for 

libetalisation, privatisation, and so forth, reinforce that the market has power 

over the state and society For Satgar, "[t]his is the essence and tl~e logic of the 

new scrambIe" (2009:46). 

The legacy of the last. three decades is that a shif~ has occurred that has 

laid the foundation for the emergence of capitalist accumulation within the 

internationaI economy. 

Global ned-liberal restruc:uring is establishing a global market civilizat.ion and 

a:tempting to end the era of national capitalism and autonommts development. The 

new scrambIe for Africa cannot be understood outside this process. Transnational 

fractions of Africa’s ruling classes have embraced and internalized ned-liberalism 

as a new concept of control and ensured that an African version of ned-liberal 

capitalism is organized. A ned-liberalism with African characteristics has emerged: 

Afro-neodibera] capitalism (Satgar, 2009:5I). 

With respect to the above, in order to ensure the functioning of this system, 

an "elite consensus" has developed in Africa to guarantee tl~e continuation of 

ne~-liberal capital accumulation, This will became clearer as we turn to the next 

section in which foreigners from both the North and the South are in a war not 

just for access to Africa’s marke~s, tonal, and resources, but for wcrld economic 

hegemony. 
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3. Who Does/Will 
Africa Belong to? 

Some Africans aze asking themselves whether the continent is bein~ 

exposed to a ne~v wave of colonialism (Maathai, 2009:108). 

of some African countries, wit/~ aome likely to go bankrupt and o&ers 

stripped of their assets by Western and Eastern powez’s. The Mgns of 

Africa’s recoionisation ai~ ominous a~?d action is needed ~uickly; t]~ere i~ 

no time to dil~y-da~ly, shout slogans or stay stuck Ln blaming #nper~’alz’st 

for~es- which are of course also responsible - without eomt~g up with 

effective responses (Gurnede, 2009). 

"The president has sold our country to the Chinese. He’s sold us ~o them, 

too" (Father of a Zambian worker killed in a mine owned by the Chinese, as 

quoted ~ Michel and Beuret, 2009:23~-237). 

The above quotes are only a br~.ef sample of what civil society, individuals 

and non-governmental organisations have begun to say about the increasing 

presence of foreignem in Africa. These foreigners, for th.e most pa~t, seem to 

be either interested in the continent’s na~urai resources, its markets, business 
opportunities, ~r land. The actions of these external forces have begnn to cause 

Africans to question ~heir p~esence and challenge governments to answer 

questions. This section of the paper will examine four aspects of ~he current 

scramble ~br Africa - land grabs; a brief description and analysis of the current 

presence of the Chinese in Africa; plans by Europeans to source energy from 

Africa; and energy resources and the militarisadon of the continent. The 

purpose of this section is to begin to transform the deha~e from whether or not 

the Cl~inese approach to Africa is better than the Western approach to one that 

questions whether or not ~he economic "ownership" of the continent is being 

transferred to those that are involved in the 2t"’. century scramble and wha~ wil] 

this mean for the future of the impoverished masses. 
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;3.1 Land Grabs 

Political instabi~.ity fuelled by the decision of the government in Madagascar 

to hand over !,3 million hectares of land to South Korean Daewoo Logistics 

Corporation it~ order to cultivate maize and oil paIms, contributed to the 

overthrow of the government in early 2009 (Groenewald, May 2009; The Times 

of India 2009). There are estimates that over the past two years 30 to 50 miIlion 

hectares of land have been grabbed in Africa by approximately 28 countries 

(Biney, 2009; UPI 2009). According to Area Biney, the current Africa land grab 

is "shrouded in secrecy" and is "proceeding a~ an unprecedented rate, spurred 

an by the global food and financial crises" (Biney, 2009), These land grabs 

clearly reflect an AFrican ruling elite who represent the epitome of Afrorneo- 

libera~ capitalism, blow can such leaders, for example, ia the name of capital 

accumulation, sell ar lease African land from under the feet of their peopIe to 

foreign patrons? And as indicated below, tl~is is Being done with the assistance 

of International Financial Institutions iFls and Western governments. 

According to a report conducted by the Institute for Environment and 

Development (lIED) for the UN Food and Agricultural Organization (1?AO)o since 

2004, 2.5 million hectares (6.2 miI1ion acres) of African land has been bought 

or leased by foreign companies for US$920 million. The FAO admits tha~ is only 

"scratch~.ng the surface" (Gumede, .2009: Laishley, 2009; Biney, 2009). The 

countries studied for this report were Madagascar, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, and 

Sudan. Other land grabs and planned land grass include: 

¯ Ghana - More than 20 companies from throughout the world (including 

Germany, Italy, China, Brazil, The Netherlands, Norway) are acquiring land 

to produce biofuels ([R1N, 2009). 
o Kenya - Qatar is negotiating with the Kenyon government for ~he rights to 

40,000 hectares in the Tana River VaIley. In exchange Qatar would build a 

deep-sea port for Kenya (Laishley, 2009). 
¯ DKC ~ Chinese enterprises allegedly are negotiating to lease 2,8 million 

hectares to grow oil patm (LaishIey, 2009). 
¯ Zambia - Cbdnese enterprises are allegedly negotia~irtg to lease two mitlion 

tmc;ares to grow jatmpha (a crop used for biofuels) (Laishley, 2009). 

¯ Sudan - 690,000 hectares of land will be leased ta South Korea to grow 

wheat (Laishtey, 2009). 
¯ DRC - AgdSA is trying to lease I0 miltion hectares ~o grow food crops and 

livestock (Laishley, 2009: Donnelly, 2009; ZigGinG, 2009). 
¯ g~hiepia - indian companies have invested approximately US$1.5 bilIion in 

order to mee= their domestic demands (Laishley, 2009) 
¯ Sudan - signed a 50-year lease for 25,000 hectares of land with a Saudi 

Arabian company called Hedco (giney, 2009) 
¯ Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Senegal and Mozambique are places where 

India has fertiIe lands (Biney, 2009). 
¯ Otl~er countries interested in African land gmbs--gahrain, Oman, Japan. 

Libya, and Brazil (Baxter, 2009) 
¯ Zambia - one quarter of the eggs sold in Lusaka are said to be produced by 

Chinese farmers (Groenewald, 2009), 



¯ Ethiopia - Saudia Arabia negotiated a deal with the government to cultivate 

barley and wheat for U55100 million (Biney, 2009). 
¯ Mozambique - The Chinese Agricultural Technology Resear.ch and Transfer 

Centre is currently under construction outside Maputo (Makoni, 2009). 
¯ Mozambique, Madagascar, and TanzaNia - bath Chinese and European 

enterprises are cultivating biofuels such as jatropha-and sorghum (Laishley, 

20oo), 
¯ tt has been estimated that during 2009 one million Chinese farm laborers 

were worMn.g in Africa (Gmenewald, 2009). 

Africans throughout the continent have p.ro~ested against these land grabs+ 

For example, Mozambique and Malawi. In Ethiopia, farmers are accusing the 

government of seeing their "country to the Asians so they can make money 

for themselves" (Malone and Cropley, 2009). And in Ghana, dozens of farmers 

in ~he northern part of the country protested because they have been forced to 

Ieave their land after a mukinational company purchased it in order to cultivate 

the jatropha, which is used to make biofueL They argue they have no alternative 

means of work (1RIN, 2009). 

There is a growing debate about these and other land grabs. One side of 

the debate argues that African countries can benefit from the infusion of 

foreign .technology in the agricultural sectors and it could lead to increases 

in employment opportunities. Chris Alden, tbr example, suggest that the new 

center in Mozambique "wil] ukimately help China meet its domestic food 

demands by buying some of the produce while raising income in Mozambique 

and providing the country with a source of foreign currency" (Makoni, 2009). 

It is also argued that since African agriculture usuaIly does not attract serious 

investrnen~ or external aid, new jobs can be coated by leasing unused land and 

the underdeveloped sector could get a boost (Laishley, 2009). 

Those. on the other side of the debate obviously have a different perspective. 

They argue that with foreigners buying up large tracks of land at cheap prices, 

the poor in Africa are a~ risk of losing the few resmtrces they have access to. 

This is especially rl~e case because many countries lack appropriate mechanisms 

to protect the rights of local people, including their livelihoods and welfare 

(Groenewald, 2009; Biney, 2009), Further to the point, uneqt~al power relations 

that result from the deals again ieopardise the Iivelihoods of the.poor because 

a~ the end of the day power resides with the foreign investor who has the 

resources to buy o[’r government elites. "in this way, ama!lholders will be legally 

trampled on. displaced if not disposed of their Iand" (Biney, 2009), In the event 

that African farmers da nat have formal rights to land. they will be pushed off 

the land [’or the investor. In this regard, most farm workers do not have a legal 

redress to such injustices (Nney, 200~). 

I~’the storm of foreign investment and interference is ]eft to btow itself out, one day 

in the not~soodistant furore A~rican farmers may awake to rind themselves witham 

land ~o cultivate, their communities and Jives in indentured ~atters, no seeds ~o 

calI their own~ The crop varieties their own forbearers developed wil~ have been 

improved and then pdvadsed by foreigners who own exclusive rights to their use. 

[Baxter, 2009). 
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Many African governments, including Ethiopia and Sudan, have allowed the 

land grabs to take place because they are seeMng direct foreign investment from 

rich countries (Biney, 2009). 

The suppar~ foreign investors am given by African governments and 

chiefs to compromise African farmers through these very unsavory deals, are 

reinforced by foreign actors (for example, the World Bank, the International 

Finance Corporation, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development). 

In addition, "the US Millennium Challenge Corporation is hoping ta reform new 

[and ownership laws - pdvatizing land - in some of its member countries..." 

(Baxter, 2009). In the finaI analysis: 

"[f]orejgn investors have never been, are not and never will be in the business 

of helping hungry Africans feed t~_emselves ac~d solve food ir~security 

continent, no matter what the laadgrabl~ers would have local people.beIieve. It’s big 

business, for big profit" (Baxter, 2009)° ¯ 

Afro-ned-liberal capitaIism has dearly resulted in African leaders losing sight of 

the needs of the impoverished masses. 

3.2 A Brief Description and Analysis 
of the Chinese in Africa 

The Chinese t’eel they have been sen~ on a mission. For them, doing business here is 

same form o~’cm:quest; their mission is ~o become :he most powerful nadop, on earth, 

as ~hey were a thousand years ago. They see Afric~ as a virgin space, abandoned by 

the West, a~cl in need or’ a new conqueror (Michel and Beuret, 

Without a doubt, China has identified the African continent as one means 

to challenge US world hegemony ancl become the number one global power 

(Volman, 2009; Bezlova, 2009: Michel and :geuret, 2009). This idea is reinforced 

by African leaders, such as the former President of Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo, 

who noted that "[qhe twenty-first century is the century for China to lead the 

world. And when you are leading ~he world, we want to be close behind you. 

When you are going to the moon, we don’t want to be left behind" (Nigerian 

president ~o Chinese president Eu Juntao, Lagos, Nigeria, April 2006 as quoted 

in Michel and Beuret, 2009:l 

While journalist An~oaneta Bezlova notes ~hat Boiling denies that it has 

intentions of implementing the type of cotonial expansion that the West imposed 

on Africa, he reports that during the early part of 2009, Ch[na’s parliament had 

a debate about the feasibility of trying to seek employment in various African 

countries for approximately 100 million Chinese. To this end it was allegedly 

suggested that throe, countries in Africa - Angola, Congo and Equatorial 

Guinea -"be developed as ’outposts’ df China’s overall strategy of transforming 

Africa into a ’China-friendly backyard’ and Beijing should seek to buy land 

and send labourers m those countries in order to relieve China’s ’food and land 

bottlenecks’" (:Sezlova, 2009). 

Reinforcing China’s obvious expansionist plans for Africa, two French 

journalists who did extensive field research in Africa argue in their book, China 

Safari:- On the Traa of Bei~’~g’s Expansiot~ in Aft(ca, argue that: 

02:14:33 P~ I 
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whether it iikes it or not, rhino’s policies on military interventiot~ are beginning 

to resemble the policies of the former European colonial powers. China appears 

increasingly wilIing to support repressive African regimes and rebellions alike, and 

to profit from the resulting chaos by selling weapons and improving its access ~a 

natural resources. AtI Beijing’s posturing, its talk of +’ethics" and the rest, seems 

metely cosmetic, a way o1~ presenting itself" as a responsible, benevolent ally of the 

sui~resseci that refuses to gev involved in confli.¢ts so as to a~b~ttate disi.rtte~estedly 

and secure the pax Sinica. 

There is literally no sector of the African economy that ~he Chinese have not 

infiltrated, including prostitution_, where in Cameroon, Chinese prostitutes wiI1 

turn tricks for as little as 2,000 CFA (US$4.25), whereas the locals, the famous 

Welowoss, will not get into bed for less than ,5,000 CFA (Michel and Bearer, 

2009:116). 

The following part of the paper examines rhino’s increasing trade and 

investment with Africa; the development of Special Economic Zones (SEZs); and 

Chinese labor p~licies. 

3.2.1 China-Africa Trade and Investment 
While China-Africa trade was only US$5 billion in I995, by 2006 the tota~, was 

US$5 hi]lion and by the end of 2008 it was US$106.4 billion in Af’fica’s favour, 

This represented an increase of 45.1% from 2007. China’s exports to Africa 

totaled US$50.8 billion (up by 36.3%) while its imports from Africa totaled 

US$56 billion (up by 54%). This left China wi~h a trade deficit with Africa of 

US$5.16 billion. Angola continued to be China’s largest trading partner fotlowed 

by South Africa (Sautman and Haimng, 2010; Chinadaily, 2009). 

Africa’s major exports to China are petroIeum, minerals, and timber. Its 

imports from China mainly consist of capital and consumer goods. Although 

overall Africa has a trade surplus with China, C, hana, Morocco and South Africa 

have significant trade deficits (Africa Labour Research Network - Summctry, 

~a~v 200Y). 

Much of what China exports to.Africa has been criticised as low quality 

and has resulted in the decl~.ne in the continent’s manufacturing sector (de- 

industrialisation). The Chinese government acknowledges this, and counter- 

argues that many goods am imported into Africa either by private chinese or 

African entrepreneurs, and therefore they cannot be controlled by the government 

(Sautman and Hairong, 2010), 

The textile and clothing (T&C) industry is one area where Chinese 

manufactures have ~een blamed for destruction. It has been argued that Chinese 

textiles have had a devastating impact on the textile industries in South Africa, 

Zambia, Nigeria, Lesotho, Madagascar, and Morocco (Marks, 2006; Sautman 

and Hairong, 2Ot0). BarW Sautman and Yon Hairong argue that the only 

country affected by T&.C from China is South Africa; that al1 the other countries 

experienced de-industrialisation by 2000, partially as a result of IMFlWortd 

Bank SAPs {Sautman and Eaimng, 20t0). 

A report by the Africa Labour Research Network concludes that the danger 

in current economic relations with China is that they appear to be following the 

colonial patterns with Africa being relegated to the position of continuing to be 

a ma~or supplier of raw materials. The report therefore warns that Africa must 
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determine if it cannot only reshape the relationship differently, but it also "needs 

to consider the utilization of its resources for sus:ainable industrialization on 

the continent instead of remaining merely an exporter of raw materials" (Africa 

Labour Research Network - Summary 2009). 

In terms of Chinese investment in Africa, it is diffic~.llt to ascertain 

correct figure. There are numerous reasons for this challenge. Firstly, while it 

is estimated that approximately 900 state-owned enterprises have invested 

in Africa, this figure does not refIec~ private individual investments that the 

Chinese government cannot trace. Secondly, a great deal of such investments are 

barter exchanges+ For example, in return for building one hydropower project in 

the Republic of Congo, the Chinese wilI be paid tn oil. A similar deaI was reached 

with the government of Ghana, which will pay the Chinese in cocoa beans 

(13rautigam, 2010). But how does one know if the deal is fair to the respective 

African country? 

Deborah ~,rautigam argues that there are ways to solve this problem. She 

suggests that "[u]nder most of the agreements, the earnings from exports of 

natural resources are deposited directly into escrow accounts and their value 

is assessed at that moment, not fixed in advanced (sicl" (Brautigam, 2010). The 

DKC will certainly be a test case for this strategy. When the Chinese government 

announced the US$9 billion mining and infrastructure deal with the DRC in 

May 2008, 150 parliamentarians walked out of parliament to protest an 

estimated 1085800 billion profit that the Chinese state-owned partners wouId 

make in exchange far U859 billion (Edingere and Jansson, 2008). Although the 

agreement has Been modified (Wild, 2009}, the Chinese have agreed ’~to help 

rebuild the war-torn central African country in return for control of 10 million 

metric tons of copper and 600,000 tons of cobalt" (Wild, 2009). This agreement 

is to be in place lbr 25 years. How will the war-torn government struggle to 

manage the Chinese extractions from the mines, let alone determine the true 

value of minerals in exchange to infrastructure development7 

tn addition to the earnings from the export of natural resources being 

deposited into escrow accounts, Brautigam argues that some African countries 

have begun to drive "harder and better-informed bargains." Cases in point 

Angola and the DR(;. Brantigam deems it a victory that the Angolan government, 

in return of a loan of US$2 billion, was able to get the Chinese to agree that 

firstly, 50 percent of all work be subcontracted to local firms; and secondly, the 

Chinese must get at least three bids for each prospective pmiect (Brautigam, 

2010). In terms of the DRC, reportedly, "the Congolese government has stipulated 

that I0 to 12 percent of all the infrastructure work undertaken under this 

arrangement must be subcontracted m Congolese firms, that no more than 20 

percent of the construction workers involved be Chinese, and that at least one- 

half of one percent of the costs of each infrastructure project be spent on worker 

training" (grautigam, 2010}. ~[" ~his iS deemed m be successful bargain[rig from 

resource-rich African countries, what can be expected of resource-poor African 

countries? 

In keeping with China’s exim Bank’s stipulations for concessiona[ loans, 

"Chinese contractors must be awarded the infrastructure contract financed by 

the loan. Furthermore, in principle no less than 50 percent of the contract’s 

procurement in terms of equipments, materials, technology or services must 

come from China" (Catkin et el, 2008:5). This clearly does not leave much 
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room for bargaining, even by the resource-rich countries. Other loan money 

provided for infrastructure development by the Chinese gove~rlment stipulates 

that Chinese companies must be the recipient of at a minimal 50 percent of 

all contracts (Corkin et aI, 2008:16). As Corkin et al note, there is no questS.on 

about China’s commitment to rebuilding Africa. However, this will take place 

on rhino’s own terms (Corkin et old 2008:2), Corkin et a] also tmte that rhino’s 

engagement with Africa is no different from multinationals that are motivated 

by economic imperatives (Corkin et al, 2008:14). 

3.2.2 The Establishment of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) 

China is going about establis>.ing designated special economic zones across the 

continent that are set to become Africa~s new econornic growth nodes~ Africa is se~ 

to receive a transnat]onal infzasu:cture network as China’s commercial strategy 

toward Africa also involves linking these SEZs by building infrastructure corridors 

across the respective regions (Corkin et at, 2008:12). 

At the Forum an China Africa Coroperation (F©CAC} meeting held in 

in Novembet 2006, the Chinese announced the planned creation of three to 

five SEZs, modeled after those created in China. These SEZs are, planned by 

t>.e Chinese government, and not African governments (Davies, 2008:134). In 

China, the SEZs are "designated geographical areas with liberal policies and tax 

incentives to attract foreign companies" (Davies, 2008a:13S). 

In her recent book, The Dragon’s Gift.. The Real Sto~y of Ching in dfiica, 

Brau~igam identifies seven 8EZs - Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Mauritius, Zambia, 

and two in Nigeria. She refers to them as specia{ trade and economic zones. 

Unfortunately, they are not discussed at length in the book. Martyn Davies 

has been writing about the SEZs, along wJtt~ his colleagues Lucy Corkin and 

Christopher Burke shine 2002". They have identified three elaborate SEZs - 

Zambia, Mauritius, and Tanzania, noting that the fourth wilI likely be in 

Nigeria and the fifth Egypt (Davies 2008a: 135-136; Cockin et al, 2008; Davies, 

2008b:149). 

The first SEZ, located in Chambishi, Zambia, is referred to as ~he "metals hub". 

This SEZ, which is located in Zambia’s copper belt, is said to be a success by 

the Chinesebecause J.0 enterprises have established offices and are committed to 

invest more than US$700 million in mining, smelting, and chemical engineering. 

it is anticipated that 3,500 jobs will be created for local people and a iota} of 

US$300 million in local procurement will be realized (People’s Oaqy 

2009). In addition to securing its strategic supply of copper, China will also 

able to secure needed supplies of co~alt, diamonds, tins, and uranium (Davies, 

2008a:135). 

Zambia’s SEZ is strongly tied into the third SEZ - Tanzania, which will 

be the "irons-shipment hub." Located in Dar es Salaam, these two SEZs are 

connected as a resuit of the Tanzam railway line. The Tanzanian SEZ is to begin 

where the Tanzam railway line buitt by the Chinese in the late 1970s ends. Not 

only bare the Chinese invested in the Dar es Salaam port, including building the 

customs building (Davies, 2008b:I35), they also have provided the Tanzania- 

Zambia Authority (TAZARA) with a US$39 million interest-flee loan to revive its 

operations (;r’graes of Zamb?a 2010}. As a irons-shipment hub, it will be used to 

transport commodities mined in the Zambian copper belt. The Tanzam railway 
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links "Zambia’s mining region to the coast, beginning in Kapiri and ending in 

Dar." This railway line is strategically important for both Zambia and Tanzania 

lDavies, 2008b:155). 

Witt~ the irons-shipment hub linking Zambia to the east coast of At’rico, 

there are further plans to also link the Zambian copper belt to the west coast. 

This is to occur with the reconstruction of the genguela line in Angota. The 

ultima~e obiectNe ~.s to have a transport link that bisects sub-Saharan Africa. 

Specifically, the copper belt that straddles Zambia and the DRC will be linked to 

the genguela line on the west coast. The Benguela line would start at Luanshya 

in Zambia and end at the gengueia port (Davies 2008a:I56). The overall 

ob)ective of the Chinese, according to Davies, "is to create a transnational 

no=work that wiI1 allow Chinese leading state-owned firms to integrate with 

each other throughout the continent." Again, these SEZs are being planned by 

the Chinese in 8eijing without input from African governments, a situation that 

Davies compares to colonial rule. Also, there are plans for the SEZs to redirect 

export traffic away from Southern Africa (Davies, 2008a:134-136). 
With China-gxim bank money loaned to the DIRC in September 2007 

(US$5 billion), it has been suggested that a large portion e~’ the money is for a 

3200 km railway link 5etwee~ Sakania, in resource-rich i~,atanga Province, near 

the Zambian border, to Matadi. Part of the financing will also fund a road link of 

a,S00krn, linking Kisangani, north-east of Lubumbashi, to the capita] of Katanga 

province, Kasumbalesa. Significantly, bubumbashi will also be connected to Labile 

port in Angola, once the rehabilitation of the 13enguela railway is complete. (CorRin 

et al, 200&12). 

Corkin et al support this infrastructural development, noting that it will 

make a great contribution towards enhancing the lives of Africans (Corkin et 

a!, 2008:16). That being said, it will a~.so help facilita=e the irons-shipment of 

Africa’s vast resomces out of ~he continent. While ~here is no question about 

the urgent need for infrastr~,cture development in Africa, one has to ponder as 

to who will be the greatest beneficiary of this endeavor. Concerns continue to 

be raised as to whether or no= the poor in Africa will benefit economically from 

the soiling and or bartering of Africa’s nat~ral resources to foreign patrons. 

Rent-seeking will obviously occur wi~h African elites profiting from kick-backs 

and corruption. This forms an integral part af the "elite consensus" iu Africa 

growing out of Afro-ned-liberal capitalism. The SEZs are so popular, however, 

that the government of Cape Verde is in direct competition with ozher countries 

to have one established in its country (afro News, 2009). 

The second SEZ, armour=cod in mid-20OT, is located in Mauritius. It will be 

a "manufacturing hub" worth approximately US$500 million that will contain 

40 Chinese businesses wl~ich are scheduled to create 5,000 jobs fro* the local 

population and 8,000 for Chinese contractors. This SEZ is designed to enhance 

China’s visibility in the Indian Ocean rim {Davies, 2008a:!35). 

3.2.3 Chinese Labour Policies 

Serious concerns have been raised regarding Chinese ~abor pdicies throughom 

the continent. In this regard a major study was conducted by the African Labour 

Research Ne~work covering ~0 African countries. While acknowledging that 
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Chinese l~bour policies differ across countries and sectors, the study found the 

following common trends: 

¯ tense labor relations 
¯ hostile attitudes by Chinese employers to trade unions 
¯ violations ofworMng rights 
¯ poorwork conditions 
° unfairlabor practices 

¯ them is a vt.rtual absence af employment contracts and the Chinese employers 

unilaterally determine wages and benefits 

¯ ¯ African workers are often employed as "casual workers" depriving them of 

benefits that they are legally entitled to 
¯ Chinese employers tend to be amongst the lowest paying in Africa 
¯ In general Chinese companies do not grant African workers any meaningful 

benefits and in some instances ignore even those that are prescribed by law 
¯ Chinese employers vioIate severaI of the core ILO conventions 
¯ Health and safety issues receive very little attention at Chinese companies 

as precautionary measures are ignored and no training on health and safety 

issues is provided 
¯ In some countries Chinese employers terminate the employment of female 

workers.once they get pregnant ¯ - 
¯ Chinese companies tend to employ African workers, lbr basic tasks at very 

low pay while importing Chinese managers and supervisors for higher paid 

positions (African Labour Research Network- Summary:2009), 

tn addition to these questionable labor practices, there is growing concern 

about the number of Chinese that are employed over Iocal Africans and tbe 

fact that often when loans are given, for example, for infrastructure projects, 

they stipuIate that the larger percentage of the contracts must go to Chinese 

companies. A case in point, as mentioned above, was the US$2 billion loan 

given to Angola for infrastructure development that stipulates that 70 percent of 

the contracts have to go to Chinese companies. 

There are certainly pros and cons to the current involvement of the Chinese 

in Africa’s development. Again, as African leaders make decisions that appear to 

be in their best interest and those of their counterparts in China, it is clear that 

the Afm-neo-liberal capitalism has defined the nature of their relationship with 

China. China is clearly on the rise as a potential superpower and is obviously 

working very hard to ensure that it has unlimited access to the resources and 

markets of the continent. It is indeed frightening to imagine that the furore of 

the continent might belong to China. 

3.::3 Europe’s Scramble for African Energy Resources 

Europe is planning to deveIop a pipeline that will carry electricity to southern 

Europe from tire DRC. With the backing of the World l~ank, this pipeline will be 

linked to the DRCs Grand Inga dam hydroelectric proiect. This is being considered 

at a time when less than 1{3% of people in the DRC have access to electricity, and 

less than :30 percent of Africans have such access (Gumede, 2009). 
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In addition to the above, in A~gust 2009, an agreement was signed between 

the European Onion (EU) and Nigeria, Niger, and Algeria that wauM result in 

gas being channeled through a direct pipeline to Europe. This agreement is 

amazing considering that none of the governments of the countries mentioned 

can provide gas to their own populations (Gumede, 2009: Mathiason, 2009). 

Finally, in July 2009, a consortium of European companies announced plans 

build a faciIity tn which solar power from the Sahara Desert wouId provide for 

15% of the energy needs of Europe by 2050 (Oumede, 2009)~ 

It is unimaginable that countries in Europe would export energy to other 

regions of ~he world ~f their populations" energy needs had not been taken care 

~f. How is it p~ssible then.~hat African leaders can consider exporting energy 

out of Arnica when most people on the continent do not have access to energy? 

With capital accumulation for elites as its primary objective, proponents of 

liberalism can justify such actions in the name of the market. African leaders 

who have been discipEned bythe ned-liberal orthodoxy are aIso g~[ded by 

capk~l accumulation or Afro-neoqiberal capitalism. 

3.4 Energy Resources and the 
Milltarisation of the Continent 

The scramble for Africa’s ~’black gold" has resulted in the increased milJtarJsation 

of the continent. The primary scramblers in this regard are the US, China, 

India, and Russia. The US has established Africa Command {Africom) targeIy to 

protect its oil interest against the Chinese, who now have military to military 

links with at least 43 African countries and possibIy up to I500 troops on the 

ground (Rupiya and Southall, 2009:178}. Bol:h countries have also enhanced the 

militarisation of the continent through the continued armament o{" key African 

allies. 

India, which is in direct competition with China over influence in Africa (Modi 

and Sinekhawat, 2009; Volman, 200-9:8) has expanded both its nova1 and military 

presence in Africa and the Indian Ocean as a result of the fact that most of its oil 

is irons-shipped via this mute. To th~s end it pIans to "acquire a fleet of modern 

aircraft carriers and nucIear submarines over ~he next decade..." (Volman, 

2009:11). In Madagascar, india established a listening post tn the northern 

part of the country in 200"/’ to track Chinese activities. A defense cooperation 

agreement was signed with Seychelles in 2003 and with Mozambique in 2006 

(Vdman, 2009:I 1). 

Although Russia does not need energy supplies from Africa, it is involved in 

the militarisation of the continent because afa desire ta control the supply of 

oil and namra] gas that is shipped from Africa to Europe. (Volman, 2009:12). 

In this regard, far example, Russia’s state natural gas company initially 

signed a memorandum of understanding with Nigeria’s state-owned petroleum 

corporation to develop abe pipetine to supply gas to Europe, To prevent this 

from happening, the EU made a counter-offer to construct the pipeline (Votman, 

2009:12). 

3.4.1 The US 

The Gulf of Guinea is at the center of the US’s growing militarisation of Africa. 

The US government has determined that continuing to have access to oil from 
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the Gulf of Guinea and Africa in general is a question of ’~strategic national 

interest," which means that any measures can be taken, incIuding military, to 

guarantee that the supply is not interrupted. The US cuzrentIy gets approximately 

20% of its oil from Africa and anticipates to increase this to 25% (Volman, 

2009:14). Most US oil is sourced from Algeria, Nigeria, Angola, Gabon, Chad, 

Equatorial Guinea, and S~io Tomg and Principe. Africom wilI be responsible for 

ensuring teat the US is protected against Ch~na’s gwwing demand ~or Africa’s 

oil. It will aIso oversee numerous US military projects in Africa (Volman, 2009:15- 

3.4.2 China 
China, with its "lack of expertise when it comes to offshore drilling," is said to 

be at a disadvantage, especially when it comes to the Gulf oF Guinea. Michel 

and Beuret argue that to make up for this shortcoming, China uses "checkbook 

diplomacy" to establish rdationships with African countries, In essence this entails 

offers to undertake "enormous infrastructure projects that buy the goodwil! of the 

ruling elites - sometimes in a direct swap for oi! field rights" (Michel and Beuret, 

2009:176). 

China gets 13% of its oil from Nigeria and Angola. With respect to the latter, 

China has been able to acquire two oil blocks. This was achieved by the China 

Petroleum and Chemical Corporation (Sinonpec). Other African countries with 

Chinese oil interests include Gabon, Mauritania, Niger, Equatorial Guinea, 

Algeria and Chad (Obi, 2009:192-3). 

The prize country for China is the Sudan, the only country in Africa where 

China was able to develop its own oil facilities (Michel and BeureL 2009:174-5). 

In fact, the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) has invested 

US$15 b[llion in the oil industry and thus controls most of the sector. China not 

only developed the o~l fields, but also built three refineries and two pipelines 

(Michel and Beuret, 2009:17l). With respect to the militarisation of Africa, it 

has been speculated that thousands of Chinese military personnel are stationed 

along the pipeline to protect it. So it is likely that there are far more than 1500 

Chinese military forces on the ground in Africa. 

Understanding its chalIenges in the Gulf of Guinea, China has worked hard 

to acquire oil licenses in other African countries. To this end, China National 

Offshore OiI Corporation (CNOOC) acquired "six licenses and sole controt of 28 

percent of oiI exploration areas in Kenya." In Madagascar, another Chinese oil 

company, Sunpec, attained three licenses, tn Uganda, in exchange for financing 

two hydmelectric dams, CNOOC was awarded two oil exploration concessions 

(Michel and Beuret, 2009:I78). Added to these is a US$7 billion den] for the 

rights to oil and minerals in Guinea secured by the Chinese in October 200g. 

The company that struck the deal is China International Fund {Beslova, 

Curremly China gets less than 9% of its oil from suh-Saharan Africa (Volman, 

2009:7). 

3.4.3 Russia and India 
Both Russia and India are clearly small players at this point in the scramble for 

Africa’s energy resources. Russia, as previously noted, was not successful in 

securing a pipeline to direct _Nigerian gas into southern Europe. However, former 

President Pu:in, during a visit to Libya in April 2008, was successful in signing 
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a deal "on energy cooperation, military assistance, and construction of a ~10- 

mile railway line between S]rte and Benghazi" (volman, 2009:12). Unlike Ru3sia, 

India gets a significant amount of its oil from Africa (Modi an~ Shekhawat, 2009). 

~hus, a~ previously .noted, ~t is ]n dire~t competition wJ~ China for influence ~n 

oil produCing countries (VoIman, 2009:11). 

T~Js section points to the :eaI~ty that African governmen~ have ve~ little 

control over the oil industry, as welI as ave~ the scramble by e@ecialIy ~[~e US 

and China to ~ain h~gemony over this sector, l~ ~s Jn th~s sector that a grea~ deal 

of tra~sp~ncy ~s lacking, result[Rg ~ a ~reat deal of co~rupt[on. African el~tes 

h~ve certainly rallied around the "elite consensus" in determining ~ha~ they wilt 

be the m~jor beneficiaries of ~h~ capital accumulation that js gene:ated ]n the 

e~ergy ~ectoR With the growing m]lJtarisa~ion of the sector, African leaders are 

ailowin~ the scramblers to gain mo~e ~on~ol over Africa’s "black gold," This 

does not po~end weI1 lot the continent. One canno~ even say today that the o~1 

sector belongs to sovereign African governments. 

2O 

AISA OccasJoaal papar Al~ca helr~ngs to us i~dd See1:20 
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4. Conclusion 

This paper has attempted to outline a framework for nnderstanding Africa’s 

current development paradox÷ The first section of the paper outlined a framework 

for understanding why there is a development paradox in Africa, and the second 

section attempted to provide a foundation lbr the question who does/will Africa 

belong to? This question is raised within the context of the 2W century scramble 

for Africa. Akhough the paper is limited in terms of the areas covered by the 

scramble - land grabs, the Chinese, plans by the Europeans to source energy 

from Africa, and energy and the militadsation of the continent - it is meant 

to redirect the debate about the scramble. Specifically, it suggests that the real 

debate ts not whether any one development model by Africa’s foreign patrons is 

better than the other. Instead, the real debate should focus on the ownership of 

Africa’s natura{ resources and ks markets. 

The theoretical framework for attempting to understand the current 

scramble and the reasons African leaders are allowing another pillage of the 

continent to occur is placed within the context of Afro-neo-liberal capitalism 

which is basically the neo-liberal orthodoxy applied to the African context. 

This, combined with the "elite consensus," allows for a better understanding of 
Africa’s development paradox, which stems from the reality that African leaders 

continue to allow their external patrons to be the major actors in the so-called 

"development" of the continent. While acknowledging that Africa is certainty 

in need of help to stop the trajectory the continent is currently on, the paper 

attempts to question whether at the end of the day such development will come 

at a price - economic recolonJsat[on. 

The magnitude of the current scrambie for Africa is extremely overwhelming 

and frightening. There are those who see this period as an opportunity for Africa 

to finally emerge as a major player in the international global economy with rbe 

infrastructure development and the growing commodity boom that has resulted 

in economic growth not seen since the early years of Africa’s independence. 

After five decades of independence African leaders have not learned that there is 

no short cut to development; namely that developmental states must be created? 

While foreigners can build beautiful roads in exchange for extracting mineral 

wealth from the continent; can they buy land to grow crops for their food self- 
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sufficiency; and even build hospitals to provide employment For their own 

workers, these gestures will not result in sustainable development in Africa. In 

~’act, after al! the resources are depleted and the land is no longer arable, Africa 

will be even Further marginalised within the world economy. Only the creation 

ofdevelopmentaI states wil! stop Africa’s arrested development. 

Such states, according to Mkandawire, at-e sociaJ constructs that are 

consciously created by both states and societies (Mkandawire, 200l). Current 

constraints~ m creating developmental states in Afiica include: 

o dependence 

, lack of ideology 
¯ ’softness’ of the African state and its proneness to ’capture’ by special 

interest groups 
¯ lack of technical and anatyticat capacity 
¯ the changed international environmen~ that did not permit protection of 

industrial policies 
¯ past poor record of performance.(Mkandawire, 2001). 

AIthough admittedly difficult to establish, they are within the reach of most 

countries in Africa (Mkandawire, 2001). 

In the meantime, one clearly has to ask the question who does or who 

wilI Africa belong to7 Will it belong to the people of Africa or its many lbreign 

patrons? Developments on the ground are certainly pointing to a foreign- 

controlled continent unless the current pattern of mortgaging Africa to the 

highest bidder is not stopped. 

5. 
For me, tl~e scramble far Africa iqas been continuous, even during the Cold War. so 1 do not see 

~he current si:ualion as a new scramble, but as the 2l~ Century scramble. 

2. This section draws from David Harvey, A Brief History of Neolibe:alilsm, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005. 

Mkandawire argues that developmental sta~es existed in Africa umil the mid-1970s 

(Mkandawire) 

SEC1:22 2{]10107/07 02:14:3S ~=M 
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Mi{Ii~s of people tl~mughout America wept, 

gvt. dewt~ o1: titelr knees and. thanked 

M@am~ed, and aeher Nghe~ powers" for ~nalIy 

Ifft[~g t~e ~eatu~ies of phys~cai., mentaI and 

e.mo~onal bo~dage Nat had kept ill.era enslaved 

by t:~e incompregens~Ne racism of Amerka, Some 

girl not eve~ realise tba~ the legacy o~ bondage, 

fr~ sIavery ~o Jim Crow (America’s apartheid), 

and then the brutal Civi! R~ghts Movement that 

was supposed to end whi~e racism, was stilt deep 

in ,:hei~ so,fist souIs tha~ needed much healing. 

Healing was now before 

So it was that on election day 1~, November 

2008, Ame~’ica hed ~nally given Afrkan 

Americans the gift o~grea~ hope {he first AFrican 

American p~’esiden~ had been elegled. T~ose who 

were terminally ill and frai~ could n.ow go home 

to glory .know~ng ~.ha~ things would he different 

f~r the.k cMIdren, grm~Ochil.dren, and those yet 

u~bom. Afrkx~ Amerkm~s dew beltexrmt that they 

were fully accepted by a coun*ry that they loved so 

ddart~ but Nat seemingly had not loved them in 

mtu rn - u a~i[ Obama’s elect/ 

America and the true mea~ting o~ ~e Deda~-a~ion. 

of I~dependet~ce, w~id~ decreed that ’All me,~ a~e 

created equal’. True freedom was at hand. Two 

Washing~on~ De, at ~he ~naugurat~on of Bat~ct~ 

~usse~t Obama. It did not m.at~er t~ow cold it 

wend ~e outside, It did not matter [f tI~e closest, a 

person could get to lhe iaa.t~.gvrat[o~ plat{brm was 

miles away. 

Of this historic evem, Ta-Nehisi Coates, an 

African American, .wrote in the mainstNam 

A~!¢ntic magazine, 

,,.For most of American hi8told; our po[irkai 

system was premised on ~wo convicting facts- 

one. an o[t-stated {m:e of demoa:acy; the 9thor, 

an undem.ocmtic white supr~m~y tnso:ibe~ 

at every kvel og government. In warring 

agai~st that paradox, A0’ican Americans have 

h~storical~y been restr[c~.ed {:o @e realm of 

protest and agitation.~ 

lle st.a~ed ~.!~at with the historic election of Obama, 

for the first time ~pow.er’ was in-the hands o~ a 
btack person. Fiscally, Africm~ Americans were to 

Mc~rfloret C. 4_re, UNC-Chapel Hil! 



’In oI:her words," Waiter ~otes, ’Obama answereK 
ques¢on ~aised. on the same gage i~ a le~te.r from 

Ms fat~er, who ~sm~c~e~ h~n-~ to "know w~efe 

you hekmg~, and [Barac~] p~o~eede~ to resolve. 
the issue by accepting his identity as an Afr[ca~ 
Amerkan wtO~ ks a~tendant commitments, and 
he set ant to test them ~m~go~.atiy as a 
of tee Neck commtm~ty?° T~ be[p him ~v~t-h 
ban.cfional Nackness, his then g~rlffiend, now 
wi~e, Michele Obama, convinced him m d~at~.ge hi.s 
name from Barry to garack 

Obama~ unlike pr~ious male 
Amer~Ca~ presidential candid~es, isnot an 

’angry’ black maa-sn-Mng to undo the 
African kmertca~s have expe}ienced and contieue 

to expe.rience in:America. Whffe Obama admits 
that he is riding on fl~e backs of tt~ose who paved 
*he way ~ox h[m t~ become president, ke has ~o 
personal experie~ce of deep white oppressior~, 
having been raised by a white mother and loving 

~s ~e;ca~sa~y m be seer, a:s a crr:d.~b~e 

3, ’O~ a’ p.e~sona.l KveL the N:.~ck ~andifiat~ 
be beyond repmac~ - ~.~. pg.vam [fie 

w*~ yonr face. W t}~is is mean~ a baby 

does not ha,~ a dasKc ba30y face,", it is said 

sm~}e" a~e effect/.ve fl~.sarmiag t~aft~ Another 
classic caucasiam.caIming tra}.t that Obama 

a~mch, fee:lf~g~ of m~st and ~pec~ado~s 
~ete~l~gence ~. tighter.@.inned Na@S: 

5. ’The way you talk the ~a.m~mr articulation., 
¯ and diction yot~ &.oose ~o empfW as wet~ as 
tl~e sFecific {o~e that comes from your ~mat 
~ isalso a critical way of ek~er g~sarm[ng and 

. yoga 7dese~:ve to be a ]eadeL or of s~ring 

and cancelling ysnrseff fl-om {he game2~ 
6. ’Modern Black pdkidans m~sc a~so be vet5’ 

~:amgut {o never a.p~ear like emissaries tbr the 
BI.ack community: ’KnW rnt~gt insist tha~. they’re 



as welt forget aW.po}~dca~ hopes he may have 

why, jus~ dmt o~ce m6re a ]eadey other tha~ 
~ha~ brought so much ~ope, wE! fat.i very &art of 
the ~es~.red BaSis aspired by h~s ador~r~g 

a great deal of gr~y in. between these two 

perspectives. At a fundamentai ie~e[, [ think Tav~s 

$mtley i.s maMng a great mistake ~n compming 

Martin L{~ther King, ]~. and Bara<k Obama. Wh[le 

the [orme~ was a g~eat Civil R{ghts po}idcaI 

in order to get elected, Obama had to mlI .the 

p~op~e what ,hey wanted to heart King, as 

R}ghts attires< had 1o tall d~e truth a~ou~ the 

in)ustices of die Amedcau Wstem.~ Both we:elate 

Bowed men, ~s aU people are, m t~{s regard I ~hink 

Obama’s greatest flaw is his continued 
wi{13 :dentiW. 1 sd~l am uot Sam :hat O~ama really 

feels in ~e very deep core of Iris being that he 

an AIYk~n Area’icon. in this regard [ think that to 

expect obama W ma/]y u~derstm~d what it is I!ke 

m beAfrican American is like askiag me to ftd~y 

understaad what it is l~ke to be an Afdcam I am a 

Do I flfink tlmt Ahican kmerica~s have 

ground as a resul[ el’ tl~e Obama-era political 

:,he~ he basically gave wb~e Amedsa.~s t~e 

~ (r~car~ Amedca~s have ma~e w~#: respect to 

~fke. ~ personatI.y ~ever ~mag~:m8 g~at. Barack 

poEdcaI eco~omfst, I k~w.w ~e was going to 

be ~ Oe ’Bdly of the Beast’ - a piece ~ha.t 

won.dote8 why Obama wo:~}d eve~ want to 

the myriad p/oblems that tke US we. confrgnted 

w:% e.uri~g the dectio:~s of 2OO& 

adams [~spi.~es some Afdcma Araeddans m fed 

they. ~ ma~ise tl-~Or tree po~tiai, {1:en 
presfd.en~2 wi~: nor have gone to waste. ~s, 

~he idng on the cake. 

The ~najor lesson t!:at we can [ears from 

Obama. is that :ao ma~te~ wha~ a Ferson may he 

abie to achieve perso:~ally, America w[lI :ever be 

a post-rooM country. ’r~e count<? was [otmded oa 

¢.. pmm~se tRac eli ~e.opte were not created equal, 

and tNs will continue ~o be Oe ~ou~dadon of our 

political economic, and sociat str~du~e for some 

rime to come. If {kern is a~y group of people who 
unie.rstand sguctum[ racism. [t {s South Africans. 

In. having unrealistic expects.dons of Obama, 

a~d [aatas~siag that he would be aw~hing el:her 

than a cog_servative Semocrad.c Ieader, African 

Americans ~uccjambed m the ’divNe and rule’ 

strategy ~hat you know SO weI! ~ this cout~try. 

A people dgvided wil! never be able to ~se 

occasion of realising their ftfl[ po’a, ec tn ~he final 

a~alysis, wlW shouId Obama be aW differen~ from 

aw oil:or poli}icia~ who personalises political 
power7 
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Abstract 

Global health has been an increasingly prominent component of foreign policy in the last 

decade. The term health diplomacy has been used to describe this growing interface between 

5 foreign policy and global health, and it encompasses both the concept of using health to further 

foreign policy objectives, as well as the idea that diplomatic tools can be helpful for attaining 

.public .health goals. The Chinese presencein Africa has grown in the last 15 years, generating 

increased interest in Sino-African relations. While much has been written in recent years about 

the Chinese presence in Africa, the growing numbers of Africans in China have attracted 

10 considerably less attention. Many are small-scale traders and might be expected to face many 

of the health challenges common among foreign migrants, but their health needs have been 

largely unrecognised. In this paper, we consider how a health diplomacy approach could be 

applied to African migrants in China, and the potential advantages and limitations of this 

strategy. We identify areas of overlap between public health, trade, and foreign policy goals that 

15 can be emphasised to generate support for improved services for African migrants in China and 

to engage partners from a diversity of sectors. 
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Introduction 

Global health is increasingly a prominent component of foreign policy. Countries re¢ognise that 

health programmes can achieve strategic foreign policy goals, such as improving security., 

promoting economic stability, and strengthening alliances (Feldbaum & Michaud, 2010). The 

term health diplomacy, described by Adams et al. in 2008, is a growing perspective that 

represents the exchange between foreign policy and global health (Adams, Novotny, & Leslie, 

2008; Feldbaum & Michaud, 2010). Health diplomacy encompasses both the concept of using 

health to further foreign policy objectives, as well as the idea that diplomatic tools can be helpful 

for attaining public health goals (Lee & Smith, 2011). China’s expanding foreign influence, 

including health-focused programmes abroad, provides a useful context to apply a health 

diplomacy framework. In 2007, China launched a multi-country malaria control initiative in sub- 

Saharan Africa (Freeman & Boynton, 2011). China’s recent pledge to increase health personnel 

t~:aining programmes in Africa ("China’s foreign aid ", 2011), alongside other commitments, 

presents an opportu.nity to apply a health diplomacy perspective to advance global health. 

35 

4O 

Health diplomacy may be particularly useful to investigate international migrant health. 

International migrants face a variety of unique health challenges (Zimmerman, Kiss, & Hossain, 

20.11), and their transnational movement is relevant to both diplomats and health care 

professionals. In 2010, international migrants exceeded 213 million individuals, and South- 

South migration accounted for more than one-third of transnational migration (United Nations, 

2012). One of the newly emerging patterns of South-South migration is the bidirectional 

movement between China and countries in Africa. While much has been written in recent years 

about the emerging Chinese presence in Africa, the growing numbers of Africans1 in China have 

1 Our use of the term African is meant to refer to all citizens of countries on the African continent or anybody who 

considers themselves to be of African origin. We do not claim cultural homogeneity across this diverse group of 
people. 
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attracted considerably less attention. Many are small-scale traders (Mathews & Yang, 2012) 

and might be expected to face many of the health challenges common among foreign migrants, 

but their heaith needs have been largely unrecognised. In this paper, we consider how a health 

diplomacy approach could be applied to African migrants in China, and the potential advantages 

and limitations of this strategy. 
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Health Needs of African Migrants in China 

The Chinese presence in Africa has grown in the last 15 years, generating increased research 

on Chinese aid to Africa and the experience of Chinese migrants living in African countries. At 

the same time, the number of individuals from across Africa migrating to China for trade and 

study has increased substantially, but this aspect of growing Sino-African ties has not received 

the Same degree of attention. The number of Africans living in China is not known, but the size 

of the population has grown since the 1997 Asian financial crisis ted many African traders to 

leave Indonesia, Thailand, and other nations for China. Over 100,000 Africans are estimated to 

reside in China’s third largest city, Guangzhou, where African traders have historically 

concentrated (Z. Li, Lyons, & Brown, 2012). The socioeconomic backgrounds of African 

migrants span a wide range, but many are traders with limited income and resources who 

engage in small-scale, informal trade activities (Mathews & Yang, 2012). The health needs of 

this population are not well researched, and foreign migrants are not included in population- 

representative health surveys in China. However, there are a number of challenges Africans in 

China face, some of which are common among foreign migrant populations and others unique 

to this group. 

From the perspective of Chinese clinicians, managing care for African patients is complicated by 

the higher burden of certain diseases in Africa compared to China. Many countries in west 



Africa--where a large number of African traders originate--have generalised HIV epidemics 

70 with prevalence rates between 1 and 4%, up to 40 times the prevalence in China (UNAIDS, 

2012). Traders also migrate from countries in southern Africa, such as Mozambique, Zambia, 

and Zimbabwe, where HIV prevalence exceeds ! 1% (UNAIDS, 2012). Moreover; migrants who 

are immunodeficient are at higher risk for tuberculosis and muttidrug-resistant tuberculosis, a 

prevalent and growing problem in China (Chaisson & Nuermberger, 2012). Additionally, more 

75 than 80% of the world’s malaria cases occur in Africa (World Health Organization, 201 t). In 

contrast, less than 1% of China’s population lives in high malaria transmission areas (World 

Health Organization, 201 I). A number of other parasitic and tropical diseases rarely seen in 

China are more common in African countries, including schistosomiasis (World Health 

Organization, 2013b) and buruli ulcer (World Health Organization, 2013a). Finally, mental health 

80 services remain underdeveloped in China (Liu et al., 2011); and research has. demonstrated that 

foreign migrants are at greater risk for mental health issues (Cantor-Graae & Selten, 2005). It is 

not uncommon for African traders to arrive in China on tourist visas and stay past the expiration 

¯ date (Mathews & Yang, 2012). The constant threat of police arrest and deportation is likely to 

cause stress and anxiety. Moreover, African migrants living in China have historically 

85 experienced racial discrimination (Cheng, 201 I), which in turn is associated with poor mentat 

and physical health in minority communities (Pascoe & Smart Richman, 2009), including 

depression and increased atcoho] use. 

90 

In addition to migrating from countries with a different burden of disease, Africans living in China 

face a variety of barriers to accessing existing health care services in Chinese health facilities. 

Interpersonal discrimination, different expectations for medical care, tenuous legal status, and 

communication probtems with Chinese health care professionals who do not speak English or 

French act as barriers to Africans’ utilization of health care services in China (Lin, 2012). The 
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absence of formal interpreter services in Chinese health facilities creates further challenges for 

providing high-quality care to Africans in China. 
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The coverage of social insurance programmes for foreigners in China is incomplete. Health 

insurance pilots for foreigners in Beijing have not yet been widely implemented ("Beiiing details 

foreigners’ mandatory social insurance participation ", 2012). Medical services organised by 

embassies or consulates in cooperation with !ocal facilitiesare insufficient because they only 

provide care to diplomats and their families (Guangdong General Hospital, 2012). Most African 

migrant patients pay out-of-pocket for medical care in China. And with the exception of Select 

groups from neighboring countries living in Yunnan province, foreigners living with HIV are not 

eligible to participate in China’s National Free Antiretroviral Treatment Programme. 

Chinese cities with large numbers of AfricansmGuangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, a~]d Yiwu, a city 

near the centra! eastern coast of China--a!ready have existing medical infrastructure in place 

for delivering care. However, improvements and supplemental services are needed, particu!arly 

in districts and neighborhoods with high concentrations of Africans. Potential improvements 

1IO might inctude interpreters trained in English and French, cultural competency and international 

health training for physicians, affordable health coverage options for foreigners, and community- 

based outreach. Additionally, implementation research on the deIivery of these services is 

needed to ensure they are responsive to community needs. Although Africans living in China 

might be at risk for poor hea}th and inadequate access to health care, their health needs have 

115 received little attention. 

Applying a Health Diplomacy Approach to African Migrants in China 
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Framing African migrant health needs in terms of Sino-African health diplomacy might be a 

potentially effective approach to generate increased attention to this neglected issue. Areas of 

overlap between public health, trade, and foreign policy goals can be emphasised to generate 

support for improved services for African migrants in China and to engage partners from a 

diversity of sectors (Figure 1). 
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Given the increasing importance of Sino-African trade relations, an emphasis on the intersection 

between health and trade concerns can be used to make the case for improving the quality of 

health services for African migrants. China surpassed the U.S. and Europe as Africa’s largest 

trade partner (Wonacott, 2011), and annual trade between China and Africa reached $166 

billion in 2011 (King, 2012). Many African migrants in China play a role i.n expanding trade 

between China and African countries, helping to bring Chinese-made textiles, electronics, and 

other exports to markets in Africa (Mathews & Yang, 2012). Improving health services for 

African traders and other migrants may help safeguard growing trade ties. A growing body of 

evidence shows that healthy workers are more productive (Bloom &.Canning, 2008; Burton, 

Conti, Chen, Schultz, & Edington, 1999), and interventions to improve the health of workers 

result in productivity gains (Loeppke et al., 2008). 

140 

Beyond expanding trade and business ties, the trajectory of Sino-African relations is 

muftidimensional, encompassing strengthening diplomatic ties and increasing foreign aid. China 

has a long history of providing health aid in Africa, beginning in 1963 when the first Chinese 

medical team was deployed to Algeria (A. Li, 2011). But the scope of Chinese involvement in 

Africa and China’s commitments to health in the region have grown dramatically since the first 

Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) held in 2000 (Figure 2). In 2009, China provided 

an estimated US$I .4 billion in development assistance to 48 African countries, accounting for 

nearly half of Chinese foreign aid disbursed (Freeman & Boynton, 2011). Compared to China’s 
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investments in infrastructure and economic development, ¯health aid represents only a small 

fraction of this development assistance, but it has symbolic importance for Sino-African 

relations. Although the extent of China’s health aid to Africa has not been officially reported, 

annual health aid to Africa is estimated to exceed US$80 million, based on pledges China made 

at the FOCAC summit in 2006 (Freeman & Boynton, 20I 1). 

China’s health diplomacy efforts in Africa have included the training of health care professionals 

and construction of health facilities. At the 2009 FOCAC summit, China promised to help African 

countries train 3,000 doctors and nurses ("China’s foreign aid ", 2011). China has built and 

equipped 54 hospitals (Freeman & Boynton, 2011) and 30 malaria prevention and treatment 

centers across Africa, including providing more than US$30 million worth of antimalarial 

medicine ("China’s foreign aid ", 2011) (Table I). Additionally, China and African partners have 

already convened four annual conferences of the International Roundtable on China-Africa 

Health Cooperation, the most recent of which was held in Botswana in May, 2013. The 

roundtable brings together not only ministry of health officials and academics from China and 

Africa, but also representatives of international organizations like the World Health Organization, 

United Nations, and Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (Chert, 2013). Existing platforms like this 

could be expanded to include multilateral cooperation on improving health services for African 

migrants in China. 

t65 China’s investment in health initiatives in Africa aims to not only improve health but also 

strengthen diplomatic relations in the region [29]. Sino-African diplomatic ties have strategic 

impor[ance for China in terms of securing allies in international organizations like the United 

Nations and opening up trade and business opportunities. Forming South-South political 

¯ alliances is a long-standing Chinese foreign policy strategy and has served national aims such 

17o as joining the World Trade Organization and promoting the "one-China" principle. 
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tn the context of these existing health diplomacy efforts, and their acceleration in recent years, 

investing in improving health services for African migrants in China could form another 

component of China’s efforts to strengthen Sino-African relations. It represents an opportunity 

for Chinese leaders and health care professionals to work together with African.leadership Jn 

China, with the potential to deepen bilateral ties in the process. Providing culturally appropriate 

services for African migrants will require working in collaboration with African embassies, 

consulates, and community leaders, who are in the best position to understand the needs of this 

population and who are familiar with navigating the Chinese system. 

Although China’s investments in global.health still tag far behind those of traditional donors like 

the U.S. and European countries, China.has begun to assume a more visible role in the global 

health arena over the past decade. Since the outbreak of SARS and avian influenza, China has 

demonstrated an increased willingness to pursue a multilateral approach to health (Chan, Chen, 

& Xu-, 2010). The Chinese government has led several regional health surveillance networks 

¯ and ratified the WHO treaty on tobacco control (Chan et al., 2010). As new patterns of South- 

South migration challenge low- and middle-income countries to provide health care for an 

increasingly culturally diverse population, China has the opportunity to take a leading role in 

responding to these challenges and build its image as a contributor to global welfare. 

Benefits and Limitations of a Health Diplomacy Approach 

195 

Approaching the health needs of African migrants in China from a health diplomacy perspective 

carries several benefits. First, appealing to the pragmatism inherent in a health diplomacy 

perspective might help to increase attention to and resources for addressing migrant health. 

Strengthening diplomatic ties can enhance action more effectively than appeals solely to 
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humanitarian goodwill. By identifying areas of overlap and potential synergy among health 

objectives, trade and economic interests, and foreign policy goals, health diplomacy explains 

why potential stakeholders should jointly invest in public health solutions. 

Furthermore, a health diplomacy approach suggests new partnerships can be forged and 

avenues of action can be pursued. Increasingly heatth care and public health professionals are 

recognising a potential role for non-traditional stakeholders outside the health sector. For an 

issue like migrant health that is linked to diplomacy and trade, effective partnerships must 

connect with embassy and consulate staff, trade organizations and businesses, and community 

¯ groups representing African migrants. A health diplomacy perspective suggests the need for a 

collaborative bilateral or multilateral approach--i.e., engaging African leaders and diplomats in 

the process of developing migrant health services in China. 

210 
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New programmes and organizations have been established in recent years to encourage health 

diplomacy engagement. In 2012, the Department for International Development launched the 

China UK Global Health Support Programme to help strengthen the capacity of Chinese 

institutions to engage in bilateral and multilateral development cooperation for health 

(Department for International Development, 2012). A core strategy of the U.S. government’s 

newly established Office of Global Health Diplomacy is to support U.S. ambassadors to assume 

a role in the health arena and work effectively with officials in partner countries (Goosby, 2012). 

Similar partnerships between African representatives in China and Chinese leadership could 

help both to improve the quality of services for African migrants and to deepen Sino-African ties. 

22O On the other hand, there are potential limitations to a health diplomacy approach. First, creating 

multi’sectoral collaboration focused on health diplomacy may be technically difficult, but the 

prominence of Sino-African ties may help catalyze this process. Second, increased services for 

10 



African migrants may reveal a substantial burden of disease and trigger more restrictive 

immigration policies. However, as China’s investments in health and other sectors in Africa 

225 demonstrate, the Chinese government has an interest in fostering positive relationships with 

African leaders. Finally, health governance is weak in China and in many African countries 

(Hong, 2011; Kirigia & Barry, 2008), perhaps limiting their ability to improve services for African 

migrants in China. However, the Chinese government is seeking to establish more 

accountability and improved health outcomes in the health system with ongoing national health 

230 reform (Yip et al., 2012). 

Conclusion 

The time is ripe for China to begin to put systems in place to address the health needs of 

235 African and other foreign migrants. New patterns of migration are challenging China to confront 

the need to provide health care for an increasingly diverse population. The Chinese government 

has extensive experience managing the health implications of its massive internal r(~ral-to-urban 

migration. Some common themes characterise both foreignand internal migrant populations, 

including social exclusion, economic vulnerability, limited health insurance, and mental health 

240 stresses. The.momentum of growing research and policy in the area of internal migration could 

be applied to improving services for African migrants. Moreover, the Chinese government 

recently launched the first phase of a national health care reform plan aimed at achieving 

¯ comprehensive universal health coverage by 2020 (Yip et al., 20t2). One central goal of China’s 

hearth reform is to promote health equity, which wilt require improving the quality of care for 

245 foreign migrants and other populations that have been marginalised in China’s health system. 

Applying a health diplomacy approach to African migrants in China is a potentia!ly effective 

strategy, and one that is aligned with China’s trend toward assuming a greater role as a donor 

country and global health leader. 

11 
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Table 1. Key examples of Chinese investment in heatth programmes in Africa 

Malaria Built 30 malaria prevention and treatment centers; provided US$30.5 

million worth of antimalarial medicine ("China’s foreign aid ", 2011; A. 

Li, 2011) 

Health systems 

strengthening 

Built and equipped 54 hospitals; constructed pharmaceutical factories 

in Mali. Tanzania. and Ethiopia’, trainings at both African and Chinese 

institutions on topics such as hospital management, health reform, and 

parasitic diseases, including anti-malaria training sessions for 34 

African countries ("China’s foreign aid ", 2011; Freeman & Boynton, 

2011) 
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Figure 1. Potential synergy among health, trade, and foreign policy goals 

¯ Cooperation on 
health can increase 
mutual goodwill, which 
in turn can be used to 
serve traditional 
foreign policy goals 
¯ Providing for 
migrants’ health needs 
can prevent tensions 
from boiling over 
¯ Strengthened 
diplomacy and foreign       .-,:.... 
policy relations can 
open up new 
opportunities for 
cooperation on health 
programs 

]~ncreased cooperation "~-:: :!::... ¯ 

on health, trade, and i.::.::.:,,:ii,,: 
foreign policy can ~ ?:.!i!,!.[;:i., 

improve cross-cultural 
understanding at ai! 
levels of government 

and society, which can 
facilitate further positive 

interactions 

. Healthy migrant 
communities can enabfe 
more productive trade and 
more remittances sent to 
home country 
¯ Trade can brTng resources 
that can be used to improve 
pubIic health and hea~th 
ca re 

¯ Trade can improve access 
to pharmaceuticals and 
medical s~pplies 
¯ Healthy communities are 
Iess likely to be caught in 

poverty resulting 
medical debt and can 
participate more fully Tn the 

economy 

¯ Increased trade can contribute to strategic foreign 
policy goals, such as promoting economic interests 
and building alIiances 
¯ Foreign diplomacy can open up new opportunities 
for developing trade relationships 

t4 



Figure 2. Time]ine of key events in Sino-African health diplomacy 

- The first Chinese medical team is deployed Lo Africa (Algeria) 

- The Asian financial crisis leads many African traders to leave southeast Asia for China 

- The first Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) 

- Outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS} in China 

- At the third FOCAC, China pledges to double the size ofI its assistance to African 
countries by 2009 and assist African countries in building 30 hospitals 
I- China launches a multi-country malaria control initiative in sub-Saharan Africa 
- At the fourth FOCAC, China pledges to help Africa~ countries train 3,000 doctors and 
nurses and to provide medical equipment and antFmalaria materials worth RMB 500 
million ($57.2~ miltio~); China launches its nationaI heafth care reform plan 
- The first International Roundtable on China-Africa Health Cooperation 

- China surpasses the U.S. and Europe as Africa’s lar#esl: trading partner 
~ The 4[~ international Roundtable on China-Africa Health Collaboration in Botswana is 
the first roundtable to be held in Africa 
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Introduction 

This book introduces the reader to the complexity of Sub-Saharan Africa’s (SSA) world markets 

and trade regimes in the second decade of the twenty-first century. In terms of world markets and 

trade regimes that Africa is engaged with, there are major and minor players. This book focuses 

on those considered major players - China, the World Trade Organization (WTO), the European 

Union (EU), and the United States (US). No one volmne can provide a comprehensive 

description and analysis of the subject matter. The task is da~,mting. I focus first on world markets 

and trade regimes that serve as conduits and hindrances to Africa’s further integration into the 

global economy. 

Second, I focus on the individuals involved in the global trade arena. In focusing on 

traders and their employees, trade negotiators, as well as trade unionist, I attempt to humanize 

Africa’s world markets and trade regimes. By careful study and analysis of ordinary individuals 

involved in trade, we not only gain a deeper understanding of these markets and trade regimes, 

but also they come alive for us. The traders are no longer inanimate objects at the helm of 

Africa’s world markers. They are real people with stories of triumph, defeat, love, and longing to 

be successful entrepreneurs. 

The trade negotiators are not people who travel around Africa and the world just sitting in 

meetings without a voice. Instead, these trade negotiators have powerful voices and work 

tirelessly on behalf of the poor, resisting at every opportunity the attempt by the industrialized 

countries to prevent Africa from realizing her economic potential vis4t-vis the international trade 

arena. They spend their professional careers trying to change the lives of the poorest throughout 

the world. 



The Complexity of Africa’s Involvement in Global Trade 

The rationale behind this volume is for students, scholars, policymakers, government 

officials, and the general public to begin to understand the complexity of Africa’s involvement in 

the global trade arena. African countries are not only members of the WTO, but their 

government officials and diplomats participate in myriad negotiations and decision making 

processes throughout the world. Similarly, African diplomats and civil servants participate in 

negotiations with the EU to formulate EU-Africa financial and trade policies. In terms of the US 

and. the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), African governments are engaged with 

the US to determine how best to facilitate greater access to the US market for the goods they 

produce. With respect to China, any attempt to begin to understand China-Africa trade requires 

deconstructing relationships from the markets in Guangzhou, China to the capitals of each 

African country. 

Against this backdrop, African governments are involved in negotiating trade deals with 

individual countries world-wide and on the continent. And, they are attempting to integrate their 

economies through regional economic organizations (RECs). Most recently three RECs have 

joined together to form an even larger trading market on the continent - the Tripartite Free Trade 

Area (TFTA) that includes 26 countries. The three RECs are the Common Market for Eastern 

and Southern Africa (COMESA), the East African Community (EAC), and the Southern African 

Development Community (SADC). Many African leaders still have a vision of one day creating 

a continental-wide regional economic organization that would result in African monetary unity. 



Each additional trade agreement or trade regime that an African country negotiates makes 

the task of realizing African monetary unity more challenging. It also challenges the ability of 

RECs to achieve their objective -- sub-regional integration. 

Despite discussions about enhanced regional integration among African countries, it is 

unlikely given the continent’s strong and growing ties to the larger global system. It is very often 

the RECs that are sidelined in favor of trade regimes that involve what we term in this book 

globalization from above; the world of the advanced capitalist nations that have formal financial 

structures and legal economic operations that are considered to be the norm. 

With "perhaps" the exception of South Africa, most countries are deeply integrated into 

the global economy as developing or least developed countries. Consequently the structural 

patterns of dependency and underdevelopment growing out of the early European invasions of 

the continent, the slave trade, the 19th centm’y scrmnble for Africa, colonial rule, the Cold War, 

and now the 21st century scramble for Africa, have changed very little. Thus, for the most part, 

Africa still remains in the periphery of the world economy, which means among the least 

developed regions of the world. 

Although in the periphery, African traders and African trade negotiators do not see 

themselves as victims of the capitalist-world system. They are making significant strides in 

changing how the continent engages with the global economy. African traders in Guangzhou, 

China, for example, are using old and new trading networks to transport goods to the African 

continent so that Africans can experience the material luxuries that their counterparts in the 

industrialized world (globalization from above) have long had access to, albeit of lower quality. 

African traders in the markets in Africa are resisting the effort by Chinese traders to dominate the 



informal economy, more appropriately referred to as globalization from below, it is here where 

Africans are self-employed and operate under the radar of the police or government regulations. 

Transactions go unrecorded and most agents at this level do not participate in formal structures 

of their economies such as paying taxes and putting their money in banks. 

African government officials and diplomats are challenging the global North in the WTO 

and demanding thai the trade needs of Africa be addressed before the organization can move 

forward. African negotiators are rejecting the EU efforts to force them to sign economic trade 

agreements that are not in the best interest of the continent. And finaliy, trade unionists are 

unrelenting in their fight for decent wages and better working conditions for people working in 

US AGOA designated factories. 

Structure of the Book 

The first chapter of the book, "Globatization from Above and Globalization from Below" 

provides the theoretical framework for the study. It presents a framework that is designed to 

allow us to describe, understand, and make some possible predictions about Africa’s world 

markdts and trade regimes. The major research question for this study is the foilowing: Is 

Africa’s global integration and subsequent development primarily being spearheaded by 

globalization from above or globalizatior~ from below? In essence, do traders in markets in 

Gauangzhou and African countries that operate at tl~e level of globalization from below 

contribute more to Africa’s integration into the giobal economy and the improvement in the 

living conditions of the poor more than African negotiators who are working with agents (the 

WTO, the EU, and the US) at the level of globalization from above? 

Chapters 2 and 3 focus on China-Africa reiations. In Chapter 2, the reader is taken on a 

journey to a city in the south of China called Guangzhou, iocated in Guangdong Province. The 



specific location is a place in Guangzhou called "Chocolate City" because of the large number of 

Africans in the area. For thousands of years Guangzhou has been the gateway to international 

trade in China and today it is a major gateway for the export of Chinese’s products to Africa. The 

city is known as the "world’s factory." This chapter attempts to humanize African traders who 

have migrated to Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and created an African trading post by weaving 

their stories in and out of six major themes: doing business in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou; triple 

illegal/immigrant issues; African men and Chinese women; African criminals in Guangzhou and 

illicit drug trafficking; Chocolate City at night; and Chinese racism against biacks. The major 

question explored in this chapter is - How do African traders help us understand what it means 

to be entrepreneurs in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and what contributions do the traders make 

towards the enhancement of African economic development through their trade networks? 

The journey into Chocolate City is indeed the face of globalization from below. Here 

traders want to make money, believe in capitalism, and largely trade in Chinese counterfeit 

goods that allow people all over the world, but especially in Africa, to have access to products 

that they normally would not be able to afford. 

In addition to globalization from below, the chapter is guided by three prevailing 

concepts that attempt to describe and explain the presence of the large number of African traders 

who have migrated to Chocolate CityiGuangzhou. They are the creation of an African trading 

post; the creation of an African transnational urban space; and the idea that the African 

immigrant community serves as a bridge between itself and the host community. 

Chapter 3 takes the reader through a journey to different countries of Africa, including 

Uganda, Tanzania, Ghana, Zambia, South Africa, Namibia, Angola, and Cameroon. After 

placing China-Africa trade in historical perspective, the reader is introduced to African traders in 



the markets in several African countries that trade in Chinese goods. Some of the traders actually 

go to China to buy goods for their shops, some import them in from surrounding countries, and 

others buy them whoiesale directly from the Chinese in their respective countries. What is 

perhaps most fascinating about many of these traders are the networks they have for the 

distribution of their goods. Namely, these traders serve as suppliers of Chinese goods to traders 

who come from surrounding countries to buy in bulk to sell in their respective shops. We learn a 

great deal in this chapter about Africa’s world markets and how gtobalization from below 

operates in this part of the world. Again, African traders, through their stories, humanize these 

markets for us. 

The chapter then focuses on the textile and clothing industry and the challenges that 

South Africa specifically has faced from Chinese imports as a result of the liberalization of this 

sector. Similarly, a case study of the challenges posed by the liberalization of the Ghanaian steel 

sector and the import of cheaper Chinese steel is explored. Here we begin to experience some 

tension between globalization from above and below. One of the important questions raised in 

the c~hapter concerns the relationship between African leaders and state-actors at the level of 

globalization from above. More specifically, are African governments making decisions out of 

the best interests of their constituents or the elites? 

Similar to the African trading post in Chocolate City, the Chinese have created a trading 

post in 0shikango, the NmnibiaiAngola border town. An attempt is made in this section to 

humanize both the Chinese who own the shops in 0shikango and the Africans who work for 

them. Here we see an even deeper level of tension between globatization from above and below 

and the elites of Namibia. The final section of the chapter examines the sex trade in Africa as a 

result of the growing number of Chinese sex workers who have migrated to the continent. 



The tension between globalization from above and below is pronounced in the next 

chapter. Chapter 4 helps the reader understand the history of the WTO and Africa through the 

prism of Nathan trumba, former Ugandan Ambassador to the WTO. Ambassador Irumba’s story 

is especially compelling because after severing eight years as ambassador he was removed from 

his post by his president, Yoweri Museveni, following four years of pressure from the US 

government. Specifically, for four years the US government pressured Museveni to remove 

Irumba because he was not just advocating at the WTO on behalf of Africa, but the entire 

developing world. In this regard, as one of Africa’s most distinguished WTO negotiators, Irumba 

was complicating the efforts by the US delegation to be successful in gair~ing ground on issues it 

deemed important. The chapter starts with an historical overview of the General Agreements on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (the predecessor to the WTO) and takes the reader through the 

Uruguay Round of Trade Negotiations that established the WTO in 1995. 

It is in 1996, when the Ugandan government first opened its mission at the WTO in 

Geneva, that Natthan Irumba enters the fray. The remainder of the chapter takes the reader 

through the complex network of the WTO and Africa (along with the least developed and 

developing countries) from 1996 to the present, weaving in m~d out the voice and experience of 

Ambassador Irumba. It concludes with an assessment of the cut’rent stalemate over the Doha 

Development Round and the future of the WTO. It is here that we can begin to pose the question 

as to whether or not Africa’s further integration into the global economy can be spearheaded 

through globalization from above. It is also here. Ambassador Irumba is humanized as a 

formidable trade negotiator. 

Chapter 5 focuses on trade relations between the EU and SSA from 1957 to the present. 

In this chapter we hear the voices of both officials from the Economic Commission in Brussels 



as well as African officials and members of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) discussing 

the negotiations to create Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) or free trade agreements, 

between the EU and various African regional economic organizations. The complexity of the 

negotiations are discussed, along with the failure of the agreements to be reached by the original 

date of December 31, 2007. At the writing of this book, only four countries - Mauritius, 

Madagascar, Seycl’~elles, and Zimbabwe, had actualiy signed EU-Afi’ica EPAs. Most SSA 

countries and regions are extremely concerned that in signing an EPA with the EU that not only 

will efforts at regional economic integration in Africa be further undermined, but also such 

agreements will be detrimental to their economies. The future of such agreements thus still 

remains unresolved. Here again we see the tremendous tension between globalization from 

above and below and have to ponder whether the EU, as an agent in the hegemonic world of 

globalization from above, could possibly be a conduit for Africa’s further integration into the 

global economy. 

Finally, Chapter 6 turns to the US and Africa trade relations. The history of the US 

African Growth and Opportunity Act is first discussed, followed by a brief overview of US- 

Africa trade since AGOA which was first introduced in May 2000 by former President Bill 

Clinton. The focus of the remainder of the chapter is on the. implementation of the special 

component of the Act - the Textile and Apparel Provision. Here the reader is taken to Lesotho, 

Swaziland, Uganda, Botswana, Ghana, Tanzania, and Namibia to get an inside view of AGOA 

factories. Instead of US investors taldng advantage of the textile and apparel provision of 

AGOA, the reader learns that Asian countries were the primary investors in AGOA plants, 

largely with a view to getting aromad the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) that had placed quotes 

on the number of textiles that Asian countries could export to the US and EU until January 2005. 



In this regard, many of the AGOA companies, on the eve of the expiration of the MFA, decided 

to close their African factories without giving notice to the workers. This created a great deal of 

turmoil in these countries, along with the fact that most of the companies had not, and continue 

not to, abide by the standards of the International Labor Organization (ILO), a major requirement 

stipulated in the AGOA Act. Major violations in these factories have occurred under the 

watchful eye of the US government. Thus instead of increasing the standard of living of most of 

the workers (which US politicians claim AGOA has and continues to do), the chapter reveals that 

most of the workers are not even making a living wage. We read the stories of the workers and 

ponder how such human beings can be treated under the watch of the US government in the 21 st 

century. 

The book ends with a concluding chapter that summarizes the book and makes an 

assessment of the implications for Africa of its world markets and trade regimes within the 

context of globalization from above and below- and Afro-neo-liberal capitalism and the elite 

consensus. It is here that we will offer some final insights into the significance of humanizing 

Africa’s world markets and trade regimes. 

Methodology 

Primary data for this volume was collected from interviews and trade negotiation documents. 

Secondary data was collected from books, journal articles, reports, and newspaper articles. The 

majority of interviews took place over a period of time between the summer of 2010 and 2013. 

Earlier interviews that were incorporated into the study took place between 2004 and 2006. 

Many people were interviewed for this study. These include African traders in Guangzhou, 

China and various countries in Africa; several Chinese traders in Africa; African governmental 

officials, academics, civil servants, employees of regional economic organizations; African trade 
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union officials; trade negotiators, and European Union officials. Specific interview questions 

were administered in tnost cases. Often interviews resulted in extended conversations that 

continued for hours and in some cases individuals were repeatedly interviewed over a period of 

weeks. In several cases I had repeated conversations with some individuals since I returned to 

three countries twice ~vhile collecting data for the study. Lasting friendships have been 

established as a result of the latter. 

I refuse to call the peopte that come alive in these stories "informants," a term that is 

often used in the literature when referring to people who have provided information for a study 

or research project. To me the use of this term implies a person is operating as a spy and 

therefore giving classified data. This is not the case for this study. Persons participated willingly 

and volunteered to provide information. 

Interviews for this study were conducted in 10 countries. They include Belgium, China, 

Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. In terms of 

African countries, since most of my field research over the years has been conducted in Southern 

Afi’ica, I decided to expend this study to include East Africa and at least one country in West 

Africa. With respect to the latter, Ghana, as a major player in the region, seemed to be a logical 

choice. 

%vo theoretical frameworks have been identified for analyzing the data in this study. The 

first is globalization from above and globalization from below. The second is Afro-neo-liberal 

capitalism and the elite consensus. These frameworks are presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 1 

Globalization from Above and Globalization from Below 

The maj or theoretical constructs of globalization from above and globalization from below allow 

us to present a framework for analyzing the major research question that permeates this study, 

namely, is Afl-ica’s global integration and subsequent economic development being primarily 

spearheaded through existing trade regimes such as the WTO, the EU and the US AGOA that 

operate at the level of globalization from above, or tt~rough world markets that f~mdamentally 

operate at the level of globalization from below, in essence, does the average African find him or 

herself better off through globalization from above or below? 

This chapter will provide an in-depth presentation of these two theoretical frameworks 

with a view to laying the foundation for analyzing the data collected in this study. It will begin 

with a brief historical overview and working definition of globalization, followed by a section on 

neoliberalilsm. The third and fourth sections will describe globalization from above and below. 

The last section of the chapter will present a theoretical framework known as °Afro-neo iiberal 

capit~rlism and the elite consensus.’ This framework will alIow us to debate the decision making 

process of African leaders within the context of globalizatior~ from above and below. 

We start with globalization since it is at the center of the theoretical framework for 

analysis. Central to understanding globalization from above and below is neotiberalism, which is 

a relatively new economic doctrine within the context of the long history of globalization. In its 

current construct, it has been suggested that some neoliberalism advocates have appropriated 

globalization (see below). 



Globalization 

According to Nayan Chanda, "since the first appearance of the term in 1962, ’globalization’ has 

gone from jargon to cliche" (Chanda 2002). The Economist has suggested that gIobalization is 

"the most abused word of the 21st century" (Ibid). Chanda observes that there has not been a 

word in recent memory that has resulted in so much emotior~ and that has simultaneously sparked 

a plethora of different meanings for so many people. "Some see it as rtirvana - a blessed state of 

m~iversal peace and prosperity while others condemn it as a new kind of chaos" (ibid). Indeed, 

the literature on globalization is so vast that it is presumptuous for anyone to proclaim to 

definitively know its origins or definition. In this brief section, an attempt will be made to extract 

from the literature suggestions about the origin of globatization and to lay the foundation for 

beginning to understand how it is currently operationalized within the context of globalization 

from above and below. 

According to Yale University’s proj ect on globatization, 

it is an historical process that began with the first movement of people out of 
Africa into other parts of the world. Traveling short, then longer distances, 
migrants, merchants, and others have always taken their ideas, customs, and 
products into new fands. The melding, borrowing, and adaptation of outside 
influences can be found in many areas of human life (Ya[eGIobal Online). 

One fact that seems to permeate a great deal of the literature is that globalization is not a new 

phenomenon (Held and McGrew 2001: 324-327; Williamson 2002; Stanfbrd Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy 20t0; Dumeni and Levy 2005: 10; Chanda 2002; A Quick Guide to the Worm 

History of Globalization). The conceptualization of the different phases of globalization and the 

myriad definitions of the term will always remain contested territory. The working definition of 

globalization for this study is that it "can be conceived of as a process (or set of processes) which 



embodies a transformation in the spatial organization of social relations and transactions, 

expressed in transcontinental or interregionai flows and networks of activity, interaction and 

power" (Held and McGrew: 324). Held and McGrew identify four types of changes. The first 

entails extending the activities of a political, economic and social nature beyond borders 

(continents, regions and frontiers). The second change is characterized by an increase in the 

magnitude and interconnectedness of culture, migration, investments, finance and trade. The 

third involves the increase in the speed of interactions and processes at the global level, and 

finally, as a result of the latter, the boundaries between global affairs and domestic events 

become increasingly more fluid (Ibid). in the final analysis, globalization %an be thought of as 

the widening, intensifying, speeding up, and growing impact of worldwide intercom~ectedness" 

(Ibid). 

In the current phase of globalization that began around the early 1980s, some scholars 

have argued that it has taken on a r~ew form and fundamentally has been appropriated by 

neoliberalism (Colas 2005: 70; Dumeni and Levy 2005: 9; Saad-Filho and Johnston 2005:2; Peet 

2010:" 3-4). 

Neoliberalism 

One of the signal triumphs of neoliberatism as a contemporary ideology has been 
the appropriation of ’globatization’ as a process denoting the universal, boundless, 
and irreversible spread of market imperatives in the reproduction of states and 
societies across the world (Colas: 70). 

The most recent transformation of the capitalist world-economy has been neoliberalism, 

which has been the economic orthodoxy of the world since the latter part of the 1970s. its 

historical origins leading up to the 1970s are rooted in the problems of the Keynesian welfare 

state created after World War II. The appropriation of globalization under the guise of 



neoliberalism has theoretically made it almost impossible to separate the two. For exampie, 

within the context of globalization from above and globalization fi’om below, Gordon Matthews 

and Carlos Alba Vega postulate that "those who practice globalization from below are in effect 

’out-neoliberalizing’ those who embody globalization from above" (Matthews and Vega 2012: 

The Keynesian Welfare State and its Demise 

The Keynesian years were characterized in the major industrial countries by significant 

economic growth rates, ongoing changes in technology, increases in purchasing power, the 

development of the welfare state, and unemployment rates that were low. This economic 

situation, however, changed in the 1970s (Dumeni and Levy: 9). For example, various states 

began to experience fiscal crises, with tax revenue plunging and soaring social expenditures. 

Keynesian polices, along with other factors, were no longer effective. The situation was 

worsened by the Nixon administration’s decision to no longer support the Bretton Woods 

institutional framework of allowing fixed exchange rates with the dollar pegged to gold. This 

was in response to the fact that the US dollar had flooded the world, escaping US controls since 

they were being deposited in banks throughout Europe (Harvey 2005: 12). Embedded liberalism, 

which had resulted in high rates of growth, especially in advanced capitalist countries post-1945, 

was failing to deliver and an alternative was needed in order to avert a crisis (Ibid). The crisis 

with Keynesian economic economics, coupled with other issues, gave rise to neoliberalism. 

The Rise of Neoliberalism and the New Social Ordert 

A great deal has been written about neoliberalism and thus the basic tenets of the theory 

are well known. "Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political economic practices 
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that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual 

entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong 

private rights, free markets, and tree trade" (Harvey: 2; see also George 1999). 

Other major features commonly known include privatization, deregulation, and the 

removal of state involvement in most areas of social provision; in essence, the elimination of the 

welfare state. Most states in the world have adopted some form of neoliberalism, including 

communist China (Harvey: 3; see also George 1999). 

At a more complex level, neoliberalism is said to be "a particular organization of 

capitalism which has evolved to protect capital (ism) and to reduce the power of labour" (Saad- 

Filho and Johnston: 3; see also Dumeni and Levy: 10). Internal and extemai forces have been 

involved in this process. With respect to the former, this has included political, social and 

economic transformations. External forces include coalitions established between a wide 

segment of high powered entities with special interests including financial (banking), trade, 

media, landowners, military, increases in mergers and acquisitions, etc. (Ibid). Supporting 

ideologies of the °°global" center, these relationships have resulted in a huge shift in worldwide 

power from the majority of people in the world, with significant consequences for countries in 

the periphery of the global economy (Ibid). With the political spectrum having shifted more 

towards the "right," the influence of finance has become unrivalled with a significant increase in 

corporate power (Saad-Filho and Johnston: 3). 

The individuals most closely identified with what was to become the neoliberal 

orthodoxy were Deng Xiaoping of China, Margaret Thatcher of the United Kingdom, and Paul 

Volcker and Ronald Reagan of the US (Harvey: 2). As previously noted, the roots for the 



perceived need for a new economic orthodoxy grew out of the crisis of embedded liberalism 

which, by the end of the 1960s had begun to break down worldwide. This was most evident in 

the crisis of capital accmnulation when inflation was increasing, along with unemployment, 

resulting in global stagflation that continued throughout most of the 1970s (Harvey: 12). With 

respect to Thatcher and Reagan, Saad-Filho and Johnston argue that they provided a 

conservatism that was aggressive and populist that "became hegemonic worldwide" following a 

~coup’ spearheaded by Volcker, who at the time (1979) was chairman of the US Federal Reserve 

System (2; see also Peer 2010: 13). 

Human dignity and individual freedoms were fundamental to the thinkers of 

neoliberalism, especially since they were considered to the °~the central values of civilization" 

(Harvey: 5). These values were deemed to be so important that they were threatened by 

communism, fascism, dictatorship, m~d any form of state intervention that supported collective 

judgment over the ability of individuals to choose freely (ibid: 5). In fact, Margaret Thatcher 

went to the extreme in announcing that there was ~no such thing as society, only individual men 

and women," although as an afterthought she did concede to the existence of the family (lbid: 

23). 

In 1979 neoliberalism was consolidated as a new economic orthodoxy in the US and 

Britain (Ibid: 22). Critics of neoliberalism argue that fundamentally it was created to restore the 

income to the wealthiest people in the world (Matthews 2012: 83-84; Saad-Filho and Johnston: 

1) Not only have over the more than three decades of neoliberal freedom given back to a very 

select capitaIist class, it also has allowed a tremendous concentration of power by corporations to 

be put in place, which in essence has resulted in a convenient way to expand corporate monopoly 

power (Harvey: 38). 



The model for testing the ability of neoliberalism to truly protect the. interest of the elites 

came with the 1982-4 crisis in Mexico, The Mexico crisis was spearheaded by the country 

defaulting on its loans. In response, the Reagan administration assembled the power of the US 

Treasury and the IMF, and deveioped an agreement that allowed Mexico to roll over all its debt. 

In return, Mexico had to implement neoliberai reforms. This set the stage for other countries that 

were in danger of defaulting on their loans to undergo what became known as structurai 

adjustment. Mexico, therefore, became one of the first comatries to become part of the "neo- 

liberal state apparatuses worldwide" (Ibid: 29). 

The Mexico crisis came on the heels of the availability of huge amounts of petro-dollars 

that had been loaned to developing countries throughout the world by banks in New York 

following the oil crises of the 1970s. The US government handled the crisis differently from the 

way it would have been handled under embedded liberalism. While heretofore the iender had to 

be responsible for bad investments and take the loss, under neoliberatism the opposite became 

the case; the borrower was forced by international and state powers to take on the cost of the 

debt, notwithstanding the circumstances of the situation (][bid: 29). Harvey notes, however, that 

this is not in keeping with neoliberal theory, but was basically impiemellted to allow the 

economic elites to accumuiate huge financial return from throughout the world in the 1980s and 

1990s. This resulted in the ability of these power elites in the advanced industrialized countries 

to receive surplttses that were being takert from poorer countries vis-it-vis structural adjustment 

programs and international capital flows (Ibid: 29&31). 

The process of neoliberalization, according to Harvey, has fostered a great deal of 

"creative destruction." This has included the destruction of pre-existing institutional frameworks 

and power, social relations as well as divisions of labor; welfare provisions; reproductive 



activities, land attachments, the challenging of some aspects of state sovereignty (Ibid: 3), and 

"debasement of democracy" (Saad-Filho and Johnston: 1-2). In addition, as previously noted, it 

created a major shift towards enhanced social inequality and restored economic power to those in 

the upper class (Harvey: 26; Colas: 70; Dumeni and Levy: 9; see also George; Saad-Filho and 

Johnston: 9). 

Globalization from Above 

Although Dumeni and Levy note that many have attributed the misery in the world today to 

globalization, they wan against this misnomer. While acknowledging that neoliberalism and 

globalization are related, they are two different sets of mechanism (9). And, as previously noted, 

numermls authors have suggested that proponents of neoliberalism have appropriated 

globalization. Consequently, what is considered to be globalization from above is synonymous 

~vith neoliberal globalization (see Peet: 3). These terms will therefore be used interchangeably. 

Many of the attributes associated with neotiberatism are also those of globalization from 

above. First and foremost, the level of analysis of globalization from above is hegemonic. 

Acco~:ding to Riberio "the hegemonic world-system has been dominated by the interests of 

neoliberaI capitalist globalization" (Ribeiro 2012: 224-5). Agents in this system thus include 

states (both developed and developing), multinational corporations, private firms, i~ternational 

organizations, international financial institutions, global governing institutions -- in essence, the 

rich and powerful (Ibid: 223-5 and 230; Matthews and Vega: 9; Peet 2010). 

Ribeiro further argues that those who operate at the level of globalization from above 

attempt to project a sense of having "a monopoly of legality and legitimacy in economic 

transactions even when they are involved in illegal activities" (224). Thus agents within the 

hegemonic world-system often attempt to place restrictions on globalization from below with 



respect to goods that are copied, smuggled and hawked. Sates and corporations at the hegemonic 

level are often under pressure from institutions such as the WTO to conform to international 

agreements, including at the sub-regional level, with a view to defend "the interests of the capital 

they wish to attract" (Matthews and Vega: 9). Not surprisingly, economic integration in Europe 

was a neoliberal hegemonic strategy (Milios: 2005: 208). 

Even thougt~ agents from globatization from above attempt to restrict the "illegal" 

activities of agents of globalization ti’om below, the former is not really interested in destroying 

the non-hegemonic world-system given the reality that the hegemonic world often pursues illegal 

activities vis-i~-vis the non-hegemonic world such as avoiding taxes, laundering money, primitive 

capital accumulation, and illegal capital flight (Ribeiro: 224). 

Richard Peet places the issue of globalization from above within the context of 

governance institutions (the IMF, World Bank and WTO). He notes that within these ’global 

governance institutions’ there exists one single ideology -neoliberal globalization (3). 

As a final note to this section of the chapter, unlike non-hegernonic globalizatior~, 

hegemonic globalization can be traced by compiiing formal information such as figures from 

corporate sales, statistics, and other economic indicators from below (Matthew and Vega: 5). 

Globalization from Below 

"Globalization from below" is globalization as experienced by most of the world’s 

people. It can be defined as the transnational flow of people and goods involving 

relatively small amounts of capital mad informal, often semi-legal or illegal transactions, 

often associated with "the developing world" but in fact apparent across the globe 

(Matthews and Vega: i). 
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Historical and Economic Context 

Instead of seeing what Matthews and Vega term high-end globalization consisting of 

transnationa! corporations with huge budgets and l~ge numbers of lawyers throughout most of 

the world, we see what are deemed to be ’low-end globalization’ traders involved in tl~e business 

of purchasing used or copied products and transporting them either via containers or in pieces of 

luggage beyond borders and across continents where they are sold at minimal prices by street 

vendors. And all over the world this takes place "under the radar of the law." There are no 

lawyers or copyright laws involved in transactions and such transactions take place via personal 

connections within a cash economy. Given tl~at this is how most people i~ the world function, the 

authors warn us that in order to properly understand and study the current world-system, one 

must not only take seriously globalization from above, but also globaIization from below (1). 

In his seminal article, "Non-hegemonic globalization: Alter-native transnational 

processes and agents" (2009), Gustavo Lins Ribeiro argues that heretofore globalization from 

below or non-hegemonic globalization, has been almost exclusively confined to political 

movements opposed to neoliberal globalization. Consequently, researchers have not focused on 

forms of non-hegemonic globalization that are not based on political resistance. Ribeiro thus 

introduces the concept of grassroots globalization which he m’gues is more connected to the 

economic aspects of globalization which fundamentally means globalization processes that are 

non-hegemonic (298). 

Further elaborating on the hegemonic versus non-hegemonic aspect of globalization, 

Fernando Rabossi suggest that if the concept of globalization ’from below’ stems from that fact 

that most constructs of globalization have their origin in a perspective of ’from above’ - the real 
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challenge is to alter this reality by proposing different systems or universes (65; see also Ribeiro 

2012: 225). 

Non-hegemonic globalization or globalization from below is complex and part of a much 

larger whole that contains within it unique characteristics and dynamics. The complexity of it 

means that globalization from below has "complementary and contradictory relations with the 

powerful agencies and agents of globalization from above" (Matthews and Vega: 6). The two 

systems therefore are inseparable and thus seem to reinforce each other’s existence (Ribeiro 

2012: 229-230). 

Contrary to what some might think, at a fundamental level globalization from below is 

not against globalization from above nor does it seek to destroy it (Matthews and Vega: 7-8; 

Ribeiro 2009: 325). In fact, In this regard, the agents who participate in globatization from below 

- traders, international migrants, street hawkers, small entrepreneurs - desire to be just as 

successful as agents who operate at the level of globalization from above. Given their marginal 

status within the global economy, however, they must pursue their aspirations and dreams 

through more informal and at times illegal structures. It is even questionable if many of these 

individuals even understand that there is another world that operates at the hegemonic level 

(Matthews and Vega: 7-8). 

Agents and Networks 

At a fundamental level one might be presumptuous and suggest that most, if not all, the 

activity at the level of globalization from below is illegal and that at the level of globalization 

from above is legal. Again, the reality of the capitalist world-economy is more complex and 

dynamic, as briefly suggested in the previous section of the chapter. According to Ribeiro, very 

often the activities at the level of globalization from below are deemed to be matters for the 



police to handle (Ribeiro: 2009: 314). The reality, however, is that often the capacity to 

determine what activities are legal versus ilIegaI stem from differing power relations between the 

two systems. In this regard he warns us that not only are the dynamics between what is 

considered legal and iliegal often blurred and complex, bm also those operating at either level do 

not possess the monopoly on morality nor honesty (Ribeiro 2012:221-222). 

Many of the activities at the level of globalization from below are indeed illegal. Such 

activities include the smuggling of humans and organs, drug-trafficking, money-laundering, 

corruption, and activities that are Mafia-like. These activities take place at the upper echelons of 

non-hegemonic globaiization. Ribeiro’s work (and those who have been involved in theory- 

building around globalization from below) focus more on the lower echelon of activities - those 

at the grassroots level of globalization (Ibid). It is here that you find ordinary people who are 

merely striving to make a living and enjoy some of the material benefits Iong-enjoyed by those 

who function at the level of globalization fiom above. Not only are millions afforded 

employment at this level, but also are given access to cheap merchandise that would be elusive. 

On the one l~and Matthews and Vega conclude that non-hegemonic globalization benefits the 

poor of the world becatlse it provides them with an opportunity to get exposed to the material 

wealtl~ of the rich and helps hundreds of millions of people from around the globe make a living 

(10). On the other Matthews argues that in the final analysis in some case these individuals are 

losers because they ’Care like mice nibbling at crumbs fallen from the tables of kings...the wealth 

accrued by its merchants and entrepreneurs is only a tiny drop in the bucket" (Matthews 2012: 

83) compared to those flourishing at the hegemonic level. 



Tax Implications for the State 

One of the major implications for the state with globalization flom below is the loss of 

taxes because transactions usually go ~antaxed. As a result, governments attempt to alter this 

reality by encouraging individuals to open bank accounts, formally register businesses and pay 

taxes (Matthews and Vega: 10). Although this can be a significant problem at the non-hegemonic 

level, it can also at the hegemonic level. While more normal regulations are usually in place, 

peopie are able to circumvent the law. And border controls at the hegemonic level are often 

porous and difficult to manage due to huge volumes of goods passing through, it is impossible to 

monitor al! such transactions (Matthews and Vega: 10). As the world’s factory of cheap and fake 

goods, China is at the center of globalization from below (Matthews and Vega: 11). As a state 

actor, however, China also operates at the level of globalization from above. 

IVh at of the Future ? 

Is globalization from below a passing phase or will it become an integral part of our analysis 

the global economy? Matthews and Vega argue that globalization from below is here to stay, 

especially if the status quo remains in place where 15 percent of people in the world controf most 

of the wealth and establish the rules. In fact, they predict that globalization from below wilt 

outlast globalization from above (Matthews and Vega: 13). 

The Creation of Afro-Neo-Liberal Capitalism and the Elite Consensus2 

Neoliberalism and globalization were not simply a matter of certain economic policies 
giving free rein to capitalist vultures and financial speculators, but, much more, they were 
an ideological offensive against nationalism and socialism. The second generation of 
African Ieaders, or the so-called ’new breed’ leaders, as Western media christened their 
new African allies, fell in line, adopting neo-liberal policies and the ideological package 
that went with them (Shivji, 2009). 
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Satgar identifies "three overlapping post-colonial conjunctures" that have resulted in the making 

of Afro-neo-Iibera[ capitalism. The first was the inability of African countries to pursue African 

socialism, Marxist-Leninism, and revolutionary nationalism - all state-led development projects. 

The second conjuncture was national adjustment mad the debt crisis; and the third was the 

restructuring of the continent to meet the requirements in order to facilitate transnational capital 

and the limited implementation of democracy (Satgar: 40-41). All of these identified post- 

colonial conjunctures (and or assaults) resulting in internal and external constraints to African 

development have been thoroughly described, critiqued, and debated in the voluminous literature 

on the subject. 

In the final analysis, as Satgar ~mtes, the combined economic, political, and coercive 

historical factors proved to have prevented Africa from pursuing an autonomous development 

path. Instead, the discipline imposed on the continent resulted in the development of Afro-neo- 

liberal capitalism ;~that has attempted to legitimize neo-liberal accumulation strategies within 

ruling class projects of economic and political reform." Neoliberat accumulation, according to 

Satgar, has been inserted into the °~common sense" of the majority of Africans vis-i>vis ~’various 

cultural, political and social idioms and practices" (ibid: 45). 

In this way, Afro-neo-liberal capitalism indigenizes neo-liberalism and restructures 
African economies, state forms, state-society relations, historical blocs and internatiol~al 
relations to harmonise with its goals. At the same time, Africa-neo-liberal capitalism as a 
concept of controI, excludes alternative development options for Africa such as 
delinking, autocentric development and even Africm~ capitalism. It is presented by ruling 
historical blocs as a solution to Africa’s organic crisis and embodies the national or 
general interests of society - an African solution to an African problem (lbid). 

As the previous section indicates, neoliberal accumulation strategies are not designed to be 

developmentally oriented. Instead, polices that caI1 for liberalization, privatization, and so forth, 

reinforce that the market has power over the state and society (Ibid: 46). 



The legacy of the last three decades is that a shift has occurred that has laid the 

foundation for the emergence of capitalist accumulation within the international economy. 

Global neo-liberal restructuring is establishing a giobal market civilization and 
attempting to end the era of national capitalism and autonomous 
development...Transnational fractions of Africa’s ruling classes have embraced and 
internationalized neo-liberalism as a new concept of control and ensured that an African 
version of neo-liberal capitalism is organized. A neo-liberaIism with Africmn 
characteristics has emerged: Afro-neo-liberaI capitalism (Satgar 2009:51). 

With respect to the above, in order to ensure the functioning of this system, an "elite consensus" 

has developed in Africa to guarantee the continuation of neo-iiberal capital accumulation. 

Conclusion 

As you can see, there is a symbiotic relationship between globalization from above and 

globalization from below. Together they represent all aspects of the capitalist- world economy, 

with agents in both systems converging, collaborating, and engaging in conflicts simultaneously. 

The pulse of the system is neoliberalism, with agents in both having no desire to destroy either 

system. As a consequence of this symbiotic relationship, the theoretical framework of 

globalization from above and below will be woven in and out of the book chapters with a view to 

analyzing the daia presented. 

Since African leaders must assume a certain level of responsibility with respect to the 

impact external and internal forces have on economic dynamics in their respective countries, 

Afro-neo liberal capitalism and the elite consensus will complement globalization from above 

and below. Specifically, it wil! help us to answer our overarching question for this study, which, 

as previously noted, is the following: is Africa’s global integration and subsequent economic 

development being primarily spearheaded through existing trade regimes such as the WTO, the 
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EU, and the US AGOA that fundamentally operate at the level of globalization from above, or 

through world markets that fundame~atally operate at the leve! of globalization from below? 

1 Dumeni and Levy argue that neotiberalism is fundamentally a new social order in which the power and the upper 

fractions of the ruling class - the wealthiest persons- was re-established in the wake of a setback. We denote as 

’finance’ this upper capitalist class and the financial institutions through which its power is enforced" (9). 
2 This section of the chapter was taken from Margaret C. Lee, Africa Belongs to "Us"--The Continent’s Current 

Development Paradox, Africa Institute of South Africa Qccasional Paper, No. 5, Pretoria: Africa Institute of South 

Africa, 2010, pp. 7-8. It has been modified for this section of the chapter. 
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Chapter 2 

Chocolate City (Guangzhou) in China 

China would prefer Africans to do business with China without living here, yet 90% of 

Guangzhou’s Africans act as intermediaries between the African continent and Chinese 

factories. Without them, there would be no business (CoIoma 2010A). 

As the above quote indicates, if most Chinese could do business with African traders 

without Africans being in China, they would be happy. This, llowever, is not possible because it 

is the Africans in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou that serve as the real conduits for getting Chinese 

goods to African markets and thus help maintain China’s growing economy. A visit to Chocolate 

City puts to rest any questions as to how the majority of all goods in African markets come from 

China. With respect to their growing presence in China, many Africans feel that since the 

Chinese have invaded their continent, they have a right to invade China. 

The first African traders to try their luck in Guangzhou did so long before Guangzhou 

became the place of dreams for many African traders and merchants. Nigerians and Malians 

were the first to come to Guangzhou in 1992.1 Most had big shipping companies. Once they got 

there they felt lonely and the place was like a desert. The market they were associated with at 

the time was called Mengfu and the name of the street was Sanyuanli. Igbos from Nigeria use to 

call it Igbo-Ezaua (all Igbos have come together). There was no work and all clothes sizes were 

for Chinese. There were language barriers. These few Africans started to mingle with the 

Chinese and move around. Nigerians advised the Chi~aese on what they needed in Nigeria and 

then took them there. Soon, the Chinese were bypassing the Nigerians and sending clothes to 

other countries in Africa. The Igbos, as serious businessmen, were shocked to discover that the 

Chinese thought that Africans had little business mentality, and often after complex Nigerian- 

Chinese business arrangements had been made, the Chinese would eliminate the Nigerians from 



the deals.2 The inability of Africans to trust their Chinese counterparts is a theme that not only 

permeates the personal interviews I conducted, but also the existing literature about Africans in 

Chocolate CityiGuar~gzhou, as well as African traders in Africa. Most of these earlier traders 

have made their money and returned home] 

This chapter is about the contemporary African traders in Guangzhou, the southern part 

of China, where they have established an African trading post. This trading post has become 

known as ~Chocolate City’ by taxi drivers and many of the merchants that trade with them. 

Chocolate City is an area of Guangzhou where most of the African traders conduct their 

business. An estimated 130,000 Africans live in Guangzhou (Haugen 2012: 5), the majority of 

whom are engaged in trade, namely sending thousands of containers annually to fulfill the 

demands of African traders on the continent; a demand stemming from the desire of their 

customers to have both cheap and higher end quality goods t~rom China. 

The major question explored in this chapter is what do African traders, through their 

oral histories, inform us about being entrepreneurs in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and what 

contributions do the traders make towards the enhancement of African economic development 

through their trade networks? African traders in Guangzhou are operating at the level of 

globalization from below, which means the r~orM~egemonic global world-system.4 The 

ethnographic approach to this subject is designed to humanize African traders and world 

markets. In humanizing the traders and the markets they are operating in, we are gaining a 

greater understandir~g of what it is like to work, li~,’e, and exist in the complex network of 

globalization from below in Guangzhou. The traders become more than just ~objects’ who 

facilitate the process of arranging for goods to be transported to Africa and other parts of the 

world. They are people who daily sit in their kiosks or behind desks in offices, Iocated in huge 



buildings and plazas, and wait for customers to buy their counterfeit goods so they can make a 

living. They are people who spend entire days with customers who have traveled to Guangzhou 

to survey the terrain and then place orders from buyers to have goods made to be exported out of 

the country, again mostly to Africa. And finally they are people involved in the freight 

forwarding business who wait, sometimes of days, for customers to bring their purchased goods 

for shipment. Each person that we get to know in this ethnographic study helps us to see beyond 

the material world in which they operate. We get to see them as agents of a very complex and 

often challenging process, where their daily existence is tenuous, even in cases where 

immigration papers designate their legal right to be in China. 

This is how, at the non-hegemonic level, these traders actively participate in Africa’s 

world markets from China. Each piece of clothing, furniture, set of dishes, etc., that is placed in a 

cargo container in Guangzhou helps us better understand how African markets operate in the 

non-hegemonic world. The specified designation on the cargo containers for many of the goods 

is only the first stop. The final destination of the goods often remains a mystery. For example, 

some goods arriving at the Dar es Sataam port in Tanzania might end up in small towns in the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo or Zambia. Such goods would have been transshipped across 

borders illegally, evading customs officials, thus depriving governments of much needed tax 

revenue. In some cases governments turn a blind eye to these illegal transshipments, in others, 

attempts are made to bring criminal charges against those involved. However, it is estimated that 

only 5 percent of all goods that pass through ports throughout the world are inspected (Matthews 

et al: 10) and at borders, simply because of the volume, "anything more than cursory surveillance 

is impossible" (Ibid). 



The Origins of Chocolate City in Guangzhou 

Thousands of years ago, merchants and traders in the city that today is known as 

Gtlangzhou laid the foundation for African traders and merchants to become part of one of the 

most importam international trade routes of the 21~t century. Located approximately 100 miles 

from the China Sea, this important city is in the "northern part of the Pearl River Delta, at the 

confluence of the West, North and East Rivers" (Wang 2007: 534-35). It is less than an 2 hour 

ride by train from Hong Kong. 

Guangzhou was first known as Pan Yu (PanYu), which were the names of two hills 

nearby (Garrett 2002: 4). It was over 2,000 years ago that ships were sent to Pan Yu by Emperor 

Qin Shihuangdis resulting in an important southern sea route being opened (Garrett: 5). Pan Yu 

later became lcnown as Guangzhou. Westerners eventually began to call Guangzhou Canton, 

stemming "from the French, Italian, and Latin terms for a section of territory" (Andrew 20t 0: 

350). 

Doing Wang argues that Guangzhou, beginning with its early history, was the center of 

both domestic and international trade. Such trade was established in silk, marking the beginning 

of the "Silk Road on the sea" to Rome as early as 116 C.E. In addition to Rome, Gnangzhou 

traded with Arabia, Persia, Ceylon, India, and Syria (Ibid: 535-6). The Portuguese were the first 

colonialists to visit Guangzhou in 1517 (Ibid: 536). The Spaniards were the next colonial 

invaders (l 575), followed by the English in 1636.The English brought with them a new level of 

colonial penetration of China. The British, from 1715 until the first Opium War (1839-1842),~ 

were Guangzhou’s dominant trading partner (Wang: 536), China’s defeat in the war had long- 

term implications for the Middle Kingdom, and it marked the most turbulent period in the 

modern history of the country. At war’s end, the Treaty of Nanking was signed on August 19, 



1842. As part of the treaty, China was forced to abolish its monopolistic system of trade, a 

number of ports had to be opened to foreign trade, and Hong Kong had to be turned over to Great 

Britain. For decades Western powers repeatedly launched assaults on China’s sovereignty in an 

effort to gain more economic and political concessions (Lu Aiguo 2000:16-17). According to Lu 

Aiguo, it was only after the second Opium War in 1869 that the Qing imperiaI country really 

began to come to terms with the consequences of the Western invasions (18). What Paul C. Van 

Dyke calls "The Great Canton Trade Era" (beginning in the late seventeenth century) collapsed 

in 1892" (1). 

Today, Guangzhou has reclaimed its greatness as "one of the most open and fastest 

growing Chinese cities that supply a large amount of diversified commodities and products for 

international trade" (Li 2008:384). it has a labor force, according to Wang, that is one of the 

most efficient i1~ China (536), and a huge increase of foreigners. Such people from various 

foreign diasporas are different, according to Li, from what the globalization literature m’ticulates. 

These new arrivals are said by Li to be pragmatic about the global economy in that they do not 

arrive as demand-driven professionals or workers looking for low pay (384). Africans are said to 

be attracted to Guangzhou’s specialized wholesale markets and other stores and shops because 

they offer goods at reasonable prices for the market back home. (389). 

While Africans traders had been coming to Guangzhou since the early 1990s, it was not 

until the huge influx beginni~ag in the early part of the 21st century that a I0 kilometre radius 

located in Yuexiu District (Xiaobei Lu) and Baiyun District was to become known as Chocolate 

City (where most of the Africans are).7 

Based on an empirical study of Choco|ate City, Nigerians represent the largest group, 

Malians the second largest, followed by Ghanaians and Guineans. There are traders from the 



Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Senegal, The Gambia, Burundi, Cote d’Ivoire, 

Kenya, Liberia, Niger, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. Most traders 

in Chocolate City are from West Africa (Bodomo 2010: 699-70). There is also a growing number 

of Angolans in the area. According to Adams Bodomo, 95 percent of Africans identify 

themselves as °’businessmen" or "traders" (699). Some of these individuals first came to China as 

students in the 1980s and later became entrepreneurs (Bail 2009: 9). 

These thousands of entrepreneurs send annually thousands of containers to Africa. Such 

activity perhaps reached its peak between 2003 and 2007 when it grew by 294 percent. 

According to Tristan Coloma, an estimated 90 percent of goods in African markets today come 

from China, Thailand and Indonesia (2010A). 

African Trading Posts, Transnational Spaces, and the Immigrant Community 

as a Bridge to the Host Community 

As to be expected, the academic community has attempted to make sense out of the 

growing presence of Africans in China, especially in large numbers like GuangzhouiChocolate 

City, where estimates range from 20,000 to 130,000 (Hat~gen 2012: 5). Some have referred to the 

migration of Africans to ptaces like Guangzhou as trading posts, with such posts having been 

established in other parts of Asia long before China’s integration into the world economy, Others 

have rnade reference to the creation of transnational spaces and resultant ethnic enclaves, and 

finally, proposed that African immigrants serve as bridges between themselves and the larger 

Chinese population. We shall explore these various ideas for their significance to the stories that 

will be presented. 



African Trading Posts 

One of the first scholarly attempts at trying to understand the dynamics of sub-Saharan 

African traders migrating to different parts of the world in pursuit of their entrepreneurial 

objectives is contained in an article entitled, ~’The emergence of new African ’trading posts’ in 

Hong Kong and Guangzhou" by Brigitte BertoncelIo and Sylvie Bredeloup (2007). These two 

authors explore what they call African trading posts established in Hong Kong and Guangzhou 

on the heels of such posts being created in other places long before China opened its doors and 

acceded to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001 (100). For Africans, the first stop was 

Dubai, where it is argued Africans made a major contribution to making it a significant 

marketpiace. As the Asian tigers began to emerge, African trading posts were established in 

Thailand and Indonesia at the end of the 1980s. Similar posts were established in Japan and 

Korea by West Africans (99). Bertoncello arid Bredetoup draw an analogy between the African 

trading posts and the Greek trading colony in that both were "created on the initiative of the 

foreigner...that was founded on an understanding between producers and vendors and their 

functioning of which was closely tied to the hinterland or took place in a ~breign enclave" (94). 

For the longer-established African traders who have shops in Asia, they have the capacity 

to "link the centres of production to the market" (97). In redrawing the trading routes, they in 

essence have added to the variety of new products for their African clientele. At the same time 

they negotiate directly with factories in China, thus taking control of the chain of transport 

logistics. In addition, because of the system of information they have established at the 

international level, these African traders are able to maintain contact with their customers and 

respond to them ila a timely fashion. Fttrthermore, these experienced African traders, who are 

deemed to have significant power in Asia, were able to become econotnic operators due to their 



experience in interfacing between the African community at large and the locat communities. 

Thus they have made a significant contribution to the creation of African trading posts in Asia 

(97). 

The newer African traders, on the other hand, according to the above authors, while also 

helping to consolidate African trading posts, have mostly studied other subjects outside their 

respective countries before malting a decision to become international traders so they are 

comparatively unexperienced (97). 

The clientele of both the older and younger traders, according to Bertoncello and 

Bredeloup, tend to be mostly African, with one group consisting of merchants who shuttle 

between Asian trading posts and the markets in their home country. The other group consists of 

clientele who place their orders from their companies in the United States, Africa, or Europe 

(98). Two movements on a more global scale cm~ be identified by these African merchants, 

namely, that whether they hail from another trading post in Southeast Asia or come directly from 

sub-Saharan Africa, these ’°nomads" are "in increasing numbers incorporating the marketplaces 

of Hong Kong and Guangzhon in their circuits..."(100). Of special note is that these African 

merchants are not only contributing to the economic development of their host country (as 

employers and taxpayers), but are also helping to transform the districts where they work and 

live (101). 

The disappointments experienced by Afi’ican traders in China, as noted below, as well as 

the poor quality of goods that are produced in Guangzhou, according to Bertoncel!o and 

Brede[oup, %xp[ains why the African merchants maintain part of their activity in the other 

trading and supply posts, playing on the comparative advantages" (100~ 101). 
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Transnationai Space 

Li Zhigang, Laurence J.C. Ma, and Desheng Xue argue that they have produced "the 

first academic study of the country’ s African migrants." This is done in an article eatitled, ’CAn 

African Enclave in China: The Making of a New Transnational Urban Space" (2011). They have 

accomplished this through examining the creation of a new African community in Xiaobei, an 

urban area in the Yuexiu district of Guangzhou. Xiaobei they argue, is not only a space where 

transnational bnsiness is transacted, but also a place where African migrants try to make a living, 

even though there is not much local integration or assimilation. 

Zhigang et al refer to Xiaobei as a "non-state" gateway, where booming economic 

linkages are taking place between China and Africa and is also a place that provides a new 

transnational space that is "challenged by an invisibIe wall between Afiicans and local residents 

due to cultural and social differences" (Zhigang et al: 699). Presumably Xiaobei is referred to as 

a "non-state" gateway in light of the authors conte~tion that it was only recently that at the local 

level the Chinese state got directly involved in Xiaobei’s development as an African migrant 

transnational space. Heretofore, the state at the Iocai level had left the migrants, along with local 

people and market forces, to create the socioeconomic and spatial patterns of Xiaobei as an urban 

ethnic enclave (714). Zhigang et al further contend that whiie most transnational urban spaces or 

foreign enclaves have not been confronted with any serious problems related to conflicts with the 

local population, this has not been the case with the African transnationai community under 

study (703). 

The creation of this transnational urban space for African entrepreneurs is placed within 

the context of primariIy three significant forces that "underlie the transformation of Chinese 

cities, namely market reform, globalizatiol~, and migration". While much is known about the first 



two issues, the authors argue that not much is known about the latter. Thus the authors use 

Guangzhou as an example of the emergence of a transnationa! African community (700). 

What has happened in Xiaobei is not considered unusual within the context of globatized 

cities where international migrants have transformed spaces into enclaves in the process of 

lookir~g for rnarkets and products (703). In fact, Zhigang et al argue that the creation of African 

enclaves in China is merely part of the transformation taki~g place in China, resulting in the 

urban part of the country being more heterogeneous and multicultural, both socially and spatially 

(Ibid: 703). 

Notwithstanding the fact that the emergence of Xiaobei as a leading transnational space 

has been made partially successfl.ll by both African traders and Chinese business enterprises, it 

has failed to result in the integration socially or spatially of the local Xiaobei Chinese community 

and the transnational African community (713) which is also referred to as an "ethnic enclave.’’s 

This is the case, as Evan Osnos of The New Forker observes, because there exists mutual 

mistrust between the African migrants and the local Chinese (Osnos as quoted in Zhigang et al: 

713). Thus, Zhigang et al note, 

within a largely positive trading environment, the lack of harmonious social 

relations and cultural understanding on the part of both sides is a serious problem 

that threatens to disrupt the long-term stability and even sustainability of the 

transnational urban space for African traders in the enclave of Guangzhou (7 t3). 

Zhigang et a! believe that the distrust between these two communities has only gotten worse ~vith 

time due to the growing numbers of illegal African traders m~d the steps the legal authorities 

have taken to control the problem (713). In addition 

Lack of confidence in trading and difficulties in communicating with the Chinese 

trading partners have meant that, for many African migrants, their presence in 
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Guangzhou is largely a business necessity, i.e., a way to make a living. Due to the 

problem discussed above, life in Xiaobei, especially for young African bachelors, 

is not particularly attractive. With ir~creased immigration control, a worsening 

trading environment, and decliaing optimism on the pat of the African 

migrants/traders, the future of Xiaobei as a transnationaI space is uncertain (714). 

Notwithstanding the above, Zhigang et al note that the transnationa[ spaces occupied by 

Africans in Guangzhou have not resulted in Chinese leaving the area. In fact, the jobs which 

African firms provide for the local Chinese actuaily contribute "to the stability of Xiaobei as a 

transnationat urban space for African migrants" (714). 

Ttte African immigrant community as a bridge between themselves and tlze Chinese 

Adams Bodomo, a Ghanaian scholar at Hong Kong University who writes on Africans in 

China, is much more optimistic than Zhigang et al regarding the relationship between the 

transnationat African community in Guangzhou and the local Chinese community. Using the 

concept of "bridge" theory he unequivocally believes that 

Africans resident in Guangzhou, through their activities either intentionally or 

unintentionally serve as linguistic, cultural and business links and connections 

between their Chinese hosts and Africans in their home countries as well as those 

who arrive newly in China (Bodomo 2010: 695). 

In reality one cannot expect the African comnmnity to be fulIy an enclave and thus 

isolated fi’om its host community, nor fully integrated into same. But at the same time one can 

expect, under the right conditions, for the source African community to serve as a bridge 

between itself and host community (696). 

One of the most important empirical sources of evidence that. Bodomo provides to 

substantiate his bridge theory is the fact that following in-depth discussions with African 



community leaders ira Ouangzhou they all agreed that the socio-economic contributions of 

Africans in the area can be identified as follows: 

[B]uitding economic bridges between host and source community; as image 

builders for Africa; the creation of employment for local Guangzhou people mad 

Chinese from other provinces; and acting as mentors to the young Chinese who 

work with them (705). 

African Traders and the Long Journey to Chocolate City 

Even though China had once again opened its doors to the world i~ 1978, it was to be 

over a decade before Africans began to migrate toward Guangzhou, and Chocolate City would 

eventually emerge during the earty 21st century. The idea to go to China occurred only after 

traders and merchants tried realizing their dreams in other parts of Africa, as well as places like 

Dubai, Thailand, indonesia, etc. As Osnos notes, the Asian financial crisis resulted in huge 

numbers of African merchants around 1998 starting to seek new frontiers, leaving places like 

Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur to venture to China (2009). The Chinese government of Hu Jintao 

became very concerned about the huge immigration to China, and in response to it Chinese 

authorities announced in 2007 that "China is not a migration-targeted country" (as quoted in 

Coloma 2010A) and respo~ded to this general influx of foreigners by unveiling a Chinese green 

card. Such a card would allow the recipient to remain in China for ten years without a renewal. 

The ministry made it clear that the new regulations were designed to attract high level foreign 

personnel (Osmos). Hao Chiyong, who formally announced the green card, went further ~d 

said "There will not be many foreigners applying for the Green Cards" (as quoted in Coloma 

20IOA). Coloma further noted that it was announced that "there would be fewer visas for 

Africans" (Ibid). The clear message was African traders need not apply, since they did not meet 

the stated qualifications. In fact, as will be seen below, as more Africans migrated to China, and 
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especially Guangzhou, even more restrictions were placed on their ability to legally remain in the 

country for an extended period of time. 

Of course the reason for being in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou is to have access to cheap 

Chinese goods that, in most cases, can be easily packed for transshipment to Africa. Many 

Africans end up buying their goods directly from the Chinese manufacturer because they know 

what their clientele back home want (Bail 2009: 17). Others who buy directly from the factory 

often purcl~ase surplus items, at very tow prices, left over from previous orders. Even today, 

some companies contact certain Africans when they have surplus end-of-the iine merchandise 

(Bail 16). In this way, Africans are able to compete with their Chinese counterparts who are 

sending cheaper goods to Africa. in fact, Yinghong Cheng feels that Chinese rarely appreciate 

the ~African migrants’ contribution to the Chinese economy - wholesale purchasing and 

shipping out-of-l:ashion and ~low-end’ merchandise to Afl-ica..." (Cheng 2011: 567). Other 

African traders, however, have to go through Chinese middlemen (Dyer), which makes the goods 

.more expensive. 

With respect to Guangzhou being a center of globalization from below for ~hese African 

traders, Yang Yang argues that the city represents ~an economic ~underworld’," in which 

transactions are not traceable either by custom officials or economic surveys (2012: 155). The 

traders, Yang Yang argt~es, are well aware that the goods they are buying and selling are 

counterfeit and consequently the agents at the level of globalization from above are being 

exploited since technology and designs produced at the hegemonic level by huge corporations 

cost billions of dollars. In addition, African traders in Guangzhou acknowledge that local Africa~ 

manufacturing industries are likely being negatively affected by Chinese produces but feel they 

are doing something good for Africa (167). 
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Not many people in my county can af~brd original products from Europe and America. 
There is no way we can produce things in Nigeria as cheaply as China can. We come to 
China because it is cheaper than everywhere else. Because of the goods I take back, 
African people can buy more variety of things at lower prices. For a long time, we could 
only get second-hand ’dumped goods’ from Europe and we are sick of that. We want 
something better and I am bringing Africans something better (167). 

The Complicated World of African Traders in Chocolate City 

Life is very complicated for most African traders in Guangzhou/Chocolate City. Most of the 

information in the section is based on personal interviews with numerous African traders and is 

divided into seven themes: doing business in GuangzhouiChocolate City; triple illega!/immigrant 

issues; African men and Chinese women; African criminals in Guangzhou and illicit drug 

trafficking; Chocolate City at night; and Chinese racism against blacks. 

Doing Business in Chocolate City/Guangzhou 

Mr. Kingsley from Cameroon 

The taxi ride from my hotel to 514 Bole Trading City in Chocolate City on a busy 

Sunday morning was very short and I had no forewarning as to what I was about to experience. 

As we reached the 5th floor of the building my research assistant told me we had arrived at Mr. 

Kingsley’s office. Mr. Kingsley is a successful Cameroonian trader/businessman. I asked her to 

please make sure we had the correct office number since we had noticed a number of Chinese 

staff in the front office. I questioned whether we had reached the appropriate office because even 

though I had read about African traders having Chinese secretarial staff, this was my first time 

experiencing it. She assured me we had and as we entered the reception area Mr. Kingsley was 

not to be seen. Instead, there were four Chinese sitting at various desks, one of whom quickly 

approached us and asked if she could be of assistance. We informed her that we were here to see 

Mr. Kingsley. She immediately ushered us into an office where Mr. Kingsley was sitting behind 

a huge desk. The consummate successful businessman warmly greeted us and motioned for us to 



take seats. As I sat down I glanced around the room, which was packed with so many suits that 

you could not see them all. There were suits that brought back memories from the t960s to the 

present. 

Mr. Kingsley is in the business of making suits and seliing them to customers in 

Cameroon (his home country), Zimbabwe, Angola, Gabon, Ghana, Nigeria, the United States, 

and Paris. He was to open my eyes to a totally different dimension of the power and influence of 

African traders in Chocolate CityiGuangzhot~. 

Mr. Kingsley first came to Hong Kong to visit in 2003. At the time he was working in 

Cameroon at Starcredit Bank. After one year working for the bank he had a leave period and 

came to teach English for 2 years in Shansi Province, in a sinai1 to~n called Yuncheng. At the 

time he was the only black person in the town. At one point he met a Nigerian who was going to 

Guangzhou. Kingsley went there and discovered many foreigners. On vacations he would return 

to Guangzhou and do business. He started sending goods to Cameroon and then he started taking 

men’s suits. He found that the suits from China were much cheaper. For example, an average suit 

from Italy or France would cost $150 while a suit from China would only cost $40.00.~ 

While back home he met a gelatleman from Morocco who placed an order for 1,000 

pieces (~piece’ being terminology for a single suit) per month. He then met a person from Douala 

and because the prices of suits were so expensive, he also gave him orders. Deciding he could no 

longer teach, Mr. Kingsley returned to China and employed a Canadian to teach in his place. He 

paid the Canadian from his teaching salary. The only problem was to get his visa extended, 

which he did. Kingsley met a Chi~ese making suits and told him he wanted to open a factory. 

He explained that they would divide the cost of opening the factory. The Chinese would be 

responsible for taking care of production (workers, ordering the material, overseeing the making 



of the suits, etc.) and he would take care of the market side (getting the orders, marketing, etc.). 

This arrangement went on from 2006 to 2008. Then, 

In 2008 I realized my partner was double-crossing me. In reality I found out that 
we did not own the factory; that my partner had been giving the orders to another 
factory (the factory was 6 l~ours away so I never bothered to go there). In 
addition, he was not giving me my proper pay for the selling of the suits. ~0 

When questioned how he determined the above, Mr. Kingsley noted: 

I had received a huge order and wanted to actually see the factory to make sure 
we had the capacity to fulfill the order. So when I got to the factory i first saw a 
makeshift sign on the front that had been put there that day saying Kingsley and 
my partner’s name. The chief of staff of the factory knew my partner was 
seriously intimidated by me, but I had no understandin.g as to why. When the 
subject came up of the ownership of the factory I was told that it was not my 
factory. ~1 

So Kingsley fired his so-catied partner and hired the chief of staff of the previous factory 

to open and manage a newly created Kingsley factory. He mentored Kingsley betweel~ 2008-9. 

The factory officially opened in 2009. Annually Mr. Kingsley gets t00,000 orders for stilts and 

50,000 for shirts. In May 2011 he was only 30 years old and had moved to China at 23. 

Kingsley employs 180 workers in his factory; 5 workers in Bola market; 1 in Canr~on Market; 

and 2 in Hong Kong. He also has workers employed at Kingsley Cargo. Due to Chinese visa 

rules he is not allowed to hire non-Chinese (including Africans). He designs both suits and shirts. 

He lives in Guangzhou and has bought a garden apartment, which means it is in a very secure 

neighborhood with high security. In addition to being married to a Chinese woman, he has one 

son. "As long as business is good I’ll stay. The issue is my visa. The government won’t explain 

why they won’t offer me permanent residency.’’12 

In order to get a residency permit, one has to rent an office, pay taxes, and have Chinese 

employment (Hauge~ 2012:11). Clearly Mr. KinsIey meets all of these requirements. AItl~ough 



gaining permanent residency is possible in China (see ~Regulations on Permar~ent Residence of 

Aliens in China), it appears to be a very arduous process that has been etusive for African 

migrants. Mr. Nwoso, who has lived in Chir~a for over a decade posits that the Chinese 

government only gives one year residency to African traders. This is because at any moment, 

even with a legal residency permit, if the government decides that they want you to leave the 

country, you have no recourse but to leave,t~ Reinforcing Mr. Nwoso’s assessment, Haugen 

notes that ~Residence permits provide no guarantee against demands for bribes or forced 

repatriation" (4) and that °°Informants who held residence permits cited the uncertainty associated 

with the annual renewal as a major source of distress" (11). 

Mr. Baron from Nigeria 

Mr. Baron, like Mr. Kingsley, owns a factory, which is at least 6 hours from Guangzhou. 

Mr. Baron, from Western Nigeria, studied at Rivers State University of Sciences and 

Technoiogy, Port Hartcourt, Nigeria. He graduated in 2004 with a major in agricultural and 

environmental engineering. He did his youth service in 2005, ther~ taught from 2006-7. When I 

interviewed Mr. Baron he had only been in Guangzhou for a few years. He, like so many African 

traders, had come to Guangzhou looking for greener pastures. Back home he was selling mobile 

phones which were made in China. Then he finally made the journey to Guar~gzhou with a friend 

who was dealing with clothing.~4 

He suggested that I go to the material market. There I met a woman who claimed 
to be the owner of a factory. Before July 2008 I met and married Betty and then 
connected to the business. Betty helped me because she knew the language. I 
started by buying material and having clothes made. My brand became O’Baron. 
In 2010 I decided to open my own factory making shirts. I have 130 workers at 
the factory and 3 workers in my shop. I employ one foreigner - a Nigerian, to do 
the hiring for the bttsiness. My general manager is a Chinese - my wife’s uncle. 
The factory is hours away from Guangzhou. The most important thing is 
language. If you don’t speak the language you can’t make progress. We sell to 



traders in the UK, Canada, South Africa, Nigeria, Mozambique, Botswana, Togo, 
and the DRC. Annually we sell 300,000 pieces. ~s 

Baron continues 

If it takes 1 RMB to make a shirt in China, it takes 20 RMB to make a shirt in 
Nigeria (as you know you have serious problems with eIectricity in Nigeria). We 
pay our workers 3,500 RMB which is about US$ 542.00, which is a good salary 
in China. Labor, however, is cl~eaper in Nigeria, but you have all the other 
constraints. Why is it cheaper here to have a factory? (1) accommodations are 
cheaper; (2) feeding is cheaper (1 feed my employees); (3) they work 6 days a 
week, 8-10 hours per day; and (4) transportation is cheaper. I have a yearly 
residency permit. My children are foreigners. The best they can do in this country 
is inherit my business. There are at least 1 million Chinese in Nigeria. They spoil 
the market in Nigeria; Nigerians don’t disturb them, but they disturb us here. 16 

So who really owns Mr. Kingsley’s and Mr. Baron’s factories? Mr. Nwoso,17 one of the 

most established and successful Nigerian traders in Chocolate City, clarified for me the issue of 

ownership in China. He first made reference to China’s constitution. He noted that if you 

examiiae the section on ownership of property, Article I 0 says the following: 

Land in the cities is owned by the state. Land in the rural and suburban areas is 

owned by collectives except for those portions which belong to the state in 

accordance with the law; house sites and private plots of cropland and hilly land 

are also owned by collectives. The state may in the public interest tNCe over tl~e 

land for its use in accordance with the law. No organization or individual may 

appropriate, buy, sell or lease land, or unlawfully transfer the land in other ways. 

All organizations and individuals who use land must make rational use of ~he land 

(Chinese Constitution). 

The constitution in Article 18 further notes that: 

The People’s Republic of China permits foreign enterprises, other foreign 
economic organizations and individual foreigners to invest in China and to 
enter into various forms of economic co-operation with Chinese enterprises and 

other economic organization in accordance with the law-of the People’s Republic 

of China. All foreign enterprises and other foreign economic organizations in 

China, as well as joint ventures with Chinese and foreign investment located in 
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China, shall abide by the law of the People’s Republic of China. Their lawful 

rights and interests are protected by the law of the People’s RepubIic of China 

(Chinese Constitution). 

With the above laws in place, Mr. Nwoso unequivocally notes tllat there are no Africans with 

manufacturing plants of their own. If such plants exist, they are owned by their wives. 18 

As will be revealed in the remaining stories, Mr. Kingsley and Mr. Baron, due to their 

marriages to Chinese women and their financial success, are not the ~normal" African traders or 

merchants in this huge trading enclave of Guangzhou. In i~act, most African traders have small 

stalls, inside large trading centers, and their first encounter is directly with people they hope will 

buy their goods. 

Mr. Nwoso from Nigeria 

Before arriving in Guangzhou in 2000 from East Nigeria, Mr. Nwoso was trading in 

garments and fabrics that he imported from Korea and Taiwan (1998-2000). He decided to come 

to Guangzhou because he could get things easier and because of the weather. Also, importing 

from both Taiwan and Korea became too expensive, in 2004 he started his own ~?eight 

forwarding company and was sending goods back to Nigeria. Nigerians, he notes, import the 

highest number of goods from China. According to official statistics, Nigerians export to Africa 

from China the second largest volume of goods. Haugen notes, however, that this information is 

based on "official trade statistics" (12). When operating at the level of globalization from below, 

we know that st~ch statistics are not available. In fact, Officially the Nigerian government banned 

the import of foreign textiles in 2002 to curtail foreig~ competition according to both Yang Yang 

(155) and Mr. Nwoso. The reality, however, is thatthe government ignores its own ban and the 

goods enter the ports and markets without any problems.~9 Mr. Nwoso exports to Nigeria a 

minimum of 30 containers per month. He employs 23 Chinese workers and a few Nigerians 
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illegally because it is so difficult for foreigners to get a work permit in China. in order to even 

get to talk with Mr. Nwoso, one must be very patient and wait for his availability. He is the 

busiest trader I interviewed during my two trips to Chocolate City. 

Mr. Nwoso reports staggering figures about the amount of money that Nigerians bring 

into Guangzhou each day. He estimates that on every flight coming from Nigeria, people have a 

minimum of US$ 2 million in cash. With four flights coming into Guangzhou every day, that 

means US$ 8 million per day. ~It is true," notes Mr. Bah from Guinea (see Mr. Bah in next 

section), ~that Nigerians bring in US$ 8 Million a day into Gual~gzhou." 20 

Life in Guangzhou, Mr. Nwoso says, depends on how you look at it: 

It has gotten better since I first arrived. For example, when we first came it was 
ahnost impossible to have a shop. Chinese don’t like defeat - they want to win, so 
you have to be smart like them. Most of us operated here illegally in the 
beginning. We opened a representative office then and officially you could not 
trade. Only people that could legally trade were trading companies. So we didn’t 
officially have the right to trade. But we did it unofficially. I don’t to this day 
have a license to trade. I pay tax on my representative office. All of us in the 
freight business give goods to Chinese companies to export to Africa and then we 
take a cut. All we do is coordinate them and then it goes to a Chinese company. 
Documentation, everything is done by the Chinese. There is always a Chinese.2~ 

~’China is like a police coumry," remarks Mr. Nwoso, because "they know everything 

about you." Further to the point: 

They allow Nigerians here because they need the money. When Africans come 
they have cash; they know the money is helping the lower class in China. They 
need Africans to stabilize their economy. They really need West Africans. Eighty 
percent of textiles are from China; Ninety percent of all goods in the markets in 
Africa are from China. Everything they use is from China. The empIoyment in 
Africa suffers because of this reality.~-~- 

The police presence in Chocolate city is very daunting. It has been very intimidating to me and i 

always had legal documents to be in the area. One Nigerian I attempted to interview in June 20!3 

out in the open with police in front of us insisted that I must foilow him to his stall inside the 
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plaza across the road. Accommodating his request, once we were safely inside he explained to 

me that since he was an illegal immigrant, the more visible he was, the greater risk he took in 

being arrested by the police. 

So why was he safe in the plaza, but not outside? Mr. Nwoso explained that a relatively 

new poticy has been put in place to protect the interests of the Chinese owners of the plaza where 

Africans conduct their business. A serious raid by the police into these buildings in. search of 

illegal immigrants can easily result in huge numbers of empty stalls. This in turn can result in the 

Chinese owners of the buildings who rent to Africans going bankrupt if a certain number of stalls 

are empty following the arrest by the police of the illegal immigrants. Consequently, the police 

and the Chinese owners have a tacit understanding that amounts to financial remuneration given 

to the police, and in return they do not enter the buildings in search of illegal African 

immigrants,a3 

Mr. Nanga from Nigeria 

Mr. Nanga [s a frustrated man. He travels to Guangzhou once a month to buy goods from 

his fellow Nigerians in Chocolate City. Mr. Nanga has been coming to this part of the world 

consistently since 2003. He has a shop back home and trades in T-shirts, shirts, and clothes in 

general. He ships his goods back to Nigeria in a container. According to Mr. Nanga, the Chinese 

are not serious.24 

Before i return home i must make sure everything is in the container because they will 
change the order and put the wrong things in there. I had losses in early years because I 
did not see the process through to make sure the correct goods were in the container. I am 
from Lagos and the Chinese don’t like Africans. They only need money. Visas are a 
problem. They only give us thirty days. I come here for 2 weeks. They should give us one 
year visas. Sometimes I can’t travel because I don’t have a visa. Each time I come here 
my visa cost $1,300, and my plane ticket cost $1,500. I only continue coming here 
because Nigerians like Chinese designs and so there is a great demand. So i don’t have a 
choice but to do this. But the Chinese government needs to give me a one year visa.~~ 
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Mr. Mmhui from Kenya 

Amos Muthui had finished his business and was preparing to return to Kenya when I 

found him wondering around the Overseas Trading Mall in Guangzhou. Mr. Muthui started 

coming to Guangzhou 5 years ago to buy goods for his shop back in Kenya. He first started in 

the shoe business and after it was no longer profitable, he started buying motorbikes and spare 

parts for the bikes. Before the financial crisis he was coming to Guangzhou monthly and 

sometimes even twice a month, But now he is only able to travel to the area every three or four 

months. On this journey in May 2011 he had just bought his normal consignment of motorbikes 

(the average is between 80 and 120). Mr. Muthui says that he makes a very good profit off his 

trade and the goods enter the Kenyan market duty free. Although he was in a hurry to get back to 

Kenya, I was able to get out of him his experience as a trader/entrepreneur in Guangzhou. He 

noted that he can’t leave the city until his container is closed and ready to be shipped back to 

Kenya. Before this happens, however, he must make sure that his order is correct which means 

that all the motorbikes are the same (sometimes the Chinese mix the brand of bikes) and he must 

pay someone to make sure that all of the bikes work. In terms of shopping in Guangzhou, he says 

that the Chinese people are very confusing, dishonest and therefore bad for him. Consequently 

sometimes he just goes to Dubai to buy his motorbikes.26 Mr. Muth,~i, like most African 

traders/merchants, shop at trading posts, such as Chocolate CityiGuangzhou, because they are 

very wealthy, or hope to be. 

Mr. Emma £rom Nigeria 

If there was one person that I had to see upon arriving in Chocolate City, according to 

Evan Osnos from The Ne~, Yorker, it was Ojukwu Emma, the leader of the Nigerian Community. 

With Osnos’ instructions in my hand I went straight to Cannon Market in Chocolate City and 
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started asking any African I saw if they knew this man. Osnos had forewarned me that Ire was so 

busy that I would likely have to wait hours to talk to him. Luckily, my newly minted research 

assistant that I had just hired upon arriving at Cannon M~ket called Mr. Emma and he was 

available to see us immediately, presumably because most traders’ days dor~’t start until around 

noon. Containing our excitement, my assistant told the taxi driver in Mandarin our destination 

and in a matter of minutes we were sitting in the office of Mr. Emma. He has basically become 

an icon in Chocolate City, so I knew he would determirte the future direction my access to other 

traders would take. Mr. Emma started by telling me that: 

Africans come to China just for business. There are no jobs in China. There is a language 
barrier. Most foreigners are based here. We are having a lot of business difficulties. 
Things have changed over the last three years. The Chinese have to understand our 
presence and issues in this co,retry in a different way. We don’t have the same visa 
problems. When you come to Africa the Chinese understand that there are millions of 
them, for example, in Nigeria. So they have had to deat with the immigration problem in 
this country very differently. The visa issue does create a lot of problems. Once you come 
to China you come in as one person and then you are forced to leave and return under a 
totaIly different identification. This poses a real problem to immigration in this country. 
Some people commit suicide as a result of this problem. But again we are working with 
this government on this subject. Once you are forced to leave we discuss with Chinese 
authorizes how you can return,x7 

The Nigerian community in Guangzhou is divided along the lines of the 36 states in 

Nigeria. There are representatives for each state assigned to try to solve the difficulties Nigerians 

experience in China with respect to business. While Guangzhou is a city where Mr. Emma says 

you can get whatever you need and that the Nigerian community is outstanding, he is not 

dismissive of the numerous problems the community is confronted with. For example, he notes 

that: 

Our children are facing a lot of problems. Many black children can’t go to school. We are 
having to send then to international schools which is very expensive and many peopIe 
can’t afford to send their childre~ to such schools. We are now fighting to get our own 
school for our children. They call our children °;Black Devils". I don’t allow my son, who 
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is of mixed race, to play with Chinese children. Children are supposed to have their own 
rights. The Chinese train their children to believe that Africans are not human. 

Another problem that Mr. Emma says Africans and other foreigners are confronted with 

is the reality that when they run into problems with local Chinese, no matter what, the police 

defend the locals, even if they are wrong. This is a problem that Mr. Emma feels needs to be 

resolved. He does feel that the Chinese do respect people if they see they are organized and he 

doesn’t believe they would dare try to kick him out of China.2s 

In May 201 ! wl~en I first interviewed Mr. Emma he had been in Guangzhou for thirteen 

years. He is involved in the import and export business. Upon aniving in Chocolate 

CityiGuangzhou he mainly traded in women’s and men’s shoes. He discontinued this business, 

however, because he lost US$I million as a result of the fact that the Chinese he employed to 

make the shoes, made them with expired glue. So by the time the shipment arrived in Nigeria a~! 

the shoes had fallen apart,a9 

Yang Yang estimates ~°that about half of the African traders who come to Guangzhou lose 

all their money" (160). Some of it stems from fraudulent exchanges, as in the case of Mr. Emma. 

Knowing this, Mr. Muthui from Kenya and Mr. Naga from Nigeria and others must inspect their 

goods before they leave the port in Guangzhou. This is one of the major hazards of operating at 

the level of globalization from below. Once transactions are formalized, in most cases there is no 

recourse through legal means to challer~ge the illegal excl~ar~ge of counterfeit goods. At this level 

transactions take place outside any national calct~lations and consequently are unreported (Yang 

Yang 157). "Instead of having institutional guarantees and certi~qcates, these traders may have 

nothing more than an oral promise or a hand-written receipt that is kept off the books. At the 

center of the ~world’s factory,’ Guangzhou, these African traders t~se the tools of globalization- 

fast transnational transportation and extremely convenient communication via mobile phones - 
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to potentially build, with little 

con~tinents’’ (158). 

Mr. 

start-up capital, entrepreneurial enterprises, curing across 

Mr. Vianney from Rwanda 

Nzamwita M. Vianney is a tal!, charming man from Rwanda who had one of his 

secretaries escort us to his plush office. He is clearly not happy being in Guangzhou and 

immediately lets us know that. Born in Uganda, he returned to Rwanda in December after the 

Genocide of 1994. He went to Dubai with his cun’ent company in 2004 and then left there on 

No~ember 27, 2009, as a result of the recession. Most of his clients, he said, were switching to 

Guangzhou. As an export trading company, he exports 50 containers of goods a month from 

Guangzhou, with 90 percent of the cargo going to Africa. His company is merely a middleman 

which means that people bring goods to them to ship and they find a shipping company. While 

the business is improving, Mr. Vianney hates living in Guangzhou. The only thing the place has 

to offer is cheap goods. "There is big racism here and it is open. The Chinese make it clear that 

the prices you get in the market are higher than the ones given to Chinese." He gives himself a 

couple more years in Gnangzhou and he definitely plans to ieave. 

Mr. Semgabo from Rwanda 

Leaving Guangzhou is also on the forefront of the mind of Mr. Sengabo, also of Rwanda. 

Born in Uganda, he left when he was 5 years old. He went to Rwanda and was there from 1975- 

1992 (he left Rwanda to go to school in Kenya). He studied in Kenya from I992-4, thus missing 

the Genocide of t994. Only one sister survived the Genocide. During his stay in Kenya he 

started having financial problems, so he was not able to complete his studies and thus started 

trading in Kenya.3° 
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Mr, Sertgabo next went to Saudi Arabia to look for a job and ended up working for Coca 

Cola for a year. He then stayed there illegally. He next traveled to Dubai where he worked in the 

area of inter-freight from 1995-97. Mr. Sengabo started his own company in 1997 and began 

shipping mostly to East Africa (Rwar~da, Kenya, the DRC, Tanzania, and Uganda). Some agents 

would come personally and place orders, while others placed orders from their respective 

countries, according to Mr. Sengabo. He remained in Dubai until 2005, during which time 

everything became so expensive that his profits started going down. This same year he came to 

Guangzhou, but continued shipping to East Africa.3~ 

Currently Mr. Sengabo has two Chinese workers, but he only keeps them for two years. 

After that, he says, they usually try to start taking over his company. Every month he ships 

between 20-25 containers; however, things are not as good now because of the economic crisis)2 

Like most Africans interviewed, Mr. Sengabo turns to the issue of visas. 

The Chinese are complicating the process by which Africans get visas. I have to 
renew my residency permit every year. It’s not expensive but they are always 
coming up with new policies - new documents must be sent to your country to be 
certified, You have to hope that the person you might send the documents with 
will take care of business, otherwise you might not get your visa renewed.33 

Again, like most Africans interviewed, Mr. Sengabo finds living in China a problem 

because 

Chinese are always changing policies; Chinese are not honest; they are very 
complicated; Chinese want to get your business; Workers wm~t to take your 
customers; no security in doing business; they give you counterfeit things and no 
contracts and you can’t go to court; Chinese only like money; their community is 
very closed.34 

Furthermore, there are no human rights in this country; no justice; all police are 
corrupt; lawyers are corrupt; Many people place orders and request 30% upfront 
and then they change companies and you can’t find them. So you lose all the 
money you have put down on an order. Once they have gotten all the money they 
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need they close shop and then go to another province, so you can’t find them. It is 
really dangerous to do business here.35 (see also Matthews and Yang 2012:110 
and 113 for similar stories). 

Mr. Sengabo wants to go to the US. His busir~ess is contracts and he wants to specialize 

in high tech machinery, and buy a small factory. He laments that he can’t accept orders for 

electronics from China. He does feel he has a market in Africa and the Middle East for 

electronics and hopes that in 2012 he will be able to leave China.36 

While most African trade have unfavorable things to say about the Chinese, most Chinese 

traders in turn are seemingly not impressed with their African counterparts. Since it was 

impossible to talk to any Chinese traders during my field research trips to Guangzhou,37 I have to 

rely on information other scholars have collected. 

Lyons et al, in their interviews with Chinese traders, report cultural problems in doing 

business with Africans, unfair bargaining, fights between merchants and customers, and rudeness 

(2012: 883-4). Bodorna reported that the experience of one Chinese woman was that Africans 

didn’t keep their promises. She noted, for example, 

they would request that the company supply them with the goods within a week, 
but they would not come to collect their goods on time. Then, after having goods 
produced for then, they would claim that they did not have the money to pay for 
them readily available. According to Ms. Li, some Africans who were Christians 
would profess that these problems were being dealt with ~in the name of God," 
implying that there was nothing they could do about these problems. Interacting 
with African ct~stomers was also difficult for Ms. Li because she perceived the 
African men as being too direct when they met women...(Bodomo: 2012: 54). 

Others have complained that some African traders would, for example, pIace an order tbr 

200 pairs of pants and then only actually buy 10 pairs, in such cases they would insist that they 

still pay the price as if they were buying all 200 pairs. Chinese traders are annoyed by such 

unethical business practices. Others complain that when picking up an order, African traders, 
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while leaving their shops, would just grab an item they didn’t pay for (Fool’s Mountain: 

Blogging for China). 

Mr. Ali from Uganda 

Mr. Ali from Uganda also hopes his years are numbered in Guangzhou. He came to 

Guangzhou in 2006 for family business reasons. His uncle is involved in the real estate business 

and owns a hotel in Kampala. So he is involved in trading exporting, mainly in building 

products and finished products for the hotel (linen, cutlery, mattresses, etc.). ~Annually we 

export over 120 containers. There are 30 to 40 Ugandans in Guangzhou," Mr. All notes. In June 

2013 (two years after the initial interview) Mr. Ali still had no date for returning to Uganda. in 

fact, he now is talking about one day living half the year in Guangzhou al~d half the year in 

Kampala. Like so many African traders, Mr. Ali is conflicted. He feels he cannot return home 

with his family unless he is a very successful business rnan who can build a big house and buy a 

nice car.38 For now he is stuck in the complex world of globalization from below, seemingly 

longing for the day that he can return home and be an agent in his uncle’s hotel (which he has 

shares in) and operate within the hegemonie world. 

Mr. Mutesa from Angola 

There is no doubt that some Africans are very pleased with their new-found home in 

Chocolate CityiGuar~gzhou. Mr. Mutesa from Angola is one such person. He arrived in 

Guangzhou from Luanda, Angola in 2006 to take advantage of trading opportunities. Mr. Mutesa 

established a branch of an Angola shipping company in Guangzhou. He and his colleagues are 

involved in shipping construction goods back to Angola, including tiles, steel, and fttrniture. In 

addition, they buy and ship goods to individual clients irt Angola. The company exports many 

containers a month, depending on demand.39 
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in terms of living in Angola, Mr. Mt~tesa says that although he finds the Chinese to be 

closed people, they are not bad and he has a normal life in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou. Chinese, 

he said, like money, but then alt people like money. The only problem Mr. Mutesa really has is 

sometimes with the quality of goods that me produced, noting tlaat at times they are fake. He has 

a residency visa and a working certificate, so he argues that as long as you are here legally, you 

have no problems. China, he says, is the best market to be in.4° 

Mr. Stones from Cameroon 

Mr. Stones, the owner of Mister Stone Shoes, also seems very content being in Chocolate 

City. Born in Kumba, Southwest Cameroon, Mr. Stone admits that he was a tearaway growing 

up, causing his parents a great deal of challenges. He first came to China in 2005, but didn’t 

really settle in Chocolate City until very recently. In fact, his shop in Bole Market had been 

opened only one year and 2 months when I interviewed him in May 20! 1. Mr. Stone has his own 

brand of shoes that he sells to clients in Venezuela, Nigeria, Ghana, Cameroon, Russia and the 

United States. He uses two factories to make his shoes and admits that so far the shoe business 

has not been a profitable endeavor for him. Married to a woman from Eastern Europe, Mr. Stone 

is very content in his current environment. 4~ 

Ttqple illegal/Immigration Issues 

One of the more seasoned traders interviewed for this study was Mr. Bah from Guinea. I 

first met Mr. Bah in May 2011 and reunited with him in May/June 2013. A great deal had 

changed for Mr. Bah in two years. 

Born in Sierra Leone as a result of the fact that his parents were in political exile, Mr. 

Bah’s business adventures started while living in Liberia from 1983 to 1991. He would buy 

cigarettes from Guinea and sell them in Liberia. He did this for 8 years. He left Liberia because 
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of the war and returned to Sierra Leone for 6 months. Finally able to return to his home country 

of Guinea in 1991, Mr, Bah engaged in the business of se!li.ng women’s shoes until 1993. He 

moved on to selling jeans from 1993 to 2001. But things took a turn for the worse after the 

government destroyed the goods of informal traders, including burning their tables. Mr. Bah then 

traveled to Abidjan (2003), then on to Egypt (2003), and Thailand (2003). Finally, at the end of 

2003 he made it to Guangzho~l, where he found his brother and sister.47 

Mr. Bah first began to work with his brother, but that arrangement did not produce any 

financial rewards, so he decided to venture out on his own. From 2004 to 2006 he had a business 

in which he went from office to office selling sandwiches at lunch time. The profit from selling 

sandwiches allowed him to go into the business of selling jeans. The rewards were great and he 

made lots of money until 2009. Things began to decline when the individuals he entrusted with 

his business back home (the jeans were being exported to Guinea) decided that Mr. Bah must be 

rich, so they stopped sending money back to him and he lost over US$ 20,000.43 

Seemingly things couldn’t get any worse but they did. Mr. Bah had developed a beautiful 

line of iinen outfits that had an At}ican flare. These designs were outsourced to a Chinese 

company to be made. One day he looked up in the market and several Chinese merchants had 

copied his outfits and were selling them at a much lower price which he could not compete with. 

In addition, several Chinese women who were working for him ended up taking away many of 

his Guinean clients and starting businesses of their own. He alleged they started sleeping with 

some of his clients. Mr. Bah feels he learned the hard way that some Chinese will take both your 

ideas and clients away from you. 

Life for Mr. Bah has not been easy in Guangzhou. First and foremost he is considered, 

like most Africans, a "triple illegal person"- illegal to enter, illegal to reside, and illegal to work 
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(Osnos). Mr. Bah, again like the majority of African traders in Huangzhou, has overstayed his 30 

day visa and at any moment stands the chance of being arrested and taken to jail. A fine of up to 

5,000 RMB (US$ 750) must be paid for overstaying one’s welcome in the area and then one 

must have a ticket to return home. Without these two requirements being fulfilled, Mr. Bah, for 

example, could be put in jail in Guangzhou indefinitely. In the meantitne, each day he waits to 

hear the banging of the gates in the congested huge indoor market (where he has a shop) warning 

traders that tl~e police are about to enter the area looking for counter[’eit goods. Mr. Bah knows 

that if he gets caught selling them he will incur a huge fine. So he has a strategy to hide such 

goods as soon as he hears the alarm. Being both a triple illegal and seIling counterfeit goods, 

Mr. Bah is playing with fire. If he were to become legal, Mr. Bah would have to pay 5,000 RMB 

to the police for overstaying his visa; buy a ticket to return to Guinea and apply for a visa to 

return to China (which he might not get). I~7 he does get it, each year he stays in China he would 

have to pay US$ 1,500 to extend his visa in order to remain legal. 

When I returned to Guangzhou in May 2013, the first trader I went searching for was Mr. 

Bah. I was devastated when I could not locate him. Finally, on my second trip to the market, my 

research assistant and I found the shop owned by his Chinese wife, so we were able to reunite. 

Once again, financially life had been very challenging for Mr. Bah and so he had moved his shop 

to a different building. His shop now is an open space next to the elevator on the third floor of 

the building. There is no security at night for his goods; he just covers everything up and 

surprisingly no one touches his merchandise. As one of the oldest and most respected traders in 

the market, who would dare steal from Mr. Bah? 

Not only had Mr. Bah’s life changed financially, but also personally. He had managed to 

finalIy bring his first wife to Guangzhou from Guinea. This woman was the love of his life, but 
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he had never been able to afford a ticket to have her j oin him in Guangzhon. Thus he had married 

a Chinese woman and they had two daughters. In 2012 Mr. Bah missed his first wife so much 

that he saved all his money to pay for her plane ticket. The product of this reunion was a 

beautiful chocolate baby girl who was three months at the time of my visit. Recently one 

evening, he recounted, his Chinese wife became very angry at him for bringing his first wife to 

Guangzhou and called the police to have him deported to Guinea. Mr. Bah quickly rm~ out the 

house and literally slept on the street that night. He was frightened because he knew that had the 

police found him, he would have been arrested and taken to jail. The police did in tact come to 

the house looking for him. He is not quite certain why they have not returned, but he knows he is 

a lucky man.as The complications that have resulted from having two wives in Guangzhou will 

be discussed in the section below on "African men and Chinese women." In the meantime, Mr. 

Bah was certain that with the Muslin holy month or Ramadan quickly approaching business 

would improve tremendously. 

Mr. Ali from Uganda estimates that it is likety up to 95% of African traders are in 

Chocolate CityiGuangzhou illegally.46 Generally speaking this is the number that you hear in 

conversations in Guangzhou. No one knows for sure the number of illegal traders precisely 

because they are iIlegal and working under the radar of the police and immigration officials. This 

is one of the major characteristics of being an agent in the non-hegemonic world-system. 

The issue of being in Guangzhou illegally is the most pressing problem of the traders, 

many of whom would like to return home but cannot because of the financial expense it takes to 

become legal. And, there is also the concern of spending time in jail for violating Chinese 

immigration laws. Haugen writes that 

Undocumented migrants find their mobility severely inhibited; They must 
carefully assess how, when and with whom they move about in order to avoid 
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police interception. This is a business impediment, as well as a source of personal 
distress for migrants who engage in trade and the provision of trade-related 
services. The situation can be described as a ~second state of immobility’: the 
migrants have st~cceeded in the difficult project of emigration, but find themselves 
spatially entrapped in new ways in their destination country ((1). 

So what is the origin of this phenomenon? Many trace the problem back to the plmming for the 

2008 Beijing Olympics. 

Africans who first came to Guangzhou in the 1990s and early 21 ~ century felt wetcome)7 

However, on the eve of the 2008 IBeijing Olympics, this changed dramatically. 

We were used to being granted one-year visas allowing multiple entry and 

unlimited length to stay. In 2008, just before the Beijing Olympics, the authorities 

decided to tidy up. They stopped renewing visas here. You had to return to your 

own country to get another work permit (as quoted ila Coloma 2010A). 

Consequently, as Tristan Coloma notes, ~°the constant quest for precious visas cm~ become 

absurd." Cun’ently visas given to African traders (unless they have residence status) are only 

valid for 30 days, which means these traders have to trave! outside of mainland China each 

month in the hope of renewing their visas (Coloma 2010A). Even traveling outside every three 

months to renew your visa with a one year residency permit can be very dangerous, as I 

discovered upon returning to Guangzhou in 2013. 

Frank, another one of my favorite traders was not to be found. When we inquired abot~t 

him, we were initially told by one of his Nigerian friends that he left for Macau to renew his visa 

and from there was deported back to Nigeria. After several more conversations with Frank’s 

friend, I was finally told the details of his deportalion. When Frank first arrived in China he had a 

Nigerian passport. He overstayed his visa and was forced to leave the country. When Frank re- 

entered China it was on a passport from Sierra Leone. This, of course, is iltegal in any country, 

So while Frank was waiting for his visa to be renewed so that he could return to Guangzl~ou in 
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December 2012, the immigration authorizes realized that Frank was not from Sierra Leone and 

thus deported him back to Nigeria. Fortunately for Frank his wife was from Cameroon, so she 

was able to salvage some of his assets and then join him in Nigeria.48 The issue of re-entering 

China under a different name is a very serious problem in Guangzhou which will be discussed in 

more detail in the section on °~African men and Chinese women." 

Returning to the issue of the Beijing Olympics, this major historical event marked a 

watershed in the history of African traders in Guangzhou, although at the time all foreigners 

were ati’ected.49 According to Mr. Nwoso, the Chinese government was afraid that foreigners in 

general might become involved in criminal activities that would disrupt the games, so new 

immigration measures were put in place to prevent this from happening. The impact of these 

measures on African traders was devastating,s° 

One day I was waiting for Mr. Sam, whom I had asked to compile the history of the first 

African traders who came to Guangzhou in modern times. He took the task seriously and the day 

we were scheduled to meet, Mr. Sam was very late. I kept calling to see when I could expect his 

arrival at Bole market and he pleaded with me to just wait for him. Finally, when he arrived I 

asked what took him so long, and tlms he began to tell the story of the effort by the Guangzhou 

government to remove as many Africans as possible from actually living in Chocolate City on 

the eve of the Olympics. i had thought that Mr. Sam lived in Chocolate City. Instead, as part of 

an agreement with the gover~m~ent he had to move to one of the surrounding cities in order to 

maintain his status as a trader in ChocoIate City, so his journey each day into the city is long and 

arduous. Mr. Sam says the story started in 2008: 

A Chinese female agent gave us fake visas. She collected our passports and ran 
away with them. Then the police rounded us up and forced us to leave 
Guangzhou. Lots of people therefore no longer live in the city. They broke our 
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doors down and took all our possessions. So all we had were the clothes on our 
backs,sj 

In 2009, Hdl~ne Le Bail wrote that although illegal immigrants were tolerated for many 

years, six months prior to the 2008 Olympic Games tougher measures were put in place to arrest 

i!legal residents. Specifically with respect to Nigerians she notes 

Last August, it was said that 3000 Nigerians were imprisoned, some of them 
suffered maltreatment, the number of deaths in the prisons that are covered-up is 
also preoccupying. What is widely known is that those African (sic) who died 
trying to escape the police, did so out of fear of being physically abused (19). 

Noting the problems the African business community faced during the Olympics, 

journalist Tongkeh Joseph Fowale reported that "business almost came to a complete halt 

because of the complete absence of possibilities to obtain or extend visas. Because of this 

situation, many Africans were left with expired visas and sank underground where many still 

remain and operate as ’overstayers’~’ (Fowale: 2009). 

Mr. Nwoso, one of the most successful African traders in Chocolate City, shared his story 

about being deported before the Olympics: 

You have to get a visa for a specific place and that place has to be your place of 
employment. So because many people went to Beijing to get visas, they checked my visa 
while I was in Beijing. I had a Beijing visa and my place of employment was Gual~gzhou, 
so they sent me home, as they did with a lot of Africans. it was impossible tbr me to get a 
visa in Gnangzhou. Guangzhot~ is a "no-go" area. 

He continued: 

In order to get your visa renewed, contacts are extremely important. I currentiy have a 
Yiwu visa. So I have to maintain an office in Yiwu as well as a house. I have to have the 
same here in Guangzhou. So each year, including my visa, it cost me 80,000 RMB to run 
my business. And this is for a temporary residency visa. If you have the wrong contact, 
then you will get a fake visa. And the authorities will come after you. You cannot get 
your papers in order to get a successfui visa without an agent. You must hire an agent. So 
the Chinese are making money off this process. You cannot meet the visa requirements 
without a Chinese agent. The wrong agent might megm your visa is not extended.~ 
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As Yang Ym~g notes, African traders continued to be targets of the authorizes af~ter the Beijing 

Olympics into the Asian Games of 2010 that were held in Guangzhou. The police raids in the 

African markets and residential areas became so frequent against those vvith illegal as well as 

legal visas that people had to determine the quickest way to escape from buildings. The police, 

she notes, would "sometimes just arrest anyone with bIack skin." (168). 

It was a year after the Beijing Olympics, July 15, 2009, that the now infamous incident 

took place i1~ Guangzhou that created a great deal of turmoil in the African community. The 

situation involved two Nigerians who were runr~.ing from the police to escape checkpoints for 

passports. They jumped frown a building and one was so seriously injured people thought he was 

dead. As a result, hundreds of Africans gathered at a local police station to protest against what 

they deemed to be racial profiling by the police. This incident gained wide-spread media 

attentiol~. (Cheng 2011: 566; see also Colorna 20IOA; Bodomo: 696-69; Reuters 2009; Schiller 

2009). 

Following this incident, Abou Kabba noted that ~’the raids started again...My wife opened 

the door to the police who wanted to see our visas, but I had their papers with me. The policemen 

started shouting at my children, who were in tears, telling them they’d go to prison - even 

though my family is registered with the immigration authorities. They knew our papers were in 

order" (as quoted in Coloma 2010A). There exists a great deal of corruption in the visa industry 

in China (Rennie: 390-391), as wel! as a tremendous amount of harassment of Africans with the 

police demanding at any point to produce their passports with a valid visa (Bodomo and Ma: 

2010). 

Then before the Asian games in 2010, Mr. Bah recounts that the authorities forced a lot 

of Africans to leave. "They just busted down the door of peoples’ apartments and if you didn’t 
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have legal papers they would take your stuff and deport you.’’5~ According to three Nigerian 

traders interviewed: 

Traffic police spend their time breaking down doors trying to determine if you are 
here legally or not. They treat us like we are fools; arresting and beating us like 
we are fools. They beat us with iron. A lot of Nigerians are in the hospital as a 
resuIt of these beatings [one gentieman showed how he had been stabbed by the 
police]. They do it to the women too. The traffic police are members of the Mafia 
and are thieves. Police break into your residency when you are not there. All these 
things are happening in many places here.ss 

After hearing these stories I asked the three Nigerians ~vhy they were still in China. 

They refuse to issue visas for us to leave and go back home. A lot of peopte are 
frustrated once you’ve overstayed you must pay a fine. Otherwise you might 
end up in a cell for one year or more. For overstaying your visa restrictions it is 
500 RBM per day. The ultimate charge is 5,000 RMB. Then if you can’t pay they 
put you in jail. Then your family or a friend has to pay the overstay charge along 
with a ticket back home.s6 

Mr. Nwosu suggest that the real reason they are still in Guangzhou is because it’s better than 

being at home.57 

Mr. Ojukwu Emma, head of the Association of the Nigerian Community in Guangzhou, 

often has to go to the hospital to deal with paperwork related to Nigerians who have been injured 

fleeing immigration police. He reported that there have been many cases of people fleeing the 

police by jumping off balconies and breaking their legs. In addition, in 2009 he estimated that 

there were two hundred Nigerians in jail waiting to be deported and that the government was 

sending ten to twenty Nigerians home each week (Osnos; see also Haugen : 9). 

In a follow-up interview with Mr. Emma in May 2013 he admitted there is no way of 

knowing how many Africans have been arrested in Guangzhou. 

There is no way to know the numbers of people detained or arrested, or sent back 
to their countries. It is impossible to talk to immigration. No number can be 
correct. Even the information forwarded to embassies cannot be correct. 
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Authorities and local police daily arrest overstayers and arrange for their 
deportation. They will buy a ticket for them if they stay in detention in 
Guangzhou for 2-3 months.5~ 

African Men and Chinese Women 

Mr. Bah has many opinions about many things in China, including marriage to Chinese 

women; "Chinese women only know money. And if you try and hide it from them, they will call 

the police and have you deported. I am married to a Chinese woman because she got pregnant (in 

essence I got "caught"). "And they will slap you, these Chinese women, but my wife has learned 

that it is not a good idea to slap me. 

At least in public Mr. Bah, his wife, and their beautiful mixed-race daughter seem to be a 

happy family. While i had the opportunity to talk to Mr. Bah on several occasions, I was always 

disappointed when I returned to the Overseas Trading Mall located next to Denfeng Hotel near 

Xia Tang West Road and his shop was closed. I would often see his daughter in the care of a 

Chinese woman. When I interviewed Mr. Bah in May 201 I, he said things were not going too 

well financially. 

The most controversial subject among African traders is marriages/relationships between 

African men and Chinese women. As i continued to discuss this issue during my trip to 

Guangzhou in 2013, I realized that consensus was impossible. I was able to gather, however, that 

there are three overarching opinions on the subject. 

The first is that such marriages, specifically between Nigerian men and Chinese women, 

grow out of romantic love, according to Yu Qui, a Ph. D. Candidate at Cambridge University 

who is writing her Ph.D. dissertation on such relationships. 

Many say African men are more sexy and attractive than Chinese men and much 
more assertive. The first day they will say I love you and/or i want to marry you. 
So Chinese women become very curious. Nigerians will be more straight forward. 
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Nigeria~ls are praying every day for God to give him this women, so the women 
are impressed.6° 

Is it true, I asked Qui, that Chinese women only want money? 

It is true that so mm~y want material things and marry for money. Many of these 
women are in their 20s and are sexy and beautiful, but don’t have money. The 
second type of woman is one who has everything, sometimes including a 
husband, but she stiI1 wants an African man. There are some serious tragedies out 
of these situations.61 

In response to the question about Chinese women beating African men, Qui noted the following: 

Chinese girls beat their husbands and boyfriends. Chinese men accept this. This is 
part of the culture. It is normal for Chinese women to beat their 
husbands/boyfriends on the streets. This is because Chinese women want to be 
number one.6: 

Such beatings take place over trivial things. This culture of beating men, however, becomes 

problematic when Chinese women get involved witl~ African men. In fact, Qui identifies several 

conflicts that arise in marriages/relationships between African men. and Chinese women 

including education (what kind of school the children should go to), nutrition, language, and the 

degree of freedom that children should have.~3 Ninety-nine percent of in-laws, according to Qui, 

are against these marriages. 

The children of these mixed marriagesireIationships have to go to school and both mother 

and child experience a great deal of racial discrimination. Most of the discrimination comes from 

the parents of the children’s classmates.~4 Even more problems are created if the marriage is not 

legal. It ~is only legal when the potential husband’s papers are in order. [f the husband is noi 

legal, then they can’t officially marry.’’6s 

A case is point is Mr. Bah’s marriage. Since Mr. Bah is a triple illegal, his marriage to his 

Chinese wife is not legal. They now have two daughters. With the one-child policy, the first 

daughter is considered to be legal and has all the rights accorded to a Chinese citizen. The second 
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daughter, however, it not legal because Mr. Bah and his wife have not paid the fine to have a 

second child. According to the Chinese constitution, "If the fine is not paid, the child has no legal 

identity."66 

As previously noted, in 2012 Mr. Bah bought a ticket for his first wife to join him in 

Guangzhou and they now have a baby girt. So Mr. Bah is the father of three girls in Guangzhou. 

His oldest daughter distinguishes between her younger sisters by cal! them the "white" one and 

the %hocolate" one. As per Muslim culture, Mr. Bah divides his time equally between his two 

households. Mr. Bah has complicated the non-hegemonic, illega! world he lives in. 

There is too much stress having two wives. Three months ago my Chinese wife 
got mad at me and told me that I give all the money to my African wife. She 
called the police on me. So I left and slept on the street because of my lack of 
documentation. The police came that night looking for me, but they never 
returned. They would have deported me if they had found me in the house the 
night before. I went home the next day. We are always quarrelling. She was mad 
because I brought my first wife from Africa.67 

He continues: 

My Chinese wife was working in a supermmket and so I brought her.into the 
trading business. Our marriage is not legal. The first chifd is legal. The second is 
not legal because of the one-child poIicy. She can’t go to schoo! because she 
doesn’t have proper documentation. They want to fine us 50,000 RMB for having 
a second child. This would be the case even if the marriage was legal.6s 

Although Mr. Bah admits that he really loves his Chinese wife, he says he would never marry a 

Chinese woman again. 

Black women know the meaning of taking cme of a husband. They cook for you, 
wash your clothes. African women are number one. If you want safety, marry a 
Black woman. The Chinese wife otaly wants money. Every day she shouts and 
tells me l am a lazy man and I don’t work hard. I love her so much, but it’s very 
frustrating. If you have money, my Chinese wife will do everything. If there is 
money, there is honey. No money, no honey.69 

Mr. Emma, the president of the Nigerian community says the problem with these 

marriages stems from cultural differences and so one of his missions is to build happy families. 
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In this regard he has established the ~Nigerian-Chinese Family Forum." He notes that "many 

African men are happy with their Chinese wives." But, Chinese women have to be taught about 

African culture]° The most interesting aspect of the Emma’s Family Forum is that it only brings 

together the men who are married to Chinese women. The wives are excluded. My efforts to 

meet with the forum participants were rejected, although stach meetings take place every Tuesday 

evening. 

As part Of Mr. Emma’s attempt to create happy families, he is working directly with 

Chinese officials in an effort to get the government to allow the families of mixed-raced couples 

to be reunited. There is a serious crisis among many of these families and it usually has its origin 

in African men who have ieft Guangzhou and returned under a different name and with a 

different passport, like the case of Frank. Again, this is a criminal offense. According to Emma: 

Often upon returning they marry and have children. They end up with a Chinese 
marriage visa. When the authorities find out they have entered under a new 
passport they deport them. This poses a serious problem to the family structure. 
Unless resolved, children never see their fathers again. While we have some 
success in getting some Africans returned, this is not enough. We need to get all 
fathers returned. 71 

Whether these marriages are out of love or as Mr. Nwoso calls them "marriages of 

convenience,’’7~ life for many African traders can become much more complicated as these 

traders try to realize, as Mr. Nwoso says, "their American dreams in China." 

African Criminals in Gt~angzhou and Illicit Drug Traf[~cking 

According to Mr. Sam from Nigeria, unfortunately not all the newcomers who came to 

Guangzhou in the early 1990s were upstanding gentlemen, and some brought with them drugs to 

add to the ones that were already in existence. Mr. Sam notes that the majority of men who were 

buying drugs during this period were the police and the Chinese Mafia. The poIice would make 

friends with the Nigerians and allegedly give them drugs to sel!. In essence, they wot~td share 
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drugs with the Nigerians.73 I1~ a 1994/95 report on illicit drug traftScking, it indicated that China 

was the top country in the world where drugs were sourced (Reports of the Seminar). In addition, 

China was included in a report on the corruption in the illegal trade industry (International Crime 

Threat Assessment). According to Mr. Sam, at that time the Chinese drug dealers were called 

"Ghosts" and those who brought drugs into China were called ~Birds." These early years 

partially laid the foundation for the current discontentment among Nigerians and especially with 

the Chinese police. Many Nigerians in Chocolate City feel that all Chinese think Nigerians are 

drug dealers and so the price Nigerians must pay, tSnancially, physically, and emotionally, to 

operate trading posts and remain in this part of the world appears to be excessive.74 

In response to the many probIems Nigerians face in Chocoiate CityiGuangzhou, Mr. 

Emma "believes that his people have created their own image problem they need to fix" (as 

quoted in Osnos). However, with so many Africans jumping off balconies and doing other 

harmful things to themselves to escape immigration police, in November 2009 Emma was able 

to sign an ~amnesty agreement", it was signed with the local government and stipulates that an 

Afi’ican who is illegal in Guangzhou and gives himself up to immigration authorities can leave 

China. This is the case as long as they ha~e the money to buy a plane ticket home. Under these 

circumstances the traders can return legally to Guangzhou. For those, however, who don’t have 

the money to buy a plane ticket home, they likely are sent to prison and allegedly some are 

forced to work in state factories. Again, no one apparently knows how many Africans are in 

prisons in Guangzhm~ (Coloma 2010A). 

Mr. Nwoso from Nigeria has his own say about the plight of his people in Cl~ocolate 

City. He notes: 

They (the Chinese) study Nigerians welt. They keep them on a tight rope so riley 
won’t commit crimes. Yes, Nigerians m’e profiled in Guangzhou. The crime that 
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Nigerians commit is drug trafficking. There are lots of Nigerians in jail in this city 
for drugs. On the issue of beatings - Nigerians are lousy people. They are ou~ 
drinking and are very loud. The Communist police are called in. tf you are caught 
with an illegal passport you are finished. They will beat you and take you to jail. 
They will also break down your apartment to determine if you have a legal 
passport. If you don’t, again they will beat you. 

in 2009, the Nigerian ambassador to Chir~a harshly criticized Nigeriar~s for the crimes they 

commit in China (Haugen: 11). 

On the question of Nigerians being here iIlegally, Mr. Nwoso reinforces what is already 

known, namely that you initially only get a visa for 30 days. To extend a Nigerian visa if you are 

here legally it would cost US$6,200 per year. Nigerians who don’t want any problems go home 

and return with a passport from another country such as Ghana. With a passport from Ghana, it 

cost US$ 2,800 tbr the annual renewal. Most Nigerians are in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou on 

illegal passports. When asked about the question of documentation, Mr. Nwoso noted that 

Since I have been here there exists a group of police known as the "Communist 
Police"; they are the first respondents. The government pays their salaries and 
sees them as legitimate. They give the police information. They report to the real 
police. They know it’s good business, for example, to catch an illegal Nigerian. If 
you are here illegally the cost of overstaying your visa starts at 500 RMB, with 
the maximum being 5,000 RMB. So if they catch m~ illegal Nigerian they will 
likely bribe him for the 5,000 RMB. This is an aiternative to being turned over to 
the real poIice. They just stop you on the road and ask for your passport. So the 
Nigerian wiI1 pay the bribe which gives him more time to be here. This might give 
the illegal Nigerian extra time - from three months to a year. They might not be 
stopped again for a while.76 

According to Mr. Nwoso, in the old days, if a person was caught by the real police and 

you were illegal, you had to go to .jail for a month, but now you just have to pay the fine and 

leave the country. You don’t have a choice but to leave the country. However, most want to 

make money before they leave. Many return, however, on another country’s passport]7 
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While the production of illegal passports is big business in Africa, the Chinese 

government has made it more difficult for overstayers to return to China. Specifically, in 2010, 

the government began installing biometric screening at the airport in Guangzhou. Thus Matthews 

and Yang argue that depending o~ lmw efficient the system becomes, it may be impossible for 

illegals to re-enter the country under a differeat passport (20 ! 0:11). Again, Fra~.k wb_o first enter 

China on a Nigerian passport and later re-entered under a passport from Sierra Leone is a case in 

point. Although it took several years for immigration to discover this criminal offense, wl~en it 

was discovered he was immediately deported back to Nigeria. 

Mr. Nwoso believes that the reason for unemployment in Nigeria is China. ~The Chinese 

saw an opportunity and they seized upon it. They are so fortunate that Africa is not organized. 

The only industry that Nigeria still has an advantage in is the movie industry. However, because 

the Chinese are making tl~ese illegal DVD’s with 32 movies in 1~ gradualIy t[~e movie it~dustry 

will collapse.’’Ts 

~Most Africans have come here as middlemen. It’s difficult for an African to invest in 

China. The only Africans that can invest here are rich Africans," according to Mr. Nwoso, 

Fundamentally, he sees "China is a prison without a walt." And because there is no social life 

here, African men marry Chinese women. He feels that ~everything is fake; either you are going 

to cheat someone or someone is going to cheat you." Again, these are some of the perils of 

operating in the non-hegemonic world of globalization from below. 

The question that is raised here is if the Chinese really are not happy wi~h the African 

presence in the country, why don’t they just give them an exit visa to return home instead of 

keeping them in the country, especially if they know that 95% of them are illegal? The only 

obvious explanation is that since they make such a tremendous contributio~ to the economy of 
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Introduction 

This book introduces the reader to the complexity of Sub-Saharan Africa’s (SSA) world markets 

and trade regimes in the second decade of the twenty-first century. In terms of world markets and 

trade regimes that Africa is engaged with, there are major and minor players. This book focuses 

on those considered major players - China, the World Trade Organization (WTO), the European 

Union (EU), and ~he United States (US). No one volume can provide a comprehensive 

description and analysis of the subject matter. The task is daunting. I focus first on world markets 

and trade regimes that serve as conduits and hindrances to Africa’s further integration into the 

global economy. 

Second, I focus on the individuals involved in the global trade arena. In focusing on 

traders and their employees, trade negotiators, as well as trade unionist, I attempt to humanize 

Africa’s world markets and trade regimes. By careful study and analysis of ordinary individuals 

involved in trade, we not only gain a deeper understanding of these markets and trade regimes, 

¯ but also they come alive for us. The traders are no longer inanimate objects at the helm of 

Africa’s world markers. They are real people with stories of triumph, defeat, love, and longing to 

be successful entrepreneurs. 

The trade negotiators are not people who travel around Africa and the world just sitting in 

meetings without a voice. Instead, these trade negotiators have powerful voices and work 

tirelessly on behalf of the poor, resisting at every opportunity the attempt by the industrialized 

countries to prevent Africa from realizing her economic potentiaI vis-fi-vis the international trade 

arena. They spend their professional careers trying to change the lives of the poorest throughout 

the world. 



The Complexity of Africa’s Involvement in Global Trade 

The rationale behind this volume is for students, scholars, policymakers, government 

officials, and the general public to begin to understand the complexity of Africa’s involvement in 

the global trade ~ena. African countries are not only members of the WTO, but their 

government officials and diplomats participate in myriad negotiations and decision making 

processes throughout the world. Simiiarly, African diplomats and civil servants participate in 

negotiations with the EU to formulate EU-Africa financial and trade policies. In terms of tt~e US 

and the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), African governments are engaged with 

the US to determine how best to facilitate greater access to the US market for the goods they 

produce. With respect to China, any attempt to begin to understand China-Africa trade requires 

deconstructing relationships from the markets in Guangzhou, China to the capitais of each 

African country. 

Against this backdrop, African governments are involved in negotiating trade deals with 

individual countries world-wide and on the continent. And, they are attempting to integrate their 

economies through regional economic organizations (RECs). Most recently three RECs have 

joined together to form an even larger trading market on the continent - the Tripartite Free Trade 

Area (TFTA) that includes 26 countries. The three RECs are the Common Market for Eastern 

and Southern Africa (COMESA), the East African Comm~mity (EAC), and the Southern African 

De~celopment Community (SADC). Many African leaders still have a vision of one day creating 

a continental-wide regional economic organization that would result in African monetary unity. 



Each additional trade agreement or trade regime that an African country negotiates makes 

the task of realizing African monetary unity more challenging. It also challenges the ability of 

RECs to achieve their objective -- sub-regional integration. 

Despite discussions about enhanced regional integration among African countries, it is 

unlikely given the continent’s strong and growing ties to the larger gIobal system. It is very often 

the RECs that are sidelined in favor of trade regimes that involve what we term in this book - 

globalization from above; the world of the advanced capitalist nations that have formal financial 

structures and legal economic operations that are considered to be the norm. 

With "perhaps" the exception of South Africa, most countries are deeply integrated into 

the global economy as developing or least developed countries. Consequently the structural 

patterns of dependency and underdevelopment growing out of the early European invasions of 

the continent, the slave trade, the 19th century scramble for Africa, colonial rule, the Cold War, 

and now- the 21 st century scramble for Africa, have changed very little. Thus, for the most part, 

Africa still remains in the periphery of the world economy, which means among the least 

developed regions of the worid. 

Although in the periphery, African traders and African trade negotiators do not see 

themselves as victims of the capitalist-world system. They are making significant strides in 

changing how the continent engages with the global economy. African traders in Guangzhou, 

China, for example, are using oid and new trading networks to transport goods to the African 

continent so that Africans can experience the material luxuries that their counterparts in the 

industrialized world (globalization from above) have long had access to, albeit of lower quality. 

African traders in the markets in Africa are resisting the effort by Chinese traders to dominate the 



informal economy, more appropriately referred to as globalization from below. It is here where 

Africans are self-employed and operate under the radar of the police or government regulations. 

Transactions go unrecorded and most agents at this level do not participate in formal structures 

of their economies such as paying taxes and putting their money in banks. 

African government officials and diplomats are challenging the global North in the WTO 

and demanding that the trade needs of Africa be addressed before the organization can move 

forward. African negotiators are rejecting the EU efforts to force them to sign economic trade 

agreements that are not in the best interest of the continent. And finally, trade unionists are 

unrelenting in their fight for decent wages and better working conditions for people working in 

US AGOA designated factories. 

Structure of the Book 

The first chapter of the book, "Globalization from Above and Globalization from Below" 

provides the theoretical framework for the study. It presents a framework that is designed to 

allow us to describe, understand, and make some possible predictions about Africa’s world 

markets and trade regimes. The major research question for this study is the following: Is 

Africa’s global integration and subsequent development primarily being spearheaded by 

globalization from above or globalization fi’om below? In essence, do traders in markets in 

Gauangzhou and African countries that operate at the level of gtobalization from below 

contribute more to Africa’s integration into the global economy and the improvement in the 

living conditions of the poor more than African negotiators who are working with agents (the 

WTO, the EU, and the US) at the level of globalization from above? 

Chapters 2 and 3 focus on China-Africa relations, tn Chapter 2, the reader is taken on a 

journey to a city in the south of China called Guangzhou, located in Guangdong Province. The 



specit]c location is a place in Guangzhou called ~’Chocolate City" because ofthe large number of 

Africans in the area. For thousands of years Guangzhou has been the gateway to international 

trade in China and today it is a major gateway for the export of Chinese’s products to Africa. The 

city is known as the "world’s factory." This chapter attempts to humanize African traders who 

have migrated to Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and created an African trading post by weaving 

their stories in and out of six major themes: doing business in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou; triple 

illegal/immigrant issues; African men and Chinese women; African criminals in Guangzhou and 

illicit drug trafficking; Chocolate City at night; and Chinese racism against blacks. The major 

question explored in this chapter is - How do African traders help us understand what it means 

to be entrepreneurs in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and what contributions do the traders make 

towards the enhancement of African economic development through their trade networks? 

The journey into Chocolate City is indeed the face of globalization from below. Here 

traders want to make money, believe in capitalism, and largely trade in Chinese counterfeit 

goods that allow people all over the world, but especially in Africa, to have access to products 

that they normally would not be able to afford. 

In addition to globaiization from below, the chapter is guided by three prevailing 

concepts that attempt to describe and explain the presence of the large number of African traders 

who have migrated to Chocolate CityiGuangzhou. They are the creation of an African trading 

post; the creation of an African transnational m’bma space; and the idea that the African 

immigrant community serves as a bridge between itself and the host community. 

Chapter 3 takes the reader through a journey to different countries of Africa, including 

Uganda, Tanzania, Ghana, Zambia, South Africa, Namibia, Angola, and Cameroon. After 

placing China-Africa trade in historical perspective, the reader is introduced to African traders in 



the markets in several African countries that trade in Chinese goods. Some of the traders actually 

go to China to buy goods for their shops, some import them in from surrounding countries, and 

others buy them wholesale directly from the Chinese in their respective countries. What is 

perhaps most fascinating about many of these traders are the networks they have for the 

distribution of their goods. Namely, these traders serve as suppliers of Chinese goods to traders 

who come from surrounding countries to buy in bulk to sell in their respective shops. We learn a 

great deal in this chapter about Africa’s world markets and how globalization from below 

operates in this part of the world. Again, African traders, through their stories, humanize these 

markets for us. 

The chapter then focuses on the textile and clothing industry and the challenges that 

South Africa specifically has faced from Chinese imports as a result of the liberaiization of this 

sector.. Similarly, a case study of the challenges posed by the liberalization of the Ghanaian steel 

sector and the import of cheaper Chinese steel is explored. Here we begin to experience some 

tension between globalization from above and below. One of the important questions raised in 

the chapter concerns the relationship between African leaders and state-actors at the level of 

globalization from above. More specifically, are African governments making decisions out of 

the best interests of their constituents or the elites? 

Similar to the African trading post in Chocoiate City, the Chinese have created a trading 

post in 0shikango, the NamibiaiAngola border town. An attempt is made in this section to 

humanize both the Chinese who own the shops in 0shikango and the Africans who work for 

them. Here we see an even deeper level of tension between globalization from above and below 

and the elites of Namibia. The final section of the chapter examines the sex trade in Africa as a 

result of the growing number of Chinese sex workers who have migrated to the continent. 



The tension between globalization from above and below is pronounced in the next 

chapter. Chapter 4 helps the reader understand the history of the WTO and Africa through the 

prism of Nathan irumba, former Ugandan Ambassador to the WTO. Ambassador Irumba’s story 

is especially compelling because after severing eight years as ambassador he was removed from 

his post by his president, Yoweri Museveni, following four years of pressure from the US 

government. SpecificaIly, for four years the US government pressured Museveni to remove 

Irumba because he was not just advocating at the WTO on behalf of Africa, but the entire 

developing world. In this regard, as one of Africa’s most distinguished WTO negotiators, Irumba 

was complicating the efforts by the US delegation to be successful in gaining ground on issues it 

deemed important. The chapter starts with an historical overview of the General Agreements on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (the predecessor to the WTO) and takes the reader through the 

Uruguay Round of Trade Negotiations that established the WTO in 1995. 

It is in 1996, when the Ugandan government first opened its mission at the WTO in 

Geneva, that Natthan Irmnba enters the fray. The remainder of the chapter takes the reader 

through the complex network of the WTO and Africa (along with the least developed and 

developing countries) from 1996 to the present, weaving in and out the voice and experience of 

Ambassador Irumba. It concludes with an assessment of the current stalemate over the Doha 

Development Round and the future of the WTO. It is here that we can begin to pose the question 

as to whether or not Africa’s further integration into the global economy can be spearheaded 

through globalization from above. It is also here Ambassador Irnmba is hmnanized as a 

formidable trade negotiator. 

Chapter 5 focuses on trade relations between the EU and SSA from 1957 to the present. 

In this chapter we hear the voices of both officials from the Economic Commission in Brussels 



as well as African officials and members of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) discussing 

the negotiations to create Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) or free trade agreements, 

between the EU and various African regional economic organizations. The complexity of the 

negotiations are discussed, along with tlle failure of the agreements to be reached by the original 

date of December 31, 2007. At the writing of this book, only four countries - Mauritius, 

Madagascar, Seychelles, and Zimbabwe, had actually signed EU-Africa EPAs. Most SSA 

countries and regions are extremely concerned that in signing an EPA with the EU that not or~ly 

will efforts at regional economic integration in Africa be further undermined, but also such 

agreements will be detrimental to their economies. The future of such agreements thus still 

remains unresolved. Here again we see the tremendous tension between globalization from 

above and below and have to ponder whether the EU, as an agent i~a the hegemonic world of 

globalization from above, could possibly be a conduit for Africa’s further integration ir~to the 

global economy, 

Finally, Chapter 6 turns to the US and Africa trade relations. The history of the US 

African Growth and Opportunity Act is first discussed, followed by a brief overview of US- 

Africa trade since AGOA which was first introduced in May 2000 by former President Bill 

Clintor~. The focus of the remainder of the chapter is on the implementation of the special 

component of the Act - the Textile and Apparel Provision. Here the reader is taken to Lesotho, 

Swaziland, Ugm~da, Botswana, Ghana, Tanzar~ia, and Namibia to get an inside view of AGOA 

factories. Instead of US investors taking advantage of the textile and apparel provision of 

AGOA, the reader learns that Asian countries were the primary investors in AGOA plants, 

largely with a view to getting around the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) that had placed quotes 

on the number of textiles that Asian countries couId export to the US and EU until January 2005. 
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In this regard, many of the AGOA companies, on the eve of the expiration of the MFA, decided 

to close their African factories without giving notice to the workers. This created a great deal of 

turmoil in these countries, along with the fact that most of the companies had not, and continue 

not to, abide by the standards of the International Labor Organization (ILO), a major re.quirement 

stipulated in the AGOA Act. Major violations in these factories have occurred under the 

watchful eye of the US government. Thus instead of increasing the standard of living of most of 

the workers (which US politicians claim AGOA has and continues to do), the chapter reveals that 

most of the workers are r~ot even making a living wage. We read the stories of the workers and 

ponder how- such human beings can be treated under the watch of the US government in the 21st 

century. 

The book ends with a concluding chapter that summarizes the book and makes an 

assessment of the implications for Africa of its world markets and trade regimes within the 

context of globalization froln above and below and Afro-neo-iiberal capitalism and the elite 

consensus. It is here that we will offer some final insights imo the significance of humanizing 

Africa’s world markets and trade regimes. 

Methodology 

Primary data for this volume was collected from interviews and trade negotiation documents. 

Secondary data was collected from books, journal articles, reports, and newspaper articles. The 

majority of interviews took place over a period of time between the summer of 2010 and 2013. 

Earlier interviews that were incorporated into the study took place between 2004 and 2006. 

Many people were interviewed for this study. These include African traders in Guangzhou, 

China and various countries in Africa; several Chinese traders in Africa; African governmental 

officials, academics, civil servants, employees of regional economic organizations; African trade 



union officials; trade negotiators, and European Union officials. Specific interview questions 

were administered in most cases. Often interviews resulted in extended conversations that 

continued for hours and in some cases individuals were repeatedly interviewed over a period of 

weeks. In several cases I had repeated conversations with some individuals since I returned to 

three countries twice while collecting data for the study. Lasting friendships have been 

established as a resuit of the latter. 

I refuse to call the people that come alive in these stories "informants," a term that is 

often used in the literature when referring to people who have provided information for a study 

or research project. To me the use of this term implies a person is operating as a spy and 

therefore giving cIassified data. This is not the case for this study. Persons participated willingly 

and volunteered to provide information. 

Interviews for this study were conducted in I0 countries. They include Belgium, China, 

Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. In terms of 

African countries, since most of my field research over the years has been conducted in Southern 

Africa, I decided to expend this study to include East Africa and at least one country in West 

Africa. With respect to the latter, Ghana, as a major player in the region, seemed to be a logical 

choice. 

Two theoretical frameworks have been identified for analyzing the data in this study. The 

first is globalization from above and globalization from below. The second is Afro-neo-liberal 

capitalism and the elite consensus. These frameworks are presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 1 

Globalization from Above and Globalization from Below 

The maj or theoretical constructs of globalization from above arid globalization from below allow 

us to present a framework for analyzing the major research question that permeates this study, 

namely, is Africa’s global integration and subsequent economic development being primarily 

spearheaded through existing trade regimes such as the WTO, the EU mid the US AGOA that 

operate at the level of globalization from above, or through world markets that fundamentally 

operate at the level of globalization from below. In essence, does the average African find him or 

herself better off through globalization from. above or below? 

This chapter will provide an in-depth presentation of these two theoretical frameworks 

with a view to laying the foundation for analyzing the data collected in this study. It will begin 

with a brief historical overview and working definition of globalization, followed by a section on 

neoliberalilsm. The third and fourth sections will describe globalization from above and below. 

The last section of the chapter will present a theoretical framework known as ’Afro-neo liberal 

capitalism and the elite consensus.’ This framework will allow us to debate the decision making 

process of African leaders within the context of globalization from above and below. 

We start with globalization since it is at the center of the theoretical framework for 

analysis. Central to understanding globalization from above and below is neoliberalism., which is 

a relatively new economic doctrine within the context of the long history of globalization. In its 

current construct, it has been suggested that some neoliberalism advocates have appropriated 

globalization (see below). 



Globalization 

According to Nayan Chanda, "since the first appearance of the term in 1962, ’gtobalization’ has 

gone from jargon to cliche" (Chanda 2002). The Economist has suggested that globalization is 

"the most abused word of the 21~t century" (lbid). Chanda observes that there has not been a 

word in recent memgry that has resulted in so much emotion and that has simultaneously sparked 

a plethora of different meanings for so many people. "Some see it as nirvana - a blessed state of 

universal peace and prosperity - while others condemn it as a new kind of chaos" (ibid). Indeed, 

the literature on globalization is so vast that it is presumptuous for anyone to proclaim to 

definitively lcnow its origins or definition. In this brief section, an attempt will be made to extract 

from the literature suggestions about the origin of globalization and to lay the foundation for 

beginning to ~anderstand how it is currently operationalized within the context of globalization 

from above and below. 

According to Yale University’s project on globalization, 

it is an historical process that began with the first movement of people out of 
Africa into other parts of the world. Traveling short, then longer distances, 
migrants, merchants, and others have always taken their ideas, customs, and 
products into new lands. The melding, borrowing, and adaptation of outside 
influences can be found in many areas of human life (YaleGlobal Online). 

One fact that seems to permeate a great deal of the literature is that globalization is not a new 

phenomenon (Held and McGrew 2001: 324-327; Williamson 2002; Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy 2010; Dumeni and Levy 2005: 10; Chanda 2002; A Quick Guide to the World 

History ofGlobatization). The conceptualization of the different phases of globalization and the 

myriad definitions of the term will always remain contested territory. The working definition of 

globalization for this study is that it "can be conceived of as a process (or set of processes) which 



embodies a transformation in the spatial organization of social relations and transactions, 

expressed in transcontinental or interregional flows and networks of activity, interaction and 

power" (Held and McGrew: 324). Held and McGrew identify four types of changes. The first 

entails extending the activities of a political, economic and social nature beyond borders 

(continents, regions and frontiers). The second change is cl~aracterized by an increase in the 

magnitude and inte~connectedness of culture, migration, investments, finance and trade. The 

third involves the increase in the speed of interactions and processes at the global level, and 

finaily, as a result of the latter, the boundaries between global affairs and domestic events 

become increasingly more fluid (Ibid). In the final analysis, globalization "can be thought of as 

the widening, intensifying, speeding up, and growing impact of worldwide interconnectedness" 

(Ibid). 

In the current phase of globalization that began around the early 1980s, some scholars 

have argued that it has taken on a new form and fundamentally has been appropriated by 

neoliberalism (Colas 2005: 70; Dumeni and Levy 2005: 9; Saad-Filho and Johnston 2005:2; Peet 

2010: .3-4). 

Neoliberalism 

One of the signal triumphs of neoliberalism as a contemporary ideotogy has been 
the appropriation of ~globalization’ as a process denoting the universal, boundless, 
and irreversible spread of market imperatives in the reproduction of states and 
societies across the world (Colas: 70). 

The most recent transformatiol~ of the capitalist world-economy has been neoliberalism, 

which has been the economic orthodoxy of the world since the latter part of tt~e 1970s. Its 

historical origins leading up to the 1970s are rooted in the problems of the Keynesian welfare 

state created after World War II. The appropriation of globalization under the guise of 



neotiberalism has theoretically made it almost impossible to separate the two. For example, 

within the context of gIobalization from above and globalization from below, Gordon Matthews 

and Carlos Alba Vega postulate that "those who practice globalization from below are in effect 

~out-neoliberalizing’ those who embody globalization from above" (Matthews and Vega 2012: 

11). 

The Keynesian Welfare State and its Demise 

The Keynesian years were characterized in the major industrial countries by significant 

economic growth rates, ongoing changes in technology, increases in purchasing power, the 

development of the welfare state, and unemployment rates that were low. This economic 

situation, however, changed in the 1970s (Dumeni and Levy: 9). For example, various states 

began to experience fiscal crises, with tax revenue plunging and soaring social expenditures. 

Keynesian polices, along with other factors, were no longer effective. The situation was 

worsened by the Nixon administration’s decision to no longer support the Bretton Woods 

institutional framework of aIlowing fixed exchange rates with the dollar pegged to gold. This 

was in response to the fact that the US doliar had flooded the world, escaping US controls since 

they were being deposited in banks throughout Europe (Harvey 2005:12). Embedded liberalism, 

which had resulted irt high rates of growth, especially in advanced capitalist countries post-1945, 

was failing to deliver and an alternative was needed in order to avert a crisis (ibid). The crisis 

with Keynesian economic economics, coupled with other issues, gave rise to neoliberalism. 

The Rise of Neoliberalism and the New Social Ordert 

A great deal has been written about neoliberalism and thus the basic tenets of the theory 

are wel! known. "Neoliberalism is in the first instance a theory of political economic practices 



that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual 

entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong 

private rights, free markets, and tree trade" (Harvey: 2; see also George 1999). 

Other major features commonly known include privatization, deregulation, and the 

removal of state involvement in most areas of social provision; in essence, the elimination of the 

welPare state. Most states in the world have adopted some form of neoliberalism, including 

communist China (Harvey: 3; see also George 1999). 

At a more complex level, neoliberaiism is said to be "a particular organization of 

capitalism which has evolved to protect capital (ism) and to reduce the power of labour" (Saad- 

Filho and Johnston: 3; see also Dumer~i and Levy: 10). internal and externai forces have been 

involved in this process. With respect to the former, this has included political, social and 

economic transformations. External forces include coalitions established between a wide 

segment of high powered entities with special interests including financial (banldng), trade, 

media, landowners, military, increases in mergers and acquisitions, etc. (Ibid). Supporting 

ideologies of the ’°global" center, these relationships have resulted in a huge shift in worldwide 

power from the majority of people in the world, with significant consequences for countries in 

the periphery of the global economy (Ibid). With the political spectrum havillg shifted more 

towards the "right," the influence of finance has become unrivalled with a significant increase in 

corporate power (Saad-Filho and Johnston: 3). 

The individuals most closely identified with what was to become the neoliberal 

orthodoxy were Deng Xiaoping of China, Margaret Thatcher of the United Kingdom, and Paul 

Volcker and Ronald Reagan of the US (Harvey: 2). As previously noted, the roots for the 



perceived need for a new economic orthodoxy grew out of the crisis of embedded liberalism 

which, by the end of the 1960s had begun to break down worldwide. This was most evident in 

the crisis of capital accumulation when inflation was increasing, along with unemployment, 

resulting in global stagflation that continued throughout most of the 1970s (Harvey: 12). With 

respect to Thatcher and Reagan, Saad-Filho and Johnston argue that they provided a 

conservatism that was aggressive and populist that "became hegemonic worldwide" following a 

°coup’ spearheaded by Vofcker, who at the time (1979) was chairman of the US Federat Reserve 

System (2; see also Peet 2010: 13). 

Human dignity and individual freedoms were fundamental to the thinkers of 

neoliberalism, especially since they were considered to the "the central values of civilization" 

(Harvey: 5). These values were deemed to be so important that they were threatened by 

communism, fascism, dictatorship, and any form of state intervention that supported collective 

judgment over the ability of individuals to choose freely (Ibid: 5). In fact, Margaret Thatcher 

went to the extreme in announcing that there was "no such thing as society, only individual men 

and women," although as an afterthought she did concede to the existence of the family (Ibid: 

23). 

In 1979 neoliberatism was consolidated as a new economic orthodoxy in the US and 

Britain (Ibid: 22). Critics of neoliberalism argue that fundamentally it was created to restore the 

income to the wealthiest people in the world (Matthews 2012: 83-84; Saad-Filho and Johnston: 

1) Not only have over the more than ttzree decades of neoliberal freedom given back to a very 

select capitalist class, it also has allowed a tremendous concentration of power by corporations to 

be put in place, which in essence has resulted in a convenient way to expand corporate monopoly 

power (Harvey: 38). 



The model for testing the ability of neoliberalism to truly protect the interest of the elites 

came with the 1982-4 crisis in Mexico. The Mexico crisis was spearheaded by the country 

defaultir~g on its loans. In response, the Reagan administration assembled the power of the US 

Treasury and the IMF, and developed an agreement that allowed Mexico to roll over all its debt. 

in return, Mexico had to implement neoliberal reforms. This set the stage for other countries that 

were in danger of defaulting on their Ioans to undergo what became known as structural 

adjustment. Mexico, therefore, became one of the first countries to become part of the "r~eo- 

liberal state apparatuses worldwide" (Ibid: 29). 

The Mexico crisis came on the heels of the availability of huge amounts of petro-dollars 

that had been loaned to developing countries throughout the world by banks in New York 

following the oil crises of the 1970s. The US government handled the crisis differemly from the 

way it would have been handled under embedded liberalism. While heretofore the lender had to 

be responsibIe for bad investments and take the loss, under neoliberalism the opposite becmne 

the case; the borrower was forced by international and state powers to take on the cost of the 

debt, notwithstanding the circumstances of the situation (Ibid: 29). Harvey notes, however, that 

this is not in keeping with rteoliberal theory, but was basically implemented to allow the 

economic elites to accumulate huge financial return from throughout the world in the 1980s and 

1990s. This resulted in the ability of these power elites in the advanced industrialized countries 

to receive surpluses that were bein.g taken from poorer countries vis-it-vis structural adjustmel~t 

programs and international capital flows (Ibid: 29&31). 

The process of neoliberalization, according to Harvey, has fostered a great deal of 

~creative destruction." This has included the destruction of pre-existing institutional frameworks 

and power, social relations as well as divisions of labor; welfare provisions; reproductive 



activities, land attachments, the challenging of some aspects of state sovereignty (1bid: 3), and 

"debasement of democracy" (Saad-Filho and Johnston: 1-2). in addition, as previously noted, it 

created a major shift towards enhanced social inequality and restored economic power to those in 

the upper class (Harvey: 26; Colas: 70; Dumeni and Levy: 9; see also George; Saad-Filho and 

Joha~ston: 9). 

Globalization from Above 

Although Dumeni and Levy note that many have attributed the misery in the world today to 

globalization, they warn against this misnomer. While acknowledging that neoliberalism and 

globalization m’e related, they are two different sets of mechanism (9). And, as previously noted, 

numerous authors have suggested that proponents of neoliberalism have appropriated 

globalization. Consequently, what is considered to be globalization from above is synonymous 

with neoliberal globalization (see Peer: 3). These terms will therefore be used interchangeably. 

Many of the attributes associated with neoliberalism are also those of globalization from 

¯ above. First and foremost, the level of analysis of globalization from above is hegemonic. 

Accor~ding to Riberio "the l~egemonic world-system has been dominated by the interests of 

neoliberal capitalist globalization" (Ribeiro 2012: 224-5). Agents in this system thus include 

states (both developed and developing), multinational corporations, private firms, international 

organizations, international financial institutions, global governing institutions - in essence, the 

rich and powerful (Ibid: 223-5 and 230; Matthews and Vega: 9; Peer 2010). 

Ribeiro further argues that those who operate at the level of globalization from above 

attempt to project a sense of having "a monopoly of legality and legitimacy in economic 

transactions even when they are involved in illega~ activities" (224). Thus agents within the 

hegemonic world-system often attempt to place restrictions on globalization from below with 



respect to goods that are copied, smuggled and hawked. Sates and corporations at the hegemonic 

level are often under pressure from institutions such as the WTO to conform to international 

agreements, including at the sub-regional level, with a view to defend "the interests of the capital 

they wish to attract" (Matthews and Vega: 9). Not Surprisingly, economic integration in Europe 

was a neoliberal hegemonic strategy (Milios: 2005: 208). 

Even thougl~ agents from globaiization from above attempt to restrict the "illegal" 

activities of agents of globalization from below, the former is not really interested in destroying 

the non-hegemonic world-system given the reality that the hegemonic world often pursues illegal 

activities vis-5-vis the rton-hegemonic world such as avoiding taxes, laundering money, primitive 

capital accumulation, and illegal capital flight (Ribeiro: 224). 

Richard Peer places the issue of globalization from above within the context of 

governance institutions (the IMF, World Bank and WTO). He notes that within these ~global 

governance institutions’ there exists one single ideology - neoliberal globalization (3). 

As a final note to this section of the chapter, unlike non-hegemonic globalization, 

hegemonic globalization can be traced by compiling formal information such as figures from 

corporate sales, statistics, and other economic indicators from below (Matthew and Vega: 5). 

Globalization from Below 

"Gtobalization from below" is globalization as experienced by most of the world’s 

people. It can be defined as the transnational flow of people and goods involving 

relatively small amounts of capital and informal, often semi-legal or illegal transactions, 

often associated with "the developing world" but in fact apparent across the globe 

(Matthews and Vega: 1). 



Historical and Economic" Context 

Instead of seeing what Matthews and Vega term high-end giobalization consisting of 

transnational corporations with huge budgets and large numbers of lawyers throughout most of 

the world, we see what are deemed to be ’low-end globalization’ traders involved in the business 

of purchasing used or copied products and transporting them either via containers or in pieces of 

luggage beyond bottlers and across continents where they are sold at minimal prices by street 

vendors. And all over the world this takes place "trader the radar of the law." There are no 

lawyers or copyright laws involved in transactions and such transactions take place via personal 

connections within a cash economy. Given that this is how most people in the world function, the 

authors warn us that in order to properly understand and study the current world-system, one 

must not only take seriously globalization from above, but also globalization from below (1), 

In his seminal article, "Non-hegemonic globalization: Alter-native transnational 

processes and agents" (2009), Gustavo Lins Ribeiro argues that heretofore globalization frorn 

below or non-hegemonic globalization, has been almost exclusively confined to political 

movements opposed to neoliberal globatization. Consequently, researchers have not focused on 

forms of non-hegemonic globalization that are not based on political resistance. Ribeiro thus 

introduces the concept of grassroots globatization which he argues is more connected to the 

economic aspects of globalization which fmadamentally means globalization processes that are 

non-hegemonic (298). 

Further elaborating on the hegemonic versus non-hegelnonic aspect of globalization, 

Fernando Rabossi suggest that if the concept of globalization ’from below’ stems from that t~act 

that most constructs of globalization have their origin in a perspective of ’from above’ - the real 
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challenge is to alter this reality by proposing different systems or universes (65; see also Ribeiro 

2012: 225). 

Non-hegemonic globalization or globalization from below is complex and part of a much 

larger whole that contains within it unique characteristics and dynamics. The complexity of it 

means that globalization from below has ~complementary and contradictory relations with the 

powerful agencies and agents of globaIization from above" (Matthews and Vega: 6). The two 

systems therefore are inseparable and thus seem to reinforce each other’s existence (Ribeiro 

2012: 229-230). 

Contrary to what some might think, at a fundamental level globalization from below is 

not against globalization from above nor does it seek to destroy it (Matthews and Vega: 7-8; 

Ribeiro 2009: 325). In fact, in this regard, the agents who participate in globalization from below 

- traders, international migrants, street hawkers, small entrepreneurs desire to be just as 

successful as agents who operate at the level of globalization from above. Given their marginal 

status within the global economy, however, they must pro’sue their aspirations and dreams 

through more informal and at times illegal structures, it is even questionable if many of these 

individuals even understand that there is another world that operates at the hegemonic level 

(Matthews and Vega: 7-8). 

Agents and NetwotAks 

At a fundamental level one might be presumptuous and suggest that most, if not all, the 

activity at the level of globalization from below is illegal and that at the level of globalization 

from above is legal. Again, the reality of the capitalist world-economy is more complex and 

dynamic, as briefly suggested in the previous section of the chapter. According to Ribeiro, very 

often the activities at the level of globalization from betow are deemed to be matters tbr the 



police to handle (Ribeiro: 2009: 314). The reality, however, is that often the capacity to 

determine what activities are legal versus illegal stem from differing power reIations between the 

two systems. In this regard he warns us that not only are the dynamics between what is 

considered legal and illegal often blurred and complex, but also those operating at either level do 

not possess the monopoly on morality nor honesty (Ribeiro 2012:221-222). 

Many of the activities at the level of globatization from below are indeed illegal. Such 

activities include the smuggling of humans and organs, drug-trafficking, money-laundering, 

corruption, and activities that are Mafia-like. These activities take place at the upper echelons of 

non-hegemonic globalization. Ribeiro’s work (a~ld those who have been involved in theory- 

building arom~d globalization from below) focus more on the lower echelon of activities - those 

at the grassroots level of globalization (Ibid). It is here tl~at you find ordinary people who are 

merely striving to make a living and enjoy some of the material bene][its long-enjoyed by those 

who function at the level of globalization from above. Not only are millions afforded 

employment at this level, but also are given access to cheap merchandise that would be elusive. 

On the one hand Matthews and Vega conclude that non-hegemonic globalization benefits the 

poor of the world because it provides them with an opportunity to get exposed to the material 

wealth of the rich and helps hm~dreds of millions of people from around the globe make a living 

(10). On the other Matthews argues that in the final analysis in some case these individuals are 

losers because they ’tare like mice nibbling at crumbs fallen from the tables of kings...the wealth 

accrued by its merchants and entrepreneurs is only a tiny drop in the bucket" (Matthews 2012: 

83) compared to those flourishing at the hegemonic level. 
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Tax Implications for the State 

One of the major implications for the state with globalization from below is the loss of 

taxes because transactions usually go untaxed. As a result, governments attempt to alter this 

reality by encouraging individuals to opela bank accounts, formally register businesses and pay 

taxes (Matthews and Vega: 10). Although this can be a significant problem at the non-hegemonic 

level, it can also atthe hegemonic level. While more normal regulations are usually in place, 

people are able to circumvent the law. And border controls at the hegemonic level are often 

porous and difficult to manage due to huge volumes of goods passing through. It is impossible to 

monitor all such transactions (Matthews and.Vega: 10). As the world’s factory of cheap and fake 

goods, China is at the center of globalization from below (Matthews and Vega: 11). As a state 

actor, however, China also operates at the level of globalization from above. 

What of the Future? 

Is globalization from below a passing phase or will it become an integral part of our analysis of 

the global economy? Matthews and Vega argue that globalization from below is here to stay, 

especially if the status quo remains in place where 15 percent of people in the world control most 

of the wealth and establish the rules, tn fact, they predict that globalization from below will 

outlast globalization froln above (Matthews and Vega: 13). 

The Creation of Afro-Neo-Liberal Capitalism and the Elite Consensus2 

Neoliberalism and globalization were not simply a matter of certain economic policies 
giving free rein to capitalist vultures and financial speculators, but, much more, they were 
an ideological offensive against nationalism and socialism. The second generation of 
African leaders, or the so-called ’new breed’ leaders, as Western media christened their 
new African allies, fell in line, adopting neo-liberal policies and the ideological package 
that went with them (Shivji, 2009). 



Satgar identifies "three overlapping post-colonial conjunctures" that have resulted in the making 

of Afro-neo-liberal capitalism. The first ~vas the inability of African countries to pro-sue African 

socialism, Marxist-Leninism, m~d revolutionary nationalism - ali state-led deveiopment projects. 

The second conjuncture was national adjustment and the debt crisis; and the third was the 

restructuring of the continent to meet the requirements in order to facilitate transnational capital 

and the limited implementation of democracy (Satgar: 40-41). All of these identified post- 

colonial conjunctures (and or assaults) resulting i~ internal and external constraints to Aticican 

development have been thoroughly described, critiqued, and debated in the voluminous literature 

on the subject. 

in the final analysis, as Satgar notes, the combined economic, political, and coercive 

historical factors proved to have prevented Africa from pursuing an auton.omous development 

path. instead, the discipline imposed on the continent resulted in the development of Afro-rico- 

liberal capitalism "that has attempted to legitimize neo-liberal accumulation strategies within 

ruling class projects of economic and political reform." Neoliberal accumulation, according to 

Satgar, has been inserted into the "common sense" of the majority of Africans vis-it-vis ~’various 

cultural, political and social idioms and practices" (Ibid: 45). 

tn this way, Afro-neo-liberal capitalism indigenizes neo-liberalism and restructures 
African economies, state forms, state-society relations, historical blocs and international 
relations to harmonise with its goals. At the same time, Africa-neo-liberal capitalism as a 
concept of control, excludes alternative development options for Africa such as 
delinking, autocentric development and even African capitalism, it is presented by ruling 
historical blocs as a solution to Africa’s organic crisis and embodies the national or 
general interests of society an African solution to an African problem (Ibid). 

As the previous section indicates, neoliberal accumulation strategies are not designed to be 

developmentally oriented. Instead, polices that call for liberalization, privatization, and so forth, 

reinforce ~hat the market has power over the state and society (ibid: 46). 
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The legacy of the last three decades is that a shift has occurred that has laid the 

foundation for the emergence of capitalist accumulation within the international economy. 

Global neo-liberal restructuring is establishing a global market civilization and 
attempting to end the era of national capitalism and autonomous 
development...Transnational fractions of Africa’s ruling classes have embraced and 
internationalized neo-liberalism as a new concept of control and ensured that an African 
version of neo-liberal capitalism is organized. A neo-liberalism with African 
characteristics has emerged: Afro-neo-liberal capitalism (Satgar 2009:5 I). 

With respect to the above, in order to ensure the functioning of this system, an "elite consensus" 

has developed in Africa to guarantee the continuation of neo-liberal capital accumulation. 

Conclusion 

As you can see, there is a symbiotic relationship between globalization from above and 

.globalization from below. Together they represent all aspects of the capitalist- world economy, 

with agents in both systems converging, collaborating, and engaging in conflicts simultaneously. 

The pulse of the system is neoliberalism, with agents in both having no desire to destroy either 

system. As a consequence of this symbiotic relationship, the theoretical framework of 

globalization from above and below will be woven in and out of the book chapters with a view to 

analyzing the data presented. 

Since African leaders must assume a certain level of responsibility with respect to the 

impact external and internal forces have on economic dynamics in their respective countries, 

Afro-neo liberal capitalism and the elite consensus will complement globalization from above 

and below. Specifically, it will help us to answer our overarching question for this study, which, 

as previously noted, is the following: is Africa’s global integration and subsequent economic 

development being primarily spearheaded through existing trade regimes such as the WTO, the 
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EU, and the US AGOA that fundamentally operate at the level of globalization from above, or 

through world markets that fundame~tally operate at the Ievel of globaiization from below? 

1 Dumeni and Levy argue that neoliberaiism is fundamentally a new social order in which the power and the upper 

fractions of the ruling class - the wealthiest persons - was re-established in the wa ke of a setback. We denote as 

’finance’ this upper capitalist class and the financial institutions through which its power is enforced" (9). 
2 This section of the chapter was taken from Margaret C. Lee, Africo Belongs to "Us"--The Continent’s Current 

Development Poradox, Africa Institute of South Africa Occasional Paper, No. 5, Pretoria: Africa Institute of South 

Africa, 2010, pp. 7-8. It has been modified for this section of the chapter. 



Chapter 2 

Chocolate City (Guangzhou) in China 

China would prefer Africans to do business with China without living here, yet 90% of 

Guangzhou’s Africans act as intermediaries between the African continent and Chinese 

factories. Without them, there would be no business (Coloma 2010A). 

As the above quote indicates, if most Chinese could do business with African traders 

without Africans being in China, they would be happy. This, however, is not possible because it 

is the Africans in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou that serve as the real conduits for getting Chinese 

goods to African markets and thus help maintain China’s growing economy. A visit to Chocolate 

City pros to rest any questions as to how the majority of all goods in African markets come from 

China. With respect to their growing presence in China, many Africans feel that since the 

Chinese have invaded their continent, they have a right to invade China. 

The first African traders to try their luck in Guangzhou did so long before Guangzhou 

became the place of dreams for many African traders and merchants. Nigerians and Malians 

were the first to come to Guangzhou in 1992.1 Most had big shipping companies. Once they got 

there they felt lonely and the place was like a desert. The market they were associated with at 

the time was called Mengfu and the name of the street was Sanyuanli. Igbos from Nigeria use to 

call it Igbo-Ezaua (all Igbos have come together). There was no work and all clothes sizes were 

for Chinese. There were language bmriers. These few Africans started to mingle with the 

Chinese and move around. Nigerians advised the Chinese on what they needed in Nigeria and 

then took them there. Soon, the Chinese were bypassing the Nigerians and sending clothes to 

other countries in Africa. The Igbos, as serious businessmen, were shocked to discover that the 

Chinese thought that Africans had little business mentality, and often after complex Nigerian- 

Chinese business arrangements had been made, the Chinese would eliminate the Nigerians from 



the deals,a The inability of Africans to trust their Chinese counterparts is a theme that not only 

permeates the personal interviews I conducted, but also the existing literature about Africans in 

Chocolate CityiGuangzhou, as well as African traders in Africa. Most of these earlier traders 

have made their money and returned home.3 

This chapter is about the contemporary African traders in Guangzhou, the southern part 

of China, where they have established an African trading post. This trading post has become 

known as ~Chocolate City’ by taxi drivers and many of the merchants that trade with them. 

Chocolate City is an area of Gual~gzhou where most of the African traders conduct their 

business. An estimated 130,000 Africans live in Guangzhou (Haugen 2012: 5), the majority of 

wl~om are engaged in trade, namely sending thousands of containers annually to fulfill the 

demands of African traders on the continent; a dernand stemming from the desire of their 

customers to have both cheap and higher end quality goods from China. 

The major question explored in this chapter is what do African traders, through their 

oral histories, inform us about being entrepreneurs in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and what 

contributions do the traders make towards the enhancement of African economic development 

through their trade networks? African traders in Guangzhou are operatir~g at the level of 

globatization from below, which means the non-hegemonic global world-system.4 The 

ethnographic approach to this subject is designed to humanize African traders and world 

markets, in humanizing the traders and the markets they are operating in, we are gaining a 

greater understanding of what it is like to work, live, and exist in the complex network of 

globalization from below in Guangzhou. The traders become more than just ’objects’ who 

facilitate the process of arranging for goods to be transported to Africa and other parts of the 

world. They are people who daily sit in their kiosks or behind desks in offices, located in huge 



buildings and plazas, and wait for customers to buy their counterfeit goods so they can make a 

living. They are people who spend entire days with ct~stomers who have traveled to Guangzhou 

to survey the terrain and then place orders from buyers to have goods made to be exported out of 

the country, again mostly to Africa. And ~rmlly tl~ey are peopie involved in the freight 

forwarding business who wait, sometimes of days, for customers to bring their purchased, goods 

for shipment. Each person that we get to know in this ethnographic study helps us to see beyond 

the material world in which they operate. We get to see them as agents of a very complex and 

often challenging process, where their daily existence is tenuous, even in cases where 

immigration papers designate their legal right to be in China. 

This is how, at the r~on-hegemonic level, these traders actively participate in Africa’s 

world markets from China. Each piece of clothing, furniture, set of dishes, etc., that is placed in a 

cargo container in Guangzhou helps us better understand how African markets operate in the 

non-hegemonic world. The specified designation on the cargo containers for many of the goods 

is only the first stop. The final destination of the goods often remains a mystery. For example, 

some goods arriving at the Dar es Salaam port in Tanzania might end up in small towns in the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo or Zambia. Such goods would have been transshipped across 

borders illegally, evading c~stoms officials, thus depriving governments of much needed tax 

revenue. In some cases governments turn a blind eye to these illegal transshipments, in others, 

attempts are made to bring criminal charges against those involved. However, it is estimated that 

only 5 percent of all goods that pass through ports throughout the world are inspected (Matthews 

et al: 10) and at borders, simply because of the volume, ~anytl~ing more than cursory surveillance 

is impossible" (Ibid). 



The Origins of Chocolate City in Guangzhou 

Thousands of years ago, merchants and traders in the city that today is known as 

Guangzhou laid the foundation for African traders and merchants to become part of one of the 

most important international trade routes of the 21a century. Located approximately 100 miles 

from the China Sea, this important city is in the "northern part of the Pearl River Delta, at the 

confluence of the West, North and East Rivers" (Wang 2007: 534-35). It is less than an 2 hour 

ride by train from Hong Kong. 

Guangzhou was first known as Pan Yu (PanYu), which were the names of two hills 

nearby (Garrett 2002: 4). It was over 2,000 years ago that ships were sent to Pan Yu by Emperor 

Qin Shihuangdi5 resulting in an important southern sea route being opened (Oarrett: 5). Pan Yu 

later became kmown as Guangzhou. Westerners eventually began to call Guangzhou Canton, 

stemming "from the.French, Italian, and Latin terms for a section of territory" (Andrew 2010: 

350). 

Dong Wang argues that Guangzhou, beginning with its early history, was the center of 

both domestic and international trade. Such trade was established in silk, marking the beginning 

of the "Silk Road on the sea" to Rome as early as 116 C.E. In addition to Rome, Guangzhou 

traded with Arabia, Persia, Ceylon, India, and Syria (Ibid: 535-6). The Portuguese were the first 

colonialists to visit Guangzhou in 1517 (Ibid: 536). The Spaniards were the next colonial 

invaders (1575), followed by the English in 1636.The English brought with them a new level of 

colonial penetration of China. The British, from 1715 untit the first Opium War (1839-1842),6 

were Guangzhou’s dorninant trading partner (Wang: 536). China’s defeat in the war had long- 

term implications for the Middle Kingdom, and it marked the most tt~rbulent period in the 

modern history of the country. At war’s end, the Treaty of Nanking was signed on August 19, 
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1842. As part of the treaty, China was forced to abolish its monopolistic system of trade, a 

number of ports had to be opened to foreign trade, and Hong Kong had to be turned over to Great 

Britain. For decades Western powers repeatedly launched assaults on China’s sovereignty in an 

effort to gain more economic and political concessions (Lu Aiguo 2000:16-17). According to Lu 

Aiguo, it was only after the second Opium War in 1869 that the Qing imperial country really 

began to come to tehns with the consequences of the Western invasions (18). What Paul C. Van 

Dyke calls ~’The Great Canton Trade Era" (beginning in the late seventeenth century) collapsed 

in 1892" (1). 

Today, Gttangzhou has reclaimed its greatness as "°one of the most open and fastest 

growing Chinese cities that supply a large amount of diversified commodities and products for 

international trade" (Li 2008:384). It has a labor force, according to Wang, that is one of the 

most efficient in China (536), and a huge increase of foreigners. Such people from various 

foreign diasporas are different, according to Li, from what the globalization literature articulates. 

These new arrivals are said by Li to be pragmatic about the global economy in that they do not 

arrive as demand-driven professionals or workers looking for low pay (384). Africans are said to 

be attracted to Guangzhou’s specialized wholesale markets and other stores and shops because 

they offer goods at reasonable prices for the market back home. (389). 

While Africans traders had been coming to Guangzhou since the early 1990s, it was not 

until the huge influx beginning in the early part of the 21st century that a 10 kilometre radius 

located in Yuexiu District (Xiaobei Lu) and Baiyun District was to become known as Chocolate 

City (where most of the Africans are).7 

Based on an empirical study of Chocolate City, Nigerians represent the largest group, 

Malians the second largest, followed by Ghanaians and Guineans. There are traders from the 



Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Senegal, The Gambia, Burundi, Cote d’Ivoire, 

Kenya, Liberia, Niger, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia. Most traders 

in Chocolate City are from West Africa (Bodomo 2010: 699-70). There is also a growing number 

of Angolans in the area. According to Adams Bodomo, 95 percent of Africm~s identify 

themselves as %usinessmen" or "traders" (699). Some of these individuals first came to China as 

students in the 19g0~ and later became entrepreneurs (Bail 2009: 9). 

These thousands of entrepreneurs send annually thousands of containers to Africa. Such 

activity perhaps reached its peak between 2003 and 2007 when it grew by 294 percent. 

According to Tristan Coloma, an estimated 90 percent of goods in African markets today come 

from China, Thailand and Indonesia (2010A). 

African Trading Posts, Transnational Spaces, and the Immigrant Community 

as a Bridge to the Host Community 

As to be expected, the academic community has attempted to make sense out of the 

growing presence of Africans in China, especially in large numbers like GuangzhouiChocolate 

City, where estimates range from 20,000 to 130,000 (Haugen 2012: 5). Some have referred to the 

migration of Africans to places like Guangzhou as trading posts, with such posts having been 

established in other parts of Asia long before China’s integration into the world economy. Others 

have made reference to the creation of transnational spaces and resultant ethnic enclaves, and 

finally, proposed that African immigrants serve as bridges between themselves and the larger 

Chinese population. We shall explore these various ideas for their significance to the stories that 

will be presented. 



Aji’ican TradiJ~g Posts" 

One of the first scholarly attempts at trying to understand the dynamics of sub-Saharan 

African traders migrating to different parts of the world in pursuit of their entrepreneurial 

objectives is contained in an article entitled, "The emergence of new African ’trading posts’ in 

Hong Kong and Guangzhou" by Brigitte Bertoncello and Sylvie Bredetoup (2007). These two 

authors explore wh~t they call African trading posts established in Hong Kong and Guangzhou 

on the heels of such posts being created in other places long before China opened its doors and 

acceded to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001 (100). For Africans, the first stop was 

Dubai, where it is argued Africans made a major contribution to making it a significant 

marketplace. As the Asian tigers began to emerge, African trading posts were established in 

Thailand and Indonesia at the end of the 1980s. Similar posts were established in Japan and 

Korea by West Africans (99). Bertoncello and Bredeloup draw an analogy between the African 

trading posts and the Greek trading colony in that both were "created on the initiative of the 

foreigner...that was founded on an understanding between producers and vendors and their 

functioning of which was closely tied to the hinterland or took place in a foreign enclave" (94). 

For the longer-established African traders who have shops in Asia, they have the capacity 

to "link the centres of production to the market" (97). In redra~ving the trading routes, they in 

essence have added to the variety of new products for their African ciientele. At the same time 

they negotiate directly with factories in China, thus taking control of the chain of trmasport 

logistics, in addition, because of the system of information they have established at the 

international level, these African traders are able to maintain contact with their customers and 

respond to them in a timely fashion. Furthermore, these experien.ced African traders, who are 

deemed to have significant power in Asia, were able to become economic operators due to their 



experience in interfacing between the African community at large and the local communities. 

Thus they have made a significant contribution to the creation of African trading posts in Asia 

(97). 

The newer African traders, on the other hand, according to the above authors, while also 

helping to consolidate African trading posts, have mostly studied other subjects outside their 

respective countrie~ before making a decision to become international traders so they are 

comparatively unexperienced (97). 

The clientele of both the older and younger traders, according to Bertoncello and 

Bredeloup, tend to be mostly African, with one group consisting of merchants who shuttle 

between Asian trading posts and the markets in their home country. The other group consists of 

clientele who place their orders from their companies in the United States, Africa, or Europe 

(98). Two movements on a more global scale can be identified by these African merchants, 

namely, that whether they hail from another trading post in Southeast Asia or come directly from 

sub-Saharan Africa, these ~nomads" are °tin increasing numbers incorporating the marketplaces 

of Hong Kong and Guangzhou in their circuits..."(100). Of special note is that these African 

merchants are not only contributing to the economic development of their host country (as 

employers and taxpayers), but are also helping to transform the districts where they work and 

live (101). 

The disappointments experienced by African traders in China, as noted below, as well as 

the poor quality of goods that are produced in Gt~angzhou, according to Bertoncello and 

Bredeloup, ~explains why the African merchants maintain part of their activity in the other 

trading and supply posts, playing on the comparative advantages" (100-10 i). 



Transnational Space 

Li Zhigang, Laurence J.C. Ma, and Desheng Xue m’gue that they have produced "the 

first academic study of the country’s African migrants." This is done in an article entitled, ’tAn 

African Enclave in China: The Making of a New Transnational Urban Space" (2011). They have 

accomplished this through examining the creation of a new African community in Xiaobei, an 

urban area in the Yuexiu district of Guangzhou. Xiaobei they argue, is not only a space where 

trans~mtional busil~ess is transacted, but also a place where African migrants try to make a living, 

even though there is not much local integration or assimilation. 

Zhigang et al refer to Xiaobei as a "non-state" gateway, where booming economic 

linkages are taking place between China and Africa and is also a place that provides a new 

transnational space that is "challenged by an invisible wall between Africans and local residents 

due to cultural and social differences" (Zhigang et al: 699). Presumably Xiaobei is referred to as 

a "non-state" gate~vay in light of the authors contention that it was only recently that at the local 

level the Chinese state got directly involved in Xiaobei’s development as an African migrant 

transnational space. Heretofore, the state at the local level had left the tnigrants, along with local 

people and market forces, to create the socioeconomic and spatial patterns of Xiaobei as an urbala 

ethnic enclave (714). Zlaigang et al further contend that while most transnational re’ban spaces or 

foreign enclaves have not been confronted with any serious problems related to conflicts with the 

local population, this has not been the case with the African transnational community under 

study (703). 

The creation of this transnational urban space for African entrepreneurs is placed within 

the context of primarily three signitScant forces that "underlie the trmasformation of Clainese 

cities, namely market reform, globalization, and migration". While much is lcnown about the first 
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two issues, the authors argue that not much is known about the latter. Thus the authors use 

Guangzhou as an example of the emergence of a transnational African community (700). 

What has happened in Xiaobei is not considered unusual within the context of gIobalized 

cities where international migrants have transformed spaces into enclaves in the process of 

looking for markets and products (703). In fact, Zhigang et al argue that the creation of African 

enclaves in China is merely part of the transformation taking place in China, resulting in the 

urban part of the country being more heterogeneous and multicultural, both socially and spatially 

(Ibid: 703). 

Notwithstanding the *:act that the emergence of Xiaobei as a leading transnationaI space 

has been made partially successful by both African traders and Chinese business enterprises, it 

has faiIed to result in the integration socially or spatially of the local Xiaobei Chinese community 

and the transnational African community (713) which is also referred to as an "ethnic enclave.’’8 

This is the case, as Evan Osnos of The krew Yorker observes, because there exists mutual 

mistrust between the African migrants mad the local Chinese (Osnos as quoted in Zhigang et al: 

713). Thus, Zhigang et al note, 

within a largely positive trading environment, the lack of harmonious social 

relations and cultural understanding on the part of both sides is a serious problem 

that threatens to disrupt the long-term stability and even sustainabitity of the 

transnational urban space for African traders in the enclave of Guangzhou (713). 

Zhigang et al believe that the distrust between these two communities has only gotten worse with 

time due to the growing numbers of illegal African traders and the steps the legal authorities 

have taken to control tl~e problem (713). In addition 

Lack of confidence in trading and difficulties in communicating with the Chinese 

trading partners have meant tllat, for many African migrants, their presence in 



Guangzhou is largely a business necessity, i.e., a way to make a living. Due to the 

problem discussed above, life in Xiaobei, especially for young African bachelors, 

is not particularly attractive. With increased immigration control, a worsening 

trading environment, and declining optimism on the part of the African 

migrants/traders, the future of Xiaobei as a transnational space is uncertain (714). 

Notwithstanding the above, Zhigang et al note that the transnational spaces occupied by 

Africans in GuangzJ~ou have not resulted in Chinese leaving the area. In fact, the jobs which 

African firms provide for the local Chinese actually contribute "to the stability of Xiaobei as a 

transnational urban space for African migrants" (7 i4). 

The African immigrant commtmity as a bridge between themselves and the Chinese 

Adams Bodomo, a Ghanaian scholar at Hong Kong University who writes on Africans in 

China, is much more optimistic than Zhigang et al regarding the relationship between the 

transnational African community in Guangzhou and the local Chinese community. Using the 

concept of "bridge" theory he unequivocally believes that 

Africans resident in Guangzhou, through their activities either intentionally or 

unintentionally serve as linguistic, cultural and business links and connections 

between their Chinese hosts and Africans in their home countries as well as those 

who an’ive newly in China (Bodomo 2010: 695). 

In reality one cannot expect the African community to be fully an enclave and thus 

isolated from its host community, nor fully integrated into same. But at the same time one can 

expect, under the right conditions, for the source African community to serve as a bridge 

between itself and host community (696). 

One of the most important empirical sources of evidence that Bodomo provides to 

substantiate his bridge theory is the fact that following in-depth discussions with African 



community leaders in Guangzhou they all agreed that the socio-economic contributions of 

Africans in the area can be identified as follows: 

[B]uilding economic bridges between host and source community; as image 

builders for Africa; the creation of employment for local Guangzhou people and 

Chinese from other provinces; and acting as mentors to the young Chinese who 

work with them (705). 

African Traders and the Long Journey to Chocolate City 

Even though China had once again opened its doors to the ~vorld in i978, it was to be 

over a decade before Africans began to migrate toward Guangzhou, and Chocolate City would 

eventually emerge during the early 21st century. The idea to go to China occurred only after 

traders and merchants tried realizing their dreams in other parts of Africa, as well as places like 

Dubai, Thailand, Indonesia, etc. As Osnos notes, the Asian financial crisis resulted in huge 

numbers of African merchants around 1998 starting to seek new frontiers, leaving places like 

Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur to venture to China (2009). The Chinese government of Hu Jintao 

became very concerned about the huge immigration to China, and in response to it Chinese 

authorities announced in 2007 that "China is not a migration-targeted country" (as quoted in 

Cotoma 2010A) and responded to this general influx of foreigners by unveiling a Chinese green 

card. Such a card would allow the recipient to remain in China for ten years without a renewal. 

The ministry made it clear that the new regulations were designed to attract high level foreign 

personnel (Osmos). Hao Chiyong, who formally announced the green card, went further and 

said "There will not be many foreigners applying for the Green Cards" (as quoted in Coloma 

2010A). Coloma further noted that it was announced that "there would be fewer visas for 

Africans" (ibid). The clear message was African traders need not apply, since they did not meet 

the stated qualifications. In fact, as will be seen below, as more Africans migrated to China, and 



especially Guangzhou, even more restrictions were placed on their ability to legally remain in the 

country for an exter~ded period of time. 

Of course the reason for being in Chocolate CityiGuar~gzhou is to have access to cheap 

Chinese goods that, in most cases, can be easily packed for transshipment to Africa. Many 

Africans end up buyitlg their goods directly from the Chinese manufacturer because they know 

what their clientele back home want (Bail 2009: 17). Others who buy directly from the factory 

often purchase surplus items, at very low prices, left over from previous orders. Even today, 

some companies contact certain Africans when they have su~lus end-of-the line merchandise 

(Bail 16). In this way, Africans are able to compete with their Chinese counterparts who are 

sending cheaper goods to Africa. In fact, Yinghong Cheng feels that Chinese rarely appreciate 

the ~African migrants’ contribution to the Chinese economy - wholesale purchasing and 

shipping out-of-fashion and ~low-end’ merchandise to Africa..." (Cheng 2011: 567). Other 

African traders, however, have to go through Chinese middlemen (Dyer), which makes the goods 

more expensive. 

With respect to Guangzhou being a center of globalization from below for these African 

traders, Yang Yang argues that the city represents ~an economic ~underworld’," in which 

transactions are not traceable either by custom officials or economic surveys (2012: 155). The 

traders, Yang Yang argues, are well aware that the goods they are buying and selling are 

counterfeit and consequently the agents at the level of gtobalization from above are being 

exploited since technology and designs produced at the hegemor~ic level by huge corporations 

cost billions of dollars. In addition, African traders in Guangzhou acknowledge that local African 

manufacturing industries are likely being negatively affected by Chinese produces but feeI they 

are doing something good for Africa (167). 
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Not many people in my county can afford original products from Europe and America. 
There is no way we can produce things in Nigeria as cheaply as China can. We come to 
China because it is cheaper than everywhere else. Because of the goods I take back, 
African people can buy more variety of things at lower prices. For a long time, we could 
only get second-hand ~dumped goods’ from Europe and we are sick of that. We want 
something better and I am bringing Africans something better (167). 

The Complicated World of African Traders in Chocolate City 

Life is very compli.cated for most African traders in Guangzhou/Chocolate City. Most of the 

information in the section is based on personal interviews with numerous African traders and is 

divided into seven themes: doing business in GuangzhouiChocolate City; triple illegal/immigrant 

issues; African men and Chinese women; African criminals in Guangzhou and illicit drug 

trafficking; Chocolate City at night; and Chinese racism against blacks. 

Doing Business in Chocolate City!Guangzhou 

Mr. Kingsley t~rom Cameroon 

The taxi ride from my hotel to 514 Bole Trading City in Chocolate City on a busy 

Sunday morning was very short and i had no forewarning as to what I was about to experience. 

As we reached the 5tl’ floor of the building my research assistant told me we had arrived at Mr. 

Kingsley’s office. Mr. Kingsley is a successful Cameroonian trader/businessman. I asked her to 

please make sure we had the correct office number since we had noticed a nmnber of Chinese 

staff in the front office, i questioned whether we had reached the appropriate office because even 

though I had read about African traders having Chinese secretarial staff, this was my first time 

experiencing it. She assured me we had and as we entered the reception area Mr. Kingsley was 

not to be seen. Instead, there were four Chinese sitting at various desks, one of whom quickly 

approached us and asked if she could be of assistance. We informed her that we were here to see 

Mr. Kingsley. She immediately ushered us into an office where Mr. Kingsley was sitting behind 

a huge desk. The consummate successful businessman warmly greeted us and motioned for us to 



take seats. As I sat down l glanced armmd the room, which was packed with so many suits that 

you could not see them all. There were suits that brought back memories from the 1960s to the 

present. 

Mr. Kingsley is in the business of making suits and selling them to customers in 

Cameroon (his home country), Zimbabwe, Angola, Gabon, Ghana, Nigeria, the United States, 

and Paris. He was to open my eyes to a totally different dimension of the power and influence of 

African traders in Chocolate CityiGuat~gzhou. 

Mr. Kingsley tSrst came to Hong Kong to visit in 2003. At the time he was working in 

Cameroon at Starcredit Bank. After one year working for the bank he had a leave period and 

came to teach English for 2 years in Shansi Province, in a srnall town called Yuncheng. At the 

time he was the only black person in the town. At one point he met a Nigerian who was going to 

Guangzhou. Kingsley went there and discovered many foreigners. On vacations he would return 

to Guangzhou and do business. He started sending goods to Cameroon and then he started taking 

men’s suits. He found that the suits from China were much cheaper. For example, an average suit 

from Italy or France would cost $150 while a suit fi’om China would only cost $40.00.9 

While back home he met a gentleman from Morocco who placed an order for 1,000 

pieces (’piece’ being terminology for a single suit) per month. He then met a person from Douala 

and because the prices of suits were so expensive, he also gave him orders. Deciding he could no 

longer teach, Mr. Kingsley returned to China and employed a Canadian to teach in his place. He 

paid the Canadian from his teaching salary. The only problem was to get his visa extended, 

which he did. Kingsley met a Chinese making suits and told him he wanted to open a factory. 

He explained that they would divide the cost of opening the factory. The Chinese would be 

responsible for taking care of production (workers, ordering the material, overseeing the making 
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of the suits, etc.) and he would take care of the market side (getting the orders, marketing, etc.). 

This arrangement went on from 2006 to 2008. Then, 

In 2008 1 realized my partner was double-crossing me. In reality I found out that 
we did not own the factory; that my partner had been giving the orders to another 
factory (the factory was 6 hours away so I never bothered to go there). In 
addition, he was not giving me my proper pay for the selling of the suits.1° 

When questioned h~w he determined the above, Mr. Kingsley noted: 

I had received a huge order and wanted to actually see the factory to make sure 
we had the capacity to fulfill the order. So when I got to the factory I first saw a 
makeshift sign on the front that had been put there that day saying Kingsley and 
my partner’s name. The chief of staff of the factory knew my partner was 
seriously intimidated by me, but I had no understanding as to why. When the 
subject cane up of the ownership of the factory i was told that it was not my 
factory. 11 

So Kingsley fired his so-called partner and hired the chief of staff of the previous factory 

to open and manage a newly created Kingsley factory. He lnentored Kingsley between 2008-9. 

The factory officially opened in 2009. Annually Mr. Kingsley gets 100,000 orders for suits and 

50,000 for shirts. In May 201I he was only 30 years old and had moved to China at 23. 

Kingsley employs 180 workers in his factory; 5 workers in Bola market; 1 in Cannon Market; 

and 2 in Hong Kong. He also has workers employed at Kingsley Cargo. Due to Chinese visa 

rules he is not allowed to hire non-Chinese (including Africans). He designs both suits and shirts. 

He lives in Guangzhou and has bought a garden apartment, which means it is in a very secure 

neighborhood with high security. In addition to being married to a Chinese woman, he has one 

son. ~’As long as business is good I’ll stay. The issue is my visa. The government won’t explain 

why they won’t offer me permanent residency.’’~2 

In order to get a residency permit, one has to rent an office, pay taxes, and have Chinese 

employment (Haugen 2012:11). Clearly Mr. Kinsley meets all of these requirements. Although 



gaining permanent residency is possible in China (see "ReguIations on Permanent Residence of 

Aliens in China), it appears to be a very arduous process that has been elusive for Afi:ican 

migrants. Mr. Nwoso, who has lived in China for over a decade posits that the Chinese 

government only gives one year residency to African traders. This is because at any moment, 

even with a legal residency permit, if the government decides that they want you to leave the 

country, you have no recourse but to leave.13 Reinforcing Mr. Nwoso’s assessment, Haugen 

notes that ~Residence permits provide no guarantee against demands for bribes or forced 

repatriation" (4) and that ~Informants who held residence permits cited the uncertainty associated 

with the annual renewal as a major source of distress" (11). 

Mr. Baron from Nigeria 

Mr. Baron, like Mr. Kingsley, owns a factory, which is at least 6 hours from Guangzhou. 

Mr. Baron, from Western Nigeria, studied at Rivers State University of Sciences and 

Technology, Port Hartcourt, Nigeria. He graduated in 2004 with a major in agricultural and 

environmental engineering. He did his youth service in 2005, then taught from 2006-7. When i 

interviewed Mr. Baron he had only been in G~angzhou for a few years. He, like so many African 

traders, had come to Guangzhou looking for greener pastures. Back home he was selling mobile 

phones which were made in China. Then he finally made the journey to Guangzhou with a friend 

who was dealing with clothing. 14 

He suggested that I go to the material market. There I met a woman who claimed 
to be the owner of a factory. Before July 2008 I met and married Betty and then 
connected to the business. Betty helped me because she knew the language. I 
started by buying material and having clothes made. My brand became O’Baron. 
In 2010 I decided to open my own factory making shirts. I have 130 workers at 
the factory and 3 workers in my shop. I employ one foreigner - a Nigerian, to do 
the hiring for the business. My general manager is a Chinese - my wife’s uncle. 
The factory is hours away from Guangzhou. The most important thing is 
language, tf you don’t speak the language you can’t make progress. We sell to 



traders in the UK, Canada, South Africa, Nigeria, Mozambique, Botswana, Togo, 
and the DRC. Annually we sell 300,000 pieces.15 

Baron continues 

If it takes 1 RMB to make a shirt in China, it takes 20 RMB to make a shirt in 
Nigeria (as you know you have serious problems with electricity in Nigeria). We 
pay our workers 3,500 RMB which is about US$ 542.00, which is a good salary 
in China. Labor, however, is cheaper in Nigeria, but you have all the other 
constraints. Why is it cheaper here to have a factory? (1) accommodations are 
cheaper; (2) feeding is cheaper (I feed my employees); (3) they work 6 days a 
week, 8-10 hours per day; and (4) transportation is cheaper. I have a yearly 
residency permit. My children are foreigners. The best they can do in this country 
is inherit my business. There are at least 1 million Chinese in Nigeria. They spoil 
the market in Nigeria; Nigerians don’t disturb them, but they disturb us here.~6 

So who really owns Mr. Kingsley’s a~d Mr. Baron’s factories? Mr. Nwoso,17 one of the 

most established and successful Nigerian traders in Chocolate City, clarified for me the issue of 

ownership in China. He first made reference to China’s constitution. He noted that if you 

examine the section on ownership of property, Article 10 says the following: 

Land in the cities is owned by the state. Land in the rural and suburban areas is 

owned by collectives except for those portions which belong to the state in 

accordance with the law; house sites and private plots of cropland and hilly land 

are also owned by collectives. The state may in the public interest take over the 

land for its use in accordance with the law. No organization or individual may 

appropriate, buy, sell or lease land, or unlawftllly transfer the land in other ways. 

All organizations and individuals who use land must make rational use of the land 

(Chinese Constitution). 

The constitution in Article 18 further notes that: 

The People’s Republic of China permits foreign enterprises, other foreign 
economic organizations and individual foreigners to invest in China and to 
enter into various forms of economic co-operation with Chinese enterprises and 

other economic organization in accordance with the law of the People’s Republic 

of China. All foreign enterprises and other foreign economic organizations in 

China, as well as joint ventures with Chinese and foreign investment located in 
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China, shall abide by the law of the People’s Republic of China. Their lawful 

rights and interests are protected by the law of the People’s Republic of China 

(Chinese Constitution). 

With the above laws in place, Mr. Nwoso m~equivocaliy notes that there are no Africans with 

lnanufacturing plants of their own. if such plants exist, they are owned by their wives.~8 

As wil! be revealed in the remaining stories, Mr. Kingsley and Mr. Baron, due to their 

marriages to Chinese women and their financial success, are not the "normal" African traders or 

merchants in this huge trading enclave of Guangzhou. In fact, most African traders have small 

stalls, inside large trading centers, and their first encounter is directly with people they hope will 

buy their goods. 

Mr. Nwoso from Nigeria 

Before arriving in Guangzhou in 2000 from East Nigeria, Mr. Nwoso was trading in 

garments and fabrics that he imported from Korea and Taiwan (1998-2000). He decided to come 

to Guangzhou because he could get things easier and because of the weather. Also, importing 

from both Taiwan and Korea became too expensive. In 2004 he started his own freight 

forwarding company and was sending goods back to Nigeria. Nigerians, he notes, import the 

highest nmnber of goods from China. According to official statistics, Nigerians export to Africa 

from China the second largest volume of goods. Haugen notes, however, that this information is 

based on "official trade statistics" (12). When operating at the level of globalization from below, 

we know that such statistics are not available. In fact, officially the Nigerian government banned 

the import of foreign textiles in 2002 to curtail foreign competition according to both Yang Yang 

(155) and Mr, Nwoso. The reality, however, is that the government ignores its own ban and the 

goods enter the ports and markets without any problems.~9 Mr. Nwoso exports to Nigeria a 

minimum of 30 containers per month. He employs 23 Chinese workers and a few Nigerians 
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illegally because it is so difficult for foreigners to get a work permit in China. In order to even 

get to talk with Mr. Nwoso, one must be very patient and wait for his availability. He is the 

busiest trader I interviewed during my two trips to Chocolate City. 

Mr. Nwoso reports staggering figures about the amount of money that Nigerians bring 

into Guangzhou each day. He estimates that on every flight coming from Nigeria, people have a 

minimum of US$ 2 million in cash. With four flights coming into Guangzhou every day, that 

means US$ 8 tnillion per day. ~It is true," notes Mr. Bah from Guinea (see Mr. Bah in next 

section), ~"that Nigerians bring in US$ 8 Million a day into Guangzhou." a0 

Life in Gualagzhou, Mr. Nwoso says, depends on how you look at it: 

It has gotten better since i first arrived. For example, when we first came it was 
almost impossible to have a shop. Chinese don’t like defeat - they want to win, so 
you h.ave to be smart like them. Most of us operated here iIlegally in the 
beginning. We opened a representative office then and officially you could not 
trade. Oniy people that could legally trade were trading companies. So we didn’t 
officially have the right to trade. But we did it unofficially. I don’t to this day 
have a license to trade. I pay tax on my representative office. All of us in the 
freight business give goods to Chinese companies to export to Africa and then we 
take a cut. AI1 we do is coordinate them and then it goes to a Chinese company. 
Documentation, everything is done by the Chinese. There is always a Chinese.21 

~China is like a police country," remarks Mr. Nwoso, because ~°they know everything 

about you." Further to the point: 

They allow Nigerians here because they need the mol~.ey. When Africans come 
they have cash; they know the money is helping the lower class in China. They 
need Africans to stabilize their economy. They really need West Africans. Eighty 
percent of textiles a’e from China; Ninety percent of all goods in the markets in 
Africa are from China. Everything they use is from China. The employment i~ 
Africa suffers because of this reality.~-~ 

The police presence in Chocolate city is very daunting. It has been very intimidating to me and I 

always had legal documents to be in the area. One Nigerian I attempted to interview in June 2013 

out in the open with police in front of us insisted that I must follow him to his stall inside the 
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plaza across the road. Accommodating his request, once we were safely inside he explained to 

me that since he was an illegal immigrant, the more visible he was, the greater risk he took in 

being arrested by the police. 

So why was he safe in the plaza, but not outside? Mr. Nwoso explained that a relatively 

new policy has been put in place to protect the interests of the Chinese owners of the plaza where 

Africans conduct tl{eir business. A serious raid by the police into these buildings in search of 

illegal immigrants can easily result in huge numbers of empty stalls. This in turn can result in the 

Chinese owners of the buildings who rent to Africans going bankrupt if a certain number of stalls 

are empty following the arrest by the police of the illegal immigrants. Consequently, the police 

and the Chinese owners have a tacit understanding that amounts to financial remuneration given 

to the police, and in return they 

immigrants.~3 

do not enter the buildings in search of illegal African 

Mr. Nanga from Nigeria 

Mr. Nanga is a fiustrated man. He travels to Guangzhou once a momh to buy goods from 

his fellow Nigerians in Chocolate City. Mr. Nanga has been coming to this part of the world 

consistently since 2003. He has a shop back home and trades in T-shirts, shirts, and clothes in 

general. He ships his goods back to Nigeria in a container. According to Mr. Nanga, the Chinese 

are not serious.24 

Before I return home 1 must make sure everything is in the container because they will 
change the order and put the wrong things in there. I had losses in early years because I 
did not see the process through to make sure the correct goods were in the container. I am 
fi’om Lagos and the Chinese don’t like Africans. They only need money. Visas are a 
problem. They only give us thirty days. I come here for 2 weeks. They should give us one 
year visas. Sometimes I can’t travel because I don’t have a visa. Each time I come here 
my visa cost $t,300, and my plane ticket cost $1,500. I only continue coming here 
because Nigerians like Chinese designs and so there is a great demand. So I don’t have a 
choice but to do this. But the Chinese government needs to give me a one year visa.25 
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Mr. Muthui from Kenya 

Amos Muthui had finished his business and was preparing to return to Kenya when I 

fouled him wondering around the Overseas Trading Mall in Guangzhou. Mr. Muthui started 

coming to Guangzhou 5 years ago to buy goods for his shop back in Kenya. He first started in 

the shoe business and after it was no longer profitable, he started buying motorbikes and spare 

parts for the bikes. Before the financial crisis he was coming to Guangzho~ monthly and 

sometimes even twice a month. But now he is only able to travel to the area every three or four 

months. On this journey in May 2011 he had just bought his normal consignment of motorbikes 

(the average is between 80 a~d 120). Mr. Mutht~i says that he makes a very good profit off his 

trade and the goods enter the Kenyan market dully free. Although he was in a hurry to get back to 

Kenya, I was able to get out of him his experience as a trader/entrepreneur in Guangzhou. He 

noted that he can’t leave the city until his container is cIosed and ready to be shipped back to 

Kenya. Before this happe~s, however, he must make sure that his order is correct which means 

that all the motorbikes are the same (sometimes the Chinese mix the brand of bikes) and he must 

pay someone to make sure that all of the bikes work. In terms of shopping in Guangzhou, he says 

that the Chinese people are very confusing, dishonest and therefore bad for him. Consequently 

sometimes he just goes to Dubai to buy his motorbikes.~ Mr. Muthui, like most Africa~l 

traders/merchants, shop at trading posts, such as Chocolate CityiGuangzhou, because they are 

very wealthy, or hope to be. 

Mr. Emma from Nigeria 

If there was one person that 1 had to see upon arriving in Chocolate City, according to 

Evan Osnos from The New Yorker, it was Ojukwu Emma, the leader of the Nigerian Commtmity. 

With Osnos’ instructions in my hand I went straight to Cannon Market in Chocolate City and 
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started asking any African i saw if they knew this man. Osnos had forewarned me that he was so 

busy that I would likely have to wait hours to talk to him. Luckily, my newly minted research 

assistant that I had just hired upon arriving at Cannon Market called Mr. Emma and he was 

available to see us immediately, presumably because most traders’ days don’t start tlntil around 

noon. Containing our excitement, my assistant told the taxi driver in Mandarin our destination 

and in a matter of minutes we were sitting in the office of Mr. Emma. He has basically become 

an icon in Chocolate City, so t knew he would determir~e the future direction my access to other 

traders would take. Mr. Emma started by telling me that: 

Africans come to China just for business. There are no jobs in China. There is a language 
ban’ier. Most foreigners are based here. We are having a iot of business difficulties. 
Things have changed over the last three years. The Chinese have to understand otlr 
presence and issues in this country in a different way. We don’t have the same visa 
problems. When you come to Africa the Chinese understand that there are millions of 
them, for example, in Nigeria. So they have had to deal with the immigration probiem in 
this country very differently. The visa issue does create a lot of problems. Once you come 
to China you come in as one person and then you are forced to leave and return under a 
totaIly different identification. This poses a rea! problem to immigration in this country. 
Some people commit suicide as a result of this problem. But again we are working with 
this government on this subject. Once you are forced to leave we discuss with Chinese 
authorizes how you can return.77 

The Nigerian community in Guangzhou is divided along the lines of the 36 states in 

Nigeria. There are representatives for each state assigned to try to solve the difficulties Nigerians 

experience in China w~th respect to business. While Guangzhou is a city where Mr. Emma says 

you can get whatever you need and that the Nigerian community is outstanding, he is not 

dismissive of the numerous problems the community is confronted with. For example, he notes 

that: 

Our children are facing a lot of problems. Many black children can’t go to school. We are 
having to send then to international schools which is very expensive and many people 
can’t afford to send their children to such schools. We are now fighting to get our own 
school for our children. They call our children ~Black Deviis". I don’t allow my son, who 
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is of mixed race, to play with Chinese children. Children are supposed to have their own 
rights. The Chinese train their children to believe that Africans are not humaa. 

Another problem that Mr. Emma says Africans and other foreigners are confronted with 

is the reality that when they run into problems with local Chinese, no matter what, the police 

defend the !ocals, even if they are wrong. This is a problem that Mr. Emma feels needs to be 

resolved. He does feel that the Chinese do respect people if they see they are organized and he 

doesn’t believe they would dare try to kick him out of Chitin.28 

In May 2011 when I first interviewed Mr. Emma he had been in Guangzhou ~br thirteen 

years. He is involved in the import and export business. Upon arriving in Chocolate 

CityiGuangzhou he mainly traded in women’s and men~s shoes. He discontinued this business, 

however, because he lost US$1 million as a result of the fact that the Chinese he employed to 

make the shoes, made them with expired glue. So by the time the shipment arrived in Nigeria all 

the shoes had fallen apart.29 

Yang Yang estimates "°that about half of the African traders who come to Guangzhou lose 

all their money" (160). Some of it stems from fraudulent exchanges, as in the case of Mr. Emma. 

Knowing this, Mr. Muthui from Kenya and Mr. Naga from Nigeria and others must inspect their 

goods before they leave the port in Guangzhou. This is one of the major hazards of operating at 

the level of globalization from below. Once transactions are formalized, in most cases there is no 

recourse through legal means to challenge the illegal exchange of counterfeit goods. At this level 

transactions take place outside any national calculations and consequently are unreported (Yang 

Yang 157). ~Instead of having institutional guarantees and certificates, these traders may have 

nothing more than an oral promise or a hand-written receipt that is kept off the books. At the 

center of the ~world’s factory,’ Gua~gzhou, these African traders use the tools of globalization - 

fast transnationat transportation and extremely convenient communication via mobile phones - 



to potentially build, 

continents" (158). 

Mr. 

with little start-up capital, entrepreneurial enterprises, cutting across 

Mr. Viann.ey from Rwanda 

Nzamwita M. Vianney is a tall, charming man from Rwanda who had one of his 

secretaries escort us to his plush office. He is clearly not happy being in Guangzhou and 

immediately lets us know that. Born in Uganda, he returned to Rwanda in December after the 

Genocide of 1994. He went to Dubai with his current company in 2004 and then left there on 

November 27, 2009, as a result of the recession. Most of his clients, he said, w-ere switching to 

Guangzhou. As an export trading company, he exports 50 containers of goods a month from 

Guangzhou, with 90 percent of the cargo going to Africa. His company is merely a middleman 

which means that people bring goods to them to ship and they find a shipping company. While 

the business is improving, Mr. Vianney hates living in Guangzhou. The only thing the place has 

to offer is cheap goods. ~There is big racism here and it is open. The Chinese make it clear that 

the prices you get in the market are higher than the ones given to Chinese." He gives himself a 

couple more years in Guangzhou and he definitely plans to leave. 

Mr. Semgabo from Rwanda 

Leaving Ouangzhou is also on the forefront of the mind of Mr. Sengabo, also of Rwanda. 

Born in Uganda, he left when he was 5 years old. He went to Rwanda and was there from 1975- 

1992 (he left Rwanda to go to school in Kenya). He studied in Kenya from 1992-4, thus missing 

the Genocide of 1994. Only one sister survived the Genocide. During his stay in Kenya he 

started having financial problems, so he was not able to complete his studies and thus started 

trading in Kenya.3° 
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Mr. Sengabo next went to Saudi Arabia to look for a job and ended up working for Coca 

Cola for a year. He then stayed there illegally. He next traveled to Dubai where he worked in the 

area of inter-freight from 1995-97. Mr. Sengabo started his own company in 1997 and began 

shipping mostly to East Africa (Rwanda, Kenya, the DRC, Tanzania, and Uganda). Some agents 

would come personally and place orders, while others placed orders from their respective 

countries, according to Mr. Sengabo. He remained in Dubai until 2005, during which time 

everything became so expensive that his profits started going down. This same year he came to 

Guangzhou, but continued shipping to East Afl-ica.3t 

Currently Mr. Sengabo has two Chinese workers, but he only keeps them for two years. 

After that, he says, they usually try to start taking over his company. Every month he ships 

between 20-25 containers; however, things are not as good r~ow because of the economic crisis]2 

Like most Africans interviewed, Mr. Sengabo turns to the issue of visas. 

The Chinese are complicating the process by which Africans get visas. I have to 
renew my residency permit every year. It’s not expensive but they are always 
coming up with new policies - new documents must be sent to your country to be 
certified. You have to hope that the person you might send the documents with 
will take care of business, otherwise you might not get your visa renewed.33 

Again, like most Africans interviewed, 

because 

Mr. Sengabo finds living in China a problem 

Chinese are always changing policies; Chinese are not honest; they are very 
complicated; Chinese want to get your business; Workers want to take your 
customers; no security in doing business; they give you counterfeit things and no 
contracts and you can’t go to court; Chinese only Like money; their commur~ity is 
very closed.34 

Furthermore, there are no human rights in this country; no justice; all police are 
corrupt; lawyers are corrupt; Many people place orders and request 30% upfront 
and then they change companies arid you can’t find them. So you lose all the 
money you have put down on an order. Once they have gotten all the money they 
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need they close shop and then go to another province, so you can’t find them. It is 
really dangerous to do business here.~ (see also Matthews and Yang 2012:110 
and 113 for similar stories). 

Mr. Sengabo wants to go to the US. His busilaess is contracts and he wants to specialize 

in high tech machinery, and buy a small factory. He laments that he can’t accept orders for 

electronics from China. He does feel he has a market in Africa and the Middle East for 

electronics and hopes that in 2012 he will be able to leave China.36 

While most African trade have unfavorable things to say about the Chinese, most Chinese 

traders in turn are seemingly not impressed with their African counterparts. Since it was 

impossible to talk to any Chinese traders during my field research trips to Guangzhou,~v I have to 

rely on information other scholars have collected. 

Lyons et al, in their interviews with Chinese traders, report cultural problems in doing 

business with Africans, unfair bargaining, fights between merchants and customers, and rudeness 

(2012: 883-4). Bodoma reported that the experience of one Chinese woman was that Africans 

didn’t keep their promises. She noted, for example, 

they would request that the company supply them with the goods within a week, 
but they would not come to collect their goods on time. Then, after having goods 
produced for then, they would claim that they did not have the money to pay for 
them readily available. According to Ms, Li, some Africans who were Christians 
would profess that these problems were being dealt with *~in the name of God," 
implying that there was nothing they could do about these problems, interacting 
with African customers was also difficult for Ms. Li because she perceived the 
African men as being too direct when they met women...(Bodomo: 2012: 54). 

Others have complained that some African traders would, for example, place an order for 

200 pairs of pants and then only actually buy 10 pairs. In such cases they would insist that they 

still pay the price as if they were buying all 200 pairs. Chinese traders are annoyed by such 

unethical business practices. Others complain that when picking up an order, African traders, 
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while leaving their shops, would just grab an item they didn’t pay for (Fool’s Mountain: 

Blogging for China). 

Mr. Ali from Uganda 

Mr. Ali from Uganda also hopes his years are numbered in Guangzhou. He came to 

Guangzhou in 2006 for family business reasons. His uncle is involved in the real estate business 

and owns a hotel in Kampala. So he is involved in trading exporting, mainly in building 

products and finished products for the hotel (linen, cutlery, mattresses, etc.). ~Annually we 

export over 120 containers. There are 30 to 40 Ugandans in Guangzhou," Mr. All notes. In June 

2013 (two years after the initial interview) Mr. Ali still had no date for returning to Uganda. In 

fact, he now is taIking about one day living half the year in Guangzhou and half the year in 

Kampala. Like so many African traders, Mr. Ati is conflicted. He feels he cannot return home 

with his family unless he is a very successful business man who can build a big house and buy a 

nice car.3~ For now he is stuck in the complex world of globalization from below, seemingly 

longing for the day that he can return home and be an agent in his uncte’s hotel (which he has 

shares in) and operate within the hegemonic world. 

Mr. Mutesa from Angola 

There is no doubt that some Africans are very pleased with their new-found home in 

Chocolate CityiGuangzhou. Mr. Mutesa from Angola is one such person. He arrived in 

Guangzhou from Luanda, Angola in 2006 to take advantage of trading opportunities. Mr. Mutesa 

established a branch of an Angola shipping company in Gum~gzhou. He and his colleagues are 

involved in shipping construction goods back to Angola, including tiles, steel, and furniture. In 

addition, they buy and ship goods to individual cliel~ts in Angola. The company exports many 

containers a month, depending on demand.39 
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In terms of living in Angola, Mr. Mutesa says that although he finds the Chinese to be 

closed people, they are not bad and he has a normal life in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou. Chinese, 

he said, like money, but then all people like money. The only problem Mr. Mutesa really has is 

sometimes with the quality of goods that are produced, noting that at times they are fake. He has 

a residency visa and a working certificate, so he argues that as long as you are here legally, you 

have no problems. China, he says, is the best market to be in.4° 

Mr. Stones from Cameroon 

Mr. Stones, the owner of Mister Stone Shoes, also seems very content being in Chocolate 

City. Born in Kurnba, Southwest Cameroon, Mr. Stone admits that he was a tearaway growing 

up, causing his pare~ts a great deal of challenges. He first came to China in 2005, but didn’t 

really settle in Chocolate City until very recently. In fact, his shop in Bole Market had been 

opened only one year and 2 months when I interviewed him in May 20 ! 1. Mr. Stone has his own 

brand of shoes that he sells to clients in Venezuela, Nigeria, Ghana, Cameroon, Russia and the 

United States. He uses two factories to make his shoes and admits that so far the shoe business 

has not been a profitable endeavor for him. Married to a woman from Eastern Europe, Mr. Stone 

is very content in his current environment. 4~ 

Triple Illegal/Immigration Issues 

One of the more seasoned traders interviewed for this study was Mr. Bah from Guinea. I 

first met Mr. Bah in May 2011 and reunited with him in May/June 2013. A great deal had 

changed for Mr. Bah in two years. 

Born in Sierra Leone as a result of the fact that his parents were in political exile, Mr. 

Bah’s business adventt~res started wtiile living in Liberia from 1983 to 1991. He would buy 

cigarettes from Guinea and sell them in Liberia. He did this for 8 years. He left Liberia because 
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of the war and returned to Sierra Leone for 6 months. Finally able to return to his home country 

of Guinea in 1991, Mr. Bah engaged in the business of selling women’s shoes until i993. He 

moved on to selling jeans from 1993 to 2001. But things took a turn for the worse after the 

government destroyed the goods of informal traders, including burning their tables. Mr. Bah then 

traveled to Abidjan (2003), then on to Egypt (2003), and Thailand (2003). Finally, at the end of 

2003 he made it to Guangzhou, where he found his brother and sister.42 

Mr. Bah first began to work with his brother, but that arrangement did not produce any 

financial rewards, so he decided to venture out on his own. From 2004 to 2006 he had a business 

in which he went from office to office selling sandwiches at lunch time. The profit from selling 

sandwiches allowed him to go into the business of selling jeans. The rewards were great and he 

made lots of money until 2009. Things began to declit~e when the individuals he entrusted with 

his business back home (the jeans were being exported to Guinea) decided that Mr. Bah rnust be 

rich, so they stopped sending money back to him and he lost over US$ 20,000.43 

Seemingly things couldn’t get any worse but they did. Mr. Bah had developed a beautiful 

line of linen outfits that had an African flare. These designs were outsourced to a Chinese 

company to be made, One day he looked up in the market and several Chinese merchants had 

copied his outfits at~d were selling them at a much lower price which he could not compete with. 

In addition, several Chinese women who were working for him ended up taking away many of 

his Guinean clients and starting businesses of their own. He alleged they started sleeping with 

some of his clients. Mr. Bah feels he learned the hard way that some Chinese will take both your 

44 ideas and clients away from you. 

Life for Mr. Bah has not beefa easy in Guangzhou. First and foremost he is considered, 

like most Africans, a "triple illegal person"- illega! to enter, illegal to reside, and illegal to work 
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(Osnos). Mr. Bah, again like the majority of African traders in Ouangzhou, has overstayed his 30 

day visa and at any moment stands the chance of being arrested and taken to jail. A fine of up to 

5,000 RMB (US$ 750) must be paid for overstaying one’s welcome in the area and then one 

must have a ticket to return home. Without these two requirements being fulfilled, Mr. Bah, for 

exmnple, could be put in jail in Guangzhou indefinitely. In the meantime, each day he waits to 

hear the banging of the gates in the congested huge indoor market (where he has a shop) warning 

traders that the police are about to emer the area looking for counterfeit goods. Mr. Bah knows 

that if he gets caught selling them he will incur a huge fine. So he has a strategy to hide such 

goods as soon as he hears the alarm. Being both a triple illegal and selling counterfeit goods, 

Mr. Bah is playing with fire. If he were to become legal, Mr. Bah would have to pay 5,000 RMB 

to the police for overstaying his visa; buy a ticket to return to Guinea and apply for a visa to 

return to China (which he might not get). If he does get it, each year he stays in China he would 

have to pay US$ 1,500 to extend his visa in order to remain legal. 

When i returned to Guangzhou in May 2013, the first trader I went searching for was Mr. 

Bah. I was devastated when I could not locate him. Finally, on my second trip to the market, my 

research assistant and I found the shop owned by his Chinese wife, so we were able to reunite. 

Once again, financially life had been very challenging for Mr. Bah and so he had moved his shop 

to a different building. His shop now is an open space next to the elevator on the third floor of 

the building. There is no security at night for his goods; he just covers everything up and 

surprisingly no one touches his merchandise. As one of the oldest and most respected traders in 

the market, who would dare steal from Mr. Bah? 

Not onIy had Mr. Bah’s life changed financially, but also personally. He had managed to 

finally bring his first wife to Guangzhou from Guinea. This woman was the love of his Iife, but 
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he had never been able to afford a ticket to have her join him in Guangzhou. Thus he had married 

a Chinese woman and they had two daughters. In 2012 Mr. Bah missed his first wife so much 

that he saved all his money to pay for her plane ticket. The product of this reunion was a 

beautiful chocolate baby girl who was three months at the time of my visit. Recently one 

evening, he recounted, his Chinese wife became very angry at him for bringing his first wife to 

Guangzhou and called the police to have him deported to Guinea. Mr. Bah quickly ran out the 

house and literally slept on the street that night. He was frightened because he knew that had the 

police found him, he would have been arrested and taken to jail. The police did in fact come to 

the house looking for him. He is not quite certain why they have not returned, but he knows he is 

a lucky man.4s The complications that have resulted from having two wives in Guangzhou will 

be discussed in the section below on "African men and Chinese women." In the meantime, Mr. 

Bah was certain that with the Muslin holy month or Ramadan quickly approaching business 

would improve tremendously. 

Mr. Ali t?om Uga~ada estimates that it is likely up to 95% of African traders are in 

Chocolate CityiGuangzhou illegally.4~ Generally speaking this is the number that you hear in 

conversations in Guangzhou. No one knows for sure the number of illegal traders precisely 

because they are illegal and working under the radar of the police and immigration officials. This 

is one of the maj or characteristics of being an agent in the non-hegemonic world-system. 

The issue of being in Guangzhou illegally is the most pressing problem of the traders, 

many of whom would like to return home but cannot because of the financial expense it takes to 

become legal. And, ~here is also the concern of spending time in jail for violating Chinese 

immigration laws. Haugen writes that 

Undocumented migrants find their mobility severely inhibited; They must 
carefully assess how, when and with whom they move about in order to avoid 
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police interception. This is a business impediment, as well as a source of personal 
distress for migrants who engage in trade and the provision of trade-related 
services. The situation can be described as a ’second state of immobility’: the 
migrants have succeeded in the difficult project of emigration, but find themselves 
spatially entrapped in new ways in their destination country ((1). 

So what is the origin of this phenomenon? Many trace the problem back to th.e planning for the 

2008 Beijing Olympics. 

Africans who first came to Guangzhou in the 1990s and early 21st century felt welcome.47 

However, on the eve of the 2008 Beijing Olympics, this chal~ged dramatically. 

We were used to being granted one-year visas allowing multiple entry and 

unlimited length to stay. In 2008, just before the Beijing Olympics, the authorities 

decided to tidy up. They stopped renewing visas here. You had to return to your 

own country to get another work permit (as quoted in Coloma 2010A). 

Consequently, as Tristan Coloma notes, "the constant quest for precious visas can become 

absurd,e’ Currently visas given to African traders (unless they have residence stares) are only 

valid for 30 days, which means these traders have to travel outside of mainland China each 

month in the hope of renewing their visas (Co!oma 2010A). Even traveling outside every three 

months to renew your visa with a one year residency permit can be very dangerous, as I 

discovered upon returning to Ouangzhou in 2013. 

Frank, anotller one of my favorite traders was not to be found. When we inquired about 

him, we were initially told by one of his Nigerian friends that he left for Macau to renew his visa 

and from there was deported back to Nigeria. After several more conversations with Frank’s 

fliend, i was finally told the details of his deportation. When Frank first arrived in China he had a 

Nigerian passport. He overstayed his visa and was forced to leave the country. When Fra~k re- 

entered China it was on a passport from Sierra Leone. This, of course, is illegal in any country. 

So while Frank was waiting for his visa to be renewed so that he cot~ld return to Guangzhou in 
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December 2012, the immigration authorizes realized that Frank was not from Sierra Leone and 

thus deported him back to Nigeria. Fortunately for Frank his wife was from Cameroon, so she 

was able to salvage some of his assets anti then join him in Nigeria.48 The issue of re-entering 

China under a different name is a very serious problem in Guangzhou which will be discussed in 

more detail in the section on ~°African men and Chinese women." 

Returning to the issue of the Beijing Olympics, this major historical event marked a 

watershed in the history of African traders in Guangzhou, although at the time all foreigners 

were affected.~9 According to Mr. Nwoso, the Chinese government was afraid that foreigners in 

general might become involved in criminal activities that would disrupt the games, so new 

immigration measures were put in place to prevent this from happening. The impact of these 

measures on African traders was devastating.5° 

One day I was waiting for Mr. Sam, whom I had asked to compile tlle history of the first 

African traders who came to Guangzhou in modern times. He took the task seriously and the day 

we were scheduled to meet, Mr. Sam was very late. I kept calling to see when I could expect his 

arrival at Bole market and he pleaded with me to just wait for him. Finally, when he arrived I 

asked what took him so long, and thus he began to tell the story of the effort by the Guangzhou 

government to remove as many Africans as possible from actually living in Chocolate City on 

the eve of the Olympics. i had thought that Mr. Sam lived in Chocolate City. instead, as part of 

an agreement with the government he had to move to one of the surrounding cities in order to 

maintain his status as a trader ir~ Chocolate City, so his journey each day into the city is long and 

arduous. Mr. Sam says the story started in 2008: 

A Chinese female agent gave us fake visas. She collected our passports and ran 
away with them. Then the police rounded us up and forced us to leave 
Guangzhon. Lots of people therefore r~o longer live in the city. They broke our 
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doors down and took all our possessions. So all we had were the clothes on our 
backs.5~ 

In 2009, Hdl~ne Le Bail wrote that although illegal immigrants were tolerated for many 

years, six months prior to the 2008 Olympic Games tougher measures were put in place to arrest 

illegal residents. Specifically with respect to Nigerians she notes 

Last August, it was said that 3000 Nigerians were imprisoned, some of them 
suffered maltreatment, the number of deaths in the prisons that are covered-up is 
also preoccupying. What is widely known is that those Afi’ican (sic) who died 
trying to escape the police, did so out of fear of being physically abused (19). 

Noting the problems the African business community faced during the Olympics, 

journalist Tongkeh Joseph Fowale reported that "business almost came to a complete halt 

because of the complete absence of possibilities to obtain or extend visas. Because of this 

situation, many Africans were left with expired visas and sank underground wh.ere many still 

remain and operate as ’overstayers’" (Fowale: 2009). 

Mr. Nwoso, one of the most successful African traders in Chocolate City, shared his story 

about being deported before the Olympics: 

You have to get a visa for a specific place and that place has to be your place of 
employment. So because many people went to Beijing to get visas, they checked my visa 
while I was in Beijing. I had a Beijing visa and my place of employment was Guangzhou, 
so they sent me home, as they did with a iot of Africans. it was impossible for me to get a 
visa in Guangzhou. Guangzhou is a "no-go" area.~2 

He continued: 

In order to get your visa renewed, contacts are extremely important. I currently have a 
Yiwu visa. So I have to maintain an office in Yiwu as well as a house. I have to have the 
same here in Guangzhou. So each year, including my visa, it cost me 80,000 RMB to rur~ 
my business. And this is for a temporary residency visa. If you have the wrong contact, 
then you will get a fake visa. And the authorities will come after you. You cannot get 
your papers in order to get a successful visa without an agent. You must hire an agent. So 
the Chinese are making money off this process. You cannot meet the visa requirements 
without a Chinese agent. The wrong agent might mean your visa is not extended.53 
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As Yang Yang notes, African traders continued to be targets of the authorizes after the Beijing 

OIympics into the Asian Games of 20!0 that were held in Guangzhou. The police raids in the 

Africm~ markets and residential areas became so frequent against those with illegal as well as 

legal visas that people had to determine the quickest way to escape from buildings. The police, 

she notes, would "sometimes just arrest anyone with black skin" (168). 

It was a year after the Beijing Olympics, July 15, 2009, that the now infamous incident 

took place in Guangzhou that created a great deal of turmoil in the African community. The 

situation involved two Nigerians who were running from the police to escape checkpoints for 

passports. They jumped from a building and one was so seriously injured people thought he was 

dead. As a result, hundreds of Africans gathered at a loca! police station to protest against what 

they deemed to be racial profiling by the police. This incident gained wide-spread media 

attention. (Cheng 20t1: 566; see also Coloma 2010A; Bodomo: 696-69; Reuters 2009; Schiller 

2009). 

Following this incident, Abou Kabba noted that "the raids started again...My wife opened 

the door to the police who wanted to see our visas, but t had their papers with me. The policemen 

started shouting at my children, who were in tears, telling them they’d go to prison - even 

though my family is registered with the immigration authorities. They knew- our papers were in 

order" (as quoted in Coloma 2010A). There exists a great deal of corruption in the visa industry 

in China (Rennie: 390-391), as well as a tremendous amount of harassment of Africans with the 

police demanding at any point to produce their passports with a valid visa (Bodomo and Ma: 

20t0). 

Then before the Asian games in 2010, Mr. Bah recounts that the authorities forced a lot 

of Africans to Leave. "They just busted down the door of peoples’ apartments and if you didn’t 
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have legal papers they would take your stuff and deport you.’’s4 According to three Nigerian 

traders interviewed: 

Traffic police spend their time breaking down doors trying to determine if you are 
here legally or not. They treat us like we are fools; arresting and beating us like 
we are fools. They beat us with iron. A lot of Nigerians are in the hospital as a 
result of these beatings [one gentlemm~ showed how he had been stabbed by the 
police]. They do it to the women too. The traffic police are members of the Mafia 
and are thieves. Police break into your residency when you are not there. All these 
things are happening in many places here.s5 

After hearing these stories I asked the three Nigerians why they were still in China. 

They refuse to issue visas for us to leave and go back home. A lot of people are 
frustrated - once you’ve overstayed you must pay a fine. Otherwise you might 
end up in a cell for one year or more. For overstaying your visa restrictions it is 
500 RBM per day. The ultimate charge is 5,000 RMB. Then if you can’t pay they 
put you in jail. Then your family or a frier~d has to pay the overstay charge along 
with a ticket back home.56 

Mr. Nwosu suggest that the real reason they are still in Guangzhou is because it’s better than 

being at home,57 

Mr. Ojukwu Emma, head of the Association of the Nigerian Community in Guangzhou, 

often has to go to the hospital to deal with paperwork related to Nigerians who have been ir~jured 

fleeing immigration police. He reported that there have been many cases of people fleeing the 

police by jumping off balconies and breaking their legs. In addition, in 2009 he estimated that 

there ~vere two hundred Nigerians in jail waiting to be deported and that the government was 

sending ten to twenty Nigerians home each week (Osnos; see also Haugen : 9). 

I~ a follow-up interview with Mr. Emma in May 2013 he admitted there is no way of 

knowing how many Africans have been arrested in Guangzhou. 

There is no way to know the numbers of people detained or arrested, or sent back 
to their countries. It is impossible to talk to immigration. No number can be 
correct. Even the information forwarded to embassies cannot be correct. 
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Authorities and local police daily arrest overstayers and arrange for their 
deportation. They will buy a ticket for them if they stay in detention in 
Gt~angzlaou for 2-3 months,s8 

African Men and Chinese Women 

Mr. Bah has many opinions about many things in China, including marriage to Chinese 

women; "Chinese women only know money. And if you try and hide it from them, they w~lt call 

the potice and have you deported. I am married to a Chinese woman because she got pregnant (in 

essence i got °’caught"). "And they will slap you, these Chinese women, but my wife has learned 

that it is not a good idea to slap me.’’5� 

At least in public Mr. Bah, his wife, and their beautiful mixed-race daughter seem to be a 

happy family. While I had the opportunity to talk to Mr. Bah on several occasions, I was always 

disappointed when I returned to the Overseas Trading Mall located next to Denfeng Hotel near 

Xia Tang West Road and his shop was closed. I would often see his daughter in the care of a 

Chinese woman. When I interviewed Mr. Bah in May 2011, he said things were not going too 

well financially. 

The most controversial subject among African traders is marriages/relationships between 

African men and Chinese women. As I continued to discuss this issue during my trip to 

Guangzhou in 2013, i realized that consensus was impossible. I was able to gather, however, that 

there are three overarching opinions on the subject. 

The first is that such marriages, specifically between Nigerian men and Chinese women, 

grow out of romantic love, according to Yu Qui, a Ph. D. Candidate at Cambridge University 

who is writing her Ph.D. dissertation on such relationships. 

Many say African men are more sexy and attractive than Chinese men and much 
more assertive. The first day they will say I love you and/or I want to marry you. 
So Chinese women become very curious. Nigerians will be more straight forward. 
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Nigerians are praying every day for God to give him this women, so the women 
are impressed.6° 

Is it true, I asked Qui, that Chinese women onIy want money? 

It is true that so many want material things and marry for money. Many of these 
women are in their 20s and are sexy and beautiful, but don’t have money. The 
second type of woman is one who has everything, sometimes including a 
husband, but she still wm~ts an African man. There are some serious tragedies out 
of these situations.61 

In response to the question about Chinese women beating African men, Qui noted the following: 

Chinese girls beat their husbands and boyfriends. Chinese men accept this. This is 
part of the culture. It is normal for Chinese women to beat their 
husbands/boyfriends on the streets. This is because Chinese women want to be 
number one.~2 

Such beatings take place over trivial things. This culture of beating men, however, becomes 

problematic when Chinese women get involved with African men. In fact, Qui identifies several 

conflicts that arise in marriages/relationships between African men and Chinese women 

including education (what kind of school the children should go to), nutrition, language, and the 

degree of freedom tlmt children, should have.63 Ninety-nine percent of in-laws, according to Qui, 

are against these marriages. 

The children of these mixed marriages/relationships have to go to school and both mother 

and child experience a great deal of racial discrimination. Most of the discrimination comes from 

the parents of the children’s classmates.~4 Even more problems are created if the marriage is not 

legal, it "is only iegal when the potential husband’s papers are in order, if the husband is not 

legal, then they can’t officially marry.’’65 

A case is point is Mr, Bah’s marriage. Since Mr. Bah is a triple illegal, his marriage to his 

Chinese wife is not legal. They now have two daughters. With the one-child policy, the first 

daughter is considered to be legal and has atI the rights accorded to a Chinese citizen. The second 
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daughter, however, it not legal because Mr. Bah and his wife have not paid the fine to have a 

second child. According to the Chinese constitution, "If the fine is not paid, the child has no legal 

identity. ,,66 

As previously noted, in 2012 Mr. Bah bought a ticket for his first wife to join him in 

Guangzhou and they now have a baby girl. So Mr. Bah is the father of three girls in Guangzhou. 

His oldest daughter distinguishes between her younger sisters by call them the "white" one and 

the "chocolate" one. As per Muslim culture, Mr. Bah divides his time equally between his two 

households. Mr. Bah has complicated the non-hegemonic, illegal world lie lives in. 

There is too much stress having two wives. Three months ago my Chinese wife 
got mad at me and told me that I give all the money to my African wife. She 
called the police on me. So I left and slept on the street because of my lack of 
documentation. The police came that night looking for me, but they never 
returned. They would have deported me if they had found me in the house the 
night before. I went home the next day. We are always quarrelling. She was mad 
because I brought my first wife from Africa.67 

He continues: 

My Chinese wife was working in a supermarket and so i brought her into the 
trading business. Our marriage is not legal. The first child is legal. The second is 
not legal because of the one-child policy. She can’t go to school because she 
doesn’t have proper documentation. They want to fine us 50,000 RMB for having 
a second child. This would be the case even if the marriage was legaI.~* 

Although Mr. Bah admits that he really loves his Chinese wife, he says he would never marry a 

Chinese woman again. 

Black women know the meaning of taking cue of a husband. They cook for you, 
wash your clothes. African womm~ are number one. If you want safety, marry a 
Black woman. The Chinese wife only wants money. Every day she shouts and 
tells me t am a lazy man and I don’t work hard. I love her so much, but it’s very 
frustrating. If you have money, my Chinese wife will do everything. If there is 
money, there is honey. No money, no honey.69 

Mr. Emma, the president of the Nigerian community says the problem with these 

marriages stems from cultural differences and so one of his missions is to build happy families. 
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In this regard he has established the "Nigerian-Chinese Family Forum." He notes that "many 

¯ African men are happy with their Chinese wives." But, Chinese women have to be taught about 

African culture,v° The most interesting aspect of the Emma’s Family Forum is that it only brings 

together the men who are married to Chinese women. The wives are excluded. My efforts to 

meet with the forum participants were rejected, although such meetings take place every Tuesday 

evening. 

As part of Mr. Emma’s attempt to create happy families, he is working directly with 

Chinese officials in an effort to get the government to allow the families of mixed-raced cot~ples 

to be reunited. There is a serious crisis among many of these families and it usually has its origin 

in African men who have left Guangzhou and returned under a different name and with a 

different passport, like the case of Frank. Again, this is a criminal offense. According to Emma: 

Often upon returning they marry and have children. They end up with a Chinese 
marriage visa. When the authorities find out they have entered under a new 
passport they deport them. This poses a serious problem to the family structure. 
Unless resolved, children never see their fathers again. While we have some 
success in getting some Africans returned, this is not enough. We need to get all 
fathers returned.71 

Whether these marriages are out of love or as Mr. Nwoso calls them "marriages of 

convenience,’’v2 life for many African traders can become much more complicated as these 

traders try to realize, as Mr. Nwoso says, "their Americal~ dreams in China." 

African Crimin~tls in Guangzhou and Illicit Drug YrafJ~cking 

According to Mr. Sam from Nigeria, tmfortunately not all the newcomers who came to 

Guangzhou in the early 1990s were upstanding gentlemen, and some brought with them drugs to 

add to the ones that were already in existence. Mr. Sam notes that the majority of men who were 

buying drugs during this period were the police and the Chinese Mafia. The police would make 

friends with the Nigerians and allegedly give them drugs to sell. In essence, they would share 
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drugs with the Nigerians.73 In a I994/95 report on illicit drug trafficking, it indicated that China 

was the top country in the world where drugs were sourced (Reports of the Seminar). In addition, 

China was included in a report on tl~e corruption in the illegal trade industry (International Crime 

Threat Assessment). According to Mr. Sam, at that time the Chinese drug dealers were called 

"Ghosts" and those who brought drugs into China were called "Birds." These early years 

partially laid the foundation for the current discontentment among Nigerians and especially with 

the Chinese police. Many Nigerians in Chocolate City feel that all Chinese think Nigerians are 

drug dealers and so the price Nigerians must pay, financially, physically, and emotionally, to 

operate tradil~g posts and remain in this part of the world appears to be excessive.7~ 

In response to the many problems Nigerians face in Chocolate CityiHuangzhou, Mr. 

Emma °°believes that his people have created their own image problem they need to ~ix" (as 

quoted in Osnos). However, with so ma~y Africans jumping off balconies and doing other 

harmful things to themselves to escape immigration police, in November 2009 Emma was able 

to sign an "amnesty agreement". It was signed with the local government and stipulates that an 

African who is illegal in Guangzhou and gives himself ~p to immigration authorities can leave 

China~ This is the case as long as they ha~e the money to buy a plane ticket home. Under these 

circumstances the traders can return legally to Guangzhou. For those, however, who don’t have 

the money to buy a plane ticket home, they likely are sent to prison and alIegedly some are 

forced to work in state factories. Again, no one apparentIy knows how many Africans are in 

prisons in Guangzhou (Coloma 2010A). 

Mr. Nwoso from Nigeria has his own say about the plight of his people in Chocolate 

City. He notes: 

They (the Chinese) study Nigerians well, They keep them on a tight rope so they 
won’t commit crimes. Yes, Nigerians are profiled in Guangzhou. The crime that 
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Nigerians commit is drug trafficking. There are lots of Nigerians in jail in this city 
for drugs. On the issue of beatings Nigerians are lousy people. They are o~t 
drinking and are very loud. The Communist police are called in. If you are caught 
with an illegal passport you are (inished. They will beat you and take you to jail. 
They will also break down your apartment to determine if you have a legal 
passport. If you don’t, again they will beat you. 

In 2009, the Nigerian ambassador to China harshly criticized Nigerians for the crimes they 

commit in China (Haugen: 11). 

On the question of Nigerians being here illegally, Mr. Nwoso reinforces what is already 

known, narnely that you initially only get a visa for 30 days. To extend a Nigerian visa if you are 

here legally it would cost US$6,200 per year. Nigerians who don’t want any probIems go home 

and return with a passport from another country such as Ghana. With a passport from Ghana, it 

cost US$ 2,800 for the annua! renewal. Most Nigerians are in ChocoIate CityiGuangzhou on 

illegal passports. When asked about the question of documentation, Mr. Nwoso noted that 

Since I have been here there exists a group of police known as the "Communist 
Police"; they are the first respondents. The government pays their salaries and 
sees them as legitimate. They give the police information. They report to the real 
poiice. They know it’s good business, for example, to catch an illegal Nigerian. If 
you are here illegally the cost of overstaying your visa starts at 500 RMB, with 
the maximum being 5,000 RMB. So if they catch an illegal Nigerian they will 
likely bribe him for the 5,000 RMB. This is an alternative to being turned over to 
the real police. They just stop you on the road and ask for your passport. So the 
Nigerian will pay the bribe which gives him more time to be here. This might give 
the illegal Nigerian extra time - from three months to a year. They might not be 
stopped again for a while.7~ 

According to Mr. Nwoso, in the old days, if a person was caught by the real police and 

you were illegal, you had to go to jail for a month, but ~ow you just have to pay the fine and 

leave the country. You don’t have a choice but to leave the country. However, most want to 

make money before they leave. Many return, however, on another country’s passport]7 
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While the production of illegal passports is big business in Africa, the Chinese 

government has made it more difficnlt for overstayers to return to China. Specifically, in 2010, 

the government began installing biometric screening at the airport in Guangzhou. Thus Matthews 

and Yang argue that depending or~ how efficient the system becomes, it may be impossible for 

illegals to re-enter the country under a different passport (2010:11). Again, Frank who first enter 

China on a Nigerian passport and later re-entered under a passport from Sierra Leone is a case in 

point. Although it took several years for immigration to discover this criminal offense, when it 

was discovered he was immediately deported back to Nigeria. 

Mr. Nwoso believes that the reason for unemployment in Nigeria is China. "The Chinese 

saw an opportunity and they seized upon it. They are so fortunate that Africa is not organized. 

The only industry that Nigeria still has an advantage in is the movie industry. However, because 

the Chinese are making these illegal DVD’s with 32 movies in t, gradually the movie industry 

will collapse.’’% 

"Most Africans have come here as middlemen. It’s difficult for an African to invest in 

China. The only Africans that can invest here are rich Africans," according to Mr. Nwoso. 

Fundamentally, he sees "China is a prison without a wall." And because there is no social life 

here, African men marry Chinese women. He feels that ’~everything is fake; either you are going 

to cheat someone or someone is going to cheat you." Again, these are some of the perils of 

operating in the non-hegemonic world of globalization from below. 

The question that is raised here is if the Chinese really are not happy with the African 

presence in the country, why don’t they just give them an exit visa to return home instead of 

keeping them in the country, especially if they know that 95% of them are illegal? The only 

obvious explanation is that since they make such a tremendous contribution to the economy of 
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the country, including indirectly through guaranteeing employment for many Chinese ~vorkers, 

that it is in China’s best interests economically to have a strong Africal~ presence, especially in 

places like Guangzhou. Mr. Nwoso definitely agrees with this assessment, especiaIly in light of 

the fact that China is not able to compete with a country like Turkey that has a better market for 

textiles and other things. While he feels that China will continue for some to remain the worId’s 

work factory, African traders have already begun to bypass China in search of their dreams in 

places like Turkey, Bangladesh, and Vietnam.79 

Chocolate City at Night 

Frank, the Nigerian that was deported back to his country from Macau, agreed to show 

me a bit of night life in Chocolate City in 2011. Most of the Africans have left their families back 

home, so there is not much to do after a long day of work.s° 

As the sun goes down we take a short walk from Tangqi Market to where the traders 

relax at the end of the day. Some are traders who actually live and work in the area and some are 

merchants who have come for their monthly or bi-monthly visit to restock their shops back 

home. We sit down at a designated table and as Frank’s friends come around they crowd the 

table and I buy the beers. The talk around our table is light but as time goes by all the tables 

begin to fill up. We are now in the midst of the cheapest accommodations possible in Chocolate 

City. It is the hub of the place where you can rent a room for as little as US$10 a night. Though i 

was not able to see a room, Frank assured me that they were clean and livable. 

Unfortunately, it is after several beers that often serious confrontations erupt between 

Africans and the police. "One bad move and the police are beating Africans, demanding to see 

their passports, which is a crime to not have with you at any time in Guangzhou. If the African 



attempts to defend himself against the police, he will likeIy find himself in a jail," 81 Frank 

informs us. 

And there is a dark side to night life in Chocolate City as well - prostitution. There is a 

syndicate of prostitutes contro!led by two women from Uganda. In fact, the situation is so bad 

that the Ugandan government is very worried about it and is currently trying to do something to 

rectify the problem. Ugandan women are sent to Chocolate City by the ring-leaders of the 

syndicate thinking there are legal working opportunities in Guangzhou. Once they arrive, they 

are put to work as prostitutes to pay the madams back who organized their ticket to Guangzhou. 

Many of these young ladies get involved with Nigerian men who make many promises to them. 

Some end up transshipping drugs for these men to other parts of Asia. Some get caught and are 

prosecuted, others continue their trade into their newly found countries of residence in Asia. 

Why does the Chinese government allow this prostitution to go on? "Because it’s al! about 

money," argues Mr. Ali from Uganda. "The prostitutes have to stay in hotels and pay taxes.’’~2 

Technically prostitution is illegal in China, according to Title 3 0 of the Regulations of the 

PRC on Administration Penalties for Public Security (1986). The practice itself is deelned to be a 

misdemeanor and a person cm~ght usually faces several potential punishmer~ts, as long as they 

don’t have a serious venereaI disease or a minor under the age of 14 is not involved, nor physical 

violence or injury. The punisl~nents ir~clude a warning; a fine that could be as high as 5,000 

yuan; signing a statement of repentance; re-education vis-it-vis labor; or a 15 day prison 

sentence. For the most part, however, allegedly due to the high unemployment level in China, 

prostitution is tolerated. It has been estimated that there are at least 10 million prostitutes in 

China and they contribute as much an five percent to the country’s GDP (Foreign Teachers 

Guide to Living and Working in China). 



Cltinese Racism agai~st Blacks 

The issue of racism against Africans is a huge issue in China and most traders 

interviewed indicated that they felt the Chinese were very racist. In fact, the issue of Africans 

being called ~’Black Devils" or "Monkeys" followed me wherever 1 went in Guangzh.ou. The 

racial tension was so thick that i imagined being back in the United States during the Civil 

Rights era. 

Immediately upon arriving at the train station in Guangzhou from Hong Kong, the 

Chinese were directed to go one way and t another. My iuggage was put through the normal 

security machines at two different places and then finally opened, i found myself hearing the 

voice of a Chinese woman singing to me ~mangoes, mangoes, where are the mangoes?" 

Shocked, I looked at her and said, "what mangoes?" To her dismay, no mangoes were to be 

found in my luggage, so I quickly gathered my things and moved as fast as I could away from 

what was to become a recurrent nightmare for me - being Black in Guangzhou. 

My research assistant told me the many stories of being called "Black Devil" in 

Guangzhou and showed me a website that recruits ’~white only" English speaking teachers. 

Learning English is a serious issue in Guangzhou evident by the fact that there is a school in the 

heart of the city called - "Learning to Speak Wall Street English". After receiving her first 

degree from a university in Guangzhou, my research assistant felt she would have no problems 

getting a job teaching English since she was fluent in Mandarin. On the first day of a two-week 

assignment, as she entered the class, the students started shouting in Mandarin, "help, help, 

Black devil!" At the time of writing, the website that recruits only white teachers was easily 

assessable and the last line said the following: "PS A foreigner whose nationality is from British, 
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Holland or other Europe countries white skin candidate (sic) are willing to work in GZ city is 

welcome!" 

Although there have been periods in which the Chinese government has recruited 

Africans to teach English, this practice has declined as a result of the world-wide financial crisis. 

While Africma teachers were always those hired as a last resort, since the financi!l crisis, more 

white teachers from around the world have migrated to China to teach. For the Chinese, these are 

the teachers of preference. To the extent that African teachers are employed they continue to face 

many obstacles, including racial discrimination and getting visas extended. Many African’s 

dreams have been shattered upon arriving in Guangzhou and not being able to secure teaching 

jobs (Fowale 2009). For those that are hired to teach, Fowale notes that often ct~ildren "block 

their nostrils to avoid the stench from theblack A£rican" (Fowale 2008). In addition you find that 

the school kids, upon seeing a black person, hide under their desks. The perception of Africans, 

which Fowale says is passed down to the children from adults, is that they hail from a jungle 

without any modern facilities (e.g. infrastructure, modern homes) and that they are black either 

because the jungle is too hot or because they don’t bathe. Chinese, Fowale comments, as a result 

of the images of Africans they see on TV, have concluded that in Africa there is wide-spread 

hunger, unending disasters, and carnage. In terms of African migrants to China, it has basically 

become a monolithic doctrine that they are "incompetent and unworthy to take up positions in 

the four walls of Chinese classrooms" (Fowale 2008). 

The idea of foreigners being "devils" is not new in China. And as Osnos notes, China has 

a long history of racism with typologies of race being ingrained in traditional Chinese thinking. 

A fourth century B.C. text called the Zuozhuan noted that "If he is-not of our race, he is sure to 

have a different mind." Those who were fair-skinned reflected beauty and intelligence while the 
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"black-headed people" were those who toiled ir~ the sun. Africans were ’~to hundun, a folkloric 

primeval chaos." Even at the turn of the twentieth century, Osnos notes scientific racism was 

promoted enthusiastically, major Chinese philosophers reinforcing the notion that white and 

yellow people were at the top and that the blacks, who were "monstrously ugly" should be 

whitened by diet changes, sterilization, and intermarriage (Osnos). 

The nature of the racism against blacks took on a new dimension in December 1988 

(Christmas Eve) in what is known as the ~.’Nanijing" incident. This occurred when two African 

students were in the process of bringing Chinese girls into their dorms. Enraged by this action, 

the Chinese gatekeeper and the African men got into a serious dispute which resulted in a m8!Se 

with several thousand Chinese students. Tl’~e government ended up evacuating African students 

from campus as well as the city. According to Yinghong Cheng, "[t]he i~tense racial hatred was 

reflected in slogans such as ~Down with the niggers!’, ’Niggers go the hell home’ and ~Niggers! 

Kill the niggers!’" (Cheng 2011: 562). Twenty-one years later (2009), a similar level of vitriolic 

language was expressed by some Chinese towards Africans. 

"It is a racial invasion!"; ~’Public safety is gone[ .... Are they becoming the 57t~ 
ethnic group?" (officially the govermrnent identities 56 ettmic groups in China); 
°~China is not a camp for refugees; our resources are already scant"; ~°Not obeying 
law and order is their nature, not to mention their body odour! .... Go home you 
African dogs! You are t~ere only to sl~are our bt~sinesses and our women!" 
Comments concerning interracial marriages (extremely rare) between blacks and 
Chinese revealed the persistence of the discourse of race constructed in the 19~h 
century. They called for ~defending racial stock" (Cheng 20I 1: 567). 

In terms of interracial marriages, cyber discussions, according to Cheng, have attacked 

Chinese women for marrying African men saying they are bringing shame to China and their 

ancestors because they are sleeping with smelly and ugly black men (Cheng: 567). They go even 

further in saying that 
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African blacks are an inferior race. Children of Chinese and African blacks should 
be regarded as mixed bm inferior race. If we take no action, this kind of race will 
blacken China. This has nothing to do with racial discrimination, but simply a 
matter of eugenics. We should admit that the white is a superior race, the same as 
us. The children of whites and Chinese are accordingly relatively superior 
(Cheng: 557). 

What is most interesting about this debate, which Cheng says is taldng place i1~ cyber 

space among Chinese who have spent a considerable amount of time in Africa, is that some of 

the "netizens" feel "it is wrong for Africans to create sociai problems in Chinese cities and 

impede China’s actions in Africa" (Cheng: 561)i 

African Trading Posts, Transnational Spaces, and the Immigrant Community 

as a Bridge to the Host Community: A Critical Analysis 

There is no question that the traders in this chapter have created a trading post in Chocolate 

CityiGuangzhou. It consists of longer-established traders who migrated from other trading posts 

such as Dubai and numerous Asian countries before settling in China (especially Guangzhou), as 

well as yotlngeriless experienced traders who migrated directly from sub-Saharan Africa. Most 

of them seem to have links with merchants who travel from Africa to buy goods as well as 

clientele from other parts of the world that they supply goods to. For the most part, such goods 

are sent to Africa, but others have clientele in the US, Canada, and Europe. They clearly 

negotiate deals for merchandise with the locals, either directly from the factories or through a 

middleperson. As Bertoncello and Bredeloup note, many of the traders have experienced 

disappointment with the Chinese goods that are prod~ced, it’s clear, however, that some African 

traders export to Africa cheaper Chinese goods, wl’dle others have found where the more 

expensive and better quality goods are. Fundamentally, they export to Africa what their 

respective clientele and circulating merchants request. It is very evident that these African traders 
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do make a contribution toward the economic development of China by paying taxes, employing 

local Chinese, and through the transformation of the areas they work and live in. 

This being said, a major question to be raised might be how will the ~nomads" 

(Bertoncello and Bredeloup: 101) make the transition to the next trading post if in t~act most are 

triple illegals and can’t pay the fines to leave the country. One of the freedoms to date that the 

African trading nomads have had is the fi’eedom to leave when greener pastures present 

themselves. Will China finally reform its immigration policies to let them go to the next trading 

post, or will they decide to keep them there long after they have outlived their dreams or not 

realized them at alI? The reasol~ that China might want Africans to stay is because in places like 

Guangzhou they keep the economy going with thousands of containers of goods being shipped to 

Africa annualiy. Abou Kabba, who is from Guinea and holds a Ph.D. in organic chemistry, notes 

that many young Africans see Ouangzhou as merely ~he staging post or stopover on their way to 

Toyko or Europe. As triple illegals, however, their dreams may not be realized. The integration 

of China into the world economy has definitely come with a heavy price for African 

traders/entrepreneurs. 

The reasons that Africans have migrated to Chocolate CityiGuangzhou are the same that 

have forced Africans to migrate to other parts of the world. This includes economic decline, 

brutal dictators, lack of human rights in their respective countries of origin, unemp!oyment, lack 

of educational opportunities, political asylum, and Africa’s peripherial status within the world 

economy. In the final analysis, whatever brought these traders [o Chocolate CityiGuangzhou, 

they have humanized for us what it means to be a trader in this part of the world. 

These men are not just invisible objects that for good or bad make sure that items from 

clothing to furniture to machinery are transported to Africa and other parts of the world, instead, 
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we can see them as individuals who struggle on a daily basis to make a living in an environment 

that for the most part is hostile to their existence. These are African traders/entrepreneurs who 

have migrated to a place that offers opportunities to expand their trading networks, but at the 

same time prevents them from being free to realize their maximal potential as "triple illegals" 

living in a "prison without walls." As Bill Schiller notes, tl~e impact the police raids have on 

these triple illegals are insufferable. ~People are being detained for three, four, six months at a 

time before they can pay their 5,000 yuan fines. Then if they’re released they face the cost of a 

$2,000 (US) air ticket home. No one can afford that." (Schiller 2009). In addition, as evident by 

these interviews, the psychological trauma is unrelenting. 

it is doubtful that when they began the long journey to Guangzhou they could have 

imagined that they would be living a life wondering each day if they would be arrested, deported, 

or beaten by the police. The African traders are lhus paying a heavy price for the olpportunity to 

be in a place that offers entrepreneurial opportunity but very limited political freedom. As 

Bertoncelio and BredeIoup note: 

People believed that China, it (sic) was going to be easy, that they were goii~g to 
get everything aad then all of a sudden they saw the difficulties (...) In December 
2006, there was supposed to be a total opening-up: up to now, services like the 
banks, for example, have been a c!osed sector for foreigners (...) Trading is still 
very limited for foreigners. It is easier to open a factory than to do business in 
China (...) It is the big Africm~ businesspeople who can get the capital that’s 
needed; some Senegalese have a factory for producing real wax in a province next 
to Shanghai and they have set up their office in Guangzhou, nearby, in another 
building (t 00).s3 

Is this Chit~a’s way of colonizing Africa’s children by making it very difficult for 

Africans who want to leave to secure an exit visa? Haugen notes that requiring an exit visa 

"distinguishes China from the U.S. and most of Europe," although it is not unique to many other 

countries. The requirement for exist visas can be found in the Middle East, and in Singapore 
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migrants who are undocumented are caned in addition to having to serve prison terms (Haugen: 

~2-I3). Although all overstayers in China, must have an exit visa, there is a disproportional 

number of Africans who are in Guangzhou illegally with the knowledge of government 

authorities. Hence the question why is this allowed to happen? At this juncture one can only 

speculate the reason is because they contribute so much to Guangzhou’s economy just as the 

i.llegal immigrants in the US contribute to the economy. There is no question that Guangzhou’s 

economy would collapse if all the illegal African traders were sent home. 

What of Li et al’s concept that African traders have created a transnational urban space in 

both the area known as Chocolate City, other areas of Guangzhou. and the surrounding cities 

where they have been forced to migrate to in order to maimain their status in China2 Although 

the Li et al article was published in 2009; it seems to still be relevant today, for all evidence 

points to the reality that the African enclave and the host community continue to experience a 

great deal of conflict, including living separately, although they often share the same space 

professionally. 

Symbolic of the growing divide between the host country and African migrants was the 

July 19, 2012 killing of a Nigerian in police custody in Guangzh.ou. The problem alIegedly 

stemmed from an argument between the Nigerian and the Chinese owner of a motorcycle over 

the cost of the fare. Both men were taken to the police station and about 4 hours later the 

Nigerim~ was dead, allegedly beaten to death by the policy. Over 100 Africans protested in the 

streets of Guangzhou and about 300 police confro~ted the protesters (°’Africans’ Protest 

Highlight Tension in Guangzhou", July 20, 2012). 

There remains much to be desired in terms of greater movement toward socialization 

between the African enclave in Chocolate CityiGuangzbou and the host community, although 
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numerous traders have offices outside the radius of Chocolate City and the more prosperous 

Africans have moved into garden apartments reserved for the elites of China. 

There is no question that the foundation has been laid for the merging of parts of the 

African ethnic enclave especially through interracial marriages. We have certainly seen this in 

the case of several traders, including Mr. Kingsley, Mr. Bah, Mr. Baron, and Mr. Emma. Though 

married to Chinese women, most of these men, like their cotmterparts who are not married to 

Chinese women, seem to have reservations about the utility of Bodomo’ s theory that the African 

immigrant community can serve as a bridge between themselves and their host community. The 

deep-seated level of Chinese racism against blacks seems to work against Bodomo’s theory. 

Bodomo, however, remains hopeful that in 100 years there may exist a very established 

African-Chinese ethnic group that will be demanding their full rights as citizens of places like 

Guangzhou (Bodomo: 694). A century is a long time and a great deal can happen before then. 

In the meantime Lyons et al suggest that currently the situation in Guangzhou between 

the host community and the African community has become more of an enclave instead of a 

~cultural bridge," stemming both from economic and official pressures. As the situation 

deteriorates between the two, Guangzhou has become more of an. ’outpost’ for African traders 

who increasingly have plans to return home. Thus only if the Chinese government lifts official 

economic restrictions (e.g., easing foreign-currency exchange, restrictions on visa access, lifting 

barriers to the ability of Africans to import good into China from Africa) can the relationship 

between the host community and African traders begin to flourish again (Lyons et al: 2012: 886). 

However, cm’rently, Lyons et al feel that based on their study of African and Chinese 

traders in Gnangzhou, the growing wedge that exists undermines Bodomo’s theory of bridge- 

building between the two communities (Lyons et al 2012: 885). Further to the point "A strong 
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deterrent against voluntary repatriatiol~ is the risk of imprisonment for immigration offenses 

when one reports to the authorities to pay the fine and apply for an exit ~fisa" (Haugen 2012: ! 1). 

This certainly complicates any attempt to estabIish a bridge between the two countries. Part and 

parcel of this is the reality that if China continues to make it extremely difficult for members of 

the African diaspora to obtain residency visas, they will likely become short-term migrants in 

Guangzhou (Lyons et al 2012: 872). 

African Traders: A Concluding Assessment 

If we return to the defining questions of this chapter, namely, what do African traders, through 

their oral histories, inform us about being entrepreneurs in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou and what 

contributions do the traders make towards the enhancement of African economic development 

through their trade networks, we have much to ponder. With respect to the first question, we 

know that for those who have the capital, are not triple illegals, and in some cases are married to 

Chinese women, Chocolate CityiGuangzhou can be a place of dreams. Chocolate 

CityiGuangzhou can afford African entrepreneurs the opportunity to realize their full potential, 

make plenty of money, and live a lifestyle of comfort that is likely not possible in their home 

countries. And as long as they know and obey the laws of the People’s Republic of China, they 

will be able to escape the raids and arrests of their fellow cohorts. 

For those who are triple illegals, Iife in Chocolate CityiGuangzhou can be very 

challenging, ever waiting for the sign that the police are only minutes away from al~’esting you or 

placing fines on your precious counterfeit goods you are trying to sell (purchased from Chinese 

vendors). Nonetheless, many of these same triple iliegals are themselves beating the system and 

becoming wealthy. There exists a tremendous sense of loyalty among Africans in Guangzhou, 

and especially among fellow countrymen and women. The traders from Africa who "~ravel to 
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Guangzhou monthly or bi-monthly are very loyal to their African cohorts. They spend days 

buying from them and thus ensuring their economic survival. Even though African women me 

not present in these oral stories for reasons beyond my control,~4 their presence as buyers for the 

markets back home is very strong as can be seen by their presence in the markets in Guangzhou 

and their travels to Chin.a in the next chapter. 

Are these traders making a contribution to the development of Africa through their trade 

networks? The answer is complex. On the one hand we can say absolutely yes. They are 

exporting to Africa goods that are very much needed if the continent is to continue to develop 

and grow. The caveat, of course, is that African leaders, if they were committed to development, 

would long ago have taken the financial resources accumulated from. the selling of the 

continents’ natural resources, and made the proper investments in educating their populations 

and creating infrastructures that would have allowed them to be competitive with the Chinese. 

There is no question that the lives of Africans hax~e improved because they can buy cheap 

generators from China, or cheap cell phones. But the fundamental question for the future is, will 

Africa be better off in the final analysis by just buying from the Chinese, or learning to build 

their own generators and make their own cell phones? As Mr. Nwoso reminds us, the Chi~ese 

saw an opportunity in Africa and seized upon it. Imagine if Africans had seen an opportunity in 

Africa and seized upon it. 

On the other hand, the answer to the above question is no as we wiI1 see in the next 

chapter. In some cases the export of Chinese goods has resulted in de-industrialization and the 

undermining of formal and informal traders. This is very significant because never beibre has tt~e 

informal trading network - that network that literally keeps Africans able to take care of their 



families - been intUtrated by foreigners. This is very serious and reflected by the wave of 

Africans protesting against Chinese traders and the influx of Chinese goods across the continent. 

What is the future of Globalization from Below in Guangzhou? 

Yang Yang reminds us that "China is embarrassed by its involvement and complicity with 

African migrants in profiting from the production of what is probably the largest amount of fake 

goods in the world, which undermines its effort to build up the images of its cities as being 

developed and global"(168). So does this mean that globalization from below in Ouangzhou has 

a limited future? Not likely. African and other migrants will continue for some time to come to 

travel to Guangzhou in search of their dreams. The non-hegemonic system of operation is deeply 

embedded in Guangzhou as evident by the very complex and sophisticated underground banking 

system. Chocolate CityiGuangzhou is only one small area where agents from gIobalization from 

below operate. When entering shops of Chinese agents and posing the question about an item -- 

is this real or fake, the shop owner replies with no hesitating- ~Ihke." 

Some things are changing, however, in the non-hegemonic world in Guangzhou and have 

and will continue to have an impact on African traders. Perhaps the most drastic change is taking 

place around the number of African traders operating in Chocolate City. ~;Look around," Mr. 

Nwoso tells me. :~Do you see how many empty shops are here in this plaza now compared to 

when you were here two years ago?" Yes, I told him that I had noticed. This is, according to Mr. 

Nwoso, because the middleman is being removed from certain aspects of the trading process, 

especially in the area of electronics and furniture. So there are no jobs for these people. China 

has decided to use the tnternet to advertise these products. So if you want to buy them, you no 

longer have to come directly to China and work with an African trader (the middieman). Instead 

you just go on the internet, place your order and send the money to a relatively new system 
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called "Less Easy Cash" and the money will go directly to the supplying company. The Chinese 

are taking this process very serious, so if you commit Internet fraud and are caught, you can end 

up serving up to 15 years in prison,ss 

A second major change is taking place growing oat of competition between the African 

and Chinese traders. The market has moved from cash to credit due to the fact that competition 

has forced the prices down, so that the Chinese are giving credit to buyers. This transition started 

around 2008. For example, in the case of Nigeria, there are too many suppliers, so the market has 

reached it capacity. With prices decreasing and the market reaching its capacity, Nigerim~s have 

begun to default on the loans given to them by Chinese traders. Thus tension has deveioped in 

Guangzhou at the level of globalization from below among the Chinese and African traders. Mr. 

Nwoso feels that ultimately this system might collapse, especially because there is too much 

supply in Africa. In fact, the supply in Africa is so huge that it is often cheaper to buy the 

products in Africa than in Guangzhou.s~ Clearly in some cases it is no longer cost effect to come 

to Guangzhou, buy goods for the market in Africa, and then try to make a profit. 

A fina~ factor that is changing the dynamics of globalization from below in Guangzhou 

for African traders is that Chins is not remaining competitive in the textile industry. In this 

regard, Nwoso notes that the Chinese governmer~t charges huge tariffs on cloth that is imported 

into China. Such cloth is better than that produced in China and is needed in order to make 

higher cluatity textiles. Turkey, on the other hand, encourages such imports and then when you 

export goods, you get a rebate, in conjunction with China no longer being competitive in textile 

production, it is also not competitive with respect to labor. Such cost are too high compared to 

other com~tries. For African traders, this means that many are now bypassing Guangzhou and 

moving to Turkey, Vietnam, and Bangladesh to do business,s~ 
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Given the above, the future for the newer African traders seemingly lies outside of 

Guangzhou. Perhaps one day in the near future scholars will be writing about African traders 

establishing trading post in Turkey, Vietnam, and Bangladesh and assessing the implications for 

globalization from below.. 

~ Interview with Mr. Sam, Bole Market, Chocolate City, May 23,201 l(name has been changed). 
~ Ibid. 
3 interview with African trader at Bole Market in Chocolate City, May 23,2011. 
4 See Yang Yang "African Traders in Guangzhou: Routes, reasons, profits, dreams, in Gordon Matthews, Gustavo 

Lins Ribe[ro and Carlos Alba Vega, Globa[izationfrom Below: The !4/orM’.; Other Economy. London and New 
York: Routledge, 2012, pp. 154-170. 
s Qin dynasty 221-206 BC 
~ The two Opium Wars were fought to get the British to discontinue exporting opium to the Chinese population 
because of the devastating impact it was having on consumers. 
~ "It is very difficult to get an exact radius of Chocolate City. This particular definition grew ottt of a conversation 
with Joe Tucker, an infectious disease doctor located in Chocolate City. I asked him to clarify for me what is 
considered Chocotate City and this was the definition provided to him by two African community leaders in 
Chocolate City. [ had this discussion with Dr. Tucker in my office at UNC-Chapd HilI on September 28, 2012. 
a For more details about the notion of Guangzhou as all "ethnic enclave" see Li Zhang, "Ethic congregation in a 

globaliz[ng city: The case of Guangzhou, China," CITIES, 25, 2008, pp. 383-395. 
9 Interview with Mr. Kingsley, Bole Market, Chocolate City, May 15, 2012. 
m Ibid. 

~ Ibid. 
~2 Ibid. 
~; Interview with Mr. Nwoso, Nigerian Trader, Huanshi Zhong Road, Guangzhou, China, June 4, 2013. 
~4 Interview with Mr. Baron, Cannon Market, Chocolate City, May l l, 2011. 
15 Ibid. 
~6 Ibid. 
17 interview with Mr. Nwoso, Nigerian ~’rader, Huanshi Zhong Road,, Chocolate City, May I9, 201 l (name has 

been changed). 
~ Ibid. 
~9 Interview with Mr. Nwoso, Guangzhou, China, June 4, 2013. 
~_o This amount was also confirmed to me by a trader from Guinea, Mr. Bah who said, "It is true that Nigerians bring 

US 8 million a day into Gua~gzhou" (lnte~wiew with Mr. Bah, May 20,2011. 
~ Interview with Mr. Nwoso, May 19,2011. 
22 Interview with Mr. Nwoso, 

~-; Interview with Mr, Nwoso, Guangzhou, China, May 24, 20|3. 
-~4 Interview with Mr. Nanga (name has been changed) Tangqui Market, Chocolate City, May 20,2011. 
25 Interview with trader from Nigeria, Chocolate City Guangzhou, May 20, 201 ~. 
2~ Interview with Amos Muthui, Trader fi’om Kenya, Overseas Trading Mall, Guangzhou, China, May 19, 2001. 

-~ Interview with Mr. Ojukwu Emma, Head, Association of Nigeria Community of Guangzhou, Chocolate City, 
May 11,201I. 
2a Ibid. 
~9 Ibid. 
~o Interview with Mr. Feato Sengabo, Guangzhou, China, May 18, 20! !. 
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~ Ibid. 
~x Ibid. 
~ Ibid. 
~ Ibid. 
~ Ibid. 
~ Ibid. 
.~v This was clearly due to language barriers and the fact that none of the Afl-ican traders were willing to try and 

introduce me to any Chinese traders. Many noted that people would be afraid to tall<, especially since China does not 
have an open society and thus they would not trust what i wouid do with the information collected. 
~ Interview with Mr. All, Guangzhou, China, June 8, 2013. 
~ Interview with Mr. Mutesa, Guangzho~, China, May 21,2011. 
40 [bid. 
4~ Interview with Mr. Stones, Bole Market, Chocolate City’, May t7, 2011. 
4~ Interview with Mr. Bah, Overseas Trading Market, Guangzhou, May 20,2011. 
43 lbid. 

44 [bid. 
’~5 Interviews with Mr. Bah, Guangzhou, China, May/June 2013. 
~ Interview with Mr. AIi Mwanje, Guangzhou, China, May 23,201 l. 
47 See, for example, Co[oma. 
4~ Interview with Nigerian trader, Guangzbou, China, J~me 8, 2013. 
49 interview with Mr. Nwosu, Guangzhott, China, June 4, 2013. 
50 Ibid. 
s~ Interview with Mr. Sam, African trader, Bole Market, May 23, 20! 1, 
s? Interview with Mr. Nwoso, June 4, 2013. 
53 Ibid. 
~4 Interview with Mr. Bah, Guangzhou, China, May 20, 2011. 

55.lbid. 
~ Ibid. 
~v Interview with Mr. Nwosu, June 4, 2013. 
5s Interview with Mr. Ojukwu Emma, Guangzhou, China, May 21, 20~ 3. 

~v [bid. 
a0 Interview with Yu Qai, Guangzhou, China, June ~, ~01). 
s~ Ibid. 

~a Ibid. 
~ Ibid. 
~4 Ibid. 
a5 Ibid, 

~ Translation of the Chinese Constitution by Yu Qui in email correspondence, July l 4, 2013. 
~: Interview with Mr. Bal~, Guangzhou, China, June 4, 2013. 
6a Ibid. 

~ Ibid. 
v0 Interview with Mr. Ojukwu Emma, Guangzhou, China, May 21, 2013, 

v~ Ibid. 
v2 Interview with Mr. Nwoso, Guangzhou, China, June 3, 2013. 
73 Interview with Mr. Sam., Bole Market, May, 23, 2011. 
~4 Ibid. 
vs Interview with Mr. Nwoso, Guangzhou, China, May 11,2011 
va lbid. 
v~ Ibid. 

~ Ibid. 
~ Ibid. 
~0 Frank is a Nigerian trader who has a shop in Tangqi Market, Chocolate City. 

s~ Ibid. 
~- Interview with Mr. All, Ugandan trader, May 23, 20I 1. 
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s3 This is a direct quote from an interview Bertoncello and Bredeloup conducted with a merchant in Guangzhou who 

is from Ghana 
~4 My research assistant mad I never understood why the women would not grant us formal interviews, especially 

since most were traders buying goods to return ho.me. Since my first visit in 2011, a growing number of African 
women have migrated to Guangzhou and have their own shops. Even in 2013 ! found that some would agree to be 
interviewed and then would not be available in their shops on the day the interview was scheduled. My initial 
observation is that the woraen who come to buy are very clear about their goals and objectives and don’t want to 
take time to talk to you. This appears to be the case because many of the women i was able to interview in Africa 
travel to China to buy goods. In the case of relatively new shop owners in Guangzhou, I think it might take much 
longer to build up trust with the women than the men. A separate study needs to be undertaken of just African 
women traders in Guangzhou. 
~ interview with Mr. Nwoso, May 24, 2013. 
~6 Ibid, 
s7 Ibid. 
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Teaching Philosophy 

The Challenges and Rewards of Teaching at a Research 1 Public University 

Margaret C. Lee 

Since my academic career began in 1985, I have always had a passion for teaching. Teaching is 

an art that has to be constantly examined, reexamined, and at times completely reconstructed. 

While it is a noble profession, it is one that has its challenges and rewards. I have found that each 

academic year brings new challenges and in order to experience the rewards, one must be keeniy 

aware of the 21~ century realities of teaching while at the same time helping our students to 

master critical thinldng, analysis, and communication skills. One of the realities is our ability as 

teachers to prepare students to live and work in a globa! community that is continually shaped by 

technological and scientific advances. Our reward comes as we see students engaged in the 

classrooms and beyond as we strive to teach them to integrate and apply their learning to this 

global context. 

Philosophically I believe in collaborative teaching and an engaged classroom. 

Collaborative Teaching 
One of the serious challenges at a research i public university is that there exists a large 

educational and skills disparity among the students. In one class it is not unusual to have some of 
the brightest and best North Carolina, and the United States in general, has produced and some of 
the most academicalIy challenged as well. How does a professor teach a class where the 
expectations of those who are high achievers are often in conflict with those who are not? I begin 
my courses with review sessions to determine where the students are in terms of the subject 
matter. To my great surprise, students who are more advanced adjust well to this strategy, often 
taking the review sessions as an opportunity to deepen their understanding of the subject matter 
and assist others. This ~vorks well when the more lcnowledgeable students participate in class 
discussions. We are able to move with more deliberate speed through the review process. Those 
who are unable to understand the background material are then usually paired with more 
advanced students. This practice has worked well for students preparing for exams. 

In the area of research and writing, i allow students to spend time with at least one 
librarima to help them understand data available and current research available for their assigned 
class research projects. I work with students in a class session on the process of developing a 
research paper that includes (1) choosing a topic; (2) exploring the specific problem to be 
investigated; (3) developing an outline; and (4) properly documenting sources. For those students 
who have serious issues with their writing skills, I encourage them. to seek assistance from the 
university writing lab. The process of writing research papers can be problematic if the student 
has never been required to write such a paper. Even among the best and the brightest, writing a 
research paper for the first time can raise concerns for them. One solution is to convince students 
of learning these writing skills to enhance their future college experience and also encouraging 
them to use available university resources for assistance. 



An Engaged Classroom 
I have always had engaged classrooms. An engaged classroom is one in which students 

actively participate in class discussions and feel free to express their opinions about the subject 
matter being discussed, i am not always successful in creating such an environment because of 

barriers that are created between myself and some students. Such barriers usually only occur 
when I teach the course entitled "Introduction to Africa." Many students take this course to fulfill 

a non-Western course requirement. For some students, when their image of Afi’ica as being only 
a poor and war-torn continent is challenged, this creates problems in the classroom. The classic 
way this is manifested is to constantly question information t present during a lecture. This can 
be frustrating because much of the lecture material presented in class is located in the course 
readings. When this tension occurs I work to strike a balance between encouraging participation 

in the classroom and continuing to impart information about Africa to the entire class. I do 
believe that the professor with the best honed skills is abie to stand back and allow other 

perspectives to be brought into the classroom without students feeling threatened. This is always 

my goa! and objective. In the final analysis, however, I understand that I have a responsible to 
the entire class to lay the foundation for understanding the basics abo~at the political economy of 
Africa. 

The most rewarding aspect of teaching in an engaged classroom is when the "light bulb" 
goes off and you finally fee! that students are learning and processing the information being 
presented. Their language changes to reflect a new body of literature they have been exposed to 
and the questions about the subject matter become deeper, At this point most students have 
begun to think more critically and their ability to synthesis and analyze information has 
improved, I feel these are invaluable skills to have as we prepare our students for the globalized 
world of the 21~t century. I find this learning process happens more often in smaller classroom 
settings and in upper levels classes where students are taking courses on Africa because they are 
truly interested in learning about the continent. 

i have found the best way to guarantee that I have an engaged class in my upper division 
courses is to provide study questions prior to class. Not only does this encourage students to 
read, but it also allows them to decipher what is important to understand, especially if the 
material is very dense. 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

AAAD 101, Section 3 -Introduction to Africa 
TuTh, ll:00AM- 12:15PM 

Fall 2013 

Dr. Margaret C. Lee 
Office: I03 Battle Hall 
Office number: 919 537-3384 

Office Hours: Tues. 3:30 to 5:00 PM, 
Thurs. 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM, and by appointment 
E-mail: leemc@email.unc.edu 

Syllabus 
Course Description 
This course provides an introduction to Africa. It is a survey course and therefore is 
designed to provide a general overview of the African continent. There are 54 countries 
in Africa, 48 of which are located in what is considered sub-Saharan Africa, and the 
course wii1 focus on these 48 countries. With such a wide scope, it will only be possible 
to provide an introduction to the many issues related to Africa’s development. 

The course is divided into six parts. Part 1 examines Africa in historical and geographical 
perspective. Parts 2-4 seeks to provide an understanding of numerous factors that have 
contributed to Africa’s current marginalization within the global economy. Topics for 
discussion include Africa’s early civilizations; the European invasions and slavery; pre- 
colonial Africa; the 19th century scramble for Africa; and colonial rule. Part 5 of the 
course provides a brief overview of the struggle for independence, independence, and 
post-independence Africa. Topics for discussion, including those aIready mentioned, are 
African politics, internationaI relations, economics, women, religion, and HIViAIDS. In 
the final part of the course, students witl be provided with an in-depth analysis of one. 
African country - South Africa. 

Questions to be answered 
1. How do we assess the early civilizations of Africa? 
2. What 
3. What 
4. What 
5. \Vhat 
6. What 
7. What 
8. What 
9. 
10. 

was the impact of the early European invasions? 
was the impact of slavery on the continent? 
was the impact of colonialism? 
was the impact of the Cold War? 
has been the impact of the Cold Peace? 
is the relationship between women and development? 
are Africa’s major economic problems? 

What has beenthe impact of HIViAIDS? 
1 s there a 21st Century Scramble for Africa? 

Required Texts 
Achebe, Chinua. A Man of the People. New York: Anchor Books, 1989. 
Bgt, Mariama. So Long a Letter. Oxford: Heinemarm, 1989. 
Gordon, April A. and Donald L. Gordon, eds. Understanding Contemporary Africa, 



Fifth Edition. Boulder and London: Lynne Rienner, 2013. 
Current History/: Africa, May 2013. 
Additional readings have been placed on electronic reserve or Sakai 

Course Requirements 
Attendance and Class Discussions 

Students are required to attend class sessions and participate in class discussions. 
Attendance wilt be taken each class period. Students are allowed three absences. After 
that, for each unexcused absence a total of one point wiI1 be deducted from the final 
grade up to ten points. 

Course Assignments 

There will be a map quiz (20% of your grade); five 2 two-page responses to three movies 
and two documentaries (20% of your grade); a midterm (30% of your grade); and a finaI 
(30% of your grade). Tests must be taken on the assigned date. 

The three movies that students must review and write a two-page (double-spaced) 
response to are Amistad, a movie about the Transatlantic slave trade; Sarafina, a movie 
about apartheid South Africa; and Invictus, a movie about post-apartheid South Africa. 
The documentaries that students are required to write a two-page double-spaced response 
to are Berlin 1885: The Division of Africa and Powerplay: End of an Empire, The latter 
documentary wilI be shown in class. Movies and documentaries are available in the 
undergraduate media resource center. All papers must be submitted to the professor on 
the date they are due. Points will be deducted from late papers. 

Please note that a hard copy of all written assignments must be submitted to the 
professor. Email assignments will not be accepted. 

The midterm and final exams will be multiple-choice. 

Grading Scale 
A= 95 -i00 A- = 90 -94 B+= 85-89 B = 82-84 B- =80-81 
C+ = 77-79 C= 72-76    C- =70-71 D+ = 68-69 D= 63-67 
D- = 60-62 

Plagiarism - At UNC, plagiarism is defined as "the deliberate or reckless representation 
of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with 
submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise." Because it is considered a 
form of cheating, the Office of the Dean of Students can punish students who plagiarize 
with course failure and suspension. FuI1 information can be found on the UNC Honor 
System page. 

A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students - Students can use 
tablet computers and laptops for purposes of taking notes in class. If the professor finds 
students using such devices to do other things, they wii1 lose the privilege of using these 
devices in cIass. The use of smartphones for texting or talking is prohibited. Therefore 
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they should be tuned off before entering the classroom. If caught doing either, the 
professor will take the device from the student and return it at the end of the class period, 

Behavior in class - Students are expected to arrive to class on time. Once class has 
started, students are expected to remain in their seats unless an emergency requires them 
to leave the room. Students walking in and out of class during lectures/discussions are 
disruptive to both the professor and other students. 

Honor code statement -- UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system 
and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about 
student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the 
office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Conncil, 
and ~he Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and 
observe the honor code. Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code 
can be found at.honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings -- Topics and reading assignments, and their 
orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of 
such changes will be by announcement in class, emaiI mail, or posted on Sakai. 

Accommodation of disabilities policy - Students who feel they may need 
accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the 
course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented 
disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 
919-962,8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit the internet 
address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

Important Dates 
September 3 - Two page response to Amistad due 
September 5 - Two page response to documentary --- Berlin 1885. The Division 

of Africa due 
September t 0 - Map Quiz - http:i/www.ilike21earn.comiilike21earniafrica.html 
October 10 - Midterm exam 
October 22 - Two page response to documentary - Powerplay. End of an Empire due 
November 28 - Two page response to Sarafina due 
December 3 - Two page response to tnvictus due 
December 12 - Final Exam, 12:00 PM 

Course Outline 
Introduction 
August 20 
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Part I -Overview of Africa in Historical and Geographical Perspective 
August 22 
Gordon and Gordon, "Introduction," in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 1- 7 
Neff, Chapter 2, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 9-18 

Part 2 - Early African Civilizations 
August 27 
Video, Africa: A History Denied (viewed in class) 
O’Toole, Chapter 3, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 23-46 

August 29 
O’Toole (continued) 
Robert Draper, "BIack Pharaohs: Conquerors of Ancient Egypt," National Geographic, 
February 2008, pp. 35-51 (electronic reserve) 

Part 3 - European Invasions and Slavery 
September 3 
Amistad (view outside of class; two page response due) 
O’Toole, pp. 46-49 
Kevin Shillington, Chapter 12, "The Atlantic Slave Trade, Sixteenth to Eighteenth 
Centuries, in History of Africa. New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1995, pp. 170-180 
(electronic reserve) 

Part 4 - Pre-Colonial Africa/19th Century Scramble for Africa 
September 5 
O’Toole, pp. 49-52 
Two page response to Berlin: I885." The Division of Africa due 

September 10 
Map Quiz 

September 12 
Colonial Rule 
Linguistic Groupings in Africa 
O’Toole, pp. 53-55 
Guest Speaker, Prof. Mamarame Seek, African Language Program Coordinator, 
AAAD 

September 17 
Kevin Shillington, Chapters 24-25, in History of Africa. Ne~v York: St. Martin’s Press, 
1995, pp. 332-362 (electronic reserve) 
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Part 5 - The Struggle for Independence, Independence and Post-Independence 
Africa 
September 19 
Politics 
O’Toole, pp. 55-58 
Gordon, Chapter 4, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 61-83 

September 24 
Politics (continued) 
Gordon, Chapter 4, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 83-107 

September 26 
Politics (continued) 
Documentary - Nigeria’s Oil War (viewed in class) 
Adam Nossiter, "Half a World From the Gulf, A Spill Scourge 5 Decades Old," in The 

New York Times, June 17, 2010 (electronic reserve) 

October 1 
Politics (continued) 
Joseph and Gillies, "Nigeria’s Season of Uncertainty," Current History." A~ica, May 
2010, pp. t79-185 

Kate Meagher, "Celebration of Nigeria’s economic recovery sit awkwardly with the 
realities of catastrophic poverty and unempIoyment in both the north and the south of the 
cotmtry," Current History: Africa, May 2013 

October 3 
Politics (continued) 
Achebe -A Man of the People 
Class discussion of novel 

October 8 - Midterm Review 

October 10 - Midterm 

October 15 
International Relations 
John Spanier, Chapter 2, "The Beginning of the Cold War," in Spanier, American 
Foreign Policy Since World War [I, Washington, D C: Congressional Quarterly, 1988, pp. 
20-44 (electronic reserve) 
Documentary - Powerplay: End of an Empire (viewed in class) 

October 17 - Fall Break - No class 



October 22 
International Relations (continued) 
The Cold War 
Documentary - Powerplay: End o fan Empire 2 page response due (class discussion) 
Implications of the Cold War for Africa 

October 24 
International Relations (continued) 
Schraeder, Chapter 6, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 167-193 

October 29 
International Relations (continued) 
Schraeder, continued 
Jessica Piombo, "US Africa Policy: Rhetoric Versus Reality," Current History. Africa, 

Vol. 111, No. 745, May 2012, pp. i94-197 (electronic reserve) 

October 31 
Religion and Women 
Esther E. Acolatse, "Unraveling the Relational Myth in the Turn Toward Autonomy: 

Pastoral Care and Counseling with African Women" in Women Out of Order, 
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2011 (electronic reserve) 
Mercy Oduyoye, "Women In Folk Tales," and "Religions, Chief, Women and 

Patriarchy" in Daughters of Anowa, Mary K_noll: Orbis, 1995 (electronic reserve) 
Recommended 
Gordon, Chapter 10, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 293-313 
Moyo, Chapter 11, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. 317-347 

Guest Speaker, Dr. Esther Aeolatse, School of Divinity, Duke University 

November 5 
Women (continued) 
So Long a Letter 

Class discussion 

November 7 
HI V/A ID S 
GwinyayiA. Dzinesa, "HIViAIDS and human security," in Saunders et al, Region- 

Building in Southern Africa. Progress, _Problems and Prospects, London and New York: 
Zed Books; Cape Town, South Africa: Centre for Conflict Resolution, 2012, pp. 198-214 

(electronic reserve) 
Calvin Gwandure and Thokozile Mayekiso, "The Impact of Dwindling Donor Funding 
on HIV m~d AIDS Projects in Stlb-Saharan Africa," Africa Insight, Vo!. 42, No. 2, March 
2013, pp. 44.56. 
Guest Speaker, Professor Randy Cheek, Washington, DC 
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November 12 
Economics 
Schraeder, pp. 193-199 
DeLancey, Chapter 5, in Gordon and Gordon, pp. I20-160 

November 14 
Economics (continued) 
DeLancey, continued 
Luc Christiaensen and Shantayanan, "Making the Most of Africa’s Growth,’ Current 

History: Africa, May 2013 

Charles Kenny, "Perspective: Millennium Goals Miss Africa’s Progress," Current 
History: Africa, May 2013 

November 19 
Margaret C. Lee, "The 21st Century Scramble for Africa," Journal of Contemporary 

African Studies, Vol. 24, No. 3, pp. 303- 326, 2006 (electronic reserve) 

Ian Taylor, "China’s Relations with Africa and the American Context," January 12, 2012 

(electronic reserve) 

November 22 - No class 

Part 6 - Case Study of South Africa 
November 26 

. Margaret C. Lee, "The Rise and Decline of the Settler Regimes of South Africa, Namibia, 

and Zimbabwe, in Margaret C. Lee and Karen Colvard, eds., Unfinished Business in 
Southern Africa, Pretoria, South Africa: Africa institute of South Africa, 2003, pp. 1-20 

(electronic reserve) 
Two page response to Sarafina due 

November 28 - Thanksgiving - no class 

December 3 
Eike Zuem, "Why Protests Are Growing in South Africa," Current History." Africa, May 
2013 
Two page response to tnvictus due 
Final Review 

December 12 
Final Exam 12:00 PM 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
AAAD 307, Section 1 - The 21st Century Scramble for Africa 

TuTh, 2:00PM- 3:15PM 
Fall 2013 

Dr. Margaret C. Lee 
Office: 103 Battle Hall 
Office number: 919 537-3384 

Office Hours: Tues, 3:30 to 5:00 PM, 
9:00 to 10:30 AM, and by appointment 
E-mail: leeme@unc,edu 

Thurs. 

Syllabus 

Course Description and Questions Examined 
There currently exists a new scramble for access to Africa’s markets, land, and natural 
resources among the European Union, the United States, India, China, Russia as well as 
smaller regional powers such as Brazil, South Korea, and several Middle Eastern 
countries. This competition is referred to as the "The 21~t Century Scramble for Africa." 
A similar scramble took place for access to Africa’s resources and markets in the 19th 

century, which devastated the continent. Consequently, the major questions to be 
examined in this course are: (1) Is there a fundamental difference between the current 
scramble and the I9th century scramble? (2) What are the consequences for Africa of the 
current scramble? (3) Will African leaders use the massive wealth being generated from 
the .21st century scramble to spearhead a major economic transformation? Such a 
transformation could make Africa a significant exporter of highly competitive 
manufactured products instead of, as now, primarily natural resources, which have a 
limited life-span, and, with the exception of oil and a few other commodities, low export 
value. 

Since China’s. emergence as a major economic actor (heretofore in relation to Africa 
China was an ideologicalipoIitical actor commi~ed to the liberation of the continent from 
Enropean and white settler rule), the continent has experienced a tremendous economic 
commodity boom. In fact, Africa’s gross domestic product (GDP) for the last several 
years has.been the highest since independence in the t950s and 60s. While on the one 
hand this is remarkable, on the other, serious questions are being raised as to (1) how 
long this commodity boom will last; and (2) whether or not this boom will .begin to arrest 
Africa’s marginalization within the global economy? Post-independence Africa also 
experienced a significant commodity boom, but the continent ended up being more 
marginaIized within the global economy than any other deveioping region in the world. 

While the 19tu century scramble for access to Africa’s resources was extremely complex, 
the 21st century scramble presents an even greater challenge because not only are external 
powers involved in the current scramble, but also other African countries, most notably 



for access to the vast array of invaluable natural resources in countries such as the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). 

The major objective of this course is to examine the 21st century scramble for Africa. The 
course is divided into 8 sections. The first provides a brief historical, economic, and 
political overview of Africa, including a critical analysis of both the 19th and 21~t century 
scrambles for Africa. This is followed by a comprehensive overview of China’s scramble 
for Africa’s mineral resources and access to her markets as well as an assessment of 
China in Africa within the larger context of the West. The remaining sections of the 
course are: the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) and the scramble 
for Africa; the US and China: Scrambling for Africa? the scramble for Africa’s oil, gas, 
and minerals; the scramble for Africa’s markets; Africa’s land grabs; and the 
militarization of the continent. 

The 21st century scramble for Africa is a fascinating topic that can only be briefly 
examined in this course. The issues surrounding the scramble are dynamic and tl~erefore 
hopefully will inspire a select group of students to become part of the new breed of 
researchers examining this topic. It would be phenomenal if at the end of the day the final 
result would be Africa’s increased integration into the global economy. 

Required Texts 
Michel, Serge and Michel Beuret. China Safari." On the Trail of Beijing ’s Expansion in 

Africa. New York: Nation Books, 2009. 
Njau, Barbara. Building BRICs: The New Scramble for Africa. Endeavour Press, Ltd., 

2013. Amazon e-book. 
Southall, Roger and Henning Melber (eds.). A New Scramble for Africa? Imperialism, 

Investment and Development. KwaZulu Natal~ South Africa: The University of 
KwaZuIu NataI Press, 2009 (Library Reserve) ¯ 

Additional readings have been placed on electronic reserve and Sakai. 

Course Requirements 
Attendance and Class’ Discussions 

Students are required to attend class and participate in class discussions. Attendance will 
be taken each class period. Students are allowed three absences. After that, for each 
unexcused absent a total of one point will be deducted from the final grade up to ten 
points. 

Exams 

There wilt be three exams. Each exam will represent 20 percent of your grade. Make-up 
exams will only be given with an official written excuse. 

Research Paper 

The final project for the course will be a 10 page research paper (40 percent of your 
grade). Research paper topics are due by September 19. All topics must be approved by 
the professor. The first draft of the research paper problem statement, outline, and 
bibliography are due on October 29. Research papers will only be accepted from 



students whose outline has been approved. All students will make a brief presentation on 
their research papers. All students must attend class the days of the oral 
presentations. Attendance will be taken and each student not present will be 
penalized 2 points on their final paper per day absent without a formal excuse. The 
professor will only accept hard copies of assignments. 

Research Intensive Course 

This course has been identified by UNC as a research intensive course. 

Grading Scale 
A= 95 -100 A- = 90 -94 B+ = 85-89 B - 82-84 B- =80-81 
C+ = 77-79 C= 72-76    C- =70-71 D+ = 68-69 D= 63-67 
D- = 60-62 

Plagiarism - At UNC, plagiarism is defined as "the deliberate or reckless representation 
of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with 
submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise." Because it is considered a 
form of cheating, the Office of the Dean of Students can punish students who plagiarize 
with course failure and suspension. Full information can be found on the UNC Honor 
System¯ page. 

A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students - Students can use 
tablet ¯computers and laptops for purposes of taking notes in class. If the professor finds 
students using such devices to do other things, they will lose the privilege of using these 
devices in class. The use of smartphones for texting or talking is prohibited. Therefore 

¯ they should be tuned off before entering the classroom. If caught doing either, the 
professor will take the device from the student and return it at the end of the class period. 

Behavior in class - students are expected to arrive to class on time. Once class has 

started~ students are expected to remain in their seats unless an emergency requires them 
to leave the room. Students walking in and out of class during lectures/discussions are 
disruptive to both the professor and other students. 

Honor code Statement -- UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system 
and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but facuIty share the responsibility. Questions about 
student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the 
office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the ChancelIor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system, Every student enrolled in this course is expected to f~diy participate and 
observe the l~onor code. Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code 
can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings -- Topics and reading assignments, and their 
orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters reIated to grading. Notice of 
such changes will be by announcement in class, email mail, or posted on Sakai. 
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Accommodation of disabilities policy - Students who feel they may need 
accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the 
course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented 
disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 
919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit the internet 
address of this office at Oisabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

Key Dates 
September 19 - Research paper topic due 
September 24 - Exam # 1 
October 3 - Class meets in Davis Library, Room 247 
October 8, 10 - Conferences with Professor Lee to discuss problem statement for 

research papers 
October 15 - two-page extra credit response to documentary - Sweet Crude due (2 pts.) 
October 24 - Exam #2 
October 29 - Revised problem statement, draft outline, and preliminary bibliography of 

paper due 
December 3 - Research papers due 
December 7 - Final exam, 12:00 PM 

Course Outline 
Introduction 
August 20 

August 22                                                 " 
Section 1 -Africa in Historical, Economic, and Political Perspective 

¯ Docttmentary- Berlin ]885: The Division of Africa (highly recommended) 

David Saul, "Slavery and the ’Scramble for Africa’" (eIectronic reserve) 
Kevin Shillington, Chapter 21, "The European’ Scramble’, colonial conquest and African 
Resistance in east, north-central and west Africa," in History of Africa. New York: St. 

Martin’s Press, 1995, pp. 301-316 (electronic reserve) 

August 27 
Kevin Shillington, Chapters 22 and 23, in History of Africa. New York: St. Martin’s 
Press, 1995, pp. 317-346 (electronic reserve) 

August 29 
Roger Southall, Chapter 1 (Scrambling for Africa), pp. 1-34 in Southall and Melber (eds.) 
(Library Reserve) - Questions for reading posted on Sakai 
Margaret C. Lee, "The 2I~t Century Scramble for Africa," Journal of Contemporary 
African Studies, Vol. 24, No. 3, pp. 303- 326, 2006 (electronic reserve) 
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September 3 
Margaret C. Lee, Africa Belongs to "Us" The Continent’s Current Development 
Paradox, AISA Occasional Paper No. 5, Pretoria, African Institute of South Africa, 2010 
(Posted on Sakai) 

Section 2- China’s Scramble for Africa 
September 5 
Michel and Beuret, Prologue and Chapter t, pp. 1-28 
Michel and Beuret, Chapters 2-3, pp. 29- 60 

September 10 
Michel and Beuret, Chapters 4-5, pp. 61 
Michael and Beuret, Chapters 6-7, pp. 95~129 

September 12 
Michel and Beuret, Chapters 8-9, pp. 131-i65 
Michel and Beuret, Chapters i0-11, pp. 167-207 

September 17 
Michel and Beuret, Chapters 12-13, and Conclusion, pp. 209-260 
Babette Zoumara and Abdul-Rauf Ibrahim, "China-Africa relations: looking beyond the 
critics," Pambazuka, Issue 663, June 6, 2013 (electronic reserve) 

September 19 
Afua Hirsch, "Ghana deports thousands in crackdown on illegal Chinese goldminers," 
The Guardian, JuIy 15, 2013 (electronic reserve) 
"[nflux of Chinese goidminers sparks tensions on Ghana: Illegal smaIl-scale mines are an 

. opportunity for poor Chinese immigrants-, but are blamed for environmental destruction," 
(You Tube shown in class) 
Guest Speaker - Mr. Nicolous Gadri, Graduate of UNC and currently a Duke 
graduate student. 

September 24 
Exam #I 

Section 3-BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) and the Scrarnble 
for Africa 
September 26, October 1 
Barbara Njau, Building Brics: The new scramble for Africa 

Ch.arlie Pistorius, "The New Scramble for Africa: Emerging Powers on the Emerging 
Continent," The China Analyst, September 2011 (electronic reserve) 

http:i!www.thebeijingaxis.comitcaieditionsithe-china-analyst-sep-2011/91 
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October 3 
Class will meet in Davis Library, Room 247, to discuss library resources for research 
papers with Mr. Mohamed Hamed. The room number is 

Section 4- The US and China: Scrambling for Africa? 
October 8 
Ian Taylor, "China’s Relations with Africa and the American Context," January i2, 2012 
(electronic reserve) 
David H. Shitm, "Africa: China’s Growing Role in Africa - Implications for U.S. 
Policy," Testimony before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations Subcommittee on 
African Affairs, November 1, 2011 (electronic reserve) 

Section 5 - The Scramble for Africa’s Oil, Gas, and Minerals 
October 10 
Documentary - Blood in the Mobile (viewed in class) 

October 15 
Cyril I. Obi, Chapter 8 (Oil) in SouthaI1 and Melber (eds.) (Library Reserve) 
Documentary - Sv~eet Crude (extra credit two page response due) 

October 17, 22 
Globa! Witness, Rigged? The Scramble for Africa’s Oil, Gas and Minerals, A Report by 
Global Witness- January 20 t2 (electronic reserve) 
Travis Lupick, "How Canada Dominates African Mining," Think Africa Press, April 18, 
2013 

.October 24 
Exam #2 

Section 6 - Th e Scramble for Africa’s Markets 
October 29 
The Case of Ethiopia’s Coffee 
Video, "Black Gold: Wake up and Smell the Coffee" (viewed in class) 

October 31 
Henning Melber, Chapter 3 (Global Trade Regimes), in Southall and Melber (eds.) 
(Library Reserve) 
Herming, Melber, Europe and China in Africa: Common Interests and/or Different 
Approaches, Institute for Security and Development Policy, 2013 (electronic reserve) 
Recommended: Margaret C. Lee, Chapter 4 (EU-Africa Trade), in Southall and Melber 
(eds.) (Library Reserve) 
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Section 7- Africa’s Land Grabs 
November 5 
Le% "Africa’s Land Grabs: Enhanced Development or Recolonizing the Continent?" 
(PowerPoint presentation) 
Kjell Havnevik, "Grabbing of African lands for energy and food: implications for land 
rights, food security and smallholders," in Matondi et al, Biofuels, Land Grabbing and 
Food Security in Africa, London and New York: Zed Books; Uppsala, Sweden: The 
Nordic Africa Institute, 2011, pp. 20-43 (electronic reserve) 
Grain, "Squeezing Africa dry: behind every land grab is a water grab," Pambazuka, June 
13, 2012 (electronic reserve) 

Section 8- The Militarization of the Continent 
November 7 
The Truth About AFRICOM 
Robert Moetler 
http:/iwww.foreignpolicv.com/articlesi2OlOiO7i21ithe troth about africom 
AFRICOM’s Libyan Expedition 
Johnathan Stevens 
http://www.f~reignaffairs.~m/arti~es/67844/j~nathan-stevens~n/afric~ms-~ib‘/an- 
expedition 
AFRICOM: Protecting US interests d~sguised as ’military partnerships’ 
Ebrahim Shabbir Deen 
http:iistudies, all azeera.netien/reportsi2013/05/2013521122644377724.htm 
The Campaign to Resist AFRICOM 
_http :i/concerne dafricas ch olars, or giafrican-securitg-research-pro.i ecti?p=5 
Guest Speaker, Professor Randy Cheek, Washington, DC 

Section 7- Africa’s Land Grabs (continued) 
November 12 
Ruth Hall, "Land grabbing in Southern Africa: the many faces of the investor rush," 
Review of African Political Economy, Vol. 38, No. 128, June 20I 1, pp. I93-214 
(electronic reserve) 
GoogIe, "Land grabs fuel violence in Gambella" 

November 14 
Oral presentation of research papers 

November 19 
Oral presentation of research papers 

November 21 
Work on research papers 

November 26 
Oral presentation of research papers 
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November 28 - Thanksgiving 

December 3 
Oral presentation of research papers 
Research papers due 

December 7 
Final Exam, 12:00 PM 

Reference Sources 
Africa Confidential 

African Business 

African Affairs 
Business Day Online 
Daily Mail and Guardian 

Journal of Modern African Studies 
International African Bibliography 
Review of African J°olitical Economy 

West Africa 

The Christian Science Monitor 

The Economist 

www.allafrica.com 
http://www, pa m .b, azu ka. orqi 
www.traclac.orq 

Globa! Witness 
Amnesty IntemationaI 
Internati0rial Crisis Group 

Africa Insight 

Africa Confidential 
African Security Review 

Canadian Journal of African Studies 
Journal of Contemporary African Studies 

Independent Online 

New African 
Third Worm Quarterly 

Financial Times 
The New York Times 

The Washington Post 

W’WV7. CIlIl, COLT1 

www.bbc.co.uk 
http://www.ccs. 
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The University of Nortll Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Afriean and Afro-American Studies 
AFRI 3 70- Contemporary China-Africa Relations 

Spring 2013 

Dr. Margaret C. Lee 
Office: 103 Battle Hall 
Office number: (919) 537-3384 

Office Hours: Tues. 10:00 to 11:30 AM, 
Thurs. I 0:45 to 12:15 PM and by appointment 
E-mail: leemc@email.unc.edu 

Syllabus 
Course Description 
The growing relationship between China and Africa is one of the most dynamic of the 
2ist century. While the relationship itself is not new, it has been transformed over the 
decades from one of ideology and commitment by the Chinese to the liberation of Africa, 
to one in which having access to Africa’s vast natural resources has become the central 
focus of China’s relationship with the continent. As a result of the huge and growing 
numbers of Chinese that have migrated to Africa to work for Chinese governmental 
entities or as private entrepreneurs, Africans in turn have migrated to China to realize 
their entrepreneurial, education, and other dreams. While it is estimated that more than a 
million Chinese have made Africa home, hundreds of thousands of Africans have made 
China home, or at least spend a considerable amount of time in the country. 

While the Chinese government d~)es not deny that it needs Africa’s natural resources to 
fuel its fast growing economy, it insists that it has a serious commitment to see the 
continent develop and reaiize its full potential. For the most part, African leaders have 

¯ welcomed the Chinese with open arms, especially since they don’t have a history of 
imperialism, Cold War destabilization, and economic and political conditionality like the 
most powerful Western powers do, including the United States. Many of the latter 
countries, on the other hand, feel that China’s policy of non-intervention in the internal 
affairs of countries and its suspect human rights record have been counterproductive to 
the institutionalization of democracy, good governance and eradicating corruption in 
Africa: At the same time all these powers, including emerging powers such as Brazil and 
India, are all involved in the 21st century scrambIe for Africa’s vast and important natural 
resources. 

In addition to the above, there are growing clashes between the Chinese in Africa and the 
Africans in China as they all come to terms with the globalization of not only commodity 
flows, but human migration, both legal and illegal. The clash of cultural differences and 
acceptance of each other’s "invasion" of the other’s territory has been a challenge for nil 
involved. 

This course aims to answer the following questions: 

t. What is the history of China-Africa relations prior to the 21 st century? 
2. How can we contextuatize the current relationship between China and Africa? 



3. What is China’s current foreign policy toward Africa? 
4. Is China helping to enhance Africa’s medical capacity? 
5. Who are the Chinese actors in Africa and who are the African actors in China? 
6. What is China’s current security policy toward.Africa? 
7. Is China an imperialist power, seeking to primarily rape Africa of her naturaI 

resources ? 
8. Do Chinese traders in Africa undermine local traders and cause de- 

industrialization? 
9. Why do Africans go to China in search of economic prosperity? 
t0. How are Africans treated in China? 
11. Are Africans in China confronted with racism, and if so, how does it manifest 

itself and how do they cope? 
12. What is the future of China-Africa relations? 

Required Texts 
Bodomo, Adams. Africans in China." A Socioculturat Study and its Implications on 

Africa-China Relations. Amherst, MA: Cambria Press, 2012 (available on e- 
books). 

Power, Marcus and Ana Alves, ed. China and Angota." A Marriage of Convenience? 
London: Pambuzuka Press, 2012 

Additional readings will be available on electronic reserve and Sakai. 

Course Requirements 
Attendance and Class Discussions 

Students are required to attend class sessions and participate in class discussions. 
Attendance wilt be taken each class period. Students are allowed three absences. After 
that, for each unexcused absence a total of one point will be deducted from the final 
grade up to ten points. 

Assigne d Readings 

Each student will make a presentation on one assigned reading. Questions for discussion 
¯ for the reading must be posted on Sakai at least two days prior to the presentation. In 

some cases two or more students will be assigned to the same reading. The presentation 
will be worth I0 percent of your grade. 

Exams 

There will be three exams. Each exam will represent 25 percent of your grade. The 
dxams will be in class. Students must have a formal excuse for not taking exams on the 
designated date and time. 

Book Review 

Each student will have to read China andAngola: A Marriage of Convenience? and write 

a four page book review. Guidelines will be given for the structure of the review. This 
will represent 15 percent of your grade, Late papers will be penalized one letter day per 
day. 



Extra Credit 

Students can receive 1 extra credit point by attending and writing a one page summary of 
a lecture that will be given by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie at the end of February. 

Grading Scale 
A= 95 -100 A- = 90 -94 B+ = 85-89 B = 82-84 B- =80-81 
C+ = 77-79 C= 72-76 C- =70-71 D+ = 68-69 D= 63-67 
D- = 60-62 

Plagiarism - At UNC, plagiarism is defined as ’.’the deliberate or reckless representation 
of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with 
submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise." Because it is considered a 
form of cheating, the Office of the Dean of Students can punish students who plagiarize 
with course failure and suspension. Full information can be found on the UNC Honor 
System page. 

A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students - Students can use 
tablet computers and laptops for p}arposes of taldng notes in class.. If the professor finds 
students using such devices to do other things, they will lose the privilege of using these 
devices in class. The use of smartphones for texting or talking is prohibited. Therefore 
they should be turned off before entering the classroom. If caught doing either, the 
professor wil! take the device from the student and return it at the end of the class period. 

Behavior in class - Once class has started, students are expected to remain in their seats 
unless an emergency, requires them ~o leave the room. Students walking in and out of 
class during lectures/discussions are disruptive to both the professor and other students. 

Honor code statement - UNC-Chapei Hill has had a s~udent:administered honor system 
and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about 
student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the 
office of the Dean of Students. Another usefuI resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Congress, contains ali policies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system. Every student enroIled in this course is expected to fully participate 
observe the honor code. Additional information about the UNC-Chapei Hill Honor Code 
can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings -- Topics and reading assignments, and their 
orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of 
such changes will be by announcement in class (or emaii notice) or by changes to this 
syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of disabilities policy - Students ~vho feel they may need 
accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the 

course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented 



disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 
919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit the interr~et 
address of this office at disabilitvservices,unc.edu for more information. 

Important Dates 
February 12 - Exam # 1 
March 26 - Book review due of China and Angola: A Marriage of Convenience? 
April 2 - Exam #2 
May 6 - Exam #3 

Course Outline 
Introduction 
January 10 

Section 1 -China-Africa Relations in Historical Perspective and Contextualizing 
China-Africa Relations 
January 15, 17, 22 
Gao Jinyuan, "China and Africa: The Development of Relations Over Marry Centuries," 
African Affairs, Vol. 83, No. 331, April 1984, pp, 241-250 (electronic reserve) 
Sarah Raine, Chapter 1, "Contextualising Today’s Sino-African Relations," in Raine, 
China’s African Challenges, New York and London: Rutledge, 2009, pp. 13-57 
(electronic reserve) 
Ian Taylor, Chapter l, "China’s Africa Policy in Context," in TayIor, Boulder and 
Colorado: Lynn Rienner, 2009, pp. 1-36 (electronic reserve) 
"When China Met Africa," (Video to be viewed in class) 

Section 2 - China’s Foreign Policy towards Africa 
January 24 
Lucy Corkin, "Redefining Foreign Policy Impulses toward Africa: The Roles of the 
MFA, the MOFCOM and China Exira Bank," Journal of Current Chinese Affairs, Vo. 4, 
201 I, pp. 61-90 (electronic reserve) 
Rafael Marques, "The New ImperiaIism: China in Angola," WortdAffairs Journal 
(http:iivvw~v.wortdaffairsiourna!.orgiarticleinewimperialism-chinaanaola) (electronic 
reserve) 
"Stuff TheyDon’t Want Yon to Know- China in Africa" - You Tube (viewed in class) 

Section 3 - China-Africa Medical Cooperation 
January 29 
Li Anshan, Chinese Medical Cooperation in Africa. With Special Emphasis on the 

Medical andAnti-Malaria Campaign, Discussion Paper 52, Nordic Africa Institute, 
Uppsala, Sweden, 2011 (electronic reserve) 
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Section 4 -- Natural Resources 
January 31 
South Africa Institute of International Affairs, The Sicomines Agreement." Change and 
Continuity in the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s International Relations, China in 
Africa Project, Occasional Paper No. 97, October 20t 1 (electronic reserve) 

February 5 
Shelly Zhao~ "The Geopolitics of China-Africa Oil," China Briefing News, June 29, 2012 
(electronic reserve) 
Anna Liese! Tachau, "A comparison of US and Chinese incentives in winning oiI 
contracts in African countries," Journal of World Energy Law and Business, Vol. 4, No. 
1,2011 (electronic reserve) 
Council on Foreign Relations, "Expanding China-Oil Ties," February 8, 2012 (electronic 
reserve) 

February 7 
Mafalda Ferreita Pigarra, "Revisiting Sino-Mozambican Cooperation: China’s Inroads," 
The China Monitor, Issue 72, June 20!2 (electronic reserve) 

February 12 
Exam #1 

Section 4 - Chinese Labor Issues in Africa 
February 14, 19, 21 
Human Rights Watch, "You 7[ be Fired if you Refuse "." Labor Abuses in Zambia’s 
Chinese State-owned Copper Mines, "NoVember 2011 (electronic reserves) 
Barry Sautman.and Yah Hairong, "Debate: The wrong answers to the wrong questions: A 
response to HRW", Pambazuka News, February 2, 2012 (electronic reserve) 
Human Rights Watch, "Debate: Critiquing the critique on China in Zambia," Pambazuka 
News, January 1, 2012 (electronic reserve) 

Section 5 ,~r.~ .... Traders :~ ~’ ~’-:"" 
February 26, 28 
Terence McNamee, In Their Own Words: A Study of Chinese Traders, The Brenthurst 
Foundation, April 2012 (electronic reserve) 
Lee, "A Chinese Trading Post: The Case of Oshikango, Namibia" (PowerPoint 
presentation) 

Section 6 - China-Africa Trade 
March 5 
Lee, Chapter 2, "China-Africa Trade: Winners and Losers," (electronic reserve) 



Section 7- Chinese Immigrants in South Africa 
March 7 
Harrison et al, "Strategy and Tactics: Chinese Immigrants and Diasporic Spaces in 
Johannesburg, South Africa," Journal of Southern African Studies’, Vol. 38, No. 4, 2013, 
pp. 899-925 (electronic reserve) 
Huynh et al~ "Faces of China: New Chinese Migrants in South Africa, 1980s to Present," 
African andAsian Studies, Vol. 9, 2010, pp. 286-306 (electronic reserve) 

March t2 and 14 
Spring Break 

Section 9 - China and Angola 
March 19 and 21 
Power and Alves, eds. China and Angota: A Marriage of Convenience? 

March 26 
Book Review due 
Discussion of China and Angota: A Marriage of Convenience? 

Section 8 -African Agency in China-Africa Relations 
Mohan and Lampert, "Negotiating China: Reinserting African Agency into China-Africa 
Relations, African Affairs, Vol. 1 t2, No. 446, 2012, pp. 92-130 

Section 10- China Security 
March 28 
Steven C. Y. Kuo, "Beijing’s Understanding of African Security: Context and 
Limitations," Af’ican Security, Vol. 5, No. 1, 20!2, pp. 24-43 (electronic reserve) 

April 2 
Exam #2 

Section 11 -- Africans in China 
Apri! 4 
Bodomo, Chapter 1, "Introducing Africans in China" 

¯ Bodomo, Chapter 2, "Africans in Guangzhou" 

Lee, "Africans in Chocolate City" (PowerPoint presentation) 

April 9 
Lee, Chapter 1, "Chocolate City (Guangzhou) in China" (electronic reserve) 

April 11 
Bodomo, Chapter 3, "Africans in Yiwi" 
Bodomo, Chapter 4, "Africans in Shanghai" 

April 16 
Bodomo, Chapter 5, "Africans in Beijing" 
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April 23 
Yinghong Cheng, "From Campus Racism to Cyber Racism: Discourse of Race and 
Chinese Nationalism," The China Quarterly, No. 207, 2011 (electronic reserve) 

April 25 
Bodomo, Chapter 8, ’~Africans in China and Beyond" 
Bodomo, Chapter 9, "hnplications for Africa-China Relations" 
Bodomo, Chapter t 0, "Conclusion" 

May 6- Exam #3, 12 noon 
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The University of Nortk Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Afri- 520 - Contemporary Southern Afriea 
Spring 2013 -- Tuesday and Thttrsday 

Dr. Margaret C. Lee 
Office: Battle Hall 103 
Office number: 9t9 537-3384 

Office Hours: Tues,10:00 to i 1:30 AM, Thursday, 10:45 to 
t2:!5 PM and by appointment 
Emait: ieemc@emait.unc.edu 

Syllabus 
Course Description 
This course provides ma in-depth analysis of politics, economics, and development in Southern Africa 
under (1) white set-tier/colonial rule and Cold War era politics (1947 to I990); and (2) post-white 
settler!colonial rule and Post-Cold War era politics (1990 to the present). Southern Africa consists of a 
dynamic group of countries (Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, 
Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe), some of which are on the threshold of consolidating democracy, 
while others are in the process of institutionalizing authoritarian rule. 

Within the overarching themes of white settler/colonial rule and Cold War politics and post-white 
settler/colonial rule and post-Cold War politics, the major objectives of the course are to provide students 
with 

¯ the context for understanding regionalism in Southern Africa; 
¯ the context for understanding sub-regions in Southern Africa, namely why, for example, South 

Africa, Namibia, and Zimbabwe share a similar history of white settler/colonial rule that is very 
different from that of the Lusophone states of Angola and Mozambique. However, these five 
countries are distinguished by the fact that they fought long and protracted wars of liberation 
unlike the remaining countries in the region; 

¯ an understanding of why the region became a playground for Cold War era politics; 
¯ an understanding of the politics oftlae post-Cold War regional dynamics; 
¯ an understanding of the significance of the demise of the white settler/Apartheid regimes for 

Southern Africa 
¯ an understanding of the effort to consolidate democracy or authoritarian rule; 
¯ an understanding of the successes and failures to implement appropriate development strategies to 

enhance employment, eradicate poverty, improve the investment climate, eliminate corruption, 
etc; 

¯ insight into the current land crisis in South Africa, Namibia, and Zimbabwe; 
¯ insight into the complexities of the dynamics among regional countries; 
¯ a framework for understanding development strategies pursued in light of gtobatization and the 

region’s effort to become more integrated into the global economy; 
¯ the serious humaa security crisis, most evident by the HIViAIDS pandemic and food insecurity; 
¯ an understanding of economic inequalities stemming from the legacy of white settle/colonial rule 

and post-white settler/colonial rule; 
¯ an understanding of the imperative to reconcile the legacy of gender inequality; 
¯ insight into the best strategies to enhance regional economic integration and increase the region’s 

integration into the global economy; 
¯ an nnderstanding of regional migration patterns; 
¯ insight into the dynamics of efforts to foster regional peace and security; and 
¯ an understanding of Southern Africa’s international relations and foreign poficy with Europe, tlae 

US, and China. 



Required Texts 
Bauer, Gretchen and Taylor Scott, D. Politics in Southern Africa: Transition and Transformation, 2~ 

Edition. Boulder and London: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2011. 
Chan, Stephen. Southern Africa: Old Treacheries andNew Deceits. New Haven and London: Yale 

University Press, 2011. 
Sounders, Chris et al. Region-Building in Southern Africa. Progress, Problems and Prospects. Cape 

Town, South Africa: Centre for Conflict Resolution and London and New York: Zed Books, 
2012. 

Course Requirements 
Attendance and Class Discussions 

Students are required to attend class and participate in class discussions. Attendance will be taken each 
¯ class period. Students are allowed three absences. After that, for each unexcused absent a total of one 

point will be deducted from the final grade up to ten points. 

Assigned Readings 

Each student will make a presentation on one assigned reading. Questions for discussion for the reading 
must be placed on Sakai at least two days prior to the presentation. This will represent 10 percent of your 
grade. 

Review of three movies on South Africa 

All students will be required to view Sarafina and Tsotsi and write a short paper (two pages) critiquing 
the movies. This wiIt represent 5 percent of your grade. Also, you will be able to review the movie 

¯ Invictus for extra credit (1 point) and write a 2 page critique. An additional source of extra credit (I point) 
will be given to students who attend and write a one page summary of the lecture given by Chimamanda 
Ngozi Adiehie at the end of February. 

J~xams 

There will be two exams. Exam # 1 will represent 25 percent of your grade and Exam #2 will represent 
25 percent of your grade. 

Research Papers 

Each student will be part of one of three research groups that will examine the land question in either 
South Aft’ira, Namibia, or Zimbabwe. The redistribution of land in these three post-white settler countries 
continues to be one of the most divisive issues in the region. Each student will do their own paper within 

¯ the group. However, a team leader will be appointed to coordinate the work of the group. The team leader 
will receive 2 extra credit points for coordinating the work of the group. This person must be in constant 
contact with the professor to provide updates on the progress of the project. The paper will represent 35 
percent of your grade. All students must be present for the presentation of the papers. Five points 
will be deducted from your final paper grade for each day missing from the presentation of the 
research papers. 

Assignments 

Please note that a hard copy of all written assignments must be submitted to the professor. Email 
assignments will not be accepted. Late assignments will be penalized half a grade per day late. 



Grading ScaLe 

A= 95-100    A-=90-94 B+ = 85-89 B = 82-84 B- =80-81 

C+ = 77-79        C= 72-76 C- =70-7I           D+ = 68-69 D= 63-67 

D- -- 60-62 

Plagiarism - At UNC, plagiarism is defined as "the deliberate or reckless representation of another’s 

words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic 

work, whether graded or otherwise." Because it is considered a form of cheating, the Office of the Dean 

of Students can punish students who plagiarize with course failure and suspension. Full information can 

be found on the UNC Honor System page. 

A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students - Students can use tablet computers 

and laptops for purposes of taking notes in class. If the professor finds students using such devices to do 

other things, they wilt lose the privilege of using these devices in class. The use of smartphones for 

texting or talking is prohibited. Therefore they should be tuned off before entering the classroom. If 

caught doing either, the professor will take the device from the student and return it at the end of the class 

period. 

Behavior in class. Students are expected to arrive to class on time. Once class has started, students are 

expected to remain in their seats unless an emergency requires them to leave the room. Students walking 

in and out of class during lectures/discussions are disruptive to both the professor and other students. 

Honor code statement -- UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by 

them° but faculty share the. responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code 

.should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the. 

Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty 

Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor 

.system. Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor:unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings -- Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the 

syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be by 

announcement in class, emai[ mail, or posted on Sakai. 

Accommodation of disabilities policy - Students who feel they may need 

accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the course 

instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should also 

contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 

Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other 

in-class assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at 

disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



Key Dates 
January 24 - 2 page critique of Sarafina due 
February 12 - 2 page critique of Tsotsi due 
February 21 -2 page critique of Invictus due (extra credit) 
March 7 - Exam # 1 
April 16 -Exam #2 
April 30 -Final Exam, research papers due 

Course Outline 
Introduction 

January 10 

January 15 
Southern Africa in Historical and Geographical Perspective 
Bauer and Taylor, Introduction 
Chan, Introduction 

January 17 
Part I: Southern Africa: White Settler!Colonial Rule and Cold War Era Politics (1947-1990) 
Angola and Mozambique 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 5, pp. 119-!31 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 6,.pp. 151-165 

January 22 and 24 
Angola and Mozambique continued 
South Africa and Zimbabwe 
Chart, Chapters 1 and 2 
Sarafina (view outside of class - 2 page critique due) 

January 29 
Namibia 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 8, pp. 225-234 
Malawi 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 2, pp. 23-33 
Zambia 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 3, pp. 51-59 

January 31 
Botswana 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 4, pp. 91-97 
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) 
Saunders et aI,Introduction, pp. 1--8 
Khadiagala, Chapterl in Saunders et al 

February 5 
Frontline Southern Africa (documentary viewed in class) 



Part II - Southern Africa: Post- White Settler/Colonial Rule and Post-Cold War Era 
Politics (1990 to the present) 

February 7 
South Africa and Zimbabwe 
Chan, Chapters 3-4 

February 12 
Chan, Chapters 5-6 
Tsotsi (view outside of class - 2 page critique due) 

February 14 
Chan, Chapters 7-8 

February 19 
Chan, Chapters 9-10 

February 21 
Chan, Chapters ! 1-!3 
Extra Credit Invictus paper due (2 page critique) 

February 26 
Mozambique and Angola 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 5, pp. 131-149 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 6, pp. 165-179 

February 28 
Namibia 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 8, pp. 234-225 
Malawi 
Bauer atad Taylor, Chapter 2, pp. 33-48 

March 5 
Zambia 
Bauer and TayIor, Chapter 3, pp. 59-86 
Botswana 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 4, pp. 97-117 

March 7 
Exam #1 

March 12 and 14 

Spring Break 

March 19 and 21 

Research on the Land issue in Southern Africa 

March 26 
Southern African Development Community (SADC) 

Mbuende, Chapter 2 in Saunders et aI 



March 28 
Migration and Xenophobia 
Nyamnjoh and Mususa, Chapter 12 in Saunders et a! 
Where do I stand (documentary viewed in class) 

April 2 
Women in Southern Africa 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter t 1 
Otitodun and Porter, Chapter 6 in Saunders et a[ 

April 4 
So uthern Aft’ica’s Intern ational Relations 
Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 12 
The European Union 
Qobo, Chapter 14 in Saunders et at 

April 9 

The United States 

Ngwel~ya, Chapter 15 in Saunders et al 

China 

Le Pete, Chapter 16 in Saunders et aI 

April 11 
HIV!AIDS and Human Security 

Dzinesa, Chapter 11 in Saunders et al 

Bauer and Taylor, Chapter 10 

Guests Lecturer, Professor Randy Cheek, Washington, DC 

April 16 
Exam #2 

April 18 
Presentation of research 

April 23 
Presentation of research 

April 25 
Presentation of research 

April 30 - Final Exam 
Presentation of research 
Research papers due 

Reference Sources 
Africa Confidential 

¯ African Business 

Aj~ican Affairs 

Business Day Online 

Africa Insight 

Africa Confidential 

African Security Review 

Canadian Journal of African Studies 



Daily Mail and Guardian 

Journal of Modern African Studies 

International African ~3ibliography 

Review of African Potitica{ Economy 

West Africa 

The Christian Science Monitor 

The Economist 

www,allafrica.com 

" h_~l):iiw_ ww.pam b azu ka. org{i 

www.tracla¢,or~ 

Journal of Contemporary African Studies 

Independent Online 

New African 

Third World Qucrrterly 

Financial Times 

The New York Times 

The Washington Post 

www.¢llrl.¢om 

www,bbc.co,uk 

7 



UNC-Chapel Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: Spring_2013 
Instructor: Lee, Margaret C. 
CourselSection: AFRI 370 002 
Department: African & Afro-Arnerican Studio 
Response Rate: 15 out of 19 (78,95%} 

Courselinstructor Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter. 

The instructor c!earty communicated what was expected of me in this class. 

I was able to get individual he!p when t needed it. 

The course materials (e.g.. coursepack, website, texts) he(pod me better 
understand the subiect matter, 

The course assignments helped me better u~detstand the subject matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly. 

The instructor showed concern about whether students learned the material 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly¯ 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching this class. 

The instructor treated all students with respect. 

The instructional techniques engaged me with the subject matter. 

The (nstructor provided me with heipful feedback on my performance. 

This course was very excit(ng to me intellectually, 
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Overall Course Assessment 

Overall. this course was excellent. 

Overatl, this instructor was an effective teacher. 

Overall, I learned a great deal from this course. 

, Comments on overall assessment of th~s course. 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best t have had at Carolina, fully deserving of 

a teaching a__ward. 
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Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions well. 

The instructor used examples that had relevance for me. 

The instructor used class time well. 

]-he instruc’~or encouraged students to participate in this class, 

]-his course was designed to keep me engaged in learning. 
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this a requitLed course for you? 
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Comments on overall assessment of this course. 

I loved this course, I thought the material was fascinating, the course was very we~l organized, and Professor Lee is a fantastic instructor, one of the most enthusiastic and talented professors I’ve had so far at 
Carolina. I would absolutely recommend this course to other students and wilt be taking another course by her in the future. 

LOVE ME SOME PROFESSOR LE~E!]! 

]he course was very interesting, and I could tell Dr. Lee was invested in my individual learning experience, She is very passionate about the material, and it made me want to perform better as a student, 

Professor Lee was very nice and knowledgeable about the course material. I was dealing w;th several personal issues throughout the semester and Dr.Lee was very flexible en working with me, The course 

was very interesting and 1 learned a lot about Ch{na and Africa. I gain more than what I signed up for with her class, t can tell she truly wants her students to do well and succeed in her class. 

The teacher shews great enthusiams for teaching and the research topics. She also shows respect to students’ diverse culture. 

Passionate professe~ who genuinely cares if her students are absorbing the material. 

Proff Lee is wonderfu! because she cares about her students beth inside and outside of the classroom, She’s invested in our futures ~r~d well being, She is a wonderful teacher and mentor 



UNC-Chape| Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: Spring_2013 
Instructor: Lee, Margaret C, 
Course/Section: AFRI 520 001 
Department: African & Afro-American Studio 
Response Rate: 8 out of 10 (80.00%) 

Course/Instructor Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think deeply about the subiect matter. 

The instructor dearly communicated what was expected of me in this¯ class. 

t was able to get individual help when I needed it, 

The course materials (e.g., coursepack= website, texts) he~ped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The course assignments helped me bettor understand the subject matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work faidy, 

The instructor shewed concern about whether students learned the material. 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching this class, 

The instructor treated all students with respect. 

The instructional techniques engaged me with the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me with helpful feedback on my perfntrnance. 

This course was very exciting to me intellectually. 
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Overall Course Assessment 

Overall, this course was excellent. 

Overal!. this instructor was an effective teacher. 

Overal}, I learned a great deaf f~om this course. 

Comments on overall assessment of this course, 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best I have had at Carolina, fully deserving of 
_.a teaching award,__ 
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The instructor handled questions well 

The instrudor used examples that had relevance for me. 

The instructor used class time well 

The instructor encouraged students to participate in this class. 

This course was designed to keep me engaged in learning. 
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Other Information 

What grade do ~,ou think you will get in this course? 

Is this a required course for you? 
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Comments on overall assessment of this course. 

Lectures were difficu}t to follow because they weren’t really structured and information was a}l over the place. I feel like t learned mo~e from studying the books than by going to class and taking notes from 
~ecture, 



UNC-Chape! Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: Fa~1_2012 
Instructor: Lee, Margaret C, 
Course/Section: AFRI 540 001 
Department: African & Afro-American Studio 
Response Rate: 7 out of 9 (77.78%) 
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Coursellnstructor Characteristics 
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This course challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter. 0 0 0 0 2 ~ ..... 
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The course matedats (e.g., ~oursepaok, website, texts) helped me ¯better 
understand the subject matter. . 6 0 0 0 1 6 0 4.92 4,86 3,86 

The course assignments helped me better understand the subject matter. 0 0 0 0 1 6 I 0 4,92 4,86 3.93 
The instructor evaluated my work faidy, 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 4.80 4.71 4.03 

The ~nstructor Showed concern about whethe~ ~tudents i~arned the maieriaL 0 0 ........ 0’ " ~ I "’ 2~ ’ ’ ’ 5 -0 ....... 4.80 4,71 ’" 4,07 " 
The instructor expressed ideas dearly, 0 0 0 1 2 4 ’ ’ " O .... 4.6"2 .... ~.43 ¯ " ’ ~.91 
The instructor sinewed enthusiasm f~r the subject matter, 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 4.92 4.86 4.52 

The instructor showed enthusiasm fo,~tea~hing this class, = 0 0 0 " 0 2 5 0 4.80 4.71 4,34 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one af the best I have had at Carolina. fully desen4ng of 
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Other Information 

Wh, at ~,ra~e ~ yo_u t~ink you wi~ go.! in, t~i~L ~u~s.e? ........ 

Is th.,__._~s a re~uir~e.d~cou_rse.._,for~you_? ....... . 
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Comments on overall assessment of this course, 
I’ve realty enjoyed the course, Be sure to define clearly the way in which you want your students to write early in the semester, considering all grading is based on writing style and content. A simple comment 
concerning clarity of structure may make all the difference. Thank you for being willing to meet individually to go over such things following the grading though, 
] really enjoyed the thought-provoking discussions of this class, I felt very engaged by the course materials and lectures. The readings were drawn from a wide range of sources and perspectives, showing 
multiple sides of controversial issues, The instructor had a unique ability to ensure that key concepts were covered while allowing for digressions in class discussim~s. I get the sense that this instructorcares 
about teaching and cares deeply about her students’ success, perhaps more than any other instructor I have had at UNC. 
Overa]l, this was a great class, At times I felt like time wasn’t used efficiently but that could be because we had a small class. 

This was a wonderful class! Prof Lee was always available and gave feedback for everything. She was very fair and always willing to help improve my skills as a writer and researcher. She pushed me to think 
beyond my comfort zone. The workload was fair with the level of the course. Prof Lee also worked hard to make sure we all had opportunity to speak, The class pushed us to constantly speak and participate 
while never feeling intimidated, This has been one of my favodte classes at UNC! 

It is an excellent course in this 2~st century 



UNC-Chapei Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: FalL2012 
Instructor: Lee= Margaret C. 
Course/Section: AFRI 101 004 
Department: African & Afro-American St~die 
Response Rate: 51 out of 57 (69.47%) 
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Overall Course Assessment 

Ovei:a[l, this in~trul;tor wa~ ar~ ~ffecti’ve teacher.. 

Overall, ] learned a great dea! from this course, 

Commer~ts on overall assessment of this course. 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best I have had at Carolina, fully deserving of 
_a, teachin~ award. 
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The instructor handled questions well. 

The instructor used examples that ’~nad relevance for me. 

The instructor used class time well. 

The lnstru, cto,r .encouraged students t_o particip~t.e~tn this cla’ss. 

,.. This course was designed to keep me engaged in ]earnin~i 
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The workload was appropriate for what I gained from this class, 

Other Ii~for~ation 

What grade do you think you will get in this course? 

F o~ D C- or"C c÷’~r B- "~1 or B+ A- or A L P H 

.... o.. 0 28 I_ 0,. I 0 0 
Fail 

No 

Pass 

0 

~7 Is this a required course for you? ............. 

Comments on overall assessment of this course, 
~ 

This course was very interesting to me but the te~ch~strugg’le-d to cover some subject’. ~he Clearly underst(~od tl~ e~no~i~’s~le of the nation and stru~gled"wl~n it’c-a’me to th~ cul~ure.=Also’so~e of ~he " 

test questions about the readings were poodyworded and difficult to identify quotes with what we were given, She clid have ma~y stories to tell form her personal experiences in Africa and tded to use them to 
explain some of the lessons.                                                . 
She was unclear with what she expected from us in Our essays and assignments we tumid in. 

¯ This class was not intriguing because it was consistently lectures on powerpoint that were simply read off of. The pawerpoints were not put online and our typical assignments were just reading. The ~,tass 
was incredibly monotonous and I would have rather had something more interactive. 
Best professor I have ever had while at UNC, Would take.any course she taught. Enougl~ said! 

First of all, it amazes me that Margaret Lee is a teacher at the University of North Ca~olJna at Chapel Hill. She was the worst professorlspeakededucator that I have ever had, bar none. She expressed 
favoritism to many of my classmates, which was shown by their receiving of higher grades than the majority of the class. She was extremely hard to contact whenever I had questions about the work I turned 
in to her. I am hoping Ashton Kutcher will come through the doorway on our lost day of class and tell us that we have all been "Punk’d". 

¯ I thought the material was interesting and informative 
¯ I thought the lectures were not very interesting and very standard, too much reading straight from the powerpoint and ve~ long tangents that didn’t really have a lot to do with the material being taught. J loved 

the outside readings and two movies we were requi;ed to watch and would hove liked to have more of those incorporated into the curriculum. J felt I learned a lot about and gained a stronger appreciation for 
Africa, but feel as though lectures could be made much more interesting. 
I sometimes thought Dr Lee was a bit heavy handed with getting her point across, but overall I enjoyed and reamed from this class. 
This class was a great class that hod a strong lecture component, I really enjoyed this class as well ~ ~r. Lee herself. 

, The format of the class (powerpoints) was slightly dull, but Dr. Lee made it a little more entertaining by teliing personal stodes that related to our coursework. 
¯ l love the Professor Lee! She is so cool and personable. She also commanded respect in the classroom, which I liked. Sometimes she did not finish in the class time though, which decreased continuity. She 

adapted to meet the needs of the class and was willing to answer questions, although sometimes she got sidetracked and did not fully answer them. 

Dr. Lee was very personable and made an effort to greet students by name! J was often welcomed to class with a smile and friendly hello and she even remembered what city I am from! She is ve~ 
knowledg~ble on the subject with an incredible amount of personal experience. Bravo Dr. Lee! 

Teacher was disrespectful to other students, specifically students who showed that they may have needed extra help. She got defensive when students expressed their opinions. Everything seemed like a 
personal attack to her and her beliefs, I learned NOTHING in this class and it was e huge waste of my time. I am upset that I had to take this class to fulfill a gen ed requirement that is pretty much useless to 
me and my:major. I understand wanting students to have a "liberal arts" education and wantii:~g them to be ’~vell-rounded;" however, I can ASSURE you that this class did not aid me in my quest to he "well- 
rounded." l:wasted my time and energy; the only good thing about this class is that it is eqdfng in :~ weeks. 
I definitely ~nj~yed this class. The subject matter was interesting especially because I didn’t know much about Africa at the beginning of the class. I think that room for improvement could come from giving 
v~luable feedback on assignments like instead of writing "no" on something that is incorrect, explain in a respectful way why it is wrong. Also getting our midterrn exams back would have been helpful so we 
could check for mistakes and see what questions we got wrong. Being more open to review papers ir~stead of going through a somewhat extensive process to discuss it with the professor would have also 
helped. 

I felt the teacher could be sometimes rude to students, almost making some feel scared to be wrong. Interested and knowledgeable about subject matter, but not the most friendly or approachable lady. 
This course should be sptit into two parts. There is a lot of information that is covered that sometimes felt rushed due to time constraints, In addition, reading materials should be more available to students 
either on the class site or on electronic reserves.through the library. It was difficult to take time out of my schedule to read text~ that were library use only bemuse I work and go to school, 

¯ It counts towards many of my ger~ ed~. Hopefull~ i get o!Jt with a b          ~ ..            .     " i 
Although this was a 101 class, I re.It t~at the i,ea~her should have been better, tt was clear that she had class favorites and ~id .,hot care about anyone,.else in ~he ’class. I would like to note that, the teacher 
ignorantly offended a student en muliiple occasions, Sh~ o6nstantly asked a Korean student questions about China and th~ Ct~inese language. T~e ~vas em[~arrassing for me and I would imagine for him as 
wail. The course has taught me essentially nothing and the teacher just focused on wanting us to memorize the material. We did not learn anythirig substantial Or anything about the great people of Africa and 
their distinct culture as I had in a previous African class. This was a disappointment and I ~m sorry to say that I can not recommend this teacher to anyone. Some of our papers, I am convinced she did not 
even bother to read. How can you motivate your students to give you quality work when you as the teacher are not willing to put forth any effort? 

Great teacher 
Very respectful person and a kind teacher with a big heart. 

¯ This is by far one of the worst courses I have ever taken at Carolina in regards to all aspects of the course. Dr, Lee is unprofessional and was extremely rUde to me this semester. I have had several absences 
due to my severe medical problems this semester : however participation is not a grade in this class so I never needed to provide documentation. Dr. Lee felt it was necessary to embarrass me in front of the 
entire class for my absences - not once askJng me privately why I had been absent. Also, after the first midterm, I was the last one to finish, she commented to me something along the lines "maybe if you 
came to class more you wouldn’t take so tor~g on the exam" - I am allowed to take my exams at disability services and recieve a time and a half due to my disabilities. However, she assumed the ONLY 
reason I took long on my exam was due to my absences. I am currently applying for a medical drop in one or two of my classes 



Overall, I was very disappointed with this class. The subject was interef~ting to me and I hoped ta learn a broad and genera( understanding of Africa. I understand that th{s is a very large subject in which to 
cover but there was very little consistency or planning it seemed in wh~t we were ]earning. I felt that there was no overall theme to what we were learning and were instead just discussing topics that 
Professor Lee found interesting. I also found that her teaching style was less than impressive w~th most classes simply being powerpeints using outside mater~al and material from the readings we had rione 
for class, In summary, I believe the Professor Lee’s performance in teaching this class was less than adequate and thus unfortunately led to my time in Africa 10"f as the least productive and teaching class 
have had to date in my time at Carolfna, 
Grading is alJ over the place and seemingly unfair. ]ests are a random duster of unimportant facts that we are expected to know, The worst assignment was the Cold War Essay. The whole fdea was illogical 
because we were only supposed to use notes from one class period and because of her bantering we did not get though, much mateda; to wdte a three page paper on, ; learn about the Cold War in History 
classes. I realize that it had an impact on Africa, but I think there would have been better topics to write about, This class was frustrating and I did not get what I wanted to get out of it. 



UNC.Chapei Hill Course EvaluationReport 
, Term(s): AFAM Spring 2011 
Inst~uc|or; LEF-4 MARGARET C, 
Course/Sectjon: AFR! 5:20 1 

Response Rate; 8 out of 19 (42.11%) 

Course/Instructor Characteristics 0 I 2 3 4 5 Missing Mean Median 
Not Strongly Disagree Norther Agree Strongly 

Applfcable Disagree Disagree Agree 

......... Nor Agree 
This course challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter, 0 0 .0 0 1 ? 0 4.88 4,93 
The instructor clearly communicated what was expected of me in this class. 0 0 2 1 2 3 0 3.75 4.00 
I was able to get individual help when I needed it. 1 0 0 2 1 4 0 4.29 4,62 
Th~ cours~ materials (e.g., cou~sep~ck~website, texts) helped me’ ~ett~r ...... I ......................... 

un_de~sta0d the subject matte, r.. ....................... ~ = I 
0 2 0 ! 5 0 4.12 4.70 

The course assignments helped me better understand the subject matter. 0 0 0 1 3 4 0 4.38 4.50 
The instructor evaluated my work faidy, 0 0 i 0 4 3 0 4.12 4.25 
The instructor showed concern about whether students learned the material, ~ 0 0 . 0 0 5 3 0 4.38 4.30 

The instructor expressed ideas clead~. = 0 2 1 2 3 0 3.75 4,00 
The instructor showed enthusiasm for the subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching this class. . 
The instructor treated all students with respect, 

Thee_ in_structional techniq~es~ngag~d me with~he subject matter. ~ ..... 0 1 

The instructor provided me with helpful feedback on my performance. 0 0 

This dourse wa~ very excitfng t~ me intellectually. 

L 0 0 

0 0 . 

_ _ +I     0 

0 0 2 5 1 4.71 4.8,0 

2 0 1 5 0 4.12 4.70 

I I 2 3 o a. 2 
"’2 ....... 1 ’ 4 ’ ’0 L, 4100 

Overall Course Assessment 0 
Not 

Applicable 

Overall~ this Course Was-exCellent. " .......... " : o 

OverBII this instructor wa~ at) effective teacher, 0 
Overall, ) learned ~ grea/~eai from t~is ~oume~ " 0 

Comments on ovemlt assessment ofthis course. ’ See Below 

I 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree 

........... Nor Agree 
O 1 1 3 3 

0 1 1 3 3’ 

0 O 0 3 5 

Mean Median 

4,00 4.17 

4,oo 4.17 
~.02 !’ 4.70 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

The inst[uctor was one of the best I have had at Carolina, fully.deserving of 
a .tea~chihg award.    ,,. 
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Feedback to Students Missing Mean Median 

The instructor handled questions well, 

The instructor used examples that had relevance for me. 

The instructor used class time well, 

The instructor encouraged students to participate in th(s class, 

Thfs course was designed to keep me engaged in learning. 

The workload was appropriate for what I gained from this class. 
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UNC.Chapel Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term(s): AFAM Spring 2Q11 
Instructor: LEE, MARGARET C, 
Cours~/Secttori: AFR! 540 1 
Response Rate: 11 out of 24 (45,83%) 

Courselinstructor Characteristics 

The instructor clearly communicated wha~ was expected of me in this class. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 Missing Mean Median 
Not Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 

Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

........ NorAgree = 
0                      O 1 1 6 3 0 4,00 4,0B 

0 4 t 3 3 0 0 2.46 2.87 

0 ........ ~ " : 0 =: ~ : 4 ............ 2 = 0 3.’i~ ~.e2 
The ~o6rs~ materials (e’g.7~oursep~ck~ website, te~ts) helped me be~t~r ............................ 
understand the subject m~t~. 0 0 1 1 8 1 o 3.82 3,94 

The course assignmen~ helped me be~er understand the subject ma~er. 0 .... 0 5 i ’" 8’ ~ 0 0 3.00 ~ .... 3.~0 

Th~i~struc~or~valuated~yw0rkfaid~,= ..... " ~ "~ ’ 0 ’ ’- 4 ...... 1 ..... 2 .... 4 ~= ~ 0 0 ..... 2.~ 2.7~" 

+he instructor showed c0n~m about w~ther students learned the material ~ 0 5 I 2 2 1 0 2.36 2.00 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the subject matter. 

The instructor shewed enthusiasm for teaching this class. . ........ . ..... 
The instructor treated all students with respect, 

The instructional techniques engaged me with .th~ su.bje.ct matter. . ...... 

The instructor provided me with helpful feedba£k on my performance,. .... 

This course wa, s very ex, citi,ng to me !ntelleptuafty, 

0 0 2.9’1 3.~5~ : 

3 o ’ 3.27 ’ 3.an 

o o 2.~3 3.oo 
0 0 ~ 1.54 1.42 

0 0 2.27 2.00 

"2 ~ 0 2.9~ 2.67 

Overall Course Assessment 

Overall. ~his course was excellent. 

0verali:. , ~his instructor, was. aM: effective,~,, teacher, .... 

overall, I iearnSd ~ great ~eaJ from th s ~urse. 

comments on overall assessment of.this course, 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

The inst~ctor was one of the best I have had at Ca~’olina, fully deserving of 
a teaching award; ......... " 
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Feedback to Students 

The instructor han~lled q_ues_t!ons well.                  , ...... 

The instructor_~us.ed examples that .had relevance for me. 
The instructor used class time wall, 

The instructor encouraged students to participate in this class. 

This course was designed to keep me engaged in learning. 

The workload was appropriate for what I gained from this class. 
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Other Information 

_W~at grade do you think ,y,o~ wi=l,~2~. !,~ t~!is ?ou~se? ..... 

Is this a required course for you? 

_ _Fall , Pass Ford C-orC 

0 I o o 

No Yes 

C+ or B- § 0r B+ A- or A L ..... P .... H 
o ~ ~ o ...... ~ ’ o 

Comments on overall assessment of this course. 

Although I learned a lot from this class, ft was not at all because of the professor. The presentations given by students every day were bedng and did not help me engage in the subject matter at all. Dr. Lee is 
a huge scholar in her field and I wish I could have learned from her and not just from presentations by my fellow peers. 

¯ While I have managed to do decent in this course, I have witnessed the professor’s unPair treatment of several d~erent students and the ways in which she utterly failed to communicate what she e×pected of 
them. She graded several students VERY harshly for minor problems in papers and made a big deal about it in front of other students. 
the teacher does not teach, she fails asleep during student presentations every class. Her cnticism is demeaning and unconstructive. 

¯ Amazing professor who had a Iot of knowledge. However, the format of the class made it difficult to actually learn directly from the professor. We spent almost even/class in the entire semester Iister~ing to 
other students’ presentations. I wish we had had more variety of formats. 

The professor is very knowledgeable about the course but her teaching methods do not allow us to tap into this knowledge, Students are basically tasked with teaching eacl~ other material that they 
themselves scarcely understand. Would not recommend this class to a friend} 

Without a doubt, the most poorly designed and taught course I’ve taken at CareJina-and I’ve taken some real doozies. Professor was completely unclear about expectations end failed students when they did 
not fulfill these arbitrary expectations (didn’t happen to me, bu~ discussed it with several others in the class). She taught perhaps one class the whole semester, the rest was devoted to student-led 
powerpoints that simply summarized the reading that we were e×pected to have alreadydone outside of class. Dudng these presentations she texted on her col! phone, closed her eyes and appeared asleep, 
and was just generally disrespectful of students (leaving the ctsssroom for several minutes in the middte of presentations, talking loudly to other students while the presenter was speaking, etc.). For a 500- 
level class, all of this is completely unacceptablm This class seems to only be here as a vehicle for her paper on the Scramble f0r Africa, but she needs to put infer more work to make this even a moderateJy 
valuable class. Also she was needy impossible to get ahold of outside of class--I sent probabIy 5 emails about meeting with her, and a]l of them went unanswered. 

¯ I really did not Ii.ke the structure of this course, which was centered on student presentations-- Dr. Lee only lectured a couple of times, I feel we woutd learn a lot more if if was led more by the instructor, I also 
fee] Dr. Lee could have been more clear in her expectations. She had very high expectations, which is fine and I am gratefu] for because it really pushed me, However, she wanted details that she didn’t 
always specify, For example, she wanted headings and subheadings on our papers, but she didn’t initially specify this. She al~o didn’t lay out all the specifications on our paper as clear as she could have on 
our syllabus. All that said, I really did like Dr. Lee- she’s very knowledgeable and I learned a lot from her. 



UNC-Chapei Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: SS II 2011 
Instructor: LEE, MARGARET C. 
Course/Section: AFR! 101 2 
Department: African & Afro-American Studio 
Response Rate: 6 out of 22 (27,27%) 

coorselinstructor Characteristics    "    .                 r 0    r ¯ 1        2        3        4        5     Missing "~te’di~n "- M~an Dept Mean 
Not Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 

Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 
.. , . N0r Agree 

This course challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter. 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 4.10 4.17 4.46 

The instructor clearly communicated what was expected of me in this class. 0 : .... 0 0 0 4 2 0 4.25 4.33 4.39 

t was able to get individual help when I needed it. 2 O 0 2 0 2 0 4.00 4.00 4.50 
The course materials (e.g., coursepack, web site, texts) helped me better 

0 0 0 0 5 1 0 4.10 4.17 4.59 
~ u0de|’stand the subject matter. 

The course assignments helped me better understand the .......... subject matter. 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 4.00 4.00 4.39 

’ h;  ; ructo   al ;todmyw0r i’irl       - ..... - i ........ ’0’’ ! " ! " 3 . 2 ’it 0 : ..... 4.01 
The instructor showed concern about whether students learned the material. 0 0 0 

The instructor expressed ideas dandy. 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 4.50 4,33 4A6 

The instructor shewed enthusiasm for teaching this class. 0 0 1 0 3 2 0 4.17 4.00 4.57 

The instructor treated all students with respect. 0 I.~ 0 1 0 1 4 0 4.75 4.33 4.75 

The instructional techniques engaged me with the subject matter. 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 4.00 4.00 4.29 

The in u~to pro,rid i!h he ~k on my p~rform~nce. 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 3.75 3.67 4.39 

-This course was very exciting to me intellectually. ~ ’ 0 0 , I 2 3 0 0 3.50 3.33 4.14 

Overall Course Assessment 

Overall, :this course was excellent. 

Overa];i ihJs instru~or wa~ ar~: effective teacher, 

Overall, i learned a great ~lea~ from this course. 

Comments on overall assessment of this course. 
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The instructor was one of the best I have had at Carolina, fully deservfr~j bf 

a tea£h!ng award.         ~ 
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Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions well. 

The instructor used class time well. 
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This coume was designed to keep me engaged in le.               arn~ng~ .... 
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Other Information 

What 9rade do you think you will get in this course? 

Fail. Pass 

No Yes 

5 1 

1.. F_°rD    C-orC C+orB-, ..... B. 0r.B+ .,, A,-orA ~ L ~ P ~ H 
1 3 I 0 0 0 

Is this a required course for you? 

Comments on overall assessment of this course,                                                                                                              ~ 

Dr. Lee is both very knowledgeable and effective. 
, Professor kept looking like she was falling asleep, rambled, constantly presented opinion as fact, several final exam questions made no sense. I’d never recommend this course to anyone I Jiked. 



UNC-Chapel Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: ~all 2010 
Inst~’uc,tor: LEE, MARGARET C. 
CourselSection,~ AFR! 540 001 
Department; African & Afro-American Studie 
Response Rate: 12 out of 23 (52,17%) 

Course/Instructor Characteristics 0 1 2 3 4 5 Missing. Median Mean Dept Mean 
Not Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 

Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 
NorAgree ~ ~ = 

This ceurse challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter. 0 " 0 0 0 5 7 0 4,64 4.58 4,11 
’-T  in tru tor early  o - u  cated what was e pe te o me th s  ass. " 0" J 0 .... 1 " 1 ) 0 .... ) 4.33 4.00 
’ was able to get ndivdua] help when needed t ! 0 0 ’ [ 0 2 2 B 0 475 450 397 

The course materials (e.g., coursepack, website, texts) helped me better 
0 0 1 1 4 6 0 4.50 4.25 3.92 understand the subject matter. , , 

[ Th~ course a~ignme~ts helped me better understand the ;ubj~ct ~tt’er. " - 0 0 0 ! 1 . 4 ~: ~       7 -~ ~       0 ~ 
4.64 ...... 4.50 : ~ 4,00 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly, 0 0 1 2 4 5 0 4,25 4.08 4.21 

The instructor showed concem about whether Students learned the material 0 0 O 2 6 4 O 4,17 4,17 4,13 

~he i~s~ruc~or expressed ideas clearlY. . ............. 0 ~ , 0 .... 2 ~ 
~1 .... 

,1. .... ........ 4 5 0 4.25 4.00 4.01 

~he i~struct~" showed e~thusiasm for the subject matter, = .... 0 i 0 0 0 2 I0 O 4.90 4.83 4.48 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching this class, 0 , 0 0 2 5 5 0 4,30 425 4.36 

The instructor treated all students with respect. 0 I 0 o 2 5 5 0 4.30 4.25 4.43 

The instructional techniques engaged me with the subject matter. 0 1 1 2 5 3 0 3.90 3.67 3.62 
--~he [nstiuctor provided m~ wi~h h~lpful feedback on my-performance.: ’ : D ; = 0 : 3 0 ..... 4 ’ : 5 ’ O ’ 4.25 = ’ ":~192 3.86 

Overall Course Assessment 0 ] 2 3 4 5 Missing ’ "Media~ M(;~n" IDept Mean] 
Not " Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 

Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

= = No, Agree -. 

Overall, thisin~tru~orwaiaq:effecti~et~acher. 
.- I " O 

’ O 0 4 2 6 0 4.50 ’ " 4,~7 / "4.03 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best I have had at Carolina, fully deserving of 
a teaching award. 
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Other information 

What grade do you think you will get in thi,s=cou(se .’? 
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Comments on overall assessment of this course. 

I loved this class! The only problem I had with it was that it was a 3 hour class. ~ would suggest scheduling it so that the class meets more times a week. I feel like a lot of time was wasted because it was so 
long, It is hard to keep anyone’s attention for that long. 
perhaps one of the best classes i’ve ever had. the things i learned wfll stay with me forever, i never knew how much i cared about this subiect until i really dove into it. i appreciated professor fee’s devotion to 
the subject as well. 

¯ need clearer instructfons/expectatfons for first exam; more structured due dates for final paper 
¯ I like that students were each responsible for a reading and teaching part of a class, However I think more can be done to er~gage the s~udents, especially considering the 3 hour lecture format of 1he class. 

The videos we watched were good for that. I also would have liked more feedback, for example one paper I received was counted off 30 points per question and the only comment was ’%hat about the 
reading?" 
While ~ thoroughly enjoyed the course and its subject matter (I did learn a whole 10t), [ did not really like the structure of the course. I think that more lectures, general discussions, and other things would be 
more effective, interesting, and less monotonous than having 1-3 individual presentations on the read(ngs andlor topics. I think that indfvidual presentations like these do have their place and are effective to a 
certain extent, but I do not think that they should be the staple of the course. Additionally I felt as though the selected readings were somewhat biased, only showing one side of issues. Many of the in-class 
discussions that followed presentations were not necessarily beneficial or informative. Often, they became increasingly speculative and subjective, based off of i~terpretations of a small (and somewhat 
biased) selection of readings or opinions. I think that the instructor should intervene in such situations, to better steer discussions and maintain a more appropriate and academic atmosphere. 
This was probably the most influential class 1 have taken at UNC, 

¯ This was my first Africa course, so 1 have not taken any others in the department, but I realiy liked learnfng about the contir~ent and foun~ the subject matter of the course extremely pertinent to Global Issues 
today. 
Professor Lee really challenged me to thfr~k about the current events in Africa, As many ofn~y other classes are number based, I enjoyed this social science class. 



i)f~C.Ch~pel Hill Course Evaluation Report 
To}m: Fall 2010 
Instructor: LEE, MARGARET C. 
CourselSection: AFR~ 1G1 002 
Dep#rtment: African & Afro-Ameridan Studio 
Response Rate: 40 out of 78 (51.28%) 
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Teaching Award Recommendation 

~t~had at Carolina, ~ully deserving of 
teaching award. 
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Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions well, 

The instructor used examples that had relevance for me, 

The instructor used clasa time well. 

The instructor ’encouraged students to participate in this class. 

This course was designed to keep me engaged in learning, 
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Other Information 

Fail      Pass     F or D    C- eriC C~ or B- i~ or B+ 

What grade d~you think you will get in this course?. _ ~ ......... (~ 0 0 0 2 [ 11 

No Yes 

Is this a required course for you? 20 20 

Comments on overall assessment of this course. 

Professor Lee is very knowledgeable about sub-Saharan Africa. 
Too many personal opinions of the professor put into the coursework. Did net handle questions well. 

¯ The course was ok but definitely geared more towards economics, which is hard for people who have no background in economics. 
¯ Not well organized, no clear expectations of students or explanations of grading. Much of class time was wasted, I learned very ii~e 

I felt as though t tought myself the maJodty of information by reading the texts that were given. She was rude and disrespectful when answering questions that the c~ass or I had, 
¯ ~ really believe that AFRI 101 should be split up like AFAM 101 and 102,, I think it is entirely too much information for one course, However, [ think that Professor Lee found a pretty good balance. My issues 

with the course has mostly to do with the grading system, I hated that 15% of our grade was on only I paper instead of 2 as originally planned, 

The instructor chose to increase class size and proceeded to complain about the number of people in the class during class time, Additionally, the instructor discussed the matter of university employees not 
receiving raises.for the past two years during class time, I found this wholly inappropriate.- dudng an economic recession, an individual making $70k+ as a professor should not complain about their income - 
particularly to a class dudng class. I pay to attend this universib/to learn, not to hear faculb/bemoan:the financial state of the universily. 
Would be helpful if instructor would put grades on Blackboard. Instructor talks very fast..imp~ssible to get all information fi’om slides which are not posted online and listen to her talk but then tested on 
information from slides-fe~t like I was missing out on a lot of good things she wasisaying. CoLtrse seemed a bit ~lisQrganized at some times. Guest speaker8 were great. Good choice of novels, Appropriate 
workload. Should r~ot rely so heavily on e-reserves as they often did not work...maybe having articles in a course pack would have been better?, but I appreciate her trying to save us money. Some responses 
from instructor made me not want to ask questions or respond to hers, seemed unlnter~tiona[ but at times shot down answers in a way that was not encouraging. 
Very good class and very thorough. 

great class very effective teacher~with many personal experiences to add to the materia! being taught 
¯ Great job teaching! Sometimes I ~ouldn’t hear you en the right side of the room though. 

She uses the class as a soapbox for spreading afro-centric propaganda. Furthermore, I find it difficult to read articles she has authored that are assigned reading, because they are sickeningly anti-western, 
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Humanizing World Markets and Trade Regimes 
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Are Africa’s world markets realIy contributing to enhance development across the 
coritinent for individuals, nations, and regions? This is the key. question posed by 
Margaret Lee in this provocative book, in which she argues that all too often the 
voices of African traders are obscured amid a blizzard.of statistical analysis. 
However, it is these very voices " from those operating on the ground as formal or 

. informal traders- that must be listened to in order to form a true understanding of the 
impact trade regimes have on these individuals and their communities: 

Featuring a wide range of oral histories from across sub-Saharan Africa and beyond - 
including African markets¯ in China, Africans involved with~the WTO in Geneva, and those affected by 
US Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) - Africa’s World Markets offers a unique insight into how the 
complexity Of international trade agreements can shape the everyday lives of ordinary Africans. 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

made this 3rd day of August 2011 

BETWEEN 

Margaret C. Lee of University of North Carolina at Chapel HilI, Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies, 109 Battle Hall, Campt~s Box 3395, Chapel HilI, NC 27599-3395 

(hereinafter called ’the Author’ which expression shall, where the context so admits, include the Author’s 
executors, administrators or assigns) 

AND Nordiska Afrika Institutet ( the ’Institution’, which expression shall include the institution’s assigns or 
successors as the case may be), whose principal place of operation is at PO Box 1"703, Uppsala, SE-751 47, 
SWEDEN 

AND Zeal Books Ltd. (hereinafter called ’the Publishers’ Which expression shall, where the context so adm its, 
include the Publishers’ administrators and assigns or successors in business as the case may be), whose principal 
place of business is 7 Cynthia Street,, London N1 9JJF 

WHEREAS the Institute has arranged for tl:e publication by the Pub[isher of a series or’works under the series 
title, AFRICA NOD’, (see Agreement signed on 23~’~ March 2009), and whereas nothing in this present 
agreeme,~.~ sl?a!{ be be!d t(s deroga:c ll’o~r~ t!:.s- _rig!>.’; az~_d c>b!ig:qrioi~s as set o~.!~ it~ tl~e!t Ag;’eeme~t: 

IT IS NOW IVUdTUALLY AGREED, as follows: 

THE WORK 

1(1) The Author will prepare and supply to the Publisher a Work (hereinafter called ’the Work’)of 
not more than 100,000 words (including bibliograpI~y and footnotesiendnotes) to be provisionally 
entitIed: 

World Markets and Trade Regimes in Africa: Trading Stories 

1(2) Should the Author, without the approval of the Publisher, exceed the above noted extent of the Work, 
the Publisher shall have the right to refuse to publish the Work. In the eventuality that the Publisher and the 
Author mutually agree a revised extent to the Work, [t may be on condition that any additional direct costs 



arising from this increase in extent shall be payable in full by the Author or deducted from any sum due to the 
Institution under the terms of this Agreement. 

1(3) The Publisher will publish the Work within a maximum of eighteen months of receipt of the finally 
revised manuscript from the Author unless prevented by war, strikes, lockouts or other circumstances beyond 
their control, failing which all rights vested by this Agreement in the PuNisher may revert to the Author if 
she/he so signifies in writing. 

THE MANUSCRIPT 
2(1) The Author will supply the Publisher with at least two copies of the Work no later than 1st December 
2012 (hereinafter called ’the Agreed Date’) on double-spaced typescript and on disk in a manner specified by 
the Publisher. The Author agrees to retain an additional copy of the typescript and disk and all other material. 
Should.the Author fail or neglect to deliver the complete typescript and diskette within six months of the 
Agreed Date, the Publisher may, if it thinks fit, decline to publish the work, in which case this Agreement shall 
be terminated subject to the proviso that the Author shall not be at liberty to publish the Work e[sewhe,e 
without fitst offering it to the Publisher on the terms of this Agreement and subject to the further proviso that 
any advance payments made to the Author under this Agreement shall forthwith be repaid to the Publisher. 

2(2) The Author shall on delivery of the typescript and diskette supply to the Publisher without additional 
remuneration any photographs, pictures, diagrams, maps and other material which have been mutually agreed 
by the Publisher and the Author to be necessary for the proper illustration of the said Work. Such pictures and 
other material supplied by the Author shall, when done with, be returned to the Author if he so requests, but the 
Publisher shall not be liable for accidental damage thereto, nor for the loss thereof, in the absence of negligence 
on eithe~ part or on the part of their own empIoyees. The illustrations supplied by the Author under this Clause 
shall be supplied in a.state ready for reproduction and the Author shall be responsible for any additional costs 
that may be incurred by any necessity for re-drawing or correction. Any such sums shall be payable in full by 
the Author or deducted from any sums due to the Author under the terms of this Agreement. The Publisher sha!l 
have the right to reject illustrative materials due to excessive cost or otherwise. 

2(3) The Author shall be responsible for ensuring that all permissions necessary to the inclusion and 
reproduction of any textual or illustrative material (the copyright in which is not owned by the Author or the 
Institution) in the Work have been obtained prior to publication and for the payment of any fees in connection 
therewith to be the responsibility of the Author. On request in each case, the Author shall suppIy the Publisher 
witl) a copy of any permissions so obtained. 

2(4) Within sixty day, s of receipt of the finally revised manuscript the Publisher may either accept the World, 
reject the Work (in which case this Agreemetat sbal[ forthwith stand terminated) or request the Author to fu~-ther 
alter the Work within a reasonable period. Ti~e Publisher, o~ receipt of a manuscript where i’urti~et- revision has 
beer: cariied out uncler the terms of this clause, may, within sixb’ days, finally reject the Wo~k, it~ which case 
this Agreement shall forthwith stand terminated. 

2(5) The Publisher undertakes to ensure that tlae necessary copy-editing, marking up, typesetting, proofing 
and other preparatory work for printing the Work is undertaken. 

2(6) The Publisher shall not be responsible for any loss or damage occasioned to the Work supplied by the 
Author resulting from any cause whatsoever. 

2(7) The Author has the right, if she or he wishes, to see the marked up and edited manuscript before 
ty’pesetting commences. In return, {he Author accepts that no changes (apart from correction of printers’ errors) 
may be made to the Work at proof szage wkhout the Publisher’s consent, and if such consent is given~ any costs 
arising from these changes shall be deducted from any sums due to the Author under the terms of this 
Agreement. 



2(8) The Institution shall arrange for the Author of the Work and the Institution to read, check and correct 
proofs and for one set of such proofs to be returned to the Pablisher within thirty days of their receipt. The cost 
of any c6rrections to the proofs of the Work (other than corrections of p r[nte r’s or th e Publisher’s erro rs) in 
excess of t5% of the cost oftypsetting shah be borne by the Institution and deducted fl’om monies dae to the 
Institution under this Agreement in respect of the Work. If the Author and Institution do not check the proofs of 
the Work and the Publisher are obiiged consequently to engage in two proof readings, the cost of the second 
proofreading shall be deducted from any sums due to the Institution under the terms of this Agreement. 

2(9) The Publisher shall supply the Index for the Work, unless by prior mutual agreement with the Author. 
Should the Author wish to supply the Index for the Work, they shall notify the Publisher prior to submission of 
the typescript for the Work. The Publisher shall deduct the cost of preparing the index from any sums due to 
the Institution uffder the terms of this Agreement. 

COPYRIGHT 

3(1) The copyright in the Work shaIl remain the property of the Author. The Author and Institution, in 
consideration of the payments hereinafter mentioned, hereby grant to the Publisher the sole and exclusive right 
and licence to produce and publish the Work and themselves further to license the production and publication of 
the Work or any adaptation or any abridgement of the Work or any substantial part of the Work in all forms and 
editions and including Electronic PubI[shing Rights and in al! languages for the [egal te,’nq of copyright and any 
and all extensions, renewals and revivals thereof throughout the worId. 

3(2) If the Work shall become out of print in all editions published by the Publisher, and the Publisher 
chooses not to make the Work available through Print on Demand and/or electronic means, then the Institution 
may give notice to the Publisher to reissue the Work within nine months of receipt of such notice. The Publisher 
shall respond to such notice in writing within three months of receipt thereof and shall state their intention 
either to reissue the Work within the period stipulated or not to reissue the Work. If the Publisher shall state that 
they do not intend to reissue the Work, or if havir~g stated their intention to reissue the Work within the period 
stipulated they fail to do so, this Agreement shal! terminate forthwith and without farther notice¯ and all rights 
hereby granted to the Publisher shall revert to the institution, subject only to all ¯rights of the Publisher and any. 
licensee of the Pubtisher in connection with any lieenees of rights in the Work entered into by the Publisher and 
without prejudice to the Institution’s continuing entitlement to the Institution’s share of any income therefrom in 
accordance with Clause 8 and any monies then owing to the Institution from the Publisher. [fthe Publisher shall 
have stated that they do not intend to reissue the Work the Publisher shall be entitled (subject to payment of 
royalties to.the Institution as herein provided) to sell their remaining stock of the Work on a non-exclusive basis 
for up to twelve months after receipt of the notice from the Institution to reiss~.te the Work. 

4(1) The negotiation of final agreement to terms of exploitation of rights granted under this Agreement, the 
design of the cover and/or jacket and the cover and/or jacket copy shall be in the control of the PubIisher. The 
Author and Institution have the right to be consulted on decisions concerning title, copy and biographical 
material on the cover but the Publisher’s decision is final. The Publisher also expects the Author and 
Institution’s help in promoting the Work. 

4(2) Subject only to the above (4(1)), the Publisher shaIl have the entire control over and unfettered 
discretion in regard to time, manner, price, cover, production, publication, print-run, editing and advertisement 

¯ of the Work. The numbers and destination of free copies shatl be left to the sole discretion of the Publisher, who 
shall bear the expenses and risk of production, publication and advertisement. The Publisher may subsequently, 
if and when they deem it expedient, issue cheaper editions of the said Work at such price as they consider 
advisable. The PubI[sher undertakes to set the name of the Author in its customary form or as advised by the 
Author with due prominence on the title page and on the front and spine of the binding and jacket and/or cover 



of every copy of the ~Vork published by them and shall use their best endeavo~rs to ensure that a simi 
undertaking is made in respect of any editions/forms of the Work licensed by fiaem. 

WARRANTIES, INDEMNITIES AND UNDERTAKINGS 
5(1) The Author hereby warrants to the Publisher and its assignees, licensees, printers and distributors that 
they have full power to make this Agreement, that they are thesole Author of the Work and are the owner of the 
rights herein granted, that the Work is original to them, and that it has not previously been published in’any 
form in the territories covered by this Agreement and is in no way whatever a violation or infringement of any 
existing copyright or ticence or duty of confidentiaIity, or duty to respect privacy, or any other right of any 
person or party whatsoever, that it contains nothing libellous, that all statements contained therein purporting to 
be facts are true and that any recipe, formula or instruction contained therein will not, if followed accurately, 
cause any injury,, illness or damage to the user. 

The Author further warrants that the Work contains no obscene or improper or blasphemous material nor is in 
breach of the Official Secrets Acts nor is in any other way unlawful. 

The Publisher reserve the right having first notified the Author to alter, or to insist that the Author alter, the 
Work as may appear to them appropriate for the purpose of modifying or removing any material which in their 
absolute discretion or on the advice of their legal advisers may be considered objectionable or actionable at law, 
but any such alteration or removal shalt be without prejudice to and shall not affect the Author’s liability under 
this warranty and indemnity. 

All warranties and indemnities herein contained shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

if any party receives any claim alleging breach of the warranties given to the Publisher in this Agreement, that 
party shall notify the other without delay. 

If the Publisher reasonably considers it necessary to have the Work read for libel or other legal problems, the 
Cost of the reading shall be borne by the institution and shatI be invoiced to the Institution. The Publisher shall 
endeavo~r to consult the Institution about the reading and inform the Institution of its likely cost. 

:The Author shall indemnify and keep t)~e Publisher indemnified against all actions, suits, procedures, claims, 
demands and costs (including any legal c~sts or expenses and VAT attributable tlaereto and any compensation 
costs and disbursements paid by the PuNisher on the advice of their legal advisers to compromise or settle any 
cIaims) occasioned to .the Publishe’r in consequence of any breach of the warranty in this clause 5(1) or arising 
out of any claim alleging ~hat the Work c0nstitvtes in any way a breach of t!nis warranty. 

5(2) The Author will not during the continuance of this Agreement, without the written consent of the 
Institution ancl the Publishers, write, print, produce or .publish or cause to be written, printed, produced or 
published, any other edition of tl~e Work in any form whatsoever that might interfere with or injure the sales of 
the Work or derogate from the rights hereby granted to the Publishers or arrange for any publication otherwise 
than by the Publishers of the Work or any part thereof or of an) other work of a nature likely prejudicially to 
affect the sale of the Work. 

5(3) All warranties and indemnities contained herein shaIl survive the termination of this Agreement, 

ROYALTIES AND OTHER FEES 

RoyaIties 



6 (I). in consideration of the Editor and Institution’s fulfilment of the Editor and Institution’s responsibilities 
under this Agreement and the rights in the Work granted to the Publisher under this Agreement, the Publisher 
shall pay to the Institution the foIlowing royalties: 

(a) Hardeover sales 

(i) On all copies sold in the UK market, excluding such copies as may by subsequent Clauses of 
this Agreement or as otherwise mutually agreed to be sold subject to a different or no royalty: a 
royalty of 5.0 per cent of the net amount received by the PuN isher. 

(ii) On all copies sold for export, excluding such copies as may by subsequent Clauses of this 
Agreement or as otherwise mutually agreed to be sold subject to a different or no royalty: a 
royalty orS,0 per cent of the net amount received by the Publisher. 

(b) Paperback Sales 

(i) On all copies sold in the UK market, excluding such copies as may by subsequent Clauses of 
this Agreement or as otherwise mutually agreed to be sold subject to a different or no royalty: a 
royaIty of 5.0 per cent of the net amount received by the Publisher. 

(ii) On copies sold for export, excluding such copies as may by subsequent Clauses of this 
Agreement or as otherwise mutually agreed to be sold subject to a different or no royalty: a 
royalty of 5.0 per cent of the net amount received by the Publisher. 
Overseas Co-editions in the English language 

On sale of bound copies or sheets in the English language overseas on a royalty-inclusive basis: 
5.0 per cent of the net amount received by the Publisher, excluding freight. 

6(2) 
(a)    Royalties will be paid annually by the Publisher; but if in any year the amount due to the 
Author is.less than £50.00 after deduction of tax due, if any, payment shall be deferred until the 
financia~ year ~n Which the amount due is equal to or exceeds £50,00, unless the Autho~r requests in 
writing earlier payment. The Publisher is required by the United Kingdom Inland Revenue to deduct tax 
at the standard rate from payment of royalties to copyrigl~t owners abroad. The Publisher will provide 
statement of royalties due six months after the end of each financial year. 

(b)    The Publisher shall, at its discretion, have the right to set aside as a reserve against returns a 
sum representing in the case of a hardcover editi0n 15 per cent and i~ the case of a paperback ed ition 25 
percent of rise :’oyaities earned ~mder Clause 6 i~ereof during the first year at~e~’ publication a~c[ to 
withhold this sum for a period of up to a~d it~cluding ttqe second roya[~y statement, 

(e)    Any overpayment made by the Publisher to the Author in respect of the Work may be deducted 
from any sums subsequently due to the Author from the Publisher in respect of the Work, 

6(3) The Publisher wil!, insofar as it is possible, provide the Institmion at the time of making royalty 
payments with a s~atement of sales of the Work by Edition (hardcover and paperback) and by principal Sales 
Areas. 

6(4) In the event of the Publisher disposing of copies at a reduced rate when the sale oftIae Work h~s in their 
opinion ceased, they shall pay to the Author I0 per cent of the net receipts over the cost of production (adjusted 
for inflation), providing that the price obtained be more than the cost of production (a@Ested foE" inflation). 

6(5) No royalties shall be paid in respect of the following: 



(a)    Copies of the Work presented to the Institution or the Author or to others or to the Press for 
review purposes or otherwise. 

(b) Copies of the Work destroyed by fire, water, in transit, or otherwise. 

(e) Copies of the Work sold at below the cost of production (adjusted for inflation). 

(d)    Copies of the Work despatched by the Publisher to the Institution or Author, not for profit 
organizations (wheresoever situated geographically), and/or libraries in developing countries where 
funding for the Work has been arranged by the Author and/or the Institution and/or the Publisher. 

(e)    Copies of the Work supplied to libraries, scholarly institutions and individual scholars in 
developing countries, in accordance with the deployment of the financial support for the Work (see 
Clause 9 below) with the consent of the institution. 

6(6) Royalties and other fees shall be paid only in respect of sums actually received by the Publisher- and 
provided t~iat the Author may choose to accept payment of royaIties and other fees owing in the form of copies 
of the Work or other available Zed Books titles at a discount of 40% (the PuNisher bearing the cost of freight), 
or the Author may support the Publisher in making the Work available in developing countries by accepting 
payment of royalties and other fees owing in the form of the despatch to developing countries by the Publisher 
(who shaIl bear the cost of freight where applicable) of copies of the Work and/or other available Zed Books 
titles to the value of what is owing (assuming a discount of 40% o t" the UK retail price). 

6(7) In the case of the translation and publication of the Work into some language o~her than English (see 
clause 7), the Institution is to receive 50 per cent of the net resultant income received by the PuN ishers after 
deduction by the Pub list~er of its standard ad m inistrative charge of £250. 

TRANSLATION RIGHTS 

7,     The Publisher shall negotiate translation rights on behalf of the Institution while at the same time 
Iooking forward to the.Institution and Author’s help in achieving publication in languages other than English. 
The net resultant proceeds received by the Publishers from any translation agreement will be shared by tI:e 
Institution and the Publisher as stated in 6(7) above. 

Subsidiary rights 
SUBSIDIARY PdGtITS 

8 (1). !n co~sicleration of the payment by the Publisher to the Institution oftlae fol!ow[ng percentages of 
f)ubiisher:s receipts i~ respect o1 the unciecmentioned riglnts, ~he A~tl~or and Institution ?~ereby gran~ to the 
PubIisher such rights in so Par as they are not granted by Clause 3(!) above to the PubIisher during the 
subsistence of this Agreement. The negotiation and final agreement to terms of exploitation of rights granted 
under this Agreement shalI be in control of the Publisher and the finn sum due to the author subject to a £30 
adminis[ration fee. 

RIGHTS 
a) Quotation and Extract Rights 
b) Anthology 
c) Digest Rights 
d) Second and Subsequent Serial Rights 
e) F~’st Serial Rig[ors 
f) Dramatisation and Documentat7 Rights 

on stage, fitm, radio or television including 
transmission by cable, satellite or any other 
medium. 

g) Single-Voice Readings 

PAYIV[ENT DUE TO THE INSTITUTION 
50 per cent 
50 per cent 
50 per cent 
50 per cent 
50 per cent 

50 per-cent 
50 per cent 



11.    If at any time during the continuance of this Agreement the Publisher considers that the copyright in a 
Work has been infringed and the Institution (after receiving notice of such infringement from the PuNisher) 
fails to take proceedings or arrange for proceedings to be taken in respect of such infringement the Publisher 
shall be entitled to take such proceedings in the joint names of the Publisher and-the Institution (and as 
appropriate the Author) after giving to the Institution a sufficient and reasonable security to indemt~ify the 
Institution against any liability for costs incurred in bringing such proceedings; and in that event any sum 
received by way of damages shall belong to the Publisher. If the Institution is willing to take proceedings in its 
own right and the Publisher wishes to be joined with the Institution as a party thereto and agrees to share the 
costs thereof in equal proportions with the Institution then any sum received by way of damages shall be 
divided equally between the Publisher and tlae Institution. The provisions of this Clause are intended to apply 
only in the case of infringement of the copyright in the Work affecting the interest therein granted to the 
Publisher under, this Agreement. 

TERMINATION OF CONTRACT 

12 (1) if the Publisher shall commit a materiaI breach of this Agreement and (in the case of a breach capable 
of rectification) shall not refitify such breach within thirty days of receipt of a notice from the Institution 
requiring such rectification, the Institution may terminate this A~eement by summary notice, without prejudice 
to any claim which the Institution may have against the Publisher for monies due and!or damages and/or 
otherwise. 

12.(2) Atl rights in the Work granted to the PuNisher under this Agreement shall revert to the Institution and 
the Author by immediate written notice to the PuNisher, if a supervisor, receiver, administrator, administrative 
receiver or other encumbrancer takes possession of or is appointed over the whole or any substantial part of the 
Publisher’s assets; or the Publisher enters into any arrangement or composition with or for the benefit of its 
creditors (including any voluntary arrangement under the Insolvency Act 1986); or a petition is presented or a 
meeting is convened for the purpose of considering a resolution, for the making of an administrat[ve order, or 
the winding up or dissolution of the Publisher (othe~vise than a voluntary liquidation for the purpose of and 
immediately followed by solvent reconstruction). 

12 (3) If a Book shall become out of print in all editions published by the Publisher, and the Publisher chooses 
not to make the Book available through Print on Demand and/or electronic means, then the Institution may give 
notice to the Publisher to reissue that Book within nine months of receipt of such notice. The Publisher shalI 
respond to such no~ice in writing within three montM of receipt thereof and shall state their intention either to 
reissue that Book within the period stipulated or not to reissue that Book. If the Publisher shall state that they do 
not intend to reissue that Book, or if having stated their intention to reissue that Book within the period 
stipulated they fail to do so, this Agreement sha!! terminate fort.hwitl~ in respect of that Book and without further 
notice and aii rights heceby granted to t[~e i°ublist~er it? that Book shall ~evei’t to ~tle institutio~, subject only to 
alI rights of the Publisher and any licensee of the PublisI~er in connection with any ficences ofrigl:ts in that 
Book entered into by the Publisher and without prejudice to the Institution’s continuing entitlement to the 
institution’s share of any income there from in accordance with Clause 7 and any monies then owing to the 
Institution from the Publisher. If the Publisher shall have stated that they do not intend to reissue that Book the 
PuNisher shall be entitled (subject to payment of royalties to the institution as herein provided)to sell their 
remaining stock of that Book on a non-exektsive basis for up to twelve months after receipt of the notice from 
the Institution to reissue that Book. 

12 (4) Either party, the Institution and Aathor, or the Publisher, may terminate this Agreement on twelve 
months written notice to the other party. Termination of this Agreement pursuant to this sub-clause shall be 
subject to and without prejudice to: 

. (a)    the Publisher’s right to proceed with publication of the Work in production prior to 
receipt or delivery of such no~ice; a~d 



22 The failure by eitl~er party to enforce any one or more of the terms of this Agreement at any time or for any 
period shall not constitute a waiver of such term or of that party’s right to enforce any and all terms of the 
Agreement subsequently. 

NOTICES 

23 A notice, consent or the like required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall not be binding 
unless in writing. Notice may be given to a party to this Agreement by hand delivery, pre-paid first class post 
or fax (provided the fax machine used has an answer back facility) at the address set out in this Agreement or as 
otherwise notified. 

COMING INTO FORCE OF THIS AGREEMENT 

24. This Agreement shall come into force from the date of its signature by both parties to the Agreement. 

In witness whereof the parties hereto have executed this agreement on the day and year first below 

written. 

FOR AND ON BEHALF 
OF THE AUTHOR 

FOR AND ON BEHALF 
OF THE INSTITUTION 

Date: 

Date: 

FOR AND ON BEHALF 
OF THE PUBLISHERS 
(two signatures required) 

Date: 



Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 
Assistant Professor, UNE School of Medicine 

Director, UNC Project- China 
No. 2 Lujing Road, Guangzhou, China 

Email: jdtucker@unc.edu 

February 11t~, 2013 

Re: African Migrant Health Proiect with Dr. Margaret Lee 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am an Assistant.Professor of Medicine and Director of UNC Project-China at UNC Chapel Hill. UNC 
Proiect-Chi.na is a pan-university initiative to promote UNC research, teaching, and service in China. 
t have 14 years of experience undertaking global health research with a focus on migrant public 
health in China. I have lived in Guangzhou China over the past five years and have worked to 
improve the health of African migrants in Guangzhou since 20t 1. I speak Mandarin Chinese and 
have an AM in Regional Studies East Asia from Harvard University where I am still an Associate at 
the Asia Center. 

There are over 200,000 African migrants in Guangzhou and they face a number of linguistic, 
cultural, and social harriers to receiving high quality health services. Our team has undertaken 
qualitative and policy research in order to better understand these barriers to care and to inform 

more culturally appropriate health services. We started an African migrant clinic in 2012 focused 
on providing primary health care services and have a Fulbright scholar undertaking 
implementation research now in Guangzhou. 

I first started working with-Dr, Margaret Lee in order to be~er understand the political economy of 
African traders in Guangzhou, a critically important topic. I look forward to expanding our 
collaboration in order to better understand the migrant population and improve existing Chinese 
heaIffi services. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 
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Professional Service 
Margaret C. Lee 

My professional service can be divided into five sections: UNC-Chapel Hill; the Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies; the UNC Community; the International Community; and Peer 
Review 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Stu@ Abroad 
2009 
Fall Semester- Faculty Advisor, UNC Honors Cape Town Study Abroad Program 

Mentor 
2010-2011 
McNair Program 

University- Wide Presentations 

Spring 2009 
Panelist, "From Segregation to Inauguration," sponsored by the Black History Month Committee and the 

UNC Young Democrats, UNC-Chapel Hill (February !2) 

2010-2011 
"Hugh Masekela and South Africa," Arts and Dialog Program, UNC-Chapel Hill (October 7) 
"Hugh Masekela performance, pre show talk," UNC- Chapel Hill (October 11) 
"From Chocolate City [n China to the Markets in East Africa: The Dynamics of Africa-China Trade 
Relations," presentation made for the Carolina Seminar, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Chapel Hill, NC (October 28) 
"The United Nations/Africa Union Mission in Darfar (UNAMID): Peacekeeping in a Challenging and 
Complex Neighborhood," United Nations Association, UNC Chapel Hill, NC (February 11) 
"Africa’s Development Paradox," presentation made at a conference on A Changing of the Guard: The 
Future of Law and Development Under Obama, UNC Law School, Chapel Hill, NC (January 28) 
"South Africa," Kenan-Flagler Business School, UNC-Chapel Hill (April 28) 

2011-2012 
Panelist, "The Chinese Trading Post in Oshikango, Namibia," China-Africa Seminar, Sponsored by the 

Carolina Asia Center and the African Studies Center, The University of North Carolina at Chapel HilI, 

Chapel Hill, NC (April 12) 

2012-2013 
Lecture, "Land Grabs in Africa," Flash Seminar, UNC-Chape[ Hill, Chapel, Hill, NC (February 5) 

University- Wide Committees 

2012-2013 

Spring - McNair Admissions Committee 

Spring- FLAS Selection Committee 



The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) 

2011-2012 
Spring Academic Affairs Committee 

2012-2013 

Member, Dunbar-Stone Annual Lecture, Retreat, and Commencement Committee 

Member, Intellectual Dialogue Committee 
Chief Editor, Linkages 

The UNC Community 

"China and Africa," presentation made at IntraHealth, Durham, NC Februa~T 9, 2011 

International Community 

2002-2013 
Advisor to the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation Young Scholars Program (see enclosed letter) 

2000 to the present 

Mentor and associate to the Africa Institute of South Africa (see enclosed letter) 

2012-2015 

Appointed to the Governing Council of the Marcus Garvey Pan-Afrikan University, Mbale, Uganda (see 

enclosed letter) 

Peer Review 

Review of Roger Southall’s publications from 2004-2012 for the National Research Foundation (NFR) of 

South Africa (see enclosed email) 



Professional Service 

2013-2014 

Appointed to the Faculty Advisory Board of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities (see enclosed emai[) 

Chair of the Colloquium and Annual Conference Committee (AAAD) 

Member of Chair’s Advisory Committee (AAAD) 

Chief Editor, Lin]cages 

Invitation to Present at World View K-12 Symposium, UNC-Chapel-Hill (see enclosed email) 



+27 ’~2 323 

Reference. number: 2/5lt 

December i,2012. 

Professo~ Margaret C.Lee 

Department of African and Afro~American Studiesi 

The. University of Noah Carolina:at Chapel Hill 

t 09:Batt!e;Hall, .GB #3395 

Chapel Hill; NC 2.75993395. 

Dear Professor Lee:: 

! am writing to thank :you:for your Iong~stani:ling commitmen.t.to:the Africa instituteof:South Africa (AISA). 
Since .2~00~ you have been actively ir~volved in supporting our young scholars :program and .sharing the 
cfa~a.you have coliecte~l{rom your field iresearch through.special lectures and participation in numerous 
panels; ;as. well~ as: keynote ad~lresses. :at. several conferences.,. In ~addffion.,:. you have: published two 
0~c~:Sional: papers .with us and an edited vol~me~ YoUr acceptance to be.:on the editorial iboard 0f our 
publication, Africa i~sigh~, has certairily~ded.credibilily to the referred joumat. 

Perhaps most importantly, you. have been an important tole.m0del for out yOUng researcherS: ~d :s~holers., 
They:respect:yo~u tremend~u.sly:and ¯many aspire=to follow in your footsteps in terms of your community 
sewice:and sch0.ta:rly’ p.uh]iCatJons~ 

W:e look forward to your:continued, cooperation ,with.AISA, ! know you have¯ a very busy schedule, but¯be 
assured.that wh e~ever you ~ re.:intbe Pretoria.areawe: 100k.fo~ard ~o seeing y~u a~id we consid er you part 
of¯0ur AISA. family, 

Again,. thank you for your serv ce that enhances the overail credibility¯of our .research agenda¯. 

.Sincerelyyours~. 

Chief E.xe~utk, e Officer::Africa: li~Stitute of $~~th. Africa: 



THE HARRY FRANK GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION 
~.~ WEST B3RB STREET- 16T- FLOOR 

NEW YORK, NY f.00~9-5401 

December ~3, 203.2 

Margaret Lee 

Oept, of African and AfriCan Ameri:Can.Studies 

University of..N.~orth: .C~rolin:a at Chapel Hill 

Chape~ Hilt, 

Dear Dr, Lee:, 

Thank you for your recen~ help in reviewing applications for outYoung African Scholar program and in 

se!ecting the !aureates. Now I am writing to enlist your help as a faculty advisar at the methodology 

workshop we wifi hold far them in Kampa!.~ Uganda. ]:he meeting will take pJace.on March. :[2-:~4, 20:1:3, 

witharri~a.l the day before and departure the day affe[wards, All af your expenses inc!.uding travel and 

ac~ommodation during the meeting will be covered, by the f0undatian. In ~he pas~, we have offered 

participants who have to travel flare North America a choice between business class airfare, ar an 

honorarium of ~:LOO0. 

:hope youwill be. able to= respond positively to this invitation, and that we will :ha~e the opportunity to 

work with you in Kampala, 

With best wishes~ 

Karen ~.o yard 

Program .Director 





MARCUS GARVEY 
Pan-Afrikan University (MPAU) 

P.O. Box 96t, Mbale Uganda Tele~ohone: 256 35 277520; 256 35 275087 

Fax: 256 752612891 E-mail Mpau2006@gmail.com. Website http:/iwww.mpau.~eti 

OFFICE OF THEVlCE CHANCELLOR 

Friday, January 18, 2013 

Prof Margaret C. Lee 
Dept. of African Studies and 
Afro-American Studies, 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Campus Box 3395, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599 - 3395 
USA 

Dear Prof Lee, 

Greetings, 1 hope all is well with you. Our first University Council meeting for 2013 is due in 
March. Please find herewith attached the Notice from the Secretary to the Council containing 
details of the meeting. 

Yours Sincerely 



IAH Request Page 1 of 1 

IAH Request 
McGowan, John 
Sent: Tuesday, June 1.1, 2013 t0:43 AM 
To.’ Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc’. Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca 

Dear Margaret: 

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the IAH Faculty Advisory Board. As the name suggests, 
this group advises the Director and the Executive Director of the IAH on policies and initiatives. The group meets 
twice a year. Faculty on the Advisory Board are also often asked to meet with IAH donors, especially at our fall 
and spring External Advisory Board dinners. 

The biggest responsibility (and most work) for the Advisory Board’s members is fellowship selection. The 
Advisory Board serves as the selection committee for our Faculty Fellowship Program. This entails reading 
approximately 40 applications and meeting (usually in early November) to make the actual selection of 
fellowships. So October is the month when we will ask the most work of you. 

I very much hope you will agree to join our Faculty Advisory Board. The term is for three years. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

All the best, 

John 

https:iioutlook.tmc.edulowai, ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAADUjcq8hcazQodyjtMV,,, 7/21/2013 



RE: Invitation to Present at World View- K-I2 Symposium Page 1 of 2 

RE: Invitation to Present at World View K-12 Symposium 
Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent; Friday, ]uly 19, 2013 12;20 PM 
To; Robinson, Katharine Haywood 

Dear Katharine, 

I would be happy to make a presentation on "African Migrants in Guangzhou, China." 

Best regards, 
Margaret 

From: Robinson, Katharine Haywood 
Sent,’ Thursday, July 18, 2013 3:22 PN 
To," Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject== Invitation to Present at World View K-12 Symposium 

Dear Dr. Lee, 

I’m pleased to introduce myself to you by email. I am Assistant Director for Curriculum at World View, a UNC 

program in global education (worldview.unc.edu). I am not sure if you are familiar with World View, but we are 

an outreach branch of the university that connects North Carolina K~:$2 and community college educators to 

university and area global resources, with the ultimate goal of helping teachers educate their students about the 

world. 

I am coordinating World View’s annual fall K-:~2 Symposium, and I wanted to invite you to participate as a 

concurrent session presenter. The K-12 Symposium typically draws about 500 educators, and the theme is 

Population and Global Migration. We will have one round of break-out sessions focused on Understanding 

Population and Migration, with each session focused on a exploring an issue related to migration and!or 

population, t am writing to invite you to present a session for North Carolina teachers on Africa in the global 

system, and perhaps the role that migration and population is playing in the 21_st century scramble for Africa. 

The specifics would be up to you; the ultimate goal of this round of sessions is to help teachers gain new 

understanding of the world. 

I would be thrilled for you to join us to present this session. Some of your UNC colleagues will also be 
participating in the program, including Marta Civil from the School of Education, Sahar Amer from Asian Studies, 

and Martine Antle from Romance Languages and Literature. The audience will likely be different from those you 

may have experienced at other conferences, as they will be practicing teachers and not researchers/academics. 

They will come from all backgrounds and subject areas, so we ask presenters to avoid delving too deeply into 

specific research findings and instead present to a general audience. The time of your session would be 10==45- 

12:00 on October 23. Please let me know if you would be able to join us in October, and if so i’ll also send you 

more information! 

My Best, 

Katharine 

Katharine H. Robinson 

Assistant Director for Curriculum 

World View J UNC at Chapel Hill 

https:iioutlook.unc.eduiowai?ae=ltem&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAADUjcqghcazQodyjtMV... 7/21/2013 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:45 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 14033804; Completed; ATTENTION: KEN HAWKINS THE DOOR 
TO OU 

The following work order has been completed. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 09/19/2013 14:21:40 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14033804 
Shop ............... 504 - ACCESS CONTROLS - HARDWARE - Phone# 962-0161 
Description ........ Attention: Ken Hawkins 

The door to our main office is having trouble closing all the way. 
Location: room 109 

Department: 3287 

CB: 3395 

Fax: 0000000000 
Completion Date: 9/20/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 
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CHAPTER 19 

How AFRI CA B 

BLACK 

ECAME 

No MATTER 

beforehand, one’s’first impressions ~om a~ally behg ~ere are 

ove~helming. On ~¢ .s~eets o~ Windhoek, capitol of newly ~&pendent 

. Na~bia, I saw bla& Hereto people, bta& Ovambos, w~tes, and,Namas, 

di~erenraga~ Dora both blacks ~d whffes. They were nO tonger mere 

pi~es in a re.book, but living humans ~ .~ont of me. Outside Wind: 

hoek, the last o~ the formerly widespread Kalahafi Bus~ were s~ug- 

#ing ~or. su~ivaL But w~t most s~pfised me M N~bia was a s~eet 

sign: one of.do~to~ Win~oek’s ma~ roads was calledGoer~g Stre~l 

. Surely, I ~ou~t, no co~t~ co~d be so dominated, by ~repentant 

Nazis as to name a sueet a~er the notorious Nazi Reicbskomm~sar and 

founder of the Lu~affe, Hermann Goering~ No, it ~ned out that ~e 

street instead co~emorate~ Herman’s fa~er~.He~iChGoeri~g, 

ing Reicbskommissar of ~e former ~rman colony o~ Sou~-West Mrica, 

which became Namibia. But Heivzich was Mso a problematic figure~ £or 
:~;Ng ~l~g~:~l~dea o:n~ 6~ ~.m6s(. ~/8[~":~k~ 

~~y ~: :t804 ~ @~ ~f ~~6n .ag~g:(~".:H~ 

in nei~bbfin~:~S0~th ~ica copland.more of the 

world’sa~emion, Na~bia ~s well is struggling to deal with its colo~al 

376 



HOW AFP,,ICA BECAME BLACK ¯ .3 7 7 

past and establish a multiracial society. Namibia illustrated for me how 

inseparable Africa’s past is from its present. 

Most Americans ahd many Europeans equate native Africans with 

blacks, white Africans with recent intruders, and African racial history 

with the story of European colonialism and slave trading. There is an obvi- 

ous reason why we focus on those particular facts: blacks are the sole 

native Africans familiar to most Americans, because they were brought in 

large numbers as slaves to the United States. But very different peoples 

may have occupied much of modem black Africa. until as recently as a few 
thousand years ago, and so-called African blacks themselves are.heteroge- 

neous.~...Ev.en!before;i~k~:~ a~ri~a! of~ifite:colonialists, Africa alrea.dy:.l’i~z::; 

’di~!P~S Of huma~ty,~anc[ three o£:~..a~e 
One-~ume~ o~. the: w.oz!.d?s languages!are :spoke~ .o~y~in: ~ica. 

Africa’s diverse peoples resulted from its diverse geography and its long 

prehistory. Africa is the only continent..to extend from the northern ;to the 

southern temperate zone, while also encompassing some of the .worl.d’s 

driest deserts, largest tropical rain forests, and highest .equatorial moun- 

tains. Humans have li~ed in Africa far_longer than anywhere else: our 

remote ancestors originated there around 7 million.years ago, and anatom- 

ically modern Homo sapiens may have arisen there since then...The tong 

interactions between Africa’s.. many peoples generated its .fasc~.~rng..p~ 

p~S~!:5;00.0i: ~:e~the Bantu expansio~, a~d the. Indonesian. colonization 

of Madagascar.: All of those past interactions continue to have heavy con- 

sequences, because the details of who arrived where before whom are 

shaping Africa today. 

How did those five divisions of humanity get to be where they are now 

in Africa? Why were blacks the ones who came to be so widespread, rather 

than the four other groups whose existence Americans tend to forget? 

How can we ever hope to wrest the answer~-to those questions from Afri- 

ca’s preliterate past, lacking the writ-ten evidence that teaches us about the 

spread of the Roman Empire? African prehistory is a puzzle or~ a grand 

scale, still only partly solved. As it turns out, the story has some little- 

appreciated but striking parallels with the American prehistory that we 

encountered in the preceding chapter. 
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THE FIVE MAJOR hLwnarl groups to which Akrica was already ihome by 

a~i~, 1000 are those loosely referred to by laypeople as. blacks; whites, 

African Pygmies, Khoisan, and Asians. Figure 19.1 depicts their disrribu, 

tions, while the portraits following page 288 will remind you of.their strik- 

ing differences in :skin. color, hair form and color, and facial features. 

Blacks. were ,formerly confined to.Africa, Pygmies: and. Khoisan .still live 

only.there, ~rhileL many.more whites and Asians: live outside Africa than in 

it,.These five groups constitute o~. represent:all, the major di~isions of 

humanity except:for Abor.i~al.A.ustrali~S andtheir relatives, 

Many readers may already be protesting: don’t stereotype people by 

classifying them into arbitrary "races"! Yes, I acknowledge that each of 

these so-called maior groups is very diverse. To lump people as different 

as Zulus, Somalis, and Ibos under the singIe heading of "blacks" ignores 

the differences between them. We ignore equaliy-big differences when we 

lump Africa’s Egyptians and Berbers with each Other and with Europe’s 

Swedes under the single heading of "whites." In addition, the divisions 

between blacks, whites, and the other major groups are arbitrary, because 

each such group shades into others: all human groups on Earth have mated 

with humans of every other group that they encountered. Nevertheless, as 

we’ll see, recognizing these major groups is .still-so useful for understand- 

ing history that I’ll use the group names as shorthand, without, repeating 

the above caveats, in every sentence. 

Of the five African groups, representatives of many populations of 

blacks and whites are familiar to Americans and Europeans and need no 

physical description. Blacks occupied the largest area of Africa even as of 

.~.~. t400: the southern Sahara and most of sub-Saharan Africa (see Figure 

19.1). While American blacks of African descent originated mainly from 

Mrica’s west coastal zone, similar, peoples traditionally occupied East 

Africa as well, north to the Sudan and south to the southeast coast of 

South A{rica itself. Whites, ranging from Egyptians and Libyans to Moroc- 

cans, occupied¯ A~rica’s noi’ch coastai zone and the northern Sahara. Those 

North.A~ricans would hardly be con{used with blue-eyed blond-haired 

Swedes, but most: laypeopte wonld sdtl Call them "whites" because they 

have. lighter skin and straighter hair: than peoples to the south termed 

"blacks.~" :Most of A_~rica’s blacks¯ and whites depended on ~arming or 

herding, or both, for their living. 

In contrast, the next two groups, the Pygmies and Khoisan, include 
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Peoples of Africa (as of AD 1400) 

whites 

Pygmies 

Figure 19.1. See tlm text for caveats about describing distributions o[ Afri- 

can peoples in terms of these familiar hut problematical groupings. 
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hunter-gatherers without crops or livestock. Like blacks, Pygmies have 
dark skins and tightly curled hair. However, Pygmies differ from blacks in 
their much smaller size, more reddish and less black skins, more extensive 
facial and body hair, and more prominent foreheads, eyes, and teeth. Pyg- 
mies are mostly hunter-gatherers living in groups widely scattered through 
the Central African rain forest and trading with (or working for) neigh- 
boring black farmers. 

The Khoisan make up the group least familiar to Americans, who are 
unlikely even to have heard of their name. Formerly distributed over much 
of southern Africa, they consisted not only of small-sized htmter-gatherers, 
known as San, but also of larger herders, known as Khoi. (These names 
are now preferred to the better-known terms Hottentot and Bushmen.} 
Both the Khoi and the San look (or looked) quite unlike African blacks: 
their skins are yellowish, their hair is very tightly coiled, and the women 
tend to accumulate much fat in their buttocks (termed "steatopygia" ). As 
a distinct group, the Khoi have been greatly reduced in numbers: European 
colonists shot, displaced, or infected many of them, and most of the survi- 
vors interbred with Europeans to produce the populations variously 
known in South Africa as Coloreds or Basters. The San were similarly 
shot, displaced, and in~?ected, but a dwindling small number have pre- 
served their distinctness in Namibian desert areas unsuitable for agricul- 
ture, as depicted some years ago in the widely seen film The Gods Must Be 
Crazy. 

The northern distribution of Africa’s whites is unsurprising, because 
physically similar peoples live in adjacent areas of the Near East and 
Europe. Throughout recorded history, people have been moving back and 
forth between Europe, the Near East, and North Mrica. I’ll therefore say 
little more about Africa’s whites in this chapter, since their origins aren’t 
mysterious. Instead, the mystery involves blacks, Pygmies, and Khoisan, 
whose distributions hint at past population upheavals. For instance, the 
present fragmented distribution of the 200,000 Pygmies, s~ttered amid 
120 million blacks, suggests that Pygmy hunters were formerly widespread 
throug~ the equatorial forests until displaced and isolated by the arrival 

of black farmers. The Khoisan area of southern Africa is surprisingly smalt 
for a people so distinct in anatomy and language. Could the Khoisan, too, 
have been originally more widespread until their more northerly popula- 
tions were somehow eliminated? 

Fve saved the biggest anomaly for last. The large island of Madagascar 
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lies only 250 miles off the East A2rican coast, much closer to Africa than 
to any other continent, and separated by the whole expanse of the Indian 
Ocean from Asia and Australia. Madagascar’s people prove to be a mix- 
rure of two elements. Not surprisingly, one element is African blacks, but 
the other consists of people instantly recognizable, from their appearance, 
as tropical Southeast Asians. Specifically, the language spoken by all the 
people of Madagascar--Asians, blacks, and mixed--is Austronesian and 
very similar to the Ma’anyan language spoken on the Indonesian island of 
Borneo, over 4,000 miles across the open Indian Ocean from Madagascar. 
No other people remotely resembling Borneans five within thousands of 
miles of Madagascar. 

These .Austronesians, with their Austronesian language and modified 
Austronesian culture, were already established on Madagascar by the time 
it was ~st visited by Europeans, in 1500;..T~is.~.s~es. me-as.-the, sing!~ 

m°st"astonis.-hing.::fa~"ofihuman:’geography for the entire world..It’s as. if 
C°iumbus,0n reac~giCu]~a:,.had found.it..occupied by bttle~yed~.btond~ 
.haired Scandinavians..speaking a language.dose to Swedish, even .though 
the nearby North American: continent was inhabitedby Native.Americans 
speaking Amerin~an~-!anguages; How on:earth could prehistori~..people, d~ 

¯ Borneo, presumab!y..voyaging in boats without maps or compasses, end 
up.in Madagascar? 

THE CASE oF Madagascar tells us that peoples’ languages, as v-ell as 

their physical appearance, can yield important clues to their origins. Just 

by looking at the people of Madagascar, we’d have known that some of 

them came from tropical Southeast Asia, but we wouldn’t have known 

from which area of tropical Southeast Asia, and we’d never have guessed 

Borneo. What else can we learn from African languages that we didn’t 

already know from African faces? 

The mind-boggLing complexities of Africa’s 1,500 languages were clari- 

fied by Stanford University’s great linguist Joseph Greenberg, who recog- 

nized that all those languages fall into just five families (see Figure 19.2 

for their distribution). Readers accustomed to thinking of linguistics as 

dull and technical may be surprised to learn what fascinating contributions 

Figure ~9.2 makes to our understanding of African history. 

If we begin by comparing Figure 19.2 with Figure 19.1, we’ll see a 

rough correspondence between language families and anatomically 
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Figure 19.2. Language families of Africa. 

defined human groups: languages of a given language family tend to be 

spoken by distinct people, ha particular, Affoasiatic speakers mostly prove 

to be peopte who would be classified as whites or blacks, Nito-Saharan 

and Niger-Congo speakers prove to be blacks, I(hoisan speakers Khoisan, 

and Austronesian speakers Indonesian. This suggests that languages have 

tended to evolve along with the people who speak them. 
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Concealed at the top of Figure 19.2 is our first surprise, a big shock for 

Eurocentric believers in the superiority of so-called Western civilization. 
We’re taught that Western civilization originated in the Near East, was 
brought to brilIiant heights in Europe by the Greeks and Romans, and 
produced three of the world’s great religions: Christianity, Judaism, and 
Islam. Those religions arose among peoples speaking three closely related 
languages, termed Semitic languages: Aramaic (the language of Christ and 
the Apostles), Hebrew, and Arabic, respectively. We instinctively associate 
Semitic peoples with the Near East. 

However, Greenberg determined that Semitic languages really form 
only one of six or more branches of a much larger language family, Afro- 
asiatic, all of whose other branches (and other 222 surviving languages) 
are confined to Africa. Even the Semitic subfamily itself is mainly African, 
12 of its 19 surviving languages being confined to Ethiopia. This suggests 
that A_froasiatic languages arose in Africa, and that only one branch of 
them spread to the Near East. Hence it may have been Africa that gave 
birth to the languages spoken by the authors of the Old and New Testa- 

ments and the Koran, the moral pillars of Western. civilization. 
The next surprise in Figure 19.2 is a seeming detail on which I didn’t 

comment when t just told you that distinct peoples tend to have distinct 
languages, Among Africa’s five groups of people--blacks, whites, Pygmies, 
Khoisan, and Indonesians--only the Pygmies lack any distinct languages: 

each band of Pygmies speaks the same language as the neighboring group 
of black farmers. However, if one compares a given language as spoken 

by Pygmies with .the same language as spoken by blacks, the Pygmy ver- 
sion seems to contain some unique words with distinctive sounds. 

Originally, of course, people as distinctive as the Pygmies, living in a 
place as distinctive as the equatorial African rain forest, were surely iso- 
lated enough to develop their own language family. However, today those 
languages are gone, and we already saw from Figure 19.t that the Pyg- 
mies’ modern distribution is highly fragmented. Thus, distributional and 
linguistic clues combine to suggest that the Pygmy homeland was engulfed 

by invading black farmers, whose languages the remaining Pygmies 
adopted, leaving only traces of their original languages in some words and 
sounds. We saw previously that much the same is true of the Malaysian 
Negritos (Semang) and Philippine Negritos, who adopted Austroasiatic 
and Austronesian languages, respectively, from the farmers who came to 
suxround them. 
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The fragmented distribution of Nilo-Saharan languages in Figure 19.2 

similarly implies that many speakers of those languages have been 

engulfed by speakers of Afroasiatic or Niger-Congo languages. But the 

distribution of Ydloisan lar~guages testifies to an even more dramatic 

enguLfing. Those languages are famously unique in the whole world in 

their use of clicks as consonants. (If you’ve been puzzled by the name 

!Kung Bushman, the exclamation mark is not an expression of premature 

astonishment; it’s just how linguists denote a click.) All existing Khoisan 

languages are confined to southern Africa, with two exceptions. Those 

exceptions are two very distinctive, crick-laden Khoisan Ia~guages named 

Hadza and Sartdawe, stranded in Tanzania more than 1,000 miles from 

the nearest Khoisan languages of southern Africa. 

tn addition, Xhosa and a few other Niger-Congo languages of southern 

Africa are full of dicks. Even more unexpectedly, clicks or Khoisan words 

a!so appear in two Afroasiatic languages spoken by blacks in Kenya, 

stranded still farther from present Khoisan peoples than are the Hadza 

and Sandawe peoples of Tanzania. All this suggests that Khoisan languages 

and peoples formerly extended far north of their present southern African 

distribution, until they too, like the Pygmies, were engulfed by the blacks, 

leav~g only linguistic legacies of their former presence. That’s a unique 

contribution of the linguistic evidence, something we could hardly have 

guessed just from physical studies of living people. 
I have saved the most remarkable contribution of linguistics for last. If 

you look again at Figure 19.2, you’ll see that the Niger-Congo language 

family is distributed all over West Africa and most of subequatorial Africa, 

apparently giving no clue as to where within that enormous range the fam- 

ily originated. However, Greenberg recognized that all Niger-Congo lan- 

guages of subequatorial Africa belong to a single language subgroup 

termed Bantu. That subgroup accounts for nearly half of t~e 1,032 Niger- 

Gongo languages and for more than half (nearly 200 million) of the Niger- 

Congo speakers. But all those 500 Bantu languages are so similar to each 

other that they have been facetiously described as 500 dialects of a single 

language. 

Collectively, the Bantu languages constitute only a single, low-order 

subfamily of the Niger-Congo language family. Most of the 176 other sub- 

families are crammed into West Africa, a small fraction of the entire Niger- 

Congo range. In particular, the most distinctive Bantu languages, and the 

non-Bantu Niger-Congo languages most closely related to Bantu lan- 
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guages, are packed into a tiny area of Cameroon and adjacent eastern 

Nigeria. 

Evidently, the Niger-Congo language family arose in West Africa; the 

Bantu branch of it arose at the east end of that range, in Cameroon and 

Nigeria; and the Bantu then spread out of that homeland over most of 

subequatorial Africa. That spread must have begun long ago enough that 

the ancestral Bantu language had time to split into 500 daughter lan- 

guages, but nevertheless recently enough that all those daughter languages 

are still very similar to each other. Since all other Niger-Congo speakers, 

as well as the Bantu, are blacks, we couldn’t have inferred who migrated 

in which direction just from the evidence of physical anthropology. 

¯ To make this type of linguistic reasoning clear, let me give you a familiar 

example: the geographic origins of the English language. Today, by far 

the largest number of people whose first language is .English live in North 

America, with others scattered over the globe in Britain, Australia, and 

other countries. Each of those countries has its own dialects of English. If 

we knew.nothing else about language distributions and history, we might 

have guessed that the English language arose in North America and was 

carried overseas to Britain and Australia by colonists. 

But all those English. dialects form only one low-order subgroup of the 

Germanic language famity..All the other subgroups the various Scandina- 

vian, German, and Dutch languages---are crammed into northwestern 

Europe. In particular, Frisian, the other Germanic language most closely 

related to English,. is confined to a tiny coastal area of Holland and western 

Germany. Hence a linguist would immediately deduce correctly that the 

English language arose in coastal northwestern Europe and spread around 

the world from there. In fact, we know from recorded history that English 

really was carried from there to England by invading Anglo-Saxons in the 

fifth and sixth centuries A.D. 

Essentially the same line of reasoning tells us that the nearly 200 million 

Bantn people, now flung over much of the map of Africa, arose from Cam- 

eroon and Nigeria. Along with the North African origins of Semites and 

the origins of Madagascar’s Asians, that’s another conclusion that we 

couldn’t .have reached without linguistic evidence. 

We had already deduced, from Khoisan language distributions and the 

lack of ~istinct Pygmy languages, that Pygmies and Khoisan peoples had 

formerly ranged more widely, until they were engulfed by blacks. (I’m 

using "engulfing" as a neutral a!l-embracing word, regardless of whether 
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the process involved conquest, expulsion, interbreeding, killing, or epi- 

demics.) We’ve now seen, from Niger-Congo language distributions, that 

the blacks who did the engulfing were the Bantu. The physical and linguis- 

tic evidence considered so far has let us infer these prehistoric engulfings, 

but it still hasn’t solved their mysteries for us. Only the further evidence 

that I’ll now present can help us answer two more questions: What advan- 

tages enabled the Bantu to displace the Pygmies and Khoisan? When did 

the Bantu reach the former Pygmy and Khoisan homelands? 

TO APPROACH THE question about the Bantu’s advantages, let’s exam- 

ine the remaining type of evidence from the living present--the evidence 

derived from domesticated plants and animals. As we saw in previous 

chapters, that evidence is important because food production led to high 

population densities, germs, technology, political organization, and other 

ingredients of power. Peoples who, by accident of their geographic loca- 

tion, inherited or developed food production thereby .became able to 

engulf geographically less endowed people. 

When Europeans reached sub-Saharan Mrica in the. 1400s, Mricans 

were growing five sets of crops (Figure 19.3), each of them laden with 

significance for African history. The first set was grown only in North 

Africa, extending to the highlands of Ethiopia. North Africa enjoys a 

iterranean climate, characterized by rainfall concentrated in the winter 

months. (Southern California also experiences a Mediterranean climate, 

explaining why my basement and that of millions of Other southern Cali- 

fornians often gets flooded in the winter but infallibly dries out in the 

summer.) The Fertile Crescent, where agriculture arose, enjoys that same 

Mediterranean pattern of winter rains. 

Hence North Africa’s original crops all prove to be ones adapted to 

germinating and growing with winter rains, and known from archaeologi- 

cal evidence to have been first domesticated in the Fertile Crescent begin- 

ning around 10,000 years ago. Those Fertite Crescent crops spread into 

climatically similar adjacent areas of North Africa and laid the founda- 

tions for the rise of ancient Egyptian civilization. They. include such famil- 

iar crops as wheat, barley, peas, beans, and grapes. These are familiar to 

us precisely because they also spread into climatically similar adjacent 

areas of E~ope, thence to America and Australia, and became some of the 

staple crops of temperate-zone agriculture around the world. 
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Origins of African crops, with examples 

87 

Figure 19.3. The areas of origin of crops grown traditionally in Africa 

(that is, before the arrival of crops carried by colonizing Europeans), 

with examples of two crops from each area. 

As one travels south in Africa across the Saharan desert and reencoun- 

ters rain in the Sahel zone just south of the desert, one notices that Sahel 

rains fall in the summer rather than in the winter. Even if Fertile Crescent 

crops adapted to winter rain could somehow have crossed the Sahara, they 

would have been difficult to grow in the summer-rain Sahel zone. Instead, 

we find two sets of African crops whose wild ancestors occur just south of 

the Sahara, and which are adapted to summer rains and less seasonal vari- 
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ation in day length. One set consists of plants whose ancestors are widely 

distributed from west to east across the Sahei zone and were probably 
domesticated there. They include, notably, sorghum and pearl millet, 

which became the staple cereals of much of sub-Saharan Africa. Sorghum 

proved so vatuabie that it is now grown in areas with hot, dry climates on 
all the continents, including in the United States.         . 

The other set consists of plants whose wild ancestors occur in Ethiopia 
and were probably domesticated there in the highlands. Most are still 

grown mainly just in Ethiopia and remain unknown to Americans-- 
including Ethiopia’s narcotic chat, its banana-like ensete, its oiIy noog, its 

finger millet used to brew its national beer, and its tiny-seeded cereal called 
teff, used to make its national bread. But every reader addicted to coffee 

can thank ancient Ethiopian farmers for domesticating the coffee plant. It 

remained confined to Ethiopia until it caught on in Arabia and then 
around the world, to sustain today the economies of countries as ~ar-fltmg 
as Brazil and PapUa New Guinea. 

The next-to-last set of A~ican crops arose from wild ancestors in the 
wet climate of West Africa. Some, including Mrican rice, have remained 
virtually confined there; others, such as African yams, spread throughout 
other areas of sub-Saharan Africa; and two, the oil palm and kola nut, 

reached other continents. West Afxicans were chewing the caffeine-con- 

mining nuts of the latter as a narcotic, long before the Coca-Cola Com- 
pany enticed first Americans and then the world to drink a beverage 

originally laced with its extracts. 
The last batch of African crops is also adapted to wet clir~ates but pro- 

vides the biggest surprise of Figure 19.3. Bananas, Asian yams, and taro 

were already widespread in sub-Saharan Africa in the 1400s, and Asian 
rice was established on the coast ot~ East Africa. But those crops originated 

in tropical Southeast Asia. Their presence in Africa would astonish us, if 

the presence of Indonesian people on Madagascar had not already alerted 
us to Africa’s prehistoric Asian connection. Did Austronesians sailing from 

Borneo land on the East African coast, bestow their crops on grateful Afri- 
can farmers, pick up A£rican fishermen, and sail off into the sun_rise to 

colonize Madagascar, leaving no other Austronesian traces in Africa? 
The remaining surprise is that all of Africa’s indigenous crops--those 

of the Sahel, Ethiopia, and West Africa-originated north of the equator. 
Not a single African crop originated south of it. This already gives us a 
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hint why speakers of Niger-Congo languages, stemming from north of the 

equator, were able to displace Africa’s equatorial Pygmies and subequato- 

rial Khoisan people. The failure of the Khoisan and Pygmies to develop 

agriculture was du(not to any inadequacy of theirs as farmers but merely 

to the accident .that southern Africa’s witd plants were mostly unsuitable 

for domestication. Neither Bantu nor white farmers, heirs to thousands of 

years of~farming experience, were subsequently able to develop southern 

African native plants into food crops. 

Africa’s domesticated animal species can be summarized much more 

quickly than its ptants, because there are so few of them. The sole animal 

that we know for sure was domesticated in Africa, because its wild ances- 

tor is confined there, is a turkeylike bird called the guinea fowl. Wild 

ancestors of domestic cattle, donkeys, pigs, dogs, and house cats were 

native to North Africa but also to Southwest Asia, so we can’t yet be cer- 

tain where they were first domesticated, although the earliest dates cur- 

renfly known for domestic donkeys and house cats favor Egypt. Recent 

evidence suggests that. cattle may have been domesticated independently in 

North Africa, Southwest Asia, and India, and that all three of those stocks 

have contributed to modem African cattle breeds. Otherwise, all the 

remainder ~f Africa’s domestic mammals must have been domesticated 

elsewhere and introduce~d as domesticates to Africa, because their wild 

ancestors occur only in Eurasia. Africa’s sheep and goats were domesti- 

cated in Southwest Asia, its chickens in Southeast Asia, its horses in south- 

ern Russia, and its. camels probably in Arabia. 

The most unexpected feature of this list of African domestic animals is 

again a negative one. The list includes not a single one of the big wild 

mammal species for which Africa is famous and which it possesses in such 

abundance--its zebras and wildebeests, its rhinos and hippos, its giraffes 

and buffalo. As we’lt see, that reality was as fraught with consequences for 

African history as was the absence of native domestic plants in subequato- 

rial Africa. 

This quick tour through Africa’s food staples suffices to show that some 

of them traveled a long way from their points of origin, both inside and 

outside Africa. In Africa as elsewhere in the world, some peoples were 

much "luckier" than others, in the suites of domesticable wild plant and 

animal species that they inherited from their environment. By analogy with 

the engulfing of Aboriginal Australian hunter-gatherers by British colo- 
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nists fed on wheat and cattle, we have to suspect that some of the ~’lucky" 

Africans parlayed their advantage into engulfing their African neighbors. 

Now, at last, let’s turn to the archaeological record to find out who 

engulfed whom when. 

place~ cAlv AItCH~O~.OG~" c~fi tell us about actual dates and 
for the rise of farming and herding" in Africa? A~y reader steeped in the 

history of Western dvilization would be forgiven for assuming that African 

food production began in ancient Egypt’s Nile Valley, land of the pharaohs 

and pyramids. After all, Egypt by 3000 ~3.¢. was undoubtedly the site of 

Africa’s most complex society, and one of the world’s earliest centers of 

writing. In fact, though, possibly the earliest archaeological evidence 

food production in Africa comes instead from the Sahara. 

Today, of course, much of the Sahara is so dry that it cahnot support 

even grass. But between about 9000 and 4000 B.c. the Sahara was more 

humid, held numerous lakes, and teemed with game. In that period, Sahar- 

ans began to tend cattle and make pottery, then to keep sheep and goats, 

and they may also have been starting to domesticate sorghum and millet. 

Saharan pastoralism precedes the earliest known date (5200 B.c.) for the 

arrival of food production in Egypt, in the form of a full package of South- 

west Asian winter crops and livestock. Food production also arose in West 

Africa and Ethiopia, and by around 2500 s.c. cattle herders had already 

crossed the modern border from Ethiopia into northern Kenya. 

While those conclusions rest on archaeological evidence, there is also 

ma independent method for dating the arrival of domestic plants and ani- 

mals: by comparing the words for them in modern languages. Compari- 

sons of terms for plants in southern Nigerian languages of the Niger- 

Congo family show that the words fall into three groups. First are cases in 

which the word for a particular crop is very similar in all those southern 

Nigerian languages. Those crops prove to be ones like West Mrican yams, 

oil palm, and koIa nut--plants that were already believed on botanical 

and other evidence to be native to West Mrica and first domesticated there. 

Since those are the oldest West African crops, all modern southern Nige- 

rian languages inherited the same original set of words for them. 

Next come crops whose names are consistent only among the languages 

failing within a small subgroup of those southern Nigerian languages. 

Those crops turn out to be ones believed to be of Indonesian origin, such 
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as bananas and Asian yams. Evidently, thosecrops reached southern Nige- 

ria only after languages began to break up into subgroups, so each sub- 

group coined or received different names for the new plants, which the 

modern languages of only that particular subgroup inherited. Last come 

crop names that aren’t consistent within language groups at all, but instead 

follow trade routes. These prove to be New World crops like corn and 

peanuts, which we know were introduced into Africa after the beginnings 

of transatlantic ship traffic (A.I). 1492) and diffused since then along trade 

routes, often bearing their Portuguese or other foreign names. 

Thus, even if we possessed no botanical or archaeological evidence 

whatsoever, we would still be able to deduce from the linguistic evidence 

alone that native West African crops were domesticated first, that Indone- 

sian crops arrived next, and that finally the European introductions came 

in. The UCL~ historian Christopher Ehret has applied this linguistic 

approach to determining the sequence in which domestic plants and ani- 

mals became utilized by the people of each African language family. By a 

method termed glottochronology, based on calculations of how rapidly 

words tend to change over historical time, comparative linguistics can even 

yield estimated dates for domestications or crop arrivals. 

Putting together direct archaeological evidence of crops with the more 

indirect linguistic evidence, we deduce that the people who were domesti- 

cating sorghum and millet in the Sahara thousands of years ago spoke 

languages ancestral to modern Nilo-Saharan languages. Similarly, the peo- 

ple who first domesticated wet-country crops of West Africa spoke lan- 

guages ancestral to the modern Niger-Congo languages. Finally, speakers 

of ancestral Afroasiatic languages may have been involved in domesticat- 

ing the crops native to Ethiopia, and they certainly introduced Fertile Cres- 

cent crops to North Africa. 

Thus, the evidence derived from plant names in modern African lan- 

guages permits us to glimpse the existence of three languages being spoken 

in Africa thousands of years ago: ancestral Nilo-Saharan, ancestral Niger- 

Congo, and ancestral Mroasiatic. In addition, we can glimpse the exis- 

tence of ancestral Khoisan from other linguistic evidence, though not that 

of crop names (because ancestral Khoisan people domesticated no crops). 

Now surely, since Africa harbors 1,500 languages today, it is big enough 

to have harbored more than four ancestral languages thousands of years 

ago. But all those other languages must have disappeared-either because 

the people speaking them survived but lost their original language, like the 
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Pygmies, or because the people themselves disappeared. 
The survival of modern Africa’s four native language famiiies {that is, 

the four other than the recer~tly arrived Austronesian language of Mada- 

gascar) isn’t due to the intrinsic superiority of those languages as vehicles 

for communication. Irlstead, it must be attributed to a historical accident: 
ancestral speakers of Nilo-Saharan, Niger-Congo, and AXroasiatic hap- 

pened to be living at the right place and time to acquire domestic plants 

and animals, which let them multiply and either replace other peoples or 

impose their language. The few modern Khoisan speakers survived mainly 

because of their isolation in areas of southern Africa unsuitable for Bantu 

farming. 

BEfoRE wE TRACt Khoisan survival beyond the Bantu tide, let’s see 

what archaeology tells us about Africa’s other great prehistoric population 
movement--the Austronesian colonization of Madagascar. Archaeologists 

exploring Madagascar have now proved that Austronesians had arrived at 

least by A.r~. 800, possibly as early as ~t.D. 300. There the Austronesians 
encountered (and proceeded to exterminate) a strange world of living ani- 

mals as distinctive as if they had come from another planet, because those 

animals had evolved on Madagascar during its long isolation. They 
included giant elephant birds, primitive primates called temurs as big as 
gorillas, and pygmy hippos. Archaeological excavations of the earliest 
human settlements on Madagascar yield remains of iron tools, livestock, 

and crops, so the colonists were not just a small canoetoad of fishermen 

blown off course; they formed a full-fledged expedition. How did that 

prehistoric 4,000-mite expedition come about? 
One hint is in an ancient book of sailors’ directions, the Periplus of the 

Erytbrean Sea, written by an anonymous merchant living in Egypt around 

A.I). 100. The merchant describes an already thriving sea trade connecting 

India and Egypt with the coast of East Africa. With the spread of Islam 

after A.D. 800, Indian Ocean trade becomes well documented archaeologb 

cally by copious qaar~ities of Mideastern (and occasionally even Chinese!) 

products such as pottery, glass, and porcelain in East African coastal settle- 

ments. The.traders waited for favorable’ win&to let them c~oss the Indian 
Ocean :directly between’ East AIrica.and Indla, Whenzhe :Portuguese navi- 

gat6tVasco da Gama.became the first European.to Sail aroundthesouth- 

" em cape of Africa .and reached tl~e Kenya coast in .t498, he encountered 
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Swahili trading settlements and picked up a pilot who:guidedhim onthat 

¯ direct- route toIndia; 

But there was an equally vigorous sea trade from India eastward, 

between India and Indonesia. Perhaps the Austronesian colonists of Mada- 

gascar reached India from Indonesia by that eastern trade route and then 

fell in with the westward trade route to East Africa, where they joined 

with Africans "and discovered Madagascar. That union of Austronesians 

and East Africans lives on today in Madagascar’s basically Austronesian 

language, which contains loan words from coastal Kenyan Bantu lan- 

guages. But there are no corresponding Austronesian loan words in 

Kenyan languages, and other traces of Austronesians are very thin on the 

ground in East Africa: mainly just Mrica’s possible legacy of Indonesian 

musical instruments (xylophones and zithers) and, of course, the Aus- 

tron.esian crops that became so important in African agriculture:Hence 

one Wonders.whether Aiastronesians, instead of taking the easier route to 

Madagaseari.via.~India- and East Africa, somehow (incredibly)sailed 

straight ~.cross the.Indian O.cean, discovered Madagascar, and only later 

got plugged into .East.African txade routes. Thus, some. mystery ~emains 

about. Africa’s most. s~ptising fact 6f human geography. 

WHAT CAN ARCHAEOLOGY tell us about the other great population 

movement in recent African prehistory--the Bantu expansion? We saw 

from the twin evidence of modern peoples and their languages that sub- 

Saharan Africa was not always a black continent, as we think of it today. 

Instead, this eqidence suggested that Pygmies had once been widespread in 

the rain forest of Central Africa, while Khoisan peoples had been wide- 

spread in drier parts of subequatorial Africa. Can archaeology test those 

assumptions? 

In the case of the Pygmies, the answer is "not yet," mereiy because 

archaeologists have yet to discover anciellt human skeletons from the Cen- 

tral African forests. For the Khoisan, the answer is "yes." In Zambia, to 

the north of the modern Khoisan range, archaeologists have found skulls 

of people possibly resembling the modern Khoisan, as well as stone tools 

resembling those that Khoisan peoples were still making in southern Africa 

at the time. Europeans arrived. 

As for how the Bantu came to replace those northern Khoisan, archaeo- 

logical and linguistic evidence suggest that the expansion of ancestral 
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Bantu farmers from West Adrica’s inland savanna south into its wetter 

coastal forest may have begun as early as 3000 B.c. (Figure 19.4). Words 

still widespread in all Bantu languages show that, already then, the Bantu 

had cattle and wet-climate crops such as yams, but that they lacked metal 

and were still engaged in much fishing, hunting, and gathering. They even 

lost their cattle to disease borne by tsetse ~es in the forest. As they spread 

into the Congo Basin’s equatorial forest zone, cleared gardens, and 

increased in numbers, they began to engulf the Pygmy hunter-gatherers 

and compress them into the forest itsel£ 

By soon after 1000 B.c. the Bantu had emerged from the eastern side of 

the forest into the more open country o~ East A~rica’s Rift Valley and Great 

Lakes. Here they encountered a melting pot of A~roasiatic and Nilo- 

Saharan farmers and herders growing millet and sorghum and raising live- 

stock in drier areas, along with Khoisan htmter-gatherers. Thanks to their 

wet-climate crops inherited from their West A£rican homeland, the Bantu 

were able to farm in wet areas of East Africa unsuitable for all those previ- 

ous occupants. By the last centuries B.c. the advancing Bantu had reached 

the East African coast. 

ha East Africa the Bantu began to acquire millet and sorghum (along 

with the Nilo-Saharan names for those crops), and to reacquire cattle, 

from their Nilo-Saharan and A~roasiatic neighbors. They" also acquired 

iron, which had iust begun to be smelted in .A2rica’s Sahel zone. The origins 

of ironworking in sub-Saharan Adrica soon after 1000 B.c. are still 

unclear. That early date is suspiciously close to dates for the arrival of 

Near Eastern ironworking techniques in Carthage, on the North African 

coast. Hence historians often assume that knowledge of metallurgy 

reached sub-Saharan Africa from the north. On the other hand~ copper 

smelting had been going on in the West Mrican Sahara and Sahel since at 

least 2000 B.c. That could have been the precursor to an independent A~ri- 

can discovery of iron metallurgy. Strengthening that hypothesis, the izon- 

smelting techniques of smiths in sub-Saharan Africa were so different from 

those, of .the Mediterranean .as to suggest independent development: A2ri- 

can smiths discovered how to produce high temperatures in their village 

fflrnaces and manufacture steel over 2,000 years before the Bessemer fur- 

naces of !gth,centltry Europe a~d America. 

With the addition of iron tools to their wet-climate crops, the Bantu 

had finally put together a military-industrial package that was unstoppable 

in the subequarorial A~rica of the time. In East Africa they still had to 
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The Bantu expansion: 3000 BC to AD 500 

Figure 19.4. Approximate paths of the expansion that carried people 

speaking Bantu languages, originating from a homeland (designated H) 

in the northwest corner of the current Bantu area, over eastern and south- 

ern Africa between 3000 s.c. and A.D. 500. 
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compete against numerous Nilo-Saharan and A~roasiatic lxon Age farm- 

ers. But to the south lay 2,000 miles of country thinly occupied by Khoisan 

hunter-gatherers, lacking iron and crops. Within a few centuries, in one of 

the swiftest colonizing advances of recent prehistory, Bantu farmers had. 

swept ali the way to Natal, on the east coast of what is now South Africa. 

It’s easy to oversimptifi! what was undoubtedly a rapid and dramatic 

expansion, and to picture all Khoisan in the way being trampled by 

onrushing Bantu hordes. In reality, things were more complicated. Khoisan 

peoples of southern Africa had already acquired sheep and cattle a few 

centuries ahead of the Bantu advance. The first Bantu pioneers probably 

were few in number, selected wet-forest areas suitable for their yam 

agriculture, and leapfrogged over drier areas, which they tek to Khoisan 

herders and hunter-gatherers. Trading and marriage relationships were 

undoubtedly established between those Khoisan and the Bantu farmers, 

each occupying different adjacent habitats, just as Pygmy hunter-gatherers 

and Bantu farmers still do today in equatorial Africa. Only gradua, lly, as 

the Bantu multiplied and incorporated cattle and dry-climate cereals into 

their economy, did they fill in the leapfrogged areas. But the eventual resuk 

was still the same: Bantu farmers occupying most of the former Khoisan 

realm; the legacy of those former Khoisan inhabitants reduced to clicks in 

scattered non-Khoisan languages, as well as buried skulls and stone tools 

waiting for archaeologists to discover; and the Khoisanqike appearance of 

some southern A~rican Bantu peoples. 

What actually happened to all those vanished Khoisan populations? We 

don’t know. All we can say for sure is that, in places where Khoisan peo- 

ples had lived for perhaps tens of thousands of years, there are now Bantu. 

We can only venture a guess, by analogy with witnessed events in modern 

times when steel-toting white farmers collided with stone tool-using 

hunter-gatherers o£ Aboriginal Australia and Indian California. There, we 

know that hunter-gatherers were rapidly eliminated in a combination of 

ways: they were driven out, men were killed or enslaved, women were 

appropriated as wives, and both sexes became infected with epidemics of 

the farmers’ diseases. An example of such a disease in Africa is malaria, 

which is borne by mosquitoes that breed around farmers’ villages, and to 

which the invading Bantu had already developed genetic resistance but 

Khoisan hunter-gatherers probably had not.                    " 

However, Figure 19.1, of recent African human distributions, reminds 

us that the Bantu did not overrun all the Khoisan, who did survive in 
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southern African areas unsuitable for Bantu agriculture. The southernmost, 
Bantupeopte, the Xhosa, stopped:at the:Fish. River on South Africa?s south 
coast,.500 .miles east of Cape Town. It’s not that the Capeo£ Good-:Hope 
itself, is too dry for agricultttre: it is~. after.all, ~e. breadbasket. Of mode~..~. 

South. Africa~ Instead, the Cape has a Mediterranean climate, ofwinter~: 
rains, in which the Bantu summer-rain crops do not grow..~By. !652~ ..the:. 

year the Dutch arrived at Cape Town with their winter-rain crops: of.Near 

Eastern. origin, the Xhosa had still not spread beyond the Fish~Rive~. 

That seeming detail of plant geography had enormous implications for 
politiqs today. One consequence was that, once South ,African whites had 
quickly killed or infected or driven off the Cape’s Khoisan population, 

whites could claim correctly that they had occupied the Cape before the 

Bantu and thus had prior rights to it. That claim needn’t be taken seriously, 
since the prior rights of the Cape Khoisan :didn’t inhibit whites from dis- 
possessing them. The much heavier consequence was that the Dutch set- 

tiers in 1652 had to contend only with a sparse population of Khoisan 
herders, not with a dense population of steel-equipped Bantu farmers. 
When whites .fi_nally-spread east to encounter the ~Xhosa at.~ flxe.,.t~sh ,Ri~er~ 

in .~702~. a.periOd~of.,.desp.erate.fightingbegan. Even though Eilropeans by 

then conld: supply. -troops from their, secure base at:the Cape,..it took:nine:- 
wars and 175. yea~s fortheir..armies~- advancing .at an average: rate of less.. 

than one mile per year~..to subdtle the Xhosa. How could whites have.suc,: 
ceeded .in establishing themselves at the Cape-at all~ if those first:.few arriwl 

!ng Dutch.ships :had faced such fierce resistance? 
Thus, the problems of modern South Africa stem at least in part ~rom a 

geographic accident. The homeland of the Cape Khoisan happened to con- 
tain few wild plants suitable for domestication; the Bantu happened to 
inherit summer-rain crops ~rom their ancestors of 5,000 years ago; and 

Europ, ean.s happened to inherit winter-rain crops from their ancestors of 
nearly ~0,000 years ago. Just as the sign "Goering Street" in the capital of 
newly independent Namibia reminded me, Africa’s past has stamped itself 

deeply on Africa’s present. 

THAT’S H OW TH E Bantu were able to engulf the Khoisan, instead of vice 

versa. Now let’s turn to the remaining question in our puzzle of African 

prehistory: why Europeans were the ones to colonize sub-Saharan Africa. 

That it was not the other way around is especially surprising, because 
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Africa was the sole cradle of human evolution for millions of years, as well 

as perhaps the homeland of anatomically modern Homo sapiens. To these 

advantages of Africa’s enormous head start were added those of highly 

diverse climates and habitats and of the world’s highest human diversity. 

An extraterrestrial visiting Earth i0,000 years ago might ha~e been for- 

given for predicting that Europe would end up as a set of vassal states of 

a sub-Saharan African empire. 

The proximate reasons behind the outcome of Africa’s collision with 

Europe are clear. Just as in their encounter with Native Americans, Euro- 

peans entering Africa enjoyed the triple advantage of guns and other tech- 

nology,, widespread literacy, and the political organization necessary to 

sustain expensive programs of exploration a~d .conquest. Those advan- 

tages manifested themselves almost as soon as the collisions started: barely 

four years after Vasco da Gama first reached the East..Mrican coast, in 

1498, bereturned with. a fleet bristling with cannons to compel the surren- 

der of East.Africa’s most important port, Kilwa,. which controlled the Zim- 

babwe.gold trade. But.why did Europeans develop, those three advantages 

before sub-Sa.haran~ Africans could?. 

As we have discussed, all three arose historically from the development 

of food production. But food production was delayed in sub-Saharan 

_adrica (compared with Eurasia) by Mrica’s paucity of domesficable native 

animal and plant species, its much smaller area suitable for indigenous 

food production, and its north-south axis, which retarded the spread of 

food production and inventions. Let’s examine how those factors oper- 

ated. 

Fir.st, as. regards domestic animals, we’ve already seen.that those ofsub- 

Saharan. Africa came from Eurasia, with the possible, exception of a few 

from North Africa, As a result, domestic animals did not reachisub- 

Saharan Africa until thousands of years, after they began to be utilized,~by 

emerging Eurasian civilizations. That’s initially surprising, because we 

think of Africa as the continent of big wild mammals. But we saw in Chap- 

ter 9 that a wild animal, to be domesticated, must be sufficiently docile, 

submissive to humans, cheap to feed, and immune to diseases and must 

grow rapidly and breed welt in captivity. Eurasia’s native cows, sheep, 

goats, horses, and pigs were among the world’s few large wild animal Spe- 

cies to pass all those tests. Their African equivalents--such as the African 

buffalo, zebra, bush pig, rhino, and hippopotamus--have never been 

domesticated, not even in modern times. 
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k’s true,, of course, that some large African animals have occasionally 

been tamed. Hannibal enlisted tamed African elephants in his unsuccessful 

war against Rome, and ancient Egyptians may have tamed giraffes and 

other species’. But none of those tamed animals was actually domesti- 

cated-that is, selectively bred in captivity and genetically modified so as 

to become more useful to humans. Had Africa’s rhinos and hippos been 

domesticated and ridden, they would not only have fed armies but also 

have provided an unstoppable cavalry to cut through the ranks of Euro- 

pean horsemen. Rhino-mounted Bantu shock troops could have over- 

thrown the Roman Empire. It never happened. 

A second .facto~.,is a corresponding, :though less ..extreme, disparity 

between" sub-Saharan Africa and Eurasia in domesticable~.plants... The 

Sahel, Eflaiopia,/.and ~West :Africa .did yield indigenous crops, but many. 

fewer varieties.lthangrew in Eurasia. Because .of the l’tmited ~ariety -of wild 

starting material.suitable .for plant, domestication, even A_~r~ca’s earliest 

agriculture mgy have begtm several thousand years iater than that of the 

FertileCrescenL ¯ 

Thus, as far as plant and animal domestication was concerned, the head 

start and high diversity lay with Eurasia, not with Africa. A third.factor.is 

that. Africa~s area. is only .about half that of Eurasia. Furthermore,. only 

about one-’third of its area fatls within the sub-Saharan zone north.of the 

equator that was.occupied by farmers and herders before. 1000 ~;c. Today, 

the total population of Africa is.tess than 700 million, compared with 4 

billion for Eurasia. But, all..other things being equaI~ more land and more 

people mean.more competing societies and inventions, hence a faster.pace 

of development. 

The remaining factor behind Pdriea’s slower rate of post-Pleistocene 

development compared with Eurasia’s is the different orientation of the 

main axes of these continents. Like that of the Americas, Africa’s major 

axis is north-south, whereas Eurasia’s is east-west (Figure 10.1). As one 

moves along a north-south axis, one traverses zones differing greatly in 

climate, habitat, rainfall, day length, and diseases of crops and livestock. 

Hence crops and animals domesticated or acquired in one part of Africa 

had great difficulty in moving to other parts. In contrast, crops and ani- 

mals moved easily between Eurasian societies thousands of miles apart but 

at the same latitude and sharing similar climates and day lengths. 

The slow passage or complete hak of crops and livestock along Africa’s 

north-south axis had important consequences. For example, the Mediter- 
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ranean crops that became Egypt’s staples require winter rains and seasonal 

variation in day length for their germination. Those crops were unable to 

spread south of the Sudan, beyond which they encountered summer rains 

and little or no seasonal variation in daylight. Egypt’s wheat and barley 

never reached the Mediterranean climate at the Cape of Good Hope until 

European colonists brought them in 1652, and the Khoisan never devel- 

oped agriculture. Similarly, the Sahel crops adapted to summer rain and to 

little or no seasonal variation in day length were brought by the Bantu into 

southern Africa but could not grow at the Cape itself, thereby halting the 

advance of Bantu agriculture. Bananas and other tropical Asian crops for 
which Africa’s climate is eminently suitable, and which today are among 
the most productive staples of tropical African agriculture, were unable to 
reach Africa by land routes. They apparently did not arrive until the first 
millennium .~.D., long a~cer their domestication in Asia, because they had 
to wait for large-scale boat traffic across the Indian Ocean. 

Africa’s north-south axis also seriously impeded the spread of livestock. 
Equatorial Africa’s tsetse ~es, carrying trypanosomes to which native. Afri~ 
ca~ wild mammals are resistant, proved devastating to introduced Eur- 
asian and North African species of livestock. The cows that the Bantu 
acquired from the tsetse-free SaheI zone failed to survive the Bantu expan- 
sion through the equatorial forest. Although horses had already reached 
Egypt around 1800 s.c. and transformed North African warfare soon 
thereafter, they did not cross the Sahara to drive the rise of cavalry- 
mounted West African kingdoms until the first millennium A.D., and they 
never spread south through the tsetse fly zone. While cattle, sheep, and 
goats had already reached the northern edge of the Serengeti in the third 
millennium B.c., it took more than 2,000 years beyond that for livestock 
to cross the Serengeti and reach southern Africa. 

Similarly slow.i~ spreading down.Mrica’s north-south axis was human 
technology. Pottery, recorded in the Sudan and Sahara around 8000. 
didnot reach .the Cape until around A.D. 1. Although writing.devel0ped 
in Egypt by 3000 B,c. and, spread in an alphabetized for~ to the .Nubian 

kingdom of Meroa, and although .alphabetic writing reached Ethiopia 
~pos~ibly from Arabia), writing did not arise:-indepe~dei~ttyi~:in~th~:’~st-.Of 
~.iea.~ ~:where it was instead brought in. from the. outside by Arabs and 

Europeans.      , 

In short, Europe s colonization of Africa had nothing to do with differ- 
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ences between European and African peoples themselves, as white racists 

assume. Rather, it was due to accidents of geography and biogeography-- 

in particular, to the continents’ different areas, axes, and suites of wild 

plant and animal species. That is, the different historical trajectories of 

Africa and Europe stem ultimately from differences in real estate. 
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Chapter 13 

South Sudan 
Ann M. Fit>Gerald 

From Sudan’s northern border with Libya at~d Eritrea to the southern border of the newly 

deciared independent Republic of South Sudan, conflict has plagued ~e region since 
Sudan’s independence in 1956. Since the end of the 1983 civil war between the north and 

south, a steady stream of third-party interventions and the acceptance of both countries 
that South Sudan should secede from its northern authority, led to the eventuaI signing 
of the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), which granted Sooth Sudan the 

right to take the question of independence to the people. In a 201I referendum, which 

was hdd exactly six years following the signing of the CPA, 98,3 percent of South Sudan’s 
population voted for independence. 

During the tead up to the signing of the CPA and thereafter, the United Nations 
(UN) has played a significant albeit less conventional role in Sudan, with its main role 
being support for the regional and continental-led interventions that have backed the 
peace process since 1993. However, unlike the experience o’f many of its former and 

existingmissions, the_UN’s hope of bolstering its post-peace agreemen~ role has been 
met with two key challenges. The firs{ cha!lenge was that, without having had a role 
in the peace process prior to the signing of the CPA, the UN lacked the same levels of 

credibility and ownership that continental actors had achieved between 1994 and 2005. 
The second challenge was ~he lack of acceptance of the organization by one of the patties 
to the conflict, both before and after the independence of the south. It therefore proved 

difficult for the UN to implement a peace process that it had no~ been instrumental to 

brokering. 
This chapter provides an overview of the mie of the UN and regional and continental 

actors in Sudan and South Sudan before and after the signing of the CPA. It argues ~hat 

the lack of UN involvement in the earlier peace process, and Khartoum’s unwillingness 
to accept the UN as a third-party intervener, precluded the organization from taking on 
a float-line leadership role consistent with a more traditional UN intervention. However, 
despite these chaIlenges, the paper also argues that the UN Security Council (UNSC) 

played a critical role in propping up and "gap filling" in support of the continental leads 
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in both Sudan and the Darfur region. This supporr was felt mainly in terms of the ongo- 
ing provision of chronological and detailed records of a very fluid and fragmented peace 

process; the abilig¢ of the Security Council to keep the discussions ou the table and 
provide international legal authority for some operational requirements; and appeals to 

both the parties to the conflict and the wider donor community, the latter of which was 
central for supporting financial and logisfica! requirements. C0ndusions indicate that 

this type of ancillary support, which emp.owers regio~at a~ ~ontinental ~[.gani.z~t)ons, 
is a positive trend for future peacdinterventions. 

Background: A Legacy of Distrust and 
Broken Promises 

The troubles in present-day Sudan date back to the country’s postindependence 
period. It was hoped that independence would bring the stability required to unify 
a country with a large northern population consisting predominantly of Arabic- 

speaking Muslims and sizeable Christian and Animist communities living in the 
southern region. However, following the rise and fall of many northern-led regimes 
between independence and the accession of Lieutenam-Genera[ Omar Hassan Ahmed 
Bashir’s government in 1989, it became increasingly clear that the postindependence 
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road would be long, difficult, and bloody. An appreciation of the historical legacies of 

distrust and broken promises is important for understanding the present-day impasses 
in the peace process.                                 " 

Immediatdy following independence in 1956, the National Unionist Party (NUP) 
secured victory in the elections; it showed immediate signs of employing oppressive tac- 
tics against the southern region and developing economic policies,x Following a blood- 
less coup in 1958 by nvo senior Generals of the Sudan Armed Forces (SAF), the new 
leader, General Ibrahim Abbud, continued to priotitize the spread of Islamic law and the 

Arabic language in the south, with the north retaining control of a[[ the key functions 
of the state.2 

Unrest in Khartoum continued and violence between SAF and southern rebels groups 
further fueled this unrest. Between 1963 and i964, the intelligentsia begau to speak out 

against Khartoum’s autocratic rule, which led to a large demonstration at the University 

of Khartoum in 1964 in which teachers, civil servants, and trade unionists all participated. 
This was followed by a general s~rike that spread throughout the country.3 These wider 
levels of discontent also indicated that policies that extended beyond the rreatment of the 
south were being used to judge Abbud’s poor performance. With so many SAF forces in 
the south, the government could not impose order in the north and particularly around 

the capital city; this led to Abbud’s resignation in favor of a transitional government 
Elections were held in 1965 in an effort to form a representative government but 

factional disputes continued to challenge the system and fighting continued between 
the SAF and the southern rebels. During this period, two political parties, the Sudan 

African National Union (SANU) and the Southern Front, also emerged, both of which 
represemed the interests of the southern population. These parties came together and 

amalgamated into the SANU just before the 1968 elections, which resuired in no one 

political party winning a majority and increasing signs that the transitional leader, 

Muhammed Ahmed Mahjub, was strengthening his ties with the Arab world.4 The 
resulting dissatisfaction gave rise to a coup in May 1969, led by Colonel Gafaad Nimeiri, 

whose regime dissolved parliament and outlawed al! political parties.5 
In response to Nimeri’s oppressive rule, southern rebel groups united, combining 

the fighting units of the Anya Nya and developing a political wing of the resistance 

movement called the SOUth Sudan Liberation Movement. (SSLM) under the command 
of General Jbseph Lagu, a forme~~’ap{ain in the SAF. By 1968, Lagu led the entire 
southern resistance movementfi The SSLM maintained a dialogue with the govern- 

ment on proposals for regional autonomy and an end to hostilities. Lagu also continued 
efforts to bring about a degree of autonomy for the southern region in the form of a 
South Sudan autonomous region with a separate legislature and executive body, with 

provisions for the military wing of the SSLM (the Anya Nya soldiers) to be integrated 
into both the SAF and the Police.7 These efforts were underwritten by the 1972 Addis 

Ababa Agreement signed by Nimieri and Lagu, which, in addition to regional autonomy 
and the integration of the security forces, brought a halt to the increasingly bitter civil 
war and established terms for economic assistance from the north to the impoverished 

and undeveloped.south,s                                                 " 

However, the Agreement only offered a temporary respite and the north contin- 
ued to act derisively. By 1980, MusRm fundamentalism had grown and the Muslim 

Brotherhood had taken roots in the military, the civil service, and the schools.9 Nimieri 



cominued to act dictatorially, and repeatedly dissolved the parliament and the legislature 
of the southern region. In 1983, the country descended into civil wax once again, with 

disenchanted southern soldiers taking up arms under the command of Colonel Johrt 
Gaxang di Mabiota° to form the Sudan Peoples’ Liberation Array (SPLA). Nimeiri fur- 

ther violated the terms of the Addis Ababa Agreement by dividing the southern region 
into three provinces and changing the leg~.l codes to Islamic taw and the Shaxi’ah.u In 

response to the S PLA’s resistance toward these efforts, Nimeiti deployed large numbers 
of the SAF to the south..The deployment of troops cut offfood-distribution lines, which, 
during a period of intense drought across the arid lands, caused widespread famine. This 
only increased the marginalization of southern communities, aggravated existing griev- 
ances, and intensified the 1983 post-Addi,,: Ababa Agreement conflict. 

The Role of the Inter-Governmentai 
Authority on Developmetxt 

The 1984-I985 famine in the region prompted the creation of the Horn of Africa’s first 
embryonic reglona] economic community, the Intergovernmental Authority on Disaster 

and Drought (IGADD), in 1986. IGADD’s founding members were Kenya, Ethiopia, 
Uganda, Djbouti, Sudan, and Somalia. ~Thile IGADD’s formation represented a sig- 

nificant development for the region, it came at a time of conflict in Somalia and Sudan, 
and tension between Ethiopia and what would inter become Eritrea. IGADD was thus 
created in an atmosphere of difficult relations across its membership. These internal 
strains have remained a factor throughout its efforts to work toward a peacefu! resolu- 

tion to the Sudan conflict. 

In !985, Nimeiri was overthrown by a bloodless coup. The military oversaw multi- 
party elections in 1986, but Khaxtoum was left with a less-than-stable system ofgoverno 

ment. This led to a further coup in 1989, which left power in the hands of Lieutenant 
General Omar Bashir’s Revolutionary Command Council for National Salvation. 

Fighting in the south continued m. degrade the economy and the arable [and. The 

impagt of both would require years of recovery. The.SPLA took control of the major 
towns in the south, to which Bashir responded by &plo}ing th~ Arab militia (from 
northern Darfur) to target the Dinka-dominated SPLA groups. Large proportions of 

the population fled villages and towns, seeking sanctuary in both northern towns and 
neighboring Ethiopia. 

In parallel to the fighting in Sudan, other developments were occurring in the wider 
region. The intermember tensions in IGADD, and the pressure of conflict developments 

in Sudan and Somalia, resulted in a growing interest in peacemaldng for the organiza- 
tion. These developments prompted a. 1995 IGADD decision to expand its mandate to 
include peace and security functions and change its name to the Inter-Governmental 
Authority on Development (IGAD}.~ Other strategic developments included the 

Tigrayan-dominated Ethiopia Peoples’ Democratic Force overthrowing Mengistu Haile 
Matiam~s oppressive Derg regime in I991. an event that led to strengthened relations 
bezween Khartoum and Addis Ababa.I~ The rise of more proactive, engaged presidents 

in the region, such as Ugandan President Yowgri Mouseveni, Ethiopia’s Prime Minister 
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Zenawi Metes and Kenya’s President Moi--all of whom called for democratic and social 

change within their own countries~also helped to provide IGAD with the highest 

level of political commitment to resoIve issues in the region, including the deteriorating 
situation in Sudan. 

1993 marked the transition in Khaxtoum from military to civiliatt rule. However, 

these changes proved more procedural than anything as, prior to its disbandment, the 

Revolutionary Command Council for National Salvation appointed Bashir as president 
of the new civilian-fed government.is Bashir was reelected in 1996 and again in 2010. 
Soon after his 1993 appointmem as head of the civilian government, Bashir appealed 

to IGADDt~ for support in containing the violence in Sudan. In response, IGADD 
launched a foreign minister-level regional peace initiative, led by Kenya, focusing on 

facilitating peace in Sudan. NoFwithstanding the tense relations that remained across 
IGAD’s membership, the organization held meetings in Kenya, which, in 1994, pro- 
duced a series of protocols under a =Declaxation of Principles" (DOP), which called for 

Sudan to devdop as a secular state and provided an option for secession if desired3r 

The civil war continued in Sudan and SPLA leader Colonel John Garang began to lose 
support from those SPLA groups who wanted complete independence from Khartoum. 

At that time, Garang was maintaining a more moderate position that called for a secular 
state and equal opportnnities for devdopment. Following a cease-fire, which ended the 

in-fighting across the SPLA, IGAD’s regional initiative to support peace in Sudan was 
further strengthened by the 1996 change in its formal mandate to support mediation, 
dialogue, and conflict prevention. 

In 1997, due to the tension between Sudan and most of the other IGAD nations, the 
organization asked Kenya to continue to lead a facilitated dialogue with Khartoum, the 
result of which saw President Moi’s success in persuading Bashit to return to negotia- 
tions. In this context, IGAD also proved resilient in managing discussions while dealing 

with both tensions and conflict across its membership. Due to the cross-border activi- 
ties of pastoralist, nomadic, and non-state armed groups and networks, many conflicts 

in the Horn of Africa, including Somalia and Sudan, challenge the whole concept of 

statehood. The existence of Islamist groups operating in both Somalia and Ethiopian9; 
the alleged backing that Ethiopia was-providing to certain warlords supporting their 

position against Eritrea2°; and the connections among Khgrt0um, the Is[amist groups     . 
in Chad, and the rebel forces in Daxfur,~ all ~nderscore the extent to which domestic 

conflicts in the region had external implications.~ Such regional security issues would 
arguably also pose difficulties for more conventional multilateral peace operations that 

depend on a clear mandate often derived from a central!y brokered peace agreement. 

Keeping Discussions on Track 

With Kenya in the lead role, and with further support emergingfor the IGAD-led medi- 
ation efforts from what became known as the International Partners Forum (IPF),2~ the 
Sudanese Government signed the Khartoum Peace Agreement with non-SPLA south- 
ern factions in 1999. Although this Agreement failed, it left the door open to the cen- 
tral principles of the DOP, namely, a commitment to both secularism and the option 



for secession of the south. During 1997, further splits across the SPLA and in Bashir’s 

National Congress Party, and a general ~war weariness," all prompted calls for bolstered 

IPF support for IGAD to adopt a more institmionalized process for Sudan. 

The IGAD-Ied talks progressed to the signing of the 2002 Machakos Prmocol in 
Kenya, which broadly stated that Islamic law would continue in the north, and that a 

referendum would be held after six years to allow the southern population to vote on the 

issue of secession. The agreement also stipulated that a six-month "transition period" 
would be observed following the referendura in order to fur:her discussions between the 

parties with regard to future governance arrangements. Other developments Which took 
place during the same year, and which se~:ved to further strengthen external support 
for the process~ included the visit of the UN Secretary-General to Sudan in 2002, the 

establishment of the Addis Ababa-based African Union (AU) (which looked to regional 
organizations to [end on crisis management) and the emergence of a European Union 
(EU) ~troika" (including Norway, Italy, and the United Kingdom24) that was able to 

exert international pressure on both the north and south.. 
Bolstered US support came to Sudan I~llowing the events of 11 September 2001 

(9/11). This suppor~ came as a result of both post-9/ll US foreign policy objectives 
(and the knowledge that Sudan had been one of a number of homes of AI-Qa’ida leader 

Osama bin Laden) and the strong Washington-based lobby groups supporting the plight 
of south Sudan.2~ Increased American resources and focus also led to President Bush’s 

appointment of Senator John Danforth as: US Special Envoy, and the passing of the 

Sudan Peace Act in the US House of Representatives in May 2002. The Act underlined 

the US Government’s support for a comprehensive solution to the problems in South 
Sudan that built on the DOP and the Machakos Protocols36 It also condemned the 
human rights violations on both sides, and called for humanitarian relief and multilat- 
eral cooperation. 

By ~he end of 2002, all significant fighting had stopped, witi~ the exception of ongo- 
ing skirmishes in file Blue Nile region. The IGAD-led peace process had also given way 
to an agreement m form a Government of National Unity, which, although appearing 
as a positive development, left questions relating to the fair and equitable distribution 

of d~weiopment support, oil wealth, key government po.sitipns, and political representa- 
tion more generally. At the time, the western province of Darfur was facing a gr?wing 
humanitarian crisis s~em’ming from the tensions betweenthe two main southern groups, 
the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) and the Justice for Equality 
Movement (JEM), and the Government o~" Sudan. Both southern groups accused the 

government of oppressing non-Arab Sudanese in favor of the Arab Sudanese population. 

Khartoum further exacerbated the violence in Darfur by despatching a Janjaweed rebel 

group, which primarily comprised ~he cure,d-herding nomadic tribes from the country’s 
northern-most arid zones,:7 to push the non-Arab population out of the western region 

of Darfur and to ensure that ~he JEM and *:he SPLMiA lose their rebel bases. The Arab 
militia was further supported by other Arab immigrants from Chad, who had their own 
territorial ambitions in the region.~s 

Darfur proved to be an unfortunate and serious problem, with the potentialto derail 

the sluggish progress being made on the impiementation of the Machakos Protocols. 
Not’withstanding this addkional threat to the peace process, and with the support of 
the IPF, IGAD maintained momentum in facilitating the signing of the January 2004 
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wealth and power sharing agreements between Juba and Khartoum.29 This momen- 
tum was supported by a range.of other regional and international initiatives, such as 
the European Commission’s development of an African Peace Facility, which provided 

US$100 million for institutional capacity-building and US$600 million for .peace 
support operations~°; the Economic Community of Central African States-brokered 
"Non-Aggression Pact" between north and south Sudan; the AULted Inter-Sudanese 
Peace Talks held in Abuja, and, in 2004, the Government of Chad and AU-brokered 

Ndjamena Ceasefire; and an agreement between the Govemmerit of Sudan and ~he two 

Darfuri rebeI groups.~t 

The continued momentum culminated in the 9 January 2005 signing of the CPA 
in Nairobi, Kenya. The CPA was drawn up with the assistance of key [GAD media- 

tors (Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia, and Eritrea) and observer nations (Norway, the United 

States, the United Kingdom, and Italy). The CPA draws together the six agreements that 
had been signed by the north and south between 2002 and 2004.32 These agreements 

included: 

" The Protocol of Machakos, signed on 20 July 2002. The Protocol, a major step 
toward peace, established the framework for future discussions. 

¯ The Protoco[ on Security Arrangements, signed oa 23 September 2003, estab- 

lished a cease-~re and outlined procedures ~or the establishment of joint military 

forces during the six-year interim period. 
* The Protocol on Wealth Sharing, signed on 7 January 2004, outlined the division 

of natural resources within the nation. 
¯ The Protocol on Power Sharing, signed on 26 May 2004, outlined a new govern- 

¯ The Protocol on the Resolution of Conflict in Southern Kordofan/Nuba 
Mountains and Blue Nile States, signed on 26 May 2004~ established representa- 

tion arrangements for the two states and outlined options for self-government for 
these regions. 

* The Protocol on the Resolution of Conflict in Abyei signed on 26 May 2004, pro- 

vided for special administrative status during the interim period and established 

provisions for oil revenue-sharing for the nat~on?~ 

The CPA represented an important step forward and a consolidated account of the key 
obligations and critical requirements for peace. The Agreement also included provision 
for a UN Mission in Sudan (as proposed by the UN Secretary General) and reiterated 

the commitment of all parties to holding a referendum for the south in 2011. 

Notwithstanding the progress brought by the CPA, fighting continued in the region 
of Darfur--a paralld conflict that is given separate focus in Alex de Waal’s chapter of 
this volume, Whiie efforts were made to craft a more prominent role for the UN in 

support of the growing humanitarian crisis, in June 2006, and under the lead of UN 
Special Representative to Sudan Jan Pronk, the UNSC endorsed the deployment of a 

special political mission, the UN Advance Mission in Sudan (UNAMIS), to facilitate 
contacts with the parties concerned and to prepare for the introduction ofa UN peace 

support operation?~ tt is at this stage in the planning for international interventions 
that Khartoum’s opposition to a UN-led peacekeeping force became apparent. In this 
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context, the rote of China is important. Its "no strings," flexible approach and influence 

on ruling parties in Khar:oum are reflected in the appointment of Ambassador Lui 
Guljin as China’s Special Envoy for Darfur iu May 2007. China continued to provide 

financial support for the deployment of both AU and UN peacekeepers, but operated 
on the principle that the Government of the Sudan (COS) must be content with any 
Chinese support for peace operations before releasing any funding contributions?~ 

The conflict and humanitarian crisis in Darfur therefore introduced an interest- 
ing dimension to the conflict in Sudan as regards the UN. InMay 2006, based on 

discussions among the.AU, the UN, and the Government of Sudan, the Darfnr Peace 
Agreement was signed. The Agreement endorsed the expansion of the UNMIS mandate 
(codified in the CPA) to include support to the implementation of the provisions of 

both the.Darfur Peace Agreement and the N’Djamena Ceasefire Agreement~6 of 2004. 
However, the idea that the UN would lead nn both humanitarian and peacekeeping 

efforts in the Darfur region was sfrongiy resisted by Khartoum. This ted to a "phased" 
strengthening of the existing AU Mission in Sudan (AMIS), which was deployed in 
2004 together with the EU to monitor the N’Djamcna Ceasefire Agreement. Due to 

ongoing dashes between parties who supported and who did not support the.Darfur 
Peace Agreement, and the need for a more robust international military presence in 

the region, AMIS transitioned in July 2007 to become the UN-AU Hybrid Operation 
in Darfur (UNAMID) with a mandate to br.mg stability to the war-torn region while 

peace talks on a final settlement continued.~7 Notwithstanding this "joint role" of the 

UN and the AU, the government in Khartoum made it increasingly clear that very few 

international parties (including African count:ties themselves) had the leverage to play 
leading intervention roles or stee~" the future of r.he country. However, in the face of an 

expanding mandate, and with requirements for manpower and logistics that neither the 

AU nor any of its member states could provide, the UN remained poised in a signifi- 
cant support role--a presence that became more prominent the further away from the 

north-south border one traveled. 

UN Involvement in the Sudan Peace Process , 

In a 2003 Presidential Statement, the Council established that the situation in Sudan 
touched on the collective security interests of aft its members. It commended the signing 

of the Machakos Protocols, pledged its support to the contiiauation of the cease-fire and 
monitoring team, and confirmed its ongoing readiness to support financial and logisti- 

cal requirements for ground-based operations.~s 
In 2004, the Security Coundl continued t0 support the efforts of all parties to reach 

a comprehensive agreement and reminded all parties of the far-reaching implications of 
the CPA, the implications for the international community at large, and that support for 
the AU’s efforts in the region must continue. In addition to sending a Joint Assessment 
Mission to help plan for reconstruction and economic recovery, ~he Council approved 
the recommendation of UN Seeretary-Geneeal Kofl Annan to establish a UNAMIS 
for an initial period of three months?9 He appealed to member states to support the 
finances and logistics of the AU, and stated his hope that IGAD would condnue to 
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play an important role during this transition period.4° At the same time, Aanan also 
expressed concern about some elements on both sides that could undermine the peace 

in troubled areas and appealed to members for help in financing the southern army. He 

also committed to reporting back on the structure and the proposed size of mission to 
replace the advance mission.4~ 

During this time, the UN called for continued peace and commended the outcome 
of the CPA and the efforts of both sides to establish a Government of National Unity.42 

It was at this stage that the UN began to refocus operationally on the wider Sudan 
peace process. In March 2005, the Council approved the creation of the United Natio~as 

Mission in Sudan (UNMIS). The Council tasked UNMIS With, inter alia, cease-fire 
monitoring; the formation of the Joint Integrated Units (JIUs), police reform and a rule 
of law program, reconciliation, and wider peace-building; andthe protection of human 

rightsJ~ Reminding all parties of the rigorous timetable for the CPA and what wouJd 
need to be achieved in order for a referendum ro occur, the Security Council also called 
for all elements of the UN system in Sudan to coordinate with alI other actorsJ4 . 

Until 2002, and in parallel with IGAD’s ongoing efforts to mediate the Sudan peace 

process since 1994, the UN’s involvement in Sudan was limited. Even following the 
brokering of the 2005 CPA, the UN’s humanitarian interest in Darfur appeared to pro- 

vide the driving impetus for its involvement in the broader Sudan peace process. This 
transition period was also significant from the perspective oflGAD, who~e involvement 

had been primarily political and not operational Irrespective o~its success in brokering 
the 2005 peace agreement, IGAD required a range of partners with the capacity and 

will to support the implementation of the CPA. Considering the different perspectives 
of, and the various international and regional alliances with, the parties to the conflict, 

achieving agreement on the modatities of UN support would never be a straightforward 

exercise. However, while these diietqculties were ongoing, the secretariat capacity in New 
York maintained a detailed and current account of the i~sues facing all parties in Sudan, 

and an appeal to all member states for continued dialogue, contingency planning, and 

During 2006 and 2007, in addition to the further extension of the UNMIS man- 
date, the continued cooperation between the SPLM and the National Congress Party 

(NCP), and the encouragement given to pa~ies t0 implement elements of the CPA (such ........ 
as SSR, JlUs,4~ and th~ redeployment of troops), the UNSC als0~ommented on Sudan 

in the context of wider regional issues. It condemned the violent activities of the Lord’s 

Resistance Army (LRA), which operated from northern Uganda and Chad, and the 
activities ofa ntmaber of other armed groups operating in the region.46 In response to 

the outstanding issue of the border town of Abyei, and the growing tensions in that area, 
the UNSC called for all parties to agree to an UNMIS monitoring and verification force 

in Abyd, and urged the withdrawal ot’SPLA and SAF troops, the creation of an interim 
’ 47 administration, and an agreement on boundaries. It also noted the increasing number 

of restrictions being placed on UNMIS by Sudan and the implications that this might 
have on the UNMIS mandate.4~ 

Problems in the Abyei region continued into 2008, in conjunction with increased 
tensions across the wider border line. The UN was forced to defend itsdf against accusa- 

tions of "doing nothing" while Abyei "burned to the ground.’~9 At the same time, the 

UN reported that there had been an increase in the number of armedtribesmen causing 



problems for herdsmen and farmers across migratory routes, as well as clashes between 

the SPLA and Misseriya tribes. Ashra Od~zi, who in September 2007 succeeded Jan 
Pronk as the UN Secretary-General’s Spe, cia[ Representative in Sudan, stressed that, 
without a Chapter VII peace operations m~indate, there was little that the UN could do 
to address the tensions along the border.51) However, Abyei remained the main stum- 
bling block: On the one hand, the SPLM maintained that the recommendations of the 
Abyei Boundary Commission,5~ as set out in the CPA, were final.52 on the other hand, 

the Government of Sudan was notprepared to recognize the recommendations as being 
final, and maintained a significant military presence in Abyei town, The UNSC contin- 

ued to call for the deployment of UNMIS in and around the Abyel region accompanied 
by an Administrator, a JIU, and a Joint Integrated Po[ice Unit--recommendations that 
continued to be resisted by Khartoum#~ However, this idea was resisted by both SAF 

and SPLA units based in the area.5~ 
In March 2009, the AU Peace and Security Commission on Darfur established an 

AU High Implementation Panel (AUHIP) to a~sist in all aspects of the recommenda- 
tions’of the African Union Panel on Darfur (AUPD) and to assist Sudanese parties 
with the implementation of the CPA. The panel was Eroded by three former African 

presidents, Thabo Mbeki (South Africa), AbduIsalami Abubaker (Nigeria), and Pierre 
Buyoya (Burundi).5~ This was a significant development, as it recreated some highdevel 
continental capacity to cake forward the IGAD-Ied peace process during a time when 

the UN mandate continued to be challenged. At the same time as the creation of the 
AUFIIP, a new UN-AU cooperative me&~anism was crea~ed in the form of a ten-year 
capacity-building program supported by a new UN L~aison Office (UNLO) in Addis 
Ababa.~1 This would support a more responsive r01e for UN support to AU and IGAD 
requirements on the African continent, and would also provide a support mechanism 
for both UNMIS and UNAMID. 

Despite these progressive developments, the situation along the contested border 
worsened and continued to pose a great &s~ger to the CPA. While a multi-donor trust 

fund (MDTF) had been created in 2008, donor funding in real "terms had been slow to 
arrive.57 Khartoum’s refusal to allow the UN dose to the border area, .the situation in 
Abyei, the lack of agreement regarding the: 1956 boundary line between the north and 
south agreed to at independence, and the ~bsence of an agreed framework for disarma- 
ment, demol~ilization, and reintfigration (I3,DR)were am~n~ the main i~sues ~hatth)eat- 

ened ~he peace process. In addition to continued calls to the wider UN membership for 
donor support (the government’s funding fi~r DDR covered only a fraction of the overall 
cost), and reminders to the parties to the conflict of their obligations as set out in the 

CPA, the Council also recognized the number of outstanding issues that needed resolu- 
tion in order to prevent the peace process from being derailed. 

Due to the level of resources required to support the upcoming referendum on 

independence, scheduled for January 2011, the outstanding security-related issues con- 
cerning the common border, Abyei, and ihe rise in violent activity temporarily took a 
backseat to the referendum preparations. The focus on the referendum saw the UN con- 

tinue to advocate for all pasties to respect ~:he outcome of the event and for UNMIS to 
maintain contingency planning in support. During this time, the UN Under-Secretary 
for Peacekeeping Operations expressed his ongoing concern about threats tO southerners 

living in the north, and a lack of progress c,n difficulties in Abyei, Blue Nile, and South 
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Kordofan.~s The truth was that the many challenges surrounding, the common border 
area required an effort that went beyond the undersized resources of those organizations 
that had a mandate to operate in this large and sensitive area. Furthermore, based on the 

knowledge that a majority in the southern region would support the south’s quest for 
independence, Kha.rtoum continued to maintain a hard line on the border-related issues 

that impacted on them most, including securky arrangements around the common bor- 

der, Abyei, the division of oil wealth, and the,management of outstanding debt. 

Post-referendum Sudan 

On 9 January 2011.3 million people--or 98.83 percent of South Sudan’s population~ 
voted for independence. The referendum occurred peacefully, with the results recog- 
nized and accepted by Khartoum. During the months leading up to the referendum, 
the UN provided logistical and technical support through the UN Integrated Referenda 

and Electoral Division (UNIRED).59 The overwhelming endorsement ofindepender~ce 
carved the way for the Republic of South Sudan to be formally recognized as the world’s 

newest nation. In keeping with the provisions of the CPA, both parties entered the 
six-month pos~-referendum transition period, which enabled discussions on the future 

governance and wealth-sharing structures and arrangements, all of which became for- 
realized on 9 July 2011. 

Notwithstanding the credible and relativetypeaceful referendum (and the GoS’s full 
acceptance of the election outcome), the lack of resolution on outstanding issues like 

Abyei continued to hamper progress. By Marc~ 2011, it was clear that the outstanding 
issues would need to be considered as part of the wider secession agenda. Since the ref- 

erendum, these concerns had expanded to also include the repatriation of SPLA forces 

serving with the SAF,~° violence bervceen the SPLA and militia groups in the Upper 
Nile region and Unity State, and the increasing buildup of troops on both sides of the 
common border. The CPA’s protocol on Abyei had called for a separate referendum on 
Abyei to be ~.eld at the same time as the referendum on secession. However, concern 
from both sides about who should be considered a citizen of Abyei, and therefore who 
should vote in the referendum, rdmainedimre~0ived. AS ~ ieiUlt of the~e out~ra~di’ng 

issues, the referendum was postponed. Renewed fighting around Abyei town broke out 

in March 2011, which drove an estimated 20,000 people from their homes.~ Fighting 
also continued in the Blue Nile and South Kordofan stares of Sudan.~= 

These and other issues prompted the AUHIP to bring parties from both sides 
together ~or further post-referendum peace negotiations. On 12 March 2011, the par- 

ties met in Addis Ababa for facilitated discussions regarding "outstanding issues" relat- 
ing to the imptementarion of the CPA and the requirements for independence. Further 

talks were held at the end of March 2011 on how to defuse the recent military activ- 
ity along the border. It became clear during the initial security-related discussions that 
third-party intervention to monitor what became known as the Common Border Zone 
(CBZ) would not be wdcomed by Khartoum, and that a Joint Political and Security 
Mechanism (JPSM) should be established be~-~veen the two parties to take forward and 

implement all security plans. The AUHIP-chaired meeting agreed that the CBZ would 



extend ten miles north and ten miles south of the 1 January 195663 borderline. This 

JPSM included many of the key security-related ministers and operational chiefs from 
both sides. 

On 20 June, the parties regathered under the leadership of the former South African 
President Thabo Mbeki, and agreed on teraporary administrative arrangements for 

the Abyei area and the redeployment of both SAF and SPLA forces, which would be 
replaced by the deployment of an interim security force for Abyei. An interim security 

force would be mandated by the UN, led by and comprised of Ethiopian troops. The 

agreement on provisions for Abyei recognized the inviolate nature of the 1956 borderline 
between the north and the south, which, u~less informed differently by the outcome 

of a future referei~dum, would not change. The provisions for Abyei also included the 
establishment of an Abyei Police Force, a de, militarized area that would cater for the 

migration of pastoralist groups and the rett~.rn of IDPs, and an administration with 
shared representation from both the north and the south,64 

The agreement among the UN, the Government of Sudan, and the SPLM/A to 

deploy Ethiopian peacekeepers under a UN mandate represented an interesting develop- 
ment. both for the UN and for the regional ~echanisms that had supported the Sudan 

peace process for the past decade. Until Jur~e 2011, Khartoum°s reluctance to accept 
thlrd-party intervention had caused a degree of disqulet with its southern counterparts, 

particularly due to the ongoing conflicts in the south and the presence of other armed 
groups. With the Government of Ethiopia representing the only patty that both sides 
would accept as an intervention agent, this posed an additional challeage to the conven- 

tional model of UN peacekeeping deployments, particularly as Ethiopia’s key condition 
was that it deployed to Abyci under its own command structure,s5 On 27 June 2011, act- 

ing under Chapter VII of the Charter, the Security Council authorized the creation of 

the United National Interim Security Force in Abyei (UNISFA).ss UN1SFA’s mandate 

was to monitor and verify the redeployment of any SAF, SPLM/A, or its successor from 

the Abyei area. The resolution also charged the interim force with facilitating the deliv- 
ery of humanitarian aid and the free movement of relief workers in and aFound Abyei. 

On 9 July 2012, the Republic of South Sudan celebrated its independence. A new 
currency, flag, and constitution were all adopted to mark the occasion. The 9 July date 

also marked the end of the UNMIS mandate, which .prompted eall~ from the UN 
Secretary-General for the mandate to be extended,s7 However, bag~d bn theview from 

Khartoum that third-party intervention would no longer be required p0stindependence, 
and that the provisions of the CPA and the planned termination date for the UN preS- 

ence should be respected, an extension was not authorized---only an agreement to take 
twelve months to "drawdown" the UNMIS mandate under a new UN Mission in South 
Sudan (UNMISS).ss By the end of the month, a brigade of Ethiopian peacekeepets was 

deployed to the region under a UN mandate as agreed by the UN, the Government of 
Sudan, the SPLM!A, and the Government of Ethiopia.sv 

Although the parties have since continued their discussions on "outstanding issues" 
under the auspices of the AUHIP and the chairmanship of former President Mbeki, sus- 
tained violence has continued to derail the process from the period following the deploy- 
ment of UNISFA to the time of writing. Despite the authorization of a Joint Border 
Verificatioz and Monitoring Mission, which would include personnel from Sudan, 

South Sudan, and UNIFSA, under a UN lead,7° no further resolution has been reached 
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on the status of Abyei town. Talks chaired by the AUHIP collapsed in late November 

2011 after the GoS’s rejection of the South’s offer supporting the Panel’s proposed pay- 

meat of an annual percentage ofoil exports.~i Although the discussions were meant to 

continue in January 2012, they too broke down over issues concerning service fees that 
Sudan had asked South Sudan to pay for ~sing oil infrastructure on its territories, and 
the arrears that have accumulated as a resuk of nonpayment by Juba.vz 

Despite the I3 February 2012 signing of a nonaggression pact7~ between the two 

countries, and a commitment by both parties to resume talks on alloutstanding issues, 
fighting along the shared border, April 2012 witnessed an outbreak 0fviolence around 
the border towns of both Bentui and Heglig, which broke down the talks, almost irrepa- 

rably. These incidents featured the SPLA capture of Heglig, a disputed town with oil: 

~elds located north of the border in the South Kordofan sta~e of Sudan. Just before and 
after this siege, GoS forces bombed the border town of Bentiu, which led to the death of 

a number of southern civilians, Even after talks under the AUHIP resumed on 20 July 

2012, South Sudan again suspended its involvement in protest against a bombing raid 
by Sudan inside South Sudan, in the Northern Bahr el-Ghazal state.74 Tensions con- 

tinue m run high around Abyei, where the GoS forces maintain a significant presence, 

despite the ongoing return of the town’s inhabitants. 
Other issues continue to further complicate the situation. The lack of governance 

capacity in South Sudan is problematic, with senior ranks across the SPLA suffering 
from high rates of illiteracy. With the families of middle and senior security officers 

residing outside of South Sudan, the issue of ownetship of the process and the commit- 
ment to transforming the country and responding to the faust rural and impoverished 
areas remains questionable. The president has yet to introduce a decree in Parliament 

that would propose a new role for the SPLA. Such a decree would go some way toward 

changing the former culture of the SPLA from "fighting a war with the North" to 

something oriented to the external defence of South Sudan. South Sudan’s position 
remains further weakened as a result of its lack of diplomatic capacity and its inability 
to match even a fraction of the strategic communications possessed by KhartoumZ5 The 

new nation maintains no representation in key strategic bases such as W~ishington, New 

York, London, or Brussels. , 

In March 2012, and as a resuk of a. disput~ over transit fees levied on South Sudan 
for the t~ansport of oil across northern territory and rl~e use of Sudan’s export ~erminal, 

the Government of South Sudan decided to halt the flow of oiL This has affected what 
~ow accounts for one-third of the Government of South Sudan’s oil revenues and its big- 

gest source of hard currency. Failure to pay what t.he south regarded as excessive transit 
fees led to South Sudan shutting down the supply of crude oil and the south accusing 

the Government of Sudan of seizing US$815 million of crude oil as compensation.7s 
Although in the past the south has proven its ability to survive the severing of food- 

distribution lines and the absence ofoil wealth, the situation wiII have adverse effects on 
food prices, inflation, and a weakened currency in Sudan. With the majority of the oil 

reserves in South Sudan, and the majority ofoil infrastructure in Sudan, continued ten- 
sions over resource and weakh management wit[ continue to have a corrosive effect on 
the peace process. Indeed, Paul Collier and Lisa Chauvet have conservatively estimated 
that the domestic and regional cost of a new civil war between Sudan and South Sudan 

would amount to US$85 million.77 
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The Limits of UN Mediation and 
Operational Support 

The chronological account of post-referendum developments outlined earlier offers some 
compelling insights into the UN’s capacity to lead the world’s peace and security agenda. 
By not having piayed a major role in the i994-21305 IGAD-led Sudan peace process, the 

UN was not well placed in terms of carrying the credibility and respect of all parties to 

the peace process to lead a comprehensive and coumry-wide peace post-CPA peace mis- 
sion. While tGAD members demonstrated resilience in driving forward the peace process 
between 1994 and 2005, at a time when the wider region remained unstable and some 

IGAD members were in conflic: with one another, it remains questionable as to whether 

or not a larger international organization such as the UN could have taken on this role 
~vithout facing resistance across its wider membership. This chapter also exposed ways in 
which the foreign policies of individual states, such as the United States and its Global 

War on Terror, could impact the way in which parties to the Sudan conflict viewed the 
UN, particularly as the agenda developed in parallel to the peace process. Even with a 

wide range of ¢koice from within Africa, the UN, and IGAD, Ethiopia remained the 
only acceptable lead country for an operational role undertaken in a region clo~e to the 
northern border. Generally speaking, a UN-led third-party intervention was a solution 

that remained strongly resisted by Kharmum. 
Notwithstanding the limitations to UN leadership posr-CPA, the organization, and 

the Security Council in particular, played an irrtportant role in areas other than opera- 
tional leadership. Since the Machakos Protocols in 2002, and particularly following the 
signing of the CPA, the Security Council maiurai~ed an ongoing and detailed record 

of all political and security-related developmen*:s in Sudan. Supported by the work of 
Special Representatives and their assessment te~’mas, these efforts informed continuous " 

appeals to the international community for financial and logistical support in a hum- 
.bet of priority areas. This effort also underpinned the UN’s role in Darfur whereone 

could argue that, although its presence was still challenged by Khartoum, a compelling 
humanitarian case more easily warranted its involvement. The situation in Darfnr also 

prompted the UN to provide critical political and operational support ro the AU, ks 
monitoring mission, and its High-Level Panel. This effort was combined with the orga- 
nization’s w~der endeavors across the southern region, which featured the deployment of 
UNMIS, support for the creation of an MDTE UNIRED’s technical suppor~ for the 

southern referendum, and the authorization for the deployment of UNISFA. Nekher 
IGAD nor the AU would have had the secretariat capacity to manage such a wider port- 

fo[10 of support functions, although their teader, lhip was dependent on it. 

Lastly, and as part of the secretariat role referred to earlier, the UN made an impor- 
tant contribution to keeping issues on the table, and to informing what became a "roll- 

ing" and continuously disrupted peace agenda. More specifically, without the Security 
Council’s supporting statements, resolutions, and operational mandates (and the exten- 
sion of these mandates), its appeals for wider assistance, its expressions of concern and 

applause, and the ongoing reports of the Secreta*T-Genera[ and Special Representatives, 
the many outstanding issues that emerged following the referendum risked diluting the 

impact of the CPA, which contained many commkmems that required implementation 
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[n parallel to addressing the outstanding issues. The statements made by the Security 
Council during this time provided a vehicle for the rationalization and discussion of the 

dominant concerns of each party. Based on the different parallel and disjointed agendas, 

one could argue that the absence of a. mechanism for tracking developments over ten 
years (and for keeping the key issues on the table) could have paved the way for destruc* 
tire distractions to the peace process. 

The difficulties now facing the AUHIP and prospects for peace in the region pre- 

dominantly concern the lorzg~standing disagreements over the distribution of oil wealth. 
As these issues continue to be addressed at the highest political level, the UN maintains 

its focus on the more practical governance, development, and security challenges of 
South Sudan. However, as this ease study has demonstrated, the importance of main- 
taining a continental lead both for the peace p~ocess and for operations oft more sens~i- 

tire nature has enabled the UN to continue with its critical supporting role, The UN’s 

"gap-filling" experience in Sudan indicates just how much administratiye, operational. 
and political capacity is required to prop up present-day integrated peace missions. Until 

such time as organizations like the AU, IGAD, and the wider regional economic com- 

munities are able to either separately or collectively manage all aspects of these missions, 

the UN--through the leadership of the Security Council--should focus on "integrated 
support" to regional-led interventions in the future. 
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Historically, generic medications 
have been the most cost- 
effective medication choices. 
However, since market prices for 
medications including generics 
are not regulated in the United 
States, over the past several 
years many manufacturers have 
initiated large price increases on 
generics at will, or had generics 
come to the market without 
competition for a certain time - 
called an exclusivity period - with a high cost. This has 
created many high-cost generics in the marketplace. 

Immune System: Super 
Foods for Optimal Health 

JOIN OUR LIST 

TOBACCO 
CESSATION 
RESOURCES 

For example, when new generics for Actos® (pioglitazone), 

used to treat diabetes, and Maxalt® (rizatdptan), used to 
treat migraine headaches, came to the market, they both 
had an average cost of more than $300 per 30-day supply. 
Overall, generics are still the most cost-effective medication 
options. However, with so many generic medications on the 
market, there are now some lower-cost generic alternatives 
to the higher cost ones. 

Learn more about high cost generics and the Preferred Drug 
List 

Stick it to the Flu 
Getting a flu shot is easy and 
convenient for State Health Plan 
members through Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of North 
Carolina’s "Stick It to the Flu" 
program. 

The flu vaccine is available at no 
charge to all Plan members 
when you receive a shot at a 
worksite clinic, any in-network 
doctor’s office, in-network health 
department, participating Minute 
Clinic, or through a participating 
North Carolina immunizing 
pharmacist. The free flu shot 
program will run through Dec. 31, 2013. 

photo cr~d~f: 7;~mkstccR ,~meges 

Trying to quit tobacco? Let 
us help. Click here to learn 
about FREE and 
discounted NC 
HealthSmart supports 
available to help you 
become tobacco-free. 

EAT SMART, MOVE 
MORE, WEIGH LESS 

QUICK LINKS 

About Us 

My Medical Benefits 

Check with your agency, or the agency from which you 
retired, to see if it is holding a worksite flu shot clinic. You 
may also contact Customer Service at 888-234-2416 to find 

Mental Health Resources 

NC HealthSrnart 



out which North Carolina pharmacies in your area have an 
immunizing pharmacist. 

2013 Step Up Carolinas Spring Challenge 
Winners! 
Congratulations to the 8,772 State 
Health Plan members who 
participated in the 2013 Step Up 
Carolinas Spring Challenge! 
Together we walked 1.3 billion 
steps, exercised 4.3 million 
minutes and loss 8,614 pounds. 

The Plan applauds all participants 
for completing the eight-week, 
team-based fitness challenge. 

We also want to recognize those individuals and teams who 
were the top performers for each of the three competing 
categories among the participating employing units and 
retirees. 

Learn about the winners of the 2013 Step Up Carolinas 
_Sprin.q Challen.cLe 

My Pharmacy Benefits 

Pdvac~t Notice 

CONTACT US 

Customer Service: 
888-234-2416 

Prescription Questions: 
800-336-5933 

Health Coach for Eligible 
Members: 

800-817-7044 

For questions on this 
newsletter, e-mail 

ppo_inquides@nctreasu re r.com. 

New iPad® Winners Announced* 
An eye to good health turned into a 
new iPad for two lucky State Health 
Plan members. The July and 
August winners of the Plan’s 
monthly drawings hail from the 
Mecklenburg and Guilford County 
areas. They are: 

July winner: 

Brenda J. Zimmer, M.Ed. 
Title I Specialist 
Charlotte Mecklenburg 
Schools 

p ~ofo �’red/f: }S#~nkstock Image!~ 

August winner: 

DaNita Martin 
Former 7th Grade Math Teacher 
Eastern Guilford Middle School 
Gibsonville, NC 



VVith one drawing each month, you too can win a chance for 
a new iPad® and get healthy at the same time. Call 800-817- 
7044 or log on to your Personal Health Portal and complete 
a Health Assessment to be entered. 

NOTE: with the new health plan options, you may be eligible 
for monthly savings through premium credits. Complete your 
Health Assessment today! 

Monthly drawings for an iPad will be conducted for all 
eligible members age 18 and older who have completed 
their Health Assessment since Jan. 1,2011. For more 
information on taking your Health Assessment, click here. 

*Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are 
members whose primary health coverage is through the 
State Health Plan. Federal law prohibits the Plan from using 
your personal health information to discriminate against you 
in any way or from giving this information to your employing 
agency/school or other unauthorized third party, unless 
allowed or required by law. 

**Source: QuitlineNC 

The information presented in this eonewsletter is intended for information purposes only and is not a 
substitute for consultation with a medical professional. This information should not be used to treat or 
diagnose a health condition, Always seek advice from a trained health care provider’, 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by communication@nctreasurer.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

State Health Plan I 4901 Glenwood Avenue I Suite 300 I Raleigh I NC I 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:45 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

20130924144444886.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.24.2013 14:44:44 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130924144644745.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.24.2013 14:46:44 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yankees.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Join AT&T in thanking Mariano for all the Mo-ments 

JOIN AT&T IN THANKING MARIANO FOR ALL THE MO-MENTS 

Don’t say farewell. Say thank you. 

After 19 years with the New York Yankees, the career of the greatest closer of all time is coming to an end. 

Join AT&T in thanking Mariano Rivem for all of the unforgettable Mo-ments he’s given us. 

Go to attmo-ments.com now and say thanks. 

Click to start >> 
~:iilirfl~. m~blists, comi~/C VN AF 9iR 1 MN-F9iLN’~ 1N~YJW VJ G/KS 8YTE/NNit?a7604136&b-603333383 

Want to see more of this e-mail? View it online as a Web page > 
http:iilfi~.mlblists.com/riC\,qNAFg/RIMNFg/LMR1NK/YJWVJGiJ9GDLQiNNit? 
a=CVNAFg&b-ONC98S&c-LPINOE2&d-H2QNS5&e- l&f=7604136&k=603333383 

Please review our privacy policy > 

h~tp~//~ir~.m1b1ists.c~/~/CVNAF9~R1MN-F9/LN~1N~C~YJwVJG/1~YBw~/N~N/t?a=76~4136&b-603333383 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com. If you no longer wish 
to receive commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com, please 
unsubscribe > 
~ :iilimk.mlb~ists. com/r!C \,~N~ AF9/RI~NF~9iL~,ff~INIC~YJWVJG/DKUMFD/NNit? 
a=LMR 1NK&b=c3Rr~b3 J1OGX,’~CYWlsLnVuY~. 5~HU=&c=H5XZOT&d=ONCg8 S&e=NYY&f=7604136&g=603333383 

Postal Address: yankees.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 
75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011. 

(c) 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All rights reserved. 

All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights 
used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. All 
other marks used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks 
of their respective owners. 

[[CVNAF9-ONC98S-R1MNF9-LMR1NK-YJWVJG-T-M2-20130924-f8362594f5c6eb5]] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StatFox <mail@statfoxemail.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

StatFox special - $1,000 Week 4 NFL Fantasy contest! 

The Ultimate Powe~ Tool for Spots Handicappers TM 

Add mail@statfoxemail.com to your address book to insure delivery. To unsubscribe, click here. 

Copyright @ 2013 Daily Racing Form, LLC - 708 3rd Ave, 12th Floor, NY, NY 10017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fellowship opportunity 

It sounds like it was simply an issue of size of the email. Does it contain pictures or anything that can be taken out to reduce the size? Otherwise I would send ITS a request and let them 
know you are having some issues with the list serve. Let me know how it goes. Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 
Tech Support Analyst 
(919)901-0883 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 09/25/2013 3:02 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "McHale, James" <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Fellowship opportunity 

Hi James~ 

Eun[ce tried to send an ema[I to our department I[stserv and received the message below. Do you know if that [s correct or do you think there [s something wrong with the I[stserv? 

Thanks James! 

Travis 

From= Sahle, Eunice N 
Seat= Tuesday, September 24, 2013 7:26 AN 

To= Gore, Travis 
Subject= Fwd: Fellowship opporLunity 

Dear Travis, 

Let’s discuss this matter today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lyris ListManager" <lvris-noreplv~]istserv.unc.edu> 

To: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Fellowship opportunity 

Sorry, your message was not sent out to ’aaad’ because it is 
too large. The maximum message size is 200k, and your 
message was 247k long. 

Return-Path: <eunice~email.unc.edu> 
Received: from rnxipli.isis.unc.edu ([152.2.0.74]) by listserv.unc.edu with SMTP (Lyris ListManager WIN32 version 11.3b); Mort, 23 Sep 2013 16:35:26 -0400 
X-RemoteIP: 152.2.79.120 
X-Group: ACCEPTLIST 
X-Policy: $ACCEPTED 
X-MID: 1036820526 

X-SBRS: 5.1 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 
A uQAANKkQFKYAk9412dsb2JhbABZDoI ~gU7BKYEjFg4BAQEBAQgWBzUHgicBAQMBAQFCRgELAQIcJAIYGCYBBBsGh3ezCIkTjzSDV~EAA4kAhG2C~ZwyP4Iq 
X-IPAS-Result: 
A uQAANKkQFKYAk9412dsb2JhbABZDoI ~gU7BKYEjFg4BAQEBAQgWBzUHgicBAQMBAQFCRgELAQIcJAIYGCYBBBsGh3ezCIkTjzSDV~EAA4kAhG2C~ZwyP4Iq 
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.90,965,1371096000"; 

d="pdf?scan’208,217";a=’’ 1036820526" 

Received: from its-msxht5m.ad.unc.edu ([152.2.79.120]) 
by mxipli.isis.unc.edu with ESMTP/]~LS/RC4-SHA; 23 Sep 2013 16:35:25 -0400 

Received: from its-msxmbs5m.ad.unc.edu ([169.254.9.38]) by 
ITS-MSXHT5M.ad.unc.edu ([152.2.79.120]) with mapi id 14.03.0158.001; Mort, 23 

Sep 2013 16:35:25 -0400 
From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> 
To: "aaad~listserv.unc.edu" <aaad~listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fellowship opportunity 
Thread-Topic: Fellowship opportunity 
Thread-Index: Ac 64nB/QzO0iDUcITUa 5Dr 3H4zwXqg== 
Date: Mort, 23 Sep 2013 20:35:24 +0000 
Message-ID: <EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66~ITS-MSXMB S 5M.ad.unc.edu> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [152.19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

boundary=’’ 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun " 



MIME-Version: 1.0 

-- 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: multipart/altemative; 

boundary=’’ 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun " 

-- 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1’’ 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly find attached a fellowship opportunity for next year. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

-- 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1’’ 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

<html dir 3D"ltr"> 
<bead> 
<metahttp-equiv 3D"Content-Type" content 3D"text/html; charset 3Diso-8859- 
1"> 
<style id 3D"owaParaStyle" type 3D"text/css">P {margin-top:0;margin-bottom: 
0; }</style> 

</head> 
<body ocsi 3D"0" fpstyle 3D"l"> 
<div style 3D"direction: ltr;font-family: Tahoma;color: #000000;font-size: 
10pt;"><br> 
Dear Colleagues,<br> 
<br> 
Kindly find attached a fellowship opportunity for next year.<br> 
<br> 

Best wishes,<br> 
Eunice<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html> 

-- 000 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun -- 

-- 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
C~ntent-Type: application!pdf; 

name="Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdtTM 
Content-Description: Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdf 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 

filename="Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdt~’; size=185972; 
creation-date="Mon, 23 Sep 2013 20:33:13 GMT"; 
modification-date="Mon, 23 Sep 2013 20:33:13 GMT" 

Content-ID: <49339336-a752-4fe3-8aee-9083ce6cada4> 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

JVBERi0xLjMNJeLj z9MNCjIxIDAgb2 JqDTw 8L0xpbmVhcml6ZWQgMS 9MIDE4NTk3Mi9PIDIzLOUg 
MTcwNDgxL04gMi9UIDE 4NTYONC9IIFsgNDkzIDE 5N10+Pg 1 lbmRvYmoNICAgICAgICAgICAgICAg 
DQozNyAwIG9iag08PC9EZ WNvZGVQYXJtc zw 8LONvbHVtbnMgNS9QcmVkaWN0b3IgMTI+Pi9GaWx0 
ZXIvRmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUvSURbPEY 1 NkZBNDk4OTcxNDYyMDYwRTUxNTZBRjFB OEIOOEI 1 PjxGQz JE 
QzlDRkE 3 Qj FENDQyQj dB OTc 1 QkEyNkFGQjFBMD 5 dL01uZGV4WzIxIDI2XS 9 JbmZvIDIwIDAgUi9M 
Z W5ndGggODkvUHJldiAxODU2NDUvUm9vdCAyMiAwIFIvU216Z S AONy9UeXB1L 1 hSZ WYvV 1 sxIDMg 
MV0+PnN0cmVhbQOKaN5iYmRgEGBgYmBgWggiGexAJOMWEMm8H0w2g0iWFj DbDcwuBLO9wGQDWARM 
Mn8HkVyTQWQj N5Bkj NwF JP//3 s3 ABLR1Cdh8BkaiyP 8MjFcFAgQYAEb6DyQNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ 11 
bmRvYmoNc 3RhcnR4cmVmDQowDQol JUVPRg0KICAgICAgICANCj Q2IDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHR1 ci9G 
bGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9 JIDExNC9MZW5ndGggMTE 1L 1MgNq~f+PnN0cmVhbQOKaN5iYGBgZWBg0mZgYWDQ 
cmAQYkAAIQZmoCgLA8eE2QYNDAwFDIyvNnA0WDSAeUDAxsB0xBBI8wExP lhkC4MgkGw6EP1A10Fk 
AtcXVh2mM4xpDBMOWr9gLTpg 5ifAs AysjpOB 6fI3IMOIROYAAQYAbdwVyg0KZ W5kc3RyZ WFtDWVu 
Z G9iag0yMiAwIG9iag08PC9NZXRhZGFOYS A3IDAgUi9QYWdlcyAxOCAwIFIvVHIwZ S 9DYXRhbG9n 
Pj 4NZW 5kb2 JqDTizIDAgb2 JqDTw8LONvbnRlbnRzWzI 11DAgUiAyNiAwIFIgMj cgMC B SIDI4IDAg 
UiAyO SAwIFIgMzAgMCB SIDMxIDAgUiAzMiAwIF JdLONyb3B Cb3hbMC AwIDYxMiA30T JdL 011ZGlh 
Qm94WzAgMCA2MTIgNzkyXS9QYXJlbnQgMTggMCB SL 1 Jlc291 cmNlcyAzOCAwIFIvUm90YXRlIDAv 
VHIwZS9QYWdlPj 4NZW5kb2JqDTIOIDAgb2JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZS9GaXJzdCA 1 
Ny9MZW5ndGggNjA4L04gOC9UeXB1L09ialN0bT4+c3RyZWFtDQpo3syU226bQBCGX2XuK3ePHCxF 
lgwpiqXEtQ Jq01i+IHiFqThYQNr07buzgG2 S OGqrX1QrtLMzs 7s z8H8IFyiIKTBug6TApATJQNgu 
S A6urVc CGGUO6ADjUidZwCydfHFB/Cqv6nAfJwoXDcNzKNzOZiS oylb7AvaR4j naS QKOttUnrOoq 
CVW7JqvLgETquSWLIk6V 101 +Ny025P7z4zeV4FmLAsvqts9ma7LwPS9ulBaEQOdGp8ybRJUmFNG 
5t/Tu2zb7nRPj Pj x/kp16a4F23HIper S JpzZ JiVljjt AHB Tc WeVz2vJ5buPSKoA 5x S/UIotTcmGm S 5 
4iBk 1412LONCkasoIFjdfYiyQjVL9eO2KuJyFd5EZNHGeZbMyzRXQMmlirdZmeqXQW7i5640PJ+E 
rSq+6ITo516ZU7G8Om3VU3u+6qlTXXH3KIwHkK3Lkz7FDCKNs7cccHStZ97uoFZ+AzrKWfgcPxY 
tu301mXZxupWwp0ay2YM3N7ucro9aGFs2DGVEuMbUXqzids fKhuqGuwXbe 6MZ0ris47RRvHGz5 
5 s 3/72COL7orXL eHekZ9oyTOi+xTmV S oKy2qxHgPjiCrm9bfxfUg7qOukHPU8HXcZ 3 Am SPj 02KIE 
o/pJGS0eBEmMWhv8LRj4zoHGnT8FzRqDxsegWWPQVsuH5Vfv5TuYeFW+/ce0OWPajs Sc4+09yo47 
D5wJ2pNzJAupGd+G7LyMHbk0enk9zNUaQoNWPx/Q0mvExax72+3tId7DqMES J5ETsEaqIP+L/KU0 
xViajLPfkabspP1LgAEAs+Cuxg0KZW5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0yNSAwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIv 
RmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUvTGVuZ3RoIDgyOT4+c3RyZ WFtDQpIibxXyW7bMB C98yvmKAE JI2qhpFtbozkU 
KJACAnJIenBs J3FaS45kN/Xf1515Q51aLF+KBBBDDWd5782IeYcf8A7Cr3~i JIFYJ1Cu4B 5yuJ1V 



AhYVeM1 PtVB 2HvID49/1 wg9CHksRQ+wlP JVs sYEvGURHe/3INnB zK7gHAr JneABnNnfr0+CUxW+9 
Wutnj q/gzmXXzWqFxs 8uqJOInKLc 2Mde 4HPztrbb6c0Kd2C2L+cua9b4sij xI=EbEVOAWz62sN/gs 
PjA3CvGK3rYu/ITsG3zNG1RPOQplxIMOCTVa0KDFxtBywIXsrd+bH6ZciDAAmUbcT5Q3dh57Kq4o 
IdM5Y 535vsT10mXDZQQq+ lj 6sQ18hnQ2VkYgxAXe2LEMJC 1 ID1Qxkr2U3 JNxqONNkI<LxzPZ J97Clv 
QTTdm8oeUy6xjIV+/molzjqhOoR7oT8ZdSMeliNFTlzmTKV9d9QOU31I=vbiym6OyAqtGeyGqE4jS 
C2gYEZ GQiobEEyATwYMpc2iaNxlzOZHU/z7VHp0ZuS O71LxfWHUtyCOjlFe ODCXockEs 6hrZj SXyq 
N4RRtPbImF1B s+QK5nawP SKOMyUPSyXyQu61UTydjrGOj dT081KRXETuAYshkmEsYyOgKFDDbVqM 
bVm8NbgGRh4LCyd4bhhXctnnSxrW8HToYowb5FNN/BeaOP1OEwUkwI=LAoz0yIQ3kSyL2gwR2r5 lx 
+H7245mbD2yhiph31dC4KnI+CnEk 1BgXgdQQj04wZg9eU9c0FsN6MeFz/WCad2krhhjKOWSjW64f 
gnP9f9p6zNTUar2eWUArk4W+uSBDK50W17QaLuHJZnVtWfwhU9TXql 1 dj 7i2E6chXuJ6huEOHn3 J 
xZRr 14PpPGINCCDcwqZTq~fTWdKu0ubTd0W3TfC lwdLbGNa2o003ajqRwIdRO7xOsO2cPhH4BCPrf 
3UkCzaWqdb8qMS9bMGjzQplY5LcopqzBXJ7ziaQJn4dDNxTW33y5XZI9hbrz9aisvc3PFSw7PbSw 
itqedgMz3/vycNWGcj C9cigIGwoC7 SDtGZ7byqMYFQI=Pofl fAHHVnRVGK8XCAmxfUj eqwmoi4Z 8 A 
AwA3 JuwuDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZ W5kb2 JqDTI2IDAgb2 JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9M 
ZW5ndGggODMwPj 5zdHJ1YWONCkiJ1FZNb9swDL3rV/CYAJ0m27Hj 3NYF22GHoQO809BDkqZNitjy 
1LRA//3k 1KRkK1E85GBFH+TTeyTF6gd8q+AX/AU10xmo7tcNkkJJVaoE8kUp8wI2NXytID+t46eq 
xe fviV SQQPUIf2DyOIVP SuYwOQa0084Qq2HbbfgAtj oy3bwr3UHUYRIghTWdS 5 WU1LxwBDDPVUnJzs 
e 2fNE 6zQL2 J6OfnvMOGMppF 5PfSj d9j 2tmg/bkKLa9y755Z3gFPOqfhYQhrwI=LFB QPHIGRI3p4Gw 
zNGUdgZeG/T6RmQTJA7oHQ69sT 1 HgodvgP S Jxkg 5k2Vp9RHX9 SEfeN1N/yXej z2qd61~xKRAAdit+ 
UWIPT7VoEGUE3baagsBx 5 Ql~x4bDeMni67mGRP4qwI/n5 +D4ZhIIIPMPOKYst aPVFqfC/bryw 1 g3E 
smeeQj 5XcjEyb/Ceqx4XsejIJ4abB3CBTtkVEgN4SR6/ln3Dg 12bPUFg7PWmhSOr 1U1 A lnrPzoX6 
+gWqNboTanjbmh21NJOfLYNHC 1YIzEER5pBxmiEhGhizcruo 1BAMUrAitcKEsS7NaZCPLG70Mnn 
Mi2j oSPQ8/IO73VLoUJpo80DEcA13xKTI1 J18kwWeTEK0okMMbGXq54vWSvOWLOglbJ8V5uhYTFk 
ebKKWS 5mclHawWWcIhAt CC6Kli2PMr/O73 sZgxLGU4jPv4VmMUddaWre9IHvl~+p23yLcZXt JYiQ 
oGxjwRGDgj PK5kPwDuN7iQstI=w 5NyIirX9e SZ Jb JbGR6numHjMbLeInAr+ SpvvZKiVegI=nZaYtBp 
nSltkcaIPW624SDBDky4UAejdR1Y9LQOQWPFa6tBZ7uOpulTtsxtwlUE57z4Ff43zv7EwlKqoulC 
FuU4RcdkhOgfnpo Jj f/XYZ smoy 1 XnstMdS 3xWKCxYthdOMnlvBj Rul2zo 1 LbC34UPXHGTuoRdxsm 
boujlUHubORD9FlIC5mlZTJwfe4K6Fr4rskNYfiCg2rHo3 JJL7 lhTeANLGNypamSSVbMIxhFQMgd 
b/s2SEYvmTYs 5jDjicgjZTDO2HynVRrwckhV+YhvjG5CuR418gdHn617gH8CDADIZe8NDQplbmRz 
dHJ1YWONZW5kb2 JqDTI3IDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9MZW5ndGggNzY4Pj 5z 
dHJ1YWONCkiJrFdNc9owEL3rV+wRZhJVsiTbOrZpc 8ih0864 JyYHAyHQB Ozy0Qz/vj J4Z S GwbM90 
OLBY 1 tt 9bz8ksif41sFP+AOMRhJY9akMyTjlUQKKRZ S1ZLaGL 5n5 cXqh!srW80nRrAKHbAEj GEP2 
uw 1MDgR7CIDxiCZ a9AebwCjt] qvNMCrea2NVf2/GcH8ycvgx JifrpV7CPYs CrbXZ 9QxZm2RaU6bV 
AJoTx/8rfEYT3e 135yek0rbdbxKBTFPKY+j0SCYnac9uDr6/fG+Zojw56gWPtYHqvNdq4QvFxwku 
gdEOcZdoIFoZosFTRRkTuibTT7472BcwRT8vIfzICNQbO1TNEdeN4KQ7xqUT3oVkc lyApwNmGteO 
wINkEiMWV3Eg8+SGWBHjslLsqx/SzMvuenr5BrFFAoKfcYKlwBOqk 1Rlhsed8ChA5oWxOWzRnAd7 
QMaaVq3XlWDXX7GF/U 1/jhty6UaZ2aOFCvHy/Izu60Iitxs3kV SmPXBMvBj sNq9bD5P2B otTtpTp 
Vy+fB 6wn3HwMtqCIqGAyqcPqIWOoT7hQA9EmzlwGpLI 5whzzU+ZYj clm7WcQF+x+++AXlvR3NB 4A 
pbR1Bj aAvysPoK1EIFJY J2W J8/DY JMMpsKXFf2ybB s4g Jec 3mkFqB +gdlFw9xFwvm7WVxbwc 0oBy 
YdxvNq6uEyY21Ho21i8 clIW1 smtCPIc21IIkddS 1 ed/5xF6b+qgiJ60VnaRU6wjj rxvNYDHGIshm 
V1SIW9z7jyJQ3jq+AR2acXYW3BrojFGdpmIAWnVYt59RFZyU/yk4LgOaU/3RnHGltLOVPp6FyVQc 
6f6VFoxYmkGtB oCZgEt 78XM62G+Yzay 5 JbaTEUxQpXkaEMz6 J52DVLB 4INrEaRnLauU 12i7IQAiq 
ueQD0hFiIOKBaE4BmQuenQ31 lhs J5Hry2zkdvDAwTZUy/0mspi03uV78qv8kDlo/fvODTcnm9cZJ 
Y S 5ZakwCFMwdRMnQxLj 0 SUINI7VhIDTvQIN/AgwAQrvjxAOKZW5kc 3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0yOCAw 
IG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNvZGUvTGVuZ 3RoIDgxMT4+c3RyZ WFtDQpIiaRXqPf/aMB C9 
+ 1 fMoQeQqDd2vsixrbqtK1XaSpH2gHrYwrLQ3cQ0hK36M/uP6kBmHCbEgCoOtpJ4/Oa9eWNzc6tk 
AErkSxjpQCVjyH/Cxxy+wS8IpI4gaH7NJFaJjMNMQZQEMk5gXsD7HOL9exzyAm6agEJBExCGo6Ua 
oiiR06k3 zgHYDEbbMby 162DOOIb9+NC O9MKUY/gO+ZIT26kglFmmcVPh33 QP/u8weKXiK6PNHP J 1 
O9bmMIXFazHYj 8r4SvPt2hHU60ZAy/tCJ9xzeGNoDc4TsBUYEoMCWa5XxHbaQ8MELFFC4rvh6OD 
/4rTcvfl 5ZnAp 8NUuAUVhqwWHtLx/G/D JGOVKapVMr 5DXUj Es cBRHNp7OrhKYUlj z50uOeAcy 55 dk 
1Xgk 1DIb8po43v8Ot3thFfKnYA+eSYItigI5rwD8uOY6e32WpDLRcYv7f22WZtcFmznuSy+zK1My 
i7OrIqNkxmyICs 4RymtK+M2rg S ztnM 1 t9RL4YkUOXvnRCFclMZ 6mnXASj 3VP 8 oUqvj DbrVwt 8IHOb 
F2Kn 1 QZ fwd 1 YHLe 5ihI2Vc GXPcE75KnCfbbEizhlYy 11 OA39NmKZ SLB eEEygc zZVmdRD1Lxmz6c aX 
KzJTzpnrYNtm2v2CRWRK6eV2SH5C3iqDBUlmF3dJuk/BhDQnAFcHB9MglSizkay9RpID3B9/ECc 
wXq~LD0d+Vrg 8 JzaB 9kxdDNDy42KRg liG 17Yh6hrVxrB 24aRc 9Mky J/LmRDpt2nLtOKVDoINAkejR 
rmI3K9EpI9dLV70j7aZ/e6GS2GD3IpcWDDmlac3mPdct5VrOHLuz9w57flVJo llLxek4+tI4aSrT 
t qEIXxxbC/mK7jYlzp 5x4fiuDTxYj + Jtiz6tYVmhXAXUK178rinSkgX6qGK8H3yR2kX3 WB 6yuWv6 
3VRi126c 19bNOJ4Web 12C8mGiNsVPQU74+KOQxIlv24rbEP00YzIekUcC06ZI/2hLT8xKHQSycDz 
J6UrNLUvYqcozv0pCUN7DRneRPQ26VzDWLMn3j c 83xKBERO2P8 AbFUyCIPAh 1 EFmEXZZgH8 CDADz 
6uL+DQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZW5kb2JqDTI5IDAgb2JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S9MZW5n 
dGggNzcyPj 5zdHJ1YWONCkiJpFc9b9swEN35K27oYAE Jyw9JptAtRTt0KFDAnZIMqmMlaSurdeSk 
+fel JfEokx JNI/DgAy2e7uO9d+erFWQMDp/+i6xqeP9ZUAYcVhUsIIHVT/i0gm!wFxgVafdsZwgu 
qJQCZJ5 SpmBdwlXY2TUs/iRwqS/D4ncC3ffeHDwZA8on76xZJ6QzHodrZbsZrDu898NY5qete 1D 1 
18milZ5vYtaglOjEpOc2XmQpkBiYzcrJMUqZnetN1 qprdEDOOD24agHXB6tW1 +RHvNRUIxtOEzCea 
ZpIWS 5XFhNalkIQSTbP8DG+kT/RmsR4CbrZe20238aD 1 WtvCSOK0ubRP24JBqMtLjdyMUZ7HIfe7 
c frVGB/xNYj qxsDaxOLidmMzmo+MS 0WLIufx 8YXawlN+prdj/G3 dboxpFUhCaXUQuSkyOYktWFwG 
klC59iZkvDedRG0hNcJEVa6PtYegGLWvH4ALiLwHo3tQ16+w75A4xutmnsT+MxX63ZrA7nx lbJuX 
ztaAL3 e eBvrvMZKH/TzFCZnTNFK1UHFLPxs 8KU2VMNxXDIFMdFoUMTFgk2+ SCyj hHWcXjDG43w2E 
K0cKUYV SFiKlhVIy 8F~N1 Nlb 5bFI3 +YKNwTbIxOc+PDXQzMm!RL/Yj k6rgXNwe4o S QKk4FYqb 
1 sdxyhMB aDwUboYcbZEa2PkCeBwzos Ow7KGPnUzPGq0uBRc 8Hiq6FmR2cqnsPG/keiwNPubdYTwv 
/xMMyKSkWc6ys3LTyjldqQOlhdAOI+mEgoEdXjtQ3Xuo9kBxfSwLcsyLk7h2Rc+WjZgdcYJa7aOD 
oF/u/XYs o3pqD95 cbD677ULFB S 9Yc/cwMPs 069KrnAf6myRIzGJJc46NiyPmxWRNSmhG4zq4CmpC 
5Rpt sWAhoXHdrYI 5K+K8DasgLoIIsN2cW JwcYkxRFalobvexeHvbxr6zCLBDTQObj +D6fxHj QxRv 
X~F01DrP21 u2amK3 apj dqu/cdiArUMTb2rDezmFcBIL78rAi9AyB/wIMAGsY9bwNCmVuZHN0cmVh 
bQ 1 lbmRvYmoNMzAgMCBvYmoNPDwvRmls dGVyLOZ sYXR1RGVj b2R1L0xlbmd0aCA4MjY+PnN0cmVh 
bQOKSImsVk lvm0AQve+vmKMt JRRYMHB s0+aQqlKj IuUQ9YBMCUlj oAQnSn99F7wzu941 GKTKB 6P9 
mHlv5s3MpjfwJYVb9gdcxw/A7X/9B/cCZxMGHLgbO3EM2x 18 SiEc9vEv3cGHa99xwYO0gBWsIXOS 
1 tgt2NaihdbuYVXU7ZqJ68 JyV67hcvj 8tYbDUpE 9y0/8h7oA3/WCNfyE9EDL AhJ4nrPhfiyB s AW0 
TloLFloTtB 413 AopgeB 5 WMoVywNx3ICuhgY3kW+mLJyIDOXhRDoiH/wkc JLNvE S 8j MFCKuiUDo JN 
citXarnEVk973KRTeKh7NE4LA2/DV6S 8Iml2kj 9h6bKigKyDK1 zIEH79bPCo lkwege8GNbxTULJ2 
Fs cH+IifqNyOYDhTsuRJIrLhJhNpYaYsp3 TphvPMeVqWU0mnpBB e ]WYSD 52N73nSx7j 2dR/7NsPk 
YQ5aDGNG5SyL/trMqVnw9ZshDi2VhzNMNYcpLnO9xJ7jTzQmwYIhC3JWt79JlwTqZQz2u46SHUWh 
hM6KPmmpylt cVITv5IoD31 C0o2Gq4LMZH1UdRyXAVtXD3jpDmHL4YVZqSUWE+WuhGA6FTMQHrmjZ 
rj bc6ovtmEIrTfQh3klkdE 0vs 87E enE20ZvI4TPlekO Jfoev 1 D6OXq2Llu64uAHerfEyT2sB qKDid 
QXJrxKox64ZkQmEhlyr+mWFt/2xYeQdLrbvTWWIir0JItErtvG1 qq6ilVNm6znCIWL1T 1 qk7nLyv 
k lIk8zEGCPWsMkLubCaGuK4MRZ9w5fvW4s003ESz0c/p8R9H5yWueGgE8 SKMGAdrOh9rSGT24uy7 
yQ992e0HACN9kmkA+oE 3Np/8MDxnzZhPU6+wPnU8 caICx 1 wxbYMffOO7MKUBNqGm0zj Ye QjHiOe dJ 
r Jyw+TrLzMpQRUN9qKypvnMo 8 carVTj wanV49dw S zYNh51 U30KuafJNiiTyp 1 oHpDL WuLifEEgmx 
8P4xM9vaRJL9KF5o7X4IBfUhKvj JguWeAO0mwf8 JAfcSYSOMF4Fuxoeppqet7MZ2m6Lr46/8un0g 
Q/iA+GuczkG9APZVbmuqNPs2tqWhX8M/AQYAICL8MAOKZW5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0zMSAwIG9i 



ag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNvZGUvTGVuZ 3RoIDgyNj 4+c 3RyZWFtDQpIiaRXO2/bMBDe+ Sm 
tIGUtV6WPLZFO3RqAQEdgg62nNhpbVGhraT695Ui31E+KrTSwoMI6XiP7757OP8Kn3P4Do+wkGEM 
i+7XHdIQwiCUwRKKI3zMIXn5go/8CO+/BHIBAeT34hZmSsPDvLs Js+2dOazNE87msMc3+AJIVve3 
xewJ35zm8K4Xun85 Ja2QOj oqURytalDP/U0xK+ 1V/IziB3QWFMkAfvxTkVtn49YD9wolJEDOfQGM 
s6oOzLliLi6wObPvqoQjg6+BggmdKZheGZBX5Di/4gCBAjCHn5B3 JBCj JAhWmYyz6ySA24F IIT8X 
vTmljwx5bRPbkmZ4BfiVtQG/LJgOSn9TOXS5gU1N/MKLe4X8clQhzOWWjlrTyx3K8TDKswF/hKdt 
XA4/RyP 1YR9HSxmskuhNGWihu+SXA5119xlPSIkDe8KGCEaOjneKIItlcql TiN7Futyy6rLe/iZ0 
vRaDMJPRI1 sau2I SNA+kGiFRPOC 1 CXejtKc+Hdwo 10OnBXc6j AIZZmkwDS zj NLYfSyPKH8 eOWGX7 
2aC 1 fc Ja0oq3p JL69Dfe3MaKkq7t4MNL1Q 8 TOahCgmmvfLmMo0QmqzS dnsuOj fmv 17Rlb9TWgny9 
EPZYCPimAu0UFB97uh.[jBTwKt3zShcym91hFBk8IP/q94QFwhvIpaNM1F55yi0IZRatssp/C16Kg 
Tfh0baZp8 JlIj cIWc 8kLomDBE lw3sOdrQEWz/2nNPtW8FdyZSpoyu7wN2NwS3bwgDZxFJ05OT5 J7 
jjbDkUbXa86FtV+fiMGmxctqPLBwro6GZC1XEwsRdauds25ZBouL5A4aziDqSqtt/erScDGTxX9k 
sN39flidwoyXtQ+RdmzJVZAZWF4hv2A1T 1 tkY5vvDq2Hfxk0b+ JpRwuXeyXbn2u7C3kYdt 4+oK+A3 
ZLRg3HJ65MGQrfHbThOZpYkftd60QNN2mT8wo3YTcBnhm+Adm+OoHeLTOj WZ4Vng44Xv7OhVzVsR 
4IL SUfyO J3tny4ZTgxRozgy713BZguTqWvsP JQTO 1 KQ/gCML/Vg/u+Dt2P+fy/jIuWYkB1 oA6C+X 
LRR0q9914a8 AAwBVxhtaDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZW 5kb2 JqDTMyIDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHRlci9GbGF0 
ZUR1Y29kZ S9MZW5ndGggNjg5Pj 5zdHJ1YWONCkiJ1FVNj 5swEL3Pr5gj SFOH882xWupPbUSUg/R 
HrIJm6RNcOqErvLvaxLGgAFvUKRggf3mzcx74/w7fs1~xJ/5Fj/khevWvXiQ+cj9jQYzrI37KMbp9 
oUd+xMVXzj zkmL/CEp03F 5/UOXR2exdvi3Xz30GFVkWzwB Ot 50vtXI SOkMfbO3B Wzbe SEGj zmWKg 
j kbBDsYTXwoX7qu9C S fk SUgKcjFibNr99EmoBKC fAO2RaJ5 fmdlruC2umgq2LzUhJBmGLidQKHQF6 
GVQrswYHg62utQ4qml fgjDBy 8Rlzizp4xO JOTB 3 QUwcqdVQ1 cfin0382e0gMrgzb2DCMzf2UZVnI 
LQxwwOCj C/dopxOV5dppTdtralwlKRHVx0ZaOgWdlKlmfhgyP836vOEd3nsjeOsBodtJdoIRO+Ej 
duqcaioBHR34Ho9seYWeOpvOEITz5GL+ewosZFGS2pproil+sQVQqWUmIFrQAj4TbdkptDkk9AdR 
av9T25RMoWePYdu0ZU21vmt dj 7MkhoeMM5wLFK 110r6hujYlpwk9NLCR0oKHR+qmkiMu7hQE+pxN 
hpvCKLt 5 e+G 1 pXHHkh+s 5 Q3 CmE WRnzRFnphOMKEQMVrdce 41WbVVhF7tREXHN liKy3 Tvrj 33u2AV 
TpoyL/U8/5GZC85WDoTQGV8 SxUBbEgfWaBagy7AtqVIFNPq0Nd7oIuhW6E9hQJ6G9yFFRVFpMDWD 
oZnBQ59Qvw5G38zUVNpCKPRnmJyw3GNZEEUz6g/WKcaDGXhAKqlbpsXS3j 6mLvUEs 14accYyn2ea 
wgPTyKnOlpxSxSbj6SxAW43 SYDbeslMWIW3zuWOzOrSyVqTiZJiov8TnakSri4ajLPAXlrj4Uchl 
cbpUqwPKfb2fttUc71s Joqa5 +Hbk+FncwP 8LMAC4XXFcDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZ W5kb2 JqDTMzIDAg 
b2 JqDTw 8LOFsdGVybmFOZ S 9EZXZpY2V SROIvRmls dGVyLOZ sYXR1RGVj b2R1L0xlbmd0aCAyNjEy 
L04gMz4+c3RyZWFtDQp4AZ2WdlRT2RaHz703vdASIiAI9Bp6CSDSO0gVBFGJSYBQAoaEJnZEBUYU 
E S1WZFTAAUeHImNFFAuDgmLXCfIQUMbBUURF5d2MawnvrTXz3pr9x lnf2ee3191n733XugBQ/IIE 
wnRYAYA0oVgU7uvBXBITy8T3AhgQAQ5YAcDhZmYER/hEAtT8vT2ZmahIxrP27i6AZLvbLL9QJnPW 
/3 +RIj dD JAYACkXVNj x+ Jlffl ApRTs 8UZMv8EyvSVKTKGMTIWoQmirCLjxK9s9qfmK7vJmJcm 5KE a 
Wc4ZvDSejLtQ3pol4aOMBKFcmCXgZ6N8B2W9VEmaAOX3KNPT+JxMADAUmV/M5yahbIkyRRQZ7ony 
AgAI1MQ5vHIOi/k 5 a J4AeKZn5IoEiUliphHXmCm16Mhm+vGzU/liMSuUw03hiHhMz/S 0DI4wF4Cv 
b5ZFASVZbZloke2tHO3tWdbmaPm/2d8eflP9Pch6+ 1XxJuzPnkGMnlnfbOysL70WAPYkWpsds76V 
VQC0bQZA5eGsT+8gAPIFALTenPMehr~xeksTiDCcLi+zsbHMBn2suK+g3+5+Cb8q/hjn3mcvu+ 1Y7 
phc/gSNJFTN1ReWmp6ZLRMzMDA6Xz2T99xD/48A5ac3 Jwyycn8AX8YXoWHolAmEiWi7hTyBWJAu 
Z AqE f9Xlffxg2 JwcZfp 1 rFGh 1 XwB 9hTl QuEkHyG89AEMj AyRuP3 oCfetbEDEKyL68 aK2Rr30PMnr+ 
5/ofC lyKbuFMQS JT5vYMj 2RyJaIsGaPfhGzBAhKQB3 SgCj SBLjACLGANHIAzcAPeIACEgEgQA5YD 
LkgCaUAEskE+2AAKQTHYAXaDanAA lIF60AROgjZwBlwEV8ANcAsMgEdACobB SzAB3oFpCILwEBWi 
QaqQFqQPmULWEBtaCH1DQVA4FAPFQ4mQEJJA+dAmqBgqg6qhQ 1 A99CNOGroIXYP6oAfQIDQG/QF9 
hB GYAtNhDdgAtoDZsDs cCE fCy+BEeB WcBxfA2+FKuBY+DrfCF+Eb 8 AAshV/CkwhAyAgDOUZYCBvx 
REKQWCQBE SFrk SKkAqlFmpAOpBu5j UiRceQDB oehYZgYFsYZ44dZj OFiVmHWYkow 1 ZhjmFZMF+Y2 
ZhAzgfmCpWLVsaZYJ6w/dgk2EZuNLcRWYI9gW7CXsQPYYew7HA7HwBniHHB+uBhcMm4 lrgS3D9eM 
u4Drww3hJvF4vCreFO+CD8Fz8GJ8Ib4Kfxx/Ht+PH8a/J5AJWgRlgg8hliAkbCRUEBoI5wj 9hBHC 
NFGBqE90IoYQecRcYimxjthBvEkc Jk6TFEmGJBdS JCmZtIFUSWoiXSY9Jr0hk8k6ZEdyGF1AXk+u 
JJ8gXyUPkj9Q1CgmFE9KHEVC2U45 SrlAeUB 5Q6VSDahulFiqmLqdWk+9RH1KfS9HkzOX85t]ya2T 
q5FrleuXeyVP1NeXd5 dfLp 8nXyF/Sv6m!LgCUcFAwVOB o7B WoUbhtMI9hU1FmqKVYohimmKJYoPi 
NcVRJby SgZK3Ek+pQOmw0iWlIRpC06V 50ri0TbQ62mXaMB 1 HN6T705PpxfQf6L30CWU1ZVvlKOUc 
5Rrls8pSBsIwYPgzUhmlj JOMu4yP8zTmuc/jz9s2r21e/7wplfkqbip81SKVZpUB1Y+qTFVvlRTV 
naptqk/UMGomamFq2Wr71 S6rjc+nz3eez51 fNP/k/IfqsLqJerj 6avXD6j 3 qkxqaGr4aGRpVGpc 0 
xjUZmm6ayZrlmuc0x7RoWgulBFrlWue 1XjCVme7MVGYls4s 5oa2u7act0T6k3as9rWOos llmo06z 
zhNdki 5bNOG3XLdTd0 JP Sy9YL 1 +vUe+hP1GfrZ+kv0e/W3/KwNAg2mCLQZvB qKGKob9hnmGj 4WMj 
qpGr0 S qjWqM7xjhj tnGK8 T7j WyawiZ 1 JkkmNyU1 T2NTeVGC6z7TPDGvmaCY0qzW7x6Kw3F1ZrEbW 
oDnDPMh8o3mb+SsLPYtYi50W3RZfLO0sUy3rLB9ZKVkFWG206rD6w9rEmmtdY33HhmrjY7POpt3m 
ta2pLd92v+ 1905pdsNOWu067z/YO9iL7JvsxBz2HeIe9DvfYdHYou4R91RHr6OG4zvGM4wcneyex 
00mn351ZzinODc6j CwwX8BfULRhy0XHhuBxykS 5kLoxfeHChlFXbleNa6/rMTdeN53bEbcTd2D3Z 
/bj7Kw9LD5FHi8eUp5PnGs 8LXoiXr 1 eRV6+3kwli72rvpz46Pok+jT4Tvna+q30v+GH9Avl 2+t3z 
1/Dn+tf7TwQ4BKwJ6AqkBEYEVgc+CzIJEgV1BMPBAcG7gh8v018kXNQWAkL8Q3aFPAk 1DFOV+nMY 
Liw0rCbsebhVeH54dwQtYkVEQ8 S7SI/I0shHi40WSxZ3RslILxUXVR01Fe0WXRUuXWCxZs+RGjFqM 
IKY9Fh8bFXskdnKp99LdS 4t] 7OIK4+4uMlyWs+zacrXlqcvPrpB fwVlxKh4btLx3 fEP+ JE 8Kp 5Uyu 
9F+5d+UE 1507h!uS 58Yr543xXfhl/JEE14SyhNFE18RdiWNJrkkVSeMCTOG14HWyX/KB 5KmUkJSj 
KTOp0anNaYS0+LTTQiVhirArXTM9J70vwzSjMEO6ymnV71UTokDRkUwoc llmu5iO/kzl SIwkmyWD 
WQuzarLeZ0dln8pRzBHm9OSa5G7LHcnzyft+NWY1 d3Vnvnb+hvzBNe5rDq2F 1 q5c271Odl 3BuuH1 
vuuPbSBtSNnwy0bLj WUb326K3tRRoFGwvmBos+/mxkK5Q1HhvS3OWw5sxWwVbO3dZrOtamXI17R 
9WLL4oriTyXckuvfWX 1 X+d3MgoTtvaX2pft34HYId9zd6brzWJliWV7ZOK7gXa31zPKi8re7V+y+ 
VmFbcWAPaY9kj7QyqLK9Sq9qR9Wn6qTqgRqPmua96nu37Z3ax9vXv99ff9MBjQPFBz4eFBy8fSj3 
UGutQW3FYdzhrMPP66Lqur9nfl 9/RO 118ZHPR4VHpcfCj 3XVO9TXN6g31DbCj ZLGs eNxx2/94PVD 
exOr6VAzo7n4BDghOlItix/gf754MPN15in2q6 S f9n!a20FqKWqHW3NaJtqQ2aXtMe9/pgNOdHc 4d 
LT+b/3z0jPaZmrPKZ0vPkc4VnJs5n3d+8kLGhfGLiReHOld0Prq05NKdrrCu3suB169e 8blyqdu9 
+/xV16tnrjl dO32dfb3thv2N1 h67npZ f7H5p6bXvbb3pcLP91uOtjr4Ffe f6Xfsv3va6fe WO/50b 
A4sG+u4uvnv/Xtw96X3e/dEHqQ9eP8x6OP 1 o/WPs46InCk8qnqo/rf3V+Ndmqb307KDXYM+ziGeP 
hrhDL/+V+a9PwwXPqc 8rRrRG6ketR8 +M+YzderH0xlDLj JIT44W/Kf6295XRq59+¢Fu9Z 2LJxPBr 
0euZP0reqL45+tb2bedk6OTTd2nvpqeK3qu+P/aB/aH7Y/q2HkensT/hP1Z+NP3d8CfzyeCZtZubf 
94Tz+w0KZ W5kc3RyZ WFtDWVuZG9iag0zNC AwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNvZGUvTGVu 
Z 3RoIDMyOTQ 5L0xlbmd0aDEgNDQ 50DA+PnN0cmVhbQOKeAHMvHI 8VNX5P37OuXf27c 5MZstMZs 1M 
JpkkM 1 lhQiA3kLAFTZQtQ SNhROUJYamolLgiUQvuO2AVRcEy JIIBrE Q/amvVj 9j aVruBLVqt01KL 
VgvJ/N7nTnBpP9/P9/V7/f75zc 1 z9nvvuec 8z3Oe5Zys6Vm7hBhJLxGIvOiKBdlE+QWe J4TuWLRu 
TTCX13YQovnN0u51V+Ty7msJUVcsW7F+aS4fOkHIblgavmTB41yenEVcuxwFuTytRly4/Io 1V+Xy 
/gyeb lyxctFofehilN9yxYKrRt9Pfod88MoFVyzJtd97C+LS7pWr 1 +TyPzqOeFd3z5LR9rSdEEsz 
RaEFYANQYuYBIZPIZ6 S ePEI0hB GJJMkc9Dwqfk JUyPN611HNue67U/Mt9Z9rPVoUEPLDPxW8xONX 
9n2x9cya4dskosXDiE5pzylwnyY00kzmSuTMmn8dk3 Jv4jXnfpMOklnCpwNCSaCh0SGcIF3Cx2S7 
8AE5BhCJhBIJqQZAN9JZgCo7JLw/0NxcKQ8iTpQrcX+8uPIgr+jP91X+WHif7SFFJICCY/1 Or 1Lz 
h!6JE0cTtWNziYGSssp.[jXrhD+RvACb8QThG4rm7BuLllacaTSigwveJhVISIDuE35MMgBFZ+M1 A 
Yaxy+xHhDdT/THiNLFZue63 fZK3EA38iPIexDQgHhP2jNfsHzNZK0rhauB lj MoTwKOA44BRAJCuF 
J81GwBbAXoBILAgDgCSglZcIu4Xd6OdO3G9BmASsBGwBiBjCp 1F+OQ+FXcJ1JIx7bxPuJg7Etwp3 
KfHjiPOR/yHK/YgfRZ 7H20fzDyHm9Q+Olj +AvBP 5 +0t] + 1 DuRf5 e 5H18 z2h+nbB WuW/NaLxDWN3v 
D0iNftQHASmAgNTdSN2NobsbOYKQQj cIK5 Qe 7ENciS dekYsxaxv6QxF[ijYMuDyVOzCkGzDOGzBy 



GzByG4iINteea3Ntrk2ZcC3aXIs216LNtRiV1LAa7 luNC SMIJUAQIGDcV2PceXkG4RDgKEAgNyLc 
CtjBcSL3MI7F6NVm4bL+eADItmwgLVc2HBaWYqhlYemAp6Byyzc5nZ4j 4tIBnXk0tvC2S 5 S2SwZ0 
R166ZCC/IBej 1 eWNZmERuQbASB7CQkA 1 oAkgCov6C5OBQSL55Aotkc2Bj WyjsFHcqB JTTdR2RKgk 
baDAALEJZaQeDYoDS+vpmC5dt65XJ0i6oC61k3VtOtVKYaOwRRACQ1JoEFqF+YJqMDvUr6mrQiRP 
UddVbTXsMGQMQ4ajB1VGPaQ+qj 6uPqVWB dUpt axuU3 epu9W96q3 qHWrdVvVWDe sydBt 6DY JkCBp S 
BtnQZ1AFNHRH403CQnwmQSgBugFbASLGeD7KgSIlgPmYjfkYtktQThAS 5CTAUaSPI 1YhZOE7C9pZ 
UGpBqQW1BCGvaQNOAboBvFb9dc25e3j 7U7wGUIRaM55kJgzPMaMcKcB05EzImZAzodVRdhY91BAG 
AWOAQ Sk7j hSwBuG5utRolRdiNeH 1 pwBMuY/XyQCBnZUXFAOV00wx3VFMtxZ Tub6hsVIOI7DZbPMj 
86Pz4/N3iisjK6Mr4yt 3iq2R 1 mhrvHWn2BBpiDbE G3 aKyUgymownd4qB S CAaiAd2iltm7 J 1 xZMZb 
M8 T5M 1 bO2DhDGIOpG+hPpCqVOB zl 8 f5 +T371GEvj OLYXnzMf4XbAMYB AAgiTgAbA SoDI9iIMs GdQ 
+gxKnyGtgPkAFe 54BwlbEPJ6XslLtwNUSuoYUuw79VgM2Z7+uqrWxulgufMB 2wECnr0H9+9RWudS 
e 5XyDMLj SnkrQt5+B4D3cs/X9whgcPN4PxAGAA2A+YBugIq8 JczF4j CXPxlhANAN2AsQhXm45gpz 
2TO49rA9QqlsqnAEiNOJ1 cZmlUqNEjMCB0x01xLer4SblbBBCQt183TTF9NNL0w33TzdVIQEi5NG 
3HC3EoZkQ6Pp2UZTa6OpuNGEp71Ii JiYQwnVPKSfKOH5 Slgq54VMX4VM/wiZ/h4yPRIyrQqZxof4 
IT7QronlKaGBh/ReJZyuhDHZEDC9GjDNDZjGBEyNJrqNog9kohL61dDLQ/rZs5YmC9Edpp+RJjyP 
9t cXBwYZUSKa7a9vDAz Skf76KYiG++u3IfpXf/1 dge fpV 1 RZ 0ugX/YUnAo0OeppOE 7HE 0X+IVLxn+n 
08hu5E 8hXob4CVJPo4gf76+/jrd/DPc/iPwPSVjL73uUtCn3b61TIPJHRu97uL90Id76UH/perzl 
QVJKeev7+ktPoPSu/tLNiO7sL 12BaEt/1Hfwsv76kkCjlS4jhYy3XUSijPdkxugbp+LJK5Cfkru5 
ub+U39XEXzBIJ/VHKhAV8V4+TyOkTXldoD+ifGQBiSid85GI0mkviSqxmVqUzptIWIm 1/ZHr8BT1 
s9ETgX/WH+YITj6nlv5tgT89j++bg+wf6bT+3YG3D/Lh6g+8VTpIowcC/x05HHilcJDO6Q8M1Q5q 
UXGkdJDR/YF9GOQM2j J6ILC3dFngmYhSuzOCWkzl 9vq~vwEOReYEHosj3B64rfZ53g lyBL56D6o7S 
CYEZ9bsDk6ODFNVyPV4m6wNlkZ 5AGsVjB+m0gd2Bis JB3pUUnrH7QKAEb4xF1K7MHnOI 1RANXSuX 
atZoFmrmaC7QjNNUaco0QU2BxqfJ09q0ktasNWr 1 Wql WrRW1 TEu0eYPZ43KCi2t 5akVqU4NtUyIq 
aQmskYIAFWmOUS 0D7WTs QgtrmTmRZmwtpGXWxMyYRMug JnthZmyiJaNm6h9H6U/6EAuw24ZpGRW 
+yDN8qKbvBnbpPaDhNLkTbd7eXztTbd3dNCWzNAi0rIwmPliJr5DfSG8j Coy0U2c6xrcDbYJlvTk 
pv8h6FIKu5oS3/zc3ySRchdk7m2Z2Z55uqAjU8kT2YKOlsyUmcGL2w+yVWxlc9NB 1 s2jjvaD9Gq2 
qvlCXk6vbur4uhkJs240I/U84s0GS Jg312E6oDSboTwNaBpubtoXRsAbvUSn8UZAn5eURsuURsDx 
VfxZbTxCM+YnhcqzCpmlNwM+5B 5m+lbDjIRalIdZjER5mI832heN4n21CDra942JosG+6Bilevc3 
1RGl+iDtILzBQRK1Hcp7qPKe3CPiuTbAgtE2TIs23xnG/6+ZJRP/XzyBDiz43e JFzUsizV2R5iWA 
rsyt65 a7M70Lg 8F9i3/HK4IZIda 1 cNFyHi9Ykvl dZE1TZnGkKbhvgXLfv 1 Uv4tULIk37yKLmWe37 
FslLmvoXyAuaIwuaOgae2Dip5Tvv2vzluyZt/B/etZE/bBJ/lxPKff/2rhZe/QR/Vwt/Vwt/lxPy 
E 8q7Wi6c SFva2wlpyc SOSZhAHg8wgx700OUNdUx0St0TFOIYF3 J/33tIJFi2DImOjDEyMWMCcLop 
ayxr5FWgTI51RrFItMr9/XEh7yG6a7RKQrE 1MpEkiLv50qav/1 avXr2Gw9ql CYRr lvJKJEC0oZkt 
mckXzGvP1 GfqmzNyV 1MH5bO2dvQ3qV2WjtS/Vc9W lm+s31K/vX5vvWrt2g4U246E3wqz+eGV4Y3h 
LeHt4b lhNa+4uP2AXL89/LewsBbYRNfg 18xfhVcjxl~PrlmLzqxeTfC S 1YDc6xJrE5PaG8NkEaRd 
Csm8jNgBEUAVYCZARf4L4S8AfwL8AyCSGxDeBXgMMMBLhDKhrN19aRN/YweeeJC4hcqBVE312EHE 
C5bm4pnzcnHz+bm4vrHSjfr+hip9owWCNyWHEP4M8BvAXwD/AqiESqFSeTj6zH8dq8nqBMVoEWTW 
8GB 1Yg 1 NIEH5 cK9ZnUigAc +j ADmMrTK8yI/+CF291mAoMCGIOEgpX 8 lvwztw7+iPV4AVq34AmEEC 
AB+0Ky8h2fcB JwAt]UzPnlVdTiIjl2WPC3Y0fmYUCImSe812UkhOOQryEhkCJ38Cok4buZtMIW+R 
vTAOrKevYzQjkDB 2gV8EwPcnExdVkQlIe+Ri0kM+IMehNbeQP 1 AbntNMuqE 1 prMlI2wht 2QPopUe 
t oUfkUNOBZ0 Ju8IkMpWVYiSiZEt2iLhIPPtm913kHiE f0MLsPjIVqQ+ JFdL 5RnIH 10jLyM+y3Ep S 
SBaS J+ml 9GPIV13kVrFa7MteTsaR/eSXtAWp88h6 lbu6/ZAO7iCPURcdyh7L/pm8gLVOCZ50PbkF 
Pe4nQ6xcmKTaQYIkRsaT88kC 1F5D3qN2WiHI2aLsxOwDKH2SfMYS7FVBg34kyDQyn9xOHsVo/Iqc 
gChgoDXOEbob 19v0r6p30bcWspZcTXrR8ydw7x5ykFbQCuaCfMjwhcVkNuq2kJ14/wA5 SltoBx2i 
Lwo7VamRhr~xe 1 pH9czZLSkg7eridvIh3nKYptMEbhLCwRvSLa 1 SVw9fhCxeTh81R8jb68 QeM++fk 
S 1 qC6332fbYxOze7K/sB+qKF7DCWXEDmkZVkHfke+SFm9SXyMvk7PcN0aPmW+IrqatWp7JOY2xiZ 
iL63ovVMPPtWzFI/GcT1K3yllQbxFWPp+fRCuoxuoffSQfoefY+pWQhL5V+EjPC68DuxVqXKluFJ 
Tq7JAOvmkuWYge9jtO/E9+4ir5DXqIPGaBm+6Fe4/ws2jjXheoy9xf4g3CRsEc+qbh45PvLJyJls 
H2xPTcC7dozm0xiFvlEn+lBML6Or6Z/Q863sWcEs SEJEqBEahV1Ch3CLcLfwU+G/xR5xt/gb 1 TqW 
AtVuzYKRK0fezrZkb8RYUOhqfmB SKakmY4A/S4FN16N/3bh6yLXkOt JHfgB 8uZPsgLw7SI6Q 18gv 
ye/Jp5gBQkPo86V4+xXAupvoD3A9QPfQF+kr9DX6Pv2CXyyMK85qWQObxCazZewmXHezo+xX7CPB 
JyyC/t2LaxtMQe+B S4fiV1WJa6rqVtWT6tc 1 cc 1UzULtG2dPDpcMdwz/YYSM519cNHLvyIsjf870 
ya 5H/6Okj JSjp 5vQyweAgztxPQ 1 MPEB e JW+QXyt9/YwyqgLGu2kE2FCKWWugUyB qqqLPn0QtwzcY 1 
187DtYAupMtxbaS99Hp6A72R3k7vUa778W076VPOAK7n6CFcv6TH6If0L/QzBiRmArA5yopYkqXx 
pZPYFNbKLs S ljK3E 1 c 162DrMOJNsgB 1 kvxLs QhTcdoGwSnhA+ JHwkvCO8 JXIxFIxKdaLc 8R14g3i 
W+Lb4rviGVVA 1 axartqmekntVVerZ6svU9+v3qv+SH1 Wo9a0QVy9VvOOJquNgmP9BN+9H3P6zS+p 
fouuVuWJV7Fj oAu30K3aRGdjxNRslrBC+IHwc9VSekoI0t/QPuFS41LsY8 Jk9qWwks 5hR2hYCKjq 
YMq5jWTpbvY+O83+LDroLPYxjYt30OfYSmE Sg40BPPUXokO8QIURrAG/JnVsAx lir8BydUP2x6RO 
tY0eU2 ljb5Oge JzZyTFQ9SZ2H276b3Ypu5W0i9WqM+RSjPtTqqsw3hPYLbREeEfcRj4QIuwf0K7u 
B dd4k04XC9klLE 13g+MOUz85 SVeRbnoPkelh+ns 6C J141/AkncGMmKOMM9ExMLa 8KYToO4KedPA+ 
0hhz0DZ 2is 0WnlclFWqg9hwlPydXU4GmgDvnfiPk S1DA3 awIPKOZ30QXt JK4yX3g96dHnuc cW/Wu 
61bg2aNCKbmQpEgne53UgqW+wNVOboaN7hBw8BaSYveTa709dDH4/nngn4xAbyNJagC3dKFvG7Fe 
OFkYvHA+Xv01 +P/PwPVb6F/J92gQ1DVE 4iKvuU1 sBmfqAv+9Fddi0oncw+RO9X7VL0grdREiBke2 
Act/Ry7BmvMnvD 81Fuo7wNkeFUvR6yA48yrc 81DIVCLjupm 8 ThnZgD 5PAJ23iVPB ee/NXoYvvBRr 
1 Aysia+RS 7P3kUmYuwuzN2RvJfOzj 2YvhoY7M7sL/Hddtp/Ukk2qDjZH1RCrwWNfoy9jPfotvRV 8 
eyr 5DfhR1Lr JX3D9CP2foDpM+sRfg3 c2ZG/L/hJW ljgsrw+Az0wH97qC/BXjN1UYI1Uj 57N92clC 
N1 aoY+SC7JPZANWT5dkV4LzPk50aFXhPL/GrdgJ3bxWXshT6W0ycNInSilXbCZEnzp41N0wYXz+u 
Lj 12TG1NdWlRSpZXlaaKCmOF8WihZFwKBjwF/i8+R63y51nt lkli91kNOhl Wo 1 aJQpQpUubI507 
gplYV0aMRaZOLeP5yAIULPhWQVcmiKLJ322TCfL7FqDqOy lltFz6by31XEv565ZUCtaT+rLSYHMk 
mHmzKRIcpPMuaEf69qZIRzBzUkmfp6S3KmkT0qEQbgg2u5c3BTOOK9icmbxueV9zV 1NZKdln0E+K 
TFqiLysl+/QGJA lIZVyR7n3UNYEqCeZqrtvHiNaET8zkR5qaM54IbsVjhGj zgsWZtgvam5u8oVBH 
WWmGTIoUWZghXGpOKE3IJOU1 GfWkjEZ5TIDSDL6G3BrcVzrUd9ugRBZ2JYyLI4sXXNyeERbgGc0Z 
awLvbcq4rj71~iaLh0M+3/TtWq/QBwkxyBv39WOKZnZc0P6te701~oSODjwjw6KTu/om48W3YZ 5a 
uPqWYTd 1 t GfoTXghNIyo 8k25r 8upP9Guy4IZXWRiZHnfZV2YmPy+DLlwfag/P 18 +roD 108puDfbPa 
I6FMgzfSsaDJty+P9F24fsAjBz3frSkr3 SdZc 806z2wZTRhN304swZDn6pSU0pynWi78elwp72Nk 
Gp S GTHBRED 1 pj +CbxvJgyVj St2gshh+/Doq7MosxH5 dmdJO6+qQ61Ev4RJpRRaVIs O9zgvmPnPz0 
uyULRkvUUelzwis 51nyNaBksc qNI10kkMiU1HEE0kzCj 6OME JV9qWrpukGUi3VIQEbRH0oaxXdBR 
18Tgh0J8em8dlM1CZDK9F7Tn8kGy0NtP5CSOLNbFa4bO 1 Thtn85reczVf394VAR4/izWcEEdGG/v6 
zyI57c3L6zLU+b9UL8nVt 8yMtEAHCzb3dY3ibMus7+Ry9XxAMW6oG03R3IOY8IwYzaij0yJAvQuh 
zKEAf6ro5EjzpV 1 TQWroY8Y+qV3wMjyAp5hXUB4F/L143rnn8Uy7kT9LjKoV/F88qNECgZUSGpyc 
kbqm5sIOfSg0S17/t5sGs6f4XUr0zW2j 35ypS4x+Ve4bM+O+k/9094x9QssscCfWMmteX5/+O3WT 
wff6+iZHgpP7uvoWDGZ7F0aCUqTvoNAutPd 1 N4Nj 5 aZ/MHvoVm9m 8m0d+ JTltA 5IzsjE fRF6ywX7 
ZHrLzHntB2H8Ct4yq72fUTapa2LHvkLUtR8Mgj 8rpYyX8kLeJMgzWPNAFflMq7T3HpQJ6VVqRaVA 
y S +CNUwpyzVCGSWLYMRVyqRz7Rj I<LxFyZr JR 14Mc 5xaRZ 7aPjpcw 8Roxj AoHvNk 193E qqrIniazAOVI 
X414 JuI7WJoIIiHTAac ApYCZgCBgIaAd9RnADzSXkAWqr~xB JNYdM1LxwRV5MQ4qk 8LRS QE sRh8U+k 
WFNAwqqfZD9AIRhtebtelE9AvQFg09xOvMLtZJpIsmcQT8Y7mhDPQH9akR4PMOF99SydXYSOFenx 
6j SxIm0ENOO+rxA3ob0J712M+jzkGcCK55sQewFGPLNYS7InEU/igPYv8hjDAHEeIdoQNb0TcRAa 
Ua5EKVYCBkcE/4mwJ6ihi2jhydYTA+4xcSe58oM3aj SFd0PvIcRO8hA6oAFBYoE 85YGU4iU+pAsA 
XCsKQmMNQzf6zl 8hVvwY9JM4 lvs S SGWlirSfhOxVAWnmClpLDSS SMdDn0pBqxkH6Gf+lD/n!cckE 
0kBk9K/xf+~iRKVuHL 5uA3mBmmgdXUq 3 s 7Hs aeFO 8 TqVXnVUIbv615p67TO6v+t/ZFhmbDDVmzss 



gvSCdZrte/a78+5wvO+6xK3zmPLP96X9tYH24KbQqcjxaLjoymJlyYLE9WXPle+s0Fe+UHW6Z17t 
pj Hb6+i40vrvT3DIkyfeNemzplPNxuYtzT9s/s fkDYRRzJvICx92OmP/z9jF6mL3 AcYEd6 S cqcZC9 
8ICxA9B qe2E+ JR6tWHUE98IYWEx29nF5 C3 Anpi/rh+vO10/XnDdeTB qS1 swgqUiFryBpFQH0iORsU 
hs7KKnIGNDcEPJw 1Mp 1 dCwuOndTJkXutTlrZzcbNVqa/X2c198M2QYhet8scblNTdW/erEv4SzpP 
DffX S 3jDyYaTFZDVa Sd 1 xIpirEYiYxxqNXPkufyMXXvfkq0P08 ovrtl2fih!+oaRldEZ S++gfe/Q 
Wpq9sqTp05F7X/nV3r4nHOQfyt GHOUof0nJhsViinao S 8HIrOmGHCqLTowM5x7Cg7nWOP/6fnaCd 
9hqny21 zSERTU 1 trq6kuKmfl 9y/Z 8vDIW/+ 8Zvt 5IU/LtarF JS 1 L7xz 53i9HOZCr4w2f0Ivf+WX 
mb4neA+uHN1N7yc/BR3NlIs6WIfrZaegc3V5jnoEHSUaUbRobeSATqPfaxDqLI+DodQiOQVoCH411 
voVZPO6HOSmMfOd5w50nMTAnbGlqtbnSFSkMzio7uoQexSJhjToSjtVU11ZVOh156iuXrdJpNIao 
La+irqV24rItI7tLw lva7CZdnq6uqmLy6vnL9nH+MZP2snZYdATSIAeZqrdgce 1 GFTQtvotAIEyi 
bZB CttId9ChVw 1 RSvR88 cNY 8PkrDnXyikicR8 q4k7CFHaCZTDZ9hLiiL1NyRPUFXQvcxkITsI7La 
IMg6ua5GJzfUzNfR7bq9Oqa7yXjZ 1 fxZq3oSCf5tFamo0vvcl 1 CS1BvLyxsbX 1LC8iSIDpbS7Ak2 
ATMqkAtlHVG9HIhWi4kcFIpkExPyGEO3gfEGaG8B OS 8 opIQuoVvYIRwX 1 MJh+gx7XRykK/cd4289 
eZoPaH 1 D/SZVe WKD9HJFKkFhbGATRImxt 9BPVD/41 R/U0nkWmZz8 SnlMtB 48 s JIf6F2gh7qv7V SrM 
krrfZMofpBbZpssnMTnG5FhXbEfseEyMWXmxeT7MVRthJNsB 5uuJHqJ+DO3obJ48X+pc9cV5/LP5 
h09aL8+ghZHCcCFsUVBxmVoT9XkLvH6voLbHLFFDzOlxeZg6JFoXkoA6fyHNMyP1NC JVSIMLqVeL 
wCY 5FhKPHgG3 oyq21 xIk ShI1JdfZq2 ljgB 0upzWPAVeKYmMk17OqsnZMrRUI1EMhNv22NfO6Hr72 
oVt+sfC16654uTm9qnaNvzxVmC6ua6qZWs22fURbL2zc/srI3k9HDtzzwYv/HPlo3z0LevbQ9EcP 
rU6Fxs8ceRhzdAqsRo0Rc5L75DzZ3eXe4T7uFolbdrN1UGiZudEOG1 QjuMsOrCGCktYijdWEfomN 
SZdCTwR3pZ/JcGNaYOCjKp3WyASYW/+J5tNkm91ska01KctGy lbLDoto8bgOsUJ6YnRwE/XnSSdP 
cD6C2bVygkmTz0+epZ 8nEgpXWdVpj 1ZZ 85xOlyNUM4HV8AHgJHSKTg/Z6y8eYVljnXpNND86UfzJ 
o2c29Yz 1 s2iUFVRczX53d0nQH+B4WIpv3I lv9NP18vUaIyHtcvvGV7tlBB4eWPxOZ7GmXjNN85RG 
LQcvEudpL3LNc 1 +uXWNdY3vY8Ij 5Aesewx7za6rXXD9 lv+d6z308+JX41cvhoAWiR+V 1 eJweV4Fb 
o3MZ3IaCas 8Uz2bX1 qDG7WHMle 8xetQmwcNUaij G.[jyNXTQNohs6nZxnbOjVUd2gUCUb JVX+Fg/d 
7tnrYZ 5DQhUG7vYByoz+QXq7bCLqP7ba59tX2jfaRfsg 1 ch2GR+VT4JysDcodAV3BFnQc5h+BToz 
UVnOmw+D2Ea2hR2BifMY+xukP0/gEIyHX+PzifocRne eB 7KSOGGdHO 5 cVd8wvGqfmgt 0z23R0 S O6 
t3 SMdK7qSJzgLEyZGVs6zaRck2c3eG73oL7DXL9JUm142QySpKt6OrEOAI1JggqhGkJqqjFVak2k 
NsfqYFJjmlBlbe0YYffSs8ehKAW3Xb14eyzqeeulmb9PTX/iqw104Yq5k/OpauRM1E6k9z913RNr 
Vx 189Z2ty5b9cP/IqbFSBffAzASVz8F8VtIZB4k+e7zfmNbxDUXlxnSjrlk/2dASFt/S0eLiscVy 
dVfl W9XHq/+p 15Bq2qjbGLm6/OnCg4WHy18rPxY5Fvlt+V/CH0eN07TFg/S2gXIacIoPsxMDRFEON 
CtX7BZXkpM5Bunl/gZxIVhfAwz8gmYrjh+lyCF069ifsQcIcsK3KHGAmBzJGahykW1Fe llvGtpbt 
KGN1KN8/X7MR3 z7IPpD 1 cjXdUT 1 UzarB 9yY 8 J9uP2 JndU8UZzkfnGM4 Jzm86T3 auwvx0rj qBtRys 
J3Gyp+Fk501bOpnj QbX1SX9MbxHV4VAkVBiKhkS 1KmqOxfRgLkmxbCH1 W5AKGYoWUr2uXJ1 aSAOm 
As 5tpPpRV0/Jdfhl’~xlZ 19pBViY SdT 50CpE 6OqerQ6CL1AvFx7sMXL058EU6HfGY ly+v23i]Y3ImH 
NvR23 znyyeZFyZAn33 qVK 1 CLv9L5IfiBx7/nB 1 u 1 Tr+t 6aLk4ffM917XOu3tbxYFrMtftaioqKNWq 
GtSGbStaW8YWxBv9+ktubF228QnOw4Og 1 oOYXT2k31/LcaeJWkizSbYIsoWWGK1DA4ZLBZ 1KTUWj 
wUREo01UG02gKp9s 02j zNB qtVhA 1 aiP8E CZqOkwi]avxkoNtlk4qqdVq 1 Wqs SjUbxMB zkAtHSpb JB 
p7MIdLuwV2DCIP2n7KYNCnlZ aB f41 XGLYFHLGqrxmL9FQ6vqlRmqBwEh+aHE Ja 2GdFLCCiudlIZ7 
6qlpK1/705vKEyLWK560WCzgaDOQ1Fb 1UEfEGrGGamgVIiocPLBz+CW29sqdI4X09A9GHqRLe4Xr 

z97GHh2GmZKShcD39fCrhahfnvS4SG0cFkv9G1Ub 1RsLbhNvL9DUs JrQbGF2cG7oct861XrfJtaX 
3+d7TNi12xE5HrFg241FstrsDqdLm4eVF1/pk63BEJZcMRjK9/oEjVtUoXT7QDAYsh8CJ3ELdhlj 
Sv912B9DISgkh+gE4qVT9vdqdnA8pp8DjyNUjnRFWAQE 8tUBie0IORB/iKwLytIOiUme8CGY9j 9W 
kPpEJ9i8BDkEAUftE2A6SGM9VRAaXJ9zmU3a8oQKw0V4JsdoZFMP7WE9wevp9ez6oBochzMa8BnY 
A2TD5eJK22J/t6q7QNXZASFLE9KIHIPV6m!JWKPIC9wtosL680eWdlDdQzfNvfGC 1 euvXlkeyS9K 
tpy3 dt+2W694noqqGU81KNp2y+D1B 3 qLxsys 9CWkUPW+j dig sq5Mw7BjmZF2zMU+YKcbOtNZuWSt 
bp3+e+brde9FP46ql QLdIFwtXu28ySXWa+NqlRDxxD 1 qIThfS7XgHQeCMRqLWSCc3T7gJiounAxY 
THDoUpnPkWwz 5 JMSuYT JJV0100qO14glnty4o4rY JXvQnrLL 9q32HXaN3VP8j YhyFgLniVEZRWEV 
YOhgE50nezCMigQ6yrQNcHJwpq3IMKW+qM5W4PP7mNoaNcWiugg4hORdSEJmpAr 1 sYXUZwsuJGEj 
AsVPzAWVB JiGwj KowyxozvF 1 LqNYq22FtWU7cg7xy448xfuvfHJxy4v3HrHrW8 su/aNWxe 8 c Ce 1 
fHn58Bu2KZOrps3 dfMuG2FzV8 qip9Yc/2bzoe Obp256+eIAWHKB TR9qHmzbN7Hp/YvLx+3 f/K4iR 
z0BK3 SpkIKW6YBcRPHwbUoFpWe 1 Wzw4IWzLRGDGAFtkB4bV6q2OHgzmep 1HM088ptGKus JxWljpF 
hIMQqTL81vtq/laYhiLFclC 1NNk7ksZDJybTljcN2paC8HCojIz+AtjAo7EN/ImSR7A 1FX7Quq33V 
8nKYGU 1 eu0P S GQ+4jbxfeYPC+XLAL7shV 1 t 0AQj TtV6pzl’tIKhHpDQuinXk 8hF62hN3 C 1 AdoDFuRh 
9DIpneBsI40/jvLf6bDwf9AlaP5o5y/5d6VC2Cfzjykvl//lr/9ULxhZMDJZUwpZPSKZRX8vX/YE 
eaLx00YBxgSf5HH42jyzfeucGiqR+EfkL43H53zRLLa3PeF4wn10jhhsC 14QvHC+WwyRIIUs0iou 
J0vYso JNRFwP/+aZRmGftnHixKqJpPXCiomNjIgGMb+ktbGKiZO 8ZFCYKOukCXTCcjKJTkLuuYmW 
yfALa3yHlaY14v 1 eYsn!GdbX+ya5B 4QK5Vj O 5vLpWf+EycWxFxew 5hsklDfnPBL0pr+wVvPlz0mMt 
03qnsWm77HXBcCosh9vCYtgzew48xwOhhy9xD9IxNyUS50NDg8QDIegLJE6fxCgnh7HJ//QwUGT4 
Q+mDhoaT0uedw50fcD5EbQpvQiPptU2SGSoUFIBxTS ljxqt SU6ZOnto 8VVCPq6uvY+r SmC7qiAWj 
1 mhhLA6 Saho/bQ 1 pGTOtgKiqPfgHRllmWUGc AIt zaAeIugDay9j nq83ryp SgvkwuIuQgtptZNWkOn 
j 51RQFQpGLb0Cc0akhdyKXd5fLnYFrEgv58aiy lrqKJAcNKE6MVXIJ785gdl 4rrrwDH5b+xYSHRU 
UHMaxYIOBZnB dSNCV7e JVUFir2IkBK2mRrKRqkrR51COD2iqY9RqRc 9TtBKna4wGKqxm9CFQ SiAM 
qHrXNvoSwWlv3rlz5BcH/jyy5s+v0+53qIY+taZu3khs502/jiz/45f0yJm36Hk/euzs 5hnn2e7u 
b 5py 5Y 8 fXn3RpA4p9FLL eavaxk0preu9LTh2mvDCyKrj VxUGS++kU/t30/BDn49Uf/nhyC0v0nxq 
Gfnry J736 SNfUi3 c4HT3yHMHnxt 54PCrpj WMvGrhs 42V30OWrZjY3X21vXfPK lvaG lvbnLt6+eOL5 
oFfYzVQZ7ELB31fm3se4oCvbaMDP/AUEXJAUBCh4Yd4Lwh+JC6AB6IU/yi4t 8/kFi9bnLCCBbvit 
GaVaC9OSZAPnsW8eITOZ5GginTz5109pMveTNmx6+WUJUMExU2u2WEyS3q8LtIXUDotdyrfme70+ 
d4E6BLG1PlrDo4FUe7US J8qVuL 84VxyM5Yrz/blil 1Lc71 Ai+T7JXm2yGPDwtGW6ZbI0zd8a6rDM 
1WbnffsvsyyTlvvX Sb3iJnOfZZO0ybbZf0vgIctD0gPWlgwHLQelH+cf9L9u+Zn004Kf+X9reVf6 
xPKR9JH/K8uX01cFX/1LdZYWLwtAEcYgkQK/36cz6706p8/ldWqZxqt 1 WPO8jqv8Fiko+X2+sFXK 
s 3ZbKXf9mQfZa7KV+aHk+wMFOwncyXzgBul+2aiVLILD6dRqdVofNgTLOgvuYTvNsnWQpQZa/dQ/ 
yD6VzUHZ 3 GY+ZRbMTwYv71 P4tycfNOvO 5yIE 1 lk4qiM8DaFiuH6TOSc5bOo017sTm6CRJNxEOkml 
oigMN0kbXq7X 10NPESW+JhXaAxkipOA1VzaB2GNoFc lpnorpxsCEp4b/cXF43MKR2bM9VRPo7yP0 
3XTnzOGPL0jHr/zwU/rqr 1 qLAklNNCrpxp+4 SLz5 z/y0XqKJRsTxUOp+aWOHw77g0Nz37vs oCPCyk 
T J6o 8ydpkiWFZOB eywP+xyyP2Q 5YnrMZtH7qdE GYuMZxlfN2oc/5iHBv/h7hsKAzCmaRFUzF 1 hNV 
UitZC8E/qWo/81 J6CJy05UDwQVXcJ9BBdmw/3IIS1QaFxvlbTNtNzDQoJOVkno7tgQ2GVkp791pp 
wNpgZdZ8GWKJrj7ophZ3wM3cEPzYbPe06OJFyqqU6Ow5j+uLX/SsArNcxVcn6CWnP2w4+elpDDD4 
p/SawhODDq/aCFU8Zog5o2qvrowYHQi0H1UZ lbtMcAp8vcdM4UikZ 1UntUe4Os/NhTbOksa41 GIk 
WAS eYyvkykhV JWZBIDsQmPDho 5t+s 2Hdyftv/Nn6wNKRU4dH9h7s OOAbfnzXlhKbNy/foLp 8pOqt 
A5tH3jk2OPLZ llW78vbv+tehs6/TWYenOu3eFF+xYbNQcTnaCUlakDsMXkPBzdI90i811 TppXd4m 
6X77A47XvK8VvCNp3VZbXoFf0Dj opvxb/CyuVQe 8412agNcUirhCnkDcbDYxTxxb+7W++lYb JTb J 
Fr SlbLJNZRvM/uEAHOPbt AhX Syc01 EB WDkZ od4]TL40Ik 5FLb7Wy2ywiDCULe 1 AWOapQkNlutFKrz 
e aF6W3jB 6BwkYCcZB qbCWgL 1 IfGFMimKDM31aGs 6zc01WJd8 +X6LQ4rr~xfwW3xya70B QYA3MoV67 
Z 8654ecC3Cog+6qqGj68ikkFS10oCI4vQe0rwqgTq0Sg4EWq5hQ6fUXnVbE49iKNf3HPiyNrf7tx 
zke0cuS/T8 lbHROTWi2s2BgsjfaNvPCLkQ9eeGehj 07GTiAPbYLzgZIQnB18R2AZLdkXTw5CfxkT 
XVyrE3X6TFK4P3Eo 8 WriPeEXiY/Fj/VnxDN6HSR59UbNRm2vqle9RbNFq9XodS WwGRihVMdkk9ar 
KQh4XaGwOsQYLylWedXmgNcZivgD31gokiiN67VGUcUYj WB cXdilGSNxKc7ig+wXcrQI9mkoQUWJ 
+B 5 STElxqlgu7i4Wi7eql ThI 1KqhR6Doc SZVTszKFJmV2TArU2QO+wuUKSpQCguUKSrYVv4fUwSd 
sKceosWqYa71YH7+2gkOhcUCZnhIEt]jchl oQTr5KZGGz8VQDkEPnRD0rJwQoBmWs0jEmufi4nQV 
GNLXkwUDIKbLzuvpY/+c3 WqKRmlRc9M/Tfpgaapi+FB qVsxt 0geAEcLITZH85iWXq c[jwJy0rR2pa 



p0dH5iwLeWzuaLQieLWwIpce+dX8jjifr6ngTU+DN1XTTnmWXpxczjxF+XEmuSUPC9bKtV21V2m7 
3d2eq0q2urd6Mu6Mx 1 CWXGfYZBDcteX5bbXdtbeJz4jHa0WjcLNhqFaYqsW8uP8RtvFZil Qr3GpA 
4VbYtk6EFnlSxYO1Lrc7rI6XCuZ4WEcTAb+RE4dfGWS/mtOBP2y lttm22pjFlmpjnNI22rI20SZy 
grGB3E48q5DbIPtSNujr22I=UEgvEWAx+XVniNBaTeH1 sWs lirCQQtBOcfla/SCQTylQphIW5gtDN 
Z 0k6x9dGa ao6mNBI2mi 8 qLiopEhQG2OFUUvIOo4GA 5 JVk9CXEVMEgRQ0jyO6InUZNUTNZaP60qg4 
VpJQGF5C8ZL0gO9xtodZDPLFJsf3rNXggzUhB4hO7bBC31KYIJhfLbwEigY7RvwY0z5r/Qsjw5tW 
3fuP3pbbGgONFzKT5/yCvNXHN498740H5iztv+fl 6etXjrXbvQIY4qwdF6x985m!vTQydE8s Sm9Z 
2hCICxaqjV4wsmFB39sf/HHj 8vy6d6y52RKow85w3PgJKbabfy81Gz02R+aCR6GD2i/18RqLVg9mz 
so0nqxXcr 1 amqNqOBrKdF9tpWJm7sEIv4cHsR7BsYorCSsNwfqMEmaoAUApIAsrhMv0j 0QEaAPWQ 
tgzj S WFh+XhW7tMz0pBUZKw3IVp9+qk S 0CRfrYfexMwlEr9PDMEP4 JVXdU/ZMeXolONTRPuUbT65 
tg 1 JB owzhMLhgNcXClcHvOWhcHPAOyEUZgGvPhSxB 7zeUCQa8 JaFIjUB 7/hQB CMQKSz0Thg/3mDQ 
s/KyMp/Pq7XZw0wO02NhyrW J7vCO 8NHw 8bA6PMiCcr40pWvKOB QhOIVOaY6Ga9pgaW~2yYv+J07 
cZ50uoe736RVPQozUBxxo/IKpJYcK+Bfwn8QQqCNctFj 1Lh!Dg2AB/90/KH/KMn5A765he5k68AH 
EqkUa0qlEkEXGEFpKjX8fGpmzDPcp 1RVDB 8eZRGoYc0YRCz7v6Y3Ls 8xBpfUuPj sPd9wCfrIyKJv 
csL132rGeUZJ9n3BCsyJkI/lcc02Ot8+P48tdnW7bjLutgxFV]Pf3TUX1KMvXagNeFgqDg9NQxOn2 
SU4PdjKk8uQ8 lpZHoSXr93viJ12BbzD7r2c5PiFx+llOvzwhhzg6+sI6XUora7dot2v3alVHtMe0 
Wa2gZby5djD7FzmPI5zWydtq86PHIAEdL8 SZpIqBOPEf4izO+Sc6pS 8w6DDbnQfWiwUVZA8bK3wP 
Clc+t45K+V69Md/oGOcNeq/BMw4WbShWnIq5jRu+vHOUClOTohp9Q61KegrifgMjOzPnmvT4mktW 
eEKlwaoiV6E3qUyAqkhhv8OXPvDC7Z31FZ 5AyUW1E2cJ25RR5mMaBjW+izGdxDI=y4DXmF8xsBaEb 
yVp2jXldan3N1 bVH9IdM2isItYnN5 dbFtbVsNlvCetlme St7QB 4wPWs +VHVo0i9Nv6402QxlYMMNR 
paq81Wyq3Eb20B3mtyulBkiBhKmMAZ3tagIJ99Uldg65Vdxt 5ffo981m 1RWfwGFK0hlXJE+W25ifo 
Y2ynfiAd0GcmvontkE fpO9hk+wn5BFtIP9efMn5mcj umNXVlanqWfQB crfp3 sp7qnWj BrxQ0hL2 
1/ubr~xzEkWI=mFB GK3E6P 1612a4tj 3 qJxRSB 0iPCvKAHXpFYpZo/kcL 1 XTqtNGq+aryGhcDLgjYfC 
9Y3jvfUqUfSqLMqaEgh4i0KRcdV 13nGw84TNpj wIZ o0EZvzX5Fmp6rxUqppQU3 Wj qjlFGqvFOhPc 
KtiWqNGYu81HzMwc 04gaj dPp2eOuHzcuHi8 aX 1 dXXB zbU+R2udRqVRFTaevvEs 2pVFLsVdFuFVUN 
srGyUTa 1 mViviWZgYR5kX 8ml SYsiL 1 gUTmdR+ J81j KWMY+PoUqbwTP+2pubnaTOE owXUA7MUbBEc 
CXOyHUS GHu614ZxCwnrUoC S4ej Oa4HEuAwGiM4mxUuwTMJxC/YHdF JGbx6OqD8wB 32hAoxluPoXo 
Rlb 14KSMLllV lpicWDZJ7Ozo]~ICLqr7W7TQ16IN5aZzrPX5ASsuSOU3ByfvNaYISRMgN9Us8N7QP 
EbqPH0wPHdwsCwlmVGPi/gIYXP+vDMtaO4Yo JgQu0zj Mj DuJFtPT 1/xo7vA 1 dVX2mpFShWTKh 1/4 
Fs+aWJ4sDbj zltLiCd6SygD9rHTq81mO/ezUiOWaDnUOWuR2x6rpWyMt3+JbK5aF3VzucUny4pEF 
9hVUuijudOUgOzkbJufh5B8phrT6HKguSDKyVyISDcKgJYfnYpP591hfSIHgU8GDQSMND9IfyFXm 
xbWz2cV+pgt4hVDYOcZrHR/WB7xSKBIMBLGBRoZ74c 8+K87aRpigBdmtYIPsZTnp/J+Ef51 Or6CK 
XsEfvYIq+m2hBZ2j 4gqX+xVudfq04q4DrZzo5EI/Xz 16sHpQFxxuXwuIylDGYObhow/hES438d7Q 
mjMtags 2 JOhlLxfumKuUHJWHnDooe/v5x+TzOyNTo2uEa4nIvyUVoirz+7Z 2bAkVe+Ns eL 1 J9hVFL0 
Nfkji5uaidZ19pjilmJLiZj S2MbT8ckO90q63H1Fcr37Pvpg8nX3b9wf0U/cJpMbip86NTld 1Lpr 
U1PcgjNV5161BLVblXK5hAQpRm4cqXO13TWemlRDZWvlcuxIX+de7 lmT6iOb3TelHiD3pZ4iT6R2 
VGYq33C95h6q/B0csEcrT7r+4v6L53jlF+Rfm+mojiW65qcnEc7XHOS17mu8rzqfiX 1K/evUh+4 
P0iZwS10oXAw4MOPhcsVLgIpQBuKSIrmEFI4CBdCCc0jbg+hHrebs48 JqWReyulKJd3Q0dF3OHM9 
LqbT4j 8 fpF JFc W3 qIiiVnmR50BgM7QhlQkOho6HjIXVom 1 x JKylm+zXZ JFmCFiubbdlWweUCLnpy 
uQBK3B edPIFV JzkC9j dK4 JhWXNxm/7UrB C4Rt+ITGT 1 IyqWFzlX4gdQ4wXqTEhzJNB dIabfbmnZL 
tjTRutOuwezR/a60K5WXzjllleNecJOQzpBC19/VKrj4SenX69p31A4qTB4+7Y22pUbiKWiEeeYW 
7Ealm9ITtDc 5FxpitC05PJSaG3EOfy6uPbtuQ6AkGq009gjr5sULiqJnfisq2bN9X 1 f0nbkV61 z2 
g+xfoG/MIEXORbml z0Zt WyhlcmvNFkZtBYwWsTL7WPtV9vvEx 84yj T0ctmHO9KEw5 swbwhEKzGsk 
j 89rxGazUsbCtnCezRYGhf5QthTtgeNTR5k3X2vTCcp8GG0zrdaglJJkSZDAzp61YnKQyIkZPKEo 
7tK2Yq64S 1Dci2mQ/zOF48 Ws 2 J7Hp9QRCqXCdCgMWVeRbRUFA7LuKVnPhY6wJ74AgoaiZIxKGXy6 
FZ0dYgfSHyrOQq4XQnM/CQeh4vGCUphWpljDN+mQTs6e4zqbx 1YMd2Talkqm2+aTebaV5DI=b lbaH 
cFDmMN lve 53 +i9r+xijXKzrgwqWvgBIHCcvuGvDbGhi+YQDcHAr SRweAVLIvzZP9o 5FXyR3wpClw 
BRXvyhZb2ua0wc fvAHj SEOzf7Tek 8Zijuej I=/Xlp JmODhsI=yvzbm8E OEHaRTAF JB G1V4T06Lifw7 
lsW40uO13cJ4jjHOXY5LhWev98ZagVgckcaNH1 cwTjXjrEYwn0OVM5vFprM/PpcT9jaX2nWw5UBC 
EhPAnADO9F91 k JRj uu6qq0mWr3 Wv8 a7xXRvvLr/Hp 1 nvfq7wUPy33t/6flOo9hRJ51FYOpouGhdP 
lc8rurSou7y33PAqofm+Yl+L79ee33pVu+LOZ4XvuX5T+F7Ru/FPCtU+OVIQ18LEoA2FacCrCUXA 
TByhCCkIlpYUxBsirXCARj SOEliCHEyrwQaxfCk/1 S/nd+er8qeVczSC/YeUU7k8U8621w+VHy0X 
ykupIi 5 Qhd 1 TRVygYYtZwahRm4OyBpi31ZUP0u8NhLiR4TuywihOdZ7Hz5HGhLKPcXYd0cmOnM1B 
8WnwzQJwHymrBLcNFRa7fO5oPFbsilXRQh+CIk9JFY 16oQGOziZsQ9NmrZclP0gsMk4M+4PjCI52 
EEi/kH9 Jgns SIDvQHo 5ysFRgffkuF+HTX 8n3D3 CxuAiLjyIHwMSnoY/7YudVDx/GGpTnhUmJ/v3 A 
z7f+9qcVPY01FxYsv2/qjbOq2tg lI2t7A liDxgbWCCt4qqX/6ieOmqfo9Y/2tt/XYh+ 14i3HzMdJ 
NWNyf6GbawhRZ S Q3hantptgrkVIKhGmFT 5Yxd8BVvrQQm/d00VgU5/oozooVXkOvYasDq4PrwldF 
++im4P 11OOcYfS 721Fm20KEO3khvK7yx6MHCnflLx9kTh3rIjZe +m!1 aWLTPhj CHNZ 7Y4Zreirrwu 
tbTw0qS+BN4BH3UEvJZ QmETj XgIdxwzthuudEZmVRgsI=w4zCDE4L92BPt qakeKeG44 SLd 1 oj 4YhZ 
10bYqjjViXePr3 qQ3iFbKuMFB T4GKzpE dK2NOwX623Prn!ubWGhI= aG2Kt WHBYaL9US2XYXI7WCrXV 
WgWjtMo4aBWM0oadDgWjHEqhQ8Eox7aaBQcVOTPHokZFT6mTa6oJ5VRyModNiBRs4jMPZnUS31MI 
nT3 JB JdA4bQ6eU7ahIMsH9ipyJoJZTdQRcrN8a2swo//I1MWSVbRCj+C8nBpFYkUpoKWXBajW5D 
gU4FOzC3B Su8K6ps 54GMeao/I=x3nMih4DpgRkqf2S+mUZAH74csZkBFLWSIRC1EF 1 f43VNRwmRQO 
3xwyAhdVy3HIs aYqaP JLvtiMGgUpFcGI/vXdN7c 8tpu6u/pWnh lv9+leemX7DXWL2NXw+oys+y 5 q 
Njy 1 dsNgbOS am9uN7G666/qN23 G0mZLe7PuiCj a0sWyu7LHdU4p/o2FhBvxTGRG7rFWJVtrKdNa6 
QTpZPlo7tjZfSIrz3fM98/Pne9Uqk8pMSobqxDWGNaY15nWWbn93 oDvZndqswlmwybT JIKN1U2KX 
uKtKspmqTNWmmoKqguqCGu5 CKB OD/mCguLgMbok JrEFMeVL+VADb/KrH10w 1 TS 2ZZZhjmivNKZ6T 
g J8rwI=xVgRpv7 Sz3I=M+s/I7Ki6surr645uL aeWPMgsFQbDd4iyOGYN2441Rdj 63Hvmwfs 39yQdS 
u5 JD 8RdLXk0M1 Z 2q~vzffO9aL f+jj 3UvfgmdnIx31 QMimmgcrsBtyZcDr9x 8 qgE9CrvY 8mIetjtagG 
c 57RaE4YS 8xi]2KdE6ggdxkmBeIUQiXPPB JX94Wq4m+CPGKQRWUpaj ljZMRwEtu61HrMKcBBtei6w 
x5+Q+L45NAhsL6dH~vv9WngVLlafUyOVvISOQ8mB 5 CoxWLH+eTiZpGKTdoxurOhOr4MvoOc 23u/UM 
96STylbWBmyMBb8c3 SrBVSlzToc6Zwck3CI=YSaVV8HUoVvbawpTGHo8ZSnVVpNjCmakdgSaFrL7M 
WEUMxt JEkQTWaj EX10RtYK/ap Jrj fM4/q/B SBYe 5RQG43811 sUWGpaZ10qIE 18VgZkj gaKEi4RkN 
bktaTFnSVQC+9HZQxTQchu0QtmE/XCcgAGVXJLbaWav8LIfmRbHCWG6Xcc58KOyO2jr3XLz81s SE 
j 1 +4teVvz4+rDvxXvqcA7qr 89v0rNlwxpq5 o 5PG7ZI~x/ZsX6sa78kB 4GxMSmHZdsvGB CVcuGpVfc 
fcGDx3 SqBjis3r7zj q4b51UuI=fX/15rbZt35ixpPIMkxfwLW5IyyJv9drsNxXzavYJ7/cno5u7zg 
cr82GWoItYbuV93n3aV6wqthtMAPNimFwtCgI=KGIxh2BY 1 ayaEODbEi2wxJMZJe5wWbBEt+GA8ci 
VPq4nK/VKXxOp7A0ncLndGGXM5Dwc7Zq5ncQv+Sf79/hF/2H8N+TnN1PZQOX 1 JwK/3Pi6QPBxVCs 
uB3oNEb+IPGDwRpq+AP6DZZqDHACG1 Jz6pYyMOQ21 ADOVX2oLLHD8LNT6TXu++ISdc6iC+nn3/gQ 
14QwI=XbxUUvMYA8 sm3UE0k 5y+EUu+j w2P 149XROTVDNGXppVWDfmzOlzYo 5 oNNtXXIw9VxhVQ/a4 
ah9GtZzecJCkINKVJKtT6OtAsFCJ5V1OX3VcXaeeoV5vEaORaFFlpLKoOdJctLNIUlyULmJtqTWG 
aywPFh0p+jKmrj fnzHAwnHlaC4RLFGAdzqDsUgdqDdYpFYYMrgfz792f5 qCILxoWKDUx Jcwi3mUrCk 
0211Y 1 qI=Le JBbQr/sodb6ICx5ebC6KSZgrZrfzEsP8 JVOm897LDc 11Egp2p3akcqkjqlEVCCoTGZQ 
mcygMpnBsM220U5X2qldWbvs 8 J3Dsuznb7Z7kqe/ka25LK1MEt/5BI8YflgOzhVyaz6XsJXdEBWp 
lgvW7xujxaIUC 8X 1Vr5jkqkt0aJooTkI0701ZiyG3V4fkqJ1JG5AwOe2ni9RyoYneGVwOHgVJln6 
b5Y/uCphuv+WOJun0N+oV014mx6vaks4I=jj 5xh8+TAWb4UibXj2r0FMwY8vym35+HllLxbgqcFFg 1 
/Js33n!0wes7Pme2DedHozWFPcP7Wt/omb5m/7ssCq0ceGCDb+ZHnLqY7Vm9RRlgOTv9s07ql+Dc 
/eNz5gBzamBAUXYmNEjDR48OOSTfgGCOS SHqlBrSTzmpIk24c 1 sLqmpyWwtKk0os3xCMVP/DdiZw 
KiQcchl 0H87PhL7SqJ7y7M1/XnVAtagADVe 1 J9VOapx 1PO1UPabZattoedG4NqS51LHatEdfre0Oq 
e c65rrbQEvW1GtVFmg7tRfpLzB 0OllLxqw3 +InKuaqVYFQ9XiWMdkMs 2siq qLNXFt3BF3 qiBihlKh 



LujPqlGjoY+YQOG9M99Z4hScGhP/RK9ZDe+cNmDm9sIGuNReeeUVbgZTrIVeOY+oqJfA+emlmLVo 
HHD5vYHB 7CbZ6t S og 1 qNBtIQtpE7VGo 1 R2AcFOGbygMTvViFkERifdGRd 1/Tnll J 1 bnae covOjlEN2 
tDkyj 1MOVdDR5 ej GaQ/RMcg+ORAM3RviOxLAPDo9pztPdBK34uUDrvHTCXztQOxWEv/nTQj cDpfb 
1KPs zAHmQqKBRN3D1Xqd3 o39orItLXLVTUprtfY0xMZ 3D9j T+rid1767z6Io9fw2/LcqnL 3BhhwN 
jVBoWLEi4Cjf4+OiVDHCoUD1 o6nRmuKRouiIWCR5pk lgJZeMLce/+JCTdc0qo2pG1B SqWHLm++Id 
8/ICEexZOJUXV1529gPBuqasoMYApsA5kTf7vmYDMDAt+HO4d0BILxxbH8qzAPq484t 8z+HQpr2iw 
MQP2x8B 540rDiA1E/BoVPTpYdPGvvnQavT61TmtsZrc9bQR4OUIT6qoR9/IYJv9e+SMkanUlyem6 
DrFd96ROHVMntKWGuDFuj +cXe0viRRW 16nR+dWqKuknqPfpj qnaVu 17RrO/Ttxvb 89t S sikvVizUr 
DMvzl3 svr 1 onrlOv06zTX2W4xnhN/1XeDb6rgmuTN4m3 aft 8tyRvS W2uuFPzgOEu+ 13uB/Lv994d 
vyd5d2qX9mnd04an83d5n!I9XfBkckAzoH10P5j/bOonqa+0XxnOFnwVnL48uS S lvGKzThzrXeFf 
GbiyTFyiWaJdrhNadDMCU+Mt SbHDOzd5 QUpo07Rp 5xmwORkbiwwGnzNZ 4is OVGj SlmOm 8g JiG 1 fn 
Te18osGaGlmvTasxUIM2XQq2HJ+xEDZ3cVM5/owJLOu2VS3U+nxYmRLissEtHixOGXmLPz/Pa481i 
b9xmtHptRX6Y2tMVY73pwWz3gNegDw5mV8p5Ka0maDQYw1609ub7fH6dXq8YObw+FPiSBVptmFvB 
UskKtQbbl 1 +TfakKZCvstqJ4HMolwf+Lwv9t0+j GbVPvrMCc9c s liIb665RIjpW1 qlMVvRVbK4TW 
ivkVXRXdSuZ 4xakKbcVH2j/rLj R49+cbDrEgycdeIINsbDMeNQrGJ+vGDbLLBnKExvcLe6QTbmn4 
tKKkJIb5EpzTS5QoR3mbzBtylPdNQjtawokS/33tP/cC/We JBlv8tLhgh+E0mqPOTqzwioqMJYAT 
aF4c +9Ib/DwIphAE3DZDg9KAKyUd 1 IFTDwo 5jl Jkzj +nkKQdr~xBy 17cKR+k0UqPZUDPRn5 cYuTk+ 
8vrIm4UjV5QZ85rHOS/cNWNLqeHgeBBanN3jsRczqXBsdRkVKSstcMbGg4Jj 1ZEbzxwWFp 19RFz6 
tagcs Go2mwpHvD2vYpp6LKmN2k00Lw3iquGrj cIB 9cm3KBbMGqJqRaTivulnYi/Oe44VpObqWgw2K 
87cBf1022+HV1Ee 1BgPXsvkyHCVG/P/WU7LBZmOzq5y8CfJ/UMQFJE7LDr5kVyltq9IaJdbAjgEB 
IKjDLeWxC 8 W16aqjbIODzXKB QU8tKLKOJh9R/bzRtiiv9FN3UqpW2nhlqJ+TT30Cifhp 8 ds dsKN 
ytnfm81hLAPpdx Jvwjv8plKUGBr6fSLxsvTOm!BtwkO 80uDrq2K2mbXUFgykext26Q7oBVvCtoFs 
qLqZ3Gq4tUZdYHPWSQ29DaLONOM1 Q90cbA7PqJMbNhdo9WZNkISn0Rb9NMO0mpYxk+qmjZ9rWGa4 
SXej/kaDZZbzBicLNMxvYF 1 aHJitLy 8uqz4MAj Q SY3bogC 5tj BvS+KwhOb+uRg J2M47iXUYhqETr 
j KICx3 s 2Nb 8 WGdKt7vnul W0i6N2IX lvcD 8F3ii 1 P 1 cj 3DZ3 fzAyV1NRi3 QWGybBUN5UNltKwr SqpM 
RmN1NQb+LGZAPbvqMMX/riRR/kb4bKKB aG90a 1 SUo6eirDdKox JvFD3MJuGAqQOE Gkjj dNwy2e 9N 
pis0sjkdhE 2iVyNIGnpKQ9uw4k6aMOlICxaA JnaknwffL JiB 3 cYsmZORR8 sNuFzhS Tw/Du3pyVcNJ 
7sVKWNO 8 TSKRzC3p/YIRds oObpji06XoUVNqxvkiKvuYsbVj Gc 5m6LU4NB cOhpm6xpAOEmuB 3Uds 
dkvA 5KPhyDhV2kfGa quDtKbaYPNJPmoOI6hT 1/u4Uo S OwCwwKrOV 5Da991BYyaFKQY9q72+wc cLs 
TB C+wj 5bg S 8FRh6HI4tHB 8 zpMUF 80zePGnl0XDYY0u4gj ooB sB adkvMNWHsN6TEAtagyPWI9Yh lj 3 
tT2UYyP/wRjaEQUDGHUM147JnZZRO lyKVUw5+c139cA9wwlk2OThyJkwcA94BIrY1NsLa8fPv8Zf 
/Pqnc2c2RGMsGYsmM9uvPn+cz6Z3WS Sj o757aUUdva+0tWnO2Bk3XmH1XH/ZpIqmq+YUbl4aDpfW 
1VdW183ZWhyYmLhp5LUbxuVpTPVj 7226i3bWe0q701NxroRlz2RP4KTND7AfrpD+PEf5+/z4D82n 
Z SAJm63KMxK3YtR2A4E/VFzyS JxVNtsoCU7nS JyGnwPtjUa3C//eV2fn4oA 1 T9aBV+Q5iDeqM4Q6 
IJby/TUNvO/kVG2FTrGDQ3oVRAshdVTui+ERAh6B+/g9/F6/ShXDPn6wEf’gsN+PYy7vzJXqh5i// 

6308yGiMRYFWeCoIf4in31~x935t8oeRS8HopRh9XH1Dvl/wlIKpik0ydtcHYWmGdeLOwSXxC2K3V 
TNHQOm 1 ekanR7s9rcruMRPQ6CUTnr3t SEVBtVbEuVa9qr0pQfWLE//V 1FxqNErzB3aatJrEXQcaE 
Y3iSKWhKITIkOmr SmED9z9XXmLqiL7XkPAMgDK6nc OIZ 7uyBRw8j 09NgdaWVk48KacQ9QcGgiQUF 
f5Dm690+4nEbjD4tcgExFKQegxc71tVeHJYCwnHEV3 QVmG9XcRzvpD2QCmuVA 8YKHhYp+4vCmiIc 
prSes 8py3ZSOu+nB23/+w lt3t+2cYwm6fSVmai+ruiJ90SOPLK6pibMvDv797dP39NbVCfsfnpov 
RbqH48 O/q6z66ZHM/9PY14DHUV3p 1 q3 qtXqr3vfuavW+a+mW 1LJslfEuW 1 hgy7Ywwg JMCIGMZRPW 
4FiTDIuTPKzJDuRFTmayfwnGNsYOQxC JQ8ji4PeGMCRvGJg 8D4GAiYchDB Ow/P 5 zq2XMfPO+92RX 
1 a3q2uvcs/7n3MeiPuiEKOFDw5AeKfangxYDW5AfYuR9cEYuA0yBrMtqnkxNwXWJV8 JBRak4OP5h 
L+xGNH5 +hCRKvE sCiwff/Lk 8MHT/NE T8nCEf9kIejKW8 sVRtCmr 5 e0LHZKMa8 Gw0bYFlsNG+ JbomZ 
rzXebJwWplOHoz9RT6ovCv9itPahFtmm0FhsW3oyNBm7ObQr9knPvd4Z90zoG3DxPpg+hIpqPzX/ 
NPyK5VTsD+qbLGQShz2bPZ9KfkqdTp9Jm90q+zuUsFExJcEwUFWBGHAn6GIyNZOShZQC62UU1 stU 
agZu2YU44 JmUI/WB +Atw/v00kLWa 8Xj PwaNJC63 f08 JD21K/TNrZevs+u2ivKzxiPImycDPCAWEO 
5 aKsFEIWhe/cGP1ERByNsNkIQ 8YAclzOmFBVTjHpqfB G07KOZc fEv9YdXITQndi 18+zOiVM7OVmV 
y0C37ARGeueuU552F5M3xK+O3xiXPhsHP945jr7R39+POnuUVAW/Plg2MUhBCZFOfgYmhlFRFoL+ 
4Izng/6MDI+djPAvSAdEwoDu9Cf710eUxRkZe Js0nH3uE 19+mbHDd3+/q7Io4ba100u2L77kq3uv 
urivwS 5/+MfM9MJzzLlvJFfP+W9OJoav+urfvrOsdhue fvm5U/C13gsXUFVc26atXB 3 s CW4IE +LL 
wMlaaiAm liU1 Q4wHOs AI23 CkcEkRPKndIqtLxvbH 1 b070NITqJGvsBgGdxEtRYiyc9xLoUr2Z 1 wtvg 
E 2AHmS sVIke dc9XBvXQIWhkICxnFljrgY6RgL7Ot SD44 SV Jsk0aGxqTj T4pNxMZ604TS 2AOdhAcAW 
TWO4QOCVTGOqweXCXCRupqr 1 WpHvwx 801 ehMgRrnaifKOnMj 6FuZ2MXzExMngFaEffU8 cc9j Qh3m 
06pVj TppGhchhWCyfofhDuMnDdP 1 B +tzdbNWn66LQj 1 Q8pfHj GOWj eUvmFH6j 6n 1 PnmVvEn+kuGb 
pfl 181 z9TF1UVUFN/QDUDs eTtmJQXa9eoX 5 AvkG9XZOVZtXvmI+ZnyzZchZv3r7Uk/Au98 fzgaWx 
RHw56oykbIaKn7+ 1ZIVVKknJlhRsKTsS3a7VPP7JwHTgwYCUhIUtB14tjppwrxjnokHLR1Y1 Tctq 
y/a016dIz9k 1 Abgs/UHVp8xXYo8K54+CvuBsMpIrGyz5bM5 SVIWyAbOCOauykrHCGSM5bAjtDALn 
9A3U805Y2uOQzrpw9gBjDuFM9EqcURfHQWO66Qa2doGGxZ 8umx7+wotv//i29e CQkbKDuauuVCB a 
tc2fqZkGr65vWbHlwAlbr 125+J2f/IStGvn2f+eM8p3nv7oq5k7v/B17bvlUa/0Hn!r5P4Cil 4Ff 
bkAWmw9AyNltii5YApB3dhdIUEDOD4s24tj fqQkAoXTiOKSvoMzduTnOK6mhuS12jbK70azbLCCU 
hLRM/ExHU+Nh4qkoFHLuWX4EGj 9/hHqDoctmAwERewV/JbwrlhMTnKwhj usngKlcoOa4fl rYD3Yk 
0SOQnoXfhH5FCw9jZYiEFVTyPmBGwZ JJKI77gaf6jOFrhoMGiS 51xqNRT8wRfft8yQSek5p4WpA9 
PSOWTsD 1MHcmE+8X4WUk 1 +BeJ45PTJS7+b3iToncEVfZFpoITwqTvmclY liNQU2LtQIIcMPjM6fJ 
y4YbliSJCFpFVneDb95QqjWiprB li/eKwDbk92+NmJFHbDKjXoHRv8a0V/y06W77J5U7438jt]f0 
sPcZ8Teu3ypviv8meT2T5knLFJ5ur/UJ81 OuM2ZIOrPjr0TJSv3EhH4y3GtdKa6yrk9uFDdar0I 1 
yr3 eveH7vHgr/Vv5 qOVh6wH5p+LvxRftb 8 o+y0kzaomcNIs 7aUnvj s J/B 2Au7jb4hM6An57Ai0j 8 
Nv8e/6z/BXiCFNG/NzB 8wZMQIFi81FB3AWmr4SDCO748yogGzL+0BArRlivAdgT2BPbBb/amzzdt 
YZ2WGYvYCcTkCxZ JAXQST215YHkRpda/4/QbhL 1EVxipwNPppIwbSXAqTtUpnXEyJ92JFe/SuSyx 
rK25wAQYOQuEGhR8 AqoB OYm4H74ROij 62i7AWUj X3uGHrg3 zgLJzIHogYuAiR/IZOGHLthw2CUB q 
7B znxgEO0jXyY4IZV701W3 at2nJggu947mCB 3F60IB 5xMKqvRfXf2muyvibrv 1 n5mua0tvwIGoZV 
d8uBiVvmpCiCFOP 1Kq9Jj 4sA58clGHhBwJ9NQXqBHZh+y7Zvv/uyO6tJ/8+/9PVX//XI/U+evZt9 
y6iEr+7d8 Alx0 S 8/8pGrb/Xt/WfGfvMqM//iOwNbMv3 aXOIfWg9Y++3 GTwtl0dLu3 dkql 1 dVj QRV 
1 dvVUXiXnSZmcRaZhYQY 8 +B CFOHDGB 3 o+h7a0gYBmEg 8 AR+tyZZMNoH6TgB dHWXRgx4T 5Z+dnlPm 
hk4gLqsLJYikOeW48iT9g8KEZ2135GOo00HHIFcoqsWLpgzOZCkS7MA0xkzUAxnXq/ltPKfZeG/k 
23Fbv+X6tdNZrSyIIGjY5Tlc/gQkENVDiWpLPqXe578vJy2XlttXla++U7rQb7zewenVPagbDtsxa 
Zql fUb7iP1C 1KibwqW21bWUxZnEeTIg+08EOJ8xHJYuWTCdmE48j Gc+dyQZZeRTGb2ep6HGbkAKi 
gMCPsksP7YPBe 1R86yArlY8yRXMUiszj ciufcblYhoj 10ORkgy8HBvT10JC+zHTxpRaIpRozTow4 
pTi3Af855zzpNDnD1R+g4Iy5HSIki7UMICxeky23bQSxemjili3zOEEZI7R86C8sWXJPLH0827wvk 
kPWZDRRiQt 6XiTEenX4vqg016YKQEPLI30kmHO+9UM55pj qMRK4wwfLz9/jZN2LZ JRvOP18 sXB Q+ 
eHDLwzuv2zLQSAR7hpPJXE2LvSatO/uN6Y5KJ1NYfpV42erBvT+8aXmlP9FMfdjr7br22YtWg/yE 
xfMrpfSFnXyRsEYY176ofdwTGP li7r 5 e S agqW8 Wb Szej CFvJVDNd+inVMNS 3 fuuOvptyU lv3 GfYZ 
PxH8q9C+5ieXfGLFvrV3rf988POh+9YfNRwzHg4eDv2s 8bO 1 c ltPbnlx65mt0Yj q71 Gavt7kVuM3 
LcO9Q1EhIPWmhqNCeN17tT+tXq/PaoHTwYMkgn867IFEQmPuEABrtIQDyqPf0m30w+3hWyh51X314 
S3kaxhZ21Ry0r2cWUIfHUxIZC3QMX+KQFPbVQjPDbJhqqAwj 63touEJdZ5jDyJ1F8+6wsD3IuYcV 
ithT03Qfzyzu0uzhYbkeZqPhadRZeUz8n6gMYZVGkHjQpckmc/gSdkm14hr5odQJeZfAvCWMSJ1 a 
Ej GrHZ 37Omc7pc4QyddOO4m9zmar Jk lvZBvp2Rzo22j 8/LCCK/Itt As aB AtDB 9uIwXQYMAxzGmCE 
jXOFtr4wVZgrnCwYCk7aEz/pGDQOXtc8pJsWblK3dm7Vm7HOzdupUNjNntj q3PIF 1 ayldyLs7JL 
DTBXYCrwNJj 90XNvaG46LmAnx SDA7xHRzsc 0731 DbAi5 QKOS OCqhKpMiodAFXmk43uBLnBXLN719 
T41H6Bml6y7b+gN2q 5Bi8kN7EezQ42uwKnadRf+Y2Hm6vOuUUt6pY+nLu~j713cqp3hqDThSWygg 



mZrA9crpXUA+QsvYpdDB 2B1S 4vDTqRdSIuQE4vFQygA9Ofx09oUstuwia5bMdnCchXQpPQ0eAbzb 
124e WJFpxuLBEINj oLurp6vRJZmW5tbnatl SblN2Y4zFFiGfd21 zRBUuYkOqsNg4FBNGcLvMx4dLy 
RpUtD62MsbH85hjbtDk+EMXu0UXCuq5hl a0dbvZq4j IVfHy JYTDGLq5 fEhM2FC9RhRXBZaj MRg/J 
XUzvzXQsCvl Af5ToQ3+AWJOw28mdTZpcUOCjyKomX9OZh4DOxK7jKAWhe4J4gg8VXDG1020biruB 
yEUE+C79QvF9pGFTSio/iunBfx7oz+dggxEUoL2G9ebGy07s/STkj 8pO 1HaSXOVb+o9/ffmqSjLV 
GZv61 eKJHR/68jtP3LnW5m6atzXKLeYf3r68MbruqhU982/XOwe2P3b4uz2N+/+ZXVz87Pg9xzWj 
yRqMyEbT6qnpI75cy+dWzQbJaHVMXbrz6s9s7u4NhbIXWa9OdiX]W4h333z7VzZftOv22csuevcv 
e 7ZkOzNL9qxuB AIGCH3UcxGkf4M1 lyvua 8vGeD+EHhCYslvmgl AOZWg9xEP 1 cIu+zUPPaLyoZxKF 
nORtDiGz6w/oliDTXKrRzFdZCiVdxLEUPOeqGqJzVCmLhLai8RZ3WaGh9zEOXtNcdI4AVn6/KYIVh 
j LffYTyz3wlZ TAVMeaEBwetqcj 9Ws 1 flu+MVhG5 QmKFOXiyejwT6bNuD30+kHH+yG4E GsgphF 8 JA 
JDG8oE lvaaBbm8aafi4r5hs4KZ3 SnZe5+JW5yJW5WJbbni6+qe37CvX3sRTfM8U3p/ieKTzNGe75 
RQMDMoHZoPHuIyTEq9X+vrbU5kK73 T6Bu6PwHMxIeMd4eQnykff7tVJT7p+E3uzKunL T/TP9hgP9 
c/0n+6WyiY32T/ZPOSatn6mWUDGBqB 8Ke3VUi4n8cIdcTCjD6VQxkTsqObVaupmvLW0kmsuZmu9F 
IUo8 JdQqt luRw6GMdUZmB2TmkqfkWflp2YCI02MaYu6pTC 1ZHal OVqeqhunqTFU8UGWQWNW56smq 
oTrZ9w 1Yh3AOQ6EkzRIaKCOXAkGI9iMLtI05rC2cfZGYEUGPaC5mDMcQOo6Y4ySe254y7himfEvy 
Y7hJHusuWULM+ 1MA0603UWyftEEzNw2xFc 7ahY2wGNnIj o 8vvXgq6nXKndr 8Er/WLUvJ5Z 1 dtLxr2 
t 1 bODyxO+0KuZMRfdzKP 8 d6zV92+YtP12nfrn! 24z/GyZTD6nXMyWf+GKemP9fOyKWjKT8 cr9m6TF 
uvVIkZ1BzMzoLzahQ2xHZo4JGQiCOKmIHgcnd0eKezJSHAaZ 8oYkKyQI5+VovMgJH4 lneUdC41 dH 
iO6tDvQpneOj 8 Tu+F/Wyhe727MOOV0gl d0hwfWpHag/EcMcO9OFJlIDkmiy32qk3mjpMXmiDz4Kp 
n5hQntdNSZA/7wUn0CXAM8voCOx8T3CovA+k+JzOc3jtWjg7qLF0qd7Qwnl 9pj GNXF37TSJdVIB7 
ocPspcd7S4tRT7JaM2kH7w8OkcjewfsDPZneHgB4i/cH2sL7QyiUSV/QB3jzBO79+RNDJOBO6BZ0 
m+gK4ZkMm 8xMZ WYy+zNnMkY 1 M5 oRNZpl SHB 2dzf4sn9AXyLGydlTWb7UauFIAx3E O9zhKCY 86Bb 5 
8FI 1 kVpuD9u9M3iUFhKV7GavR54Bj q 1 FMvjgsiYtNNdQU7rebneEHZmQVm71~xhHF6R 1 ozITYaIhN 
hqZCMyj QdyZkDB 1MH/wb3h3otqmyI2W lntbVVJhjeDTdS9J+JDwaSF 13C 19Q7MZ7nq45WXPTh+i6 
WFq0qFQaXPSxcNfS +WXLal GrORGJFZzMZ 7yXfhgslRbNp 86qm 1 og 5MjgGLvy 8xU 17MpMIapw9fxK 
ts+4D 1RbZMfbfN5W8HIjyJuk7/fmYWLQvEGEjIZOeGg8p311 +tRpWyabyQHrfZ4fgsZrnFbR+EdO 
q2g 8h!IxINakYCrmiV7tB WyA+IQMRH+FcWRPnyCvnfLs CZ 1 Rg/ctE Gb 5 S dguR74cYaYwK9ObHupr 
OsoHwf608mh5pvwt57fi+8smFSvTZUnBlpN1KWIp5NWl+URheZgeyTTmjVhL4ahat JtRB 8uJSAhq 
/JpxZdcsIEzk+Bos6Z8ZAEWpVg4GI/i+OtVy lx/1YtBuJpmcUZ1LZVTP74wqqSqdHP7KP8FixA7q 
wVL5 f6Tom3MYODG/8/CnFdc sf2nkTXx9KFuQTONDuqf3gO1E9DCnt907xlFqa7B dk 8xTbpdY5B aM 
Eks4XfFszJWMsYQTUQUOr9XtF4iJnQiavZ9goIwswApJ5dCRTmCSRDeF8uBgGeQx/dT+rVu6UFvM 
fWUqVAu8Rz37+M+18uC8+u4HXj 11UTrd7TBvzm7+a/HTXyynOAUx 1DVGVTfwvT7p 8 Tb91CNQZ 8 Wx 
MJ/rQDE 3 ej s sZz7HFqKAAM2hG7zMaYQaWpkOy6V687Uka6sHeOtQFUxcYal~x+V 8LED 1 CN9P 1 BDR0 
PQGN13lUG415PZO8pjB30pCTg5EsNItVcCOcqPAptISc0QXueXq4tIKUtF8Znxg3aQZ JHgFPEfij 1 
+LuHZB O+UP10ua 1 EnEWoGuEqYE91 pYHUiPL ck+CaBFhAIghWKb4DnnTM 1 Uq2RI9 JYt]/Wevn5Rnb 

jPOB 1/3uBzz3 J2dbh2S 5FW5Ftinb3NuSNyg73DuSD4jWVxOnk+K09S+dT0pPu14RX3Gddv/RYxly 
YxS7ZL861Frp2iXf5LLUxZKiZtVcvYVIgGL2K2PsUmWjakgrm91m 10vKnxTjGvfq5I+sP5L/t2wM 
WgNKMp 5MrhAvcpl sbpfXEbHHXQln0rRB GkMOZlzZ6N7oNYVd8XgiuUE 0tAMP9V 5IK1AyUyQ 5j/Iq 
wh0olvhRsEAZuR12Oy7dlm64UzCFl/4S 12vQOMP5OBp/5ny8Vmvlt/k43hcP95E+cwICiKs0vOQu 
XtmY4mIiKt951XAykgjXoKrkO2TRmpB JU8mne/P lpc 1E73KhLtjAdzJq0qcyUU1 CN+xkog+5 SPC+ 
qkkvM+RF16woIblPEFCB 6]WtXcj + Sy SKm 8 Axw+GQbOu0T9vFM3Z 20v6iXZyyz 1 FMJxicBYIhkkRm 
D 1 QbIVOvCzUFWSCUAmIcrbHp2gzKE0/2t46yWw+lvoEgO7o28ovRsaFdXqzsohwx8qDB07ag5sD1 
Rj 05TE8PzY011Lxmk6j c63oxnixHYRcAOobYEOIH5fA5kjHL8uNk8Djm3a9dOCvnsakNcADfWs4cU 
dBsf7JVkATl JmOIaCK/gojwg4GNbNlq4Wy59AZZNa4jDzj2EDGoilgWS5UAYN9kslAjKIWlms 5fb 
NKRfgXE 0KD 1 Ur69DQfALFav 1 rwzbLakcu/fSDy999dWrOj oz4 SXzy3LRwvzvw7WR+drKtN/mc qoR 
fSnNFOO97+58ZrnHbvfFEb0Qa4t+M/8PH03VnXImw/zeYA+7dv7keH+IZTJuWzB liXTR7KqoOz0F 
bQbVzEUXOI2f/bXOaY4 JQagXXL/y2U2oX 8X1EOM8g3 GegfqeULNJ8UHjD9zCQENXodB 41jMMNP7p 
YeIzduNj YA4WTGYMGof6Bt7zcXHCaT5f7iZDot35 S S+HzaB ALp3XlfJeriX5 fFzWIEyAEc3bnj su 
ROj W4L/DBXW1Bw liXjw0ris 9djvqCHM/P0wSUvyHeMyIeMoj M8 G54 JmghEzBuUNDICxu01 AZaixos 
eNCxvXc0yLTgaHASufwzwf3YOWwvJszDHayYMOXTC4Fy3 JLZJAss48C 1 +WloqUWaixozdjZqZ5P2 
KfuMlb/9jN 1 oPxi4QG3R 1 fehwfP 1 foFjBMgWd8bD 1 +/XTdpB GvbRcGPV/NB QLe JMhiIFlI4y3vvO 
0k39ca6HSNoDcLvhITWhFSBFTJ7xgm6W/b0uR4Di3Nse5Dzbo5p/WPbYOOGSd36PxB/75aIvmom!c 
WeZ71bv6Vi7shYa+F23RUrTXyqWrlvL91nJCWcoJZek6pCKKY+sWjkNDly9o6CdA488a5AR2kuk0 
68r 88DI/vIyB1 oGxIiLq4+VLsP6MxpHslTE6MdZhBNPRfYge0pzO0e frn 53Dzc7ihP7ysn0PtpH2w 
/iP9HGqJzoH132o2OgdFIPn6u6BRnEcNhOwlK1 aTQqWu2jim0T71MbZ+bMfYHtQa3WRalRXKVmwA 
ZB11ZAcKnlFUsnxCOQuRNje3INCI6NcLv7YJmm9RBj6B3ikWV4bUmKwFU2RYXgzg9zm4zG80bxzaZ 
Q 12r3 Jzi3 SoPoKplbgSX+bZy31K+tpSvLV2H5/oDlxSqugXv6W0uR3iDugYab/Bf+/q24Bu8zvsL 
GnoPQuNt/uu6deNb2h0HcQ3cIs0V3DmfSDCQOdx2gH9LOQ2OesCBAVAeByTiZWEFpjqmznMvPxwJ 
AVkfohgk/s aj WqxhPj n+x4AODbNznICxtRBRnxmFUq8UEEo/fPdzRV0x0oaHZOtYVE6uGO9zFBKof 
Og+ny 8UE4F+Ow+mlxcRKNL Q16bH8yNKNibHllmLfiNYqFiyCObtq02b6MNmKXbaZ TQaj e dVKpGQF 
5XFonygalupU2ZR6QBURmG1 qrr5irZzp7+xjU30H+sQ+2hYY2bw0s25dcmRORJwemRkRhRFIRBxB 
vz7iCzRGJreMtLxUvg 8 zag4qK231FRQKE6ZgWiLDB s 6hZzM3 zi0k3hfCiP4KvDg6OcAG2gF 5 dqPWN 
t 6s71H0dGbvLkU3nMvYUIF6uDmf2Qps dWC 5kuU4QuAWWOJns/4Xh3pY1BEMwmc3B 9/gIFzGOGdG2 
97ZeqMH2sNHtnuoHezbd4b/23rVrdqYCDr138fygdlEqKBui+U3N69eJon9g5XzXupbNmKqs72 lu 
qIa71 s4vGuqOcD0372K+svjadleutH3brWvXjg3cMX/zJjUAAz+opN2j7JNTNa2521aeX8utfkil 
S 7Gt S 4tX+ub91/VGUYZm0Ri74ouVBX3YDr/Zv4OT9YjnOVmTc zJyRItjXXzutLgC aWI JNdqWjmeK 
Fs6SLJwfWDg/sAS4e62dCcNxEfAb68wPDR3CicbrWo76e0CI84Pj/E1Lxfop4kXvXilxxLi4oyGiQ 
isbTRXQmhy 1/lmQ6S 1 GIiR1Q7e 80axe3zLq6HVRkkYoBdWCCv02zZlyZbnOkoqPE6nXuXFM4Vux9 
HjYEqI1 SyLnGOcdxYh!vi3VpV9QDJCp 1 H30Xb/Mb6NLP78pQcqRpzMI 5hYVzDUuAwy 8 CIFMAgBLA 
MwKAtMT5nnG+Ic 5/jPMHpeN5gy6ExhuPOCHFYrPRZhf/T2cbdNOB Jrxtlib 1/87maHOyOdWcaRqr 
B qbx9j TWDjRNB 5 onm+KB Jpts Tj fnmlLcEigmXLrjrVhMZIY7LMWE czgdLyb SuuOtK 19a2pnoWo 5B 
xrt7+BvNpNNIcpCDgYx5xsIOWJgLAeBZy9MYaZscb9FiTzxTShZHi5NUC226OFM8UJSEooKMd5Lj 
VnT44mRDd77xXv7/53 zzhMKSyZANS 8EYQ/F7Y2 ShG800RPk 5yqhB 5 Qryv~uTGDI4H/yvKGfXrix 
7YwjpAZb+9XPrL 1BDThtXRfNL/JqPb Jh6cgtN9uc 1BF9K7vgdYvp/ID0j 9ZuGrxj/rbNyTD3ubnW 
s 1 t27/z4fHwiEEdPW7Wdbfz66gj 3XIBpAw+ JfuY S4qK9rTPEoAZ Sh7 Jz 1 FDbplMIDG2PIBb/JtcX 
qKF 5 aaOB 72YIAi+tZKHzUYSUS 8K20+w9cIWVfqf9InRwlGgqYvBxivPZUVQAGhzEPuY4OfQAahoM 
Cbs 9yUE SXBRRN4As 4hehMOwKz7 SIITNw JIAB Qq3H47+xmjy/191q64rAZv+d7NPWva71RM 1 Jrbtp 
4OCI2SR70v+ziKgl2RrLwt 14cLk5rQz9fz II0cBO0nzUMGmYMswYDhhMhteozPKQZp+FiXMeFOC4 
YHLMltc eKGDY 5tFLLnvInlj zUNKwBmN+PUZIaMGAKXlujkTgsi 1 / J0 SkbqT0+aTuV5RXohes Qj og 
hZ3H1RHs6WVxD2rai91YTs6acm6XTxXiLKKygBWtkBktr0NRWVTCzG8LqkLYiBlxCG6LUAMQIAYk 
MGgNVAfSgea+SbzJdLt 8u/N2z62Bm013xSzIuNRzLa0xxd2KYgIK48xDNj 1 QAxLVQ7XwfFAYprc3 
2EERFwAGyIbJicLJj 11/89N7nr792t2/3NC8/qLZj 1/5setWSQ9+5e4HP/ru9Nc/9b2P/cctS4e+ 
csdT8/+0/8dvfnoSRse5/5gfln4AWssLLbGj TWvFR1Lxv3y2XSAOjcADmIW9YUKWil/Ngr8rh91Bv 
/sx9HGi8y/kuGm0UrioVyh6D0xQh6AAK2Wo2qB+ lrLN33GTm!j GrwLmwwECd4LCIZyCiAYb7nhcC 
OALgcsFYwWxPvGeLHB O6z737MBFit0w0CUS daUyWFw3g7.[jdejmP90 Je SAZw79XrKKRDNr+KvQom 
Zx7FVZy4GRwlDd0AfekhRQ9DUCIXrgj meZKb9KBuouqPyYsIytNS lihblb 1 uw 10Vj J80tGhtZWvl 
Q+4PVW603 Oa+rfJXlq+bX7H8h9XRuWhL z3.[jhoZB W8 TqFql Q9HihVoXv6vB CucqnhXxqlT4hLB c 9 
5YJkqCGBnu5ERIKD0xYOObu7kvKMLE7K0/KDsiS/qorchRdV1VHAO0WEpwnuqUM8janJAQLOUqVH 
1HvkXJFA14N4IvLALsDVymXJCRt9UC8crdabZoc128jZc53ZprlbZXUHZj3WXpV 12WoqBRnbpAtG 
SdXGgFgbH5eyPX7SdAgyoIcD8wsKTE8AmtACbzTqDBPm9MJQQyKL5FbtW//Jy3feM/Wd4d5Cd7C 1 



dl4N9+VRojydCGVZw+r88IbtSy65XNvSWc9IrV3P3nblDX/1 zOkH9vhdlflXruhJUIkkW9d26arx 
zpB zz/x3 dqQHtl zSgWP/c +IFIQ/FKZbPYyQ30HIcrsNn2rQcyYEk4Hrz81 Jsfpj SibYt7SSbhCMz 
nXqNC66HYOuLnJei8TY3nZ 1 GomCYzppijptcCU86GzIVxz02s 10nG/g/oHm!ZzzPcYrViWYuWiIW 
Gi0RHUZLRIMRVy Sx SZGQMOE qtxrKj 1 ZFDUkVflvYXzVORj pTQ6X+ 8npFi2ip9aXV5 S 2u0ch4YjR 1 
GdAqO5 SrIleldpTuUHZG9iR2pvaU74zSt/KXXV+IfDnxhdSXS18pfyvwj ch3Y98rHwvSEGT72/Jr 
5XfKJbV6Y/bGwj 7vF71 f9M 1 VzRtQtLxGQn4Q 537agoyFXIimlIOVGj 5XOYgwZs 8kZj Qr Jp JMSx3Uh 
iQGdxEmU2nmQScxCT8Fez~UpSEwUH/c/7fSjBqDiSAD/ssoCdpIy3JGeQbEx6k9Ej40nh84SPVIp 
EO7zDWUK3mAmmANc0otZNpBWWd5HEEqiPT18TTno/cBmgX8 SgmVBNHNaI8QUGCFhfoMA+LaDZBzw 
2yt dH+oZnu/29s d9oa33rLnzfzDt~ 1 uTuYHmJ/Lbh6b2/82Niy6XHnznA 1 u6Y9msYmtB 9b 1 h!Ru/ 
eIV1VTWWOVtn34e8/uETx+Z6yIZILxFh8B JRVYA+36apQ4jzS1Ay68 lw5zYeSrG3KX2j 5IjCg67Vo 
6BopGq/rCIkkN8yTXIXFVthZxGmT8EuiMB05c0Mopfi7zbk+vyO/Jy/1C+aQHQChoRNk4Z6GfYsX 
+36HLUW52progvmaptPlcOwO6x6U/Mc JQibcKWeUbm7BunFtYuOmMTT+wI 1 QanC8VTJZKr6nTALW 
BbfNibZ3kwK2yGmC+ebqFrtdmqi5Pm4wayW2rc SSxOW4vXhXOo9ARS6RXy7ItpLbpyrMEKIBhl oK 
3K7j GHvLDItwm4khyGaqJTGOu+B GECKpsml 1 RhUFVYGFOAcQvVGdL JJzEvVCztt4u4Av55 QFZMfp 
CZAWT8 JtA3OJyACORRIMEuFIudOLwbStrraS958dfumvKlvdSOT3uz3+KudXsdFS+bLKzvCshEF 
bJN5mfmlB3/1 q2WVfOSKX/GK+TXrS1DeMgFuT 129f3GMFDj Qy/ZzpSRfg 166DI02veR7OL30IJSH 
NRIZj 5UyHitlLhS GyiP7URzLp+DO 1NkPGm9q3UQPri6zJe9KGTxlI7vNyG5 A7b9snTFWModvSbCr 
Uac 8q0bYJAr9iBEPMLVAqUIHqmOJxQQ8s0Ok+EHvO/HMCeUZXZKed250p lx5i6EUSHhqRrHUZdZP 
E/asNbLrjR8 lisZsybwSwbYnPgJIXBY 1HOkO39DAME ljLldPdSTipKY1D7SgaSyf7+nml ALMgb48 
Dhl qAvjeiQn4eyeG1OM86wo3RaRTtFbCFdHjqWm2VgX5TCHfuP2y3APK5zJG2YzkpuJkz 1 TPdI/J 
1XOUqdrdYJe/cPzCeTxzPPsP6Wczv6m8ZHgp/VLmlYrNM1 SZqPxFdXdlH9sn7pOm!dOR6eh0bG91 
X81BVU9kFCw3xeq?KUx0/S ltiUsDnQRX9cDFauc96n!yA+tn0ZzM2T91RqAxX lvds67m 1 eGvlLue3 
0g/2vCy9FLMXLV0 J4TExwZKsDk/8UVY+KDyGckgRzVOKJcKPRRORZIQpERUfgH4MP4YIXETr 8HgQ 
F7YZXHm+MCbYT4VavdSFkpp4qZGPhcMIaSuDwBer0YsVfehjzEBTpj 4Q0k3yabYpG/pnCaGUSs Ja9 
Giogh2t JoMkqs3k2mZ/KT+clNd+ZF/M/YCrGoFIf0rGx6BxUW4QjE84SCvZcCijYVh3ZFAfPMTQJ 
J3 sKv0PloXjt qQuKjkArlWGnZRw2n8NhWyhBMo6EVao 8 s otXWdfbvK17yA7XVKujgTI4nKfHCs Wk 
qrhN5 qQbjhNTORJDFwYMylwwxqjyCGfsZHtRrZF3 zG8pb7nfKaDWCFI+qNDIFi08i2EvZ6VZ2/20 
Gf9MZCY6E7uv44vp2aqdikMSlokwWpqtnq5nP1V5IPNABWPu4OE0d0ENt6wFFBLT5 JaIiXK5D8ot 
GDZzWlhu 1 bCpwidkQyooTOZUaQYVEohevgi3M1AKAGuGA4MWdiyQeF Jp 54UfRIEhOhdS zBm S4kVM 
FdVDx5wBFAG7uVqS4sB 1HHSCM5rHges4sA8mlMOjiZsE3Bj 4r2Z4N5 SzBzmX5nAPXliljc7k7iKU 
VVlImg Juo 53 ARwgRc SaVu+XylZvU5LbP/OI<LxmzbekPIHHalU7CtXrdh85 fw/VasPILR3pMeteOzS 
g/NPffZDw9X+QrG26uqv7b4vIUfYqk/fe 01rxRUzA63NO78UdD1D4GG+c/8 qDhqewHBLZ9s 8LBtH 
2WWkpyDeLI7Z 7NwBY/d7mdHLm 14uyLwLaCk03uTGARpndNiU 12apuAI+j KeIgaIBpRg6cRbDVpw+ 
3vbRPr+Qhfee8zUchFMJbhA+pypSC21825e5NxVfRG+E0dB 8tMcUMtVdUea/zsfWoKAvXU4DKeLa 
tigzcuPAy J0pRi4FjbhBiq8iho475 fIPDT3 C 5/XGY+/JvzLPAxg6e3 JiYk4BpGS CwzTw JfFZkfvi 
wA0stbe2sW2iOB S/z31 f+HH/44Gj4ZID5tk42xtBktV6xzb7NsefQvBE+EN5FHP0hSIRidHMF93P 
JH9n+261TtRAMdmbdNOBpwG/Jx3rG1/014KN4n4V 1P+01 +rxA0jqQQVdg8GY8Y 162TSGSMUATQe 8 
c96T3he9Ju9k7LtATeqmASwD+jeBkX3gKMZ4FRhB4RRV1FJO4ycM8hPEUMOknekV4Enn38UxSTOY 
JYwP 1NLXwzUulBpJI24G9yYbfvbZnkJqiTufnl 5e21L6674bqSGi4Yn5v1959vvj S4qFq67u2Xa 1 
+MFU4LrVuWtIMorwbZyVPidkxc 42VQXy3IcIxkaKOrOphXZEoKOPqbzmCoy 5UzomQ43wHSMeHn 1 A 
wUAdnIeGboui8 SaHDXkyC6anM5Q12VRnyB SvOJEKgj78MEEzLLIATMYJ2Em6Co9hU6hX61W9eWbV 
e0anttmspyxIFtmm2kJOwMNxVv2UtrZODJgIxcBIFDI 1 AjWQfC1EWBGZtkU8FktO5ZSnoqA8maM5 
300bnPbQOFFC 10B+f48Hg lnpATPu98eMPP7c7V+eI+fEEIiQI+egD8 JAjmpNlierQs2TIDiQNzRs 
fckB dXVytWqMWLzryfJMrU9k 821Lni01 JyzLWs 2jiHBVmheGfl SEEn0ipyyTbbZUjxdyomh51 E 5 
bIrNor6WAQN6ACLnCUfgvx3FCGDiNGYHvBIRndomOxBd7kd6AtV5PQ0gOdgBoD4oaxQ35oQIS/88 
Uk6HgERjLnfMFYmhEk 5UiS OfmjBylDiFXFLiiu/1RS 3 QIWBx 5maqTZ3 Q//NN6WrkRCXzzvnXqzff 
s WJkZyXWt 5 otHR8 qf3ht6zLpc2cFPcuzoX40fdH4p6fZfUu7oyx79oHp0d5 lovniPhQYQcQONHoa 
NKqKT+gOesRqFSIeEx+Txw29XMUkAkQB3DbyG197bQgxcF7iphOy6grJligqYXSkcJzNx52/Pq/J 
ze0/t 8ck8i3o3ypvqHSeE+X3/uNs9OGfPwGPBH1 Wq2eDvCWONYzBxqgUZhN1Pue0K/1NX9gXSVs7 
5 JRb9WRCaliNDFhb 8gB C7s 3wQGq?5~s sa6XF4RWhFeE 7nO8mXLfdb/Hrk/OtvxbeFblq9bvxb+GsqJ 
/BB JQUfkI6FHwj+IPBqd6/hl 6C35rdA7keqsFfWFCWM22eDLcpe+TBT 1 JXL8+PZ8XI+m0/rS7eZL 
TQvHGq6OOwQaNW/KeIf618Y73 fs 6rAOWhtxARue TpmUcxHzPfLe0N 1 hqc+zOiR6Q76EV4iqCcEj 
uxPoBXehoEgkrIbC4U6r7ENdkWgkkrFa0LKYTSi9bYFK5vVAbRJMkbANE SCIp20yU+QM8 JxH5Gdk 
o7zbioSNazVFM9X3W45ZfoUS7but4ZsiVBhBFax4PpenYaXnBAidlge7m7R4xN4UrHMwl46yx48o 
HWwaZVbbe 9HyiMvb SBFjDQNHTrX liW 1 E zoZe CoOtht6MnKblrhB 3wrRpnbgraqz+P6vyQKIQOI JO 
SH+c9PVqPA/LKip 8gHm9/AiW 1 gz0ZRgLOFLgBHtRk70ti4ryNZigRZBEImUC2UVUS Jdg2V4vdSXw 
wR 1 MiDtRRRAkfOTd7MFYvuj/9bNBiw 1 F78 oNXzo2/21~x/ligkHR3 S 5/L 5tR057x JdPTHnVaXDcMI 
uRMr331 dMvbWFasFvcVx7pTxMHpLRTrR7i25VMLtFCsUanEKllzIYihkkyaXich8CIMpwCN1 QS0e 
vc+gaiik53LiiqEYzS 18Dj sJ7BMeB 5qHclaDUOAnvw 15ncJNKCNhuwn5DDb97JVKNZWqVanrgFfS 
tYYmUKDp+Qle +IfSihTXxR9yuGv4jFpsqBnIw 8B 0Z/NqbVvtOutU7ZXsK4W3 s 28X7LTDQW+T7/dU 
NNII 1 WrF7b3xcDgZTSs lg5yL5yq5Vm4s+M3gNOPfzFls2b5MX369sI6NmNdYVmVW5kcKI8V7zNPK 
tPu/Ze8p3FOcrt2vfi52zj6qHMseKzxeeyr7VOE32d8UTtaSGFUdqcqGoDVrzlsLpmIzuExZ5h41 
XmreFLq0uNe2T7kntDe8N31P9p7cdC 14t/Wu4N05yWEdZ7cot7gN6BP4mtmszMzoFUrQnVDUdCqh 
CsVKQnD JzoQrGU4kYNbfdYiAg01P7da0UDaDel QWqzlTLPiI<LxQKoIZvvtFh9GBIL2knYn5 GzPlnO 
YjyKzlDYFwqFizkUZwvK6HSyvsOj 7DV0ogR77VC Sudy0pghO6CaQgooCA 14VRNqIcY+xCzpp6FH2 
I S GLsU6/obkKGm4W2UM29V3XNTJs qocOzwnXFNNHk S zjRzHp0TDbH2aPhZ 80vwCu951MHd07+oj q 
yqIWCeP JO 8gWyT7KFADe/Ojhdk2ub 8 sxLTdN462w 1 w5bd+frlh+gm 1 ug/MlwMLHpwhkafweyH4cW 
9mN8nWul 6GiRTdMIPEplLxRg8B4pzxZNFc3Gyel5rOo 18kZ3hyOmzp2AA7Wz3bWyKYAPEW+hUBKoU 
TdTZ S azRuGCQcKRi6V2fK 1 hoYwuR4PnaXI SVsgAGxYt08 cbClv/vCkFUH4gzDEQU9DAWOLWUNv9w 
jgpxk2FCCUvQZ188GKc63OcXPlo7czDYwrs 8c9DP lx7y66yDeojOOXg+h9cLLqEDp0ChbUbSXmdp 
SecjDjYNMXz8 J41 QPjDIDq9OIL/0CV++xVKbi/O/Kv7L/J+y87+N9w+CnxgSsWT17L+y7909GHQi 
P11 CNNrnP/sGe6dX9dKo2Y7r3nlVXHP2EUlc0wPHG+p9Ie78e3CYfumNts5ozSmhRs 5QFXCqOvjM 
4apXE fvROC JUE26d0 S CYQKXn+EyPKZAowluzQmb7HPuc+9x35 + 5uPGt7Nvjb/G97rK4aIj u2jB 0w 

RNtL3ebYQM11 Wa+hNmQcUobc/bmhQqvRObDGtl 5Z716ZWJNbV lj b0AY2hTdlRwduMu+x7VH2uPcE 
9gQ/b55VZt31DD2aSziNLsXldlWS StKdrBT1YrA+ICsDY9bLekcHFrCIGdz3bcA60oPcjPqptVwj 
JBuEGj 1DohaPt2ql AUo94gwNKI8hehLO0eb0OT3T 13Lom!Bn5RuNpgwUTQ/UD7M5nGs0Gz3NrGdf 
oA54UhNqacAe3x0ehceont2R3oOK0fvSLB3OAsbYU32jWMz3jOJt726yptFozobN5kwz62s2s/ZA 
Pt/ZY/f19NgBoQtZ7cGefDZs66/nQrJkb5ibLuQuJfE16jX6DBDgbjdJ5ZoBiZLVRCIuY9isFQ/v 
wBj WNS q?5~OQ+pYQZNZg 5 GYVMLHwi/GD4TNt AGksbhR8Ve oQfgsmsPNmt 58INDQg/reVR8 AllwA+LI 
odQ JngY2QeO9wb9cRjHUhWH4 JuBi 5p2OEvYRCMEKr 8rHDRvqeiipymtyUUejBkN5u9310GsYxIDe 
MUYYx4v2IKtyAlsUvqrc 8RpaZosyiBHGET/ZfRyj WyiDxy3HzVhYsBVuD6RZ 8 WInC9BFG/qUTAjF 
tx+xIiUcXga0X6Za6IjnvaxZY+4hBwJSQxDgLx/CCi01L2qGGimmaaYiXr3UGsA7wSh8QOXAHnGG 
M0dcrazqIoH/3EEXJRq/iEU3Fkcc+MHBt 5B3IgevRA75xllMOI6qp5OSAP8FX7hll SHqaC14AW5M 
QbgyFJQ0xpiJcJH4qeQ6cQVAMGgBXWwOC ljaZzSvv9VrSbcKKOZfxOS2BGjMSxe 1 aKBV 1NyY/Klu 
mnDlIF0dEx2+AMok3vL+v//sEeHaC+3Cf+AKTLvCbJCCSeflFOA4AzQ8oh5iyhNr4utklvZRAkGU 
PVhMpW2BpWtXd+RYb 1 ema2z3qY2rW/OjVUDm7/rs 8mp 1/teZaO6yue8PX7IYj CkWDHUrHR/84NUR 
fxxsKdSx65vzR2/rkjIZnzMYnDh+fKs71BczGaMvfsu5d2/oQ1 +xI8P 1 TXCm7vOxU2in5ZIk3 Jpn 
+TgsBugvKD5EjMnNml Si8IjImyI lu3mzG03dmAAi+zX8G6qfiM/thTZFwloW4j 63eDsGdRCQQ21K 
307XcP18iFA0ehZ4BCzB47ALSefh4YGuzgMKOGCPoWji20L43BkhgoCyrCD8TRCw71 opI9BZ/nxR 
9DZqge 29nzDeaRKtVqPHErZErGVfJGfNeDKobtHPMExrdJXng9YPyteFPxC 50vrByq 2W2+TbwrdE 



PhK9tbJX3hv+kvA16xcjXyg/Kpxs/IspDZ2kXK6USjLjmnqY 1PtKdlu9zlnUcCTSWZ J92KFSLnPF 
vlzCIaWI 1 SBbKliGoW1Y0m0VPw8q0py423w93Yq7GoCQYehlixbdJ7MX5DMULJ2S/4hg6W4aQGib 
VbI=uhmHr 10I=IZ 5HN4F JnEafYt63 C6pWhilg J9zS +TbAxgjpj DI=ZTGN3 +LAaThOZ9tg0Vw 1 DWZZ2d 
0Ifgkhuj gnP9ndgHBDfZaP/XUn4Yqa0tnDFkMmQzJOp/rYpzXbwdyOKBVXIm9VH9TPyzs +/6q9XU 
CyfcZktHmZ WyhZA 1 PP+p3gcvWb SurzPVKsiJVZml 84+4UmE12AMazsfzK+a72Z+LBY/VhvH4DKGU 
c +j dv7j znuWVUk/At WR8VjyUrKXtih3Ui3FmpBtAvX72ba3usRhChlnDrGPW+W3DUYN5NsgcwZs c 
Xb2j AkKQfpQHDzq9risM17peMJx0mduWboF JwYDkEp 1 GOOIGHzWyUeMkogaddtNyF/uIi21 z7XCJ 
rk5Rhq8 JTJLP8Nrwn0dqYNoKbynKUn+C3FoZrdtoPCwnbAYU28 IIBp8kGS SbaHAxuzPooKsYRhH9 
6HQACrMNfnlg42XXo+ISwYlyX0u0isRqs3is2qiDdTo01MKSHJF6cCi4Hshiew2 lk 1FVOBwIflUX 
IcC4j7xJw5W/BQJA/VQ4wjHWEc+sp9nCPeJWqQnb7e7dx0P6WI1/ai/GifXDSQb/B JSuY4Lz3EnN 
Ci4vdWLGA SwONFwarWUChFX/xyOB1 qHgo+Z zqChvmE J91 aPnZ o6ggkbIT82Xj/j RdPHmBbVVOc 8E 
1LxxnGF+HYeB JWHDpvpSfpSg9sE+63Pbuc+I=k/DNXDnqjhoJJEs7ezy6+bm 1 QsbHw/O8zUimc7h6e 
z777]~LqiXgud6txp9hMLBjIUJC GOgTqkvCYLQsTIrj Ws Wg 1/4b9g SGqhPnIaz5 dqpiyef/9fliz7 
yTBi7Muka6UNqColEKrCx7UCahgYQsFsNFnosLhtBa3j SNCt2Y4A8CFISDyIuHjdP0qrL2mu6MB+ 
WKU/dj mTzmkMqEvbrIaBB +GiDdcwKOdHDqU2Xqb3 SB oWG9U2z0600+MQ8g9Ix76AdOi74Pb0ArMB 
dJrzAT64xbP/9Wa2cs s 62epwVDzFxcN9y264U9x6DQ JydlslUFw 80n!Rh+4yXl+sbV+Udjhdiyud 
Kz4ytvl 7udzA5UtiTqeyqNy 1 effYdd8Tzp lbeAtMwjjlguFvBDwzFRQVB SaWpCJs7wnSW5+QrmFv 
4F 1 FhPVa3B qGSmRUrD7hiEPzS TG8HOOAK5gMThPunZUOKeFo70 8 Q/UxhpPjFqAIB zjRyFoOD68hV 
sKN2n8FDT3hpVOAFZEW7vB 9/frPp9WuzEZvdalNE3IUlydL AsuvHF0nX 1 B c3 c 00UGTZbB 6vdsdzO 
j TdfqdHXnD8ubRCewkj2deFT2uIvR79c+3b9aP2p+it 10+3Om4KfdN4ZNITCMeB1DK6UpWQPHSlp 
GZtwxKPZbV 1DsYHRKnNVk0AvSFX+ifdDJv3YMODyJ1 GnWEJFx9IhV7iz68KPSw/1FgY133Ua3e30 
KfynT8nZ Qfub7qTne//jtb+u8 f+y/cZrhmSbQw4E AqXBkb6I=rr+bXb 15REYKcyDoxqfuXX7DnfPH 
S62JxfiQFstguXP lrs3XIT9Tql6zKO 10WCxI=yp0rb8LHFvAn0kwQzqWE7XrrP82XYV1 CVqEd+DxF 
cAsewSv4BD96RBAB+zDQJwkhLWRgmObBYUtCGT21hvfbKXRBr20KvUKf0E/KrI=BcWCGsFFYJqlEf 
Y 1 hYK6wTRo SI=UbllVLhEuF]YfIGwUxoRNwmZhizAuXCZsFS 5H8 ddDwmHhYeER4 S e4C9TixkR/JlxZ 
WL 1 xw2Wjm 8 sbr/vwNTde fM0tl+748 JV/MbphZKMg/B 8HUBUEDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZW 5kb2 JqDTM 1 
IDAgb2 JqDTw 8LOZpbHR1 ci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S9MZW 5ndGggMjI2MjgvTGVuZ3RoMS AzMDUzNj 4+ 
c3RyZWFtDQp4Aby8eXxVxd0/PjPn7uu5+55z9yw3NzdkD4TkZGUNBEUhSCRsEUQ1AUTBKrgraqG1 
ilsrda/acrlBCKIldan2qRastVpthT5 SW60obdG2Sm5+7zk3KvZ5vr/v6/X743eTmc9sZ 87MZz7b 
fGbu3bDu0pXERLY SgcjI=I= 146 S JRPbCvAK8 s 3bggrWeK8jxB dcmDwgosL+e ALhKj/fsFFmwYK+fhe 
Qua9vWrl0hWFPDkNWLcKBYU8rQGMr7p4w+WFfHQE 8 OWL li6fqI/PRn7g4qWXT7yf/B 758CVLI= 15Z 
aH+ZF7Byc O36DYX8xh2ANw2uWznRni4kxNFKUWhFs CNQYuERIVXk76 S JbCcawohIMuRczOQW9g JR 
I8/r 1 aZXG8qmvrvE2vSpzqdDASEPvFlbxeGLez77zhc3j90qE10t2uqV9rwCz2kj +U6yQCRf3Pz5 
UbHwJ17z 5 adqz/zwiMo0bLJUcZhzeKpGVMbhkrBkbRVVdrIVgREr4haE JQiCE1Miq+y 5y6vlEYB 1 
BXB JAVxYAPOr5WfQfCapHh9V2Yc93iredthgqtrKoU7P87bcomq5Va+yYbq8nY2cXYC5Ht6I=LdlN 
e7GRaYXS4Y7OwlNtheLmicaTq6XWOJqFEWSEQYTdCCcRNBi9jWQQdiCMI6iUHG+3BWE7wi6EYwga 
Po S crtraG1C JqB GVuYtEQiqDI JB +FcduVomtKh2woiNzE e 5XaY1KZciRi6QD6EQY7uzkIxWGUxUK 
z JWUVikVOX+w61mVwO4mxURC S 5pzB 5 Qakmtrm0jUNRQ Sw2XpqqOtBhUImyAwFVFRU1J4arikourk 
Ie SpkCdW SnmpcHpYdO Jtwtiw 1 VElt 4rCv0kPAiNZYQ 8ZRWBkrfAp2YLAOILx3I=j 2 Jv0jYPWywVIlo 
/wk JI2xFEMguxFT Jy0j x9p 8MO9y 8 +z/nrDbluaO 5yppCYlj 0VvWOOoXfYzy/EH5NYkQS/huwCPAI 
wBDgz4WXiVkZ50PDVrFqK973IJo/KGwipah+WNgMHpCEx4SrSEBp9rucpfCe3+VKyqpaDcKjwreU 
JuuFIVKDphc Ja3 JVUvig 8BB GKgsIDeuNfHwf5URX 1 bPCB 8Ia4k Sr42j lkazPCpe QDAKfyciw31y 1 
o9UkjGCaIOCLhDFScr8 Sy8Kvc+gI7/uRs JW4UXdYuJq4AB 8Xrsm5pNGDwj +V933Ge8H7HgDFcDBs 
tlSNtuqFB 1 CbFf4OjP9dedup4WRDFW1NCreS SgQGpL6H1HtIicI=HSH2MZfoYS/MxluZjj OJjECOR 
TqDmBNpkhHfJoPAO2YFwP9IqTGB TDhj k S7cpFy+pOiB cKXwI=mB APAncUpVcN6y 18ZN/K2R 1 Ks29x 
Bm95VniTzEVgQNZbnCPXHhS +rUxlx7A3wB/4TU5vAuquKKwFetrM 1 +BZYatwjYKJqxUMZH+KLCVW 
4Vrl41Fhk61 qC 1Z/PrJrEW9HOILwCYIKzeZjDvPJEgQIb6Fn2GKtsh4UFikPz8hZqqVnhemY+nQF 
W9Nzrqgy5mkTCZU1Fyiq+i14xUrSkGhVKotKk8tI8w4Ks0A/c4U5uRUSxj4vh345TuYMN0yuqjwo 
zFFwMScnxQrFOYdPSXTI9AW6ah822PhIOpSGqZzOotSnJlhSKBt2eqqkV1GYrMy2GjER6rF89Via 
evB JtbIYVcOiHdS/QqhSZ1RF+pHahZBFUGGNq9C 8 CmtcRY4p JVahDt OtI+MIAta2j pxEg JgVJpEW 

hOOIl~xCOIaiV0n6kGMor 8YZ+xDs QGHrMIC 8ilhH6EbYi7EIYRTi JoCWHlaTTek0br S sRbEbII1LxFU 
WKtyjKMc dXYhTMagVC Syhd0tT6ZbyB a6hWORt qi2qLeIW2w6uTZRXiVfyKMKHpUgqu/XD+q36oVK 
vazv0QuiPqxnI+Oj Oe 3kagDZrplc/Xb3h92fdwv2+h2aHVp2uNVEbe QowicIAj 1MReRE 5E T5RuFw 
89HmT5qFw91Huz/pFg6/e/TdT94VDqePpj9JC3 J3YHJV/RK61m6h261KolmaQudS 1RJhrbBF2C6o 
JCEjflAWVP3GQeNWo 1BplI09RkE0ho 1 sh3GXMWscNR4xqrOaUc0Rz]~INSY26R9OvGdRs 1 ezQ7NJo 
JG1 G26KVNaqTre3sHSB 1F+IsAiNbEe9QUiJiSkYRH1H~vvBTLgXhQycuIe5RUDHE1TyHEONfbaLcV 
8Q4EMJ+SjyGu5HmEGKT779BmEPEOBMZ+JwejlXE5zsR4OM5InJ6M0yPxY3GWjY/G2WjrZPYW2u9C 
nEXgo3wLT/JUDHE1TyHEMNo31XZvoh 1 n!K2IdyipXYj/s6wfZYNKrYy4R0nFEFfyFHs zF6u3tnrY 
veI~xCeL7EY4iCCSDuAVhrZKTEFN2L2KZ3TNcXA6Fz+7JJSEjAaIFUFQAQQUM+/xVS 1 qt7B 50eQ+6 
vAdd8pyEOMJz46Ps71wHb3t3bmoB ]~24+21oPLcqHcj fZj cDIXMT3K6kM4hYlxWsgqr7KZ 5E6pt QM 
It 61pPhzvB foAcRfPiuwe/B 3N0qsbDNKN8t GRtxuWE 52m 84+wp7OrbZLI2xvrkQEGC6AHAetDiYA 
92b6sRL/RInvV+LvKfE C JbbY, Lxpj 53 zHzizHzozFzq4HNJHE 8 dFKJP 1 DiC2VL3PyXuPnncfODcfMD 
cfNB+h6JolFE9kfNf4qa/xA174+aH4+ab4+aF0fN86Lm2VHeVQkJEzML8Zier8RB2RM2nw6b/xg2 
/zJst] ls/mHY3B s2Tw6j Of07qUHD+ 5R4pxLX7q8x S zXmUI35 aQb JRM/LWYn+IGPOPGIWDLmyZmlE 
0CuARXLdCWAgmOmBQjkus 8C8Oe6 lwE4ct23 $616ZqV7YICxIzEL36Dg05cquRrWxAHS 5svORU+fK 
GqURms +VxQC+yA2EAD7PDRQB fJYbqAH41INn6D/IAEM39G+ 5gR+ge/ohKeHd0j +TJHs CcCTX3YLW 
+wtvp3t JM02gOAfrkDd7MleGwdHHcmU1AI/myuIAjxTAg7kyCbkf5gYqAH6QG7gd4Pu5geMA9+RK 
LuKvu5uUKP3 cRZIKXJ/rDqB 6KNINOxrMdWcA 1 ua6awHW5 JplBVidaz7OH72A7qGgbDpAyp SRLs 0N 
1KF6ycRE+kiJUr2Y 1 Co9T8t 1 c5R08U5azbRzYiIdtJ3bILSN71F6kXNllWj WnCtLAkwtYK4pN5BC 
riFXA1TT+lzJD4C5uokX1PL 1 eYbGMQzeUSxX9gQaSbmBUoCi3EAnQIA/iTE7Jt5qJ83KoGy5Mt 5K 
z JWFpZ 9 SIxl Qhmwg SXrPPmkM/X7RPELPzUmfyyM6mpP+WQKwT/qoe 5n01 +4RWLzSh+Dk J/Z JR9H0 
3 WYkZ aP0+7Lj 0j sDUern!ytB CDki/KKuQnk9ukkZKDkrD3UX SHgws O7BM2j 2g9PCTJB 7LSY+VjDCK 
p3 cNz JbuKkt JO 5NYpH3 Sd9H4Rv4OdHR92 SbpmuTV0qUgxA3 dN0vry0L SYMn50oU1/EUeaXXZWdIq 
TOQCPLNy4AJpadntUn+tMuL zy 16Vzub JnDRrQ JnRj GalYvrAWVIXRoCKF16BEUwBXVbh0YragxxH 
sFTahl +Vzql/hkEL06016+QK7bPaq7]~LtPOlbdA3xdqENqIt0jp 1 dp2os+hMOoNOp9PoVDqmIzrC 
nCPjx+QU3715NcrOTYNNACXYhiAWGY8RISaM6hg2WlmHMIvNOrstW5+aNaIdPyvbkJqV 1 fWct3AP 
pd/upbOyo8vJrGXh7Gdnx0aoYd6irDrWRrP2WWTW/DYvGmfZTSOUzF84Qsf5E9cHsvb2hQcIpeXX 
3xbgsOv623p7iXtji71F3mxr7Or4X6J+pbC/o7Mj9fXH+3USKW8qlL1 zltkLs4+HerNVPDEe6p2V 
LT07vHjhAXYRu7Cz4wBbw0HvwgNOFbuo 8yxe Tld 19KLZFKUZaWZr0Ix0c4BmbDFp 5 s 1 QvviMZnQP 
ijv2NCPij eb SPbwRmGau0miR0hdtP7ORcAttVxq 1 C7c ojX 5 Qe GEZxoEXyhygL/VFpEx 5YZn6IqWZ 
1 zfbk0zidQOIehfuqUqiwZ 5klVI97+vqkkL ljwvVP+bVI 5R+XV+r 1 B +ADOctDkCklaDNN1 D4/3Nm 
Z dv/l~xfS 4akbL 1 nYu]2LW2R/rXInQn7114ypwluuycHjP JRt 5RTgr JPuXLV/F4dKV2Y2xlR3Z S 2Id 
4T 1 Tlef+o3ohr54a69hDFnbOX7hnobyyIzdVntoZW9rROzzn6oahb7zr5q/e 1XD1//Kuq31nDfxd 
c 5 Tn!uNdQ7x6Dn!XEH/XEH/XHHmO 8 q5ZZ7XRWTOL9+hIW2871 pzDYWY0gFv6A 5HeNrc42Kywzp SI 
96rA0ypCHyPGVG/WFGvLmhE4V6Vb0628CizNcLvwotk5Uea+aEgk8TR+bqB JRbIulkQ3eztUd+F+P 
z4YNl+KDNVrn!vrAwvI6XpzqVej TYgBRifNA S aR5 Q 8HX9B sL7mPikUoW2ZH2qfeGe7u507+qOAIz4 
YW53p3rXk 1 QKLZV3EbwTs 1YMlbdi6Bs 17uo3uv/U/Wm3MKpY+Edg3R9TLPxRWPdHEI7Bwi8 SRpuP 
NB9rFka7j3QfQ9t3j7x77FlhNHOkPSwtlE+MgL+q12KoX/9dmlp/KS90UWW2yryRQ8mG1HqgAPEE 
GpBDxQYEjiVex5P80RS6UypThVmgpJBQnly/ARn+gFKqFPFn+FOX8u559f/4TJRCBKu/TSTlbCUE 
he/Be0HG/4hwHOEv+Z~ip9VrSCx/4fgxwQFxHS+ECQdcglwHQ+8v5E 5yiPSRX8 Ju7KQVZCE8PV7i 



g2BvJLOAPg9RUwNcPzEyi/TAFTGT/ImayW4yiXxIu8jVs G3mkvtgF 87B Jr2Vflfs otPGPyBXk9fp 
avIEnn6MynA3zabTx4+SeaRnlD/eQcgUspPcQy 1 QVrOpgcbG30UP68mN5GnyWzJOFpG71LvQSw85 
i lwyvp8s Jq/RRfS 88 SCZQS4hV5G7yA/Js+Q4vYmOqtTj/aSWLCPrqJY6aIlwzfhjpEH91v6p8RfG 
j 8 CbeQnaPk0+YilV 1/jHRCZ/UdILxVTDyHaQaf5 eQB 8g+8nvqpbVCO7HA/FwMXHyL7BZKMMbp 5 GbM 
7W16Bd0tWMYfwmzcLvXKyB SR10RllEtagb6pPjm+FKLcZzZ 5Ft 5CHyM/I8+St666LzhYvzLePwAOCf 
pkgn3nQduYH8B Jh7Dn8vUCuNOBno+Wf0XfpH4RLhffT8KD1BPiP/oiVONb2KtbBr 1 FVjV48/RZKY 
oYw+ZpAF5CLyJE 1 SmZ6HZ+9jl 7GrsFXe J/xeVaI=6ZLxh!Hm4b7A1J9eQxzGvX5HXyZtYry7aTX/L 
rhKG 1 TeMX4tLxZ sgqzOI68j A5 QD61aqqnJuqkYVpN6zGzK+go/SMLsRhbKCwTdqtvHd80fhuJgFb6 
yEo8eSG511xP9pPD5L/JX8kJ6seTGTzZQnvobdgiv8AOCwuExcKdKll lp+oJ1XOq02qb+m8a/lj 
wDrvp 5 J046+PD JDNwPUI/p4nb 10BBmgReppKZ6KnJXS AfovuoHfQB +kj dB 99iR6hHgBP6L+Z193K 
vscOshfZYXZECAllQodwv/CKKqJ6W/WFdulYKH8o/8m4cTw 1Xj2+Y/y+8XfGTyirECQJ0kLaQVlr 
yFbMfge 5g3wfON9LXiVvgO6OKn!HyUmswRdUA2ryYURRGqPFtByzWOAX0svoNno7fYj +nP6RHqen 
GWEmFsVfGatj Mglidg37iJ0WDE JMaBUuF3YKvxY+V21 SV+HvCtagT6pOa49qE7pXT9469myf5 lfk7 
8/eO 14IWNaA8B3iuhrSB 5mZilVeQIfytIxvJZcDRZmD8P1DObpIjB 8nL5BXg/jB 5BycAR81x5e8D 
rMQpMkbylGE91VSHv8I=YK7Ey7aCWfroSalv4u4JeQ2+md+HvXvoD+kPg9zX6a/o6PUrfo59iToS1 
W Subhhn 1 sPNYH/6Ws OXs anYL24u/X7HfsnfYf7PPBVGwCZ JQLHQKFwg3 CduErLBX+I3whiqpalVN 
V61RvaR6DTOfrp6hXqJerr5F/UP lg+mlP+lPq4e 19yueUAzovmL 1 qCt0/bALL 1Z+yPtQe3vteO6 
YtBTNOZfOiGnOLidnqfKsB 10hi lg3j91G4Rfsu/RJ85oQdTbMIIV2EyPCM+y739rB 5zAT7JrCFF 1 
KK2mQoq9Qp4hr61ffV7nUfyEvMT/5 GPLwe 8 JS91Nstb20Tpiiul 71 CqTO JozzQXaUa dlutPgrVmMJ 
OYf6yN9V55 JPgP/D6m3AaRd71z7Bfo6tcx95izzEDhJs6slKWo/RrSBPkc/Jd+gBIUz3ge62kCPk 
I3Ls6/GqMmNtrEXj ZRs 1 k7FCB +i 88ZdY6fhfwiW/pNeTd4TPQfvn0j k0Qx4h72HV36A 1VFL1VQHy 
GiRfEbkXVPtnMgwe/C9VHBz0KTkg 1 JBFqmOg 18zYL/Id6g3CffQzl orl9CiSey6XxpDBd0FWcTlq 
IbvB 65 AiCkf/lbxKo9Anr2ve Jve Q7eRpwUUSwsNsICxsXXlaFyXfhEpyNt 14 J+RTEWdVj 5 GKyGtgN 
j 7+ffwg9XEgaSANdRheRDtRMJOXjF2Pkj0AWyeOLx+9W96pT5Fd0NnWRQ5BeXmDxTrU+fwIt94IP 
3yHT6S lkOL+CjEKveGmCVoGaTqg3qneoH1 fvVf9U/apmErkcXHsvVvG/ySlojTBdDlx8 SP4JWm8D 
95 SDfl oxiunQYRexXuFZ0k79ZBAysARyuw04WISVXI9eriG3gp8ehg75FTl JRbqY/JS 8Bc7xgM+X 
4/069DOLnINVX08egXS 81g6jZAWOFMrAZ59TC2 lgG/A+LmfvhJwdxZh+T96H5BhXxlVOp9AOrN5y 
8k/Oy3hDHenB foCM7yON0 JQdwivkT3 CsiaQN8uUhPNcP2rDgqKJR/R51pDw/Z7yBrRaepW5 oQwuo 
a j40+ 1 Q6hFFYMY8x4qJzSW1 +Gnp7ArKsR/0wtG8KmsHFXKoF6nMw7rehyX5F1 o0vpPdowQFy2znz 
5ZbmqU 1 TJj c21 NfWVFdNqsxUpMt TZaUlxclEPB aNhKWiUDDg93k9bpflWbe JVovZZDTodVqNGqdG 
1JR3xrr6w91kfl aVjE2fnub52FIULD2j oD8bR1HXN9tkw/y5paj 6RksZLQf+o6VcaC1/1ZKK4SbS 
1C4Pd8bC2Vc7YuERumj eQqRv64j 1 hrMnlHS 3kt6hpM 1 IRy J4INzpXdURztL +cGe2a+OqbZ39Hely 
usdoaI+ lrzSky8kegxFJI 1 JZT2xwD/UOUyXBPJ2T9zCiM2OKWX+sozPri+FRdCMkOpeuyPbMW9jZ 
EYhEetP1Wdq+PLYs S7gRnVKakHblNV1Ne 1 arvCa8OovZkFvCe 8pHt906IpJ1/SnTitiKpYsXZoW1 
6KMza0vhvR1Zz+bj3q+z6Bzm+o lnlgaEbTCPw7zxtm03hrO75i08491AhPfQ24s+8CxLdPVv68Kr 
b 8VKze JbvCy7vndhll 6PV2LLkVBmVZhfYT+U6L 8wnNXH2mKrtl3Yj 6Xxb 8uSs zZFcn6/fGD 8 GPF3 
hrfNXxiLZFs Cs d61HcE9TrLtrE 3DPjns +2ZNunyPaCsgdo/FOpEwmc9MrATS C3VKSmnOU7PO+gqz 
lI 8xNiMrg6KWhzGShq2HMqYFHICxvItuUNWAB 8 eimeyq7AiqzO6tv7t4mTeTmm SLPqhBgLb/uUgAJi 
Jz76ZsnSiRJNQvyU8EpOJ1 +RWpYu/q2KdTaWyZWWcRLTtWFOMsVnJ16bLN46w+2ODYhgA20nSA9wu 
7Z2cAfojEb7At4zIZBky2a3zFhbyYbIsAEdgBtsul s9rRr+scZ3Da7Z+WfPV4/0xUPJe7mkhrqwu 
+dW/VXQ7OldNzlL3/OvlykL9rLNjs+YtWhju3NY/QbWz5n8jV6jnCAXeUDeRyjraFwoBhjKeYgFB 
qQVRL170VRNkFpcLvqgT+NQpRrxjR6kCV SgkNd2XF/umFuNcQiUzwzP/toZILxk/wpBXz92MQ0spNT 
EwMtDDs75Rv5bwzPtE2YNR8ih82av2jbNsM36rogzLZt64qFu7b lb 1 s6Mr51 WSwsxrYdgD 1 TvG2w 
E2KosKIj40/fEsh23dqLqayik0G3jLTtidGb5u2R6UlnLlp4AF6x8E3zF+YYZe39bb 174qhbeCAM 
oauUsq9KeZswz2FnBUrPMZ 1 SFTggE7JVaatSCpT8c.[jE1LJCI5RRsnyEFcpEpV lvL 18b lj 5/4QRu 
IIXj 9I+FJETTSIOMQEcTHE 88 Ts 5 C 8 CHIBlgFuAjlMxFuRKhCiCBUo+4u7RBZrH6 JiAj zEAKq90gF 
6tza20gp8iHka9TnkplIV+Lgzo66xSpsdYXbyBzAuYD8fW0o70a+izXC0/v4+EtIdyCd0jxOZvNy 
1M8ELEb7WUKIzMMzSeRbUO5A3zbADIINU8B1A8QEt3A00NXAN3R5oQQuSKUGx6N8ovio0UYLqMNt 
FAMx4pkzP+avMlablIoyo9M+vw/APdsn4OLHPxXyVNIHV 5EXKN5E 7E/ihlYPQ2rhqgBFFsIeNYXeT 
wH6tGDYHt 1/LoJXLSZpUYMgViT0z/9SROthy 19DXmB 129jmCLPxI 1 a36VH2+elTr0H6gy+k3G2Yb 
9hmzpvvNsvkXlu3 W47Z++zT7Z45/O 192/cB 90hvzHvJt90 8NVAcPFQ1Fx6U/hfdHFOR0b0 SH03 W 
Fp8sOYG3MBoEKoJqjhctadvL6PMa7Yigkx 1ErXpeIAat6nlKIDqN+nkmPENbiR5G17nEmxI/axpr 
miOeauoeayItSIunEU2qjNgitgQiG1 SR02Fh9LSs J1/g2ssofSPc8Y3CIfUQZ15Bauk5ctRMjekQ 
DaR/YVPXump0QRLUpW1FQJ+mTn3 AVUPTaZzhyMWuGqfLVZ OmrhqV31Dj qvLQtCol SaFw JGIImc00 
g9Vi8ev0I+zlnCEY+CnsOT/JOLswIwe9a6/2NYM5eRDZECmmdw2H/KrICL0jFw5LB9ESx//0jr0W 
i/k 1 zwg79VRKtjlrUs +yf2DRVOwUqYKLC SVVI+wfckin02ozmdpaQpL JUCioNxgcDqezoqK420 8P 
jtDFshgIByoD/YHBgCpQX/fp37wpm72xL3OiSfw//32WOiF+lho71 SSeADrFE 8DmCIFEy3FEwCn+ 
7Y2ZJnST4YFnKBKNPBCb3dN4o6UiZblSfMGKz6RK0kfd3DDTaF2x2mSy2FZdxDy2ZLK2pq6+ttrl 
9thiKE0WF2u0CrpIT7XHU1 dXWJItZ3 SdtC48cWHDhQxeWOc+9dunf7n!55QWPP lkcmidP61kwo7yr 
dfOCc3umLRHad3avuu2eN8RLL2FSKW2/5KZOHf1451 OXX/OSL5Mx9eWPLrsqHXELmmjtrIrz553e 
6 lw6o+USXAGj 5Kz8APsu/Ex20iOX3GjZb2X 1 qrvY9/SPsYfl avocEUzPmRlmE9iQVjqtWn7eLWhH 
2B2yXhapeK5j 7Z2c6PpO9IHyODZJy4mWE 8qE+6gLs9FqbKLd4/a4ks SGW1HfXTWpI lm5YFZN39/y 
e+gc9ZqKjtZFt+30/zz/Vn5kZVdt 1 Tz6D ljfMuW7fl~G1 quM7Sw5Wqe6UX2TdcSqupPdrX+E/Uiv 
wugcGB04RNSGJOZlm8tH5cSZg81krnScdTNGh9Xjf3yQZ4zOUVtXj z+byID3WjcfnW/VpPbiwuDo 
3Pye/EBFZ+uiW7NOMnw605 TB 5 c35Z/I/y3N3HCmL302fpdXcryTb/s 2oVhnRK/YZ JoNqlgtHb7KR 
VktWam31/vg2Poy+U2OgohOnT1BbY+OkStqHIWCZi5OxqFYTi3 JiqK7iRDKwYbVWq9WYQqkpC 1ZM 
O3 fzj/N311 fdf7YNxrxt cXPbius3bH+Xj 6CKrmWbWDM42C+b2DuE +NXUp+IvmyMeF98nmW6sBI3U 
RtimsQNsG117roD+ 1 aPzP9FHsAY0kupfMOBiFEeqQj WF9pZ7pfaa lwNgc8XRfNx8qnlYGVBgcJV1L 
13V2L11KaxTQ2bmMy++Z48eFp9Sr+B6GzpR9+oBG0iT0pR6tN+AKuxLeUr 1 WRy/ThXB01LOriwGG 
NWa7ZOQwyAkix5M1RE5VIKquQzRlao2MPdIuPqe03RqV4J/hL S3bzdQsO lwlZ18559854M113Sf6 
2hlKnqgcL66J8k6ivJMo72RtlA5xx2svGiqJ7hP8 SMoDsYHGHu6hRnsF4hEOn8 JT/Z6JpybopH2T 
vIyWhSNShGmsFtHCNPFYIsYORpPBpDfpTCqNy+ 10M43P6/cGvIKGwQ2mooKmLFWaYpoiW3QZSWoR 
BR2eZbREj ShiC S2j MVPxMuJ 115 Wi SPFxUh6VTXyuJkN0iDq 1 FgbEgzpB Gta£ 1 nDY8brXI 85xgwFc e 
t 7u6CkQsPNUYXf/dc 5 f9YGp 5 JNVc fWTDxlcr2/OvqAx JXOPK1/A7rQOVVb4yDXvkl9mLts lb0dcx 
dPeDfzhw94M/vOng7+mKKbdMCntj e 8Y+yR9bNq0y3HApp 5IboRiWY 1 U95NpniIX+mNY SHX 14X3 S J 
dq2WUZwo8xIt/TeUpps+DGH9T2xra4mbMdlilRG1 TmtCoYR9OVcVosXSY 1 lr3WOVRDCEz2v5KfS+ 
jv2ceJmHH1X0 lnForb6+pm5xrI9rrhZ746cnTtNPU7QvBq2KOOq2HXalektroKPGOrSXIcFCfYve6u 
bmmsLr 5gpt 8 +KVw9w07/oV71 xRNXdpYnEiVdW9mh8 zORcPy4wi2YOX2YUZD 8RY7fxH7CnhSEYtMd 
AjMYDUZK 1 AH7LvdeN3MHGcZkMOqgOfr32TOerId5Rmg0R+06Tj ZGc 41 uRIjvtagprgHSU3KAqEU 1 
U//e/ro 1 S A 8FadB fhHuVhyilvtDT8DruwPTAj 31DkEBD3 afG+o6TlpYT/ChEduhkt71FJ3 s sitLxW 
ROZGTgi9QALqC/SKFgqdopECA6ICc0Fbi9L2OKQJ 1 A 5XP322Rnsj suIvuHghfZFILbFDkXB cKQQE 
6aLVOAhwWF8t9Jz+b7r2+9ecf885ibrf77jg8f6ZK/NP0sRFrWXRuJs+RSt2rL71HvPoSP+jM66/ 
+UD+KXuqk+MxMv6esA 14TJHDsqS 1 ecLvrUpt S 17uud9/ruMP9I/sj7qcdxnSwJcicOgqFLus JHP1Y 
7ogRNwL6YdhF2Cs4mvwVjAEd8Gm2AZ+AdhgaI+xX+2SL2m8mTtwA2RumVG14mt5BjNS/r6iAZgiD 
/bbXSalYykq5YLBZPdTjTluLaBEXDOW+8jNwngLOhyA1TkE9nRqzNWZ8/hNNxNvS4j+RSoljx8Xj 
0Nt9J+yKNIaOrm lmZ2KL62s3UEYiUc6D4ECF47hqppl 1 C+VNi25dlpj+x2237T/nvEuvyL+azz85 
t7EtFQmJz58z88 JR91gs0nhp09mXfc/86GNPrp91 $23j o 1 f9Jv9mY01LRatFcF+li27+MxBTDbr8 
MfBpwCXXu2Vvixme fApzmGn 1 BrXObCIqndlsNCp2DKFOLIGRUK30aKYqcpCehsVsYKJs01 G1 zmQm 
uBHAdAcFPTrW0n7Zml G1 qJhVJamYym81HEXEZylIOONccfdln2pSOK4FevKzJhAPJyR7440VKVXB 
fCmQkoNW26pdMZiRkfqIrZpdt/lb38 q fyLuWwq c +Lqw+vfNw/gitPMw 8 ePFd+buZ Q3gOGiZGeg+Q 



xPioHLY7av5t oQ6XaNbMIFqbwfyc6Z WiGV6DMENfGRBnwfTrkq3mamtAChwKCAFffPM9nG10YXxj 
MMAKihN8o lhZfEipM1 WT8H/QpPSczv61HZ 1L+8/+T5UqPNfPWlnZ//nb/5P5crI4nyXtgO2Rzs5 
l+6Up6ipaBWdYkiMLgg8kT6Ylkmi6LB77P5o8y0BzczAqsDmgPCkrr2yklRWkPazqVH19RVXtnd0 
wxdrw21 Tu+yULf0x2tEva4NNoou6tmj 7U74RI SRbu79bVydBBRj anjv78gqKI 1 ws 8hi 5 oLpLrKAV 
FQsWlvzE 8 JPiVp9/YXXr3H/NvL4xZ 8e lnKck34Kly70juGXBEdV94tq~f+xCin3GEYQ1B 16eAuD+R 
lr4mcexP4tipPlhmLSg6jlpllZWFhry4UbRgiwB119g5u75FnZ4+Y9qMrhmCZsrkpslTJzdPVmlK 
k/qEmIgkE4nOlplXkdnlMyNEU66KEF2Z8VnqDGE8W4eJO4DRbN1P/T6P lxrlZXKImONoMWNyx 1V0 
VkN3hKj T2ggxlGifJY4iGE14yuMvQFvYgvxT 1 JS 0PE sVpcj FGxQjt954cuJTVnb 11VeTvj7aR+sF 
bi 1DJdhrRTCpirkAwqS +mnEAwzMeqVLZXU6mUiyYesUeVZLNrF5RqMXQpIr JDUXKmb 84qbr31H4p 
E+ 18Z3v++/n3PsffShHS+zg/oD/tm3p5vjZ/JLSlb/oXTtnEP9BZjwznP7 ln+Srv2RUtzSXV05a2 
Dt6+OFPXMMN8aTJR1 TiQcDvilRtm+h3C9wljt66qCWfup8WP4rRu+Z/z00/nH81PoxX/zr+df4n+ 
j V6 JQ6tDf9+]~I80dzj/+4LLuugXbaqdFXEMXD7757 J2T/FOLzilrvP6T75RXB ouffq+/Mx7gthec 
F+osZAfO5WilfHtUNNpbBs SN4mWxG8UbYo+b94vaO83DZkbjMUaisVjEYDGGDJ6IN+Qx6qme6UJ6 
t 80VctO4gUTd62NWMRwjE ]~ICIjEW SdtEp 80r~xlgswkosVqlFYmUbLdRi2GyjE TiYVe 5YxGZhKuqJ 
WaPxEtAspcdFWbQKE JMGuJ6tbup+ml 5DYrRCj oUNvsrkYHJrcl fy SP JYE q67ZDgp J3tQsiOZTWq3 
Xwx+ILxL7Tvn83 WOw 1 L0titne0uTnFsEY JBPIagoH9PY 190H]Ud3ksHCYWNlj eFRN8LKa4IGxu9RDxB 
xdFC3HdmRis 2NWmbQOoQ9X2wvS J85 fne JALxUQ+xCwOLZ7hlLxUmhuFgQhPn5 S GOwInBhfuqM8 zvp 
nxz0g650tHlsMDA37Naw4IX/dYRec 11 bqjEg6hI J4/J7VZO/eOwHpZI6kXCLRXaHvu0f9PV 8Gnpz 
3vgfl QsgUeI0dIC4x7cO6w01 QXiuONRMQDOg3Is Ck 18fqHN0+29w3 +L fHrg 5 qFtj W2PfZNtkv9n2 
qOYx88Oelzy/DBg0bpJsd7cGt7qv99wQuC64X3WwyJB JrpIu02w0bwzc4Hjaqq232OzxEFnEQhTq 
2AmOXBT5kc luUV8YEiwXuvROScZGbf7B JE3aE5ccoFWKuQK7Wm81 S AZm6Pb 5 TnV/0B cYLqROwKLu 
+6yvGOYMhAnQ/RH2MyJEDeFGx6yzN+2p0kGSxN1BjdmU9CR0eq2eaQJJs9uQIJogIqPXkiB6vzoB 
1 uZmb 1 kqdfXVt G+I9A0pVjDle+FYVGFLO2fuepdGE 4vGwZ32OFfBvEi9oLj 85F 1 bt] OpZfEL9219 
Y+O6fz78u/zu/b+kvc9tv3+xL5zRqffky0Ze+O7GnQf25d+4e/DmSy9b8xPaNflcXTzaHM9A6TiC 
FIIP4f5FADsXo7zYvxWIj/FI 5FGK1Lxc4VnkvSNxTO1KivsC2CrpmdtrvcDzk0yy3 acIhEo7pwyBKN 
B SusFhatDQSIzp4OWkNSiIWadZVa2qO12ivLpz5VUGVD8MpwCxfIFU1Sq2LJkN3GKzkqn4KwDSoHk 
fcnuSidVcid6YQXD4dAEU6WA2PM5YmfGUqLf7rA 5mKakuL S4rFj QfJ lj GrfL4/K6fC 6VJp 5IickE 
LeNRzI+o2BHkUQplqYQrmiAQrGduPLhQhVrFp5pb2WABxcyO1UaAcwhRC8MuVYAhzleAb5z5TiSQ 
ntJi 1 bvbG9NsyT++99TBxd89t G3 qtYtER6D60YWXn9U6MD2RCLtWC99aVVOc aJuXHzm 8/W/fX+I3 
qca/eHd+0mBddw92++r7NpdL4BDcLVE9gvUopxG5W6vSG8qFqHGmUa 1RawxAIpBUJQ 1 JY9IOV+gy 
zDUOGDYabjBYNpfuqHhK9ZTh56qfG95XvW/4TP2ZwWA Jh5 zRWCgcckWjyXnl 5 S OsRL6wO JS 04mh9 
nsn0S3 IIB/NIO4+xX2pC2qJwKB6NwYmUZKa5ZjaXJg81aMKfhfll 1 Gy 1 SBZmaQ5Z4SdkpLmoKORL 
O 131JXFWQktMZnPc aQk 18 oIEKUnEmUuXrniGQgHhyE 8LXkrB 2ueeI7Hpl OIuaj qhZKjipBNhmIIk 
muCyA10BNN4X3+e6uykFnvqIiJ/2/QfktMB 5ZYj asEaw4hVmiZ2xPe JOja9WruBWirHq4kXr5ppi 
McePlhR7sFhjU9JT4n6LkS+c6vJSy/qLmx5Q5cder9t68diCnl 2RX8qXK+GyRLODhaXLX3HzdQEr 
1 sg9/kfltFNaoj CyQDYZwiAHB 4RAdYb+RvTGXywo3 eqTWqk 8 S2As s0Wy430hhui4bLg+FYBwMDNvn 
prYfoMeULd+ Jxgws 0IL5 CULHvJXp 1 UZc fiML4Wxzcs 7/yj GCT S+X 13 zihRnSGHutvCnusxrnvHTr 
E6+f2zzlbK2q3p+cmmrwYJrqL+cwtur5PZflvbhrwZzGoMswz+Z3BMv7fsPewCz5jga+Xu0qzKmO 
zpXXFXE daiyi+qIrilhl Q2ddT 80j 5 GWiTgTr6GXksuBloRvIj cEbQ3 eHHgt9GPo 8ZBps ONbA JLvk 
k JxiXEyorXarw+rkrmR9naaAIX84ZI9GKyaHktGoMRyyRWPS 5FAiGsuEQ7XR2Mj 4TXI7CQXD 8ImX 
BAPOYDBA6uoISYeKnKFQEaF 1 oaAgwSdaVwvs JhOhIL5HQEh9QODOU3+z4bDxqJEZ/Q3YRcn6YFGN 
MiDktsp617umoUgcLvVTwOhuvqzhWwUYrj 1SwC199wwidPxyZurFgQ6bmnOpbl+KO4zlial 2KkyNI 
08 fJOQtlLxD 88VrYHnkYdNghqqF9Ar 5LA7Vzlw+mzbx0X 52QoRekZa/nVDr 5 Aorj qYMNqupVdvRu0 
/DXZCkfoICsprKy7o7F8rKmQHvuXd+yk2rygL 19pSc 8pMTJUplgZ/ZVwFYg 14115+pozCPfEFynV 
K6c7V3iqWhI JKtVkj Oc Jiy6oLk7wNQ9B G+/Emkdw+d5uj 4yM/ytnbuRAvs zUKAaDVjEYClnNk006 
aDQQDnmiU]~{ 5pI3 GbOGQe/aEj QT5EhGDHmoNhZ oLO7NQIEpsVgulIU+E e6UJ87h 1 Vj 319pOZLoEP 
68 qe GI2 JtpIgCdCe ACWBtQEWuDKKReB G/FDfOr4A3VwaKCkuPAqGOITNjv09NmdwLt+ouvIFgkKv 
Yu0ocvtGs enKF24UX4AahTkP9wEZz 8 opRy2xitZ 6si48 GNka3hr 5Dflh3RHeEdlL9kbMqrAqUqYq 
NkYdZX6NOD J+Xs 5RC/CI7LDz7xGITiqKO+iuYFbMBnUEb6FDfS1 +e fUpUecMtKDpMVlv97YQncXR 
QnDmN5 GzOlusI+N/HkYbwL dzFk+Lotz 55 cte Sm2wrrTgcwtz2TgZFHw7nK2L4QevpXn2/Vj 1EB 09 
d0okenrNms5wXhpcGEqlNatnn97Ppml OTWYwtmJz+7/YqVp9+oFLz8ICL7pIeDZeF2UJSG18Glvl 
MFbXDzY8fiCEsbqmxjBf3cXGxrl JutP7meez8L+jqjIcblBTGCsbpeGQJhozc 1 aNB SrspCIY 1Dj s 
UHo6MUIj 7/a7t7rvdwvubR1Y S oGCaytt JiblLxHpM/SZmuj KR/Ibc 5 +w0ofC 5wc S dz 1 hKcBPkPzhF 
ENXcFIVKL 5 JiTr/X4/MwTcwZyVD Jjyj qimdo2FOUIcAYUIdND 1 fPPKMIe 5ipX4nB 2khYOVvQCDYu 
HLkLg5UGOhePzT2/PRDo6INGi+cf2rH0zxHb5uuuu5YN5G+6pDGaSMQaLhEGeerIfdc9E/Wyu8b2 
s e/ctfNWzh8 zYRuZgMEwefIAicI/4/XXRLkUm SLaa8 JROdoq2HY2qKpFg9A9a7WmY194wts dRfThk 
hXz7g99/uigkaf34QhET4REcxO 5ghJb JUfCDBFdzs0/00rC3x7vDK3jDokTDUo+0Rdohqa SnaRkc 
gz8ZjlyykB 8unOobahIRII 10FXyD2A4U9OIYOKEoyjGIHVAmkAPjEQ7S/6kRFZUSs61N8fCcjuSS 
1Z72yemxyVwNWo3Lbm5e4EmqZ+e/s2VtxP7Fhl 8LEZV78rw76VqOkcrxY+qHgJEKKsg/9Fp9UeY1 
FEfLYlfEbrN807Y79mpsPMa/482IgDMIJgqDEGJb3Fs 8Bywvl7xV8pc SizrmsojRcCQZmxRZFNU+ 
F/k0xh6x7LOwah2s SRqNSuGQNxotC 1 fAtIxD0niiMa/HQ9Gn6cK4HlIjvE WiS 61LxiU1XVlbK1T2V 
g 5 W7Kt WVOn4ww7TNpaU9ZbTsysyENOE GhW Jwgv647akc zii7Ki6pFdqLRkpg 5yeTCUvCmNB1SHGJ 
O S aC+iL6Y10GWKOIOIqbFFuRG+qw0tfB AFnn4IId+lgl~xglKBN4V3 f216gY3K5paW8meic2d4qu/ 
qv+ S e7uTofRZ9I 1 g42ybueXU69n+ay/yy+eqZycikzeMrdq3 cc7yn7zFS s +bY/UkEhUV4bPILxj 75 
TS4jv/wjdteljVEoSUrs43/UfoylmMQO8vB2/b9K2Qzvat+PvCPe130f+D4ol TZ6qbbcg9PcOjK3 
aklVT/UaorNWidVydU/1 YPXW6h3Vu6qz 1 fm6OGq98g/yHiVer 1 +vW9DyfX6a327yKOuL C616r2+ 
UiAkU9 lIZoS7Jq3DLWU9EeF+3Uqo3ulT6vUGHzz/fp0ROwhG/qSiIZx3izZm89hDtnB JJBQmoAST 
NSRKfvDCpLLKOCRZVaoixpILx64a9RgMk0hXy61KsPnyh3HGnS 5 eWOEtLS 0zEKEKnG9Nej 9Pr9eix 
mTaUeHII+zRabUlpGRqVeXC/SyWW+H38kpdXcw6WvhQXwvgdMJNeYzBOCkv8yM1 o0Gnl 1R6Pn7Qa 
6LNg6FLWRGQwWAvS4vj oPtFWI/qqqkfYB cMR7MIVI~xKMgZ Tfl z3m9475 fWPeOZ0rO95XjICCIcB 3 
4vbGdY02TyM/6+wunHWquS3 A9+RKAqe ffWekYAhDc+Hoy/+NDfr/sk0v7Nk/7btR 1 DXpuE JrwrZk 
j 4bflNhfFtaba811FKqoV7E0+oZw03aInzWC6rSwKIDPVUgEBTAWqaO4gnGqRC3POxxQMjhZrdV+ 
nICxxahrzC4rz2fy3E/m2.[j qZzZ 6WmUQNb+C0pLWFfa ezyOVN//MPMbFhLohTiCdM27/4oXDh6TtV 
Zz/apUkkGDYUV4xdwtiOjXMhTalBG3F5No5dxToXtQVLM1BEoIrF4/8Q3hWex+2B JjZTdmlEsVEV 
Fhur5KaOmltqb9feWys0c7G6dFbtvkZ61faR9JNN+9M/T78VeTP9Vu37aX2ttlM70zHTM6N2oWdA 
dwe 5t/ZhXKj epzNV49thzXer7knfN01Fmnua17v7m9d57nTtpg9PPk SPNRt07p7mDVOE 6TrmsrvY 
FP6WFzyNn0yhVdU6kEyqvCRVnkiVlzZVP 1 F9sFpQVU+t 7q6+svq26vurfl z9bPWvqv9QfaL aOFhN 
q6c4dRHdSt21OhXTTdHNlm3W3ay7X/eI7mXd73R6oy6gG9QJTrtO8 JqTUgo91g5kpkxnVTtJXybD 
vHJpqsbqlbxLvGu993t3ew95tUe9H31PQ+57ZYtY42UQXkZruVSeKW8pV5V31LZbExJ2Dx/iCom+ 
Rb9Ff0ivCgMwohehOUboQVmUm7c2M7m5v5k 1PwZnKv/OiVzSU9IyHqCBFKkX6 ll91VqOJWrWqk+q 
WaVaVveo+9UqtW9qwzkg 8UmKz7RvKNV9YujUUOpnfVAwOH5aB 1 dp321Hoapx/pq2KoB 7OR7hRT8B 9 
elw8AXKH6IP3aWjdhKMcRy06scnS 1 ASCpOsKRLrX5A15GekDgUK7VzVMDsYMoqCyJkLJSMKYbExa 
ir~xFxB TWF9FobLJQXOTE oLmIGqKIG1RTirj Gh8r/yuk Jd+tagFDSu0P1QCmZ 1 KpWY2B clQMxwlmCv 
BFMa5xWF3VKdclY4IZvrPcomqtjGxbKyfWIznrip58IRWuuRS lrL/MHkj Ckt56x75ZLr7/VYDE6z 
H7+asKajZ 5Fh05 TiiC9dt W3n6rlmvj 2+Rt~vV14bsXpeUKpnUObt 6+rVdQ2110/N3yBEx4Z 3ZPusO 
2jhtX119RUzxq2KbGj6sCkNAeXO6YJlvtXTriET2Men22uITztI/1QCx5naAtShqNlnVWq2j 0ECJG 
aVTW+u21WM3crFoO5Aacy/aUHilllaVyaU/pYOmu0mzpaKm2 lIIrQD7Jx3xlNjvuI1TC89gjjopH 
RLXoK5kzpFxLGFJOOSDklm0RbqzCjAkrED/swU/PerlRgV0oNj78QO4AKS005W/mTZWBTDT9bMKC 
E49zzl dKsMCbSPsKa+xPqMzqRDwZ 8Af9TKNPhhMJVbSYhky+ImK2SAakY5pkMfWbi4pIRFeEbecZ 
a6x4wOAUil2pHtQPhrfE 79Q9qn5Et 1 +lu0Z 3vZ7htxQMW6QtiTvVO+MamIBDfb3UxpeYLzhf8 W Jr 



j BvUkGoTOyquj 1 E Qi9LdG2/tff/x/8yvXzt7YeG9Ua 0hV0+s 0htl TqmdMqimg9IdG9s 8 dOSmuz+/ 
tr JuperheY 5ggCXGHsr3b41Nmq2H5yWNv9kzm+nYOzviXQIrFyN/kiz/VOI=ie 9uofKXqRvRh7i35I 
/5tpDTpazsqcC6QB/QXSRvl Gw7qinY4nHU/iIO9p576ip2MvFhl O4CDE5 SCCJXiEHINsPEKPUbiP 
nTgkjjhcXp/3 JDyRf/Umj drIdJUR2yhLivKFqPK1 c CgHgLYaHK3uolk 84d+d+AQywhqUgixYpZ 1 o 
x+G+klTNEXIa3+CN6k6VG64s31FvZXqVgIcIQV5wt4KLu4+sUL+aJIZEffNnA 14 lwrECjTRygQq+s 
G0oo/APvo3 JiUOCxI=w/h+V0dbnILstT24tqDxwaueOs7T3Q2TOnWazweqTJaM39G/axJC//m!dYm 
6v/5oe/s/u6ixo45Klp8vuru+6/725QUXF74+QHwSid4pQhf/t0sx+4yP2Y+YN7vVtnt9TpS JOKq 
kJTW67wPSEUvxgqWHvhnL30Avz4xQs/br0tdZzLpjPhi9RLZ59kUSTql 6Am69yigCUtepm3TEGg 
BZi04ucvWBbGuD 8DBIHLOBgGk3EoO4GvnsyRDBvM7MqwjI S 9j s z5RnbxR7/ksiOi SvRVNFw94dac 
wC14CF4DIAJx00Y5w4dbmPswReUkv6/AM18xTUm0zOyIJ2IJprEnuS+TaSyJqCNZTMrMiBK2SDEt 
tqYUVuF7xzK+BwKXZAbNg47B6GBZNjOa0Qxattg3erbEBkuvSN/g2Za+y7zTfW/5I+4nyp8ut2y 1 
3mxj 4B fax7e sB 0imwN3KjMHdCgLA3bz3XuyuFHeEx6Wu5VylnPgqglThrVit A/ykGBEFB 6j wa40u 
3ZC/dNraruFV81 c9tap91RS9qbLtxplrEt 5EpibtKVk4Rz37i 1 cudkawye7+3mNu655ducnm2ta 
qX+NOxQs G7vh207pvh!ueTzp2FagAqEPPOYiYVorI=9TYZ zn7nGudq 1 wrvZuc 2oThUXxb 5Re 219hr 
wlvmt 1 z/EP51NmxxQV7iSPdcYUBYG71M2BK9VrjB 8qH5Ly59mW7cTXV6fYqTQVgn6PrUYTehXe4R 
WrI3kHRo lfi2/rDJqHfzl TVidd2yLlrjXo 1N/Og+vthgeySHjZYaDmWvrZb4MgGW6JLoJ1FVNFxa 
2A JXKVIV7RVYZC/AZGWNQjUmkNMR2MC+yAQHggHB d7gDwXkwl eLEkkoVLo2dwmVFKNu+41 T8xVBh 
Y2wrCiUKG+OgXSoifqcbx/y2QBHluBDxnQknCxweQCn24cpMpMCNBY3HF9AOKamFuacsncs1912N 
6xdlLml alhCdPbLpyJpzxx7/9msfxxKuWE lkCv306YvObl/gvvfqXVcf+pC6Pnjgh5dL9uree2NA 
RRtO6dtwepOmKXmxnKEal~xRnVtxV1TSiV1WWwuFXqU3ERTk7BH5Kt JrikvbFKI 1LGvAsDrVbAs Ju 
mCZVyWtcNG25tl~xNoI 8NGX73w 5 qRMkc zQgY2OvVyXFf6AjXeotKoDBj dUZp 5 +2iapn9L SOkE0stM 
R3CN5rdHICF/azbbS018odARh3KmtKombDpiYjAxTJWmraYdpl0mDXdU9CvJI6aTJq0JRySVGVaR 
+a/I03QF1XBH9RA8FkNg4u7jTeLxoeNDMIWU1Pu4a3XqZ3BP8UOAUM3dGE 18091y4gqPfPYXq~f6xc 
k 5bDiZjrRe6uUFiqHr4KnK3 aYrXVt cVf3nFTDJXCMRv2kTi 1 qHbRo 87wuWO/a6113nQTfX3vFZfN 
nFozVaMyiZ 5 QMdsmdI 5 ddr4XZnicBipns 5uXdWZ2j C 5uSLtagRIRBm9VlsFbW7r 5 s GZ aJdOe7hHfA 
SZVkKr6h+oo8LyEarS31iRvlN6VvL31KdUCfK91Xcq~L+aYfBUK2vl TRqpoTnqHVg21 J9qdQgTZdu 
1V 1 fdq/+0fSj7UZ5erwtYi714kfcJmvjzuZSc8akWOx+EHuzbG9slpPFNc3w4iByeWsqmymvHrZ7 
a5pHB JXscjo5izpD9TtNplCGCXJmUo0wIgR1Eyh40s6MtjMZsk7nj 8DxzKFswGjD0+n06d7JI+NH 
FNFmkwnV3nX4erVOklLMly7CRq5tLxNxkOIrC2ZNmptk9pY2/SIyAsRoVCkV1GCM2JEUMvOZE01 
GJXVUGuNVMNq5EgyVc7fJ6GOXC4prSnnBrO 1 fG359nKhp/xIOSu/rBvmMr8nwo304018vXFmAS6e 
iMf61mAZ9vg JpZifdcA0woW S1HLUgYs 1 qcyETeyUpUhNqvcEV8H4FErxqwuYdgLowzByIakGchib 
RO7iVO 55 ]U-~RmJ8DaoIFj DNbVwxMXjB 8ikE 4cB 3 W43wKB TidihZu 1 PIDg3 ol WV21LbThXrHipKAY 
ylxh8 ly SfZ 9OGZ7k 8K49NFOzLj 2 lvvnHv547tOqcqx+76siizvOvuXD9DZ cfy/bNnNwzt 66p Jx2+ 
dCDSuPHBW+63Bi4W7rtkUkndlBW3n62eUhqHM12+/pxbIpMmLaismOGT 13VeUzlp 1 +qbf9F86cgd 
ay+5f7il 8ou/2aTa6rNntvtsRW5uUeHyraoBOr+cHj2Anw88mTM2Kk76zKzaGnUXYz3cR69VqzVu 
TVKj spp J1JRLZj Eqlmvsuy2HLAy+Y0dcs oywd2RbtDguRWNRtWwyx2LBuB QZYW/Ly2Mlc ak 8FqPw 
SZc T74BKG41 E cKHao JNw9F/mdMiR 1 haH3DmtxiFPrXXI7QiNk 5 CrpnI SouAPd?,~o0oGkcE6nbIcB Qc 
dl Crg4Ydl~x 1 MdFAH34rZRyuoV JGtYJmKQY6 J51o+kWF0pUD0pkB 0qED0pMDyCgXKFjBHB SmYcWU1 
xZweLRjYyWKaKR4tPoLvc/De6ifXKB C 8 o0AMSmmqDOVqin3pOQVThFMWKFTxuoo 8gw9E Gj Z2XK59 
9SmcOBWuF8BAgemnVAlcgNHCxbsI3mk3tkT4cPROU4sFllEh58B9PAuX2hZ+Y88iwx9kQatcxKlc 
x+M99XLxR/vWgWbh74atXjDW4SpTrhp8edCBI25ucZxRBgP++e6tnQuvLC2Zmk9W+ez2VKBkdmV 
MSWfnOKzFcP9PfbevPYVN+7K376mVhuPayP+lfSHG6ZE6jvzxhW+qC4e 14Tda4R9F9bouB+8DOZ1 
THORbmIFyTuyu2irzdNitRE7CcI 1 ZB eDGk9cwj 2dj/dGzXHJxhMxb 1 wKH1R+gEqDudtq6mp2a6hG 
hpc 8qLHbDHqOkSBKC3txWSg lmaxmyczMZV6Pj O75HcXc5FrlqmI4Vrhi6/AoUM6kK2uyHrrdQ5XN 
oOcKuainiE1F/UW7ir JFqkxRS 9F2 JE aLj hVpQnNGIXiwcLijxoUPzATs lbAZn9BALUjgo6D6G3fB 
HN/EM3CabF 10niwvWvRKRXte21 zkrGhTX6QUyPJ5+SljgeX1 qnicRT3LWRRJ4G38pXwXHYO2N8 Jv 
84cD8 JKdlIvc3hpSTQcqByZtqNwwaZvzmsprJmUrs5NGq49VG5XfszBZbDVkkjiJlcel SXyLa415 
P4zutFsnmTQcicDMfmCOI9MlIgiykwQK30yQAz3KtxO2BvSBEUE7nEylFDx7/j c8flie4mtgg+cE 
xHUodSzFc JS fYqln2G/x 1 aA/Kcqc 3 +wDI3y JMfF4fohfoUv 1 QXmfODGBNRzS/S fmYOAWXAgwnPhd 
0YLDQBGXxcW2eu45oyvk3kUtLYt6X7H57th8xaVTS 5PllImizxPRGKhAU53qNb0tQLfc0ptvOt lw 
U+v561ZMK29Np02iSxez2UoSzqlrPSdYW01LRpuALOyALLwBsrCCfiS3s7Cr8QB7 lvIW+4B9blaH 
9H5jMhiNRmP 1 wXPMK8 zrzZfZtppvC37MIUd] TvFH/px 5r/Ut 8 S +ik+Fus d7vt5 fY 1 QXlIkdoUVmp 
s7QyQ4tCV1VC15YqiBHCT+PORBNS3107T9idjL344ostYy/iLgt3anKNkxlrCsjrcXJUgfPcisqY 
Gt6 JUChYVIRzPYZYwiUqye AOeiR3 aVzC129xj 0r Su0 Sn5 JLiUiwWw6+CVcRigvpnOK61o3iqq8ji 
xIOilXp+KIgz3aDVXBQK4iu6+AGmSgn3Hgx6DZwg/PezQucVwUKXvlF4zO0yHK38pJJtqaSVMA 1 d 
HQb6Npxfg 8 O1BmoYobt zlnXi0xReEFx9dQd7Ct dOLis qkgo3FXCZnLsvZBEiMgOPyZHSY6WqUI+m 
8hkq4HbCHHqcG32w+SAv+TEB/4bE 8bHjp07 ljb0vnlI8vtC43NTzdYunTnnHjnPDT9ke 88Nf/uUW 
FXf49vFUH7E 1 orczbl6dme aO3 CbFnQv5yv226Bj +Mlv9hDOWO2u 1 WgcUOxe GinYWtILxvj dzEuTDo 
7me/a4+Uy/TBpkXXDvz+er~xW8jiALTvQVNKcD01 Ix9PXwlE6ORCI4yqWUL 11Rf6nL3ij4G2vBV80 
tk55TJGZZwhIOB 5+J4vFQXsigVizc/nYb8dvW1Er/yKaKK1FeGw 1RpjxipSEPY99E6QkzHuRc7g7 
hic 1 agMWgd91LzMZuQyEf5/LQA6G0zU1 CoQs 5FCOQRhmjXQ7rpwrPv4rJPsue9YuZOwt9u32Ufsx 
u9rOn5tUU8PhvnRFjUORhVyVfUMWKob41yIQ3M4PBr+JseGvBd7sLzZ+JeaE15dxMYfZ41 epNZfC 
Uu5ic 2RpGqN2uyQbiup 1 VgdpI12 S AxuyLg2tq/IF JThy3lwbTc cl/HLam7Iz2hqXmmJRa 1 xyxGJy 
MY3 GpeIR9tb+mDyF 1 selKUj LZbG2uNQVi2mj 6bqIlqqKmqoGVEUDBgN+ 87hL0zSlpNjpMEyXYX0q 
Zu85RdEaMn3X9Oz00emq6aB4i9UqWZm 1 zO+DgeLj 1 sj9vkO+wz5B9m2H3++DSLSsIo2qtFKVPpQ+ 
jB/8TG9Ps/QILxFovwQVc ltbKce4PRWv6W4+ 1 sl2t2dbRViGD6Eir0OqbNn2EnT0c4eYD5wRYCYrt 
oJi7OGScgH1NBW7g9i3Ygd+DaAHPwC38pczgeoj/4zNhRSgb2HhmUiBkNKs llclgcpK6oohqtCGj 
v4iazB1NVRENmIoK29gvD9i4q5 fMmL9 JtktlmT4MR6Fa0keKSTii0+IUDs 0IzuDgBIn3 Tz 82nW1M 
cVONSZ 7+W6N6mqubo 5 +rnF0urqB zdXMNX2OX33DDr~xoXcH 1 MR0k 5 Q4piB 4WXS 3 QRf8 ahkmj QBg6 
2Dme 5 AaPAnEsp 5 QDKnmrsZAHVPLixHOAPL/HiK+FfvXBlpz7UlyK0eP5v5 s +fGc 44cOGOfQfBPyL 
7mvnLNoc6bm9Z +n6dDH4vDFgd6Z CqYVpm6c 1HyxOW52Z QEkkU4u6IkUGCI9eMb99/rmLenpvvjN/ 
9UU 1 sIj UxYG19LtXdkRaWvKG1XDVQtnHJp 1 Fv7tFjrukWXnD 8haNYj ddxETFbipY 5/XgixRTcev8 
L08ZG/Uamua01DCrtidNlbDMExrhd+y3wht+waWphc0u/JYeDTC71 QLpmpIsYkRM7bYewpWzQNAZ 
16wFSz0J6zwWNcByVyx 1 fP38bdkVg/2ewu3ccNhqtRh8A2pBpQ3AnTd8BH66kfGn5HO9tXQTfMYa 
g2K7ulxObrw7QftW/PSP87CTObkh74QR7+RGvFOurUME29vJecPJzXknt+Sd3 JJ3ckseVzuc3Hy3 
SulsmmXSg2Ab2058jtx2VyA6USD6USBsdgWiNwWiLw51K2x43HtULsiVFRcneZlixON7EslR3PcV 
eBE34hUII 15pog/Fa5K+8q+Nd8V257roS+MdIg/66asPNwT5CQ13LoqnUkMw3pu4h5EzBv+cacGH 
8UIQNI5YCxa81VvwSo5b8FbF78IteCu34K1 o9QOLHhvOddyjhIMBfo lpgprcFEjlDBHL3UrfLOEW 
/PTrZp93uVME SRbXekR7yn!uzOLafPEEeW6aM231rMYH8t+7SDHgE771dNf6psgVeePqBlj00E 5f 
kills cF7duv2gQzO JOPmy9yU/LTZR+wKdJWmmROt JavU6Y0hWKIiGGFX JSRy 1 qajKj 0tl3LergGkF 
0KKA4f+nrWuBj qM6z3Nnd2dX2s fMzj 5nHzMr7Uur 1 WoketagaS 2j 8kl+x JWPj WCGyTY2xMRhkkwQw 
ELnYhdAS 7DjFYILxyHEgOB o4bEguMDfRUHFICbc 7B J6 SHpOOBn8ZtE 50kPIKBUsn9/juS sHu653j u 
7Hr2ah7//e9/v//7/u3tr9KnVg4o+WT2LHjhWSu7OUu7yJcdA9tbVg 1VVK2zxNzDTUS/vEXX 1 J4C 
pOtagiLW2971iZw/yLERcws 0nigt QvZmVFqnuSEPIH 1 AIIIRIhS 1 m SB W JeUPP6KIUDkXAYZUKyVQi 
paUckuxXi7jKtM6idaouxN3pIgv6AkWmOwI6C9XHdCHlihW 5pyHAlvBg SpzAGbY3 sV6U41 qu30lz 
j UnjvnFl TNsrHfAdUPZqr4uvGfXjbmDG8nj 8gHuvf698IO5BFmV01 wj CEIhIe Jybb SR6cYwYDViS 
ASHg21BCDtn0nl/s3Lm7bfO/+7NectjAe+y 1 ope9IcL+YTj 1 W/+9i9/dt8TrOnVNlh56arf/MNN 
o0tXaI39mljDM+PpCGH7xekVThyI5bvJvmZpqukh0FAIEmyoBKWQCXCRsEIKJrwzeOHMWgwZssr+ 
mDuoYt015QuGV3IH1BIrWUlo3eznSw lh99RabRiFw+ ln28W2dsiD28fane3qTFjiV4E2ffks37Bv 
EtCgy6e 1XZEh86EbZMjgzXnai9rLM2R4rLR+5hh6u30o/8vAOPmJzGbIYAEU1GBI0hbf4EmyOcQ/ 



U2iJ61 q+XEgXivmWeKnICjo2zY1KkTW18nNIP77IJ7n5OWtgaTVLm!H4uD5eGG9xfi08ro217860 
FcfLfxF+MHs4/Ej 8iH6k 8 WjuyIDTj c/kToVfzqmLI4yj/j CWkTwGKOcYzgW SDRHsfpE +Qy6HP287 
Y+Zmz8baBqfe48tE9q32ecvXb3t6w7V/s2PVoo7u9X/Wla32FcLvtCzZN/3BZNQ4OQENss+NfaNV4 
17KMee+/73/ovbs aEz/c07vu9x+OzD9EMdZKQJK3wA JKrAhkr+Dt9YZ9ij 2k4 JAxpP 5 zIgnki249 
Yj60e08anfxtWrc/lhXeWsVwtKqU2WHvwbLo 1 SCck616QclIK7pSkhhk5DGhEVkiHqrGXjMguUWo 
ms0Z JbKudLa+Q7b0Pni8VPeAvI0mGaEk6el6eVSAzG4TagdueuGg+6z7HImp2YuWVyj JMQPyx+Ys 
Ub/gT6iZaKty JthEMmMzws JqtDrZyMZAzW1UoNf95 +bVNmZI7pov27GmAOsZkgE eORGj nYwD 1 oxY 
ikPFiJ3sNT5CLMRStrudTbVR2gUr0UiMRib3vsQUBX4HZ/vG6IMLehYtaO1 c7a73pxO1SIa5fWbP 
tLu/7KkvtDmO//I7m5YMLFqx2C1FGweu+/rbPb 1KUgOI7OrdI7qGoynoEPCMllw6L/4Sz6hDfAYM 
wbaIMuBU/CXovUpOKRwNv5Z/rfBr 5YLymeIuKfnmHqWr+X7vw9mHc 097f5 A97X0u6wVXzu8pRXxL 
vSt9kuWFHFvtMI Sj osEYzTs oNawOHKP JnC 1BDYej qokPquZH5bihHU0aiQTu6ykcchCEX1R+tnTt 
aPQjVXUVym5VL6j emXFsQSTJriW26rnn6sLSNbRj 1 deFxWts0Q56sbxeuWq/ayRcyqrBfxtIFCTk 
KjOrQ9VN1Vur49Vnql JV9WSoE9qK18geA91CYMZVe68xUWqikSK3ZIDcqSfKpTZp88jlkSdH7uY8 
MBg 8N/iF 5 z0Z qT~Me OiyGr3iscMOApy+ Sx S aax 1 tcG9kCxiNNERd3U5 Jw9qsNGRtbO2tagoY+Gj fg+ 
LmxyA13wFr3wFh 1Re3Kur/LI+T J1 +C2NWU1 x3 GRIYhmKPWBDfFPLH7X/6AiQDzpHXdfl Af30pX+b 
8IXtFkfQe6Kn8pPjx50RXAi5VBzr0nGgS 8dRrvDsIQoEL4j 1 bcnL77mMVzat+uCACcUMNrgWukw6 
yD6K/nK+glPDUD 87Ybe 4VIQe+QpgRHz611WHnXwFcUn+9KUPJuB O0Z 5/Ae7V14 Jb/iK6HhGQGeOu 
jbDwUJYLZWjGcs 5C4hS SZB3zaAoDaoP5a065ig+6xb+WG/v3LSjVwhlWGF390PpFY7q3IdqgNFa+ 
N9jW37f9SGXhw9/+0tJkUI3GHa9Mv/LQ9u5cUiv97K/Wrz483OztYMP7989vbhtcuqPn6i03P5uX 
5 Sz5uMKlj 8TDzinUWXkUUn3vAZ/IN16foJlmp/B 8nOGwI7JPZFLGS7+w4PDurtsa8IoQUAestMt7 
ypdIMidqfrgMSKmbQ9HIneFwyMLdD5F JKVi/maHJONmQI6QlyLvAAHF/sQhDcQeOXYC0fnEVxIOI 
DafOA+WaopwU3iKZ SHgDF0xAvkpzQQfyg 8 S aADUx20nCr9PvvCMX1AU 1 fc2pkbuC9Xu++Z OFzqnp 
Z7ZM/d0aM701Ormlv/Ew+yw781OE4EwYQLa+3XFcaGSHzgg5nN2TWBHkzubEO1/S 1 +xb7nP2+h5L 
PZ06nXL+l/uPHrHRgmS 8gTbAFEJAFELOd93skpsRmJDN2itonQD8LJQu9drWOujRIS3CDZAEqXlm 
BtclCvA1RPwSgnyJgnyJ4nuJQnuJQnuJIn2J4nuJI/USkyWWkd6UREFS JBEAxktWfY7WDTnE+Tka 
YeiEt+iHt4jvqT3ZbP83euYfo0tqLQOBxmSOGbkf50QzN5YTc4C8WKRZJkczgY55iyift4jyqUVn 
1FghBPvvB 5gZmAycDTgCWnYm7J9x/DZmPxs90mD8P6g9sExot+ lgn0eVPOaHZoywdkwblOXfPYeB 
cBiTc09BBZx5613dWGgWOx0/B7i+b9F9a4fuai5exe4J1ZK5dFNP8 SrH8akcIUT3DC+/7t4n2G20 
Fpz68+treigxxP40szIMISL/I55+iu23EqqISj2qoDJnmz4SG4kP6y/4zunv62441b0n!Z 1 oJql C 
yqgORIei6yWHO+Ax3E4I lpNxI2Y/FeYypKgSMZCGfSDaIQupTDKVGoTWGKAjqK4b5QD2AqkA6rdL 
SgYeQiFvSWQnUUnG5 CRAROZKYW JEwRAp JXiTnyh3tsmWPCw75NHABUYFBvgU1AFvBr+mYLA3gdE O 
051N9A 1 V+Rkms 8 WqbvnlqsKR+HO6U9HZj 3EdYhqxhGOi4RWMOEqk0FMhlvWUhmImcYru7ecxi 5 zi 
v4gOaoOD97sADhI2WL6CSDmjyJxt+MMbpaSLFQGM6R/QyYOKSjA lwGgD2zl3MtzLmwg ln55EXpMv 
AMjNuhi5OPA7eWaP6J2c3ckBRcbem!773kyswj4wg/GWx+7qrPSyjpaenunXU+I/7csm6vL5YFTP 
3 zD9ODPv7TKKOBRIXfunGmmUBy+dd53Ec24Rv/ycKgRZC4kHj qvhKvLLTm!UG 1 Pw+zmK022GzagZ 
GwgPRAdiQ+Gh6FB sg2uDul7f6bqh!nrvdvWm6E2x6/Ubj G8 oe 9R7onlttbtPvzNxRPND6aP1X0m+F 
/whcaP1U+Lj+Y+/FwOctBale 8koBp+IKOnWrdbhl c2sdIGdVDYZCQr0COBnhsxF3ghdTbjKKdgbG 
Cew5FsrgzE JRIwbmmVGwT1/6xkTQIWK1 e 5t 1 oyGOZMotLYNGJmwYmZB QJ0iGKGw0dLzVnY46B 3Ns 
DHK1LwBMQRwMqlD9qgqKRjrrWvSQygQp6M2w9zKfZ 8RMuWiUUWqS Ckw6WX 1LsRCPAbtucYiCt 5Vs 
vsVO/nX32Em+TIOd5ItriWqrRVQSXJP4LIRlgPeKXS+As 1 Q5ZWOOjoE0/RKrgJBcI~xHDuUbge 16a 
+4mgOq3 Selpczy lxlp8Mx0EM5dHLKcp8mTID091Q3Zxp7sIe+JvEVZ6jKO8i8+Rk5 S/2uMWWryAp 
168UE 8 +Yrs 1 ctlFtDmkTCwV2fAbVU89RLh8MmNn2UwQIvVFPuDe Gf7bxwnRRaHj WemnZGQrxmHaG 
uXylKTvOXxI+r37WU9TmsV+ 15 TIP7K/XKyZ7t0dP778jUehmkdau8vR/p 8 QflW0tPnnUzATyecjE 
rpn+LtsZX lkiPFyLRVfi7fCyRDHnhKV33j 2FsmgMtc0Ex7uw9Jr4U2tlMX3EEBMppSaqx3VW89/R 
dqbmUANho2DcLh4OPNb+Bnu3z4Olq0e JKXFnPOZxE5 JioArw+ lg luCWt21nIKzmWoxnjFIZqrisr 
kRvc G9IGHut6sUt srTAzrRt+IVLx0w/DX6aa6a7PbDMWrphKH1Kkj NdNW6j a4XkTEj 7xjHGi SeNRqN 
bKdZNTpb9QBcId9mtWPmCVP8qvmg+q?LoM+lH5BO l12uOr9YerH0iO74s3y8fqznSg3INLrTGASuE 
lmhft+5DIP2bCltb2Vs 5UXmr4qww 1 d+EIeRiERRS2832MgcD/leNTwzHOmOfSV3jKcP5A/+/+i/6 
8 SMPR9hLzPFrxPIb/UbY7zdqlpoFq072y6Zcwy9MGX7DNGrOmlkxICBjHmluT+vqzGVRLAi8n+/3 
Tfa JlbgvL 8jB ah8 GA92jUwg 538RVU 1 KHIRdkHkz/LYoFV 8 TbUc68 TxycaPiQHPGf/nA1LxRzKHJMu 
2xkasnVu6bHeXbvK9wdg 5KP02mWv2RkMEU+ JkUHGKnYbbr JbWeft S cRaNOuWRyibA0fOdfXogr/1 
Jc0Y/sIVrvxybTOQlcuSP 5 fvUwWOWf6+FU7H6wNgg2MToI 10Gx7fUloI2bfyPeZovK/vHSKQ3 G20 
luPYhaAQckKaIhKd5 SVlcYdwo3ebvqP 10Dthn_MicMf7R/zt/PVaQyLsDeZ 5NI3EObJEvHWcQAATA 
3Q5aNjZEYKkUNsdi3ZdNGOItT6xrT5pTn! SnM2uWmJInlNAyfWjxrptXPT60ug0q9qrH5dCWF4az 
Fbayf8 dCsX/654+XYy JWk9FQqu/RrUvSIRirnMutPLabNR9aiGHGVDcqh7j Nb3Xd0hJJoyqAuPQG 
Pr+Ao/QHj DqTbXme 58 +BuZyzfhSK4 JdywmyFsMK/LDGS +EpyQ+uOxI7k9tYHkqeTrycDTaCrmMEo 1 
JwaFQf82aZt7m+9R8ynhqcTbGkojMr/p95kByQdSWkSLGhGFqok7DSxeIE5tjhSbcuWAaQ4mtHAi 
oUG6HMlICxr+RpIt+srgGM6GharDgjhRNIUe7wLkTuQvlg7qcu6CDy SRBip0QvJvbz7W/3 +4g7Mfy 
h5uq7TBgOWKit~HCB SvmKpUyxWpxMbgbbzSUB ddZxPRaGzLis6EEUi28EB JCd9uKwc OdC S WQVkGC 
mvIqMACebITc0dNa5pEEt01y0LaURL3 SHK+wQDdo+R7o62A7ZWEUYQJ/7LMakMuCB JHzhuzaazAI 
DgV 1 sw+nf7F4QSv7oL2p4/s757dfxXpba4unP97avmT72mlLqx39jHkScjzZ 1FUQn!/eMnhbsTFe 
GJs+xJKPzM+3IJJw9f9kauX0//St27So9iVrEWju6ebDYOUCE+SvSw2QGP 1/rw58 SFUfqfalj Oxi 
UAjxmpZRcO11MLBzvE J1CXUp28BOmIfq2D 1 CDTn0JeAULUX97OXQ7qlEZmSValUPoZbaG1QMX4t6 
2OtRzXqDMILam9eiuj S9oKPCP3pJAqRLw6u/snpkYXndjTu33rZ66+ 1X37rzuluG11YW3nrz9avW 
CfSL+YZ/JQOKZW 5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZ G9iag0zNiAwIG9iag08PC9CaXRzUGVyQ29t cG9uZW50IDgv 
Q29sb3 JTcGFjZSAzOSAwIFIvRmlsdGVyLORDVER1Y29kZS9IZWlnaHQgNTM2L01udGVycG9sYXR1 
IHRydWUvTGVuZ3RoIDEwMzMwNy9TdWJ0eXB1L01tYWdlL 1 R5 cGUvWE9iamVj dC9XaWR0aCAzMj M+ 
PnN0cmVhbQOK/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAyADIAAD/7gAOQWRvYmUAZAAAAAAB/+E1PEV4aWYAAE 1N 

ACoAAAAIAAwBAAADAAAAAQFDAAABAQADAAAAAQIYAAABAgADAAAAAwAAAJ4BBgADAAAAAQACAAAB 
EgADAAAAAQABAAABFQADAAAAAQADAAABGgAFAAAAAQAAAKQBGwAFAAAAAQAAAKwBKAADAAAAAQAC 
AAABMQACAAAAIAAAALQBMgACAAAAFAAAANSHaQAEAAAAAQAAAOgAAAEgAAgACAAIAMgAAAABAAAA 
yAAAAAEAAEFkb2 JIIFB ob3Rvc2hvc CBDUzYgKE 1 hY21udG9zaCkAMj AxMzowOToxOCAxMj ozMzo 1 
MgAAB JAAAAcAAAAEMDIyMaABAAMAAAAB//8AAKACAAQAAAABAAABQ6ADAAQAAAABAAACGAAAAAAA 

AAAGAQMAAwAAAAEABgAAARoABQAAAAEAAAFuARsABQAAAAEAAAF2ASgAAwAAAAEAAgAAAgEABAAA 
AAEAAAF+AgIABAAAAAEAACO2AAAAAAAAAEgAAAABAAAASAAAAAH/2P/iDFhJQONfUFJPRklMRQAB 
AQAADEhMaW5vAhAAAGludHJSROIgWFlaIAfOAAIACQAGADEAAGFjc3BNUOZUAAAAAE1FQyBzUkdC 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAD2 lgABAAAAANMtSFAgIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEWNwcnQAAAFQAAAAM2Rlc2MAAAGEAAAAbHd0cHQAAAHwAAAAFGJr 
cHQAAAIEAAAAFHJYWVoAAAIYAAAAFGdYWVoAAAIsAAAAFGJYWVoAAAJAAAAAFGRtbmQAAAJUAAAA 
cGRtZGQAAALEAAAAiHZ 1ZWQAAANMAAAAhnZpZXcAAAPUAAAAJGx lbWkAAAP4AAAAFGllYXMAAAQM 
AAAAJHR1Y2gAAAQwAAAADHJUUkMAAAQ8AAAIDGdUUkMAAAQ8AAAIDGJUUkMAAAQ8AAAIDHRleHQA 
AAAAQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAxOTk4IEhld2xldHQtUGFj a2FyZCBDb2 lwYW55AABkZXNj AAAAAAAA 
AB JzUkdCIE1FQzYxOTY2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEnNSROIgSUVDNjE5NjYtMi4xAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABYWVogAAAAAAAA81EAAQAA 
AAEWzFhZWiAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWFlaIAAAAAAAAG+iAAA49QAAA5BYWVogAAAAAAAAYpkA 
ALeFAAAY21hZWiAAAAAAAAAkoAAAD4QAALbPZGVzYwAAAAAAAAAWSUVDIGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuaWVj 
LmNoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWSUVDIGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuaWVjLmNoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGRlc2MAAAAAAAAALklFQyA2MTk2Ni0yLjEgRGVmYXVs 
dCB SROIgY29sb3VyIHNwYWNlIC0gc 1 JHQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAALklFQyA2MTk2Ni0yLjEgRGVmYXVs 
dCB SROIgY29sb3VyIHNwYWNlIC0gc 1 JHQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABkZXNjAAAAAAAA 



ACxSZWZlcmVuY2UgVmlld21uZyBDb25kaXRpb24gaW4gSUVDNjE5NjYtMi4xAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAs 
UmVmZXJlbmNlIFZpZXdpbmcgQ29uZG10aW9uIGluIE1FQzYxOqPf2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAdmlldwAAAAAAE6T+ABRfLgAQzxQAA+3MAAQTCwADXJ4AAAABWFlaIAAAAAAA 
TAIWAFAAAABXH+dtZWFzAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACjwAAAAJzaWcgAAAAAENS 
VCBjdXJ2AAAAAAAABAAAAAAFAAoADwAUABkAHgAjACgALQAyADcAOwBAAEUASgBPAFQAWQBeAGMA 
aABtAHIAdwB 8AIEAhgCLAJAA1QCaAJ8ApACpAK4AsgC3ALwAwQDGAMsAOADVANsA4AD1AOsA8AD2 
APsBAQEHAQOBEwEZAR8B JQErATIBOAE+AUUBTAFSAVkBYAFnAW4BdQF8AYMBiwGSAZoBoQGpAbEB 
uQHBAckBOQHZAeEB6QHyAfoCAwIMAhQCHQImAiSCOAJBAksCVAJdAmcCcQJ6AoQCjgKYAqICrAK2 
AsECywLVAuAC6wL1 AwADCwMWAyEDLQM4AOMDTwNaA2YDcgN+A4oDlgOiA64DugPHA9MD4APsA/kE 
BgQTB CAELQQ7BEgEVQRjBHEE fg SMB JoEqA S2BMQE0wThBPAE/gUNBRwFKwU6BUkFWAVnBXcFhgWW 
BaYFtQXFBdUF5QX2BgYGFgYnBjcGSAZZBmoGewaMBp0GrwbABtEG4wb 1BwcHGQcrBz0HTwdhB3QH 
hgeZB6wHvwfSB+UH+AgLCB 8IMghGCFoIbgiCCJYIqgi+CNII5wj7CRAJJQk6CU8 JZAI 5CY8 JpAm6 
Cc 8 J5 Qn7ChEKJwo9C1QKagqB CpgKrgrFClwKSwsLCyILOQtRC2kLgAuYC7ALyAvhC/kMEgwqDEMM 
XAx 1DI4MpwzADNkMSw0NDSYNQA 1 aDXQNjg2pDcMN3g34DhMOLg5 JDmQOfw6bDrYO0g7uDwkPJQ9B 
D 14Peg+WD7MPzw/sEAkQJhBDEGEQfhCbELkQ lxD1ERMRMRFPEWORjBGqEckR6BIHEiYSRRJkEoQS 
oxLDEuMTAxMjE 0MTYxODE6QTxRP1FAYUJxRJFGoUix StFM4USBUSFTQVVhV4FZsVvRXgFgMWJhZ J 
FmwWjxayFtYW+hcdFOEXZRe JF64X0hf3GBsYQBhlGIoYrxjVGPoZIB1FGWsZkRm3Gd0aBBoqG1Ea 
dxqe GsUa7B sUGzsbYxuKG7Ib2hwCHC ocUl~x7HKMc zB z 1 HR4dlLx 1 wHZkdwx3 sHhYe QB 5 qHpQevh7p 
tLxMIPh9pH5 Qfvx/qIBUgQSB sI JggxCDwIRwhS CF 1 IaEhziH7IiciVSKCIq8i3 SMKIzgj ZiOUI 8Ij 
8CQfJE0kfC SrJNolCSU4JWgllyXHJfcmJyZXJocmtyboJxgnS Sd6J6sn3CgNKD8ocSiiKNQpBik4 
KWspnSnQKgIqNSpoKpsqzysCKzYraSudK9EsB Sw5LG4soizXLQwtQS 12Last4S4WLkwugi63Lu4v 
JC9aL 5Evxy/+MDUwbDCkMNsxEjFKMYIxujHyMioyYzKbMt QzDTNGM38 zuDPxNCs 0ZTS eNNg 1 E zVN 
NYc lwjX9Nj c2cj auNuk3 JDdgN5w31 zgUOFA4jDjIOQU5Qjl/Obw5+To2OnQ6sjrvOy07azuqO+g8 
JzxlPKQ84z0iPWE9oT3gPiA+YD6gPuA/IT9hP6I/4kAjQGRApkDnQS1BakGsQe5CMEJyQrVC90M6 
Q31DwEQDREdEikTORRJFVUWaRd5GIkZnRqtG8Ec 1R3tHwEgFSEtIkUjXSR1 JY0mpSfBKN0p9SsRL 
DEtTS 5pL4kwqq~IJMuk0CTUpNk03cTiVObk63TwBPSU+TT91 QJ1BxULtRB1FQUZtR51IxUnxSx 1MT 
U19TqlP2VEJUj 1 TbVShVdVXCVg9WXFapVwlXRFe SV+BYLlh9WMtZGllpWbhaB lpWWqZa9VtFW5Vb 
5Vw 1XIZc ll0nXXhdyV4aXmxevV8PX2Ffs2AFYFdgqmD8YU9homH1YklinGLwYONjl2PrZEBklGTp 
ZTllkmXnZj 1 mkmboZz 1 nk2fpaD9olmj s aUNpmmnxakhqn2r3 a09rp2v/bFdsr20IbWBtuW4 Sbmtu 
xG8 eb3hv0XArcIZw4HE6cZVx 8HJLcqZ zAXNdc7h0FHRwdMx 1 KHWFdeF2Pnabdvh3VnezeBF4bnj M 
e Sp5iXnnekZ6pXsEe2N7wnwhfiF84X1BfaF+AX5ifs J/I3+Ef+WAR4CogQqBa4HNgjCCkoL0g 1 eD 
uoQdhICE44VHhauGDoZyhteHO4efiA SIaYj OiTO JmYn+imSKyoswi5 aL/Ix.[jMqNMY2Yj f+OZo70 
j zaPnpAGkG6Q lpE/kaiSEZJ6kuOTTZO21CCUipT01V+VyZY01p+XCpdll+CYTJi4mS SZkJn8mmia 
1ZtCm6+cHJyJnPedZJ3 SnkCerp8dn4uf+qBpoNihR6G2oiailqMGo3aj 5qRWpMelOKWpphqmi6b9 
p26n4KhSqMSpN6mpqhyqj6sCq3Wr6axcrNCtRK24ri2uoa8Wr4uwALB 1 sOqxYLHWskuywrM4s660 
JbSctRO lirYBtnm28Ldot+C4WbjRuUq5wro7urW7LrunvCG8m70VvY++Cr6Evv+/er/lwHDA7MFn 
wePCX8Lbw ljD 1MR1LxM7FS8XIxkbGw8dBx7/IPci8yTrJuco4yrfLNsu2zDXMtc01 zbXONs62zzlP 
uNA50LrRPNG+0j/SwdNE08bUSdTL1U7V0dZVltjXXNfg2Gq~f6Nls2fHadtr724DcBdyK3RDdlt4c 
3 qLfKd+v4DbgveFE4c ziU+Lb42Pj 6+Rz5PzlhOYN5pbnH+ep6DL ovO1G6dDqW+r163Dr++yG7RHt 
nO4o7rTvQO/M8Fj w5 fFy 8 f/yj PMZ 86f0NPTC9VD 13vZt9vv3ivgZ +Kj 50PnH+I f65/t3/AfSmP0p 
/br+S/7c/23////tAAxBZG9iZV9DTQAC/+4ADkFkb2J1AGSAAAAAAf/bAIQADAgICAkIDAkJDBEL 
CgsRFQ 8MDA 8VGBMTFRMTGBEMDAwMDAwRDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAENCwsN 
Dg0QDg4QFA4ODhQUDg4ODhQRDAwMDAwRE QwMDAwMDBEMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwM 
DAwM/8AAEQgAoABgAwEiAAIRAQMRAf/dAAQABv/EAT8AAAEFAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAMAAQIEBQYH 
CAkKCwEAAQUBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAQACAwQFBgcICQoLEAABBAEDAgQCBQcGCAUDDDMBAAIRAwQh 
EjEFQVFhEy JxgTIGF JGhsUIj JBV SwWIzNHKCOUMHJZ JT80tLxY3M 1 FqKygyZEk 1 RkRcKj dDYX01Xi 
Z fKzhMPTdePzRieUpIW01 cTU5P SltcXV 5tagWZnaGlqa2xtbm9j dHV2d3h5 ent 8 fX 5/cRAAICAQIE 
B AMEB QYHBwYFNQE AAhEDITE SBEFRYXEiEwUygZEUobFCI 8F S0fAzJGLhcoKS Q 1 MVY3M08 SUGFqKy 
gwcmNcLSRJNUoxdkRVU2dGXi8rOEw9N14/NG1KSFtJXE 10T0pbXF1 eX1VmZ2hpamtsbW5vYnN0dX 
Z3eH16e3x//aAAwDAQACEQMRAD8A9Rvuqx6X33ODKq21z3HgAakrhuq/WrqGdYW4r3YeMD7WsO21 
w7OtsHuZ/wAXV/01 s fXj Kc zDx 8RpgZFhc/zbUA7b/wBuvqcFYXHKfFAVxHXs 5PxHmpifswJiIj 11 
uTLoz9e/dv8AVs3/AL2927/O3blq9K+tPUcGxrch7szFn3sedlgH71Vrvc7/AIu3/wADWOlxqeBq 
pTEEUQOMeXJjlxQkYn+W73nUfrDUyqsYDm2vuYLB afota76J2/6T/g/zP8Is G3KyrnF 11 llhPi4x 
8mNhj fSANWTOS9 llVlbtdjg8f253f9Jq01zPOZckssoknhB9MenD+j/hOxj zHLCM9uIbfmmozczH 
cHU3vZHYkub 8637mLoen9ccLvKHuvHp30iXsbw4HQOqn+V+b+YuYTMtNWRU8 fmkT 8Hex3/RUeLmc2 
IS4DehqMtY8Velkhk4SL+W9XoL8/Jvd9I 1 s7MYY/znD3OQA+wGQ9wPiHEFMRBjwq2LHyZ 8uSXHOcp 
S3sn8v3XQoBvYnU7K3BmQd9Z03n6TfSAybVr86hc0trpVhfiAHUlks+Q lb/0XLa+D89knI4MkjPT 
ixylrL0/NC 1 k49Q//9DrvrzjPdjYuUNW0vcx/kLANrv8 +prFyC9Qy 8 WjMxrMbIbvqtaWuH8R/Kb+ 
avLetPZ0vLtxanDN917TczRgP71sf4Zn+Faz2fy/8GpseWMY lI 128XN5v4fnzZjPDA5OIDj 4fSnw 
+ninL9CDJKJ08dPvWR+2MmZ2 lx4Qfy7 lp9Htb 1LKqxrXDD9Vwb679a9ezZj917/BffSAo/8AhE73 
8fU1/ea5+E85+jj9zuMR45R/wW30OpzK7rHCNzgwf2ZL/wDqlprS690/p/ScWm212wNArGPy+0j/ 
AAlfG67/AE+72fSAozlLeu5G4iuplYHZ8ud8/wCbaue 5jDkOeYAG+mv6H6Dp8tyGYYogR9I/TPph 
KX6XCf0nZURWbL6mD 84gfcdzv+is qjrlxc G20iweNUh3 +a4ub/0mLsuhdPw 8nB dli0WPtGOFv+Cj 
ljgfSN/pv9X2RjlsxJjEDi4ZEWdF8uTyxozieCxcx6of3eL95GTJJTJXbqnFujgDG8fRPwQvVPks 
ThLd4S1Wz01hbibj/hHFw+H0f++rMwsf7TaGPPpt5M8u/ksW+ 1 oaA1 ogAQAOwC2fgnLEzlzBrhiD 
jjr+n+l/isWTTR//0e3+uPVrendK2Y7izJy3ejW9phzGwX3Wt/1NrbsZ/wAJYvOgAOANOAOAC7H/ 
ABiNcFk 58 ewG5pP 8 oitzf+j W9c eqfMEmZHZ 6j 4P.[jHIIyHzZDKUj/dkYR/6K21 szAnxg JEAiDqDo 
Z TpjwVC6A02brM/Jzmffk2Ots oaKWOdqfTb/ADf9r99/+ETkA 8it] qqnTx/OHt7R89VcVXJ85Ypx 
j GRj EARHQbKGmg0Hkr3Rc 6zEzRWHEU5ZFVzexnSp/wDYf/4GqKetrnXVNb9 Jz2BvxLgo 5i4yF 1 xA 
xsflhwsc4RnCUZbEfy/xXtEoA1 ACCF03fEplzziKlmQYI 1BC2c $71 qGvP0uHfELGWn0sH707zeY+ 
5 q2PgGWce aOMfJOB 4h4w+WTB zIBhfUF//9LOP6wdIHV+mWYoIbc 0izHe6YbY3607b+Y9pdU/+RYv 
MMiuzFIIT1MNF 1Z2vrfoQfSAv3817Ppr 1LrnVq+kdOtzHje8QymvjfY7Sm9X86z/g 15dm339Qvd 
k5rzde/150gfuVj/AAdTfzKODyhy+oHhrT+86/wvm8mKEokcWO7j3jP9L/BQfaafE/cjUNfk2Nqx 
mm6152srYJcT4bVX+y 1 +Lvw/uVjEstwb2ZGE 805FZltg 1P8AVdP063fnlpo+HyO54fSAnOiefiBq 
Iken6Ovi7Of9X8vo 1 dXqjey4Bz7WD2tsP06HH+R/grHfzqzXZmM0xv3H+SCfx+irXlj +rex lmqvF 
aPQxmtb9oradLLR9PX/uOx/8yz/rtn5npYG4qKfwmZ J1E7/oE +r/ABm lyePLkwxycxXHLX0fu/o 8 
Tqsyseww 18E8B3t/Kuh+rnRMnJs/aDmFtNEmgO09R/G5s/mVfv8A59q4kukQup+rP luzMbHPSrT6 
hLduDa7UsIH8079+vZ/Mf9s/zfSAND/QxlEictJAx4Ynl er08XH/AFWL4pDJh5XJkxUeEXk4vm9v 
9LgeiyMrILxv5 +wMPZpku/wAwe 9Vh 1 nA JgucPMsMfgs21 guebLCXWO 1 dYT7if5 TID7NX4u/BZx/4r 
mOnH7n9YEY/+ZKMv+7eU/wB JX04fCuJ6PGIyo+zuFgd+c0yB/W/dW5TUKqmlt 1DRz4nuVxOFkW4F 
wuxfafz29nj 9yz/yX5i7TFyK8rHryKvoWCRPI 8 Wu/1NV3kvg 8 eR4pmXuTyeni/cj + 5/6Eg 837+1c 
PD07/wBZ/9PpP 8Ylj 9vT6Z 9jnW2E fymBj Gf9G6xcavQfrx02zM6UMmlu63B d6paNS ayN14b/AFW/ 
pv8ArS 8+BBEjUHgq3gI4B4OlypBxADoSCpImAT4ApJad+O61Z2iOE6Jt]3Y5a2 ljmeo0WV7hG6t2 
tdjf5L2oac9Fyn8xDxBP01LiCk9b3V5FL2/SY9jm!EOCZXO1YFmXlssDSaMYtsyH9gAf0YP/ABlv 
s SYPihEeTyyPywHFLxiHqHCHEDsSmSOpkpIPnS1031Yc49Pe0nRlzg34EMf/ANU9cySAJK6/o2G7 
E6fXXYIffNlg8HO12/2G+xQ8wRwV3LNy4PHfYP8A/9T1Vcj ln6iMutdkdJsbjueZdjWA+lJ5NT2b 
nUfSXssr/wCKXXJJOZyibBX48koG4mnzb/mb9Y9237MyP3/Vbt/8n!0FtdH+oj arW39XsZfsMtxa 

5NZI49Z7wl 1 zf+C9Ouv/AEnqrr0k855kVoPJllzeWQrSP9 ly+u/V7B63jivIBZcwH0b2/SaT/wBX 
X+9WuIzP8X/XqHkY4ry2T7XNcGGP5bLtm3+y+xelpIQyyhsdOxZuU+J8zy0eGEhKH7mQcUR/¢F Sf 
N8D/ABe9ZvcDmPrw6/zffUf/AGWV/o//AAZdzOvovT+14Zw8Wua3/wA6580dYSNp9XT3f9Qr6SE8 



sp7n7FvN/EeZ 5ocOSQEP83AcMP8AOJ57M+rI=w4uwXjYfSFYTp5Mt93/T/wC3FTb0DqxdBqa3+UXi 
P+jucutSTxzEwKOPm5x5eBN6jycjpnl frxXtvyXC65urGgexp/eE/Tf/AC3I=XS SUcpGRsml 8YiIo 
Cn!/1 fVV1 fWfq7+kdGuyqG+pm2baMGnQmzJuPo4tbWOcz 1P0jvUsY3/Ass WquN6j 1 rpGV9da8XqG 
dj 4uHgX6xca8illXq5uQ0tpLWX/o7mYOJvf6jHepRk5CSmX 1 Txcn6s9Vf9Wsy92RVm0tzsLIs J91 
7Q2rq9AfY73Pddszq6a2+yq631V2C4v649d6BdgU9U6b lbBs6p0a0ZmICxuq~usa0bcvC9jn27MvG 
dYz0qv5230V luDm4+fhUZ2M71Rk lttqdwS 143tkfm8pKeK+qvl S6D 1 fplmdl Cm27Jf15TXWfachk 
hl9rGeyq+tntYP3Vq3/UbCxqXP8Aq/k5XSc5vuqtZkW2 lucB7GZWPlvyarqN302bFmfVHO+slHSb 
K8DpNOZj fa8smfmClxPr27t 1P2e7Ztd/wAIju6x9aut9Ryvq62qj6vZFVYsvuNr8i91Fnt+0dI=2 
1YtP0/0N17rP 1 ez/AIZJTf6Wen!Xj6rdPzeqUEtt/SurrfZUBdWbMW1 zHUWst9Lf63psfZ9BY/Wf 
qb9Xs Tq/Q 8 aii 1 tOdkW 15LftO SdzWOXXMbLsgubttYx/sXZdM6di9L6i] 9Ow27clFYK6wYkgfnvj 
buse732fy lj/AFj/APFB9Wv/AA3d/wC216Sk/Tvqb9XemZledhY91eRTu9N7sjIsA3NdU79HffZU 
72Pd9 Jiycfp9P 1 w611 Z3 WH22dN6blOwMbpbXurrI=qRXZZnZPoPrfkPue/wDV9/6Omr/SLsVgdU+q 
ll/ULOrdH6hd0fqd7WsyLa2mpuDBsrOVh3fo7bKq/ZTZuZ6aSmsfqF0/Bi36t5N/QsoODi6p77q 
X/mubk4WVY+m79Hv9P 8 Am!Ts/SrqFymT 1 f63tag9j svrNGN1 TpVUetlYIfXkVM/Pyr 8 O02V21 t/P+ 
zWfo2fpf5tdTXYy2ttlbg+t4DmPaZBBEtc 0pKf/W9M6112YWBkZdVD 8 q~vitz68 eoEvs cBLKmBjXu 
/SO9v0Flf’gr6uU4XR6m9Soqv61kudldQtexhJyLz62R9Hcz9G53o/o/Z+iWx15dGHjvych22tkTA 
LnEuIZXXXW2X23 W2ObVTTX+kut/R 1 +9ZFvW+qMuFTqMHHvex 1 tWFk 5 oZkmpu7dY91WPkVM2bPf6V 
mTR/3Z SU6Y6X0wajEo/7bZ/5FY31Uw8ro+R1LoTqHt6i]XHI6Vftis0ZJdc/EY73e/CyfVb+ls9a 
z 1P9Gr56tmZOGbe14YtyqrvRycPKt+zuqcBveI=H115rHP91L6/T/AEN9F32im!0/T9Sn0Tr3XOqX 
P39MooxqMm7Evtblr~xzXOOdVY51P2Or 1 GOsb7P0taSlfUjFysXojqsql9Fn2vKdssG12119r2Og/ 
mvafai/Wj oN3VKKMvAt+zdY6a839OyO26Isxbv8 Autl s/RX/APoz+ash9XfrZ0/quBgvycj Gxuo 5 
tfqDA9Zvqal2zZU8tudvrb6n0FpZ3WekdNcxnUM7Hw3WAmsX2srI=gOS31XN3 JKY9G6hdlI=p 10XkY 
luBe8EXYt7S 1 zHtOx4E/zlW4bqbv8LUs/r+Nk3db+r ltVT7KqMq51 z2glrGnHuY 1 ltffMa57tqt9a 
61 +zTj4+Pjuzeo5pc3ExGOazd6bfUtssus91NFLf5233/Tr/AEahi9R63+0GYnUOlimqlpczMxbx 
kVNcAXOryPVpwb6v+D2U3b01Osuat6v9ZujXXDqXTrOr4Je5+PmdNaDc lr3TXjZHTnvbZ+g+h9oo 
st/Rel6n6b 1FsM610azOPTq8/GfnAlpxW2sNu5oLnt9AO9TcxrXb/ap2dV6ZVcaI=cyhlwsZQanWM 
DxbaN+PRsLt3rXs99NX07U1PNdT6z 1 T6x4OROXpPSczFOaw0ZGb 1 Gk49NVNodXfZWyx3rZWRs91d 
NTfz/V3rqcPFqws SjDpn0satlVc6naxorZu/stQTljpLc/8AZpzccZ/H2Q2s9bVvqD9Bu9X+b/Sf 
R+griSn! 1 +/+s JbVXhZd39ExMuu3Kn6LWbbKWX2fm+li5NuP1W20/ma6PX/wS5LrHQczM6dlHpVv 
RLMvqWX1PyLum0 S 11 QufZj Oxrrcj 7R9oqwNmFi4X6Oun!Cfq3 qep37rcdzS 1 z2FpEEEg~wKyx0 
PpLB 6dGR00ds enLurraP3KWV2t +zVt/MpxvRqYkpl01t 9/UM7qb 8 d+ JTkNppprtAbY8U+q5 +XZW 
P5r 1 ftHoMZZ+m9PFVb6ntc3H6puBbPVs 8iREg3vl C2aTi0VMpqc ltdTQxjd0w 1 o2tGpUvXp/0jfv 
CSnzlmC3H/xR4z81HNeUx9GSHNYtagF32utrslunq+t6Xt9T/AEPs/mle6plP6X 1/q/7SysfBo6gG 
GizMwX 5 deTj CmumzCptoy6v5 q4X+r070PWs9f7Qz lvtH6PuPXp/0j fvCX1O/6Rv3hJTx2FiZX 1 dx 
+h9Ts+0dQwsTDtwsx7qnsvppulTk42QenN9a308T703Fyq9/rVU7I=P0npLS/50YfXar8D6t2WZGT 
bRcGZ9dZGPj W+n+rOyb7gz3vse306qGZFv8ApKvTW/69P+kb94S9en!SN+8 JKIP7Mvo 1/wBUcf6s 
YmM9n 1 I~x66WUYDKn 134+a0V/5 Q9ZlbPQZTbZ9qt6jvZXIT6n6X9MtjpHTca76+fWHOyMcPux/s Tc 
S 57J27qP0zqHOG31HbGMe9i6j 16f9137w169P+kb94SU+YY 1 do6N/wA3M7qNeL1R9zn24o6fkW55 
yvUfb+0qMpmYx2U93p+vV 1FjPR9D9z+bXqaH69P+kb94 S9en!SN+ 8 JKf/9D0fqOX0vptAvzGhrHO 
2tDKnWvc 6HWFt dOOy26zbVXZa/Yz2W2W/QVPK+sX 1ZxBYbrmRVaabDXU+za9tQzX7vQrs/R 14p9 
ay/+Zr/SfpP0dib62MpdgUvtqvt9G71 GOxbXOXMIru3vos o97nvpNuP6X 5/rrlsnm6sUYt Wd+ysk 
2Zbsh7mNve+5r6bX1Pz7PUc6z7dT9mvryf5+j/S/wA2kp6mr6ytage6wV13 luc S/Z+ilDhW22yy6 
p3p7bslbi5Hp5NX6vd6NldNtj 0J3 lt+qLcd+S7JYKahuscabNBOK3cW+lu/70sL/ALe/4K70+auZ 
0Wql ljOmZldgfta5uS6s 1 sLImOxscuPpUdNYzKfv91VFP2v/AINGHTfq51VNfZ0al +LVjXN3eu/a 
+mtn2wV5LX+lY9vq2/qTn731/T/Q+kkp6bqnX/q50i 84/UbGOWNrFpml 7mhrvWLP0t dT6vVs+yZP 
p0b/AF7PRs2VoFvlt+qlI=yy6wlv9oDHYt4c5z/Q2VVtOPutv25mK/wCzl/p/Tu9T0/TWDn5fRbcG 
i/M6Tlb+0MV+AM19hLm0Yn6RpfmuG+tmX69znZDf6T6X6ZQqq6DdYLsnouQ99vqb3vcXWWNw213s 
ozKdtbPRf+yMP7Pj/wA lv/4631 Up60360fVeqRZYQ4HaGfZri9x9zbG 1 VCj 1Lvs72Oq~v/Ra/7Hd+ 
gyvRt ]~/Wv6pWhprya3te 99]3tNqe QXV+h6m 1 wq27fl 3F2Wfzdnrfo ly+W/6t W2WPv6VfmVWOfYK/ 
XfZihlvpOyG903RV6Odf122U+hs+ 15uI=T6X+C9G5RifVjI6ycV3T8g3WW lg55uscLWkZmS3Idcx/ 
vr+0Vei/+Xk4qSnfp+s31 WyK6bMe 91zcgNdWa6nv9rj 6fqWB1TvRqrs/RZFt 2yvGt/RZHpWI2Z lr 
oGFddRkOb62OaRbVX S+ 140 SXIVLxGNrors fY+ 59f0K/wDOYxcfZtffVu/pde W7pOTW2x7WGhuRZXdYK 
sfGu9FzfY63KfZj 436r9067B+2+r+jRst31 czeoX5eR0i6xtth+ 1ZNtpbXaWmx 1VdlVh23UNxelY 
+XjM2/Z66bfSHv8A06U9DX9a/qrbbXTXYX2XPbVSBi3+9z2NyW+kfs+2 ln2eyvIfaz9FXRbTbZ+j 
trW39no/0bP80Licqj6v5F7+kZmLlsopyK/Utsvexlz6hidOZY9xePV20Y9N3q/z36vkbLP55d0k 
p//Z/+0tkFBob3Rvc2hvcCAzLjAAOEJJTQQEAAAAAAAZHAFaAAMbJUccAgAAAgAAHAIFAAVQcmlu 
dAA4QklNBCUAAAAAABBxsh7vsqxd+ZeMX6Z 8Rn5BOE JJTQQ6AAAAAAGJAAAAEAAAAAEAAAAAAAtw 
cmludE91 dHB 1 dAAAAAcAAAAAQ2xyU2VudWOAAAAAQ2xyUwAAAAB SROJDAAAAAE5tICBURVhUAAAA 
EQBBAGQAbwBiAGUAIAB SAEcAQgAgACgAMQA5ADkAOAApAAAAAAAASW50ZWVudWOAAAAASW50ZQAA 
AABDbHJtAAAAAE lwQmxib29sAQAAAA9wcmludFNpeHR1ZW5CaXRib29sAAAAAAtwcmludGVyTmFt 
ZVRFWFQAAAAsAEUARgB JACAARgBpAGUAcgB 5ACAARQAxADAAMAAgADYAMAAtADUANQBDACOASwBN 
ACAAUABTACAAQwBvAGwAbwByACAAUwB1AHIAdgB1AHIAMQAuADEAAAAAAA9wcmludFByb29mU2V0 
dXBPYmpjAAAADABQAHIAbwBvAGYAIABTAGUAdAB 1 AHAAAAAAAApwcm9vZ1NldHVwAAAAAQAAAABC 

bHRuZW5 lbQAAAAxidWlsdGluUHJvb2YAAAAJcHJvb2ZDTV1LADhCSUOEOwAAAAACLQAAABAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAScHJpbnRPdXRwdXRPcHRpb25zAAAAFwAAAABDcHRuYm9vbAAAAAAAQ2xicmJvb2wAAAAA 

AFJnc0 lib29sAAAAAABDcm5DYm9vbAAAAAAAQ250Q2Jvb2wAAAAAAExibHNib29sAAAAAABOZ3R2 
Ym9vbAAAAAAARW1 sRGJvb2wAAAAAAEludHJib29sAAAAAABCY2tnT2JqYwAAAAEAAAAAAAB SROJD 
AAAAAwAAAAB SZCAgZG91YkBv4AAAAAAAAAAAAEdybiBkb3ViQG/gAAAAAAAAAAAAQmwgIGRvdWJA 
b+AAAAAAAAAAAABCcmRUVW50RiNSbHQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABCbGQgVW50RiNSbHQAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAB Sc2x0VW50RiNQeGxAaQAAAAAAAAAAAAp2ZWN0b3 JEYXRhYm9vbAEAAAAAUGdQc2VudWOAAAAA 

UGdQcwAAAABQZ 1BDAAAAAExlZnRVbnRGI 1 JsdAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFRvcCBVbnRGI 1 JsdAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAFNjbCBVbnRGI 1ByYOBZAAAAAAAAAAAAEGNyb3BXaGVuUHJpbnRpbmdib29sAAAAAA5j 
cm9wUmVj dE JwlHRvbWxvbmcAAAAAAAAADGNyb3B SZWNOTGVmdGxvbmc AAAAAAAAADWNyb3B SZWN0 
UmlnaHRsb25nAAAAAAAAAAtj cm9wUmVjdFRvcGxvbmcAAAAAADhCSUOD7QAAAAAAEADIAAAAAQAB 
AMgAAAABAAE4QklNBCYAAAAAAA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAP4AAADhCSUOEDQAAAAAABAAAAB44QklNBBkA 
AAAAAAQAAAAeOEJJTQPzAAAAAAAJAAAAAAAAAAABADhCSU0nEAAAAAAACgABAAAAAAAAAAE4QklN 
A/UAAAAAAEgAL2ZmAAEAbGZmAAYAAAAAAAEAL2ZmAAEAoZmaAAYAAAAAAAEAMgAAAAEAWgAAAAYA 
AAAAA AE ANQ AAA AE ALQ AAAA Y AAAAAA AE4QklNA/gAAAAA AHAAAP /// /// /// /// /// /// /// /// // 
//8D6AAAAAD/////////////////////////////A+gAAAAA//////////////////////////// 
/wPoAAAAAP////////////////////////////8D6AAAOEJJTQQIAAAAAAAQAAAAAQAAAkAAAAJA 

AAAAADhCSUOEHgAAAAAABAAAAAA4QklNBBoAAAAAAlkAAAAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIYAAABQwAAABIA 
QQBBAFQAQwBfAGwAbwBnAG8AXwBFAFgAVABFAFIATgBB AEwAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAUMAAAIYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAA 
AAEAAAAAAABudWxsAAAAAgAAAAZib3VuZHNPYmpj AAAAAQAAAAAAAFJjdDEAAAAEAAAAAFRvcCBs 

b25nAAAAAAAAAABMZWZ0bG9uZwAAAAAAAAAAQnRvbWxvbmcAAAIYAAAAAFJnaHRsb25nAAABQwAA 
AAZzbGljZXNWbExzAAAAAU9iamMAAAABAAAAAAAFc2xpY2UAAAASAAAAB3NsaWN1 SURsb25nAAAA 
AAAAAAdncm91 cE1EbG9uZwAAAAAAAAAGb3 JpZ21uZW5 lbQAAAAxFU2xpY2VPcmlnaW4AAAANYXV0 
b0dlbmVyYXR1ZAAAAABUeXB1ZW5 lbQAAAApFU2xpY2VUeXB1AAAAAEltZyAAAAAGYm9 lbmRzT2Jq 
YwAAAAEAAAAAAAB SY3QxAAAABAAAAABUb3AgbG9uZwAAAAAAAAAATGVmdGxvbmcAAAAAAAAAAEJ0 
b21 sb25nAAACGAAAAAB SZ2h0bG9uZwAAAUMAAAADdXJsVEVYVAAAAAEAAAAAAABudWxsVEVYVAAA 



AAEAAAAAAABNc 2dlVEVYVAAAAAE AAAAAAAZhbHRUYWdURVhUAAAAAQAAAAAADmNlbGxUZXh0 SXNI 
VE 1MYm9vbAEAAAAIY2VsbFR1 eHRURVhUAAAAAQAAAAAACWhvcnpBbGlnbmVudWOAAAAPRVNs aWN1 
SG9yekFsaWduAAAAB2RIZmFlbHQAAAAJdmVydEFsaWduZW5 lbQAAAA9FU2xpY2VWZXJOQWxpZ24A 
AAAHZGVmYXVs dAAAAAtiZONvbG9yVHIwZWVudWOAAAARRVNs aWN1QkdDb2xvclR5 cGUAAAAATm9u 
ZQAAAA10b3BPdXRzZXRsb25nAAAAAAAAAApsZWZOT3V0c2V0bG9uZwAAAAAAAAAMYm90dG9tT3V0 
c2V0bG9uZwAAAAAAAAALcmlnaHRPdXRzZXRsb25nAAAAAAA4QklNBCgAAAAAAAwAAAACP/AAAAAA 

AAA4QklNBBEAAAAAAAEBADhCSUOEFAAAAAAABAAAAAE4QklNBAwAAAAAI9IAAAABAAAAYAAAAKAA 
AAEgAACOAAAAI7YAGAAB/9j/4gxYSUNDX1B STOZ JTEUAAQEAAAxITGlubwIQAABtbnRyUkdCIFhZ 
WiAHzgACAAkABgAxAABhY3NwTVNGVAAAAAB JRUMgc 1 JEIQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAA9tYAAQAAAADT 
LUhQICAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABFjcHJ0 
AAABUAAAADNkZXNjAAABhAAAAGx3dHBOAAAB 8AAAABPda3BOAAACBAAAABRyWFlaAAACGAAAABRn 

WFIaAAACLAAAABPdWFIaAAACQAAAABRkbW5kAAACVAAAAHBkbWRkAAACxAAAAIh2dWVkAAADTAAA 
AIZ2aWV3AAAD1 AAAACRsdWlpAAAD+AAAABRtZWFzAAAEDAAAACROZWNoAAAEMAAAAAxyVFJDAAAE 
PAAACAxnVF JDAAAEPAAAC A~xiVF JDAAAEPAAACAx0ZXh0AAAAAENvcHIyaWdodCAoYykgMTk 50CBI 
ZXdsZXROLVBhY2thcmQgQ29tcGFueQAAZGVzYwAAAAAAAAASc 1 JEIQiB JRUM2MTk2Ni0yLjEAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAB JzUkdCIE1FQzYxO~2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWFIaIAAAAAAAAPNRAAEAAAABFsxYWVogAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AFhZWiAAAAAAAABvogAAOPUAAAOQWFlaIAAAAAAAAGKZAAC3hQAAGNpYWVogAAAAAAAAJKAAAA+E 
AAC2z2Rlc2MAAAAAAAAAFklFQyBodHRwOi8vd3d3LmllYy5jaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFklFQyBodHRw 
Oi8vd3d3LmllYy5j aAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AABkZXNj AAAAAAAAAC 5 JRUMgNj E 5NjYtMi4xIER1ZmF 1 bHQgUkdCIGNvbG91 ciB zcGFjZ S AtIHNS 
ROIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC5 JRUMgNjE5NjYtMi4xIER1ZmF lbHQgUkdCIGNvbG91 ciBzcGFjZSAtIHNS 
ROIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZGVzYwAAAAAAAAAsUmVmZXJlbmNlIFZpZXdpbmcgQ29u 
ZG10aW9uIGluIE1FQzYxO~2LTIuMQAAAAAAAAAAAAAALFJ1ZmVyZW5jZSBWaWV3aW5nIENvbmRp 
dGlvbiBpbiB JRUM2MTk2Ni0yLjEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHZpZXcAAAAAABOk 
/gAUXy4AEM8UAAPtzAAEEwsAAlyeAAAAAVhZWiAAAAAAAEwJVgBQAAAAVx/nbWVhcwAAAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAo8AAAACc21nIAAAAABDU1QgY3VydgAAAAAAAAQAAAAABQAKAA8A 
FAAZAB4AIwAoACOAMgA3ADsAQABFAEoATwBUAFkAXgBjAGgAbQByAHcAfACBAIYAiwCQAJUAmgCf 
AKQAqQCuALIAtwC8AMEAxgDLANAA1 QDbAOAA5QDrAPAA9gD7AQEBBwENAR2MBGQEfASUBKwEyATgB 
PgFFAUwBUgFZAWABZwFuAXUBfAGDAYsBkgGaAaEBqQGxAbkBwQHJAdEB2QHhAekB 8gH6AgMCDAIU 
Ah0CJgIvAjgCQQJLA1QCXQJnAnECegKEAo4CmAKiAqwCtgLBAssC 1 QLgAusC9QMAAwsDFgMhAy0D 
OANDA08DWgNmA3IDfgOKA 5YDogOuA7oDxwPTA+AD7AP5B AYEEwQgB COEOwRIBFUEYwlLxBH4Ej AS a 
BKgEtgTEBNME4QTwBP4FDQUcB SsFOgVJBVgFZwV3BYYFIgWmBbUFxQXVBeUF9gYGBhYGJwY3BkgG 
WQZqBnsGjAadBq8GwAbRBuMG9QcHBxkHKwc9B08HYQd0B4YHmQesB78H0gflB/gICwgfCDIIRgha 
CG4IggiWCKoIvgj SCOcI+wkQCSUJOglPCWQJeQmPCaQJugnPCeUJ+woRCicKPQpUCmoKgQqYCq4K 
xQrcCvMLCwsiCzkLUQtpC4ALmAuwC8gL4Qv5DBIMKgxDDFwMdQyODKcMwAzZDPMNDQ0mDUANWg 10 
DY4NqQ3DDd4N+A4TDi4OSQ5kDn8Omw62DtIO7g8 JDyUPQQ9eD3oPlg+zD88P7B AJECYQQxBhEH4Q 
mxC 5ENcQ9RETE TERTxFtEYwRqhHJEeg SBxImEkUSZBKEE qMSwxLjEwMTIxNDE2MTgxOkE 8UT5RQG 
FCcUSRRqFIsUrRTOFPAVEhUOFVYVeB WbFb0V4BYDFiYWSRZsFo 8 WshbWFvoXHRdBF2UXiReuF9IX 
9xgbGEAYZRiKGK8Y 1Rj 6GS AZRRlrGZEZtxndGgQaKhpRGncanhrFGuwbFB s 7G2MbihuyG9oc Ahwq 
HFIcexyj HMwc9R0eHUcdcB 2ZHcMd7B 4WHI~Aeah6UHr4e6R8 THz4faR+UH78 f6iAVIEEgbCCYIMQg 
8 CE cIUghdSGhIc4h+yInI1UigiKvIt0j CiM412Yjl CPCI/AkHyRNJHwkqyTaJQkl OCVo JZclxyX3 
JicmVyaHJrcm6CcYJ0kneierJ9woDSg/KHEooijUKQYpOClrKZ0p0CoCKjUqaCqbKs 8rAis2K2kr 
nSvRLAUsO SxuLKIs ly0MLUEt di2rLeEuFi5MLoIu~y7uLyQvWi+RL8 cv/j A 1MGwwpDDbMRIx Sj GC 
Mbox 8jIqMmMymzLUMw0zRj N/M7gz 8 TQrNGU0nj ~NRM1 TTWHNcI 1/TY3NnI2rjbpNyQ3YDecN9c4 
FDhQOIw4yDkFOUI5fzm8Ofk6Njp0OrI67zstO2s7qjvoPCc8ZTykPOM9Ij lhPaE94D4gPmA+oD7g 
PyE/YT+iP+JAIOBkQKZA50EpQWpBrEHuQjBCckK1 QvdDOkN9Q8BEAORH~pEzkUSRVVFmkXeRiJG 
Z0arRvBHNUd7R8BIBUhLS JFI 10kdSWNJqUnwSj dKfUrESwxLU0uaS+JMKkxyq~LpNAk 1KTZNN3E41 
Tm5Ot08AT01Pk0/dUCdQcVC7UQZRUFGbUeZ SMVJ8UsdTE 1NfU6pT91RCVI9U21UoVXWwlYPVlxW 
qVb3VORXkl fgWC9Yi~j LWRpZ aVm4WgdaV1 qmWvVbRVuVW+VcNVyGXNZdJ 114XcleG15sXrlfD19h 
X7NgBWBXYKpg/GFPYaJh9WJJYpxi8GNDY5dj 62RAZ JRk6WU9ZZJ152Y9ZpJm6Gc9Z5Nn6Wg/aJZo 
7G1DaZpp8WpIap9q92tPa6dr/2xXbKgtCGlgbbluEm5rbsRvHm94b9FwK3CGcOBxOnGVcfByS3Km 
cwFzXXO4dBR0cHTMdShlhXXhdj 52m3b4dlZ3s3gReG54zHkqeY1553pGeqV7BHtje 8 J8IXyBfOF9 
QX2hfgF+Yn7CfyN/hH/lgE eAqIEKgWuB zYIwgpKC 9INXg7qEHYS AhOOFR4Wrhg6Gc obXhzuHn4gE 
iGmIzokziZmJ/opkisqLMIuWi/yMY4zKj TGNmI3/j maOzo 82j 56QBpBukNaRP 5 GokhGS epLj k02T 
tpQglIqU9 JVflcmWNJa flwqXdZ fgmEyYuJkkmZCZ/JpomtWbQpuvnByciZz3nW Sd0p 5 Anq6fHZ+L 
n!qgaaDYoUehtqImopajBqN2o+akVqq~IpTilqaYapoum!adup+CoUqjEqTepqaocqo+rAqt 1 q+ms 
XKzQrUSmK4trqGvFq+LsACwdbDqsWCx lrJLssKzOLOutCW0nLUTtYq2AbZ 5tvC3aLfguFm40blK 
ucK607q 1 uy67p7whvJu9Fb2Pvgq+hL7/v3 q/9cBwwOzBZ 8Hi wl/C28NYw9TEUc TOxUvFyMZGxsPH 
Qce/yD3IvMl~6ybnKOMq3yzbLtsw 1 zLXNNc21 zjbOts 83z7j QOdC60TzRvtI/0sHTRNPG1EnUy9VO 
1 dHWVdbY 11 zX4Nhk2OjZbNnx2nba+9uA3AXcit0Q3ZbeHN6i3ynfr+A24L3hROHM41Pi2+Nj 4+vk 
c+T85YTmDeaW5x/nqegy6LzpRunQ61vq5elw6/vshu0R7ZzuKO6070DvzPBY8OXxcvH/8ozzGfOn 
9DT0wvVQ9d72bfb794r4Gfio+Tj 5x/pX+uf7¢FwH/Jj 9Kf26/kv+3P9t////7QAMQWRvYmVfQ00A 
Av/uAA 5BZG9iZQBkgAAAAAEF2wCEAAwICAg JCAw JCQwRCwoLERUPDAwPFRgTExUTExgRDAwMDAwM 
E QwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwBDQsLDQ4NE A4OEB QODg4UFA4ODg4UE Qw~AwM 
EREMDAwMDAwRDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDP/A~EI~AAYA~IgACEQEDEQ~ 
3QAEAAb/xAE/AAABBQEBAQEBAQAAAAAAAAADAAECBAUGBwgJCgsBAAEFAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAEA 
AgMEB QYHCAkKCxAAAQQB AwIEAgUHBggFAwwzAQACE QMEIRIxBUFRYRMicYEyBhSRobFCIyQVUsFi 
MzRygtFDByWSU/Dh8 WNzNRais oMmRJNUZEXCo3 Q2F9 JV4mXys 4TD03Xj 80YnlKSFtJXE 10T0pbXF 
1 eX1VmZ2hpamtsbW5vY3R1 dnd4eXp7fH1 +f3EQACAgECBAQDBAUGBwcGBTUBAAIRAyExEgRBUWFx 
IhMFMoGRFKGxQiPBUtHwMyRi4XKCkkNTFWNzNPE1Bhais oMHJjXC0k STVKMXZEVVNnPd4vKzhMPT 
dePzRpSkhbSVxNTk9KW lxdXl9VZmdoaWprbGlub2JzdHV2d3h5ent8f/2gAMAwEAAhEDEQA/APUb 
7qse199zgyqtpc9x4AGpK4bqvl q6hnWFuK92HjA+ lrDttcOzrbB7mf8AF 1 f9NbH14ynMw8fEaYGR 
YXP821 AO2/8Abr6nf2FxynxQFcR17OT8R5qYn7MCYiI9dbky6M/Xv3b/AFbN/wC9vdu/zt25avSv 
rT 1HBsa3Ie7MxZ97HndYB+9Va730/wCLt/8AA ljpcangaqUxBFENDHlyY5cUJGJ/lu951H6w 1Mqr 
GA 5tr7mCwWn6LWu+idv+k/4P8 z/CLBtysq5xdddZYT4uMfJjYY3/ADVk9EwlZVdW7XY4PH9ud3/S 
atJczzmXJLLKJJ4Qfl~Ipw/o/4TsY8xywjPbiG35pqM3Mx3B 1N72R2JLm/Ot+5i6Hp/XKsih7rx6d 
9117G80B 0Dqp/lfm/mLmEzL~kVPH5pE/B 3 sCF 0VHi5nNiEuA3 oajLWPFXpZIZOEi/lvV6C/Pyb3 
fSNbOzGGP85w9zkAPsBkPcD4kxBTEQY8Eyx8mfLklxznKUt7J/L910KAb2J10ylwZkHfWdN5+k3/ 
AMml a/OoXNLa6VYX4gB 1NZLPkNW/9Fy2vg/PZ JyODJIz04scpay9PzQtZOPUP//Q67684z3Y2L1D 
VtL 3Mf5 CwDa7/PqaxcgvUMvFozMazGyG76rWlrh!Efynfmry3rT2dLy7c WpwzfS O03MOYD+ 5bH+G 
Z/hWs9n8v/BqbHlj GNSNdvFzeb+H582YzwwOTiA4+H/J8Pp4py/QgySidPHT7 lkflj JmdtceEH8u 
9afR7W9Syqsalww/VcG+u/WvXs2Y/SO/wbX/AKP/AIRO9/H1Nf3mufhPOfo4/c7jEeOUf8Ft9Dqc 
yu6xwj c 4MH9mS/8 A6paa0uwlP6f0nFptpdsDQI<Lxj 8vtI/wAJXxuu/wBPu9n!AKM5 S3mRuIrqZ WB 
2fLnfP8 Am2muYw 5DnmABvpr+h+g6fLchmGKIE fSP0z6Y Sl+lwn9 J2VEVmy+pg/OIH3Hc7/orKo6 
5 cXBttIsHj VkFmuLm/9 Ji7LoXT8P JwXZYtFj 7RtBb/go 5Y4H/Df6b/V9kY 5bMSYxA4uGRFnRfLk 
8saM4ngsXMeqH93i/eRkySUyV26pxbo4AxvHOT8EL1 T5LE4S3eEpVs9JYW4m4/41LxcPh9H/vqzML 
H+02hjz6beTPLv5LFvtaGgNaIAEADsAtn4JyxM5cwa4Yg446/p/pf4rFk00f/9Ht/rj 1 a3p3 StmO 
4syct3o lvaYcxsF9 lrf5Ta27Gf8ACWLzoANADdANAAux/wAYjXf5OfHsBuaT/KIrc3/o lvXHqnzB 
JmR2eo+D44x5 SMh82QylI/3ZGEf+i~tbMwJ8YCRAIg696GU6Y8FQugNNm6zPyc 5rX5~jrbKGi{jn 



an02/wA3/a/ff/hE 5 APIn46qp08 fzh7e01PVXFVyfOWKcYxkYxAEROGyhpoNB 5K90XOsxMOVI~xFO 
WRVc3sZ0qf8A2H/+Bqinra511 TW/Sc9gb8 S4KOYuMhdcQMbH9YcLHOEZwlGWxH8v8V7RKANQAnf9 
N3xKZc84itZkGCNQQtnEu9ahrz9Lh3xCxlp9LB+zu83mPuatj 4BlnHmjjHyTgeIeMPlkwcyAYX 1B 
f//S9D+sHSB 1 fplmKCG3NIsx3umG2N+ju2/mPaXVP/kWLzDIrsxbX05TDRdWdr636EH/AL9/Jez6 
a9S651 avpHTrcx43vEMpr43200rZ/V/Os/4NeXZt9/UL3ZOa83Xv5edIH71Y/wAHU38ytA8ocvqB 
4a0/vOv8L5vJihKJI:Wju494z/S/wUH2mnxP3I 1 DX 5Nj asZput edrK2CXE +G1 V/sffi78P71YxI=I= c 
G9mRhPNORWZbYNT/AFXT9Ot359aaPh8jueH/AJzonnyAaiJHp+jr4uzn!V/L6NXV6o3suAc+ lg9r 
bD901~x/kf4ICx386s12ZjNMb9x/kgn8foq19Y/rb19ZqrxWjOMZrW/aK2nSyOfT1/7jsf/Ms/67Z+ 
Z 6WBuKin8 JmSZRO/6BPq/wAZtcnjy 5MMcnMVxy 19H7v6PE6rMrHsMNfBPAd7fyrofq50TJybP2g 5 
hbTRJoDtPUfxubP51X7/AOfauJLpELqfqz9bs zGxz0q0+o S 3bg2u 1 LCB/NO/fr2fzH/bP 83/ADQ/ 
0MZRInL SQMeGJ9Xq9PFx/wBVi+KQyYeVyZMVHhF50L5vb/S4HosjICx 8b+fsDD2aZLv8 AMHvVYdZw 
CYLnDzLDH4LNtYLnmywl ljtXWE+4n+U5Q+zV+LvwWcf+K5jpx+5/WBGP/mSjL/u31P8ASV9OHwri 
ejxiMqPs7hYHfnNMgflv3VuU1 CqptbdQ0c + J71 cThZFuB cLsX2n89vZ 4/cs/81+Yu0xcivICx68ir 
6FgkTyPFrv5TVd5L4PHkeKZ17k8np4v3I/uf+hIPN+/pXDw90/8AWf/T6T/GJY/bO+mI~5 lthH8p 

gYxn!RusXGr0H68 dNszO1DJpbulwXeqWj Umsj ZeG/wBVv6b/AK0vPgQRI 1 B 4Kt 4COAeDpcqQcQA6 
EgqSJgE+AKSWn0upWdojhOiX492OWttY5nqNFle4RurdrXY3+S9qGnPRcp/MQ8QT9JS4gpPW91 e 
RS 9v0mPY 5vxDgmVzpWBZ15bLA0mj GLbMh!YAHgGD/wAZb7EmD4oRHk 8 sj 8 sBx S 8Yh6hwl~xA7Epkj 
qZKSD 50pdN9WHOPT3t JOZc 4N+BDH/wDVPXMkgC Suv6NhuxOn 112CLXzZYPB zt dv9hvsUPME cFdyz 
cuDx32D/AP/U9VXI9Z+ojLrXZHSbG47nmXY lgPpSeTU9m51H/F7LK/8Ail lySdGcomwV+PJKBuJp 
82/5m/WPdt+zMj9/1W7f/J/9BbXR/qI2qlt/V7GX7DLcWuTWSOPWe8Ndc3/gvTrr/wBJ6q69JPOe 
ZFaDyZZc31kK0j/dcvrvl ewet44ryAWXMB9G9v0mk/8AV 1/vVriMz/F/16h5GOK8tk+ 1 zXBhj+Wy 
7Zt/svsXpaSEMsobHTsWblPifM8tHhhISh+5kHFEf3f0nzfA/wAXvWb3A5j 68Ov87X 1H/wBllf6P 
/wAGXc9L6LO/peGcPFrmt/8AOufDnWEjaf’gO93/UK+khPLKe5+xbzfxHmeaHDkkBD/NwHDD/ANCe 
ezPcLv8OLsF42H/BWE6eq2LfCF0/8AtxU29A6sXQamt/1F4j/o7nLrUk8cxMCtD5uceXgTeo8nI6Z9 
X68V7b81wuubqxoHsaf3hP03/wAty 10klHKRkbJtfGIiKAp//9X1VZX ln6u/pHRrsqhvqZtm2jBp 
0Jsybj6OLWljnMgT9171LGN/wLLFqrjeo9a6RlfXWvF61mY+Lh!V+sXGvItZV6ubkNLaS 11/605m 
Dib3 +ox3 qUZOQkpl9U8XJ+rPVX/VrMwlkVZtLc 7CyLCfde0Nq6vQH209z3XbM6umtvs qut9VdguL 
+uPXegXYFPVOm9WwbOqdGtGZisbk lbrGtG3LwvY59uzLxnWM9Kr+dt9Fdbg5uPn4VGdj O30ZNbba 
ncEteN7ZH5vKSnivqr9Uug9X6ZZndQpmyX 5 eU 1 ln2nIZIZfaxnsqvrZ7WD91 at/1 Gwsalz/AKv5 
OV0nOb7qrWZFttbnAexmVj 5b8mq6jd9NmxZnlRzvrJR0myvA6TTmY32vLLbn5gpcT69u7dT9nu2b 
XfSACI7usfWrrfUcr6utqo+r2RVWLL7ja/IwlRZ7ftHS9tWLT9P9DZe6z9Xs/wCGSU3+lnp/14+q 
3T83qlBLbf0rq632VAXVmzFtcx 1FrLfS3+t6bH2fQWPln6m/V7E6v0PGootbTnZFteS37Tknc ltF 
1 zGy7ILm7bWMf7F2XTOnYvS +n4/TsNu3ILxWCusGJIH57427rHu99n8tY/wBY/wDxQtagr/wAN3 f8 A 
ttekpP076m!V3pmZXnYWPZXkU7vTe7IyLANzXVO/R332VO9j 3fSYsnH61T9cOpdWdlh9tnTem5Ts 
DG6W17q6y6kV2WZ2T6D635D7nv8A lff+jpq/0i7FYHVPqtZfl Czq3R+oXdH6ne lrMi2trbqbgwbK 
zlYd3602yqv2U2bmemkprH6hdPwYt+reTf0LKDg4uqe+61/5rm5OFlWPpu/R7/T/AJv07P0q6hcp 
k9X+t31 fY7L6zRjdU6WHrZWCH15FTPz8q/DtNldtbfz/s ln6Nn6X+bXU12MtrbZW4PreA5j2mQQ 
RLXNKSn! lvTOpZdmFgZGXVQ/Ksorc+vHqBL7HASypgY 17v0jvb9BZX 1 a+rlOF0epvUqKr+pZLnZX 
ULXsYSci8+tkfR3M/Rud6P6P2folsZeXRh478nIdtrZEwC5xLiGV11 ltl9t ltjmlU01/pLrf0dfv 
WRb lvqjLhU6jBx73 s dbVhZOaGZ Jqbu3 WPZVj 5FTNmz3 +lZk0f92U1OmO19MGoxKP+22f+RWN9VMP 
K6PkdS6E6h7en4 lxyO1X7YrNGSXXPxGO93vwsnl W/pbPWs9T/Rq+erZmThm3peGLcqq70cnDyrfs 
7qnAb3ix9deaxz/dS+v0/wBDfRd9opv9P0/Up9E691 zqlz9/TKKMaj JuxL7W5Zsc 19DnVWOZT9jq 
9RjrG+z9LWkpX lIxcrF616rKpfRZ9rynbLBtdtdfa9joP5r2n2ovl o6Ddl SijLwLfs3WOmvN/Tsj 
tuiLMW7/ALrZbPOV/wD6M/mrIf’g362dP6rgYL 8nIxsbqObX6gwPWb6mpds2VPLbnb62+p9B aWd 1 n 
pHTXMZ 1DOx8NlgJrF9rKy4Dkt9VzdySmPRuoXdS6dTl 5GJbgXvBF2Le0tcx7TseBP85VuG6m7/C 1 
LP6/jZN3W/q9bVU+yqjKudc9oJaxpx7mNdYfzGue7arfWuffs04+Pj 47s3qOaXNxMRjms3em31Lb 
LLrPZTRS3+dt9/06/wBGoYvUet/tBmJ1DpYpqtaXMzMW8ZFTXAFzq8j 1 acG+r/g91N29JTrLmrer 
/Wbol lw6106zq+CXut] 5nTWg3Na90142R05722foPofaKLLf0Xpep+m9RbDOtdGszj06vPxn5wJa 
cVtrDbuaC57fQDvU3Ma 12/2qdnVemVXGi3MoZcLGUGp lj A8W2jt]0bC7d617PflW901 JTzXU+s9U 
+seDkdF6T0nMxTmsNGRm9RpOP]WTaHV32Vssd62VkbPZXTU38/1 d66nDxasLEow6Z9LGrZVXOp2s 
aK2bv7LUE 9Y6 S 3P/AGa c3HGfx9kNrPW 1 b6g/QbvV/m! 0n0foK4kp/9fv/rCW 1 V4WXCFRMq2Lrtyp+ 
i lm2yll9n5vpYuTbj 5Vtjv5muj 1/8EuS6x0HMzOndR6Vb0SzL6115T8i7q59EtdULn2Yzsa63I+0 
faKsDZhYuF+j rp/wn6t6nqd+63Hc0tc 9haRBBIII 8 Css dD6 SwenRkX49HbHpy7q62j 9ylldrfs 1 b 
fzKcb0amJKZdJbffl DO6m!HfiU5Daaaa7QG2PFPqufl2Vj +a9X7R6DGWfpvTxVW+p7XNx+qbgWz 1 
bPIkRIN79Qtmk4tFq2KanNbXUOMY3 dMNaNrRqVL 16f9137wkp 85Zgtx/8UeM/ILxzX1MfRkhzWH1Rd 
9rra7Jbp6vrel7fU/wBD7P5pXuqZT+19f6v+0srHwaOoBhoszMF+XXk4wprpswqbaMur+auF/q90 
9D lrPX+0M9b7R+j7j 16f9137w169P+kb94SU8dhYmV9XcfofU7PtHUMLEw7cLMe6p7L6abn05ONk 
HpzfWt9PE+ztxcqvf61VOyz9J6S0v+dGH12q/A+rdlmRk20XBmfXWRj4 lvp/qzsm+4M977Ht9Oqh 
mRb/AKSr0 lv+vT/pG/eEvXp/0j fvC Snz+zL6Nf8 AVHH+rGJjPZ9YceullGAyp9d+PmtFf+UPWZWz 
0GU22fareo72V30+p+l/q2LY6R03Gu+vnlhzsjHD7sf7E3Eueydu6j9M6hzht9R2xjHvYuo9en!SN 
+8JevT/pG/eE1PmGNXaOjfSANzO6jXi9Ufc59uKOn5FuecrlH2/tKjKZmMdlPd6frldRYzOfQ/c/ 
ml6mh+vT/pG/eEvXp/OjfvCSn//Q9H6jl9L6bQL8xoaxztrQyplr3OhlhbXTjstus21V2Wv2M91V 
dlv0FTyvrF9WcQWG65kVWmmw 11Ps2vbUM 1 +70K7P0deKfWsv/ma/0n6T9HYm+tj KXYFL7ar7fRu9 
Rj sW 19FzCK7t76LKPe 576Tbj+l+f665bJp+rFGLVnfsrJNmW7Ie5jb3vua+ml 9T8+z 1HOs+3U/bb 
r68n+fo/0v8ANpKepq+snlXusFdd9bnEv2fonw4Vttssuqd6e27H24uR6eTV+r3ejZXTbY9Cd9bf 
qi3HfkuyWCmobrHGmzQTit 3Fvpbv+9LC/wC3v+Cu9PmrmdFqt dYzpmZXYH7WubkurNbCy 5 zsbHLj 
6VHTWMyn7/dVRT9r/wCDRh036uZVTX2dGffilY 1 zd3rv2vprZ9sFeS 1/pWPb6tv6k5+99f0/0PpJ 
Kem6p 1/6udIvOP1 GxtFjaxaZpe 5oa7 liz9LXU+r lbPsmT6dG/wBez0bNlaBb9bfqpS8susNb/aAx 
2LeHOc/0N1VbTj7rb9uZiv8As9f6f07vU9P0 lg5+XOW3BovzOk32/tDFfgDJfYS 5tGJ+kaX5rhvr 
Zl+vc52Q3+k+l+mUKqug3WC7J6LkPfb6m973F lljcNtd7KMynbWz0X/sjD+z4/8ANb/+Ot9VKejt 
+tH1XqkWWEOB21m2a4vcfc2xtVQo9S7709jqsv0Wv+x3foMr0bU1 flr+qVoaa8mt7XvfUxzankF1 
foeptcKm39dxdln83Z636Ncvlv+rVtlj7+lX51Vjn2Cv132Yodb6TshvTt0VejnX5dtlPobPteb 
i0+l/gvRuUYnlYyOsnFd0/INlltYOebrHC 1 pGZktyHXMf76/tFXov/15 OKkp36frN9VsiumzHvZc 
3IDXVmup7/a4+n61gZU70aq7P0WRbdsrxrf0WR6ViNmda6BhXXUZDm+tjmkW 1V0vteDklzMRj a6K 
7H2PufX9Cv8 A9GMXH2Yfl bv6XXlu6Tk 1 t se 1 hobkWV3 WCrILxrvRc32Otyn2Y+N+q/Tuuwflvq/o0 
bLd9XM3qF+XkdIusbbYftWTbaW121psdVXdVYdt 1DcXpWP14zNv2eum3/B7/ANO1PQ 1/Wv6q2210 
12F91z21UgYt/vc9jclvpH7PttZ9nsryH2s/RVOW022fo7alt/Z6P9Gz/NC4nKo+r+Re/pGZi5bK 
KcivlLbL3sZc+oYnTmWPcXj 1 dtGPTd6v89+r5Gyz+eXdJKf/2ThCSUOEIQAAAAAAVQAAAAEBAAAA 
DwBBAGQAbwBiAGUAIABQAGgAbwBOAG8AcwBoAG8AcAAAABMAQQBkAG8AYgB1ACAAUABoAG8AdABv 
AHMAaABvAHAAIABDAFMANgAAAAEAOE JJTQQGAAAAAAAHAAgAAAAB AQD/4RAVaHR0cDovL25 zLmFk 
b2J1LmNvbS94YXAvMS4wLwA8P3hwYWNrZXQgYmVnaW49Iu+7vyIgaWQ9Ilc 1 TTBNcENlaGIIenJ1 
U3pOVGN6a2M5ZCI/Pg0KPHg6eGlwbWVOYSB4bWxuczp4PSJhZG9iZTpuczptZXRhLyIgeDp4bXB0 
az0iQWRvYmUgWE 1 QIENvcmUgNS 4zLWMwMTEgNj YuMTQ 1NjYxLCAyMDEyLzAyLzA2LTE 0Oj U2OjI3 
ICAgICAgICAiPg0KCTxyZGY6UkRGIHhtbG5zOnJkZj0iaHR0cDovL3d3dy53My5vcmcvMTk5OS 8w 
Mi8yMi lyZ GYtc 31udGF4LW5 zIyI+DQo JC TxyZGY6RGVzY3 JpcHRpb24gcmRmOmFib3VOPSIiIHht 
bG5 zOmRj PS JodHRwOi8vcHVybC 5vcmcvZGMvZ WxlbWVudHMvMS 4xLyIge G1 sbnM6eG 1 wP S JodHRw 
Oi8vbnMuYWRvYmUuY29tL3hhcC 8xLj AvIiB 4bWxuc zp4bXBNTT0iaHR0cDovL 25 zLmFkb2 J1LmNv 
bS94YXAvMS4wL2 ltLyIgeG1 sbnM6c3RSZWY9Imh0dHA6Ly9ucy5hZG9iZ S5jb20veGFwLzEuMC9z 
VHlwZ S 9 SZXNwlX Jj ZV J1ZiMiIHhtbG5 zOnNORXZ 0PS JodHRwOi8vbnMuYWRvYmUuY29tL 3hhcC 8x 
I~jAvc 1 R5 cGUvUmVzb3VyY2VFdmVudCMiIHhtbG5 zOml sbHVzdHJhdG9yP S JodHRwOi8vbnMuYWRv 



YmUuY29tL21 sbHVzdHJhdG9yLzEuMC 8iIHhtbG5 zOnBkZj 0iaHR0cDovL25 zLmFkb2 J1LmNvb S9w 
Z GYvMS4zLyIgeG 1 sbnM6c GhvdG9zaG9wP S JodHRwOiSvbnMuYWRvYmUuY29tL3B ob3Rvc2hvc C 8x 
Lj AvIiBkYzpmb3 JtYXQ9ImltYWdlL2pwZWciIHhtcDpNZXRhZGFOYURhdGU9IjIwMTMtMDktMThU 
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RUQ01PNU 1 DiOCniknmkb6 JFEpd2/xCqp9s 313b2Fpd313IEtYY2d2PAKoJY/kB 1YkU9AOj fdDfi3 
cve2FON3 zmqzL716+xeK2zhnr 5DNMmwMbE 1 JtilVtKh2xEavTykXZ20yuWklYnh196223Hc/cGbn 
19X7r3EaY0ri3MVf0VpwDKfFrjVI8pAHWfn3ePc24545XbY94umk3raVSFSxJZ7ShFua0pWMAxMA 
SaKjsaydD/7xY6yE697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6UW0ul c91 
RuCHK4CvqqT+KUVThNxwUsnjb JbWyLRplcb JYgf5 SI1 aMnhZIw349msNvv 11 sfNW27Fvk+3ybhts 
1 m 8kTaSyTqA0b4 JMTOAkAoxU9pByHLHm48 o71 t~FHH4iiQGRP4oq9wGfi 80 JwGUE 8KdHio6umyF J 

S 11HKk9LW08NVS zxm6zU9RGs sMkZ/KvG4I/1/fNi9s 7nbry7269hMd5BI0bqeKuhKsD9hBHWcFpd 
W99a297ayB7WaNXRhwZWAZ SPkQQepntB0s697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3 
v3Xuve/de6sB+K3ZEmZwlVsLLVBlyG3oRVYOSWS 8k+ELrHLRDVyxxVRIujn!ADEyqAFj99uP7uT3 
5m5q5X3H2X5kvC+8bJF423s7VaTbywV4M5 Js5WXRk/oTJGqhIKkC8x2AilW9jXsc0b5N6/mP5j 59 
G+990+gz 1737r3Xvfuwlf//T3 +PfuvdQ6+tpMZRVmRr 546WhoKS ora2qmOmKmpKWF6ipnlb+zHDD 
GWY/gD3sKzsqItWJoB 8z0zPPDawTXNxIEt40LMx4BVFST8gASetG75EdvZLvnu7srtnJPUH++O6K 
+uxVPVOXlxu26cj H7XxB JZh!uJ29 SU1 PYWBMZNhf3kvtG3pte22dggH6aAGnm3Fj +bEnrhX7j c4X 
PP3PHM3Nlyzf47dOOYbikI7II/8Am3CqJ+VegT9mHQH697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/d 
e697917r3v3Xuve/de6DbtDLGiwcGOibq2Llaj TJ/X7S10SzC6kEFpmiH+K6h7hb3v39tv5bttmga 
k 19L3fSANKKjN91XMY+Y1DpHuEhjh0fic0/IcfSAIPsPSe6D3tJsPtTa2VMrR4+vrVwGZUMFR8Zm 
ZI6SR5j +YqKpMVVb8tAPeBnujy2nNPI++7eIwl 3HGZ4fUSwgsAPm66o/sc9Dn2W5sfk/3H5dvzIV 
sriUW04wAYpyEql fwxyeHKfP9P8ALq6T3zh66q9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3XvfuwlBnlKo 1 ldPNfUusxxAfQ1LxnSlv6aiL/AOufch7db/TWkMX4qVP2nJ/zfl 1 G253 J 



u72aX8FaD7Bgf14/n0dz47bmbMbMmw 1 RIHqttVn20YLamGMrtdTQlm JvZZlnj UfQ JGoH9BhF94rl 
hdo5xt97t49NmUOpvTxoqJJSsoYmPqzMT6nMP2F5ifduUptnuH1XO3 S6BmpSGSrx 1 +xvEQeiqAP 

QGA948dTt 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690suu92TbH3rtzc0T 
OIsbkIfvkSxM+MqL0uUgA9VzNQzSBeDpexAuB7132N9ybr2i92OR/cC3kYW9hflbhV4yWktYruO1 
DUvbvIFwdL6WA 1 KOkF/bi7t JbfzZ cfaMj +dOriI 5E1RJI2V45EV0dWDKyOAVZ SPqrKbg+/qQhliu 
IYbiCQPBIoZWBqGVhUEHzBBqD6dReagmvHrL7e611737r3X/1N/j37r3RN/5gG/Juufl~x3 luClm8 
FZW7LbZ 1K6vpmEnYGTx2xZHpiCsgqKem3DJKr J6o/GXFtNwIOVbVbzmHa4itVEms/wDNsFS/7zT+ 
XUNfeE3 +TIv2Z9wNxik0zPZITqfOt26WpK+dQsxYEZFNX11 pfe 8iOuKXXvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvf 
uvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3XvfuwlF67 SrDUbj SmDHTQUFPEUvc CWcvUu lv7OqOVAf8 A 
go94i+91 + 13 zitmG/StbWNae Wp6yE/aVdAfsHRNuTgzIimoC/wAyT/kp0G3uIOi/q9nrzPvunYe z 
dxSsHqMltrC 19YQ2oCtqKCB61NVzcpV61P5uOffMPm3al2TmnmLaUWkVveTin+kDto/alD12F5M3 

luYOUuWt9kp413YQSvTNHeJWcV+TEj 8ulf7DXQm697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697 
917qJXymCiqZRcFIZNJ/2sqRH/vJHtZZx+PdWSfq4r91c/y6S30xgs7uUcQhp9tMfz6C/wByP1 GH 
RhfjjflWo9712MZ/2czhalVQmwNVQzQVULW/tBKYTi3+lX/HvHr7yG1C95FtdyCfq2d7GlafgkDRs 
P1VzGfyp59Tt933c2tecbzbi36V3ZuKf042V 1P5L4g/OvR5veCHWafXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuv 
de9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdW4dM51s91 dsjIyMXk/gcGPldiSzzYaWbDSuxubs 81 
AST+Sff03/dU5rk50+7t7R77PIXrffdEds7Hiz2LPYuxPmWa3 JJ4knOeov3aLwdyvIxwl 1/3ru/y9 
Cf7yE6L+ve/de6//1 ~Fj37r3VWv84HKHH/DjIUgedf452RsXF1YdPjkEMuSzeiqu6nwA4fULBj 5V 
Ti lyBt7fpr 5gVv4YXP 8 AgGP2/s 6xX++LdlT+zNxFrYGfcrVMcDQvJ3Z4fp 18 +4DHmNUD30XX JXr3 
v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuixb+ Jbd2YJNzrpR/yTQ0q 
qP 8 AYL7wk90nZ +feYXZ qt4kY/IQxgfsAA6Ib/wD3Kk/2v/HR0jvYB 6 S dXK/Gqs ++6Q6/nvI2igyd 
HeWxNs fnSvQACzN+2opr J/t AHA+nvnf7yQITe 5nNUWB WWJsf04Irffb3Z+deup/sPdm99pO S 5tqq:IT 
B JH3cf0p5YvU4Gjt/o0wOHQ5+4u61zr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XumnOEjF 
1 Wn6WhH/ACCaiMG/+39m2ziu42+rjVv+O9Fe91 G13ZS+3/jy9B 17HvUddCr0j OYOz9rMOVkkycDK 
GKqwnwuRi9XBDB GYNb 8kf7H3E/vZbi 59sOakLUKpC4NK/B cRN/MClfKvnw6k72cmMHuPy2wr3NMp 
FafFbyjP2Eg0+X59WLe+cfWflXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3 
XvfuvdWb/F6d5uo 8XG9rUuWzkEX 1/Q 1 c9 Sb3NuZKhvpYW/xuT9CX93neTXP3ZeXYZKeHb71fxpx+ 
E3DSmt SfxStwoKUxWpMdcwhRucpHAqv+Cn+ToxHvOHok697917r/lt/j37r3VZv82/Cy5X4Wbyro 
40dNt7v6/wA 1 MzRh2hiqNyUu3RJGx/zTmlPIuof’gWK/n2MeQpAnMduh4vHIP+Mlv+fesY/veWTXf 
slvU6oCtt eWkl~xWgMyw 1 HoaygV9CR59alHud+uRPXvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xv 
fuvde 9+691737r3XvfuwlFk7BjKbuy9xw7Ukim 1 gQ9B Sn6XP0a4/2HvCj 3Xt2g 5 +34HIZomH2NDG 
f5Go+dK9EN9m61Pnj/AOkZ7j 3p J1 dFSeaFsd0t 17TuqqZMGa4BVCArk66syasQD+p0qwSf7RJP59 
85/du5F37j 82SBiQLkJnP9nGkZ/YVoPQY66teyt19B7VSjw6ANVkJMCn9szS 1 +066k+ZqlPoZvcb 
dSj 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3qWmlL4yqA/Cxt/sEmjc/7wPZrtLBb+3Le 
pH7VI6LN6XXtd0B6A/sYH/JOHPsfdRz0LvRNK1V2dt5tIZKVMtVSXlnSFw9dFG3pDWK1E0fl sPSA 
ejEHvpdlTe 2HMYDUkkMCDhmtxEWGf’gA3DP 8 AhEqeyt sbj 3 G2FtFUiWdzx 8 o JFBx/SZeNB/gNh3vn 

V lnr 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3VoPxnozS9QbfkYF 
DX lmcrLG97DLllGrWIGkMtICPqCCD+ff0Q/cA2p9t+7ByTO61Te3W4T5rWnl s0INCB SohBFKgghq 
56jjfn17nMP4Qo/4yD/16H73mlOTde9+691//9ff49+690Xn5YdcS9t/Gzuvr21gNTkdwdfZ/wDg 
1OAGM+4sTTHN7bhsb2EmdxlMCRyAbjkezbYrwWG8bbdk0RJVr/pSdLfSZJ6jv3a5afm!20525dij 
1XNxt0vhD lmjXxYR+cqJ1 o+e8kuuGPXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691 
737r3XvfuvdAP2vQmLLUGQHCV1GODcfWajm JYk/1 MNSg/wCQfeLHvxthmYNr3VU/TuLYof9PExr 
/wAZkQfl0VbmhDQSU4gj9mf8v8ug0oqOpyNZSY+jiaesrqqCkpIVIDy 1NVKkNPCpZtIaSVgBc259 
wLcXEFpb3F 1 cSBYIkZ2Poqgkn8gCektj aXG4XtpYWceu7nlWNFx307BVGaDLEDOOr5mYaDbu3sF 
t +mKmnweIKxuHgIuLw42iipI2P+B WEH3y63ncZN33bdd2n!trq4klP2yOXP 8 Ah67H7 JtlvsmzbVs 1 
r/uPaWOUK/6WJFRf5KOnf2V9GXXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlYqiHz088 J/ 
3ZE8ZubW lIUU/wCwJ9qIJIBmg181YHghr0zcQieCeE/jUj 9op0FBDISpFiCRY/UENYg/6xPuSAVI 
qOB6i0j SxU8ej OfGXDNPn9wZ 50Iix2LKxsRN9JqcnULO7IfoXigx5Bt9B Jz9R7xl+8 lvS2/Luw7C 
j 0muboysP6EKFaH5F5VI9SmOB6yK+7rtDTb5vm+Mv6VvbCJT5a5WDGnzCxEHOD54j o6HvCjrL7r3 
v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917rGASbDkn6D28ASaDJPSfq4/rzAt 
tfY21MBKgjqMZgsdDWJa 1 q9qdJcgbi~VWySG3+Pv6nffY/kt/bz2g9t+S7iHw72w2e2jnX0uTGHuf 
2zvIfz6j G+m+ovLiYcGc0+yuP5U6WnuVOkvXvfuwlf/Q3 +Pfuvde9+691 pmfP/oCf48/Jzfu3KSh 
NJs/dlbN2B sF441ipBtvc9XVVT4ukVFC JFtvMJVY5U/X4qVHPDgnIflXdRu2y2szNW4j Gh!XUoAq 
f9MKN9pPp 1 xc+ 8H7fP7de6HMG2xW+j Zrtzd2tBRfBnZmKLTAEMmuEDjpRSfiHRKIYh6hDr3v3Xuv 
e/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917pGb+wzZjbtR41LVWPYZCBVF2cQhhURi 1 
76qdmIA+rKPcbe63LrcwcpXRgqYVe2h8dAOJCgiRfzQsQBxZVHTF3GJrdqDuFSPy/2K/nlk+J/X77 
x7OpM3Uwa8LsdY87Vu6K8b5Uu8eAprtq0zCrjaqU2PFIRwSD75i++nNa8vc1302wyU3HcyYEANCI 
s Gdvs0ERn5yjiK933:t923kmZ +f4d3uIQ21 bQonYkAgzGot 1 zwYOGmUgGng+RIPVtPvAjrpN 1737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690HudozqYV8rgXjqf30J+hZj+6v+uH5/ 
liPY72e 5 +pswpHlIt2n7PI/sx+R6j/fbQ21914/s 504fb+Iftz9hHR+umdqNtXYmNiqIjHkcuf43k 
Ay2dJK2OP7WCQN6kenoY41ZT+mqTV/U+ 8 Afenmteaue9we3k 1 bdZD6aKhwfDJ81Lx 5HVKXow+ JAmS A 
Os3/AGj 5Zbljkvb4p49N/df4xKCKEGQDQp8wVj CAjybV6noWPcQ9Sj 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690MPQ+yn3x2NhaeWHy4nCym8yzLeL7XHSRyU9M+qysK7IGK 

Ire 5jZ2F9J95Wfc39pJfdz315Tsbi 118t7TiNxviRVPCtmVo4mrg/UXBhhK 1 qY21cAhDOTbzdi0s 
ZmDfqP2r9p4n8hU/bTq1739I/Ucde9+691737r3X/9Hf49+691737r3Vcv8AMn+JUvyb6UOT2.[j/ 
ALvtrq77/cOyo4FP3W4cbPDEdy7MVQGE02Yp6SKajUjV9/SxRhkSaUkW8m78N13LRO1Nvnor+in8 
L/lUg/0 S TkgdY4feY9om9z+ SPqtottfN21 a5rYD4pkIHj W3 zMgVWj HHxURQVV3rqKyRyQyPFKjx S 
xO0csUiskkciMVZWVgGRkYEEEXB 9z3hhqXh lyAZWRmROIc GhBwQ1LxBHr/q49Yvfum+ve/de69791 

7r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917p2w+Gy24sti 8Bgs fWZfM5vIUe Jw+Kx9P JV 1 +Tye Qq 
I6ShoKGlhV5Kiqq6mVY40UFmZgB708kcUcskrBY1B JJ4ADiT8qdLLKzvNxvLTb7C2ea+nkWOONAW 
d3chWVGSzMQABkk9WtZ/wCEe4flLftzaeJy8dPW/37oI9xZrMUCmShod4z08P8a2eKpXkSWPbaaI 
qWQaI6qAGZF 1 GULw8+93y7ue3e4zb 1DGx5MukIsqCixaTWWFvR9ZMilyYmRasYmp 1 G9v/aN/aHIL 
bdouFVtyuh49y65X6hwNUQPDTCoWNCKKwUuACzdIn3iTOMOve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r 
3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XujN/G74y57v/K5fJwwJFt7Y8AyL1NUn+TZrcKr5sVtWGRysZau0a6hi 
dEMIXXbyR3kzk32k5+90OXelP6j 3KW97bbbKIpJB2y3q?LWK2RtShJJBqpKSVgJV3FGAIp5 S 5cs98 
3 exud0h 1 bVazK7ejEZCfNTguvmop 5j oeammqKOpqKKshkpqqknlp6mnqEaKanqI JGimgmlLxrjlj k 
UcLvkAgix98 o7+wvdqvrzbNytZINxtpXilikUp JHJGxR43VgCrowKspAIIIIqOswQyuisrBgRUH1 H 
WP2XdPde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xo421ZIokeR5HWKKKJS 8kkjk 
KiIigs 8j sbADkn2phhmnmht 7eFpLiRgqqoLMzMaBVAqS S S AABUnA6aJAFT/Z9W19C9Y/6ONnr/EI 
VG5 s+Ycj mybF6WVvsMTrH 1 FBFICxf6/vy S WJUL7+iv7mX31T7E+ 10bb 5 aheft 7KXN/w 1 QgKfp7Ko 
4/To7GTiPqJZgGZAh6jvedw+uujob/FOwvz9W/P/AAAdDp7y/wCijr3v3Xuve/de6//S3+Pfuvde 
9+691737r3VA38zb+XdX5auzPyQ6C27JW19Y 1Rk+ 1 +v8LTa6mqqAqvUb62vi6aLVVWQQz5eliB1 
llP3 aIztUn3KX JINqxpFs+6zUUYikPAf0GJ4f0CcD4T5 dc/vvQfdyuLue 89yvb/b S 87kvf2k S 1 Zj 
xN1BGo7mOTcIvcx/WUEmQ9a9/uVuud3 SR3Zv/aGyKfz7mztFjnKGSCjLmfJVKg6b02Pp llrJk lkA 
uEOKT6mA59km8cybLsSV3K+RJaVCDukPG1EFTQ0oGNFrxYdSx7a+yHuj7uXa2/IfKNzd2ofS9yQI 
rSI 1FIEuZSsQZQdXhqzSsoOiNjjos25PltlLxO800trS 1KjUFrs9VC1BPIBTGOHld42HIJqEa31Ue 
4z3L3aYFk2jaxSuGmPEf800Ip9viH7Os++Rf7tiV4obn3K9w9EpXut9uilUOP+JdyKGmQR9JSuQ5 
AyEWR+TXatc T9tkMRh7twMdhqWQLyGsP4v8 AxM2IFub 8H/W9hOf3H5tmdnjvkiU+ SxRkD/e 1 c/t J 
6yU2b71m3 cNrhiivuW77cXAoXuL 65Vm+ZFo9qtfPtUDHClemL/ZgO3hJ5RvGo 1 ltRBxO32jBb6/t 
HEGK3 q 4Gmw/Ht COeubB J4w3 q qWWvwoRn+iU00+VKDy6GD/c 5 +7XJa/RN7W23g6QtRcXwkoKU/VF0 



Ja4y2vU2dRN~Y~ SYv5Pdo0 JX7uowmbAI 1 fxDERwM4BF/+LT Jj FVrf4WH9Pa+29yuaoH 1 S3Ucy+j xo 
B/1 TCH+fQG3/AO4N93bd4ZI9u2fcdrkPB7a9mcrg+V4bpSPPIrjjx6GI=bPyzw9Q6Qbs23V4ssVVs 
hh6hclTgsbNJLRTrS 1UE Cjk6HqH/AKA+xhtnuzGxVN42or6vE aj/AJxvQgep 8Rj 6DrGIm7+7a3u 1 
j uI=v205 +hvAMrbX 8ZgegGQLmILxI3Y/hDQQr6uOPRmtt 7w2xvKjFftrNOOXpwqvKtNLaqpff6UraK 
Xx llFJ/tMsaN/h7k7a982neo/E2y+jlAFSAaMv13IaMvyJAB 8q9YBe4HtT7ie lu4fuzn71G822Us 
QjyLqglIFT4NxGXgmoOPhSNTgaHHSpp6eoq6iGkpIZquqq5oqempqeKSeoqKieRY4YIIY1 aSaaaR 
gqqoLMxAAv7NS QgY1 qKOo/jjkmkj hhjZpGYBVA JJJNAABkknAAyT 1 swfyz/5 es/TOVF353 dhRD21 
kKUvsTZ2Ri/f67xldA 8 c2WzVNIv709cnS zGNYD6sZ TOyP/1MjpTw 1 znzYNwY7VtstbEHvcf6IR5D 
+gD 5/iPDABPTn7sf3 dX 5N jr/cDnr~xpzVIlbW3 cZs 0YUMkgPC 5 dTQI=xgQkN+qzLHa321 ljtXt 7ZWW 
2Nu+jNTi 8mgeCphE S 1 +IyUKv91mMVNLHKtPkKJ30lt JVOZo3DRu6mD+deTdk 585 dvuW~Ft9dlMKh 
hTXFIK6JYyQdI=oTg0IIJVgVZgcyNx2+3300ks71axt5+anyYehH+wcE9a7nd/R29OiN3zba3XRtJ 
RVDVE229xQRt/Ctx4yKQKtXS SamENVEroKmlc+Wndhe6NG78n!cf225i9s9+k211Lcm2csbedR+n 
cRg/EpzRhUe JGTqj JFaqVZoQ3baLvZ7owXK/ptXSw4MPUfP 1 HEfZ QkF 5ZY4o 5 JppEiiiRp JppGVI 
440Us 8kjsQqxqoJJJsB7j9VZ2VEUlyaADJJPAAevRbHG8zxxRRlnYgAAVJJwAAMkk4AHHos++/lh 
1Zs+SoosbV1 O88rAxjaDbwjfGpKDyJc 1PooZE/2qm+5seCPraSti9qOaN3WOa5hWztWzWWusj 5Rj 
uB+T6Op+5P8Au4+4fM6RXe4W8e lbc4qGua+KR8oFq4Py18Lor+4fmz2BWsy7c25tvb9MWbT92azO 
16ixCr9y0uNomH1 J/wAlueLW5vJ23+y2wQKp3HcI=m4f+jpiT/eaO3/G+sgdk+6fyVZorb7vl/ezg 
Z0aI=eM/PQB JIPl+r68cUDGs+UnedYW/3+xpoyVYRUeB21 AEKrp9MoxBqSGPJBci5/pYATQe 1/I8P 
DZdTer S zH+XiU/10PrX7vftFa6 SOUxI9CKvcXTVqa 8DNpxwB Cg0/OvKi+UveVEV/3 +oq41 LILxVuA 
21 OHJ/rMMQ1Vx+AJAB71L7X8jy8N10P6rLMP5e Jp/11 q6+717RXWo/1 T8Nz5pcXS0/2vjFP+M9Cd 
t 35 s79oZEXcu29ubgpQRqahNZgq9vwb 1HlylFYfgCmH+ J/oGdx91NhnVzt243FvL/S 0yp+yiN/xv 
qP8AfPuncmXiM2x75fWVweAfRcRj/akRSfb+r/smi2J8req95 SRUVfXVGzcnLpAp9yCGDHS SE2Kw 
ZqCSSgVBxzUGmJPOU+4w332r5p2dWmtoVvLUecNS4HzjIDf7xr+3rH3nD7ufuJyuk13ZWqbptql O 
ql 1 GUD 1 aBg JK/KLxaeZ6MpFI=HLHHNDIksUqLJDNGyvHJG6hkkj dSVaNlIIINiPcbsrIzI6kODQg4 
II4gj 16gWSN4XkiljKupIIIoQRggg5BBwQeHQ4dF9D70753dBtzbNM9LiqV4Zty7pqaeV8TtTHO3 
qlndSi 10RqFVhS0iuJJ3B 5 SNZ JEkT2z9seYfc/fo9p2aEpZIQbi5ZSYoI/UnGqRsiOIEM581RXdT 
TZ9nut 5uVht0pGPic 8FH+UnyHE/ZUjYh6y632t 1 NsvD7G2fQijxO Jh9cr2asydlNZ63LZKITqqa+ 
un9Tt+lF0xoFjREXq/ybyhsnIvIA hy3 sFv4dj AuScvI 5y 8 sj fidzkngBRVARVUTdYWNvttrHaWy0 
j UfmT5 s fUn!YGAB 0AfyE 6Ifc/wB zvj Z 1 NfcEMOvN4aBB fORRE/wNo 1 Uc 5 eKIANH/AMpKKNP7otLz 
x++59ziX3BW/93va3b686xxar+xjXO4Ig/3IgA43qIAHj/41Iq6P8YXTcDLZN4FvptLpv0Ce lv4f 
kf6P+D7OFfboVLKyl SpKsrAcLvMpsVYHkEH6j 3xLZXj do 5FKupIIIoQRggg 5BB 4j oaEaqs ox 1 Fnq6 
elXXUSpEPwCbs359Ci7t/sB7cht5rhgsMZY/y/M8BO/DDLM2mOMk/wCrz6T8+5YhcU1Mz/OeVgg/ 
5 JXUxH+xHs4h2NyKzzAfiZ/nj/L 0Yx7 S 3 +iyADOGf59Ncm4Mi59LRRfSFj U/9bfJ7XpstknFGb7T 
/mpOtTbLZfiVm+O/5qdYP4zk7/8AAs3/AOCQW/23jt7f/de30p9Pj7W/z90fQWnDwMfafS/WePP5 
FLanil 5 +j wqL/wDUsR+2X2axYYRI+w/569Nttt q3B SPsP+evTpBuVCQKmnZ frd4TqH+H7b2I/wC S 
j7QTbGwBMEwPyOP5j/NOjk2tgILxSE/In/KP83T/TV1NVrqp5Vk/JF/Wv/BOaxX/bW9k89rPbHTNG 
R/g/I8Oi6aCWEgSxkf4P28OpAB JsOSfoPbAB JoMk9Jej3fHjoiWgeh3/AL0oylaFSp2 lg6mMiSjL 
aWizORia2irsb08LC8QPkYB9ITsZ9x37m9zsk20+9XuttejdNI12vb5VIaAmhS+uUNKTUzbQsICxA 
+NIBN4YiCW+bwHD2Vo3Zwdh5/wBEfL 1 Pnw4VqdX31 h6CnXvfuwle 9+691737r3X/09/j 37r3Xvfu 
vde9+691Dq6ulx9I=U19fU09FQOVPPVllZVzx01 JR01NG01RU1NRM0cMFPBDGWd2IVVB JIA90Z1RW 
d2AQCpJwABxJPp/q4dO29vPdTw2 ltC81zI4VEUFmZmNFVVFSzMSAAASSaDrSh!mr91/HnsbtPMSf 
DHF Jh86Zqwb+7FpzFT7A3nm3 f9+t2TtpqJ2pKoyahP17x01fLqeOkYt99MDrz7xNxtjHYttZptuX 
tNyMyL8oa4ZRw 1N3D/QyAFJyj 5Z/uS9m5+jX3c57ji2znCUiZNiJZLW4Pxa9xeLut53+IwQljY0+ 
qo7yqNd7c2P3LR5aobdMWSOUqZGkmrM1JLVS lrKBGZkrpH1WsUBQNSuwAFvxb3az3m03xGvrW+Fw 
WNWbUS 1 Tnvr3Bj/Sz0a797X797Sy2/KO78oNssNuuiGFYVit/DXH+I=mMeC8Y8j CStfn0mPavoj69 
7917r3v3Xuve/de697917pbbJot5TZmCs2Ycj S 5CllX/AHJOUslNDSglWZaur 1LB4nX9UTIhKtxp 
Yce0N5zJacsmO+m3L6e4XKaWIkP12he4+hPD 1NOhFsPsXvfvlFdcn2flq71 s01FnE8 StZxg5Bmlk 
HhRsvx Jr~xais QI= AdbQH8nvvP4x7 J7ExmM+TOMpKbu2uq6Ok657Z zM8D9cY7 J]~:IwR01LxM1 JBDs/c9 
RMyiLM1Ek 107MVT+HHid2w9/5uaH/cW70tbZiFSTA8X5TU7UJPDT2GtG4AkKc4f3M+2+wNtN7te2 
2rmHdIVaWexIaQ7aANTPtmv9S7RBWrSj6tAAYgwZwu30rK6hlIZWAKsCCGBHBB+hBHsYdYOEEGh4 
9cvfutdEs +b/AHD8 e OqupquPv21i3EmdSpTZ 2yccYzvHO 5mlRAtVt2cvHJhExpnQ 10Rd0ggj fQ31 
aVKeWHvej c/by05RuLIm+0W6t 5wfAgX+3 aQDDwtgxFKj VLUKoOk6tQRpT9qvYTmz393 qTIzYNvX9 
2xFTc3ctRBaI 1 aMzAVMrUPhRJV5CDWkayOulr8g93d179yVfNSz 1 sWwvuJZMbtPG1LStj6QSO9Mu 
denp6Jtwl sEVg9V4UiI=gskEAOn3hP7fy8kbaWSGOMG7Fj S SdldiCcKsoRFU0wQEj 1H18s4rb71Ft 
7IwDceVrE724X9S 8MYN2mO4CEavCj +cBbH9qcAkopBBIIIYGxB+oP5BH9fc08cjh0REU+VOuvfuv 
de9+691737r3XvfuvddgEmwubkL6RckngAAfUn3okAVPDrwBYqqqSxOB0cP477x716/yWNkyc lbU 
9erVQS 5LaOQqjDUltD5fJVJt+aeCtfbVbPGzaZzDJF5GDvTzgafcK8/vyNuckYmtWn3NXXVJbssb 
aQRqVpSkis SootUk0+o4E 8u/uRW3vZA2680Wp204KVjuljAupDTtDwkr4keACZyrBf7Iitet 1D4W 
9wfHntXq~Ij 4/wAVLgqPCCKPdGx63xRbw27maiNfLPuZPI=NP1WyPivDk 1 kmgqkTSjhonhizh9nd0 
9vr31K1 s/b+3 S 1 s4KeI=bn+3 SQjLTEktIz0xNVg4GkEaCi4Ne6PsTzd7C70vLPMe lhLB6tbXUVWt7 
pBxdJCAfEGPEikpI=HUVXQ0bMcT3I=XUYddEgC54A96ZgoLMaAde6rk+Rn9xNzZmWfZESQ7mR5Bmc9 
TMi4PJSgMNJpkic 1VaJflVkZVSL3E lwyfPI=9+73a+7jzP7nK3ffs011 zRFMw3XcrSRI7C5cY0xxa 
D9XcK/8AaXsckEbgFa3epZIZ/wCSvbvfZtta63iYQIygxQsDr+l zWsakcFozeZC0oSM5XHZXH1LJ 
k4ZklZj aZ7vHNb 8x]~LdGUj 8 A3H5 A94u7ZuG27hbq+2zIOQ 8hgr/pl4g/aM/Po4uttudsbwbi3MY8 
s dp+wjB/w+vTN7Nemeve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de6dMdQZ GvqFjx0E 0s6kHVFdBF/Rp JiQkK8tagi 
B7LlwvrCwt213GZEg/pZr8guSx+QBPTtvYXG4P4FvAZCeIpgfaTgD7T0dP4+xbI23nqWq7EgjrMt 
5Ij hspPofBYeqv6 JKykeMB qlZLaKtyY4TZtCFfMJ5 + 5 f7rfdw 5 W92Ybn3 e2CREhpYxm4XMivt91 
PXEtzbFB4baqeFdySTRWzUkaOAp9RGg5t9ut7Xajc7NcCSUAmSFQdRHpG1 e75pQFuCljRTZdHIki 
JJG6vG6cLvOrBkZGAZWV1JV1ZTcEcEe/o6hmguoIbm2mS S3kQMjqQysrCqsrCoZWBBBBIINRljyys 
rMj qQ4NCDggjiCPXrN7e611737r3Xvfuvde9+691/9Tf49+691737r3Xvfuvdamf817+ZPXd07gz 
nxx6N3C8HTG3al 8fvvc+In0DtTPOFRaooKStge9RsDD1 cQWIIRFIK1DOfJTrTM2OfuJz0+7TS7Ht 
M1NrQ0kcf6Kw8gf99qeHk5zkaeu4H3 JPujW3t7tW3+7HuPtYb3Bu4w9nbyiv7tgde 12QjtvZVNWr 
3W8ZEYOStMBR17iXrpD 1ErsfQ5OmekyNH~Y~ 1M/6oKqGOeIkAgNokVgHUHgjkt]2otbu5splms7h4 
ph+ JSVP7R5 fLgeiXfuXdg 5p26TaeZNltb/bH4xTxpKlaEVCuCAwrhhR14gg9BVmO1Nq 17M+OkrcL 
K2ohI JRV01/qSYKktMOfoFIVR9LfSw 8273K320CpelLxXKj zYaH/3pcfmVJ+fWJfOX3H/AGp395Ln 
lm8vtkuWqdMb/UW9T5 +FOTKM8 As6KBgKB SiB q+hsyhP2GdxdTtagY 1 cNXRErcWuIVrwAVufqe eP 8 A 
H2K7f3 T21 gfqtrnQ/wB Aq/8 AhMfUA7v9wTniF3 Gwc9bVcpXBuI7i2 JFRSoj W7pippUONBUg 1 DcOj 
d3iQr97t 8KBc SGsr9B Jt6QBizl=fn8qBx9fav/XP5f06vp7uteGhK/wDVyn8+g2v3E/eEztCd65eE 
YWus3F 1 oJxgAWReufNAMHPCrtRdD5Ryv8Qz9BTf6oUNLUVptYXCmdqD8il 7f42/HtDc+6dgob6Ta 
ZnPlrZU/47r6Fmy/cD5tmeP+sPuBt 1 snn9NDNcn5geL9L8xU/bTy6X+F6b2jj WWWtWrzUy2P+WSi 
O1DC3K0 lIIrr/tMj SD2Etx9xuYI=wMls0dtGf4BVv96av7VCnrIbkv71XtByy8dlvq3m93q5/xmTw 
4AR5iGDRUf0ZZJVPmOhUpqWmooUpqOngpaeIWigpoo4YYx/RI41VFBP9B7As889zi8 lxM0kzcWY1 
iftJqTllbtW07Vsdhb7Xsu2wWm2xCiRQxrFGg9FRAqj lwOOes3trox62Ov5RfSyeugyG3fib37uF 
6ugrj RYTpDfGXn 1 VGPq+YKErTcGQmcmooKz0RYKaQ66eUChI=PHJSpBN/tvz04kh5 c3ieqGiw SNxB 
8omPmDwj J4HsyCoHJn79X3RraS 13X3w9sdrEdzHqm3eziHa68X3CBAO 10y 14i4da3NFdZmlvG+Vf 
yc 2V8VOq8h2DunRksvUu2L2Tt GKqWnyG7dxyRM8NDC+iZ qTGUSfvV 1 WUZKaAcB 5XhikIguHz7t ft 
7y9NvO4UkuWOiCEGjTS0wo40VfikehCr6sWucfs17Ocxe9nOtryrstYbBAJLu6Klo7WAGhcio 1 S 
OeyGKoMj nJVFkdNPbt/uHsDvXfub717 Jzs +d3 Jm5yX J1 RY/FUKFvs 8LhKAu8 WMw2NiOiGFL/A Jd2 
eRnduZ/MvM2883bxdb 5vt4Zr6U/YqL+FI 14Kij CqPt JLEk97+QuQuV/bTIj beUeUNt W22i2X7Xkc 
/HLMgAZ JZD13PyVQqKqgMvZFOMektmdm7czrNJX42L71vUaylvS 1Rc/231hK+Yg/8dA49n+ 180b5 



s 4VLO+bwB +Bu9Ps Aaun!AGpXoB cz+2PJPNz STbvs cfl zf6NFWKWvqz JTWf8 AmoHHy6Dmv6ZgI=M2M 
zcs $86Ya61 SY/wCF6iB4P+tXsc2fujKAq3+0qzfxRuV/4ywb/j/UIbv92G1 d3fYuapI08kniDn5f 
qRsn!Vr59J2Xp7cigmKuwsoA4BnrY3Y/4AOLIv8AsW9nUfubsLaRJZ3 S/wC 1 Qj/q5X+XQI=uPu087 
xajb7ttkiAY/UmVj +RgK/tbruI=p7cbEGWvw0 S2udM9bI62/2n7GNCR/g3vcnuds a 1 Edl dN/tUAP/ 
AFUJ/1 lu3+7Tzq5U3G7bZGhGaPOzD5U8AKfyanSioOmqZ SrZPMzTDjVDQ0yQf64FRO85N/8AlmPZ 
Jee 6MzB 1 sNsVT 5NIxb/jKhf+PHoa7P 8 AdkskdX33miWRINIIhH/1 UkMlf+cY6EfC 7P29gdL4/HQi 
oT/1LqL1NXexuyyy6jCSDyIwgP8AT2Bdl 5n3veNUd51N4B/Avan5glF/t qnqbuV/bTkvlAx S 7Ps s 
fl q/6NJ+rNX 1DvXRXzEYQH06U/sh6HnQs 9 J92dhlH3 sI=Ddl9aZ18 Tn8 S/j qKe Ty]PfnPYma SNq/b+ 
4KBZIlyOGyICxKJIyyuj qks TxzlLxyII+Ve at65M3 q 137Ybox3kZoQcpIhpqjkWo 111 MjBB AZ SrKrA 
De4vt lyr7pcq7hyhzft 4n2ucVVhQ SwygHRPA9D4cs dTpahBBZHV43 dG3Bvi58k91 fKXqnEdj 7 SYU 
VeCuI=3jtaaZZshtLdMEMclfip2UKamjmDieiqQqippZEYrHIJIo+13t/z ltXuDy7b75tvZN8EORN 
WhlAGpD6qfiRvxIQ S A2pV4 Je9HtDzF7Lc733KO+jxI=b+0tbkAhLq2Yk JIv8 AC4oUlj q]2HIrAFk00 
6K7x7el qJ6vZ O2Kt4qWB 3ps/laaV1 eqmGuKID00qWK0sZ4qGBvKwMf6A2vjp/eD/AH 17vcr7ePYP 
2j 3h4tqt3 aHeL+CRle 4kGp JdthdaUt 0NVvHVqzuDbgiBZhcDH2u9vEijt +Zt 8tw07ANBEwqFGCs z 
A/iPGMH4R3/EV01U98 cep96xTQQVMbQ 1 MMU8 TghopkWRGHF7q4Kn2qguJ7WQ S 2szRyjgV JB/aM9M 
yxRTI8csavGeIIBH7D0j a/YGDqiXpvPj 5DfiB9c JJ45im lkD/BWUexlY8/bzbUS 5WO4QfxDS3+9L 
QfmVJ6Dd3yntk5ZoS 8I=/ANE 1X9jV/kR0mJ+tql SftslSyjnT54poD/gCY/uSfYkt/cawZfSAGdvm 
Rv6JVx/PR/g6JJe S7of2F9Gw/pAr/g 1 dQ/8AR3nNWnz4y311 +ep0/wC2+zl av949rP8AXD2PRq8G 
5rXhpSv2/wBpT+dfl0m/qbulaeLBT 11N/wBAV/11Lg62r2IFVkqSIc/5iOaoI/PAkFMD/vHtLN7j 
beob61b5mb+kVX/AX/wHpRFyXdn+2vI 1H9EM3+HT0paHr/C0xV6pqivcWOmVhDBccf5uHS 55POLk 
H+nsN33P+8XIKWkUcCHzA1N+ 1 sfsUH59HVryltsBVp2eZvmaL+wZ/aSOlpT01PSRCGlgipoV4WOG 
NYkF/qdKALc/k/U+wbcXVzdym4u7h5 JT5s ST/Py+XAdCWGCG3jEUESpGPIAAfy6ze01T/RmOke3p 
sLUUmz9z 10vCVDCDD 5 CofnE 1 DsBHRzyuf+LZICxspP+YYj/dZ OjrH9wL77F ly Jue z+yHuru2vkO5 c 
Rbbe TNnbpmICW0sjH/c CQnSjMf8 AFHKjFux 8 GD/c 729j 3KK45i2 SGm5INU0aj + 1 UcXUD/R1LxIILxj 
+mO47Hvvd l jR 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691//1 d/j 37r3XvfuwlUw/wA 5H5mVXQITIH01 sHLfZ dpd3Y/I 
U+RqqKoEeS2nl epkx+cysel~PR127aovjKKXSP2o66SN0mgQ+4u9zuaG2jbF2uzkpf3akEg5 SLgx 
+Rc 9in01 kGoHXQL7gn3 f4fc7n649xOZ7ILxOTOXJUaNXWsdzuOHhjNcMlstLiVanuNsrq0crDrUE9 
41 dd3+ve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuuS SvTslRHK8EkDLMk0b 
1JIXjIZ JUkU6o2jZbhgQQRf3uunuB oR 1VkWVWiaMMj ChBFQQcEEeYPCnn0eDevy+7Q+XKbYy/ae 5 
JMll+u9sYrY9DCSYo5aaipoln3TVU4do5dwbwqYDU5KqsrT1 CBAFiihRIt9 luYt/513qxut4uj Ja 
xW6xwjIUBQPEJHAyO3fI3EgoOCqBj ly37Ecm+xX742/kvaRb207Xs1454kM7HTbK1KiC 1VvDgjqQ 
iHV15 JGZD+4t6EvXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3RrfiD8o9z/ 
ABh7KbKY3KT0u0N7UQ2rvuj/AHZIkxV S 5 Wk3 JTQx3KZna 1 ]2KaiCWaXxNNCvE ze93/OXuDypylzx 
b+227fS cxbht c lvGxrhmU6Xj OpIDuF7hBNX9F310YAqY S99vZjY/eP1NLO/sVk3vbpfqbNs AmRR3 
QMTxhuFGhl JC6hG5zGOrzopo6iOOeKVJ4Z445opYnWSOaOQB45onQssqSKwIYEhgb++H8cLvxyyRz 
hlmViGDAhgwNC CDkEHiDmvHrnm8bROOUkZWV S QQRQgjBBB 4Ec CPI=r J7Tdb697917r3v3Xuve/de6 
97917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 6Pr0Pv9917efCZKbyZvbiQwGRyD JXYpgY6OpYk3kmpz 
GYZTb8IzEs 59/R1/d0/eSufeT2wuOQear7xefuVo4oi7HvutvYFLWckmrywlDbXDUPCCWRj JOesT 
fdX1Jdg3hdzso6bZelmoOCSjLr8g 1 daj/TACi9D376L9RV1737r3Xvfuwlf/lt/j37r3WKSRIkeS 
R1REVnkkdgqIigszuzEBQoFy]PfAD34kAVPDrYDOyoiksTQAZ JJ8hl oP/ADj +QdV8nP1B2r2mta9X 
tuoz9Rt3YCsWEVPsDbMkmJ2uYYXSM0xylFAchPHbiqrJTck3OHnNm9Nv+/7huGqsBcrH8o lwn2VH 
c fr~x6+m!7uPtbD70+zfJfJ-Rlwm7 JarPenFWvbgCW4qQTq8Nz4CN5xx JgUp0Uv2HOpx697917r3v3 
Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de6T25 axqbH+JDaSrYwixsREo JkI/wK2U/wDB 
vaa71RFpHFv9R6NdntxPd62+CMV/Py/z/11 w6uzzYHd9AHZlo 8uwxVWP7P 8 AlbqKWTmwXxVg S 7fh 
C39T7BHM9gL7abgqv60Xev8AtfiH5rXHrTp/nI=bBuWx3RVfl 4P 1F/wBqO4fmtceZp0c73DnUA9e9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlNc765GH91bKP+J/2B9o3Op26Vxr 
pT59Xo/CLsqTf/SmNxmQnabNbAqztGrI=O0k02Kp4Yqjb9S2q5EYxcwpV5 JLUjHi/vmR95I=k9OV/c 
a6v7WHTt+6x/UrQAASklZ 1 FPMyDxTj/R1Lx652feD5UTlm+7u7aPTYbkn 1 KOFAJGJWZft 8 QeIflI 
Ojhe 8euoP697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6X/WO6n2fvXC5ZpT 
HRPULQZUXIRsZXOkV S 0gFt QpWKzqP9XEvvJX7pXvBN7Ie/lIfOclyYthkuRZ7hmitYXZWKdnGKiA 
lIARUAy28dcVHQP542FeYuWdy29Y9VyE8 SL1EqVK0/02UPyY9WY+/q86wo697917r3v3Xuv/19/j 
37r3RRPnp2bP 1B 8OfkRvykqDR5Gi63y+Bw9Ykhilos 5viSm2Nga2Fx+mopMxuOCSP+rqB7DXOF+d 
s 5Y3 q8VqOICoPo01I 1 P2hmBHU6fdm 5Pi 579/fanl qetLxLS Td4ppUIqHlasw 15MlaH8I=RQOrflnrQh9 
4fdlTb 1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Qf7qn811FCDdY 

IBcf0kkYs3+3QL7LL 1 q~vKvoOhXscYW lkk82b+Q/2a9J1GdGVOYq8bBkZTZgykFWuOQQR7REBgVYV 
B 6OmUMpRlqpFD0f3DV4yuIxeTFgMlaj 6OsAHOk 1 NPHMyX/qpex/lvcC31ubW7ubY8Y 5 GX9hI6xhv7 
Y2d9eWh4xSsn+8sR/k6c/abpN1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XB20ozf0BPu 
rYVj 8utqNTAdNPtHOYdWE/y6d 1 zY3 s/d20nkIotz7 SGRCaj 68ptvIwfajRwP+I= fmKw6vqNIH54x S 
+9psaXnJOx76kYNxY3+gnzEVwjBs/wDNSOHH5+WcYPvSbK13yhsu9qo8ezvdFfSAhc6HVn!Txx4+ 
dfLq4/3zy6wV697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917qzvrrIA 
ntjbWykjmSaow 1HHUyN9ZKukQ0dXIfr+upp3P+x9/Wz92ImWX3D+777Q833MpkvmY7ZJ3PF7i2X 
6W4c8finhkbj 59YO84bcul c077YotI0uXKj0RzrQfkrAdLX3PHQa697917r/0N/j 37r3VSf867Nt 
ifgpuagWoEI3N2 J 1 zhHiIc/drT5iXcn261eFKvt4 S 3bg+K31 I9xz7qS +Hyj OmqniTxL9vdqp/wAZ 
r+XWcfSAd5bct795PZ7kw6jZ7VfzA47SOQg 1 fsnK4z3eletNL3i/13+697917r3v3Xuve/de6979 
17r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917oL8+xfL1ZP4aNR/hphjUf71T/t/ZPcms 8n+ry6G+ 
0qosLcj 0P/Hj 00e0/R10dfr S f7jY23ZNQIT S SwXAI/4DVtTTaefyvit/sPcL8yR+Hvl+v9MH/ekD 
f5esdubo/C5j3VdNKyA/70qt/Otel 17JOg71737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3W 
Gc2if/WA/wBuwH/E+25PgPV4/j Xps 9pel 3Ro/hZXtQfJPrr 1 MsVYd0UEyqiMZFn21mvCtmFOX7tI 
2 JUg2X8i4MI/eIffqvZ/m4BRrj Fu4qSKaI=qAt9vZ qABxU/mIa9+7UXPtRzR2j xIxA4yRTTcw 1 +3t 
1 AA4qfzF+vvlnl zb697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917qwT 
4/1 DTdZ4qIk2pK/MU0d71R8hPVkiwHGqqP lvz7+lz+7X30W/+6dydb SV02W471CvD4WvZbj GBjVc 
Nxqa 1 z SgGIfu3 CIud9wccZIoWP 5Rqn+BRONnvPXqNOve/de6/9Hf49+691 Uh!OvwzZ T4K7jrRTic 
bd7G66zL Slypo 1 nytRt/7gKHUuzNnRDazf529uI=iOPdSLXylO+muieNvs zpr/wAap+fWcn93huAs 
/vJbTbmbSbvab6K1PipGs+n5f2OquPhp50Omr7xg67+9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfu 
vde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690GGeUr16wH8tGw/lmhjYf737J7kUnk/1 eXQ3211Nhbgel~48emf2 
n6MujrdaQfb7F27HpOXpZ5/yb/cltTUarkn9flvb8X9wxzK/ib5uDaqnWB/vKhf5U6x35uk8XmTd 
W 1Vo4H+8qq/ypTpd+yPoOde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lgqBeFv+QT/AI=Zg 
f+I9tylD1 eL+0Xpt9pel3RovhdQNX/JPrn0uY6Rtzl 0zIyAotNs/PtCW lg3RqsxxsAL2b8fUQn94 
e6+k9n+bmFNci26Ctc67qAHh5hdRH1UefAw5793Itvajmo4 luIEFa51XMIPDzC6iPKo8+Bv298se 
ubPXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3XvfuvdWCfH6B oe s 8XIf+Uu 
vzFQtxYaVyE 1 J6eTxqpT/sff0uf3a22yWP3TuT7t66b3cdymWophbyW3xk 1 GqBs4zUUxU4ie7kwl 
52vkHGOKFT+cYf8 AwNONnvPXqM+ve/de 6//S 3 +RfuwlE 7+f/AFnUdu/DL5F7HooGqslUdcZPcmKo 
40aSWuy+wqij37iKCnReWqa7J7Zihi+g8ji5AufYZ 5ysDuXLG+WiCshgLAerRkSKPt JQAdTz91/m 
+LkX7wPtTz Jc SBLVd2j t 5HJoEivVayldj/CkdwzN/RBpnrQq94f91TR 1737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737 
r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Qlbpg8dfHMB6Z4F5/q8RKH/bJp91t4t JVb 1HQr2K 
TVayx 1 +Fv5HP+GvSYAZ2WONWaRmCqqgszsxsqqouSxJ4HtESFFTgDo5 JChmZqKOJ6P8AYSg/hWGx 
OL4Jx+Oo6NiP7T09PHE7fShOpP8AsfcCXtz9VeXV 1/vyRm/aSesZNwufrb+8uzxlld/96Yn!AC90 
ntN0k697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917rg66kZf6gj3Vsqw+XW10lgemn2j6MOr 
BP5de 1ZM12nuwlkkbNSbV2iaISAG0eU3 JkYY6PU3Is+OxVaI=cEnn8G+Kn3s98Wy5H2]Pf0kAnvr8M 
R5mK3 Qs 9B 8pHlaqlKtPMdYw/ei3pbTk7ZtlVh495 e6q e sc CEtT7ttkiz+XmOrlP~DrB Tr3v3Xuve/ 



de 697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XurOeuMQcFs TauMdDHLDhqS aojYENH 
V 1 qGuq47Hn0VNS4/2Hv61Put81P7efd39oOU54qq:IewbHbyzIRQpcXa/V3CGvms 88in5jgOHWD3Oe 
4jdeat+vUasbXLhT6ohOIfzVQelv7n3oM9e9+691/9Pf49+691ikjSVHjkRXR1ZJI3UMjowKsjqw 
IYMDYg3BB9+IBFDw62CyMroxDA 1BGCCPMdaC3zX6ArPjL8m+ lupmopaTA4zcdTmdiyOJWirNgbid 
sxtKSGpl JNY 1FjKpaOocFgKylmQnUhAw65q2Zth3/cNu00hVy0fzjbuTPnQHSf6QI8uvp 1 +7x7oW 
/vD7Pck 87rcB 9zmtFivAKVW9gHhXIKj 4dcimVB Qfp SRtwYdFU9h7qa+ve/de697917r3v3Xuve/d 
e697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuk9uWjNTjzMovJSN5eByYmsso/lgLMfSF9pbtNUWrzXo22a 
48G78MjtkFPz8v8AN+fWHrHAPnt3Y8PGWo8W4y 1Y ljpC0ro 1NGTbSTNV1AV/Kav6H2CuZ9wFjtFx 
RvlpRoX/AG3xH81mlp07zhug23Y7oql Jph4a/7Ydx/Ja58jT 16Oj 7hvqAuve/de697917r3v3Xu 
ve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XumqZNMrA/RvV/jbn!ej7RuNLt0sjbUvz6vN+DvWsmw+ 
1KDM 18DQ 5nsKsbddQsgXyRYiSNKXb 1 PdF 5ilx0X3ijlgawg/Sw 5m!eV 5xXmf3EuNttZNW37qqrI9Mt 
OBmrquG+0OREIL9LHqedv3heal 5j 5/ubC3kDWO2J9OtOBkB 1 Tn7Q58M+X6Y+0nH9469Qb 1737r3X 
vfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690uut drHe G9MLhmjL0f3K 1 uUNrquL oiJ6 
s SGxCfcBBCpII lyr7yM+6p7QTe+HvvyDyNJbmqWzdC6vzSqrYWpE lwGNCF8YKLZGII8WeMEGvQS 5 
131 eXeWt03INS 50aIvUyv2pT101 lkfwqerNvfli9YS9e9+691737r3X/1N/j 37r3XvfuwlUpfznP 
l~xVd49QY/vnYeKlruyOkaCt/j dDQwGau3N1 ZNL JX 5inS OON56is 2XWvJkqdAVApZq/h5 GiAiv3 Q 5 
Ybdttj3i0jrfWinUBxaLiftKHuHyL8TTroZ/d+e/sPtxz5de2EVll 6I+UeY5U8F3NEt9xACRMS SAq 
3aabdyQT4iW2VUOetRP3jb 13V697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 
69oS149OvyejRYtr 1 enTp51 ar2t+ffqVx69e 1 aO/VSma+lPPo605fib2bSUY9tYvtPbc+BzXY21 s 
PvzHiUM7R4r JU6vFglCxmjj amz225pGgyNI48tPVMb3j eNmir3 S 2HfuXt6sLTeLUx281s s sPowf46 
+kiN2OvEUB 4MCYC2T3v5P97W3i95K3Zbmw2m91 spKeckbUMyZOqG4ADw Sj teMDgyuAmPcY9HIXvf 
uvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3RoviZSY9z/Jvsk4XF4yprNq7MoRu 
vftZGZYgmDppgYs JTTovOZ3 JPEYKW JS JSizS oCIW9t7nyvz9zDyj zxfe 3 ezG93/bNqmuVT 1 KKaKg 
of EmNGaKAdOzlUXJ6hr3u94dk9neVI7/AHC+WPedwl+mskNDWZhmZgT/AGUAIePdNIJRGp4g6vYg 
poaWCCkpoY6enpYoqenpoUWKOCGFBHFDFGtljjiRQqqAAALe+IkSs0080tzlzXDuWYsSWLE 1YsTk 
kmpJOaSeudkkrzySTyyF5XYsWJqSSakk+Z JyT l19puvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfu 
vde 9+691737r3XvfuwlHv6D2A+2NvvuHJQ+PM7jjikjj kUe Siw4/co4T9W SWtY+aQX/T41 IDKff0 
Wf3b/wB2+f219tLj3L5rsWi565pijdEdaPa7aO+3ilPcslyx+pmBI7PpkZFkieuKXuxzau+buu0W 
Uldt smI JHB 5uDn5hPgX 56yCQw6MD76 S9RL 1737r3Xvfuwlf/1 ~Fj 37r3XvfuvdcWVXUqwDKwlZ SA 
QwI5BHOII9+62CQajj 1 qM/zV/wCW9WfH3cmU7+6VwE0/RW6cil TujAYumLQ9RbhyE0a+HwxySPFs 
fO 18zGilCJBjp3FE2hWpPJj d7h8jNs88m8bVCTtEjVdQP7Fj/wBY2Pwngp7cdte6P3 J/vbQe6OOW 
fth7hboq+ 5N1Fpt 5pGzucCA 5 qQAbyFAPFUkvOgNwNTCfRS d7irrofl hqKmnpImmqp4qeFP lyzy JF 
Gv8 Aru5VR7ehhmuJFigiZ 5 TwCgk/sHS a7vL Swgkub66jht 14s 7BVH2kkDpDZHsfAUZZKb7j JSDi9 
PH44Li/BlnKHr/iqsD7FFlyXu9yFabRCn9Il b9il/mR1Ge7e7/Ku31o7Iz~ko/gXSlf90+k/mqsP 
Q9 Jao7UrGN6TE 00Qvx9xPLOQOPr40phc/wC 8 exBFyDbgf4xuDsf6ICh~ JboD3XvhuDM30Wwwovlr 
kZz/AMZEf+r lpmEO0c7q5o8Tpv8AQQ1 oNr/6r74rf/Ye 1 J5D2umLq41 farffQH+XosHvZzPqqdtsN 
FeGiWtPt8b/J+XU+m7UqQQKzEQSD8tTVLwkc/ULI=HPckfi4/1/aSbkGEj/FtwcH+koP8wV/wdGlp 
743ilRf7DE49Y 5 GT+q?K9f2j 7elZjuw9vVzLHP JNjpWsv+WxgQIVLxPOFRC0s arz9XOD2Hr3k7eLUM0 
UazRj+A5/wB 5ND+Qr0PNo92eU9zKpczSWc 58pV7a/wCnUsoHzfQOlvFNFOiSwyxzRSC6SROJI3H9 
UdCVYf6x9hd45YnaOWMrIOIIoR9oOep JgnhuYo 57eZZIGFQykMpHqCKgj7OufunTvWw7/KL/AJbl 

VuPJ7d+V/fG35KbbOLnps 10vsjM0hR9y 5KFkqcb2RlqaWQSRYHGTI JMRDLH/AJfOFq+KeOE 1 U 1 e2 
/IzTyRcxbxB SB SGgjYIEeIlI/hHFAR3Hu+EDVyr+/V97eDabPdvZH203UPvMytFul 3E 1Rbxmq~vWE 
TAUM0g JW6dW/RS sHgq0ng3rfLf4t7Q+V/VdbsXPtFityY 15 st sLd4pvNVbX3EITGHdQUlqsHk0VY 
a+l 1 ATRBXW00ULoO/cj 2+2z3E5el2i8IjvoyXt5qVMU1KfaUf4ZFrkUIoyqRza9ivenfvZDna351 
2t Wn2iYCK9tdVFuIK 1 oDkLNGavDJS qtVTWN5FbT77Y6n3501vzPdcdj 4GqwO 5 sDV SQzQzRyikyNI 
JZI6TM4arkjiT J4P JpEZKapj GiVP6MGUc0eYeXt 35V3 e 72PILRob6FiCCD1LxUgOhIGqNqVVhgj 51 
HXerkfnjln3F5Z27m31LcUutnukBBBGqNqAtFKoJMc0ZOmSNsqfUEEhl 7Jehb01M9vba22brmMxT 
QVAsfsoilVXeoB1JpKZZaiNWHOZwqf4+zlbtg3fdc2Vi7R/xHtT/AHpqA/YCT8ujva+Xd63jNht7 
vF/GaKnz7moCR6Ak/LoJsn8gcVExXEYCurQGI8tOgQY9bL9JFjhjry4J+gJQ2/p9PYztfbe 8cVvd 
yjjPoil/yqSn+XocWntdfOK326RRn0RS/wCRJKAflXp JVHf+ 5 GNqXDYOEXFvuBkKg6dPqH7dZ SXJ 
bkH8Dix+vs 5j 9uNrFfGvrhvs 0L/hVujyL2v2gf224XLf6XQv+FW/1 fs 69T/IDciW+6wuEmA Jv9uM 
hTXFhpAM1XVkENyTzccc fX36T242s08 G+uF+3Q3 +BV69L7XbQf7HcLlf9Nob/Aq9K7GfIHE StbL4 
GtoQSB 5aGpgyAW/Gt0nqqrIuqD82 lm30v9PZJd+214g 1 WW5RyH0dSn7CC4/bToivPa++j Gqx3 SKQ+j 
qUP2AguD+dB 0LWB 3ptfcoAw2Ypamcgs aNi 1NXADlj 9nVLHUMqn6sql fSeR7Bu47Fu21ZvrF0j/ill 
cn+9LUfkSD8ugPufL287P3bht7pH/EO5P97Wql +RNfl0qfZTOS9Cb 1B 1Bv8A703/AIPrbrbBy5zc 
uclARADFQYugiKI1ZvN 12h48bhcbG4ee dwbXCIHkdEY95 a5 a3j m3 eLXYtitTNfzH7FRR8 Tu3BUUZ 
Zj 8gAWIBB3PnPnK/tryvuXN/N+5LbbPbLk8Xkc 10QwpUGSWQiiIPmzFUVmG4P8U/jHsv4qdVY3r7 
bAjyOZqWq?Kb33bJTLBX7s3LJEqzVsq6pGpsXRJ+xQ0oZkp4FuS0zzSydMPbzkLa/b316HZtvo903 
IPMRRppSMseNEX4Y0rRV9WLM3BH3u95OYfezna75p3msVggMdnahqpbW4NQg4BpHPINJQF3OAsax 
oiN7x6hl oais 3rtmmMmOnZ6nPY2B AXo J2YvNk6aNfrQyk6plHML3 f/Nk+PjR/e CfcnveXtx3 z369 
p9qMnK9wzT7vYxLVrOViWlvoEUZt JC ddygBNtIXmFbd2FsL/AGv9w47qK35 a3ual 4oCwSMc SKMLG 
xP4xwQ/jFF+MDWVz3yB 6nj qJX 5HH4qknr 8nXUeNoKVPJU 1 tfUxUdJTJcDXPU 1 DpDElza7MB 7Mdv2 
3 c d3vIdv2rb 5rq/kNEiiRp JGPGiogZmNM4B 6TTXEFrE9xc zJHAoqWYhVA9 S S QB +lRad31LrqPbTT 
U2Mq8nu+tiBULgKMChEliQHymRkoqd4uB d6cVA 54B sbZK8p/dK91 eYRDcbtDa7RZs c/US aptPqIY 
Q 5B/oyPEfWmICxxu3uzyntpZLaa S71H++17a/6dyoI+a6ugFy/wA 58 zIzDA9f4uj QXC SZINVeRZ/V 
6XeGio8WEJX6qHax/tH3Oe0fch2CKNf37z 1 eTy+f08EcAGOFZGuCc+dBUfhHQGu/e+8YsLLYYOHk 
Z JGf+SqlPsqft6Sx+b3aHmLDbewhBrB 8Zx+4TN47i6+cblVNZH0bx2H9D7EY+5V7Y+HQ8xb941 OP 
i21K+un6OtP1 q/PorPvVzLrxtth4de GmWtPt 8 alfnT8ulLivnRn42H8 c2DiKyMmznE 5itxkiqSbs 
orKbLq5VSOCV 1EfUX4IN0+5Fy3LE37j 54voJvLx4Yp 1 +w+Gbc5zmppWtDShMrX3uvgV+t2GJ189E 
j J/x 5X/wj 7R5DrtD5gdT7ieOmzEuW2fWPoW+aoxUY 1 pHNtMelLxclZ ojX 8vUR06j +vuDubPuh+6Ww 
LJcbKLTd7QcBA/hzU9TFNoWv9GOWRj 5DocbT7t 8qbgVju21s 5T/vxapX5Omqg+bhBOZrF5bFZuih 
yWHyVDls fUDVBXY2rp66kmWwN4qml e SF+D+CfeNO67Pu2w3 sm3b3tdxZ7gnxRTRvFIPtRwrAYNDT 
PUk211 a3 sKXNncRy27cGRgyn7CCQenD2U9KujHdJdS S 7hqqbdm46Urt61k 8uNoqhbHNVc TgpI 8RA 
14yndS WvYTOAvqUOPfU77gn3K7v3M3j a/eb3R2cr7aWcniWNtKKfvS 4jbt doyO6whYEuTRbmVREA 
8InBhb309wU2iCbYNmuK7vIKSOv+goRkA+UrDh5oDqw2no8Xv6A+sYeve/de697917r3v3Xuv//W 

3+Pfuvde9+691737r3UCvoKDLOFdisrQ0eSxeSo6nH5LG5CmhraDIUFbC9NVONdSVKSU9XSVdPI0 
c sUiskiMVYEEj 3 S SNJEaORQ0bAggioIOCCDggjiOn7W6urG6t72yuJIbyGRXjkRij o6EMroykMrK 
wDKykEEAggjrSB/mp9V/GLpHurJ4X4m7qO48iZa59/dcUY/ie0ess 8kt5sTgt4NX68nKS5EuHVZ2 
xckbxPVh7UkIIv8 A7t + 8blEeYNjhKba3 d9MTSVI~x 1 QasaPRX7v4A4IA7Tfd5 +9x7ibny JHZe 6Gyx 
vvCKq2u4udDXMdKB 7q3VR3 Cm J1 aMTAhigoZ JKSctksrkqpny09RLUIxQxTgxCnP5j WmsiQW/ICjn 
68+wvBtEOy+JZR2JgkQOZWUh6.[jr 1 dlR/S4dSPuvMW6cyTrf71uTXBOVyNAB 8kVexR/pQK8TU56a 
vazoq697917r3v3Xuve/de697917p+wOWzmNq40wslQ0srC9DGjVENQfoQ9PyrEqP 1 CzKPoR7S S 8 
vR8ySx7eu3tcXbmiBFJkr/R0ivzI4eop0ebPzbuvKTte2G5eDAMurGsTD+mp7T6VFGH4SD 1 sM/yd 
emvih3 J2ck/yK3BTVHbOGrIazrzpDcNPB S713bLTpFUDLyZmSrkh3jlqCoBI27IkK1E8rCvh8yQC 
6x+7vuXK6w79zHGtxbDICxLRvCP19RTDH5KTH/EanT 1 An3 qPvae 5h5 QXY/bXazt+3 zxlL7c onLToD 
VqqrIbppDWyOvG5 JaQE6EMLBZH3H1VUUKoCqoAVQAAoA4AHOAA9jPrkAS Sanj ly9+611X 1/MX2B 8Uc 
90TmN6/KLdGN62x2zoJ/7q9mxIkm7cRmauNpafA7dxkS SV+8mzM1P68 JEkrVKo0ieF4xURA/mz2i 
2/3fhh2SSxc7uoPgTxge JCTxJYOUxVprVyFPkVfSwyk+6dzR737Z71WHLvsxss273e4MPqdvJItp 
Y1NGmnk JCWnhB sXbMoj JCt4isYn0Wd9d 11 Wfrchj 9mWbjtupU1MV JWVNPDj 9x 5KhWV46e qr4Kat 
yMWGeog0MOFPUTe JiV88g94zc 1/dk519ornxua7EX lmWHh3UQZrTPBTUApJ5aZgKnKBgNR+ILlr2 



7t 9strW65hhjm3YopZFYvB G5 ALKhZIzKFNQHeNNQAPhKegTdzIWd2I=u5LMzEs 5 dj dmZj cs zE3 JP 1 
9kqqFCqq0UdSKqhQqqoAAoAPLrh7t031737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lkR2iZZI2ZHRkdWR9Lq62KsrAgoy 
EXBHIPurKHDKygoRQg+ITj KrKys oKkUIPAj 0Pz6HLYHdc2GyeICxe+6+s qts ]W1HT5DI=UtGmW3HiM 
dI=PG1VX0tJNW45M69JTI3WCeogaZ1CidPZ3yn917mX3auPqeVbEWG3hvlLqUFbXHFUAFXk8gsIKg 
08TQDrEbc0+3ce4Wd9ecs2sabusbMkTOY4JZApKozB JDCGagI=pG4UGvht lvZfy+OvfittronB7u+ 
Le4cZ2Jgt 5QRS7i7QZo5d0bhzVKiNVYvcNO8cNZtWbCvKEXBvFAaHUGkR5pJJ5smuVPafbPaS3m2 
GDb3TdTQzzSAGWY+Tahjwv8Afap2AZ7nLM3zS/en5q97N39y9y2H3o2ubady29iINuyLaCJidMkD 
AlbkTAVN4GfxqUVljRIoz5exdljPlxZQwKsAysCCCLgg/g/1B9tOiSoOUqho2BBBFQQcEEHBBGCD 
x62CQajj 1 UZ 8y+zOuOo 8pV43rZ 6XcHYblmymzKWRRgNuy S ozCavyML/5HWMbMMXH69 Juz06GMPzS 
95P7o2y9xt8m9x/Z+4/c2ySs01 ltSoirM2SzbUzkR2+o8YZVMCknwCoUQdDS3+87ZcqIvI=++/wCN 
7oAFWapIi9B ckVI=Ee q99Pj pXX 1 R 12F2Tv7sHJS Tb 1 zNtagPDMzwYhi 1 Ji 8YzXslHio9FPAUjYL5 Cr 
TOoGt2PPuNuXfaH1/wBnmueW9s 5RO 17nD2TiaNlu2YZ/XeQeKeOoKSEFexQpA6LN05v3Lm!w7+73 
X6ilbuQIw8ED+gqnT8q5Y+ZJ6Dr2LeiLr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xulzsbf29thZ SOu2Xmcjjaq 
S SMy0ViVLxnoskEbiCuxkgkpa5 WFwNSFlvdSp 59hjmH2z2D3 Sig 5b3nl dd0uJj ohRY2e 4DsKfoNGPG 
V/8AmmRXzBGOjna+Z9z5XdlwsNONvEuXqwEZA/34rdhHzIx5EHq674c9sbB7WzONwnbslNtbesjx 
Lh9vu5j25u2se3iijyU0zNR10knC4yUk 1DFVSaQlofYz9p/7oK35V3+D319 lrqS/5QiZZoNIIB1U 
4ZTucsbaZIUOTBCo ligumVVkhkOpvvR7fv6H13Z9NvvTdpuOEbnhS31ZDngC5/5pliQwuSiijp44 
4YY0iiiRY4oo 1 VI4o0UKkc aKAqRooAAAAAHvpza2trYWtvY2NvHDZ Qxqkc aKEREQBUREUBWVAVV 
UAKAAAAOgS7vI7S SMWkYkkk 1 JJySSckk8T lm9qeq9e9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/19/j37r3Xvfuvde9 
+69 lrq/zZP5nmQ2bWZ74ufHLcZo9yxxy4zt3svB lksddtqRwUqthbSr61R9tnxEdOUr4ZC9DqNLE 
UqhM1PI=3IXJC3Kw75vENYeMUbDDekjj+H+FT8XxHtpXJj2d9qI71Lfm3me 11 Wp7raBxh!SaQHin+ 
+0Io/wAZqmnVrEkliWYks S SzEkkkm5 JJ5Nz7nLrK3pkymAxOaX/chlLxySAAJUJeKoT+mmaMo5A/1 
LXX/AA9hLmLkzlzmmMrvO2o 8wFBIvZKv2OtCQP4WqvqvRrm971tLVsroql cqcqf9qcfmKH59B 3X 
9YNcti 8kpHNoa9CCP6XqKdS GH/Toe4 S 3r2BkDNJy9vqlc 0 S4Ugj 0/Uj Br/ziH+Yd2fuGtFXcbE 1 / 
ijP/AD6xFP 8 Aej 0159hbnhJ00MdQvPqgq6YiwIAIWWS GQ31 f6n3H95708/WpbRtKTiPOOaI/ydkY 
1/0v206EEXOfL81 QbwofRkb/AAgEfz6i/wBzNz3t/CJ7gA/52mI5uOG8 lr81T6+y7/Wv5+ 1 af6tz 
VpX4o6ft 10/Kff29K/608vaa/vRK/Y3+bqbBsDc05GqkgpQbeqoq4Da4uCVp2ncf6 lr+zWz9m+fb 
sr4u2RW6nzkmj/mI2kYPfRX 5 dI7jnXl+HVpunkp/Cj f4WCj +dO1Xj uso 1 Kvlciz2YXhoUOKbckGp 
1BZ1J/pGpt+f6SLsnsDCjLLzDvhcC1Y4FoP+cjgkg8MRqacDXgG773CcgrttjT+lIa/8ZXH/ABo/ 
Z 6iHjMNj MPGYs dSRU6kWeQAvP J+f3 J3L SuAfoCbD 8 Ae 5u2HlbYOWYPA2TbY4QR3MMyN/ppGq7ZyA 
TQeQHQF3Hdlw3 STxL66Z6cBwUfYooB9tK+p6fqGursVXUeTxlZVY7JY6qp66gr6GompK6hrqSZKi 
krKOrp3jnpaqlnjV45EZXR1BBBAPs9ZVkV0dAUIoQcgg8QR5g9FckccsckUsYaNgQQQCCCKEEHBB 
GCDgjrbR/1U/zMpPkHROXx772y017rwuOI2Zu+rk 8 TdrYbG00klVTZ AIViG+ 8NRQe SZgwOUplalT 
5op2kgPnvkn90M277VGf3ax70H+hE8Kf0CeH8 JxwIphz7ve 1Y5beTmT16E/uKRvlYx/xHZjgr5+E 
xNB/vtqLXSVpan8jPkNlj 8Weod2d09t5tMPtTalMCkEQjlzG4s 1UBlxG19t0DyRNk8/m61fHDECq 
Ioe aVo4IpZUAmy7PPo7uNvtm3x6riQ/kqjizHyVILxP2AVJAIL9pfannL 3p 582P285F203 G+Xr 5Y 1 
EUEKOMtzcOAIDghXudqEk6YOV5XRGOAPm58505PnL2pVb97IyMuM2ri6isg646xx lbPNffr/AAdQ 
0a/b0SOsK5LP5CKnibJZ SSNZ62ZAAsVPHBTw5ccscrbbytYC0sotVwwHiSkd0jfPOUZ0qDRR6klj 
9RP3dPu3cgfdt5Kh5Z5RtVm3qZUa/wBwkQC5vplB7nIr4cCFmFvbqxSFSal5XllkJgDpsQSLW0m9 
iCObgj kEH2fz29vcwTW 11 CkltIpVkYB1ZTghlIIIIwQRQ9ZCFQRQ80p0WQmSwkAIUfk+17AWA 1 AE 
Hnkkgk/1943c6fdZ9ueZnmu91WXZlwap/Qo luStM274UDyWF4VHp0me 1Rsr2n+X7Op0eQgbhtcZt 
cll 1 JfSAoCupz/th7xx377onuI=t7s2yblt+4W/13tBKftSRTGPymb5049J2tZRwIP+r5/wCfrKKu 
mP01X625BX8/7Uq2HuPIm7u3vJatIH5KlbSK1 S a2cE fLROa/Zx+Vemzbz/77/wAHXjV0y/WVPrbg 
M3/QoPvlt93f31u2VY+SZVBFavNaxgD5651 ofl8Xy62IZj/oQ6wvkIFvo 1 SGlwVUqt+I=AlgrD/Xs 
fcibD90L3D3F423wlNv2+3NK9zTyj 1 okaiM0/wCawzwxnq62rt8VAP8AV6f5+ocmQle4QI=Ep/p6m 
sRYjWbAflBABHvJHkv7rftxytLDebvHLvG5LQluKCAMPNbdOlh6rM0y+dB0oWlj WhbJ/l+zqAS SS 
S S S Sbkm5 JPJJJ5 JJ95Hwww28UcFvGqQIoWUBVUDAAAoAAMADA6UhQBQcOjx/BL549ufBPtWm3ps 
eqnz2w81PTUvZnVtfXTU+3t7YVGAeVAFnjw+68ZCWbHZSOJpad7xyLNTST08ob5r5U2/mqwalul C 
XagmKUDuRv8 AKI~EtaHiKMARj d95b7s3In31 e SZuXuZIVtuZbdWbb9xRAZ 7 SYjgeBltpDQT27MFc 
UZTHMkcqb+/x/wC+utvk 11 Js7urqfNDN7M3njxV0plRYMniMhAzU+W27n6 JZ Jv4fnsDkY 5Kaqh 10 
gkTVG8kTRyPiRu+03ux7j c7Zfx6bmJqH018mU+asMg/toQR18vfu17Y83ez3PW/+3nPG31T8wbfL 
palq2HKh7op4XoNcMyFZI2oDpNHVXDIpQ/mp 8v5 etkn6s 6wyapv6piT+ 824qYRTj aFDUxl0oKFmZ0 
j 3PWRMrFypNHA4ZbTOjRSR7e 8iJuxXe94hrtgP6aGo8Vh+I/8I=B 8vxkUPaCGx19wue22kNsuzTU3 
Mj91LxQ+Ep/CP+GEedOwGo7iCKS5ppqiaWoqJZJ555HmnnmdpZpZpWLyTTSOXeS SR3 JZiS STc+8hl 
VVWVQFAoAOAHoOs emZnZ2Zy S TUk 8 S fU9NORw+NyyBK+kjnYAiOb SUmjv/xzmQrIovza9ifqPc fc 
9+ IIIPuVaG15y5bgu3VSEloUnjrX+znQrIoBzo 1FCQNSsMdHWz8yb3y/J4mlbg8ak 1KIEj fahqp9 
K01 AcCOkFX9crdnxteUvcrBWJqAPNv34RqCC3/HMn!H3hdzn9w2GS Sa55A508NTUrBIIWA+X 1MA 1 
aRwFbZmpxYnqWNq95CFVd52mp83hPH/m25/6yU+XSZn2PuGInRTQ IIH1 aCphsfrwFnaBz/tr+8f9 
5+57767U0gtuXba/iX8VwlwUIzwWd4JD9gSuRQcaDa09z+TrkLq3B4WPk8b/AMygdR+2nUX+6W4t 
Wn+FzX+v+dp7cED9Xn039X0vf2Fv+Bk99j J4P+tzd6tNf7 S3p StPi8bTXPw 1 qRkCgPRj/X71Cmr9 
+xcacHr+ylfz4dSYNkbimIvSR097HVPVU5AIH5WF5pBb/W9iPafug++25svj 8sQWUTfinu7YD8 lh 
kmkFPQpXOB6L7r3N5NttRXcmlI8kjkP82VVP7elLQ9cepWyWQB/1UNChN7AfSoqAthb/AJt+5/50 
+4Y4klm5954Xwwe6CwjOfsubgCnp/uKa8aj oF7p7zJpZN12c6qYeZgKf820Jr/zkHS8xuExmJXTQ 
0kcUlvVO481S 4/2qZrta/wCAQv8 Ah7zQ5 A9oPbv2yt lj 5P 5ZgguitGuGHi3Lg 8 Q076pNJ46FICxjy 
QdRRvfNO+ 8xPXc9wd4q 1 EY7Yx9iDFR6mrIPp 1 VmRlkj Yq~vkMrKSj KyG4Z SI=EEEcH3 JZAYUPRFwyO 
PVy/wn+Yk27XxnTnamRMu5Uj Wk2Vu2tl/c3EkKhItvZqaQ3kz6RilLUMb 1 qrokP3AVqiAPcPkJbF 
Zt/2SGlnWssQHwV4ug/g/iX8HEdtQs9e3nPjX3g7BvUlbylIpSt]pwRz/H/C34+B7qFrRfcO9TJ1 
737r3Xvfuvde9+691//Q3+Pfuvde9+691 Wb/ADRfmg3xD6EeLaNbHD3 J2u2S2t lwAQZ 8DTU9NCdz 
778ZUo52vS 10EdKGJByNZTMySRJKvsZ8kcuflg3alwv+663o0n9LPan+2INf6IbgadSn7TcjDnTm 
INeRk7HZ6Z JvRyT+nF/zcI Jb+grZBI601 qqqqa2pqKys qJ6utq55 aqqqqqW SepqqmeRpZ 6ionlZ 5 
pZ 5ZnLO7Es zEkm!vJhVWVVUB QKADgB 1 niiLEqoihUUUAGAAOAA 8gOsXt3rfXvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6908bb3 Jntn7gwu69rZevwG5dt5 SizWCzeLqJKTi4rK42ojq6 
KvoaqI64aimqI1Z SPyPaaaGK4ikgnQPC6kMpyCDgg/b0xdWtve 21 xZ3 cKyWs qFXVhVWVhQgj zBHQ 
z/zCv5j PaPzvy3XNBuWnp9t 7L6z2zj qOPbOHqHO J3B 2PPj oIN7dhVE JVdLZWrVoMbTM8y47HKFRv 
JPUtIk 505Ns eU47y SE17qdydR4rHXsj/ACGWONTIILTop/d/+xII/tZyDzB zFtUn 1PO+6XsiXUsi 
gSW1 sjarWyTP9n4ZWeWQBfGncqlRBGErf9jTroP1737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691 al/I=C/mJb6+Fm8t lbIFWlfll3B Svj 2xeVqSMTs7syaBKDavYtNDJHLCBEUSjy 
kV416uj 8 TzOfs4QAVzdyZt/NPOE9xVI=iBwSy 8 WhrV4yaj HmpyVNaDuPXK/8 AvUvajYOafZQe4W 12 
q/67ez 1 XbwigyXltRpLm 1 cAhmSFdVzBhy Jx4CB frHbcLvD JZ Gvy+QrstlaypyOTydXVV+Rr6yZ 6ir 
ra2smeoqqqpqJCzzT 1FRIzuzElmJJ9iGKGKGKOCKMJCihVUCgAAoAB 5ADhl 8jMssk8sk80heZ2I=M 
xNS STUknzJOT1F9vda697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuudPUT0k8FVSz 
zU1VTTR1FNU08jwz088LrJDPBNGyyRSxSKGVIIZWAIN/dGVWVkdQUIoQcgg8QR5g9VVmRldGIYGo 
IwQRwIPkR1 s SfEDv5e9+soZsvMh33s 80uE3jF6VatkaFmxe4o0QKiw52CBy4AULVQzKFCBCcVee+ 
WDy3vDCB f91 s 9Xi+We6P7UJFPVSprWvWVXInM4512dWnP+7KCi Sj 1 x2yfY4Br6MGFKU6N17BXQ26 
97917r3v3Xuv/9Hf49+691737r3Wi 1/Mx+R8vyV+XHY+4qGtNVsnYtbLlj 18sbySUr7c2hXVdJVZ 
imDnSY9y7hkrcijaEfwVMSMLx395QclbN+5OXrOFlpcyjxZPXU4BAP8ApVov2gnz6z/9q+V15W5N 
2u2kj pf3 C+PN665 ACFP+kTShyRV S1Lx6I J7GHUj de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3XvfuvdJXe GVOLwk7ROVqKwijgI+qmVWMsgtyCkCtY/hiPbtnF4s 4PkMn!V9vR/y 1 t43D 
dIhItYY+9vnTgPzYio8xXoAON7gfm4/2IuP969nzjNRwPWbf3eOcH5a59t9rnkpm7AW7DNBLWtu 

1PNtZMQ9BKT l19066Nde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlMtdJ5 J 



Sg5WEWJH+rIBY/S4IuAR/h7diGK+R650/ed57fnH3N3Db7eYts2zltIhXB1U/wCMvTIqZQY6g9yQ 
xnHDq+/4o9nydp9MbdyllUNUbg28 z7U3DI7+ SablYeKD7esmO1C0ulLxE9PO 5tbyyOI=m 1/Za6e G7I 
OA4fZ 5 fs 4fOnXzV/eg9uI/bX3 d36wsYRHs e4AX 1 qAKKsc 7Nrj XiAIp 11RR2~CBDQVA6Mn71 lj9173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690aj 4adty9T947ZmqarwbZ31NFszc 
yO 1 oFpsxURR4vIy6mEclLxWZEErSkFlp/Mo4c+wRz9sa73y5eLHHW8twZY/WqjuX/AGyVAH8Wk+XQ 
z5B3xtl5jtHd6WlwRFJ6UYj $3+ 1 ehr/DqHnl sY+8VOsq+ve/de697917r//S3+PfuwlFu+X/AGnL 
0n8X+9+0KOoNLldqdaboqNvlIbSYd0ZGgkw+lXubcDcWRpb25I+nNvZxy9YfvPfNqsWWqSTrq/0o 
NW/4yDOJ+S9oXfebOX9pdawzXUYcesanVJ/xhW6+fh7y466Pde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690DnY 1YZMjRUIIKU1KZ2Ab/dtTIQQy/1 WOFSP+DezPbkpFI3 
mTp/Z/xfUlck2wSyu7or15NP5KP87HgnQdjgg/kG4/lx7MWOo6BOPLa5ms7m3u7eQrPE6upHEMpD 
KR9hAPWU2tcC4t9QL8f737a667bJuce9bLs+8RLSG7tYpgONBLGrgV88N13730cde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691 wJCDU36VBY2/ooufr/gPes +XHoN8172nI=XLHMXMM1NNjYzz0 
PAmKJnA/2xUAAZ JNBnpNuxZmdj cuWYn+pJuSP9ifakAKAAOuHk8811PPdXEhe4kcszHizMasT8yS 
SerIP5dG75KXd+/Nj Syt9vmsB SbloomI8 SVmCro8tagCME3E 1XS 5xCbfqSn5/SPaK7WjRvipwfSI/ 
y9c+Pv8AnKqXPKXJPOcUI+os797VyOPh3MZkWv8ARR7eg9DKacTlbf7Tdctuve/de697917r3v3X 
uve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3XuuCsyMskbFWUhlZSUZWQ3DKRYggjg+9EBhQ9e4ZHHr 
aN6Y3m!YXU/Xe9JmD 1 e4to4SuyTA3Ay/2MUOZQG5I=I=H1YplBNiQOQDx7w05g28bXve62CiiRTuF/ 
OtSU/wCMkdZjcv353TY9q3BjV5YEI=f6agD/8aB6E/wB1P1Lx1737r3X//O9/j37r3VUf86TPTYf4F 
b/x8bIqbq3nlngagNIiF4abd9BuhVRWRjKwqNuI21 SpsCb2BBHflvF4nNVo5/wBDjkYf7wV/5+61 
/wBj LdZ/cPbpDxhgnc faYzH/AIHPW137yV6zm697917r3v3Xuve/de 697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917oAN5yF9yZK/wBENNGo/oFpIAfwPq 1 z/s fZ3YqFt oz5Z/wnqYeVOCbHY04n 
Uf2u3 SY9rOhD lyvew4+ij/kke0/XTv2Tu2vPazk2VjUi2ZONcRSyRj + ScPLh 1 z9761fr3v3Xuve/ 
de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuo9QIHTyn8mMr/AMl+g/8AQ3vaipUU8+oN+8dePY+yvPUy 
MQWhhjx6 S 3UER/Kjmvy6TvtT lyI6Nh8 J8p Jj fkbsmFXVIcvS 7oxdQTr/AEPtj LV 8 CAEy S9dRRDm4 
F7/4hLdqDFqP4 SD/A JP8vWMP3wdtXcPu/wDOkhXVLbPZ zLw4i8gRj n0j dzj P150N8XtD 1 xP69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917rYO+A+WfJ/GPZUEkj Sthsnu3 
FanDllQblyWSij 1 sza liiySqtrBVAUD0+8WvcyAQ84bgyrQSJE3/AF]T~T/NfSvWT/tlOZuT9vUtU 
xvKv/VRmH8m!ydHL 9gLof9e9+691/9Tf49+691UD/O 8xP 8R+DeRrNFUxwHafXuX 1 QJqij 80mXwOu 
tbxvopj/ABrSDdP3mjF+dL SB7ZyaOZ41FO+CQf4Gx88fsr 1NHsLN4XP8KY/UtJlz8tL4+Ib88V+3 
rTd95IdZu9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690X3eAtuXKA 
ix8tOfSAXDU1OwP+xv7PI=X/cWL8/8 J6mPlog7HYgDiG/4+3 Sb9q+j/rIBYA/4A/7cE/8T7T9dMvY 
iA2/tPyejVFY5mz/AE7mZ/2d2PUU67976mDr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuo 
1WCaaUD/AFIb/kFWUn!YgD3aP4hl An3mY319kOeFRasFtD+S31 qx/YAT/gz0we 1HXJHoz/w3pnq/ 
khl siXAIm3I=VOyoXCpSbP3BONVgNIkdAgJ4DMP8AW9pmlMLD5j/CDljj97G6S0+777iOc6o7VAK0 
qZL62]~HrSuqnoD1 fn7QdcP8Ar3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r 
3v3Xur/f51NJLT/Grb80hXRX7k3bVwadV/EmWkoSHlIoDeaif6Eilub3Axg90XD83XajisMQP+81 
/wABHWTXtchX1K2YntaaUj/eqf4Qejue486kTr3v3Xuv/9Xf49+690RL+Zhl 3N2d8GPkZt6kg8 lb 
jNkI=vqkOwpLOr9b5rFb+qRShgXE9Tj9uTQejlskrKL6rET813i2XNGzzFqKOug/83FMYr+bA/llI 
HtZua7V7gcsXLt SN7j wj mg/XVoRX5 AuDnFQD 5 daJnvKnroL 1737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3QH9gUphzqlFrI=WUsEur8F4tVOV/lwkSn!WI9m23vqg0+hP8A 
n61Xk+cTbT4X4opGH5GjD+ZP7OkT7Mehb llP00/kcc/4cfSARPtP 1 lj 5E2hti5M5V2eRdMlvYQq4 
pT9Tw 1 MmP9OW+fqS c9e 976F/Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlY3Ut G6Dkuj oP 
9c qVH+ 8n3rPE+Wf2dR57qbI3Mftvzxs 0UZe4m2yfw 1HEypGZIhj lkVR/n6TPtX lxZ6Pj/L 523 J10 
5cvuBo2NLtbZ+Qk8vBC5HMllFj qSI3HHIofu2uP9R/j7Q3jACMedSf2Cn+UdYT/fp5hj 2z2i23Y 1 
YfU7nu0K0/4VAkkzt +UghH+26uh9peuRPXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3XvfuwlbKvxV2tLs348dS4OeNopztOmzk8I=hlkhn3VU106poZEcBklhlzJV1P6WBH494i 
c6Xov+at8uFaq+OUB9RGBGD+YTrLbkuyO38q7HbFaN4Acj 0MI~/IIaH2gv0YT2GOhR1737r3X//lt/j 
37r3Tdk8Zj 8zjchh8rSQZDFZahq8ZkqGqRZaatx91TyUtZR1EbC0kFTTysj qeCrEe717xukkbE SK 
wII4gjIP5dORSyQSxTwuVmRgykcQQagj 5g5HXz4Pkv0vlt]x332r0zl lm8mw94ZPF42pqBaTJ7bn 
dMjt TMEfgZrbVb SVQH 1 XzWPIPvI=bZdzj 3 farHco+EsYJHo3Bh+TAj 8uukXKu+w 8y 8u7Pvk JGm4hV 
mA/C47ZF/wBq4Zfy6A/2cdH/AF737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 
0H3YOONTi4K+NbvQTE S WHPgqdKOTc30iRUP+AJPtXt 8mmV4zwYfzH+o9DHky+EG4 S Wjt 2zLj/]~LU 
j 9oLfy6BpeT/AF+h!H+w+v8Aj 7Nz8C9ZJ+ 1HKzc4c+8v7S0eqzWYTTengw97g/J6CMfNx 119166o 

de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlMFVH45nFrICx 1 rYWX SxuQv+C 8 
j/Ye3ozVfs64u+7/ACbJyH7jc0cvCEpZ JctJb+ht 5vlIaHgdKMI2IxrRhggjq574EddybU61rd4V 
10Ycl2HlfvYGdCk393sIZ 8fhg6sdWmaslrJONgHlmaRhcEE18z65WK/CMf5/54P2dcOvvw8/R8ze 5 
9jylZTa7DYbXw3oaj6q50yzUPDtjW3jYZ0ujqaEEA9PtvrC/r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 
697917r3v3Xuve/de697917oTeluuqrtjtPZHX9P5BHuHO00OUkiJElI=gaPVX5+sjbS2mSkw II=PI 
1 +C6gXF/Z JzBuqb Js 24bo9ICxRkqD5ue 1B+bkA/Lo 15 f2qTe 96sNrQmk0gDE e SDuc/kg JHz62hYII 
aWGGmp4o4KenjjhghiQI=HFDEixxRRooCokaKAAOAB7w4LMzMzs S5NST5k9Zj oqoqoigKBQAeQH11 
n9+6t 1737r3X/9ff49+691737r3WvH/PL+IdVujbe3vlpslFmoymyaOn2f21 TUVOzlFTtGWrZtr7 
uk SFfWNuZKskoq2Vg 8hpaunY1YaViJd9r9/WCabl+6kokpLxE/x07k/2wFR8wfNuslPYDnRLS 6uu 
Tb+akU7GS3 JOBIB+pHn+NQGUcNSt+Jx 1 q9+5z6yx697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69 
7917r3v3Xuve/de6wVEEVVBNTzqHlmieGVD/AGkkUqwt+OD9fx7orFWUrxB 6cglkgljniNJEYEH5 
g 1HQS9kdWb66kzWNwW/dsZnbNXn9tYDe+3VzNDNQtnNmbroRkdtbjx4mUCoxuUo2JVOJAkR4zZ42 
AN7HcLXc4Wnt J1 dEdkahrpdTR1PzB/1Q8D 11N+5/a8v7tyTuHPml 7hb3V9d3UtpII2DG1Nq+mS3k 
plZGkpIynjF4DjDDoP8A2s6zD697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de 
6GTofoLenyK7Apdl 7Ow2UyMOICxtdu7e+lLxlM1 QNsbAwPhm3NuKtcRSxUONFBKiRNINDVM0cfl f2j 
u9wttvSF7iZUMsixpqNNUj fC oyKk 5wMnmP/AHjV 1 sfiHs 7de9UzR/1 g21 fpooGNGvDNrMMKioZj 
DLqmk05 W2+plP9mB 1 ffh8 Tjtv4j GYI=EUsVDisNj 6TF42j hGiK1 oKGnjpqanj H+pigiVR/re69fHd 
vG7bhv26blve7XTTbpeTyTSyNxe SVi7sftYk9Ovv3 SHr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917q5j+XP0]~t/b+T7s3HRtFk92Uz4bZkE8dpaXbMdQsmSzAD3IfO11OkcJ0q 
wp6YsCyVHvH73X5kW6uoeXrV6wwHXKR5yU7V/wBoCSf6TUwV6nv2p5aaltpuYbuOk040RA+Ude5/ 
9uQAP6KlyG6tB9w91MfXvfuvde9+691//9Df49+691737r3TRm8I=iNy4bLbd3BjaLM4LO46txGZx 
GSp46ugyeI=yNPJSV9BW0sytFUUtXTTNHIjAhlYg+7RSyQyxzQyFZUIIIwQRkEH1B6dt 55rWeG5tp 
W S4j YMrKaFWU 1 BBHAgioPWk9/Mi+AW4vhl2Z JmNuUtblug9+ 5 S s1673Hqnq5NvVRX7yfr/dFU/ke 
HM4mNn+xnlc/x Shi 8ysZ oquOD Jbk3myHmOy 80Zgu6RKPEXhq8vEUeI~EB 8LGnAqTnf7X+41 rzxtX 
g3 TInMVug 8ZMDWOAmjHmrfiA/s 30k9pQt Wv7HHUo9e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3VxH8qv+XZkPk5vWh7n7Tw7wfH3Y2YDJSVscsR7U3Tj JI5U25QoQh12pi57HL1 QOiV1 
+yj 109Q9NG/PfN6bJbNtthJXdpV4j/Q1P4j/AEj+AeXxHFNUKe73uZHypY SbFtE l eZI=hOI/4jxt+ 
M/8 ADGH9mvE f2hwFD3g/zTf5 c+H+cnTl JNsuDF4Pvrq2irKnq7MTCChoc 7jmQ]Y~/Wucqv24qbEZ1 
oVahnf0Y6uVXusMt SHj PkPnKTlbcmFyzNtM5 AIHE qfKRR51 fxD8 S 44haU+ 5V97C++7Z z9NDvzTXH 
thvI=om4xLVmgcGkd/CmS 0kI JEqLmeE1 aGRI Sul~xvHZ26uvd 1 bg2Pvjb+V2ru/auVrMHuPbmc o 5 aD 
K41KOErQVdHWUk6q8UsTr/irKQykqQTldbXMF5BFc20cLvQSKGV1NQQeBB6+mfYN/2TmrZNr5k5b3 
SC92G9gWaCeFg8UsTiqujDBBH5g 1BAII6Tnt7o7697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697 
917pR702dursLdW39j 7H2/ld 1 bv3VlaPB 7c25g6OWvyuYyffKsFJR0dJArPI=LK7f4KqgsxCgkM3N 
zBZwS3NzKscEalmZjQADiSeiTfSAf9k5V2TdOZOZN0gsthsoGmnnmYJFFEgqzuxwAB+ZNAASQOt9 
z+WD/Lw278GOk5qLcsGJz3eXZdPSV3be46dY66jpI0jc4/r3A1DwoZNs7fWofzPp/wByFdJLM37Q 
p44cTueecZ+ad0VoWZNrgJEK8D85G/pN]2H8KgDjUn5iPvn!en3H7zPuAG20ywe2G1F4tttnGkyBs 
S 31wl SPHuKAKpqIYQkY7zK8hTfmV 8Vq/pj cl TvbZ2Pmq OqtxVpli 8 CtIN15 Wsm~igKyxdkxMkh!y 



Coaw0kQOTIivNMHIPOsXMFpHtt/IBvUSONf9FUD4x/S/j X/bDBIXk9z9yXLy/dybjYRk7LK 1RT/Q 
mJ+A/wBH+Bv9qcgFiNe5 J6jvr3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6OD8R/i 
/10+d2R5nPU1VRdX7cq433Dkv3af+PVURSZNrYioXSzT1Kspq5YyDS0zX 1LLJCGAHPXOUHLVk lvb 
MG3mZexeOgHHiMPQfhB+JvIgNQc 8jcmzczXqz3KsuzQt3lw lkZ8NT6n8RHwr5gla7B1FRUmNo6q2H 
0FLTONBQUOFFQ0dJDHT0tHR0s SQU9LTQRKkUFPBBGqIigKqgACw94uySS SyPNM5aZiSSTUkk 1 JJO 
S Sck9ZR1LxxxlLxxRIFiUAAAUAAFAABgADAHUz3rq/Xvfuvde9+691/9Hf49+691737r3XvfuwlIPs 
nrTYfb2ys/112Xtj E7x2XuaiehzOB zNMKilnj JDw 1EDgrPQ5 GhqFWal qoHj qaWoj S WF0kRWCmzvb 
rbrmG8sZWjuENQw4/Z8weBBwRggjpfte67hst9b7ntV48F9E 1VdTQj 1B 8ipGGUgqwJDAgkdai3zy 
/1Mdp/GWqzHYPUVPnO2Oi 1 aprpaumozXb469oV J1 aHeONx0C/wA SxFHB cnMUkKQBEZ qmK1AUvkDy 
rz9Y72s dpfutvumB QmiSH+gTwJ/g Jr/CW 8 szvb33j 2jmtIdt3po7PmDAoT SKY 8ICxMx7WJ/0NiTmi 
180qE9yN 1 NHXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6914As QqgliQFUAkkk2AAHJuffuwlXmfAT+Txvv 
uGlwvaXyexma646mikiyGO69qkqcR2D2FHGyyU8 WSppUjrNlbUrD/nZpQmUqoQVp44FlirVivmv3 
DttuWSx2SRZlw4GQZjj+zydh5AdoPEmhXqAPcX3s2/ZI7jaOU5kut4Io0wo0MPrpPCWQeQFY 1 OWL 
E GM7Wm2Ns 7c2Xt/EbT2hgs TtnbG36CnxeD2/gaCmxmILxONpYxHTOWPx9HFDTU1PE o4VFA/P 1 PuB 5 
7ie 5mkuLiRnuHNWZiS S T5knJ6xBu7u6v7me9vbh5buRizu5LMzHiS TUk9KD230n6qQ/mVfyqOuPn 
ViG3 ltWrx3W3yNweLFHht 8vSOcDvWio0P2G2ex6aijerqaaFU8NJ1YFkrcejAGOqgRKYSByTz9e8 
q~vfSzq0+zO1 WSvchPFoycV8yp7W9VJ1 dZz/dC++ 1 zb92u+HLW9W8u7+0tzNrls9Q8a0dz33FgzkK 
rH4pbZysM5FQOMjNN1 pO/ID43 d 1/F3flZ lv31sHNbF3NT+ SWi+/hWIDbI~x6OEXM7W3B SNPhtyYeR 
yF89JNKsc145NEqui5ObRvW277aLe7XeLLAeNOKn0ZTIT8iB6iooevo19rvdz2795+WLfm7235nt 
9z2h6B9BpLA5FfCuYGpLby.[jolRSy0dNSMrED/Zp 1 JvXvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6900/x4 
+M3 ~FwAqN+UnXPRuwsxvXPyvTtkqmli+22/tjHzu6fxj de4anx4nbuKTxPaSplRpmXxwr JKVjYq3 
j e9r2Gza93W8WKHyByzHORRlj 8gMcTQZ6i33V94fbn2U5Zm5s9yeZrfbtrUMI 1Y6p7hl APhWOC 11 
nkNRVY 1 IQHXIUQFhu0/y3v5V3V3wVwcW787Nj OyvkXmc e 1 PuDsVqNxitqU 1 ZFordsda01bE1Vj MU 
yMOVTkZUjyGTGrWtPAwpI8YudOfb/mqX6WJWg2ZT2x ly5HBpCME+YUdq+VT3H51 fvb/fW5z+8puT 
7Dtkc 20e09vLqgsNY8 S 5ZTVLj cGQ1Z JK0aOB SOFuaaq~LIDO9sPs A9YRdNGbwmI3 JiMjgc 9j qq~LYX 
LUk 1Bk8ZXwpU0dbR1KGOaCeGQFXjdT/rg8ixAPt23uJ7WeK6tZWS4RgyspoQRwIPTNxbwXcE ltcw 
rJbyKVZWFQQeII6pL+TfwS3P 1 zNkN5dTUuQ3ds S 81XV4KNZK3c+04VBkkHiUtPnsLABxPGGqYU/z 
yMqNO2Q/J/uTZ7qsW373IsG5YAc4jlP+BHPoe0n4TUhRjxzh7bXm0tJf7IrT7bklBmSIf4XQeo7g 
PiFAWNd5BBYFSCCQQRYgjggg/Rh/vPuVuou65e/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuj 5fGn4 
Pby7XqMbuzsKnrtmdbkw 1 c aTxmm3 JuunOmVY 8RS ]U,2ZMdj amOxNdOoDIwMC S3LpGPN3uPYbIs 1 ltb 
rcbtkYzHGf6RILxMP4AePxEcDJHKPtzf720N9uitb7Tg 5x JIP6IPwqf4yOHwg 8ReLffa239k7fxW 1 
dqYmkwe38LSpSYzFOKFYKaB SWJLOzzTzzSs0kssjPLNKzO7M7F.[jne3t luN1Ne3s7SXUjVZjxJ/w 
ADgAKACgAAHWRllZ2u32sN1ZQLHaxrRVHAD/AAkniSakmpJJPSi9p+lXXvfuvde9+691737r3X// 
0t/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlVb/KH+Uj 8VvkfPkdyYnDVHSnY 1 cZqiTdfW9 JQ0uGydflCx 
Y 105tj SpHgcoZJnaSaWjOMrqiVtUt $309j fY+fSAftmCwySC5sx+GQkkDOV/iHyB 1KPJepZ5 $95e 
b+WFjtZphf7YtB4c 5 JZQPKOX419AG1 oBwQdUady/yQvl/wBez 1NT lx/cvvDBrK5p32 lnKTaW5xTI 
SfNkNu7zqcVj45ivPio8nkHPOFzx71Dbfcz167Crd+Jay/01LLX5M1T+ZVep/wBj9+uStyVV3Tx7 
C4pnWhkjr6B 4gxp 82ROq+94fEH5U7AkmTeILx07pws c JKvXzdb7sqMQxDKpMGbosXU4ipVWkUExzs 
B qH9R7FtvzDsV2NVvvFsxP14iV/3kkE fmOpGsudOUNxCmy 5msZ GP148Yb 81LBh+Y6D7/AEM9w/8A 
PqOy/wDOBdOf/Wv2r/eO3/8ARyh/3ffS/Rn+/dk/609r/wA5o/8AoLoU9k/Cv5cdizQR7R+N3c2R 
hq9PgydVsDcWDwLa4knS+4s/Q4zAxa4ZUca61bo414IPtDc8y8v2YY3G8WwI8hIrN/vKkt/Lopv+ 
euTNsUm95osVYcVEyO/p8CFn4gj 4erFO1P5GPym33NSVvbue2V0jg3MRq6Wevh37vRIXa7fbYXa9 
W22WYRLcibNQsrMo0H1 aQduXuhsVqHXb4JbqXyNPDT8yw 1 fsQ9Rlv33gOUtvWSPZbee/n8iAYYq/ 
NpBr/ZEft4dXv/Fj+WH8WfivNj9xYPa03YnZVCY54ux+yBR5vL42tQAmfa2Ijpafb+ 1 WilLeGemp 
jkUjbQ9XKOTFu+8777vqtDLceDZH/Q46qCP6Rrqb5gnT5hRlj3zd7r83c3LJbXF4Lba2x4EFUVh6 
SNUvJ8wzaK5CDqxL2Eeo 1697917r3v3Xuve/de6CLufofp35EbMquvu7eu9s9j7ScLv0gxm4qHzqP{ 
+qZDH/E cF16d6bM7dyyRsV S soKimqkUkLIAT7MNr3XcdmuVvNrvHlauR5 qeI9GB qGHyYEfLode3vu 
Z z97Ucww80+3XN15tG+pjxIHoHWffDmiYNFPETkxTJJGS ASpIHWut 81 f+E 5mDyM+Qz/xP7kfbzzP 
LPB lx3 JFU5LERPK7y/b4zsPblFLmaGipl Aj hhrMRkZ 2Fj LVkglpj 2T311QLDzBtuv/hkOD+cbGhP 
qQ6j0Xrq97Qf3s242kdrtfvh7fi6CgA3+ 1FY5 SAANUljO4id2+J3iuoEHBIKEAUy9q/yj f5hXUs9 
V/E/jfu7eWOgZ/t 8x 1VPi+zoMhEgBM1LidnluU3RApYkBKnH08zEXCEWJkqw9wuT9wA8Peo4nP1L 
WKn21wF/YxHz66C8kffp+6tz 1HD9F7uWG33TU1RbkJNuKE+TS3 SR2x9SY53QVy 1 agFBynxz+QmDq 
2oM30T3 Jh69BreiynWG98dVout49T01Xg4Z1UPGy3K/VSPx7EMe 87PKpeLdbZk9RKhH7Q3U72Xul 
7V71At 1 t 3uXy/cWx4PHuNm6nAPxLMRwIPHgR 13it]j 8hc/Wx4zB dD9zZrIy6fFQYnq/e+RrZbuk S 
+Olo8HNO15 JFUWU+pgPqR79JvOzxLr13a2VPUyoB+0t 1 q/8Adr2r2y3a73H3M5ft7ReLy7jZxoME 
5Z 5gBgE8eAJ6OD 1 T/KJ/mE9tT0fSN+Oe6dlY2oMfnzHal TiutIMIFIEYTVeG3VWOG65FQSDVHT46 
eZTcFLqlg5f+4XKG3g696jlceUQMlfsKAp+ lgPnl A30/37furcipN9X7sWW43aVpFtcLvbgXIrhZb 
ZHthWmDJOiHHdkVuk+NH/Cc/a2GqsduD5X9vybxenaGeq646jircLt6eWPQ81L1N/Zymp9x5LHS8 
o6UeNxNRYakqFJsI 13v31nkWWH1/b/DB/wBEmozfaI 1 JUH/TM4/o9c9PeD+9k3rcIbva/ZDkMber 
VVb/AHMpNOAagNHZQs0E cgwQZbi5 TyaI9bEfUHS fUvQOzaPr7pj r3bHXGz6 J/MuG2xjYqFKqsMUc 
MmTy 1YdeQzeYnihRZa2tmnqpgo lyNYe4c3HdNw3e 5a7308kmuT+JjWg9AOCj0AAA8hlyk599xeev 
dDmC45p9wear3d9+kFDLc SFyql JEcS4SGJS SViiVI 1 qdKCvQq+0PQL697917r3v3Xuve/de6Kb3P 
8NOmO5ZqvMVe Jm2hu6qlySbo2p4KGasqSOJszi515MVlizge SRo46pwLeYcEDX1/n!mDYFit0mE9 
iP8AQ5KkAeiN8 S/IVKj+HoE8wcg7Bv7STyQmC+b/AESOgJPcLv/C3zNAx/i6rb7A/lydl 7bmnl2TX 
bd7ExilzTrTlke2s8yKqP{ 1 GMzc64uNmS lhHkJyTcW+15a2r3Y5eulVdxjmtZvOo8RPyZBq/ag6iT 
dfa fmG 1 djt7xXcP1QiN/zVzp/Y 56KvuD4/8 AeG 15 JkznU/YFIkIZ 5KuPauYrs cAiu71cpj 6Wqxz+ 
OOMsdMpsoueOfY lteZ+XbxVNvvlqxP14ihv95Yhv5dA265a5isiwuNjulA8/DYr/AL0oK/z6Rv8A 
o/31/wA8Vu3/ANBrN/8A1J7MP3ntv/1Lxg/5yJ/n6L/3bufSAygT/APOJ/wDNOrMBOR3VuZOXB9Ud 
g 16OqkVK7TzcFCA5shfIVNHDQxhje2qQXAJ+gPtDc8y8vWYrc73aqR5eKhP+8gk/y6W23LXMN4aW 
2y3TD18 JwP8AeiAP59Gi2B/Lp7z3RJDNu6XbvXWNdlM/8TyEOezawOLiWmxW35aqhkkAPMc9dSsP 
obG49g3c/dblqzDLYrLdzeW1SiV+bOAfzCNOMts9quZLxla+aK0i89TB3p81QkfkzqerH+mfhN0z 
1FJS 5efGvvzdlMwlj 3BuuGGopqKoUcLvy4bbyh8Vj3j dFaOWQVNXE4JScA29xLzB7icwb6HgSb6ax 
P4IyQSP6b/E3oQNKkcV61jl/285f2IpO8P1V8PxygEA/0E+FfUE6mB4N0cP2Beh51737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/T3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfu 
vde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691 
737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvf 
uvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691//1N/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvd 

e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuv 
de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9Xf49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwle9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 

9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X//W3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6 
91737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691//19/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691 
737r3Xvfuvde9+690SL+Y58zto/y+fltP8hflvvAU9UnU+w62s21gqgtp3b2Xn6im2vljtHTE61 Ap 
9xb8zOPpqqWMM1LRPNUEaIWt7r3Wg58Cv+Fcnzzy3zC+P23PmfuLpjI/GHCFYmI2X29WYHrLGbMy 
m 1 du7wL 7cg39HuKkr 5pKPHgf5j J02Zr4/FKanHUU8 CqJJEdfde 6+16jrIqujK6Oquj owZGRgGV1Z 
SQysDcEcEe/de65+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6pv/AJ6/8wvun+WH8BNwfI~joTbHWG7uwsT2hlrsq 



mw/b+F3Xn9mvit45Gto8nUTY/Zm9dgZtshBFTqYHXIrGrE643HA917rSU/6DVv5pv/Pg/gB/6Kz5 
FfSA3VXv3Xuvf9Bq3803/nwfwA/9FZ8iv/uqvfuvde/6DVv5pv8Az4P4AfSAorPkV/8AdVe/de69 
/wBB q3803/nwfwA/9FZ 8iv8 A7qr37r3RnOlf+FvHyDxlt] 4vkX8IOmt 7Yx 5KePK 1/SvYW9+rq6ni 
MMEdXWY/Fb 5g7gp62 SOoEs s dNJWwB 0ICxGdSDM3uwlb S 38uX/AIUMfy3 f5kuWwnXvXvZ OS 6Z78 zTU 
1 JQdDd+U2L2VvDceUlhRpKLrvPUmWy+yOxZpKhZRT0eOyTZuSCEzS46BDx7r3V5Pv3Xuve/de60Q 
/wCcx/wp/wDnl/Lt/mTlI/4ddKdRIEHdHWXT/wDog/uzneOtg9OZvfdcFpB6F6u7SzP8dyeO+/8A 
Z O36r7bc G9quGl+3xdL oo44kfy SK8 snuwlVgf9B q3803/nwfwA/9FZ 8iv/uqvfuvde/6DVv5pv8 A 
z4P4AfSAorPkV/8AdVe/de69/wBBq3803/nwfwA/9FZ8iv8A7qr37r3Xv+glb+ab/wA+D+AH/orP 
kV/91V7917r3/Qat/NN/58H8AP8AOVnyK/8Auqvfuvde/wCglb+ab/z4P4Af+is+RX/3VXv3Xuts 
z/hOn!N 1 + SX 83Ppf5 G9i/JHZPR+yc 31D2ftXZ W2qXpDbm!Nt 4quxWc2pLnauozkG/OyuyqupyEdW 
gWN6eemjEIDRs3q9+691 sX+/de6L 18oflX8fPhh03uXv75N9o7b6k6q2r4Ya/cm4pp2euylYJmx+ 
3tuYXHwVmc3VujK/byfa43HU1 TW1 AjdkjKo7L7r3Wix83P8Ahavvqty+b2p/L7+M+28Dt6nqJqq2H 
9xfJaavz+4cxTK8 sRyOI6k2TmsNidsyFVWSmfiZ/L61b96jjYFPfuwlVOUv88 f8 A4VLdpRDenXFV 
8g 5 dpZ W0mNfrb+X11 lunaPj dVqFGMzWT+OG8 a2qjME6EF6+cl Cpub3PuwlM 1 f/wow/4Uc/GvIRZT 
5Abh3VDQGamkXE/IT4Ude9a4idDZFp/PtvqbqbLmGreojuUrBITp0MtyG917qlv4Z/8AC2KsqMvh 
tsfPr4o4qkxNXLT02S7c+L+UyMbYnU5hNZW9NdjZjKz5Gj AdZamWk3Yk0SRv4aOdnS Jfde63VviL 
83Pip88Osoe3fib3bs3ubZIamgy0u3qmopdxbTyFZFJNT4ffOzM1 ]?{zd+yM1LFC7pS 5WhpJpY 1Lo 
rR2Y+690av37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X/9Df49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlfOt/4W 
XfzAqnsPuLpL+WhljkZsnjerVxPdXeVFhZ5qubJdr72x 1 Tj OptgVWPpGWVsntbYmUnzDQ1Jlqf70 
0RTTJTsD7r3RF/5yv8g2q/19fywvgB 8msFhKo9p4DbsOwfnQYYlkW17C7cyOT7H2R16vxSCOOm67 
y+XrNgzVoTTWxU2HJEchfye69 luW/wDCaX+YY/z3/lmdbUW8s42X70+LbUvx57beqJ/iOWotrY6E 
9Vb2qGkkkqKlt0db/ZQ llbICxkrM5jsi5t7917rYN9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69 lrA/wDCvL/tzbvT 
/wAWA6 J/93mU9+691 W5/wij 2btDc/wAXvmzPuTau29wzUvffXOVPNnMHjMtL TxP 15UOOUElfS zvD 
Gz81VIBPPv3Xut2tFRN1X/z7Tr//ANA3bn/lt9+6917/AETdV/8APtOv/wDODduf/W337r3Uar6b 

6ir6Wpoa7qrretoa2nmpK2j q9jbYqaWrpamJoaimqaebFvFPTzwuUdHBV1JBBB9+690SD5B/yeP5 
Xvyl~xFfiu4vgz8 dMpU5 GCpp 5 d 1 bR66wvV/YEQqUZ Wkpuw+sYNob2ge J2Lx2r9KSeoC 5N/de 60YP 5 
2v8 Awln3 T8INi7r+YPwF3RvjtXoXYccm6ey+pNymPK9w9M4Cj nasrd9bW3FhKXHNv/r/AGwpWSuB 
pIc lgqGE 1 s8tdTRllXSe691 cX/wlo/nn74+Y2Lqv5f3y53W25u/+sNknP9F9rZuql13L3LlrtlYq 
bPbT3pW 1LMc52V 19QSQVEWQ 1NWZzCrNPVK1Vj6qsrPde63PPfuwlI7K9e7AzlfPlc3sfZ+YydV4v 
ucjlNs4XIV9R4IY6aHzl dXRq~E3hp4UjXUx0ooUcAD37r3UD/RN1X/z7Tr//ANA3bn! lt9+6917/ 
AETdV/8APtOv/wDODduf/W337r3Xz5v+Fml dr7Y7R/16x7a25gdvJWbB+RL 1 aYPD4/EpVNDuLqN 
YWqVx9PTidohIwUtcqGNvqffuwlbUv8 AIX6367y38nr4AZHK7C2Xk 8hWdCYiarr 8htbB 1 lbVTHOZ 
OG WoqqmhlnnkIA GpmJ4 9+6 91bp/ om6r/ A OfadfS A/oG 7 c/8 Arb 7917r3 +ibqv/n2nX// AKBu3 P8 A 
62+/de6UeD2xtvbMU8 G29vYPb0FTI JamHB 4mgxMVRKi6Elnj oKenS aRU4DMCQOPfuvdTMtlsZgMV 
k87m8hR4nC4XH12Wy+VyNRFSY/GYzHU01ZX5Cuq5nSGloqKlheSWRyFRFJJAHv3XuvkrfO75 SfKX 
/hST/Nf2f0f0TJkDlhW74y/WXxW2Flqutotm9edU4qaort397b+pKaCUUWYzu3sNNuTcVSsFTkIa 
KCnxNOar7Ojjk917r6BX8sj +Qp8Bv5Zu09rV20OscB3 J8jMIR00+5fk 12tt7G5/flVuApqranr7H 
ZH+ J4j qPC JK7x0tNhRHWmlC JW 1 tdKGnlBXursPfuvdQshj sflqKrxeVoaP J43IU8t JX47IUONbQ 1 
tLOjRz01 X SVKSU9TTSxsVdHV1YGxFvfuvda+fSw3/hM5/LP+duJzmc2v ljjviL3nWRVU+M7a+PG3 
8RtnCVGYlhtDU786doxj Ovt50MlWBNWvTxYfNVj av9ykbOzH3XutQ74hfyQf52fSvn+br 1 H 1 HOFu 
PNdZw5Wqq9yVPzH2HR5DcPxy3D8fsF1Mc+9pd+YrKUseKzOSEVVS0cmx85ElbJmqqkaBvtnpsv79 
17r6gsKyJFEksnml SNFkm0LH5ZFUK8mhbqmtgTYcC9vfuwlZffuvde9+691737r3X//R3+Pfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+690AHyo+R/XXxC+OXdHyb7YrWouv+kevtxb/3CIXj Stya4Wid8btzECa0 
cue3TmHp8bj 4jY]WtXEn9r37r3XzOP5Avx37D/nE/wA67¢FzR+R1Ku6dsdQ76ynzF7pqJKapbbtf 
2bl dx 1U/RnXFAr/c09FiaLekEVfRY2tagTS 7e2nUOVtFre 6919K351 fF3YPzW+K/fPxU7Nij bZ/eP 
W+4Nj 1 de 1 JFXT7bzFZTiq21vbGUszpDLnNibuo6HNY/WdC 11BEWuAR7917r5mn!Ce35 Sb/8A5 SH8 
5 TcILxL+QzzbL2t3 JvXK/DnvbC 5Ksalwm3 e 18 Ju6pxnUm!Wkk 8NHV0uO34ILxlPkZ JBRJgd0V1YrMh 
Rvfuwltagk9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691 rA/8 ACvL/ALc270/8 WA6 J/wDd51PfuwlEA/4RDf8 AZLPz 

h!8AE/8AXfSA77qo9+69 lu++/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6jVdJS 19LUONdTU9bQ ltPNSV1HVwx 1NL 

V0tTGONR]WNPMrxT088 T1HRwVZ S QQQffuwllIL31mH+Uz/wozh2/wB ]Wbbe2b 8ffnzs 6bbFFSV 5 
hWh6M703 JgsnU7CqclUSw3pZOl+xJsDWSyuoeJpC5sT7917r6/vv3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuvnh! 
8Li/+Zqfy7f/ABtFAMjv/ej6g9+691te/wAgf/tzb/L2/wDEAYj/AN3ue9+691b/AO/de697917r 
3v3Xuqs/53W+s9 lv/KQ/mF7o2zVSUWY/2Vzs7bUNZC/inpKXfWHbY2UqaWcKz09ZBitxztDImmSO 
UKyMj AMPde60v/8 AhEh 19s 3MILX 5ndm5NaOTfOxt]/sj am0op44pKmDB dh7/A Ja 7eORoTixkglhq 
Ng4qneRF 1 eOrKFgrlX917r6Rnv3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r/ 
Ot/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdaH3/Cz/8AmFtt7Y/Sv8tjr/OyxZPfSmN+QHyFjx9bFp/u 
XgclX47qHYuXhhMpkj ze 8 cbV7hqKeXwyQPg 8XOodJwR7r3V2n!CaL+Xwfgb/ACx+s q3 d2EXF93 fK 
VqX 5 GdrmdUO1LxlDu7F0o6p2XPIYo6qmXbHWi0M9VRSjVRZz JZ JP7R9+691 s G+/de 6+bP/wALJf5 f 
UvUHyW6m!mHgc 4d6LZ/yPo6brbuGsxdK1 PBhe+OusRE20dw 1 tZD4o4azsjrOgWKnRAX+421VzyPr 
nW/uwlbjn8j P+YPT/wAyX+XF0f31mMzT 5PuHaePbpv5 CU6y662n7h67pKChy2ZyEd2EMnYW3 qrG7 
njVSUjizSx31Ruq+69 lb57917r3v3Xuve/de6 lgf+FeX/bm3en!iwHRP/u8ynv3XuiAfSIhv+yWf 
nD/4n!rv/wB 91 Ue/de63fffuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6918hH5 f51DfzC/wDhSPu2k6rij 3Ft 
nuH+YX1 fl Tha61gbIY7L7c2Ju/ZHU2Z3hGiVERqdt 1 eI2XVZcyeSIHHkuTGL6fde6+vd7917r3v3 
Xuve/de697917r54f/C4v/man8u3/wAR/wDI7/3o+oPfuwlbXv8AIH/7c2/y9v8AxAGI/wDd7nvf 
uvdW/wDv3Xuve/de697917os3zQ+POXyu+Ivyb+M8tdHi50+eh+ 10qKDLzSTxxYXMb42Xmdv4POS 
tThpGjwuYroKpk0ukgh0ujoWRvde6+Ur/JB+lOV/ks/zPss3yUwO4Np9e5P++Xxe+Vu3XxlTX7g6 
8Wk3TRE7pXCUgmqa/IdbdgbUp5KyOmSepmw7V8dKks0s St7r3X1 zuuux9gdvbG2t2b 1XvTa/YvXW 
98PS 5/Z++N15zHbl2mbCVqlqXKYTOYmoqsfkKOWxGuORgGUqbMCB7r3 S 19+691737r3Xvfuvde9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X/09/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3 SC7S7M2R0t lp2D3B2ZuCj2r 
111 bsvc3YO+tyZAkUeB 21s/DVme3B1 qj QGke Ol~xePlk0qGd901QWIHv3XuvlP/BLrfev/ChX+fhl 
e2u3sNXVXVm4eysr8ke6MRUaK2j2x8dup58PiuuupK13kMU1DmKak2xsmVonExgrJ6tATG5Huwlf 
WaRFjVURVREVUREUKiooCqqqoAVVAs AOAPfuvdc/fuwlV 1 fzXvgvg/5j XwH+QfxXr6XG/wB 693bR 
mz/UWZySoqbY7m2cTuHrbMpW14pMdSz7go0x+Q1R1L4muq4W1Ryure691 oFf8 JM/nbnPht/MQ3h8 
G+4psttbZPyxmqOvDt3 cIfHDY3yf62myv9z4clQV6ifFZLdFMmV2tU08 aJPU5 epxaTemmXR7r3X 1 
Cvfuvde9+691737r3WsD/wAK8v8AtzbvT/xYDon/AN3mU9+690QD/hEN/wBks/OtFwAT/wBcFwDv 

uqj37r3W777917r3v3Xuve/de6ZNx7k27s/BZbdG7c/hdrbZwNDPk87uPceUoc JgsLjaVDJU5DLZ 
j Jz0uPx 1DTRgt JLNIkaDkkD37r3WkfSAz6v+FRHUOzemwPh9/LX7Aoez+2d7Y3K7L7N+Tu051re 
uestsZigloM3jem90U832++OxclR1LQpnsf5MRhI38tJU10QAND7r3QH/wDCSfSAkv762zuzF/zU 
fkntPJbUpI9s 5 fGIDzZ+epvsstnKXeuGrcDuXviuxs6isocB WbUyVVi9teZUOSp 8hU5FE +3 GPqKj 

3 Xut/v3 7r3 Xvfuvde9+6 9173 7r3 Xzw/ +Fxf/ AD NT + Xb/ A OI/+ R3/ ALOfUHv3 Xutr3 +QP /wBubf5e 
3/iAMR/7vc97917q3/37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3WqfSAz4v+E2OyP51eXyPyj+Lma2r038yY8 SkO 
7qLPU9RRdbIIiHE0dNR4Zd5V+MhqqraPYWMxlIt JS 56Okqo62BIaWvj CRw 1 dL7r3 Wj 3 sXvf+dl/w 
n97Pk2a7d5fF+lr8tNPV9ZdlYGHe3x 17NkgnZchXbfo8qm4uqdltWrSPDJnNsVi5FYgyx 1 sZHHuv 
dbEnxc/4W5Zemosfh!mh8LqPLVkcca5LsH4z70kxKzspZWaDqfs6TiossiaSW/vgqawlkVSAvuvd 
X0/Hf/hU5/Js 7/loc dku/wDdPx 83DkPGIMD8iOttxbPijZ 2KstdvXag33 lhjPDwWapzsSENdS lm0 
+691 fB 1Z3D1N31tGg7B6V7P697d2JlWsZvTrLee3d97Vrw0aTAUmf2vkcpip28UisQspIDC49+6 
90 I/v3 Xuv e/ de6 9 7 917r3v3 Xuv e/ de6// 9Tf 4 9+6 917 3 7r3 Xvfuvde 9+6 91ps/ 8 A CxL + YfS A 6Cfi 
Ns T417AzlRR91 fLbIDcvZf2E/hqMP8 e 9g 5 WGabHVj qEqoP 8 ASZ2DB SUkRicpUY7C 5 WnmGiYB/de6 
Gj/hI9/L0/2Vj +X/AFPyo3xgvsO3vm9kMdvigNfReHKYL oLar 5PH9 SY 5 GmV3jp97PW5DdIlgdY63 
HZbG+RddMun3Xutr737r3Xvfuvde9+6918s3/hVF8 JNy/A7+Z5t35m9Lis2btD5WZSLvzae49vwT 



UT7K+TOwMxiKzs2 SirNMOKZjKbimxe 8EnZw 8tdmqoLGEp7t7r3XONv5X/wA4ds/zFfgv8 fPlhgXx 
dPmewt10tJ2Zt7FSu0Gzu3tsMdv9m7WWGc/eU1HQbsoKiSg84WSfFz0tQLpMjN7r3R/Pfuvde9+6 
9 lrA/wDCvL/tzbvT/wAWA6J/93mU9+691 oH/AMs7dX87Db2xuzYf5WFL8tKjYE+7MPL2qt]ps3Ib 
nwq7wXDy JhRuOeiweWWlyhwpbxIWQmHr~x+vv3XurMv8 A SX/wsB/5 lv8 ANA/9FNnP/sN9+6917/SX 
/wALAfSAnW/zQP8AOU2c/wDsN9+690Vf5LfzH/8AhSH8 Sk2 lj/1T3586vj 8OxKXOrs5+z8DW9fvu 
iHBjHw7hbbOSr9tY6Sqqs J/G6Q 1BpZfNSGqhY1PJGT7r3Qp/DD+WF/Nz/wCFAGxqjuTO/OPE9idY 
bX3tW7R3FV/Jr5Ndo9gZzZGfxlPSV32tJ1RRY/fNVg5q3G5RanHB4sZR1UTOyTLZ/fuwlbav8t// 
AISU/Bj4fZ3Adp/JrcFd8303sJPR5LF4ve216HavQO3MpTvHVRVFN1MMjuOfe9TRT6o9e4snX4yp 
RVk/hcEn0917ra3hhip4ooIIo4YIY0hhhhRY4YYY 1 C1LxRRoFSOONFAVQAABYe/de6y+/de697917 
r3v3 Xuve/ de6+eH/ AMLi/wDman8u3/xH/w Ajv/ej6g9+6 91te/yB/wDtzb/L2/ 8 AE A Yj/wB 3ue9+ 
69 lb/wC/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917pJb42Fsbs7bGV2R2TszafYOzM7TtSZzaO99uYfdml 8z 
SuCHpcrgM9R1 +KyNOwJB SaF 1IP09+691RZ 8jv+ExX8mv5GS 1 +TPxfPRW56+4bcfxy31uHq+K1XU7 
6aDYK10a6ho7SSE6k26HtZb6VCj 3XuqKvkl/wiI2ZU02SyfxB+bu58NVxR1LYfZfyS2Didy02QlI 
c0cOS7P6xbakuJjQhUkli2hWlrl lj WwRvde61 z+9P5Z387T+Rhu+fv3CY/tTq/bm3Kii+5+q3:LxW3 
zlt0dV 1 FHHVtHSwb+qtvpRZDE 7XrKyXwGj 3rhaCgrWnE Jhl 8wR/de 62pP5F//CqGP 5U752R8Pv5i 
kO 19m957yyGN2t 1 J8jNuUV JtjYfbG6K9oKDFbL712xTCLEbD7E 3HkmCY6vxogwOWqp 1 oxR42dYBX 
e69 luw+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6/9Xf49+691737r3XvfuwlNmZzOJ27h8ruDPZKhw2CweNrsxm 
sxk6qGl~xuICxOMppa3I 5LIVtQ 8 dPRONDRwPLLLIypHGhZiACffuwlfFCFm 1 fPyb+Yv/Ma7u+VWWpq 
zL9YVu9KPaPUu0quvr8eKbobrudcHsvERufJVberN34mlmzOSSEEU+YzNY8d7j 37r3Ww5tX/AIWo 
flbZ G2NubL2j 8 CPjjt7am0MDh9r7YwGM352HqPf3B 7ewGPp 8 ThcPj 4Fh0wUOMxt JFDEg4WNAPx791 
7p9/6DeflP8A94P/AB//APRhdi/9ePfuvde/6DeflP8A94P/AB//APRhdi/9ePfuvde/6DeflP8A 
94P/AB//APRhdi/9ePfuwlVmfzWv+FGvYP8ANl+M1L8c+3/iDO3sSTb/AGBtzsnYvZO1N5bzy059 
m7jwsOQxWQ+xpcpC1JWY/cW2M1XUFVTyt4iZo59Jlp4SvuvdWS/8IOP5hjdZfiPtX+XVvzONFs35 
FUuQ7e6Ro6kk09B3bsTboO/MNREOqxTb+6pwK1 crSB117Thjj0vMRJ7r3X0ivfuvde9+69 lrA/8A 
CvL/ALc270/8WA6J/wDd51PfuwlEA/4RDfSAZLPzh/8AE/8AXfSA77qo9+691u++/de697917qvP 
+Z 9/Lm6a/mhfErfXxi7dhjxlbXad0dUdj QUUVXnOp+ 1 sRSVkO2N7YdZNLT06rWTUOUpA8 f8 AEMRW 
VNNrj aRJY/de6+YfSE/138s/+E4v8zfe2w+4tq55MBgNzUvWXyt6XpZ/9xnZnWpn++292HsKbIij 
ochlsficqm4tn5QmnStpao0sssNLX 1 QHuwlfWv6a7i6y+QvVWwO7umd44fsDqztDbGK3j sbeGCma 
bG5vA5enE9NOcLvJFVUVZASONVSVEcVXRVUclPU1LxzRyRr7r3Qm+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r54f/C4v/man8u3/wAR/wDI7/3o+oPfuwlbXv8AIH/7c2/y9v8AxAGI/wDd7nvfuvdW/wDv3Xuv 

e/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6iV 1DRZ SirMbkqOlyGOyFLUUOQx9dTxVVFXUVV 
E 9PVUdZ S 1 C S QVNLUw SMkkbcLvOjEEEH37r3Xyu/8 AhUt/KW6y/ly/JvrDvn4z4T+ 5PQvyu/vrl ouv 
8QrQ4PqbuDZNbhK/deH2gIQgwWy9z4/dVHkcPjgSmPqIa+C18VFDS08Huwlb+X8kD5ebm+cn8rT4 
i/ITfuUqs32Tldg 12w+zM3kWeTJZ/ffUe6M71 dn905 SZgEnyW85dpLmZ3TOGTIHhSCi+691 a7791 
7r3v3Xuve/de6//W3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Wrn!wrA/mFv8Pv5dFb8fSAZOcbGdyfOOqzvUOOFKSK 
7G9 JYuj o J+98yr61.[jhzGE zdBtd 1 dWZ4dxyvHZo S 6e691 XF/wkg/1LdR5v4pdm!N/wCUX SXXfatT 
8hNOPsj ozb3bnXu09+4bC9WdZZCtoNx76weP3Zi8rB SZDfXYr lmOCFEsiUu2o3icx 1 Tavde626f+ 
G9fg J / 3g 7 8 P / APOmjpf/ A Owr 3 7r 3 Xv8 AhvX 4CfS A eDvw /wD/ AE mjpfS A + wr3 7r 3 Xv +G9fg J/ 3g 7 8 
P/8AOmjpf/7Cvfuvde/4bl+An/eDvw//APSaO1//ALCvfuvde/4bl+An/eDvw/8A/SaO1/8A7Cvf 
uwlfMP8A55PxY3r/ACaP5y9P3T8csdD17sfc2+drfMf4uzYSiq2H7Y23XLulcm7rukx2N+2x 1 Jgd 
o9j 4yvohhY9EMe2a2hieMQzqp917r6i/w 1 +UWwfmt8V+hvlXllLG2z+8et9v74pKBauKun23mKyn 
NLu3Z OTqoUS GXObE3 dR 12FyGgaFrqCULcAH37r3RmffuvdawP/CvL/t zbvT/AMWA6 J/93mU9+690 
QD/hEN/2Sz84f/E/9cF++6qPfuwlbvvv3Xuve/de697917rWZ/4UifyTaH+Z18e2706J25RL83fj 
3tuuqNjLTRpT 1XePW 1 C9XmM10nk6hQBLuB J5567aU8+qOHLSSOTtBBk5qqm917rVu/4TCfzsqr4L 
dyj 4DfLDc 1Zg/i92/vCag2LuDd9RJQ0fxu7uydcaS aHLtk3iO2+t +wMt/kuZWQ JT4jNNFk JRTwy 5 
Sc+6919Pf37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuwlfPD/AOFxf/M1P5dv/iP/AJHf+9H1B7917ra9/kD/ 

APbm3+Xt/wCIAxH/ALvc97917q3/AN+691737r3XvfuwlBh3L3R1P8eOst3dzd4dg7V6s6s2Hjf4 
tu7fW9MtqPfXb+EonqIaOnNTWVLKJKqvr6qKmpaeMPUVdVNHDCkksiI3uwlLj A5/BbqweI3NtfNYn 
ce3M/jaLM4HcOByNHmMJm8PkqeOrx2VxGVx81RQZLG19JKksM8MjxSxsGViCD7917p39+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691 owfSLfOwtp0nQvwU6ollopd857t3tPsKhgWR3yVBtPaWzMJtvKyywx 1HjpqHLZj 
etGI2miLTyUTiJwIpgfde6tg/wCEoex83s/+Sp8e81mfvI07B7A773xhqWsUxNS4R+29z7TpTTxP 
I0i0dfUb SmrImICxiVKnyKGR 1 CF de62P/AH7r3Xvfuvde9+691//X3 +Pfuvde9+691737r3XyVv5 o 
3dfYX8+f+ehjelOispVZzYVZ2dg/iX8eKqjMeZwWJ6y2Tmci3Ync8cFDNDT 123cjVpuHek9SCKg7 
t] gidiKaML7r3X 1UOiOltg/HDpXqnoLqzER4Lrrpvr/anW+zcYgjEkOA2hhqTCOEtbLHHEKzKVsV 
J56ypYeSqqpJJZCXdifde6Fn37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdazX/CqX+XsPmf/LX3L29s3Ctk 
e6vhq~ZTvPaho6SGbJ5j q77KnpO9dqLO4M8VCmzqKLcpSLVLUVW2IIVBMp9+691 Tn!wi/wD5h0Ut 
H3b/AC0+xM/HHUU01b8hPjhBWuqNUU032+N7s2PQ 1EsiB 5aWYYvcFBQxK0j JLmqk2SI2917rfx9+ 
691rA/8ACvL/ALc270/8WA6J/wDd51PfuwlEA/4RDfSAZLPzl~8AE/8AXfSA77qo9+691u++/de6 
97917r3v3Xuve/de6+eb/wAKwP5IL7Ty24f5pnxY2izbX3BXRS/Mbr3buONtt7hrpo6ek+QmJoaR 
Sv8 AB dx 1 UqU27FRENLkWhyj CRKvIzUvuvdWAf8 JYP538nyp66xfSu75Rbt +6+R/Tu 1 wvQ2+s 9XKc 
j 3d0/tqhVDtLJVNRZ 8p2Z 1ViqYAzF2qcxt9FqHV6igr6qo917rcy9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69188 

P/hcX/zNT+Xb/wCI/wDkCF70fUHv3Xutr3+QP/25t/17f+IAxH/u9z3v3Xurf/fuvde9+691737r 
3WuN/wAKQ/5VHyp/mhfF3Z2E+Lvc 1 djNw9K5bPb6n+MOar8ft/rv5CZWSipIc S8+6JGokw/Y21 aS 
GsiwBzE0mCkkyMiSyY0u9b7917rSj/lffz2fnfSAyQ+wsx8TfkV 13vbsPoPZu5q7E7z+MHbBym0e 
yukcvNUvPmavqLM5ylmq9orV 1U33s2Cq4ajb+Se SSenWjqKybIP7r3XOR/gh!Og/lzfzFcPhm+PX 
yI2rTdiZVYYqjojtCsx/XPeOLyEojLY 1 di5vIE7raAzIr lm3KnNYsyOEWqZwVHuvdWne/de69791 
7qv358fzPvhZ/LY68rd9fKXuXbul sw+JqcntDqbD ltDnO5ex5YS8cFHsfryCsjzGQhqalBA2RqB S 
4ejkYGqq4E 9Xv3XuvmE 9w9j/ADI/4U6fzYMDj 9m7Vbbg3 W 1 Ls7YO24vuszsn4v8 Axl2tmKqvyO7N 
8Z1FoY684aLNVGTzFc320ud3BXpQY+GNqjHUCe6919Y/45dD7B+LvQnTnxz6toZMf170j lvtDrPa 
UNQYnrp 8RtDCUeGgyWVnijiWtzmYalarr6kqHqayeWVrs 5Pv3Xuhp9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/Q3 +Pf 
uvde9+690Qv+ZxtT5Zdh!Bn5DdY/CLG7fq/kh2nser6z2Vk9z7rpt14raeM3xLFt7eu8189UI70u 
cwGyq7I S 4kxKZFy32z/oRyPde61 u/wDhN7/wnr7/AP 5 c3yH7Z+VXzXxXXMXY2P2LB 1 z8 fsLs 3 dVH 
vqPDJu+eeXszfNZkKejpYcLmlwuNpMNQCMyS SOWUySyaFZPJ7r3W5x7917r3v3Xuve/de697917r 
3v3Xuve/de6hZHHY/L4+uxOWoaP J4r J0dRj slj cj Tw 1 uPyOPrYXpcLvhrqOp S Wnq6 Srp 5 Wj likVkk 
RirAgke/de6+dztD/hNr/NR+Cv8ANEovlfSAA7E9TZ7pjp35FVXYHTEG4e5sds/cGe6Wy2TnfKdV 
bopa7H5 CrpVyXX2brt qZCpbUamFpK1FXyKF917r6JOMj SRRSPD JTvJGjvBMYmlgZ1DNFKY JZ 4Gki 
J0sUd0uOGI59+691 SZ/woH+Cff38xb+XXuT41/GrHbXynZ2T7Y6u3fSUu79y021MMcPtTJ11V13f 

L 1 cM8KTpDUL449N3PA9+690VH/hM3/K2+WH8rj o35NbC+V+I2PiNw9p9sbR3 ftOPZG9KLelLNhsN 
tCbDVzl 1VRU9OtFULXOAsbAl159+691 sze/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6ZNybc2/vHbuf2ju3B4nc2 
1 d 1 YXKbb3NtvP4+ly2C3Dt/OUM+MzOE zWKrop6HJ4nLY2qkgqaeZHimhkZHUqSPfuwlfOg+Uv/CU 
n+YZOJ86cn3R/ICx3LsrG9SbZ3 lhe3Pj 5uHcPbUW0exunM5Fkf41 T7Km~UORqM7DsTMQeCgrp5av 
+JYkwCtMtQapT7r3W/p8Us98jNx/Hvq7IfLfYe 1 eufldaHtmkx3b23tibkot 17FqN4YzVQV+49m5W 
kJeLbu6/AuRgoagGoxn3Jo3kqPAKmb3XujDe/de697917r3v3XutRb/hTfSAyb/mt/NO3z8Q8/8A 
EzB9d5jH9NbT7hw+9m3xv+g2XLBW70y/Xlbg lx0dbS 1ByEckO3KnyMtvGQoP6vfuwlXw/wAqT45d 
1/EX+XX8 St]V3HS4ei7Q6d6nx20N6UmAy8Wdw0GZp8plauVMd1414oa+nENWlpFUAm4/Hv3XurCP 
fuvde 9+691737r3XvfuwlVt/zCP 5 TPwX/mb7QGA+U3 TtBmN247Hvj tod 1 bMkp9o92bFiLSPHHt3 f 
1LR 1 Utbi4ZpnkGJy9P1MI 8 zeR6 J5 ArD3XutKH5 CF 8Irvk7s 3MZPcHwi+ SvWvce 0kmnrMXsju9Mn 1 
T2t]4FKmjxVHubb2L3TsLd+SVgS9ZUf3WhP 1EKng+690SzG/y+f+FYvxPEe0evh8+cDtyjaoosZi 
OoflxBvrYZgLalrKHb+zO6NwYPGCojhDRvNR01 TGraGWNiye/de6dqjqX/hX 13NENtVdZ/M4o6eq 
STbsqVHbmW6apKiDFLOJhX5mTeuxaeWnrERletnqCmSVgplnDqD7r3Q4/F3/AIR9/wAx/wCRe9Yd 



/fPHubZXx4xGZrochvQ lm7v9mL+QGZ1VYTPCz7ey9V 12aqqp4vlv4jUbsrXpW0yCkqkTxt7r3W+J 
/Ls/lfSAxA/le9Sy9VIFjr58TU5x6Sq7C7S3ZUU2402u0spRRtHS 1 ++N3ROOPWaloQ7/AGeMoKeg 

w 1 A0sr01 JFJPOSvuvdWFe/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6//0d/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737 
r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvd 
e9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9Lf49+691737r3Xvfuvde9+ 
690DPb/yN+PXx7x9Ple/O+Omej 8XVwzlFLku3+0dkdaUFTT03/AmenrN55zC080NP/bZWKp+SRfu 
wlF+wP8ANB/lpbq~vtHgdsfzD/gxuTOZCTwOGGwHy26CzGVrpT9IqPHY/sCorKmQ/61EY+/de601j 
8jj 8tRUmUxVdR5PG5Cniq6DI4+phraGtpZOWSCppKumeSnqaaWNgyOjMrA3Bt7917qb7917qNV 1 d 
LQUtTXV 1 TTOVDRU81XWV1XNHTUtJS00bTVFTU1EzJFBTwRIXd3IWB JIA9+690BH+zZIFj/vJf4/ 
/wDo5euv/sj9+6917/Zsvix/3kv8f/8AOcvXX/2R+/de69/s2XxY/wC81/j/AP8Ao5euv/sj9+69 
0/7W+QvQW+c9QbW2T3j 0/vDc+T+6/hu3Nrdl7L3Bnsj 91Rz5Gt+xxGJzVXkav7TH0ks 8vjjbxwxO 
7WVSR7r3RcPnF/My+EX 8tzFddZr 5 o92f6GcZ 2xX7kxfX9T/o37b7E/j 9ft Gnw9XuGDw9UbC31 Piv 
4IT 5 +kbVWpTJL5bRFyrhfde6OB 15v7afa2wNj9obCy38e2L2Rs/bO/t15z7HJ4v+M7T3hhaLcO28 
t/DMzR47MY7+I4flwzeCrp4KmHXoljRwyj3Xulh7917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3XugE71 +VI:Lxg+O SU8nyE+R/QvREdXDHUUkncvcHXvV6VVPLUL SRT07b33Fg 1 mhkqmE S st 1 Mh 
Cg349+690E+yv5kX8u7srO02 luufnv8AC7f+56 llSj27sr5 SdHbpztW7usaL S4jBb7r8hUM8jhQE 
j JJIH19+690dP37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9 
+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X/09/j 37r3XvfuvdQsjkcfiMfXZbLV 1 HjMVjKOoyO SyWRqIaLH 
47HOUL 1 NZXV 1 ZUvFT01JSU8 TS SyyMqRopZiACffuvdawuV+bnzu/nT9k766e/1Rbw/2Un4Dddbky 
Oxe4f5mu5tsnMdgdsbixlQ9PmdnfDvZ lbPTQyUYpWR33DPJR1UEE6Tipxc60tNkfde6Nb01/wnK/ 
lc9alVRvDt/qPc3zU7qzarNvXvL 519gbq7w3rvPKOpecLvOUw2ayNPsCKaapkdlkTEfdWYLJPKVDe 
/de6NRvf+]~:I/ACmOwMPNg 89/Lh+GVBRTwzQPPsj 4+dbdZ 5hUqBE JGh3D lvgNqbgppl 8I 8 ckdS skV 
zoZdTX917qsjff8 AIe7W+GdRke3/AORr 8uezviLvXHT SZmb4h9wb 13H3H8Me 1 CrwyVe 38jg98 S 7p 
3HsvLZi JZI~Gp3 zlVE7iOmfHa2q4vde6Of8 AywP 5 s 8XzO3R2H8Ufk31 DlviP/Me +PVE Ju9vjNucy 
DHZrDxz01Kna/SmYqqqrfd3WWXGSop7iaokoVyFOUqK+inpM1We691 a72nsaLs/rHsfrWlIyYeDs 
PYe79iz5aKmWsmxcW7dv5HASZKKkeanSqkoUyBlWMyRiQrpLLe4917rR/wD+gHTq3/vYnv8A/wDS 
cNu//bh9+691RE/PY/kBbR/k69T9Edlbb+Te4++J+5Ow9ybHqcTm+r8ZsGLAxYHbcelTi09ZQb23 
U+QkqXk8Rj aOIKBqlH6e/de6tS+If/CObrf50/E74wfJSu+eO99nlvyF+PHSveNZtKk6CwWZpdr 1 
XbPW22t+ 1 G3abLzdq46bKU+Emz5pkqXp4GnWIOYOLaR7r3Vu38sz/hICxsL+W783elPmjhfmdu/tj 
J9Mnsj 7br/KdKYXaNDn! AP S J1 Jv3 qmbz7hpOyc/UY/8 AhVPvp61 dNJL 5XphEdIcuvuwlER/4XF/8 
yt/12fSAl~8AyP8A/ed6e9+691t+/wAvX/sgT40/+Kf/ABo/98vsr37r3RwPfuvde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3XvfuvdaLn8+b/hRd3t]+98n!ACy/5UcmayHdI3WOp+ lu7NjYZ9zb9m7OyVbD 
hH6X+PVB Sx 1 zRbqxeSmfH5XOLTy 1 sGT 102NFPNTGtf3Xui9fEz/hHH3r3zRDuv8AmbfLrc+z+y99 
fb57cnXfXklL2321HWVtMDL/AKRe 8d55XL7en3ZSBEiqI8fQ7gpDb0ZGQKPfuvdGL7o/4RE9B 120 
6r/Z~Fm 12/tj fUE ck 1 GvdGxd1772nl JURj DQVTbHTrrMYGOoksGrEGSMK3IppD6ffuwlVx/DPtj + 
fd/If+dPTnwL 3r 1 p2B 8reou392Uu2uuujKXPZPfvVXZ 220CLvcruf4w9p 5yGA9RZDbOM+4yGSpKOY 
vG42mL 1 e4MXFF4quL3XuvpbIxZVZkaMsqsyOVLoSASjeNnQupNjpYi/0J9+691 z9+691737r3Xvf 
uvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X//1N/j 37r3 
Xvfuvda3/wDPK7H7I+TPbfw//kmdB 7tymy911PTMZbe 3yu31 t+qSnzPXnwc63NZVdj QQOzxmGs 7w 
lw+Qx9IHP22RGIqMVUAxZE+/de6vr6V6Y6t+N3UPX3R3TW0sP 191R1RtPGbQ2VtTERiDH4bA4anE 
cZlnlZqiuyFXJrqa6uqXlq66smlqaiSSeWSRvde61E/n!wD8Kkewst 8iaz4T/wAmb47R/MHuqnzm 
S2nWds 1 e2927/wBn5LP4edqbPwdSddbFq8RmN8YPAiKdpt 1V2SpMDGKdqmOCtx2msf3Xui37n!nC 
/wDCnfSA18UeI77/AJgfSv7Zm!t]H46Ko3xJgdr7aoana2EnrVp/4hX796N392B T9S 5SoqCkCS7t 
xE9GW1SP7c SSxP7917o9PxM/4U25b50/zY+kPhN8Zej do7i+Nncu0dvbgm7P3VXbkwPauyq2j+O+ 
X7r7VxWbx 1 JVZTaFTXbF3DQSbbMc SinmyFBMIaqoSpp5F917o3f/AAoC+JW74Or9j/zYPilRLt35 
0fy 1 aqn7cwW5MTB JDVdnfHXAVNZXdx9Rb4OO+3r~-bMotpZ]~25M0kkpT+HSZejjA/ikx9+691 dh8 
WPkNsr5a/G7o35NddeRNmd6dX707MwdFUTR1Fbhot 1YWkydXt3 JyxJHGcvtrISy4+sCqAtVTSC3H 
v3Xuh99+691pBfSAC3n/ALJZ+D3/AIn/AI=E/991T+/de62fv5Tv/AG6y/lp/+KAfDfSA+B1659+6 

90f/AN+691 ohfSLi/wDmVv8 ALs/8P/5H/wDvO9Pe/de6BPrf5 +/zrP 5rvVITr~xI=/A JMW 1 sx0H8ZP 
j NOPOZ0j 278 s 89UY]~fNbvPsXatagOzcHu6G17 J3I=j sj k9oYvE 5uAt QYnZtPVbubGiHI 1708FctB T+ 
690XT5PIFX/hVt/K02blP1Nlfm!3j3317sCNNw76zWw/k/2X8m9ubIwlHD9zVZzd/UPyAw0bVm08 
c J5P4jVU+ArqGihhaeqaKmj WYe69 ltH/APCev+du383DpHfG2+3sHt3Zvy0+P7YGLs7F7ViqqLaf 
YezdxpU0+2e 1NqYyunqp8PNVZLGVVDm8ZHPUw0FYkE8bxwZCnpaf3Xur30403et+gurOwO6+4N24 
vYnV/VulMlvbfW7sy8iUGD25gKKWuyNY8UEc 1XWVBii0QU1PHLVVdQ6QwRySyIj e691 oB7i/m7/z 
wv59HyH3n0z/ACjMDmfiv8aNk lkEeZ37]T~+E2ruHDYHIyTQYPdXeHe 1XSZqu2mM41BUTOW29kJ9 
+sHlj 05 cUkl aPde6UnZ/8 sn!AIVjlBjbD~FdT/zG+wPlvktpY+kzm4estqfJfufvj cUbYw S 1 uU/h 
HUnyl2cmy+xsX Sxp6aWkj ny+TuY48Y7BEb3Xurr/APhPv/P61~m143 dILx 1 +Ru3tv9a/Nbqjb/wDH 
shS4CCIEbS7q2XjKikw+Z3htrB 5GqqK3bW9Nt 5WpiXcGE lvCqlMdZQkU5qaXHe691 aF/OK+X2U+C 
X8s/5efJrbVd/Dd9bL6v129 lpkEWOWbHdo9n5vEdW9d5mCkkDLW/3c3dvKkyUsVipp6OQvZFYj 3X 
ut T7/hGT8 Ats 7j o++/5mfZuKj 3 Jveh3pk+guicjm9ddWbfrP4Dit zd0b+p2q2mMub3HB uzGYamyA 
01EMEeWhllauQe/de638ffuvde9+691 GlpKWompaielp5qihlklop5YI5 JqOWaCSmllpZXUvTyS0 
0zxsyEFkcqeCR7917pt3 JuPb+ztu5/d27c5ids7V2rhcpuTc25M/kKXE4Lb238HQz5PM5vNZWulg 
ocZicTjaWSepqJnSKGGNndgoJ9+691 oF/K3/AIUP/wAyv+Z58nct8NP5EfWm4sVtGkmyFIO5aLae 
BrO0t84Ogqjj 8h2FkMz2XAuwPjz 1 ]Y~yTxrR10Ujp80WeB 5K2iqqkY2L3XuoeR/k2/wDCtI=beGftr 
E/zPs9uvesYlyydQ47591IqozM1ZaX/cYm3d6bPw/QGp/EoWJ8stCvkX 1L69PuwlI=P8AI3/8KXvm 
N8Tvk9F8Cv55mx67bmVpNxYfZFT3 ln9r4Pr/AH51 Tksk 1PR4bM9t4vAU+O2I=vvqnJwzQVI3ViEhk 
ioWbIG]2LQSiSL3Xut+CnqIKyCCrpJ4aqkqoYqimqaeVJ6eop50WWGeCaJmjlhljYMrKSrKQQbe/d 
e60NP11/NX+WHQ3/AAqKy/x 13N8t97de/BXYm/uj 8xv3rivydBTdZ7f66b4a9cdp9iVmUjOMlro8 
S2Wq6/K1RWUt 5Hcr+F9+690WL5MfzvP50n84nvXfnUX8mPq/ujrz447Lyk+Fg3N1XtzEY3sPc 1FJ 
WsmC3f253mqKj290pUbjhoWqcbhMflsPI=BB JNFUVWSMRkj 917rck/1BbP8Alr0P/LK6H27/ADIt 
x7si+UOyaPu/Nd67n7j 7fwlbG4aDGVPe fa+69q5LdlbdFvTe2AyeLxXVFdiTFIMxPBi 8bFHSt4B T 
NDF7r3WqB 8qf5+P8zb+bD8sc38If5Fez8 ltDYGFmyiV/dlBRbbpuw977ZwllFQ5jtDNbx33CNrdB 
9SmqliXG6fHuOulwj 7paquTDRe69 lI3T/J7/AOFYPSW25u6thfzStxd2dg4ulq87XdM4b5olIDdF 
ZXVhrUyEeJ2 ltnvjZ2E6QzU3jiAenrJsdSxnVTU/nhb 1 +691YH/Ib/4UP9r/ACw7yy/8uv8AmSbS 
xvWXzL27NuHB7K3o+2Zet5+zN17FWrG9+seyOu5qekodj dzYWHF1 dXGtDDQYzIxUtR]~LRUVXTwpk 
Pde63 APfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf//V3 +Pfuwle 9+691 rdIFGB e 1 P 8 Ah]~:I/ADWN97iL 1 WS +K3w6 
+H/x368WoInjx+ 1069r7U77319ACAtG53PHKOAXIqZrMFkZT7r3QgfSACnD5a70+I38o3vDMgcZi 
u25vvvHcWzvjhgtyY2ompMhg 8 f2TI=k63tagTQ 1 VNNBU01 dXda7YzVFBPE6yU81 Ukq+pB 7917oCf8 A 
hKt/L261 +K/8t7rX5Lz7Yx8/yF+Y2Hq+yN5b3rcan8dxXV8+erYOr+vMDkqmCOtpdpz7cxdJn6qO 
MI1Z1MkzO00VNRunuwlbL25ts7d3rtvcOzd3YTF7m2nu3B 5bbO6NuZyip81hdwbdzlBU4rNYTMY2 
r S WmyGI=yuNqpYKiCVWjlikZWBBI9+69184b/AI SwfGXZ1F/PF+bGb2QkOX6q+KGyfkVtbrLNtVzV 
8wk3B3fhus9gVsNVI8jVi5LrGizmuoeR2e44YuWX3Xuvox9i7c2vvDr7fe0t7+H+5e6dm7n25u8V 
Bg Sn!uvm 8 JXYzP 8 Ane qjnpUh!hNVL qMiPGFvqUi49+691 Q//AMJZs 1 uHNfyPviD/AB 6OTw4nKfiP 
C7dq5VqB JX7eoPkh2x9tIZZ5ZVnjx9dI=UUMZj CRpFSI=Hp lIzN7r3Wwn7917rSC/4W8/9ks/B7/xP 
/Yn/ AL 7 qn9+6 91s/ fynf + 3 WX 8tP / AMU A +G// AMDr l z7 917 o//v3 Xut EL/hcX/w Ayt/12f + H/ AP I/ 
/wB 53p737r3WOX/Jt6C2H8bP5XfwZ646/wAVQ46irPjdl T2Luaqo6RKWTcXYPa2zsR2I=v7c 1 cQWm 
nqsxurcl S6GV5HiphFCG8cSAe691ZHk8Zj c3jchhszj6HL4fLONXjMrisnSU9t]cnja+nkpK7H5C 
hq45 qWuoK61meOWKRGjkjYqwI JHv3Xuvm3/8 Ji9sUXSn!ChD 5tdLbCqKzG7B 211/8xOtKDEPMZkq 
Nr9e/I/r7H7Yp6zWGEtP~i4sHAV14kBDAHS7hvde6uK/4Wgfi7cfWn8v3o74+bcytRi4fkr32k29o 



6eR1Ge2B0 lgG3VPt6qXxsjUb9g5zbeQPqVvLjYwAy17e6903fyRP5qfSj/8A14fy2t~10ZlfmLlx 
s/t/NbRoO1PkRTv132/LnJ+7uxaOmz27cTuTJYrrWroMrX9f081LteGaCaanNHhIRHJIv7j +69 lb 
P/0Eh!ySv+899gf+i97x/wDtXe/de60fe7PlhSTutvSAhTh0JSyv5efbGC3n0j2/Sgui90bSym08 
duXaGCxmY7rr4Opvkvt96bdeB23Xht 147L5TOVTvDJSmpzj 6X0roj 917rbz/AOFZmDzmW/kp971 + 
JnqIaDbHatLx 8 ze 544VmaOqwdR23tvbdPBVmP0 JTruXc OO1Bk9Hlj QD 1 FffuwlIz/AI S Gbq25uH+T 
fs7EYOOljyexPkF3rtXeLU80kss246zM4j e9LJXI9PEsFUNo7xxSBEaVTAsb6gzFE917raB9+691 
737r3XvfuvdauPSAwrs+Te 5+g/5Tldl 9s7J1 GMynyn7w2H0bn6mjaqp61 Ou61Dbt7R3jHBXQBY4a 
IMy9eUOHrIWcGqx+Uni0vG0un3XuhF/4 Sx/CnYXxc/1V9R9t0OAoI+3/AJfw 1 XdXaO7j SMuWyeB O 
bz+K6i2ulbUQxVv93 dt7DWKrgpv+A6ZLL 5C eLUKku3uwlb JPv3Xut QP/AIWI/Bvr7t3 +X/j/AJuU 
WAxtD3LSTN47FwuR3jDDFB1M90n2vvTH7Ardk5 SeKNZ 8tS4fsveOHyeME7umNMuRSCoa+oL+691Y 
f/wmf+Se 8fkz/J0+L2c7Ara7K7t6pXevQVbna+UTS 5rB9UborSLsCYMXlndsX lvNhSbLJMxlnqaG 
SUB SAe/de60Xv5/XSG7PkvSASKW+9vjrsSTwbw727Y+E/UO3atoXnp6DJ9i/GT407TgyNfGktPSA 
7iSb/FjUVbNJHG1NG706IGYe6919PH4elETo/wCC3x262+Mvx72nR7U6663wdLj4mSnpUzW7M+ae 
Fdwb831kKaCn!j e9N35CJqvI lj qNcr6I ljhSKJPde6p3/wCFqq:IyK3FSe/wCTj33 S7TrZsZm+/dzd 
f/Hb+JU51EkG3~FZWoy+/qIGNGjSO4+vNp5bFTeQqhgr3sdekH3XuqSf+E1PSxH+Tn/Li+AEVL3b 
8qdhdb/Kvvbf27N7944vJ7J7RzG4cLitt5/MbQ6p2dPnNtdfZIFVGFoNn48ZungiqphBV7iq9RWR 
nj T3Xuthz/oJD/klf9577A/9F73j/wDau9+691 oyfSKA/mbSK9z/AMOT41/zG/5ZneW1 exd9UVD1 
/vntOfaO3 dSbXOP7r6F3jj qnZm7c2d4bW26tZNu/ZUGICxkq0yTxtDgWM66pj 5Pde6+qDt 7N0u5MB 
g9x0MdRFQ7gw+MzdHFVrHHVRUuVooK+nj qkhmniS o SGcBwjuoYGzEc +/de6effuvde 9+691737r3 
X//W3+Pfuvde9+69 lrZ9YVsXxs/4U9fJ7aW5XjxWI/mQ/AzqPtfryvllUQbn7K+MX2nWmT21SeS7 
S 5zHdc7Ry2VlhiYeOhgWR1PkDD3XuhY/4UqfCPsX50/yrO ltk9QYGo3Z2n0zu/aPyL2Xs6gpTWZf 
drddUu4MVu7Bbfp4oKis qtyT9d7uzMuOpadDUZCshj o4/VUW9+691 Tr/AMJ2f+FDnwr2b 8KuqPhR 
80u2MX8d+2vjzj 6rYezN6dgwZOk637164XOV1TtAjeFPR1 eJ2duPZuNyUeJrKq?LyUcEtNRQ1VPPJ 
5KiGk917oy380b/hS z0xPs 6p+If8 o/OZf5 ffOHvuafqrYW 5updvblyOOOrcj umnnxTbn2xm 5 cfQR 
9idjUcdQ JcFDiPvMPR 1 I+9yFWIqQONZ7r3VT/wDwji7M64+Mnyi/mJ/Fr 5 G57D9QfJfd79Nbc2ns 
bs es odtbjyOf6R3L3phO5 diUE +XqadaneGGzO7cV JNioXkq6mKlnnRGjp JWT3XutmT+dv/Mz2V 8 c 
/j lvX4mlH7PY/tz+Yd8tMPkt] z8dvj 5131KLP9kYvc3alLU7Ln7E3Hi8fUyts7F7MocnUV1DN1Pt 
4azKQRRWNO1ZNT+691 YN/Lb+I1L8Dvgp 8YPiRDWOOTyHS/VuIwm7Mti42ixeZ7DzNTW7u7LzWMjk 
VJVxuZ7B3Dk6qn8g8vhlXWS9z7917o73v3XutIL/AIW8/wDZLPwe/wDE/wDYn!vuqf37r3Wz9/Kd 
/wC3 WX 8tP/xQD4b/ APwOvXPv3 Xuj/wDv3 XutEL/hcX/zK3 + XZ/ 4f/w Aj/wD3nenvfuwlbfv8vX/s 
gT40/wDin/xo/wDfL7K9+690cD37r3Xzg/8AhPJ/3EO/zBP/AC/v/wCCe2r7917q3H/hZz8btydo 
fy9+l +/9s 4mbKp 8Zu+oZN7 S QJqbB 9edv4GXaNZnZbKzmli3/AIrbdG4HONcm0o SPde61/yKv5 fv 
81z+YX/LV+PHbeS+FXx+3h3LsnaWL6d+RT11 NlandMPcXXWOpcFm9w7rhh3 AfBkuysXB SboRgqRy 
xZgaVQqOae691cD/AMMD/wAm3/vXtOB/56M7/wDX737r3TVs/wDk3fySttdvUu3tmlD74qUveHWt 
NtLtZNn4+rjrd/7Txb 5 +qGzd85HZku56rLUW36/c W3KiKirKqk+yq6iimiVnMcij 3Xuj 1/OD4ubY 
+btLxF+Q/x S31UROGI7z6r3Rs aDMS QCp/u3uKuomqdnbtj piHE9RtDd9 JQ 50 JC C GkpFHv3Xuvngf8 
J5 f5iuS/kt/Oj 5 Cfy7vny JOoutuyewKbZ +7M3uLVHhO1Pk Js 6olwGF3b181pjhj 6v7L29WRU 1 Xm7 
SUaQRYjI+SLHLWHv3Xuvpv01XS 19LTV1DU09bQltPDV0dZSTR1NLV0tTGs 1PU01RCzxT088Th0d 
CVZ S CCQffuvdSffuwlVf/MX+cb/L 5 +CHe fItLx0+R/e+D2n213PuCjw 8 eIoTT 5 el6qw+Uop 5 sLvzv 
Csp6xV6x2 Jm 8kKehpa6tUvJJViqMS 42myFdR+691 Vb/wrh+NO4fkV/KWn7K2DRSbgq/jD3RsHv3L 
jEGoyM1V lhV4DdvW2762ip6Jpqerx+ITsOhzdXU6WFLjMXPPrWJZS3uwlKv/AISp/Obr35P/AMr3 
rL oeLc WPPd3w6iyHVPYu0HqkXMJsqr3Hns z 1 HvSkx7/vNtvKbRqkxInB dTk 8LVqdA8 an3Xutmf37 
r3WoD/wsP+c/XnUnwBofhDQ71~xeQ7n+V+9Ni5jK7MgqIanK7e6V6p31jewqzemYp4ZXnw9PmOyNp 
YXG4v7hEXJePImBn+xqAvuvdWQ/8 JsPj FvH4s fye/i3tj sLH 12F3t21Tbu78 zOByCiKowmN7c3NX 
7i2LS SQELPR 1 VR 1 s cNVVVPMqz01 ZUTQyKrIQPde 61 XvkyiP/AMLZ 9uCRVcD5B fEIwGUMA0fwj 6Z e 
NgDcakkUEH6ggEe/de6+j 97917rX~F4VJ/G/dHyL/k6d9S7NxtXmdwdC7m2F8ikxNFHPLU103Ov8 
nU4rs CuCQkAw7b663V18tPrDIKegcgagpHuwlUxf8 Jj/AIe/yiv51ffwIbAd 1/Evorsn5Zflqfe249 
rdx5DclDkzvTce0937gzW7Oqt/V8FJ16WmlxNXg6ylb0M0aBjUbbm8oDMrye691 sgfSADA/8m3/v 
Xt0B/wCejO//AF+9+690jsl~JK/kXYne23Otcr8L/ijjOxt44fP7i2jsDIV70W9dlYDacmMi3TnN 
ubVqN 1 xZ30YlbUubolyFTSw Sw0bVcImZDKmr3Xuro 8 dj 6LEOFDisbTx0ePxlHqW+gpIQRF S 0VFC1 
NS00QJJEcEEaqtyeB7917qb7917r3v3Xuve/de6//9ff49+691737r3VIn87X4S919/9X9L/AC5+ 
GR8Hz4/15dgVXe/xvo 1 QSRdm4SqixsHbnRWSh8sH31H2Ztj CxLDS11FfVUaY9nhhr55k917o3/8A 
Li/m J9F/zKvj rgu8 eoK7+C71olFt7unpj OV1OOxuiez6I 1 F JuDYO/MLaDIOEkORoKhsbWTU9OmVo 
FWojRCZIovde6LD8r/8AhP3/AClvmb2P103+5vidgabs7cFdNkt0bw6w3fv3qKr3bkKoA lmT3TiO 
u9zbe2zns 1 XT21qMjUUL5 GeW7 S Ts Wtag7r3 Q/fCX+Un!Lw/131VXmfiZ8Zdl9dbzyOPlxeS7LylZu 
LsDtCrx 1 UYmr 8bF2D2Fmdz7oxGHyUsEb 1 GPx9TSY+V40Jg9CW917oN/ml/I9/lg/P7fUnanyT+L2 
3892tVR0s OU7M2Tufe 3Vm 8twxUUEdHTf3ur+utxbbpd51EFFBHTxVGWgraqCniSKKRERVHuwlLD4 
Pfy~FwCXN/Lq~v9duv4pfGra+yuwsnR 1 e Ore 0dxZfc/Y/Za4uukc 1 mIxO8uwc 1 uTLbXw9bAUiqaTE 
vQU1YkMZqElddfv3XurNPfuvde9+691 qi/8ACrb4BfMD5+fH34n7Q+IPSec7s3 J1/wBx703 JvDF4 
PObOwcuEwmT2TDi6Gvnl3huPblNPHUV6mMLC 8jg 81QOffuwlX 5 fy6+t979N/y/Pgr 1 D2ZgKj anY/ 
VXw4+MfW/YG16uooaur23vbY3 SeyNsbrwFqW4uqrsbU1 GHz2MqKd5KeeaB2j Jj d0IY+690cj37r3 
Won!AMICxP5eHzN/mA9f/AAoxHw96Lz3d2S6x3j 3hkt90uDzuysE+3qLdOE6zpcBUVD7y3LmOpXI 
z4 SqVRTtKVMJ1 hQVv7r3 Wyr 8L9k7p6z+Hr~xP643 zi Jtv726/+NPROyN4YCompKiowe6dqdXbWwW4 
MPUVFBUVVDPNj ct QTQs 8Mss TMhKOykE +690Zf37r3 Wj 9/Ja/1 dIPb4z/AM+L51/K7vP467k6++Pf 
ZX+zif3H7LyO5NgZHGbg/wBI/fe3927J+3xeC3bltxU38e27RyVUfno4vGqaZdD2U+69 lugdrdWd 
f949Z 796d7W2ti97da9nbTzmyN87TzMJro~xuf2zuPHz4zLY6pCsks fnpKhtE sb JNDIFkjZXVWHuvd 
aAHaH8jP+c//ACXPkNvD5A/yXez9y909J7qkVa3Y9BX7Pq+xF2zFWy 1NBs/uHprfKU+x+3Y8D960 
GOzmDjmy4E1RPHR41nYv7r3 S7yv81H/hX13Njh 1 Tsj +XLU9Pbukj GEPaOL+Hu/toZL73KUtPJTZ d 
t 0fITf24+kYZKFHuagUCY+CVnS ddS aU917qwf+ SX/IF+V3 Qnykqf5nP8 zP5Fb03h8v8 AN0+Vr~xXX 
e lul c3uioik3RgZsDmm+QHY 1 JUfZ7/lose8UFDtrEVNVtqiWip3aqrI0ipab3Xutv737r3Wvn!On 
/wCE+3x3/m04yDs3D5yDoT5f7ZwlPh9v9143CL18FvnCY41sds7uPbFP~+4sbSRO8OPy 1NPFls 
SrqL 11JEtA3uvdas/XHRn!Cs3 +Top6d6IwPYve/RGEqHoNo4bYt JtD5YdRNj oZfHAdj 7bz 1 JV9vd 
WYMsC4oUoduRFpGkenYsX9+690u838zP+FjXzAxadabO+OXdvQsW646jGVmcwnxr238aMp9uXTHz 
M3Z3 e 0WLr9hyLPStNHW001LxWpkLxTeFowPde6P J/Ku/4 SbVu300KX5Yfzc 9+Yvv/s 2TONvK1 +Pd 
DuPKb+2vl d 1 zzPWPuH5 C9kZ 5BXdpZAV0gnmwtHqxdTURKa2vydLLNRN7r3 W7 JnNp7X3NtXMbF3Ft 
zB 53ZW4Nv5Daed2118VQ5DbeY2vlcdLiMntzJYSqglxtdg8hiZ3ppqWSNoJKdzGylSR7917r5/8A 
8w/+E2fSxL+Xb81q35k/yMe0NyV2GirMxlsT1Rjd6YTbncPWmKyM8NRX7DppOwq9did+dZqmoxUO 
ZkIIzQQQ09RRZOoT7ub3Xuo//Dov/Cv/ADuMbq/H/AzduH3 dJj 4aJe0v9km3Bj 8nFUz 1FXTJ1Vz+ 
5snN0euQElIxdXxxpI4zHI8KpLGz+690Nn8uL/hMn8p/kB 8mKf58fzyOwpOxt 5VG4MZvZvj 3md40 
XZ+6t +7gxLRHB 0Xe e7MVPkNjYrrvb 8VHTx020tv 1 NfRVNFHHRSvRUULOFR7r3 W90iLGqoiqiIqoi 
IoVFRQFVWQAqqBYAcAe/de60ge9f5XXz 13X/wAKqcH8+Nv/AB03 JkviJS9ylHTck/dUW5dgRYSP 
CbN+KPWGwNzV5wdRu2HeBTE7wwVXQuoxxke SEsitGVc+69 lvA+/de6gZPGY3N43IYbM4+hy+Hy9D 
V4zK4rJ01PX43 J42vp5KSux+QoauOalrqCupZnjlikRo512KsCCR7917rQX+Z3/Cc/8AmF/y8P1D 
1/nD/Id7 JzUGJq6rKV/+gjE7swm3 +y+vsT16mDI 5nYWMh7Dqj 113106Kuj E 80IzkpyUQhpKf7PK1 
NOtcfde 6ht/Nu/4VyZj Cnq6i/lmz4nd8UNNTP2uvwr7ho 81 JNURVOOjrBm9wdhT9GvN91EamXRiv 
B CwRnRKd 1 R/de6Md/K8/kK/zG+3PmxsX+aR/OT+Qe+KfuTr7OOG6uv8 Aqbb/AGXFWdlVGYx JqXwV 
HvDdfVuTpthdYdV44V0rDaG1Z5IM1FUzUtalDTtVUtZ7r3W7r7917r3v3Xuve/de697917r/0N/j 
37r3Xvfuvde9+691Rb80P5NtZvXvjI/O7+XD391vgF8+K2GQb 13jtrDwZ7of5KUwkiqnwvyL611i 
mw2dqshV06F83DqS~E/kdqqqo8jVR0stP7r3QJY7+Zn!OQ+K9M21/nR/Jz358g3xEcsCd9/y 1N50P 
ce299faCVBkKHoXMGp7M2v8AcpAJCa+rppJnktHRQiSh917pXV/8+/dlVSxU+zv5In89q?Kl~iqWEd 



NQ7u+DB2Nt0ymCV7Vm65Ow8/Hj4fOqr5 JKUKEYt9QEb3Xukhluzv+FBfz/jO 1 erug+pP5OHSmWkN 
Nne6e6d6YD5I=/K2swI=t4Kio616w2vQ0mydn5irgqGVqbcMVHV05iMtI=kopBE0nuvdX+9S703D 151 

Z lvsHdvYW4u2907K2NtTam500t3U2Lot09i5zb+DocVld77ipMJT0mJps luiupXramOnj WJZZmAv 

9T7r3Qh+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve 
/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de69791 
7r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuve/de697917r3v3Xuv/R3+Pfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuv 

de 9+691737r3Xvfuvde 9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6917 
37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691//0t/j 37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r 
3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde 
9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737 
r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9PdDyPxy7hrchXV 
1N8 +vlpiKerrKmpp 8 Tj tm!B SXH4uGe d5Ys dQyZb4WZ ]2KSUdFG4iiapqaioKKD JLI93PuwlRP91o7 
o/72FfMD/wBAr4Cf/cO+/de69/stHdH/AHsK+YtFAKBXwE/+4d9+6917/ZaO6P8AvYV8wP8AOCvg 
J/8AcO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/ALh337r3Xv8AZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4CfSA3Dvv3Xuvf7LR 
3R/3sK+YtFoFfAT/AO4d9+6917/ZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4Cf/cO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/uH 
ffuvde/2Wjuj/vYV8wP/AECvgJ/9w77917r3+yOdOfSAewr5gf8AoFfAT/7h337r3Xv91o7o/wC9 
hXzA/wDQK+An/wBw77917r3+yOdOf97CvmB/6BXwE/8AuHl~vde/wBlo7o/72FfMD/OCvgJ/wDc 
O+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP8A7h337r3Xv91o7o/72FfMD/0CvgJ/9w77917r3+y0d0f97Cvm 
B/6BXwE/+4d9+6917/ZaO6P+9hXzA/8 AQK+An!3Dvv3Xuvf7LR3R/wB 7CvmB/wCgV8BP/uHffuvd 
e/2 Wjuj/ AL2FfMD/ AN Ar4Cf/ AHDvv3 Xuvf7LR3 R/3sK + YH/oFfA T/wC 4d9+6 917 / A GWjuj/vYV 8w 
P/QK+An/ANw77917r3+yOdOf97CvmB/6BXwE/wDuHl~vde/2Wjuj/vYV8wP/QK+An/3Dvv3Xuvf 
7LR3R/3 sK+YH/oFfAT/7h337r3Xv91o7o/72FfMD/wB Ar4Cf/c O+/de 69/stHdH/AHsK+YH/AKBX 
wE/+4d9+6917/ZaO6P8AvYV8wP8AOCvgJ/8AcO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/ALh337r3Xv8A 
ZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4CfSA3Dvv3Xuvf7LR3R/3sK+YH/oFfAT/AO4d9+6917/ZaO6P+9hXzA/9Ar4C 
f/cO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP/uHffuvde/2Wjuj/vYV8wP/AECvgJ/9w77917r3+yOdOfSA 
ewr5gfSAoFfAT/7h337r3Xv91o7o/wC9hXzA/wDQK+An!wBw77917r3+y0d0f97CvmB/6BXwE/8A 
uHl~vde/wBlo7o/72FfMD/OCvgJ/wDcO+/de69/stHdH/ewr5gf+gV8BP8A7h337r3Xv91o7o/7 
2FfMD/0CvgJ/9w77917p3/2Xvtv7L7X/AGen5Uef+Efwz+Jf3R+En3v3v8f/AIz/AHi8f+yc/wAO 
/jH80/3E6PB/D/4f6/tvvv8ALPfuwlf/1N/j37r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xv 
fuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+6 
91737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3X 
vfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/9Xf49+691737r3RUvk785vh58L8fhsj 8qvk 
n0/0Qu5 fMdtY/sPemIwu4NyRUrCOs qdu7XaeXcmdo6GR1WonpaS aGBnUSMpZQfde6FDpHv3pD 5Ld 
f43tb499tdd91 dbZaoqqKg3vlju7Cb021LkaExrkcVLk8DWltNS 5jGPKqlVHMY6qmc6ZY0bj37r3 
Qc9dfNr4h9u93b5+NnV/yS6Z3939 lm+6E7B6e2rv7b+Z7C2fJsjPUe 194RZ/bNDWy5LHTbZ3FXw0 
VckiBqapcRyBWuB7r3 SG72/mTfAL4w7/AKj qv5EfML4+dL9k0mLxubqtj9j dm7a2tuaDEZmJ5sTk 
pc TIK6Cr SjyEUbNC 5XS 4BI9+690KPQHy7+Knys oMnkvjN8kOj e/qTCLA2eHUHaWy+wKrb33Nvt03 
Hj 9sZnJV+35pwQUjrYoHYEE CxHv3XugQ7p/mn!y4vjr2c3 THeHzZ+NvWXaUEyU+V2XuntPbFDmNs 
1Esfmig3nGK6WDZE0sBWRVy70TNG6OAVdSfde6HXuD5ZfGToDqrB9591 d99T9Z9M7orMFQba7T3b 
vj A4vYO4Kvc +Oq8vtyLC7plrf4N1P47iqCappGgmdaiCNnQsov7917oUqHsPYuT6+o+2MfuzA 1 nW 
mQ2bT9h00+qfJU0m2KrYtXhE3 JTbsgy6uaSTAz4CRaxakN4zTkPITz7917oq2P8A5k/wDyvRmc+T 
eN+YXx8r01 trfkXV2405 qbs 3bUvXWH7Fnx2Iy 80yshuhK04ul3 JLi9wUVQtK0glMVVE lrOPfuvd 
Crn!AJafGPa/x6g+Wm4e+uqcT8ZKnC7b3FT98Vm9cGnVkuD3fm8XtvbOTTeYq2wppc luPNU1BAfL 
6q~wlIe JDp9+69103d8ot]psHoOi+U29+7etNp/HDJbX2XvXH937g3dh8V lpW7T7GkwkewlwUu7ay 
qixM+L3jLuXHpjZVkK 1 b 1 sICx6jIoPuwlKTpbvHp75HdcYHuDoXsvZnb3Vu6ZMvDt3 f8 A 1/n6Dc 21 
czNgMzkNu5qLH5j GTT01RJi85iamlnVWvHPCynke/de6b+9vkNOZ 8YNg 1HavyI7Y2H0vlvSZTGYS 
q3x2NuPHbW2zT5 fMyPDisbLlspNB S JW5 CWNlhj LanINvfuwlF46g/mgfy 5 e/t4Y7r3pn5 zfFTsXf 
+brKq2HYDY22u8 +u6ze G48hXNKtNQ7Z2y2fi zW5ICx2hIMVDBUOhK6gNa avde6g9t fzTv5 cHQvYe 5 + 
o+6Pm78 aur+ztl 1VLRbt2Hvbffam3907crK7HUWYo6bL4evyENZ QzVOLyMFQiuoLRq2Kw419+6917 
bv8ANP8A5cG7uu+ye29r/Nz41Z/rDp2p2RR9qb8xXa+ 1Kza3X9X2VkspiOv6bdeYhyDUeGm3jlMH 
WU+OWZ1NVLTSKlyp9+69027B/ml fyv8AtDcuP2dsP+YH8QNw7pzFRBR4Xb8Hf/Wt Jlc3X 1U0dP]~{ 
3 CUeR3DRzZjKVM0gEdL TCWofkhCA SPde 6XXf38xn4HIFbfUPWXyR+XPQXSHYU+Bx+6Idmdl9k7b2 
nuKXbuVqa6kxuaTF 5 Wtp6psbXVWMqY4pdOh3gcA+k+/de6nlH/8 AmD/B 35V7g3FtX42/K/ofu/c e 
0dr zbx3Rhumx9t 7pyG39q09b SY6o3FI 6fGV0zUGIhrq+GJ6iTTGryqCeffuwlB 31/8AzYv5Z/av 
btLORlx86vjDvTtjI5 SLB4XaO3+3to 1825s7UyiCnwWOMrHkTgd4ZyonOiOjxdVV 1LuCqoSCPfuv 
dCp 8i/nh8MPi Jmtubc+UHyf6U6E z28MXV 5va+I7U3/gNnZDP4ihqxQVmSxVNmKumkrKOlrCInkQF 
Vfg8+/de676A+eXwn+VeUq8B 8a/lp8du89yUFLLX 1 + 1 esO4Nibw3dQY+FijZKu2phs5Vbio8ZqUg 
VE1KsLWNmNj 7917qH078/wD4R/IPtPO9IdH/ACr6K7U7h2zS 5 +tz/Wr~x+x9tbg3piaXauTpsNuSa 
s2/Q 10mQjXB 5 SsjgqvQTC7eqwBI917rh2T/ME+EHTvdGK+Ofanys6K6/74zldtPG4fqLdfYu3MPv 
/I5HfU1LT7NoqXbVZWx5KWq3NPXQrRIE 1VB1TQDqF/de6UMHzX+I9V3L2J8eab5G9Pz959SbXyu9 
e zup4t 8YR9+bD2jgsXic3mdx7p24tV/EcPh8ZiMgR 1 M08yKkcNVGxNnHv3XunT46fLz4u/LvC7i3 
F 8Xu/wDqfvzB 7Pyl Jhd 1ZPqveuD31S7dyt fSGuoaDMPhqup/h9RW0at JC JAvkVG030tb3XupHRXy 
y+M3yc673F258e++OrO4+rto5zLba3T2DsDeeE3DtDbuewGDw+5s 5is ln6Grkx2OrMRt3POVbUrL 
InhpaqORrKwPv3Xui/8AV/8ANc/lqdl dtxdE9UfOb4yb+7ZrcpHg8 Js3bfbe06+s3Zm5iRDiNily 
Z AYffuUlIOmnwtRXytpN19 Jt7r3Vgvv3Xuiud8/Nr4ilFzc+ydl/Iz5 JdM9 Jbt7 JWR9hbc 7L39t7 
aWX3bHDkKXEy S4Ohy9bTT 10KZ OuigLqNP1 cLe 9/fuwlKr 5 C/KD46/EzZ eM7G+TXdXXHROw81 uii2 
TiN3 dobqxe0MBkd3ZHE 5rO4/blHksvPT00+YrMNtyvqo4FYu0NHK4Fka3uvdAV 1H/ND/A JcXfW7s 
fsDp3501FPsLfeXqqahweytu969dVO7dw 1 tZ 5RBR7b23 Jn4s zuKqJhOqOhlmeO66wutNXuvdJXe/ 
83b+V9 lrvTCFXO//AJ7/ABY2dvzYG6M/sne20dw9xbPxm4Nrbu2rlqvBbk25nMZU5GOpx+YweZoJ 
qWpgkUPFNEyMAQffuvdCbt3+Yh8EN19Hbp+TW3/198dcj 8e9kbqm2Luzuhe2dm0/W+C3vDi8LmTs 
6v3ZV5aDER7qmxm4qCWHHiU1 c4rIRHG7SID7r3XH4wfzEPg580sjmsJ8V/1P0x3huLbmPOXzml dj 
7zxtZvDF4ZauGhbOVm0Kp6Tcs WDWtqIoTWml + 1E sqIZNTqD7r3Rzffuvde9+691737r3Xvfuwlf/ 
lt/j37r3XvfuvdaAnwW6D6m!m0/8KS/5sG4Pnbtjbveulviplu4+s+qOot7WTX7VpsX 1 T3hBOJs 
atGllmp6HJYHbW0cBW1FTRyRtRnO54V0iPVMJT7r3Vw3xS/197F/kBUX817517G+TON3Z8UazZO+ 
O3sF8NoNs 1MadT5fYcWb3V llgm7KyPY+4clXZ6qpcrV7Sp4JMNS 10RgmoJamsnlplUe69 lpY/wAv 
Lt/A/BL52fyof5i+c+SnWfYO5/172R3QnzF2TgOzt17p3f0rRdi9ubh6t3Hk+5tr7fzFdndlRbh2 
B2Jjt6UEOaiglqKqgnaK81LKkXuvdWzfzks70dtz/hTZj ct8i/iL2R85OqYPjDs 1M58cep9mVG/t 
77vraj qnd80DymN2x S 5DFzVs G08u80S qHEy+GCmZyCFs fde6Kf8 Ay9M7Nu/+YL/McFmm/wArfofL 
ID34c/C74JfKTfOe63z+6cTX 1FPvMfEPf69e7Lym3 JsxuGtpm3h31sobxj oIPvMRj023 JGZOYQUz 
+690ez/hPT/KD+Fn8wz+V78vfkN8sdmU/Z/yC7o7b7s2JSd2733DuE7h6mOC2FtXcGM3zt7LtVTr 
S7wXfW8KzO5TLTxVjZBBDT 1Uc0CTQz+691 STge9+xuxv+Eyna3T+8s9WZ/anQfSAM/6Wour0yNRL 
UT7Y212H0x2juq2LblLx7OxWHb9Luqjrcl TxAEpU5 Wp 50FFT3XuvpL9Tf9uXetP/GX+zf/AIFLG+/d 
e6+eJO3/ANwkHyw/8a/7c/8Afl/Gr37r3S471+QPa/wB/lnfzP8A+Qz8s8xJkKjGOfx37/8Agxvi 
qV6PGb2683T8qegeydy7T25TTyzSLBuDbU9Vu6CjheoTGZOi3NSzVEjwxD37r3Vp380zuPZW/P5V 
v/Cb3+WjurtXa/T+0Plz 1H8Et8fiLsvc+89u7FwnW3QfWvRPU23a/Pbm3Lu+pg2thsXUZPINTlqS 
WtWSN67agSxNo5fde6NF/wAI9/kFS7f2t 88f5cWT7A272BP8Zu+cr2H1 duja24cZunaO89gbkydb 
1 zvHNdd7hwmQyOHzWxY92bDoMvq~VJJJR1P961qIJZVmJX3Xuj q/8K8v+3Nu9P8AxYDon!3eZT37 
r3Wk127ff44/OXon+W70H/Kv/lt/KPa/z32Vs/qfB/IzvjFbOq9ubQ7J3nR9ebQwma3via3bG+96 
YxsHlu0YKrcQ3nmY9q fwltLx+ SZPHUS fZe 690cH5ECi2n!wAKIvmfQd4/y9t/fzasxi+ttkYndnQ3 



V2B3fnc7Wb2o+kPjtT5fuZcdszaG9MzHiMRkYKmJ3aiWFD10DSISob3XurSf5h!WHQuH/wCE4Py4 
7t61/lj7j/1Z7x7e7s+O+3Oxujt+YLd+39/5vH9U984Sn2NuTOUe9NtbPyj4uWPeeTkx7DILxJpqZ 
bP JwR7r3VAfyf3h8 G+ 5/g/8 ABD4g/HP+VN3D0t/MQ7 SwPxZweI+R++MZD 1 fgvkPuDI7Pw+ytz7t2 
BUZbdrY/slbwl/YGSimx9bVwUOPVaxKoTRugj b3Xuj h!zL9k 1 fxw/m 1/yt +tvmROFur 555 zp7+W1 
8U9h96dCbIpKveW5+5d3bV2B3 JtzN4nCnFwVFfultv7nplrTXaGnrYMalVL63c+/de6MX/Mf7P8A 
j 5sP+TP3T3b8Mv5YfZX8rLe/ffym66+DHbcW+tsbo2L2Jv7onMde71+QG44aKbIRY6ofYW6tx9bY 
3C 16qnirIhU0krPFNJE3uvdC9/MU/k4/BnoI=/hNT018t+ruu8Ptv5P8AX3VXw77 lyXe+KyGSTenZ 
u5/kLuDqrB 7+xGWr2yksNZt eKbtR6/D0qIxxMeIpxTiVlgNS0/uwlV0fzHvkZkfklD/wA Jqu//A JPd 
d7w+Rc2b6T2VT909aYugq91 dhlIzBdb/ACjx+wt lbeosbJPSVe598d57e2hIqxCWNq/I5eyuPIG9 
+690LXxP2n 1 P 85 f+FA/w9zf8 qP4VdhfADatLxLzWy+wPlntHfGUptr7kxOA6v7IqKbuKp3B sGp3I=k 
6nak279sZ 612DUY6jnnnqqnJq9V SQr9xI3uwlE 8 +Eu7lw/Bj +Y 51 T/M4/j FVj +pl/m 1/Iz4ed7Vk 
6MuB21 sXe9Fttshkcg6wSRlk 1Zsbszc+Uhglb01 G1 oZIgrqZF917rj33uXcXym/my/GH+ZrXZKsr 
tj/MT+cVuXrDphqqwj r+mPiV2P8 ADna3 Wmfoho Jkp6raHZNHjpGWRojVYmVWdJL+691 dds//uJ9 
/nY/+KAlIn!3wPx09+691UN/I7+Qnbv8n7ePxX/mDb lrKqt/19/Ove2+PifSi6yjgq5qPrvdvX+5 
mm2/ujNUdO08bZI=ZuPySbgxtQqSVddhBuShpoDImuT3Xumao793zlD/wmv8AkPsLqrL 1 G39slIf+ 
eL2X 1 hvr Jbc qGpKHJ9WY34rdUdgf30p6j GtFEmL3ImNpYp3RH8NTj 6OenZHlmae3uwlHq/mI9EfyD 
fiZ8ffg 18TewMP8AJD48/LXBdF/Hb5PZn5YfHDqzAdhbx7GxvYm3srV7mpd05Pc/cezoZMpn93UM 
2Sx8iQONsvS0kWPIpPI= Sv7r3XOIviX2PiO4vir8Z+3MBubdW9MD2n8femex8 JvHfWJxmB3vuzEb3 
6523ubG7m31g8I=UluGw26s9R5NKrIUlYNLTU9XLJHE7Iqsfde6+a/wD8KCN37A/mBfzB/wCaBv8A 
y3fPWew4P5bnTnUnQfx/603n2Ts/aO6u8ewsB29iKbuzAbE2xuXKUe S3hkN1Ve4OwJ6qlw0NTWNJ 
QYsSFPKsTe690f3+e18uE+cf/CYf+WJ8jKzKrmN37n+UXR+2OOKtpxLVSdudalHb5YdcdnVdZCWa 
oojmd57WrMhBFKTJ9nWQvqkV lkf3Xuqb/1/R/Fn5o 1XwJ+FfSuf+Vz2z8 SvntuGt2VPmt591S0nT 
VT2zRVuwP2szh8bm94 SYypwOe3DiJlw0246tqB qaCgdKby/cyKnuvdWzfSKofgb 8b/j dUfy6967P 
6p2Vj O6/kP3Z2hVfKXtPC4+qosv3vvmpfqPI=bt 3 fur JKp6c 1 W5t2bny+RkWGOBRLk JLKBYD3Xuju 
fSKGv5 J+6MD 8ffiZUfywviJFu7oroXvbsnt3vv4adROWdnpOyNxb+wvUWDpuxH2rgdwUm! 8 Ad 1 c + 
2uqRt qthwj 1 GWpcfkRLQrTD7yZ/de6 J5/I= d+UH8nzsD+a/8 AFzIdg/AL5 C/yhvnTMYzrPrvr3Y 
W51258ct69k7pFbtzA4LsvZ lbsDYnYmB3N2NHuGTB0s JxkWNya 1 qU2RnlcRTt7r3XON/fuvde9+6 
91737r3Xvfuwlf/X3+Pfuvde9+691 qa/Mr+SV8/+pP5kO/v5ofSAJq+Q3UHVHaPe2HyWM766h72p 
qtdpZqt3IcI=I=vCtwFRSbH3tjclg9457bmOzlZj8jDR1VFnaeWrpa501io4Pde6Jjl/8AhMg/MQzv 
xB+YR3H8oPjr2D/MI/mIdw9f5P509kbwzvY23ur9u9D7U3fk+3s9tHY+4dr9P5Xcue31vruHEbZq 
shC2AwmDgxWKWipgEgVqr3Xuj WfzEv8 AhJ/8 SO0/h5gOtP 5 fHWtagXR3yq2ruI=rurj 717P332/Dht 
+7ewWI=rsDvj H72bHQ9ox0FVuePIDLA4/AqP4nRwxq8FO0nv3XuI~x6B/1 A/O3 Cfzf/ip/Mx+QPZILx 
nzmN6u+GOzuiO7MdsbenaeW3ruruDDdBZ7qzcm8doY3cHTe28 JUbU3DuzJrkVatylHWQ00simFnR 
RJ7r3XD4ufyPu/Pij/No+bvyC2Tuj4/5r+Wd899p9nbd7o+P2T3N2NQdp057Pw026a9MTsyi6116 
9mo8L2nlczjaBf7z0yUu0s9VCONZ0jpj7r3VduB/kEfzt/g5gfkr8 S/5Z3zn+P2P+DXyoy25 JsxH 
3EmXwPbWxKDdOHpto 52p 8 +N6f39/Ct 3V/X8FNhJ87t 3IQzZBKJKpKPFVMVK8XuvdGC7t/wCEyG9c 
H/Jc2x/La+KvavVeW70y3yk218n+6+4u6p917E2bvHcmP2PuLZuVx23YtlbL7Q3 JisRgsZUYyjxF 
DPDKjpBVVcs 0M9 S 8Z917oTt]t 8Df+FL2yNtbC6A7o+afSvPcvxN271LWdI 5vYmz8NuhN5VXXdH1 d 
kevdsYmg3FU/ELbuUaqorUPnq3ycVS 8UUjl3kO1/de6KnsH/AITafOXav8jTu7+WXkO lfihN3x2V 
878T8oMFu2j3z29J1HSbAoOuuotozYjK56foqn31BvBslsGsdaeHATORglhJqwzOkfuvdWF/z2/5 
C+a/mqdB/HafpzcnVfX/AMv0 zj 8LsvH737Frt04rYW8 +q6vGxRbs 2RuDNb S 2fuzc 8 fSH3HTx 5bA 
TnFVK08kldAY4RkZ J4fde6Iml T/wnE373D8tt]7v3+ZpN8eO+Pi18W/5aPxl+GXUnTuwOw+6jnpO 
0Omeq+tdtbo3RuBf7h9WU6bHqOwKjfeTxskOWeuqIazFmppImWaKD3XuhZ+L38g/sL4B/wA6qD5t 
/COq6G6y+A27Opsj 1 n2POFkd+duT9q4umzuxKGnzVNsmkyuxd44TKYmft 3ZuA3I=b Jbqick 1 cEawI 
1Mo917qwX+ev/I=07p/mefATcILxX6E3PlhtHsI=I=doda7 lpsx2/mt 14DZqYrZ2RrazJ082Q2ZsrfSA 
m lyE8VQogRcc0bMDrkQcn3Xuj3/CLpXdXxr+F/xE+Om+q/b+W3t0F8YOgulN45TadVka/auS3V 1X 
1 Ttq~fu4chtmuzGKwWXrNvlmWwU01FLVUNHUyUzI0sELlo 1917rWB+RH81b+c ltz+bv8AKX+Zr/L1 
+SXwj 6kqO9KGj2xt4dw5LsXPbrotmVGyes8HuDHZ7asvxn7G2bR11 Xnuvo 5YZaatqnWnC/uIXkjH 
uvdCz3 z/ACw/573 zi/13 fMj 4k fOr 5UfBns7s ftPdILxgzfxtzWx03nsvZGzKXrbsbObv7oj 7EyO2/ 
i/tPPNUblxtNgUwwgxuYXz0s6yNRo2uX3Xunz+ZN/IM7x+Y/8tP+WHOH1V2N05sL5t/y8es+ieva 
DtTObm7CwvXFbR7Q6b2Xs ftC12vu/bXXmY33DHNvvrzC 5nAVk+CgnVKAh4qS S ofR7r3 Sw3L/AChP 
nZ 2t/OY/1/fzRu 1 t/IFxMX 8 f/jh 11 sD5G7b2pu/s+Tcu4e38P 1929gd+ZjqlD 1XS2J2/XbHyW7Ox 
YajHnJZHD 1 SUayq9OjxosvuvdW7/AMzz+Xz lv/M8+G/ZvxJ7HzdVs4brbEbi2J2JQYxc lkOt+yNq 
ln3+ 1 d4U+Fkr8XFm6WBmmo6+iappjWYutqYUnp5 JEni917rVIyX8gP8Anzd8dD9Pfy 1 fkt 88vjRT 
fy7+190YCbF 5jZ se 6Nw9m5HYm 1 Gkj 2Xt2PE 1 tagOzc 1 uqPY9DWuuLwua3DT4vHyxRAWVFQY3x+69 
1ZR8yP5CXZu/vmJ/Jc7H+Jm4+19kfGL+VlkOhMZuHafaG7d90/aOf2d073bsbsKs12tHtnq/cm3d 
0bsze3dr 1DzT5PI4ZKzMVBaRokkaVfde6XPZ/wDJu+T+zv59HW382X4e786F2p 1 JvDDbdwXy86w7 
B3L2Ft3d+8qfKYir667QrNj4PZ/WW5trZyau2Lj 8 JnsfFk8viln31jPLUusTmb37r3RHG/4Tb/Kf 
dH8uf+Y78Qd+9mfGmbsv5E/ODDfMn4qbixW5uy63Zexs3TZePG56LtLI llTuM3Hi81m+sq314pUx 
VDmYKaoqxIHdQ6v7r3 S67W/4Tp/ISq6h!kIdW9N7/wDjxjY/5YW+Nzdl/Jys3TuLsbE Jv7ePZHa3 
x+7h7B qenziOrNxz7nifc 3X24YqS TPf3 ed6eTHhlhDyx0vuvdGEwP81 T5 T4v+cb/ADDv5hVRv7oB 
+mPlr8YO lulOuNsQ7q7FbtDC7q3zlhlRsrE5De2FfqqPamN2/T5TYtXJUy0GayVS1PJCyQSOzxx+ 
691L+I/8gzO4D+R92J/Kk+ZG5OqNxb53XvDszfu0exuo6/dG6dtde78ymSpM91ZvlDZDemyNgbj/ 
AIptnN0 SDJ08 dDAKzGq~VE J2hqpffuwlFs + Jv/CZ7fuN/kx/IX+WV 8wuzuo07P378uM38 qul e2uj 
63em!dsdabsp+o+p+vdo5XLUW+tmdU5XJlkp21nsdlqGKDxPhcuTBVrVMDB7r3RVexv5Cn!ChD5 J 
/FDBfAL5EfzDfiWfFLpPA0i9Q4fE0e88tn985Lr3bz0fSezuwlwU3ROON3w7E21PFDS S 1VVkMxU 
YsWqVoc09HRhfde629PiT0t2d8aPgV8Zt]vPU7Ez3c3x/wDiJ0x0tNWQ5TcB6xzXZ3VPTW29j SVM 
Wafb9Dus7EyO6sCWWqOKhyH8PfyGkSb9ke69 lr2/AL/hLd8ctu9Ddot/NN2L lb8ovmL2/wBt9ndg 
bg7n683/ANxfwrbmJ3rSY 1MZR7dqKum6rWvzFNno8hm55q7At/I+SaItNBFGPfuwlV5T/wDCZD+a 
FXfyos 1/LdynCFwmyM2B/mAbL+XvVm537F73jwdFtJuhu3Op+ydsZtz8dJslictUZ3N7cyWLpKWm 
raST7jLNNVQvHTrV+691 aL/NT/kbfJz5U5D+WT8hvhv2XOP lb80/gVtvrfaGa3p2pnuwcVsfdOF6 
vXbe69kjF5HZ/W29c9ko9ndmYnJTUtLVY6girMfn6vzuj qkR917oV/59P8oz5T/zXMV8E 5Olt2/H 
/YGb+OW/93b47So+0d5djUOKqv71U3WbHHbByW10pN21 ee+yq9oVieTi0mH8kbQvpVndIvde6FH+ 
c/8 AysP1Z 84s78 e fkL8F/19mvj J8 ot]Hmlym0cPunc276fo7fH2+aptxYWv3 JhMHQbsxuN3VtvKw 
y +Oqn27mabL UNU9D XwP As TRe6 91W 31H/ A CQf5p3y + /mG/ GD54/zivkt8dM9S/D/KbHz3 WHW/xOwE 
jZfdGW6y3ZH2FtTGbhq/9Hewdv4Xbdb2CVyuUneTN1 dZFHLj 4aehgnjmp/de63Evfuvde9+69173 
7r3Xvfuwlf/Q3+Pfuvde9+691 SZV/wAzj 5e4r+Yvvz4IZr+X7s SiwOyOm9x/KJ+7Kf5p0NdU5H4t 
0vZ+9+rNndkDrFt]lA9JvTdea2eJKj a38elmxkdTzWVAj 1 Se690Cm3/59fSAHum+su2/91S+l/0i 
/wAqD5WfzPv7v/6c/P8Awb/ZY5/B/oQ/iv8Aodi/iH9973/vL9tB/Dfp/Cqr37r3Vo3wJ+Rnfvyr 
6C2z313v8atr/GT/AEi4faO9+sNsbZ79pvkB/ebrTe+zNv7uwG6Mzmqbq7qv+6uYmGaenlxT01U0 
XgEhnOvQnuwlVs dV/wA8/wD0mbD+Ce9v9RFgn+zrdf/AM0j fX 8M/wBNv8 S/0afSNrZj N4r+Ffe/ 
616D++X+mj +DeTz+LFf3 c 8mnx 5 TTdvde6AjpD/hS Jiu7Pj TkPkFj/iNJha7B/wAvn5 f/AD13DsKX 
vv76TFZb4rcF7L6ZpenDuE9KUBnj 7 J25vyg3LHuH7BP4bFKtKMbWBhVD3Xuh87P/A J51N 1R lv/MD 
3 luT4xzDJ/Cjon4Jd5bL2vD3EzT/ACHoPnPt7ELtnA4msTqeWp2TU7N7OyTbYkmSjz38RmEVQsdO 
0wpk917oRdvfzRvk7u35 G/MnqjbnwR2bWdQ/BZ oaDvPumr+YF JQZ 61z9V 8 cKXvikxm2+pn+Pk0+e 
pJcnWx4JqqPOAIhNdoNvtPfuwlEu2J/wpIqR8ZfkfSg++/glnOo8jO98SPjt8yustlbP+Q2B7ex3 
cnVvye7ApuqOs48ju9Ordhltag2Ui3/kaeDKrVYfJfYY8TlhDrEkc3uvdG02Z/OA7irMN8bcb258A 
t 5 dFdvd7fPXcPwUzHXG8u6MdkMFt/KYj pOo7mxXcnXHZWI6xkwfdfWO56fwYyjrKOmxlK9 SKplqX 
+0McnuvdAlsr+df80Nx7Y/mR7izn8r7ZmEk/lobb3XP2 lisJ876bd9Zuffe0cDh9+ZLZu2kpfilj 
JnoG61 fK5NcrFHVr9 lj o6P7YmqEOPuvdWUfCD+YXtf549h!Iyj6i2MsnQ/SNL8e6LavfMW84MvR9 



r737n6YwfeG7NoY7al Jt6Gn2+3Ue 197bep66q/jFeayuybxrDAKbVL7r3RLan+dplYfmYOiYPiDn 
qv4w/wDDg 1 F/I= Ab 5 aR9zYOLMr 8u6rraPsKlbn+y/VOxYst JsWhUvT SZxdyEGOPzrTkskLe 690ZH+ 
Wx8/+/vn7Dv/ALB3D8Qtr9G/HjA7v7d6+2D2pS/Jmm7U3XvzeXT/AGzlOrszjsnlWvS/X9VsrHlr 
YKuro6tstkFXwpCEfyCVfde6 JV 81/wDhQHg/j 18yfmf80an4xtuncvxNyPwxjwu5 T3 WcCva+D+Ve 
4/j3tnc+aGE/0R5kbLbp7IflrEXpxW5f+OBReq2H+UFPde6EQ/wA7XJr8zF6J/wB1A3F/ssDfzBm! 
lt] 5ZjuTb5zf+zeL1 snYJ263x9/uScouwfWKcZ071BaC9QKUuDTj 3Xugh+PP89b5DfJDs4dS7I/1 
yYeLdHZmH+UFd8Vayt+ZmBi293RlviN3 Tjupu3MLv2tqegqTJ9 Je CiqpMrQVI=UW4Yqx0jpVA 8j 1E 
PuwlKf46/wA8DuXuH481Br 5M9g/BPb/VXXPz8 +bHS/xG6YOL+WcHY2Wp 8P2ZR97LurtXcNBF81No 
y4+fYmd6WWkgwEmg5iI=KecZCkFN45/de6sc+FPz2w3yy+JO7/lnuPr+TqPb2yN+fJLame27Dupt/ 
yw4b45dj732L1NyxZZdr7PeV9wUOynyCOQo70pm8Hmn0eZ/de6Ix8HP51 e+P1Psvt7tjuD4K9gfG 
PpPaXxDy3 za617j rOOKXtLr7tnpjB 5Xd+MyuPzW 5 sZ 1 xtHb/AFn2t] k2o9TUbdkrMvVw0pknZvt0 
hmqfde6RGzv58 eX7F/lfdUIP/Y/xC Su7T7L+WO3/AIe lvxbzvfybeh2h2junt +t6uwkeV7116YrW 
aF6WbFZ Oo SXatK 1 P/EHgLMIBUTe691 zwv883 s zfiWtLxup+rvgXkN5 fMv5F/J/wCVXxcxvxZrvknt 
vbm0Nv7o+GuG3 JuDu7P/AOzEP lblcRlsRjMRhImoFbblG1 dLPIqsscIlm917ofSA4X/zidsfNPsj 
4U7L2f0bmNpYL5iIDHtj 5 aR7j z2/aWcLvfXe S6g7bwnT2f6z123R7QWm3V]Wmfr6qenzi5LHk09Mh 
OPDTEQ+690XLu7/hQHg+jEy+S3P8Y212xtv+cZuL+VLuTOp3WYDitv7V2Xsne+b+TJoR1FU+daPG 
btlvtDyoLUWo 5 s CW0fuwlKvtT+ezj er/AOVhvL +ZHN8Y63PbgxHyN3 z8 cdl fHIHdt Smq31 uHY3 fe 
5epK7KL2RB 1RWz4VZtnbMyu5zTLtutMQpPsjKwY 1 qe691 eL 1Z2DhO2+seuO lttNr252bsPaHYW32 
8izas JvTb+O3Him8yKqS3oclGdQADfW3v3XutdzaX/Cg/enb3xC+bPy06E+D2K7Axnwa7t3xtzsf 
Zu5flV Sdfl Ob+NGC69bf+yPkjt/NSdCbl apyXYtLDI1PtOKiqFhgVaiPMVS sUX3Xurgeqvlfv2u+ 
DFd8yvkb0ZTdJZLC9M7076z3Uexe06Du6en6+2 ltbKb7w0mL31 Js/q+gyee3Ls2hiqPt JcfSJRVU 
/wBu8rhDKfde6qP6z/n49y 5/q7a3ZXb381ffHS 1D2V2 J/LxxfUGWqu+oN49a9n9R/wAwqsp 1212L 
t/s 2g6UxFAN59Z 4ysgnze0DRPUJJOkMtdSlg/v3Xuj Sbz/nFY/ZPx J/mcFKXIdAz 1 Lfy6/mH2H8P 
MP 1/SdnPLV9+bs2xV9H4LZWYpc7HlvJJ15Udhbv7wocamOXH7gaiaEOKipMv.[j917oK+6/53W7tt 
dJfyvezvjp8QsX8g94/zNeu95732x 1 lmvkpQdP0fWGT6+6ewPbO8NpV++qnpvfmO3TkMR95ksUZn 
o 8RG 1 XjL6R59EXuwlRenf52Hbnyn7 J+G3XfxP+DmF7Mn+UPwqpPm7vCv358rsR 1 Y/Tuwcf3vDOFv 
3AU1NT9Jb8ouxs ltPc9VFNAErMPLXxsyPB SvG9vde6sp+D3zL/2czHIKivPXH+jf/ZZ/m!8AJb4a 
+L++H98P77f7Lvumi21/pH8n919rf3b/AL3/AHfn!g+mv/h+nR97U31D3XuiQIK3+cr/ALLHmP5m 
+J/2XH++3/Dcv/DdP+Uf6X/7t/6Y/wDZ+99Uuyv81/ouz/8Ao9/OT/c/c/qzn8et4/8AcdfyD3Xu 
vZ3+cp/Be3chlX/suP3P2P8AN/6t/1Sfx7/S/wCES/6SulMn3B/p5/hf+i6bR/Bf4b/Dv7rfcH7n 
X9x/F4reE+690cFrL51/6Rfnn8pPhH/o4/g/+y19QfH3tb/ScFfD+If30/O7Pvlf4D/cv+69D/dz 
+639y/8AgV/Fq/777n/MO/j9fuwlHg9+691737r3Xvfuvde9+691/9Hf49+691737r3VF/YHXu/6 
n+eN3j 2DTbH3hUbCyH8jDFde0G94Ns 5qXaFdv9P132/m32PRbljo2w 1 TvBMNXQ 1ZxiTNWilmSXx+ 
N1Y+69 lrM/Hz4C9rdSIHXaGZwnTnylqN3dq/8 JtP5mG2+wNv72pu7N40m2u7dxxRYzaHU+0NobsG 
SoOr9xbopIg9FtPE01B JkJbyx0kjkt7917raY/kVYbqLbnwc2Rt7rHFfLHBZ/BYHrLDdy4T5YUHy 
QxeXw3b2L6h2JQ7wxXWGM+RsUFZj+scdW05hooNtom3IZUkSmUMHHv3Xuta34bbQ7rz+5/hN8TJv 
jN81ds91/wAtXo3+ftjfk l193dM7s2/13 SVvy9ze7ct0JT9f72q6c47fk2+qevg+ySkUPWrMstIK 
mnDTL7r3RYuhvh!8our8L82OsI/jb3XS7K3P/wAJvk3H19Unq31TSZLu/vT47/y0KbtDpqlj TAEP 
2RRdrdQbjqWwAJzCzS lIemUREn3XurTvrn!8ADn5Ab 1 +e38myj2nlZvTK9M/J747/AAy6n+W9XR7N 
3LUYfZWO+CveXXfygt2Xkqq2Htj tn 1 mcxOXqsLSrlj CameILxoDJTaR7r3 S7xuwtl 7e/mj fzhsr2F 1 
783aPuXtXK7mh+L1VsfZnyqPxb7Ew 1 f/AC/X2buSq3y+zcat]xuvJQV81XR4qfcP3FRBlkgWjZap 

IQPde6IZ8 Jeie lvhX8111Pmt+/B/5LfObYXan8mb4CZnsn449r0m9Yt0ZLNZbsrOde9w9HdVb/zv 
Xm6N 17AwvSvXecrd3w7ICx0M1Tipc fGa dKJ 1 pKim917odflmi/kl2 Js 3 +WbgodlfK/e3xj +Nv877c 
2B + Ju+vkP 1 ZubA9x4/4R4X40byXZ GX7PhlHvU0+y9m7p3DV4LG56uFLS SPd?,~US JTCmj o4Pde 6uh! 
lddSbqx3y+/noDszrfc2K2P2581 cNU7bm31tTMYrbnZGy63p6gwuVrNul WXoaah3Vt2cySU00918 
9OWLIWvce/de6k/8 JwPjo/xq/1SdRbTy3XW7OsN67n7Y+TO7t97Z3xhs7t/dJyNJ8guxewlm5LJ4 
fclNR5 ekj q+pNg7bFK0sYFRRRwzoW SVWPuwlUlx4rumX+YvL 8IE+MXyNO+4v+FMH/DqTdnf6Lc4v 
RK/E JeiG2j JveTtF1XB JN98UOLcwSTP9mJfv9NK3uvdW/wD8gL4eR9LdF9hd47xxHfWzO4Oxe/fl 
9gc 5sXsbfPbVDsKj2g/yi3xltrZ/a/Re7MtFsTaldn8RjaOqTM47E09TkqeoeXzS JUuz+691 QL/O 
T+IPyZ3V/Mn72+QnVvSPa25sDmv5h!wi6j 3Fktq9Ybzz43V1FuL4sfCPtHJbpoq7C4aojyeyNg9o 
fE +OkrskHr~x+KyMklPK0dRMQPde6H+lw3 dW/MVPwiX4xfi2He 8X/CmGv/mo 1 Pac/VWfHQtP 8RaX 
oRdqUe8ZO0oIp8F93mK4OKdbin86ikkmSub7Ye690oP5NnxP7s6L/mF/GLuLPbH+QNNiO4ds/wA2 
jbPYuM7W2rvCu6+6agwny0g3LllV9bpunCJTdLzdxY+pFbM1FNSQ7nSOSqVJjLK5917rlsT4jdod 
kfyTf+E8nx8311V35t3IYfSAmb9PVPdWC2xiuz+uO0+q+vp81806fNbyzWV21BhN99T0eMptxUTj 
ONJj/smrKdlnQyxFvde6tc/1AfH7sTaP8nPtj4/12zN7bV3nlN8/zCto7T2/2bS7ixW6a+m3X3L3 
JQbFymXqt 4RRZ2vi3HQZCkqkydSZDXRTip 8kgfWfde 6o/wCrfld8pd9/yUd5 fyqupPg98nMJ2Fsv 
4idJ/F7efcO8ete 19o0WP74+QvyLpup+0umJuv8AJdY0mUOD2FOVnsvnsruVcm9GhppqSakih8VZ 
P7r3 Tlvz41fL/a3VnzR+DXaPX+4qmp/4e J/lm/JHDdh!EXrvt/r7rqfaPyExew6btndvx9zVdX7s 
31ti16YqutgcvXR5eok23mD9919OtTCz+691F60o+ lv5eGM/10/JHsv4+/Kvs3qH4M/zP/5x2yux 
a3B dS 57eXf8 AltpCFbP3tsHp3t Tfor~xG3 sx2DUb7yuYNTUbtyT+OvTxRJUMWpID7r3 S4/lxU/Ynw 
C31/Jd3x 8k+gPk3gs Jgv5YHyZ6u3VHsv44dy9nZjZG++4fltiuxNh7d35hOv9m7hymyshktnEVk0 
e TipXo09M4jYED3XukX 8n!h J3 f8 AIHaPy 56oXpvtSKTsr+tag/NF3vtLKydfbxj o4cHuf+V 1 uTA9 S 
ds09WmGIk2PWdrU9BqPf/MRk0NXkY lp4JmnIX37r3 SL+MXx++eXyW+EP8of4rUvT0mwOwdl/Jv+ZR 
8uu9a/5OdJ910HT+w8rh5e0dubFh7Nwu3arYW6sdWb/fv/My7bpEzFHJJPTR1DLPTppk917q934U 
dn!IzpT/AITrUeU3F 1 h21S fKL4yfELvnpfbnWR2VvQb9yHYPQTdh9Q9K0e3 cA2Gi3L18 TuOk2vgK 
rG1VFTSrJjamOSIHSUHuwlUadaIDj 5tfEX46/wAxr4udi9XUu8I/k3/IP6h3Psyq+P3TnalLt7/S 
d8eMJu3pfE9R7uOdn3NU5f5PZba+/vv8xBj/ALJc0IvLT4+FaXQnuwlbZe/dibz3 J/KX3p llg9r5 
zI9h5/8A117j2Jh91w46pXctdvPKfGqs2/j 9rxYmWOOsXOVOdnSkWmZV1FQ2ggNx7917rVwr+4+2 
/nT/ACw/id8EMV8LvlbsvaHwz31/JJ6Y7H7gyO 102eut07s39iqXb+0vkngdlbVOxNsb22dS/Her 
2hUR5DdVHk5hSTSRVfSAkULUVTV+691Mw3xU+Uu09gb8+Evxy637GpMjv/8A4U2b97f2xvf5 JbS7 
v7R67r0/wDGHpbpnt7bu/e7d4VWTx+9999a7z7H2BhaR8zLnI5M7JTVUNPX/eAS J7r3Qe9X/Cn5 
B dnY/wDk6/Cbuvr75EdfYf4ifzAv5 sPxz7P7V6ExnbvTUWI62/hku99hb+6/7Ix 1 JHmNmdP76o95 
Jhdv5E 1 zUmUxELOK 1 E 5My+/de6Pd8hPiN8 cfix/Ng+DWwMj 1180dvfEbpf8 AllYno7p3 dtLxgovlb 
nDQdyUny9wee 2jtHtj sLo SOpytdtnKbcp 8rlM3 Sbiqv4HM/Imq4gFptPuwlHf/kz9nx7E 7r/A JmP 
xd3vlp3zs3sjdfSANN/mIflza2a3VOL2 lt7qbcvUu5+38RRba3FgO5MvtKj 6zzM24dDTONLT5OSp 
q6RTPEjxDX7917qoL+bX8HcF9z/IT+eX3Zjusvknmty7Z/4ZO/0AUPXs3cdFsDtv7jsXB4TuYVew 
doyRbL77/wBGe36EVT/e0eX/ALoz66yP7SVmkPuwlKT5C7P7Q6r7j7S7n3B0f33mNj7H/wCFSXQP 
yNy0uxOkezt/5zIdIbS+Ge58fnuzNs7Z2fffL53dWz6LKkURr8fBUUzVrrThzMwQ+691Yj 0Z8ods 
bQ/nRlIftnPdSIKmj65+cfxq/157L6J3iPifSgpsAdxvXdiOmQx/ZmTi6+ej61bbcm96A5d~jV 
xSNI 1UYlhlK+691 sq+/de697917r3v3Xuve/de6//9kNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ llbmRvYmoNMSAwIG9i 
ag08PC9Db250ZW 50cyAyIDAgUi9Dcm9wQm94WzAgMCA2MTIgNzkyXS 9NZWRpYUJveFswIDAgNj Ey 
IDc 5M10vUGFyZ W50IDE4IDAgUi9 SZXNwlXJjZXMgMTEgMCB SL 1 JvdGFOZ S AwL 1 R5 cGUvUGFnZ T4+ 
DWVuZG9iag0yIDAgb2 JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZ S 9MZ W5ndGggMzQyOT4+c3RyZ WFt 
DQp4Aa 1 bybLbxhXd4yt6 SVY9QORjI JlsHMvxwhkqdr 1 KF1E WeaL06EE ABZmy+UH+objyP76N7nMa 
BNANIHHZVXzCcPuO5w7deK++Uu9Vps3/5eGg9tVBtW/UP 1 StXrz8kKnXHgSu++/Da31ul+rC/tv8 
sddqvzukx0q9fqc+e0xK+6T7eXynXnyRpTuVqce36p9q82GrPhECavNmawipzb/dL280dbpV/1KP 
XyZ/fOz4ul 8v21 Xp 8 ajvV 1 WxVTdKbZPHb9U0uUyvI 5 eIEH+AE JfL9479b9zv64FY9Q9D+RQ1PTfX 
77dJp4WTgh5AkE 81/oULlIZVsOrbjqEy2dyU1 d20sLoSYfdFdWexgO4SWAxr 1HHS+zLNd4cY6WTk 
DD9Cj2csAsHO6gKFtNCgfSbqTJR370KlwuvNtaX+oDNeUCB4fuO0r6jY lmlSbZr23YB 8Depjik6Q 
ZAMewRp+o7ord3mqdXWvu71AegIXUdISndWxTPUh6aIzYGtG55VKAvXT750WFER7u00kgkulUTUe 



oh0XGoCmpQFAqf6IZcg JLjRc7vTQN6H 1 AYkf6xUrQtIHVhe JltB Jnc AVWYDhW/DiRFzJcflpW3w 
vJUq8aBHi14A6AKEFJWJxeBDwArlV5+wFyk3s45xyNK8WuYYz2ATTNUTpk416kSzi2.[jI96FIOrV 
BtLi lvX 5jEvqWtMCLQkZq 1 gFj 4EBgYoniLmWerLhwv+ JoWOus7 S sDoWqOsXYfHYfMWMIA9fNBZ qB 
8 WnrXxBBuNOhkwmiXhpUTU9WghB oej S T9UxunMb3Is/TMi815pe advP JVoV SY 5HvhZqUBIup SWq8 
wQiwbOuj DL feuVCFdLV/Niadwb Jqn0ptMoF1Y 8v8Vg4j ds oVHXaJnesrPFIi 1 a JS +2AMLMFwaegX 
UIfP/bzl 3Z6g92MHu+IxE 4Hnq~vmidO 1 JwEWhbqgf6yM6bgpswx41V29fbVO1Hp0nS + JcjbpDLpp4 
PWGMXebpfiE+UXN3 S O6BEkiAEMRvA 5 GJKjXUBB1P6unmlQllwbAQC794q 1 UM4paLE Ju9Ap2X Jhsy 
wHoHrIEkYY0ecIahwHMr 8ZOEOCGvBB 1KKTOsYqeiSN2VaM1GUkgIHIKqWkEts dU/RTk 1HtLAIP08 
oR8YCpLWp29cS Jlwaah6Gqv2kQWz0U8aizTTPUap8zTbZ 8fFmpKoDLcYxpWLXbqbxK17jZsO6bWT 
j 14DP4CeIC9+cX1 S f0yla/wL1 J2 SppONzgqp+EUqK9yCOiLmTjrbr6QmqmoYY/wDHtb2fclisLS 0 
DrbgDfg3K51LxiI07ia6cC+fgPJdmOINWokFmW6yNtLvBICuylcSk 141 Q26+lFiZmvFpXaeb6/vs6 
qetagJvJjhj d0pAcvFkq~IytYbXoz4kIyDUEKzgEfgCCzwg S 3wFOKGr2aYaZKNpAhQUPjDL2VTJbgA 
RTznMeoDMzxWB 3v4xXWA4hmLgBj 919MatRMgdu5HiEvnzEtY SdDW3E o2Ai 5 SPNta6OW 1 xXOQa4Ka 
m+tCyuNB qu4F6CILx/gXmBZ AXysRvwyqJBuNo4fiLihYyHeUtK0qZDB 3UGgahFuZws oE7Pzh0Bw/U 
OGzaEKU+NfxmanP14CGF3KdrangPpnpdCW4cqSwxHOWhrvk3 olXo9EOWInXGfymYgu7B 21 B CXG97 
0Wfd7dYLG9LD486VpQYZ3fKpzGvVUsTL4MkXbj 4gcKSR18b7XIL1M+wTdRHBrvJQpIeF0xWs lj JY 
PoJhz4AUm9CgNwR7GZA4QQrACit 1KdP7PCIDeW 121BlgWYprdJzPu4apST63gecb/Hk+TP0bzpK6 
kJGXTKZW6a/XIk9Oec JDY30o0/JQHlc JPUwSUHVT/w5181cAUkNLApKZEVqVxU1118FpWWloYt4e 
yaYMZ+VcGv/11Lrc/KDOLsvD JIt sCcnkfswvXvg 1 fBvIBv 1 xUoIHmLUw+/of56jFMUulKhXI7m2 
bzZHLfc72eVYlqgQHnXdePSGuF1D+TmSPa5CS/h3wI+Csx+9kzy9P+ZqMZ 8xP9Kyy7KS2pwf6Xwl 
yUhlrPPj WgYFFkN 1 tgHyci9j cgm/5LPHYDFrNrGixayEMejMbYZF6Qg/gpD5ZHE 9HnWNMzc ccBIn 
u8 Gj fSLhYAvRKVUy/mTdgWRzZR5ivhIodCifmD 1 EId3bG8yOgvLHQmA3KEyvU/DKne7Kj ztVZ qWM 
hBxGFlm3 C+I +uslFj p3 Gzc/O2BNcHYu0tMXRDLWC 1 DrXmeYqkw74j q3YVqSkUimepcKzHakHvpCF 
RyaR4TiM9/TEWpDbIriH+g SkTqzmG1X6zbNnwAkN9mpLi03 smqDVAdFXjiRFqB drH01 aXcltVj / 
qgXfl 5ETffSNioUTQyPQpNOMr22W+L8KTp98ocmZhNQt/BurAu65iQmD+pL1 cmkw66KjICtACN6g 
fR/61 d84Io237rLOUCwwrWgvAgW89WwGK9ahIRXYwzMX SKfSyIYOi4frq3P3xPhUpHaUfQlbwXaC 
RC smN2KJQL+g SnEQgnoGVbpa6edwCiGqzFE]W JnnyqDKHaEQqrjBKjtjmVfFdJflu7 Sqj scI 8UF6 
ie0QZXkhlKoVxCKGyMSsq4iJe 8KtGh9gcD1TkId9KKsOspj OHOsLgiGqh71 Oq/Kgl 1MT3tnFEqP9 
Hiej GcNgdoyMJMgp+XoipkzrGJbe oLyWUtF62BLhI3YzIL+KmJG9bb7tcF121 hD+wA6xabiiyDOx 
WyY7nIuCw505ehBEdwkXiyAZXN2AS 5kB 12iq5XUM2Lbv+VzxoHgCCI/4TbPTOJM07aUZLOObnZkt 
s Q4T9oWps CY2QKWQGvRg4 J45 ohlBLniGWj gs62Yj Tme+tPADiRFtWB GICxa+9nsiuhp3 QIGKvWB oP 
co4E0kyZIE0/15kQyHiOrty4Yys+3mLCa7cHN/qRwWZ34MMy lws7eyEWdnw4zheX5Bmj +xlDUVqa 
8wh7LWHaGf3/DNPOeyrZyzaJbq7HMSEKtc8cibJOgoe9bLhSs3TIPVi4d6Kn2 ly2pLxJx90GvChm 
FzdmTFhG38ZhCKfzDY3 fHBr 5Hasb9kOQjRLRI:LxuMMDyuPd 1 V41 Z G/6LUhg 1 chJK3 s zVcUVRptbCG 
42JSGOCBYwkkieBcF+xTUxXjw3DgGc 8KdklE051HY0etCz16aGqFjvMAgg0Oiz41V8xC40f0II6P 
eI52Jb77ruxkHAsUNq74ZqCJSD5GHYMT73PMMNA9kASqtKSIqJll+SKdjlW35jrvBL1OZXIxkQwG 
NZyEM48KEB 19tYGmoqkpBniTXGU9Fhcg381w2Hoph!fZufZIWkr+HfXEOK6f4Ui9qfx4F6UXZ3 AM 
Bg0tPt QzYQRyYik 8KPs clj W/99 Jj spNzKB 5 s CBL9xL1NGAaT/VeRHdNdKIcPIgDqr08vXAIVwBjr 
F1YB W4zzcywmMxkWVya/LGWII6uJqUomMgdVxMQpLbtdDoYEP43 qKVirpvG9yak JUKK39XzZ Q/L5 
1 sUVtYRFPULT5VAxwsDs0/kycshNvR8VM+DZAagv8bCir6kae97R1RvwM6zyHV5wYBCeQRW7MpWz 
ehNgMBixid7tKsmGXku 1 mSNqCyrziclRJluOVbWTyrxjZEG 1 IowItP4FkAdJWa5 CiU0diygt 2xO 5 
LrDuvAKip 5 q6Qy2Lqbnmm9pj ooHXQAQmU1 zAA9xi7c6ZDM6Ekm4PjZghaDuQ6u3nw3k9AXI2U81Z 
N4QpsPXq+x0CNh7xS 5Az81 WDpdM/F4Gjyp7WKTrlKU3BsKtidhlkOfOdR3DCXSrgYy25MDUZGuUy 
j CyA4sNRtHRi41 HORNBwaB SmZ oUcjKKnT2 SZEv+OOHB oNGgQ/+zMBFs CfPCL61 Ki0oGP, M~xHNzqn 
ht fq0YwU3i/FIgma05 GuMHC7zL505 oiEsIwUzj XAaxQfcy3 zDj nile dfOIPW+l JLJMga242V 5Xpqz 
Wj JaC 5tg4LACgCDN6hOhc zeYQDZ 4Zr7DwDWsDyim6RmPS of6OomCp0jMfuphv48INEwt0vJ5 +he 
B T JZDuV7OWY+mbj G6qL8UBMEmTvBFOTW05 WQ JpWn7Iq2L 5nq4fNP SvBymdi4Y3pBkouNDXUpmF SK 
fhcTE/6qMCppmROsomczsHF0i9fwxt6Z/aXfqIFE30UtUZZtZvxkA8o7B 5 JX1/4GXwYCahS/34C 1 
7WK972pwQzbPmIYgDALhPNtPmQPS S zdG611YBpH4dPfpmZVX7oV9Kqvky7msKpRdPlrA 8KM8 CMxi 
qaflMYzGlteyCZrvtHjhCulh7RguW9FfbT3UT+2DIZDxa0KwiPFrJsDdJuBifmM710abn5XUIkWG 
NOM59uznzp0ERgpoiu6+lLWqVJwk0PkQPvBx9sC 16UrgJKzREH/w2X6TBBKNH3a0Pu2PSHGbU4z6 
JUr45qb+hL/hIlycfzT 1YI/SiNc7NZDLsWLrkdB19DyGgBg7FnL1XWz5Tw3cycFKCIXQxTtWPf6z 
sdSf4emdwIw5aSFnR/NczptZd5gbt5o+KOJWhRwpAbU1KSdCyniolK3dndqe5 SpORw528NR21Nk5 
NZAC+KffAUXwy2QNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ 1 lbmRvYmoNMyAwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRr~xhdGVEZWNv 
Z GUvTGVuZ3RoIDIwNTUvTGVuZ3RoMSAzNzAOPj 5 zdHJ1YWONCngBvZd5 eF]WGcbfc+/c SZ AkhEVQ 
x5QZY liTBgiIbBIwSbGhGALSGaRhTQiWSGQTSCnBmAJBXEpLU5pSsZRapHEEipFamjy0gmVxgUoX 
qqVKkZaitUh5MCR9zzsjf/C0//VxJvd3vu/9vnPOd89dzmTxwiW1SEI 1XOTOrphZCX2S 17K5ZfbS 
xcGY36EccLqXVc6tiPkdq+lj7vzlZTE/eSfbR8tLZ86J+Whle0c 5hZhvBrO9vbxi8bKYnl zNNnH+ 
gtnxePI2+v6Kmcvi8+MU/eCDMytK2fKTEiaC1QsWLZaL1AFs+ 1 QuLI3nG8YTUw3FTjy68DBIsbB1 
roCPrbV SkYvOQML7iamM2a9yj r39wdDpnUZ+bDonKnHr0bXV 1 ngl +9yoth 1 XGxKb/Vvo+pVvA+zn 
NVxt4JxT2nZ8cipx9bWIj dqP04SE/mPanWrj oQ2u8YkuVtJ2ZBsRlmgX28 SrYqv4iXhFvCz+W7wk 
fixeFP81fiT+U/xQ/EC8IP5DPC/+nTW6+Jvsc3gfc+DhnDxruzgr+6/iGfE98V3xL+Jp8R3xbfGU 
+EfxD+Lvxd+JJ8W38Cj SONtbSOc8b0p7k7YPb8h+PU6rvCb7mHhEPIxD7PUb2a+Kh8 SD4iuq/dey 
fyUeEFvEX4r7xV+IL4s/F/fhJdzLuvbFvPbXOb9VXDThRd5MHtvu8 qoZ eRF7eT94irhkLj WruPgZ 
BpF78AjcMe3YjaeRw7zdmEZ lt/J2aYYXVGsUz3NGD 1Fpz6MRS+lZzSXtTi3xEWzEpWdneg6FtHeo 
z0/EZ 8Ufa 8 ztGM7oj 2Rvk/5Dzf6M1K3x 8bZiNLO2ajxbo4s fqN8 WjKHgtag4ZFw3 q/T3Ntln2d8V6 
ex/jO7iT3CTI2+K3NMJGRb8pPqU5nl TOCVxh!uPK2aDoY+J6XdM65awT16IPM9e2fShzXSP1G2Jt 
/N6pxV2M2/vIRQ 1X2q5wjTJqdN2s4mI 11 + 8UI6sVWY 1 mj laNVXiMmo24pF3hVfg6R1KzEZ e0K2wV 
+7Tap/NrYhXflzarKuZpHqu4WC 51mfiwuFRnvYTX3/ZflaIXIZ 89FMU89reLiIVTq6j +k SCUW6Opb 
zWXE lrYAD6IX+9qIS9rarOLiq+pq2Ls4VS8XZ4nSxRPyKOE28H1NZm4f75VnbRUR2WPyyOEW8T5ws 
TtKVKpZdJN4rThC/JI4XC8Vx7X9mpV/Q+AVS 8vSM3y 17rDhGzNXZj JZ91zhKHCmOEIeLw3A3q71 T 
91Bxs JgjDhIHYj B zB sj OFj 8vZomZGMdof9n9xL5itFTmXenxrrPXy9ouq7J21mg7txWX9Qfi23jH 
uwhJD+I+2j 2V/zkpab JvFQNjYvfBLVqFmzX3 TcrqIXYXb4wzl evVjbtTBuvo Jq0rN7 JCel01 Y 5 d4 
zGqub Jf7ma0xlV 8 fK7RPV4qUZDF J7Cj eIHYQE 8UEDGG+H8 dIT4r2KHp2TEfPlt 0xfdzb7F0yg2c/ 
g2o lkvEkj6d5RHk080iAMeNrN5hF/T+TDz6TWf6vk6ThAo5iBNY46/jenYIW1Jjz2GU2Yr3 JwjpG 
R/DdvgsHeQxFFma425nTiuPcdY4703 CYXhkGOj eznYD JzCrpwHCcNS 9BiNqHF SXFGm53Y4j SYVbwy 
U9HT15uZFxF296ACOc6zKPE94NQmAIucZ7DEpPJtVOKMdSZ0cFDvu4ShXgH3iJd5Rbe7Fc7ZhBLk 
mcs cvlLx/wmkMcYZiFj Y4s ljpfnPc7DUnzbtOMV4zB 0yrOe qN09f+FuyB C 14L9j oBvtv20g9gtOuL 
x8fR74m+rN8eZWajd9hs4fkX8ewvYCA24ynqm7 lxrGKgW48s15XzV8kX+e3r llPJ8WpoH8ATKPaO 
Y6ppwBL/S q4VY+ 5 e sws 5br 1 XYw7Kr+dsXcwZfxqG+UJOb38 Jd5 JzXtQZ 5ZzEw61~xLjFzD97xN.[jb 
uR5dvAanxsyKrQkmeMVY721 AN65MiO00XpGe3kUUm31 OF1Ld7WbHp2vjveqcdZL8BZjjnTcXzGV/ 
tj/D7PIuOOCNafEPwSjT6s 8x+/3D/ClczRqu4/6q21Xt3LUGoB+Qm+D3fK5jkB1MjToZ98yJ5k4M 
Bw9FQlmZ 17nB lIRgFEXR5OXBpvb2orAv4EWi3qlRNyMx6stIP/2/gqezMguLwsEmk5CIFx82f0Ye 
xUlhzsA/K306/Lws/mj NLGyCvyj 8gjGPR5pMe20T8tJesj9sppcwnJgZDObPy4uaGXQ6ZFLoF6J1 
Q2awgHUUFIITI 8 G6YN09c+qCB cHymXNYmFoGSusi2 SxxUnge OTkciuZ GAtlM0khkOMfpaMdhF6bX 
RTj CA/ER2ErKvs qkpMzCYNTtVRSe GI 5 W 5wWiuXmRQCgUzI 82F4Wj zXmBUCTCrORrlbLilfNuite c 
wpqT+zHeKTYKlyA3EEWkrs6OOSmcHopW19UF6ngecb8 JzdcJBtcLuXGhCXYMrkR+k6ku4mBs0kMB 
K6 SH0kOsM2IXOdWuIT4rDUWyfEdR5j by2bf/Vdj/R8D/xvw 8wF9wnyrgrj OWioOytk2+Mm8b38 c J 
6 JHbwQe/SfQcH7KPnDoyEKknjpw4MqBr 51Dnj FDnUJkPrYvcQOuZtk0 JKZ c/Wujva0c 3 aDRvOK2+ 
EDqia26i+9sOSf5CJKWeeM/2Pz+g6+A7cgZ lv7GbP/22Xo2NVSue++mKqp3OleWNO6uqGlkmb2z7 



advJp/C/fWx 8j QKG+ 1 fsj PzcIzB 5Y17R+In9 Jy2vmLVgPv4Ds cMfsw0KZW 5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZ G9i 
ag00IDAgb2JqDTw8LOZpbHRlci9GbGFOZUR1Y29kZS9MZW5ndGggNDUOMS9MZW5ndGgxIDY3ODA+ 
PnN0cmVhbQOKeAGFWQ18VNXVP/feN0s2MgmQdZJ5w5ABMomRAA2QNJksE9CIbEFnaJAJIZIgmEjY 
VIShisCwWWqp4IJLVdQqLxOkE 8ASRW1FET61WlcQ7af2VwT9/dS65X3/+2ZAsP76vZv/Oeeec+52 
3nn33TdZvGhJKyVTiAR5WxY2d5 JxZX8EltOydLEaq6dkEZkbr+2ctzBWH7gA9evnLbjx21g9xwpe 
2NbaPDdWp+/B f9E GRazORoMPbVu4eHmsnv0uuHVBR0vcniPV 5 oXNy+Pjk7 Sr 1 zcvb JUGTKUJRO3 s 
6FpsVC1Hgj e 8 c 1 Fr3 J/5iZL+nJICxZPiCw+nD7z+2ZDij AUQMXpy+oAq61yyQbFRCVxEpfl TyyI $6 

tJtSm36779Gxs 1MrvrTmymUQPt~hsELJX7h7ztXf7v5hno2syagmGP7 SgHaWyv4rqdZG3 +7+9iZb 
bCRpOXfxXmoUw3vcWY5jB 8QIOglwMSLiyXP0imEiL1Lu8EaFqyd9cGlqdbFQOWOJQVXQDmA3cBBQ 
aLbIh9UGugoIAbuBg 8 AxwEwEKq0q0AHsBE 4CZpEn7BHVYase JrLRNhvrTRWZdAbQAUEOOB JgMj Ab 
2ALsBMyGn9ROAKuAg 8BZwExekRnZOgpzz4xsMFjP/AW1RrU5Vm2aZVR7rg7E +KSpMV53 WcxtfMxt 
50iY+pKaGB 9WFOPpB aUhdN6TmFLaV50hMrDIDEy 8E 5 Tx 5ymVMXLQ/WIwaQAXmKqh8Yr0nqHu0p0H 
hUJMcMFoLjn0PsEiKWml 1Ylc 52conRz8M346ZuGnewakle6svpyfot3AQUDwUygf8A9oFT8pYw5a 
B ewEDg JHgTOAmZ9EOYHyPn+fUvl7VAJUAbOBncBB 4Axg4e+B 2vi7MmMMKuUqgPN3 QW38HS zrHdBU 
/j akt/nbeh9/PVI2rrTXEDwlccFREB cyc+NCekZplL8 W+WYEMs qNO42M2i+GUCWNEkMiB SMdUZEV 
qWh3RPmHParHcX/lpfw4aQDHTI5j 5OOkA1OAINAJmCG9AekNCgF3APcDGoAsA7UBKj 8MvAK8QZcC 
XmAKYOXHIhgmyo9G3DWO6gz+Kv8LZ SLiR/hfDf4Kf9HgL/MXDP4 SeD7sh!mLkXwHVS fB Tmhj A7eB 
18Bu4s/2DE 136NVp/CAi6AAtAaqAycBsYAtg5gf5kMhcRzo62U+H8Qw7eIQ+Nfgj9KCVvPMdXnct 
E1CVxD3+I 5BAdqo73dzr3rYdVUncm7dCksR920ZIkrhvWg 1 JEveCpZAkcc+dD0kS98zZkC1LxT26E 
BBL19/lp6DBH2eTrmFqdypchSssQpWWI0j JS+DJZ6BtFzvHuSGEhIrbD6xlR6AjtY6EDLDSNhR5k 
oVYWWslCqlmogoWuYSEPC91ZKJ+FvCy0n41FKELMu+ei6jhvFgsdZqEnWaiLhdwsVMBCQ llIZWXe 
KHdGLsNTB+YzWE+ 1 fOi4s+eXldh9UrkTEXUi553YEw6CHgV0o+aFkzok5pydL/mQnsKqWP2S 8aUd 
1RP5ITQ8hNlwiE4ACm7QIaTRIXRyCN21glYBs4E+4AygA2Z4D8E6thg0FbQEqAJmA6uAM4DZmM4Z 
TIVTB6ic4m5jYiWgVcBkWeOHUIagOLnTm2ez2zy2iWKLnaXms8n5ej4vo4wM7Mvpada0KEvZ+3XK 
v79OoYTqBL6Zb6E83Ig74nxL5 Js 8R5TdFXHvdl QPZr+nfAVZx8aRr~xWAj6Uuoz6G7FapH012/gR4 

acR+FZqlRtxFjnl sgGy 11/GN/SPHp/Yoh!iJfb/jTTWqsI.[jb9A8sddx3L7e8VJJ1 ArNAXeUge 1 T 
Ddde+ ljHk4cN19Uw7Ig4Vkq213GLfYLj OrthaIOZrulCzZvqmOae6ZiI/urscxzeLvS511Flv8ZR 
E fMaI9vsdVyKKXhiYiEmO 8 JuDOrKNzqcURZlbd4iyzaL3 zLZ 8gtLqaXI4rQ4LHmWXMsga7rVZh 1 g 
TbYmWql Ws 1 WxcitZBOXlk 16PfOsNMhsvPzMSmpFiyDbsMExuM6DEmZXT5aQNFA28YXoNa9D6Wqhh 
j qp9Nd0VZY1TZ2omVw3 T0huoobFGG+tpiFr0aVqZp0GzTPmVv5uxzQFoNb4uyqjRH2W6VK3 J 1 d Jr 
/b3EWNqaTbmSD1 +zKRCgrIylWlV6ZVp4+rrfoYEDWWwzvPjlfWj6Mny5GnbGqb7tcfzAlqpFPS 8 
QIP22+lqk7+XfcHO+up62ee SBfy9opJ94Zsm9aKyLhBoiLKrDD9S2efwQ8aAwc+KF7P019WaH/Pb 
E fMrQHv4DZUMfgk JVGD4FS QkGH4Kk37dXUN9dd 1 DQeCTqVKX4dOVqV7oc7gAPgUg 8MkI0WHD53B G 
SPpolUY3djtc8kHgwnLIbrjYWY7hYsy823ApibusP++y3hhJxGZj+EiCblJOnvNJOQmfCwL 538XW 
Go+H9ZQHWpp8rS5f0OVrBYLahqVtWVpojqp2twSkQdWEOzinpU3y51Yt4Gqt0 lpcdWp3udHuJ+Ym 
aS531XVTk6/R393kba2L1HvLfa7mukDPhCmjyy4aa/35sUZP+ZmxpsjORsuxJhjt0 JWmTRPkGOV 
ybHK5FgTvB OMs cjI 8 Sn+bivVB Crpx/yTv4UmJyNdgrjNQk2HrrD S St9yZtTJ3H04ruyj JE9C SXTVa 
CiDzuri6uFqa8Ex J0wCoU+Omr JXlztx9bFfcZIM6zVVDnsVLupZQ1 q+9LvbXhQuqxUvkrYhRj 9T9 
7AUXn+ZtrpNn6watcHqDVjVlpr/bYoE2WBeAbvw5XVKSL6r3xZSXQDleOgpx31HqKqQuISHu+J+5 
YMwJak SnFweN/T3Mm88 WU 1 dAaPkNj 1LxbQeNMhKFppn8 fzlLy JdEVwAK7mId 1 netNrsOQKaYhLLvr 
HBYviUvxWCyOc 80 ly0OernMhOdedRwbLIE asFnuwtZn2UTaQY3 qUshU34ftH/xj 4RPL+dv0TaZ ec 
/xMbXTQOo130JGunJ+kgPcfOotVu6qU9JI9AdXQPraA7aS 1 eazOhWU/TUEzQ38my9T34MnkAL8wH 
6Ah8r6aVtI8yWJb+Ka2iNe JltFpDKTSEqmkKddAmdoW+hJrohHIrldEVdD11 spDul zfrW/U/0MPU 
K/6q/0B J1EMtKEf0z0x/19+lYrT4HW2nE2xrwtPkx SgheN5Li2iHmKUwtZ 7+LWbgpGWYg0KT6Ajr 
4x703kofsyy2QtSi14d0TX8eXnaaRW20g/axMWwCd5qa9En6EcrAGMvR63aKOF6UKD1Db7Nk0 ln9 
D/pZyqYiugzr2UOvsj 7R/8Pq/irEzYQoj aBxsHTQn+kwlIy 52LO 8w 5RsKjV 5 TTfpx2kQj aQZmO2j 
aPm/7Gu+EmWVeFCrp 12vwkbeGfiOj TS/QByyHlbD J7Co+gnfw+ 8 QismLEk ShzqR3xvgu9v4802suT 
+VILxkPKE8p05r/+kPgB3xE 130730LEvB S1XWxX7N3mAfSlo+m9/NT4k71ceUlyzNWPUltJA20RP0 
NUtnY91U9ivWxl awtew3bDs7wo6xT3g 1 b+TX8 TOiTdwgnlFqUKYrXcqtpttNG8yf9Pv7n+//n!6v 
9VL9dpqKIFiN2f+O7sPKeukovYVygk4xE0tiA 1BU5mQz2M0oK9km9iDbxR5j ezDKMXaKfYpX0pfs 
O443LTfzXBx+ 5BHIxRthhHknv4cfRTnG/8 W/EZliiPCIMa JCBE QHZrVW3IHytPhAyVGOKjriXGra 
Ztpp2mV6wvSc 6aw 52fJrvONf+f6hHwp/eL+f+lfl b+uP90/RP6DBuId4e+ATrAKzb0aZj/u9DRm3 
m 15nyYhdDitklewKRGY2m89uYMsRydvYDvawMfen2AFE6U 12BnNO4XZj zpfwMbyGT0a 5hrfyG3 AY 
28r38Df4t 8Iikk SqGCwICxQQx $7 SICxe JGsU 1 o41OCxnj glvhLfo+hKouJQhihuxaNMUGYr S 5 T71I+V 
j 01NppdN/zAnmheabzdHzZ/jVFNpmWKZapll2WLZazluDSI7D9HT9Cdk4PmLnRSrhU88TZv5KCUb 
nzCvIp9nOlwxiSNT+S62jt/C9vChpuXmc170rqSzfihuxfpHv5F/xcjGJNbDpNJ+PjHVoHqQ8DqlC 
OUSnlQNY26voebk5ma3kZ8zJFMEZaRzOSC+ISxWPeJneFieYRXmA31ESWSY7zR8VU5AFzyiVJj 85 
xT301LIB 3UJPcx9R4nfWj c.[jK9nj 2B caW Sn7t 9BxDL 4 SWVQmPqRb6Tr+dzqN53gcFZ 7NVebRZhrF 
VtDH9AieihGm682F5sHs Jd6uhP1Atoe48hhWN44NZcI0iG5j s8QO8xn+Fi2ho0oivS/+iNkf5U+J 
ScpZ0zTWhifgFrqdbtBX040mv/Iam0eCXUUFyknsbitEqeIEX4VdpQ1721483fuwD 1 SLSdBkIXOu 
QF7MwA6xA+Uu7BMKMqgdz/jV2MVepT3mRh61eaYBDLsOfq15uX8azdQfoe36PLpe30rF2A/W6ivQ 
4y76B22hXWxN/83UiU/Jt/BsX2Gq50dN9XoxD/O3+HS+7eL7i2gXsCz6J8pTuDOVpv0UVt6k6VS1 
b9T/huwejh12083BgfUjrPIzjDBR9NGo/it5t 14vOrHeEzRVflR3sERq0xfQZDpAD ltM1 Gzx4B 5r 
7DWs92Zq5dP0xaKlvx lx2IIoeBGtJdh! lntrZzRWe6sqfllRPn7c2LIxo0eVjry05 JLiIk/hiOHD 
3AVDXUOcqiM/z56bk52VmTF40MDONFvqgJTkpMQEq8VsUgRnVORzl QdVzR3UFLdr4sRiWXc 1 Q9F8 
g SKoqVDVX+yj qb JdM0wXeXrhe e 1PPL 0xT+95 T2Z ]~26iiuEj luVTtS J1LjbKZU/2QN9W5Aqp22pAn 
GfklhpwC2elEA9WX1Vanaiyo+rT6pW lhX7CuuIhl JyXWumpbE4uLqDsxCWIS JC3T1 dnNMiuZIfBM 
3/huTtYULFHLcdX5tGwXmqIbUeBrnqtNmer31 eU6nYHiIo3VtrjmaCRPSh7DhWqNYTRzrWYxhlHb 
ccbRaIPaXdQX3hi 10ZygJ3mua25zk 18TzejDp6V5MG6dlnnTRlk/VtE5zmRrL7TmirAvql 2VzuHw 
W1W7f6r/gra5TtlDIIA+0JYX1 AID9Rh6I+5UgzyLa3xNwK+xNRgSB 8sCY 1 Wx9cVOvQXB+aqW4Kpx 
tYXnB 3FrcsIaTbvRGcnJ8 fbqJynHp4Yb/S 6nVpXrCj TX2bsHUXj aj T3ZXjX7YktxUbctLRbY7gCrp 
c SE 55UKhFUGP2QzJc JdSw7TzkWVyj q7LcBLU1BYVM/G7sKaxkrSOpXDLWNwAXAGGVtpc3 JF2LaE2 
GLaN13oskWmmAptLDX9JyADX6X9drGmOa8wFfi9JGmWenE8 lj TWfkzWPRys sl CliqcU9xRwrj fqY 
4qK1Ue5yddrw/Sw/GmgKYtscGF+C8Dud8gZviHppDipaaKo/VldpTm6EvCU4W/OgtPSdswyeIS2h 
c 5bzzYMuZPIe+T1LgzWr+/xfqi ljoK9tvMYy/ou5NWZvmO5qwNFY9YWD8axtaLyoFrPLgCJusMU1 
bWCtX+Ry6KTEc4VhjZ 2Qz7nguOxP 1 pQC/JmNp J4btViR1YaGqfWaLTgxRgOJTmfSmfn!GkX 1 s7KV 
wX5sFl+GNt4Tn2hs21r5RfWLppccFg2N2HI4TvbhcOJFNqRabJaXxRkyHh!6TrVWoxl4Mgvwh0+O 
sRKBXM2LkMHSiKfIUAdy49WLHHPjj QK4ZHYWF9Vj zwyH611 qlTgYbo7qoTku 1 eYK9/Ln+HPhTh92 
uljiRPV9G3K1 +o0BRKyNjct]wamm28XWTe32snXTZ/p78ROHuq7RH+GMlwZrAt 1DYfP3qkReQ8ul 
Viqliyor 1MCwyAi3Gv65vV6ikGFVDIVRb8GvG4Yu5gQdo5Yoj+ls 5/w4dEpM5zV0cnlyj61t9Mdv 
i 5EQ 8tFDDuEfKuhGnjFwMRR5 JUMp/5 elmtcgpVHkLzUg JhSc 7i 1EzjRnWgEIftWh71XR973XRN+R 
qvTBy/l~xB 0wfhrPfz 10c SmEYGKXHRzbLfShMvDwwfe JMT/Wi9uYFkxr/Dw Sw9hkNCmVuZHN0cmVh 
bQ 1 lbmRvYmoNNS AwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUvRmlyc3 QgMzIvTGVuZ3RoIDMz 
My9OIDUvVHlwZ S9PYmpTdG0+PnN0cmVhbQOKaN58kNtqg0AURX/lvId07jMKQTA JYkt S0iq9BR+m 
ZjCCUTFDSf6+owaSltK3ffa5zF5DCGAgFHwOhAHDAggHRpwnQFAGsxlaNFXTJa30]W8cCTDf7TwH 
AYqa2j ovIncYOO 1NFDCmiRo 177W8DG+6 Jk+M3 aLNMkKpOdksCNxyeMxNbUFhgsKv4rXc2TOIRdFC 
t7Epi70FSRlamnFs Sn0fRZUujsDo8P583py2UyLVOAOCHY1HVqPf0o7IyFNiYxtWP+mBQ+rTcrJ4m 
yfnw2VTo3uqqzMO6qAxgtNanMQLBnKLEmkMMzBvEi/MY S s+t GU7 libq~vtU2H3i5BuVRB s OUSZ 1 cu 
H4srF+fkhktR74aLOL+4pBQwZVQAxdj 9JcbyFoz/BIsf3pP4YxJ2pa7W6S+yldG7si6As Stkf/TC 
hv81Eww7Mq q 87FuAAQC S S 6ICxDQplbmRzdHJ1YWONZ W5kb2 JqDTYgMCBvYmoNPDwvRmls dGVyLOZs 



YXR1RGVj b2R1LOZpcnNOIDEyL0xlbmd0aCAxNj kvTiAyL 1 R5 c GUvT2 JqU3RtPj 5 zdHJ1YWONCmj e 
MjRTMFAwNFcwNDFSsLHRd0osTnXLzyvR9/CKDPaI0nYsykzMSQ3Rd81Lzk/JzEvX901MDsrPTcyD 
C7hlFhWXOGckFikYG+mDtLqkFicXZRaU5B cBDQUaHqTvk4hQEVyaVFJZkKofU1S aGg JmgAiwle GZ 
KSUZxQqGpiBNdnbIrgk JdAnwCdQOrsxNys 8hyj GGZqYYrjFCdQ 11CRHOMYY4ByDAAIQ2Yj sNCmVu 
ZHN0cmVhbQ llbmRvYmoNNyAwIG9iag08PC9MZW5ndGggMzUOMi9TdWJ0eXB1LlhNTC9UeXB1L011 
dGFkYXRhPj 5zdHJ1YWONCjw/eHBhY2tldCBiZWdpbj 0i77u/IiBpZD0iVzVNME lwQ2VoaUh6cmVT 
ek5UY3prYzlkIj 8+Cjx4OnhtcGlldGEgeG1 sbnM6eD0iYWRvYmU6bnM6bWVOYSSiIHg6eGlwdGs9 
IkFkb2 JIIFhNUCBDb3 JIIDUuNC ljMDA 1 IDc4Lj EONzMyNiwgMj AxMiSwOC 8yMy0xMzowMzowMyAg 
ICAgICAgIj4KICAgPHJkZjpSREYgeG1 sbnM6cmRmPSJodHRwOiSvd3d3LnczLm9yZySxOTk5LzAy 
LzIyLX JkZi 1 zeW50YXgtbnMjIj 4KICAgICAgPHJkZjpEZXNj cmlwdGlvbiByZ GY6YWJwlXQ9IiIK 
I C AgI C AgI C AgI C Ag eG l sbnM6Z GM9 ImhOdHA 6L y9w dXJsLm9yZ y9k Yy91bGV tZ W 50c ySxLjEvIg og 
ICAgICAgICAgICB4bWxuczp4bXA9Imh0dHA6Ly9ucy5hZG9iZ S5jb20veGFwLzEuMCSiCiAgICAg 
ICAgICAgIHIatbG5 zOnBkZj 0iaHR0cDovL 25 zLmFkb2 J1LmNvb S9wZGYvMS 4zLyIKICAgICAgICAg 
ICAgeG1 sbnM6eGlwTU09Imh0dHA6Ly9ucy5hZG9iZS 5jb20veGFwLzEuMC9tbS 8iPgogICAgICAg 
ICASZGM6Zm9ybWFOPmFwcGxpY2F0aW9uL3BkZjwvZGM6Zm9ybWFOPgogICAgICAgICASZGM6Y3 J1 
YXRvcj 4KICAgICAgICAgICAgPHJkZjpTZXE+CiAgICAgICAgICAgICAgIDxyZ GY6bGk+QWFyb24g 
U2hhY2tlbGZvcmQSL3 JkZjpsaT4KICAgICAgICAgICAgPC9yZGY6U2VxPgogICAgICAgICASL2Rj 
OmNyZWF0b3I+CiAgICAgICAgIDxkYzp0aXRsZT4KICAgICAgICAgICAgPHJkZjpBbHQ+CiAgICAg 
ICAgICAgICAgIDxyZGY6bGkgeG1 sOmxhbmc9IngtZGVmYXVsdCI+TWlj cm9zb2ZOIFdvcmQgLSBD 
dX JhdG9yaWFsIEZlbGxvd3NoaXAgY2FsbCBmb3IgYXBwbGljYXRpb25 zIDIwMTMuZG9j eDwvcmRm 
Oro~xpPgogICAgICAgICAgICA 8L3 JkZjpBbHQ+CiAgICAgICAgIDwvZ GM6dG10bGU+CiAgICAgICAg 
IDx4bXA6Q3 J1YXR1RGFOZT4yMDEzLTA 5LTIzVDE 4Oj U50jMyWj wve G1 wOkNyZ WFOZURhdGU+CiAg 
ICAgICAgIDx4bXA6Q3 J1YXRvclRvb2w+TWljcm9zb2ZOIFdvcmQSL3htcDpDcmVhdG9yVG9vbD4K 
ICAgICAgICAgPHhtcDpNb2RpZnlEYXR1PjIwMTMtMDktMj NUMq?~6MzI6MTgtMDQ6MDA 8L3ht cDpN 
b2RpZnlEYXR1PgogICAgICAgICA 8 eG 1 wOk 1 ldGFkYXRhRGFOZ T4yMDE zLTA5LTIzVDE2OjMyOj E4 
LTAOOj AwPC94bXA6TWVOYWRhdGFEYXR1PgogICAgICAgICAScGRmOktleXdvcmRzLz4KICAgICAg 
ICAgPHBkZjpQcm9kdWN1 cj 5NYWMgT 1MgWCAxMC 42LjggUXVhcnR6IFBERkNvbnRleHQ 8L3BkZjpQ 
cm9kdWNlcj4KICAgICAgICAgPHhtcE 1NOkRvY3VtZW50SUQ+dXVpZDpkN2E 10WZ1NC04NDY 1LTQ2 
MWYtOTExOS00ZDg0NzBmNWVmMTASL3htcE 1NOkRvY3VtZW50SUQ+CiAgICAgICAgIDx4bXBNTTpJ 
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dGVyLOZsYXR1RGVjb2R1LOZpcnNOIDExL0xlbmd0aCA2Mi9OIDIvVHlwZ S 9PYmpTdG0+PnN0cmVh 
bQOKaN4ytFAwUDCOVDAxUrCx0XfOL 80rUTDS985MKY42MgZKB SkYgshY/ZDKglT9gMT01 GI7u+hY 
gAADAHfQDrwNCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ 1 lbmRvYmoNO S AwIG9iag08PC9GaWx0ZXIvRmxhdGVEZ WNvZGUv 
Rmlyc3QgNS9MZW5ndGggMjE4L04gMS9UeXB1L09ialN0bT4+c3RyZWFtDQpo31yPzW7CMBCEX2Vv 
xAfin7QoQQgpSsS1RaQFCdTbyjGKVSsbOY6gPHONai9cZ+fbmVECBICxWvCyb9+Wb+bmQbOeQRVQ/ 
eTmFjnxSoqce9h3qb+PO0cB45QOGS32NwST 1UgmZiUJ1MnStMvX1 d4/o lmpPI50DHB/cf0LC+Jba 
Z 3 qRKZnPxctMiBnjj ad20iY+QQ27PZxAinSR5vAxoQ83 aOpNRX0w 18D4wQZnnt JgDtXk7zUs OrgY 
5+gydnYAjc5B3AE4DM7qx5AR7i3 SlvSVrde/AgwAsStYFQOKZW5kc3RyZWFtDWVuZG9iag0xMCAw 
IG9iag08PC9EZWNvZGVQYX Jt czw 8LONvbHVtbrtMgNS 9QcmVkaWN0b3IgMTi+Pi9Ga Wx0ZXIvRr~xh 
dGVEZWNvZ GUvSURbPEY 1 NkZBNDk4OTcxNDYyMDYwRTUxNTZBRjFB OEIOOEI 1 Pj xGQzJEQzlDRkE 3 
QjFENDQyQj dB OTc 1 QkEyNkFGQj FBMD 5 dL01uZmSgMj AgMCB SL0xlbmd0aCA3Mi9 Sb290IDIyIDAg 
Ui9TaXplIDIxL 1 R5 cGUvWF J1Zi9XWzEgMyAxXT4+c 3RyZWFtDQpo3m JiAAEmRqaZILxmYGBgYGOAk 
32oQyREFIoUEQCQTWISRHSyrDCIZZoPFzYF6/2nfAIswMGInGfSg2Ez/kcT/AwQYAJBeCjYNCmVu 
ZHN0cmVhbQ 1 lbmRvYmoNc 3RhcnR4cmVmDQoxMq?5~NCiU1RU9GDQo 

-- 004 EB68759C7A27D94CB24EC6DDEE2DD3C89408ED66ITSMSXMBS5Madun -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OfficeFootballPool.com <donotreply@officefootballpool. com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Get Your Picks In - tb_iunkies 

T-GORE - 2 - 

This is your reminder to get your picks in for the tbjunkies pool. Your pick deadline is 
Sun, Sep-29 10:00 AM Pacific. However, the first game this week is on Thu, Sep- 
26 at 5:25 PM Pacific so you should get your picks in before then. Remember, the pick 
deadline for any game is the start time for that game. Once a game starts you can never 
enter or change picks for that game - the picks are locked. However, if your pick 
deadline hasn’t passed, you may still change or enter picks for games that haven’t 

started. 

You have 3 entries to enter picks for. 

Click here to enter vour picks° 

Good luck this week! 

Team OFP 

Mail sent to: stgore@email.unc.edu 
You are getting this email because you are a registered member of Office Football 
Pool.corn and you are in a pool where your picks are due soon. If you get this mail more 
than once, have trouble reading it, or don’t find it useful please let us know. You may 
unsubscribe to future reminder notices by clicking on this link: 

No Fiore Reminders_, Thanks 

PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS AUTOMATED EMAIL MESSAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130926132305203.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.26.2013 13:23:04 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StatFox <mail@statfoxemail.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Forecaster picks Rams-Niners tonight 

The Ultimate Power Tool for Spots Handicappers TM Sept. 26, 2013 

Forecaster off to hot sta~ StatFo× Quick Links: 
FoxSheets I Lve Odds I Refer A Friend 

The early weeks of the NFL season can be so 
unpredictable. But the StatFox Forecaster has proven its 
worth, winning at a 54.5% rate against the spread. The 
Forecaster’s success has not been limited to the NFL, 
however, as it boasts a 61.3% winning pecentage against 
the spread through the first four weeks of the college 
season. The Forecaster for all college and pro games can 
be found in the weekly Platinum Sheet (:subscribe now!). 
See below for tonight’s Forecaster Projection for Niners- 
Rams. 

From This Week’s PLATINUM SHEET 
STATFOX FORECASTER 
SAN FRANCISCO (101) AT ST. LOUIS (102) 
Latest Line: Rams +3; Total: 42 

Division foes both looking to snap two-game 
losing skids meet on Thursday when the 
49ers visit the Rams. San Francisco has 
been rolled by a combined 56 to 10 score in 
two straight defeats as QB Colin Kaepernick 
has six turnovers (4 INT, 2 fumbles) and no 
touchdowns during the skid. St. Louis 
managed just 232 total yards (3.5 yards per 
play) in its 31-7 loss in Dallas, and the Rams 
defense has allowed a 50% third-down 
conversion rate this year. Although the Niners 
are 7-2-1 SU in the past 10 meetings, St. 
Louis is 5-1 ATS in the past six matchups, 
including an SU win (16-13 in OT) and 24-24 
tie game last season. 
FORECASTER: 49ers 25, Rams 22 
Get The Platinum Sheet 

Week 4 NFL Games 

Teams Board Line Get Pick 

PITTSBURGH       199     42.0 
Best Bet MINNESOTA 200 +2.5 

BALTIMORE 201 44 
BUFFALO 202 +2.5 Best Bet 



CINCINNATI         203     43.0 
Best Bet CLEVELAND 204 +4.0 

INDIANAPOLIS      205     42.5 Best Bet 
JACKSONVILLE 206 +7.5 

SEATTLE           207     41.5 
Best Bet 

HOUSTON 208 +2.0 

ARIZONA           209     41.0 
Platinum Sheet 

TAMPA BAY 210 -2.5 

CHICAGO           211     47.0 
Best Bet DETROIT 212 -3.0 

NY GIANTS         213     44.5 
Platinum Sheet KANSAS CITY 214 -4.0 

NY JETS 215 39.5 Platinum Sheet 
TENNESSEE 216 -3.0 

DALLAS             217     46.5 
Best Bet 

SAN DIEGO 218 +2.0 

WASHINGTON      219     43.5 
Platinum Sheet 

OAKLAND 220 +3.0 

PHILADELPHIA 221 57.5 
DENVER 222 -10.5 Best Bet 

NEW ENGLAND     223     50.0 
Best Bet ATLANTA 224 -2.0 

MIAMI               225     48.0 Best Bet 
NEW ORLEANS 226 -8.5 

Subscribe: Best Bets Picks I P~atinum Sheet 
FoxSheets 

Add mail@statfoxemail.com to your address book to insure delivery. To unsubscribe, click ~÷r÷. 

Copyright © 2013 Daily Racing Form, LLC - 708 3rd Ave, 12th Floor, NY, NY 10017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer’s Online <spencers@email.spencersonline.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

It’s More Fun To Get It In The Dark! 

Click here to yew online 

FOR THE CffAHCE TO Wlfl 



If you prefer not to receive e-mail from Spencer s click here, If you choose to unsubscribe, we will process your request 
immediately, Spencers Online 6826 Black Horse Pike Egg Harbor Township NJ 08234 

Copyright : 2013 Spencer Gifts IIc All rights reserved, 

*Offer valid on newly placed orders at SpencersOnline.com only. Enter promo code FLASHIT at checkout for free economy shipping. 
Orders must ship via the "Economy" method to qualify for this shipping offer. Valid on orders shipped to the United States only. Offer 

excludes Canadian shipments and APO/FPO shipments; express shipments and international orders as well as orders to Alaska, 
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Oversized shipping charges may apply on select items. Offer is not applicable to contact lens purchases. Not 

valid with other discounts or special offers; only one promotion will be applied per order. Must enter coupon code at checkout to receive 
discount. Offer valid Thursday, 9/26/13 at 6:00PM Eastern until Thursday, 9/26/13 at 11:59PM Pacific. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raleighwood Cinema Grill <news@raleighwoodmovies.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your Raleighwood Movie Schedule: Sept 27 - Oct 3 

Cinema Grill Newsletter 

Visit our website at 

Weekly Newsletter for 

Sept 27- Oct 3 



Enjoy the Series Finale on the biggest HD Digital 
screen in The Triangle with our 27 speaker Dolby 

Digital Surround Sound System. 

SUNDAY, SEPT. 29. 
FREE ADM]:SS]:ON - Doors open at 8:00 

Walk for Hope 



Raleighwood is a Walk for Hope Sponsor. 

Sunday, October 13 

This is an annual fun family friendly event, another one of the blessings of living in 
our beautiful city, a casual stroll through Umstead Park followed by music, a huge 
BBQ buffet and refreshments- catered by our friends at The Angus Barn and Say: 

THE MAGIC WORD - FREE BEER! 
ClickHere for Walk for Hope info. 

Join our Raleighwood Team for the Walk- Keane Team. More fun than a 
barrel of monkeys! Ca[[ Denise at our business office for info and to Sign On for a 

fun afternoon! 9~9 847-8370 



Monday Night Football 

Register FREE Weekly for great prizes given away at HALF-TIME. 
Beer tastings, display and special promotions in the lobby pre-game. 

Free admission - $3.00 off pitchers and our Wing Thing Special. 
Doors open 8 PM 

Sept 30, 2013 Dolphins @ Saints 8:30pm 

Oct 7, 2013 Jets @ Falcons 8:30pm 

Oct 14, 2013 Colts @ Chargers 8:30pm 

Oct 21, 2013 Vikings @ Giants 8:30pm 

Oct 28, 2013 Seahawks @ Rams 8:30pm 

Nov 4, 2013 Bears @ Packers 8:30pm 

Nov 11, 2013 Dolphins @ Buccaneers 8:30pm 

Nov 18, 2013 Patriots @ Panthers 8:30pm 

Nov 25, 2013 49ers @ Redskins 8:30pm 

Dec 2, 2013 Saints @ Seahawks 8:30pm 

Dec 9, 2013 Cowboys @ Bears 8:30pm 

Dec 16, 2013 Ravens @ Lions 8:30pm 

Senior’s Lunch and a Movie 

Tuesday, October 8th 



Retired Extremely Dangerous. ClickHere. 



Follow Us on Facebook and Twitter! 

2 
The best never rest. Bruce Willis, John Malkovich, 
Helen Mirren, Anthony Hopkins and Catherine 
Zeta Jones star in this action packed comedy 
adventure. CIA agents reunite for a global quest 
to track down a missing portable nuclear device. 
ClickRed2 

Great fun, family entertainment from the folks 
that brought us Cars. Movie magic from Walt 
Disney Studios and Pixar animation. ClickHere 

Despicable Me 2 
The year’s biggest and funniest animated 
adventure. Nonstop eye-popping visual 
inventiveness and endless big laughs make this 
great entertainment for the entire family. 
ClickPle2 



Uptight FBI Agent Sandra Bullock and foul- 
mouthed Boston cop Melissa McCarthy couldn’t be 
more incompatible. When they join forces to bring 
down a ruthless drug lord, they become the last 
thing anyone expected: buddies. From folks that 
brought us The Bridesmaid. ClickHEAT 

Guns 
Two crooked undercover officers - one from the 
DEA and the other from the Navy - unknowingly 
lead investigations onto each other in this action 
packed crime thriller. Mark Wahlberg, Denzel 
Washington, and Bill Paxton head up all star cast. 
ClickGuns 

~ EN U SPECIALS 
~f it’s a Great #~ovie0 it’s a RALE~GHWOOD B~ovie! 

Menu Specials 
Monday - Ten HOT or BBQ Wings are $2.00 off, w/each entr@e. 

Tuesday - Pizza Party: $3.00 off all large pizzas. 



Wednesday - $1.50 a healthy side salad w/each entree order. 

Thursday - A delicious $1.50 Cinderella :Ice Cream Sundae w/each entree ordered. 

Friday - Sweet Treats: $2 off one dessert w/each entree order. 
Note: Desserts eaten Ln a dark theater contain no calories! 

Saturday - $2.00 off one ’to share’ appetizer w/every two entree ordered. 

Sunday - POPS: a 70¢ basket of popcorn w/each entree order. 

CO~[NG ATTRACTIONS 

:]:f it’s a Great Movie, :]:t’s a Raleighwood Movie at "your favorite theater! 

The Hunger Games: Catchinq Fire The Wolverine 

Lee Daniels’ The Butler Scatter ~ Ashes at Bergdorf Goodmans 

~sium We’re the Hillers 

Perc~ Jackson: Sea of [V]onsters Blue Jasmine 

NOW PLAYING 

SUNDAY - Breaking Bad The Final Eposode 

Enjoy the Series Finale on the biggest HD Digital screen in The 
Triangle with our 27 speaker Dolby Digital Surround Sound 
System. SUNDAY SEPT. 29. FREE ADMISSION - Doors open at 
8:00 

Official Website 

A Mom’s Night Out (Wow!) 

Schedule a Mom’s Night Out. Join us with your girlfriends for THE 
HEAT, enjoy a fun night out together. Dinner, a Great Movie & be 
home early. ARRIVE 30 MINUTES BEFORE SHOVVFIMES!! As 
the books author noted, "Even Inmates get time off for good 
behavior." 

Children’s Birthday Parties (Fun) 

Official Website 

YOUR birthday child is THE STAR. Click on View Preview/ 
Official Website above left for information. The Best and most 
Unique Fun Children’s Birthdays in the Triangle! Fun, unique, 
reasonable and EZ for MOM! Make this birthday really special! 



Crying Children 

Please arrive 30 minutes before showtimes, it’s sad to turn 
away crying children from a sold out matinee because of a 
last minute arrival. 

Despicable Me 2 (PG) 

The years biggest and funniest animated adventure. Non stop 
eye-popping visual inventiveness and endless big laughs make 
this great entertainment for the entire family. 

Official Website 

Friday, Sep. 27th 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Saturday, Sep. 28th 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Sunday, Sep. 29th 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Monday, Sep. 30th 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Tuesday, Oct. 1st 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Wednesday, Oct. 2nd 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Thursday, Oct. 3rd 12:30 PM 3:30 PM 

Starts Friday 9/27 - Planes (PG) 

Official Website 

Starts Friday - Great, fun family entertainment from the folks that 
brought us Cars. Magic from Walt Disney Studios and Pixar 
animation. 

Friday, Sep. 27th 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Saturday, Sep. 28th 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Sunday, Sep. 29th 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Monday, Sep. 30th 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Tuesday, Oct. 1st 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Wednesday, Oct. 2nd 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

Thursday, Oct. 3rd 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 

The Heat (R) 



Official W÷bsite 

Uptight FBI Agent Sandra Bullock and foul-mouthed Boston cop 
Melissa McCarthy couldn’t be more incompatible. When they join 
forces to bring down a ruthless drug lord, they become the last 
thing anyone expected: buddies. From The Bridesmaid folks! 

Friday, Sep. 27th 6:00 PM 

Saturday, Sep. 28th 6:00 PM 

Sunday, Sep. 29th 6:00 PM 

Monday, Sep. 30th 6:00 PM 

Tuesday, Oct. 1st 6:00 PM 

Wednesday, Oct. 2nd 6:00 PM 

Thursday, Oct. 3rd 6:00 PM 

Red 2 (PG 13) 

Official \,S~’e bsite 

The best never rest. Bruce Willis, John Malkovich, Helen Mirren, 
Anthony Hopkins and Catherine Zeta Jones star in this action 
packed comedy adventure. CIA agents reunite on a quest to track 
down a missing portable nuclear device. 

Friday, Sep. 27th 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Saturday, Sep. 28th 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Sunday, Sep. 29th 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Monday, Sep. 30th 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Tuesday, Oct. 1st 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Wednesday, Oct. 2nd 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Thursday, Oct. 3rd 6:20 PM 8:30 PM 

Starts Friday 9/27 2 Guns (R) 

Official Website 

Two crooked undercover officers - one from the DEA and the 
other from the Navy - unknowingly lead investigations onto each 
other in this action packed crime thriller. Mark Wahlberg, Denzel 
Washington, and Bill Paxton head up all star cast. 

Friday, Sep. 27th 8:20 PM 

Saturday, Sep. 28th 8:20 PM 

Sunday, Sep. 29th 8:20 PM 

Monday, Sep. 30th 8:20 PM 

Tuesday, Oct. 1st 8:20 PM 



Wednesday, Oct. 2nd 

Thursday, Oct. 3rd 

8:20 PM 

8:20 PM 

NENU SPECIALS 

#4onday o Ten HOT or BBQ Wings are $2.00 off, w/each entr6e. 

Tuesday o Pizza Pa~y: $3.00 off a[[ large pizzas. 

Wednesday o $1 °50 a heNthy side snarl w/each entree order° 

Thursday o A delicious $1.50 Cinderella ~ce Cream Sundae w~’each entree 
ordered. 

Friday o Sweet Treats: $2 off one desseA wleach entree order. 
Note: DesseAs eaten ~n a dark theater contNn no cNories~ 

Saturday ~ $Z00 off one ’to share~ appetizer wJeve~ two entree ordere& 

Sunday ~ POPS: a 70¢ basket of popcorn w/each entree order~ 

RALEIGHWOOD CINEMA GRILL 
6609 Falls of the Neuse Road 

Raleigh, NC 27615 Office: 919-847-8370 
Movie Information Hotline: 919-847-0326 

Visit our website at www.rNeighwoodmovies.com 

If you prefer not to receive email from Raleighwood Weekly Movie Schedule please click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SI Extra <siextra@mail. sportsillustrated, cnn. com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:36 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Five NBA offenses on the rise in 2013-14 

SEP 26, 2013 

NEW RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOU: 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Five NBA offenses on the rise in 2013-14 
Training camp is just around the corner, which means players will 

soon be touting their weight loss and new muscles, as their coaches 

promise to focus on defense and pick up the pace. Many of those 

preseason goals and declarations get tossed aside or exposed within a 

few weeks after opening night, but we shouldn’t be so cynical that we 

miss out on the possibility of legitimate year-to-year improvement. 

Andrew Wiggins, Julius Randle headline 
first 2014 NBA draft Big Board 
Last fall, NBA executives bemoaned what was expected to be a weak 

2013 draft class. This fall? Those same execs are gushing about the 

next one. An infusion of superior freshman talent and one irresistible 

Australian import have many believing the Class of ’14 could be the 

best in years. 



Popular Julio Cesar Chavez Jr. has potential 
he must embrace 
Julio Cesar Chavez Jr. is a popular fighter. This much we know. The 

son of Mexican legend Julio Cesar Chavez -- just in case the name 

didn’t give it away -- Junior turned pro in 2003, at 17, and instantly 

inherited a large chunk of his fathers fans, many of whom wistfully 
wondered if the baby-faced boy could fill the void Dad left behind. 

NFL Week 4 picks." San Francisco 49ers-St. 
Louis Rams, more 
Remember those hazy, lazy days of summer, in the NFL’s preseason? 

They’re so gone. Tt’s amazing how quickly things can get tense and 

the pressure starts to build in the NFL’s regular season. 

PICKED FOR YOU 

Fantasy football Start ’Em, Sit ’Em -- Week 4 
Fantasy football Start ’Em, Sit ’Em: Navigating early bye weeks 

PICKED FOR YOU 

Dodgers fan dies from stab wound after 
fight following Giants-Dodgers game 
A man wearing a Dodgers hat died Wednesday from a stab wound 

suffered in a fight between fans of the San Francisco Giants and the 

Los Angeles Dodgers following a game between the two teams at the 

Giants’ AT&T Park, according to a report early Thursday morning from 

CBS-San Francisco. 



Ex-Raiders CEO Amy Trask featured in ad 
critical of Redskins" name 
Former Raiders CEO Amy Trask’s comments appear in a radio 

campaign asking the Washington Redskins to change their name, 

according to The Sporting News. The Oneida Indian Nation "Change 

the Mascot" radio commercial uses a clip of Trask’s comments on the 

controversial topic discussed two weeks ago on CBS Sports Network’s 

NFL pregame show. 

EXTRA 

Thursday’s P.M. Hot Clicks 
Nikki Walton Is The LLOD; Ravens Taunt Jacoby Jones; Top-Selling 

MLB Jerseys; Jags Offer Free Beer 

Serena Williams turns 32 
You may know Serena Williams as the greatest women’s tennis player 

of all time but at SwimDaily, we know her as a two-time SI Swimsuit 
model who happens to play a little tennis on the side. One thing that’s 

indisputable is that she has a presence in front of the camera. 

Knicks replacing GM 
Glen Grunwald with 
former team exec 

Steve Mills 

Isaac Redman’s 
concussion claims 

disputed by Steelers 

Five NBA defenses on 
the rise in 2013-14 

Alabama cancels series 
with Michigan State 

Robinson Cano 
reportedly seeking 10- 

year, $305M deal 

Why did Alabama 
cancel its 2016-17 

nonconference series 



with Michigan State? 

Will Jacksonville Jaguars go 0-16 this season? 

EA Sports will not make college football game in 2014 

Exit Sandman: Exit Sandman: Baseball bids adieu to Mariano 

Rivera 

Report: Dolphins" Cameron Wake goes through drills, hopes 

to play vs. Saints 

Knicks tap Steve Mills as new General Manager 

SIGN UP FOR SI PREMIUM NEWSLETTERS 

EXTRA MUSTARD 

Your dose of Hot Clicks, viral videos 
and more from the intersection of 

pop culture and sports, delivered 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 

SI EXTRA 
$I EXTRA is sent daily, packed with 

insider information, news, analysis, 

and teasers of the top stories on 

$I.com. 

SW I M DA I LY 
More than 50 years after the first 

Swimsuit issue, a daily destination 

for all things swim. 

FOLLOW 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 

You received this emait because you ere registered on 

http://sports ttust~÷ted~cnn~com with the emait address: 

stgore@email~unc~edu~ 

[ ~ sailthru 

Sports Illustrated respects your privacy, View our privacy policy, 

you believe this has been sent to you in error, please safely unsubscribe. 

For further communication, please contact: 

Attention: Consumer Affairs 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Customer Service 

3000 University Center Drive 

Tampa, FL 33612-6408 

You can manage your SI Newsletter subscriptions here. 

Copyright © 2013 Time Inc. A Time Warner Company~ All Rights Reserved~ 
Terms under which this service is provided to you, Read our privacy guidelines, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

See, Do, Create, Experience: Sahmat at the Ackland 

NEWS FROM THE 

NDAR MUSEUM 

UPCOMING PROG~MS through October 

Art 5 la Carte: HandsoOn Art CJasses for UNC 
Students 
Select Fridays, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Bring a friend and start your weekend 
creatively with a relaxed, hands-on art 
class designed exclusively for Carolina 
students. 
Begin at the Ackland, and go behind the 
scenes to see works of art that are not 
currentty on punic view. Examine the 
techniques and effects that other artists 
have achieved, then go to a studio in 
Hanes Art Center to try your hand at 
creating works of art to take home. 
Sessions are designed for beginners, but 
atso suitabte for students with some art 
experience. Instructor: Allison Tierney 

Cost: $10 per class; all materials 
provided. Take your art home with 

you! Preore~ster as space is limited. 

Friday, September 27, 4:00-7:00 PM: 
Collage 

What Can I Do 
at the 

Ackland? 

Make a Colla~e 

Clear your Head with 
Yoga 

Lunch and Learn 

Make a Bike Sculpture 
(at Festifall) 

Save Money as a 
Member 

Enjoy Indian Dance 

See a Bollywood Film 

Experience "The 
Sahmat Collective" 

Shop the India Bazaar 

MEMBERSHIP 



The Ackland’s current exhibition is The Sahmat Collective: Art and 
Activism in India since 1989; in Hindi, the word sahmat means 
"togetherness." Design and make a collage working together with other 
students in the class, and decide together which piece you’ll take home 
as a memento. 

Friday, 4 October, 4:00-7:00 
Found Book Art 
Friday, 11 October, 4:00-7:00 
D~gita~ Photography 
Learn more! 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Mondays, September 30 ~t October 14, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Free to Ackland Members I $5 non-members 

Take a break from your day and 
explore the world of yoga in the 
beautiful setting of the Ackland! The 
hour-long session offered by 
registered yoga teacher Joanne 
Marshall provides an opportunity to 
practice a series of gentle yoga poses 
inspired by the art at the 
Ackland. Register here. 

STORE 

Art For Lunch: Sahmat’s Theatrical Origins 
with Afroz Taj and John Ca[dwell 
Wednesday, October 2, 12:00-1:00 PM 
FREE. As space is limited, RSVP requested. 

In this lunchtime talk, Afroz Taj and John Caldwell (both UNC-Chapel 
Hill, Asian Studies) will explore the centrality of theater for the artist 
and activist collective Sahmat and its creative output. They will look at 
the exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 
1989 in the context of theater, from Safdar Hashmi’s street theater to 
the "performance" of artworks like Art on the/vlove and the auto- 
rickshaw poetry of Slogans for Communal Harmony. 

BYO bag lunch (yes, people do!) and enjoy an hour of inspiration and 
information about art currently on view at the Ackland. 

"Art on the Move" at Festffa[[! 
Transform your bicycle into a work of art promoting social 
justice 
Sunday, 6 October 



Free and open to the public. 

Taking inspiration from the fall exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art 
and Activism in India since 1989, the Ackland Art Museum is presenting 
"Art on the Move" at Festifall in downtown Chapel Hill. 

People of all ages are invited to build moveable sculptures on their bikes 
(BYOBike!) with help from Paperhand Puppet Intervention and The Scrap 
Exchange. Following the original "Art on the Move" project by the 
Sahmat collective in India, participants are encouraged to build artworks 
that reflect their vision of social justice. 

Prizes! Free to enter! All ages welcome! 
Click here for details about When, Where ~t What to Bring! 

Members’ Sate and °°5 & 10°° at the Ack[and 
Museum Store[ 
Thursday, October 10, through Sunday, October 

During the fall Members’ Sale at the Ackland Museum Store, current 
Ackland Art Museum Members may take 20% off all regular-price 
merchandise (consigned items not included). Members only will receive 
an additional 10% discount on specially marked-down items in the 
Store. 

All may shop the Store’s limited-time "5 ~t $10" section, in which all 
items are priced at $5 or $10. No further discounts apply. 

The Ackland Museum Store is located at the corner of Franklin and 
Columbia Streets in downtown Chapel Hill. 

Store Hours: 
Monday - Wednesday: 10:00 AM- 5:30 PM 
Thursday: 10:00 AM- 8:30 PM 
Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM- 5:30 PM 
Sunday: 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 



Music in the GaJ~eries: ~ndian Dance 
Sunday, 13 October, 2:00 PM 
Free and open to the public. 

At this all-ages program, marvel at the dancing of three talented UNC 
student troupes: UNC Ek Taal, a dance troupe that mixes classical 
Indian dance with modern dance; Bhangra Elite, who specialize in the 
popular bhangra-style of traditional Indian dancing; and the Tar Heel 
Raas, who perform traditional forms of Indian dance from the western 
part of India. 

UNC Ek Taa[ 

As a part of each performance, members of the ensembles will 
demonstrate key features of their art forms-and invite audience 
members to try them out! 

"Art of Bo~ywood°° at the Ack~and Fi~m Forum: 
D~ ChGh~G HG~ (Farhan Akhtar, 2001) 
Tuesday, 15 October, 7:00 PM 
Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 
Free with student ID; $4 all others. Tickets available at the Varsity 
Theatre Box Office. 

Set in modern Mumbai, this coming-of- 
age comedy-drama follows the lives of 



three young men-Akash, Sameer, and Sid-in their romantic (and 
sometimes not-so-romantic) adventures. The wortd of art permeates 
the firm in a number of ways, inctuding visits to exhibitions and operas, 
as weft as a romance between Sid, a painter, and an order woman and 
art-rover. This "new wave" Bottywood firm has a mix of traditionat song- 
and-dance etements, as weft as more contemporary musicat numbers. 

In Hindi w/Engtish subtittes. 185 min. The first of four screenings in the 
Acktand Firm Forum’s "Art of Bott~vood" firm series. 

Now on View: The Sahmat Collective 
Ar~ ~nd Activism ~n ~nd~ s~nce f989 

For over 20 years, the inftuentiat, 
Delhi-based artist corrective known as 
Sahmat has taken a consistent stance 
against the threats of retigious 
fundamentatism and sectarianism in 
India using a vibrant mix of high art 
and street cutture. 

In the first major exhibition about 
the group organized for U.S. 
audiences, The Sahmat Collective 
features work by more than 60 
contemporary Indian artists. 

A wide variety of public programs 
witt enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fatt! Click here for more info. 

India Bazaar at the 
AcMand Museum Store 

In conjunction with The Sahmat 
Collective at the Acktand Art 
Museum, the Museum Store witt 
present India Bazaar, an Indian 
market featuring a wide array of 
beautifutty designed and 
handcrafted products made in 
India. 

Most of the businesses 
represented in India Bazaar are 
owned by young Indian 
entrepreneurs whose works, 
white reflecting their tocat 
cutture, are redefining the 
concept of Indian design. 

Goods range from cotorfut 
textites and jewetry, to handcrafted journats and paper, to items for 



the home. Art items are for sate, and art proceeds support the Acktand 
Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

THANK YOU! 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possibte by generous support 
from Ack(and Art Museum Members and friends (ike you. Become a member of the 
Ack(and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an ema~L to the editor. 

Images: 
Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmi Memorial, The Makin~ of India, January 1, 2004. 

Pushpamata N., Motherland with Om Fla~ and Trishul (detait), 2009, digitat print. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com Morning Lineup <feedback@mail.mlblists.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 11:26 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Exit Sandman: Mariano Rivera gets emotional sendoff at Yankee Stadium 

Feedback 

Fri0 September 27 
LI 

Last Nght°s news at a glance.., 

Pulse: Rays, Tribe, Rangers win on Wild night 

Selig will retire as Commissioner in Janua~] 2015 

Sandman given a magical New York sendoff 

Rays blank Yankees for seventh straight win 

Tribe holds on vs. Twins to maintain Wild Card spot 

And a few more things you need to see: 

One last shining IVlo-ment in the Bronx 
Andy Pettitte and Derek Jeter went to get 
Mariano Rivera to end his final appearance on 
the Yankee Stadium mound. 

Profar’s walk-off homer lifts Texas 
The Rangers remained a game behind the 
indians on Judckson Profar’s walk-off homer. 

Sports on Earth: The end of Zito 



A lot has happened since Barry Zito was an ace 
in Oakland but strangely a lot of it managed to 
work out anyway. 

Here’s a photo of Vin Scully and Gumby 
(OK, it’s Yasiel Puig) 
Yasiel Puig is looking a little green. 

Ryan Goins takes a unscheduled trip 
across the third-base line 
The Blue Jays rookie didn’t know what hit him. 

Today’s Schedule >> I Current Standings 

Games of September 26, 2013 

Indians 6 @ Twins 5 

D-backs 2 @ Padres 3 F11 

Phillies 1 @ Braves 7 

Blue Jays 2 @ O’s 3 

Dodgers 2 @ Giants 3 

Rays 4 @ Yankees 0 

Angels 5 @ Rangers 6 

Brewers 4 @ Mets 2 

Royals 3 @ White Sox 2 

Today’s Trivia Question 

lVlariano Rivera finished 78 postseason games in his 



career. How many postseason saves does he have? 

© 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and 
copyrights used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other 

marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review MLB.com’s            . 

You received this message because you registered to receive commercial e-mail messages from 
MLB.com. If you no longer wish to receive commercial e=mail messages from MLB.com, please 

unsubscr be. 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, 
New York, NY 10011. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StatFox <mail@statfoxemail.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Forecaster Picks LSU-Georgia, get latest CFB lines 

The Ultimate Power Tool for Spots Handicappers TM Sept. 27, 2013 

Forecaster earning good grades StatFo× Quick Links: 
FoxSheets I Lve Odds I Refer A Friend 

The StatFox Forecaster excelled during the first four weeks 
of college football, posting a 38-24-2 (61.3%) record 
against the spread. Though that is still not as profitable as 
StatFox Scott’s 39-23-2 (62.9%) mark in college football. 

The Forecaster for all college and pro games can be found 
in the weekly Platinum Sheet (.subscribe now!). See below 
for the Forecaster Projection for Saturday’s LSU-Georgia 
SEC blockbuster game. 

From This Week’s PLATINUM SHEET 
STATFOX FORECASTER 
LSU (141) AT GEORGIA (142) 
Latest Line: Georgia -3.0; Total: 61.5 

LSU has beaten Georgia, SU and ATS, each 
of the past two meetings. Two seasons ago it 
was a rout in the SEC title game, with the 
Tigers holding Georgia to 296 yards of 
offense and forcing three turnovers in a 42-10 
win. LSU has failed to cover in its last two 
games, including a 35-21 home win over 
Auburn last week in which the Tigers were 
17-point favorites. The Bulldogs have been 
outstanding offensively so far, picking up 500 
yards of offense in each of their three games, 
two against top-10 opponents. 
FORECASTER: Georgia 38, LSU 28 
Get Football Best Bets 

Week 5 CFB Games 

Teams Board Line Get Pick 

MIDDLE TENN.       107     59.0 
Platinum Sheet 

BYU 108 -24.0 

UTAH STATE         109     62 
Platinum Sheet 

SAN JOSE STATE 110 +10.0 

IOWA                137     46.5 
Best Bet MINNESOTA 138 +1.0 

OLE MISS 145 55.0 



ALABAMA 146 -14.0 Best Bet 

CALIFORNIA         147     83.5 
Best Bet 

OREGON 148 -36.0 

USC                 149     50.5 
Best Bet ARIZONA STATE 150 -5.0 

OKLAHOMA          155     49.5 
Platinum Sheet NOTRE DAME 156 +3.5 

MIAMI, FLA. 159 48.5 Platinum Sheet 
SOUTH FLORIDA 160 +18.0 

SO. CAROLINA       173     52.5 
Best Bet 

UCF 174 +7.0 

FLORIDA             175     46.0 
Platinum Sheet 

KENTUCKY 176 +11.5 

STANFORD          177     47.5 
Best Bet WASH STATE 178 +10.0 

OKLAHOMA ST.      189     57.0 
Platinum Sheet WEST VIRGINIA 190 +18.0 

WISCONSIN          191     54.5 Best Bet 
OHIO STATE 192 -6.5 

Subscribe: Best Bets Picks I Platinum Sheet 
FoxSheets 

Add mail@statfoxemail.com to your address book to insure delivery. To unsubscribe, click here. 

Copyright © 2013 Daily Racing Form, LLC - 708 3rd Ave, 12th Floor, NY, NY 10017 



Fro~: 

Se~t: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:10 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill e~/ews 

Posted Date." 9/26/2013 

Chapel Hill eNews ] 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews. Subscribe at www.townofchapelhill.orq/signup_ or send a sign-up request to 
info@townofcha#e!hi!Lorg. Like us at www.facebook.com!chape|hil/g_Q~ and follow us at 
twitter.comJchapelhi/I og_0_y_. Download our new Report to the Cor~munity! tinvurLco~r~!k632xy__88 

TOWNweek 

Revenue Collections Has Hoved ~o U~iversi~y Square 

Town, Gown Collaborate on Series about Husli~ Faith and Culture 

Read the New Stor~water Newsletter~ 

Chapel Hill 2020 Recoqnized for Planninq E~ceJience 

Purchase Quaiit~ Art at the Festifali Arts Festival 

Chapel HiJJ PubJic Library to Brinq Digital ~ook~obiie to FestifaJl 

Chapel Hill’s Festifall Parkinq and Street CIosinq Information 

NU Rerouted to Serve Festifall 

Carr~oro ~usi¢ Festival Shuttle 

Kids Tri NC ~ Trianq~e HuJtisport to hoJd new youth triathion in ChapeJ HiIJ 

Urba~ Fores~er shares ¢oncer~s about ~ree pes~s 

Tar Heel Express Service to the North Carolina versus Eas~ Carolina Football Game 

Tow~ i~ News 



TOWNweek has been posted! 
www.townofchapelhill.orq/townweek 

CHAPEL HILL 
BIKE PLAN 

Interested in Chapel Hill’s plans to create a more connected, bikeable community? You’ll want to 

participate in "Bike to the Future 2," the release event for the Town’s draft Bike Plan set for 6 

p.m. Thursday, Oct. 24, at the Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive. Community 

members are welcome to review the draft plan and its recommendations. 

The bike plan kicked off in May with a community forum. Work on the plan proceeded over the 
summer months with the creation of a crowdsourcing WikiMap and an online survey resulting in 
over 1000 responses about Chapel Hill’s transportation system. 

Feedback from community responses along with a steering committee and a 1S-member stakeholder group informed 

preliminary recommendations. When completed, the Chapel Hill Bike Plan will provide a "how-to-guide" for making 

Chapel Hil! a place where more people can safely ride their bikes to more places in the community. A final plan is 

expected to be presented to the Council in November 2013. 

"The vision for this Bike Plan is that Chapel Hill is a community where biking is a safe and convenient everyday choice 
for all types of riders throughout Town" said Jason Merril, a member of the Bike Plan Steering Committee. 

The Bike Plan is part of DESIGN Chapel Hill 2020, the implementation phase of the community’s new comprehensive 
plan. "Connected Community" (including Chapel Hill Bike Plan) is one of the Big Idea initiatives that embody the 
essence of the Chapel Hill 2020 goals. 

During the Chapel Hill 2020 planning process, residents expressed that they want more facilities and street design 
features that promote safe bicyding. People said there should be improved connectivity between important 
destinations and that bicycling can become part of a healthy active lifestyle. 

Stay connected to the Bike Plan at www.townofchapelhill.org/bikeplan or 
https ://www.facebook.com/TheChapelHillBikePlan 

Cyclists may also be interested in the "North Carolina Bike Summit" an event hosted by North Carolina Active 
Transportation Alliance (NCATA). This year’s summit will take place in Carrboro from Friday, Oct. ~8 to Sunday, Oct. 
20. For more information, visit: http://www.ncactive.orcVcontent/nc-bicyde-summit 

### 

X People at 
Council Meeting 

The Chapel Hill Town Council met on Monday, Sept. 23, at Orange County Southern Human 
Services Center, 250~ Homestead Road, to consider an agenda that includes the following 
highlights. This brief summary is sent immediately following the public meeting. It should not be 
viewed as official minutes. 



We are experiencing new challenges in providing video recordings of Council meetings due to 

our new location. We will work to schedule the replay on Chapel Hill Govt-TV 18 as soon as possible. We also will 

provide the meeting via streaming video at http:!/www.townofchapelhill.orq!councJlvideo. The full agenda is available 

at httD:!!bitJy!18H7QVG or by contacting Communications and Public Affairs at 919-968-2743 or 

clerk@townofchapelhill.or% We apologize in advance for anticipated delays in providing the video content. 

Fees for Town Services in Emergency Situations: This item was deferred for discussion at a future meeting. In 

order to streamline the process of fees being waived for future emergency events, staff recommends that the 

approved FY14 fee schedule be amended to authorize the Town Manager to waive fees for Town services in 

emergency situations and report such decisions to Council along with the results to the Towns budget and operations. 

approved a request for expedited review for the Southern Orange County Governmental Services Campus Special Use 

Permit. The Council did not waive Town fees associated with the final zoning and building permit plan review 

applications. Processing of the application has begun. 

@eighborhood Conservation District (NCD) Discussion: The Council directed staff to meet with residents in the 

Roosevelt Drive, Little R[dgefield, and EIkin Hills neighborhoods to consider a comprehensive approach -- including the 

use of various zoning tools -- to address concerns of residents~ These neighborhoods have requested the development 

of NCD zoning overlay regulations, A project to update the Land Use Management Ordinance has begun that could 

bring about new zoning standards == Infil[ Compatibility Standards == which could be applied to these neighborhoods, 

and all neighborhoods townwide that do not have NCD zoning overlay regulations. The Council requested that the staff 

return with a report on their meetings with neighborhood residents and recommendations no later than 3anuary 2014. 

Accidenta~ A~arm [qanagement Program: The Council scheduled a public hearing for Oct. 28 to receive comment 

on a proposed ordinance to regulate and manage alarm systems. Accidental alarm activations can occur as a result of 

malfunctioning equipment, human error, or environmental conditions. In 2012, the Police Department responded to 

3,630 alarm calls at a cost of $75,213~60~ In 2012, the Fire Department responded to 1250 alarm activations at a cost 

of $122,400. The average time spent on-scene for alarm calls was 17 minutes. 

### 

The Town of Chapel Hill Revenue Collection services has temporarily moved to University Square at 143 W. Franklin 

St. while repairs to the first floor of Town Hall are underway. The payment center is located between Time-Out and 

Optometric Eye Care. 

Persons wishing to make public housing rental or tax payments in person should come to this Iocation. Payments by 

mail may be made to the Town of Chapel Hi[[, 405 Martin Luther King ]r. Bird, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, or via the 

outside drop box at Town Hail. Staff are exploring options for business, inspections and building permit payments. 

The 42-year-old Town Hail building received flood damage after a huge volume of rain = about five inches = fell within 

a few hours on 3une 30. 

For more information about revenue collections, contact the Business Management Services Department at 919=968- 

2759 or finance@townofchapelhill.orq 

### 

IThe Chape’ Hi’’ Public Library’ in c°njuncti°n with the Sch°°’ °f Inf°rmati°n and Library Science 
Woman with at UNC Chapel Hill through its Educating Librarians in the Middle East (ELIME) project, is 
books 



pleased to offer Muslim Journeys, a fall program series that seeks to further community 

understanding of Islamic art, culture, and faith, 

The library received a special grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities called Bridging Cultures: Muslim 
Journeys. The grant provided funds for materials, including books and DVDS about Muslim culture around the world 
and within the United States. This collection aims to increase access to trustworthy resources about Muslim faith and 
traditions. 

A variety of programs are slated for October and November that will supplement the themes of this collection, 
including a book discussion series, a film screening, and several lectures from professors in the UNC Department of 
Religious Studies. Evelyn Daniel, a professor in the UNC School of Information and Library Science and a participant in 
the ELIME project will facilitate one of the book discussions. She said the project has two primary aims. "We hope to 
encourage our community members to both gain understanding of their Muslim neighbors and broaden their insight 
into Muslim art, literature, and faith," said Daniel. 

The program series kicks off with a screening of the film "Prince Among Slaves" followed by a discussion at 2 p.m. 
Sunday Oct. 20. To participate in the book discussion, call or stop by the library for a copy of the book and 
registration information. For more information please call 9:[9-968-2780 or visit www.chape/hil/publiclibrary.org. All 
programs and resources are free and open to the public. 

Film: PNnce Among Slaves, 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 20 
Lecture: Ishmic Art and Architecture, Professor Omid Sail, 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 27 
Lecture: Practicing Islam in America, Professor Juliane Hammer, 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. :[0 

"PNnce Among Slaves" by Terry AFord, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. :[5 
"Acts of Faith" by Eboo Patel, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 29 
"A Quiet Revolution" by Leila Ahmed, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 5 
"The Butterfly Mosque" by G. Willow Wilson Tuesday, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov :[9 

The BNdging Cultures Bookshelf: Muslim Journeys is a project of the National Endowment for the Humanities, 
conducted in cooperation with the American Library Association. Support was provided by a grant from Carnegie 
Corporation of New York. Additional support for the arts and media components was provided by the Doris Duke 
Foundation for Islamic Art. Additional local support is provided by the Friends of the Chapel Hill Public Library. 

Contact: Luba Sawczyn 

Phone: 9:[9-969-2032 

Email: Isawczyn@townofchapelhi!!.org 

### 

Read the New Stormwater Newsletter! 

X PHOTO: Car 
floodwaters 

The Town of Chapel Hill Stormwater Management Newsletter: Flood Edition is now available 
online at http://tinyurl.com/mao7sbz. Although hurricanes are most likely to appear on the 
Atlantic coast in September, the full hurricane season falls between June :[ and Nov. 30 of each 
year. Flooding is not limited to those who live in floodways or floodplains. Any home that is 
located in a low area compared to its surroundings, or that has drainage problems, is 
susceptible to flooding. Flood insurance is available only through the National Flood Insurance 
Program, in which the Town of Chapel Hill participates. 

For more information on your flooding risk, or to find out more about flood insurance, read the newsletter and go to 
www.floodsmart.orc]. Policies take 30 days after application to become effective. Insurance agents can help with the 
application process. 



### 

The NC Chapter of the American Planning Association presented Town of Chapel Hill employees 

with a planning innovation award for the Chapel Hill 2020 community visioning process~ 

The awards committee said the effort to develop a comprehensive plan to guide the growth and 

development [n Chapel Hill over the next 10 years was impressive. Participation in the 

development of Chapel Hi[[ 2020 surpassed community participation in any other process of its 

kind in Chapel Hi[l~ Town staff and volunteer leaders were challenged to be creative and 

innovative [n outreach and engagement efforts. [n the words of one committee member, ~They 

didn’t leave a stone unturned regarding how to reach people/~ 

DESIGN 2020 

The Chapel Hill 2020 Plan received the 2013 North Carolina Marvin Collins Outstanding Planning Award in the Special 

Theme - Innovations in Planning Services, Education, and Public Involvement category. The award recognizes 

technology, techniques and/or processes implemented in the current or past two calendar years that enhance 

planning, planning services, education, and/or public involvement. The award was presented during the NC Annual 

Planning Conference Awards Luncheon on Thursday, Sept. 19, at the Benton Convention Center, 301 W. Fifth St., 

Winston-Salem, NC. 

Since the Council adopted Chapel Hiil 2020 in June 2012, the plan has won awards. In March, the Town won a first 

place award in the Community Visioning category from the NC City & County Communicators Association. In April, 

Chapel Hill 2020 co-chairs Rosemary Waldorf and George Ciancio[o were recognized for their service with a Key 

Volunteer Award and Governor’s Medallion Award. 

The implementation phase of Chapel Hi[[ 2020 is termed DESIGN 2020. Learn more at 
www.townofchapelhili.org/design 

### 

More Than 80 Artists wiJ[ exhibit 

X Festifal[ 2010 

Immerse yourself in the Arts at Chapel Hill’s Festifall Arts Festival from noon to 6 p.m. Sunday, 
Oct. 6, in downtown Chapel Hill. The Festifal[ Arts Festival has been voted Chapel Hill’s Best 
Annual Event by the readers of Chapel Hi[[ Magazine for the last three years. Over 15,000 
residents and visitors alike will convene on West Franklin Street in beautiful Downtown Chapel 
Hill for this annual celebration. 

Now [n its 41st year, this free annual festival [s one of North Carolina’s longest running events. 
Chapel Hill’s Festifa[I boasts a vibrant artist’s market, showcasing over eighty local and regional 

artists, working in a variety of media. With works in fiber, glass, jewelry, metal, painting, photography, pottery, wood 
and more visitors are sure to find the perfect one-of-a-kind gift or unique work of art for their home. 

Families can indulge their creative side with hands-on activities. Build a moveable sculpture at the Ack[and Art 
Museum’s "Art on the Move" pop up exhibition - inspired by the Indian activist arts collective Sahmat. The Ackland will 
encourage community members to create moving sculptures on their bicycle, wagons or carts as part this exhibition. 
Other interactive activities include North Carolina Symphony’s Instrument Zoo, The Poetry Fox, a Tie Dye Bus, face 
painting, spin art, and a Graffiti Art demonstration. So get on the bus, tap into your creative side, and create a 
masterpiece you can wear for years. 

The Preservation Society of Chapel Hill will also offer short walking tours that take visitors through the past with 
photographs, oral histories, and highlight the businesses and culture of West Franklin Street. 



Three live stages will showcase several local acts. Music is represented by a wide range of genres like Hindugrass’ 
blend of the sounds of Northern India and Appalachia, The Virgin Family Band’s juxtaposition of indie and jazz, and 
Tokyo Rosenthal’s rootsy Americana sound. Festifall’s dance evolution stage emceed by the DSI Comedy improve 
team will celebrate both historic and contemporary dance-from clogging to tap to hip hop. The day will be rounded out 
by a cappella group Cognitive Resonance covering everything from top 40 to indic favoNtes. DSI Comedy Theater 
boasts a local company of 50+ active performers in Carrboro, N.C. Be ready to be part of the show as their 
improvisation team interacts with the Festifall crowd. 

A new addition for 2013, the Chapel Hill Public Library brings the Digital Bookmobile to Festifall! Parked outside the 
Orange County Visitors Center, you and your family are invited to experience a high-tech update of the traditional 
bookmobile that has served communities for decades. Developed inside a 74-foot, 18-wheel tractor-trailer, the one- 
of-a-kind traveling exhibit creates an engaging experience with the library’s "virtual branch" website and collection of 
eBooks, audiobooks and more. 

Festifall is a wonderful opportunity to meet up with friends, co-workers, or family to share great experiences together. 
Visitors can order food and beverages from local food vendors on site or stop into one of the many wonderful 
restaurants lining West Franklin Street. 

Chapel Hill’s Festifall, a prestigious arts festival, will be a day to remember, with countless opportunities to enjoy 
quality arts in downtown Chapel Hill. Sponsored by WCHL and chapelboro.com; The Chapel Hill Weekly; The Chapel 
hill News and News and Observer. Be sure to look for a full color, eight page Festifall event guide, inserted in the 
Chapel Hill News on Sunday, Sept. 29. 

Enjoy a FREE SHUTTLE to the festival on Chapel Hill Transit or simply BIKE IN! For more information on shuttle and 
parking, and to download your own Festifall Event Guide today, visit www.townofchaP#!hi!!,oE~/festifall. 

### 

Library to Bring Digital Bookmobile to Chapel Hill’s F÷stifa[[ Arts Festival 

X Not just 
books_.welcome 
to your all-new 
Chapel Hill 
Public Library 

Want to read Stephen King on your Kindle? Download Gone Girl on your Galaxy? Area readers 
can learn how to do this and more when the Digital Bookmobile National Tour makes a stop in 
downtown Chapel Hill, from noon to 6 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 6. The Bookmobile will be a part of the 
town’s annual Festifall Arts Festival and will provide insight and answers on accessing ebooks 
and other digital content. The Bookmobile will be located in front of the Visitors’ Center on West 
Franklin Street, between Roberson and Graham Street. 

At this free event, readers of all ages can learn how to access e-books from the Chapel Hill 
Public Library through interactive demonstrations and high-definition instructional videos. A gadget gallery will feature 
Kindle, iPad Nini, Android Galaxy Tablet, NOOK, Sony Reader, BlackBerry, Windows Phone and others. 

The Bookmobile was invited to stop in Chapel Hill by the Chapel Hill Public Library. "We want to offer citizens greater 
access to and comfort with ebooks," said Library Director Susan Brown. "We are excited to bring this Bookmobile to 
downtown Chapel Hill. There’s a lot of content available for readers, and all they need to access it is an Internet- 
connected device and a library card," said Brown. 

The Digital Bookmobile is housed inside an 18-wheel tractor trailer. This 74-foot community outreach vehicle is 
equipped with broadband Internet-connected PCs, high-definition monitors, premium sound systems and a variety of 
portable media players. Interactive learning stations give visitors an opportunity to search CHPL’s digital media 
collection, use supported mobile devices, and sample e-books, audiobooks, music and video. The Digital Bookmobile is 
operated by OverDrive, Inc., which is the provider of the Chapel Hill Library’s e-book resources. Library card holders 
can also check out and download digital titles anytime, anywhere by visiting http://chapelhillpublidibrary.org/txp/? 
s=elibrary&c=00-elibrary 

Patrons can take advantage of the download service 24/7 when they visit the library’s website. From there, they can 
browse the growing collection of bestselling, new release, and classic titles, and check out a digital title with a valid 
library card. Once checked out, digital titles can be enjoyed in your browser, on the app, on your computer, or 
transferred to supported mobile devices. Nany audio titles can also be burned to audio CD. At the end of the lending 



period, titles will automatically expire and are returned to the digital collection. There are never late fees or damaged 

items. 

The Digital Bookmobile will be located in front of the Orange County Visitors Center, which will remain open during 
Sunday’s Festifall Arts Festival to provide information services to residents and visitors. "We are excited to be housed 
next to the digital bookmobile for the day. We want visitors and residents to experience the myriad of services 
available in our communities," said Laurie Paolicelli, Visitors Bureau Director. 

For more information about Chapel Hill’s Festifall Arts Festival, visit www.townofchapelhill.orq/festifall. For more 
information about the Chapel Hill Public Library, visit www.chapelhil/publiclibrarv.org 

### 

The Chapel Hill Parks and Recreation Department invites you and your family to Chapel Hill’s Festifal! Arts Festival 
from noon to 6 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 6, in downtown Chapel Hill. The Festifall Arts Festival is one of North Carolina’s 
longest running events and has been voted Chapel Hill’s Best Annual Event for three consecutive years. 

Festifal! transforms West Franklin Street with a vibrant artist’s market, three live stages, interactive activities and 
more. It is a wonderful opportunity to meet up with friends, co-workers, or family to share great experiences together 
downtown. Visitors can support local artist, order food and beverages from local food vendors on site and stop into 
one of the many wonderful restaurants lining West Franklin Street. 

Community events enhance the quality of life for our citizens, and represent the fabric of our community. Over 15,000 
residents and visitors alike will convene on West Franklin Street in beautiful Downtown Chapel Hill. In an economic 
impact study completed in 2011, the average attendee spends roughly $40 while attending community events in 
Chapel Hil!. Community Events produced by the Town of Chapel Hill create approximately $600,000 in positive 
economic impact. 

The downtown district will be affected by the following street closings. West Franklin Street will be closed from Church 
Street to Graham Street from 6 a.m. unti! 9 p.m. Mallette Street, Kenan Street and Roberson Street will also be 
closed to through traffic. Take a shuttle, bike in, or park downtown. A map for downtown parking is available at 
www.parkonthehill.com. 

Visitors can also enjoy a FREE SHUTTLE to the festival on Chapel Hill Transit. Park at 725 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd 

and take a bus right to the Festifall entrance. For more information on shuttle and parking, and to download your own 

Festifall Event Guide today, visit www.townofchapelhill.orq!festifall. 

Festifal!’s 2013 Event Guide is your key to enjoying all of that Festifall has to offer. The Event Guide provides a 
detailed description of each artist and samples along with information and peformance times for our great 
entertainment line-up. The center map will help you find your favorite artist, performer or activity. Download your 
copy of the event guide today. 

Chapel Hill’s Festifall, a prestigious arts festival, will be a day to remember, with countless opportunities to enjoy 
quality arts in downtown Chapel Hill. Sponsored by WCHL and chapelboro.com; The Chapel Hill Weekly; The Chapel 
Hill News and News and Observer. Be sure to look for a full color, eight page Festifall event guide, inserted in the 
Chapel Hil! News on Sunday, Sept. 29. 

Enjoy a FREE SHUTTLE to the festival on Chapel Hill Transit or simply BIKE IN! For more information on shuttle and 
parking, and to download your own Festifall Event Guide today, visit www.townofchapelhill.orq!festifall. 

### 



X Chapel Hill 
Transit Logo 

On Sunday, Oct. 6, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will reroute the NU along West Rosemary street to 
provide service to Festifall from 11:30 a.m. to 6:47 p.m. During this time the NU will make a 
stop at the Festifall entrance on West Rosemary. Customers may board at any stop along the 
NU route or park and ride from the 725 Lot (725 Martin Luther King ~lr. Blvd) during the hours of 
Festifal[. 

Due to reroute, regular NU customers should plan an extra 5 minutes for their Sunday afternoon trips. The NU will 
return to the regular route and schedule with the 7 p.m. trip leaving the RR Lot on Estes Drive. 

For additional information, including a map of the NU route, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.oro~ or call 
919-969-4900 (press 1 for customer service). 

### 

X Hybrid Transit 
Bus 

The quickest and easiest way to get to the 2013 Carrboro Music Festival is to catch the FREE 
Music Festival Shuttle. The shuttle, operated by Chapel Hill Transit (CHT), will be providing 
service from the Carrboro Plaza Park & Ride (Highway NC 54 and Old Fayetteviile Road) to the 
Carrboro Music Festival, from noon to 9 p.m Sunday, Sept. 29. 

The shuttle will run every 10 to 15 minutes, providing continuous and fully accessible service 
between the Park & Ride and the Carrboro Music Festival site. The shuttle will make stops along 
Main Street between the Carrboro Town Hall and the ArtsCenter. 

Parking will be free at the Carrboro Plaza Park & Ride during the hours of the Carrboro Music Festival. 

For additional information, including a map of the shuttle route, please visit CHT’s website at www.chtransit.or_q, email 
chtransit@townofchapelhi//.org or call 919-969-4900 (press 1). 

For information on the Music Festival, please visit www.carrboromusicfestival.com. 

### 

:[n response to the growing ranks of youth triath[etes and kids interested in the sport of triathlon (swim, bike, run), 
Kids TN NC and Triangle Multisport have teamed up to create another opportunity for kids to participate in a triathlon 
in the Triangle. The Tar Heel Youth Triathlon will be held at 8 a.m. Oct. 20 at the Homestead Aquatic Center (300 
Northern Park Drive) in Chapel Hill. The race follows on the heels of the well-known and highly successful Swim for 
Smiles Youth TNathlon, which has been held in Chapel Hill for the past seven years. Dave Williams, owner of TNangle 
Multisport and Iongtime coach of the Thundercats Swim for Smiles Youth TNathlon Team said, "We have a growing 
number of kids in the area who are interested in triathlon. There is definitely a demand for more youth races." 

There will be two age-specific distances for the triathlon. For kids ages 6 through 10, the course wili feature a 100 
yard pool swim, 2-mile bike ride through neighborhood streets near the aquatic center, and a lk run on the paths of 
Homestead Park. Kids ages 11 through 15 will complete a 200 yard swim, a 4-mile bike ride and 2k run. 
participants will receive a special finisher’s medal. Prizes will be awarded to the top three overall male and female 
finishers as well as the top 3 male and female finishers in each of six age groups. 

Race organizers plan to build on the Tar Heel Youth Triath[on by adding at least one more race in 2014 to create a 
youth triathion point series, similar to the North Carolina TNathion Series for adults. For more information and 
registration, visit www.tarheeltriathlon.com. 



About Kids Tri NC: Kids Tri NC is a 50:1(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation that produces triathlon clinics, camps and 
other programs for youth in North Carolina. 

About Triangle Multisport: Triangle Nultisport provides coaching and personal training services to youth and adults. 

If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with JoAnna Younts, please call 9:19- 
64:1-5922 or email nicetricoaching_@__yahoo.com. 

### 

Urban Forester shares concerns about tree pests 

Trees in Chapel 
In ~lune of this year, tree beetle infestations were confirmed in nearby Granville, Person and 
Vance counties. 

"It appears likely that emerald ash borer infestations will eventually occur in Chapel Hill, but at 
this time the State of North Carolina is taking measures to slow the spread of the pest to the 
extent possible," said Town of Chapel Hill Urban Forester Curtis Brooks. 

The emerald ash borer is a metallic green beetle that bores into ash trees, ultimately killing them. It is not native to 
the United States and was first found near Detroit, Michigan in 2002. The EAB is now found in :19 states and has 
already killed tens of millions of ash trees. 

The three reports below include answers to Frequently Asked Questions about the pest and specifics about the state’s 
ban on transporting firewood from infected counties. Chapel Hill residents who have additional questions should refer 
to the FAQs that provide links to websites that provide comprehensive information about the threat posed by the 
Emerald Ash Borer. 

- Emerald Ash Borer Quarantine Declaration 
- Emerald Ash Borer FAQs 
- Emerald Ash Borer Quarantine FAQs 

For more information, contact Urban Forester Curtis Brooks at 9:19-969-5:1:16 or cbrooks@townofchapelhill.or% Please 
report the location and descriptions of potentially infested trees to:1-800-206-9333 or newpest@ncaqr~gov. 

### 

Tar Heel Express Service to the North Carolina versus East Carolina Football Game 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Hee! Express shuttle service on Saturday, Sept. 28, for 
X Chapel Hill the North Carolina football game against East Carolina, scheduled for :12:30 p.m. at Kenan 

Transit Logo 
Stadium. Shuttles will begin at 9:30 a.m. from the Friday Center and University Mall (on the 
South Estes Drive side of Dillard’s) park and rides, and :1:1 a.m. from the Southern Village and 
Jones Ferry Road park and rides. Shuttles drop off and pick up on South Road at Carmichael 
Auditorium and Woolen gym. The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, 

running every :10 to :15 minutes between the park and rides and Kenan Stadium. The shuttles will operate for 45 
minutes following the game. 

Shuttle rides are $5 for a round-trip or $3 for a one-way trip. Park and ride permits are not required during Tar Heel 
Express events. 

For additional information on Tar Heel Express, please visit CHT’s website at www.townofchapelhill.org/tarheelex~ress, 
email chtransit@townofchapelhill.orq or call a CHT customer service representative at 9:19-969-4900 (press 

### 



X Cars parked on 
Franklin Street 

Town in News - TIN Report - is a sampling of news media coverage about the Town of Chapel 
Hill compiled by the Communications and Public Affairs Department. This listing includes articles 
and columns that are available on the web, and may not necessarily contain all stories in the 
print edition of the papers or on televised broadcasts. 

Links access online stories that are posted for a limited time. Some media organizations require 
registration or a subscription. 

For information, contact us at info@townofchapelhill,org 

Co~t~/dela~,s Rogers Road disc~ssio~ 
Last-minute contract changes and unexpected costs forced the Orange County commissioners to delay a planned 
review of the new Rogers Road community center last week. 
http : //www‘chapelhi~news‘c~m/2 ~13/~9/2 2/3 218961/c~unty-dela~s-r~gers-r~ad-discussi~n~htm~ 

Monday The Chapel Hill Town Council will consider how to regulate new development in existing neighborhoods when 
the council meets Monday. 
htt p://ch a pelbo to. co m/n ews/I o cal-gove rn m ent/chtc-to-discuss-neig h bo rh o od-devel o p m on t-reg u lati o n s-m on d ay/ 

The Chapel Hill Fire Department had no trouble clearing Franklin Street Friday for a parade of flashing, hot pink fire 
trucks carrying firefighters in pink uniforms to match. 
http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/09/pink-heals-0923 

Bike plans coming to town and University/ 
For many Chapel Hill pedestrians, few things are more frustrating than a reckless biker. And bicyclists are equally 
perturbed by the whimsical walking habits of many pedestrians. 
http://www.dailytarheel .com/article/2013/09/new-bicyc!e-plans-for-chapel-hill-unc 

Council sets public hearing on false alarms 
The Town Council on Monday agreed to set an Oct. 28 public hearing to give residents a chance to comment on a 
proposal to begin charging businesses and homeowners for false burglar and fire alarms. 
http : //www‘hera~dsun‘c~m/news/sh~wcase/x2 4 9846~81/C~unci~-sets-public-hearinq-~n~false-a~arms 

The town of Chapel Hill wants to purchase Camelot Village Condominiums - a community damaged by floods six times 
in the past 30 years. 
http://www.dailytarheel .com/article/2013/09/flood-insurance-folo-0924 

Town considers PA s~istem for protest site 
"I was at the rally that day and couldn’t hear the speakers myself, so it was really appreciated when Mr. Dear stood 
up and asked the town for better amplification," Sally Greene, member of the Town Council, said. 
http ://www. dailyta rh eel. co m/a rti cl e/2013/09/proteste r- 0924 



The N.C. Department of Transportation announced Monday that it will increase the speed limit from 65 to 70 mph on 
three major roads by the end of September. 
http : // www‘ news~bserv er‘c~ m~ 2 ~13/ ~9 / 2 3 / 3 2 2 2191~ s~eed-~ i m its-rise-t ~- 7 ~-m ph-~n ‘ htm ~ 

### 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
http://www.ci .chapeFhiil .nc. us/index.aspx?p_~qe =38&subscriberquid =86937335-e:~b8-4308-9a64-9040932 :~8ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http;Z!www.ci .chapel-hill .nc. us!index.aspx?p__a~qe =38&subscriberquid =86937335-e:~b8-4308-9a64- 
9040932 :[8ba 7&unsubscribe = :~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

yankees.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:34 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Make the Right Call with Norton Internet Security - New York Yankees Edition 

Defend your Yankees pride with Norton(TM) Internet Security - New York Yankees Edition. 

Norton is bringing world-class protection to world-class Yankees fans. Now $30 off for a limited time! 

- Yankees themed interface 
- Advanced protection for your PC 
- Identity theft protection 
- 24/7 threat monitoring 

Learn More >> 
h~p :iilirA.mlblists. corn/!!6 GO6EKiR 1MOYZi51ZXMG/V©4T61/KS69VS/EYit?a-7609583 &b-605245503 

Download your copy at Norton.corn/Yankees. 

Want to see more of this e-mail? View it online as a Web page > 
~:/!lirLk.mlblists.comiri~GO~EKiR 1MOYZi51Z2kkMGiVO4T61/LJOS2FLEY/t? 
a=6G©~EK&b=RUZPMS&c=LUEL~BS&d=9B4IX0&e= 1 &f=Tg09583&g~605245503 

Please review our privacy policy > 
~:iilil¢.mlblists.com/ri6G.Q_ 6EK/R 1MOYZi51ZX2MGiVQ4T61 i5AS2NM/EYk?a=7609583&b=605245503 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com. If you no longer wish 
to receive commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com, please 
unsubscribe > 
http:ii~ir~k.m~blists.co~/~;i6GO6ElC/P. 1 MOYZi51ZXMG!\/04T6 
a=5 1ZXMG&b c3R~b3J1QGVtYW~sL~uY~51ZHU- &c=JWDMVB&d=RUZ~M8&e-NYY&f~76~9583&g 6~52455~3 

Postal Address: yankees.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 
75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011. 

(c) 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All rights reserved. 

All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights 
used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. All 
other marks used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks 
of their respective owners. 

[[6GQ6EK-RUZPM8-R 1MOYZ-51ZXMG-VQ4T61-T-M2-20130927-3deaf0bcde018ef]] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StatFox <mail@statfoxemail.com> 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 6:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Forecaster Pick Oklahoma, Notre Dame - CFB Week 5 

The Ultimate Power Tool for Spots Handicappers TM Sept. 28, 2013 

Forecaster looks to continue success StatFo× Quick Links: 
FoxSheets I Lve Odds I Refer A Friend 

The StatFox Forecaster will try and build on its excellent 
college football record through the first four weeks. So far, 
the Forecaster has posted a 38-24-2 (61.3%) record 
against the spread. 

The Forecaster for all college and pro games can be found 
in the weekly Platinum Sheet (subscribe now!). See below 
for today’s Forecaster Projection for Oklahoma-Notre 
Dame. 

From This Week’s PLATINUM SHEET 
STATFOX FORECASTER 
OKLAHOMA (155) AT NOTRE DAME (156) 
Latest Line: Notre Dame +3.5; Total: 50.5 

Notre Dame hammered the Sooners in 
Norman when these two teams met last year. 
Oklahoma was an 11.5-point favorite, but lost 
30-13 as the Irish rolled up 215 rushing 
yards. Notre Dame is just 0-4-1 ATS over 
their last five, and the Irish had to gut out a 
home win over Michigan State last week, 
managing just 220 yards of offense in a 17-13 
win. Oklahoma will stick with Blake Bell at 
quarterback. He threw for 413 yards and four 
TDs against Tulsa in their last game, a 51-20 
win in which they had 607 yards of offense. 
FORECASTER: Notre Dame 33, Oklahoma 
22 
Get The Platinum Sheet 



Add mail@statfoxemail.com to your address book to insure delivery. To unsubscribe, click here. 

Copyright © 2013 Daily Racing Form, LLC - 708 3rd Ave, 12th Floor, NY, NY 10017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StatFox <mail@statfoxemail.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 6:36 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Forecaster Pick Patriots, Falcons - NFL Week 4 

The Ultimate Power Tool for Spots Handicappers TM Sept. 29, 2013 

Win big with StatFox Best Bets StatFo× Quick Links: 
FoxSheets I Lve Odds I Refer A Friend 

Best Bets for all college and pro games can be found in the 
weekly Football Best Bets (subscribe now!). See below for 
tonight’s pick from StatFox Scott. 

From This Week’s NFL BEST BETS 
STATFOX SCOTT 
NEW ENGLAND 1223) AT ATLANTA (224) 
Latest Line: Atlanta -2.0; Total: 50.0 

The Road teams coming off a game in which 
they allowed six points or fewer are 8-31-2 
ATS since 1983 when the line is between +3 
and -3 and the opponent is coming off a loss 
by six points or fewer. The Falcons are 8-1 
ATS at home in September games under 
head coach Mike Smith. Atlanta quarterback 
Matt Ryan will be able to take advantage of a 
New England secondary that has yet to be 
tested with its first three games coming 
against EJ Manuel, Geno Smith and Josh 
Freeman. 
PLAY ON: Atlanta -2.0 
Get Football Best Bets 



Add mail@statfoxemail.com to your address book to insure delivery. To unsubscribe, click here. 

Copyright © 2013 Daily Racing Form, LLC - 708 3rd Ave, 12th Floor, NY, NY 10017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MLB.com <feedback@mail.mlblists. com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 12:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Enter the Big League Dads Contest for a chance to win 2014 Opening Day Tickets! 

MLB.com 

September 29, 2013 

Big League Dads presented by Dove Men+Care 

Tag a family baseball photo with #bigleaguedads on Instagram to win 2014 Opening Day Tickets. 

Learn More >> 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Enter by 10/30/2013 at 11:59 PM ET. One (1) prize will be awarded. Open to 
legal residents of the fifty (50) United States and Washington, D.C. who are 18 years of age or older at the time of entry. Limit one 
(1) entry per person and per Instagram account. Void where prohibited. See Official Rules, which govern, for complete details. 

Facebook >> 

~//~irik.m~b1ists.c~m/r/J4HXTP/94P3NN/AG~EKC/9BNV~Q/XGWDH~/UH/~?a=75~5~35&b-6~5~55543 

Twitter >> 
~//~ir~.m1b~ists.c~/J4HXT~/94~3NN/AG~EKC/9BNV~@/2C~9~Z/UH/t?a-75~5~35&b=~5~55543 

Google+ >> 
~ ~//~i~k.m1b1ists.c~m/r/J4HXT~/94P3 NN/AGWEKC/9B NV~/J9G~EN~UH/~?a=~ 5~5~3 5&b=~5~ 5 5 54 3 

Please review our privacy policy >> 
~//~.m~b1ists.c~m/r/J4HXTp/94P3 NN/AGwEK C/9B NV~Q/~ gNAK~UH/~?a=7 5~5~3 5&b=~5(~5 5 54 3 

You received this message because you registered to receive 
commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com 
please click here (or cut and paste this link into your 
browser) >> 
~:i/lirfl~.m~b~is~s.co~r~;iJ 4HXTPi94P3N N/AGWEKCi9BNVOQ/J 9GOEP/UH/t? 



a=AGWEKC&b-c3Rnb3 J~QGV{5?WlsL~\z~tY~z 5~ZHU-&c=FMWWSX&d=CXP 1HF&e=MLB&f=7585035&g~605655543 

Postal Address: MLB.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, LP, 75 
Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

(c) 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major 
League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights 
used herein are the property of the applicable MLB entity. 
All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are 
trademarks of their respective owners. 

[[J4HXTP-CXP 1HF-94P3NN-AGWEKC-9BNVOQ-T-M2-20130929-84e26850dc64722] ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StatFox <mail@statfoxemail.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Forecaster Pick Dolphins, Saints - NFL Week 4 

The Ultimate Power Tool for Spots Handicappers TM Sept. 30, 2013 

StatFox piek÷rs showing you how to do it StatFo× Quick Links: 
FoxSheets I Lve Odds I Refer A Friend 

The StatFox staff pickers enjoyed a Saturday in college 
football, with StatFox Gary (10-1-1) leading the way. His 
lone defeat was South Carolina not beating the spread in 
upending UCF. 

StatFox Scott and StatFox Brian each had eight winners 
ATS among 12 selections. StatFox Brian entered Saturday 
on a roll, winning with Best Bet Iowa State on Thursday 
night and twice ATS on Friday night with BYU and Utah 
State. 

All pickers excelled at Best Bets, especially StatFox Gary, 
who went 3-0 ATS and is now 8-0-1 ATS in the past three 
weeks. He’s 9-3-1 ATS (75%) with Best Bets for year. 
StatFox Scott went 4-1-1 ATS to improve to 15-9-1 (63%) 
with Best Bets ATS for year. The collective CFB Best Bets 
total for this year is 54-34-2 ATS (61.4%). 

The StatFox staff pickers offer Best Bets on college football 
and the NFL. Their selections can be found in the weekly 
Football Best Bets, which you can subscribe to now!. See 
below for tonight’s Forecaster Projection for Dolphins- 
Saints. 

From This Week’s PLATINUM SHEET 
STATFOX FORECASTER 
MIAMI (225) AT NEW ORLEANS (226) 
Latest Line: New Orleans -6.5; Total: 48.0 

Week 4 concludes with an intriguing Monday 
night matchup beatween two unbeatens, the 
Dolphins and the Saints. Miami has been 
outgained in all three of its victories, but it’s 
leading the NFL in red-zone efficiency (88%). 
New Orleans’ offense stumbled in the first two 
games, but QB Drew Brees accounted for 
363 yards and 4 TD (134 yards, 2 TD to TE 
Jimmy Graham) in a 31-7 blowout of the 
Cardinals in Week 3. But the real story for the 
Saints is the enormous defensive 
improvement under DC Rob Ryan (295 YPG 
allowed) compared to last year (440 YPG 
allowed). These teams last met in 2009, a 46- 
34 Saints win. 



FORECASTER: Dolphins 25, Saints 20 
Get The Platinum Sheet 

Add mail@statfoxemail.com to your address book to insure delivery. To unsubscribe, click here. 

Copyright © 2013 Daily Racing Form, LLC - 708 3rd Ave, 12th Floor, NY, NY 10017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA.com <ncaa@mail.ncaa.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Social Game: Dawgs bite Tigers, Notre Dame falls from latest AP poll 

NCAAcomNewset~e~ VewOn ne 

Social Game: Dawgs bite Tigers 
In a battle of top-10 teams, Georgia and LSU took it 

down to the wire as Aaron Murray and Zach 

Mettenberger dueled and helmets flew. See how it 

went down and what people were saying about it. 

Full Story 

Social Huddle: What you had to say 

For more than 50 years the Ramb in’ Wreck has ted Georgia 

Tech’s football team onto Grant Field. See what t’s like to 
ride along wth this 1930 Ford Model A. 

AP 

No. Schoo~ Points 

1 Alabama (55) 1,495 

2 Oregon (5) 1,422 

3 Clemson 1,354 

4 Ohio State 1,305 

5 Stanford 1,280 

6 Georgia 1,171 

7 Louisville 1,091 

8 Florida State 1,069 

9 Texas A&M 1,012 

10 LS U 979 



Football 
¯ Notre Dame falls from latest AP poll 

¯ Roundup: Bama blanks Ole Miss; Ducks roll 

¯ Kiffin out at Southern California after ASU loss 

¯ Alabama defense sets tone, makes statement 

¯ Photo Gallery: The best images from the weekend 

Notre Dame dropped out of the AP pol after 

losing dropping its second game of the season, 
Geo~g a moved up to sixth and LSU fell to 10th 
while Arizona State and Maryland oned the 
~ankings, 

Field Hockey 
¯ UConn hands Princeton third loss of season 

¯ Fifth-ranked Cuse beats Stanford 

¯ DII: No. 1 Shippensburg escapes with win 
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S 
OCIAL SCIENTISTS HAVE typically sought to understand African pol- 

itics and society by focusing on the structure and development of African 
political institutions, such as national legislatures and political parties, or 

the historical evolution o£ political events on the African continent, such as the 

rise in military cgups d’fitat during the 1960s. These classic building blocks of 
knowledge can be enriched by examining the political and historical content of 
African arts and literature, including filmmaking, oral and written poetry, nov- 

els and short stories, and theater.1 One form of African literature, the African 

novel, is increasingly recognized by social scientists as a unique means of gain- 
ing insight into the evolution Of Mi’ican politics and society.2 In essence consti- 
tuting a Western form of literature that African writers gradually adopted 
during the colonial era, the African novel has flourished throughout the con- 

temporary independence era. The African novel is particularly suited to the 

teaching goals of social scientists interested in African politics. !n addition to 
raising a variety of politically inspired themes, from critiques of colonialism to 
the trials and tribulations of the contemporary independence era, African writ- 

ers in the extreme have used their novels as platforms to call for the overthrow 
of authoritarian regimes in their respective countries. The primary purpose of 
this chapter is to introduce these politically inspired novelists, most notably in 
terms of the evolving political content of their works.3 

POLITICAL DILEMMAS FACED 

BY THE AFRICAN NOVELIST 

A much-debated dilemma facing African novelists is the politics of language 

choice. Should they write in the indigenous langnages of the Afi:ican continent, 
such as K_iswahili iriEastern and Central Africa, Hausa in northern Nigeria, and 
Arabic in North Africa, or should they employ the imported languages of the 
co!omal era, most notably French, English, and Portuguese? One of the most 
famous African proponents of writing in indigenous languages is Kenyan writer 
Ngngi wa Thiong’o, whose book, Decolonising the Mind: The Politics of Language in 
African Literature, has fostered a lively debate in African academic circtes.4 

Ngugi’s basic argument is that, because the majority of the populations in 
most African countries do not speak the inherited European languages, the 
African novelist adopting this medium speaks only to a very small national elite 
and foreign audiences, which reinforces an intellectual dependency on the for- 
mer colonial powers. According to Ngugi, true independence means writing 
in African languages. As underscored by.the image contained in the title of 
another of his works, Barrel of a Pen: Resistance to Repression in NeocoloniaI Kenya,s 
African writers must be political activists, meaning that their words must be 
employed to transform African politics and society according to socialist prin- 
ciples. To match words with deeds, Ngugi decided in 1977 to stop writing 
novels in English in favor of the indigenous languages of Kenya, resulting in 
the publication in !980 of his first novel in the Kikuyu language, Caitaani 
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Mutharaba-ini, which subsequently was translated into English for publication 
in 1980 as Devil on the Cross. 

The proponents of writing in the inherited colonial languages advance 
equalIy compelling arguments. As explained by the famed Nigerian novelist, 
Chinua Achebe, if the goal of the writer is to reach the widest audience 
possible, writing in an ethnic language accessible to only a small group simply 
will not do.6 Even in countries with national indigenous languages (such as 
Kiswahili in Kenya), illiteracy, especially in the countryside, prevents active 

readeyship by a significant portion of the popula~on. The most important 

argument for writing in the European languages is the potential for linguis- 
tically unifying numerous ethnic groups, leading to the national integration of 
the country.7 In short, a hteratu~e in a national language, even if it did not orig- 

inate on the African continent, provides a basis for creating a national identity 
in countries such as Nigeria, where three major ethnic groups (Igbo, Yoruba, 
and Hausa/Fulani) and over 250 minor ethnic groups speak dozens of lan- 

guages (see Chapter 5). 
A second dilemma facing the African writer is official censorship by 

African governments that often denounce their critics in the hterary world 

as instigators of "antigovernment propaganda."s Topics historically considered 
taboo in government circles included the ethnic makeup of the ruling reglme, 

the moral character of the president, the nature of political rule (especially 
"attacks" on military regimes and civilian-based single-party systems), or the 

ideology and foreign relations of the country. Although ofiqciat censorship is on 
the dechne in countries transitioning to moredemocratic forms of governance. 
(see Chapter 10), in more cases than not, African writers still do not share the 
same liberty of expression enjoyed by their counterparts in the northern indus- 

trialized democracies. Under these constraints, African writers are forced to 
decide whether to make politicsan issue of their novels. This choice can result 
not only in the banning of" a book but the jailing of the author. As a result, 
dozens of African authors have been forced to flee their countries as they con- 

tinue to write from exile? 
Books by the noted Cameroonian novelist, Alexandre Biyidi, who has 

written under the pseudonyms Eza Boto and Mongo Betl, have been banned 
for pohtical reasons,l° Born in Cameroon and educated in France, Biyidi wrote 

four novels criticizing French colonial rule that were banned in Cameroon 

before independence in 1960.1~ A Marxist, Biyidi also found himself at odds 
with the French colonial authorities due to his support for the Union des 
Populations du Cameroun (UPC, Union of the Populations of Cameroon), 

a pulitical-turned-mititary nationalist organization that was banned by the 
French. lkather than being embraced by the Cameroonian leaders who assumed 

power in the aftermath of French colonial rule, Biyidi’s novels were banned as 
the works of a radical who threatened stability. In his novels, Biyidi had criti- 
cized Cameroon’s first independence regime, led by President Ahmadou 
Ahidjo, as a "neocolonial" puppet of the French government. He also sup- 
ported the UPC, which was seeking to gain power by promoting guerrilla war- 
fare in the countryside.12 
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African writers must also confront the dilemma of which publishing out- 
let to use for their works, a choice that affects both content and styte33 Because 

¯ most African publishing companies historically were owned by governments 

unfavorable to political critiques, a decision to publish in the writer’s home 
country usually meant that works had to be apolitical, or, if it were politico!0 
reflect the political orientation of the regfi.me in power. It is for precisely this 

¯ reason that numerous African authors have sought foreign publication of their 
works, most notably with the London-based African Writers Series of Heine- 
mann Press. 

It is important to recognize, however, that publication by foreign publish- 
ing houses is not cost free in terms of intellectual freedom of expression. Such 
a decision not only virtually guarantees that the work must be written in the 

language of the foreign press, it favors a publishing process often more sensitive 
to foreign, as opposed to African, editorial concerns. For example, Western 
presses during the cold war era often refused to consider "radical" works, lead- 
ing several African writers in the critical tradition to publish their novels with 

Eastern bloc publishing houses, such as Seven Seas Press in the former Eastern 
Germany. 

Even when a foreign press decides to publish a book, political concerns may 
still intrude on the process. The French government successfully banned the 

sale upon publication of one of Biyidi’s books, Main Basse sur Ie Cameroun: 

Autopsie d’une D&olonisation (1972; Heaw Hand on Cameroon: Autopsy of Decdo- 

nization), despite the fact that he maintained a French passport and the book 
was published by a French publishing house. The primary reason for the ban, 
which lasted 5 years, was a desire on the part of the French government to sti- 
fle a critique of Cameroon’s "neocolonial" relationship.with France. 

POLITICAL THEMES oF THE AFRICAN 

NOVEL DURING THE EARLY YEARS 

The African novel has undergone severa! thematic revolutions during the con- 

temporary independence era. Though these thematic changes are presented 
chronologically, it is important to remember that al! themes are employed by 
contemporary African novelists. 

Re-Creation of Africa’s Past 

The earliest African novelists sought to re-create the political heritage of the 
precolonial independence era, to emphasize that Africa had a noble ¯past before 
the arrival of the colonial powers. Writing in the Sesotho language in 1908, 
Thomas Mofolo’s Chaka provided a historical romance set against the rule of 

the renowned Zulu leader, Shako. Although publication was initialIy delayed by 
Mofolo’s missionary patrons, due to what they perceived as anti-Christian, 
"pagan" elements in the text, the novel was eventually published in 1925)4 
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Colonial Intrusion 

Duriz~g the 1950s, African novelists contir~ued to glorify the African past and 

added a new twist: the intrusion of colonial cultures on traditional African cul- 

tures. The classic work of this type is Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart (1958), 
which seeks to re-create the digni~ and integriey of Igbo culture in what 
constitutes present-day Nigeria.Is The protagonist is Okonkwo, a great ~vres- 

der of the village of Umuofia, who achieves a level of success unpara!leled 

by his contemporaries but who falls from grace and is exiled from the village 
due to acts of sacrilege committed against his "chi" (personal god) and the 
"earth goddess" of the land. When Okonkwo seeks to follow traditional cus- 
toms andto return to the village triumphandy, he is ignored by a culture that is 
"falling apart," and he commits suicide. British colonialism during the nine- 
teenth century negatively impacted Igbo culture, causing turmoil in the village 
and fragmentation of Igbo culture. According to Achebe, the combination of 
British administration, trading practices, and missionary influence undermined 
traditional Igbo values to such a degree that the harmony of the past was los~ 
forever. 

Colonial Injustice 

A third genre of the African novel that also emerged in the 1950s focused on 
~he cruelty and injustice of colonial rule, especially the ir~erent contradiction 
betweer~ European rhetorical promotion of democracy in Africa and the 
authoritarian reality of colonial regimes. One of the most noted writers in this 

genre is the Cameroonian author, Ferdinand Oyono, whose French-language 
works have been translated into English. In one of his most well-known books, 
Une Vie de Boy (appearing in English in 1956 as BoyO, Oyono criticizes the 

French policy of assimilation, by which Afric~ms could theoretically achieve 
total acceptance as French citizens. The main character of the book is Toundi, 
a young boy who runs away from home to work as a houseboy, first for a locaI 
French missionary, then later for the local French commandant. A variety of 
actions taken by local French administrators, such as the savage beating, whip- 

ping, and chaining of two Africans simply because they are accused of stealing 
(a charge never proven and, indeed, false), slowly make Toundi question and 
ultimately flee the inhumanity o£ the culture he previously sought to emulate. 

Nationalism and Independence 

The 1950s also witnessed the emergence of novels that portrayed African 
nationalist leaders as saviors fighting to end colonial rule and to lead their 
nations to independence. One of the most celebrated writers of this theme is 
Peter Abrahams, a South African writer who lived in London just before the 

initial wave of African independence and who had the opportunity to interact 
with several future African leaders, including Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana. In 

,’t Wreath for Udomo (! 956), Abrahams describes the life of a fervent nationalist 
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(Udomo) who returns home from London to lead a fictitious African country 

(Panafrica) to independence. Abrahams paints an idyllic view of the commit- 
ment and integrity of the African nationalist leaders of the 1950s and the 
1960s; his story is based on tl~e independence experience of Gl~ana and the 

nationalist fervor of its first leader, Kwame Nkrumah. 

African filmmakers are renowned 

among foreign film critics as especially 

politically engaged in terms of the 

films they produce. One reason for 
this reputation is the very powerful 

political messages that African film- 

makers transmit to audiences, such as 
the destructive impact of colonialism, 

the emergence of corrupt elites more 

interested in acquiring wealth than 

promoting broadly shared develop- 

ment, the horrors of racially based 

authoritarian rule under the apart- 

heid regime of South Africa, and the 

destruction of traditional values and 

ways of living due to urbanization, 

modernization, and globalization. In 

this regard, many African filmmakers 
firmly believe that their art should 

serve a political f~nction in the sense 

of promoting an "African s~ruggle" 

for dignity and equality in the inter- 

national system. As Gaston Kabor~, a 

Burkinab6 fi~mrnaker and former 

secretary general of the F~d~ration 

Panafricaine des Cin~as~es (FEPAC[, ¯ 

Pan-African Film-Makers Federation), 
noted, the primary goal of African 

films is to "develop African cinema 

as an art, industry, and mass media 

that can aid the African people in 
their full social, cultural, and political 

liberation." 
The most prestigious international 

showcase for African filmmakers is 

the Festival Panafricain du Cinema 
et de la T6t~vision de Ouagadougou 

(FESPACO, Pan-African Film and Tele- 
vision Festival). FESPACO is held every 

two years in Ouagadougou, the capital 
of Burkina Faso, alternating with the 

Journ~es Cin4matographiques de 

Ca~hage (JCC, Film Days of Carthage), 

that is held in a suburb of Tunis, 

Tunisia. Whereas the first FESPACO 

held in 1969 offered a sma/~ selection 

of films from 5 African countries, its 

18th edition, held February 22-March 

1, 2003, included the showing of more 

than 200 films and videos from the 
African continent and the larger 

African diaspora in Europe and the 
Western Hemisphere, 

Despite FESPACO’s prominent p~ace 

in internationa~ film circles, however, 

politically engaged African filmmakers 

cite severa~ problems with Africa’s film 

industry. First, African movie theaters 

have progressively dosed throughout 
the African continent as television has 

grown in importan4e in the last 

two decades. Second, even in those 

countries where movie theaters 

have managed to retain a foothold, 

imported films from India, Europe, 

and the United States--what Patrick 

Ilboudo, another Burkinabe film critic, 

refers to as "cultural toxic waste"-- 

tend to dominate African commercial 

markets. Third, and perhaps most 

important, cash-starved African film- 

makers often find themselves heavily 

dependent on foreign financing, either 

from the governments of the former 

colonial powers or internationaf 

development agencies, andtherefore 

potentiaiIy subject to limitations 

imposed by those sources. One excep- 

tion to thistrend is the South African 

government’s strong financial commit- 

ment to ensuring a vibrant indigenous 

South African film industry. 
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Table 7,1 Award Winners at the 2003 FESPACO Film Festival 

FEATURE FILM PRIZES 

STALLION OF YENNEGA (Top Prize): Heremakono by Abderrahmane Sissako 

(Mauritania) 

SPE(:tAL PRIZE OFTHE JURY: Kabala by Assane Kouyate (Mall) 

OUMAROU GANDA PRIZE: L’Afrance by Alain Gomis (Senegal). 

BEST FEMALE ACTOR: Awatef Jendoubi in Farina by Khaled Ghorbal (Tunisia) 

BEST MALE ACTOR: Cheick Doukour~a in Paris ~elon Moussa by Cheick Doukour~ 
(Guinea) 

BEST SCREENPLAY: Kabala by Assane K0uyate (Mali) 

BEST PICTURE: Abraham Hail~ Biru forAbouna by Mahamat Saleh Haroun 

(Chad) 

BEST SOUND: Hachim Joulak for Farina by Kha~ed Ghorbat (Tunisia} 

BEST MUSIC: Wasis Diop for Le Prix du Pardon by Mansour Sora Wade (Senegal) 

BEST SET: Joseph Kpobiy for Heremakono by Abderrahmane 5issako (Mauritania) 

BEST EDITING: Ronelle Loots for Promised Land by Jason Xenopoulos (South 

Africa) 

SHORT FILM PRIZES 

BEST SHORT FILM: Source d’Histoire by Adama Roamba (Burkina Faso) 

SPECIAL PRIZE OF THE JURY: A Drink in a Passage by Zola Masseko (South Africa) 

TELEVISION-VIDEO (:OMPETITION 

BEST WORK: Tanger le R~ve des Bruteurs by Leila Kilani (Morocco) 

BEST SERIES OR SITCOM: Houria by Rachida Krim (Algeria) 

SPECIAL PRIZE OF THE JURY: Sanoud]e by Boubacar Sidibe (Mali) 

Q~etations are from Marco Werman, "Afar<an C~nema: A Marke~ in the U.S.?," Africa Report 34, no, 3 11989): 

69, and David Turcamo, "Culture: A Celebration of Cinema," Africa Report 38, no. 3 (1993): 69. See also Man- 

thia Diawara, African Cinema (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992); an~ N. R Ukadike, Black African 

Cinema (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993). See also the FESPACO Web site www.fespaco.bf 

Disenchantment with Elites 

After the initial honeymoon period African leaders eqjoyed in the first decades 
of independence, a variety of negative trends---socioeconomlc decline, the rise 
of single-party rule, the increase in military rule, and the general authoritarian- 
ism inherent in numerous African states--led African novelists of the 1960s to 
begin articulating themes of disenchantment with nationaI elites and disillu- 
sionraent with previously held ideas of progress..6 The Mala~vian writer, David 
P..ubadiri, in his novel, No Bride Price (1967), portrays African elites as 
unscrupulous, immoral, and corrupt individuais whose primary concern is 
maintaining themselves in powe~~ at any cost. The despicable nature of African 
dites is underscored by 1Kubadiri’s portrayal of government ministers who 
force lower-grade civil servants to set them up with Indian and European pros- 
titutes and who fire those workers who refuse or faLI m deliver. Ironically, 
]R.ubadiri impties that only the military can restore order and end corruption. 
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In the novel, the people rejoice when the military overthrows the inept gov- 
ernment that has wielded power since independence. This image of the mili- 

tary changed as it soon became clear that military coups d’~tat ot%n led to new 
forms of military-led authoritarianism as bad as, if not worse than, its civil{an 

counterparts. 

Freedom as Despair 

Disillusionment with African leaders became so prevalent during the 1960s that 

several novelists, suhh as the Ghanaian author, Ayi Kwei Armah, in The Beamyful 

Ones Are Not Yet Born (1962), emphasized a.theme of despair in which the ame- 
lioration of dismal living conditions in Africa was portrayed as a near impossibil- 

ity. "So wicked, so dirty, and so corrupt is humanity that there is no point in the 
individual’s trying to change it," as one revie~ver explains Armah’s main theme. 
"The individual has got to learn to live in the midst of the filth and must try to 
secure his own private salvation:’17 Indeed, the "senses of the reader are assaulted 
to the point of being numbed" by such images as a child’s nose overflowing with 
mucus while a mother sucks it, women disfigured by creases of prematurely 
dried skin, littered streets overflowing with trash, and lavatory wails streaked with 

excrement. The title confu-ms that "the beautyful ones are not yet born" and that 
those that are living are "corrupt, greedy, selfish, and dishonest,m~ 

Status of Women in African Sodety 

The early years of the contemporary independence era also witnessed the 
growing voice of female African novelists who focused on the status of women 
in African society. Flora Nwapa, a Nigerian novelist, served as a leader in this 
regard. The publication of her first novel, Efuru (1966), signaled the formal 
emergence and criticai acceptance of an entire generatio~n of world-renowned 
female African novelists, including Bnchi Emecheta ofNigeria, Area Ata Aido0 

of Ghana, Aminta Sow t:all of Senegal, and Bessie Head of South Africa.19 

Although their writings reflect many of the same socioeconomic and polit- 
ical themes raised by their male African counterparts, female African novelists 

are particularly vocal about how male-dominated, authoritarian African regimes 
have paid insufficient attention to a variety of gender-related challenges of the 

contemporary independence era. Female African novelists raise many issues, 
including the lower literacy rates and higher mortality rates for African women 
compared to African men; the rise of prostitution and rape as African societies 
become urbanized; the unde;representation of African women in wage labor; 
the injustices involved in polygamous marriages; and culturally inspired con- 

straints, which range from the veiling of women in Muslim societies to the 
physical mutilation of women as part of the practices of circumcision and 

infibuladon (see the relevant box in .Chapter 5). 
One of the most celebrated female African novelists is Mariama Bfi, a 

Senegalese author who wrote Urte si Lon2ue Lettre (1979; published in English 
in I981 as So Long a Letter). This novel is written in the form of a letter from 
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P,.amatoulaye, a widowed Senegalese woman living in Dakar, to her childhood 
friend, Alssatou, who has emigrated to the United States. P,.amatoula3~e’s letter 

represents a journey in self-discovery as she explains her feelings of sorrow and 
betrayal over her late husband’s decision to take a second wife after nearly 

20 years of marriage, as permitted by Islamic law. Unlike her friend, A~ssatou, 
who divorced her husband when he did the same thing, t<amatoulaye 
remained with her husband, only to be left neglected, penniless, and responsi- 

ble for the care of twelve children after his death. This tragic and.moving tale 
became a .best-seller in Senegal due to its insightful exploration of the nature 

and impacts of polygyny. "i~.amatoulaye’s life story resonated with many 
women, Which explains the novel’s extraordinary reception in Senegal and the 

fact that it is now a classic of African letters," expiains one reviewer of the 
novel. "But the great appeal of the text resides not in its reflection of the life 

drama lived by so many but in the vitality of Ramatoulaye, a woman among 
many who became a heroine and a role model in spite of herself.’’~ 

EMERGENCE OF POLITICALLY 

COMMITTED AFRICAN NOVELISTS 

The 1970s and the 1980s witnessed the coalescence of a group of politically 
committed novelists who, perceiving highly unjust forms of governance 
in their respective countries, called for the overthrow of those governments. 
Unlike the previous period of despair, these authors believe in the ability of 
people to change their history and to unite in a struggle toward a particular 
social ideal. Many of these authors have written novels that at some point were 
banned in their countries of birth and have been jaiIed and/or forced to write 
from exile. Whereas African governments have atter~pted to explain away such 

acts of official censorship by claiming that novelists have wrongfully and maIi- 

ciously misrepresented the intentions and contributions of their regimes, their 
opponents, most notably the novelists themselves, have responded that such 
novels have been banned because they represent the authoritarian and degener- 

ative nature of domestic politics all too well. In addition to incorporating sev- 

eral of the themes already noted, the politically committed African novelist 
often focuses on at least one of three topics often neglected by other writers. 

Neglected Popular Elements of Society 

MaW politically committed novelists exalt the values and ideals of neglected 
popular elements of society--the rural peasantry, urban workers, and popular 
guerrilla movements~all of which are perceived as being o.ppressed by anthor- 
itarian elites more interested in acquiring personal power and wealth rather than 
promoting the well-being of most of the population. One of the most notable 
writers in this regard is Ngugi wa Thiong’o, who, in addition to publishing 
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several novels, created a rural-based theater company that sought to actively 
involve the Kenyon peasantry in theater productions focusing on sensitive social 
and political topics. In 1977, the publication of Petals of Blood, a novel critica! of 
the Kenyon ruling elite, as well as the production in Kikuyu of an equally criti- 
cal play, Ngaahika Ndeenda ("I Will Marry When I Want"), led to his imprison- 
ment for nearly 1 year, after which he left the country and continued to write 
from exile.21 

Destructive Nature of Societal Divisions 

A second theme explored by politically committed African noveiists is the 
destructive nature of racial, ethnic, and class divisions in African societies and 
how these are manipulatedby the "divide-and-rule" policies of authoritarian 
African regimes. One of the most cdebrated writers on this theme is Alex 
La Guma, a South African novelist who portrayed the racist apartheid system of 
South Africa as one that promoted frustration, aggression, and violence. As 
demonstrated in one of b_is most noted novels, In the Fog of the Season’sEnd 
(1972), La Guma celebrated the activities of such organizations as the African 
National Congress (ANC), which before 1992 sought to overthrow the apart- 
heid system by force of arms. The novel also denounces the police-state mental- 
ity that led to the imprisonment, torture, and death of numerous antiapaztheid 
activists, including Steven Biko, the founder and leader of the Black Conscious- 
hess Movement. As demonstrated by the writings of Zimbabwean novelist, 
Yvonne Vera, however, the transition to majority rule in South Africa and the 
other formerly white minority-ruled countries of Southern Africa, most 
notably Zimbabwe, has not been free of violence. Indeed, as explored in her 
novel, Stone Vt’rgin~ (2002), Zimbabwe’s transition to black majority rule in 1980 
was followed by government-sponsored suppression of the Ndebele ethnic 
group, at least pardaliy due to its support for a rival guerrilla group during the 
indep endence struggle. 

Promoting Gender Equality 

A final theme of many politically committed African novelists is the need to 
promote gender equality in African societies. These authors argue that African 

women are underprivileged and unequal members of African societies who 
need to be more fully included in their respective political systems. One of the 
most insightful African proponents of greater equality for African women is 
Semb~ne Ousmane, the famous Senegalese novelist and fRtranaker. In one of 
his most acclaimed novels, Xala (1973), which he turned into a film (1974) by 

the same name, Ousmane criticizes the custom of potygy~y by weaving a tale 
of a rich African businessman who is struck by xala (the Wolof term for sexual 

impotence) upon the taking of a third wife. His most famous novel, however, 
Les Bouts de Bois de Dieu (1960; appearing in English as God’s Bits of Wood), 
describes the events surrounding the historic 1947-48 workers’ strike a~imt tile 
colonial railroad system that li,~ks Dakar, Senegal, and Bamako, Mali. Describ- 
ing this book as Ousmane’s "novelistic masterpiece," one reviewer perceptively 
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notes that it is "an eloquent account of th..e strength, courage, and foresight of 
women--not educated or aristocratic, bt~t ordinary, illiterate womenfolk of 
modest origin and rank in society, including a prostitute and a common blind 
woman beggar" who became involved in the railroad strike.= 

NURUDDIN FARAH AND THE POLITICS 

OF COMMITMENT IN SOMALIA 

An in-depth analysis o£ the evolving political themes of Somali novelist 
Nuruddin Farah, one of the most provocative writers in the tradition of the 
politically cormnitted African novelist, offers insight into the invaluable role of 
African novels in any understanding of African politics and society. Somali pol- 
itics, particularly the dictatorial practices of the Siad Barre regime, which 
seized power in a military coup d’&at in 1969 and ruled until its overthrow in 
1991, are at the center of a series of novels that Farah has written since the late 
1960s.23 Fluent in several languages, Farah decided to write his novels in 
English rather than in his native language of Somali. Although a desire to reach 
the broadest international audience contributed to this decision, the Siad 
regime left him with little choice when it banned the publication and distribu- 
tion of any of his works, thereby denyir*g him access to the most significant 
potential market for literature written in SomaJl,24 Most important, Farah’s 
commitment to writing about social and political injustice in Somalia, coupled 
with government threats that his "subversive" writings could lead to imprison- 
ment, led him to begin writing from voluntary exile beginning in 1974.as The 
political content of Farah’s novels can be analyzed according to several phases, 
in which an early commitment to exploring social issues is gradually replaced 
by acute political engagement with perceived injustice in Somalia.~ " 

Early Years as Critic of Social Injustice 

Farah’s first novel, From a Crookedt~ib (1970), focuses on the unequal status of 

women in Somali socieWa7 and was written in 1968 while he was a student 
of literature and philosophy at the Punjab University of Chandigarh, India. 
During this period, Somalia enjoyed a functionir~g multiparty political system 

in which national, elections in 1967 led to a peaceful change in government, 
from the administration of President Aden Abdulla Osman to that of President 
Abdirashid All Shermarke. Both regimes were generally pro-Western and 

sought to maintain strong Links with Britain and Italy (the former colonial 
powers), as well as with the United S~ates.2a 

The main character of the novel is Ebla, a rural woman from the Somali- 
inhabited Ogaden region of Ethiopia who desires emancipation from her 
subservient status in Sormali society. Ebla first runs away from her family to the 
city of Belet Wene because she refuses to accept her arranged marriage with 

Giumaleh, "an old man of 48 fit to be her father." Once established at the 
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house of her cousin Gheddi, however, Ebla learns that, to pay off some debts, 

he had secretly offered her hand in marriage to a "broker" friend. Ebla tiros 
flees a second time by eloping to Mogadishu, the capital of Somalia, with a 
civil servant named Awill, only to become infuriated when she learns that he is 
cheating on her. Ebla gains revenge by secretly marrying Tiffo, a wealthy man 
of the city- ~vith whom she trades sexual favors for money. Ebla has learned to 
manipulate men through a b1~nd of prostitution in which slat realizes that her 

body is "my treasure, my only treasure, my bank, my money, my existence?’ 

This first novel established Farah’s. credentials as an outspoken critic of the 
unequal status of women in African society: "From experience [Ebla] knew 
that girls were materials, just like objects, of items on the sheK of a shop. They 

were sold and bought as shepherds soid their goats at marketplaces, or. 
shopowners sold their got& to customers. To a shopkeeper what was the dif- 
ference between a girl and his goods? Nothing, absolutely nothing." lZarah is 
particularly vocal in terms of his opposition to the circumcision and infibula- 
tion of young Somali girls, a traditional ritual he describes as "barbaric’’29 and 
that often leads to severe health problems ranging from urinary tract diseases to 

complications during childbirth (see the relevant box in Chapter 5): 

Qualified Optimism after the 1969 Military Coup d’~tat 

Farah’s second novel, A Naked Needle (1976), was written in Mogadishu in 
1972, 3 years after the 1969 militaW coup d’&at that ushered in Siad’s dictator- 
ship.3° Announcing the creation of a revolutionary, single-party socialist state 
under the stewardship of the Somali Revolutionary Council, Siad rationalized 
his seizure of power as necessary to overcome the corrupt excesses of the civil- 
ian era--a perception generally shaFed by the Somali people who initially ral- 
lied around the military government. Siad was particularly vocal in the early 
years about the need to create a national political identity able to transcend clan 
divisions in Somali society and expected the educated class of Somalia to aid 
him in this quest,aa Although Farah was initially sympathetic to the general 
goaIs of the revolution, his decision to criticize political corruption and clan- 
based patronage practices via his second novel placed him in conflict with the 
Siad regime. 

The main character of the novel is Koschin, a university professor and fer- 
vent revolutionary committed to the advancementof socialism and the welfare 
of the masses. Koschin is nervously awaiting the arrival of Nancy, a woman he 
had met in London and had agreed to marry if within 2 years neither had 
found someone else. Koschin wonders how Nancy, a white non-Muslim who 
has never been to his country, will fit into Somali society. The rekindling of 
their relationship is set against those of Koschin’s Somali friends (Barre, 
Warsan, and Mohamed) who have married foreign white women. 

A fascinating twist of the novel is that these Somali marriages with foreign 
women axe used by Farala to explore and critique Somalia’s evolving rdation- 
ships with foreign powers under the Siad regime.32 Barre’s relationship with his 
American wife is fraught with problems and is symbolic of the Siad regime’s 
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growing tensions with the United States as that regime increasingly adopted 
socialist rhetoric. Warsan’s Soviet wife irri~ates Koschin with her overbearing 
manner, indicative of Somali perceptions of Soviet racism and paternalism 
toward African countries,- even those of a socialist orientation. 1Kepresenting 
Somalia’s love-hate relationship with. the former colonial powers, the relatively 
successful relationship of Mohamed and his British wife nonetheless disgusts 
Koschin due to their reactionary statements concerning the Somali revolution. 
Koschin thinks only Brifsh-born Barbara, perhaps of the lower class and of 
socialist sympathies (her former fianc4 and her father were both revolutionar- 
ies), understands the true principles of the Somali revolution. 

Several other aspects of the initial years of the Siad regime are probed in 
IZarah’s second novel. For example, Koschin is disturbed by the corrupt "tribal- 
istic" practices of his superior and the revelation that the top echelons o£ the 
government, despite socialist rhetoric to ~e contrary, are hesitant "to take any 
steps to bring this ill practice and what it entails to an end," "1 do not owe any 
loyalty to any tribe," emphatically proclaims Knschin. "I owe loyalty to the 
nation, the government in power." In fact, a dialogue between Koschin and his 
friend Mohamed i~dicates Farah’s own journey in self-awareness as concerns 
the political aftermath of the 1969 military coup d’&at. Koschin states that 
"Somalia very badly needed a revolution," and Mohamed replies: "Was Soma~ 
tia in need of terror and horror from dawn to dusk?" Koschin responds by not- 
ing that revolution "is a pill that tastes bitter, the benefits of which are felt only 
when one has gone through the preliminary pain and pestilence." The reader 
has the impression that although there are questionable aspects of the revoluL 
tion, a "wait-and-see" attitude was appropriate to judge whether it ~voutd 
remain true to its goals. Indeed, laarah shows initial approval as Koschin pro- 
claims, "Why Somali is .a written language! Bless the revolution!" indicating 
that Siad’s successful introduction in 1972 of a written sc{ipt for the Somali 
language was an important and constructive outcome of the 1969 revolution 
(see the accompanying box). 

Opposition to ,the Dictatorship of Siad Barre 

The qualified optimism of the second novel is firmly rejected in a subsequent 
trilogy of works that laarah entitled "Variations on the Theme of an African Dic- 
tatorship.’’aa This trilogy represents the most politically committed phase of 
~arah’s literary career, as he comes out adamantly opposed to the Siad regime 
(ca]led "the General") and begins writing his novds from exile in England and 
Italy. The growing authoritarianism of the Siad regime, as well as its gradual 
movement away from the socialist ideals of the early years of the revolution, 
served as pivotal factors in dais stage of" Farah’s writing.34 Farah was particularly 
troubled by the fact that a variety of state-sponsored instruments of repression, 
such as the National Security Service, the National Security Court, the Somali 
1Kevolutionary Council, and the Gnlwadhayal (Victory Pioneers), were being 
used to silence anyone deemed "andsocialist," "antirevolutionary;’ or "anti-Siad" 
by the military regime.3s This authoritarian trend intensified in the aftermath of 
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Somalia’s defeat in the 1977-78 Ogaden War with Ethiopia, an event that led to 

the influx of thousands of refugees, the devastation of the economy, and a rup- 
turingof ties with the former Soviet Union (which supported Ethiopia).36 

The first part of the trilogy, Sweet arm Sour Milk (1979), begins with the 
mysterious death of Soyaan, an economic adviser answerable only to the Gent 

eral and a leading member of a clandestine opposition movement composed of 
Somali intellectuals and professionals. Soyaan’s twin brother, Loyaan, is drawn 

into a personal investigation of the mysterious circumstances surrounding his 
brother’s death, eventually learning his brother was "silenced" by the regime 

becaus.e he secretly wrote and distributed antigovernment pamphlets. To dis- 
credit the clandestine opposition movement, the government proclaims Soyaan 

a "hero of the revolution" whose last words were, "Labor is honor and there is 
no General but our General." Loyaan’s efforts to keep the government from 

making a mockery of his deceased brother’s true political beliefs bring him into 
direct opposition with the regime. The novel ends with Loyaan facing exile 
overseas or imprisonment if he refuses to leave. 

The central themes of this novel are the authoritarian practices o£ the Siad 
regime and its links with the Soviet Union. l:arah’s opinion of the ruling elite is 
summarized in a secret memo penned by Soyaan: "Clowns. Cowards. And (tribal) 
upstarts: These are who I work with. The top civil service in this country is com- 

posed of them. Men and women whose pride has been broken by the General’s 
security; men and women who have succnmbed and accepted to be humiliated." 
Special ridicule is directed toward Sled. In Soyaan’s words: "Listen to these ludi- 

crous eulogies of the General. The father of the nation. The carrier of wisdom. 

On October 21, 1972, the military 

dictatorship of Siad garre ushered in a 

linguistic milestone in Somali history 

by announcing that it had chosen a 

slightly modified version of the Latin 

script as the official alphabet for the 

Somali language. Before this date, the 

lack of an official script contributed to 

a less than ideal linguistic mosaic in 

which the Somali language, spoken by 

the vast majority of Somalia’s popula- 
tion, served as the primary means for 

oral communication, but all written 

forms of communication, such as 
newspapers, govern ment docu ments, 

and literature, depended on the 

uneven usage of three nonindigenous 

languages.: English, Italian, and, to a 

lesser degree, Arabic. The most curious 

aspect of this event was not that it 

took place but that its arrival took as 

long as it did in a society that has a 

deep respect and love for its language 

and bestows great honors on those 

who can skillfully use its rich poetic 

heritage in oral discourse. 

The political infighting that took 

place before Siad’s 1972 decision 

provides fascinating insights into the 

politics of language choice. Powerful 

wadaads (men of religion) argued for 

the adoption of the Arabic script for 

the Somali language due’to Somalia’s 

status as an Islamic country (over 99 

percent of the population is Muslim) 

situated at the crossroads of the 

Middle East, as well as the fact that 

almost all Somali children learn the 

Arabic script to study the Our’an 
(the Muslim holy book). These 
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arguments were countered by Somali 

nationalists who sought to establish 

their uniqueness as a people free of 

any external control, including the 

Arabs, whom 5omalis have tradi- 
tionally mistrusted. According to this 

group, adoption of the Arabic script 

would weaken the Somali identity 

and make it more susceptible to 

Arab influence. 

The Latin script constituted the 

second alternative for a written 

Somali language, and proponents 

included the former colonial powers 

and Somali adrninistrators trained in 

English or ~tatian. These groups argued 

that adoption of the Latin script not 

only would place Somat]a securely in 
the camp of the "modern" world but 

would facilitate the use of existing 

technologies (such as typewriters and 

printing presses) inthe dissemination 

of written materials. Such arguments 
were dismissed by Somali nationalists 

who associated the Latin script with 

Somalia’s subjugation by the former 

colonial powers. As explained by one 

Somali intellectual, Ibraahiim Xaashi, 

"Somalia came in contact with the 

Latin script as a result of colonialism. 
We were compelled to learn it. Now 

that we are free, we must get rid of all 

colonial roots--and Latin would just 

remind us of the dark deeds of the 

colonialists." The wadaads reinforced 

these arguments by portraying the 

Latin script as a tool of foreign 

"infidels" (nonbelievers) seeking to 

replace tslam with Christianity and 

developed a religious slogan that 

become common during the debates: 

"l~aati[n waa laa Diin" ("Latin is 

without God"). ’ 

A third and final major competi- 

tor in Somali alphabet politics, the 

CismaaNya script, was invented by 

a Somali scholar, Cismaan Yuusuf 
Keenadiid. From a nationalist point 

of view, the script was at’tractive in 

that it did not rely on the "foreign" 

scripts of Arabic or Latin and repre- 

sented a Somali creation underscoring 

the uniqueness of the Somali people 

and language. However, in addition 

to being opposed by the wadaads 

and Somali adrninistrators, Cismaaniya 

was criticized as an attempt by its cre- 

ator’s clan grouping (the Majertein) 

to achieve an unwarranted level of 

political influence in an indePendent 

Somalia. Critics also noted that adop- 

tion of Cismaaniya would impose 

undesired educational costs by 

requiring Somalis to learn at least 

three separate scripts: Cismaaniya 

(for Somali), Arabic (for religious 

training), and Latin (for contact 

with the Western world). 

In.short, competing political 

interests, each of which was strong 

enough to block the adoption of 

another script but not strong enough 

to impose its will, postponed the 

adoption of written language in 

Somalia until the seizure of Power 
by the Siad regime. ~ndeed, the 

adoption of an officiaf alphabet 

for the Somali language is ~erhaps 

the only political decision made by 

the Siad regime (1969-91) that will 

be remembered favorably in Somali 

history books. 

Quotations are from David D. Laitin, Pofitics, Lenguege, and Thought: The 5omafi Experience (Chkago; 

University of Chicago Press, 1977). See also B, W. Andrzeiewsk~, "Language Reform in Somalia end the 
Modernization of the Somali Vocabulary," NortheastAfrican Studies 1, no. 3 (1979~80): 59-71. 

The provider of col~orts. A demi-god. I see him as a Grand Warden o£ a Gulag." 
Even more disturbing to Farah is the degree of control and influence the Soviets 
maintained with the Siad regime. This is portrayed in the novel by Loyaan’s anger 
when told that an accomplice of Soyaan was arrested for anti-Soviet activities. 

Loyaan proclaims: "But we are not in the Soviet Union. We are in the Somali 
Democratic t~epublic, a sovereign African state. Not in the Soviet Union. We 
are not." 
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Sardines (1981), the second part o{" Farah’s antigovernment trilogy, breaks 

new ground by exploring the role of women in opposing the Siad regime. The 
story revolves around Medina, an avowed feminist and sole female member of 

an antigovernment clandestine movement composed of members of Somalia’s 
educated upper class. Medina has been banned from writing and fears that 
Ubax, her daughter, will be forced to undergo the traditional circumcision and 

infibutation performed on the vast. majority of young women in Somalia. 
Medina also guides the intellectual development of her friend’s daughter, Saga!, 

a nationally recognized swinmaing star who may be taking part in a sporting 
event sponsored by the communist bioc in Budapest, Hungary. Medina’s hus- 

band, Samatar, has been blackmailed by the regime into accepting a cabinet 
position--from ~vhich he ultimateIy resigus--and is eventually jailed. 

This fourth novel is unique in that the opposition movement to the Siad 

regime is led by women. Medina typifies the educated, cosmopolitan ~voman 
who seeks a better life for her daughter. She is concerned about intellectual 
freedom and is disgusted with traditional customs that harm women. Farah 

seems to speak through his protagonist when, in an impassioned speech, Medina 
asserts, "I want to spare my daughter these and many other pains. She will not 
be circumcised. Over my dead body." 

Female students also play an important role in this novel. Saga!, who has 

al~vays dreamed.of "painting the dawn" with antigovernment slogans, is jealous 
when her two closest competitors are arrested for committing this act. The girls 

had painted the slogan, "Down with the one-man, one-tribe dictatorship! 
Down with the General’s regime." Farah nonetheless warns through Samatar 
that most of the educated class is corrupt and seN-serving: "We the intellectuals 
are the betrayers; we the so-called intellectuals are the entrance the foreign 
powers use so as to dominate, designate, name and.label; we the intellectuals are 

the ones who tell our people lies." 
Close Sesame (1984) is the finht and most politically engaged novel of Farah’s 

antigovernment trilogy, in which he appears to call for Siad’s assassination and 
seeks to rationalize such a call. The plot of the novel revolves around Deeriye, a 

principIed Somali nationalist who had been a "Sayyidist" all his life, a reference 
to Sayyid Mohamed Abdulle Hassan, revered nationalist in Somali history who 
fought against British colonialism)7 Deeriye had paid for his nationalist activi- 

¯ ties by spending 8 years in colonial prisons. A respected man in Somali society 
in the !980s, Deeriye confronts a personal dilemma when he learns that his son 
Mursal, with three other accomplices, is plotting the General’s assassination. 

Originally stating he would never use "violent means to overthrow a tyrannical 
regime," Derriye changes political opinions when the General seeks to dis- 
credit his public image. Upon learning that his son has been killed by the 
regime, Deeriye is driven to assassinate the General, "not to avenge his son but 
to vindicate justice." Deeriye dies in an unsuccessful attempt. 

This novel is especially powerful in that it equates the authoritarianism of 
the Siad regime with that of the colonial era. Drawing parallels with the colo- 
nial past, the plot suggests that the Siad regime’s political harassment of Deeriye 
constituted the moral equivalent, of the Italian colonialists’ imprisonment of 
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Deeriye in 1934. Just as the colonial authorities had wanted Deeriye to hand 
over a suspected assassin and disassociate hi~self from the individuaI’s actions, 

so Siad is portrayed as attempting the same thing. "The only difference, if there 
is a difference," explains Farah, "is that in 1934 the enemy and the famine-creating 
power was colonial and foreign; and now it is neocolonial and local." 

Evofving African Identity 

The completion of Farah’s trilogy of novels on the authoritarian abuses of the 

Siad regime marked a turning point in his career as a politically committed 
novelist. Although still set in Somalia, a new" "Blood in the Sun" trilogy of 

novels--Maps (1986), Girls (1992), and Secrets (1998)--represents Farah’s desire 
to move beyond Fhe specific abuses of the Siad regime and to return to the 
political dilemmas all African countries confront, One of the most fascinating 
themes of this new trilogy, which is best captured in Maps (1986), is the poten- 
tially destructive forces of an evolving African identity that must simultane- 

ously balance the competing political demands of ethnicity, race, and gender. 
Maps takes place in the historical context of the 1977-78 Ogaden War 

between Ethiopia and Somalia. The primary character of the story is Askar, an 

orphaned Somali.boy who was born in the Ogade~ region of Ethiopia andis 
adopted by Misra, an Amharic-speaking Oromo woman from the highlands of 
Ethiopia. Askar and Misra are separated when the young boy is sent to 
Mogadishu to live with his Uncle Hilaal and Aunt Salaado and are only 

reunited after Misra arrives in Mogadishu as a refugee from the fighting in the 
Ogaden. The relationship between Askar and Misra at first is extremely strained 

due to accusations that Misra, a non-Somali, had betrayed the positions of the 
Western Somali Liberation Front (WSLF), a guerrilla force fighting for. the 

Ogaden’s independence from Ethiopian. rule, an act that in turn contributed to 
the massacre of over 600 Somali freedom fighters at the hands of Ethiopian 

forces. The story ends with Askar being interrogated concerning his involve- 
ment in the death of Misra, who was brutally murdered by the WSLF despite 
her vehement disavowal of any complicity in the massacre. 

The cornerstone of the novel is the shifting "maps" of Africa, both in 

terms of geographical realities and individual emotional attachments to ethnic 

and national identities. In a geographical sense, one of the primary origins of 
the Ogaden War dates back to the colonial era, when the Somali-inhabited ter- 

ritories of the Horn of Africa were arbitrarily divided among four European and 
African powers into five separate territories, including the Somali-inhabited 

Ogaden region controlled by Ethiopia (see Chapter 3). As symbolized by the 

five-pointed star emblazoned on the Somali flag--one point for each of the 
five "lost" portions of the Somali nation--Somali nationalists from the 1950s 

through the 1970s pursued an "irredentist" policy seeking to unite all the 
Somali peoples in the Horn of Africa in one country)8 This policy reached 
its height in 1977, when Somalia militarily invaded and managed to capture 
most of the Ogaden. However, a Soviet-managed airlift to Ethiopia of nearly 

$2 billion in military weaponry and 15,000 Cuban troops preceded a military 
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counteroffensive that quickly overwhelmed the outnumbered and internation- 
ally isolated Somali troops in a matter of weeks, ultimately destroying the 
short-lived Somali dream of a "Greater Sornalia:’39 As concluded by Askar’s 

Uncle Hilaal, "There is truth in maps. The Ogader~, as Somali, is truth. To the 

Ethiopian mapmaker, the Ogaden as Somali, is untruth." 
The most devastating map of this novel, however, is the ethnic one that 

inhabitants of the Horn of Africa carry in their psyches. Although Misra, an 
Oromo woman, raised and loved an orphaned Somali boy; learned the Somali 

language and adopted a local Somali village in the Ogaden as her own, she is 
scapegoated and ultimately killed by ethnic Somalis consumed by their hate for 

Ethiopians who, for their part, have also committed acts of hatred during war. 
Indeed, socially reinforced ethnic divisions, which historically have been inten- 
sified by colonialism and self-interested African elites, lie at the center of this 

tragic tale in which a young boy is forced to choose between his !ore for his 
adopted mother and his love for his people. 

POLITICS OF THE AFRICAN NOVEL 

IN PERSPECTIVE 

The novels of Nuruddin Farah, like those of other African writers who have 
consciously decided to integrate political ideals into their writings, offer 
unique insights into the evolution of African politics and society. One of the 
primary roles o£ the African novelist, explains Farah, is to touch the raw politi- 

col nerve of the reader and in so doing promote political reflection, discussion, 
and even action.4° It is important to remember, however, that African novelists 

do,not deliver mere documentary realism (i.e., exact portayals) of political 

events in their respective countries. They instead strive to capture the essence 
of a particular political situation or historical period, which is then presented in 
story form to the public, who rnay judge it on its own merits. African novelists 
therefore should not be regarded as simple recorders of events but rather as 

interpreters acting on their perceptions of events. In the end, it is up to the 
reader to determine how well the African novelist captures the political realities 
of the African country in question. 

politics of language choice 
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(1991): 142-54. 
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Kevin Durant discusses Dwyane Wade beef, 
Derrick Rose and more in radio interview 
In an interview on NBC Sports Radio’s The Chris Mannix Show, Kevin 

Durant touched on a host of fascinating subjects. Most notably, his 

public disagreement with Heat guard Dwyane Wade over Wade’s place 

in The Point Forward’s list of the NBA’s top 10 players. 

LeBron James on "Greatest Of All Time" tag: 
"I’m far away from it, but I see the light" 
Fresh off of a season in which he won his second title, captured his 

fourth MVP award and secured his second Finals MVP award, LeBron 
James is allowing himself to dare to dream about his place in history. 

Speaking at the Heat’s Media Day on Monday, James indicated that he 

believes he is within reach of Michael Jordan, Bill Russell, and the rest 
of the game’s most-decorated legends. 



Dwyane Wade: Heat stars "not looking 
elsewhere" before 2014 free agency 
The coming of 2013 Media Day unofficially marks the start of the 

countdown to 2014 free agency, but Dwyane Wade doesn’t get the 

sense that the Heat’s "Big Three" is looking to go its separate ways 

just yet. Wade, LeBron James and Chris Bosh can all become 
unrestricted free agents next summer, and James, the back-to-back 

NBA MVP, has been noncommittal when discussing his future. 

First Down/Fourth Down: Philip Rivers 
stays hot, AFC North’s top QBs do not 
Don’t look now, but Mike McCoy is doing it again. After helping Jake 

Delhomme win 50-plus games, milking a playoff berth out of Tim 

Tebow and starting Peyton Manning’s Denver journey, McCoy came to 

San Diego as head coach this offseason with a chance to get Philip 

Rivers back on track. 

Mark Sanchez reportedly opts for shoulder 
surgery, ending 2013 season 
Because Mark Sanchez’s relationship with the Jets simply cannot exist 

without a little chaos, Sanchez apparently has opted for surgery to 

repair a torn labrum in his throwing shoulder. That decision comes 

less than a month after Sanchez opted to rehab the injury, thus 

leading to the Jets using their one and only IR-designated for return 

spot on him. 

Vince Wilfork’s season likely over after 
Achilles tear, according to report 

Atlanta fans booed Vince Wilfork when he fell with an injury on 

Sunday night, thinking perhaps the Patriots’ trustworthy defensive 



tackle was acting to slow the Falcons’ offense. The Patriots would have 

preferred such deviousness to what actually occurred. 

Dwight Howard was "very upset" about the 
way his free-agent decision was reported 
The sporting world is so often plagued by confirmation bias, in which 

observers -- be it fans, media members, or even team officials -- are 
guilty of categorizing events to fit their preconceptions. Such was the 

case with Dwight Howard’s signing with the Rockets, which for a brief 
moment appeared to fit the popular narrative all too well. 

Monday’s P.M. Hot Clicks 
Davina Rankin Is The LLOD; Greatness Of Sudden Death Baseball; 
Best Football GIFs; New NBA Jersey 

DAILY 

Why Heidi Klum owns Halloween 
Heidi Klum takes Halloween very seriously. The former SI Swimsuit 

Issue cover model and Project Runway host is known for hosting a 

massive party on October 31st every year in New York. This year’s 

bash - themed "scary dollhouse" - will be her 14th. 

~ORE STORIES 

Report: Titans QB Jake 
Locker could miss up 

Toronto Raptors won’t 
undertake franchise 

Week 4 Injury 
Roundup: Vince 



to 8 weeks with hip 
injury 

name change Wilfork’s injury a huge 
blow to Patriots" 

season 

Clippers unveil 
nautical-themed, light 
blue sleeved alternate 

jersey 

The AII-22: Where 
have you gone, Tavon 

Austin? 

Reports: Chargers DE 
Dwight Freeney 

suffered torn quad 

Giants" Justin Tuck on teammates who turn on coach: I will 

"punch him in the mouth" 

Training camp revivals: 10 players trying to resurrect their 

careers in 2013-14 

Raiders vs. Chargers to be moved to 11:35 p.m. on Sunday 

due to baseball playoffs 

Colts lose 1st-round pick Bjoern Werner for 4-6 weeks with 

foot injury 

Tyreke Evans to come off the bench for the Pelicans 

SIGN UP FOR SI PREMIUM NEWSLETTERS 

EXTRA MUSTARD 

Your dose of Hot Clicks, viral videos 
and more from the intersection of 

pop culture and sports, delivered 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 

SI EXTRA 
$I EXTRA is sent daily, packed with 

insider information, news, analysis, 

and teasers of the top stories on 

$I.com. 

SW I M DA I LY 
More than 50 years after the first 

Swimsuit issue, a daily destination 

for all things swim. 

FOLLOW 
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Sports Illustrated respects your privacy. View our privacy policy. 

you believe this has been sent to you in error please safely unsubscdbe. 

You can manage your St Newsletter subscriptions here. 

For further communication, please contact: 

Attention: Consumer Affairs 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Customer Service 

3000 University Center Drive 

Tampa, FL 33612-6408 
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Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fall into new styles 

II MLB.com Shop II The Official Online Shop of Major League Baseball 

New Fall Styles. 
Featuring the Authentic Double Climate On-Field Jacket. 
Shop now>> 
~:iilink.mlblists.comiE~JZFAO?PPZ4~S/AGWEKCi~A6G4PiS 17XG2i2V/t?a=7032942&b=d05(~57773 

Last Day: Take up to 40% off select youth jerseys by Majestic Athletic. 
Ends 10/1/13 at 11:59pm ET and while supplies last. 
Shop now>> 
~ :i/lirik.m~blists. com/~;iUJ ZFA0iPPZ41S/AGWEKC/IA6 G4P/WB WI05/2 \~/t?a=7632942&b=~,05657773 

(C) 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review MLB.com Shop’s privacy policy: ~:/iwww.mrb.comiprivacv 

You received this message because you registered to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com Shop. If you no longer 
wish to receive commercial e-mail messages from MLB.com Shop, please unsubscribe. 

~:iilink.mlblists.comi~!UJZFAO/PPZ4IS/AGWPtKCi~A6G4PiNFC5VDi2\,~/~? 
a=AG\\~KC&b=c3Rrib3JlOGVtYWlsLr~VUYv51ZHU=&c=902U58&d=OPATM1 &e=~N~B&f=7(~32942&g~605(~57773 

Postal Address: MLB.com Shop, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011. 

[ [UJZFA0 -QPA7M 1 -PPZ4IS-AGWEKC-IA6 G4P-T-M2 -20131001 - 1101 ddb74812ac7] ] 
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Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Vote David Robertson for the 2013 Roberto Clemente Award 

View a website version of this e-mail here > 
hl~p:i/lir~;.mlblists.colr~r;/6G©6ElC/KJ 07K4iDOD SILK/239 UKKi10IEg3/Z 
a=6GQ6EK&b-Jgg6Y6&c=SD2VUH7&d-IA93J4&e=l&f=7630868&~g-606325503 

Vote for David Robertson to receive the 2013 Roberto Clemente Award 

Legends aren’t just made on the field. 

Vote for David Robertson to receive the Roberto Clemente Award and enter for a chance to win a trip for 4 to the World Series*. 

Roberto Clemente wasn’t just a great player; he was also a great humanitarian. 

To keep his legacy of giving alive, every year MLB honors one player with the Roberto Clemente Award, presented by Chevrolet. 

By voting for the most deserving player, you’ll also be entered for a chance to win a trip for 4 to a 2013 World Series game. Show 
your support by voting for David Robertson of the New York Yankees and you could be on your way to a World Series game. 

Chevrolet will present the Roberto Clemente Award during the World Series. Make sure to tune in to see who wins. 

Vote Now >> 
~ ~ //lh~.m~b ~ists. co m/r/6GQ(,EK/KJ ~K 4 ~D~D S L~/2 3 9 UKK/D K ~ L 4 U /Z~/t ?a=7 6 3 ~(~8&b~6~6 3 2 5 5~ 3 

Learn about Roberto Clemente - the player who inspired baseball’s highest award >> 

!~P :iilirA.m~blists. co~r~/r;i6 GO6EIC~J07K4iDOD S~Ai239 UKK/VH4W 14iZO/t?a:7630868&b-606325503 

*No purchase necessary to enter or win. Promotion ends 10/6/13. 
For Official Rules, visit chevybaseball.com >> 

© 2013 MLB Advanced Media, L.P. All Major League Baseball trademarks, service marks and copyrights used herein are the 
property of the 
applicable MLB entity. All rights reserved. Any other marks used herein are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Please review yankees.com’s Privacy Policy > 
~ ~/~i~k.m~b1ists. c~ m/r/(~G©(~EK/KJ ~K 4 ~D~D S L~/ 2 3 9 U K ~/ 5 A S J CT /z~/~ ?a= 7 (~ 3 ~868&b~6~6 3 2 5 5~ 3 

You received this message because you registered to receive commercial e-mail messages from yankees.com. If you no longer wish to 
receive commercial 
e-mails from yankees.com, please click here to unsubscribe > 
~:iilirik.m~b~ists.com/r!~G©6EIC~KJ07K4iDOD SIAi239 U~/95N3Z6iZO/~? 
a=DOD SIA&b-c3Rnb3 J1QGVIYWlsLrtV~Y~, 51ZHU -&c --TJN.QKZ&d=Jgg6Y6&e=NYY&f=7630868&~g.=606325503 

Postal Address: yankees.com, c/o MLB Advanced Media, L.P., 75 Ninth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011 

[[6GQ6EK-J986Y6-KJ07K4-DOD SIA-239UKK-T-M2-20131001-4e85bab6826b9a7]] 
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Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill’s Festifall Parking and Street Closing Information 

Chapel Ni~Vs ~=estifall Parking an~! Street Closi~cj Ir~forr~atior~ 

Posted Date= 9/26/20:[3 2:00 PN 

~ FF13 web banner 

Chapel Hi~l, NC: The Chapel Hill Parks and Recreation Department invites you and your family to Chapel Hill’s 
Festifall Arts Festival from noon to 6 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 6, in downtown Chapel Hill. The Festifall Arts Festival is one of 
North Carolina’s longest running events and has been voted Chapel Hill’s Best Annual Event for three consecutive 
years. 

Festifall transforms West Franklin Street with a vibrant artist’s market, three live 
stages, interactive activities and more. It is a wonderful opportunity to meet up 
with friends, co-workers, or family to share great experiences together downtown. 
Visitors can support local artist, order food and beverages from local food vendors 
on site and stop into one of the many wonderful restaurants lining West Franklin 
Street. 

~ FF09 Franklin street 

Community events enhance the quality of life for our citizens, and represent the fabric of our community. Over 15,000 
residents and visitors alike will convene on West Franklin Street in beautiful Downtown Chapel Hill. In an economic 
impact study completed in 2011, the average attendee spends roughly $40 while attending community events in 
Chapel Hil!. Community Events produced by the Town of Chapel Hill create approximately $600,000 in positive 
economic impact. 

Bike carried on the front of 
bus 

The downtown district will be affected by the following street closings. West Franklin 
Street will be closed from Church Street to Graham Street from 6 a.m. until 9 
Nallette Street, Kenan Street and Roberson Street will also be closed to through 
traffic. Take a shuttle, bike in, or park downtown. A map for downtown parking is 
available at www.parkonthehiil.com. 

Visitors can also enjoy a FREE SHUTTLE to the festival on Chapel Hill Transit. Park at 
725 Nartin Luther King Jr. Blvd and take a bus right to the Festifall entrance. For more 
information on shuttle and parking, and to download your own Festifall Event Guide 
today, visit www.townofchapelhill.orq/festifall. 

Event Guide Download 
Festifall’s 2013 Event Guide is your key to enjoying all of that Festifall has to offer. 

The Event Guide provides a detailed description of each artist and samples along 

with information and peformance times for our great entertainment line-up. The 

center map will help you find your favorite artist, performer or activity. Download 

your copy of the event guide today. 



Chapel Hil!’s Festifall, a prestigious arts festival, will be a day to remember, with countless opportunities to enjoy 

quality arts in downtown Chapel Hill. Sponsored by WCHL and chapelboro.com; The Chapel Hill Weekly; The Chapel 

Hill News and News and Observer. Be sure to look for a full color, eight page Festifall event guide, inserted in the 

Chapel Hiil News on Sunday, Sept. 29. 

Enjoy a FREE SHUTTLE to the festival on Chapel Hiil Transit or simply BZKE ZN! For more information on shuttle and 

parking, and to download your own Festifall Event Guide today, visit www.townofchapelhiil.orq/festifali. 
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Town of Chapel Hill: Town, Gown Collaborate on Series about hluslim Faith and Culture 

Town, Gown Collaborate on Series about ~4uslim ~=aith and Culture 
Poste~ Date: 9/26/2013 

The Chapel Hill Public Library, in conjunction with the School of 
Information and Library Science at UNC Chapel Hill through its 
Educating Librarians in the Fliddle East (ELINE) project, is pleased 
to offer Huslim Journeys, a fall program series that seeks to 
further community understanding of [slamic art, culture, and faith. 

The library received a special grant from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities called Bridging Cultures: Muslim Journeys. The 
grant provided funds for materials, including books and DVDS 
about Muslim culture around the world and within the United 
States. This collection aims to increase access to trustworthy 
resources about Muslim faith and traditions. 

PHOTO Woman in library 

A variety of programs are slated for October and November that 
will supplement the themes of this collection, including a book 
discussion series, a film screening, and several lectures from professors in the UNC Department of Religious Studies. 
Evelyn Daniel, a professor in the UNC School of Information and Library Science and a participant in the ELINE project 
will facilitate one of the book discussions. She said the project has two primary aims. "We hope to encourage our 
community members to both gain understanding of their Nuslim neighbors and broaden their insight into Nuslim art, 
literature, and faith," said Daniel. 

The program series kicks off with a screening of the film "Prince Among Slaves" followed by a discussion at 2 p.m. 
Sunday Oct. 20. To participate in the book discussion, call or stop by the library for a copy of the book and 
registration information. For more information please call 919-968-2780 or visit www.chape/hil/~oubliclibrary.org. All 
programs and resources are free and open to the public. 

Film: Prince Among Slaves, 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 20 
Lecture: Islamic Art and Architecture, Professor Omid Sail, 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 27 
Lecture: Practicing Islam in America, Professor Juliane Hammer, 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 10 

"Prince Among Slaves" by Terry AIford, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 15 
"Acts of Faith" by Eboo Patel, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 29 
"A Quiet Revolution" by Leila Ahmed, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 5 
"The Butterfly Plosque" by G. Willow Wilson Tuesday, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov 19 

The Bridging Cultures Bookshelf: Muslim Journeys is a project of the National Endowment for the Humanities, 
conducted in cooperation with the American Library Association. Support was provided by a grant from Carnegie 
Corporation of New York. Additional support for the arts and media components was provided by the Doris Duke 
Foundation for Islamic Art. Additional local support is provided by the Friends of the Chapel Hill Public Library. 

Contact: Luba Sawczyn 

Phone: 919-969-2032 
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shockey@illinois.edu; english@illinois.edu; comlit@uiuc.edu; mefryer@illinois.edu; 
afro-public@illinois.edu; cherie-rieskamp@uiowa.edu; laura-kastens@uiowa.edu; troy- 
fitzpatrick@uiowa.edu; bhankins@indiana.edu; mphuskey@indiana.edu; 
cotner@indiana.edu; ytjackso@indiana.edu; ethnicst@colorado.edu; 
patricia.paige@colorado.edu; Vanderbilt: janis.may@vanderbilt.edu; 
americanstudies@vanderbilt, edu; William.p.franke@vanderbilt.edu; 
africanamericanstudies@vanderbilt, edu; lborhman@wesleyan.edu; 
chantal.hardy@tufts.edu; MACH@brandeis.edu; amnesp@bu.edu; 
loretta@english.upenn.edu; africana@sas.upenn.edu; jdubil@sas.upenn.edu; 
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CONFRONTING CONFLICT AND POVERTY 

THROUGH TRAUMA HEALING: INTEGRATING 
PEACE-BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT ¯ 

PROCESSES IN RWANDA. 

. Introduction 

Solomon Nsabiyera Gasana 

Emotional healing is vital in the process of achieving peace and human security, 

,":.f individually and collectively. In this chapter, I describe a healing process that 
allows individuals and groups to engage meaningfully in peacebuilding and 
poverty alleviation. This wider healing journey draws heavily from my personal 
experiences as a survivor of conflict in the Great Lakes region. As a witness to 

!". and victim of violence, I personally struggled for years with my inner wounded- 
. ness. This blocked my ability to find meaning in my past and to understand the 

~urpose of my future, until I discovered a jgurney towards healing that released 
my inner strength for resilience and growth. The experience of healing of my 

trauma has greatly shaped my peacebuilding efforts. In my work with the 
i[: commtmity development organisation World Vision in R,vanda, I have sought 

both genocide survivors and perpetrators regain a sense of inner free- 
dom and recover functional capacities and the creativity necessary for social 

economic productivity. Therefore, I draw on my dual experiences as a 
survivor and peacebuilding practitioner to offer insights into the importance of 

~ponding to conflict and poverty. 
That it is necessary to connect development and peacebuilding processes in 

is no longer controversial among scholars and practition- 
ers. The United Nations’ Brahimi Report defines "peacebuilding" as "activities 

on the far side of conflict to reassemble the foundations of peace 
~rovide the tools for building on those foundations something that is more 

"iha~ just the absence of war," including "promoting conflict resolution and 
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........ L_:~ues ,,l Meanwhile, the UN Development Programme i[:.i:[[ 
reconctitat:lon ~ectm~,q ¯ 

(UNDP) defines "human development" as the ability of people to        . 

develop their full potential and lead productive, creative lives in accord with their needs ::" " 
¯ and interests.., expanding the choices people have to lead lives that they value... Fun- 
damental to enlarging these choices is building human capabilities -- the range o[ 
thm s that people can do or be in li[e. The most basic capabilities for human develop- :::...: [ ¯ 

g ....... "- .... be knowtedoeable, to have access to the : 
meat are to lea~l tong ann healthy llve~, ~, ~ . 

resources needed for a decent standard Of living and to be able to participate in the life " :. ’. 

of the community.z " :: [ .::.[] 

Most sources accept that development and peacebuilding processes function 

symbiotically, and from this basis many have tried to integrate the two sets of !."i[::’ ; 

processes in a variety of settings. These attempts at integration, however, have i:<.i:i. [ 

rarely achieved satisfactory results. 
In my career in the field of peace/b~ilding and development, I have repeat: 

edly confronted the issue of why the coordination of these two realms has so tar 

had only a limited impact in terms of constructing a stable and strong Rwandan 

society. As Rwanda’s reconstruction policies began to shift from emergency tO 

development work in the late 1990s, I began to consult other NGOs to learn 

which frameworks they were using to integrate initiatives of development and" 

peace-building. I quickly discovered that many organisations considered the’ 

tegration of these processes as simply the concurrence of the two fields. In most :"; 

instances, these organisations’ processes of transforming conflict and 

ing poverty were kept separate in terms of their obiectives and approaches. 

many projects, the evaluation of obiectives could not show whether 
meat work had contributed to peace or vice versa. No framework of 

existed to evaluate the common purposes and effects of the two 

intentioned as many activities of peace-building and ¯development in 

may be, they have rarely managed to coordinate their transformative 

and objectives. 
My aim in this chapter is to explore strategies that can help t 

ties in a conflict setting initiate their own processes of sustainable peace 

economic growth. While my findings focus primarily on 
development in Rwanda, I draw also on lessons from the 

of Congo (DRC), where I have been involved in similar work. 
In this chapter, I address tt~ree main sets of questions. The first is a 1o 

cat issue. Regarding the domains of peace-building and development, 
one constitute the foundation of the other? Should we begin to 

1 United Nations, "Report ot~ the Pane! on United Nations Peace Operations", UN 

A]55/305-Si20001809, 21 August 2000, 3. 

2 United Nations Development Programme, "What is Haman Development?"~ 

http:]/hdr.tmdp.or g/hal/default .cff~- 
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post-conflict communities through p~ace-building or development initiatives? 

Is it necessary to begin both simultaneously? Are there common approaches or 
strategies that pursue the objectives of the two fields ? In asking these questions, 

my intention is neither to suggest the supremacy of one field over the other, 
nor to imply that one field alone provides sufficient answers to the issues facing 
impoverished and conflict-ridden communities. Rather, my aim is to under- 

stand strategies to design efficient integrated peace-building and development 

interventions to rebuild post-conflict societies. In answering this question, I will 

argue that in post-conflict societies, peace-building is a necessary foundation 

for development. 
Second, how d~ peace-building and development intersect? Conflict and 

¯ poverty are, respectively, the main issues underlying peace-building processes 

and development work. Do conflict and ppverty have interactive causes and 
effects? The means of coordination of the two fields can be found by analysing, 

first, the common causes of poverty and conflict and, second, how an increase 

in poverty affects the propensity to conflict and how violence causes and deep- 
ens poverty. In short, what are the common denominators in these fields that 

can be integrated in the same transformative processes ? 

To understand these common denominators, we must first define the causes 

and effects of both poverty and conflict and their intersection within a given so- 

cial structure. On the one hand, an analysis of causes and effects should clarify 

why and how economic development often creates inequalities; on the other, 

we need to understand how divisions between different groups, along with the 
animosity and trauma that they generate--especially in communities affected 

by competing identi~ claims---influence productivity capacity and economic 

competition¯ In post-conflict societies, battles for economi.c, political and social 

power can produce fractured social structures, a culture of exclusion, human 

right abuses, bad governance, corruption and unhealthy competition for re- 

sources and vioience. 

Finally, what are the principles that underlie the structures or dimensions of 

conflict and poverty transformation in which we operate? Within which struc- 
tures do we expect dhange to take place? What are the dimensions that provide 

and sustain this transformation? Uniting the various strands of my argument 
in thi£ chapter is the contention that achieving peace and development after 

mass conflict involves healing th~7ough transforming human relations and social 
structures, which have been severely damaged during conflict. To achieve iong- 

lasting peace and development means healing individual wounds, rebuilding 

solidarity among individuals and groups and revitalising fractured communi- 

ties. In this sense, peace-building and development require systematic processes 

that address personal, emotional and psychological dimensions of conflict, as 

well as broader, structural questions of power and inequality. 
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Building transformative development processes on 

a peacebuilding foundation                                  ... 

If a practitioner decides to integrate processes to overcome conflict and poiz- 
erty, where does she start? I argue here that transforming conflict and poverty 

must start from a foundation of peace-building initiatives. The reason why. 

we should view peace-building as a necessary foundation for development is 

that conflict not only damages physical structures but also tears the communal 
fabric, leaving feelings of suspicion and mutual rejection among members of 

the community. After conflict, community members often experience a loss of 

shared interest and sense of belonging, which severely damages the commu, .: 

nity’s ability to achieve economic development after conflict. 
The Rwandan genocide was a cataclysm almost unparalleled iri human his: ¯ 

tory. It destroyed Rwandan society, greatly damaging tocal and traditional ca: 

pacities for resilience. When people feel emotionally and physically. . 

cope with daily life as a result ok trauma, this hampers their ability to 
’ 

pate in development work. Furthermore, when the social structures 

nect people and provide healing by building empathetic relationships are 

aged, this weakens the community’s capacity to fight poverty. 
The damage wrought by conflict on local capacities for change is 

lighted in a recent survey conducted by the Rwandan National Unity and 

onciliation Commission (NURC). The survey aimed to assess the impact 

efforts of post-genocide decentratisation, democratisation and development 
national unity and reconciliation. The survey of 6,146 resl~ 
that the "the level of trust among community members is weak and 

an obstacle to community development because it is harder to undertake 

munity development without a minimum of mutual trust.’’3 Mutual sus . 

and cleavages between groups based on ethnic divisions do not necessarily. 

ply that community members from different groups would refuse to work 

gether on community projects. In fact, many development 
Rwanda have witnessed immense growth in the number of local 
hess associations that include members from both ethnic groups. 

the existence of such associations does not necessarily imply a 

healthy relationships or solidarity within the community. As the same    . 

report argues, ’°people tend to rally in the face of adversity without there r 
essarily being a mutual trust among them," a claim supported by the 

"41% of the interviewed said that nothing is done in the community 

authorities force people to act."4 ’ 

3 National Unity and Reconciliation Commission, "An Opinion Survey 

ess of Democratization in Rwanda" (Kigali: NURC, 2004)~ 27. " 

4 Ibid. 
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In such fragmented communiti~’s, many development efforts will achieve 

few tangible results because solidarity among community members is so se- 

verely lacking. It is clear from the findings of the NURC survey that the belief, 

held by many scholars and practitioners, that development work alone can 

restore relationships and build peace, does not apply in the case of Rwanda.¯ 

That Rwandans from all ethnic.groups can cooperate to pursue developmen¢ 

objectives does not necessarily mean that they have rebuilt their relationships. 

Therefore, peace-building initiatives in a society as fractured as Rwar~da’s must 

constitute the foundation of sustainable development work. Without restored 

relationships, there can be no. long-term development. While individuals can 

build solidarity around development activities, their energy often stems from 

extrinsic motivations based on personal gain, rather than On feelings of com- 

munal belonging. In such instances, solidarity and harmony are not in them- 

selves community goals, but palliative means to attain certain objectives. 

The fragility of post-conflict societies such as Rwanda’s also calls into ques- 

tion the strength of solidarity built around work. How long can work-based 

solidarity withstand the trials of internal conflicts that can also result from 

intense work-related interactions? In many circumstances, development itself 

exacerbates conflicts of interest and identity. These conflicts can become more 

as competing interests increase along with heightened productivi- 
: ty and demand for goods and services. For example~ during my peace-building 

[and development work in Rwanda, when I visited local sub-district offices, I 

~as often struck by the multiplicity of legal cases of business and farmers as- 

in the local gacaca jurisdictions (which are explored in more detail 

dsewhere in this volume by Steward, Schabas, Ngoga and Clark).s Some of 

:hese cases lasted for years, deeply damaging the efficiency of the associations 

~, as well as relations between their members. Most of these conflicts 

~ the surface long-standing ethnic animosities between different 

and groups. 

always challenge the reconstruction of post-con- 

ple who have been previously excluded from mainstream 

and social activities related to their livelihoods tend to treat others 

were treated. The process of estrangement redycles through future gen- 

ations. Consequently, those who feel marginalised within certain economic 

social structures often express their grievances by venting frustration and 

I refer here to traditional gacaca jurisdictions facilitated by the local sub-district officers 

known as "executive officers of secteurs" to settle and mediate dispptes among com- 
munity members. These jurisdictions, ~vhich deal with low-level disputes, differ from the 

official gacaca heaxings .that prosecute genocide SUSlpec~g. To differentiate rhe two juris- 

dictions, the Rwandan government recently renamed the former abunzi, a Kinyarwanda 

word meaning "mediators". 
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and development programmes. They often develop risky and destructive 
ha~iour such as having unprotected sex with multiple parmers, alcoholism or 
drug abuse, and sometimes even commit suicide as means of expressing their 

need for r~cognition after conflict? 
To break this cycle of violerme and povertyl economic and development 

work must build on social iustice principles, good governance and social struck 

tures that respond to people’s basic human needs, values and motivations, such ii:.i:!:.::’ 

as identity, security, recognition, participation, dignity and justice,v However, 

the first steps towards bren’king the cycle of violence and poverty must incur- ! ..:. 

porate a personal and community journey of psychological healing. Without 
hea[ing, there can be no lasting peace and therefore no genuine development 

after conflict.                                                               ’:: 

A personal journey of healing. My conviction that healing is central to any 

attempts to meaningfully connect peacebuilding to poverty alleviation stems 

from my personal experiences of healing, as a survivor of conflict in the Great 

Lakes. As a survivor who also engages in peacebuilding processes, I have often :: 
found myself in a difficult, but ultimately useful and rewarding, position of . 

engaging--and helping others to engage--in rebuilding our personal and col- ..;..::::,::.:: 

lective lives after the genocide in Rwanda. Many of my personal experiences of . 

healing have inspired mr efforts to help others seek healing, reconciliation and:.~i:’.:" :::..:.i: 
economic development in their communities.                               ::V.:. 

I was born into a family of Banyamulenge (Congolese Tutsi) on the Mitum- .....iii 

ba plateau, currently known as Minembwe territory in South Kivu in eastern 

DRC, amid the period of turmoil and wars that characterised the aftermath 

of post-colonial independence in the Great Lakes in the 1960s. Threeof my 
first eight years were spent in temporary shelters, as civil unrest and ethnic 
conflict forced my family and community to flee our homes. We lived in total 

poverty after losing all of our cattle during fighting, and the bitterness of my 

parents taught me to hate those who drove us to such destitution. Predictably,.‘ :.:.:; 

the repeated ethnic violenc~ of the colonial and post-colonial periods has been ":!.~]:; 

passed on to subsequent generations of Rwandans and Congolese. I was not ,~.:.:::.: 
spared this education in ethnic cleavages, which was reinforced by the formal 

education system. The history and civic education we.received-as students em- 

phasised supposed ethnic differences between Tutsi (Hamites), Hum (Bantus) 

and Twa (Pygmies). In nearly every interaction with teachers and fellow stu~ 
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Books, 2004), 24. 
j. Burton, Resolving Deep-rooted Conflict: A Handbook (Lanham: University Press 

~erica, 1987), 54-8.                                                               . ::.. 
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dents, I was reminded that I was d. Tutsi, an alien, who originated in Ethiopia. 

Among my teachers were Rwandan Tutsi who had taken refuge in the east 

of Zaire. (now the DRC). They told us of their experiences of ethnic violence; 

how Hutu massacred their relatives, looted their property and drove them Out 

of their country, just as we had experienced violence in Zaire. Such stories 

produced constant fear within me, and I concluded that my entire ethnic group 

was threatened. My fears were reinforced by the ethnic hatred and practices in 

the political system that excluded all Tutsi from power. There was some respite 

in the 1970s, when my cousin Frederic Gisaro was a member of the Zairean 

parliament. After his death, all Banyamulenge were denied Zairean citizenship 

and the right to vote. We were also den~ed the right to jo~n student unions and 

our parents were barred from any local administrative structures. 

Such divisions created regional, ethnic coalitions among communities and in- 

stitutions. The solidarity between Zairean Bantu/Hum,. originafly from Rwan- 

da and Burundi, against Tutsi in Zaire was the most threatening. I was a victim 

of such destructive solidarity. Once a group of Zairean Bantu and Burundian 

Hutu refugees caught and beat me badly, simply because I was a Tutsi. I was 
left unconscious with a broken arm. This was not an isolated incident. Many 

acts of violence and murder against Tutsi occurred in the 1980s on university 
campuses and in communities, perpetrated by a coalition of Hutu and other 

Zairean Bantu groups. The violence became mole pronounced in eastern Zaire 

in the early 1990s, after a coalition of Tarsi from Uganda, called the Rwandan 

Patriotic Front, attacked Rwanda in 1990, and more so after the assassination 

of Melchior Ndadaye, the Hutu president of Burundi, in 1993. These events 

led partly to the genocide of Tutsi in Rwanda and Zaire, while the spiral of 

violence in Burundi continued to cause deep divisions between HutufBantu and 

Tutsi/Hima. 

The leadership in the region used these historical discriminations to pro- 

mote national inequalities, based on ethnic identities. Major social and cultural 

institutions, such as churches, provided little opposition to the atmosphere of 

ethnic divisions and violence. As a young man, I was intrigued and confused 

" by how the widespread conflict around me devalued the Christian faith, which 

was embraced by 90 per cent of the population but seemed to exert so little 

influence over people’s views and actions. Individuals and groups who had dif- 

ferer~t ethnic identities, but nonetheless claimed to share a Christian faith, tired 
in a state of perpetual animosity. 

These community divisions and conflicts had an immensely negative effect 

on me. I held grudges and secretly nurtured a desire for revenge against those 

who subjugated my community, the Tutsi. These emotions were collectively 

shared by all members of my ethnic group, my clan and my family. The narra- 
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tire of hatred and fear dominated the daily conversations and news throughout 

the entire community, increasing people’s trauma. 
I rationalised, and even actively defended, the violent retaliation of my ethnic 

group against other groups. Consequently, I lost emotional and psychological 

energy, which was consumed by a sense of personal unrest as I struggled to 

control my inner pain and anger. 
As a young adult, however, I began to question the values I had acquired. In 

a state of internal revolt, I resolved to search for solutions to my sense of inner 
conflict that reflected the wider conflicts around me. One.solution was to study 

human behavioura[ sciences to better understand the underlying issues in a con- 

flict society such as Rwanda’s or Zaire’s, and thus to explain my personal pain 

and the deep divisions evident in my community. Shortly after my university 

studies, though conscious of my limited experience and the cultural prejudices 

related.to my )tung age, I engaged in efforts to help my church community 
settle some of its internal conflicts feinted to questions of ethnicity. My efforts 

began to bear fruit, in terms of facilitating new forms of dialogue between dif- 

ferent individuals and groups. This encouraged me greatly and started a period 
of personal growth as well as a commitment tO peace-building processes in my 

society more broadly. 

I soon discovered that working ou peace-building and reconciliation proc- 

esses aided my personal healing. Since 1997, my engagement in post-genocide 

peace-building and reconciliation has not only benefited others but has also 

allowed me.to deepen my personal sense of healing and has increased my com- 
mitment to, and understanding of, issues related to conflict. 

my personal transformation, I recognised that I had experienced a profound 

journey of heallng and that this had involved seven stages. These stages simply 

reflect my efl~orts tO explain the complex, undulating journey of healing. It is 

not as linear a reality as is described here, but rather a highly dynamic process 

involving many complicated intermediary experiences. 
First, my whole journey of healing began with a desire to engage in peace- 

building work and to help tho~e affected by the genocide. To begin healing, I. 

8 The mai~ workshops that transformed my life are the following. First there was the 

"Personal and Community Development workshop [PDWs) designed by Prof. Simon 

Gasibirege of the National University of Rwanda.(see Steward’s. chapter. . in this volume 

as "HealiNg the Wounds 
and the "Healing of Memories" workshop designed by Father Michael Lapsley, a white 
South African priest :who fought apartheid for many years before losing his t:¢¢o hands, 

an eye and an ear as a result of a letter bomb. Later I attended another workshop called 

"Strategies for Trauma Awareness and Resilience" {STAR) at the Center of Justice and 

psychosocial effects of the 9111 attacks in the US. 
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first needed to look outward; to.consider the needs of others. As I listened to 

other survivors’ stories of incredible pain, I felt my own memories resurfacing 

intensely. They triggered anger, hatred and bitterness towards members of the 

ethnic group that oppressed mine. These embtions raised serious contradictions 

between my sincere commitment to peace-building work and my capacity to 

embody the peace and reconciliation message I was conveying: 

Second, I chose to explore my past and how it fitted within a shared history of 

the conflict between Tutsi and Hutu. To explore history would help me answer 

some critical questions as an attempt to give meaning to my pain: How had the 

hatred between Hutu and Tutsi developed to the extent of causing genocide? 

What specific factors fuelled ethnic hatred? Are the effects of ethnic conflict 

reversible? What can we do to help ourselves and subsequent generations end 

cycles of victimisation and vioience? I decided that I needed to find a group of 

Hutu and Tutsi willing to wrestle with these questions and to struggle honestly 

and openly together to find m~aning in what happened to our nations. 

Third, I discovered that the best way to engage truthfully with others in an- 

swering key questions about the past was to openly share and tend to others’ 

emotional and psychological wounds. There is immense power in being able to 

express the persona! meaning of past experiences to a sympathetic audience. I 

resolved to share my thoughts and emotions verbally and through many tears. 

Initially, during this process, I found myself condemning those whom I con- 

sidered offenders: mysdf (my feelings of personal guilt from hating others and 

my inability to change the situations around me), God (for His failure to assist 

His children who were targeted during the massacres and genocide), and those 

who had perpetrated crimes. I was consumed by sorrow, anger and fear as I re- 

membered my personal losses, especially those of family and friends who were 

killed in 1994 and in 1996 in Zaire!DRC, by Congolese and Hutu interahamwe 

militias from Rwanda. 

Fourth, I chose to accept my past and sought to release myself from its grip. 

This proved to be the most difficult stage of my healing journey. To seek .libera- 

tion from my pain generated an inner dilemma: I preferred to consider myself 

a victim because it attracted others’ pity and gave me a sense of belonging as a 

member of the victim group. Being a victim allowed me to claim the right to re- 

venge or at least to threaten my offender with revenge. However, I also wished 

to be free from the pain that consumed my emotional, psychological and physi- 

cal energy and caused me to be constantly ill, haunting me with memories that. 

connected me daily with the past and blocked my hopes and dreams for the 

future. Therefore, I had to decide consciously to pursue liberation from the 

past. Through sharing my experiences with others and continuing to help them 

with their own feelings of sorrow and loss, I gradually felt liberated from my 

own bondage of stir-pity, sorrow, anger and hatred. My negative feelings were 
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slowly transformed into virtues. I moved from fear to confidence, from sorrow 

to joy, from guilt and shame to an acceptance of myself and others, from hatred 

to love, from a desire for revenge to a commitment to help bring peace to my 

community. 
Fifth, my healing journey required a stage of forgiveness. In most of the 

languages and dialects spoken in th~ Great Lakes, the word for forgiveness is 
kubabarira. The radical word kubabara means "feeling the pain." The deep 

meaning conferred on forgiveness in our culture is therefore to feel--to ac- 

tively share in--someone’s pain and suffering. Before my healing journey, I 

demanded an apology from those who had wronged me and my family, as 

a precondition of forgiveness. I asked myself, "How can I forgive the Hutu 
who vowed to exterminate us and who have never expressed a sign of guilt 

or shame to me or my ethnic group?" But as my inner pain decreased, I be- 

gan to understand that the benefits of freedom gained through.f°rgiveness are 

foremost .my own. I needed to recover my lost humanity, my love of others 

and of myself. As I shared my pain with others and expressed my struggle to 

forgive, I regained a sense of inner peace and compassion.’I felt more willing 
to understand the causes of the offenders’ hatred of me and of Tutsi generally. 

I began to ask questions such as: What made them lose their humanity? How 

do they feel today about their actions? I began to understand how anger and 

hatred consumed their energies, how they struggled to master their guilt and 

continued to suffer the consequences of their actions. I felt pity and compassion 

towards them. My personal journey made me reatise that I could not deepen 

my healing experience without first being wi!ling to forgive those who had 

. ~ommitted crimes against my loved ones and me. Healing required that I share 

in the pain of the perpetrators of gertocide, for example, their pain and that Of 

their families as they were detained for their Crimes, often in terrible conditions. 

Forgiveness deepened my healing process, as it liberated me from the hatred of 

my offenders that I carried everywhere. 
Sixth, after finding it possible ro forgive genocide perpetrators, I moved to- 

wards a place of reconciliation, where I believed it was possible to live and in- 

teract with the people whom I previously hated. Although I could never identify 

the exact individuals who killed my relatives, I hated the perpetFators’ entire 

ethnic group, all Hum, and considered them my enemies. Over time, however, 

as some of them shared their pain with me and expressed shame and apology 

on behalf of their ethnic group, I felt wilting to extend my forgiveness and my 

apology for the oppression of Hutu during the reign of the Tutsi monarchy ;~:: 
in Rwanda and during Tutsi collaboration with the Belgian colonial regime. I ¯ 

began to build friendships with Hum, particularly those Who shared my vision 

and commitment to the work of reconciliation. 
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I found rhae connecting with Ftutu in my work and visiting them in prison, 

to hear stories of their personal experiences, were acts of reconciliation. Con- 

necting with perpetrators of the genocide of Tutsi in Rwanda was a most trans- 

forming experience. As I listened to their stories, I discovered that some of the 

Hum in Rwanda succumbed to mass manipulation by the government of the 

day. One genocide suspect detained in Butare attended a Worid Vision group 

therapy workshop, During group sharing, he was overwhelmed by shame and 

guilt for what he did in 1994. He sobbed ashe described his pain: "I wil! never 

understand why I took part in the genocide. Why did I decide to join the mob 

that went to kill my neigtlbours, simply because they were Tutsi, when at the 

very same time I was protecting eight other Tursi in my home? I even rescued 

two Tutsi from the pit latrines where they were thrown after being mutilated by 

their captors, i also cannot understand why no one among my parents, elders, 

my spiritual leaders and friends tried to stop me committing crimes." The man 

expressed a sincere apology to all Tutsi. Later, I witnessed other Hutu sincerely 

confessing their crimes. These confessions made me rehumanise Hutu, people 

whom I previously viewed as beasts. 
Finally, the efforts of my engagement in Peace-building and reconciliation 

efforts began to bring rewards. As my work began to flourish, my commitment 

to it increased. My work with World Vision involved helping others along their 

own healing journeys, t heard amazing testimonies from people who experi- 

enced profound healing, forgiveness and reconciliation: Alexis, who forgave 

the killer of his relatives and offered financial assistance to his family; Elie, who 

confessed his genocide crimes and made reparations to his victims’ families; 

Delphine, who forgave the killer of her father who had confessed his crime 

to her; Deborah, who forgave and adopted as her own child her son’s killer, 

whose own parents were killed during the genocide. Observing others’ experi- 

ences like these renewed and confirmed my life commitment tn peace-building 

and reconciliation. 

Heatingz source of energy restoration for development initiatives. One of the 

most fundamental initiatives in development work in post-conflict societies is 

helping people to develop mechanisms of resilience and trauma healing. As 

illustrated in my personal narrative above, healing is central to peace-build- 

ing work because all acts of violence leave em(~tional scars. People affected 

by conflict constantly relive painful memories of fear, sorrow, anger, hatred 

and hopelessness. Such pain must be healed to enable new or renewed social 

connections, through subsequent peace-building processes such as negotiation, 

mediation, restorative justice, governance and leadership development. Unless 

pain is l~ealed, it is difficult to regain hope and to rebuild peaceful relation- 

ships. 
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Furthermore, until hope is restored and relationships healed in a given com- 

munity, its members cannot focus on development work. People struggling with 

inner pain from atrocities often became dysfunctional and unproductive. In the 

aftermath of the genocide in Rwanda, survivors have often struggled to rebuild 
their lives, more than those who have returned to Rwanda from long exile 

in neighbouring countries, such as Uganda, Burundi and the DRC, because 
the former continue to wrestle daily with their inner turmoil. When I began 

working in survivor communities with World Vision in 1999, I was struck by 

ho~v many survivors lacked energy and displayed immense apathy toward most. 

aspects of their lives. Some of them came to my office to ask for a~sistance. I 

would reply with a skngle question: How can I help you most effectively? Their 
answers were almost always the same: give me food and build me a house. 

If World Vision provided construction materials, however, genocide survivors 
often sold them for personal gain. Most survivors wanted handouts and had .. 

little interest in productive activities. World Vision’s first attempts to organise :.:::?:’ 
genocide survivors into micro-credit associations failed, because few survivors ... 

wanted to work together. Many survivors failed to generate income from the 

loans ¯given to them and simply consumed the funds within a few weeks.       " :?::c:;: ..... 
Initially, I judged the survivors as lazy. During counselling sessions with i:::!::}::’ :. 

them, however, I came to understand their condition more deeply. I realised fiiii!:,ii(}. 

that many survivors simply lacked energy because of trauma after the genocide. ,: : ;~.::} : 

Those who were able to begin a process of recovery and healing began to dem- 

onstrate a capacity for, and an interest in, productive work. I concluded that 

unless survivors experienced healing of their trauma, they would not be able tO 

overcome their poverty~ ¯ 
I Witnessed the same dynamic among the national staff at World Vision 

Rwanda. When I began working there, I observed that there was little acknowl- 

edgement of trauma within the organisation, until we began recognising signs 

of d sfunctionat behaviour, a generai lack of energy and even conflicts among 

wor~ers. In a paper published in 2000, two coileagues and I noted that "no- ::;:i!:i! {: :: 
tional staff ~vill be variously victims, agents and wimesses of all the violence i"i.ii:i iiiii!iii 

that has gone before or may still be going on, Individuals may be shocked 

and traumatized, bitter and vengeful, fatalistic and apathetic, paralyzed by un- 

expressed grief2’~ Unless our Rwandan workers could deal with their own 

trauma, they could not be agents of change in their communities. 
Trauma can be an individual and collective experience. In Rwanda 

is often collective because the traumatic events of the genocide--the attempt 

exterminate the entire Tutsi population--were lived’collectively. Through 

W. Nyamugasira, L. Ndogoui and S. Nsabiyera, "Telling a Different Story", in M. Janz 

and J. Sided (eds), Complex Humanitarian Emergencies: Lessons ~’om 

(MARC, CA: World Vision, 2000), 193. 
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¯ practical experience, I began to)reflect on how psychosocial healing processes 

help an individual or a whole community to sustain a process of resilience and 

productivity. I concluded that healing trauma occurs most effectively when 

people focus on emotional and physical sensations related to traumatic events 

and increased awareness of these sensations}° Such healing is vital to individu- 

als’ and communities’ abiiities to build peace and eradicate poverty. 

The trauma healing journey: avoiding the traps of conflict and poverty. In 

Rwanda there are many testimonies, case studies and lessons documented by 

field practitioners that demonstrate how people can address their pain and be- 

gin a journey of healing, and how healing processes can in turn help trans- 
form individual and community peace and development capacities." Inferring 

my conclusion from my own personal healing journey and learning principles 
from practice, I argue that healing in fact contributes to peace-building and 

development work, by encouraging individuals to embark on three separate 

"journeys." 

First, healing provides a "Journey of Energy Recovery" that is crucial for 

development. People suffering from psychological and emotional pain survive 

through coping mechanisms that require immense suppties of energy. Emo- 

tional and psychological energy is lost during inner srxuggles to suppress regu- 

lar explosions of anger, vengefulness and guilt that many survivors experience 

after conflict. Energy is also consumed through nigl~tmares, insomnia and daily 

strategies to avoid contact with those considered to be the "enemy", such as 

those who killed or injured loved ones during the genocide. Rhiannon Lloyd,a 

Welsh psychiatrist who has been working.in Rwanda since 1994, illustrates the 
concept of "restless energy consumption" with the metaphor of a string that 

binds the offender and the offended, even when one of them has died or lives 

far away. The string signifies the ways in which painful memories constantly 
haunt the victim. "Unforgiveness binds us forever to those who have sinned 

against us," Lloyd argues. "They will continue to devastate our lives until we 

release them in forgiveness." la 

The journey of energy recovery often produces two main outcomes. First, 

individual~ often experience a sense of liberation from infier emotional and 
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P. Levine, Waking the Tiger: Healing Trauma (California: North Atlantic Books, 1997), 
173-220. 

For example, people who attended the PDWs developed by Gasibirege and the HWEC 
designed by LIoyd (Nyamugasira, up. cir.) testi@ that these wozkshops allowed them to 
discover the painful emotions they harboured suc1~ as fear, anger~ grief, hopelessness, ha- 
tred and suspicion. They chose to face them,.to fee[, name and process them, using verbaI, 
physical and symbolic expressiqns in a space where mutual respect and empathy make 
participants more attuned to each other’s vulnerability (Ibid). 

M. Jartz and J. Slead (eds), Complex Humanitarian Emergencies: Lessons from Practi- 
tioners (Monrovia, California: World Vision, 2000}, 194-201. 
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psychological struggle. This increases their capacity to renew energy and direct 

it towards more productive initiatives, such as rebuilding previous relation- 
ships and fostering new interactions with others and their environment. Sec- 
ond, many individuals testify that once they have experienced healing, they 

can consider the possibility of forgiveness, repentance, ~eparation, justice and 
rebuilding relationships, even with their offenders or the person offended, or 

simply with people across the ethnic divide. 
A second crucial healing process is a "Journey of Hope Renewal." Conflict 

¯ 
s’ of hope. Genocide survivors 

kills not only people but also the survivor sense 
in Rwanda o[ten demonstrate signs of incredible hopelessness and an inability 

to envision the future. I have heard stories of people who refused to send their 

children to school because, in many communities during the genoc.ide, educated 

people were the first targets of violence. Other survivors sell construction 
terials because they cannot see far enough ahead to envisage ever living in new 
homes, or simply lack the willpower to build them. Some survivors claim to 
have lost the faith in the divine that they had before the genocide. They 

that God, or other supernatural powers that should have protected 
their families, have become powerless. Many survivors feel abandoned by GOd 
or protective spirits. Therefore, they believe that nothing remains beyond their 
own ability to build a better life in the hlt~ire. As mentioned earlier, many 
vivors display signs of lethargy and withdrawal from society and many 
dependent for their material survival on NGOs and their netghbour charity. 

Third, the healing process of a "Journey towards Togetherness and 
nectedness" is crucial to peace-building and development. Many survivors 
fer frequent flashbacks and sorrowful memories, which attach them to 

deceased loved ones. I once heard o£ a man who lost his wife and three 
during the genocide bur remarried one year later. Although the new 
gave him three more children, he confessed during a World Vision 
workshop that he never felt love and compassion toward his new family: "1 

true wife and children were those who .died," he ~aid. "These new 
only like a band-aid on my wound." Fie confessed that he had 
love toward them nor hugged them until after his healing process began. 

Survivors¯such as this man often struggle to reconnect with thei: 
munities after conflict because harmful memories prevent 
meaningfully with others. As a result, many survivors become trapped 
state of miserable loneliness, thinking that they are the only ones who 

suffered immense personal loss. On rare occasions when they dare to 
with others to release some of their pain, meetings with fellow 

s’ compounded sense of 
lead only to more coml~laints, and to survivor 

and victimhood. 
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Individuals who have gone t~?ough healing processes, however, claim that 

they have been able to create bonds of companionship and friendship with oth- 

ers, regardless of their ethnicity and whether they had previously considered 

them enemies. Such bonds of togetherness result from the sharing of past pains 

that individuals have experienced Or caused. Many participants in healing proc- 

esses discover a common past of suffering and a present state of inner wound- 

edness. Having established these feelings of commonality, they often teel ready 

to offer mutual help and support to help nurse each other’s pain and to pursue 
renewed relationships, which is the "journey of togetherness". 

Healing is a key starting point for peacebuilding initiatives, as well as a firm 

foundation for any sustainable development. As Daniel Taylor-Ide and Carl E. 

Taylor argue, % crisis weakens the community’s vital resources.. The wounds 

must be healed and strength rebuilt for forward progress. Otherwise, fracture 

lines may open up again, with crisis breeding further crisis.’m 

Conflict and poverty transformation processes 

Having established the centrality of healing for peacebuilding and development 
processes after conflict, I turn now to the issue of how exactiy we should inte- 

grate peace-building and development. This section describes a general process 
created to allow practitioners to design and implement integrated programmes 
to reduce poverty and conflict. 

Two main implications emerge from this section. First, peace-building and 
development involve similar processes and use the same terminologies to de- 
scribe the progression of the transformation envisaged. Conflict and poverty 

¯ tssues are interrelated in their causes and effects within a society. For example, 
both problems result fi:om po~gr i~equalitie~, religious or identity-based ide- 
Ologies or prejudices sustained within social, cultural and economic structures. 

~i Their effects include powerlessness and alienation. The ultimate common goal 
and development interventions is therefore to transform bro- 

ken or imbalanced relationships through healing, justice, education, empower- 
¯ ..raent, and social,, economic and cultural integration processes. 
(.: Second, after iden6iying the shared domain of peace-building and develop- 

is possible to design an intervention that integrates processes that trans- 
conflict and poverty. There is a gap of kno,vledge in the intersection 

two fields, that is, in designing indicators that help practitioners to plan, 
evaluate evidence regarding how their interventions transform pov- 

D. Taylor-Ide and C. E. Tayior, Just and Lasting Changer When Communities Own Their 

Futures (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 89. 
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erty and conflict. This knowledge gap explains why few practitioners have suc ...... 

cessfutly designed programmes that integrate peace-building and development. 
ttl l"o"ow’ng section does not attempt to --oaesi~’n new indicators of peace- 

buildingThe and development or to critically review existing indicators. The task 

of designing a framework of indicators requires further research. The following 

section instead focuses on the second question outlined in the introduction to 

this chapter--exploring the intersection of, and particularly common denomi- ;::. ! 
nators between, peace-building and development--by describing the overlap- ...).i. 
ping causes, effects, objectives and strategies of processes of conflict and 

arty transformation.    " 

Considering first the structures of violence and poverty, it should be noted 

that these things are often located in a cycle, in which poverty causes conflict 

and violence causes underdevelopment and poverty. These interconnected and 

complementary causes sustain structures of poverty and conflict. For exam- . :’ 

ple: social and economic injustice resulting from reiection, mistreatment and 
exclusion based on identity is likely to trigger conflict. When conflict escalates 

to violence, it causes toss, grief and trauma. Traumatised people lose creative ,,... .... 

and productive energy. Unproductive, impoverished communities sink progres7 

sively into poverty, while losing social, economic and political power. The poor 

often struggle to regain power through expressions of grievances without trig-." 

gating further cycles of violence.                                     " ’:"~ " 
This cycle of violence and poverty is defined by James Gitligan and Lisa..::i!7~!!il 

Schirch in the theory of "structural violence," Gilligan defines structural vio’ ’: 

tence as ’,the death.and disabilities .... that are caused bythe economic structure 

our society, its division into rich ~nd poor.’’14 Giliigan argues that 
violence is not only the main form of violence, in the sense that poverty kills . 

more people (aLmost all 0f them very poor) than all the behavioural violence 

together; it is also the main cause of violent behaviour." Gilfigan suggests 
"eliminating structuralviolence means elimlnating relative poverty-’is . 

ing the strategic analysis of violent conflict, Schirch argues that "societies         : ....... 

permit or encourage economic and social disparity[...l exclude some 

fialt participation in decision making and public life, or direct harm 
some people suffer more from all forms of violence-’’~6 Therefore, 

poverty can generate structural violence at all levels of society...:.! 
The importance of structural violence for understanding links between 

arty and conflict is underlined by the finding of the Human Security 

14 J. Gilligan, Preventing Violence INew Yoxk: Thames &; Hudson, 2001), 101, 

15 Ibid., 102. 

16 L. Schirch, The Little Book of Strategic Peacebuilding, 23. 
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that "most of the world’s armed:’comqicts now take place in sub-Saharan Af- 

rica. At the turn of the 2t~: century more people were being kiiled in wars in 

this region than in the rest of the world combined."17 According to the report, 
the reason that sub-Saharan Africa suffers such disproportionate levels of vio- 
lence compared to the rest of the world is that the region "remain[s] trapped in 

a volatile mix of poverty, crime, unstable and inequitable political institutions, 
ethnic discrimination, low state capacity and the ’neighborhoods’ of other cri- 

sis ridden statesmall these factors associated with the increased risk of armed 
conflict page."~                                      ¯ 

There is no inevitable link between poverty and conflict; clearly not all poor 

countries descend into violence. However, poverty constitutes one crucial 
cause of conflict. Addison identifies "a low per capita income and tow (de- 

dining) growth rate as factors that significantly increase the risk o~ a country 
falIing.into conflict," ~9 

Second, there are the power relations within poverty ~ind conflict structures. 

For why do poor communities or. entire nations like Rwanda remain trapped 

for generations in cycles of poverty and conflict? There are complex causes of 

this phenomenon, related to history, climate, political systems, land policies, 

culture, beliefs and prejudices, and stereotypes that dominate relationships 

between ethnic identity groups. Regardless of specific economic disparities 

between North and South, the structures of poverty and violent conflict are 

generated and sustained in the dynamic of power relationships between the 
rich and poor. 

Capitalist economic systems that regulate resources and market competition 

create imbalanced power relationships between the poor and wealthy. Capital 
exchanges in Rwandan society create crucial class distinctions. In pre- and 

post-colonial Rwanda, the cattle economy dominated by the Tutsi minority 
enabled it to create hegemonic political and cultural structures that excluded 

the Hum majority. The Hutu reaction tO historical economic inequalities after 

independence was to construct new political and economic policies that en- 

Hutu domination. One of these policies was to introduce ethnic quota 

systems in employment and education, to counteract perceived Tutsi power. 

In capitalist systems, the best performing and/or those with more opportu- 

succeed in increasing their revenues, whereas the less skilled or the dis- 

gad decrease their income ~nd savings. The wealthy subjugate the poor 

Human Security Report: War and Peace in the 21"t Cantury (Canada: Human Security 

Centre, The University of British Columbia, June 20051, 4. 

Ibid. 

T. Addison, The Global Economy, ConfliCt Prevention, and Post Conflict’Recovery, Hel- 

sinki: WIDER, UN University, 2004), 4, http:/iwww.un.orglesa/peacebuilding/ActiordDe- 

saTask Force/papers. 
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socially, politically and economically and manipulate them to increase their 

power. For example, the majority of youth in the government forces and the 

RPF that fought each other in the war that preceded the 1994 genocide were 
recruited from uneducated, impoverished families. The majority of militiamen : !. :’;:. i 

trained to carry out the genocide were also recruited from the.poorest sec- .. :..,. 
tions o£ the Rwandan population. Because of their powerlessness, it is easy t° 

intimidate and alienate poor communities and use them to fuel and perpetrate 

identity-based conflicts.             ¯                              .      , :.~:, . 
Domination and manipulation have long characterised relationships be- 

tween different groups in Rwanda. The rich class has d°minated P°°r c°m" ~i! " " 

munities, drained their resources through taxation systems, the expropriation 

of land and low salaries, and manipulated them to stir up violence and kill 
each other. Such relationships, if they are not transformed, breed ~rtd perpetu- .:.. 

ate structures of violence and conflict. Poverty-based ethnic extremism often 

fuels identity-based violence and terror. Power imbalances between rich and [!ii/)~:;i:~ 
poor create a dilemma for development policy-makers because they constitute.’ 
a damaging result of normal market forces that often stimulate productivit3 

in a society. A capitalist system reigns supreme globally after the collapse of       ,!. 

feudal systems and the failure of communist economies. However, as we 

already seen, capitalism also fuels poverty and therefore often contributes 

violence in many communities. 

Objectives and impact. Setting goals and objectives follows analysis. 

of conflict and poverty has shown the similarity of their causes and effects 

objectives to transform them are necessarily similar. The moment of establish-!: 

ing goals and,gbjectives is the convergence point of conflict and 1~ 

foi:mation processes. Many authors agree that the transformation’ 

conflict and poverty aim at restructured relationships in which human 

both the poor/weak and the oppressor/powerful are met. Schirch, for 

argues that "a core task of peacebuilding is to transform relationships 
those who harm and destroy move to,yards meeting the needs and 

rights."2° Peace-building therefore aims at tranlforming relationships. 
ach argues that "relationship is perhaps the basis of both the conflict and 

long term solution-’’21 The question remains, then, how can 
effectively reconstructed? There are so man~y frameworks suggested by 

ent experts in peace-building. One of them is the necessity and the 

healing. As Lederach maintains, "[p]eople need opportunit3 
press to and with one another the trauma of loss and their grief at that toss, 

20 Schirch, The Little Book of Strategic Peacebuilding, 25. 

21 J.P. Lederach, Building Peace: Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies 

ton DC: United State Institutes of Peace Press, 1997), 27.- 
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anger that accompanies the painand the memories of injustices experienced."22 

Heafing can be an individual or a collective process, as described in the section 

of my personal journey of healing abovel The remainder of this chapter takes 

up the question of how fractured relationships can be rebuilt to contribute to 

long-term peacebuilding and economic development. 

Strategy to transform conflict and poverty. After setting goals and targets, it is 

critical to design a strategy to address conflict and poverty via the transforma- 

tion of social relationships. By rel’ationships I mean "the visible and invisible, 

immediate and long term"2~ dimensions of connections between individuals 

and between groups. At this point, the need to integrate conflict and poverty 

transformation processes is vital. Several strategies are used in different con- 

texts by different practitioners. However, two strategies are particularly impor- 

tant for addressing both conflict and poverty. 

First, education is necessary to build capacity and to empower people to 
transform their structures of conflict and poverty. Pau/o Freire’s model of: 

"education for transformation"2~ is commonly used in develop.ing Countries. I 
have personally used its principles in Rwanda to integrate peace-building and 

development .initiatives. Freire’s model offers toolkits used by practitioners 

to build the capacity of communities trapped in poverty and fragmented by 

conflict, to tiberate them from oppression. Freire argues that the oppressed 

possess the knowledge and power to confront injustice. This premise substan- 

tially changes strategies of peace-building and development, if we understand 
that the poor are aware of the injustices against them and possess capacities 

to break the cycle of conflict and poverty discussed above. Capacity building 

implies that there is within the oppressed the power to transform their liveli- . 

hoods. The best education strategy does not aim at "erasing ignorance" but 

rather at consolidating and reaffirming people’s knowledge of their needs and 

rights and helping them to discover their po~ver to confront forces that alien- 

ate, manipulate or oppress them. 

Second, advocacy is necessary to build the capacity of the powerless to 

powers that keep them in a state of poverty and conflict. Effec- 

tive advocacy to correct inequalities requires people’s active participation. It 

power structures, systems and institutions,, as well as policies, val- 
ues and behaviour that sustain them.2s Some methodologies and strategies of 

22 

23 
1bid, 26. 

J.P. Lederach, The Little Book of Conflict Transiormation (Intercourse Pennsylvania: 

Good Books, 2003), 17. 

A. Hope and S. Timmel, Training for Transformation: A Handbqok for Community 

Workers, Book 3 tHarare: Mambo Press, 1988), 18. 

L. VeneKlasen and V. Miller, A Ne~ Wave of Power, People and Politics (San Francisco: 

The Asia Foundation and World Neighbors, .2002), 17-24. 
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advocacy campaigns involve aggressive confrontation that threatens human 
emotional security or simply raises unhealthy tensions that risk escalating into 

further conflict. Some human rights advocates argue that risky confrontations 

are inevitable in advocacy campaigns. However, adherents of Gandhian non- 

Violence argue that human needs of safet~r and growth of both the oppressed 

and the oppressor should be taken into consideration during advocacy.2~ In 

Rwanda, non-aggressive advocacy, fgunded on principles and values of rela- 

tionship transformation within the structures of power and powerlessness, can 

contribute to peacebnilding and development. 

Conflict and poverty transformational spaces 

The structures of transformed relationships. Finally, I respond ~o the third 

question identified in the introduction: Within which structures should we put2 

sue peacebuilding and development in a post-conflict society such as Rwanda? 

In practice, transformation of both conflict and poverty is a transformation o~ 

social structures. Conflict and poverty can be resolved in the process 
transformatior~ of human beings and the structures in which they operate. 

Peter Berge argues, "society is a dialectic phenomenon inthat it is a 

product, and nothing but a human product, that yet continuously acts 

upon its producer.’’2v Berge argues that human beings are a product 

process" that shapes individual identity to fit a given soclal .structure. 

fore, human beings produce understandings of them~elve~ withizi their 

practices and institutions. 
Tom Burns’ discussion of two conceptions of human agency helps 

change takes place within social structures. B~ns’. version of rational 
theory holds that "each individual human being pursues his or her " 

values and self interest, typically in the context of- and against 

conception of agency, however, begins to change w~hen individuals 
they cannot attain certain obiectives in life, because some individual 

are not permitted by community values or law or simply cannot be 

without collaboration. Thus, individuals collaborate to create the 

game" that regulate communal relationships. 
In figure 1, transformed relationships emerge at the intersection of 

structures of solidarity, communication and conciliation. I derive the 

26 Ibid., 279. 

27 Cited in R.D. Worth, Interdisciplinary Approaches to Human Communication, 

(New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publ[sb_ers, 2003), 155, 

28 T. Burns, "T~vo Conceptions of Human Agency: Rational Choice and 

Action" in P. Sztompka (ed.), Agency and Structure: Reorienting Social 

home, PA: Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 1994), 197-249. 
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these structures from the work df Simon Gasibirege, professor ofpsychology 

at the National University of Rwanda in Butare. Gasibirege argues that the 

aim of conflict and poverty reduction is to rebuild these structures or spaces 

in such a way as to permit community members to reconnect and restore their 

relationships across ethnic and politicai divides. 

Squity, 
Community unity, 

Fig. 1. Structures Of good governance, social justice and development. © Solomon N. 
Gasana, April 2005. Adapted from trauma healing modules, called "Personal Develop- 
ment Workshops" (PDWs), constructed by Prof. Simon Gasibirege. 

The three structures of solidarity, communication and conciliation constitute 

spaces within which relationships are transformed. Interactions within these 

spaces engender other sub-spaces. Each space and sub-space is transformed 

with appropriate conflict and poverty transformation initiatives. The spaces of 
transformation operate as follows: 

First, the "space of.communication" constitutes a .structure in which peo- 

ple living in post-conflict communities restore trust through open channels of 

information flow. Within this space, individuals communicate common inter- 

needs and strategies to share common resources. They express feelings, 

ideas and share painful experiences. A common example of interac- 
tion within a space of communication is the habit of stopping by a neighbour’s 

.... :.home to ask how he or she is doing. In these instances, people share news, faro- 

issues and community problems, and as a result, they foster common views 
!about community life. 

Second, the "space of solidarity-building" represents the forum in which 

’.:.community members demonstrate to each other through concrete actions that 

are committed to values of mutual accountability. Attitudes and actions 
commonly-held values and beliefs. Thus, individuals may feel con- 

iiected to each other through interactions an~t relationships, mutual support, 
and companionship. For such actions to be truly meaningful, they 
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must be motivated by unconditional commitment to community values that 

foster connectedness. 
Third, the "space of conciliation" represents the place where community 

members me~t to settle their differences through cultural values and practices 

that combine healing, justice, reconciliation and reintegration. Community 
members feel a responsibility to abide by shared values, beliefs that serve to 
rebuild broken relations or sustain existing connections. Offences committed 

or received are dealt with in order to uphold the integrity of the community and 

the relationships of the people directly or indirectly affected. 
Although cuitural globalisation curre~!tiy influences values, even in tradition- 

ai societies, some cultures have preserved local modes of justice and governance. 

One example is the conflict conciliation mechanism known as "urubanza", em- 

ployed by the Banyamulenge community in eastern DRC. Until 1998, when the 

second Congolese war broke out, there were no functioning classical courts, 

detention centres, nor prisoners in this community of about 400,000 inhabit- 

ants. In post-colonial Zaire/DRC, the Banyamulenge did not adopt the modern 
criminal justice system as many other groups did, because they rejected . 
lawless and corrupt state created by President Mobutu Sese Seko’s dictatorship; 

charactetised by arbitrary trials and violent .punishment. Thus, the Banyamu~; 

lenge rejected modern practices of governance and justice and maintained thei( 

own traditional systems. Through urubanza, every individual’s misconduct oi 

violence was dealt with according to restorative justice principles that upheld 

the victim’s rights to have the crimes recognised and accounted for, and reinte 

grated the perpetrator into community life. These conciliation mechanisms 

similar to the current gacaca jurisdictions in Rwanda designed to deal 

g~nocidesuspects. From my personal observations ¯from living .in Bariyamu:: 

lenge communities, these mechanisms have contributed to reducing the rate 

community homicide, crime, theft, prostitution, and alcohol and drug abuse2 

Restorative justice mechanisms such as gacaca or urubanza hel[ 

tured relationships in the community in three main ways. First: 

these processes are designed to be non-hierarchical and more participative. 

enforcement institutions are replaced by the dynamic of FelationshiF 
community members. For instance, the communities involved have no pris~ 

because every offender is reintegrated into the social structures during and 

the justice process. Police institutions are not necessary because every 

munity member is regponsible for the security Of people and property. The !’ 
criminals in the community are watched over by every member of the 

nity tinder the supervision of elders. Criminal records are kept in 
of the community, arid can be transmitted orally or in written form 

clan’s court to another. 
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Second, a communa[ mode oK governance has constructed a culture of non- 

violence through unique community justice and security systems practised and 

transmitted throughout several generations. The communal governance that 

fosters restorative justice is participatory and democratic, built on values of 

freedom, solidarity and respect of people’s rights. The aim of each trial of of- 

fenders within ~his system is to save the life and harmony of the community. 
Third, the communities often integrate into restorative justice procedses the 

Christian and traditional values that emphasise the need for peaceful and just 

relationships. Healthy relationships founded on love, care for one other, pro- 

tection of the vulnerable, integrity and other community principles were con- 

sidered as central to all social and economic structures. 
According to Gasibirege, the three primary spaces above-of communica- 

tion, solidarity building and conciliation--are the foundations of community 
life. Furthermore, as indicated in figure 2, the intersections of these spaces form 

four new spaces of social interaction. First, the "space of transformed relation- 

ships" is the central dimension where all three original spaces converge. This is 

the ideal space, the attainment of the goal of sustainable community capacity 

’ of peace and development. In this sphere, the community gaifis the necessary 

power to generate energy for economic growth and transformation from one 

step to another and the power to resist divisive influences. An example of effec- 
tive community power occurs when advocacy processes grow from within the 

community and allow members to speak out against injustice and to protect the 

¯ community from outside threats of violence and insecurity through non-violent 

means. Community members thus increase their energy to generate ~ternal 

resources for sustainable peace and development. 

Second, in the "space i3f healing and wholeness",i grieving and healing occur 
:when individuals can open wounds and tend to their grief and painful memo- 

ries, in a space where values .of listening, receptivity and empathy are genuinely 

practised, to soothe each other’s pain arid renew fractured relationships. Mem- 

:: 0ties of individual and collective pain, as well as healing experiences, are shared 

transmitted through informal networks of communication, as individuals 
mutual assistance and comfort. 

Third, the "space of truth telling" constitutes the realm of restorative jus- 

or gacaca, the Rwandan philosophy and practice that views ali humans as 

~ connected to one other, in the process of doing justice. According 
gacaca, truth is communicated to facilitate justice and reconciliation. Many 

told, including expressions of hatred, desire for revenge and forgive- 

shame, confession and repentance. The truth is heard, processed and 

lgh the wisdom and integrity of the eiders mandated to restore 

In gacaca, for example, the truth is sensitive and can often in- 

explosive and violent emotional expressions. Nonetheless, gacaca insists 
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that truth must be told and dealt with publicly, to avoid the misconstruction 

of truth that may later fuel feelings of revenge. Truth-telling also helps the of- 

fender deal with feelings of shame with the support of the whole community. 

Finally, the "space of unity-building processes" allows solidarity-building 

around justice and conciliation. Solidarity space is the space of the African 

Ubuntu philosophy and practice which Nomonde Masina defines as "the 

collective personhood" or "the art or virtue of being human", with funda: 

mental characteristics such as "caring, compassion, unity, tolerance, respect, 

c[0seness, generosity genuineness, empathy, consultation, compromise and 

hospitality."29 
In this space of solidarity, community members are committed to values 

of impartiality, integrity, cooperation and group support from everyone. The 
threat to an individual is a threat to every member of the community Because it 

endangers the existence of the whole community. The process of unity-building 

requires that every community member, including those related to the offender 

and victims, participates in telling tl~e truth, condemning and punishing the 
offence, forgiveness, reintegration and mending damaged relationships. This 

participation by all parties cements community solidarity. 
All of the structures explored here--the original three spaceg on Gasibi- 

rege’s chart and the four spaces of intersection,, which i have identified--are 

damaged by conflict and poverty. The process of transformation aims at re- 
constJ:ucting the society, the community .and the individual by restoring the 

values that strengthen relationships within all of these spaces. 

Conclusion 

In "Popuforum Progressio’, Pope Paul VI wrote an encyclical centred on the 
issues of imbalances within the social structures of economic development. He 

linked violence with the absence of social justice, claiming, "development is th4.:7 

new name for peace."3° This.phrase encapsulates perfectly the interdependence 
between structural conflict and structural poverty. Conflict is largely linked 

with social and economic inequalities that recycle violence arid poverty. Too 

often, efforts to address these issues of conflict and poverty have been car-." 

tied out separately and even competitively. This lack of integrated initiatives in 

the field of peace-building and development limits the efficiency and impact of 
programmes in transforming the conflict and poverty structures. However, it" 

29 N. Masina. "Xl~osa Practices of Ubuntu for South Al’riea" in I. William Zartman (ed.),. 
Traditional Cures for Modern ConfliCts: African Conflict "M~dicine u (Boulder, 

Lyrme Rienner, 2000), 170. 
30 N, O’Brieu, Island of Tears, Island of Hope: Living the Gospel in a Revolutionary Situa:::,i!i::~ 

OR: Orbis Books, 1993), 39. tion (Eugene, 
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is possibte to design, implemer~t, r~onitor and evaluate strategies that address 

these issues. Such processes may use the same framework to identify key prob- 

lems, analyse the causes and effects on people’s lives and design objectives that 

effectively transform conflict and poverty. 

Moreover, in many conflict societies, an abundance of resources and energy 

has been expended on projects that have achieved¯ little change in communities, 

because processes of reconstruction and development were not thoughtfully 

built on the foundation of peace and reconciliation. Only limited change will 
occur in a traumatised society unless people are encouraged to heal their pain 

and recover the energy for rebuilding solidarity and facilitating development. 

Because the causes of conflict and poverty are closely connected to power rela- 

tions in social structures, any change must involve reconstructing community 

spaces to address the effects of fragmentation, estrangement and powerlessness. 

Restructuring community spaces of solidarity, communication and conciliation 

is the best way to empower people to take control of their destiny and to ad- 

dress the root causes of conflict and poverty. 
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rape in international law and held that it could constitute gen0cide,ts2 and it 

passed the first genocide conviction of jouinalists,ls3 

The,hope is that "genocide’--what the ICTR has called, the "crime of 
crimes lS4--and other atrocities will cease to occur in the fiature. Sadly, we 

have little reason to believe that this will be the case. As long as such crimes 

persist, the international community will be forced to make difficult choices 

like the ones described in this chapter, regarding whether and how tO deal with 

their perpetratorsYs 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR 
RWANDA TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 

Hassan Bubacar Jaltow 

Introduction 

The twentieth century distinguished itself not only for its great advances in sci- 

ence and human development, but also for being the bloodiest in recorded his- 

tory. The trail from Armenia to Rwanda is littered with the shattered corpses 

of the victims of senseless conflict, Owing in large measure to a culture of impu- 

nity. In it~ final decade, however, there was a watershed: the advent of the first 

truly international effort to deal with gross outrages to human life and dignity. 

Freed at last from the paralysis of the Cold War, the United Nations Security 

Council (UNSC) presided over the renaissance of international criminal justice 

in the establishment of two ad hoc tribunals: the United Nations International 

Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1993, and the United 

Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in 1994. 
Tlie purpose of these Tribunals was to prosecute those responsible for geno- 

cide, crimes against humanity and war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and 

Rwanda. Their creation heralded a new era in supranational justice~for here, 

judicial sanction was to be applied not by victors, as in Nuremberg and Tokyo 

after the Second World War, but by the collective conscience of humanity, 

under the aegis of the United Nations. Rendering justice in conflict and post- 

conflict societies ,vas now a legitimate international concern in the nascent but . 

global legal order and was subsequendy institutionalised in the Rome 

.Statute, which established the International Criminal Court (ICC), the world’s 
.first permanent tribunal mandated to address atrocities. 
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This chapter examines the contribution of the ICTR to the development as 
international criminal law, an achievement that even the ICTR’s critics, such 
Ngoga writing in chapter 16, acknowledge. The first part looks briefly at the 
establishment of the Tribunal, which Kaufman explores in greater detail in the 
previous chapter, and the ICTR’s mission. The second examines the contribu- 
tion of the ICTR to the evolving jurisprudence of international criminal law 
through its landmark decisions, and suggests that the ICTR has significantly 
broadened the scope ,or future international prosecutions of suspected atrocity 

perpetrators. 

The establishment of the ICTR and its mission               " 

Recognising that serious violations of internlitional humanitarian law had been 
committed in Rwanda, the UNSC, acting pursuant to Chapter VII of the UN 
Charter, established the ICTR to prosecute persons responsible for genocide 
and other serious violations of international ?aumanitarian law that. occurred in 
Rwanda in 1994. in Resolution 955 of 8 November t994, the UNSC expressed 
its determination to "put an end to such crimes", convinced that such prosecu- 
tions would serve the ends of justice and "contribute to the process of national 
reconciliation and to the restoration and maintenance of peace."~ 

The normative basis for UNSC involvement in establishing the ICTR, there- 
fore, was Chapter VII of the UN Charter, and the four pillars of the global 
gal order--International Human Rights Law, Inrernationa 
International Criminal Law and International Refugee Law.2 Furthermore the~.:. 
UNSC’s involvement was predicated on an understanding that justice, as 
lion of the restorationof the rule of law in a post-conflict society, was a sine qua 
non for the consolidation and maintenance of a peace that could not be 
without judicially addressing the grievances arising from the genocide, throu 
legitimate structures for dispute settlement with due process. Yet Rwanda had 
been devastated by genocide and was without the means or the institutional ca~7 

pacity to bring the perpetrators to justice without external intervention. 
¢Fhe ICTR was never expected to pursue these ends single-handedly; 

LrNSC resolution called for "international cooperation" to strengthen 
Rwandan judicial system, so that it could process the large number of 
cide cases with which it had to contend. As Schabas observes in chapter 111 
the establishment of the ICTR must therefore be seen as just one of a 
range of mechanisms and processes associated with an agenda for post-confliCt 

1 

2 

UN Document SIRESI955, (8 Novembe~ 1994}. 

UN Document Si2004[616, The Rule of Law and Transitional JustiCe in 
Post-conflict Societies, Report of the Secretary General to the Security Council (3 Augus!ii[ 

2004). 
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transitional justice in R,vanda, Which seeks to ensure accountability, to achieve 

reconciliation, and to secure a lasting peace. 
In the Rwandan context, a peculiar hybrid exists to seek redress for crimes 

stemming from the genocide and comprises: 

" international prosecutions at the ICTR; 
¯ - national prosecutions before Rwanda’s domestic courts; 
" prosecutions before community courts known as gacaca, derived in part 

from traditional Rwandan conflict resoiution mechanisms; 
¯ education and coordination of unity programmes through a National 

Unity and Reconciliation Commission. 

It is beyond the remit of this chapter to discuss the last three components; it will 
instead focus on prosecutions at the ICTR. 

A discussion of prosecutions at the ICTR requires a brief consideration of 
the dual objectives of its mission as highlighted by the wording of UNSC.Reso- 
lution 955--first, accountability and deterrence and, second, reconciliation and 
peace. The mission of the Tribunal to render retributive justice through prose- 
cutions is informed by an understanding that criminal trials can achieve Several 
objectives in a transitional society. While the ICTR Statute does not provide 
for reparations, the trial process is, in itself, an important means of promoting 
peace and reconciliation in Rwanda, providing catharsis to survivors. Trials 
help to establish an official historical record, individualist criminal responsibil- 
ity rather than ascribing group guilt, officially acknowledge the victims’ suffer- 
ing, and incapacitate extremist elements) 

The nature of a judicial forum in which victims and survivors testifii adds 
.gravitas to witness narratives: not only Will the suffering of the victims, be heard 
and acknowledged, but their testimony in a court of law a~sists in the compila- 
tion of an official record of who did what and why, thereby curbing denials and 
false revisionism, which denigrate the worth of the survivors and are inimical to 
a lasting peace in a fractured society. By affording victims this opportunity, the 
ICTR, according to Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, a legal officer in the ICTR’s 
appeals section, former prosecutor in Rwanda and former Secretary General 
of the F(ddration Internationale des Ligues des Droits de l’Homme, "rendered 
human dignity back to the survivors of the gen0cide."4 No longer faceless nor 

nameless, survivors testifying as witnesses before the ICTR are reminded that 
they are not objects, but individual human beings whose hardships are deserv- 
ing of formal and okiciai recognition. The act of giving testimony offers solace 

3 R.J. Goldstone, "Reconstructing Peace in Fragmented Societies", in Facing Ethnic Con- 

flicts, (ZEF Bonn: Centre for Development Research~ October 2000j and ran Document 

5/2004/616, 

4 E-X. Nsanzuwera, "The ICTR Contribution to National Reoonciliafion", Journal of In- 
ternational Criminal Justice, 3 (200S), 944-49. 
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and relief from a silence that only perpetuates fear and suspicion. Witness jj,s a 

Tutsi rape victim who testified in the trial of the former Tuba mayor, Jean-Paul 

Akayesu, articulated this sentiment when asked to describe her experience in 

court. "When t saw Akayesu with my eyes, t was afraid," she said. "But at the 

same time, I had something heavy on my heart, After I testified, it went away."~ 

It is through the act of testifying that many victim witnesses attain a sense of 

inner peace. 
The official acknowledgement of victims’ plight and the public exposure Of 

the criminality of the perpetrators not only lay a foundation for healing on the 

part of the victims but also avoids ascribing guilt to the community or group 

from which the perpetrators come, and thereby contributes to ending the cycle 

of violence between antagonistic groups.7 Prosecutions, by relieving victims of 

the need to take justice into their own hands’which often becomes ah impera- 

tive when therd is a perception that nothing has been done to make perpetra- 

tors pay for their crimes--therefore lend gravity and strength to the reconcilia- 

tion process? In the words of Alexis Rusagara, former advocacy of~cer for the 

Rwandan National Unity and Reconciliation Commission: "In post-genocide 
Rwanda, justice is the key to reconciliation. We believe true reconciliation¯. 

should be based on justice."9 
Similarly, the public exposure of the criminality of military and civilian lead- 

ers through evidence adduced at trial not only brings to account those arrested¯ 

and prosecuted but incapacitates those fleeing the law, thereby excluding ex- 
tremist tendencies from the national transitional process. International criminal 

tribunals also serve as models of legal norms and standards and thereby lay the 

foundation for restoration of the rule of law in a post-conflict society. Promo- " 

lion of the rule of law is an additional and necessary precondition for successful " 

reconciliation in a society ~truggling with its genocidal past. By championing 
the rights of the accused to a public, fair and timely trial, the ICTR sets a posi-.. ::! 

tire example in Rwanda and elsewhere, regarding the realisation of basic and 

universal human rights. ’Similarly, by adhering to fair trial standards, interna- 

tional criminal tribunals restore the integrity of, and trust in, the law and 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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ICTR witnesses are given pseudonyms to pro~e~t their identities. 

D, Eviatar~ "Judging the Tribunals", The Nation, (May 2002), http://www.thenatiou. 

corrddoc/20020527ieviatar.                                                     ? 

R, Goldstone, "Reconstructed Peace in Fragmented Societies". 

Minow a~gues that ahhough vengeful acts promise a degree of relief in theory, they of-.: i 

ten fail to meet expectations, and ius~ead conver~ a victim into a guilty perpetrator, M.. . 

Mhaow, Between Vengeance and ForgiveFess: Facing History after Genocide and 

Violence (Boston: Beacon Press, 1998). 

G. Mutagoma, "Truth and Reconciliation: The Way ~orward for Rwanda?" 

(8 April 2004), http.J/www.internews.org/regionslafrica/jusfice-reportsljustice-2OO40408bi: 
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enforcing authorities. In so doing, the UN tribunals may be regarded as trans- 

formative tools, paving the way for a conflict society to become One based on 

accountability and the rule o~ law, thereby fostdring national reconciliation, 
peace, and order,ao 

Holding perpetrators accountable and punishing them for their criminal 

conduct inevitably has a deterrent effect, and, responding to the concerns oI 

Rwandans like Kayigamba and Ngoga expressed in this book, contributes to 

replacing a culture of impunity with one’of accountability,n One structural pre- 
condition that appears to have paved the way towards genocide in Rwanda was 

immunity from prosecution for those who had perpetrated violence against the 

Tarsi minority in the second half of the 20t~ century.12 As a consequence, when 
orders to eliminate Tutsi were propagated down tl~e rungs of the Rwandan hi- 

erarchy after the death of President Juvenal Habyarimana, those who joined in 

the carnage acted without ~ear that their crimes would.result in punishment, l~ 

Expectations of impunity were challenged, "however, when my earliest pre- 

decessor submitted his ~st indictments in late t995 and early 1996. Through 

the establishment of an international tribunai, whose primary purpose is to 

prosecute perpetrators of genocide and other serious violations of international 

10 H. Shinoda, "Peace-building by the Rule of Law: An Examination of Intervention in tile 
Form of International Tribunals", Internationa! Journal of Peace Studies, 7, 1 (2002), 
http:/lwww.gmu.edu/academic/ijps/volT_l/Shinoda.htrn. 

11 The first Prosecutor of the ICTR, Richard Goldstohe, cites two cases within the context 

..: :!. 
of the war in the former Yugoslavia that suggest that fear of prosecution before an In- 
ternational Tribunal has a deterrent effect. The first instance concerns the late Croatian 

Presideut Franjo Tudiman, who specifically ordered his troops to avoid perpetration of ¯ i war crimes. Goldstone claims that "these crimes would almost certainly have been worse 
:~ :[ and more plentiful had the Croat government not publiclytaken a ’no war crimes’ stance, 

and [that] the government would not have taken this stance had President Tudjman... 

not been mindful that a criminal tribunal was watching." In addition, Goldstone cites 
NATO’s ]999 military campaign to halt ethnic cleansit~g in Kosovo as evidence of lead- 
ership evading criminal prosecution by limiting civilian casualties. "For the first time in 
over 100 years," Goldstone writes, "countries made sustained aeria! bombing the center- 
piece o~ their war strategy without specifically targeting civilians." R. Goldstone, The De- 
velopment o1: International Criminal Justice, Rohaytyn Center for International Affairs, 

Middlebury College (200S), http://www.middlebury.eduJNR/rdonlyres/4ODCB816-8656- 
4386~82B2-986ABtF94BtA/O/ GoldstonePaper.pdL 

12 In November 1959, Hutu targeting of Tutsi officials and their families resulted in the 
deaths and displacement 0f thousands. Widespread killings were also perpetrated against 

the Tuts[ in December 1963, in 1967 and in 1972. The years ]991 and 1992 were addi- 
tionally characterised by a series of Tutsi massacres bearing the hallmark of state inspired 

violence. See generally A. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story: Genocide in Rwanda 
(New York: Human Rights Watch, 1999) G. Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis~ History of a 
Genocide (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995). 

13 P.J. Drew, Dealing with Mass Atrocities and Ethnic Violence: Can Alternative Forms of 
Justice be Effectiue? A Case Study o[ Rwanda (2005), http://www.c~cj-fcjc.org/full-texti 
rwanda.htm. 
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humanitarian law in Rwanda, the UNSC was sending an important message: 

the international community was not only aware of the’ violence committed 

in Rwanda and neighbo~aring states, but willing to take action and hold those 

responsible to account. Although it is impossible to quantify the anti-Tutsi vio- 

lence that would have happened had impunity continued, there is evidence that 

the efforts of the ICTR contributed to ending the viotence perpetrated directly 

a~ter the genocide. According to Nsartzuwera, the violence in the refugee camps 

of eastern Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo) subsided as a con- 

sequence of the indictment and arrest of principal g~nocidaires by the ICTR, 

thereby paralysing the genocidal movement?4 To date, the ICTR has completed 

the trials of 35 high-level accused, securing 29 Convictions for genocide, crimes 

against humanity and war crimes, while cases against 29 others are in progress. 

Seven accused are in custody awaiting, trial, while 13 accused are on the run 

from the law.Is 

Notwithstanding the singularly punitive objective expressed in the mandate 

of the Tribunal, the ICTR ackno,vledges that retributive justice alone is no 

panacea for post genocide Rwanda, and can only complement and supplement 

further measures aimed at securing restorative or socio-economic justice as a 

basis for lasting peace and national healing.I6 It was from the Registry of the 

ICTR, for example, that the idea of a court-administered trust fund was born. 

Monies from such a fund were to be made available for financial support for 

the victims, as well as medical and psychological care and legal assistanceY To 

achieve similar ends, the ICTR Registry also issued the Note on a Victim-Ori- 

ented Approach, "urging [a] restorative approach to victims and specifically... 

that victims should receive the necessary material, medical, psychological and 

sodial asgi~tance throughgowrnmental and voluntary means." ~ 

14 E-X. Nsanzuwera, "The ICTR Contribution to National Reconciliation," 944-49.. 

15 "Report on the completion strategy of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda," 
Letter from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda to the Presi- 
dent of the United Nations Security Council as of 1 May 2008, http:llwww.ictr.org/de- 
fault.b.tm. 

16 See generally W. Lambourne, "Post-Conflict Pe~cebuilding: Meeting Human Needs for 
Justice and Reconciliation~, Peace, Conflict and D~velopment, 4 IAprfl 2004); R. Gold- 
stone, "Reconstructing Peace in Fragmented Societies." 

17 Following the precedent set by ~e ICTR, the ICC is to establish a Trust Fund~financed 
by indMdnal perpetrators as wel! as through voluntary government contributions--for 
the compensatory benefit of victims and their bamilies: Rgger S. Clark and David Tolbert, 
"Towardan International Criminal Court", in Y. Danieli, E, Stamatopoulou and C. J. 
Dias (eds), The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beynnd (Ami- 
tyville, NY: Bey’wood Publishing Company, 1999), 9%114. 

18 t, Melup, ~’The United Nations Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice and Victims of 

Crime and Abuse of Power" in Y. Danieli, E. Sramatopoulou and C. J. Dins (eds), The 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beyond (_Amityville, NY: Bay- 
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The former ICTR President Jt]dge Navenathem Pillay expressed a similar 

sentiment in her speech to the UN General Assembly in November 2000, in 

which she addressed the issue of reparations for victims. Judge Pillay "reit- 

erated her concern about compensation for victims, and more specifically its 

indispensable contribution to the process of national reconciliation and the 

restoration and maintenance of peace.,~9 That same year, the former ICTR 

Registrar Agwu,Okali initiated an assistance programme for victim witnesses, 

under which the ICTR would award grant money to Rwandan NGOs to help 

legal and psychological assistance programming, as well as the administration 

of housing construction projects .20 
Regrettably, the ICTR is limited both by resources and by mandate so that 

reparatory justice remains principally outside its jurisdiction and capabilities. 

A December 2001 statement from UN Headquarters in New York, written in 

response to the Registrar’s initiatives, is instructi~ce. The report reads, "The 

task of the ICTR is, in the first place, the pursuit and punishment of perpetra- 

tors of international crimes. The ICTR’S mandate does not allow for social 

assistance programs."21 

Prosecutorial discretion. The ICTR has been mindful of its mission in the in- 
dictment and prosecution of the principal perpetrators of the genocide, as re- 

flected in its policy and practice of prosecuting those who bear the gravest re- 

sponsibility for crimes. The exercise of prosecutorial discretion in the selection 

and prioritisation of targets for prosecution has taken into account, in addition 

to the traditional legal considerations, such factors as the dual objectives o~ its 

establishment (outlined above), the nature of the crimes and the prominence of 

perpetrators in the context of concurrent jui-isdiction. 2~ 

The nature of crimes during the genocide, particularly the extent to which 

these crimes were heavily orchestrated by the state, shapes the ICTR’s policy 

concerning which suspects to prosecute. The Rwandan genocide is unparalleled 

in recent human history, both in its intensity and its depravity. Over 100 days 

in the spring o£ 1994, close to one million people were ruthlessly butchered be- 

cause of their birth or their political views. In a country of approximately eight 
million inhabitants at the time, that translates to over I0 per cent of the popu- 

lation, or about 10,000 murders a day. The methods used were rudimentary~ 
there were no gas chambers, nor other scientific means o~ mass execution and 

~vood Publishing Company, 1999J, 53-66. 

19 H. Rombouts, Victim Organisations and the Politics of Reparation: A Case Study on 

Rwanda (Oxford: Intersenfia, 2004). 

20 Ibid, 

21 Ibid. 

22 For a more detailed discussion see H.B, Jallow, "Prosecutorial Discretion and Interna- 

tional CriminaI Justice", Journal of International Criminal Justice, 3, 1 (2005), 145-61. 
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disposal. Victims were brutally killed with gardening implements (such as hoes, 

axes and machetes) and traditional weapons (such as spears and clubs), and left 
to rot in open fields to the prey of dogs and vultures, or thrown into rivers and 

cesspits. Perpetrators used guns and grenades sparingly, as the civil war preced- 

ing the genocide, and then an arms embargo, drastically limited supply of this 

heavier materiel. Therefore, firearms were often only used to stun and disable 

victims, before marauding gangs of extremist militia hacked them to death. 

This pattern was consistent throughout the country?3 

Today, it is tempting for a distant observer or revisionist to argue that this 

carnage was a "spontaneous combustion" triggered by the assassination of the 
Hutu President, Juv~na[ Habyarimana, on 6 April 1994. To the contrary, in- 

vestigationsby reputable NGOs, human rights activists, journa.lists, scholars 
and the UN during, and in the immediate aftermath of, the genocide point to 

a deliberate, well-conceived and meticulously executed criminal campaign to 

blot an entire ethnic group out of existence,z4 Subsequent investigations by the 

ICTR Office of the Prosecutor (OTIS), assisted by expert opinion, confirmed 

that what had occurred in Rwanda in 1994 was indeed a genocide, contrived at 

the highest levels of state, and reliant for its efficient execution on the military, 

media, local go~?ernment authorities, extremist party militia, businessmen and 

finally, the local peasantry, manipulated by hate ideotogues to kill their erst- 

while neighbours,zs 

23 

24 

See generally Des Forges, Leave None to Tel! the Story (New York: Human Rights Watch, 

1999). 

See e.g. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story (New York: Human Rights Watch, 

1999); Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis t959-I994: History of a Genocide (1995); L. Mel- 

..... ;¢er~, ~bnspira~y to MUrder: The Rwandan Genocide (London: Verso, 2004); Samantha 

Power, "A Problem ~rom Hell:" America and the Age of Genocide (New York: Basic 

Books, 2002); A. Destexhe, Rwanda and Genocide in the Twentieth. Century (New York: 

New York University Press, 1995); A. J. Kuperman, The Limits of Humanitarian Inter, 

vention: Genocide in Rwanda (Washington DC: Brookings Institutution Press, 2001); R. 
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Dallaire, Shake Hands with the Devil: The Failure of Humanity in Rwanda (Toronto: 
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Random House Canada, 2004); P. Gourevitch, We Wish to Inform You That Tomorrow " 

We Will Be Killed With Our Families (New York: Picador, 1999); International Panel of i 
.: 

Eminent Personalities, Special Report: Rwanda: The Preventable Genocide (Organization 

of African Unity, July 2000); United Nations Security Council, Repqrt of the Independent 
Inquiry into the actions of the United Nations during the 1994 Genocide in Rwanda .:.:.~: :~,:.:~ 

(United Nations, December 1999); Report oJ: the Special Representative of the C0mmis-¯’. 15~!~iJ; 

slon on Human Rights on the Situation of Human Rights in Rwanda..A/521522; General : iJ~!~!~!! 

Assembly Resolution on the Situation of Human Rights In Rwanda AiRESi49i206~ Gen- 

eral Assembly Resolution on the Situation of Human Rights in Rwanda, A/’RE~;i541188. i ~:::!i~i:~:. 

See e.g. Akayesu Trial Judgement, pare 126; Kayishema & Ruzindana Trial Judgement, 

pare 291; Musema Trial Judgement, para 3;(6; Kayisbema & Ruzindana Appeal Judge- " : 
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In short, the crimes of the ~wandan genocide were neither isolated nor spon- 

taneous but were committed in concert as part of a broader criminal enterprise, 

whose objective was the extermination of the Tutsi and any form of political 

opposition. Given the number of potential perpetrators, the ICTR focused on 

targeting the leadership without whose evil architecture and encouragement 
these egregious crimes would probably never have been committed. In many 

cases, these individuals had found safe haven abroad, and ,vere comfortably 

beyond the reach of Rwandan judicial authorities. 

Another justification for targeting the genocidal leadership was the fiduciary 
duty they owed to their victims and the international community, a breach of 

which warranted rigorous international condemnation. An analysis of the 90 

indicted, 77 of whom have been arrested by the Tribunal, indicates a spread 

across various levels of leadership: the central government~ military, local gov- 
ernment, business, the clergy, the media, intelligentsia, corporate executives 

and political party operatives of established notoriety 2s In addition to adopting 

this thematic approach, the ICTR has sought to prosecute suspects according 

to the location of their alleged crimes, ensuring that key perpetrators in all re- 

gions were brought to account. This equitable geographic spread was particu- 

larly necessary because the crimes were committed throughout Rwanda, which 

rendered it imperative, in the interests of justice, to reach all the communities 

involved in equal measure. The conclusions reached, and the theory adopted by 

the OTP, about the conception and execution of.the genocide were confirmed 

by the confession and guilty plea of Jean Kambanda, Prime Minister of the 

Interim Government during the genocide, who was convicted and sentenced 

to life for genocide, extermination and murder as crimes against humanity, as 

discussed in further detail beiow.27 

26 

27 

mass kilting intended to destroy, in whole or at least in very large part, Rwanda’s Tutsi 

population... That campaign was, to a terrible degree, successful; although exact numbers 

may never be known, the great maiority of Tursi were m~dered, and many others were 

raped or otherwise harmed. These basic facts were broadly known even at the time of the 

Tribuna!’s estabIishment; indeed, reports indicating that genocide occurred in Rwanda 

were a key impetus ~or its estabIishment, as reflected in the Security Council resolution 

establishing it and even the name of ~he Tribunal." Prosecutor v Karemera et el, Decision 

on Prosecutor’s Interlocutory Appeal o/Decision on Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006, para 

See Status of Detainees, [CTR website, hrtp://www.icrr.org/de~au[t.htm. 

Prosecutor v Kambanda; Case No. ICTR 97-2-T. See ICTR Judgement of 4 September 

1998. Among the several acknowledgments made by Kambanda in his plea of guilt is that 

he, together with other members of his government and the military, actively supported, 

facilitated and instigated the killing of Tutsi through the use of the media, the distribu~ 

lion of weapons to the tnterahamwe militia, the setting up of roadblocks ~or purposes 

of identifying the Tutsi and generally "making public engagements in the name of the 

government, he addressed public meetings, and the media, ar various places in Rwanda 

directly and publicly inciting ~e population to commit acts of violence against Tntsi and 
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The contribution of the ICTR to inter,national criminal law 

Despite the limitations to its mandate, and th( varied challenges of its execu- 

tion, the ICTR has purposefully interpreted the law, thereby broadening the 

scope for future international prosecutions. By taking a contextual approach 

to the interpretation of historical treaties and adapting international humani- 

tarian law to contemporary realities, the.ICTR has, through its groundbreak- 

ing judgements, provided clarity and definition to the concept of genocide, 

acknowledged the import~tnce of sexual violence as a form of destruction, pros- 

ecuted the media as a weapon of hatred, clarified the application of the Geneva 

Conveutions to civilian perpetrators and shown that sovereign immunity has 

no ptace in the modern world. 

Defining genocide. On 2 September 1998, the ICTR delivered the ~vorld’s first 

ever judgement against an individual accused of genocide before an interna- 

tional court. Tile significance of this should not be underestimated. For while 

to a layperson the term "genocide" probably still means killing on a massive 

scale, the term had never been interpreted [egalty. With the term clearly defined, 

the international community is better armed to deal with future violations of 

the Genocide Co~lvention more quickly and, it is hoped, with greater success 

than hitherto. 

This ground-breaking judgement was delivered in the case of Akayesu. In 

reaching its conclusions, the ICTR Trial Chamber had to consider whether 

the massacres that took place in Rwanda between April and July 1994 could 

constitute "genocide" and whether Akayesu as an individual was guilty of this 

crime--a first in an international court. Although the Genocide Convention of 

t948 ."created" the crime, before 1997 no one had come before a trial cham- 

ber charged with such an offence, and there was much ambiguity as to what a 

prosecutor would be required to prove in such a case. 

In reaching its judgement, the Tribunal had to reconcile the limited wording 

of the Genocide Convention with the realities on the ground. The C 
sought to protect ~’national, ethnic, racial or religious" groups from deliberate :7 

destruction, but the Tutsi victims of massacres in Rwanda in 1994 could not " 

so easily be defined. For the Tutsi were not a nation, .nor wexe they, by 

time, an ethnic group, having no distinct cultural or social identity. They could 

not be defined as a racial group either, since generations of intermarriage had 

wiped out any physical distinction between them and the Hutu. Equally, 

Tutsi in pre-1994 Rwanda were largely Christian, as were the Hum, and 

not therefore be defined as a distinct religions group either. While lawyer and 

tayperson alike described the situation as one of genocide, if the Tutsi 

moderate Hum." 
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be fit into one of the types of groups defined by the Genocide Convention, the 

absurd conclusion might be dra,vn that; legally, no genocide had occurred in 

Rwanda, and therefore no one could be held accountable for such a crime. 

The Trial Chamber had to question, therefore, whether "it would be impos- 
sible to punish the physical destruction of a group.., if the said group, although ¯ 

stable, and membership is by .birch, does not meet the definition of any one 

of the four groups expressly protected by the Genocide Convention."2* The 

Chamber concluded that too narrow a reading of the Convention went against 

its purpose and intention, which was to ensure the protection of any "stahie 

and permanent gr0up."2~ Thus, the ICTR overcame this potentially shattering 
difficulty by taking an expansive approach to the definition of the victims of 

genocide, and thereby widened the possibility of future prosecutions. But what 

of the perpetrators, and the means of perpetration.? Was it really necessary to 

destroy a "stable and permanent group" for genocide to have occurred? Again, 

the Trial Chamber looked at the reality o~ the situation in Rwanda, where it 

found that there was a determined intention to destroy the Tutsi, whether or 

not such destruction actually took piace. It concluded that ali that was neces- 

sary for conviction was the so-called "special intent" of the accused to destroy, 

in whole or in part, a particular group, and proof that at least one person had 

been killed or dealt serious bodily harm in pursuit of this. As a result of this de~ 

cision, it is now theoretically possible for a successful prosecution of genocide 

to take place where there is only one victim. 

The importance of this jurisprudence has already been shown by its use in 

the ICTY, where, before Akayesu, "genocide" had not been among the charges. 

As a result of the judgement of 2 September 1998, the ICTY looked afresh 

at what had occurred within itsl jurisdiction, and in 2001 convicted Radislav 

Krstic of genocide, concluding that the intent to kill all the Bosnian Muslim 

men of military age in Srebrenica constituted an intent to destroy in part the 
Bosnian Muslim group and therefore qualified as an act of genocide20 The 

ICTR has, in clearly defining genocide, opened the door to a greater number 

of prosecutions for this horrendous crime, and has, through its jurisprudence, 

signalled to the world that the intended destruction, whether it occurs or not, 

of a particular stable and permanent group, will not be tolerated. 

Acknowledging that sexual violence is a form of genocide. The Akayesu judge- 

ment generated another hugely sign!ficant development in international hu- 

manitarian law: conviction for rape as a crime against humanity and as geno- 

cide. No individual had been convicted of rape specifically under the rubric of 

28 The Prosecutor v. Akayesu, ICTR-96-4-T, 2 September 1998, para. 516. 

29 Ibid. 

30 Th~ Prosecutor v Radislav Kr~ti~, IT-98-33, para. 598. 
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crimes against humanity by an interrmtional court, and, as discussed, no one 

had been convicted of genocide at all in such a forum. Indeed, historically, 

although it was well established that rape or other acts of sexual violence were 

frequently part of a [ayperson’s concept of "ge~locide", "crimes against human- 

ity" or "war crimes", the perceived difficulty in proving sexual violence meant 

that, where it was mentioned, it was classified under the umbrella of inhumane 
treatment, complicating attempts by advocates of the human rights of women 

(in particular) to bring such cases before international tribunals. " 
The tCTR has shown that sexual violence is to be treated seriously as an 

international crime, finding that it can be an act of genocide in itself. The Tri- 

al Chamber in Akayesu gave the first-ever definition of rape in international 

criminal law. Interestingly, when the trial began;neither rape nor any act of 
sexual violence was alleged against .the accused in the indictment." Yet follow- 

ing evidence that Akayesu,.by his presence, demeanour, and utterances, had 
encouraged sexual violence and mutilation of Tutsi women, the Trial Chamber 

allowed the indictment to be amended, and subsequently found Akayesucrimi- 

nally responsible for these acts, including rape--and found that rape and sexual 
violence were within the scope of causing "serious bodily or mental harm" as a 

means of committing genocide. In its judgement, the ICTR recognised that sex- 7.;::.:i:7 

ual crimes are used intentionally during conflicts to c°ntr°l and devastate the .i: !~: [[!ii) enemy, and that in Rwanda they were part of a deliberate strategy to destroy 

the Tutsi and their supporters. Such crimes were perpetrated as "an integral 

par~ of the process of destruction".+’ 
Akayesu was additionally convicted of rape as a crime against humanity in 

itself, rather than under the umbrella of "cruel and inhumane acts"--making 
rape a substantive crime in its own right for the first time in internationai law. 

Prior to the judgement, rape had not even been defined in international law. i 

The ICTR took a groundbreaking liberal approach to this task, finding that 

rape was an act of aggression which "cannot be captured in a mechanical de! 
scription of objects and body parts".32 The definition provided was: a physical 

invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which. ; ;..., 
are coercive"33--which goes far beyond the definitions widely used in 
iurisdictions that focus on the question Of consent and penetration. The defmi- .::. 

tion of sexual violence provided by this judgement is equally broad: it need 

not even involve physical contact. Indeed, sexual violence was held to have oc-. 

curred when a student was forced to perform gymnastics in the nude.34 

31 The Prosecutor v Akayesu, ICTR-96-4, 2 September 1998, para. 731. 

32. Ibid., para. 687. 

33 Ibid., para. 688. 

34 ’ibid., para. 688. 
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The significance of the conv£rions for sexual violence in Akayesu is monu- 

mental, for while women’s rights campaigners have long argued for the inclu- 

sion of sexual crimes in international humanitarian prosecutions, this precedent 

has vastly improved the likelihood of investigation and prosecution of ral~e and 

other sexual violencg as international crimes. One interesting demonstration of 

this improved climate for the prosecution of sexual crimes is the case of Pauline 

Nyiramasuhuko, the Minister of Women and Family Affairs of Rwanda in 

1994; her indictment was amended in 1999 to include the charge of rape as a 

crime against humanity?s The trial is still in progress but whether or not she is 
convicted, it is yet.another example of the pioneering work of the ICTR that a 

woman has been charged with rape. 

Acknowledging the media’s role in genocide. In this modern age of mass com- 

munication, where rapid teclmological advances make it ever easier to dissemi- 

nate opinion, the convictions of the three accused in what is commonly known 

as the Media trial were hugely significant. Not since the celebrated case of Julius 

Streicher by the Nuremberg Tribunal had a journalist been convicted in an 

international court, and no one had ever been tried on the basis of their edito- ’ 
rim policy for incitement to genocide?s The judgement not only established 

potentially far-reaching law, which clarifies the boundary between freedom Of 

expression and freedom from discrimination, but it also provided some an- 

swers to the question of what causes a genocide, and will thereby hopefully 

contribute to the future prevention of such atrocities. 

The Media judgement was delivered on 3 December 2003. It provided the 

first thorough analysis of "direct and public incitement to genocide," which was 

proscribed in the Genocide Convention. Over S0 years earlier, when the Con- 
¯ [!.) vention was drafted, the inclusion of incitement to genocide had caused con- 

siderable debate, because of its perceived threat to freedom of speech. Today, 

the conflict between this democratic principle and the prevention of so-called 

"hate crimes" is increasingly at the forefront of national legislative debate. The 

:: importance of the ICTR judgement in the Media trim is that it has drawn afresh 
i:. ; the line at which free speech must stop, thus removing any ambiguity regarding 

the rote of the media in humanitarian crimes.In explicitly rejecting the Ameri- 

can model for interpreting incitement,3v the Tribunal acknowledged that the 

application of a democratic principle such as freedom of expression must vary 

from state to state--in other words, what works in a politically "free" country ¯ 

35 The Prosecutor v. Nyiramasuhuko, Amended Indictment, ICTRO7-2 I-I, 10 August 1999, 
Count 7, 42. 

36 Jean Paul Akayesu had been convicted of direct and public incitement to genocide On the 
basis of l~is speeches.                               . 

37 
Within the American model of interpreting i~citement, free expression, free speech, and 
maximum latitude a~e to be the norm.             ’~ ’ 
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like the United States cannot be said to work in countries where, for example, 
a government has vastly disproportionate power arid means for disseminating 
information. 

The main organs of incitement in the Media case were Radio Tdldvision Libre 
des Mille Collines (RTLM) and the Kangura newspaper, While acknowledging 
the importance o! protecting political expression--particularly the expression 
of opposition views and criticism of government--the ICTR found that these 
media ~vere not used simply to report or to freely express opinion. Rather, by 
consistently identifying the Tutsi as "the enemy", identifying particular Tutsi, 
and facilitating the logistical execution of the genocide by giving their exact 
location, and further combining stereotyping with denigration, public broad- 
casting by these two orga.ns clearly amounted to incitement. As the Trial Cham- 
ber said of one of the accused, "without a firearm, machete or "any physical 
weapon, he caused the deaths of thousands of innocent civilians. 

The principles followed in the Media case came from Akayesu, where the 
limit to freedom of expression was held to [i.e in the intention of the "orator". 
Incitement might take place through, inter alia, public speaking, shouting or 
threats, or through the public display or dissemination of written or printed 
material, but the significant element that renders it genocidal is that the accused. 
must himself or herself intend to commit genocide. In determining whether or 
not this intent was held by the accused, the Tribunal considered not only the 
individual’s actions and words, but the editorial policy of the media he Or she. 
controlled, The Tribunal concluded that, for example, the cover of one edition 
of Kangura was a "graphic impression of genocidal intent", showing as 
a machete alongside the question: "What weapons shall we use to conquer the 
~nyenzi once and for all?"39 In the light of this kind of material, there was little[" 
difficulty in concluding that genocidal intent existed. 

In reaching its judgement, the Tribunal had to resolve the question of what.. 
amounted to "direct" incitement. It rejected the argument that "direct" meant, 
as it does in the American legal system, provoking an immediate response, but~ 
went so far as to say that a newspaper published several years before the geno= 
tide could constitute direct incitement. This is particularly significant in view 
the absence of a requirement to prove any resultant act of genocide--indeed, thei~ 
Tribunal heard no evidence from any individual listener or reader that they had 
been provoked into killing another as a result of what they heabd or read. 

In delivering the Akayesu and Media judgements, the ICTR 
the parameters of freedom of expression, and thereby broadened the sco 
for future prosecutions, highlighting the accountability of those who use mass ¯ 

38 

39 

The Prosecutor v. N~himana, Barayagwiza & Ngeze, ICTR-99-52-T, 3 December 2003~ ; 

para. 1099, 

Ibid., para. 962. 
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media as a tool for dangerous p’ropaganda. The trial of Simon Bikindi, which 

began on 2 October 2006, and has been completed and is awaiting judgement, 
will no doubt provoke debate about the freedom of artists: Bikindi was the 

most famous pop singer in Rwanda at the time of the genocide, Whose vi~-u- 

ienrly anti-Tutsi music warranted the charges against him. The Media judge- 
ment has paved the way for his conviction because it is clear now how political 

speeches, articles, and songs can be distinguished from incitement to genocide. 
If Bikindi intended.to incite others to commit genocide by his singing, then he 

committed a.crime. 

War crimes and civilian perpetrators. In convicting Georges Rutaganda40 and 

Laurent Semanza41 of war crimes, the ICTR has once again blazed a trail in in- 

ternational criminal law. Hitherto it had been generally assumed that the laws 

of war~ as enunciated in the Geneva Conventions of 1949, applied to.members 

of the armed forces and government agents alone,42 since Article 3 Common to 

the Geneva Conventions binds only a ’~party to the,conflict". But the situation 

in Rwanda was ambiguous. Many civiIians in positions of authority had exer- 

cised quasi-military functions during the genocide, while many atrocities were 

committed under the aegis of war. 

The question of whether a civilian could be liable for breaches ot: the Con- 

ventions Was first raised in Akayesu. Akayesu was a mayor, not a soldier. The 

Trial Chamber, when considering the allegations of war crimes against him, 

held that £or a civilian to be convicted,, the Prosecutor must prove that he was in 

40 Georges Rutaganda held the position of second vice-president of the Movement.Rd. 
? : publicain Nationafet~)dmocratlque iMRND) party’s youth wing, the Interahamwe. 
i.: .... 

Further, he was one of three shareholders in the radio station RTLM, established to 
:: : .. articulate the extremist Hutu message. He was convicted by the Trial Chamber o£ geno~ 

tide, crimes against humanity, extermination and crimes against humanity, and murder, 

and sentenced to life in prison. 

41 Laurem Semanza served as bourgmestre of Bicumbi commune for 20 years until 1993 and 
was subsequendy selected to represent the MRND in the National Assembly envisioned 

by the Arusha Accords. The Trial Chamber sentenced him to 25 years’ imprisonment, 
finding him guilty of complicity in genocide, aiding and abet-tiny the crhne against human- 

ity of extermination, and instigating the crimes against humarfity of rape, torture, and 

,!: murder for his participation in attacks committed in Bicumbi and Gikoro communes ia 

...... April 1994, including massacres at Musha Chur~,h and Mwulire Hill 

42 There appears to have been an erroneous assumption that, in addition to members of the 

armed forces, only civilians legitimately mandated to support the war effort could be held 
liable for war crimes, a position taken by the Trial Chamber in Akayesu, but clarified on 
appeal: see Akayesu Trial Judgement paras. 630-34; 640-44 and Akayesu Appeal Judge- 

meat paras. 437-46. In the Kayishema Judgement the Trial Chamber, while acknowledg- 
ing that civilian perpetrators could indeed be held liable for war crimes, nevertheless 

required them ~:o have a link to the armed f:orces in the conduct of the hostilities. See 

Kayishema Judgement paras. 616~2 4. 
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some way legitimatelY, or directly, mandated to fulfil or support the war effort. 
Since this could not be proven, Akayesu was acquitted on this count. 

The Prosecutor of the ICTR appealed for clarification on this point, even 

though any decision in its favour would not alter Akayesu’s acquittal On war 

crimes charges. Th~ Appeals Chamber examined, for the first time in an inter- 

national forum, the provisions of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conven- 
tions concerning the class of perpetrator. It noted that Articl.e 3 did not clearly, 

identify the persons covered by its provisions, nor did it require the identifica- 

tion of any specific link between the perpetrator and one of the "parties" to the 

conflict. The Appeals Chamber concluded that the protection of victims was 
the core notion of Article 3 and necessitated effective, non-discriminatory pun- 

ishment of persons who violate it.43 In stating that "international humanitarian . 
law would be lessened and called into question if it were to be "admitted that 

certain persons can be exonerated...under the pretext that they did not belong 

to a specific category,"44 the Appeals Chamber of the ICTR has dramatically 

broadened the scope for the future prosecution of war crimes. 

Following the Akayesu Appeals Chamber decision, the test for the 

bility of Common Article 3 could be summarised as follows: (a) the offence 

must have been committed within the context of an armed conflict, (b) 

victims must have been non-combatants, and (c) there must have been a 
between the offence and the armed conflict. These elements had been set out in 
the jurisprudence of the ICTY,4s but the. nexus had never been clearly defined... 

Once again, the ICTR led the way. Rutaganda, acquitted of war crimes 
first instance, was later convicted by the Appeals Chamber following a detailed 

analy~sis of the "nexus" requirement, which resulted in the first clear definition" 
of the ~erm, and effectively lowered the threshold for liability once again, 

broadening the range of situations i.n which such a "nexus" could be provem 

The Appeals Chamber held that the "nex~as" need not be a causal link between 

the armed conflict and the commission of the crime, but that the conflict must: 
have played a substantial part in the perpetrator’s ability to commit it, 
manner in which it was committed, or the purpose for which it was commtt 

ted. If a relevant crime is committed "under the guise of the armed 

the nexus has been.shown’4s The principles established in Rutaganda and 

Al~ayesu Appeal judgement were followed in the Semanza Case, 

43 AkayeSU v, The Prosecutor, ICTR-96-4-A, 1 june 2001, paras. 442-43. 

44 " Ibid. 

4.5 The Prosecutor v. Kunarac er al., IT-23&2311. 

46 Rutaganda v Prosecutor, Judgement, ICTR’96-3LA, 9 February 2004, pa~as. 569-70. 
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a war crimes conviction of a ci~rilian who held no public office at the time he 

committed the offences.47 
Another important development regarding the prosecution of war crimes 

is found in the judgement in the Imanishimwe.case. Samuel Imanishimwe, a 
Lieutenant and army camp commander in the government’s armed forces, was 
convicted of war crimes even though the place where the crimes were corn2 
mitred was hundreds of miles from the "battlefield". Again, there was held to 
be a sufficient "nexus" between his crimes and the armed conflict. It is now 
clear that there is no requirement for proximity between the war crime and the 
arena of conflict, as long as a °’nexus" is e~Nblished. As with the conviction 
of a civilian for violations of the Conventions, this decision has broadened 
the scope for future prosecutions, and shown that in times of war---even civil 
war--crimes committed by soldier or civilian, if committed under the guise of 
the war, will not be tolerated. 

Challenging sovereign immunity. While the Nuremberg trials following the 
Second World War appeared to herald a new era, in which heads of govern- 
ment could be held accountaNe for their actions under international law, there 
has.always been a substantial body of opinion that the Nuremberg Tribunal 
represented only "victors’ justice".4s Subsequently, the question of whether a 
head of state can be held personally accountable for breaches of international 
law remained unanswered. The ICTR has now made it clear that sovereign 
immunity no longer applies: individuals, even heads o~ state, can be held re- 
sponsible, as subjects bound by international legal obligations, for breaches of 
those obligations. 

This significant development in international jurisprudence came about on 
4 September 1998, when the former Prime Minister Jean Kambanda wa~ sen- 

47 

48 

The Prosecutor v Semanza. It may merit mention here that Fulgeace Niyonteze, a civilian 
mayor in Rwanda at the time of the genocide, was tried and convicted for war crimes 
committed during the genocide by a Swiss Miiitary Court sitting in Laussane in 1999. 

V. Morris and M. P. Scharf~ An Insider’s Gt~ide To The International Criminal Tribunal 
For The Former Yugoslavia (Irv~ngron-on-Hudson, New York: Transnational Publishers 
Inc., 1994) 332: "A primary criticism of Nuremberg was that it amounted to victors" 
iustice; since the tribnnal was composed exclusively of prosecutors and iudges from the 
victorious countries and the defendants were limited to Germans, even though the Mlied 
personnel also committed serious violations of humanitarian law during the war." See 
also A. Cassese, International Criminal Law ( Oxford, LrK: Oxford University Press, 2003 ) 
332 discussing the one-sided nature of the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals. "These sets 
of experiences were nevertheiess one-sided, as everybody knows, They imposed ’victors’ 
justice’ over the defeated. The major drawback of the two ’internationa~ Tribunals’ was 
that they were composed of judges (respectively, :;our and eleven) appointed by each of 
the victor powers; the prosecutors too were appointed by each of those .Powers and acted 
under the instructions of each appointing State... Thus, the view must be shared that the 
two Tribunals were not independent international courts proper, but judicial bodies act- 
ing as organs common to the appointing States." 
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tenced to life imprisonment, following his guilty pleas to six counts of genocide 
. ... 

and extermination and murder as crimes against humanity. Indeed, this was 
" ¯ 

the first time ever that the head ofa government has been convicted under an 
’ .. 

international treaty. The effect of this legal precedent was seen shortly after- 

wards, when the United Kingdom House of Lords ruled that General Augusto 

Pinochet, the former president of Chile, was not immune from prosecution for ¯ 
international crimes.49 The universal jurisdiction created by the 1949 Geneva 

Conventions has, since the establishment of the ad hoc tribunals, come to be in- ,. :~.. 
creasingly accepted. It is now a realistic possibility that former dictators will be 
pursued and prosecuted for crimes committed within their ownstates. Whereas 
an el-dictator could flee his national jurisdiction and be confident that he could 
esca e punishment for his criraes--like Idi Amiu of Uganda, who eventually. 

P .... ,,-. ,~h,d’~ former vredident, Hiss~ne 
died in exile in Saudi Arabia--omers, Jl~c 
Habr4, now in Senegal, or Ethiopia’s former leader, Mariam Mengistu, who 

currently resides in Zimbabwe, are not comfortable in exile, as there a~let~;te~" 
national arrest warrants for them for violations of international crimina w. t 
remains to be seen whether the implications of this remarkable development in 
international law will result in many further prosecutions, but the subsequent 
indictment of Slobodan Milo~evi~ at the ICTY and Charles Taylor at the 
cial Court for Sierra Leone suggest that, in principle at least, no head of state 

Established in the shadow of the ICTY, the ICTR .has .significantly c°ntributed[:.:.z!;~!;]~! 

to the evolving international criminal justice regime in several key respects] 
First, through a clear definition.of genocide, its scope as a crime was exten~u~ 
to cover the intended destruction of a particular stable and permanent Fro 
and it was acknowledged that rape and sexual violence could constitute 
cide. Second, by recognising the role of the print and electronic media in inciting 
enocide the ICTR sounded a warning to the abuse of freedom of expression: :.iiiii 

g , ’ ....... ’ -rimes Third, through clarification of 
in tiae incitement or ~nrernarm,i.~ - ¯ .i:.::,. 

nuons a licability to civilian perpetrators in armed Geneva Conve PP . - - ,    ~ .~,- ~-- 
such civilians can no longer evade the long arm ot me law. rourm, ~:, ..... i:::"; 
ing the myth of sovereign immunity, the ICTR gave impetus to the assertion o 

m to rosecute former leaders for atrocitieS::: seek’ .. universal jurisdiction by states g P 

-- ~ Battle and the Commissioner of Police (appellants)Ex Parte Pieochet 
49 See R,eg¢ , _. ...... 

ther and tile Commissioner of Police and Others 5A~ppella~s.!,j’;~ sponaent!; .va,ns a[k~a .... a--t’ Decision of ~he House of Lords ~n appeal .ore a 
Ex Parte Pinocnet /~esponu=- ~. avadabIe at htt /lwwv¢ 
visional Court of the Queens Bench Division (25 Nov 1998), 
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committed while still in office.:Finaily, as ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno Oca- 

mpo indicates in his Foreword and Bergsmo and Webb observe in chapter 18, 

the ICTR, alongside other ad bOC tribunals, provided the building blocks upon 

which the permanent ICC was founded, and will bequeath it a substantial cor- 

pu~ of law, both substantive and procedural, that will guide it in the execution 

of its challenging mandate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Pier, 
David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Submission Form 

Thanks, Travis. Colleagues should know that Eunice has transferred the authority for final approval to Kenneth. So if you do need 
more time, you may submit your proposal by Tuesday, October 8. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 12:05 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald; Pier, David; Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Course Submission Form 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC-Chapel Hill <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 8:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Today: Join us at Festifall for "Art on the Move" 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

MUSEUM 
Art on the Move...and Out of the Box 

(and maybe even mocle of a box!) 

The Ackland Art Museum is pleased to again be a 
part of Festifall, the annual celebration of the arts 
that will fill Franklin Street this afternoon (12-6 
PM) with thousands of artists and art enthusiasts. 

This year, we’ll be there not only in our booth (# 48 
on the Festifall map), but also spearheading Art on 
the Move, an interactive, two-part event that 

invites people of all ages and backgrounds to make mobile artworks 
addressing social justice issues that are important to them, and take their 
messages to the street on bikes[ It’s inspired by a project on view in the 
Ackland’s current exhibition, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in 
India since 1989. And Festifal[ itself--,~ lively, bustling "arts community for a 
day" taking place literally in the street--4s the perfect venue for Art on the 
Move. 

From 9:00-I 1:30 AM, come build on the bicycle that you bring (or ride to 
Festifall on) using cardboard, paint, Styrofoam, other materials, and give 



form and movement to a cause that you feet passionate about. Even if you 
don’t make a mobile sculpture, come see the ones that others have made 
(12:00 PM onward) or make your own bike License plate at our booth! 

Take a break from Festifatt by ~loin~l to 
the Ackland Museum Store (open 12-5 
PM Sunday) and shoppin~l their India 
Bazaar. If you’re inspired by Art on the 
Move, you’LL want to head to the Ackland 
Art Museum at 2:00 PM for a free tour 
of The Sahmat Collective centered 
around art and activism. 

We took forward to seein~l you at Festifatt for Art on the Move! 

For hetpin~,l make Art on the Move possible, we thank the Town of Chapel HiLL Parks and 
Recreation Department CuLturaL Arts Division, the Chapel HiLt Downtown Partnership, The 
Scrap Exchan~le, Paperhand Puppet Intervention, Go Chapel HiLt, The BicycLe ChainlThe CLean 
Machine, PtayMakers Repertory Company, CaroLina Performin~,l Arts, the Acktand Museum 
Store, Back ALLey Bikes, and the NC Arts CounciL. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 5:12 PM 

meeting <group@listserv.unc. edu> 

group@listserv.unc.edu 

RE: Post-tenurre review 

Hi Charlene, 

Thank you. I am glad you will be able to meet us on Nov.20, at 11 am. Don’t worry about the Nov. 14th meeting; it does 
not involve you. Georges and I will select suitable dates for class visit and I will synchronize the times.. 

Cheers, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

from: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: Post-tenurre review 

Dear Professor Selassie: Will be able to meet on November 20 at 11am. However, I cannot meet on November 14, from 
9-10:30 because my class meets at 9:30 am. -- I can meet at 11am on this day after my class ends. 

You can come to my class on AAAD 250 on Tuesday from 3:30 - 6:20 Room 105 Gardner 

October 15 

October 29 

November 5 

November 12 

Just let me know what works best for you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester e18erdrom 2meet 200 

from: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Post-tenurre review 

Dear Charlene, 

The post-tenure review committee on your case met this morning to consider meeting dates and class visits. Accordingly, 
the committee agreed: 



1. to meet on Thursday, November 14 at 9-10:30 am, and 
2. to meet with you on Wednesday, November 20, at 11 am. 
I ask you to make time for the meeting on November 20, even if you need to cancel or postphone any previously arraged 
commitment. I hope you will be able to do this. 
3. Dr. Nzongola and I would like to visit your two classes. Please email me two alternative days and time suitable for you 
and I’ll let you know if they fit with our schedule. 

Cordially, 

BHS 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919 962-3538 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent." Monday, September 30, 2013 12:33 PM 
To." Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject." RE: Post-tenurre review 

Dear Professor Selassie: My two classes meet on Tuesday and Thursday. AAAD 51 (Freshman Seminar on Passing films) 
meets on Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30-10:45 Room 213 Graham Memorial. We watch films on some days and 
discuss the film on other days so let me know when you plan to attend so that I can make sure that we are having a 
review on this day. 

AAAD 250 (Black Cinema) meets only one day a week Tuesday from 3:30 -6:20 Room 105 Gardner. The class is a lecture 
class and during the second half we screen a film. 

Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent." Monday, September 30, 2013 11:53 AM 
To." Regester, Charlene B 
Subject." Post-tenurre review 

Dear Charlene. 

I have been charged to chair your post-tenure review committee. We are having a preliminary meeting as a committee, 
and one of the requirements is a visit by one or more of us to one of your classes. I am writing to ask you: a) what class 
(es) you are teaching this semester, and 
b) the venue and time of the class. 
Later in the process, we will ask you to meet with members of the committee at a mutually agreeable time. 

With best wishes, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, 
and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICITCS Secretariat <mail@icitcsglobal.org> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 8:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

ICITCS 2013 IEEE Paper Submission Deadline 1 Week Left! 

Dear Scholars, 

ICITCS 2013 (International Conference on IT Convergence and Security) has been scheduled on December 16- 

18, 2013 in Macau. With IEEE ICITCS will be holding its 3rd annual conference. Please check our website for 
more details on the conference which can be found at our WebsRe. This is our final week so make sure to 
submit your paper now. 

Registration is open and the paper submission deadline is approaching. We want to remind everyone that to get 
your paper ready and submit it soon. For more detailed information please visit our CaR ~%r Pa~ page. If 
you have any more questions please do not hesitate to ask us anything. 

To submit a paper you must create an account by registering at the "Accotmt Page". After you login 
you can use the "P_~er Submissions" found on your login bar. 

Important Dates 

Paper Submission Deadline: Oct° 14th 

Notification of Acceptance: Oct. 29th 

Final Paper Submission Deadline: Nov. 11th 

Conference date: Dec. 16th - 18th 

Paper Submission Guidelines 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->The paper must be written in English and readable 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single- 
spaced, 10 point font in the text. 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Follow the instructions in Word document and Latex templates 
(!EEE Manuscri ~ates f~or Conference Proceeding). 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Papers must be submitted only in portable document format 
otherwise known as PDF. 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->, 
font. 

<!--[endif]-->The paper length should be between 2 to 4 pages using 10 point 

Again, if you have any questions please don’t hesitate to ask us at ask@icitcsglobal.org. Also you can use the 
Comact ~s page found on our website as well. 



Sincerely, 

ICITCS Secretariat 

ask 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SI Extra <siextra@mail. sportsillustrated, cnn. com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Reports: Adrian Peterson’s son in critical condition; mother’s boyfriend in custody 

OCT 11, 2013 

NEW RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOU: 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Reports: Adrian Peterson’s son in critical 
condition; mother’s boyfriend in custody 
Minnesota Vikings running back Adrian Peterson missed practice 

Thursday to travel to South Dakota for personal reasons. Several 

reports have indicated that a two-year old boy in critical condition in a 

Sioux Falls hospital is Peterson’s son, though police would not reveal 

details about the boy’s family in a Friday morning press conference. 

Report: Adrian Peterson in South Dakota for 
"tragic’ personal situation 

Adrian Peterson’s absence from the Vikings’ Thursday practice was 

due to a personal situation that a source close to the NFL’s reigning 
Most Valuable Player describes as "tragic," according to Pro Football 

Talk. Stu Whitney of the Argus Leader reported via Twitter Thursday 

that Peterson was in Sioux Falls, South Dakota dealing with a very 



serious medical issue involving a young family member that likely will 

become a police matter. 

Deion Sanders fired by school after alleged 
assault 
Dallas-area charter school Prime Prep Academy announced the firing 

of co-founder and coach Deion Sanders Friday morning. The move 
comes two days after the Pro Football Hall of Fame member and NFL 

Network analyst was accused of assaulting the school’s chief financial 

officer during a campus meeting. 

Five Eastern Conference X-factors 
On Friday and Saturday, The Point Forward will examine the key 

players and circumstances that will help shape the 2013-14 season. 

First up, the Eastern Conference, where these five ×-factors will be 

critical in charting the course for their teams. Jason Terry, Brooklyn 

Nets Terry is regarded as something of an afterthought in Brooklyn’s 

move to acquire Kevin Garnett and Paul Pierce. 

Eight in the Box: The NFL’s best throwback 
uniforms 
The San Diego Chargers will roll out their popular throwback jerseys 

on Monday night, for a matchup with the Indianapolis Colts. In honor 

of that decision, this week’s Eight in the Box takes a spin through the 

best throwback jerseys the league has to offer. 

Eli Manning throws three more picks as 
Giants fall to 0-6 

Well, at least they made this one competitive. The New York Giants, 

who hadn’t lost by less than a touchdown since their season opener 

against the Dallas Cowboys, fell to 0-6 on the 2013 season with a 27- 



21 Thursday night loss to the Chicago Bears. 

Report: Rob Gronkowski’s return less 
certain 
Reports earlier this week had Patriots tight end Rob Gronkowski likely 

to return to the lineup on Sunday against the Saints. A Friday morning 

Pro Football Talk report said the Pro Bowler has yet to be cleared and 

that there is less optimism surrounding his return. 

Friday’s A.M. Hot Clicks 
Nina Agdal; Verlander Owns A’s; Fallout From 3oe Thornton Quote; 

NBA Player Tnjures Himself 

NBA trivia with Nina Agdal 
Nina Agdal is not only one of SI’s most popular swimsuit models, she’s 

also a former basketball player in her native Denmark, a huge NBA 

fan and lover of all things Miami Heat. We gave Nina a microphone 

and sent her to Madison Square Garden to test the NBA knowledge of 

random people on the street. 

~ORE ITOR%E$ 

NFL Week 6 must 
attend games 

NFL Week 6 betting 
lines and analysis 

Video: Giannis 
Antetokounrnpo 
tantalizes in the 

preseason 



Report: Bears 
linebacker D.J. 

Williams out for 
season with torn 
pectoral muscle 

Saturday Storylines: 
Can Florida’s Tyler 

Murphy continue his 
impressive start at 

LSU? 

Dodgers add Carlos 
Marmol, Edinson 

Volquez to NLCS roster 

Pistons’ Rodney Stuckey to undergo surgery after breaking 

thumb in car door 

The Playbook: Previewing Saints-Pats, Packers-Ravens, 

more Week 6 games 

Christian Ponder "disappointed and frustrated’ over Vikings 

QB situation 

Mike Tomlin bans games from Steelers’ locker room 

Verlander, Tigers flex star power in sending A’s home again 

in ALDS 

SIGN UP FOR SI PREMIUM NEWSLETTERS 

EXTRA MUSTARD 

Your dose of Hot Clicks, viral videos 

and more from the intersection of 

pop culture and sports, delivered 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 

SI EXTRA 
SI EXTRA is sent daily, packed with 

insider information, news, analysis, 

and teasers of the top stories on 

$I.com. 

SW I M DA I LY 
More than 50 years after the first 

Swimsuit issue, a daily destination 

for all things swim. 

FOLLOW 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 

You received this emait because you are registered on 

http://sportsittustrated,cnn,com with the emait address: 

stgore@email~unc~edu. 

X sailthru 

Sports tItustrated respects your privacy. View our privacy policy, 

you believe this has been sent to you in error please safely unsubscribe, 

For further communication ptease contact: 

Attention: Consumer Affairs 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Customer Service 

3000 University Center Drive 

Tampa, FL 33612-6408 

You can manage your SZ Newsletter subscriptions here. 

Copyright © 2013 Time Inc A Time Warner Company All Rights Reserved 

Terms under which this service is provided to you~ Read our privacy guidelines~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <announcments 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Washington D.C. Summit on Cross-Continental Cooperation 2013 (Washington, 
D.C.; November 4th - 7th, 2013) 

- Call for Applications - 

The Washington ©oCo Summit on Cross Continenta  Cooperation 
"Future Prospects in Enhancing Continental Cooperation to Secure Political, Economic, and 

Social Progress" 
(Washington, D.C.; November 4th - 7th, 2013) 

www.washinqton-summit.or.q 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming international conferences to be hosted by the 
ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. The information attached below provides further details on the 
programs offered at these events. We would be extremely grateful if this announcement could also be shared with other 
interested parties by forwarding the information provided below. 

ICD Newsletter/Mailinq List 
If you would like to be kept up-to-date with the latest developments at the ICD, you can join our mailing list. To join the 
mailing list, simply send an email to "mailinqs~culturaldiplomacy.or.q" with the word "Subscribe" in the subject line. Your 
email address will then be added to the list automatically. If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, 
please send us an email at info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q indicating this. 

To view the complete ICD Calendar of Events for 2013, please click here. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
KurfQrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy.orq 
info@culturaldiplomacy.orq 
Facebook >>; Twitter >>; You Tube>> 
What is Cultural Diplomacy? C~ick Here 
Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Today Click Here 

The Washington, DC. Summit on Cross Contin÷nta~ Cooperation 2013 
"Future Prospects in Enhancing Continental Cooperation to Secure Political, Economic, and Social 
Progress" 
(Washington, D.C.; November 4th - 7th, 2013) 
www.washington-summit.org 
To apply please click HERE 

The recent deterioration of US-Russian relations was made more evident by President Obama’s decision to 
cancel a meeting with President Putin and by the negotiations on the Syrian Crises. These events highlight an 
urgent need for the International Community to take action to enhance cross continental cooperation. 
This current situation between Russia and the US clearly defines the significant differences of opinion on policies between 
the world’s most influential leaders, thus making it evident that appropriate measures must be taken globally in order to 
ensure that further development of international inter-connectivity remains secured and sustainable. The "Washington, 
D.C. Summit on Cross Continental Cooperation 2013" will therefore explore the ways in which intercultural dialogue and 



cultural exchange can be utilized effectively in order to achieve a successful cross-continental coalition. 

Summit Speakers >> 
Speakers and delegates during the conferences will include, among others, heads of state and leading politicians, chief 
diplomats, leading governmental officials, senior academics, renowned authors, journalists, and celebrated artists. 

These speakers will include a large number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD 
Advisory Board, please click here 

Summit Locations 
Based in Washington D.C, the Summit will be hosted at a number of important political, historic, and cultural locations 
across the city. Featured locations during the Summit will include: 

US Congress 

The Embassy of Bulgaria to the USA 
The Embassy of Italy to the USA 

National Public Radio (NPR) 

Youth Education & Dev÷~opm÷nt Advancement 
Young Leaders’ Forums - Forthcoming Conferences 
(September- December, 2013) 
www.icd-ylf.org 
To apply, please click HERE 

The Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, 
supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to 
become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate interaction 
among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

~/Ve are currently accepting applications for the following conferences: 

~,frica Meets the USA: A Forum for Young Leaders (AMUSA) 
"Launc,~ing a New Era of enhanced Cutturat Engagement bePween Two Regional Powers" 
(Washington D.C.; November 3rd- 7th, 2013) 
www.icd-africa.orq 

Nigeria Meets the USA: A Forum for Young Leaders (NMUSA) 
"Cementing N~geriaoUS Intercultural Relations: Economic Stabili~ & Security through Joint Action" 
(Washington D.C.; November 3rd- 7th, 2013) 
www.icd-africa.orq 

~,fghanistan Meets the USA: A Forum for Young Leaders (AFMUSA) 
"Collaborating for a Peaceful Partnership: Framing the Posto2014 Bilateral Agenda" 
(Washington D.C.; November 4th- 8th, 2013) 
www.AfghanistanMeetsUSA.org 

Pakistan Meets the USA: A Forum for Young Leaders (PMUSA) 
"Fostering a Comprehensive Pa~nership through Dialogue & Intercultural Understanding" 
(Washington D.C.; November 4th- 8th, 2013) 
www.PakistanMeetsUSA.orq 
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CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY 

COUNSEL 2213 

CIO - INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY SVCS 3103 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING 

CTR 2264 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 3901 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH 

SCIENCES LIBR 5525 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

5520 

LIBRARIES - TRI RES LIBRARY 

NETWORK 5507 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY 

LIBRARY 5505 

PROVOST - ACAD SUP PROG 

STUDENT ATHLETES 3137 

PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 2432 

PROVOST - CONT ED WM & 

IDA FRIDAY CTR 5301 

PROVOST - CTRS - 

MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 

8911 

PROVOST - CTRS - NC 

BOTANICAL GARDEN 3255 

PROVOST - 

DIVERSITY/M U LTICU LTU RE 

AFF 2224 

PROVOST- EXEC DIRECTOR 

FOR THE ARTS 3146 

PROVOST- HUNT INSTITUTE 

3132 
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471557 

472050 

471201 

471045 
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PROVOST- INST RESEARCH & 

ASSESSMENT 2315 

PROVOST - OFC OF 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 3101 

PROVOST - OFC OF PROVOST 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 4101 

PROVOST - PROVOST 3100 

PROVOST- SCHOLARSHIPS & 

STUDENT AID 2448 

PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL 

ADMIN. 3116 

PROVOST - UBC - ACKLAND 

ART MUSEUM 3105 

PROVOST - UBC - AMERICAN 

INDIAN CTR 3133 

PROVOST- UBC - CAROLINA 

CTR PUBLIC SVC 3119 

PROVOST- UBC - CAROLINA 

HIGHER ED 4935 

PROVOST- UBC - CTR 

FACULTY EXCELLENCE 3131 

PROVOST - UBC - SONJA H 

STONE CTR. 3114 

PROVOST - UBC - WOMENS 

CENTER 3125 

PROVOST - UBC - WORLD 

VIEW 3122 

PROVOST - UBC ASSOC PRV 

ACAD INITIATIVES 3102 
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PROVOST- UNC GLOBAL 

3130 

PROVOST- UNIVERSITY 

REGISTRAR 2438 

SCH BUS- INSTOF PRIVATE 

ENTERPRISE 3316 

SCH BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 3301 

SCH BUS- SBTDC KFBS 

REGIONAL SVC CENTER 3317 

SCH DENTISTRY - CLINICAL 

AFFAIRS 4315 

SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL 

ECOLOGY DEPT 4305 

SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL 

FACULTY PRACTICE 5140 

SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL 

RESEARCH 4375 

SCH DENTISTRY- DIAGNOST 

SCI & GEN DENT 4335 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ENDODONTICS 4320 

SCH DENTISTRY - OPERATIVE 

DENTISTRY 4330 

SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL 

SURGERY 4340 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORTHODONTICS 4345 

SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC 

DENTISTRY 4350 
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3 12 25% 
SCH DENTISTRY- 

PERIODONTOLOGY 4355 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PROSTHODONTICS 4365 

SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF 

DENTISTRY 4301 

SCH EDUCATION - LEARN NC 

3401 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL 

OF EDUCATION 3402 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 4835 

SCH MEDICINE - ALCOHOL 

STUDIES CTR 4282 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED 

HEALTH SCIENCES 4273 

SCH MEDICINE- 

AN ESTH ESIOLOGY 4268 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 

4212 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL 

ENGINEERING 4275 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL 

RES IMAGING CT 4217 

SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA 

CTR GENOME SCI 4219 

SCH MEDICINE - CAROLINA 

INST FOR DD 4287 

SCH MEDICINE- CELL& 

DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 4204 
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SCH MEDICINE- CELL& 

MOLECULAR PHYS 4224 

SCH MEDICINE- 

COMPREHENSIVE CANCER 

CTR 4226 

SCH MEDICINE- CTR FOR 

AGING & HEALTH 4278 

SCH MEDICINE- CTR FOR 

DRUG SAFTEY SCI 4209 

SCH MEDICINE- CTR 

MATERNAL & INFANT HTH 

4205 

SCH MEDICINE- CTR 

WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 

4202 

SCH MEDICINE- CYS 

FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 

4223 

SCH MEDICINE- 

DERMATOLOGY 4229 

SCH MEDICINE- EMERGENCY 

MEDICINE 4266 

SCH MEDICINE- ENVIRO MED 

ASTHMA & LUNG 4225 

SCH MEDICINE - FAMILY 

MEDICINE 4232 

SCH MEDICINE - GASTROINT 

BIO & DIS CTR 4283 

SCH MEDICINE- GENE 

THERAPY CTR 4276 
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SCH MEDICINE - GENETICS 

4218 

SCH MEDICINE - GLOBAL 

HLTH & INFEC DISEA 4274 

SCH MEDICINE- HEART& 

VASCULAR CTR 4222 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL 

EDUCATION 4284 

SCH MEDICINE - MEDICAL 

FOUNDATION (USED IN 2012) 

4201 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICINE 

4228 

SCH MEDICINE- MEDICINE 

ADMINISTRATION 4201 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MICROBIOLOGY & 

IMMUNOLOGY 4208 

SCH MEDICINE - MOLECULAR 

BIOLOGY 4277 

SCH MEDICINE - NEUROLOGY 

4230 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROSCIENCE CTR 4281 

SCH MEDICINE- 

N E U ROS U RG E RY 4233 

SCH MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS 

& GYNECOLOGY 4236 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OPHTHALMOLOGY 4244 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ORTHOPAEDICS 4265 
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SCH MEDICINE- 

OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 

4238 

SCH MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY 

& LAB MEDICINE 4216 

SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

4248 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHARMACOLOGY 4220 

SCH MEDICINE - PHYSICAL 

MEDICINE & REHAB 4296 

SCH MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

4256 

SCH MEDICINE - RADIATION 

ONCOLOGY 4262 

SCH MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

4260 

SCH MEDICINE - SOCIAL 

MEDICINE 4290 

SCH MEDICINE - SURGERY 

4264 

SCH MEDICINE-TEACCH DIV 

4257 

SCH MEDICINE - THURSTON 

ARTHRITIS RES 4285 

SCH MEDICINE - TOXICOLOGY 

CURRICULUM 4210 

SCH MEDICINE - TRACS 

INSTITUTE 4299 
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SCH MEDICINE- UNC KIDNEY 

CENTER 4269 

SCH MEDICINE- UNC 

MCALLISTER HEART INST 

4227 

SCH MEDICINE - UROLOGY 

4215 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

BIOSTATISTICS 4620 

SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON 

HEALTH & SUSCEP 4605 

SCH PUB HLTH - ENVIRON 

SCIENCES & ENGI 4630 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 4635 

SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH 

BEHAVIOR 4640 

SCH PUB HLTH - HLTH POLICY 

& MG MT 4610 

SCH PUB HLTH - MATERNAL 
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SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR 
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SCH PUB HLTH - NUTRITION 
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2012) 
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SCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC 

HEALTH NURSING 4655 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF 

PUBLIC HEALTH 4601 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - DEV 
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SUPPORT PROG 3802 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL 

OF SOCIAL WORK 3801 
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VC FIN - ASSOC VICE 
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VC FIN - CAMP SVC - ASSOC 

VC CAMPUS SERVICES (USED 

IN 2012) 2223 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC-AUXIL 
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VC FIN - CAMP SVC- DESIGN 
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7% 

$260 

$25 

$0 

$0 

$0 
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13 

69 
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38% 

$1,659 

$688 69 

O% 

1% 

$0 

$1,754 

$840 

$0 

$180 

11% 

16% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

13% 

122% 

O% 

40% 

39% 

O% 

26% 

470872 

819391 

470724 

471565 

674333 

818542 

620534 

1079896 

472720 

472266 

472803 

674325 



VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

HOUSEKEEPING 7120 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 8931 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- MECH & 

DISPL 8432 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

PRINTING & DUPLICATING 

8515 
VC FIN - CAMP SVC- PUBLIC 

SAFETY 7602 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- PUBLIC 

SAFETY HOUSING SECURIT 

8230 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- PUBLIC 

SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 

8986 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE ACCOUNTING 8412 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE ADMIN 8411 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE BULL’S HEAD 8423 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE CADUCEUS 8420 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE COURSE PACK 8413 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE OPERATION 8416 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE SALES FLOOR 8424 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE SNACK UNIT 8471 

43 397 

0 

92 

5 

99 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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100% 

0% 
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0% 
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0% 
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So 
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So 
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0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 
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94 

95 

1% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

2% 
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0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

S670 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 
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So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

23% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

13% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

470559 

470732 

2194959 

472464 

472563 

470989 

472639 

2194926 

2195022 

2194934 

2195006 

2194942 

2194967 

2194975 

2194983 



VC FIN - CAMP SVC- STUD 

STORE WAREHOUSE 8425 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUDENT STORE TEXTBOOK 

8422 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUDENT STORES All Depts. 

(USED IN 2012) 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- UNC 

ONE CARD 8121 

VC FIN - DISBURSEMENT 

SERVICES 2238 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & CONST- 

CONSTRUCTION MGMT 2374 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & CONST- 

ENG INFO SVCS 2372 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & CONST- 

FAC PLANNING & CONST 

2370 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & CONST- 

FACILITIES PLANNING 2373 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & CONST- 

UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 2375 

VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & 

TRAINING 2242 

VC FIN - LOGISTICS 8505 

VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 

2237 

VC FIN - PURCHASING 

SERVICES 2260 

21 

4 

4 

4 

13 

2 

0 

0 

46 

5 

14 

7 

10 

10 

6 

3 

4 

12 

12 

12 

0% 

0% 

46% 

80% 

14% 

29% 

80% 

40% 

5O% 

233% 

100% 

108% 

17% 

67% 

$0 

$0 

$3,786 

$540 

$1,240 

$390 

$1,960 

$1,664 

$810 

$1,978 

$661 

$32 

$60S 

$2,330 
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0 

0 

0 

4 
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2 

1 

0 

4 

46 

13 

10 

4 

10 

12 

12 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

29% 

57% 

25% 

10% 

0% 

50% 

10% 

0% 

33% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$390 

$370 

$120 

$520 

$0 

$335 

S2o 

$o 

$682 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

100% 

19% 

7% 

64% 

0% 

51% 

63% 

0% 

29% 

2195014 

2194991 

471094 

471102 

471755 

471516 

471524 

471003 

471870 

471110 

817510 

470757 

663161 

471961 



VC FIN - STRATEGY ANALYSIS 

2246 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & 

UNC RECEIVABLES 2248 

VC FIN - TRAVEL SERVICES 

2233 

VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK 

MANAGEMENT 2261 

VC FIN - UNIVERSITY 

CONTROLLER 2231 

VC FIN - VICE CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE & ADMIN 2219 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 2228 

VC RESEARCH - CAROLINA 

POPULATION CTR 4910 

VC RESEARCH - CLINICAL 

TRIALS 3908 

VC RESEARCH - CTR FOR 

DEVELOP SCIENCE 3140 

VC RESEARCH - CTR FOR 

GALAPAGOS STUDIES 5216 

VC RESEARCH - CTR HEALTH 

DISEASE PREV 4985 

VC RESEARCH - DICE CTR 

3902 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD 

DEVELOP INST 5245 

VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM 

INST SOCIAL SCI 5210 

VC RESEARCH - HAZARDS CTR 

4977 

18 

46 

14 

90 

0 

19 

3 

6 

5 

5 

79 
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9 

10 

0 

43 

188 

13 

3 

0% 

95% 

0% 

17% 

60% 

20% 
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14% 

11% 

20% 

0% 

5% 

0% 

48% 

15% 

0% 

$0 

S1,805 

So 

$78 

S245 

$240 

S15,025 

S5,193 

$84 

$310 

So 

$145 

$0 

S20,248 

S170 

$0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

17 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

26 

0 

19 

3 

6 

4 

12 

81 
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9 

15 

43 
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16 

0% 

5% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

21% 

4% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

13% 

13% 

0% 

$0 

S275 

So 

So 

So 

So 

S3,193 

S775 

So 

So 

So 

$0 

$0 

$7,693 

$170 

$0 

0% 

15% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

21% 

15% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

38% 

100% 

0% 

2193019 

471888 

470906 

470740 

471250 

471011 

472506 

472605 

470948 

471912 

2193027 

472225 

1003425 

472787 

471664 

1079961 



VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY 

SAFETY RESEARCH 5350 

VC RESEARCH - INJURY PREV 

RESEARCH CTR 4974 

VC RESEARCH - INST FOR 

ADVANCED MATERIAL 3126 

VC RESEARCH - INST OF 

MARINE SCIENCES 5220 

VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY 

ANIMAL MEDICINE 4270 

VC RESEARCH - NUTRITION 

RESEARCH INST 4622 

VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN 

RESEARCH ETHICS 3909 

VC RESEARCH - OFC INFO & 

COMMUNICATIONS 3906 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF 

SPONSORED RESEARCH 2236 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF 

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 3113 

VC RESEARCH - OFFICE OF 

RESEARCH DEVELOP 3904 

VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE 

COMPUTING INST 3127 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR 

FOR HLTH SERV 4950 

VC RESEARCH - UNC INSt FOR 

THE ENVIRON 3118 

12 
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So 
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So 
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o 
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o 
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0% 
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0% 
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7% 

472191 

471896 

1003433 

472126 

472589 

2193035 

471607 

471144 

472415 

471540 

470955 

471615 

472571 

472209 



VC RESEARCH - VC FOR 

RESEARCH 3905 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS 

HEALTH SERVICES 2426 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS Y 

2407 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAROLINA 

UNION 2423 

VC STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF 

STUDENTS OFFICE 2406 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING 

& RES EDUCATION 8215 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

2403 

VC STUDENT AFF - NEW 

ST/CARO PARENT PR 2404 

VC STUDENT AFF - STUDENT 

ACTIV FUND OFF 2413 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV 

CAREER SERVICES 2417 

VC STUDENT AFF - VC 

STUDENT AFFAIRS OFF 2401 

Totals 

33 
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72% 
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$2,330 

$0 

S6o 

$3,320 

13 

2,905 

4 

19 

10 

11,518 

$1,556 
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15 

12,330 

13% 

8% 

$408 

S6o 

$o 

$1,065 

$620 
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61% 

49% 

0% 

0% 

29% 

82% 

128% 

100% 

0% 

68% 

19% 

31% 

471995 

472647 

1092956 

472068 

471219 

472282 

1092964 

470914 

470922 

471706 

472001 



2013 2013 2013 % 

Division Donors Emps Partic 

SCH BUS 75 298 25% 

VC ADVANCEMENT 35 146 24% 

CHANCELLOR 14 69 20% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 8 50 16% 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 12 81 15% 

PROVOST 42 343 12% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 15 132 11% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 13 126 10% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 13 139 9% 

VC STUDENT AFF 23 284 8% 

SCH DENTISTRY 25 371 ?% 

CIO 23 35? 6% 

VC F I N 8 140 6% 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 9 164 5% 

LIBRARIES 15 300 5% 

A&S ?5 1525 5% 

SCH PUB HLTH 25 603 4% 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 3 85 4% 

VC RESEARCH 24 9?8 2% 

SCH EDUCATION 2 9? 2% 

SCHMEDICINE ?6 3928 2% 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 4 212 2% 

ATH LETICS 4 446 1% 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 0 24 0% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:02 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra 7.5 

Hi, 
As some of you know already, we are soon moving to a new web based Astra upgrade (no more downloading the software, 
yay). Things will look a little different but we are excited to present this new format to you. We think you will love it! 

In preparation, Charlotte, Chris and I will be attending a training session in Overland Park, Kansas at the Ad Astra corporate 
offices this week on Thursday and Friday. Violet and Sherry will be holding down the fort here. In other words, a "skeleton" 
crew (appropriate for the end of October!) Thanks for your patience as we strive to bring you a new and improved Astra! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33755926-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:36 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

C[~ck to v~ew web version of tNs message. October 2013 

BME for Undergraduates 
CaroUna undergraduates are inventing 
devices to tackle health problems through 

The opportunity to 
study in one of the fastest-growing job 
fields evolved through a partnership 
between the College of Arts and Sciences 
and the School of Medicine, led by Professor 

Nancy A[[britton. 

Transformative Mentoring 
Distinguished Psychologist David Penn has 

ecia[ recognition for his mentodng of 

a former doctoral student Dave Roberts, 
now a faculty member at the University of 

Texas. Their collaboration has transformed 
treatment and improved the Uves of 
patients with schizophrenia worldwide. 

National Security Talk 10/30 
Thomas Don~[on, the National Security 

Advisor who oversaw the hunt for Osama bin 
Laden, and gart Gel[man, the PuUtzer- 
winning reporter, pictured, who spoke with 

Edward Snowden for stories on NSA access 
to American phone and emai[ records, wi[[ 

engage in a pubUc conversation~ Oct. 30, 
5:30 pm in Genome Sciences G-tO0. 

Amazing A~umni 
Karo[ Mason (pictured) graduated from CaroUna 
with a mathematics degree in the College, and 
is now a U.S. Assistant Attorney Genera[ in the 

Obama administration. She is one of five 
uished alumni who were recognized on 



University Day for their achievements. You can atso read about two more amazin~ 
alumni who have won GAA’s distinguished young alumni awards. 

Shining Light on the South 
The ~atest issue of Caro~ff~a Arts ~ Sciences 

features the Center for the Study of 

the American South as it turns 20. We also 
highlight undergraduate and graduate atumni 
who connect their impact on North Carolina and 
the world with experiences provided by the 
College. 

The Meaning of Public 
UNC Historian James Le[oudis e×p[ained the 
evolving rote of the nation’s first public 
university, and what it means to our students 

and our place in the world today. His ~ecture 
was part of the celebrations around University 
Day and Chance[I.or Fo[t’s instal.[ation. 

More News 

Bravo, Jan Chambers and McKay Cobie for designing the 
~ndoor sw~mm~n~oo[ on stage for PRC°s next shows 
Another major grant to transform STEM education 
Geographer Edcka W~se ~s tree tin.for climate data 

Media Clips 
Events Calendar 
Sta3 Connected: Facebook, Twitter, News 

Welcome to our e-news, sent monthly to College faculty and stuff, University communicators, 
and others by request. 

This message was sent to stgore@emaiLunc.edu from: 

UNC College ofArts & Sciences I UNC South Building I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Unsubscribe I Forward This ~essage 

Email Marketing by 

  Contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 4:26 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 

have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 

Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/1/2013 16:25 
Ticket #: 2643393 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: 14. Access to Student Information 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
14. Access to Student Information 

Worklog: 
Joseph Megel is a Communications Professor that will be teaching a course in AAAD in the spring. 
We have the course set up but we need to get his name added as instructor. 

Thanks 

The course is AAAD 290 002. 

This request was created at: ~s:ii~,ww.unc.edu/ar-biniwebsubiindex~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-CS-TRIAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2643393 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: FERPA Verified 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2643393 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2643393 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:23 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Holiday Payroll Close Schedules 

Holiday Payroll Close Schedules.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: November 4, 2013 
Subject: Holiday Payroll Close Schedules 

The document attached to this email message provides important information about the upcoming Thanksgiving, Winter 

Break, and New Year’s Payroll Close Deadlines. 



Holiday Payroll Close Schedules 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

The biweekly payroll close schedule for the Thanksgiving Holiday has not changed. 

¯ The pay period ending Sunday, November 17, 2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Tuesday, 

November 19, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Tuesday, November 19, 2013. 

Winter Holiday 

The biweekly payroll close schedule for the Winter Holiday has not changed. 

¯ The pay period ending Sunday, December 15, 2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Tuesday, 

December 17, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Tuesday, December 17, 2013. 

New Year’s Day Holiday 

The biweekly payroll close schedule for the New Year’s Day Holiday has been changed. In order to 

process payroll timely, all deadlines will be strictly enforced. 

¯ The pay period ending Sunday, December 29, 2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Monday, 

December 30, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Monday, December 30, 2013. 

SPA Non-Exempt Employee Timecard Entry 

SPA Non-Exempt employees are paid only for the hours worked and leave taken entered 

in their timecards in TIM. Therefore, Permanent SPA Non-Exempt employees should 

submit Time Off Notifications if required or manually enter all of their leave to be taken 

during the Winter and New Year’s Holidays in advance. 

Timecard Approval Deadlines 

The sign off deadline on Monday, December 30, 2013 is one day earlier, so Employee 

and Manager Approval deadlines may need to be modified. This is determined by 

Department management and should be communicated to your employees and 

managers in advance. 



EPA Monthly Sign Off Deadlines 

November, 2013 

The monthly sign off schedule for EPA employees has not been changed in November. 

¯ EPA timecards must be signed off by 5:00PM on Monday, November 25, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Monday, November 25, 2013. 

December, 2013 

The monthly sign off schedule for EPA employees has been changed in December. 

¯ EPA timecards must be signed off by 5:00PM on Friday, December 20, 2013. 

¯ PLEASE NOTE- the sign off removal deadline has changed- sign off removal requests must be 

received by 3:00PM on Friday, December 20, 2013. 

(The January monthly sign off schedule for EPA employees will be included in the upcoming Calendar 

Year End communication.) 

Holidays 

¯ Holidays do not always appear in future pay periods. They will appear when the Holiday is in the 

current week. 

¯ If an employee is not eligible to receive a holiday, insert a row on the day with the holiday and 

enter the "Holiday Forfeit" pay code and a negative amount of hours in the timecard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:08 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/5/2013 9:07 
Ticket #: 2644878 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Professor Nzongola is having a problem with his monitor. The monitor is on but he can’t see anything. It looks like it is in sleep mode 
but he can’t wake it up. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.m~c.edt#arobi~v’webst~bimdex t=OASIS%20Teclmica1%20St~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 8:58 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2644878 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Replaced cable from monitor. Bad cable. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



Divison/Institute/ 2012 

Office 

A&S - ACADEMIC 

ADVISING 3120 

A&S - AFRICAN & 

AFRICAN-AMER 

STUDIES 3287 

A&S - AFRICAN 

STUDIES CENTER 

3239 

A&S - AMERICAN 

STUDIES 3226 

A&S - 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

3284 

A&S - APPLIED 

SCIENCES 3232 

A&S - 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

3286 

A&S - ART 3204 

A&S - ARTS & 

HUMANITIES 

INSTITUTE 3211 

A&S - ARTS & SCI 

INFO SERVICES 

3231 

A&S - ASIAN 

STUDIES 3252 

A&S - BIOLOGY 

3267 

2012 2012 Part 

Donors Emps % 

30     36 83% 

20 15% 

0% 

2012    2013 2013 2013 Part 

Totals Donors Emps     % 

$3,231 27     35 77% 

21 14% 

0% 

2013    % of 
Acct # 

Totals 2012 

$3,414 106% 472134 

$954 

$0 

$730 77% 471631 

$0 0% 2193001 

10 30% 

33     9% 

$660 3     12 25% 

$1,580 2     34 6% 

$960 145% 471383 

$840 53% 472084 

0% 

75% 

$0 0 1 0% 

$485 4 4     100% 

$0 0% 470484 

$638 132% 470831 

28     7% 

140% 

23 30% 

31 23% 

$420 1     33 3% 

$1,090 5    6 83% 

$1,274 0     21 0% 

$600 0     32 0% 

$2,790 3 93 3% 

$240 57% 471979 

$728 67% 471052 

$0 0% 471920 

$0 

$2,125 

0% 471854 

76% 472654 3 92 3% 



A&S - CAROLINA 

ASIA CENTER 3237 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

3265 

A&S - CITY & 

REGIONAL 

PLANNING 3288 

A&S - CLASSICS 

3220 

A&S - 

COMMUNICATIO 

N STUDIES 3215 

A&S - COMPUTER 

SCIENCE 3276 

A&S - DEANS 

OFFICE 3201 

A&S - DRAMATIC 

ART 3207 

A&S - 

ECONOMICS 3289 

A&S- ENGLISH & 

COMP LIT 3225 

A&S - 

ENVIRONMENT& 

ECOLOGY 3264 

A&S - EUROPEAN 

STUDIES 3216 

12 

21 

93 

17 

12 

34 

57 

38 

24 

33% 

13% 

29% 

25% 

9% 

5% 

55% 

25% 

S6o 0% 

S9,99o lO     91 11% 

$1,350 1     17 6% 

$3,600 3     14 21% 

$390 5     39 13% 

$3,540 6     63 10% 

$5,744 5     48 10% 

$709 1     24 4% 

$0 0% 663153 

$10,245 103% 472621 

$360 27% 471805 

$3,840 107% 471680 

$970 249% 472183 

$2,630 74% 472522 

$2,764 48% 472027 

$480 68% 472035 

39 

32 28% $4,980 1     38 3% S120    2% 472241 

83 47% Sll,697    19 91 21%    S5,790 49% 472530 

0% 

0% 

SO 

SO 

0% 

0% 

$0 0% 470641 

$0 0% 471078 



A&S - EXERCISE & 

SPORT SCIENCE 

3292 

A&S - G EC 

BUILDING 

OPERATIONS 3261 

A&S - 

GEOGRAPHY 3290 

A&S - 

GEOLOGICAL 

SCIENCES 3268 

A&S - GERMANIC 

& SLAVIC 

LANGUAGES 3229 

A&S - GLOBAL 

STUDIES 3135 

A&S - HISTORY 

3291 

A&S - HONORS 

3203 

A&S - 

HUMANITIES & 

HUMAN VALUES 

3221 

A&S - LEARNING 

CENTER 3235 

A&S - LINGUISTICS 

3228 

53 50 106% 

0% 

$2,984 

$0 

53 57% 

0% 

27 4% $120 

30 

29 0% 

$2,179 73% 472373 

$0 0% 1079813 

$0 0% 471813 

21 

16 

20 

13% 

25% 

0% 

39% 

13% 

$1,800 2     16 13% 

$2,597 1     23 

15% 

$1,800 100% 471649 

$0 0 4 

$8,950 9 60 

$120 0 8 

54 

71% 

20% 

17% 

S378 3 7 43% 

$60 1 5 20% 

S500 3 8 38% 

4%    $240 

0%     So 

S3,93o 

0%     So 

S15o 

9% 471490 

0% 1079821 

44% 472399 

0% 471581 

40% 471169 

$60 100% 470815 

$870 174% 471300 



A&S - MARINE 

SCIENCES 3262 

A&S - 

MATHEMATICS 

3282 

A&S - M I D EAST & 

MUSLIM CIV CTR 

3240 

A&S - MUSIC 3212 

A&S - NAVAL 

SCIENCE 3298 

A&S - PEACE WAR 

& DEFENSE 3206 

A&S - 

PHILOSOPHY 3238 

A&S - PHYSICS & 

ASTRONOMY 

3270 

A&S - 

PLAYMAKERS 

REPERTORY 8915 

A&S - POLITICAL 

SCIENCE 3294 

A&S - 

PSYCHOLOGY 

3258 

A&S - 

PSYCHOMETRIC 

LAB 5235 

A&S - PUBLIC 

POLICY 3279 

11 

14% $1,890 5% 21 

38 29% 

O% 

$3,560 

$30 

2O 

46 20% 

O% 

$312 

$2,955 

$0 

15 

15 

10 

42 

21 

54 

15 

43 

82 

17% 

O% 

O% 

43% 

28% 

O% 

35% 

12% 

$1,405 

So 

$0 

$4,130 

$13,790 

$0 

$8,215 

$4,300 

10 

43 

21 

62 

13 

46 

83 

14% 

O% 

O% 

29% 

8% 

O% 

22% 

5% 

$1,005 

$0 

$0 

$3,640 

$4,780 

200% $330 O% 

$0 

19 32% $6,443 1 21 

$6,275 

$2,000 

$0 

5% $3,000 

17% 471862 

83% 472357 

0% 1079847 

72% 472233 

0% 470500 

0% 470518 

88% 471987 

35% 472381 

0% 1079862 

0% 470534 

47% 471508 

47% 472555 

76% 472274 



A&S - RELIGIOUS 

STUDIES 3241 

A&S - ROMANCE 

LANGUAGES 3244 

A&S - SLAVIC 

EURAS & E EUR 

CTR 3249 

A&S - SOCIOLOGY 

3296 

A&S - STATISTICS 

& OPERATIONS 

RES 3278 

A&S - STUDENT 

SUCCESS-ACAD 

COUNSELING 

3214 

A&S - STU DY 

ABROAD 3266 

A&S - STUDY OF 

AMER SOUTH CTR 

3145 

A&S - STUDY OF 

THE AMERICAS 

3251 

A&S - 

UNDERGRADUATE 

EDUCATION 

OFFICE 3219 

A&S - 

UNDERGRADUATE 

RESEARCH 3236 

17 

21% $9,840 21% 14 

62 27% 

0% 

$2,896 

$0 

19 

67 13% 

0% 

$9,780 99% 471656 

$1,785 62% 472456 

$0 0% 470849 

23 

23 

17 

17 

13% 

9% 

18% 

12% 

43% 

67% 

71% 

50% 

$1,944 

$220 

$394 

$120 

$245 

$170 

$544 

$480 

29 

29 

15 

10% 

7% 

33% 

0% 

17% 

67% 

86% 

50% 

$2,175 112% 472142 

$340 155% 471938 

$204 52% 470708 

$0 0% 471599 

$300 122% 471227 

$155 91% 817908 

$565 104% 470690 

$240 50% 470542 



A&S - URBAN 

STUDIES 5215 

A&S - WOMENS & 

GENDER STUDIES 

3283 

A&S - WRITING 

CENTER 3234 

ATHLETICS - 

ACADEMIC 

COUNSELOR 9821 

ATHLETICS - 

ATHLETICS 

BUSINESS OFFICE 

9810 

ATHLETICS - 

BASEBALL 9845 

ATHLETICS - 

BASKETBALL 9840 

ATHLETICS - 

DIRECTOR OF 

ATH LETICS 9801 

ATHLETICS - 

EQUIPMENT 

OFFICE 9813 

ATHLETICS - 

FENCING 9885 

ATHLETICS - 

FINLEY GOLF 

COURSE 9811 

ATHLETICS - 

FOOTBALL 9835 

15 33% 

33% 

50% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$2,010 

$500 

$120 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

16 

10 

10 

16 

13 

25 

13% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

17% 

0% 

6% 

0% 

0% 

8% 

0% 

$610 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$100 

$0 

$300 

$0 

$0 

$120 

$0 

30% 471326 

0% 471177 

0% 1079870 

0% 2192755 

0% 2192979 

0% 2192763 

0% 2192771 

0% 2192789 

0% 2192797 

0% 2192805 

0% 2192813 

0% 2192821 



ATHLETICS - 

GAME 

OPERATIONS 9816 

ATHLETICS - 

LACROSSE 9870 

ATHLETICS - 

OLPYMIC SPORTS 

9890 

ATHLETICS - 

OUTDOOR FAC 

OPERATIONS 9812 

ATHLETICS - 

PHYSICAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

9824 

ATHLETICS - 

SOCCER 9875 

ATHLETICS - 

SPORTS 

INFORMATION 

9822 

ATHLETICS - 

SPORTS 

MARKETING 9823 

ATHLETICS - 

STUDENT ACT 

CENTER 9831 

ATHLETICS - 

SWIMMING 9865 

ATHLETICS - 

TENNIS 9855 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

35 

27 

10 

25% 

0% 

23% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

13% 

0% 

33% 

0% 

0% 

$120 

$0 

$830 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$i0 

$0 

$120 

$0 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

2192839 

2192847 

2192854 

2192862 

2192870 

2192888 

2192896 

2192904 

2192912 

2192920 

2192938 



ATHLETICS - 

TICKET OFFICE 

9814 

ATHLETICS - 

TRACK - CROSS 

COUNTRY 9850 

ATHLETICS - 

WRESTLING 9880 

ATHLETICS (USED 

IN 2012) 

CAMP SVC - STUD 

STORE BULL’S 

HEAD 8423 

CHANCELLOR - 

ALU M N I ASSOC 

OFFICE 2304 

CHANCELLOR - 

CAROLINA 

COUNTS 2205 

CHANCELLOR - 

EQUAL 

OPPORTUNITY - 

ADA OFF 2225 

CHANCELLOR - 

FAC U LTY 

GOVERNANCE 

2318 

CHANCELLOR - 

INNOVATION & 

ENTREPRENEUR 

2206 

44 

16 

236 

10 

0% 

0% 

0% 

19% 

0% 

160% 

0% 

20% 

50% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$9,538 

$0 

$3,435 

$0 

$240 

$1,800 

$0 

14 

236 

10 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

140% 

0% 

0% 

50% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$3,140 

$0 

$0 

$120 

$0 

0% 2192946 

0% 2192953 

0% 2192961 

0% 472811 

0% 2194934 

91% 471334 

0% 1079979 

0% 470930 

7% 470765 

0% 1079995 



CHANCELLOR - 

INTERNAL AUDIT 

2254 

CHANCELLOR - 

OFFICE OF THE 

CHANCELLOR 

2201 

CHANCELLOR - 

UNIV OMBUDS 

OFFICE 2204 

CHANCELLOR - 

UNIVERSITY 

COUNSEL 2213 

CIO - 

INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 

SVCS 3103 

CIO - RESEARCH 

COMPUTING CTR 

2264 

GRADUATE 

SCHOOL 3901 

LIBRARIES - 

HEALTH SCIENCES 

LIBR 5525 

LIBRARIES - LAW 

LIBRARY 5520 

LIBRARIES -TRI 

RES LIBRARY 

NETWORK 5507 

LIBRARIES - 

UNIVERSITY 

LIBRARY 5505 

106 

20 

11 

24 

339 

15 

25 

51 

19 

57% 

75% 

100% 

38% 

31% 

27% 

80% 

22% 

47% 

$1,350 

$2,890 

$150 

43% 

44% 

33% 

$4,140 12     25 48% 

$28,758 90    341 26% 

$1,430 3     16 19% 

$3,735 7     24 29% 

$6,294 9     49 18% 

$2,760 6     18 33% 

$944 

$1,630 

$200 

$2,510 

$20,999 

$2,240 

$810 

$2,764 

$1,785 

48 

0% So 0% So 

0% $13,365    24 231 10% $8,050 

70% 471185 

56% 471474 

133% 1080035 

61% 471714 

73% 471409 

157% 1092998 

22% 471847 

44% 472449 

65% 706416 

0% 1093020 

60% 472761 



PROVOST - ACAD 

SUP PROG 

STUDENT 

ATH LETES 3137 

PROVOST - 

ADMISSIONS 2432 

PROVOST - CONT 

ED WM & IDA 

FRIDAY CTR 5301 

PROVOST - CTRS - 

MOREHEAD 

PLANETARIUM 

8911 

PROVOST - CTRS - 

NC BOTANICAL 

GARDEN 3255 

PROVOST - 

DIVERSITY/MULTI 

CULTURE AFF 

2224 

PROVOST- EXEC 

DIRECTOR FOR 

THE ARTS 3146 

PROVOST- HUNT 

INSTITUTE 3132 

PROVOST- INST 

RESEARCH & 

ASSESSMENT 

2315 

34 43 

43 

31 

24 

16 

11 

10 

0% 

79% 

21% 

0% 

17% 

14% 

0% 

9% 

10% 

$0 

$4,744 

$2,468 

$0 

$410 

$200 

$0 

$240 

$1,080 

40 

15 

40 

33 

27 

16 

11 

10 

11% 

100% 

500% 

0% 

22% 

33% 

0% 

0% 

10% 

$25 

$5,682 

$3,875 

$0 

$710 

$300 

$0 

$0 

$130 

0% 2193084 

120% 472290 

157% 472316 

0% 471557 

173% 472050 

150% 471201 

0% 471045 

0% 1092865 

12% 471441 



PROVOST - OFC 

OF ACADEMIC 

AFFAIRS 3101 

PROVOST - OFC 

OF PROVOST 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 

4101 

PROVOST - 

PROVOST 3100 

PROVOST - 

SCHOLARSHIPS & 

STUDENT AID 

2448 

PROVOST - 

SUMMER SCHOOL 

ADMIN. 3116 

PROVOST- UBC - 

ACKLAND ART 

MUSEUM 3105 

PROVOST- UBC - 

AMERICAN 

INDIAN CTR 3133 

PROVOST- UBC - 

CAROLINA CTR 

PUBLIC SVC 3119 

PROVOST- UBC - 

CAROLINA 

HIGHER ED 4935 

PROVOST- UBC - 

CTR FACULTY 

EXCELLENCE 3131 

14 39 

20 

78% 

25% 

0% 

36% 

0% 

20% 

50% 

67% 

0% 

43% 

$6,610 

$160 

$0 

$2,052 

$0 

$720 

$180 

$380 

$0 

$540 

11 

39 

19 

55% 

44% 

100% 

15% 

33% 

0% 

0% 

83% 

0% 

25% 

$3,435 

$600 

$3,140 

$1,791 

$15 

$0 

$0 

$570 

$0 

$420 

52% 471458 

375% 471292 

0% 470773 

87% 472167 

0% 470963 

0% 471748 

0% 1092840 

150% 817890 

0% 2193076 

78% 925578 



PROVOST- UBC - 

SONJA H STONE 

CTR. 3114 

PROVOST- UBC - 

WOMENS CENTER 

3125 

PROVOST- UBC - 

WORLD VIEW 

3122 

PROVOST- UBC 

ASSOC PRV ACAD 

INITIATIVES 3102 

PROVOST- UNC 

GLOBAL 3130 

PROVOST - 

UNIVERSITY 

REGISTRAR 2438 

SCH BUS- INSTOF 

PRIVATE 

ENTERPRISE 3316 

SCH BUS- KENAN- 

F LAG LE R 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

3301 

SCH BUS- SBTDC 

KFBS REGIONAL 

SVC CENTER 3317 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

CLINICAL AFFAIRS 

4315 

155 

24 

32 

295 

65 

0% 

57% 

14% 

63% 

29% 

9% 

0% 

53% 

0% 

9% 

$0 

$130 

$50 

$252 

$1,225 

$570 

$0 

$80,013 

$0 

$656 

125 

26 

31 

292 

60 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

4% 

13% 

0% 

43% 

0% 

3% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

S300 

S300 

$0 

S45,736 

$0 

$150 

0% 471151 

0% 470799 

0% 471276 

0% 1093038 

24% 471904 

53% 472175 

0% 2192995 

57% 472795 

0% 2192987 

23% 472423 



SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL ECOLOGY 

DEPT 4305 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL FACULTY 

PRACTICE 5140 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL 

RESEARCH 4375 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DIAGNOST SCI & 

GEN DENT 4335 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ENDODONTICS 

4320 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

OPERATIVE 

DENTISTRY 4330 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORAL SURGERY 

4340 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORTHODONTICS 

4345 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PEDIATRIC 

DENTISTRY 4350 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PERIODONTOLOG 

Y 4355 

11 

33 

39 

2O 

44 

29 

13 

18 

24 

2O 

28 

12 

28% 

40% 

11% 

24% 

69% 

39% 

25% 

40% 

118% 

25% 

$6,130 

$1,725 

$1,150 

$3,560 

$310 

$2,140 

$2,100 

$3,470 

$5,979 

$310 

32 

42 

17 

41 

17 

12 

26 

23 

21 

26 

13 

19% 

35% 

12% 

24% 

67% 

27% 

35% 

24% 

123% 

38% 

$2,415 

$1,112 

$1,808 

$3,025 

$337 

$1,525 

$1,640 

$1,750 

$6,305 

$601 

39% 

64% 

157% 

85% 

109% 

71% 

78% 

5O% 

105% 

194% 

472324 

471771 

472332 

472159 

471417 

471789 

471797 

472043 

471953 

471730 



SCH DENTISTRY- 

PROSTHODONTIC 

S 4365 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

SCHOOL OF 

DENTISTRY 4301 

SCH EDUCATION - 

LEARN NC 3401 

SCH EDUCATION - 

SCHOOL OF 

EDUCATION 3401 

SCH MEDICINE- 

AH EC 4835 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ALCOHOL STUDIES 

CTR 4282 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ALLIED HEALTH 

SCIENCES 4273 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ANESTHESIOLOGY 

4268 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOCHEMISTRY & 

BIOPHYSICS 4212 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOMEDICAL 

ENGINEERING 

4275 

23 

25 

21 

19 

35 

11 

25 

48 

86 

29 

25 

97 

93 

74 

2O 

4% 

48% 

O% 

29% 

72% 

12% 

20% 

38% 

15% 

15% 

$130 

$2,042 

$0 

$6,775 

$5,702 

$1,370 

$9,980 

S23,365 

$6,842 

$384 

12 

10 

12 

18 

10 

26 

44 

91 

28 

23 

99 

94 

67 

22 

4% 

27% 

167% 

13% 

64% 

9% 

6% 

11% 

3% 

5% 

$25 

$1,478 

S3,326 

$2,745 

$4,666 

$1,250 

$2,482 

S8,872 

S66o 

$120 

19% 

72% 

O% 

41% 

82% 

91% 

25% 

38% 

10% 

31% 

472076 

472514 

1093046 

472712 

477182 

477216 

477422 

477349 

477414 

477125 



SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOMEDICAL RES 

IMAGING CT 4217 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA CTR 

GENOME SCI 4219 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA INST 

FOR DD 4287 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CELL& 

DEVELOPMENT 

BIOLOG 4204 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CELL& 

MOLECULAR PHYS 

4224 

SCH MEDICINE- 

COMPREHENSIVE 

CANCER CTR 4226 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR FOR AGING & 

HEALTH 4278 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR FOR DRUG 

SAFTEY SCI 4209 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR MATERNAL & 

INFANT HTH 4205 

11 

18 

18 

13 

14 

47 

50 

49 

436 

0% 

0% 

15% 

22% 

37% 

4% 

25% 

0% 

0% 

So 

So 

$890 

$5,280 

$5,550 

$7,030 

$240 

So 

So 

17 

15 

12 

45 

83 

438 

0% 

0% 

20% 

4% 

0% 

4% 

0% 

100% 

0% 

So 

So 

$796 

$1,280 

So 

$3,236 

So 

$260 

So 

0% 1092972 

0% 477000 

89% 477240 

24% 477406 

0% 477372 

46% 503177 

0% 477018 

0% 2193043 

0% 477026 



SCH MEDICINE- 

CTR WOMENS 

HLTH RESEARCH 

4202 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CYS 

FIBROSIS/PULMO 

NARY RE 4223 

SCH MEDICINE- 

DERMATOLOGY 

4229 

SCH MEDICINE- 

EMERGENCY 

MEDICINE 4266 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ENVIRO MED 

ASTHMA & LUNG 

4225 

SCH MEDICINE- 

FAMILY MEDICINE 

4232 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GASTROINT BIO & 

DIS CTR 4283 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GENE THERAPY 

CTR 4276 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GENETICS 4218 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GLOBAL HLTH & 

INFEC DISEA 4274 

18 

11 

48 

37 

59 

15 

94 

51 

29 

82 

36 

0% 

4% 

8% 

5% 

20% 

19% 

6% 

7% 

2% 

0% 

$0 

$2,000 

$1,460 

$2,690 

$415 

$11,352 

$486 

$132 

$290 

$0 

12 

16 

46 

38 

62 

11 

96 

56 

29 

90 

55 

6% 

4% 

5% 

2% 

18% 

13% 

5% 

0% 

2% 

2% 

$120 

$1,920 

$500 

$200 

$420 

$8,591 

$335 

$0 

$1,440 

$72 

0% 

96% 

34% 

7% 

101% 

76% 

69% 

0% 

497% 

0% 

476960 

477323 

477208 

477315 

477083 

477430 

477273 

477117 

477299 

477091 



SCH MEDICINE- 

HEART & 

VASCU LAR CTR 

4222 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICAL 

EDUCATION 4284 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICAL 

FOUNDATION 

(USED IN 2012) 

4201 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICINE 4228 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICINE 

ADMINISTRATION 

4201 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MICROBIOLOGY & 

IMMUNOLOGY 

4208 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MOLECULAR 

BIOLOGY 4277 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROLOGY 4230 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROSCIENCE 

CTR 4281 

22 36% 

17 50 34% 

55     4% 

34 486 7% 

33     88 38% 

11 60 18% 

$4,682 

$5,785 

23 22% 

54 15% 

$150 11    144 8% 

$19,498 19    496 4% 

$8,755 

$2,785 

88     5% 

59     5% 

$2,080 

S2,330 

$4,963 

$10,845 

S1,085 

$1,490 

25     4% 

15 56 27% 

30     3% 

$480 

S12,335 

S576 

18     0% 

50     0% 

22     0% 

SO 

SO 

SO 

44% 

40% 

3309% 

56% 

12% 

54% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

476986 

477109 

496703 

477752 

477471 

477380 

477281 

477356 

477141 



SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROSURGERY 

4233 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OBSTETRICS & 

GYNECOLOGY 

4236 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OPHTHALMOLOG 

Y 4244 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ORTHOPAEDICS 

4265 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OTOLARYNGOLOG 

Y (ENT) 4238 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PATHOLOGY & 

LAB MEDICINE 

4216 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PEDIATRICS 4248 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHARMACOLOGY 

4220 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHYSICAL 

MEDICINE & 

REHAB 4296 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PSYCH IATRY 4256 

13 

12 

39 

22 

166 

40 

27 

62 

130 

215 

56 

18 

215 

0% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

11% 

9% 

18% 

16% 

17% 

10% 

$0 

$11,038 

$516 

$240 

$4,720 

$6,685 

$18,958 

$2,824 

$710 

$7,332 

10 

23 

12 

14 

154 

41 

27 

55 

137 

217 

55 

19 

256 

14% 

6% 

5% 

0% 

9% 

4% 

11% 

11% 

16% 

5% 

$2,450 

$4,809 

$484 

$0 

$3,580 

$2,960 

$14,278 

$2,560 

$720 

$6,140 

0% 

44% 

94% 

0% 

76% 

44% 

75% 

91% 

101% 

84% 

2193050 

477448 

477257 

477174 

477331 

477497 

477513 

477398 

477133 

477505 



SCH MEDICINE- 

RADIATION 

ONCOLOGY 4262 

SCH MEDICINE- 

RADIOLOGY 4260 

SCH MEDICINE- 

SOCIAL MEDICINE 

4290 

SCH MEDICINE- 

SURGERY 4264 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TEACCH DIV 4257 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TH U RSTO N 

ARTHRITIS RES 

4285 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TOXICOLOGY 

CURRICULUM 

4210 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TRACS INSTITUTE 

4299 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UNC KIDNEY 

CENTER 4269 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UNC MCALLISTER 

HEART INST 4227 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UROLOGY 4215 

11 

12 

10 

24 

45 

73 

27 

159 

131 

22 

61 

32 

18% 

15% 

44% 

6% 

7% 

23% 

0% 

39% 

100% 

9% 

0% 

$5,995 

$5,818 

$7,400 

$4,510 

$1,560 

$690 

$0 

$2,654 

$625 

$786 

$0 

16 

28 

46 

78 

28 

155 

127 

22 

59 

35 

0% 

12% 

21% 

5% 

13% 

0% 

0% 

47% 

40% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$4,110 

$3,440 

$3,780 

$2,603 

$0 

$0 

$3,974 

$180 

$0 

$0 

0% 

71% 

46% 

84% 

167% 

0% 

0% 

150% 

29% 

0% 

0% 

477190 

477364 

477158 

477463 

477489 

477166 

476978 

942037 

476994 

1093053 

2193068 



SCH PUB HLTH - 

BIOSTATISTICS 

4620 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

ENVIRON HEALTH 

& SUSCEP 4605 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

ENVIRON 

SCIENCES & ENGI 

4630 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

4635 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

HLTH BEHAVIOR 

4640 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

HLTH POLICY & 

MGMT4610 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

MATERNAL & 

CHILD HEALTH 

4645 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NC INST FOR 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

4626 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NUTRITION 4660 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NUTRITION 

RESEARCH INST 

(USED IN 2012) 

12 

11 

19 

16 

28 

18 

11 

10 

113 

60 

115 

37 

48 

39 

44 

63 

20 

11% 

100% 

18% 

17% 

43% 

58% 

46% 

25% 

16% 

5% 

$5,350 

$302 

$6,784 

$8,121 

$7,045 

$14,120 

$6,306 

$1,910 

$3,170 

$260 

19 

14 

17 

11 

121 

59 

112 

38 

49 

38 

38 

60 

20 

5% 

50% 

8% 

17% 

37% 

35% 

29% 

11% 

8% 

0% 

$4,990 

$252 

$1,364 

$5,511 

$6,350 

$4,680 

$5,155 

$685 

$2,690 

$0 

93% 

83% 

20% 

68% 

90% 

33% 

82% 

36% 

85% 

0% 

472613 

470781 

472498 

472704 

472217 

472365 

472340 

472472 

472431 

817700 



SCH PUB HLTH - 

PH LEADERSHIP 

PROGRAM 4670 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

PUB HLTH 

SHARED SVCS 

4609 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

NURSING 4655 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

SCHOOL OF 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

4601 

SCH SOCIAL 

WORK- DEV 

DISABILITIES 

TRNG 5367 

SCH SOCIAL 

WORK- FAMILY 

SUPPORT PROG 

3802 

SCH SOCIAL 

WORK - SCHOOL 

OF SOCIAL WORK 

3801 

SCHOOL OF 

GOVERNMENT 

5401 

SCHOOL OF INFO 

& LIBR SCIENCE 

3701 

23 

87 

88 

15 

10 

42 

123 

134 

48 

90% 

0% 

50% 

55% 

100% 

0% 

71% 

66% 

31% 

$3,019 

$0 

$480 

$3,940 

$150 

$0 

$16,855 

$24,841 

$10,755 

40 

51 

14 

13 

46 

130 

139 

50 

46% 

20% 

50% 

17% 

0% 

0% 

31% 

37% 

28% 

$2,544 

$504 

$480 

$2,370 

$0 

$0 

$10,197 

$17,478 

$10,515 

84% 471532 

0% 2194918 

100% 471268 

60% 472092 

0% 1093004 

0% 1093012 

60% 472670 

70% 472662 

98% 472258 



SCHOOL OF 

JOURNALISM/MA 

SS 

COMMUNICATIO 

N 3501 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

3601 

SCHOOL OF 

NURSING 4401 

SCHOOL OF 

PHARMACY 4501 

UNC CH - Retiree 

UNC Chapel Hill 

VC 

ADVANCEMENT - 

UNIV 

ADVANCEMENT 

2221 

VC 

ADVANCEMENT - 

WUNC-FM 5380 

VC FIN - 

ACCOUNTING 

SERVICES 2235 

VC FIN - ASSET 

MANAGEMENT 

2229 

VC FIN - ASSOC 

VICE CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE 2226 

VC FIN - BUDGET 

OFFICE 2240 

35 

41 

98 

66 

9 

0 

77 

17 

6 

11 

84 

126 

161 

214 

0 

0 

98 

46 

16 

13 

42% 

33% 

61% 

31% 

0% 

0% 

79% 

37% 

38% 

220% 

62% 

14% 

$7,946 

$14,370 

$16,608 

$16,493 

$5,260 

So 

$9,920 

$2,710 

$702 

$400 

$2,455 

$157 

30 

26 

41 

30 

0 

0 

72 

12 

85 

126 

164 

212 

0 

0 

105 

41 

17 

18 

35% 

21% 

25% 

14% 

0% 

0% 

69% 

29% 

35% 

0% 

11% 

20% 

$5,816 

$10,036 

$7,570 

$8,586 

$0 

$10,698 

$2,304 

$715 

$0 

$285 

$25 

73% 472480 

70% 472688 

46% 472746 

52% 472696 

0% 467662 

0% 706291 

108% 472597 

85% 472308 

102% 471623 

0% 1079912 

16% 819391 

12% 470872 



~Z, 
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VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC- FACILITIES 

SERVICES 

DIVISION 7110 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - GROUNDS 

SERVICES 7140 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - 

HOUSEKEEPING 

7120 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC- LAUNDRY 

DEPARTMENT 

8931 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - MECH & 

DISPL 8432 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - PRINTING & 

DUPLICATING 

8515 
VC FIN - CAMP 
SVC - PUBLIC 

SAFETY 7602 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - PUBLIC 

SAFETY HOUSING 

SECURIT 8230 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - PUBLIC 

SAFETY TRANS & 

PARKING 8986 

14 

26 

43 

13 

69 

397 

92 

99 

108% 

38% 

11% 

100% 

0% 

0% 

3% 

0% 

6% 

$1,659 

$688 

$2,870 

$130 

$0 

$0 

$704 

$0 

$1,032 

38 

11 

69 

423 

94 

95 

0% 

1% 

9% 

100% 

0% 

0% 

4% 

0% 

3% 

$0 

$180 

$1,840 

$130 

$0 

$0 

$468 

$0 

$249 

0% 472803 

26% 674325 

64% 470559 

100% 470732 

0% 2194959 

66% 472563 

0% 470989 

24% 472639 

0% 472464 



c) 

c) 

c) 

c) 

c) 

c) 

c) 
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VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - STUD STORE 

WAREHOUSE 

8425 

VC FIN-CAMP 

SVC-STUDENT 

STORE TEXTBOOK 

8422 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC - STUDENT 

STORES All Depts. 

(USED IN 2012) 

VC FIN - CAMP 

SVC- UNC ONE 

CARD 8121 

VC FIN - 

DISBURSEMENT 

SERVICES 2238 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN 

& CONST - 

CONSTRUCTION 

MGMT 2374 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN 

& CONST- ENG 

INFO SVCS 2372 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN 

& CONST - FAC 

PLANNING & 

CONST 2370 

21 46 

14 

10 

10 

0% 

0% 

46% 

80% 

14% 

29% 

80% 

40% 

$0 

$0 

$3,786 

$540 

$1,240 

$390 

$1,960 

$1,664 

46 

13 

0% 

43% 

0% 

80% 

8% 

29% 

100% 

25% 

$0 

$12 

$0 

$800 

$480 

$390 

$758 

$120 

0% 2195014 

0% 2194991 

39% 471755 

100% 471516 

39% 471524 

7% 471003 

148% 471102 

0% 471094 



VC FIN - FAC PLAN 

& CONST - 

FACI LITI ES 

PLANNING 2373 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN 

& CONST- UNC 

PROPERTY OFFICE 

2375 

VC FIN - FINANCE 

COMM & 

TRAINING 2242 

VC FIN - 

LOG ISTICS 8505 

VC FIN - PAYROLL 

SERVICES 2237 

VC FIN - 

PURCHASING 

SERVICES 2260 

VC FIN - 

STRATEGY 

ANALYSIS 2246 

VC FIN - STUDENT 

ACCTS & UNC 

RECEIVABLES 

2248 

VC FIN - TRAVEL 

SERVICES 2233 

13 

18 

12 

12 

12 

19 

50% 

233% 

100% 

108% 

17% 

67% 

0% 

95% 

0% 

$810 

$1,978 

$661 

$32 

$605 

$2,330 

$0 

$1,805 

$0 

11 

10 

10 

12 

12 

19 

10% 

0% 

50% 

110% 

8% 

33% 

0% 

11% 

0% 

$520 

$0 

$335 

$58 

$360 

$682 

$0 

$335 

$0 

64% 471870 

0% 471110 

51% 817510 

181% 470757 

60% 663161 

29% 471961 

0% 2193019 

0% 470906 

19% 471888 



VC FIN - 

TREASURY & RISK 

MANAGEMENT 

2261 

VC FIN - 

UNIVERSITY 

CONTROLLER 

2231 

VC FIN -VICE 

CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE & 

ADMIN 2219 

VC HUMAN 

RESOURCES 2228 

VC RESEARCH - 

CAROLINA 

POPULATION CTR 

4910 

VC RESEARCH - 

CLINICAL TRIALS 

3908 

VC RESEARCH - 

CTR FOR DEVELOP 

SCIENCE 3140 

VC RESEARCH - 

CTR FOR 

GALAPAGOS 

STUDIES 5216 

VC RESEARCH - 

CTR H EALTH 

DISEASE PREV 

4985 

46 

14 

79 

101 

17% 

60% 

20% 

58% 

14% 

$78 

S245 

S240 

S15,025 

S5,193 

25 

11 

12 

81 

104 

17% 

0% 

67% 

31% 

11% 

S130 

$0 

S3,117 

$4,148 

S4,259 

10 

43 

11% 

20% 

0% 

5% 

S84 0 9 0% 

S310 0     15 0% 

$0 0 1 0% 

$145 0     43 0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

167% 470740 

0% 471250 

1299% 471011 

28% 472506 

82% 472605 

0% 470948 

0% 471912 

0% 2193027 

0% 472225 



VC RESEARCH - 

DICE CTR 3902 

VC RESEARCH - 

FPG CHILD 

DEVELOP INST 

5245 

VC RESEARCH - H 

W ODUM INST 

SOCIAL SCI 5210 

VC RESEARCH - 

HAZARDS CTR 

4977 

VC RESEARCH - 

HIGHWAY SAFETY 

RESEARCH 5350 

VC RESEARCH - 

INJURY PREV 

RESEARCH CTR 

4974 

VC RESEARCH - 

INST FOR 

ADVANCED 

MATERIAL 3126 

VC RESEARCH - 

INST OF MARINE 

SCIENCES 5220 

VC RESEARCH - 

LABORATORY 

ANIMAL 

MEDICINE 4270 

90 

12 

31 

188 

13 

37 

12 

36 

141 

0% 

48% 

15% 

0% 

32% 

50% 

125% 

6% 

22% 

$0 

$20,248 

$170 

$0 

$4,764 

$1,628 

$1,140 

$540 

$2,241 

107 195 

16 

36 

11 

39 

146 

100% 

55% 

19% 

0% 

11% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

4% 

$900 

$14,230 

$410 

$0 

$848 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$1,138 

0% 1003425 

70% 472787 

241% 471664 

0% 1079961 

18% 472191 

0% 471896 

0% 1003433 

0% 472126 

51% 472589 



VC RESEARCH - 

NUTRITION 

RESEARCH INST 

4622 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFC HUMAN 

RESEARCH ETHICS 

3909 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFC INFO & 

COMMUNICATIO 

NS 3906 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFCOF 

SPONSORED 

RESEARCH 2236 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFCOF 

TECHNOLOGY 

DEVELOP 3113 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFFICE OF 

RESEARCH 

DEVELOP 3904 

VC RESEARCH - 

RENAISSANCE 

COMPUTING INST 

3127 

VC RESEARCH - 

SHEPS CTR FOR 

HLTH SERV 4950 

12 

26 

20 

64 

13 

56 

94 

0% 

30% 

40% 

19% 

0% 

200% 

13% 

28% 

$0 

$810 

$ii0 

$2,917 

$0 

$440 

$1,260 

$11,882 13 

23 

19 

66 

12 

65 

85 

4% 

42% 

0% 

9% 

17% 

50% 

6% 

15% 

$260 

$1,140 

$0 

$1,370 

$90 

$320 

$880 

$3,291 

0% 2193035 

141% 471607 

0% 471144 

47% 472415 

0% 471540 

73% 470955 

70% 471615 

28% 472571 



VC RESEARCH - 

UNC INSt FOR THE 

ENVIRON 3118 

VC RESEARCH - VC 

FOR RESEARCH 

3905 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

CAMPUS HEALTH 

SERVICES 2426 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

CAMPUS Y 2407 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

CAROLINA UNION 

2423 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

DEAN OF 

STUDENTS OFFICE 

2406 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

HOUSING & RES 

EDUCATION 8215 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 

2403 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

NEW ST/CARO 

PARENT PR 2404 

10 

10 

19 

22 

42 

33 

134 

30 

18 

46 

24% 

30% 

14% 

0% 

10% 

17% 

48% 

25% 

14% 

$3,260 

$3,034 

$4,789 

$0 

$577 

$210 

$4,045 

$320 

S6o 

15 

38 

36 

135 

28 

17 

50 

5% 

17% 

6% 

0% 

7% 

6% 

30% 

29% 

14% 

$960 29% 472209 

$2,700 89% 471995 

$3,040 63% 472647 

$0 0% 1092956 

$85 15% 472068 

$60 29% 471219 

$4,000 99% 472282 

$408 128% 1092964 

$60 100% 470914 



VC STUDENT AFF - 

STUDENT ACTIV 

FUND OFF 2413 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

UNIV CAREER 

SERVICES 2417 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

VC STUDENT 

AFFAIRS OFF 2401 

Totals 

1 4 25% 

13     19 68% 

5 10 50% 

2,905 11,518 25% 

$130 0 4 0% 

$1,556 13     18 72% 

$3,245 3     15 20% 

$896,493 1,836 12,332 15% 

$0 

$1,065 

$645 

$533,255 

0% 470922 

68% 471706 

20% 472001 

59% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lots to See & Do at the Ackland: Late Nov / Early Dec 

NEWS FROM THE 

ACKLANDAR MUSEUM 

Family Day: Exploring African Art 
Sunday, 24 November, 2:00-5:00 PM 
Free and open to the public 

The Ackland collaborates with Kidzu Children’s Museum this month to 
explore African art and culture! Design a mask inspired by African art in 
the galleries, and join us for Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM to hear 
stories from different African cultures. Play a variety of African 
rhythmic instruments with Cathy Kielar from Music Explorium at 3:30 
and 4:30 
The fun continues at Kidzu Children’s Museum with the opportunity to 
make your own African Djembe drum! 

Spoken Word Poetry Workshop 
w/Sacrificial Poets for M.S.and H.S. Students 
Sunday, 24 November, 2:00-4:00 PM, FREE 

Spoken word poetry is a powerful toot 
for telling stories, exploring identity, 
and engaging with sociopolitical issues. 
Taking inspiration from the artworks 
and themes in the Ackland’s current 
exhibition The Sahmat Collective, 
youth participants will work 
with Sacrificial Poets members to 
explore figurative language techniques 
in poetry and create ekphrastic poems, 

the Ac~nd[ 

Families: Explore 
African Art 

Tweens & Teens; 
Spoken Word Poetry 

Exhibition Tours 

Art For Lunch 

~4embers: Tea at %vvo 

Relax at the Ack[and 

Holiday Shoppin~ 

Free Weekend 

Experience ’The 

Sahmat 

Shop the India Bazaar 



a type of writin8 that comments upon another art form. Participants 
will have the opportunity to perform their work at the Ackland the 
same day durin8 Family Day. 

Click here to re~ister! 
This workshop is only open to middle and high school students. 

Take Two Tours: The Sahmat Collective 
Free and open to the public. No registration is required. 

"Sahmat in Context: Art and the Everyday" 
Sunday, 1 December, 2:00 PM 
This conversational tour will consider works of art that are used for 
everyday purposes, from auto-rickshaws to earthenware. Two ~uides 
lead an exploration of The Sahmat Collective in the context of the 
Ackland’s world-class permanent collection. 

"Sahmat in Depth: The Past in the Present" 
Sunday, 8 December, 2:00 PM 

Emma Jane Flatt (UNC-History) ~t Chris Currie (Ackland Art Museum) will 
examine the aspects of Sahmat artworks that borrow and en~a~e with 
elements of Indian history, art, and culture. 

Art For Lunch 
Iqbal Sevea on "Nationalism and Communalism in Popular 
Culture: Representations and Re-presentations of India" 
Wednesday, 4 December, 12:00 PM 

Brin~ your lunch (yes, people do!) and learn about the ways in which the 
Sahmat collective employs art, theater, films, and son~s to celebrate a 
secular vision of India. Iqbal Sevea (UNC-History) will discuss Sahmat’s 
work and activism within the context of popular culture as a politicized 
terrain in which Indian society and history are represented or re- 
presented in various ways. 

Free and open to the public. Re,lister for this pro~Iram! 

Art For Lunch is supported in part by the generosity of Drs. Leena and Shetdon Peck. 



Members: Tea at Two 
Richard J. Powell on "Archibald Motley: Jazz ABe Modernist" 
Friday, 13 December, 2:00 PM 

Amon~ twentieth-century artists the Chica~o painter Archibald John 
Motley, Jr. (1891-1981) is surely one of the most important and, also, 
one of the most enigmatic. Ackland regulars will recognize his paintin~ 
I~endin~ Socks (1924), a favorite of many. But this work is only one side 
of the artist’s prolific career. 

This talk will brin8 Motley’s art into sharp focus, showin8 how he raised 
the ante on the Harlem Renaissance refrain of racial uplift via pictorial 
satire and a fierce visuaLity. 

Richard J. Powell is the John Spencer 
Bassett Professor of Art and Art 
History at Duke University, where he 
has taught since 1989. 

Free for Ackland Members I $10 for 
guests of members. 
Reserve your space online: click 
here. 

Not yet a Member? Join at the 
Museum Store or online. 

Vaushn. 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the 

8enerosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

~3usy times? Relax at the AcMand! 

Learn Tai Chi 
Mondays, 2 & 16 December, 12:00 PM 

Exhale with Yoga 
Mondays, 25 November and 9 & 23 December, 12:00 PM 

Draw in the Galleries 



Saturday, 14 December, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

...and enjoy our works of art (free admission)! 

Holiday Shoppin~ ~ Extended Hours 

Shop late and shop local at the Ackland 
Museum Store this season! 

Beginning on Friday, 29 November, the 
Store’s holiday hours will be: 

Mon-Wed 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 
Thu 10:00 AM- 8:30 PM 
Fri-Sat 10:00 AM- 7:00 PM oo open 
late Fridays and Saturdays! 
Sun 12:00-5:00 PiVl 

As part of 2nd Friday ArtWalk, the Store will 
be open until 8:30 PM on December 13th. 

FREE Weekend Parkin~ in December! 

Parkin~ is always FREE on Sundays in downtown Chapel Hill, but this 
holiday season, parkin~ is also FREE on Saturdays in December at all 
municipal lots, the Wallace parkin~ deck, the 140 West Lot, and at on- 
street meters. On-street metered parkin~ will also be FREE on Thursday 
and Friday, November 28-29. On Thursday, Nov. 28, town-owned 
parkin~ lots will also be free. See parkonthehill.com for more 
information. 

Now on View: The Sahmat Collective 
Art and Activism in India since 1989 



For over 20 years, the influential, Delhi-based artist collective known as 
Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 
fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 
and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 
audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 
1989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 
view through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of 
The Sahmat Collective throughout the fall! Click here for more info. 

~nd~a Bazaar at the 
Ack~and Museum Store 
Through 5 January 2014 

In conjunction with The Sahmat 
Collective at the Ackland Art 
Museum, the Museum Store is 
presenting India Bazaar, an 
Indian market featuring a wide 
array of beautifully designed and 
handcrafted products made in 
India. 

Goods range from colorful 
textiles and jewelry, to 
handcrafted journals and paper, 
to items for the home. All 
proceeds support the Ackland Art 
Museum’s exhibition and 
education programs. 

THANK YOU! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 



from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends [ike you. Become a member of the 
Ack~and Art ~useum toda~~. 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send ar~ oma~L to the ed~toro 

Images: Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, 
btack-figure ware. Acktand Fund. 

It4uktnaad at the Ram ki Pairi ~hats, Sarayu River, Ayodhya, August 15, 1993. 

Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmi Memoria[, The Making of India, January 1, 2004. 

Archibatd J. Mottey Jr., American, 1891-1981: Mendin~ Socks, 1924; oi[ on canvas. Burton Emmett 
Correction. Conservation treatment for this painting, compteted in 1997, was made possibte by a grant from the 

Pforzheimer Foundation. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Tnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 11:50 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Purpose of my trip 

Dear Sonia, 

The purpose of my trip to Senegal is to collect additional data for my book project and to attend the Great Maggal of 
Touba, an annual celebration of the departure of Amadu Bamba, founder of the Muridiyya Sufi order, into a forced exile 
for seven years. The Maggal is also the major event for the group of Sufis I am working with, The Cantacones, and their 
charismatic shaykh, Bethio Thioune. Participating in the event will allow me to be in contact with the group, observe 
them, and conduct more interviews with shaykh Bethio Thioune and his disciples. 

Thanks, 

Mamarame 



Departmental and Applicant Information Sheet 

Applicant’s Name (as appears on Passport): Esther Lisanza 

Applicant’s current email: lisanza@email.unc.edu 

Applicant’s current phone: _ 919-966-5496 

Name of Hiring Department: 3287 

Hiring Department’s HR Contact: Geri Lyles 

Dept. Contact email: ~zeri Ivles@unc.edu Dept. Contact phone: 919-445-0198 

Dept. Contact fax: 919-843-3531 

Check all that apply: 

1-The applicant is currently: 

I--I In the U.S. Abroad X- At UNC-CH 

2-The applicant is currently: 

X- In H-1B status In another status 

Specify status: 

Has no visa status 

3-Dates of current visa status: 

Start Date: 8/12/2013 

End Date: _8/11/2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/26/2013 15:10 
Ticket #: 2658185 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hey James, 

I have a quick question about the listserv that maybe you can help me out with. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 

This request was created at: ~s:ii~,ww.unc.ed~!~ar-bi~iwebsubii~dex.pl?p e&dept=OASlS%20Techmcal%20Suppor~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 
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0% 471276 

0% 1093038 

44% 471904 

53% 472175 



SCH BUS- 

INSTOF 

PRIVATE 

ENTERPRI 

SE 3316 

SCH BUS- 

KENAN- 

F LAG LE R 

BUSINESS 

SCHOOL 

3301 

SCH BUS- 

SBTDC 

KFBS 

REGIONAL 

SVC 

CENTER 

3317 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

CLINICAL 

AFFAIRS 

4315 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

DENTAL 

ECOLOGY 

DEPT 

4305 

0 

155 

0 

6 

11 

295 

65 

39 

0% 

53% 

0% 

9% 

28% 

SO 

S80,013 

.So 

.$656 

.$6,130 

138 292 

60 

42 

0% 

47% 

0% 

3% 

21% 

.SO 

.$50,906 

.SO 

.S150 

.$2,545 

0% 2192995 

64% 472795 

0% 2192987 

23% 472423 

42% 472324 



SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

DENTAL 

FAC U LTY 

PRACTICE 

5140 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

DENTAL 

RESEARC 

H 4375 

SCH 

DENTISTR 

y- 

DIAGNOS 

I- SCI & 

GEN DENT 

4335 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

ENDODO 

NTICS 

4320 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

OPERATIV 

E 

DENTISTR 

Y 4330 

8 

5 

7 

9 

7 

20 

44 

29 

13 

18 

40% 

11% 

24% 

69% 

39% 

$1,725 

$1,150 

$3,560 

$310 

$2,140 

13 

17 

41 

17 

12 

26 

47% 

15% 

29% 

108% 

31% 

$1,372 80% 471771 

$1,858 162% 472332 

$3,265 92% 472159 

$917 296% 471417 

$1,625 76% 471789 



SCH 

DENTISTR 

Y - ORAL 

SURGERY 

4340 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

ORTHODO 

NTICS 

4345 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

PEDIATRI 

C 

DENTISTR 

Y 4350 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

PERIODO 

NTOLOGY 

4355 

SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

PROSTHO 

DONTICS 

4365 

6 

8 

33 

3 

24 

20 

28 

12 

25 

25% 

40% 

118% 

25% 

4% 

$2,100 

$3,470 

$5,979 

$310 

$130 

33 

13 

23 

21 

26 

13 

26 

35% 

24% 

127% 

100% 

4% 

$1,640 78% 471797 

$1,750 50% 472043 

$6,315 106% 471953 

$959 309% 471730 

$25 19% 472076 



SCH 

DENTISTR 
y- 

SCHOOL 

OF 

DENTISTR 

Y 4301 

SCH 

EDUCATI 

ON- 

LEARN NC 

3401 

SCH 

EDUCATI 

ON- 

SCHOOL 

OF 

EDUCATI 

ON 3401 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

-AHEC 

4835 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

ALCOHOL 

STUDIES 

CTR 4282 

23 

0 

25 

21 

3 

48 

4 

86 

29 

25 

48% 

0% 

29% 

72% 

12% 

$2,042 

$0 

$6,775 

S5,702 

S1,370 

13 

10 

12 

19 

44 

91 

28 

23 

30% 

167% 

13% 

68% 

9% 

$1,578 

S3,326 

$2,745 

$5,190 

$1,250 

77% 472514 

0% 1093046 

41% 472712 

91% 477182 

91% 477216 



SCH 

MEDICINE 

-ALLIED 

HEALTH 

SCIENCES 

4273 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

ANESTHES 

IOLOGY 

4268 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

BIOCHEMI 

STRY & 

BIOPHYSI 

CS 4212 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

BIOMEDIC 

AL 

ENGINEER 

ING 4275 

19 

35 

11 

3 

97 

93 

74 

20 

20% 

38% 

15% 

15% 

$9,980 

$23,365 

$6,842 

$384 

15 

99 

94 

67 

22 

8% 

16% 

4% 

5% 

$3,802 

$10,042 

$720 

$120 

38% 477422 

43% 477349 

11% 477414 

31% 477125 
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SCH 

MEDICINE 

- ENVIRO 

MED 

ASTH MA 

& LUNG 

4225 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

- FAMILY 

MEDICINE 

4232 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

GASTROI 

NT BIO & 

DIS CTR 

4283 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

-GENE 

THERAPY 

CTR 4276 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

GENETICS 

4218 

3 

18 

3 

2 

2 

15 

94 

51 

29 

82 

20% 

19% 

6% 

7% 

2% 

$415 

$11,352 

$486 

$132 

$290 

13 

11 

96 

56 

29 

90 

18% 

14% 

7% 

3% 

2% 

$420 101% 477083 

$9,104 80% 477430 

$395 81% 477273 

$78 59% 477117 

$1,440 497% 477299 



SCH 

MEDICINE 

- GLOBAL 

HLTH & 

INFEC 

DISEA 

4274 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

- HEART & 

VAS C U LA 

R CTR 

4222 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

MEDICAL 

EDUCATI 

ON 4284 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

MEDICAL 

FOUNDAT 

ION 

(USED IN 

2012) 

4201 

8 

17 

2 

36 

22 

5O 

55 

O% 

36% 

34% 

$0 1 55 2% 

$4,682 7     23 30% 

$5,785 9     54 17% 

$72    0% 477091 

$3,965 85% 476986 

$2,590 45% 477109 

4%    $150    13 144 9% $5,707 3805% 496703 



SCH 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

4228 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

ADMINIST 

RATION 

4201 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

MICROBI 

OLOGY & 

IMMUNO 

LOGY 

4208 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

MOLECUL 

AR 

BIOLOGY 

4277 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

NEUROLO 

GY4230 

34    486 

33 

11 

15 

88 

6O 

7% 

38% 

18% 

$19,498 

$8,755 

$2,785 

22 496 

88 

59 

4% 

6% 

5% 

$11,805 61% 477752 

$1,568 18% 477471 

$1,490 54% 477380 

25 

56 27% 

4%    $480 

$12,335 

18 

5O 

O% 

O% 

$0 0% 477281 

$0 0% 477356 



SCH 

MEDICINE 

NEUROSCI 

ENCE CTR 

4281 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

NEUROSU 

RGERY 

4233 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

OBSTETRI 

CS & 

GYNECOL 

OGY 4236 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

OPHTHAL 

MOLOGY 

4244 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

ORTHOPA 

EDICS 

4265 

0 

13 

3 

2 

30 

166 

40 

27 

3% 

0% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

$576 

$0 

$11,038 

S516 

$240 

10 

22 

14 

154 

41 

27 

0% 

14% 

6% 

5% 

4% 

$0 0% 477141 

$4,809 44% 477448 

$484 94% 477257 

$130 54% 477174 

$2,450    0% 2193050 



SCH 

MEDICINE 

OTOLARY 

NGOLOGY 

(ENT) 

4238 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

PATHOLO 

GY & LAB 

MEDICINE 

4216 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

PEDIATRI 

CS 4248 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

PHARMA 

COLOGY 

4220 

7 

12 

39 

9 

62 

130 

215 

56 

11% 

9% 

18% 

16% 

$4,720 

$6,685 

$18,958 

$2,824 

27 

55 

137 

217 

55 

13% 

4% 

12% 

16% 

$4,540 96% 477331 

$3,200 48% 477497 

$14,768 78% 477513 

$3,470 123% 477398 



SCH 

MEDICINE 

PHYSICAL 

MEDICINE 

& REHAB 

4296 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

PSYCHIAT 

RY 4256 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

RADIATIO 

N 

ONCOLOG 

Y4262 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

RADIOLO 

GY4260 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

- SOCIAL 

MEDICINE 

4290 

3 

22 

8 

11 

12 

18 

215 

45 

73 

27 

17% 

10% 

18% 

15% 

44% 

$710 

$7,332 

$5,995 

$5,818 

$7,400 

15 

11 

19 

256 

46 

78 

28 

16% 

6% 

4% 

14% 

25% 

$720 101% 477133 

$8,090 110% 477505 

$180    3% 477190 

$4,470 77% 477364 

$3,840 52% 477158 





~n 



SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

ENVIRON 

SCIENCES 

& ENGI 

4630 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

EPIDEMIO 

LOGY 

4635 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

HLTH 

BEHAVIO 

R 4640 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

HLTH 

POLICY & 

MGMT 

4610 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

MATERNA 

L & CHILD 

HEALTH 

4645 

11 

19 

16 

28 

18 

60 18% $6,784 5 59 8% $1,364 20% 472498 

115 

37 

48 

39 

17% 

43% 

58% 

46% 

$8,121 

$7,045 

$14,120 

22 

15 

21 

112 

38 

49 

20% 

39% 

43% 

$9,031 111% 472704 

$5,440 39% 472365 

$5,515 87% 472340 $6,306 12 38 32% 

$6,470 92% 472217 



o~    ~’c 



SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

PUBLIC 

HEALTH 

NURSING 

4655 

SCH PUB 

HLTH - 

SCHOOL 

OF 

PUBLIC 

HEALTH 

4601 

SCH 

SOCIAL 

WORK - 

DEV 

DISABILITI 

ES TRNG 

5367 

SCH 

SOCIAL 

WORK - 

FAM I LY 

SUPPORT 

PROG 

3802 

23 

0 

42 

50% 

8 46 

50% $480 

55% $3,940 

S15o 

$0 

17% $2,370 

0% 

$480 100% 471268 

60% 472092 

0% 

100% 

0% $0 0% 1093012 

$0 0% 1093004 



SCH 

SOCIAL 

WORK - 

SCHOOL 

OF SOCIAL 

WORK 

3801 

SCHOOL 

OF 

GOVERN 

MENT 

5401 

SCHOOL 

OF INFO & 

LIBR 

SCIENCE 

3701 

SCHOOL 

OF 

JOURNALI 

SM/MASS 

COMMUN 

ICATION 

3501 

SCHOOL 

OF LAW 

3601 

SCHOOL 

OF 

NURSING 

4401 

87 

88 

15 

35 

41 

98 

123 

134 

48 

84 

126 

161 

71% 

66% 

31% 

42% 

33% 

61% 

$16,855 

$24,841 

$10,755 

$7,946 

$14,370 

$16,608 

46 

67 

15 

30 

29 

42 

130 

139 

50 

85 

126 

164 

35% 

48% 

30% 

35% 

23% 

26% 

$11,467 68% 472670 

$21,278 86% 472662 

$10,635 99% 472258 

$5,816 73% 472480 

$10,466 73% 472688 

$7,620 46% 472746 



SCHOOL 

OF 

PHARMA 

CY 4501 

UNCCH - 

Retiree 

UNC 

Chapel 

Hill 

VC 

ADVANCE 

MENT - 

UNIV 

ADVANCE 

MENT 

2221 

VC 

ADVANCE 

MENT - 

WUNC- 

FM 5380 

VC FIN - 

ACCOUNT 

ING 

SERVICES 

2235 

VC FIN - 

ASSET 

MANAGE 

MENT 

2229 

66 

9 

0 

77 

17 

6 

11 

214 

0 

0 

98 

46 

16 

31% 

0% 

0% 

$16,493 43    212 

$5,260 

So 

20% 

0% 

0% 

$13,066 79% 472696 

$0 0% 467662 

$0 0% 706291 

79% 

34% $2,584 

$9,920 80    105 76% 

37% $2,710    14 41 

$11,803 119% 472597 

95% 472308 

38% 17 35% S702 

5 220%    $400 4 100%    $198 

S715 102% 471623 

50% 1079912 



VC FIN - 

ASSOC 

VICE 

CHANCEL 

LOR 

FINANCE 

2226 

VC FIN - 

BUDGET 

OFFICE 

2240 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

ASSOC VC 

CAMPUS 

SERVICES 

(USED IN 

2012) 

2223 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

AUXIL 

ENTERPRI 

SES-GEN 

ADM 

8120 

8 

7 

13 62% 22% $2,799 114% 470872 

29 

2    50% 

S2,455 

20% S25 16% 819391 14%    S157 

18 

13% $2,470 

S130 

24% S3,100 4 31 

2     0% SO 0% 470724 

80% 471565 



VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

BUILDING 

SERVICES 

7150 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

BUSINESS 

OPERATIO 

NS 7130 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

DESIGN & 

CONSTRU 

CTION 

SVCS 7160 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

ENERGY 

MANAGE 

MENT 

7170 

7 

6 

2 

246 

59 

3% 

10% 

$840 

$1,394 

249 3% 

55     9% 

$900 107% 674333 

$1,293 93% 818542 

84 

11 

2% 

3 12 25%    $775 

$85 

9%    $260 

78     3% $416 489% 620534 

298% 1079896 



VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

ENERGY 

SERVICES 

8130 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

ENVIRON 

MENT 

HEALTH & 

SAFETY 

2371 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

FACI LITI ES 

SERVICES 

DIVISION 

7110 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

GROUNDS 

SERVICES 

7140 

15 

8 

14 

26 

136 

45 

13 

69 

11% 

18% 

108% 

38% 

$4,350 

$2,145 

$1,659 

$688 

15 137 

46 

11 

69 

11% 

17% 

0% 

1% 

$5,794 

$1,825 

$0 

$180 

133% 

85% 

0% 

26% 

472720 

472266 

472803 

674325 
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VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

PUBLIC 

SAFETY 

HOUSING 

SECURIT 

8230 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

PUBLIC 

SAFETY 

TRANS & 

PARKING 

8986 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUD 

STORE 

ACCOUNT 

ING 8412 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUD 

STORE 

ADMIN 

8411 

0 

6 

0 

0 

99 

0% 

6% 

0% 

0% 

50 

$1,032 

5o 

5o 

95 

0% 

3% 

0% 

0% 

5o 

5962 

5o 

5o 

0% 470989 

93% 472639 

0% 2194926 

0% 2195022 



VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUD 

STORE 

BULL’S 

HEAD 

8423 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUD 

STORE 

CADUCEU 

S 8420 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUD 

STORE 

COURSE 

PACK 

8413 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUD 

STORE 

OPERATIO 

N 8416 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0% 2194934 

0% 2195006 

0% 2194942 

0% 2194967 
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VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - 

STUDENT 

STORES 

All Depts. 

(USED IN 

2012) 

VC FIN - 

CAMP 

SVC - UNC 

ONE 

CARD 

8121 

VC FIN - 

DISBURSE 

MENT 

SERVICES 

2238 

VC FIN - 

FAC PLAN 

& CONST - 

CONSTRU 

CTION 

MGMT 

2374 

21 

4 

2 

2 

46 

5 

14 

46% 

80% 

14% 

29% 

$3,786 

$540 

S1,240 

$390 

46 

13 

0% 

80% 

8% 

29% 

S0 

$8oo 

$48o 

S390 

0% 

148% 

39% 

100% 

471094 

471102 

471755 

471516 



VC FIN - 

FAC PLAN 

& CONST - 

ENG INFO 

SVCS 2372 

VC FIN - 

FAC PLAN 

& CONST - 

FAC 

PLANNIN 

G& 

CONST 

2370 

VC FIN - 

FAC PLAN 

& CONST - 

UNC 

PROPERTY 

OFFICE 

2375 

VC FIN - 

FINANCE 

COMM & 

TRAINING 

2242 

VC FIN - 

LOGISTICS 

8505 

8 

4 

7 

4 

13 

10 

10 

12 

80% 

40% 

233% 

100% 

108% 

$1,960 

$1,664 

$1,978 

$661 

$32 11 10 

114% 

25% 

0% 

50% 

110% 

$768 

$120 

$0 

$335 

$58 

39% 

7% 

0% 

51% 

181% 

471524 

471003 

471110 

817510 

470757 
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VC FIN - 

UNIVERSI 

TY 

CONTROL 

LER 2231 

VC FIN - 

VICE 

CHANCEL 

LOR 

FINANCE 

&ADMIN 

2219 

VC 

HUMAN 

RESOURC 

ES 2228 

VC 

RESEARC 

H- 

CAROLINA 

POPULATI 

ON CTR 

4910 

VC 

RESEARC 

H- 

CLINICAL 

TRIALS 

3908 

3 

46 

14 

60%    $245 0% SO 0% 471250 

79 

101 

20% 

58% 

$240 

S15,025 27 

12 

12 

81 

67% 

33% 

$3,117 1299% 471011 

$4,324 83% 472605 

11% $84 0% $0 0% 470948 

14% $5,193 104 12% 

$4,518 30% 472506 



VC 

RESEARC 

H - CTR 

FOR 

DEVELOP 

SCIENCE 

3140 

VC 

RESEARC 

H - CTR 

FOR 

GALAPAG 

OS 

STUDIES 

5216 

VC 

RESEARC 

H - CTR 

HEALTH 

DISEASE 

PREV 

4985 

VC 

RESEARC 

H - DICE 

CTR 3902 

VC 

RESEARC 

H - FPG 

CHILD 

DEVELOP 

INST 5245 

2 

0 

2 

0 

90 

10 

0 

43 

188 

20% 

0% 

5% 

0% 

48% 

$310 

$0 

$145 

$0 

$20,248 116 

15 

43 

195 

7% 

0% 

0% 

100% 

59% 

S300 

$0 

$0 

$900 

$16,062 

97% 471912 

0% 2193027 

0% 472225 

0% 1003425 

79% 472787 



VC 

RESEARC 

H-HW 

ODUM 

INST 

SOCIAL 

SCI 5210 

VC 

RESEARC 

H- 

HAZARDS 

CTR 4977 

VC 

RESEARC 

H- 

HIGHWAY 

SAFETY 

RESEARC 

H 5350 

VC 

RESEARC 

H- 

INJURY 

PREV 

RESEARC 

H CTR 

4974 

2 

0 

12 

6 

13 

37 

15% 16 $410 241% 471664 

0% 

19% 

14% $1,148 

12 

$170 

$0 0 3 0% $0 0% 1079961 

32% S4,764 

50% $1,628 

5 36 

0 11 0% 

24% 472191 

$0 0% 471896 
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VC 

RESEARC 

H -OFFICE 

OF 

RESEARC 

H 

DEVELOP 

3904 

VC 

RESEARC 

H- 

RENAISSA 

NCE 

COMPUTI 

NG INST 

3127 

VC 

RESEARC 

H - SHEPS 

CTR FOR 

HLTH 

SERV 

4950 

VC 

RESEARC 

H - UNC 

INSt FOR 

THE 

ENVIRON 

3118 

4 

7 

26 

10 

56 

94 

42 

200% 

13% 

28% 

24% 

$440 

$1,260 

$11,882 

$3,260 

13 

65 

85 

38 

50% 

6% 

15% 

13% 

$320 73% 470955 

$880 70% 471615 

$3,291 28% 472571 

$1,400 43% 472209 







VC 

STUDENT 

AFF - 

UNIV 13 19 

CAREER 

SERVICES 

2417 

VC 

STUDENT 

AFF-VC 
5 10 

STUDENT 

AFFAIRS 

OFF 2401 

Totals 2,905 11,518 

68% 

5O% 

25% 

$1,556 13     18 72% 

$3,245 3     15 20% 

$896,493 2,101 12,332 17% 

$1,065 

$645 

$615,942 

68% 471706 

20% 472001 

69% 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2013 

2013 Miss 

2013 Ms 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Dr 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Dr. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Dr. 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Dr 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

First Name 

Nhon 

Elizabeth 

Judy 

Roger 

Sarah 

Charlotte 

Spencer 

Kenneth 

Timothy 

Joy 

Timothy 

Patricia 

Rudolf 

Glaire 

Allison 

Christopher 

Jeanine 

Janice 

William 

Jamie 

Nita 

Gary 

Leslie 

Jeffrey 

James 

Thomas 

Scott 

Kevin 

Todd 

Sharon 

Kim 

James 

Karna 

Middle Name 

N 

S. 

A. 

J. 

B. 

N 

B 

R. 

J. 

S. 

W. 

E. 

J. 

D. 

N. 

A 

M 

S 

W. 

J. 

C 

M. 

K. 

S 

J 

Last Name 

Cobb 

Cox 

Gale 

Kaplan 

Palmer 

Waterhouse 

Welborn 

Janken 

McMillan 

Kasson 

Marr 

Sawin 

Colloredo-Mansfeld 

Anderson 

Barnes 

Meinecke 

Simmons 

Bardsley 

Kier 

Winshell 

Eskew 

Glish 

Hicks 

Johnson 

Jorgenson 

Meyer 

Warren 

Weeks 

Bendor 

James 

Miles 

O’Hara 

Younger 

Suffix Transaction Type 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Neal 

Thomas 

Anselmo 

Latasha 

Kristen 

Frank 

Rachel 

Delma 

Shontel 

Kimberly 

Collette 

Laura 

Janet 

Rita 

Helen 

James 

Cynthia 

Connie 

Mary 

Darryl 

Jennifer 

Susan 

Ritchie 

Heidi 

Diane 

Mark 

Claudio 

Rebecca 

Justin 

William 

Diane 

Anthony 

Reginald 

Tori 

G 

G 

A. 

E 

H. 

M 

W. 

N 

A. 

A. 

J. 

A 

H. 

D. 

K. 

R. 

E 

G. 

C 

G. 

C 

S 

C. 

Thomas 

Bishop 

Lastra 

Mingo 

Palmer 

Smith 

Copeland 

Helton 

Jung 

Spurr 

Wilshire 

Yurco 

Chambers 

Balaban 

Tauchen 

Bell 

Current 

Eble 

Floyd-Wilson 

Gless 

Ho 

Irons 

Kendall 

Kim 

Leonard 

Richardson 

Battaglini 

Battaglini 

Ford 

Goa 

Groff 

Hackney 

Hinton 

Hooker 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Mrs. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Willard 

Kristen 

Amanda 

Bonita 

Ashley 

Jason 

Debra 

Joseph 

Barbara 

Darin 

Meredith 

Brian 

William 

William 

Eric 

Sherry 

Edgar 

Deborah 

Deborah 

Amy 

Erianne 

Larry 

Allen 

Radislav 

Melissa 

Kathleen 

Joy 

Lisa 

Donald 

Nancy 

Paul 

Caroline 

Susan 

Christie 

D 

A 

C. 

B. 

J 

A 

A. 

G 

E. 

H 

D 

Z. 

A 

K. 

F. 

A. 

M. 

A. 

J. 

G 

E 

E. 

B 

R. 

Kidd 

Kucera 

Madden 

Marks 

McCullen 

Mihalik 

Murray 

Myers 

Osborne 

Padua 

Petschauer 

Pietrosimone 

Prentice 

Rickman 

Ryan 

Salyer 

Shields 

Southall 

Stroman 

Tufts 

Weight 

Benninger 

Glazner 

Lapushin 

Bullard 

Duval 

Jones 

Lindsay 

Raleigh 

Schoonmaker 

Bonnici 

Dyar 

Landstrom 

Norris 

Jr 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Dr 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Maximilian 

Theresa 

Katya 

Jules 

Christopher 

Linda 

Laura 

Susan 

Terry 

Jianping 

Laurie 

Richard 

Frank 

John 

Stephen 

Timothy 

Maria 

Peter 

Xuefei 

Eric 

Jennifer 

Patricia 

Lauren 

Samuel 

Amy 

Howard 

Arne 

Serhan 

Rachel 

Shellymarie 

Beatriz 

Annice 

Paula 

Benjamin 

B 

E 

A 

A. 

E. 

F 

E 

J 

E. 

G 

F 

E. 

F 

J. 

S 

E 

Owre 

Maitland 

Pertsova 

Terry 

Calloway 

Green 

Miller 

Klebanow 

Rhodes 

Lu 

McNeil 

Superfine 

Tsui 

Wilkerson 

Gent 

McKeown 

Mosley 

Ornstein 

Wang 

Youngstrom 

Youngstrom 

Sullivan 

Leve 

Amago 

Chambless 

Aldrich 

Kalleberg 

Ziya 

Seidman 

Clarke 

RiefkohI-Muniz 

Fisher 

Goodman 

Haven 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Nicholas 

Donna 

Linda 

Lucy 

Marchelle 

Joan 

Janice 

John 

Albert 

Derek 

Jennifer 

Eve 

Robert 

Michael 

Curt 

Douglas 

Kathryn 

Anne 

Robert 

James 

Phyllis 

Judith 

Linda 

Sandra 

Patti 

Laurie 

Jennifer 

Judy 

Teresa 

David 

Camilla 

Pamela 

Jenny 

Stephanie 

J 

M. 

Y. 

S. 

R. 

M. 

M. 

F. 

Anson 

S 

M. 

M 

A. 

A 

S. 

M 

M 

J. 

A. 

C. 

A. 

A 

C 

W. 

M. 

A 

A 

Siedentop 

Bickford 

Comer 

Gorham 

Lane 

Holt 

Mann 
grunner 

Dorrance 

Galvin 

Levy 

Rackham 

Hundley 

Beale 

Brossman 

Dibbert 

Turner 

Whisnant 

Dermody 

Hicks 

Petree 

Cone 

Convissor 

Payne 

Wilkinson 

Mesibov 

Boucher 

Faubert 

Laws 

Parker 

Posthill 

Frome 

Lewis 

Schmitt 

IV 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Allison 

Barbara Ann 

Katrin 

Lisa 

Richard 

Lynne 

Larry 

Kara 

Patricia 

Laura 

Debra 

Gina 

Lynn 

Christy 

Courtney 

Jean 

Laura 

David 

Jessica 

Timothy 

Nickolay 

Adam 

Alyssa 

Steven 

Kelly 

Patricia 

Sandra 

Alison 

Shandra 

Chotibhak 

Susan 

Julia 

Eva 

Mark 

T 

R 

M. 

S. 

M. 

W. 

K 

D. 

J. 

M. 

M 

M. 

E 

G. 

M 

Z. 

R 

C. 

H. 

M. 

Adams 

Aversano 

Baker 

Beisser 

Blackburn 

Brody 

Chavis 

Cochran 

Collins 

Compiano 

Corvey 

Difino 

Dikolli 

Dodson 

Edwards 

Elia 

Ellis 

Ernsthausen 

Fleming 

Flood 

Gantchev 

Gerdts 

Good 

Hallman 

Hammond 

Harms 

Hedrick 

Jesse 

Jones 

Jotikasthira 

Kellogg 

Kruse 

Labro 

Lang 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Miss 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ursula 

Tonya 

Xiaoling 

Arvind 

Jennifer 

Edward 

Karen 

Shannon 

Leslie 

Jeanne 

Anna 

Michelle 

Dana 

Lawrence 

Sharon 

Ali 

Joy 

Matthew 

Stephanie 

Michelle 

Courtney 

Daniel 

Ann 

Cynthia 

Candace 

David 

Henry 

Jacob 

Ann 

Samuel 

Michael 

Crystal 

Bradley 

Brian 

E 

E 

Charle 

M 

E. 

D 

E 

M. 

J. 

S 

E. 

J. 

S 

J 

B 

C 

S. 

M. 

E. 

C. 

S 

M. 

R. 

D 

Littlejohn 

Locke 

Ma 

Malhotra 

Mauer 

Maydew 

McFarland 

McKeen 

Melton 

Mesiano 

Millar 

Mohe 

Moore 

Murray 

Parks 

Parlakturk 

Patterson 

Pearsall 

Peterson 

Pierce 

Porter 

Pyun 

Ravenscraft 

Reifsnider 

Reynolds 

Roberts 

Robertson 

Sagi 

Salamy 

Sawyer 

Schmidt 

Siebold 

Staats 

Stephens 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mrs. Melinda 

Mr. JAYASHANKAR 

Shannon 

Mrs. Brigitta 

Ms Tracy 

David 

Mr. Simon 

Ms. Sherrylyn 

Ms. Elizabeth 

Emily 

Debbie 

Max 

Ms. Christie 

Ms. Barbara 

Ms. Margaret 

Carol 

Mr. Martha 

Levi 

Mrs. Stacey 

Donna 

Ms. Terri 

Nicky 

Ms. Katelyn 

Emily 

Michelle 

Ms Elena 

Elizabeth 

Mohamed 

Mr. Andrew 

Carol 

Ms. Linda 

Matthew 

Ms. Andrea 

Tricia 

M 

F. 

J 

B. 

F. 

M. 

A 

R. 

G. 

T. 

G 

J 

G 

A. 

R 

A. 

A 

Storrie 

Swaminathan 

Taylor 

Theleman 

Triggs-Matthews 

Vogel 

Walker 

Wallace 

Wallencheck 

Wilkins 

Williams 

Bowman 

Degener 

Eades 

Moore 

Payne 

Stuckey 

Turner 

Byrd 

Nixon 

Saye 

Sexton 

Ander 

Brassell 

Cronquist 

Elms 

Garner 

Hamed 

Hart 

Hunter 

Jacobson 

Karkutt 

Knowlton 

Maloney 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Dr 

Dr 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Susan 

Eileen 

John 

Jan 

Christine 

Margaretta 

Andrea 

Melissa 

Melody 

Emma 

Virginia 

Robert 

Jody 

Valerie 

Timothy 

Sharon 

Geoffrey 

Sharbari 

Josmell 

Xiaowen 

Gordon 

Debra 

Stephanie 

Carol 

Susan 

Wendy 

Laurie 

Nikkia 

James 

Susan 

Samsavath 

Tabatha 

Michael 

Emily 

S. 

R 

Claire 

A 

A 

J 

S. 

W. 

M. 

D. 

A. 

A 

W 

Martin 

McGrath 

Mills 

Paris 

Stachowicz 

Yarborough 

Felder 

Florio 

Levy 

Robinson 

Brooks 

Bruce 

Cashion 

Madill 

Sanford 

Lorch 

Neal 

Dey 

Perez 

Qin 

Joyner 

Stevenson 

Thurman 

Tresolini 

Waiters 

Andrews 

Boudler 

Sheppard Lynch 

Dean 

Brooks 

Chhorm 

Turner 

Smith 

Gangi 

Jr. 

Jr 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Donna 

David 

Elizabeth 

Beth-Ann 

Angela 

Roberta 

Eric 

James 

Teresa 

Cynthia 

Elizabeth 

Mary 

Lorne 

Lewis 

Deborah 

Sharon 

Fenwick 

Jeffrey 

Jill 

Daniel 

Xue 

Robert 

Catherine 

James 

Barbara 

David 

Susan 

Glenn 

Bradley 

A 

Stacey 

Maureen 

Frayda 

Laura 

W 

H. 

A 

N 

A. 

C 

M 

M 

E 

M 

D. 

N 

E. 

J 

W. 

A 

V. 

M 

K 

Elizabeth 

E. 

H. 

N. 

A. 

A. 

F. 

M 

S. 

E. 

Bailey 

Kiel 

Barnum 

Kutchma 

Harris 

Norwood 

Gilchrist 

Underwood 

Etscovitz 

Marsh 

Crowley 

Hillmer 

Koroluk 

Lampiris 

Andrews 

Derry 

English 

Greene 

Hamm 

Huff 

Rong 

Sawyer 

Scott 

Veitch 

Wasik 

Ammons 

Austin 

Barnes 

Bednar 

Bell 

Berahzer 

Berner 

Bluestein 

Bradley 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Miss 

Ms. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Jessica 

David 

Rebecca 

Leisha 

Shea 

Sara 

Nancy 

Richard 

Traci 

Beth 

Sandra 

Cheryl 

Jeffrey 

william 

Cynthia 

Michael 

James 

Sonja 

Daniel 

Christopher 

Kelly 

Jill 

Ricardo 

Christopher 

Brian 

David 

Stefanie 

Danielle 

Latoya 

Christy 

Janice 

Meredith 

John 

Charles 

H 

A 

T. 

T. 

J 

D. 

A 

H 

D 

R 

M. 

M 

J 

B 

R. 

D. 

S. 

T 

S 

W. 

B 

A 

S. 

S 

B. 

A. 

Brinker 

Brown 

Carter 

Dehart-Davis 

Denning 

Depasquale 

Dooly 

Ducker 

Forchette 

Graves 

Hall 

Howell 

Hughes 

Lambe 

Lee 

Lemanski 

Markham 

Matanovic 

McAvinchey 

McLaughlin 

Medlin 

Moore 

Morse 

Mulligan 

Newport 

Owens 

Panke 

Phillips 

Powell 

Raulli 

Simmons 

Smith 

Stephens 

Szypszak 

III 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr 

Mr. 

Thomas 

Mary 

June 

David 

Vaughn 

Bradley 

Aimee 

Christine 

Ronald 

Mary 

Lori 

Wanda 

Barbara 

Arcot 

Stephanie 

John 

Monica 

Anne 

Trevy 

David 

John 

Lissa 

Alfred 

Bernard 

Debra 

Douglas 

Lewis 

Sarah 

Joan 

Brian 

Jennifer 

Robert 

Richard 

Katie Rose 

W. 

M 

R. 

M. 

G. 

N. 

B 

E. 

G 

B. 

K 

W. 

E 

A. 

S 

C. 

A 

R. 

B. 

M 

Elizabeth 

Thornburg 

Tiger 

Tirpak 

Tucker 

Upshaw 

Volk 

Wall 

Wunsche 

Bergquist 

Flaherty 

Haight 

Monroe 

Moran 

Rajasekar 

Brown 

Clark 

Hill 

Johnston 

McDonald 

Ardia 

Boger 

Broome 

Brophy 

Burk 

Edge 

Edmunds 

Everett 

Gibson 

Krause 

Lewis 

Marsh 

Mosteller 

Myers 

Pryal 

I 

II 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Allison 

Richard 

Craig 

Judith 

Deborah 

Melissa 

Janine 

David 

Victoria 

Beth 

Brett 

Jean 

Karen 

Brandy 

Antonio 

Adrian 

Eric 

Sandra 

Dorothy 

Coretta 

Mary 

Mary 

Jennifer 

Leigh 

Sonda 

Mary 

Minh 

Teresa 

Margarete 

Mary 

Linda 

Lee Etta 

Susan 

Lixin 

W. 

M. 

B 

M 

H 

B 

M. 

A. 

M 

A 

Kathy 

R. 

J 

G 

M. 

H 

E. 

D 

R 

Reid 

Saver 

Smith 

Wegner 

Weissman 

Wood-Saltzman 

Zanin 

Barger 

Benson 

Black 

Coleman 

Davison 

Echols 

Elsenrath 

Gatling 

Gerstel 

Hodges 

Hoffman 

Holt 

Jenerette 

Lebbad 

Lynn 

Moore 

Mullen 

Oppewal 

Palmer 

Quach 

Reed 

Sandelowski 

Schuler 

Shaw 

Smith 

Snyder 

Song 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Lica 

Suzanne 

Debbie 

Marcia 

Jennie 

Jia-Rong 

Izabela 

Stacy 

Vicky 

Delesha 

Stephen 

Lorna 

Stefanie 

Kathryn 

Charles 

Roy 

Jena 

Pamela 

John 

Richard 

Raju 

Jennifer 

Stacey 

Gail 

Susan 

Russell 

James 

Nicole 

Denise 

Philip 

John 

Anne 

Betsy 

Timothy 

A. 

Leigh 

M 

E 

C 

H 

M 

C. 

B 

A 

D 

V 

R. 

J 

H. 

R 

H 

T 

G 

Strasner 

Thoyre 

Travers 

Van Riper 

Wagner 

Wu 

Annis 

Bailey 

Burriss 

Carpenter 

Dedrick 

Dewalle 

Ferreri 

Fiscelli 

Freeman 

Hawke 

Ivey-Burkhart 

Joyner 

Kelley 

Kowalsky 

Kshatriya 

Marvin 

McGIothlin 

Moriarty 

Morris-Natschke 

Mumper 

Patterson 

Pinelli 

Rhoney-Metzger 

Rodgers 

Shepherd 

Skilton 

Sleath 

Wiltshire 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Shrikant 

David 

Sonia 

Christine 

Evelyn 

John 

Rhonda 

Michael 

Wanda 

Stephen 

Zhenfa 

Katherine 

Andrea 

Spencer 

Robert 

David 

Patricia 

Kari 

Brian 

Audrey 

Rebecca 

Victor 

Melissa 

Tamara 

Fang 

Kathryn 

Alison 

Katherine 

Carolyn 

Eugenia 

Susan 

Cheryl 

Laura 

Kathryn 

J 

M 

S. 

M. 

D. 

M 

C. 

M 

A 

E. 

W 

E. 

R 

J. 

A 

T 

A 

W 

E 

G. 

A. 

E 

Bangdiwala 

Couper 

Davis 

Kantner 

McKee 

Preisser 

Turner 

Aitken 

Bodnar 

Whalen 

Zhang 

Borron 

Des Marais 

Gee 

Goetze 

Kleckner 

Leonard 

North 

Pence 

Pettifor 

Rohde 

Schoenbach 

Troester 

Watson 

Wen 

Wisniewski 

Woomert 

Byerly 

Crump 

Eng 

Ennett 

Gerringer 

Linnan 

Moracco 

Jr. 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Miss 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Kathryn 

Jason 

Angela 

Susan 

Tracey 

George 

Trupti 

John 

George 

Kristin 

Thomas 

Sally 

Bryan 

Kathleen 

Katherine 

Miriam 

Jacqueline 

Diane 

Kathleen 

Kasey 

Rebecca 

Karl 

Michelle 

David 

Miroslav 

Dianne 

Lori 

Paul 

Rohit 

David 

Sharon 

Susan 

Sarah 

Cathy 

E 

B 

D 

B. 

M 

E. 

H. 

S 

H. 

A. 

M. 

E. 

C 

S 

E. 

A. 

M. 

R. 

Muessig 

Smith 

Thrasher 

Andrews 

Gollwitzer 

Holmes 

Lathia 

Paul 

Pink 

Reiter 

Ricketts 

Stearns 

Weiner 

Anderson 

Biancardi 

Labbok 

Quirk 

Rowley 

Buckheit 

Decosimo 

Hart 

Umble 

Collins 

Heesacker 

Styblo 

Ward 

Evarts 

Frellick 

Ramaswamy 

Steffen 

Sullivan 

Randolph 

Beale 

Bennett 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Angelica 

Elizabeth 

Linda 

Helen 

John 

Monica 

Kimberly 

Tonia 

Michael 

John 

Ruth 

Sarah 

Wanda 

Lawrence 

Crystal 

Jennifer 

Gwendolyn 

Andrew 

Deborah 

Paula Sue 

Ashley 

Carolyn 

Pratyush 

Cleibe 

Joyce 

Elizabeth 

Lisa 

Adam 

Martha 

Linda 

Jennifer 

Elsje 

Caryn 

Robert 

Brent 

J 

R 

C 

D. 

B. 

M. 

F. 

J 

J 

S 

R 

W. 

M 

S. 

Figueroa 

French 

Mitchell 

Nulty 

Wishart 

DePietro 

Eaton 

Jacobs 

Lambert 

McMahon 

Morgan 

Naylor 

Reives 

Rosenfeld 

Stewart 

Vaughn 

Arnold 

Berner 

Grammer 

Isley 

Langley 

Mann 

Mehta 

Souza 

Besheer 

Crais 

Domby 

Jacks 

Mundy 

Watson 

Womack 

Harker 

Hertz 

Isaak 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Myungsa 

Lakhesh 

Vincent 

Susan 

Samuel 

Peggy 

Nathan 

Anthony 

Kathleen 

Nancy 

James 

Jeanette 

Laura 

Saskia 

Richard 

Kathy 

Carol 

Scott 

Kristen 

Erika 

Susan 

Yun Kyung 

Ellen 

Jason 

Deborah 

Rachel 

Francene 

Baocheng 

Theresa 

Kimberly 

Kelly 

Elisabeth 

Alexis 

Nana 

J 

M 

A 

N. 

A. 

C 

H 

G 

A 

B 

S 

A. 

E 

D. 

S. 

M 

C 

C. 

H 

A 

S 

S 

A 

A 

Kang 

Khullar 

Kopp 

Martinelli 

McLean 

McNaull 

Painter 

Passannante 

Smith 

Wilkes 

Williams 

Cook 

Lindsey-Boltz 

Neher 

Goldberg 

Ellis 

Otey 

Parnell 

Phend 

Wittchen 

Campbell 

Chang 

Cohen 

Derrick 

Dibbert 

Edwards 

Grieco 

Huang 

Johnson 

Keller 

Mansfield 

Mohr 

Moore 

Nikolaishvili-Feinbe 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Margaret 

Maria 

George 

Matthew 

Nicole 

Tuvara 

Kimberlie 

Elizabeth 

Kevin 

Heather 

Kirby 

Dawn 

Kelly 

Ronald 

Dana 

Irene 

Julia 

Gretchen 

Bradley 

Todd 

Gary 

Shelly 

Amber 

Brenda 

Xing-Hua 

Terrence 

Laura 

Brigitte 

Deborah 

Deborah 

Anna 

Jake 

Cortilya 

Julie 

J 

W. 

G 

D 

J 

A. 

M 

J 

B 

E 

B 

W. 

M 

B. 

B 

S. 

D. 

M 

R 

N 

B. 

S 

V 

F. 

E 

Pomerantz 

Sambade 

Small 

Soloway 

Spruell 

King 

Burns 

Godwin 

Biese 

Wells 

Zeman 

Brock 

Fedoriw 

Lingley 

Neutze 

Skowronek 

Steiner 

Tong 

Wilson 

Zakrajsek 

Clark 

Fritts 

McCoy 

Trapp 

Zeng 

Furey 

Milko 

Allard 

Alberti 

Byrd 

Jojic 

Achey 

Jones 

Messina 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Christine 

Ada 

Chun Yeung 

Jennifer 

Eugene 

Sue 

Brenda 

Anne 

Alexandra 

Michael 

Virginia 

Nilsa 

Cynthia 

Letitia 

Dennis 

Charlene 

Katherine 

Amanda 

Ermine 

Stacie 

Anne 

Jonathan 

Ashley 

Daniel 

Isao 

Kathy 

Marian 

Christopher 

Jessica 

Dougald 

Hyman 

Caroline 

Lisa 

Amy 

E 

J 

A 

A 

C. 

A. 

A. 

M. 

M 

V. 

B 

BM 

J. 

G. 

K 

S 

A. 

T 

M. 

B. 

J 

M. 

G 

Micancin 

Southerland 

Szeto 

Blair 

Bober 

Campbell 

Denzler 

Hager-Blunk 

Hayden 

Mathews 

Miller 

Morales 

Reilly 

Rogers 

Schmidt 

Williams 

Cooper 

Crooks 

Cupid-Hastings 

Dusetzina 

Froment 

Hansen 

Henderson 

Huslage 

Iwata 

James 

Kirkman 

Klipstein 

Lin 

Monroe 

Muss 

Poulton 

Best 

Bryant 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Janet 

Jennifer 

Debra 

Doris 

Laura 

Tiki 

Jason 

Kelly 

Julia 

Arlene 

Rosann 

Jenny 

Kathleen 

Julie 

Elizabeth 

Cynthia 

Katherine 

Deborah 

Pamela 

Diana 

Anna 

Ravi 

Ronald 

Jennifer 

Kenya 

Joseph 

George 

Sue 

Patricia 

Tangi 

Lee 

Jennifer 

Tanya 

Gregory 

M 

E 

C 

W. 

H 

M 

K 

S. 

T 

C 

F 

T 

W 

C 

R 

C. 

M 

A 

Y 

M. 

K. 

D 

Kendall 

Mersereau 

Powers 

Woods 

Aho 

Hair 

Rhyne 

Hair 

Kimbell 

Bridges 

Farber 

Boyd 

Bradford 

Byerley 

Carmac 

Clark 

Clement 

Flowers 

Fogleman 

Gordon 

Herman-Giddens 

Jhaveri 

Knight 

Leonard 

McNeaI-Trice 

Muenzer 

Retsch-Bogart 

Tolleson-Rinehart 

Zeiders 

Covington 

Graves 

Satinsky 

Zinner 

Beasley 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Anna 

Karon 

Diana 

Robert 

Michael 

Lars 

Laura 

deffery 

Linmarie 

Mary 

Kinley 

Laurie 

Daniel 

Wui 

Lynn 

Ari 

Marija 

Valerie 

Shanah 

Marcia 

Hyeon 

Hong 

Mara 

dill 

Daniel 

Barry 

Teri 

doellen 

Margaret 

Kimberly 

dana 

V 

Nancy 

Nancy 

R 

R 

M. 

A. 

F 

M 

I 

E 

B 

B. 

d 

K. 

A. 

d 

R 

A. 

H 

A 

K. 

F. 

C 

D 

Brandon 

Dawkins 

Graham 

Hamer 

Hill 

darskog 

Klinger 

McLean 

Sikich 

Tobin 

Taylor 

Birdsong 

Boughton 

Chong 

Fordham 

Isaacson 

Ivanovic 

Jewells 

Kirk 

Koomen 

Yu 

Yuan 

Buchbinder 

Fisher 

Nelson 

Saunders 

Augustine 

Buckio 

Cloud 

Erickson 

Ross 

Carter 

Dartnall 

Dieffenbach 

MD 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

MS. 

MS. 

MS. 

MS. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

MS. 

Pamela 

John 

Ruth 

Melinda 

Teresa 

Kaia 

Dorothy 

Ruth 

Glenna 

Thomas 

Gladys 

Shannon 

Jasper 

James 

Christopher 

Donald 

Zoe 

Edmund 

Janette 

Ann 

Mary Elizabeth 

Hae 

Catherine 

Rosemary 

Chanetta 

Kristen 

Michelle 

Lisa 

Jennifer 

Claire 

Charla 

Jordan 

Linda 

Shawn 

C 

M 

S 

A 

M 

H 

E 

J 

G 

A 

B 

R 

D 

C. 

K 

J 

J. 

R 

S 

V 

M 

J. 

R. 

W. 

D 

D. 

N. 

Dilavore 

Dougherty 

Fuller 

Govan 

Martin 

Mates 

McNee 

Thomson 

Wellman 

Wiebe 

Williams 

Adams 

Becker 

Champion 

Cook 

Elmore 

Enga 

Finerty 

Goins 

Hume 

Lister 

Miller 

Rohweder 

Simpson 

Washington 

Bickford 

Arroyo 

Avinger 

Borri 

Cusick 

Edmonstone-Pickens 

Farthing 

Frazier 

Grindstaff 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Mr 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Marilyn 

Donna 

Michael 

Cecelia 

Tanya 

Melissa 

Angela 

Robbi 

Valerie 

Richard 

Diane 

Michael 

Gary 

Reane 

Natalie 

Lisa 

Susan 

Robin 

Daniel 

Michael 

George 

Dion 

Mark 

Philip 

Phillip 

Lisa 

John 

Kirk 

Catherine 

Mark 

Janet 

Mary Beth 

Jonathan 

Kathy 

B. 

D. 

T. 

R 

J 

J 

M. 

F 

M 

W. 

C. 

A. 

S. 

J. 

M 

R 

Julian-Fox 

Marlette 

McFarland 

Moore 

Moore 

Newsome 

Nolan 

Pickeral 

Price 

Root 

Royle 

Shelton 

Tinker 

Travis 

Vizuete 

Waldeck 

Anderson 

Copley 

Barker 

Freeman 

Jacobs 

Long 

Albini 

Barner 

Farrell 

Huggins 

Lindberg 

Montgomery 

Brennan 

Brueckner 

Clarke 

Koza 

Moore 

Schwabauer 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Miss 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Roger 

Jill 

Bradford 

Abbas 

Tammy 

Jerry 

Wilmetrice 

Karin 

Yiwen 

Melaina 

Lori 

Joshua 

Kimberly 

Elizabeth 

John 

Lila 

Robert 

Dianne 

Kelly 

Gary 

Robin 

Laurie 

Anna 

Kimberly 

Jennifer 

Matthew 

Victoria 

Matthew 

Jocelyn 

Katharine 

David 

William 

Ruth 

Latisha 

K 

C. 

H. 

B 

M 

A. 

A 

A. 

A 

S. 

W 

W 

A. 

Anglis 

Sit 

Crowder 

Davis 

Piran 

Aycock 

Guerrier 

Chisom 

Langbehn-Pecaut 

Wang 

Hall 

Thompson 

Kastrinsky 

Mitchell 

Snipes 

Medlin 

Roenigk 

Segedy 

Ware-Furlow 

Carruthers 

Maynard 

Bennington 

Burroughs 

Wu 

Andrews 

Arrington 

Banks 

Bradley 

Brody 

Brooks 

Bryant 

Foskey 

Frey 

Holt 

Johnson 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Megan 

Elizabeth 

Valeria 

Donna 

Julius 

Robert 

Alice 

Terrelle 

Thao 

Maribel 

Anita 

Mary 

Celeste 

Maureen 

Candace 

Amy 

Jennifer 

Lee 

James 

Alex 

Bettie 

Sharon 

Angela 

Cynthia 

Donald 

Diane 

Ming-Horn 

William 

Kimberley 

Scott 

Jennifer 

James 

Leslie 

David 

T 

T 

M 

C 

R 

N 

C. 

D 

V. 

M. 

R. 

J. 

B 

T 

J 

M. 

M. 

W. 

Keefe 

Nicklis 

Omori 

Socola 

Bazemore 

Blanchard 

Brower 

Buckner 

Bui 

Carrion 

Collins 

Conti 

Copeland 

Craun 

Davies 

Davis 

Drake 

Edmark 

Etheridge 

Everett 

Furr 

Glover 

Hawkins 

Henshaw 

Hepp 

Howell 

Hwang 

Hylton 

Jackson 

Jackson 

Jacobsen 

Kirkman 

Kreizman 

Langham 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Hong 

Robert 

Paula 

Daniel 

Karen 

Timothy 

Nancy 

Susan 

Cherritta 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth 

Rongrong 

Sharon 

Tinesh 

Vetrivel 

Barry 

Stanie 

Mark 

Carlos 

Michael 

Xiaoping 

Eric 

Steven 

Mark 

Michael 

Janine 

Abby 

Jessica 

Irene 

Lauren 

Lesley-Anne 

Kathryn 

Zahra 

Joyce 

J 

R. 

J 

D 

A 

B. 

K 

K. 

A. 

M 

G. 

S 

C. 

S. 

H 

C 

E 

M. 

J 

H 

A 

Lin 

Longo 

Lunsford 

Marlow 

McCollough 

McGuire 

McKinney 

Meyer 

Nickerson-Salter 

Obrien 

Parker 

Shen 

Smith 

Tailor 

Thiagarajan 

Vial 

Waddell 

Wampole 

Webb 

Williams 

Wu 

Young 

Fishback 

Reed 

Waldron 

Barden-O’Fallon 

Cannon 

Davis 

Handlon 

Hart 

Killeya-Jones 

Obrien 

Reynolds 

Tabor 



2013 Deborah 

2013 Mrs. Elizabeth 

2013 Ms. Amy 

2013 Jeffery 

2013 Betsy 

2013 Ms. Amelia 

2013 Dr. Mary 

2013 Dr. Ann 

2013 Mr. David 

2013 Laura 

2013 Ms. Martha 

2013 Ms. Kim 

2013 Ms. Jessica 

2013 Ms. William 

2013 Ximena 

2013 Ms. Cristina 

2013 Dorothy 

2013 Dr. Kara 

2013 Kathleen 

2013 Ms. Diana 

2013 Ms. Cynthia 

2013 Dr. Chih-lng 

2013 Ms. Janet 

2013 Ms. Ellen 

2013 Dr. Sharon 

2013 Ms Lisa 

2013 Mr. Eric 

2013 Barbara 

2013 Ms. Cathy 

2013 Ms. Karen 

2013 Dr. Hsiao-Chuan 

2013 Mr. Donald 

2013 Ms. Gwen 

2013 Ms. Tracey 

W. 

A 

C 

W. 

F. 

E 

J. 

G. 

R 

Oscar 

M 

K 

A. 

M 

S. 

H 

D. 

J 

J. 

B. 

Ussery 

Wilkes 

Briceno 

Alpi 

Ayankoya 

Barksdale-Patterson 

Bratsch-Hines 

Cox 

Curtin 

Curtis 

Diefendorf 

Duval 

Dykstra 

Fleming 

Franco 

Gillanders 

Gillaspy 

Hume 

Hume 

Knechtel 

Kraus 

Lim 

Misenheimer 

Peisner-Feinberg 

Ringwalt 

Santucci 

Savage 

Sims 

Starks 

Taylor 

Tien 

Trull 

Van Ark 

West 

No Gifts 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Noreen 

Catherine 

Arthur 

William 

Daniel 

Raghavan 

Linette 

Brian 

Nneka 

William 

Timothy 

Diane 

Lawson 

Sandra 

Brigid 

Joonhyung 

Lisa 

Ashley 

Raymond 

Clark 

Ashok 

Margaret 

Jane 

Alan 

Victoria 

Katherine 

Heather 

Laurie 

Lindsay 

Ellen 

Julia 

Kathryn 

Elizabeth 

Jeanne 

C 

M 

A. 

A. 

V 

H. 

F 

A 

A. 

K 

A. 

D. 

R 

A. 

G. 

E. 

T. 

W 

M. 

M 

Yazejian 

Zimmer 

Goodwin 

Hall 

Harper 

Srinivasan 

Tyson 

Freitas 

George 

Taylor 

Kuhn 

Towle 

Evrenidis 

Holliman 

Poole 

Cho 

Heimbach 

Mattheis 

Idaszak 

Jeffries 

Krishnamurthy 

Wesley 

Darter 

Ellis 

Freeman 

Frizzelle 

Gross 

Leadbetter 

McCall 

Shanahan 

Thorp 

Wessell 

Adams 

Eichinger 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Miss 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Gregory 

Barbara 

Joann 

Melvin 

Susan 

Jennifer 

Thomas 

Chanhthevy 

Mary 

Corey 

Sharon 

Joyce 

Rachel 

Aaron 

Paige 

Kathryn 

Deborah 

Michael 

Jess 

Amy 

Larry 

Sarah 

Steven 

Joanna 

Elizabeth 

Whitney 

Kyle 

Clarissa 

Audra 

Elizabeth 

Leslie 

Diana 

April 

Orville 

R 

A. 

E. 

S 

M. 

M 

H 

H 

J. 

D. 

D 

M 

A 

T. 

M. 

C 

A 

N. 

R. 

K 

S 

R. 

Gangi 

Entwisle 

Gustafson 

Jones 

Libby 

Pruitt 

Brickner 

Chai 

Covington 

McCabe 

Moseley 

Roberts 

Selinger 

Bachenheimer 

Abe 

Bartholomew 

Bousquet 

Cherry 

Evans 

Gauthier 

Hicks 

Hoffarth 

Lofgren 

Luke 

Mellott 

Mohr 

Sabin 

Simpson 

Slavin 

Stewart 

Quattlebaum 

Woodhouse 

Mann 

Angle 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Jade 

Lisa 

Christy 

Jacquelyn 

Emily 

Suzanne 

Katherine 

Jeffrey 

Timothy 

Christy 

Blakely 

Mary 

Bettina 

A 

T 

S 

M. 

J. 

E. 

G 

C. 

J. 

A. 

M 

S. 

C 

Barricelli 

Bowden 

Dunston 

Gist 

Gomez 

Harbour 

Nobles 

Sackaroff 

Stiles 

Walker 

Williamson 

Murray 

Shuford 



Name: Line 1 Division 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING A & S 

A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES A & S 

A&S - AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES A & S 

A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES A & S 

A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES A & S 

A&S - AMERICAN STUDIES A & S 

A&S - ANTHROPOLOGY A & S 

A&S - ART A & S 

A&S - ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE A & S 

A&S - ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE A & S 

A&S - ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE A & S 

A&S - ASIAN STUDIES A & S 

A&S - BIOLOGY A & S 

A&S - BIOLOGY A & S 

A&S - CHEMISTRY A & S 

A&S - CHEMISTRY A & S 

A&S - CHEMISTRY A & S 

A&S - CHEMISTRY A & S 
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VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CARO PARENT PR VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 



VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFF VC Student Affairs 

VC STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFF VC Student Affairs 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

First Name 

Douglas 

Joan 

Kathryn 

Anne 

Robert 

James 

Phyllis 

Judith 

Linda 

Sandra 

Patti 

Laurie 

Jennifer 

Judy 

Teresa 

David 

Camilla 

Middle Name 

S. 

B. 

M 

M 

J. 

A. 

C. 

A. 

D. 

L. 

A 

C 

W. 

M. 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Dibbert CHANCELLOR 

Pendergraph CHANCELLOR 

Turner CHANCELLOR 

Whisnant 

Dermody 

Hicks 

Petree 

Cone 

Convissor 

Payne 

Wilkinson 

Mesibov 

Boucher 

Faubert 

Laws 

Parker 

Posthill 

- ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 

- ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 

- FACULTY GOVERNANCE 

CHANCELLOR - FACULTY GOVERNANCE 

CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 

CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 

CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

CHANCELLOR - UNIV OMBUDS OFFICE 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

CHANCELLOR - UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 

Division 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 

Chancellor 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2013 Dr Pamela 

2013 Jenny 

2013 Ms. Stephanie 

2013 Ms. Rachell 

Middle Name 

A 

A 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type 

Frome 

Lewis 

Schmitt 

Underhill 

Name:Line1 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

Division 

Graduate School 

Graduate School 

Graduate School 

Graduate School 



Campaign Middle Name Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

First Name 

Allison 

Barbara Ann 

Katrin 

Lisa 

Richard 

Lynne 

Larry 

Kara 

Patricia 

Laura 

Debra 

Gina 

Lynn 

Christy 

Courtney 

Jean 

Laura 

David 

Jessica 

Timothy 

Nickolay 

Adam 

Alyssa 

Steven 

Kelly 

Patricia 

Sandra 

Alison 

Shandra 

Chotibhak 

Susan 

Julia 

Eva 

T 

R 

M. 

S. 

M. 

W. 

K 

D. 

J. 

M. 

M 

M. 

E 

G. 

M 

Z. 

R 

C. 

H. 

M. 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Adams SCH BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER 

Aversano SCH BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER 

Baker No Gifts SCH BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER 

Beisser SCH 

Blackburn SCH 

Brody SCH 

Chavis 

Cochran 

Collins 

Compiano 

Corvey 

Difino 

Dikolli 

Dodson 

Edwards 

Elia 

Ellis 

Ernsthausen 

Fleming 

Flood 

Gantchev 

Gerdts 

Good 

Hallman 

Hammond 

Harms 

Hedrick 

Jesse 

Jones 

Jotikasthira 

Kellogg 

Kruse 

Labro 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Miss 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mark 

Ursula 

Tonya 

Xiaoling 

Arvind 

Jennifer 

Edward 

Karen 

Shannon 

Leslie 

Jeanne 

Anna 

Michelle 

Dana 

Lawrence 

Sharon 

Ali 

Joy 

Matthew 

Stephanie 

Michelle 

Courtney 

Daniel 

Ann 

Cynthia 

Candace 

David 

Henry 

Jacob 

Ann 

Samuel 

Michael 

Crystal 

Bradley 

E 

E 

Charle 

M 

E. 

D 

E 

M. 

J. 

S 

E. 

J. 

S 

J 

B 

C 

S. 

M. 

E. 

C. 

S 

M. 

R. 

D 

Lang 

Littlejohn 

Locke 

Ma 

Malhotra 

Mauer 

Maydew 

McFarland 

McKeen 

Melton 

Mesiano 

Millar 

Mohe 

Moore 

Murray 

Parks 

Parlakturk 

Patterson 

Pearsall 

Peterson 

Pierce 

Porter 

Pyun 

Ravenscraft 

Reifsnider 

Reynolds 

Roberts 

Robertson 

Sagi 

Salamy 

Sawyer 

Schmidt 

Siebold 

Staats 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. Brian 

Mrs. Melinda 

Mr. JAYASHANKAR 

Shannon 

Mrs. Brigitta 

Ms Tracy 

David 

Mr. Simon 

Ms. Sherrylyn 

Ms. Elizabeth 

Emily 

Debbie 

M 

F. 

J 

B. 

F. 

M. 

A 

R. 

Stephens 

Storrie 

Swaminathan 

Taylor 

Theleman 

Triggs-Matthews 

Vogel 

Walker 

Wallace 

Wallencheck 

Wilkins 

Williams 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 



Division 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 



Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 



Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Ms 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms 

2013 Ms. 

First Name 

Max 

Christie 

Barbara 

Margaret 

Carol 

Martha 

Levi 

Stacey 

Donna 

Terri 

Nicky 

Katelyn 

Emily 

Michelle 

Elena 

Elizabeth 

Mohamed 

Andrew 

Carol 

Linda 

Matthew 

Andrea 

Tricia 

Susan 

Eileen 

John 

Jan 

Christine 

Margaretta 

Middle Name 

G. 

T. 

L. 

E. 

S 

L. 

B 

T. 

L 

O. 

A 

G 

J 

G 

A. 

R 

A. 

A 

L. 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 

Bowman LIBRARIES 

Degener LIBRARIES 

Eades LIBRARIES 

Moore 

Payne 

Stuckey 

Turner 

Byrd 

Nixon 

Saye 

Sexton 

Ander 

Brassell 

Cronquist 

Elms 

Garner 

Hamed 

Hart 

Hunter 

Jacobson 

Karkutt 

Knowlton 

Maloney 

Martin 

McGrath 

Mills 

Paris 

Stachowicz 

Yarborough 

No Gifts 

1 

- HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

- HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

- HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH SCIENCES LIBR 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - LAW LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

LIBRARIES - UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 

Division 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 

Libraries 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Dr 

Dr 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mrs 

First Name 

Andrea 

Melissa 

Melody 

Emma 

Virginia 

Robert 

Jody 

Valerie 

Timothy 

Sharon 

Geoffrey 

Sharbari 

Josmell 

Xiaowen 

Gordon 

Debra 

Stephanie 

Carol 

Susan 

Wendy 

Laurie 

Nikkia 

James 

Susan 

Samsavath 

Tabatha 

Michael 

Emily 

Donna 

David 

Elizabeth 

Beth-Ann 

Angela 

Middle Name 

D. 

R 

L 

M. 

H. 

S. 

R 

Claire 

A 

D 

J 

P. 

L. 

A 

J 

S. 

W. 

M. 

D. 

A. 

A 

W 

W 

H. 

A 

N 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Felder PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

Florio PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

Levy PROVOST - ADMISSIONS 

Robinson PROVOST 

Brooks PROVOST 

Bruce PROVOST 

Cashion PROVOST 

Madill PROVOST 

Sanford PROVOST 

Lorch PROVOST 

Neal PROVOST 

Dey PROVOST 

Perez PROVOST 

Qin PROVOST 

Joyner Jr. PROVOST 

Stevenson PROVOST 

Thurman PROVOST 

Tresolini PROVOST 

Waiters PROVOST 

Andrews PROVOST 

Boudler PROVOST 

Sheppard Lynch PROVOST 

Dean 

Brooks 

Chhorm 

Turner 

Smith 

Gangi 

Bailey 

Kiel 

Barnum 

Kutchma 

Harris 

Jr 

- ADMISSIONS 

- CONT ED WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 

- CONT ED WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 

- CONT ED WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 

- CONT ED WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 

- CONT ED WM & IDA FRIDAY CTR 

- CTRS - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 

- CTRS - NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 

- DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 

- DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 

- DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURE AFF 

- OFC OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF PROVOST HEALTH AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF PROVOST HEALTH AFFAIRS 

- OFC OF PROVOST HEALTH AFFAIRS 

PROVOST- PROVOST 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 

PROVOST - SUMMER SCHOOL ADMIN. 

PROVOST - UBC - CAROLINA CTR PUBLIC SVC 

PROVOST - UBC - CTR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 

PROVOST - UBC - CTR FACULTY EXCELLENCE 

PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

PROVOST - UNC GLOBAL 

PROVOST - UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

Division 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 

Provost 



[ 2013~Dr. ~Roberta IA. la°rw°°d I I IPROVOST-UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2013 Mr. Eric 

2013 Ms. James 

2013 Teresa 

2013 Cynthia 

2013 Ms. Elizabeth 

2013 Ms Mary 

2013 Dr. Lorne 

2013 Lewis 

Middle Name 

P 

C 

M 

M 

E 

M 

D. 

N 

Last Name 

Gilchrist 

Underwood 

Etscovitz 

Marsh 

Crowley 

Hillmer 

Koroluk 

Lampiris 

Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 

SCH DENTISTRY - DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 

SCH DENTISTRY- DENTAL RESEARCH 

SCH DENTISTRY - ORAL SURGERY 

SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 

SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 

SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 

SCH DENTISTRY - SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 

Division 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 

School of Dentistry 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

First Name 

Deborah 

Sharon 

Fenwick 

Jeffrey 

Jill 

Daniel 

Xue 

Robert 

Catherine 

James 

Barbara 

Middle Name 

E. 

J 

W. 

A 

V. 

M 

L. 

K 

Elizabeth 

E. 

H. 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Andrews SCH EDUCATION 

Derry SCH EDUCATION 

English SCH EDUCATION 

Greene 

Hamm 

Huff 

Rong 

Sawyer 

Scott 

Veitch 

Wasik 

- SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

- SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

- SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

SCH EDUCATION - SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 



Division 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 

School of Education 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mrs 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Miss 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Mr 

First Name 

David 

Susan 

Glenn 

Bradley 

A 

Stacey 

Maureen 

Frayda 

Laura 

Jessica 

David 

Rebecca 

Leisha 

Shea 

Sara 

Nancy 

Richard 

Traci 

Beth 

Sandra 

Cheryl 

Jeffrey 

william 

Cynthia 

Michael 

James 

Sonja 

Daniel 

Christopher 

Kelly 

Jill 

Ricardo 

Christopher 

Middle Name 

N. 

L. 

A. 

A. 

F. 

I 

M 

S. 

E. 

H 

A 

T. 

D. 

P 

T. 

J 

D. 

A 

H 

D 

R 

M. 

M 

J 

B 

R. 

D. 

S. 

T 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Ammons SCHOOL OF 

Austin SCHOOL OF 

Barnes 

Bednar 

Bell 

Berahzer 

Berner 

Bluestein 

Bradley 

Brinker SCHOOL 

Brown SCHOOL 

Carter SCHOOL 

Dehart-Davis SCHOOL 

Denning SCHOOL 

Depasquale SCHOOL 

Dooly SCHOOL 

Ducker 

Forchette 

Graves 

Hall 

Howell 

Hughes 

Lambe 

Lee 

Lemanski 

Markham 

Matanovic 

McAvinchey 

McLaughlin 

Medlin 

Moore 

Morse 

Mulligan 

III 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

OF 

OF 

OF 

OF 

OF 

OF 

OF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

SCHOOLOF 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

GOVERNMENT 

Division 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 

School of Government 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT School of Government 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2013 Dr. Ronald 

2013 Mary 

2013 Lori 

2013 Mrs. Wanda 

2013 Ms. Barbara 

2013 Arcot 

Middle Name 

E. 

G 

Last Name 

Bergquist 

Flaherty 

Haight 

Monroe 

Moran 

Rajasekar 

Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

Division 

School of Info & Lib 

School of Info & Lib 

School of Info & Lib 

School of Info & Lib 

School of Info & Lib 

School of Info & Lib 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name 

2013 Ms. Stephanie 

2013 John 

2013 Ms. Monica 

2013 Ms. Anne 

2013 Dr. Trevy 

Middle Name 

W. 

E 

Last Name 

Brown 

Clark 

Hill 

Johnston 

McDonald 

Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 



Division 

School of Journalism & MassCommunication 

School of Journalism & MassCommunication 

School of Journalism & MassCommunication 

School of Journalism & MassCommunication 

School of Journalism & MassCommunication 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mr 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

David 

John 

Lissa 

Alfred 

Bernard 

Debra 

Douglas 

Lewis 

Sarah 

Joan 

Brian 

Jennifer 

Robert 

Richard 

Katie Rose 

Allison 

Richard 

Craig 

Judith 

Deborah 

Melissa 

Janine 

Middle Name 

S 

C. 

L. 

L. 

A 

R. 

B. 

M 

Elizabeth 

W 

P. 

E. 

G 

T 

W. 

M. 

B 

M 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Ardia SCHOOL OF 

Boger SCHOOL OF 

Broome 

Brophy 

Burk 

Edge 

Edmunds 

Everett 

Gibson 

Krause 

Lewis 

Marsh 

Mosteller 

Myers 

Pryal 

Reid 

Saver 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

LAW 

LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

OF LAW 

Smith SCHOOL OF LAW 

Wegner SCHOOL OF LAW 

Weissman SCHOOL OF LAW 

Wood-Saltzman SCHOOL OF LAW 

Zanin SCHOOL OF LAW 

Division 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 

School of Law 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Dr 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

First Name 

David 

Debra 

Victoria 

Beth 

Brett 

Jean 

Karen 

Brandy 

Antonio 

Adrian 

Eric 

Sandra 

Dorothy 

Coretta 

Mary 

Mary 

Jennifer 

Leigh 

Sonda 

Mary 

Minh 

Teresa 

Margarete 

Mary 

Linda 

Lee Etta 

Susan 

Lixin 

Lica 

Suzanne 

Debbie 

Marcia 

Jennie 

Middle Name 

H 

B 

P 

M. 

A. 

L 

M 

A 

Kathy 

R. 

J 

G 

M. 

H 

E. 

D 

R 

Last Name 

Barger 

Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

No Gifts SCHOOL OF NURSING 

Division 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

School of Nursing 

A. 

Leigh 

M 

Barksdale 

Benson 

Black 

Coleman 

Davison 

Echols 

Elsenrath 

Gatling 

Gerstel 

Hodges 

Hoffman 

Holt 

Jenerette 

Lebbad 

Lynn 

Moore 

Mullen 

Oppewal 

Palmer 

Quach 

Reed 

Sandelowski 

Schuler 

Shaw 

Smith 

Snyder 

Song 

Strasner 

Thoyre 

Travers 

Van Riper 

Wagner 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 
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Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms 

Ms. 

First Name 

Izabela 

Stacy 

Vicky 

Delesha 

Stephen 

Lorna 

Stefanie 

Kathryn 

Charles 

Roy 

Jena 

Pamela 

John 

Richard 

Raju 

Jennifer 

Stacey 

Gail 

Susan 

Russell 

James 

Nicole 

Denise 

Philip 

John 

Anne 

Betsy 

Charlene 

Timothy 

Middle Name 

E 

C 

H 

M 

C. 

B 

A 

D 

L. 

L 

U. 

P. 

J. 

X 

I 

V 

R. 

L. 

J 

H. 

R 

H 

T 

G 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Annis SCHOOL OF 

Bailey SCHOOL OF 

Burriss 

Carpenter 

Dedrick 

Dewalle 

Ferreri 

Fiscelli 

Freeman 

Hawke 

Ivey-Burkhart 

Joyner 

Kelley 

Kowalsky 

Kshatriya 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

SCHOOL 

Marvin SCHOOL 

McGIothlin SCHOOL 

Moriarty SCHOOL 

Morris-Natschke SCHOOL 

Mumper SCHOOL 

Patterson SCHOOL 

Pinelli SCHOOL 

Rhoney-Metzger SCHOOL 

Rodgers SCHOOL 

Shepherd SCHOOL 

Skilton SCHOOL 

Sleath SCHOOL 

Williams SCHOOL 

Wiltshire SCHOOL 

PHARMACY 

PHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

OFPHARMACY 

Division 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 

School of Pharmacy 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Shrikant 

David 

Sonia 

Christine 

Evelyn 

John 

Rhonda 

Michael 

Wanda 

Stephen 

Zhenfa 

Katherine 

Andrea 

Spencer 

Robert 

David 

Patricia 

Kari 

Brian 

Audrey 

Rebecca 

Victor 

Melissa 

Tamara 

Fang 

Kathryn 

Alison 

Katherine 

Carolyn 

Eugenia 

Susan 

Cheryl 

Laura 

Middle Name 

I. 

J 

M 

L 

E. 

S. 

M. 

D. 

M 

C. 

P 

C 

W 

L. 

M 

A 

E. 

W 

E. 

R 

J. 

A 

T 

A 

W 

E 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Bangdiwala SCH PUB HLTH 

Couper SCH PUB HLTH 

Davis SCH PUB HLTH 

Kantner 

McKee 

Preisser 

Turner 

Aitken 

Bodnar 

Whalen 

Zhang 

Borron 

Des Marais 

Gee 

Goetze 

Kleckner 

Leonard 

North 

Pence 

Pettifor 

Rohde 

Schoenbach 

Troester 

Watson 

Wen 

Wisniewski 

Woomert 

Byerly 

Crump 

Eng 

Ennett 

Gerringer 

Linnan 

Jr. 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

- BIOSTATISTICS 

- BIOSTATISTICS 

- BIOSTATISTICS 

PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

PUB HLTH - BIOSTATISTICS 

PUB HLTH - ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 

PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

PUB HLTH - ENVIRON SCIENCES & ENGI 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 

PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

PUB HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Miss 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Kathryn 

Kathryn 

Jason 

Angela 

Susan 

Tracey 

George 

Trupti 

John 

George 

Kristin 

Thomas 

Sally 

Bryan 

Kathleen 

Katherine 

Miriam 

Jacqueline 

Diane 

Kathleen 

Kasey 

Rebecca 

Karl 

Michelle 

Leslie 

David 

Deborah 

Miroslav 

Dianne 

Lori 

Paul 

Rohit 

David 

Sharon 

E 

E 

B 

D 

B. 

L 

M. 

M 

E. 

H. 

L 

C. 

C. 

J. 

L. 

S 

H. 

A. 

L. 

P. 

P 

M. 

E. 

C 

M 

S 

S 

Moracco 

Muessig 

Smith 

Thrasher 

Andrews 

Gollwitzer 

Holmes 

Lathia 

Paul 

Pink 

Reiter 

Ricketts 

Stearns 

Weiner 

Anderson 

Biancardi 

Labbok 

Quirk 

Rowley 

Buckheit 

Decosimo 

Hart 

Umble 

Collins 

Fischer 

Heesacker 

Robinson 

Styblo 

Ward 

Evarts 

Frellick 

Ramaswamy 

Steffen 

Sullivan 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

PUB 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

HLTH - HLTH BEHAVIOR 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - HLTH POLICY & MGMT 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - NUTRITION 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

HLTH - PUB HLTH SHARED SVCS 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Susan 

Sarah 

Cathy 

Angelica 

Elizabeth 

Linda 

Helen 

John 

M. 

R. 

M. 

A. 

G 

P. 

Brent 

Randolph 

Beale 

Bennett 

Figueroa 

French 

Mitchell 

Nulty 

Wishart 

SCH PUB HLTH - PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

SCH PUB HLTH - SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 



Division 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 



School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 



School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 

School of Public Health 



Campaign Middle Name Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Monica 

Kimberly 

Tonia 

Michael 

John 

Ruth 

Sarah 

Wanda 

Lawrence 

Crystal 

Jennifer 

J 

R 

C 

D. 

B. 

M. 

F. 

J 

J 

S 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

DePietro SCH SOCIAL 

Eaton SCH SOCIAL 

Jacobs SCH SOCIAL 

Lambert 

McMahon 

Morgan 

Naylor 

Reives 

Rosenfeld 

Stewart 

Vaughn 

WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 



Division 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 

School of Social Work 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

First Name 

Gwendolyn 

Andrew 

Deborah 

Paula Sue 

Ashley 

Carolyn 

Pratyush 

Cleibe 

Joyce 

Elizabeth 

Lisa 

Adam 

Martha 

Linda 

Jennifer 

Elsje 

Caryn 

Robert 

Myungsa 

Lakhesh 

Vincent 

Susan 

Samuel 

Peggy 

Nathan 

Anthony 

Kathleen 

Nancy 

James 

Jeanette 

Laura 

Saskia 

Richard 

Middle Name 

R 

W. 

M. 

P. 

R. 

R. 

L 

M 

S. 

J 

M 

A 

P 

P 

N. 

A. 

C 

H 

G 

A 

B 

L 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Arnold SCH MEDICINE 

Berner SCH MEDICINE 

Grammer SCH MEDICINE 

Isley 

Langley 

Mann 

Mehta 

Souza 

Besheer 

Crais 

Domby 

Jacks 

Mundy 

Watson 

Womack 

Harker 

Hertz 

Isaak 

Kang 

Khullar 

Kopp 

Martinelli 

McLean 

McNaull 

Painter 

Passannante 

Smith 

Wilkes 

Williams 

Cook 

Lindsey-Boltz 

Neher 

Goldberg 

- AHEC 

- AHEC 

- AHEC 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 

SCH MEDICINE - AHEC 

SCH MEDICINE - ALCOHOL STUDIES CTR 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 

SCH MEDICINE - ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - ANESTHESIOLOGY 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS 

SCH MEDICINE - BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Kathy 

Carol 

Scott 

Kristen 

Erika 

Susan 

Yun Kyung 

Ellen 

Jason 

Deborah 

Rachel 

Francene 

Baocheng 

Theresa 

Kimberly 

Kelly 

Elisabeth 

Alexis 

Nana 

Margaret 

Maria 

George 

Matthew 

Nicole 

Tuvara 

Kimberlie 

Elizabeth 

Kevin 

Heather 

Kirby 

Dawn 

Kelly 

Ronald 

Dana 

S 

A. 

E 

D. 

S. 

M 

C 

C. 

H 

P 

A 

S 

S 

A 

A 

L 

J 

W. 

G 

D 

J 

A. 

M 

J 

B 

E 

B 

W. 

M 

Ellis 

Otey 

Parnell 

Phend 

Wittchen 

Campbell 

Chang 

Cohen 

Derrick 

Dibbert 

Edwards 

Grieco 

Huang 

Johnson 

Keller 

Mansfield 

Mohr 

Moore 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

Nikolaishvili-Feinbe SCH 

Pomerantz SCH 

Sambade SCH 

Small SCH 

Soloway SCH 

Spruell SCH 

King 

Burns 

Godwin 

Biese 

Wells 

Zeman 

Brock 

Fedoriw 

Lingley 

Neutze 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

MEDICINE - CAROLINA INST FOR DD 

MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 

MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 

MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 

MEDICINE - CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOG 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

MEDICINE - CTR WOMENS HLTH RESEARCH 

MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 

MEDICINE - CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RE 

MEDICINE - EMERGENCY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - ENVIRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 

MEDICINE - ENVIRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Irene 

Julia 

Gretchen 

Bradley 

Todd 

Gary 

Shelly 

Amber 

Brenda 

Xing-Hua 

Terrence 

Laura 

Brigitte 

Deborah 

Deborah 

Anna 

Jake 

Cortilya 

Julie 

Christine 

Ada 

Chun Yeung 

Jennifer 

Eugene 

Sue 

Brenda 

Anne 

Alexandra 

Michael 

Virginia 

Nilsa 

Cynthia 

Letitia 

Dennis 

B 

L. 

S. 

D. 

M 

R 

N 

B. 

S 

V 

F. 

L 

K. 

E 

E 

L 

J 

A 

A 

C. 

E 

E. 

L 

C. 

L. 

A. 

A. 

Skowronek 

Steiner 

Tong 

Wilson 

Zakrajsek 

Clark 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

Fritts SCH 

McCoy SCH 

Trapp SCH 

Zeng SCH 

Furey SCH 

Milko SCH 

Allard SCH 

Alberti SCH 

Byrd SCH 

Jojic SCH 

Achey SCH 

Jones SCH 

Messina SCH 

Micancin SCH 

Southerland SCH 

Szeto SCH 

Blair SCH 

Bober SCH 

Campbell SCH 

Denzler SCH 

Hager-Blunk SCH 

Hayden SCH 

Mathews SCH 

Miller SCH 

Morales 

Reilly 

Rogers 

Schmidt 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - FAMILY MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 

MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 

MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 

MEDICINE - GASTROINT BIO & DIS CTR 

MEDICINE - GENE THERAPY CTR 

MEDICINE - GENETICS 

MEDICINE - GENETICS 

MEDICINE - GLOBAL HLTH & INFEC DISEA 

MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 

MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 

MEDICINE - HEART & VASCULAR CTR 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL EDUCATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Dr 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Charlene 

Katherine 

Amanda 

Ermine 

Stacie 

Anne 

Jonathan 

Ashley 

Daniel 

Isao 

Kathy 

Marian 

Christopher 

Jessica 

Dougald 

Hyman 

Caroline 

Lisa 

Amy 

Janet 

Jennifer 

Debra 

Doris 

Laura 

Tiki 

Jason 

Kelly 

Julia 

Arlene 

Rosann 

Jenny 

Kathleen 

Julie 

Elizabeth 

L 

M 

V. 

B 

BM 

J. 

G. 

K 

L 

S 

A. 

T 

M. 

B. 

J 

M. 

G 

M 

E 

C 

W. 

L 

H 

P 

S. 

S 

M 

K 

S. 

T 

Williams 

Cooper 

Crooks 

Cupid-Hastings 

Dusetzina 

Froment 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

Hansen SCH 

Henderson SCH 

Huslage SCH 

Iwata SCH 

James SCH 

Kirkman SCH 

Klipstein SCH 

Lin SCH 

Monroe SCH 

Muss SCH 

Poulton SCH 

Best SCH 

Bryant SCH 

Kendall SCH 

Mersereau SCH 

Powers SCH 

Woods No Gifts SCH 

Aho SCH 

Hair SCH 

Rhyne SCH 

Hair SCH 

Kimbell 

Bridges 

Farber 

Boyd 

Bradford 

Byerley 

Carmac 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

MEDICINE - MEDICAL FOUNDATION 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 

MEDICINE - OPHTHALMOLOGY 

MEDICINE - ORTHOPAEDICS 

MEDICINE - OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 

MEDICINE - OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 

MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Mr. 

Dr 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Cynthia 

Katherine 

Deborah 

Pamela 

Diana 

Anna 

Ravi 

Ronald 

Jennifer 

Kenya 

Joseph 

George 

Sue 

Patricia 

Tangi 

Lee 

Jennifer 

Tanya 

Gregory 

Anna 

Karon 

Diana 

Robert 

Michael 

Lars 

Laura 

Jeffery 

Linmarie 

Mary 

Kinley 

Laurie 

Daniel 

Wui 

Lynn 

C 

F 

T 

W 

C 

R 

C. 

M 

A 

Y 

M. 

K. 

D 

R 

R 

M. 

A. 

F 

M 

T 

E 

B 

B. 

J 

K. 

A. 

Clark 

Clement 

Flowers 

Fogleman 

Gordon 

Herman-Giddens 

Jhaveri 

Knight 

Leonard 

McNeaI-Trice 

Muenzer 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

Retsch-Bogart SCH 

Tolleson-Rinehart SCH 

Zeiders SCH 

Covington SCH 

Graves SCH 

Satinsky SCH 

Zinner SCH 

Beasley SCH 

Brandon SCH 

Dawkins MD SCH 

Graham SCH 

Hamer SCH 

Hill SCH 

Jarskog SCH 

Klinger SCH 

McLean SCH 

Sikich SCH 

Tobin SCH 

Taylor SCH 

Birdsong SCH 

Boughton No Gifts SCH 

Chong SCH 

Fordham SCH 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 

MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 

MEDICINE - PHARMACOLOGY 

MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 

MEDICINE - PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - PSYCHIATRY 

MEDICINE - RADIATION ONCOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ari 

Marija 

Valerie 

Shanah 

Marcia 

Hyeon 

Hong 

Mara 

Jill 

Daniel 

Barry 

Teri 

Joellen 

Margaret 

Kimberly 

Jana 

V 

Nancy 

Nancy 

Pamela 

John 

Ruth 

Melinda 

Teresa 

Kaia 

Dorothy 

Ruth 

Glenna 

Thomas 

Gladys 

Shannon 

Jasper 

James 

Christopher 

L 

R 

A. 

H 

A 

K. 

F. 

L 

M 

L 

C 

D 

C 

M 

S 

A 

M 

H 

L 

E 

J 

G 

A 

L 

B 

R 

D 

Isaacson 

Ivanovic 

Jewells 

Kirk 

Koomen 

Yu 

Yuan 

Buchbinder 

Fisher 

Nelson 

Saunders 

Augustine 

Buckio 

Cloud 

Erickson 

Ross 

Carter 

Dartnall 

Dieffenbach 

Dilavore 

Dougherty 

Fuller 

Govan 

Martin 

Mates 

McNee 

Thomson 

Wellman 

Wiebe 

Williams 

Adams 

Becker 

Champion 

Cook 

No Gifts 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - RADIOLOGY 

MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - SOCIAL MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - SURGERY 

MEDICINE - SURGERY 

MEDICINE - SURGERY 

MEDICINE - SURGERY 

MEDICINE - SURGERY 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TEACCH DIV 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Donald 

Zoe 

Edmund 

Ms. Janette 

Ann 

Ms. Mary Elizabeth 

Ms. Hae 

Ms. Catherine 

Ms. Rosemary 

Chanetta 

Kristen 

K 

J 

L. 

L 

L. 

J. 

R 

S 

Elmore 

Enga 

Finerty 

Goins 

Hume 

Lister 

Miller 

Rohweder 

Simpson 

Washington 

Bickford 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

SCH 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

- TRACS INSTITUTE 

MEDICINE - TRACS INSTITUTE 

MEDICINE - UNC KIDNEY CENTER 



Division 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 

SOM 



Divison/Institute/O 2012 2012 2012 Part 

ffice Donors Emps % 

Totals 2,905 11,518 25% 

SCH BUS- KENAN- 

FLAGLER BUSINESS 

SCHOOL 3301 

CIO - INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

3103 

SCHOOL OF 

GOVERNMENT 5401 

VC RESEARCH - FPG 

CHILD DEVELOP 

INST 5245 

155    295 53% 

106 339 31% 

88 134 66% 

90 188 48% 

A&S - PHYSICS & 
15     54      28% 

ASTRONOMY 3270 

SCH MEDICINE- 
39    215      18% 

PEDIATRICS 4248 

SCHOOL OF 
66    214      31% 

PHARMACY 4501 
SCH MEDICINE- 

34    486       7% 
MEDICINE 4228 

VC ADVANCEMENT - 

UNIV 

ADVANCEMENT 

2221 

77     98 79% 

2013 2013 2013 Part 
2012 Totals 

Donors Emps     % 

$896,493 2,101 12,332 17% 

$80,013     138    292 47% 

$28,758 95    341 28% 

$24,841 67    139 48% 

$20,248     116    195 59% 

$13,790 12 62 19% 

$18,958 27 217 12% 

$16,493 43 212 20% 

$19,498 22 496 4% 

$9,920 80    105 76% 

% of 
2013 Totals Acct# 

2012 

$615,942 69% 

$50,906 64% 472795 

$21,754 76% 471409 

$21,278 86% 472662 

$16,062 79% 472787 

$15,105 110% 472381 

$14,768 78% 477513 

$13,066 79% 472696 

$11,805 61% 477752 

$11,803 119% 472597 



SCH SOCIAL WORK - 

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL 

WORK 3801 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

3265 

SCHOOL OF INFO & 

LIBR SCIENCE 3701 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

3601 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ANESTHESIOLOGY 

4268 

A&S - RELIGIOUS 

STUDIES 3241 

LIBRARIES - 

UNIVERSITY 

LIBRARY 5505 

SCH MEDICINE- 

FAMILY MEDICINE 

4232 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

4635 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PSYCH IATRY 4256 

A&S- ENGLISH & 

COMP LIT 3225 

SCHOOL OF 

NURSING 4401 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

HLTH BEHAVIOR 

4640 

87 

12 

15 

41 

35 

3 

48 

18 

19 

22 

39 

98 

16 

123 

93 

48 

126 

93 

14 

0 

94 

115 

215 

83 

161 

37 

71% 

13% 

31% 

33% 

38% 

21% 

0% 

19% 

17% 

10% 

47% 

61% 

43% 

$16,855 

$9,990 

$10,755 

$14,370 

$23,365 

$9,840 

$13,365 

$11,352 

$8,121 

$7,332 

$11,697 

$16,608 

$7,045 

46 

11 

15 

29 

15 

4 

29 

13 

22 

15 

21 

42 

15 

130 

91 

50 

126 

94 

19 

231 

96 

112 

256 

91 

164 

38 

35% 

12% 

30% 

23% 

16% 

21% 

13% 

14% 

20% 

6% 

23% 

26% 

39% 

$11,467 

$11,265 

$10,635 

$10,466 

$10,042 

$9,780 

$9,454 

$9,104 

$9,031 

$8,090 

$7,710 

$7,620 

$6,470 

68% 

113% 

99% 

73% 

43% 

99% 

71% 

80% 

111% 

110% 

66% 

46% 

92% 

472670 

472621 

472258 

472688 

477349 

471656 

472761 

477430 

472704 

477505 

472530 

472746 

472217 



A&S - POLITICAL 

SCIENCE 3294 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PEDIATRIC 

DENTISTRY 4350 

SCHOOL OF 

JOURNALISM/MASS 

COMMUNICATION 

3501 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

ENERGY SERVICES 

8130 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICAL 

FOUNDATION 

(USED IN 2012) 

4201 

PROVOST - 

ADMISSIONS 2432 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

MATERNAL & CHILD 

HEALTH 4645 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

HLTH POLICY & 

MGMT4610 

SCH MEDICINE- 

AH EC 4835 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

BIOSTATISTICS 4620 

A&S - PUBLIC 

POLICY 3279 

15 

33 

35 

15 

2 

34 

18 

28 

21 

12 

43 

28 

84 

136 

55 

43 

39 

48 

29 

113 

19 

35% 

118% 

42% 

11% 

4% 

79% 

46% 

58% 

72% 

11% 

32% 

$8,215 

$5,979 

$7,946 

S4,350 

S150 

$4,744 

S6,306 

S14,120 

S5,702 

S5,350 

$6,443 

11 

33 

30 

15 

13 

40 

12 

21 

19 

7 

2 

46 

26 

85 

137 

144 

40 

38 

49 

28 

121 

21 

24% 

127% 

35% 

11% 

9% 

100% 

32% 

43% 

68% 

6% 

10% 

S6,335 

S6,315 

S5,816 

$5,794 

S5,707 

S5,682 

S5,515 

$5,440 

$5,190 

$5,090 

$4,980 

77% 

106% 

73% 

133% 

3805% 

120% 

87% 

39% 

91% 

95% 

77% 

472274 

471953 

472480 

472720 

496703 

472290 

472340 

472365 

477182 

472613 

471508 



SCH MEDICINE- 

OBSTETRICS & 

GYNECOLOGY 4236 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OTOLARYNGOLOGY 

(ENT) 4238 

VC HUMAN 

RESOURCES 2228 

SCH MEDICINE- 

RADIOLOGY 4260 

SCH MEDICINE- 

COMPREHENSIVE 

CANCER CTR 4226 

CHANCELLOR - 

UNIVERSITY 

COUNSEL 2213 

VC RESEARCH - 

CAROLINA 

POPULATION CTR 

4910 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TRACS INSTITUTE 

4299 

A&S - BIOLOGY 3267 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

HOUSING & RES 

EDUCATION 8215 

A&S - HISTORY 3291 

13 

46 

11 

18 

9 

14 

24 

22 

21 

166 

62 

79 

73 

436 

24 

101 

61 

92 

46 

54 

8% 

11% 

58% 

15% 

4% 

38% 

14% 

39% 

3% 

48% 

39% 

$11,038 

$4,720 

$15,025 

S5,818 

$7,030 

$4,140 

$5,193 

$2,654 

$2,790 

$4,045 

$8,950 

10 

7 

27 

ii 

20 

15 

12 

35 

4 

18 

10 

154 

55 

81 

78 

438 

25 

104 

59 

93 

50 

60 

6% 

13% 

33% 

14% 

5% 

60% 

12% 

59% 

4% 

36% 

17% 

$4,809 

$4,540 

$4,518 

$4,470 

$4,356 

$4,340 

$4,324 

$4,170 

$4,125 

$4,080 

$4,050 

44% 

96% 

30% 

77% 

62% 

105% 

83% 

157% 

148% 

101% 

45% 

477448 

477331 

472506 

477364 

503177 

471714 

472605 

942037 

472654 

472282 

472399 



SCH MEDICINE- 

HEART & VASCULAR 

CTR 4222 

PROVOST - CONT ED 

WM & IDA FRIDAY 

CTR 5301 

LIBRARIES - HEALTH 

SCIENCES LIBR 5525 

A&S - CLASSICS 

3220 

SCH MEDICINE- 

SOCIAL MEDICINE 

4290 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ALLIED HEALTH 

SCIENCES 4273 

SCH MEDICINE- 

SURGERY 4264 

A&S - PHILOSOPHY 

3238 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NUTRITION 4660 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

CAMPUS HEALTH 

SERVICES 2426 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHARMACOLOGY 

4220 

PROVOST - OFC OF 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

3101 

11 

12 

19 

10 

10 

19 

22 

43 

51 

12 

27 

97 

159 

21 

63 

134 

56 

36% 

21% 

22% 

25% 

44% 

20% 

6% 

43% 

16% 

14% 

16% 

78% 

$4,682 

$2,468 

$6,294 

$3,600 

$7,400 

$9,980 

$4,510 

$4,130 

$3,170 

$4,789 

$2,824 

$6,610 

7 

15 

10 

3 

7 

8 

7 

6 

7 

11 

9 

7 

23 

49 

14 

28 

99 

155 

21 

60 

135 

55 

11 

30% 

500% 

20% 

21% 

25% 

8% 

5% 

29% 

12% 

8% 

16% 

64% 

$3,965 

$3,875 

$3,844 

$3,840 

$3,840 

$3,802 

$3,780 

$3,640 

$3,530 

$3,480 

$3,470 

$3,460 

85% 

157% 

61% 

107% 

52% 

38% 

84% 

88% 

111% 

73% 

123% 

52% 

476986 

472316 

472449 

471680 

477158 

477422 

477463 

471987 

472431 

472647 

477398 

471458 



A&S - ACADEMIC 

ADVISING 3120 

SCH EDUCATION - 

LEARN NC 3401 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TEACCH DIV 4257 

VC RESEARCH - 

SHEPS CTR FOR 

HLTH SERV 4950 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DIAGNOST SCI & 

GEN DENT 4335 

CHANCELLOR - 

ALU M N I ASSOC 

OFFICE 2304 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PATHOLOGY & LAB 

MEDICINE 4216 

PROVOST - 

PROVOST 3100 

VC FIN -VICE 

CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE & ADMIN 

2219 

A&S - 

MATHEMATICS 

3282 

A&S - DEANS OFFICE 

3201 

VC FIN - ASSOC VICE 

CHANCELLOR 

FINANCE 2226 

30 

0 

9 

26 

7 

16 

12 

11 

21 

36 

4 

131 

94 

29 

10 

130 

38 

38 

13 

83% 

0% 

7% 

28% 

24% 

160% 

9% 

0% 

20% 

29% 

55% 

62% 

$3,231 

$o 

$1,560 

$11,882 

$3,560 

$3,435 

$6,685 

$0 

$240 

$3,560 

$5,744 

$2,455 

27 

i0 

20 

13 

5 

15 

6 

2 

8 

9 

6 

4 

35 

6 

127 

85 

17 

10 

137 

12 

46 

48 

18 

77% 

167% 

16% 

15% 

29% 

150% 

4% 

100% 

67% 

20% 

13% 

22% 

$3,414 

$3,326 

$3,323 

$3,291 

$3,265 

$3,240 

$3,200 

$3,140 

$3,117 

$2,955 

$2,884 

$2,799 

106% 

0% 

213% 

28% 

92% 

94% 

48% 

0% 

1299% 

83% 

50% 

114% 

472134 

1093046 

477489 

472571 

472159 

471334 

477497 

470773 

471011 

472357 

472027 

470872 



VC RESEARCH - VC 

FOR RESEARCH 

3905 

SCH EDUCATION - 

SCHOOL OF 

EDUCATION 3401 

A&S - COMPUTER 

SCIENCE 3276 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICAL 

EDUCATION 4284 

VC ADVANCEMENT - 

WUNC-FM 5380 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL ECOLOGY 

DEPT 4305 

SCH PUB HLTH - PH 

LEADERSHIP 

PROGRAM 4670 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

AUXIL ENTERPRISES- 

GEN ADM 8120 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROSURGERY 

4233 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC 

HEALTH 4601 

A&S - EXERCISE & 

SPORT SCIENCE 

3292 

10 

25 

3 

17 

17 

11 

23 

53 

33 

86 

57 

50 

46 

39 

10 

29 

42 

50 

30% 

29% 

5% 

34% 

37% 

28% 

90% 

24% 

0% 

55% 

106% 

$3,034 

$6,775 

$3,540 

$5,785 

$2,710 

$6,130 

$3,019 

$3,100 

$0 

$3,940 

$2,984 

7 

12 

6 

9 

14 

9 

6 

4 

2 

8 

32 

36 

91 

63 

54 

41 

42 

13 

31 

14 

46 

53 

19% 

13% 

10% 

17% 

34% 

21% 

46% 

13% 

14% 

17% 

60% 

$2,750 

$2,745 

$2,630 

$2,590 

$2,584 

$2,545 

$2,544 

$2,470 

$2,450 

$2,370 

$2,249 

91% 

41% 

74% 

45% 

95% 

42% 

84% 

80% 

0% 

60% 

75% 

471995 

472712 

472522 

477109 

472308 

472324 

471532 

471565 

2193050 

472092 

472373 



CIO - RESEARCH 

COMPUTING CTR 

2264 

A&S - SOCIOLOGY 

3296 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

HOUSEKEEPING 

7120 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY 

3258 

CHANCELLOR - 

FAC U LTY 

GOVERNANCE 2318 

SCH MEDICINE - CYS 

FIBROSIS/PULMON 

ARY RE 4223 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL RESEARCH 

4375 

VC RESEARCH - 

LABORATORY 

ANIMAL MEDICINE 

4270 

ATHLETICS - 

OLPYMIC SPORTS 

9890 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

ENVIRONMENT 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

2371 

43 

10 

31 

15 

23 

397 

82 

48 

44 

141 

45 

27% 

13% 

11% 

12% 

50% 

4% 

11% 

22% 

0% 

18% 

$1,430 

$1,944 

$2,870 

$4,300 

$1,800 

$2,000 

$1,150 

$2,241 

$0 

$2,145 

3 

3 

42 

4 

2 

2 

6 

10 

9 

8 

16 

29 

423 

83 

46 

41 

146 

35 

46 

19% 

10% 

10% 

5% 

100% 

4% 

15% 

7% 

26% 

17% 

$2,240 

$2,175 

$2,045 

$2,000 

$1,920 

$1,920 

$1,858 

$1,840 

$1,830 

$1,825 

157% 

112% 

71% 

47% 

107% 

96% 

162% 

82% 

0% 

85% 

1092998 

472142 

470559 

472555 

470765 

477323 

472332 

472589 

2192854 

472266 



A&S - GEOLOGICAL 

SCIENCES 3268 

PROVOST - 

SCHOLARSHIPS & 

STUDENT AID 2448 

A&S - ROMANCE 

LANGUAGES 3244 

LIBRARIES - LAW 

LIBRARY 5520 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORTHODONTICS 

4345 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ORAL SURGERY 

4340 

CHANCELLOR - 

OFFICE OF THE 

CHANCELLOR 2201 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

OPERATIVE 

DENTISTRY 4330 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

SCHOOL OF 

DENTISTRY 4301 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MEDICINE 

ADMINISTRATION 

4201 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CELL& 

DEVELOPMENT 

BIOLOG 4204 

14 

17 

9 

8 

6 

6 

7 

23 

33 

11 

16 

39 

62 

19 

20 

24 

8 

18 

48 

88 

50 

13% 

36% 

27% 

47% 

40% 

25% 

75% 

39% 

48% 

38% 

22% 

$1,800 

$2,052 

$2,896 

$2,760 

$3,470 

$2,100 

$2,890 

$2,140 

$2,042 

$8,755 

$5,280 

2 

6 

9 

6 

5 

8 

4 

8 

13 

5 

4 

16 

39 

67 

18 

21 

23 

26 

44 

88 

83 

13% 

15% 

13% 

33% 

24% 

35% 

44% 

31% 

30% 

6% 

5% 

$1,800 

$1,791 

$1,785 

$1,785 

$1,750 

$1,640 

$1,630 

$1,625 

$1,578 

$1,568 

$1,520 

100% 

87% 

62% 

65% 

50% 

78% 

56% 

76% 

77% 

18% 

29% 

471649 

472167 

472456 

706416 

472043 

471797 

471474 

471789 

472514 

477471 

477406 



SCH MEDICINE- 

MICROBIOLOGY & 

IMMUNOLOGY 4208 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GENETICS 4218 

VC RESEARCH - UNC 

INSt FOR THE 

ENVIRON 3118 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

DENTAL FACULTY 

PRACTICE 5140 

VC RESEARCH - OFC 

OF SPONSORED 

RESEARCH 2236 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

ENVIRON SCIENCES 

& ENGI 4630 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

BUSINESS 

OPERATIONS 7130 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ALCOHOL STUDIES 

CTR 4282 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

3901 

VC RESEARCH - 

HIGHWAY SAFETY 

RESEARCH 5350 

11 

10 

12 

11 

20 

12 

60 

82 

42 

20 

64 

60 

59 

25 

25 

37 

18% 

2% 

24% 

40% 

19% 

18% 

10% 

12% 

80% 

32% 

$2,785 

$290 

$3,260 

$1,725 

$2,917 

$6,784 

$1,394 

$1,370 

$3,735 

$4,764 

3 

2 

5 

8 

6 

5 

5 

2 

8 

5 

59 

90 

38 

17 

66 

59 

55 

23 

24 

36 

5% 

2% 

13% 

47% 

9% 

8% 

9% 

9% 

33% 

14% 

$1,490 

$1,440 

$1,400 

$1,372 

$1,370 

$1,364 

$1,293 

$1,250 

$1,200 

$1,148 

54% 

497% 

43% 

80% 

47% 

20% 

93% 

91% 

32% 

24% 

477380 

477299 

472209 

471771 

472415 

472498 

818542 

477216 

471847 

472191 



VC RESEARCH - OFC 

HUMAN RESEARCH 

ETHICS 3909 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

UNIV CAREER 

SERVICES 2417 

A&S - AMERICAN 

STUDIES 3226 

A&S - 

COMMUNICATION 

STUDIES 3215 

A&S- MUSIC 3212 

PROVOST- UBC - 

ACKLAND ART 

MUSEUM 3105 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

TRANS & PARKING 

8986 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PERIODONTOLOGY 

4355 

CHANCELLOR - 

INTERNAL AUDIT 

2254 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

ENDODONTICS 4320 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

BUILDING SERVICES 

7150 

VC RESEARCH - DICE 

CTR 3902 

13 

20 

19 

10 

34 

42 

20 

99 

12 

13 

246 

30% 

68% 

30% 

9% 

17% 

20% 

6% 

25% 

57% 

69% 

3% 

0% 

$810 

$1,556 

$660 

$390 

$1,405 

$720 

$1,032 

$310 

$1,350 

$310 

$840 

$0 

8 

13 

4 

6 

6 

3 

3 

13 

3 

13 

7 

19 

18 

12 

39 

43 

19 

95 

13 

12 

249 

42% 

72% 

33% 

15% 

14% 

16% 

3% 

100% 

43% 

108% 

3% 

100% 

$1,140 

$1,065 

$1,020 

$1,020 

$1,005 

$970 

$962 

$959 

$944 

$917 

$900 

$900 

141% 

68% 

155% 

262% 

72% 

135% 

93% 

309% 

70% 

296% 

107% 

0% 

471607 

471706 

471383 

472183 

472233 

471748 

472639 

471730 

471185 

471417 

674333 

1003425 



VC RESEARCH - 

RENAISSANCE 

COMPUTING INST 

3127 

A&S - LINGUISTICS 

3228 

A&S - CITY & 

REGIONAL 

PLANNING 3288 

A&S - 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

3284 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

UNC ONE CARD 

8121 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA INST FOR 

DD 4287 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

ENERGY 

MANAGEMENT 

7170 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN &. 

CONST- ENG INFO 

SVCS 2372 

VC FIN - 

PURCHASING 

SERVICES 2260 

A&S - URBAN 

STUDIES 5215 

A&S - AFRICAN & 

AFRICAN-AMER 

STUDIES 3287 

56 

17 

33 

47 

11 

10 

12 

15 

20 

13% 

17% 

29% 

9% 

80% 

15% 

9% 

80% 

67% 

33% 

15% 

$1,260 

$500 

$1,350 

$1,580 

$540 

$890 

$260 

$1,960 

$2,330 

$2,010 

$954 

4 

3 

2 

2 

4 

9 

3 

8 

5 

3 

3 

65 

17 

34 

45 

12 

12 

16 

21 

6% 

38% 

12% 

6% 

80% 

20% 

25% 

114% 

42% 

19% 

14% 

$880 

$870 

$860 

$840 

$800 

$796 

$775 

$768 

$742 

$740 

$730 

70% 

174% 

64% 

53% 

148% 

89% 

298% 

39% 

32% 

37% 

77% 

471615 

471300 

471805 

472084 

471102 

477240 

1079896 

471524 

471961 

471326 

471631 



A&S - ARTS & 

HUMANITIES 

INSTITUTE 3211 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOCHEMISTRY & 

BIOPHYSICS 4212 

SCH MEDICINE- 

PHYSICAL MEDICINE 

& REHAB 4296 

VC FIN - 

ACCOUNTING 

SERVICES 2235 

PROVOST - CTRS - 

NC BOTANICAL 

GARDEN 3255 

SCH PUB HLTH - NC 

INST FOR PUBLIC 

HEALTH 4626 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

VC STUDENT 

AFFAIRS OFF 2401 

A&S - 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

3286 

A&S - 

UNDERGRADUATE 

EDUCATION OFFICE 

3219 

PROVOST - OFC OF 

PROVOST HEALTH 

AFFAIRS 4101 

11 

11 

74 

18 

16 

24 

44 

10 

140% 

15% 

17% 

38% 

17% 

25% 

50% 

75% 

71% 

25% 

$1,090 

$6,842 

$710 

$702 

$410 

$1,910 

$3,245 

$485 

$544 

$160 

5 

3 

3 

6 

6 

4 

3 

4 

7 

4 

67 

19 

17 

27 

38 

15 

4 

83% 

4% 

16% 

35% 

22% 

11% 

20% 

100% 

100% 

44% 

$728 

$720 

$720 

$715 

$710 

$685 

$645 

$638 

$625 

$600 

67% 

11% 

101% 

102% 

173% 

36% 

20% 

132% 

115% 

375% 

471052 

477414 

477133 

471623 

472050 

472472 

472001 

470831 

470690 

471292 



PROVOST- UBC - 

CAROLINA CTR 

PUBLIC SVC 3119 

A&S - ECONOMICS 

3289 

PROVOST - 

DIVERSITY/M U LTIC 

ULTURE AFF 2224 

PROVOST- UNC 

GLOBAL 3130 

FAC PLAN & CONST - 

FACI LITI ES 

PLANNING 2373 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

PUB HLTH SHARED 

SVCS 4609 

SCH MEDICINE- 

DERMATOLOGY 

4229 

SCH MEDICINE- 

OPHTHALMOLOGY 

4244 

A&S - DRAMATIC 

ART 3207 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

NURSING 4655 

VC FIN - 

DISBURSEMENT 

SERVICES 2238 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

PUBLIC SAFETY 7602 

32 

24 

37 

40 

24 

14 

92 

67% 

28% 

14% 

29% 

50% 

0% 

8% 

8% 

25% 

50% 

14% 

3% 

$380 

$4,980 

$200 

$1,225 

$810 

So 

$1,460 

$516 

$709 

$480 

$1,240 

$704 

5 

2 

5 

2 

2 

2 

4 

38 

26 

10 

38 

41 

24 

13 

94 

83% 

5% 

56% 

8% 

10% 

20% 

5% 

5% 

4% 

50% 

8% 

4% 

$570 

$540 

$540 

$540 

$520 

$504 

$5OO 

$484 

$480 

$480 

$480 

$468 

150% 

11% 

270% 

44% 

64% 

0% 

34% 

94% 

68% 

100% 

39% 

66% 

817890 

472241 

471201 

471904 

471870 

2194918 

477208 

477257 

472035 

471268 

471755 

472563 



PROVOST- UBC - 

CTR FACULTY 

EXCELLENCE 3131 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ENVIRO MED 

ASTHMA & LUNG 

4225 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

DESIGN & 

CONSTRUCTION 

SVCS 7160 

VC RESEARCH - H W 

ODUM INST SOCIAL 

SCI 5210 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 2403 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GASTROINT BIO & 

DIS CTR 4283 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & 

CONST - 

CONSTRUCTION 

MGMT 2374 

VC RESEARCH - 

NUTRITION 

RESEARCH INST 

4622 

A&S - HUMANITIES 

& HUMAN VALUES 

3221 

15 

84 

13 

51 

43% 

20% 

2% 

15% 

25% 

6% 

29% 

0% 

71% 

$540 

$415 

$85 

$170 

$320 

$486 

$390 

$0 

$378 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

4 

2 

2 

5 

11 

78 

16 

56 

23 

25% 

18% 

3% 

19% 

29% 

7% 

29% 

9% 

71% 

$420 

$420 

$416 

$410 

$408 

$395 

$390 

$390 

$378 

78% 

101% 

489% 

241% 

128% 

81% 

100% 

0% 

100% 

925578 

477083 

620534 

471664 

1092964 

477273 

471516 

2193035 

471169 



VC FIN - PAYROLL 

SERVICES 2237 

A&S - STATISTICS & 

OPERATIONS RES 

3278 

VC FIN - FINANCE 

COMM & TRAINING 

2242 

VC FIN - STUDENT 

ACCTS & UNC 

RECEIVABLES 2248 

VC RESEARCH - 

OFFICE OF 

RESEARCH DEVELOP 

3904 

A&S - MARINE 

SCIENCES 3262 

A&S - STUDY OF 

AMER SOUTH CTR 

3145 

ATHLETICS - 

DIRECTOR OF 

ATH LETICS 9801 

PROVOST - 

UNIVERSITY 

REGISTRAR 2438 

VC RESEARCH - CTR 

FOR DEVELOP 

SCIENCE 3140 

A&S - WOMENS & 

GENDER STUDIES 

3283 

18 

12 

23 

19 

21 

32 

10 

17% 

9% 

100% 

95% 

200% 

14% 

43% 

0% 

9% 

20% 

33% 

S6o5 

$220 

$661 

$1,805 

$440 

$1,890 

$245 

$0 

$570 

$310 

$500 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

2 

12 

29 

4 

19 

20 

16 

31 

15 

10 

8% 

7% 

50% 

11% 

50% 

5% 

17% 

6% 

13% 

7% 

20% 

$360 

$340 

$335 

$335 

$320 

$312 

$300 

$300 

$300 

$300 

$265 

60% 

155% 

51% 

19% 

73% 

17% 

122% 

0% 

53% 

97% 

53% 

663161 

471938 

817510 

471888 

470955 

471862 

471227 

2192789 

472175 

471912 

471177 



SCH MEDICINE - CTR 

FOR DRUG SAFTEY 

SCI 4209 

VC FIN - STRATEGY 

ANALYSIS 2246 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

ENVIRON HEALTH & 

SUSCEP 4605 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TH U RSTO N 

ARTHRITIS RES 4285 

A&S - ART 3204 

A&S - ASIAN 

STUDIES 3252 

A&S - GERMANIC & 

SLAVIC LANGUAGES 

3229 

A&S - 

UNDERGRADUATE 

RESEARCH 3236 

A&S - STUDENT 

SUCCESS-ACAD 

COUNSELING 3214 

CHANCELLOR - UNIV 

OMBUDS OFFICE 

2204 

SCH MEDICINE- 

EMERGENCY 

MEDICINE 4266 

VC FIN - ASSET 

MANAGEMENT 

2229 

2 

7 

11 

22 

28 

31 

20 

17 

59 

0% 

0% 

100% 

23% 

7% 

23% 

25% 

50% 

18% 

100% 

5% 

220% 

$0 

$0 

S302 

$690 

$420 

$600 

$2,597 

$480 

$394 

$150 

$2,690 

$400 

1 

1 

2 

4 

22 

33 

32 

23 

62 

4 

100% 

100% 

50% 

5% 

3% 

3% 

4% 

50% 

33% 

33% 

2% 

100% 

$260 

$260 

$252 

$250 

$240 

$240 

$240 

$240 

$204 

$200 

$200 

$198 

0% 

0% 

83% 

36% 

57% 

40% 

9% 

50% 

52% 

133% 

7% 

50% 

2193043 

2193019 

470781 

477166 

471979 

471854 

471490 

470542 

470708 

1080035 

477315 

1079912 



SCH MEDICINE- 

RADIATION 

ONCOLOGY 4262 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UNC KIDNEY 

CENTER 4269 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

GROUNDS SERVICES 

7140 

A&S - STUDY OF THE 

AMERICAS 3251 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

CAROLINA UNION 

2423 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

CLINICAL AFFAIRS 

4315 

ATHLETICS - GAME 

OPERATIONS 9816 

ATH LETICS - SPORTS 

INFORMATION 9822 

PROVOST- INST 

RESEARCH & 

ASSESSMENT 2315 

SCH MEDICINE- 

ORTHOPAEDICS 

4265 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

LAUNDRY 

DEPARTMENT 8931 

26 

45 

69 

30 

65 

10 

27 

18% 

100% 

38% 

67% 

10% 

9% 

0% 

0% 

10% 

7% 

100% 

$5,995 

$625 

$688 

$170 

$577 

$656 

$0 

$0 

$1,080 

$240 

$130 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

46 

69 

28 

60 

4 

10 

27 

4% 

40% 

1% 

67% 

7% 

3% 

50% 

25% 

10% 

4% 

100% 

$180 

$180 

$180 

$155 

$151 

$150 

$145 

$140 

$130 

$130 

$130 

3% 

29% 

26% 

91% 

26% 

23% 

0% 

0% 

12% 

54% 

100% 

477190 

476994 

674325 

817908 

472068 

472423 

2192839 

2192896 

471441 

477174 

470732 



VC FIN - TREASURY 

& RISK 

MANAGEMENT 

2261 

ATHLETICS - FINLEY 

GOLF COURSE 9811 

ATHLETICS - 

STUDENT ACT 

CENTER 9831 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOMEDICAL 

ENGINEERING 4275 

SCH MEDICINE - CTR 

WOMENS HLTH 

RESEARCH 4202 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & 

CONST- FAC 

PLANNING & CONST 

2370 

ATHLETICS - 

BASEBALL 9845 

A&S - STU DY 

ABROAD 3266 

VC RESEARCH - OFC 

OF TECHNOLOGY 

DEVELOP 3113 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GENE THERAPY CTR 

4276 

20 

11 

10 

17 

17% 

0% 

0% 

15% 

0% 

40% 

0% 

12% 

$78 

$0 

$0 

$384 

$0 

$1,664 

$0 

$120 

2 

13 

22 

16 

4 

15 

17% 

8% 

33% 

5% 

6% 

25% 

33% 

7% 

$130 

$120 

$120 

$120 

$120 

$120 

$ii0 

S100 

13 

29 

0% 

7% 

$0 

$132 

2 12 

29 

17% 

3% 

$90 

$78 

167% 

0% 

0% 

31% 

0% 

7% 

0% 

83% 

0% 

59% 

470740 

2192813 

2192912 

477125 

476960 

471003 

2192763 

471599 

471540 

477117 



ATHLETICS - 

OUTDOOR FAC 

OPERATIONS 9812 

SCH MEDICINE- 

GLOBAL HLTH & 

INFEC DISEA 4274 

A&S - LEARNING 

CENTER 3235 

ATHLETICS - 

ACADEMIC 

COUNSELOR 9821 

ATH LETICS - SPORTS 

MARKETING 9823 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

DEAN OF STUDENTS 

OFFICE 2406 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

NEW ST/CARO 

PARENT PR 2404 

VC FIN - LOGISTICS 

8505 

PROVOST - ACAD 

SUP PROG STUDENT 

ATH LETES 3137 

SCH DENTISTRY- 

PROSTHODONTICS 

4365 

VC FIN - BUDGET 

OFFICE 2240 

13 

36 

18 

12 

25 

0% 

0% 

20% 

0% 

0% 

17% 

14% 

108% 

0% 

4% 

14% 

$0 

$0 

S6o 

$o 

$o 

$210 

$60 

$32 

$0 

$130 

$157 

11 

27 

55 

10 

17 

10 

26 

4% 

2% 

20% 

33% 

10% 

6% 

14% 

110% 

11% 

4% 

20% 

$72 

$72 

$60 

$60 

$60 

S6o 

S6o 

$58 

$25 

$25 

$25 

0% 

0% 

100% 

0% 

0% 

29% 

100% 

181% 

0% 

19% 

16% 

2192862 

477091 

470815 

2192755 

2192904 

471219 

470914 

470757 

2193084 

472076 

819391 



PROVOST - 

SUMMER SCHOOL 

ADMIN. 3116 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUDENT STORE 

TEXTBOOK 8422 

A&S - AFRICAN 

STUDIES CENTER 

3239 

A&S - APPLIED 

SCIENCES 3232 

A&S - ARTS & SCI 

INFO SERVICES 3231 

A&S - CAROLINA 

ASIA CENTER 3237 

A&S - 

ENVIRONMENT& 

ECOLOGY 3264 

A&S - EUROPEAN 

STUDIES 3216 

A&S - G EC 

BUILDING 

OPERATIONS 3261 

A&S - GEOGRAPHY 

3290 

A&S - GLOBAL 

STUDIES 3135 

A&S - HONORS 3203 

A&S - M I D EAST & 

MUSLIM CIV CTR 

3240 

23 

27 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

30% 

33% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

4% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$1,274 

S6o 

$o 

$o 

$o 

3 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0 

0 

0 

21 

4 

29 

4 

33% 

43% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

13% 

0% 

$120 

$o 

$120 

$30 0 

0% 

0% 

$15 

$12 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$o 

$o 

$0 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

470963 

2194991 

2193001 

470484 

471920 

663153 

470641 

471078 

1079813 

471813 

1079821 

471581 

1079847 



A&S-NAVAL 

SCIENCE3298 

A&S-PEACEWAR & 

DEFENSE3206 

A&S - PLAYMAKERS 

REPERTORY 8915 

A&S- 

PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 

5235 

A&S-SLAVIC EURAS 

&E EUR CTR 3249 

A&S - WRITING 

CENTER 3234 

ATHLETICS - 

ATHLETICS 

BUSINESS OFFICE 

9810 

ATHLETICS - 

BASKETBALL 9840 

ATHLETICS - 

EQUIPMENT OFFICE 

9813 

ATHLETICS - 

FENCING 9885 

ATHLETICS - 

FOOTBALL 9835 

ATHLETICS - 

LACROSSE 9870 

ATHLETICS - 

PHYSICAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

9824 

15 

O% 

O% 

O% 

200% 

O% 

50% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

S0 

S0 

$330 

So 

$120 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

o 

o 

0 

0 

0 

13 

4 

10 

25 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

So 

So 

So 

0% 470500 

0% 470518 

0% 1079862 

0% 470534 

0% 470849 

0% 1079870 

0% 2192979 

0% 2192771 

0% 2192797 

0% 2192805 

0% 2192821 

0% 2192847 

0% 2192870 



ATH LETICS - SOCCER 

9875 

ATHLETICS - 

SWIMMING 9865 

ATH LETICS - TEN NIS 

9855 

ATH LETICS - TICKET 

OFFICE 9814 

ATH LETICS - TRACK - 

CROSS COUNTRY 

9850 

ATHLETICS - 

WRESTLING 9880 

ATHLETICS (USED IN 

2012) 
CHANCELLOR - 

CAROLINA COUNTS 

2205 

CHANCELLOR - 

EQUAL 

OPPORTUNITY - 

ADA OFF 2225 

CHANCELLOR - 

INNOVATION & 

ENTREPRENEUR 

2206 

LIBRARIES - TRI RES 

LIBRARY NETWORK 

5507 

PROVOST - CTRS - 

MOREHEAD 

PLANETARIUM 8911 

44 236 

31 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

19% 

0% 

20% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

So 

So 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$9,538 

$0 

$240 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

4 

236 

33 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

So 

So 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0% 2192888 

0% 2192920 

0% 2192938 

0% 2192946 

0% 2192953 

0% 2192961 

0% 472811 

0% 1079979 

0% 470930 

0% 1079995 

0% 1093020 

0% 471557 



PROVOST- EXEC 

DIRECTOR FOR THE 

ARTS 3146 

PROVOST- HUNT 

INSTITUTE 3132 

PROVOST- UBC - 

AMERICAN INDIAN 

CTR 3133 

PROVOST- UBC - 

CAROLINA HIGHER 

ED 4935 

PROVOST- UBC - 

SONJA H STONE 

CTR. 3114 

PROVOST- UBC - 

WOMENS CENTER 

3125 

PROVOST- UBC - 

WORLD VIEW 3122 

PROVOST- UBC 

ASSOC PRV ACAD 

INITIATIVES 3102 

SCH BUS- INSTOF 

PRIVATE 

ENTERPRISE 3316 

SCH BUS - SBTDC 

KFBS REGIONAL SVC 

CENTER 3317 

SCH MEDICINE- 

BIOMEDICAL RES 

IMAGING CT 4217 

16 

11 

13 

0% 

9% 

50% 

0% 

0% 

57% 

14% 

63% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$240 

$180 

$0 

$0 

$130 

$50 

$252 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

16 

11 

15 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0% 471045 

0% 1092865 

0% 1092840 

0% 2193076 

0% 471151 

0% 470799 

0% 471276 

0% 1093038 

0% 2192995 

0% 2192987 

0% 1092972 



SCH MEDICINE- 

CAROLINA CTR 

GENOME SCI 4219 

SCH MEDICINE- 

CELL & MOLECULAR 

PHYS 4224 

SCH MEDICINE - CTR 

FOR AGING & 

HEALTH 4278 

SCH MEDICINE - CTR 

MATERNAL & 

INFANT HTH 4205 

SCH MEDICINE- 

MOLECULAR 

BIOLOGY 4277 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROLOGY 4230 

SCH MEDICINE- 

NEUROSCIENCE CTR 

4281 

SCH MEDICINE- 

TOXICOLOGY 

CURRICULUM 4210 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UNC MCALLISTER 

HEART INST 4227 

SCH MEDICINE- 

UROLOGY 4215 

SCH PUB HLTH - 

NUTRITION 

RESEARCH INST 

(USED IN 2012) 

18 

15 

14 

49 

25 

56 

30 

32 

20 

0% 

37% 

25% 

0% 

4% 

27% 

3% 

0% 

9% 

0% 

5% 

SO 

$5,55o 

$24o 

So 

$480 

S12,335 

$576 

SO 

$786 

SO 

$260 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

12 

18 

50 

22 

35 

20 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

SO 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

477000 

477372 

477018 

477026 

477281 

477356 

477141 

476978 

1093053 

2193068 

817700 



SCH SOCIAL WORK - 

DEV DISABILITIES 

TRNG 5367 

SCH SOCIAL WORK - 

FAMILY SUPPORT 

PROG 3802 

UNC CH - Retiree 

UNC Chapel Hill 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

ASSOC VC CAMPUS 

SERVICES (USED IN 

2012) 2223 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

FACILITIES SERVICES 

DIVISION 7110 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

MECH & DISPL 8432 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

PRINTING & 

DUPLICATING 8515 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

HOUSING SECURIT 

8230 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE 

ACCOUNTING 8412 

9 

0 

14 

0 

0 

13 

100% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

50% 

108% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

S15o 

5o 

55,260 

So 

$130 

51,659 

50 

50 

50 

50 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

4 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

1093004 

1093012 

467662 

706291 

470724 

472803 

2194959 

472464 

470989 

2194926 



VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE ADMIN 

8411 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE BULL’S 

HEAD 8423 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE 

CADUCEUS 8420 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE 

COURSE PACK 8413 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE 

OPERATION 8416 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE SALES 

FLOOR 8424 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE SNACK 

UNIT 8471 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUD STORE 

WAREHOUSE 8425 

VC FIN - CAMP SVC- 

STUDENT STORES 

All Depts. (USED IN 

2012) 

VC FIN - FAC PLAN & 

CONST- UNC 

PROPERTY OFFICE 

2375 

21 46 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

46% 

233% 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

$3,786 

$1,978 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

46 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

So 

0% 2195022 

0% 2194934 

0% 2195006 

0% 2194942 

0% 2194967 

0% 2194975 

0% 2194983 

0% 2195014 

0% 471094 

0% 471110 



VC FIN - TRAVEL 

SERVICES 2233 

VC FIN - UNIVERSITY 

CONTROLLER 2231 

VC RESEARCH - 

CLINICAL TRIALS 

3908 

VC RESEARCH - CTR 

FOR GALAPAGOS 

STUDIES 5216 

VC RESEARCH - CTR 

HEALTH DISEASE 

PREV 4985 

VC RESEARCH - 

HAZARDS CTR 4977 

VC RESEARCH - 

INJURY PREV 

RESEARCH CTR 4974 

VC RESEARCH - INST 

FOR ADVANCED 

MATERIAL 3126 

VC RESEARCH - INST 

OF MARINE 

SCIENCES 5220 

VC RESEARCH - OFC 

INFO& 

COMMUNICATIONS 

3906 

43 

12 

36 

0% 

60% 

11% 

0% 

5% 

0% 

50% 

125% 

6% 

40% 

$0 

$245 

$84 

$0 

$145 

$0 

$1,628 

$1,140 

$540 

$ii0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

43 

11 

4 

39 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$0 

0% 470906 

0% 471250 

0% 470948 

0% 2193027 

0% 472225 

0% 1079961 

0% 471896 

0% 1003433 

0% 472126 

0% 471144 



VC STUDENT AFF - 

CAMPUS Y 2407 

VC STUDENT AFF - 

STUDENT ACTIV 

FUND OFF 2413 

O% 

25% 

$0 

$130 

3 

4 

O% 

O% 

$0 

$0 

O% 

O% 

1092956 

470922 



Division 

VC ADVANCEMENT 

CHANCELLOR 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCH BUS 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 

SCH DENTISTRY 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 

PROVOST 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

CIO 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCH EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

VC RESEARCH 

SCH PUB HLTH 

VC STUDENT AFF 

A&S 

LIBRARIES 

VC FIN 

SCH MEDICINE 

ATHLETICS 

2013 Donors 

94 

4O 

67 

138 

3O 

46 

124 

8 

27 

104 

15 

98 

42 

29 

22 

43 

198 

110 

51 

251 

45 

160 

337 

21 

2013 Emps 

146 

69 

139 

298 

85 

132 

368 

24 

81 

343 

5O 

357 

164 

126 

97 

212 

978 

6O3 

280 

1524 

300 

1566 

3930 

446 

2013 % Partic 

64% 

58% 

48% 

46% 

35% 

35% 

34% 

33% 

33% 

3O% 

3O% 

27% 

26% 

23% 

23% 

20% 

20% 

18% 

18% 

16% 

15% 

10% 

9% 

5% 



Division 

VC ADVANCEMENT 

CHANCELLOR 

SCH BUS 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 

SCH DENTISTRY 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 

PROVOST 

CIO 

SCH EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCH PUB HLTH 

VC STUDENT AFF 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

A&S 

LIBRARIES 

VC RESEARCH 

VC FIN 

SCH MEDICINE 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

ATHLETICS 

2013 Donors 

94 

4O 

138 

67 

15 

46 

124 

27 

104 

98 

22 

29 

42 

110 

51 

43 

251 

45 

198 

160 

337 

3O 

8 

21 

2013 Emps 

146 

69 

298 

139 

5O 

132 

368 

81 

343 

357 

97 

126 

164 

6O3 

280 

212 

1524 

3OO 

978 

1566 

3930 

85 

24 

446 

2013 % Partic 

64% 

58% 

46% 

48% 

3O% 

35% 

34% 

33% 

3O% 

27% 

23% 

23% 

26% 

18% 

18% 

20% 

16% 

15% 

20% 

10% 

9% 

35% 

33% 

5% 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2013 

2013 

2013 Ms 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Ms. 

First Name 

Michelle 

Lisa 

Jennifer 

Claire 

Charla 

Jordan 

Linda 

Shawn 

Marilyn 

Donna 

Michael 

Cecelia 

Tanya 

Melissa 

Angela 

Robbi 

Valerie 

Richard 

Diane 

Michael 

Gary 

Reane 

Natalie 

Lisa 

Susan 

Robin 

Middle Name 

V 

M 

J. 

R. 

W. 

D 

D. 

N. 

M. 

P 

B. 

D. 

T. 

R 

J 

L 

A. 

J 

L. 

J 

M. 

F 

M 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Arroyo VC ADVANCEMENT 

Avinger VC ADVANCEMENT 

Borri VC ADVANCEMENT 

Cusick VC ADVANCEMENT 

Edmonstone-Pickens VC ADVANCEMENT 

Farthing VC ADVANCEMENT 

Frazier VC ADVANCEMENT 

Grindstaff VC ADVANCEMENT 

Julian-Fox 

Marlette 

McFarland 

Moore 

Moore 

Newsome 

Nolan 

Pickeral 

Price 

Root 

Royle 

Shelton 

Tinker 

Travis 

Vizuete 

Waldeck 

Anderson 

Copley 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-UNIVADVANCEMENT 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 

VCADVANCEMENT-WUNC-FM 



Division 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 

VC Advancement 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Mr 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Mr 

Mrs 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Ms 

Mr. 

Mr. 

First Name 

Daniel 

Michael 

George 

Dion 

Mark 

Philip 

Phillip 

Lisa 

John 

Kirk 

Catherine 

Mark 

Janet 

Mary Beth 

Jonathan 

Kathy 

Roger 

Jill 

Bradford 

Abbas 

Tammy 

Jerry 

Wilmetrice 

Karin 

Yiwen 

Melaina 

Lori 

Joshua 

Kimberly 

Elizabeth 

John 

Lila 

Robert 

Middle Name 

L. 

J. 

A 

P 

W. 

C. 

A. 

S. 

J. 

M 

R 

L 

C. 

D. 

E. 

H. 

C. 

D. 

U. 

D 

B. 

D 

K 

C. 

H. 

B 

M 

Last Name 

Barker 

Freeman 

Jacobs 

Long 

Albini 

Barner 

Farrell 

Huggins 

Lindberg 

Montgomery 

Brennan 

Brueckner 

Clarke 

Koza 

Moore 

Schwabauer 

Sit 

Crowder 

Davis 

Piran 

Aycock 

Guerrier 

Chisom 

Langbehn-Pecaut 

Wang 

Hall 

Thompson 

Kastrinsky 

Mitchell 

Snipes 

Medlin 

Roenigk 

Segedy 

Suffix Transaction Type 

No Gifts 

Name: Line 1 

CAMP SVC - AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 

CAMP SVC - AUXIL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 

CAMP SVC - GROUNDS SERVICES 

FAC PLAN & CONST - ENG INFO SVCS 

FAC PLAN & CONST - ENG INFO SVCS 

FAC PLAN & CONST - FAC PLANNING & CONST 

FAC PLAN & CONST - FACILITIES PLANNING 

VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 

VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 

VC FIN - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 

VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 

VC FIN - ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 

VC FIN - FINANCE COMM & TRAINING 

VC FIN - LOGISTICS 

VC FIN - PAYROLL SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

Division 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 



2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms. 

Dianne 

Kelly 

Gary 

Robin 

Laurie 

Anna 

L 

D. 

A. 

A 

A. 

Ware-Furlow 

Carruthers 

Maynard 

Bennington 

Burroughs 

Wu 

VC FIN - PURCHASING SERVICES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - STUDENT ACCTS & UNC RECEIVABLES 

VC FIN - TREASURY & RISK MANAGEMENT 

VC FIN - VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 

VC FIN - VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE & ADMIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC FIN 

VC Fin 

VC Fin 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 Miss 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 

2013 

First Name Middle Name 

Kimberly A 

Jennifer L 

Matthew R. 

Victoria L. 

Matthew S. 

Jocelyn W 

Katharine W 

David L. 

William A. 

Ruth Anglis 

Latisha 

Megan R. 

Elizabeth T 

Valeria T 

Donna M 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 

Andrews VC HUMAN 

Arrington VC HUMAN 

Banks VC HUMAN 

Bradley VC HUMAN 

Brody VC HUMAN 

Brooks VC HUMAN 

Bryant VC HUMAN 

Foskey VC HUMAN 

Frey VC HUMAN 

Holt VC HUMAN 

Johnson VC HUMAN 

Keefe VC HUMAN 

Nicklis VC HUMAN 

Omori VC HUMAN 

Socola VC HUMAN 

1 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

RESOURCES 

Division 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 

VC Human Resources 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix First Name Middle Name 

Julius C 

Robert R 

Alice 

Ms. Terrelle 

Thao N 

Ms. Maribel 

Ms. Anita 

Ms. Mary S. 

Celeste 

Maureen O. 

Candace B 

Amy D 

Ms. Jennifer 

Mr. Lee T. 

Mr. James C. 

Alex D 

Mrs. Bettie V. 

Mrs. Sharon P. 

Ms. Angela M. 

Mrs. Cynthia R. 

Mr. Donald J. 

Ms. Diane 

Ming-Horn 

William    B 

Ms. Kimberley 

Scott T 

Jennifer J 

Mr. James M. 

Ms. Leslie M. 

David W. 

Hong 

Robert J 

Ms. Paula R. 

Last Name 

Bazemore 

Blanchard 

Brower 

Buckner 

Bui 

Carrion 

Collins 

Conti 

Copeland 

Craun 

Davies 

Davis 

Drake 

Edmark 

Etheridge 

Everett 

Furr 

Glover 

Hawkins 

Henshaw 

Hepp 

Howell 

Hwang 

Hylton 

Jackson 

Jackson 

Jacobsen 

Kirkman 

Kreizman 

Langham 

Lin 

Longo 

Lunsford 

Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 Division 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Daniel 

Karen 

Timothy 

Nancy 

Susan 

Cherritta 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth 

Rongrong 

Sharon 

Tinesh 

Vetrivel 

Barry 

Stanie 

Mark 

Carlos 

Michael 

Xiaoping 

Eric 

Steven 

Mark 

Michael 

D 

A 

B. 

K 

K. 

E. 

R 

A. 

A. 

M 

G. 

S 

C. 

S. 

H 

Marlow 

McCollough 

McGuire 

McKinney 

Meyer 

Nickerson-Salter 

Obrien 

Parker 

Shen 

Smith 

Tailor 

Thiagarajan 

Vial 

Waddell 

Wampole 

Webb 

Williams 

Wu 

Young 

Fishback 

Reed 

Waldron 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS VC IT 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR VC IT 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR VC IT 

CIO - RESEARCH COMPUTING CTR VC IT 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

First Name 

Janine 

Abby 

Jessica 

Irene 

Lauren 

Lesley-Anne 

Kathryn 

Zahra 

Joyce 

Deborah 

Elizabeth 

Amy 

Jeffery 

Betsy 

Amelia 

Mary 

Ann 

David 

Laura 

Martha 

Kim 

Jessica 

William 

Ximena 

Cristina 

Dorothy 

Kara 

Kathleen 

Diana 

Cynthia 

Chih-lng 

Janet 

Ellen 

Middle Name 

L. 

C 

E 

M. 

J 

H 

A 

W. 

L 

H. 

W. 

A 

C 

E. 

W. 

F. 

E 

J. 

G. 

R 

Oscar 

M 

K 

A. 

M 

L. 

S. 

Last Name 

Barden-O’Fallon 

Cannon 

Davis 

Handlon 

Hart 

Killeya-Jones 

Obrien 

Reynolds 

Tabor 

Ussery 

Wilkes 

Briceno 

Alpi 

Ayankoya 

Barksdale-Patterson 

Bratsch-Hines 

Cox 

Curtin 

Curtis 

Diefendorf 

Duval 

Dykstra 

Fleming 

Franco 

Gillanders 

Gillaspy 

Hume 

Hume 

Knechtel 

Kraus 

Lim 

Misenheimer 

Peisner-Feinberg 

Suffix Transaction Type 

No Gifts 

Name:Line1 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CAROLINA POPULATION CTR 

- CTR FOR DEVELOP SCIENCE 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

- FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Dr. Sharon S. 

Ms Lisa H 

Mr. Eric D. 

Barbara J 

Ms. Cathy J. 

Ms. Karen B. 

Dr. Hsiao-Chuan 

Mr. Donald N. 

Ms. Gwen 

Ms. Tracey A. 

Ms. Noreen M. 

Dr. Catherine R. 

Mr. Arthur H. 

Mr. William L 

Mr. Daniel B. 

Mr. Raghavan 

Ms. Linette A. 

Brian C 

Nneka M 

Mr. William A. 

Mr. Timothy A. 

Mrs Diane 

Lawson 

Sandra V 

Ms. Brigid H. 

Joonhyung F 

Lisa A 

Ms. Ashley A. 

Raymond L 

Mr. Clark 

Ashok K 

Margaret A. 

Ms. Jane D. 

Mr. Alan R 

Ringwalt 

Santucci 

Savage 

Sims 

Starks 

Taylor 

Tien 

Trull 

Van Ark 

West 

Yazejian 

Zimmer 

Goodwin 

Hall 

Harper 

Srinivasan 

Tyson 

Freitas 

George 

Taylor 

Kuhn 

Towle 

Evrenidis 

Holliman 

Poole 

Cho 

Heimbach 

Mattheis 

Idaszak 

Jeffries 

Krishnamurthy 

Wesley 

Darter 

Ellis 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC RESEARCH - H W ODUM INST SOCIAL SCI 

VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 

VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 

VC RESEARCH - LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 

VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 

VC RESEARCH - OFC HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 

VC RESEARCH - OFC OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 

VC RESEARCH - OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOP 

VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

VC RESEARCH - RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Miss 

Ms. 

Victoria 

Katherine 

Heather 

Laurie 

Lindsay 

Ellen 

Julia 

Kathryn 

Elizabeth 

Jeanne 

Gregory 

Barbara 

Joann 

Melvin 

Susan 

Jennifer 

G. 

E. 

T. 

W 

M. 

M 

L. 

A 

R. 

J. 

C. 

R 

T 

A. 

Freeman 

Frizzelle 

Gross 

Leadbetter 

McCall 

Shanahan 

Thorp 

Wessell 

Adams 

Eichinger 

Gangi 

Entwisle 

Gustafson 

Jones 

Libby 

Pruitt 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV 

VC RESEARCH - UNC INSt FOR THE ENVIRON 

VC RESEARCH - UNC INSt FOR THE ENVIRON 

VC RESEARCH - UNC INSt FOR THE ENVIRON 

VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 

VC RESEARCH - VC FOR RESEARCH 



Division 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 



VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 



VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 

VC Research 



Campaign Year Prefix First Name Middle Name 

2013 Mr. Thomas    E. 

2013 Chanhthevy S 

2013 Dr. Mary M. 

2013 Mr. Corey 

2013 Sharon 

2013 Ms. Joyce M 

2013 Rachel H 

2013 Aaron H 

2013 Paige 

2013 Ms. Kathryn M. 

2013 Mrs. Deborah J. 

2013 Mr. Michael D. 

2013 Jess D 

2013 Amy P 

2013 Larry M 

2013 Sarah A 

2013 Dr. Steven T. 

2013 Ms Joanna M. 

2013 Elizabeth P 

2013 Whitney C 

2013 Kyle A 

2013 Ms. Clarissa N. 

2013 Ms. Audra R. 

2013 Elizabeth 

2013 Ms. Leslie J. 

2013 Diana K 

2013 April S 

2013 Mr. Orville R. 

2013 Jade A 

2013 Ms Lisa T 

2013 Christy S 

2013 Ms. Jacquelyn M. 

2013 Ms. Emily J. 

Last Name 

Brickner 

Chai 

Covington 

McCabe 

Moseley 

Roberts 

Selinger 

Bachenheimer 

Abe 

Bartholomew 

Bousquet 

Cherry 

Evans 

Gauthier 

Hicks 

Hoffarth 

Lofgren 

Luke 

Mellott 

Mohr 

Sabin 

Simpson 

Slavin 

Stewart 

Quattlebaum 

Woodhouse 

Mann 

Angle 

Barricelli 

Bowden 

Dunston 

Gist 

Gomez 

Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 

VC STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

VC STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

VC STUDENT AFF - NEW ST/CARO PARENT PR 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 



2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Ms 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

Suzanne 

Katherine 

Jeffrey 

Timothy 

Christy 

Blakely 

Mary 

Bettina 

G 

C. 

J. 

A. 

M 

S. 

C 

Harbour 

Nobles 

Sackaroff 

Stiles 

Walker 

Williamson 

Murray 

Shuford 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - UNIV CAREER SERVICES 

VC STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFF 

VC STUDENT AFF - VC STUDENT AFFAIRS OFF 



Division 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 



VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 

VC Student Affairs 



Campaign Year 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Prefix 

Miss 

Ms 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Mr. 

First Name 

Nhon 

Elizabeth 

Judy 

Roger 

Sarah 

Charlotte 

Spencer 

Kenneth 

Timothy 

Joy 

Timothy 

Patricia 

Rudolf 

Glaire 

Allison 

Christopher 

Jeanine 

Janice 

William 

Jamie 

Nita 

Gary 

Leslie 

Jeffrey 

James 

Thomas 

Scott 

Kevin 

Todd 

Sharon 

Kim 

James 

Karna 

Middle Name 

N 

S. 

A. 

J. 

B. 

N 

B 

R. 

J. 

S. 

W. 

E. 

J. 

D. 

N. 

A 

M 

S 

W. 

J. 

C 

M. 

K. 

S 

J 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Cobb A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

Cox A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

Gale A&S - ACADEMIC ADVISING 

Kaplan A&S 

Palmer A&S 

Waterhouse A&S 

Welborn A&S 

Janken A&S 

McMillan A&S 

Kasson A&S 

Marr A&S 

Sawin A&S 

Colloredo-Mansfeld A&S 

Anderson A&S 

Barnes A&S 

Meinecke A&S 

Simmons A&S 

Bardsley 

Kier 

Winshell 

Eskew 

Glish 

Hicks 

Johnson 

Jorgenson 

Meyer 

Warren 

Weeks 

Bendor 

James 

Miles 

O’Hara 

Younger 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

No Gifts 

- ACADEMIC ADVISING 

- ACADEMIC ADVISING 

- ACADEMIC ADVISING 

- ACADEMIC ADVISING 

- AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 

- AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 

- AMERICAN STUDIES 

- AMERICAN STUDIES 

- AMERICAN STUDIES 

- ANTHROPOLOGY 

- ART 

- ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 

- ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 

- ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 

A&S - ASIAN STUDIES 

A&S - BIOLOGY 

A&S - BIOLOGY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CHEMISTRY 

A&S - CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 

A&S - CLASSICS 

A&S - CLASSICS 

A&S - CLASSICS 

A&S - CLASSICS 

Division 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Mr. 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms. 

Mrs 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Mr. 

Neal 

Thomas 

Anselmo 

Latasha 

Kristen 

Frank 

Rachel 

Delma 

Shontel 

Kimberly 

Collette 

Laura 

Janet 

Rita 

Helen 

James 

Cynthia 

Connie 

Mary 

Darryl 

Jennifer 

Susan 

Ritchie 

Heidi 

Diane 

Mark 

Robin 

Claudio 

Rebecca 

Justin 

William 

Diane 

Anthony 

Reginald 

G 

G 

A. 

E 

H. 

M 

W. 

N 

A. 

A. 

J. 

A 

H. 

D. 

K. 

R. 

E 

J 

G. 

C 

G. 

C 

S 

Thomas 

Bishop 

Lastra 

Mingo 

Palmer 

Smith 

Copeland 

Helton 

Jung 

Spurr 

Wilshire 

Yurco 

Chambers 

Jr. 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

- COMMUNICATION STUDIES 

- COMPUTER SCIENCE 

- COMPUTER SCIENCE 

- COMPUTER SCIENCE 

- COMPUTER SCIENCE 

- COMPUTER SCIENCE 

- DEANS OFFICE 

- DEANS OFFICE 

- DEANS OFFICE 

- DEANS OFFICE 

- DEANS OFFICE 

- DEANS OFFICE 

- DRAMATIC ART 

Balaban A&S - ECONOMICS 

Tauchen A&S - ECONOMICS 

Bell A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Current No Gifts A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Eble A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Floyd-Wilson A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Gless A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Ho A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Irons A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Kendall A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Kim A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Leonard A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Richardson A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Samuels A&S - ENGLISH & COMP LIT 

Battaglini A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

Battaglini A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

Ford A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

Goa No Gifts A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

Groff A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

Hackney A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

Hinton Jr A&S - EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Mrs. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Dr. 

Mrs. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Tori 

Willard 

Kristen 

Amanda 

Bonita 

Ashley 

Jason 

Debra 

Joseph 

Barbara 

Darin 

Meredith 

Brian 

William 

William 

Eric 

Sherry 

Edgar 

Deborah 

Deborah 

Amy 

Erianne 

Larry 

Allen 

Radislav 

Melissa 

Kathleen 

Joy 

Lisa 

Donald 

Nancy 

Paul 

Caroline 

Susan 

A 

C. 

B. 

J 

A 

A. 

G 

E. 

H 

D 

Z. 

A 

K. 

F. 

A. 

M. 

A. 

J. 

G 

E 

E. 

B 

Hooker 

Kidd 

Kucera 

Madden 

Marks 

McCullen 

Mihalik 

Murray 

Myers 

Osborne 

Padua 

Petschauer 

Pietrosimone 

Prentice Jr 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

Rickman A&S 

Ryan A&S 

Salyer A&S 

Shields A&S 

Southall A&S 

Stroman A&S 

Tufts A&S 

Weight A&S 

Benninger A&S 

Glazner A&S 

Lapushin A&S 

Bullard A&S 

Duval A&S 

Jones A&S 

Lindsay A&S 

Raleigh A&S 

Schoonmaker A&S 

Bonnici A&S 

Dyar A&S 

Landstrom A&S 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 

- GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

- GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

- GERMANIC & SLAVIC LANGUAGES 

- HISTORY 

- HISTORY 

- HISTORY 

- HISTORY 

- HISTORY 

- HISTORY 

- HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 

- HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 

- HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 

A&S 



2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

2013 

MS. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Dr 

Mr 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Dr. 

Dr. 

Ms. 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Dr 

Ms. 

Ms. 

Christie    R. 

Maximilian ~ 

Theresa 

Katya 

Jules 

Christopher B 

Linda E 

Laura A 

Susan A. 

Terry E. 

Jianping 

Laurie E. 

Richard 

Frank 

John F 

Stephen E 

Timothy J 

Maria E. 

Peter 

Xuefei 

Eric A. 

Jennifer K. 

Patricia 

Lauren     G 

Samuel 

Amy F 

Howard E. 

Arne _. 

Serhan 

Rachel F 

Shellymarie J. 

Beatriz S 

Annice E 

Paula 

Norris 

Owre 

Maitland 

Pertsova 

Terry 

Calloway 

Green 

Miller 

Klebanow 

Rhodes 

Lu 

McNeil 

Superfine 

Tsui 

Wilkerson 

Gent 

McKeown 

Mosley 

Ornstein 

Wang 

Youngstrom 

Youngstrom 

Sullivan 

Leve 

Amago 

Chambless 

Aldrich 

Kalleberg 

Ziya 

Seidman 

Clarke 

RiefkohI-Muniz 

Fisher 

Goodman 

No Gifts 

A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES A & S 

A&S - HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES A & S 

A&S - LEARNING CENTER A & S 

A&S - LINGUISTICS A & S 

A&S - LINGUISTICS A & S 

A&S - MARINE SCIENCES A & S 

A&S - MATHEMATICS A & S 

A&S - MATHEMATICS A & S 

A&S- MUSIC A & S 

A&S- MUSIC A & S 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY A & S 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY A & S 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY A & S 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY A & S 

A&S - PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY A & S 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE A & S 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE A & S 

A&S - POLITICAL SCIENCE A & S 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY A & S 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY A & S 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY A & S 

A&S - PSYCHOLOGY A & S 

A&S - PUBLIC POLICY A & S 

A&S - RELIGIOUS STUDIES A & S 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES A & S 

A&S - ROMANCE LANGUAGES A & S 

A&S - SOCIOLOGY A & S 

A&S - SOCIOLOGY A & S 

A&S - STATISTICS & OPERATIONS RES A & S 

A&S- STUDY OF AMER SOUTH CTR A & S 

A&S - STUDY OF THE AMERICAS A & S 

A&S - STUDY OF THE AMERICAS A & S 

A&S- UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE A & S 

A&S- UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE A & S 



2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 Dr. 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Ms. 

Benjamin 

Nicholas 

Donna 

Linda 

Lucy 

J 

M. 

Y. 

S. 

Haven 

Siedentop 

Bickford 

Comer 

Gorham 

A&S- UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE A & S 

A&S- UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE A & S 

A&S - UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH A & S 

A&S - URBAN STUDIES A & S 

A&S - URBAN STUDIES A & S 



Campaign Year Prefix 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 Mrs. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

2013 Ms. 

2013 

2013 

2013 Mr. 

2013 

First Name 

Marchelle 

Joan 

Janice 

John 

Albert 

Derek 

Jennifer 

Eve 

Jacqueline 

Robert 

Michael 

Curt 

Middle Name 

R. 

M. 

M. 

F. 

Anson 

P. 

S 

M. 

T. 

M 

A. 

A 

Last Name Suffix Transaction Type Name: Line 1 

Lane ATHLETICS - ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 

Holt ATHLETICS - BASEBALL 

Mann 

Brunner 

Dorrance 

Galvin 

Levy 

Rackham 

Field 

Hundley 

Beale 

Brossman 

IV 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

- FINLEY GOLF COURSE 

- GAME OPERATIONS 

- OLPYMIC SPORTS 

- OLPYMIC SPORTS 

- OLPYMIC SPORTS 

- OLPYMIC SPORTS 

- OUTDOOR FAC OPERATIONS 

ATHLETICS - SPORTS INFORMATION 

ATHLETICS - SPORTS MARKETING 

ATHLETICS - STUDENT ACT CENTER 

Division 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 

Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:19 PM 

This Friday! - Please Join Us 

Fall 2013 Sehedule.pdf 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 2013 Schedule 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion about what mindfulness is 
and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 
Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 
Gary Miller, Academic Advising, .qary.miller@unc.edu 
Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 

O/nthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 
Undergraduate Retention o Office of Undergraduate Education 
3003/3002 Steele Building o CB# 3504 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill o (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.u nc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, 

use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ Ple,~se ,;onsider the environment before printin9 this email 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 20  .3 S :hedu e 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

September 6t" Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Ouimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support for Student Athletes and 

Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2658185 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Travis had some questions about attachment size limits on the listserv. I sent him the UNC help page defining that. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2658185 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2658 185 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link 
~iar- 

~ir~i~,ebs              =c~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <hughesa@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:34 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

A Welcome Stop along the Way 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

AC KLAN DARTM U S E U M 

Dear Friends, 

In this busy holiday season, I invite you to make the Ackland Art 
Museum a stop along the way. There are so many ways to enjoy the 
Acktand~here are my suggestions: 

VISIT, VISIT, VISIT! 
Remember that the Museum is a wonderful destination for an outing[ 
Admission is free to all, making it easy to bring the extended family. 
The collections and special exhibitions will inspire lively conversations 
among family and friends. 

Find our holiday hours at ackland.org. 

SUPPORT THE ACKLAND AT THE #AUSEU#A STORE 
Simply put: our Store has amazing gifts for everyone on your list, and 
your purchases directly support the Ackland! 

STORE HOLIDAY HOURS: 
Mon-Wed: 10 AM- 5:30 PM 
Thurs: 10 AM- 8:30 PM 
Fri ~t Sat: 10 AM - 7 PM 
Sun: 12 PM- 5 PM. 

Acktand Members always receive a 10% discount at the Store. 
Gift memberships are 100% tax deductible. 

Follow us on Facebook to see new products and gift ideas to inspire 
you. 

TAKE A NOONTIME BREAK 
Relax and recharge at the Ackland! We’re offering Tai Chi in the 
Galleries on Monday, December 16th, and Yoga in the Galleries on 
Monday, December 22nd, both starting at 12:00 noon. While 
registration is recommended, feel free to walk in for a relaxing hour! 

Free for members and students, only $5 for the general public (best 
yoga deal we know of!). 

Finally, come hum along at the Ackland’s HOLIDAY NUN-ALONG! 



On Sunday, December 22, at 2:00 PM you are invited to join Acktand 
staff members (Attison Portnow, Emity Bowtes, Kate Watton, and me) as 
we pray, sing, and hum our way through favorite hotiday songs, both otd 
and new! 

At the Acktand, we cerebrate the creativity of the human spirit every 
day. We wish you a happy hotiday season and peace in the year to 
come. 

Sincerety yours, 

Amanda Hughes 

Director of Externat 
Affairs 

Eugene Grasset, French, 1841-1917: D#cembre, from Les/t4ois, 1895; cotor wood 
engraving. Acktand Art Museum, The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hitt. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by huqhesa@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:38 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Reminder- Holiday Payroll Close & Calendar Year End 

Calendar Year End Information.pdf; Holiday Payroll Close Schedules.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: December 16, 2013 
Subject: Reminder- Holiday Payroll Close & Calendar Year End 

Holiday Payroll Close Schedules 

Please review the attached "Holiday Payroll Close Schedules" document sent to TIM Administrators previously, which 
includes detailed information about the holiday payroll close schedules. 

Winter Holiday SPA Sign Off Deadline 

The SPA sign off deadline for the Winter Holiday has not changed. The biweekly pay period ending December 15, 2013 
must be signed off by 5:00PM, December 17, 2013. 

New Year’s Holiday SPA Siqn Off Deadline 

The SPA sign off deadline for the New Year’s Holiday has chan~ed. The bieweekly pay ~eriod ending December 29, 
2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Monday, December 30, 2013. SPA sign off removal requests must be 
received by 4:00PM, December 30, 2013. 

*In order to process payroll timely, All deadlines will be strictly enforced.* 

***PLEASE NOTE*** 

2014 Holidays, including the New Year’s Day Holiday on Tuesday, January 1, 2014, will NOT appear in TIM until January 
2, 2014. 

Calendar Year End 

Please review the attached "Calendar Year End Information" document sent to TIM Administrators previously, which 
includes information about the following items: 

* Negative Vacation and Sick Balances 
* Calendar Year End Sign Off Schedule 
* Vacation Rollover 
* Pro-rated Holiday Hours 

The additional calendar year end documents, "Using the Accrual Reporting Period Genie," "Negative Year End Leave 
Instructions," "EPA leave carry forward HR Memo," and "Manual Carry Over Leave Balance Adjustment" are located 
online, 

cNendar-yearoendoinformationo2~ 



Calendar Year End Information 

Negative Vacation & Sick Balances 

A negative vacation or sick leave balance cannot be carried over from one calendar year to the 
next; it must be deducted from the employee’s last paycheck of the calendar year or as soon 
after as allowable. 

Calendar Year End Payback for SPA Employees: 

¯ All departments will process the payback through TIM and will not submit a dock in 
pay. 

Calendar Year End Payback for EPA Employees: 

All departments will process the calendar year end procedure in TIM and will also 
submit a dock in pay. Because hours are not extracted from TIM to Payroll for EPA 
Employees, the calendar year end procedure will only update the employee’s leave 
balances in TIM. 

The ’Usin.q the Accrual Reportin.q Period Genie’ document attached to this communication 
provides detailed information on how to review employees’ accrual balances in TIM. 

NEW- the ’Accrual Reporting Period Genie’ snippet, 
http:i!www.unc.edu/financeifdic!pr!timicbtiaccrual reportin.qiaccrual reportin.q.htm has been 
posted online for your use. It is a short walk through of when and how to use the Accrual 
Reporting Period Genie. 

The ’Ne.qative Year End Leave Instructions’ document attached to this communication provides 
detailed instructions on how to payback negative balances in TIM. 

Calendar Year End (December 31 st) Sign Off Schedules 

Employee Type & Sign Off Due Date: 

¯ SPA Employees: 5:00PM on Tuesday, January 14, 2014 

¯ EPA Employees: 5:00PM on Friday, January 24, 2014 

All 2013 leave taken must be made effective as of a date in 2013 before the Sign off due dates 
shown above. 

Sign off will be applied to all SPA and EPA timecards that have not been signed off by the due 
date. 

Page 1 of 3 



Vacation Rollover- SPA 

Vacation rollover to sick will occur automatically in TIM on January 1,2014 for active SPA Full 
Time and Part Time employees with 50%, 75%, and 80% FTE. FTE percentages are imported 
into TIM from the HR systems. 

SPA Employee Type, FTE Percentage, & Vacation Balance Limit: 

¯ Full Time 100%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 80%: 192 hours 
¯ Part Time 75%: 180 hours 
¯ Part Time 50%: 120 hours 
¯ All Other Part Time %: Manual Adjustment based on Actual FTE % 

The ’Manual Carry Over Leave Balance Adiustment’ document attached to this communication 
provides detailed instructions on how to process manual adjustments in TIM for SPA part time 
permanent employees, whose FTE percentage is not equal to 50%, 75% or 80% on January 1, 
2014. 

Vacation Rollover- EPA 

Vacation rollover to sick will occur automatically in TIM on January 1,2014 for all active EPA 
employees. Starting this year, all active EPA employees, Full Time and Part Time, have a 
Vacation Balance Limit of 240 hours. Therefore, manual adjustments for EPA employees will 
not be needed this year. 

EPA Employee Type, FTE Percentage, & Vacation Balance Limit: 

¯ Full Time 100%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 80%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 75%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 50%: 240 hours 
¯ All Other Part Time %: 240 hours 

Leave Box on your E-Paystub 

¯ Please note that the Vacation rollover to Sick will show as a negative amount in 
the "Used this Year" and the "Used this Cycle" rows for Vacation and as a 
positive amount in the "Earned this Year" and "Earned this Cycle" rows for Sick. 

Page 2 of 3 



Holidays 

Holiday hours will appear automatically in TIM for SPA and EPA Full Time and Part Time 
employees with 50%, 75%, and 80% FTE. FTE percentages are imported into TIM from the HR 
systems. 

Employee Type, FTE Percentage, & Holiday Hours: 

¯ Full Time 100%: 8 hours 
¯ Part Time 80%: 6.4 hours 
¯ Part Time 75%: 6 hours 
¯ Part Time 50%: 4 hours 
¯ All Other Part Time %: 0 hours 

For part time permanent employees, whose FTE percentaqe is not equal to 50%, 75% or 80%, 
TIM Administrators must enter the Holiday pay code and the pro-rated amount of holiday hours 
on each holiday in the timecard. 

¯ If an employee is not eligible to receive a holiday that appears in the timecard, insert a row 
on the day with the holiday and select the "Holiday Forfeit" pay code and enter a negative 
amount of hours in the timecard. 

¯ Holidays do not always appear in future pay periods. They will appear when the Holiday is 
in the current week. 

Page 3 of 3 



Holiday Payroll Close Schedules 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

The biweekly payroll close schedule for the Thanksgiving Holiday has not changed. 

¯ The pay period ending Sunday, November 17, 2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Tuesday, 

November 19, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Tuesday, November 19, 2013. 

Winter Holiday 

The biweekly payroll close schedule for the Winter Holiday has not changed. 

¯ The pay period ending Sunday, December 15, 2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Tuesday, 

December 17, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Tuesday, December 17, 2013. 

New Year’s Day Holiday 

The biweekly payroll close schedule for the New Year’s Day Holiday has been changed. In order to 

process payroll timely, all deadlines will be strictly enforced. 

¯ The pay period ending Sunday, December 29, 2013 must be signed off by 5:00PM on Monday, 

December 30, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Monday, December 30, 2013. 

SPA Non-Exempt Employee Timecard Entry 

SPA Non-Exempt employees are paid only for the hours worked and leave taken entered 

in their timecards in TIM. Therefore, Permanent SPA Non-Exempt employees should 

submit Time Off Notifications if required or manually enter all of their leave to be taken 

during the Winter and New Year’s Holidays in advance. 

Timecard Approval Deadlines 

The sign off deadline on Monday, December 30, 2013 is one day earlier, so Employee 

and Manager Approval deadlines may need to be modified. This is determined by 

Department management and should be communicated to your employees and 

managers in advance. 



EPA Monthly Sign Off Deadlines 

November, 2013 

The monthly sign off schedule for EPA employees has not been changed in November. 

¯ EPA timecards must be signed off by 5:00PM on Monday, November 25, 2013. 

¯ Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Monday, November 25, 2013. 

December, 2013 

The monthly sign off schedule for EPA employees has been changed in December. 

¯ EPA timecards must be signed off by 5:00PM on Friday, December 20, 2013. 

¯ PLEASE NOTE- the sign off removal deadline has changed- sign off removal requests must be 

received by 3:00PM on Friday, December 20, 2013. 

(The January monthly sign off schedule for EPA employees will be included in the upcoming Calendar 

Year End communication.) 

Holidays 

¯ Holidays do not always appear in future pay periods. They will appear when the Holiday is in the 

current week. 

¯ If an employee is not eligible to receive a holiday, insert a row on the day with the holiday and 

enter the "Holiday Forfeit" pay code and a negative amount of hours in the timecard. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Karen Gil <college-news@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 17, 2013 1:41 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
Season’s Greetings from the Dean 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Season’s Greetings from Dean Karen Gil 

Happy Holidays 

Dear Faculty and Staff Colleagues, 

On behalf of all of us in the dean’s office, I 

want to take this opportunity to wish you the 

very best for the holiday season and the new 

year ahead. 

I also want to thank you for all that you do 

every day to fulfill our academic mission. 

Your accomplishments are impressive. You 

have worked together to create new 

knowledge, advance solutions to local and global problems, educate our graduate and 

undergraduate students, and contribute substantively to North Carolina, the nation and the world. 

Your daily work also distinguishes Carolina and the College. I look forward to sharing your 

achievements through this e-newsletter in the months ahead. 

I hope you and your families enjoy the holidays. 

Best wishes, 

Karen 



Coil of A~s & Sciences. 

Unsubscribe - Edit ~/our subscription 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences 
Campus Box 3100 
205 South Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition, 

Select 

Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2rid SS Date: 12/18/13 
2014 X (e×~t.~ turnBroumd 2 business days) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add OH = Change D = Defete 

.A~CTJON tSubject Course 

m Add 

A Add 

[ I 

X = Cancel 

Section Days Start Time Stop Time 

li~,£ant find classr~lom at that time tl~en 3301~m to 445pm would work ....... 

A A/~I D 2’60 I 100111 "CL~#IlI: t M ~ 1 2 ~ ~ ......... 3 1 ~ P ~ .................. i’~O 

.......... ~0 ~ : TuTh 2pm 

N~tes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20131218151708720.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.18.2013 15:17:08 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 12:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 12/20/2013 12:26 
Ticket #: 2672378 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Do you know of anyone that would be able to come over today to help with an issue with PLONE. It shouldn’t take long. I am having 
trouble submitting something to the website. It is a written speech and interview that I have saved as word documents on my 
computer. I could even come over there if that would be more convenient. It is pressing because the content needs to be added to the 
site today. Any help would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 2:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2672378 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The element they are trying to add to their page doesn’t seem to want to take. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Friday, December 20, 2013 2:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20131220144042066.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.20.2013 14:40:41 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 10:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2675335 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 10:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2675335 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.~mc.edular- 
bir~iwebsubimdex.      -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 4:06 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: January 6, 2014 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, January 23, 2014. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 4:30PM on Thursday, January 16, 2014. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, January 23, 2014 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop- NEW! 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 (training room) 
Date: Thursday, January 16, 2014 
Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
htt ps://a pps. resea rch. u nc.ed u/eve nts/i ndex.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2675335 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2675335 has been updated 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: charless@email.unc.edu 
cc; 

Travis, 

The requested ColmectCarolina user account has been added to the following areas/roles: 
¯ The specified Instructor Table for your course area 
¯ The Faculty Center role 
I am going to close the ticket. If there are still issues please email me back and I will re-open the ticket. 
Thanks, 
Charles 
962-6334 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwwwamc.edt~iaro 
bi~i~, eb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2675335 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Jordan 

Dea r Travis, 

Thanks for the update and your work on this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Friday, January 10, 2014 4:22 PM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Jordan 

Dear Eunice, 

AAAD 340 class has been canceled. I scanned the roster to Kenneth. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Funding opportunity 

Can you circulate for me? 

I=rom-¯ Colon, Sonia 
Sent-" Friday, January 10, 2014 3:53 
To-" aaad@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject-" Funding opportunity 

Dear Faculty, 

Please see the message below, regarding Spencer Foundation award opportunity for the calendar year 20:14. The office 

of Corporate and Foundations Relations, provide assistant on the proposal development, however, I can assist you, as 

well. 

Feel free to contact me, if you need additional information regarding the guidelines of the award application or other 

general information. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

The Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations assists proposal development by reviewing and suggesting edits for 

proposal narratives, providing feedback on budgets, and helping to finalize and submit applications. 

In addition, we help build successful relationships by: communicating corporate and foundation interests and priorities, 
identifying potential funding sources, convening initial meetings, and facilitating collaborative proposals when 

appropriate. 

We are here to help! Reach Angela Nolan at angela nolan~unc.edu or by calling 919-962-3426. 

FUNDING ANNOUNCEMENT FOLLOWS 

LYLE SPENCER RESEARCH AWARDS ANNOUNCEMENT 

http://www, spencer.org/content.cfm/lyle-spencer-research-awards 

Lyle Spencer Research Awards: A new ~arge grant progran~ for 2014 

The Foundation is introducing a new funding program for large, innovative, investigator-initiated projects. A full 
description of this program w~I be available in Jannary 2014o 

More information about the technical aspects of the Lyle Awards program and its application process, as well as a detailed request for 
applications, will be posted online near the end of January 2014. 

In recent decades, the landscape of education philanthropy has changed dramatically with the emergence of new funders and the 
unprecedented levels of resources they bring to efforts aimed at improving education. The education research enterprise has expanded 
in this environment, but to the extent that major funders support research, much of the work they have supported has had a rather 



limited focus, emphasizing in some cases impact evaluations of specific interventions, and in other cases supporting research designed 

to advance education reform programs that funders have already committed to. While research of this nature is undoubtedly important, 
the motivation behind much of this work is to determine whether an education reform "works" without necessarily devoting a 

commensurate amount of attention to questions about how processes of teaching and learning actually operate and how they are 
influenced by the environments and support systems within which students and teachers engage. For the sake of lasting improvement 

in education, we who support education research need to reserve energy and resources for studies that explore these latter questions 
and seek to enrich our understanding of how education works. 

It is in this spirit that the Spencer Foundation is excited to announce a new research grant program, the Lyle Spencer Research 

Awards. Each year, through a highly competitive award process, we will provide Lyle Awards to support a small number of ambitious 
research projects that promise to advance our understanding of educational practice and its improvement. The driving force behind the 
Lyle Awards is a belief that substantial improvement in the quality of education depends upon our ability to acquire deeper 

understandings and new insights about how educational practice actually works. Too many of the current education reform efforts are 

grounded within existing conceptual frameworks and prevailing sets of assumptions about the functioning of educational processes. 

The Lyle Awards are designed to focus attention explicitly on research that challenges these conventions and stands to advance our 

understanding of how educational practice works and how that greater understanding can be used to achieve improvements in practice. 
The phrase "educational practice" is likely associated with the study of what goes on inside classrooms. While that is indeed 

important, we have a more far-reaching notion of the study of educational practice than that. Teachers are influenced in powerful ways 

by the settings in which they work and by the opportunities and risks presented to them by the policies they operate under. Indeed, 
most educational policies are conceived to operate ultimately through the impact they have on what teachers and students do together. 
Accordingly, our description of educational practice encompasses the realm of teachers and students as well as the institutional and 

policy environments within which teaching and learning occur, and it emphasizes the interconnected nature of these domains. Thus, 

this initiative is not aimed at a sharply defined subject matter, but rather at an approach to studying a range of educational subjects 
from an angle that appreciates their connections, conceptual and empirical, to a broad notion of educational practice. 
In addition to that description of educational practice, it may be useful to outline some categories of research questions that we think 

fit within the Lyle Awards program. First, one of the most prominent strands in current education research consists of efforts to get 
reliable measures of the effects on educational results of changes in or interventions on educational policies or practices. In this kind 

of work, random control trials (RCTs) are often spoken of as the "gold standard". But of course RCTs have the weaknesses of their 
virtues. Measuring the average effect of an intervention on a sample of students or schools yields no insight about how the 

intervention works and severely limited insight into whether similar efforts in other settings or with different populations will yield 

similar results. Making progress in gaining more insight into the hows and whens and whys that are concealed within the "black box" 

of an RCT - including for example, by studying the variation in measured effects across sites or participants -- is therefore a 
significant part of what interests us. 

But note that not all causal research focuses on the effects of an intervention. Another kind of project involves explaining observed 

phenomena--that is, to identify the causes of a given result, rather than the more familiar question of determining the effects of a 

given cause. If, for example, we observe gaps in test scores between low-income and high-income students, we want to know not just 
whether those gaps are attributable to changes in the educational experiences of students from different economic backgrounds, but 
also how the mechanisms that underlie the observed relationship operate. These first two examples both illustrate how within causal 

research designs, research questions can be formulated in ways that increase the prospects for achieving more profound advances in 

our understanding of how education works. 

While research questions situated within causal research designs are important, other important scholarship concerns matters of 
description, measurement, and conceptual clarification. Progress in understanding often depends on developing ways to measure or 

describe phenomena of interest clearly, reliably, and insightfully, helping to achieve clarity about how the objects described or 
measured map onto the concepts of interest. This third category includes the development of measures, instruments, and assessments, 

as well as purely analytical work and theory development. 
Finally, we want to underscore our interest in investigations that inhabit the significant but elusive borderlands between empirical 

research and normative questions of value and purpose. How do values shape what measures we invest energy and resources in 

developing, what interventions we decide to try, what outcomes of those interventions we attend to? A powerful dynamic can be in 

play here, where unreflective choices of which measures to develop help to shape which problems are feasible to study and which 
interventions can be tested at reasonable cost. The further we go along a particular path, the less accessible alternative measures, 
conceptual approaches, and research agendas become. 

These are four broad categories of scholarly inquiry related to educational practice that align well with the spirit of the Lyle Awards, 

but this list is meant to be illustrative, not restrictive. We are acutely aware that any list of subject areas or methods that interest us 
risks discouraging those whose perspectives do not appear on the list. We therefore offer these examples in a spirit of inclusiveness 

and invitation--they are by no means exhaustive or even mutually exclusive, though we do think that they helpfully map the terrain. 

We want to hear your best ideas and we want the opportunity to consider your arguments in support of them. 

Our interest in hearing your research ideas and your explanations for how they connect to the goals of the Lyle Awards program is 
formally embodied in an innovative feature of the application process. Before full research proposals are invited, applicants will be 

asked to submit an essay of approximately 3,000 words in which they will lay out the driving ideas behind the work, why they matter, 

and how the proposed work will advance our understanding of educational practice and its improvement. In the essay, we are not 

interested in seeing a traditional literature review or information about methodological intricacies---other stages of the application 
process are designed to solicit those types of details. The purpose of the essay is to direct attention squarely onto the ideas and 

perspectives upon which the proposed research is built and to justify their value in light of their connections to advancing 
understanding of educational practice and its improvement. 

Susan Brid~ers 



Director of CFR Prospect Research 
Corporate and Foundation Relations 
University Advancement 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
susanb(~,unc.edu 
919-962-4615 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 8:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels stifled by Syracuse 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 8:43 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Time’s almost up! 

Hi, 
Just a reminder that on January 16 (Thursday) we will close the Fall 2014 course schedule maintenance period. For about 6 
weeks we will be hard at work making room assignments for the General Purpose Classrooms I will send out an email 
letting you all know when you are able to make changes again. We will take any cancellations in order to make the most 
efficient use of the classrooms. 

Don’t forget to use the preference box to indicate your desire for the larger classrooms. No more forms for these! 

I noticed a few classes scheduled at 1 and 2 am. You probably won’t have very happy instructors if they have to teach at 
that time. Check your times! (I fixed those I saw) 

Remember to adjust your associated class numbers. 

Please let us know if you have any questions! 

Our office is having a staff meeting this morning from 9-10:30 am. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34101277-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86 e7 e(’~Ji stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 9:10 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] REMINDER: Fall 2014 Honors Carolina course planning 
forms due today 

Just a friendly reminder that Fall 2014 Honors Carolina Course Planning Forms are due today. This deadline is 
crucial, particularly if you have new "H" courses that need to be added to the course inventory before the scheduling 
period closes on Thursday. Thanks! 

Jason Clemmons 
Associate Director for Curriculum, Recruitment, and Operations 
Honors Carolina 
225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7756 Fax: 919.962.1548 

Subject: Fall 2014 Honors Carolina course planning 

Planning Honors Caro/na Courses 

Academic units offering honors courses in Fall 2014 should submit online an Honors Carolina Course Planning Form 
by Monday, January 13, 2014. The planning form should include: 

Honors First Year Seminars: Only a limited number of Honors First Year Seminars may be scheduled each 
year. The Honors Carolina office must confirm that proposed seminars can be accommodated. Note: This 
procedure is separate from any review and/or approval required by the First Year Seminar Office. Please 

refer to their web page for more details (http://fys.unc.edu/for-faculty/first-year-seminar-prospectus-form/). 

Departmental Honors Courses I "H" courses: Departments may offer honors sections of any undergraduate 
course that has been reviewed and approved by the College of Arts & Sciences administrative boards or 
curriculum committee (i.e., any course that currently exists in the Course Inventory). The same General 
Education requirements approved for a given course number will apply to the honors version of that course. 

Senior Honors Thesis courses do not need to be included on the planning form. 



Scheduling Honors Carolina Courses 

Your departmental course scheduling officer should schedule Honors Carolina courses via ConnectCarolina during 
the Course Schedule maintenance period ending January 16, 2014. 

If a planned course has not been offered previously as an "H" section, it will need to be added to the Course 
Inventory before it can be scheduled in ConnectCarolina. The Honors Carolina office will work directly with the Office 
of the University Registrar to update the Course Inventory prior to the end of the Course Schedule maintenance 
period. Once the Course Inventory is updated, the Honors Carolina office will notify the departmental course 
scheduling officer that the course is ready to be scheduled in ConnectCarolina. 

¯ Add Consent Flag: This should be set to "No Consent." Honors Carolina courses should not require special 
permission to register (with the exception of Honors thesis and research courses). If you believe it is 
necessary to require consent for a course, include an explanation in the "Notes" field on the Honors Carolina 
Course Planning Form. 

¯ Enrollment Capacity: This should be set to "24" for all Honors Carolina courses. If you wish to set a lower 
enrollment, include an explanation in the "Notes" field on Honors Carolina Course Planning Form. Requests 
to offer fewer seats in an Honors First Year Seminar should be directed to the First Year Seminar Office. 

¯ Wait List Capacity: This should be set to "0". Honors Carolina manually maintains wait lists. 

¯ Reserve Capacities: Honors Carolina will set reserve capacities for courses prior to the beginning of 
registration. 

Honors Carolina Seminars I HNRS courses 
Faculty interested in teaching an Honors Carolina seminar should contact Jason Clemmons to discuss scheduling 
arrangements. HNRS courses are scheduled by the Honors Carolina office and have an enrollment capacity of 24 
students. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34101507-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, January 13, 2014 10:09 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34102064-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Melanie Allen <melanie@ctnc.org> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 1:47 PM 

Melanie Allen <melanie@ctnc.org> 

Margaret Newbold <margaret@ctnc.org>; Rebecca Hankins <rebecca@ctnc.org> 

Spread the Word About Paid Summer Internships Across NC 

Colleagues: 

The Conservation Trast for North Carolina will be supporting 15 paid summer internships across the state. The 
Max Mukelabai Diversity Internship Program connects a diverse cohort of promising young students with 
organizations working to protect North Carolinas land, water, and local food sources. These internships provide 
an opportunity for students and recent graduates to learn about careers in conservation while completing a 
unique summer proj ect that contributes to the work of local land trusts and community-based organizations. 

Please share this opportunity with students and your network. Learn more about the history of the program on our 
website. 

The deadline to apply for these internships is March 15th. Positions may be filled before the deadline. Find the job 
descriptions here and listed below. Please share this opportunity with students and your network. Feel free to contact me 
at me~anie@ctac.org or (919)828-4199, ext 21 or Margaret Newbold at margaret(~}CmCoO~g or (919)828-4199, ext 
14 if you have any questions. 

All the best, 
Melanie Allen 

To apply for an internship, you must complete this registration form and email your resume and cover 

letter to the contact person listed in the job description. You may apply for more than one internship. 

You only need to complete the registration form once. 

The deadline to apply is March 15, 2014. 

List of 2014 ~nternship OppoAunities 

B~ue Ridge Conservancy : Community Outreach & Land Stewardship ~ntern 

Catawba Land Conse~ancy: Communications ~ntern 

Center for Human-Earth Restoration: Conservation Field Educator ~ntern 

Eno River Association: Assistant Coordinator ~ntern - Festival for the Eno 

Eno River Association: Education & Outreach Program Internship 

Land Trust for CentrN NoAh Carolina: Ecotourism P~anning ~nternship 

Land Trust for CentrN NoAh Carolina: Environmenta~ Education ~nternship 

Vernon Community Garden: Garden Coordinator lnternship 



North Carolina CoastN Land Trust: Law internship 

Resourcefu~ Communities: Photography ~ntemship 

Sandhi~s Fami~2 Heritage Association: Farmers ~larket ~ntem 

Tdang~e Greenways Council: Urban Conservation ~nfrastmcture Opportunity ~ntemship 

Triangle Land Conse~,ancy: EnvironmentN Education ~ntemship 

Working Landscapes: ~ntemship: P~anning the RevitNization of Ridgeway 

CantNoupe ~nternship 

Melanie Allen 

Conservation and Diversity Coordinator 

Conservation Trust for North Carolina 

1028 Washington Street, Raleigh, NC 27605 

Tel: 919.828.4199, ext 21 Cell: 919.533.9334 

Email: me~anie@ctnc,org Website: v~a~.ctnc.or~ 

Before printing this emai~, p~ease consider if it is rea~y necessary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:40 AM 

SAVE THE DATES - Spring 2014 

Spring 2014 Schedule.pdf 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Spring 2014 Schedule 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

February 21st Path Over Passion: Why Our Words Matter with Exploring Students 
with O. Ray Angle, Director of UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your 
passion and you will be happy in your career." This can be tricky when making academic and career decisions 
because it can have the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of 
that challenge and discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates 
have begun questioning the language we use when working with students who are exploring their options. This 
facilitated discussion will delve into these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving 
paradigm. 

March 21st Accessibility Resources and Service at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
with Tiffany Bailey, Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

The Office of Accessibility Resources and Service (ARS), a part of the Division of Student Affairs, works with 
departments throughout the University to assure that the programs and facilities of the University are 
accessible to every student in the University community. ARS provides reasonable accommodations, so 
students with disabilities who are otherwise qualified may, as independently as possible meet the demands of 
University life. This session will provide an overview of ARS including the identification process, current 
policies and practice and types of accommodations. Additionally, we will discuss hot topics in disability services 
and current case law. 

April 11th Trauma Stewardship 
with Bob Pleasants, Ph.D., Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Trauma Exposure Response or secondary trauma is "a transformation that takes place within us as a result of 
exposure to the suffering of other[s]..." according to Laura van Dernoot Lipsky and Connie Burk, authors of 
Trauma Stewardship: An Everyday Guide to Caring for Self While Caring for Others. Being able to recognize, 
prevent, tend to, and cope with secondary trauma, also called trauma stewardship, is an important skill for 
higher education faculty and staff who support students through difficult experiences. This presentation and 
discussion will help uncover individual, organization, and societal structures which may expose us to trauma, 
as well as those which provide us support to cope with that trauma. 

May 2nd Fostering Learning and Effective Interactions Through Mindfulness and Positive 
Emotions 

with K. Carrie Adair, M.A., Graduate Student, Social Psychology and Elise Rice, Graduate 
Student, Social Psychology 

Exciting research in the area of ’Positive Psychology’ can offer us insight into ways that we can be effective - 
and help students be effective- in an academic setting. Mindfulness and positive emotions in particular appear 
to play important roles in the creation of supportive learning environments and in meaningful and productive 
interactions. In this session we will discuss what the research to date has to say about the benefits of positive 
emotions and mindfulness, why they may be important for learning and relationships, and finally some practical 
ways to cultivate these states. We will then open the floor to a larger discussion about how mindfulness, 



positive emotions, and well-being are important for personal as well as student success. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 
Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 
Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 

Cynthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

~ Fo~w @~NCS~cce~T~p~ 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstBen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ Please consider-the environment befot-e printing this enqail 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Sprin£ 2(1124 Schedule 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

February 21st Path Over Passion: Why Our words Matter with Exploring Students 
with O. Ray Angle, Director of UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion 

and you will be happy in your career." This can be tricky when making academic and career decisions because it can have 

the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that challenge and 

discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the 

language we use when working with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into 

these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

March 21~t Accessibility Resources and Service at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

with Tiffany Bailey, Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

The Office of Accessibility Resources and Service (ARS), a part of the Division of Student Affairs, works with departments 

throughout the University to assure that the programs and facilities of the University are accessible to every student in 

the University community. ARS provides reasonable accommodations, so students with disabilities who are otherwise 

qualified may, as independently as possible meet the demands of University life. This session will provide an overview of 

ARS including the identification process, current policies and practice and types of accommodations. Additionally, we will 

discuss hot topics in disability services and current case law. 

April :~:~ th Trauma Stewardship 
with Bob Pleasants, Ph.D., Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Trauma Exposure Response or secondary trauma is "a transformation that takes place within us as a result of exposure to 

the suffering of other[s]_/’ according to Laura van Dernoot Lipsky and Connie Burk, authors of Trauma Stewardship: An 
Everyday Guide to Caring for Se/f While Caring for Others. Being able to recognize, prevent, tend to, and cope with 

secondary trauma, also called trauma stewardship, is an important skill for higher education faculty and staff who support 

students through difficult experiences. This presentation and discussion will help uncover individual, organization, and 

societal structures which may expose us to trauma, as well as those which provide us support to cope with that trauma. 

May 2nd Fostering Learning and Effective Interactions Through Mindfulness and Positive Emotions 
with K. Carrie Adair, M.A., Graduate Student, Socia/ Psycho/ogy and E/ise Rice, Graduate Student, Socia/ 

Psycho/ogy 

Exciting research in the area of ’Positive Psychology’ can offer us insight into ways that we can be effective - and help 

students be effective- in an academic setting. Mindfulness and positive emotions in particular appear to play important 

roles in the creation of supportive learning environments and in meaningful and productive interactions. In this session 

we will discuss what the research to date has to say about the benefits of positive emotions and mindfulness, why they 

may be important for learning and relationships, and finally some practical ways to cultivate these states. We will then 

open the floor to a larger discussion about how mindfulness, positive emotions, and well-being are important for personal 

as well as student success. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:45 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: 2014 Nomination forms 
S SI-NominForm-2014. doc; S SI-NominForm-2014 2nd session.doc 

Good morning Professor Janken and Travis 

Please see attached, nomination forms for FY 20:14 Summer School, for first and second sections, for your evaluation 

and approval. 

I will like to point out that C. Wells appear on the second section on the Online Listing of Classes, so I corrected our 

previous nomination form according with.. Also, on the Online Listing, Professor Lisanza is not listed, however the report 

have listed under AAAD :10:1 - Staff, so I assume this is her. 

As soon as I get your approval, I will submit the form to the Summer School, deadline for submission is February 20:13. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: 2014 Nomination forms 

Dear Kenneth and Sonia, 

I am forwarding this email because I am not sure if it was sent to the both of you. It is due Feb. 3rd but ! think this is 

what Sonia already did a few weeks ago. You can take a look at it if you would like. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Ha[[, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 



Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S; Isley, Alice B; Tufts, Amy Z; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Futrell, Betty S; Loftin, Beverly; Whitling, Brian E; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Deborah Edwards; Edwards, Deborah W; Harris, 
Deborah J; McLaughlin, Debra L; Toscher, Hope; Butler, Jennifer W; Washington, Jennifer Camelle; Jodie Turnbull; 
Sullivan, Kate; McNeil, Kathleen; Smith, Kelly B; McLain, Kelsea Beth; Allison, Kim A; Grey, Elizabeth B; Fulenwider, C. 
Lindsay; Leonard, Lindsay; Harris, Lori; Fholer, Marie A; Richardson, Mark; McAlister, Matthew Keith; Ray, Nancy L; 
Farris, Rebecca Brittany; McIver, Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; 
Howell, Tia N.; kfbs_popet.con; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Perrin, Andrew J; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; 
Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Song, Conghe; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, 
Dale L; Gitterman, Daniel P; Padua, Darin A; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil; Glish, Gary L; Shen, Haipeng; 
Hirschfield, James; Roberts, Jason Matthew; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin; 
Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; Leve, Lauren G; Hsiao, Li-ling; AIperin, Marc J; 
Willingham, Mary C.; Negrete, Merida; Becker, Misha K; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil W; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
McLaughlin, Richard M; Amago, Samuel; Stewart, Kevin G; Hofweber, Thomas; Perucci, Tony; Brundage, W Fitzhugh; 
Parke, William R 
Subject: 2014 Nomination forms 

Attached are the 2014 nomination forms, a memo and the Calculating Summer Instructional Pay sheet. 

If you have received this email it is because your name was given to our department as the Summer School manager 

contact. If you are not the person that is responsible for completing these forms, please forward this email to the 

correct person or your Summer School administrator. I have copied the Administrators on this email. 

If you are no longer the person who should receive information from Summer School, please contact me ASAP. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Erin IVIoseley 

Erin IVIoseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Classroom change? 

Hi Travis -- 

I found your email! 

So as of today AAAD 318 is down to 20 students. Thus we would be able to fit into a space of that diminished size, and the room we 
are in now seems all the more cavernous. If you wouldn’t mind checking again to see if anything is available, I’d appreciate it! 

Thanks, 
Dave 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 4:51 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Dave, 
> 
> Nothing as of right now but we won’t give up just yet! Patience is a virtue! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Stowe, Charlotte 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:52 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: RE: Classroom change? 
> 

> Hi Travis, 
> 
> Unfortunately, it looks like all of our rooms smaller than GA 105 are in use at that time. You might try checking back with us later 
this week or next week to see if any rooms have become available. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Charlotte 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gore, Travis 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:41 PM 
> To: Stowe, Charlotte 
> Subject: FW: Classroom change? 
> 
> Hi Charlotte, 
> 
> Would the request below be possible? 
> 
> Thanks! 
> Travis 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Pier, David 
> Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 3:20 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Classroom change? 
> 

> Hi Travis. 



> Would it be possible for me to change my AAAD 318 classroom at this late date? 
> This is a smaller class~ and Gardner 105 is a big~ stadium-seating space~ where it is difficult to hold group conversations~ etc. 
> 
> Thanks. 
> 
> --Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:59 PM 
Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
P-card charges 

Hello Ronald 

I need a little help. I have 2 charges from Worldmarket, as follow: 

12/21/2013 $259.00 

1/7/2014 $279.48 

Can you tell me what was acquire for each charge? I think the $279.48, id for 2 chairs, but don’t know the charge for 

$259.00 

Thank you for your help on this matter. 

Sonia Co,on 
Business Coordinator 
Department o/A/rican, A/rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies 
919o966o1295 
#%4. 8-57 T. 8-1:30; Wo 8- 1:30; To 8- 1:30 and F 8-5 

Public Policy Department 

919-962-4854 

T1:30-5; W 1:30-5; T1:30o5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 1:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2684402 

Hi Travis 

Appreciate your help on this matter. 

Thanks 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 1 : 39 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2684402 
Importance: Low 

Dear Sonia, 

Esther has been re-added to the Instructor Table so her name now shows up for the course. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:charless~email.~c.e&~.] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2684402 
Importance: Low 

Client Information: travis t gore 
Location: 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation: 
Department: african, afri-amer & diaspora 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Travis, 

I have re-added Esther Lisanza (lisanza) to the AAAD Instructor Table. 

Thanks, 
Charles 



Kia Caldwell 
Office Hours 

Tuesdays and Thursdays 

1100-12:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:26 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Room change 

Travis, don’t forget to try to get me out of the dark, little closet where you put my class, AAAD 431, sec 001. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:09 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Funding Opportunity 

Dear Faculty, 

Please see the message below, regarding Spencer Foundation award opportunity for the calendar year 2014. The office 

of Corporate and Foundations Relations, provide assistant on the proposal development, however, I can assist you, as 

well. 

Feel free to contact me, if you need additional information regarding the guidelines of the award application or other 

general information. 

Thank you 
Sonia 

The Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations assists proposal development by reviewing and suggesting edits for 
proposal narratives, providing feedback on budgets, and helping to finalize and submit applications. 

In addition, we help build successful relationships by: communicating corporate and foundation interests and priorities, 
identifying potential funding sources, convening initial meetings, and facilitating collaborative proposals when 
appropriate. 

We are here to help.! Reach Angela Nolan at angela nolan~unc.edu or by calling 919-962-3426. 

FUNDING ANNOUNCEMENT FOLLOWS 

LYLE SPENCER RESEARCH AWARDS ANNOUNCEMENT 

http://www, spencer.org/content.cfm/lvle-spencer-research-awards 

Lyle Spencer Research Awards: A new large grant program for 2014 

The Foundation is introducing a new funding program for large, innovative, investigator-initiated projects. A full 
description of this program wi~ be available in ~annary 20~4o 

More information about the technical aspects of the Lyle Awards program and its application process, as well as a detailed request for 
applications, will be posted online near the end of January 2014. 

In recent decades, the landscape of education philanthropy has changed dramatically with the emergence of new funders and the 
unprecedented levels of resources they bring to efforts aimed at improving education. The education research enterprise has expanded 
in this environment, but to the extent that major funders support research, much of the work they have supported has had a rather 
limited focus, emphasizing in some cases impact evaluations of specific interventions, and in other cases supporting research designed 
to advance education reform programs that funders have already committed to. While research of this nature is undoubtedly important, 
the motivation behind much of this work is to determine whether an education reform "works" without necessarily devoting a 
commensurate amount of attention to questions about how processes of teaching and learning actually operate and how they are 
influenced by the environments and support systems within which students and teachers engage. For the sake of lasting improvement 
in education, we who support education research need to reserve energy and resources for studies that explore these latter questions 
and seek to enrich our understanding of how education works. 



It is in this spirit that the Spencer Foundation is excited to announce a new research grant program, the Lyle Spencer Research 
Awards. Each year, through a highly competitive award process, we will provide Lyle Awards to support a small number of ambitious 
research projects that promise to advance our understanding of educational practice and its improvement. The driving force behind the 
Lyle Awards is a belief that substantial improvement in the quality of education depends upon our ability to acquire deeper 
understandings and new insights about how educational practice actually works. Too many of the current education reform efforts are 
grounded within existing conceptual frameworks and prevailing sets of assumptions about the functioning of educational processes. 
The Lyle Awards are designed to focus attention explicitly on research that challenges these conventions and stands to advance our 
understanding of how educational practice works and how that greater understanding can be used to achieve improvements in practice. 
The phrase "educational practice" is likely associated with the study of what goes on inside classrooms. While that is indeed 
important, we have a more far-reaching notion of the study of educational practice than that. Teachers are influenced in powerful ways 
by the settings in which they work and by the opportunities and risks presented to them by the policies they operate under. Indeed, 
most educational policies are conceived to operate ultimately through the impact they have on what teachers and students do together. 
Accordingly, our description of educational practice encompasses the realm of teachers and students as well as the institutional and 
policy environments within which teaching and learning occur, and it emphasizes the interconnected nature of these domains. Thus, 
this initiative is not aimed at a sharply defined subject matter, but rather at an approach to studying a range of educational subjects 
from an angle that appreciates their connections, conceptual and empirical, to a broad notion of educational practice. 
In addition to that description of educational practice, it may be useful to outline some categories of research questions that we think 
fit within the Lyle Awards program. First, one of the most prominent strands in current education research consists of efforts to get 
reliable measures of the effects on educational results of changes in or interventions on educational policies or practices. In this kind 
of work, random control trials (RCTs) are often spoken of as the "gold standard". But of course RCTs have the weaknesses of their 
virtues. Measuring the average effect of an intervention on a sample of students or schools yields no insight about how the 
intervention works and severely limited insight into whether similar efforts in other settings or with different populations will yield 
similar results. Making progress in gaining more insight into the how’s and when’s and whys that are concealed within the "black 
box" of an RCT - including for example, by studying the variation in measured effects across sites or participants -- is therefore a 
significant part of what interests us. 
But note that not all causal research focuses on the effects of an intervention. Another kind of project involves explaining observed 
phenomena--that is, to identify the causes of a given result, rather than the more familiar question of determining the effects of a 
given cause. If, for example, we observe gaps in test scores between low-income and high-income students, we want to know not just 
whether those gaps are attributable to changes in the educational experiences of students from different economic backgrounds, but 
also how the mechanisms that underlie the observed relationship operate. These first two examples both illustrate how within causal 
research designs, research questions can be formulated in ways that increase the prospects for achieving more profound advances in 
our understanding of how education works. 
While research questions situated within causal research designs are important, other important scholarship concerns matters of 
description, measurement, and conceptual clarification. Progress in understanding often depends on developing ways to measure or 
describe phenomena of interest clearly, reliably, and insightfully, helping to achieve clarity about how the objects described or 
measured map onto the concepts of interest. This third category includes the development of measures, instruments, and assessments, 
as well as purely analytical work and theory development. 
Finally, we want to underscore our interest in investigations that inhabit the significant but elusive borderlands between empirical 
research and normative questions of value and purpose. How do values shape what measures we invest energy and resources in 
developing, what interventions we decide to try, what outcomes of those interventions we attend to? A powerful dynamic can be in 
play here, where unreflective choices of which measures to develop help to shape which problems are feasible to study and which 
interventions can be tested at reasonable cost. The further we go along a particular path, the less accessible alternative measures, 
conceptual approaches, and research agendas become. 
These are four broad categories of scholarly inquiry related to educational practice that align well with the spirit of the Lyle Awards, 
but this list is meant to be illustrative, not restrictive. We are acutely aware that any list of subject areas or methods that interest us 
risks discouraging those whose perspectives do not appear on the list. We therefore offer these examples in a spirit of inclusiveness 
and invitation--they are by no means exhaustive or even mutually exclusive, though we do think that they helpfully map the terrain. 
We want to hear your best ideas and we want the opportunity to consider your arguments in support of them. 
Our interest in hearing your research ideas and your explanations for how they connect to the goals of the Lyle Awards program is 
formally embodied in an innovative feature of the application process. Before full research proposals are invited, applicants will be 
asked to submit an essay of approximately 3,000 words in which they will lay out the driving ideas behind the work, why they matter, 
and how the proposed work will advance our understanding of educational practice and its improvement. In the essay, we are not 
interested in seeing a traditional literature review or information about methodological intricacies---other stages of the application 
process are designed to solicit those types of details. The purpose of the essay is to direct attention squarely onto the ideas and 
perspectives upon which the proposed research is built and to justify their value in light of their connections to advancing 
understanding of educational practice and its improvement. 

Sonia Colon 

AAAD 

M and F 8am-5pm 

T, W, Th 8am -l:30pm 



Public Policy 

T, W, Th 1:45pm - 5pm 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34112183 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34112183-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~,listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
log sheet 

Departmental section logsheet.xls 

Hi Travis, 

Valencia forwarded me your departmental section change form. From my understanding, scheduling likes to have two 

separate forms when switching from one session to the other. 

So, I will need one form for SSI cancelling/deleting AAAD 259 from SSI. Then, another form for SSII, adding AAAD 259 

with new time and instructor PID#. 

We will make the change on our website course descriptions. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 01/15/13 

(expected turnaround 2 business days) 

Scheduling Office Use Only 

Submitted by: 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject Course Section Days Start Time 

x -~ n, Connect 
Stop Time Bldg Room ~ ~ O Carolina Astra 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 

oo 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 



Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 



2011 A Add X 
2012 CH Change 
2013 D Delete 
2014 X Cancel 
2015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:08 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

URC Small Grants SPRING 2014 Announcement 

Dear Faculty, 

Please see the message below, regarding Small Grant opportunity through the University Research Council (URC), for the 

Spring 20:14. 

Feel free to contact me, if you need additional information regarding the guidelines of the grant application or other 

general information. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

The University Research Council (URC) - Spring 2014 

Small Grant Program 
(Deadline -5:00PM Monday, February 24, 2014) 

Types of Grants Available 
Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. They may be used for costs such 

as collecting pilot data, research-related travel, research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale 
projects. The Council encourages the use of URC grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or artistic work. They may be used to 

pay for such things as photographs, drawings, figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. An applicant can 

only submit one URC proposal each semester - either research or publication 

Eligibility 

Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct 

professors, lecturers or instructors) or be professional librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is 

given to less senior applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award 

The maximum award is $5,000. 

Application Procedures 
Applications and instructions for electronic submission are available online. URC expects to send out award 

notices by early May 2014. 

http://research.unc.edu/~ffices/vice-chance~~~r/pr~grams-pr~jects-services/DATA-RES-VCRED-GRANTS 

Direct inquiries to the attention of B. Gail Whitfield (sail whitfield@unc.edu), URC Coordinator, Office of the 

Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4012, 307 Bynum Hall. Telephone: 962-9333. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR 



APPLICATION TO BE REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. FONT SIZE: TIMES 

NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 

Business Coordinator 
Departrnent of African, African Arnerican, & Diaspora Studies° 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

M. 8-5; T. 8-1:30; Wo 8- .~:30; To 8- 1:30 and F 8-5 

Public Policy Department 

919-962-4854 

T :~:30o5; W 1:30-5; T1:30o5 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34115609 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34115609-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Layla <ldbrown@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Roster 

Preview of"Self Service Class Roster".pdf; ATT00001.htm 



Layla D. Brown-Vincent 
PhD Candidate in Cultural Anthropology, Duke University 
Lecturer in African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
Idbrown@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Stone Center new exhibition, "Re/Iterations &Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 
Movements" opens Tuesday, Jan 21 at 7pm. 

re it postcard4x6-2.pdf 

Hi Travis, 

Can you post this announcement about the Stone Center’s upcoming exhibition opening on January 21 to the AFAM 

listserv? 

Thanks! 

Clarissa 

Clarissa Goodlett 

Program and Public Communications Officer 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, LJNC~C}~apel Hill 

919-962-9ooI (p) 919-962-3725 (f) 

www.unc.edu/depts/stonecenter 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements exhibition opens, next Tuesday, January 21. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on T..esda¥, Jan..ar¥ 215t at 7pm for the opening of Re/Iterations of Re$istance~ Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements exhibition. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements features photographs of people and places in social justice 

movements and moments in American History. The exhibition revisits, interrogates and re-evaluates important social 

justice moments and struggles, as well as those who made the ultimate sacrifice as martyrs for social justice. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements will be on display at the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery and Museum from January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

Please join us next Tuesday, January 21 at 7pm for the exhibition opening featuring remarks 

from TransAfrica President, Nicole Lee. 

This event is part of UNC at Chapel Hill’s annual Martin Luther Kinq Jr. Week birthday celebration. 

To RSVP to the opening, please email stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via Facebook. This event is FREE 
and open to the public. 





The Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

For Black Culture and History 

150 South Road 

Campus Box 5250 

Chapel Hill, NC 2?599-5250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:20 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Electronic letterhaed 

UNC Electronic Letterhead.docx 

Good afternoon 

Please find attached electronic letterhead. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 

AAAD 

M and F 8am-Spm 

T, W, Th 8am -l:30pm 

Public Policy 

T, W, Th 1:45pm - 5pm 



April 15, 2015 

THE UNIVERSITY 

0f NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 919.962.2694 

aaad.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20140115142803171.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.15.2014 14:28:02 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 1/15/2014 15:45 
Ticket #: 2686159 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: 14. Access to Student Information 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
14. Access to Student Information 

Worklog: 
Hello Charles, 

I am working on the Fall 2014 schedule and noticed that Perry Hall is not on the Instructors Table for AAAD. He has been an 
instructor for many years in our department but he was on leave last semester and this semester so I dont know if that had something 
to do with it. I just need to make sure I am able to add his name to his Fall 14 courses. 

Thanks 
Travis 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex~e=main 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-CS-TRIAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2686159 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: FERPA Verified 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2686159 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.~mc.edular- 
bird/web subimdex.~e -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2686159 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2686159 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sere: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: charless@email.unc.edu 
cc~ 

Travis, 

I have added Perry Hall to the AAAD Instructor Table. 

Charles 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiw’ww.tmc.edt~iaro 

bi~i~ebsubiindex.~lTpage=c~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:08 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 1/16/2014 10:07 
Ticket #: 2686643 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Please activate port D-33 in room 108 Battle Hall. We need this port activated for computer use. 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.unc.edu/ar-birt/websub/ir~dex. t=OASIS%20Tedmical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 1:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2686643 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sere: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: gary_dehart@unc.edu 
cc~ 

Hello, D-33 is now connected to 172.29.204.81 port 16. 

Gary (Networking shop) 
Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iw.ww.unc.eda!aro 
bir~A~ eb s~biir~dex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 1:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2686643 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sere: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: gary_dehart@unc.edu 
cc~ 

Hello, D-33 is now connected to 172.29.204.81 port 16. 

Gary (Networking shop) 
Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link https:ii~ww.unc.edular- 
biniwebst~bimdex.~e-check 



First Annual 
Piedmont Symposium on Preservation and History 

May 30-31, 2014 

Call for Papers 

Preservation Chapel Hill and the Orange County Historic Preservation Commission are planning 
the first annual Piedmont Symposium on Preservation and History in Chapel Hill and 
Hillsborough, North Carolina, May 30-31, 2014. The symposium seeks to bring together 
preservation professionals, undergraduate and graduate students, preservation commission 
members, and the interested public for a series of programs/lectures on topics relating to 
historic preservation, archaeology, history, and the cultural landscape in the Piedmont region of 
North Carolina. The symposium will provide opportunities for professional training, as well as 
topics of interest to the grassroots preservationist. 

This year, the symposium will focus on the concept of defining a sense of place for the 
Piedmont region, and exploring the relationships between and within communities, local 
governments, grassroots organizations, and preservation professionals as they seek to 
preserve that sense of place. Preservationists need tools in order to effectively balance the 
need for economic growth with the desire to preserve historic resources, and often preservation 
initiatives begin with a strong sense of place among community members. 

We invite proposals based on original research on the history, pre-history, archaeology, or 
preservation of the North Carolina Piedmont region. Papers should include an examination of 
history and preservation, including, but not limited to, sense of place, individual properties, 
landscapes, historic neighborhoods or districts, public or private buildings, downtowns, farms, 
cemeteries or other archaeological sites, or transportation corridors. 

Individuals who would like to present at this special inaugural event are invited to submit an 
abstract of a proposed paper with the attached application form. Papers should be of 
appropriate length to be presented in 45 minutes and should include visual aids. Honorariums 
will be considered upon request. Submissions may be sent to Cheri Szcodronski, Executive 
Director, Preservation Chapel Hill by email at cheri@preservationchapelhill.org or by mail at 610 
East Rosemary Street, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. Submissions are due by February 14, 2014. 



Name 

Institution/Company 

Address 

City/State/ZI P 

Phone 

Email 

First Annual 
Orange County Preservation Symposium 

May 30-31, 2014 

Paper Submission Form 

Paper Title 

Paper Abstract 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Alumni Review <carolinaalumnireview@mailings 1.gtxcel.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The January/February 2014 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available 

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2o~4 ] VOL. lO3 NO. 1 

The JanuaryiFebrua~T issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available. 

new issue to read: 
The Age of Discovery 

Not long ago, research was considered the province primarily- of graduate students and faculty. Now 

undergraduate research is commonplace, and few things stir academic passions so thoroughly. 

The Man Who Knows Too Much 

His instincts forged in a painful ordeal, Dan Ariely ’94 (M~a~, ’96 PhD) has learned a lot about how you will 

behave in an everyday situation -- or, maybe, he has a superpower. 

The Importance of Special Teams 

College athletics finds itself at yet another structural crossroads -- will it choose reform or more 

professionalism? 

The Review, Unbound 

The G~&A has digitized the Review’s entire archive, dating back to 

October 1912. Yon can see every page of every issue for more than lOO 

years at http://alumni.unc.edu/CARarchive. 

Thanks for your membership in the GAA. Members have exclusive 

access to the digital version of the Review. Watch for your print copy of 

the Review in the mail, but until it’s delivered, the digital edition is here 

for yon. 

Need help? Contact gaa-online@unc.edu. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The G.%~ does not sell informafion about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online(-a)unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year or use this link to manage your email settingf!. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:28 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

summer school Instructor Nomination Form 

S SI-NominForm-2014 2nd session.doc; S SI-NominForm-2014.doc 

Hello Professor Janken 

Please find the Instructor Nomination form, corrected as per moving Dr Williams to the first session. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 

Business Service Coordinator 
Deportment o/Afr/con, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

Departmen~ o/ A/rican, A~fHcan American & D~aspora $~udies 

919-966-1295 
Mo 8-5; To 8o1:30; Wo 8- 1:30; T. 8o 1:30 and F 8~5 

Public Policy Depar~men£ 
919-962-4854 
TI:30-5; W 1:30-5; TI:30-5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:35 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

New Year, New Shows, New Programs! 

NEWS FROM THE 

ACKLANDAR MUSEUM 

Two New Exhibitions coming January 3 Ist! 
America Seen and "The l~lew Found Land" 

This spring, art from the collections of two UNC alumni come together 
at the Ack[and to provide fascinating views of America. 

Click the images to [earn more! 

Experience 
the Ackland! 

NEW! Spring 
Exhibitions 

Members’ and PuNic 

Receptions 

Tea at Two: Nancy 
Dott 

Ack[and Film Forum 

Curator’s Clinic 

Museum Store Sate 

Programs for Kids [t 
Families 



Members’ Reception, Friday, 31 January, 5:30 
Current Ackland Art Museum members are invited to a private 
celebration of the opening of the spring exhibitions. Reserved parking is 
available. 
RSVP Required: please call Kate Walton at 919.843.5637. 

Public Reception, Friday, 31 January, 6:30-8:00 P/Vl 
Art are welcome to celebrate the opening of our spring exhibitions. 

Tea at Two w~th Nancy Boll 
Director, Weatherspoon Art Museum, UNC-6 Wednesday, 

22 January, 2:00 PM 

Tea at Two is a special program for Ackland Members* featuring a 
guest speaker, refreshments, and conversation. 

With the expanding expectations of museums today come increased 
challenges, one of which is justifying their mission in the face of 
increased funding needs for social services and education and facing 
stiff competition for limited resources. Nancy Doll discusses how 



museums are respondin8 and strikin8 a batance. 

RSVP now for this program! 
*Not yet a member of the Acktand? Join today! 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the 8enerosity of Shirtey Drechset and Wayne Vaushn. 

AcMand Fi~m Forum 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

"American Comedy/American Democracy" kicks off Tuesday! 
A series of firms devoted to the ways that Hottywood cinema, 
particutarty depression-era comedies, have depicted the probtems and 
possibitities of democracy. Co-presented with the UNC Gtobat Cinema 
Studies Prosram. 

A~ the President’s Hen 
Tuesday, 21 January, 7:00 PM 
FREE for students with ID, $4 for all others 

Su~van’s Travels 
Tuesday, 28 January, 7:00 PM 
FREE SCREENING 



North CaroLina PubLic Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the 
AckLand FiLm Forum. 

The AckLand FiLm Forum is made possible by the generous support of 
Ruby Lerner. 

Another Perk of Membership: Curator°s Clinic 
Thursday, 23 January, 1:00-4:00 Phi 

Every other month, the Ackland Art 
Museum invites members of the 
public to bring in a work of art for 
consideration by an Ackland expert. 
Curators may offer insight into the 
significance of the piece and its 
subject matter, as well as the 
techniques used by the artist and 
the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland stall: is 
unable to authenticate or 
j:inancially appraise works oj: art. 

Limit one work oj: art per person. 

Registration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 
Free to members I $10 non-members. 

SALE! at the Museum Store 
Through Sunday, 19 January 



Now through Sunday, the Ackland Museum Store is having a Clearance 
Sale with discounts of 50% off and more. The sale includes discontinued 
items, overstock, and a selection of frames that have been removed 
from works of art donated to the Museum. 

All sales are final. No additional discounts apply. No gift wrapping. 

Please note: the Museum Store will be CLOSED for inventory on 
Monday and Tuesday, .January 20th and 21st. 

Now Enrolling: Programs for K~ds 

Art Adventures 
This popular Saturday program for kids ages 6-9 years old always fills 
fast! Learn more and sign up. 

Drawing for Tweens 
Ten- to 13-year-olds learn linear perspective, drawing from nature and 
more! Learn more and register! 



For Families: Make Museum Memories! 

Family Day: "Animals in Art" 
Sunday, 26 January, 2:00-5:00 P/Vl, FREE! 
Hands-on activities, art encounters, and story time! 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 
possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 
Ack[and Art Museum toda,~ 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 
an emai~ to the ed~toro 

Images: Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on 
canvas. Ack[and Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hi[[, Ack[and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, 
EngUsh, active in America, c. 1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroen or 
greet Lord of Virginie (detait), prate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s A Briefe end 
True Report of the New Found Lend of Virginie, pubUshed 1590; engraving. 
Lent by Michaet N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner, American, 1895-1977: Wer Bulletins, c. 1942; wood engraving. From the correction of Hunter and 
Cathy Atten, Acktand Art Museum, The University of North Carotina at Chape[ HitL 

Totoya Hokkei, Japanese, 1780-1850: New Year’s Greeting (surimono), n.d.; cotor woodbtock print. Acktand Art 
Museum, The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hitt, Gift of Ann McCuttoch Hitt. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:48 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school Instructor Nomination Form 

Dear Sonia, 

I approve this version of the nomination %rms. 

Thank you for your work on this! 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (tax) 

From: Colon, Sonia 

Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 3:28 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Cc: Gore, Travis 

Subject: summer school Instructor Nomination Form 

Hello Professor Janken 

Please find the Instructor Nomination form, corrected as per moving Dr Williams to the first session. 

Thank you 

Sonia 
Business Service Coordinator 
Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

Department o~ A~rican, A~rican American & Diaspora $~ud~es 
919-966-1295 
Mo 8°5; To 8o1:90; Wo 8o 1:90; To 8o 1:90 and F 8°5 

Public Policy Department 
919o962-4854 
TI:30-5; W 1:30-5; TI:30-5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 8:15 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels hope to avoid 0-4 ACC start 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 12:19 PM 

Sturkey, William <wsturkey@live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch Soon 

I can do the 1 lth at 12:30 as well. 

Ron 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 11:53 AM, Sturkey, William wrote: 

The :I::]Lth works for me. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 5:08 PM 
To: rcw; Sturkey, William 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch Soon 

Dear All, 

Thanks for your emails. 

I am available on either of these days: 

Feb. 4 or 11 at 12.30pm. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:21 PM 
To: Sturkey, William 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Lunch Soon 

William 

too am available Tuesday after 12:30. But I can also do Friday. Let’s wait to hear back from 
Eunice. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 



Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:47 PM, Sturkey, William wrote: 

Hi Ron, 

Thanks for putting this together. Next week, ! am available on Tuesday after :12:30 or 

anytime Wed. or Friday. 

Best Regards, 

William 

From: Williams, Ronald [mailto:rcw@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:43 PM 

To: Sturkey, William; Sahle, Eunice 

C~:: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch Soon 

Dear Eunice and William, 

I’m following up on our previous efforts to find a time for the three of us to have lunch 
soon. 

Please let me know what days are best for next week and the following. 

I’ve copied Travis on this message so he can make us a reservation at the Carolina Inn 
once we have agreed upon a date and time. 

All the best, 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 10:26 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 101 

20140117172007335.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students on the list to Selassie’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Selassie, Bereket H" <bselassi@email.ur~c.edt~> 
Date: January 21, 2014 10:16:40 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaii[.ur~c. edu> 
Subject: FW: 101 

Hi Eunice, 

The attached contains names of students that I have added to my AAAD 101 
for your approval. 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

class, submitted here 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919 962-3538 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 8:48 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: 101 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

Sorry you were not able to open it. I have resent it. Try again and let me know if you still can’t 
open it. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 5:25 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: 101 

Dear Professor Selassie, 

I have scanned and attached your 101 requests in a pdf file. Now can you send it to Eunice for her 
approval ofyour requests. Thanks. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scarmer@unc~edu [mailto:scanner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 5:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.17.2014 17:20:07 (-0500) 
Queries to: scarmerr~ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 10:35 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: website 

Great. Thanks Travis. 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 10:08 AM, "Gore, Travis" <s~t~ore@emaiLunc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

Tim reminded me about your name on the URL for your page. I fixed it so everything should be good 

now! http :!/aaadmnc.edu!peop!e/david-p!er 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:40 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20140121113939677.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.21.2014 11:39:39 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Class Search https:iicccs.unc.edu/psc/carnpusiEMPLOYEE/UNC_CSiciESTAB... 

Search for Classes 

Class Detail 

AAAD 331 - 001 African America: Contemporary Zssues 

UNC-Chapel Hilt I 2014 Spring I Lecture 

VIEW SEARCH RESULTS 

Class Details 

Status O Open Course ZD 02085:[ 

Class Number 11392 Offer Nbr 

Session Session A Career 

Units 3 units Dates 

Instruction Node Face to Face InstFoction Grading 

Class Components Lecture Required Location 

Ca m pus 

1 

Undergraduate 

1/8/2014 ~ 5/6/2014 

Undergrad - graded 

UNC Chapel Hill 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Meeting Information 

Days & Times l Room Instructor Meeting Dates 

l 

01/08i2014- 
We 3:00PM - 5:50PN Hanes Hall- Rm 0107 RONALD WIL!IAMS 

05/06/2014 

Enrollment Information 

Class Attributes Resea mh Intensive 

Class Availability 

Class Capac’d;y 30 Wait List Capacity 0 

Enrollment Total 11 Wait List Total 0 

Available Seats :[9 

Notes 

Class Notes Black Public Intellectuals in the age of the rntemet: This course focuses on the rise 

and rhetoric of African American public intellectuals in the late twentieth and early 
twenty first century. While engaging contemporary topics and personalities, this 
course situates current public intellecruMs w~hin a historica! framework. As we 
examine the various public intellectuals active today, we will ana/yze their 
biographies as well as their written and spoken words (books, articles, talk shows, 

news commentaries, and speeches) and connect them to broader issues prevalent 
in African American political and social life. 

Description 

This course will allow students to research, analyze, and engage pressing political, economic, and social 
issues confronting black people in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. 

Textbook]Other Materials 

Textbook Assignment Pending (assignments not shown to students) 

VIEW SEARCH RESULTS 

1 ofl 1/21/2014 ll:37AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:41 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

20140121114041814.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.21.2014 11:40:41 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



F 9,9.962.a.694 

January 17~ 2014 

.Ms. Barbara Anderson 
Department of.African., African: American. and Diaspora Studies 
! 09 Battle Hail 
CB# 3395 
Carolina Campus 

.Dear Ms. Anderson, 

This is a follow up to our cortversation pertaining to the department’s review of" your 
work this semester. In preparation for this review, please submit the ~bllowing 
material to Sonia Colon by Jsnuary 23, 2014. 

1) A current CV 
2) Statement Of Teaching Philosophy 
3) List of classes taught (Spring 2012-fail 2013) 
4) Statement of Service (Spring 2012-fall 201.3) 
5) Samp!es of class, assignments. 

The depamnent,s review committee will review the .preceding. material including 
syllabi that it has on record. For the teaching component of the review, two members 
of your .review committee wilt viSit your class. The chair of the review committee 
wilt arrange the classroom visit in consultation with you so Nat all are in agreement 
as to the most appropriate time for the visits. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have further questions. 

¯ Ermine N. Sable 
Chair, Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

cc: Sonia Colon, Business Mm~ager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:52 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: classroom 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize u to go ahead. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 11:46 AM, "Gore, Travis" < email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Ron has asked me again about getting him a smaller classroom. In order to do so, we would have 
to drop the enrollment cap. I have attached the current details of his class. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 



review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

<20140121113939677.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 2:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: new room assignment 

Thanks, Travis. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 1:50 PM, Gore, Travis <~ore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

Here is your new room. http:!/hotline.unc.edu!index.cfm? 

fuseaction=classroom.classview&roomlD=128&CFID=431943&CFTOKEN=95307749 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

AdmiNstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Copy <carolinacopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 8:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Copy Customer Service Rep Survey 

Dear Sam Gore, 

You are receiving this email because you submitted an on-line service request to Carolina Copy and we value your input. 

Please take the time to complete this survey about the Carolina Copy customer service representative. The survey is user-friendly and 
you should be able to complete it within five minutes. Below is the link to the on-line survey. 

Survey URL: 
~:/iselectsurvev ~csit. ~acoeduiTakeSurvev ~as~x? Survev~iD=p2KK69~&Ticket=26448 

Person you are evaluating: John Foust 

Thank you for your participation. 
Carolina Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:39 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: Academic Progress Reports Start Next Week 

From the Of’rice of Undergraduate Education... 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:18 AM 

Subject: Academic Progress Reports Start Next Week 

Instructors of undergraduate courses may start submitting Academic Progress Reports on Tuesday, January 
28, 2014 for the spring 2014 semester. 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 
Frequently Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 
Academic progress reports (formerly called academic early warnings) are a tool for instructors to communicate 

with students. Instructors can provide comments to students performing well and to students exhibiting early 
signs of academic distress. Instructors may submit up to two comments for each student in a particular course. 

When an instructor submits an academic progress report for a student, the student will be contacted by email 

and through ConnectCarolina. A note will also be placed in the students advising record. Students who receive 
negative academic progress reports are encouraged to consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss 
their progress in the course and strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, 
dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

WHAT TYPES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS MAY BE SUBMI-I-rED? 
Instructors can submit up to 2 of the following items for each student enrolled in their course: 

¯ Assignment/Homework Performance 
¯ Class Participation 
¯ Quiz/Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ General Concern 
¯ Immediate Action Suggested 
¯ Never Attended 
¯ Intermittent Attendance 
¯ Stopped Attending 
¯ Keep up Good Work 
¯ Showing Improvement 
¯ Outstanding Performance 



WHEN CAN AN INSTRUCTOR SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports in ConnectCarolina from the 4th through the 7th week of a 

fall or spring semester. The last day to drop occurs during the 8th week of fall and spring semesters. There are 

no early warnings during the summer term. For Spring 2014, the Academic Progress Report period is January 

28 through February 26. The last day to drop a course is Wednesday, March 5tho 

WHY SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 
While submitting academic progress reports are voluntary, they are a helpful tool to provide students with 

feedback on their academic performance early in the semester. 

HOW DO I SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports using ConnectCarolina. 

1. Between January 28 and February 26 go to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina. 

2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 

3. Click on the "Academic Early Warning" link in the right corner. 

4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in the two columns that say 

"Comment 1" and "Comment 2." 
5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMI-I-I-ING AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

The criteria for submitting an academic progress report is determined by the instructor. An instructor may 

consider submitting an academic progress report if a student is performing well in the course or not meeting 
expectations in the following areas: 

¯ Assignment or Homework Performance 
¯ Class Participation 
¯ Quiz or Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 
Students who receive academic progress reports are contacted by email and through ConnectCarolina. 

Students are encouraged consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to 

discuss their progress in the course and, if necessary, strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if 
necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

DO ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS GO ON A STUDENT’S "PERMANENT RECORD" OR TRANSCRIPT? 

No. The academic progress report is an internal communication and will not appear on external student 

records such as a transcript. 

ARE ACADEMIC ADVISORS NOTIFIED WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS 

REPORT? 
A note is put in the "Advisor Note" section of ConnectCarolina. Advisors in The Academic Advisinq Program 

review Advisor Notes when they meet with students. The Office of Underqraduate Retention receives reports 



on students receiving academic progress reports and frequently reaches out to students and/or refers students 
to appropriate resources and services on campus. 

WHAT IF I HAVE A NON-ACADEMIC CONCERN ABOUT A STUDENT? 
The Academic Progress Report System is primarily for academic concerns. If you have a general concern 

about a student and you would like to talk to the student in person, you may submit the "General Concern" 

early warning. If you are concern÷d about a student°s health or safety, you are encouraged to contact the Dean 
of Students Office (919) 966-4042 or Counseling and Psychological Services (919) 966-3658 immediately. If 

you have a student exhibiting disruptive behaviors during class, you may want to contact the Dean of Students 

and/or visit their website for helpful information. 

Cynthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ Please consider the environme~t before printing t}4s email 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34145673 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34145673-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



Republican nationalism - homogenous citizenship 

¯ Parents are citizens. If one or both of a person’s parents are citizens of a given state, 

then the person may have the right to be a citizen of that state as well. [a] 

Formerly this might only have applied through the paternal line, but sex equality 

became common since the late twentieth century. Citizenship so obtained is said 

to be byjus sanguinis (Latin for "right of blood"), and means that citizenship is 

granted based on ancestry or ethnicity, and is related to the concept of a nation 

state common in Europe. Wherejus sanguinis holds, a person born outside a 

country, one or both of whose parents are citizens of the country, is also a 

citizen. States normally[citation needed] limit the right to citizenship by descent 

to a certain number of generations born outside the state.[clarification needed] 

This form of citizenship is common in civil law countries. 

¯ Born within a country. Most people are automatically citizens of the state in which 

they are born. Citizenship so obtained is said to be byjus soli (Latin for "right of 

soil"). This form of citizenship is common in common law countries and 

originated in England, where those who were born within the realm were 

subjects of the monarch (a concept pre-dating citizenship). 

In many cases bothjus solis andjus sanguinis hold; citizenship either by place or 

parentage (or of course both). 

¯ Marriage to a citizen. Citizenship may in many cases be obtained by marrying a 

citizen, which is termed jure matrimonii. Countries which are destinations for 

immigration often have regulations to try to restrict sham marriages, where a 

citizen marries a non-citizen typically for payment, without them having the 

intention of living as man and wife.J5] 

¯ Naturalization. States normally grant citizenship to people who have entered the 

country legally and been granted leave to stay, or been granted political asylum, 

and also resided there for a specified period. In some countries naturalization is 

subject to conditions which may include passing a test demonstrating reasonable 

knowledge of the language or way of life of the host country, good conduct (no 

serious criminal record), swearing allegiance to their new state or its ruler, and 

renouncing their prior citizenship. Some states allow dual citizenship and do not 

require naturalized citizens to renounce any other citizenship. 

Excluded categories. In the past there have been exclusions on entitlement to 

citizenship on grounds such as skin color, ethnicity, sex, and free status (not being a 

slave). Most of these exclusions no longer apply in most places. 

Why does this history matter? 

Debates about the significance of racial and ethnic identities... 

"1 don’t see color" the problem with this rhetorical framework, the same as the 

falsehood that is "racial democracy" in LA or "post-racial" in the United States 



Anthropology’s preoccupation with race and ethnicity 

Previously held anthropological assumptions about the exotic other that existed in a 

world unfettered by the present 

The othering of indigenous peoples and the relative neglect of black people 

De las Casas, and the noble savage (the catholic church’s position on indigenous people) 

Race and ethnicity as part of the enterprise of knowledge 

Race until 1800 
Race as lineage - according to Banton (not about physical markers but about known 

genealogy) 

Biblical notions of monogenisis proclaimed all descendants the descendants of Adam 

and Eve and based on that logic theoretically human beings could not be understood as 

being of different races 

Naturalized but not biologized 

Presentism: the judging of the ideas of previous historical eras by standards of our own 

p.6 

According to Smedley, despite the belief in monogenesis, the Bible provided other 

means of asserting that Africans were inferior - the Hamitic myth 

Wade suggests that medieval theology linked blackness with the devil and sin.., these 

connotations persist today 

Is Europe a continent? Where are my geography majors or aspiring geologists? How is a 

continent defined? (According to MW it a word used to describe Europe but 

geographically there is no distinct landmass that is Europe 

Ideas about race have almost always been structured by ideas about European 

superiority 

Goldberg- "race is one of the central conceptual inventions of modernity" p8 

Modernity: typically refers to a post-traditional, post-medieval historical period, one 

marked by the move from feudalism (or agrarianism) toward capitalism, 

industrialization, secularization, rationalization, the nation-state and its constituent 
institutions and forms of surveillance 



Race in the 19th century 

Banton - Race as type "races were permanent separable types of human beings with 

innate qualities that were passed on from one generation to the next. P8 

Polygenism and typologies of human kind -the hierarchical ordering of "racial types"- 

primative v advanced or higer vs lower forms of human beings; craniology 

Scientific racism: 

Colonialism and imperialism 

Eugenics p.ll 

Franz Boas 

Mendelian genetics (the pea) 

p.12 does race exist? 

Social constructionist 

p.14 racial signifiers 

p. 15 "ethnic" as social other (why ethnic hair care sections annoy me - regular hair care 

products are for white hair, products that are outside of that are constructed as socially 

other, as "ethnic" 

Is using the term "race" racist? 

Ethnicity as cultural difference whereas race is about phenotypical differences 

Cohen - ethnic groups as informal interests groups (people used aspects of culture to 

signal boundaries and create in groups) p.16 

"Where are you from" 

Wades definition of ethnicity: cultural differentiation that uses a language of place (the 

use of location or putative origin to talk about difference and sameness) 

p.17 most prople have multiple identities according to who they are interacting with 

and in what context 

how the terms themselves are racialized 

the mutability of race {contextual, situational and multivocal) 



essentialism 

the "subject" 

anti-essential identities p. 18-19 

p.19 To identify oneself or others as "Serb" in Eastern Europe is to invoke a particular, 

relatively local history; to identify oneself or others as ’black’, ’Indian’, or ’indigenous’ in 

much of the western world is to invoke, distantly or immediately, a long history of 

colonial encounters, slavery, discrimination, resistance and so on. P.19 

"The meanings attributed [...] to black or white in South America, the Caribbean, South 

Africa and Europe, the US, and Australia are not independent of each other, nor of that 

history." 

The power and reality of racial identifications in daily life (Bonilla-Silva’s tangible 

benefits argument) 

Conclusion: 
This isn’t a conversation about sports it’s a conversation about race and masculinity with 

football as a proxy 

Richie Ingcognito and Riley Cooper using the N-word 

Why is everyone so upset about Richard Sherman? 

Why is everyone calling him a thug? That word is highly racialized and gendered... 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Karen Gil <college-news@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 22, 2014 2:57 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Greetings from the Dean 

As the spring term gets underway, we have plenty of great news to 

share from the College of Arts and Sciences. I am grateful for the 

outstanding work our faculty, students and staff do to fulfill our 

academic mission and make a difference in the world. I hope you 

enjoy reading about some of their recent accomplishments in the 

stories enclosed. 

--Karen Gil, Dean 

January 2014 

Solar breakthroughs 

UNC chemist Tom Meyer’s team has discovered 

how to conve[t the sun’s erie 

fuel so that it can be stored for use later when 

the sun isn’t shining -- a major breakthrough in 

efforts to make solar power more practical. 

Chemist Wei You and physicist Rene Lopez are 

working on another challenge -- how to employ 

plastic to make solar electric cells more e~cient 

and affordable. 

Kudos to Katz 

Mark Katz, professor and chair of the department of music, 

has received a $1 million grant from the U.S. State 

Department to create an international excha~l am 

that uses to promote cultural exchange and 



conflict resolution. His latest book, Groove Music: The Art 

and Culture of the Hip-Hop D J, was named among the top 

20 books of 2013 by Rolling Stone magazine. And starting 

July 1, he will be director of the Institute for the Arts and 

Humanities. 

Drama won’t die 

Bravo, Joe Haj, producing artistic director 

for PlayMakers Repertory Company, for 

his speech at The Public Theater in New 

York. He said that dramatic art has been 

around for at least 2,000 years and is not 

likely to die anytime soon, especially if 

artists continue to "make the work you 

most need to make." 

Heading to Ireland 

Senior Sarah Bufkin will head to Queen’s 

University in Belfast this fall, thanks to a 

prestigious Mitchell Scholarship. 

Read online. 

Global Heel 



Fredy Grefa, a native of Coca, Ecuador, 

has traveled far to pursue a master’s in city 

and regional planning from UNC. He is 

hoping to help indigenous cultures have a 

voice in natural resource management in 

the Amazon. 

Read online. 

Caterpillars and climate 

Research by biologists Joel Kingsolver and 

Lauren Buckley, and graduate students 

Jessica Higgins and Heidi MacLean, shows 

that some caterpillars may be evolvinq more 

to cope with hotter, more variable 

climate, associated with climate change. 

Smart-wallet start-up 

Imagine if your wallet had GPS technology embedded in it so you could find it 

when it got lost. Andrew Royce Bauer ’16, a student in the minor in 

entrepreneurship with a major in African, African-American and diaspora 

studies, figured out how to make that happen,with his Royce Freedom Wallet. 

Read online. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 8:28 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Register for the Environments of the Global American South Conference! 

Janua~ 23,2014 

ister for the Global American South Conference 
Friday and Saturday, February 21 o 22 
FedEx Global Education Center 
Re~ister Now! 
Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of Change: Rethinking and 
Restoring the Environments of the Global American South 
With Chandler Keynote Address by Dr, Margaret Palmer 

This two-day conference is part of the ongoing exploration of the 
globalization of the southern United States that the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for over a 
decade. Each year this interdisciplinary conference focuses on a 
different theme to reveal the interplay of the global and the local, 
both the impacts of globalization on our region and the often 
surprising ways that local culture and experience influence distant 
communities and regions. More information is available here. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Vimg Global Team Award Info Session 

Wednesday, January 22, 4:30 o 5:30 P~,~ 
FedEx GEC, Room 1009 
initial Application Deadline: Wednesday, February 19 @ 11:59 P~ 
Inspired by the adventures and pioneering spirit of UNC alumnus Peter 
McMillan ’81, the Vimy Award is given annually to one interdisciplinary 
team of students (Vimy Scholars) working collaboratively to pursue 
research or service projects outside the United States. Made possible 
by the Global Education Fund, up to $15,000 is provided to fund a 
summer team project abroad. Actual award amounts vary depending 
on the scope of the project and clarity of the proposed budget. 

Global Summer Fundinq Info Session 
Tuesday, Januarg 28 4:30-5:30PM 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1009 

FUNDING 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty/Workinq 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchinq Funds 
Limited funds are available for 



Learn how you can get up to $5,000 for globally-focused 
work, service, or research this summer. Program staffwill 
provide an overview of the International Intemshi~ Award C.V. Start 
Scholarship and Heatth Fetlowshi~ awards and be available to answer 
questions. Students should review the award descriptions (linked 
above) before the session as each of them have distinct eligibility 
criteria. (Stso offered on 2/5) 

CGI FLAS Application Deadline 
Friday, January 31,5:00 PM 
FLAS fellowships fund the study of Less Commonly Taught Languages 
and area studies coursework. This program provides academic year 
and summer fellowships to assist graduate students and advanced 
undergraduates in foreign language and area studies. CGI accepts 
applications for Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Hindi/Urdu, or other 
less commonly taught languages not supported by other UNC Area 
Study Centers. 

international Coffee Hour 

Tuesday, February 4 5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis Caf~, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s hosts are The Writing Center and the Graduate and 
Professional Student Federation. 

Global Proiects Showcase 
Wedne 
sday0 
Februa 
ry 
5, 12:00 
o 1:00 
PM 
Room 
3009, 
FedE× 
G~obal 
Educati 

on Center 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided from Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe. 

globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learninq 

These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

RESOURCES 
See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

international 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
ExpeAise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

Chris Bowen, Ph.D Musicology, "Gender, Nationalism, and 
Rural Imagination in Bohemian Village Operas" in Prague, 
Czech Republic 
Chris Bernard Agala, Ph.D Public Health: Health Policy and 
Management, "Assessment of Self-Efficacy of Counselors in 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 



CBT RCT" in Tanzania 
Tessa Gurney, Ph.D Romance Language and 
Literatures, "Oracles, Jews, Badits, Slaves: the Early Modern 
Mediterranean at Play in the Theater of Giovan Battista 
Andreini" in Italy 
Joe~ Hebert, Ph.D History, "Blood and Bone: Former Colonial 
Settlers and the British State, 1956-1991" in the UK 

Curriculum Development Award Application Deadline 
Friday, February 10 
The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards to support faculty in adding global content to existing 
courses that have little or no such content; adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area 
specific; or developing new courses with significant global content. 
Starting with the 2013-14 application cycle, we prioritize proposals that work to open access to global 
opportunities. 

Pre-Dissertation Travel Award Application Deadline 
Friday, February 10 
The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards get Ph.D. candidates into the field to do preliminary 
explorations of potential research materials/sites in preparation for writing a dissertation proposal. 

Pick up a free 2014 Center for Global initiatives Calendar 
This year we received a record 7,000 requests for our calendars! 
Feel free to pick up a copy from our offices in the FedEx Global Education Center. It 
features stunning photography from the Carolina Global Photography Competition, 
including the cover photo by Mijoo Kim, MFA ’15. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships (SURF) 
Application Deadline: February 27 4:00 PM 
Final SURF information session Tuesday January 28, 5:00-6:30 PM; FPG Student Union, Room 3408. More 
information here. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 

Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

The mission of the Center for Global Initiatives is to expand globa~ oppo~unities at 

UNC through collaborative programs + pt~ects and competitive awards + fellowships that connect people across 

borders and disciplines. We are especially interested in opening access to global oppoAunities to students, 

faculty, and staff traditionally underrepresented in this sphere. 

TMs message was sent to stgore@email,unc,edu from: Fimail Marketing by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:06 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34151414-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e(~Ji stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:58 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] evening reservations 

If you have a classroom that you have scheduling priority in and it does not belong to the Student Union in the evening, you 
can now begin to make one time reservations for evenings and weekends. 

Evening and Weekend GPC contacts 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34151812-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:23 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Grand total 

Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 11:21 AM, "Gore, Travis" < email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

The number is 1,360. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 10:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

help 

Cashier Departmental Deposit (CSW001).htm 

Hi Travis 

Can help to print the deposit CRV? 

Thank you and sorry to bother you 

Sonia Co,on 
Business Services Coordinutor 

Depurtment o/A/ricun, A/ricun Americun, & Diusporu Studies. 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

919-966-1295 
Mo 8-5; To 8-1:30; Wo 8- 1:30; To 8- I:30 and P 8-5 

Public Policy Department 
919-962-4854 
T I:30-5; W 1:30-5; TI:30-5 



Departmental Deposit 

Main Menu 

Exit 

DALLY CASH TRANSMITTAL FORM 

Please print two copies of this screen. 
Send one copy with your deposit 
to the UNIVERSITY CASHIER 

and keep the other copy for your files. 

Remember, you must submit your cash/check deposit 
to the University Cashier within one business day 

to be in compliance with State law (Daily Deposit Act). 

Batch Name: 

Edited By: 

Department Name: 

Campus Box #: 

Phone #: 

Amount of Cash: 

Amount of Checks: 

3279-01242014-095022-2911- C 

SONIA COLON 

AAAD 

3395 

966-1295 

20.00 

Account 

0682754390 

Description Amount 

K WALTER- #255713 20.00    C 

Total Amount: 20.00 C 

Sub 
Debit/ Cost Sub 

Sub 
Credit Code Acct 

Code 

InDEPTh 
D/C 

Indicator 

C 

Departmental Use Only: 

DEPOSIT FOR BOOKS - AAAD 290 SECCION2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 6:59 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Update: Meeting Jan. 29 

Eunice, 

I have a doctor’s appointment the whole morning of Wed, Jan. 29. 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

I:rom: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 4:51 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Update: Meeting Jan. 29 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to let you know that the department’s postdoctoral committee will deliver its report at our February 12 meeting. As 
such, we will not meet on Jan. 29. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: bselassi~email,unc,edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:iilists,unc,edulu? 
id=65646441 .e327028d5264cc51 ~B 7b 5 deeac275075&n=T&l-aaad&o=34158521 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34158521-65646441.e327028d5264cc51tBTb5deeac275075@listserv,unc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: ~ore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:i/lists,ur~c,edu/u? 
id=65646425 )B e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78 c74fgca&n=T&l=aaad& o=34158891 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-34158891-65~i46425.f3e43cSdTb65eTa43c291cd78c74fgca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 8:11 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Film on Ida B. Wells 

Dear Colleagues, 
I am writing to see if anyone is planning to show the library’s copy of the documemary "A Passion for Justice," about Ida B. Wells 

next Tuesday. The DVD has been reserved and I wanted to use it in my 9:30 class. If anyone can assist with getting the reserved 
copy, please let me know. I figured faculty in our departmem probably had the greatest chance of using the video. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:ii~is~s.unc~edui~?id=65646425.~?e43cSdTb65eTa43c29 lcd78c74~gca&r~=T&l=~md&o=34158962 
or send a blank email to leave-34158962-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c29 lcd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 3:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room change 

This is GREAT! I will check the rooms out on Monday morning and let you know which would be best. Thanks much. - 
Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 2:05 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: room change 

Hi Reg, Take your pick! Let me know wNch one you choose and I will inform classroom scheduling to make the change. 
-Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Hi Travis, 

We have Hanes Hall 107 (seats 34), Stone center 209 (seats 40), Peabody 218 (seats 40) and Gardner 106 (seats 42). 

They all have IVIIVIC. Let me know if any of those will work! 

Thanks, 

Violet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 8:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

North Carolina blows out Clemson 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



i nfo@townofcha pelhill.org 

Wednesday, ]anuary 29, 2014 7:54 AN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Town Services Open Today 

Town Services Open Today 
Posted Bate," 1/29/2014 

(7:30 a.m. Wednesday Update) == Town of Chapel Hill offices and most services are open Wednesday on a regular schedule 
following last night’s snowfall. 

Public Works crews are applying salt on the town=maintained primary streets, including bus routes. There is insufficient snow to 

push at this time. Crews have applied salt on the town-maintained bridges and :~6 secondary state-maintained streets that are an 

important part of bus routes and major street network. NC Department of Transportation crews salted primary streets. 

l~1otorists and pedestrians are advised to use caution in this morning’s slippery, wintry conditions and plan for extra time when 
traveling. 

Additional information on the Town’s response during inclement weather, including the Adverse Weather Policy for employees, is 
available at http:Z/www.townofchape/hi!/.org!snow 

Wed~esda~ morning ~pdates i~c~de the fo~owi~g: 

Chapel Hil~ Transit = The following routes are not operating at this time: A, CL, DX, HS, N, NU, U and RU. Significant delays will 
occur throughout the morning due to road conditions and traffic. CHT encourages customers to be extra cautious when boarding 
and alighting vehicles as area sidewalks and roadways may be slippery. 

EZ Rider will begin service at 8:30 a.m. due to street conditions in neighborhoods, Customers may experience delays as street 
conditions dictate the ability of operators to maneuver their vehicles on many area side streets and provide door=to=door service. 

Call 919=969=4900 and press "1" for Route and Schedule Information. For EZ Rider Services call 919=969=5544. Follow on 

Facebook (www.facebook.com/chtransit) and Twitter (www.twitter.com/chtransit) 

Trash Collection = Commercial routes are cancelled today. 

Public Safety’ = Police and Fire crews are fully staffed and prepared to respond to emergencies. Call 911. Over Tuesday night, 
police responded to three minor traffic crashes with no injuries. 

Town Meetings = Check these at www.townofcha~elhi//.org!calendar 

:~:nformation = For information during inclement weather, check the website at _www,townofchape/h!!!,org. Follow us on Twitter 
@ChapelHilIGov or Facebook at httl~s:/!www.facebook.com!chape/hi/! oq_9~ 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

htt p://www, town ofc h a p elhill, o rq/i n d ex. a s px? p a ~ e = 38&su b scri b e r~ u id = 86937335-e i b8 =4308= 9a 64-9040932 ~ 8 b a 7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 

http ://www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?paqe= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e 1 b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba 7&unsubscribe= :[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:25 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School Nomination forms 

Good morning Professor Janken 

I am at home due to weather conditions, but able to help on this matter. Please let me know about information 
you need from my end. 

Thank you 
Sonia 

Sent from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Janken, Kenneth R" <krianken@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Erin, 

In Summer Session I of 2013, Charlene Regester taught AFAM 276 on Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday from 3-5pro. I know that is a nonstandard time, but it fit how she taught 
the course, as she needs a two-hour bloc of time to show films. I would like to schedule a non- 
standard time again for the same reason. My understanding is that 1:15 is the starting time of the 
last summer class, so I thought if we scheduled it 1 : 15-3:15 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday, the course would not overlap another slot. 

If this non-standard time is not available, please let me know; I think we could push the starting 
time back to 3pro However, if a non-standard time is not available at all, I’ll have to talk with 
Charlene to see if she can teach the class in 90-minute period. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 

From: Moseley, Erin S 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:47 PM 



To: Colon, Sonia 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Hi Sonia, 
Reviewing part of the nomination forms before I head out today, but I was wondering about Charlene 

Regester’s nomination for teaching AAAD 250 M-TR 1-3 or it’s set up in CC for 1:15-3:15. Since that is not 

the approved class time for a M-TR course, did you mean M-F 1:15-2:45? 

Please verify at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

From." Colon, Sonia 
Sent." Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:12 AM 
To." Moseley, Erin S 

Cc." Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject." Summer School Nomination forms 

Good morning Erin 

Please find attached Instructor Nomination Forms (first and second session) for the Summer Scholl 2014; 

from the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies (3287). 

Thank you, 

Sonia Co,on 
Business Services Coordinator 
Deportment o/A~fricon, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

Depar~men~ o/African, African American & Diaspora Studies 
919-966-1295 
M. 8~5; T. 8-1:30; W. 8- 1:30; T. 8- i:30 ~nd F 8-5 

Public Policy Depar~men~ 
919o962o4854 
T 1:30~5; W 1:30-5; T I:30-5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:34 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20140129113400959.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.29.2014 11:34:00 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



~ro~: i nfo@townofcha pelhill.org 

Wednesday, ]anuaFy 29, 2014 1:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Transit Winter Weather Update for Wednesday, ]an. 29 

1:30 p~, 

Posted Da~e: 1/29/2014 

The following Chapel Hill Transit routes will not operate this afternoon and evening: CL, DX 
and HS. 

The following Chapel Hill Transit routes are experiencing detours: 

¯ A - operating on a 20 minute one-way loop between Hillsborough Street, Manning Drive and 

Columbia Street, The route is not be serving Homestead Road, Barclay Road, Severin Street, 

Umstead Drive, Caldwell Street, Mitchell Lane, North Columbia Street and Rosemary Street 

until further notice, 

~ CM - not serving Family Medicine until further notice. 

¯ HU - not serving Finley Golf Course Road or Old Mason Farm Road until further notice. 

¯ N - not serving Village Drive, Longview, Pritchard Hill and Family Medicine until further notice. 

¯ RU - not serving Family Medicine or Bowles Drive towards campus. 

~ V - not serving Copperline Drive, Highgrove Drive and Brookgreen Drive 

¯ 420 - not serving Durham Tech 

Chapel Hill Transit Logo 

Schedule delays are likely this evening due to road conditions and traffic. 

Chapel Hill Transit encourages customers to be extra cautious when stepping on and off vehicles as many area sidewalks and 

roadways remain slippery. 

EZ Rider is providing regular service today, however, customers may experience significant delays and some trips may be 
cancelled as road conditions dictate the ability of drivers to maneuver their vehicles on many area side streets and provide door- 
to-door service. 

Where to Get Service :EBforr~atioB: 
Conditions can change quickly. Before you leave, get the latest updates on weather related delays and detours: 
~ Check CHT’s Inclement Weather page at www,townofchape!hi!!.or¢i!ndex.aspx?~age=696 
¯ Call 919-969-4900 and press "1" for Route and Schedule Information - expect some wait time due to high call volumes 
~ For EZ Rider Services call 919-969-5544 
¯ Check local TV and radio stations 
¯ Follow us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/chtransit) and Twitter {www.twitter.com/chtransit) 

Using NextBu$: 
CHT’s NextBus system estimates the next arrivals for buses in real time, based on each vehicle’s location and average speed. But 
when many vehicles are off-route or significantly delayed, it cannot make accurate arrival predictions. NextBus can, however, tell 
you if your line is delayed, or the location of the next vehicle. 

Riding Tips: 
~ If there’s no traffic going by your bus stop, walk to a stop on a busy street. 
¯ If your bus stop is in the middle of a hill, walk to the bottom or top where the operator can safely stop. 
~ Stand back from the curb until the bus comes to a complete stop. Buses can slide sideways in slippery conditions. 
~ Keep in mind, your bus may not pull all the way over to the curb to avoid getting stuck. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
http ~//www. t o w n ofc h ape/hi !/.or g! !ndex.as~ox?p a ~] e = 38 As u b s c r i b e rq u i d = 86937335 - e i b 8 - 4308 - 9 a 64 - 904093218 b a 7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please dick the following link: 

htt~://www.townofchape!hi//,or(]!i nd ex.as~)x?i3aqe = 38&su bscribercj uid = 86937335-e 1b8-4308-9a 64- 

904093218ba 7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 1/29/2014 15:59 
Ticket #: 2695664 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: 03. Sakai Site creation 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
03. Sakai Site creation 

Worklog: 

Hello, 

I wanted to know if our business manager Sonia Colon would have access to Sakai? 

Thanks 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex~ 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:29 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: January 30, 2014 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, February 6, 2014. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 4:30PM on Thursday, February 13, 2014. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
One More book 

Travis, 

Please add this to the others: 

h~:/iwww.amazor~cor~!~rod~c~i0g21417827iref:ox sc ac~ ~i~le 1 ?~e:UTFg&psc: 1 &smid:ATVPDKIKXODER 

Many thanks. 

Ron 



To: 

info@townofchapelhili.org 

Friday, January 31, 2014 8:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill Transit to Add AI~I Trip to HS Route 

Transit to Add A~i Trip to H$ l~oute 

1/31/2014 

To help accommodate the two=hour late start at Chapel Hill=Carrboro City Schools 
this morning (,]an. 31), Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide an additional trip on 
the HS route (serving Smith Middle School, Chapel Hill High School, Norris Grove 
Elementary and Seawell Elementary). The trip will depart the Varsity Theater at 
10:20 a.m. arriving at Chapel Hill High School around 10:30 a.m. 

All other CHT routes are operating on regular schedules. Chapel Hill Transit 
encourages customers to be extra cautious when stepping on and off vehicles as 
many area sidewalks and roadways remain slippery. 

Chapel Hill Transit Logo 

CHT is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. For complete information about CHT services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT 
stop, visit us at www.chtransit.or£, email chtransit@townofcha~ or call a CHT customer service representative 
at 919-969-4900 (press 1). 

To change your eSubscMptions preferences, dick the following link: 
http://www.townofchapelhill .org/index.aspxTpa_a_ge= 38&subscriberguid =86937335-e 168-4308-ga64- 
904093218ba7 

To unsubscMbe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscMptions, please click the following link: 
http://www‘t~wn~fchape~h~l~‘~rg/Index‘aspx~paqe=38&subscMberquId=86937335-e1b8-43~8-9a64- 
904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 8:57 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: January 31, 2014 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, February 6, 2014. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 4:30PM on Thursday, February 13, 2014. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, February 6, 2014 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop- NEW! 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 (training room) 
Date: Thursday, February 13, 2014 
Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
htt ps://a pps. resea rch. u nc.ed u/eve nts/i ndex.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:42 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Award-winning filmmakers Joel Zito Araujo with Haile Gerima and Spelman Professor Erica 
Williams at Stone Center in February 

Arauj oFlyer.jpg 

Hi Travis, 

Can you please send this announcement and flyer to the AFAM- list serve about Joel Zito Araujo’s residency at the Stone 

Center and first event with Ethiopian filmmaker Haile Gerima. The flyer also has info about the Joel Zito and Erica Williams 

event AFAM is co-sponsoring on Feb 24. 

Thanks! 
Clarissa 

Award-winningjilmmakers Joel Zito Araujo and Halle 

Gerima hostj lm screening and discussion on Feb 6 at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us next Thursday, February 6 at 7pm for a film screening and discussion with acclaimed filmmakers 3oel Zito 

Araujo and Halle Gerima. 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, 3oel Zito Arafijo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as scholar-in-residence 

at the Stone Center during the month of February. Arafijo is an acclaimed filmmaker, director, writer and producer of films 

and TV programs (24 documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 full-length features). Throughout February, Arafijo will visit classes at 

UNC at Chapel Hill and other area colleges and universities to participate in lectures, discussions, and host screenings and 

discussion of his films. 

Arafijo will open is his residency on Thursday, February 6 at 7pro at the Stone Center, At this event, Araujo and 

noted Ethiopian filmmaker Halle Gerima (Teza, Adwa, Sankofa) will screen excerpts from their films followed by a 

discussion moderated by St. Augustine University professor Natalie Bullock-Brown 

Please join us at the Stone Center on Feb 6 for a discussion with filmmakers Araujo and Germina. This event is 

FREE and open to the public. To RSVP to the event, please email stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or 

via Facebook. 

Clarissa Goodlett 

Program and Public Communications Officer 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, UN~C~C}xap~d Hill 

919"962"9oo1 (p) 919-962-3725 (f) 

www.unc.edu//depts/stonecenter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Total for Books 

Hey Travis, 

Please give me the total for that recent book order, if you don’t mind. 

Thanks. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC runs streak to three with win over N.C. State 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 6:23 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - "We Stand United" Statement 

CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf; A-I-FOOOOl.htm 

FYI. Please circulate to others who might be interested in seeing this. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: ~ore@email,uncoedu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c29:lcd78c74f9ca&~=T&l=aaad&o=34:194435 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken} 

or send a blank email to leave-g4194435-65646425of3e43c8dTb65eTa43c291cd78c74f9ca@[istservouncoedu 



Eebruar~/I, 2o14 

We standunitedj:or - 

I. Black Americans, both enslaved and free, 

who built this universit~l andwho were ago barredj:rom its doors; 

2. Black students who wonderfully/enrich our campus -- those who are 

amazing geniuses andthose who are academically/lessprepared; 

3. Black athletes who~ace stereot~Ipe threat andare targets of ridicule; 

4. Black athletes who work hardandsmart to achieve victories inside and 

outside of the classroom; 

5. Blackprospective students andparents who thoughtj:ull~/andrightj:ull~/ 

express interest in ourprestigious university, 

6. q=he ~.Department of African, African American and~Diaspora Stu~es, 

which has been unfairly attacked overly investigated andwhose 

legitimacy has been repeatedly questioned; 

7. Blackfacuff~/whose research, teaching, andservice contribute to knowledge 

production andsocialchange on our campus and beyond; 

8. Black coaches andstaffwho continue to educate, advise, guide, andinspire 

~/oungpeople; 

9. Black alumni who value their degrees, treasure their cuq~Ic experience, and 

care about the~uture of this institution; and 

1o. Courageous administrators, facult~l, staff, and students whopress on 

despite impatience, mesa inaccuracies, gossip, andpub~c attacks on our 

institution. 



We chose the ~niversit~l of qq~rth Caro/~na at Chapel94~ll. We are confident in 

our varied gifts and contributions to this institution. We are integralto its 

unique fabric of/~arning and/~ght. We do not apologize to or back down from 

those who chal/~nge our students’ worthiness on campus. We reafjqrm our 

commitment to support thepresence and contributions of Black students,faculty, 

staff, and administrators on the ~q~Ic campus. We be/~eve in redemption and 

hea/~ng as a unipedcommunit~/. 

W~ as£ yau w stand’w~t~; us- taa~ay and’always. 

Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:37 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: [FORMAL NOTICE] Student Withdrawals - New Process 

FYI... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: no_reply@email.unc.edu [mailtomo ~email.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:53 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] Student Withdrawals - New Process 

To: Deans, Directors, Department Chairs, Faculty, and Staff 
FROM: James W. Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
RE: Student Withdrawals - New Process 

I write to inform you of a new, electronic method for processing student withdrawals that replaces the paper forms used in the past. 

Effective January 8, 2014, any undergraduate, graduate, or Friday Center student who wishes to withdraw from all courses during the 
current semester must submit the Official Withdrawal Request, which is available online through the ConnectCarolina Student 
Center. This new form helps the University comply with federal regulations by defining and recording an official withdrawal date for 
any student who withdraws from all current courses. 

When students notify you of their intent to withdraw from all their current courses, please tell them to submit the Official Withdrawal 
Request through their ConnectCarolina Student Center. A student’s official withdrawal date will be the date on which the student 
submits the Official Withdrawal Request. 

Once submitted, the request will be electronically routed to the appropriate academic advisor or dean for approval, and then to the 
University registrar for processing. At each step, the student and the academic advisor or dean will receive progress notifications by 
email. 

As a result of this new electronic form, the paper Application for Withdrawal form will no longer be accepted for undergraduate, 
graduate, or Friday Center students who are withdrawing from all their current courses. The paper form will continue to be used for 
the following academic withdrawals: 

Retroactive withdrawals from previous semesters; 
Current term withdrawals for students in foreign exchange programs and inter-institutional programs; and 
Current term withdrawals for students enrolled in professional careers. 

Please note that the process for health-related withdrawals has not changed; withdrawals initiated by Campus Health Services or 
Counseling and Psychological Services will still be handled by those offices. 

For detailed instructions for the new Official Withdrawal Request, please see https:iiregistrar.uE.edu/academic-services/~,ithdra~.~,als- 
cancel[alions/smdent-withdrawal-e-formi. If you should have questions about the new form, please email withdrawhelp@unc.edu. 

For more information about withdrawal processes at the University, please see strar.u~c.edulacademic- 
se~vicesA~.ithdra~.~s-car~cellaior~si. 

This new electronic withdrawal process was collaboratively developed by: Information Technology Services, Office of Scholarships 
and Student Aid, Office of the University Registrar, the Graduate School, the Friday Center, Academic Advising, Student Account 
Services, Office of Undergraduate Admissions, and the Student Administrative Business Analyst team. 

Thank you for your support as we implement this new solution. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/~ists.uE.edu/u?id=65646425.E3e43cSdTb65e7a43c29 lcd78c74P)ca&rt=T&Daaad&o=34197977 

or send a blank email to leave-34197977-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c29 lcd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 1:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Third Party Guest Speaker Approval Form.docx 

Third Party Guest Speaker Approval Form.docx 

Travis. would you please print this form out for me? I need to fill it out, scan it, and send it back. Thanks much. 

-Reg 

From: Evans, Wanda M [Wanda.Evans@duke-energy.com] 
Sent." Tuesday, February 04, 2014 10:49 AM 
To." Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject." Third Party Guest Speaker Approval Form.docx 

Good Morning Dr. Hildebrand, 

I need your signature on our Third Party Guest Speaker Request form (attached) page 2. You can either scan and email 

the form back to me or fax it to me at 919-546-5714. If you don’t have the capability of either, an email will do stating "1 

agree" to the terms outlined. 

Thanks so much and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Wanda M. Evans 

Duke Energy 

IT Department I Technology Asset Mgmt Services 

Mailstop: RP1 

Vnet: 8-770-3932 External: 919-546-3932 

Email: wanda.evans @ duke-energy.corn 



DIVERSITY & INCLUSION 

EXTERNAL THIRD PARTY GUEST SPEAKER REQUEST FORM 

The Employee Resource Group (ERG) or Diversity Council requesting participation of a guest 

speaker must complete this form and the Agreement and Guidelines for Guest Speakers form and 

submit both to the Chapter Sponsor and the D&I department at least 30 days prior to the visit by 

the guest speaker. 

Date of Request: 2/3/2014 

Employee Resource Group or Diversity Council: A3 Raleigh Chapter 

Event(s): Black History Month Lunch n’ Learn 

Scheduled Date for Speaker: February 19th Time: 12-1pm 

Names of Speaker(s): Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Organization Represented by Speaker (where applicable): N/A 

Topic of Speaker: From Civil Rights Act of 1875 to the Civil Rights Act of 1964: The Long Arc of 

Justice 

Qualification of Speaker to address this topic: 

Dr. Hildebrand is the Associate Professor of African-American Studies and History at UNC - Chapel 

Hill. 

How does this topic specifically support your program? This topic supports our objective of 

Education and Awareness for our A3 members. 

Describe any potential conflict of interest with speaker and resolution: N/A 

Approval Section: 

Explanation (if denied): 

Approved Denied 

Diversity & Inclusion Signature 

Sponsor Signature 

Date 

Date 

Revised 1/15/13 Pal~e 1 



DIVERSITY & INCLUSION AGREEMENT AND GUIDELINES FOR EXTERNAL THIRD 

PARTY GUEST SPEAKERS 

In order to maintain a clear focus on the core business of Duke Energy Employee Resource Groups 

and Diversity Councils {professional development, education, and retention of our employees), the 

environment of meetings and activities should be maintained and care must be exercised to respect 

the diverse views and values of all employees. The speaker and the company representative agree 

to the following terms and conditions for speaking to employees. 

1. A legitimate and reasonable connection between the adopted curriculum and the guest’s 

presentation must be documented on the External Third Party Guest Speaker form. In addition, 

the presentation must be appropriate for the business topic. 

2. With the exception of Duke Energy-sponsored fund-raising events, promotion of a business, 

distribution of advertising, or collection of employees’ names, addresses, or phone numbers is 

not permitted. 

3. The role of any speaker is education and explanation. Materials and presentations must not 

denigrate any culture, race, gender, national origin, or religion. Also, while factual information 

on politics, religion, culture, or ethnicity may be presented, proselytizing is not permitted. 

4. Information presented must be accurate and factual. 

5. Appropriate attire, language, and behavior are required. 

6. Company representatives have the right and the responsibility to interrupt the presentation 

without a warning, and/or to stop the presentation for any violation of this agreement. 

I have read these guidelines and agree to abide by them: 

Speaker’s Name: Reginald Hildebrand 

Guest Speaker’s Signature: Date 

Employee Resource Group/Diversity Council Officer: Wanda Evans 

ERG/Diversity Council Officer Signature: Date 

Revised 1/15/13 Page 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:37 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Dean of Business School; Year Starts With Scandal Prominently in News; 
Embark on a European Adventure 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ FEBRUARY 2Ol4 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membersh p. 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NEW8 &T 

Kenan-Flagler Veteran Chosen as New-Dean 
Doug Shackelfbrd ’8o, who has served on the faculty since 199o, is an award-winning 

researcher and teacher whose work focuses on taxes and business strategy. 

All-Single Rooms Planned for New Dorm 
The "super suites" format caters to what students want in a building that would 

occupy one of the last identified construction sites on campus. 

Year Starts With Scandal Prominently in News 
UNC provost, admissions director deny accuracy, relevance and methods of learning 

specialist’s research; Professor Emerita Le~dne shares concerns about 

administration s reaction. 

UNC Rebuts Willingham’s Data, Revokes Research Clearance 

Folt Sends Message About ’Painful Journey’ 

Prominent Former Professor Shares Scandal Concerns 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

~ Career Teleelass: 

Brand Statement 

If you had 30 seconds to tell 

the world about yourself, 

what would you say? Dial in 

UNC Back on Top of Princeton Review List 
Carolina was first in the best-value ranking of public colleges in 2004 and 2012. 

State also is in the top five. 

Hill Hall Auditorium to Carry Moesers’ Names 
The old music hall, now ~hr below modern standards, and the Hill rotunda will get a 



at noon on Feb. 17 to learn 

how to create an effective 

personal commercial 

~ Differeg~t Texture. 

Still Nostalgieo 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphoue 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

$15 million renovation. 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=18. 

Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

GAA MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Elliott Solomon ’56 

Life Member 

Elliott, to claim your life 

member pewter license 

plate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Feb. 28. 

Elliott was selected at 

random from G_&A members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

’Beyond the Stone Walls’ Schedule Set 
Alumni and friends can stay connected and remain involved with UNC with "Beyond 

the Stone Walls" programs. 

£ Stock Up on Member Appreciation Day 
Save 2o percent on Feb. 12 at 3ohnny T-shirt. Show your member card in the store or 

use promo code 13G~a~adTS fbr online and phone orders. 

Chemistry Chair, Nobel Laureate Honored 
Chemistry Professor Valerie Ashby ’88 and genetics scientist Oliver Smithies have 

received the OAA’s Faculty Ser~dce Award. 

£ Help Elect GAA Board Members 
Ballots for electing new members to the GAA’s Board of Directors were mailed with the 

January/February Carolina Alumni Review. Get your ballot in by March 31. 

£ Embark on a European Adventure 
Immerse yourself into the daily life, of Provence, Aug. 3o=Sept. 21, or cruise the 

enchanting Phone from Paris to Provence, Sept. 1-9 



~!~. Get Your Career Moving Today 
Ready to revive your career goals? Members receive a complimentary session from 

our career coach, a $15o value; schedule yours today. 

Watch Carolina vs. Duke Feb. 12 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast host game-viewing parties throughout basketball 

season. Find out where to watch the Heels in your area. 

Tell Us About ... The Yacket~/Yack 
In the era of social rnedia and many other ways to document college experiences with 

classmates, are college yearbooks still relevant? Did you have your picture taken for 

the Yacket!~ Yack and did you buy copies of the yearbook while you were a student? 

Do you still look at the Yack to bring back memories or has it been supplanted by 

other media? 

Share stories on our alumni message boards, as well as on Facebook. 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G;4A does not sell in~brmation about you, including your email address, to anyone ~br any 

purpose. If you suspect that your in~brmation has been misused, please let us know- by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your ~ll name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 9:28 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 2/6/2014 9:27 
Ticket #: 2701139 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 

Hi James 

I knew it was just a matter of time before we would need you again! Dr. Regester in room 204 is having a problem with her screen. It 
is saying no signal. I checked for loose connections from the computer and from the screen but everything seems to be intact. She 
needs to use the computer at 1 lam today. We were hoping if there was any chance you could stop by and take a gander at it. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c,edu/arobirt!websubiindex t=OASi[S%20Technical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 1:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2701139 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Went by main office this morning but keys to the office were unavailable. Going by tomorrow morning. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwww.tmc.edu/ar- 
bir~iwebs~bii~de        -check 



To: 

Subject: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, February 6, 20:[4 4:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill e~/ews 

Posted Date." 2/6/20:[4 

Chapel Hill eNews ] 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews. Subscribe at www.townofchapelhill.orq/sicjnup_ or send a sign-up request to 
info@townofcha#e!hi!Lorg. Like us at www.facebook.com!chape/hil/g_0_v_ and follow us at 
twitter.com/chapelhi/I ogg_v. Download our Report to the Community! tinyurLcom!k632xy_8 

TOWNweek 

Council Heetin~ Hiqhliqhts 

Community Center Pool Closed Friday_ 

Bri_~ht Star Theatre Returns to CHPL 

Affordable Rental Housing Addressed in Ephesus Fordha~ Renewal 

Chapel Hill to host Ha~ors I~novation Conference 

CDBG A~iications Now Available 

Town in News 

TOWNweek has been posted! 
www.townofchapelhill.orq/townweek 

### 

Co~n¢i~ Meeting Highlights 

I 
The Chapel Hill Town Council will meet at 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. :[0, at Orange County Southern 

PHOTO Council Human Services Center, 250:[ Homestead Road, to consider an agenda that includes the 
~t ~nllth~rn 



following highlights. The full agenda is available here http:!!bit,/yJ_$_,iiD60& or by contacting 

Communications and Public Affairs at 9:[9-968-2743 or publicaffairs@townofchapelhill.or% Public attendance is 
welcome. The Southern Human Services Center is served by the A, NS and T routes of Chapel Hill Transit 

(http:/!www.chtransit.org) ~ 

Council meetings are available via live streaming video at ht__~o:J/www.townofchapelhill.orq/councilvideo and Time 
Warner Cable Channel :[80 or Digital Channel :[:[9.6, both Orange County public access channels. The meeting will be 
replayed later in the week on Time Warner Cable Gov-TV :[8. Other ways to follow Council meetings are via live 
tweets (tagged #CHTC) from individual citizens who tweet during the meetings. Council meeting summaries are 
issued from the Communications and Public Affairs Department following most business meetings. To sign up to 
receive these by email, please send a request to info@townofchapelhill.orq. 

Update on Rogers Road Sewer Project 
The Council will consider authorizing the preparation of future agreements and budget actions to initiate preliminary 
engineering and outreach efforts for the Rogers Road sewer project. The recommendations from the Historic Rogers 
Road Task Force Final Report included a recommendation for a cost share agreement to fund the project in which 
Orange County and Chapel Hill each provide 43 percent and Carrboro contributes :[4 percent. The recommended plan 
would extend sewer service at a preliminary cost estimate of $5.8 million to serve 86 parcels. Because this area is 
located in the County and not within Chapel Hill’s corporate limits, under either of these proposed scenarios, by law 
Chapel Hill is unable to contribute. Staff has been asked to explore alternative options, including creating a new utility 
district and extending the Extraterritorial Jurisdiction 

The Council will consider a staff presentation on transportation and infrastructure elements of the Ephesus Church 
Road-Fordham BIvd Focus Area Plan. On Jan. 22, the Council opened public hearings on the Proposed Zoning Text and 
Atlas Amendments for the Ephesus Church Road/Fordham Blvd Focus Area. During the public hearings, staff 
presented information on the transportation and infrastructure improvements related to the zoning amendments. 
Town Council members and the public requested additional information concerning several elements of the proposed 
transportation improvement plan. 

The Council will consider working with Preservation North Carolina to help market and find a potential buyer for the 
property located at 523 E. Franklin St. (former Chapel Hill Library), and exploring options for selling the property 
located at :[00 W. Rosemary St. (former Town Hall). 

The Council will consider recommended revisions to the Draft Memorandum of Understanding for consideration by the 
Durham-Chapel HilI-Carrboro Metropolitan Planning Organization (DCHC-MPO). Beginning in the FY:[3-:[4 fiscal year 
the DCHC MPO has instituted a cost sharing arrangement requiring local jurisdictions to provide finandal support for 
the operations of the MPO staff. Individual cost shares are apportioned based on population. For fiscal year 20:[4 the 
cost to the Town was $45,273. 

The Cound[ will consider severing Chapel Hill’s Sister City Relationship with Saratov, Russia, following a petition 
requesting the action from Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt and Council Member Lee Storrow. An excerpt from their joint 
statement: "As openly LGBT politicians, the visuals and news stories coming out of Russia since the enactment of 
Russia’s new anti-Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) law banning "homosexual propaganda’ have been 
heartbreaking. Innocent individuals and families face persecution, violence and detainment for expressing themselves 
openly and non-violently in the public square. These laws are deplorable and do nothing but create hardship, 
suffering, and in some cases death, for innocent people. It is in light of these laws that we will be petitioning the 
Chapel Hill Town Council to sever our Sister City Relationship with Saratov, Russia." 

### 

Center Pool Closed Friday 

IX Swimming at 
The Community Center pool will be closed on Friday, Feb. 7, for repairs, and will re-open at 9 
a.m. Saturday, Feb. 8. 



For more information, call the Community Center Pool at 919-968-2790. 

TheAquatic Center is open on its regular schedule. 

### 

X PHOTO Town 
Hall 

Offices of the Mayor, Town Manager, and some Town of Chapel Hill staff members have 
temporarily moved to the Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive, during the Town Hall 
Renovation Project soon to be under way. 

east side of the first floor, move Business 
Town Attorney, Mayor and Council offices 

The renovation will correct damage issues within the 43-year-old Town Hall building at 405 
Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., due to flooding in summer 2013. Additional layout changes have 
been developed to improve customer services. The project wiII create a permit center on the 

Management to the west side of the second floor, and move the Manager, 
to the west wing of the third floor. 

The project will improve customer service by changing the functional layout of Town Hall to better serve customers by 
combining similar or complementary functions by floor. A series of stormwater improvements will be completed before 
construction work on the renovation project to reduce the risk of similar flood events damaging Town Hall. 

The project time[ine is being developed. The target date for the Council Chamber renovation completion is September 
2014, and other building areas will be addressed in phases after that. The Business Management Department 
temporarily moved in September 2013 from its first floor location at Town HaM to University Square, 143 W. Franklin 
St. 

Town staff members who will remain in the second floor west wing of Town Hall are Deputy Town Manager Florentine 
Miller, Town Attorney Ralph Karpinos, Paralegal Carolyn Worsiey and Receptionist Jeanette Coffin. 

Staff members whose offices have temporarily moved to the Chapel HHI Public Library (ground floor, Room 047), 
listed below, may be contacted as usual by phone or email, available at http://www.townofchapelhill.orq/directory 

Mark K[einschmidt, Mayor 
Mark McCurry, Mayoral Aide 
Roger StancH, Town Manager 
Jason Damweber, Assistant to the Town Manager 
Mary Jane Nirdlinger, Policy and Strategic Initiatives Director 
John Richardson, Sustainabi[ity Officer 
Dwight Bassett, Economic Development Officer 
Rae Buckley, Organizational Effectiveness Coordinator 
Peggy Paumer, Administrative Assistant 

For more information, contact info@townofchapelhill.orq, 

### 

Not just 
books,..welcome 
to your allmew 
Chapel Hill 
Public Library 

Bright Star Touring Theatre, a national professional touring theatre company based in Asheville, 
NC, will be back at the Chapel Hill Public Library next weekend with their exciting production of 
William’s Adventure in Black History at 3 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 8 in Meeting Room B. 

While studying for a difficult test, WiHiam’s history book comes alive, magically opening a door 
to four hundred years of Black History. This 45-minute production is fast-paced, funny, and 



informative, 

Young audiences will embark on an adventure through time, meeting famous heroes and ground-breakers and 
witnessing key moments in the Civil Rights movement. 

Nearly twenty historical figures come alive in this production and audience interaction abounds. Audience volunteers 
join actors on stage to sit with Rosa Parks as she takes a stand for equal rights, others are invited to assist Mae 
]emison when she travels into space. 

This show is an excellent introduction to some of the most remarkable events and people in Black History, 

William’s Adventure in Black History is best appreciated by audiences in grades Pre-K-5. 

Each year, Bright Star Touring Theatre serves nearly 1,000 audiences in schools, theaters, libraries, museums and 
more across the country. The company performs regularly at the National Theatre in Washington DC and has gained 
international support, accepting an invitation from the U.S. Embassy to visit Moscow, Russia with their programs. 
Bright Star is committed to providing professional theatre to audiences at an affordable and all inclusive rate. 
Znformation about all their interactive shows, including production videos, photos, study guides and more is available 
online at www.brightstartheatre.com. 

This special family performance is sponsored by the Friends of the Chapel Hill Public Library. 

### 

X Ephesus 
Church/Fordham 
Boulevard Area 

Zn an effort to increase the community’s supply of affordable rental housing, the Town of Chapel 
Hill is partnering with a Raleigh nonprofit to create an affordable housing development on 
Legion Road. The project is one part of the Ephesus Fordham Renewal effort. 

"We are honored to be asked to develop this property and fill one of the greatest needs in 
housing today - affordable rental homes," said Gregg Warren, president and executive director 
of DHIC. "We are proud of our track record and view ourselves as a market leader in this area?’ 

The Project 

DHIC Inc. is the Triangle area’s oldest and largest nonprofit housing organization. Since 1974, the agency has built or 
renovated more than 1,500 affordable rental homes and 400 homes for sale. This would be its first project in Chapel 
Hill, where there is a large need for affordable rentals. A 2010 Residential Market Study found that about 1,260 new 
rental units would be needed to serve the town’s population in 2014. But since 2009, approved development 
applications include about 540 rental units. 

The DHIC plan would build two rental communities - Greenfield Place, 84 apartments for working families, and 
Greenfield Commons, about 60 units for senior citizens. DHIC is applying to receive low income housing tax credits 
from the NC Housing Finance Agency. While the awards are extremely competitive, such funding would make the 
project financially viable. 

The Town of Chapel Hill will provide 8.5 acres of Town property for the development, as expressed in a Jan. 10 Letter 
of Intent and a Contract for Purchase to convey the property to DHIC for $100. The land was identified previously in 
an asset review list of real estate holdings that the Town could conceivably sell to meet Town goals. The property is 
located on an undeveloped portion of the Chapel Hill Memorial Cemetery. Next steps for this project include 
establishing an access easement for this site and to initiate subdivision of the property. 

The Council considered the rezoning of the Ephesus Fordham area on 3an. 22 during a public hearing on the Ephesus 
Fordham Renewal effort. Coming up are opportunities for additional review at a public information meeting Feb. 20, a 
Council work session March 3, and a public hearing March 24. If the project moves forward, the next major step of the 
Ephesus Fordham Renewal effort is rezoning the property. 



In the last two Community Surveys conducted in 2009 and 2011, the issue of affordable housing received the highest 
dissatisfaction rating among Chapel Hill residents. The Chapel Hill 2020 Plan set a goa! to create a range of housing 
options for current and future residents. Partnering with nonprofit housing providers like DHIC to develop a 
income housing tax credit project on Town-owned land was the top recommendation identified in the draft Affordable 
Rental Housing Strategy developed by the Mayor’s Committee on Affordable Rental Housing. 

Many of the people who work in Chapel Hill cannot afford to live here. This group includes hospital workers, bus 
drivers, teachers, police officers and firefighters. The overall percentage for all Town of Chapel Hill employees is about 
22 percent who live in Chapel Hill zip codes. 

At UNC-Chapel Hill, less than half of the workforce lives in Orange County (49 percent of 11,900 employees). Of the 
10,147 employees at UNC Health Care, about 18 percent live in Chapel Hill zip codes. The largest number of Health 
Care employees report living in Durham County. Similarly for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro City Schools, less than half -- 
46 percent of the 2,112 employees -- live in Chapel Hill or Carrboro. 

The generally accepted definition of affordability is for a household to pay no more than 30 percent of its annual 
income on housing. About 52 percent of Orange County renters reported spending about 35 percent of their 
household income on rent in 2011. 

Rent is high in Chapel Hill at about $872 per month on average. By comparison, the Greenfield Place development will 
charge between $278 and $648 for a one-bedroom apartment, $334 to $775 for a two-bedroom apartment, and $390 
to $900 for a three-bedroom apartment. 

The Town’s Housing Department manages 336 public housing apartments in 13 neighborhoods throughout Chapel Hill 
and Carrboro. About 1,000 residents live here. At any given time, about 300 people are on the Town’s public housing 
wait list -- and another 1,800 are on the housing choice voucher program (formerly known as the Section 8 program) 
waitlist. Several area non-profit organizations also manage affordable rental units for very low income households, 
however, the supply is limited and the on-going subsidy required to maintain the affordability of the units is 
substantial. 

The proposed affordable rental development projects may continue to advance the Town’s goals to increase the 
availability of and access to housing, to expand socioeconomic diversity, to provide people with the ability to remain in 
Chapel Hill through different stages in their lives, and to support employee recruitment and retention. 

To learn more, visit www.townofchapelhill.orq!affordablehousin(~ and www.townofchapelhill.orq/_e_phesusfordham, 

### 

X Photo of Mayor 
Mark 
Kle[nschm[dt in 
front of Carolina 
Inn 

Mayor Mark K[e[nschmidt joined dozens of mayors and community leaders ]an. 24- 25 in 
Washington D.C., for the Mayors Innovation Project Winter Meeting. 

The Mayors Innovation Project is a [earning network among U.S. mayors committed to "high 
road" policy and governance focused on shared prosperity, environmental sustainability and 
efficient democratic government. The 2014 Winter Meeting focused on issues such as municipal 
government and community partnerships, reducing the achievement gap in education, energy 

efficiency, and combating poverty. 

"The Mayors Innovation Project is one of the best organizations for city leaders to learn and problem solve important 
challenges faced by cities all across America," said Mayor Kleinschmidt. "It is one of the best opportunities to engage 
difficult questions and brainstorm creative solutions with other community leaders?~ 



More information about the Mayors Znnovation Project 2014 Winter Meeting can be found at: 
htt~:/!mayorsin novation .or_q/custom.asp?id=350 

The 2014 Summer Meeting will take place in Chapel Hill Aug 20-22, 2014. Mayors from across the country will share 
their best practices and learn how Chapel Hill implements its planning process, encourages community participation, 
and promotes sustainability. Watch (and share!) the video that invites the conference to our community -- 
https:/!vimeo.com/84253841 

### 

Hands 
Applications are now available for the 2014-2015 Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
funds. If your organization has an innovative idea or project which would benefit low- to 
moderate-income residents of Chapel Hill, then you should consider applying for CDBG funds. 

Applications are due by 5 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 26, 2014. Applicants must demonstrate that 
they have the capacity to manage and operate a structured, weIFdesigned program which will 
benefit residents of Chapel Hill who earn less than 80 percent of the area median income. 

p_~ge= 1357~ 
For applications and additional information, visit http://www.townofchapelhill.orQ/index.aspx? 

If you have questions, please contact Megan Wooley, Housing and Neighborhood Services Planner II, at 919-969- 
5059 or mwooley@townofchapelhill.orq. 

### 

X Franklin Street 

Town in News - TIN Report - is a sampling of news media coverage about the Town of Chapel 
Hill compiled by the Communications and Public Affairs DepartmenL This listing includes articles 
and columns that are available on the web, and may not necessarily contain all stories in the 
print edition of the papers or on televised broadcasts. 

Links access online stories that are posted for a limited time. Some media organizations require 
registration or a subscription. 

For information, contact us at info@townofchapelhill.orcl 

CHTC Sets Priorities ~:or 20:14 And Beyond 
Council members agreed on the need for more affordable housing, new youth initiatives, a sustainable funding model 
for Chapel Hill Transit and a long-term solid waste solution. 
htt£~ //chapelboro.com/news/Iocal-government/chtc-sets-priorities-2014-beyond/ 

More solar panels co~d corse to town 
John Richardson, the sustainability officer for the town, presented a proposal about installing solar panels to the 
Chapel Hill Town Council on Jan. 27. 
http ://www. dailyta rh eel. co m/a rti cl e/2014/02/mo re-sola r-pa nels-co u ld-co me-to-tow n 



Chape( Hi(I Town Council member Maria Palmer is decidedly unaffected by the Super Bowl frenzy found across America 
this weekend. 
http: //www,dailytarheel.com!blocl/town ta/k!20:[4/O2Zchapel-hill-town-council-members-will-celebrate-super-bowl-at- 
home 

### 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 

http :!!www. tow n ofch a~oelhi/!.orclZindex ,asl)x?pa_&ge = 38&su bscri berclu i d = 86937335-e i b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from al[ Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the fo[Iowing link: 

http:!!www, tow n ofch apel hill. orq!index.aspx?p_&ge = 38&su bscri bercluid = 86937335-e i b8-4308-9 a 64- 

904093218ba7&unsubscribe= 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 10:52 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 2/7/2014 10:51 
Ticket #: 2702103 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Sorry I missed you yesterday. I know you are coming today for Dr. Regester and I was wondering if while you are here that you could 
also take a look at Eunice’s printer. A message keeps popping up on her computer when she tries to print and then it won’t print 
anything. It would be great if you could look at both today but if you only have time for one then I would have to say Eunice’s is more 
urgent at this time. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: h,aps://~ww.unc.ed~/ar°bin/webs~b/index.p~e~e~‘pa~e&dep~=~AS1S%2~Techmca1%2~S~pp~r~ 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2702103 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Video card is dead. Took om video card and now using on board card. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2701139 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Video card dead. Took out video card and plugged monitor into on board video card. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2701139 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2701139 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 10, 2014 8:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Copy of office supplies 2012-13.xlsx; Summer School budget FY 2013-14.xml 

$onia Colon 

Business Services Coordinator 

Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Morgan, George Fredrick <gfmorgan@store.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 10, 2014 9:31 AM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Ashworth, Cathy T 
<epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T 
<abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Bridgette Cyr <cyr@cs.unc.edu>; Brownfield, Shannon 
<brownfield@unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Carley Niland 
<crniland@ap.unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M- 
Jones <sj cheek@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Rachel <rachelc@unc.edu>; 
Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; 
Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Farris, Rebecca Brittany 
<rebeccal@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty 
S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<jackie@unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J <tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane 
<sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Jensen, Maggie 
<mej ensen@email.unc, edu>; Jessica Russell <j essruss@email.unc, edu>; Jodie Turnbull 
<turnbull@cs.unc.edu>; Joy Patterson <joyA~atterson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
Younger, Karna <klyounge@email.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; 
Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane 
<emullane@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; Markstein, Lara 
<laram@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, 
Renee Michelle <rmcintir@email.unc. edu>; McNeil, Kathleen 
<kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Oakley, Sunny L 
<sloakley@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K <lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell 
K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Pickard, Peggy S <peggyA~ickard@unc.edu>; Rainey, 
Arlene <arlene_rainey@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Christine K <ckreynolds@unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; 
Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu>; Stroud, Daisette Ford 
<daisette_stroud@unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer <sundance@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; Tim Eldred 
<teldred@unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward 
<vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; Wilcox, 
Sandy <swilcox@email.unc.edu> 
Summer 2014 electronic order packet 
BOG guidelines.pdf; Course Materials guide 2007.pdf; Daily Grind Promo 2014.pdf; 
Desk Copy Information & Form.pdf; EZ Re-Order Form.pdf; Liaison letter Summer 
2014.pdf; Oh No Book out of print.pdf; Summer No Text.pdf; Summer Textbook Order 
Form.pdf; UNC Student Stores Textbook Guide.pdf 

Dear Liaisons, 
Please find attached the long-awaited electronic version of the Summer order packet that we sent out in paper form last 

week (please let me know if you did not receive it). 

Please feel free to distribute the attached to your faculty, either by email or by printing/copying. 

Please remember that the deadline for submission of Summer adoptions is FrMa}l, Fel~ruar}128tl~. Please let your faculty 

know. 

Thank you for your help. 

Best wishes, 
George Morgan, Textbook Buyer 

Frank Bellamy, Textbook Buyer 



UNC STUDENT STORES TEXTBOOK DEPARTHENT 
CB# 1530 Daniels Bldg. Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Emaih khanner@ernaihunc.edu Phone: 919-962-2429 Fax: 919-962-3334 

To: UNC Chapel Hill Chairs 
From: Kelly Hanner Course Materials Manager, UNC Student Stores 
Re: General Administration Board of Governors Guaranteed Buyback Textbook Requirements 

Dear Chair, 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate General Administrations Board of Governors Textbook Requirements for large introduc- 
tory courses, we .continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. As 
noted in UNC’s 2011 Report on the Cost of Textbooks, Submitted ~vith Campus-Based Tuition and Fee Increase Re- 
quests, "To significantly affect the cost of textbooks, Chancellors, Provosts, faculty and bookstore managers must con- 
tinue to increase the number of courses and textbooks in the guaranteed buyback programs." 

Please note that the Board of Governors’ statement on guaranteed buyback or rental has been modified. The requiremetit 
that the introductory text be in hardback has been removed, and theBoard is encouraging courses beyond the introduc- 

.tory level to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. The modified statement is noted below. 

Fall 2011 is the start of a new academic year and the perfect time to decide on a textbook and the duration of its use at ¯ 
UNC Chapel Hill. Let us know the course, the textbook and how many semesters it will be used, and we will guarantee 
50% of the purchase price at buyback for students who purchased the textbook at UNC Student Stores for your commit- 
ted time period. Please find enclosed new textbook commitment forms. 

Quick review of previous discussions: 

As discussed .at the September 11, 2007 Council of Chairs meeting, the following.information needs to be provided .~0 Stud.cut Stores 
in order to facilitate General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements.                        : . ..... 

Departments need to notify Student Stores about their textbook decision, provide course information and the number’ of Semes- 
ters the book will be used. 

Student Stores will guarantee retail buyback price on the textbook for UNC Chapel Hill students who purchased their textbook 
at Student Stores for the same four to six semesters to which the department has committed use. 

Bundles which include any component intended for a single user may not be adopted for guaranteed buyback, including access 
codes, workbooks, Ioose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, on-line course CDs, codes, or software. 

General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 
2008 semester. 

This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

"Campuses must at least offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle. Campuses are strongly encouraged to go beyond this minimum threshold to explore ways of minimizing the adoptions 

cycle and making the guaranteed buyback or rental program available beyond introductory level courses. " 

"Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and taken by a relatively high 
percentage of students." 

"A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests fer increases in tuition 
and fees." 



Six EasyWays to Order 

The Student Stores Course Materials Deparmaent is committed to carrying all 

books for all courses taught at UNC Chapel Hill. ks an instructor, you can 

count on fast, accurate, reliable service from Student Stores. These gnidelines 

were created to facilitate the book ordering process for UNC faculty. Student~ 

Stores is the University’s official source of textbook information for courses. 

Faculty members must provide Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be 

used in upcoming courses. 

on the \~.brld Wide Web. You may also link directly to the textbook 

department staff through the website. Our address is: 

http://~wwv.store.unc.edu/textbooks/ 

in your order to: 

Frank Bellamy at 962-8123 

Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu 

George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 

Frank Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

Send your order by         to the Course Materials 
Depamnent at Campus Box# 1530. 

Office, 2rid floor, Student Stores. 

If you are using the same books that you used in a previous term, the most 

efficient way to place your book order is through the EZ Order Program. Simply 

tell us that you are reusing books from a previous semester, note changes in 

titles or quantities, and we do the rest. To obtain an EZ Order form, please 

refer to the website, see your departxnent liaison or call the Textbook Office 

and we will be happy to assist you. 

Priority is given to orders submitted by deadline dates. 

Summer School Last Friday in February 

Fall Semester Last Friday in March 

Spring Semester Last Friday in September 

Please inform your departu~ent liaison at ?-our earliest convenience if your course 

will not be using textbooks. This is important because Student Stores tracks 

every course being taught at UNC Chapel Hill and we will send each departu~ent 

reminders about outstanding orders tmtil we hear back from all courses. This will 

also enable us to keep your students informed about course materials for your 

class. 

We are pleased to offer Foreign Language Professors and others needing 
imported books the option of having their books ordered from a variety of 
sources. Please fill in the name of the foreign publisher of each book under 
publisher. If you would like your books ordered from a distributor in a foreign 
country; please specify this on the request form e~’eO’ semester. Please be advised 
that we are less likely to receive tin,ely notification of any problems. Orders 
placed overseas typically take two to four months to arrive--depending 
on the country--so please return ?-our forms to us earl~: Unless othe,~ise 
specified, we will order foreign books from distributors in the United 
States. 

George Morgan, Student Stores Foreign Book Specialist, is a~-ailable to assist 

you with any questions you may have about foreign book ordering and avail- 

ability. Student Stores maintains a large inve~atory of foreign books at special 

prices. Please contact Mr. Morgan if you would like to receive, or have any 

questions about, the catalog. He can be reached at 962-2432, or via email: 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 



If an instructor needs a desk cop?; requisition forms from the _~Mnerican Associa- 

tion of Publishers are available from the Textbook Deparmnent or may be photo- 

copied from a deparunental master. In order to successfully fulfill requests, publish- 

ers require that desk copy request forms be filled out completely. The desk copy 

request form can either be sent by the instructor to the publisher or may- be 

gi-v-en to the Textbook Department to be forwarded to the publisher. 

Publishers prefer to work directly with faculty on desk copy issues. If there is 

a problem obtaining a desk copy, the instructor should contact the 
publisher directly rather than the Textbook Department. However, 

the Textbook Deparm~ent may be able to offer advice on who to call at a particular 

publisher to obtain desk copy information. Please do not hesitate to contact us if 

you need a publisher’s address or phone number. 

If an instructor does not receive a desk copy in time for the beginning of 

classes, the book can be purchased from and returned to the Textbook Department 

with the following stipulations: 

1. The instructor must purchase the book with check, cash or charge 

have proper identification. 

2. The instructor should tell the sales clerk that the book xvill be used as a 

desk copy. The sales clerk will then write Desk Copy m~d their initials on the 

sales receipt. It is essential that the faculty member keep their receipt! 

3. When the instructor recei~es the desk copy from the publisher, they can return 

either the book purchased or the desk copy received in order to obtain 

a refund. All reftmds require the presentation of the original sales receipt. If the 

publisher sends a desk copy that is marked as such~i.e., stamped Instructor’s 

Copy--only the book purchased can be refunded. If the book purchased was 

new and the instructor wrote in it, only the used price of the book (that the 

instructor wrote in) will be refunded. If they purchased a used copy then only the 

used copy may- be returned for a refund. 

4. A refund for the purchase of a desk copy must be made before the end 

of the semester in which the book was purchased. Warnin~ summer sessions 

are shorter; make sure that you get ?-our replacement copy to us before the 

end of classes. 

Student 

Stores 



Turn in at Least One 

Textbook Request Form by 

riday, ru~ry          , 

and get a 

G :e 

Courtesy of Student Stores! 



Information Regarding Desk Copy Requests 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers 
have Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web si;es. This is 
the quickest submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The punisher works directly 
with the faculty member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s.approved Desk Copies 
will be shipped to the faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to 
Student Stores,                                                            . . 

Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: 
www.store.unc.edu or the completed Desk Copy Requestform may be sent to our 
department: Student Stores, Textbook Department CB#1530 Daniels Bldg. As a s~rvice, 
Student Stores will forward your completed Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student 
Stores neither keeps records of submissions, mailings nor does foItow up work on Desk 
Copy Requests. 

Student Stores does provide a policy for "emergency" situations regarding Desk Copies, 
but .remember that.the books we secure are for students. The quantifies ordered are based 
on class enrollment. When our inventory is purchased for Desk Copies, the transaction 
decreases, the available copies intended for Carolina students. This is especially 
problematic when multiple copies of a text are purchased by faculty and teaching 
assistants. Please be aware of the situation in which you may be putting your students! 

Student Stores "Emergency" Desk Copy Policy 

The instructor must purchase the book with check, cash or charge and have proper 
identification. 
The instructor must tell the sales clerk that the book wil! be used as a desk copy. 
The sales clerk will then write Desk Copy and. their initials on the sales receipt. It 
is essential that the faculty member keeps their receipt. 
When the instructor received the desk copy from the publisher, they.may return 
either the book purchased or the desk copy received in order to obtain a refund. 
All refunds require the presentation of the original sales receipt. If the publisher 
s~nds a desk copy that is marked as such - i.e., stamped Instructor’s Copy - only 
the book purchased can be refunded. If the book purchased was new and the 
instructor wrote in it, only the used price of the book (that the instructor wrote in) 
wilt be refunded. If they purchased a used copy then only the used copy may be 
returned for a refund. 
A refund for the..purchase of a desk copy must be made before the end of the 
semester in which the book was purchased. 



DESK COPY REQUEST FORM 
For adopted textbooks only 

Please type or print 

Publishers are pleased to provide desk copies of any adopted text plus requested available supplements such as instructor’ s 
manuals, solutions manuals and test banks when sufficient quantity of texts are ordered directly from the publisher. 
Review, complimentary or on approval copies must be requested on departmental letterhead. 

Please send this desk copy request directly to the publisher or to its local representative, 

Date: ........ 

Your book: Author 

Title & Edition .... 

ISBN 

has been adopted for my course # which has the course title of 

as a (please indicate one) Required textbook 

__Recommended or Optional textbook. 

This course is scheduled to begin on (calendar date or year and term) 

I have advised the local bookstore(s) that the estimated enrollment will be 

Name. 

School. 

Department 

School phone #(__.) 

Address 

City, State & Zip 

Office hours 

Position 

With this request would you please send the following supplements: (Please be specific) 

I have not previously received a desk or complimentary copy of this textbook, 

Please sign: 
(1/88) 



Book orders 
made EZ 
Reorder the same textbooks with 
Student Stores’ EZ Order form. 
As always, you will be contacted 
with any book status change, 

Student Stores is the Universe’s official source of 
textbook information for courses. Faculty members 

must provide StudentStores with lists of textbooks 

to be used in upcoming courses. 

Regarding Course Packs: Publishers gr~nt copy- 
right pe~rrnission for a specific semester. If you wish to 
use a previously o rdered course pack~ please contact 
~Custom Publishing at 962-3378. 

You can also submit your order by: 
Fa~c 962-3334 email: textbool~,store.unc.edu 
Phone: 962-2_432 or 962-2_42_9 

Web: http://www.store.unc, edu/textbooks/ezform,html 
(P~ease con~ us if you have ~n¥ di~cu,~i o~eri~g over the web.) 

CAMPUS 
MAIL 

 TUDI I’IT 
Textbook Department 
CB # 1530 Daniels Building, UNC Campus 

You. can. now automatically reorder the textbooks.you used 
~n a previous semester using this new EZ .Order Form 

3 EZ Advantages 

I. Less paperwork for you to handle. 

2, Using the same books from term to term 
increases the availability ofused books on 
campus for your students. 

3, Students are likely to be paid more at buyback 
~"" books .... ""~ > .... .~,~ ~fore and ;*,,[!! ...... 

Professor" "    ’ " 

Phone or emait address: 

Date: 



George Morgan 
Textbook Buyer 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLFNA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Student Stores 
CB# 1530, Daniel’s Building Telephone: {919) 962-2432 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1530 (919) 962-3334 FAX 

February 3, 2014 

To: Department Liaisons 

Subject: Textbook Request Forms for Summer Sessions I and II, 2014 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide all faculty who meet the Friday, 
February 28th Summer Session Textbook Request deadline with a $1.00 gift certificate to 
The Daily Grind--the espresso bar located by the Bull’s Head Bookshop in the corner 
of Student Stores. We are offering this incentive because the timely submission of 
textbook request forms enables us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their 
books during the May buyback. If we know which books will be used in a forthcoming 
semester, we cm~ pay students as much as 50% of the retail price and keep the books on 

campus for future use. If book requests are received after the February deadline, we may 
be unable to buy back used copies from students for use in Summer Session. 

Guidelines 

Completed Summer Session Textbook Request Forms must be received by the 
Textbook Department by Friday, February 28th to be eligible for a Daily Grind 
coupon. 

One coupon wilt be provided to each faculty member per course for up to four 
courses. For example, if a professor turns in six textbook request forms for a single 
course by February 28th, one Daily Grind coupon will be provided. If a professor 
submits two textbook request forms for two different courses by February 28th, two 
coupons will be provided. 

3. The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide the Department Liaisons with 
the coupons for distribution within the department by Monday, March 31 st. The 
coupons wilt expire on Thursday, July 31 st, 2014. 

4. AI1 Department Liaisons will receive a special Daily Grind coupon in appreciation 
for their role in this promotion. 

In order for this program to be a success, we need your help to remind faculty of the 
submission deadline. Student Stores will provide you with a flyer to post near department 
mailboxes. 



To facilitate the book ordering process, I have enclosed the UNC Student Stores Course 
Materials Guide. It is a quick reference guide that answers most questions regarding book 
orders. Accurately completed request forms eliminate or minimize the possibility of 
ordering the wrong books. The "no text" form enables us to provide information to the 
students concerning courses that are being offered but will not be using textbooks. Please 
be sure that the "no text" forms are marked with the proper term and session. 

If you have any questions about filling out textbook request forms or the Daily Grind 
promotion, please contact George Morgan at 962-2432 or Frank Bellamy at 962-8123. 
Or, feel free to contact the Textbook department using E-mail: textbook@unc.edu. 

Geor 
UNC Student Stores 
Textbook Buyers 



Y ur 

It 

req 

have 
t 000 

esn’t to be! 
Did you know that it is often possible to make 

complete copies of out of print titles? 

These are some of the titles that we reprinted for the Fall 2010 semester, 

Do you have a title in mind for one of your classes but it is not available for purchase (New or 
used)? Please contact the Course Pack Publishing Department. If permission to make copies can 

be secured from the rights holder, for a fee that is satisfactoW to you, we can help. 

Please contact us via phone 962-4708, fax 962-3759 
or email csockell@email.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

UNC Student Stores Summer Session 2014 No Text Needed 

Requested Due’ Date: February 28,2014 

Please check appropriate box: 

[] Summer Session 1 [] Summer Session 2 

Return to: 
STUDENT STORES 
TEXTBOOKS 
CB# t530 DANIELS BLDG. 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 
CAMPUS MAIL 

Phone: 919-962-2432 
Phone: 9t9-962-8123 
Fax: 919:962-3334 
E-mail: textbook@tmc.edu 
Web: www.store.unc.ed~textbooksi 

The "no text" form enables us to provide information to the students concerning courses that are being offered 
but will not be using textbooks. Please list course(s) below. 

Oept Abbr. Professor 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

UNC STUDENT STORES SUMMER SESSION 2014 TEXTBOOK REQUEST FORM 

Please check 
appropriate box: 

Professor: 

E-mail: 

Phone: 

[] Summer Session 1 

[] Summer Session 2 

Course Abbreviation & Number 

List Individual Sections 

Requested Due Date: February 28, 2014 
Return to: Phone: 91%962-2432 
STUDENT STORES TEXTBOOKS Phone: 91%962-8123 
CB# 1530 DANIELS BLDG, Fax: 919-962-3334 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 E-mail: textbook@unc.edu 
CAMPUS MAIL 

Order On-Line at: 
www.store.unc.edu/textbooks/ 

Total Quantity Requested 

1) Author 

Title 

Edition 

Check One: 

2)Author 

Title 

Edition 

Check One: 

3)Author 

Title 

Edition 

Check One: 

Publisher 

[-~ Required [~ Optional 

Publisher 

Required [~] Optional 

ISBN 

Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

Publisher 

Required ~-~ Optional 

ISBN 

Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

4)Author 

Title 

Edition Publisher 

Check One.: [’-] Required [--] Optional 

Circle Binding: Paper Hardback 

ISBN 

Prefer paper but hardback acceptaNe Circle Binding: Paper Hardback 

ISBN 

Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer.paper but hardback acceptable. 

Textbook Buyers Use Only 

Student Stores is the University’s official source of textbook information for courses. 
By direction of the Provost, faculty members most provide Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming terms, 

I 



UNC Student Stores 
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Multi Campus Shared Buyback 

Textbook Issues 
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Term Due Dates and Ordering Information 

Textbook Request Deadlines: 

Summer School Last Friday in February 
Fall Semester Last Friday in March 
Spring Semester Last Friday in September 

You can place your order in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http:iiwww.store.unc.edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
Frank Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 



Thank You! 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide all faculty who meet the Fall, Spring and 
Summer Session Textbook Re-quest deadlines with a $1.00 gift certificate to The Daily Grind-- 
the espresso bar located by the Bull’s Head Bookshop in the comer of Student Stores. 
We are offering this incentive because the timely submission of textbook request forms enables 
us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their books during buyback. If we know which 
books will be used in a forthcoming semester, we can pay students as much as 50% of the retail 
price and keep the books on campus for future use. If book requests are received after the due 
dates, we may be unable to buy back used copies from students for use in the upcoming semester. 

--Guidelines-- 

Completed Textbook Request Forms must be received by the Textbook Department by the term’s 
due date to be eligible for a Daily Grind coupon. 

1) One coupon will be provided to each faculty member per course for up to four courses. For 
example, if a professor turns in six textbook request forms for a single course by the due date, 
one Daily Grind coupon will be provided. Ifa professor submits two textbook request forms 
for two different courses by the due date, two coupons will be provided. 

2) The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide the Department Liaisons with the 
coupons for distribution within the department. 

3) All Department Liaisons will receive a special Daily Grind coupon in appreciation for their 

role in this promotion. 

In order for this program to be a success, we need your help to remind faculty of the submission 
deadline. Student Stores will provide you with a flyer to post near department mailboxes. 

How to win a $500.00 Textbook Grant for your Department’s Graduate Students. 

Fall and Spring competition 
Submit on time and your department is eligible to win a textbook grant for your graduate 

student(s)! To qualify, a minimum of 75% of faculty members from your department must submit 

textbook adoptions by the Fall or Spring’s Textbook order Due Date. In case of a tie, a random 
drawing will be held to determine winners. 

Our goal is to get 100% of your department’s adoptions by the due date. As an incentive, we’re 

going to give THREE departments a $500.00 textbook grant to award to the graduate student(s) 
of their choice for that semester. The three departments with the highest percentage of on-time 

adoptions will win. In awarding prizes, we will judge by department size. 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with less than 30 courses 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with 30-80 courses 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with greater than 80 courses 



Textbook Order Forms 

Textbook Order Packages are delivered to departments one month before the requested due dates. 
Our faculty ordering website is opened for receiving textbook requisitions. Early course data is 
supplied by UNC Chapel Hill’s Office of the University Registrar. Remember, when placing your 
online textbook requisition after you REVIEW REQUISITION hit the SUBMIT REQUISITION 
box. You will immediately receive notification that your requisition was successfully submitted 
to the bookstore, as well as a follow up email confirmation. If you do not hit Submit Requisition, 
you order is not send to the store, the requisition remains in your account as an Open Requisition 
which allows you to continue working on the requisition at a later time and submit at a later date. 
UNC Student Stores web site: www.store.unc.edu 

NO TEXT NEEDED Forms 

Please let us know if your course will not be using a textbook. This is important because Student 

Stores tracks every course being taught at UNC Chapel Hill and we send each department 

reminders about outstanding orders until we hear back from all courses. You may also submit the 

No Text Needed through our website. On the New Requisition page, click the box which reads 
"No books are required for this course". Courses which report No Text Needed are also included 

in the Board of Governor’s calculation for departments percentage of on-time adoptions of 

textbooks, and in the calculation for the average cost of textbooks. 

EZ Order Forms 

If you are using the same books that you used in a previous term, the most efficient way to place 
your book order is through the EZ Order Program. Simply tell us that you are reusing books from 

a previous semester, note changes in titles or quantity, and we will do the rest. This feature is also 
available on our web site. On the New Requisition page, scroll down and enter the box which 

reads "Search Other Course" and follow instructions. 

Textbook Information 

Why are there textbook request deadlines? Where do used books come from? 

Carolina students have expressed their preference is for the less expensive used copy of a 
textbook. It actually takes quite a lot of time to obtain used copies of textbooks. We work with 
many used book companies located throughout the States. We compete in a limited market on a 
national level; other university bookstores within the US are searching for the same books from 
the same vendors. Wholesale companies have revolving inventories. Their inventory supply can 
and does vary by the hour. We continually submit textbook want lists to the different companies 
in order to purchase as many used copies as are available. The more time we have to search these 
markets, the greater quantity of used copies we will have for students. We place orders directly 
with publishers for new copies, only once the used search is exhausted. The timely submission of 
textbook request forms enables us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their books 
during buyback. Remember, during Spring exams we are buying back at the higher retail buyback 
price for Fall and Summer Session textbooks. During Fall exams, we are buying back at the 
higher retail buyback price for Spring textbooks. We need to know what textbook you are using in 
order to pay students 50% of the new retail price of the textbook during exam periods.! 



Why does Student Stores need to know if a book will be used in an upcoming term? Why 
are there different buyback values for textbooks? 

There is a two tiered pricing structure at buyback: 

1. If we know the book will be used again, we pay students a price equal to 50% of the new 
textbook retail. Under the (industry standard) pricing we use at student stores, a new 
textbook selling, for example, for $100, sells for $75 used, and the student is paid $50 for that 
book at buyback. So, the net cost to a student buying used and selling back the book is $25. 

2. If that book is not going to be used again or is part of a "bundle," then we default to a 
wholesale price, which is the price a wholesale company will pay us for the book (we have to sell 
it to them because we have no other way to dispose of the inventory). The average wholesale 
buyback price is 15% of the new retail selling price of the book. The net cost of using the title, 
then, goes up for the student. 

New to Used Textbook Cycle 

Textbook Order Package 

delivered to department for 

next term. 

Purchase 

Students have more used 

books available for 75% of 

the new price. 

Textbook adoption 

for next term is submitted 

to Student Stores Wantlists 

Textbook buyers compete 

for used copies from 

wholesale companies. 

POs 

Textbook buyers place 

orders for "New Only" 

texts. 

Buyback 

Students sell their textbooks back to the store. If the book is readopted, and we know about it, we 

can pay 50% of the new price to the student, for a net cost of 25% to use the book. In dollar terms, 
a $100.00 new textbook would be bought used for $75.00 and sold back to Student Stores for 

$50.00. The student receives the educational benefits of the textbook for a $25.00 cost. 

In order for Carolina students to receive the highest buyback value for their book, we need your 

textbook next term orders before the exam dates for the current term. Here’s how it works: 
During Spring exams, we are buying back books that have been ordered for Summer 

Sessions and Fall term. 

During Fall exams, we are buying back books that have been ordered for Spring term. 



Textbook Vendor Returns 

As with all retail establishments, our vendors have return deadlines to which we must adhere. Do 
not assume that inventory you saw on our shelves a month ago will still be here if you do not let 

us know you want to use that book for your course. 

You must let us know each semester what textbook you want for your course. If we do not have 
your textbook order and the return deadline is approaching for the inventory, we will return the 

books to the vendor for a refund or credit because we paid for the inventory upfront. We do not 

know that you intend to use the book unless you contact us. Once we receive your textbook 
request, we will happily hold the inventory for your course. 

We encourage students to purchase their textbooks as early as possible. If funds are an issue for 
the student, our Deferred Payment plan, Student Stores Account, is available for all students. 
They can get their book now and pay the Cashier’s office in deferred payments later. 

Course Textbook Cancellation and Student Return 

Canceling a textbook from your syllabus and it’s after the students two week returns period? Let 

us know! Contact one of our Textbook Buyers, George Morgan 962-2432, Frank Bellamy 962- 
8123. They will arrange a refund exception for your students, and establish a time frame for 

returns which you will announce in class. Again, we do not encourage cancellations, but we do 

not want you to use a book you are unhappy with and we do not want your students to have to 
pay for the cancelled book. 

eBooks 

In our ongoing efforts to help reduce textbook costs to Carolina students, if available and with 
your approval, we offer customers the additionalpurchase option ofeBooks which are typically 
half the price of the new printed copy of the textbook. Students may choose either the printed text 
or the eBook format. If you are interested in learning more about student interest in eBooks and 
issues to consider before approving this format for your course, visit our list of frequently asked 
questions included in the Faculty link at: www.store.unc.edu. Contact our Textbook Buyers 
George Morgan 962-2432 or Frank Bellamy 962-8123, to find out if your textbook is available as 
an eBook! 

Suggestions on Reducing Textbook Costs 

Participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. Several courses can easily decide to join this 

program, as a single textbook is used consistently by all faculty teaching a course for several 

terms. Other courses which assign alternating faculty members to teach the same course in 
alternating terms, should consider a main textbook which will meet the needs of the course and 

let us know you want to join the program. 

Avoid bundles whenever possible. Adopt textbooks, not textbooks marketed with ancillary 
materials. Any item bundled with the text does two things: (1) it forces students to buy the new 
book and, (2) it dramatically reduces the price we can pay at buyback. Then, readopt a textbook 
for as many terms as possible, increasing the number of used titles on campus, moving more 
student purchase and buyback transactions to the best case scenario: buying at 75%, selling back 
at 50%. 



Increase timely adoption notifications. Students want used textbooks. If bundles are avoided and 

the bookstore knows, early enough, which books are needed for the next term, we can pay 

students more at buyback and buy more used textbooks from used book wholesalers, thus 
decreasing the price paid by students. The used book market is a zero sum game: there are not 

enough used textbooks available to meet national demand. The earlier we can shop for those 
books, the more we can have for students to buy. 

Be fully aware of cost when adopting a text. 

Require a textbook only if it will be used in a substantial way in the course. 

Always order Access Codes, Single User License items separately from the textbook. 

Do not require the "free" web access code or a "free" study aid offered by a publisher, it 
eliminates the resale value on the book for your student. 

Donate desk copies received from publishers to UNC Chapel Hill libraries as reserve copies of 

the textbooks for your course. 

Textbook Help and Advice 

Want to know the price of a book under consideration for course use? Want advice on a 
win-win package break down scenarios? Want expert help with textbook orders? 

Student Stores Textbook Buyers will happily contact publishers and find out the price and relay it 

to you. They will also offer various options for carrying package components separately for 
students. Please contact our Buyers for any textbook questions or help you may need. 

George Morgan 962-2432 
Frank Bellamy 962-8123 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamv@email.unc.edu 

Foreign Books’ 
George Morgan, Student Stores Foreign Book Specialist, is available to assist you with any 
questions you may have about foreign book ordering. Please be advised that we are less likely to 
receive timely notifications of any problems for imported titles. Orders placed overseas typically 
take two to four months to arrive- depending on the country and the time of year- so please 
return your forms to us early. 

Where’s my Desk Copy? 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers have 
Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web sites. This is the quickest 
submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The publisher works directly with the faculty 
member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s approved Desk Copies will be shipped to the 
faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to Student Stores. 
Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: www.store.unc.edu or the 
completed Desk Copy Request form may be sent to our department: Student Stores, Textbook 
Depamnent CB# 1530 Daniels Bldg. As a service, Student Stores will fol-vvard your completed 
Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student Stores neither keeps records of submissions or 
mailings, nor does follow up work on Desk Copy Requests. 



Textbook Issues 

Why are Packages and Custom Publications considered a negative? What other options do I 
have? 

Textbook packaged with supplemental component(s) intended for a single user are problematic: 
for example Access Code Cards, on-line registration codes, workbooks, lab books, software, 

spiral binding, loose leaf binding, printed chapter supplements. 

Single user components of a package are specifically designed for one person’s use. There is no 

used option for these items. The current publishing trend is to package a required textbook with 
single user components at a discounted price. The package is presented by publishers and their 

representatives as the most cost effective and beneficial selection a faculty member or department 
group may choose for their students. Publisher representatives schedule information sessions for 

faculty and teaching assistants, "so they (the faculty) can convey clearly to their students the 

importance of the course materials we (the publisher) have provided and the value they (the 

students) are receiving." 

In the maj ority of cases, the decision to require a package eliminates the used book market and 

buyback possibility for students. Frequently, the publisher’s discounted package price is less than 
the price of the used textbook and new single user components. While the discounted package 

sounds like the best choice, it may not be the best long term financial choice for students. Each 

semester that the package is required, the used textbook markets as well as buyback option are 
excluded. The package discount price set by the publisher is the only financial benefit the student 

received for their purchase. 

Here are some other options for you to consider. If all components are not required for course 
completion, the best scenario is to only require the core required item(s) from the package, such 

as the textbook; other components can be set up as optional for purchase, we can then stock some 
amount of the package as optional. This allows students to purchase used copies of the textbook 

as well as receive a higher buyback price for the text. The optional material is available for 
purchase, if the student decides he or she wants or needs the item(s). 

Textbook Issues and Alternatives 

Publisher Custom Publications 
Financially, these are almost always the most expensive option for students. The price is high; 
there is no used market on the item; frequently there is no resale value on the item; and our 

experience is that these materials are slow to ship, and reorders very slow to ship if needed 

because of last minute increased enrollment. 

Should you decide to create a Custom Publication through a publisher please consider binding 

selection: loose leaf, spiral, tear out pages eliminates any buyback possibility for Carolina 

students trying to sell their textbook at the end of the year, if your Custom Publication is 
readopted in the upcoming term. 

A required package custom text with single user component completely eliminates the students’ 

possibility to resale package. Again, the package break down scenario above is the best financial 

solution for students 



Should you wish to look into other options, Student Stores has an excellent Custom Publishing 
department, which can work with you to tailor specific course materials for your class. By 
controlling the entire operation, we are able to keep expenses down. We secure the copyright 
permissions and we control the print runs and shelf space. We pass these savings on to students. 
We have compared prices on Publisher Custom Publications and what we would have been able 
to offer, and the difference is significant enough for us to highly encourage faculty to consider 
this option or at least "price compare" the final product. 

Student Stores Custom Publishing contact/order information: 

Online through our website at: 
Email: 
Fax: 
Phone extensions: 
962-4708 
962-3378 

http:iiwww.store.unc.eduicoursepackpubi 
coursepackpub@store.unc.edu 
962-3759 

843-7605 

843-7604 

Frequently Asked Textbook Questions 

What do I do if I know some books but not all books I want for the upcoming term? When 
do I place the order? 

Faculty may submit textbook requests at any time, and as many times as they wish. We encourage 
faculty to submit requests as soon as they have decided on any particular book(s), they do not 
have to wait until their entire book(s) selection is finalized. We will have more time to search the 
used market for the book(s), thus more used copies for students to purchase. While we do not 
encourage cancellations, if a faculty member decides to cancel and replace the book, we will 
certainly cancel the original request and order the replacement book. 

What are my options when an edition changes? 

Upon receipt of a textbook request, we notify faculty and or the department liaison if a new 
edition is currently in print or pending for release. We offer the faculty member the choice of 
remaining with the "old" edition or substituting the "new" edition. 

Should the preference be for the old edition, Student Stores will work with wholesale companies 
and buyback copies from current students at the higher retail buyback price in order to secure 
quantity to cover the course enrollment. 

Should a department decide they wish to commit to an old edition of a textbook for one, two or 
more academic years; Student Stores will make an early investment in bulk quantity on the old 
edition in order to secure enough copies of the edition to cover the academic terms of the 
department’s commitment. We will also be able to offer current Carolina students the higher 
retail buyback price throughout the duration of the old edition’s use at UNC Chapel Hill. 

l0 



Textbook Course Information & the BOG 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also include submission 
stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. The Board of Governor’s is requiring all 
stores affiliated with the sixteen North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of 
on-time adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 

As orders are submitted to Student Stores, we keep track of the dates the orders are turned into 
our office. This data is used to compile the percentages of on-time adoptions for the BOG, to 
create weekly reports to departments and the Provost’s office, and to notify department liaisons as 
well as individual faculty of courses that have not placed a course materials order. 

NO TEXT NEEDED Forms: Courses which report No Text Needed are also included in the 

Board of Governor’s calculation for departments percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks, 

the Provost’s report on outstanding course orders, and in the calculation for undergraduate 

textbooks average price. 

As the Provost has instructed, Student Stores is the official source of textbook information for 
courses offered by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Faculty members must 
provide lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming courses to the Student Stores, but book lists are 
public, and faculty may freely share them with others. 

Textbook Request Deadlines 

Summer School Last Friday in February 

Fall Semester Last Friday in March 

Spring Semester Last Friday in September 
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What’s Guaranteed Buyback About? 

The high cost of textbooks is a growing concern nationally, and a topic of importance to the UNC 
system administrators. 

Re: General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes beginning in the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover and will withstand a 
two to three year adoption cycle." 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level 
and taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 

¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future 
requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Implications for UNC Chapel Hill Departments and Student Stores: 

¯ Departments will need to decide on a single textbook for their introductory courses and commit 
to the text for four to six consecutive semesters. 

¯ Departments will need to notify Student Stores about their textbook decision, provide course 
information and the number of semesters the book will be used. 

¯ Student Stores will guarantee retail buyback price on the textbook for UNC Chapel Hill students 
who purchased their textbook at Student Stores for the same four to six semesters to which the 
department has committed use. 

Qualification for the guaranteed buyback program to work: 

¯ Bundles which include any component intended for a single user may not be adopted for 
guaranteed buyback, including access codes, workbooks, loose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear 
out pages, on-line course CDs, codes, or software. 
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Guaranteed Buyback Going Further 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate General Administrations Board of Governors Textbook 
Requirements for large introductory courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook 
commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. If your department already submitted 
form(s), thank you. If you have additional courses you would like to include in this program, 
please let us know. We will happily include the course in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Fall semester is the start of a new academic year and the perfect time to decide on a textbook and 
the duration of its use at UNC Chapel Hill. General Administrations Board of Governors does 
expect that the Guaranteed Buyback program will grow over time. Let us know the course, the 
textbook and how many semesters it will be used, and we will guarantee 50% of the purchase 
price at buyback for students who purchased the textbook at UNC Student Stores for your 
committed time period. 

We need to see more of this 

little fellow on our textbooks 

for Guaranteed Buyback! 

Image from UNC Student Stores Guaranteed Buyback book sticker. 
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Recognition and Facilitation 

Academic freedom is a precious right, fully supported by Student Stores. In no way do we want 
to play any role in the adoption of textbooks other than one of offering information, information 
which can increase the array of choices to faculty and possibly lower costs to students. Our hope 
is to work with faculty as do the publisher representatives who call to discuss their company’s 
textbooks--but we would just be doing so from the perspective of your university bookstore, a 
perspective we feel can add depth and context to any decision made on course materials. 

We continue our work in facilitating General Administration Board of Governors Textbook 
Ordering Policy for Guaranteed Buyback as departments inform us of their textbook and time line 
decision for introductory courses. 

The following are items which cannot be included due to the nature of their design: 

¯ No bundles which include any component intended for a single user. 
¯ No access codes, workbooks, loose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, single 

user on-line course cds, single user license software. 

Multi Campus Shared Buyback 

We parmer with NC State University and East Carolina University bookstores in a shared 
buyback program. Requested textbooks from all three campuses are loaded in a unique server. If 
a book is not being bought back at the higher retail price at one campus, the server reviews the 
textbook wants of the other two universities. If there is a title match the server will automatically 
identify the other campus, and offer Carolina students 50% of the new price for the other campus, 
rather than the highest wholesale price a used book vendor is offering. The server reviews the 
wants of all three campuses and makes sure students at the three campuses receive the highest 
buyback price available. 

UNC Chapel Hill might have a request for a book that has not been previously adopted on our 
campus, the book was used at NC State, but was not readopted for the upcoming term. The server 
would identify the book and offer the NC State student 50% of the new price, NC State ships the 
book to us and Carolina students have more used textbooks available. 

Several campuses have different exams dates, some a week earlier than UNC Chapel Hill’s. In 
order for this program to be its most effective, we need textbook adoptions from faculty as early 
as possible. It’s a win-win situation for many NC students! 

We hope to expand the shared buyback program to more of the North Carolina universities. It is 
an excellent program which helps to reduce textbook costs for NC students. 

Remember, we need your textbook orders in a timely manner for this program to be a success. 
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First-Year Preorder Program 

Another popular program that Carolina students and their parents take advantage of, is First-Year 
Preorder. 

UNC Student Stores offers a textbook preorder program for incoming first-year students. We 
begin presenting the program to students at the first of the Summer’s C-TOPS orientations 
starting in early June. During these orientation sessions, which continue through the summer, we 
explain to incoming Carolina students and their parents how the program works, and its benefits. 

Textbook preorder is a service which enables first-year students to receive their books early, 
before the majority of students have arrived on campus. During the first weeks of August, Student 
Stores employees obtain the students’ schedules from the Registrar’s Office, hand pick their 
course textbooks and package their order. These students have the distinct advantage of being the 
first to have access to our used book inventory. The ability of Student Stores to provide as large 
an inventory of used textbooks as possible enables us to reduce the students’ textbook costs. We 
host a Pre-Order Weekend for first year students and their parents to pick up their semester 
textbook box. 

We also offer a Deferred Payment plan for students. They can set up a Student Stores Account 
and use it for their duration at UNC Chapel Hill. If they choose this method of payment, the price 
of the books is sent to the University Cashier’s office and the charge will appear on the 
September University Cashier’s Office Statement. Students will pay for them exactly as they pay 
their tuition and other epenses billed through the Cashier’s Office. 

The success of this program is determined by the submission of textbook orders to Student Stores 
in time for us to obtain as many used copies as are available, as well as provide enough new 
copies of textbooks for the incoming students by early August. 

Textbooks and Sales Tax Holiday 

NC G.S. 105-164.13C provides an exemption for certain items of tangible personal property 
sold between 12:01 A.M. on the first Friday in August and 11:59 P.M. the following Sunday. 

Textbooks are included in this exemption! All 
course materials $300.00 or less per item are 
eligible. 

Students take advantage of the tax free weekend, either 
as a walk in customer or by placing their textbook orders 
on our web site and having the books shipped to their 
homes. They are preparing for your course early, 
securing used copies and taking advantage of the tax free 
weekend. 

Here is yet another area where you can help reduce textbook costs to your students. Be sure to 
submit your Fall textbook adoption to Student Stores as early as possible. If you were assigned to 
teach the course after the Spring exams were over, submit either a partial or complete course 
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book list in time for us to search for used copies from wholesale companies, receive the inventory 

and have the books on the shelf ready for your students by the first Friday in August. Your 
students will be happy and grateful for your endeavors in reducing the total price for their course 

books! 

Textbook Shoppers 

Many Carolina students take advantage of our on-line textbook ordering web site. They order 
their course textbooks early and have the books shipped to their homes before they return to 
campus. Ordering early makes them first in line for used copies. Every semester this service 
grows larger! 

On our site we post: "Course textbook adoptions are subject to change. Student Stores will only 
refund and/or exchange books purchased from Student Stores. Student Stores receipts are 

required for refund and/or exchange." This ensures that if you change your mind about a 

textbook you ordered and now want to cancel, students who ordered on-line will receive a refund 

for their purchase from us. 

While the site is in no way intended as a source for price comparisons, both students and their 

parents have used it in this manner. They shop around for the best price they can find, in both 
brick and mortar stores and at online books sites. A lot of time is spent by customers "shopping 

around". I feel confident that most students find our prices either comparable or lower to other 

sources because of the gro~vth in on-line student course book orders. 

Your students and their parents are taking the time to obtain your required course books at the 
most economical cost they can find. You can help them by placing your textbook orders with 
Student Stores as early as possible. Again, we do not encourage cancellations, but cancel we will 
if you are not satisfied with your original selection. 
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Student Stores Course Materials Department Contacts 

Textbook Buyers 
George Morgan Frank Bellamy 

Phone: 919-962-2432 919-962-8123 
Fax: 919-962-3334 919-962-3334 

Email: gfmorgan@store.unc.edu fbellamy@email.tmc.edu 

Textbook Manager 
Kelly Hanner 

Phone: 919-962-2429 

Fax: 919-962-2429 

Email: khanner@email.unc.edu 

Custom Publishing Contacts 

Course Pack Publishing Manager 
Chuck Sockell 

Phone: 919-962-4708 
Email: coursepackpub@store.unc.edu 

Production Manager 
Brad Jackson 

Phone: 919-843-7605 

Email: cpack5@store.unc.edu 

Copyright Assistant 
Paul Hoecke 

919-843 -7604 

cpack4@store.unc.edu 

About UNC Student Stores 

At UNC Student Stores, we are proud to be a part of the UNC Campus Community. The store 
contributes all income above operating expenses to student scholarships. Student Stores has 

contributed millions of dollars to the scholarship program of the University, funding in the past 

ten years alone nearly nine million dollars in non-athletic scholarships. Student Stores is totally 
receipt supported and receives no state funds. 

Student Stores is a department within UNC Chapel Hill. As a state owned business, we must 
adhere to the Umstead Act, North Carolina state law, which defines operations and limits the 
ability of state agencies to compete with the private sector. 

In accordance with NC Freedom of Information Act, Student Stores is the University’s official 

source of textbook information for courses. Faculty members must provide (but are not limited 

to) Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming courses. 

Our Mission 

The mission of UNC Student Stores is to provide books, school supplies, and other merchandise 

and services to the University community as prescribed in State Law, to pay all operating 
expenses and provide funds for inventory and capital improvements out of receipts, and to 

contribute any residual funds to the scholarship program of the University. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 2:31 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Forum on Academic Boycotts: 2/13 Hyde Hall 7 pm 

OCCUPATION / BOYCOTT / ACADEMIC FREEDOM 
Palestine, Israel, and campus struggles for social justice 
Thursday, February 13, 7pm 
University Room, Institute for Arts and Humanities, Hyde Hall, 176 E Franklin St, UNC-Chapel 
Hill 

Over the past year, three academic organizations including the American Studies Association 
(ASA) passed boycott resolutions challenging the Israeli occupation of Palestine. In response, 
university administrations across the United States have publicly criticized the ASA and the New 
York state legislature has threatened to cut funding to universities that support scholars’ 
participation in the organization. This forum will provide context for understanding the rise of 
boycotts of Israeli policies on US campuses. It will also examine the ideal of academic freedom 
and the historical use of boycotts as a tool for social change. 

PANELISTS 
Sarah Shields on "Historical Roots of Occupation" 
Nathan Swanson on "What Does Academic Freedom Look Like in Palestine?" 
gousufA1-Bulushi on "Boycott as a Strategy in South Africa and Palestine" 
NeelAhuja on "The ASA Resolution in Local and Transnational Context" 

MODERATOR 
Elyse Crystall 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Website: http://aaad.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: ~ore@email.Uncoedu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
id=65646425of3e43cSd7665e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&r~=T&l=aaad&o=34233161 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34233161-65646425of3e43c8dTb65eTa43c291cd78c74f9ca(~)listservounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mail 150.at181 .rsgsv.net> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, February 2014 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

February 2014 

Why Do Some Laptops Catch on Fire? 

A flammable part of many electronics could soon be a thing of the past. 

FEATURES & SLIDESHOW 



Ever <]reener 

In the shade of the Iongleaf 

pine, some N.C. plants find 

cool relief from global 

warming. 

World View 

From India to Norway to 

Ecuador--places that 

Carolina scholars go to 

bring back new insight. 

Your Brain on Salt 

Knowing how pain 

medication works in the 

brain carries the promise 

of better drugs. 

SPOTLIGHTS CAROLINA, QUOTED 

"The limitation of current prosthetic devices is that they don’t know 

what the next step should be." 

--Helen Huang, in Smarter bionic leg is moving forward (Charlotte 

Obsewer) 

Toxin shows promise in 
killing off lurking HIV: An 
antibody and toxin mix 
detected and killed HIV- 
infected cells lurking in the 
organs and bone marrow 
of mice that were altered to 
have a human immune 
system. (LA Times) 

MORE UNC RESEARCH... 

NCSU and UNC scientists create elaborate new ’drug delivery 

vehicle’ to fight cancer (News and Obsewer) 

Triangle researchers find way to store solar power (News and 

Observer) 

What helps African American boys transition to kindergarten (FPG 

Child Development Institute) 

Extreme dieting? Don’t!: 
While it’s tempting to 
dedicate this time of year 
to dieting, Carolina’s expert 
on eating disorders 
advises: Don’t do it. (UNC 
home page) 

Many rare mutations contribute to schizophrenia risk (UNC Heatth 

Care) 



GET CONNECTED 

Endeavors on Facebook ~ Endeavors on Twitter ~ RSS Feed 

Quest ons or suggest ons? Contact us. 

PRWACY POLICY: The Endeavors subscr ber Ist is not open to the public~ ensuring that your privacy and emal 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sell informat on about you, ncluding your emal address, to anyone for 
any purpose. If you suspect that your nformat on has been m sused, please let us know by send ng an emal to 
endeavors@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future newsletters~ please unsubscribe via the link at the bottom 
of this email. 

Office of Research Communications 
137 East FranM n Street, Sute 600 CB 4106 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel HII NC 27599o4106 
Phone: 919-962o6136 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu 

why didl get this? unsubscdbe from this list update subscription preferences 

UNC Chapel Hill ’ CB 4106 ’ Chapel Hill, Nc 27599 ’ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:51 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra 7.5 

Save The Date AdAstra.docx 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34237374-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~,li stserv.unc, edu 



Save The Date 

3/4/2014 or 3/11/2014 

3/18/2014 o r 3/2 4/2 014 

To share in the joy of 

AdAstra 7.5 

The University of North Carolina 

as they are joined 

formal invitation to follow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, February 16, 2014 4:12 PM 

Sturkey, William <wsturkey@live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sorry: Rescheduling Lunch 

Oh yes, we did say 12:30 originally. That time is still fine with me. Eunice, what about you? 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 2:30 PM, Sturkey, William wrote: 

can’t get there until :12:20,but that otherwise works. 

From: Williams, Ronald [mailto:rcw@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 10:07 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Sturkey, William 
Subject: Re: Sorry: Rescheduling Lunch 
Importance: High 

Dear All, 

I’m just confirming that we are on for 2/25 at noon. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 1:17 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

My schedule geography has shifted dramatically since I spoke to Ron. The earliest I can meet is Feb. 25 at 
noon. 
Apologies. 

Best wishes, 



Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, February 10, 2014 1:12 PM 
To." Sturkey, William; Williams, Ronald; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." RE: Rescheduling Lunch 

Dear All, 

Your new reservation is confirmed at The Carolina Inn on Tuesday, February :18, 20:14 at :12:30 PM for 3. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From." Sturkey, William 
Sent." Monday, February 10, 2014 12:46 PM 
To." Williams, Ronald; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Rescheduling Lunch 

That works better for me too as I’ve come down with a cold. Next Tuesday at :12:30 sounds good. 

Stay Warm, 

From: Williams, Ronald [mailto:rcw(~emailoUnCoedu] 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 12:42 PM 

To: Sturkey, William; Sable, Eunice 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Rescheduling Lunch 

Dear Colleagues, 

I just chatted with Eunice in the hallway and she has a conflict with our scheduled lunch 



tomorrow. So, if possible, I am hoping we can schedule it for next Tuesday instead. Same time. 
Same place. Eunice has indicated her availability for next week. William, are you available too? 

ROll 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 9:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 1:54 PM, "iaar" <iaar@ur~c.edu> wrote: 

The Institute of African American Research 
presents its Black History Month event: 

African American English: 
Thinking about Dialect and Education 

Monday, February 17, 2014 

4:00-5:30 PM 
Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

The first of its kind at UNC-Chapel Hill, this panel presentation features three renowned linguistics 
scholars and experts on African American English who will present and dialogue about the 
cognitive, structural and social dimensions of speech and dialect among African Americans as well 
as the relationship of dialect to education. Presentation topics will be as follows: 

Walt Wolfram (Distinguished Professor of English, NC State University): Transforming 
Perspective in African American Speech 

J. Michael Terry (Associate Professor of Linguistics, UNC-Chapel Hill): Dialect Switching and 
Tests of Mathematical Reasoning 

Lisa Green (Professor of Linguistics, U. Massachusetts-Amherst): Child African American English 
Speakers: Are They Simply Repeating What They Hear? 

Students, faculty, staff and community members are welcome to attend. For more information 
please contact iaar@unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: eu~ice@emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: 
id-69348916~eS06815~793 adca5e00agb4763174a5 f&r~:-T&~:-~aar&o:-34256103 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34256103- 
69348916. eg06815~93 adca5 e00a964763174a5 f(~listserv.ur~c.eda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 9:06 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

REMINDER- African American English: Thinking about Dialect and Education 
(Monday, February 17, 2014) 4:00-5:30 PM 

The Institute of African American Research 
presents its Black History Month event: 

African American English: 
Thinking about Dialect and Education 

Monday, February 17, 2014 
4:00-5:30 PM 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

The first of its kind at UNC-Chapel Hill, this panel presentation features three renowned linguistics 
scholars and experts on African American English who will present and dialogue about the 
cognitive, structural and social dimensions of speech and dialect among African Americans as well 
as the relationship of dialect to education. Presentation topics will be as follows: 

Walt Wolfram (Distinguished Professor of English, NC State University): Transforming 
Perspective in African American Speech 

J. Michael Terry_ (Associate Professor of Linguistics, UNC-Chapel Hill): Dialect Switching and 
Tests of Mathematical Reasoning 

Lisa Green (Professor of Linguistics, U. Massachusetts-Amherst): Child African American English 
Speakers: Are They Simply Repeating What They Hear? 

Students, faculty, staff and community members are welcome to attend. For more information 
please contact iaar@unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=69348916.e80b815 t’793 adca5 e00a9b47b3174a5 f&n=T&l=iaar&o=34256103 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34256103- 



69348916. e80b815 t’793 adca5 e00a9b47b3174a5 f@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34263690 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34263690-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 2/17/2014 10:32 
Ticket #: 2706502 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Professor Hildebrand said he is having trouble with his printer. I am not sure what the issue but he said it will not print. Maybe you 
could drop by to take a look at it when you get a chance. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c,edu/arobirt!websubiindex Jt=OASi[S%20Technical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:55 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] Adverse Weather in TIM 

To: TIM Administrators 

From: TIM Support 

Date: February 17, 2014 

Subject: Adverse Weather in TIM 

First, please familiarize yourself with the University’s Adverse Weather policy for SPA employees, 

htt : hrouncoedu olicieso roceduresos stems s aoem Io eeo olicies leaveoandoholida s adverseoweat~ero 

Adverse Weather Condition III, University offices closed, was declared from 1:50 pm on Wednesday, 
February 12, 2014 to 8:00 am on Saturday, February 15, 2014. 

(Please note that since UNC rounds to tenths of an hour, l:50pm is .2 hours of condition III.) 

In SPA employee timecards in TIM, the following entries should be made during the Adverse Weather 

Condition III timeframe only: 

SPA Non-Emergency Employees 

* For hours worked by a SPA non-emergency employee during Adverse Weather Condition III, the times in and 

out should be entered in the timecard. 

* The ’Adverse Weather III Non ER Emp’ pay code and an amount should be entered on each date hours were 

not worked during the Condition III timeframe. 

SPA Emergency Employees 

* For hours worked by a designated SPA emergency employee during the Adverse Weather Condition III 

timeframe, the ’Adverse Weather III ETO ER Emp’ pay code and an amount should be entered on each date 

worked. This will ensure the emergency employee is granted Adverse Weather ETO in TIM. Please note that 

’Severe Weather Essential’ must be indicated as a position attribute in HRIS in order for the employee to be 

considered an emergency employee. 

* For hours not worked by a designated SPA emergency employee during the Condition III timeframe, the 

’Adverse Weather III Non ER Emp’ pay code and an amount should be entered on each date. This will ensure 

the employee is paid but does not receive Adverse Weather ETO because they were not working those hours. 

Outside of the Condition III Timeframe 

* Any work hours missed due to adverse weather outside of the Condition III timeframe that were not made 



up by working additional hours, should be coded as Leave Taken or ’Adverse Weather Cond I-II Open’, if 

requested by the SPA employee. The SPA employee may also elect to take unpaid leave for those hours. 

* Please refer to the HR Adverse Weather policy for more detailed information, http://hrounc.edu/policieso 

roceduresos stems s a-era Io ee- olicies leave-and-holida s adverseoweather-s a 

Adverse Weather Pay Code Selection in TIM: 

* TIM Administrators have access to all Adverse Weather pay codes in TIM. 

* HR has determined to give Managers in TIM access to the Adverse Weather Condition III pay codes 

mentioned in this communication, ’Adverse Weather III Non ER Emp’ and ’Adverse Weather III ETO 

ER Emp’, until Tuesday, February 25, 2014. 

* HR does not permit employees to have access to Adverse Weather pay codes, so it is configured that way in 

TIM. Please contact the HR department if you have any questions regarding this policy. 

* TIM Administrators and Managers must expand the pay code column in the timecard before selecting an 

Adverse Weather pay code to ensure you are selecting the correct one. 

* While it is allowed, SPA Exempt employees do not require the ’Adverse Weather III Non ER Emp’ pay code to 

be entered in their timecards because they are set to Auto-Pay in payroll. However, you must enter the 

’Adverse Weather Cond I-II Open’ pay code for any adverse weather hours owed to the university and the 

’Adverse Weather III ETO ER Emp’ pay code for a designated SPA Exempt emergency employee who worked 

during Condition III, so they will have the Adverse Weather ETO hours they earned in TIM. 

* Because temporary employees are not eligible for paid leave, they cannot code adverse weather leave nor 
be paid for any time not worked. 

Please Note: 

* As with other types of leave, Adverse Weather leave hours cannot be coded if it would result in the total 

number of hours compensated to an employee in a work week to exceed 40 hours. 

* The Adverse Weather pay codes in TIM are not used for EPA employees. Please refer to the EPA Non-Faculty 

Adverse Weather policy, htt : hrouncoedu olicieso roceduresos stems e aononofacult oem Io eeo 

~o/icies/~eave/adverse-weat her-guide~inesofo roepa-nomfacu~ty-em~oyees/~ 

* Please contact the HR Department with any questions about are policy related. TIM Support provides 

assistance with TIM ’how-to’ questions only. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

toylounge@unc.edu 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Gore_March 24 1100AM.pdf; Toy Lounge Guidelines.pdf 

Dear Travis, 

Hi! Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation request entitled ’Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on 
the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda’. Your request has been approved and you may login at ~;~/w,a,w~nc~da/toy!~ng~. Here are 
the details of your event: 

Title: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 

Date: March 24, 2014 
Start setup: 11:00AM 
Finish cleanup: 3:00PM 

Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 no more than 30 minutes prior to your scheduled start time for your event. It is 
imperative that your event is completed by confirmed time to allow for other events to start on time. 

Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. 
Failure to adhere to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation privileges. 

After you have cleaned and returned the room to its original location, you may return the key to Dey 238. If the office is already 
closed, you may drop the key into the box affixed on the door to Dey 238 (this box also contains the department class schedules). 

A virtual tour of the room is available at www.unc.edu/toylounge/virtualtour.php 

For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.unc.edu or call 962.6702. 

The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be 
used as a storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust 
*any* settings for the freezer or refrigerator. 

For your reference, another copy of the Toy Lounge Guidelines has been attached to this email. 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
~:iiwww~unc~edtv’t 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CItAPEL tIILL 

TO’¢ ~ (:7}1 NG~ ;~ S E }<VAT~ 

4~.h Floo~, Dey ]~al] 

Toy Lounge Reservation Form 

Contact: Sam Gore 

Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department Name: African & African-Amer Studies 

Department Number: 3287 

Other sponsoring group(s): Anthropology Department and Global Studies 

Event Name: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the 
Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
Event Type: Presentation 

Date of Event: March 24, 2014 

Reservation Start Time: 11:00AM 

Reservation End Time: 3:00PM 

Faculty/Staff: 60% Grad: 5% Undergrad: 30% Public/Other: 5% 

You may pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 on March 24 at 10:30AM. 

Please return the key to Dey 238 after cleaning the room. 



Guidelines 

THE UNIVERSITY 

q[ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

4th Floor, Dey Hall 

www.unc.edu/toylounge 

toytounge@unc.edu 

for Using Toy Lounge 

Toy Lounge is maintained and controlled by the College of Arts & Sciences for informal to semi-formal 
meetings of faculty, administration and related groups during normal business hours. Please adhere to the 
following guidelines as a courtesy to other meetings since the Lounge is in heavy demand. 

THE DAY OF YOUR EVENT: 

Keys may be picked up thirty (30) minutes before your reservation begins. Keys cannot be loaned 
to contractors or vendors, caterers, outside presenters, etc. Instead, you should meet your vendor 
at Toy Lounge to let them in and lock up after they leave. 

You can pick up the key to Toy Lounge from 238 Dey Hall and return it to the same office. Key 
must be returned immediately after your function. 

Kitchen may only be used during the time of your reservation. You may not use the kitchen as a 
storage facility. 

All parties, including caterers, must be out of the Lounge when your scheduled time is over. 

It is the responsibility of your unit to return furnishings to their proper position, clean all surfaces, 
and set closed trash bags outside kitchen door. You should also close the shades and turn off 
lights and equipment. 

If the condition of Toy Lounge is unsatisfactory after your use, then you will lose your privileges to 
use the room. Also, your unit may be billed for any clean-up charges. 

Lock all doors when you leave, including the left double-door which must be switched to the 
locked position so that it is secured when the right door is locked. 

IMPORTANT: Failure to observe these guidelines may result in loss of privileges. 

These policies are set by the College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office. Comments or suggestions 
should be addressed to Logan Brackett, Io.qan@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 3:15 PM 

This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Spring 2014 Schedule.pdf 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Spring 2014 Schedule 

All lunches are from 12 noon -1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

February 21st Path Over Passion: Why Our words Matter with Exploring Students 

with O. Ray Angle, Director of UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion 

and you will be happy in your career." This can be tricky when making academic and career decisions because it can have 

the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that challenge and 

discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the 

language we use when working with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into 

these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

FULL SPRING SCHEDULE ATTACHED! 

Bring a friend. 

Cynthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ F’lease consider the envi~or~rr~ent before printing this emai[ 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Sprin£ 2(1124 Schedule 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

February 21st Path Over Passion: Why Our words Matter with Exploring Students 
with O. Ray Angle, Director of UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion 

and you will be happy in your career." This can be tricky when making academic and career decisions because it can have 

the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that challenge and 

discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the 

language we use when working with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into 

these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

March 21~t Accessibility Resources and Service at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

with Tiffany Bailey, Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

The Office of Accessibility Resources and Service (ARS), a part of the Division of Student Affairs, works with departments 

throughout the University to assure that the programs and facilities of the University are accessible to every student in 

the University community. ARS provides reasonable accommodations, so students with disabilities who are otherwise 

qualified may, as independently as possible meet the demands of University life. This session will provide an overview of 

ARS including the identification process, current policies and practice and types of accommodations. Additionally, we will 

discuss hot topics in disability services and current case law. 

April :~:~ th Trauma Stewardship 
with Bob Pleasants, Ph.D., Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Trauma Exposure Response or secondary trauma is "a transformation that takes place within us as a result of exposure to 

the suffering of other[s]_/’ according to Laura van Dernoot Lipsky and Connie Burk, authors of Trauma Stewardship: An 
Everyday Guide to Caring for Se/f While Caring for Others. Being able to recognize, prevent, tend to, and cope with 

secondary trauma, also called trauma stewardship, is an important skill for higher education faculty and staff who support 

students through difficult experiences. This presentation and discussion will help uncover individual, organization, and 

societal structures which may expose us to trauma, as well as those which provide us support to cope with that trauma. 

May 2nd Fostering Learning and Effective Interactions Through Mindfulness and Positive Emotions 
with K. Carrie Adair, M.A., Graduate Student, Socia/ Psycho/ogy and E/ise Rice, Graduate Student, Socia/ 

Psycho/ogy 

Exciting research in the area of ’Positive Psychology’ can offer us insight into ways that we can be effective - and help 

students be effective- in an academic setting. Mindfulness and positive emotions in particular appear to play important 

roles in the creation of supportive learning environments and in meaningful and productive interactions. In this session 

we will discuss what the research to date has to say about the benefits of positive emotions and mindfulness, why they 

may be important for learning and relationships, and finally some practical ways to cultivate these states. We will then 

open the floor to a larger discussion about how mindfulness, positive emotions, and well-being are important for personal 

as well as student success. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 3:50 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Laptop Case and DVD Drive for Computer 

Dear Travis, 

Per our conversation, can you please order the following two items for me: 

~ :i/www~brenthaven.comi#c-cases/tri~oad-xf 

http :i/store.a~e.comiusiproducV%[D564ZM/Aia~)le-usb-superdrive 

Please forward me the purchase confirmations and I will follow up with the p-card form. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 
Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Swift, Adam Louis <alswift@ehs.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:45 PM 

Apple, Donnie L <Donnie.Apple@facilities.unc.edu>; Rhody, Susan M 
<rhody@email.unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob <bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; Oakley, Linda H 
<Linda.Oakley@facilities.unc.edu>; Howard, Deborah <dmhoward@ehs.unc.edu>; 
Humphreys, Robert V <Robert.Humphreys@facilities.unc.edu>; Lofgren, Steven 
<lofgren@email.unc.edu>; Young, Frederick N <fyoung@unc.edu>; Hyde, Ruth F 
<ruth_hyde@unc.edu>; White, Peter S <pwhite@unc.edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<dlhawkin@psafety.unc.edu>; Naylor, Adrian Leon <anaylor@psafety.unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Ron Dean <rcampbe@psafety.unc.edu>; Gribbin, Laura Anne 
<lagribbi@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; Beal, 
Crystal <crystal_beal@unc.edu>; Henry, Quintel <quintel_henry@med.unc.edu>; Bober, 
Gene <eugene_bober@med.unc.edu>; Coley, James <j ames_coley@med.unc.edu>; 
Kenney, Denise E <denise_kenney@med.unc.edu>; Schneider, Eric S 
<eric_schneider@med.unc.edu>; Santos, Jun Santiago <isantos@unc.edu>; Coble, 
Rodney D <rodney_coble@med.unc.edu>; Allen, Randy <erallen2@email.unc.edu>; 
Lowe, Rob <rl l@psafety.unc.edu>; Johnson, Timothy Neal 
<tnjohnso@psafety.unc.edu>; Lewis, Jeffrey 15; <jlewis2@psafety.unc.edu>; Doubts, 
James Lester Jr <doubts@live.unc.edu>; Weaver, Martha (2 <mcweaver@med.unc.edu>; 
Faulkner, Dorothy L <dot faulkner@med.unc.edu>; Meinecke, Chris 
<meinecke@email.unc. edu>; Simmons, Jeanine M <j eanine, simmons@unc, edu>; Gore, 
Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu>; Mork, Peter 
<peter mork@unc.edu>; Cole, Paul R <pcole@email.unc.edu>; Schwabauer, Kathy E 
<keschwabauer@ehs.unc.edu>; Bond, Fletcher R <frbond@ehs.unc.edu>; Lynn, Kitty 
<kllynn@ehs.unc.edu>; Parker, Steve <sdparker@ehs.unc.edu>; Mitchell, John W 
<jwmitchell@ehs.unc.edu>; Boswell, Monica <boswellm@email.unc.edu> 

Thacker, Daniel Jr <Daniel.Thacker@facilities.unc.edu>; Sharpe, David W 
<David. Sharpe@facilities.unc.edu>; Strickler, William Walton 
<William.Strickler@facilities.unc.edu>; Straughn, Kerry Scott 
<Kerry. Straughn@facilities.unc. edu>; Quigley, Eric T 
<Eric.Quigley@facilities.unc.edu>; Prince, Jimmie Clifford 
<Jimmie.Prince@facilities.unc.edu>; Miskow, Michael (2 
<Michael.Miskow@facilities.unc.edu>; McLamb, Sherwood 
<Sherwood.McLamb@facilities.unc.edu>; Leinfelder, Marcus J 
<Marcus.Leinfelder@facilities.unc.edu>; Johnson, Ronald F 
<Ronald.Johnson@facilities.unc.edu>; Hill, James Allan Jr 
<James.Hill@facilities.unc.edu>; Fleming, George 
<George.Fleming@facilities.unc.edu>; Ayers, Dwayne (2 
<Dwayne.Ayers@facilities.unc.edu>; Ayers, Paris O <Paris.Ayers@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Bristol, Mark B <Mark.Bristol@facilities.unc.edu>; Going, Todd 
<Todd.Going@facilities.unc.edu>; Simmons, Tommy <tasimmons@ehs.unc.edu> 

March 2014 Fire Drill 

March 2014 Fire Test Letter.docx 

We will be conducting a fire drill in your building in March, 2014. 

We are NOW conducting fu~ fire dri~s in every campus building and expect 
evacuations for every dri~ event. 

Fire drills will be conducted between Monday and Thursday unless another 



arrangement has been made: see attached chart for details. 

The alarms WILL NOT be turned off until ALL occupants have evacuated properly. 

Emergency coordinators, monitors and department managers should give the "ALL 
OK" signal to re-enter the building after alarms are silenced. We will continue to test 
the fire alarm system silently thereafter. If you have any scheduling preferences, 
please let me know no later than 5:00 PM on February 21st so I can work your 
preference into the schedule. 

Please email with updated emergency coordinator information ASAP. 

Building Emergency Coordinators will be expected to assist their 

sections/departments/buildings with normal evacuation procedures, as that is the primary 

duty of the EC. Please refer to Fire Emergency Procedure for information on correct 
evacuation procedu res. 

Emergency Evacuation Procedures 
When the fire alarm sounds, take the following action. 
1. Evacuate immediately at the closest exit. 
2. When leaving the building, close all windows and doors. This will stop the 

spread of fire. 
3. If you encounter smoke, drop down to the floor and stay low until you reach 

the exit. 
4. When evacuating the building, always use the stairs, never use the 

elevator, because power could be lost, trapping you on the floor of the fire. 
5. If physically impaired, know your places of refuge. Please list places of 

refuge for physically impaired personnel. 
6. Meet at designated assembly area, which should be at least 50 feet from 

building. 
7. Please fill in Emerqency Action Plan to keep or post in a prominent position 

in your building. 

To print out your page; open the attachment- "March 2014 Fire Test Letter", find 
YOUR test letter, go to print, select current page (or specific page) in left-hand box that 
says "Page range" and then select print. 

This should be posted at all doors and elevators. However, BEGINNING IN 
JANUARY 2015 we will no longer post signs for the fire drill! 

This email stands as the official notification of March 2014 Fire Drill and Testing. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about fire alarms or fire 
safety issues. 

I 



March 2014 Fire Alarm & Testing 

Date Building Alarm Tech Emergency Building 
Coordinator Contact 

3/4/2014 Kenan Labs Kerry Straughn Fred Young, 

(Tues) Ruth Hyde, 

Peter White 

James Hill Ron Campbell 3/5/2014 

(Wed) 

3/6/2014 

(Thurs) 

3/11/2014 

(Tues) 

3/12/2014 

(Wed) 

3/13/2014 
(Thurs) 

3/17/2014 

(Mon) 

3/18/2014 
(Tues) 

3/19/2014 

(Wed) 

Public Safety Building 

210 Pittsboro St. 

Neurosciences Building 

Craige Parking Deck 

Business Parking Deck 

Carolina Inn/Whitehead 

Avery Hall 

Med School Wing B 

Med School Wing C 

Med School Wing D 

Hyde Hall 

Battle Hall 
Vance Hall 
Pettigrew Hall 

Person Hall 

EHS Building 

HMF buildings 
Baity Hill 1800, 1900, 2000 

RonJohnson 

David Sharpe 

Eric Quigley 

James Hill 

Kerry Straughn 

Jimmie Prince 

Paris Ayers 

Deborah Hawkins, 
Adrian Naylor 

Laura Gribbin 

Quintel Henry, Gene 

Bober, Denise Kenney 

Robert Lowe, Adrian 

Naylor, Tim Johnson 

James Doubts, 

Matthew Parsek 

Steve Lofgren 

Quintel Henry, Amanda 

Bundren, Gene Bober 

Martha Weaver, 

Quintel Henry, Gene 

Bober 

Monica Shaw, Michelle 

Forcier, Dorothy 

Faulkner, Quintel 

Henry, Gene Bober 

Sam Gore, Sonia Colon 
Peter Mork 

Paul Cole 

Kathy Schwabauer, Ray 
Bond, Kitty Lynn, Steve 

Parker 

Steve Parker 

Monica Boswell 

Mike 

McFarland, 

2rystal Beal 

Eric Schneider, 

lun Santos, 

lames Coley, 

Rodney Coble, 

Randy Allen 

Deborah 

Hawkins, Jeff 

Lewis 

Seth Kaplan 

Bob Humphreys 

lames Coley 

2hris Meinecke, 

leanine 
Simmons 
rravis Gore 

Peter Mork 

Billy Mitchell 

Steve Lofgren, 

Bob Humphreys 



Adam Swift 
Environment, Health & Safety 
1120 Estes Drive Extension CB 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

T 919-962-0360 

alswifl~,ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Fred Young, Ruth Hyde, Peter White 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Kenan Labs 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 4, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Deborah Hawkins, Adrian Naylor, Ron Campbell 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Public Safety Building 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE 

March 5, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Laura Gribbin, Mike McFarland, Crystal Beal, 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

210 Pittsboro St. 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 5, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO:           Quintel Henry, Gene Bober, Denise Kenney, Eric Schneider, Jun Santos, James Coley, Rodney 
Coble, Randy Allen 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Neurosciences Building 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 6, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: 

FROM: 

Robert Lowe, Adrian Naylor, Tim Johnson, Deborah Hawkins, Jeff Lewis 

Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 
information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Craige Parking Deck 
Business Parking Deck 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 11, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: James Doubts~ Matthew Parseh Seth Kaplan 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Carolina Inn 
Whitehead Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 12, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Steve Lofgren, Bob Humphreys 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Avery Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 12, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO:           Quintel Henry, Amanda Bundren, Gene Bober, Martha Weaver, Monica Shaw, Michelle Forcier, 
Dorothy Faulkner, James Coley 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Med School Wings B, C, D 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 13, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Chris Meinecke~ Jeanine Simmons 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Hyde Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 17, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Sam Gore, Sonia Colon, Peter Mork, Travis Gore 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Battle Hall 
Vance Hall 

Pettigrew Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 17, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Paul Cole 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Person Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 17, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Kathy Schwabauer~ Ray Bon& Kitty Lynn~ Steve Parker~ Billy Mitchell 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

EHS Building 
Haz Waste Buildings 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 18, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Steve Lofgren, Bob Humphreys, Monica Boswell 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Baity Hill: 1800, 1900, 2000 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 19, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 7:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Your Order at Brenthaven 

Thanks, Travis. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:26 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

Your order has been purchased from Brenthaven. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: TNs e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Brenthaven [mailto:info@brenthaven.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your Order at Brenthaven 



Thank you for your purchase. Your order will be processed and shipped within 48 hours 
(Monday - Friday). You will receive tracking information within 72 hours. If you have any 
questions, please send an email to orders@brenthaven.com 

Purchasin~ Informatio~ 

E-mail Address: 

Billing Address: 
TRAVIS GORE 
109 BA-I-FLE HALL 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

stqore@email.unc.edu 

Shipping Address: 
TRAVIS GORE 
109 BA-I-FLE HALL 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

Billing Phone: 
919-966-5496 

Order Total: $99.95 

Shipping Phone: 
919-966-5496 
Payment Method: 
Credit card 

Order 

Shipping Method: Free Ground service (7-10 days) 

Products Subtotal: $99.95 

Free Ground service (7-10 days): $0.00 

Total for this Order: $99.95 

Order No: 
13562 
9 

Product(s) on Order: 
1 x Triload-XF Shoulder Case - $99.95 

SKU: 3482 

Order comments: 
Do not send me marketing and promotional e-mail. 

100% LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
We proudly stand behind every case 
we manufacture If at any time 
throughout the life of a product you 
are not satisfied with its performance, 
please contact us.. 

Register for your Lifetime Warrant-v. 

Ha~e geed back? 

We’re always happy to receive comments 
about our cases. 
S~are ~oar Brent~ven experience with oar 
anstomers. 

E-mail us at orders@bren~}taven.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 7:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your order is being processed 

Thanks for this one too, Travis. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:20 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

Below is the order from the Apple Store. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended redpient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 

From: Apple Store [mailto:your_order_US@orders.apple.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your order is being processed 

Apple Store 
Order Number: W2S2339950 I Ordered on Feb 17, 2014 



Thank you for your order. 
We’ll let you know when your items are on their way. 

Items to be Shipped 

Shipment 1 Available to ship: Within 24 hours 

Delivers: Feb 25 by Postal Service 

Apple USB SuperDrive $79.00 

Shipping Address 

Shipment 

Notifications 

Ron Williams 

919 966-5496 

109 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Payment 

Billin S. Travis Gore 

g 919 966-5496 

Conta ~ore@emaikunc.edu 

ct 

Billin :[09 Battle Hall 

g Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Addre United States 

SS 

Subtotal 

Free Shipping 

Estimated Tax 

$79.00 

$ooo 



Order Total $84.93 

Questions 

When will I get my items? 

There is a ’Delivers’ estimate above each 

Shipment. This tells you when your items are 

expected to arrive. As each item leaves our 

warehouse, we’ll email you with carrier and 

tracking information. 

if you ordered multiple items, you’ll receive a 

separate email as each item ships. There are not 

additional shipping fees for these items. 

How do I view or change my order? 

Visit online Order Status to view the most up-to- 

date status and make changes to your order. To 

review more information about shipping, 

changing your order, or returns, please visit 

online ~. 

You can also reach our Customer Service team at 

1-800-MY-APPLE, Monday through Friday from 

5:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., or Saturday and Sunday 

from 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Pacific. Please have 

your order number available. 

Listen wirelessly 
c, faw~¢te u~es wt~ h 

~stetSu÷oohs d A [} y peske 

Apple Store Gift Cards 

ando~ r~esto’es 

Sho~ Mac ShoJ~ iPod ShoJ~ iPhone Sho£ iPad 

M~c Ac essodes iPod Accessories iPhon Accesso~ es ~Pad Accessories 

Mac Software Gft Cards Gft Cards Gft Cards 

Gf Card 

;Copyr ght © 20!4 Apple Inc, AI} rghts reserved. Terms of Use Sales and Refunds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 7:48 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

February Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land 
in your inbox! 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Volume V Issue 8 I February 18, 2014 

State Health Non 

Know Your Numbers: Schedule Your Annual 
Physical 
February is American Heart Month. 
Knowing your numbers is an 
important component of assessing 
your risk for heart disease. Many 
risk factors for heart disease, such 
as high blood pressure and high 
cholesterol, do not present any 
signs or symptoms until the damage 
is already done to your heart or 
arteries. 

Schedule an annual physical with 
your primary care provider so that 

IN TH~S ISSUE 

Know Your Numbers 

Stay Hear~ Healthy 
S__£qnin.q Up for Medicare 

iPad Winner Announced 

UKE US ON 
FACEBOOK 



you can stay on top of your heart 
health. During your annual physical 
exam, be sure your provider checks 
your cholesterol, blood pressure, 
and blood sugar. These screening 
tests often require you to fast, or not 
eat, for at least eight hours before 
your appointment. Upon receiving 
your test results, review them with 
your provider or nurse and ask any 
questions you may have. 
Understanding your numbers will 
help you and your doctor determine 
if there are any lifestyle changes you 
need to make to maintain or improve 
your heart health. photo credit. Thinkstock Images 

Click here for more information 
about knowincj your health numbers 

Joi~ ~he conversation 
Facebook com/SHPNC 

JOIN OUR LIST 

HEALTHY/UGHT 
RECIPE 

Warm Chocolate Puddinq 

Keep Your Heart Healthy with NC 
Health Smart 
Heart disease is the second- 
leading cause of death in 
North Carolina. It is 
responsible for nearly 1 of 
every 5 deaths in our state.* 
NC HealthSmart** provides 
members with a variety of 
FREE resources to help you 
take steps to reduce your risk 
for heart disease. 

photo credit. Thinkstock Images Eat a healthy diet, low in fat 
and sodium and high in 
fiber 
Visit your FREE Personal Health Portal to plan your next 
healthy meal. Your Personal Health Portal gives you access 
to many healthy recipes, including low sodium and low fat 
options. In addition, you can create a healthy grocery list 
using the NuVal nutritional scoring system. NuVal scores 
food from 1 to 100. The higher the score, the better it is for 
you. See how your favorite foods score by signing into your 
Portal today! 

Learn more about resources and tips to keep your heart 
healthy 

*North Carofina State Center for Health Statistics, 2012 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

American Heart Association 
Recommendations for Physical 

Activity_ in Adults 

NUTRITION 

25 Top Heart-Healthy 
Foods 



Retiring Medicare Eligible Members 
As a reminder for active members nearing retirement, 
Medicare becomes 
primary the last month 
that a retiring active 
member is covered by 
his or her agency and 
the Medicare reduced 
rate applies. Members 
should be aware of 
the Medicare primacy 
change and the need 
to elect Medicare Part 
B to be effective the 
date of their 
retirement. 

photo credit: Thinkstock Images 

In order for a retiree to be eligible for the new Humana and 
UnitedHealthcare Group Medicare Advantage Plans under 
the Retirement Systems, the retiree must be enrolled in Part 
A and B and they must have enrolled in their retirement 
benefit more than sixty days in advance of their coverage 
effective date. 

Click here for what you need to know about your benefits 
prior to retirinq 

DHHS Wellness Wins iPad Winner 
Announced 
Andrea Mason, a staff 
member in the Pharmacy 
Department at Central 
Regional Hospital (CRH) 
in Butner, was recently 

awarded a new iPad® for 
her participation in the 
North Carolina 
Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS) 
Wellness Wins pilot 
project. Andrea Mason 

photo credit: Thinkstock Images 

TOBACCO 
CESSATION 
RESOURCES 

Trying to quit tobacco? Let 
us help. Click here to learn 
about FREE and 
discounted NC 
HealthSmart supports 
available to help you 
become tobacco-free. 

EAT SMART, MOVE 
MORE, WEIGH LESS 

This two-year pilot was 
conducted at CRH, R.J. Blackley Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
Treatment Center (ADATC), and VVhitaker Psychiatric 
Residential Treatment Facility (Whitaker) from Dec. 1, 2011, 

QUICK LINKS 

About Us 



to Nov. 31, 2013. The goal of the program was to increase 
utilization and access to primary health care for employees. 
As part of the pilot, employees were offered a health 
assessment, free biometric screenings and health action 
steps at their worksite. Employees who participated in these 
three steps received a $15 copay reduction for primary care 
visits for themselves and their dependents. 

Ms. Mason won her iPad® by completing all components of 
the final phase of the pilot program. The award was 
presented at a pharmacy staff meeting in December 2013. 

MY Medical Benefits 

Mental Health Resources 

NC HealthSmart 

My Pharmacy Benefits 

Privacy Notice 

CONTACT US 

Customer Service: 
888-234-2416 

Over the past two years, the State Health Plan was able to 
offer reduced copays to more than 800 CRH, ADATC and 
Whitaker employees and their dependents through the 
Wellness Wins program. The results of this pilot showed a 
significant increase in visits to primary care providers and a 
decrease in hospital admissions. In addition, participants in 
the project left with a greater understanding of their risk for 
developing a chronic condition. 

Thank you to all of the CRH, ADATC and VVhitaker 
employees for their participation and all of the leaders for 
their support. 

Prescription Questions: 
800-336-5933 

Health Coach for Eligible 
Members: 

800-817-7044 

For questions on this 
newsletter, e-mail 

ppo.inquides@nctreasu rer.com. 

**Members eligible for NC HealthSmart services are 
members whose primary health coverage is through the 
State Health Plan. Federal law prohibits the Plan from using 
your personal health information to discriminate against you 
in any way or from giving this information to your employing 
agency/school or other unauthorized third party, unless 
allowed or required by law. 

The information presented in this e-newsletter is intended for information purposes only and is not a 
substitute for consultation with a medical professional. This information should not be used to treat or 
diagnose a health condition, Always seek advice from a trained health care provider, 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc,edu by communication@nctreasurer.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

State Health Plan I 4901 Glenwood Avenue I Suite 300 I Raleigh I NC I 27612 



ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@uncoedu> 
Tuesday, February 18, 2o14 2:14 PM 
Gore, Tra’4s <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for February 18, 2o14 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCarolinaNewsletter I February18, 2o14 I Post-Sno~@ocalypse 

iMPORTANT NOTICE 

Upcoming Outage 
There will be a maintenance outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other 

systems on Tuesday, Feb. 25, beginning at 5:oopm and ending at 

approximately 11:oopm. For details, v~sit, our System Status page. 

HOT TOPIC 

Testing Stats Show Progress 

Project team staff and business o~ers are 

converging on "testing central" in the ITS 

Manning building to test all the pieces of 

ConnectCarolina and how the pieces work 

together. 

Read onlineo 

COOL STUFF 

Qu~ck Look: The ~nfograph~c 



Wondering how we make sure that 

ConnectCarolina is fully tested and 

ready for use? Check out this 

i~’ographic detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it works 

for Carolinao 

T~me~ne: Path 
to GooL~ve 
Find out what we’re working 

on now and what’s coming up 

on the path to go-live; view the 

Con~,ectCarolina Finance and 

HRiPayroll Timeline. 

224 ays to Go-Live! 
Learn more about the pr@ect and how you can get involvedo 



Know someone who needs to know more about ConnectCaro~na? Forward 
this newsletter and encourage them to subscdbeo Thanks! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 14087703; Opened; NEED TWO KEYS MADE FOR BE-BB01 AND 
TWO 

The following work order has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 02/18/2014 14:56:47 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14087703 
Description ........ Need two keys made for BE-BB01 and two keys made for BF-BB02 

Special Requirements: 
Thanks ! 
Location: 3rd floor 
Department: 3287 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Completion Date: 2/25/2014 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: refund 

20140219144528012.pdf 

Trav[s this is FY[ 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:53 PM 
To: Ward, Shannon (Shannon.Ward@Staples.corn) 
Subject: refund 

Hello Shannon 

I will like to return a couple of products acquire yesterday thru Epro, as follow:( please see attached.) 

¯ Item # 332969- Dixie Pathways paper hot cups / 2342path 

¯ Item# GMT96153 - Green Mountain Coffee roasters 

The order number is 012243023-00001 and the purchase order is EPO0319022 

Thank you 

Sonia Co,on 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department o/A/rican, A!rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919o956-1295 



that was easy: 

To reach Customer Service, 
please dial (877)826-7755, 

Staples Advantage 

SONIA COLON 
170 E FRANKLIN ST 
RM: i09 BATTLE HALL 
RTE IP:ROOM 109 

6     ~ - SONIa ~OLON 

REFER TO THIS ORDER NO.    FOR ALT. INOUIRIES 

SHZPPING LOCATION:Charlotte MCC FC 

AIRPORT RD 
CAMPUS BOX II30iDEPT: 2205 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

CAK~ZE~ ROUTE :HEN/COU    /92 

TOTAL PACKAGES: MULTI 

PAGE: 1 

2 724688 BX ! 0 
3 538611 CT 

i ~ 

1 0 
4 332969 ~T, ~ o i’ ’ 0 " 
5 GMT96153 C~T .... .... 1 0 ~ |~ 
6 500531 BX 2 0 2--’> 

LAND O’LAKES MINI MOO’S HALF &/i00718 
SUGAR IN THE RAW PACKETS, 200//50319 
DIXIE CRYSTALS SUGAR PACKETS, /20500 
DIXIE PATHWAYS PAPER HOT CUPS,i2342PATH 
GREEN MOUNTAIN COEFEE ROASTERS~ 
STARBUCKS TAZO EARL GRAY BLACK/000149899 

We have shipped this item from a different Distribution Cir. 

Check your order status online by 
"’~~’’k__ Z~.%~tMy Order StaZus from the 

&~reviews       ~y Orders 

Thank You For Your Order! Staples, Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Re: keys 

That is fine Travis. Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 4:49 PM, "Gore, Travis" <~ore(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

The keys are ready that I had made for Tim’s office. They are to be picked up at the key shop off of 
MLK road. The best time for me to do this would be tomorrow morning on my way in to work. Would 
that be fine? 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 8:04 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC prepares for Duke after a weeklong delay 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 8:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Hear Margaret Palmer this Saturday! 

Hear Marqaret Palmer at 

February 20, 2014 

the Global American South Conference 
Friday and Saturday, February 21 o 22 
FedEx Global Education Center 
Re~ister Now! 

Margaret Palmer will deliver the Chandler Lecture keynote: 
"Socio-cultural Context as a Driver of Ecological Restoration" 
Saturday, February 22, 10:45 AM - 12:00 PM 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx Global Education 
Center 

Come Saturday to hear The Chandler Keynote Lecture by Margaret 
Palmer, author of Coal Comfort, and Professor at the University of 
Maryland and Director of the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis 
Center. She’ll speak about the importance of socio-cultural context 
for ecological restoration, and take a closer look at the practices and 
impacts of businesses that have cropped up to protect and restore 
rivers and freshwater streams. We’ll have a Southern fusion lunch 
Saturday featuring local BBQ and vegetable options from Vimala’s 

Curryblossom Caf6 right after the keynote lecture. 

Throughout the Conference, we’ll hear from experts from around the triangle and the country on 
environmental history, and developments in a variety of fields from science to design on how we can shift 
practices to protect and restore the ecological resources of the South while meeting the needs of the 
region’s people and adjusting to human, economic, and environmental changes on a global scale. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Global P rolects S howcase 
Thursd 
ay, 
Februa 
ry 
27, 12:0 
0o 
1:00 
P~,~ 
Room 
3009, 
FedEx 
G~obal 

FUNDING 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Workinq 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 



Education Center 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided from Vima~a°s Currvb~ossom Cafe. 

Ora DeKornfeid, Undergraduate (Communication 
Studies), "Living with Fistula: Oral Histories of Southern 
Bangladesh" in Bangladesh. 
Natalie Deyneka, Graduate (J.D.), "Legal Intern with Human 
Rights First: Refugee Protection Program in NYC," in New York 
City. 
Candace Mixon, Graduate (PhD, Religious Studies), "The 
Experience of Female Mystics," in Istanbul, Turkey. 

Fulbdght-mtvU & NatGeo A~olication Deadline 
February 28, 5 PM 
Applications are due for the Institute for 
International Education for the Fulbright- 
mtvU and Fulbright-National Geographic 
fellowships by 5 PM. 
Learn more. 

visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchinq Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learnin# 

These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

C.V. Start Scholarship Deadline 
Monday, March 3 
These awards are intended to support UNC students who demonstrate 
financial need to undertake an independent internationally-oriented 
experience. 
Learn more + apply online. 

International Internship Award Deadline 
Monday, March 3 
These awards are intended to support UNC Undergraduate and 
Master’s level students (J.D., M.D., and D.D.S. students may apply) 
with secured internationally-focused internships that will advance their 
academic and professional careers. Upon completing the internship 
and returning to UNC, students should build the internship experience 
into their academic program.Ideally, upon graduation, students will land 
jobs with the same or a similar organization. 
Learn more + apply online. 

Carolina Undergraduate Health Fellowship 
Deadline 
Monday, March 3 
The Carolina Undergraduate Health Fellowship (CUHF) enables 
promising UNC undergraduates to create a self-designed health- 
related project anywhere in the world. The fellowship is an investment 
in talented students whose medical and cultural experience will 
strengthen the future of health care both in the United States and the 
world. 
Learn more + apply online. 

RESOURCES 
See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
ExpeRise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

International Coffee Hour 



Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

Wednesday, March 5, 5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis Caf@, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s hosts are the Undergraduate Library and EASE. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Duke-UNC "Gender, War, and Culture" Series 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 
1:30 o 5:00 pro, UNC Chapel Hill, Hyde Hall, University Room 
The workshop, "Gender, War, and Culture in a Global Perspective," is devoted to an exploration of the 
centrality of empire to the involvement of Europe and the Americas in wars during the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Sponsored in part by the Center for Global initiatives. 

Israeli-Palestinian Conflict ~peaker Series: Ghaith aFOmari 
February 25, 6:00 o 7:30 pm 
Room 1005, FedEx GEC 

The Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 
presents the Israeli Palestinian Conflict Speaker Series. 

Ghaith aloOmari, Executive Director of the American Task Force on Palestine, is 
scheduled to visit campus to give a public lecture on the impact of domestic 
Palestinian Politics on the current Israeli peace negotiations. 

Sponsored in part by the Center for Global initiatives. 

Rehearsin Workshop: Rethinking Development in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon 
February 27-28, 12:00 PM o 2:00 PM 
Auditorium, UNC School of Social Work 
The Global Transmigration Certificate Program, the School of Social Work, and the Institute for the Study of 
the Americas would like to bring Daniel Bryan to campus for a workshop open to all students. Daniel is 
founder and director of the Pachaysana Institute in Ecuador, which uses an arts-based and locally-informed 
approach to partner international students with communities in the Ecuadorian Amazon in development 
projects through "Applied Study Abroad." Sponsored in part by the Center for Global initiatives. 

Beniamin A. Gilman Scholarship Program 
The Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship Program offers grants for U.S. citizen undergraduate 
students eligible for federal Pell grants to pursue academic studies or credit-bearing, career-oriented 
internships abroad. Such international exchange is intended to better prepare U.S. students to assume 
significant roles in an increasingly global economy and interdependent world. The application deadline for 
summer grants is March 4, 2014. 

Center for Global Inidadves 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 



FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc edu 

The mission of the Center for Global Initiatives is to expand global oppoAunities at 

UNC through collaborative programs + projects and competitive awards + fellowships that connect people across 

borders and disciplines. We are especially interested in opening access to global oppo~unities to students, 

faculty, and staff traditionally underrepresented in this sphere. 

This message was sent to stgore@email, unc,edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 

Manage Your Subscription 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 14087703; Completed; NEED TWO KEYS MADE FOR BE-BB01 
AND TWO 

The following work order has been completed. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 02/18/2014 14:56:47 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14087703 
Shop ............... 504 - ACCESS CONTROLS - HARDWARE - Phone# 962-0161 
Description ........ Need two keys made for BE-BB01 and two keys made for BF-BB02 

Special Requirements: 
Thanks ! 
Location: 3rd floor 
Department: 3287 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
Completion Date: 2/25/2014 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

http:iiselectsurvev.csit, mac.eda/TakeSurvev.as~x? Surve~llD=14KH883 &win: 14087703 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2709021 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: I spoke with Travis, and advised them to host big files for distribution on a website or in their departmental shaft, 
and email a link to the file instead of the actual file. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~iweb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2709021 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: I spoke with Travis, and advised them to host big files for distribution on a website or in their departmental shaft, 
and email a link to the file instead of the actual file. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~iweb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:43 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Film on Race and Sex Tourism in Brazil - Monday, Feb. 24- 

"Cinderellas, Wolves and an Enchanted Prince," a documentary about the impact of sex tourism on Afro-Braziian women, will 

be screened on Monday, Feb. 24 at 7 pm in the Hitchcock Room of the Stone Center. The film will be followed by a discussion 

with filmmaker, Joel Zito Araujo, and Erica Williams, author of the new book Sex Tourism in Bc~hic~. 

Event Facebook Page - https://www.facebook.com/events/253095931526836/ 

Our department is a main sponsor of this event, so please forward the announcement and flyer to students and other 

community members. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Website: http://aaad.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stsore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id=65646425.f3e43cSd7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34285837 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34285837-65646425.f3e43cSd7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:59 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: p card charges 

Sonia, 

Travis should have the receipt for the $259. It was sent to his email account. Please check with him and let me 
know if this not the case. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 1:29 PM, Colon, Sonia <scolor~@ema~l.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Ronald, this is very helpful. 

I just need copy of the receipt for $259.00, as part of the documentation for the P-card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From." Williams, Ronald 
Sent." Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:03 plVl 
To." Colon, Sonia 
Subject," Re: p card charges 

HI Sonia, 

Here are my responses below: 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 3:27 PM, Colon, Sonia <scolon~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Ronald 

When you get a chance, I need help to identify the following acquisition through the department P-card 

¯ Worldmarket.com $259.00 (this for stools that I purchased for seating for my office) 

¯ Fichman Furniture $514.21 (this is for the radiator cover) 
¯ Worldmarketocom $279.48 (this is for chairs that I purchased for my office) 



¯ 

Thanks 

Worldmarket.com      ($212.83) credit (this is a credit because i returned the stools. It does not 

cover the cost of shipping which is non-refundable) 

Sonia Colon 

Business Services Coordinotor 
Deportment of A/ricun, A/ricun Americun, & Diusporu Studies. 

919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording 

Hello Travis 

Please see below e-mail with additional clarification about the Adverse weather time coding. 

Thanks 

Sonia 

From: Williams, Lachonya 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:05 PM 
To: CAS_as Mgrs 
Subject: FW: Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording 

This message is being forwarded to all administrative managers in the College of Arts & Sdences. 

Subject: Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording 

FROM: Gena Carter, Employee & Management Relations 

Office of Human Resources 

No doubt all of you are getting many questions from your employees about how to record their time for last week’s 

weather event. TIM Administrators received a detailed message on Monday regarding procedures in the TIM system. In 

addition, below are some additional policy clarifications for questions that have been asked frequently over the past few 

days. 

Adverse Weather Leave is offset by actual hours worked. 

Like vacation or sick leave, any adverse weather leave, whether Condition I-II or III, is only applied to a TIM 

record in order to get the employee up to their regularly scheduled full-time or part-time hours. 

For example, a full-time employee who ended up actually working 30 hours in the work week can apply no 

more than 10 hours of Condition III adverse weather leave to their TIM record. 

Non-emergency employees who may have continued to work Wednesday afternoon after 1:50 p.m. or at other 

times during the closing should record that time as work time on their TIM record. 

Employees who worked during the Condition III closing but were not designated as emergency employees do not 

receive equal time off (ETO). 

The ETO benefit is reserved for SPA employees who were required to stay at or return to the worksite during 

the closing to perform duties critical to operational integrity during the closing. 

Emergency employee status is a position attribute in HRIS and must be set in order for the TIM system to 

recognize and allot the ETO for the employee. 

EPA emergency employees do not receive ETO. 

Employees who were already scheduled for leave during the weather event cannot apply Adverse Weather Leave for 

that time. 

Adverse Weather Leave, like other Administrative Absence Leave, is a benefit to employees who were available 

for work but could not because the University was closed. 

Employees who were already scheduled to be off on those days still apply their already approved leave type 

(vacation, sick, bonus, FMLA, etc.) on their TIM record. 



If you have additional questions regarding the mechanics of getting the time recorded in TIM, please contact TIM 

Support. For questions on policy interpretation, please contact your Dean’s Office HR Consultant. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:32 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: p card charges 

20140220152754668.pdf 

Ronald 

Travis found a receipt with a different amount, please see attached. The charge that hit the department credit card is for 

$259.00. 

Thanks 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: p card charges 

Thank you Ronald, this is very helpful. 

I lust need copy of the receipt for $259.00, as part of the documentation for the P-card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:03 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: p card charges 

HI Sonia, 

Here are my responses below: 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 3:27 PM, Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Ronald 

When you get a chance, I need help to identify the following acquisition through the department P-card 

¯ Worldmarket.com $259.00 (this for stools that I purchased for seating for my office) 

¯ Fichman Furniture $514.21 (this is for the radiator cover) 



Thanks 

Worldmarket.com 5279.48 (this is for chairs that I purchased for my office) 

Worldmarket.com (5212.83) credit (this is a credit because i returned the stools. It does not cover the cost 
of shipping which is non-refundable) 

Son[a Colon 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department o/A/r/can, A/rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919~966-1295 



CHARGES INQUIRY BY DEPARTMENT/CARD Page 1 of I 

Card System 

Cards CI~ rge.~ ~ Jpdates A ppmvals R epo~a~ Adm in t-le!p Exit 

3287 Trans~,~tion Dates ................................................ ~ TO ................................................ ~ 

~i~ ~ .... ~ ~)5 ............................... i~. TO i~i’b ........................... ; 

51743984- 163254~ 12-21~20~3 WORL~MARK~,COM P# 

19737522 1632540~ 01-0~-2014 FICNMAN FURN~UR~ LLC NY 

50432648 ~6325404 0t-07-20~4 WOKLDNAR~,CON PA 

502~368[ ~6325404 01-~-2014 A~a&ZON bl~P~CE PN~ W~ 

Total 

i8,28 63018726~ 

279.4~ 332871261~ 

-[5,99 3101~82611 

-7,98 310i4~261~ 

o77A~ 232871261~ 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

https :iiitsapp s.uuc.edu/frsipcardChargesAction, do 2/20/2014 



Gore, Travis 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Cost Plus World Market < customerservice@webstore,worldmarket,com > 

Thursday, December :[9, 20:[3 10:38 PM 

Gore, Travis 
Thank you for your Cost Plus World Market order 

Having trouble reading Lhis emai!? View it in a browser 

To ensure delivery of Cost Plus WoHd Narket emails to you inbox, 
please add customerservice(~woHdmarket, con] to your Email Address book or Safe Senders List 

Dear S. Travis Gore IV, 
Thank you for your Cost Plus World Narket order! Your order number is’ 
11001370167. 
Please keep this number for your records, 

ORDER SUMMARY 
Ship to 
Ronald Williams II 

Shipping Method 
Standard Ground Arrives in 3 - 8 business 
days. 

Billing Address 

S. Travis Gore IV 
109 Battle Hall, CB 3395, 
UNC-CH 
:[70 E. Franklin St 
Durham, NC 27599-3395 
US 
(919) 966-5496 

Payment Info 

VI ************5404 for $257.50 

Coupon Code" 2012WM100FF 

Item # Product Price Each Qty Total Price 



Gatvin 
Stool 

Industrial $109.99 
I 

$219,98 

Merchandise Subtotal: 
10% off Your Purchase! 

Shipping: 
Oversized Shipping: 

Tax: 
Tota I: 

$219.98 
($22.00) 

$22.95 
$20.00 
$$6.57 

$257.50 

Customer Service: customerservice(~worldmarket.com { phone: 877-967-5362 { Our Privacy Policy 

© 2013 Copyright Cost Plus World Market, All Rights Reserved. 

This email was sent to st_qo[#~emaJl.unc.edu by Cost Plus World Market 
200 4th Street I Oakland, CA 94607 [ 877-967 5362 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:39 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 

From: TIM Support 

Date: February 20, 2014 

Subject: HR Memo- Clarifications on Adverse Weather 

HR sent a memo, ’Clarifications on Adverse Weather leave and time recording,’ to HR Officers today. 

attached for your reference. Please contact HR with any policy related questions. 

It is 



TO: School/Division HR Officers and Secondary Contacts 

FROM: Gena Carter, Employee & Management Relations 

Office of Human Resources 

No doubt all of you are getting many questions from your employees about how to record their time for 

last week’s weather event. TIM Administrators received a detailed message on Monday regarding 

procedures in the TIM system. In addition, below are some additional policy clarifications for questions 

that have been asked frequently over the past few days. 

Adverse Weather Leave is offset by actual hours worked. 
¯ Like vacation or sick leave, any adverse weather leave, whether Condition I-II or III, is only 

applied to a TIM record in order to get the employee up to their regularly scheduled full-time or 

part-time hours. 
¯ For example, a full-time employee who ended up actually working 30 hours in the work week 

can apply no more than 10 hours of Condition III adverse weather leave to their TIM record. 
¯ Non-emergency employees who may have continued to work Wednesday afternoon after 1:50 

p.m. or at other times during the closing should record that time as work time on their TIM 

record. 

Employees who worked during the Condition III closing but were not designated as emergency 

employees do not receive equal time off (ETO). 
¯ The ETO benefit is reserved for SPA employees who were required to stay at or return to the 

worksite during the closing to perform duties critical to operational integrity during the closing. 
¯ Emergency employee status is a position attribute in HRIS and must be set in order for the TIM 

system to recognize and allot the ETO for the employee. 
¯ EPA emergency employees do not receive ETO. 

Employees who were already scheduled for leave during the weather event cannot apply Adverse 

Weather Leave for that time. 
¯ Adverse Weather Leave, like other Administrative Absence Leave, is a benefit to employees who 

were available for work but could not because the University was closed. 
¯ Employees who were already scheduled to be off on those days still apply their already 

approved leave type (vacation, sick, bonus, FMLA, etc.) on their TIM record. 

If you have additional questions regarding the mechanics of getting the time recorded in TIM, please 

contact TIM Support. For questions on policy interpretation, please contact your Employee &. 

Management Relations Consultant, call the E&MR main phone line at 843-3444, or email emr@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:05 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: p card charges 

Sonia, 

I just got off the phone with World Market. They have issued a credit for $1.50 and the final transactions will 
match. They will send this to Travis’ email account in the next few days. Please let me know when we receive 
it. 

Thanks again and my apologies for the inconvenience. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 3:47 PM, Colon, Sonia <scolor~@email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

The University guidelines on the use of the department credit card require a receipt for the amount charge 

on the credit card. Every year the department p-card is subject to an audit; the auditors expect to see a 

receipt that match the amount charged. The first page is the credit card statement, the second page is the 

receipt that Travis found in his e-mails. 

I will appreciate very much to provide a receipt for $259.00. And, for future transactions with P-card, the 

delivery address have to be the department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies, Battle Hall, 

170 e franklin street. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:40 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
(:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: p card charges 

Sonia, 

That appears to be correct on the first page but incorrect on the second page. But these are for the 
stools that we ended up returning. Which figure should we use? 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



On Feb 20, 2014, at 3:32 PM, Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ronald 

Travis found a receipt with a different amount, please see attached. The charge that hit the department 

credit card is for $259.00. 

Thanks 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: p card charges 

Thank you Ronald, this is very helpful. 

I just need copy of the receipt for $259.00, as part of the documentation for the P-card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:03 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: p card charges 

HI Sonia, 

Here are my responses below: 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 3:27 PM, Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Ronald 

When you get a chance, I need help to identify the following acquisition through the department P-card 

¯ Worldmarket.com $259.00 (this for stools that I purchased for seating for my office) 

¯ Fichman Furniture $514.21 (this is for the radiator cover) 

¯ Worldmarket.com $279.48 (this is for chairs that I purchased for my office) 

¯ Worldmarket.com ($212.83) credit (this is a credit because i returned the stools. It does not 

cover the cost of shipping which is non-refundable) 

Thanks 



Business Services Coordinator 
Department of African, African Americon, & Diasporo Studies, 

919-965-1295 

<20140220152754668.pd~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2672378 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: agmcc@email.unc.edu 
cc: 

Travis, 

Thanks for your ticket and I apologize for the delay in getting back to you. Has this been resolved or are you still in need of help? 
Please let me know and we will move forward. 

Best, 

Anne McCarthy 
Web Support Specialist-ITS 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link 
bi~,%, eb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2672378 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 18.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2672378 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:34 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Our McCain Student Undergraduate Program (Preliminary) 

McCain Undergraduate Research Conference program.docx 

Dear all- 

Please find the schedule for our upcoming conference attached. There will no doubt be minor modifications but this is 

the basic outline. On behalf of the institutional, majors, community engagement committee (and our ten hard working 

student presenters) I hope to see you all on Friday and Saturday. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=34301759 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34301759-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca~,listserv.unc.edu 



Preliminary Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 

5:30-6:30 

Opening Reception 

Dunbar/Stone Lecture Herman Bennett : 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-Modern Latin America. 

Saturday March 1 

9:45-10:00 Opening Remarks: Eunice Sahle 

10:00-11:00 Panel ~. Film and Digital Media Discussant Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka Bigfoot 

Miles Owen A Way Out - The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Dorsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories of Franklin, North Carolina 

11:00-12:00 Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles Discussant Margaret Lee 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in Cameroon 

Neil Sullivan Scramble for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

12:00-12:45 Lunch 

12:45-1:45 Panel 3 Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora Studies Discussant TBD 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese and African-American 

Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

ShaVonte’ Mills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational Philosophies of Anna Julia 

Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 



Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TI6 Camps and Community Reconciliation in Post- 

6enocide Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 1:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Course Textbook Adoptions Reminder for AAAD 

From: Morgan, Victoria Nicole 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 1:03 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Cc: Morgan, Victoria Nicole 
Subject: Course Textbook Adoptions Reminder for AAAD 

Dear Liaison, 

2014 Summer Session classes are coming around the corner and Textbook Orders will be due soon. Below are spring 

courses which we do not yet have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and let us 

know if any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Dept. Course Section Listed Instructor 

AAAD 130 1 HILDEBRAND 

AAAD 315 1M LAMBERT 

SWAH 112 1 MUTIMA 

Submitting textbook requests early is important because... 

-- It helps us locate and provide more used textbooks to students at a lower price. 

-- It allows us to give students more money for their textbooks when they sell them back to us at the end of the 

semester. 

No Text needed notification is important because... 

-- It allows us to let students know that no book is required for the class. 

-- It ensures that UNC Chapel Hill is meeting the Higher Education Opportunity Act’s federal requirement to post the 

courses textbook requirements. 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the November 30th deadline and 

helping faculty submit their book orders in before February 28, 2014. We will of course accept orders after our 

requested due date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 520 Syllabus, Spring 2012 

OK 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:37 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Afri 520 Syllabus, Spring 2012 

No problem! See you later! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:35 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Afri 520 Syllabus, Spring 2012 

Thanks 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:18 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Afri 520 Syllabus, Spring 2012 

Hey Margaret, Good morning. 

Professor Janken keeps all of the syllabi now. He has them saved on his computer and he can email it to you. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Afri 520 Syllabus, Spring 2012 

Hey Travis, 

Will you do me a favor and make a copy of my syllabus for Afri 520, spring 2012. 

Much thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Re: 

ColloquiumAbstract2014.docx 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: 

Sorry for the delay 

On 2/25/2014 7:26 AM, Lee, Margaret Carol wrote: 
> OK. Thanks. 
> 
> From: Hall, Perry A 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:55 AM 
> To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
> Subject: Re: 
> 
> Ok. Sorry. I had doctoral defense yesterday 
> 

> I’ll send it In an hr or 2 
> 
> Perry 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> 

>> On Feb 25, 2014, at 6:01 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol"<leemc@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> Dear Perry, 
>> 
>> I was hoping to get your abstract and bio yesterday. We really need to start advertising your talk, so please send the requested 
information ASAP. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Margaret 
>> 

>> 



ABSTRACT 

African American Cultural and Political Expression: Radical Currents in the Interwar Years 

This presentation is drawn from a larger project which investigates a historical "fault line" in African 

American cultural production which has evolved from structurally separated free and enslaved 

communities as their respective attendant experiences developed historically. The presentation will 

examine the era marked by the Great Depression and the Second World War, aiming to show how seeds 

of literary radicalism planted in the previous period (and selected out of the "New Negro" model 

canonized for history by New Negro leaders) were shaped within a cultural field that reflected the 

increasing influence of leftist ideas and formations, and became more visible and influential as the 

previous the liberal order unraveled in the wake of economic disruption. The focus will be on how 

conceptions of culture were developed, debated and expressed among intellectuals, activists, and 

creative artists acting in context with the political and economic variables and structures that shaped 

the period. 

BIO 

A native of Detroit, Dr. Perry Hall he received a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the University of 

Michigan, and a doctorate in Education and Social Policy from Harvard University. For 13 years - while 

involved in the development of the Black Studies program at Wayne State University in Detroit - he was 

also active in the National Council for Black Studies, chairing the committee that produced the first 

report on Black Studies core curriculum in 1980. This presentation is derived from a book he is currently 

working on that examines orality and literacy in relation to African American cultural production and 

political representation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FW: African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: FW: African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

On 2/25/2014 11:14 AM, Lee, Margaret Carol wrote: 

Maragaret 

I changed a few words, including an error, in the bio. 

Perry 

Dear Perry and Reg, 

Will you reveiw this and get back to me ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Speaker: Dr. Perry Hall 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 
1 lam-12:30 pm 

Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 

Abstract: 



African American Cultural and Political Expression: 
Radical Currents in the Interwar Years 

This presentation is drawn from a larger project which investigates a historical "fault line" in African 
American cultural production which has evolved from structurally separated free and enslaved 

communities as their respective attendant experiences developed historically. The presentation will 
examine the era marked by the Great Depression and the Second World War, aiming to show how seeds of 
literary radicalism planted in the previous period (and selected out of the "New Negro" model canonized 

for history by New Negro leaders) were shaped within a cultural field that reflected the increasing 
influence of leftist ideas and formations, and became more visible and influential as the previous the liberal 
order unraveled in the wake of economic disruption. The focus will be on how conceptions of culture were 

developed, debated and expressed among intellectuals, activists, and creative artists acting in context with 
the political and economic variables and structures that shaped the period. 

Bio: 

A native of Detroit, Prof. Hall received a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the University of Michigan, 

and a doctorate in Education and Social Policy from Harvard University. For 13 years - while involved in 
the development of the Black Studies program at Wayne State University in Detroit - he was also active in 
the National Council for Black Studies, chairing the committee that produced the first report on Black 

Studies core curriculum in 1980. This presentation is derived from a book he is currently working on that 
examines orality and literacy in relation to African American cultural production and political 
representation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:38 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Course Textbook Adoptions Reminder for AAAD 

Dear Liaison, 

2014 Summer Session classes are coming around the corner and Textbook Orders will be due soon. Below are summer 

courses which we do not yet have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and let us 

know if any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Dept. Course Section Listed Instructor 
AAAD 101 001 LEE 

AAAD 130 001 MCMILLAN 
AAAD 231 001 W~LUAMS 

AAAD 254 254 MC~ILLAN 
AAAD 259 001 WELLS 

Submitting textbook requests early is important because... 

-- It helps us locate and provide more used textbooks to students at a lower price. 

-- It allows us to give students more money for their textbooks when they sell them back to us at the end of the 

semester. 

No Text needed notification is important because... 

-- It allows us to let students know that no book is required for the class. 

-- It ensures that UNC Chapel Hill is meeting the Higher Education Opportunity Act’s federal requirement to post the 

courses textbook requirements. 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the February 2g deadline and helping 

faculty submit their book orders in before February 28, 2014. We will of course accept orders after our requested due 

date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Partridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:54 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc. edu> 
[course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7 Training 
Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda.docx 

Dear Departmental Schedulers, 

The Office of the University Registrar will present the first of four identical AdAstra training sessions on Tuesday March 4th 

from 9:30 am -10:30 am in Toy Lounge in Dey Hall. The new version of AdAstra will replace the system you are currently 

using and we encourage every department to send at least one representative to at least one of the four training sessions. 

Please review the attached agenda and arrive on time. We will begin promptly at 9:30 am. 

Dey Hall is located between Venable and Gardner Hall, Wilson Library and Polk Place. The main entrance to the building 

faces Polk Place. Toy Lounge is on the fourth floor of Dey Hall. 

http://www.maps.unc.edu/CampusMaps/PdfMaps/Central Campus Map 11x17.pdf 

We will be offering this training every Tuesday in March. It will not be offered again. 

Tuesdoy tda~ ch 4 2014 - 9:°30 am -i0:~30 am / To}, Lounge in Dey Ha!/ 

Tuesday ~Warch 1I 2014 - 9:30 am -i0:.30 ~m / Toy Lounge in Dey H~// 

Tuesdc~y March 28 20~4 - 9:~0 am -20:30 ~m / Toy Lounge in Dey Hal 

Tuesdoy March 24 20~4 - 9:~0 om -~0:.~0 om / Toy Lounge in Dey H~fl 

Every office scheduling courses or events on the UNC campus will be responsible for implementing the new AdAstra 

software and all campus courses and events will be scheduled using the new AdAstra software beginning in April 2014. 

Users will not be activated in AdAstra 7 and permitted to use the software until they have attended a training. 

Light r@eshments wifl be served during this training 

We look forward to seeing you at the trainings. 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: st~ore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34310054-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e(~,listserv.unc, edu 



UNC Chapel Hill 
Office of the University Registrar 

Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda 

Overview of the new AdAstra 
a. New features 
b. New opportunities 
c. New responsibilities 

including; 

II. Requesting events in Astra Schedule 7 
a. Simplified procedure 
b. Improved visibility 
c. Streamlined protocol 

III. Scheduling sections in Astra Schedule 7 
a. Simplified interface 
b. Improved control 
c. Updated protocol 

IV. Scheduling events in Astra Schedule 7 
a. For departments with delegated classrooms 

v. Q&A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:38 PM 

Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Edwards, Deborah W 
<dedwards@email. unc. edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Battle Hall keys 

Mary, this sound fantastic. 

Yes, please send a work study student, at your better convenience. 

sonia 

From: Creedon, Mary Leigh 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:36 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Edwards, Deborah W 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Battle Hall keys 

[ do have 2 keys marked BE [’or Batde and 3 :file cabinet keys. I know that 1 of the file cabinet keys are to personnel :files 
here in AB 115 and I have another key that appears to be ~br file cabinets ~hat I m~ not sure where it fits as well as one that 
looks like a house key. 

May I send a workosm@ student with the BE keys and the file cabinet key that I am unsure of (so that you can test if it 
belongs to a cabinet in Battle Hall) tomorrow? 
Thanks, 
MaD’ Leigh 

From: Colon, Sonia 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 4:36 PM 

To: Edwards, Deborah W; Creedon, Mary Leigh 

Cc: Gore, Travis 

Subject: Battle Hall keys 

Hello Debbie and Mary 

When you get a chance, please check on the Tia’s key chain, for battle Hall building keys. Tia use to keep both department 

keys together. Battle Hall building keys start with the letter BE. Also, check for file cabinet key that do not belongs to 

Abernethy file cabinets. 

Thank you for your help on this matter. 

Sonia Co,on 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 2:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

McCain Undergraduate conference 

Program (Final) - McCain Undergraduate Research Conference-1 .docx 



The inaugural IVIcCain African and Diaspora Undergraduate research conference 

brings together student research projects from a variety of disciplinary and area 

perspectives. Projects include comparisons between Africa and African 

American institutions, contemporary African politics, and media analyses. The 

research agendas were inspired by both in class assignments and student 

initiated analysis sponsored through the Office of Undergraduate research. An 

opening lecture by a student who graduated from the African and Afro- 

American Studies Curriculum will highlight the importance of undergraduate 

research in the development of an academic career. 

Program 

IVIcCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 

5:30-6:30 

Opening Reception 

Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture, Professor Herman Bennett, Graduate Center, CUNY 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-Modern Latin America. 

Saturday March 1 

9:45-10:00 : Opening Remarks 

Dr. Eunice N. Sahle and Dr. Donna Bickford 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1: Film and Digital Media, 

Discussant Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka Bigfoot 

Miles Owen A Way Out- The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis o~Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 



Olivia Dorsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories of Franklin, North Carolina 

:~:~:00-:~2:00: Panel 2 2:~st Century Scrambles 

Discussant: Dr. Margaret Lee 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in Cameroon 

Neil Sullivan Scramble for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

12;00-12:45 Lunch 

12:45-1:45 Panel 3: Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora Studies 

Discussant : Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese and African-American 

Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

ShaVonte’ Mills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational Philosophies of Anna Julia 

Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 

Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and Community Recondliation in Post- 

Genodde Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks: 

Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences and Global Programs 

College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

for proofreading 

program.docx 

$onia Co,on 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department of African, African American, & Diaspora 5tudieso 

919o966-1295 



African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Departmental Mission 

The goal of AJHcan, African American, and Diaspora Studies at 
UNC-Chapel Hill is to give specific attention to the histories, 

cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary socio-political 
realities of the peoples of AJHca and the African Diasporas. We 

encourage majors to consider studying abroad in one of the 

expanding number of programs in Africa or the A tlantic African 
Diaspora. 

The Department of AJ?ican, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies is an interdisciplinary and transnational program 

leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree. The major of Jbrs two 

areas of concentration: African Studies and African American 
and Diaspora Studies. Prospective majors should contact the 

department. 

Programs of Study 

The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies of Jbrs undergraduate majors with concentrations in 
either African Studies or African American and Diaspora 

Studies. It also of Jbrs undergraduate minors in both areas. 
Interested students who meet additional requirements may earn 
Honors and Highest Honors designations. The Department also 
offers a Graduate Certificate in African Studies for Masters and 

Doctoral level students. 

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate 

Research Conference 

Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture 

The inaugural McCain African and Diaspora 
Undergraduate research conference brings together 

student research projects from a variety of disciplinary and 
area perspectives. Projects include comparisons between 
Africa and African American institutions, contemporary 

African politics, and media analyses. The research 

agendas were inspired by both in class assignments and 
student initiated analysis sponsored through the Office of 
Undergraduate research. An opening lecture by a student 

who graduated from the African and Afro-American 
Studies Curriculum will highlight the importance of 

undergraduate research in the development o fan 

academic career. 



Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate 
Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 

5:30-6:30 

Opening Reception 

Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture, Professor Herman 

Bennett, Graduate Center, CUNY 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-Modern Latin Arner/ca. 

Saturday March :1 

9:45-10:00 : Opening Remarks 

Dr. Eunice N. Sahle and Dr. Donna Bickford 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1: Film and Digital Media, 

Discussant Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka 

Big foot 

Miles Owen A Way Out- The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social 

Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Dorsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories 

Franklin, North Carolina 

12;00-12:45 

12:45-1:45 

Studies 

C ONTLNUA TION... 

11:00-12:00: Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles 

Discussant: Dr. Margaret Lee 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in 

Cameroon 

Neil Sullivan Scramble for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

Lunch 

Panel 3: Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora 

Discussant : Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese 

and African-American Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

ShaVonte’ Mills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational 

Philosophies of Anna Julia Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 

Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and 

Community Reconciliation in Post-Genocide Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks: 



Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences and Global 

Programs 

College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:41 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Travis, I am behind a day because of the snow. Would you please see if the room reserved for Tuesday, March 4th also happens 
to be available at the same times on Thursday, March 6th? If so, please reserve it. If not, I’ll come up with a plan "B" Thanks 
much. -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:34 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Got your room! It is the same room for all your groups[ 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Good afternoon, 

I’ve reserved Dey 209 for these discussion groups. The room seats 35, so hopefully it’ll work. I’m copying a screenshot of all of the 

reservations below. Please let us know ffyou need anything else. 

End Start T~m~ ~n~ Time Meetin# N~me Status Gr#u~ 

Thanks, 

Charlotte SLowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ware-Furlow, Joey <joey furlow@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 10:42 AM 

ePro Users <epro_users@listserv.unc.edu> 
[epro_users] Agilent ePro site 

We became aware of issues earlier this week with the Agilent ePro website. Currently, there is no estimated 
time for the corrections to be completed by Agilent (UNC-CH is not the only customer affected). Due to the 
error occurring when the order is transferred from the Agilent site back to UNC-CH’s ePro site, we have 
disabled the catalog link until we are able to verify their site is working properly. 

If you would like notification once we have re-activated the site, please enter a ticket at help.unc.edu or call 
962-HELP and include "Agilent Notification" in the problem description and indicate it should go to 

CONNECTCAROLINA-ePROCUREMENT. 

SME ePro 8.9 / InDEPTh support 

Rm 2422 204 Airport Dr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Early March brings ART1NI, Talks & Tours, Films, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

ACKLANDAR MUSEUM 
Go Behind the Scenes w~th a Curator! 
Curators’ Seminars, Thursdays, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Art 

Led by Ack[and curators Peter Nisbet and 
Timothy Riggs, the Ack[and’s Curators’ 
Seminars offer an intimate took at 
American works of art from the Ack[and’s 
permanent collection that are not 
currently on view, as welt as an 
exploration of their connections to our 
spring exhibitions. 

6 March: 20th-century Native American 

13 March: 1 930s Prints by African American Artists (resched. from 216) 

Ack[and members: $25/session I UNC Students: $10 I At[ others: $35 
RSVP required; ca[[ Allison at 919-843-3687 to reserve your space. 

Learn More: Exhibition Ta~ks & Tours 
All are free and open to the public! 

Saturday, 1 March, 3:00 PM 
"The New Found Land" 
Acktand Student Guide Lea Efird reads this tour of our exhibition of 
16th-century engravings that provided Europeans with their first 
impressions of indigenous North Americans and their customs. 

Sunday, 2 March, 2:00 PM 
Archaeology and "The New Found 
Land" 
Join Brett Riggs (Archaeotogy, UNC- 
Chapet Hitt) and Carotyn Attmendinger 
(Acktand Art Museum) for a gattery tour 
examining the ways in which the 
engravings in the exhibition "The New 
Found Land" can serve as sources for 
archaeotogicat investigations. 

Wednesday, 5 March, 12:00 PM 
Art For Lunch: "Native American 

the Ack[and~ 

Tatks 8. Tours 

ARTINI derivers 1930s 

Styte + Taste 

Acktand Firm Forum 

Draw at the Acktand 

In the Store: Bitt 
Nevitte 

Now on View 



History and Museums" 
Join Judy Kertesz (N¢SU, History) for a lunchtime discussion of Native 
American history and museums, presented in connection with the 
exhibition ’The New Found Land". BYO bag lunch! RSVP for this 

See complete lists of weekend tours and Art For Lunch 

Join us for our first ACKLAND ART[N~! 
Friday, 14 t4arch, 7:30°9:30 PM 
Enjoy an evening of entertainment, 1930s style! Specially-crafted 
cocktails, classic card games, and live jazz. Learn more. 

Tickets: $45 for Ackland Members I $50 for non-members 
On sale now at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Get in the mood for ARTINI at our Feature Nights! 
Sample the cocktails to be featured at the March 14th event at their 
sponsoring venues. Free to attend, Feature Nights give 50% of specialty 
drink sales back to the Ackland! 

The Crunkleton 
Barrel-Aged Chrysanthemum Artini 
Thursday, 27 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

JuJuBe 
The JuJuBe Manhattan Artini 
Thursday, 6 March, 5:30-7:00 PM 

AcMand Fi~m Forum 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

"AmeHca’s Music°’ Series Continues! 
A firm history of our poputar music, from Btues to Btuegrass to 
Broadway, with a post-film discussion after each screening. 

Thursday, 27 February, 7:00 PM, FREE 
Broadway and Tin Pan Alley 



Broadway: The American Musical, Episode 2: "Syncopated City" 
Post-film discussion with Tim Carter (David (3. Frey Distinguished Professor of 
Music, UNC-CH). 

Tuesday, 4 March, 7:00 PM, FREE 
Swing Jazz 

The International Sweethearts of Rhythm 
Ken Burns’ Jazz: "Swing, The Velocity of Celebration" 

Post-fitm discussion with Chris Wetts (PhD candidate, Musicotogy, UNC-CH). 

"America’s Music" is co-presented with the UNC Music Library, the Music Department, the 
Center for the Study of the American South, and the Southern FolMife Collection. 

The Ackland Film Forum is made possible by the generous support of Ruby Lerner. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the 
Ackland Film Forum. 

Draw at the Ack[and[ 

Drawin~ in the Galleries (adults) 
Saturday, 8 March, 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

Drawing for Tweens (ages 10-13): "Heads and Faces in Art" 
Saturday, 8 March, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM Re,lister here! 

Leaving the Table: The Furniture of Bi~[ Neville 
ACKLAND MUSEUgA STORE 

Leavin~ the Table celebrates the 30-year career of Chapel Hill 
craftsman Bill Neville. The show features newly-crafted tables which 
use the exotic veneer claro walnut burl, as well as a series of mirrors, 



taLL shelves, and many Lar~]e turned vessels in a variety of native and 
exotic woods. Learn more°°° 

Now on V~ew! 

THANK YOU! 



The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 
from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends [ike you. B÷come a member of the 
Ack~and Art ~/~s~m toda~ 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editoro 

All objects pictured are from the collection of the Ackland Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, unless otherwise noted. 

J.A. Fisher, American, 20th century: A Street Car in Old New Orleans (detail), 1923-48; woodcut. The 
Hunter and Cathy Allen Collection. 

Kimowan Metchewais (McLain), Chipewyan, 1963-2011: Fence, 2009; inkier print. Ackland Fund. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Flemish, 1528-1598, engraver; John White, English, active in America, c. 1540-c. 
1593-1606, designer: An aged Man in his Winter Garment (detail), plate 9 from Thomas Harriot’s A Brie[ 
and True Report o[ the New Found Lend o[ Virginia, published 1590; engraving with later hand 
coloring. Lent by Michael N. Joyner. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Flemish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, English, active in America, c. 1540 
- c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroan or great Lord o[ Virginia (detail), plate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s A 
Brie[e and True Report o[ the New Found Lend o[ Virginia, published 1590; engraving. Lent by Michael N. 
Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner, American, 1895-1977: War Bulletins, c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy Allen 
Collection. 

Giovanni Boldini, Italian, 1842-1931 : Marie Louise Hazard, 1913; wax crayon. Gift of John Seelye in honor 
of Catherine Seelye,. 

William Auerbach-Levy, American, born in Russia, 1889-1964: Eugene O’Neill, before 1932; graphite and 
ink. Gift of the Ackland Associates. 

Egon Schiele, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; black colored pencil. Burton Emmett Collection. 

Hale Aspacio Woodruff, American, 1900-1980: Coming Home, 1931-46, printed 1996; linocut. Gift of 
Auldlyn Higgins Williams and E.T. Williams, Jr. of Sag Harbor, NY in memory of Vivian Giles Chambers and 
Julius Le Vonne Chambers. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Tnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill [ 101 S. Columbia Street [ CB 3400 [ Chapel Hill [ NC [ 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 27, 2014 5:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Program 

programdocx 

Dear Eunice 

Please find attached program with correction discussed this afternoon. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 

Business Services Coordinator 

Department o/A/rican, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919o966-1295 



Department of 

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

The Department of AJHcan, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies is an interdisciplinary and transnational program 
leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree. The major of JOrs two 

areas of concentration: African Studies and African American 
and Diaspora Studies. Prospective majors should contact the 
department. 

The goal of AJHcan, African American, and Diaspora Studies at 
UNC-Chapel Hill is to give specific attention to the histories, 
cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary socio-political 
realities of the peoples of AJHca and the African Diasporas. We 
encourage majors to consider studying abroad in one of the 
expanding number of programs in Africa or the A tlantic African 

Diaspora. 

4 

ARTS 

Department of 

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate 

Research Conference 

Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture 

The inaugural McCain African and Diaspora 

Undergraduate research conference brings together 
student research projects from a variety of disciplinary and 
area perspectives. Projects include comparisons between 

Africa and African American institutions, contemporary 
African politics, and media analyses. The research 

agendas were inspired by both in class assignments and 
student initiated analysis sponsored through the Office of 
Undergraduate research. An opening lecture by a student 

who graduated from the African and Afro-American 

Studies Curriculum will highlight the importance of 



undergraduate research in the development of an 

academic career. 

Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate 
Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 
Friday Feb 28 

5:00-5:30 Opening Reception 

5:30-6:30 Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture, Professor Herman 

Bennett, Graduate Center, CUNY 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-I~odern Latin America. 

Saturday March 1 

9:45-10:00 : Opening Remarks 

Dr. Eunice N. Sahle and Dr. Donna Bickford 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1: Film and Digital Media, 

Discussant Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka 

Big foot 

Miles Owen A Way Out- The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social 

Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Dorsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories of 

Franklin, North Carolina 

11:00-12:00: Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles 

Discussant: Dr. Margaret Lee 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in 

Cameroon 

Neil Sullivan Scramble for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

12:00-12:45 Lunch 

12:45-1:45 Panel 3: 

Studies 

Discussant : Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on lllnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese 

and African-American Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

ShaVonte’ Mills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational 

Philosophies of Anna Julia Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 

Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and 

Community Recondliation in Post-Genodde Rwanda 

Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora 



1:45-2:00 Closing remarks: 

Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences and Global 

Programs 

College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Swift, Adam Louis <alswift@ehs.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 2:02 AM 

Apple, Donnie L <Donnie.Apple@facilities.unc.edu>; Rhody, Susan M 
<rhody@email.unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob <bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; Oakley, Linda H 
<Linda.Oakley@facilities.unc.edu>; Howard, Deborah <dmhoward@ehs.unc.edu>; 
Humphreys, Robert V <Robert.Humphreys@facilities.unc.edu>; Lofgren, Steven 
<lofgren@email.unc.edu>; Young, Frederick N <fyoung@unc.edu>; Hyde, Ruth F 
<ruth_hyde@unc.edu>; White, Peter S <pwhite@unc.edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<dlhawkin@psafety.unc.edu>; Naylor, Adrian Leon <anaylor@psafety.unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Ron Dean <rcampbe@psafety.unc.edu>; Gribbin, Laura Anne 
<lagribbi@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; Henry, 
Quintel <quintel_henry@med.unc.edu>; Bober, Gene <eugene_bober@med.unc.edu>; 
Coley, James <j ames_coley@med.unc.edu>; Coble, Rodney D 
<rodney_coble@med.unc.edu>; Kenney, Denise E <denise_kenney@med.unc.edu>; 
Schneider, Eric S <eric_schneider@med.unc.edu>; Santos, Jun Santiago 
<isantos@unc.edu>; Allen, Randy <erallen2@email.unc.edu>; Lowe, Rob 
<rl 1 @psafety.unc.edu>; Johnson, Timothy Neal <tnj ohnso@psafety.unc.edu>; Lewis, 
Jeffrey E <jlewis2@psafety.unc.edu>; Doubts, James Lester Jr <doubts@live.unc.edu>; 
Faulkner, Dorothy L <dot faulkner@med.unc.edu>; Meinecke, Chris 
<meinecke@email.unc. edu>; Simmons, Jeanine M <j eanine, simmons@unc, edu>; Colon, 
Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu>; Mork, Peter <peter mork@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Cole, Paul R <pcole@email.unc.edu>; Schwabauer, Kathy E 
<keschwabauer@ehs.unc.edu>; Bond, Fletcher R <frbond@ehs.unc.edu>; Lynn, Kitty 
<kllynn@ehs.unc.edu>; Parker, Steve <sdparker@ehs.unc.edu>; Mitchell, John W 
<jwmitchell@ehs.unc.edu>; Boswell, Monica <boswellm@email.unc.edu>; Williams, 
Joni W <joni_williams@med.unc.edu>; Busbee, Melanie <mbusbee@unc.edu> 

Bristol, Mark B <Mark.Bristol@facilities.unc.edu>; Going, Todd 
<Todd.Going@facilities.unc.edu>; Ayers, Dwayne (2 
<Dwayne.Ayers@facilities.unc.edu>; Ayers, Paris O <Paris.Ayers@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Fleming, George <George.Fleming@facilities.unc.edu>; Hill, James Allan Jr 
<James.Hill@facilities.unc.edu>; Johnson, Ronald F 
<Ronald.Johnson@facilities.unc.edu>; Leinfelder, Marcus J 
<Marcus.Leinfelder@facilities.unc.edu>; McLamb, Sherwood 
<Sherwood.McLamb@facilities.unc.edu>; Miskow, Michael (2 
<Michael.Miskow@facilities.unc.edu>; Prince, Jimmie Clifford 
<Jimmie.Prince@facilities.unc.edu>; Quigley, Eric T 
<Eric.Quigley@facilities.unc.edu>; Straughn, Kerry Scott 
<Kerry. Straughn@facilities.unc. edu>; Strickler, William Walton 
<William.Strickler@facilities.unc.edu>; Sharpe, David W 
<David.Sharpe@facilities.unc.edu>; Thacker, Daniel Jr 
<Daniel.Thacker@facilities.unc.edu>; Simmons, Tommy <tasimmons@ehs.unc.edu> 
Final Update: March 2014 Fire Drill Schedule 

March 2014 Fire Test Letter.docx 

This is the final update! No more changes will be made. 

We will be conducting a fire drill in your building in March, 2014. 

We are NOW conducting fu~ fire dri~s in every campus building and expect 
evacuations for every dri~ event. 



Fire drills will be conducted between Monday and Thursday unless another 
arrangement has been made: see attached chart for details. 

The alarms WILL NOT be turned off until ALL occupants have evacuated properly! 

Emergency coordinators, monitors and department managers should give the "ALL 
OK" signal to re-enter the building after alarms are silenced. We will continue to test 
the fire alarm system silently thereafter. 

Please email with updated emergency coordinator information ASAP. 

Building Emergency Coordinators will be expected to assist their 

sections/departments/buildings with normal evacuation procedures, as that is the primary 

duty of the EC. Please refer to Fire Emergency Procedure for information on correct 
evacuation procedu res. 

Emergency Evacuation Procedures 
When the fire alarm sounds, take the following action. 
1. Evacuate immediately at the closest exit. 
2. When leaving the building, close all windows and doors. This will stop the 

spread of fire. 
3. If you encounter smoke, drop down to the floor and stay low until you reach 

the exit. 
4. When evacuating the building, always use the stairs, never use the 

elevator, because power could be lost, trapping you on the floor of the fire. 
5. If physically impaired, know your places of refuge. Please list places of 

refuge for physically impaired personnel. 
6. Meet at designated assembly area, which should be at least 50 feet from 

building. 
7. Please fill in Emergency Action Plan to keep or post in a prominent position 

in your building. 

To print out your page; open the attachment- "March 2014 Fire Test Letter", find 
YOUR test letter, go to print, select current page (or specific page) in left-hand box that 
says "Page range" and then select print. 

This should be posted at all doors and elevators. However, BEGINNING IN 
JANUARY 2015 we will no longer post signs for the fire drill! 

This email stands as the official notification of March 2014 Fire Drill and Testing. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about fire alarms or fire 
safety issues. 



March 2014 Fire Alarm & Testing 

Date Building Alarm Tech Emergency Building 
Coordinator Contact 

3/4/2014 Kenan Labs Kerry Straughn Fred Young, 

(Tues) Ruth Hyde, 

Peter White 

James Hill Ron Campbell 3/5/2014 

(Wed) 

3/6/2014 

(Thurs) 

3/10/2014 

(Mon) 

3/11/2014 

(Tues) 

3/12/2014 

(Wed) 

3/13/2014 
(Thurs) 

3/17/2014 

(Mon) 

3/18/2014 
(Tues) 

Public Safety Building 

210 Pittsboro St. 

Neurosciences Building 

Carolina Inn/Whitehead 

Craige Parking Deck 

Business Parking Deck 

Avery Hall 

Med School Wing B 

Med School Wing C 

Med School Wing D 

Hyde Hall 

Battle Hall 

Vance Hall 
Pettigrew Hall 

Person Hall 

EHS Building 

RonJohnson 

Eric Quigley 

David Sharpe 

Eric Quigley 

James Hill 

Kerry Straughn 

Jimmie Prince 

Deborah Hawkins, 
Adrian Naylor 

Laura Gribbin 

Quintel Henry, Gene 

Bober, Denise Kenney 

James Doubts, 

Matthew Parsek 

Robert Lowe, Adrian 

Naylor, Tim Johnson 

Steve Lofgren 

Quintel Henry, Gene 

Bober 

Quintel Henry, Gene 

Bober 

Dorothy Faulkner, 

Quintel Henry, Gene 

Bober 

Sonia Colon 

Peter Mork 

Mike 
McFarland, 
Melanie 

Busbee 

Eric Schneider, 

Jun Santos, 
James Coley, 
Rodney Coble, 

Randy Allen 

Seth Kaplan 

Paul Cole 

Kathy Schwabauer, Ray 
Bond, Kitty Lynn, Steve 

Parker 
Steve Parker 

Monica Boswell 

Deborah 

Hawkins, Jeff 

Lewis 

Bob Humphreys 

James Coley, 

Joni Williams 

Chris Meinecke, 
Jeanine 
Simmons 
Travis Gore 

Peter Mork 

Billy Mitchell 

HMF buildings 

3/19/2014 Baity Hill 1800, 1900, 2000 Paris Ayers Steve Lofgren, 

(Wed) Bob Humphreys 



Adam Swift 
Environment, Health & Safety 
1120 Estes Drive Extension CB 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 
T 919-962-0360 
alswift@ehs.unc.edu_ 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Fred Young, Ruth Hyde, Peter White 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Kenan Labs 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 4, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Deborah Hawkins, Adrian Naylor, Ron Campbell 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Public Safety Building 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE 

March 5, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Laura Gribbin, Mike McFarland, Melanie Busbee 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 
information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

210 Pittsboro St. 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 5, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO:           Quintel Henry, Gene Bober, Denise Kenney, Eric Schneider, Jun Santos, James Coley, Rodney 
Coble, Randy Allen 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Neurosciences Building 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 6, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: 

FROM: 

Robert Lowe, Adrian Naylor, Tim Johnson, Deborah Hawkins, Jeff Lewis 

Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 
information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Craige Parking Deck 
Business Parking Deck 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 11, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: James Doubts~ Matthew Parseh Seth Kaplan 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Carolina Inn 
Whitehead Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 10, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Steve Lofgren, Bob Humphreys 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Avery Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 12, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Quintel Henry, Gene Bober, Dorothy Faulkner, James Coley 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Med School Wings B, C, D 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 13, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Chris Meinecke~ Jeanine Simmons 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Hyde Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 17, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Sonia Colon, Peter Mork, Travis Gore 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Battle Hall 
Vance Hall 

Pettigrew Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 17, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Paul Cole 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Person Hall 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 17, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Kathy Schwabauer~ Ray Bon& Kitty Lynn~ Steve Parker~ Billy Mitchell 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 

e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

EHS Building 
Haz Waste Buildings 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 18, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

TO: Steve Lofgren, Bob Humphreys, Monica Boswell 

FROM: Adam Swift, Fire Safety Professional 

Environment, Health & Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 

962-0360 

DATE: April 15, 2015 

The fire alarm system in the building listed below is scheduled for a fire drill. 

Upon receipt of this memorandum, you have the option to notify occupants of your building by 
e-mail and/or posting copies of this memo at exit doors. Feel free to add additional 

information as needed, and contact me at 962-0360 if you have any concerns. 

Baity Hill: 1800, 1900, 2000 

FIRE DRILL WILL BE ON 

March 19, 2014 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ Department of Environment, Health & Safety ¯ 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 . Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1650 

Phone: 919-962-5507 Fax: 919-962-0227 ehs.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 8:58 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: February 28, 2014 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, March 6, 2014. This class is mandatory 
for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 4:30PM on Thursday, March 13, 2014. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, March 6, 2014 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 (training room) 
Date: Thursday, March 13, 2014 
Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
htt ps://a pps. resea rch. u nc.ed u/eve nts/i ndex.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-CH Event Confirmation: New TIM Administrator Training-Leave and 
Timekeeping Parts 1 and 2 

Dear Eunice 

By March 6 from 1-5pm; [ have to attend a TIM training, require for new department managers, 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: buria@email.unc.edu [mailto:buria@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 9:19 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Buria, Catherine 
Subject: UNC-CH Event Confirmation: New TIM Administrator Training-Leave and Timekeeping Parts 1 and 2 

UNC-CH Event Confirmation 

REGISTRANT INFORMATION 

Registrant: Sonia Colon 
Registration ID: 714064860 (You may need this when you attend.) 
Title: Business Services Coordinator 
Department: African, African & Diaspora Studies 
Organization: University of North carolina 
Phone: (919) 966-1295 

EVENT INFORMATION 

Event:New TIM Administrator Training-Leave and Timekeeping Parts 1 and 2 
Event Details: 

New TIM Administrator Training ?Leave and Timekeeping (Part l&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 
and non?worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you will 
learn how to: 

Navigate the TIM System 
Use Online Help 
Maintain Accrual Balances 
Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 
Generate and Print Reports 
Manage Employee Timecards 



¯ Perform Signoff 
¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 

¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http ://tinyurl. com/6879si 5 
¯ Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 

Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 

Attendance is Mandatory 
It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 
Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 
website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 
¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-empl~yee-p~licies/leave-and-h~lidays/ 

¯ You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 
o Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manualpartl.pdf 
o Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim_manual_part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 
please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Breaks/Snacks 

There is a small store located on the second floor of this building if you would like a beverage or something to 
snack on. 

Parking: 

Please be advised that if you do not have a campus parking permit, you will need to get a temporary parking 
permit from room 3101 upon your arrival. Participants will need to park in the overflow lot, located across the 
service road beside the Giles-Horney building. It is about a five minute walk from our building, so please plan 
accordingly. 

If you have a main campus parking decal, you can park in the parking area surrounding the AOB building. 

Thanks, 

Catherine Buria 



Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101(training room) 

Administrator: buria@email.unc.edu 
Sponsor: Time information Management (TIM) 
Date: 3/06/14 Time: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

EVENT QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

How long have you worked at UNC? 6 years 
How long have you worked with TIM as an administrator? 3 months 
How many departments will you sponsor as a TIM administrator? 1 department 
How many employees will you support? 1 SPA and 22 EPA 
Are you Primary or Backup TIM Administrator? Primary 
How much Excel experience do you have? 10 years for financial report preparation and projections and 
trends analisys 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:23 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7 Training 

Yes, the Registrar’s office expects you all to sing to get your passwords. 

Congratulations to Trent and Joe for being the first to catch the typo! Their responses were separated by less than a 

second. 

Chris Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

From: ParLridge, Chris 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 9:07 AM 
To: deparLmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: RE:[course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7 Training 
Importance: High 

Updates to the Astra Schedule 7 Training announcement. 

1. You do not have to RSVP. Attendees will sing in at the trainings to get their user IDs activated in the new 

system. Again: Users will not be activated in AdAstra 7 or permitted to use the software until they have 

attended one of these four trainings. 

2. The last Tuesday in March is the 25th and not the 24th. The correct training schedule is: 

1) Tuesday March 4, 2014- 9:30 am -10:30 am/Toy Lounge in Dey Hall 

2) Tuesday March 11, 2014- 9:30 am -10:30 am/Toy Lounge in Dey Hall 

3) Tuesday March 18, 2014- 9:30 am -10:30 am/Toy Lounge in Dey Hall 

4) Tuesday March 25, 2014- 9:30 am -10:30 am/Toy Lounge in Dey Hall 

Best, 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 



http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

From: Partridge, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:54 PM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7 Training 
Importance: High 

Dear Departmental Schedulers, 

The Office of the University Registrar will present the first of four identical AdAstra training sessions on Tuesday March 

4th from 9:30 am -10:30 am in Toy Lounge in Dey Hall. The new version of AdAstra will replace the system you are 

currently using and we encourage every department to send at least one representative to at least one of the four 

training sessions. Please review the attached agenda and arrive on time. We will begin promptly at 9:30 am. 

Dey Hall is located between Venable and Gardner Hall, Wilson Library and Polk Place. The main entrance to the building 

faces Polk Place. Toy Lounge is on the fourth floor of Dey Hall. 

http://www.maps.unc.edu/CampusMaps/PdfMaps/Central Campus Map 11x17.pdf 

We will be offering this training every Tuesday in March. It will not be offered again. 

Tuesday i%4arch 4 2014 - 9:.30 ann -10:.30 ann/Toy Lounge in Dey Haft 
Tuesday ~4arch ii 2014 - 9:30 ~s<~ -I0:,90 as<~ / Toy Lounge [n Dey H~fi 
7uesd~y ~W~rch 18 2014 - 9:~0 ~s<~ -I0:~0 ~s<~ / Ioy Lounge in Dey H~fi 
Tuesday ~4~rch 24 2014 - 9:30 ~s<~ -I0:,90 as<~ / Toy Lounge [n Dey H~fi 

Every office scheduling courses or events on the UNC campus will be responsible for implementing the new AdAstra 

software and all campus courses and events will be scheduled using the new AdAstra software beginning in April 2014. 
Users will not be activated in AdAstra 7 and permitted to use the software until they have attended a training. 

We look forward to seeing you at the trainings. 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: chrispartridge~unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 



email to leave-34310054-66626759.0cd4b6489a4a498fl c33 cb3893 acaf25 ~li stserv.unc, edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: cpartrid@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34325806-66387223.c86773b04d4980ff252d773c3c662f8 l~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34325869-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brennan, Jennifer R <jennifer_brennan@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 1:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stsore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Genome 

Hi Travis, 

The Department of Biology and the University Registrar are responsible for reservations in the GSB. It is a great venue for 

symposia and conferences but since classes take first priority it just depends on whether it is available. 

Best of luck with your event, 

Jennifer 

Jennifer Brennan, Ph.D. 

Associate Director 

Office of Research 

UNC Chapel Hill School of Medicine 

G060 Bondurant, CB#7264 

Phone (919) 962-5977 

Fax (919) 966-7564 

Jenbren@med.unc.edu 

From: <Gore>, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:07 AM 

To." jennifer brennan <jennifer brennan(~med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Genome 

Hi Jennifer, 

I am emailin8 you because you were listed as the "can’t decide whom to contact"! I know that Genome is a very nice 

buildin8 and I was wonderin8 if conferences, prosrams, and events are held there. We are puttin8 on a conference the 

besinnin8 of April and we are Iookin8 for a place to hold it. I would be happy to 8ive you some more information if this 

sounds like somethin8 that is suitable for Genome. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 3:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

multiScanPDF 02 28 2014 14 08 21 305.pdf 

$onia Colon 
t3usiness Services Coordinator 

Department of African, African American, & Diaspora 

919o966-1295 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <development@unc.edu> 
Friday, February 28, 2014 10:13 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Carolina Connections Online 

Hello fellow alumni and friends of Carolina, 

I am delighted to bring you this edition of Caro/na Connections 

, UNC’s donor newsletter highlighting how private giving ~s 

making a difference in the lives of Carolina’s students, faculty, staff 
and patients as well as in local communities, across the state and 

around the globe. 

We couldn’t sustain the excellence that is a hallmark of Carolina 
without your support, and we are extremely grateful. 

Carolina has amazing stories to tell, and I am certain these will bring 
you closer to some of the people and programs that make UNC the 

best place to teach, learn and discover. 

Feel free to share your comments and suggestions with us as well at 

Thanks for all you do to help make Carolina great 

David Routh ’82 
Vice Chancellor for University Development 

Trouble viewing this message? 

Highlights from this issue 

Palestine Small didn’t take an 

~S3 or traditional route to UNC 
but the 201~raduate and 

Buckle~ Public Service Scholar is 

chartin~ her own course for a future 

committed to       others and ~ back, 

sandwich deadl£ for some kids? 

Chad and Mist~ Meade are 

research in UNC’s Department of Pediatrics, 

It’s a Ion~3 from Jason Cox’s 

encoura@~ ,parents and 

both with a a~ to the Carolina Asia Center, 

Sandra Rich’s ~ to her 

benefited 

many~ She asked friends to 

contribute to the Carolina Center for Public 

Service to fund its first-,tear scholars 

~ram 



This message comes from the Office of University Development at the 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel HII If you have comments or 
quest ons, email devel               , call 919843.7023 or send 
correspondence to the Office of Un vers ty Development - Deve opment 
Communcat ons, PO Box 309, Chape HII, NC 27514-0309. unsubscribe 
here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, March 3, 2014 8:53 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Extended Course Schedule maintenance Fall 2014 

You may now submit and make changes to the Fall 2014 term. New courses/sections, time and room changes need to be 
made through the Scheduling office. You are able to add instructors, change enrollment, add notes, add reserve capacities, 
etc. Let us know if you have any questions. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 1 eave-34336478-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:29 AM 

Catering CH <cateringch@fostersmarket.com> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: catering order 

Thank you Amanda for your prompt response, however and do not feel like is a proper presentation provide the cheeses 

in one big piece (each). 

The intention of include cheese in the platter was for our guest eat them not to display them. Some of the cheese were 

very hard to cut, it will create a delay on the line to get the fruits and chesses. 

Sonia 

From: Catering CH [mailto:cateringch@fostersmarket.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:13 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: catering order 

Hi Sonia, 

I’m sorry that the presentation wasn’t to your liking. We do not cut the cheeses because we feel it lends itself to a more 
beautiful display on the tray - and the feedback we get about it reinforces that. 

Honestly, this is the very first complaint we have ever received about the cheese not being cut and we provide dozens of 
these trays monthly to different events. I do apologize that it wasn’t a good fit for the event. 

I’m glad the catering on Saturday was more appropriate for your group. We were very glad to provide our signature food 
for your event and hope to do so again in the future. 

Thanks, 
Amanda 

Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 

Foster’s Market Chapel Hill 

(919) 967-3663 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
To: Caterin.q CH 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:02 AM 
Subject: RE: catering order 

Good morning Amanda 

The catering for Saturday was good, however, regarding the catering for the Friday evening; I was surprise the cheeses 

were no cut in smaller pieces ( were presented in one giant size piece, each). We have to start cutting them on smaller 
pieces and it was a nightmare. 

I was expecting, as part of the service, you will been presenting the cheese in finger food size. The charge for the fruit 

and cheese platter is pretty expensive per se and not included the cheese s cut. 



Thank you 

SoNa 

From: Catering CH [mailto:caterinclch@fostersmarket.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 3:26 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: catering order 

Hey Sonia, 

Quick question - I noticed that someone wrote "NO GARLIC" on my sheets for your two events. 

My question is, why no garlic? Is there an allergy or is it a smell issue? 

The reason I ask is because most of our sandwiches have some sort of garlic in them either roasted in the meat or in 
the sauces .... so some of the sandwiches won’t be right if we leave off any item that has garlic. 

Just a little clarification would be good :) 

Thanks, 
Amanda 

Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market Chapel Hill 
(919) 967-3663 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
To: Catering CH 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:34 AM 
Subject: RE: catering order 

Ok, I could get a better deal at the grocery store 

Thank you 

From: Catering CH [mailto:caterinqch@fostersmarket.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:20 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: catering order 

Sonia, 

You may want to pick those up yourself. We do not include them and they cost $1 per person for the plates and 
utensils. 
If you’d like me to add this to your invoice I can but you may want to pick up some to save the money. 

Thanks, 
Amanda 

Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market Chapel Hill 

(919) 967-3663 

Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
To: Caterinq CH 



~ent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:05 AM 
~ubject: RE: catering order 

rhank you Amanda. 

Can you include utensils and plates 

Fhanks 

~onia 

~rom: Catering CH [mailto:cateringch@fostersmarket.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 9:52 AM 
to: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: catering order 

(ep. All set. Also all set for tomorrow. 

thanks, 
~manda 

~_manda Turner 
3atering Manager 
?oster’s Market Chapel Hill 

1919) 967-3663 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
To: Caterin,q CH 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 9:51 AM 
Subject: RE: catering order 

Good morning Amanda 

Just to know if we are set up for the catering of: 

For Friday February 28th, at 4:00, delivered at Graham Memorial - room 39 Franklin Street, Chapel Hill) 

¯ Fruit and cheese Platter with assorted crackers for 50 persons - 2 platters ( 1 medium size and 

large size). 

¯ Sweet tea - 3 gallons 
¯ Unsweet tea I gallon 

Delivery to : Graham Memorial - room 39 Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Thanks 

Sonia 

From: Catering CH [mailto:caterinqch@fostersmarket.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:43 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: catering order 

Got it, Thank you! 

Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market Chapel Hill 
(919) 967-3663 



..... Original Message ..... 
--rom: Colon, Sonia 
ro: Caterin.q CH 
3c: McMillan, Tim 
~ent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:46 AM 
~ubject: RE: catering order 

morning Amanda 

3he more request- No garlic on the food. 

4ave a nice day, 

~onia 

)19-966-1295 

"rom: Catering CH [mailto:caterinqch@fostersmarket.com] 
~ent." IVlonday, February 24, 2014 9:54 AlVl 
ro." Colon, Sonia 
~ubject." Re: catering order 

Sure, that’s fine. 

Ihanks 

~_manda Turner 
2atering Manager 
?oster’s Market Chapel Hill 

1919) 967-3663 

.... Original Message ..... 
:rom: Colon, Sonia 
ro: Caterin.q CH 
~ent: Monday, February 24, 2014 8:48 AM 
~ubject: RE: catering order 

Sood morning Amanda 

Fhe delivery for Friday the 28th, can be at 4 pm, instead of 4:30; please let me know. 

Fhanks 

;onia 

)19-966-1295 

"rom." Catering CH [mailto:caterinqch@fostersmarket.com] 
;ent." Friday, February 21, 2014 2:50 PM 
ro." Colon, Sonia 
;ubject." Re: catering order 

that will work :) 
thanks! 

~_manda Turner 
2atering Manager 
Zoster’s Market Chapel Hill 
1919) 967-3663 



--- Original Message ..... 
rom: Colon, Sonia 
o: Caterin.q CH 
ent: Friday, February 21,2014 2:50 PM 
ubject: RE: catering order 

ctuall% I am wrong. The delivery time should be at 11:30 am 

rom: Catering CH [mailto:caterinqch@fostersmarket.com] 
ant." Friday, February 21, 2014 2:48 PM 
o." Colon, Sonia 
ubject." Re: catering order 

onia, 

kctually, we have a conflict. We cannot deliver on Saturday March 1st at 9am. We already have scheduled 
eliveries during that time. 

would have to be 9:30- 10am oryou may pick it up. 

manda Turner 
:atering Manager 
oster’s Market Chapel Hill 
;)19) 967-3663 

..... Original Message ..... 
I~rom: Colon, Sonia 
"~o: caterin.qch@fostersmarket.com 
¢c: McMillan, Tim 
~lent: Friday, February 21,2014 2:39 PM 
~lubject: catering order 

Amanda 

Ilwould like to make a catering order, as follow: ( I make some changes since your last quotation) 

Flor Friday February 28th, at 4:30, delivered at Graham Memorial - room 39 Franklin Street, Chapel Hill) 

¯ Fruit and cheese Platter with assorted crackers for 50 persons - 2 platters ( 1 medium size 

and 1 large size). 
¯ Sweet tea - 3 gallons 

¯ Unsweet tea i gallon 

Flor Saturday March Ist, at 9 am, delivered to Graham Memorial - room 39 Franklin Street Chapel Hill) 

¯ Sandwich & Wrap Platter for 50 people (include just 5 vegetarian sandwiches) 

¯ 3 gallons of Sweet Tea 

¯ 1 Gallon of Unsweet tea 
¯ Assorted mini desserts - 4 dzs 

~hanks 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department o/ A/rican, A/rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

~19-966-1295 
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tom." Fosters Market Catering - Chapel Hill [mailto:caterinqch@fostersmarket.com] 
~,nt." Friday, February 21, 2014 12:10 PM 

a." Colon, Sonia 
~bje~t." March 1st Quote 

ttached is the quote for March 1st. 

hanks, 
manda 

manda Turner 
atering Manager 
>ster’s Market Chapel Hill 

~0 MLK Jr Blvd 

hapel Hill, NC 27514 

~7-967-4383 

ttefingch(~,fostersmarket.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ware-Furlow, Joey <joey furlow@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:30 AM 

ePro Users <epro_users@listserv.unc.edu> 
[epro_users] Agilent Vendor Catalog site is available 

Agilent has corrected the errors on their ePro vendor catalog site and we have tested to ensure it is working 
properly. We have now reactivated the link in ePro. 

Please call 962-HELP or place a help ticket at help.unc.edu if you require further assistance. 

Joey Ware-Furlow 

SME ePro 8.9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:17 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule Demo 

Yay! More ice and snow! 

We’ve decided to postpone the Astra Schedule 7.5 Demo from tomorrow morning to another day. We hope to be able to 
reschedule into Toy Lounge on Thursday morning (March 6) at 9:30 am but we will confirm this tomorrow. 

We are prepared to offer tea and sympathy if you have found this announcement stressful. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34337906-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:54 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] The Registrar’s Scheduling Team is Available 

Good afternoon, 

Please be advised of the adverse weather status of the Registrar’s Office. 

The Office of the University Registrar remains open during regular business hours unless the University is closed. While 

the Scheduling Team will respond to email requests as they are able, phone call inquiries may take additional time to 

process as on-site staffing may be reduced for safety considerations. 

To determine the current adverse weather status of the University, call the Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line 

at 919-843-1234 for a recorded message. During adverse weather incidents, status updates will also be communicated 
on the University’s homepage at http://www.unc.edu. 

Be safe out there, 

The University Registrar Scheduling Team 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34338702-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:20 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Midterm 101 

AAAD 101 midtermspring2014, docx 

Hey Travis, 

I’m headed in shortly. Would you please make 58 copies of the attached midtenn. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 7:46 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Midtem~ 101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: BOG: Reconsider Nonresident Tuition Hike; March Madness Is Upon Us; Solar 
Energy - Day or Night 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION [ MARCH 2Ol4 

Travis Gore IV 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

BOG: Reconsider Nonresident Tuition Hike 
The UNC System board passed a resolution urging the N.C. General Assembly to stop 

nonresident tuition increases at 14 institutions. One of the bigger hikes would hit 

Carolina. 

E, xcl usive 
A~o and Home 

I ns u ra n~ 
Savi ngs for 

UNC A~umni!* 

Fraternities Commit to Prevent Sexual Assault 
The Interfraternity Council is working through a program that gives people the 

knowledge and skills to recognize interpersonal violence and take preventive action. 

The Round House Picked for Summer Reading 
The Round House, by Pulitzer Prize-nominated Louise Erdrich, was chosen in part 

because of UNC’s current issues with sexual assault. 

Attorney Will Investigate Academic Irregularities 
Kenneth L. Wainstein, a 19-year veteran of the U.S. Justice Department, will have 

access to information discovered in the district attorney’s criminal probe. 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

~ Career Teleelass: 

Interviewing 

Learn how- to distinguish 

yourself from the 

competition, deal with 

anxiety and articulate your 

strengths. Dial in at noon on 

March 17 to learn how to 

make the most of your job 

interview. 

Solar Energy -- Day or Night 
Professor Tom Meyer and UNC’s Energy Frontier Research Center have built a system 

that converts the sun s energy into hydroe, en fuel and stores it %r later use. 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.edu/article.asp?SID=18. 

Represents a G~&A member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 



~ Differer~t Texture. 

Still Nostalgic° 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

Explore the Spanish Coast 
GAA MEMBEROFTHE 
MONTH 

Johr~ Elliott Barnhardt 

Annual Member 

John, to claim your $25 gif~ 

certificate to Johnny T-shirt, 

email membership@unc.edu 

by March 31. 

John w-as selected at random 

@ore O;%~ members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

The GAA’s Tar Heel Travel program has two exciting w-ays for you to explore Spain 

this fall. From Barcelona to San Sebastian, uncover your next great adventure 

RSVP for Annual Alumni Luncheon 
Join alumni and friends in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center on May lO when the 

GAA’s 2o14 Distinguished Services Medals are presented. 

UNC Is #Instagood 
Wherever you find yourself in the world, you can always see that it’s a beautiful day in 

Chapel Hill - simply follow- @UNCGAA on Instagram. And while you’re there, share 

your photos with fellow Tar Heels. 

£ Learn About College Admissions 
To ease high school students and their parents into the ever-changing world of 

undergraduate admissions, the GAA offers members a forum Aug. 1-2. 

March Madness Is Upon Us 
Keep up with postseason tournament fan information and how you can support our 

teams as they journey through the ACC and NCAA brackets. 

£ Help Elect GAA Board Members 
Ballots for electing new members to the GAA’s Board of Directors were mailed with 

the January/February Carolina Alumni Review. Get your ballot in by March 31. 

Tell Us About ... Spring Break 
Carolina students are wrapping up midterms this week and will be heading off for 

spring break. Did you have a special spring break, such as a trip with friends? Or did 

you use it as a chance to rest and get ready to finish the semester? Share your spring 

break memories on our alumni message boards and on Faeebook. 



Share stories on our alumni message boards, as well as on Facebook. 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online comrnunity can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects° 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PR~2&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue’’ subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G~&A does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose° If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know- by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.eduo If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your fall name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:02 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Reminder: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Speaker: Dr. Perry Hall 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 
1 lam-12:30 pm 

Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 

Abstract: 

African American Cultural and Political Expression: Radical 

Currents in the Interwar Years 

This presentation is drawn from a larger project which investigates a historical "fault line" in African American cultural 
production which has evolved from structurallg separated free and enslaved communities as their respective attendant 

experiences developed historicallg. The presentation will examine the era marked bg the Great Depression and the 
Second World War, aiming to show how seeds of literarg radicalism planted in the previous period (and selected out of 
the "New Negro" model canonized for historg bg New Negro leaders) were shaped within a cultural field that reflected 
the increasing influence of leftist ideas and formations, and became more visible and influential as the previous liberal 
order unraveled in the wake of economic disruption. The focus will be on how conceptions of culture were developed, 
debated and expressed among intellectuals, activists, and creative artists acting in context with the political and 
economic variables and structures that shaped the period. 

BJo: 

A native of Detroit, Professor Hall received a bachelor’s degree in Psgchologg from the Universitg of Michigan, and a 
doctorate in Education and Social Policg from Harvard UniversiW. For 13 gears - while involved in the development of 
the Black Studies program at Wagne State Universitg in Detroit - he was also active in the National Council for Black 

Studies, chairing the committee that produced the first report on Black Studies core curriculum in 1980. This 
presentation is derived from a book he is currentlg working on that examines oralitg and literacg in relation to African 



American cultural production and political representation. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34347030 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34347030-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:48 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7.5 demo weather reschedule 

We are holding the demonstration for Astra Schedule 7.5 on Thursday (March 6) at 9:30 
am in Toy Lounge. Can’t wait to see you there! (Or at one of the other demos that are still 
being held on Tuesdays!) 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34347325-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e(~Jistserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room 

They have the Hitchcock room. The registrar’s office controls the theatre during the day as it operates as a general 

purpose classroom. 

April Renee Spruill 

Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 9:04 AM 

To: Spruill, April R 

Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: room 

Oh no! @ Does the other department have both the Hitchcock room and Theater from 8am to 5pm? Thanks, Travis 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 8:47 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: room 

Unfortunately another department has the room from 8-5 on Friday. Wasn’t sure if you all needed the space that 

evening or not. 

April Renee Spruill 

Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 8:46 AM 

To." Spruill, April R 

Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: room 

Hi 

noticed on Friday that you had us down from 5pm to 9pm but on that day the conference will actually run from 8am to 



5pm. I imagine that would work out better for you guys too! I just wanted to confirm that was ok. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From." Spruill, April R 
Sent." Wednesday, March 05, 2014 8:32 AM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: room 

Hey Travis, 

The group that had the room on hold that Friday evening cancelled. So we have the Hitchcock Room and Theater on 

hold for AAAD Thursday, April 3rd from 5p-9pm, Friday, April 4th from 5pm-9pm, and Saturday, April 5th from 8am-2pm. 

If you can go ahead and send me forms, that would be great. 

Thanks, 
April 

April Renee Spruill 

Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 8:17 AM 

To: Spruill, April R 

Subject: FW: room 

Hi April[ 

I know you had mentioned the dates that were no longer available but when I had someone looking for some space they 

said it was still on hold. I know it is probably a mistake but I just had to check with you! Also can you remind me what 

we are already booked for in April. The day, time, and room. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Wilson, Dennis 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 2:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 

Hi Travis, 
I talked to the folks over at the Stone Center. They told me that you already have the Hitchcock room on hold for those 

dates. That is the 
room I was going to recommend anyway. I was told that you would have to call April 9:19/843-2668 to confirm the 

reservation. You would 
also need to hire a security guard at $55/hr. Let me know if this is not an acceptable arrangement. 

Thanks, 
Dennis 

Dennis Wilson 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Tier 2 Classroom Support Specialist 

Peabody Hall suite 08 

9:19/843-5:1:16 



History Pro a 
Undergradua%e In%ernship Applicati©n 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN SOUTH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

APPLICATION ~’tkLL 

Name: 

Email: 

PID: 

Phone Number: 

Address: 

Expected Date of 
Graduation: 

Please answer the following questions with one paragraph per question and type your answer directly on 
to this application form. 

Describe your interest in, exposure to, and experience with oral history. 

What do you think are the purposes and values of oral history? 

What about the SOHP (its projects, mission, or history) makes you want to intern with us ? 

Which of the beats listed in the internship packet sounds interesting to you ? What do you think you will learn 
through this beat? What skills and experience do you bring to the table that would be beneficial in this beat? We 
also cater beats to experience. What skills do you have that might be beneficial to the SOHP as a whole? (Photo- 
video editing, writing skills, performance etc.) 



History Pro a 
Undergradua%e In%ernship Applicati©n 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN SOUTH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

APPLICATION 

SOHP interns receive 3 credit hours. Each intern must register through a university department 
for the course in that department that carries academic credit for external internships. Each department 
has different rules and guidelines for doing this, so we ask that each applicant identify the department 
they will register through (students often register through their major’s department). Be sure you 
understand that department’s protocol for internship credit and process for registering. If accepted to the 
SOHP internship program, you will need to make arrangements with the appropriate faculty and/or staff 
member in that department. 

Below, please identify the department through which you would register for internship credit if 

accepted and list the name and contact information for the faculty and/or staff member responsible for 
overseeing internships. (In some departments, there is one faculty or staff member responsible for 
overseeing all internship credit; in others, you will need to have a faculty member agree to serve as your 

advisor/director.) 

Department: 

Faculty and/or 

Staff Member and 
contact 

information: 
Briefly summarize 
the department’s 
protocol for 
undergraduates 
registering and 
receiving credit 

for external 
internships: 

Also, please be aware that the weekly seminar will meet on Fridays at lOam in the Love House. 

Please complete this application (do not send additional attachments) and send it to 

sohpintern@gmail.com by March 28, 
Applicants will be notified of decisions by April 18. 

Questions or concerns can be directed to                  at sohpintern@gmail.com or 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linder, Drake <adlinder@store.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Summer Session Textbook Orders for AAAD 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

The ist and 2nd Summer Session 2014 Textbook Order Due date is February 28, 2014. Below is a list of the Summer 

Session courses which we do not yet have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and 

let us know if any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Submitting textbook requests early is important because... 
-- It helps us locate and provide more used textbooks to students at a lower price. 

-- It allows us to give students more money for their textbooks when they sell them back to us at the 

end of the semester. 

No Text Needed notification is important because... 
-- It allows us to let students know that no book is required for the class. 

-- It ensures that UNC Chapel Hill is meeting the Higher Education Opportunity Act’s federal 

requirement to post the courses textbook requirements. 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the deadline and helping faculty submit 

their book orders in before February 22nd. We will of course accept orders after our requested due date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 

AAAD 231.001 STAFF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:14 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] practice, practice, practice 

We are going to practice for tomorrow for a while. Should be back by 3:45. Give us a shout then. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34352637-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Copy <carolinacopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Copy Customer Service Rep Survey 

Dear Sam Gore, 

You are receiving this email because you submitted an on-line service request to Carolina Copy and we value your input. 

Please take the time to complete this survey about the Carolina Copy customer service representative. The survey is user-friendly and 
you should be able to complete it within five minutes. Below is the link to the on-line survey. 

Survey URL: 
~:/iselectsurvev ~csit. ~r~c.eduiTakeSurvev ~as~x? Survev~iD=p2KK69~&Ticket=26909 

Person you are evaluating: John Foust 

Thank you for your participation. 
Carolina Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20140305163046633.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2014 16:30:46 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Received by: 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request[or Use of Facility 
(Telephone:¯ 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Name of Event 

Event DescriptiordPurpose: 

/ 

Proposed~l~ed SpeWers: 

Event Date(s) 

Check the box below that best describes your ~par~ent 
or organization 
~niversi~ Administrative (Depa~mental) Unit 

~ Officially Recognized Stude~t Organization 

" ~ Communi~ Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates9 

~ Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - calIJbr rental rates. Please now that 
all requests must be approved by the Director andJor Adminis~ative Manager.) 

N~e of person making reservation 

Person in ch~ge of event 

iO g iza ion 

City~ 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Accost Number (if applicable) 

Room(s) Requested (check below): 

"~,,Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats 165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats tl) 

~Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 5.’00 

[] Seminar Room 200 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

~2] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
ant to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 
6.OO pm***) 

V1 Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to " 

6:00pro***) 

[] Dm~ce Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed ontF in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note: Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time: ~ pw~ 

(Revised 10/16/I2) 

~,. 

Event End Time: !~/~                                    . 
(Please note all events- t~st end by 9:30pro - the Stone Center building closes at I0." O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: 

Is the event open to the public? [] Yes " ~No 

Admission Charge? [~ Yes "IN.No Admission.Cost $ 

(Please note: tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 

limited to additional security.) 

Will food/drink be served at event.~Yes ~No 

Please provide name of caterer/vendor used: .i~�b[ i0~ft 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center.’s approved caterers’. Self-catering is’ not 
permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plm~ to serve .alcohol? ~ Yes’l~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, please complete the request form for permission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: ~6,~’~ ~t~ g~2~ /z-,g~L/l{ ~o¢" ... 
(This refers to chair and table setup," a brie~-diagram can be drdwn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 

"~i~’ Microphone with podium 

[~ Cordless Microphone 

I~1 Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

[] Projector and screen 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/Or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please comact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919,843-1854. 



[ will act to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Ctdmre 
and History and aI1 applicable University regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understand that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Nmne of Organization/Department 

Signature of Person in Charge of Event // 

Signature of Director/Chair ent 

/ 
Date of Event 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/20t2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 8:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Save the date - GO! Global Orientation on Culture and Ethics, April 5 

March 6, 2014 

Watch this video on the GO! Global Orientation on Culture and Ethics & save the date: Saturday, April 5th! 

GO is designed to help students who are traveling internationally evaluate expectations, anticipate potential 
cultural and ethical challenges, prepare for engagement in communities, and develop intercultural 
competencies. Insights will be offered for experienced travelers as well as those getting their first 
international opportunity. Registration is free and will be coming soon. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
International Coffee Hour 

Tuesday, April 8, 5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis Caf6, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

FUNDING 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Workinq 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 



community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s hosts are the Graduate Schoo~ and the Preparing 
~nternationa~ Teaching Assistants Program. 

2013-2014 Fulbdqht Specialist Proqram Cycle 
IVB Deadline 

Application Deadline: April 14, 
2014 
The Fulbriqht~ecialist 
Program ~FSP} promotes 
linkages between U.S. scholars 
and professionals and their 

,~,~,~~11 counterparts at host institutions 
overseas. The program awards 
grants to qualified U.S. faculty 
and professionals, in select 
disciplines, to engage in short- 
term collaborative two to six- 

week projects at eligible institutions in over 140 countries worldwide. 
Shorter grant lengths give Specialists greater flexibility to pursue 
projects that work best with their current academic or professional 
commitments. 

CGI Summer internship Opening 

CGI Academic Year internship openinqs 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Weekly international Student Support Groups 
Thursdays, March 6, March 13 
2:00 o 3:15 PM international Student and Scholar Services, FedE× 

Global Education Center~ 2rid floor 

Wednesdays, March 12 
3:30 o 4:30 PM Room 2511 of the Frank PoAer Graham Student 
Union 

The adjustment to a new environment and academic setting can be 
challenging in many ways. This weekly drop-in group provides an 
opportunity for international students to meet one another, obtain 
support and guidance and discuss their experiences. Preeti Vidwans, 
clinical psychologist, will be available for drop in hours Wednesday and 
Thursdays. 

Matchin# Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learninq 

These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

RESOURCES 

See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

international 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
ExpeRise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

UNC Global PasspoR Drive 
Tuesday, March 18 and 
Wednesday, March 19, 10:00 o 3:00 
pm 
Room 4003, FedEx GEC 
Officials from the U.S. Department of 

State are on campus once a year to 

accept passport applications and 

renewal applications and to answer 

questions from Carolina students, 

faculty, staff and their families. 

Application forms are available at the 

event, or can be downloaded from 

the U.S. Stats Depa~ment website. 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 



Unde~qraduate international Studies 
Fel!owship Proqram 
Application Deadline: March 19, 2014 
UNC Chapel Hill students with limited or no abroad travel experience 
can be awarded up to $2,500 toward academic research or study in an 
international setting during the fall, spring or summer terms. 
More info: Chris Wallace christw¢~emaikunc.edu 

Summer Award ~oRunit~ the Gerald Unks 
Travel FellowshiA 
Deadline: March 20, 2014 
The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs administers the Gerald Unks 
Travel Fellowship, awards made to deserving Carolina students with 
applicable travel plans. Up to $4,000 is available for three students. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The U~si’~ersity of [lorth Gate,irma at Chapel Hill 
FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

GLOBAL 

The mission of the Center for Gtobal Initiatives is to expand globa~ oppo~unities at 

U~aC through collaborative programs + p~ojects and competitive awards + fellowships that connect people across 

borders and disciplines. We are especially interested in opening a¢¢ess to global oppo~u~ities to students~ 

faculty, and staff traditionally underrepresented in this sphere. 

This message was sent to stgore@emaikunc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Manage Your Subscriptio~ 

Email Marketing by 

C Contac:t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:08 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer School Budget 

Nzongola- Departamenta Section change.xls; Nzongola- Course description Summer 
School.docx; Nzongola-SSI-NominForm-2014 2nd session.doc 

Professor Janken 

Please find attached Professor Nzongola’s nomination form, course description and section change form; for your 

evaluation and approval. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Smith, Michael 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 10:12 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

Hi Sonia, 

Dean Yopp and ! spoke about it and she has approved the addition of AAAD 212 for second session, i’ll add the 

additional funds for second session. Erin Moseley (cc’d here) will need a nomination form for the professor, a 

departmental section change form and a course description. 

--Michael 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 4:36 PM 
To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

Sorry...here it is the attach budget. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

Hello Michael 

Sorry for the delay. 

Please see attached budget with additional course included for the second session. Look like the budget will need a 

revise personnel allocation for $13,400. 

The instructor will be Dr. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and the course propose is AAAD 212. Historically this course has 

strong enrollment, actually this semester in particular, it is one of few courses that we are offering that has seen no 

reduction in enrollment. 



Please let me know if we can get a budget new allocation, to be able to include this new course for the 2nd session of 

Summer School. 

Thank you 

$onia Colon 

Business Services Coordinutor 
Depurtment o/A/ricun, A/rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919-955-1295 

From: Smith, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:59 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

It depends on the additional course and whether or not we think it will generate sufficient enrollment, so just let me 

know the course and instructor and we’ll let you know. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:14 AM 
To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

Thank you Michael 

should have that information by noon today. 

However, my first concern before start to put on an additional teacher, is to know if it is allow and if I can have a budget 

review since will be $3,756.00, below from actual budget remain, for the second session. 

Thanks 

Sonia 

From: Smith, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:07 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Summer School Budget 

Who is the instructor and for what course? 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 5:01 PM 
To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: Summer School Budget 

Hello Michael 

I will like to know, if the department can nominated another teacher for the second session. Please see attached budget 

and advise. 



Thank you 

$or~ia Co~or~ 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department o/A/rican, A/rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

919-966-1295 



¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring    1st SS 2nd SS Date: 03/07/14 

2014 X (expected t ........ d 2 busi .... days) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Scheduling Office Use Only 
Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 
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2011 A Add X 
2012 CH Change 
2013 D Delete 
2014 X Cancel 
2015 



Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies (3287) 
Summer School course addition 
Course Description 

212 [AFRI 265] Africa in the Global System (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 
101. A seminar that critically examines the historical and theoretical basis 
of the state’s centrality in economic development in African countries. 
Relevant case studies drawn from sub-Saharan Africa. 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Nine-Month Base Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Graduate Assistants) 

First Session: Second Session: X 

School/Department: African, African American, & Diaspora Studies Department Number: 3287 

Campus Address: Battle Hall, CB #3395 Telephone: 962-4854 

Prepared by: Sonia Colon Date Prepared: 3/7/2014 

I 
Full Name PID **Rank 9-month Summer Credit Hours Course Assignment 

Base Salary Salary (Use course number and section) 

Dr. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 01 3.0 AAAD 212/section 1 

* Use Dr. Mrs, Ms, Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Tenure track 

01 Professor 
02 Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor 

Fixed Term 

05 Full-time 

(Any Rank) 

Students 
21 Teaching Assistant (responsible for final grades) 
2 lp Graduate Assistant 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 



04 Instructor Revised: Jan 2006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 7:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels ready for rematch with Duke 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 9:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC derailed at Duke in regular season finale 

This week’s Carolina Blue Express digital magazine is now 
available online for subscribers! If you are not a subscriber to 

the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already 
obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, chick here 

to read the latest issue of Carolina Blue Express! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT 
already obtained access to the ’Carolina Blue Express’ feature, 

chick here to sign up for FREE access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-800-524- 
9527 during normal business hours. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Please note that receiving this e-mail does not necessarily mean that you have access to Carolina Blue’s 
Express or digital E-Editions of our glossy format magazine. 

You need to be a current subscriber to our regular print publication in order to access the online editions. 

Additionally, subscribing to our online website (CarolinaBlue.com), operated in partnership with 247Sports, 
does not grant you access to Express editions or print editions offered online. 



For those that are subscribers to the magazine: Getting an account setup and registered so you can 
view Express and E-Editions of Carolina Blue is quick, easy and FREE. 

1) Simply visit magazine.caro/mab/ue.com and crick the "Register for E-Edition/Express" option to begin 

your registration. 

2) Then, you simply need a copy of your magazine with a maifing label in order to complete the registration 
process. (Again, please note this is a different website than the one operated in conjunction with our onfine 
partner at 247Sports.) Our magaz#~e~carof~ab/~eocom website is dedicated solely to bringing you our new 
and improved glossy print pubfication (the same one that is mailed to you as a subscribe0 as well as our 
Express editions. You can even save a stamp by renewing your subscription there! 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you will get a similar notification every time a new publication is posted 
online so it’s important you keep our customer service office aware of any changes to your e-mail as it is the 
most convenient way of reaching you regarding these online editions. 

Thanks again for subscribing to Carolina Blue! 
Chris Moore 
Carolina Blue Editor 

Forward email 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Carolina Blue I PO Box 12036 I Research Triangle Park I NC I 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Colon_April 4 800AM.pdf; Toy Lounge Guidelines.pdf 

Hello Travis 

This is to keep you posted. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: toylounge@unc.edu [mailto:~oylou_n~5~Uncoedu] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 8:27 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Dear Sonia, 

Hi! Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation request entitled ’Global Africana and Water Conference’. Your request has been 
approved and you may login at                          . Here are the details of your event: 

Title: Global Africana and Water Conference 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 
Date: April 4, 2014 
Start setup: 8:00AM 
Finish cleanup: 3:15PM 

Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 no more than 30 minutes prior to your scheduled start time for your event. It is 
imperative that your event is completed by confirmed time to allow for other events to start on time. 

Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. 
Failure to adhere to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation privileges. 

After you have cleaned and returned the room to its original location, you may return the key to Dey 238. If the office is already 
closed, you may drop the key into the box affixed on the door to Dey 238 (this box also contains the department class schedules). 

A virtual tour of the room is available at www.unc.edu/toylounge/virtualtour.php 

For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.unc.edu or call 962.6702. 

The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be 
used as a storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust 
*any* settings for the freezer or refrigerator. 

For your reference, another copy of the Toy Lounge Guidelines has been attached to this email. 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CItAPEL tIILL 

TO’¢ ~ (:7}1 NG~ ;~ S E }<VAT~ 

4~.h Floo~, Dey ]~al] 

Toy Lounge Reservation Form 

Contact: Sonia Colon 

Email: scolon@email.unc.edu 

Department Name: African & African-Amer Studies 

Department Number: 3287 

Event Name: Global Africana and Water Conference 

Event Type: Lecture 

Date of Event: April 4, 2014 

Reservation Start Time: 8:00AM 

Reservation End Time: 3:15PM 

Faculty/Staff: 75% Grad: 0% Undergrad: 25% Public/Other: 0% 

You may pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 on April 3 at 4:00PM. 

Please return the key to Dey 238 after cleaning the room. 



Guidelines 

THE UNIVERSITY 

q[ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

4th Floor, Dey Hall 

www.unc.edu/toylounge 

toytounge@unc.edu 

for Using Toy Lounge 

Toy Lounge is maintained and controlled by the College of Arts & Sciences for informal to semi-formal 
meetings of faculty, administration and related groups during normal business hours. Please adhere to the 
following guidelines as a courtesy to other meetings since the Lounge is in heavy demand. 

THE DAY OF YOUR EVENT: 

Keys may be picked up thirty (30) minutes before your reservation begins. Keys cannot be loaned 
to contractors or vendors, caterers, outside presenters, etc. Instead, you should meet your vendor 
at Toy Lounge to let them in and lock up after they leave. 

You can pick up the key to Toy Lounge from 238 Dey Hall and return it to the same office. Key 
must be returned immediately after your function. 

Kitchen may only be used during the time of your reservation. You may not use the kitchen as a 
storage facility. 

All parties, including caterers, must be out of the Lounge when your scheduled time is over. 

It is the responsibility of your unit to return furnishings to their proper position, clean all surfaces, 
and set closed trash bags outside kitchen door. You should also close the shades and turn off 
lights and equipment. 

If the condition of Toy Lounge is unsatisfactory after your use, then you will lose your privileges to 
use the room. Also, your unit may be billed for any clean-up charges. 

Lock all doors when you leave, including the left double-door which must be switched to the 
locked position so that it is secured when the right door is locked. 

IMPORTANT: Failure to observe these guidelines may result in loss of privileges. 

These policies are set by the College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office. Comments or suggestions 
should be addressed to Logan Brackett, Io.qan@unc.edu 



Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies (3287) 
Summer School course addition 
Course Description 

212 [AFRI 265] Africa in the Global System (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 
101. A seminar that critically examines the historical and theoretical basis 
of the state’s centrality in economic development in African countries. 
Relevant case studies drawn from sub-Saharan Africa. 



¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring    1st SS 2nd SS Date: 03/07/14 

2014 X (expected t ........ d 2 busi .... days) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Scheduling Office Use Only 
Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject Course Section Days Start Time 
x -~ n,    Connect 

Stop Time Bldg Room     ~ ~ 0    Carolina Astra 

A Add 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Partridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:14 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7 Training Tomorrow 

Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda.docx 

Dear Departmental Schedulers, 

The Office of the University Registrar will present the second of four identical Ad Astra training sessions tomorrow, Tuesday 

March 11th, from 9:30 am -10:30 am in Toy Lounge in Dey Hall. The new version of Ad Astra will replace the system you are 

currently using. All events will be scheduled in the new Astra and all rooms, including departmental rooms, will be scheduled 

the new Astra. UNC departments and schools must send at least one representative to at least one of the training sessions. 

Departments and schools not represented during these trainings will not be able to schedule rooms or request space for their 

courses in April. Please review the attached agenda and arrive on time. We will begin promptly at 9:30 am. 

Dey Hall is located between Venable and Gardner Hall, Wilson Library and Polk Place. The main entrance to the building faces 

Polk Place. Toy Lounge is on the fourth floor of Dey Hall. 

http://www.maps.unc.edu/CampusMaps/PdfMaps/Central Campus Map 11x17.pdf 

We will be offering this training three more times. It will not be offered again after these dates. 

Tuesday March I1 2014 - 9:30 am -10:30 am / Toy Lounge in Dey Ha// 

Tuesday March 18 2014 - 9:,30 am -10:,30 am / Toy Lounge in Dey 

Tuesday March 24 2014 - 9:30 am -I0:30 am / Toy Lounge in Dey HaY 

Again, every office scheduling courses or events on the UNC campus will be responsible for implementing the new Ad Astra 

software and all campus courses and events will be scheduled using the new Ad Astra software beginning in April 2014. Users 

will not be activated in Ad Astra 7 or permitted to use the software until they have attended a training. 

Light r@eshment:s will be served 

We look forward to seeing you at the trainings. 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

http://registrar.unc.edu N ~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34368580-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv, unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nisbet, Cecily Tatibou~t <cecily_nisbet@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:39 AM 

Friday Focus: News from the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
<friday focus@listserv.unc.edu> 

Friday Center News: March 2014 

Trouble viewing this email? Open it in your browser 

Fu~ House for ’°Fables in Story and Song" 
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"Lift Every Voice" B~ack History Month Ce~ebration 
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William Friday Honored by Nationa~ Academy 

The National Academy of Television A~s and 
Sciences Nashville/Midsouth Chapter 
inducted William Friday’ posthumously as the 
inaugural member of the Gold Circle, 
honoring his extraordinary public life, his role 
in the development of UNC-TV, and his 
hosting of the longest-running program in 
UNCo.TV’s 59o.year history Virginia Taylor, 
community and university relations 
coordinator for the Friday Oenter and long- 
time assistant to Bill Friday, received the 
award on behalf of his family and the Friday 
Center at the Januacy 25th Emmy Awards 
Ceremony in Nashville. 



Upcoming Events 

#~larch 10: Retired Faculty Reception 
All retired UNC-Chapel Hill faculty and administrators are invited to a free reception at 
the Friday Center. Contact Virginia Taylor for more details: vrt@email.unc.edu or 919- 
962-1618. 

~larch 11: Conversation with Author Philip Gerard 
Enioy an engaging conversation bebFJeen Philip Gerard and Georgann Eubanks as 
our River Writers series continues. Gerard will discuss his new book Down the ~J~Wd 
Cape Fear. The series is part of the Center’s North Carolina Literary People program 
and was developed in collaboration with UNC Press. For tickets visit 
fddaycenter.unc.edu/pdep or call 919-962-2643. 

Apri~ 3~24: What°s the Big ~dea? 
The spring series Complementary and A~temative ~ledicine will feature 
presentations from leading UNC researchers and practitioners. Topics include 
mindfulness meditation, acupuncture botanicals and the integration of alternative 
practices into the modern medical system. Join us for a reception and opening lecture 
on April 3 or other lectures in the series on April 10, 17, and 24. For tickets, visit 
fddaycenter.unc.edu!pdep or call 919-962-2643. 

You can help us continue to offer this kind of programming and University 
outreach to the community by making a tax.odeductible gift to the Friday Center. 
Please visit our giving page or contact Cecily Nisbet at cecily_nisbet@unc.edu 
or 919-962~1124. 



THE FRIDAY CENTER 

Conference Center 

Credit Programs 

Noncredit Programs 

Copyright @ 2014 Xhe Friday Center, Aft rights reserved 

Visit us online at fridaycenterounc,edu 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-962-3000 
~Yo]]d~ee: 866~441 ~3683 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 12:07 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

AAAD 212.001 for 2144 

Good morning, 

We recently received your request to the Summer School to have AAAD 212.001 set up for Summer Session II. You did 

not indicate an enrollment for the section on the sheet, which makes it difficult to assign a room. Please let me know 

what the enrollment should be. Erin Moseley from the Summer School is copied on this email just in case. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Socola, Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 12:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Request from VC Washington 

April 10th at 12 noon at the Carolina Inn-wonderful! Thanks so much, 

Donna 

Donna N’L Socola I Executive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Workforce Strategy, Equity & Engagement 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 104 Airport Dr. I ChapelHi11, NC 27599 I T: 919-962-1553 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 8:31 AM 

To: Socola, Donna Marie 

Cc: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 

Subject: RE: Meeting Request from VC Washington 

Dear Donna, 

Thanks so much for your email. It is a very busy conjuncture from my end, hence the delayed response. 

How about lunch at the Carolina Inn on April 10? If this OK, Travis Gore (thanks) in my office will make the reservations. 

Best wishes and once again thanks for your email, 
Eunice 

From: Socola, Donna Marie 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting Request from VC Washington 

Hi Dr. Sahle 

I Hope you are doing well. Our new Vice Chancellor, Felicia Washington, has asked that I setup a meet & greet with you. Could 

you tell me your availability for any of the below dates/times please. Additionally, she is available for coffee in the morning or 

lunch if you’d like. If there is someone I should be working with to schedule this, please pass along their name. 

3/24 12-5 

3/28 8:30-2 

4/10 12-5 

4/11 8:30-5 

If I need to go further out I can do that. 

Thank you kindly, 

Donna 

Donna M. Socola I Executive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Workforce Strategy, Equity & Engagement 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 104 Airport Dr. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T: 919-962-1553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linder, Alma Drake <adlinder@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 1:20 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Requisitions for Summer Session(s) 1 & 2 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

The ist and 2nd Summer Session 2014 Textbook Order Due date is February 28, 2014. Below is a list of the Summer 

Session courses which we do not yet have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and 

let us know if any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Submitting textbook requests early is important because... 
-- It helps us locate and provide more used textbooks to students at a lower price. 

-- It allows us to give students more money for their textbooks when they sell them back to us at the 

end of the semester. 

No Text Needed notification is important because... 
-- It allows us to let students know that no book is required for the class. 

-- It ensures that UNC Chapel Hill is meeting the Higher Education Opportunity Act’s federal 

requirement to post the courses textbook requirements. 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the deadline and helping faculty submit 

their book orders in before February 28. We will of course accept orders after our requested due date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 

SUMMER SESSION II 

AAAD 231.001 



ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@uncoedu> 
Wednesday, March 1£, £o14 1:1o PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@emailounc.edu> 
Town Hall, Chartfields Webinar and More: ConnectCarolina Newsletter March 
2o14 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter I March 1~, 2o14 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

March 19 

Reporting 

ConnectCaro~ina Town Ha[[ 

March 19, 2o14 - 3:00- 

4:3oPM - Carroll Hall 111 

Want to know what 

ConnectCarolina will look like 

after Finance and HR/Payro11 

components go-live in October? Join us at the next ConnectCarolina Town 

Hall for demonstrations of Finance, Human Resources and reporting functions 

(or watch via webcast)o 

Read online° 

HOT TOPIC 

New Charel 
nat March 17 

A new webinar takes a deep dive into 

the chartfields that replace the old 



FRS account and object. It will be 

presented live on Mort., March 17, 

2:30-3:30 p.m. All campus 

accounting and financial personnel 

are invited to participate. 

Read onlineo 

~ntegrated System 
for a Growing 

Un~ve ty 
The October expansion of 

ConnectCarolina to include Finance 

and HR/Pa~To11 will replace more 

than two dozen legacy systems with 

a single software. The integration of multiple business functions into 

ConnectCarolina is a major change for the University -- and one ~,~ith some 

definite advantages° 

Read online, 

ASK, SUGGEST, COM~ENT 

What°s On Your 
ConnectCarolina means lots of changes for faculty, staff and students. Use the 

form on this page to submit your questions, ideas, concerns or feedback about 

ConnectCarolina. We want to know what’s on your mind, so we can help you 

transition to and use this new system. 

TESTING UPDATE 

Te ng Show Progress 



Project team staff and business owners are 

converging on "testing central" in the ITS 

Manning building to test all the pieces of 

ConnectCarolina and how the pieces work 

together. 

Read onlineo 

COOL STUFF 

Qu~ck Look: The Road to S~T 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConnectCarolina is fully tested and 

ready for use? Check out this 

infbgraphic detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it works 

for Carolina. 

T~me~ne: Path 
to GooL~ve 
Find out what we’re working 

on now and what’s coming up 

on the path to go-live; ~ew the 

Connect.Carolina Finance and 

HRiPa),~oll Timelineo 



2O2 ays to GooL~ve! 
Learn more about the pr@ect and how you can 8et involved° 

Know someone who needs to know more about ConnectCaro[ina? Forward 

this newsletter and encourase them to subscribe° Thanks! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:41 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] EXSS Course Changes 

log sheet for EXSS 051 for Fall 2014.xlsm; Log Sheet to Delete EXSS 756 and add 

EXSS ?4?.xls 

Hello, 

This is my first time submitting changes for courses in our department. Please advise if I need to amend or change 
anything for submission on these forms. Please find the attached log sheets for EXSS 051, EXSS 746 and EXSS 747 for 

Fall 2014. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Z. Tufts 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

. -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@emailouncoedu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-34384303-34473~24od37aSa94f~8~ ~efe3bO~59ed79eS6eTe@listservouncoedu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring    1st SS 2nd SS Date: 03/13/14 
2014 X (expected t ........ d 2 busi .... days) 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject Course Section Days Start Time Stop Time Bldg 

Submitted by: Amy Tufts 

Scheduling Office Use Only 

oo 

x -~ n, Connect ~ ~ 
Room ~ ~ 0 Carolina Astra ~ ~ 

D Delete 

EXSS    51 001o 
ur 

Call #or PID:                                       re 

Notes: 

T-Th 11:00am 12:15pm WG 302 24 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 



Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 



2011 A Add X 
2012 CH Change 
2013 D Delete 
2014 X Cancel 
2015 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 03/13/14 

X (expected turnaround 2 business days) 

Amy Tufts 

Scheduling Office Use Only 
Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject Course Section Days Start Time Stop Time Bldg Room 

Submitted by: 

Connect ~ 

Carolina Astra ~ 

D Delete 

EXSS 746 001C 
ur 

Call #or PID:                                       re 

Notes: 

M-W 10:00am 11:15am WG 205 

A Add 

EXSS 747 001C 
ur 

Call #or PID:                                       re 

Notes: 

M-W 10:00am 11:15am WG 205 

oo 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 



Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 



2011 A Add X 
2012 CH Change 
2013 D Delete 
2014 X Cancel 
2015 



Preservation Chapel Hill 

Summer 2014 Internship Application 

Applicant Information 

Name: 

Address: 

City/State: 

Phone: 

Internship applying for: 

Special Interests: 

Email: 

Skills: 

School Information 

School Name: 

City/State: Graduati on: 

Maj or/Minor: 

Maj or Advisor or Reference Name: 

Advisor or Reference Phone: 

Will you receive college credits7 Yes No If so, how many hours are required7 

List additional requirements for credit, if applicable (i.e. reflective essay, evaluation, weekly 

j ournal, etc.): 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX OFFICE USE ONLY XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Additional Documents Submitted: 

Date Received: Date Interviewed: 

Application deadline for Summer 2014 internship is March 31, 2014. 



Preservation Chapel Hill 

Summer 2014 Internship Opportunities 

Preservation Chapel Hill provides internship opportunities for undergraduate and 
graduate students. Our internship experience includes: 

¯ Professional setting doing real-world projects in Chapel Hill and the surrounding 
communities 

¯ Field trips to historic sites, museums, archives, and organizations to learn more about the 
many aspects of public history 

¯ Workshops on resume building, oral history techniques, architecture, and other topics 
¯ Public presentations talking about projects and experiences as an intern 
¯ College credit available according to the specifications of your university 

Preservation Chapel Hill offers six different internship opportunities: 

¯ Historic Preservation 
¯ Oral History 
¯ Archives 
¯ Educational Programming 
¯ Museum Studies / Art History 
¯ Marketing and Digital Technology 

To Apply 

To apply send an internship application, cover letter, and resume to Cassandra 
Bennett, Program Coordinator, cassandra@preservationchapelhill.org. 

In your cover letter, indicate how the internship you are applying for will advance 
your career and/or educational goals. We also offer applicants the opportunity to 
design a unique internship experience based on your skills and goals. If you wish 
to do this, please email Cassandra before applying. 

Further information and application may be found at our website, 
http:iiwww, preservationchapelhill, orgi# !internship sicph6. 

Application deadline for Summer 2014 internship is March 31, 2014. 



Historic Preservation Internship 

Teaches basic historic preservation methods including how to photo-document historic structures 
and cultural landscapes, the process of developing protective covenants on endangered 
properties, and the process of nominating sites and structures to the National Register of Historic 
Places. 

Projects include: 

¯ Research properties that are candidates for preservation initiatives 
¯ Prepare research, preservation, and planning documents for historic properties 
¯ Planning, marketing, and sponsorships for preservation events 
¯ Horace Williams House Historic Structure Report 
¯ Website development and research for Preservation Plaque Program 
¯ Research content for Holiday House Tour guidebook 

Oral History Internship 

Oral histories are an important component to developing a sense of place in the context of the 
memories of those who participated in an event or experienced a particular space or area. Interns 
will help further the research of local historic structures through the memories of individuals 
connected to those places. 

Projects include: 

¯ Interviews to learn more about Horace Williams’ housekeeper, Clelue Johnson 
¯ Interviews with individuals who lived in the Horace Williams House between 1940-1973 
¯ Interviews with family members of Horace Williams 
¯ Interviews with family members associated with the Hogan Rogers House 

Archives Internship 

PCH’s archival collection allows interns the opportunity to establish systems of archiving 
organizational records; preservation-related research materials; catalog book collections; and 
digitize collections. 

Projects include: 

¯ Digitizing media and photographs 
¯ Categorizing and archiving materials 

Application deadline for Summer 2014 internship is March 31, 2014. 



Educational Programming Internship 

Educational programming is one of the most important programs PCH provides to the 
community. Programs educate the public about historic preservation, foster sense of place, and 
introduce young people to history in a fun way. 

Projects include: 

¯ Translating existing materials into Spanish or other languages 
¯ Leading field trip programs and guided tours 
¯ Working with the Program Coordinator to expand education programming offered 

Museum Studies / Art History Internship 

PCH hosts twelve new exhibits each year. This internship provides the opportunity to work with 
our Art Committee to learn about gallery management, art installation, and developing gallery 
guides for the changing art exhibitions on display at the Horace Williams House. 

Projects include: 

¯ Implementing and installing the August Back to School exhibition 
¯ Develop proposal and conduct research for the December exhibit 
¯ Working with artists and the PCH Art Committee to develop monthly gallery guides 

Marketing and Digital Technology Internship 

Nonprofit organizations are only as successful as their marketing strategies. This internship is an 
opportunity to develop creative new ways to use technology to reach new audiences, expand the 
public’s understanding of historic preservation, and market Preservation Chapel Hill and its 
programs. 

Projects include: 

¯ Developing social media content and contests 
¯ PCH special event marketing 

Application deadline for Summer 2014 internship is March 31, 2014. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

esbowles@email.unc.edu on behalf of 
Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 13, 2014 7:04 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Art, Music, Film, and Family Time! 

NEWS FROM THE 

ACKLANDAR MUSEUM 

Tomorrow night: Our first ACKLAND ART~NI 
An evening of 1930sosty~e fun 

Friday, 14 March, 7:30-9:30 PM 

Signature cocktails created especially for ARTINI 
Live jazz by Tea Cup Gin 
Inspired hors d’oeuvres 

Period card games in the galleries 
Think "Speakeasy" and Join Us! 

Tickets: $45 for Ackland Members I $50 for non-members 
On sale now through Friday at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Crunldebn g~ 

the Ackland 

In the Store: Bfl[ 

NeviKe 

Curators’ Seminars 

Fatuity Day 

Music in the 6aKeries 

Tatks & Tours 

America’s Music at 
the Varsity 

Now on View 

Leaving the Table: The Furniture of gill Neville 
ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE 
Reception for the Artist: Friday, ~4 March, 6:30 PM 

On your way to ARTINI, stop by the Acktand Museum Store and meet 
artist Bitt Nevitte. His woodwork, currently on view, is thoughtfut, 
functionat, and beautifut. The store witt be open tare for the 2nd Friday 



ArtWalk. Learn more... 

Go Behind the Scenes with a Curator! 
Curators° Seminars, Thursdays, 6:00o7:30 P~ 

Led by Ackland curators Peter Nisbet and 
Timothy Riggs, the Ackland’s Curators’ 
Seminars offer an intimate look at American 
works of art from the Ackland’s permanent 
collection that are not currently on view, as 
well as an exploration of their connections 
to our spring exhibitions. 

27 March: Engraving the Old World/New 
World 

3 April: 1930s American Prints on a 
Musical Theme 

Ackland members: $251session I UNC Students: $I0 I All others: $35 
RSVP required; call Allison at 919-843-3687 to reserve your space. 

Family Day: °’City and Country" 
Sunday, 23 March, 2:00o5:00 P~ 

Families with children ages 4 to 12 years old are invited to our FREE 
monthly Family Day! 

Be inspired by prints of American cities and landscapes from the 1930s 
and 1940s and create your own collaged cityscape. Construct buildings 
and communities using blocks and join us for story time at 3:00 and 
4:00 PM. 



Music in the Galleries 
Sunday, 16 g~arch, 2:00 PM 

Join The quarterless Trio for an exploration of 1920s and ’30s jazz. 
Presented in connection with America Seen: The Hunter and Cathy 
Allen Collection o]~ Social Realist Prints, the Ackland’s current 
exhibition of Depression-era prints. 

Look~ Lunch & Learn: Talks & Tours 
A~ are ,free and open ~o the public~. 

Saturday, 15 March, 3:00 PM 
"The Caravaggisti and their Influence" 

Saturday, 22 March, 3:00 PM 
"Urbanization in the Early 20th Century" 

Sunday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 
"The New Found Land" and Native American History 

Learn more about these tours! 

Wednesday, 2 April, 12:00 PM 
Art For Lunch: "The Little Girl Who Fought the Great Depression: 
Shirley Temple and 1930s America" 
John Kasson (UN¢-¢hapel Hill, History and American Studies) 
Learn more and RSVP for th~s Art For Lunch[ 

AcMand Film Forum 



A film history of our nation’s popular music, from Blues to Bluegrass to 
Broadway. All screenings are held at the Varsity Theatre 
and are FREE! 

Tuesday, 18 March, 7:00 PM 
High Lonesome: The Story of Bluegrass 
Post-film discussion with Joce[yn Neat (Professor of Music and Adjunct Professor 
of American Studies, UNC-Chape[ 

Thursday, 20 March, 7:00 PM 
The History of Rock ’n’ Roll: 
"Plugging In" 
Post-film discussion with John Brackett 
(Lecturer in Music, UNC-Chape[ 

Tuesday, 25 March, 7:00 PM 
Latin Music USA: "Bridges" 
From Mambo to Hip Hop: A South 
Bronx Tale 
Post-film discussion with David Font- 
Navarrete (Postdoctoral Fellow, Duke 
U niversity). 

"America’s Music" is co-presented with the UNC Music Library, the Music Department, the 

Center for the Study of the American South, and the Southern Folklife Collection. 

The Ackland Film Forum is made possible by the generous support of Ruby Lerner. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the 
Ackland Film Forum. 

On View through 13 Apr,[ 2014! 



"The New Found Land": Engravin8s by Theodor de Bry from the 
CN~ection of Nchae~ No 3oyner 

America Seen: The Hunter and Cathy Allen Collection of 
Soda[ Realist Prints 

THANK YOU! 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and punic pro~Irams are made 
possible by ~lenerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 
Members and friends like you. E~ecome a member of the 
Ack~and Art Museum toda~ 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 
news? Send an emafi to the editoro 

All objects pictured are from the collection of the Ackland Art Museum, 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt, unless otherwise 
noted. 

Howard Baer, American, 1907-1986: Gledys (detail), 1933; lithograph. 
The Hunter and Cathy Allen Collection. 

Hate Aspado Woodruff, American, 1900-1980: Coming? Home, 1931-46, 
printed 1996; linocut. Gift of Auldlyn Higgins Williams and E.T. Williams, 
Jr. of Sag Harbor, NY in memory of Vivian Giles Chambers and Julius Le 
Vonne Chambers. 

Albert Abramovitz, Weitin~? [or Work, c. 1935; woodcut. The Hunter and 
Cathy Allen Collection. 

Arnoldus Montanus, Dutch, c. 1625 - c. 1683: Mep o[ Floride end 
Vir~,?inie, from Montanus’s 1671 publication The/@w end Unknown World, also issued in an English edition 
by John Ogilby; engraving with hand-coloring. Lent by Michael N. Joyner, L2013.14.8 

J.A. Fisher, American, 20th century: A Street Car in OldNew Orleans, 1923-48; woodcut. The Hunter and Catk~y 
Allen Collection. 

Japan, c. 1300: Bishamonten; painted wood with additions in metal and crystal. The WiLLiam A. Whitaker 



Foundation Art Fund, Purchased in memory of Chancellor M~chae[ K. Hooker. 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
U~odate Profile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe-TM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Kenneth Janken’s summer school nonpersonnel funds list 

Hello Travis 

Hold this purchase please. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:08 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Kenneth Janken’s summer school nonpersonnel funds list 

Good afternoon Professor 

Yes, this is all needed to be able to put the order. 

Since the books acquisition is through Amazon, I am copying Travis who is the department credit card holder, to put the 

order directly. 

reconcile the credit card charges towards the summer school non personnel funds. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:02 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Kenneth Janken’s summer school nonpersonnel funds list 

Dear Sonia, 

Here is my summer school non-personnel supplies list. (At least, I think that is what it is called.) 

Kenneth Janken’s summer school non-personnel list (prices from 
www.amazon.com) 

Scott and Hebrard, Freedom Papers: An Atlantic Odyssey in the Age of Emancipation $26.30 

Bryant, O’Toole, and Vinson, eds., Africans to Spanish America $43.66 

Dawson, Blacks in and out of the Left $22.46 

Gilbert, Black Patriots and Loyafists $13.20 

Guterl, Seeing Race in Modern America $29.43 



Nathan, ed., Rooting for the Home Team $21.66 

Osterhammel, The Transformation of the Worm $28.03 

Sayles, A Moment in the Sun [please order hardcover] $20.46 

Total: $205.20 

Please let me know if this is all you need. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 14, 2014 11:51 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD Seats for Summer Orientation 

AAAD Seat Release.doc 

Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students this summer. 

I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for 

your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of seats are available for these students this fall. 

For the first time, first-year students will be registering from home after attending a two-day orientation session this 

summer. We will continue to release seats for each registration period--as we have for the past 6 summers--in 

coordination with the Registrar’s Office. This practice has worked well in providing equitable distribution of seats for 

first-year students. 

The College of Arts and Sciences has been diligently working on a comprehensive approach to supporting the academic 

success of our transfer students. One step we know will have an immediate impact is to ask departments to allow us to 

set up reserve capacities for upper-level courses in some of the majors most impacted by transfer students, as well as 

for courses satisfying General Education requirements. You can help transfer students be successful by approving the 

number of seats we wish to reserve for transfer students to help them enroll in the appropriate course sequence for 

their level. 

Please confirm with me the following (by March 26): 

On the attached table, the courses and numbers of seats for first-years and transfers we are requesting. If there 

are other courses in your department appropriate for inclusion, please let me know. Note that there may be 

courses for which seats for transfer students only are requested. 

The contacts for your department I have included in this email. 

We will take care of setting max enrollment numbers and releasing seats for the courses/sections on the table 

designated for first-years, as well as set a reserve capacity for transfer students for the applicable courses listed. For 

every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be responsible for setting 

any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. If there are other courses within your department for which you 

wish to set reserve capacities for transfer students, feel free to do so. 

For courses with seats for first-year students, if a waitlist exists when registration for first-years begins (June 18), the 

waitlist function will be turned off. Turning the function off enables first-year students to add to the waitlists, while 

prohibiting students on the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for each first-year registration period. Waitlists will 

continue to be active through the first week of the fall semester. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me directly with questions. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best regards, 



Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



AAAD 

TR Seats FY Seats Apr Max 

2149 UGRD AAAD 002 0 28 32 

2149 UGRD AAAD 004 0 42 18 

2149 UGRD AAAD 003 0 42 18 

2149 UGRD AAAD 004 6 28 38 

~Catalog ~ 

101 

101 

130 

130 

~ MAX Enr 

60 

60 

60 

60 

3/10/14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 6:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Talk by Professor Claude Clegg March 18 

Announcement of talk.docx 

Travis please check with the chair about sending this out to our faculty? If it is OK with her, please put it on our listserv. 
Claude Clegg began his career at North Carolina A & T, and has written really great books on Elijah Muhammad and the 
Nation of Islam; on a lynching that took place in Salisbury, NC in 1906; on Liberia in the 1840s; and currently he is 
working on a book on President Obama. He also has a interest Haitian history. Clegg is being considered for a 
distinguished chair in Southern Studies at Carolina. -Reg 

From: Kasson, Joy S 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:07 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Talk by Professor Claude Clegg March 18 

Dear Reg, 

Could you please ask your administrative assistant to send this announcement to the Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies? 

Thank you! 

Best, Joy 



The Department of American Studies invites you to a lecture by Professor Claude Clegg of 
Indiana University, at 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 18, in Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw Hall. 
Professor Clegg will speak on "The Unfinished Business of the Past: Reflections on Southern 
History." The author of An Original Man: The Life and Times of Elijah Muhammad (1997), 
The Price of Liberty: African Americans and the Making of Liberia (2004), and Troubled 
Ground." A Tale of Murder, Lynching, and Reckoning in the New South (2010), Professor Clegg 
will address the question of the nature of Southern Studies. Please invite your students and 
colleagues. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Partridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:02 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Independent Study 

Independent Study March 2014.doc 

A message regarding Independent Study courses. 

From: Erika Lindemann, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

Best, 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant Ungversity Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3:100, SASB North, Campus Box 2:100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2:100 

Phone - 9:19m962-9837 

Fax - 9:19-843-8709 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~: 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34397380-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@,li stserv.unc, edu 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

qf NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

OFFICE OF UNDER.GRADUATE 

CUR1LICULA 

CAMPUS BOX 3504 

300 STEELE BUILDING 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3504 

T 919.843.7773 

F 919.843.6557 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 

Chairs, Directors of Undergraduate Study, and Scheduling Officers 
Erika Lindemann, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 
Independent Study 
March 17, 2014 

As students begin to see their advisors prior to registering for fall 2014 classes, I would like to remind 
everyone about procedures governing independent study. You will find this information on the Office 

of the University Registrar’s web site under the title "UPM #30 Independent Study Policy" at 

http ://registrar.unc. edu/academic-services/policies-procedures/university-policy- 
memorandums/independent-study-policy. 

At the bottom of the UPM is a link to the College of Arts and Sciences Learning Contract, which can 
be used to describe the expectations for various types of independent study courses, as defined in the 
first section of the UPM. Units are free to adapt the template to their own needs so long as the required 
information and space for approval signatures are retained. Approved learning contracts should be 
kept on file in the unit for a minimum of four years. 

Students planning to undertake independent study in fall 2014 should be discussing their plans with 
instructors now so that the learning contract can be approved this semester and the student can 
preregister for the appropriate course. 

Be aware that registration for an independent study course must be completed after the learning 
contract has been approved and no later than the last day of "late registration" (the end of the first 
week of classes in a fall or spring semester or the equivalent date in each summer session). In fall 2014 
the deadline is Monday, Angnst 25, 2014. 

Among other regulations, the policy restricts the number of students that an instructor may supervise in 
an independent study course to two students per semester or summer session plus two additional 
students who are working on an honors thesis (but see the section "Limits and Exclusions" for 
exceptions). Units should create sections of a course for each instructor supervising an independent 
study. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel welcome to email Nick Siedentop 
(nick_siedentop@unc.edu) or me (ulinde@email.unc.edu). Thank you for helping to ensure that 
independent study students are registered in a timely fashion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:03 PM 

STS - Bulls Head Books <books@store.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: book order 

Good afternoon 

I would like to order the following books: 

¯ Scott and Hebrard, Freedom Papers: An Atlantic Odyssey in the Age of Emancipation $26.30 

¯ Dawson, Blacks in and out of the Left $22.46 

¯ Gilbert, Black Patriots and Loyalists $13.20 

¯ Guterl, Seeing Race in Modern America $29.43 

¯ Bryant, O’Toole, and Vinson, eds., Africans to Spanish America $43.66 

¯ Nathan, ed., Rooting for the Home Team $21.66 

¯ Osterhammel, The Transformation of the World $28.03 

Please use account 2-32872, to charge the books acquisition. Let me know if you can deliver to Battle Hall, room 109. 

Thank you 

Sonia Colon 
Business Services Coordinator 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

209 Battle Hall; CB #3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295 

Fax: 9:~9-952-2594 

aaadounc.edu 

From: STS - Bulls Head Books 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 12:13 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: book order 



We have these here: 

¯ Scott and Hebrard, Freedom Papers: An Atlantic Odyssey in the Age o]:Emancipation $26.30 

¯ Dawson, Blacks in and out oj~the Lej~t $22.46 

¯ Gilbert, Black Patriots and Loyalists $13.20 

¯ Guterl, Seeing Race in Modern America $29.43 

¯ Sayles, A Moment in the Sun [please order hardcover] $20.46 - the hardback is unavailable, but we 

have the paperback here 

We don’t have these, but we could order them for you: 

¯ Bryant, O’Toole, and Vinson, eds., Aj~ricans to Spanish America $43.66 

¯ Nathan, ed., Rootingj~or the Home Team $21.66 

¯ Osterhammel, The Transj~ormation oj~the World $28.03 

John Williams 
Bull’s Head Bookshop 

CB# 1530 Daniels Buildin8 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

phone: (919) 962-1508 / fax: (919) 962-9661 

email: johnwilliams@unc.edu 

"Our earnings support graduate and undergraduate scholarships" 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 9:30 AM 
To: STS - Bulls Head Books 
Subject: book order 

Good morning 

I will like to know if you have available the followings books ( prices are from Amazon) 

¯ Scott and Hebrard, Freedom Papers: An Atlantic Odyssey in the Age of Emancipation $26.30 



¯ Bryant, O’Toole, and Vinson, eds., Africans to Spanish America $43.66 

¯ Dawson, Blacks in and out of the Left $22.46 

¯ Gilbert, Black Patriots andLoya#sts $13.20 

¯ Guterl, Seeing Race in Modern America $29.43 

¯ Nathan, ed., Rooting for the Home Team $21.66 

¯ Osterhammel, The Transformation of the Worm $28.03 

¯ Sayles, A Moment in the Sun [please order hardcover] $20.46 

Thanks 

Sonia Colon 
Business Services Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Deportment of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

109 Battle Hall; CB/~3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295 
Fax: 919-962~2694 
aaad.uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:26 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Talk by Professor Claude Clegg March 18 

The Department of American Studies invites you to a lecture by Professor Claude Clegg of Indiana University, 
at 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 18, in Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw Hall. Professor Clegg will speak on 
"The Unfinished Business of the Past: Reflections on Southern History." The author of An OriginalMan: The 
Life and Times of Elijah Muhammad (1997), 
The Price of Liberty: African Americans and the Making of Liberia (2004), and Troubled Ground." A Tale of 
Murder, Lynching, and Reckoning in the New South (2010), Professor Clegg will address the question of the 
nature of Southern Studies. Please invite your students and colleagues. 

Claude Clegg began his career at North Carolina A & T, and has written really great books on Elijah Muhammad and the 
Nation of Islam; on a lynching that took place in Salisbury, NC in 1906; on Liberia in the 1840s; and currently he is 
working on a book on President Obama. He also has an interest Haitian history. Clegg is being considered for a 
distinguished chair in Southern Studies at Carolina. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=34400071 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34400071-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Partridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:32 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc. edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra Schedule 7 Training moved to Thursday 

Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda.docx 

Dear Departmental Schedulers, 

Due to more pending inclement weather the Office of the University Registrar has rescheduled the third Ad Astra training 
session for Thursday, March 20th, from 9:30 am -10:30 am in Toy Lounge in Dey Hall. The new version of Ad Astra will 

replace the system you are currently using. All events will be scheduled in the new Astra and all rooms, including 
departmental rooms, will be scheduled the new Astra. UNC departments and schools must send at least one 

representative to at least one of the training sessions. Departments and schools not represented during these trainings will 

not be able to schedule rooms or request space for their courses in April. Please review the attached agenda and arrive on 
time. We will begin promptly at 9:30 am. 

Dey Hall is located between Venable and Gardner Hall, Wilson Library and Polk Place. The main entrance to the building 

faces Polk Place. Toy Lounge is on the fourth floor of Dey Hall. 

http://www.maps.unc.edu/CampusMaps/PdfMaps/Central Campus Map 11x17.pdf 

We will be offering this training two more times. It will not be offered again after these dates. 

Thursday March 20 2014 - 9:30 am -10:30 am / Toy Lounge in Dey Ha!! 

Tuesday March 24 2014 - 9:30 am -i0:30 am / Toy Lounge in Dey Haft 

Again, every office scheduling courses or events on the UNC campus will be responsible for implementing the new Ad Astra 
software and all campus courses and events will be scheduled using the new Ad Astra software beginning in April 2014. 

Users will not be activated in Ad Astra 7 or permitted to use the software until they have attended a training. 

Light r@eshments wifi be :served 

We look forward to seeing you at the trainings. 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34400103-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e(~,listserv, unc. edu 



UNC Chapel Hill 
Office of the University Registrar 

Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda 

Overview of the new AdAstra 
a. New features 
b. New opportunities 
c. New responsibilities 

including; 

II. Requesting events in Astra Schedule 7 
a. Simplified procedure 
b. Improved visibility 
c. Streamlined protocol 

III. Scheduling sections in Astra Schedule 7 
a. Simplified interface 
b. Improved control 
c. Updated protocol 

IV. Scheduling events in Astra Schedule 7 
a. For departments with delegated classrooms 

v. Q&A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Books 

Summer 2014 B ooks.docx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 7:42 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Summer Books 

Dear Sonia, 

Please find attached my wish list for summer books. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 



Summer 2014 Books (Amazon.com prices) 

Margaret C. Lee 

1. Pierre Englebert and Kevin Dunn, Inside A/rican Politics. Lynne Rienner, 2013, $32.50. 

2. Howard W. French, China’s Second Continent: How a Million Migrants Are Building a 

New Empire, $20.17. 

3. Donovan C. Chau, Exploiting A/rica: The In/luence o/ Maoist China in Algeria, 6hana, and 

Tanzania, $29.95. 

4. David C. Brown, A/rica’s Booming Oil and Natural 6as Exploration and Productivity: 

National Security Implications/or the United States and China, $29.96. 

S. Philipe Le Billon, Wars o/Plunder: Con/lict Pro/its and the Politics o/Resources. Oxford 

University Press, 2014, $25.00. 

6. Frank K.J. Lechner and John Bali, The 61obalization Reader, $34.31. 

7. John Boylis, Steve Smith and Patricia Owens, The 61obalization o/World Politics: An 

Introduction to International Relations, $52.52. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:48 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Cheek, 
Suphronia M-Jones <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert S 
<rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Blosser-Byrd, Jaime <jnbyrd@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Courtney 
C <porterc@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; B atts, 
Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; 
Matthews, Vivian Leigh <vivian_matthews@unc.edu>; Miles, Kim S 
<KMlLES@email.unc.edu>; Younger, Karna <klyounge@email.unc.edu>; Niland, 
Carley <crniland@email.unc.edu>; turnbull@cs.unc.edu; Futrell, Betty S 
<bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, 
Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Brinson, Sharon <brinsons@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, 
Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Harris, 
Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Chase, 
Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F <sstedman@email.unc.edu>; 
Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; Farris, Rebecca Brittany 
<rebecca 1 @unc. edu>; Jensen, Maggie <mej ensen@email.unc, edu>; Mitchell, Shannon 
Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Christine K <ckreynolds@unc.edu>; 
Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Greenberg, Christine Sw 
<christine_greenberg@unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Quick, Myra 
(2 <quick@unc.edu>; (2reedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth <kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; (2hyatte, 
Mary Danielle <chyatte@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu>; 
Peppers, Simona <psimona@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J 
<smelton@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Molly <mcfowler@email.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jane (2. <jane_smith@unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
<nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Grad Fair 

14-3376-EVT-(2ommencement Ads 1360x768 (2).j pg 

Dear colleagues: 

Please see the message below (and attachment) from Jane Co Smith. 

Best, 

Nick 

From: Smith, Jane C. 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 4:49 PM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: Carolina Grad Fair 

Nick, will you kindly share this with the Student Service Managers that are on your listserv? There is a jpg of the ad that 

will appear in the DTH tomorrow as well as the info piece that I have inserted below. If they can share this with their 

students, I will really appreciate it. Just helps to get the word out in addition to all the advertising that I have been 

doing, thanks, Jane 



Come to the 2014 Carolina Grad Fair on Wednesday, March 19th from 10 am - 5 pm in the Great Hall of the Student 

Union. Get answers to all your Commencement questions. 

Buy graduation announcements, class rings, diploma frames, and your cap and gown! This is the only day caps and 

gowns will be sold until April 22st, when they go on sale in Student Stores. Undergraduate regalia costs 559.99, and 

stoles will be 530.00. They can also be purchased online through the Student Stores website from April 1st through 

April 21st (if you preorder online, it will be mailed to you). 

Representatives will be there to help you with parking and shuttle bus information for Commencement weekend. 

Students who have elderly or handicapped family members can speak with an Accessibility Services representative. 

Students can confirm their status and their home address with the Registrar. They can also join the General Alumni 

Association, donate to the senior class gift, and join the Rams Club. The Graduate School and Career Services will also be 

there! Look your best because you can also have your portrait made in your cap and gown! 

For more information, please visit www.unc.edu/commencement. For questions, contact Jane Smith at 

iane smith@unc.edu. 

Jane C. Smith 

Associate Director, University Events 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

208 W. Franklin Street 

Campus Box 2050 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2050 

919-962-0045 Office 

919-452-5576 Cell phone NEW 

919-843-6319 Fax 

For Commencement questions, visit www.unc.edu/commencement 



Buyyou[ Cap and Gown 

Give to the Senior Class Campaign 

Confirm your address with the Registrar 
Sign up for Accessibility Resources & Service 

~arn about Commencement Parking 
Join the Rams Club 

Sp~k with Career Services 

Learn about being a young alumnus 

fake a picture in your cap and gown 

~w.unc.edu/commencement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:22 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Program: AAAD’s 2nd annual conference, April 3-5 

(AAAD’s 2014 Global Africana Annual Conference) - Program.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached the program for our 2nd annual conference. 

Thanks to Michael, Barbara and Joseph for your generous support of the conference! 

Best wishes and see you there, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: email.u~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: http:iilists.ur~c~ed~ia? 
id-65646425.~e43cSdTb65eTa43c291 cdTgc7 4f%a&n:=T&l-aaad&o-34406076 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~,e-3440(~O76-(~5(~40425.~3e43cSdTb65eTa43c291 cd78c74~)ca@listser~,.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:36 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Final program- AAAD’s annual conference April 3-5 

Final - (AAAD’s 2014 Global Africana Annual Conference) - Program.docx; Final - 
(AAAD’s 2014 Global Africana Annual Conference) - Program.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

An important ideal was missing in the previous program. Kindly find attached the conference’s final program program. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: ~ore@email.u~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilisJts.unc.edulu? 
id-(~5646425.f3e43cgdTb(~5eTa43c291 cd%c7 4fgca&n-T&l=aaad&o-344065 38 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-3440(5538-65646425.~3 e43 cSdTb65eTa43 c291 cd78c74f0ca@listserv.ur~c.ed-a 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 2~’t) GLOBAL AFRICANA 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 3-5, 2014 

Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

APRIL 3, 2014, 5.30PM-7. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History- 
Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

APRIL 4, 2014 (9.15AM-3. OOPM, Toy Lounge) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 
Mascufinity, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 



10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention Program (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Garlock, Re-presenting Transnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the Influx of 

International Humanitarian Volunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Pofitical Economy of Natural Governance in Africa (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

3.15pm-5. OOpm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Auditorium) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificialpoets.org/) 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com!) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 

Howard Craft (http://www.howardcraft. cor!!) 



5. 30pm-. 7. 30pm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Hitchcock 
Multipurpose Room) 

AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

APRIL 5, 2014, 9.15AM-1. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
- Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carofina (Africana Women’ s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Pofitics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

Sponsored by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 2~’t) GLOBAL AFRICANA 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 3-5, 2014 

Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

APRIL 3, 2014, 5.30PM-7. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History- 
Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

APRIL 4, 2014 (9.15AM-3. OOPM, Toy Lounge) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 
Mascufinity, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 



10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention Program (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Garlock, Re-presenting Transnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the Influx of 

International Humanitarian Volunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Pofitical Economy of Natural Governance in Africa (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

3.15pm-5. OOpm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Auditorium) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificialpoets.org/) 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com!) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 

Howard Craft (http://www.howardcraft. cor!!) 



5. 30pm-. 7. 30pm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Hitchcock 
Multipurpose Room) 

AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

APRIL 5, 2014, 9.15AM-1. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
- Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carofina (Africana Women’ s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Pofitics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

Sponsored by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:17 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listselw.unc. edu> 

Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity - Thursday, March 20, 2014, 5:30 PM. 

Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity 

A lecture by Michael A. Gbmez 

In Celebration of UNC Library’s Seven Millionth Volume 

Thursday, March 20, 2014, 5:30 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Peacock Atrium, UNC-CH 

A rare sixteenth-century book with modern resonance will become the seven-millionth volume in the library at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

A free public celebration on March 20 will mark the acquisition of a book of Latin poetry published in 1573 by Juan Latino. 

Scholars have described Latino as the first person of sub-Saharan African descent to publish a book of poems in a Western 

language. With this milestone, UNC becomes one of only 21 university libraries in North America to hold more than seven 

million volumes. It also becomes one of a handful of U.S. libraries--including Harvard, Yale, the Boston Public Library and the 

New York Public Library--to own this first book of Juan Latino. Visitors will be able to view the book during a reception 

beginning at 5:30 p.m. in the Peacock Atrium of the FedEx Global Education Center. At 6 p.m. in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

of the FedEx Center, Chancellor Carol Folt will formally accept the book as a gift of the John Wesley and Anna Hodgin Hanes 

Foundation of Winston-Salem. Through its foundation, the Hanes family has funded each of the Library’s millionth volumes. 

Michael A. Gbmez, professor of history and Middle Eastern and Islamic studies at New York University, will conclude the evening 

with a lecture titled "Juan Latino and the Dawn of Modernity." The volume will will become part of the Rare Book Collection in 

UNC’s Wilson Special Collections Library. Free. Please Contact: Lisa Teril (919) 548-1203 for more information. 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966,5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34410170 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34410170-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca(~listselw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:37 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Flyer for circulation - Our April 3-5 conference 

Flyer - AAAD’s 2ND GLOBAL AFRICANA ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 3- 
5.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

It was good to see you all at our meeting this morning. As a follow up to the meeting, kindly find attached the flyer for 
our April 3-5 conference for circulation. 

Travis will send a reminder about the conference next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:!/~ists.unc.edulu? 
id=65646425.fBe43cgdTb65eTa43c291cdTgc7 4Nca&r~=T&[=aaad&o-:34410954 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to 1ea~,e-34410954-65646425.f3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78c74f~ca(~listser~,.unc, edu 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 2ND 
GLOBAL AFRICANA ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 3-5, 2014 

Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

APRIL 3, 2014, 5.30PM-7. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History- 
Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introductions: 

Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) and Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

APRIL 4, 2014 (9.15AM-3. OOPM, Toy Lounge) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 

(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 



10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention Program (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Garlock, Re-presenting Transnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the Influx of 

International Humanitarian Volunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies) 

Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Pofitical Economy of Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

3.15pro-5. OOpm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Auditorium) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Introductions: Willie J. Wright and PavithraVasudevan (Graduate Association of 
Geography Students, Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com!) 
Howard Craft (http://www.howardcraft. cor!!) 
Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificialpoets.org/) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 



5. 30pm-. 7. 30pm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Hitchcock 
Multipurpose Room) 

AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

APRIL 5, 2014, 9.15AM-1. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
- Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carofina (Africana Women’ s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Pofitics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livefihoods and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

Sponsored by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:14 PM 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD Seats for Summer Orientation 

Dear Barbara, 

Thank you for your email. 

Please give me a call when you’ve a moment. My number is 919-962-2341. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 11:50 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD Seats for Summer Orientation 

Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students this summer. 

I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for 

your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of seats are available for these students this fall. 

For the first time, first-year students will be registering from home after attending a two-day orientation session this 

summer. We will continue to release seats for each registration period--as we have for the past 6 summers--in 

coordination with the Registrar’s Office. This practice has worked well in providing equitable distribution of seats for 

first-year students. 

The College of Arts and Sciences has been diligently working on a comprehensive approach to supporting the academic 

success of our transfer students. One step we know will have an immediate impact is to ask departments to allow us to 

set up reserve capacities for upper-level courses in some of the majors most impacted by transfer students, as well as 

for courses satisfying General Education requirements. You can help transfer students be successful by approving the 

number of seats we wish to reserve for transfer students to help them enroll in the appropriate course sequence for 

their level. 

Please confirm with me the following (by March 26): 

On the attached table, the courses and numbers of seats for first-years and transfers we are requesting. If there 

are other courses in your department appropriate for inclusion, please let me know. Note that there may be 

courses for which seats for transfer students only are requested. 

The contacts for your department I have included in this email. 

We will take care of setting max enrollment numbers and releasing seats for the courses/sections on the table 

designated for first-years, as well as set a reserve capacity for transfer students for the applicable courses listed. For 

every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be responsible for setting 

any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. If there are other courses within your department for which you 

wish to set reserve capacities for transfer students, feel free to do so. 

For courses with seats for first-year students, if a waitlist exists when registration for first-years begins (June 18), the 



waitlist function will be turned off. Turning the function off enables first-year students to add to the waitlists, while 

prohibiting students on the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for each first-year registration period. Waitlists will 

continue to be active through the first week of the fall semester. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me directly with questions. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best regards, 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advisinl~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Conference program 

Flyer (PDF)- AAAD’s 2ND GLOBAL AFRICANA ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 
3-5.pdf 

Dea r Travis, 

If there are questions about the April 3-5 conference, kindly use the attached program. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introductions: 

Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) and Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufini(y, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 



10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention Program (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Garlock, Re-presenting Transnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the Influx of 

International Humanitarian Volunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies) 

Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Pofitical Economy of Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Introductions: Willie J. Wright and PavithraVasudevan (Graduate Association of 
Geography Students, Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Alexi s Pauline Gumb s (http :Hal exi spauli he. comi) 
Howard Craft (http:iiwww.howardcraft.comi) 
Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 



AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carofina (Africana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Pofitics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livefihoods and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

Sponsored by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 6:31 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Fall book orders due March 28 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is that time again: your book orders for the Fall 2014 semester are due on Friday, March 28. You can order 
them online, and here is a link to information about how to do it that way. 

Or you can email your order directly to George Morgan at gfmorgan@store.unc.edu. And if you have 
questions, you can write directly to him with them. Over the years I have found him to be efficient, helpful, and 
very friendly. 

Again, Fall 2014 textbook orders are due on Friday, March 28. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~://~ists.ur~c.ed~iu? 
id=65646425 .~3 e43 cgdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78 c74f~gca&rr-T&l=aaad& o- 34413381 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to 1eave-344133 g 1-6564(5425.~3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cdTgc74~)ca@lisJtser\< anc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:09 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Swahili Language Table Room 

Travis, 

I’ve reserved DE 302 for these meetings. Yve included a screenshot of the reservations in Astra below. Please let me know if 

this room won’t work for the language table. 

Alarm 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet Nay; Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Swahili Language Table Room 

Hi Violet and Charlotte! 

Would one of you be able to find a room for down below? It would be for 25 people for fifty minutes and until the end of 

the semester. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:58 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Swahili Language Table Room 

Hello Travis, 
Please can you get us a room for our Swahili language table. We will be meeting every Wednesday at 3:00pm. This 

classroom can be Smart or not Smart. 
Thank you, 

Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:05 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Summer School - Request for Proposals Online Courses for 2015 

Dear Faculty, 

Please see the message below, regarding Online Courses through Summer School 20:15. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

### 

Request for Proposals for Online Courses 
Through Summer School in 2015 

BACKGROUND: In 2009 Summer School made its first request for applications to convert seated courses 
to a five-week online format. Four faculty members entered the pilot proj ect and taught their converted courses 
in summer 2010. About five faculty members have been added each year since. To develop this program, 
Summer School has partnered with LEARN NC in the School of Education and the Center for Faculty 
Excellence, along with UNC Libraries and Information Technology Systems-Teaching and Learning (ITS-TL). 
Out of this program, the Center for Faculty Excellence has developed its eQuality Essentials online courses 
focusing on best practices for online teaching at the university level. 

Professor Joe Lowman in Psychology, one of the four selected for 2010 and who still teaches his PSYC 
245 course, noted: "I’ve realized that by taking an online course seriously, you get all sorts of ideas that can 
easily be used to enrich the same course taught in a face-to-face format." 

THE PROJECT: Proposals from no more than five full-time faculty members will be selected. The 
program will provide the faculty members selected with the resources, including time with an instructional 
designer and assessment expert, to develop courses that provide a stimulating learning environment and achieve 
desired learning outcomes. Faculty selected will receive a $3,000 stipend paid in second summer session 2014. 
In spring 2015, faculty will receive a contract to teach their courses online that summer. 

To gain the skills needed to develop an online course, faculty selected will take two online courses, May 
13-June 27, through the Center for Faculty Excellence. The courses will run four weeks each and will require 
four to six hours of time each week. In fall 2014 and in spring 2015, faculty will receive support and assistance 
from CFE staff as needed. That assistance might include decisions about which technology tools to use to 
deliver specific content or to make the class more interactive. CFE also offers support for assessment and 
evaluation of online courses. 

ELIGIBILITY:     Full-time faculty can apply to adapt into an online setting a course they have already 
taught face to face. For this project, faculty should not propose to convert courses already offered through 
Carolina Courses Online or a new course that would require School approval or departmental and 



Administrative Board approval in the College. Experience in teaching online courses is not required. Teaching 
assistants are not eligible to apply, even though they teach in Summer School. 

Faculty can propose to teach a course developed as a part of the 2+2 Initiative through the University of 
North Carolina Online. Courses available are listed at http://online.northcarolina.edu/subj_ectli~. Faculty 
can also seek guidance from CFE in preparing their proposals. 

APPLICATION: Each applicant should complete the form at the end of this information. It must be signed 
by the applicant’s chair or dean. Supporting material such as syllabi for the existing face-to-face course can be 
included. Send completed applications to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, 134 E. Franklin Street, Room 200, 
Campus Box 3340, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340, or ~.email.unc.edu. 

DEADLINE: April 3, 2014, in the Summer School office. 

SELECTION:      Applications that have the following will be viewed more favorably: proposal from full- 
time faculty (tenure track or fixed term); content adaptable to an online learning environment (a course that 
requires specific laboratory equipment would not); expected enrollments of 12-20 students; and a course that 
satisfies General Education requirements 

Faculty members will be selected and all applicants notified by April 11. Selection will be made by a 
committee that includes representatives from the College of Arts & Sciences, the Center for Faculty Excellence 
and Summer School. 

TIMELINE 2014-15: 

March 21 
April 3 
April 11 
May/June 
July 
Fall 2014 
Spring 2015 
Summer 2015 

RFP made available to UNC-Chapel Hill faculty 
Deadline for applications in Summer School office 
Notification to all faculty members who apply 
Faculty online courses through CFE 
Course development stipend paid in two installments 
Faculty determine course delivery methods 
Faculty migrate course online, receive summer teaching contract 
Courses taught through Summer School 

SUSTAINABILITY:      With knowledge of how to construct and teach online courses, faculty members 
can continue to teach the specific course developed or convert/create another online course offering. Their work 
will add to the depth and breadth of online courses at UNC-Chapel Hill. Faculty will retain rights to the courses 
they develop. 

Courses selected and implemented could become part of a unit’s summer offerings in subsequent years. 

The list of summer 2014 courses can be viewed at ~://summer.unc.edu/courses/2014-online-courses/. 

Please direct questions to Dean Jan Yopp at ~email.unc.edu. 



Faculty Development Grant Proposals 
for Online Courses Taught through Summer School in 2015 

[your name] (email) school/dept. 

1. Title and number of the course (and cross-listings) that you are proposing to adapt and General 
Education requirements, if any, it satisfies. 

2. How often do you teach this course in the academic year (once each year, each semester, every other 
year) and in which semester (fall, spring, both)? 

3. Have you taught this course in a five-week, face-to-face summer session? 

If so, when was the most recent offering and enrollment? 

4. Why do you want to adapt this course to online learning? 

5. Briefly give any highlights of this course that would make it particularly valuable in an online 
environment for our students. 

6. As you envision the online course, will it be asynchronous online or hybrid (both synchronous and 
asynchronous in design? 



If synchronous, what technology tools are necessary, such as videoconferencing, chat, etc.? (please 
specify) 

7. What types of assessment, other than exams, do you use in this class as currently taught to determine 
whether students are achieving learning outcomes? 

8. How many students would you anticipate in the class? 

9. Do you have any experience in teaching online? 

If no, what are your concerns, if any, about teaching online? 

By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certify that this course is suitable for adaptation 
to an online learning environment and that the credit and grades earned for this course would meet the usual 
standard in your Department/School. You also are willing to offer and teach this course in summer 2015 
through Summer School. 

Signature instructor Signature Chair/Dean 

Return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, 134 E. Franklin Street, Room 200, Campus Box 3340, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3340, or~email.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=O 564~5425.~3e43cSdTb(~5eTa43c291cd78c7 4fgca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34415 500 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~ea~e-344155~-(~5(~4(~425.~3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74~)ca~istser\‘~.~nc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Course Evaluations <oira_cce@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:22 AM 

Carolina Course Evaluations Spring 2014 Course Selection 

Department coordinators are now able to select courses to be evaluated and edit Instructor data for Spring 2014. 

Visit the course evaluation website at: 

http://oira.u nc.edu/institutional-effectiveness/carolina-cou rse-evaluations-online/ 

Look for the blue button on the right side of the screen labeled: "Returning Department Coordinator Login". Click, and 

when prompted, enter your ONYEN and password to get to the instructions for selecting your courses. If your ONYEN 

is rejected or if you have any questions about the process, contact oira_cce@unc.edu or 962-1500 for assistance. 

Please be sure to verify that you have access to all the course subjects that your department administers. If you need 

access to a new or modified subject code, please let me know, and I will update your access. Also, please check that all 

selected courses have complete instructor information. 

The schedule for Spring 2014 Carolina Course Evaluations is available at: 

~/~ira°ur~c°edu[ir~stituti~na[~effectiver~ess/car~ina-c~urse-eva[uati~r~r~[ine -2014-cou rse-evaluation- 

schedule/. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pettineo, Denise <DPettineo@aux-services.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:38 AM 

Brown, Julie <julie_brown@unc.edu>; Tompkins, Virginia B <gtompkins@unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Amanda W 
<Amanda_Taylor@unc.edu>; Blackwelder, Lisa Ann 
<Lisa.Blackwelder@energy.unc.edu>; Gallop, Alsace <gallop@email.unc.edu> 
SERVICE CALLS/SERVER ISSUE 

Good Morning, 

There is a campus wide issue with the server being down. Campus IT is working to resolve the issue. As soon as the 

issue has been resolved ! will contact you. My apologies for the delayed response but I came in late this morning due to 

an appointment. But the issue is being worked on. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at the number below. 

Thank you, 

Carolm~ Copcj 



The main thrust of my research over the past several years has been focused on the contemporary 

political economy of South and Southern Africa, the strategy and tactics of the African National 

Congress, popular oral histories and the struggles of poor communities for basic services and 

democratic participation in South Africa. I have published three books: The ANC & the Liberation 

Struggle: a critical political biography (1997); Arrestin~ Dissent: State Repression and Post-Apartheid 

Social Movements (2005); Forgotten Voices in the Present: Alternative, post-1994 oral histories 

three poor communities (2009). I have written/published over twelve chapters in edited book 

collections on democracy in the ’new’ South Africa, international social movement struggles, South 

African labor history and South African sports/mega events respectively. I have authored numerous 

articles in popular magazines as we[[ as labor and academic journals on a wide variety of topics, 

including labor struggles in South Africa, the theory and practice of liberation struggle, international 

political economy, privatisation of basic services, the politics of religion, the political economy of 

sports and the history of South Africa’s democratic transition since 1994. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 12:01 PM 

Nyang Oro, Julius E <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 

20110914115738293 .pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.14.2011 11:57:38 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



As in other academic fields, the evolution of develop- 

merit studies has been characterized by sl~ifting ideas 

about politica] and economic processes. Further, it 

has been marked by vigorous debates concerning our 

understanding of and the analytical tools necessary 

for explaining social change in the ’Global South’3 

From the late 19706 the field has become highly con- 

tested, with the ri~e of new debates that challenge how 

development has been conceptualized and practised 

since the immediate post-World War II period. These 

idea~ have emerged from various fields, including eco- 

nomics, anthropology, geography, political science, 

and critical feminist thought. This chapter discusses 

the core claims made since the 1980s by what has 

been commonly referred to as the post-development 

school in development studies and examines propos- 

als fratned as alternatives to development by leading 

post-development thinkers. It is important to note 

from the outset that sci~olars associated with the post- 

development school l~ave different analytical entry 

points and stress a diverse range of concerns. Thus, 

the chapter looks at the principal issues on which the 

understanding of these scholars converges in regard to 

chapter is divided into four sections. The first section 

highlights the historical conjuncture that ma~ked the 

emergence of the post-development school; the second 

discusses the core claims made by schotars situated 

in this tradition~ the third highlights alternatives to 

development projects articulate,d_ by post-developmen.o,L 

thinkers; and the final section~igt~ights criticisms 

levelled on post-development though~by a range of 

scholars, 

Theories of development, or for that matter all theo- 

ries of social change, do not emerge out of a political, 

cuRuraI¢ intellectual, and economic vacuum. Examin- 

ing the historical context that characterizes the rise of 

a given development perspective provides ~s with a 

broader lens through which to understand and inter- 

rogate the claims that it embodies. In the case of the 

development theory and practice. To achieve thisi~the post-development turn in development studies, it has 



its roots in the conditions ~lg the field in the~, opment studies generated by the rise of the depen- 

1980s and 1990s. Three aspects are pivotal to under- 

standing the historical conjuncture that marked its 

emergence: the crisis of post-1945 development theo- 

ries; the perceived failure of development practices 

informed by doIninant tlreories of development (spe- 

cifically modernization and neoqiberalism); ~ the 

rise of postmodern thought in scholarship generally3 

As other chapters have indicated, the i950s saw 

the emergence of powerful ideas about processes of 

social, political, and economic change in Asia, Africa, 

the Middle East, the Caribbean, and Latin America. 

These ideas, which came to be embodied in mod- 

ernization theory, originated from various academic 

fields, although mainly in sociolog}; psychology, 

political science, and economics. In essence, while 

the colonial era was marked hy the notion of ’civiliz- 

ing’ the savage ’otlrer’ in Asia, Africa, the MiddIe East, 

the Caribbean, and I.atin America, the rise of a new 

world order (Sable, 2010) after World War II, domi- 

nated by the geopolitics of the Cold War, as well as 

decolonization struggles in Africa and Asia, led to the 

reproduction of the same civilizing idea but under 

the non-offensive-sounding rubric of ’deve!opment’. 

As Arturo Escobar argues: 

This transformation took place to suit the 

demands, of the post-war development order, 

which relied heavily on research and knowl- 

edge to provide a reliable picture of a coun- 

try’s social and economic problems. Develop- 

ment disciplines and sub-disciplines=- includ- 

ing development economics, the agricultural 

sciences, the health, nutrition and education 

sciences, demography, and urban planning~ 

proliferated. (Escobar, 1995b: 213-14) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, by the 1960s the central 
elements of m.odernization theory’s ideas and vision 

of economic and political change had been signifi- 
can.tly challenged by dependency theorists, whose 

perspectives dominated development debates ~rom 

this period until the I970s. By the 1980s, moderniza- 

tion theory and tile economic and political practices 

it informed, as well as the critical tradition in devel- 

: dency perspective, had begun to unravel. Beyond 

the conceptual blinders of modernization theory 

that were highlighted by dependency theorists, its 

envisioned Third World modernization project was 

considered a failure by a broad range of actors in the 

development community--a community defined by 

Colin Leys (1996: 29) as ’a network of people profes- 

sionally concerned with development - the staff of 

"donor" and recipient country’s development minis- 

tries, multilateraI aid agencies, financial institutions 

and non-government organizations, and academic 

and non-academic consultants’. 

Tile crisis of modernization theory and practice did 

not mean the end of what Gilbert Rist (2002) terms 

as the ’messianic’ belief in the idea of development, 

which he argues is deeply rooted in Western ideas 

about progress and industrialization. The 1980s saw 

the ascendancy of a new development perspective, 

referred to as the neodibeml approach because it was 

underpinned by ideas of classical liberal economic 

thought. This perspective reproduced the messianic 

belief in the possibility of development in the Global 

South--with a caveat: from the ned-liberal point 

of view, the old modal of development informed 

by modernization theory and other ideas from the 

immediate post-194S period, especially Keynesian 

ideas about the role of the state in the economy, had 

to be dismantled (Sahle, 2010; Toye, 1993). For 

Liberal thinkers, tile way forward for these countries 

was to institute measures thai created favourable con- 

ditions for market-led development. For almost three 

decades, then, the ned-libera! development perspec- 

tive has influenced development policy and practice. 

Its core tenets are privatization of publicly owned 

enterprises; ~emoval of tariffs and other bottlenecks 

that limit international free trade and foreign direct 

investment; a focus on primary commodity export- 

led development strategy, with mnphasis on the com- 

parative advantage of each country; and rolling back 

the state through such strategies as downsizing the 

civil service, removing subsidies in sectors such as 

agriculture, cutting government social expenditure 

in education, water, and health sectors, and devalu- 

ing local cnrrencies. 

t?~’en as ned-liberal development theory and prac- 

tice gained global ascendancy, orthodox (moderniza- 

tion, ned-liberal) and critical (dependency, Marxist) 

theories of development were increasingly chaIlenged 



from various ,sites. Feminist scholars contended not 

only that these approaches were gender-blind but 

that the economic and political practices they envi- 

sioned had gendered effects--i,e,, they had different 

effects on women and men (Sahle, 2008). Thus, such 

approaches offered very limited insights into politi- 
cal and economic processes because they failed to 

account for the gendered nature of these processes, 

particularly how they reconfigured power dynam- 

{cs between women and men (Scott, 1995; Cook and 
Roberts, 2000; Cook et al., 2000). These theories~ 
specifically moderuization and ned-liberalism--also 

were seen to generate economic practices that con- 

tributed to the marginalization of women in the 
differentiated Global 5outh, especially women from 

lower social and economic classes and members of 

historical[y neglected communities, such as the low 

castes in India, indigenous peoples in Latin America 
and Asia, and peasant women in Africa. 

From the standpoint of the critical tradition in 

development studies, theorizing was considered 

by sonm)~to be at an impasse during the 1980s. For 
leading scholars in this tradition, the Marxist and 

ned-Marxist approaches to the study of economic 

processes in the context o~ an unequal world system 

(WaEerstein, 2000; Amin, 1976) had significant lim- 

itations. Scholars associated with the impasse debate 

felt that the limitations of these approaches stemmed 

h’om their economistic, essentialist tendencies and 
their epistemologica[ roots. In the case of Marx- 

ist development theory, these scholars argued that 

social, political, and cultural realities and develop- 

ments in what was termed the ’periphery’ (Third 

World) were mainiy analyzed as serving the needs 

o~ local and global power structures (Frank, 1969). 
Furthermore, according to David Booth (!985), for 

instance, dependency theory and Marxist accounts 

of development represented capitalism in teleologi- 

cal and tautological terms: the ironclad laws of capi- 

tal were unmovable, and the end results were known 

a priori. For these scholars, Marxistdnspired theories 

of development were similar to modernization the- 

ory in that they were marked by deep essentialism, 
resulting in the ct~atacterization of countries in Asia, 

Africa, the Middle East, the Caribbean, and Latin 
America as having the same political and economic 

features and being destined to follow the same uni- 

linear developmental path. The quest{ons ~aised in 

the impasse debate generated a vigorous response 
from Marxists and within the impasse camp itself 

through most of the 1990s. The debate disrupted 

and problemqtized assumptions that had informed 
what was considered progressive and radical theoriz- 

ing on the development quegtion, including theoriz- 
ing on the nature and role of the state in economic 

and political arenas. 
The ascendancy of ned-liberal development theory 

and practice,, like that of its earlier o~thodox coun- 
terpart (modernization), also was facing major chal- 

lenges from a diverse group of political movements by 

the mid-1980s. The rise of global ned-liberalism and 

¯ the economic pra c rices it generated were consid ered a 
major failure by a range of social actors in the Glohal 

South (SaMe, 20lO). For example, Tunisia in 1984 
and Zambia in :985 experienced ~peo- 

ple challenged higher prices for grain products and 
other commodities as a result of the implementation 

of ned-liberal economic policies, especially devalu- 

ation of 10cal currencies. For many critical~ analysts 

and members of civil ,society groups~hese economic 
pract.ices inspired by neo-liberalisin ha~j contributed. 

to deepening economic stagnation, growing poverty, 

and a declining ability dO the part of guvernments in 

the Global South to fulfill their traditional functions., 
such as the provision of public goods like education, 

Thus, from the 1980s on, as the works of Edward Osei- 
Kwadwo Prempeh (tO06), Beniamin Kohl and Linda 

Farthing (2006), a~ld~the.rs_hav_e @~onstrated, a 

number of t;g~la~’~e~inoigenous peoples’ 
movements, women’s movements, organized labour, 

student associations, [aith-based communities, local 
and transnational environrnet3tal movements, as well 
as others--have been contesting the dominant devel- 

opment ideas and practices embodied in post-1945 
modernization theory and the current neo-liberaI 

development theory. 

Out of this historical conjuncture in development 
studies a new tradition arose: the pos>developrnent 

school. While this conjuncture is crucial to our 
understanding the emergence of the post-develop- 

ment school, other scholarly devdopments are no 

less important: in particular, l~ostmodern and post- 

sm¢ctura!ist debates. Although Michel FoucauIt and 

Jacques Derrida were not the only scholars mapping 

out postmodern and post-structuralist thougbt, they 

are nonetheless considered important thinkers in the 



beginning of these shifts in Western social theoriz- 

ing and scholarship. In regard to development issues, 

postmodem and post-structuralist thought share the 

following common features, which are relevant to our 

discussion of the post-development turn in develop- 

ment studies: 

Language (words, concepts) is central to the 

uEderstaEding of sociai reality, or the ’world- 

out-there’ and to shapiEg the ’real world-out- 

there’ (we will elaborate on this point later). 

Knowledge is socially constructed a~d tiros no~ 

~. Thus, attempts to universalize knowl- 

edge lead to the colonization or subordi~t~tion of 

other forms of knowleflge. In this respect, schol- 

ars working within the postmodem and post- 

structuralist school challenge the notion of uni- 

versal or totaliz~ng knowledge that can be applied 

to all societies. ~ ~~ ~ 

According to Ferguson, for example, develop- 

meet discourse cannot be ignored or trivialized iust 

because whatever claims it makes are either ’untrue’ 

or end up not achieving the obiectives it upholds 

as its raison d’~tre:.e.g., poverty alleviation, helping 

Third World societies become modern, and so forth. 

Ferguson (1994: 18) contends that development dis- 

course needs to be questioned, for [ike other forms of 

discourse in different historical coniunctures: 

it is a practice, it is structured, dud it has real 

effects which are much more profound than 

simply ’mystification’. The thoughts and 

actions of ’development’ bureaucrats are pow- 

erfully shaped by the world of acceptable state- 

merits and utterances within which they live; 

and what they do and do not do is a product 

not only of the interests of various nations, 

classes, or inter~ation~l ageucies, but also, and 

at the same time, of a working out of this com- 

plex structure of knowledge. 

Another central contention of schotars writing 

from the post-development perspective is that while 

the notion of development is not new, it took a differ- 

ent turn in the post-1945 period. Arguing along these 

lines, Escobar (1995a: 39) states: 

The questioning and disruption of the concept of 

development itself as it had been conceived and prac- 

tised in the post-1945 period underwent a significant 

’vivi.~ection’, to use James Ferguson’s (1994) phrase, 

in the 1990s with the ascendancy of the post-devel- 

opmeEt perspective. While Frans Schuurman (1993) 

and others had coEceived of the increasingly ’frag- 

mentary’ and limited nature of the dominant criti- 

cal development theories of the 1960s and 1970s as 

an impasse and were attemptfng to tease out possible 

openings in development theorizing, a new challenge 

emerged, mainly from anthropology, that called into 

question ’the myth of deveiopmenff, modernity, and 

other assumptions that had informed development 

discourse as it had been conceptualized and practised 

in the post-World War II period. Their texts, while 

focusing on diverse geographical sites and marked by 

different analytical entry points, laid bare the struc- 

turing, colonizing, disciplining, and depoliticizing 

nature of post-1945 development discourses. 

Behind the humanitarian concern and the 
positive outlook of the new strategy, new forms 

of power and control, more subtle and refined, 

were put in operation. Poor people’s ability 

to define arid take care of their own lh, es was 

eroded in a deeper manner than perhaps ever 
before. The poor became tbe target of more 

sophisticated practices, of a variety of programs 

that seemed inescapable. 

While diverse in their approaches, scholars associ- 

ated with the post-developraent turn converge on 

the following themes, which they consider as hall- 
marks of post-1945 development theory and prac- 

tice: representatmn, knowledge-power, depolitici- 
zation, universalism, and homogenization. Further, 
the post-development school’s critique of the con- 

cept of development is very differer~t from that of 
other critical traditions, as will be highlighted later 

in the discussion on ’alternatives to development’. 



Following the post-structuratist argument that 

words or language and meaning contribute to 

political, cultural, and economic social reality, 

post-development thinkers argue that the texts, 

images, and concepts of devdlopment cannot be 

taken at face value. In essence, the), are not neu- 

tral. According to these thinkers, the words we use 

generate meaning--of a place, political-economic 

processes, and cultural practices and form a mode 

of representation. For post-development scholars, 

representation matters: it enables the production 

of tf~e social, reality that development institutions 

and theorists claim to he analyzing. What do these 

sc[aolars mean by representation? Further, what is 

the role of language in the production of mean- 

ings embodied in systems of representation? Stuart 

Hall’s (1997) discussion of the notion of represen- 

tation and the role of Ianguage in the creation of 

meanings is worth quoting at length here to help 

us understand why post-development scholars are 

concerned with these issues in the context of deveI- 

¯ opment studies (see Box 4.11. 

STUART HALL ON R.EPt~ESENTATION 

From a historical perspective, post-development 

scholars argue tidal representational systems were cen 

tral to the political, cultural, and economic project in 

colonial times, and they contend that this trend has 

been reproduced in post-1945 development theory 

and practice. What do they mean by this? The central 

idea is that during the imperial e~a, colonial inte> 

eats--as expressed by writers (e.g., Joseph Conrad, 

Heart 0t Dar~nessL travelters, missmnar~es, trade~s, 

and government officials--created powerful narra- 

tives of non-European peoples that constructed them 

as backward and subhuman savages. As some scholars 

have shown (wa Thiong’o and Sahle, 2004: 64-5) in 

the case of Africa, for example, Georg W.F. Hegel, a 

leading nineteenth-century European philosophe,, 

represented the continent as a place that ’exhibits 

the natural man in his completely wild and untamed 

state’ (quoted ibid.). He counsel]ed his fellow Euro- 

peans, whom he considered as the central focus of 

human history--’Wortd-Historical individuals’, as he 

termed them~to ’lay aside all thought of reverence 

and morality--all that we call feeling--if we would 

rightly comprehend Ithe African]’ (quoted ibid.). For 

Hegel, all aspects of an African’s life were goveTned by 

untamed desires and passions, ’volition in its rough 

and savage ~orms’, features that consequently placed 

Language .... operates as a representaffonat system. 

, , . Language is one of the ’media’ through whieh 

thoughts, ideas and feelings are represented in a 

culture, Representation through language is... cen- 

tral to the processes by which meaning is produced. 

, . . Sounds, words, no~es, .gestures, expressions, 

decode or interpret, their meaning in roughly the 

same way that we do .... The conventional view used 

to be 1,hat ’things’ exist in the material and natural 

world; that their material or natural char.acteristics are 

what determines or constitutes them; and that they 

have.perfect!y clea[ meaning, outside of how they 

dothes--a~e:pa~t of our n~tura{ .and ma.teda{ world.;, a~e:rep~esented ...... .Since the Icultural Iurn’.in the 

but their importance fdr language iS :not:whatlthey Hum:an a~d::social:scien~els, meaningis thOught to be 

are b~t what they do, :{heit function. They construct : prOduce:d~const~ucted~ather than simply ’found’. 

meaning and transmit ~t. They signify. ~hey do9’t have . , . Representation ~then] is conceived as entering 

aw clear meanin9 in themselves. Rather, they are the ~nto the very constitution of things; and thus culture 

vehrcles or media which carry meaning because.they Js conceptuali2ed as a primary or ’constrtutive’ pro- 

operate as symbol&which s~nd for. or represent {i.e,, .cess~ .as ~mportant as the economic or material ’base’ 

symbolize}.the meanings we wish to communicate,: : [ : : n: shaping.sodai subjeC¢s ~nd historical events~ not 

. Signs stand forohtep~esent Out (oncept~,idea~and: : me~e[y a ~eflectio.n of: ~he:world after (he event (Hall, 

feelings in. such a way asto enable others to ~read’i 1997: 1:,5~7). 
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Africans outside ’the scene and sphere of universal 

history’ (quoted ibid.) (see Box 4.2 for an alterna- 

tive post-colonial literary representation of Africans). 

Hegel’s representational system enabled colonia! 
authorities to construct African societies as being 

greatly in need of a civilizing political, economic, and 
cultura! proiect designed and implemented by the 

Europeans--hence the coining of the expression the 

’white man’s burden’ during the era of European colo- 

nialism in Africa and elsewhere in the non-European 

wolid. Hegel’s concepts and those of other European 

intellectuals provided colonial authorities with ideas 
to frame and legitimize their political, cuItural, and 

economic agendas in Latin America, Asia, ADios, the 

Middle East, and the Caribbean. 

The colonial representational system had a signifi- 

cant and detrimental impact on Asia, M~ica, Latin 

America, the Caribbean, and the Middle East, ~nd 
yet ~ was represented as being of henefit 

to the people of these regions, given their savage and 
backward status. The gains that t}~e European coloniz- 

ing societies made in the process were erased in this 

representational system. But as Walter Rodney (1981) 

has demonstrated in the case of Africa, the extrac- 
tion of resources and the establish]nent of unequal 
economic relations between the European colonizing 

powers and Africa had significant and long-lasting 
effects in both regions. While African countries con- 

tributed to Europe’s economic development, colonial 

authorities established weak monocultural economic 

systems that saw African countries incorporated into 

the wo~ld economy on unequal terms, a historical 

development that continues to haunt the continent’s 

economic processes up to the contemporary era of 
ned-liberal globalization, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Further, the colonial representation o[ the European 
poIitical p~oject in Africa as laying the foundation 
the emergence of civilized political systems and prac- 

tices was very far from what was t~appening in actual 

practice. On the one hand, this language enabled 
the legitimization of colonialism in Africa; on the 

other, it contributed to the emergence of despotic 

state, forms, which have beenlr~~ ~ amdani (1996). essence, the colonial 
representational system silenced any expression of 

the true political nature and economic, cultural, and 

poIitical effects of the European colonial proiect5, a 

social practice that in post-development studies is 
referred m as depoliticization. The latter, examples 

of which will be offered shortly, refers to approaches 
that represent political and 

nical~-mblems. For post-development thinkers, 
political and economic processes are in. the main 

political issues that are deeply embedded in national 

and international political-economic developments 

at a given historical moment. For post-development 
thinkers, the post-1945 developmmR discourse has 
facilitated the reproduction of the colonial repre- 
sentational system of societies in Latin America, the 

Caribbem~, Asia, the M~ddle East, and Africa (Escobar, 

t995a; Sahle, 2010). 
Overall, the geopolitics of deveIopment knowledge 

production and disserntnatkm has played a central 

role in this process. Arguing a]ong these lines and 

building from his contention that the notion of 

development and its attendant practices took a new 

.form in the post-1945 period, Escobar states that ’the 
making of the Third World through development 



. Even prior to colonialism, through cultural pract[ees and the following day, despite the sun which 

such as epc poems, song~, mime, and armed hac st~u£k ead er and more fiercely than q 

resstan.ce, Africans :co~ested.injgS~iCe~: and engaged the other: days, as if.to to:st :tlqe~ capaoty for 

[n .politicat ~r~d :ec.onomi¢. p[adc ces geared t~:(~ea~ ng ePJdki[ane.e.to the: ~e~y: end,: despite indeed:the 

and repr0d]~)~:in:g their, comm~nitie~..:ThU~:, a~:.ih:other ..... e~idehce of:the:acacia bush, the a~hy-furred 

s0~ieties, resisting and conte~ti,g power:strt~ctgres Ieleshwa.bust" the. prickly oears, all o~ which 

and ideologies were a ~eature. of pre-colon"al A~rican seemed to have given in to the bitter sun, they 

~oc eties. This tradi.tior, whi~hcontintJed in the era of walked with brisk steps as if mey too Knew 

EuroPean imoerial~sm, as examples of the legendary this secret ~eslre of the. ~un ano were resolved 

uprisings sui:h as the 1905 Maji Maji rebellion.in ~o come out on top .... Abdulla’ssto~y had 

presen~oqayT~nzania and.the 1915 Chilembwe uprising, made them awareof a new relationship to the 

n Malawi indicate, disrupts the Heg.elian view. Of g~ound 0n.whi(h they trod .... everything in 

Africans as docile simpletons without political agenc:y, the p[ang had :been hallowed by :the feet of 

Following the end of f0rmal colonialism, Afi’icans.have those who had fought and died that Kenya 

continued to ’speak truth to power’ and demand might be free: wasn’t the~e someth ng, a spirit 

accountability from members of the hegemonic ruling of ~hose people in them too? Now even they of 

elites. Be Ow is a literary representation, from Kenyan }lmorog had a voice in the houses of power and 

author Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s Petals of Blood (t977: privilege. Soon, tonight, tomorrow,.some day, 

143), of the pohtica] agency of members :of.a rural ¯ atttiejoume~’s end, they would meet him, face 

community in.Kenya who .d.ec.id.e.lo:take a long.trip to. . .to:face: . ¯ .Du~. ng.the ast .el.e~ti0n ~arnpaign,. 
thectytochallengetkieneglectof.ther¢6mmuntyby . ~0.me recalled:ddub{ft~lly, be had promised 

their local political ?epresentative~. them many th"ngs including, water and better 

roads. . . Recall ng, too, Abdulla’s hero sm in 

They.did r~ot know it,: but that night:was to be the past and also yesterday.. ¯ they walked 

the peak of their epi:cjou,ney.acros.s/~he.plains, with eyes fxed on a possibility of a different 

It was true it.haS .Abdulla’s: feas~i .as ~heyca ed " ¯ life in. Ilmor0g, if. not.for them, at feast.for their 

it had leased:them new:ife:arid.determ nat on,:.. : children. 

discourses and practices has to be seen in relation 

to the larger history of Western modernity, of which 

development seems to be one of the last and most 

insidious chapters.’ He goes on to say that in the 

post-1945 era ’development can best be described as 

an apparatus that links forms of knowledge about 

the Third World with the deployment of forms of 

power and intervention; resulting in the mapping 

and production of Third World societies’ (Escobar, 

19[~~~~1~ World Bank and the - l~orld Ban~ and the ~’~,~ 

have been crucial sites for the generation of develop- 

ment knowledge and its circulation. Development 

knowledge produced in these sites is closely linked to 

hegemonic theories of development and the geopo- 
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litical conditions at the global level at a given histori- 

cal moment (Sable, 2010). Consequemly, for a com- 

prehensive understanding of, for example, President 

Harry Truman’s famous Point 4 (see Box 1.1), it [s cru- 

cial to go beyond the emphasis on how the~ 

~[e--~vas going to contribute to the eradication of 

poverty and underdevelopment in the various parts of 

the Olobal South and examine the political, inte]Iec- 

tual, and economic conditions that marked the world 

at th~ historical iuncture when the Point 4 schema 

was produced. 

Going back to the notion of hegemonic theories o[ 

development, here are some thoughts or] what, t._9_o a 

large extent, scholars mean ~ hegemonic devel- 
opment theory sets the parameters of, £or instance, 



how we think about the role of the state in economy, 

and the role of development institutions in economic 
and political processes in the countries in the Global 

South, A theory or idea is considered begemonic 

when it is taken for granted and assumed to be artic- 

ulating the truth about a social reality, such as the 

need for development, the domination and apolitical 
nature of Third World women, or the superiority of a 

given society when compared to others. Hegemony 

emerges wl~en powerful actors in a given society or at 

the international level do not have to rely heavily on 

force to get citizens to accept their visions of the good 

ti~e, the common good, and, in the case of the Global 

South, the concept of development as it has been 
articulated in a prevailing theory of development. 

One way this process--which scl~olars refer to as 

~ f.D~4.a.8--ol’ ’cons enU (Gramsci, t971)--works is 

gb the representation of the visions or other 
projects o# ruling elites in neutral and apolitical 
terms. Thus, if you are a citizen of a country such as 

Bangladesh and you encounter the representation of 

your country as one of the least developed cou.ntries 
in the world, plag~aed by famine and so forth, the.neu- 
tral language of development projects as communi- 

cated by the govemm.ent and international develop- 

inent institutions might ~ound quite reasonable, since 
they are supposed to address the lack of development 

and the perpetual problem of poverW in your coun~ 

tryl Consequently, even if a number of developInent 

projects in your country fail to address their techni-~_~ 
cally stated objectives, the idea of development[tha~ 
is supposed to address poverty and also help your 

country ’catch up’ with the developed world--which 

has reaci~ed the highest stage ol development on the 
development ladder (as described by Rostow [1960])-- 

may seem plausible. This process of consent formation 

occurs not only in local contexts such as Bangladesh, 

but also within countries that extend development 
loans to the Global South. rib a range of citizens in the 

G!ot?al North, having their countries ’help’ poor coun- 

tries in the developing world sounds both reasonable) 
and morally right. 

For post-development scholars, hegemonic theo- 
ries of deveIopment have come to tunction as dis- 

co~rs’e akin to European colonial ideas on Middle 

and Near East societies, which were analyzed by 

Edward Said in his seminal text, Orient~lism. Build- 
ing on Foucault’s work, Said (1979: 3) observed: 

’Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as 

the corporate restitution for dealing with the Ori- 

ent-dealing with it by making statements about it, 
authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, 

settling it, ruling over it’, and in the process produc- 
ing ’the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, 

ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively’. From 

the perspective of post-development sclaolars, hege- 
monte theories of development such as moderniza- 

tion and ned-liberalism, wi~ich since the post-194S 

era have informed government and international 

institutions such as the World Bank, function as dis- 
course because they create ’a space in which only 

certain things could be said and even imagined’ 

(Escobar, 1995a: 39). For Escobar, ’discourse is the 
process through which social reality [political, cul- 
tural, economic] comes into being . . . [it isl the 

articulation of knowledge and power, of the visible 
and the expressible’ (ibid.). In the case of societies in 

tlre Global South, the entry point for the discourse 

of modernization development was: 



the belief in the role of modernization as the 

only force capable of destroying archaic super- 

stitions and relations, at whatever social, cul- 

tural, and political Cost¯ Industrialization and 

urbanization were seen as the inevitable and 

necessary progressive routes to modemiza- 

¯ tion. Only through material advancement 

couId social, cultural, and political progress be 

achieved. This view determined the belief that 

capital investment was the most important 

ingredient in econmnic growth and develop- 

ment .... Moreover, it was absolutely necessary 

that governments and international organi- 

zations take an active role in promoting and 

orchestrating the necessary efforts to overcome 

general backwardness and economic develop- 

ment. (Ibid., 39-40) 

For post-deve!opmen~ thinkers, clearly, kuowledge 

production and its circulation are underpinned by 

power dynamics, and thus the generation of devel- 

opment theory and its circulation in various parts 

of the world, despite its technical and neutral lan- 

guage, are underpinned by power. Those who have 

power locally and internationally determine what 

relevant knowledge is, how it is used, and so forth at 

a iven historical (31 " ,Knowled e and ower are g p . 
~ interlinked pillars that enable the crafting and 

dissemination of development theory and its atten- 

dant practices. Two examples from leading scholars 

in the post-development school illustrate, this point. 

Timothy Mitchell’s work in Egypt since the 198Os has 

demonstrated how the representation of the country 

in development theory has enabled economic prac- 

tices w~th significant poetical and social effects, even 

though they have been p~esented in technical and 

neutral terms (Mitchell, 2002). According to Mitch- 

ell, development theory represents Egypt as an over- 

populated country characterized by a geographical 

landscape--limited arable land and water sources-- 

that significantly constrains development. The repre- 

sentational system for Egypt includes the following 

.features: 

The geographical and demographic charac- 

teristics of Egypt delineate its basic economic 

problem. Although the country contains about 

386,000 square miles.., only a narrow strip in 

the Nile Valley and its Detta is usahle. This area 

of 15,000 square miles--less than 4 per cent of 

the land--is but an elongated oas~s in the midst 

of desert .... Crammed into the habitable area 

is 98 per cent of the population .... The pop- 

ulation has been growing rapidly and is esti- 

~nated to have doubled since 1947. (Ibid., 209) 

This representational system underpins the v~ew 

of development agencies involved in Egypt, such as 

the United States Agency for International Develop- 

ment (USAID) (ibid.). Yet, representing Egypt in this 

manner offers at best a limited understanding of the 

country’s history and contemporary conditions, as is 

indicated by the popular uprisings in early 2011 that 

led to the fall of President Hosni Mubarak (Shenker, 

2011). At any rate, from a post-development perspec- 

tive, the hegemonic representational system embod- 

ied in development theory presents Egypt as a place 

without history in the Eurocentric terms that have 

framed post-1945 theories of development, in addi- 

tion to being a political and economic geography not 

influenced by broader external forces, much as the 

coIonial representational system did. For Mitchell, 

this representation is not only ahistorical but i.t opens 

a space for development agencies to craft develop- 

ment projects that they purport will address Egypt’s 

economic underdevelopment and move the country 

towards modernity. According to Mitchell, the ’poetic 

imagery’ of Egypt as in the text quoted above creates 

’the entt.re relationship between the textual analysis 

and its object’---in this case Egypt’s development. 

Thus, the language used to describe Egypt facilitates 

its constitution as a country with population and 

natural resource problems even before development 

aid or economic development programs arrive in the 

country. 

From a post-development framework, Egypy is not 

the only country in the Global South that has been 

represented i~ ahistorical terms by powerful actors 

in the international development machinery. For 

instance, while Lesotho’s colonial, history and the 

rise of an economic system ~ 51,~ :L.Af:ica dependent 

on migrant labourdresulted in its being incorporated 
into broader international and regional economic 

and political systems, it is represented as an enclosed 

society of peasant farmers surrounded by intimidat- 

ing mountains, confronted by problematic agricul- 

tural resources, and lacking development. Accord- 

ing to James Ferguson, the ’development apparatus’ 



operating in Lesotho generally represents the coun- 

try in the following way (drawn from a World Bank 

report): 

Few developing countries faced such bleak 

economic prospects and were so ill-prepared 

as Lesotho when it gained independence in 

October 1966 .... In spite of the fact that Leso- 

tho is an enclave within highly industrialized 

South Africa and belongs with that country, 

Botswana, and Swaziland to the rand monetary 

area and the Southern African Customs Ur~ion, 

it was then virtually untouched by modem 

economic development. It was and still is, basi- 

cally, a traditional subsistence peasant soci- 

ety. But rapid population growth resulting in 

extreme p~essure on the land, deteriorating 

soil, and declining agricultural yields led to a 

situation in which the country was no longer 

able to produce enough food Ior its people. (Fer- 

guson, 1994: 25) 

The way countries in the Global South are repre- 

sented constitutes a strong foundational framework 

for development agencies such as the Canadian 

International Development Agency (cm,~), usam0 the 

World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund 

to generate development projects aimed at what 

they consider undeveloped countries that need to 

get on the historical road and becom.e developed 

like their counterparts in the industrialized North. 

Such representations provide these institutions with 

a rationale to intervene in the economic and politi- 

cal processes of these countries, yet their develop- 

ment projects are always presented in neutral and 

non-political,terms, In the case of Lesotho, for 

instance, this approach facilitated the generation 

of a developrrlent proiect focused on the inountain 

region during the 1970s. The mountain region--and 

Lesotho in general--is represented as a geographical 

area lacking development and underpinned by what 

Ferguson calls an ’Aboriginal economy’ dominated 

by peasant production. Building on this representa- 

tional system, officials ol the WorId Bank, the United 

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization 

arid CIDA, in conjunction with the Lesotho govern- 

ment, instituted the development project at a cost 

of about $1S million in its first phase (ibid., 75). The 

project’s obiective was to faciIitate the development 

of the Thaba-Tseka area, which in the view of the 

parties proposing the project had lagged behind in 

development because of the tack of infrasttuctural 

modernization. The Thaba-Tseka journey to devel- 

opment was to be helped by the building of roads, a 

n!odern regional centre, and a farmer trahling cen- 

tre, and the economy was to be modernized through 

livestock and cash crop production geared for the 

market. For the development institutions support- 

ing the introduction of cash crop production, the 

driving assumption was that the non-modern farm- 

ers who had engaged in peasant production for so 

long would be keen on becoming modern commer- 

cial farmers once they had access to the market 

World Bank, 1975: Annex 7:, 11, cited ibid.). These 

efforts, as well as others, including the decentral- 

izatiot~ of political and economic authority, were 

expected to empower local people in the rest of the 

country, who were poor and isoIated from modern 

development processes. 

As Ferguson relates, by 1979 the project’s spon- 

sors considered it a failure--especially cm.~, which 

pulled out. To be sure, the proposed road and 

regions] centre were built, but the main aim of the 

project--to transform the Thaba-Tseka Aborigi- 

nal peasant economy from its traditional stage to 

a higher stage of economic development as defined 

by hegemonic development actors and their ideas-- 

did not occur. A failure such as this is common in 

the international development industry, However, 

a close examination of the proiect reveals the ahis+ 

torical and depoliticizing nature of the hegemonic 

development theory that underpins it. For instance, 

the roles oI tixe development institutions and the 

local state were represented in technical and neutral 

terms. Nonetheless, despite the neutral language, the 

project resulted in the expansion of the bureaucratic 

and coercive power of the state in a region of Lesotho 

that was a strong base for oppositional forces (Fergu- 

son, 1994). 

As with Lesotho, the representation of Egypt as a 

traditional society ied developm.ent agencies such as 

us^~a to conclude that for Egypt to get or~ the train 

to unilinear modernity, ’the impetus and the means 

must come from outside’ (Mitchell, 2002: 223). "[’he 

need for ’outside’ designers and implementers of 

Egypt’s development project led in the 1980s to ~S:~D 

having a central role in explaining and enabling the 

reconstitution of the country’s grain production 
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sector. Since tlle 1970s~ Egypt had become increas- 

ingly dependent on imported grain. In USAID’S view, 
this development was the result of high populate, on 
growth that made it impossible R)r the country to 
feed itselg coupled with the lack of arable land for 

agrarian production, which contributed to a decline 

in food production. To respond to this agricultural 
development crisis, ~sa~, with support from the US 

government, provided ’at reduced interest rates more 
than three billion dollars worth of Egyptian grain 

purchases from the United States between 1975 and 
1988, making Egypt the world’s Iargest importer of 

subsidized grain’, claiming that the grain was ’to 

help the poor’ (ibid., 216). Over the years, as the 
country’s dependence on imported grain increased, 

the Egyptian government had to borrow money 
from other countries to cover the costs. This trend 

resuIted in increasing external debt, which by 1989 

amounted to $51.5 billion, placing Egypt among the 

most highly indebted countries in the world. The 

US~based on its own geopolitical interests, mainly 

Egypt’s support in the 1990-1 Gulf War, provided 
debt relief to the country (ibid.). 

The development representational system that led 
to this outcome, however, does not stand up to his- 
torical and structurally grounded analysis. Egypt’s 

rising dependency on exported grain had nothing 

to do wgh declining agricultural production or over- 
population. Analysis of the country’s agricultural sec- 

tor indicates that although it had sufficient produc- 

tion to keep up with population growth, with grain 

production increasing by 77 per cent and population 

growth standing at 75:per cent between 1966 and 

1988, studies influenced by the hegemonic theory 
of development daimed that there was a decline in 

agrarian production during that period (ibid., 215). 

At the centre of the grain importation trend was 

the nature of the country’s social class dynam- 

ics, the nature of focaI state power, and broader 

international conditions such as the strategic role 

that Egypt had historically played and continued 

to p~ay in the U~eopoliticM map 0bid., 217). In 

social class terms, the historical processes of eco- 

nomic and political change that contributed to the 
formation of the contemporary Egyptian state also 

led to the emergence of various classes. Politics!, 
military, and economic elites emerging out of this 

process formed the privileged strata of Egyptian 
society and the social class [oundation of tire state. 

What did this have to do with the grain impor- 
tation question? As Mitchell explains, changing 

consumption patterns among the Egyptian upper 
classes arid the demands of tourists and other for- 
eigners saw increased consumption Of meat prod- 

ucts. To service the cortsumption pattqrns of a pow- 
erful segment of Egyptian society, the local grain 
industry was reconfigured: ’Rather than import- 

ing animal feed directly, Egypt diverted domestic 
production from human to animal consumption. 

Human consumption of maize (corn) and other 
course grains (barley, sorghum) dropped from 53 

per cent in 1966 to 6 per cent in !988’ (ibid., 215). 
Tbus, grains that had historically been available for 

human consumption were transformed to animal 
feed, a development that led to a crisis of food secu- 

rity for the maiority of Egyptians while the ’needs’ 

of tire privileged minority were taken care of by 
the government in conjunction with usAm through 

the implementation of a new strategy in the grain 
industry. These sorts of strategies are what }rave led 

some post-development scholars to refer to develop- 

merit practices as ’planned poverty’ (Illich, 1997). 

As the examples of development practices in 

Lesotho and Egypt indicate, at issue is development 
theory’s construction of the state and international 

development institutions in depoliticized terms. In 

the case of the state, its role in the development pro- 

cess is presented as neutral, serving the needs of the 

citizens through the adoption of sound economic 
and political practices. Yet the state is a site of power, 

and state forms do not exist in local or international 

vacumns. In the main, and as Ferguson (1994: 253) 

argues: 

[although] ’development’ discourse tends to see 

the provision of ’services’ as the purpose of gov- 

ernment, it is clear that the question of power 

cannot be written off quite so easily. ’Gov- 

ermnent services’ are never simply ’services’; 

instead of conceiving this phrase as a reference 
simply to a ’government’ whose purpose is to 

serve, it may be at least as appropriate to think 

of ’services’ which serve to govern. 

While Ferguson’s work and lilac of others demon- 

strate the ways in which.so-called government sin= 

vices enable the achievement of the political objec- 

tives of ruling elites and in the process result, at times, . 



~n an effort to move beyond tile hegemonic According to scholarssuchas Esdobar,.~hrough.self- 

development discourse, moss post~develo.pment~ organi~,lg knowledge-production ~a~[ices (which 

scholars promote the. framework of ’alternatives to tend to be based on progressive research approaches, 

de.velooment’ in economic, cultu]tal, a~d poIit:ii:.al suet" as participatory action research)that focus ’on 

practices. For some advoeal~es.Of .this concepq social the encounter between modern and p:opular.f:o~ms of 

movements m varlou.s .parts Of. the Global. South knowledge’.(Esc~bar,..2995b:. 22/[), sodalmovements 

representanirdportantdegeldp~]e~..iir~.~liest[uggleto, have the potential to contribute.to, the: emergence o~ 

magma a oos.t-d~velop~euI:e.p~hi(Escobar, t99i5b: a:new era in which the naturalized and depoliticized: 

216). These movements, while rio~ monolithic, torid 

to enga:ge in oarticipatory forms of polit cs, value 

local ways of knowi~ and solut.ion~o seek. autonomy 

from the state ann international developmem 

!ns~a~.ut___o~a~ist c ways of thinking 

~m s-Sf practices. These eeo.n 0 mi.c~Y’po~itical - 

features contrast sharply with hegemonic tHeories 

of develc~ment and ~ractice, which have historically 

and currently pushed one way of thinl~ing or 

what post-development thinkers (drawing on the 

work of FoucauJt) refer to as a ’regime of truth’ 

concerning, for example, economic production and 

~ieed :to develop that has.alw;~y~ been embodied n 

hegemonic develooment discourse is finally pu¢ to res~ 

and ~eolaced.wth new ways of thinking and practice 

~n the economc, cultural, and politcal arenas, q 

addition ~o the practices of social movements, post- 

development, scholars offer a range of economic 

p[actices .that epitomize.alternatves to development 

(see Box 4.4). 

In add to~ to locally based social movements, since 

its first meeting in Porto Ategre, Brazil, in 2001 the 

World Soc’al Forum (ws,) has offered a space for 

movements from various parts of the world to gather 

state for:ms For Foucault, a ?egime of truth~ !s robe !aad:shar.e.[ide.as oh:out a.l~ernative ways of organizing. 

¯ unde~stq~d as a :system. :9~.:~r.deredi:p~0cedu~ i~o~i.i:.s~cie$i~::and:,li~, b:~{q~d ~h~:neoqjboral vision tha~. 

the production regulation di~tribudd:n CiEcdlatJ0n;: [ra:mes ~he contempd~a:r~:: Phase. of. :~t~e:.historical 

and operations of sSatemen~S~ .’.Troth’ .iSi]i.h[~ed: :!p÷eC~s~:i~f ~jl.eb!]!iZf~ti~n. FO[ social mo~Jemenfg 

in a circula.r, relation wi{~ s£~t@:ff~S Of power :that im;olved Jnthe:ws~, ne0:[ibe~alism.promotes a singular 

produCe and sustain it, and to effects of powe~ that model of economic practice for all societies. Departing 

it induces and that extend it (Foucault, 1980: 133). ¯ from such a standpoint, participants involved in thews~ 

In his view, ’this regime is.n:ot merely ideological or durin~ the last decade, have contended that ’another 

superstructural; it lis] a condition for the formation world is possible.’ and~have presented alter.natives to 

and development of capitaiism’](ibid.), in thecurrent :neo-liberal develop~qe.nt .#[oJects. such as solidarity 

era of the hegemony of neo-liber.al development economic aC:tivities. The.:.latteri’.embodyr and innovate . 

theory and praCtice, the idea that tk~e invisibla hand creatively on, more than a century of wokRers’ struggles 

of the market should be the sole determinant of to organize .... Central to Solidarity Economics is the 

economic development is an example of a regime of valuing of human labour, knowledge and creativity, 

truth in the Foucauldian sense, rather than capital’ (Quintela, 2003: 100-t), 

~n the expansion o~ state power i1~ the Global South, 

as the Lesott~o case indicates, the same phenomenon 

occurs in the Global North. For example, in demo- 

cratic political systems such as Britain, ,~uling parties 

tend to represent their political and economic agen- 

das as neutral, servi~rg the interests of all citizens. For 

instance, a neo-liberat ruling part}; such as the coali- 

tion government that emerged ~n the UK followi~g 

the defeat of the Labour Party in 2010, may represe~t 

s~ch practices as downsizing the public sector, cut- 

ting social spending on health and education, and 

privatization of publicly owned enterprises as being 
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.-:~.,. < :~ ~ ’, .~-~ ~; :L~.. ~-~ , i.. ~.~ ~.~. Z~.~.,; .~i. ~.:(:.... ~Offee (O~Opera~i~es.among ~he O~omb ~0mmu~ f~ n 

the southern part of Ethiopia (see thefiln~ 
The concept of community~supported agriculture 

Here is another example~from Kerala in India. as 
has gained traction in numerous places. Esteva and 

d~scribed by GibsomGraham. 
Prakash describe this process: 

Thousands of small.gra~sroots c~roups are 

realizing that.there is nO:need: tO ’think hi:g:’ in 

order to begin [eleas.ing themselves from the 

clutd~es of the rrionopolisti~ f~od economy: 

. , . Among the most p~omising soluiions 

is the movement towards Community 

Supported.Agriculture (CSA), inspired :by both 

local thinking and action. It involves .U~’ban 

censum:e~s su#po:rting ~r~al! Io.c~l: :~a~rners.: 

Currently K:erala is engaged Jn what they call 

the ~M:a[a~iku[am.exPerimeP;t’--an adventure 

in :gene~atinlg. local in~p.me and employment 

for the poorest of the poor.., as part o~ this 

experiment, over fifteen hundred ~eighborhood 

savings groups made up of twenty to forty 

women are.transforming themselves from ~redit 

a.sSo~.iations, to pro.duction cooperatives. The. 

¯ :e.xdusi~e:emPhasi~ :on women~s:iriveivemen~ is 
who farm witl4 wisd~.iand ~:a~:e::fer lecal::~:6ils~:::, i.:: a:w~ b.fiaddlressir~:g :isSues Of.g.ender:equity and: 

waters =and i~e~i~es!.: Andi ~hbi: i~! doing 

simultaneoL!~ly ensure, that. U:nknown:fa~me~s       women’s produeti£e power to enhance their 

[rom far-away places like.C0sta Rica. or Brazil 

are not expioiied wi’~h inhuman wages and 

reft sick with cancer or infertility. By taking 

care of our local food, farms and farmers, 

those of us who are members .of CSAs are 

s~Owly learning to overcom~.flhe parochialism. 

of ’industrial eaters.’--+-those wh~ are 

’educated’ to be oblivious to the.harm done 

by supporting multinationals and othe{s who 

’think big’, destroying millions of small family 

farms across the globe. (Esteva and Prakash, 

1997: 280-l) 

social and political power. The first step has 

been to generate ca;u[tal by organizing women 

to redefine some of their meagre earnings as a 

surplus to be.saved and i~wested rather than as 

a part of the necessary consu:mption fund .... 

The:Mararikulam experiment.is, bPth building on 

and going beyond:: the development approach 

of the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, which 

has demonstrated the benefit that sa~ings 

and smalbscate loans can have on women’s 

livelihoods. In Mararikulam the lending 

structure is organized and controlled by eleqted 

:commit:tees of th# women’s neighborhood 

In ~ecent years, the notion o~ .’communityli~co~omi:es’ : 

(Gibson-Graharn, 2005)has been embraced by. some 

post:development scholars ise.e Harcourt a~d :Escobor,. 

2005). These community economic practiceS.take a 

range of forms--for examp!e, the agricultural ;orodu~er ¯ 

co-op.eratfves in Kenya’s Central P#0vince and the 

by 2:003 the Second stage was underway, with 

co-ops producing semiprocessed foods .... The 

basic ide~i of the Mararikulam experience is that 

.!~c.al ’wealth~ can be collectively marshaled to 

bring.people out of poverty. (Gibson-Graham, 

2005: 151-~3) 

informed by neutral econondc priiKiptes and geared cal effects. They lead to job losses and other forms 

toservingtheneedsofsocietyatlarge. Yet these prac- of human i~security, and they serve the interests 

rices are not neutral, and they have social and politi- of a hen-liberal government’s strong constituency: 



political actors who are fiscal conservatives and ideo- 

logically comraitted to limiting the role of the state; 

national and multinational corporations that might 

view large publicly owned firms as potential assets in 

the context of privatization. 

in any event, the experiences of Lesotho and Egypt 

illustrate some of the central claims that post-devel- 

opment scholars make in tgeir analysis of the power 

~f t~e language developme:i~ as an idea and practice. 

For these scholars, such language enaNes the design 

and implementation of development practices that 

are not only implicated ill pOWeI dynamics from 

the outset but also have what Ferguson~huilding 

on Foucault’s wolk~terms as ’instrument-effects’, 

which means ’effects that are at one and.the same 

time instruments of what "turns" out to be an exer- 

cise of power’ (ibid., 255). This exercise of power is 

not limited only to the !ocal states in a given political 

~apby ~n the ~outh. It also ~ncludes institutkms 

~~ rt~etoric remains focused on helping the poor 

and pushing redpient countries fo~arO 

ern cap~tahst [ralectory of development~ese 

}nstitutions are very much implicated in their own 

country’s geopolitical designs, as the case o( usa~o in 

Egypt indicates. 

As for cm~, the ’failure’ of ~ development proj- 

ect such as the one in Cesotho is domestically and 

internationally problematic. In terms ol domestlc 

economic and political dynamics, Canadian foreign 

aid, [ikc that of other countries in the Global North, 

tends to be ~tied’ aid, meaning that the receiving 

countries are required to pay the loans back and to 

guarantee Canadian firms and other actors involved 

in the development industry, such as Canadian non- 

governmental development organizations, a stake in. 

the implementation of the projects (see Chapter 8). 

For Canadian businesses, this takes the form of con- 

tracts to supply machinery or other goods or ser- 

vices, depending on the project. At the international 

level, Canada has constructed itself, since the early 

part of the last century, as a leading acto~ in the cre- 

ation and maintenance of multilateraI institutions 

and in the posl-1945 period as a generous and pro- 

gressive provider of development assistance to coun- 

tries in the Global South. Nevertheless, while insti- 

tutions such as C~DA present their development inter- 

verltion programs as neutral and for the ’service’ 

poor countries, Ferguson’s idea that ’guvernment 

services’ are ’never simply "services"’ can be applied 

to the role of Canadian development agencies and 

those of other countries, such as usa~). ~v-.- \’k.~ c_= ~,~ K~ 

Tile p~eviously nrentioned ahistorical approach that 

permeates development theory and practice has led 

to a strong tendency to universalize European and 

(s~nce World War II) American processes of politi- 

cal and economic change as the reference point for 

countries in Latin America, the Caribbean, Asia, 

the Middle East, and Africa~ For post-development 

scholars, th~s universalizing logic ks not difficult 

to deduce, given the linear view of t~istory that ~ 

~ hegemonic theories of development, which in 

turn inform development practices. From a post- 

development perspective, hegemonic development 

theories represent the European and American eco- 

nomic and political traiectory as the normal course 

of historic development, and this ’logic’ that drives 

the promotion of the Westernization of the world 

(Sachs, 1993: 4). In doing so, these theories ignore 

the historical specificity of the Western experience 

and the factors that contributed to the rise of their 

capitalist forms of modernity, such as colonialism 

of othei regions of the world. But more importantIy, 

the mriversalistic logic results in a denial of global 

diversity, since it recognizes only one (Western) 

way of thinking about the economy and political 

arrangements. As Wolfgang Sachs contends~ ’[tJhe 

worldwide simplification of architecture, clothing, 

and daily objects assaults the eyes; the accompany- 

ing eclipse of variegated languages, customs and 

gestures is already less visible; and the standard- 

ization of desires and dreams occurs deep down in 

the subconscious of societies .... The mental space 

in which people dream and act is largely occupied 

today by Western imagery’ (ibid.)+ 

Closely linked to the universalistic logic is the ten- 

dency of hegemonic theories~e.g., modernization, 

women in development, and neo4iberal perspec- 

tives-to portray the diverse societies in Africa, Asia, 

the Caribbean, the Middle East, and Latin America 

as marching on the same path towards deve{oplnen- 

tal modernity regardless of their historical experi- 

ences and where they are positioned in the ew~tving 

world political and economic system. Th~s tendency, 

which post-development scholars refer to as homog- 

enization, is reductionist and simplistic and does 
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not facilitate our understanding of the complex and 

diverse histories and culVures of the various societies 

in these regions. Further, the tendency to homogenize 

has significant effects not only on development pol- 

icy but also on the political and economic processes 

in these parts of the world. In the main, tills trend 

has generated the creation of development blueprints 

that are informed by thE logic of ’one size fits all’: an. 

economic deve!opment project crafted for Lesotho 

might also be applied to Malaysia. Such an approach, 

whk~, for instance, is embedded in neo-liberal devel- 

opment th eory, informs structural adjustment polices, 

~ significant political, cultural, and economic 

effects in ~he Global South, because what migt~t work 

for Chile will not necessarily generate the same results 

in India, given the r~ifferent historical and contem- 

porary political, cultural, and economic trajectories 

of the two countries. For post-development scholars, 

historically grounded analysis has tended not to apply 

to hegemonic theories of development. 

When compared to other critical perspectives in 

development studies (such as dependency, Marx- 

ism, and even approaches promoting the notion of 

’another development’ as articulated by schoiars 

such as Biota Hettne [1990]), the post-development 

school departs s~gnificantly from these traditions 

(see Boxes 4.3 and 4.4). While offering interesting 

insights into the limitations of hegemonic theories 

of development (such as modernization and neo-lib- 

eralism), these other critical traditions are still wed- 

ded to tbe concept of development. The objective’ of 

scholars working within these traditions is to fir.td 

better conceptual tools and development practices, 

not to transcend the discourse of development. For 

example, for dependency theorists, what is at stake 

is the understanding of the historical and struc- 

tural conditions that have constrained development 

processes ~n the Global South. In the case of schol- 

ars such as Hettne [1990], the concept of ’another 

development’ is presented as a tool for dismantling 

the Eurocentric roots of hegemonic deveIopment 

theories and for facilitating the institution of eco- 

nomic and political practices that take account of 

environmental concerns, local cultural practices, 

deeper forms of democratic participation in the 

development process, and self-reliance. For post- 

development thinkers such as Escobar, traditional 

critiques in development studies relnain entangled 

in the discourse they aim to interrupt. As he states: 

such analyses have generated proposals to 

modify the current ~egime of develop~nent: 

ways to improve upon this or that aspect... 

even its redeployment with a new rationality 

(for instance, socialist, anti-imperialist, or eco- 

logical). These modifications, however, do not 

constitute a radical positioning in relation to 

the discourse. (Escobar, 1995b: 214-i5) 

Th e powerful critiques level] ed against th e traditional 

development apparatus in the 1990s by scholars such 

as James Ferguson, Arturo Escobar, Jonathan Crush, 

and Wolfgang .Sachs made tbinking and writing 

about development no longer ’business as usual’, as 

a colleague in Malawi once stated, reflecting on Fer- 

guson’s work in Lesotho. Suddenly, with the emer- 

gence of their work, the emperor of development 

had no clothes. Since its emergence, however, the 

post-development perspective has been criticized by 

a range of scholars in development studies and post- 

development thinkers have responded to dominant 

critiques (see generally, Escobar, 2006). Some critics 

of post-development thought claim that while this 

perspective may offer scathing critiques of develop- 

merit discourse, it does not provide concrete alterna- 

tive models based on the Derridean deconstructionist 

roots that inspired its original claims (Watts, 1993, 

1995). Other critics contend that the post-develop- 

ment approach to the concepts and practices of deveI- 

opment is ahistorical. Scholars of ’doctrines of devel- 

opment’, writing from a historical perspective (e.g., 

Cowen and Shenton, I996), argue that contentious 

debates about the concept of development, such as 

those prompted by the work of Ferguson, Escobar, 

and others, are nothing new-. As an example, they 

note that similar debates were the hallmark of nine- 

teeuth-century writings by Saint-Simonians i n France 

and others on the nature and definition of concepts 

such as progress and development. 



The post-development perspective also has been 

charged with having a romanticized vision of non- 

Western sodeties. It allegedly fails to account for com- 

plex histories (although its scholars claim that this is 

one of their concerns when they examine the total- 

izi~lg hegemonic theories that rely on a universalistie 

logic). Seen through a historical lens, colonial political, 

Cultural, and economic processes left indelible traces 

that have influenced identity [ormation {e.g., Christi- 

anity; class) and that continue to influence the diverse 

historical traiectories of countries in the Global South. 

Thus, for instance, a simple binary representation of a 

’corrupt’ Western and a ’pure and human’ non-West- 

ern knowledge [orm does not capture the nuanced 

and multMayered social reality of post-colonial soci- 

eties. Arguing that post-development theory tails 

in that regard, Christine Sylvester (1999: 709) states: 

’Like most development thinking, it seems devoid of 

a sense of the deoious ways that knowledge has been 

"woflded" by the forces of globalization such that 

local ideas become hybrM. It places faith m new social 

movements the way Marxists did in guerrilla move* 

ments of the 1970s.’ LooNng through a crRical femi- 

nist lens, Sylvester accuses post-development scholars 

of neg].ecting the ways in which ’local struggles, such 

as those that are feminist an~ those that are patdab 

chal, can get in each othm*’s waN work at cross-pur- 

poses, or amplify reactionary elements’ (ibid.). 

Th~s chapter has discussed the main concerns of the 

post-development school and h.ghIighted examples of 
practrces an~ ideas of ’alterna~i~zes to development’. As 
in other schola@ debates, sever.al cotncept.s marl~ th~ 
post-development tradttton. Leadtng among them are 
depohticizaton, universali.srr., and knowledge-power. 

Proponents. of ~rthodox develoD,, t~.,~ories, :~ 
emerged ~n the post-194.5 penodgtended to portray 

countnes ~n the ~~tO institute 
depol~ticized economic and.i~us.trial p:olicles.$i.milar t0 

t~ose used in the Gltbal North. At the.~ame time .EU,O#US 

hstorical ueve~opment towards capitalist modernity ~ 
seen to reoresent the universal.trajectory for all countries 
regardless of their speci.fic hJsto~ical :experiences sudh as 

colon4alism and its attendant economic egacies..Finally, 
erawmq on l~he wo~P, Of Foucault. post-development 

thinkers contendthat aower dynamics underpin ideas 
s~ch as t~ose embodled in development tiseory. From 
their perspective, ideas a~e no~ neutra[: those who nave 
institutional or.other forms of power determine what 

¯ cons2itutes know~edge.: Furlhe~, ideas play a crucial role 

n the reprod:uc~ion of. images and notions such as ’the 
developed’ and ’the devel0oing world.’. 

1. What do scholars mean when they claim that. deve:lopment discourses are ahistoficai and that they 

depoliticize political and econ~mic processes [in the G:lobal.SPUth? 

2..In what ways does a representational sggtern i.nflue.nde deszelOpment policy? 

3. Discuss the link between colonial ideas and post-1945 development discourses? 

4. What historical conditions influenced the rise of post-development thought? 

5. Why is it claimed that the question of knowledge production and circulation is central to students of 

development? 

6. What contributions have ’altemat{ves to development’ f.ramework made to.development studies? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 2:05 PM 

Harris, Lori <leharris@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Occupational Health clinic 

Hi Lori, 

Thanks for keeping me informed and including me in the emafls. Glad we talked today! I will let them know that they can go 

to the Health Clinic. 

Thanks, 
Trav[s 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Harris, Lori 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 11:43 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Occupational Health clinic 

Hey Travis, 

When I had told Mary Beth Koza (the head of EHS) about one of my faculty reporting headaches and dizziness in her office, 

she said they should go to the Occupational Health Clinic, so I’m passing that recommendation on to you as well. Treatment 

there is free for the employee (because it’s a work-related injury, and comes under our worker’s comp insurance) and I think 

the clinic also reports problems to EHS (Environmental Health & Safety). 

I just talked to Vanessa Wise at the clinic, and she said our afflicted people could call her at 966-9120 to make an 

appointment. So please pass this on to your person. 

Thanks, 

Lori 

Lori Harris 

Department Manager 

Department of Asian Studies 

http://www.u nc.edu/depts/asia 

919-843-5340 

919-843-7817fax 

CB 3267 

113 New West 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3267 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 10:53 AM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2152927 

Hi James, 

I think she just needs to get her email set up. She is still around right now. She said it was ok to give her a call with the number I 
gave you. 

Thanks James! 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ emaiLunc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 10:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2152927 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text ¯ Good morning. Is the user around this morning? I will be leaving around 1 or so. Does the user just need to get a new 
machine on AD? Or get a machine offthe old domain and onto AD? Or just have her email set up? 

James McHale 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 11:30 AM 

Martin, Doris L <dorism@email.unc.edu> 
RE: scan 

Thank you, that is good to hear! Also, thanks for your patience throughout the process! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Martin, Doris L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 11:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: scan 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for all your help. We have gotten everything processed. We would not have been able to do without your assistance. Have 
a good day and thank you again. 

Doris 

Doris L. Martin 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean of Students 
SASB North, 450 Ridge Road, 
Campus Box 5100 

919-962-8303 phone 
TTY 711 (NC Relay) 

919-843-9778 fax 
dorism@email.unc.edu 

Fostering Student Learning and Success 

PRIVACY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
private and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 11:48 AM 
To: Martin, Doris L 
Subject: RE: scan 



Hi Doris, 

I walked the grade change over to Ann yesterday and she said she would make you a copy and send it to you. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Martin, Doris L 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 12:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: scan 

Not a problem. Thank you again for all your help. 

Doris 

Doris L. Martin 
Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean of Students 
SASB North, 450 Ridge Road, 
Campus Box 5100 
919-962-8303 phone 
TTY 711 (NC Relay) 

919-843-9778 fax 

dorism@email.unc.edu 

Fostering Student Learning and Success 

PRIVACY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
private and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 12:02 PM 

To: Martin, Doris L 
Subject: FW: scan 

Hi Doris, 

Here is the scan. Sorry I couldn’t get it sooner but my password had just expired and it was giving me problems when I tried to 
change it. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 10:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.09.2012 10:31:53 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Timothy J. McMillan 

Title: 

Senior Lecturer; African and Afro-American Studies 

Education: 

B.A (1980), M.A. (1981), Ph.D., Cultural Anthropology, UNC-Chapel 
Hill, 1988. 

Teaching Interests: 

AFRI 101, Intro to African Studies; AFAM 050-001 Defining 
Blackness; AFAM 280 Blacks in North Carolina. 

Current Research: 

My major area of interest is the creation and activation of racial 
categories in the United States and remembrances of slavery. I have 
published on black witches in Colonial Massachusetts and on American 
slavery. I have presented papers at numerous conferences including the 
American Anthropological Association, the National Council for Public 
History, and most recently the Slavery and University conference at 
Emory University. Currently I am working on chapters for two edited 
volumes dealing with Slavery and Univerisities and on race and 
memory. 

University Service: 

I am a member of the Faculty Council, the Faculty Executive 
Committee, and the University History Council at UNC and have 
served on the Martin Luther King Jr. Planning committee for a number 
of years. 

Curriculum vitae (not currently available) 
Email: tjml @email.unc.edu 



Margaret C. Lee 

Teaching Interests 

The Political Economy of Southern Africa, Regional Integration, Africa in the Global System, and 

The 21st Century Scramble for Africa. 

Research 

My current research project is a book, tentatively titled, "Trading Stories: Africa’s World 

Markets." The book has been commissioned by the Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala, Sweden. 

Publications 

My book publications include: The Political Economy of Regionalism in Southern Africa (2003); 

SADCC: The Political Economy of Development in Southern Africa (1989); Unfinished Business: 

The Land Crisis in Southern Africa, co-editor (2003); and The State and Democracy in Africa, co- 

editor (1997). 



MARGARETC. LEE 

EDUCATION 

1985 Ph.D. in Public and International Affairs, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, 
PA 

1981 M.P.I.A. (Master’s in Public and International Affairs), University of Pittsburgh, 
Pittsburgh, PA 

1976 B.A. in Political Science, Spelman College, Atlanta, GA 

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION 

International Relations, International Political Economy, African Studies 
POSITIONS 

2006 to the 
Present 

Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies, The 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 

2011 John L Turner Fellow, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC- 
Chapel Hill (fall semester) 

2009 Faculty Director, Honors Cape Town Study Abroad Program, The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC in affiliation with the University 
of Cape Town (August to December) 

2004-2005 Visiting Scholar, The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies, 
African Studies Program, Johns Hopkins University, Washington, DC 

2003 Visiting Associate Professor, Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, 
Georgetown University, Washington, DC (fall semester) 

Research Fellow, Africa Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa (May- 
July) 

2002-2008 Adjunct Faculty, Africa Center for Strategic Studies, National Defense 
University, US Department of Defense, Washington, DC 

2002 Visiting Scholar, Centre for Development and the Environment, University of 
Oslo, Oslo, Norway (fall semester) 

1998-2000 Visiting Associate Professor, Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, 
Georgetown University, Washington, DC 

1997-2000 Scholar in Residence, School of International Service, American University, 
Washington, DC 

1994-1996 Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Spelman College, Atlanta, 
GA 



1993-1994 Visiting Scholar, Center for African Studies, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 

1992 Research Associate, South African Institute of International Affairs, University 
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa (June-July) 

1986-1994 Associate/Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, Tennessee 
Technological University, Cookeville, TN 

1986 Adjunct Lecturer, Department of Political Science, De Paul University, Chicago, 
IL 

Lecturer in Politics, Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, IL 

PUBLICATIONS 

Books 

The Political Economy of Regionalism in Southern Africa, Cape Town: University of Cape Town 
Press; Boulder and London: Lynne Rienner, 2003 

Unfinished Business: The Land Crisis in Southern Africa, Pretoria: Africa Institute of South 

Africa, co-editor, 2003 

The State and Democracy in Africa, Trenton, New Jersey: Africa World Press, 1998; Harare, 

Zimbabwe: AAPS Books, co-editor, 1997 

SADCC: The Political Economy of Development in Southern Africa, Nashville: Winston-Derek 

Publishers, 1989 

Journal Articles 
"The 21st Century Scramble for Africa," Journal of Contemporary African Studies, Vol. 24, No. 

3, September 2006, pp. 303-330 

"La risposta dell’Occidente alla crisi in Zimbabwe," afriche e orienti, anno V, n. 2/2003, pp. 95- 
112 (Also published as The Western Response to the Crisis in Zimbabwe, Working Paper Nr. 

2003/03, Centre for Development and the Environment, University of Oslo) 

"The European Union-South Africa Free Trade Agreement: In Whose Interest?" Journal of 
Contemporary African Studies, Vol. 20, No. 1, 2002, pp. 81-106 

"Regionalism in Africa: A Part of the Problem or Part of the Solution," Polis, Vol. 9, Numdro 

Spdcial, 2002, pp. 1-24. 

"Development, Cooperation and Integration in the SADC Region," Social Sciences & Humanities 

Research Journal, Vol. 2, 1999, pp. 31-61 (Also published in Globalization and the Post- 

Colonial African State, Dani Nabudere, ed., Harare, Zimbabwe: AAPS Books, 2000, pp. 120- 

145) 

"South Africa: The Long and Arduous Road to a New Dispensation" Tram’Africa Forum, Vol. 

10., No.l, 1996, pp. 39-58 (Also published in Issues and Trends’ in Contemporary African 
Politics, George Agbango, ed., New York: Peter Lang, 1997, pp. 237-272) 



"US Involvement in Southern Africa: A Case of International Racism," Third Worm in 
Perspective, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1991, pp. 19-32 

"SADC and Post-Apartheid South Africa," Tram’Africa Forum, Vol. 6, Nos. 3 & 4, 
Spring/Summer 1989, pp. 99-111 

"Political Significance and Economic Implications of Sanctions Against South Africa: The Case 

of Zimbabwe," Journal of African Studies, Vol. 15, Nos. 3 & 4, Fall/Winter, 1988, pp. 52-60 

Chapters in Books’ 
"Trade Relations between the European Union and Africa Under the Cotonou Agreement: 

Repartitioning and Reolonizing the Continent?" in A New Scramble? Imperialism, Investment and 

Development in Africa, Henning Melber, and Roger Southall, eds., Kwazulu Natal, South Africa: 
University of Kwazulu Natal Press, 2009, pp. 83-110 

"Uganda and China: Unleashing the Power of the Dragon," in Margaret C. Lee, Henning Melber, 
Sanusha Naidu, and Ian Taylor, China in Africa, Nordic Africa Institute, Current African Issues 
35, Uppsala, Sweden: Nordic Africa Institute, 2007, pp. 26-40 

"Southern African Development Community," in Encyclopedia of Globalization, New York: 

Routledge, 2007, pp. 1071-1075 

"An Assessment of the G8 Commitment to Trade and Regional Integration in Africa," in 

Freedom, Prosperity, and Security The G8 Partnership with Africa: Sea Island 2004 and 

Beyond, CSR, Appendix I, J. Brian Atwood and Robert S. Brown, co-chairs, Princeton Lyman, 

project director, New York: Council on Foreign Relations, 2005, pp. 70-91 

"The Rise and Decline of the Settler Regimes of South Africa, Namibia, and Zimbabwe," in 

Unfinished Business: The Land Crisis in Southern Africa, Margaret C. Lee and Karen Colvard, 
eds., Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2003, pp. 1-55 

"SADC and the Creation of a Free Trade Area in Southern Africa," in A United States of Africa, 
Eddy Maloka, ed., Pretoria: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2001, pp. 254-275 

"Southern Africa" in The Oxford Companion to Politics of the World, Second Edition, New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 786-788 

"Truth and Reconciliation Commission," in The Oxford Companion to Politics of the World, 

Second Edition, New York: Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 847-848 

"Zimbabwe," in The Oxford Companion to Politics of the World, Second Edition, New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 940-941 

"Southern African Development Community," in The Oxford Companion to Politics of the 

World, Second Edition, New York: Oxford University Press, 2001, pp. 788-789 

"Challenges Facing the Mandela Government," in The State and Democracy in Africa, Georges 
Nzongola-Ntalaja and Margaret C. Lee, eds., Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, 1998, pp. 74-90 



"The Republic of South Africa," in The Political Role of the Military: An International 

Handbook, Constantine P. Danopoulos and Cynthia Watson, eds., Westport, Connecticut and 
London: Greenwood Press, 1996, pp. 374-390 

"Southern African Development Coordination Conference," in The Oxford Companion to Politics 

of the World, New York: Oxford University Press, 1993, pp. 849-50 

Occasional Papers 
Africa Belongs to Us: The Continent’s Current Development Paradox, Africa Institute of South 
Africa, Occasional Paper No. 5, Pretoria, South Africa, 2010 

America’s Trade Adventure in AJ?ica: AGOA and the Implications of a US-SACU FTA, Africa 
Institute of South Africa, Occasional Paper No. 73, Pretoria, South Africa, 2004 

The Historical Development of and Challenge to White World Hegemony, Working Paper Series 

47, Centre for Southern African Studies, University of the Western Cape, Bellville, South Africa, 

1995 

Book Reviews 

A Country Unmasked: Inside South Africa’s Truth andReconciliation Commission, Alex Boraine, 

Georgetown Journal oflnternationalAffairs, Summer/Fall 2001, pp. 119-122 

Hemmed In: Africa’s Response to Economic Decline, Thomas M. Callaghy and John Ravenhill, 

eds., National Political Science Review, Vol. 7, 1999, pp. 295-298 

Township Politics: Civic Struggle for a New South Africa, Mzwanele Mayekiso, Southern Africa 
Political and Economic Monthly, Vol. 10, No. 2, November 1996, p. 27 

South AJ?ica: The Struggle for a New Order, Marina Ottaway, The Journal of Modern African 
Studies, Vol. 31, No. 3, September 1993, pp. 507-509 

Toward Peace and Security in Southern Africa, Harvey Glickman, ed., The Journal of Modern 

African Studies, Vol. 29, No. 4, December 1991, pp. 691-693 

Other 

"The US and EU - Undermining regional economic integration in Africa," News from the Nordic 

Africa Institute, No. 3, October 2004, pp. 5-8 

"African Countries - Pawns in the Trade War Between the US and EU," SEATINI BULLETIN 
(Southern and Eastern African Trade, Information and Negotiations Institute), Vol. 6, No. 16, 

October 15, 2003, pp. 1-3 

"The Long Way to Transformation in South Africa," AAPS Newsletter, May-August 1997, pp. 2- 
6 (English and French editions) 

"Lani Guinier," in Notable Black American Women II, Detroit: Gale Research Inc., 1996, pp. 

261-263 

Resource Guide to Information on Southern Africa, Nashville: Winston-Derek Publishers, 1988 



OTHER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE (Selective) 

2011 "African Traders in China: The Case of Chocolate City," presentation 

made at the Africa Institute of South Africa (AISA), Pretoria, South Africa 
(August 12) 

"Humanizing the US African Growth and Opportunity Act: A Peek into the 

Textile and Apparel Sector," paper presented at a conference on Democracy and 

Africa, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, CA (March 7) 

2010 "From Chocolate City in China to the Markets in East Africa: The Dynamics of 

Africa-China Trade Relations," presentation made for the Carolina Seminar, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC (October 28) 

"China-Africa Relations in Geo-Strategic Perspective," presentation made at 

conference on The New Scramble for Africa? Contemporary Formations 
Between China & Africa. Yale University, Hartford, CT (April 22-23) 

"Africa and the Global Economy in the 21st Century: A Continued Victim or 

Major Player?" presentation made at a conference on Africa and the Rule of Law, 

sponsored by the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation (March 18) 

"The United Nations/Africa Union Mission in Darfar (UNAMID): Peacekeeping 
in a Challenging and Complex Neighborhood," United Nations Association, 

UNC Chapel Hill, NC (February 11) 

"Africa’s Development Paradox," presentation made at a conference on A 

Changing of the Guard: The Future of Law and Development Under Obamba, 

UNC Law School, Chapel Hill, NC (January 28) 

2OO9 Visiting Scholar, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA (May 20) 

Byrd Symposium Visiting Scholar, James Madison University, Department of 
Political Science (March 23-24) 

2008 Lecture, "Re-enter the Dragon: China-Africa Relations in the 21st Scramble for 

Africa," Central Connecticut State University, New Britain, CT (November 8) 

"Undermining Economic Development within the Context of New EU-Africa 

Trade Relations," presentation made at a conference on Trade Policy and Africa: 
EU Economic Partnership Agreements in the Context of a Development Agenda, 

sponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations, Realizing Rights, and 

Manchester Trade, Ltd., Washington, DC (May 12) 

Lecture, "The New Scramble for Africa," Department of African and African 
American Studies, Duke University, Durham, NC (April 8) 

2007to 

2008 
Consultant, Illinois Transatlantic Slave Trade Commission, State of Illinois, 
Chicago, IL 



2OO7 

2006 

2005 

2004 

2003 to the 
Present 

2002 

Co-organizer, Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation Conference on "China and 
Africa," Centre for Chinese Studies, University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch, 
South Africa (October 25-28) 

"The Political Economy of Africa in the 21st Century: Is a Developmental State 
Possible?, presentation made at the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation 
Conference on "China and Africa," Centre for Chinese Studies, University of 
Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch, South Africa (October 26) 

"Trade Relations Between the European Union and Africa Under the Cotonou 

Agreement: Re-Colonizing the Continent?" presentation made at the African 

Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa (October 25) 

Member, "New Scramble for Africa" research project, sponsored by the Dag 

HammarskjOld Foundation, the Nordic Africa Institute, and the Institute for 

Strategic Studies (SA) 

"Uganda-China Relations in the 21st Century," presentation made at a workshop 

on "China and Africa," UCLA, Los Angeles, CA (April 27) 

Consultant, Young Graduates and Young Scholars Research Program, Africa 
Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa 

Presenter, "EPAs and regional integration - a critical appraisal," Seminar on the 

EPAs and Development, The Mosque of Sweden, Stockholm, Sweden (May 22) 

Consultant, Teaching about Africa Program, Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, 
IL, to train public school teachers to incorporate African Studies into their 
curriculum, (March 5) 

Keynote Address, 11th Annual Africana Studies Conference, Tennessee State 
University, "The 21st Century Scramble for Africa," The First Jacob H. 
Carruthers Memorial Lecture, Nashville, TN (February 3) 

Team Member, Harry Frank Guggenheim Mission to Zimbabwe (January 20-25) 

Lecturer, Foreign Service Institute, U.S. Department of State, Arlington, VA, 
(March 9 and May 4) 

Consultant, Council on Foreign Relations, to write a paper on "An Assessment of 

the G8 Commitment to Trade and Regional Integration in Africa," Washington, 

DC (March) 

Member, Council on Foreign Relations Project on "Assessing the GS-Africa 

Partnership" Washington, DC (February - May) 

Advisor, Young African Scholars Program, Harry Frank Guggenheim 

Foundation, New York, NY 

Co-organizer, Harry Frank Guggenheim Conference on "The Zimbabwe Crisis 



and Its Implications for the SADC Region," London, England (June 15-18) 

2001 Consultant, U.S. Department of Education’s Fulbright-Hays Scholars Program, 
Washington, DC, to help prepare Fulbright Scholars for an educational trip to 
South Africa (June 26) 

Consultant, Development Consultants Network, Atlanta, GA, "Head of the 
Team" for USAID Strengthening State Governance Project in Nigeria which 
included Katsina, Niger, and Edo States (January 29 - February 9) 

1992-2001 Consultant, Teaching about Africa Program, Chicago Public Schools, Chicago, 
IL, to train public school teachers to incorporate African Studies into their 
curriculum 

2000 Consultant, United Negro College Fund, Washington, DC, to review proposals 

for USAID International Development Partnerships Activity 

1999 Consultant, U.S. Department of State, "New Directions in the Southern African 
Development Community" Conference, Washington, DC (December 10) 

Visiting Scholar, Department of African and African American Studies and 
The Black Cultural Center, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 
(November 18) 

Consultant, United Negro College Fund, Washington, DC, to review proposals 

for USAID International Development Partnerships Activity 

Consultant, Smithsonian Museum of African Art, Washington, DC, to introduce 
film, Boesman and Lena, as part of a film series entitled, "South African Cinema: 

Past, Present, and Future" (July 11) 

Scholar in Resident, Department of Political Science, Bloomsburg University, 
Bloomsburg, PA (March 23-26) 

Consultant, Development Consultants Network, Inc., Washington, DC, to review 

proposals for USAID Tertiary Education Linkages Project (TELP) with South 

Africa 

1998 Consultant, International Education Center, Savannah State University, 
Savannah, GA, to make policy recommendations for program development 

1996 Consultant, African Studies Summer Institute, Atlanta University Center, 
Atlanta, GA, to teach students Southern African politics 

1993-95 Consultant, National Science Foundation, Washington, DC, to select recipients 

for Minority Graduate Fellowship 

1992-93 Consultant, Workshop on Developing African Curriculum, Spelman College, 

Atlanta, GA, to teach professors how to develop courses on African political and 
economic development 



RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 

Book project - "Trading Stories: Africa’s Word Markets" (Commissioned by the Nordic Africa 
Institute, Uppsala, Sweden, 2011-2012) 

APPOINTMENTS 

Editorial Board, Journal of Governance and Democracy 

Editorial Board, The Western Journal of Black Studies 
Editorial Board, S&S Publishing Company, Cape Town, South Africa 

Editorial Board, Africa Insight, Africa Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION 

African Studies Association (co-chair of local arrangements for the 2005 meeting) 

HONORS AND AWARDS 
Craver Research Grant, UNC-Chapel Hill, 2012 

Research Grant, Nordic Africa Institute, Uppsala, Sweden, 2012 

Research Grant, African Studies Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 2011 
Research Grant, Institute for African American Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill, 2011 

Research Grant, African Studies Center, UNC Chapel Hill, 2007 

Harry Frank Guggenheim IPSA/AAPS Grant, 2003 

Harry Frank Guggenheim Book Manuscript Support, 2001 
Outstanding Achievement Award, African Studies Program, Georgetown University, 2000 

Visions of Excellence Award, The Black Student Alliance, Georgetown University, 2000 

Research Grant, African Studies Program, Georgetown University, 2000 
Spelman College 1999 Alumnae Achievement Award 

Charles Merrill Research Grant, Spelman College, 1996 

Bush Research Grant, Spelman College, 1995 

Who’s Who Among Black Americans 
Service Award, Presented by the Black Cultural Center, Tennessee Tech Univ., 1992 

Faculty Research Grant, Tennessee Tech Univ., 1987 to 1993 

Terrific Teacher, WSMV TV, Channel 4 News, Nashville, TN, October 7, 1991 
Black Faculty of the Year, Tennessee Tech Univ., 1990 

Outstanding Young Women of America, 1986 

Provost Development Fund Fellowship, University of Pittsburgh, 1983-85 
Graduate Assistantship, Graduate School of Public and International Affairs, University of 

Pittsburgh, 1981-83 

Graduate Fellowship, Graduate School of Public and International Affairs, University of 

Pittsburgh, 1976-77 
United Negro College Fund Fellowship, 1974-76 

Merit Scholarship, Spelman College, 1974-76 

Pi Sigma Honor Society (Political Science) 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall 
Campus Box 3395 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 966-5406 
leemc@email.unc.edu 



Website Profile 
Perry A. Hall 

Title 
Associate Professor, African and Afro-American Studies 

Education and Background 
Dr. Hall has been a member of the UNC Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies since 1992. He received a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the University 
of Michigan, and a doctorate in Education and Social Policy from Harvard University. 
For 13 years he was involved in the development of the Black Studies program at Wayne 
State University in Detroit. During that period he was also active in the National Council 
for Black Studies, chairing the committee that produced the first report on Black Studies 
core curriculum in 1980. Dr. Hall currently serves as a member of the Council’s Board 

of Directors. 

Teaching Interests 
In addition to teaching the survey introductory course, he has developed courses that 
examine various forms phases of African American cultural production, focusing 
especially on popular music. These include a course that surveys the historical influence 

of African American popular culture, and one that specifically examines the history of 
hip hop. Also, in addition to leading the capstone senior seminar for Afro-American 
Studies majors, he has taught courses pertaining to the Black Freedom Struggle, and the 
development of African American social and political leadership. 

Research Interests 
Aspects of much of Dr. Hall’s experience in the field are reflected in his book, In the 
Vineyard." Working in African American Studies. In addition he has published articles 
and book chapters exploring cultural production in conjunction with issues of class and 
identity, and defining theoretical issues and approaches in African American Studies. He 
is currently working on a book that examines orality and literacy in relation to African 
American cultural production and political representation. 



Teaching Interests: 

My teaching interests are the African diaspora in the Americas, with a focus on art and cultural 
politics and the role of culture in social movements. I also lead a study abroad program in 
Venezuela that explores Afro-Venezuelan social, cultural and political movements. I also use my 
work as a curator to extend my teaching to communities external to the campus. I currently serve 
as co-chair of TransAfrica Forum’s Scholar’s Council, as a Board Member of the National 
Council for Black Studies, and is a Editorial Board member of PALARA: Publication of the 
Afro-Latin American Research Association. I am also a member of the African Union’s Sixth 
Region Experts Committee (North America) and am a co-founder of the Afro-Colombian 
Solidarity Network 

Current Research: 

My current research explores material and "imagined" community between African Americans 

and other diaspora communities. My recent explorations along these lines include: Can the Artist 

Speak? Hamid Kachmar’s S~Sversive Redemptive Art of Resistance. (in Carol Magee and Joanna 
Grabski, ed.,(Bodies of Knowledge. Indiana, 2012). ; Paul Gilroy, in the Encyclopedia of Race 

and Racism (Patrick Mason, ed., Macmillan!Gale, 2012); and Afro-Colombia: A Case for Pan- 
African Analysis in Transnational Blackness: Navigating the Global Color-Line. Manning 
Marable, ed.. (Palgrave Macmillan, 2008). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 
Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:10 PM 

Parker, Mary Lide <marylideA~arker@unc.edu> 
RE: faculty photos for website 

Hi Mary, 

Great! After we got off the phone I started wondering if you had me confused with someone else! Haha. No worries. 

right back to you on the size and resolution. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message° 

get 

From: Parker, Mary Lide 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:07 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: faculty photos for website 

Hi Travis, 

My apologies - I just realized I confused you with another guy I worked with named Travis this past summer. Complete brain fart 

there, sorry about that. Yes, I’ll be happy to burn the photos of the African and Afro-American Studies faculty onto a cd for you. Just 

let me know the size and resolution you need and if you prefer the photos to be vertical or horizontal. 

Best, 

Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U N C.College 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/unccollege 

YouTube: http://youtu be.com/user/U NCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2 students - Afri, 

Thank You! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 2 students - Afri 

Excellent work Travis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:25 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2 students - Afri 

Hi EuNce, 

met with Walter this morning and gave it to him then. I just talked to him and he said I could go ahead and add them 

so ! will do that now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: 2 students - Afri 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly pass on information pertaining to the 2 students that need to be added to Afri. 
details earlier today when I was looking for Walter. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 

to Walter. I gave you their 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 4:29 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok I will see you at 8:04am! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 4:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Great! I will come tomorrow at 8.00am. Good evening! 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Esther, 

Yes it is better! The office now opens at 8am instead of 9amo 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Travis, 
This is good for you. What time do you open the office in the morning, just in case I don’t make there by 5.00pm. I can 
come tomorrow morning. Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 3:41 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Esther, 

My hours were changed last week and now I work until 5pm. So I will be here until then if you come by. 

Thanks! 



Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 3:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Dea r Travis, 
Are you in the office till 6.00pm? I would like to come and print some students’ work since our printer doesn’t have 
cartridge. Thank you, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 10:41 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Your problem ticket 2224011 has been updated 

Hi Kia, 

Looks like they are going to try to locate the missing chairs! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsvs~remedv05.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 10:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your problem ticket 2224011 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Room had 22 chairs in it. Will check other rooms when not ocuppied. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.tmc.edalaro 
birtA~ ebs~bii~dex.pl?pa~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 3:28 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Ticket 2224011 Follow-up Response 

Hi Kia, 

Looks like chairs are back in the room now ! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsvs~remedv05.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 3:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Ticket 2224011 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: slkirby @email.unc. edu 
cc: 

Hello, 
HA 420 now has the correct number of chairs in it. 
Regards, 
Steve Kirby 
Classroom Hotline Support Group 
Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iTwwwamc.edt~iaro 
binA~.ebs~biir~dex.~e=check 
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The Concerned C~tizens Forum 
A Fight Within a Fight 

Peter Dwyer 

IT WAS launcb.ed in july 2001 and has featured prominently in 

comparatively Iittle is known about the Durban-based Concerned 
Forum (CCF) except for the account by Desai (2002). Desai shows how 

,Ors’ have bee~ forced to defm, d themselves again, st the worst and 

goverrtment’s Growth, Employment and Kedis- 

policy that has resulted in evictions and disconnection fi:om 
As such their actions are understood as a ’local’ response 

Globalisat~on is understood as a historically specific political 

t’~oc~o-economic phenomenon expressed, largdy, through the ~mple- 

neo-[ibera~ policies that most decision-makers worldwide accept 

(and national) ’economic crises’. This includes fiscal 

~g:~[i~:~iptine, public expenditure priorities, trade liberalisatfon, foreign direct 
i~{~.{:~v~.Stment, privatisation and deregulation (see CalIinicos 2003). 

:.::.This chapter reveals a loose association o{ ~ndividuals and organisations 

~}~{{~i~:{h~t bring together disparate and autonomous community-based organisations 
~:~{{::’-£:!iii~i~ially dtaw~ together by the commonality of, what Meszaros (1971: 33) has 
: ~{~{! !~ trilled, the ’elementary imperatives of survival’. Yet they are further united by 
:~:~i~:i:~L:.Y~ighar they bring to the CCF: an array of shared hwng experiences, identities, 

~{{::::::3.!o~’£fies, symbols and resources that they draw on, and continually create and 

While the term ’the poo~’ sought to capture this messy amatgam of people, 

an organisation differer~ziated by unever~ experience, age, gender, 
and ’rea[poIitik’. This cocktail of peopie, ideas and experiences does 

89 
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not lend itself to Simple classifications. Participants of the CCF Cant 

straightforwardly categorised as having a single, coherent 
or identity in opposition to ’neo-Iiberalism’ anti ’globaiisation’.~ 

Some participants believe that the Ioose and ad hoc form that the cO 

taken so far has contributed to the lull in organised public activities 

group since December 2002. Others see the loose form as a virtue, 
organisation can be quickly mobilised as and when the need arises, with :. 

component groups then retun, ing to the ’hum-drum’ of ’ordinary’ 
some, the CCF is moribund, and for others it no longer exists as 
differences over the organisatlonal, strategic and tactical future of the CCF 

people’s resolve to maintain unity. 

Throngh in-depth interviews and participant observation, 
m identify who and what the CCF ~s, where it is located, wh,~ 

and how it operates and mobilises. Broadly, 
of resource mobilisation and framing strategies and repertoires of 

What transpires is that the very mechanisms of the political o 
and resource mobiIisation processes that were once 

the emergence o~ the CCF, have transformed into chaIlenges that threaten 
survival. These can be conceptuaIised as issues of* identity (what 
organisad~n is the CCF, what image does it want to project and how?);! 

organisationaI form (does the CCF need a permanent structure?); and 
agenda (what does i~ stand for?). 

Tl~eorising Action 

In discussing the rise of poputar movements in the twentieth century, 
(1995) notes that a common thread is the organic development 
fundamental questionsl Broadly, are our demands fitting, or 

them? What form of organisation is needed? Can we trust those 
represent us? How should we handle division in our ranks? Who 

say, what is to he hoped and what feared, what is to be thought, what is to 

done? 
These are similar to the th~oretica! issues that have concerned soc 

movement scholars for over 30 years (see Della Porto and Diani 2003~ 

1995). As social movement theory evolved (see MeAdam, McCarthy and 

1999), theorists of the political opportunities and political process school 

h (see McAdam 1982; Ti[ly 1978} became more interested 

how social movements came into being and how they operated. 

.~ctive activities, their organisational structures, leadership, 

~ ,rid cuhure, and framing strategies or consensus building. 
: studies of social movements direct our attention to the ways in 

~le ’construct’, and change, the social world, and so analysis should 
the individual actor-agency. ~n the Making of t~ English Working Class 

argues that we orientate our anal,isis towards actors and 

in their behaviours towards experiences. So taking 
dividual, as wel! as collective, subjectivity, we are looking at the 

, actors arise, express themselves, and change. 

{-urn m the study of ’subjectivity’ in development and social theories 

exan@e, Long and Van der Ploeg 1994} often detaches agency from 

;iexities of the dynamics of the socialrelationships in which it is exercised,. 
and analytical precision. The resuk is a tendency towards 

ical celebration of ’popular culture’, ’~he community’ and the 
~asi-mythical belief in all forms of discourse and action ’from 

1995; Eagleton 2003) = reproducing the voluntarism and idealism 
much of this wor[cz One consequence is to eschew openly 

~olitics and political organisaoon, thus disarming participants 

normative statements that may enahte them to begin to answer 

, Barker and grappled wlth by social movement 

more generally. 

problem in social (movement) theory is tha~ the social reIations 

in which peopIe mobilise (agency) are often set apart as ’binary 

{see S~beon 1999} wi~h the individual or social group often. 
to suuctura[ analysis. Yet, this dichotomy between structure and 

is challenged by Giddens (1984, 1993), who argues that structures 

referred to as social contex-c or ’systems’) ~nfluence people’s agency 

g only continue to exist in so far as they are sustained by people’s 

structure appears to be negative, a constraint on agency, we need not 

it as such. For example, Botts (1986) and Giddetu (_1993} argue that 

.ps can ’enable’ agency. Accordingly an exclusive focus on 

or agenw misses ’the real relationship of strucvare and action, 
conditioning of action and the effects of action on structure’ 



(Abrams 1982: 7). It is the intricacies of their intimate relationship thati 
help us better comprehend how organtsations and people develop. 

Consequently, social change is not a ’thing’ that iust happens or ’1 
without a subject’ (althusser 1972); it is a process, ex! 
by individual agency more often in collective organisation in specific 
and changing conditions that are subjectively interpreted. The CCF ~ 
be understood as open-ended actMty in which participants reflect 
individuals, leadership and as a group), deve!op and review their acfivityi. 
in,mmdlacy (’the transition’) in which they operate. 

Globalising the LocaI and Localising the Global 
The emergence of the CCF needs to be under~tood 

the relatively slow economic growth of the [ast twenty years 
nationally what Brenner [t988] has called an 

aspirations of those people who have to live with the contradictory 

of ANC government policies that are framed by a form 
liberalism (see Bond 2G00; Marais 1998). 

Walton and Seddon link an earlier wave of ’successful cdlective 
=he impact of similar processes: ’It is the crisis and the 
of global capitalism that began in the late 1960s and early t970s 
generated the economic policies of liberalization and austeriw that 
themselves given rise m the upsurge of popular protest across the 
world...’ (1994= 22). 

As mediators of economic and social development, governments 
’reactive-avoidance’ measures (Habermas 1976) that shift the 
into the political system. It is within this historical framework that 
protesm are generated. Noting the continuing instability and crisis-prone 
of global capitalism, D~wer and Seddon (2002) argue that the popular 

characteristic of the period from the mid-1970s to the late i980s has t’tot 
extinguished. Indeed, it h~s continued ~hroughout the 1990s and into the 
millennium, and can be understood as ’a r~ew wave’ of popular protest. 

In South Africa, the unfolding of liberal democracy since 1994 
place tn a period in which ~eo-liberal economic policies 
the ANC leadership as the best way to solve the soclo-economic 
apartheid, and has unwittingl~ provided a new structure of opportunity’: 
collective mobilk~afion. The transition h~ generated expectations and 

based claims that have piaced demands on a broader arra~ of actors 

It is within this firamewo~k, the interdependent relationships 
ithe globa[, na{ional ~nd local nexus, together with the expectations 

during the liberation struggle and the ARC promises o~" ’a better life 
we must situate the development of the CCF. 

of an Organisation: How the CCF Developed 
of the CCF begins with the formation in Durban in 1999 

called the Concerned Citizens Group (CCG), that included 
and biographer of Nelson Mandela, Professor Fatima 

¯ other wetbknown members of the Durban Indian community. 

~ the ANC, ~hey s~arted a campaign to encourage Indian people not 
:ifor the historically ’white’ parties (the New National Party and 

’) in the second general eiection in June 1999 (Desai 2002). 

uk of the enduring poverty in the area, they encountered a reluctance 
¯ the ANC. A survey of 504 families in the Weste[iff and Bawiew areas 

pe~ cent lived betow the poverty line, 58 per 
~loyed and 42 per cent dependent on welfare grants (Fatima 

in Natal Mercm’y 17 February 1999)+ The CCG evolved into a & 
group campaigning against housing evictions, water cutoffs 

for rent by the Iocai municipaliw. This transformation helped 

~flatdwellers’ associations’ t. parts of Chatsworth (Desal 2002}. [n 
the CCG took up the case of ten ~’amilies in the Bayview and 

areas about *o be evicted by the council for rent arrears. 

2000, aevera~ people had bee~ conducting research about water 
¯ + ,n in KwaMashu, Umlazi, Hammarsdale, Wenevvorth and 

townships. Noticing a spate of evictions and the resistance this 
they wanted te ensure thai such commnni~y protests had ’an 

and independent ~dentity outside of the [ARC-Iedl Alliance’ 
Anonymous, 15.07.03) and began forging connections be~veen 

meetings of ten or so people who, one source says, had ’a lot 
bout organising, some residents were convinced that through 

.irect action they could prevent evictions. This generated 
’, and meetings 

enabling them to mount more substantial challenges to the 



During the course of 2000~01 different communit~ groups across ] 
began to strike up relations based on a perceived common set of 

hinged around the provision of and inability to pax/ 
participant from Chatsworth describes how, having been taken to 

with other communityobased representatives in other townships= 

realised that it was not lust us, but there was every other 
Durban and KwaZulu-Natal that was facing that problem’ [of ’socia! 

(Interview, Anonymous, 18.06.03)+ 

While it is difficuk to pinpoint seminal moments that create and 

an org~a.nisationa[ identiW, severs{ participants highlighted the 

the regular Saturday meetings at Natal Technikon and the University c 

during 2001. This was when participants from a range of communityl 
came together with students, academics and other staff, maint 

University of Durbaz>Westville, to make banners, discuss actions 

political videos.                                                  .. 

As they sat and painted banners, laughing, working together, 

anecdotes and storms, a CCF camaraderie developed. One 

how he was part of something bigger: ’... by meeting 

to my mind is that 1 am not aloue in this thing’ 

10.08.03a). 

Here we can begin to see how those in the CCF, through 

planned meetings and workshops, began to identify with the CCF 

organisation, an organisation that became a co-ordinatlng body linkin: 

who share common experiences. 

The Composition of t_he CCF 

The most commonly used terms to characterise the CCF by 

’loose coalition’, ’a network’ and ’a 
referred to as ’members’. While ~t ks possible to identi@ CCV affiliate 

this ’looseness’ makes a quantification ofccF 

are no membership lists, and no ’official’ records of the numbers of 

attending various mobitisations and meetings. Most participants 

to put a figure on the size of the CCF. Mobilisations have ranged 

hundred in Chatsworth, 5 000 d~awrt fi’om several townships sad at best 
outside the United Nations World Conference Against Racism in August 

rio membership’wpe or political conditions placed on participation, 

and flowed depending on the particular issue, event and 

~.able. 
what can be identified is that initially a core of clty-based 

;s to rmources, such as computers, tdepbones and finance, 

ttal. o~ganisers, initiators and trar~sraitters of information between 
individuals) Several identified themselves as ’petit bourgeois’, as 

other participants, but most ¯others referred to then: as ’ciW- 

a coa~rdinating network and draws around it peripheries, 

affiliates and s~,mpathisers through mobilis~ng, 
pooling resourees. This enab]es the group to facilitate and 

arrange transport and pass on information, thereby 

:roups for a march, a meeting in another community or 

in the country. 
CCF has a very small number of lower middle-class adherents 

other professionals), it is underpinned by what can be 
r unempio’~’ed, hut not all). As such, 

meeti~:gs, rallies and informal discussions, participants commonly 

and others like them in Durban and across the country 

’tt~e deserving’, ’the poor’ and ’the poorest of the poor’. 
the CcF are unemployed, this mirrors experiences 

countries in which similar people have hk~torically been at the 
protests and ’food riots’. Often a mixture of urba~:isation, 

s and a history of torras of prior collective or~n isation 
It is, therefore, unsurprising that such people 

ba~e of tbe CCF. 

the CCF 

participants, it is evident that more than an organisational 

in mobilising, campaigning and reliving crests. This 
be~veen eeighbours, friends, farraily, school friends and 

learn about issues and impending protests, and tatk, debate, 
argue about this, and encourage eac~ ot~er to participate or not. 

one participant was introduced to the CCF by her Brother and 
a steward he met at tee Workers’ College. 
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Across Africa, the household economy has long been a crucial 
the political economy and Desai (2002} notes how the family unk (arid. 

family) became central to the CCV. One participant says that what 

about the ¢CF was seeing ’families in struggle, families in mo~on’ 

’fractured families’ could take part in direct actions (Intetwiew, 

15.07.03). The role of the ~ami!.~,has been noted in earlier 
For example, Char[ton (1997: 68) notes how ehe Chariots 

nineteenth<enmry England ’... was a family and 

which "everybody" participated’. 

While women are not the maiority in the city-based core, 
prominent role in particip                          " " 

and meetings are dominated by older women, given that women 
been the main care-givers and providers it: households, 

dealing with hills÷ A cursory 
from marches and confrontations with the police 8hews how. 

prepared to physically confront and ridicule authorities if need ] 
Several your1, fi’om Hammamdale talk of how it was 

women playing a prominent role. Although one youth lamented 

am [~vi~g: women, they don’t have chance to do things...’ 
Anonymous, !0.08.03b), aIer~ing us to the unevenness of women’s 

across different groups and townships.~ 

!.dent[ty, Ideology arid MobRisatiott 

In his studies of eighteenth-century England, Thompson (1986) 
of processes and relationships 

the collective and customary practices of the poor, Thompson 
of resistance to their rulers and exploiters which rested on 

inherent m developing capitalism in that period, but which the 

yet learned to conceptualise in ’d~s’ terms+ 
This is not to say r.ha~ CCF participants understand their issues 

as ’class struggle’ - although it is clear they have an intu{tive 
’something is up’. But what Desai (2002) shows, is that the daily 

survive ~s more pressing and it ~s this defemive b~is 

mobilise, et~co~rage and iden~i~ wittx each other. 

~n this way, if participants think of themselves as being in 
least if vhey think of themselves as belonging togeti~er, then essentially{ 
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are o~en mobilised around specific issues, several 

aen0y come to identify more broadly with other people 

they understand as being, related issues. As such, identity is 
though this can be.embryonlc ~ather than daborate.~ 

that the general relationship between ideology, identity 
in tee CCF is t~.at ~denvit~ g one aspec~ of ideologh,. Necessari~3~, 

of, sometimes contradictory, mxderstandir~gs of how 
works, the causes underlying the issue they are seeking to 

;can take action to resolve that issue and wl~o they can call on 

al~vays shared understandings, but for the CCF m operate 
has to be some kind of dialogue between participants and 

tialogue can broadty be understood as ’ideology’. In this 

noted at the start of this chapter are ones that 
to answer (for example, when deciding who to try to 

~h~s does not exist in isolation from other problems mentioned 

practical si~:uation of participants. 

,is overlap. ~Iowever, they have certain points tha~ 
Identity is rdated to the questions ’Who am I?’ (it~dividual 

(collective identiey) and ’Flow do others see us?’ (public 

are related to questions such as ’What are our goals?’ 
, and tactically}. Ideology binds these aspects together with 

expiators how the world is co{lectively reprasen~ed. 

Who are They.~ 

’ was an initial mob~lising referent and h~s a strong resonance 

CCF÷ However, some participants had no illusion that 
in a township is ’in ~he same boat’. As one argued, ’No, 

we are rich and we are poor.., rich people were oot in- 
they are the people who coltect the rent, they 

’ (Interview, Anonymous, 24÷06÷03a). 
argues that written and spoken language can be of use in 

the motivation and intention of participants in social movements, 

context in whiclr it is used. [r~ thi~ way, we cma see how 

~tame the experiences and ideas (positive and negative) 
to the ¢CF and the language they use m articulate them. 
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Many participants recognise there is a divide between the rich 

and one telts how, ’I started understanding this class dynamic and 
h~lly into th~s whole class thing and everTwhere I go that is 

think o~ (Interview, Anonymous, 24.~)6.03a). For ot’~e or 

based around a notion that ’we are fighting against capitalists’: 

Anonymous, !0.08.03a). 

Although some participant.s did not specify what class " 

represents, it is not unreasonable to assume that the maiority of 

by the CCF understand that their experiences and identi~� are d4fia 

problems they have in contradistinction to others. For example, one 

tells how the CCF deals with ’... problems in the communiw, 
unemployed, people don’t have water, people don’t have 

(Interview, Anowmous, I3.09.03). From ~his, it is self-or!de 
participants, dmse who are employed (but not part 

not r2he same as them. 

A sandy of press releases reveals that at a collective level the CCF 

both the local municipality and national government as the 

problems. They identifi. 

parties as part of the problem, linldng them to ~:he rich or elite. 

statement they say hmv councillors’ children ’.,. move seam[east 

C schools into expensive Universities and then into jobs-for-pals’ 

Citizens Forum 2002a). A press release from the Mpumalang= 

talgs of ’ .. our new oppressors ~ the privatisers, the elite, the 

ANC’ (Mpumalanga Concerned Citizens Group 2002)+ 

Appeala for morat and political superiority have referred 

struggles. For example, Des D’Sa, chair of Wentworth 

talks of how ’we who have suffered in the past are going 
in Homer 2002). [n one instance Brandon Pillay, chair of Ba 

Residents’ Association, notes how former ANC activists 
principles while getting good iobs in local government, 

those who once fought forced removals ’... are now sitting 

condkioned offices and giving out execution orders to relocate the 

in Naidoo 200~2). gl¢~hile invoking past ~njustices, the] 

Iegal rights to protest. For example, 

Heights (TASH) cmnplains that the eThekwini 
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~nowing our rights, jtmt as the apartheid cirg managers did’ 

organ~sadonal and polit:tcal formation of tl,e ccI:, it is not 
~ have dif{’eting social and political ideas and analyses. 

but ideologies may still differ, and we should be cartel 

Slo~ on demons~tions that this means 
" imbued with a pa~icular sha*ed ideolo~ or ’covetousness’. 

~s, some patticipan~ from the K~Mas~u 

told how people ~om KwaMashu who had protested a~nsv 

~[c Forum and ~e New Partnership for A~ica’s Development 

1:2D02, did not ~ow what %ey meant. 
draw inspiration from movemenm &ewhere. The 

Durban Social Forum (see Dmai 2~2) makes ~iclv reference 
G8 summit in Genoa, Italy, m Ju~y 2001. Severs[ 

o videos about similar protes~ a~inst ~he World Bank tn 

1. At other =imes, they have refe~ed m %e ~pat~tas tn 

~n ~aflaud and Nigeria (Concerned CRizem Forum 2002b). 

~ li=le e~denee beyond the ciD’-based participan~ and a handful 
~ctivism in affiliam goups w~o dearly understand what such 

drawing on a range of, often contradictory histories, discourses 

~eople !dent!@ common cause with each other largely 

tn this ~y, a perceived fa~ure of delivery ~hat 

peopte’s e~ec~tions provides the potential basis for ac~vism. 

notes that 30 yeirs of social movement research has shown that 

~[a~te axe insufficient for explaining what produces collective action. 
ways in which participants fuse resources and political 

it is not ’poiitical opportunities’ or ’resource 

or ’don’t do that’. For these organisatlons to have 

mu~t be recognised, seized and given a physical 

.’, Johnson and Lavalette (2001) mean by politics 

This practical, and inherently political, social and 
and under-theorised in social movement ~heory. 
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When Tarrow (1994) notes how social movements are still 
forming when they appear publicly, it is a reminder ttxat the 
still ’working things out’. What the evolution of the 2CF shows 

opportunities must be linked with processes of grievance attri 
motivating people to take action and form coalitions. 

This means people becoming active willie drawing on 
existing and raewly created ’rgpertoires of contention’ in a creative 

The CCF has shown variety and flexibili’cy in its tactics that have 

time and space {and resutted in intense debates and disagreements), 
participants making a virtue of and celebrating tactical 

There are no hard and fast rutes that govern the strategy and 

¢¢F. Desai (2002: 79) notes how debates took place about whether to pa 

or not in local elections in December 2000, and how tbe CCF agreed 

while keeping up excra-parllamentary forms of action. Such tactical 
captured wb.en one participant tells how ’one day the CCF in 

voting.., and in another area maybe five kiiometres away this 

was campaigningvigorously against the vote in Ba~wiew’ (~[nterviev 

15.07.03). 

Leadership 
While a focus on ’leaders’ or ’leaderships’ is important (mpecialI 

the debates about intemai den, ocracy and transparency), the 
concentrate on what leaders say or do 

the question of ’leadership’. Thi~ can contribute ro the 

organisation or movement to a leader or leaders, so 

importance and influence. 

However, Anthony Marx discusses how ’activist elites’ played a 
role in the process of ’interpreting, debating, and implementing 

changes’ in the course of zhe South iMrican liberation stru~le 
one participant makes clear, not evewone in the CCF has fine 

are people who do the job of writing memorandums, piannin~ 

for fnnds but our job is pu~ting people into buses’ (h~erview, 

24.06÷03a). 
Desai notes howa ’powerful leadership began to emerge’ i~ 

Chatsworth and that they relied upon ’the grounding they had 
shop stewards in the union movement of the 1980s’ (2002: 44). Once 

10t 

it comprised began practically to engage in defensive and 

uesdons about organisation and leadership took on an 
meaning- 

~t a particular group of people played a pivotal role in 
!~itidtives and eventually the formation of the CCF÷ One participant 

as ’a ~oup of city-based people who are not part o~" 

organi0ations who do meet up and ~nteract in asocial 
nterview, Anonymous, 24.06.03a). T~gether with Fatima 

inctuded several others with previous political activism 

~ trade unio~ organksing experience, people such as, 

to, Heinrich Bohmke, Ashwin Desai, Joe Guy and Mandla 
provided pivotal links in the chain that was initially forged 

townships groups. 
between different leaderslaips. For example, there 

in their own communitg organisation and a 

laxer is often made up of, as one participant put it, ’ciD’obased 
constitute ’an iniormal leadership’. From the participants 

¯ people attending rallies and protests, a certain respect for many 
it~e city-based leadership was evident. ’Those are the real people 

:glaft [workl, that stand be[aind the organisation’ (Interview, 

¯ The relationship was not toe different from tb_e type 

~ Bonnin describes between workers and shop stewards, in which 

memhership regards them as knowledgeable in die "ways of the 
’ (1999: 53). These, then, are the different ’layer~’ of collective 

, that drive the CCF. 

differences over who is, and what constitutes, leadership are 
These differences occur within constituent ~oups, 

and Wentworth, between a cons~.tuent group such as 

and tbe CCF;s city-based comrades and leadership¯ 
participant identifying himself as part of ’the leadership’ 

that ’inside the cit~i-based people 1 can understand there being 
our approach [was sometimes] . . . decided very much in an 

fashion ~. ÷’ (Interview, Anonymous, ~L5.07.03). 

to some inherent ’wi[[ to power’, but was an uninmnded 
!:dr the practical and sometimes urgent necessiw to react. As he put it, 

had to take the initiative.., and giving orders to a certain 



extent’ (Intemew, Anonymous, i5.07.03). For some, the way ir 

done caused tensions. One participant based in a 

how ’the problem was between us... we were fightir 

ship in the CcF... ’ (I0.08 03b), elaborating/~ow aome people i~. 

began to &ink that the CCF had become ’like private Properei of.:~ 

number of" city%ased participantz. 

One participant perhaps best sums up the debates around ] 

far as he believes ’people are not against leaders¯ They are against. 

have no connection with their will. We want people to lead uS 

~vant them to impose tb~at leadership on us, we want us to impose o 

them’ (Interview, Anonymous, 26.07.03a). As such, accountal,. 

creatlrg a mechanism ef checks and balances, Rot stifling action 

The~e characteristics of leadership in the CCF challenge 

assumption in much of" the new soda[ movement theory that .the { 

structures and ieaderships of such erganisations are segmented 

multiplicity of leaders with mubipie links between different cells: 

loosely bound network. 

Contesting Organ[sation 
I noted how most participants understand the CCV as a ’loose 

common acceptance of the otganisational form and structure, and 
respects strateg? and tactics, ~s deceptive, for this was a highly eonten 
One city-based participant mentions how ~... there was a big 

structure, do we want structure? So in that debate things were 
explicitly... It turned out they didn’t end up f"orming any stmctu 
an attempt in one meeting but                              " 

, by the next meeting it had been halffi 
(interview, Anonymous, 23.06.03). 

Others seemed to have narura!ised what is contested, 
formation of the CeF was described as follows= ’We didn’t want: 
or a secretary or whatever. ÷. and we sti.l[ didn’t see the need m have 

committee...’ (Interview, Anonymo2s, 18.06.03). Several participan~.~ 
how the loose way of"operating had a practical benefit in that it did 
component groups and individuals subject to particular 
and pressures, thus making mobilising easier. 

Nonetheless, people’s means of contention requires adequate 
mobilisation and communication and this, organically, raises the 
organisation. Certainly,/)esai recognizes the role of organisarion in 

communi~7-based groups that became associated with 

they ’... functioned formally, met regularly, and 
from public meetings’ (2002: 77). 

ts deveIoped politically in the late 1970s m:d 1980s, 
~rade unions were being built upon partidpative, not 

that required much self-sacrifice, discipline and 

uendy, many participants rake accountability seriously 
I a culture of democracy (even if it was not 

the debate about 
~ ~hose with ~n alleged 

~8 some city-based participants complained - it emerges 

~;ation takes is crucial, for wh~le a particular framing 

mobilisati0n, as people seek to organ{st and act, the 
is coz~dkiona~ upon participants’ access to rnobilMng 

and organisation, it: social isolation 
:ba& into blaming themselves or scapegoating others for their 

times/characterised by pover~’, fear and powerlessness, an 

provide a port, a compass bearing during a storm. 

it can provide the means through ~vhich people can meet to 
experiences collectively. Participants also need others to 

and swap advice (socially, politically aad culturally). For example, 
Munidpality announced in late 2003 that it was writing 

it caused much confusion. 
and the faciIkation of debate therefore seems important to 
important for the well-belng of the organisation. In discussing 

over organisatioaal form and strate~ in the ’anti-capitalist’ 
in Europe today, one leading UK-based activist notes that from hi~ 

movements in the 1960s and 1970s in different parrs of 

¯ I learned that it makes an enormous difference wha~ decisions 
how you flgh~ and what you say... Tlxe way you learn 

}ight and what is wrong in any situation is by arguing it out amongst 

~olitical movement in history, the air 

with arguments on ~very street corner. Arguing isn’t sectarian. 
you haven’t won the argument’ 

16). 



New Ways O~ Doing 

Given the differences that exist between CCF partic pants an 

question that emerged early on in the research was whether 

individuals ar~ (or are capable o~) devising new strategies suited to th~ i 

their evolving struggle in a post-apartheid government. 

All the participants interviewed highlighted how being in r.he ~ 

enjoyable and creative experience. Several older participant~ con 
fun of involvement with the CCF with dour moments a~d long-wlnded’i 

that they felt charncterised their previous political experiences in the 

movement. 

One participant believes the CCF is at 1east beginning to 
forms of meetings and events. For example, he tells how during onec 

.÷. not one person was allowed to tune Ispeak] for more than five 

and we had an hour of speeches which is usually taken up b 

{Interview, Anonymous, 15.07.03). Another relives how ’ .. what ~ 

about these things, was that it was a different kind of politics. 

excitement, a vibrancy and life and 1 had walked away from 
involvements because there was something sou~ des~oying [in 

(Interview, Anonymo~, 24.06.03b). 

Ad[ of the youth interviewed recall how they enjoyed a ’Youth C 

was held before a march ~n May 2002. About 50 youth attended; 

organiser tells bow the intention was to move away fi’om the ’hOrn 

doing politics by ’focusing on the idea of human interaction’, the ’ 

fyiendship’ and ’stereowped ways of interacting’ (Interview, 
24.06.03b). With a big pot of CUrlS ’people congregated in different 

and discussed, we lit a big fire, painted banners.., and basiealb 

party.. ’ (Interview, A~onymous, 24.06.03b}. 

Engaging the State: The Demanding Nature of the CCF 

The CCF has been criticised by the ruling party and others for 

with ~e state in a constructive manner. Yet, by invoking 

and presenting court cases, they have made use of tge politlc-at s 

up since 1994, thus contributing to the e~tabl~hment of liberal 

To berate movements for not having ideological clarity 
the history and nature of socia[ movements. While there may be 
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or viion in the beginning of the ’life cycle’ of 

c definition of purpose (practical|y, a political programme) arises 

can be internally generated amongst participant~ wi~ o~her 
~articipan~s internationally. 

~}Iso engages with the state by placing public demands on 
~als. For example, they demanded the implementation of a 

those who have no income’. They also 

lion and the implementation of economic policies 
means the scrapping of the disastrous Gear policy’. 

the links the CCF made with ~he Palestinian Solidarity Campaign 
~ey have demanded that ’in solidarity with the people of P£estine 
FDuthan break off all economic, trade, consular, sporting and 

the state of israet’ (Concerned Citizens Forum 2002a). 
said that ’all politics are local’, and in one sense the 

;fthe COy would confirm this. However, ~he cos, and others, should 
: social movements ~om elsewhere. In a study of informal 

Iron, Aaef Bayat concludes by questioning the impact of the 

or lack ~hereof, that informal and community-based groups, on 
bring to bear upon the state and capita]. Bayat notes how many 

type of organisationz are composed of ’... lack the 
exert pressure, since they lack an organizational power 

power 

1998: 9). 
he argues that for all their development& ’it was the state 

major challenge to the street politics throughout the I980s’ 

164). Post-~trucmralist and discursive analysis aside, to ignore the 

of power is to ignore ’... that like it or not the [national] 
(Bayat 1998: 164), ~uac~ionaries o~c which continue to be 

pIayers. 

inherently an intuitive process in which participants 

indMdua[ and social-collective experiences. Often this is 

dialogue with others and is articnlated as discussions around 

Conceptually it ~ linked to the ’who are we, who are they .and 



what can we do about it?’ type of questions noted earlier, What this 
represents is an argument about social change with people who share 

frustrations, ambitions and social interests÷ 
Accordingly, the struggle itself becomes a ’fight within a fight’ 

meaning and direction of their struggles, This intense ideological 
been a feature of all forms ~f popular movement, inchlding the 

movement against apartheid (see, for example, Marx 1992). 
Barker (1995) notes chat at every stage in the evolution of 

movemer~ts ’a war of tendencies proceeds’ between and within. 
organisatiot~s and individuals. Without some method 

can come together regularly as a CCF collective in order to debate, 

sociatly and morally support ~ach ofl~er, the danger exists that 
react by becoming demoralised, dropping out and turning on 

Conclusion 

The experiences of the people in the CCF remind us that, contrav 
some writers suggest, history is not without a subject, and demonst 

agency does not exist in a bubbIe. But: neither are 

Iinked m s~ructural relationships, ’interests’ to defend, and 

most often refers to such interests that can be cultural, religious, 

socio-potitical. Interests that, however ’spontaneous’ the}’ may once 

become enmeshed in, and adapted by, other strategies and 
radical anti-neoIiberaI populism esp 

are neither activists drilled with ideology nor passive victims of 
part ot" collective action undertaken - ’given a try’. 

Conceptually, the CCF can be understood as a negotiated, 

dialogical form of colledtive organisation that is continuatl, 
reconstructed as part of an ongoing 

those it seeks to challenge. Far from being f’~xed, its 

practical boundaries are open to reshaping, challenges 

collective forms o~ 
s~ruggle, and this has given rise to differer~ces within the 

While spontaneity is a necessary basis for a successful challen 
government’s polices, the experiences of the CEF suggest it is 

this is reflected in the lack of generalised and sustained activity 
Delia Ports and Dianl (2003} note how similar organisations are 
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;eriods ~f intense activity followed by a luIl, W-nat then becomes 

the periods of abeyance, activities should be directed towards 
¯ inmllectual development and thinking through strategy and 

¯ involve as many people as possible. If not, it is possible that 
lems raised in this re.search are likely to become obstacles 

Challenges that one participant summed up 

that we are fighting, we have m understand how are we 

:.are we fighting ¯ ¯ .’ (Interview, Anonymous, 10.08.03b). 

ag the future of the CCF= one participant recaIls how an old 
of the dangers of the ECla l~ecoming a ’popcorn 

just pops up every time there is an issue’ (Interview, 

However, while the socio-economic crisis in Sbuth Africa. 
will always be fertile ground in which organisations like the 

sow and nurture a 1urger community-based organisation in 

social movements m recognise that ’it is not enough simply 

order; one must show that it is not all-powerful, one mu~: 

hidden beneath the cement, the word beneath the ~ilence, 
beneath the ideology’ (1985: 55). In a small way, this is what 

started to do. But the past is not always a guide 

and whether a larger and more sustainal~le organisation can be 

!n Durban will partly depend on the lessons learnt by, and learning 
CCF participants. 

and D~ai and Pizhouse (2003) replicate dements of ri±s. However, ~he let~up in activity 

thee organisations seems to have Znduced more tuber reflection (~ee McKinley and 
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Building Unity in Diversity 

Social Movement Activism in the 

Western Cape Anti-Evlction Campaign 

tee Western Gape Ami-Eviction Gampa{gn is a 

56mmunity orgamisatiorm from poor, marginaiised areas of Cape 
actMsts and organisations share threats and experiences of 

~.ter discomxections, discontent with state policies of cost recovery 

and dissatisfaction with [coal political representation (Leitch 

oppositions[ voice ~n local politics in Cape Town, they 
and evictions as we!! a~ to intervene 

pertaining to housing and public services. The experiesitial and 
)that has built the Campaign overlies real diversity. Activks~s and 

diverse conditions, work from differen~ histories of 
with the state, and ground their activism in 

The strength of the Campaign derives from its common 
identi~r. Yet, real tension exists bev-ween th~ d:versity of 

organis~fions and strategies and tt:e unity required to fight 
rights and against sta~e policies and actions. Recent 

that only by accepting tr~ diversity can ~he Campaign’s 

analyses the building of the Campaign’s ’unity in diversity’. 

pul~l~c service delivery and cost-recover,i poltciea, we 
ty of the Campaign’s identity as a community-based 

inherent: diversity embedded in ~his identity. We explore 

local contexts shape diverse political practices, while also 

Ill 
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Dynamics of a ’Mini-Mass Movement’ 
Origins, Identity and Ideological 

Pluralism in the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee 

Anthony Ega~ and A~x Wafer 

~OUiqG MEN ILLEGALLY reconnect t~e e|ectrtciW supplies ~f heuseho[~rs 

- oa one occasion thw ~en rec.onnect a police 

Tffen¢-five thousand people marc~ ~om ~exandra Town.kip m Sandm~ 
the way in which the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 

gIy been ’hi~a&ed’ by ’the rich and powerS1’. Activ~s~ 
Sowem meet with comrades ~om Chamworth and ddegates ~om the 

Dalai Peoples’ Mo~men~ and join in a march in Durban that ~s larger 

:than the ’official’ African Nattona! Confess/Tripartite Alliance rally at the 

Conference Against Rzcgm. The annu~ genem~ meeting of ~o allied 
movemenm ~n Diep~loof combine populist sec~l~sm and rel~gieus re.valise. 

:. ~ :.:~Aad 87 activis~ - maw of them elderly pensioners ~ are a~m~ed after sho~ 

fired when the protesters ~y to disconnect the mayor of Johannesburg’s 
.:: . .: dec~iW, becoming in the pr~ess ’the first point,ca[ gr~o~e~ of neohbera[ism’ 

~ zhe eyes, a~ le~t, of ~he ~ntm=ationa! resistance movement m gIobalisation 

(Resist 2002). 
~ese historical snippe~ and snapsho~ of s~n~le ill~ate in brief maW 

of the tkemes and issues, personalities, alliances and collective contentious 

actio~ of a smal~ but significant social movement* organ~a~ion (SMO) of protest, 
the So,veto Etee~iciw Cris~ Committee (sECC). ~ile ~ndamenm~ly focused 

~."~".. an a Iimited issue - provision of affordable (where possible f~ee) elec~iciw 

the poor of Sowem - the SECC discourse and pr~is lin~ access m services to a 

~Mque of economic globalisa~on ~d advocacy for democratic socidgm+ Though 
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largely under-researched (except kdexander 2003; Kingsn0rth 2003; Desai ; 

Mclnnes n.d,), it has had an uneven yet disproportionate impact on SOu 

African society precisely through its ability eo network with iike-mir 

organisations and activists, 

Yet such a story is only partly complete. The SECC is not one 

k is a highly complex and heterogeneous movement, containing varlet 

moments of suo~g cohesion and survtvalist solidariw, as well as a series 

tensions and cleavages; small and imprecise in size, it manages to 

considerable public and media atmn~on (hence Cerruti’s dlumsiIy 

of a ’mini-mass movement’ [2002: 45]); organised into over twenty 

across Soweto, it seems at times almost anarchic in structure; born and sus~: 

out of a ’new 1eft’ ideology, it remains pluralist, comprising anarchists, 

supporters and everyday churchgoers. In an a~empt re under~tand 
dearly, this chapter will explore some .of these tensions throt 

the origins of :he SECC, the competing identities and ideologies that are 

through the SECC, and the strategies and logistics of mobilising a 

movement’. 

Roots and Branches: Origins and Membership of the SECC 

[f it were possible to define a single moment when the SECC emerged, 

might be the protests that accompanied the launch of Igoli 2002, the 

package launched by the mayor of Johannesburg in 1999 aimed at makin 

Johannesburg Metro Council fi~ancially viable+ Development in South 

underwent a shift in emphasis after 1996 when the Growth, 

Redistribution strategy (GEAR) replaced the Reconstruction and Devdc 

Programme¯ The KDP had emphasised a relatively progressive set 

oriented policies, and against ’apartheid created infrastructure disparkies’ 

1995). In :he extension of electricity and water services, the IKDI~ 

(ifeli~e tariff% cross-subsidisation from areas with higher rates bases, 

National E[ectriciw Fund underwritten h~ government (RDP I995). 

structures were to reflect ’relative affordabilit~’ (RDP 1995). 
of dee RDP was the ’democratisadon of the state and society’ (RDP 1995); 

governmenes were to be respOns~bIe for delivery of services, for drawing 

programmes to extend service networks, and for engaging local 

in dialogue¯ Interestingly, Bond has argued that the process of 

6eiety’ was begun even in the RDP, with the assumption that local 
the most effective toot of delivery (Bond 2000: 92~3). 

1996, ANC poiicy shifted progressivety towards the more growth- 
". GEAR policy that sought to balance social development, the demands 

a highly competitive global market and the often confIicting 
,lder interests of the ANG’s supporters {Friedman 2001, 2004), and 

some as a ’nee-liberal ir~pired policy package’ (Bond 2000). These 

¯ have had unequa[ impact in terms of benefiting the maioriw of 

~Africa~. The poorest 50 per cent of South Africans continue to receive 
per cent of the national income and 45 per cent are considered poor 

poor (Terreblanche 2003; Department of Social Development 2002}. 
service provision in water and electricity has shifted to a 
hacked up by the t!areat and exercise of disconnection of 

s. This is ilegedly because such policies maintain sustainabte and 
pricing regimes in the industry (Clark and Drimie 2002), Recent 

suggested that far from a culture of non-paymen~ among various 
$ou:h Africans simply cannot pay for electricity and water 

2002; McDonald and Papa 2002; Khunou 2002~ Fifl-Flynn 2001). 
shift was mamfested in Igoli 2002. Fo[towing 

¯ " of the Johannesburg Metropolitan Council, service 

i’was ra-organised into self-contained ’utility’ companies (such as 
;that would have to make :hemsdves f~naacialty viable. It was partly as a 

this process that the SECC was bozn. For his opposition to Igoli 
figurehead Trover Ngwane was dismissed from his post as ANC 
Pimville, Soweto {Haffajee 2001). He was subsequently involved 

[in Sow~to] on the energy crisks’ (N~vane 2003: 46), 

~rimary organised constituency of the SECC. At the 
=~me, in downtown Johannesbuzg, a series of protests were organised 

;i~d. the Urban Futures conference held at the University of the 

June 2000. Here, a number of activists linked up with academics 

for Applied Legal Studies {CALS) and the Municipal 
oct. T~nis would forge the SECt’s public profile under the auspices 

the Anti.Privafisation Forum (APF). The SECt became 
most active members’ of the APF (tn~erview, Ngavane, 2003), 

: conventional protest actions with illegal reconnections (’Operation 

Within sLx naonrt~s, the SECC had reconnected over 3 000 households 

47). 
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The different origins of the SECC suggest somet~.ing of the different 
and constituencies that make up the organisation. Almost at once 
emerging strands: the po[~tica[[’~ orga’~ised a~d a~iculae members such 
N~ane who form ~e leadership core, 

who make up the membership at tM local bran& level. To suggest 
pos~ a ~ndamen[~ m~d dee~seamd cleavage would be an over-stamment." 
~ a common ~sue t~at gives ~e SECC coh~ion, and the more 

sophisticamd leadership aze By and large ~e sons and daughmrs of 
’survivalist’ bzanch members. Yet it does suggest a aim of possible tensio~ with 

Rte organi~don, and it poses specific chaBenges for mobilMng 
movement’. 

Reflecting ks compl~ oogins, ~e s~ucmre of the S~CC 

from the start a heterogeneous membership, with 
m~ment m a~d eng~eme=t tn the ot~n~at~n. Core aetiv~ 
no longer hold officio positions of leadership in the SECC hut no~ethelms 
see= as t~ ’public ~ce’. ~e (mostly young malO iRegd reconnecmrs c 
deep in the communities and illegally reconnect etec~tci~, supplies 
w~o have been disconnected fu~ de~ault~ng. 
(mosdy el~eOy women, ~he ’grannies of Soweto’) participate 
bran&m, some of t~em holding poskio~s on the exec~tNe, and take 

the marches and pro/esm, and sporadically get sent on ~aiaing workshops 
SECC parme~ oNanisatiom. 

Publicly ~e ~e~rt of the SECC is the small core of activ~ who 

~om a li~e o~ce at the Careers Canoe communiw haB near Bars 
Hospit~. Officially, office bear~s are elected annuaUy at the AGM, 
many newer members. Yet the founding 
of influence ia the leadership s~cmre, often Because the~ 

ener~ m main~n ~e momentum of ~e SECC, 
splinter into ~ bmn&~s. Not ~o~ma~ its chai~e~on, and havi.ng no 
office, in fact not even a card,s:tying member of the organisat~on, Trevo 
N~ane ~ nevertheless ofmn regarded ~ & facto spokesperson of 
(N~ane 2003: 47), particularly at international meetin# 
activism su& ~ the WoOd Soc~l Forum ~ 
sot collapse ’ifT~or {N~e] got tiled by a b~ mmo=ow’ Ontervie~ 
2004), ~ role, rage&or with his comradm ~in leR inte!lectual cird~ 

of the ~ade union movement and a number of ~assroo~ activise, h~ 
crucia~ to ~e SECC. N~ne is cleady by 
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¯ 3nal’ intellectual, but he has tried to devdop a cadre ofgrassroots ’organic 

to complement the ’r~aditional intellectuals’ in ate movement. 

a highly innovative leader with a strong flair for the dramatic 

20O3). 
single computer from the office at 

iC.a}eers Centre, arrange meetings, compile and distribute pamphlet~ to 
a~al branche~, organise recruitment initiatives a~d speak on behalf of a 

i:and often elusive constituency. The channels of communication between 

semi-autonomous branches {cf. SECC n.d. [c.2004]) and the 

Centre office are never direct, often comprising a te.~ message to a ce!l 
_g tl~ar may or may not st~ll exist. Apart from attending mass meetings and 

:the brancMeveI membership is seldom involved in the o~her 
Of the SECC beyond their own branch structure. A continuing source of 

for the ~eadership is the lack of communication not only with the 
but also between the branches themsdves (SgCC 20040. 

the informality of the 8ECC’s membership structures, one must reIy 
to try to gauge its size. Tmvor Ng~vane’s estimate that there are 

! 000 active Sl~CC members {2003= 47} seems somewhat optimistic. One 
r of considering numbers ~ to Iook at at’ter~dance at recent AGMs - 

estimate for 2003 w~as around I10 present on the first day 

n the seaond day (Alexander 2003: 9). Similar numbers could be found 
problem with these figures is that there is considerable overlap in 

between the SECC and APF (particularly among leadership}. Nor 
we reliably )udge the SECC size on such ’events’ a* the march on 

between 20 000 and 25 000 demonstrators), which was a 
action comprising a range of new social movements as well as 

in all likelihood, people who)tined the march out of curiosity÷ 
are stronger than others, 

attendances at meetings of 50 to 100 members or associates, 

often have less than 10 members. If, based on the recent AGM 
Report (SgCC n.d÷ [c.2003/4]), t~.ere are about 32 branches spread 

the best case scenario for ’membership’ might be between ~ 600 

members. If half the branches are inactive or have a handful o{ 
the numbers might drop to about 1 000 active members. There is a 

that involvement in the SECt fluctuates according ~o 
which from the evidence seems to suggest waxing and 

protest. 



Having said this, one pIace where the SECC does come t~ 

movement is in the mass demonstrarion~ outside council office~ 
Johannesburg. This. is a definitive public profile of the SECC: tl~e highl’ 
image of several hundred pensloner~aged women, dressed in full sEC¢ 
brandishing umbrellas and whistles, marching throng:. 

Johannesburg. It is in this moment of the march, perhaps more than 

else, that the SECC is the SECC. For a few fleeting moments t}~ere is unity in tl 

crowd. The symbolic vaIoe of closing the street for half the dm 

in forging group cohesion and identity within fl~e SECC, if rmt 
immediate threat m those in powen 

Another smacmra2 probiem is that apart from the SgCC 
illegal reconnectors who are mostIy young men, there are few, 

the branch levet. In the post-1994 city, many Sowem youth seem ’apotiticaI’ ~ 
’depolificised’: 

¯.. iT]he youth of today is politically ignorant. You know, they 
drugs, they like nice times. They are not politically conscious, 

alley believe the struggle is oven Everything is fine, we 

(Interview, Activist t, 2004). 

Even for those youth who are more politicalIy conscious, the 

issues of the branch-loyal members, such as e~ictions and decrricity cutoffs,, 

not capture the imagination, as do more persenat aspirations like 
(Inmrview, Activist 2, 2{304). This points to an issue of competing 

within the SECC, and a significant cleavage in the organisation. Even at 
mass rallies and marches this is noticeable. By the end of the 

some who started the march have disappeared, scattered in different 

along the way; most co~picuous by their absence at the enc 

mosdy young men from Tembelihle and Orange Farm, ’informal’ 

on the outskirts of Soweto, and even more marginal than the 
communities of Sowem. 

What is clear is that the majority of SECC members are middle-aged 
dderly women, which is seldom reflected 

the ’grannies’ are certainly taken seriousl~ by the organisatio~, which 
all i~s meetings in vernacular languages rather than English, there remains 
element of male domination in the S~CC. This is quite the opposite 

level, where the most active members on a day-today level are :he 

: Soweto, and most of the active branch structures are headed by 

]~ecause it is them who get affected most of the time. To live depends 
¯      pension. When rates go up the first person who is going to 

:.:~fected is granny {Interview, Activist 3, 2004). 

&e s~Cc leadership sugges~ that ’the councitlocs target old ladies’, 

m the threat of evictions and attachment of property, that accompany 

prepaid meters, or m e~xtract arrears payments (interviews 

of activists fi’om 2002-04)÷ Many old women capitulate in the 
lose even the little that they have. 

~C ~ook the geannies to town to give ~aem ~ood parcels so that 

in everything that they said to them. On Wednesday 
Kunene said the police will come and people will put pro- 

iike it or not. Kunene is still a child.., the councillor is fighting 

Activist 3, 2004). 

~~ma[t size and ge0graphica[ specificity, can we accurately colt the SECt 

The SECC is certainly a social protest organisation, an 
m the established political representation system that ’mediates’ 

state and citizens i~ a context where the established system is seen to 
(~enkins and Klandermans 1995), drawing 

base and offering a vision of a new social order, while engaging 
confrontational and disruptive tactics {Zirakzedeh !997: 4-5). To 

i~uch theoretical confusions as ’minbma~s movements’, it might be 

~eak of social movement organisations that collectively constitute 
(cf, Teumme 1981; Tilty 1984). Tot~ralne (1981: 77) defines 

tggting 
adversary for the sociat c~ntrol of historicity in a concrete 

~: socia! movement as collective action by a group el:social movement 

{slviOs) and a greater diversity of ideologicaI positions within a 
one saw at the rec~nt Genoa protests, of. Andretta and Mosca 

to account for such phenomena as nonaffiliated suppormrs and 
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bourgeois intellectuals within SMOs (often figures outside the broad social c 

of the SMO membership). This perspective helps us to reconcile the SEC¢’ 
structural disjuncture between leadership and rank-and-file, with its 

importance within a network of likeminded otganisations. 
A ne~vork of SMOs engages in a variety .of relationshi 

co-operation (non-competitive co-operation; competitive co-operation; 

and sometimes factionalism) (DeIla Ports and Diani 1999: 124-7; cf. Diar 
1995; Zald and McCarthy 1980). The SECC clearly operates withi= a network 
associate organisationa under the co-ordinating banner of the APF i 
2004). Other grassroots groups openly align themselves with the SECC, such 

the Tembe!ihle Crisis Committee (TCC) and the Snrall Farms Water 
Committee. They have [argely emerged in response to the same 
evictions, service delivery and eat-oils {Interview, Activist TCC, 2004), wire 

official membership structure, and widd no effective power yet 

and fight for their community. Such localised groups stretch from 
to Durban to Nelspruit through the ’network umbrelIa’ of the APF. Thi~ 
networking is not simplywithln South Afri 

resistance community. Thus, although the SECt is small, 

below) ideologically pluralist, it has received 
participation in a range of international forums. It remains to be seen how 

cleavages of age and gender piny themselves out within the organiaat~on. 

Mobilisation and Repression: The SECC versus the State 

In 2002, the SECC chose to boycott the debt moratorium process, initiated 
the wake of widespread grassroots refusal to pay arrears electricity charges. The.! 

8ECC had helped to mobilise resistance to collections by Eskom the nation£:; 
dectricity supplier. After much pressure the state and Eskom offered to make 

concessions. The 8ECC did not participate in ~he negotiation process. The 
African National Civic Organisation (SANCO) criticised the SECC for this}~ 

decision. 

No movement can be in an endgame al[ the rime. Communit~e~ will do 

what needs to be done in terms of their lives improving, no~ for some 

ideblogicaI e~d {Donovan Williams quoted in Mail ahd Guardian 5 April 

2003). 
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rted that the ANC and its allies such as SANCO have ’used the 

’state to prf what they see as their grassroota base from_ interlocutors’ 
dail and Guardian 5 April 2003). Yet wi~:hin SECC {eadershlp 

:there is acknowledgement that the decision not to be a part of the process 
fortunate one. The SECC is consistently outspoken in ~ts critique of 

number of contestational s~rategies. Although 
ilmovement] is construcmd through political action’ (Laclau 2003: 30), tire 

:choices suggest much about the nature of a movement. Mobilisation 
take a range of shapes and forms, and have at times proved 

: for the SECC. ¯ 
SECC has developed notoriety for outspoken critique of globalisation 

~becalism. Irt August 2001, SECC members attended the World 
Against Racism (WCAR) in Durban. The most drfimatic moment 

,nference for the SECC and its allies wa~ the unof~’icial march on 31 
Durban by the social movernents~ the largest during the WCAR. This 

be repeated at the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
en~ the following year ~ dubbed the W$$D by activists. New alliances 

¯ progressive labour movements (particularly the South African 
alWorkers’ Union, SAMWU) and the SECC participated in wider struggles 

peration Vulamanai’} and housing {’Operation Buyel’ekhaya’), 
:and destroying prepaid mete*s in Soweto (Ndaba 2003}, and expanded 

to include all basic services beyond electricity = water, housing, 

~i’i~ai~¢ar~= t .... port and education, with forays into protests against rising 

ya~{-i.7:}}:.:{.i.~:{~i:ignt if the SECC has had a ’defining moment’, it has been the events 
~!i.!:#:>~{~aund[ng what became known as the case of the ’KSV’. On 6 April 2002, 

i~i.~:~7~i{!ig~rly ¯100 SliCe members, many ef them pensioners, arrived at the mayor of 

~!~):2:i(:{i:-~J:gh~nesburg Amos Masondo’s Kensington home t6 present a petition and 

{?~i!!::~.}.}ii~{gt against power cur~s. When th ..... d tried to disconnect the mayor’s 

{i~{iii~{{~!}~tr[City, an altercation with bodyguards turned into a minor riot and two 
Police arrested 87 people after tire incident, including 

gwane and SAMWU organiser Rob Rees. Smaller opposition 

Democratic Movement (UDM) and Pan-Africanist 
1 *aw it as an understandable if regrettable result of government’s 

fulfil ~ts electoral promises of access to power for the poor. SAM\W 

~he state’s handling of the incident, as did many local and 



global activist groups. Through the Internet, socialist and broader 

globaiisation groops called on their members to express their 

the ’Kensington 87’ (or K87) and lobby the South African government 
their speedy release (SAP* 2002a; 8alayedwa 2002; Martore[l 2002; 
2002). Released on bail from DiepHoof Prkson a few days 

on for almost a year, until 5 March 2003, when it was dismissed 
testimow of Masondo’s bodyguard was ruled unreliable, self-contradictor 
incredible. If an’fti~ing his actions had probably 

{APF 2003). For its pat, the SSCC and its allies used the trial and publicity as i 
vehicle to communicate its and-prNatisation, antbcut offs message to 

public. After his release on bail, Trevgr Ngwane reaffirmed the SECt 
commitment to marches, protests, boycotts and illegal 

electricity and tO hold the ANC to it~ 2000 election promises of free water 
electricity for the poor (SAi~A 2002b). 

Another form of contesvatlon consi~endy pursued throughout fl~e 
under discussion (2000-04) has been illegal reconnection. The 

reconnect{ons has been the ~ajor means of mobilislng stipport. Stric~ 

professionalism and integrity in this respect is maintained because part 
performance of this work, the theatre or spectacle of the reconnection, is about ~i 
extertding the solidarity and support of the SECC. AS one connector said, ’you~ 

learn not to do it in the dark,., everybody must see who was there.. 

hide yourself’ (Interview, I[Iega[ Reconnector 1, 2004). Su& 

seen by the state as criminality, is part of the SECC’s repertoire of 
and does much to maintain the SECC~s public profile of community service 
dissent: ’We yarned what was a criminal deed from the point of view of Eskora,7 i 

into an act of defiance’ (Ngwane 2003: 47). 
However, in areas where knowledge of the 8ECC is limimd, where the sense. 

of community is weak, or where (tike Orlando West Extension) people are: 

slightly wealthier and more able to pay for services, the reconnector8 have often. 

fouod hostility. Some fear ’ttouNe’ with the authorities and Eskom, or the 

inconvenience ,of temporary loss of power during reco~nections, in such 
circumstances there is less likelihood of establishing agrassroots-based movement. 
As one reconnector remarked, ’thW 19ut themse~ve~ h~gh, because they pay. 

They think you well make a problem for him. i. but if you do it right, he wilt 
realist that we are there to help, r~ot to destroy’ (Interview, lliegal Reconnector 

2, 2OO4). 
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[.~ourse these offer no automatic guarantee of success, however one might 

to measure success. As noted at the March 2004 AGM, failures, weaknesses 
threats revolved around sustaining activism and keeping branch 

the goals of the SECC. Members, ~t seems: 

involved in various activities but fail to report back to the 

and the forum. Activities are therefore not used Eo allow the 
to grow but [as an] individual thing. The organisation also 

to develop a mechanism of dealing with the problems from the 
2004b). 

might suggest tha~ the 8ECC leadership have less power to speak on 
’ than is acknowledged. The semi-autonomy of the 

may weaken the movement’s ability to co.ordinate and maintain a 

.of accountability, but it may also reflect the reality of how people in 
construct and con~est identity. In this regard, the recent turnouts 

(’gome of the reconnectors have been charging money to perform recon-. 

i~ not imignificant. While poblldy claimed as a political action, in the 

of economic marginalisation and high unemployment many of the 
work as a job, and an access to resources. The report 

this division between the ’political’ leadershlp and its ’de-politicised’ 
, the SECC~8 concern that many of its supporters 

politically loyal to the A_NC. 

1rig to consider that the SECC has been systematlcally 

by the ANC. At the peak in the 2000-01 cycle of cutoffs and ilIegal 

;, then Minister of Public Enterprise Jeff Radebe, while proposing 
to e[ecrticity service delivery - punishment of corrupt 

svreamlined billing, an amnesty l’or those who reported itl~gal 
:!’~0nneetions and a willingness to set aside 50 per cent of residents’ arrears - 

a stinging attack on the SECC as representing part of a ’criminal eukure’ 
a radical anti-.aNC agenda (Kadebe 2001). His voice echoed many in the 

saw, and see, groups like the SEC¢ as not only opponents of its pnhllc 

es, particularly the working class. ANC and South. African Communist 
:.;.Pray (SACP) discourse on the new social movements is rooted in denunciations 

supposed ’ultra leA’, whose position is unrealistic, ’undermining’ the 



’progressive’ policies of the government (Nzimande 2003; ANC Polil 

Education Unit 2002; Makhaye 2002; Moleketi and Jele 2002). Trevor N 

status as a former ANC member in bad standing, a ’dreadlocked den 
(Kindra 2003; Tanldso 2003), adds to the hostility. 

The SECC has certainly caught the a~tention o~’gnvernmer~t and the ANc i 

local level. Though the government has denounced the movement as crimi~ 

: SECC is to a large degree a less conscious tink: the unintentional 

:ue of net-liberal globalisa~ion and cost- 
which only occasionaD coincides with a grassreots communaI- 

,’ of survivalism and identities of daily material realities, linked 

to popular religiosi~T. 
little evidence that 8ECC members at the branch level see themselves 

~3~’:~ Of a general resistance to neo-tiberaIism or the vanguard of a populist 
senn-officmlly noted the need to revive SANCO as a commumty*based lobbvin~i.<~:’g-~,~q~ft ahernat~ve to the ANC - most SECC members after all voted for ~e 

organ~sation, revitatise ARC and 8ACP branches m~d encourage local councilIor ~iilri: :the 2004- general election, as the SECCiAPF leadership tmphc~tly 
to be seen to be ’delivering’ lest ~be SECC, APF and its associates consider enteri ~ledged by not catl~ng exp[icltly foi a srayaway. In contrast to the political 
directly into the realm of contesting local council elections. One ~e:~>~°¢v~::~’.!:~a~c~aemlc backgrounds of some of the founding members of the SECC, the 
cammentator, though flercdy hostile to the 8ECC and Ngwar~e, preseientl i~i~}~ty of branch&vet members are probably less educated. They articulate 
avoiding the ’criminal’ and ’rent a mob’ rhetoric of the ANC in govemmen ~:~o~cerns as immediate and material, related to their daily lives rather 
noted that ’hi~tory bears testimony to the fact that to spark a wave ~ "abstract ideas about privatisation and global~sation. In fact, one concern 
disenchantment does not require big numbers’ {Tankiso 2003), }{~}t~ leadership is to educate ~e branches about these concepts, and to show 

~:!!~:!:-.’~ i ~;.,~:~,::,.~..:,.[i w.:"~he~e ideas do impactupon peoples’ dai~y lives (Interview, SECC Organiser, 

Identity and Ideology: Inclusions and Exc[mtons 

TM culture of the SECC, the symbolic expressive aspects of 
(Wuthnow 1987), those parts of its ’action system’ that generate collective 

(Mdluci 1995) incorporates its beliefs, values, artefacts, symbols and 
Similarly, SECC ideology (in a Weberian rather than classically Marxist sense a 

the symbolic expression of politicaI behaviour) is that of a~ 

overlapping layers of culture (urban, African, township, new social movemen{,~ 

know something of that [privatisation and g!obalisatlon] at the 

I am still a learner. I cannot tell somebody about it. I can say I am 

help for the level that I am at. Whatever I hear I will cram it... 

my pleasure to see that nobody is living in darkness (Interview, SECC 

Member, 2004). 

protest, and le~ intellectual cultures to name broad categories) that in turn{~!{s’.}i::~.:?):’i-;!7: " 

creates its own multi-discursive, disjanctive culture tO.thin it.s membership. Within{ ~]}: :[ii.:.::.i~ iS.6weto, electricity is important because ’life is hard ~thout it’ 0nieCe.s, 
the SECC, at the ~eve[ of political culture and ideologq there appea~s to be a’~ ~{}i:i::~-:"i~rious ~ECC activists, 1004). [~ the context of post~apartheid Soweto, and 
series of shifts. Desal (2003a) Rrgues that the ’poors’ ;~i~’~:’i’.} i~t~mi~es made by the Metro mayor for affordable basic services for all, electricity 

:~il}.~:i’~:"::.ii:~4ui~derstood to he a r~ght that is due to the grannies of Soweto, most of the 
have come to constitute the most relevant post-1994 social force from ~,~i!’.{{{!i:~i::m~m.bers vbat make up the SECC. In ~his respect, electricity is symbolic of what 
the point of view of chalIenging the prevailing political ecor~omy. The ::~7~i~::~i:{:}.’it :means to have dispensed with apartheid. For most SECC members at branch 
co ....... i~y movements have challenged me very boundaries of what "~:;:~1!{ :):: }!~el, trying to survive and make ’Granny’s [ .... thly R1 000-00] pension’ keep 
for a short while after the demise of the apartheid state was seen :~{;i:,-! i: eightpeople alive, the branches are the" primary expression of discontent, and 

post-apartheid Soweto. The SECC branch meetings exclusively as ’politics’. 
iJ i.e place in local school hails or community cenzres. These are places that 

What Desai tries to do here and elsewhere (see, for example, Desai 2002), are generally familiar with, and may have some significance other than 

tgaply being local spaces to gather. They are places to which people can and 



must walk, and the journey itself is often an important activity itself; 
sometimes meet up along the way and discuss angthing 
to famiIy dramas. The fact that it affects ’us all’ ~s the glue that binds men 

The meetings affirm and reiterate the datlg lives of those that are involved a 
make up the branch, and act in some way ~ a support network for people 

the local community. 
Many of the branch members of the SECC are church-goers, m:d thor{ 

often an invocation of similar language 
Certainly, :he church occupies an important place for man’ 

members, and in the Chiawelo branch, the meetings are held in a 

Most mornings I go to church. If I don’t 1 feel something. After church: 

¯ I can meet my friend, maybe go to a meeting ÷.. SECC is physical; church¯ 

is spiritual. In prayer, they say pray and God will help those who do 
practical things (Interview, SECC Branch Member, 2004}. . 

Branch meetings usually begin with .prayers and hymns are 

’struggle’ songs (sung with great gusto and famiIiariW). 

activists express their anger at their conditions as welI as their 
enthusiasm for the 8ECC in religious terms. However 

period, protest rooted in popular religiosivi has not created a new 
’theology of recoenection’. This may be because most ’progressive’ theoio 
are still picking over the bone~ of the Truth and ~econciliation 

for ~:heir i~pira~ions. Others may have moved on to more ’serious’ stuff, and~ 
few are now in government. The lived religious spirituality of 
activists {and their counterparts in other SMOs) has yet to be given 

symbolic expression. Maw of~he local churches in Soweto are sdling 

in the afterlife, and do not provide a context for political and 
mobilisatio~, as they did in the 1980s. 

There is a further popular dement, of looking 

struggIe, the tradition of UDFiCOSATU community mohilisation before 

’sold out’ to the Wortd Bank and International Monetary Fund 

culture, including many of its cultural artefacts and symbols (ineludin= 

songs and the dkst~nct~ve SECC T-shirt that uncannily and possibly 
resembles the SACPiCOSATU T-shirt) has bee~: re-approprlated. 

us how to protest,’ explains Ngwane about the sense 

¯ old ladies rook from cutting off the mayor’s electricity in April 2002 

Ngwane, 2003). This performance is a significant weapon in the 
oire of the 8ECC, having cut off many local counciIlors in the past 

s SECC activists, 2004). Yet there is a~so a sense of frustration 
, at times. WC’e fought for this before,’ claimed one informant, 

;:mus~ we fight again?’ (Interview, Activis~ 3, 2004). This reference to the 

s of the 1980s is a source of cultural cor~tinuity and an assertion of 
legitimacy, but may bac~ire on the SECC by further alienating it from 

elements within the Tripartite AlIiance (Barchiesi 2004= 35). 

h supposedly pursuing the ’dream of socia[ism’ (SECC n.d. [c.2004]: 
th~ leadership’s own ideology is complex. If anyzhing it is rnuki- 

~eIf-consdously non-sectarian, welcoming members of all or no political 

iinto the fold: the underlying issues revolve around what Desai (2003b) 

~the politics of the immediate’, a politics ef snrvlvaI for the poor that 

.’;I{isAPF comrades. This is not surprising, givetr the diversity of its 

Such a pnlitlcs of respect and recognition of d~versity within 
los what Desai (2003b) has dubbed t~;e essence of the South 

i~new left’. Ks Flocks (2004: 145) notes: 

committed activists frequently have taken Ieadership in 

causes and campaigns while~ a~ least initially, ~eeing those 
as mere steps ~owards more ultimate ends, rather than ends in 

SECC discourse seems more rooted in notiot~s of economic 

and ~b_e South Aftican Constitution, claiming legitimaw in terms of their 
be ’pensioners of Soweto’ (Field notes, February 2004). There is 

dec~rldty in the BilI of Rights, though according to a svady by 

may be some grounds to challenge electricity pricing under the 

Roux andVahte 2002}. It remains unclear how suc~ess~l the 8ECC 
in such a constivational challenge. The chairperson’s report, having 

’bourgeois politics’, argued rJ~at, once dm SECC and o~her movements 

up a more solid poIkicaI base in Soweto, a shift to participation in 

migh~ occur (SECC 2004b). Tbis would be a new direction {or the 

At, F, and a ~eat risk. Could it succeed in the face of a hegemonic 



ANC? With the networks forged by the leadership with other social 
organisations, such a party might offer an alternative to cu~ent political 
(McKiniey 2004; Harvey 2002a, 200@ The unknown factor ts how far 
SECC coutd take its diverse and illusive constituency, and whether the 
’peers’ of Sowers would in fact choose such an akernative. 

Conclusion 

[... social] movements are ’plural and diversified’, ’un-representable 

and unpredictable’, and ’express a qualitativdy new level of the smuggle, 
a level in which life itself is the stoke’.., which, threaten not only state 
control but ~.Iso the established lefi’s understanding of struggle and 

bewreen the SECC axxd other organisatiows remains tentative. 
, w~th the APF represents the solidification era ’new Ieft’ political 

a{ the level of leadership, but tb, e impact at the branch loyal, where 
far more in material immediacy, remains lukewarm. The 

berates government economic policies publicly, but has so far 

to mobilise Snl~port for contesting local elections. In the meantime, 
: continues to e~xis t in i~s most potent form at the branch teve[, organised 

local campaigns of resistance and the everyday realities suc~ as illegality, 
-~nd elec:ricity. 

diversi~y of salient information, and heuristic facility with which their 
leadership teams interact with their environment+.. People can getter- 

ate the power to resolve grievances not only if those with power decide 
to use it on their behalf, bu~ also if they can develop the capacity to 

outthknkand outtast opponents = a ma~ter of leadership and organization. 

Yet the StCC remains a diverse and heterogeneous organisation. Spread 
twenty branches across Sowers, and containing within it a broad set c 
ideological and cultural origins, it is unclear how tee cleavages of age, 

and political identitywil[ play themselves ou~ widrin ~he or 
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Introduction 
From Anti.Apartheid to 

Post-Apartheid Social Movements 

Richard Ba~lard, Adam Habib, ]mraan Vabdia and Elke guern 

A NEW CHAPTER in South African political history ;vas opened on 27 AprlI 
1994. It marked the moment when the ldaders of South Africa’s anti-apartheid 
social movements entered the corridors of political power. As has happened so 

often ~n newly liberated countries, the euphoria of the political mansitiort 
many to expect that the need for adversatia[ social struggle with the state was 
over. For a while after 1994, this expectation tended to inform much civil society 

activity and stifled social sttugg[es, but this response was by no means uniform. 

Some social struggles did take place. Labour s~uggles, for example, exploded in 

the immediate aftermath of the first non-mdal general elections. Spontaneous 
social eruptions occurred around the issues of demarcation and crime, but in 

most cases these quickly dissipated, and state-civil society e~gagements came to 
be largely defined by collaborative relatior~. 

This collaborative relationship between the state, on the one hand, and 
the unions and civics, on the other, was partly facilitated by the new 

government’s attempts to erea~e an enabling political and fiscal environment. 

Corporatist institutions, such as the National Economic Development and 

Labour Council (NEDLAC), were established and nongovernmental organ- 
isations (NOOs) and community-based organisations (CBOs) were given 

representation in this forum through the establishment of a development 

chamber. Legislation was promulgated that enabled the registration of NOOs 
and CBOs. Public funding agencies, such as the National Development Agency 

(NDA), were established to direct financial resources to the sector, and most 
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importantly, government enabled the sub-contracting o{: deveiopment services 

m a number of civil society actors, thereby outreaching the collegiate logic of 

state-civil society relations during the immediate post-apar~heid phase. 
Unlike in many other transitional societies wI:ere the political honeymoon 

tended to drag on for decades, new social struggles in South Af~ka emerged 
surprisingly quicld¥. Some of these struggles can be traced m the Mande[a 

presidency, even though most of the sttugg[es in the main tended to coincide 

with South Africa’s second democratic election and the ascension re the 
presidency of Thabo Mbeki. His term of office wimes~ed the emergence of 

racial struggles on a range of fronts. Three overlapping but distinct types of 

struggle emerged. Some were directed against various governmeet pdicies. The 
classic case here is be Congress of South African Trade Unions’ (COSATU) 

opposition to r.he Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy, 

which represented the post-apartheid government’s decision to engage with 
trade liberalisation and pursue economic growth as the mechanism for 
faci[i’cat~ng employment, and thereby promote redistribution. Other struggles 
focused on government’s failures in meeting basic needs and addressing socio- 

economic r{ghts. The most noted e.xamples are the LandIess People’s Movement 
{LPM) and the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) that respectively address the 

slow pace of land redisrtibution and government’s failure to provide an adequate 

response to the bIIViAID$ crisis. Finally, some struggles emerged to directly 

~..%challenge the local enforcement of government policies and to resist government 
attempts at repression. The Soweto EleCtricity Crisis Committee (SECC), the 
Concerned Citizens Group (CCO) and the Anti-Evlction Campaign (AEC) are 

all attempts to organise poor and margina[ised communities to resist locaI, 

provincial and national governments’ attempts to cut off electricity and water, 
and to evict residents. The sheer scale and diversity of tEese social struggles has 
raised concern in official circles and prompted a number of scholars to mrn 

their attention to this emerging phenomenon {Bond 2000; Morals 1998). 
How do we understand these contemporary socia!, sn’uggles? Some studies 

have collectively referred to them as social movements (Desai 2.002), but, is this 

a fair description? Definitions of social movements abound, Cbarles Tilly suggests 
that *the proper analogy to a social movement is neither a parry nor a union 

but a polisicaI campaign. What we cal! ~oci~l:~ov~r~actually consists in a 
se~es of demands or challenges to power-ho~7;~" ~ {iie-i:~e era sociat category 
that lacks an established political position’ (1985: 735-6). Elisabeth Julia provides 
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more form so this definition when she defines movements ’as forms of �~!l_ecdve 
action with a high degree of popular participation, which use non-imtitution;l 

~£~Tnnels, and which formulate their demands while simul{~-nTou~t- 
forms of action t~_ ~_r_e.{.g__t.~_e~m, thus establishing themseIves as collective 
subjects, that is, as a group or social category’ Odin 1986 quoted in Escobar and 

AIvarez I992: 15). We atso understand these social movemerits to [argely exist 

._wi~th_i~_that s.p~he_r.e de_{iJ~ed a~vi[socie~: ’the orga.nised expression of various 

interests and values operatirig in.the triangular space between the fa~rfiil.~, 

and the~’ (Habib and Kotze 2.002: 3; Habib 2~03). 

Social movements are thus, in our view, p.oliOca_~lly and/or social. _ [y directed 

~ s, often involving multiple organisadons and networks, focused on 
one or more elemen_ts_o£f the social~jpolitical and econ~ 

~wt~.they. are .!gqg3e..d.... This ~hen suggests that we should perhat;s be 

circumspect about categorislng all of South Africa’s contemporary struggles as 
sociat movements; some may not be popularly located or do not sufficiently 

establish a collective identity. While :hose definitional questions can be 

imtructive, we do not wish to dwell upon them here. This volume employs the 
social movements frame as an entry point to explore the social base of these 

cnllectivities, the strategies they employ, and the implications of their choices 

for both development and democracy in Sou~h Africa. From this perspective, 
we turn to consider the questions and insights offered by social movement 

theories before addressing the context and implications of col{ective action in 
Sou~ Africa. 

A Survey of Social Movement Theories 

Investigations of social movements commonly build upon three central aspects 

relevant to our understanding of mobilisation: the structure of opportunities 

and constraints within which movements may or may not develo~pj._the networks, 

.s_~ucm____r_e:s.. ~:~.d_..p~l~e~ ~gs.o..g,r~.g~ 
the w.ay.{ in w~ich movement participants define or 
Analyses of political opportunities, 

include a wide range of theoretical perspectives from structural materialist 

approaches to mobilisadon to construerivist understandiags of identity. They 
therefore .work together ~o bridge approaches to ’old’ and ’new’ sociat 
movements, bringing together movements for liberation, independence and 

freedom that often sought revolutionary change and the overthrow of the 



state wit[, the ’self-limi6ng radicalism’ of’new’ social movements (Coher~ t985: 

664) which demanded greater equality and rights without challenging the 
szrucmre of" formally democratic states and the market economy. This three- 

pronged approach also offers important insights into the so-called ’new-new’ 
(DelLa Porto 2.003) transnational movements that press for alternative 

gLobalisatiom and in so doing challenge powerful teansnational and global 
political and economic structures. In this way, these three aspects of social 

movement inquiry productively accommodate the analysis of significantly 

different movements across time and space. 
As a first step, structuralist discussions of political opportuni~ seek to 

understand the contexts within which mobilisation is more or tess likdy. 

Approaches to political opportunity incorporate the insights from theorists of 
collective behaviour (Oberschall 1993; Smelser I971) by pointing to the 

importance of broader structura~ openings and instabilities to which actors may 

respond~ Political opportunity theorists also underline Piton and Cloward’s 
central insights into the importance of i~tltutions to both ’create and limit 
opportunitie.~ for mass struggles’ (1979: x-c). They therefore work to connect 

broader structural and institutional configurations to tlie prospects for move- 
ment activity and the rise and decline of protest cycles, but irnportan*l’� do so 

without reducing the presence of movement activity to structural conditions. 

Tarrow offers a fairly concise definition of political opportunity structure: 
’consismnt - but not necessarily formal, permanent or national - dimensions 

of the poIitlcal environment that provide incentives for people to undertake 
collective action by affecting their expectations for success or fiailure’ (1994= 85). 

McAdam expands on this by identifying four dimensions of political opportunity 

which most authors employing the term agree upon: ’The relative openness or 
closure of the instivationalised political system; the stability or instability of that 

broad set of elite alignments that qrpically undergird a polity;, the presence or 
absence of elite allies; the state’s capacity and propensity for repression’ (1996; 

27). Changes in polific£ opportunity structure would therefore include shi~ts 
in any one or more of these four dimensions. It is important to s~ress that state 
actors can provide opportunities through their engagement or disengagement, 

and that forms of engagement dearly vary; for example, whi~e a paticipatory 
corporatist system may open opportunities, a co-aptive corporatist structure will 
work to diminish them. Finally, not only elites but £so counter~elltes play crucial 

roles in defining political openings. 
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Political opportunity theorists also point to the formation of protest cycles 

that begin with an increase in strucmra!ly created political opportunities, which 

are then expanded by movements as they successfully mobilise, offering greater 
opportunities for the creation of new movements. Ia this way, political 
opportunity is not simply given but is also strongly affected b{ the actions of 
collective actors. Protest cycles are expanded by heightened mobilisation and 

rapid innovation as different actors learn from and improve upon existing 
models of collective action. Either increasing popular acceptance of many of 

the claim{ made by the participants or increasing state repression may spell the 
end of a cycle of heightened protest. ALternatively, dlsillusiomnenq frustration 

and even boredom on the part of the movement participants may lead to a 
decline in protest and possibly the disappearance of formerly popular movements 
(Castetls 1983; Tarrow 1994; Zuern 2001). Political opportunity approaches 
consequently offer significant contributions to the study of socia+L movements. 

by highlighting the opportunities for action and suggesting the possible forms 
that movements will take as they respond to the context in which they organise. 
Opportunity structures cannot, however, explain the rise of new movements 

on theft own. 
Movements also build upon existing human and material resources. The 

investigation of mobilising structures, which has grown out of resource 
mchilisation theory (McCarthy and Zald 19735, mtionallst a~counts of collective 

action (Ol~on 1965), moral economy approaches (Thompson 1971) and pollticaI 
process modds Willy i978~ McAdam 1982), has vmderlined the need to consider 

not only material resources but also the formaI and informal networks upon 

which movemer~ts are built. These networks include those that develop along 
class, e~hnic, racial, religious and gender lines, as well as those that manscend 

the~e distinctions. 
This second, branch of inquiry investigates how social movement 

organ~afions are formed, what local networks they build upon, what existing 
institutions they employ, and what access ~b~ey have to political and material 

resources. This conception of resources also includes established repertoires of 
contentior~, essentially the means of dalm making Willy 1986: 4) which range 

from peaceful sit-ins and letter-writing campaigns to acts of vandalism or violent 

attacks upon individuaIs or state institmions. Though these resources exist for 
new movements to employ, new movements often innogate within existing 

repertoires. During different periods, under different regimes, various forms 



of protest dominate. As repertoires become outdated, social actors .work to 

change them in response m changes in their own interests and organlsations as 
well as the overall relationship between state and society. The changes are, 

however, extremely gradual; in the interim, repertoires may actually constrain 

action {Tilty 1986; Zuem 

Analysts who employ mobilging structures as part of a broader inquiry, 

work to avoid the eentra[ criticisms levelled against earlier, more narrowly 

defined, approaches. Mducci, for exampIe, notes that theories ba~ed purely on 

resource mobllisation ’tend to explain how, but not why social movements 

emerge and develop’, adding ’resource mobilisation approad’~es view collective 

action as "data" which is merdy given’ (1989: 3). Political opportani¢ approaches 

offer some insight into the question of ’why?’, but largely from the perspective 
of factors ex~eroal to the movemer~ts then, selves. In short, it is necessary to 

investigate the very prooess by whic~ movements define themselves in order to 

fully undetstm:d the ’why’ of movement mobilisation and organisation- 

This third area of social movement studies is based on identity-oriented 

paradigms that stress the importance of social re(ationships for arty under- 

standing of movemeng activit,/; they therefore bring cultural frames including 

shared meanings, symbols and discourses into the analysis (Lichbaoh 1998: 407). 
Analysts of new social movements such as Touraine (1981) and Melucci (1989) 

have underlined the importance of t)ammg, by focusing on subjective e~ements 

such as identity, smttts and values. Mducci reminds us that the same experiences 
and behaviour can be viewed in different ways; meanings depend upon systems 

of reference (1985: 794}. These shared meanings, defined as framing processes 
by Snow and others (Snow et al. 1986), are central m any understanding of 

social movement activity. Even the st~uctural.ist account of Piven a~d Cloward 

(1979} and the rdative deprivation theory expounded by Gurr (1970) point to 

the central importance of a shared feeling of ~ievance in order for mobilisation 

to occur. The ove~sight in t~ese theories has been to assume that such collective 

framings simply appear w~thout investigating their very consrrucoom 
McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly argue: ’For a growing schoo~ of "cortstmctionists", 

social movements were both carriers of meanings and makers of meaning, that, 

by namir~g grievances and expressiug new identities, constructed new realities 
and made these identities collective’ (1997: ~49; italics in original). Insights from 

the study of so*called ’identieg-based’ movements, such as those f~cusing on 

women’s and gay righta, were incorporated into the study of social movements 

more generally to work to address questions of collective ident~.ty, co~ciousness 
and solidarity that earlier models had difficulty solving. The inclusion of these 
approaches underlines the importance of definitions of community, shared 
meanings and transcripts (Scott 1985) for any account of collective action. 

Scbolars from numerous perspectives have worked to bridge these three 

cer~tral aspects and oftendivisions in ~e study of social movements (Cohen 

1985; Della Ports and Diani 1999; Lichbaeh t998; McAdam, McCarthy and 
Zald 1996; McAdam, Tartow and Tllly 1997, 2001). \Vhile different authors 
allocate varying degrees of attention to underlying s~ructuml factors, it is quite 

clear tha~ no movement can be understood wlthout.some investigation of the 
material structure wisI~in which it formed. Opportunity structures work either 

to l~mit collective action, as in highly representative or repressive syseems, or to 
encourage such behaviour, especially under conditions where ~ere is a clear 
definition of a repressive system (for example, apartheid, around which many 

could rally in opposition). The establishment or presence of solidarity networks 

is clearly required for the ’production of meaning arid the mobilization ef 
resources’ (Ddla Porta and Diani 1999: 22) that enable popular protest. Finally, 

the production of shared beliefs and collective identities form the necessary, 

but not sufficient, bas~s for all social movements. 
Before moving on to an investigation of the underlying s~rucmral conditions, 

both domestic and transnational, affecting recent movement activity in South 
A~rica, it is necessary to add two more important innovations and challenges to 

~hls three-pronged perspectNe on movement activitT. First, until relatively 
recently, most schoIars of movemenr.s have focused upon domestic contexts 

and movements rather than transnational scram, constraints and opportunities. 
Keck and Sikkink (I998), however, have importantly drawn attention to 

~ra~a~ational advocac~n.~__.~j.~_7._.~g growing scholarship, following in their 
footsteps, furtIaers this inquiry by focusing on the development of transnational 

erganisations and movements, particularIy those challenging nee-llberal 
discourses of globa[isation {for example, Clark 2003; Cohen and Rai 2000; 

Della Pores and Tarrow 2005; Flotini 20001 Keane 20~3; K}~agtam, Riker and 

. Sikkink 2002; Klein 2001; O’Brien et al., 2000). These scholars have pressed 
researchers and activists to define opportunities, networks and identities which 

transcend national boundaries, and that work to connect the ’local’ to the 
’global’. 



Second, McAdam, Tarrow and.Tilly (2~01) have worked to define a more 

dynamic approach m movement activity and collective action more generally. 

This approach seeks to move the focus of {nquiry from one of understanding 
political opportunities and threats, mobilising structures and framing processes 

to a framework with.in which greater emphasis is ptaced upon the very 
mechanisms and processes that bring about conmntions action by carmecti~rg 
these factors. This resu[r~ in a more dynamic and complex framework which 
effeetivdy focuses om processes such as boundary activation (defining ’us’ and 

’them’); diffusion (the eransmission of ideas and approaches to new populations); 

brokerage (the linking of previously unconnected actors and sites); radicalisation 

(the move to more extreme tactics or agendas); social appropriation (the 
appropriation of previously non-politicised sites or activities into sites of 

mobitisation); category formation (creation of a new social category); oh}oct 

shift (change in perceptions and relations among actors); and certification 
(validation of actors by an external authoriw). Such a framework challenges 
researchers to draw connections between various processes to better understand 

social movements and collectivities in motion. 
This dynamic framework, along with ~he three-pronged approach outlined 

above with the cruciat addition of mansnational and globs| opportunities, actions, 
identities and constraints, offers a host ofques~ons, approaches and mechanisms 

for researchers to consider when investigating popular responses to ~he political 
and soeio-economic context in South Africa. In order to employ these insights, 
it is necessary to begin by defining the broader ftamework of opportunities and 

constraints to investigate global~satiou as it manifests itself in South Africa. 

Globalisation and Marglna~ation in South Africa 
The terra gIobalisafion has come to dominam discourses of social, economic 
mad cultural developments in contemporary society. Given the mukifaceted 

processes that are often merged under its rubric, the term defies clear and 

precise definition. Most analysts begin by pointing to the economic dimensions 

of global~sation, including the dramatic increases in international trade and 
finance, the growing importance of multi.national corporations in the 
international economy, and, more generally, the growing interconnectedness 

of many parts ofthe world. This growing interconnectedness has been 
chamcterised over the ~ast three decades by the increasing importance of new 

advances, which have dramatically reduced the costs of inter- 
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national transactions, thereby promoting the increased movement of capital, 

goods and services and, to a certain extent, people. It is important to also recognise 
that the integration of the global economy has led to a rapid pro[ifevatiot~ and 

spread of new information and communicatior~s technologies. 
The forces unleashed by global~sation have had a fundamental impact on 

the production system, which itsdf has become g[obalised. The shift from Fordist 

to post-Fordist production strategies has led to the outsourcing of suppliers and 
the relocation of prlce-sens~tive products to [ow-cust production regions where 
labour is cheap. These changes in the production system have in turn fostered 
fundamentally reconflgured labour ma_rkets, forcing a rapid growth ~n new 

forms of informal, contract and par>time working arrangements across the 
globe (see Standing 1999). 

The economic definitions highlight some of the key features of 

gIobalisation- the imports*ace of trade, the growing importance of r~ulti- 
~ationa[ corporations, the extent and ease of international capital flows, .the 
importance of the spread of technologies and ideas, and the globalisation of 

production ~ but say very lltt[e about hierarchies of power and social relations. 

Others in the social sciences, however, emphasise the importance of the 
compression of time and space as key dimensions of globalisation (see Harvey 

1989; Giddens 1984). Distinguishing between place and space, where the former 
signifies the idea of locale or geographical location and the latter is structured 

by social relations, g~obalisation involves the increasing disconnection from place 
and connection to space. Olobalisation is thus defined as ’the intensification of 
worldwide social rdations which link distant localities ifi such a way that Ideal 

happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice-versa’ 

(Giddens 1990). Mittelman extends this conception ofglobalisation to emphasise 

¯ the political dimensions of globalisation and the responses to it. He views 
¯ globalisation thus: 

. . As experienced from below: the dominant form of globalisation means 
¯ ... ¯ historical transformation; in the economy of livelihoods and modes of 

¯ i. :. 
existence; in politics, a loss in the degree of control exercised locally ~ 
for some, however litrIe to begin with - such that the locus of power 

gradually shifts in varying proportions above and below the territorial 

: : state; and in culture, a devaluation of a col[ectiviW’s achievements or 
¯ :. " perceptions of them (2000’, 6). 
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The strength of Mitre[man’s concept is that it provides a framework for an 

a.nalysis of how agents may respond to globallsatior~ and therefore of the politics 
of globalisatlon. Oillian Hart expressly argues .against seeing globalisation as ’an 

inexorable force of nature’ {2002: 5~1) and suggests that even critical readings of 
g{obalisution have been disabling for the way in which they have promoted 

"’the global" as the site of active primacy’ (2002: 2.94). She advocates a recog- 
nition of local politics a~ a mechanism both to challenge and engage with 
glohalisation. These innovations allow us m view g[obalisation not only in 

economic mrms but also as a multifaceted process with power relations that 

produce powerful forces supporting its further entrdnchment and also discontents 

that sometimes coalesce into counter movements. 
tn this way, globalisation has been linked to marginalisation, a term used in 

the literature en poverty and social policy to encompass the disadvantages of 
individaals, households, social groupings, or spatial areas, in teems of some 

social, economic, cutmral or political activities or processes. Mar~nalisation is 

most often linked closely to a lack of material resources and poverty and 
associated with powerlessness and lack of representation and fteedom. 

What, then, is the impact of globalisation? There is now a large economic 

literature that empirically explores flxe effecm of globalisation (see, for example, 

Dollar and Kraay 2000; World Ba~k 2002; 8tigli~z 2002; Sala-i-Martin 2002; 
Rodrik 1999)..This empirical literature, complicated as it is by a range of 

measurement controversies, does not address the fundamental issues at play. 

This is iargely because amwers to this quas~ion too often take a homogenous 

form. For its proponents, globalisatio~ is a necessary developme~xt that will 
enable society to maxtmise its wealth, and bring prosperity ~oalL For its critics, 

it is an ominous development that increases exploitation arid oppression and 
plunges societies into the depths of poverty and immiseration. Both these 
perspectives contain at [east a kernd of truth, but their essential weakness is 

that they speak only to one side of a muhlfaceted process, which has differential 
effects among and within nations. 

What then are these differentia[ effects? To state the obvious: globalisation 
has both winners and losers. These winners and losers do not correspond ~o 
the neat nationabinternatiorml divide tMt is so often reflecmd in left-leaning 

nationalist literature. The beneticiarics and victims of globalisation are present 

in both the industrialised and the developing world. This should not be 
surprising. After all, the defining element of globalisation is its integrative 

1I 

character: tb.e erosion of national boundaries and the increasing drift to a 

spatially unified universe. Its effects are thus global. Recognition of this, however, 

must ~:ot be interpreted to mean that the effects are uniform across the globe. 
Indeed, since social structures vary across spatial contexts, the impact of 

globa[isatiou differs dramatically across regional and national contexts. Peasant- 
b~aed societies, for instance, are far more adversely affected by the disciplining 
effects of globalisation tha~ are societies with a high preponderance of skilled 

workers concentrated in knowledge-based iz:dustties. 
Globalisation has transformed socialstructures by reorganising tee indum’ial 

sector and forcing a large percentage of orgunised workers into the informal 
economy; i~ also reconfigured the class alliances of the post-Second World War 

period (see Marglin and Schor 1992). In this new era, the domestic Bourgeoisie. 
was reconfigured into an alliance ~vith international capital, As a resutt, domestic 

Labour was thrown onto the defensive and forced into a rear-guard battle ~o 
protect the gains won in an earlier phase of the accumulation process (see Held 

a~d McGrew 2002). The primary beneficiary of this state of affairs was capital~ 
although this was not universally the case (Habib and Padayach~e 2000)÷ This 
enhanced the negotiating power of finance capital and multi-national 

corporations, in particular vis4~is other social actors as a result of the increasing 
availability" of investment sites across the world. The primary institutional 

casualty of this process was the nation state. Previously it served m condition 

and conswain capita[ in its quest for profit. Now capital, with its control over " 
investment and the availability of an overabundance of investment sites, served 

as a constraining influence on the nation state. IncreasingIy, it demanded Iess 
regulation and mote market-oriented policies as a cos~ for its investment+ As 
the years roiled on, the nation state begmq making significant concessions in 

this regard. 
Labour, as a social actor, has ~ost ~he most as a ~esuIt of this process of 

globalisation. The enhanced power 6f capital, the increasingly subservient status 
of the nation state, and the transformation in the industrial economy unleashed 
by g[obalisatioe all has taken its toll. Large numbers of workers, particularly in 

vulnerable industries, have been thrown out of work or into casual labour. 
Gains won in the earlier accumulation phase around the sociat wage have largely 

been rolied back. And the influence of labour over the state has declined 

dramatically, making it almost impnssible to tnrn the political tide. Of course 
the effects on labour have not been equally distributed, but labour as a social 



category has experienced a net loss in influence, members and control over 
and &are of society’s resources. 

Ironically, as we noted in the previous section, one sector to have benefited 
from g[obalisation, or at least from some aspects of i~, ~s the activist layer of 

social movements spa~ed in this period (Lambert and Webster 2004: 86; Taylor 
2004), The technological and communication revo/ution has not only made it 

easier for capital to do business, but has al~o enabled activists from across the 

ideologici spectrum to wage zheir srruggleso F~mafl and cheaper global travel 
enables activism from different parts of the world to communicate much mo~e 
easily, The Internet and satellite television facilitate the universalisation o~" 
straggles, in particular because the citizenry in the induatrialised countries are 

more easily made aware of the oppression, exploitation and immiser[sing 
conditions to which other parts of the world are subiected. As a result, in the 

last two decades, United States and European corporates such as Nike and Shell 

have been hetd accountable for their labour conditions and environmental 
records i~ other parts of the world through consumer boycotts and other forms 

of protest h~ ~e US and Europe. Intemation£ financial agencies, in particular 
1:he International Monetary Fund .and the World Bank, are continually con- 

fronted with street derndns~ations at their annual general /ueetings; these 
protests are overwhelmingly p’opulated by activists and eidzens from the 
industrialised world. Seattle, Genoa and the range of international consumer 

boycotts launched against a diverse set of multi-national corporations for 
everything from the Pale’*dnian struggle to child labour practices would not 

have been possible without the increesing integration of the world through 
globalisation (Byers 2000). 

South Africa serves as a textbook example of how globalisation plays itself 
out in the semi-industriaIised world. Capital ha~ been the primary benefieiaw 

as productMty and the return on investment dramatically ~mproved in the Iast 
decade. The state has been largdy constrained by domestic and foreign capital 

and has, as was indicated earlier, made significant concessions at the macro- 

economic poticy level (Michie and Padayachee 1997). Labour has been the 

principal loser in this process. COSATU’s influence on its alliance partner, the 
African National Congress (ANC), has been steathly eroding throughout the 
transition years. Large numbers of organised workers have been retrenched, 
casua[ised and/or forced into the informs1 economy, leading to a further 

expansion of the burgeoning underdasses. Some workers have done well. Senior 
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managers and certain categories of skilled workers (including professionals) have 
experienced rising incotnes, but they constitute a tiny proportion of the overall 

:: hbour community that has been on ~e defensive for most of the last decade 

: ¯ (Nattrass 2003). 
" ¯      One distinctive feature of the South African case ks that the gIobiBation 

process waS simultaneously accompanied by a political transition from apartheid 
to a democrat:it order. The substantive compromise of dris ~ransifion was the 
incoming regime’s support for nee*liberal economic policies in exchange for 

: capital’s acceptance of black economic empowerment and some affirmative 
The result has been a globalisadon process tinged by colour. Black 

entrepreneurs have Become the primary beneficiaries as they have been induded 
" in new investment from both foreign and domestic capital, and have been 

provided wtth concessionatW 1onus by the state and/or its finandai agencies. 

" ¯ Skilled black personnel have benefited enormously as the corporate sector has 
scrambled to meet equity targets in their managerial and staffing structures. 

¯ "    Black managers and workers have been prioritised in public sector employment, 

but black has also been the colour of most of the victims of this neo-liberal 
i :: globalisation, an unfortunate legacy of the overlap df race and class categories 

: .bequeathed by apartheid. 
The net effect of this s~multaneous coupling of economic globalisation with 

:..tM democratic transition, what Samuel Huntington (1991) called ~e Third 
Wave, has been devastating. According. to the Report of the Committee of 
.Inquiry into a Comprehensive System of Social Security for South Africa (2002= 
19), unemployment stands at 36 per cent for the overall population and at 52 

cent for African females. Poverty is pervasive and, a&ording to a recent 
commirce~ of enquiry for the Department of Soc~a~ Welfare, stands at an 

astounding 45 to 55 per cent. About 10 per. cent of African people are 
¯ malnourished and at least 25 per cent of African children are stunted (Everatt 

21303: 77). Evidence suggests that key indicators, such as unemployment and 
tM number of households without a breadwinner, are deteriorating (Everatt 
2003), TEe levd of inequality is a~o getting worse. South Africa has always 
been one of the mos~ unequal societies in the world, and the incoming ANC 
government in 1994 committed itself to addressing this prob[em. Yet despite 

ii..... the post-apartheid regime’s rhetorical commitment to redistribution, the Gini 
coefficient continued to rise throughout the ANC’s first two termS of office 
(Report of ~he Commiztee of Inquiry into a Comprehensive System of Socii 

i " Security for Sou% Africa 2002: 27). One flatter worth noting, however, is that 



the racia! profile of inequality is changing. Tb.is ~s reflected in the fact that the 
size of the African component in the richest income docile rose fi:om 9 per cent 
in 1991 to 22 per cent in 1996. Ti~e racial profile of the poorest ha~, however, 

remained black, leading many commentators to conclude that the present 
economic dispensation benefits only a tir~y elite within the African population. 
The predicament of the losers in this transition is perhaps most graphically 
captured in the words of Emma Makahaza in the poverty hearings hosmd by the 
South African Human Rights Commission, the NGO Coalition and the 
Commission on Gender Equality: 

I am having seven children and nothing to depend on. I am making 
bricks and sometimes it rains and then I can’t do it. And I collect food 
and take it to people. I fetch wood and collect cans of cold drink a~:d sell 
them. When 1 am without food then .I go next door and if they don’t 
have then the children will have emp~ stomachs and I cry. Yesterday I 

left with my children fast asleep hecause they will ask me what: we are 
going to eat. I am very thin because when I bought a bucket of mielle 
men!, I won’t eat at all if I am thinking of the c~ildren. They say’. Mum 
you are going co die (Commission of Oender Equality et al, 1998: 17). 

The Rei~vention of Social Movements in Post-Aparthetd South Africa 

One of the most striking features of social movements in post.apartheid South 
Africa is d~at many of them are new, and a number of them em_esged from_._the 
la:e 1990s. ~t~king, in particular, because South Africa’s recent political 
~ so integrally tied _t~o_~o~ia/.:mg~e_m.e&~, Although some ma’~ 
6F F~-fft~aix’{igi?T~ ~ent and effectivenes~ of civic and trade union 

organtsation in South Africa during the apartheid era, it would be Nit to say 
that, compared to m~ng other countries, there has m~B.~_~ a 
heightened [eve[ of social organisation in the country, especialIy in urban areas. 

/"--~S’odifi[ movements in ~8{3~ A~{[d[~[~pla~cgff~ vi~at ’hart in precipitating and 

defining the terms of the transition to democracy and indeed ~he tlberadon 
movement was arguably one of the quintessential sociaI movements of fine 
twentieth century {see Figure t.t, block 1). Opposigon to apartheid was, as a 

result of apartheid itself, necessarily extra-parllamentary. Banned political 
parties, such as the ANC and Pan-Africarrist Congress (PAC), along w~th t~e United 

©emocmtic Front (UDF), COSATU, NGOs, civics and churches, formed a collective 
mass of democratic energy, which - in combination with economic difficulties, 

::. From An~*-A~,artheid ~o Post-Apartheid Social Movemen~                        t5 

: [: e~terrtal political pressure and chat~ging geo-polifical circumstances - resulted 

"[:.. " in ~e negotiated revolution of the ~rly 19908. 
:.: [[: Yet, in a county whose politi~ w~e defined by an ultimately ovetwhelmi~ 

¯ . ).~nti.government movement, ~here is only limited insdtutionaI conriauiw 

. helen ~e movemenu of the t980s and those of the late 19908. The key 
’:[ . ~p[a~a~o~ for the ne~ess of today’s generation of social mo~emems ~ that 

.: ::.....old aveau~ of opposition were absorbed i~to the post-apa~heid government, 
: :.:. " thus lea~ng oppo~en~ of the government without a ’voice’ with which to 
~ .:. : ~rms or a mechanism to org~ise opposition (see Figure 1.1, ble& 2). ~g 

.:.. ’mrked a change ia the politi~l oppormniw s~ucmre and the repertoires of 

¯ :": ~:: .[.d0ntenaon, ~ well ~ the acti~tion of new boundari~ and therefore new sen 
¯ ......:..~f polt~cal actors. 

2. Mld-1990s: Po~l-Transttlorl      3. Late-1990s Onwards 

~ 
I~PF 

TAG 

" "0p~0*itlo~ Opposilio~ Opposition 

"’."..: [ A~ we argued earlier in the immediate aftermath of the political transition of 

.. ’: ¯¯¯1994, state-civil society relations changed from the adversarial opposition tb.at 
:::: [dlaracterlsed apartheid politics, to a more collaborative and development- 

::::....ii )iOriented focus. Unlike the previous govemm&nt, which did not have inter- 
i::{ :i:i.: fiational or domestic legitimacy, this was now a democratically elected 

!".i:: !:.: g0vernment that was seea.to be ’working on the problem’ of poverty and 
:i 21: i :deprivation rather than creating or exacerbating it. Patience was exercised, and 
:;.: ::4 although social conditions remained difficult for the poor, communities were 

:: :;::i.n6t inclined to mobilise (Desai 2002: 1). 



Furthermore, even if communities had wanted to mobi[ise, the institutional 
environment that historically emaloled this had all but disappeared. The 

organisarional mechanisms that bad been used to express opposition to 

government prior to the rransltion - thg UDF, ANC, civics, NGOs - were either 

now part of the government or operating in c|ose collaboration with =he 

government: 

¯ .. key activiata [took] key jobs in parliament and other government 

seructures. Gener£1y, there was deep confusion in that the civics’ mainly 

opposition£ role m the state was now deemed inappropriate, as they 

were urged to move ~rom ’resistance ~o reconstruction’ (Lumsden and 

Loftus 2003; 19). 

To illustrate the distance the civic movement had moved, the Sunday Tiras~ 

reported that the South African National Civic Organization (SANCO) had 

launched an investment arm in order to generate reyenue for members. It 

quoted the executive director as sonny: ’We have reposRioned ~e 

iowa’s empowering ~e mmmuni~ - ~th the emphasis on s~lls d~elopment, 

education, and employment’ (Kobokoane 1997}. In a ~ecent artide, Fo~est 

d~c~bed s~CO ~ a ’moribund ally’, an ’empw shall’ ~n litffe capaciW 

opposition (2003: 9). 
NGOs, too, moved closer to the government and there ~ ’increasing 

pressure on NGOs to "prof~sio~ise" - code for adop~ng more technocraic 

approaches to development - with emphasis on efficient financial and 

managemen~ sysmms, and the abiliW to effect swift delivery’ {Marais I997). 

Boutle a~uded m the danger that NOOs and CBOs were ’falling into gne ~ap of 

being res=icred m delivery’ (1997). ~e mi& m late 1990s could arguably be 

described as a hiatus in popular and radical ac~viw during whi& pmponenm 

SOda[ justice a~empted to internal~e their programmm within the state thro@ 

the drafOng of the new comtimtbn, the alleviation ofpove~ t~rough wel~re, 

aM the implemenm~on of poliW m redress inherited inequalities. 
There were, however, diveNent opinions both within the ~tate and civil 

socieW on the best development pat~. ~ welfarist solurio~ of ~e Recon- 

struction and Development Pro~amme were ~ncre~ingly seen rebe ~umped 

hy pro-~o~h approaches as articuNted in ghe 1996 ~ strate~, opposition 

has been expressed through the re-invigoration of civil sociew and the 
development of a new generation of CBOs, which seek to challenge the emerging 

pro-growth consensus. 

¯ These new, emerging CBOs are different from their traditional 

.:. counterparts. Often they command greater technical capacity and 

¯ experts, and slot into networks with larger NG©s. One example is 

People’s Dialogue and its community-based structures like the Homeless 

People’s Federation... As wet1, their rising expertise implies a gradual 

break in their former dependency on =struggle NGOs’. Most importantly, 

i.:: :. they do not shy asvay from taking governmer~t on (Anonymous 1997). 

~; .:. :i : The Homeless People’s Federation (the communiw-based organization which is 

i : " part of the Homeless People’s Alliance) was indeed the ~orerunner to a host of 

.:. s~gnificant social movement~ that were subsequently established (~ee Figure 1.1, 

i:i :block 3). The TAC (1998), Concerned Citizens Forum (1999), Auti-Eviction 
Campaign, Anti-Privatisa~on Forum, Soweto Electticit7 Crisis Committee 

:"i: " .(2000}, the Landless People’s Movement, Coalition of South Africans for the 
.. :: : Basic Income Grant (2001), and the Education Rights Project (2002), amongst 

others, have re-constituted a vibran~ civil soclety. 

: : " . ¯Contemporary social movements are by no mear~ unitary and uniform. A 

:?.i ¯quick scan of the issues they represent indicates a massive diversity of concerns: 

informal labour access to infrastructure honsin~ eviction HIV AtDS 
¯ . " crime and~.safetg,.and geo-politics~-.Many movements 

.i .::i from dass-based ideologies with notable self-descriptions as: anti-neoliberal, anti- 

" capka[ anti-OEAR, anti-globalisation, anti-market, and pro-poor, pro-human 

socialist a~d TrotskTist. However, while the material improvement of 
" ..~oor people’s lives is at the core of many of these movements, they are by no 

means limited to demands for delivery or indeed to the concerns of ~e poor. 

¯ Some also speak to legal rights, social and environmental justice, and stigmas 

and discrimination of certain categories of people rooted in everyday society 

culture. Furthermore, the acknowledgement of second-generation rights 
!!i ii::. i~ the constitution allows ~’or material gains¯ to be constructed as rights, and 

.::: there is increasing blur~ing between class-based and rights-based struggles. 



Voices of Protest 

In addition to issues, secial movements vary according to geographic scale. 
On one end of the continuum, the Concerned Citizens Forum is a Iargd7 
ChatswortE.based movemet~t focusing its work on ::)urban. At the national 

level, the TAC is strongly represented throughout the country, although it may 

be more active in urban areas. J~:bi[ee South Africa, on the other end of the 
cominuum, is a local office of a global movement. Local initiatives of*en overcome 

the constraints of tEek geographic focus by affdiating with movements elsewhere 

in the country or world, as was seen in the way Durban’s Self-Employed Women’s 
Union with 2 000 membe~:s modelled itself on the Self-Employed Women’s 

Association with 700 000 members in India. These and many similar institutions 

a::e [inked through the global organisation of Streemet, launched in Durban 

irt Z(?0Z. Along with a variation of scale, movements also vary in size, According 

to Forrest (2003), the National Association of People Living with HIViAIDS 
claims a membership of 200 000 ~o 300 000. Others may have memberships 

of just a few hundred, or memberships that are difficuk to determine as a 

result of their structural form. 
[nsdmtlonal shape i~ also a dimension of variation÷ As we have seen, some 

are local branches of international movements. Others, such as the National 
Land Committee, describe themselves as independent NGOs, and yet still others 

are associations and networks of exiting organisations such as the Coalition of 
South Atzicans for the Basic Income Giant. Finally, some still choose not m 
formalist their structure at all and prefer to remain unregistered and informal. 

This diversity amongst contemporary social movements in terms ot" issues, 

size, institutional form and tactics creates important methodological challenges. 

Is iz lair to say teat in all cases we are dealing with the same ’unit of artalysis’ 

and that all movements are necessarily of tee same category? Can aI[ of these 
social struggles necessarily be defined as social movement? How do we 

understand social movements within the global and national context? What 

are the implications of such movements for democracy in South Africa? 
In an effort to address these question~ and understand the significance 

tlaese movements, a case study methodology was adopted. The research process 
involved bringing together schotars and activist intellectuals, frern a diverse set 

of ideological backgrounds, to investigate these movements, ~he social 
background of their membership and Ieadership, their operations and decision- 

making processes, their goals and s~rategles, and fina[ly their social and poliftcal 
significance. The research generated a voluminous set of information, all of 
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" which would be impossible to capture in the pages that follow. The chapters of 

. " :i.: this volnme, then, each of which focuses on an individual social movement, 
.:/.". mnst be t~eated as analytical summaries of more microdirected and empiricall¥ 

¯ " de,ailed reports published elsewhere. They are conceptually brought together 
¯ in a concluding chapter, which reflects bo~t on the political signific}nce of 

(.)./.: these movements for development and democracy in South Africa, and on the 

¯ i debates in the globs[ academy around social movements, social mobilisati0n 

and social reconstruction. It should go without saying that the analysis and 
¯ i:. conclusions in the pages that follow are founded on the World Social Forum’s 

: ¯ ambition ~aat a better world is possible and are offered as a contribution m the 
i":: : : d~ruggle for tee creation of that future. 
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Seeking the High Ground 
The Treatmeat Action 

Campaign and the Politics of MoralitY~ 

S~vsn Friedman and Shauna Mottiar 

WHEN multi-national corporations were meant to be invinclb~e, 
::: .i demonstrators pressured ~nternational pharmaceutical firms into abandoning 

i!:::[ i ~0urt action seeking to prevent the g0vemment from importing cheaper generic 
(TAG 200t). In 2003, tb.e gov~ment succumbed m pressure and 

plan ~:o distribute anti-retroviral medication (ARVs) to people livirtg 

:.i[i:.: :~th HIViA.~D8 (TAG News Service Z003a}. 
7fEe common thread between these events was the Treatment Act~0n 

(TAG)= it was responsible for the 2001 demonstrations and played a 

a campaig~ to win access to ARVs for people infected with H1V 
ii":a~d AIDS. The second victory helped confirm the TAG’s ~conic status 

and at home. The TAG and its chair; Zackie Achmat, were 

n6minated for the Nobel Peace Prize (TAG News Service 2003b). t~ has also 
repeatedIy ws a model of a social movement tb_ar h~ won gains for 

::~: i: ’its cormtituency: it was reportedly a model for a campaign by the South African 

of Churche~ and National Land Committee for the expropriation of 

(]and ~om absentee land!o~ds (Kindra 2001). 
:: ::~:.i .::~ .: .Tl~e TAG is a movement that campaigns for affordable treamxent for people 

with HIV and AIDS. It was iannched On 10 December 1998, International 

to ’campa{gn for greater access to ereatrnent {or all Sot~th 

~ublic awareness and understanding about gsues surrounding 
i? the availability, affordability and use of HIV treatments’. The TAG says it also 

It ts ~egaxded by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 3:55 PM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

ccm3 032662.xls 

ccm3 032662.xls 

Hi Allison, 

I have attached a log sheet. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:28 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Textbook order deadline for Fall 2012 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Sunday, April 01, 2012 10:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Textbook order deadline for Fall 2012 

Dear George, 

Here are my textbook submissions for the FALL 2012 semester: 

AFRI 101-002: INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA (A maximum of 60 students is allowed in this class.) 

PARKER, John and Richard Rathbone. AFRICAN HISTORY: A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION, Oxford University Press, 2007; 
ISBN 978-0-19-28248-4 BA, Mariama. SO LONG A LETTER ACHEBE, Chinua. A MAN OF THE PEOPLE 

AFRI 600-001: AFRICAN STUDIES COLLOQUIUM (A maximum of 20 students in allowed in this class.) 

CABRAL, Amilcar. UNITY AND STRUGGLE 
CABRAL, Amilcar. REVOLUTION IN GUINEA 
FANON, Frantz. THE WRETCHED OF THE EARTH FANON, Frantz. TOWARD THE AFRICAN REVOLUTION 

The books by Achebe, Ba, Cabral and Fanon are classics, and should be easy to find, and preferably the newest paperback editions. 

I am sorry for being one day late, but I was on a speaking engagement in Chicago. 

Thanks in advance for your assistance in this regard. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 11:02 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Textbook order deadline for Fall 2012 

From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) [9~ailto:GFMORGAN~store.unc.ed~] 
Subject: Textbook order deadline for Fall 2012 
Importance: High 

Dear Liaison, 
Just a reminder that today, Friday, March 30, 2012, is the deadline for textbook submissions for the Fall 2012 semester. Please help 
us remind your faculty. 
Thank you for all you do. If you have any questions, please contact us: 
George Morgan, gfmorgan@store.unc.edu                 storc~unc.edu> 962-2432 Or Frank Bellamy, 



lbellamy@email.unc.edu<maillo:tbellar~email.tmc.edt~> 962-8123 Best wishes, George Morgan, Textbook Buyer UNC Student 
Stores 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc.edu<mailto:~zongola@email.mac.edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~t~://~ists~m~c.ed~/~?id=323616~4.9392b42cf3~2~d6~4366e~39be54cf6c&r~=T&1=afr~afam&~=3118581 

(It may be necessary to cm and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31185811-32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.unc.edu<mNlto:leav-e-31185811o 
3 2 361~04.93 9264 2cf3020d6 7 4 366e83 9be54cf6c(@istser~,.~mc.ed~> 



LET’S GO UNC! 

BLOGGER APPLICATION 

Name: 

Year: 

Major: 

Email Address: 

Phone Number: 

Questions! 

1) What are your goals for writing with Let’s Go UNC? 

2) Tell us about the moment when you realized you have a passion for writing. Was there an 

assignment or activity you did that sparked your interest? What kinds of writing projects are you 

most excited to work on? 

3) Please elaborate on any previous experience you have with blogging or journals (i.e. magazines, 

classes, newspapers, blogs etc.). 

4) Do you have a blog? If so, feel free to give us the link! 

5) If you could purchase a one-way ticket to anywhere in the world right now, where would you go 

and why? 

Please check all of the following time slots when you would be available for a (very brief) Skype 

conversation. This is mandatory! Once your application is received, we will email you to confirm an 

interview time. 

April 7 April 8 

10AM-12PM 10AM-12PM 

5PM-7PM 5PM-7PM 

8PM-10PM 8PM-10PM 

*Please attach a short writing sample of 500 words or less. 

*Please come to our interest meeting on Monday, April 2 (Time and Location TBA) 

*Please mark in your calendar our first writers’ meeting is on Wednesday, April 11 upon acceptance. 

Attendance is mandatory for all accepted bloggers. 

Thank you for your application! We’re looking forward to reading it and talking to you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 10:02 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ccm3 032662.xls 

Thanks Allison! I will find out what he wants to do with the other instructor’s names. Hope you had a good weekend! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 4:14 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: ccm3_032662.xls 

Hi Travis, 

This request is complete. I have assigned both of these sections to MU (Murphey) 22:1 which has seminar seating for :17 

people. Also I have removed the instructor however since he was not the only person listed on these courses, there are 
still other names appearing, just not his. I hope this works. Please let us know if you need anything else. Thanks and have 

a good weekend. 

Schedul ng Spec al st 

Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 

5ASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel HII, NC 27599 

919.~9624093 

9198438709- fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 4:01 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: FW: ccm3_032662.xls 

Hi Allison, 

Actually, the professor want to be a proxy but for now he wants staff listed as instructor. 

Thanks! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2012 3:55 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: ccm3_032662.xls 

Hi Allison, 

I have attached a log sheet. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19o966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited° If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=S TGORE> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 3:43 PM 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

P Hall bookorder.xlsx 



Jackson, Walter A. 

Southern. David W. 

Elizabeth Rauh Bethel 

Mitch Kachun 

Richard Iton 
Collins, Lisa Gail and Margo Natalie Crawford, eds. 

Amy Abugo Ongir 

Peter M. Rutkoff 

James Smethurst 

TOTAL 



CRAVER FUND 

Gunnar Myrdal and America’s Conscience: Social Engineering and Racial Liberalism, i938-i987 
Gunnar Myrdal and Black-White Relations : The Use and Abuse of An American Dilemma, 1944-3969 

The roots of African-American Identity: Memory and History in Free Antebellum Communities, 

Festivals of Freedom: Memow and Meaning in African American [mancipation Celebrations, 1808-1915 

In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politic & Popular Culture in the Post-Civil Rights Era 

New Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement 

Spectacular Blackness: The Cultural Politics of the Black Power Movement and the Search for a Black Aesthetic [ 

Fly Away: The Great African American Cultural Migrations 

The African American Roots of Modernism: From Reconstruction to the Harlem Renaissance ( 

10:0807844608 

10:0807118842 

10:0312218362 

10:1558495282 

10:0199733600 

10:0813536952 

10:0813928605 

10:0801894778 

10:080787~850 



978-0807844601 29.71 

978-0807118849 6.5 

978-0312218362 35 

978-1558495289 22.95 

978-0199733606 21.95 

978-0813536958 25.22 

9?8-0813928609 22.5 

9?8-0801894??0 36.52 

978-0807871850 26.95 

22?.3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 9:50 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

ccm3 032662.xls 

ccm3 032662.xls 

Hi Allison, 

I have attached a log sheet to this email. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19o966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 10:11 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ccm3 032662.xls 

Perfect! Thanks!! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 10:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: ccm3_032662.xls 

Hi Travis, 

I have assigned the class to GEC 3033. This is a MMC and seats :16. Please let us know if you need anything else. Thank 

you. 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 

SASB North, Sure 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Rdge Rd 

Chapel Nill NC 27599 

9199525093 

919 843-8709 fax 

office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 9:58 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: RE: ccm3_032662.xls 

That was quick! A room would be great. Thanks! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 9:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: ccm3_032662.xls 

Tray[s, 

TNs request [s complete. Do you need us to find a room for LGLA 403 or do you have another room lined up? Thanks. 

Al!ison 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, April 03, 2012 9:50 AM 
To." Speagle, Allison M 
Subject." ccm3_032662.xls 

Hi Allison, 

I have attached a log sheet to this email. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 4:28 PM 

Tanner, Beth <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Hi Beth, 

Thank you so much! I was out sick on Thursday so I didn’t get your email until today. I know it was a lot of work to put this 
together. We really appreciate it! 

Thanks again, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 11:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: List of students taking AFAM/AFRI courses 

Hi Travis, 
I am sending what I have. I apologize for the delay in getting this information to you. This file has 2 tabs: one is a list of students who 
have taken 2 or more courses between Fall 2000 and 2nd summer session 2010. The 2nd tab lists the courses each of those students 
took. 

I am gathering the information from PeopleSoft for fall 2010 - fall 2011 [it’s confusing when pulling data before and after "The 
Switch"! !] and will get that to you early next week. I will combine the data to show from fall 2000 through fall 2011, those students 

taking more than 2 courses in AFAM/AFRI. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 9:20 AM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Beth, 

That is great! I didn’t know if that would be possible. 
questions. I know you said it would take some time. 
send it all at one time once you have completed it? 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

I have attached the Data Request Form. Let me know if you have any 
Would it be better to send a little of what you have as you get it or is it easier to 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached a Data Request Form. I need this for record keeping purposes. The list is possible, but will take some time. That’s a lot 
of data. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Beth, 

You helped me out a couple times before with creating some lists and I was wondering if maybe you could help again. I have been 
asked to generate a list of students (non-majors) who have taken 2 or more courses in the Department from 2000-2011. The list 
should include courses those students took and PIDS. Is this a list that is possible to create? 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scan~er@tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 8:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.04.2012 20:43:51 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 4:51 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch Tuesday? 

Cool, I am free! I will check with Eunice on the time. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 4:42 PM 

To: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Lunch Tuesday? 

Hi Travis and Sonia, 

Are you both free for a "working" lunch on Tuesday? Time and place will be TBA - Travis ... check Eunice’s calendar to 

see when a good time for the 4 of us is and block it off (she is aware of this lunch, just block off an hour or so for us that 

works around her schedule). 

Thanks, 
dackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 9:53 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: Event for 2/23 

9506.htm 

Hi Sonia, 

Could you tell me if you receive this email and then I will send more! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Sottile, Jillian (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:JBSO-I-FILE@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Event for 2/23 
Importance: High 

Hi Travis, 

Attached is the invoice for your event for this Thursday. Please reply back with your Account number that is should be 

charged too. The number that is listed is a fake number so I could book it for you but I need the correct University 

Account number. 

Please let me know if you have any changes and thank you for choosing Carolina Catering. 

jbso’c’dle@a ux-se rvices.unc.ec[u 

our- websi’ce a’c www.car-olinaca’cering.ca’cer~rax.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 10:06 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: Order for TOmorrow 

9872.htm 

Here is one that has an invoice. 

Thanks! 

From: Sottile, Jillian (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:JBSO-I-FILE@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2012 2:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Order for TOmorrow 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for choosing Carolina Catering for your catering needs. Attached is the order, so please take a look and let 

me know if there are any changes that need to be made. Otherwise we are all set for tomorrow. 

Have a great day. 

i b so’c’cile@a ux-se r-vices.u n c.ec[ u 

Visi’c ouc wet~si’ce a’c www.ca rolinaca’cerin,~.ca’cerkrax.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 11:33 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Maybe I fixed it using mind power! 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Dear Travis: 

Thank you for your willingness to help me with my computer system. 

It is now working !! 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 10:31 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with Eunice 

You’re welcome! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 10:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice 

Thank you Travis! 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 9:40 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice 

Thanks Esther, [ have asked Eungce to let me know whgch tgme works better and one of us will get back to you. Also, [ 

spoke with Walter about the student trying to add and he did say that we need to get some more students in the 8am 

class or it could be canceled but since the student has a conflict wgth 8am [ think [t would be good to have them explain 
thegr sgtuation to Walter. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 12:24 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice 

Travis, 
2.00-3.00pm (best) and 3-4pm (alternative). Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice 

Good morning Esther, 

Can you give me your best time available on Wed and then also an alternative time on Wednesday, 

I am going to have to talk to Dr. Rucker about the student that has a conflict at 8am. I will let you know. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 



Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 8:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Meeting with Eunice 

Good morning Travis, 
I hope you had a good weekend. I am following on my meeting with Eunice; when is Eunice available this week? Thank 
you, 

Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 10:51 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20120418104448149.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.18.2012 10:44:48 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:18 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

Ok that’s good. I don’t feel as bad now that I didn’t know it! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

I learned it from my niece over Easter -- she’s a sophomore at the College of Charleston and has a lot to teach me about 
the youngsters. 

T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:07 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

had to look that one up! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

yolo 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

Lol! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

Only if I have $500,000 in diamonds and a CVS gift card in my pocket! 

T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 3:36 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: FW: 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 



Congrats! You should celebrate with drinks at the Whisky ~3ar in South Central Park next time you’re in NY! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 12:59 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] 2012 Hortense McClinton Faculty Award 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to let you know that our colleague Tim has been awarded this year’s Hortense McClinton Faculty Award. 
The award is named after Professor Hortense McClinton who in 1966 became the first black professor at UNC. She taught 
in the School of Social Work for 18 years. 

Congratulations Tim! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.d 19c27ea4325 cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31315388 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31315388-32361534.d 19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 4:23 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: BEO for tomorrow 4/19 

10112.htm 

From: Sottile, Jillian (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:JBSO-I-FILE@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 3:40 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: BEO for tomorrow 4/19 

Hi Travis, 

Attached is your order for tomorrow. Thank you for choosing Carolina Catering and have a great day. 

Campus C~cri~s 

(__].lneck oul: our ko~all:~ Vro5 ..... 1: Inl:l:ps:// .... Ii .... l:ering.cal:ert: ........ I 5t ._ ~elecl: Home Zn2 -- ~elecl: ko~gall:~9 Vrogram ~or [he clel:ails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rodney Vargas 

ccm3_032662.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:46 AM 

Sylvester, Susan R. <ssylvest@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

Hi Susan, 

I will check with Eunice when she gets back from class. I sent her an email reminder a while ago but I am guessing that 

you have not heard back from her yet. I will be sure to remind her today. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Ha[[, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

I am attempting to get Dr. Missen’s schedule finished. I just wanted to see if Dr. SaNe or any of your faculty are 

interested and able to meet with him while he is here next week. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 2:57 PM 
To: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Thanks Susan! Nice talking to you too. I will let her know! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 1:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Tray[s, 

It was very nice talking to you just now. Below is the email that I sent last week. An update on Dr. Missen’s schedule, 

he has open availability from 1:30-5pm on April 26. If necessary he does have some available time the morning of April 

27. 

Thank you so much for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Sylvester 

Executive Assistant 

School of Information and Library Science 

100 Manning Hall, CB 3360 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

P: 919-962-8368 

F:919-962-8071 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 11:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Dean Gary Marchionini has asked that I work on setting up a meeting for Cliff Missen with you and any faculty you think 

is appropriate. Dr. Missen (see bio below) contacted Gary last fall semester about the possibility of moving WiderNet to 

Chapel Hill. Dr. Missen will be here meeting with various groups on campus April 26 and April 27 (after l:30pm). If you 

could let me know your availability these days and help coordinate a meeting with the faculty that would be greatly 

appreciated. 

Cliff Missen is the director of the WiderNet Project (http://www.widernet.org/)and an instructor in the School of 

Library and Information Science at the University of Iowa. He leads the development of the eGranary Digital Library, an 

innovative way to deliver the world’s knowledge to people and institutions with inadequate Internet access. The 



eGranary Digital Library is installed in more than 400 schools, hospitals, clinics, and universities in Africa, India, 

Bangladesh, and Haiti. 

Since 2001, Missen has trained over 4,700 people across Africa and India in information and communication 

technologies, including hundreds of decision makers from dozens of universities in sub-Saharan Africa. 

ATED Fellow in 2007 and a Senior Fulbright Scholar in Nigeria in 1999, he has made presentations at Hewlett-Packard, 

Intel, Google, World Bank, MIT, USAID, and dozens of professional conferences. Missen has provided consulting services 

to the U.S. Department of State, the Carnegie Corporation, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 

amongst others. 

Susan 

Susan Sylvester 

Executive Assistant 

School of Information and Library Science 

100 Manning Hall, CB 3360 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

P: 919-962-8368 

F:919-962-8071 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:11 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Rodney Vargas-Senegal 

ccm3_032662-1 .pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:34 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Study abroad in Venezuela 

ccm3_032662.pdf 

Oh and here’s one more! 

Thanks! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Study abroad in Venezuela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:43 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Study abroad in Senegal 

Thanks Allison for al! the work you did this morning! It looks good to me. I will pass this information along and let you 

know if something needs to be changed. 

Thanks again! 

Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hi Travis, 

Since these are all Study Abroad I have set them up with a few changes. Below is how I have set the courses up: 

The WOLO and AFRI course are set up in the 552 term. The session for these courses is S52 which means the course runs 

from 6/21-7/27. 
The AFAM course is set up in the SS1 term. The session for this course is SS1 which means the course runs from 5/15- 

6/19. 

Al! sections are numbered 001. 

I have unchecked the Print Schedule box on all sections. 

I have added Department Consent to Add and Drop to all sections. 

I have set the max enrollment to 10 for all sections. 
I have added the requested Second Title for AFAM and AFRI 190 and added a note that the section/course is Study 

Abroad. 

For the WOLO sections I have added Study Abroad in Senegal as the second title. 

You may want to forward the above information to your contact in Study Abroad. Please let them know that if any of the 
above information needs to be change to let you know so you can notify me. 

you have any questions please let me know. Thanks. 

Schedul ng Spec al st 

Offce of Un vers ty Registrar, UNC-CH 

SASB North~ Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel HII, NC 27599 

919-962-6093 
919-843-8709- fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: RE: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hi Allison, 

I wasn’t given what the max cap would be. I am not sure how many are in the program that will be going this summer. 

can find out though he we have to put something down for that. 

For the department consent-The study abroad office will be the one registering the students. So it might be a good idea 

to put something down preventing just anyone from registering but I will not be the one to add students for these 

classes. 

hope this all helps but let me know if it doesn’t! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hey Travis, 

What should the max cap be on these? Also do these need department consent? Thanks. 

Scheduling 5pec al st 

Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

929-962 6093 
919-843-8709- fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:34 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: FW: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hi Allison, 



Here is what I was talking about this morning. Sorry I didn’t send to listserv but feel free to pass it along to someone 

else if you are busy! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Study abroad in Senegal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:48 PM 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Study abroad in Senegal 

Thanks Rodney for letting me know! 

Travis 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hi Travis, 

The courses were created fine, thanks. Just so you know, there was a small change that we took care of easily: 
we called Course Scheduling and had them change all 001 sections to 01S sections (as all study abroad graded 
credit courses have O_S sections to make sure tuition is not a factor) 

Thanks again for your help! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: http://studyabroad.unc.edu 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the 
intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

sole use of the 

From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 



Date: Thu, 19 Apr 2012 12:05:55 -0400 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hi Rodney, 

Looks like things are all set! If you could please check to make sure everything is how you wanted it and let me know if 

there are any additional changes that need to be made. Below was the email I received from classroom scheduling. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Study abroad in Senegal 

Hi Travis, 

Since these are all Study Abroad I have set them up with a few changes. Below is how I have set the courses up: 

The WOLO and AFRI course are set up in the SS2 term. The session for these courses is SS2 which means the course runs 

from 6/21-7/27. 

The AFAM course is set up in the SS1 term. The session for this course is SS1 which means the course runs from 5/15- 

6/19. 

All sections are numbered 001. 

I have unchecked the Print Schedule box on all sections. 

I have added Department Consent to Add and Drop to all sections. 

I have set the max enrollment to 10 for all sections. 

I have added the requested Second Title for AFAM and AFRI 190 and added a note that the section/course is Study 

Abroad. 

For the WOLO sections I have added Study Abroad in Senegal as the second title. 



You may want to forward the above information to your contact in Study Abroad. Please let them know that if any of the 

above information needs to be change to let you know so you can notify me. 

you have any questions please let me know. Thanks. 

Schedul n~ Spec al st 

Office of University Registrar, UHCCH 

5ASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2~00 

450 Rid£e Rd 
Chapel HII, N£ 27599 

919 962-6093 

91984.38709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 10:56 AM 

Sylvester, Susan R. <ssylvest@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

Sure, no problem. Thank you for your patience and thanks for the schedule too. 

Travis 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 10:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Great, I have attached a copy of his schedule just in case. Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Great. She has moved her office to :10:1 Battle. 

Travis 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Sounds great, thanks. Her office is 205 Battle, is that correct. 

Susan 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Hi Susan, 

The Chair told me that she can meet at 2pm for half an hour. Let me know if his plans change. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 2:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

He is available any time after 1:30, let me know what works best for her. 

Susan 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Hi Susan, 

I]ust spoke with Eunice and she said that she can do it on Thursday afternoon! Let me know if there is a specific time 

and I will get back to you after lunch. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Trav[s, 

He [s here April 26, which [s Thursday does she mean Thursday? 

Susan 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:44 AM 
To: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Subject: FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Hi Susan, 

Please see below. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Dea r Travis, 



Kindly let Susan Sylvester know that I can meet with him between next Wednesday at 1.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:42 AM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject." FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

From." Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent." Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:38 AM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

I am attempting to get Dr. Missen’s schedule finished. I lust wanted to see if Dr. Sahle or any of your faculty are 

interested and able to meet with him while he is here next week. 

Thank you for your assistance° 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN= STGORE> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 9:00 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: revised mini-newsletter 

Ok, Thanks! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 5:53 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: revised mini-newsletter 

Hey Travis -- 

this is what we’ll be working off of. I just want to make sure a copy exists somewhere off my computer. 

See you Monday. 

Tim 



Fall 2011 

AFRICAN STUDIES 521 

Instructor: Julius E Nyang’oro 

Office: 101 Battle Hall 

CONTEMPORARY EAST AFRICA 

Office Hours: T & Th 9.30-11.30 

Course Description 

This course is an in-depth analysis of the political economy of five countries - 

Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Tanzania- countries which constitute the 

East African Community. These countries have an interesting history in terms of 

colonialism (Germany, Britain and Belgium) and in terms of recent events- war in 

the Great Lakes, genocide and electoral crisis. But they also form one of the best 

organized regional integration schemes in Africa (the East African Community). 

This course is an attempt to understand the region qua region, and the specific 

history of each country. 

Course Requirements 

Students are responsible for and must be prepared to discuss assigned readings at 

each class meeting. If you are unable to discuss the readings on a particular day, 

the instructor must be informed ahead of time. Class participation will account for 

10% of the final grade. Class attendance is mandatory. 

There will be a short term paper (10 pages), a mid-term and a final. 

Distribution of Grades 

Class Participation 10% 

Term Paper 20% 

Midterm Exam 30% 

Final Exam 40% 



UNC Honor Code 

UNC Honor Code is in effect in this course 

Pledge: The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a 

pledge on all written work: ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 

unauthorized aid on this assignment.") 

Required/Recommended Books 

Regional Focus: 

Felicia Arudo Yieke ed. East Africa: In Search of National and Regional Renewal 

Paul Kaiser and Wafula Okumu eds. Democratic Transition in East Africa 

Dani W Nabudere, Africa’s First World War: Mineral Wealth, Conflicts and War 

In the Great Lakes Region 

Burundi: 

Rene LeMarchand, Burundi: Ethnic Conflict and Genocide 

Kenya: 

Gavin Kitching, Class and Economic Change in Kenya 

Willy Mutunga, Constitution-Making From the Middle: Civil Society and Transition 

Politics in Kenya, :1992-:1997 

Herve Maupeu, et.al, The Moi Succession: Elections 2002 

Angelique Haugerud, The Culture of Politics in Modern Kenya 

Colin Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya 

Nicola Sawinson, The Development of Corporate Capitalism in Kenya 

Rwanda: 

Catharine Newbury, The Cohesion of Oppression 

Mahmood Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers 

Gerard Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis: History of Genocide 

Tanzania: 

John Iliffe, A History of Modern Tanganyika 

Andrew Coulson, Tanzania: A Political Economy 



Issa G Shivji, Let the People Speak! Tanzania’s Road to Neo-Liberalism 

Uganda: 

Mahmood Mamdani, Politics and Class Formation in Uganda 

Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle eds. Uganda Now: Between Decay and 

Development 

Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle eds. Changing Uganda 

Class Schedule 

Part I: History of the Region 

Part I1: History of the East African Community 

Part II1: The Special Case of Rwanda and Burundi 

Part IV: Towards an Integrated East Africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 1:49 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HR Info 

Thanks[ 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2012 1:32 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley; Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: HR Info 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 

May 8: Faculty HR Topics class 

May 8: Foundations of Supervision at Carolina class 
May 10: Managing Diverse Workstyles class 

May 10: Stress Management class 
May 10: EPAWeb class 

May 11: Preventing Sexual Harassment in the Workplace class 
May 14: Notary Public Certification class 

May 17: Time Management class 
May 17: HRF List Confirmations due 

May 28: Memorial Day holiday 
May 31: Chancellor’s Award for Excellence nomination deadline 

Jun. 5: Carolina Blood Drive 

laformatio~ for EmNoyees 

State Employee Recognition Week and Employee Appreciation Day {Click here) 

Click here to view the memorandum regarding a memorandum regarding State Employee Recognition Week and 

Employee Appreciation day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 8:30 AM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Seminar Room Needed for Fall 2012 AFAM 398 

Hi Walter, 

We have a new room for you. Hey Hall room 4:~2. It seats 24 and has moveable chairs. I believe there were some other 

similar options in other buildings if you do not like this classroom. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 6:22 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Seminar Room Needed for Fall 2012 AFAM 398 

Hey Travis, 

I don’t actually need a multimedia room for 398. Any 22-23 seat room with movable chairs or a large central table would 

work. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Wal~e~ R~cke~ 

Associate P~o~esso~ ~Y~ Associate C]lai~ 

African &~ Affo~Ame~ican Studies 

UNC~C]aapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC gi’599~5595 
Pl~one: 919~9G2~2542 
http://affia~am.mlc.edu/people/walter-c.-rucke~ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 8:52 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Seminar Room Needed for Fall 2012 AFAM 398 

Hi Walter, 

Yes, I did. Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. I was going to talk to you yesterday but it was a reading day. I have 

checked with multiple sources at the Classroom scheduling. Right now they have moved you to a slightly smaller room 

with moveable seats. It is Caldwel[ room 103. That is currently the only room available at present time with multi- 

media. If you do not need multi-media then we could go ahead and secure an smaller room right now for you. Also, 



keep in mind that rooms tend to open up and become available as the weeks go on. I can continue to check the 

availability. Just let me know how you would like me to proceed. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 8:14 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Seminar Room Needed for Fall 2012 AFAIVl 398 

Travis, 

Did you receive this email? 

Best, 

Walter 

W~er R~eke~ 

Associal~e Profes~o~ ~ Associaf, e Chair 

A~ican ~ A~o~me~ican ~u~ies 

~ Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC ~599~5595 
Phone: 9~9~90~54~ 
ht~://a~da~am.nnc.edn/people/walte~c.~n~cke~ 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 8:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis (stqore@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: Seminar Room Needed for Fall 2012 AFAM 398 

Hey Travis, 

I hope all is well. I looked at the room assignment for my Fall 2012 seminar and the room design and arrangement will 

not work. I am currently scheduled to teach in Stone 209 which has a capacity of 40 and is designed for lecture classes. I 

need a seminar room that can accommodate 22-23 students. At the very minimum, I need a small classroom with 

movable seats. Something like Hardin 171/Graham Memorial 035 would be ideal (or if the Stone Center has a seminar 

room, that would be even better). 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Wal~er Rucker 

Associafe Professor ~_~ Associafe Chair 

African ~-~ Afro~Alnerican Sfuclies 

~C-Chapel Hill 

1~ ~attle Hall 



Chapel Hill, NC ~27599~5595 
Phone: 919~969~9549 
h~tp://aMa~a,1,.unc.e~lu/people/wal~e~c.~ucke~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:16 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20120510090845350.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:09 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.10.2012 09:08:45 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 3:27 PM 

Sayre, Melissa <msayre@carolinainn.com> 

RE: Inn Club Reception 

Thank you Melissa[ 

Her name is Sonia Colon and her email address is scolon@email.unc.edu 

Thanks again, 

Travis 

From: Sayre, Melissa [mailto:msayre@carolinainn.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 1:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Inn Club Reception 

We are glad to have you attend the luncheon! We would love to have her RSVP or provide us with her first name, last 

name, and e-mail address. 

Thank you, 

Melissa Sayre ÷ sales and catering coordinator ¯ The Carolina Inn 

211 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 2,7516 

919-918-2715 p 919-918-2795 f Follow us on o,~x ...... 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Sayre, Melissa 
Subject: Inn Club Reception 

Hello! 

I would like to RSVP YES. 

I would also like to extend this invitation to a fellow department member who I think may join the Inn Club. Would she 

need to RSVP herself? 

Thanks! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 3:30 PM 

Mediterranean DeE <medeli@mail.com> 

RE: Med DeE 

Ok, Thanks Jana! 

Travis 

From: Mediterranean Deli [mailto:medeli@mail.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 11:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Med Deli 

Dear Travis, 

Our driver is going to deliver the food at 11 AM and will set up everything for you, so you will be able to start eating at 
11:45 AM. Our driver is not going to stay with food during your event; he will come back to pick up the dished after your 
event. 

Sincerely, 
Jana 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
To: Med Deli 
Sent: Friday, May 11,2012 11:15 AM 
Subject: RE: Med Deli 

HiJana! 

No problem : ) We are having it at the Stone Center. I am sure you have catered there before but let me know if not 

and I can send directions! It will be in the Hitchcock room of the Stone Center. We are going to have our department 
ceremony from :1045am to :1:1:45 in the theater. Food is not allowed in the theater therefore at :1:1:45 we will come to 

the Hitchcock room to eat until :12:20. So just let me know what would be a good time for someone to deliver the 

food. I also wanted to know in addition to the delivery, does your services provide someone to set everything up and 

stay with the food? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Med Deli [mailto:medeli@mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 5:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Med Deli 

Dear Travis, 

My fault. Of course, I need a delivery address (I guess that’s the next step:-)). Can you please email me where the 
driver is supposed to bring the food? Thank you. 

Best, 
Jana 
Mediterranean Deli & Catering 



www.mediterraneandeli, com 
410 West Franklin st. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919.967.2666 

*Please note* 
We have a new E-mail address 
medeli@mail.com 
please send emails there. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
To: Med Deli 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 4:24 PM 
Subject: RE: Med Deli 

Hi Jana, 

I guess that would be the next step! Lol I couldn’t remember though if I had given you the details on the time and 

place of the event. I think I must have done that at the very beginning. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Med Deli [mailto:medeli@mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 11:25 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Med Deli 

Dear Travis, 

I assume the next step will be the delivery of food to your event :-) The driver will bring you the invoice with him on 
Saturday. Let me know if you like to change anything. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Jana 
Mediterranean Deli & Catering 
www.mediterraneandeli.com 
410 West Franklin st. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919.967.2666 
*Please note* 
We have a new E-mail address 
medeli~mail.com 
please send emails there. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
To: Med Deli 
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 10:27 AM 
Subject: RE: Med Deli 

Hi Jana, 

Sorry that I am just getting back to you but it was a busy week. That sounds great about the menu! Thanks so 

much. Now that we have that figured out, what would be the next step? 

Thanks, 



~rom: Med Dell [mailto:medeli@mail.com] 
~ent: Tuesday, May 01, 2012 4:54 PM 
ro." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Re: Med Dell 

:)ear Travis, 

qo problem at all. You will have enough food to feed 180 people. Since it is a UNC event, it is going to be a tax 
,~xempt catering. 

3incerely, 
Jana 
Vlediterranean Dell & Catering 
a~vw.mediterraneandeli, com 
~ 10 West Franklin st. 
2hapel Hill, NC 27516 
)19.967.2666 
~Please note* 
We have a new E-mail address 
nedeli~mail.com 
~lease send emails there. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
To: medeli@mail.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 01,2012 4:46 PM 
Subject: Med Dell 

Hi Jana, 

This looks great! Thanks for working on this with us to fit our budget. I just wanted to make sure that this would 

be enough to feed close to 180 people and that this price would also include the tax. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

)lease contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Med Deli [mailto:medeli@mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2012 3:26 PM 

ro: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: TRAVIS GORE 5 12 12.pdf - Adobe Acrobat Professional 

:)ear Travis, 

am sorry I did not get back to you earlier. I talked to our main catering manager and he said we can do chicken 
-nediterranean (we are not going to replace it for a cheaper option), saffron basmati rice, spanikopita, hummus, pita 
~read, sweet and unsweet tea for $1,500.00. Please let me know what you think and if you like to confirm. Thank 

;incerely, 
Jana 
Vlediterranean Deli & Catering 

~vv.mediterraneandeli. corn 

~10 West Franklin st. 

Shapel Hill, NC 27516 

)19.967.2666 

~Please note* 

We have a new E-mail address 

~aedeli@mail.com 
~lease send emails there. 

..... Original Message ..... 
--rom: Gore, Travis 
ro: Mediterranean Deli 
~ent: Friday, April 27, 2012 4:13 PM 
~ubject: RE: TRAVIS GORE 5 12 12.pdf- Adobe Acrobat Professional 

Fhanks Jana! You have a nice daytoo! 

"rom: Mediterranean Deli [mailto:medeli@mail.com1 
~ent: Friday, April 27, 2012 4:07 PM 
ro: Gore, Travis 
~ubject: Re: TRAVIS GORE 5 12 12.pdf - Adobe Acrobat Professional 

Ihank you Travis. Let me ask our catering manager what he can do for you. I wil try to email you as soon as 
)ossible. 

-lave a nice day, 
Jana 

.... Original Message ..... 
:tom: Gore, Travis 
ro: Med Deli 
~ent: Friday, April 27, 2012 3:59 PM 
~ubject: RE: TRAVlS GORE 5 12 12.pdf- Adobe Acrobat Professional 

4i Jana, 

was able to get a budget for you that would make things easier! 

;1500 

Fhis would have to also include drinks and tax. ! understand it will have to cut down on some things from the 

)riginal sample menu that you put together but that is the amount we have to work with. 



hank you, 

ravis 

ravis Gore 

tudent Services Manager 

,epartment of African and Afro-American Studies 

09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

919.966.5496 

onfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

me intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

~view, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

lease contact the sender by reply e=mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

rom: Med Deli [mailto:medeli@mail.com] 
,ent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 4:08 PM 

’o." Gore, Travis 
:c." SaNe, Eunice N 
,ubject." TRAVIS GORE 5 12 12.pdf - Adobe Acrobat Professional 

~ear Travis, 

our menu is attached. Please look at it and let me know what you think. Thank you. 
lave a nice day. 

( 

.incerely, 
ana 
lediterranean Deli & Catering 
,ww.mediterraneandeli.com 
10 West Franklin st. 
:hapel Hill, NC 27516 
19.967.2666 
~lease note* 
i/e have a new E-mail address 
ledeli~,mail.com 
lease send emails there. 

~o virus found in this message. 
;hecked by AVG - www.avg.com 
Zersion: 2012.0.1913 / Virus Database: 2411/4962 - Release Date: 04/27/12 

~o virus found in this message. 
;hecked by AVG - www.avg.com 
lersion: 2012.0.2169 / Virus Database: 2411/4971 - Release Date: 05/01/12 

[o virus found in this message. 
’.hecked by AVG - www.avg.com 
’ersion: 2012.0.2171 / Virus Database: 2425/4983 - Release Date: 05/07/12 

~o virus found in this message. 
’,hecked by AVG - www.avg.com 



Version: 2012.0.2171 / Vires Database: 2425/4985 - Release Date: 05/08/12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 9:12 AM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hey Jackie, 

Here are the 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 9:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Travis, 

Send me an email of the 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 8:43 AM 
To: Wold, Jackie 
Subject: 

Hi Jackie, 

I was just checking to make sure 
in the morning saying that~ 

and it wasn’t in there : ( 
about this now. Please help! 

was today. I think it is but             ! I usually get a notification by 
I didn’t get the email this morning so I checked my 

I thought everything was gonna be alright when we talked the other day. I’m worried 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 10:11 AM 

Slocum, Kafla <kslocum@unc.edu> 
RE: i for AFAM student 

Hi Karla, 

That sounds good° Just to let you know that I will be going out to lunch with our business manager because 

so I might be gone anytime between 1130 and 130 but should be in the office the rest of the day until 4pm 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 9:51 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re:!          for AFAM student 

Travi s, 

I’ll stop by later this morning to get the form from you. 

Thanks, 

Karla 

On May 4, 2012, at 1:34 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Karla, 

I don’t process the forms but I do have some forms here if you need one! It will need to be filled out and 

then sent to Dean May in Steele Building. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject:           for AFAM student 

Hi Travis, 

I have a student who had to take my . She took the 

and I would like to submit a ! 

’ Do you process these forms? If so, what will you need from me to make the            - 

today 

Thanks, 

Karla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 3:37 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pick up May 18 Paychecks from the Dean’s Office 

Ok, Thanks! 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 2:47 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Pick up May 18 Paychecks from the Dean’s Office 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

Please go to the Dean’s office with today or Monday to pick up the checks for your AFAM workstudy students (see below). The 

last check is apparently a manual check. You will need to email or call the students to make sure that the address on the check is 

a proper address to mail the check to. When you pick up the checks, they will ask for your dept #- 3287. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

From: Chapman, Whitney C rmailto:wcchapma@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 8:50 AM 
To: All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 

Cc: asddd@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: [asmgrs] Pick up May 18 Paychecks from the Dean’s Office 
Importance: High 

This message is being sent to all Managers in the College with an information copy to Chairs. 

The Dean’s Office has recently been in contact with Payroll Services regarding the pending distribution of the May 18 work-study 

payroll checks. The Dean’s Office will pick up all paychecks - Work-Study or otherwise - for all College units and distribute them 

from Suite 205 South Building. 

The paychecks will be available for pickup from the Dean’s Office in Suite 205 South Building on Friday, May 18th, after 9am. If 

possible, please pick them up before noon. 

We will require signature for pickup of the paychecks. Please send an appropriate representative from your unit - chair/director, 

manager or human resources facilitator- to pick up your checks. 

Best Regards, 

Whitney 

Whitney C. Chapman 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

9~L9/962-1~L65 

wcchapma@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 4:26 PM 

Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Course Evaluations Maymester Registration 

Hi Garrett, 

Ours is the first one on the list! 

Afri 368 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hirth, Garrett Michael 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 4:24 PM 
Subject: Carolina Course Evaluations Maymester Registration 

I have attached a list of all Maymester courses currently in session. Please reply to this message with a list of the courses in your 
department that you would like to register for the Carolina Course Evaluations online system. You can simply copy and paste the 
courses from the Excel file. 

If you do not want to use the online system to evaluate any of your department’s Maymester courses, I would appreciate a message 
letting me know. 

As a reminder, Maymester evaluations will be open to students from Thursday, May 31, through Monday, Jun 4. I will need a response 
by the end of the day on Wednesday, May 23, in order to include a course in the Carolina Course Evaluations online system. 

Thanks, 
Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 
Institutional Research and Assessment 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 9:27 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: please add to my department website profile 

Done! Let me know if it doesn’t look the way that you wanted it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 8:59 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: please add to my department website profile 

Dear Travis, 

I sent this to you on Friday, and Fm guessing that it just got buried under other work. But would you please 
take care of this today, if you are able? 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(9!9) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 3:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: please add to my department website profile 

Dear Travis, 

All the email exchanges concerning the department website got me to look at my profile, and I see that there is 
some stuff missing. Under Current Research, will you please insert the following paragraph before what is 
already there? Here it is: 

I am currently working on a history of the Wilmington Ten. They were civil rights activists who were falsely 



convicted of arson and firing upon firefighters and police officers during four days of rioting in February 1971 
in Wilmington, North Carolina. The violence that rocked Wilmington occurred in the context of tensions 
related to the desegregation of the city’s public schools. Their convictions, which were overturned by a federal 
appeals court in 1980, hinged on perjured testimony knowingly solicited by the state’s attorney. The project will 
analyze the circumstances surrounding the racial violence and the state’s misconduct and evaluate the 
nationwide "Free the Wilmington Ten" political mobilization. It will analyze Black Power forms of organizing 
that typified African American politics in the 1970s and their relationships to traditional forms of political 
action. 

Thanks, Travis! 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:38 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Work Request from the web 

Hi Stephen, 

I will let you know. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [~ailto:Stej?he~.Goulart~facilities.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 2:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services); Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

Hi Travis, 

Please let me know when they are going to start and finish the repairs work. They we can schedule to come in and do a deep cleans of 
the offices. 

Thank You 
Stephen Goulart 
Housekeeping 
Zone 201 
919-966-5515 
Stephen.goulart@fac.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Facilities Repair Request 



Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:53 AM 
To: Housekeeping Request Readers (Facilities Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

I have separated this request, your part is only for cleaning of floors. Thanks. 

Jarlice Wiley 
Customer Service Administrator 
Design and Construction Svcs 
966-5472 
962-1213 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Daemon, AIS 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Facilities Repair Request 
Subject: Work Request from the web 

To see this web submitted request in AiM, go to Customer Service. 

Requested .... 05/25/2012 09:42:30 
Reference .... 162022 
Department... 3287 African & African-Amer Studies 
Customer ..... 3287-232871 AFRICANSAFRO-AMER 
Contact ...... Travis Gore 
Phone ........ 966-5496 
Email ........ stgore@email.unc.edu 
Property ..... 056 BATTLE 
Location ..... Battle Hall 
Estimate ..... Yes 
Fax .......... 962-2694 
CB ........... 3395 
Comp. Date... 5/25/2012 
Description.. Hello, 

We had some people move out of some offices on the third floor and we will be moving new people into those offices. The rooms are 
306, 307, 308 and 309. We noticed that thero is some repair work, cleaning and painting that could be done. The walls could use a 
paint job and the floors could use a good cleaning. I am requesting an estimate for this. Thanks! 
Special Requirements: 
If we can’t get an estimate today then soon as possible. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 1:46 PM 

Michienzi, Lisa-Jean <michienz@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Smith keys for exterior doors 

Ok, sounds good. I am here now if it’s a good time for you. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 1:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Smith keys for exterior doors 

Great, thanks. I am 2 minutes from Battle. Let me know what time is best for you and I’ll swing over. 

Lisa-Jean Mich[enzi 

Department Manager 
Research Labs of Archaeology 

UNC-Chape[ Hill 

Campus Box 3120, Alumni Hall 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-3120 

919.962.6574 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 1:09 PM 
To: Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
Subject: RE: Smith keys for exterior doors 

No problem! It might be a good [dea to set up a time to do it because I will be in and out today so [ would want to make 

sure I was here when you stop by. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 11:56 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Smith keys for exterior doors 

Would it be a problem if I came and got the keys from you to try? I wil! return them when finished. 

Lisa-Jean Michienzi 

Department Manager 



Research Labs of Archaeology 

UNC-Chapel Hil! 

Campus Box 3120, Alumni Hal! 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

919.962.6574 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:27 AM 
To." Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
Subject." RE: Smith keys for exterior doors 

Hi Lisa Jean, 

Hope your arms got some rest over the weekend! 

I have a handful of keys over here but unfortunately they are not labeled! So therefore I am not sure what key goes to 

what door but I could go over to Smith with the keys to figure it out if you would likeo 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From." Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
Sent." Friday, May 25, 2012 2:09 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Smith keys for exterior doors 

Hi Travis, 

We finished our portion of the move yesterday and my arms are feeling it today. 

I need to request getting keys cut for our staff moving in there from facility services. Do you happen to know the key 



number code on the keys that open the exterior doors? Our staff works nights and weekends and will need access. 

Thanks for helping me with all this! 

Lisa-Jean Michienzi 

Department Manager 

Research Labs of Archaeology 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3120, Alumni Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

919.962.6574 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:55 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Session II - AFRI 101 

Oh that email was just to say thanks! Lol I will be sending the attachment later! That was good of you to double check 

though! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:51 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer Session II - AFRI 101 

You’re welcome, Travis! 
Did you mean to attach something to this ema[I or will you be sending it later? Just checking...@ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:49 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: Summer Session II - AFRI 101 

Thanks Erin! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 11:59 AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson; Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer Session II - AFRI 101 

Hello, 

I have received the Departmental Section Change form from Travis to cancel the course. I will fax that form to 

Scheduling today. 

All I need now is the nomination change from to cancel Georges. !’ve attached the form to this email in case it is needed. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

From: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:13 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: Summer Session II - AFRI 101 

Hi, Kenneth, 

Thank you for the email. I think that solution is a good one. 

You will need to send a nomination cancelation form to Erin Moseley so she can send a contract change letter to Georges. 
Erin will also need a scheduling change form sent to her canceling that section of AFRI 101. 

Travis should also notify the students who are being transferred from section 003 to section 002 so they will be aware. 
The classes meet in different buildings. 



Let us know if you have any other questions. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.8266 
Fax: 919.962.2752 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 
ivooo@email.unc.edu 

I~rom.¯ Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent." Wednesday, May 30, 2012 6:12 PM 
To." Yopp, Jan Johnson; Gore, Travis 
Subject." Summer Session II - AFRI 101 

Dear Jan, 

I’m sorry that I forgot to get back to you earlier today. Here is what I think we should do for AFRI 101 in the 
second summer session: cancel Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja’s section (001) that meets at 9:45. Then do two 
things: 1) email those students and ask them to enroll in his 11:30 section (002), and 2) transfer some students 
from Selassie’s 11:30 section (003) to balance out the enrollment. 

rll ask Travis to transfer the students and contact the students in the cancelled section. How do we cancel the 
section and retain the course roster? 

Travis, will you please follow up on this? 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 11:01 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Ok, will do. Thanks[ 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 11:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Hi Travis, 

Yes if you could submit a Iogsheet with the request that would be great. Thanks. 

Allison 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 10:58 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: FW: ENST/AFRI 266 

Hi Allison, 

From the highlights down below does it look like I need to send you a log sheet first? 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 1:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Fwd: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Travis, 

Could you be sure to process this request? Please acknowledge receipt. 

Best, 

Walter 

Sent from my iPhone 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McNeil, Kathleen" <kamcneil@email.unc.edu> 
Date: May 30, 2012 11:15:55 AM EDT 

To: "Rucker, Walter C" <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Cooke, Amy E" <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

s~bma the cross t~t, ~ sho~td have a m~ e~Fottme~t ~ 7. 

Nere are Joe’s ~s~c~o~s: 

Please contact the Department of African American Studies and ask them to submit a request to set up 

AFRI 266 for 2129 -- you may want them to CC you on the request. Once this section has been added 

please submit the combined section log sheet to our office and we will cross list the courses. 

Thank you for your help with this. I am just recovering from the end of the year craziness and getting back 

to these issues. So sorry for the delay. 

Warm Wishes, 
Kathleen 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:56 AM 
To: Cooke, Amy E; McNeil, Kathleen 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Amy and Kathleen, 

My apologies for the delayed response but I just returned from a week-long visit to Ghana, In short, we 

concur with your request to crosslist AFRI 266 with ENST 266, 

Let us know if you need us to do anything else on our end. 

Best, 



Walter 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 

Please read the exchange below. I don’t see a problem with this, and in fact I’ve allowed ENST 
266 to count toward the AFR1 maj or or minor. But if one of you will get in touch with Amy Cooke 
and Kathleen McNeil, I’d be gratefhl. 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hil!, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Cooke, Amy E; Gore, Travis 
Cc: McNeil, Kathleen 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 



Dear Amy, 

I know that has been past practice. I’ll forward your email to Dr. Rucker, who schedules the 
courses, and to Dr. SaNe, who is the department chair. One of them will get back to you. 

Regards, 
Prof. Janken 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Af?o-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 

From: Cooke, Amy E 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 11:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: McNeil, Kathleen 
Subject: ENST/AFRI 266 

Hello Dr. Janken and Travis, 

In the fall I’II be teaching a section of ENST 266, which for the past several years we have crosslisted with 

AFRI 266. l’d love to do that again, its worked out well (at least for me!). 

Does that still work for you? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 9:13 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: log sheet 

Thanks Allison! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 5:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: log sheet 

Hi Travis, 

This course has been set up. Please let us know if you need anything else. Thanks. 

Allison Speagle 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of University Registrar, UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6093 

919-843-8709- fax 

Scheduling Office email/listserv: scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 4:47 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: log sheet 

Here it is! 

Thanks 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 4:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.04.2012 16:44:57 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 1:27 PM 

Harris, Thomas (Design and Construction) <Thomas.Harris@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: WRN 12121178 

Hi Tom, 

will share this with my supervisor so we can check our budget and then we wil! get back to you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Harris, Thomas (Design and Construction) [mailto:Thomas.Harris@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 7:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: WRN 12121178 

Good morning, Mr. Gore. The painters took a look at the work that you requested an estimate for and it looks like it will 

be about $2600. Please let me know if you would like to proceed with doing this work. Thanks ~ tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 
Tuesday, June 5, 2012 3:30 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
FW: AFAM Keys 

FYI :) 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 3:29 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: AFAM Keys 

Ok, will do. Thanks[ ~Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 3:27 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM Keys 

Yes! But please keep a record of them so we can get them back when she is done working here. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Aft’o-American Studies 
Departmem of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (f~x) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass, edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 3:26 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: AFAM Keys 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 3:23 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM Keys 

Hi Travis 

Please ask permission to Kenneth, if he allow you to give Debbie office keys. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 10:02 AM 

Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) <Magura@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: building humidity 

This information is actually good because it shows that the top two floors that had the machines turned on are 

working. The one downstairs was cut off but I just turned it on so that number should get down and stay in the 

acceptable range! 

Thanks! 

From: Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Magura@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 9:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: building humidity 

The top two floors are 45 % RH which is good. The first floor is 60% RH which is getting close to being unacceptable. We 

do not want the humidity to go over 65%. Over 70% is unacceptable. Good luck with this. Thanks for your help. 

Joe Magura, PE, PEM 

Facilities Mechanical Engineer 

Facilities Services - Design and Construction Services - A & E 

UNC - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Wednesday, June 6, 2012 4:15 PM 

McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu> 
RE: AFRI 266 

Great! Sounds good, glad everything worked out!! 

T 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McNeil, Kathleen 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 1:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 266 

Scheduling has it up and running. I am looking forward to working with you again in the near future! :) Kathleen 

Kathleen A. McNeil 
Curriculum Manager 

3301 Venable Hall, CB 3275 
Ecology and Environment 

(919) 962-1270 

"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world." - Nelson Mandela 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 10:47 AM 

To: McNeil, Kathleen 
Subject: RE: AFRI 266 

Hi Kathleen, 

No problem. I do not mind. 

Thank you! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: McNeil, Kathleen 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 266 

Dear Travis, 
I had to lower the number down to 5 because we are overenrolled by two in the regular section. I hope you don’t mind. Thank you for 
setting this up. 
Warmest Wishes, 
Kathleen 

Kathleen A. McNeil 
Curriculum Manager 
3301 Venable Hall, CB 3275 
Ecology and Environment 
(919) 962-1270 

"Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world." - Nelson Mandela 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 4:56 PM 
To: McNeil, Kathleen 
Subject: FW: AFRI 266 

Hi Kathleen, 

I had AFRI 266 added to the books and I’ve attached a part of the form for the cross-listing. Hope I have taken all the necessary steps 
on my part but if not please don’t hesitate to let me know! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 2:56 PM 



To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.05.2012 14:56:24 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 10:02 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Work Request from the web 

Great! Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [maillo:Slephen.Got~lar~facilities.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 11:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

No charge. It part of housekeeping services 

Thanks 
Steve 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [maiho:stgore@emaiLtmc.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 9:21 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

Hi Stephen, 

Good to meet you the other week. 
in housekeeping services. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Thanks for stopping by. I was wondering if the deep clean will cost us anything or if it is included 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [mailto:Stepher~.Goulart~facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 2:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services); Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

Hi Travis, 

Please let me know when they are going to start and finish the repairs work. They we can schedule to come in and do a deep cleans of 
the offices. 

Thank You 
Stephen Goulart 
Housekeeping 
Zone 201 
919-966-5515 
Stephen.goulart@fac.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:53 AM 
To: Housekeeping Request Readers (Facilities Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

I have separated this request, your part is only for cleaning of floors. Thanks. 

Jarlice Wiley 
Customer Service Administrator 
Design and Construction Svcs 
966-5472 
962-1213 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Daemon, AIS 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Facilities Repair Request 
Subject: Work Request from the web 

To see this web submitted request in AiM, go to Customer Service. 

Requested .... 05/25/2012 09:42:30 
Reference .... 162022 
Department... 3287 African & African-Amer Studies 
Customer ..... 3287-232871 AFRICANSAFRO-AMER 
Contact ...... Travis Gore 
Phone ........ 966-5496 
Email ........ stgore@email.unc.edu 
Property ..... 056 BATTLE 
Location ..... Battle Hall 
Estimate ..... Yes 
Fax .......... 962-2694 
CB ........... 3395 
Comp. Date... 5/25/2012 
Description.. Hello, 

We had some people move out of some offices on the third floor and we will be moving new people into those offices. The rooms are 
306, 307, 308 and 309. We noticed that there is some repair work, cleaning and painting that could be done. The walls could use a 
paint job and the floors could use a good cleaning. I am requesting an estimate for this. Thanks! 
Special Requirements: 
If we can’t get an estimate today then soon as possible. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 11:10 AM 

Davis, Brittney (Public Safety) <davisbg@psafety.unc.edu> 

RE: EUNICE SAHLE 

Hi Brittney, 

Thanks for bringing this to my attention. I am going to look into this today and then get right back to you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Davis, Brittney (Public Safety) [mailto:davisbg@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: EUNICE SAHLE 

Good Morning Travis, 

In the letter you sent over the PID does not belong to Eunice Sable. The PID we have belongs to Margaret Lee. Eunice 

Sable does not have a parking permit she has a Triangle Transit Go Pass. Are you requesting that we cancel the bus 

pass? If so we are not able to cancel the bus pass unless we have it in our hands. 

Sincerely, 

Brittney 

Brittney G. Davis 
Parking Registration 
Department of Public Safety 
The University of North Carolina 
285 Manning Drive, Campus Box 1600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 

Phone: (919) 843-8206 
Email: davisbqgb,,psafety, u nc.ed u 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 4:54 PM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

RE: P-Card, Amazon.com order 

Thanks[ 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2012 4:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: P-Card, Amazon.corn order 

Travis and Sonia, 

Here is a P-Card receipt to be deducted from the fund that closes next week. Thanks. 

--Dave 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "auto-confirm@amazon.com" <auto-confirm@amazon.com> 
Date: June 8, 2012 4:51:48 PM EDT 
To: "dpier@unc.edu" <dpier@unc.edu> 
Subject: Your Order with Amazon.corn 

VIEW CART I WISH LIST I YOUR ACCOUNT I HELP 

Thanks for your order, David Pier! 

Want to manage your order online? 
If you need to check the status of your order or make changes, please visit our home page at 
Amazon.com and click on Your Account at the top of any page. 

P~rchasi~g I~formatio~: 

E-mail Address: dpier@unc.edu 

Billing Address: 
Dave Pier 
DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRICAN 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
101 BAFFLE HALL UNC CHAPEL HILL 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-0001 
United States 

Order Grand Total: $288.26 

Shipping Address: 
David Pier 
Dept of African and Afro American Studies, 
UNC-CH 
CB #3395, 106 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

United States 



Get the Amazon.com Rewards Visa Card and get $30 instantly as an Amazon.corn Gift 

Card. 

Order Summary: 

Your purchase has been divided into 7 orders. 

Order #: 102-8312477-6262654 
Shipping Method: Two-Day Shipping 

Items: $182.99 
Shipping & Handling: $0.00 

Total Before Tax:               $182.99 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $182.99 

Delivery estimate: June 13, 2012 

1 "Western Digital My Book Live 2 TB Personal Cloud Storage Drive" 
Personal Computers; $149.99 

In Stock 
Sold by: Amazon.corn 

1 "History of Structuralism; The Rising Sign 1945 1966 (Volume I)" 
Dosse, Francois; Paperback; $33.00 
In Stock 

Sold by: Amazon.corn 

Order #: 
Shipping Method: 

Items: 

Shipping & Handling: 

102-7379701-2581030 
Standard Shipping 

$28.55 
$3.99 

Total Before Tax:               $32.54 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $32.54 

Delivery estimate: June 15, 2012 - July 2, 2012 

1 "A Modern History of Tanganyika (African Studies)" 
Iliffe, John; Paperback; $28.55 
In Stock 

Sold by: Quality Books by Barb 

Order #3 : rrbooks¢& 

Order #: 

Shipping Method: 
Items: 
Shipping & Handling: 

102-9203820-8705018 

Standard Shipping 

$2.99 

$3.99 

Total Before Tax: $6.98 



Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $6.98 

Delivery estimate: June 15, 2012 - July 2, 2012 

1 "History of Private Life, Volume I: From Pagan Rome to Byzantium" 
Veyne, Paul; Hardcover; $2.99 
In Stock 

Sold by: rrbooksca 

Order #4 : a~ibris 

Order #: 
Shipping Method: 
Items: 
Shipping & Handling: 

102-1155131-4458660 
Standard Shipping 

$0.99 

$3.99 

Total Before Tax:               $4.98 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $4.98 

Delivery estimate: June 15, 2012 - July 2, 2012 

1 "A History of Private Life, Volume II, Revelations of the Medieval World" 
Ari~s, Phillippe; Hardcover; $0.99 
In Stock 

Sold by: alibris 

Order #5 : ~odav349 

Order #: 

Shipping Method: 

Items: 

Shipping & Handling: 

102-7451532-2484255 

Standard Shipping 

$16.75 

$3.99 

Total Before Tax:               $20.74 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $20.74 

Delivery estimate: June 15, 2012 - July 2, 2012 

1 "The Marketing Era: From Professional Practice to Global Provisioning" 
Applbaum, Kalman; Paperback; $16.75 
In Stock 

Sold by: nodav349 

Order #: 
Shipping Method: 

Items: 

Shipping & Handling: 

102-7503275-1269066 
Standard Shipping 

$10.75 

$3.99 



Total Before Tax:               $14.74 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $14.74 

Delivery estimate: June 15, 2012 - July 2, 2012 

1 "Prisoners of Freedom: Human Rights and the African Poor (California Series in 
Public Anthropology)" 
Englund, Harri; Paperback; $10.75 
In Stock 

Sold by: ostapbenderl937 

Order #7 : kmkoenig 

Order #: 
Shipping Method: 

Items: 
Shipping & Handling: 

102-5794730-6211431 
Standard Shipping 

$21.30 

$3.99 

Total Before Tax:               $25.29 

Estimated Tax To Be Collected:* $0.00 

Order Total: $25.29 

Delivery estimate: June 15, 2012 - July 2, 2012 

1 "Performing the Nation: Swahili Music and Cultural Politics in Tanzania (Chicago 
Studies in Ethnomusicology)" 
Askew, Kelly; Paperback; $21.30 
In Stock 

Sold by: kmkoeniq 

Need to print an invoice? 
Visit www.amazon.com/your-account and click to view your orders. Click "View order" next to 
the appropriate order. You’ll find a button Lo print an invoice on the next page 

Where can I get help with reviewing or changing my orders? 
To learn more about managing your orders on Amazon.corn, please visit our Help pages at 
www.amazon.com/help/orders/. 

Please note: This e-mail message was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept 
incoming e-mail. Please do not reply to this message. 

If you ever need to return an order, visit our Online Returns Center: www.amazon.com/returns 



Thanks again for shopping with us. 

Amazon.corn 
Earth’s Biggest Selection 

~ Prefer not to receive HTML mail? Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 10:50 AiM 

Harris, Thomas (Design and Construction) <Thomas.Harris@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: estimate 

Thank you Mr. Harris for the quick response. I understand where you are coming from and ! even felt bad requesting it 

at the very last minute and having to put you in that position. I will let my accountant know and then we will decide on 

how to go from there. 

Thank you for your time and I’ll be in touch. - Travis 

From: Harris, Thomas (Design and Construction) [mailto:Thomas.Harris@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 10:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: estimate 

Mr. Gore: I am sorry; but, we are slammed at the moment. The very quickest that I could possible break someone free to 

do this work would be the middle of July. Your accountant may be able to talk with ours, Ms. Kathy Pope, and have the 

money encumbered prior to our doing the work. That is the only thing that I can come up with, to possibly help you, and 

that may not work as it is somewhat against the rules of the state but perhaps worth asking, at least. We struggled 

nearly all winter and then in about a space of a week and a half we were slammed with work and have not been able to 

get above water. Please advise me as to what you would like to do. Thanks ~ tom 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Harris, Thomas (Design and Construction) 
Subject: RE: estimate 

Good morning, Mr. Harris. 

My boss said that we have some money left to spend in our budget before the end of the fiscal year. She would like to 

use that money for this project. In order for that to happen, my accountant said she would need an invoice for the paint 

and electrician job this week. Is that at all possible? 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 



the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Harris, Thomas (Design and Construction) [mailto:Thomas.Harris@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 7:23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: estimate 

Good morning, Mr. Gore. The labor to remove the wire mold from room 309 will be about ~90-~100. Thanks ~ tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:21 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Out from my desk 

Ok, Thanks[ 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:20 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Out from my desk 

Travis 

I am working with the person who going to make the estimates for Abernethy Hall building job. 

So I am going to be out of my desk for next hour, please e-mail me if you need me, I receive e-mails in my cell phone and 

I will have my cell phone with me. 

Thanks 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 10:28 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
RE: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi Sonia, 

put it on his desk a while back but let me go check to make sure it is still there! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 10:27 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hello Travis 

will like to confirm; the battery is at Lambert’s desk? 

Thanks 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Saturday, June 16, 2012 12:07 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Great. Thanks! 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Jun 15, 2012, at 11:45 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Professor Lambert 

Yes I did, actually the battery is in your desk. 



Thank you 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:36 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi Sonia, I touched based briefly with Travis on this a while al~o, but I just wanted to confirm that you were 

able to put in the order for the battery. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropolol~y 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Jun 6, 2012, at 4:43 PM, "Lambert, Michael C" <mlambert@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The laptop was the last CCI distribution to our department. I believe it was the Lenovo R61. 

Since the battery died it has been reduced to a desktop so I keep it in my office. Travis could 

1~o into my office and verify the model or I can do it the next time I am in Battle Hall. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropolol~y 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Jun 6, 2012, at 4:18 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

I need the battery brand and model number or the laptop brand and model 

number. 

Thanks 

From: Lambert, Michael C 



Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 4:15 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi Sonia, Wonderful! Can I use this to replace the battery on my laptop? If so, 

what info do you need? 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Jun 6, 2012, at 3:43 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hel!o Professor Lambert 

You have a balance of ~;93.07, as summer supply wish list. 

Thank you 

From: Lambert, M1ichael C 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 3:06 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 

l:::c: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Fwd: AFAIVl Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi Travis, I was wondering if these funds have gone back into the 

pot. My computer battery is completely shot and I was wondering 

if it was too late to use what’s left of my allocation to replace it. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wold, Jackie" <iwold@email.unc.edu> 



Date: May 3, 2012 10:14:38 AM EDT 

To: "Wold, Jackie" <jwold@email.unc.edu>, "Hall, 

Perry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>, "Selassie, 

Bereket H" <bselassi@email.unc.edu>, "Hildebrand, 
Reginald F" <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, "Lambert, 

Michael C" <mlambert@email.unc.edu>, "Mutima, 
Sinamenye A" <smutima@email.unc.edu>, "Lisanza, 

Esther Mukewa" <lisanza@email.unc.edu>, "Porter, 
Robert S" <rporter@email.unc.edu>, "Regester, 

Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu>, "Rucker, 

Walter C" <wrucker@email.unc.edu>, "McMillan, 
Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu>, "Janken, Kenneth R" 

<krjanken@email.unc.edu>, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu>, 

"Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish 

list" 

If you have not yet submitted your summer school 

wish list, please do so by 5pm Monday, May 7. If you 

have not submitted a wish list by then, we will just go 

ahead and put your $ 200 back into the summer 

school account and purchase general supplies for all 

(paper, toners, notepads, pens). 

Please use the Staples catalog for any office supplies 

that you would like. 

Thanks! 

Jackie 

From." Wold, Jackie 
Sent." Friday, April 20, 2012 4:40 PM 
To." Perry Hall (hallpa@email.unc.edu); Selassie, 
Bereket H; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Lambert, Michael 
C; Mutima, Sinamenye A (smutima@email.unc.edu); 
Lisanza, Esther Mukewa; Porter, Robert S; Regester, 
Charlene B; Walter Rucker (wrucker@email.unc.edu); 
McMillan, Tim; Kenneth Janken 
(krianken@email.unc.edu); Nzongola-Ntalaja, 
Georges 

C:c." Colon, Sonia; Eunice Sahle 
(eu nice@email.unc.edu) 
Subject." AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 



There are some summer school funds available to 
purchase office or computer supplies for those that 

are teachin8 summer school. Risht now we can offer 
approx. ~ 200 per person (as lon8 as the funds are 

available). We have already ordered plenty of paper 

for everyone and may be orderin8 a printer toner for 

all faculty. In the meantime, please send Sonia Colon 

(scolon@unc.edu) your wish list for supplies. Please 

include item numbers, etc. in your list to help 

expedite the process. Please send your list by next 

Friday, 4/27 to ensure availability of funds. 

Thanks, 
dackie Wold 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 2:54 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

FW: Form 

20120618144857359.pdf 

I have attached the form. Let me know if you don’t like the way I did it. Since this is a cancellation, I didn’t think it would need his 
summer salary so I left that part blank but I did include his 9-month base salary. 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scmmer~tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 2:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.18.2012 14:48:57 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 3:57 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120618155346507.pdf 

I think we got it right this time! I tried to do it just how you explained it. Let me know how it looks. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scmmer~tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 3:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 06.18.2012 15:53:46 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 11:14 AM 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Appointment of Boyd 

Boyd appt ltr to dean-l.doc 

Hi Debbie, 

I think I should be forwarding this to you! 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Came Stolle [~aiFto:stolle~emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Appointment of Boyd 

Hi Travis: 

Anthropology would like to appoint Dr. Lydia Boyd as an Adjunct Assistant Professor eft. 7-1-12. Attached is Dr. Leslie’s letter. 

Please let me know what else you need to process the EPA Web personnel action. 

Thanks. Came 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Came K. Stolle, Business Officer 
UNC-CH Department of Anthropology 
CB# 3115, 301 Alumni Bldg. 
207 E. Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Ph: 919-962-8374 
Fx: 991-962-1613 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 11:20 AM 

Stolle, Carrie K <stolle@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Appointment of Boyd 

Yes, so I think she should be able to do it but I will let you know if she has any questions! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Came Stolle [maiho:sto~le./~emaiLur~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 11:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Appointment of Boyd 

Is Debbie Edwards the temp person filling in until someone is hired? 

On 6/20/2012 11:13 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
Hi Came. 

I will make sure that Debbie Edwards gets this because I think she will be the one working on it. 

Thanks Came! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Came Stolle [mailto:stolle@emaiLur~c.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Appointment of Boyd 

Hi Travis: 

Anthropology would like to appoint Dr. Lydia Boyd as an Adjunct Assistant Professor eff. 7-1-12. Attached is Dr. Leslie’s letter. 

Please let me know what else you need to process the EPA Web personnel action. 

Thanks. Came 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Came K. Stolle, Business Officer 
UNC-CH Department of Anthropology 
CB# 3115, 301 Alumni Bldg. 
207 E. Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Ph: 919-962-8374 
Fx: 991-962-1613 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Came K. Stolle, Business Officer 
UNC-CH Department of Anthropology 
CB# 3115, 301 Alumni Bldg. 
207 E. Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Ph: 919-962-8374 
Fx: 991-962-1613 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, June 21, 2012 4:32 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM’s Printers 

Thanks[ 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 4:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM’s Printers 

You can go to eomai[ properties and selected some others backgrounds, have about 10 options 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 4:29 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: AFAM’s Printers 

Thanks! How did you get that coo! blue streak going down the page? 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 4:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFAM’s Printers 

FYI 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 4:26 PM 
To: McHale, James 
Subject: AFAM’s Printers 

Hello James 

Those printers were acquired in a very short time due to last Friday ( June 15) was the last day to 
use state accounts funds. I called you to obtain a printer model recommendation for AFAM office, 
however, look like you were busy out of office. 

I understand the policies and procedures of the University of North Carolina, about computer 
equipment acquisition and I know before acquire computer equipment or computer equipment 
related, I have to contact IT office first, but as I said I was running against the clock. Maybe you 
don’t know that we no longer have an Office Manager, that is the person who is really in charge of 
this kind of transactions. I am just an accountant trying to keep the AFAM operations running. 

The acquisition process was done using E-PRO (E procurement facilities), in compliance with the 
purchases process established at UNC ( of course with e- procurement facilities agreed prices). 

For future acquisitions you will be consult first. 



Thank you 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Public Policy Department 
Afro African- American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 9:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Ok sounds good. Thanks Eunice! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hello 

No worries Travis. 

Make the changes and let me know when I can call. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:48 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

He was telling me about some changes that need to be made for the Fall so [ am workgng on those right now! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

I was wondering if you just called because I was on the line with the Registrars office and [ think someone tried to callo if 

not, no worries. I will be heading to lunch soon. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hello 

No worries Travis. 

Make the changes and let me know when I can call. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

He was telling me about some changes that need to be made for the Fall so I am working on those right now! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 5:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned International Society today. Do you have Human Rights in Africa and The wretched of the earth with you? I 

tried to renew them online but it wouldn’t let me for a fourth time. I just don’t want the late fees to get too high! If the 

books are in your office them I can return them on Monday. Ok, Thanks and have a good weekend! ~Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hello 

No worries Travis. 

Make the changes and let me know when I can call. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

He was telling me about some changes that need to be made for the Fall so I am working on those right now! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 29, 2012 10:15 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Timecard punch 

Thank you Sonia! You too have a wonderful weekend! ~Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012 8:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Timecard punch 

Good morning Travis 

Please, don’t forget to add the punch for this biweekly 

Have a wonderful weekend 

Accounting Technician 

Abernethg Ha~L CB #3435 
{N. 8-5, Y. 1-5, W. 8-12, T. 1-5, g. 8-12} 
Af~ean & Afl~o - Ame~ea~ Studies - 966-~29~ 
Battle .Ha~L CB # 3395 
{T. 8-t2, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, F. 1-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 1:48 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Upcoming CRAS Training Sessions 

Hi Kenneth, 

That sounds like a good idea! I will look into signing up for one of those classes. 

Thank you and I also enjoyed working with you as well and I let Eunice know that. I am just not sure if she heard me 

because the Skype was not very clear! Also, you didn’t make thinks more difficult but rather more easy! 

See you next week and have fun at Oak Island! 

Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Upcoming CRAS Training Sessions 

Dear Travis, 

If you are not comfortable with being the department’s submitter, I think this would be a good opportunity to 
become more familiar. What do you think? Come mid-August we’ll have a lot of new courses that will need to 
be submitted. 

I very much liked working with you this summer while Eunice is gone. I hope I did not make your job difficult. 

See you in a little over a week. Enjoy your long July 4th weekend! 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 



http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Rizzardi, Joe [joe.rizzardi@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 8:27 AM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] Upcoming CRAS Training Sessions 

Good morning, 

The Office of the University Registrar is pleased to announce the offering of two Course Request Approval System (CRAS) 
trainings. These sessions are for users who have been designated by their academic units to add new courses, make 
revisions to existing courses, and inactivate existing courses that will no longer be offered in the course catalog. Note: 
This training is different from Curriculum Access training which discusses the basic scheduling techniques 
used to set up class sections (i.e., establishing meeting patterns, adding instructors to classes, and setting 
enrollment capacities). 

The sessions are scheduled for Monday, July 9th and Tuesday, July 17th at 2pm in SASB North room 3124. To enroll, 

please visit our website (http://re.cjistrar.unc.edu/index.htm), click the "Training" link in the upper right corner, and then 
select "Register for a Training Class" in the left margin of the page. Finally, follow the instructions beneath "Completing A 
Training Request" header. (Remember to select the Course Request Approval class when completing the request form.) 
Once you have submitted the form, you will receive an email confirming your registration. 

The materials covered in training are published on our website at 
http://reqistrar.unc.edu/Traininq/DocumentRepository/CCM1 042456 and you are welcome to review these before the 
session and/or bring them with you. 

Please contact me if you have any questions! 

Best, 

Joe Rizzardi 

Curriculum Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: (919) 962-9838 

Fax: (919) 843-8709 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:krj anken@email.unc.edu">krj anken@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-31726359- 
48528351 .f53 c074191 b270fcbd902f0babf986ec@listserv.unc, edu">leave-31726359- 
48528351 .f53 c074191 b270fcbd902f0babf986ec@listserv.unc, edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 3:28 PM 

zawadi.barskile@nyu.edu 

RE: AFAM 101 Sections 

Hi Zawadi, 

Your sections of AFAM 101 are section 003 and section 004. 

Morgan because he is very nice and helpful. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

I am glad you were able to get in touch with George 

From: Zawadi Barskile [mailto:zawadi.barskile@nyu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 2:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 101 Sections 

Travi s, 

At your earliest convenience, could you please tell me which sections of AFAM 101 I am scheduled to teach in 
the fall? I need to send this information to the Student Store along with my book order. 

Thank you, 
Zawadi Barskile 

On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 4:50 PM, Zawadi Barskile <zawadi.barskile@nyu.edu> wrote: 
Hi Travis, 

This is the information I needed to order books for the course that I’m teaching in the fall. I just contacted 
George Morgan in the textbooks department of the Student Store to confirm that I can order books without a 
PID. 

Thank you, 
Zawadi Barskile 

On Mon, Jul 2, 2012 at 4:40 PM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Zawadi, 

Debbie, our interim business manager sNd you needed information for buying books. Below I have listed five helpful 

ways that you can use to order textbooks! Let me know if this is not what you were asking Debbie about. 

Thanks! 

Trav[s 

Trav[s Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) [mailto:GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 3:55 PM 
To: Snyder, Anna Maxwell; Ashworth, Cathy T; Barnes, Ash; Batts, Donnyell; Braxton, Anita T; Budihardjo, Maya 
Kimberley; Carter, Janis; Cheek, Suphronia M-j; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Clemmons, Jason; Cowan, Tara L; Davis, Sharon E; 
Diallo, Ashante N.; EIdred, Timothy; Finn, Kelly Carver; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; Futrell, Betty S; Gault, Terri; Gore, Travis; 
Gorman, Jackie; Harper, Wake; Haven, Ben; Russell, Jessica; Arlotta, Jo; Jodie Turnbull; Jones, Joy Mann; Kalbarczyk, 
Erin; Karla Nagy; Kieber, Alison J; Leonard, Lindsay; Markstein, Lara; McCullen, Ashley D; McNeil, Kathleen; Melton, 
Sheena J; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle; Montgomery, Summer; Teague, Natalie; Pickard, Peggy S; Peterson, Linda K; 
Phillips, Nell K; Rainey, Arlene; Richardson, Mark; Sardi, Karen L; Sessoms, Sharon R; Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A; 
Stroud, Daisette Ford; Lynch, Susan R; Tharp, Pam; Thomas, Elizabeth; Thompson, Karen; Walker, Victoria Ward; 
Warren, Angeline; Younger, Karna 
Subject: 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 
Textbook Department 

02/21/12 
Re: Summer 2012 Textbook Orders 

Student Stores 
CB# 1530, Daniels Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1530 

Telephone: (919) 962-2432 
Telephone: (919) 962-8123 

(919) 962-3334 FAX 

Dear Liaison, 

Just a reminder: the February 24 deadline for textbook order submissions is fast approaching. We would like to ask your 
help in reminding your faculty. Early submissions give us more time to find used books, where appropriate; in addition, 
knowing which books are being adopted for Summer allows us to buy back these titles, if appropriate, from students. This 
means lower textbook prices and higher buyback value for students. 

We would also like to remind you of our incentives. Each faculty member who submits textbook adoptions by the due 
date will receive a $1.00 coupon to the Daily Grind, the espresso cafd located by the Bull’s Head Bookshop in Student 
Stores, for each order submitted, up to four courses. In addition, you, as your Department Liaison, will receive a special 
Daily Grind coupon in appreciation for your help. 

Five Easy Ways to Order Textbooks 

1) Use the Student Stores website: 
http://www.store.unc.edu/ 



2) Fax your order to: 962-3334 

3) Email: 
Textbook Office 
George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

textbook@unc.edu 
gfmorgan~store.unc.edu 
fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 1st floor, Student Stores 

Thanks for your help! 

George F. Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 9:10 AM 

Rizzardi, Joe <j oe.rizzardi@unc.edu> 

RE: CRAS Training 

Hi Joe, 

Yes, I would just be attending this class to get reacquainted with the system since some time has passed since I have 

used it. 

Thanks for checking though! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Rizzardi, Joe 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2012 7:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: CRAS Training 

Travis, 

This email is to confirm your registration in the Course Request Approval System (CRAS) training on July 
17th, at 2pm in SASB North room 3124. However, in reviewing our CRAS access database, I noticed you are 
presently listed as having submitter privileges for the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. Would you be 
attending the class to get reacquainted with the system? (This is the same training Anna Kang used to conduct.) I would 
be happy to have you attend, but I’d hate for you to sit through the class again if it wasn’t necessary! 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joe Rizzardi 
Curriculum Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Tel: (919) 962-9838 
Fax: (919) 843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 9:31 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Travel to London- Lodging advanced 

Hi Walter, 

Your check from Travel Services came this morning and [ also have your Summer School check too[ 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 9:10 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Travel to London- Lodging advanced 

Professor Rucker 

I just talk with Megan, Travel Services voucher clerk, she confirmed for international travels, the check is cut 2 weeks 

before the departure date. This is an internal control procedures established on Travel Services Department. I was not 

aware about this internal policy. 

After all, the check is going to be send to AFAM around July 9. The check amount is for $4,850.37. 

Travis, I will appreciated very much, if you please keep an eye over campus mailing around July 8, 9, 10 and contact Mr. 

Rucker when check arrive. 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 8:31 AM 

To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Travel to London- Lodging advanced 

Good morning Professor Rucker 

I request a travel advanced for 84,850.37, in 5/:11/2012. I contact Mr. Phil Esler, from travel services, this morning, and 

he confirm the check was paid. 

I will contact Megan ( she start working a little late today) to get check number and the issued date, so it could be a 

little more easier to track the payment. 

I will keep you posted about findings. 

I am very sorry, I was confident that you already had the money to cover hotel charges° The travel system show your 

travel request status as "payment complete". 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 6:37 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Travel to London- Lodging advanced 

Dear Sonia, 

This is what I was referring to earlier today and in my last email. Since my travel begins in less than a month, I really 

need to know what is happening with the request. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 



Cc: Wold, Jackie 
Subject: Travel to London- Lodging advanced 

Good afternoon Professor Rucker 

Please find attached copy of the travel authorization form for the hotel stay advanced and the supportin8 

documentation. 

The barcode pase should be sisned by you. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 9:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

http://registrar.unc.edu/files/2012/03/2129-SSB-7-9-12.pdf 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 11:10 AM 

Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) <Magura@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: basement drain 

Cool! Thanks! 

From: Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Magura@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 3:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: basement drain 

No. Its maintenance. 
Joe Magura 

Sent from wireless 

From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) 
Sent: Fri Jul 13 14:01:35 2012 
Subject: RE: basement drain 

Hey Joe, 

Thanks for the recommendation! Would it cost our department anything to have it done? 

Travis 

From: Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Maqura@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 4:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: basement drain 

I recommend you put in a work order to have the drain cover which is located at the basement front entrance be 

cleaned by grounds. You may have to keep an eye on this from time to time. 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 11:07 AM 

Zachary Johnston <zj ohnston@sheratonchapelhill.com> 

RE: Thank you for your time! 

Great, Thanks Zach! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Zachary Johnston [mailto:zjohnston@sheratonchapelhill.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2012 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Thank you for your time! 

Hey there Travis, 

Just wanted to send over a quick thank you for your time yesterday along with our updated information regarding 

private dining and menus. 

If you wouldn’t mind passing it along to whoever you think may benefit from it, it would be much appreciated. 

Again, thank you for your time and please feel free to contact me at anytime should you have any questions or concerns. 

Warm Regards, 

Zach Johnston 

Business Development Manager 

Shula’s 347 Grill @ Sheraton Chapel-Hill 

9:[9.697.9242 

us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 10:06 AM 

cramsey@jenningsco.com 

RE: The Franklin Hotel-Contact Information 

Hi Mr. Ramsey. 

In addition I would also like to add another contact as well for you to have. She just started working for us recently so you probably don’t have it 
yet. 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
scolon@email.unc.edu 
962-4854 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
tke intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cramsey@jenningsco.com [mailto:cramsev~ienr~ir~gsco:coml 
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 2:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: The Franklin Hotel-Contact Information 

Hi Mr. Gore, 

My name is Charles Ramsey. We are Jennings Company 

We’re working on behalf of the Franklin Hotel to verify that you’re the correct person who would be booking hotel rooms on behalf of your 
departxnent. Based on our research, we were given your contact info. 

We do not want to clog your inbox with info so in lke event you’re not the appropriate contact, we would greatly appreciate it if you would please 
provide the correct person’s contact including name, number, and email. 
Thanks, 

Charles Ramsey 
Intern 
Jennings 
104-A Norlk Elliott Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: (919) 929-0225 
Fax: (919) 968-8278 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:55 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Books 

Swahili: A Foundation for Speaking, Reading, and Writing should arrive on Thursday! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Books 

Nice to hear that they will be here soon! 

Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 11:36 AM 

To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Books 

Hi Esther, 

Four of your books should arrive by July 30th or even earlier! The book by Muaka, Muaka might take a few more days 

after that to arrive because it is being shipped from a different place. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 10:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Books 

Hi Travis, 
I hope all is well. What happened to this order? I just realized I really need these books. Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Books 

Dear Travis, 
I hope all is well. The following are some of the books which I would like to have out of my book fund: 

1. Swahifi: A Foundation for Speaking, Reading, and Writing - Second Edition by Thomas J. Hinnebusch. 



2. Mazoezi ya Kiswahifi Kitabu cha mwanafunzi wa mwaka wa kwanza by Lioba Moshi. 

3. Tusome Kiswahifi / Let’s Read Swahifi: Intermediate Level by L. Muaka and A. Muaka. 

4. Swahifi-English, English-Swahifi Dictionary by_Nicholas Awde. 

5. Jifunze Kiswahifi Chem, Vol. 2: Learn Our Kiswahifi workbook by Zawawi. 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:58 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

RE: My Schedule this week. 

Thanks Tia, sounds good! Hope your grandfather had a nice birthday! ~Travis 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 8:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: My Schedule this week. 

Hi Eunice and Travis, 

I am anxious to spend time in the AFAM office, so I want to keep you two apprised of my weekly schedule. Today, I need 

to pick up parking permits at 11am, then I am back in Public Policy to do I-9 forms for incoming TA’s and RA’s. 

Tomorrow, I will be completing l-9’s by appointment as well. Wednesday, I have a training in Vance Hall, so I will try to 

get to AFAM office from 8:30am-lpm. Thursday, I have training all day. Friday, I will be in AFAM 8:30AM-1PM and Sonia 

will be there lpm-5pm. Sonia and I have worked out the schedule for when Travis is gone next week so that we have 

coverage. 

~Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 

Business Officer 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# :3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788 
Fax: 919-962-5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 9:42 AM 

@nyu.edu 

RE: FERPA 

Thanks, Zawadi! -Travis 

From: Zawadi Barskile [mailto: @nyu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FERPA 

Hi Travis, 

I completed the FERPA online training. 

Also, my UNC email address is: barskile~email.unc.edu. Please feel free to use it 

Thanks 
zb 

On Mon, Jul 30, 2012 at 10:42 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi All, 

In order to access any system containing student information and to get your name put on the course you will 
need to first complete the FERPA online training. 

Please follow the instructions at this address: http://registrar.unc.edu/training/training-policy/ferpa-instructions/ 

Please let me know once the training is complete. It shouldn’t take very long. It is important we take care of 
this so please make it a top priority and finish as soon as you can. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 4:09 PM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

James, 

Here is a copy just in case you didn’t receive the original. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsvs~remedv05.isis.unc.edc!] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem tracking system. Please keep l~is confirmation message so that you may 
reference l~e ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or have questions about your ticket, please contact l~e ITS Response Center at 
(919) 962-HELP. 

Please note flaat during adverse weaflaer, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 8/2/2012 15:27 
Ticket #: 2346588 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hey James, 

I have a situation here flaat I could call mission critical. I cant access the program Aslxa on my computer. I believe flais happened when we made 
flae switch from Vista to Windows 7 because I haven’t used it since flaen. The reason flais is so urgent is because I must have it to do flae room 
assignments for flae Spring and they are due later next week. I am leaving for vacation tomorrow and will be gone for a few days so you can see 
how it is so important that I get this resolved. I understand if you are already booked wifla appointments today but if so then could you please 
send someone that might be available or let me know who that I can contact. Thanks much!-Travis 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s://www.mtc.edtdar-bir, iwebsub/index t=OASIS%20Technical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.97 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, tJais request may be referred to tJae following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 7:10 PM 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Swahili LAC 

HiTanya, 

Just wanted to let you know after talking to Eunice I went ahead and set up the SWAH 408 and listed Mutima as Instructor. Time is currentlyTBA. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Frotm Tanya Kinsella [mailto:tekinsel@email.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, August 01, 2012 1:33 PN 

To~ Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Swahili LAC 

Travis, 

When you get the chance, can you please set up SWAH 408 for the spring semester? 

The time can be set to TBA, as I haven’t yet confirmed the instructor officially. 

Thanks, 

Tanya 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Swahili LAC 

Date:Fri, 30 Mar 2012 17:07:10 -0400 
From: Seck, Mamarame <mseck~email.unc.edu> 

To:Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel~email.unc.edu> 
CC:Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> b anderson~unc.edu <b anderson~unc.edu> 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks for sending me the LAC syllabus from last year and also inquiring about the schedule for the next academic year. After looking carefully at the 

1. Swahili LAC should be offered in the spring semester and not in the fall because it is an advance level course (SWAH 408), which can only be t 

2. I nominate Dr. Alphonse Mutima to be the instructor given his experience teaching Swahili and the material he has already put together for the 

Sincerely, 

Mamarame Seck, PhD 

Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator 

Department of African and African ~l~erican Studies 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 4:16 PM 

Barskile, Z <barskile@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Office Space and Copy Machine 

Hi Zawadi, 

You should have some office space in time for the beginning of the semester. They are in the process right now of 

painting, doing some electrical work, and cleaning the office space. You can use our copy machine to make your copies 

for your syllabus. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Barskile, Z 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Office Space and Copy Machine 

Good afternoon Travis, 

With classes starting next week, I am putting the finishing touches on my syllabus and would like to know if there is office 
space in the Department where I can hold my weekly office hours. Also, I need to make copies of my syllabus. Am I 
welcome to use the copy machine in the Department? 

Thank you kindly, 
Zawadi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:14 AM 

Harris, Thomas (Design & Construction Services) <Thomas.Harris@facilities unc.edu> 

RE: Battle 

Good morning Tom. Sorry that I am just getting to your email but I was out all of last week. Yeah, the painters came by 

yesterday and they are here today too so It looks like we have everything worked out. Thanks! -Travis 

From: Harris, Thomas (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Thomas.Harris@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 9:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services) 
Subject: BaSle 

Good morning. Before the end of the fiscal year, we had tried to arrange things so that the work you requested could be 
billed by the end of the fiscal year. A project was opened in order for a funding document could be produced and funds 

encumbered. If it is okay with you, we will cancel the project and do the work you requested on the original service 

order you submitted. This will eliminate the need for you to sign and return the funding document. If you could please 

respond as to whether that will be okay with you or not, I would appreciate it. Thanks ~ tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:28 AM 

Ficarrotta, Lorraine Michelle <ficarrot@email.unc.edu> 

RE:     Waitlists 

Thanks Lorraine! -Travis 

From: Ficarrotta, Lorraine Michelle 
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 10:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject:     Waitlists 

Good mornin!! 

Attached is the waitlist report for your Fall 2012 classes. This report shows how the waitlists for your classes appeared 
this morning, 8/10/12, prior to the waitlists being purged. 

The waitlists will show the students in positions 1-9. After position 9, the students are still in order, but will show with an 
asterisk. 

This report is provided for your information only, and is up to you as to how you use this information. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or ifI should be sending these to someone else at this point. 

Lastly, we apologize for the overlapping text in the course titles; we are working to resolve this issue in our reporting 
system. 

Thanks! 
Lorraine 

Lorraine Ficarrotta 
Registration Services Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-9851 
registrationservices@unc, edu 
Check out our new website! http://registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:54 PM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Classes with Zero Enrollment for Fall 

Perfect, sounds good! Thanks and you have a good day too! -Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:48 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Classes with Zero Enrollment for Fall 

Great, thank you. [ have made the course TBA but left it open. Have a good day. 

Scheduling Special st 

Office of Un vers ty Reg steal UNCCH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Bo× 2100 

450 Rdge Rd 

Chapel Hll, NC 27599 

99-9629856 

919~843 8709- fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:18 PM 

To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: RE: Classes with Zero Enrollment for Fall 

Hi Allison, 

I just followed up with Kenneth Janken(our director of undergraduate studies) and he said not to cancel it but we can give up 

the room and make it TBA. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 

Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 3:47 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Classes with Zero Enrollment for Fall 



As we near the Fall term, our office has run reports identifying issues that need to be cleaned up before the start of the 
term. Below are the classes currently scheduled in General Purpose Classrooms with zero enrollment. Please confirm 
that these classes can be canceled so that the classroom can be made available. As you know, finding space for 
classes the first few weeks of the term is challenging; please help us ensure that only classes that have enrollment are 
scheduled in GPCs. Thank you in advance for your help. Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Acad 

Room 

Cap Tot 

Term Org Subject Catalog Section Building Enrl Enrl Mtg Start Mtg End 

2129 AFAM AFAM    691H 001 MU 0221 .5 0    8:00:00 AM 9:15:00 AM 

Schedulin£ Special st 

Office of Un ve~s ty Reg st~a~, UNCCH 

SASB Nor~th Suite 3209 

Campus Box 200 

450 Rdge Rd 

Chape HII~ NC 27599 

9~.9 962 9936 

9£9 843 8709 fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:38 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 
20120815153435721.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~o:sczm ] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 08.15.2012 15:34:35 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:27 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 190.002 and AFRI 370.001 

Hi Charlotte, 

Welcome aboard! 

Thank you for assisting with this. I will let you know once that I have contacted the students. 

Thanks again! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Scheduling Office Distribution List 
Subject: AFRI 190.002 and AFRI 370.001 

Hi Travis, 

I received the change request log you faxed to our office. At this point we will not delete the class, but we can cancel it. 

Before we do that, we would like for you to contact the students who are already enrolled in these sections to let them 
know that these sections have been cancelled. Once you have done that, please email us back to let us know. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:50 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Hi Walter, I will make sure that all three of the new instructors receive this. Thanks for sending this out! -Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:41 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Travis, 

Please make sure that the three new instructors receive a copy of this emNI. I’m not sure they receive listserv updates 

and this information is relatively vital for them. 

Thanks! 

Best, 

Walter 

From: Rucker, Walter C [mailto:wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

¯ To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

¯ If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 

In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

¯ Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in 

too many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 



¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 

am on Friday August 24. 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can 

be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

¯ Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. 

Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes 

to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections 

of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: wrucker@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=44413101.049f9b 847d2f331 b22265 fa8d0c5 fl a5&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31970212 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31970212-44413101.049f9b847d2f33 lb22265fa8d0c5fla5~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 12:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Fall 12/Spring 13 Calendar 

Fall Semester 2012. Spring Semester 2013 Calendar.docx 

Here it is! 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fall Semester 20:~2 

August 

8/21- Classes begin for all students 

8/22- Faculty Meeting with Dean Hartlyn in Hyde Hall 

8/24- Department Consent added to all courses 

8/27- Last Day for Late Registration 

September 

9/3- Labor Day 

9/4-Last day for students to drop a course using the web registration system. 

9/4- Last day for departments to add/drop a course for students 

9/9- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls available to faculty 

9/12- Faculty Meeting room 309 

9/28- ~ Textbook orders for Spring Semester due* 

October 

10/7- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls due to Academic Advising 

10/10- Faculty Meeting room 309 

10/12- University day (Classes cancelled from 10:00-1:00) 

10/15- Last day for Undergraduate students to drop course 

10/15- Incompletes (IN’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 

10/17- Fall break begins 5:00 P.M. 

10/22- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

November 

11/7- Faculty Meeting room 309 

11/21- Thanksgiving Recess 

11/26- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 



December 

12/5- Fall Semester classes end 

12/5-Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 

12/6, 12/12 -Reading Days 

12/7- 12/14- Exams 

Spring Semester 20:13 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 

1/9- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

1/15- Last Day of Late Registration 

1/21- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

1/23- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

1/23- Last day for departments to drop a course for students 

February 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 

2/6- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

2/19- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 

March 

3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 

3/6- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 



3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

4/26- Classes End 

4/26- Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 

4/26- Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours after exam is given) 

4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 

4/30- Exams begin 

May 

5/7- Exams end 

5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:20 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Hi Walter, 

sent Amy an email asking her to try something on Sakai to see if it works. You are right though, everything looks good 

on our end! if she is still having problems then I will have IT take a look. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 8:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Travis, 

Can you check on this to see if there is anything wrong on our end of the equation? From what I see in ConnectCarolina, 

Dr. Cooke is listed as the instructor of record for AFRI 266, so I’m not sure why that class section in Sakai does not show 

up in the list of course options. This might be something that needs to fixed in Ecology and Environment, but I wanted to 

check with you before responding to them. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

From: Cooke, Amy E 
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: McNeil, Kathleen; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Hello Walter and Kathleen, 

trying to set up Sakai for ENST/AFRI 266. For some reason the AFRI section is not showing up in Sakai on my list of 



options and the tutorial suggests that ! might be listed as the instructor of record. Am I? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

From: McNeil, Kathleen 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Waiter, 

Here are Joe’s Ms~c~o-ns: 

Please contact the Dep~t~ent of African A~e~[c~n Studies ~nd ~sk the~ to s~b~[t ~ ~eq~est to set ~p AFRI 
~ ~ ~ 9 ll ~ O U m a ~ want them t o ~ ~ o u o n the ~eq~es~. once ~h[s secUon h~s been added please submit the combined 
secuon log shee~ ~o o~ office ~nd we will cross list the courses. 

Thank you for your help with this. I am just recovering from the end of the year craziness and getting back to these 

issues. So sorry for the delay. 

Warm Wishes, 

Kathleen 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:56 AM 
To: Cooke, Amy E; McNeil, Kathleen 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Amy and Kathleen, 

My apologies for the delayed response but i just returned from a week-long visit to Ghana. In short, we concur with your 

request to crosslist AFR! 266 with ENST 266. 

Let us know if you need us to do anything else on our end. 

Best, 

Walter 



From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:30 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 

Please read the exchange below. I don’t see a problem with this, and in fact Fve allowed ENST 266 to count 
toward the AFRI maj or or minor. But if one of you will get in touch with Amy Cooke and Kathleen McNeil, 
Fd be gratefi~l. 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Cooke, Amy E; Gore, Travis 
Cc: McNeil, Kathleen 
Subject: RE: ENST/AFRI 266 

Dear Amy, 

know that has been past practice. I’ll forward your email to Dr. Rucker, who schedules the courses, and to Dr. 
Sable, who is the department chair. One of them will get back to you. 

Regards, 
Prof. Janken 



Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Cooke, Amy E 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 11:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: McNeil, Kathleen 
Subject: ENST/AFRI 266 

Hello Dr. Janken and Travis, 

In the fall I’II be teaching a section of ENST 266, which for the past several years we have crosslisted with AFRI 266. I’d 

love to do that again, its worked out well (at least for me!). 

Does that still work for you? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 
Monday, August 20, 2012 10:50 AM 

Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Sakai 

Ok, I’m going to go ahead with the IT request then. When I look on-line it appears as everything is set up correctly. Yeah I think 

we will be getting new computers in the Fall so we’ll probably be returning all old computers to them so that would be great. 

Just sneak in through the back to avoid the tv crews! 

Travis 

From: Cooke, Amy E 
Sent: Nonday, August 20, 2012 10:21 AN 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Sakai 

Hi Travis, 

Its still not showing up. All my environmental ones are there, including internship advising, thesis hours, etc. just not the afri 

section of 266° 

Fve got a laptop to give back to y’all. Its been collecting dust but I need to go in and get everything off of it first--and I’ve 

forgotten the password I was using. 

try to avoid the tv crews when I come in. (oiy) 

Amy 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 9:32 AM 
To: Cooke, Amy E 
Subject: Sakai 

Hey Amy! 

I really don’t know anything about Sakai but do you see a drop-down menu that says more? I wonder if its hidden in there. Let 

me know and if you still don’t see it I can have someone from IT take a look at it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 1:50 PM 

Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 

Let me know if that makes sense and if it works! Thanks-Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mai~to:mbm~.emaiLanc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 12:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Sk 02 Site Creation 

Email Text ¯ Hi Travis and Dr. Cooke, 

Since ENST/AFRI 266 is a cross-listed course, all students from both AFRI 266 and ENST 266 may be enrolled in the ENST 266 
roster that you see in Sakai. Can you create the course site for ENST 266 and then compare the roster you see in Site Info with the 
rosters in ConnectCarolina for both of these sections? If the AFRI 266 students are not included in the Sakai site, please check with 
your departmental scheduling officer to make sure that Dr. Cooke is listed as the instructor for this course so she can add the roster to 
the course site. 

Please let me know if I can further assist you. 

Thank you, 
Thao Nghi Bui 
ITS-TLI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 2:35 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 

Resolved! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cooke, Amy E 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 2:24 PM 
To: Bui, Thao Nghi; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 

Oddly enough (!), they are there. I thought I would have to combine the 2 sections into one site. 

Thanks 
amy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mail~o:mbt~i@ernai1.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 12:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Sk 02 Site Creation 

Email Text : Hi Travis and Dr. Cooke, 

Since ENST/AFRI 266 is a cross-listed course, all students from both AFRI 266 and ENST 266 may be enrolled in the ENST 266 
roster that you see in Sakai. Can you create the course site for ENST 266 and then compare the roster you see in Site Info with the 
rosters in ConnectCarolina for both of these sections? If the AFRI 266 students are not included in the Sakai site, please check with 
your departmental scheduling officer to make sure that Dr. Cooke is listed as the instructor for this course so she can add the roster to 
the course site. 

Please let me know if I can further assist you. 

Thank you, 

Thao Nghi Bui 

ITS-TLI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 5:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fall Semester 2012. Spring Semester 2013 Calendar.docx 

Here it is! Looks good to me. The only thing you might want to check is the meeting dates every second week of the 

month. Let me know if changes need to be made. 

Thanks! 
Travis 



Fall Semester 20:~2 

August 

8/21- Classes begin for all students 

8/22- Faculty Meeting with Dean Hartlyn in Hyde Hall 

8/24- Department Consent added to all courses 

8/27- Last Day for Late Registration 

September 

9/3- Labor Day 

9/4-Last day for students to drop a course using the web registration system. 

9/4- Last day for departments to add/drop a course for students 

9/9- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls available to faculty 

9/12- Faculty Meeting room 309 

9/28- ~ Textbook orders for Spring Semester due* 

October 

10/7- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls due to Academic Advising 

10/10- Faculty Meeting room 309 

10/12- University day (Classes cancelled from 10:00-1:00) 

10/15- Last day for Undergraduate students to drop course 

10/15- Incompletes (IN’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 

10/17- Fall break begins 5:00 P.M. 

10/22- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

November 

11/7- Faculty Meeting room 309 

11/21- Thanksgiving Recess 

11/26- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 



December 

12/5- Fall Semester classes end 

12/5-Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 

12/6, 12/12 -Reading Days 

12/7- 12/14- Exams 

Spring Semester 20:13 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 

1/9- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

1/15- Last Day of Late Registration 

1/21- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

1/23- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

1/23- Last day for departments to drop a course for students 

February 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 

2/6- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

2/19- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 

March 

3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 

3/6- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 



3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

4/26- Classes End 

4/26- Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 

4/26- Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours after exam is given) 

4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 

4/30- Exams begin 

May 

5/7- Exams end 

5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:56 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Work Request from the web 

Thanks Steve! It would be great if it could get done the beginning of the week! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [maillo:Slephen.Got~lar~facililies.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:35 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

Hi Travis, 

We will start the offices sometime next week. 
I will keep you posted. 

Thanks 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [ ma~Lu~c.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

Hi Mr. Goulart, 

You asked me to let you know once the repair work had been done so that the housekeeping could do a deep clean of the offices. 
They have finished the painting so we are ready as soon as you can do it. The rooms are 306, 307, 308 and 309. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [maiho:Ste2~hen.Go~1ar~facili~ies.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 2:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services); Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

Hi Travis, 

Please let me know when they are going to start and finish the repairs work. They we can schedule to come in and do a deep cleans of 
the offices. 

Thank You 
Stephen Goulart 1 
Housekeeping 
Zone 201 
919-966-5515 
Stephen.goulart@fac.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 



Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:53 AM 
To: Housekeeping Request Readers (Facilities Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

I have separated this request, your part is only for cleaning of floors. Thanks. 

Jarlice Wiley 
Customer Service Administrator 
Design and Construction Svcs 
966-5472 
962-1213 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Daemon, AIS 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Facilities Repair Request 
Subject: Work Request from the web 

To see this web submitted request in AiM, go to Customer Service. 

Requested .... 05/25/2012 09:42:30 
Reference .... 162022 
Department... 3287 African & African-Amer Studies 
Customer ..... 3287-232871 AFRICANSAFRO-AMER 
Contact ...... Travis Gore 
Phone ........ 966-5496 
Email ........ stgore@email.unc.edu 
Property ..... 056 BATTLE 
Location ..... Battle Hall 
Estimate ..... Yes 
Fax .......... 962-2694 
CB ........... 3395 
Comp. Date... 5/25/2012 
Description.. Hello, 

We had some people move out of some offices on the third floor and we will be moving new people into those offices. The rooms are 
306, 307, 308 and 309. We noticed that there is some repair work, cleaning and painting that could be done. The walls could use a 
paint job and the floors could use a good cleaning. I am requesting an estimate for this. Thanks! 
Special Requirements: 
If we can’t get an estimate today then soon as possible. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:17 AM 

Bui, Thao Nghi <tnbui@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 

Thanks again! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mai~to:mbm~.emaiLanc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 4:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Sk 02 Site Creation 

Email Text ¯ Hi Amy and Travis, 

Cross-listed courses can be a little tricky sometimes but I’m glad it worked for you! The course will be listed as whichever is the 
sponsoring department, so all students were listed under ENST. Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 
Thao Nghi Bui 
ITS-TLI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cooke, Amy E 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 2:24 PM 
To: Bui, Thao Nghi; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2359184 

Oddly enough (!), they are there. I thought I would have to combine the 2 sections into one site. 

Thanks 
amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:54 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fall Semester 2012. Spring Semester 2013 Calendar.docx 

Here it is! 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fall Semester 20:~2 

August 

8/21- Classes begin for all students 

8/22- Faculty Meeting with Dean Hartlyn in Hyde Hall 

8/24- Department Consent added to all courses 

8/27- Last Day for Late Registration 

September 

9/3- Labor Day 

9/4-Last day for students to drop a course using the web registration system. 

9/4- Last day for departments to add/drop a course for students 

9/9- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls available to faculty 

9/12- Faculty Meeting room 309 

9/28- ~ Textbook orders for Spring Semester due* 

October 

10/7- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls due to Academic Advising 

10/10- Faculty Meeting room 309 

10/12- University day (Classes cancelled from 10:00-1:00) 

10/15- Last day for Undergraduate students to drop course 

10/15- Incompletes (IN’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 

10/17- Fall break begins 5:00 P.M. 

10/22- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

November 

11/7- Faculty Meeting room 309 

11/21- Thanksgiving Recess 

11/26- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 



December 

12/5- Fall Semester classes end 

12/5-Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 

12/6, 12/12 -Reading Days 

12/7- 12/14- Exams 

Spring Semester 20:13 

Januarv 

1/9- Classes begin 

1/16- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

1/15- Last Day of Late Registration 

1/21- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

1/23- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

1/23- Last day for departments to drop a course for students 

February 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 

2/6- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

2/19- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 

March 

3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 

3/6- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 



3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

4/26- Classes End 

4/26- Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 

4/26- Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours after exam is given) 

4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 

4/30- Exams begin 

May 

5/7- Exams end 

5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:21 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <j t] ordan@email.unc, edu> 

RE: textbook 

Thanks Joseph[ Sorry to bother you about it but George had called me and asked me to send you an email -Travis 

From: Joseph Jordan [mailto:jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morgan, George Fredrick 
Subject: Re: textbook 

Thanks Travis I already straightened it out - if she’s registered for the class she already has an email from me 
On Aug 21, 2012, at 4:06 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Hi Joseph, 

We had a student of yours that was looking for a textbook for your class at the student stores but it couldn’t be found on 

the shelf or in the system. I have included our good friend George Morgan to this email because he works over in 

textbooks and he would be happy to help out. He would need the title and author of the book. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
ifjordan@email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Done! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add these students to Perry’s classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:28 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Eunice 

Apparently Walter does no longer performs this function. Could you therefore add these students (attached) to 
my 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1) classes? 

Thank you 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Date:Wed, 22 Aug 2012 07:59:07 -0400 
From:Rucker, Walter C <wrucker~,email.unc.edu> 

To:Hall, Perry A <HALLPA~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
CC: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Perry, 

As of Monday morning, [ have been relieved of my duties as Associate Chair. Any inquiries regarding course 

management should be forwarded to Eunice and Travis from this point forward. 

Best, 

Walter 



Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
-UNC-Chape! Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:15 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Walter 

Attached are lists of students who want to add my courses, 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1). 

Thanks 

Perry 

On 8/16/2012 10:33 AM, Rucker, Walter C wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 

In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too 

many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 

If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on 

Friday August 24. 

Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be 

dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating 

seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, 

especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections of the 

same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 



Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361597.149a4fe4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31970212 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a bl ank email to 1 eave-31970212-32361597.149a4fe4dcfb e07d55b 669b2c4e2de99@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:48 PM 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

FW: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

AFAM 102 259 Add-ons.pdf 

Done! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add these students to Perry’s classes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:28 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Eunice 

Apparently Walter does no longer performs this function. Could you therefore add these students (attached) to 
my 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1) classes? 

Thank you 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Date:Wed, 22 Aug 2012 07:59:07 -0400 
From:Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

To:Hall, Perry A <HALLPA~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
CC: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Perry, 



As of Monday morning, I have been relieved of my duties as Associate Chair. Any inquiries regarding course 

management should be forwarded to Eunice and Travis from this point forward. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rt~cker 
Associate Pro~bssor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:15 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Walter 

Attached are lists of students who want to add my courses, 102 (Sec. 1) and 259 (Sec. 1). 

Thanks 

Perry 

On 8/16/2012 10:33 AM, Rucker, Walter C wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 

In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in too 

many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 

If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 am on 



Friday August 24. 

Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can be 

dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. Graduating 

seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes to adds, 

especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections of the 

same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361597.149a4fe4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31970212 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a bl ank email to 1 eave-31970212-32361597.149a4fe4dcfb e07d55b 669b2c4e2de99@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 11:50 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120906114557823.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 11:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.06.2012 11:45:57 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Appendix 

Basic Unity Program 

Organization of Afro-American Unity 

The program of the Organization of Afro-American Unity was originally sched: 

uled to be presented at the OAAU rally on February 15, 1965. Followln~ the 

firebombing ofMalcolm X’s home, however, OAAU feacters postponed the 

program’s presentation until the following Sunday, February 21, the day Mal. 

colm was assassir~ated, The document had been re#d and approved by 

Maloolm, altho~lcjh he himself did not draft it. 

Pledging unity... 
Promoting ittstice... 
Transcending compromise... 

We, Afro-Americans, people who originated in Africa and 
now reside in America, speak out against the slavery and 
pression inflicted upon us by this racist power structure. We 
offer to downtrodden Afro-American people courses of action 
that will conquer oppression, relieve suffering, and convert 
meaningless struggle into meaningful action. 

Confident that our purpose will be achieved, we Afro- 
Americans from all walks of life make the following known: 

ESTABLISHMENT 

Having stated our determination, confidence, and resolve, the 
Organization o~ Afro-American Unity is 

the 15th day of February, 1965, in the city of New York. 

Upon this establishment, we Afrg-American people wil! 



launch a cuht~ral revolution which will provide the means for 

restoring our identity that we might rejoin our brothers and 

sisters on the African continent, culturall3~ psychologically, eco- 
nomically, and share with them the Sweet fruits of freedom 
from oppression and independence of racist governments. 

1. The Organization of Afro-American Unity welcomes all 
persons of African origin to come together and dedicate their 
ideas, skills, and lives to flee our people from oppression. 

2. Branches of the Organization of Afro-American Unity may 
be established By people of African descent wherever they may 
be and whatever their ideology--as long as they be descendants 
of Africa and dedicated to our one goal: freedom from oppression. 

3. The basic program of the Organization of Affo-Arnerican 
Unity which is now being presented can and wil! be modified 
by the membership, taking into consideration national, regional, 
and local conditions that requir~e flexible treatment. 

4. The Organization of Affo-Arnerican Unity encourages ac- 
tive participation of each member since we feel that each and 
every Afro-American has something to contribute to our free- 
dom. Thus each member will be encouraged to participate in 
the committee of his or her choice. 

5. Understanding the differences that have Been created 
amongst us by our oppressors in order to keep us divide4 the 
Organization of Affo-Arnerican Unity strives to ignore or sub- 
merge these artificial divisions by focusing our activities and 
our loyalties upon our one goal: freedom ’from oppression. 

BASIC AIMS AND oBJEcTIVES 

Self-determination 
We assert that we Afro-Americans have the right to direct. 

and control our lives, our history; and our future rather than to 
have our destinies determined by American racists. " 

We are determined to rediscover our true African culture, 
which was crushed and hidden for over four hundred years in 
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order to enslave us and keep us enslaved up to today... 
We, Afro,Americans--enslave& oppressed, and denied by a 

society that prod.aims itself the citadel of democracy; are deter-. 
mined to rediscover our histor~ promote the talents that are sup- 
pressed by our radst enslavers, renew the culture that was crushed 

by a slave go~vernment and thereby--to again become a free people. 

National unity 
Sincerely believing that the future of Afro-Aanericans is 

pendent upon our ability to unite our ideas, skills, organiza- 
tions, and institutions... 

We, the Organization of Afro-American Unity p~edge to join 
hands and hearts with all people of African origin in a grand ¯ 
alliance by forgetting all the differences that the power struc- 
ture has created to keep us divided and enslaved. We further 
pledge to strengthen our common bond and strive toward one 
goal: freedom from oppression. 

THE BASIC UNITY PROGRAM 

The program of the Organization of Afro-American Unity shall 
evolve from five strategic points which are deemed basic and 
fundamental to our grand alliance. Through our committees 
we shall proceed in the following general areas: 

I, Restoration 
In order to enslave the African it was necessary for our en- 

slavers to completely sever our communications with the Afri- 
can continent and the Africans that remained there. In order to 
free ourselves from the oppression of our enslavers then, it is 

absolutely necessary for the Afro-American to restore com- 
munications with Africa. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will accomplish 
this goaI .by means of independent national and international 

newspapers, publishing ventures, personal contacts, and other 
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available communications media. 
We, Afro-Americans, must also communicate to one another 

the truths about American slavery and the terrible effects it 
has upon our people. We must study the modern system of 
slavery in order to free ourselves from it. We must search out 
all the bare and ugly facts withoutshame for we are stilI vic- 
tims, still sIaves--stiI1 oppressed. Our only shame is believing 
falsehood and not seeking the truth. 

We must learn all. that we can about ourselves. We will have 
to know the whole story of how we were kidnapped from Af- 
rica; how our ancestors were brutalized, dehumanized, and mur- 
dered; and how we are continually kept in a state of slavery for 
the profit of a system conceived in sIavery, built by slaves, and 
dedicated to keeping us enslaved in order to maintain itsetf. 

We must begin to reeducate ourselves and become alert lis- 
teners in order to learn as much as we can about the progress of 
our motherland--Africa. We must correct in.our minds the 
distorted image that our enslaver has portrayed to us of Africa 
that he might discourage us from reestablishing communica- 
tions with her and thus obtain freedom from oppression. 

II. Reorlentation 
In order to keep the Afro-American enslaved, it was neces- 

sary to limit our thinking to the shores of America--to pre- 
vent us from’identifying our problems with the problems of 
other peoples of African origin. This mad~ us consider ourselves 
an isolated minority without allies anywhere. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will develop in 
the Afro-American people a l~een awareness of our relation- 
ship with the world at large and clarify our roles, rights, and 
responsibilities as human beings, We can accomplish this goal 
by becoming well-informed concerning world affairs and un- 
derstanding that our struggle is part of a larger world struggle 
of oppressed peoples against all forms of oppression. We must 

change the thinking of the Afro-American by liberating our 
minds through the study of philosophies and psychoiogies, 
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cultures and languages that did not come from our racist op- 
pressors. Provisions are being made for the study of languages 
such as SwahiIi, Hausa, and Arabic. These studies will give our 
people access to ideas and history of mankind at large and thus 
increase our mental scope.. 

We can learn much about Africa by reading informative. 
books and by listening to the experiences of those who have 
traveledthere, but many of us can travel to the land of our 
choice and experience for ourselves. The Organization of Afro-. 
American Unity will encourage the Afro-American to travel to " 
Africa, the Caribbean, and to other places where our culture 
has not been completely crushed by brutality and ruthlessness, 

III. Education 
After enslaving us, the slave masters developed a racist edu- 

cationaI system which justified to its posterity the evil deeds that 
had been committed against the African people and their descen- 
dants. Too often the slave himself participates so completely in 
this system that he justifies having been enslaved and oppressed. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will devise origi’ 
hal educational.methods and procedures which will liberate the 

minds of our children from the vidous lies and distortions that 
are fed tous from the cradle to keep us mentally enslaved. We 
encourage Afro-Americans themselves to establish experimen- 
tal institutes and educational workshops, liberation schools, and 
child-care centers in the Afro-American communities. 

We will influence the choice of textbooks and equipment used 
by our children in the public schools while at the same time en- 
couraging qualified Afro-Americans to write and publish the text- 
books needed to liberate our minds, Until we completely control 
our own educational institutions, we must supplement the for-’ 

mal training of our children by educating them at home. 

IV. Economic securi~r 

After the Emancipation Proclamation, when the system of 
sIavery changed from chattel slavery to wage slavery, it was 
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realized that the Afro-American constituted the largest homo- 
geneous ethnic group with a cormrton origin and common group 
experience in the United States and, if allowed to exercise eco- 
nomic or political freedom, would in a short period of time own 
this country. Therefore radsts in this governlnent developed 
techniques that would keep the Afro-American people economi- 
cally dependent upon the slave masters=., economically slaves-- 

twentieth-century slaves. 
The Organization of Afro-American Unity will take mea- 

sures to free our people from economic slavery. One way of 
accomplishing this will be to maintain a technician pool: that is, 
a bank of technicians. In. the same manner that blood banks 
have been established to furnish blood to those who need it at 
the time it is needed, we must establish a technician bank. We 
must do this so that the newly independent nations of Africa 
can turn to us who are their Affo-Amerkan brothers for the 
technidans they will need now and in the future. Thereb3~ we 
will be developing an open market for the many skills we pos~- 
sess and at the same time we will be supplying Africa with the 
skills she can best use. This project will therefore be one of 
mutual cooperation and mutual benefit. 

V, Self-de~ense 
In order to enslave a people and keep them subjugated, their 

right to self-defense must be denied. They must be constantly 
terrorized, brutalized, and murdered. These tactics of suppres- 
sion have been developed to a new high by vicious racists 
whom the United States government seems unwilling or in- 
capable of dealing with in terms of the law of this land. Before 
the emancipation it was the Black man who suffered humili- 
ation, torture, castration, and murder. Recently our women 
and children, more and more, are becoming the victims of sav- 
age racists whose appetite for blood increases daily and whose 
deeds of depravity seem to be openly encouraged by al! law- 
enforcement agendes. ’ Over five thousand Afro-Americans have 
been lynched since the Emancipation Proclamation and not one 
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murderer has been brought to justice! 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity; being aware of 
the increased violence being visited upon the Afro-American 
and of the open sanction of this violertce and murder by the 
police departments throughout this country and the federal 
agencies~do affirm our right and obligation to defend our- 
selves in order to survive as a people. 

We encourage the Afro-Americans to defend themseIves 
against the wanton attacks of racist aggressors whose sole aim 
is to deny us the guarantees of the United Nations Charter of 
Human Rights and of the Constitution of the United States. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity. will take those 
private steps that are necessary to insure the survival of the 
Afro-American people in the. face of racist aggression and the 
defense of our women arid children. We are within our rights 
to see to it that the Afro-American people who fulfill their ob- 
ligations to the United States government (we pay taxes and 
serve in the armed forces of this country like American dtizens 
do) atso exact from this government the obligations that it owes 
us as a people, or exact these obligations ourselves. Needless to 
say; among this number we include protection of certain in- 
alienable rights such as life, libertb~ and the pursuit of happiness. 

In areas where the United States government has shown 
itsetf unable and/or unwilling to bring to justice the radst op- 
pressors, murderers, who kill innocent children and adults, the 
Organization of Afro-American Unity advocates that the Afro- 
American people insure ourselves that justice is done--what- 
ever the price and by any means necessary. 

NATIONAL CONCERNS 

General terminologies: 
We Afro-Americans feel receptive toward all peoples of good- 

will. We are not opposed to multiethnic associations ir~ any walk 
of life. In fact, we have had experiences which enable us to un- 



Ttie term "negro" developed ~rom a word in the Spanish 

language which is actually an adjective (describing word), mean- 
ing "black," that is, the color black, in plain English, if someone 
said or was called a "black" or a "dark," even a young child 

would very naturally question. "A black what?" or "A dark 
what?" because adjectives do not name, they describe. Please 
take note that in order to make use of this mechanism, a word 
was transferred from another language and deceptively changed 
in function from an adjective to a noun, which is a naming 
word. Its application in the nominative (naming) sense was in- 
tentionally used to portray persons in a position of objects or 
"things." tt stamps the article as being "all alike and all the 
same." It denotes: a "darkie," a slave, a subhuman, an ex-slave, 
a "negro." 

Afro-Americans must reanalyze and particularly question 
our own use of this term, keeping in mind all the facts. In light 
of the historical meanings and current implications, all intelli- 
gent and informed Afro-Americans and Africans continue to 
reject its use in the noun form as well as a proper adjective. Its 
usage shall continue to be considered as unenlightened and 
objectionable or deliberately offensive whether in speech or 
writing. 

We accept the use of Afro-American, African, and Black man 
in reference to persons of African heritage. To every other part 
of mankind goes this measure of just respect. We do not desire 
more nor shall we accept less. 

General considerations: 
Afro-Americans, like all other people, have human rights 

which are inalienable. This is, these human rights cannot be 
legally or justly transferred to another. Our human rights be- 

long to us, as to al! people, through God, not through the wishes 
nor according to the whims of other men. 

We must consider that fact and other reasons why a procla- 
mation o[ "Emancipation" should not be revered as a docu- 
ment of liberation. Any previous acceptance of and faith in such 
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a document was based on sentiment, not on reality. This is a 

serious matter which we Afro-Americans must continue to re- 
evaluate. 

The original root-mean!ng of the word emancipation is: "To 
deliver up or make over as property by means of a formal act 
from a purchaser." We must take note and remember that hu- 
man beings cannot be justly bought or sold nor can their hu- 

marl rights be legally or justly taken away. 
Slavery was, and still is~ a criminal institution, that is: crime 

en masse. No matter what form it takes: subtle rules and poli- 
cies, apartheid, etc., slavery and oppression of human rights 
stand as major crimes against God and humanity. Therefore, to 
relegate or change the state 6f such criminal deeds by means of 
vague legislation and noble euphemisms gives an honor to hor- 
rible commitments that is totally inappropriate. 

Full implications and concomitant harvests were generally 
misunderstood by our foreparents and are still misunderstood 
or avoided by some Afro-Americans todasa However, the facts 
remain; and we, as enlightened Afro-Americans, will not praise 
and encourage any belief in "emancipation." Afro-Americans 
everywhere must realize that to retain faith in such an idea 
means acceptance of being property and, therefore, less than. a 
human being. This matter is. a crucial’ one that Afro-Americans 
must continue to reexamine. 

WORLDWIDE CONCERNS 

The time is past due for us to internationalize the problems of 
Afro-Americans. We have been too slow in recognizing the link 
in the fate of Africans with the fate of Afrt)-Americans, We 
have been too unknowing to understand and too misdirected 
to ask our African brothers and sisters to help us mend the 
chain of our heritage. 

Our African relatives who are in a majority in their own coun- 
try have found it very difficult to gain independence from a 
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minority. It is that much more difficult for Afro-Americans who 
are a minority away from the motherland and still oppressed by 
those who encourage the crushing of our African identity. 

We can appreciate the material progress and recognize the 
opportunities available in the highly industrialhed and afflu- 

¢~ ~sumng cfirectiy or indirectly from a systematic discrimi- 
¯ nanon against us because of our God-given colors. These factors 
cause us to remember that our being born in America was an 
act of fate stemming from the separation of our foreparents 
from Africa; not by choice, but by force. 

We have for many years been divided among ourselves 

through deceptions and misunderstandings created by our en- 
slavers, but we do here and now express our desires and intent 
to draw closer and be restored in knowledge and spirit through 
renewed relations and kinships with the African peoples. We 
further realize that our human rights, so long suppressed, are 
the rights of all mankind everywhere. 

in light of all of our experiences and hnowtedge of the past, 
we, as Afro-American% de¢Iare recognition, sympathN and ad~ 

miration for all peoples and nations who are striving, as we are, 
toward, self-realization and complete freedom from oppression! 

The civil rights bill is a similarly misleading, misinterpreted 
document of legislation. The premise of its design and applica- 
tion is not respectable in the eyes of men who recognize what 
personal freedom involves and entails. Afro-Americans must 
answer this question for themselves: What makes this special 

bill necessary ? 
The only document that is in order and deserved with re- 

gard to the acts perpetuated through slavery and oppression 
prolonged to this day is a Declaration of Condemnation. And 
the only legislation worthy of consideration or endorsement 
by Afro-Americans, the victims of these tragic institutions, is a 
Proclamation of Restitution. We Afro-Americans must .keep 
these facts ever in mind. 

We must continue to internationalize our philosophies and 
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contacts toward assuming full human rights which include all 
the civil rights appertaining thereto. With compIete understand- 
ing of our heritage as Afro-Americans, we must not do less, 

Committees of the Organization of Afro-American Unity: 
The Cultural Committee 
The Economic Committee 
The Educational Committee 
The Political Committee 
The Publications Committee 
The Social Committee 
The Self-Defense Committee 
The Youth Committee 

Staff committees: 
Finance 
Fund-raising 
Legal 
Membership 

For further information on the Organization of Afro-American 
Unity write: 

Organization of Afro-American Unity 

2090 Seventh Ave., Suite 128 
New York 27, N.Y. 

For speedier responses, ad&ess correspondence to a particular 
committee. For example, if you are interested in joining or es- 
tablishing a chapter: Membership Committee, Organization of 
Afro-Amerlcan Unit~ 2090 Seventh Ave., Suite !28, New York 
27, NY. We welcome your contributions in the form of checks 
or money orders. 
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Appendix 

Basic Unity Program 

Organization of Afro-American Unity 

The program of the Organization of Afro-American Unity was originally sched: 

uled to be presented at the OAAU rally on February 15, 1965. Followln~ the 

firebombing ofMalcolm X’s home, however, OAAU feacters postponed the 

program’s presentation until the following Sunday, February 21, the day Mal. 

colm was assassir~ated, The document had been re#d and approved by 

Maloolm, altho~lcjh he himself did not draft it. 

Pledging unity... 
Promoting ittstice... 
Transcending compromise... 

We, Afro-Americans, people who originated in Africa and 
now reside in America, speak out against the slavery and 
pression inflicted upon us by this racist power structure. We 
offer to downtrodden Afro-American people courses of action 
that will conquer oppression, relieve suffering, and convert 
meaningless struggle into meaningful action. 

Confident that our purpose will be achieved, we Afro- 
Americans from all walks of life make the following known: 

ESTABLISHMENT 

Having stated our determination, confidence, and resolve, the 
Organization o~ Afro-American Unity is 

the 15th day of February, 1965, in the city of New York. 

Upon this establishment, we Afrg-American people wil! 



launch a cuht~ral revolution which will provide the means for 

restoring our identity that we might rejoin our brothers and 

sisters on the African continent, culturall3~ psychologically, eco- 
nomically, and share with them the Sweet fruits of freedom 
from oppression and independence of racist governments. 

1. The Organization of Afro-American Unity welcomes all 
persons of African origin to come together and dedicate their 
ideas, skills, and lives to flee our people from oppression. 

2. Branches of the Organization of Afro-American Unity may 
be established By people of African descent wherever they may 
be and whatever their ideology--as long as they be descendants 
of Africa and dedicated to our one goal: freedom from oppression. 

3. The basic program of the Organization of Affo-Arnerican 
Unity which is now being presented can and wil! be modified 
by the membership, taking into consideration national, regional, 
and local conditions that requir~e flexible treatment. 

4. The Organization of Affo-Arnerican Unity encourages ac- 
tive participation of each member since we feel that each and 
every Afro-American has something to contribute to our free- 
dom. Thus each member will be encouraged to participate in 
the committee of his or her choice. 

5. Understanding the differences that have Been created 
amongst us by our oppressors in order to keep us divide4 the 
Organization of Affo-Arnerican Unity strives to ignore or sub- 
merge these artificial divisions by focusing our activities and 
our loyalties upon our one goal: freedom ’from oppression. 

BASIC AIMS AND oBJEcTIVES 

Self-determination 
We assert that we Afro-Americans have the right to direct. 

and control our lives, our history; and our future rather than to 
have our destinies determined by American racists. " 

We are determined to rediscover our true African culture, 
which was crushed and hidden for over four hundred years in 
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order to enslave us and keep us enslaved up to today... 
We, Afro,Americans--enslave& oppressed, and denied by a 

society that prod.aims itself the citadel of democracy; are deter-. 
mined to rediscover our histor~ promote the talents that are sup- 
pressed by our radst enslavers, renew the culture that was crushed 

by a slave go~vernment and thereby--to again become a free people. 

National unity 
Sincerely believing that the future of Afro-Aanericans is 

pendent upon our ability to unite our ideas, skills, organiza- 
tions, and institutions... 

We, the Organization of Afro-American Unity p~edge to join 
hands and hearts with all people of African origin in a grand ¯ 
alliance by forgetting all the differences that the power struc- 
ture has created to keep us divided and enslaved. We further 
pledge to strengthen our common bond and strive toward one 
goal: freedom from oppression. 

THE BASIC UNITY PROGRAM 

The program of the Organization of Afro-American Unity shall 
evolve from five strategic points which are deemed basic and 
fundamental to our grand alliance. Through our committees 
we shall proceed in the following general areas: 

I, Restoration 
In order to enslave the African it was necessary for our en- 

slavers to completely sever our communications with the Afri- 
can continent and the Africans that remained there. In order to 
free ourselves from the oppression of our enslavers then, it is 

absolutely necessary for the Afro-American to restore com- 
munications with Africa. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will accomplish 
this goaI .by means of independent national and international 

newspapers, publishing ventures, personal contacts, and other 
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available communications media. 
We, Afro-Americans, must also communicate to one another 

the truths about American slavery and the terrible effects it 
has upon our people. We must study the modern system of 
slavery in order to free ourselves from it. We must search out 
all the bare and ugly facts withoutshame for we are stilI vic- 
tims, still sIaves--stiI1 oppressed. Our only shame is believing 
falsehood and not seeking the truth. 

We must learn all. that we can about ourselves. We will have 
to know the whole story of how we were kidnapped from Af- 
rica; how our ancestors were brutalized, dehumanized, and mur- 
dered; and how we are continually kept in a state of slavery for 
the profit of a system conceived in sIavery, built by slaves, and 
dedicated to keeping us enslaved in order to maintain itsetf. 

We must begin to reeducate ourselves and become alert lis- 
teners in order to learn as much as we can about the progress of 
our motherland--Africa. We must correct in.our minds the 
distorted image that our enslaver has portrayed to us of Africa 
that he might discourage us from reestablishing communica- 
tions with her and thus obtain freedom from oppression. 

II. Reorlentation 
In order to keep the Afro-American enslaved, it was neces- 

sary to limit our thinking to the shores of America--to pre- 
vent us from’identifying our problems with the problems of 
other peoples of African origin. This mad~ us consider ourselves 
an isolated minority without allies anywhere. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will develop in 
the Afro-American people a l~een awareness of our relation- 
ship with the world at large and clarify our roles, rights, and 
responsibilities as human beings, We can accomplish this goal 
by becoming well-informed concerning world affairs and un- 
derstanding that our struggle is part of a larger world struggle 
of oppressed peoples against all forms of oppression. We must 

change the thinking of the Afro-American by liberating our 
minds through the study of philosophies and psychoiogies, 
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cultures and languages that did not come from our racist op- 
pressors. Provisions are being made for the study of languages 
such as SwahiIi, Hausa, and Arabic. These studies will give our 
people access to ideas and history of mankind at large and thus 
increase our mental scope.. 

We can learn much about Africa by reading informative. 
books and by listening to the experiences of those who have 
traveledthere, but many of us can travel to the land of our 
choice and experience for ourselves. The Organization of Afro-. 
American Unity will encourage the Afro-American to travel to " 
Africa, the Caribbean, and to other places where our culture 
has not been completely crushed by brutality and ruthlessness, 

III. Education 
After enslaving us, the slave masters developed a racist edu- 

cationaI system which justified to its posterity the evil deeds that 
had been committed against the African people and their descen- 
dants. Too often the slave himself participates so completely in 
this system that he justifies having been enslaved and oppressed. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will devise origi’ 
hal educational.methods and procedures which will liberate the 

minds of our children from the vidous lies and distortions that 
are fed tous from the cradle to keep us mentally enslaved. We 
encourage Afro-Americans themselves to establish experimen- 
tal institutes and educational workshops, liberation schools, and 
child-care centers in the Afro-American communities. 

We will influence the choice of textbooks and equipment used 
by our children in the public schools while at the same time en- 
couraging qualified Afro-Americans to write and publish the text- 
books needed to liberate our minds, Until we completely control 
our own educational institutions, we must supplement the for-’ 

mal training of our children by educating them at home. 

IV. Economic securi~r 

After the Emancipation Proclamation, when the system of 
sIavery changed from chattel slavery to wage slavery, it was 
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realized that the Afro-American constituted the largest homo- 
geneous ethnic group with a cormrton origin and common group 
experience in the United States and, if allowed to exercise eco- 
nomic or political freedom, would in a short period of time own 
this country. Therefore radsts in this governlnent developed 
techniques that would keep the Afro-American people economi- 
cally dependent upon the slave masters=., economically slaves-- 

twentieth-century slaves. 
The Organization of Afro-American Unity will take mea- 

sures to free our people from economic slavery. One way of 
accomplishing this will be to maintain a technician pool: that is, 
a bank of technicians. In. the same manner that blood banks 
have been established to furnish blood to those who need it at 
the time it is needed, we must establish a technician bank. We 
must do this so that the newly independent nations of Africa 
can turn to us who are their Affo-Amerkan brothers for the 
technidans they will need now and in the future. Thereb3~ we 
will be developing an open market for the many skills we pos~- 
sess and at the same time we will be supplying Africa with the 
skills she can best use. This project will therefore be one of 
mutual cooperation and mutual benefit. 

V, Self-de~ense 
In order to enslave a people and keep them subjugated, their 

right to self-defense must be denied. They must be constantly 
terrorized, brutalized, and murdered. These tactics of suppres- 
sion have been developed to a new high by vicious racists 
whom the United States government seems unwilling or in- 
capable of dealing with in terms of the law of this land. Before 
the emancipation it was the Black man who suffered humili- 
ation, torture, castration, and murder. Recently our women 
and children, more and more, are becoming the victims of sav- 
age racists whose appetite for blood increases daily and whose 
deeds of depravity seem to be openly encouraged by al! law- 
enforcement agendes. ’ Over five thousand Afro-Americans have 
been lynched since the Emancipation Proclamation and not one 
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murderer has been brought to justice! 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity; being aware of 
the increased violence being visited upon the Afro-American 
and of the open sanction of this violertce and murder by the 
police departments throughout this country and the federal 
agencies~do affirm our right and obligation to defend our- 
selves in order to survive as a people. 

We encourage the Afro-Americans to defend themseIves 
against the wanton attacks of racist aggressors whose sole aim 
is to deny us the guarantees of the United Nations Charter of 
Human Rights and of the Constitution of the United States. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity. will take those 
private steps that are necessary to insure the survival of the 
Afro-American people in the. face of racist aggression and the 
defense of our women arid children. We are within our rights 
to see to it that the Afro-American people who fulfill their ob- 
ligations to the United States government (we pay taxes and 
serve in the armed forces of this country like American dtizens 
do) atso exact from this government the obligations that it owes 
us as a people, or exact these obligations ourselves. Needless to 
say; among this number we include protection of certain in- 
alienable rights such as life, libertb~ and the pursuit of happiness. 

In areas where the United States government has shown 
itsetf unable and/or unwilling to bring to justice the radst op- 
pressors, murderers, who kill innocent children and adults, the 
Organization of Afro-American Unity advocates that the Afro- 
American people insure ourselves that justice is done--what- 
ever the price and by any means necessary. 

NATIONAL CONCERNS 

General terminologies: 
We Afro-Americans feel receptive toward all peoples of good- 

will. We are not opposed to multiethnic associations ir~ any walk 
of life. In fact, we have had experiences which enable us to un- 



Ttie term "negro" developed ~rom a word in the Spanish 

language which is actually an adjective (describing word), mean- 
ing "black," that is, the color black, in plain English, if someone 
said or was called a "black" or a "dark," even a young child 

would very naturally question. "A black what?" or "A dark 
what?" because adjectives do not name, they describe. Please 
take note that in order to make use of this mechanism, a word 
was transferred from another language and deceptively changed 
in function from an adjective to a noun, which is a naming 
word. Its application in the nominative (naming) sense was in- 
tentionally used to portray persons in a position of objects or 
"things." tt stamps the article as being "all alike and all the 
same." It denotes: a "darkie," a slave, a subhuman, an ex-slave, 
a "negro." 

Afro-Americans must reanalyze and particularly question 
our own use of this term, keeping in mind all the facts. In light 
of the historical meanings and current implications, all intelli- 
gent and informed Afro-Americans and Africans continue to 
reject its use in the noun form as well as a proper adjective. Its 
usage shall continue to be considered as unenlightened and 
objectionable or deliberately offensive whether in speech or 
writing. 

We accept the use of Afro-American, African, and Black man 
in reference to persons of African heritage. To every other part 
of mankind goes this measure of just respect. We do not desire 
more nor shall we accept less. 

General considerations: 
Afro-Americans, like all other people, have human rights 

which are inalienable. This is, these human rights cannot be 
legally or justly transferred to another. Our human rights be- 

long to us, as to al! people, through God, not through the wishes 
nor according to the whims of other men. 

We must consider that fact and other reasons why a procla- 
mation o[ "Emancipation" should not be revered as a docu- 
ment of liberation. Any previous acceptance of and faith in such 
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a document was based on sentiment, not on reality. This is a 

serious matter which we Afro-Americans must continue to re- 
evaluate. 

The original root-mean!ng of the word emancipation is: "To 
deliver up or make over as property by means of a formal act 
from a purchaser." We must take note and remember that hu- 
man beings cannot be justly bought or sold nor can their hu- 

marl rights be legally or justly taken away. 
Slavery was, and still is~ a criminal institution, that is: crime 

en masse. No matter what form it takes: subtle rules and poli- 
cies, apartheid, etc., slavery and oppression of human rights 
stand as major crimes against God and humanity. Therefore, to 
relegate or change the state 6f such criminal deeds by means of 
vague legislation and noble euphemisms gives an honor to hor- 
rible commitments that is totally inappropriate. 

Full implications and concomitant harvests were generally 
misunderstood by our foreparents and are still misunderstood 
or avoided by some Afro-Americans todasa However, the facts 
remain; and we, as enlightened Afro-Americans, will not praise 
and encourage any belief in "emancipation." Afro-Americans 
everywhere must realize that to retain faith in such an idea 
means acceptance of being property and, therefore, less than. a 
human being. This matter is. a crucial’ one that Afro-Americans 
must continue to reexamine. 

WORLDWIDE CONCERNS 

The time is past due for us to internationalize the problems of 
Afro-Americans. We have been too slow in recognizing the link 
in the fate of Africans with the fate of Afrt)-Americans, We 
have been too unknowing to understand and too misdirected 
to ask our African brothers and sisters to help us mend the 
chain of our heritage. 

Our African relatives who are in a majority in their own coun- 
try have found it very difficult to gain independence from a 
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minority. It is that much more difficult for Afro-Americans who 
are a minority away from the motherland and still oppressed by 
those who encourage the crushing of our African identity. 

We can appreciate the material progress and recognize the 
opportunities available in the highly industrialhed and afflu- 

¢~ ~sumng cfirectiy or indirectly from a systematic discrimi- 
¯ nanon against us because of our God-given colors. These factors 
cause us to remember that our being born in America was an 
act of fate stemming from the separation of our foreparents 
from Africa; not by choice, but by force. 

We have for many years been divided among ourselves 

through deceptions and misunderstandings created by our en- 
slavers, but we do here and now express our desires and intent 
to draw closer and be restored in knowledge and spirit through 
renewed relations and kinships with the African peoples. We 
further realize that our human rights, so long suppressed, are 
the rights of all mankind everywhere. 

in light of all of our experiences and hnowtedge of the past, 
we, as Afro-American% de¢Iare recognition, sympathN and ad~ 

miration for all peoples and nations who are striving, as we are, 
toward, self-realization and complete freedom from oppression! 

The civil rights bill is a similarly misleading, misinterpreted 
document of legislation. The premise of its design and applica- 
tion is not respectable in the eyes of men who recognize what 
personal freedom involves and entails. Afro-Americans must 
answer this question for themselves: What makes this special 

bill necessary ? 
The only document that is in order and deserved with re- 

gard to the acts perpetuated through slavery and oppression 
prolonged to this day is a Declaration of Condemnation. And 
the only legislation worthy of consideration or endorsement 
by Afro-Americans, the victims of these tragic institutions, is a 
Proclamation of Restitution. We Afro-Americans must .keep 
these facts ever in mind. 

We must continue to internationalize our philosophies and 
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contacts toward assuming full human rights which include all 
the civil rights appertaining thereto. With compIete understand- 
ing of our heritage as Afro-Americans, we must not do less, 

Committees of the Organization of Afro-American Unity: 
The Cultural Committee 
The Economic Committee 
The Educational Committee 
The Political Committee 
The Publications Committee 
The Social Committee 
The Self-Defense Committee 
The Youth Committee 

Staff committees: 
Finance 
Fund-raising 
Legal 
Membership 

For further information on the Organization of Afro-American 
Unity write: 

Organization of Afro-American Unity 

2090 Seventh Ave., Suite 128 
New York 27, N.Y. 

For speedier responses, ad&ess correspondence to a particular 
committee. For example, if you are interested in joining or es- 
tablishing a chapter: Membership Committee, Organization of 
Afro-Amerlcan Unit~ 2090 Seventh Ave., Suite !28, New York 
27, NY. We welcome your contributions in the form of checks 
or money orders. 
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Appendix 

Basic Unity Program 

Organization of Afro-American Unity 

The program of the Organization of Afro-American Unity was or~ginafly sched- 

uled to be presented at the OAAU rally on February 15, !965, Folldwlng the 

firebombing ofMalcolm X’s home, however, OAAU leaders postponed the 

program’s presentation until the following Sunday, February 21, the day Mal- 

colm was assassinated, The document had been read and approved by 
Malcolm, although he himself did not draft it. 

Pledging unity... 
Promoting justice... 
Transcending compromise... 

We, Afro-Americans, people who originated in Africa and 
now reside in America, speak out against the slavery and op- 
pression inflicted upon us by this racist power structure. We 
offer to downtrodden Afro-American people courses of action 
that will conquer oppression, relieve suffering, and convert 
meaningless struggle into meaningful action. 

Confident that our purpose will be achieved, we Afro- 
Americans from all walks of life make the following known: 

ESTABLISHMENT 

Having stated our determination, confidence, and resolve, the 
Organization of Afro-A~’nerican Unity is here~oy established on 

the 15th day of February, 1965, in the city of New York. 

Upon this establishment, we Aff6-American people will 



launch a cuI~,ral revolution which will provide the means for 
restoring our identiW that we might rejoin our brothers and 
sisters on the African continent, culturally, psychologica]l~ eco- 

nomicall3~ and share wkh them the Sweet fruits of freedom 
from oppression and independence of racist governments. 

1. The Organization of Afro-Arnefican Unity welcomes all 
persons of African origin to come together and dedicate their 
ideas, skills, and lives to free our people from oppression. 

2. Branches of the Organization of Afro-American Unity may 
be established by people of African descent wherever they may 
be and whatever their ideology--as tonS as they be descendants 
of Africa and dedicated to our one goal: freedom from oppression. 

3. The basic program of the Organization of Afro-American 

Unity which is now being presented can and wil! be modified 
by the membership, taking into consideration national, regional, 
and local conditions that require flexible treatment. 

4. The Organization of Afro-American Unity encourages ac- 
tive participation of each member since we feel that each and 
every Afro-American has.something to contribute to our free- 
dora. Thus each member will be encouraged to participate in 
the committee of his or her choice. 

5. Understanding the differences that have been created 
amongst us by our oppressors in order to keep us divided, the 
Organization of Afro-American Unity strives to ignore or sub- 
merge these artificial divisions by focusing our activities and 
our loyalties upon our one goal: freedom ’from oppression. 

BASIC AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

Self-determination 
We assert that we A~ro-Americans have the right to direct 

and control our lives, our histors~ and ot~r future rather than to 
have our destinies determined by American racists... 

We are determined to rediscover our true African culture, 
which was crushed and hidden for over four hundred years in 
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order to enslave us and keep us enslaved up to today... 
We, Afro,Ameficans enslaved, oppressed, and denied by a 

society that proclaims itself the citadel of democrac~ are deterz 
mined to rediscover our histor~ promote the talents that are sup- 
pressed by our racist enslavers, renew the culture that was crushed 
by a slave government and thereby~to again become a flee people. 

National unity 
Sincerely believing that the future of Affo-Aanericans is de- 

pendent upon our ability to unite our ideas, skills, organiza- 
tions, and institutions ... 

We, the Organization of Afro-American Unity pledge to join 
hands and hearts with all people of African origin in a grand 
alliance by forgetting aI1 the differences that the power struc- 
ture has created to keep us dMded and enslaved. We further 
pledge to strengthen our common bond and strive toward one 
goal: freedom from oppression. 

THE BASIC UNITY PROGRAM 

The program of the Organization of Afro-American Unity shall 
evolve from five strategic points which are deemed basic and 
fundamental to our grand alliance. Through our committees 
we shall proceed in the following general areas: 

I. Restoration 
In order to enslave the African it was necessary for our en- 

s!avers to completely sever our communicatiorts with the Afri- 
can continent and the Africans that remained there. In order to 
free ourselves from the oppression of our enslavers then, it is 

absolutely necessary for the Afro-American to restore com- 
munications with Africa. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will accomplish 
this goal .by means of independent national and international 

newspapers publishing ventures, personal contacts, and other 



available communications media. 
We, Afro-Americans, must also communicate to one another 

the truths about American slavery and the terribIe effects it 
has upon our people. We must study the modern system of 
slavery in order to free ourselves from it. We must search out 
all the bare and ugly facts without shame for we are still vic- 
tims, still slaves--still oppressed. Our only shame is believing 
falsehood and not seeking the truth. 

We must learn aI1 that we can about ourselves. We will have 
to know the whole story of how we were kidnapped from Af- 
rica; how our ancestors were brutalized, dehumanized, and mur- 
dered; and how we are continually kept in a state of.slavery for 
the profit of a system conceived in slavery built by slaves, and 
dedicated to keeping us enslaved in order to maintain itself. 

We must begin to reeducate ourselves and become alert lis- 
teners in order to learn as much as we can about the progress of 
our motherland--Africa. We must correct in.our minds the 
distorted image that our enslaver has portrayed to us of Africa 
that he might discourage us from reestablishing communica- 
tions with her and thus obtain freedom from oppression. 

II. Reorientation 
In order to keep the Afro-American enslaved, it was neces- 

sary to limit our thinking to the shores of America--to pre- 
vent us fromidentifying our problems with the problems of 
other peoples of African origin. This mad6 us consider ourselves 
an isolated minority without allies anywhere. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity wiI1 develop in 
the Afro-American people a keen awareness of our relation- 
ship with the world at large and clarify our roIes, rights, and 
responsibilities as human beings. We can accomplish this goat 
by becoming well,-informed concerning world affairs and un- 
derstanding that our struggle is part of a larger world struggle 
of oppressed peoples against all forms of oppression. We must 
change the thinking of the Afro-American by liberating our 
minds through the study of philosophies and psychologies, 
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cultures and languages that did not come from our racist op- 
pressors. Provisions are being made for the study of languages 
such as Swahili, Hausa, and Arabic. These studies will give our 

¯ people access to ideas and history of mankind at targe and thus. 
increase our mental scope.. 

We can learn much about Africa by reading informative. 
books and by listening to the experiences of those who have 
traveledthere, but many of us can travel to the land of our 
choice and experience for ourselves. The Organization of Afro- 
American Unity wilI encourage the Afro-American to travel to 
Africa, the Caribbean, and to other places where our culture 
has not been completely crushed by brutality and ruthlessness. 

III. Education 
After enslaving us, the slave masters developed a racist edu- 

cational system which justified to its posterity the evil deeds that 
had been committed against the African peopIe and their descen- 
dants. Too often the slave himself participates so completely in 
this system that he justifies having been enslaved and oppressed. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will devise origi- 
nal educational methods and procedures which will liberate the 
minds of our children from the vidous lies and distortions that 
are fed to us from the cradle to keep us mentally enslaved. We 
encourage Afro-Americans themselves to establish experimen- 
tal institutes and educational workshops, liberation schools, and: 
child-care centers in the Afro-American communities. 

We wiI1 influence the choice of textbooks and equipment used 
by our children in the public schools while at the same time en- 
couraging qualified Afro-Americans to write and publish the text- 
books needed ~co liberate our minds. Until we completely control. 
our own educational institutions, we must supplement the for-" 
real training of our children by educating them at home.      ¯ 

IV. Economic security 

After the Emancipation Proclamation, when the system of 

slavery changed from chattel slavery to wage slavery; it was: 



realized that the Afro-American constituted the largest homo- 
geneous ethnic group with a common origin and common group 
experience in the United States and, if aIlowed to exercise eco- 
nomic or political freedom, would in a short period of time own 
this country. Therefore radars in this governinent developed 
techniques that would keep the Afro-American people economi- 
ca!ly dependent upon the slave masters--economically slaves-- 

twentieth-century slaves. 
The Organization of Afro-American Unity will take mea- 

sures to free our people from economic slavery. One way of 
accomplishing this will be to maintain a technician pool: that is, 
a bank of technicians. In. the same manner that blood banks 
have been established to furnish blood to those who need it at 
the time it is needed, we must establish a technidan bank. We 
must do this so that the newly independent nations of Africa 
can turn to us who are their Afro-American brothers for the 
technidans they will need now and in the future. Thereby, we 
will be developing an open market for the many skills we pos- 
sess and at the same time we will be supptyingAfrica with the 
skills she can best use. This project wilI therefore be one of 
mutual cooperation and mutual benefit. 

V. SeI~-defense 
In order to enslave a people and keep them subjugated, their 

right to self-defense must be denied. They must be constantly 
terrorized, brutalized, and murdered. These tactics of suppres- 
sion have been developed to a new high by vicious racists 
whom the United States government seems unwilling or in- 
capable of dealing with in terms of the law of this land. Before 
the emancipation it was the Black man who suffered humili- 
ation, torture, castration, and murder. Recently our women 
and chiIdren, more and more, are becoming the victims of sav- 
age racists whose appetite for blood increases daily and whose 
deeds of depravity seem to be openly encouraged by all law- 
enforcement agencies.              ,                 ’ Over five thousand Afro-Americans have 
been lynched since the Emancipation Proclamation and not one 

murderer has bee~ brought to justice l 

The Organization of Afro-American Unit~¢ being aware of 
the increased violence being visited upon the Afro-American 
and of the open sanction of this violence and murder by the 
police departments throughout this country and the federal 
agencies2-do affirm our right and obligation to defend our- 
’selves in order to survive as a people. 

We encourage the Afro-Americans to defend themselves 
against the wanton attacks of racist aggressors whose sole aim 
is to deny us the guarantees of the United Nations Charter of 
Human Rights and of the Constitution of the United States. 

The Organization of Afro-American Unity will take those 
private steps that are necessary to insure the survival of the 
Afro-American people in the face of racist aggression and the 
defense of our women and children, we are within our rights 
to see to it that the Afro-American people who futfill their ob~ 
ligations to the United States government (we pay taxes and 
serve in the armed forces of this country like American citizens 
do) also exact from this government the obligations that it owes 
us as a people, or exact these obligations ourselves. Needless to 
saS~ among this number we include protection of certain in- 
alienable rights such as life, libert~ and the pursuit of happiness. 

In areas where the United States government has shown 
itself unable and/or unwilling to bring to justice the racist op- 
pressors, murderers, who kill innocent children and adults, the 
Organization of Afro-American Unity advocates that the Afro- 
American people insure ourselves that justice is done--what- 
ever the price and by any means necessary. 

NATIONAL CONCERNS 

General terminologies: 
We Afro-Americans feel receptive toward all peoples of good- 

will. We are not opposed to multiethnic associations in any walk 

of life, In fact, we have had experiences which enable us to un- 
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derstand how unfortunate it is that human beings have been 
set apart or aside from each other because of characteristics 
known as "racial" characteristics. 

However, Afro-Americans did not create the prejudiced back- 
ground and atmosphere in which we live. And wO must face the 
facts/A "racial" society does exist in stark reality, and not with 
equality for Black people; so we who are nonwhite must meet 
the problems inherited from centuries of inequalities and deal 
with. the present situations as rationalIy as we are able. 

The exclusive ethnic quality of our unity is necessary for self- 
preservation. We say this because our experiences ba&ed up by 
history show that African culture andAffo-American culture will 
not be accurately recognized and reported and cannot be respect- 
ably expressed nor be secure in its survival if we remain the di- 
vided, and therefore the helpless, victims of an oppressive society. 

We appreciate the fact that when the people involved have 
real equality and ju stice, ethnic intermingling can be benefidal 
to all. We must denounce, however, all people who are oppres- 
sive through their policies or actions and who are lacking in 
justice in their dealings with other people, whether the injus- 
tices proceed fi’om power, class, or "race." We must be unified 
in order to be protected from abuse or misuse. 

We consider the word "integration" a misleading, false term. 
It carries with it certain implications to which Afro-Americans 

cannot subscribe. This terminology has been applied to the cur- 
rent regulation projects which are supposedly "acceptable" to 
some classes of society. This very "acceptable" implies some 
inherent superiority or inferiority instead of acknowledging 
the true source of the inequalities involved. 

We have observed that the usage of t.he term "integration" 
was designated and promoted by those persons who expect to 
continue a (nicer) type of ethnic discrimination and who in- 
tend to maintain sodal and economic controI of alI human con- 
tacts by means of imagery, classifications, quotas, and manipu- 
lations based on color, national origin, or "racial" background 
and characteristics. 

rllNllm,lllllllll~llll~ III IIIIIIII Ill 
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Careful evaluation of recent experiences shows that "inte- 
gration" actually describes the process by which a white soci- 
ety is (remains) set in a position to use, whenever it chooses 
to use and however it chooses to use, the best talents of non- 
white people. This power-web continues to build a society 
wherein the best contributions of Afro-Americans, in fact of 
alt nonwhite peopte, would continue to be absorbed without 
note or exploited to benefit a fortunate few while the masses 
of both white and nonwhite people would remain unequal 
and unbenefited. 

We are aware that many of us lack sufficient training and 
are deprived and unprepared as a result of oppression, discrimi- 
nation, and the resulting discouragement, despair, and resigna- 
tion. But when we are not qualified, and where we are unpre- 
pared, we must help each other and work out plans for bettering 
our own conditions as Afro-Americans. Then our assertions 
toward full opportunity can be made on the basis of equality as 
opposed to the calculated tokens of "integration." Therefore, 
we must reject this term as one used by all persons who intend 
to mislead Afro-Americans. 

Another term, "negro," is erroneously used and is degrad- 
ing in the eyes of informed and self-respecting persons of Afri- 
can heritage. It denotes stereotyped and debased traits of char- 

acter and classifies a whole segment of hmnanity on the basis 
of false information. From all intelligent viewpoints, it is a badge 
of slavery and helps to prolong and perpetuate oppression and. 
discrimination. 

Persons who recognize the emotional thrust and plain show. 
of disrespect in the Southerner’s use of "nigra" and the general 
use of "nigger" must also realize that all three words are essen- 
tially the same. The other two: "nigra" and "nigger" are blunt 

and undeceptive. The one representing respectabilits~ "negro," 
is merely the same substance in a polished package and spelIed 
with a capita[ letter. This refinement is added so that a degrad- 

ing terminology can be legitimately used in genera! literature 
and "polite" conversation without embarrassment, 



The term "negro" developed from a word in the Spanish 

language which is actually an adjective (describing word) mean- 
ing "black," that is, the color black. In plain English, if someone 
said or was called a "black" or a "dark," even a you,n,! child 
would very naturally question. "A black what?" or dark 
what?" because adjectives do not name, they describe. Please 
take note that in order to make use of this mechanism, a word 
was transferred from another language and deceptively &anged 
in function from an adjective to a noun, which is a naming 
word. Its application in the nominative (naming) sense was in- 
tentionally used to portray persons in a position of objects or 
"things." It stamps the artide as being "all alike and all the 
same." It denotes: a "dar!de," a slave, a subhuman, an ex-slave, 
a "t~egro." 

Afro-Americans must reanalyze and particularly question 
our own use of this term, keeping in mind all the facts, in light 

of the historical meanings and current implications, all intelli- 
gent and informed Afro-Americans and Africans continue to 
reject its use in the noun form as well as a proper adjective. Its 
usage shall continue to be considered as unenlightened and 

objectionable or deliberately offensive whether in speech or 
writing. 

We accept the use of Afro-American, African, and Black man 
in reference to persons of African heritage. To every other part 
of mankind goes this measure of just respect. We do not desire 
more nor shaII we accept less. 

General considerations: 
Afro-Americans, like all other people, have human rights 

which are inalienable. This is, these human rights cannot be 
legalty or justly transferred to another. Our human rights be- 

long to us, as to al! peopIe, through God, not through the wishes 
nor according to the whims of other men. 

We must consider that fact and other reasons why a procla- 
mation of "Emancipation~’ should not be revered as a docu- 
ment of liberation. Any previous acceptance of and faith in such 
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a document was based on sentiment, not on reahty. This is a 
serious matter which we Afro-Americans must continue to re- 
evaluate. 

The original root-meaning of the word emancipation is: "To 
deliver up or make over as property by means of a format act 
from a purchaser." We must take note and remember that hu- 
man beings cannot be justly bought or sold nor can their hu- 
man rights be legally or justly taken away. 

Slavery was, and still is, a criminal institution, that is: crime 
en masse. No matter what form it takes: subtle rules and poll- 
des, apartheid, etc., slavery and oppression of human rights 
stand as major crimes against God and humanity. Therefore, to 
relegate or change the state Of such criminal deeds by means of 
vague legislation and noble euphemisms gives an honor to hor- 
ribIe commitments that is totally inappropriate. 

Full implications and concomitant Harvests were generally 
misunderstood by our foreparents and are stil! misunderstood 
or avoided by some Afro-Americans today. However, the facts 
remain; and we, as enlightened Afro-Americans, will not praise 
and encourage any belief in "emancipation." Afro-Americans 
everywhere must realize that to retain faith in such an idea 
means acceptance of being property and, therefore, less than. a 
human being. This matter is a crucial one that Afro-Americans 
must continue to reexamine. 

WORLDWIDE CONCERNS 

The time is past due for us to internationalize the problems of 
Afro-Americans. We have been too stow in recognizing the link 

in the fate of Africans with the fate of Afro-Americans. We 
have been too unknowing to understand and too misdirected 
to ask our African brothers and sisters to help us mend the 
chain of our lieritage. 

Our African relatives who are in a majority in their own coun- 
try have found it very difficult to gain independence from a 
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minority, It is that much more difficult for Afro-Americans who 
are a minority away from the motherland and still oppressed by 
those who encourage the crushing of our African identity. 

We can appreciate the material progress and recognize the 
opportunities available in the highly industrialized and afflu- 
ent American society. Yet, we who are nonwhite face daily mis- 
eries resulting directly or indirectly from a systematic discrimi- 

- nation against us because of our God-given colors. These factors 
caL~se us to remember that our being born in America was an 
act of fate stemming from the separation of our foreparents 
from Africa; not by choice, but by force. 

We have for many years been divided among ourselves 
through deceptions and misunderstandings created by our en- 
slavers, but we do here and now express our desires and intent 

to draw closer and be restored in knowledge and spirit through 
renewed relations and kinships with the African peoples. We 
further realize that our human rights, so tong suppressed, are 
the rights of all manldnd everywhere. 

in light of all of our experiences and knowledge of the past, 
we, as Afro-Americans, declare recognition, sympathy and ad- 
miration for all peoples and nations who are striving, as we are, 
toward self-realization and complete freedom from oppression! 

The civil rights bill is a similarly misleading, misinterpreted 
document of legislation. The premise of its design and applica- 
tion is not respectable in the eyes of men who recognize what 
personal freedom involves and entails. Afro-Americans must 
answer this question for themselves: What makes this spedal 
bill necessary?    " 

The only document that is in order and deserved with re- 
gard to the acts perpetuated through slavery and oppression 
prolonged to this day is a Declaration of Condemnation. And 
the only legislation worthy of consideration or endorsement 
by Afro-Americans, the victims of these tragic institutions, is a 

Proctamatfon of Restitution. We Afro-Americans must keep 
these facts ever in mind. 

We must continue to internationalize our philosophies and 
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contacts toWard assuming full human rights which indude all 
the dvil rights appertaining thereto, With complete understand- 
ing of our heritage as Afro-Americans, we must not do less. 

Committees ot the Organization of Afro-American Unity: 
The Cultural Committee 
The Economic Committee 
The Educational Committee 
The Political Committee 
The Publications Committee 
The Social Committee 
The Self-Defense Committee 
The Youth Committee 

Staff committees: 
Finance 
Fund-raising 
Legal 
Membership 

For further information on the Organization of Afro-American 
Unity write: 

Organization of Afro-American Unity 

2090 Seventh Ave., Suite 128 
New York 27, N.Y. 

For speedier responses, ad&ess correspondence to a particular 
committee. For example, if you are interested in joining or es- 
tablishing a chapter: Membership Committee, Organization of 

Afro-American UnitN 2090 Seventl~ Ave., Suite 128, New York 
27, NY. We welcome your contributions in the form of checks 
or money orders. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 8:21 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 
RE: urgent issues at Policy 

Thanks Tia! No problem. Have a great weekend! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2012 5:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: urgent issues at Policy 

Hey Travis and Eunice, 

I am sorry I have not been able to be in AFAM this week! There is a position at CIPP we are waiting to send paperwork on any 
minute!     t is very stressed about this, so I want to be by the phone with papers ready as soon as I get the call. I am expecting it 
sometime this morning, but if I don’t get the call, I have to do the calling myself to figure out what is going on. 

Travis, the work study students will stagger in today at either 10am or 2pm as we discussed. The main thing will just be to show them 
where to clock in when they arrive and how to do it via TIM. I have entered them both into HRIS, so they should be able to log in to 
TIM with their ONYEN/Passwords. I don’t think either of them can stay very long today. 

I look forward to being there on Monday 

-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:52 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent - follow up 

Thanks[[ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Urgent - follow up 
Importance: High 

Great Travis. 

Responses: 

1) RDU when I self-checked with Delta. 
2) Small - approximately size of lunch or dinner flat plate (can fit in a hard-bag - blue-ish (small travel bags for 
documents or other small items that you get when you buy suitcases). 
3) In the small zipped outer pocket there are two Green Cards - Eunice N. Sahle and Nia G. Serieux 
4) It was in my carry on bag and I must I removed when I checkered in or as I was boarding the plane, or I left it in the 
washroom either at RDU or Atlanta airport. 

Many thanks Detective Travis! 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:37 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent - follow up 

Dear Eunice, 

have a couple questions to help with my investigation of your missing bag. 

1)when was the last time you remember seeing it? 

2) what is the size of it? (large, medium, small) 

3) did it have your name on the bag with contact information i.e. phone, address? 

4) was this checked baggage or carry-on? 

Keep the Faith, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Urgent - follow up 



Thanks Travis! 

I will try and stay calm. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 8:18 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent - follow up 

H[ Eunice, 

Oh my!!! Sorry that this happened to you. [ am working on it now. Updates to follow. Stay calm 

Best wishes, 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:20 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Urgent - follow up 

Hi Travis, 

Good morning. 

If you could call ’lost and found’ at both RDU and Atlanta airport, that would be great! 

Details about my flights are below. 

Thanks Travis. Kindly keep me updated on this. I am email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Urgent 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

I arrived in Toronto OK but unfortunately lost my small travel bag with my Green Card. I spent hours at the airport trying 
to trace it with no luck. I may have left at RDU or Atlanta. 

Here my urgent request: 

1) Please check my immigration file. There copies of Nia’s and my Green Card. Kindly scan them and send via email. 



2) If you cannot find copies in my file, please contact the International Students and Scholar’s and get copies and scan 
them and send via email. 

Also, kindly call RDU information and check if I left it there. You can give them my name and tell that I traveled by Delta 
( Delta flight 1077 - 4.00pm flight) - Atlanta (Delta flight 5458 6.19pm) - Toronto. 

Travel bag is blue-ish in color and the Green Cards are the small outpocket - mine and Nia Serieux. 

I would be forever grateful if followed this up for me Travis! 

This is quite a nightmare. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 9:52 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130206142918164.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 2:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.06.2013 14:29:18 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 2:52 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Arrested Justice 

20130211134417898.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 1:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.11.2013 13:44:17 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 3:46 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: pg 110-130 

20130211152728997.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.11.2013 15:27:28 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 8:28 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

No problem! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Thanks a lot, Travis! 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http:iiafriafam. ~r~c.edo! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: FW: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: toylounge@unc.edu [mailto: .ed~] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 2:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Dear Travis, 

Hi! Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation request entitled ’Raisin in the Sun cast’. Your request has been approved and you 
may login at ~:i/www.ur~c.e           . Here are the details of your event: 

Tire: Raisin in the Sun cast 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 
Date: February 27, 2013 



Start setup: l:45PM 
Finish cleanup: 3:30PM 

Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 no more than 30 minutes prior to your scheduled start time for your event. It is 
imperative that your event is completed by confirmed time to allow for other events to start on time. 

Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. 
Failure to adhere to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation privileges. 

After you have cleaned and returned the room to its original location, you may return the key to Dey 238. If the office is already 
closed, you may drop the key into the box affixed on the door to Dey 238 (this box also contains the department class schedules). 

A virtual tour of the room is available at www.unc.edu/toylounge/virtualtour.php 

For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.unc.edu or call 962.6702. 

The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be 
used as a storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust 
*any* settings for the freezer or refrigerator. 

For your reference, another copy of the Toy Lounge Guidelines has been attached to this email. 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
http :iiwww.unc.ed~/tov lom~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130214140128149.pdf 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.14.2013 14:01:27 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 8:56 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130215084929995.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2013 8:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.15.2013 08:49:29 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 10:23 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

FW: Fall 2013 

No Problem Renee! Take your time @ 

From: Sherman, Renee A [mailto:renees@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2013 

Fall 2013 is just around the corner (say whaaaaaat?) Well, sort of. If you remember way back when, we 

started the course schedule maintenance period a little later than anticipated. This meant we began room 

assignments later, which in turns bumps back when we finish and when extended course schedule 

maintenance will open. 

The original date to close Course Schedule Maintenance was January 15. We pushed that to January 27. So 

as all is fair in love and war, we are not quite ready to publish to the web just yet. Please give us another 

week to finish up room assignments. Our publish to the web date is now February 22 with extended course 

schedule maintenance opening February 26. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your patience. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out om° new web,ire! ~istrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:s emailmnc.edu"> email unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-32763895- 
34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79eg(seTe@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32763 g95- 
34472124.d27a5a94f°l 811 efe2b0159ed79eg(fe7e@listserv.unc~edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 9:18 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 
RE: in a little later on today 

Hi Tia, 

Phyllis Cunningham is here and wants to know if she needs to see you or if she can just leave the paperwork here. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 5:08 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: in a little later on today 

Hi. I am not feeling well early this morning. I am planning on taking some meds and laying back down. I will aim for getting to the 
office m=by 10:30 this morning. 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 3:46 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: request for syllabi 

AFAM.xlsx 

Here it is[ 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: request for syllabi 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

Do you have the syllabi for the classes on the attached chart? 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
Business Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 10:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: request for syllabi 

Good morning, 

Thank you for meeting the deadline verifying that your department is in compliance with the course syllabi and 
the contracts for independent study courses. We have now completed a random sampling for the units in the 
College of Arts and Sciences. I’ve attached the list of courses currently being taught in your department and 
ask that you please provide the syllabi for each of those courses listed by Friday, February 22, 2013. Please 
send them electronically to me AND Garrett Hirth at qmh@email.unc.edu. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Alexis 

AIc~ CIi~e 
Ex~utiv~ A~stant to Lh~ D~an 
~7ive~ity of ~orth       at Chapel t~ill 

205 Soug~ 
G~ap~l Hi/7, ~4C 27599 



Division 

Social Sci 

Social Sci 

Social Sci 

Social Sci 

Social Sci 

Dept Name 

African Studies 

African Studies 

African Studies 

Afro Amer Studies 

Afro Amer Studies 

Course 

AFRI101 002 

AFRI261 001 

AFRI520 001 

AFAM258 001 

AFAM395 001 

Class Enrollmt 

Level Title Type Capacity 

UGRD INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA LEC 60 

UGRD AFRICAN WOMEN LEC 40 

UGRD SOUTHERN AFRICA LEC 20 

UGRD CIVIL RIGHTS LEC 20 

UGRD FIELD RESEARCH LEC 15 

Total 

Enrollmt 

58 

35 

10 

8 

11 

Location 

Gardner - Rm 0105 

Hanes Hall - Rm 0130 

Venable - Rm G307 

Alumni - Rm 0308 

Dey Hall - Rm 0207 

Inst PID 

720282390 

711764257 

713342967 

700146422 

?00022544 



Inst Name Combined? Crosslisted 1 Crosslisted 2 

FALL, ALASSAN E 

FHUNSU,DONATO      Cross Subject WMST261001 

LEE, MARGARET CAROL Cross Subject 

JANKEN,KENNETH R 

MCM I LLAN,TI MOTHY J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:07 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 371 ROOM REQUESTS 

Wow, thanks Charlotte! That is great and that was fast too! The professor will be happy about this. 

Thanks again, 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 4:04 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM 371 ROOM REQUESTS 

Hi Travis, 

It’s not a problem! ConnectCarolina can be temperamental at times. I have moved AFAM 37:1.00:1 to New West 2:19. 

This room was the only room available at that time, but it seats 50 and has MMC and moveable tables and chairs. Also, 

have reserved Alumni 207 for the additiona! meeting on 2/25. NW 2:19 was not available at that time and AL 207 was the 

closest room that I could find. The confirmation for that reservation is below. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date " Monday, February :18 20:13 

* Event information * 

Event    "AFAM 37:1 00:1 

Scheduled By " Ms Charlotte 5towe 

Start Time : :1:1:00 AM 
EndT[me : :1:1:50 AM 

Start Date : 2/25/20:13 

End Date : 2/25/20:13 
Days Met : M 

Building :AL 

Room : 0207 

I would recommend contacting Classroom Hotline about the issue if you haven’t already. They should be able to get in 
contact with the appropriate people in facilities and get things fixed. 

Please let us know if you need anything elseo 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 



Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, February 18, 2013 3:54 PM 
To." Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject." FW: AFAM 371 ROOM REQUESTS 

Hi Charlotte, 

Thanks for helping me out earlier. Below is a room change request for a professor that told me the room that his class is 

currently in has been very cold all semester. I talked to someone in that building about fixing it but it doesn’t look like 

there were any improvements made. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From." Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent." Monday, February 18, 2013 1:55 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." AFAM 371 ROOM REQUESTS 

Travis, I need your help with another room request. The room for my 371 class (301 Wollen Gym) was 58 degrees 
today. That’s unhealthy for the students. Please try to find us another room. There are 36 students in the class. 
Moveable chairs would be good, or any kind of seating that will allow students to see each other like in a seminar. I do 
need to be able to show DVDs. 

- So, I please find out if there is a room available at 10-10:50, MWF, AFAM 371,001, for the rest of the semester. I 
would like to move out of Wollen Gym. 

-And is there an additional room available for a discussion group for the same class on Monday, February 25th, 11-11:50, 
only for that one day now, (although if it works, I may make a similar request later in the semester.) 

Thanks much. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130219150911623.pdf 

Best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.19.2013 15:09:11 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130219152820808.pdf 

Best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.19.2013 15:28:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 10:11 AM 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 398.001 

Good morning Professor Hall, 

Below is the response I received today from Charlotte Stowe, the Scheduling Specialist in the Office of the University 

Registrar. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 8:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 398.001 

Good morning, 

We received the change for AFAM 398.001 that you faxed over yesterday. I am not able to place AFAM 398.001 in Stone 

Center 201 because there are 17 students enrolled in the class, but only 15 seats in the room. There do not appear to be 

any other seminar style rooms with MMC available at that time. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 8:50 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 

Thanks, Charlotte! 

-Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Spring 2014 

Hi Travis, 

When I got back to the phone, you were no longer on the line. I just wanted to let you know that our office will probably 

roll the Spring semester in April and open it up for changes then. You will receive an email once it is open. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 1:50 PM 

Shen, Hua <hua_shen@unc.edu> 

RE: Pick up your replacement card 

Ok, Thank you ! -Travis 

From: Shen, Hua 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Pick up your replacement card 

8am to 10am will work for this week. 

aua 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Shen, Hua 
Subject: RE: Pick up your replacement card 

Hi Hua, 

Sorry that I was unable to pick up the card earlier. Would I be able to pick it up any day this week? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Shen, Hua 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:11 AM 
To: Murphy, Maura J; Mitchell, Gary S; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann; Greenway, Ryan; Lloyd, Cindy Weaver; Harden, 
Crystal R; Drake, Susan Winifred; Gore, Travis; Reichart, Daniel E; Willis, Karen; Bateman, Ted; Bennett, Elizabeth N 
Subject: Pick up your replacement card 

Dear P-card holder: 

Your P-card will be expiring in February 2013 and your replacement card has arrived. Please note that this card does 

NOT need to be activated; you will be able to use the new card as soon as you pick it up. 

Your replacement P-card will be available in Suite 2700 Room 2702 of the Administrative Office Building (AOB) at 104 

Airport Drive at the following times: (Please bring UNC one Card or your old card with you when you come) Please note 

that whoever picks it up will be required to present either ID or the old card. 

Jan. 22 to 25 or Jan. 28 to Feb. 1st, 2013 from 8AM to 10:00AM. 

If your schedule conflicts with this time frame please contact me and I’ll be happy to make special arrangements. 
After you get your new card, you could shred your old one. 

Please let me know if you need direction or have any other questions. 



Thank you. 

Hua Shen 

Procurement Services 

962-2255 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Pick up your replacement card 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Shen, Hua 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Pick up your replacement card 

8am to lOam will work for this week. 

Hua 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Shen, Hua 
Subject: RE: Pick up your replacement card 

Hi Hua, 

Sorry that I was unable to pick up the card earlier. Would I be able to pick it up any day this week? 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:47 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 
20130305094316259.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmcr ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 09:43:15 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:49 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20130305094635446.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 03.05.2013 09:46:35 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:56 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130305095315144.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer,:@mc.¢dt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 09:53:14 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 2:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130305141820871 .pdf 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 14:18:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 
1/9 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, t01) 
1/16- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
1/15- 
1/21- 
1/23- 
1/23- 
1/30- 

Last Day of Late Registration 
Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 
Last day for departments to drop a course for students 
Meeting- Full Professors and Associate Professors 

Februa,ry 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 
2/13- Meeting- Department Faculty room TBA 
2/19- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 

March 

3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/6 -Meeting- Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 
3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/20- Meeting - Department Faculty (room TBA) 
3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/3 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309     . 
4/26- Classes End 
4/26- Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
4/26- Oft]cial Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours after exam is 
given) 
4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 
4/30- Exams begin 

May 
5/7- Extorts end 
5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130318164441154.pdf 

Looks ok? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.18.2013 16:44:41 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:35 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: SS2 

Perfect! Thanks, Erin! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: SS2 

Great! I’ve emailed Tia as well to send the nomination forms. 

Have a great day, 
Erin 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:26 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: SS2 

Good morning Erin! 

I have attached a log sheet for a class in SSII. Professor Janken got approval from Dean Yopp and he asked me to send you the details 
on the class. Jan may have already given you the heads up on it. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:09 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.21.2013 08:08:36 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:17 AM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 304.001 Final Exam Room Change Spring 2013 

Hi Robert, 

I saw that you received this email but I wanted to also bring it to your attention just in case you happened to miss it because 

know you’ve had a lot going on. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 3:56 PM 

To: Porter, Robert S; Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 304.001 Final Exam Room Change Spring 2013 

Hello, 

This email is to inform that the location of your final exam has changed. 

Your class: AFAM 304.001 

Regularly held on/at: W at 3:00-5:50 pm in DE 307 

Has been relocated to: DE (Dey) 304 

Final exam day/time: May ist, 4:00-7:00 pm 

This change is ONLY for thefinal exam; not the rest of the semester. This class was moved due to room scheduling conflicts and 

has been relocated to a similar room. If you would like to view the new room assignment please visit www.hotline.unc.edu to see 

room features and room layout. The exam will still be held at the regular exam time. Please make sure your students and anyone 

else involved with this class is aware of this change. If you have any questions please let us know. Thank you and have a good day. 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Planning Committee meeting at the Carolina Inn 

Dear Eunice, 

made the reservation. It is confirmed and you are all set! 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Planning Committee meeting at the Carolina Inn 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia, 

It was good to see you today. 

The department’s Planning and Documentation Committee which is working on a strategic plan for the department with 
the help of Dr. David Kiel will be having a breakfast meeting tomorrow at the Carolina Inn. I would be grateful if you 
made arrangements for direct billing to the department for the breakfast bill. Here are the faculty members who will be at 
the meeting: 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Mamarame Seck 
Perry Hall 
Tim McMillan 
Kenneth Janken 
Lydia Boyd 
Bereket Selassie 
and me. 

Travis: Please do not forgot to make the reservation for 8.30am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: April’s meeting - department 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see the good news below! 

Wed. April :10th :1:1am to :1:00pm suite :120 JMJ Conference Room :1st floor 

[ tried to get the University room but unfortunately it was already booked. 

Best, 

Travis 

Vance Hall 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: April’s meeting - department 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly book Hyde Hall (University room would work) for the department’s meeting in April. The meeting will be from 
11.00am-1.00pm with a catered lunch from Med. Deli. Donna from the Center for Faculty Excellence will be joining us 
again. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 4:50 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: AFAM 101/001 ss2 

Thanks Renee[ The professor is really happy with the room[ Have a nice weekend[ Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 7:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM 101/001 ss2 

Travi s, 
No problem. I’ve made a reservation for you for the rest of the semester in Murphey 304 from 4-5 pm. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Leadscheduling Specialist 
office of the University Registrar 

University ofNi)rth Carohna ~ 
(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lync 
foundat shareware.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 6:12 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: AFAM 101/001 ss2 

Hi Renee, 

I think that was a very good guess! Sorry, just getting back to you but we have been busy all week getting ready for a 

retreat. Oh, and I have been meaning to thank you so much for helping me out with that class while I was away over 

spring break and for doing it so quickly! 

Also ,would you happen to have a room available starting next Monday the 25th and every Monday until the semester 

ends from 4pm to 5pm that holds 25 seats and has mmc if you got it. This would be for a Swahili Language Table. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:43 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 101/001 ss2 

Travis, 
This class didn’t have an enrollment. I guessed 20. How close was I? 
renee 



AFAM 101/001 in SS2 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 6:07 PM 

Vizuete, Natalie <nvizuete@unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: 
African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

Thanks, you too ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vizuete, Natalie 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 6:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies 

No problem. Thanks for letting me know. 

Have a great weekend! 

Natalie 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:20 PM 
To: Vizuete, Natalie 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies 

Hi Natalie, 

Sorry for the 15 minute delay! I got caught up in something and lost track of time. It turns out that we will not have any awards to 
list for the commencement program. Sorry for asking for the extension and then not having anything to submit. I hope it wasn’t an 
inconvenience to you. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Vizuete, Natalie 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies 

Could you have the awards to me by Thursday at 5 p.m.? 

Thanks, 
Natalie 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:41 PM 
To: Vizuete, Natalie 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies 

Hi Natalie, 

Thank you for the reminder. I write to you on behalf of the Chair requesting a tiny extension if at all possible. 

Best, 
Travis 



From: Vizuete, Natalie 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies 

Hello, 

Please let me know ASAP if you will have awards information to be included in the May Commencement program. If you will have 
awards, please send me the listing by 5 p.m. today or let me know if you will need an extension. Please see formatting instructions 
below. 

Thank you! 
Natalie 

From: Vizuete, Natalie 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 9:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: REMINDER: AWARDS LISTING FOR COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM: African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies 

Hello, 

Just a friendly reminder about the March 21 deadline for submitting awards information for the May Commencement Program. To 
date, we have not received information from your unit. 

We will look for a response by next Monday, March 25, at the latest. 

If your department, school, or organization doesn’t have any awards for this year’s program, please do go ahead and let us know. 
Also, please reply if we need to contact someone else. The original email with instructions for submitting information follows. 

Thankyou! 

Natalie Vizuete 

UNC Publications Services 

University Relations 
919-962-3761 

Dear Commencement Awards Contact, 

Your assistance is needed to include all UNC-sponsored student awards, honors, and prizes from the 2012-2013 academic year in the 
May Commencement program. All submissions are due by Thursday, March 21, 2013. When providing this information, please 
follow these instructions: 

1. Send the information via email to nvizuete@email.unc.edu<mailto:mdzuete~email.ur~c.edu>. Title your email with your 
department, school, or organization name (e.g., history awards). Do not simply name it "commencement awards." We receive 
hundreds of emails durin~ this process, and for archivin~ and recordkeepin~ purposes it will be very helpful (and will reduce the 



chance for misunderstanding/error) if you include your department, school, or organization name in the subject line of any email you 
send. 

2. Please email your information in an attached Word document, as opposed to typing the names into the body of the email message. 
Refer to ~:iiwww.u~c.edu/deptsip~bserviawards.hm~ for formatting and explanation examples. 

3. Type the department, school, or organization name in bold at the top of the submission; 

4. Use a one-column format. Type the award’s complete name in bold and italic and then; 

5. Underneath the award name, type the recipient’s complete first, middle (or maiden), and last names, along with any suffix (e.g., Jr. 
or III), in that order; 

6. Use correct spelling. Check against official University lists (e.g., Campus Directory). We will proof only against your list. 

IF AWARDS HAVE BEEN RETITLED OR DISCONTINUED S1NCE LAST YEAR’S SPRING COMMENCEMENT, IF THERE 
ARE NEW AWARDS, OR IF AN AWARD HAS NOT YET BEEN PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED, PLEASE INCLUDE AN 
EXPLANATION IN YOUR SUBMISSION. 

We will contact you if we notice any unexplained discrepancies between this year’s and last year’s awards information for the 
Commencement program. However, please note that correct award information is ultimately the responsibility of campus departments. 
A well-explained initial submission will prevent any potential errors in the final publication. 

We will respect the confidentiality of all information, and no one will see your information until Commencement weekend when the 
printed program is made available at the Doctoral Hooding Ceremony and the main Commencement. 

*****If you are not the correct contact person, please let our office know.***** 

Please email me at nvizuete@email.tmc.edu<mailto:nv-izue~e@emai1.unc.edu> with any questions. 

Thank you, 

Natalie Vizuete 

UNC Publications Services 

University Relations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 11:31 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 
RE: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Section 1 (001) -Travis 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 11:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Okay. What’s the section number for her class? 
~Tia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: FW: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Hi Tia, 

Here is the electronic letterhead. Oh and I thought the Anderson Class sounded familiar. I had already done that and 

the course is set up. Looks like there are seven people in it as of now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: FW: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:12 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Here’s the letterhead. 

Enjoy 

T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 4:34 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room request 

Thank you, Charlotte! That is great. -Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 8:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room request 

Good morning, 

I have reserved Hamilton 519 for this meeting. The confirmation for that is below. Please let us know if you need 
an~hing else. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Monday, April 1 2013 

* Event information * 

Event    : AFAM/AFRI Meeting 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:30 PM 

End Time :4:30PM 

Start Date : 4/11/2013 

End Date : 4/11/2013 

Days Met : R 

Building : HM 

Room : 0519 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 



Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 

Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

I:rern-" Gore, Travis 
Seat-" Thursday, March 28, 20:[3 4:33 PM 

Te-" Stowe, Charlotte 

Subject-" room request 

Good Afternoon Charlotte, 

Would you be able to find a room for us on Thursday April :1:1th from 3:30pm to 4:30pm that can hold three people. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 3:00 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok, I will be sure to do that. Thanks so much!! Have a good one! - Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Hey Travis, 
I will send this over right now. Please be sure to contact the "one" student in the class to be sure that they know the time is going to 
change. 
Just in case. It may conflict with another class they are registered for. They may need to be moved into the 11:30 class. 
Hopefully, the one student just doesn’t care!! :-) 

Have a great day! 

Thank you!! 
Erin 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: 

Hey Erin! 

I have attached the log sheet for Dr. Register’s class that Dr. Janken was talking to you about. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer,~g~u~c:edal 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.02.2013 13:22:58 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 12:06 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Swah 403: Intermediate Swahili 

Ok, great. Yes, I think that is what’s probably happening. Thank you ! - Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 12:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Swah 403: Intermediate Swahili 

Then, I guess there is no problem. I think she is clicking on a different semester because she said she is only seeing even 
numbers (Swah 404, and 402). I will contact her. Thanks, 
Esther 

Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
307 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

USA 
lisanza@email.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Swah 403: Intermediate Swahili 

Hmm...that’s very interesting. I see that section 00:1 has 3 currently enrolled and section 002 has :15 at this point so it 

seems that others can see it. I wonder though why she is unable to see it. Do you happen to know if she can see any of 

the other Swahili courses or is it just Swab 403 that she cannot see? 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Swah 403: Intermediate Swahili 

Yes, it is the one taught by Prof. Mutima. She couldn’t find Swah 403. 

Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
307 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
USA 
lisanza@email.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:46 AM 

To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Swah 403: Intermediate Swahili 

Esther, 



Is this the class with Professor Mutima? Do you know which section or time? It looks like there are people enrolled in 

both of them so it appears that everything is fine. Perhaps there was a glitch in the system at the very moment that the 
student tried to enroll. I will try to take a closer look at it to see if I can spot anything. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:37 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Swah 403: Intermediate Swahili 

Dea r Travis, 
One of my students wants to register for Swah 403 but she says is not available on ConnectCarolina. Please could see 
what might be the problem. Thank you, 
Esther 

Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
307 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
USA 
lisanza@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:23 PM 

D SA Union Events Management <eventsmanagement@unc.edu> 

RE: Reservation 90560 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 
4/10/2013 

Thank you ! -Travis 

From: DSA Union Events Management 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 4:22 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject; RE: Reservation 90560 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 4/10/2013 

Hi Travis, 

Your reservation has been confirmed. Thanks! 

Best, 

John Grossfuss 
Office of Events Management 
Carolina Union 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
919,966,3832 I eventsmanaqement@unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 4:12 PM 
To: DSA Union Events Management 
Subject; RE: Reservation 90560 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 4/10/2013 

Dear Events Management, 

I confirm! 

Best, 
Travis 

From: eventsmanagement@unc.edu [mailto:eventsmanaqement@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Reservation 90560 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 4/10/2013 

Hello Travis, 

Please confirm this reservation by NOON on Monday in order to comply with our two business day confirmation policy. 
Thank you! 

Office of Events Management 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Carolina Union Office of Events Management 
FPG Student Union Room 3105 

UNC-CH, CB #5210 



Chapel Hill NC 27599-5210 
P. 919- 966-3832 / F. 919-962-3719 

Event Status Report 

Customer 

Travis Gore 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall 

CB 3395 

Reservation: 90560 

Event Name: End of the Year Department Faculty Meeting 

Status: Hold 

Phone: 966-5496 

Email Address: st.qore@email.unc.edu 

Event Type: Meeting 

Bookings / Details Quantity Price Amount 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM End of the Year Department Faculty Meeting (Hold) Room 3102 
Fixed Set for 35 

Room Charge: 

EVENTS PLANNING EQUIPMENT: 

"Mighty Light" tables 

$35.00 $35.00 

Rubber mats for refreshment tables (indoor) 

44 Gallon Rolling Trashcans 

EVENT PLANNER NOTES: 

Account Number for Invoicing: 6-20313 

Subtotal $35.00 

Grand Total $35.00 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 

A representative must check in with Information Services prior to and after every event within the Union and SASB. At 
the end of your event please ensure you have left the room in the same condition as you have found it. Failure to check 
in or check out will result in a no-show. 

CANCELLATION 

All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation si cancelled within two 
business days of the meeting, a no-show will be issued. 

Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in 
the cancellation of your meeting. 

Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a 
no-show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 



IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 

This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 
966-3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmana.qement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 
University of North Carolina 

FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 

3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 2:58 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Ok, I will let you know as soon as I contact the student. Thank you Charlotte!! -Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

I am working on the sheet you just faxed over. Please let me know once you’ve notified the student enrolled in AAAD 

2:12.00:1 that the class will not be offered in the Fall. I’ll cancel the class once you’ve contacted them. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Thanks Charlotte! I will be faxing something else over in a second if someone could be on the lookout for it. Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 10:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for sending it to the Friday Center. This request is now complete. Please let us know if you need anything 

else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:07 AM 

To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 



Hi Charlotte, 

will go ahead and send to summer school. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Since this is for summer, could you submit it to the Summer School for approval? I’l! make the change once I hear back 

from them. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

tried to do this myself but Connect Carolina is giving me problems. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

LOGSHEET 

Summer 1 2013 

AFRI 101 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 



AFAM 101 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Saturday, April 06, 2013 4:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I 

Dear Travis, 

All the other sections of these courses are capped at 20, but these two are capped at 40. So please rtude the caps 
to make them uniform. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass, edu/umpress/spr 97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:20 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Thanks Charlotte! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

This request is complete. I have included the class roster below just in case. 

2013 Fall I Sesson A I U~’qC-Chapel bti I Undergr-adqate 

(Lecture) 

Days and Times Room Instructor Dates 

EUNICE SAHLE 08/20/2013 - 12/13/2013 

*Enrollment Status: 

Enrollment Capacity: Enrolled: 

40                                   1 

Enrolled Students 

GR1- 13oo[ 
Iugrd I ’ I 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 3:18 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

just wanted to let you know that I have contacted the student now, 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

I am working on the sheet you just faxed over. Please let me know once you’ve notified the student enrolled in AAAD 

class will not be offered in the Fall. I’ll cancel the class once you’ve contacted them. 
that the 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Thanks Charlotte! I will be faxing something else over in a second if someone could be on the lookout for it. Thanks! - Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 10:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for sending it to the Friday Center. This request is now complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

I will go ahead and send to summer school. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 



Hi Travis, 

Since this is for summer, could you submit it to the Summer School for approval? I’ll make the change once I hear back from them. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 8:44 AM 
To,, Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject.. FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

tried to do this myself but Connect Carolina is giving me problems. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

LOGSHEET 

AFRI :10:1 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

AFAM :10:1 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

From= Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent= Saturday, April 06, 2013 4:36 PM 
To,, Gore, Travis 
Co." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I 

Dear Travis, 

All the other sections of these courses are capped at 20, but these two are capped at 40. So please rtude the caps to make them 
uniform. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Depaxtrnent of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 



http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/janken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 2:07 PM 

Bienvenu, Trisha <trisha@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 

Hi Tdsha, 

That would be great if you could check on the rooms in Carroll Hal! for me[ I think we are expecting around or close to 

25. It would be nice to have the table/chair configuration set up in a way where everybody could face each other. 

Thanks for your help! 

Travis 

From: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 
Importance: High 

The Pieasants Room here in Wilson Library is not available at 11amo A reservation could be made for 12o2pm 

instead, but thought [ would ask if the time is critical before moving forward° 

There are two awesome rooms in Carroll Ha[[ that we use when rooms in Wilson Library are already booked° 

Would you like me to check on those instead? 

How many attendees do you expect and what sort of table/chair configuration interests you? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 

Good morning Trisha, 

was told from Donna and Eunice that I could book a room through you for our department meeting next Wednesday. 

We would need it for two hours on April 17th from I~L to :~pm. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Cc: Bienvenu, Trisha; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 

Dear Donna, 

Thanks so much for everything! 



Travis: Please contact Trisha to arrange for our department meeting next Wednesday. Kindly book the room for 2 hours 
(first hour Donna will lead the discussion on 101 and 130 and the 2nd hour will be a meeting of the department’s 
Academic Affairs Committee). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-12n 

Eunice 

I wanted to confirm the session for next week and to let you know who Travis can contact a bout rooms that do not cost 

you ... 

Trisha is our person who coordinates this with our staff and when I ask her if she would be willing to help Travis, she said 

she would so I am including her in this email for you and Travis ... 

See you next week and I believe an hour will help us complete the work that was begun at your Retreat on 101, 130... 

Donna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 2:49 PM 

Bienvenu, Trisha <trisha@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Center for Faculty Excellence session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 1 lam-lpm 

Hi Tdsha, 

Thanks for the quick response! That room sounds nice! I will find out right now about plans for lunch and get back to 

you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 2:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Center for Faculty Excellence session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11am-lpm 
Importance: High 

Travis, the Freedom Forum Conference Center on the top floor of Carroll Hall is reserved for your department 

meeting next Wednesday, What are you doing about lunch? 

From: Peterson, Linda K 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 2:29 PM 
To: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11am-lpm 

Hi THsha, 

I reserved the FFCC for your meeting. 

From: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 2:14 PM 

To: Peterson, Linda K 
Subject: FW: Center for Faculty Excellence session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11am-lpm 
Importance: High 

Linda, are either the FFCC or Halls of Fame Room available on April 17 from 10:30am-l:30pm? The meeting 

discussed below runs from 11-1. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Bienvenu, Trisha 



Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-1 

Hi Trisha, 

That would be great if you could check on the rooms in Carroll Hall for me[ I think we are expecting around or close to 

25, [t would be nice to have the table/chair configuration set up in a way where everybody could face each other, 

Thanks for your help[ 

Travis 

From: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-1 
Importance: High 

The P[easants Room here in Wilson Library is not available at 11am, A resep~ation could be made for 12o2pm 

instead, but thought [ would ask if the time is critical before moving forward° 

There are two awesome rooms in Carroll Hall that we use when rooms in Wilson Library are already booked° 

Would you like me to check on those instead? 

How many attendees do you expect and what sort of table/chair configuration interests you? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-1 

Good morning Trisha, 

was told from Donna and Eunice that I could book a room through you for our department meeting next Wednesday, 

We would need it for two hours on April 17th from :1:1 to :1pro, 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Cc: Bienvenu, Trisha; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-1 

Dear Donna, 

Thanks so much for everything! 



Travis: Please contact Trisha to arrange for our department meeting next Wednesday. Kindly book the room for 2 hours 
(first hour Donna will lead the discussion on 101 and 130 and the 2nd hour will be a meeting of the department’s 

Academic Affairs Committee). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:57 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject: Center for Faculty Excellence: Session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 11-1 

Eunice 

I wanted to confirm the session for next week and to let you know who Travis can contact a bout rooms that do not cost 

you ... 

Trisha is our person who coordinates this with our staff and when I ask her if she would be willing to help Travis, she said 

she would so I am including her in this email for you and Travis ... 

See you next week and I believe an hour will help us complete the work that was begun at your Retreat on 101, 130... 

Donna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 3:57 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: change form 

20130417155245587.pdf 

Hi Ergn, 

Here it is © 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: change form 

Hi Travis, 

I just need one item updated on this form. It needs to say: 

From AFAM 101-4; AFAM 304-1 

To AFAM 102-1;AFAM 304-1 

Right now it looks like he would only teach AFAM 102-1. We have to be specific on these forms. 

I am pretty sure the salary would stay the same so you do not need to worry with that. 

Please send the form with the update and I’ll take care of the rest. 

Thanks agagn, 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:14 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: change form 

Hey Erin, 

I filled out everything on the form except for the salary part. Do you already have that information? I think it should 

stay the same. I can try to get it from Tia if you don’t have it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: change form 

Here you go. Let me know if you have any questions. 



Thanks, 

Erin 

Erin IVloseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



First Session: X 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

CHANGE FORM 
Instructor Nomination and Teaching Assignments 

Second Session: 

SchoolJDepartment: AFRIiAFAM 
Campus Address: 109 Battle Hall CB 3395 
Prepared by: Travis Gore 

Department Number: 3287 

Telephone: 919-966-5496 

Date Prepared: 4/15/13 

9-month Summer 
Title and Full Name PID *Rank Base Salary Salary Credit Hours 

From’ Robert P"orter ......... 
05                                 3.0 

"’To     R~bert Porte£ ........ 
05                      3.0 

Course Assignment 
(Example: SPAN 2, Sect 1) 

AFAM 101-4; AFAM 304-1 

AFAM 102-001; AFAM 304-1 

To 

To 

*Use the following 
RANKS only: 

Ten.ure track 
01 Professor 
02 Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor 
04 Instructor 

Fixed Term 
05 Any Rank 

(Full-time) 
(Part -time) 

Students 

21 Teaching Assistant 

(responsible for final grades) 

21p Graduate Assistant 

26 Undergraduate Assistant 

Visitors 
1V Professor 
2V Associate Professor 
3V Assistant Professor 
4V Instructor 
5V Fixed Term Lecturer 

12 Month 

12 Any Title 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 4:49 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Oh thank you, I would have never guessed that! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

That isn’t a silly question at all! AR [s one of the less clear abbreviations; it stands for Hanes Art Center. I have moved 
AAAD 4:12.00:1 to AR :1:16 for 2:139. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

I am so glad something is available! He will be really happy. I hope this isn’t a silly question but what building does AR 

stand for?! Thanks! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 4:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

AR :1:16 appears to be available. This classroom seats 20, has MMC, and is seminar style. Please let me know if you would 

like to move the class to this room. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Thank you so much Charlotte! 

I have a professor that keeps asking me to change a room for him. When I asked why, he told me that he had a really 

bad experience in that room when 9/:1:1 happened. I don’t know, he didn’t go into detail but it seems personal and 
maybe it brings up bad memories. The room he is currently in and wants to desperately get out of is Hamilton Hall. Rm 

0570. Its capped at 20. The class is AAAD 4:12. Meets on TuTh from :1:1am to :12::15pm The only thing he needs in the 

room is to be able to show a movie. I hope you can help because I have never seen someone want to get out of a room 

so badly before! 



Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:42 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

have moved this class to HM 420. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:39 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Oh I am so glad something opened up! Well, I don’t want to risk losing this opportunity so can we go ahead and take HM 

420! 

Thank you ! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Hi Travis, 

HM 420 is available at that time if the professor intends to keep the enrollment for the class around 20. If you plan to 

expand the enrollment to 30, I could place the class in W! 202. Please let me know which if these rooms you would 

prefer. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:23 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Hi Charlotte, 

Thanks for checking on the below request a while back. I know some time has gone by and I was hopeful that maybe 

another room has opened up! Would you be able to check for me? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Subject: RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Hi Travis, 

There are currently no rooms with or without technology available at that time. Unfortunately, 2:00-3:15 pm is the most 

popular time on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Hi Charlotte! 

Would you be able to find another room for this professor? The chairs are bolted to the floor in the room he currently 
has. He will have 20 students but might possibly add a few more. His class meets T/TR from 2:00pm to 3:45pm 

Thank you ! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Hey Travis, 

I am currently scheduled to teach AAAD 485: "Black Atlantic Crosscurrents" in 305 Dey Hall but I need a new room 

assignment. This course is a seminar and includes discussions and in-class debates. 305 Dey Hall is a wide lecture room in 

which all seats face forward--making it impossible to facilitate the course design. Could you find a room with movable 

chairs that has an a/v and projector set-up? Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https:#sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 3:50 PM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

RE: Reservation 

20130418152214844.pdf 

Hi April! 

Here it is[[ 

Thanks[l! 
p.s. sorry for the delay 

-Trav[s 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Reservation 

Hey Travis, 

I got your voicemail. That’s perfectly fine if you all can’t change the time. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Email: april spruill@unc.edu I Web: sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 



Received by: 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request[or Use o[ Facility 
(Telephone: 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Name 

Event DescriptiordPurpose( 

Proposed/Planned Speakers: 
Event Date(s)    ~’- ] It ] 

Check the box below that best describes your department 
or organization 
~ University Administrative (Departmental) Unit 

[] Officially Recognized Student Organization 

[] Community Non-Pr0fit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates’) 

[] Other (Please specify) - Daily Us’age Fee applies - call for rental rates. Please note that 

all requests must be approved by the Director and/or Administrative Manager.) 

Name of person making reservation 

Persol~ in charge of event    @O,, ~-. ~-; b.,,. 

Department/Organization hosting event 

Address    10 6~ ~..-~,.~{~ [~L~I( 

City 

Phone Nmber ~ ] ~ - ~ g ~ - ~u! 5 b Fax N~ber 

URL ~Br event info~ation 

__ Zip code G~" ~-~ ~ldq 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Account Number (if applicable) 

Room(s) Requested (check below): 

[~ Hitchcock MuItipurpose Room (seats I65)** 

[] Computer Lab (scats 11) 

~x Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 5:00 

pm***) 

[] Seminar Room 200 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 

am to 6.OO pm***) 

[] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.00 

am to 6:00 pm***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Ojf!ce from 8:00 am to 

6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 

6:00pro***) 

[] Dance Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed only in the Hitcheock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note, Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time: t ] " (~ 0 ~ ¢"~ 

(Revised 10/I6/12) 

Event End Time: t )I {~ rO 
(Please note all events must end by 9.’30pro - the Stone Center building closes at 10:00 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: 

Is the event open to the public? ~ Yes ~ No 

Admission Charge? [~ Yes ~No Admission Cost $ 

(Please note." tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 

admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 
limited to additional security.) 

Will food/drink be served at event? ~Yes ~No 

Please provide name of caterer/vendor used: ~J;t~ ] / 2 ~ (-~r~4~ 1~$5~ ("~-~e/ 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center’s approved catere]"s. Self-catering is not 
¯ permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plan to serve alcohol? [~ Yes,No (white wine only allowed inJktcility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, please complete the request form for permission to serve alcohol at a Utfiversity sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

(This refers to chair and table setup, a brief diagram can be drawn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 
~ Microphone with podium 

"~ Cordless Microphone 

[] Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

1~1 Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including l@hting and/or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please contact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919-843-1854. 



I will act to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History and all applicable University regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understand that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Name of Org#nizationiDepartment 

Name of Event 

Signatu’~{~ f " Ch~ 

Signa~re o~ Director/Chair of Department 

of Event 

Date o~ Event 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/t6/2012) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:23 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Aaad 430 

Thanks Renee! 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Aaad 430 

Travis, 
I noticed when I opened astra that this class didn’t have a room so I gave it GA 09. Is that ok? 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:32 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: Grading access 

Thanks Renee[! ~ 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:20 PM 

1"o: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grading access 

You lose all access after the PRC runs about mid semester. I’ve given them all approval. Thanks for catching this though. Lots of 

depts. Leave it until the last minute! 

Renee Sherman 

LeadSchea~uhng Specialist 

0fjice ojthe University Registrar 

University o/North Caro~na 

(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsojt Lyric 
joundat shareware.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 4:07 PM 
1"o: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: Grading access 

Hi Renee! 

wanted to make sure these had grading access for the instructors but for some reason it won’t allow me to get into Spring 

Thanks[ 
Travis 

AFAM 51 001 2132 A CAS UGRD FYS MASQS OF BLACKNESS 11182 

AFAM 263 001 2132 A CAS UGRD FOUND OF BLACKEDUC 11190 

AFAM 304 001 2132 A CAS UGRD BLACKS IN BRITISH LANDS 11192 

AFRI 370 002 2132 A CAS UGRD POLPROBINAFRIST 11151 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:04 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Kinkos charge for thesis copy 

Gracias. Tu tambien! 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Kinkos charge for thesis copy 

Thanks and have a nice afternoon/evening 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Kinkos charge for thesis copy 

Hi Sonia, 

Not yet. I am still waiting on the student to give it to me so I can copy it. I am expecting it anytime now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 3:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Kinkos charge for thesis copy 

Hello Travis 

Have you pay with the p-card, Kinko’s copy for graduate student thesis? 

Let me know when you get a chance or you can leave the receipt in my inbox. 

I~ubIic Pofic;v Det)artme~t - 962-4854 
Abernet~v Hall, (;7~ #3435 
(~,~:o 84, To 1-5, Wo 8-12, To ~ 4, Fo 8-12) 

@ica~ & Afro - AmeHca~ Studies o 966-1295 
tgatde tA’dl; CI~ # 3395 

(To 8-:12, Wo 1-5, To 8-12, Fo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:28 AM 

Gautier, Janet E <gautier@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Missing Contract Letters - First Summer 

Hi Janet, 

Thanks for letting me know. I will be sure to tell him! 

Best, 
Travis 

I=rom-¯ Gautier, Janet E 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 30, 2013 7:31 AM 
To" Gore, Travis 
Subject-" Missing Contract Letters - First Summer 

Travis, 

Reginald Hildebrand has not returned his signed contract letter to us. Can you remind him to send it before the first day 

of classes. Jan Yopp is adamant that faculty contracts must be on file with us before classes begin. 

Janet Edwards Gautier, Director 

Summer School 

C:B 3340, 134 E Franklin St 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC: 27599-3340 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:03 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130507160035910.pdf 

Cap updated 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.07.2013 16:00:35 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Class Search https :i/cc.unc.edu!pspicarapusiEMPLOYEEiHRMS/ciESTABLISH... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 
Home       Add to Favorites 

Curriculum Management Schedule of Classes Class Search 

Sign out 

Search for Classes 

Class Detail 

AFAH 101 - 001 Black Experience to 1865 

UNC-ChapeI Hill I 2013 Summer I I Lecture 

VIEW SEARCH RESULTS 

Class Details 

Status ~ Open Career Undergraduate 

Class Number 1395 Dates 5/14/2013 - 6/18/2013 

Session Summer Session 1 Grading Undergrad - graded 

Units 3 units Location UNC Chapel Hill 

Instruction Node Face to Face Instruction Campus UNC Chapel Hill 

Class Components Correspondence Optional 

Lecture Required 

Heeting Information 

Days & Times Room lnstru~or Heeting Dates 

MoTuWeThFr 11"30AM - 05/14/2013 - 

Enrollment Information 

Class Attributes 

Class Availability 

HS- Historical Analysis 
US~ U.S, Diversity 

Class Capacity 

Enrollment Total 

Available Seats 

25 Wait List Capacity 

16 Wait List Total 

9 

Description 

An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad survey of the black experience in the Americas    ’. 
with special emphasis on the !dth, 17th, and 18th centuries. 

VIEW SEARCH RESULTS 

1 of 1 5/7/2013 3:59 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:04 PM 

Fearrington, Nancy (Public Safety) <fearring@psafety.unc.edu> 

RE: May 11, 2013 Department Graduation - Confirmed - Event #13543 

Ok, Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fearrington, Nancy (Public Safety) ] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 3:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: May 11, 2013 Department Graduation - Confirmed - Event #13543 

Yes, you can pick them up at DPS. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@emaiLmac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Fearrington, Nancy (Public Safety) 
Subject: RE: May 11, 2013 Department Graduation - Confirmed - Event #13543 

That’s wonderful news Nancy! Do I need to come pick them up? 

Thanks so much! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fearrington, Nancy (Public Safety) [maiho:ibarrm~safetv.~mc.ed~q 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: May 11, 2013 Department Graduation- Confirmed -Event #13543 

Travis, 
Your request for 5 permits in the Bell Tower Deck on May 1 lth has been processed. The total of $10.00 will be charged to the 
account number you provided with your original request. 

Your permits are ready. 

Please contact me with any additional questions or concerns. 

Enjoy your day! 

Nancy Fearrington 
Special Events Coordinator 
Department of Public Safety 
285 Manning Drive 
Campus Box 1600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 
fearing@psafety.unc.edu 
T 919-962-4424 
F 919-962-257 

Contact Name: Travis Gore 
Department: U 3 2 8 7 
Organization: 
Address: 109 Battle Hall 
City: Chapel HIll 
State: NC 
Zip: 27599 



Telephone: 9199665496 
Fax: 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Event Name: Department Graduation 
Start Date: May-11-2013 
Start Time: 11:00 AM 
End Date: May-11-2013 
End Time: 1:00 PM 
Number of Participants: 5 
Number of Cars: 5 
Building: SONYA HAYNES STONE CENTER 
Half or Full Day: .5 
First Choice: Select Lot 
Quantity: 
Second Choice: Select Lot 
Quantity: 
Conference Lot: Bell Tower - BG 
Conference Quantity: 
Meters Requested in Lot: Select Lot 
Number of bagged meters: 
Coned/Blocked Lot Rqequest: Select Lot 
Number of coned/blocked spaces: 
Number of signs: 
Number of monitors required: 
Monitor Start Time: Select Start Time 
Monitor End Time: Select Ending Time 
Notes: requesting the parking closest to the Stone Center. Thanks! 
Payment: Department Transfer (Account Number Required Below) Direct Transfer Account Number: 3-32871 Student SAFO 
Account: 

Currently, Nancy Fearrington receives the long version of this form. Connie Bullock, David Glisson, and Laurie Trumbo receive 
abbreviated copies of this form. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:57 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130507164503597.pdf 

Logsheet sent to Erin 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.07.2013 16:45:03 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 
¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 05/O7/13 
20t3 X (expected turnaround 2 business days) 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION S ubject 
l Cou rse 

Section Days Start Time 

Afri 1 101        003 c ..... t: 

X Cancel 

N~tes: 

X Cancel 

Notes: 

C~ent: 

I 

Time 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Changes: 

Notes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:25 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: canceled classes 

Thanks Erin! 

will be sure to pass this on to Tia since she handles all that good stuff[ 

Have a good one[ 

Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 8:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: canceled classes 

Thanks, Travis. 

Now, we will just need the nomination form. Will Tia send this form to me? 

It is the change nomination form. If she needs it or wants any help filling it out, please have her emai[ me if not, it is in 

the back of the Policy and Procedures Manual. 

Have a good day, 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:56 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: canceled classes 

Hey Erin! 

I am sure Kenneth Janken has been in touch with you about these classes. I filled out the log sheet and I gave him the 

emails of the students to contact. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:35 AM 

Gautier, Janet E <gautier@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Cancellations First Summer 

Oh that’s great! 

From: Gautier, Janet E 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Course Cancellations First Summer 

Travis, 

Tia has taken care of business! 

Janet Edwards Gautier, Director 

Summer School 

CB 3340, 134 E Franklin St 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

919-966-4364 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:28 AM 
To: Gautier, Janet E 
Subject: RE: Course Cancellations First Summer 

Hi Janet, 

I am going to forward this to our Business Manager, Tia Howell° She will be taking care of 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Gautier, Janet E 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Course Cancellations First Summer 

Travis, 

With the cancellation of AFAM 101-3, AFR1101-3, and AFAM 101-2, EPA Web actions need to retracted and resubmitted 
for each faculty since they are all teaching another course. Can you start that process today. These changes need to 

route to Payroll by the end of this week. When you retract each, send me an FYI notification. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 



Janet Edwards Gautier, Director 

Summer School 

CB 3340, 134 E Franklin St 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 3:35 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: logsheet 

Thanks Charlotte for the third time today! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Iogsheet 

Good afternoon, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962m6093 
Fax: 9::[9m843~8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: Iogsheet 

Hi Charlotte, 

Just one more for today! I promise! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 3:49 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: AAAD instructors 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AAAD instructors 

Thanks, this will eliminate some headaches by being proactive! 

Renee Sherman 

LeadSchedufing Specia/~st 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caroana 

(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lync 
foundat shareware.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 3:14 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: AAAD instructors 

Hi Renee, 

Here is a list of AAAD instructors that will be teaching Fall 13. This list does not include two professors that will be on 

leave in the Fall plus one new professor that doesn’t have his PID yet and two professors that are not in our department 

but have cross-listings with us. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Timothy McMillan 

Charlene Regester 

Bereket Selassie 

Michael Lambert 

Alassane Fall 

Margaret Lee 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Lydia goyd 

Donato Fhunsu 
Robert Porter 

Kenneth Janken 
Joseph Jordan 

Barbara Anderson 

Walter Rucker 

Eunice SaNe 



Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

David Pier 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD instructors 

Travis, 
Would you have a list of your instructors handy that you could send me? Some of them won’t have the AAAD 
designation on the instructor table and you won’t be able to add them to Fall 2013 classes. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

reg:istrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 1:39 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Maymester 

20130509133125290.pdf 

Hi Kenneth, 

I just wanted to let you know that I sent this PDF to Erin. 

Best, 
Travis 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a tog sheet. 
¯ indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2rid SS Date: 05/09/13 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

= Add    CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subj ect 
I Course 

Section 

Afri l I 368 Maymestc~er~ot 

X Cancel t~9~r,t 

Days Start Time tStop Time BIdg 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

! 

Notes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 11:48 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Syllabus structure - Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Syllabus structure - Department of African and Afro-American Smdies.docx 

Here it is! 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR STRUCTURING COURSE SYLLABI 

Every syllabus for courses taught in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
should contain the following sections: 

A statement of office hours: By university rules, each faculty member with a full-time 
teaching load should schedule and hold three office hours each week. 
Learning outcomes, course goals, or course objectives: These can be broadly written 
statements indicating what students are expected to think, do, or value at the completion of 
the course. Usually, the learning outcomes, course goals, or course objectives include 3 to 6 
broad statements. 

Example: 

COURSE GOALS: Upon completion of AFAM 1XX, students should be able to: 

¯ Demonstrate an understanding of cultural, socio-political, and historical formations 
and connections evident throughout the Black Atlantic. 

¯ Explain the critical roles that Africans and their American-born descendants played in 
shaping colonial societies throughout the Americas. 

¯ Understand the formation of the Atlantic African Diaspora and the cultural, political, 
and intellectual movements that developed as a result of this massive dispersal of 
African peoples. 

An attendance policy. 
A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students: Some instructors are 
comfortable with students using tablet computers, laptops, smartphones, and other devices in 
class. Others are not, as these devices can be a source of distraction. Either way, each 
syllabus needs a clear statement outlining the instructor’s expectations regarding the use of 
technology in classroom by students. 
Grading policies (components and weights) and assessment scale: Provide a list of all 
assignments and the grade weight for each. In addition, an assessment scale (or grade rubric) 
detailing the amount of points constituting each letter grade is required for every syllabus. 
Each assessment scale can be uniquely tailored, but the scale should be very clear to students 
enrolled in the course. See the following assessment scale for an example. 

A+=98-100 B+=88-89 C+=78-79 D+=68-69 F = 59 and below 

A =92-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 

A- = 90-91 B- =80-81 C- = 70-71 D- = 60-61 

6. Academic dishonesty or plagiarism policy. 
7. Honor code statement (sample): 

UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 
100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, 



but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor 
code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful 
resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the 
Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and 
procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 
expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the 
UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

8. Potential changes to topics and readings (Sample below): 

Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not 
matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class (or email 
notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 

9. Accommodation of disabilities policy (sample below): 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability should 

contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities 
should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 
Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 
assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu for more 

information. 

*This statement might need to be in a larger font (14 to 16 poin0 in a course syllabus in 
order to accommodate students with visual impairments. 

2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:45 PM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

RE: Receipt from Foster’s Market - Order #1-39793, Check #1 

Hey Stacey, 

Thanks for clearing that up with them! It seems like they have had trouble with that in the past. I know we have 

received invoices for you before and it was funny because on Saturday your name was on all of the sandwich trays so 

figured they were confused! I thought things went well though, We had some leftovers but I guess that is better than 

not having enough! -Travis 

From: Stacey Sewall [mailto:sewall@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 10:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Receipt from Foster’s Market - Order #1-39793, Check #1 

Hi Travis, 

I think this receipt was meant for you guys. I called Foster’s just now and filled them in on the 
difference between our departments, so I think they have it straightened out now (your name with 
your department, my name with the center) so hopefully they will get the bills etc to the right 
place from now on. Did graduation go well? 

Talk to you soon, 
Stacey 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Receipt from Foster’s Market - Order #1-39793, Check #1 

Date:Sat, 11 May 2013 09:22:18-0400 
From :<apache~302158-web 1. eventrental sv stems, com> 

To:<sewall~,email.unc.edu> 

X-Mailer: PHP/5.3.24 

Content-type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1 

From: Foster’s Market POSLavu <receipts@poslavu.com> 

Message-Id: <20130511132212.6AF3Dl16C472@302158-webl.eventrentalsystems.com> 
Date: Sat, ii May 2013 08:22:12 -0500 (CDT) 

Order # 
1-39793 

jroupe 1 
Server: Jodie 
Cashier: Jodie 
Register: Receipt 1 
2013-05-11 09:22:15 

(receipt) 



200    Sandwich Platter 1700.00 
20    Gallon Tea/lemonade 150.00 

Subtotal: 
Tax Exempt (tax exempt): 
Total: 

Catering Account: 

Amount due: 
Change: 

1850.00 
0.00 

1850.00 

1850.00 

0.00 
0.00 

Have a great day! Visit us again soon! 

Foster’s Market 
750 MLK Jr. Blvd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
USA 
919-967-3663 
www. fostersmarket.com 
GM: Sera Cuni 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:46 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: more summer school issues -- URGENT 

Ok, that’s great! Thanks! -Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: more summer school issues -- URGENT 

Yes. You are all set! 

Thanks, 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: more summer school issues -- URGENT 

You’re welcome! Did Tia take care of the other part for the one I sent the other day? 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: more summer school issues -- URGENT 

Thanks, Travis! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: more summer school issues -- URGENT 

Hi Erin, 

Here it 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Gore, Travis 
Subject: more summer school issues -- URGENT 

Dear Tia and Travis, 

Summer school is cancelling AFRI 368 for the Maymester, which I guess comes under SSI. 



Travis, will you please send in a cancellation form to summer school? And please email when you’ve done it. 

Tia, will you please initiate the payroll action on Michael Lambert and send a note to Janet Gautier that you are 
doing so? And please email me when you’ve done this. 

Both of these actions need to be taken today. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~an-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:19 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130514131545803.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er~m~c.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.14.2013 13:15:45 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Prof. Hildebrand 
Summer 2013 

UNC-CH 

THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Afro-American Studies 101 

Office Hours: 

Tue 9-1~. 
Battle 210 

This course will introduce students to some of the major personalities, events and institutions 
that have shaped the history and culture of Africans in the Americas from their arrival in the 
western hemisphere through emancipation. In addition to accumulating a basic body of 
information, students will also develop critical analyses of some of the major issues that 
confronted black America. You will also attempt to develop an empathetic understanding of the 
complex, diverse and resilient people who were slaves and free blacks. This survey course is 
interdisciplinary in approach and diasporic in perspective, although the major emphasis will be 
historical and the major focus will be on North America. 

The requirements for the course include: One mid-term exam (40%), a cumulative final 
examination (60%). All students are strongly encouraged to participate in class discussions. 
Thoughtful and consistent participation will have a positive impact on the way that students are 
evaluated. 

Brent, Linda     Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl 
Douglass, Frederick Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass 
Wright, Donald    African Americans in the Colonial Era 

Schedule of Classes 

May 14 INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE 

15 WHO WERE THE PEOPLE WHO WERE SLAVES 

& WHY WAS AFRICA ENSLAVED? 

a. Wright, 9-46 

16 INDUCTION INTO SLAVERY 
a. Wright, 46-61 

17 VIEW AND DISCUSS, OLD AFRICAN BLASPHEMER 

20 SLAVERY IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE- 

THE CREATION OF THE AFRICAN DIASPORA 

21 BECOMING AFRO-AMERICAN: CREATING CULTURES 

a. Wright, 111-126 



22 SLAVERY IN NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES 

a. Wright, 62-110 

23 "WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF-EVIDENT" 
Blacks and the Forging of a New Nation 

a. Wright, 173-222 

24 ANTEBELLUM SLAVERY & INTERNAL SLAVE TRADE 

a. Wright, i26-138 

28 SLAVERY AND THE HISTORIANS 

29 MID-TERM EXAM 

30 WITHIN THE SLAVE COMMUNITY 
a. begin reading Douglass for discussion or~ June 4th 

June 3 WITHIN THE SLAVE COMMUNITY 

4 DISCUSSION OF DOUGLASS NARRATIVE 

5 REFUGEES AND REBELS 

6 THE WOMEN WHO WERE SLAVES 

7 DISCUSSION OF LINDA BRENT/HARRIOT JACOBS 

t0 BLACK PEOPLE VVHO WERE NOT SLAVES 

"FREE" BLACKS IN THE NORTH: 

CONDITIONS AND RESPONSES 

11 "FREE" BLACKS IN THE SOUTH: 

A Little Space Between Two Worlds 

12. LEADERSHIP: 
Martin R. Delany & Frances Ellen Watkins Harper 

13. EMANCIPATION 

14. SUMMARY OF COURSE 

*** FINAL EXAMINATION Monday, June 17, 11:30-2:30 



ADDENDUM 

i. Attendance is expected, but ultimately is your responsibility. This is not the 4~ grade 

2. Students are encouraged to take notes in any way, or with any device, that will be effective and 
not distracting or disruptive. Computers are permitted and welcome. Watching students read or 
send emails or other kinds of messages during class is an annoying nuisance. Do not do that. 

3. It is my responsibility as instructor to provide comments and clarity concerning exam grades. If 
the reason you received a grade is unclear, or seems unfair, you are encouraged to talk with me 
during office hours or at another time that may work better for your schedule. 

4. The lack of intellectual integrity will make this whole exercise a pointless, useless waste of time. 
Our own sense of integrity should suffice, but we are all expected and required to adhere to the 
University’s Honor Code, and to indicate so by signing the pledge on all work. For further 
information see honor.unc.edu 

5. Lecture topics, reading assignments, and deadlines can be subject to adjustment. Grading criteria 
and scales are not. 

6. Accommodations will be made for any documented disability. This is a routine matter with 
which students should feel comfortable. Confidentiality will be respected. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:53 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: FS Work Order 13116732; Opened; NEEDS TO ACTIVATE 3 ELECTRICAL 
OUTLETS T 

That is great news! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: FS Work Order 13116732; Opened; NEEDS TO ACTIVATE 3 ELECTRICAL OUTLETS T 

Thank you Travis 

I talked with Mr. Mike Proctor, and he confirmed that we are not going to be charged for the electrical outlet job. It is part of the 
ordinary maintenance of the building. 

Thanks, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: FS Work Order 13116732; Opened; NEEDS TO ACTIVATE 3 ELECTRICAL OUTLETS T 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Work@FAC.UNC.EDU [maiho:Work~FAC.UNC.gD~] 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 8:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FS Work Order 13116732; Opened; NEEDS TO ACTIVATE 3 ELECTRICAL OUTLETS T 

The following work order has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 05/03/2013 16:13:16 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 13116732 
Description ........ needs to activate 3 electrical outlets that are not currently working 

Location: 3rd floor 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Fax: 962-2694 
Completion Date: 5/8/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:41 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School course cancelled 

Thanks[ 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Summer School course cancelled 

Trav[s 

This is for your information. We don’t have extra money for the classes cancellation. 

Thanks, 

SoNa 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Summer School course cancelled 

Dear Eunice 

I talk with the Financial Director at Summer School, Janet Gautier, regarding budget savings with 
the cancellation of 4 classes. 

The way the Summer School work with the budget for salary is very particular. They do not transfer 
funds to the departments, the funds belong to the summer school and at the end of each summer 
session they transfer to the departments, the exact amount to cover salary costs. 

Therefore, the cancellation of 4 classes, do not represent funds saving for the department. 

Accounting ~ch~Hc~an 

~%~blic’ Po[~O, Department o 962°4854 
Abern~hy Hall, ~2~ #3435 

(~vL 8-5, To ~o5, Wo 8-~2, To 1-5, Vo 8-~2) 

@ica~ & AJ?o - American Studies o 96& 1295 
Batde ItalY, C]] # 3395 
(To 8-:12, Wo :1-5, To 8-:12, Fo 1-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:04 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130516150110791.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er~m~c.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.16.2013 15:01:10 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



KISWAHILI 112 
Sunamer2013 

MoTWeThFr 9:45am-t :00pm 
Graham-Memorial 0035 

Dr.Alphonse S.Mutima 
Office: Battle Hall 305 
Office Hours: Tuesday & Thursday l:30pm-2:30pm and by appointment 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

SWAH 112 is the equivalent of Swab 401 &402.It is taught intensively in five consecutive 
weeks. It focuses on : a) developing communication skills, b) enhancing students’ 
understanding of the Swahili culture, c) enabling students to compare and gain insight in 
other languages and, d) enabling students to connect to other disciplines or related fields. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

Upon completion of Swab 112, students should be able to: 
.handle successfully a variety oftmcomplicated, basic, and communicative tasks and 
social situations; 
.understand sentence-length utterances; 
.read consistently with increased understanding simple, connected texts dealing with a 
variety of basic and social needs; 
.meet a number of practical writing needs (ACTFL 1999.) 

REQUIREMENT 

Attendance at every session is required. It is the responsibility of the studems to keep up 
with the work whether they are present or not.In the event of an absence, the students 
should contact the instructor to inquire about what was covered in class during their 
absence. Students are required to bring their course materials to c!ass at every session. 

USE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ONLY books, pens, pencils, and notebooks will be used in class to maximize interactive 
activities. Cell phones and other electronics should be turned off during class. 

GRADING AND GRADE SCALE: Attendance 5%, homework 5% 8 quizzes 20% 4 
tests 40% Final Exam 30% 

A+ =98-100 B+ = 88-89 C+ = 78 79 D+= 68-69 F= 59 and below 
A =92-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D= 62-67 
A- =90-91 



ACADEMIC DISHONESTY OR PLAGIARISM 

Any academic dishonesty or plagiarism will be reported to the proper academic authority. 

MODIFICATION OF READINGS 

If changes must be done due to the flow or correctness of thoughts or ideas in class, such 
changes will be armounced in class without changing the weight of the ad hoe readings. 

HONORCODE 

Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor 
code. Students will need to sign on their final examination as follows: "On my honor, I 
have neither given nor received an unauthorized aid on assignment." Here is the website 
for the honor code: h~_://honor, unc. edu 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES ¯ 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a 
disability should contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. 
Students with documented disabilities should contact the Disability Services 
at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building , Suite 2126 to coordinate 
necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
the internet address of this office at disabiliNservices.unc.edu for more 
information. 

CLASS SCHEDULE 

Week 1 (5114-5/17) Greetings. Introducing oneself.p. 1-48. Students learn how to greet 
their peers and older people. They also learn how to introduce themselves to their peers 
and oider people. 

Week 2 (5120-5/25) The family and some activities done by family members. Activities 
and life at home and personal information on likes and dislikes, p.49-96.Students learn 
the family tree and how to talk about some activities carried out by 
sisters, brothers, aunts, cousins, aunts, fathers, mothers and other family members. 
They learn how to express their likes and dislikes in accordance with the Swahili culture. 

Week 3 (May 28-5/31) Housing and Accommodation. People, Nationalities and Age. 
Personalities.p.97-162 Students learn how to look for apartments or houses for rent. They 
learn how to identify different rooms, their contents and activities done therein. They also 
learn to talk about the age of other family members and their personalities. They learn 
how to identify people from different nations and about their cultures. 



Week 4 (613-617) Account for a Trip and one’s plans. Means of Transportation 
.Clothing. p. 163-226. Students learn how to account for a trip and how to prepare for 
joumeys. They !eam how to identify the appropriate means of transportation for short or 
long trips. They learn how to identify different kinds of clothes, their colors and where to 
buy them. 

Week 5 (6110-6114) Shopping in shops/stores and in open and other markets. 
Different foods and more on shopping. Telling time. Professions. Ceremonies and 
celebrations p.227-311. Students learn how to make a bargain at open markets and how to 
order food at restaurants in East African towns or cities. Students learn to tell time in the 
Swahili way and what they do regularly at a given time. They learn how to ask people 
what type of job they for a living. Students learn about marriage celebrations in different 
communities of East Africa and how those celebrations are organized. 

ASSISGNMENTS 

There will be two quizzes per week and each quiz will be announced in class. There 
also will be a daily homework. 

Test One: Friday May 17 at 10: 00am 

Test Two: Friday May 25 at 10:00am 

Test Three: Friday May 31 at 10:00am 

Test Four : Friday June 7 at 10:ooam 

Final examination : Tuesday June 18 at 8:00am. 

READ~LNG 

Senkoro, F.E.M.K (2003). Tuseme Kiswahili. Madison. NALRC Press. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:20 PM 

Carolina Course Evaluations <oira_cce@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Course Evaluations Maymester Registration 

AFAM2580:lM AFAM 258 0:IM Rucker Walter 

Thanks, Garrett! 

From: Carolina Course Evaluations 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 9:25 AM 
Subject: Carolina Course Evaluations Maymester Registration 

I have attached a list of all Maymester courses currently in session. Please reply to this message with a list of the 

courses in your department that you would like to register for the Carolina Course Evaluations online system. You can 

simply copy and paste the courses from the Excel file. 

If you do not want to use the online system to evaluate any of your department’s Maymester courses, I would 

appreciate a message letting me know. 

As a reminder, Maymester evaluations will be open to students from Thursday, May 30, through Monday, Jun 3. I will 

need a response by the end of the day on Wednesday, May 22, in order to include a course in the Carolina Course 

Evaluations online system. 

Thanks, 
Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:07 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: FS Work Order 13120019; Opened; NEED A LOCK CHANGE ON A 
DIRECTORY B OARD 

Hi Sonia, 

Here is the work order. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Work@FAC.UNC.EDU [maiho:Wo~k~b~AC.UNC.EDL!] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FS Work Order 13120019; Opened; NEED A LOCK CHANGE ON A DIRECTORY BOARD 

The following work order has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 05/23/2013 16:01:21 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 13120019 
Description ........ need a lock change on a directory board 

Location: 1st floor 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Fax: 2-2694 
Completion Date: 5/28/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 3:43 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: classroom change for AFAM 101.1 ss2 

Great!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mai~to:b anderso ] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: classroom change for AFAM 101.1 ss2 

Dear Travis, 
I just spoke with the Registrar’s Office, and my classroom for summer session 2 will be GEC 3024. Thanks so much, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
~:iiafricaamc.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 5:55 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

One more 

20130529174802641 .pdf 

Hi Charlotte, 

I have one more. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Sorry I didn’t include it on the same sheet. 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 
¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2rid SS Date: 05/2£/1.3 
2013 X (~x~,ected tumar~un~ 2 business day~) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change IRequest Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add    OH = Charlge D = Delete X = Cancel I 

ACTION ISubje~-t Coume ............ Section Days Start Time tStop Time Bldg 

I AAAD 315 

I 

ool .... ,:t TuTh 8am I 915am 
o.o~o~: 930am I 1045am 

Notes: 

Notes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 4:21 PM 

Goulart, Stephen P <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 
RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hi Stephen, 

Sorry for delayed response but I just got back into town today. Yes, that would be fine. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Johnnie Craig 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Travis 

I drop by to see today Thursday Morning about 11AM. Hope you enjoy your day off. 

I just talk with the floor crew manager and he is planning to be in my zone starting sometime next week. He will be doing stripping 
and waxing floors and also carpet cleaning. Do not know when he will get to Battle but my guess would about 3 weeks. Would you 
mind if I give this project to the floor crew then they can do the hold building at once. 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy Denise [maiho:Nancv.Blmo~(0)~facilitiesxmc.e&~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 
Importance: High 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: FAC - Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Lee, Natasha R. 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: aisdaemon@facilities.unc.edu [mai~to:aisdaemon;&facili~ies.m~c.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Work Management 
Subject: Web request for Housekeeping Services 



Name: Travis Gore 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-966-5496 
FAX: 
Building: Battle Hall 

Floor #: 3rd 
Room #: hall way entrance and 307 

Request: Deep clean of Linoleum to remove stains from the floor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 10:50 AM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM machines 

CookSoundsgood! 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 10:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM machines 

Can do. I’ll stop by after lunch with the hand truck and we can make a swap. 

James McHale 

Tech Support Analyst, OASIS 

{919)901-0883 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 10:09 AM 

To: McHale, James 
Subject: RE: AFAM machines 

Hey James, 

That would be fine. Actually we have some old monitors and an old computer if you would like to take them. Maybe we 

could do a swap! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM machines 

Hey, Travis. We have some extra machines from the CCI deployment this spring. We are running a little low on storage 

space and we were hoping we could bring the remaining machines to you for storage until the faculty are ready to 

receive them. If that’s ok, let me know and I’ll bring them over. Thanks! 

James McHale 

Tech Support Analyst, OASIS 

(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:49 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: FS Work Order 13120019; Completed; NEED A LOCK CHANGE ON A 
DIRECTORY B OARD 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Work@FAC.UNC.EDU [.mailto:Work~FAC.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 1:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FS Work Order 13120019; Completed; NEED A LOCK CHANGE ON A DIRECTORY BOARD 

The following work order has been completed. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 05/23/2013 16:01:21 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 13120019 
Shop ............... 504 - ACCESS CONTROLS - HARDWARE - Phone# 962-0161 
Description ........ need a lock change on a directory board 

Location: 1st floor 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Fax: 2-2694 
Completion Date: 5/28/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:i/selectst~rvey.csit.tmc.edtdTakeSt~rvev.aspx? St~rvevID=14KH883 &win= 13120019 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:22 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Commencement Space Requests 2014 

Dear Kenneth, 

just notified Apri! and she put it down on her calendar. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Commencement Space Requests 2014 

Thanks Travis. Will you also please inform April in the Stone Center that you have requested these spaces on 
that day/time? 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African Ameircan, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra~f~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 4:02 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Commencement Space Requests 2014 

Hi Kenneth, 

I sent the request and received confirmation below. 

Best, 
Travis 

May 2014 Commencement Space Requests 
Thank you! Your response has been recorded. If you have any questions about space requests please contact 
Jane Smith at iane smith~unc.edu or 919-962-0045. 



From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:12 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Commencement Space Requests 2014 

Dear Travis, 

Please follow the directions on this email and reserve the Stone Center’s auditorium and Hitchcock Room for 
Saturday, May 10, 2014 f?om 2-4 in the afternoon. Please do this today, and let me know when you’ve don it. 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R, Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of AtScan and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link tbr information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Smith, Jane C. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Commencement Space Requests 2014 

TO: Kenneth Janken 

FROM: Jane C. Smith, Associate Director for University Events 

DATE:             June 18, 2013 

SUBJECT: Commencement Space Reservations for May 2014 

It is time to reserve space for Commencement Weekend 2014, May 9, 10 and 11. As in the past, during 
Commencement weekend, all space on campus is allocated by the Office of University Events. Your request 
for building space, as well as outdoor courtyards, the Old Well, etc., must be made to the Office of University 
Events. All requests will be reviewed and you will receive a confirmation of your space no later than 
September 2013. When there are multiple requests for the same space, consideration is given to the department 
whose request was received first. 

This year we have created a Google form which I hope will be an easier way for you to enter your requests. 
The Google form can be found at https://docs.google.com/forms/d/liiH- 
TJKi 9bCKGPcKi pZB 15 AkWYOA4fviXoNp0qM5KoM/viewform 



You will be required to enter information on your ceremony or reception into the fields with an asterisk next to 
them. Other fields are optional but will be helpful. Also, if you are no longer the Commencement contact 
for your department, please send me an email with the new contact’s information so that I may send 
him/her the proper information. 

As in years past, below are the names and contact information to help you in making other logistical 
arrangements for your ceremony. 

Contact Jill Hartman Crowder at Grounds Division (962-0785) or jill.crowder@facilities.unc.edu to arrange for 
podiums, tables, chairs, or sound systems. There will be a charge for most of these services. If you plan to use 
a tent, please contact Jill to make those arrangements as well. This is necessary to prevent damage to the brick 
sidewalks and the underground sprinkler system. Submit your requests to her no later than February 1, 2014. 

To request parking for your ceremony, use the online parking request form which can be found at 
http://www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/specialevents/allspecialevents.cfm. If you have questions, contact Deborah 
Hawkins in Public Safety at 962-5026 or Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu. 

Contact Tiffany Bailey at 962-8299 or tmbaile¥~email.unc.edu if you need assistance with disabled students or 
family members. 

Commencement is a very special time for your graduates and their families. Anticipating the needs of your 
department and planning ahead will eliminate a lot of anxiety next spring. Be sure to check the Commencement 
web site at www.unc.edu/commencement. We make every effort to keep it updated so that it can be a good 
resource for graduates, parents and faculty. 

Regards, 

Jane Smith, Associate Director 
Office of University Events 
962-0045 
Jane smith@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 1:48 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: low-enrollment courses 

low enrollment.docx 

Dear Kenneth, 

have attached the document that you requested. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: low-enrollment courses 

Dear Travis, 

Before you leave today, please create a Word document that lists all of the AAAD and introductory SWAH, 
LGLA, and WOLO courses + sections that currently have fewer than nine students enrolled in them. The list 
should look something like this: 

AAAD 100-001, "Title goes here," MWF 10-10:50. 
Next course goes here... 

When you have created it, send me the Word file. I’ll then send it to our majors and students who are minoring 
in AAAD. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African Ameircan, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



AAAD 290 - 001 

AAAD 290 - 002 

AAAD 315 - 001 

AAAD 316 - 001 

AAAD 414 - 001 

AAAD 430 - 001 

Topics in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies MWF 9:00AM - 9:50AM 

Topics in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies T/TR 9:30AM - 10:45AM 

Political Protest and Conflict in Africa T/TH 9:30AM - 10:45AM 

Policy Problems in Africa T/TH 2:00PM - 3:15PM 

Senegalese Society and Culture MWF I:00PM - I:50PM 

African American Intellectual History W 3:30PM - 6:20PM 

LGLA 401- 001 Elementary Lingala I MWF 10:00AM - 10:50AM 

WOLO 401- 001 ElementaryWolof I MWF 10:00AM - 10:50AM 

WOLO 401- 002 ElementaryWolof I MWF 2:00PM - 2:50PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:02 PM 

Benowitz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email .unc. edu> 

AAAD 101 online course 

20130702155148416.pdf 

Dear Judith, 

Attached is a scanned PDF file of the Agreement to Revise and Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online form for Tim 

McMillan. 

Best, 
Travis Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 11:37 AM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: housekeeping 

I’ll pass it along. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: housekeeping 

Can you make sure he knows that the top lock is not in use? The only lock in use is on the door handle itself. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall, CB #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 8:48 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

Mystery solved! 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 12:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping 

Sorry about that he saw the tape across the lock (dead Bolt) and was not sure if he should enter. He know now to clean Rm 207. 

Have a safe 4th 
Steve Goulart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 4:28 PM 

Goulart, Stephen P <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: housekeeping 

Thanks Stephen, Have a safe 4th too! - Travis 

Can you make sure he knows that the top lock is not in use? The only lock in use is on the door handle itself. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall, CB #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 12:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping 

Sorry about that he saw the tape across the lock (dead Bolt) and was not sure if he should enter. He know now to clean Rm 207. 

Have a safe 4th 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Subject: FW: housekeeping 

Hi Stephen, 

I am wondering if the housekeeper is having trouble getting into room 207 in Battle Hall. I think second floor is scheduled for trash 
pickup every Monday night but the professor says it’s been over a month since her trash has been emptied. I just thought you should 
knOW. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: housekeeping 

Hi Travis, 
Did you ever hear back from housekeeping? It’s now been over a month since anyone has emptied my trash. It seems there is a specific 
problem with my office. Can you make sure that the supervisor of the person who works in our building communicates with our 
housekeeper and figures out what issue he/she is having? 

Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall, CB #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:44 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 254.001 

Hi Kia, 

I just received this message. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Caldwell, Alexandra 
Cc: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: AFAM 254.001 

Good morning, 

I have attempted to contact Travis by phone and left a message, so I thought I would email as well. I was contacted a 

few minutes ago about Murray-Venable Hall still suffering from water damage. I have made a reservation in Gardner 307 

for the rest of the week for AFAM 254. Please let me know if you have any questions or issues. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 10:48 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130712104012223.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.12.2013 10:40:12 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130712105656906.pdf 

No lines 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 10:57 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.12.2013 10:56:56 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 3:49 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130712154656313 .pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.12.2013 15:46:56 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 4:48 PM 

Lang, Andrew <alang@unc.edu> 

RE: Location question 

No prob ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lang, Andrew 

Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:21 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 

Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: Location question 

Thanks Travis! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:06 PM 
To: Lang, Andrew 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Re: Location question 

Hi Andy, 
They have moved to Gardner 307 for the rest of the summer session. 
Thanks ! 
Travis 

On Jul 11, 2013, at 1:03 PM, "Lang, Andrew" <alang@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Awesome, thank you! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Howell, Tia N. 
> Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:04 PM 
> To: Lang, Andrew 
> Cc: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: RE: Location question 
> 
> Hi Andy, 
> I am re-directing your question to Travis Gore. He is the Student Services Coordinator in AFAM. 
> -Tia 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lang, Andrew 
> Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:03 PM 
> To: Howell, Tia N. 
> Subject: Location question 
> 

> Hi Tia, 
> 
> I hope this finds you well! Question for you: Venable G311 looks to be under repair (maybe water damage repairs?), and so do you 
know where AFAM 254 got relocated to? Is it G208 Venable now? 
> 

> Thanks in advance, 
> 
> Andy 
> 



Andy Lang 
Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services College of Arts and Sciences University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

12 Howell Hall 
Campus Box 3056 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
Phone: 919-843-3962 

~:/ioasisamc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 9:28 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: office furniture 

Hi Sonia, 

Thank you for the list. The furNture delivery just arrived and they are unloading now. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N.; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: office furniture 

Good morning 

Just a reminder, office furniture will be delivery today. Furniture distribution is as follow: 
¯ One Executive chair- new faculty member- Ronald Williams 
¯ Six Desks - Faculty members- Kia, Mamarame, Ronald, Hall, Margaret and Esther. 
¯ Ten Bookcases- Faculty members- (1)McMillan, (1) Selassie, (1) Margaret, (1) Faculty Lounge, 

(1) Charlene, (1) Mamarame, (1) Kia, (3) Ronald. 
Three Lateral files- (1) Ronald, (1) Eunice, (1)Travis. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

Public Policy DeparCmen¢ - 9(52-4854 
Abernc~hy Ha[l~ Ct~ #3435 
(i~o 8-5, To 1-5, Wo 8o~2, To 1o5, Fo 8o~2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 3:50 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 
20130715153422047.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [g~ailto:scarmer,,~kux~c.ed._~l 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.15.2013 15:34:21 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 3:50 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130715153506603 .pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 3:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.15.2013 15:35:06 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 3:50 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130715153541560.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.15.2013 15:35:41 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:45 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: enrollment 

20130716163528085.pdf 

Dear Kenneth, 

I made a PDF file of the remaining students that includes their names and PID. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2013 16:35:27 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:09 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <clthomp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: classroom 

Oh that’s no problem Violet, and thank you so much for doing it! -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Good afternoon Travis, 

I’m sorry for my delayed response, I was absent yesterday afternoon and this morning. I just placed AAAD 258 back in 

Phillips 0265. Please let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:58 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: classroom 

Good afternoon Violet! 

I know Renee sent an email that Astra was going to be down this afternoon from 3 to 5 so I’m not sure if you will be able 

to handle this request today or not but here it is! 

AAAD 258 in Fall13 was in Philips 0265. The room got dropped when we were doing some moving around yesterday. Is 

it possible to get that room back and if not then maybe another one because right now it just says TBA. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:40 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <clthomp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: classroom 

Wow that was lightning fast Violet! Thank you and you have a nice weekend too! -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 4:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Good afternoon Travis! 

I just placed AAAD 89.001 in Wilson 217, and AAAD 89.002 has been placed in New East 301 (it has multi media). Let me 

know if you need anything else. Have a nice weekend © 

Thanks, 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Happy Friday afternoon Violet! 

Can we add Wilson 217 to AAAD 89 001 for the fall. And for AAAD 89 002 can we change the room to one that has 

multi-media. It was my fault for not requesting that last time! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Good afternoon Travis, 

I’m sorry for my delayed response, I was absent yesterday afternoon and this morning. I just placed AAAD 258 back in 

Phillips 0265. Please let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 



450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:58 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: classroom 

Good afternoon Violet! 

I know Renee sent an email that Astra was going to be down this afternoon from 3 to 5 so I’m not sure if you will be able 

to handle this request today or not but here it is! 

AAAD 258 in Fall13 was in Philips 0265. The room got dropped when we were doing some moving around yesterday. Is 

it possible to get that room back and if not then maybe another one because right now it just says TBA. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:19 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130723131510736.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:20 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130723131503021.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:48 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130723134330683.pdf 

4 pages now! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.23.2013 13:43:30 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:32 AM 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: connections 

Great!! Thanks! _Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:29 AM 

To: NcHale, James 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: connections 

Thank you, so much James for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Travis, on the computer access aspect, the office 306, is ready for Dr. R. Williams use. 

Sonia 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:25 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: connections 

Hi, Sonia. I am over here in Battle Hall. You are all set. The two porLs right next to the desk, D-50 and D-52 and both active and ready for someone to hook into. Take care! 

James NcHale, OASIS 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:02 AM 

To: NcHale, James 
Subject: connections 

Good morning James 

When you get a chance, can you check if computer connections (ports or jacks) at Battle Halt Building - room 306 are working. 

The room is been vacate for a white, and I need to know if the computer ports are working, a new faculty member is going to be using this office next week. 

Thank you and have a nice day. 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 

Abe~°~edLv HMi, (~ #3435 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 1:59 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130725135518204.pdf 

Here it is! 

-Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.25.2013 13:55:17 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:18 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Esther, 

would like to get your thoughts on this. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Travis, 

There are no rooms available in the Global Center at that time. I could move SWAH 40:1 003 to PH 222 or KL B:125, but 
those are the closest rooms available at that time. Both of those are smart classrooms. Unfortunately, that’s the best we 

have to offer at the moment. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hey again! 

I was talking to the professor and she checked out the room in Dey but she really needs a smart classroom so she will 

wait but she was wondering if there is any room available at the Global Center from 2pm to 250pm MWF and that way 

she would have back to back in the same building. This class would be for Swah 40:1 003 which is currently in Graham 

Mem 02:13 now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Good morning Travis, 

Unfortunately, it still doesn’t look like anything is available with MMC closer to Graham Memorial. The room in Dey 

without MMC is still available. I would recommend checking back again a week or two before school starts. 



Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9~962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, July 29, 2013 9:56 AM 
To." Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject." FW: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Good Morning Charlotte! 

I was checking to see if you could move SWAH 401.002 from the Global Center 3024 to somewhere on campus that is 

closer to Graham Memorial for Fall13. The professor has back to back classes and the distance is too far to walk. Back in 
June you were able to find a room in Dey but we decided to wait a little bit to see if anything closer came up. I was just 

checking back with you now to see about that! It looks like there are 25 students in the class now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From." Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent." Friday, June 14, 2013 11:20 AM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 or Swah 401_003 in Fall 2013 

Good morning Travis, 

The only option I can see at this time is moving SWAH 401.002 to Dey 302 and keeping SWAH 401.003 in Graham 

Memorial 213. More rooms might become available later in the summer. Please let me know if you would like to make 

that switch, otherwise you could check back later to see if anything else has become available. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:24 PM 

Goulart, Stephen P <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hi Steve, 

I just wanted to let you and your crew know you did an excellent job on the floor last night! It looks brand new! You were even able 
to get out the rust stain which I didn’t think would come up. I was very impressed. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 6:20 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hi Sonia 

We finish the floor this morning but it was still a little wet so we left the furniture out in the hall way. We will put the furniture back 
tonight. 

The employee who is doing the floor said she will do the hallway tonight. If room 307 would like there floor done tonight ask if they 
could take everything off the floor and she will do that room too. 

Any question I will have my phone 

Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 7:47 AM 

To: Goulart, Stephen P 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Good morning Steve 

Thank you for letting me know. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Goulart, Stephen P 

Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 2:20 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

HI Sonia 

It was nice talking with you yesterday. 

Sorry we did not do the floor in room 306 we had call out and not enough staff to clean the other building. 
We will do it Sunday Night. 

Sorry again 



Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:03 AM 

To: Goulart, Stephen P 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Thank you very much. The job is for the 3rd floor hall and office 306. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:15 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hi Sonia 

I will tried to stop by this morning after 10:30AM. After our staff meeting. I will talk with the floor care manager and get and update 
of his schedule. If not I will plan on doing it myself. 

Thanks 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hello Stephen 

When you get a chance, could you tell me when the requested service for floor waxing and stripping will be perform? This is at Battle 
Hall building. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 
919-962-4854 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Johnnie Craig 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Travis 

I drop by to see today Thursday Morning about 11AM. Hope you enjoy your day off. 

I just talk with the floor crew manager and he is planning to be in my zone starting sometime next week. He will be doing stripping 
and waxing floors and also carpet cleaning. Do not know when he will get to Battle but my guess would about 3 weeks. Would you 
mind if I give this project to the floor crew then they can do the hold building at once. 



Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy Denise [mai~lo:Na~c~, .Bt~rton@facilitiesxmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 
Importance: High 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: FAC - Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Lee, Natasha R. 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: aisdaemon@facilities.unc.edu [~rmilto:aisdaemon~faciIities.m~c.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Work Management 
Subject: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Name: Travis Gore 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-966-5496 

FAX: 
Building: Battle Hall 
Floor #: 3rd 
Room #: hall way entrance and 307 

Request: Deep clean of Linoleum to remove stains from the floor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:26 PM 

UNC PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

RE: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Ok, I’ll let him know. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsvs~c2~emcdv05.isis.anc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: ajmchale@email.unc.edu 
cc: 

I can try to get to it tomorrow morning, but chances are, I won’t have time today or tomorrow. Wednesday is starting to fill up 
quickly but I will do my best to get to him early on Wednesday. I hope that is not too late. Take care ! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwwwamc.edt~iaro 
bier’web s~b/mdex.~ge- check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: File Cabinet Requested 

will pass this on to her! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:00 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: File Cabinet Requested 

Dear Travis: Please forward this email to Sonia, I could not locate her email address. 

Currently, I am requesting a four drawer vertical file cabinet for my office. A bookcase was ordered by mistake so if 
possible I really need the file cabinet as my files are overflowing in the cabinet that is now located in my office. Thanks 
tremendously for your assistance. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 9:56 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD class schedule Spring 2014 Calendar 

Hi Kenneth, 

This looks like a good format. It should definitely help. Thanks for your work on this! 

Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD class schedule Spring 2014 Calendar 

Dear Travis, 

Below is a listing of the Spring 2014 schedule. I took the information you gave me and put it in a different 
format. I hope you find it easier to follow. You can view the schedule in a calendar format by clicking on the 
link and going to the week of January 13. The calendar is color-coded. Green is for a standard-time class on 
MWF. Purple is for a standard-time class on TR. Blue is for a non-standard-time class. You can place the 
cursor over any of the times to see all the information. 

It is a draft. I discussed this with Eunice, and we replaced Hildebrand’s AAAD 130 with AAAD 431; I changed 
my AAAD 430 with AAAD 258; and I changed Mamarame’s WOLO 404 with AAAD 101. I’m pretty sure 
that Eunice will have some other changes, but this is a good start. 

Call me if you have any questions about what is here. 

Kenneth 

AAAD class schedule Spring 2014 Calendar 

Monday, January 53, 2054 - Friday, January 57, 2014 

Time zone: (UTC-05:00} Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
(Adjusted for Daylight Saving Time) 

January 2014 

Mo Tu We Th Fr 5a 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 

AAAD 431 - Hildebrand 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 

Mon, Jan 13 8:00AM-8:50AM 

9:00AM-9:50AM 

9:00AM-9:50AM 



WOLO 403 - Fall 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Fall 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 130 - McMillan 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 5:00 PM - 6:15 PM 

AAAD 258 - Janken Tue, Jan 14 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Regester 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 101 - Boyd 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzonl~ola 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 395 - Janken 2:00 PM - 4:50 PM 

AAAD 250 - Regester 3:00 PM - 6:20 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 258 Friday Center - 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

Porter 

AAAD 431 - Hildebrand Wed, Jan 15 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

8:00AM-8:50AM 

9:00AM-9:50AM 

9:00AM-9:50AM 

9:00AM-9:50AM 



AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Fall 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 130 - McMillan 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM 

AAAD 395 - Nzongola 3:00 PM - 5:50 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 5:00 PM - 6:15 PM 

AAAD 258 - Janken Thu, Jan 16 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Regester 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 101 - Boyd 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzonl~ola 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 431 - Hildebrand 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Fri, Jan 17 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 



AAAD 332 - McMillan 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 

AAAD 101 - Fall 

AAAD 101 - Seck 

AAAD 130 - McMillan 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

i:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

i:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

i:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

i:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

3:00 PM - 3:50 PM 

Details 

N]on4ay, January :[3, 20:~4 

Time 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

Subject AAAD 431- Hildebrand 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 8:00 AM to 8:50 AM 

Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 10:00 AM- 10:50 AM 

Subject SWAH 402- Lisanza 



Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101- Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 130- McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 2:00 PM-2:50 PM 



Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 3:00 PM to 3:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM- 4:45 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

5:00 PM-6:15 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

T~esda¥~ Jan~aw 

T i m e 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

24~ 2014 

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 258 - Janken 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130- Regester 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 
15 minutes 



Categories Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 101- Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzongola 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 2:00 PM-3:15 PM 



Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM -4:50 PM 

AAAD 395 - Janken 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:00 PM - 6:20 PM 

AAAD 250 - Regester 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

6:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

AAAD 258 Friday Center - Porter 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

We(Jnesday, January 15, 2014 

Time 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

Subject AAAD 431- Hildebrand 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 8:00 AM to 8:50 AM 
Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

Subject SWAH 404- Mutima 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 



until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

Subject SWAH 406- Mutima 



Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101- Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 130- McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 3:00 PM to 3:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:00 PM - 5:50 PM 

AAAD 395 - Nzongola 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

3:30 PM- 4:45 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

5:00 PM-6:15 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 



Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

16, 2014 

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 258 - Janken 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130- Regester 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 2:00 PM-3:15 PM 



Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

AAAD 101- Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzongola 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Friday, January :~?, 20:~4 

Time 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

Subject AAAD 431- Hildebrand 



Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 8:00 AM to 8:50 AM 
Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 



Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101- Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 130- McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 3:00 PM to 3:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 



University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ecma~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:37 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Muchas gracias!!! @ 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:36 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: File Cabinet Requested 

WOW! !, excellent Spanish 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:34 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Tengo entendido que usted y estoy de acuerdo con usted. Los profesores deben saber que. Nos aseguraremos de que 

suceda en el futuro. Que tengas un buen d[a. 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Travis, 

No worries. It wasn’t my intention to sound ugly, but it is important for me to let the faculty members know that I am 

not the person to make this kind of decision at the department. 

I will appreciate very much, if in the future, somebody ask you to contact me to get furniture, computers, books or any 

kind of acquisition to be cover by Departments funds; to let them know that they need to talk with Eunice. 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Sorry Sonia, I was just following the instructions of Dr. Regester. However, I will let her know that she needs to contact 

the Chair, 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:44 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Travis 

This is a matter that needs to be addressed to the Chair Department. 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:25 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: File Cabinet Requested 

Hi Sonia, 

Dr. Regester asked me to pass this on to you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: File Cabinet Requested 

Dear Travis: Please forward this email to Sonia, I could not locate her email address. 

Currently, I am requesting a four drawer vertical file cabinet for my office. A bookcase was ordered by mistake so if 
possible I really need the file cabinet as my files are overflowing in the cabinet that is now located in my office. Thanks 
tremendously for your assistance. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:10 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Room Change for Swah 401_003 

No problem Esther. Sounds like a great idea! And you are correct, PH is Phillips Hall. -Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 9:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Room Change for Swah 401_003 

Dea r Travis, 
I’m sorry I didn’t see your feedback until last night! Let’s have Phillips 222 for now, but check later if we can get a closer 
one. 
Thank you for your help, 
Esther 

Ps/I guess PH is Phillips Hall. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: FW: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Esther, 

would like to get your thoughts on this. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Travis, 

There are no rooms available in the Global Center at that time. I could move SWAH 401 003 to PH 222 or KL [3:125, but 
those are the closest rooms available at that time. [3oth of those are smart classrooms. Unfortunately, that’s the best we 

have to offer at the moment. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 



Hey again! 

I was talking to the professor and she checked out the room in Dey but she really needs a smart classroom so she will 

wait but she was wondering if there is any room available at the Global Center from 2pm to 250pm MWF and that way 

she would have back to back in the same building. This class would be for Swah 401 003 which is currently in Graham 

Mem 0213 now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:05 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Good morning Travis, 

Unfortunately, it still doesn’t look like anything is available with MMC closer to Graham Memorial. The room in Dey 

without MMC is still available. I would recommend checking back again a week or two before school starts. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9m843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:56 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Good Morning Charlotte! 

I was checking to see if you could move SWAH 401. 002 from the Global Center 3024 to somewhere on campus that is 

closer to Graham Memorial for Fall13. The professor has back to back classes and the distance is too far to walk. Back in 

June you were able to find a room in Dey but we decided to wait a little bit to see if anything closer came up. I was just 

checking back with you now to see about that! It looks like there are 25 students in the class now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 11:20 AM 



To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 or Swah 401_003 in Fall 2013 

Good morning Travis, 

The only option I can see at this time is moving SWAH 40:1.002 to Dey 302 and keeping SWAH 40:1.003 in Graham 

Memoria! 2:13. More rooms might become available later in the summer. Please let me know if you would like to make 
that switch, otherwise you could check back later to see if anything else has become available. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 1 : 10 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

RE: My Schedule next week: August 5th-9th 

Thanks Margaret! Good work on the newsletter! 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [mailto:leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:00 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: RE: My Schedule next week: August 5th-9th 

Have fun and be really safe Travis! 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: My Schedule next week: August 5th-9th 

Dear All, 

Please note that I will be away on vacation next week August 5th to August 9th, therefore the main office will be closed 

during that period. If there are urgent matters that I need to address, please let me know between today and 

tomorrow. 

Best, 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: leemc~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646451.29231 d4006c6fc68facbf9cfe738be85&n=T&l=aaad&o=33365846 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33365846-65646451.2923 ld4006c6fc68facbf9cfe738be85~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33365901 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33365901-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~,listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 9:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Courses for Ronald Williams Spring 2014 

Dear Eunice, 

Here they are. I also included a brief description of each. 

Best, 

Travis 

AAAD 331 African America: Contemporary Issues. 

This course will allow students to research, analyze, and engage pressing political, economic, and social issues 

confronting black people in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. 

AAAD 485 Black Atlantic Crosscurrents 

This course explores theoretical issues concerning historical, cultural, sociopolitical, and intellectual formations, 

connections, and movements between Africa and its Atlantic diaspora. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 3:50 PM 

Melissa Wood <wood@cs.unc.edu> 

Re: Classroom 00014 

Thanks Melissa, I will keep my fingers crossed! 

On Aug 5, 2013, at 1:28 PM, "Melissa Wood" <woodI~cs.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

HI Travis, 

My group schedules the use of our rooms for outside use. I am in the process of confirming that all 
of our classes have been entered into the calendar and will be back in touch later today. 

cheers, 
Missy 

Forwarded message 
From: Gore, Travis <       email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, Aug 2, 2013 at 4:10 PM 
Subject: Classroom 00014 
To: "Mingo, Latasha"          emaiL~nc.ed~> 

Hello Ms. Mingo 

My name is Travis Gore and I work in the Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies. I was wondering if you would be able to help me out with one of your 
rooms and you may not be the one to ask but maybe you could lead me in the right direction. 
The situation is that we have a class this upcoming Fall that meets T/TR from 9:30am to 
10:45am for 60 students. I have checked with classroom scheduling and they said they didn’t 
have a general classroom big enough that was available during that time. So I started doing 
my own research and spent a couple hours searching for other rooms that weren’t controlled 
by the registrar. I had literally gone through almost all of them when I finally came across a 
room in your building that was big enough and looks like it doesn’t have anyone teaching at 
that time. The classroom was 00014. I was hoping it would be possible to use that room! I 
look forward to hearing back from you and thank you for your time. 

Best, 

Travis 



Jodie A Turnbull 
Student Services Manager 
Departmerit of Computer Science 
The University of North Carolina a Chapel 
150 Siltersor~ Hall, CB 3175 
C~apel Hill~ NC 27599-3175 
919,590,6200 
mrnbull@cs.m~c.edu 

Please Note NEW Phone and Fax Numbers 

i!4elissa Wood 
Director Research Support and Communications 
UNC Department of Computer Science 
235 Sitterson Hart, CB 3175 
Chape[ Hit[, NC 27599 
(t) 91%590o6157 (f) 919-590-6105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 11:54 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Re: AAAD instructor 

image001 .png 

Thanks Renee! ! 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 7:40 AM, "Sherman, Renee A" <renees~unc.edu> wrote: 

All fixed 

Renee Sherman 
Lead?Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caroana <imageoolpng> 

(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Micros@ Lyric 
found?at shareware.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 1:32 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: AAAD instructor 

Hey Renee! 

Kia Caldwell doesn’t have the AAAD designation on the instructor table and therefore it won’t let 

me add her name to the Spring 14 classes. She was on leave at the time I sent you the list of 

instructors last year. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:36 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130815133301565.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.15.2013 13:33:01 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:00 PM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2582160 

Hey, James. Sorry that he has been hard to reach. I left his email below. That should help speed things up. Thanks ! -Travis 

Tj ml @email.unc.edu 

That middle initial is aj by the way. It kind of looks like an i with the line going across the bottom. Just didn’t want you to get 
confused. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2582160 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Software Issue 

Email Text ¯ Hey, Travis. I’ve tried calling the user a couple of times with no luck. There are lots of McMillans in the directory so I’m 
not sure who to email. What is the first name and onyen of Professor McMillan? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:07 PM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 
RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2573053 

Hey, Charles. It worked, Thanks! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Smith, Charles E 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2573053 

Travis, 

What subject area will Ronald be teaching? 

Thanks, 
charles 

Charles Smith 
IT Training Coordinator 
Office of the University Registrar 

~ ://registrar.uric. edu 
Follow the Registrar’s Office on: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 11:28 AM 
To: Smith, Charles E 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2573053 

Hi Charles, 

I just wanted to let you know that Ronald told me that he completed and passed his FERPA test. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Smith, Charles E 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2573053 

Hi Charles, 

Sorry for the delay getting back to you but for some reason this email ended up in my junk email box. Thanks for the instructions. I 
will let the professor know and I will contact you after he finishes the FERPA. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:charless~emaiLur~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 3:42 PM 



To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2573053 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919)966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: ColmectCarolina 

Email Text : Travis, 

Ronald Williams 
PID 

In order to access any system containing student information the instructor(s) will need to first complete the FERPA online training. 
Please follow the instructions at this address: t~ttp~registrarour~coed~opo~icyiferp~-instrucJdons/ 
Once this training is complete the instructor(s) will receive a confirmation message and I will begin processing this request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:30 PM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 
RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2585039 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mai~to:charies@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:14 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2585039 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919)966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Connect Carolina- User Access 

Email Text ¯ Travis, 

Full Name: Ronald Williams 
PID: 

The requested ConnectCarolina user accotmt has been added to the following areas/roles: 
" The specified Instructor Table for your course area 
" The Faculty Center role 
I am going to close the ticket. If there are still issues please email me back and I will re-open the ticket. 
Thanks, 
Charles 
962-6334 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 11:14 AM 

Paquin, Violet May <clthomp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 14 canceled classes 

Wow that was so fast Violet! I had just checked a second ago and it was already gone! Thanks! -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Spring 14 canceled classes 

Good morning Travis! 

I canceled both sections. Have a good day! 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CN 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: Spring 14 canceled classes 

Happy Friday Violet! 

I have a PDF of two classes to be canceled for the Spring. I realized It is not on a log sheet. I can put it in one though if 

that would be better! 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Friday, August 16, 2013 11:16 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Over enrolled 

understand! !’ll let you know what he decides. Thanks! - Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

Happy Friday to you as well, 

The class crosses over a few standard time periods, which is why the options for it are limited. Please let me know when 

the professor decides about the room. 

Have a good weekend, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

Happy Friday Charlotte! 

Wow, I honestly thought there would be more options at that time! Ok, I think we will wait on this for just a couple days 

because the professor may end up with more than :12 students. He doesn’t want to limit it just yet. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

HI Travis, 

It looks like the only rooms available at that time with MMC have a capacity of :12. If you can reduce the max enrollment 

to :12, I can fit it in either GL 526A or MU :1:17. Both of these should also be seminar style. Please let me know which 

room you prefer. I’m leaving on time today, so I might not get to make the switch until tomorrow morning, 

Thanks, 



Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:54 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

Hi Charlotte, 

You bring up a good point about size. We actually have another class right now that has 9 students with a max cap of 

20. It is currently in a room that holds 32. Would it be possible to move that class to a smaller room? Something 

maybe seminar style or at least has AV equipment? The class is AAAD 430 00:1. It only meets once a week on Wed. 

from 3:30 to 6:20pmo It is out of prime time hours so maybe there is a chance something is available! Since you 
stayed late yesterday, hopefully you can leave early today and find out tomorrow for me © 

Thank you ! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, PH 247 is too large of a room for a class with an enrollment of 24 at this point in time. If you would still 

like to move the class to that room, please check back with us after classes start. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:13 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Over enrolled 

Thanks Charlotte! ! think a room has opened up recently that is closer to our department. It is Phillips 247. Could we 

switch from WG 302 to PH 247? Its for AAAD 89 002 T/TR 2pm-3:15pm Thanks in advance if you can do it! - Travis 



From: OUR Scheduling Office 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:25 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

was a bit late leaving the office yesterday. This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9~962~6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 5:21 PM 
To: OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

Wow, I wasn’t expecting a response after 5pm! We will take that room since it looks like the only option at this point 

with MMC. 

Thank you ! 

Travis 

From: OUR Scheduling Office 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 5:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: RE: Over enrolled 

Good afternoon, 

The only room available at that time with MMC is WG 302. Would you like for me to move the class to this room? 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 5:00 PM 
To: OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: Over enrolled 

Greetings Scheduling Office[ 

We have a problem with this one: Aaad 89 002, Ne 301 (cap 18), max enrollment 24, actual enrollment 24 

Can we try to get a larger classroom for it? One that will hold 24 with MMC. I realize I am sending this at 5pm so please 

don’t worry about it today but tomorrow would be great! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

This is to let you know that we are aware that some professors request to over enroll classrooms on purpose as they 

assume some students will drop the class later. We are not trying to force you to make a change. This is to alert you 

that if the class is still over enrolled on the first day of classes that we do not have extra chairs and there are fire safety 

codes in each room. If this was an accident you may: 1) reduce the max enrollment -this will not drop the students, 
but will prevent more from enrolling if anyone does drop the course or 2) you can send a request via our shared 

mailbox scheduling office@unc.edu to request a larger classroom. No need to respond to this email to explain why 

your section is over enrolled 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a wonderful day, 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 1:11 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Department credit card acquisition 

Perfect[ Sounds great[ - Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald II 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:08 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Department credit card acquisition 

Great. Let’s do it that way. 

Ron 

On Aug 16, 2013, at 1:06 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

know 

From: Williams, Ronald II 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:04 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Department credit card acquisition 

P.S. I meant to say Travis and Sonia, not "Travis and Travis" :) 

On Aug 16, 2013, at 12:43 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~,med.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hello Travis 

Ron need to acquire some product from Staple, please use the department P-card and leave a copy of the receipt at my inbox. 

Thank you and have a nice weekend, 

Sonia 

Sonia Colon 

Public PoliCy Departme~# = 962-4854 

Aber~4¢hy IIall, CB #3435 

(Mo 8-5, To ~ °5, Wo8-~ 2, To 1-5, Fo 8-5) 

Battle [fail CB # 3395 

(T. 8<12, W. 1-5, T. 8<12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:10 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <clthomp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: logsheet 

20130816160140612.pdf 

Thanks, Violet! Have a great weekend too! Oh actually before the weekend starts....I have one more logsheet! I hope this one isn’t 
too confusing. Basically it comes down to changing AAAD 414 to AAAD 316 and keeping time and days the same but increasing 
max enrollment to 40. I have it all in the logsheet! Thanks!- Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Thank you Travis, I just canceled the course :) 

Have a great weekend! 

Violet Paquin 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH SASB North Suite 3209 Campus Box 1200 
450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hey Violet! 

Yes, that has all been taken care of! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: OUR Scheduling Office 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Good afternoon Travis! 

I see there are two students enrolled in this section, I just need to verify that they have been contacted about the cancelation. 

Thanks, 
Violet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: logsheet 

Hey Gang! 

Just dropping off a logsheet for y’all! 

Have a nice weekend! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.16.2013 15:22:00 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting; a log sheet. 
¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 08/16/13 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet). 

A = A,,dd CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 
t 1 

ACTION 1      Subject 
IiC°urse 

Section [3ays l~Start Time ]     Sf:op Time 

.~¢ AAAD l~" 4-Y4~ I 001    TuTh 3:30pro 4:45pm 

Notes: 

Notes: 

Notes: 

i 

,, 

= i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:52 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <clthomp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: logsheet 

Yes that is correct! Sorry, I should have phrased it that way to you! It’s getting late in the day so you can do it on Monday if you 
want! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hi Travis, 

Okay, I think I understand. So as I see it now, AAAD 316 has not been created for Spring 2014. So what I need to do is put the 
meeting times and instructor with an enrollment of 40 to AAAD 316 and cancel AAAD 414. Does that sound correct to you? 

Thank you, 
Violet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 4:10 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Thanks, Violet! Have a great weekend too! Oh actually before the weekend starts....I have one more logsheet! I hope this one isn’t 
too confusing. Basically it comes down to changing AAAD 414 to AAAD 316 and keeping time and days the same but increasing 
max enrollment to 40. I have it all in the logsheet! Thanks!- Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Thank you Travis, I just canceled the course :) 

Have a great weekend! 

Violet Paquin 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH SASB North Suite 3209 Campus Box 1200 
450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:48 PM 



To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hey Violet! 

Yes, that has all been taken care of! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: OUR Scheduling Office 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Good afternoon Travis! 

I see there are two students enrolled in this section, I just need to verify that they have been contacted about the cancelation. 

Thanks, 
Violet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: logsheet 

Hey Gang! 

Just dropping off a logsheet for y’all! 

Have a nice weekend! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scmmer ] 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.16.2013 15:22:00 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:23 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: rug for 3rd floor 

Hi Sonia, 

Yes, I know he brought it because I helped him carry it from his car to his offic!! :-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 1:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: rug for 3rd floor 

Hello Travis 

Do you know if Ronald brought the rug? 

Thanks 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: rug for 3rd floor 

Dear Eunice, 

Do you think we can go ahead and order the area rug for 307, if that is still possible? I think it might help. 

best, 
Lydia 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 5:01 PM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 

> Hello Lydia 
> 
> Dr. Ronald Williams is moving into the office that is right over yours. The moving process is creating an extra more noise. It will be 
quiet after he finish the moving process. 
> 
> Either way, I order a chair floor matt, that should absorb the noise created by the chair movement. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> Sonia 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Boyd, Lydia C 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:03 PM 
> To: Howell, Tia N. 
> Cc: Colon, Sonia 
> Subject: Re: rug for 3rd floor 
> 
> Hi Tia and Sonia, 
> Were we ever able to get a rug for the office above mine? I had 



> requested it as part of the office equipment expenditures last 
> semester. I think the office above mine is 307. (I’m in 207.) 
> 
> With the tile floors on the third floor~ there is just a lot of noise coming from above in my office. 
> 

> Thanks~ 
> Lydia 
> 
> Lydia Boyd~ PhD 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall~ CB 
> #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

> On Jan 14~ 2013~ at 2:15 PM~ Sahle~ Eunice N wrote: 
> 
>> Dear Lydia~ 
>> 
>> Thanks for the email. 
>> 
>> We received approvals from the Dean’s office for this sort of expenditure late in the fall semester. The rug is one of the items that 
was approved. Sonia will be placing orders for the rug and other items this month. 
>> 

>> Best wishes~ 
>> Eunice 

>> From: Boyd~ Lydia C 
>> Sent: Monday~ January 14~ 2013 2:11 PM 
>> To: Sahle~ Eunice N 
>> Cc: Howell~ Tia N. 
>> Subject: rug for 3rd floor 

>> Hi Eunice and Tia~ 
>> 
>> Is there any possibility of getting some sort of area rug for the third floor office area above my office? There is a lot of noise 
periodically coming from above. (I can actually hear voices and conversations at times.) I think some kind of rug would go a long 
way to solving the problem. 
>> 
>> Sorry to bother with such a mundane request. (Also~ apologies if this 
>> is already in the works.) 
>> 

>> thanks~ 
>> Lydia 

>> Lydia Boyd~ PhD 
>> Assistant Professor 
>> Department of African and African American Studies 
>> 109 Battle Hall~ CB #3395 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:38 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

FW: E-letterhead 

13-3176-CAS-AAAD E-Letterhead 2. dot 

Here it is! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: FW: E-letterhead 

Dear Faculty, 

Please find the new letterhead template attached. Please replace the your old 
letterhead template with this version to be used effective 7/1/2013. 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howefl 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hifl Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

i09 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 



April 14, 2015 

Name Here 
Address 

Address 

T}IE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HH.I, NC: 27599-3395 

T 9i9.966.5496 

F 9~9.962~2694 

aaad.mlc.edu 

Greeting: 

Do not alter the margins or spacing of this template. The layout follows the specific 
guidelines &the University’s new identity system. Consistent adherence to these guidelines 
will help maintain the integrity of the new identity. 

These standards can be found online at http://creative.unc.edu/resources/print-style- 
guide/why -have -a-graphic -identity/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 10:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DepartmentGiftFund. docx 



Yes, I want to give to African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Personal Information 

Name 

Preferred Address and Phone: 

Company. 

Street Address 

City. 

Phone Number 

E-mail Address 

Home    Business 

State ZIP 

Degree/Class Year 

Yes! I want to give to African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. 

My gift to the Economics Department is 

Personal Gift 5. 

Company Match + ~ 

Total=~. 

This is a joint gift. Please also credit: 

Matching gifts can double or triple your gift. If you or your spouse works for a matching gift 

company, please ask your personnel officer for a matching gift form to send in with your gift. 

Please apply my gift to: 

__Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

__A specific African, African American, and Diaspora Studies fund or program: 

Method of Payment 

__CHECK. Enclosed is my gift payable to The Arts and Sciences Foundation, Inc. 

BANK DRAFT or STOCK. Call Ishna Hall at 919-843-4885. 

__PLEDGE. 5. annually for 

Please send an annual reminder each 

__CHARGE. Please charge my gift of 

Card Number 

Exp. Date 

Signature 

to: 

years, beginning. 

.(month/year) 

Visa MasterCard Amex 

Today’s Date 

Annual gifts of $1,500 or more qualify donors for membership in the College’s Dean’s Circle. 

Young Alumni Levels: 1998 to 2002-$500; 2003-2007-$250 

Please mail all gifts to the Arts and Sciences Foundation at 134 East Franklin Street Chapel Hill, NC 27514 or give online at 

http://college.u nc.ed u/fou ndation. 

Contact Ishna Hall at 919-843-4885 or ishna.hall@unc.edu if you have any questions. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 4:54 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

Re: room change 

That is great! Thanks and have a good weekend! 

On Aug 23, 2013, at 4:31 PM, "Paquin, Violet May" <violetmp@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The only room was Peabody 215. It has technology so I just placed SWAH 401.003 there 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room change 

Oh oops sorry about that[ Well, they would take any room in Peabody as long as it has MMC © 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Hi Travis, 

It looks like there is an ANTH course in Peabody 216 at that time. Let me know if I can help find them a 

different room. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus gox :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: room change 

Hi Violet, 

Good talking to you earlier. I had one more question for you. Can we change the room for SWAH 401 

003? The room the professor is requesting is Peabody 216. 

Thanks! 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:29 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130829162630783.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.29.2013 16:26:30 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 





First published by 

Jacana Media (Pry) Ltd. (2011 ), Auckland Park 2092, South Africa 

<www.j aca na.co.za > 

This edition published by Weaver Press, Zimbabwe 2011 
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Chapter 2 

Political Violence and the Scramble for Resources 

Introduction 

What explains the pr,~pensity to violence in the 

colonial and post-,colonial contexts? Our 

Zimbabwean case strongly suggests that it is not 

a behavioural or psychological tendency but a 

compulsive scramble for resources of political power 

and economic benefi~, and by extension, defence 

of these resources and privileges once they have 

been appropriated. Colonial violence was endemic during both conquest and in the 

maintenance of material resources that were expropriated or generated, and in the 

repression of challenges to this state of affairs. Nationalist violence became necessary 

in the wresting of power from the colonial establishrnent where and when it was 

reluctant or slow in responding to demands for indepencience. But inter-party violence 

amongst nationalists themselves was an expression of intense competition for the 

prize of political office at independence. The party which won most seats and votes 

provided the first post-independence government an~:l leader. The attainment of a 

’political kingdom’ would open vistas of accumulation and wealth through the state. 

In this chapter, we seek to explain why and how violence has been an instrument 

and method of choice in the scramble for both political and economic power.This 

does not imply that practitioners or’foot-soldiers’ necessarily understand violence 

in such terms. The real objectives of violence may not be explained to them but, 

rather, spurious objectives may be given to them by leaders or organizers of the 

violence. The planners of violence can be distinct fi’om the practitioners of the 

activity. Planners can manipulate the practitioners. There is a common tendency 

to view violence as spontaneous or random. Sustained political violence is likely 

to be planned and calculated rather than random. Folitical violence is a strategy 

with a specific aim. It can be a method to obtain power or leverage, to intimidate 

or force concessions, or a means of defending certain positions. It can be a tactic 

to cause conditions of disorder or panic. Those who conceive or plan violence as 

a strategy can be a handful of leaders or organizers of a party or movement. But 

they rely on a mass of supporters or special groups who do not necessarily need 

to understand the overall strategy or intended outcome to implement the violence. 
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However, it is necessary that the practitioners or participants in violence are 

convinced that there would be some benefit to them, directly or indirectly, from 

engaging in violence. This is where promises of one sort oranother are effective 

as motivators. In most instances, it is promises of material benefit that are most 

effective. Promises of cash, food, alcohol,jobs, promotion, land, housing, education, 

amongst others, motivate ~ecruitment into groups, including militia, to carry out 

violence against designated groups or parties. For youth, in particular, pledges 

of jobs, money and a better life act as enticement for recruitment into the militia 

(Interview with N.L,, March 2010). Promises of recognition in society or in the 

party as well as ethnic solidarity also act as baits for recruitment and participation 

in violence. 

Explaining Inter=party Violence 

As we observed in Chapter I, inter-party violence between ZAPU and ZANU in 

1963-64 was an intense and major form of the politics of their rivalry. Significantly, 

this violence was largely non-state, although the colonial state was an interested 

partyto the extent that it gained advantage from the continued warring between 

the two nationalist parties, indeed, one of the nationalist leaders remarked that: 

... I do not know how much of the actual violence was afflicted by government agents, but 

surprisingly welt-printed posters began to appear overnight in sensitive areas, abasing me and 

encouraging the split... (Nkomo, 200t:~0~). 

While it would be strange if the colonial state did not seek to profit from the split 

and subsequent inter-party mayhem, the motivation for the split was competition 

for political advantage. The calculation amongst ZANU leaders would have been 

that the colonial state would, sooner or later, be forced to negotiate on 

independence for the African majority. The prospects of their being in a more 

favourable position for top leadership positions would improve iftheywere not 

under Joshua Nkomo and his loyalists in ZAPU.The use of the ethnic card would 

not be to the disadvantage of the new party since it modelled itself as a 

predominantly ’Shona’ party. It consciously recruited Shona intellectuals such as 

Hebert Chitepo and Bernard Chidzero, amongst others, to buttress this image. 

Inter-party violence was basically about creating and extending political space 

by the two parties so as to build political advantage.To illustrate that inter-party 

conflict was not over ideology but over competition for electoral advantage, the 

Patriotic Front fought for the Independence election as two parties, namely ZANU 
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and ZAPU.The electoral campaign in 1980 re-ignited the inter-party rivalry of 

1963-64. Consider this claim: 

The greatest threat to the fair conduct of the ~ 980 elections c~rme from ZANLA 9uerrillas in the 

eastern areas of the country. At ceasefire, large numbers of fighting men loyal to ZANU were not 

drawn into the scheduled assembly pain ts. They stayed on in t, he villages they had organized on 

a war footing, refusing to move or allow anyone else ro campaign tt~ere. No outsider was allowed 

in those pla~es on pain of deoth.. Two of our condidates and [8 of our party campaigners were 

killed by these adversaries. Many more were terrorised.., flbid., t79). 

The significant difference in inter-party violence before and after 1980 relates to 

the technology of violence as well as the role of the state in the administration 

of that violence. Advanced guerrilla weaponry was used in the 1980 election 

campaign while state infrastructure and agencies were increasingly used to create 

advantage to the ruling party.There was thus a qualitative technological leap in 

the form of inter-party violence in 1980. 

Whereas parties fought each other on a more or less equal level using rudimentary 

weaponry such as stones, sticks and petrol bombs before independence, this 

changes significantly a~ter. One of the parties gets the enormous advantage of 

being a ruling party in charge of the state. In addition to its members, it then 

uses state institutions in the instigation and perpetration of violence. The party 

and the state become fused into one, becoming almost indistinguishable. The 

interests of the party are presented as those of the state. State institutions such 

as the police and intelligence services increasingly become partisan institutions 

which serve party rather than national interests. Ominously° one of the parties 

can now draw on the full range of institutions and powers to cripple the other 

party or parties particularly during elections. 

The q u a litative ch a racter of politi ca l co m petitio n th u s u n dergoes t ra nsformatio n 

after independence.This is what happened in Zimbabwe with the transformation 

of ZANU-PF into a ruling party. With state institutions and powers as well as 

technology at its disposal, it engaged in an unequal contest first with ZAPU in 

the 1980s, then with the MDC from 1999. These two parties demonstrated 

potential to be serious challengers to the rulincj party; hence the massive 

investment poured into strategies to undermine and decapitate them. It was not 

an accident that inter-party violence involved killings of opposition party 

organizers, councillors, leaders, as well as beatings to cause fear and trauma. 
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’Strategic’ killings of ZAPU organizers, councillors and officials in the 1985 election 

were interpreted as aimed at: this purpose.The targeting of MDC middle-ranking 

organizers and officials in the 2008 election run-off was interpreted in similar terms. 

As we explore in greater detail in Chapter 3, inter-party violence reached a peak 

at election time. It was thus not coincidence that some of the fiercest inter-party 

violence occurred in 1985 and 1990, in 2000 and 2002 as well as in 2008. In each 

instance, the balance of the terror and violence was tipped against the opposition. 

The immediate factor for the unleashing of violence was to tip the balance in 

favour of the incumbent party. It is significant that in addition to pro-election 

violence, there was also post-election violence against the main opposition party. 

Post-election violence was retributive even where the ruling party had won and 

maintained its majority. Chillingly, retributive violence sought to broadcast a 

wider lesson that ruling party hegemony should not be challenged at all. 

Due to the unequal terrain on which inter-party violence is waged, the party with 

preponderant resources also unleashes greater levels of violence.The opposition 

party largely engages in violence for self-defensive purposes. Even when its violence 

is mainly defensive, it remains vulnerable to punishment from state:related 

institutions which are under instruction from the ruling party. Any form of resistance 

by the party is similarly treated. Ruling party and state violence closes space to 

counter-measures by the opposition. This explains why opposition party violence 

is miniscule, if not negligible, compared to ruling party-instigated violence, 

Significance of Intra-party Violence 

Shades of inter-party violence have been reproduced in conflict within both 

ruling and opposition parties, Although intra-party violence does not reach the 

same level of virulence leading to fatal outcomes as in inter-party violence, it can 

be serious and brutal. Yet the causes of intra-party violence are akin to those of 

inter-party conflicts. They congregate around a scramble for party positions, 

candidatures and promotions especially at election time, and for related sinecures 

associated with winning parliamentary seats and cabinet positions, This is why 

party primary elections tend to generate intense rivalry that degenerates into 

naked violence between rival candidates and factions. 

In both MDC and ZANU-PF, party factions are endemic, and violence during 

congresses and primary elections is common. Party factions are created to bid 
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for ascendancy to more powerful and influential positions in a party.They tend 

to coalesce around a powerful or popular figure who in turn seeks to rival the 

party president. In other instances, the party president cultivates and dominates 

a faction that seeks tO block the ascendancy of a rival group under another ~eader. 

However, this in-house rivalry is not as vicious as that between two different 

parties. Nevertheless, the rivalry consumes a considerable amount of resources 

including money and political capital in the party in~-fighting process, in the 

decade beginning 2000, factionalism in ZANU-PF reared its head in provinces 

such as Masvingo, Harare, Mashonaland East and Bulawayo. The key faction 

patrons at national ~evel were, and still are, So~omon Mujuru and Emmerson 

Mnangagwa, with provincial-level factions reflecting this rivalry. 

In MDC, factionalism got out of hand in 2005 leading to an open split between 

a faction behind Morgan Tsvangirai, the party president and that behind Welshman 

Ncube, the secretary general.The immediate context fc~r the split in October 2005 

was over whether to participate in Senate elections of that year. However, at the 

heart of the long-simmering factionalism was a power struggle between thetwo 

leaders. The creation of an alleged parallel structure in MDC became a central 

site of struggle for the control of the party between the two leaders: 

The first major sign of problems thor were being ceused by this p areltel structure wos the violence 

thot occurred et the P~rty headquerters in 2004... This structure was formed by t~vo of the Party 

Presidents" ~]ides os pert of mass action, and over time this str~’cture became a reliable source 

of force or militie for use in p~r~ struggles by unscrupulous politiciens (Raftopoulos, 2006). 

Intra-party violence was carried out by this structure. The problem of violence 

became so serious that the party appointed severaf Commissions of Enquiry to 

probe into its causes and possible solutions. 

Prior to the rivalry and violence in MDC in 2005, there had been occasional 

skirmishes between some l~actions. Perhaps the more notable one had been 

between Job Sikhala and Tapiwa Mashakada resulting in the stoning of houses 

and injuries in Chitungwiza. Other notable incidents after the 2005 split were 

attacks on pro-Senate politicians in MDC-M such asTr,~dy Stevenson in Mabvuku 

(in July 2006) and clashes between supporters of two rivals, Lucia Matibenga and 

Theresa Makone (in 2007). Sporadic skirmishes occurred between the divorced 

MDC-Tsvangirai and MDC-Mutambara in 2007 and 2008. For all their seriousness 

and ugliness, factional violence in MDC was not as fatal as attacks on it by ZANU- 
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PE There was a clear qualitative difference between the form and intensity of the 

violence.There were no deaths recorded, the injuries were not life-threatening, 

t0rture was rare and the amount of property destroyed was limited. One observer 

noted that the two MDC parties consisted of different interests including members 

that had originally belonged to ZANU-PF; these would have imported violence 

into the former (interview with D.A., February 20t0). 

The violence between ZANU-PF factions was also not lethal. It was not as vicious 

as that applied to opposition party supporters. It would appear that there was 

an unwritten rule that intra-party violence was largely ’a family affair’that should 

not escalate into widespread killings, torture and wanton destruction. It was 

violence calculated to intimidate and harass a rival out of competition, or in 

retribution for some act. However, the mere fact that rival candidates exchanged 

blows or set their youth supporters on each other showed the pervasiveness of 

violence as a method and instrument of political competition. Significantly, there 

is little evidence that state institutions were directly involved in intra-party 

violence, although the role of agents provocateurs should not be underestimated. 

This had the effect of minimising its scale and escalation. However, of long-term 
significance is the reality that most political parties in Zimbabwe res0r~ to violence 

within their structures as part of contestation between candidates and factions. 

This has negative consequences for the country’s political culture as we wilt 

explore in a later chapter. 

Violence and Land Reform 

Notoriety in the use of violence for political and economic purposes in Zimbabwe 

spread in 2000 with the onset of ’land invasions’ sometimes termed qand 

occupations’ orjombQnj~ in the local vernacular. Violence during this phase of 

land reform had a dual role. It was deployed to seize land from 4,500 white farmers 

who owned about I ~ million hectares in 2000, and to destroy the political base 

of MDC amongst farm-workers whose households had a population of about 

two miltion. Precipitating the violence was the referendum defeat of February 

2000 and genuine fear of ZANU-PF that it could lose the forthcoming election 

in June of that year. ZANU-PF interpreted the defeat as the spurning of radical 

provisions on land in the draft constitution, as well as reflecting support for the 

MDC by both white farmers and their substantial work-force. 

The stage was therefore set for a titanic struggle between the ruftng ZANU-PF 
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with the backing of war veterans and party youth on the one side, and the MDC 

and its farmer and farm-worker supporters. An additional key player in this 

confrontation was state institutions: the police, arm); intelligence, local state 

administration structures as well as the courts. 

Prior to 2000, land reform had been largely a peaceful affair. But this changed 

afterwards because of the enormous capital that could be reaped from deploying 

violence to expropriate farms, and to hammer MDC supporters into ’submission’. 

The violence perpetrated in 2000 to 2003 was therefore unparalleled in its dual 

character: social violence to disown white farmers, and political violence to cow 

opposition supporters resident on the farms. This wa.,; the context in which key 

players were Mugabe himself representing his party and state, and Chenjerai 

Hunzvi himself leading war veterans to share in the spoils. Although land seizures 

were cast in ideological terms, there was no doubt that the huge amount of 

capital of patronage amassed and distributed woutd purchase some loyalty and 

votes at least in the short term.This was the sub-text oftand reform that Mugabe 

exploited to camouflage violence on the farms. 

There have curiously been few systematic studies of the magnitude and mode 

of violence during the land reform process, tn their place, journalistic accounts 

are prolific although their analytical depth is limited.There are some exceptions. 

One analyst observed that: 

The twin tracks of Mugabe’s electoral strategy (were that)**, he would attack Britain and the MDC 

as an agen t of the British - sti# behaving in their imperial pomp - and he would attack the land 

issue at full throttle, assuming a complete command of it, and when the time was right rnarginalise 

Hunzvi, then dispense with him. First, he would give Hunzvi his head and let him escalate the 

invasions; Hunzvi would be a sort of cover for Mugabe,, both men were looking to win an e/ecdon 

for Zanu-PF,, In a sense, Mugabe was fighting two campaigns," a parliamentary election, in which 

he was using the land issue, and having chosen to use the land issue, a campaign for leadership 

of the resurrected chimurenga, for the spiritual mantle from the days of liberation... Both men 

were setting out to play a very dangerous game, and neither cared greatly about the casualties 

along the way... (Chan, 2003:154)° 

Many farm-workers and more than a dozen white farmers were killed and 

thousands injured during the land invas[ons themselves. A great deal of property 

was looted or destroyed, Both wealthy members of ZANU-PF and bureaucrats in 

public service and less well-off members participated in the massive confiscation 
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of the farms although the former reaped greater gains from the process. 

In a study conducted while the land reform process was under way, we observed 

that one vehicle of implementation was what was termed Operation Tsuro which 

began in 2000 (Sachikonye, 2002). The Operation had three dimensions. The first 

dimension was that of’command and control’ which was undertaken by a co- 

ordinated group from the police, CIO, Zimbabwe National Liberation War Veterans 

Association (ZNLWVLA) and the Ministry of Information and Publicity (Chitiyo, 

2003). This group met for regular briefings to discuss the direction of]amban]a. 

The second dimension was ’operational zones’ established to identify ’loyal’ and 

’apposition’zones and communities with the ultimate aim of converting them into 

’liberated’ pro-ZAN U-PF zones.While the ’loyal’ zones were rewarded, the ’oppositio n’ 

zones were punished.The third dimension were ’ground troops’ consisting of land- 

hungry peasants (armed with farming implements such as picks and axes) led by 

war veterans, with the state acting as the armourer. Operation Tsuro deployed both 

the carrot of land and the stick of violence. The carrot was reserved for peasants 

and assorted beneficiaries who supported ZANU-PF. 

By the beginning of June of 2000, about 30 opposition supporters had been 

killed, 1,400 farms were occupied and 841 farms designated for appropriation 

and redistribution.The violence had been carefully calculated: 

Looking back, the calculation of violence - as much as the violence itself- is what chitls. People 

who died were considered as so many ciphers in a cold-blooded campaign conducted on several 

levels.., (Ibid., 158). 

A major accompanying development that would leave permanent scars on the 

rural political landscape was political intimidation and violence. It took the form 

of declaring much of rural Zimbabwe ’no-go’ areas to opposition parties. Sealing 

them from the opposition sought to extend monopoly control to ZANU-PF, its 

militia and youth and traditional authorities. There was a revival of the pungwe 

and bases as institutions for indoctrination and coercion respectively. Some farms 

were turned into such ’re-education centres’ using convoys of expropriated trucks, 

tractors and trailers; war veterans rounded up workers en masse, taking them for 

indoctrination sessions sometimes lasting for days. 

Lists of workers said to be MDC supporters were read out before large gatherings, then the 

individuals named were hustled to the front to be beaten and whipped. For hours on end, workers 

were forced to chant ZANUoPF slogans and sing ’liberation songs: White farmers were sometimes 
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required to attend sessions andjoin in songs and to provide a ~’ood exompte’ to their workers. 

Another group singled out for ZANU-PF’s attention were teachers, whom government ministers 

accused of supporting the MDC. Party thugs invaded primary and secondary sch~ots, harassing 

and abusing teachers, sometimes in front ofpupils. Same were beaten; others taken afire re- 

education cdmp&.. (Meredith, 2002: ~ 78). 

What made violence during the land invasions 

intense was not only the 2000 election, but 

the 2002 presidential election as well. With 

Mugabe’s contested victory sealed, land 

invasions drew to a close in 2003 with the 

appointment of a Land Review Committee. 

Although land invasions would continue 

sporadically, they never reached the same 

scope as in 2000 to 2003. 

The methodology of subsequent land invasions borrowed heavily from that used 

before. Marauding youths with threatening weaponry were often used by the 

politician, state bureaucrat or army officer who sought to ’invade’ a farm. If there 

was resistance from the farm owner or farm-workers, they then applied force. In 

some instances, firearms were used causing deaths and injuries, tn others, sticks, 

poles and metal objects were used causing serious i:njuries.The youth and war 

veterans who partook in such violence were often ’rented’ and paid off by the 

new landowner after a successful invasion. Greed and envy were the primary 

motivators for such landowners in the post-2003 period. In some cases, such 

landowners had several farms already hence the proliferation of multiple farm- 

ownership within the political class and senior ranks of uniformed forces. The 

violence unleashed in 2000 on the farms has remained as a low-intensity conflict 

over ownership between the landed elite. However, there are also instances in 

which the land-hungry invade unused stretches of ]and owned by this elite. 

The medium- and long-term effects of violence on the farms will take some time 

to unfold. A report compiled in 2002 pointed out that the violence to which many 

farm-workers were exposed resulted in heightened levels of depression and 

despair among them, and was manifesting itself in increased family violence 

amongst their communities (UNDP, 2002:35). Recent research suggests that 

related adve rse effects have been widespread es pecially a mongst fa r m-wo rke rs. 
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It was observed, for example, that one in ten of farm-workers sampled in 2009 

reported one murder amongst fellow farm-workers, and that 38 per cent of 

sampled respondents reported that children on farms had been forced to watch 

public beatings or torture (GAPWUZ, 2010:21-22). About 75 per cent of the 

respondents also confirmed that they had been intimidated by Operation 

Mavoterapapi, which the military and militia used against the MDC following the 

2008 election. Furthermore, about 65 per cent of the respondents had experienced 

torture with 54per cent having received death threats {Ibid.). Finally, psychological 

torture was experienced by farm-workers who were forced to watch beatings (43 

per cent). Sometimes fellow workers were forced to beat each other to demo nstrate 

their loyalty to ZANU-PF, while 29 per cent were forced to intimidate each other 

(Ibid.). It is disturbing that 44 per cent of sampled workers had been beaten for 

political reasons.The former and present farm-worker population is therefore a 

traumatisecl social group of Zimbabwean society. The effects of the trauma and 

fear and insecurity need to be carefully explored in future work. 

In concluding this discussion on violence on the farms, we need to state we do not 

argue against land reform per so. What We have criticized is the method of reform 

that involved considerable violence. State-sanctioned violence was a major feature 

of this. As we have already observed, the violence served a dual purpose of seeking 

to decapitate opposition support and to bring material advantage to new 

landowners who included state functionaries such as bureaucrats, police, army 

and intelligence officers as well as ruling party politicians. Violence was a means 

for an accumulation process that involved forceful removal of white farmers from 

their farms. Zimbabwe’s land reform is thus an instance where political and material 

considerations and interests and animating violence intersect. 

Coercive Accumulation 

A major driver of violence in Zimbabwe especially since 2000 has been a propensity 

for acquisitiveness particularly amongst the political and business elites. Of course, 

accumulation of wealth has historically driven such processes as colonialism. 

Violence has been part and parcel of such processes. What is striking about 

Zimbabwe is that, during the period under review, there was a regression to 

coercion and brazen expropriation and extortion of property in clear violation 

of existing law and practice. The elites ignored existing regulations and 

conveniently suspended the rule of law during their acquisition of land and other 

property owned by white farmers. In addition, there was a selective disregard of 
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the rule of law when war veterans and a state-linked labour confederation 

organized a campaign of extortion against employers including industrialists in 

2001 (ZHR NGO Forum, June 2001). 

While some analysts have sought to sanitize the discussion on these waves of 

extortion and coercion involving the use of force as l:~art of a broad process of 

’primitive accumulation; we view it as naked expropriation (Mayo, 2001). While 

other commentators have interpreted it as a process of restorative justice, our 

position is that it was largely one of coercive accumulation driven by greed and 

corruption. We explore the link between violence and coercive accumulation 

with specific reference to the land and mining sectors. 

Coercive accumulation became a strategy of choice of t he Mugabe regime for the 

dual purpose of political hegemony and self-enrichment by the elites when their 

hold on power was rattled by the appearance and electoral performance of the 

MDC in 1999 and 2000 respectively.There was a clear shift to authoritarian methods 

of governance to thwart the MDC and to punish those :~ections of the bourgeoisie 

and civil society that sought democratic change.The white farmers and some of 

the industrialists and mining houses as well as NGOs were singled out for punitive 

action during 2000-2008.Thus instead of performing its stipulated role, the state 

played a central role in the expropriation process using its coercive instruments. 

As we see below, this entailed neutralising or undermining some of the state 

institutions such as the judiciary, in the process. The ruling elite selectively used 

state institutions such as those in the security sector to enforce expropriation while 

pre-empting or neutralising the judiciary from blocking the process. Thus there 

were riffs within the state; but these were managed and contained by the regime 

to achieve its political and economic objectives. 

The model of accumulation that emerged was one of unregulated acquisition, 

rampant corruption, fiscal and monetary mismanagement, rentier arrangements 

a nd ostentatious consumerism rathe r tha n sustained investment and productivity. 

With more than 40 per cent of GDP wiped out during this period, it culminated in 

the collapse of the economy. By 2008, the printing of the local currency reached 

new heights fueIli ng a n un precedented hyperinflation of 232 million per cent. During 

the same period, productivity and output in the land sector plummeted significantly 

(Sachikonye, 200S).This necessitated significa nt food imports th roughout the decade. 

Loss of considerable export earnings affected na~:ional reserves negatively. 
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In addition, this accumulation model made investors wary of committing 

themselves. The exception was the mining sector. Investment in platinum, gold 

and diamond mining was significant. But this was also affected by the regime of 

coercive accumulation and the violence and corruption that accompanied 

production and marketing of these minerals. The accumulation model put a 

premium on smuggling and connections with politicians and state operatives. 

There was a great deal of violence meted out to small miners or gold-panners, and 

expropriation of their claims. There were several operations by the police to regulate 

their mining operations but also to confiscate their earnings, or at least share in 

the spoils (Sachikonye, 2006). The middlemen in the mining sector included small 

and large operators and their smuggling operations reportedly involved large 

amounts of money.These operators especially in gold and diamond had links with 

highly placed politicians and state officials (Moore and Mawowa, forthcoming), 

Some of the fiercest violence has occurred in the diamond mining sector. This 

was caused by struggles for territory and share-outs between small miners, 

companies, army, police and senior politicians at Chiadzwa in Marange, eastern 

Zimbabwe. It is estimated that up to 200 miners may have been killed in 2008 as 

the state sought to exert some control over mining and smuggling activities. 

Army brigades were to ensure tha~ key frontline units would have an opportunity 

to benefit from the diamond trade (HRW0 2009). Soldiers bullied and threatened 

miners and other civilians: 

into forming syndicates so that soldiers can control the diomond mining and ~mde. The enrichment 

of soldiers serves to mollify a constituency whose loyalty to ZANU-PF is essential. The deployment 

of the mitit~ry in Marange also ensures access to mining revenue by senior members of ZANU- 

PF and the army,.. (ibid., 2009:3). 

Smuggling, graft and corruption remain endemic in the mining sector. Working 

conditions remain precarious especially for small miners who remain vulnerable 

to exactions and violence of the police and army.This accumulation model has 

resulted in loss of enormous tax revenues to the state. Rather than entering state 

coffers, a considerable proportion of gold and diamond revenues end up in 

the private pockets of the elite, Jt is a skewed accumulation model. 

A critique of the ’primitive accumulation’ conceptual framework sees inherent 

weaknesses, and seeks to assess the above process of coercive accumulation 

during the decade 2000-2010 (Davies, 2004). It argues that the rear costs of the 
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persona1 wealth acquisition project have been imposed on ordinary Zimbabweans, 

in terms of economic decline and foregone growth: 

This could well be a cost they would find worth paying if the beneficiaries were an emergent 

capitalist class that might provide the basis for better growth in the future. But as yet we do not see 

evidence of this; how many briefcase businessmen of the 1980s successfully tr ans formed into new- 

millennium capi~alisrs? lnstead it appears that previously accumuJated wealth has been destroyed 

or, in effect, converted into private wealth. This has happened In,rely with the blessing ofthe 

government. Its policies hove created the conditions for rentier cupitalism, creating greater incentives 

for tent-seeking and speculation than for c~ccumulation of productive capital... (Ibid., 

Coercive accumulation has little to show for itself. Most of the farms expropriated 

in 2000-2003 have not been converted to full production. Most of the proceeds 

from the mines are not converted into state revenues for public use, The violence 

that accompanies this model of accumulation leaves a permanent scar on the body 

politic and society. A prominent player in abettfng this accumulation crisis was no 

~ess than the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe governor, Gideon Gono, His apologetic 

analysis of the causes of the crisis nevertheless contains some grain of truth: 

Armed with instant Zimbabwe dollars and millions of US dollars generated from absolutely 

nothing, casino players and money launderers in the stock exchange, forex parallel market, 

minerals parallel market, cross-border trading, import and export businesses, ply the markets 

for houses, cars, basic commodities and other essentiats with folded eyes that see no evil and 

hear no evil as far as pricing is concerned. Sensing what they think is a boom when in fact it is 

doom, other sellers of goods and services in the marker respond by hiking their prices by the hour 

in ways and levels that are not only unprecedented but ore also simply mad... (Gono, 2008:72). 

The governor conceded that the world’s highest inflation rate that gripped 

Zimbabwe at that time was driven by ’a casino econon~y’. The Reserve Bank itself 

had not played a small part in devising and financing this coercive accumulating 

mode~ by generously funding politicians, the security services and other arms of 

the state.This explains why its coffers were nearly empty when the new inclusive 

government took office in February 2009, 

Impunity of State Institutions and Agents 

Two of the major explanations for continuity and regularity of violence relate to 

absence of cohesion and political will amongst state institutions in addressing 

it together with the formal a nd informal impunity enjoyed by those who perpetrate 

it. In the architecture of the Zimbabwe state, some ir~stitutions are strategically 
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When ~ State turn,on its CitiZens 

positioned to facilitate violence while others are ill-equipped to deal with it, On 

one hand, the Mugabe regime has selectively encouraged some state institutions 

to collaborate with ZANU-PF structures and the youth militia especially during 

election campaigns to suppress the opposition. On the other, the police, army 

and intelligence services have consciously turned a blind eye when violence has 

been used against the opposition parties and civil society organizations. In other 

instances, the judiciary (from magistrates to judges) have been discouraged, if 

not dissuaded, from prosecuting ZANU-PF personnel who engage in violence. 

In yet other cases, certain groups of civil servants such as teachers have been 

singled out for harassment and violence especially during election campaigns. 

Local government structures have been vulnerable to selective devaluation of 

authority by the Mugabe regime. For example, there is much empirical detail 

about war veterans’ disruption of institutions of rural local authorities since 2001. 

As it was pointed out: 

The emerging pattern includes at least the following:illegal dismissal or ’chasing away’ of councll 

employees, councillors, and even central government employees accused of supporting the MDC 

and in some cases their replacemen t by war veterans; death threats and cases of atleged assault 

and even murder of suspected MDC supporters among councit staff, teachers and traditional 

leaders; physica/ clo~ure, occupation and in some cases destruction of council offices and proper#/; 

removal of council vehicles; disruption of council meetings and routine operations; control over 

land distribution lists; and violent disruption of council elections... (Hammar, 2003:t44). 

Inevitably, the overall effect of this ’politics of disorder’ has been to exacerbate 

councils’ problems. Efficiency in state institutions has been adversely affected as 

a consequence of experienced personnel being forcibly removed and replaced 

with unqualified party loyalists (Ibid.).The purging in local government structures 

has been extended to the central state bureaucracy.as well as to the security 

services including the police. There has been a strong accent on ’political 

correctness’; those suspected of nursing political sympathies for the MDC have 

been routinely demoted and dismissed. 

However, there have instances in which there have been tensions and even 

clashes between state-related institutions over how to deal with perpetrators of 

violence. In several instances, the police found themselves at the receiving end 

of militia violence.This occurred in Norton but this was not a common occurrence 

(see ZHR NGO Forum, February 2005).The more common posture of the police 
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was to refrain from examining cases of violence against opposition par~y supporters. 

At the same time, demonstrating much enthusiasm in following up cases where 

ZANU-PF supporters alleged that they had been intimidated or assaulted. 

There is remarkable continuity in how the colonial and post-colonial states 

maintained impunity to protect state institutions and party functionaries. This 

exonerated them from accounting for the violence that they directed at their 

opponents. In the post-colonial period, impunity was conferred to state forces that 

participated in the Gukurahundi violence in Matabeletand in 1982-87. Later those 

organs that deployed violence against opposition campaigners such as Patrick 

Kombayi of ZUM in 1990 were awarded presidential immunity. Equally serious was 

the immunity granted to those who participated in violence in the 2000 election. 

The impunity granted in October 2000 had serious consequences. As it was argued: 

War veterans and members of ZANU.PF seem to believe that g~ey have the right to infringe on 

other people~ rights without being hem responsible or occou~,table at law. The police now take 

fi~le action to protect persons against the political violence in the area, and in many case£ even 

refuse to rake statements from MDC suppo~er~ They clearly fail in their du~ to protect defenceless 

people against their aggressors... (ZHR NGO Forum, February2001:3). 

Those who have enjoyed impunity from prosecution include killers, torturers, rapists 

and assaulters - as long as their acts were deemed to be ’political’ and in broad 

support of ZANU-PE They include the alleged kitter of weft-known MDC organizers, 

Tichaona Chiminya and Talent Mabika, who was identified as Joseph Mwale of the 

state agency, CIO. Most of such killers and torturers have been identified and pieced 

in the public domain. Yet in some instances, they have been rewarded with 

promotion and other sinecures. Because they enjoy impunity, some of them have 

committed the same acts against opposition organizers and supporters over and 

over again. It would be difficult to overestimate the effect of impunity on the 

continuation and proliferation of violence. Any explanation of the recurrence of 

pofitical violence over the past three decades should include state-conferred 

impunity: there have been no penalties for carrying out violence especially against 

persons and organizations deemed to be belonging 1:o the opposition. 

Power, Ideology and Violence 

Our narrative on political violence suggests that over the past 50 years it has 

been a major instrument of ascendancy to power as well as a bulwark against 

contenders for that power. But this necessitated that there should be a legitimation 
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of political violence as both an instrument and an intrinsic part of the political 

system, It required that a supportive ideology be developed and disseminated 

to lend legitimacy to the recurrent use of political violence, The Zimbabwean 

version of nationalism from the late 1950s incorporated elements that contained 

justification of violence not only as a response against colonial violence but 

against other nationalists belonging to other parties. We saw Jt~ Chapter 1 how 

this adversarial nationalism exploded into violence in townships in the country’s 

cities and towns in the 1900s. This brand of adversariaf nationalism was not an 

integrative force but a fracturing one. Some analysts have distinguished between 

two phases in the development and use of the ideology of nationalism (Hammar 

a nd Raftopoulos, 2003). Prior to t~e ~ 990s, they believe that the post-inde pendence 

national project consisted of ’civic nationalism’ defined as ’broadly inclusive 

nationalism which maintains that the nation should be composed of’all those - 

regardless of race, colour, creed, gender, ethnicity or language - who subscribe 

to the nation’s political creed. Such nationalism is called civic because it envisages 

the nation as a community of equal, rights-bearing citizens, united in patriotic 

attachment to a shared set of political practices and values’ (Ibid.; Ignatieff, 1994). 

According to these analysts, Zimbabwe shifted from this brand of nationalism in 

the 1990s as cracks in the fa(;ade of unity began to appear in mid-decade with 

challenges from an increasingly autonomous and left-leaning labour movement 

and a growing civil society (Hammar and Raftopoulos, 2003).They conclude that 

an exclusive nationalism then emerged in which new, essentialised categories 

of authenticity, attachment, loyalty and entitlement began to be defined, 

producing what was characterized as ethnic nationalism. 

We would be more sceptical about whether Zimbabwean nationalism was more 

inclusive and civic at independence and till the 1990s. Instead we would argue 

that it tended to be adversarial, exclusive and intolerant from the 1960s onwards. 

The above narrative of inter-party and intra-party violence as well as post- 

independence conflicts in Matabeleland and repression against the opposition 

movements showed how a narrowly-defined ideology of nationalism was used 

to de-legitimize forces that challenged ZANU-PR The rhetoric of ’sell-out’ and 

’imperialist stooge’ was as frequently used to denigrate political opponents in 

the t960s as it was in the decade beginning in 2000. Recalling the 1960s, it was 

argued that the political critique and denigration of: 

the sell-out became an even more effective way for leaders to assert their radical credentia/s and 

deal with paten tial rivals. The strategy of sell-out politics weakened the effectiveness of the 
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nationalist movement and along the way, sapped the strength of movement in many key areas 

especially strong trade union leadership and effectiveness... (Scame.cchia, 2008:8), 

For instance, the denunciation of Reuben Jamela, the trade union leader, in 1962 

as a ’sell out’ and ’imperialist stooge’ by Robert Mugabe and other nationalists 

left a legacy of mistrust and 

suspicion in labour unions that 

proved difficult to erase in later 

decades. Similarly, the rhetoric of 

demonization against Morgan 

Tsvangirai and the MDC narrowed 

the scope and opportunity for inter- 

party dialogue till 2008. 

More worryingly, the ideology of 

exclusive nationalism and its 

accompanying rhetoric of ’sell-out’, 

’stooge’ and ’totem-less outsiders’ have signalled a licence to employ violence 

against ZANU-PF’s political opponents.This is the tragedy of this brand of nationalism 

with its inciting language. It is not a coincidence that °hate speech’ has increasingly 

become a major feature of Zimbabwean political discourse. The Mugabe regime 

has relied on a powerful discursive link between the sentimentality of nationalism 

and legitimation of violence. In that perspectlve, the nation provides its subjects 

with their primary form of belonging with nationalism constituting an ethic of 

heroic sacrifice that justified violence in the defence of one’s nation against enemies, 

internal and external (Ignatieff, 1994).The demonizatlon and excommunication of 

political opponents was perfected by ZANU-PF and its sycophantic media. As it 

was perceptively observed: 

Anyone seen as opposing the regime becomes a non-citizen, a~ enemy, subject to violent ettack 

~nd beyond any protection by the state, The notion of ’foreign.ness’ ~]nd of constructing literal 

enemies out of the so-called s~rangers and intruders, h~s been criticat to the regime ’~ strategic 

n~rrowing of n~tional idendty end belonging... (H~mmar and Baftpoutos, 2003:28). 

This was the ideological underpinning to the widespread use of political violence 

as described in Chapter I. The regimets ideological justification provides the 

necessary background to understanding systemic violence in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

Systemic Violence and the 2008 Election 

Introduction 

The 2008 election was the most violent in the 

annals of Zimbabwe’s post-independence history. 

It was the most tightly fought election between 

ZANU-PF, which had ruled since independence, 

and the MDC, the opposition party founded in 

1999. It was an election in which ZANU-PF lost its 

parliamentary majority and the first round of the 
presidential election. By most accounts, the 2008 election was seminal and 

paradigmatic. If it bad been a normal election that met criteria of fairness and free- 

hess, then there would have been a change of government (or regime change) in 

March 2008. However, this was not to be.This chapter seeks to explain why and how 

the electoral process in 2008 was hijacked by ZANU-PF, and state institutions, as 

soon as election results indicated that their hegemony was mortally challenged. 

There was a wholesale resort to systemic violence by state institutions.to shore up 

ZANU-PF’s fortunes in the wake of its electoral losses.The resort to systemic violence 

and terror became imperative in order to hijack and subvert the electoral process. 

The chapter then assesses the rigged outcome of the electoral process and its wider 

significance for the poiitical system. Finally, it considers patterns of post-election 

retribution and related conflicts which continued into 2010. 

Political Context and the Electoral System 

In Chapter 1, we briefly referred to the tendency for political violence to reach 

a peak during elections. In order to explain the key factors that contribute to this 

unfortunate trend, an understanding ol~ the political context in Zimbabwe becomes 

important.The ideological framework of the political context is one of subscription 

to the one-party state concept by ZANU-PF and key state institutions (principally 

those that deal with security and information as well as propaganda). Although 

they failed to institutethe concept by legislation, they have aspired and adhered 

to it in spirit but also in practice by ensuring that state institutions are dominated 

by recruitment from one particular party.The state media is controlled by and 

provides most space to one particular party, and ensures that national history 

and values are interpreted from a particular party perspective. The military, police 
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and intelligence services and the bulk of the public service imbibed this ideotogica~ 

ethos.Thus there was a conscious strategy to construct a one-party state in which 

there was a fusion of the ruling party and its ideology with the state between 

1980 and 2000. This attempt at pervasive one-party domination was embedded 

in structures set up for the electoral system. 

The post-independence electoral system reflected this orientation toward one-party 

state hegemony as has been explored elsewhere at length (Mayo, 1992; Makumbe 

and Compagnon, 2000; Sachikonye, 2000, 2004). Built into the constitution were, for 

example, sweeping powers of patronage of the president. Until this was changed in 

2008, 20 per cent of seats in the House of Assembly were dispensed through this 

presidential patronage .Thus the president had the power to appoint 12 members of 

parliament, eight others by virtue of their being provincial governors and ten chiefs 

to sit in parliamen1~, and this constituted 20 per cent of tl~e 150-seat Assembly. This 

patronage ensured that ZANU-PF needed to win only 46 of the 120 directly contested 

seats to be able to win a parliamentary majority to form a govern ment.The president’s 

patronage of 30 seats sealed this majority.The vestiges of presidential patronage remain 

in Constitutional Amendment ~9 under which the president appoints 30 of the 93 

members of Senate. In sum, the electoral system has not b,een fair or just and thus has 

not provided a level playing field to contesting political l~arties (Sachikonye, 2000). 

Prior to 2008, there were additional features that made the electoral system 

skewed in favour of ZANU-PF. These were the appointment of the Electoral 

Commission and the Delimitation Commission by the president without 

consultation with the principal stakeholders; and provision of a central role to a 

partisan Registrar-General in voter registration. Finally, restrictions on monitoring 

and observation of elections limited their transparency. 

Pressure from opposition parties and civil society forced an impetus towards 

reform of the electoral system. The Constitutional Commission draft of 1999 

conceded that presidential patronage in appointment of 30 seats should be 

abolished. However, because the draft was rejected in the 2000 referendum for 

various reasons, the electoral system was preserved b,y the Mugabe regime until 

2008. By then, two important developments had tak,~n place. These were firstly 

the adoption of the SADC Principles and Guidelines on Democratic Elections of 

2004 of which Zimbabwe was a signatory, and secondly the Inter-Party Dialogue 

initiated between ZANU-PF and MDC in 2007 {SADC, 2004). Both processes 
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pressed for electoral reform including the repeal of the presidential patronage 

in the appointment of some Assembly members. Other reform measures eventually 

adopted included the publication of voting results at polling stations to improve 

transparency in the electoral process. 

The reforms in the electoral system on the eve of the 2008 were partial and hesitant 

rather than comprehensive. A large factor that had the potential of undermining 

the reforms was state institutions especially the military. Having increased their 

powerand influence within the state through increased self-confidence, appointments 

into government bureaucracy and accumulation of wealth, the military leadership 

arrogantly announced in u nequivocal terms that it would not cou ntenance a transfer 

of power through an electoral process. In fact, the first set of expressions against 

political change through an electoral process was made during the 2002 presidential 

campaign.The joint statement of the military, police, intelligence and prison heads 

was a volley aimed at both the opposition and the international community that 

an election would not lead to a transfer of power. They warned that: 

The highest o~ce of the t~nd is ~ stroight jecket whose occup(~nt i.s expected to observe the 

objectives of the liberation struggle. We will therefore not ~cept, }et ~tone support or setute, 

anyone with (~ different ~gendo that threatens the very e.xistence of our sovereignty, our country, 

our people... (~s quoted in ZHR NGO Forum, 2007). 

This statement was a reassertion of loyalty to Mugabe as well as a warning to the 

opposition. However, it is. significant that this expressed contempt of the 

democratic and electoral process, of the constitution and of the people’s will was 

repudiated not only by the opposition but also by some SADC leaders. In 2008, 

a variant of this position of the military was that they would not salute a president 

other than Robert Mugabe. A re-affirmation of the 2002 position, this 

statement hung as a cloud over the 2008 election campaign. 

It is important to relate utterances of the leadership of the military-security 

complex to its increased strength and profile in state governance structures. For 

instance, the military, police, intelligence and prisons were key players in the 

Joint Operations Command (JOC} and in the National Security Council (NSC). 

These structures have grown as powerful as the Cabinet, if not more so. These 

unelected extra-constitutional bodies have become active in policy-making and 

implementation besides playing active roles in the repression of opposition 

parties and civil society organizations. 
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The origins of the concept and structure of JOC and NSC are interesting and 

revealing in themselves. JOC was first established in colonial Zimbabwe in 1966 

in response to incursions of nationalist guerrillas. At that juncture, it was a structure 

under which the police, army, air force and intelligence co-ordinated their 

operations against the nationalist movement. After 2000, JOC co-ordinated 

responses to what was perceived as an opposition threat as well as from other 

forces that foal:had the Mugabe regime. Beyond this authoritarian role, JOC had 

an interest in wider economic opportunities relating to land distribution, food 

security and mining ventures. Although an unelected body, JOC saw its role as 

buttressing the Mugabe regime as well as advancing the collective interests of 

the securocrots consisting of the leadership stratum of the military, police and 

intelligence.The extension and consolidation of the power and influence of the 

securocrets has been documented elsewhere but was generally described as 

’militarization’ of the state and its various institutions (Rupiya, 2004; ZI, 2004). At 

the apex of JOC and NSC is the Commander-in-Chief who has presided over this 

process of ’militarization: 

A furl:her layer to the militarization process was added with the creation, from 2000, 

of a militia on a national scale. Drawn from youth and war veterans, this militia 

worked closely with uniformed services during elections in 2002, 200.5 and 2008. 

The state budget was drawn upon to train thousands of youth at the national 

service ’Border Gezi’ training camps.Their numbers swelled to over 50,000 by 2008 

with recruitment concentrated in rural areas but especially amongst households 

of newly-settled small farmers in what were termed AI farms (Interview with S,T., 

February 2010). Asthe attrition rate amongst police and military increased due to 

HIV-AIDS, it was recruitment from this militia tl~at replenished their numbers. Some 

of the most brutal forms of political violence were perpetrated by this militia. In 

sum, the ingredients for violence existed in abundant cluantity well before the 2008 

election (CSVR, 2009}. But they would be kept in check only if the election went in 

favour of the incumbent regime. Such was the case in the 2005 election when a 

divided MDC lost some of the electoral ground that it had acquired in 2000. But 

such would not be the case in 2008. 

Systemic Violence and State Institutions 

The outcome of the March 2008 election, like that of the February 2000 referendum, 

caught ZANU-PF and the state by surprise.They had not anticipated loss of their 

parliamentary majority or Mugabe’s toss in the first round of the presidential poll. 
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As in 2000, the party and the state consciously and systematically planned to go 

on a ’war footing’ in which violence would be the principal weapon for voter 

coercion in the presidential run-off election. 

Unlike in the pro-March 2008 period, the presidential run-off campaign was a 

visibly militarized one (Masunungure, 2009). The securocrats~ rather than ZANU- 

PF itself, were in the forefront spearheading the campaign: 

Available evidence suggests that the regime came to the conclusion that it~ party had failed in 

the march to 29March and therefore the military should lead the march to 27.1une,.. (Ibid., 80). 

Mugabe did not anticipate a win in the ’sink or swim’ presidential run-off unless 

a military-style leadership campaigned for him (Independent, 23 May 2008),The 

deliberate recourse to violence to coerce voters for Mugabe was: 

to reduce the run-off contest to a battle between ~he bullet and the ballot. In this battle, ZANU* 

PF was making it starkly clear that in it.s pofirical world, the bullet is supreme and the ballot 

subservient to it.., (Masunungure, 2009:84). 

Having reached the decision to conduct a military-style election campaign, the next 

step was choice of strategy to implement this.The strategy was built around what 

was code-named CIBD (Coercion, Intimidation, Beating and Displacement). The 

overall campaign was termed Operation M~kavhotere Pepi (Operation Whom did 

you Vote for?). The Operation sought to identi~ and punish those who had voted 

against Mugabe in the first presidential round. As an analyst described the process: 

it began in the rurat ~rea~, and within thorn, in the three provinces of M~sholand We~t, East and 

Central Inddentot/y end ironically, the~e were Z~nu-PF strongholds.., From M~shonelend 

provinces, th~ violence spread to othet provinces ~nd from rural areas spread to urban centres. 

In a tragic sense, #~e whole country was unified, in violence, ~nd its pattern was the s~me, 

indicating e centret pain r of orgenizetion end execution (Ibid., 87). 

It was the centralization of the planning and execution of the violence that was 

chilling.Those who fell victim to it were utterly defenceless in the sense that state 

institutions such as the police did not offer protection or assistance because of 

their implication in the process itself. 

Some reports were more specific about who were involved in that centralized direction 

of Operation Makavhotera Papi: some 200 senior army officers supervised ZANU-PF 



militia in the countrywide operations (Washington Post, S July 2008). In overall charge, 

however, was the JOC under the leadership of Emmerson Mnangagwa. Interviews 

carried out with more than 20 eyewitnesses and victims from separate incidents 

named at least ten senior ranking police, prison and army officers who reported to 

JOC as inciting, or participating in, the abuses (HRW, 2008:19). Their participation 

could not have occurred without the knowledge and acquiescence, if not direct 

participation, of JOC. Other reports recalled what were termed ’Police Project Meetings’ 

held between 6 and 9 May 2008 at which senior officers addressed members of the 

police force at all camps in Harare province (Ibid.).Their message in the meetings 

was that the MDC would never rule the country, and that the police should be ready 

to go to war if Morgan Tsvangirai won the second round of the presidential election. 

Several reports have documented extensively how Operation Mak~vhotera Papi 

was executed (CCJPZ, 2009; HRW, 2008; ZPP, 2008; CSU, 2010). It was, by and large, 

a ruthlessly brutal campaig n of violence and terra r. Some of the evidence pointed 

to direct involvement of army and air force officers in acts of violence and torture 

including night-time raids in search of MDC activists and supporters as well as 

providing logistical and other forms of support to war veterans and ZANU-PF to 

enable them to carry out acts of violence (HRW, 2008). In addition, officers 

deployed byJOC played a role in setting up torture camps and bases in Manicaland, 

Mashonaland East, Mashonaland West, Mashonaland Central and Masvingo in 

the immediate aftermath of the March 2008 election. The camps were used for 

beating and torturing victims to punish them for voting for the MDC, to extract 

information on the whereabouts of MDC activists and supporters, and to force 

victims to denounce MDC and swear allegiance to ZANU-PF (Ibid). 

Table 2: 

.I 

Frequency of Alleged Perpetrators, Apfildune 2008 

Source: CSVR, 2009:32 
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There was an extensive use of government infrastructure in the organizing of the 

violence. Schools, hospitals and government buildings were used as torture 

bases. The age of the beaten victims was shocking, if not incredible: I 0 per cent 

were under the age of 12 and IS per cent were over the age of 60. There were 

cases of violence against teachers in front of school children (CSU, 2010). As a 

form of retribution, some elderly persons were severely beaten because of their 

children’s participation in politics. In one particularly brutal case, a headman was 

axed to death in front of his elderly wife, and although she herself was axed in 

the head, she survived (Ibid.). This was because they did not produce their son 

for questioning by the militia. Based on their sample, CSU established that up to 

90 per cent of victims were able to give a reason why they were targeted. For 

example, about 190 teachers were ta rgeted because of their role in the electoral 

process as vote counting officers. Significantly, most of the key MDC organizers 

and activists were killed in the first few weeks of the violence in April-May 2008. 

Revealingly, most deaths occurred on particular days perhaps suggesting 

synchronised elimination (Ibid.). 

There appeared to be a pattern to the manner in which violence was deployed. 

One tactic was to use non-locals to come to an area and spearhead the attacks 

on the opposition activists and supporters. These non-locals acted on information 

provided by ZANU-PF structures: 

Perpetrators moved in groups of up to 30 and established "distinguishable baseY supplied from 

confiscated foodstuffs and other necessities. The overwhelming numbers of perpetrators made 

it difficult for individual victims to defend themselves. The tools used varied from logs, sjamboks, 

machetes, steel rods, knobkerries to knives and chains, However, there were cases where tools 

and equipment associated with security agencies like the police (batons and guns) were used in 

#he perpetration of the violence, suggesting the direct involvemen~ of state security agents or 

deliberate issuance of such tooi~ to par~ militia... (CCJPZ, 2009:43). 

When the victims sought medical treatment at clinics and hospitals, they were 

often blocked from doing so by ZANU-PF supporters and state authorities. This 

was callous as it led to a worsening of their condition sometimes leading to death. 

This inhuman treatment was strongly condemned by such groups as the 

Zimbabwe Association of Doctors for Human Rights. 

Finally, in an attempt to impose a blackout on the violence in rural areas, a regime 

directive prohibited movement by humanitarian agencies and NGOs. This was 
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to limit the filtering out of news about the violence being meted out to the 

opposition.. This compounded the suffering in the affected areas. In the next 

section, we draw upon selected episodes of violence to illustrate the forms it 

took and the rationale behind them.We also briefly assess the consequences of 

the violence for the communities affected and for the political process. 

Episodes of Violence and Terror 

The scope and depth of the violence and terror that accc, mpanied the presidential 

run-off campaign in April-June 2008 is impossible to convey without referring to 

specific episodes. Such episodes illustrate the organized and orchestrated nature 

of the violence and terror as well as highlight the role of the specific agencies 

involved.The following episodes were reported by creclible organizations whose 

previous reports were respected as balanced, and two episodes were described 

to the present author two years after they occurred (CCJPZ, 2009, HRW, 2008; 

Field Interviews, 2010). 

Box 1 

Episode 1: Six deaths at Chiweshe 
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Sours:e: HRW, 2008b:36-37 

Box 2 

Episode 2: Epworth: violence and terror against the opposition 

Source: Field Interviews, Epworth, May 2010 
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Box 3 

Episode 3: Beatings in Chitungwiza by soldiers 

.~.~ ~ :,,:.,,,, ,,~..~....~,~,,~ ~,~, ’..’~’, ~-~ ’~ :.~::- 

Source: HRW, 2008b:42-43 

Box 4 

Episode 4:Violence and terror in Chikomba 

~. ~ ........ ~ ..... ~., .~ .... :~- :.~. , : , . ~.: .;~ ;. " ~ ~ .~::.:~’~"::~ "~!~’?’.. i; ...... ~’.’~"~i~i~ 
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Source: CCJPZ, 2009:49-50 ¯ 

Box 5 

Episode 5-’,Buhera study site 
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alliance and working relationship as we~l as co-ordination between ZANU-PF 

party, youth militia, war veterans and state agencies like the police and army. The 

brutality and savagery of the beatings, torture and killings were staggering, The 

clear intent was to spread terror and fear amongst the electorate.The calculation 

wou~d have been that although the killings remained around several hundred, 

the message of fear and terror would reach far and wide. The potency of the 

demonstration effect repeated at countless pungwe~ was best captured in the 

saying ’kill one, frighten a thousand’ (Sun Tsu). 

Outcome of the Run-off Election 

The rigging of the presidential run-off election did not occur at the vote counting 

stage but much earlier. The instigation of violence and terror as elaborated in the 

preceding sections was in itself part of the process of rigging the electoral playing 

field against the opposition, Perhaps more calculated a~d sinister was the violence 

directed at the party structures of MDC; its election organizers and polling agents 

were targeted in most of the killings. Most were middle-ranking party officials 

but holding strategic positions and responsibilities in running the run-off 

campaign. As one civil society leader said, ZANU-PF calculated that by eliminating 

this layer of organizers, they would paralyze MDC structures (Interview with D,A., 

January 2010). An example of such targeted killings was that ofTonderai Ndira, 

an MDC organizer in the Mabvuku township of Harare. 

Second, it was significant that ZANU-PF concentratect the most intense violence 

and terror in the ’swing provinces’ of Mashonaland East, West and Central, which 

had formerly been strongholds of the party. As it was explained: 

For ZANU-PF it was more hurtful to lose a single seat in its stronghold than to lose all seats in the 

enemy’s... Even constituencies where it won, the brutal camp~,ign visited those areas whose 

polling stations had recorded a loss for the party or where a large apposition vote had been 

recorded. ZANU-PF treated those who voted for the opposition in its traditional backyard as stray 

animals, who, like stray animals had to be brought back into t~%e kraal, but after some whipping. 

They had to be taught not to go astray next time... (Masunungure, 2009:9 

Thus ZANU-PF viewed voters as its captive electoral~e subject to disciplining if 

they showed signs of independence in exercising their constitutional rights of 

expression, association and choice, By denying them these rights, ZANU-PF was 

clearly in contempt not only of the voters, but of IIhe constitution itself. The 

contempt of the people’s will was conveyed graphically in such belligerent 
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language as ’the country was won by the barrel of the gun and should we let it 

go at the stroke of a pen’ and ’should one just write an X and then the country 

goes like that’ (Mugabe quoted in Herald, 20 June, 2008; Masunungure, 2009:92), 

Bludgeoning voters into submission amply confirmed that the party’s powers of 

persuasion had diminished considerably. 

However, ZANU-PF was ¯still 

uncertain whether the ~., 

intimidation and terror 
~ 

campaign would lead to the ~’ 

results that they sought. It 

therefore decided to directly 

supervise the voting process 

itself. Mostly in rural areas, 

ZANU-PF local leadership 

demanded that voters record 

the serial numbers on their 

ballots, and hand over this 

information to this party’s 

’wardens’ together with their personal details.This was supposedly to enable the 

’wardens’ to check on whom the voters had voted for {Ibid.). This was clearly an 

eJectoral irregularity that should have been disallowed by the Electoral 

Commission.There were two additional irregularities. One was to force voters to 

first assemble at the headman’s homestead where they were given numbers 

after which they would proceed to the polling stations led by their kraal heads 

(Ibid). As a report by an election monitoring organization confirmed: 

In most rural constituencies, voters were reportedly herded to polling stations by traditional 

leaders and allegedly instructed to vote for the ruling party candidate. They were also ordered 

to record their ba~lot papers’ serial numbers and would after polting give them to the Iocal par~y 

leaders. Soldiers and police presence was reportedly heavy, in some cases overshadowing that 

of voters... (ZESN, 2008:66). 

Another was to intimidate suspected opposition members into feigning illiteracy 

so that they would be ’assisted’ to vote. Whatever the client’s intention, those 

assisting the voter invariably’voted’ for ZANU-PF, It should not come as a surprise 

that the run-off election recorded the highest number of spoilt ballot papers to 

date, This was some of the evidence that the electoral process had been a travesty. 
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Most international election observation teams including those of the African 

Union and the Pan-African Parliament concluded that the run-off did not meet 

the criteria of a free and fair election. 

Economic Penalties on the Opposition 

While most accounts of the violence during the 2008 election have concentrated 

on physical harm, there has been little attention to economic violence against 

the opposition a nd civil society. Forcible confiscation ,of property and other assets 

of the targeted opposition organizers and supporters was a major development, 

if not departure, in this election. A range of property ~from livestock such as cattle 

and goats, food crops such as maize, and farming equipment was confiscated 

from MDC members by ZANU-PF supporters and militia, especially in rural areas. 

Extensive case-studies were carried out on this trend of economic victimization 

by the CCJPZ {2009) and ZHR NGO Forum {2009). 

tn some instances, victims suffered both political violence and confiscation of 

property as penalties for supporting the opposition. A sample in the Zaka district 

of Masvingo showed that 86 per cent of victims had their livestock, crops, food, 

clothes, sound equipment {radios, cassettes and solar equipment), cash, kitchen 

equipment, amongst other items, confiscated by ZANU-PF supporters (CCJPZ, 

2009:98). In one of the wards of the district, MDC polling agents were fined goats 

or chickens. 

A more severe form of punishment against opposition supporters was the burning 

of their houses. In Bikita district of Masvingo, some 64 houses were burnt down 

resulting in three deaths (Ibid.). Other victims lost ir~comes when their business 

was burnt or closed: 

One busit~essman was made to close his grinding mill for the. whole of June as punishment for 

supporting the opposition,,. It is apparent that the most frequent punish ment meted out was 

the payment of fines through lives~:ock. This was followed by the payment of fines using crops... 

(COPZ, 2009:98). 

Confiscation of property, tools and other assets undermined the livelihoods of 

the political victims. Their production has suffered while their incomes were 

undermined. One civic leader observed that the burning of huts was not only 

dehumanizing but was punishment aimed at causing hunger amongst victims 

(Interview with D.R., February, 2010). In some instances, the victims had no other 

6O 

forms of liveJihood than humanitarian 

assistance. In a number of districts, the 

victims mainly depended on church 

support such as that provided by the 

Catholic Development Commission. 

(CADEC) (CCJPZ, 2009:110). At several 

junctures, such church humanitarian 

support was crucial to meet the basic 

needs of several thousands who had been 

displaced or had their assets confiscated. 

Those who sought assistance needed 

accommodation in ’safe houses’, b~ankets, 

food. soap, water and proper sanitary 

facilities. Fro m the point of view of ZA NU- 

PF supporters, election campaign violence 

provided them an economic opportunity 

to ’grab’ such scarce assets as food and 

farming equipment in rural areas. The 

culture of aggrandisement and entitlement through unlawful ’grabbing’of property 

of others was dangerously taking root in rural areas. Seeds of future conflict including 

retribution were being sown across the length and breadth of the country. 

In a sense, economic penalties against opposition members were not a new 

phenomenon. They were already discriminated against by being denied food 

aid that is channelled through state and ZANU-PF structures. What was a new 

and sinister element was expropriation of assets that support victims’ liveJihaods 

as well as for their own unlawful gain. Communities experienced such politically 

motivated economic sanctions and taxes against the opposition on a systematic 

scale. Traditional norms and values of justice, fairness and compensation were 

violated by such sanctions and taxes against the opposition. As we wi~l explore 

in Chapter 5, the momentum towards recovery for confiscated assets grew 

strongly after the June 2008 run-off. In some instances, it took the form of 

community attempts at recovering assets or retribution against perpetrators. 

Reports of such autonomous actions aimed at recovery or retribution were made 

in such districts as Buhera, Nyanga and Mutoko amongst others. Like elsewhere 

in the country, the full effects of political and economic violence still have to 

play out fully, as we will see. 
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Black poverty and white property in rural SA 
Fred Hendricks and Lungisite Ntsebeza 

Introduction 

provides a legal sanction for co]onial land dis ossessio , . 
!ii the overwhelming majority of the population .......... ~P ¯ .0 n. yet 

u~=~uun~ me leglnmacy of 

The main problem facing South Africa today is the problem of black 

poverty. Identifying the probIem is easy enough. Understanding 
generative mechanisms and suggesting feasible ways in which it might 
be addressed are much more difficult. We trace the contours of black 
poverty in South Africa in relation to Iand inequality, recognising that 
there are many other indicators of social differentiation, but insisting 
that land remains atthe heart of the struggle for both liveIihoods as weI1 

as citizenship. Our argument revolves around the coionlal division of 
land in the country and how it shouId be overcome to create possibilities 
for the resolution of the problem of black poverty and dispossession. 

There is urgency in the argument. The South African constitution 

extent of white ownership of land. This racfalised division of land the nation into opposing camps of white owners and the black 

*ossessed. The identities of economic exclusion on the one hand and 
on the other produce schisms which have proven to be 
durable after 1994. While formal apartheid is clearly dead, its 

lives on in the deeply racialised social stratification of the society. 
you are far more likely to be poor if you are black. 

is in this context that the enduring colonial division of land acts as 
cede against any effort at developing a unitary imagination 

African nation. Resolving the Iand question is therefore not 
about creating livelihoods, but also very much about what it 

to be a citizen in South Africa. In many ways, the very concept of a 

citizenry is a contradiction. Poverty hollows out the notion 
especially since the constitutional franchise presumes a 

in rights that does not exist in reality and the fact that 
and poverty still coincide to such a great degree raises critical 

the legitimacy of the democratic state. 

chapter cIaims that Iinking land reform to agriculture only is far 

in the South African context. While it is clear that there is 
necessity to change the structure of land ownership in South 

rural areas, we suggest that the land question aIso has relevance 

where the demand for a place to live is a potent force for 
mobilisation and the ilIegaI occupation of municipal land. 
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There is an unfortunate conceptual linkage between the land question 

and agriculture that bifurcates rural and urban struggles. In its stead, we 
argue for a more nuanced conception of the land question which 
incorporates the quest for land in both urban and rural areas and 

considers the vital interconnections of race and class around land 
ownership in the making of South African citizenship. 

The central argument of the chapter is that there are structural 
constraints in the current land reform program ve ~n South Africa that 

make it impossible to make a substantial der t in levels of poverty, 
Analyses of the failures of the land reform programme have followed a 
very familiar and well-worn path. TILe narratives invariably start by 
mentioning the promises of the democratic government to redistribute 

30 per cent of agricultural land withir~ the first five years of democracy 
and they proceed to demonstrate lust how inordinately slow the 
implementation of this programme k~as been against the backdrop of 
rising levels of poverty. The story is art important one, but it has reached 

an impasse. We need to move beyond the complaints of government 
failure in delivering on its election promises. This paper seeks to 

understand this failure within a broader context of the vm 
around the land and agrarian questio:as in Southern Africa, the endurinl 
realities of colonialism and civil society responses to the ongoing 

of landlessness and poverty. 
The chapter has four sections. It commences by insisting that 

colonial context remains a vital backdrop to any analysis of the 

question in South Africa. The second section provides a critique 
analyses of the agrarian question with a specific focus of the debate 

Zimbabwe. We have included this discussion on Zimbabwe as ortant lesson in what could happen if the question of land 
imp .......... ~,, and democratically. In the third 
is not ao~tresseu 
chapter highlights the constitutional constraints to land reform 
examining the compromises o[ the :negotiated settlement and the 
that they place on possibilities for land reform. The fourth secti~ 
provides an overview of the lack of agency around the 
through a critical perspective on the role of NGOs. Finally we 
the chapter with a discussion on the manner in which racialised 
inequality impinges on the possibilities for imagining a unitary 

Afi-ican nation. 

Colonial contexts 

In very many ways South Africa is an exception on the continent. 

were to consider a continuum between the extent to which 
either disturbed or left untouched the pre-existing social 
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relations, then the country definitely resides closer to the former. Chege 
(1997) provides some insight into other exlremes, "...long after 
independence there were regions in Africa, like Northern Chad and 
interior Mozambique, where it was news that the colonists had departed. 
The people had never heard of their arrival." With more than 90 per cent 

of the land surface actively alienated from indigenous belonging, there 
was little chance of this happening in South Africa. For the majority, 

there was no escape from the all-encompassing embrace of colonialism 
and later apartheid. Everybody felt it. The fact of this crushing 
dispossession poses serious problems for the formulation of the land 
and agrarian questions. In this respect, the land question cannot be 
reduced to a question of livelihoods only because it concerns 

fundamental claims of legitimacy over ownership and conlrol of the 
country at large. 

The various struggles for national independence in Africa were 
almost invariably premised on the idea of local control and the 
emancipation of the people from the shackles of colonialism. 
Nationalism was supposed to be the very antithesis of colonialism. 
However, across Africa there has been a profound dissatisfaction with 
the fruits of independence. Nationalism, in the guise of post-colonial 
regimes has turned out to be an imitation of colonialism rather than its 
antithesis and the process of decolonisatton has not brought about a 
Ievel of social citizenship capable of reIeasing the full potential of its 
denizens, instead, the vast majority of the population remains 

~overished even under a new set of indigenous rulers. There is a 
never-ending paradox on the role of colonialism. It was supposed to 

in modernity, yet it has to do that by undermining, oppressing and 
iestroying the local culture, social structure and economy. The 

racist assumption is that since Africans are incapable of their 
:.own modernity, it has to be brought home to them and thrust upon them 

n outside the continent. 

I~ is important at this point to mention that we do not follow Jean 

s depiction of colonialism as genocide, outlined so forcefully 

~..his Preface to Frantz Fanon’s (1961) The Wretched of the Earth. 
genocidal massacres were part and parcel of colonialism, but it 

defined by conquest rather than by mass murder. If the current 
constitution legitimises the racialised division of land from its colonial past, then it raises a whole host of questions 

Ire of the transition to democracy and about the discourse 

movement for liberation. 
of the more compelling questions in this regard is whether this 

of nationalism can be construed as the antithesis of coloniaIism. 

Africa, nationalist historiography was supposedly informed by 
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the anti-colonial struggle. Yet, as Mamdani (1996) mentions, virtually all 
nationalist movements did not have an "...agenda for democratising 

customary power" and the struggle to overcome the legacies of 
colonialism are still with us today. Without exception, all African 

colonies were ruled by undemocratic regimes. Colonialism was 
intrinsically undemocratic because it meant rule by outsiders over a 

subiect population. 
tn South Africa, centuries of colonial, exclusion have been replaced by 

an inclusive democratic government. It now faces the enormous task of : 
correcting the iniustices and inequalities inherited from the past 
Virtually all analyses of the land question in South Africa point to how 
dismally slow the land reform programme of the new government has 

been. We will not go down that route. Instead we will try to show why 
¯ of rivate roperty premised on the notion of an atomised the sanc~ty p P ........ ~=~ ~onditions of colonial :.:.~.i~ 

individual is singularly inappropr~a,.= -~:.~.~, ~, ...... 
expropriation of land. While countess inct~VlaUats ~ost mmr access 
land as a result of colonial dispossession, they did not lose their land as. 
individuals but as members of a collective indigenous community 

people. In this sense, the onty viable corrective action has to 
collectively-based rather than individually-ascertained like the current:::! 

South African land reform policy.                                  ::: ..~i: 
Twentieth century Africa was indelibly marked by colonisation. Of;i, 

course there are wide variety of ways in which colonialism 

agricultural production and rural social relations in Africa. 

there is an inverse correlation betvceen the extent of white 
expropriation of land and ~e survival of indigenous 
production, but there was no uniform way in which rural 
responded to the colonial encounter. Colonisation of Southern 

white se~ters followed a particular traiectory. With few exceptionsi 
land seized by whites was held under freehold title, but Africans hl 

land under various versions of communal tenure. There¯ 
overlapping rights of clans, lineages and households in relation to 
and its fruits in Africa that defy neat categorisation as prot 
that these rights are usually associated with affiliation by 
profound implications for the manner in which claims for land 
structured, including the attempt by chiefs and other 
authorities to ensure that they monopolise the 
community’s land under their individual title deeds. An t 

the peculiarities of these social relations of production, re~ 
domination is vital for any discussion on the land and agrarian 
in Africa. The white-claimed land became their private 
colonialism ushered in an entirely different conception 
of exclusive domain. In order to protect the newt5 
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property of the settlers from the natives, they excluded them from access 
and prosecuted them when they trespassed on the land. This conception 

obviously contradicted the pre-existing customary forms of land tenure 
where the very concept of ownership over land as property did not exist 

While there were few possibilities for Africans to own Iand by 

individual title deed, the overwhelming reality for them was one of 
confinement to a distorted type of communal tenure in reserves with 
restricted agricultural potential. This form of land holding also 
contributed to the decline of the rural production in the designated 
reserves. Most land in the reserves was (and continues to be) legally 
owned by the state. However, untike on commercial farms, residents had 
access to small allotments of land where they could buiId their houses 
and cultivate small gardens. Squeezed between the freehold tenure 

under white control and the customary tenure in the reserves were a 
number of quitrent tenurial arrangements which allowed some Africans 
access to considerable plots of land which they used for agriculturaI 
purposes. 

Ntsebeza’s (2006) research in the former Xhalanga district shows 
that descendants of a targeted group of progressive African farmers in 
this district continued with the Iegacy of their parents and grandparents 

under quitrent tenure welt into the 1960s. Preliminary findings of 
current research conducted by tiyama (2007) in the same district also 
demonstrates that cultivation still contributes a substantial part of the 

:livelihoods of the people. Confirming the continued significance of 

in social reproduction in the rural areas, Ncapayi (2006) has 
i~shown that these households tend to be dominated by the elderly and 

have begun their working careers as migrant workers, only : to land based activities later on in their lives. The persistence of 

activity by indigenous people has been seen in the context of 
elming dispossession of the majority. It has happened despite 

s obstacles pieced in their way and because of their ongoing 
of livelihoods. 

The allocation and administration of land in the reserves was the 
Sponsibitity of a complex mix of traditional authorities and colonial 
icials. Some land-based activities survived, but the major trend was 

a massive decline in agriculturaI production which further 

the probIems of reproducing families. While coton~aIism led to 
ion and commerciaiisation of agriculture of white sett!ers 

benefited from state assistance through tax rebates, transport 

marketing subsidies, low interest credit and so on, African 
were denied the wherewithal to undertake proper farming. 

to respond to the opportunities of producing for the market 
by the colonial demand for labour. Africans were not to be 
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independent producers nor were they to be capitatising farmers, they 

were to be workers on white claimed far~.~s, in white mines and later in 
white factories. The boundaries between settlers and natives were 
palpable and they remain the main factor in social stratification in South 
Africa today as the legacies of colonialism and apartheid are etched on 

the political and social landscape. 
One of the main dividends of colonialism is the grossly unequal 

access to, control over, and ownership of land between whites and 
blacks. It is a situation of extraordinary inequality that requires an 
extraordinary response. However, when one views the fast-track land 
reform in Zimbabwe, there can be little doubt that it has fundamentally 

altered the nature of land ownership in ~:hat country. In this sense, it is 

important to provide a critical review of the Zimbabwean debate as a 

backdrop to the land question in South Africa. 

The Zimbabwe debate 

The fast-track land resettlement programme in Zimbabwe commencing 

in earnest in 2000 has stimulated a heated debate. On the one hand, 
Moyo and Yeros (2005: 165) assert that the land occupations in 
Zimbabwe represent the "...most notable of rural movements in the 
world today" and ~hat it is "...the most important challenge to the 
neocolonial state in Africa." They conclude that these occupations are, 
"fundamentally progressive" (Moyo and Yeros, 2005: 188) and that, 
"...rural movements today constitute ~.e core nucleus of opposition to 
neoliberalism and the most important source of democratic 
transformation in national and international politics" (Moyo and Yeros, 

2005: 6). 
Moyo (2007: 71) is at pains to demonstrate the inadequacy in civil 

society advocacy around land reform, a position confirmed by Kirk 

Helliker (2006) in a recent doctoral dissertation on NGOs in Zimbabwe. 
They are also impatient with the vacillation of the Zimbabwean 
government’s policy in respect of redis~-ibuting land. It was to be 
expected, as far as they are concerned, that the war veterans would step. 
into this leadership vacuum. Their argument is solidly enmeshed in a 
nationalist discourse with a major focus on the land question as the 
clarion call in the anti-colonial st~,aggle. For them, the nationa!. 

democratic revolution and proper decolonisation can only happen with a 
fundamental return of the land to blacks. We agree. 

However, iVloyo and Yeros (2005) are so entirely committed to 

notion of a radical redistribution of land in the former settler societies 
that they do not seem to notice that there are other processes at work as 
well. In the fervour of their support for the fast-track land resettlement 
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programme, they do not appear to appreciate the level of 

authoritarianism in the making of the contemporary Zimbabwe state. 
They provide a crude class analysis with seemingly very little 

understanding of the methodologicai and conceptual problems in 
empirically demarcating classes and they rush to claim the agency of a 
movement in the occupation of land. 

Kirk He~/iker (2006) has summarised the views of the various critics 
of Moyo and Yeros in the following manner, as ’patriotic agrarianists’ or ~a uthoritarian populist 

anti-imperialists, (Moore, 2004), or ’left 
nationalists’ following a path of ’exhausted nationalism’ (Bond and 
Manyanya, 2003). In contrast to their positive response to the land 
occupations since 2000, Hammer and Raftopoulos, (2003~ characterise 
the regime as one of ’exclusionary nationalism’ and Raftopoulos and 
Phimister (2004) call it a ’domestic tyranny’. 

Hammar and Raftopoulos (2003: 21) provide a detailed account of 
the discursive and practical complexities involved in the political 

landscape of Zimbabwe and they conclude that, "such a dense and 
dynamic social fabric and the multiplicity of land and natural resource 
conflicts which it generates, can hardly be explained only in terms of the 
legacy of colonial conquest and land appropriation, no matter how 
profound their imprints on agrarian structures and relations." But while 

everything obviously can’t be explained in these terms, abandoning the 
colonial Iegacy is also problematic precisely because of the deep 
imprints it has left in post-colonial former settler societies. Indeed, very 
little can be explained outside of the colonial context. It is precisely the 
colonial inheritance of structural inequality, especially in access, 
ownership and control over land that makes it possible for a tyrant like 
Robert Mugabe to masquerade as a legitimate liberator. In this respect, 

Mafeje’s (2003: 28) claim is apt, "The African tragedy is that the state 
itself has become the single biggest development problem." Hammer and 

Raffopoulos (2003: 13-14) share this view, but they apparently de-link it 
from the enduring racialised inequalities of colonialism. The 

overwhelming thrust of their introductory chapter concentrates on the 
negative effects of the recent seizures of land in Zimbabwe. The 
occupation of large~scale commercial farms, increased rate of inflation, 
the fall of the currency, the fall in GDP, rise in unemployment, debt, loss 
of foreign investment, the loss of judicial independence, severe 

restriction on freedom of the press and so on, all paint a very accurate 
picture of economic collapse an d political crisis,. 

In response, they propose to "expose and interrupt such rigid 
polarities and the essentialisms that underpin them" and "to open out 
the space in which the crisis can be told or read so as to facilitate greater 

transparency and nurture critical intellectual and political debate." . 
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(Hammer and Raftopoulos, 2003: 17). Yet, in as much as Moyo and Yeros 
ncentrate on the imperative of economic redistribution, Hammer and 
f~opoulos focus on democratic rights, and in our vmw they contribute 

to rather than transcend this ’devastating rupture’ (Hammer and 
Raf~opoulos, 2003: 218). In the same way that Moyo and Yeros do not 

appear to see anything beyond the necessity for land reform, Hammer 
and Raftopoulos appear to see nothing beyond the need for a restoration 
of democratic and human rights in the context of an accountable 

government. 
It is a schism that is related in complex ways to the intractable 

problem of political equality alongside economic inequality. This, after 
all is one of the abiding paradoxes of all democracies. They all uphold 
political equality through the franchise and a host of other rights and 
liberties, Simultaneously, they all maintain material inequality, 

essentially through the protection of private property. What is peculiar 
about Southern Africa is the extreme nature of this inequaliW and the 
fact that the division between rich and poor still coincides largely with ¯ 

the distinction between black and white. To put it bluntly, it is a F 

of race and class. In Zimbabwe, there can be little doubt that the official view of land reform being crucial to n.~aintaining the sovereignty of the 
state, is contested by the very manner in which the concept is employed: 

It is left up to ]ocelyn Alexander (2006: 180) to attempt to accommodate 

both strands in her analysis when she asserts, 

Zimbabwe seemed to be entering the world described by 
political scientists of Africa elsewhere - the ’politics of disorder’~ ::: 

the ’politics of the belly’. But Zimbabwe did not easily fit 
models. Violence, corruption and economic collapse 
accompanied by a massive :redistribution of land; 

history - and specifically race and colonialism - played a 
role in political discourse. The state did not ’collapse’ or 
instead, a closely orchestrated process of remaking the state 

place in which land took centre stage. 

In countering Sam Moyo’s point that land has always been a 

issue in Zimbabwe, Alexander asserts that in both officialdom and 
public domain, the discourse around land has gone through major 

She periodises these shifts from [he dominance of the concept 
reconciliation during the 1980s to the increasing use of race in 

rhetoric of the 1990s to the authortmrian role of the state in the recefi 
fast-track land redistribution, with contested claims over land 
its various beneficiaries - the war veterans, the urban poor, 

workers, rural residents in the communal areas (Alexander, 2006: 
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Sachikonye (2005: 32) is in agreement with this view, "In the 1990’s 
there was a discernabIe shift in how the land question was interpreted." 

Alexander (2003:3_04) takes an unambiguous position against the 
untenable and ilIegitimate distribution of Iand in Zimbabwe between 
white farmers and the black majority, 

Others, myself included, have felt ambivalent about criticising 
the occupations, and thereby seeming to belittIe the real desire 
and need for land that motivated popular participation in them. 

Mugabe’s political genius was to place the clearly unjust and 
unresolved question of land redistribution at the heart of his 
campaign. However, to focus narrowly on the occupations alone 
misses the point that what they marked was not just an 
unprecedented assault on the unequal distribution of land but 
aIso an extraordinary transformation of the state and political 
sphere. 

Robin Palmer ~2003) agrees, but his emphasis is different, 

While Mugabe has certainly become a brutal, self-serving tyrant, 
this does not negate the fact that the issues he is raising require 
much more imaginative responses than they have received to 
date, For example, I believe that he is right: 
- in categorising the colonial expropriation of land as unjust and 

oppressive - and needing radical solution; 
- in castigating colonial powers for encouraging and 
tegalising it; 
- in appealing in the language of historical injustice which - 
because the fundamental ~ssues have not been adequately 
addressed - has enormous popular appeal among the poor right 
across Southern Africa and so - to the chagrin of European 

governments - make it very difficult for neighbonring Presidents, 
especially Thabo Mbeki, to criticise him in public. 

It is well known that Robert Mugabe ~s an undemocratic oppressor. Yet, 

there ls enormous support on the continent for Zimbabwe’s fast track 
Iand reform programme. Consider the statement by the President of 

at the SADC meeting in Luanda in 2002: "the land question in 
:Zimbabwe," says Benjamin Mkapa (2002), the current SADC 

...needs to be put in its proper historical context Above all, 
everyone must respect and uphold the independence and 
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land reform in that country is aimed at the rational, fair and 

equitable distribution of land to be used for the benefit of the 
people of Zimbabwe. Such reforms also respond to the j~stified 
need to correct injustices of the past. For that reason, we in SADC 
remain united in appreciating the need for and supporting land 

reform in Zimbabwe. 

There was little interrogation of the concept of sovereignty as implying 
consent by the citizens and accountability and responsibility by the 

government. No~uithstanding the. overwhelming evidence of the ¯ 
violence and repression of the Zimbabwe government, at its meeting in " 
Tanzania in 2003, the SADC reiterated these supportive statements. For ... 

its part, at its inaugural conference in Johannesburg in 2001, the 
Landless Peoples Movement resolved to "support the gallant actions of 
Zimbabwean President Robert M~]gabe to return stolen land to the 

people of Africa." 
The official opposition in Zimbabwe, the MDC, has not made any 

promises to reverse the recent fast track land reform 
Whatever may be said about the land reform process in Zimbabwe, it i~ 

has fundamentally altered the terms of the debate around the 
question in that country and a great deal of this has spilled over 
South Africa. In the midst of all the ideological and 
disagreements, there is one point of commonality - nil scholars 
that the results of the 2000 constitutional referendum represented a 

turning point in Zimbabwean history. Besides the corrupt-ion, the cl;onyism, the human rights 

the violence and authoritarianism, the other main problem with 

Zimbabwean experience of land redistribution is that it was 
within the production relations on commercial farms, in other 

tens of thousands of farm workers, those who have been involved in labour on commerc, iat farms, often for many decades, 

either been evicted from the far,as or remain there 
of securing livelihoods. The evidence in this respect is varied, 
Moyo ctaims 70 000, Alexander argues that 200 000 farm workers 
been forcibly displaced from their places of residence and 
Sachinkonye (2005: 33) concurs with the latter, tie goes on to 
the tensions between the farm~orkers and the occupiers of the 

the following terms,                                         .. 

Farm workers were viewed as standing between the 
farmers and their goals, which was seizing ownership 
white commercial farmers...The occupiers had a vested 
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in disrupting production on farms so that white commercial 
farmers would leave or share their farms with them through 
subdivision. 

The economic collapse of Zimbabwe over the last five years is caused by 
various deep-rooted problems, but provides a potent lesson of what may 
happen if the question of land redistribution is not dealt with timeously 
and comprehensively. It has ruined the prospects of developing a non- 
racial democracy for many years and it has made it extremely difficuit to 
build a non-racial Zimbabwean nation. When Robert Mugabe (2002) 

says, "If there are white farmers who want to continue working on the 
land, they must seek permission from us because the land is ours," he 

effectively denationaIises white Zimbabweans, stripping them of their 
citizenship and imposing a racialised claim over the land. 

This is what is at stake for us in South Africa as well. Land reform 
should and must happen in South Africa, but there are profound 

disagreements on the methods, the timing and the extent of 
redistribution. Now we have to ask a very awkward historical and 
sociological question. We believe that we must confront this question if 
we are to avoid the chaos of Zimbabwe: can land redistribution in 
pursuit of equality, a process of transferring ownership of and access to 
land from one group to another, ever be a pleasant thing? 

Constitutional constraints 

: In South Africa, the democratic transition after 1994 produced a flurry of 
policy changes to deal with the palpable inequalities in land and to 

anise the institutional frameworks so that it may reflect the values 
the new order. But policies don’t easily translate into practice, 

when there are so many obstacIes placed in their way, and 
the poiicy itself encapsulates the broader contradictions between 

political equality and economic inequality. To all intents and 
)oses, land reform has been a dismal failure as White privilege, 

out of colonial land theft, has become firmly entrenched and 
land to the poor under these conditions is necessarily a aught process. 

In the debates leading up to the adoption of the constitution, fudge 

one of the leading Iegal figures in South Africa, appeared to 
~preciate the contradiction, 

What a BiI] of Rights cannot afford to do here ,.. is to protect 
private property with such zeal that it entrenches privilege. A 
major problem which any future South African government is 
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bound to face will be the problem of poverty, of its alleviation 
and of the need for the country’s weaith to be shared more 

equitably ... 

Should a bill of.rights obstruct the government of the day when that 
direction is taken, should it make the urgent task of social or economic 

reform impossible or difficult to undertake, we shall have on our hands a 
crisis of the first order, endangering the bill o[ rights as a whole and the 
survival of constitutional government itself (quoted in Chalskalson 1993; 

73-4). 

The central question we need to address is whether our 
constitution provides the necessary mechanisms for dealing with 
poverV] or whether it merely offers a legal sanction for colonial 

land alienation. 

The new constitution ushered in a system of formal legal, civil and 

political equality. It also committed the state to some second-generation¯ 
rights and policies designed to off~,;et the worst effects of apartheid on : 
the formerly disenfranchised mai°r’ity’ There can be li~e doubt that the 
instiwflonal mechanics of democracy are firmly in place in post: 

apartheid South Africa. However, ti~e very constitution that guaranteeS. 
formal equality before the law, also entrenches material ine~ 
especially in the distribution of land ownership. Clause 25 of the Bill 
Rights in the Constitution establishes proper~ rights under 
nobody may be arbitrarily depriw-~d of their property. Exp 

property is permitted for public purposes only and subject to a~ 
in the payment of fair compensation. It is our view that land 
should be regarded as an imperative public purpose. While blacks 
now allowed to own and dispose of property freely in the country a 

whole, that right is significantly ¯circumscribed by the 
possibilities for its realisation. People are simply too poor to buy 

without the assistance of the state. 

In his annual State of the NaOon Address in 2007, Thabo acknowledged that very little progress had been made in 
redistribution and he promised to investigate the factors preventing t 
implementation of the programme. While there is 
agreement across that the coun~a’y that the South African land refo~ 

programme is inordinately slow~, there is very little concurrence 
reasons for this lack of progress or on the mechanism for speeding:¯ 

he rocess Some argue that t_he policy itself is coherent but the me t p      " .. ..... ~,~,,inadenuate Others suggest 
for imptemenung it are wu=~,,~      -,    ’ 
there are structural and policy problems inhibiting the objectives 

: 
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reform. Our key argument is that both the policies as well as the 
mechanisms for its implementation require revision. In particular, ~e 

entrenchment of the property clause in the constitution, coupled with 
weak civil society organisations addressing the land question, are the 
major obstacles in the achievement of even the limited objective of the 
iand reform programme in South Africa. Our paper revolves around 
these two factors. 

The relevant section (28) in the Interim Constitution reads as 
follows: 

1. Every person shall have the right to acquire and hold rights in 
property and, to the extent that the nature oft_be rights permits, 
to dispose of such rights. 
2. No deprivation of any rights in property shall be permitted 

otherwise than in accordance with a law. 
3. Where any rights in property are expropriated pursuant to a 
law of referred to in subsection (2), such expropriation shall be 

permissible for public purposes only and shall be subject to the 
payment of agreed compensation or, failing agreement, to the 
payment of such compensation and w~thin such period as may be 
determined by a court of law as just and equitable, taking into 
account all relevant factors, including, in the case of the 
determination of compensation, fl~e use to which the property is 
being put, the history of its acquisition, its market value, the 
value of the investment in it by those affected and the interests of 
those affected. 

It is widely accepted that section 28 represented a compromise between 

ANC and National Party positions. The major question was how the ¯ new state would accommodate both the need to protect the property 
.i. rights of those with property and at the same time ensure that the 

historical iniustices of land dispossession would be addressed. It is 

. impossible to equally satisfy both the need to protect property rights 

to ensure a policy of redistribution to a level that would approach a 
equitable distribution of land in South Africa, The compromise 

::reached at the negotiating table clearly favoured the existing property 

and consequently compromised any hope of genuine land 
that could fundamentally alter the pattern of land inequality. The 

made the possibility of expropriation of land an 

process, effectively giving the property holders 
whites, of course) a veto over the extent and pace of land 

This ~s an untenable position because it undermines the 
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vitatly important object of land redistribution in correcting the injustices 

of apartheid. 
Rights take precedence over policies. Hence, the right of protection 

of property has trumped the policy of land reform. The effect of this lack 
of delivery has meant that the colonial ;tnd apartheid division of land has 

remained more or less intact since the demise of apartheid. This remains 

an abiding grievance for the mass of the population because their 

dispossession has been sanctioned by’ the new constitution. The very 

recognition of existing property rights expunges the possibility for 
redistribution on a scaIe broad eno~gh to ensure legitimacy. It also 

makes the task of the government in delivering land for redistribution 

impossible, because the courts in the country have already decided that 

the existing division of land is legitimate and legal. Any attempt to 

change the current colonially inherited division of land will have to 
contend with the force of freehold and the rights of rifle deeds to 

property. Under these circumstances, land redistribution is necessarily a 

dead letter, Since it is impossible to expect genuine land reform from the 

government in the current context, we need to understand the limits and 

the possibilities of pressures from betow, 

A critique of NGOs 

Debates and discussions around tancl policy since 1994 have involved.: 

NGOs, with barely any direct participation of rural people. Often, NGOs 

have presented (or misrepresentedl) themselves as the voice of 
communities. As Davids (2003: 49) points out, there was a 

community participation in the drafting of key documents on 
development such as the Integrated and Sustainable Rural Development 

Strategy (ISRDS), despite the fact that a Rural Development 
(RDI) had been established with the explicit purpose of mobilisin 
communities. As a result, very few rural people are aware of the 

this makes nonsense of the constitutional obligation req 

~’~rdticipation of communities in policy and implementation processe~ 

particularly with regard to local government. 
The marginalisation of rural communities in these discussions 

be viewed against the back-drop of the active role rural residents 
in the struggles against’Betterment~ between the 1940s and early 
There is overwhelming evidence that these struggles were led by 
rural residents themselves, who were directly affected by the 
they were challenging. The liberation movements in South 
including the ANC, were largely pre-occupied with urban 
When resistance against apartheid re-emerged following the 
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uprisings of /976 and shifted to the countryside in the 1980s, the 
struggles of rural residents were, with few exceptions, led by NGOs. 

How then do we explain the apparent invisibility of ruraI 

communities in struggles since the early 1970s, particularly considering 
wide-spread rural resistance against the colonial and apartheid regimes 
in the period up to the late t950s and early 1960s? Ate very basic level, 
this can be traced to the brutal and mass dispossession of land of the 

indigenous people in South Africa, which forced large numbers of rural 
people to gradually depend more and more on wages and less and Iess 
on agricuIturat production for their survival This, coupIed with the 

ruthless suppression of the rural revolts in the early 1960s, followed by 
the consolidation of the Bantustan strategy hastened the decline of 

agriculture in these areas, thus contributing to greater levels of 
urbanisation, despite the many repressive pieces of legislation designed 
to keep Africans out of the towns. The nature and form of organisation 
and struggfe against apartheid was invariably affected by this reality. 
Resistance took an urban character and the land question and rural 

struggles assumed secondary significance especially ~n liberation 
movements. As the work of Ntsebeza (2006) in Xhalanga shows, 
organised struggles that took place in the rural areas of the former 
Bantustans from the late 1980s were largely directed by migrant 
workers and students, particularly from tertiary institutions, when they 
returned home for their holidays. 

This however should not be interpreted to mean that there is no land 

question in South Africa. There may be no coherent and overt 
organisation around the demand for land in the country but there are 
many covert, disorganised expressions of the manner in which the 

majority of the population consider the widespread occupation of land 
by whites as illegitimate. The unequal division of land between whites 
and blacks is in itself a ma~or question around land that needs urgent 
resolution. The Iand question and its role in the liveIihoods of South 

Africans cannot be adequately understood in isoIation of the broader 

economy of the country. 
Inasmuch as there is a clear link between the decline of rural 

n amongst Africans and the role of migrant labour, there is also 
urgent necessity for social movements to involve the active 

of rural people. There is no escaping the fact that there are 
people residing in the rural areas of the former Bantustans, 

these as home without any intention of permanentJy settling 
areas. Once again, the research of Ncapayi referred to above 

this point. In these circumstances, the building of urban-rural 
rather than substitutionism remains firmly on the political 
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Another explanation for the lack cf active involvement of rural 
residents in struggles since the early 1960s can be attributed to the 
emergence of NGOs, particularly in the 19~0s. This coincided wir_h the 

decline of orgat~ised resistance in the countryside noted above. It seems 

clear that the invisibili~ of rural communities contributed to the emergence of NGOs, mostly urban based and led by whites, in the 1980s 

as the main representatives of rural communities. 
Since a resolution to the land question is elusive in the current 

constitutional context, we provide a critical appraisal of the ro~e of NGOs 
as a mobilising force in the post-1994 period. As noted, the organised 
voice from below in the land sector at tire advent of democracy in 1994 

was ted by NGOs, specifically a group of land based NGOs that 

established a net~vork referred to as the National Land Committee 
{NLC). These organisations had emerged during the apartheid period, 
mainly in the 1980s, in response to the forced removal of millions of 
black Africans from white designated areas. Thus, land and agrarian 
movements were led by NGOs who ac’:ed on behalf of black victims of 

segregation and apartheid in South Africa. In contrast to these NGOs, the 
pre-existing rural movements of the 1940% 1950’s and early ~960’s 
were led by those directly affected by land dispossession. In the maiority 
of cases, there was no direct involvement of political organisafions and .~.: 

NGOs hardly existed {Matot-i and Ntsebeza, 2005]. 
When resistance re-emerged in flxe late ~t960’s after the 

dampdown in the wake of the Sharpeville massacre the focus was, 
already indicated, on urban areas, particularly around trade unions. This: 
culminated in the 1973 Durban Strikes and the subsequent formation ( 

the independent trade union movement. The urban struggle 
after the studentuprising of 1976 and the establishment of the 

Democratic Front (UDF) in 1983. It is in this context that NGOs like 
which were urban based but with a focus on rural issues emerged, In 
19~0s, most of the affiliates of the N]LC supported the broad 

movement under the auspices of the I}DF, in the early ~990s, 
political negotiations, the NLC became part of the land lobb~ 
with the ARC. Although some affiliates were not happy with the ado 

of the property clause in the consti(,~tion, they nonetheless 

loyal to the ANC. 
A question that arises is how lar~d activists and their or 

have responded to post-1994 developments around questions 
is also necessary to examine how deeply they were involved in::~ 

shaping of government policy? Despi~e the fact that the ANC has 
a market-ted approach to land reform, there seems to have been a s) 
amongst many that the ANC government was seriously 
redressing historical iniustices and that this would somehow be 
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within the limits of neoliberal capitalism. The new South African 
constitution clearly stipulates the three main pillars of the land reform 
programme    land redistribution, land tenure reform and land 
restitution. The government followed a World Bank recommendation 
that 30 per cent of white-claimed agricultural land be transferred during 
the first five years of democracy. This target has been altered a few times 
since then, but it remains a fiction. 

Some organisations, including the National Land Committee 
and a number of individuals supported the ARC-led government in its 
efforts to formulate a programme and implement a plan for Iand reform. 
Some members went as far as resigning from their organisations and 
joining the Department of Land Affairs as government officials. The 
presumption was that the ARC-led government was a people’s 
government seriously committed to accomplishing the objectives of the 
constitution. The endorsement of the protection of existing property 
rights, the unilateral decision by the ARC leadership to adopt the 
extremely conservative set of macro-economic policies under the 
acronym of GEAR in 1996, as well as the entrenchment of the market- 
based ’willing buyer, willing seller’ principle as the basis for land reform, 
did not discourage land activists in the NLC and its affiliates from 
pushing ahead with their strategy of working within the structures of 
government. This was despite clear signs that policy decisions between 
1996 and ~997 represented a key moment of closure in efforts by the 
NLC and its affiliates to push land reform policy in a more progressive 
direction from within the structures of government. 

By 1999, when Thabo Mbeki came to power, the NLC affiliates found 
themselves in an increasingly difficult position. On the one hand they 
were drawn into implementing the limited, technocratic, and hopelessly 

~ded land reform programme. In addition, NGOs were under 
.pressure from their donors to coIiaborate with the government. Some of 

funding agencies began to channel their funding through 
departments and expected NgOs to do commissioned work the government, These factors contributed to the weakening of NGOs 

.and, more importantly, to an almost total neglect of rural mobilisation, 

both farms and the former Bantustans. This was particularly the 
it he l~rst few years of South Africa’s democracy,                case 

On the other hand, NgOs were confronted with growing pressure 
below in different regions. Most significant was the escalating 
of black tenants over ongoing abuse on white-owned farms, 
the Extension of Security of Tenure Act which simpty instructed ’ 

farmers on how to go about evicting tenants, The continued 
~uality in land, the limitations of the land reform programme, the 

repression on white-claimed farms, as well as the ’hidden 
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struggles’ around land issues on farms and urban areas, combined to 

create conditions for mobilisation around the issue oflandtessness. 
The formation of the Landless People°s Movement (LPM~ was by far 

the most significant event in the resurgence of resistance in the land 
sector in South A[rica at the start of the 2~-~ century. Its significance in 
the context of our discussion about the invisibility of rural communities 
above, lies in the fact that this initiative had the potential of not only 

involving the landless, but also of pushing forward a movement that is 
led by the landless themselves, along the lines of the Brazilian 

movement, the Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais sem Terra - MST. 
The LPM was launched in Johannesburg in 2001. Events in neighbouring 
Zimbabwe in 2000 clearly had an impact on the fledgling organisation as 
President Mugabe of Zimbabwe received warm praise for his role in the 

Fast Track Land Reform Programme. 
For their part, fiOSATU, the giant South African trade union 

federation, was critical of Mugabe’s undemocratic methods of 

implementing ’fast track’ |and reform in Zimbabwe. Apart from 
developments in Zimbabwe, the formation of the LPM was preceded by 

land occupation on a farm in Bredell, outside Johannesburg where the 
Pan Africanist Congress, parliamentary political party ’sold’ land to 
squatters. The new movement noted the extent of dispossession in the 
country and the lack of progress in the official land reform practice, and 
hence proposed that the government should urgently hold a land 
summit. It moreover committed itself to a programme of mass 

mobilisation around the demand for land. 
There were two other major events which helped promote the LPM: 

the United Nations World Conference on Racism and the World Summit 
on Sustainable Development. In the run up to the United Nations World 
Conference on Racism which was held i~ Durban in August 2001, the 

LPM together with the NLC, the South African Non-Governmental 
Organisafion Coalition (SANGOCO), the Rural Development Services 
Network, the Trust for Community OutTeach and Education embarked 
on a Landlessness = Racism campaign just m time to highlight the plight 

of the landless in South Africa and elsewhere under the banner of the 
Durban Social Forum. 

A year later, at the World S~mmit on Sustainable Development also 
held in Johannesburg, the LPM was one of the prominent organisations 
behind the ’Week of the Landless’. This t~me these organisafions came 

under the umbrella of the Social Move~aent Indaba (SMI). Towards the 
end of the Summit, the organisations led a huge march to Sandton, the 
venue of the Summit, demonstrating against the negative effects 
neoliberalism in South Africa in the form of privatisafion of 

services and landlessness. Apart from these two major events, the 
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in Gauteng in particular also joined forces with movements protesting 

water and electricity cut-offs and rent evictions. 

There is little doubt that the formation of the LPM marked a major 

shift in the form of organisation of the land and agrarian movement in 

South Africa and the methods used in the demand for land in the post- 

1994 scenario. Additionally, this was the first time since the 1950s and 

early 1960s that a movement having the potential of a mass base, led by 

those directly affected was emerging. As already noted, rural resistance 

from the 1980s was led by urban-based NGOs, with left-wing white 

activists, lawyers and researchers playing prominent roles. The LPM, at 

Ieast in theory, was a social movement with membership drawn from the 
’grassroots’ of landtess peopIe themselves. In this regard, the LPM 

followed the tradition of the powerful land and agrarian movements in 

Latin America and Asia. Above all the formation of the LPM clearly 

showed that the land question is not only about rural areas and about 

agriculture, but is as important for those in urban areas. It also 

highlighted the importance of urban-rural alliances in the struggle for 

land in South Africa. 

Despite its potential, there were by 2003 clear signs that the LPM 

was in disarray. Part of the explanation for this decline were tensions 

within the NLC and its affiliates. The NLC, or more preciseiy, prominent 

activists such as Andile Mngxitama, played a prominent role in the 

establishment of the LPM. Tensions within the NLC revolved primarily 

around the criticaI issue of how civil society organisations should reIate 

with the democratic state, on the one hand, and social movements on the 

other. The formation of the Landless People’s Movement in 2001 

deepened these tensions, Yet, there was no unanimity within the NLC on 
the i.nvolvement of the organisation in the struggles of the LPM. Some 

affiliates of the NLC were against the involvement of the NLC in the 

struggles of the LPM which were increasingIy confrontational. These 
affiliates argued that support of the LPM wouId harm relations with the 

state.. Tensions within the NLC reached a peak in the period following 
the World Summit on Sustainable Development. The organisation never 

recovered from these tensions and ended up disbanding as a network, 
with affiliates pursuing their own independent existence. 

In the midst of all this, yet another actor emerged on the ]and scene: 

the South African Communist Party ~SACP). In 2004, the SACP launched 

its Red October campaign with a focus on the land question. In a bid to 

win mass based support among rural people, the SACP established an 

ambiguous relationship with the LPM. Both organisations supported the 
need for a land summit: It appears as if the SACP in particular used its 

influence as a member of the Tripartite Alliance to persuade the then 

of Land Affairs to hold a Land Summit in Iuly 2005. The 
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SACP played a prominent role in the suramit. The role of the LPM, 
however, was not as prominent. Part of the reason is that by this time, 
the LPM was almost moribund. Furthermc,re, its relationship, with the 

SACP would have been ieopardised by the ’no land, no vote’ stand it took 
in the 2004 election. More research needs to be done on these processes. 

While the NLC and LPM were riddled with tensions and in disarray, a 

new actor, the Trust for Community Outreach and Education (TfiOE) 

entered into the land struggle debate. There is little doubt that the entry 
of TCOE would have strengthened the land and agrarian movement had 
these tensio~s not existed. The TCOE, like the NLC, represented a 
network of six affiliates in the Western Cape; the Eastern Cape and 

Limpopo. Its roots lay in the Black Consc:iousness movement after the 
death of Steve Bike, and in Liberation Theology. At a time when the NLC 

and LPM were garnering most of the publicity and attention, TCOE and 
its affiliates were quietly involved in low profile rural organisation. Their 
initial programrnes were in response to the education crisis following 
the students’ protests and boycotts against ’gutter education’ in the 

1970s and early 1980s. 
In the transition to democracy, TCOE resolved to move away from its 

’welfarist’ moorings which characterised the 1980s to a more 
’developmental’ approach to working vdth communities. The TCOE 
adopted a strategy with origins in Bangladesh called People’s 
Participatory Planning (PPP), which emphasises the need to involve 

poor communities in all aspects of ~:heir development, including 
planning. TCOE has over the years built locally based Community 
Development Committee (CDCs] in its areas of operation. There is a 

strong focus on the ’poorest of the poor’, in particular building capacity 
and local leadership with a stress on community ownership of 
development initiatives. Since 2000, the focus of TCOE has been on 

issues of land, local government and basic needs. To mark its 20~ 
anniversary in December 2003, TCOE organised a People’s Tribunal on 

Landlessness in Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape-~ 
The announcement by the then Department of Land Affairs of a Land 

Summit that would be held in ]ohannesburg in July 2005 galvanised 

activism among various organisations that had an interest in land issues. 
At the time, there was no nationally organised movement that would 

mobile resources and people and plan for the Summit, The NLC was no: 
longer effective, the LPM was weakene~L by the demise of the NLC, and 

1. Very little research has been done on this organisa~ion. However" the organisation 

writes annual reports and has been evaluated ex4:eraa[Iy on a few 
also dean.lied recordings and reports o~ its Feople’,’~ Tribunal which give one a good sense 

of the organicafion, its origins and activities. 
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the TCOE a relatively young actor. Given this organisational vaccum, 
there appeared on the scene a new organisation named the Alliance of 
Land and Agrarian Reform Movements (ALARM). This was a consortium 
of movements, including TCOE, LPM and some affiliates of the former 
NLC. ALARM’s stated mission is "for a people centred rural 

transformation rooted in a rapid and fundamental transfer of land to the 
poor and the promotion of security for those living and working on the 
land." At the July Summit, ALARM became the voice of the landless and 
their supporters. Far reaching resolutions were taken at the Summit. The 

principle of willing buyer/willing seller came under major attack from 
several different quarters - and, for the first time, ANC government 
officials appeared to be backing away from it, In his State of the Nation 
address to Parliament in February 2006, President Mbeki referred to the 
Summit resolution that the willing buyer/willing seller condition should 
be revisited. 

However, despite all the rhetoric, the impasse in respect of land 
policy and practice remains. It must be said that land based 

organisations in South Africa remain very weak and unorganised. The 
demise of the NLC and the reported divisions within the LPM are some 
of the examples. Furthermore, hopes that ALARM would fill an 
organisationaI gap were dashed when debates arose about the future of 
the initiative after the Land Summit. Former affiliates of the NLC such as 
the Surplus Peoples Project (SPP) argued thatALARM was a short term 
response to the crisis that faced NGOs when the Land Summit was 

announced. Something had to be done. After the Summit, the SPP 
argument was that there was no room for ALARM.z Others, mainly in the 
TCOE and the Transkei Land Service Organisation ~TRALSO), which was 
an affiiiate of the NLC, argued for the continued existence of ALARM in 

order to, inter alia, take forward the resoIutions of the Land Summit. 
These debates continued for the rest of 2005 and most of 2006. In the 
final analysis, the debates petered out and ALARM, as with the LPM, 

faded away. Most of the existing organisations in the tend sector on the 
whole continue to operate in isolation, although now and again they 
work together, as the annuaI reports of the SPP and TCOE suggest. 

In summary, the key issue around tensions amongst the NGOs in the 

sector seems to be how these movements should relate to the 
c state. Indeed, this is a challenge that has confronted most 

?organisations in post-colonial/independence Africa. tt is an issue, it which has yet to be resolved. We have seen how in the case of 

These discussions and debates are based on interviews and Conversations Lungisile 

had with some members of the SPP, Nkuzi Development organisation in 

and CALUSA, an affiliate of TCOE. 
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South Africa, organisatiuns such as the :NLC have moved backwards and 
forwards between collaborating with the state (the period roughly 
between 1994 and 1999) and adopting a more confrontational approach 

at times (during the Mbeki Presidency). These are of course broad 
generalisafions as some organisations continued their collaborative role 

with the state, while others were in favour of a much more 
confrontational approach where the mobflisation of the landless 

themselves would be a key strategy. 
Another issue which the formation of the LPM brought to the fore is 

the relationship between NGOs and ’grassroots’ social movements. Here, 

some of the key questions and issues revolve around how to build an 
autonomous people-centred organisation that can contest powerful. 
forces which support global capital; who should build this organisation; 
what is the relationship of the poor t:o those who support them; who 

should determine the agenda and so on. It is also a question about the 
¯ sustainability of rura~ based organisafions in the era of globalisation, 

particularly in situations where they operate on their own without 
positively seeking alliances with urban based organisations which are 
committed to social change and geared towards not only political 
liberation but socio-economic emancipation too.                     ~ 

Conclusion 

The Reconstruction and Development Programme initially promised 

transfer 30 per cent of white agricultural land to [ 
dispossessed blacks within the first five years of democratic 
:[5 years, less than 3 per cent has been redistributed. This single 
together with the recent history of land seizures and farm occult 
Zimbabwe has forced the land question into the public mind in    ..!~ 

Africa. 
A question on many people’s minds is: Wilt the kind of fa~ 

redistribution in Zimbabwe which transferred virtually all white ownei 

land into black hands in the space of naerely three years, happ 
Africa? There are many differences between Zimbabwe and 5 
- the level of proletarianisation and urbanisation [s much higher in 
Africa, the fact tha~ the struggle for liberation was largely an urban 

in South Africa, as opposed to a rural guerilla war in Zimbabwe, the 

level of industrialisation, settler alienation of land accounted for 
50 per cent of the land surface of Zi~mbabwe and about 90 per 

’ South Africa. Yet there are also some telling similarities between 

countries in respect of their colonial histories. 
One of the more striking anomalies between Zimbabwe and 

Africa is the number of people who have died in rural violence.¯ 
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Zimbabwe, the evidence is contradictory, but the highest figure 
presented is that 12 white farmers were murdered in the ~rmoiI during 
the process of Iand redistribution. In South Africa, with no apparent 

turmoil in sight, about i 500 white farmers and farm workers have been 
killed since 1994. This is a staggering number of murders. The South 
African Human Rights Commission (2003) published its report into farm 
violence in 2003. Its main finding was that these murders were 
criminally and not politically inspired. Jonny Steinberg (2002) tells an 
entirely different story in his gripping investigative account of the 
murder of a farmer’s son in the Midlands of KwaZuIu-Natal. It is a story 
of communal collusion in murder, premised on perceptions of the 
illegitimacy of white ownership oftand ir~ the heart of KwaZulu-Natal. 

Claims over tand, and beliefs about bow it should be returned to 
African ownership, are as widespread in South Africa as anywhere else 
in southern Africa, including Zimbabwe. It is impossible to extinguish 
these ctaims because they concern the perception of a birthright and not 
only the possibility of using Iand to create livelihoods or for residence. 
The market-based willing-buyer/wiIling-seIler model of land reform 
adopted in South Africa can never hope to reverse the horrors of colonial 
and apartheid dispossession which have prompted these claims in the 
first instance. The vioIence on farms, the illegal occupation of municipal 

land, the problem of unfarmabitity, of stock theft, cutting of fences, theft 
of electric wires and land invasions in rural areas alI relate in complex 

ways to the grossly imbalanced distribution of land ownership between 
blacks and whites. 

An organised campaign around land issues, with clear objectives and 

: strategy and involving those who are directly affected is a sine qua non 

¯ .for successful land redistribution, Such a structure becomes all the more 
~" given the organised nature of commercial farmers and the 

ey enjoy with other formations of capital in South Africa. There are two inter-linked issues. In the first place, we reject the 
to define the land question as a rural phenomenon with an 

agricultural focus, This is a very narrow and limited way of 

hinking about the land question. Not only does it exclude urban 
lea around the Iand question, including housing and the possibility 

agriculture, but the mining industry is also erased. This takes us 
[ issue which has to do with the nature of land and agrarian 

!ovements and questions of strategy. Defining the land question as 
cerned withagriculture shapes the nature and strategy of 

and agrarian movements in particular ways, which pose challenges 
~ the possibility of forging ailiances with urban based movements 
~ich are also involved in land struggles. 
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Besides the clear necessity for a greater degree of urgency around 

the demand for land by organisafions c~f civil society, it is also important 
that the state be held accountable on its own terms and by its own 

targets for land reform. In order to ensure the survival of democracy, 
there wilt have to be a way in which the state navigates between the 
legitimate claims for land by the dispossessed and the claims over land 
by those who currently hold iv Up to now, the governmenthas not taken 
this issue seriously at all. The budgets are woe ~l, there is no political 
will to see to it that delivery takes place, and tk e market as well as the 
constitutional and legislative frameworks favour the existing property 
holders. There is a huge gap between popular expectations of land 
reform delivery and the actual pnssibilifies for transferring land 
ownership to the maiorRy under the current constitutional arrangement~ 

and the stated objectives of safeguarding existing property holders in 
their landownership on the one har~d, and redistributing land to the 

previously dispossessed on the other, are manifestly contradictory. It 
was always going to be difficult to sJimultaneously redistribute land to 
the rural poor and maintain the rule of law in the context of the extreme 
racial distortions left by apartheid and in an environment of political 
compromise. The current government has opl~d to protect the rule of 
law against any opposition, including the homeless seeking a place to 

live. 
While the current division of land. is safeguarded by the constitution, 

this is no guarantee of its legitimacy. The unequal division of 
premised on conquest, is a constant reminder to the majority, that they 
remain excluded from the ownership of their country. Seen in this way, 

the claims about land are directly linked to the meaning of citizenship 

after 1994. The political legitimacy of the state through the franchise,:! 

and other civil and political rights enshrined in the constitution 
seen in the context of continued a:ad extreme inequality, and land is 

merely one of the indices of this inequality. 
One of the most compelling questions in South Africa is whether 

construction of a unitary democratic nation is viable in South Africa 

long as the colonial division of land remains more or less intact. A 
survey conducted by lames Gibson (2004) reveals the extent 
polafisafion in attitudes to land. Using a sample of 3 700 people, one 
the statements he put to his respondents in face-to-face interviews 
"(M)ost land in South Africa was token unfairly by white settlers, 
they thereforehave no right to the land today." He found that 
astonishing 85 per cent of the black respondents agreed with 
statement while only 8 per cent of the whites held the same view." 
far as this polarisation threatens nation- building, it also threate~ 
democracy. Since the identities are formed out of the 
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between a racial and class experience, the level of inequality in our 
society remains our most urgent social problem. 

We thus have to ask how we are going to reverse the accumulated 
privilege of being white in South Africa in favour of dispossessed blacks 
as long as the context remains an unequal colonial division of land. The 

democratic government has been very keen to uphold the rule of law, 
not least to allay the fears of potential foreign investors that their 

property will be protected by the state. The real challenge is whether 
redistribution will happen to an extent which wiI! lend popular 
legitimacy to the state and encourage economic growth within the 
framework of the current constitutional recognition of property rights. 
The vital question in th~s regard ~s a temporal one. What is the pace of 

change and is redistribution of land happening quickly enough? 
Our main concern is how the continued ~nequalit~es in land 

ownership translate, into racialised identities, w~th negative 
consequences for the project of nation-building and with very real 
threats to the long term sustai~abi]ity of democracy. Reconciliation was 
supposed to be the glue wh|ch holds our society together, but if ]and is 
not redistributed rapidly and drastically, there is a real possibility that 

continuing exclusion from ownership wilt turn into revenge rather than 
reconciliation, 

It is commonplace that ~dentit~es are complex, that there are 
contradictions in all of us that we may assume different sub~ectivities in 
different contexts, but ~is should not prevent us from attempting to 
deconstruct their meanings. What is clear though is that we have to 
avoid essentialising identities. Land is obv~ously not the only factor in 
the manner in which identities are formed in South Africa. People are 
clearly not one-dimens{onat zombies follow~ng a pre-determined path 
on the basis of the racial imbaIance in the distribution of land. It is 

unquestionabIe that ~dentities are forged by a multiplicity of sources, 
factors and variables, and that people may take on various identities ~n 

different situations, but there can be little doubt about the very powerful 
role of land as a metaphor of dispossession and as a continuing reality of 

poverty. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:31 AM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2601367 

Hey James, 

I do see abox with her name on it over here. It looks like a PC. Thanks! 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2601367 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Hi, Travis. Do you have the machine that she will be getting already over there? Was it a Mac or a PC? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:07 PM 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

RE: Your problem ticket 2602593 has been updated 

Oh Great! Doesn’t have to be very long because the computer is close to the outlet. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mai~to:arsvs~.remed~, 17.isis.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your problem ticket 2602593 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: ajmchale@email.unc.edu 
cc~ 

Sure! How long do you need it to be? 

James McHale, OASIS 

(919)901-0883 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bird~ eb s~biir~dex.pF?pa~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:28 PM 

Vierra, Billy M <billy.vierra@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Battle Schedule 

Thanks Billy[ 

From: Vierra, Billy M 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Battle Schedule 

Travis, 

Was glad to hear that contractors are working with you and don’t have issues. Should you have questions or concerns, 

please contact me. They should be running pipes up from basement to attic starting next week. 

Thanks, 

Billy 

Billy Vierra 

Design & Construction Services 

Electrical Design 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:27 AM 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: booking space for a syposium 

Hi Chris, 

That is great news[ [ was out sick yesterday so hopefully that spot is still available. I will go ahead and fill out that room 

reservation form as soon as I can. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Meinecke, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Koen, Bryan Williamson; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca 
Subject: RE: booking space for a syposium 

Hi Travis, 

Our director, John McGowan, has indicated that we will only be doing one event per room per day (not one event per 

day) so the date you want, Monday Nov :1gth is available. Please go to our website {www.iah.unc.edu) and fill out an 
official room reservation request so we can process your request. 

Best, 

Chris 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer, institute for the Arts and Humanities 
President, University Managers Association (umaowebouncoedu) 

Delegate, Division 8- Professional Staff, UNC-CH Employee Forum (forumouncoedu 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 32:1:1 

:120 Hyde Hall 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 9:19-962-6830 

F 9:19-962-:1:1:18 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

www.iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 4:31 PM 
To: Meinecke, Chris 
Subject: RE: booking space for a syposium 

Thanks, Chris[ I will get backto you on this. Have a great Labor Day weekend! -Travis 



From: Meinecke, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Institute for the Arts & Humanities; Koen, Bryan Williamson 
Subject: RE: booking space for a syposium 

Hi Travis, 

Our new policy at the IAH is to only have one external event in the building each day. Unfortunately there is already an 

event booked that day. Do you have any alternate dates you would consider? 

so, please send me a list of possible dates and if not, unfortunately you will need to look for another venue. If we find 

date that is available then I would ask that you fill out the Hyde Hall Room Reservation Request on our website. 

Please let me know how you want to proceed. 

Best, 

Chris 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
President, University Managers Association (uma.web.unc.edu) 

Delegate, Division 8 - Professional Staff, UNC-CH Employee Forum (forum.unc.edu) 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 3211 
120 Hyde Hall 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962-6830 

F 919-962-1118 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

www.iah.unc.edu 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 10:34 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Meinecke, Chris; Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: RE: booking space for a syposium 

Good morning Travis, 

I did have a nice summer, [ hope you did as well! I am no longer at the Institute but the lAWs business manager Chris 

Meinecke can assist you with your room reservation. I believe he is out of the office this morning so it may be a day or 

two until he gets back to you. 

Thank you for your patience and I hope you have a great school year[ 

Allison Barnes 
Office of University Events 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Cell 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, August 26, 2013 10:30 AM 
To." Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject." booking space for a syposium 

Hi Allison, 

Hope you had a great summer! Is the University Room available on Monday November 18 from 12:00pm to 5:00pm? It 

would be for a Symposium titled Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity. It would include a catered luncheon 

roundtable between 12:00pm-1:00pm. The keynote speaker is Professor Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:30 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu>; Woodruff, Holt <holt@unc.edu> 

RE: SWAH 405-001 

Thanks everyone! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Woodruff, Holt 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: SWAH 405-001 

Holt, 

Thank you for letting us know. [ just wanted to make sure you were aware since we have already released the rooms to 

you. The schedule has been updated in Astra. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-96216093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Woodruff, Holt 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
(~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: SWAH 405-001 

Charlotte, we gave African Studies permission to book SWAH 405-001 in GC 3033 room on R from 5-5:50pm. Travis had 

told me this class meets M and W at 1-1:50pm as well. Can you adjust their setup in Astra so that is it correct? We’ve got 

it on our building calendar as this. I know this third day of class is a bit odd to have it a different time but Travis and I 

thought it best to have it correctly reflected in Astra. I know other like the Hotline folks look at Astra for the room 

schedules. 

Thanks, 

Holt Woodruff 

UNC Global Support 

FedEx Global Education Center 
Campus Box 3268 

301 Pittsboro ST 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3268 

919-962-2435 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:33 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130905103014460.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.05.2013 10:30:14 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 
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4 1 African intellectuals, nationalism and pan- 
Africanism: a testimony 

JOSEPH KI-ZERBO 

Dear colleagues, 

I thank you for having invited me here as a witness to yesterday and 

today, inasmuch as the duty to remember can be a springboard to the 

future. Every age, of course, has its tasks, yet history consists of breaks and 

continuities. It may therefore be useful to quickly glance at the challenges 

that nationalism and pan-Africanism have persistently posed to African 

intellectuals over the past decades. 

One may also consider that Africa’s ’non-development’ originates in 

the generally negative and externally supported conflict between the state, 

nationalism and pan-Africanism. 

Introduction 

In the interaction between the state, nationalism and pan-Mricanism, 

intellectuals play a significant and even decisive role through reflection and 

action, theory and practice. Now what is the cause of the negative inter- 

action? How can one explain the phenomenon whereby the cost of accu- 

mulation of wealth and development elsewhere remains the cost of Africa’s 

stagnation and its inability to take off? How come human cost elsewhere 

becomes human sacrifice here? A re-examination of these problems with 

the hindsight of my personal experience could shed a glimmer of light 

on the said problems. Since I have chosen to be both an intellectual and 

a politicafly committed man, however, or rather a man deeply concerned 

with political affairs (a choice that is not all that atypical), it is important 

that I explain my position on the relationship between the intellectual 

and politics. 

It is easy to establish a dichotomy, with a neat stroke of the theoretical 

sword, between the political class, on the one hand, and civil society, on 

the other. The reality is more complex than that, however. In truth, who 

is an intellectual? Who practises or does not practise politics? 

The title ’intellectual’ is generously distributed in Africa and jealously 

guarded. Strictly speaking, producers of scientific, literary or artistic works 

could be considered as intellectuals. An exceptional police officer can very 

well meet this requirement. In a broad sense, however, everyone who earns 

a living mainly from intellectual activities could be viewed as an intellectual. 

In this light, every type of society and every period or mode of production 

has its intellectuals. The scribes of ancient Egypt, the oulemas and doc- 

tors of medieval Timbuktu, dozens of whose names are mentioned at the 

beginning of Tarikh es Sudan, workers in the court of Emperor Ashanti 

in the eighteenth century, advisers to the king of Burundi who were res- 

ponsible for interpreting dreams (which is the real function of certain 

government journalists today), griots (praise singers), traditional doctors 

and psychiatrists, bronze-smiths, sculptors and masked dancers (who are 

not ordinary dancers!) are all intellectuals. 

Every man is, in a sense, an intellectual or an intellectual worker; there 

is a certain communion between physical work and intellectual work, Homo 

faber and Homo sapiens. Under such conditions, can one talk of a group, 

a class or a caste of African intellectuals? 

Yes and no, for intellectuals, in the narrow sense of the word, do not 

play a specific univocal role in production or the power structure. They 

can be government workers, servants of the ruling class, workers of the 

superstructure of ideas, ideologies, symbols and emotions. But they can 

also be spearheads of the most destructive counter-forces, viruses or retro- 

viruses against the most firmly established political systems. Like the griot, 

they can successively destroy and edify, magnify or drag one and the same 

person through the mud. The griot occasionally even refers to himself as 

soungourouba (free girl). Intellectuals, without necessarily being a mercan- 

tile, mercenary and venal lot, can be classified as nomads, like a stock of 

knowledge listed on the stock exchange. 

By definition, in the domain of ideas and spiritual hegemony, the intel- 

lectual is indeterminate, independent, critical, called upon to change, to 

overtake and to bypass others. This is the source of his grandeur and 

misery, and one of the reasons why he is an alligator at ease in every river 

or ill at ease outside the river. 

When some intellectuals say that they do not dabble in politics, this 

does not mean that they do not have political ideas, that they do not vote, 

that they have nothing to say on educational or economic policy, that they 

are indifferent to the constitution of their country, to laws or decrees, 

including those governing promotion in their careers, or that they have 

nothing to do with the safety of persons, nor with university immunities 

that guarantee their autonomy. 

In short, in the narrow sense, there is the family of intellectuals, which 

is a hybrid, heterogeneous group, and in the broader sense, the collective 

intellectual (in the general sense of the word). Of course, there is unend- 

ing interaction (actions and reactions) between these two poles. Politics 
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comes into play between the two poles, or rather between these bipartisan 

poles, as an initiator, a catalyst, or a snuffer of the mind, depending on 

the circumstances. According to Hegel, the goal of reason’s itinerary in 

history is the state, that is to say political reason. Marx, by contrast, is of 

the view that the political superstructure is the reflection of material and 

social contradictions at various stages of history. Politics obtains in both 

cases, and it is up to men and women, including intellectuals, to give it 

meaning. 

Invariably, state politics seeks to achieve specific objectives such as 

conquering, managing and controlling the state through mechanisms in 

which citizens and, therefore, intellectuals are also called on to participate. 

One also understands that intellectuals are more allergic to or immune to 

politics in the narrow sense of the word. This is normal inasmuch as they 

are the spearhead of civil society, and independence or, at least, autonomy 

is the decisive yardstick of civil society, as concerns any real or potential 

power. 

Professional intellectuals are fully aware, however, that thought is not 

an innocent exercise. The problem is not commitment or lack of commit- 

ment. Be that as it may, one is committed albeit indirectly to the status 

quo, which is consolidated by one’s very neutrality. But can one afford to 

be neutral in an Mrican state where de facto monopartism reigns supreme? 

Can one be a passive observer before unfolding unipolar thought, be it 

endogenous or exogenous? Can the intellectual encamp like a hardened 

nomad in an oasis, while all around him are raging genocides, mass move- 

ments of refugees, tortures and mutilations, random destruction of the 

environment and bit-diversity, hostage-taking of the young generation 

as cannon fodder for warlords, the decimation of whole populations by 

pandemics, the stranglehold of the republican army, the giving away and 

eradication of age-old cultures and distinct knowledge? 

The intellectual is steeped in his society, immersed in the aggressive 

ongoing giobalization process. He cannot flee from one form of globaliza- 

tion to seek refuge in another. And what is more, he cannot lay claim to 

total independence from the system, for he is an indispensable cog in the 

wheel. Many intellectuals are almost more useful to the government in 

power than activists or apparatchiks, for the latter, who are legally regis- 

tered and visible, have to be paid, whereas the objective, implicit and 

anonymous support of anti-political intellectuals is free of charge! This 

does not mean that intellectuals have to be members of political parties, 

much less opposition parties. They should develop an active neutrality, 

however, a positive autonomy, as opposed to one that is inert, amorphous 

and mute. They would thus earn POguy’s famous peremptory rating of 
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certain intellectuals: ’They have clean hands, but the unfortunate thing 

is that they have no hands!’ This means that African intellectuals have to 

be at the forefront of responsible citizenship. 

For the handful of us university students in the late 195os, however, 

the nationalist option was not really a matter of choice; it was structur- 

ally programmed as a dialectic and antagonistic break with the realities, 

interests and values of the colonial nation-state whose intellectuals, drawn 

from the colonial school, had precisely to contribute to their permanent 

maintenance in power. Among intellectuals, the nationalist option - not 

to be mistaken for aggressive and hegemonic nationalism - was initially 

a refusal, a rebellion and a phenomenon of rejection that, by definition, 

assumed a precedence and priority that outweighed those of a myth or 

a postulate. It was the catechism of students at the time, expressed in 

Kwame Nkrumah’s famous ’Seek ye first the political kingdom’, which 

I echoed in an editorial of our journal, Tam-Tam, in 1952: ’On demande 

des Nationalistes!’ (the people demand nationalists!). The conflicting get- 

strategic interests of the superpowers; the cold war that fanned the armed 

conflicts of the liberation struggle; the ’dirty wars’ in which the ’Wretched 

of the Earth’ sacrificed themselves mutually under their common master’s 

iron rule, in which Western ’democracies’ allied with the apartheid regime 

and Mobutu against the spectre of Moscow, and distinguished African 

intellectuals such as Amilcar Cabral and Frantz Fanon, inter alia, resorted 

to guerrilla warfare and ended up paying the ultimate price - a sign that 

the discourse of intellectuals does not boil down to verbal discourse only 

- this was more or less the fate suffered by intellectuals of that era. I 

attended the funeral of Amilcar Cabral in Conakry and saw with my own 

eyes the impact of the lethal bullet on his head. 

Between that opportune moment, the practically unanimous state of 

grace of the rejection of the colonial system and the decisive historic 

moment of the construction of an alternative liberal and liberating system 

lay the dark and deadly period when intellectuals were at one another’s 

throats, thereby derailing or at least impeding the liberation movement. 

This process is not yet over. It started, as it were, with the hijacking of 

collaborative intellectuals endowed with the official powers of newly won 

independence, whereas such sycophants and zombies were being mani- 

pulated to derail the struggle for independence. I witnessed first-hand 

the meteoric rise of a fierce opponent of independence who was virtu- 

ally catapulted to the highest office, whereas a few months before he had 

countered the arguments raised in our manifesto, ’Let us liberate Africa!’, 

by asserting: ’Are you students mad? You demand independence whereas 

economically we have nothing; we cannot even manufacture a needle!’ I 



retorted, ’Do you realize that after sixty years of colonialism, economically 

we have nothing and you want us to stagnate in this situation?’ This debate 

was futile, anyway. 

Now, the most insidious trap awaiting nationalist intellectuals is the 

appeal for their professional skills, which they cannot deny their fatherland, 

whatever the reason. Several intellectuals, mostly nationalists, were yoked 

to the power structure as the most eminent experts in their respective fields 

and, exclusively in that capacity, they were trapped. How could they have 

turned a deaf ear to such an offer which satisfied an aspiration, a secret 

yearning, the apparently uncompromising realization of self? ’Silence! We 

are developing!’ 

How many generations of executive officers have thus been politi- 

cally sterilized! How many newly liberated countries have watched their 

nationalist executives siphoned offand swallowed up by the state technical 

apparatus! How many executive officials, initially ’highly skilled and moti- 

vated’, gradually lose their enthusiasm and expertise! Under the auspices 

of the nation or the United Nations ... For, apparently, expertise has no 

colour. The deficit and inflation are neither left-wing nor right-wing ... 

they say. Is it proper, in building the state dependent on Structural Adjust- 

ment Programmes, to compromise the independence of the nation? Yet 

far too many intellectuals have suffered or died in the savage claws of the 

supposedly neutral tropical Leviathan that is keen to snuff out the debate 

once and for all. Rule of law or rule by the right? Class state, clan state, 

ethnic state, patrimonial oligarchy? ... The elan of African intellectuals 

’has reasons that defy reason’, reasons that defy nationhood. And yet the 

ethnic group is the potential seat and unmistakable bedrock of the African 

heritage. It can also become the African nation’s genocide mass grave. This 

is the pathetic crossroads where African intellectuals find themselves today 

- between civil society, to which they naturally belong, and the nation-state. 

Perhaps we should start with some semantic clean-up and fine-tuning, 

however. Where is the state? Where is the nation? 

Nationalism 

There was a time when some African peoples, in keeping with Hegel’s 

thought (the state as the ultimate reflection of reason’s itinerary in his- 

tory?), were disqualified because they had not attained the higher stage 

of state societies. They were labelled as ’segmented’, ’acephalic’ societies. 

The World Bank, however, now demands the ’lesser state’, the ’non-state’. 

The functions of the state inherited specifically during the colonial era 

are coercion, repression, window-dressing or, better still, veneering of the 

state apparatus, as opposed to the principle, the software, the spirit that 
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justifies the institution - that is, the submission of all without exception 

to impersonal power. The rule of law is an objective system which keeps 

its distance and the minimum neutrality in relation to all citizens and 

groups considered as equals. This calls for the application of the principle 

of horizontal separation and sharing of powers between the legislature, the 

judiciary and the executive, as opposed to a situation whereby the latter 

holds the monopoly of power and identifies (as Louis XIV did) with the 

state, which is the general trend in Africa. 

Given its vertical nature, power in Africa often resembles the two-faced 

god (Janus) in Roman mythology - with one liberal, democratic, polished, 

refined and orthodox face looking to the outside world, and another, con- 

cealed, surly, implacable, not to say savage, looking towards the interior. 

The state is the inevitable channel of foreign aid to the people. Some 

states and even clan regimes live extravagantly and thrive on this lie, this 

semantic alibi. 

And the nation? By a legal falsehood which borders on the taboo, 

the African state is considered as a nation-state in the sense given it in 

nineteenth-century Europe. This meaning is already being called into ques- 

tion, and even viewed as outdated in the Europe of the Maastricht Treaty 

and Schengen Agreement. Who can mark boundaries between nations or 

indeed nationalities in Africa? With such boundaries marked along lines of 

local African languages, African peoples, these pre-nations are fragmented 

into two, four, seven or ten existing states. The official languages, which 

are mostly foreign, do not reflect the configuration of African nations. 

There are too many so-called national foreign languages, in spite of the 

existence of major trans-ethnic languages which, barring Arabic, Kiswahili, 

Shango, etc., do not play any official role. ls it too early for the African 

nation, which has not received its baptism of fire through major trials and 

tribulations or major founding communions? Or is it really too late? As a 

matter of fact, the globalization of market technologies, new information 

technologies, attitudes and corporations without borders, rightly called 

multinationals, makes the composition of a micro-nation in Africa in the 

third millennium an absurd contradiction. It is not only a contradiction; 

it is utterly meaningless. Where in the occasionally explosive mixture of 

diverse allegiances do we situate the feeling of belonging which every 

human being needs in order to be a person, and which every community 

needs for visibility and recognition? The only solution is for nations to 

transcend themselves through integration and decentralization, and not 

through impossible ethnic-based democracy. This means that the pan- 

Africanist option remains as inevitable today as it was in the past.1 
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Pan-Afr|can|$m 

Kwame Nkrumah, supported by a few distinguished intellectuals, sol- 

emnly proclaimed: ’The independence of Ghana is meaningless, unless the 

whole of Africa is liberated; unless Africa is united. Africa must unite!’ 

I was a humble witness to, and an actor in, that race against time, that 

exciting, momentous sprint in which Africa searched for its identity while 

the colonialists sought to thwart its efforts through the divide-and-rule 

policy and dismantled the federations that they themselves had established. 

Pan-Africanist euphoria peaked in the years that immediately preceded or 

followed the accession to de jure independence. While Cheikh Anta Diop 

vehemently inveighed against ’dwarf states’, while L6opold S6dar Senghor 

denounced the ’partitioning’ of the continent, while the FEANF (Fdddration 

des 6tudiants d’Afrique noire en France) highlighted African events in in- 

cendiary writings and powerful demonstrations, and while the Patti Africain 

de l’Inddpendance (African Independence Party) was being formed, we 

launched the manifesto of the African Movement for National Liberation: 

’Let us liberate Africa!’, in which we opted for immediate independence, 

the United States of Africa and a socialism that had to be premised on local 

realities, interests and values. That document, which gave precedence to 

the pan-Africanist ideal, called for the ’no’ vote in the referendum of 28 

September 1958 in which the people had to choose between two options: 

the Franco-African community or independence. The French government, 

however, had decided that vote-counting during that referendum would 

be organized at the level of territories instead of federations. The day of 

the referendum marked the historic break between nationalism and pan- 

Africanism in a phoney dilemma that had no real stakes, and which threw 

the French-speaking African intelligentsia into total disarray: would the pre- 

mature so-called vote for independence, which fell within the inadequate 

framework of the micro-national territory, not break, ipsofactof~ the bonds 

of unity and ultimately compromise independence itself?. In presenting the 

people with that false choice between unity within a colonial system and 

independence in divided ranks, the colonialists clouded the issue, shooting 

two birds with one stone, particularly by dividing African intellectuals into 

two opposing camps: those advocating the pre-eminence and/or the priority 

of independence, on the one hand, and those in favour of unity first and 

foremost, on the other; the colonialists, of course, knew that both camps 

were bound to lose. For several decades, most of us were torn between the 

two poles of that contradiction, which was a complete fabrication, trying to 

piece together what was left of a broken dream and to limit the damage. 

I allude to this in my diary for the second half of 1958. 

In July and August, I toured Upper Volta and Dahomey to campaign 
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for independence. During my transit through Ghana, I was able, in two 

days, to meet Kwame Nkrumah in his office in Christiansburg, thanks to 

Georges Padmore, who had arranged the visit. 

For a young lecturer like myself, that meeting with the prophet of 

pan-Africanism, which lasted about an hour, was one of the high points 

of my life. During the meeting, Kwame Nkrumah listened attentively to 

my presentation on our manifesto and expressed his views on relations 

between our countries and our continent, before introducing me to his 

ministers, clad in traditional robes. I felt as if I had earned my passport 

as a pan-African citizen and emerged as an initiated neophyte from the 

forest of masks. 

In late 1958, we lost the political battle of the referendum: the independ- 

ence option was massively rejected by all countries except Guinea, where 

the ’no’ victory vote gave the country an impetus that would ultimately 

lead to the independence of the other countries. 

The immediate result of the ’no’ vote was the withdrawal of all French 

technical assistance. S6kou Tour6 sent an SOS to managerial staff through- 

out Mrica and the Caribbean, appealing to them to come and take over 

from the French. After negotiations, a few dozen executive workers decided 

to retum to Guinea, abandoning their careers, with the conviction that the 

dialectic between independence and unity was the only way to salvation. 

This was the idea I defended before the Political Bureau of the PDG (Parti 

D6mocratique de Guin6e - Democratic Party of Guinea), when my col- 

leagues honoured me by appointing me as their spokesperson to explain 

the purpose of our expeditionary force of pan-African nationalists. The 

particularly warm welcome we received at the National Assembly from the 

Guinean people is also one of the high points of my life. 

In late 1958, the African Peoples’ Conference in Accra, which brought 

together representatives of political movements and civil society to restore 

order to the ideas and ranks of pan-African nationalists, was a turning point 

in the commitment of intellectuals, particularly in the liberation struggle 

(whether armed or not), alliances, etc. I sat next to Patrice Em6ry Lumumba, 

and I can say that we immediately identified with one another. The con- 

ference was also attended by trade unionists such as Abdoulaye Diallo of 

Ugtan and Tom Mboya (two brilliant leaders). There were delegations of 

young men and women. Nnamdi Azikiwe and Awolowo, with their retinue of 

ardent supporters, were also in attendance. Frantz Fanon, who also attended 

the conference, burst into tears while relating Algeria’s tragic martyrdom. 

In fact, the armed struggle was a recurrent theme during the intellectual 

discussions. What we were discussing was being put into practice by free- 

dom fighters in the outskirts of Accra, in Algeria, Dar es Salaam, etc. Ahmed 
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Ben Bella expressed in graphic terms the strategic concept of pan-African 

nationalism by exclaiming in Addis Ababa in t963: ’We have talked of a 

development bank. Why have we not talked of a blood bank? A blood bank 

to assist those fighting in Angola and everywhere in Africa. Thus, to free the 

peoples who are still under colonial domination, we all accept to die a little 

or entirely, so that African unity may not be an empty slogan.’ 

During the hundreds of meetings held shortly before or after indepen- 

dence, dozens of subjects were studied and researched in an in-depth 

manner at national, bilateral, multilateral and UN levels, thus yielding a 

treasure trove of knowledge that deserves methodic and systematic revisit- 

ing: congresses for intellectuals, pan-African festivals, colloquia organized 

by the Economic Commission for Africa, UNESCO, UNIDO, WHO and other 

specialized agencies of the United Nations, international conferences of 

ONA or the AAU (Association of African Universities), etc., helped to build 

a body of knowledge, a rich data bank which is still very relevant today. 

There is no shortage of research subjects in the fields of education, 

African personality, ’sustainable development’, the environment, science 

and technology, conflicts, borders, food security, desertification, demo- 

cracy, the WTO, etc. 

The research approach is at times strictly disciplinary and specialized, to 

the extent of questioning the epistemologieal and methodological founda- 

tions of science, as was the case with history and philosophy, and as should 

be much more the case in medicine, demography, public and private law, 

economics, architecture, regional development, etc. I have written about 

this: the inter-African approach is an imperative of science. In the social 

sciences, no discipline can claim to produce excellent scientific results 

in Africa without taking into account the inter-African dimension, not 

only because of research costs, but also because desertification, winds 

and clouds, aerosols, epidemics and epizootic diseases and music and 

dance forms know no boundaries. In short, the geographical, historical, 

linguistic, religious, natural and medical sciences, etc., must be studied 

from an inter-African perspective. 

To understand the economy of a country, one has to observe processes 

under way in neighbouring countries. To trace the evolution of a given 

people, the historian has to pass through two, three, five or perhaps ten 

states. In geology or physical geography, river or lacustrine basins can only 

be understood when they are studied across a large number of countries. 

In brief, there is no micro-national science,z 

Elsewhere, the inter-disciplinary, trans-disciplinary or systemic ap- 

proach adopted for the study of transverse subjects, as CODESRIA has 

stressed on several occasions, sheds light on African realities in a more 
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comprehensive manner, as was absolutely required in the case of apartheid, 

which I had the opportunity to experience cursorily in Rhodesia. 

The dimension relating to the diaspora was extremely dynamic, powerful 

and effective in the nationalist and pan-African movement: pan-Africanist 

ideas were disseminated in London, in the Caribbean, in PrdsenceAfricaine, 

at the WlNNEBA Centre for Political Studies (Ghana), in Jamaica and the 

United States, through the universal message of ideologies and the African 

American arts. At the Conference on the African Encyclopedia, which ! had 

the honour of chairing, I met W. E. B. Dubois and subsequently attended 

the state funeral organized by Kwame Nkrumah to pay homage to that 

great pan-Africanist. 

At the 2ool World Conference against Racism in Durban, African Amer- 

ican intellectuals played a decisive role, as they had done here and there 

in the past, with a view to compelling the international community to 

recognize the slave trade as a crime against humanity. 

In brief, the OAU, a provisional and fragile pan-African organization, has 

achieved only partial independence - partial independence because right 

up to the turn of the century, former French Prime Minister R. Balladur 

could still write in his M~moires: ’I decided to devalue the CFA Franc.’ 

Similarly, the OAU has achieved only partial unity because it committed 

the original sin of maintaining colonial borders, supposedly to prevent 

conflicts. Yet these same borders are in flames. They are structurally prone 

to conflict. They make every African a foreigner to at least 8o per cent of 

the other Africans. African borders are instruments of vivisection of peoples 

and have, since their establishment, caused untold human sacrifice in the 

form of fratricidal holocausts, merely out of respect for boundary lines 

already marked in blood by the colonial conquest; such arbitrary and, 

at times, imaginary parallel and longitudinal lines are too mathematical 

to be human. They are often insane, outrageous, divisive and senseless 

because they underdevelop the people torn apart. I dare hypothesize, not 

to say postulate, that the OAU’s generally mediocre performance stems 

from the fact that the struggle for African nationalism was delinked from 

the struggle for pan-Africanism, and the majority of African intellectuals 

accepted and supported this fatal split. In fact, in making the transition 

from nationalism, whose separation from pan-Africanism was smooth 

albeit fatal, to constructive nationalism (nation-building), a major historical 

and decisive process set in: globalization, which renders more obsolete than 

ever Kwame Nkrumah’s peremptory statement: ’Ghana’s independence 

is meaningless, unless the whole of Africa is liberated; unless Mrica is 

united.’ One can even say that such still-born independence deconstructs 

unity and vice versa. 
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In other words, Africa must stand on its own feet (independence and 

unity), if it is to stop being what it is today - lame, bedridden and in a 

coma. African intellectuals, instead of contributing to the production of 

theoretical discourse and a parody of development at a structural dead end, 

must decode, unmask, condemn and refute this in favour of alternative 

globalization and regionalization that needs to be invented through the 

discovery, if not of a new New World, at least of another Africa which we 

ourselves and the word need. 

The role of intellectuals in generating the binomial driving force of 

the African Renaissance 

In our opinion, this role will entail adopting the identity option, which 

consists in knowing oneself (Yeredon) and, first of all, building oneself up, 

forging a personality - that is, a role in the word of today. This calls for 

active resistance against the neo-liberal globalization ideology imposed 

by the international financial institutions which were recendy criticized 

by Nobel Prize economics laureate ]oseph Stiglitz, former chief econo- 

mist at the World Bank, who finds that they run counter to the Keynesian 

expansionist approach in matters of employment, effective demand and 

state intervention. He writes: ’Today globalisation does not work. It does 

not work for the poor of the world. It does not work for the environment. 

It does not work for the stability of the world economy? [ ... ] If there is 

discontent with globalisation, it is because, clearly, it has placed not just 

the economy above all else, but also a particular vision of the economy 

- that of market fanaticism - above all others.’4 He does not hesitate to 

talk of ’world injustice’ and the ’hypocrisy of the advanced industrialized 

countries’ in matters of state intervention, environmental and social costs, 

aid, net capital flows, etc. 

Now, if there is a social group that should play the role of immune 

defences to prevent Mdca from sinking into the A1DS of structural under- 

development, it is surely, first and foremost, the intellectuals who are 

sons of this continent. To take just one example, we will cite the work of 

Mohamed Larbi Bouguerra: La Recherche contre le Tiers Monde? 

The mere constraint of abiding by the axioms of the Chicago School, 

which advocates absolute respect for macroeconomic indicators and 

aggregates - even if the human costs were to be regarded as collateral 

or secondary effects - should automatically give Mrican intellectuals two 

reasons for rejecting such axioms: first, we have shifted from econometrics 

to econolatrics (worship of economics); and second, our countries have 

been exploited for selfish ends, manipulated, as they are, like guinea pigs 

in a fundamentalist ideological experiment. 
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Let us, however, avoid two fatal pitfalls here. First, we must not, in our 

own turn, blame all our own performance shortfalls and our complicities 

on others by painting everyone else black: the North, the West, the East. 

The axis of evil or good has nothing to do with cardinal points. 

Besides, we should remember that the specific solution to this negative 

balance of power does not lie in bemoaning our lot, inveighing against 

others or withdrawing into micro-nationalism, but in transforming the 

unequal terms of trade through pan-Mricanist nationalism or nationalist 

pan-Africanism. 

More important, and better than the two sides of the same medal, is the 

dual nature of the commitment of the African intellectual, who is driven 

by a sense of dialectical cross-fertilization, given that nationalism without 

pan-Mricanism is meaningless and pan-Africanism without a liberation 

dimension is also an absurdity. 

The micro-national level suffers from two fundamental and structural 

shortcomings. First, there is the incapacity to drive development to a level 

and magnitude that can generate a ripple effect or synergy, especially in 

matters of industrialization and value added (economies of scale). Besides, 

the dictates of the SAPs do not necessarily rule out cases of denial of justice. 

It is quite the contrary when the state itself is privatized and subjected 

to patrimonial, clannish or ethnic management.6 By subtle subterfuge 

tribalism is used as a pretext to reject indispensable reforms; ’multiparty 

democracy plays into the hands of ethnic groups’. 

Even religion is also turned to account in this new breed of kultur- 

kampf . 

One wonders whether the artificial nature of the nation-state, a fragile 

state founded on dismembered peoples, with no civil society, no memory 

and no goals, is not the source of the collective and schizophrenic exist- 

ential disarray that is poles apart from the nation as a fundamental prin- 

ciple of cohesion. 

The untreated traumas stifled for decades or centuries can develop 

psychotic complexes in the subconscious or the unconscious, which explain 

the subsequent monstrous and fratricidal explosions. Thanks to the social 

sciences, we can contribute to the treatment of this type of syndrome, 

preferably in a prophylactic manner. 

In the face of the exploitation of real or artificial ethnic identities for self- 

ish ends, we have to foster a new African, nay - an African neo-personality 

that espouses the ethnic group and jettisons ethnicism. 

In point of fact, even if ethnic group, in the real sense of the term, is 

the huh of Africa’s cultural identity, the combination of the predatory greed 

of traffickers and the existence of a poor and illiterate youth create fertile 
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ground for the emergence of militias rooted in para-ethnic micro-identities 

- the veritable metastasis of an evil that is not peculiar to Africa. 

The strategic goal of African intellectuals should, therefore, be to forge 

a new nationalism wherein pan-Africanism will be an integral part, serving 

as a driving force and giving it meaning. 

This calls for a new objective status for knowledge, for all forms of 

knowledge, including ours. Such authentic knowledge gives intellectuals 

the legitimacy and credibility to assume leadership of the African Renais- 

sance.7 Such knowledge is self-driven, not cited or recited. 

The challenge is for each community that has this bounden duty to 

forge new syntheses, a new community that is consistent and compatible 

with external and internal, specific and universal realities. The universal 

dimension should not be an imposition of some specifics; neither should 

it be the sum total of all the specifics. Rather, it should be a fruitful and 

harmonious blend of the best and the most precious aspects of all the 

specifics, culminating in unity at the summit of the human pyramid. 

The idea is not to produce, by coercing the weak cultures of the world, 

a high-yield cultural hybrid, a stereotyped cultural GMO, but rather to 

strengthen the capacities of each culture and to place it in a state of 

dynamic procreation. 

Exclusion must be excluded, for exclusion is barbarism. It is only at 

this price that cultural diversity will become the ’last frontier’ separating 

us from the new ’New World’ - not the new world of some distant era but 

that of tomorrow. 

African intellectuals must refuse and reject all forms of internal and 

external subordination, arbitrary limitation and exclusion. They must reject 

the restrictive status quo with its conflict-prone structure: that is, strive for 

genuine modernity wherein everyone is true to himself or herself and all 

positive interaction is possible. 

In this regard, the African heritage, in all forms, has to be built or 

rebuilt; even if it cannot be pieced together physically, at least its sources 

and resources can be tapped through the New Information and Com- 

munication Technologies (NICT). 

This should be like a monument to Africa’s historic places and historic 

achievements - a reminder of the low ebb as well, for we must eschew 

retrospective romanticism. It is only the complete history (past, present 

and future) which will vindicate us. 

Drawing from the resources of the electronic web, African intellectuals 

have to be both teachers and researchers, both disseminators of knowledge 

and mutually supportive depositories of data. Internally driven growth is 

not only production but social reproduction as well. 
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Thus, the New African Nation for intellectuals is not a rigid territorial 

entity, conveniently defined and confined, but a place and a setting without 

borders and without shores, open and ecumenical; with the proviso that un- 

fair trade with partners shall be abolished. The diaspora is part and parcel of 

this new concept of the African nation. Such a concept calls for imagination, 

method, foresight and organization, as experimentally successfully achieved 

in many structures and organizations: CODESRIA, the AAU (Association 

of African Universities), CAMES (Higher Education Council for Africa and 

Madagascar), disciplinary structures such as the AAH (Association of African 

Historians), etc. Leadership within civil society - ’hegemony’ in the Gram- 

scian sense of the word - comes with that price tag. 

It is only at the level of the sub-region, at least, that such a project can 

be financed, for example through sponsorships, with greater emphasis laid 

on the productive investment aspect of research in social sciences. Research 

in history, even the history unfolding before our very eyes, and archaeology 

is very costly but it also generates considerable revenue. Mr Romano Prodi, 

president of the European Commission, in his address to the National 

Assembly in Ouagadougou, referred to Africa as the cradle of humanity 

and, potentially, the future of the same humanity. Yet when President 

Idriss Deby went to Montpellier to visit Toumai, the oldest australopithecus 

discovered in Chad, the media talked much less of our common ancestor 

than of the ceremony at which the president was inaugurating a crude oil 

exploitation project some weeks later. 

Let us not gloss over any area. Oil is all well and good, but it can also 

be very harmful. We must not forget, however, to place at the centre of our 

identity the reminiscence that we gave birth to man and to history, as well 

as the memory of the generations that worked - sometimes making the 

ultimate sacrifice - to build the African Union, whose first commission 

president is also an intellectual - Alpha Oumar Konare. 

In point of fact, we have multiple identities, multiple citizenships as 

well, beginning with the village grass roots. But if we do not want our 

children to be condemned to selling mobile telephone cards, second-hand 

clothing and disposable hankies at the crossroads of our cities, we must 

have, somewhere in Africa, a strong geo-cultural and economic nerve centre, 

with African intellectuals serving as prototypes and vectors. 

African intellectuals must help the people to develop a more balanced 

and healthier view of property, of money, sometimes defined as the ’com- 

mon denominator’, which has wraught untold havoc on states and nations. 

Without being idealistic, the ’common denominator’ or ’measure for all’ as 

a reference point and ultimate goal is man himself. Africans say: ’Money 

is good but man is better because he answers when he is called.’ The 
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content of this answer is another matter. It is also said that ’The old man 

is worth more than his price’; which takes us to the post-economic realm 

(metaeconomics?), the importance of which is made evident by the human 

casualties of the heatwave in Europe in the summer of 2003. Intellectuals 

should assist in analysing the African social solidarity that mobilizes, on 

a daily basis, tens, hundreds, millions of Africans. Culture has to be ’in- 

frastructured’ to produce the contemporary version that conforms to the 

famous principle: ’Not everything is available on the market’; in any case, 

not in the same quantities. Soil, health, basic education, potable water 

cannot be left to the discretion of the ’invisible hand’ of the market. 

The values platform often coincides with that of political options. 

Without being partisan, and precisely as a member of civil society, the intel- 

lectual can help to civilize politics, so much so that we become ’masters of 

our destiny and captains of our soul’, to borrow from Nelson Mandela. 

In this respect as well, the pan-African platform and structures are 

necessary - nay sufficient - conditions for better protection of human 

rights, development and democracy for the benefit of intellectuals and 

their fellow citizens. 

To conclude, I would like to point out that specialists in the social 

sciences, artists and film-makers do not make good use of the intellectual 

and emotional shock potential of myths, folk tales and cosmogonies, which 

are a veritable cornucopia. From the West, let us cite Prometheus (who 

also exists in Africa), Oedipus, Ariadne’s thread, etc. 

To draw an analogy between the African continent and Osiris, I would 

say we have to rebuild the African Osiris. It was the brother of Osiris, the 

wicked Seth, who murdered him, dismembered him, and went on to scatter 

the limbs so that he should never be pieced together and revived. 

But it was his sister, Isis, sister-cum-spouse, supreme mistress of the 

occult and quintessential science, who found, gathered and rearranged the 

limbs, thereby making his renaissance and resurrection possible. 

I think there is an obvious analogy here with the case of Africa, which 

has been dismembered several times over and which now needs to be 

assembled. Intellectuals can play the role of Isis. 

In another African folk tale about the creation of the universe it is said 

that after creating the whole universe God asked himself the question: ’For 

whom will the sun shine?’ And that is how he created the human being: 

so that the sun may have meaning ... 

Meaning: this takes us back to the role of the intellectual who creates 

meaning. It takes us back to Kwame Nkrumah’s prophetic warning: 

’Ghana’s independence is meaningless, unless the whole of Africa is lib- 

erated.’ 
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Yes, we have to piece together the African Osiris, so that the African 

nation, African nationalism, may have meaning. 

I thank you all. 

No~s 

Yves Aimaizo, L’Afrique est-elle incapable de s’unir? (Paris: L’Harmattan, 

2002). 

2 J. Ki-Zerbo, La Natte des autres, pour un d~eloppement endogbne en 

Afrique (Paris: CODI~SRIA, 1984), pp. 3ff. 

3 Joseph Stiglitz, La Ddsillusion (Paris : Fayart, zoo3), p. z79. 

4 Ibid., p. 286. 

5 Mohamed Larbi Bouguerra, LaRecherche contre le TiersMonde (Paris: 

PUF, 1993). 

60dile Goerg, ’Cat6gorisations et representation des espaces et des popu- 

lations ou comment dchapper au retour des clich6s’, Aft~’ka Zamani, 7 and 8, 

~999-zooo, pp. 9 ~ff. 

7 C.A. Diop, Towards theAfricanRenaissance:Essays on Culture and 

Development (New Jersey: Red Sea Press, 2996). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:11 PM 

Pettineo, Denise <DPettineo@aux-services.unc.edu> 

RE: R10442-ACCESS CODES 

John stopped by and it was working. Thanks! 

From: Pettineo, Denise 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: R10442-ACCESS CODES 

You’re welcome. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Pettineo, Denise 
Subject: RE: R10442-ACCESS CODES 

Ok, Thank you ! 

From: Pettineo, Denise 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: R10442-ACCESS CODES 

Ok, I will send someone by if not this afternoon then tomorrow morning. 

you have any questions, please contact me at the number below. 

Thank you, 

~enise f~¢ttin¢o 
Carolina Copy 
919-962-2539 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Pettineo, Denise 
Subject: RE: R10442-ACCESS CODES 

Thanks, Denise! works but: does not. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Pettineo, Denise 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:27 PM 



To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." R10442-ACCESS CODES 

Good Afternoon Sam, 

The codes have been added. Please let us know if the user experiences any difficulty when using the code. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at the number below. 

Thank you, 

Denise Pettineo 

Carolina Copy 

919-962-2539 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:13 PM 

Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Happy Fall! 

Thanks! Same to you 

From: Collier, Shauna D 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Happy Fall! 

Thanks Travis! 
I hope your semester is also off to a great start! 

Shauna 

Shauna Collier 

Stone Center Library for Black Culture and History 

UNC-Chape[ Hill 

150 South Road CB# 5250 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-843-5808 phone 

9:19-962-4830 fax 

shau na.collier@unc.edu 

www.lib.u nc.edu/stone 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:05 PM 
To: Collier, Shauna D 
Subject: RE: Happy Fall! 

Thanks Shauna for the email! And all of the other ones too © 

From: Collier, Shauna D 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Happy Fall! 

Hi Travis, 
I’m passing along this flyer for posting to the AAAD listserv. The contact for any questions is my colleague (below) at 

Duke. 

Thanks! 

Shauna 

Shauna Collier 
Stone Center Library for Black Culture and History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

:150 South Road CB# 5250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919-843-5808 phone 

919-962-4830 fax 

shau na.collier@unc.edu 

www.lib.u nc.edu/stone 

From: John Gartrell [mailto:john.gartrell@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:14 PM 
To: Collier, Shauna D 
Subject: Happy Fall! 

Hi Shauna, 

Hope all is well and things aren’t too crazy with the semester getting started. Just wanted to pass along our e-flyer for 

the upcoming Franklin Research Center event on Sept 26. I’d be grateful if you’d pass along to anyone you think might 

be interested. 

Hope to catch up sometime soon. 

Best, 

John (3. 

John B. (3artrell 

Director 

John Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African American History and Culture 

David IVI. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library 

john.gartrell@duke.edu 

919-660-5922 

http://librar¥.duke.edu/rubenstein/franklin/index.html 

Join us on Facebook and Twitter! - search: JHFResearchCen 

RES RCH CE R 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 8:45 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Genome Rm 100 

You’re welcome Alassane. It wouldn’t hurt to remind me as we approach closer to that time. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 12:54 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Thank you Travis. 
The date i need it the most is December 10th for the final exam. The seating provides more privacy for students than the 
seminar room setting (genome 010) even though, I love it for teaching. 

Again, thank and please, make the request on my behave at the appropriate time; the rooms are next to each other. 

Alassa ne 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:26 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject," FW: Genome Rm 100 

Hello Alassane. We were able to get 2 out of 3. Not too bad ! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Good afternoon, 

I’ve reserved GS G:100 for 9/25 and :10/14. The confirmation for the first reservation is below. I have not reserved the 

room for December :10th. We are not making reservations for exam days at this point and we do not allow departments 

to pick their final exam rooms. Final exams are to be held in the regular classroom unless the instructor is otherwise 

notified. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Thursday, September :12 20:13 

* Event information * 



Event    : AAAD 101o002 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:30 PM 

End Time :4:45 PM 

Start Date : 9/25/2013 

End Date : 9/25/2013 

Days Met : W 

Building :GS 

Room : G100 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919m962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Charlotte, 

Alassane Fall is requesting Genome Room 100 for his AAAD 101 class to give his exams on the following dates: 

Sept 25th 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

Oct. 14th 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

Dec. 10th 4pm to 7pm 

I told him I would check with you to see if it was possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 



please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:04 AM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

FW: E-letterhead 

13-3176-CAS-AAAD E-Letterhead 2. dot 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, August 19, 2013 1:37 PM 
To; Williams, Ronald II 
Subject; FW: E-letterhead 

Here it is! 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1:23 PM 
To; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject; FW: E-letterhead 

Dear Faculty, 

Please find the new letterhead template attached. Please replace the your old 

letterhead template with this version to be used effective 7/1/2013. 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

i09 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-i295; Fax: 919-962-2694 



April 14, 2015 

Name Here 
Address 

Address 

T}IE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HH.I, NC: 27599-3395 

T 9i9.966.5496 

F 9~9.962~2694 

aaad.mlc.edu 

Greeting: 

Do not alter the margins or spacing of this template. The layout follows the specific 
guidelines &the University’s new identity system. Consistent adherence to these guidelines 
will help maintain the integrity of the new identity. 

These standards can be found online at http://creative.unc.edu/resources/print-style- 
guide/why -have -a-graphic -identity/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 3:51 PM 

Institute for the Arts & Humanities <iah@unc.edu> 

RE: Room Reservation Request 

Thanks Theresa! Have a nice weekend! -Travis 

From: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
(~c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for filling out the on-line reservation form. 

Attached you will find your room confirmation for the Faculty Colloquium. If anything needs to be changed or if you have 
any questions please let me know. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Front Desk Manager 
Institute for Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 
Phone: (919) 962-0249 
Fax: (919) 962-1118 
Web: ~iah.unc.edu 

From: iah@unc.edu [iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 4:48 PM 
To: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Room(s) requested 
Incubator* (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
No setup required 

** University Room Setup Requested: 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting bodily 
injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, dependent on 
the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 



Oct 02, 2013 11:00 AM 
Event end date and time: 

Oct 02, 2013 12:30PM 
Is the event public? 

No 
Number of people attending: 

30 
Department or organization hosting the event: 

AAAD 
Event Name: 

Faculty Colloquium 
Person in charge of this event: 

Margaret Lee 
Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 

Yes 
If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 

Margaret Lee 
Is this event part of an IAH program? 

No 
If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 
CB#3395 

Phone 
9199665496 

E-mail 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fax 
Department number: 

3287 
Will the event be catered? 

No 
If yes, who will cater the event? 
Equipment needed: 
Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 

requesting a podium and the ability to use power point 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 

Yes 
Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 
Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 

We would like the table to be U shaped but I did not see that option for the incubator room. 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Alcohol policy 

Yes 
I have read and agree to abide by the IAH room reservation policies 

Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:22 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Thanks Tim. I just got back from NY so that is the reason for the delay. I will be sure to go ahead and update that as 

soon as possible. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:27 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Hi Travis (and Walter) 

Go ahead and update Waiter’s page. 

Thanks 

Tim 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Dear Tim and Travis, 

I hope you two are well. I have what I hope is a minor request. Could the following information be used in place of what 

appears on my faculty profile on the department’s website? Thanks in advance. 

Teaching Interests: 

My courses include Slave Culture & Resistance; Slavery, Culture, and Resistance in the Circum-Caribbean; The African 

Diaspora in the Americas; Black Atlantic Crosscurrents; The Black Experience to 1865; Seminar in Afro-American Studies; 

and the Civil Rights Movement. 

Current Research: 

Since 2000, I have authored and published 98 articles, book chapters, book reviews, essays, and encyclopedia entries in 

a range of venues. My books include The River Flows On: Black Resistance, Culture, and Identity Formation in Early 

America (LSU Press, 2006), a co-edited two-volume work entitled The Encyclopedia of American Race Riots (Greenwood 

Press, 2006), and a co-edited three-volume work entitled The Encyclopedia of A~rican American History (ABC-CLIO, 

2010). In Spring 2013, I completed a book manuscript tentatively entitled Gold Coast Diasporas: Identity, Culture, and 

Power. Currently, I am working with a team of historians to produce an innovative, multi-volume African American 

History textbook slated to appear in 2016. 

Thanks again. 

Best, 



Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:32 PM 

Colon, Sonia <soniaeolon@med.une.edu> 

RE: A big favor 

Ok, let me check! 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: A big favor 

Travis 

When you get a chance, can you check if the financial report file still at Eunice’s inbox? 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:14 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130920131044216.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er ] 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 1:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.20.2013 13:10:43 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Eritrea and Ethiopia: An Interminable Saga of Love and Hate 

Bahru Zewde 

The Crown and the Pen 
The Memoirs of a Lawyer Turned Rebel 

by Bereket Habte Selassie 
The Red Sea Press, Inc., xvi+367pp., lSBN (PB) 1-569092-2763, (HB) 1-56902-2755 

Having fought what many people considered a senseless war in 1998-2000, Eritrea and 
Ethiopia find themselves no nearer to peace some eight years later. With UNMEE, the 
UN force that has so far set the two forces apart, declared practically dead by both 
parties, there is nothing to prevent them from entering another round of fighting. The 
region has thus established a record for one of the longest armed confrontations in the 
world - a record that is now approaching the half century mark. This goes back to the 
first shot that was fired in the western hills of Eritrea in 1961 and signalled the birth of 
the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF). Between then and now, the peoples of the region had 
a merciful respite only in the years between 1991. and t998, the years, respectively, of the 
d.e facto independence of Eritrea and the onset of the new round of hosti|ities, during 
which time the ruling parties exhibited an outward camaraderie that concealed underlying 
tensions. 

This fairly long history of bloody confi’ontation has left its mark on memory and 
identity. Eritrea and Ethiopia have come to be viewed as irreconcilable polarities rather 
than overlapping identities, as primordial enemies rather than estranged members of the 
same family. In this respect, Bereket Habte Selassie’s book could not have come at a 
better time. As the memoirs of someone who straddled both worlds, the Ethiopian and the 
Eritrean, this account of his life and career is typical of so many other Eritreans who have 
lived in both worlds, some eventually eschewing one completely for the other, some 
continuing to grapple with these conflicting identities. But few have told the story with so 
much eloquence and erudition, even if one is bound to take issue with some of his 
interpretations. 

The book, which is said to be the first part of a two-volume memoir, traces the 
author’s life and career from.his early childhood in the village ofAdi Nifas (Hamasien, in 
the heart of highland Eritrea) to the attainment of Eritrean independence in 1991. 
Bereket, to use the Ethiopian form of addressing him, was the sixth child of a large 
family of nine children, it was a family dominated by the imposing figure of his father, 
Qeshi (Priest) Habte Selassie Gulbot, an Orthodox priest who had turned Protestant. The 
Protestant element was to be so crucial in the intellectual history of Eritrea, producing as 
it did the two personalities who embodied the divergent aspirations of the Eritreans at the 
end of Italian cofoniaI rule in 1941 - Bairu Tedla, leader of the group that sought the 
union of Eritrea with Ethiopia (the Unionists), and Woldeab Woldemariam, generally 
recdgnized as the ’father’ of Eritrean independence. 

Bereket had his early schooling at the Scuola Vittoria in Asmara, routinely 
making the five-mile walk from and back to his village, Adi Nifas. But this did not last 



long. Ir~s~arly 1945, as the Second World War was coming to an end, Bereket (then aged 
aboutt~,eCen) and a friend found themselves on their way to Harar in eastern Ethiopia, to 
join a Lutheran school. The eventful journey across Ethiopia to the boys’ tSnaI destination 
is narrated with remarkable memory and a good deal of wit, a feat that is repeated in his 
account of some of the defining moments of his life, including the marathon flight that he 
and fif{een other marticulants drawn from the rival prestigious high schools Wingate 
and Kotebe made to England for their higher education in October 1948, complete with 
a vignette of the ground hostess (Almaz), who ~shepherded’ the young scholars to the 
plane. 

From his school days in Harar until his escape from the clutches of the Derg to 
join the EPI,F, Bereket’s life was to follow the trajectory of many an Ethiopian student 
and civil servant of his generation. Indeed, some of his most enduring friendships were to 
be with Ethiopians rather than Eritreans, such as Worku Habtewold, his constant 
companion both in high school and. in England, the famous poet Mengistu Lemma, the 
artist Afework Tekle and Aseghid Tesema and Shimelis Adugna, who was to become the 
first Commissioner of the Ethiopian Relief and Rehabilitation Commission that was set 
up following the 1973 l:amine. ~ propos the last two, Bereket writes: ’Although 
eventually, differing views or opposed positions on the Eritrean question would send us 
our separate ways, I remember both Asseghid and ShimeIis with fondness and gratitude’ 
(p. 236). 

Indeed, while Bereket could never forgive the ’Shoan intrigue’ that precipitated 
his recall from his studies in England in 1953, he could not forget the steadfast support 
and encouragement that he encountered from so many ’Shoans’. In the end, that ’Shoan 
intrigue’ turned out to be a unilateral act of the Vice Minister of Education, Akalework 
Habte~vold. Bereket’s forced repatriation was eventually *erminated through the 
intercession of Emperor Haile Sellassie’s eldest daughter, Princess Tenagnework. it was 
also during his forced sojourn in Addis that he met, almost providentially, his future wife 
and mother of three children, Koki Menkir, also from a Shoan family. Some fifteen years 
later, when Bereket was banished to Harar province, he fell into the warm embrace of the 
governor general, Dejjazmact~ Workineh Wolde Amanuel, and his family. Finally, his 
return to grace and to a new post of Legal Adviser at the Ministry of Interior was 
masterminded by the minister, Bit~vaddad Zewde Gebre Hiwot, who persuaded the 
Emperor that it would be easier to watch over the dangerous element that Bereket was 
purported to be in the capital rather than in a distant province. 

At the centre of the whole saga is, of course, Emperor Haile Sellassie himself. 
Hence the title of the book. Even before Bereket relocated to Ethiopia, he recalls the 
Eritrean fascination with the young prince Tafari (as the emperor was called before his 
coronation in 1930). Many Eritreans had moved to Ethiopia in search of education and 
employment. Tafari patronized a number of them, notably the famous Lorenzo Ta’ezaz, 
who rose to become foreign minister after Ethiopia’s liberation from Fascist Italian 
occupation in 1941. Bereket recalls songs in praise of the emperor, still fondly 
remembered as Tafari, during his period of exile in 1936-41. Haile Sellassie was, as he 
puts it, ’a palpable force in the minds of many Eritreans, particularly among the literati’ 
(p. 42). In view of this assessment, it is difficult to agree with the author when he reduces 
the attachment so many Eritreans under italian colonial rule evinced for the emperor and 
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Ethiopia as a matter of choosing between ’an African neighbor as against a European 
occupier’ (p. 43). 

Bereket gives us some memorable descriptions of his encounters with Haile 
Sellassie. At his first audience, when asked who his father was, Bereket had the temerity 
to tell the sovereign that he would not know him, oblivious of the fact that the emperor 
would be briefed thoroughly about someone’s background before giving him/her an 
audience, all the more so as Bereket’s father happened to be an active member of the 
Unionist party. When Bereket returned from his studies abroad, he was asked with the 
fundamental and almost non-translatable question: ’mindenew yedekemkibet?’ which the 
author bravely translates into ’what was your endeavor on?’ (p. 126). When it came to the 
laureate’s future occupation, the emperor was not amused when Bereket expressed his 
preference to practice law; he was, as was imperial wont, summarily assigned to work in 
the Ministry of Justice, where he rose successively to become Inspector General, 
Associate Justice and Attorney General. 

The late 1950s and early 1960s were also times when Ethiopia was partaking of 
the ascendant pan-Africanist spirit. Ultimately, the Ethiopian emperor was to emerge as a 
father figure reconciling conflicting strategies for the attainment of African unity. 
Bereket, along with other young educated Ethiopians of his generation, partook of that 
spirit. He was a member of the Ethiopian delegation to the All African Peoples 
Conference held in Accra in December 1958 - a youth sequel to the summit of 
independent African heads of state convened earlier in the year by Nkrumah. Five years 
later, the Organization of African Unity was born in Addis Ababa. Bereket, who was a 
member of the Ethiopian committee that drafted the OAU charter, gives us some vivid 
descriptions of those heady days -Nkrumah. stepping ceremonially over a slaughtered 
sheep, the tumultuous welcome that the Muslim population of Addis Ababa accorded the 
Egyptian president, Carnal Abdel Nasser, the emperor imploring Sekou Tours (’Mon ills, 
je vous prie’) to dissuade Nkrumah from walking out when he saw that his call for a 
strong union was going to be rejected by the majority, and the dramatic confrontation 
between the Somali president and the Ethiopian prime minister. 

Bereket’s estrangement with the imperial system - the battle between the ’crown 
and the pen’ - came at two levels, first as an Ethiopian then as an Eritrean. While in 
London, he was part of the budding student movement that was destined to be the 
harbinger of the revolution that swept away the ancien regime. What began in more 
innocuous forms in the United Kingdom assumed a more radical flavour in the United 
States (where he had gone to study at UCLA), when he chaired the historic 1965 congress 
of.ESUNA (the Ethiopian Students Union in North America), marking the decisive shift 
from a reformist to a revolutionary agenda. Back in Ethiopia, he was sympathetic to the 
rebellious figure of Garmame Neway, who was to be the brain behind the abortive coup 
of 1960 that was led by his brother, Brigadier General Mengistn Neway. Bereket recounts 
an interesting encounter with the third leader of the coup, Colonel Workineh Gebeyehu, 
Chief of Security, when the colonel let Bereket read the thick intelligence file compiled 
against him by security agents and then, to the utter astonishment of the author, burnt the 
whole file. The emperor had so much faith and confidence in his security chief that he 
remained in a "state of denial" about the colonel’s involvement in the coup and kept 
asking for him long after he was dead. 



Although it failed, the coup opened a new era in the history ofpolitical opposition 
to the regime. As Bereket concludes: ’Those historic events infused in the progressively 
inclined elites of the time - all those who desired change - a sense of empowerment, 
intimating the possibility of change. The question became: what kind of change and by 
what means?’ (p. 165). Bereket, who was a member of that elite, began to work with 
kindred spirits towards that change, ’straddling two contradictory worlds - the one of 
high government office, the other of a secret underground movement’ (p.. 183). The 
agents of change that were identified included the labour unions, the military and the 
stadents and teachers. 

The quest for change thus took Bereket into organizing the labour unions with 
fellow intellectuals like Mesfin Wolde Mariam and Seyoum Gebre Egziabher and flirting 
with the military, notably with the charismatic General Aman Andom, like Bereket of 
Eritrean origin. Briefly, until their cover was blown and they had to disperse, he was 
involved in a clandestine group led by the inveterate opponent of the emperor, Blatta 

Takkala Walda-Hawaryat. This underground activity is the subject of a thinly disguised 
novel-that the author had written earlier, Riding the Whirlwind. An Ethiopian Story of 

Love and Revolution (Red Sea Press 1993). The novel is dedicated to General Aman, 
along with two other Ethiopians, the physicist Yohannes Menkir and the poet Yohannes 
Admasu, the latter also something of a rebel and who apparently was befriended by the 
author when they were both banished to Harar. 

Bereket’s ultimately enduring estrangement with the regime - and Ethiopia - 
came through his involvement with the Eritrean liberation movement. As in the case of so 
many other Eritreans, that estrangement took an almost irreversible turn with the 
dissolution of the UN-sponsored federation in 1962. It was presaged by the successive 
steps taken to undermine the federal arrangement and the clandestine opposition 
movements that this triggered - the MaHber ShewAte (Cell of Seven) and the Haraka 
(the [Eritreran Liberation] Movement), active in the highlands and lowlands of Eritrea, 

respectively; Bereket came to be affiliated with a unit of the former operating in Addis 
Ababa until its cover was blown. 

It was apparently his Eritrean clandestine work that eventually led to his 
banishment to Harar province. Apart from the initial shock and uncertainty triggered by 
the noctuma[ knock in September 1967 - the chain of occurrences that form the prologue 
to the whole story - his banishment was far from intolerable. That indeed was the case 
with most imperial banishments, contrary to the author’s assertions that he was shown 
particular leniency because of the emperor’s special sensitivity to people of Eritrean 
origin, his reputation among his generation of educated Ethiopians and his connections 
with the diplomatic community. Imperial policy generally aimed at the cooption or 
mollification - rather than liquidation - of political opponents. Not only did Bereket 
enjoy the sympathy and understanding of the provincial governor and his wife, but he 
was soon elevated to the post of Mayor of Harar town. That too, as we have seen, was 
terminated through the artful intercession of the Minister of Interior. Bereket was 
rehabilitated, even if he opted for a World Bank posting in Washington DC soon after. 

The 1974 revolution was a great landmark in the history of Ethiopia. When it 
erupted in February I974 with a series of popular strikes and demonstrations, there was a 
euphoric expectation that it was the herald of a new era of socia[ justice. The revolution 
was expected to be a kind of panacea for all the country’s ills, from the age-old problems 
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of social inequality and injustice to the more recent one of the over a decade-long war in 
Eritrea that had pitted government forces against the Eritrean insurgency. No person 
symbolized these aspirations better than General Aman Andom, an officer of Eritrean 
origin who was unshakeably Ethiopian in his orientation. Intimidated by the enormity of 
the task they were embarking upon, the group of officers who deposed the emperor and 
seized state power in September 1974 had no choice but operate behind his imposing 
figure. He was made chairman of the Derg, as the committee of l l 0 or so officers and 
NCOs who were steering the course of the revolution came to be known. 

13ut the delicate arrangement, which was reminiscent of the partnership between 
Genera~ Neguib and the Egyptian Free Officers led by Nasser some two decades earlier, 
was bound to unravel. The Derg wanted Aman to be nothing more than a ceremonial 
head of state. Aman, who was a strong-willed person and not entirely without political 
anabition of his own, had other ideas. More fundamentally, Aman and the Derg, more 
strictly its emerging strongman Mengistu, clashed over the handling of the Eritrean 
problem. The former understandably preferred a pacific approach; the latter opted for a 
military solution. The tragic finale was played out on a fateful evening of November 
1974, when troops loyal to Mengistu stormed the general’s residence. The general was 
killed in the shootout, accompanied by nearly sixty other senior government officials and 
members of the nobility (as well as a small number of former members of the Derg or its 
subordinate committees), whom the Derg executed that same evening, thereby ushering 
in unmistakable fashion the bloody chapter of the revolution. 

Bereket himself had hurried back from Washington to join the revolutionary tide. 
He was appointed member of the Commission of Enquiry that was set up to investigate 
the misdeeds of officials of the fallen regime. The Commission could hardly pretend to 
conduct an impartial investigation amidst the aggressive media campaign that had been 
unleashed against the accused. Bereket himself incurred universal opprobrium for the 
way he harassed the fallen prime minister, Aklilu Habtewold, who, given the prevalent 
irnperial power structure, had little executive power after all. Was Bereket perhaps taking 
revenge for the conduct of Aklilu’s brother, Akalework, who as Vice Minister of 
Education had him recalled from his studies in England in 1953? To his credit, Bereket 
demonstrates a remarkable capacity to laugh at himself when he recounts an encounter in 
Mekelle, a provincial capital in the north, where he was hiding as he ran away for his life, 
when one of the women visiting the house he was staying in harshly criticized Bereket, 
who was listening incognito, for his conduct. 

The killing of Aman Andom proved a turning point in Bereket’s life. As a close 
associate of the general, Bereket soon found himself on the Derg’s wanted list and had to 
run for his life. The saga of his escape across central and northern Ethiopia is so full of 
drama that it is fit for a novel rather than a memoir. Bereket succinctly sums up his 
involvement with the Eritrean liberation movement thus: ’first as a mediator, then as 
relief organizer and finally as a full-fledged member of the EPLF’ (p. 306). The 
mediation was between the two warring fronts, Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) and 
Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF). The relief work was with the Eritrean Relief 
Association (ERA). Despite some early disturbing signs of the dictatorship that EPLF 
was to evolve into, such as its methods of interrogation of suspects, Bereket plunged with 
gusto into the campaign for Eritrea’s liberation. It was in his capacity as an 
uncompromising lobbyist for Eritrea’s independence in academic and diplomatic venues 



that 13ereket incurred the enmity of so many Ethiopians, including some who were his 
erstwhile friends. 

Yet, the attainment of that independence left the big question of how independent 
Eritrea was to reIate to Ethiopia wide open. In this respect, I recall meeting Bereket for 
the first time in my office at Addis Ababa University, only months after Eritrea’s 
independence. He had come with the idea of a conference on Ethio-Eritrean cooperation. 
I~ was baffled by the initiative, coming as it did so soon after two decades of warfare that 
had pitted the two countries as totally irreconcilable entities. Bereket was not alone. 
Other Eritreans were coming to Addis in big numbers, some to enjoy the variegated 
cultural life of the capital, others to reclaim their parent’s residential quarters. The bloody 
war of 1998-2000 notwithstanding, those gestures underscore the fact that the destiny of 
Er[trea and Ethiopia remains inseparable, and this is indeed the overall feeling that the 
reader comes out with after reading the book under review. 
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6 Theorizing recognition 

Jonathan Seglow 

In this chapter I seek to give a partial vindication of what has come to be 
called a politics of difference or politics of recognition. The central claim of 
such a politics is that group-differentiated rights, laws and policies are justified 
on the grounds that membership of groups is an important aspect of persons’ 

well-being. The legal recognition of groups comes within the ambit of social 
justice. Often, however, the politics of recognition is represented as making a 

further claim: that marginalized or disadvantaged groups should be publicly 
affirmed or esteemed in order to correct their subordinate status and put their 

members on the same footing as members of mainstream society. This 
second, wider type of recognition, referring as it does to citizens’ attitudes 

towards one another is, I think; different from the forrne~; more narrow ques- 
tion of legal or policy changes, and in this chapter I seek to explore the 

difference between them. I would like to begin by setting out the types of 
ciaims that are made under the banner of (what I shall caB) narrow recogni- 

tion, and the criticisms made of them, before moving on to consider ’wide 
recognition’ later in the chapter. What sorts of claims does narrow recogni- 
tion make? We can, I think, classify t_hem into five broad types:~ 

(i) Measures which limit the toleration of practices that offend the dignity 

and hence threaten the punic standing of marginal groups. This is exem- 

plified by laws against racist,, sexist and homophobic speech, expression 
and behaviour -~ or ’hate speech’. 

(ii) Measures which release members of minol~ity groups from the demands 
of state laws on the grounds that, given their cultural identity, they tind 

them peculiarly burdensome. Examples inciude exemptions on headwear, 
dress codes, drug laws, animal slaughter and universal education require- 

m~rlts, 

(ili} Measures which seek to give members of minorities special assistance, 
legal or f’mancial, so as to rectify the social disadvantages they endure. 
Examples include bilingual schooling for children of recent immigrants; 

affirmative action programrnes which help under-represented groups 
such as ethnic minorities gain jobs and university places; and public 
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resources to benefit minority communities (such as building cultural or 

religious centres). 
(iv) Changes to laws or public conventions in order that they no ionger 

discriminate against members of minority communities. This type 
includes the legalization of same-sex marriage, as well as revisions to 
dates arid times of public holidays and work practices; changes to the 

symbolism in flags, currencies, anthems and constitutional declarations; 

and revisions to curricula in schools so that they promote a positive image 
of minority communities’ histories and achievements. 

(v) The final category eucompasses a number of claims centred on the ideas 

of government or self-deterrnhaation. It includes measures to give minori- 

ties quota places or guaranteed seats in legislatures (though these might 
better be seen as ax~ extension of [iii] ). More radically, it encompasses 
claims for devolved power and what Galeotti calls ’collective liberty’:2 the 

collective right of a group to the non-intervention of the state in its 

communal life. Some Aboriginal peoples’ demand that an indigenous 

legal tradition take precedence .over the Australian legal code is an 
e~ample. At the Iimit, category (v) includes demands for independence 

and outright secession. 

Now all these claims are, to state the obvious point, highly controversial. 
Category (v) is, however, the most controversial of all. Claims for coilective 
liberty, self-government and secession are all pleas for recognition of a sort. 

But there is an important difference between a group enjoying recognition as 
a distinct political entity, with different norms and laws to the Iarger society 
from which it seeks some separation, and the recognition that a group has a 
distinct identity while its members, nonetheIess, remain members in fuft 

standing of that larger society. The former challenges the very integrity of a 

political community; the latter chalIenges only its constitutive rules. Moreover, 

and this is a second difference between (i)-(iv) and (v), collective liberties and 
self-government can be illiberal in so far as they Iicense the oppression of 

vulnerable members of a minority group by depriving them of the protection 

in law which other citizens unproNematically enjo}: One argmnent against 
acceding to claims for independence and secession is that powerless members 
of the incipient society may now be coerced by taws and rules that were kept 
in check when it was part of larger, more liberal political community But 

cases (i)-(iv) those laws and rules still apply. Conflicts between minority 
communities’ coercive aspects and the liberalism o[" the larger society have to 

be resolved in favour of the latter. 
In this chapter, therefore, I shall restrict myself to discussing categories 

(i)-(iv) of recognition, which all represent appeals made by minority groups 

to the iarger political community which they inhabit for group-differentiated 
laws and policies that recognize their specific group identities, but fall short 

of outright separatism. But this does not get us very far. For many critics, 
claims to recognition (i)-(iv), far from having m~y moral basis, are mereiy 
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interest-group politics by another name. So let us begin by surveying the key 
criticisms which are made of narrow recognition from a liberal point of view. 

Crldcisms of the politics of recognition 

The first criticism says that the polidcs of recognition arbitrarily privileges the 
wants and interests of certain minority cultural groups, and hence cannot be 
justified from an impartial moral perspective,a Besides philosophical discus- 
sion, this attitude is often found in common complaints about the injustice of 

affirmative action, quotas, bussing and (as recently experienced in the 
claims by whites flint Asians living iu the same town get priority treatanent 

from welikre and housing agencies. In his Culture and Equally, Brian Barry 
offers a sophisticated restatement of the liberaI impardalist point of view. 

Barry concedes that laws on headscarves, protective helmets, drug use and the 

slaughter of animals, for example, place a disproportionate burden on reli- 
gious groups whose traditional practices run contrary to current law. But 

special exemptions for Muslims, Sikhs, Jews and Rastafarians are ruled out on 

the grounds 01at ’it]here is no print!pie of jtistice mandating exemptions to 
generally applicable laws for those who find compliance especially burden- 

some in virtue of their cultural norms or religious beliefs’.4 The core of 

liberal impartiality is equal treatment, and that applies just as much in 
dismissing special pleading for recognition, as it does in rejecting discrimina- 
tory evils such as racism, sexism and homophobia. 

A second argument says that recognition is illiberal in the straightforward 

sense that it denies the value of individt~al liberW. We have already encoun- 
tered the charge of illiberalism when we saw how easily it could be made 

against collective liberty claims - t,ipe (v) above. However, the argument 
comes in a number of further versions which apply to (i)-(iv) as well. In one 

version the argmnent is a complaint at the polificization of culture that recog- 

nition entails, Thus, Iris Marion Young calls for a ’cultural revolution~ where 

’no aspect of everyday life would be exempt from reflection and potential crit- 
icism’, and where, moreover, ’no social practices or activities should be 
excluded as improper subjects for ... collective choice@ In contrast to the 

equal respect which citizens can quite easity show each other in a liberal 

democracy, recognition demands that we affirm the unique value and speci- 
ficity of every last colIective identi~ instituting dais demand in everyday life 
can only be experienced as coercive. The second version of the illlberalism 

argument is directed more narrowly at the members of minority groups who 
are to be the beneficiaries of policies of recognition. As Appiah points out in 

his critique of Charles Taylor, some recipients of recognition might object 
that it is not they who are receiving it, but just some attribute of theirs - first 

language~ skin colour - which they invest with no special significance. Many 

members of minority groups may nonetheless regard themselves first and 
foremost as free agents. ’It is at this point that someone who takes autonomy 
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seriously will ask whether we have not replaced one kind of tyranny with 
anot_her.~6 

The third argument is that recog~fition, whatever its other merits or 
demerits, is logically incoherent. Cultures~ religious and ways of life (among 

other things) embody certain values. Recognizing them, in the sense usually 

intended by advocates of this position, involves aflSrming their values. 
However, the values of cultures directly conflict: some ways of life believe that 

gay relationships should be celebrated, for example, whilst some religious 
cultures are convinced homosexuality is a sin. The two sides cannot both be 

right. Hence one cannot affirm both cultures so tong as that involves valuing 

their values. As Peter Jones puts it: 

The fundamental problem with the demand for recognition ... is the 

contradictory commitments it asks people to accept. People are altowed 

to believe in the worth of their own culture including the beliefs and 
values it embodies, yet ,they are also required to believe that others’ 

cultures, embodying different and conflicting beliefs and values are of no 
tess worth. How can we expect people to embrace that absurdity?7 

OnIy, answers Brian Barry in Culture and Equally, ’with a great dea! of encour- 
agement from the Politically Correct Thought Police’.8 

The fourth criticism is that the assertion of group identity at the heart of 

the politics of recognition is tribalistic, fragments political communities and 
undermines the sources of civic solidarity. Though made in the name of 

equality and inclusion, the demands of minority cultural and other groups in 

fact assert their own values and interests at the expense of peaceful co- 
existence, which is die sine qua non of successfu! multicultural societies. The 

more pluralistic a socie~, the more citizens have to work to build solidarity 
and common loyalty. Endorsing group-based claims to recognition, howeveg 
subverts this process because members of minorities (or at least their leaders) 

will be encouraged to press their own claims rather than work towards the 

common interest. This can only increase conflict, suspicion and resentment 

among different social groups and erode the construction of a cornmon polit- 
ical identiW.~ 

In summary, the politics of recognition is, according to its critics, over- 

partial, illiberal, incoherent and tribalisfic. Underlying and animating these 
accusations is, I think~ a further thought: that the various claims to recogni- 

tion I catalogued briefly are, however forcefully made, really no rnore than 

everyday political demands. Groups olways demand things in politics, but 

most of their demands are not genuine claims of justice (which is not to say 

they are unjust). For the liberal who is sceptical towards recognition, the 
desire of minorities to channel public money for them to celebrate their iden- 

tity or change the school curriculum, for example, ~re not issues of justice on 

a par with basic rights like freedom of speech or the right to welfare. 
Moreover, some claims to recognition, like affirmative action or exemptions 



from otherwise universally applicable laws, are arguably quite unjust from the 
liberal point of view. In order to vindicate any veision of the politics of recog- 
nition, theret%re, we need not just to take issue wi(h the four critiques; we 

need also, more positlveI}~ to show how recognition belongs to justice in a way 
that is cogent and persuasive. That is what I try to do in the rest of this 

chapter. 

Two kinds of justice 

I waut to suggest that there are two distinct kinds of claim to which advocates 

of recognition appeal. Both are credible, but only one has as its immediate 
object the types of recognition I outIined in (i)-(iv) above. In each case there is 

a different principle of justice that is being appealed to, though each principle 
has its limitations. 

The first kind of justice that minorities seem to be appealing to is a prin- 
ciple of non-discrimination. The basic idea here is that members of a group 
should not systematically receive a lesser share of social opportunities or a 
greater share of social burdens merely on the basis that they happen to 

belong to one group rather than another. Put another way, it is unjust for any 
particular group of people to be discrimkaated against in the distribution of 

social benefits and burdens on the arbitrary basis of thek group affiliation.~° 

It is not difficult to see how many of the claims I listed might be assimilated 

under this principle. Type (i) claims, where we lower the threshold of tolera- 
tion to avoid offence to marginalized groups, can be conceived of as 
equalizing the degree of offence which any group can reasonably be asked to 
bear by incorporating into law the extra/special offence suffered when one’s 

ethnic or sexual identity for example, is assaulted. Type (it) clain~s, which 
make exceptions for minority groups to otherwise universal laws, can similarly 
be seen as releasing them from the burden of compliance which they, on 

account of their group membership, uniquely suffer. Allowing Muslim school- 
girls to wear headscarves, for example, is recognition of the special burden 

that would be placed on their identity were they to be forced to abandon their 

traditional dress in favour of school uniform. Claims of type (iii) which, on 

the surface, give minorities special assistance, also however come under the 
rubric of non2discriminatiom For they simply seek to distribute a social 

benefit - access to one’s own language, for example, or funding for public 

places of worship ~ that the majority in society unproblematically enjoy. Type 
(iv) claims differ from type (it) in that an explicitly non-universal law - for 

example, that public holidays reflect the Christian religion or (more contro- 
versially perhaps) that marriage is a sac/ed union only between two people of 
the opposite sex - is modified so as not to exclude those whose group identity 
is not reflected in the original law. Once again, non-discrimination is the key 

to amending such laws. 
However, although non-diScrimination is a prima facto principle of justice, 

it cannot reasonably be presented as a universal principle to be applied carte 
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blanche to every single case of a failure of recognition. This is so for at least 
four reasons. To begin with, we all sutI~r from some kinds of discrimination 
on the basis of memberships that we had little choice in making. Place of resi- 

dence, nationality, even physical characteristics~ can all result in unchosen 
burdens, but not ones there is necessarily a case in justice to correct. When it 

comes to culture, the principle of non-discrimination glosses over questions 
about the responsibility that members bear for their culture and the reason- 

able demands that might be made of them in the name of assimilation. (Such 

thoughts underlie the first - partiality - critique I sketched in the previous 
section.) Second, members of a culture are not unthinking bearers of a 
primordial essence that can be identified with a precise range of sacrosanct 

culturai practices. On the contrary, cultures evolve in response to the circum- 
stances they find themselves in, and some change should be expected in a 
culturally pluralist society. In fact, the principle of non-discriminatlon, if 
applied in a crudety uniform way, will tend to make cultural groups present 
themselves as unique, authentic essences at risk from being assimilated into a 

majorltarian mould not of their making. Third, the principle does nothing to 
prevent the phenomenon whereby each group sees itself solely on its own 

terms, thus s ’~taflingjust the kind of cross-cultural engagement and accommo- 
dation that any successful multicultural socieW needs.It Finally, it will 

encourage cuItural groups (or their leaders) to press for as many benefits, 

exemptions and khads of special treatment as ttaey can possibly get, thus dissi- 

pating the moral values at work in the politics of recognition, reducing it to 
interest-group politics and, in the process, fragmenting the civic bond which 
ideally should hoId disparate groups together. As we saw with the fourth criti- 
cism, recognition risks subverting the construction and maintenance of a 

common political identity. 
In his discussion of the injustice of disc~mination, Sloven Lukes writes 

that, in addition to the denial of advantages resulting from discrimination, 
there is an additional injustice done to groups who lose out, namely they 

suffer ’rejection from the domi~ant culture of mutual recognition’,t2 Taking 

up this idea, I want to suggest that, separate from the burden of discrimina- 
tion imposed by partisan laws and conventions, members of groups who 

demand recognition are also appealing against a further kind of injustice, that 

Of being excluded from the dominant norms, mores and standards of the 

society of which they are legally members. At stake here is the need to have 

one’s collective identity publicly acknowledged and accepted for what it is, 
and not, on account of it, be rnarginalized, excluded and disregarded. I shall 
say more in defence Of this need later on. The kind of recognition does not 

concern in the first instance the kinds of legal and policy measures as detailed 
~nder claims ~i)-(iv). Rather, its object is the symbolic value of being included 

as a full member of society, given the ascriptive differences which one bears. 

That the value of inclusion is not atwa~s manifest is evident when one 
~onsiders the salient circumstances of the politics of recognition. Struggle for 

recognition occurs when value conflict between the majority and minorities in 
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the same society results in the traits, beliefs and values of the minorities being 
labelled as different and inferior to the majority’s and a threat to traditional 

public standards (as defined by the majority) - a~ld hence when minorities’ 

values are effectively excluded from the public sphere. Beyond inequalities of 
legal treatment, therefore, minorities suffer an additional harm of exclusion.~ 3 

They occupy a marginalized and subordinate position, and demand equal 
public standing and acceptance for their distinct identities. Their object of 
claims to recognition here is to ensure that previously excluded minorities, 
invisible or devalued in the public sphere, wi_ll be able to relate to their collec- 

tive identities with the same ease and confidence as members of the majority 
because they regard themselves to be members of society in full standing. 
Toleration as recognition will have succeeded when ’different’ minorifes iden- 
tify wit_Ix the prevailing normative standards in society, are symbolically 

included within them and, like the majority, are able to adapt and revise their 
identities without fear.~4 Wide recognition seeks to red~ess the asymmetry 

involved in the power to label. Inclusion is its over-arching value. 

Wide recognition concerns the values and attitudes that citizens of 
different backgrounds evince in their day-to-day interactions with each other. 

Wide recognition also refers to the normative standards of public life more 

generally~ including the kinds of discourse employed by politicians, the 
portrayal of different kinds of groups in television and the print media, in 
literature and in sctmol curricula. If a group enjoys recognition in this wide 
sense~ it does not mean that people go around affirming its values or praising 
its achievements. What it does mean is that the particular minority identity in 

question is publicly accepted and ackimwledged as having its own particular 
perspective and view of the world that is different fi-om the majority’s. Wide 
recognition is, as Galeottl puts it, ’content-independent’:Is the majority need 

only affirm that the minority identity is different from their own, is valuable at 
least on its own terms and is a distinct source of political claims, and hence 

that some political accommodafon may be required. A failure of wide recog- 
nifon is when the agents of public and political discourse either ignore or, 
more commonly, actively disparage, demean or humiliate the minority iden- 
tity in question. 

I have tried to show that there are two distinct modes of justice to which 

advocates of recognition appeal, encapsulated by two different moral princi- 
ples: non-discriminafon and inclusion. While the former is familiar to us from 
many non-cultural issues of justice, the latter is more controversial. 
Interpreted as the means by which citizens can regard themselves as members 

in full standing of their political community, inclusion is dearly a value. 
Securing the conditions which underlie a felt sense of inclusion must be a 
political imperative of some kind. But I cannot here mount a full defence of 

inclusion’s status as a part of justice. Suffice it to say that feeling oneself a 

member of the political community that one shares with fellow citizens must 

be part of what a fulgflling life involves. And justice is what citizens owe to one 
another in order that each can lead a fulfilling life. 
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Wide recognition 

Ih the remainder of this chapter, I shall defend wide recognition, and then (a 
democratic version of) its narrow counterpart. The first question to ask, in 

conducting this defence, is whether wide recognition is subject to the four 
c]citiques of recognition I outlined above. I suggest tha.t there is no special 

difficulty with the first and the fourth critique, but that the second and the 

third are more problematic. The ftrst critique said that recognition is over- 
partial. But recall that this critique arose in the context of policies, like 
affirmative action, that treated some citizens differently from others. Wide 

recognition, by contrast, is a need that is shared by all. Failures of recognition 

occur when public discourse is normatively structured in such a way that 
r~ainority identities are not properly ackamwledged. Acknowledging them is a 

way of correcting that in the name of impartiali~ Nor need wide recognition 
encourage social fragmentation, the fourth critique. Its object is to make 
~xctuded groups feel .they belong to the political community. This is the oppo- 

site of fragmentation. 
The second and third critiques, illiberalism and incoherence, present more 

difficulties, I shall address them at greater Iength in this section, and in doing 

so elaborate further the meaning of wide recognition. However, rather than 
rehearse the two critiques again, I shall examine two anti-recognition argu- 
ments that are inspired by them. 

The first argument, which draws on the illiberalism critique, is that recog- 
nition, as compared to equal respect, is over-demanding and intrudes upon 

the liberties of those citizens required to meet its obligations. A good example 

of this argument can be found in Nancy Rosenblum’s Membership and Morals. 

Wide recognition~ as she interprets it, involves ’taking responsibility for others’ 
and ’active solicitude for their sense of self-worth’. But, she argues, ’carefully 
calculating social status, making fine cultural or racial distiuctions, and taking 

~xquisite pains to avoid slights are wholly out of keeping with democracy in 
~veryday life’.~a Democratic interaction calls for ’easy spontaneity’ with 

others, and this means citizens have to he thick-skinned at times and tolerate 
being misunderstood or, at least, others’ indifference. There are minimal stan- 

dards of civility which citizens are obliged to show one another, but these are 
,encapsulated by what liberals typically understand by mutual respect: 

~pholdlng rights, avoiding harm and engaging in a process of democratic 
justification to determine those coercive norms strictly necessary for a well- 
functioning polity. 
i In so far as wide recognition, interpreted here as a civic duty, does indeed 

’demand that citizens take (some) responsibility for each other’s sense of self- 

Worth, it plainly does circumscribe their liberty. And wide recognition is 

clearly incompatible with Roseublum’s conception of robustly vigorous 
democracy (though I shall argue in the last section of this chapter that wide 
~recognition is a prerequisite for the appropriate conception of democracy in 

multicuttural societies). The case for treating wide recognition as a civic duty 

in the first place stems from acknowledging that recognition, just like respect, 
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is a basic human need. And that in turn rests upon a theory of the person 
which regards self-reflexivity (along with autonomy) as a central feature of 

our being. On this view, developed by Charles Taylor and A,xel Honneth in 
recent years, human beings do not form goals and preferences out of nowhere 

but, rather; are beings who relate reflexively to their own identities and the 
.qualitative conditions of their lives.17 Values, beliefs, intentions and, crucially, 

the sense of one’s own capacity for agency are structured and oriented by 

o~e’s own fundatnental sense of self-identity. Self-reflexivity, then, is the first 
premise of this theory. The second is that the practical construction of 
r~flexive self-identity is critically dependent on the attitudes and evaluations 

of other human beings. Only through the secure receipt of recognition by 
others are human agents able to achieve an adequate relation to self. Personal 
recognition is a basic need, and its bestowal on people is, consequentI~4 a 
moral requirement. Flonneth even goes so far as to identify morality with ’the 
quintessence of attitudes we are mutually obligated to adopt in order to 
secure jointly the conditions of our personal in[egrity’.~a Whether or not we 

identify recognition with morality, what we have here is a philosophical argu- 
ment which connects the acknowledgement of social differences to a people’s 

sense of identity and self-respect, and the latter to their own faith in their effi- 

cacy as properly functioning social agents. Once this linkage is accepted, one 
cau see how failures of wide recognition represent injustices, ones manifest in 

psychological harms. It is more difficult to function effectively as a social 

agent, and to make use of whatever legal opportunities are open to one, if 
one is publicly disregarded and categorized as beyond tile norm.~ The sense 

of inclusion which wide recognition brings helps previously disregarded 
groups to achieve autonomous agency and function effectively in the public 
sphere. 

This compressed account of the philosophical theory of recognition raises 

several critical questions in its turn. How much recognition is needed? Flow 
much in the public political as opposed to private sphere? Is it individuals as 
members of cultures we recognize or individuals on thei~ Own accout~t? Given 

the unlimited degree to which we could affirm each other’s identities, are 

there not principled limits to the scope of public recognition - especially 

given the crucial human need. for freedom which plainly stands in some 
tension with it? t have suggested that {ecognition is necessary in the political 
domain, not as a positive evaluation of others’ distinct identities but at least as 

their acknowledgement. Furthermore, while recognizing others is a demand 
on free agents, it is also necessary for the recipients’ sense of personal agency 
and thus for their own capacity for freedom. Nevertheless, even granted these 

points, tile rationale of Rosenblum’s argument is that wide recognition 
inflates the standard liberal lexicon of moral harms beyond what it cau 

reasonably bern: On her view, citizen’s obligations towards one another are 
simple, clear-cut and best defined negatively. They are to avoid force, coer- 
cion, manipulation, violations of taws and rights and similar injustices, and 

breaches of cor~mou standards of decent behaviour, including the grosser 
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ftrms of offence. Oft this view, recognition is a strictly supererogator~ virtue, 
and best reserved for the private and perhaps associational domains. But I 
think this fiberal argument can be turned on its head. For once some harms to 
i~entity are included within the ambit of illegitimate harms - ones citizens 

must strive to avoid - it becomes very hard to hold the fort at only one class of 
stich harms - gross offence, say - and not include other harms to identity 

such as humiliation, rejection and marginalization. The point is not that all 
t!~ese must be precisely defined and then coditied in law. Rather, acknowl- 

edgement that they are indeed harms goes on to inform an account of what 
wide recognition as a civic duty involves. Though not a legal imperative, wide 
recognition is nonetheless something citizens are encouraged to demonstrate 

in their public interactions. And in so doing, they recognize that in a society 
in which some are in subordinate positions, the category of harm does require 
expansion, though on principled grounds and informed by the philosophical- 
p~ychological theory just outhned. 

Let us now consider a contrary argument, signal.led above, that wide recog- 
nition is not only a vital human need, but it also requires us not merely to 

accept or acknowledge but to positively affirm, esteem and valorize the identi- 
ties of others. Recognition as mutual esteem seems to be Taylor’s position in 

°The Politics of Recognition’, where the point of intercultural dialogue is to 
fgse the value horizons of different groups in order that they can appreciate 

the collective goods of one another - something each side has a duty to do. 
SimilarIy, Young writes that ’[g]roups cannot be socially equal unless their 
specific experience, culture and social contribution are publicly affirmed’.2° 
This line of thinking is the object of the third critique of recognition, that it is 
incoherent simultaneously to affirm the contrary value commitments of 

,dJ.’fferent cultures. The critique is, however, off-target in so far as ~aylor, 
Young and Tully~ employ a quasi-aesthetic notiou of value according to 
~i~hich the value of cultures lies in their uniqueness and authenticiW. There 

are no contradictions between different instantlations of uniqueness. 

Nonetheless, wide recognition, even interpreted as mutual acknowledgement, 

~ highly demanding, and even perhaps impossible, at least in so far as it 
appears to mandate affirming those values of others which one does not hold 

oneself. 
However, to say that wide recognition is a civic duty leaves it open as to 

how that duty is best discharged. It need not be a matter of citizens going 

round affirming each other (which is easily parodied). What wide recognition 
(ujolns us to do in practical terms, in out day-to-day contact with others, and 

in public life more generally, is not to demean or disparage the values of 
others, and to accept that their form of llfe is valid - at least for them. This 

idea - recognition as acknowledgement - is more demanding than tolerating 
others, but it is still very far from actively esteeming them. Its object is to 

ensure that no form of ti~ is publicly rejected or considered beyond the pale. 
In this sense it helps secure the important good of inclusion - a good, I main- 

tained, that is part of sociaI justice. For the diehard politics of recognition 
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RE: AAAD 232 

Thanks Renee, 

I will definitely let them know in the future! 

Thanks! 

Tavis 
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To: Gore, Travis 
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through the CRAS system? Thanks[ 
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Subject: RE: AAAD 232 
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the course catalog although it sounds like you don’t want to combine them this coming Spring? Let me know for sure which 
you want to do. Thanks! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
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Can you please put in Eunice inbox, Ronald’s travel forms, for her signature? Ithink Ronald leave the documents in my inbox. So, when you get a chance you can 

check in my inbox. 

My apologies, for bother you with this. 

Sonia 

Sonia 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Trade Relations between the European 
Union and Sub-Saharan.Africa under 

the Cotonou Agreement 
Repartitioning and Economically Recolonising the Continent.~ 

Margaret C. Lee 

Those who say that the EPAs are pushed because vce want access to 

ACP markets are wrong! It is ridiculous! We want to implement 
change in Africa, increase their share in world trade, make sure Africa 
does not disappear from the radar screen. We want Africa to develop. 

We are not dumping poultry parts in Africa. The. parrs exported to 
Africa are parts not meant for constimptiori here. They would not 

be fed to alximaIs.., parts that wouldbe &imped in the sea. 

These two statements are from interviews with high-ranking officials in the 
I. Directorate-General of Trade of the European Commission1 eager tO argue 

that prospective trade agreements between the European Union (EU) and the 
African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries are intetided to be devdopmental 
and are not about the EU member states gaining greater access to their markers. 

This chapter will argue the ¯opposite: that in. fact the proposed new trade 
agreements are primarily about increased market access for EU member states as 
has been the case since the founding of the European Economic Community 
(ECC) in 19571 More specifically, it will propose that :the EU, in order to have 
continued access to Africa’s markets, has sought to repartition the continent 

83 
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initially into three, and later four, regional economic zones. While the literature 

on theses zones - known as Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) - is 
voluminous, few authors have examined the implications of this repartitioning, 
which I argue is akin to an attempt to recolonise Africa economically. While 
some scholars might think this notion unrealistic given the current scramble for 
Africa by numerous powers, several activists and scholars have made reference to 
this idea. They include Goodison (2007 a-c) and Kamidza (2005). Stoneman and 
Thompson (2007: I12) use milder but equivalent terminology, suggesting that 
both the US and the EU have as their goal ’maximising trade dominance’ in 
southern Africa. The notion of colonising is still relevant as is evident from the 

front cover of a recent issue of The Economist) It is therefore relevant that an. 
analysis of this new relationship with the EU is placed within the context of both 
repartition and economic recolonisation of Africa. It is a perspective that means 
I am embarking on new and untested terrain within the debate about the new 
scramble for Africa. 

.The foundation of this new relationship rests with the post-Lom6 coixvention 
signed in Cotonou between the EU and the ACP countries in June 2000. The 
Cotonou agreement guides economic and political relations between the EU and 
ACP countries between 2000 and 2020; and replaces the Lom~ Conventions that 
informed EU-ACP economic and political relations between 1975 and 2000. 
Among the major objectives of the Cotonou Agreement, according to EC 
spokesmen, is the greater integration of Africa into the global economy. This is 
to be accomplished by spearheading development and enhancing regionaI 
economic integration through the creation of either four free trade areas (FTAs);3 
or, ideally, four customs ul-tions.4 However, the argument here is that, in essence, 
the EU proposes a new partition of the continent reminiscent of the nineteenth 
century scramble for Africa. 

EU-Africa Trade Relations in Historical Perspective, 1957-2000 
EU-Africa trade relations between 1957 and2000 .were based on net.colonial 
patterns that were a reflection of the economic structural linkages developed as a 

result of European invasions, slavery and later colonial rule. These patterns dictated 
that African countries would-continue to export raw materials to Europe. and 
import expensive European products, often made from the very resources exported 

from Africa (Montana 2003). 
In return for maintaining these asymmetric and unequal trade relationships, 

African countries were rewarded with financial assistance, allegedly designed to 
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heip them develop (for example, by diversifying their exports to reduce dependence 
oft primary products); and preferential access to the EU market for their products, 
provided they did not compete with EU products. Some products - including 
beef and veal, rum and sugar that competed with European producers - Africans 
were abIe to export under special protocols. Countries were assigned a certain 
export allocation and in return were paid prices above the international market 

level. For example, countries that exported under the sugar protocol received 
earnings that were two to three times the actual international market value of 

their product. 
Although this may have appeared a positive rdationship, it was not. This was 

largely because in the end the colonial, linkages of structural dependence were 
maintained and forced African countries .to continue to export primary products 
to Europe, thus hindering industrialisation and economic development. Therefore. 
what was to become a dysfunctional relationship was laid with the creation of the 
EGG. Under part IV of the Treaty of Rome, Dance convinced the member states5 
to provide association status to its African colonies (Brown 2002: 40). This 
association status was achieved, although both Holland and West Germany were 
bitterly opposed to it. It was the final issue to be dealt with before the treaty was 
finaiised. France was pleased because it allowed a continuation of its rdationship 

with African colonies and its p{ecarious status as a world power. It also meant 
. that France could share the burden of maintaining the rdationship with other 

member states. 
With the Treaty of Rome, colonies and oversehs dependencies of member 

states, without being consuked, were given associate status under article 131 of 

part. IV.. The French were effectively giv~r~ the authority to determine the type of 
:relationship that was to be established and to control policy. As a result Of this 

¯ association, France was able not only to maintain its imperial preferences, but 
to transfer them to the other EEC states and the newly-created Common 

Associated countries and territOrieS were provided with equal.access to 
at tariff levels thatwere preferential; and similarly the EEC market 

to the markets of the associates. The EEC was also to provide aid to the 
to the amount of 581, 25 million units of account (mua) from the first 
Development Fund (Brown 2002: 4I).                     .. 

Following the independence of the French colonies in 1960, the EEC decided 
it wished to renew the association arrangement. This continuation of the 

with France’s former colomes was achieved through the Yaound6 
{I and II) of 1963 and 1969. Eighteen African states (later nineteen)6 
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accepted the EU’s offer of renewed association- They became known as the group 
of Associated African and Malagasy States (AAMS). Yaou~d41 (1963-9) was signed in july 1963 giving tuost AAIvIS exportS preferential entry into the EU with the 
exception of products covered ~Y the Comtuon Agricultural Policy (CAP). A second 
European Devdopment Fun (EDF) allocation of 730 mua of aid was made, a 

large percentage of the increase representing loans from the European Investment 
Bank (EIB) (Brown 2002: 42). In return, the AAMS had to give the EU greater 

access to their markets (Montana 2003: 75).v                  allocation by 
Yaound~ II (1969-74) was signed in 1969 and included a third 

the EDF of 918 mua of aid, 65 mua of which was to compensate partially for a 

decrease in the prices of commodities on the international market. Like Yaound~ 
I, the structural trade relations of inequdiW were maintained, along with 

preferential access to each other’s markets. However, the conventions did not 
result inthe greater integration of the economies of the EU and AAMS (Brown 

2002: 42; MOntana 2003: 77).                         formally based on 

Although trade relations between the EECiECs were reciprocity and non.diScrimination, Yaourtd6 was criticised as being a neocolonial 

81; Nunn and Price 2004:203 and 211) that 

encouraged division among 

Nkrumah, first president of Ghana, the Treaty of Rome signalled the beginning i 
of neocolortialism: the association was a system of collective colonialism that was 
stronger and tuore dangerous than the earlier agreement it was intended t° replace’ Britain’s accession to the ~9 in 1973 once again resulted in the renegotiation .:! 

’. ¯ arm.ted that the EC had to include its ACP 

^�. ions with Africa. Brttam~^2~ la~x T new a reement, the .Lome uL .elat..    . V --tners (Lee rout: ~-’*" _he      g            majOr 
Commonweatm pat 
Convention, wassigned in February ~975 and was divided into two      .~ 
comp.ondnts~ financial and technical assistance, which consisted of the National 

. . pro-~amme and the Regior~al Indicative Programme; and trade, whi& 
Indicative ~. 

;. ed of a non.reciprocal discriminat°ry trade agreement consist ~     ~ ~.: ^.. (x,~,a~i° orincip~e of the G 

to the most-tavourect ni:l.LtO~-s- X ...... " *-              " 

and Tariffs (GATr)iWorld Trade Organisation (WI"O) and 
beef and vg£, sugar, bartanas and rum. There were to be four Lom~ 

Lom~ I (D75~80); Lomfi ~I (D80-5); Lom~ III (1985’90); and 
2000). Given limitations of space, it is impossible to explore their 
arid systematised imbalances’~ Throughout Lomb, EU.A~ica trade relations remained the 

continuing to export primary products to the EU arid the EU exp 
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p~oducts to Africa. In practice, the EU discouraged African countries from 
industrialising because of direct competition with its own producers. Meanwhile, 

EU technical and financial assistance was not designed to correct the supply-side 
constraints that prevented African products from being competitive, tt was during 

Lom6 IV (1993) that the EEC became the EU.12 

The continued commitment on the .part of the EU to importing ACP raw 
materials, along with the extension of preferences to other developing countries 
including former members of the Soviet Union, contributed to the failure of 

¯ Lore6 to meet its objectives. Between 1978 and ¯2002, ACP exports to the EU 
decreased from over 7% to less than 3%; and of these exports, five products 
(petroleum, diamonds, cocoal fish and wood products) represented 60% of total 
exports from only nine countries. Supply-side Constraints under Lom4 included 
rules of origin,1~ sanitary and phyto-sanitary standards,14 poor transport, lack of 

~.:.access to telecommunication infrastructure, low labour productivity, lack of 
lmies of scale and the absence of functioning capital markets. Despite such 

:~lisadvantages, the European Commission (EC), representing the EU, continues 
argue that the ACP countries themselves are primarily at fault for failing to 

expected.results (Goodison and Stoneman 12005: 20). Consequently, 
proposed resolution to this problem is through the creation of reciprocal 

agreements with the ultimate g0al being to lock in policy reforms. 
is reminiscent of the World Bank’s open regionalism, which argues that 

¯ FTAs are likely to be more economically advantagebus than South- 
agreements (Lee 2005: 73-4). 

Lom~ tli (1985-90), the .EU no longer pretended to have an equal 
relation~hip with the ACP i cguntries.:: It.[hid. bought into the neo- 

~ of flee trade, privatisation and less government intervention. 

as imposed by the international financial institutions, the 
Fund (IMF) and World Bank, had become a pillar of the 

towards its ACp partners (Lee 2003: .195; Nunn and Price 2004: 
conditionalitywas.not only increased, but in 1991 fifteen states 

the withholding of Lom~ structural adjustment funds because of 
iilure to adopt satisfactory economic ¯re¯form programmes. Such 

was further extended in 1995 as.human rights, democratic 
the rule of law became central gatewaysto access to Lom6 funding. 

brought ’Lom~ further in tine with the wider global development 
¯ de.monstrating both a consensual and Coercive aspect to the process’ 

~ Price 2004: 2t7). 
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Meanwhile, the EU was committed to ensuring the advantageous positioning 
of European multinationals in ACP countries. As Nunn and Price (2004: 212- 

!3) further note, ’Vvrhile recognizing the dependency of many states On a few 
primary commodities, these (Lore6) regimes supported European MNCs heavily 
involved in the production ofACP exports’)S In terms of Lore6, an investment 
framework was put in place that was deemed to encourage ’fair and equitable 
treatment for investors, clear, stable and predictable investment conditions 
including insurance and guarantee systems’~ The facilitating role that the EC 
gave itself to complement the above framework was, according to Nurm and 
Price (2004: 217-18), related to a decrease in European investment in mining 
companies in the developing world in the 1970s. With a view to providing 
investment stabilisation and protection frameworks the EC then encouraged 
institutions such as the International FinaneiaI Corporation and the Worid Bank 
to increase their endeavours. Multinational exporters were treated with the same 

privileges accorded local exporters, thus further decreasing the incentive for the 
EU to tackle the probIem of suppIy~side constraints that hindered increased 

industrialisation in ACP countries, especially in Africa. 

In conjunction with the above was the commitment to ensure that. EU 
countries continued to have access to African marketsl It was proclaimed that 

FTAs are economically beneficial, especiaIly where they help the EU 

to hoister its presence in the faster growing economies of the world, 

¯ which is our overriding interest... FFAs are coming to beseen as 
an indicator of the strengthof our relationship with a country or 
region land] the level of tariffs in many of our partner countries, 
particularly the newly industrialised and developing countries, 
remains high ~.. It, therefore, can seem obviously in our interest to 
persuade such countries to enter into.FFAs with the Union, enabling     ’ 
us to encourage both tariff elimination and dereguIation... The 
EU also has an interest in supporting deeper integration in southern 

Africa, with the full involvement of South Africa (Commission of 
the European Communities 1995). 

The Cotonou Agreement, 2000-20 
The C0tonou Agreement marked a major watershed in EU-ACP relations because, 
among other things, it was to replace non-reciprocal with reciprocal trade 
agreements. These were to be in the form of EPAs or FFAs, due to come into force 
no later than 1 January 2008. 
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The stated objectives of the Cotonou Agreement include: first, poverty 
reduction through enhanced economic and trade co-operation, development aid 
and political dialogue; second, institutionalisation of democratic principles; third, 
respect for the rule of taw and human rights; fourth, good governance, including 
greater non-state actor participation; fifth, more efficient project co-operation; 
sixth, greater peace building efforts; seventh, conflict prevention and resolution; 
and eighth, support for regional integration. This last appears to be the cornerstone 
of the agreement. 

The Lore6 arrangements1~ were to remain in force until 31 December 2007. 

Then, according to the agreement, as from 1 january 2008 there wouId be four 
regional EPAs in place, in Africa.17 Although, according to one EC official, 

-..considerable debate attended the feasibility of this time frame and although ’there 
told not be full functioning EPAs’ according to the timetable .there would, 

’be a clearer strategy for regional integration and an understanding to 

in a certain direction.’ He further noted that Tne substance of the EPAs will 
around market access and which countries will be willing to move toward EPAs 
all the ACP courttries under the EPAs will be offered Everything But Arms 

¯ : In addition to replacing non-reciprocal with reciprocaltrade agreements, EPAs 
to be asymmetrical and have special and differential treatment: for example, 

into account the needs of least developed countries (LDCs). They were also 
contribute to Africa’s economic development; enhance regional integration 
Africa’s integration into the global economy; and, perhaps most contentious, 

the Singapore issues established in Singapore at a World Trade 
’,WTO) ministerial meeting in 1996 -.competition policy, investment, 
in government procurement and trade facilitation. Inclusion of the 

rare issues is contentious because, with the exception of trade facilitation, 
been removed from WTO negotiations. 

to November 2007, the central thrust of the EPAs was the plan to create. 
four free trade areas or four customs unions in sub-Saharan.Africa. The 

the i~referred option as it would result in four trade regimes with common 
tariffs, By contrast, free trade areas were deemed less desirable because 

agreed to EPAs, the EU would have to establish separate trade 
~ with each individual member of the EPA region (see notes 1 and 2). in an 

report, the authors concluded that it is not likely that customs 
be established with the EPA regions since it is not realistic to expect 

external tariffs will be created (Fontagne, Mitaritionna and Labor& 
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2008: 47) Alavi, Gibbon and Mortensen (2007: 14).note that in essence, ’ACP 
countries are supposed to reduce their tariffs in return for market access to the 

EU’. 
Although the EU argues that it has not wavered from its declared objectives, 

critics have suggested that the EPAs are a smokescreen for its attempt to secure 
greater market access in Africa. In this. context, several issues are at stake. The 
first is the notable fact that the entire new EU.ACP relationship is not being 
guided, as previously, by the office of the EC’s Director-General for Development, 
but instead by the EC’s Director-General for Trade (Kamidza 2005). This has 
caused conflict both within the two entities and between the EU and the ACP 
countries (Meyn 2007; Alavi, .Gibbon and Mortensen 2007). 

Second is inclusion of the Singapore issues in the EPA negotiations. As these 
are not deemed to be in the best interest of developing countries, the EU is being 
heavily criticised for attempting to get bilaterally what it cannot get at the 
multilateral level.19 It is argued by critics that the Cotonou Agreement is not 
WTO compatible and is thus illegal since it discriminates against WTO member 
countries that do not have non-reciprocalaccess to the EU market (Alavi, Gibbon 
and Mortensen 2007: I4-15; Lee 2004: 6; Matambalya 2001: 39-45; Onguglo 
and It6 2003; Ramonet 2008: 1; Stevens 2006: 443-44; Storey 2006: 335). 
According to the provisions of the WTO, member countries that are in the process 
of creating an FTA or a customs union are allowed to discriminate against outsiders 
and in favour of member states only if certain provisions are in place. These 
include market access covering goods under article XXIV. With respect to EPAs, 
this means that ’substantially all’ trade must be liberalised between ACP countries . 
and the EU and this must happen within ’a reasonable iength of time’ (Stevens 
2006: 444)~ 

For Nunn and Price (2004: 215), the ’Cotonou Agreement embodies perhaps 
the most radical element of reform in the redesigning of the Lom6 development 
framework, namely WTO compliance through the liberalization of the non- 
reciprocal preferential trade regime’. This major shift represents the most recent 
phase in the continuous reconfiguration of EU-ACP relations that places it on a 

par with the much wider global development framework designed to reinforce 
the notion of rules-based multilateral !iberalisation. In the final analysis, EU.ACP 
relations have been completely integrated into the.neo.iiberal model of 
accumulation (Meyn 2007:19). In short, the Cotonou Agreement appears to have 
made the world safer for European capital. According to Christian Aid (2005: 2), 
the results of the EPAs 
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are not hard to imagine. With their diverse range of products and 
muscle in the marketplace, European producers can outstrip ACP 
rivals in their domestic markets. European producers have enjoyed 
decades of subsidies, support and protection from their governments 
and have built strong, lean, competitive industries... ACP countries 
- especially those in Africa, whose problem is not only that they 
can’t sdl enough but that they don’t produce enough - have not. 
They stand to lose existing industries and the potential to develop 
new ones as products from Europe flood their markets. 

debate around EPAs is intense (Goodison 2007c; Salt 2007). Suffice it to 
EPAs have created division among EU countries and there exists a stror~g Stop 
campaign. Those involved in the debate include, among others, non- 

development agencies, dvil society, leaders in the ACP countries, 
Blair Commission, the British government, and the EU and EC. Indeed, to 
dismay of the EU, even the United Kingdom’s Departments of Trade and: 

and InternationaI Development have criticised EPAs, arguing that 

The European Commission dearly wants to use EPAs as a tool to 

open markets and further its own interests. This is not good. EPAs in 

their current form would be detrimental to development. They are 

free trade agreements by any other name and are currently designed 
to get the most for Europe without the necessary considerations of 

the negative effects on weaker developing country partners (Elliott. 

Kingdom report, along with other critical commentaries, forced the 

Commissioner, Peter Mandelson, to announce that theEC’s approach 
be modified to reinforce the development component of EPAs (Alavi, 

and Mortensen 2007). 

the Confinenf 
argues that the literature to date on EPAs can be divided into two areas 

. One consists of the economic effects of the prospective policy changes 
by the EU; while the other relates to the ability of the EU to use leverage 

ACP countries to the negotiating table. The debate around these issues 

placed within the context of whether the ACPs should liberalise and if 
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so whether they should be forced to do so. However, what is missing is discus. 

about the repartitioning of the African continent. This has been dealt with :- 
only a handfuI of commentators such as Kamidza (2005) who comments 

’these new regional configurations are likely to produce ... results 
to the 1884-5 Berlin Conference which [carvedJ Africa into small but controllab 
states solely for the benefit of Europe;’ (but see also Melber 2006: 45). 

As the map below indicates, the EPAs were to be divided into four regions 
fottows 

¯ ECOWAS (Ec°n°mic.CommunityofWestAfrican States - i6 countrie 
EPA: Ghana, Burkina Faso, Benin, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Sen~ 
Niger, Nigeria, Mauritania, Mali, Togo, Cape Verde, Gambia, Guine~ 

Liberia, and Sierra Leone; ¯ 
° CEMAC (Central African Economic and Monetary Community- 

countries) EPA: Cameroon, Congo-BrazzavilIe, Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC),20 Gabon, Equatorial Guir~ea, CentraiAfrican Republic, 
Chad, and S~o Tom6 and Principe; 

° . ESA (Eastern and Southern Africa ~- 15 countries) EPA; Burundil 
C.¢moros, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, Kenya, Mfida~ascar, Malawi,. 
Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Uganda and Zambia; 

¯ SADC-minus (Southern African Devdopment Community - 8 countries): 
Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania, Botswana, Lesoth0, Namibia, Swaziland 
and South Africa).a 

According to EC officials, there were internal debates about proposed EPA regions 
and basically two viewpoints. The first feIt that the EU should favour small core 

regional bodies that were serious about regional integration, namely the East. 

African Community (EAC), SADC and the Southern African Customs Union 

(SACU). The second feIt that sub-Saharan Africa should be divided into three 
regions. This view won the debate, However, the countries of what was to be the 

ESA EPA would not agree to become one regional entity.22 

The ACP countries wanted one binding agreement that would inform alI EPA 

agreements. The rationale was that the ACP group had always functioned as one 

united group since the first Lom6 Convention and they wanted to lay a common 

foundation for all the EPAs. This was especially the case since the ACP countries 
felt that the ongoing negotiations with the gC were complex and demanding and 

solidarity should be maintained and enhanced as long as possibIe.2~ It was hoped 

that during tl-te first phase of negotiations an ACP-EU Agreement would focus on 
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M 
CEMAC EPA 

ESA EPA 

NON-EPA COUNTRIES 

Map of proposed ecomomio partnership agreement regions, 

.concern to all ACP countries, including the objectives and principles of 
w~s io take place between September 2002 and 2003, when phase 

2002). 
phase of the negotiations was tO handle specific regional and 
including tariff negotiations and sectoral matters, tn the end, 

expressed their disappointment at the refusal of the EU to 
agreement with the entire ACP group (Fraser 2003). 

the EU argues that EPAs can be created with regional economic 
that become FTAs, the preferred situation, as previously noted, is 
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for them to become customs unions. In the case of southern and eastern Africa 
the EU-SADC-minus EPA .and the EU-ESA EPA, the following factors are relevant: 

¯ SACU, comprising Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland and South 
Africa, has a common external tariff; 
South Africa has negotiated an FTA with the EU. Consequently, because 
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland are members of SACU they 
are de facto members of the EU-SA FTA or the EU-SA Trade, Development 
and C0-operation Agreement (TDCA) of 1999; 

¯ The SADC FTA was launched in August 2008 among eleven of the fourteen 

member states. Angola,. the DRC and Malawi are scheduIed to join the 
FTA later. SADC is scheduled to become a customs union by 2010, a 

common market by 2015, a monetary union by 2016 and have a single 
currency by 2018; 

" COMESA (Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa), whose 
nineteen-strong membership overlaps with SADC, hasa FTA and is now 
scheduled to become customs union by June 2009; 
EAC, which includes Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Burundi and Rwanda, 
became a customs union in 2005.                               ’ 

In other words, in southern and eastern Africa there exist two customs unions 
(SACU and EAC), two FTAs. (COMESA and SADC), and prospectively two new 
Customs unions (COMESA 2009 and SADC 2010). Clearly, rescrambling this 
particular egg would be immensely complicated. For instance, the longstanding 
and extremely contentious rivalry between SADC and COMESA should have been 
enough to warn the EC against any notion of an ESA EPA. The EC admits that it 
was determined that since COMESA was a stronger and less political organisation 
than SADc, the former would lead the process.~4 However, this decision was, 

made without any reference to SADC and was accordingly rejected. 
Whatever the motivations of the EU, the guidelines of the ACP countries 

reinforce the importance to build and then consolidate intra-ACP regional co- 

operation as a precursor to establishing FFAs with the EU. The guidelines further 
note that the ACP countries do not have the capacity to liberalise trade relations 
between themselves and with the EU simultaneously. Consequently, they reject 
the EC’s notion of open regionalism, which is at the foundation of the approach 
to EPA negotiations (AOio Guidelines 2002: 25). 

In addition to the above, governments in southern Africa, as well as other 
ACP colleagues, argue that if EPAs are going to be development oriented, they 
must transcend the perception that they are just F!"As. Instead, measures must be 
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put in place that create structural transformation of economies with a view to 

increasing the prospects of ACP countries producing more value-added goods, 

notwithstanding the fact that: 

the flee-trade context threatens to make this impossible... At times, 
the EC appears to agree with this view, stressing that the EPA approach 
will allow trade and development assistance to be linked. However, 
speaking in the Caribbean in April 2004, the [formerJ EU Trade 
Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, stressed that the EC does not have a 

mandate to ’negotiate development finance as part of EPAs’. What is 
more, Commission spokespersons have repeatedly said that no 
additional funding will be made avaiiable to any ACP countries until 
all existing EDF funds have been spent (Goodison and Stoneman 

2005: 23). 

Regional Economic Integration 

’~ previously noted, at the core of the CotonouAgreement is the further 
~oration of Africa into the global economy though regional integration. 

first phase is to enhance integration among ACP regions, to be followed by 
economic integration between regions and the EU. As the EC notes, at 

EPA concept is the notion of creating integrated regional markets 
at the centre (Storey 2006: 337). 

critics, however, have argued that the EU strategywill, undermine regional 
integration in Africa. For example, Melber (2006: 45-6) notes that the 

,osed strategy of divid!r~g Africa into groups to negotiate isnot 0nly a 
to the co-ordination of Africa’s trade poIicies, but reinforces the legacy 

Ochieng and Sharman (2004: 3) argue similarly 
EPA initiative ’has created new regional groupings that are inconsistent 

undermine, existing African economic and political blocs. Reducing 

Iiberalisation underrnines the broader socioeconomic 
objectives of existing bodies’. 

Kamidza concludes (2005) that EPAs have hampered regional 
efforts: ~hey attempt to bundle African countriesinto new regional 

.structures while splitting existing regional economic organisations and 

them less capable of entering trade rtegotiations collectively. In short, 
can be seen as an effort at dMde and rule. In addition, the EPAs 

~:,o result in 
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revenue losses, possibly resulting in the worsening of the regional 
debt situation; de’industrialisation; increased unemployment; 
increased poverty; fragmentation of export and tariff regimes; loss 
of export competitiveness; undermining of Iocal agricultural and 
industrial production arising from EU and US dumping; more trade 
diversion than trade creation; and undermining existing regional 
economic strategies (Lee 2004: 6).         " 

For West Africa, it is estimated that a large percentage of the manufacturing 
sector, wouid collapse and the financial sector be weakened (Goodison 2007a:-- 

149). tt has been estimated that the ECOWAS EPA would lose $365 million in 
revenue from exports to the EU; possibly a greater decline in intra-regional trade 

than across any other regional economic organisation in sub-Saharan Africa. In 

terms of revenue Iosses for West Africa, the estimated figure is over $985 million 

(Karingi et aL 2005:49-50 and 56)÷ In the case of Nigeria, which did not sign an 

interim EPA (see below), it is estimated that between January and March 2008, 
the cocoa industry wouId have lost $5 million (Boyle 2008: 4). ’          . 

In addition, a report estimates .that as a result of EPAs the SADC region could 
experience losses, of more than $13 milli0n in exports while revenue losses for 

imports would totaI more than $ I53 million (Karingi et al. 2005: 14-15). 

The EU has consistently argued that EPAs will enhanOe Africa’s development 
and. that with newly created WTO-compatible trade regimes Africa wilI experience 

first, increased domestic and foreign investment; second, technology transfer and 

enhanced economic relations with the EU; third, the development of more 

competitive trade regimes that wiII result in gradual integration into the global 
economy; and fourth, economic development (for example, removal of suppIy- 
side constraints to trade) and reduction in poverty IeveIs. With respect to the , 

latter, however, even EC officials agree that billions ofeuros are needed for Africa 

to overcome supply.side constraints, money the EU is not committed to providing, 
even though it did provide such assistance to former countries oft_he Soviet Union 
that joined the EU. 

The EC has argued in response that sub-Saharan Africa has too many regional 

economic communities (RECs) and that their overlapping membership is one of 
the greatest hindrances to regional integration. While the need for rationalisation 

is clear, there is a strong argument on the one hand that African countries do not. 
have the prerequisites for regional integration as proposed by the EU (Lee 2003). 

On the other hand the issues of conflicting and overlapping RECs need to be 
addressed before they are absorbed into EPAs. 
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Some have argued that the EU has threatened ACP countries with loss of 
development aid and other financial support ff they refuse to accede to EPAs 
(Kamidza 2005). This suggestion is adamantly denied by the EC.z5 However, 
Sanoussi Bila| (2007: 2), the co-ordinator of programmes of the European Centre 
for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) on ACP-EU economic trade co- 
operation, argues that the majority of ACP countries were reluctant to engage in 
EPA negotiations and the major reason they became invoived was to retain their 
EU preferential market access. For these countries, the EPAs are not deemed to be 
an opportunity but a destiny, a price that has to be paid in order to continue 
access to Europe’s markets. 

:. The SA-EU FTA, which came into force in January 2000, w, as supposed to be 
iilthe model for future.EU EPAs, atthough some EC officials deny this (Wellmer 
12007). However, as South Africa negotiated with the EU as a developed country, 

the other countries of eastern and southern Africa are either developing or 
developing countries, any potentiaI association with South Africa and the 
was politically problematic. For a.start, even though they were not represented 

the negotiating table, as members of SACU Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and 
became de facto parties to the agreement, even though it had serious 

implications for them. 
: In defence of the ongoing criticism that the EU has created further divisions 

SADC and COMES& one EC official noted that: ¯ " ’ 

The intention of the EU was to deepen integration in eastern and 
southern Africa, not spIit the region. The hope was that eventually 
eastern and.southern Africa would become one customs union..The 
opinion of the EU is that Africa needs to become mole serious about 
regional integration. The overall objective of the EU was to force 
Africa to rationalise the integration process. The EU also wanted 
there to be a clear cut approach towards regional integration. 
Although the process has not moved in the direction that the EU 

¯ anticipated, it still feels that it’s the right direction.and there exists a 
great deal of movement towards the goals and objectives of the EU 
and EPAs. According to COMES& the EPAs have helped tremendously 

i-. in terms of movement towards at Ieast the digcussion ¯towards deeper 
26 

of African dependence on EU development assistance and the fear of 
i:it appear to’ be at the core of the decision by many African countries to 
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continue to negotiate the EPAs. Yet, as observed by Jane Narunga of the Southern 
and Eastern African Trade~ Information and Negotiations Institute (SEATINI): 

Ugandan negotiators don’t know what they are doing. AI1 countries 
are to work on the development component of the proposed EPAs. 

They haven’t taken a hotistic approach. There is a feeling that they 

are not really negotiating. They are not dealing with the reality of 
the EPAs and what the EU really plans. The EU has really high stakes 

and is funding the entire operation. So they see this as just part of 

development.27                       . . 

The most disconcerting issue for the EU was the fact that Tanzania, a member of 
the East African Customs Union, had refused to join the ESA EPA. This was 
especially problematic because in order for the gPAs to go into force, each African 
country can be a member of only one customs union. Another reality is that 
most countries in eastern and southern Africa are LDCs, which means they are 
not required to reduce tariffs and participate in FFAs under WTO rules. More 

¯ .. Significantly, trade experts have pointed 0ut.that while overlapping FFAs are 
technicaily possible, overlapping customs union are not. 

Goodison and Stoneman (2005) argue that a number of countries in southern 
Africa are threatened by the introduction of reciprocal trade preferences that will 
favourEU exports over a large percentage of trade for both national and. regional 
markets. This includes, in particular, food and agricultural products, especially 
in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Swaziland and Namibia. The CAP reform process is 
increasing the competitiveness of EU agricultural goods as a result of changes in 
aid provision: 

Dismantling border protection in this ¯context could ¯expose local 

agricultural producers and food manufacturers to laighly price. 

competitive (albeit economically inefficient competition), leading 
to a radical downsizing of the agro-processing industry in Southern 

Africa where it exists, and effectively preventing its emergence 
elsewhere. This would then have important knock-on effects on 

agricultural incomes, as prices for basic agricultural raw materials 

stagnate (Goodison and. Stoneman 2005: 23-4). 

Goodison and Stoneman argue that it is obvious that under the EPAs, EU exports 
will increase since tariffs will be removed and goods from the EU will be more 
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competitive through third country suppliers. However, the opposite is not obvious: 
namely, how the EPAs will result in increased southern African exports to the EU. 

This is because it is not dear whether the EU will deal with first, a number of 
issues including restrictions on residual market access arising out of strict rules of 
origin; second, the continuous rise in food safety standards; and third, the fact 
that many supply-side constraints remain. Furthermore, although the EC assumes 
that there will be an increase in investment flows in southern Africa, resulting in 
the enhancement of trade and international competitiveness, this cannot be 

gffaranteed. While it appears reasonable that EU-southern African trade will 
¯ increase under the EPAs, this will probably only benefit consumers, international 
traders and European producers rather than bringing about what is really needed 
-ACP economic structural development and transformation. Finally, the non- 
LDCs will¯ experience considerable barriers to trade. If the worst case scenario 
were to happen, which Goodison and Stoneman argue (2005: 28) is not unduly 
pessimistic, ’Southern Africa’s exports of food and agriculture products to the 
EU couId be largely suspended’. 

~creased EU Market Access 
The concerns that the economic ’recolonisation’ of Africa which is 
underway under the two effects of CAP reform and the EU’s free- 
trade area policy can be illustrated by the spate of take-overs which 
took place in the dairy sector in South Africa in the middle of the 
1990s, in the expectation of the impending conclusion of the TDCA. 
Within an i8-month period, two-thirds of South Africa’s dairy. 
processing sector had been take over or passed into partnership with 
European dairy companies, wi~ the major European players Danone 
and Parmalat actively competing with each other to buy up most of 
the sector (Goodison 2007a: 150). 

T concerned about the above, the British government in March 2005 argued 
the EU using the EPAs to leverage the immediate opening of access to 

country markets and suggested that ACP countries should be given a 
of 20 years to allow for full import liberalisation (Storey 2006: 359). 

the Iast few years, cheap imported chicken from both the US and EU 
with impor~ from the EU coming from farmers 

generous subsidies. As a result the demand for local poultry has 
affecting the economic stability of over 400 000 farmers. In 2004, an 

000 tons of such chicken was exported to Ghana. Thus whereas in 
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I992 Ghanaian farmers supplied 95% of the poultry consumed in the country, 

by 2001 this figure had dropped to 11%.. Other countries seriously affected byl 
the export of EU £rozen chicken include Cameroon, Togo, Senegal and South. 
Africa (Atarah 2005; Christian Aid2005: 17-18). In addition to undermining :-., 
the chicken industry in Ghana, the seas of Ghana have been emptied by EU 
fishing vesse/s (see chapter thirteen by Andr6 Standing in this book). Goodison 
reports (2007b: 291) that increased production of low-priced EU cereals as a 
result of CAP reforms have increased the export of both cereal-based products 
and poultry into West Africa since 1995. 

An estimated 600 000 small-scale dairy t’armers in Kenya have had to compete 
with imports of EUmiIk powder and otl~er dairy products. Similarly, in Western 

Kenya those involved in the sugar industry are threatened by the import of refined 
sugar from the EU. This has posed a major threat to the ability of the country to 
develop its own industrial sugar refining capacity. In the beef industry, small. 
scale farmers in both Namibia and Botswana are experiencing serious problems 
due to the dumping of EU beef on the market.2s In Senegal, the tomato industry 
has been devastated by cheap EU imports (Christian Aid 2005:. 12). 

The literature isfull of examples of the devastating consequerices " " 
" " " of US and EU dumping, structural adjustment programmes and new trade rules under the 

WTO, as well as the potential further devastating consequence of EU-Africa EPAs. 

One EC official acknowledged that there was a contradiction between the 
U s demal that its primary interest is in increasing access to the African m.arket 

and the reality of EU dumping on the continent. However, he argued that once 
the EPAS are implemented, dumping would stop.29 Against this, the Cotonou 

Agreement neither obliges the EU to reduce its dumping nor does it have a 
safeguard clause for the ACP countries. Furthermore, as noted by Berthelot (2006: 
1), ’the EU cheats brazenIy with the WTO rules, which allows it to practice a ~ 

massive agricultural dumping highly detrimental to ACPs’. Although in theory. 
the ACP countries can prosecute the EU for breaking WTO dumping rules, few 
ACP countries have the financial resources to bring the EU before the WTO. In 
any case, such prosecution is Iikely to take place once the damage to a particular 
sector has already beeh done. 

Kamidza argues that Europe has a problem of overproduction, not only of 
products but also of services. Creating EPAs through HAs between countries that 
are unequal politically and economically in the guise of One size fits aii neo- 
liberaI policies offers an answer to the problem. He further notes that this is 
being done in conjunction with the internati0na[ financial institutions (IFIs) 
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to shift the Africa-Europe trade relations from non-reciprocity to 
reciprocity thereby removing the deveiopmental component that 
characterized the previous Lom6 Conventions. Since EPAs seek to 

replace past speciaI preferences, they are viewed as a vehicIe for ex- 
erting EU’s political influences to her former colonies. Withdrawing 
these preferences suits Europe’s political interests well, especially 
given that the 25-member body is increasingly becoming sensitive to 

the demands of the new member-states, which are reluctant to be 
guided by past colonial relationships (Kamidza 2005: t0). 

Benefits do not automatically stem from trade liberalisation in isolation from 

other policy matters. In the ukimate analysis, the EPAs prioritise.freer trade over 
fair trade and fail to address the role of trade liberalisation, in providing 
opportunities and betterment for the poor. 

:an Leaders Challenge the EPAs 
.q’he unimaginable has happened, to the displeasure of arrogant Europe. Africa; 

to be so poor that it would agree to anything, has said no in rebellious 
No to the straitjacket of the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs), no 

the compIete liberalization of trade, no to the latest manifestations of the 
pact’ (Ramonet 2008: I). 

A~ the 31 December 2007 deadline for the signing of the EPAs was drawing 

EU Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson continued to insist that there 
no alternative to the ~EPAs that would not leave th~ ACP countries worse off. 

the Lore6 regime. In fac~, contraryt0 the provisions of Cotoffou, the 
presented any alternatives{o the ACP countries as stipulated in the 

The only way forward, according to the EU, was EPAs. In a September 
intervtew, Manddson rioted (2007: 1-3) that no plan B was available to 

access byACP countries to markets in Europe nor the development 
outlined in the proposed EPAs. He also observed that since the WTO 

that had allowed the Cotonou preferences to remain was to expire at the 
2007, the EU would have to fall back on the generalized system of 

(GSP), which would be a significant step backwards with respect to 
access and opportunities. This statement is indeed ironic since one 

promises made to the ACP countries with respect to the EPAs was that 
)f them would be worse off under Cotonou than the Lore6 regime. 
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Clearly under the GSP the non-LDCs would be worse off. With the GSP, 

developing countries are offered some tariffreductions on products erite~ 
EU market. The products, however, are very specific and must not compete 

EU products. Understandably, therefore, the ACP countries do not see this as a: 

viable alternative to the preferential access to the EU market that they have enjoyedi 

under Lom~ and continued to enjoy until the end of 2007. 

The EC estimated that reversion to the GSP would cost West Africa in 

of~l billion of exports and Central Africa more than ~360 million. Meanwhile, 
the Overseas Development Institute has calculated that under the GSP, exports 

attracting a new tariff of 10% or less would represent a transfer from the ACP 

.countries to the EU of 2.6 times the amount the EDF committed to health projects 

in 2005.30 

Asfar as the EU is concerned, the LDCs that decline to sign an EPA may 

continue to participate in the EBA initiative. From 2001, the EU has provided all 

LDCs with duty free access to the EU market with the exception of arms, sugar, 

rice and bananas. Beginning in 2006, these (minus arms) were to be permitted 

gradual duty free entry :into the EU. Although on paper this appears generous, 

even¯ the EU admits thar because of the more stringent, rules of origin underthe 
EBA, most ACP c0Untties continued to export to the EU under the Cotonou 

Agreement. In additionl the EBA is non-contractual, which means that at any 
given time the EU can change the agreement or rescind it. It is therefore less 

predictable than Cotonou. 

By November 2007, the EPAs were in such danger of not being signed that 

the EC began to offer two-step EPAs. As time ran out, the EC began to have 

second thoughts about threatening to end their trade privileges if ACPs did not 
sign a comprehensive EPA by the year-end deadline. Instead, it announced it was 

willing to offer.interim deals that incIuded goods only. Other important and 

controversial issues such as trade in services or steps to enhance competitiveness 

could,¯ the EU suggested, be negotiated during a second stage in 2008 (Rampa 

2007: I).31 
The issue of the EPAs came to an unexpected explosive point during the 

second EU-Africa Summit, which took place in Lisbon in December 2007. 

Although EPAs were not officially on the agenda (De Bergh 2007-8: 20), massive . 

pressure was placed upon African countries to sign them by 31 December. In 
response, Abdoubye Wade, president of senegal, stormed out of the meeting 

denouncing the EPAs and accusing the EU of using strong-arm tactics. With 

President Thabo Mbeki of South Africa supporting Wade, African Union (AU) 
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chairperson Alpha Oumar Konar6 warned about the divisive consequences the 
EPAs would have for the regional integration process in Africa and declared that 
they would have a negative impact on Africa’s industries and rural poor. 

This necessitated rethinking on the part of the EU. Indeed, at the summit 

French president Nicolas Sarkozy lent support to African countries that were 
vehemently opposed to the EPAs by noting that ’he was in favor of gtobalization 

but not the despoliation of countries that had nothing left’,sz Meanwhile, Britain 
announced that it was trying to secure a temporary arrangement that would ensure 

no African nation was worse off from 1 January 2008. As a resuIt of such 
backtrackingl the EC president Josd Manuel Barroso wa~ forced to heed the 

demand by African countries for further discussions on the EPAs, scheduling 

these for February 2008. 
The only region to sign a full EPA by 31 December 2007 was the Caribbean 

and it was suggested that this followed ’a mixture of blatant bullying, bribery, 
cajolery, deception, intellectual dishonesty and plain bluff’ (Thomas 2008). 

. However, when it came to the crunch, most African non-LDCs, reluctantly initialed 
interim EPAs in order to preserve their current market access to the EU. The 

which will continue to export to the EU under the 

¯ and¯Nigeria, Gabon and Congo, which will now have to export to the EU 
GSP. Otherwise, as summarised by the ECDPM, by the end of January 

situation was as follows: 
¯ the EAC (Kenya, Tanzania, Burundi, Uganda and Rwanda) decided to form 

its own EPA region and signed an interim agreement with the EU. An 
interim agreement only requires that trade in goods be covered in order to 
comply with WTO rules; 

¯ other¯ countries that initialed interim agreementsin the ESA EPA region 

were Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Comoros andMadagascar. However, 
Zambia, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia and MaIawi will be exporting to the 

EU under the EBA regime; 
an interim agreement was initialed by Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique, 

Lesotho and Swaziland in the SADC EPA regiori, with Angola planning to 
follow their lead; ¯ 
in Central Africa, the only country that initialed an interim agreement 

v-was Cameroon, the only non-LDC in the region. The LDCs that will export 

the EU under the EBA include the Central African Republic, Chad, 

Equatorial Ouinea and S~o Tom6 and Principe; 
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in West Africa, Ivory Coast and Ghana initialed an interim agreement 
order to prevent the imposition of tariffs on major exports, includi 

bananas and cocoa (Kabuletta and Hanson 2007-8: 1). However, Ni 
opted to export to the EU under the OSP+ regime. Although Cape Verde; 

graduated from LDC status on 1 January 2008, it will be allowed to export 
to the EU for three years under the EBA regime. The LDCs from this 

that will export to the EU under the EBA include Benin, Burkina Fast, 

Oambia, Guinea, Ouinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mall,. Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone and Togo. 

Theinterim agreements contain clauses that stipulate negotiati6ns towards creating 

full EPAs will continue in 2008. ECDPM acknowledges that a result of the EPAs 

will be that ACP countries wili likely experience losses in tariff revenues and wilt 

face adjustment costs as a result of the need to restructure their economies. They 

will also need support with respect to their productive capacities if they are going 
to be able to take advantage of new export opportunities. In thisregard, the EC 

has indicated that development assistance under the EDF will continue along 

with assistance under special programmes that deal with sensi~i~ce products such 

as bananas, sugar and rice. This wilI be provided from EU budget funding. In 

addition, the ACP countries have requested other EPA funding complementary 

to EDF funding, so that funds will not be diverted from development areas to 

projects related to trade. In addition, the EU has made a serious commitment to 

increasing trade-related assistance to @2 billion annually by 2010. 

Meanwhile, consistent with the joint EU-Africa strategy endorsed at the summit 
there are three priorities related to the trade and regional integration partnership. 

It was agreed that such integration could be achieved by: 

¯ ensuring tl-tat EPAs support Africa’s regional and continental integration 

agenda as defined in the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic 

Community; 
¯ improving coherence and convergence between African integration 

processes and EPAs; and 
¯ enhancing the role of the AU in monitoring EPAs and the Euro- 

Mediterranean Partnership. 

However, De Bergh (2007-8) argues that the EC’s decision on a fall back position 
to create bilateral agreements ’as a provisional solution, to be enlarged into a 
comprehensive regional agreement in 2008’ placed African countries between a 
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rock and a hard place. Either, they had to conclude an EPA individually, at the 
cost of alienating regional partners and disrupting regional integration, a politically 
(and for some legally) untenable option; or, they could align with their respective 
region by refusing to sign bilateral EPAs. This would result in a substantive increase 

of EU tariffs as of 1 January 2008 under the less advantageous GSP, an economically 
costly option that would damage their development prospects. 

An alternative to creating more divisions, De Bergh suggested, would have 
been for the EU to continue negotiations into 2008. It is indeed ironic that the 
American African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) has been in existence 
without a WTO waiver and in many respects AOOA is more discriminatory than 
the Cotonou Agreement, yet this has been extended to 2015)~ So, like the US, 
the EU could possibly continue the Cotonou trade preferences without a waiver 
since the EPA negotiations have gone beyond the end of 2007. As Christian Aid 

(2005: 6) notes: 

The resulting.one-sided or non-reciprocal trade arrangement could 

be made w’ro-legat if European member states were prepared to 

instruct the Commission to argue for changes to WTO law. The 

rules governing regional and preferential trade agreements between 

developed and developing countries need rewriting. Europe has 

already promised to support measures to make ’special and 

differential treatment’ for developing countries more effective in the 

ongoing Doha round of talks. 

final analysis, when the EU started neg0_tiating the EPAs in 2002, they 
began to undermine the effort by the AU to rationalise African RECs 

in 2001 with the Abuja Treaty. It aims to create one African 
’ (AEC)and the AU had identified eight RECs to begin this 

As previously noted, it is the opinion of this author that the EU modeI 
economic integration, whether through the EU EPAs or the AU, will 

successful. However, what has become dear is that the interim EPAs have 
served to create more divisions among various regional economic 

(Hanson and Julian 2008: 14-15); !n this regard, the EU wilt never 
in repartitioning or economically recolonising the Continent. 

one positive outcome of EU efforts in this regard is that it has forced 
leaders to become more serious about the need to rationalise regional 

organisations and find an African solution to the failure to integrate 
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the Continent economically. This, however, is going to ben daunting task as 
global economic powers - US, EU, China, India and Brazil - have all joined the 

fray, scrambling/:or Africa’s resources. The unfortunate reality is that African 

leaders are not only allowing this to happen, but are active participants in the 

process. It is frightening to contemplate that at the end of Africa’s current 

commodity boom the continent may well be worse off than before it began. This 
.is highly possible given that amidst the billions of dollars changing hands on the 

continent, not one leader is spearheading an industrial revolution with these 

monetary resources. Through attempts to repartition the continent and 

economically re.colonise it, global powers such as the EU are interested only in 
temporary gains. But who can blame them for trying if African leaders themselves 
are complicit in the process? 

Notes 

1. EC, Brussels, 27 Feb. 2006. 
2. ’The new cotoniaJists: a I4*page speciaI report oft China’s thirst for r 

’ Mar; 2008. ¯ esources, 15-21 

3. An FTA consists of an agreement among member statds of a regional economic 

organisation to remove most tariffs when trading among themselves. Each country, 
however, continues to maintain its own tariffs when trading with countries that are not 

members of the FTA. 
4. In a customs union, the members of the regional economic otganisation determine 

one common external tariff (CET) on each preduct that enters the FTA. For example, 
all flour that is imported into the region is imported under the same tariff regime. The 

EU would like the four proposed regions to be customs unions so they Can negotiate 
One set of tariffs with the entire regional economic organisation. Otherwise, under a 

FTA, they have to negotiate a separate tariff regime w~th each country with whom they 
sign an EPA~ 

Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxemburg and the Netherlands. 
Mauritania, Senegal, Mall, Niger, Upper Volta (now Burkin0 Faso), Ivory Coast, 

Dahomey (now Benin)~ Togo, Cameroon, Chad, Gabon, the Central African Republic, 

Congo-BrazzavilIe, Congo~Leopoldvflle (DRC), Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, Madagascar 
and Mauritius. 
He argues that a FTA was created between the EU and each of the associates. 

The ECC became the European Community in the late !960s. 
Ireland and Denmark also joined at the same time. 

This principle can be found in Article 1 o( GATTiWTO and it stipulates that one 
member must give to all members the same most favourable treatment. This is part of 

the non-discrimination principle. 
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But see Brown 2002; Crawford I996; Lee 2003; Montana 2003; Davenport, Hewitt 
and Koning, 1995; Nunn and Price 2004; Parfitt 1996; Stevens 1996; Wellmer 1998. 
The EU currently consists of 27 independent states and is the most successful regional 
economic organisation in the world. It has created an economic union with one single 
currency, the Euro, although not all member states have adopted it. 
Rules of origin sttpulaved the amount of Iocal value that must be added to goods unde~ 

a FTA in order for ACP countries to ~xport to the EU duty free. This is done to 
prevent ’non-partner countries from trans-shipping goods to take advantage of the 
lower tariffs offered within a free trade agreement’ (Ravenhilt 2005: 423). For more 

detail see Brown 2002:61 and Lee 2003: 202. 
Food safety standards: see Stoneman and Thompson 2007:236-7 for an in-depth 
explanation. 

These included multinational companies such as German S.aarbergwerk, Belgian 
Petroflna and Royal Dutch Shell in the ACP mineral sector; Tare and Lyle, Booker 

McConneli and Unilever in the agricultural sector, particularly the Caribbean and 

¯ ka~rican plantations; and many conglomerates operating across sectors like Brook Liebig’s 
involvement in tea, coffee and cattle rearing in Africa (Nunn and Price 2004: 213). 

This means in essence Lom~ V since the Lore{ Convention provisions remained in 

force until 31 Dec. 2007. 
The two ort~er EPAs are the Caribbean and the Pacific. 
Interview, 28 Feb. 2006. 
Unequal partners: how EU-ACP economic partnership agreements (EPAs) �ould harm 
~e development prospects of maW of the world’s poorest countries. Oxfam briefing 
note, Sep. 2006. 

The DRC was originally a member of the ESA EPA. 
Although South Africa was initially only an observer to the SADC-minus EPA as a 

result of its existing FTA with the EU, it was allowed to join the SADC-minus EPA on 

,12 Feb. 2007. 
28 Feb. 2006. 

was estimated that there were more than 24 areas of common concern that needed 
tobe addressed in the ACP guidelines at the ACP-EU level. 

28 F~b. 2006. 

at EPA seminar, Africa Institute of South Africa, 25 Oct. 2007, Pretoria. 
28 Feb. 2006. 
with Jane Namnga, 22 Mar. 2006. 

wii[ destroy small scale farmers’ Iive[ihoods in Africa: memorandum to the 

Commissiort by EPA Watch, 13 Apr. 2005. 

27 Feb. 2006. 
Negotiatiom Insights 6(6) 2007: 2. 

r.a detailed chronology of the events leading up to the final outcome of the EPA 
see Trade Negotiation Insights Sep. 2007 to Jan. 2008. 

York Times 9 Dec. 2007. 

Monthly News Update Apr. 2007: 4. 
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CHAPTER 19 

How AFRI CA B 

BLACK 

ECAME 

No MATTER 

beforehand, one’s’first impressions ~om a~ally behg ~ere are 

ove~helming. On ~¢ .s~eets o~ Windhoek, capitol of newly ~&pendent 

. Na~bia, I saw bla& Hereto people, bta& Ovambos, w~tes, and,Namas, 

di~erenraga~ Dora both blacks ~d whffes. They were nO tonger mere 

pi~es in a re.book, but living humans ~ .~ont of me. Outside Wind: 

hoek, the last o~ the formerly widespread Kalahafi Bus~ were s~ug- 

#ing ~or. su~ivaL But w~t most s~pfised me M N~bia was a s~eet 

sign: one of.do~to~ Win~oek’s ma~ roads was calledGoer~g Stre~l 

. Surely, I ~ou~t, no co~t~ co~d be so dominated, by ~repentant 

Nazis as to name a sueet a~er the notorious Nazi Reicbskomm~sar and 

founder of the Lu~affe, Hermann Goering~ No, it ~ned out that ~e 

street instead co~emorate~ Herman’s fa~er~.He~iChGoeri~g, 

ing Reicbskommissar of ~e former ~rman colony o~ Sou~-West Mrica, 

which became Namibia. But Heivzich was Mso a problematic figure~ £or 
:~;Ng ~l~g~:~l~dea o:n~ 6~ ~.m6s(. ~/8[~":~k~ 

~~y ~: :t804 ~ @~ ~f ~~6n .ag~g:(~".:H~ 

in nei~bbfin~:~S0~th ~ica copland.more of the 

world’sa~emion, Na~bia ~s well is struggling to deal with its colo~al 
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past and establish a multiracial society. Namibia illustrated for me how 

inseparable Africa’s past is from its present. 

Most Americans ahd many Europeans equate native Africans with 

blacks, white Africans with recent intruders, and African racial history 

with the story of European colonialism and slave trading. There is an obvi- 

ous reason why we focus on those particular facts: blacks are the sole 

native Africans familiar to most Americans, because they were brought in 

large numbers as slaves to the United States. But very different peoples 

may have occupied much of modem black Africa. until as recently as a few 
thousand years ago, and so-called African blacks themselves are.heteroge- 

neous.~...Ev.en!before;i~k~:~ a~ri~a! of~ifite:colonialists, Africa alrea.dy:.l’i~z::; 

’di~!P~S Of huma~ty,~anc[ three o£:~..a~e 
One-~ume~ o~. the: w.oz!.d?s languages!are :spoke~ .o~y~in: ~ica. 

Africa’s diverse peoples resulted from its diverse geography and its long 

prehistory. Africa is the only continent..to extend from the northern ;to the 

southern temperate zone, while also encompassing some of the .worl.d’s 

driest deserts, largest tropical rain forests, and highest .equatorial moun- 

tains. Humans have li~ed in Africa far_longer than anywhere else: our 

remote ancestors originated there around 7 million.years ago, and anatom- 

ically modern Homo sapiens may have arisen there since then...The tong 

interactions between Africa’s.. many peoples generated its .fasc~.~rng..p~ 

p~S~!:5;00.0i: ~:e~the Bantu expansio~, a~d the. Indonesian. colonization 

of Madagascar.: All of those past interactions continue to have heavy con- 

sequences, because the details of who arrived where before whom are 

shaping Africa today. 

How did those five divisions of humanity get to be where they are now 

in Africa? Why were blacks the ones who came to be so widespread, rather 

than the four other groups whose existence Americans tend to forget? 

How can we ever hope to wrest the answer~-to those questions from Afri- 

ca’s preliterate past, lacking the writ-ten evidence that teaches us about the 

spread of the Roman Empire? African prehistory is a puzzle or~ a grand 

scale, still only partly solved. As it turns out, the story has some little- 

appreciated but striking parallels with the American prehistory that we 

encountered in the preceding chapter. 



¯ 

THE FIVE MAJOR hLwnarl groups to which Akrica was already ihome by 

a~i~, 1000 are those loosely referred to by laypeople as. blacks; whites, 

African Pygmies, Khoisan, and Asians. Figure 19.1 depicts their disrribu, 

tions, while the portraits following page 288 will remind you of.their strik- 

ing differences in :skin. color, hair form and color, and facial features. 

Blacks. were ,formerly confined to.Africa, Pygmies: and. Khoisan .still live 

only.there, ~rhileL many.more whites and Asians: live outside Africa than in 

it,.These five groups constitute o~. represent:all, the major di~isions of 

humanity except:for Abor.i~al.A.ustrali~S andtheir relatives, 

Many readers may already be protesting: don’t stereotype people by 

classifying them into arbitrary "races"! Yes, I acknowledge that each of 

these so-called maior groups is very diverse. To lump people as different 

as Zulus, Somalis, and Ibos under the singIe heading of "blacks" ignores 

the differences between them. We ignore equaliy-big differences when we 

lump Africa’s Egyptians and Berbers with each Other and with Europe’s 

Swedes under the single heading of "whites." In addition, the divisions 

between blacks, whites, and the other major groups are arbitrary, because 

each such group shades into others: all human groups on Earth have mated 

with humans of every other group that they encountered. Nevertheless, as 

we’ll see, recognizing these major groups is .still-so useful for understand- 

ing history that I’ll use the group names as shorthand, without, repeating 

the above caveats, in every sentence. 

Of the five African groups, representatives of many populations of 

blacks and whites are familiar to Americans and Europeans and need no 

physical description. Blacks occupied the largest area of Africa even as of 

.~.~. t400: the southern Sahara and most of sub-Saharan Africa (see Figure 

19.1). While American blacks of African descent originated mainly from 

Mrica’s west coastal zone, similar, peoples traditionally occupied East 

Africa as well, north to the Sudan and south to the southeast coast of 

South A{rica itself. Whites, ranging from Egyptians and Libyans to Moroc- 

cans, occupied¯ A~rica’s noi’ch coastai zone and the northern Sahara. Those 

North.A~ricans would hardly be con{used with blue-eyed blond-haired 

Swedes, but most: laypeopte wonld sdtl Call them "whites" because they 

have. lighter skin and straighter hair: than peoples to the south termed 

"blacks.~" :Most of A_~rica’s blacks¯ and whites depended on ~arming or 

herding, or both, for their living. 

In contrast, the next two groups, the Pygmies and Khoisan, include 
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Peoples of Africa (as of AD 1400) 

whites 

Pygmies 

Figure 19.1. See tlm text for caveats about describing distributions o[ Afri- 

can peoples in terms of these familiar hut problematical groupings. 
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hunter-gatherers without crops or livestock. Like blacks, Pygmies have 
dark skins and tightly curled hair. However, Pygmies differ from blacks in 
their much smaller size, more reddish and less black skins, more extensive 
facial and body hair, and more prominent foreheads, eyes, and teeth. Pyg- 
mies are mostly hunter-gatherers living in groups widely scattered through 
the Central African rain forest and trading with (or working for) neigh- 
boring black farmers. 

The Khoisan make up the group least familiar to Americans, who are 
unlikely even to have heard of their name. Formerly distributed over much 
of southern Africa, they consisted not only of small-sized htmter-gatherers, 
known as San, but also of larger herders, known as Khoi. (These names 
are now preferred to the better-known terms Hottentot and Bushmen.} 
Both the Khoi and the San look (or looked) quite unlike African blacks: 
their skins are yellowish, their hair is very tightly coiled, and the women 
tend to accumulate much fat in their buttocks (termed "steatopygia" ). As 
a distinct group, the Khoi have been greatly reduced in numbers: European 
colonists shot, displaced, or infected many of them, and most of the survi- 
vors interbred with Europeans to produce the populations variously 
known in South Africa as Coloreds or Basters. The San were similarly 
shot, displaced, and in~?ected, but a dwindling small number have pre- 
served their distinctness in Namibian desert areas unsuitable for agricul- 
ture, as depicted some years ago in the widely seen film The Gods Must Be 
Crazy. 

The northern distribution of Africa’s whites is unsurprising, because 
physically similar peoples live in adjacent areas of the Near East and 
Europe. Throughout recorded history, people have been moving back and 
forth between Europe, the Near East, and North Mrica. I’ll therefore say 
little more about Africa’s whites in this chapter, since their origins aren’t 
mysterious. Instead, the mystery involves blacks, Pygmies, and Khoisan, 
whose distributions hint at past population upheavals. For instance, the 
present fragmented distribution of the 200,000 Pygmies, s~ttered amid 
120 million blacks, suggests that Pygmy hunters were formerly widespread 
throug~ the equatorial forests until displaced and isolated by the arrival 

of black farmers. The Khoisan area of southern Africa is surprisingly smalt 
for a people so distinct in anatomy and language. Could the Khoisan, too, 
have been originally more widespread until their more northerly popula- 
tions were somehow eliminated? 

Fve saved the biggest anomaly for last. The large island of Madagascar 
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lies only 250 miles off the East A2rican coast, much closer to Africa than 
to any other continent, and separated by the whole expanse of the Indian 
Ocean from Asia and Australia. Madagascar’s people prove to be a mix- 
rure of two elements. Not surprisingly, one element is African blacks, but 
the other consists of people instantly recognizable, from their appearance, 
as tropical Southeast Asians. Specifically, the language spoken by all the 
people of Madagascar--Asians, blacks, and mixed--is Austronesian and 
very similar to the Ma’anyan language spoken on the Indonesian island of 
Borneo, over 4,000 miles across the open Indian Ocean from Madagascar. 
No other people remotely resembling Borneans five within thousands of 
miles of Madagascar. 

These .Austronesians, with their Austronesian language and modified 
Austronesian culture, were already established on Madagascar by the time 
it was ~st visited by Europeans, in 1500;..T~is.~.s~es. me-as.-the, sing!~ 

m°st"astonis.-hing.::fa~"ofihuman:’geography for the entire world..It’s as. if 
C°iumbus,0n reac~giCu]~a:,.had found.it..occupied by bttle~yed~.btond~ 
.haired Scandinavians..speaking a language.dose to Swedish, even .though 
the nearby North American: continent was inhabitedby Native.Americans 
speaking Amerin~an~-!anguages; How on:earth could prehistori~..people, d~ 

¯ Borneo, presumab!y..voyaging in boats without maps or compasses, end 
up.in Madagascar? 

THE CASE oF Madagascar tells us that peoples’ languages, as v-ell as 

their physical appearance, can yield important clues to their origins. Just 

by looking at the people of Madagascar, we’d have known that some of 

them came from tropical Southeast Asia, but we wouldn’t have known 

from which area of tropical Southeast Asia, and we’d never have guessed 

Borneo. What else can we learn from African languages that we didn’t 

already know from African faces? 

The mind-boggLing complexities of Africa’s 1,500 languages were clari- 

fied by Stanford University’s great linguist Joseph Greenberg, who recog- 

nized that all those languages fall into just five families (see Figure 19.2 

for their distribution). Readers accustomed to thinking of linguistics as 

dull and technical may be surprised to learn what fascinating contributions 

Figure ~9.2 makes to our understanding of African history. 

If we begin by comparing Figure 19.2 with Figure 19.1, we’ll see a 

rough correspondence between language families and anatomically 
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Figure 19.2. Language families of Africa. 

defined human groups: languages of a given language family tend to be 

spoken by distinct people, ha particular, Affoasiatic speakers mostly prove 

to be peopte who would be classified as whites or blacks, Nito-Saharan 

and Niger-Congo speakers prove to be blacks, I(hoisan speakers Khoisan, 

and Austronesian speakers Indonesian. This suggests that languages have 

tended to evolve along with the people who speak them. 
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Concealed at the top of Figure 19.2 is our first surprise, a big shock for 

Eurocentric believers in the superiority of so-called Western civilization. 
We’re taught that Western civilization originated in the Near East, was 
brought to brilIiant heights in Europe by the Greeks and Romans, and 
produced three of the world’s great religions: Christianity, Judaism, and 
Islam. Those religions arose among peoples speaking three closely related 
languages, termed Semitic languages: Aramaic (the language of Christ and 
the Apostles), Hebrew, and Arabic, respectively. We instinctively associate 
Semitic peoples with the Near East. 

However, Greenberg determined that Semitic languages really form 
only one of six or more branches of a much larger language family, Afro- 
asiatic, all of whose other branches (and other 222 surviving languages) 
are confined to Africa. Even the Semitic subfamily itself is mainly African, 
12 of its 19 surviving languages being confined to Ethiopia. This suggests 
that A_froasiatic languages arose in Africa, and that only one branch of 
them spread to the Near East. Hence it may have been Africa that gave 
birth to the languages spoken by the authors of the Old and New Testa- 

ments and the Koran, the moral pillars of Western. civilization. 
The next surprise in Figure 19.2 is a seeming detail on which I didn’t 

comment when t just told you that distinct peoples tend to have distinct 
languages, Among Africa’s five groups of people--blacks, whites, Pygmies, 
Khoisan, and Indonesians--only the Pygmies lack any distinct languages: 

each band of Pygmies speaks the same language as the neighboring group 
of black farmers. However, if one compares a given language as spoken 

by Pygmies with .the same language as spoken by blacks, the Pygmy ver- 
sion seems to contain some unique words with distinctive sounds. 

Originally, of course, people as distinctive as the Pygmies, living in a 
place as distinctive as the equatorial African rain forest, were surely iso- 
lated enough to develop their own language family. However, today those 
languages are gone, and we already saw from Figure 19.t that the Pyg- 
mies’ modern distribution is highly fragmented. Thus, distributional and 
linguistic clues combine to suggest that the Pygmy homeland was engulfed 

by invading black farmers, whose languages the remaining Pygmies 
adopted, leaving only traces of their original languages in some words and 
sounds. We saw previously that much the same is true of the Malaysian 
Negritos (Semang) and Philippine Negritos, who adopted Austroasiatic 
and Austronesian languages, respectively, from the farmers who came to 
suxround them. 
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The fragmented distribution of Nilo-Saharan languages in Figure 19.2 

similarly implies that many speakers of those languages have been 

engulfed by speakers of Afroasiatic or Niger-Congo languages. But the 

distribution of Ydloisan lar~guages testifies to an even more dramatic 

enguLfing. Those languages are famously unique in the whole world in 

their use of clicks as consonants. (If you’ve been puzzled by the name 

!Kung Bushman, the exclamation mark is not an expression of premature 

astonishment; it’s just how linguists denote a click.) All existing Khoisan 

languages are confined to southern Africa, with two exceptions. Those 

exceptions are two very distinctive, crick-laden Khoisan Ia~guages named 

Hadza and Sartdawe, stranded in Tanzania more than 1,000 miles from 

the nearest Khoisan languages of southern Africa. 

tn addition, Xhosa and a few other Niger-Congo languages of southern 

Africa are full of dicks. Even more unexpectedly, clicks or Khoisan words 

a!so appear in two Afroasiatic languages spoken by blacks in Kenya, 

stranded still farther from present Khoisan peoples than are the Hadza 

and Sandawe peoples of Tanzania. All this suggests that Khoisan languages 

and peoples formerly extended far north of their present southern African 

distribution, until they too, like the Pygmies, were engulfed by the blacks, 

leav~g only linguistic legacies of their former presence. That’s a unique 

contribution of the linguistic evidence, something we could hardly have 

guessed just from physical studies of living people. 
I have saved the most remarkable contribution of linguistics for last. If 

you look again at Figure 19.2, you’ll see that the Niger-Congo language 

family is distributed all over West Africa and most of subequatorial Africa, 

apparently giving no clue as to where within that enormous range the fam- 

ily originated. However, Greenberg recognized that all Niger-Congo lan- 

guages of subequatorial Africa belong to a single language subgroup 

termed Bantu. That subgroup accounts for nearly half of t~e 1,032 Niger- 

Gongo languages and for more than half (nearly 200 million) of the Niger- 

Congo speakers. But all those 500 Bantu languages are so similar to each 

other that they have been facetiously described as 500 dialects of a single 

language. 

Collectively, the Bantu languages constitute only a single, low-order 

subfamily of the Niger-Congo language family. Most of the 176 other sub- 

families are crammed into West Africa, a small fraction of the entire Niger- 

Congo range. In particular, the most distinctive Bantu languages, and the 

non-Bantu Niger-Congo languages most closely related to Bantu lan- 
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guages, are packed into a tiny area of Cameroon and adjacent eastern 

Nigeria. 

Evidently, the Niger-Congo language family arose in West Africa; the 

Bantu branch of it arose at the east end of that range, in Cameroon and 

Nigeria; and the Bantu then spread out of that homeland over most of 

subequatorial Africa. That spread must have begun long ago enough that 

the ancestral Bantu language had time to split into 500 daughter lan- 

guages, but nevertheless recently enough that all those daughter languages 

are still very similar to each other. Since all other Niger-Congo speakers, 

as well as the Bantu, are blacks, we couldn’t have inferred who migrated 

in which direction just from the evidence of physical anthropology. 

¯ To make this type of linguistic reasoning clear, let me give you a familiar 

example: the geographic origins of the English language. Today, by far 

the largest number of people whose first language is .English live in North 

America, with others scattered over the globe in Britain, Australia, and 

other countries. Each of those countries has its own dialects of English. If 

we knew.nothing else about language distributions and history, we might 

have guessed that the English language arose in North America and was 

carried overseas to Britain and Australia by colonists. 

But all those English. dialects form only one low-order subgroup of the 

Germanic language famity..All the other subgroups the various Scandina- 

vian, German, and Dutch languages---are crammed into northwestern 

Europe. In particular, Frisian, the other Germanic language most closely 

related to English,. is confined to a tiny coastal area of Holland and western 

Germany. Hence a linguist would immediately deduce correctly that the 

English language arose in coastal northwestern Europe and spread around 

the world from there. In fact, we know from recorded history that English 

really was carried from there to England by invading Anglo-Saxons in the 

fifth and sixth centuries A.D. 

Essentially the same line of reasoning tells us that the nearly 200 million 

Bantn people, now flung over much of the map of Africa, arose from Cam- 

eroon and Nigeria. Along with the North African origins of Semites and 

the origins of Madagascar’s Asians, that’s another conclusion that we 

couldn’t .have reached without linguistic evidence. 

We had already deduced, from Khoisan language distributions and the 

lack of ~istinct Pygmy languages, that Pygmies and Khoisan peoples had 

formerly ranged more widely, until they were engulfed by blacks. (I’m 

using "engulfing" as a neutral a!l-embracing word, regardless of whether 
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the process involved conquest, expulsion, interbreeding, killing, or epi- 

demics.) We’ve now seen, from Niger-Congo language distributions, that 

the blacks who did the engulfing were the Bantu. The physical and linguis- 

tic evidence considered so far has let us infer these prehistoric engulfings, 

but it still hasn’t solved their mysteries for us. Only the further evidence 

that I’ll now present can help us answer two more questions: What advan- 

tages enabled the Bantu to displace the Pygmies and Khoisan? When did 

the Bantu reach the former Pygmy and Khoisan homelands? 

TO APPROACH THE question about the Bantu’s advantages, let’s exam- 

ine the remaining type of evidence from the living present--the evidence 

derived from domesticated plants and animals. As we saw in previous 

chapters, that evidence is important because food production led to high 

population densities, germs, technology, political organization, and other 

ingredients of power. Peoples who, by accident of their geographic loca- 

tion, inherited or developed food production thereby .became able to 

engulf geographically less endowed people. 

When Europeans reached sub-Saharan Mrica in the. 1400s, Mricans 

were growing five sets of crops (Figure 19.3), each of them laden with 

significance for African history. The first set was grown only in North 

Africa, extending to the highlands of Ethiopia. North Africa enjoys a 

iterranean climate, characterized by rainfall concentrated in the winter 

months. (Southern California also experiences a Mediterranean climate, 

explaining why my basement and that of millions of Other southern Cali- 

fornians often gets flooded in the winter but infallibly dries out in the 

summer.) The Fertile Crescent, where agriculture arose, enjoys that same 

Mediterranean pattern of winter rains. 

Hence North Africa’s original crops all prove to be ones adapted to 

germinating and growing with winter rains, and known from archaeologi- 

cal evidence to have been first domesticated in the Fertile Crescent begin- 

ning around 10,000 years ago. Those Fertite Crescent crops spread into 

climatically similar adjacent areas of North Africa and laid the founda- 

tions for the rise of ancient Egyptian civilization. They. include such famil- 

iar crops as wheat, barley, peas, beans, and grapes. These are familiar to 

us precisely because they also spread into climatically similar adjacent 

areas of E~ope, thence to America and Australia, and became some of the 

staple crops of temperate-zone agriculture around the world. 
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Origins of African crops, with examples 

87 

Figure 19.3. The areas of origin of crops grown traditionally in Africa 

(that is, before the arrival of crops carried by colonizing Europeans), 

with examples of two crops from each area. 

As one travels south in Africa across the Saharan desert and reencoun- 

ters rain in the Sahel zone just south of the desert, one notices that Sahel 

rains fall in the summer rather than in the winter. Even if Fertile Crescent 

crops adapted to winter rain could somehow have crossed the Sahara, they 

would have been difficult to grow in the summer-rain Sahel zone. Instead, 

we find two sets of African crops whose wild ancestors occur just south of 

the Sahara, and which are adapted to summer rains and less seasonal vari- 
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ation in day length. One set consists of plants whose ancestors are widely 

distributed from west to east across the Sahei zone and were probably 
domesticated there. They include, notably, sorghum and pearl millet, 

which became the staple cereals of much of sub-Saharan Africa. Sorghum 

proved so vatuabie that it is now grown in areas with hot, dry climates on 
all the continents, including in the United States.         . 

The other set consists of plants whose wild ancestors occur in Ethiopia 
and were probably domesticated there in the highlands. Most are still 

grown mainly just in Ethiopia and remain unknown to Americans-- 
including Ethiopia’s narcotic chat, its banana-like ensete, its oiIy noog, its 

finger millet used to brew its national beer, and its tiny-seeded cereal called 
teff, used to make its national bread. But every reader addicted to coffee 

can thank ancient Ethiopian farmers for domesticating the coffee plant. It 

remained confined to Ethiopia until it caught on in Arabia and then 
around the world, to sustain today the economies of countries as ~ar-fltmg 
as Brazil and PapUa New Guinea. 

The next-to-last set of A~ican crops arose from wild ancestors in the 
wet climate of West Africa. Some, including Mrican rice, have remained 
virtually confined there; others, such as African yams, spread throughout 
other areas of sub-Saharan Africa; and two, the oil palm and kola nut, 

reached other continents. West Afxicans were chewing the caffeine-con- 

mining nuts of the latter as a narcotic, long before the Coca-Cola Com- 
pany enticed first Americans and then the world to drink a beverage 

originally laced with its extracts. 
The last batch of African crops is also adapted to wet clir~ates but pro- 

vides the biggest surprise of Figure 19.3. Bananas, Asian yams, and taro 

were already widespread in sub-Saharan Africa in the 1400s, and Asian 
rice was established on the coast ot~ East Africa. But those crops originated 

in tropical Southeast Asia. Their presence in Africa would astonish us, if 

the presence of Indonesian people on Madagascar had not already alerted 
us to Africa’s prehistoric Asian connection. Did Austronesians sailing from 

Borneo land on the East African coast, bestow their crops on grateful Afri- 
can farmers, pick up A£rican fishermen, and sail off into the sun_rise to 

colonize Madagascar, leaving no other Austronesian traces in Africa? 
The remaining surprise is that all of Africa’s indigenous crops--those 

of the Sahel, Ethiopia, and West Africa-originated north of the equator. 
Not a single African crop originated south of it. This already gives us a 
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hint why speakers of Niger-Congo languages, stemming from north of the 

equator, were able to displace Africa’s equatorial Pygmies and subequato- 

rial Khoisan people. The failure of the Khoisan and Pygmies to develop 

agriculture was du(not to any inadequacy of theirs as farmers but merely 

to the accident .that southern Africa’s witd plants were mostly unsuitable 

for domestication. Neither Bantu nor white farmers, heirs to thousands of 

years of~farming experience, were subsequently able to develop southern 

African native plants into food crops. 

Africa’s domesticated animal species can be summarized much more 

quickly than its ptants, because there are so few of them. The sole animal 

that we know for sure was domesticated in Africa, because its wild ances- 

tor is confined there, is a turkeylike bird called the guinea fowl. Wild 

ancestors of domestic cattle, donkeys, pigs, dogs, and house cats were 

native to North Africa but also to Southwest Asia, so we can’t yet be cer- 

tain where they were first domesticated, although the earliest dates cur- 

renfly known for domestic donkeys and house cats favor Egypt. Recent 

evidence suggests that. cattle may have been domesticated independently in 

North Africa, Southwest Asia, and India, and that all three of those stocks 

have contributed to modem African cattle breeds. Otherwise, all the 

remainder ~f Africa’s domestic mammals must have been domesticated 

elsewhere and introduce~d as domesticates to Africa, because their wild 

ancestors occur only in Eurasia. Africa’s sheep and goats were domesti- 

cated in Southwest Asia, its chickens in Southeast Asia, its horses in south- 

ern Russia, and its. camels probably in Arabia. 

The most unexpected feature of this list of African domestic animals is 

again a negative one. The list includes not a single one of the big wild 

mammal species for which Africa is famous and which it possesses in such 

abundance--its zebras and wildebeests, its rhinos and hippos, its giraffes 

and buffalo. As we’lt see, that reality was as fraught with consequences for 

African history as was the absence of native domestic plants in subequato- 

rial Africa. 

This quick tour through Africa’s food staples suffices to show that some 

of them traveled a long way from their points of origin, both inside and 

outside Africa. In Africa as elsewhere in the world, some peoples were 

much "luckier" than others, in the suites of domesticable wild plant and 

animal species that they inherited from their environment. By analogy with 

the engulfing of Aboriginal Australian hunter-gatherers by British colo- 
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nists fed on wheat and cattle, we have to suspect that some of the ~’lucky" 

Africans parlayed their advantage into engulfing their African neighbors. 

Now, at last, let’s turn to the archaeological record to find out who 

engulfed whom when. 

place~ cAlv AItCH~O~.OG~" c~fi tell us about actual dates and 
for the rise of farming and herding" in Africa? A~y reader steeped in the 

history of Western dvilization would be forgiven for assuming that African 

food production began in ancient Egypt’s Nile Valley, land of the pharaohs 

and pyramids. After all, Egypt by 3000 ~3.¢. was undoubtedly the site of 

Africa’s most complex society, and one of the world’s earliest centers of 

writing. In fact, though, possibly the earliest archaeological evidence 

food production in Africa comes instead from the Sahara. 

Today, of course, much of the Sahara is so dry that it cahnot support 

even grass. But between about 9000 and 4000 B.c. the Sahara was more 

humid, held numerous lakes, and teemed with game. In that period, Sahar- 

ans began to tend cattle and make pottery, then to keep sheep and goats, 

and they may also have been starting to domesticate sorghum and millet. 

Saharan pastoralism precedes the earliest known date (5200 B.c.) for the 

arrival of food production in Egypt, in the form of a full package of South- 

west Asian winter crops and livestock. Food production also arose in West 

Africa and Ethiopia, and by around 2500 s.c. cattle herders had already 

crossed the modern border from Ethiopia into northern Kenya. 

While those conclusions rest on archaeological evidence, there is also 

ma independent method for dating the arrival of domestic plants and ani- 

mals: by comparing the words for them in modern languages. Compari- 

sons of terms for plants in southern Nigerian languages of the Niger- 

Congo family show that the words fall into three groups. First are cases in 

which the word for a particular crop is very similar in all those southern 

Nigerian languages. Those crops prove to be ones like West Mrican yams, 

oil palm, and koIa nut--plants that were already believed on botanical 

and other evidence to be native to West Mrica and first domesticated there. 

Since those are the oldest West African crops, all modern southern Nige- 

rian languages inherited the same original set of words for them. 

Next come crops whose names are consistent only among the languages 

failing within a small subgroup of those southern Nigerian languages. 

Those crops turn out to be ones believed to be of Indonesian origin, such 
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as bananas and Asian yams. Evidently, thosecrops reached southern Nige- 

ria only after languages began to break up into subgroups, so each sub- 

group coined or received different names for the new plants, which the 

modern languages of only that particular subgroup inherited. Last come 

crop names that aren’t consistent within language groups at all, but instead 

follow trade routes. These prove to be New World crops like corn and 

peanuts, which we know were introduced into Africa after the beginnings 

of transatlantic ship traffic (A.I). 1492) and diffused since then along trade 

routes, often bearing their Portuguese or other foreign names. 

Thus, even if we possessed no botanical or archaeological evidence 

whatsoever, we would still be able to deduce from the linguistic evidence 

alone that native West African crops were domesticated first, that Indone- 

sian crops arrived next, and that finally the European introductions came 

in. The UCL~ historian Christopher Ehret has applied this linguistic 

approach to determining the sequence in which domestic plants and ani- 

mals became utilized by the people of each African language family. By a 

method termed glottochronology, based on calculations of how rapidly 

words tend to change over historical time, comparative linguistics can even 

yield estimated dates for domestications or crop arrivals. 

Putting together direct archaeological evidence of crops with the more 

indirect linguistic evidence, we deduce that the people who were domesti- 

cating sorghum and millet in the Sahara thousands of years ago spoke 

languages ancestral to modern Nilo-Saharan languages. Similarly, the peo- 

ple who first domesticated wet-country crops of West Africa spoke lan- 

guages ancestral to the modern Niger-Congo languages. Finally, speakers 

of ancestral Afroasiatic languages may have been involved in domesticat- 

ing the crops native to Ethiopia, and they certainly introduced Fertile Cres- 

cent crops to North Africa. 

Thus, the evidence derived from plant names in modern African lan- 

guages permits us to glimpse the existence of three languages being spoken 

in Africa thousands of years ago: ancestral Nilo-Saharan, ancestral Niger- 

Congo, and ancestral Mroasiatic. In addition, we can glimpse the exis- 

tence of ancestral Khoisan from other linguistic evidence, though not that 

of crop names (because ancestral Khoisan people domesticated no crops). 

Now surely, since Africa harbors 1,500 languages today, it is big enough 

to have harbored more than four ancestral languages thousands of years 

ago. But all those other languages must have disappeared-either because 

the people speaking them survived but lost their original language, like the 
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Pygmies, or because the people themselves disappeared. 
The survival of modern Africa’s four native language famiiies {that is, 

the four other than the recer~tly arrived Austronesian language of Mada- 

gascar) isn’t due to the intrinsic superiority of those languages as vehicles 

for communication. Irlstead, it must be attributed to a historical accident: 
ancestral speakers of Nilo-Saharan, Niger-Congo, and AXroasiatic hap- 

pened to be living at the right place and time to acquire domestic plants 

and animals, which let them multiply and either replace other peoples or 

impose their language. The few modern Khoisan speakers survived mainly 

because of their isolation in areas of southern Africa unsuitable for Bantu 

farming. 

BEfoRE wE TRACt Khoisan survival beyond the Bantu tide, let’s see 

what archaeology tells us about Africa’s other great prehistoric population 
movement--the Austronesian colonization of Madagascar. Archaeologists 

exploring Madagascar have now proved that Austronesians had arrived at 

least by A.r~. 800, possibly as early as ~t.D. 300. There the Austronesians 
encountered (and proceeded to exterminate) a strange world of living ani- 

mals as distinctive as if they had come from another planet, because those 

animals had evolved on Madagascar during its long isolation. They 
included giant elephant birds, primitive primates called temurs as big as 
gorillas, and pygmy hippos. Archaeological excavations of the earliest 
human settlements on Madagascar yield remains of iron tools, livestock, 

and crops, so the colonists were not just a small canoetoad of fishermen 

blown off course; they formed a full-fledged expedition. How did that 

prehistoric 4,000-mite expedition come about? 
One hint is in an ancient book of sailors’ directions, the Periplus of the 

Erytbrean Sea, written by an anonymous merchant living in Egypt around 

A.I). 100. The merchant describes an already thriving sea trade connecting 

India and Egypt with the coast of East Africa. With the spread of Islam 

after A.D. 800, Indian Ocean trade becomes well documented archaeologb 

cally by copious qaar~ities of Mideastern (and occasionally even Chinese!) 

products such as pottery, glass, and porcelain in East African coastal settle- 

ments. The.traders waited for favorable’ win&to let them c~oss the Indian 
Ocean :directly between’ East AIrica.and Indla, Whenzhe :Portuguese navi- 

gat6tVasco da Gama.became the first European.to Sail aroundthesouth- 

" em cape of Africa .and reached tl~e Kenya coast in .t498, he encountered 
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Swahili trading settlements and picked up a pilot who:guidedhim onthat 

¯ direct- route toIndia; 

But there was an equally vigorous sea trade from India eastward, 

between India and Indonesia. Perhaps the Austronesian colonists of Mada- 

gascar reached India from Indonesia by that eastern trade route and then 

fell in with the westward trade route to East Africa, where they joined 

with Africans "and discovered Madagascar. That union of Austronesians 

and East Africans lives on today in Madagascar’s basically Austronesian 

language, which contains loan words from coastal Kenyan Bantu lan- 

guages. But there are no corresponding Austronesian loan words in 

Kenyan languages, and other traces of Austronesians are very thin on the 

ground in East Africa: mainly just Mrica’s possible legacy of Indonesian 

musical instruments (xylophones and zithers) and, of course, the Aus- 

tron.esian crops that became so important in African agriculture:Hence 

one Wonders.whether Aiastronesians, instead of taking the easier route to 

Madagaseari.via.~India- and East Africa, somehow (incredibly)sailed 

straight ~.cross the.Indian O.cean, discovered Madagascar, and only later 

got plugged into .East.African txade routes. Thus, some. mystery ~emains 

about. Africa’s most. s~ptising fact 6f human geography. 

WHAT CAN ARCHAEOLOGY tell us about the other great population 

movement in recent African prehistory--the Bantu expansion? We saw 

from the twin evidence of modern peoples and their languages that sub- 

Saharan Africa was not always a black continent, as we think of it today. 

Instead, this eqidence suggested that Pygmies had once been widespread in 

the rain forest of Central Africa, while Khoisan peoples had been wide- 

spread in drier parts of subequatorial Africa. Can archaeology test those 

assumptions? 

In the case of the Pygmies, the answer is "not yet," mereiy because 

archaeologists have yet to discover anciellt human skeletons from the Cen- 

tral African forests. For the Khoisan, the answer is "yes." In Zambia, to 

the north of the modern Khoisan range, archaeologists have found skulls 

of people possibly resembling the modern Khoisan, as well as stone tools 

resembling those that Khoisan peoples were still making in southern Africa 

at the time. Europeans arrived. 

As for how the Bantu came to replace those northern Khoisan, archaeo- 

logical and linguistic evidence suggest that the expansion of ancestral 
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Bantu farmers from West Adrica’s inland savanna south into its wetter 

coastal forest may have begun as early as 3000 B.c. (Figure 19.4). Words 

still widespread in all Bantu languages show that, already then, the Bantu 

had cattle and wet-climate crops such as yams, but that they lacked metal 

and were still engaged in much fishing, hunting, and gathering. They even 

lost their cattle to disease borne by tsetse ~es in the forest. As they spread 

into the Congo Basin’s equatorial forest zone, cleared gardens, and 

increased in numbers, they began to engulf the Pygmy hunter-gatherers 

and compress them into the forest itsel£ 

By soon after 1000 B.c. the Bantu had emerged from the eastern side of 

the forest into the more open country o~ East A~rica’s Rift Valley and Great 

Lakes. Here they encountered a melting pot of A~roasiatic and Nilo- 

Saharan farmers and herders growing millet and sorghum and raising live- 

stock in drier areas, along with Khoisan htmter-gatherers. Thanks to their 

wet-climate crops inherited from their West A£rican homeland, the Bantu 

were able to farm in wet areas of East Africa unsuitable for all those previ- 

ous occupants. By the last centuries B.c. the advancing Bantu had reached 

the East African coast. 

ha East Africa the Bantu began to acquire millet and sorghum (along 

with the Nilo-Saharan names for those crops), and to reacquire cattle, 

from their Nilo-Saharan and A~roasiatic neighbors. They" also acquired 

iron, which had iust begun to be smelted in .A2rica’s Sahel zone. The origins 

of ironworking in sub-Saharan Adrica soon after 1000 B.c. are still 

unclear. That early date is suspiciously close to dates for the arrival of 

Near Eastern ironworking techniques in Carthage, on the North African 

coast. Hence historians often assume that knowledge of metallurgy 

reached sub-Saharan Africa from the north. On the other hand~ copper 

smelting had been going on in the West Mrican Sahara and Sahel since at 

least 2000 B.c. That could have been the precursor to an independent A~ri- 

can discovery of iron metallurgy. Strengthening that hypothesis, the izon- 

smelting techniques of smiths in sub-Saharan Africa were so different from 

those, of .the Mediterranean .as to suggest independent development: A2ri- 

can smiths discovered how to produce high temperatures in their village 

fflrnaces and manufacture steel over 2,000 years before the Bessemer fur- 

naces of !gth,centltry Europe a~d America. 

With the addition of iron tools to their wet-climate crops, the Bantu 

had finally put together a military-industrial package that was unstoppable 

in the subequarorial A~rica of the time. In East Africa they still had to 
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The Bantu expansion: 3000 BC to AD 500 

Figure 19.4. Approximate paths of the expansion that carried people 

speaking Bantu languages, originating from a homeland (designated H) 

in the northwest corner of the current Bantu area, over eastern and south- 

ern Africa between 3000 s.c. and A.D. 500. 
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compete against numerous Nilo-Saharan and A~roasiatic lxon Age farm- 

ers. But to the south lay 2,000 miles of country thinly occupied by Khoisan 

hunter-gatherers, lacking iron and crops. Within a few centuries, in one of 

the swiftest colonizing advances of recent prehistory, Bantu farmers had. 

swept ali the way to Natal, on the east coast of what is now South Africa. 

It’s easy to oversimptifi! what was undoubtedly a rapid and dramatic 

expansion, and to picture all Khoisan in the way being trampled by 

onrushing Bantu hordes. In reality, things were more complicated. Khoisan 

peoples of southern Africa had already acquired sheep and cattle a few 

centuries ahead of the Bantu advance. The first Bantu pioneers probably 

were few in number, selected wet-forest areas suitable for their yam 

agriculture, and leapfrogged over drier areas, which they tek to Khoisan 

herders and hunter-gatherers. Trading and marriage relationships were 

undoubtedly established between those Khoisan and the Bantu farmers, 

each occupying different adjacent habitats, just as Pygmy hunter-gatherers 

and Bantu farmers still do today in equatorial Africa. Only gradua, lly, as 

the Bantu multiplied and incorporated cattle and dry-climate cereals into 

their economy, did they fill in the leapfrogged areas. But the eventual resuk 

was still the same: Bantu farmers occupying most of the former Khoisan 

realm; the legacy of those former Khoisan inhabitants reduced to clicks in 

scattered non-Khoisan languages, as well as buried skulls and stone tools 

waiting for archaeologists to discover; and the Khoisanqike appearance of 

some southern A~rican Bantu peoples. 

What actually happened to all those vanished Khoisan populations? We 

don’t know. All we can say for sure is that, in places where Khoisan peo- 

ples had lived for perhaps tens of thousands of years, there are now Bantu. 

We can only venture a guess, by analogy with witnessed events in modern 

times when steel-toting white farmers collided with stone tool-using 

hunter-gatherers o£ Aboriginal Australia and Indian California. There, we 

know that hunter-gatherers were rapidly eliminated in a combination of 

ways: they were driven out, men were killed or enslaved, women were 

appropriated as wives, and both sexes became infected with epidemics of 

the farmers’ diseases. An example of such a disease in Africa is malaria, 

which is borne by mosquitoes that breed around farmers’ villages, and to 

which the invading Bantu had already developed genetic resistance but 

Khoisan hunter-gatherers probably had not.                    " 

However, Figure 19.1, of recent African human distributions, reminds 

us that the Bantu did not overrun all the Khoisan, who did survive in 
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southern African areas unsuitable for Bantu agriculture. The southernmost, 
Bantupeopte, the Xhosa, stopped:at the:Fish. River on South Africa?s south 
coast,.500 .miles east of Cape Town. It’s not that the Capeo£ Good-:Hope 
itself, is too dry for agricultttre: it is~. after.all, ~e. breadbasket. Of mode~..~. 

South. Africa~ Instead, the Cape has a Mediterranean climate, ofwinter~: 
rains, in which the Bantu summer-rain crops do not grow..~By. !652~ ..the:. 

year the Dutch arrived at Cape Town with their winter-rain crops: of.Near 

Eastern. origin, the Xhosa had still not spread beyond the Fish~Rive~. 

That seeming detail of plant geography had enormous implications for 
politiqs today. One consequence was that, once South ,African whites had 
quickly killed or infected or driven off the Cape’s Khoisan population, 

whites could claim correctly that they had occupied the Cape before the 

Bantu and thus had prior rights to it. That claim needn’t be taken seriously, 
since the prior rights of the Cape Khoisan :didn’t inhibit whites from dis- 
possessing them. The much heavier consequence was that the Dutch set- 

tiers in 1652 had to contend only with a sparse population of Khoisan 
herders, not with a dense population of steel-equipped Bantu farmers. 
When whites .fi_nally-spread east to encounter the ~Xhosa at.~ flxe.,.t~sh ,Ri~er~ 

in .~702~. a.periOd~of.,.desp.erate.fightingbegan. Even though Eilropeans by 

then conld: supply. -troops from their, secure base at:the Cape,..it took:nine:- 
wars and 175. yea~s fortheir..armies~- advancing .at an average: rate of less.. 

than one mile per year~..to subdtle the Xhosa. How could whites have.suc,: 
ceeded .in establishing themselves at the Cape-at all~ if those first:.few arriwl 

!ng Dutch.ships :had faced such fierce resistance? 
Thus, the problems of modern South Africa stem at least in part ~rom a 

geographic accident. The homeland of the Cape Khoisan happened to con- 
tain few wild plants suitable for domestication; the Bantu happened to 
inherit summer-rain crops ~rom their ancestors of 5,000 years ago; and 

Europ, ean.s happened to inherit winter-rain crops from their ancestors of 
nearly ~0,000 years ago. Just as the sign "Goering Street" in the capital of 
newly independent Namibia reminded me, Africa’s past has stamped itself 

deeply on Africa’s present. 

THAT’S H OW TH E Bantu were able to engulf the Khoisan, instead of vice 

versa. Now let’s turn to the remaining question in our puzzle of African 

prehistory: why Europeans were the ones to colonize sub-Saharan Africa. 

That it was not the other way around is especially surprising, because 
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Africa was the sole cradle of human evolution for millions of years, as well 

as perhaps the homeland of anatomically modern Homo sapiens. To these 

advantages of Africa’s enormous head start were added those of highly 

diverse climates and habitats and of the world’s highest human diversity. 

An extraterrestrial visiting Earth i0,000 years ago might ha~e been for- 

given for predicting that Europe would end up as a set of vassal states of 

a sub-Saharan African empire. 

The proximate reasons behind the outcome of Africa’s collision with 

Europe are clear. Just as in their encounter with Native Americans, Euro- 

peans entering Africa enjoyed the triple advantage of guns and other tech- 

nology,, widespread literacy, and the political organization necessary to 

sustain expensive programs of exploration a~d .conquest. Those advan- 

tages manifested themselves almost as soon as the collisions started: barely 

four years after Vasco da Gama first reached the East..Mrican coast, in 

1498, bereturned with. a fleet bristling with cannons to compel the surren- 

der of East.Africa’s most important port, Kilwa,. which controlled the Zim- 

babwe.gold trade. But.why did Europeans develop, those three advantages 

before sub-Sa.haran~ Africans could?. 

As we have discussed, all three arose historically from the development 

of food production. But food production was delayed in sub-Saharan 

_adrica (compared with Eurasia) by Mrica’s paucity of domesficable native 

animal and plant species, its much smaller area suitable for indigenous 

food production, and its north-south axis, which retarded the spread of 

food production and inventions. Let’s examine how those factors oper- 

ated. 

Fir.st, as. regards domestic animals, we’ve already seen.that those ofsub- 

Saharan. Africa came from Eurasia, with the possible, exception of a few 

from North Africa, As a result, domestic animals did not reachisub- 

Saharan Africa until thousands of years, after they began to be utilized,~by 

emerging Eurasian civilizations. That’s initially surprising, because we 

think of Africa as the continent of big wild mammals. But we saw in Chap- 

ter 9 that a wild animal, to be domesticated, must be sufficiently docile, 

submissive to humans, cheap to feed, and immune to diseases and must 

grow rapidly and breed welt in captivity. Eurasia’s native cows, sheep, 

goats, horses, and pigs were among the world’s few large wild animal Spe- 

cies to pass all those tests. Their African equivalents--such as the African 

buffalo, zebra, bush pig, rhino, and hippopotamus--have never been 

domesticated, not even in modern times. 
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k’s true,, of course, that some large African animals have occasionally 

been tamed. Hannibal enlisted tamed African elephants in his unsuccessful 

war against Rome, and ancient Egyptians may have tamed giraffes and 

other species’. But none of those tamed animals was actually domesti- 

cated-that is, selectively bred in captivity and genetically modified so as 

to become more useful to humans. Had Africa’s rhinos and hippos been 

domesticated and ridden, they would not only have fed armies but also 

have provided an unstoppable cavalry to cut through the ranks of Euro- 

pean horsemen. Rhino-mounted Bantu shock troops could have over- 

thrown the Roman Empire. It never happened. 

A second .facto~.,is a corresponding, :though less ..extreme, disparity 

between" sub-Saharan Africa and Eurasia in domesticable~.plants... The 

Sahel, Eflaiopia,/.and ~West :Africa .did yield indigenous crops, but many. 

fewer varieties.lthangrew in Eurasia. Because .of the l’tmited ~ariety -of wild 

starting material.suitable .for plant, domestication, even A_~r~ca’s earliest 

agriculture mgy have begtm several thousand years iater than that of the 

FertileCrescenL ¯ 

Thus, as far as plant and animal domestication was concerned, the head 

start and high diversity lay with Eurasia, not with Africa. A third.factor.is 

that. Africa~s area. is only .about half that of Eurasia. Furthermore,. only 

about one-’third of its area fatls within the sub-Saharan zone north.of the 

equator that was.occupied by farmers and herders before. 1000 ~;c. Today, 

the total population of Africa is.tess than 700 million, compared with 4 

billion for Eurasia. But, all..other things being equaI~ more land and more 

people mean.more competing societies and inventions, hence a faster.pace 

of development. 

The remaining factor behind Pdriea’s slower rate of post-Pleistocene 

development compared with Eurasia’s is the different orientation of the 

main axes of these continents. Like that of the Americas, Africa’s major 

axis is north-south, whereas Eurasia’s is east-west (Figure 10.1). As one 

moves along a north-south axis, one traverses zones differing greatly in 

climate, habitat, rainfall, day length, and diseases of crops and livestock. 

Hence crops and animals domesticated or acquired in one part of Africa 

had great difficulty in moving to other parts. In contrast, crops and ani- 

mals moved easily between Eurasian societies thousands of miles apart but 

at the same latitude and sharing similar climates and day lengths. 

The slow passage or complete hak of crops and livestock along Africa’s 

north-south axis had important consequences. For example, the Mediter- 
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ranean crops that became Egypt’s staples require winter rains and seasonal 

variation in day length for their germination. Those crops were unable to 

spread south of the Sudan, beyond which they encountered summer rains 

and little or no seasonal variation in daylight. Egypt’s wheat and barley 

never reached the Mediterranean climate at the Cape of Good Hope until 

European colonists brought them in 1652, and the Khoisan never devel- 

oped agriculture. Similarly, the Sahel crops adapted to summer rain and to 

little or no seasonal variation in day length were brought by the Bantu into 

southern Africa but could not grow at the Cape itself, thereby halting the 

advance of Bantu agriculture. Bananas and other tropical Asian crops for 
which Africa’s climate is eminently suitable, and which today are among 
the most productive staples of tropical African agriculture, were unable to 
reach Africa by land routes. They apparently did not arrive until the first 
millennium .~.D., long a~cer their domestication in Asia, because they had 
to wait for large-scale boat traffic across the Indian Ocean. 

Africa’s north-south axis also seriously impeded the spread of livestock. 
Equatorial Africa’s tsetse ~es, carrying trypanosomes to which native. Afri~ 
ca~ wild mammals are resistant, proved devastating to introduced Eur- 
asian and North African species of livestock. The cows that the Bantu 
acquired from the tsetse-free SaheI zone failed to survive the Bantu expan- 
sion through the equatorial forest. Although horses had already reached 
Egypt around 1800 s.c. and transformed North African warfare soon 
thereafter, they did not cross the Sahara to drive the rise of cavalry- 
mounted West African kingdoms until the first millennium A.D., and they 
never spread south through the tsetse fly zone. While cattle, sheep, and 
goats had already reached the northern edge of the Serengeti in the third 
millennium B.c., it took more than 2,000 years beyond that for livestock 
to cross the Serengeti and reach southern Africa. 

Similarly slow.i~ spreading down.Mrica’s north-south axis was human 
technology. Pottery, recorded in the Sudan and Sahara around 8000. 
didnot reach .the Cape until around A.D. 1. Although writing.devel0ped 
in Egypt by 3000 B,c. and, spread in an alphabetized for~ to the .Nubian 

kingdom of Meroa, and although .alphabetic writing reached Ethiopia 
~pos~ibly from Arabia), writing did not arise:-indepe~dei~ttyi~:in~th~:’~st-.Of 
~.iea.~ ~:where it was instead brought in. from the. outside by Arabs and 

Europeans.      , 

In short, Europe s colonization of Africa had nothing to do with differ- 
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ences between European and African peoples themselves, as white racists 

assume. Rather, it was due to accidents of geography and biogeography-- 

in particular, to the continents’ different areas, axes, and suites of wild 

plant and animal species. That is, the different historical trajectories of 

Africa and Europe stem ultimately from differences in real estate. 
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Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Picture Day 

Non, 

No problem. Mr. Sears seems pretty flexible so you shouldn’t have a problem rescheduling. 

Best, 

S.T. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Picture Day 

Travis, 

Thanks for canceling the appointment for me and for passing along his contact information so I can reschedule it directly. 

Best, 

Ron 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 1:46 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
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Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Genome Rm 100 

That’s great. Thanks Charlotte! -Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Travis, 

I was able to reserve GS G:100 for 9/30 as well. The confirmation for this is below. Please let us know if you need 

anything else. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Wednesday, September 25 20:13 

* Event information * 

Event    : AAAD :10:1.002 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:30 PM 

EndT[me : 4:45 PM 

Start Date : 9/30/20:13 

End Date : 9/30/20:13 

Days Met : M 

Building :GS 

Room : G:100 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:39 PM 



To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Charlotte, 

addition to the dates you reserved below for us, could we also have it on 9/30 as well? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Good afternoon, 

I’ve reserved GS G100 for 9/25 and 10/14. The confirmation for the first reservation is below. I have not reserved the 

room for December 10th. We are not making reservations for exam days at this point and we do not allow departments 

to pick their final exam rooms. Final exams are to be held in the regular classroom unless the instructor is otherwise 

notified. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Thursday, September 12 2013 

* Event information 

Event    : AAAD 101.002 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:30 PM 

End Time : 4:45 PM 

Start Date : 9/25/2013 

End Date : 9/25/2013 

Days Met : W 

Building :GS 

Room : G100 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9m962m6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Charlotte, 

Alassane Fall is requesting Genome Room 100 for his AAAD 101 class to give his exams on the following dates: 

Sept 25th 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

Oct. 14th 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

Dec. 10~h 4pm to 7pm 

I told him I would check with you to see if it was possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:15 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Genome Rm 100 

It’s yours on Monday! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Travis, 

I was able to reserve GS G100 for 9/30 as wel!. The confirmation for this is below. Please let us know if you need 

anything else. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Wednesday, September 25 2013 

* Event information * 

Event    : AAAD 101.002 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:30 PM 

EndT[me : 4:45 PM 

Start Date : 9/30/2013 

End Date : 9/30/2013 

Days Met : M 

Building :GS 

Room : G100 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919~962~6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 2:39 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Charlotte, 

addition to the dates you reserved below for us, could we also have it on 9/30 as well? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Genome Rm 100 

Good afternoon, 

I’ve reserved GS G100 for 9/25 and 10/14. The confirmation for the first reservation is below. I have not reserved the 

room for December 10th. We are not making reservations for exam days at this point and we do not allow departments 

to pick their final exam rooms. Final exams are to be held in the regular classroom unless the instructor is otherwise 

notified. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Thursday, September 12 2013 

* Event information * 

Event    : AAAD 101.002 

Scheduled By : Ms Charlotte Stowe 

Start Time : 3:30 PM 

End Time :4:45 PM 

Start Date : 9/25/2013 

End Date : 9/25/2013 
Days Met : W 

Building :GS 

Room : G100 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 



Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919~962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: Genome Rm 100 

Hi Charlotte, 

Alassane Fall is requesting Genome Room 100 for his AAAD 101 class to give his exams on the following dates: 

Sept 25th 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

Oct. 14th 3:30pm to 4:45pm 

Dec. 10th 4pm to 7pm 

I told him I would check with you to see if it was possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:26 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130926132305203.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.26.2013 13:23:04 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1:45 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20131002133000953.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.02.2013 13:30:00 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:13 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: logsheet 

Hi Violet, 

My mistake. I meant to say section 002. 

Sorry! 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Iogsheet 

Hi Travis, 

It looks like AAAD 395.001 is already set up for Spring 2014. Most of the course information is different from the 

Iogsheet you sent me. Just wanted to double check before I make changes. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: logsheet 

Hi Violet! 

I have attached a Iogsheet for you. 

Thank you ! 

Travis 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Travis Gore 



Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:13 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 101 for 2142 

Thanks for taking care of that earlier, Charlotte. I will get back to you about the times. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 101 for 2142 

Good afternoon, 

I received and processed the logsheet you faxed over earlier this afternoon. Unfortunately, there were no rooms 

available at all at the times you requested for AAAD 101.002 & .004. Please let me know if you would like to change the 

times for these sections. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:45 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: logsheet 

That’s perfect Violet. In the future I will ask to do it that way instead! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hi Travis, 

So I can’t switch the course number, but what I can do is create AAAD 412.001 with all of the information for 414.001, and cancel 
414.001. Everything should be fine now. 

Thanks, 
Violet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hey Violet, 

It looks like this one didn’t go through back in August but no worries actually because it is being changed to a different course so 
instead of attaching the previous logsheet, I have created a new one to avoid any possible confusion. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hi Travis, 

Okay, I think I understand. So as I see it now, AAAD 316 has not been created for Spring 2014. So what I need to do is put the 
meeting times and instructor with an enrollment of 40 to AAAD 316 and cancel AAAD 414. Does that sound correct to you? 

Thank you, 
Violet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 4:10 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Thanks, Violet! Have a great weekend too! Oh actually before the weekend starts....I have one more logsheet! I hope this one isn’t 



too confusing. Basically it comes down to changing AAAD 414 to AAAD 316 and keeping time and days the same but increasing 
max enrollment to 40. I have it all in the logsheet! Thanks!- Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Thank you Travis, I just canceled the course :) 

Have a great weekend! 

Violet Paquin 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH SASB North Suite 3209 Campus Box 1200 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Hey Violet! 

Yes, that has all been taken care of! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: OUR Scheduling Office 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: RE: logsheet 

Good afternoon Travis! 

I see there are two students enrolled in this section, I just need to verify that they have been contacted about the cancelation. 

Thanks, 
Violet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: OUR Scheduling Office 
Subject: logsheet 

Hey Gang! 

Just dropping off a logsheet for y’all! 

Have a nice weekend! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scan~er@tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.16.2013 15:22:00 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, ~               11:17 AM 

<c T@live.unc.edu> 

ll1217350.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, ~ 11:12 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date:          11:12:17 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1: Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

2. Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is in effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): 

Section 2: Course Details 

Catalog number: I 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): ! 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): ! 

[] No 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PS YC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarolina. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? [] Yes [] No 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: [ Year: [ 

Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 

Page 1 



7. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed     Enter hours: 

[] Variable Min hours: ! Max hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF classes provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction, 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

9. Repeat for credit: [] Yes [] No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] Yes [] No 

Total Units Allowed: !             Total completions allowed: 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required/recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) 

Graded component [] Yes [] No 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Lab Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Separately numbered as~ 

[] Included and contributes 

[] Included and contributes ! 

and contributes 

~ credit hour(s) 

~ credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only If Applicable 

Subject + catalog number: ~ 

¯ For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

[] No 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Faculty/GenEd_criteria.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
¯ Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 

required. 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 

the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 
¯ The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 

students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

Connections 
A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

[]Communication Intensive (Cl) 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

[] Global Issues (GL) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 

[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

[] Experiential Education (EE) [choose one below]: 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 
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rape in international law and held that it could constitute gen0cide,ts2 and it 

passed the first genocide conviction of jouinalists,ls3 

The,hope is that "genocide’--what the ICTR has called, the "crime of 
crimes lS4--and other atrocities will cease to occur in the fiature. Sadly, we 

have little reason to believe that this will be the case. As long as such crimes 

persist, the international community will be forced to make difficult choices 

like the ones described in this chapter, regarding whether and how tO deal with 

their perpetratorsYs 

152. 

153 

154 

153 
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Prosecutor v. Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4, Judgment (2 Sept. 1998).          : 
:..~ 

Prosecutor v. Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-97-19, Judgment (3 Dec. 2003); Prosecutor 

v. Nahimana, Case No. ICTR-96-11. Judgment (3 Dec. 2003); Prosecutor v. Ngeze, 
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Prosecutor v. Kambanda, Case No. ICTR-97’-23-S, Judgment and Sentence (4 September: ?)i))i[~ 

1998), Paragraph 16; Prosecutor v. Serashugo. Case No. 1CTR-98-39-S, Sentence (2 

ruary 1999), Paragraph 15.                                    " ,.:[ 

For an analysis of some case studies (e.g. people’s tribunal in Japan, exile in Nigeria, pr0S;[ 

ecution in Darfur) outside the scope of this chapter that reflect the breadth ot: problem~:: 

and controversies involved in choosing among various transitional justice options, 

Zachary D. Kau~man, "Transitional Justice Delayed Is Not Transitional 

Contemporary Confrontation of Japanese Human Experirgeztation During 
II," Yale Law ~ Policy Review, Volume 26, Issue 2 (Spriaxg 2008)~ 645-59; Zachary 

Kaufman, "Sudan, the United States, and the International Criminal Court: A Tense 
umvirate in Transitional Justice for Darfur" in Ralph Henham and PauI Behrens 

Criminal Law of Genocide: International, Comparative and 

2007), 49-60; Zachary D. Katffman, "Justice in Jeopardy: Accountability for the 

Atrocities", Criminal Law Forum. Volume 16, Issue 4 (April 2006), 343-60; Zachary ! 

Kaufman, "The Future of Transitional Justice." St. Antony’s International Review 

versity of Oxford Journal of International Relations), Volume 1, Number 1 

58-8I. 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR 
RWANDA TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 

Hassan Bubacar Jaltow 

Introduction 

The twentieth century distinguished itself not only for its great advances in sci- 

ence and human development, but also for being the bloodiest in recorded his- 

tory. The trail from Armenia to Rwanda is littered with the shattered corpses 

of the victims of senseless conflict, Owing in large measure to a culture of impu- 

nity. In it~ final decade, however, there was a watershed: the advent of the first 

truly international effort to deal with gross outrages to human life and dignity. 

Freed at last from the paralysis of the Cold War, the United Nations Security 

Council (UNSC) presided over the renaissance of international criminal justice 

in the establishment of two ad hoc tribunals: the United Nations International 

Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1993, and the United 

Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in 1994. 
Tlie purpose of these Tribunals was to prosecute those responsible for geno- 

cide, crimes against humanity and war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and 

Rwanda. Their creation heralded a new era in supranational justice~for here, 

judicial sanction was to be applied not by victors, as in Nuremberg and Tokyo 

after the Second World War, but by the collective conscience of humanity, 

under the aegis of the United Nations. Rendering justice in conflict and post- 

conflict societies ,vas now a legitimate international concern in the nascent but . 

global legal order and was subsequendy institutionalised in the Rome 

.Statute, which established the International Criminal Court (ICC), the world’s 
.first permanent tribunal mandated to address atrocities. 
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This chapter examines the contribution of the ICTR to the development as 
international criminal law, an achievement that even the ICTR’s critics, such 
Ngoga writing in chapter 16, acknowledge. The first part looks briefly at the 
establishment of the Tribunal, which Kaufman explores in greater detail in the 
previous chapter, and the ICTR’s mission. The second examines the contribu- 
tion of the ICTR to the evolving jurisprudence of international criminal law 
through its landmark decisions, and suggests that the ICTR has significantly 
broadened the scope ,or future international prosecutions of suspected atrocity 

perpetrators. 

The establishment of the ICTR and its mission               " 

Recognising that serious violations of internlitional humanitarian law had been 
committed in Rwanda, the UNSC, acting pursuant to Chapter VII of the UN 
Charter, established the ICTR to prosecute persons responsible for genocide 
and other serious violations of international ?aumanitarian law that. occurred in 
Rwanda in 1994. in Resolution 955 of 8 November t994, the UNSC expressed 
its determination to "put an end to such crimes", convinced that such prosecu- 
tions would serve the ends of justice and "contribute to the process of national 
reconciliation and to the restoration and maintenance of peace."~ 

The normative basis for UNSC involvement in establishing the ICTR, there- 
fore, was Chapter VII of the UN Charter, and the four pillars of the global 
gal order--International Human Rights Law, Inrernationa 
International Criminal Law and International Refugee Law.2 Furthermore the~.:. 
UNSC’s involvement was predicated on an understanding that justice, as 
lion of the restorationof the rule of law in a post-conflict society, was a sine qua 
non for the consolidation and maintenance of a peace that could not be 
without judicially addressing the grievances arising from the genocide, throu 
legitimate structures for dispute settlement with due process. Yet Rwanda had 
been devastated by genocide and was without the means or the institutional ca~7 

pacity to bring the perpetrators to justice without external intervention. 
¢Fhe ICTR was never expected to pursue these ends single-handedly; 

LrNSC resolution called for "international cooperation" to strengthen 
Rwandan judicial system, so that it could process the large number of 
cide cases with which it had to contend. As Schabas observes in chapter 111 
the establishment of the ICTR must therefore be seen as just one of a 
range of mechanisms and processes associated with an agenda for post-confliCt 

1 

2 

UN Document SIRESI955, (8 Novembe~ 1994}. 

UN Document Si2004[616, The Rule of Law and Transitional JustiCe in 
Post-conflict Societies, Report of the Secretary General to the Security Council (3 Augus!ii[ 

2004). 
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transitional justice in R,vanda, Which seeks to ensure accountability, to achieve 

reconciliation, and to secure a lasting peace. 
In the Rwandan context, a peculiar hybrid exists to seek redress for crimes 

stemming from the genocide and comprises: 

" international prosecutions at the ICTR; 
¯ - national prosecutions before Rwanda’s domestic courts; 
" prosecutions before community courts known as gacaca, derived in part 

from traditional Rwandan conflict resoiution mechanisms; 
¯ education and coordination of unity programmes through a National 

Unity and Reconciliation Commission. 

It is beyond the remit of this chapter to discuss the last three components; it will 
instead focus on prosecutions at the ICTR. 

A discussion of prosecutions at the ICTR requires a brief consideration of 
the dual objectives of its mission as highlighted by the wording of UNSC.Reso- 
lution 955--first, accountability and deterrence and, second, reconciliation and 
peace. The mission of the Tribunal to render retributive justice through prose- 
cutions is informed by an understanding that criminal trials can achieve Several 
objectives in a transitional society. While the ICTR Statute does not provide 
for reparations, the trial process is, in itself, an important means of promoting 
peace and reconciliation in Rwanda, providing catharsis to survivors. Trials 
help to establish an official historical record, individualist criminal responsibil- 
ity rather than ascribing group guilt, officially acknowledge the victims’ suffer- 
ing, and incapacitate extremist elements) 

The nature of a judicial forum in which victims and survivors testifii adds 
.gravitas to witness narratives: not only Will the suffering of the victims, be heard 
and acknowledged, but their testimony in a court of law a~sists in the compila- 
tion of an official record of who did what and why, thereby curbing denials and 
false revisionism, which denigrate the worth of the survivors and are inimical to 
a lasting peace in a fractured society. By affording victims this opportunity, the 
ICTR, according to Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, a legal officer in the ICTR’s 
appeals section, former prosecutor in Rwanda and former Secretary General 
of the F(ddration Internationale des Ligues des Droits de l’Homme, "rendered 
human dignity back to the survivors of the gen0cide."4 No longer faceless nor 

nameless, survivors testifying as witnesses before the ICTR are reminded that 
they are not objects, but individual human beings whose hardships are deserv- 
ing of formal and okiciai recognition. The act of giving testimony offers solace 

3 R.J. Goldstone, "Reconstructing Peace in Fragmented Societies", in Facing Ethnic Con- 

flicts, (ZEF Bonn: Centre for Development Research~ October 2000j and ran Document 

5/2004/616, 

4 E-X. Nsanzuwera, "The ICTR Contribution to National Reoonciliafion", Journal of In- 
ternational Criminal Justice, 3 (200S), 944-49. 
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and relief from a silence that only perpetuates fear and suspicion. Witness jj,s a 

Tutsi rape victim who testified in the trial of the former Tuba mayor, Jean-Paul 

Akayesu, articulated this sentiment when asked to describe her experience in 

court. "When t saw Akayesu with my eyes, t was afraid," she said. "But at the 

same time, I had something heavy on my heart, After I testified, it went away."~ 

It is through the act of testifying that many victim witnesses attain a sense of 

inner peace. 
The official acknowledgement of victims’ plight and the public exposure Of 

the criminality of the perpetrators not only lay a foundation for healing on the 

part of the victims but also avoids ascribing guilt to the community or group 

from which the perpetrators come, and thereby contributes to ending the cycle 

of violence between antagonistic groups.7 Prosecutions, by relieving victims of 

the need to take justice into their own hands’which often becomes ah impera- 

tive when therd is a perception that nothing has been done to make perpetra- 

tors pay for their crimes--therefore lend gravity and strength to the reconcilia- 

tion process? In the words of Alexis Rusagara, former advocacy of~cer for the 

Rwandan National Unity and Reconciliation Commission: "In post-genocide 
Rwanda, justice is the key to reconciliation. We believe true reconciliation¯. 

should be based on justice."9 
Similarly, the public exposure of the criminality of military and civilian lead- 

ers through evidence adduced at trial not only brings to account those arrested¯ 

and prosecuted but incapacitates those fleeing the law, thereby excluding ex- 
tremist tendencies from the national transitional process. International criminal 

tribunals also serve as models of legal norms and standards and thereby lay the 

foundation for restoration of the rule of law in a post-conflict society. Promo- " 

lion of the rule of law is an additional and necessary precondition for successful " 

reconciliation in a society ~truggling with its genocidal past. By championing 
the rights of the accused to a public, fair and timely trial, the ICTR sets a posi-.. ::! 

tire example in Rwanda and elsewhere, regarding the realisation of basic and 

universal human rights. ’Similarly, by adhering to fair trial standards, interna- 

tional criminal tribunals restore the integrity of, and trust in, the law and 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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ICTR witnesses are given pseudonyms to pro~e~t their identities. 

D, Eviatar~ "Judging the Tribunals", The Nation, (May 2002), http://www.thenatiou. 

corrddoc/20020527ieviatar.                                                     ? 

R, Goldstone, "Reconstructed Peace in Fragmented Societies". 

Minow a~gues that ahhough vengeful acts promise a degree of relief in theory, they of-.: i 

ten fail to meet expectations, and ius~ead conver~ a victim into a guilty perpetrator, M.. . 

Mhaow, Between Vengeance and ForgiveFess: Facing History after Genocide and 

Violence (Boston: Beacon Press, 1998). 

G. Mutagoma, "Truth and Reconciliation: The Way ~orward for Rwanda?" 

(8 April 2004), http.J/www.internews.org/regionslafrica/jusfice-reportsljustice-2OO40408bi: 
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enforcing authorities. In so doing, the UN tribunals may be regarded as trans- 

formative tools, paving the way for a conflict society to become One based on 

accountability and the rule o~ law, thereby fostdring national reconciliation, 
peace, and order,ao 

Holding perpetrators accountable and punishing them for their criminal 

conduct inevitably has a deterrent effect, and, responding to the concerns oI 

Rwandans like Kayigamba and Ngoga expressed in this book, contributes to 

replacing a culture of impunity with one’of accountability,n One structural pre- 
condition that appears to have paved the way towards genocide in Rwanda was 

immunity from prosecution for those who had perpetrated violence against the 

Tarsi minority in the second half of the 20t~ century.12 As a consequence, when 
orders to eliminate Tutsi were propagated down tl~e rungs of the Rwandan hi- 

erarchy after the death of President Juvenal Habyarimana, those who joined in 

the carnage acted without ~ear that their crimes would.result in punishment, l~ 

Expectations of impunity were challenged, "however, when my earliest pre- 

decessor submitted his ~st indictments in late t995 and early 1996. Through 

the establishment of an international tribunai, whose primary purpose is to 

prosecute perpetrators of genocide and other serious violations of international 

10 H. Shinoda, "Peace-building by the Rule of Law: An Examination of Intervention in tile 
Form of International Tribunals", Internationa! Journal of Peace Studies, 7, 1 (2002), 
http:/lwww.gmu.edu/academic/ijps/volT_l/Shinoda.htrn. 

11 The first Prosecutor of the ICTR, Richard Goldstohe, cites two cases within the context 

..: :!. 
of the war in the former Yugoslavia that suggest that fear of prosecution before an In- 
ternational Tribunal has a deterrent effect. The first instance concerns the late Croatian 

Presideut Franjo Tudiman, who specifically ordered his troops to avoid perpetration of ¯ i war crimes. Goldstone claims that "these crimes would almost certainly have been worse 
:~ :[ and more plentiful had the Croat government not publiclytaken a ’no war crimes’ stance, 

and [that] the government would not have taken this stance had President Tudjman... 

not been mindful that a criminal tribunal was watching." In addition, Goldstone cites 
NATO’s ]999 military campaign to halt ethnic cleansit~g in Kosovo as evidence of lead- 
ership evading criminal prosecution by limiting civilian casualties. "For the first time in 
over 100 years," Goldstone writes, "countries made sustained aeria! bombing the center- 
piece o~ their war strategy without specifically targeting civilians." R. Goldstone, The De- 
velopment o1: International Criminal Justice, Rohaytyn Center for International Affairs, 

Middlebury College (200S), http://www.middlebury.eduJNR/rdonlyres/4ODCB816-8656- 
4386~82B2-986ABtF94BtA/O/ GoldstonePaper.pdL 

12 In November 1959, Hutu targeting of Tutsi officials and their families resulted in the 
deaths and displacement 0f thousands. Widespread killings were also perpetrated against 

the Tuts[ in December 1963, in 1967 and in 1972. The years ]991 and 1992 were addi- 
tionally characterised by a series of Tutsi massacres bearing the hallmark of state inspired 

violence. See generally A. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story: Genocide in Rwanda 
(New York: Human Rights Watch, 1999) G. Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis~ History of a 
Genocide (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995). 

13 P.J. Drew, Dealing with Mass Atrocities and Ethnic Violence: Can Alternative Forms of 
Justice be Effectiue? A Case Study o[ Rwanda (2005), http://www.c~cj-fcjc.org/full-texti 
rwanda.htm. 
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humanitarian law in Rwanda, the UNSC was sending an important message: 

the international community was not only aware of the’ violence committed 

in Rwanda and neighbo~aring states, but willing to take action and hold those 

responsible to account. Although it is impossible to quantify the anti-Tutsi vio- 

lence that would have happened had impunity continued, there is evidence that 

the efforts of the ICTR contributed to ending the viotence perpetrated directly 

a~ter the genocide. According to Nsartzuwera, the violence in the refugee camps 

of eastern Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo) subsided as a con- 

sequence of the indictment and arrest of principal g~nocidaires by the ICTR, 

thereby paralysing the genocidal movement?4 To date, the ICTR has completed 

the trials of 35 high-level accused, securing 29 Convictions for genocide, crimes 

against humanity and war crimes, while cases against 29 others are in progress. 

Seven accused are in custody awaiting, trial, while 13 accused are on the run 

from the law.Is 

Notwithstanding the singularly punitive objective expressed in the mandate 

of the Tribunal, the ICTR ackno,vledges that retributive justice alone is no 

panacea for post genocide Rwanda, and can only complement and supplement 

further measures aimed at securing restorative or socio-economic justice as a 

basis for lasting peace and national healing.I6 It was from the Registry of the 

ICTR, for example, that the idea of a court-administered trust fund was born. 

Monies from such a fund were to be made available for financial support for 

the victims, as well as medical and psychological care and legal assistanceY To 

achieve similar ends, the ICTR Registry also issued the Note on a Victim-Ori- 

ented Approach, "urging [a] restorative approach to victims and specifically... 

that victims should receive the necessary material, medical, psychological and 

sodial asgi~tance throughgowrnmental and voluntary means." ~ 

14 E-X. Nsanzuwera, "The ICTR Contribution to National Reconciliation," 944-49.. 

15 "Report on the completion strategy of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda," 
Letter from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda to the Presi- 
dent of the United Nations Security Council as of 1 May 2008, http:llwww.ictr.org/de- 
fault.b.tm. 

16 See generally W. Lambourne, "Post-Conflict Pe~cebuilding: Meeting Human Needs for 
Justice and Reconciliation~, Peace, Conflict and D~velopment, 4 IAprfl 2004); R. Gold- 
stone, "Reconstructing Peace in Fragmented Societies." 

17 Following the precedent set by ~e ICTR, the ICC is to establish a Trust Fund~financed 
by indMdnal perpetrators as wel! as through voluntary government contributions--for 
the compensatory benefit of victims and their bamilies: Rgger S. Clark and David Tolbert, 
"Towardan International Criminal Court", in Y. Danieli, E, Stamatopoulou and C. J. 
Dias (eds), The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beynnd (Ami- 
tyville, NY: Bey’wood Publishing Company, 1999), 9%114. 

18 t, Melup, ~’The United Nations Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice and Victims of 

Crime and Abuse of Power" in Y. Danieli, E. Sramatopoulou and C. J. Dins (eds), The 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beyond (_Amityville, NY: Bay- 
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The former ICTR President Jt]dge Navenathem Pillay expressed a similar 

sentiment in her speech to the UN General Assembly in November 2000, in 

which she addressed the issue of reparations for victims. Judge Pillay "reit- 

erated her concern about compensation for victims, and more specifically its 

indispensable contribution to the process of national reconciliation and the 

restoration and maintenance of peace.,~9 That same year, the former ICTR 

Registrar Agwu,Okali initiated an assistance programme for victim witnesses, 

under which the ICTR would award grant money to Rwandan NGOs to help 

legal and psychological assistance programming, as well as the administration 

of housing construction projects .20 
Regrettably, the ICTR is limited both by resources and by mandate so that 

reparatory justice remains principally outside its jurisdiction and capabilities. 

A December 2001 statement from UN Headquarters in New York, written in 

response to the Registrar’s initiatives, is instructi~ce. The report reads, "The 

task of the ICTR is, in the first place, the pursuit and punishment of perpetra- 

tors of international crimes. The ICTR’S mandate does not allow for social 

assistance programs."21 

Prosecutorial discretion. The ICTR has been mindful of its mission in the in- 
dictment and prosecution of the principal perpetrators of the genocide, as re- 

flected in its policy and practice of prosecuting those who bear the gravest re- 

sponsibility for crimes. The exercise of prosecutorial discretion in the selection 

and prioritisation of targets for prosecution has taken into account, in addition 

to the traditional legal considerations, such factors as the dual objectives o~ its 

establishment (outlined above), the nature of the crimes and the prominence of 

perpetrators in the context of concurrent jui-isdiction. 2~ 

The nature of crimes during the genocide, particularly the extent to which 

these crimes were heavily orchestrated by the state, shapes the ICTR’s policy 

concerning which suspects to prosecute. The Rwandan genocide is unparalleled 

in recent human history, both in its intensity and its depravity. Over 100 days 

in the spring o£ 1994, close to one million people were ruthlessly butchered be- 

cause of their birth or their political views. In a country of approximately eight 
million inhabitants at the time, that translates to over I0 per cent of the popu- 

lation, or about 10,000 murders a day. The methods used were rudimentary~ 
there were no gas chambers, nor other scientific means o~ mass execution and 

~vood Publishing Company, 1999J, 53-66. 

19 H. Rombouts, Victim Organisations and the Politics of Reparation: A Case Study on 

Rwanda (Oxford: Intersenfia, 2004). 

20 Ibid, 

21 Ibid. 

22 For a more detailed discussion see H.B, Jallow, "Prosecutorial Discretion and Interna- 

tional CriminaI Justice", Journal of International Criminal Justice, 3, 1 (2005), 145-61. 
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disposal. Victims were brutally killed with gardening implements (such as hoes, 

axes and machetes) and traditional weapons (such as spears and clubs), and left 
to rot in open fields to the prey of dogs and vultures, or thrown into rivers and 

cesspits. Perpetrators used guns and grenades sparingly, as the civil war preced- 

ing the genocide, and then an arms embargo, drastically limited supply of this 

heavier materiel. Therefore, firearms were often only used to stun and disable 

victims, before marauding gangs of extremist militia hacked them to death. 

This pattern was consistent throughout the country?3 

Today, it is tempting for a distant observer or revisionist to argue that this 

carnage was a "spontaneous combustion" triggered by the assassination of the 
Hutu President, Juv~na[ Habyarimana, on 6 April 1994. To the contrary, in- 

vestigationsby reputable NGOs, human rights activists, journa.lists, scholars 
and the UN during, and in the immediate aftermath of, the genocide point to 

a deliberate, well-conceived and meticulously executed criminal campaign to 

blot an entire ethnic group out of existence,z4 Subsequent investigations by the 

ICTR Office of the Prosecutor (OTIS), assisted by expert opinion, confirmed 

that what had occurred in Rwanda in 1994 was indeed a genocide, contrived at 

the highest levels of state, and reliant for its efficient execution on the military, 

media, local go~?ernment authorities, extremist party militia, businessmen and 

finally, the local peasantry, manipulated by hate ideotogues to kill their erst- 

while neighbours,zs 

23 

24 

See generally Des Forges, Leave None to Tel! the Story (New York: Human Rights Watch, 

1999). 

See e.g. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story (New York: Human Rights Watch, 

1999); Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis t959-I994: History of a Genocide (1995); L. Mel- 

..... ;¢er~, ~bnspira~y to MUrder: The Rwandan Genocide (London: Verso, 2004); Samantha 

Power, "A Problem ~rom Hell:" America and the Age of Genocide (New York: Basic 

Books, 2002); A. Destexhe, Rwanda and Genocide in the Twentieth. Century (New York: 

New York University Press, 1995); A. J. Kuperman, The Limits of Humanitarian Inter, 

vention: Genocide in Rwanda (Washington DC: Brookings Institutution Press, 2001); R. 
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We Will Be Killed With Our Families (New York: Picador, 1999); International Panel of i 
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Eminent Personalities, Special Report: Rwanda: The Preventable Genocide (Organization 

of African Unity, July 2000); United Nations Security Council, Repqrt of the Independent 
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(United Nations, December 1999); Report oJ: the Special Representative of the C0mmis-¯’. 15~!~iJ; 

slon on Human Rights on the Situation of Human Rights in Rwanda..A/521522; General : iJ~!~!~!! 
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recently took judicial notice o~ the Rwandan genocide stating, inter alia, that 
no reasonable basis for anyone to dispute that, during 1994, there was a campaign of ::. 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ICTR 

In short, the crimes of the ~wandan genocide were neither isolated nor spon- 

taneous but were committed in concert as part of a broader criminal enterprise, 

whose objective was the extermination of the Tutsi and any form of political 

opposition. Given the number of potential perpetrators, the ICTR focused on 

targeting the leadership without whose evil architecture and encouragement 
these egregious crimes would probably never have been committed. In many 

cases, these individuals had found safe haven abroad, and ,vere comfortably 

beyond the reach of Rwandan judicial authorities. 

Another justification for targeting the genocidal leadership was the fiduciary 
duty they owed to their victims and the international community, a breach of 

which warranted rigorous international condemnation. An analysis of the 90 

indicted, 77 of whom have been arrested by the Tribunal, indicates a spread 

across various levels of leadership: the central government~ military, local gov- 
ernment, business, the clergy, the media, intelligentsia, corporate executives 

and political party operatives of established notoriety 2s In addition to adopting 

this thematic approach, the ICTR has sought to prosecute suspects according 

to the location of their alleged crimes, ensuring that key perpetrators in all re- 

gions were brought to account. This equitable geographic spread was particu- 

larly necessary because the crimes were committed throughout Rwanda, which 

rendered it imperative, in the interests of justice, to reach all the communities 

involved in equal measure. The conclusions reached, and the theory adopted by 

the OTP, about the conception and execution of.the genocide were confirmed 

by the confession and guilty plea of Jean Kambanda, Prime Minister of the 

Interim Government during the genocide, who was convicted and sentenced 

to life for genocide, extermination and murder as crimes against humanity, as 

discussed in further detail beiow.27 

26 

27 

mass kilting intended to destroy, in whole or at least in very large part, Rwanda’s Tutsi 

population... That campaign was, to a terrible degree, successful; although exact numbers 

may never be known, the great maiority of Tursi were m~dered, and many others were 

raped or otherwise harmed. These basic facts were broadly known even at the time of the 

Tribuna!’s estabIishment; indeed, reports indicating that genocide occurred in Rwanda 

were a key impetus ~or its estabIishment, as reflected in the Security Council resolution 

establishing it and even the name of ~he Tribunal." Prosecutor v Karemera et el, Decision 

on Prosecutor’s Interlocutory Appeal o/Decision on Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006, para 

See Status of Detainees, [CTR website, hrtp://www.icrr.org/de~au[t.htm. 

Prosecutor v Kambanda; Case No. ICTR 97-2-T. See ICTR Judgement of 4 September 

1998. Among the several acknowledgments made by Kambanda in his plea of guilt is that 

he, together with other members of his government and the military, actively supported, 

facilitated and instigated the killing of Tutsi through the use of the media, the distribu~ 

lion of weapons to the tnterahamwe militia, the setting up of roadblocks ~or purposes 

of identifying the Tutsi and generally "making public engagements in the name of the 

government, he addressed public meetings, and the media, ar various places in Rwanda 

directly and publicly inciting ~e population to commit acts of violence against Tntsi and 
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The contribution of the ICTR to inter,national criminal law 

Despite the limitations to its mandate, and th( varied challenges of its execu- 

tion, the ICTR has purposefully interpreted the law, thereby broadening the 

scope for future international prosecutions. By taking a contextual approach 

to the interpretation of historical treaties and adapting international humani- 

tarian law to contemporary realities, the.ICTR has, through its groundbreak- 

ing judgements, provided clarity and definition to the concept of genocide, 

acknowledged the import~tnce of sexual violence as a form of destruction, pros- 

ecuted the media as a weapon of hatred, clarified the application of the Geneva 

Conveutions to civilian perpetrators and shown that sovereign immunity has 

no ptace in the modern world. 

Defining genocide. On 2 September 1998, the ICTR delivered the ~vorld’s first 

ever judgement against an individual accused of genocide before an interna- 

tional court. Tile significance of this should not be underestimated. For while 

to a layperson the term "genocide" probably still means killing on a massive 

scale, the term had never been interpreted [egalty. With the term clearly defined, 

the international community is better armed to deal with future violations of 

the Genocide Co~lvention more quickly and, it is hoped, with greater success 

than hitherto. 

This ground-breaking judgement was delivered in the case of Akayesu. In 

reaching its conclusions, the ICTR Trial Chamber had to consider whether 

the massacres that took place in Rwanda between April and July 1994 could 

constitute "genocide" and whether Akayesu as an individual was guilty of this 

crime--a first in an international court. Although the Genocide Convention of 

t948 ."created" the crime, before 1997 no one had come before a trial cham- 

ber charged with such an offence, and there was much ambiguity as to what a 

prosecutor would be required to prove in such a case. 

In reaching its judgement, the Tribunal had to reconcile the limited wording 

of the Genocide Convention with the realities on the ground. The C 
sought to protect ~’national, ethnic, racial or religious" groups from deliberate :7 

destruction, but the Tutsi victims of massacres in Rwanda in 1994 could not " 

so easily be defined. For the Tutsi were not a nation, .nor wexe they, by 

time, an ethnic group, having no distinct cultural or social identity. They could 

not be defined as a racial group either, since generations of intermarriage had 

wiped out any physical distinction between them and the Hutu. Equally, 

Tutsi in pre-1994 Rwanda were largely Christian, as were the Hum, and 

not therefore be defined as a distinct religions group either. While lawyer and 

tayperson alike described the situation as one of genocide, if the Tutsi 

moderate Hum." 
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be fit into one of the types of groups defined by the Genocide Convention, the 

absurd conclusion might be dra,vn that; legally, no genocide had occurred in 

Rwanda, and therefore no one could be held accountable for such a crime. 

The Trial Chamber had to question, therefore, whether "it would be impos- 
sible to punish the physical destruction of a group.., if the said group, although ¯ 

stable, and membership is by .birch, does not meet the definition of any one 

of the four groups expressly protected by the Genocide Convention."2* The 

Chamber concluded that too narrow a reading of the Convention went against 

its purpose and intention, which was to ensure the protection of any "stahie 

and permanent gr0up."2~ Thus, the ICTR overcame this potentially shattering 
difficulty by taking an expansive approach to the definition of the victims of 

genocide, and thereby widened the possibility of future prosecutions. But what 

of the perpetrators, and the means of perpetration.? Was it really necessary to 

destroy a "stable and permanent group" for genocide to have occurred? Again, 

the Trial Chamber looked at the reality o~ the situation in Rwanda, where it 

found that there was a determined intention to destroy the Tutsi, whether or 

not such destruction actually took piace. It concluded that ali that was neces- 

sary for conviction was the so-called "special intent" of the accused to destroy, 

in whole or in part, a particular group, and proof that at least one person had 

been killed or dealt serious bodily harm in pursuit of this. As a result of this de~ 

cision, it is now theoretically possible for a successful prosecution of genocide 

to take place where there is only one victim. 

The importance of this jurisprudence has already been shown by its use in 

the ICTY, where, before Akayesu, "genocide" had not been among the charges. 

As a result of the judgement of 2 September 1998, the ICTY looked afresh 

at what had occurred within itsl jurisdiction, and in 2001 convicted Radislav 

Krstic of genocide, concluding that the intent to kill all the Bosnian Muslim 

men of military age in Srebrenica constituted an intent to destroy in part the 
Bosnian Muslim group and therefore qualified as an act of genocide20 The 

ICTR has, in clearly defining genocide, opened the door to a greater number 

of prosecutions for this horrendous crime, and has, through its jurisprudence, 

signalled to the world that the intended destruction, whether it occurs or not, 

of a particular stable and permanent group, will not be tolerated. 

Acknowledging that sexual violence is a form of genocide. The Akayesu judge- 

ment generated another hugely sign!ficant development in international hu- 

manitarian law: conviction for rape as a crime against humanity and as geno- 

cide. No individual had been convicted of rape specifically under the rubric of 

28 The Prosecutor v. Akayesu, ICTR-96-4-T, 2 September 1998, para. 516. 

29 Ibid. 

30 Th~ Prosecutor v Radislav Kr~ti~, IT-98-33, para. 598. 
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crimes against humanity by an interrmtional court, and, as discussed, no one 

had been convicted of genocide at all in such a forum. Indeed, historically, 

although it was well established that rape or other acts of sexual violence were 

frequently part of a [ayperson’s concept of "ge~locide", "crimes against human- 

ity" or "war crimes", the perceived difficulty in proving sexual violence meant 

that, where it was mentioned, it was classified under the umbrella of inhumane 
treatment, complicating attempts by advocates of the human rights of women 

(in particular) to bring such cases before international tribunals. " 
The tCTR has shown that sexual violence is to be treated seriously as an 

international crime, finding that it can be an act of genocide in itself. The Tri- 

al Chamber in Akayesu gave the first-ever definition of rape in international 

criminal law. Interestingly, when the trial began;neither rape nor any act of 
sexual violence was alleged against .the accused in the indictment." Yet follow- 

ing evidence that Akayesu,.by his presence, demeanour, and utterances, had 
encouraged sexual violence and mutilation of Tutsi women, the Trial Chamber 

allowed the indictment to be amended, and subsequently found Akayesucrimi- 

nally responsible for these acts, including rape--and found that rape and sexual 
violence were within the scope of causing "serious bodily or mental harm" as a 

means of committing genocide. In its judgement, the ICTR recognised that sex- 7.;::.:i:7 

ual crimes are used intentionally during conflicts to c°ntr°l and devastate the .i: !~: [[!ii) enemy, and that in Rwanda they were part of a deliberate strategy to destroy 

the Tutsi and their supporters. Such crimes were perpetrated as "an integral 

par~ of the process of destruction".+’ 
Akayesu was additionally convicted of rape as a crime against humanity in 

itself, rather than under the umbrella of "cruel and inhumane acts"--making 
rape a substantive crime in its own right for the first time in internationai law. 

Prior to the judgement, rape had not even been defined in international law. i 

The ICTR took a groundbreaking liberal approach to this task, finding that 

rape was an act of aggression which "cannot be captured in a mechanical de! 
scription of objects and body parts".32 The definition provided was: a physical 

invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which. ; ;..., 
are coercive"33--which goes far beyond the definitions widely used in 
iurisdictions that focus on the question Of consent and penetration. The defmi- .::. 

tion of sexual violence provided by this judgement is equally broad: it need 

not even involve physical contact. Indeed, sexual violence was held to have oc-. 

curred when a student was forced to perform gymnastics in the nude.34 

31 The Prosecutor v Akayesu, ICTR-96-4, 2 September 1998, para. 731. 

32. Ibid., para. 687. 

33 Ibid., para. 688. 

34 ’ibid., para. 688. 
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The significance of the conv£rions for sexual violence in Akayesu is monu- 

mental, for while women’s rights campaigners have long argued for the inclu- 

sion of sexual crimes in international humanitarian prosecutions, this precedent 

has vastly improved the likelihood of investigation and prosecution of ral~e and 

other sexual violencg as international crimes. One interesting demonstration of 

this improved climate for the prosecution of sexual crimes is the case of Pauline 

Nyiramasuhuko, the Minister of Women and Family Affairs of Rwanda in 

1994; her indictment was amended in 1999 to include the charge of rape as a 

crime against humanity?s The trial is still in progress but whether or not she is 
convicted, it is yet.another example of the pioneering work of the ICTR that a 

woman has been charged with rape. 

Acknowledging the media’s role in genocide. In this modern age of mass com- 

munication, where rapid teclmological advances make it ever easier to dissemi- 

nate opinion, the convictions of the three accused in what is commonly known 

as the Media trial were hugely significant. Not since the celebrated case of Julius 

Streicher by the Nuremberg Tribunal had a journalist been convicted in an 

international court, and no one had ever been tried on the basis of their edito- ’ 
rim policy for incitement to genocide?s The judgement not only established 

potentially far-reaching law, which clarifies the boundary between freedom Of 

expression and freedom from discrimination, but it also provided some an- 

swers to the question of what causes a genocide, and will thereby hopefully 

contribute to the future prevention of such atrocities. 

The Media judgement was delivered on 3 December 2003. It provided the 

first thorough analysis of "direct and public incitement to genocide," which was 

proscribed in the Genocide Convention. Over S0 years earlier, when the Con- 
¯ [!.) vention was drafted, the inclusion of incitement to genocide had caused con- 

siderable debate, because of its perceived threat to freedom of speech. Today, 

the conflict between this democratic principle and the prevention of so-called 

"hate crimes" is increasingly at the forefront of national legislative debate. The 

:: importance of the ICTR judgement in the Media trim is that it has drawn afresh 
i:. ; the line at which free speech must stop, thus removing any ambiguity regarding 

the rote of the media in humanitarian crimes.In explicitly rejecting the Ameri- 

can model for interpreting incitement,3v the Tribunal acknowledged that the 

application of a democratic principle such as freedom of expression must vary 

from state to state--in other words, what works in a politically "free" country ¯ 

35 The Prosecutor v. Nyiramasuhuko, Amended Indictment, ICTRO7-2 I-I, 10 August 1999, 
Count 7, 42. 

36 Jean Paul Akayesu had been convicted of direct and public incitement to genocide On the 
basis of l~is speeches.                               . 

37 
Within the American model of interpreting i~citement, free expression, free speech, and 
maximum latitude a~e to be the norm.             ’~ ’ 
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like the United States cannot be said to work in countries where, for example, 
a government has vastly disproportionate power arid means for disseminating 
information. 

The main organs of incitement in the Media case were Radio Tdldvision Libre 
des Mille Collines (RTLM) and the Kangura newspaper, While acknowledging 
the importance o! protecting political expression--particularly the expression 
of opposition views and criticism of government--the ICTR found that these 
media ~vere not used simply to report or to freely express opinion. Rather, by 
consistently identifying the Tutsi as "the enemy", identifying particular Tutsi, 
and facilitating the logistical execution of the genocide by giving their exact 
location, and further combining stereotyping with denigration, public broad- 
casting by these two orga.ns clearly amounted to incitement. As the Trial Cham- 
ber said of one of the accused, "without a firearm, machete or "any physical 
weapon, he caused the deaths of thousands of innocent civilians. 

The principles followed in the Media case came from Akayesu, where the 
limit to freedom of expression was held to [i.e in the intention of the "orator". 
Incitement might take place through, inter alia, public speaking, shouting or 
threats, or through the public display or dissemination of written or printed 
material, but the significant element that renders it genocidal is that the accused. 
must himself or herself intend to commit genocide. In determining whether or 
not this intent was held by the accused, the Tribunal considered not only the 
individual’s actions and words, but the editorial policy of the media he Or she. 
controlled, The Tribunal concluded that, for example, the cover of one edition 
of Kangura was a "graphic impression of genocidal intent", showing as 
a machete alongside the question: "What weapons shall we use to conquer the 
~nyenzi once and for all?"39 In the light of this kind of material, there was little[" 
difficulty in concluding that genocidal intent existed. 

In reaching its judgement, the Tribunal had to resolve the question of what.. 
amounted to "direct" incitement. It rejected the argument that "direct" meant, 
as it does in the American legal system, provoking an immediate response, but~ 
went so far as to say that a newspaper published several years before the geno= 
tide could constitute direct incitement. This is particularly significant in view 
the absence of a requirement to prove any resultant act of genocide--indeed, thei~ 
Tribunal heard no evidence from any individual listener or reader that they had 
been provoked into killing another as a result of what they heabd or read. 

In delivering the Akayesu and Media judgements, the ICTR 
the parameters of freedom of expression, and thereby broadened the sco 
for future prosecutions, highlighting the accountability of those who use mass ¯ 

38 

39 

The Prosecutor v. N~himana, Barayagwiza & Ngeze, ICTR-99-52-T, 3 December 2003~ ; 

para. 1099, 

Ibid., para. 962. 
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media as a tool for dangerous p’ropaganda. The trial of Simon Bikindi, which 

began on 2 October 2006, and has been completed and is awaiting judgement, 
will no doubt provoke debate about the freedom of artists: Bikindi was the 

most famous pop singer in Rwanda at the time of the genocide, Whose vi~-u- 

ienrly anti-Tutsi music warranted the charges against him. The Media judge- 
ment has paved the way for his conviction because it is clear now how political 

speeches, articles, and songs can be distinguished from incitement to genocide. 
If Bikindi intended.to incite others to commit genocide by his singing, then he 

committed a.crime. 

War crimes and civilian perpetrators. In convicting Georges Rutaganda40 and 

Laurent Semanza41 of war crimes, the ICTR has once again blazed a trail in in- 

ternational criminal law. Hitherto it had been generally assumed that the laws 

of war~ as enunciated in the Geneva Conventions of 1949, applied to.members 

of the armed forces and government agents alone,42 since Article 3 Common to 

the Geneva Conventions binds only a ’~party to the,conflict". But the situation 

in Rwanda was ambiguous. Many civiIians in positions of authority had exer- 

cised quasi-military functions during the genocide, while many atrocities were 

committed under the aegis of war. 

The question of whether a civilian could be liable for breaches ot: the Con- 

ventions Was first raised in Akayesu. Akayesu was a mayor, not a soldier. The 

Trial Chamber, when considering the allegations of war crimes against him, 

held that £or a civilian to be convicted,, the Prosecutor must prove that he was in 

40 Georges Rutaganda held the position of second vice-president of the Movement.Rd. 
? : publicain Nationafet~)dmocratlque iMRND) party’s youth wing, the Interahamwe. 
i.: .... 

Further, he was one of three shareholders in the radio station RTLM, established to 
:: : .. articulate the extremist Hutu message. He was convicted by the Trial Chamber o£ geno~ 

tide, crimes against humanity, extermination and crimes against humanity, and murder, 

and sentenced to life in prison. 

41 Laurem Semanza served as bourgmestre of Bicumbi commune for 20 years until 1993 and 
was subsequendy selected to represent the MRND in the National Assembly envisioned 

by the Arusha Accords. The Trial Chamber sentenced him to 25 years’ imprisonment, 
finding him guilty of complicity in genocide, aiding and abet-tiny the crhne against human- 

ity of extermination, and instigating the crimes against humarfity of rape, torture, and 

,!: murder for his participation in attacks committed in Bicumbi and Gikoro communes ia 

...... April 1994, including massacres at Musha Chur~,h and Mwulire Hill 

42 There appears to have been an erroneous assumption that, in addition to members of the 

armed forces, only civilians legitimately mandated to support the war effort could be held 
liable for war crimes, a position taken by the Trial Chamber in Akayesu, but clarified on 
appeal: see Akayesu Trial Judgement paras. 630-34; 640-44 and Akayesu Appeal Judge- 

meat paras. 437-46. In the Kayishema Judgement the Trial Chamber, while acknowledg- 
ing that civilian perpetrators could indeed be held liable for war crimes, nevertheless 

required them ~:o have a link to the armed f:orces in the conduct of the hostilities. See 

Kayishema Judgement paras. 616~2 4. 
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some way legitimatelY, or directly, mandated to fulfil or support the war effort. 
Since this could not be proven, Akayesu was acquitted on this count. 

The Prosecutor of the ICTR appealed for clarification on this point, even 

though any decision in its favour would not alter Akayesu’s acquittal On war 

crimes charges. Th~ Appeals Chamber examined, for the first time in an inter- 

national forum, the provisions of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conven- 
tions concerning the class of perpetrator. It noted that Articl.e 3 did not clearly, 

identify the persons covered by its provisions, nor did it require the identifica- 

tion of any specific link between the perpetrator and one of the "parties" to the 

conflict. The Appeals Chamber concluded that the protection of victims was 
the core notion of Article 3 and necessitated effective, non-discriminatory pun- 

ishment of persons who violate it.43 In stating that "international humanitarian . 
law would be lessened and called into question if it were to be "admitted that 

certain persons can be exonerated...under the pretext that they did not belong 

to a specific category,"44 the Appeals Chamber of the ICTR has dramatically 

broadened the scope for the future prosecution of war crimes. 

Following the Akayesu Appeals Chamber decision, the test for the 

bility of Common Article 3 could be summarised as follows: (a) the offence 

must have been committed within the context of an armed conflict, (b) 

victims must have been non-combatants, and (c) there must have been a 
between the offence and the armed conflict. These elements had been set out in 
the jurisprudence of the ICTY,4s but the. nexus had never been clearly defined... 

Once again, the ICTR led the way. Rutaganda, acquitted of war crimes 
first instance, was later convicted by the Appeals Chamber following a detailed 

analy~sis of the "nexus" requirement, which resulted in the first clear definition" 
of the ~erm, and effectively lowered the threshold for liability once again, 

broadening the range of situations i.n which such a "nexus" could be provem 

The Appeals Chamber held that the "nex~as" need not be a causal link between 

the armed conflict and the commission of the crime, but that the conflict must: 
have played a substantial part in the perpetrator’s ability to commit it, 
manner in which it was committed, or the purpose for which it was commtt 

ted. If a relevant crime is committed "under the guise of the armed 

the nexus has been.shown’4s The principles established in Rutaganda and 

Al~ayesu Appeal judgement were followed in the Semanza Case, 

43 AkayeSU v, The Prosecutor, ICTR-96-4-A, 1 june 2001, paras. 442-43. 

44 " Ibid. 

4.5 The Prosecutor v. Kunarac er al., IT-23&2311. 

46 Rutaganda v Prosecutor, Judgement, ICTR’96-3LA, 9 February 2004, pa~as. 569-70. 
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a war crimes conviction of a ci~rilian who held no public office at the time he 

committed the offences.47 
Another important development regarding the prosecution of war crimes 

is found in the judgement in the Imanishimwe.case. Samuel Imanishimwe, a 
Lieutenant and army camp commander in the government’s armed forces, was 
convicted of war crimes even though the place where the crimes were corn2 
mitred was hundreds of miles from the "battlefield". Again, there was held to 
be a sufficient "nexus" between his crimes and the armed conflict. It is now 
clear that there is no requirement for proximity between the war crime and the 
arena of conflict, as long as a °’nexus" is e~Nblished. As with the conviction 
of a civilian for violations of the Conventions, this decision has broadened 
the scope for future prosecutions, and shown that in times of war---even civil 
war--crimes committed by soldier or civilian, if committed under the guise of 
the war, will not be tolerated. 

Challenging sovereign immunity. While the Nuremberg trials following the 
Second World War appeared to herald a new era, in which heads of govern- 
ment could be held accountaNe for their actions under international law, there 
has.always been a substantial body of opinion that the Nuremberg Tribunal 
represented only "victors’ justice".4s Subsequently, the question of whether a 
head of state can be held personally accountable for breaches of international 
law remained unanswered. The ICTR has now made it clear that sovereign 
immunity no longer applies: individuals, even heads o~ state, can be held re- 
sponsible, as subjects bound by international legal obligations, for breaches of 
those obligations. 

This significant development in international jurisprudence came about on 
4 September 1998, when the former Prime Minister Jean Kambanda wa~ sen- 

47 

48 

The Prosecutor v Semanza. It may merit mention here that Fulgeace Niyonteze, a civilian 
mayor in Rwanda at the time of the genocide, was tried and convicted for war crimes 
committed during the genocide by a Swiss Miiitary Court sitting in Laussane in 1999. 

V. Morris and M. P. Scharf~ An Insider’s Gt~ide To The International Criminal Tribunal 
For The Former Yugoslavia (Irv~ngron-on-Hudson, New York: Transnational Publishers 
Inc., 1994) 332: "A primary criticism of Nuremberg was that it amounted to victors" 
iustice; since the tribnnal was composed exclusively of prosecutors and iudges from the 
victorious countries and the defendants were limited to Germans, even though the Mlied 
personnel also committed serious violations of humanitarian law during the war." See 
also A. Cassese, International Criminal Law ( Oxford, LrK: Oxford University Press, 2003 ) 
332 discussing the one-sided nature of the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals. "These sets 
of experiences were nevertheiess one-sided, as everybody knows, They imposed ’victors’ 
justice’ over the defeated. The major drawback of the two ’internationa~ Tribunals’ was 
that they were composed of judges (respectively, :;our and eleven) appointed by each of 
the victor powers; the prosecutors too were appointed by each of those .Powers and acted 
under the instructions of each appointing State... Thus, the view must be shared that the 
two Tribunals were not independent international courts proper, but judicial bodies act- 
ing as organs common to the appointing States." 
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tenced to life imprisonment, following his guilty pleas to six counts of genocide 
. ... 

and extermination and murder as crimes against humanity. Indeed, this was 
" ¯ 

the first time ever that the head ofa government has been convicted under an 
’ .. 

international treaty. The effect of this legal precedent was seen shortly after- 

wards, when the United Kingdom House of Lords ruled that General Augusto 

Pinochet, the former president of Chile, was not immune from prosecution for ¯ 
international crimes.49 The universal jurisdiction created by the 1949 Geneva 

Conventions has, since the establishment of the ad hoc tribunals, come to be in- ,. :~.. 
creasingly accepted. It is now a realistic possibility that former dictators will be 
pursued and prosecuted for crimes committed within their ownstates. Whereas 
an el-dictator could flee his national jurisdiction and be confident that he could 
esca e punishment for his criraes--like Idi Amiu of Uganda, who eventually. 

P .... ,,-. ,~h,d’~ former vredident, Hiss~ne 
died in exile in Saudi Arabia--omers, Jl~c 
Habr4, now in Senegal, or Ethiopia’s former leader, Mariam Mengistu, who 

currently resides in Zimbabwe, are not comfortable in exile, as there a~let~;te~" 
national arrest warrants for them for violations of international crimina w. t 
remains to be seen whether the implications of this remarkable development in 
international law will result in many further prosecutions, but the subsequent 
indictment of Slobodan Milo~evi~ at the ICTY and Charles Taylor at the 
cial Court for Sierra Leone suggest that, in principle at least, no head of state 

Established in the shadow of the ICTY, the ICTR .has .significantly c°ntributed[:.:.z!;~!;]~! 

to the evolving international criminal justice regime in several key respects] 
First, through a clear definition.of genocide, its scope as a crime was exten~u~ 
to cover the intended destruction of a particular stable and permanent Fro 
and it was acknowledged that rape and sexual violence could constitute 
cide. Second, by recognising the role of the print and electronic media in inciting 
enocide the ICTR sounded a warning to the abuse of freedom of expression: :.iiiii 

g , ’ ....... ’ -rimes Third, through clarification of 
in tiae incitement or ~nrernarm,i.~ - ¯ .i:.::,. 

nuons a licability to civilian perpetrators in armed Geneva Conve PP . - - ,    ~ .~,- ~-- 
such civilians can no longer evade the long arm ot me law. rourm, ~:, ..... i:::"; 
ing the myth of sovereign immunity, the ICTR gave impetus to the assertion o 

m to rosecute former leaders for atrocitieS::: seek’ .. universal jurisdiction by states g P 

-- ~ Battle and the Commissioner of Police (appellants)Ex Parte Pieochet 
49 See R,eg¢ , _. ...... 

ther and tile Commissioner of Police and Others 5A~ppella~s.!,j’;~ sponaent!; .va,ns a[k~a .... a--t’ Decision of ~he House of Lords ~n appeal .ore a 
Ex Parte Pinocnet /~esponu=- ~. avadabIe at htt /lwwv¢ 
visional Court of the Queens Bench Division (25 Nov 1998), 

P: 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ICTR 

committed while still in office.:Finaily, as ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno Oca- 

mpo indicates in his Foreword and Bergsmo and Webb observe in chapter 18, 

the ICTR, alongside other ad bOC tribunals, provided the building blocks upon 

which the permanent ICC was founded, and will bequeath it a substantial cor- 

pu~ of law, both substantive and procedural, that will guide it in the execution 

of its challenging mandate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20131004123855973.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 12:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.04.2013 12:38:55 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:33 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20131007092804680.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.07.2013 09:28:04 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



KISWAHILI 403-001&002 

Mtihani #2 

Tarehe 70ktoba 2013 

Jina la mwanafunzi 

JAZA MAPEN(30 KWA MANENO YALtYO MABANONI. Fill in the blanks with the words in parentheses. 

Tabasamu ana (soft skin). 

Bwana Yususf ni ..................................................... (funny man). 

Kwa nini ldi ( babbled yesterday) akimsalimu Regina? 

Shangazi yetu ni mwanamke mwenye ................................................. 

Zubeda hupenda kuvaa 

Chausiku na dadake wamekaa pamoja 

Mpenzi wako ana 

Shangazi yetu ana mume 

It is hard) kukimbia kila siku. 

(a beautiful voice). 

(black clothes). 

(since childhood) wao, 

(what height)? 

(very humble). 

Mchuuzi huyu anauza - 

Babu yetu ni mzee 

Mama mdogo anajua 

(large bangles) sokoni. 

(very generous). 

(to braid hair). 

Petro anafurahia ( beautiful shape ) la rafiki yake. 

Mama yake ndiye (her confidant). 

Ni lazima tuwasaidie wale ambao wanahitaji ........................................ ( our help). 

Regina na kakake (they live in the town of) Mombasa. 

Sitaki useme kwamba mimi (I do not like you). 

Hapa chuoni kila mwanafunzi (has an advisor). 

Nielezee kwa kifupi sifa za (your close friend). 

Mpenzi wa Mariamu amemnunulia Saida .................................................... (many earrings). 



SOMA KIPINDI UKAJIBU MASWALI. Read the passage and then answer the questions. 

Rafiki }/ako mkubwa anaishi wapi? 

Msimuliaji na Lily wana uhusiano:~ gani? ............................................................... (~relationship) 

Lily anemshauri msimulia]i~wakati ~ani? ............................................................... (~ narrator) 

Lily ana kimo gani? .......................................................................................................... 

Ni kweli kama Lily hana roho sail? ..................................................................................... 

Lily aria pauni ngapi? ....................................................................................................... 

Lily ana nywele za ransi gani? ........................................................................................... 

Wewe una kimo gani? ....................................................................................................... 

Kwo nini wavulana wengi wanamtamani Lily? ........................................................................ 

Jle, rafiki yako mkubwa ana sifa gani? .................................................................................... 

JAZA MAPENGO KWA SULUHISHO. Fill in the blanks with a solution. 

Lela: Ninataka kunywa chai lakini sina majani ya chai, 

Petro. Usiwe na wasiwasi. - ............................................................... 

Lela: Ninataka kusoma Kiswahili lakini sina kitabu cha Kiswahili. 

Petro: Usiwe na wasiwasi. 

Lela: Nina njaa lakini sina chakula. 

Petro: Usiwe na wasiwasi. - .............................................................. 

Lela: Kakangu anataka kuoga lakini mgeni yumo bado ndani ya bafu. 

Petro. Asiwe na wasiwasi. - ............................................................. 

Lela: Watu wale wana kiu. 

Petro: Wasiwe na wasiwasi. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:54 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Bookl.xlsx 

Hi Eunice, 

I’ve been chatting with James but then he had a meeting to attend° You can see our dialogue below° The good news is I 

think I have figured it out. That document was done on the computer next to the copy machine. I have located it on 

there and either        or I tried to email it to you from that computer in the past. I think it was a failed attempt and 

thus got held up in the outbox. Today       was sending something to Mamarame at the same computer at around 

the same time you received the emaik I think when she did that, it triggered the email in the outbox and finally sent it 
to you° ! really do believe this is what happened and it makes the most logical sense° 

Best, 
Travis 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Bookl.xlsx 

I’m in a couple of meetings this afternoon. Do you think you can go to filehippo.com and install malwarebytes 
for her? Same as we did on your machine. 

James McHale, OASIS 
Tech Support Analyst 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> 
Date: 10/07/2013 2:53 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "McHale, James" <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Bookl.xlsx 

No, or at least nothing yet. She has sensitive files on her computer and just wants to make sure they are secure. 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Bookl.xlsx 

she noticing anything different about the computer? 

James McHale 
Tech Support Analyst, OASIS 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: McHale, James 
Subject: FW: Bookl.xlsx 

Hi James, 

[ checked the maIware report and the good news is that [t didn’t find any viruses or spyware however Eun[ce is still 

concerned about her computer. She said she opened the attachment and is worried that maybe it could cause harm to 

her computer. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 11:42 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Bookl.xlsx 

Hi Travis, 

Greetings! Did you send the message below and attachment? 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> 
Date: October 7, 2013 11:37:05 AM EDT 
To: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
Subject: Bookl.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 11:53 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: listserv 

Maj orsEmailsOct 13.docx 

Hello Tim and Ron, 

I ask that you please open the attachment above. What you will find is a list that I have compiled of the emails from our Majors 

and 2nd Majors. Kenneth told me to do it in this format as opposed to the listserv format. All you need to do is copy the emails 

that I provided and paste them into the email you are sending out. You MUST put the addresses in the blind carbon copy because 

we do not want to violate any privacy laws with the students° You should have everything you need now. Glad that I could be of 

assistance. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 10:41 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
(~¢: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: listserv 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for the update. I understand you have been extremely busy. I hope we can wrap this up on Monday, as time is of 
the essence. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 5:13 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Hello Ron and Tim, 

Sorry to say that I have simply run out of time this week. I had dedicated all my time to helping the Chair with various things the 

past few days, as you know it has been a very busy time. So I hope the two of you had not planned on getting together over the 

weekend to send out invites. At least now you have something to look forward to on Monday when you receive it. 

Have a good weekend gentlemen. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 2:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

Department and University Calendar Fall 2013.docx 

Dear EuNce, 

I am glad to hear of your safe arrival. My thoughts and prayers are with you during tNs hectic time. I have attached the 

calendar as a word document. Sorry for the delay. I have had most of it finished but there were a few building locations 
that I was waiting on that ! wanted to be sure to include in the document. I was able to get those today so I added them 

to the calendar. You can let me know if any of the chair committee dates are misplaced and you can also let me know 

if there is anything you want me to add, subtract or reword with the calendar. 

Hope all is going well as can be over there at this moment. 

Take care and keep the faith. 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I arrived safely here and it has been a very hectic time. 

At any rate, please send me the outstanding assignment re; calendar by tomorrow October 11. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FALL SEMESTER 2013 

August 

8/20- Classes begin 
8/21 -Faculty Lounge Gathering 
8/26- Last Day of Late Registration 

September 

9/2- Labor Day 
9/4- Meeting-Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
9/11- Meeting- Department Faculty (GEC room 2010) 

9/27- *Textbook orders requested due date for Spring 2014 * 

October 

10/2- Faculty Colloquium (Hyde Hall, Incubator Rm) 
10/2-Meeting-Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
10/14-Last day for Undergraduate students to drop courses 
10/16- Fall Break begins at 5:00pm 

10/21- Classes resume 8:00am 
10/23-Meeting-Department Faculty (Vance Hall, Conference room 1st floor) 

November 

11/6 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
11/6- Faculty Colloquium (Dey Hall, Toy Lounge) 
11/13- Department Faculty meeting (Hyde Hall, Incubator Rm) 
11/27- Thanksgiving Recess. Classes resume Mon. Dec. 2 

December 

12/4- Department Faculty meeting (Hyde Hall, Incubator Rm) 
12/4- Classes End 
12/5- Reading Day 
12/6- Exams begin 
12/11- Reading Day 
12/13- Exams End 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:16 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Gardner 105 

Thanks for the title. I wil! send you the building and room number today so that you can go ahead and get that 

information out to your students. I will also begin working on the 2nd screening. -Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Gardner 105 

Many thanks for following up on this, Travis. The film is "Sugar Cane Alley" and I own the DVD. I now know that I will 
have to do two screenings. Is Gardner 105 available on Monday, October 28th, for a second showing of the same film to 
accommodate those who cannot be there on the 22nd? Nailing a place for the 28th is not urgent. I do NOT have to 
make an announcement about the 28th before Fall Break...but let me know when you find out. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 4:16 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Gardner 105 

Hi Reg, 

Can you give me the title of the film? They are asking for it to make the reservation. They told me Gardner :105 is 

booked on the 22nd but they did find a room and they will be sending me the details on that. I just need to send them 

the title of the film. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Gardner 105 

Travis would you please check to see if the room can be reserved for that time (7-9) on the 22nd? Thanks. -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Gardner 105 

Hi Reg, 

I checked on Gardner 105 and unfortunately it is already booked at that time. There is actually an event from 6-Spin 

that day. ! had them also look for other rooms but was told that nothing was available to accommodate 60 people 

during that time frame. It is hard for me to imagine that there was not one room available. Now, if that date is not set 

in stone then perhaps we could get them to look at another possible date. 



Just let me know on how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Froth: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Seat: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 1:36 plVl 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Gardner 105 

Travis, 

Would you please see if Gardner 105 can be reserved for showing a film for my AAAD 130 class on Wednesday, October 
23rd, 7-9. Thanks much. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:38 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: On chairs 

Thanks, Sonia! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: On chairs 
Importance: High 

Well, no need to borrow Eunice’s chairs 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:11 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: On chairs 
Importance: High 

Dear Eunice, 

It’s good to hear from you and I hope you are enjoying your time in Nairobi, considering the circumstances of your travel. 

I hate to keep pestering you with things of nominal importance such as chairs. I do not need to borrow chairs from your office, as I 
have the ones from the hallway that are working fine for now. I was just trying to get this wrapped up so its off of my list. I have 
every intention of respecting the purchasing guidelines. I will let Sonia handle this. Surely your time is better spent dealing with more 
important matters. 

I look forward to seeing you when you return. 

Ron 

On Oct 15, 2013, at 2:02 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Dear Sonia and Ronald, 

Greetings from Nairobi. 

While I have authorized the purchase of the chairs, it is important that we follow UNC-CH’s rules concerning purchases. 

Ron: feel free to borrow 2-3 chairs from my office while we wait for the purchase. 

Best wishes and I hope you are all doing well, Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:06 AM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Chairs 



> Good morning Ronald 
> 
> This is against of UNC purchasing guidelines. This kind of decision do not belongs to Faculty members. My role here is to manage 
administrative affairs. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> Sonia 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Williams, Ronald 
> Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 11:56 PM 
> To: Colon, Sonia 
> Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Chairs 
> 
> Dear Sonia, 
> 
> Given that Eunice has already authorized this purchase, I am going to go ahead and order the chairs from staples myself. I will 
submit you my receipts for reimbursement and will let you know when they have been delivered. 
> 
> Here is the link: 

> ~://wwwsmp~es~com/OfficeoStaroOSpoDesigj~soF’abricoG~estoCl~airoWi~h 
> -Upholstered-Back-Napa-ChelTy/product 200096 
> 

> Thanks for your efforts. 
> 
> Ron 
> 

> 

> 

> 
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A battered campaign poster for Presidential hopeful, Morgan Tsvangirai, 
in an election that left the opposition bruised and disempowered 
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Voices from Matabeleland - 

Opinions on what contributed to the election results 

ZANIJ PF and the campaign 

Fear... 
’I voted for ZANU-PF even though I do not support them. The war veterans told us that there 
would be war if MDC won, who ever wants a situation again like that in the 2008 elections?’ 

[ Old man, Nkayi] 

Food... 
’The other thing was the rice; the rice issue was a problem. You see food was used in 
campaigning and people had no choice. They ended up giving that bucket of rice an 
exaggerated value, maybe because it could have found them without mealie meal at home .... 
When election time comes they have no choice but to vote for that bucket of rice .... ’ 

[Middle aged man, Insiza] 

Favours... 
’We also lost on strategy, as technically ZANU-PF had an upper hand, they announced a 
cancellation of outstanding local authority bills, giving a tangible reprieve to the electorate 

and it won them some degree of support.’         [MDC-T lawyer, Bulawayo] 

Regalia and visibility... 
’ZANU gave just anyone, if you happened to be near when they were passing by they would 
give you, either a cap, or a doek [scarf], to tie your head, they were not discriminating. Other 
parties did not have -you recognise Highlanders [soccer]fans by their regalia, but some 

supporters of these other parties did not have their party regalia - these other parties ended 
up like school children who just wear their school uniforms because they are too poor to have 
the right clothes so that you know who they are.’          [01d man, Umzingwane] 

...Witchcraft 
’Those caps and shirts from China, they were taken to a powerful N’ anga in Chipinge, so that 
when anyone waved those ZANU-PF caps in the air over their heads, they ended up voting for 
ZANU PF once they were in the polling station, no matter who they really supported...’ 

[Young man, Bulilima] 

Assisted voting... 
’They would ask aged people, "Gogo can I go with you inside so that I can ass&t you?" That 
was a plot. Aged people would want to go in, vote fast and go home. They would in the end 
agree, though not fully. Like being honest about who would they really want to vote for.’ 

[Young Man, Insiza South] 



MD(:-T and the campaign 

Imposed candidates .... 
’LM. came, he first spoke about devolution. In the end he introduced the candidate he 
imposed, and then we asked him - we asked him what kind of devolution he was talking about. 
Because you spoke about devolution first, and then for you to introduce your imposed 
candidate...? He then went on to say because he is at national level whatever he says goes. He 
said that even if he got that person from the toilet, it was a must for us to vote for him. We 
said no! We don’t know that person. Things got messed up.’ [Insiza South] 

Reactions to election outcome 

Thinking of Joshua Nkomo .... 

’I just do not understand why this keeps on happening this way. I am so disappointed. I have 
been disappointed by every election since 1980. We met Mr Joshua Nkomo in person, at Njelele 
Hill, and we cleared everything with the spirits for him to win. Maybe Mugabe has got a 
stronger god than all of us and that is why he wins, no matter how people vote .... ’ 

[Old lady, Matobo] 

’What I can say is that in terms of politics I have no alignment to any party, but whoever leads 
in a good way - I’m not even saying there is one who is leading in a good way - but, in the 
1980s, this side in Matabeleland there was Nkomo, he was the one whom we looked up to. 
When things started getting tough he said, "My people, things are tough -ifI continue going 
out to other countries, this matter will not be handled well. I better join these people, so that 
we unite and I fix things internally’: He then left us with Mugabe. Even now we are saying it is 
okay where we are, whoever is in opposition is not of concern to us.... We will speak to the one 
who was left on the throne by Nkomo.’                     [Old man, Gwanda] 

Depression... 

’It’s a paralyzing election result to every one, the future is bleak. They will continue to fill their 

bellies, while we suffers.’                                 [Old man, Lupane] 

’If he is the one who has taken over the whole country what can you do? Where can you go to? 
There is no way out, if these radios are telling us the truth, to say that old man has won, what 

can we do, nothing.’                                     [Old lady, Umzingwane] 

Pleasure... 

’I am glad that ZANU PF has won - they have promised us that we can own factories now, so I 
am waiting to be given part of a factory.’                 [Young man, Tsholotsho South] 
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The End of a Road 

Introduction1 

The Global Political Agreement (GPA), which set out to prepare the political process for a 

generally acceptable election after the debacle of June 2008, was marked by severe 

contestations all too characteristic of the battle for the state that constituted the politics of 

the agreement, At almost every stage of the agreement intense conflicts over the 

interpretation of the accord left their debris on the political terrain, at the heart of which 

was the meaning of ’sovereignty,’ Around this notion, ZANU PF in particular wove dense 

layers of political discourse, combined with the coercive use of the state that it continued to 

control, The major aim of this strategy on the part of ZANU PF, was to manipulate and stall 

the reform provisions in the GPA, regroup, and reconfigure its political resources after 

plunging to the nadir of its legitimacy in the 2008 electoral defeat, 

In 2009, Solidarity Peace Trust (SPT) published a monograph2 that provided a 

comprehensive overview of the GPA, setting out its central dynamics and the key structures 

and processes involved in the politics of this period, The aim of this report is not to repeat 

the analysis provided in that book, but to provide succinct coverage of the election that 

brought that agreement to a close, Moreover the report will also provide some pointers to 

the future of Zimbabwean politics, 

The Constitutional Process 

Between 2009 and 2013 a key area of contestation between the parties to the GPA was the 

struggle for constitutional reform, Article VI of the agreement set out the ’fundamental 

right and duty of the Zimbabwean people to make a constitution for themselves’, also 

stipulating that the process would be carried out by a Select Committee of Parliament 

composed of parties to the GPA, Constitutionalism and the constitutional reform is often a 

highly contested process with different parties bringing different political agendas and 

competing imaginaries to the process, Zimbabwe was no exception to this trend and since 

the 1990’s the major political parties often fought out their rival positions on this terrain, 

For the nationalists coming out of the liberation struggle, constitutionalism and the law 

have had a complicated history, On the one hand, these discourses were constitutive of 

their demands against the colonial state and helped to conceptualise their own legality and 

1 This Introduction and the section on the constitution draw from B.Raftopoulos, ’Towards another stalemate 

in ZimbabweT" NOREF, October 2012. 
2 Brian Raftopoulos (Ed), The Hard Road to Reform: The Politics of Zimbabwe’s Global Political 

Agreement. Weaver Press, Harare. 



legitimacy. They have also played an important role in both locating their demands and 

imagining the possible forms of a future state.3 On the other hand this generation of leaders 

also viewed the liberation struggle as an alternative to constitutionalism, with the war of 

liberation leading to the destruction of the colonial state and the establishment of ’people’s 

power’ however nebulously defined.4 

The constitutional compromises agreed at Lancaster House in 1979 were the result of a 

convergence of national, regional and international pressures that inaugurated the politics 

of the post-colonial state. Once in power, ZANU PF, as in the case of other post-colonial 

political parties, instrumentalised the use of the constitution to concentrate power in the 

Presidency and to reconstruct the power relations between the state and opposition 

politics. 

With the signing of the GPA in 2008, constitutional reform became one of the major issues 

of contention between the parties. After three years of delays, obstructions, logistical and 

financial squabbles, and a problematic outreach programme, a draft constitution was 

produced through the Parliamentary Select Committee process (COPAC), in July 2012. 

Importantly in terms of the process, all parties to the agreement were signatories to the 

draft, leading to the logical conclusion that at all times the principals of the parties and 

their respective leaderships were fully informed of the discussions of the COPAC team. 

However, in a move that replicated previous interventions to block constitutional reform 

and eschew its commitment to the GPA, ZANU PF placed another obstacle in the progress of 

the reform process. In August 2012, President Mugabe presented the leaders of the MDC 

formations with a ZANU PF redraft of the COPAC draft, on the grounds that the latter was 

drafted in opposition to the ’views of the people’ gathered during the outreach process. 

This redraft, described by ZANU PF as ’non-negotiable’, attempted to undo the COPAC 

process, undermine the GPA and once again force the Zimbabwean citizenry into a national 

election without a new constitution. Moreover, the ZANU PF draft effectively dismissed the 

major reforms included in the COPAC draft and proposed a return to the kind of executive 

powers and party-state rule that ZANU PF had crafted since 1980. 

Both MDC formations objected strongly to this ZANU PF position. After weeks of political 

haggling, the parties, under pressure from the SADC facilitation team, agreed to take the 

C OPAC draft to an All Stakeholders Conference held in October 2 012. The few 

disagreements on the draft that resulted from the Conference were finally resolved by the 

3 Jocelyn Alexander, ’Nationalism, self-government in Rhodesian detention: Gonakudzingwa, 1964-1974,’ 

Journal of Southern African Studies, vol 37, no. 2, 2011, pp.551-569. 
4 Ibbo Mandaza, ’Movements for National Liberation and constitutionalism in Southern Africa,’ in Issa Shivji 

(Ed) State and Constitutionalism, An African Debate, SAPES Books, Harare, 1991, pp. 71-90. 
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party Principals in January 2013, and by Presidential Proclamation, the 16th July was set 

aside as the day that a referendum would be held on the constitutional draft, While the 

draft was a compromise document which still contained a disturbing concentration of 

executive powers, it also put in place important changes such as presidential term limits, 

more accountability of the security and judicial services, a more independent national 

prosecuting authority, limited devolution of power, and stronger citizenship rights, 

The National Constitutional Assembly (NCA), which had opposed the COPAC process, filed 

an application to the High Court in February 2013 seeking an order interdicting the 

Zimbabwe Election Commission (ZEC) from conducting the referendum, The NCA sought 

the court order on the grounds that the Proclamation be declared unlawful and ultra vires 

Section 3 of the Referendum Act Chapter 2:10, Predictably the High Court rejected the NCA 

case ’in its entirety’ stating that the President’s conduct was ’not subject to review by a 

COUFt,’5 

The referendum went ahead on the 16th March 2013, with the overwhelming majority of 

voters, 3,079,966, voting for the new constitution, while a small number, 179,489, voted 

against, The total number of votes cast was 3,259,454,6 The referendum vote recorded the 

largest voter turnout in the post-colonial period, with marked increases in each province in 

comparison with the March elections, Harare and the three Mashonaland Provinces 

recorded the largest turnouts, while the Southern Matabeleland regions recorded the 

lowest,7 The major reasons for the large voter turnout included the broad consensus of the 

GPA parties on the draft constitution, the relaxed voting requirements, the less complex 

voting procedure and the ’relatively prevailing peaceful political engagements,’8 Ominously 

the large voter turnout also gave an indication that ZANU PF was mobilizing its support 

base in preparation for the general elections, and that the party had been steadily 

registering voters in preparation for this forthcoming event, 

The Possibility of Regional and International Consensus in the 
Interregnum between the Referendum and the Election 

In the aftermath of the referendum there appeared to be a growing consensus between 

SADC, the EU and to a lesser extent the US on the way forward. SADC commended 

Zimbabwe for holding a credible, free and fair constitutional referendum,’ and urged the 

GPA parties once again to ’finalise the outstanding issues in the implementation of the GPA 

Constitution Watch 11/2013, Harare, 2nd March 2013. 
Zimbabwe Human Rights Bulletin, "Zimbabwe resoundingly votes for a new constitution," 19 March 2013. 

Electoral Resource Centre, "’Miracle Votes’- An analysis of the March 2013 Referendum." March 2013. 

Ibid. 



and preparations for holding free and fair elections in Zimbabwe.’9 Two months before this, 

a Friends of Zimbabwe meeting held in London attended by several EU members, the US, 

Canada, Japan and Australia as well as the parties to the GPA, also issued a statement of 

encouragement on the success of the referendum. The statement welcomed and supported 

SADC’s lead role as guarantor of the GPA, noted the ’breakthrough of the constitutional 

referendum’ and reemphasized Western support to SADC ’in their efforts to facilitate the 

GPA and the roadmap for elections.’1° 

In May 2013, a ’Quick Policy Insight’ paper from the European Parliament reached out 

further to SADC and to the GPA parties, providing a critical perspective on both Zanu PF 

and the MDC and stressing the need for building stronger political institutions. The 

statement read: 

Government turnover does not guarantee democratic change in Zimbabwe. Zanu PF 

lacks democratic roots; but the MDC has, for its part, done little to prove its 

trustworthiness. Rather than asking who is in power, international analysts might 

want to put a stronger focus on how to actually improve Zimbabwe’s political 

culture and institutions,n 

In addition the document warned that: 

..... foreign actors need to be aware of the high degree of suspicion prevalent in 

Zimbabwe. The international community should act with great care to avoid 

unintentionally causing a counterproductive backlash.12 

In addition to these overtures the Danish Government had, in March 2013, stated that its 

position towards Zimbabwe was that ’the risks of not engaging in the current crucial 

transition process is greater than the risk of engaging.’13 The IMF for its part had in June of 

this year approved a Staff-Monitored Programme for Zimbabwe covering the period April- 

December 2013, in which it would support the Zimbabwean authorities’ ’comprehensive 

Dialogue, His Excellency, President of the Republic of South Africa, President Jacob Zuma, to the SADC Organ 

Troika on Politics, Defence and Security Cooperation. Pretoria, South Africa, 9 March 2013. 
10 Friends of Zimbabwe Communique, London, 26 March 2013. The delegations to the meeting included: 

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, the EU, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, 

Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK, the US. 
11 European Parliament, Director- General for External Policies, "Zimbabwe’s 2013 general elections: A 

genuine wind of change?" DG EXPO/t~/Pol Dep/Note/ 2013. 28 May 2013. 
12 Ibid. 

13 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Denmark, DANIDA, "Denmark-Zimbabwe Partnership Policy 2013-2015," 

March 2013. 
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adjustment and reform programme’. This would in turn be an ’important stepping stone 

towards helping Zimbabwe re-engage with the international community,’14 

Thus, by the end of June 2013 there was a growing consensus between SADC and the EU in 

particular about the success of the referendum and the need for generally acceptable free 

and fair elections, even if this was underlined by nagging doubts about the possibility of 

such an outcome. The EU linked its re-engagement to the management of the forthcoming 

elections, and stated that it was ’ready to engage with whatever government that is formed 

as a result of peaceful, transparent and credible elections.’15 The US, as it did throughout 

the period of the GPA,16 took a harder line stating that while it applauded the holding of a 

successful referendum, it urged the Zimbabwe Government to welcome both domestic and 

international observers to monitor the elections. This position set out by US Assistant 

Secretary for African Affairs, Johnny Carson, earned an immediate rebuke from the 

Zimbabwean Presidential spokesperson for putting forward such ’obnoxious’ conditions.17 

Notwithstanding the US position, there appeared to be an increasing convergence between 

SADC and the West on the need for free and fair elections in Zimbabwe, an emerging 

consensus that had, by mid 2013, already pushed the EU into a substantive movement 

away from the ’sanctions’ measures imposed by the Mugabe regime from the early 2000’s. 

However, as will be discussed further in the paper, this seeming convergence barely 

concealed the tensions and contradictions in the discourses on transition at play between 

and sometimes within these groups. 

The Election Process 

As he had done prior to the 2008 election, in contravention of the GPA, Mugabe proceeded 

to take a unilateral position on the setting of the election date, Notwithstanding the 

unfinished reform agenda set out in the GPA, and against the persistent recommendations 

of several SADC fora on the need for a full implementation of the GPA before an election, 

Mugabe and his party set in train a series of processes that would once again imperil the 

SADC facilitation process in Zimbabwe, On the 2nd May 2013 Mr, Jealousy Mawarire, the 

Director of the Centre for Democracy in Southern Africa, and widely believed to be working 

for ZANU PF, filed an urgent application to the Supreme Court seeking an order directing 

14 International Monetary Fund, ’IMF Managing Director Approves a Staff Monitored Programme for 

Zimbabwe.’ Press Release No. 13/174, 13 June 2013. 
1~ Report of the Delegation of the Development Committee of the European Parliament to Zimbabwe (29 

April-3 May 2013.) 3 July 2013. 
1~ t~.Raftopoulos, ’An Overview of the Politics of the Global Political Agreement: National Conflict, Regional 

Agony, International Dilemma,’ in B.Raftopoulos (Ed), The Hard Road to ReJ~orm, op cir. 

17 US seek to observe Zimbabwe elections, www.thezimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe!16751-us-seek-to- 

observe-zimbabwe-elections.html Accessed on 08/04/13. 



the President to proclaim elections to be held no later than the 3 0th June. Mawarire made 

his claim under section 18 of the old Constitution. By the time the matter came to court it 

was heard by the Constitutional Court which was set up under the new constitution, the 

composition of which was largely influenced by ZANU PF. Predictably, by a majority 

decision the Court was in agreement with Mawarire’s claim, but stated that the election 

date should be set for 31st July. 

This controversial legal decision18 allowed ZANU PF to push ahead with its preferred date 

for the election, largely bypassing the requirements for consultation with other parties to 

the GPA, and the SADC demands for the full implementation of the agreement before 

elections. The immediate response of Lindiwe Zulu from the SADC facilitation team was 

that: 

With or without the court ruling, we are going ahead to meet the parties as the 

facilitation team ahead of the SADC summit which (decision) was agreed on in Addis 

Ababa. All parties have been invited. As the facilitator put it at the summit, we want 

the comfort of having a clear roadmap to the elections, with timelines agreed upon 

by the parties themselves. The ultimate is to have credible elections. We want to 

avoid the 2008 scenario.19 

Zulu’s statement resulted in a hail of invective from ZANU PF spokespersons that continued 

past attacks on her and was a prelude to a major verbal assault by Mugabe himself, Party 

ideologue Jonathan Moyo, drawing on the language of sovereignty and constitutionalism, 

called Zulu’s comments an ’attack on our national sovereignty’ and called on Zimbabweans 

to ’oppose and reject this patronizing and illegitimate posturing by our neighbours.’2° 

Despite these attacks Zuma’s report to the SADC Troika on the 15 June reiterated the 

concerns of Zulu’s position. Noting that most of the areas agreed to by the GPA parties in 

July 2011 under the framework of ’Zimbabwe Elections Road Map and Timelines’ had not 

been ’adequately implemented’, Zuma reported that the proposal to hold the elections on 

31st July ’is fraught with legal contestation, political dispute and heightened tensions even 

within the Inclusive Government.’21 

At the SAD C summit held in Maputo on 15th June 2 013, the regional group endorsed the 

report of the facilitator but acknowledged the ruling of the Constitutional Court. It 

1~ For one of the many discussions of this decision by civic groups in Zimbabwe see D.Matyszak, "’Before and 

After’: Old Wine in new bottles: The Constitutional Court Ruling on the election date." 3~ June 2013. 
19 Dumisani Sibanda and Everson Mushava, ’Roadmap will decide polls-Zuma.’ 

www.zimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe!17602-roadmap-will-decide-polls-zumahtml Accessed on 06./06/13. 
20 ’Moyo and Mutambara blasts Zuma’. www.thezimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe!17616-moyo-and- 

mutambara-savages-zuma.html Accessed on 06/06/13. 
21 Report of the SADC Facilitator, His Excellency, President of the Republic of Zimbabwe, President Jacob 

Zuma, at the SADC Extra-0rdinary Summit, Maputo, Mozambique, 15 June 2013. 
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recommended that the Government of Zimbabwe engage the Constitutional Court to seek 

more time ’beyond the 3 1 July deadline’ for holding the Harmonised F, lections,22 It was very 

clear that SAD C, notwithstanding the warnings from Zuma’s report, was bending to 

Mugabe’s strategy, deferring once again to the issue of sovereignty around the Court 

decision, The Executive Secretary of SADC Tomaz Solomao made it clear after the Maputo 

summit that ’decisions of the courts are to be respected,’23 The AU Chair Nkosozana 

Dlamini-Zuma took the same position, also expressing the need to respect the rule of law 

and the judiciary,~4 

Following the summit, ZANU PF made a court appeal for an extension, designed to fail and 

submitted without the consultation of the two MDC’s, Predictably the Constitutional Court 

denied the appeal and the election date of the 3 1st July was confirmed, in the face of a clear 

lack of preparedness for the elections, As the International Crisis Group reported, the 

voters roll was in a shambles, the security forces remained unreformed, the public media 

was grossly imbalanced, the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) was under-funded and 

lacked time for preparation, and the ZEC failed to provide an electronic voters’ roll to all 

candidates before the election in breach of Section 2 1 of the Electoral Act, Moreover the 

voter registration process was ’hampered by resource restrictions, showed bias against the 

registration in the cities - especially Harare, and ended on 10 July amid protests,’25 This 

lack of preparedness continued to be a concern to the SADC facilitation team with Lindiwe 

Zulu once again voicing her concerns after the chaotic process surrounding the special vote 

organized for police in mid July, designed to allow police who would be on duty on 31st July 

to vote earlier, Zulu observed that, "We are concerned because things on the ground are not 

looking good," stating also that Zuma had called Mugabe to tell him that he was not pleased 

with the run-up to the poll,26 

Mugabe responded angrily to Zulu’s statement, hurling insults at her: 

An ordinary woman says ’no you can’t have elections on July 3 1.’ Really, did such a 

person think we, as a country, would take heed of this street woman’s utterances?27 

Moreover in yet another display of political brinkmanship Mugabe threatened to withdraw 

from SADC if the organization ’decides to do stupid things,’ The South African Presidency 

22 Communique: SADC Maputo meeting on DRC, Zimbabwe and Madagascar, Maputo, 15t~ June 2013. 

23 ’Elections: SADC will respect court appeal ruling.’ www.newzimbabwe.com!news-11438- 

Elections+SADC+will+respect+appeal+ruling!news.aspx Accessed on 18 June 2013. 

24 ’AU chief wades into election date row.’ www.newzimbabwe.com!news-l1431- 

AU+chief+wades+into+election+date+row!news.aspx Accessed on 17 June 2013. 
2s International Crisis Group, Zimbabwe’s Elections: Mu~abe’s Last Stand. Africa Briefing No. 95, 

Johannesburg/Brussels, 29 July 2013. 
2~ "Zimbabwe Election ’not looking good’, South Africa." www.safpi.org Accessed on 22 July 2013. 

27 Sibusiso Ngalwa, ’Zuma’s envoy shrugs off Bob’s street slur.’ Sunday Times, 7, July 2013. 
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immediately issued a statement distancing itself from Zulu’s comments and denying any 

reports that Zuma had been in touch with Mugabe about election preparations.28 

Thus, after a protracted process of facilitation, and the contested and frustrating 

experience of an Inclusive Government, the Harmonised Elections went ahead on 31~t July 

2013. Although there were clear indications that once again the MDCs faced major 

obstacles in the elections, the extent of ZANU PF’s ’victory’ shocked many observers. In the 

Presidential vote Mugabe received 61% of the vote, compared to the 44% he had won in 

2008; Tsvangirai’s vote plunged from 48% in 2008 to 33% in 2013. In terms of the 

parliamentary seats Zanu PF increased its number from 99 seats in 2008 to 159 in 2013, 

while the MDC-T’s number dropped from 99 seats in 2008 (with the smaller MDC 

formation winning 10 seats) to 49 in 2013. Moreover the total number of votes counted 

increased by 25% between 2008 and 2013, with ZANU PF increasing its share of the vote 

by 83% between these dates, with the percentage of the MDC-T dropping to - 2% in this 

period. 

The response of the regional and continental bodies to the elections was unanimously 

favourable, unlike their position in the discredited 2008 plebiscite. SADC declared the poll 

’free, peaceful and generally credible,’ notwithstanding its unwillingness to pronounce it 

’fair’ because of the absence of an electronic voters’ role.29 The AU commended Zimbabwe 

for ’a generally peaceful campaign,’ observing that ’from an historical perspective and in 

comparison to the 2008 elections, Zimbabwe has made an important transition in the 

conduct of its elections.’3° Jacob Zuma expressed his ’profound congratulations’ to Mugabe 

and urged all parties in Zimbabwe to ’accept the outcome of the elections as election 

observers reported it to be an expression of the will of the people.’31 The only dissenting 

voice in SADC was Botswana, which called for an independent audit of the electoral 

process.32 However, as in the past Botswana’s dissent was soon brought to heel within the 

solidarity framework of SADC, and the body went further to elect Mugabe its Deputy 

Chairperson at its Malawi summit in August 2013. While this position was endorsed by the 

Chinese and Russian Governments, the elections received endorsement neither from the 

2~ ’South Africa regrets unauthorized statements on Zimbabwe.’ ~vw.thepresidency.gov.za 21st July 2013. 

29 SADC, Summary Statement of the SADC Election Observation Mission to the Harmonised Elections in the 

Republic of Zimbabwe held on 31 July 2013. 2 August 2013. 
30 African Union, African Union Election Observation Mission to the Harmonised Elections of 31 July 2013, in the 

Republic of Zimbabwe. Preliminary Statement. 2 August 2013. The same position was taken by the Common 

Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) who congratulated Zimbabwe on ’the general atmosphere 

of peace and tranquility’ in the elections, which would go ’a long way in contributing to the consolidation of 

democracy in Zimbabwe.’ COMESA Election Observer Mission to the 31 July Harmonised Elections in the 

Republic of Zimbabwe,’ 3 August 2013. 
31 ’Zimbabwe: Statement by Jacob Zuma.’ ~w.safpi.org Accessed on 7 August 2013. 

32 Statement by the Government of the Republic of Botswana on the 2013 Election in the Republic of 

Zimbabwe. Gaborone, 5 August 2013. 



EU nor the US, with both expressing doubts about its free and fair status, and with the latter 

making it clear that US sanctions would continue. The UN commended a ’broadly peaceful 

election day,’ but stressed that concerns about certain aspects of the election process 

should be pursued through established channels.33 

The MDC formations and the major civic bodies rejected the legitimacy of the elections with 

claims of election fraud. Mugabe’s immediate response to this challenge was less than 

gracious: 

Those who cannot accept defeat are wasting their time. They can even go hang if 

they want, but even dogs will not sniff at their corpses .... We voted democratically. 

We brought democracy. We have delivered democracy on a platter. If they do not 

want to take it, let it be, but the people have delivered it.’34 

However after an initial threat to challenge the results in the Constitutional Court 

Tsvangirai dropped the action and both parties decided not to challenge the results any 

further in the courts. 

Explaining the Election Results 

While there were always clear indications that the MDCs would continue to face major 

challenges in attempting to defeat ZANU PF at the polls, the sheer scale of the latter’s 

victory left many Zimbabweans and political observers stunned. In explaining the recent 

victory of Mugabe and ZANU PF three areas need to be analysed: The strategies of ZANU PF 

in the context of the transformed political economy of Zimbabwe; the weaknesses of the 

MDC formations; the politics of SADC, the EU and US. 

The Strategies of ZANIJ PF 

Much of the commentary on the elections results from the MDCs and the civic movement 

has concentrated on the violations of the electoral law both before and during the election 

process. Most of these factors have already been referred to above. Added to these, it is 

clear that ZANU PF systematically blocked the central reforms of the GPA throughout the 

period of the Inclusive Government.35 Even as ZANU P F largely kept the energies of the 

MDCs concentrated on the single issue of constitutional reform, the former concentrated its 

activities on election preparations from the inception of the GPA. This strategy was 

combined, from late 2012, with the systematic arrest and harassment of civil society 

leaders monitoring and documenting human rights violations, providing psycho-social and 

Statement Attributable to the Spokesperson for the Secretary- General on elections in Zimbabwe. New York 

August 2013. ~a~a~.un.org!sg!statements! Accessed on 6 August 2013. 

Everson Mushava and Obey Manayiti, ’Tsvangirai can go hang-Mugabe.’ News Day 13 August 2013. 

See B.Raftopoulos 2013 op cit for details on this issue. 
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legal support to victims, and those working on voter registration and voter mobilization. 

These interventions of reform blockage and civic intimidation were combined with the 

’harvest of fear’ drawing on the memories of the brutalities of the 2 0 0 8 election.36 Thus the 

long history of authoritarian nationalism and state brutality has continued to play a major, 

if differentiated, role in the country’s politics. 

However it is also clear that Mugabe and his party have retained a substantial social base in 

the country, as was evidenced even during the generally accepted first round of the 

Harmonised Elections in March 2008. Moreover the maintenance of this social base has not 

been based solely on violence and coercion but on a combination of the ideological legacies 

of the liberation struggle, the persistent memories of colonial dispossession, and the land 

reform process. As Fontein has written while the authoritarian turn in Zimbabwean politics 

has excluded such groups as the urban poor, farm workers, women and white commercial 

farmers, ’it did simultaneously manage to appeal to some...localised aspirations which have 

been thwarted since 1980.’37 As Fontein also observes ’the redistribution of land to the 

landless, however corrupt, politicised and indeed violent the process may have been, along 

with the increasing involvement of both war veterans and traditional leaders in local 

political structures ..... were very astute political moves.’38 This social base has been 

renewed and expanded within the context of the radical changes in Zimbabwe’s political 

economy since 2000. The deconstruction of former white owned, large scale farms and 

their replacement by a preponderance of small farm holders has radically changed the 

social and political relations on the land. Following the land redistribution process, 70% of 

the land is now held by small farm producers, 13% by middle scale farmers, and 11% by 

large farms and estates. This ’re-peasantisation’ has resulted in changes in wealth 

distribution from a landed racial minority to ’mostly landless and land-poor’ classes.39 

Moreover these changes on the land have created a new ’entrepreneurial dynamism’ and 

’productive potential’ resulting in new areas of economic activity with novel marketing and 

value chains, even if it still unclear whether these restructured relations on the land will be 

dominated by patronage relations with the ZANU PF state or become the source of 

sustainable livelihoods.4° 

3~ P.Zamchiya, Pre-Election Detectors: Zanu PF’s attempt to reclaim political hegemony. Crisis in Zimbabwe 

Coalition, Harare, 2013, p.20. 
37 l.Fontein, "’We Want to Belong to Our Roots and We Want to be Modern People’: New Farmers, Old Claims 

Around Lake Mutirikwa, Southern Zimbabwe," African Studies Quarterly, 10,4, 2009, p 15; and l.Fontein, 

’Shared Legacies of the War: Spirit Mediums and War Veterans in Southern Zimbabwe,’ Journal of Religion in 

Africa, 36,2, 2006, pp. 167-199. 
3~ Fontein op cit p. 15-16. 

39 S. Moyo, ’Three decades of agrarian reform in Zimbabwe,’ Journal of Peasant Studies, 38, 3, 2011 p.499. 

4o I.Scoones, N.Marongwe, B.Mavedzenge, F.Murimbarimba, I. Mahenehene, and C.Sukume, ’Zimbabwe’s land 

reform: Challenging the myths/Journal of Peasant Studies, 38,3, 2011, p986. 
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The new forms in which ZANU PF and its state organs have penetrated these new social 

relations have affected the forms of ZANU PF dominance in these areas. Different forms of 

governmentality have developed in the resettled areas, characterised by what Murisa calls 

the ’fusion of traditional and modern institutions, which bring together customary and 

popular political functionaries to serve on the same platforms.’ Through these structures 

Zanu PF has channeled various rural programmes and forms of patronage appealing to 

various popular demands around irrigation, farm inputs, marketing of products, education 

and electrification in the rural areas, even as it formally signed up to the more neo-liberal 

economic programmes agreed upon by the Inclusive Government.41 However Murisa also 

warns that the increasing move towards re-instituting traditional authorities resembles the 

colonial state practices of imposed traditional structures.42 This is a reminder, as Partha 

Chatterjee warns, that ’while many of the techniques of power adopted by the post-colonial 

state were the same techniques deployed in the colonial period, the ideological ground of 

justification was now anti-imperialist.’43 This description clearly resonates in the 

Zimbabwe context. 

The development of ZANU PF’s social base was also visible in the rapid growth of the 

informal mining sector. In the 1990’s this sector was in its incipient form and was not an 

area that Zanu PF actively cultivated. As Yeros noted, gold panners in this period lacked 

access to channels of political representation and were largely ’unorganised and 

unrepresented.’44 However by the 2000’s this sector grew rapidly within the context of the 

fast growing by mining sector, whose contribution to the GDP grew from 3.2% in 2008, to 

9.5 % in 2010 reaching 13% by 2012, with the mineral sector accounting for 73% of the 

country’s total exports.45 This growth led Mawowa to conclude that the government’s 

policy emphasis on the centrality of the peasantry and subsistence farming in the rural 

areas, may have masked the reality of the dominance of the mining sector, in which small 

scale mining, largely carried out (71%) by young men under 35, accounted for 40% of total 

output.46 

41 Zanu PF member Dr.Sikanyiso Ndlovu named the kind of projects that Zanu PF were engaged in during the 

period of the Inclusive Government in ’Ibbo Mandaza’s rigging allegations insane,’ The Herald, 8 August 2 013. 
42 T.Murisa, ’Social Organisation in the Aftermath of Fast Track: An Analysis of Emerging Forms of Local 

Authority, Platforms of Mobilisation and Local Cooperation,’ in S.Moyo and W.Chambati, Land and Agrarian 
Reform: Beyond White Settler Capitalism, African Institute for Agrarian Studies, Harare and CODESRIA, Dakar, 

2013, p283. 
43 Partha Chatterjee, ’Empire as a practice of power: empire as ideology and as technique.’ 

wx~a~r.humanityjournal.org!blog!2012!08!empire-practice-power-ideology-an ..... Accessed on 10/01/2012. 
44 P.Yeros, ’The Political Economy of Civilisation: Peasant-Workers in Zimbabwe and the Neo-colonial World.’ 

PhD Thesis, London School of Economics, University of London, 2002. 
45 S.Mawowa, ’The Political Economy of Crisis, Mining and Accumulation in Zimbabwe.’ PhD Thesis, University 

of Kwazulu Natal, 2013, p,76. 
46 Mawowa, p150. 
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As the mining sector became the most important area of accumulation and patronage in the 

shrinking crisis economy, the Zimbabwean state compromised with large mining 

companies like Zimplats and allowed it to operate in the country on very favourable terms, 

In the case of Zimplats the company was allowed direct access to foreign currency and an 

exemption from surrender requirements imposed on other exporters, and the right to 

conduct most of its financial transactions outside the country, This effectively ’insulated it 

from Zimbabwe’s hyperinflation and the collapsed national payment system,’47 This 

accommodation with foreign capital can also be seen in the policy on land where by 2009, 

1,7 million hectares of land was being utilized by a combination of agro-industrial 

plantations, conservancies and mining farmlands owned by transnational corporations and 

focused on export production.48 

Thus, as Martens observes, under the Inclusive Government the Ministry of Mines, led by a 

ZANU PF minister, reversed its 2008 policy of clamping down on illegal mining, and sought 

to extend its support to this sector, It was little wonder then, that the Zimbabwe Artisanal 

and Small-Scale Mining Council (ZASMC) representing 25,000 small-scale miners, 

welcomed ZANU PF’s victory in 2013,49 Mawowa clearly sums up the political implications 

of these changes in the mining sector: 

As the economic situation worsened, the party-state patronage system has 

become more entrenched, This has become clearer with the indigenization 

and empowerment policy where party affiliation is the single most important 

criterion for access to state mediated economic opportunities, The party 

manifests itself as a localized capitalist oligarchy .... 

The patronage accumulation attending this period have however not 

excluded possibilities for upward mobility among the somewhat 

independent miners. It is these possibilities that suggest that, in spite of 

Zimbabwe’s serious economic crisis, some things continued to work and 

indeed as formality declined, new accumulation paths emerged,s° 

The emergence of this ’shadow economy’ has not undermined the existence of the central 

state authority, but instead the latter has adapted to the economic changes through a 

system of patronage that ’relies on several conduits of coercive power’ that, though not 

always coordinated, subordinate themselves to the centrality of the party and the state,51 

47 Mawowa, p92. 

4~ Moyo 2011, op cit, p.499. See also S.Moyo, ’Land concentration and accumulation after redistributive 

reform in post-settler Zimbabwe,’ Review of African Political Economy, 38, 128, 2011, pp. 257-276. 
49 J.Martens, ’Zimbabwe Elections: What if there had been no rigging?’ International Politics, 01/2013, Rosa 

Luxemburg Stiftung, Southern Africa, p5. 
s0 Mawowa 2013, op cit, pp. 185-86. 

sl Mawowa p.189. 
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This analysis of the changing forms of state authority accords with McGregor’s excellent 

analysis of the reconfiguration of the state on the Zambezi frontier during the period of the 

Zimbabwe crisis. McGregor describes how the changes in livelihood on this frontier blurred 

the boundaries between legal and illegal activities, with unregulated activities becoming 

enmeshed with bureaucratic controls and the implication of state agents.52 The long term 

results of this artisanal and small scale mining is not yet clear but in the short term its 

developmental potential appears to be very fragile, and where mining was once a driver of 

urbanization in the Zimbabwean economy, in the post 2000 period, mining towns became 

’havens for internally displaced persons.’53 

In addition to mobilizing amongst the informal sector miners and controlling the revenues 

from the diamond mines in Chiadzwa,54 ZANU PF also stepped up their mobilisation efforts 

within the increasingly informalised urban sector. The latter displaced manufacturing to 

become the second largest employer in the economy by 2011, with the largest number of 

informal sector employees working in the wholesale and retail trade, and repair of motor 

vehicles and motor cycles.55 In Zimbabwe, as in other post-colonial states, what Denning 

has called the ’specter of wageless life’ is no longer viewed as a temporary condition, but 

increasingly as the ’main mode of existence in a separate, almost autonomous economy.’56 

With the shrinking of formal sector employment in the economy generally, and in 

manufacturing in the urban areas in particular, the rate of unionization also declined from 

200,000 in 1990, to 197,000 in 1997, and 162,000 in 2013. Thus the rate of unionization to 

estimated total employment in the formal sector has ranged from around 13-16% between 

the years 1990-2013.57 The low levels ofunionisation and the growing informalisation of 

the economy have undermined the effectiveness of tripartite industrial relations structures 

and increased the avenues for dealing with labour issues through more informalised 

structures with greater vulnerability to the political influences of ZANU PF. 

Thus, just as the forms of rule have changed in the rural governance structures, so have 

they been affected in the governance and administration of urban labour relations. The 

trade unions, which were the most effective mobilisation base for the MDC-T in the late 

1990’s have been severely weakened by a combination of shrinking formal employment, 

state coercion, weakening organizational capacity, splits in the central labour federation, 

s2 ].McGregor, Crossing the Zambezi: The Politics of Landscape on a Central African Frontier, ]ames Currey, 

Suffolk, Weaver Press, Harare, 2009. 
s3 A.Kamete, ’Of prosperity, ghost towns and havens: mining and urbanization in Zimbabwe/Journal of 

Contemporary African Studies, 30, 4, 2012, pp. 589-609. 
s4 Global Witness, ’Return of the Blood Diamond: The deadly race to control Zimbabwe’s new-found diamond 

wealth.’ London, 2010. 

ss Zimbabwe National Statistics Agency, 2011 Labour Force Survey, Government of Zimbabwe, May 2012, p103. 

s~ M.Denning, ’Wageless Life,’ New Left Review, 66, Nov/Dec 2010, p.86. 
s7 Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions data base 2013. 
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and loss of leadership to the party political sphere. As the strength of Tsvangirai’s party 

weakened in this area, ZANU PF escalated their interventions with urbanites at local 

government level. As McGregor observes, ZANU PF has relied on ’coercive measures and 

irregular enticements to maintain the local state as a system of patronage when challenged 

under the Inclusive Government.’ Moreover the privatization and deregulation of local 

authority controls ’provided opportunities and resources to fuel ZANU PF accumulation 

and patronage through party linked business.’58 With little to offer in terms of new 

employment opportunities ZANU PF, building on the blockages they had built to the few 

attempts made by the MD C to improve the extremely poor state of municipal government 

inherited by the Inclusive Government, made a populist decision to cancel all outstanding 

rate payments a week before the 2013 elections. As one of its election posters read: 

COUNCIL BILLS CANCELLED. ZANU PF says yes MDC says no. Dollarisation led to 

unfairly high outstanding bills, ZANU PF understands that people are struggling and 

that’s why we have cleared your bills.59 

Once again, ZANU PF combined its formal affiliation to stabilisation measures under the 

inclusive government with populist electoral interventions, with little regard for the 

longer-term implications of such measures. The cumulative messaging of these Zanu PF 

policy interventions was brought together in the party’s election manifesto which was 

entitled ’Indigenise, Empower, Develop and create Employment.’ The key themes of this 

manifesto included ZANU PF’s monopoly claim to have: delivered liberation from colonial 

rule and carried out the ’Third Chimurenga" of land re-distribution; provided the 

guardianship of national sovereignty and identity; guaranteed freedom, democracy, non- 

violence and peace; embarked on a new programme of indigenisation to increase popular 

ownership of national resources and provide growth and employment.6° As Mugabe looked 

to what he termed the ’quick yielding sector of mining and agriculture,’ it was clear that 

ZANU PF was constructing its social base both for the elections and for its future 

development vision, as one built around reconstructed agricultural and mining sectors, 

combined with the informal sector activities of the urban areas. In addition to the party’s 

rural supporters and those in the informal mining sector, this vision also found some 

resonance amongst the zf7% youth unemployment in the urban areas61 particularly, as we 

discuss below, in light of the disappointing performance of the MDCs in the Inclusive 

Government. 

s~ J.McGregor, ’Patronage, "power sharing" and the policies of urban control in Zimbabwe,’ Journal o)~Southern 

A)~rican Studies, (forthcoming 20130 
so Daily News 30 July 2013. 

s0 Zanu PF Election Manifesto: Indigenise, Empower, Develop and Create Employment. 2013. 

sl Labour Force Survey op cit, p 70. 
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Above: campaign posters for Mavambo/Kusile/Dawn, led by Simba Makoni, and ZAPU led by 
Dumiso Daben~twa: neither parO’ drew more than a handful of votes. 
t~elow: ZANU PF promoted indi~tenization at the centre of their campaign 
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Images from the MDC- T campaignj which targeted the urban classes and focused on the 
shortcomings of ZANU PF’s years in office. The poster below left shows ZANU PF cabinet 

ministers payin9 barefoot homage to a local woman who claimed to have found refined diesel 

coming from a rockj and Mugabe with a staff campaignin9 with the Vapostori church. Below 

right, an advert reminds voters of empty shelves, hyperinfiation and police violence. 
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To sum up this section, the ZANU PF electoral strategy in 2013 clearly moved away from its 

dominant reliance on violence in the June 2008 runoff, although selective coercion, 

intimidation and the memory of the 2008 events, were not absent in this round. A 

combination of coercion, consent and political blockages in the context of a reconstituted 

social base served to provide the MDCs with a formidable political challenge.62 Moreover 

the divisions and party disorganisation of ZANU PF’s 2008 campaign were dealt with 

through a much tighter party organization and election campaign, run as Tendi observes, 

by a ’network of party officials, youth and retired military officers who fought in 

Zimbabwe’s liberation war.’63 The shock of the 2008 defeat in conditions of severe 

economic crisis and the lifeline thrown to the party by the GPA, provided a decisive jolt to 

Mugabe and his party, along with the realisation that they could not get away with another 

violent March-June 2008 election campaign, whatever their continued reliance on the long 

memories of fear and violence in the Zimbabwean electorate. 

The Limitations of the MD(:s 

When the MDC was formed in 1999 it grew from a broad-based social movement that had 

emerged from a combination of trade union, constitutional reform and human rights based 

activism. It developed a language of democratization that combined the discourses of these 

different but connected threads of protest and struck at one of the weakest points of the 

politics of the party of liberation, ZANU PF. From the late 1990s into the 2000s this political 

formation brought together an alliance of movements and social forces and led the debate 

for political reform in the country. Thus, this party grew organically from emergent social 

forces that also provided strong intellectual arguments for developing a force capable of 

confronting and defeating the hegemony of the ruling party. As the novelist No Violet 

Bulawayo describes it, the word change was in the air and it felt like something you could 

’grab and put in your mouth and sink your teeth into.’64 However the united MDC also had 

its weaknesses, which included underdeveloped organizational structures, lack of 

leadership accountability, and a growing culture of intra-party violence deployed within 

the context of a growing factionalism within the party. These issues and others led to a split 

~2 As David Moore describes it, "The Zanu PF applied, Machiavelli style, a classic Gramscian combination of 

forceful power and sly persuasions-the dialectic of coercion and consent- to confound the fourteen- year-old 
MDC." D. Moore, ’In Zimbabwe, A Luta Continua.’www.africanarguments.org/2013/OS/12/in-zimbabwe-a- 
luta-continua-...Accessed on 13/08/13. 
~3 M.B.Tendi, ’Why Robert Mugabe scored a landslide victory in the Zimbabwean elections.’ 

wx~.theguardian.com!world!2013!aug!05!robert-mugabe-zimbabwe-election-zanu-pf Accessed on 
19/08/2013. 
64 No Violet Bulawayo, We need new names, Chatto and Windus, London, p.29. 
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in the party in 2005.65 The party also faced a constant barrage of political and legal attacks, 

as well as repeated bouts of electoral violence from the ZANU PF state. 

Importantly, the MDC’s discourse on democratisation and broadly neo-liberal economic 

programmes, backed by Western countries, was always found wanting, against the 

redistributive logic of ZANU PF’s land reform process, the ideological legacies of the 

liberation movement, and the discourse of state sovereignty. Notwithstanding these 

obstacles the two MDC formations continued to fight elections and in 2 008, against great 

odds, they defeated ZANU PF at the polls, with Mugabe also losing the first round of the 

Presidential election to Tsvangirai. As a result of horrendous state-led violence the MD Cs 

were prevented from translating this electoral victory into state power, and the ruling 

party retained its incumbency at this point through the sheer force of the state. 

Under the GPA, the MDC formations were always at a disadvantage against a party that 

continued to control the coercive arms of the state and persistently blocked key reforms in 

the agreement, despite repeated demands to implement these reforms. Their lack of 

experience against ZANU PF’s abuse of statecraft quickly exposed the MDCs weaknesses as 

did other factors, such as the inability of the two formations to work together under the 

Inclusive Government, leadership indiscretions, growing corruption particularly at local 

government level, and a failure to claim its successes in the face of ZANU PF’s monopoly 

control of the electronic media.66 The radical changes in Zimbabwe’s political economy in 

the 2000s as discussed above, and particularly the reconfiguration of the MDCs’ urban 

social base, drastically weakened the support base of the MDC-T in particular, and the 

combination of trade union activists and the urban middle class that in the 1990s could 

bring the country to a standstill, was no longer available in such numbers for such 

mobilization. The effects of economic demobilization and massive diasporisation whittled 

away the strength of these social forces.67 

Both MD Cs have begun the process of assessing the implications of the recent defeat and 

the prospects of another long-term struggle. In addition to claims of fraud in the recent 

election, the MDC-T pointed to a number of internal problems that weakened their 

challenge. These included: Elite capture of the party by the Standing Committee; absence of 

intelligence; failure to implement agreed positions; failure to follow up on issues; absence 

of respect, trust, communication, proper plans, clear fundraising plan, clear campaign 

~s t~.Raftopoulos and K.Alexander (Eds), Reflections on Democratic Politics in Zimbabwe, Institute for Justice 

and Reconciliation, Cape Town, 2006. 

~ J.Muzondidya, ’The Opposition Dilemma in Zimbabwe: A Critical Review of the Politics of the Movement for 

Democratic Change (MDC) Parties under the GPA Transitional Framework 2009-2012,’ in t~.Raftopoulos (Ed) 

The Hard Road to Reform, op cit 2009. 
~7 J.Crush and D.Tavera (Eds), Zimbabwe’s Exodus: Crisis, Migration, Survival, SAMP, Cape Town, IDRC, Ottawa, 

2010. 
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strategy; the need to reconnect with civil society; dysfunctional provincial structures; the 

need for a new paradigm; lack of party discipline; the need to discard idioms and 

mannerisms that alienated the support base; transform from a movement to a political 

party; need to deliver and show difference of performance in local governance,68 All these 

issues point to a party that has not been able to strengthen its organizational and strategic 

framework against a repressive regime that has constantly harassed its leadership and 

structures, However, since 2009 these weaknesses have eroded the support of both MDCs, 

as was evident from opinion polls carried out in 2012, which showed a drop in support for 

the MDCs and Tsvangirai and an upsurge in popularity for Mugabe and his party,69 These 

weaknesses and, of particular importance to the election campaign, the failure of the two 

MDC formations to develop an electoral pact in 2013, resulted in the loss of several seats to 

ZANU PF due to a split vote, For example in Matabeleland South, 8 of the 13 seats were lost 

to ZANU PF because of the this factor, while in Matabeleland North a united opposition 

would have won 11 of the 13 seats instead of which ZANU PF won 7 out of the 13, Together 

these factors meant that the MDCs were a much weaker force in 2013 than they were in 

2008. 

Regional and International Factors 

For SADC, and South Africa in particular, the major priority in settling the Zimbabwean 

crisis was to ensure stabilization, not democratization,7° In practice this meant that despite 

the persistent calls from the regional body and the SA facilitation team for the full 

implementation of the GPA prior to elections, there was little evidence, beyond diplomatic 

exhortations, that the organization was willing or able to take further actions, Thus, in the 

face of ZANU PF’s unwillingness to fully implement the GPA reforms, SADC eventually 

settled for minimal electoral reforms, a new constitution, and the absence of the levels of 

violence that marred the 2008 elections, Guided by liberation solidarity with ZANU PF and 

the need to stabilise the political situation with the support of political-military 

establishment in Zimbabwe, Zuma blinked in the face of Mugabe’s humiliating affront to 

South Africa, and SADC took what can only be described as a supine position on the 

electoral outcome, The MDC-T’s comment on the SADC election report clearly expressed its 

dissatisfaction with the regional position: 

~ MDC: NSC Strategic Planning Retreat, Harare, 12 September 2013. 
~9 See Freedom House, ’Change and "New" Politics in Zimbabwe,’ Harare, 18 August 2012. 
70 For a fuller discussion of this see B.Raftopoulos, ’An Overview of the GPA,’ op cit 2009. 
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The report sets a very petrifying precedent for SADC if this is the quality of 

observation that is satisfactory for the region,71 

With regard to international forces, the SADC facilitation effectively kept them at bay with 

their response to the Inclusive Government, moving between a range of positions including, 

nominal support for the process, humanitarian assistance for the Inclusive Government, 

and a continuation of a sanctions regime, though with a gradual move away from this policy 

by the EU, In the aftermath of the election, though not lifting the sanctions completely, the 

EU took another step in this direction by lifting the strictures against the Government of 

Zimbabwe’s Mining Development Corporation, with Belgium, the centre of global diamond 

trading, welcoming the move,72 The US on the other hand, who noted the ’deep flaws’ in the 

election process, stated is commitment to maintain the targeted sanctions,73 For the 

present, the strategy of the Western countries appears to be a wait-and-see approach in the 

hope that the Mugabe government will tone down its indigenization policy and anti- 

Western rhetoric, gradually move towards a greater rapprochement with the International 

Financial Institutions, and in so doing provide a face-saving opportunity to engage more 

fully with the regime, 

Conclusion 

It is fair to conclude that the politics of the opposition, both party and civic, that emerged in 

the late 1990s and continued through the first/3 years of the 2000s has come to an end in 

its current form, The political and economic conditions that gave rise to its emergence have 

changed substantially, even if the challenges facing the country remain Herculean, For 

ZANU PF the major task ahead is to deliver on its election manifesto in the face of 

enormous odds, This will most likely give rise to new battles within the ruling party and 

provide new opportunities for the emergence of critical voices, The battle for a broader 

democratization continues, 

71 MDC Statement on SADC election observer mission summary report, www.safpi.org Accessed on 

09/09/~3. 
72 ’ZMDC taken off blacklist’, www.thezimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe.com!zimbabwe!18316-zmdc-taken-off- 

blacklist.html Accessed on 27/09/2013. 
73 ’The troubling path ahead for US-Zimbabwe relations testimony.’ www.safpi.org Accessed 16/09/13. 
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Campaign posters for the MDC led by Welshman Ncube. The party gained a J~ew percent of the 

vote and four positions in parliament via proportional representation. 
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PART TWO 

UNDERSTANDING THE RESULTS: 

AN EVALUATION OF THE VOTING PATTERNS 

ZANU PF campaign posters, with a strangely young-looking Robert Mugabe. 
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A. BACKGROUND TO THE ELECTION 

The first section of this report has dealt in detail with the longer-term context of the 2013 
election, detailing the shifts in Zimbabwe’s economic and therefore political base during 

the lifespan of the GPA, as well as referring to the months and weeks running up to the 

vote, This section will focus primarily on the voting figures and their immediate context, 

i. Fearand coercion 

While the 2013 election was not marred by widespread violence, the Zimbabwean 

population has fresh memories of the violence of the 2008 Presidential run-off, in which 

thousands of people lost property, were beaten, or were displaced, and in which more than 

300 people died, In 2013, while actual physical violence was seldom reported, there were 

many reports of threats of violence,TM Bearing in mind ZANU PF’s propensity to act on 

threats, the election outcome needs to be understood first and foremost in the context of 

three decades of violence against the opposition, In the wake of the 2013 election, there has 

in fact been retribution against known MDC-T supporters in some parts of the country with 

loss of property and displacement, meaning that those who are too afraid to stand up 

against threats have good reasons for not doing so,75 

The impact of political violence is not limited to rural areas. As noted in Part One of this 
report, the shift in the economic power base over the last decade has entrenched a coercive 
system of ZANU PF patronage in some urban and peri-urban areas. The coercive nature of 
living in certain Harare suburbs or small towns such as Norton, in which ZANU PF has 
come to predominate in what were formally MDC-T strongholds, has been previously 
described.76 ZANU PF has established a stronghold over Mbare in Harare in the last decade, 
where living in the area and maintaining ownership of a council house or a market stand 
has come to depend entirely on ZANU PF patronage.7~ The large votes for ZANU PF and 
their wins in some peri-urban and small town constituencies are a product of this. 

ii. The unlikelihood of Justice 

Martin Luther King stated that, "Peace is not the absence of violence, it is the presence of 

justice", and the latter remains elusive in Zimbabwe today, The vast majority of victims of 

government-instigated violence have never received justice, which feeds their reluctance to 

expose themselves to further losses, Furthermore, in every election since 2000, the MDCs 

have appealed aspects of the electoral outcome through the courts, However, these 

74 Chitemba, B, "Mugabe relative wreaking havoc, Zimbabwe independent, Harare, 2013. MDC-T Information 

Department, press statement, 3 August 2013 cites "massive intimidation". Sokwanele website lists 222 self 

reported incidents of intimidation. 
75 Moyo, N, "MDC-T condemns endless attacks on its supporters", SWRadio Africa, 8 August 2013. In northern 

Lupane, two MDC-T members had their homes burnt down on the night of 31 July. (Personal interviews.) 
7~ Alexander, J and Chitofori, K, "The consequences of Violent Politics in Norton, Zimbabwe, The Round Table, 

99: 411, 673-686. 2010. 
77 Chikwanha, T, "Chipangano: An organised criminal network", Daily News, Harare 20 July 2013 refers to 

Zanu PF control of Mbare via terror and coercion. 
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petitions and their appeals have been dragged out through the entire five-year term of 
parliament and have been left unresolved by the next election, or have been dismissed. 78 

iii. Election violations 2013 

The immediate response of the MDC-T to the 2013 election results was that there was 
widespread fraud and that the results were not believable79 Violations of the Constitution 
and the Electoral Act, both legal and bureaucratic, have been detailed by the MDC-T, ZESN 
and the media, and are summarized atthe end of this reportY° The MDC-T has lodged 
petitions in 39 constituencies and in due course they will present their evidence to the 
courtsY1 However, bearing in mind the history of Zimbabwean electoral petitions since 
2000, the petitions are very unlikely to be successful, and will simply play the role of 
placing a record of the irregularities in the public domain. 

No electronic voters" roll: 
To date there is no electronic roll, which is in direct violation of the Electoral Act. All 
candidates in terms of the law are entitled to have the electronic roll ’in good time’ before 
the election date. No electronic roll means it has also not been possible to establish the 
demographics of the final roll, including whether: 

¯ there was a rush of young voters registered in the final weeks before the election, as 
they were dramatically under represented on the May 2013 roll. 

¯ whether the possibly 100,000 dead (aged over 100 years) on the previous roll had 
been purged. 

¯ how many slight variations of the same voter name and ID remained on the roll, 
possibly allowing the same person to vote multiple times. 

Issues of deep concern around all of these factors had been raised by ZESN and the 
Research and Advocacy Unit’s (RAU) analysis based on the May 2013 voters’ roll.82 

iv. Assessing the voting figures 

As other reports and accounts of the elections have already detailed the bureaucratic and 
legal breaches of the election, this report focuses on an assessment of the votes 

7~ SPT, Subverting ]ustice: the role of the judiciary in denying the will of the Zimbabwean electorate since 2000. 

Johannesburg, 2005. Southern Eye: "Litigious Zimbabwe timeline", Bulawayo, 20 June 2013. 
79 Morgan Tsvangirai initially contested the outcome of the Presidential poll: See the case of Morgan R 

Tsvangirai v Robert Mugabe and 7 Others CC72/13. The petition was withdrawn on 17 August on the grounds 

that he did not believe it would get a fair hearing. A ten-page document listing the reasons he and the MDC-T 

did not believe the poll was fair was released: Daily News, "Tsvangirai demands fresh elections in 60 days", 

Harare, 10 August 2013. Also, Southern Eye, "Tsvangirai hits out at Concourt", Bulawayo 20 August 2013. 
~0 See Appendix 6. 

~1 It seems the MDC-T could be running into problems in finding strong evidence for these petitions, as one 

has already been withdrawn. Felix Share, "MDC-T withdrawing election petitions", on website Free and Fair 

Zimbabwe Election, 27 September 2013. 
~2 ZESN press release, "Voters’ roll undermined poll". 1 August 2013. For summary of the main RAU findings: 

h tt~: / /www.~~~iticsweb.c~.za/~~~iticsweb /view/~~~iticsweb /en /~age 7 ~ 6 ~ 9 ~~id=38938~&sn=Detai~&~id=7 
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themselves. It could be argued that it is of limited use to look simply at figures on their 
own, without the context of knowing what has actually happened on the ground in any 
constituency to explain the figures. For example: 

¯ Are massive increases in ZANU PF voters in some constituencies an anomaly, or 
simply a reflection of ZANU PF’s claim to have registered hundreds of thousands of 
their voters over the last five years?83 

¯ In constituencies where the figures appear ’ordinary’ or within the bounds of the 
highly possible - such as where the total number of votes cast has barely changed 
since the previous election and the winning candidate wins by a margin of a few 
percent - were there nonetheless events on the ground that interfered with a free 
and fair voting process? 

Specific Outcomes that remain unknown 
More than 20,000 independent observers were deployed countrywide, more than 9,000 of 
which were from Zimbabwean civic organisations. Furthermore, every political candidate 
was legally entitled to two polling agents in every polling station in their constituency: in 
96% of polling stations, there were in fact opposition polling agents84. Their main 
responsibility is to be present not only during the vote, but also during the counting of the 
vote. Every polling agent is supposed to complete a Vll form, recording all aspects of the 
vote count, and return this to their party in due course. 

Considering the large numbers of independent observers and polling agents, it is hard to 
explain why to date there are no systematic independent sources of voting statistics in 
the public domain down to the constituency and ward level countrywide, in particular with 
regard to assisted votes and voters turned away.~5 This is an inexplicable failing. The 
government-run ZEC has provided global, provincial figures rather than constituency- 
based figures for many aspects of the vote, and this is all that is available to date. It is not 
possible to accurately assess numbers of voters turned away countrywide on a polling- 
station-by-polling-station basis for example, nor is there a record of assisted votes by 
polling station or by constituency. Having access to these numbers would give a more 
accurate picture of how many turned out to vote in given constituencies or wards, how 
many succeeded in doing so, and under what conditions.~6 

~3 These media articles dating back to October 2012, show a concerted effort by ZANU PF to register a million 

new voters among their supporters. Sunday Mail, "Zanu-PF strongholds record highest number of new 

voters", Harare, 9-15 lune 2013. Sunday Mail, "Million new voters for Zanu-PF", Harare, 2-8 December 2012. 

Daily News, "Mugabe shakes up to youth vote", Harare, 16 October 2012. The Standard, "Zanu PF embarks on 

door-to-door campaign", Harare, 28 October 28-3 November 2012. Daily News, "Zanu PF targets rural vote", 

Harare, 30 October 2012. Daily News, "Mugabe targets women vote", Harare, 27 November 2012. 
~4 ZESN, ZESN report on the 31 ]uly Harmonised Elections, Harare, September 2013. 

http:!!~vw, zesn.org.zw!images!statements!ZESN 2013 Harmonised Election Preliminary Statement 01 

August 13-1026hrs.pdf 
~s In a few constituencies this information may be available, but is not in the public domain, save for 

t~ulawayo East David Coltart of the MDC circulated his polling agents’ records of what happened on a polling- 

station-by-polling-station basis and his rigorous report stands alone in this election in terms of helping us 

understand what might have happened on the day. 

~ The main NGO report in Zimbabwe released to date is that of ZESN, released during September. This report 

provides a very good general background to the election and some of its anomalies. However, it does not shed 



In spite of the above reservations, it is nonetheless possible to track some general trends 
that show shifts in election results since 2000 up to the present elections, as well as other 
trends. 

B. ARE THERE PATTERNS TO BE SEEN? 

1. OVERALL VOTE COMPARISONS 

i. General observations 

Bearing in mind the background of breaches of the law underlying all elections since 2000, 
the results as formally recorded may not be a true reflection of the will of the people in any 
election. That being said, a review of the figures since the 2000 election shows certain and 
differing trends in the votes for the MDCs and for ZANU PF. The election outcome for 2013 
should be seen as one in a series of five key elections since the rise of MDC as a significant 
opposition party in the late 1990s.87 These elections are: 

¯ Parliamentary elections in 2000 and 2005 (House of Assembly) 
¯ Presidentialelectionin 2002 
¯ Harmonised elections in 2008 and 2013 (House of Assembly shown in graph) 
¯ In the first 3 elections, there was one united MDC, after which the votes for MDC-T 

and that for the MDC (M/N) are shown separately. All non-MDC-T opposition votes 
are totaled, under ’other parties’ - MDC (M/N), ZAPU, MKD etc. 

ii. The MDCs and the vote 
1. The highest opposition vote for a single party/candidate was in the Presidential 

election of 2002, with 1,258,401 for Morgan Tsvangirai. 

In 2000 and 2005, the united MDC vote, and in 2008 and 2013 the MDC-T vote in the 
House of Assembly (HoA) - commonly known as the parliamentary election - has 
remained in the region of slightly more than 1,1 million votes, with very little 
deviation from this. The variation across the three most recent elections has been 
within a range of zf3,000 votes. 

3. However the combined opposition vote was over 1,4 million votes in 2008 and 

around 1,3 million votes in 2013. 

any more light on the intricacies of the vote by constituency or ward than their initial summary report 

released early in August. Most of the figures quoted in the ZESN report are based on those released by ZEC, 

without any commentary on whether ZESN found any numerical differences based on their own observers’ 

reports. 
87 Figures are those cited in SPT, Punishing citizens, Silencing Dissent: the Zimbabwe Elections 2008. Source: 

africanelection,tripod.com/zw.html#2005_House_of_Assembly_Election. Figures for the 2008 Election were 

taken from www.zimbabwesituation.com/apr3b_html and supplemented with figures fromF~Veritas. 
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Over the last decade there have been on average no more than 1,3 million voters 
brave enough to consistently vote for opposition parties, regardless of the risks 
- which is different from concluding that this represents the full extent of their 
support base. It is unclear what the opposition support base would be in the context 
of a truly free and fair election. 

FIGURE 1: 

Votes cast in Five Key Elections 
since 2000: by ParW {xl,000) 
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In 2008, Tsvangirai received fewer votes overall in the Presidential poll than in 
2002, with 1,195,562 votes. A divided opposition meant Simba Makoni of the MKD 
party won a crucial 8.3 % (207,470 votes) in the Presidential vote that year. 

In 2013, Tsvangirai received 1,172,349 votes in the Presidential contest, or slightly 
less than the 2008 vote. He has won fewer votes in each consecutive Presidential 
election. 

The MDC-T has never won the popular voteaa at the House of Assembly level, 
including in the 2008 election, even though they won one constituency more than 
ZANU PF. The balance of power for the opposition in the 2008 election lay with the 

MDC (M/N), with their ten seats. MDC-T received 1,061,000 in the 2008 House of 
Assembly election - fewer than for Tsvangirai running for President in the same 
election. 

The total vote count for each party across all constituencies at House of Assembly level. 
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Tsvangirai as a presidential candidate has consistently drawn more votes than his 
political party in all elections, This means that some voters are voting for other 
parties in the opposition, or for ZANU PF at House of Assembly level, and then 
voting for Tsvangirai as their presidential option,89 

9, The split in the opposition vote cost the two MDCs 17 seats in the House of 
Assembly in 2013 (See below for more details of constituencies), This almost 
tripled the 6 seats lost in the House of Assembly in 2008, owing to split votes, 

¯ In 2013, these additional 17 seats would have ensured thatthe balance of 
power was less in favour of ZANU PF and would have reduced the 
significance of their 2/3 majority to one seat only, as follows: 

Taking the proportional representation seats into account, and 
reallocating the 17 seats lost to a split vote to the opposition, the 
balance of power in the House of Assembly would have been: 

¯ Outof270 seats 
ZANU PF: 180 66.6% 
OPPOSITION: 89 33.0% 

INDEP (ZPF): 1 0.zf% 

¯ This would have meant that ZANU PF would have needed a totally full House 

to pass any changes to the constitution, for example. As it now stands, they 

have a comfortable 3zf seats over the 2/3 majority, holding 79% of all seats. 

10. A united opposition would have had control of zf provinces out often, instead of only 

two. The impact of a divided opposition has taken a heavy toll on MDC-aligned 

representation in government and this has become more marked with each election. 

The rise in the ZANIJ PF vote added to the number of seats lost to a divided vote in 

2013, rather than a loss in the combined opposition vote. 

ZANU PF and the Vote 

11. The ZANU PF vote has shown much greater variation over the five elections than 
the MDC vote has. 

12. The two largest votes for ZANU PF have been in 2002 and 2013. 
¯ In 2002, Robert Mugabe received 1,685,212 presidentialvotes. 
¯ In 2005, ZANU PF received 1,569,867 votes in the Parliamentary vote. 

~9 Generally in Zimbabwe, voters seem to vote across the board for their one chosen party, rather than voting 

depending on caliber of candidates at ward, constituency and presidential level, but clearly there is some 

discrimination taking place. In particular, the desire among opposition voters to get rid of Mugabe has led to 

voters voting for Tsvangirai as president, while they may support their own small opposition party at other 

levels of the vote. 
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¯ In 2008, ZANU PF received 1,112,773 votes at House of Assembly level - 
by far its lowest vote in the last decade. 

¯ In 2008, Robert Mugabe received 1,079,730 in the Presidential vote. 
¯ In 2013 in the House of Assembly vote, ZANU PF received 2,142,000 
¯ In 2013 Robert Mugabe received 2,110, 434 in the Presidential vote. 

13. Comparing the 2013 House of Assembly vote with various previous ZANU PF totals: 

¯ The 2013 vote shows: 

® 27°/5 increase over their 2002 vote 
® 36°/5 increase over their 2005 vote 
® 83°/5 increase over their 2008 vote 

¯ It could be perceived that the ZANU PF vote was on a downward trajectory 
prior to this election, with its dramatic gain of 1 million votes. 

¯ It could be concluded that the ZANU PF vote in 2008 was anomalously LOW 
when taken in the context of their other results since 2002. 

¯ The 2013 election vote for ZANU PF could be seen as anomalously HIGH 
(83% jump) when compared only with the 2008 result - but this is less the 
case when compared to the ZANU PF vote generally over the last decade. 

14. In the two Harmonised elections of 2008 and 2013, Mugabe has won fewer votes 
than ZANU PF has at the House of Assembly level, indicating that some voters who 
vote for ZANU PF in relation to parliamentary seats, do not vote for Mugabe as their 
presidential choice. Mugabe is less popular than his party. 

2. THE PRESIDENTIAL VOTE 2013 

Robert Mugabe won the vote in seven out often provinces, with Tsvangirai winning in 
Harare, Bulawayo and Matabeleland North. ZEC only released global provincial figures. 90 

i. Matabeleland: numerically, a shrinking stronghold 

The largest win for Tsvangirai in terms of percentage of overall provincial vote was in 
Bulawayo, with Tsvangirai capturing 68%, Welshman Ncube 7.2% and Mugabe 24% of the 
vote. However, there were almost three times as many votes for Tsvangirai in Harare as in 
Bulawayo - which serves to highlight one of the notable features of this election, namely 
the proportionally dwindling number of votes in the three western provinces of 
Zimbabwe. 

Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South and Bulawayo showed the lowest provincial voter 
turnouts countrywide, In many Matabeleland constituencies, voter turnout was between 
33 and 41% and the ten lowest constituency voter turnouts were all in Matabeleland. 

90 See Appendix 1 for Presidential votes per province. 
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This is probably indicative of the fact that these three western provinces are the most 
highly affected by diasporisation: those registered to vote are no longer resident. 

With the opposition’s support base increasingly centered in these three western provinces, 
low voter turnouts here pose a particular challenge in relation to ever winning the 
presidential vote in the future. While the opposition might gain among the greatest 
proportion of votes here, gauged as a percentage of total vote in each province, in national 
terms the Matabeleland vote is increasingly insignificant at presidential level. There 
are almost three times as many voters in the three rural Mashonaland provinces, 
which are ZANU PF strongholds, as in the three Matabeleland provinces. 

FIGURE 2: 

Presiden al Vote by Candidate 
and Province: 2013 
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THE DIVIDED OPPOSITION VOTE 
MATABELELAND - AND BEYOND 

Contrary to some reports in the media, Matabeleland North and South did not show a 

convincing swing to ZANU PF in the recent elections,91 An examination of the figures 

shows that in Matabeleland South, out of/3 seats, 8 were lostto ZANU PF as a result of a 

divided opposition vote, Ultimately, ZANU PF won all/3 seats in this province, The united 

opposition vote in the constituencies that the opposition ’lost’ in Matabeleland averaged 

91 The Chronicle, "Mat South in change of heart towards Zanu- PF", Bulawayo, 3 August 2013. Southern Eye, 

"Has Matabeleland fallen in love with Zanu PFT" Bulawayo, 4 August 2013. 



55.2% of the total vote, with one constituency having 59% of the total vote split among 
various opposition players. 

A united opposition would have won 8 out of 13 seats, and therefore the provincial 
control of Matabeleland South, instead of which ZANIJ PF won a clean sweep. 

A united opposition would have won 11 out of 13 seats in Matabeleland North, 
instead of which ZANU PF won 7 out of 13 seats and control of the province. 

TABLE 1: Record of votes in Matabeleland constituencies won 
by ZANI3 PF on a divided opposition vote. 

[Green i[br 55% or more of total vote] 

ZANIJ- MDC-T MDC ZAPU Indep TOTAL OPP 
PF (MDC-T) VOTE 

MA T NOR TH 

Hwange West 6,864 5,441 1,401 251 915 8,008 54% 
Tsholotsho South 4,736 3,976 1,549 863 6,388 
Lupane East 5,537 5,305 1,683 208 180 7,376 
Lupane West 4,827 4,163 1,285 242 222 5,912 
Nkayi North 5,184 5,102 1,039 307 6,448 

ZANIJ MDC-T MDC ZAPU Indep TOTAL OPP 
PF (MDC-T) VOTE 

MA T SO UTH 

Gwanda North 4,246 3733 1,977 300 6,010 

Insiza South 4,660 2,007 2,384 320 455 5,166 53% 

Matobo North 5,300 5,219 852 417 6,488 
Matobo South 4,692 4,596 764 478 5,838 

Bulilima East 5,828 3,793 1,004 0 1,443 6,240 52% 
Bulilima West 4,722 3,784 1,645 293 5,722 
Mangwe 4,988 4,434 1,995 431 6,860 
Umzingwane 7,689 6,169 1,833 395 8,397 52% 

A further observation to be made is that in five of the lost constituencies, there was an 
MDC-T independent running in addition to MDC-T, MDC and ZAPU, splitting the opposition 
vote four ways. 

In addition to the 13 seats lost in Matabeleland on a divided vote, four more seats were also 
lost in Kwekwe, Zvishavane, Masvingo, and Kadoma as a result of the two MDCs plus 
others splitting the vote. However, the margin of the combined opposition win was here 
smaller than in Matabeleland. 92 

92 See Appendix 2 for Table of Votes in these four constituencies. 
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4. VOTERS TURNED AWAY 

There have been widespread allegations that the Registrar General’s office, working with 
Israeli company NIKUV, deliberately manipulated the voters’ roll to exclude/remove/re- 
allocate voters from MDC-T strongholds in order to undermine their total vote.93 

Numbers turned away were given by ZEC as a global figure per province.94 These figures 
have been converted to percentage of votes cast per province. It is not possible to say much 
about how these figures compare statistically to previous elections, as reports for 
elections back to 2000 simply do not report the percentage of voters turned away. 

FIGURE 3: 

Percentage of voters turned 
away by Province: 2013 
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Harare had more than double the number of voters turned away {15%} 
compared to the average across all provinces {7.4%}. Harare had more than 
treble the number of voters turned away, compared to ZANIJ PF strongholds of 
Mashonaland East and Central {4.9%}. 

93 Kwaramba, F, "Election rigging underway: PM. ’Hired Israeli firm tampering with voters’ roll", Daily News, 

Harare, 2 July 2013. Ndebele, H, "Israeli elections rigging machine exposed", Zimbabwe Independent, Harare, 
19-25 July 2013. Mambo, E, "Israeli agents rig results", Zimbabwe Independent, Harare, 2-8 August 2013. 
Daily News, "Nikuv paid $10m to rig polls: MDC", 10 August 2013. 
94 See Appendix 4 for exact figures per province. 
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2. Mashonaland Central and Mashonaland East, both ZANU PF strongholds, had the 

lowest turn-away figure, at 4.9% of voters. This was 56% of the average turn away 

rate, or slightly more than half the rate experienced in other constituencies. 

Harare is an MDC-T stronghold. There were a large number of complaints in Harare about 
voters being turned away from polling stations that they had voted at in the past, for being 
in the wrong ward or constituency, or no longer on the roll.% 

It must be noted that in Mashonaland West, a ZANU PF stronghold, there were also 

unusually high numbers of voters turned away - 15%, the same rate as in Harare. As we do 

not have the constituency or ward figures for turn-aways, it is not clear if this 

predominated in parts of the province that had swung to MDC-T in 2008, for example. 

Bulawayo, another major MDC-T stronghold, had slightly above average numbers of people 

turned away, but in certain Bulawayo constituencies the turn away rate was higher than 

the overall city average of 8.7%. Bulawayo East is such a constituency, where the turn- 

away rate was 11%. 96 

Turning away 8.7% of voters in any election seems a very high turn away rate, and this was 
certainly partly the result of the failure of ZEC to produce the voters’ roll in good time, which 
would have allowed voters to clarify their wards and polling stations ahead of votin~t day, as 
well as to challenge their absence from the roll where appropriate. 

5. ASSISTED VOTES 

ZEC reports that there were 206,901 assisted voters countrywide. On the face of it, this 

figure is not statistically high, given that there is an assumption of 86% literacy in 

Zimbabwe.97 ZEC’s figure is only 5.9% of voters - i.e. considerably fewer than the lzf% of 

voters who might be assumed to be illiterate.98 The ward-by-ward breakdown for assisted 

votes is not available, nor are figures by constituency. It is the prerogative of any voter to 

request assistance or not, and in terms of the revised Electoral Act, s/he also has the right 

to bring her/his own assistant along. If such a voter does not have his/her own assistant, 

then the presiding officer together with three others will provide the assistance. Assisted 

voters are recorded on specific forms, and it is the responsibility of observers and polling 

agents to also record them. 

It is acknowledged that individuals who cannot read and write can nonetheless often 
recognize the symbol of their political party on a ballot paper and place an X beside it, and 
that the illiteracy rate is NOT equivalent to the number of people needing assistance in an 

9~Daily News, "Massive vote fraud unearthed", Harare, 1August 2013. ZESN election report 2013, page 88. 
96 Information from David Coltart’s website and in his interview with SWRadioAfrica on 23 August 2013. 

97 UNESCO placed Zimbabwe’s literacy rate among over 15 year olds at 85.97% in their 1999 statistics, their 

most recent figure. If anything, following more than a decade of disastrous education policies, literacy rates 

will have fallen in all provinces. 
98 See Appendix 4 for percentage rates linked to Figure 4. 
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election. It is possibly more commonly the elderly and the visually or physically challenged 

who need assistance. 

FIGURE 4: 
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It is not possible to compare assisted voting numbers with those of previous 
elections, as these have not been recorded in the past either by civics or by ZEC in 
their formal reporting. When statements are made that this election saw high numbers of 
assisted votes compared to previous elections, it is unclear on what basis such assumptions 
are being made, as there simply are no baseline figures in the public domain. 

There have been repeated references in the media that in a certain constituency, or 
constituencies, there were 10,000 or more assisted votes, but the place/s where this 
allegedly happened have not been named.99 

While 2 013 figures for assisted votes are generally considerably below the illiteracy rates, 
the devil is in the detail here, as there are convincing reports of fully literate 
individuals being forced to declare themselves illiterate and to vote with the 

99 Brian Chitemba," ’I’m ready to engage with Mugabe’: MDC-T leader opens up on recent polls, future", 

Zimbabwe Independent, September 20-26, 2013. Tsvangirai is quoted as referring to 17,000 assisted votes in 
one constituency, which he does not name. The British Ambassador was quoted, and criticized, in the media 
for claiming a constituency where 10,000 or more assisted votes were made, but could not name it 
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assistance of known ZANU PF supporters. This includes individuals cited in Tsvangirai’s 
original election petition and individuals interviewed by the authors themselves.1°° 

To conclude: there are convincing accounts that in some rural constituencies, there was 
systematic, coerced assisted voting. However, the provincial figures are not unusually high 
compared to the illiteracy rates - and we have only ZEC’s figures to go on. The assisted vote 
figures for 2013 will now provide a baseline for future elections. 

CONSTITUENCIES WITH MORE THAN 50% INCREASE 
IN VOTERS FROM 2008 TO 20131°1 

Commentators have pointed to the massive increases in some constituency turnouts as 

indicative of some kind of irregularity, such as alleged busing in of voters from outside 

constituencies, use of false registration slips, or double voting by some voters,1°2 The fact 

that so many of the high turnout constituencies were in ZANU PF strongholds has been 

seen as indicative of an attempt to bolster the presidential vote for Mugabe, 

FIGURE 5: 

Percentage of consti encies 
with more than a 50% 

increase in votes between 
2008 and 2013: by Province 
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100 ZESN Election 2013 report, page 61, 84-87 for detailed incidents noted by their observers of assisted 

voting irregularities in 17 named constituencies. Daily News," ’I can’t read and write’: Learned voters 

coerced into claiming illiteracy", Harare, 4 August 2013. 
101 See Appendix 5 for actual % increases per constituency in all 51, plus who won each one: also for 

comparative increases/decreases in MDC-T vs ZANU PF votes in 15 key constituencies in Harare, Byo and 

rural Mashonaland. 
102 Daily News, "Massive vote fraud unearthed", Harare, 1August 2013. Southern Eye, "Poll results cause 

outrage as Tsvangirai rejects outcome", Harare, 2 August 2013. 



In 45 out of 210 constituencies, the votes cast were between 150% and 190% of the 

2008 vote, 

In another six constituencies, the votes cast were more than 200% of the 2008 

figures: ie the vote more than doubled, Five of these were rural Mashonaland 

constituencies and the other was Harare South, All were won by ZANU PF, 

This means that in 24.3°/5 of constituencies, there were notable increases in 

votes cast. 
In four Bulawayo constituencies, the votes cast were 150%+ of the 2008 vote, All 

constituencies were won comfortably by MDC-T, and in all constituencies MDC-T 

showed vote growth as well as ZANU PF, although the latter showed more of a surge 

(from a very low base), 

In several of the constituencies where ZANU PF had a very large increase in the vote, MDC- 
T also showed increases in their voting figures for 2008. MDC-T won around one in five of 
the constituencies where there was a dramatic increase of the voter turn-out compared to 
2008. ZANU PF won the balance - over 80%. 

In Harare South, where there was a more than doubling of the voter turn-out and a ZANU 
PF win, there has been over the last five years the growth of a large and very politically- 
controlled population in the peri-urban areas of the constituency. The new arrivals have 
been settled on seized peri-urban farms and are under strict ZANU PF control.1°3 The large 
increase in the vote here, and the fact that this increase was predominantly for ZANU PF, 
could be understood in this light. The MDC-T vote in Harare South also increased 
substantially, to 170% of their last election vote, but the ZANU PF vote increased by 282%, 
i.e. it nearly trebled. It would be necessary to take the voting pattern at ward level into 
account, to establish in which part of the constituency each party gained votes, as the more 
established parts of Harare South are most likely to vote MDC-T, the newly settled areas for 
ZANU PF. 

The three ZANU PF strongholds of Mashonaland West, Central and East, which were a clean 

sweep for them apart from one MDC-T win in Chinoyi, showed the greatest increases in 

votes cast. 

Also worth noting is the fact that among Masvingo constituencies, there were NONE that 
showed a massive increase in voters, and in Manicaland, there were only 3 such 
constituencies, one of which was won by MDC-T. These two provinces voted convincingly 
for ZANU PF, who won almost clean sweeps here. Other explanations than massive growth 
in apparent voting numbers have to therefore be found for the large ZANU PF vote in these 
constituencies, including the possible impact of previous election violence, and loss of 
support for MDC-T. Land beneficiaries and support from small-scale miners is likely to be 
part of the voting picture in these provinces. In other constituencies with large increases in 
votes 

103 Interview with academic researcher confirms the area is a no-go zone for non-ZANU PF members in ways 

that are similar to parts of Norton and Mbare. 
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FIGURE 6: 
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¯ Busing was noted in Mt Pleasant in Harare, where hundreds of youths who are not 

known to normally reside there disembarked from buses and voted,1°4 

¯ In Harare East, the MDC-T vote was 122% of the 2008 figure, and ZANU PF’s 

increased to 320% of their 2008 figure - more than treble, However, MDC-T 

narrowly retained the seat, 

¯ In Bulawayo East, Coltart’s polling agents noticed a dramatic increase in ’shaven 

headed youth’ all voting within the proximity of the army barracks, and massively 

bolstering the ZANU PF vote in this constituency compared to 2008,1°5 

¯ There have been allegations of people from Mozambique having pink fingers in the 

days after the Zimbabwe election, ostensibly because they crossed the border and 

voted in border constituencies at the request of ZANU PF functionaries,1°6 

¯ In Mazowe West and Shamva South, there was a dramatic loss in MDC-T votes 

(-42%) combined with an even more dramatic shift in ZANU PF vote (280% and 

256% respectively), This meant that the MDC-T win of 2008 was overturned in 

Mazowe West, with ZANU PF reclaiming this seat, Shamva South was once more 

returned to ZANU PF, 

104 Tendai Biti of MDC-T was captured on video exposing the busing of youths into this constituency. 
10s Southern Eye, "Soldiers fingered in vote-rigging", Bulawayo, 11 August 2013. 
10~ Chiripasi, T, "Tsvangirai MDC says Mozambicans voted in Zimbabwe polls", Voice of America, 1S August 

2013. 
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In Mazowe West and Shamva South, the voting pattern could be linked to the history 

of brutal and wide-spread violence in 2008, suggesting that fear and coercion could 

have been particular factors in these constituencies. ZESN and the media have also 

reported coerced assisted votes in these constituencies.1°7 

The absence of an electronic copy of the voters’ roll that can be analysed, and compared to 

the roll used in 2008, makes it difficult to assess exactly what happened in this election. 

However, it seems a reasonable assertion that the mass movement of non-urban voters 

into traditionally middle class urban suburbs swayed the vote in favour of ZANU PF in 

several Harare constituencies. This mass movement was combined with 15% of voters 

being turned away in Harare constituencies, many of whom reported having voted in that 

constituency in the past. In other words, a sizeable number of the regular voters of Harare 

were effectively disenfranchised and replaced with voters from outside the city. 

C. CONCLUSION 

Election results since 2000 show some recognizable, if depressing, trends. The MDC-T vote 

has remained remarkably consistent over the last decade in terms of numbers, while the 

ZANU PF vote has generally, with the exception of 2008, been several hundred thousand 

votes more than the opposition vote. The leap in one million votes for ZANU PF is hard to 

explain between 2008 and 2013 - but is more believable when seen as (only) 27% higher 

than their 2002 vote. However, as all elections have been mired in controversy since 2000, 

analyzing the figures may reveal more about how ZANU PF manipulates its apparent 

support than anything else. 

In this election, there were widespread, convincing reports of coerced assisted voting, 

which the gross provincial figures shed little light on. The assisted voting figures in all 

provinces remain well below the illiteracy rates, and there are no figures from previous 

elections with which to compare this year’s assisted vote. 

The fact that 15% of voters were turned away in Harare, and only 4.9% in ZANU PF rural 
strongholds, combined with the busing in to Harare of apparently rural voters in large 
numbers, is indicative of a strategy of targeting certain Harare constituencies with the aim 
of claiming them for ZANU PF. However, it remains to be seen if the MDC-T election 
petitions will be able to prove this in any convincing way. 

The large increases in votes cast in the 51 most-affected constituencies certainly played a 
key role in ZANU PF’s election landslide. While some of these seats were won by MDC-T, 
more than 80% were won by ZANU PF. Whether the massive increases in votes were in fact 
owing to irregularities as MDC-T claims, or whether as ZANU PF claims, to their efforts to 

107 ZESN 2013 Election report, page 85 refers to coerced voting reported by their observers in Shamva South 

and Mazowe West. This is reported in 17 constituencies in the ZESN report. 



build a large support base and to register their voters over the last five years, remains 
unresolved. 

The split in the opposition vote cost them dearly, and effectively handed an unassailable 
two-thirds majority to ZANU PF in this election. If the opposition had retained the 17 seats 
they lost to split voting, they would have kept ZANU PF’s House of Assembly majority to 

67%, instead of its current 79%. 

The figures from the last five elections all point to the unlikelihood of any opposition 
party unseating ZANIJ PF in 2018, unless ZANIJ PF itself faces dramatic internal 
challenges which shift the political landscape. This conclusion is in line with the 
arguments made in Part One of this report. The socio-economic power base of Zimbabwe 
has been significantly shifted to entrench a ZANU PF elite and to ensure their support in 
rural and some urban areas via patronage and coercion, and the opposition needs to 
engage with this reality. Having a support base in Harare, other small urban centres and in 
three increasingly depopulating western provinces will not be sufficient to dislodge ZANU 
PF. 

While acknowledging the uneven electoral context, the inability of the combined 
opposition to break the ceiling of 1.zf million votes since 2002 should be seen as a 
challenge to them going forward. In particular, the inability in 2005 of the united MDC, and 
in 2008 and 2013 of MDC-T contesting alone to break the 1.2 million-vote barrier, does 
not bode well. In three out of the last four elections, ZANU PF has scored comfortably over 
1.5 million votes - and over 2 million in 2013. 

It is unclear how many people would vote for the opposition if the voting environment was 

genuinely fair and free from intimidation, or if hundreds of thousands of voters currently in 

the diaspora were enfranchised. But the likelihood of either of these events occurring 

before 2018 is remote. The democratic movement needs to rebuild and restrategise, 

bearing in mind the need to engage in new ways with a dynamic and changing electorate, 

particularly in rural areas, resettled areas and in the informal mining sectors. These are all 

parts of the electorate where ZANU PF, by whatever means, has convincingly captured the 

vote in this election. 



APPENDICES 

TABLE 2: 

APPENDIX 1. 

Presidential votes per province: 3 main candidates (ZEC) 

Mugabe Tsvangirai Ncube 

Harare 172,163 261,925 7,846 
Mash West 277,312 100,616 5,603 
Mash Central 327,455 46,533 3,525 
Mash East 320719 90,165 6,231 
Midlands 274,793 141,210 11,036 
Masvingo 285,806 104,912 9,878 
Manicaland 258,026 180,552 13,433 
Mat North 81,207 98,596 13,003 
Mat South 81,180 58,633 12,726 
Bulawayo 31,773 89,207 9,356 

TABLE 3: 

APPENDIX 2. 

Record of votes in four constituencies won 

by ZANIJ PF on a divided opposition vote. 

ZANU MDC-T MDC ZAPU OTHER TOTAL OPP 
PF 

MASVINGO 

Masvingo Urban 10,988 10,424 672 149 11,245 51% 

MASH WEST PIMZ 

Kadoma Central 9,571 9,005 959 221 10,185 52% 

MIDLANDS MKD 

Kwekwe Central 6,051 5,760 508 6,268 51% 

Zvishavane Ngezi 9,015 8,720 595 97 9,412 51% 
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APPENDIX 3. 

TABLE 4: Voters turned away by province [ZEC), as % of total vote*. 

[*two highest and two lowest rates emphasized] 

PROVINCE TOTAL VOTES Turned away % Turned away 
(ldp) 

Harare 423,003 64,483 15.2 

Bulawayo 130,505 11,388 8.7% 

Manicaland 459,036 42,525 9.2 % 

Mash on alan d Cen tral 380, 880 18, 517 4~ 9 % 

Mashonaland East 419,148 20,464 4~ 9% 

Mashonaland West 376,326 56,733 15% 

Masvingo 402,622 29,292 7.3% 

Matabeleland North 196,348 14,424 7.3% 

Matabeleland South 156,104 11,521 7.4% 

Midlands 440,982 35,543 8.1% 

Zimbabwe 3,480,047 304,890 8.7% 

APPENDIX 4. 

TABLE 5: Assisted votes by province [ZEC)* 
Compared to Literacy rates [UNESCO)10a 

[* two highest and two lowest rates emphasized] 

PROVINCE Total votes Total Assisted % Assisted Literacy in 
votes votes (ldp) province 

Harare 423,003 4,089 1% 96.02% 
Bulawayo 130,505 2,313 1.8% 95.36% 
Manicaland 459,036 31,277 6.8% 85.13% 
Mashonaland Central 380,880 34,044 8.9% 74.98% 
Mashonaland East 419,148 27,974 6.7% 85.41% 
Mashonaland West 376,326 23,166 6.2% 81.7% 
Masvingo 402,622 34,950 8.7% 83.70% 
Matabeleland North 196,348 14,314 7.2% 78.64% 
Matabeleland South 156,104 9,462 6.1% 81.77% 
Midlands 440, 982 25,312 & 7% 85.56% 
Zimbabwe 3,480,047l°9 206,901 5.9% 85.97% 

Figures are from UNESCO, 1999. 
http:!!ua~,w.unesco.org!education!wef!countryreports!zimbabwe!rapport 2 1.html 

Includes spoilt ballots. 
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APPENDIX 5. 

a.) TABLE 6: Bulawayo and Harare constituencies with more than 
50% increase in total voters since 2008 

[less than last vote, more than 100%; more than 200%; more than 300%] 

CONSTIT 2008 2013 % shift 2008 2013 % shift WON BY 
MDC-T MDC-T MDC-T ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANUPF 

Bulawayo 
South 2,764 6,364 230% 483 1,787 37~% MDC-T 
Bulawayo 
East 3,587 4,550 I2(:/% 1,031 2,842 280% MDC-T 
Bulawayo 
Makokoba 4,123 7,099 172 ~/~ 1,407 3,539 250% MDC-T 
Bulawayo 
Pelandaba 3,795 6,024 I ~t7% 1,565 2,122 I3~;% MDC-T 

Harare 
Epworth 6,220 7,951 12~:~ ~4~ 4,758 15,468 ~25%~ ZANU PF 
Harare 761 
East 8,377 9,538 I22 ~4~ 2,587 8,190 )~20% MDC-T 
Harare 
North 6,710 6,555 -2% 3,135 7,917 252% ZANU PF 
Harare 
South 4,389 7,472 I70% 7,111 20,069 282% ZANU PF 
Harare 
Mbare 7520 10,932 14,~; ~4~ 6,121 14,764 240% ZANU PF 
Harare Mt 
Pleasant 3,875 3,817 -1,5% 1,738 7,945 ~57% ZANU PF 

b.) TABLE 7: Rural Constituencies where voter turnout increased by 
more than 100% since 2008 

[less than last vote, more than 300%; more than 200%; more than 300%] 

CONSTIT 2008 2013 % shift 2008 2013 % shift WON BY 
MDC-T MDC-T MDC-T ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANUPF 

Mash. Cen 

Mazowe 2,410 1,411 -42% 5,148 14,383 280% ZANU PF 
West 

Mash. Cen 

Shamva 2,669 1,514 -43% 8,956 22,332 265% ZANU PF 
South 

Mash East 

Goromonzi 6,456 11,112 ~.72~% 5,305 17,234 ~25% ZANU PF 
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South 

Mash West 

Hurungwe 1,399 4,267 ~0S%~ 4,997 12,708 2S4% ZANU PF 
Central 

Mash West 

Zvimba 3,554 4,008 I I ~% 5,197 13,113 252% ZANU PF 

East 

c.) GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

In 16% of constituencies (n = 7/45) with a 50% to 90% increase in voters, MDC-T won 
the seat. 

o Four of these wins were in Bulawayo, and one was in Harare. 

o The other two were Dangamvurwa in Manicaland, which was won by an MDC-T 
Independent, and Hwange Central in Matabeleland North. 

In 84% of constituencies (n = 38/45) with a 50% to 90% increase in voters, ZANU PF won 
the seat. Four of these wins were in Harare, in constituencies where ZANU PF had 
previously lost every election since 2000. 

In 3% of all 210 constituencies, (n = 6), there was more than a 100% increase in voters, 
compared to 2008. 

¯ Harare South was the only urban constituency with 100%+ increase. 
¯ the other 5 were all ruralMashonaland constituencies. 
¯ In all of the constituencies (n=6) with a 100%+ increase in voter turnout, ZANU PF 

won the seat. 

Analysed in more detail below are the four Bulawayo constituencies and the six Harare 

constituencies with 50%÷ increases in turnout since 2008, plus the 5 constituencies in rural 

Mashonaland with 100% ÷ voter increases. 

Observations of these 15 constituencies110 

1. In the majority of constituencies (11 out of 15) where ZANU PF had a large increase in the vote, 

MDC-T also had an increase in voters. However, the increase in ZANU PF votes tended to be 
far greater. 

In all four Bulawayo constituencies with 50%+ increases: 

a. ZANU PF’s vote in 2013 ranged between 135% and 370% of the 2008 vote, with an 
average vote, compared to 2008, of 260% of ti~eir previous vote° ie the ZANU PF vote 
in these constituencies almost trebled. 

b. The MDC-T vote in the same four constituencies ranged between 126% and 230% of the 

2008 figure, and averaged ~72% of the 2008 vote - almost double. 

1~0 As only MDC-T and ZANU PF won any of these constituencies, their respective votes are compared, 

without examining the total opposition vote: none of these constituencies was lost to a divided vote. See 

Appendix 6 for Tables and figures. 
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c. The dramatic increase in ZANU PF’s % vote in some Bulawayo constituencies 
nonetheless did not seriously challenge the MDC-T win in any of these. All seats were 

comfortably won by MDC-T. 

d.) VOTER TURNOUT INCREASES BETWEEN 2008 AND 2013 - ALL 51 CONSTITUENCIES 

Rural Constituencies with 100%+ increase in voter turnout 

CONSTITUENCY % INC WON BY 

Hurungwe C MW 151.2% ZANU PF 
Goromonzi S ME 117.8% ZANU PF 
Zvimba E MW 104.2% ZANU PF 
Mazowe West MC 103.5% ZANU PF 

Shamva South MC 101.9% ZANU PF 

Bulawayo and Harare constituencies with 50%+ increase in voter turnout 

Bulawayo South 90.8% MDC-T 
Pelandaba Byo 59.8% MDC-T 
Makokoba Byo 53.3% MDC-T 
Bulawayo East 52.6% MDC-T 

Harare South 136% ZANU PF 
Mbare Harare 77.4% ZANU PF 

Mt Pleasant Hre 69.2% ZANU PF 
Epworth Harare 69.1% ZANU PF 
Harare East 69.1% MDC-T 
Harare North 50.2% ZANU PF 

Other constituencies with 50%+ increase in voters since 2008 

PROVINCE % INC WON BY 

Manicaland 
Dangamvura 71.1% MDC-T 
Mutare West 50.0% ZANU PF 

Mutasa South 60.4% ZANU PF 

Mashonaland Central 

Bindura North 85.8% ZANU PF 

Mt Darwin South 74% ZANU PF 
Mazowe South 69.2% ZANU PF 
Mazowe North 67.2% ZANU PF 
Bindura South 64.6% ZANU PF 

Shamva North 55.8% ZANU PF 
Mt Darwin West 50.6% ZANU PF 

Mashonaland East 

Marondera East 81.7% ZANU PF 
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Goromonzi West 68.4% ZANU PF 
Wedza North 67.9% ZANU PF 

Goromonzi North 61.3% ZANU PF 
Mutoko South 57.4% ZANU PF 
Seke 57.2% ZANU PF 

Chikomba West 56.5% ZANU PF 
Murewa South 54.3% ZANU PF 

Mashonaland West 

Chakari 90.2% 
Chegutu West 73.2 % 
Chinhoyi 61.7% 
Kadoma Central 131.0% 

Kariba 57.9% 

Makonde 54.13% 
Norton 130.8% 

Zvimba South 74.3 % 

Chiredzi West 82.8% 

Midlands 

Chirumanzu 90.4% 

Chirumanzu Z 73.13% 

Chiwundura 51.5% 
Gweru Urban 52.9% 
Shurugwi North 513.7% 
Zvishavane Ngezi 60.13% 

Matabeleland North 
Hwange Central 69.3% 
Umguza 83.3% 

Matabeleland South 
Beitbridge East 87.9% 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF ** split vote win 

MDC-T 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
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1. 

APPENDIX 6 

VIOLATIONS OF THE 2013 ELECTION 

TO THE ELECTION: BREACHES OF THE LAW.111 

The initial proclamation itself was in breach of section 31 H of the Lancaster House 

Constitution, which was still in force at this time. Cabinet should be consulted before 
announcing an election date, and yet Mugabe announced it unilaterally. Furthermore, in 
terms of the GPA, all political parties had to be consulted and a date agreed on prior to 

proclamation. 

On 13 June, Section 157 (1) of the Constitution and Section 4(2)(c) of the Presidential 
Powers (Temporary Measures) Act were breached, when President Mugabe amended the 
Electoral Act by proclamation. Both the Constitution and the Act specifically exclude the 
use of Presidential proclamation to amend Electoral law, which can only be amended by a 
specific Act of Parliament. 

The voter registration exercise was not done in compliance with the constitution. 
Section 6(3) of the 6th Schedule of the Constitution states that the Registrar General under 
ZEC supervision, must conduct a special and intensive voter registration for at least 30 days 

after the publication of the date of the election. The voter registration exercise did not last 
30 days, and the manner in which it was run was bureaucratically obstructive in Harare and 

elsewhere (see more on this under bureaucratic breaches). 

The state controlled media flagrantly promoted ZANU PF and excluded the opposition 
parties from coverage in newspapers, on television and on the radio, apart from 
negative coverage. This is a violation of Section 61(4) (b) and (c) of the Constitution, and 
of Section 160 (G) of the Electoral Act. The latter states clearly that public broadcasting 

media must ensure "a fair and balanced allocation of time between each political party and 
independent candidate", and 
that "each political party and independent candidate is allowed a reasonable opportunity to 
present a case ~through the broadcasting service concerned." 

Section 152 of the Electoral Act was applied in a partisan manner: this states that it is 
illegal to damage campaign material during the campaign, yet ZANU PF systematically 
pulled down posters of the opposition with impunity, while members of the MDC were 

arrested for pulling down a single ZANU PF poster2~2 

Special vote: The Electoral Act allows civil servants on duty over elections to vote in 
advance2~3 

111 Information from David Coltart’s website and in his interview with SWRadioAfrica on 23 August 2013. 

Also from ’Court Watch’, and media reports. 
1~2 Coltart notes a person was arrested in his constituency for removing a few ZANU PF posters, yet a white 

truck with a team was deployed to systematically remove every single MDC and MDC T poster over a stretch 

of 20 km of road from the airport into town, in full view of at least one police-manned road block, and the 

police did nothing, even when informed by Coltart that this was happening. 
~3 Information on Special vote events, from Court Watch 15/2013, 5 September 2013. 
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¯ The MDC T filed a court application challenging the numbers of police given special 
voting rights, as according to pay roll records, there are 44,113 police employed and 

not the 69,222 who were granted special votes. Their application was dismissed. 
¯ The special vote was chaotic, with the legally allocated two days being hastily 

extended, but with more than 40% of special voters nonetheless failing to cast their 
votes because of ZEUs logistical failures. 

¯ ZEC was granted an application by the Constitutional Court that those 40% who had 
not voted should be allowed to vote on 31 July, although this is in express 

contravention of the Electoral Act as it opens the possibility of double voting. 
¯ It remains unclear to date what measures ZEC undertook to ensure that those 60% 

who had voted during the special vote did not cast a second vote on 31 July, which 
places the reliability of the entire poll in question. 

MOST EGRESIO~JSLY: Failure to provide an electronic copy of the voters’ roll to all 

candidates. This breached Section 21 (6 and 7) of the Electoral Act, which states that every 
registered candidate must be provided with an electronic copy of the roll in good time 
before the election. Such copy should be in a format that "allows its conten~s to be searched 

and analysed°" MDC T was forced to apply to the High Court on 30 July (the eve of the 
election) with an urgent demand that ZEC give candidates and parties the electoral roll, 

which it had not yet done! Only a paper roll was provided, after the court ruled ZEC must 
produce the roll, with ZEC stating that a ’technical fault’ precluded handing over the 

electronic roll. To date, the electronic roll has not been handed over which is a hindrance in 
the multiple constituency appeals that have been placed before the courts. 

Campaigning -Intimidation: The Electoral Act Section 134 forbids intimidation in all 
forms, both verbal threats and physical violence. There were multiple and in some 

constituencies widespread reports of threats of death, violence and destruction of property 
in the event of ZANU PF not winning in certain constituencies,n4 There were isolated 
reports of election related violence, both preceding and following the poll. In the wake of 
the violence of 2008, the impact of threats cannot be under estimated in assessing voting 

patterns. 

Campaigning - Bribery: The Act Section 136 states that it is specifically forbidden to offer 
material rewards to voters in return for their votes, yet ZANU PF consistently and country 

wide ’treated’ voters in the form of tonnes of food handouts, with the promise of more after 
the elections in the event of the Mugabe family still being in power. People were allegedly 
promised land in some instances. Any person who: "makes any such gift, loan, offer, 
promise, procurement or agreement to or for any person in order to induce such person to 

procure or to endeavour to procure the return of a candidate at an election or the vote of a 
voter at an election" has committed the offence of bribery, according to the Electoral Act 

136 (1) (c).ns 

114 Sokwanele website lists 222 self reported incidents of intimidation. 

1~ Specific material promises differ from policy promises during a campaign. Effectively, to offer material 
goods in exchange for a vote, is a bribe. This is different to handing out campaign material, including t-shirts, 
caps etc, which is a form of advertising used world-wide during campaigns. Tonnes of maize meal, cooking oil, 
rice and other food commodities were distributed at ZANU PF rallies, with specific promise of more in the 
future if ZANU PF won the election. This was above and beyond the provision of food for immediate 
consumption that routinely accompanies rallies in Zimbabwe. Conversations with voters in rural 
Matabeleland show that this ’treating’ in a region where people are starving was influential in voting patterns. 
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ON ELECTION DAY - BREACHES AND ANOMALIES 

10. Presence of Police inside polling stations all day including during the vote count. This 
violates Sections 55(6) and 62 of the Electoral Act. Police were noted countrywide as being 

present inside polling stations, and of regularly getting information about votes cast, 
assisted votes and people turned away from the Presiding Officer and relaying this on via 
cell phone, phone and radio. This is entirely illegal, as police are specifically precluded from 
any voting activities in a polling station. Police also noted names and details of visitors to 
stations, and most problematically, were present inside polling stations during the count. 

Section 62 is very specific as to who may be present during a count, and it excludes police. 

As Coltart comments: 

"This is no mere technical breach of the Electoral Act- it goes to the very heart of a free and 

fair election. As stated above .... the ZRP generally acts in a partisan manner. Law in 
Zimbabwe is often used selectively as a weapon, not as a fine instrument of justice. 
Accordingly the presence of police officers in polling stations during the vote and their 
actions in recording votes cast would in itself have been highly intimidatory, especially to 

many rural voters. Their presence and the recording of votes cast by police officers in both 
the voting process and the count may well have facilitated a much wider fraud." 

11. Busing of voters not resident in area, and turning away of residents In several urban 

and rural constituencies, it was observed that busloads of people not usually resident in 
that area were voting en masse, while at the same time, hundreds of voters who did reside 
in the area and had registered there, were turned away. Bulawayo East candidate David 

Coltart made this observation: 

I saw hoards of shaven-headed young men in my constituency, and we did not 
understand the full impact of what they were doing until the evening. There were 
seven polling stations that were located within a 2 kilometer radius of Brady [army] 

Barracks, and when the results came out, they bore no relation to historical trends 
in that area. ZANU PF in those particular polling stations got ten times more votes 
than I did, which was completely disproportionate to what happened in other areas. 
The next thing is that hundreds of people were turned away in my constituency for 

allegedly not being on the voters’ roll. These were people that have voted before.116 

Tendai Biti made a similar observation in Mount Pleasant, where hundreds of youths who 

appeared unable to speak English (unusual in an urban constituency) were voting under 

close supervision, after being bussed apparently from a distant rural area. These voters 

were all carrying registration slips, indicating that they were newly registered voters. There 

have been allegations that cannot be independently verified, that in some instances the 

registration slips were fake.1~7 

116 Interview with SWRadioAfrica, 23 August 2013. 

1~7 See SPT video of Biti confronting these youth in Mount Pleasant~ Similar busing of voters was reported by 

individuals to Sokwanele. This included the alleged busing of voters from Mozambique to vote in 

Zimbabwean constituencies bordering this country. 
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12. Assisted voting: Final numbers of assisted voters have not been ascertained on a 

constituency-by-constituency basis, with ZEC providing a global figure of 207,000 assisted 

voters. This is not on the face of it an unjustifiably large number, being less than 10% of all 

votes cast in a country with 90% literacy. However, the number of 207,000 has not been 

confirmed by polling agents and observers, and as ZEC has not provided the number by 

constituency, we simply have to take their figure at face value. The inability of polling agents 

and observers to verify this - or any figure relating to the election for that matter - is a 

severe failing on their part. 

¯ Forced to make assisted votes: there have been general and specific reports of literate 

voters forced to ask for ’help’ from known ZANU PF functionaries, to ensure they voted 

’the right way’.118 

¯ Observers report correct use of this vote: while many assisted votes may have been 

coerced, others were genuinely needed and were made in accordance with the statute, 

meaning that individuals were free to choose who they wanted to assist them with the 

vote, and were able to vote confidentially. Others observed assisted votes being made 

for the opposition. 

¯ While in any country, information on assisted voting should be available on a 

completely transparent basis from government for the benefit of all citizens and 

political parties, it is also a fact that the opposition had polling agents in every polling 

station in the country, and that this information should have been collated by every 

party. There were 20,000 independent monitors deployed across the country, and 

while they were not in every polling station, they covered a sufficient proportion to 

have given another view on what happened with regard to how many voters were 

turned away, and how many people made assisted votes. The fact they have not been 

able to provide this information is, again, a serious failure on their part. 

POST ELECTION EVENTS 

¯ The High Court of Zimbabwe ruled in ZEC’s favour that they were not obligated to 

provide the MDC-T with the final voting patterns by constituency and polling station. 

The failure to receive this information from ZEC was a major factor in MDC T 

withdrawing their electoral challenge to the Presidential result - but if their own polling 

agents had done their job properly, they would not have had to rely on ZEC for this 

information but would have had their own record of what happened by polling station. 

¯ The presidential voting pattern per constituency has never been released, only a global 

percentage stating that Robert Mugabe received 61% of the vote to Morgan 

Tsvangirayi’s 36% and Welshman Ncube’s 2.7%. 

Again - MDC-T cannot challenge these global results as their polling agents did not 

systematically return their Vll forms with details of the vote per station and 

constituency to independently verify what was happening. 

118 Sokwanele lists 53 such instances, some specific, some general. 
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’Team ZANU PF’ score ’victory’, with election messaging focused on indigenization and 
invokin9 memories of colonialism and the war of liberation. Coercion and memories of 2008 

violence intimidated many voters into votin9 for them, but changin9 economic forces in 
Zimbabwe have also rebuilt the ZANU PF support base in the last five years. 
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EUROPEAN HISTORY QUARTERLY 267 

’Bilan du monde pour un monde plus 
ddshumanisd’: The 1958 Brussels World’s Fair 
and Belgian Perceptions of the Congo 

Matthew Stanard 
Indiana University, USA 

Between 17 April and 19 October 1958, over 41 million visitors went to see the 

1958 World’s Fair (Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles) in 

Belgium, a country of barely more than 9 million people. Among the dozens of 

pavilions were seven which the Belgians had built to display the results of their 

~euvre civilisatrice in the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. Through maps, artwork, 

mock-ups, displays under glass, performances and the presentation of Africans, 

’all the Congo was at Heysel’J Less than two years after the World’s Fair closed, 

the Congo would gain its independence. 

The purpose of this article is to examine the intentions behind the Belgian 

Congo section at the 1958 World’s Fair, the reactions that its pavilions elicited and 

the perceptions they educed (or reinforced) among Belgians that visited them. 

This article argues that while the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi section did 

demonstrate the impressive nature of Belgian accomplishments in central Africa, 

it failed in its intentions to develop interest and sympathy in Belgium for the 

nation’s central African empire. The 1958 World’s Fair maintained a tradition of 

paternalism toward Africans and buttressed a negative image of Africans, all the 

while without facing up to Belgium’s colonial past. 

The 1958 Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles unfolded in the 

tradition of the world’s fairs, expositions universelles and great exhibitions of 

the modern period. Beginning with the 1851 Great Exhibition of the Works of 

Industry of all Nations in London, with its now famous Crystal Palace, the 

nations of Europe and the Americas had embarked on a quest to exhibit national 

accomplishments in industry, agriculture and culture on an ever-increasing 

scale.2 Belgium was one of the most prominent nations in terms of hosting these 
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expositions and the 1958 fair was just the last in a long series of expositions uni- 

verselles which the Belgians convened. The three Belgian-hosted international 

fairs of the nineteenth century took place in 1885 and 1894 in Antwerp and in 1897 

in Brussels. In 19o5 Liege hosted the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de 

Liege, held to coincide with the 75th anniversary of independence. The World’s 

Fair returned to the capital with the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de 

Bruxelles in 191o, Ghent hosted the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de 

Gand in 1913 and dual, or dueling, expositions were held in 193o as Flanders held 

the Exposition Internationale Coloniale, Maritime et d’Art Flamand in Antwerp 

and Wallonia convened the Exposition Internationale Industrielle de Liege. The 

last exposition before the Second World War, the Exposition de Bruxelles 1935, 

took place in Parc Heysel just outside of Brussels. Capitalizing on its central 

location and extensive railway system, Belgium was second only to France in 

terms of the number of and overall attendance for all expositions internationales 

up to and including the 1958 World’s Fair.3 

The 1958 World’s Fair was the first to take place after the Second World War, 

the last being the 1939 40 World’s Fair of New York. The eighteen-year gap was 

significant, considering that rarely since 1851 had more than one or two years 

passed in which there was no major international or universal exposition. Over 

forty nations participated in 1958, such as regular partakers France, the United 

States and Great Britain, as well as recently independent Morocco, Tunisia and 

Sudan.4 To date, it was one of the most attended expositions in Europe’s history, 

its total number of visitors being second only to the 48 million who visited the 19oo 

Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Paris. Among the fair-goers were 

approximately 11 million foreigners and 30.5 million Belgians, signifying that 

many Belgians made repeat visits. In all, over 80 per cent of Belgians visited the 

Exposition at least once; over 95 per cent of Belgian visitors declared that they 

liked the Exposition.~ It was such a strong attraction for Belgians that hoteliers, 

restaurateurs and caf~ owners in the Congo spoke of a ’crisis’ beginning in April 

1958 resulting from so many colonials leaving to visit Brussels. During a visit to 

Belgium that summer, the leader of the restaurant, caf~ and hotelier union in the 

Congo announced this crisis to the press, stating that ’The number of people 

checking into the principal hotels of Leopoldville has dropped on the order of 5o to 

6o per cent. The restaurants are practically deserted’.~ 

The 1958 event was held on 500 acres in Parc Heysel, which were divided into 

four sections: one for pavilions of foreign nations; another with displays from 

international organizations such as the United Nations (UN) and the l~uropean 

Coal and Steel Community; a Belgian section; and a Belgian Congo section, 

which focused both on the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, the latter then under 
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Belgian control as a UN trust territory. There were more than 45 national and 

international pavilions, not including those in the Belgian and Belgian Congo 

sections. The focal point of the grounds was the centrally-located and newly- 

erected Atomium, modeled on a crystal iron molecule magnified 15o billion times. 

The Atomium brought together in dominant visual fashion three key premises of 

the exposition: the power of technology; the essential and longstanding impor- 

tance of the metallurgical industry to Belgium and its economy; and the proper use 

of atomic energy in the atomic age, embodied in the exposition’s theme: Bilan du 

monde pour un monde plus humain ’Evaluation of the world for a more humane 

world’. 

The significance of the 1958 World’s Fair, of course, lies beyond its pedigree 

and acreage. Press coverage in Belgium of the six-month-long event was exten- 

sive and enthusiastic, as it was in other nations, where much attention centered on 

the competition between the United States and Soviet pavilions. This attention is 

not surprising, considering the great Cold War tensions between the two nations 

and in the world during 1958.7 Coverage was more in-depth and extensive within 

Belgium, as newspapers capitalized on the opportunity for Belgium to play host to 

the world and introduce its readers to peoples and cultures from around the globe. 

As a result, the fair dominated much reporting throughout the summer? Different 

groups produced specialized publications on the preparation and unfolding of 

the fair, such as the periodical Objectif58, printed from March 1955 to April 1958, 

followed by 58, the fair’s official weekly publication from April to October. There 

were also dedicated television and radio programs broadcast daily from the park 

grounds? 

Just as Belgium was a central figure in the history of modern expositions 

universelles, so did it play a role in the European enterprise of exhibiting colonial 

possessions, and the display of ’Africa’ and Africans in Brussels in 1958 was not 

without precedent. European displays of peoples from sub-Saharan Africa (and 

the Americas) dates back to Spanish and Portuguese contacts along the coast of 

Western Africa in the fifteenth century and Columbus’ voyages to America. In the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Belgians, Germans, French and others put 

Africans on tour and placed them into what were essentially human zoos.~° 

Belgium was not immune from this colonial exhibitionary complex. King Leopold 

II had a Congo pavilion created for Antwerp’s 1885 Exposition Universelle within 

which twelve Africans from his Congo Free State were displayed in a ’village 

congolais’. At the 1894 Antwerp exposition, Belgians erected another Congolese 

village where they put 144 Africans on display, to be seen ’attending to their 

normal occupations’, in addition to being measured, photographed and studied 

scientifically. Mules, cows, pigs and other animals also were imported from the 
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Congo for the 1894 exhibit, as were materials to put up the ’village’ buildings.~ 

Leopold II’s Exposition Coloniale of 1897 at Tervuren included ’villages n~gres’ 

and a ’village civilis~’, for which more than 260 Congolese were brought from 

Leopold’s African domain. The Exposition Coloniale drew around 1,2oo,ooo 

visitors and its villages n~gres continuously attracted large crowds. Apparently, 

visitors were inclined to give the Africans food to eat, for exhibition organizers 

erected a sign that read: ’Do not feed the blacks. They are already being fed’.~2 

After the 19o8 r~prise, Belgians continued to erect Congo sections at international 

exhibitions and include Africans in them. The 1935 World’s Fair in Brussels had a 

large Palais du Congo within the Belgian colonial section. As the 1935 official 

guide stated, part of the grounds had been ’laid out as a colonial garden with 

Congolese huts in which, before visitors’ eyes, fabricated exotic objects are 

offered for sale by natives’. The guide went on to suggest to readers that, ’after 

having examined with curiosity the work of our black Congolese, let us steer 

ourselves toward the Palais du Congo’)3 As one author has pointed out, Congo 

sections at the Belgian fairs of 191o, 1913, 193o and 1935 were deliberately con- 

structed by the government to promote the Belgian Congo and Belgium’s work 

there to as large a group of Belgians as possible: 

Active propaganda is effective if it manifests itself where the public is the 

most numerous, where business people have access to it most easily. In 

Belgium, those in control at the Ministry of Colonies realized the full 

potential of these opportunities perfectly, entrusting the creation of their 

expositions to a special service constituted for the propagation of the 

colonial idea in the metropole, the Colonial Office.~4 

The Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Section in 1958 covered around nine- 

teen acres in a central location on the Parc Heysel grounds.~5 The section proved 

to be one of the more popular parts of the entire World’s Fair, drawing foreigners 

and Belgians through its pavilions day after day.~6 It comprised a seven-acre 

tropical garden containing a village indigene and seven ’ultra-modern buildings’ 

housing the pavilions: Palais du Congo beige et du Ruanda-Urundi; agriculture; 

missions catholiques; faune coloniale; assurances, banques, commerce; mines et 

m~tallurgie; and energie, constructions, transports?7 The Congo section and 

the Africans brought to Belgium for the duration of the Exposition universelle 

generated extensive press coverage, including photographic montages and 

special editions, especially early in the exhibition and surrounding special dates 

such as the i duly semicentennial of the 19o8 r~prise, when the Belgian state had 

assumed control of the Congo. 

As with past exhibits, the 1958 Congo section had an educative purpose that 
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sought both to foster and to benefit from popularity with fair-goers. Its pavilions 

included displays aimed at informing visitors about the Belgian Congo of 1958 

and more specifically the great advances that had been achieved by the Belgians 

in terms of industry, religion, agriculture, mining and commerce. Displays 

included educational exhibits, African sculpture, tapestries, natural products and 

corresponding methods of extraction, models (e.g. locomotives, trucks, boats, a 

railroad station) and slide, photographic and film presentations. Maps showed 

the Congo in relief and colonial city plans, as well as the hydroelectric potential of 

the Congo river system.~8 The pavilions were not unlike many of the national 

pavilions in this sense, for many exhibitors at the World’s Fair used various 

displays to lay out their national culture, industry and other aspects of their 

country.~9 Yet the vast extent and use of educational displays differentiated the 

colonial display from other exhibitions, as well as its use of mannequins, sculpture 

and miniature models of humans for demonstration purposes. For example, 

mannequins representing African women were used to demonstrate cotton cloth 

production, and a mock-up titled ’The Little World of an Indigenous Market’ at the 

insurance, banks and commerce pavilion used tiny models of Africans to depict a 

scene where people attended to daily business at an outside market.2° The 

Ministry of Colonies’ information office promoted this mock-up as if it included 

real people?~ In the agriculture pavilion, the Comit6 Cotonnier Congolais erected 

a model of Africans working with cotton, which the Revue congolaise illustr~e 

described in these terms: 

One can see natives working in an indefatigable rhythm under a large 

blue sky. One sees them working in the forest plantations or in village 

surroundings, harvesting and sorting their snowy harvest, carried by 

elegant black women to the first counting-house.~ 

The writer perceived these miniatures as people and the locale depicted by the 

model as if it was a real-life scene. To the writer, these were not actually inanimate 

models, but Africans themselves, only in smaller form. 

The fact that at least one of the colonial pavilions was designed to draw visitors 

through it in a certain sequence, in order to educate them as much as possible and 

most directly, further demonstrates the educational goal of the Congo section and 

its designers.:3 The instructional aspect is also evident in the many publications 

produced by the Ministry of Colonies or other government departments, some of 

which related to specific pavilions?4 The pavilions erected in such a fashion as to 

educate a captive audience, the educational publications disseminated to Belgians 

and their foreign visitors and the extensive use of models, maps and other instruc- 

tional devices demonstrate that the 1958 Congo section continued a longstanding 
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tradition of Belgian colonial propaganda. Organizers capitalized on the opportu- 

nity of having a large and receptive audience to nurture their specific vision of 

Belgian-led progress in industry, agriculture, commerce and religion in central 

Africa. 

But in order for the Congo section to educate, it had to attract crowds, and 

exposition designers enticed visitors not only with interesting displays, but also 

with the experience of visiting Africa itself.2~ The Congo exhibits in 1958 seem to 

have transported many visitors, in their minds at least, into central Africa itself. 

We read in Le Soir that, ’The Belgian Congo is planted in the Exposition like a 

meteorite in a continent. A world within a world’.26 Describing the film projections 

and village decorations at the exhibit of Congolese art, one journalist wrote, ’You 

believe yourself, there [at the Congo section], actually thrust into a corner of 

faraway bush, in the middle ofa festival!’~VWriting for the Franl~furter Allgemeine 

Zeitung, Hans Schwab-Felisch recounted from his visit to the Grand Palace of the 

Congo that ’we were ready to believe ourselves transported to the middle of the 

bush’?SA key element in this figurative transporting of fair-goers to the Congo 

was the Congorama, a special audio video program shown in an approximately 

2oo-seat theater in the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Pavilion. It combined 

a thirty-minute movie with sound effects, lights and other visuals. As described in 

the weekly Pourquoi Pas? Congo, it was: 

[A] tour de force to present, in one half-hour, a sort of overview of the 

history of the Congo. Those to whom we owe this.., have perfectly 

succeeded and it is without doubt that the Congorama, which will 

certainly enjoy large crowds, will teach or teach again what is essential to 

know regarding our oeuvre africaine.~9 

’Le Soir pour les enfants’, a weekly supplement in Le Soir, strongly suggested that 

students visit the Congorama. Anticipating children would be so drawn in by the 

show the article warned: ’When exiting [the Congorama], be careful not to go cut 

down spears in the bushes of the Congolese village!’3° Grenz-Echo carried a long 

article on the Congorama which proclaimed, ’From the first moment on the 

spectator sees himself transferred to the middle of the heart of the dark continent, 

he lives in primitive Africa of loo years ago’)~ Numerous other newspaper 

reviews and commentaries on the Congoramajoined these in expressing similar 

sentiments to their respective readers)e 

Not only did the Congorama lure visitors to the Congo section, it also informed 

them about Congolese history from a Belgian viewpoint. Creators of the thirty- 

minute film compressed seventy-five years of history, presenting a synthesis of 

the Belgian oeuvre civilisatrice from Stanley’s efforts on behalf of Leopold II in the 
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188os to Belgian efforts of the late 195os. Reviewers insisted on the Congorama’s 

authenticity, even at the socialist daily Le Peuple, which one might expect to have 

addressed this imperialist film skeptically. Le Peuple reviewer Paul De Swaef 

punctuated his glowing review of the Congorama with the insistence ’that the 

story, greatly condensed of course, is in complete agreement with historical 

truth’.33 The spectacle purported to demonstrate how Africans living in the Congo 

had been brought from ’the night of prehistory to the light of civilization’. 

Concurrently, the presentation ignored the fact that the peoples of central Africa 

had their own histories before, and distinct from, Leopoldian and Belgian 

imperialism. Naturally, the Congorama was entirely of European conception and 

direction, created by the CID (Office de l’Information et des Relations publiques 

pour le Congo beige et le Ruanda-Urundi).34 The reach of the Congorama as a 

communication device was considerable, for it was an extremely popular attrac- 

tion.35 Because ofthe sheer number ofpeople who saw it around 2oo,ooo, accord- 

ing to official figures3~ it was an important factor in the way in which organizers 

might have influenced the World’s Fair visitors’ perceptions of the Congo?: 

Another distinctive element of the Congo section, and undoubtedly the most 

atavistic, was the village indigene in the tropical gardens. Around a dozen or more 

Africans were located there during the day at least until August in a fenced-off 

village specially constructed to be true to ’real-life’ villages in the Congo.38 The 

Africans were specially recruited artisans whose role was to demonstrate their 

crafts publicly and go about their daily affairs.39 In a letter to the governor of 

the Kasai Province on 18 March 1958, L. Bruneel makes it clear that this was a 
situation where a colonial power sought to exhibit its subjects to the public: 

Given the original character and moreover the aesthetic of the Kuba 

costume, it would appear pleasant to me that the artists bring with them 

their traditional clothes (loincloths/grass skirts [pagnes] fitted out with 

embroidery of the Kasai, hats of notables). I will attend to such that they 

might use warm clothes that they would wear under their traditional 
costume.4° 

In making these arrangements, Bruneel sought to control the presentation of the 

people brought from the colony in order to create a particular spectacle?~ Not all 

visitors found the display suitable. One visitor’s description of it reveals a 

tension between the official line presented by fair organizers and the views of at 

least some people who passed through the section: ’The tropical garden was well 

laid out, but the Congolese were penned in there like livestock and exhibited as 

strange beasts.’~2 Yet generally, reactions among the thousands who came to see 

the village indigene were positive. Even Le Peuple, the sometimes anti-imperialist- 
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leaning newspaper, responded favorably: not only did it not even question the 

propriety of the village indigene, it also praised both the village and thejardin 

tropical highly.43 

While there were other ’villages’ at the 1958 fair, such as La Belgique Joyeuse 

or the ’village Hawaiien’, the Congolese village exhibit was different.44 It stood in 

stark contrast to the Belgique Joyeuse section of the fairgrounds, which comprised 

an artificial town constructed on five hectares to reflect different Belgian archi- 

tectural styles from the medieval period to the present.4~ Erected on the initiative of 

the Association des Brasseries, it included Belgians in native dress from bygone 

eras and stood in the Belgian section of the World’s Fair grounds?6 Whereas 

Africans in their ’village’ were on the fair grounds for observation only, visitors to 

La Belgique Joyeuse participated in festivals and other events alongside the sec- 

tion’s workers. In the village indigene, a fence separated Africans from fair-goers 

so that they could not be approached and only studied from a distance. When King 

Baudouin passed the village indigene during one of his visits to the Congo section, 

he greeted the Africans from a distance with only an amiable and royal ’geste de la 
main’.47 

The Congo section’s pavilions, its village indigene and the Africans working 

there diverged from the modern look of almost all other pavilions to create a 

heightened appearance of backwardness. The village indigene was located virtu- 

ally in the shadows of the literally and figuratively super-modern Atomium and 

its straw huts and dirt ground contrasted severely with the surrounding modern 

buildings constructed of glass, metal and concrete.48 Congo section organizers 

placed a statue by Albert Dupagne of a nude African couple at the entrance of the 

Palais du Congo belge et du Ruanda-Urundi. Viewing photographs taken of 

the statue, again with the Atomium in the background, the contrast between 

primitiveness and modernity is hard to miss)9 The contents of the Congo 

pavilions deliberately juxtaposed ’backward’ Africans and ’advanced’ Belgians. 

The creators of the agriculture pavilion drew a contrast between the ’condition of 

the primitive native’ and his ancestral tools and utensils displayed under glass 

and the Belgian activities which had ’brought Congolese agriculture to its current 

state of development’,s° The insurance, banks and commerce pavilion had an 

ironwork canoe in its main hall of the pavilion, a symbol of’the trade of the past’.~ 

This canoe was not dissimilar (except in its ironwork construction) from the 

canoes that visitors could see outside in the tropical gardens next to the village 

indigene. Even the few Africans visiting the World’s Fair as tourists could not 

escape being observed and contrasted to the familiar modernity of European 

technology and were cast by journalists as exotic interlopers in a civilized world.~2 

The village indigene and the pavilions depicted not the Africans of the past, but 
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supposedly those of the present, and this contrast drawn on the Heysel grounds, 
in newspapers and photographs made Africa out to be backward, primitive and 
unchanging?3 National pavilions were intended as showcases of each nation’s 
characteristic architecture, technological achievements and national pride, in 
some cases resulting in some of the most modern buildings built up to that point?4 
If the Congo section was a showcase of anything, it was of African backwardness. 

The Africans on display in the village indigene were only several of many 
Congolese in Belgium between April and October and many of them participated 
in a number of ways throughout the six months of the exposition. The Congolese 
that did come to Belgium were &olu~s, a condescending and erroneously applied 
term employed by Belgians (and other l~uropeans) to specify Africans who were, 
to the Belgians, civilized and educated literally ’evolved’. In all, around 700 
Africans made the trip from central Africa at some point between 17 April and 
19 October. These 700 included Congolese police officers, tourists, Africans 
associated with the Catholic and Protestant missions, .journalists, dancers, 
musicians and 312 members of the Force Publique, the armed forces of the Belgian 
Congo.55 Africans busied themselves with a variety of activities, including acting 
as guides and interpreters at the Congo pavilions, touring the country with 
Belgians to observe local industry and culture and as previously mentioned, 
engaging in typical crafts in the village indigene; members of the Force Publique 
also participated in sporting events at Heysel Stadium. 

Almost all the Congolese were housed by the government in groups, separate 
from ordinary private or public accommodations. Hundreds were housed 
together at the Centre d’Accueil pour le Personnel Africain (CAPA): the minister 
of colonies had taken over part of an unfinished Tervuren Museum structure to 
establish a ’village’ to serve as housing both for Africans working within the 
Congo section at Heysel as well as for Congolese tourists visiting Belgium that 
summer?6 Called the ’village africain de Tervuren’ or the like in the press, the 
CAPA was located.just outside Brussels in the town of Tervuren, where Africans 
had been displayed and housed during the Exposition coloniale of 1897. The 
CAPA provided everything that its occupants might need, so there was no need 
for them to ’explore’ beyond its confines.57 All 12o dancers of Changwe Yetu, dis- 
cussed below, were housed separately at the Institut Universitaire des Territoires 
d’Outre-mer in Antwerp and members of the Force publique were housed at the 
Hall du Cinquantenaire in Brussels?8 

Not all the women and children from the Belgian Congo in the metropole 
during 1958 spent most of their time at Tervuren. A few dozen Congolese children 
from Kamina were brought to Belgium as a choral group, the Troubadours du Roi 
Baudouin?9 The Troubadours gave numerous performances on the World’s Fair 
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grounds, in Brussels and throughout Belgium.6° A group of women was employed 

in the Catholic missions pavilion, some acting as greeters and guides, others dis- 

played as parts of a kind of interactive exhibit, all to present the accomplishments 

of the Catholic missions. As one visitor reported, ’Everything [in the Catholic 

missions pavilion] is presented by male and female Congolese, the former at their 

office or at their workshop, the latter in their home, at school, or engaged in 

needlework’.6~ Essentially, the Catholic Congolese women in the pavilion went 

about everyday tasks before the eyes of a non-African public, making baskets, 

embroidering, or doing needlework. As they performed these tasks, the public 

was free to observe or ask questions of the women.62 

Another significant group of Congolese brought to Belgium for the Exposition 

Universelle was a detachment of the Force Publique. Picked from among all 

Belgium’s African troops, the main purpose of these 312 soldiers was public 

performance, such as taking over Palais Royal guard duty in Brussels, parading 

at the Grand-Place, memorializing Belgian war dead from the two world wars and 

traveling to other cities in Belgium for military and athletic presentations.63 

Numerous newspaper articles called attention to performances by the black 

soldiers and they attracted throngs of onlookers: 

A considerable crowd waits with impatience and curiosity the arrival of 

the Force Publique which is going to take guard at the Royal Palace of 

Brussels... during the changing of the guard the crowd expressed its 

admiration again and again through prolonged applause.64 

Another group of Force Publique soldiers twenty Congolese non-commissioned 
officers and military police were brought to Belgium separately, to act as guards 
at the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Pavilion.6~ It becomes clear from the 
above and similar press accounts that the Force Publique spectacles military, 
athletic or commemorative drew substantial and positive attention from crowds 
inside and outside the capital)~ While members of the Force Publique did manage 
to tour the country, visit Belgian cities and meet their colonizers, representations 
of them focus overwhelmingly on them as performers and soldiers to be controlled 
by Belgians.~7 

Organizers also brought in the Changwe Yetu dance troupe from central 
Africa, which comprised 12o Africans from Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. 
Changwe Yetu performed numerous times to large crowds and, like the Force 
Publique, achieved a great deal of press attention. ’An innumerable crowd 
acclaims the black dancers’~8 and ’Changwe Yetu was the event of the 77th day of 
the Expo’ ran just two of many headlines.69 Similar to the Congorama, observers 
remarked that Changwe Yetu performances were authentic, transporting audi- 
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ence members ’into the bush’.7° For performances at the Exposition itself, the stage 
for Changwe Yetu was designed as an African setting, with straw huts, bush 
grass and the ’dark blue sky of the African rainy season’ evident overhead.7~ As a 
writer, ’H.D.’, remarked on a Changwe Yetu performance in De Smn&c~rd: 

Never has its equal been shown on stage for the European spectator to see. 
When the dark stage is lighted little by little we find ourselves in the 
primeval forest. Literally. Forget the packed room of the Grand 
Auditorium with its stairways transformed into standing-room only 
places, forget the elegant public! We are like children watching some 
kind of miracle. One feels it: here something real, something authentic is 
happening52 

Toward the end of their time in Belgium, the dancers requested an extension of 

their stay from Minister of Colonies P~tillon, writing: 

Since our arrival, we were given the task to follow all given orders for the 

success of the program. Because of this, we have not had the spare time to 

have a little contact with the Belgian people, their achievements and their 

lifestyle, what could have been for us and for our people an invaluable 
enrichment.73 

Their request was denied and they were sent back to the Belgian Congo as 

initially scheduled.74 

Belgian control over the Congolese was not limited to the Changwe Yetu 

dance group: all Africans who had been brought to Belgium for the World’s Fair 

were kept under rigorous command by their white rulers while in the metropole. 

Anxiety regarding the presence of black Africans in Belgium during 1958 

was deep, demonstrated from the beginning in the extensive discussions among 

members of the planning committee for the Belgian Congo displays as early as 

1956. Organizers worried about the interactions among Congolese and Belgians, 

how and where Africans brought for the Exposition would be housed, as well as 

where any tourists from the Congo would stay.75 In the end, virtually all the 

Congolese in Belgium for the duration of the World’s Fair were under tight metro- 

politan control, through a variety of measures. As mentioned, Congolese workers 

and tourists were supervised at the CAPA in Tervuren. As Le Peuple revealed: 

[T]o assure order at CAPA, internal rules have been elaborated that 
strangely evoke the barracks or the boarding school... At ten o’clock, the 

manageress turns off the lights. If a Black returns after midnight, he is 

obliged to alert the management. His passport is held by the center. He has 
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to advise the latter of his slightest movements. In brief, it appears to him 

that he is considered as a suspect, or at least as a displaced person.76 

Classes for children at CAPA were, of course, taught by monitrices blanches.77 

Beyond supervision at CAPA, the Troubadours du Roi were led by Father Guido 

Haesen, a white Belgian priest, and Belgian officers directed and led presentations 

of the Force Publique; the troops were under white jurisdiction from arrival to 

departure, just as they were in Africa.78 Photographs in the press consistently 

reflected metropolitan dominance, always showing black Force Publique troops 

being led by white officers.79 

To be clear, this article argues neither that Congolese were the only ’per- 

formers’ at the Exposition Oniverselle in 1958, nor that they were the only people 

to be depicted ’at work’ on the fairgrounds.8° Yet other instances were qualita- 

tively different from the display of Africans. Most national performances at 

Heysel would occur during a nation’s ’National Day’, whereas the performances 

of the Force Publique, Troubadours du Roi and Changwe Yetu, the displaying of 

Africans at work in the Catholic missions and the village indigene went on almost 

continuously. As discussed, there was a significant difference between the ’dis- 

play’ of people at La Belgique Joyeuse and in the village indigene of the Congo sec- 

tion. While La Belgique Joyeuse had nine artisans at work, it was not a place for 

observation. Instead it was an area in which visitors could eat, drink and interact 

at its forty-six cafes, thirty-four souvenir shops, ten restaurants and two waffle 

stands.8~ However, a visitor could not get a beer or a waffle in the village indigene. 

A visitor might also see an American university band marching at the Heysel 

grounds or a parade of British soldiers during Great Britain’s national day, but he 

or she also would be surrounded by thousands of American and British tourists. 

Compared to the millions of tourists from around the world, there were extremely 

limited numbers of Congolese tourists. Exactly 18 visited the construction site of 

the World’s Fair in 1957, well before the exposition opened,82 and 64 arrived in late 

April 1958.83 Other than these, the only Congolese to be seen touring the Heysel 

grounds were workers from the pavilions or Force Publique soldiers who might 

visit some of the other pavilions probably in uniform during their free time.84 

As we have already seen, the Changwe Yetu performers’ opportunities to visit 

Belgium were limited by the minister of colonies and African exposition workers 

were housed in segregated accommodations in Tervuren, shuttled back and forth 

to Heysel. Similarly, Force Publique troops were restricted in their ability to visit 

Belgium as tourists, meaning that soldiers brought to Belgium for a stay of 

several weeks could count their free time to visit the metropole not in weeks or 

days, but in hours.85 
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Therefore, when fair-goers saw Africans in 1958, it was overwhelmingly on 

display or performing and there was little to no free interaction between the 

peoples from Belgium and the Belgian Congo. Of course, the Belgians were not 

universally satisfied with this arrangement. Some expressed the value of meeting 

and talking with those Africans working in the Catholic missions pavilion, for 

example.86 Fernand Demany lamented the lack of Africans at the Congo section’s 

inauguration: 

We want to talk to the black man himself... The Blacks whom one meets 

there are guards... That is something, but it is not enough. We had 

dreamed of a real presence. We had but a representation [unefiguration]. 

Demany’s newspaper, Le Peuple, expressed regret that Africans were 

sequestered at Tervuren.87 This suggests an ambivalence at a certain level toward 

the fair among some Belgians, that is to say in terms of the degree and quality of 

contact between colonizer and colonized. Yet there was little ambivalence 

regarding the veracity and.justification of the Belgian Congo section as a whole. 

In any case, it is clear that fair organizers controlled and put on display those 

Congolese who came to Belgium in 1958 in order to teach a certain official 

vision of’progress’, and that the presence of Africans did not bring Belgians any 

closer to understanding what Africans from the Congo and Africa itself were all 

about. 

Credit must be given to the Brussels World’s Fair organizers for achieving one 

of their prime ob,jectives: instilling in Belgians a sense of pride in Belgium’s 

accomplishments in central Africa. From across the country’s linguistic and 

political divisions, accounts of the Congo section and its many displays are 

numerous, proud and self-congratulatory. F. Peters wrote in Her Belang van 

Limburg, ’The whole [of the Congo section] is testimony to the gigantic work that 

Belgium has realized in Africa and in which one shows the preoccupations with 

the well-being of the native.’88 While critical of the lack of Africans at the Congo 

section’s inauguration, nevertheless Demany could take pride in the Palais du 

Congo belge et du Ruanda-Urundi as a whole, stating that ’Belgian prestige is 

very well served in this admirable palace’.89 Belgian accounts reflect pride in 

having civilized a primitive part of the world within decades that otherwise, or 

under any other’s tutelage, would have taken centuries. Foreign accounts demon- 

strate that Belgian Exposition planners also persuaded many in other parts of 

the world of the integrity and success of their nation’s ~euvre civilisatrice. The 

pavilions gave the impression that Belgium was the ’last representative of the 

colonizing countries with a clear conscience and with its composure intact’?° and 

according to one French observer, ’the Belgian visitor can be proud of the work 
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accomplished. The foreigner admires the method, the tenacity, the value of the 

efforts deployed in the Congo’.9~ An Italian priest remarked: 

A half-century of Pax Belgica has sufficed to create in the great center of 

Africa a friendly land [terre arnie] and a cultured and healthy people. It 

goes without saying that the Pavilion of the Congo is a justified account of 

Belgian colonial rule?2 

Thus one of the primary objectives of the Belgian Congo section administra- 

tors, that is to say the use of the 1958 World’s Fair as a vehicle of propaganda in 

favor of the Belgian empire in central Africa, was achieved. 

There were, nonetheless, more negative effects of the Belgian Congo section 

and the interactions that took place there between Belgians and Africans. Simply 

put, the World’s Fair in 1958 engendered and reinforced a negative image of black 

Africans among the Belgian population. Of course this unfavorable impression of 

Africans was not something new in 1958 in Belgium. A brief look at images that 

formed part of the discourse surrounding Africa shows the extent of patronizing, 

some might say racist, discourse about Africans that existed specifically in 

Belgium. While many are familiar with Herg~’s representations of Africans in the 

original Tintin au Congo, perhaps less well known is Guy Bara’s ’Max the 

Explorer’, a comic strip that ran in Le Soir. Not atypical of Bara’s strips were 

depictions of Africans as drinking too much or quarrelsome. In some figures, Bara 

depicts Africans as cannibals or similar in appearance to monkeys. The inter- 

changeability of these representations transmitted a brutish image of Africans?3 

But what is important is how Belgians reacted to what they saw and heard as a 

result of the actual and figurative African presence in Belgium in 1958. The village 

indigene clearly dehumanized Africans. One example, drawn from an account of 

an encounter at the village indigene in Le Soir pour les enfants, demonstrates in 

dramatic fashion the impact of this exhibit and deserves to be quoted at length: 

In the Congo village, a good woman (good but scatter-brained)just 

stopped in front of a space where a black is in the process of sculpting a bit 

of wood. At the side of the black is seated a young black boy [n~grillon], 

two or three years of age, who is looking through a picture book. Neither 

one raises his head to look at the many visitors who have stopped out of 

friendship and curiosity to face them from the other side of a little open- 

work fence. Agitated, the woman cries out in a very loud voice that this 

’baby is truly adorable’. You must have been able to hear her all the way to 

the Atomium. That is her first mistake. But it is not the worst. Because she 

now takes a candy bar out of her handbag. She breaks it in two with a 
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brotherly gesture and throws one half to land inbetween the knees of the 

boy. Right away, without the least hesitation, the boy throws the titbit 

back over the fence without even looking up, with an air of noble contempt. 

Well done, little black boy [petit Noir]] You’re in the right. The village 

congolais is not a zoological garden.94 

The young boy throws the candy back over the fence without reflection, 

surprise or even a glance up from his picture book, indicating this is certainly not 

the first time he has had to face this humiliating situation. In fact, treatment of the 

Africans in the village indigene was so bad they would no longer stand for it. 

Writing in Le Phare-dimanche, journalist Dominique de Wespin sardonically 

recounts a fictional character’s August exposition visit and her experience at the 

village congolais: 

The huts of the Congo natives were empty. Why? The hostess from a 

neighboring palais explained: ’They are departed]... What do you want 

people threw biscuits, bananas to them, demanded to see the pink palms of 

their black hands] Great mercy, there they are beyond the reach of civiliza- 

tion at the moment’.9~ 

Indeed, in mid- to late July, three months after the opening at Heysel, the 
Congolese of the village indigene had been returned to the Congo and the huts of 
the village more than likely remained empty thereafter?6 The official reason given 
for their return was that they were originally to stay in Belgium for a limited time 
only. The real reason: they were tired of the inhumane treatment at the hands of 
the public?7 As a writer for De Standaard described the situation that brought 
about this departure: 

We went to see [the village indigene] with the brutality, provocative 

pedantry and egoism that characterize modern life and the blacks were 

profoundly embittered by it... We, the public, we have forgotten that the 

black also has a heart and pride and that he wants to be something other 

than a curiosity... This deplorable misunderstanding is but an omen of 

additional disillusions that await us in the Congo, but we have only our- 

selves to blame for it.98 

This castigation was well-placed, but too late for the visitors who brought 

inhumane attitudes with them to the village indigene. Again, Belgian visitors did 

not invariably toe the official line or demonstrate barbarous prejudices against the 

inhabitants of the colony, but enough did to literally drive the people of the village 

indigene away. In this way, the Brussels 1958 World’s Fair was the last in a long 
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line of Belgian expositions that subjugated Africans and deprived them of human 

qualities; a shocking throwback years after the defeat of biological racism in the 

heart of Europe and during a time of decolonization in Asia and Africa and the 

fight for civil rights for African-Americans in the United States. As Catherine 

Hodeir writes, ’The pavilion of the Belgian Congo still participated in the old 

conception of the representation of the colonies.., and [Belgians] persisted in 

illustrating an already out-of-date paternalistic system of government.’99 

Paternalism towards, and lack of respect for, indigenous culture in the Congo 

was another longstanding attitude among many Belgians and not something 

arising at the 1958 Exposition. A quick look at ’before and after’ depiction of 

Africans in Roger de Meyer’s Introducing the Belgian Congo and the Ruanda- 

Urundi, published in 1958, makes this clear. The accomplishments presented to 

the Belgian people in the Congo section served to reinforce this paternalism. 

Picking up on the theme of the World’s Fair, La Metropole wrote in an article titled 

’An Evaluation and a Point of Departure’, which appeared right before the fair’s 

close, that: 

It is no longer the time where colonization is directed to a completely 

primitive people. And it is moreover one of the titles of glory of our country 

to have helped the Congolese to exit from their primitivism. That after 

having raised up these populations, we take credit for our success and 

benefit from the consequences, is perfectly logical and realistic.~°° 

We see here how this author’s condescension was, if anything, reinforced by what 

he saw in 1958. 
The creation and perception of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Section 

is an excellent example of the creation of an ’Other’J°~ Few Belgians had direct 

experience in the Congo and less than 9o,ooo were living there in 1958J°2 The 

government restricted travel to the colony, permitting only highly-capitalized 

persons or skilled workers to relocate there. Barely more than lO,OOO Belgians 

visited the Congo during 1957 and this figure was a 15 per cent increase from the 

number of Belgian tourists visiting in 1956J°3 On the other hand, the government 

virtually prohibited Congolese from traveling or relocating to the metropole in an 

effort to create a cordon sanitaire around the colonyJ°4 For the approximately 8o 

per cent of the Belgian population who visited the fair on the Heysel grounds in 

1958, the Congo section was probably their first direct ’interaction’ with Africans 

and Africa other than what they might have read in a book, learned in school or 

heard from friends or family. 

What Belgians did see when they visited the Congo section were pavilions and 

exhibits that were conceived, constructed and controlled by Europeans, mostly 
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Belgian.~°5 Baron Moens de l:ernig, General Commissioner of the Exposition, 

made clear whose intentions lay behind all the exhibits when he stated in an 

interview during the fair: 

I had insisted at the time [during the planning stages] to devote a vast area 

to the illustration of our ~eHvre congolaise. This area was used magnifi- 

cently.., everything is going according to our wishes.~°~ 

These wishes comprised bringing a total vision of what the Belgian Congo 

was to the exposition grounds. As one planner put it in late 1955, ’In the seven 

pavilions that we will build.., all the activities of the Congo and of the Ruanda- 

Urundi will be represented. [An] absolutely complete panorama of the modern 

Congo will be realized.’~°7 A glance at the people who designed and constructed 

the Belgian Congo section at the 1958 World’s Fair conveys the fact that it was a 

completely European construction.~°8 All the architects involved had to be 

’authentic’; as Objectif58 assured its readers, ’All the designated architects for the 

constructions of the Section du Congo belge et du Ruanda-Urundi have all carried 

out work in the colony’.~°9 Counter-intuitively, as the opening of the exposition 

approached, visitors to the unfinished site of the tropical gardens could see ’white 

workers constructing, with a touching awkwardness, the roof [sic] of huts’. As 

previously discussed, the Congorama was created by the Belgian CID. Even the 

troupe Changwe Yetu was not a bona fide Congolese dance group: rather, 3ean- 

Marc Landier had taken a three-year trip throughout the Congo and Ruanda- 

Urundi to select performers for the group, leading to a situation where the 

members had difficulty communicating with each other because they spoke so 

many different languages. The artisans in the village indigene had exactly the 

same problem, having been recruited from different areas of the colony. 

What this led to was, in retrospect, almost ludicrous Eurocentric representa- 

tions of the Congo. There was a bust of Leopold II placed prominently at the 

entrance to the Palais du Congo beige et du Ruanda-Urundi with the accompany- 

ing caption, ’I undertook the work of the Congo in the interest of civilization’, 

despite the fact that under Leopold II, Africans perhaps suffered more than any 

other peoples at the hands of any other colonizing power. ~ Most artwork on dis- 

play in the Congo exhibit was European-created art and sculpture representing 

Africa and Africans.~2 Works of indigenous art on show had been amassed 

largely from European collections such as the Antwerp ethnographic museum and 

the Mus~e de Tervuren.~3 African artwork acquired directly from the Congo was 

decided upon by pavilion organizers and provincial governors in the colony, and 

the layout of artwork in the pavilions was meticulously determined by the Belgian 

authorities.~4 Organizers expressed the desire that: ’The whole of the Congo 
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Section must give off a proper African atmosphere, through the utilization of 

original indigenous artistic motifs and the general decoration.’~5 The Com- 

mission des Arts de la Section du Congo beige et du Ruanda-Urundi rejected one 

proposal for the decoration of the facade of the energy, consu:uctions and trans- 

portation pavilion because it was not ’sufficiently Congolese’. Instead, a design 

by a M. de Sauvage was chosen because the committee decided it was ’strictly 

Congolese’.~ Other pavilions and their contents were similarly constructed by 

white Europeans. Even the plants for the u:opical gardens were brought from 

the Congo in 1957 and kept until the exposition was ready in 1958; the u:opical 

garden grounds were artificially heated in order to support them.~7 Speakers in 

the gardens broadcast music and sound effects such as the cries of animals, birds 

singing and ’the noise of drums’.~8 Perhaps to add additional authenticity, 

gardeners planted a sign in the u:opical gardens that read, ’Danger Lions’.~9 Of 

course, all of these displays cost money and the minister of colonies subsidized the 

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Section to the tune of loo million francs.~2° 

The village indigene continued a long u:adition of dehumanizing and humiliat- 

ing Africans by displaying them in a ’primitive’ state to be observed by people 

with white skin. The historical film that played throughout the World’s Fair in 

the Congorama was a Belgian history of the Congo, naturally with a focus on 

history in cenu:al Africa beginning with King Leopold’s ’civilizing’ efforts of the 

188os. The subjects of the pavilions themselves the Catholic missions, the 

insurance, banking, mines and metals indusu:ies demonstrate that the Belgian 

capitalists exercising the greatest power in Congolese affairs dictated the form 

and content of the exposition.~2~ It is hard to imagine any Congolese choosing to 

focus on white-owned and white-controlled indusu:ies or European religion as 

representative of Africa, let alone to sequester themselves behind fences in huts to 

be gawked at and observed like animals in cages.~ Through conu:ol of the 

creative process, Belgians were able to put into place their preconceived notions of 

what the Congo was to them. 

Having looked at the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi section at the 1958 

Brussels Exposition Universelle et Internationale, how it was designed and 

realized, the role of the Congolese at the World’s Fair and how these may have 

affected fair-goers’ perceptions, this article now turns to several concluding 

points. First, the exposition did not bring Europeans any closer to understanding 

the Congo or Congolese despite the fact that hundreds of Congolese were brought 

to the heart of the metropole for a period of months, and acres were dedicated to 

educational displays about Belgium’s possessions in central Africa. Instead, the 

Belgian Congo section reinforced the otherness and foreignness of Africans. 

The Congolese at the exposition in the village indigene and within the context of 
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the exhibitionary pavilions were dehumanized in Belgians’ eyes because Belgians 

saw Africans not as people with whom they might empathize or at least under- 

stand, but rather as objects to be studied and observed. The contrast between the 

technologically advanced pavilions from countries around the world and the sim- 

plicity of the village indigene, both in fact and in representations in the press, 

drove home the impression that Africans were primitive and dissimilar. As depict- 

ed in the seven pavilions of the Belgian Congo section, each and every accom- 

plishment brought about in the Belgian Congo was due to Belgian industry, 

proselytization and technology. 

In addition, the 1958 World’s Fair dehumanized the soldiers of the Force 
Publique and performers ofChangwe Yetu by having them used and directed for 

display purposes more than anything else. The Force Publique was there to be 

commanded, subjugated physically and mentally by having to commemorate the 

war dead of their white European colonizers. They had to celebrate publicly 

the anniversary of the colonization of their own land, of course at all times under 

white Belgian command. When Changwe Yetu dancers acted autonomously and 

requested a prolongation of their trip to Europe, they were refused and sent home, 

further demonstrating their lack of power to themselves and their Belgian 

masters. The idea is not that Africans in Belgium in 1958 were powerless, for they 

were not; that the Africans in the village indigene departed early makes this clear. 

Yet Belgian domination and control of African subjects was a prominent theme of 

the Congo section and the role of Africans in Belgium during 1958. In the midst 

of the era of decolonization, Belgium proved itself eager to display its imperial 

possessions, human and otherwise, continuing a longstanding tradition going 

back to the r~prise and forming a continuity between the era of the Congo Free 

State and the colonial period of Belgian rule. 

This is not to say that the Belgian people as an undifferentiated block wholly 

bought into the portrayals of Africa and the Congolese in 1958, and there does 

seem to have been a certain ambivalence toward the fair among some Belgians. As 

seen, one person implicitly criticized the ’penning in’ of Africans in the village 

indigene and Le Peuple regretted the segregation of Africans at Tervuren and the 

lack of Africans at the Congo section’s inauguration. Le Peuple also denounced 

the amplitude of the Catholic missions’ presence at Heysel and implicitly criti- 

cized the power of economic interests in the colony, as represented in Union 

Mini~re’s considerable presence in the mines and metallurgy pavilion)23 Never- 

theless, even somewhat skeptical observers, such as journalists at Le Peuple, 

could not help but be enthralled by the Congolese presence in 1958. As we have 

seen, Le Peuplejournalists praised the Congorama, the village indigene and the 

exhibition of Congolese art. What is more, this socialist newspaper was enthusi- 
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astic about Changwe Yetu performances and repeatedly celebrated Force 

Publique troops on parade.~24 Le Peuple also pointed out specific aspects of the 

colonial project of which Belgians should rightly be proud, such as the extension 

of elementary education which was highlighted on a map of the Congo in the 

colonial section: ’One is lost in wonder [On reste bouche b&] before this large map 

of the Congo where gold pins mark all the schools.’~2~ Therefore, while there were 

occasional criticisms of facets or emphases of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda- 

Urundi section, they were few and far between. 

The Brussels exposition also played a key role in the process of what Adam 

Hochschild has termed ’The Great Forgetting’, the process by which Belgium has 

conveniently forgotten the errors of its colonial past and instead made itself out to 

be a benevolent and righteous imperialist power. It was Leopold II’s barbarous 

administration of the Congo Free State that eventually brought about its takeover 

by Belgium. Belgian administration improved the situation in the Congo, but it 

remained one of the most repressively administered areas in Africa.~26 The official 

rosy picture presented by the 1958 World’s Fair in regard to contemporary 

colonialism and the pioneer period allowed Belgians to forget misdeeds and 

instead create, or rather continue to create, a noble colonial history. Events, 

banquets and meetings from April to October were scenes of self-congratulation 

on a job well done in central Africa. At the inauguration of the Congo pavilion on 

18 April 1958, Minister of Colonies Buisseret paternalistically asserted that: ’The 

Palais du Gouvernement offers for inspection an example of the deliberately 

consented cooperation between two races of whom the more experienced stoops 

with solicitude to the younger to guide it on the path of civilization.’ Buisseret 

went on to extol concrete Belgian accomplishments, linking current-day labors to 

Leopold II’s first efforts through Stanley: 

Let us suppose that [Stanley] would return at this moment to the theater of 

his audacious exploits. What would be his impressions in contemplating 

that which we have created in these regions where he ventured in the 

search for Livingstone? What amazed looks would he throw on his myste- 

rious continent that we have populated with schools, dispensaries, hospi- 

tals, churches and temples, factories, warehouses, that we do not cease to 

stake out with airfields, to sow plantations?~27 

Other events, such as the anniversary of the establishment of the Congo Free 

State, permitted officials to gather and congratulate themselves on and speak to 

the public about a heroic colonial history and continuing good work.~28 1958 was 

also the fiftieth anniversary of the rdprise of the Congo from Leopold II, giving 

opportunity for jingoistic celebrations and glorification of the nation’s past. 
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Newspaper accounts joined in praising the nation’s work in Africa, for example, 

in the area of agriculture and science, where Belgian efforts were said to be geared 

solely to the well-being of Africans. 

The 1958 Exposition was also an opportunity for Belgians to develop further 

Leopold II’s positive role in history. In 19o8, under pressure from critics hostile to 

his administration of the Congo, King Leopold II had turned this territory over to 

the Belgian state. Through this turnover, the Congo shifted from being a territory 
under the personal control of Leopold improperly named the t~tat Ind~pendant 

du Congo and became a state-controlled colony, baptized the Congo belge. 

Events associated with the Belgian Congo held during the 1958 exposition were 

opportunities to continue the process of recasting Leopold’s legacy. On the 

Journ& belgo-congolc~ise in June, a day commemorated in Brussels by both 

Belgian and Force Publique troops, Leopold II was memorialized along with the 

’colonial pioneers who died in Africa for civilization’.~3° Men gave speeches 

acclaiming Leopold for having had the vision to embark on an imperialism where 

no other European power dared to tread, for having begun the task of bringing 

civilization to a ’vaste tache blanche’, which was all the Congo was said to have 

been on the map of Africa before his arrival. ~3~ Official government pronounce- 

ments directly associated the nation’s efforts after 19o8 with the work of Leopold 

II.~32 Colonial officials thus glorified their blemished past at the same time as they 

reinforced their own paternalism in the era of African decolonization. 

The roots of the rewriting of the past in 1958 were already present in Belgium 

and efforts were already underway to rescue Leopold II from an unfavorable 

historicaljudgement. In response to a poll in 1956, 80.5 per cent of Belgians agreed 

that Belgium’s presence in the Congo was legitimate (5.4 per cent believed it was 

not) and more than 80 per cent of Belgians believed their rule in Africa benefited 

the indigenous population. The reasoning of those asserting the legitimacy of 

Belgian imperialism is revealing: 

We did not conquer it by force or violence. We received it from Leopold II 

to whom it was offered for his humanitarian actions in Africa. 

Because we arrived there first without chasing anyone there out. 

At first glance it is not [legitimate], but we have done so much over there 

that our presence has become legitimate. 

It cost us so much at the beginning so that we can continue our mission 

while taking some benefit from it. 

It is true that a few expressed their opposition to occupation of the Congo and 

disappointment with the lack of equal treatment of Africans. ~33 Nonetheless, what 
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was important is that pro-colonial sentiment among most was echoed in 

unabashed fashion at the World’s Fair in 1958, an event that reached a larger 

number of Belgians than perhaps any other in the country’s history to that time. 

If the organizers of the Congo section accomplished the goal of persuading 

Belgians and foreigners of Belgium’s great civilizing accomplishments in central 

Africa, how successful were they in forging stronger ties between the metropole 

and colony? Some scholars have argued that grand colonial expositions, such as 

the 1931 Paris Colonial Exposition at Vincennes, represented the height of metro- 

politan interest in empire and fostered bonds between colonizer and colonized.~34 

Others have argued that such exhibits did not have the long-term impact of more 

closely linking the metropole and colony materially, culturally or in the minds of 

the colonizers or colonized. Writing about the 1931 Paris Colonial Exposition, 

Charles-Robert Ag~ron argues that ’the peak of the colonial idea in France is 

situated not at all in 1931 (or 1939) but well after the Second World War and the 
influence of the "apotheosis of Vincennes" could not be taken as decisive’)35 

Herman Lebovics, writing about the same event, argues that such moments, 

’might better be understood as triumphs of the will of their organizers to believe 

their own fables than as plebiscites measuring popular sentiment’.~36 While an 

in-depth exploration of public opinion after the 1958 Exposition is beyond the 

scope of this article, one key point can be made regarding the lasting influence of 

the Belgian Congo section development on Belgo Congolese relations. 

According to Jean Stengers, the Belgian government pursued, and the great 

Congo interest groups the Church, business enterprises, the administration 

acquiesced to, a policy of rapid decolonization in 1959 and 196o because of the 

influence of public opinion and the public’s opposition to any sort of armed inter- 

vention in central Africa. 

Any possible alternative to the government’s policy [of rapid decoloniza- 

tion] implied, in one way or another, the application of force. To speak of it 

directly was to provoke public opinion; no one dared to do so. The attitude 

of Belgian public opinion.., was the major paralyzing agent which stifled 

any possibility of effective reaction to nationalist demands. In the Congo 

the protagonists of Congolese independence were the Patrice Lumumbas 

and the Kasavubus; in Belgium the protagonist was, more than anyone 

else, the man in the street.~37 

The public was opposed to the use of force to halt or slow independence in the 

Congo; the Belgians did not want their own counterpart to the conflict in Algeria. 

Thus it would appear that the Belgians were not strongly attached to the Congo 

after 1958 and that, for all its success in impressing upon Belgians their honorable 
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history as colonialists, the World’s Fair and its large Belgian Congo section did 

not increase the allure or importance of the Congo in the Belgians’ minds. 

As scholars have pointed out, ironically the 1958 Exposition Universelle helped 

to precipitate the Congo’s independence. The gathering of Congolese dvoluds in 

segregated, close quarters in the metropole allowed those previously separated by 

vast distances and poor communications a chance to interact, fostering a sense of 

nationalism, solidarity and belief in change. In addition, the trip to Europe and the 

treatment at the hands of the Belgians was disillusioning for many Congolese, 

acting to tear down the Belgian as ’an envied social model’~38 and instead to 

’d&nyst~er l’homme blanc’.~9 Like the tirailleurs S~n~galaises who returned to 

Africa disillusioned after the First World War, the &olu~s returned home less 

inclined to emulate Belgians and more desirous to strike out and determine their 

own future. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:17 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Fall Break 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope Nairobi is treating you well! I think it is probably around midnight over there right now. Everything has been 

going good here. I know you have been very busy but I just wanted to give you an update for Thursday and Friday. As 

you know I usually always use my vacation days during this time, but I have decided I can come in on Thursday, however 

I did receive notice from the University urging and encouraging all staff and employees to evacuate by I believe 2:30pm 

was the time mentioned. The reason being that there is a big football game Thursday night and they will also be 

shutting down some roads as well. I figured I could work up until that time and then leave. On Friday the University is 

holding Employee Appreciation day from 9am to 3pm which I was planning on attending. That will really take up most 

of the day so I figured I could use the remaining time as vacation time. 

Please be safe over there. 

Best, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:58 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: key 

Hi Sonia, 

submit a work request for this. 

Thanks, 
Trav[s 

From= Hawkins, Kenneth W 
Sent= Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:15 AM 
To= Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: key 

Mr. Gore, 
Please let me check it out first. Sometimes lubrication makes a HUGE difference. 
Please submit a "work request" ..."some keys are hanging up in door" and I’ll check it out from there. 

Thanks, 

Kent 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent= Monday, October 21, 2013 3:23 PM 
To= Hawkins, Kenneth W 
Subject: key 

Good afternoon Mr. Hawkins, 

I have realized that my master key does not work on one of our offices on the third floor. Tab Dickerson was the one that 

did the rekeying of the building but he has since retired. Is there a way we can make that particular lock fit my master key 

or is the only solution to have an extra key made that works on that lock? 

Thanks in advance for your advice, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:24 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: New Billing Process for UNC Accounts with Panera - Current Account # 148387 

Hi Sonia, 

Sorry to bother you because I know you are very busy. it looks like I need a check request # to complete an order for 

tomorrow. They have a new process for ordering. They said you could create an incomplete check request for now. if 

you don’t have time then don’t worry about it. They would probably let me do it without it this time. 

Thanks[ 
Travis 

From: Accounts Receivable [mailto:AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New Billing Process for UNC Accounts with Panera - Current Account # 148387 

Dear Valued UNC Customer, 

We have been working with Justin Hanford and Fahir Zulfikar in UNC’s Disbursement Services Department to 

better streamline the billing and payment process for invoices. 

After a very productive conference call, it was decided that the following process will need to be 
implemented: 
1. We will set up one account for each department that currently has an account with Panera Bread. This will 

allow us to eliminate more than half of the 709 individual accounts currently in our system. 

2. When placing an order at one of the local cafes, you will need to provide the following information: 
a. The Panera account number assigned to your department 

b. Your full first and last name and the name of your department 
c. A check request number. Per Fahir in UNC’s Disbursement Services, you will be able to create an 

incomplete check request, provide us that number at the time of the order, and then complete the check 
request once the invoice is received by your departments Business/Accounting personnel. 

3. Invoices will be emailed to the Business/Accounting person in your department the day after the order is 

delivered or picked up and they will submit the check request to Central AP for payment. 

In order to facilitate this new process, we will need you to provide some information to us. Please simply 

forward this email to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com with the information requested filled in next to 

the letter "a" below: 

1. The complete name of your department and department number: 

a, 

2. The name of the Business/Accounting personnel for your department: 

a, 

3. The email address for your department’s Business/Accounting personnel: 



ao 

4. The phone number for your department’s Business/Accountin8 personnel: 

a. 

If you have any questions resardin8 this new process, please contact the followins: 

For UNC’s Disbursement Services: hanford@email.unc.edu 

For Panera Bread: accountsreceivable@panerabread.com 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Accounts Receivable Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:56 PM 

accountsreceivable@panerabread, com 

FW: New Billing Process for UNC Accounts with Panera - Current Account # 149145 

Good afternoon, 

It appears our department may have two accounts open. Maybe you could check into it for us. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From." Accounts Receivable [mailto:AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com] 
Seat." Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:47 AM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." New Billing Process for UNC Accounts with Panera - Current Account # 149145 

Dear Valued UNC Customer, 

We have been working with Justin Hanford and Fahir Zulfikar in UNC’s Disbursement Services Department to 

better streamline the billing and payment process for invoices. 

After a very productive conference call, it was decided that the followin8 process will need to be 

implemented: 
1. We will set up one account for each department that currently has an account with Panera Bread. This will 

allow us to eliminate more than half of the 709 individual accounts currently in our system. 

2. When placing an order at one of the local cafes, you will need to provide the following information: 

a. The Panera account number assigned to your department 

b. Your full first and last name and the name of your department 

c. A check request number. Per Fahir in UNC’s Disbursement Services, you will be able to create an 

incomplete check request, provide us that number at the time of the order, and then complete the check 

request once the invoice is received by your departments Business/Accounting personnel. 

3. Invoices will be emailed to the Business/Accounting person in your department the day after the order is 

delivered or picked up and they will submit the check request to Central AP for payment. 

In order to facilitate this new process, we will need you to provide some information to us. Please simply 

forward this email to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com with the information requested filled in next to 

the letter "a" below: 

1. The complete name of your department and department number: 

a, 



2. The name of the Business/Accountin8 personnel for your department: 

a. 

3. The email address for your department’s Business/Accountin8 personnel: 

a. 

4. The phone number for your department’s Business/Accountin8 personnel: 

a. 

If you have any questions resardin8 this new process, please contact the followins: 

For UNC’s Disbursement Services: hanford@email.unc.edu 

For Panera Bread: accountsreceivable@panerabread.com 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Accounts Receivable Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:50 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: phone message 

Good morning Sonia, 

Ok, no problem. I just tried calling them. The number was working but I got his voicemail. I will see if he calls back. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

IZrom.¯ Colon, Sonia 
Sent," Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:46 AlVl 

To." Gore, Travis 
Subject," RE: phone message 

Good morning Travis 

Because [ just work 12 hours a week on Battle Hall building, will be very helpful if you can coordinate with the blinds people 

when to get access of the room to perform the job; so, feel confident to ask them if the purpose of the call is for a visit 

schedule. 

[ try to call to the number you provided, but is not on service. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

IZrom.¯ Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:26 plVl 

To." Colon, Sonia 
Subject," phone message 

Hi Sonia, 

Andrew from Budget Blinds called for you. His number is. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia! information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:00 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: turn heater on 

Hi Sonia, Thank you for this information. It is good to know. See you in the afternoon. -Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: turn heater on 

Hello Travis 

Just to let you know, the heater will be turn on during the last week of October. If the building got too cold, you can 

request a special job at 962-1088, with Roby. 

See you this afternoon. 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public PoKey Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:29 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: turn heater on 

Dear Kenneth, 

I have some follow up information regarding the heating. It sounds like they will be turning on the heat for the whole 

building sometime next week but if it gets too cold now then we can call Roby at 962<1088 to request a special job. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: turn heater on 

Hello Travis 

Just to let you know, the heater will be turn on during the last week of October. If the building got too cold, you can 

request a special job at 962-1088, with Roby. 

See you this afternoon. 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public PoKey Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 8:23 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Lunch today 

Good morning Eunice, 

That sounds great. 

Thank you, 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 7:56 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Lunch today 

Good morning Eunice 

Thank you so much for the invitation, I will be at AAAD at :12. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 5:49 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch today 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings and Happy Friday! 

Thanks for all your hard work during my recent time away. 

Can we have lunch today between 12.00pm-1.00pm? Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:01 PM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 290 Connect Carolina 

Dave, 

Have no fear. It is now showing up on Connect Carolina° 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD 290 Connect Carolina 

Travi s, 

Do you happen to know when the course description for AAAD 290 next semester will show up on Connect 
Carolina? It doesn’t show up there now, and I fear that no one will sign up once registration opens. 

--Dave 

Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
UNC-CH 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

dpier@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 2:54 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20131025144652107.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.25.2013 14:46:51 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:00 PM 

D SA Union Events Management <eventsmanagement@unc.edu> 

RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 
10/22/2013 

Hi Emma, 

No, that’s ok but thanks anyway! 

Best, 
Travis 

From: DSA Union Events Management 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Travis, 

We have to make reservations at least two business days in advance by noon. So unfortunately, we cannot make your 
reservation for the 28th. The earliest we can do it now will be for Wednesday, the 30th. Please let me know if you would 
like to proceed with your reservation for that day. 

Thanks, 
Emma Gilmore 

Office of Events Management 
Carolina UNon 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919.966.3832 I eventsmanaqement@unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent= Friday, October 25, 2013 10:11 AM 
To: DSA Union Events Management 
Subject= RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Jamie, 

Sorry, I was out yesterday. Actually, any room would be fine just as long as it is equipped to show a dvd and can 

accommodate up to 40 students. 

Thanks much! 

Travis 

From: DSA Union Events Management 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Travis, 
That space is not available for that time frame on 10/28. Is there any other room you would be able to have it in? 



Best, 
Jamie Mitchell 

Office ~[ Even[s Managemen[ 
Oarolina Union 
The University of No~h ©arolina a[ Chapel Hill 
919,96&3832 I eventsmanaqement@unc.edu 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:33 PM 
To," DSA Union Events Management 
Subject," RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Dear events management, 

Thank you for the room earlier this week. It worked out great. The professor said not everyone could make it to the 

film screening and he would like to do it again for those that missed it on Monday Oct. 28th from 7=9pm. Would that be 

possible? 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From-" eventsmanaqement@unc.edu [mailto:eventsmanaclement@unc.edu] 
Sent," Monday, October 14, 2013 4:17 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject," Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Travis, 
Please review the summary of your reservation below and respond to this email to confirm. Please note that no food and 
beverage are permitted in classrooms as well. 

Best, 
Hailey Ziegelhofer 
Office of Events Management 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Carolina Union Office of Events Management 
FPG Student Union Room 3105 

UNC-CH, CB #5210 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-5210 

P. 919- 966-3832 / F. 919-962-3719 

Confirmation 

Customer 

Travis Gore 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall 

CB 3395 

Reservation: 94576 

Event Name: AAAD 130 

Status: Not Available 

Phone: 966-5496 

Email Address: st.qore~email.unc.edu 

Event Type: Screening 

Bookings / Details Quantity Price Amount 



All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM AAAD 130 (Not Available) Genome Science G010 
Reserved: 7:00 PM - 9:15 PM 
As is/Previous Set for 72 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms 
are under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 

Carolina Union staffwill be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union staff 
regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion of the 
meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 

Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 

CANCELLATION 

All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two 
business days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 

Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in 
the cancellation of your meeting. 

Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a 
no-show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 
IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 

This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 
House Staff is not responsible for providing technical assistance, set-up or tear-down of equipment or sets for your 
meeting. 

Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 

All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
about the nature of your event will result in the loss of reservation privileges for your organization. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 
966-3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmana.qement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 

University of North Carolina 

FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 



3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms are 
under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 
Carolina Union staffwill be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union staff 
regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion of the 
meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 

Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 

CANCELLATION 
All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two business 
days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 
Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in the 
cancellation of your meeting. 
Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a no- 
show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 
IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 
This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 
House Staff is not responsible for providing technical assistance, set-up or tear-down of equipment or sets for your 
meeting. 

Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 

All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
about the nature of your event will result in the loss of reservation privileges for your organization. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 966- 
3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmana.qement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 
University of North Carolina 



FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 
3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:18 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Budget Blinds quote 

Good morning Sonia, 

Ok, [ w[[[ make sure he has access° 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Budget Blinds quote 

Good morning Travis 

I will appreciate very much if you can give access to Budget Blinds personnel, to office 306 ( Esther’s office), so they can 

take the measures° Please, notice they are going to be at battle Hall during the afternoon on Thursday° 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Work @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:51 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Budget Blinds quote 

No I was not...I can be out there Thursday afternoon for sure 

Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 11:00 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Andrew 

Were you able to go to Battle Hall building? 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Budget Blinds quote 



Hey Sonia, 
I will be in Chapel hill today.. If you guys can have that other office unlocked I will measure it and 
get your order going today...thanks so much 

Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 1:04 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Andrew 

Please let me know when you can start the blinds installment job. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: ’Andrew Briley’ 
Subject: RE: Budget Blinds quote 

Hello Andrew 

Please find attached signed estimate, as our acceptance of the price for the blinds job, on 

office :1 and office 2. 

To be able to add your company as UNC system vendor, please fill and sign the attached W-9 

form° 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Budget Blinds quote 

~mail.com] 

Sonya, I apologize for not getting this quote to you earlier. I know you called in last 
week to ask for it. I have attached it to this email. This quote includes a 30% discount 
off of our retail prices. Our Signature Series blinds have a Limited Lifetime Warranty 
from the manufacturer as well as our No Questions Asked Replacement Policy for 5 
years. Please let me know any questions you have moving forward. I know that I 
couldn’t get in to measure the other office last time I was out there so I just estimated 
the price based on the other office. If the windows are larger than what I estimated the 
price will not change. Thanks so much for your patience. 

-Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 10:03 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Small Order Process Notification 

Hi Sonia, 

Try this one and see if it works. 

aaad@listserv.unc.edu 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 9:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: RE: Small Order Process Notification 

I found this one, which is old. The recent attempt to use the list server I cannot find. 

However, it list an erroneously e-mail address. It should be scolon@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lyris ListManager [malto:[yris-rroreplv@;1istserv.unc.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:36 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: RE: Small Order Process Notification 

Sorry, but Lyris ListManager did not find your email address 
-> "sonia_colon@med.unc.edu" 

listed as a member of sop_questions. 

Only members of sop_questions are allowed to contribute messages. 

Because Lyris ListManager could not confirm that you are a member of sop_questions, 
your message was not accepted. 

Return-Path: <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Received: from lnxip0i.isis.unc.edu ([152.2.0.72]) by listservl.its.unc.edu with SMTP (Lyris ListManager WIN32 version 11.3b); 
Thu, 31 Oct 2013 08:36:18 -0400 
X-RemoteIP: 152.2.79.120 
X-Group: ACCEPTLIST 
X-Policy: SACCEPTED 
X-MID: 1128218228 
X-SBRS: 5.1 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: ApcBAEFOclKYAk9412dsb2JhbADGEA4BAQEBAR4HNQ 
X-IPAS-Result: ApcBAEFOclKYAk9412dsb2JhbADGEA4BAQEBAR4HNQ 
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.93,608,1378872000"; 

d="pdl~?scan’208";a=" 1128218228" 
Received: from its-msxht5m.ad.unc.edu ([152.2.79.120]) 
by mxip0i.isis.unc.edu with ESMTP/TLS/RC4-SHA; 31 Oct 2013 08:36:17 -0400 

Received: from its-msxmbs4f.ad.unc.edu ([169.254.4.95]) by 
ITS-MSXHT5M.ad.unc.edu ([152.2.79.120]) with mapi id 14.03.0158.001; Thu, 31 
Oct 2013 08:36:17 -0400 



From: "Colon, Sonia" <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
To: "SOP_Questions@listserv.unc.edu" <SOP_Questions@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Small Order Process Notification 
Thread-Topic: Small Order Process Notification 
Thread-Index: AQHO lcY0bZxGLBnTQESDNNrMZyHeFZoOvj sA 
Date: Thu, 31 Oct 2013 12:36:16 +0000 
Message-ID: <2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOCSAAOFEE8212C4354@ITS-MSXMB S4F.ad.unc.edu> 
References: <201310302317.r9UNHSnH000158@mr2d.isis.unc.edu> 
In-Reply-To: <201310302317.r9UNHSnH000158@mr2d.isis.tmc.edu> 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [152.19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

botmdary=’’_002_2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8212C4354ITSMSXMB S4Fadun_" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 

-- 002 2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8212C4354ITSMSXMBS4Fadun 
C~nten~-Type: texl!plain; charset="us-ascii’’                                  - 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

Please see attached. I do not tmderstand why you think is an incorrect ven= 
dor. Please see attached. The commercial name is USA Flooring and the regis= 
tered name is The Lloyd Group, LTD DBA USA Flooring (please see attached = 
W-9) 

Thank y ou, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SOP_Questions@unc.edu =20 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 7:17 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Small Order Process Notification 

PO ID CR NUMB DEPT VENDOR RESULTS 

EPO0282857 S 110945 3279 V0002128850 Check Request Rejected 

Notepad Comment:          NAME: AMMAR YAMEEN 

INCORRECT VENDOR. CANNOT ALSO HAVE SALES TAX AND WE NEED A= 

N 
1NVOICE. 

-- 002 2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8212C4354ITSMSXMBS4Fadun 
Content-Type: application/pdf; name="20131031082938387.pdP’ 
Content-Description: 20131031082938387.pdf 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="20131031082938387.pdP’; 

size=354549; creation-date="Thu, 31 Oct 2013 12:32:30 GMT"; 
modification-date="Thu, 31 Oct 2013 12:32:30 GMT" 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 

JVBERi0xLjMKJZKgoooKNCAwlG9iago8PC9UeXB1L 1 hPYmplY3 QKL 1N 1YnR5cGUvSW lhZ2UKL 1 dp 

ZHRoIDE3MDQKL0hlaWdodCAyMTk3 Ci9CaXRzUGVyQ29tcG9uZW50IDEKLONvbG9yU3BhY2UvRGV2 
aWN1R3 JheQovRmlsdGVyWy9DQ01UVEZheER1Y29kZVOKLOR1Y29kZVBhcm 1 zWzw8LONvbHVtbnMg 

MTcwNCAvUm93 cyAyMTk3Pj 5dCi9MZW5ndGggMTI 1NDE 1 Cj 4+CnN0cmVhbQoAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 

gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQ 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 

KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 
BYKQAWCkAF~pABYKQAWCkAFpq SZhKACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 



IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 

sFIAMgI9pbbfAA7M2kPaUTbwAHa2FUHuAgKTbwAHa0HUHscOCk28AB2sA6g9moIFNt8ADtYB 1Bmg 
g7C025gA7JRblBmhdNIZAB2 SDEjNDTDgA7JCTj odBOODVmIaHZ+fitpYAB2qlWF8/D8bj CDqCeQ4 

vHgdtEgAO 1UqgTj 4E4xxAgwwT24mHgI21UAHaqWoYw8DGBgIIcMcC9nhuTaVQAdqhaj gdnZYVjgg 
gSY3Hg4Kzz420qgA7VT 1LCs7Lj ssNQF48LDwrPQ20qAA7VT 1Pzs7Pzs+NWFs/Kz47OgRtKgAO 1Qt 

T8oOz87PjMCQflZ8dnwdtKoAO 1UtD87Oz87Pj Axwczs+OzwHb SoADtVLQ/Ozs/KD4xooOZ2fHZ2e 
G21QAHaqMM!Ozs/Oz4xooPyguOzt8baVAAdkgyD87Oz87PjLo5wflb87OD420qAA7JBcoLCs7LCs 

+MvzKC48Pj s4PCbSoADslDFjHHh4GMPjthnY7KB4fHZwTjb SqADtYB7B+PgTj 44MMMYGOfnZ2GG0 

qAA7WQTATj 8L58cPQH8E4uOzwUc20qAA7Wg/iTOYkz44eoc4Ty47Pic20qAA7 S4dB46S2nLU22Vg 

Ar6NMAwAVw2mAgAK4bTAQAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB2 CrEP3j 46dOoQ6HQ6cD 1 CHRSxwKx4eHTodj4 
6HTq06fdQh0POFHQ7HN8dD46HQ5jofHQ+Oh98dQnXJsDQAOwQCmCqOMcMDm+Ox8fHTodPj46HQ6H 

x08OrW0sAHYIBVDN2BgA7BAJYKQ4Mw4HguOBtDK2BgA7BAJQMo4OOGWODYOHHFHBpHDJBIHA8UcD 

gcNUcGscHHAsHDIDL2BgA7BAJoYHDIQ4HgcDhld3pDgqj hk2wMAHYIBNBXHDOOC44ccNg4o5DhnHA 

nHDVHDOOB4ccMocMgGkcMDgeBPsDAB2CATAg4FxwUDhlDgg4HkOBQOIOIOFHGOGgcHHDjhoHEHMc 

QcM44UcG44ZQ4o4bBwMDhnHDOOMcKOGQDbsDAB2CAVQzdgYAOwWHQ6H59p/FRB SojqMfHQ+PjofH 
x8dD9rZdGEVICQ6fHTodOrY6vHQ6Hh2Oh4fHGOQ4UeHMcKOBA4x8fHY8OKOBzBX2BgApkhTT9FC5 

Oh0OnY6HC7AwAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABZiwmmFgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 

B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAtF21Kv2MmnWADtVCsmZYIZ 1 +xk06wAdqoVkzKgRLr9j Jp 1 gA7VQrJmU 
03t/YyadYAO 1U3 Q+yZ1Ei2P7GTTrAB2qtkIxeD9j+xk06wAdqro3 sF43 OCxmwmUz8v/Ke5z8Y/HR 

/u8cy 9Zn9Vchhs7evmmm4AO 1 VnFsJwccWzNhsfDwTvhMl~x9Qx6/xcxycfC93 n/rl~x+NA+GPX/NMc 

AHaq6CQHwG8GbDVH1FDuzxw8N3 nfdFjd24h93k7uvP/WbvmPHnsblf80xwAdqoSyHTnBWcFBwzYb 

zx/6+7rLLOPK+7K7Hdi7uvPz7eV2tdfzv+aY4AO 1UJb587dnjtGwnnz31931/99/LO7u7LsivvP/ 
XdX lfcX 1/zTHAB2qhLfPj h48ZsUU4/TvvnX/338s7/o/+yO68/9d/FrdPzr/mmOADtVCW8PnB48Z 

sUH0fpR307/77887Dx9d8Jfef+u/j qDvzr/mmOADtVZ3 z528eM2KjvR0776d/99+d+B4+u8N/O8/ 

9d/HUHfnX/tNwAdqrPe+dvHjNixxH6Ud90/+6PO/MP/7uzzvP/Xfx 1 SOdt’80xwAdqrofPnB48Z sC 

Tx+nffOv/zjuizD+u7+7rz/138dWRzr/2m4AO 1U6Pj s7ePHcbFHGe+vvn3 f52Q5dh/XcXd 157q7+ 
LWRzr/mmOADtVdHMPZ48cGbC/Fyi7zu6z/ytw/iP/uLLO891 d/droussmm4AO 1 VnfhcPHj cjYa4s 

b0OHnji7/6BuK/m6HdfflB3 f27Udu+25ZQbTHAB2qnM6C8dnj hmw2Lw8E74X//8ILnl 3Yx+6+6x 

i 13 +CxWLwx7Bj zTHABkMxRGwmVDmdFM5qfOB136mucLO+/3 C7/87+KZwpuE03 ABaAoO 1QQAFoUhG 
qCgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALQBbWoADtYGbmPsf 
JJUalqeRE5FpnYiGIiB 7NHAB 2 SB CjN1MEJJSEB cKF8ZcXxZnMXUXRnGMj sNswTAB2qhRUzZTI~xVj 

Cj cy+DwVvdOxjd4xzwqTsNu0FRu63 QyGzBMAHaoQ6HhUzZY0qBX8MgeC+Vlwz7yuuHqLIP6PD87K 

t0NB swTAB2qGWGbLG1QLUk8DwVf39J 19F3TqyLrTn/1Y/Qj mzBMAHaoerooeBIzYKwLRnWc0KyNP 

A814vydH9PqyOfp/fa79DObMEwAdqhhi2Y44COzYF53/D4fE/gsU+rIuG4uC9uVC7eT8c8nRz59W 
Rz4fS+frvzh+m+zBMAHaoM4 SASAj mbAnO/xjuxbD2 Jf9rEWCuLYTMcXhMx2n4vyffPn6xHOj nz/t 

OL5 +ePswUAB 2qi+buAezxmwLzv88oz20/KLuqD7dLnnjyyutiKLol~xT5wcHf3 z5/2nf8/+8zBMAH 

ZIJlj c7PH0bAvO/v/j pfEcWVXp3 ou/mm7i/n0r7p8851 fWnO6Dr/nu3 mYJgA7JRIeNzs7Zss87 

+/+O18R351 +nEiyn3 f3/3 CLG5qK+nPOPRuQfRjkH5dR5PMwTAB2sj gEd88jZZ538MccP+d4786/T 
iIsp9857+8ReMfCWU+fraDH9M5Ph/f8V8bMFAAdrZOCO+dmbLHO/gPZ5zsEzirg+Mizp3znBIxke 
iB 3 dOfVat/TRjp4gY7yvviZgmADtKNwR3 h2Zssc7+L/jjnXZ5xp4ijIs6d85w96eqi99Pnl 5f068 

MPlfHezBQAHaW3 aHztmyzzv4q6OdF3 nGMyO8izp3 z4g+ury9T+nl 4i068i+yzfuZgmADtU+N2g8d 

n2bBXO6vTz86P/sfE SO5FIPvn3 h9el~xEf/p 14j 16ojpXZj/bMEwAdqjccHfD54N2bAvT6umvo+u 

x8vU+0XXV3 V4frJ4ZIu6dUMterDz93PJmCYAO 1QPYWDs8G5mwJ0reWKPO6zit++w3 z6zi53Y7sed 
+kQsskQddTn5B rLufNYyI/dzzZgoADtUC+JDw+J2bAvQUfw Sxc C2Mf+/1 CzFw7E4LwmegWxeyAuC 

cFgTQXqwsCB6KL/tmCgAO 1UU5TVbvNgrQb/lhTOFxv/dVCoHh4P9zoLnoFsf5AXz8PY9Rz7CYWuR 

xf9 swUABaFX/2GqkSexpM 1UABaFX/kITTEAAtCpfy GbTEAAtCpzUhG0xAALQFtqqoALQFNqkgALQ 

F7VJQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWUWQTJUUzV8AHamGDcaEGSoIKNq8ADt 
TDBuBBRGphBXavgA7UwwbmHyL6k82qCAA7VFBxm6 SA9 S2qSgA7WWbj eNaltU1AB2ss4/ZvFWU/y/ 
cxHUX8H3 xNRKAB2sugTGbxlBO8E7HGMgxOhy7wVqLYAO 1 lzDwRu/VW88rsdwyQ7sOLPKJqLQAO 11 

+cHbN3tbrO7q7sYdLq3nni7ai0ADlZfvDvN4tefnfPu6EH 1Pu6vImosgA7WX75m9L SnXxT7/gbyn 

RdXomotAA7WX75m9LTpXx07/1FfTu/v4RqLIAO 118/Zuf0z98dO/8nR0ov77ONqLQAO 1 l++Zuf0p 
18U+/41~x0our7 s2otAA7WX7wzc 8HTr4p9/xPj p3 dX39NRZAB2svzt3 G+QfPzv+v/ScU+7q+LtqLQ 

AO 1 lzDwZvlNRdZ3 d5/RIX 13 V3 V8WNqLIAO 110CWRvZO7bvvGOef0ZDd9Q8599zm 1FoAHayzi8zfx 

OF64Xv6MgTxOur8IeaiyADIuj dCHj odCIYrw0OOHRafVpqLQALQJprYACOCW 1 sABaBLa2AAsFIAL 

B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAyGPSaA/ZI8b5uU5uOAD slEEMMzccc 
hIgLFQgtvUJB QY8Ukg0EnHuOMPPi49v7Ko 3 HAB 2qhRDDMUzYwEkYCJ1U CCs/MJSyzKBZi0HUE28+ 

Hl~xcIaWymNxwAdqoUQw2Js2MduVOp2avFfMX3 +0392FcPm75x6u5b+niM+LOGZPZVm44AO 1 QohDV 

GbGPqU/WnK8VwRWup3 f5 Jd9ZCLcfqMPPi!0ZHspzccAHaoaRqjNj H/KfpH1GK4 Jv5H+/yXy6uEW7 

/UYefF/8yx/ZRG44AO 1QOXVuHzmZxjhIzalP/vj 5kHaGXQf0iDp+mRn+o5xGj 1YcffzRQh7rFRzY 
Pzn3 iKtkdMindvh5 +eRB/9JEHj N/SDg/4nEcZuOADtUM527Y4tvhPFHCOzbh9/3j uxZivf3 Dux5D 

k4/HkOViniK96xj/DzeRhi9Ds6tXEcCjjj 4eCiPOfEI6hc3b445j sWEnz+C+RH/4/HkOOrenjj7c 
u3 di3fWPyfNxwAdqg5vHYJbwLYQcI5mlt7P+zxu+b0f+Hj ewR97p3ZPWM/p3juDHPGO7Gj IbvCHQ 

iD4G448b9t2nrpz5fqndmOox4d8x3 AoPP507Y7R9cx3jHdkO9aOZDvMeHeY+Orbu/+208Y5 G44AO 
1UXit2T1Ds4dk/bxml 2V/V3/V1L/LrK6zuuzt5Zh+nb76zzt6aLq2ow67vu4/3U8p8bkRa+Vvnld 



leTz+eUVfn9ndnllp31ZY8ffWV/8Wd2M3HAB2 SCW8dnZw7eNzO+zbP+/LLr+4//n//fl lflF 1 mH6 
d3X9/UWol! lyvDr/+7z3RB/04xxUaju+/v6vJg5FGnE67v6v608/umruvos7+oujccAHZKJDx2+ 
cHDxuZ2bB/9id/z4kf+f/9/XcX8X+Yfp3 dz7/46hIp9yvD8/+7z88geU53 miCd38+/+8mEHiKKsL 
IPe/i!D+//r593dO/OL+P43HAB2tFDx2+cOwR2hmxAexf+pzx7/Pg9/fSB4v8w/Tv/n2FjqzO6JX 
hl//caA9dfTi6PVi3z5zh7yef8WHV84DuHi/D+u598+/+nfdAd6ebj gA7Wyd47fOHAO7QzYgPeH9 
TnyP/Pg8XfSB7/8w/Tv/n2Fj qz905Xh+f/caA6ejpxz0dRD98+fAe8nn8CWQf9Adw9/5EOL3Pvn3 
/07o7Dv0zccAHaUbvHb5w401 CdoZ sRB4f/Ofl!8+g/v+MO/zDw6/+feR 1Z+IErw/P/uNGBcU+Oej 
1 s758+L 1 mTz93 fGRz4kXq78gP3Pvn3/0847vUc43HAB21G7x28OHbQZ2bEQeH/z7z3 +fQf3/GHf5 
l~xHn/PvI6s 9PvJyLP/uNGBd8+Oej 0u758+PTJ5 +/qbRz4yMO/I52c++ff/TzfzIvj ccAHap8bnb s 
7OHbQVq32bZMf/PvR/5/kXXcQf/npHs/595HVo59xPR9/9xHzFfPi!RB/938+8PJ5+/o+j l~xEYf 
+ip5/X/X/T+x/sj+NxwAdqgew9gluyisJY3ZtcRh/3 Vx/rP8P7/vIv89e139 leRlaLq4nUu/+7qS 
Su7z7DiLK+d 1 eHk8/f0fR/5kZF+jP5d5d5z//x/sj+NxwAdqgXA9h8eBOEsbmbXX5h867q+HDznX 
59/278/8tHz7nW8r76siuy SPH//3 lauzR2+rsrtH3FDvm7ur81efug47kVvLO3 fd+jR27sd2c7L3 
9nbgzccAHaoE8h3Bjlz4TxcJ2bYJmHOFmPBj+cxLu/8Eu/wwws+Yo/gl9WQJOYCz/+8FwRAkxfFq 
CwMfvnjj 8TjB 5/CHoFICeJgl355HYTscfdBKUxMGPG44AOyUzwatDr3NDrXnZm0z/DRBnOdHmc/U 
1/5cp/PUZ+hP+WdXoUONDP/9+flo SDOYgfG/inuZymwef5x2WieQVC5Tz5FG5/uf5xnzj 84Ru4AM 
hVtJXrx6bJUADIVb SV68emyVAAyGxWkr 149NkqABkNjaRPXj02 SoAGQ2TS Sa72myVAAyEppAWvHp 
slQALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 
gAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC 
wUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 
ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA7CmOY7HY7HY7HMcIOxzHY5j sdj 4+Ox2OxzHY7Hx8cQ 
fHx2Pj 47HxSdj 4+OxSfHY+Ox2OxSdj scx2PjjHY7HY7HMdj sfHGOxwwOxScY7HY5j sdjmOx2OxzH 
Y+Pj sdj scx50Pjt2Ox203Y7HMdD47HQ+Oh8fHTofHY+Pj of HbodOh06Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ6dD46dO 
h06H3 Q6dDp0OnQ+Oh90OnQ/adD46dWnQ6dDp0PjofHQ+Oh90OnQ+Pj 46Hx0Pj 46dDp0Pjp06Hx0P 
2nQ6dD46Hx0Puh8dD7ofHQ+Oh06Hx0Pj46dD4+OnY6Hx0Pxux8dOh8dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+PjofHQ+ 
6HTofHY+OnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8dOnQ6dD46dOh06dDp 1 adDp0OnTp0OnQ+OnV46Hx06dDp0OnTofHTo 
dOh+06HTodHTodOvTodOnTodOh06HTp 1 adDp06tOh8dOrVp0OnWIdWrXp0b JYAOwrHGPj of HQ+Ox 
8dD4+Oh8fHGPj scY5j sfHY4g+Ox8fHY+Ox8dj47HCDg2Dl~x2OxzHY4x8fHQ4x2OMcY7HGPjocY+O 
xSdjjHGPj sdj 4+Ox2Pj sfHQ+Pj sfHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHY+OhSfHY7Hx2Pj 46HxSdD46Hx2PjofHx0 
Pj47Hx2PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj sdj 46Hx8fHQ+PjofHx2Pj sdj sfHQ 
+OhSdD4+OxSfHQ+Pj ofHY+OxSdj 4+Ox2PjofHY+OhSfHx0Pj 46Hx2PjofHQ+Pj46Hx2Pj46Hx0Pj 
46HxSfHQ+PjofHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx2Pj ofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHY+OxSdj 46HxSdD47Hx0 
Pj46Hx8dD4+Ox8dD4+Oh8dj47Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Ox8dj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj 4+Oh8dj47Hx2Pj sfHQ 
+Pj ofHY+Pj ofHY+OhSdj sfHQ+OxSfHQ+OxSdj 47HY+OMdj47Hx2Pj scY7HY5j scEXMwAdhSHQ+Pj 
ofHQ+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj46HxSdOh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx06HxSdD4+OhSfHx06 
Hx8dOh8fHQ+Pj46Hx8dD46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj 46dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8dD46dD46Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46dD 
46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjo 
fHx06HxSdDp0Pj ofHx0Pj46HxSdD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj4+OhSdD4+OhSdOh 
8dD4+Oh8fHGPj sfHQ4x8dD46Hx0Pj ofHY+Pj46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHTofHx0Pj sdj46Hx8dD4 
+OnQ+PjofHQ+Ox8dD4+Ox8fHQ+Oh8dj46dD4+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHY+Pj 46Hx2Pj sfHQ+Ox8dOh8dj 47 
Hx0Pj 4+Oh8dD4+Oh8dj 47Hx0Pj 46Hx2Pj 46Hx8dD4+Ox0Pj 46dD47Hx8dD47Hx0Pj47HY+Pj sdj 4 
7HxSdDjHx2PjjHY+OxSdj46HGOMdj 47HY7HGOEHY4ccDwbjjXMwAdhWPjofHx0Pj odD4+OxSdD4+ 
Pjp0Pj 46Hx06HxSdOh8fHQ+OnQ6dD46HxSfHQ+PjofHTofHx0Pj 46dD4+OnQ+Pjp0Pj46HxSfHQ+ 
OnQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dD4+Pjp0Pj ofHTofHx0Pj ofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pj of Hx 
0Pj47Hx0Pj46Hxxj46HxSdj46HxSdD47HY+OMfHQ+Oxxj sfHxSdDjHY7HGPj sfHY7Hxxj44g4YHC 
DiDgoHCDI~x2OHHBBw0Dsdj mOIOMcY4QcY7HDj gTj 44ccCBOOBA7Hx2OEHGOMcGBwUDiDjHGPj gwO 
GB2OMcxxj gYHx2PjhoHY5j ocxxBwwOMfHGOIOMcY7Hx2Oxxj sfHGOxSdD44x0Pj4+OhSdD4+OnQ+ 
Oh8fHQ+OhSfHY+OhSfHTofHQ+PjpuagA7CgQcQfHQ4xScxScY+OxScMD46Hx2OMcY+OGgdj 4+Ox8 
fHx0Pj 4+Ox8fHY+Oxxj sdj scx2OY7HY+OhwwOxw4+OGB2Pj scFA7HCDgwOx8dj47Hx0OMdj47Hxx 
j46Hx2Pj sfHY+Ox2PjofHx0Pj ofHMdDjHx2Pj ofHx0Pj 4+OhSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0P 
jofHx0Pj46dD47HxSdD46dD46Hx0Pj ofHY6dD4+OhSfHY+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj 47Hx0Pj sfHQ+Pj 
ofHx0Pj 4+Oh8dD46Hx2Pj sfHx2Pj sdD44x8fHTofHQ+Ox8dD4+Pjocx0PjofHx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh 
8fHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj46HxSdD46HxSdD46dD46HxSfHQ+PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+Pj of Hx06Hx0Pjp0P 
j46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pj 46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj sfHQ+Pj of HQ+OhSf 
HQ+Pj of Hx0PjofHx0Pj46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx8dOh8dD4+uZgA7CkOnQ+Oh 
8dD4+Oh8dD46dD4+OnQ+O3 Q+Oh8fHx8dD4+Oh8dD47Hx06Hx26HTofHTofHTofHx06Hx27Hbsdux 
8dD4+Ox0PjofHQ+Pjp0Pj 46HxSdj sfHTodOh06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx26Hx0Pj sdj 4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Pj 
ofHTofHQ+Pjp0OnQ+Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx0Pj 4 
6dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHTodOh8dOh8dOh8fHTofHQ+PjofHQ+OnQ+PjofHx06Hx06Hx0Pj4 
6Hx0Pj of HTodD4+Oh8fHTofHx06Hx0PjofHx06Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dD46dD46Hx8fHTofHQ+Oh8dO 
h06Hx8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOnQ+PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dDp0 
Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+ 
Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46Hx06HTofHx0Pj46Hx 
06Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pjodj4+Oh8fHQ+OMfHY+Oh8c 1 zQAHYVjlg0Pjlg0PjofHQ+OnQ+Oh8f 



Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8fHx06Hx0Pjp0PjofHTofHx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx8dD4+Pjp0Pj 46dD4+OnQ+Pj of 

HTofHQ+OhSdD4+OnQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj of HQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSfHQ+OnQ+O 
nQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD4+Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHTofHQ+PjofHx06HQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHQ+P 

j ofHTofHx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHQ+OnQ+PjpOPj 46Hx06Hx 
8dD46Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46HxSdOhSdOh0Pj 46HxSdD4+OnQ+Pj of HQ+O 

nQ6dD46dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8fHQ+O 
h8fHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+PjofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pjof 

Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 47Hx0Pj 47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD47HY+Pj sfHQ+Oh8dD4+Ox0Pj46dD47HY7dj 

sdjmOx203Y7HY7Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+uaAA7CofHx0PjofHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj 46dD46dD46dD46dOh 

8fHQ+OnQ+OhSdOhSdD4+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj46dD4+OnQ+Pjp0Pj 46HxSfHQ+OhSdD46dD46dD4 
6dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD46Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0P 

j46Hxxj46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj4+Oh8dD47HGPjjHEHx8dD47HGPj sfHQ+Ox2OCDofHGOEHY7H 

GOCgcGscx2OIOBA4QcQfHDA+Ohwg4x2Oh8cx2OMdjl~xxjmOh8fHQ+Ox2OCDjHQ+OGBxjhB2Oxwg6 

HMdj 47HxwwOQ4YHGOGBzHDOPDw4EDl~x8cGB8cY7Hx2Pj l~xxjhgcIOx2OMcOPj sdj 47Hx0Pj scY+O 
x8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dD4+uZgA7CmPj sdjkPjocx8fHMdD47H 
x2Pj 47Hx8dj sfHQ+OMfHQ4x8djjHx8dj4+PjofHx8dD4+Oh8fHY+PjofHGOh2Pj sfHCD sfHY7HY+ 

OHHGOhwg5jocY+Ox2OBA7HEHx0OMfHGPj scY7Hx2Pj sfHY+Ox0OY6Hx8dD44x8dD46dDsfHY+Oh8 
fHY+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTodOh8dOh8fHTofHTofHQ+Pj of HQ 

+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+PjofHQ+Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dD45jofHx06Hx0Pj of HY+OnQ+ 
PjofHx0Pj46Hx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj sfHTofHTofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 4+Oh8dD46dD4+Oh8 

dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46 

Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj of HQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx0 

Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnY+Oh8fHTc 1AB2FY+OnQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8 
fHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx2Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj46dD46Hx8fHQ+Pj sfHx8fHGOx8dj sfHQ+P 

jofHQ+PjofHx8dD4+Oh8dD47HY+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4 

+Ox8dD4+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD 
4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OnTodOhSdOhSdOhSdOh8fHQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj p0Pj of H 
Q+OhSdOhSdD4+OnTodOhSdOhSdD4+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHQ+Pjp0Pj46HxSdD46dDp0Pj of Hx06Hx 

8dD4+Oh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOnQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+PjofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx 

06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46H 
x8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dD46Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46dD46Hx 
06Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dj 46Hx2Pj sfHY+OEXMwAdhePj46Hx0PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46dD46dD4+Oh8 

fl-ITofHx06Hx0Pj ofl-Ix06Hx0Pj 46HxSdD46dD46dD4+Pjp0Pj 46HxSfHQ+Pjp0Pj 46dDp0Pj ofl-IQ+ 

Oh8fHx06HxSdD46HxSdD46Hx06HTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8 
dOhSdOhSfHTofHTodOhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSd 
D4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Ox8dD46Hx0 
PjofHx0Pj46HxSfHQ+OxSdD4+Oh8fHTofHx0Pj ofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx0PjofHx0Pj 46dD4 

+Oh8dD46Hx8dOh8fHx0PjofHTofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj of Hx2PjofHT 

ofHTofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox 

8dD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+PjofHx2PjofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0OxSdD47Hx2Pj of Hx2OxSdj47HDjjHEH 
DA4ccx0PjjXMwAdhWOnQ+OhSfHQ7Hx0Pjp0Pj 4+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx06dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj ofl-IxSdD4 

6dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHx06Hx8dOh8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dOh8dOnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx06HTof 
Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdOhSdD4+OnQ+Pj of Hx0PjofHTofHY 
7dD47Hx0Pj47HY+PjofHY+OhSdjp0Pj46Hx06HxSdDt2OxSfl-IQ+OxScnY+OMdj sfl-IQ5j sdj mOx2P 
j47HbofHY7HY7HY+OnQ+OxzHY7djofHQ+Pj 47Hx0Pj 47HY+Oh8fHx0Pjp2Ox2OMdOh8fHx0Pj 46H 

xyHMdj 4+OnQ+OMdD47HMdD47HMdj 46Hx06Hx2Pjocx2OxSfHQ+OhSfHQ5j sdj46HMdjt2OxSdD4+ 

Oh8dD4+OnY7dD46Hx2OxzHQ+OxzHQ+Ox8dOh8djt2Ox8dOx0Pj46HbsdvDmOx203Y6Hx0PjofHx0 

Pj46HxSdPD4+OhSduh06Hx2Pjp0Pj ofHTp0OnQ+OhSfHTofHTofHTofHTc 1AB2Fbl~x0Pj odj mOb8 
fl-IxSdjjHxSdD4+Pj sdj46Hx2Pj sfHx0PjofHMdD47HxSdD4+Pj46HxSfHQ+Pj46HxSdD44x0OxSd 
j4+Ox8dj 47Hx2Ox2OMdD4+Ox8dj sfHx2OMcY7HGPj sfHY7HGOIPj 47HGPjofHY+Ox8dj 46Hx8dD4 

6HxSdD4+OxSdj 46Hx0Pj sfHY+PjofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofl-Ix0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSdOhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj46 

Hx0Pjp0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHQ+Oh8dD47Hx0Pj4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofl-IQ+Pj sfHx0Pj46Hx0Pj 
ofHx0Pj 4+OhSfHTofHQ+OhSdD4+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj 46HxSdD46HxSdD4+OnQ+OnQ+PjofH 

x0Pj ofHx2PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdD4+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj46H 

xSdD4+Oh8dOhSfHQ+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pj ofl-ITofHTofHTofHY+OnQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj p0Pj o 

fl-ITofHQ+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHTofHx0Pj46Hx9c 
zAB2FQ+PjofHQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHx06Hx8dD4+Oh8fHTofHx8dDsfHx0PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dOh8dD4+ 

Oh8fHx8dD4+OMcx2Pj sfHY+Oh8dDsfHx0Pj46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0 

Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSfHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pj p0Pj of Hx0Pj 

46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj of HTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ 
+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofl-Ix0Pj 46dDp0Pj of HQ+OhSdOh06HxSdOhSdOhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHTofHx0Pjp0OnQ 
+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pj46Hx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD4+OhSdOhSdD46dD4+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx06Hx06 
Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx0 
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dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+PiofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+PiofHx0Pip0Pip0Pip 



0OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHQ+O 
KuaAA7CsdD4+Oh8dj46Hx06Hx0P/j of Hx0P0x06Hx8dD46Hx06Hx0Pj4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+ 
Pj46HxSfHTofHTofHxSdD47Hx0Pj of HQ+Pjp0Pjp06Hx2PjofHTodOh06Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+OnQ+O 
h8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx2Pjp06Hx0P9j of Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dD4 
+OnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx06HxSdOhSdD4+OnQ+OhSdD4+O 
h8fHQ+Pj sfHx0Pjp0PjofHQ+OnQ7Hx0Pjp0Pj 46dD46dD46Hx06HxSdD4+OnQ+OnQ+OhSdD4+Oh8 
dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ6dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+Oh8fHTofHx0Pj46Hx0Pj46dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dD4+ 
Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh8dOhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp06Hx 
06HTofHTofHx0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pj46HxSdD46dD46HxSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OxSdD4+Oh8d 
D47Hx0Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8dj gg6HDj hBwo+Pj sfHY+PrmgAOwqHx0Pjk6Hx2OxSfpj of Hx8 
dUxSfHQ+Ox2PjofHx3 aHxSdOhSdD4+OhSfH+xSdOh8fHQ+Pj46dD47Hx0PjofHY6dD4+OnQ+Pj sd 
Oh8dj 46Hx0Pj sfHsQ+OnQ+Pjp0OxSdD4+OhSfHY6dj 46Hx0Pj 47Hx2OnQ+Pj 46HLgo+OhSdD4+Oh 
8fHQ+Ox8dj 4+Oh8fHQ+Ox2OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj sfHx2OhzHQ+OMfHQ+Oxxj mOx8djofHMch2Pj46Hx8 
fHY+Ox2Pj sdj 44g7H GPj hgfHQ+Oh8cx2Pj ocx0OMfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj mOh2Pj iD4+OhzHGOx2Pj of H 
Mdj 44g+Oxxj 4+OhzHY+Ol~xj sfHGOxSfHGOhSdD4+Oxxj 45DhB 8cOOEHQ+Pjj HQ7HMdjj HDj 47Hx2 
OGBwg4ccCBOPjjHQ+OMcY4g+OMdD4+OQ+OEHY7HY+Ox2Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ6dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ 
+OnQ+PjofH 1 zMAHYUx2OOGOh8c/nQ+OP007Ti2KPB sfHx2Ox7RvTQ+Pjp0PSx3 xj 1 mPj shj of HY6 
HTmcM4g+Ox2QY7HIdORwg6H/Q6dDp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46dDp0Pj of Hx0 
6Hx0Pj 46dD46HxSdOhSdD4+OnQ6dD46dD4+OhSfHTofHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSdD4+Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HQ+ 
Pjp0Oh8dOh8dD46Hx8dOh8fHTofHQ+Oh8fHTofHbofHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Pj of Hx0Pj46HTofH 
Q+Pj 46HxSdOhSdD46HxSdOhSfHTodOhSdD4+OnQ+OhSfHTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx06Hx0Pj 46dDp0Pj 
of Hx06Hx0Pj46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pjp 
0Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx06Hx0Pjp0Pj p0Pj ofHx0Pj of HTodOhSfHTodOhSdOh 
06dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+Ox8dOm5qADsKx06Hx 1XjofHQ/7Hx8dDv8 
f+H/Q6Hx3 qhSfHQ+Pj ofEY98Pj ofHx 17HuOmPjutj46HXWmOh/THQ+OnQ+Ok6HY+PSw0OnQ+DQ+P 
jofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Pj of HQ+PjofHx0 
Pj46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh06HTodOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj o 
fHx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh06Hx06dD46dD46dD46Hx0Pj46dOh8dD4+Oh8 
dOhSdOhSfHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj46dD4 
6HxSdD46dD46HxSdOhSfHQ+OnQ6dD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnTofHQ+OnQ+Pj o 
fHx0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 
sfHQ+Pj sfHQ+O 1 zQAHYXj47GY6Hx+mOhSfHTqmP9j qmOhSdFOPjp0Pj 4PH+xSfHTofHXofHXofpj 
of HxmOh8deq3Xjp0PjofEJOOnXyfHQ+Dx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHT 
ofHTofHTofHx0PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD46dD46dD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0OnQ+Pj of Hx0Pj4+OhSdOhSd 
Oh8dD46Hx0PjofHTofHTofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 4+OhSfHQ+PjofHQ+OnQ+OhSfHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx0 
Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46HxSdD46Hx06HxSfHTofHQ+OnQ+OhSfHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+O 
h8fHQ+PjofHTofHTofHY+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+PjofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pj of 
HTofHQ+Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj46Hx2Pj46Hx0Pj sfHx0PjofHx0Pj46HQ+PjofHx0PjjHGOx8d 
D4+OMdDjHDQOIPj47HGPj ofHQ+OlzQAHYUxSfL4+Oh/0Pj46Hx3 +PdIx2XQ6HxSdD6hDof9OhSfH 
TrsdD467Ix0Pg8dD465 J9PDp0Pj 4PHQ+P8k7HgcOx8dD4+Oh8dj 47HMdD4+Oh2Pj46Hx0Pj 45DjH 
xzHY6Hx8dD 4+Oh8cY4YHQ+Pj sfHY+OTsdj sfHx203 Q7HMch8cY7HEHx8dj 4+OxxBxuMdjj HY+Oh2 
Pjtxjocx2Pj ocOPj sfHY+Ox8dD44QdjjHGOMfHGOxwg4xxjjHGOx2OxzHQ+OMdj mOIOx8dj44IOh 
xjp2OhzHx0Pj47HEHx2OMcxw4+OFHMfHEHx0OY7Hx8dj ocx8cKOY6HDj sfHY5j odj4+Ox06Hx2Pj 
sfHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHY+OnTc 1AB2FCISBPFHxz8uRBKxR5QfY+Oh8fHfY+P5k 
MflSBVenBKIfQKkGDhSfHQ+OxSfHQ7Hx2Pj sfHx0Pj sdj 47Hx0Pj47Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+P 
jofHx0PjofHx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dD46Hx0Pj 47Hx8dD4 
+OhSdD4+OhSfHx0Pj46HxSdD46Hx0Pj 46HxSfHQ+OxSdj sfHQ+PjofHxSdD4+OhSdjofHxSdj 4+O 
h8dD47HxSdj 46Hx2Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj o 
fHx0Pj 46HxSdD46HxSdj46HxSfHQ+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+OhSfHQ+Pj of 
Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj of HTofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 
p0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx8dD46XNAAdhUPj r206JOP0x06dj/w+Mx6kPj qmPj ofOl~x+/Y+PjucOh8Zj 00 
Pjue6HyI69D9EPjp0Opw+Pzx8f0Q+dDp06onXY6dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dDp 
0Pj46Hx06HxSdD4+OhSdOhSdOh8fHQ+OnQ+OhSfHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHTp0Pj of liT 
ofHTodOh8dD46Hx06HTofHTp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD4+OhSdD 
46dDp0Pj 46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD46dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8 
dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+OnQ6dD46Hx8dOh06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD 
4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dOh06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj of HTofHTofHQ+P 
jp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHY+PjofHNc0AB2FY6H/Q6Hx36HTof9D4+ 
OnQ+Ovx8Qh0Ovx06Hx 1NDofH6IfHx8dYh36dD4+OnXY+Oh0Ix l+Oh8dOvQ6dDo6Hx0PkIfHxl 2Pj 
of9D46dD/odD4+jHQ/THx0P9jofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0 
Pjp0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj4+OhSdOhSdD4+OhSdOhSfHTofHQ+PjofHQ+OnQ+Pjp0PjofHx06Hx06Hx0P 
jofHQ+OnQ6dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0PjofHTodOh8d 
Oh8fHTofHTodOhSdD4+OnTofHTodOhSdD4+OnQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OnQ+OhSf 
HQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnTodOh8dOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ 
6dD4+Oh8fHO+PjofHTofHO+PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHO+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx8dD46dD4+Oh 



8dD47Hx8dD46dj sfHQ7dD4+Oh2Pj ocx8dDscx2PrmgAOwvH/h8dDv0Pj 08dD4+Oh/0Pj 5 CHY+OvY 
+Pj of7HQ+OpofHQ+Pj 8Y/2Pj 46HxSdehSfQhSfHQ/6Hx20+xSdUY+O6Y7H6IfH/Q6HxSdD/odOkG 
Oc8fHul~xj 46Hx2Pj sfHQ+OMfHQ+Ox8fHQ+Ox2OMfHQ+Oxwg+Oxw4+Ox2Pj46Hxxj sdj hB 8dj l~x8c 
MD44OOMfHDQOx8cY4g7HMcY+Oh8cY7Hx2PjjHY+Ox8cQcY7Hx8dj 47HY+Pj ocx2Ox8dj 47Hxxj 47 
Hx2Ox8fHQ+Ox8dj 46Hx8cY4x0Pj sfHGOx8cY6HDYOQ4QdjmOMdD4+Ol~xj47HCDscIOQ4o6HCDhBy 
HDA+Oxxj sfHEHGPjkOEHGOxxj sfHY+Ox8dD47Hx2Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8fXMwAdhRdj s 
cfC+McXxnB Jg/i+Q+Ox9z/Hx8fHfCUB+IcTh+Hox2P8J4Y4cxRz8x7hBOPj of Hx0Pj46dD47Hx0P 
j46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD47Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+PjofH 
Q+OhSfHTofHx0Pj46HxSdD47Hx0Pj ofHQ+PjofHQ+Pj sfHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSfHQ+OxSdD4+Oh8 
dD4+OhSfHx2Pj ofHQ+OhSdOhSfHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD47Hx2Pj of 
Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46dD46Hx06Hx2Pj 46Hx8dD46 
HxSdD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj46dD46HxSdD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pj of Hx0PjofHx0Pjof 
Hx0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh8dOhSdD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OhSfHTofHTofHQ+Pjofbmo 
AOwrH+x0Pj ofHQ/2Oh/2Pj sfpj02OhSd+xSdD479j rSfHQ+Pj 46Hx7mOxSd+hSe/HQ+Ox/0Pjp0P 
jof7HQ69j 4+Opw7HPkPj/w+OxSf5j/Y6Hx06H/Q+Oh/sdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHTofHTofHTofH 
x0Pj ofHTodOhSfHQ+Pj ofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj of H 
x06Hx8dD46dD46dD46dDp0OnQ6dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+OnQ6dD4+ 
OnQ+Pj ofHTodD4+Oh8dOh8fHTofHTofHQ+Oh8fHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0 
6Hx06Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD 
46Hx06HxSdD46dD4+OhSdOhSdOh8dD4+OhSdOhSdOhSfHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pj of HQ+ 
OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSfHQ+OhSfHTofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj ofHx2PjofHx2PjofHa5oAD sLx 1 +Oh 
8dD4/PH6Y6Hx8fonQ/6HTofHQ/ROh8fHQ/THXofHx06Hx8dOh/0Pj 46dD469Oh/kPj of Hx0P+nQ+ 
Oh8deh8deh8dD4+OvTofHTodeh8f7HQ+PjofHX469D46dD46H/Q+P+h0PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06H 
x0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8 
dD46dDp0Pj46HxSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSdOhSdD46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46dD46HxSdD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+P 
jofHQ+PjofHTofHx0Pj 46dDp0OnQ+Oh8fHTofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pjp0Pj4+OnQ+OhSdD4+OhSfHTofHT 
ofHTofHTofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8fHQ+OnQ6dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4 
6dD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh8dOhSdOhSdOhSdD4+OhSf 
HQ+OnQ+OhSdD4+OhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj sdj 44cfHY7Hx0Oxwg+OQ7XNAAdhWOvY6 
Hx0Pj/ffH/Y7Hzodj rSdOhSdD/Y+OnQ+Oh/0Pj rSdD4+OnQ+Pj 469OhSdOh/sdOhl 6HxSdD4/2Pj 
ofHQ+P8h8deh8fHQ/6Hx0Pjp 16HfofHx0Pjof9D4/yHx8dD4/6HTvmPj of Hx2Oh8fHx0Pj46Hx0P 
j46HxSfHQ+Ox2OxSfHQ+OxSdDmOx2Pj 46HxSdDmPjofHQ+OnY+Oh27HY5j sdj ofHx0Pj 4+OhSfHY 
6Hx27HQ+Ox8dDofHx8dD47Hx8fHQ+Oh26Hx2Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD46Hx2Pj ocx26Hx2Ox2Pj of Hx26H 
x2Pj ofHQ5jofHxSdj46Hx0Pj46HxSfHY+OhSfHQ+OxSdD4+Oh8dux2OxSfHY7HxSdjofHx003 Q+O 
x26Hx2Pj ocx2Ox27Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46HMdjofHMdjofHbsdjt2Ox8dDmOx8dD4+Ox0Pjt2Ox203Y8 
6Hx8dDsfHx0Pj sfHQ+PjofHY+OnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+OnTc 1AB2FHgEd 
jvwiIc+Dj 3EOMd8fhoHx/sdj 44+FwQcfARxcKOfDHH208EHE4vGOLwnGOh8dj47Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4 
7HxSdD4+OhSfHQ6HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSdOhSdOh8dOhSfHQ+PjofHQ 
+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OhSfHQ+Oh2Pj ofHY+Pj of HxSdD46dD46HxSdOhSfHQ+OxSdD46 
HxSdD4+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+OxSdD46dD4+PjofHx0Pj ofHQ+Pj 46HxSfHQ+OhSdOhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46 
Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+PjofHx0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8f 
HQ+Pj sfHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 4+OhSdD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD46dD46HxSdD4+O 

h8dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+O1 
zQAHYX+FHx32PmMdOh/sdOh8dD/ofHQ+Pj p0OvfofHx06dD44/x0OY6HfGP8h8dD4+P+BH4/yHx0 
Pj4/yHxSfHQ69j rA45fj r2PjofHfp0Pch0PjofHx06Hx0Pj46HxSdD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx0P 
jp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46dDp0PjofHTp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 
p0Pjp0PjofHQ+Oh8dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHQ+Pj of HTp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 
ofHQ+OnQ+PjofHx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06dD46Hx06Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46d 
D46dD46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHTodOnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+PjofH 
TofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+PjofHx0Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OhSdOhSdOhSd 
Oh8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HY+3NQAdhWOvTodOh06H+x0Pk 
0Pj46HXIdD46Hx0P9j 4+Oh8fHXof9Dp06Hx8dD4+PTTofHx067HTodeh8fHQ+P+rVp 1THQ69Oh8d 
D46xD46Hx8deh8denVp0OnXofH+TofHTof9D46H+x06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHx0Pj46Hx0 
6Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+PjofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHT 
ofHTofHx0Pj ofHx0PjofHQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj odOh8dD4+Pj 
ofHx0Pj 46Hx06HQ+PjofHx8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dOnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjo 
fHTofHTofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+ 
PjofHTofHY+OnQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHx0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pjp0PjofHQ 
+Pj ofHx2Pj ofHx0PjofHx0Pj sfHx0Pj 46HGOxScOOh2Pj 4+OMdDmuaAA7Cobx5XOhSf7HQ+OnQ/6 
HQ+Pjp0Pjr32Pj 46dD46dOh/sfHTofHxl 6Hx 12PjofHx8bx 16Hx0Pj 469D4+Oh8ddj 41j ryHx2P9 
j490OxScY6Hxwg6Hx2Pj sfHGOhSdj46Hx2Pj sfHx0PjjHQ+Pj sfHY6cl~xj 4+OMdj 47HY4Qdjpxjj 
HQ+OEHQ4Qdj sfHQ+OxwQcOPj sdD4+OxzHY+OhSdj 46HxSdj 46Hx2Pj sdj 47Hx2Pj 47Hx2OxSdj44 
xwg6HCDscxw47HGPjjHGOx8cnY6Hxxj47Hxw47HCDofHGOMfHY4x8dj 44xw44g+OEHDj sfHY4YHY 
+Pj scOPjl~xxj gwODA4QdD47Hx0Pj sfHx0Pj 46Hx2Pjp0Pj ofHY+Ox8dOh8fHQ+Pj odrmgAOwqGiU 
EPjvjHx00/Y7dj33w+Oh8fHx8dDn2Pj46HPmO+x07HY0h3xjsd8Y7HuIaLm6Hx00+h0P+x0PjofH 



x0Pjp0Pj46Hx06Hx0PjofHx8dD4+Oh8dD46dD46Hx2Pj46Hx8dOh8dD46dD4+Oh8fHTodOh8dOh8 

dOh8dOnQ6dD46Hx8dD46dD46dOh8dD4+OnQ6dD46dD46Hx06HTodOh06Hx8dOh8fHTofHQ+Oh8fH 
TofHTofHx0PjofHx0Pj ofHTofHx8dD47Hx0Pjp0Pj of Hx8dD4+OnQ6dD46Hx26Hx8dOh06Hx0Pj4 

6Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Ox8fHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx06Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 46dD46H 

x06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8duh8dD46dD46d 
D46Hx8dOh06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8f 
HTofHTofHTpuagA7Cm1346Hy6Hx0Pj4/8PjofHvx8fHQ+Pj qd6Hx0Pj 4+Oh8fHvh0Pj477HLjHx0P 

ioaY6/HQ+Oh/2Oh8fH+Q+OhrHQ/2Oh8dD4/6Hx0P9j46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj46dD46Hx 

8dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx06Hx8dO 

h8dOhSdOhSdOhSdD46dDp0OnQ+OhSdOhSfHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj 46d 
D4+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx8dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTod 
OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dD46dD4+OhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0 

Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HQ+OnQ 
+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHx0Pj46Hx0Pj 46dDp0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx8dD4+OlzQAHYVDeP 1 

46Hx8dOh8f7HQ+OnQ/2OnQ+Pj ofH+Q/2Pj46dD46dOh/sfHTp0Pj r0PjrsfHQ+Pj 43j r0PjofHx 1 
6Hx06Hx 16HxJD/ofHQ+Pjof9D490PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHTp0PjofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj of Hx0 

Pj47Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dD46Hx06Hx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0 
Pj46Hx0PjofHQ+Ox8dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp06Hx06Hx0Pj of H 

Q+Pjp0Pj46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj4+OnQ+OhSdOhSdOh8dOhSdOhSdOhSdOhSdOhSdD46dD4+OhSfHQ+O 
nQ+OhSfHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46HxSdD46dD46dD4+OhSdO 

h8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx2Pjp0PjofHx0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Oh8dj 4+Oh8fHQ+PjofH 

Q+Ox8fHY+Ox2PjiD47Hx2OMdjjHxwq5oADsKfofHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ/7Hx0Pjp0Pj 4+Ohl 0OnQ+Ohl 

+Pj 46Hx309Dp0Pj 46dD4+Oh/06Hx8dD/Y6Hx 16Hx06Hx 1 +Pj of HQ+PjofHQ+OvQ+OnQ+OsQ+Oh8d 
+h32Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx/mPj ofH/If7HQ+Ox8dj sfHGOx8dj 47Hx2Pj sdj 44x2Ox8dD44x8chzHx00 

Y+POx2Ox8cx0Pj 45DscY+OMdjjHxxj scY+ODA6Hx8dj 44xwg5DmPj scIOIPj sdD44QfHY+PDmOx8 

fHQ+OMfHY4x2Pjhl30Pj sfHY+PjjHQ4x8cY7Hx2OY7HxwccY+OHHx2OMdj ocx2OY4x2OxzHY6HMcY 

+OIOMdj scIOCgdjgg4xydDgQOIOMdDhl30PjiDmOIOx8cY+Oh8fHQ+PjofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06H 
x8dD46dD46H25qADsKfGOx8cGPBccQe4Y7H/MfHxx++GOY4J2Ox8fHfC5j scXgaehwnl3B 3 xcDT+O 

x2Pcx32Ox8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHY+Pj ofHTofHx0PjofHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fH 

Q+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx06Hx8dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pj of HQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fH 
x0Pj 46Hx0Pj46Hx8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ7Hx8dD4+Oh8fHx0PjofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 4+Oh8dj46Hx0Pj4 
+OnQ+PjofHQ+OxSfHQ+Pj ofHY+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj4+Oh8dOhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj of HTofHQ 

+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD 

4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0PjofHY6dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx 

0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+OnQ+OlzQAHYVex0PjofHTofHTofpj46Hx8dD4+OnQ/6Hx0Pj of 9D4 
6Hx8dOh179D4+OnQ+6Hx0P+x26H57of5D46dD4/6HTofHQ+Ox8dOh/kPj 46Hx/sdD46dDr069D4+ 
Oh8dOh8dD4+OvQ+PjofHTr06H/Q6Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46Hx0 

6Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Pj of HTofHT 

ofHQ+Oh8dD46dDp0Pjp06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46Hx06HTofHx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8dD46Hx 

06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+PjofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0P 
iofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ6dD4+Oh8dOh8dO 

h8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8 

fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Ox2PtzUAHYVjr0Pj ofHx0Pj of HTof9D4 
+OnQ+OnQ+Pj/odD46Hx0P9j 46dD46deh/0OnTofHTofHx0P+h8fHx8ddjp0OvQ+OnTof7Hx06HTo 
fHQ+Oh8deh8dOh8dYh8dOh069D464x8dOh8dD46dD4/zHx0Pj/odOh/sdOh8dD46dD46dD4+Oh8d 

D4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj46dD4+Oh8fHQ 

+OnQ6dD46Hx8dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+Pj of HQ+Oh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0OnQ 

+OnQ+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Pjp0PjofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx8dD46dDp0Pjp0Pj46dD4 
6dD46dD46dDp0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh 
8fHQ+OnQ+PjofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0P 

iofHx0Pj46Hx0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46dDsfHx2Pj ofHQ5j sfHQ5j sdj 46HY+Pj sdux0Pj 65oADsK 
vQ7HY7Hx0Pj 49PHQ+Pj ofHx06Hx/sdD46Hx/0Oh8fHTofHXof7Hx8dD4+OnQ+P9j 46dD4+OvQ+Ou 
x8dD46dTQ6Hx8dD46Hx06HTr0Pj ofHx 16Hx2Pj rsfHX46Hx2Pjp0Pj469D46Hx2P9j 490Ox8dD4+ 

Ox8djjHQ+Ox8fHY+Ox8dD47HY+Ox8djofHx2Pj sfHx2OHHMdjofHxxjofHGOIOx8dj45jjHQ+Ox8 

dj iD 47HY+OEHx2OHHGPjl~xxj 47Hxxl38fHIcxxl38dj 47HMcY6Hx8dD44xw4+OxxjjHx2OMfHY+Oxx 

il~x8cQcx8dDj HGOMcIOh2Pj sfHY+OIOEHMdj l~,cvv44xw4+Pjpx13 xj hl3wYHY5j sfHY+Ox2OY4UfHIf 
Hx2OxzHIfHx2Pj ofHY+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Ox8dOh8dOh8dD4+OlzQAHYU/FHx2Oh8dj 3w5j ho 

4xxj/13 x8fS/CDmPjj 4xxj/Cdj h13/h13w0cxzHfDHLh9D47HGOxz+HGO/x0PdD 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+ 

PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx2Pj ofHQ+PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj 46dD46 
dD46dD46Hx0Pj46dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pjp0Pj of Hx06Hx06Hx 
0Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD46dD4+Pj of HQ+PjofHQ+Pj4 

6Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp 
0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx8d 

D46Hx8dD46dD46Hx2Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx8dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46 

dD4+OnQ+Oh9ua~A7Csf7HQ6dD46Hx06Hx0P+x8fHQ+OnQ+Pi/odD46Hx36Hx8dD479D46/HTofHx 



06Hx6bHx8c8x8e7Hx8dD4/7HQ+OnQ+Oh8fHvx0Pj ofHWIfHQ+Pjr2P8x8dD4+Oh8fHQ+P9j of HQ+ 

P+h8dD/Y6dD46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh 
8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ6dD46dOh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46HTofHQ+OnQ+P 
ip0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj46dD46HxSdOhSdD46dDp0Pjp06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0PjofHQ+ 
Pjp06Hx0Pj46Hx0Pj46dD46dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8 

dOh8dOh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8d 

Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fH 
Q+OnQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHY+Oh8fHQ+O 1 zQAHYXj r8dD46Hx8dD46Hx+mOnQ+OnQ+OnTof7HQ+OnQ/TH 
Q+OnQ/ROvQ+Pjp0Pj46dD/ofHTp0Pj r0PjrsfHQ+Pj of9Oh06Hx06Hx0Pj r0PjofHTr06HTofHXp 

0Ovx0Pjp06Hx0Pjp 16Hx06Hx0P+h8f9DofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+PjofHx0Pjp0OnQ+O 
nQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ7Hx2Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+ 

PjofHY+Oh2PjofHTofHY+PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pjp0PjofHQ+ 

Oh8fHTofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pjp0Pj4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8fHTofHx0PjofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh 

8dOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHTofHTofHTofH 

Y+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dOh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of 
HQ+Ox8fHQ+Ox8cY7HY+Oh8djmOQ+Ox8dj 46Ha5oADsKdMdjofHY7HP2Pj of Hx0Pj4+PdDp0Pj of 9 

D47Hx0P9j 469j 4+Oh8fHx0P+nQ+Pjof7HTodeh8dOh8fnDofHQ+Ox8dD469D4+Oh3iHY+OnXodj r 

8dD4+OnQ+Ox8dex8dD4/8Pj/MfHQ+OnY7Hbsdj sfHx203 Q+Ox2Ox2Pj 46Hx2Pj 47HY7dD47Hbsdj 
sfHx0Pjt2Oh8dj 46Hx8dj ofHbsduh8dD47HbofHQ+Oh8dD47HbofHx0+Oh203 Q+Ox27Hx0Pj46Hx 
2OxzHQ+Pjocx2Ox2Pj ofHx2Pj 47Hx0Pj ocx0Pj 4+Ox2Pj oduh8fHY+Oh8dj4+Ox8dDt2OxzHY7HY 

7dj 4+Ox0Pj sfHQ+Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHY7dD46Hx8dPOh8dj 4+Ox203Y7Hx07HY7Hx8dD47Hbsdjt0Pj s 

dj 4+Ox8dD4+Ox0Pj sfHx2Ox203 nQ+Ox27HQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pj of HTofHTofHTofHT 
ofHTpuagA7Ci8x0PjofHl~x34xzHQ+OE8Qdj/kOL4vA485zFHOYuMcEmEHFcuIdj/Mcx3 zHvMcHcv 
Y+Pjv20+MdD47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHQ+Oh8dOh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx06H 

x8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+PjofHx0PjofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD46dD46Hx0PjofHx0P 

i46dD4+Oh8dD47Hx8dD4+Ox8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx8dD4+PjofHx0PjofHTo 

fHx06Hx06Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HQ 
+Pj ofHTofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj 47Hx0Pj46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+O 

nQ+Pj ofHTofHx0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj4+Oh8dOh8 

dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0uaAA7Cofox0Pj 46HTofH6Y6dD46dD46dD4/2OnQ+Oh8 
f7HQ+Pj of7HTodTQ+PjofH4x+cPjkdD4/mPj ofHx8dUx8dD46H7Y69D46dD4/yHx8dD469D4/Rj 4 
6Hx8dOh8deh8dD4+Oh/06Hx 16Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+OnQ6dD46Hx06Hx06Hx 

06Hx06Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6d 
D46Hx0Pj ofHTofHTp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46dD 

46dOh8dOh06Hx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ6dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+Pj of 
HTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0OnQ+Pj of Hx06Hx06HTofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp 
0PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh06HTofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0 

PjofHx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dDt0Pj46Hx2PLmgAOwpOh+jHx0P9j of 9D46dOh8dOh8 

dOhlND46Hx06HX4+Oh8fnj46Oh8fHeIdOpw+Pj qmOnQ69D46dD4+POQ+Ox/kPj r0Pj 46Hx l+Oh8f 

HXodOh+mOh8d9j4/ydD46Hx/0Pjof9DsfHQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD47Hx0Pj of Hx0P 
i46HxSdOhSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OhSdD4+OnQ+Pj of Hx0Pj 46 

Hx2Pj ofHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pj 46dD46Hx0Pj46dD46dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dD46Hx8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8 

dD4+OnQ+Pj of Hx0Pj46Hx0Pjp06Hx8dD46Hx06Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0P 
i46Hx0Pj46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx8 
dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj ofHx2Pj of Hx2OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8dj47Hx0 

Pj46Hx2Pj sfHY+Ox8dD4+Ol~xj sdj sfHxxj sc 1 zQAHYXjugTmPTx0Pj46Hx8dD4+P9j sdOh8fol~x0 
x0Pj 6MfHX4+Oplpj 467HQ+Pjp0Pjo7HfofHXodj4+Oux8fHQ+Oux8d0x2P+XkPj 477HH4rsfHQ+O 

x8dD4+Ox8dDjHMdj46HY7HbofHY+Ox2OY4g+OMfHQ+Ox2Pj46Hx8djhB2Ox8dDmOxzHQ4xxjjHY7 
HEHx2Pj mOx2OY4KBOOGwecNA7HCDjHGPj sfHQ+Ox2OEHxwbj mPj scY4YHGOEHY7HGOGgcY4xxjkP 
i4+OhzHY7Hx2Ox8djij ocOPj sfHY+OMcMD sfHGOhzHY+Oh2OCDjHY4x2Ox8dj scY5j sdD47Hx8dD 

46Hx2Pj sfHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx0uaAA7CofH 1 GOh+cOY7HY+PjvsfHxyHk 

IdIh2+oGkY75j4+Ox2rx3 zHx8d8x8fHuN2rx3 zHx0Pj 466HQ+Oq8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8fHTof 
HQ+Ox8dD46dDp0Pj 46dDp0Pj 46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx8dOh06Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46 

dD4+Oh8fHTodOh8dOh8dD46Hx0Pj 46HTofHx06Hx8dOh06Hx0Pj46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46 

Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ6dDp0Pj4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dD7ofHx06HTodOh8dD4+OnQ+Pjp0PjofHTp0OnQ 

+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8fHTodOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx 
0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46dDp0Pj of Hx0Pj46Hx0PjofH 

x0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp03NQAdhWO 

nQ+ox0P+h8fHTofHTofHT3 IdD46Hx8dD46CY6Hx8dKEPj odE8dOhl6Hx8dD4+PjpWh8denQ+Oh8d 

Yh8dD4+OvQ+OhSfVofH+x0Pjp0P+hSdD461Q+PjofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0OnTofHTofHQ+OnQ6dD46 

Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dO 

h8dD46Hx06HTodOh8dOh8fHTofHTodOh8dOh8dOh8fHTofHTofHQ+Oh8dOh8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6Hx0 
6Hx06Hx8dD4+OnQ6dDp0Pj46dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6d 

D46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8 

dD4+OnQ+OhSdOhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+PiofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OhSdOhSdD4+OnQ6dD4+ 



Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj of Hx8dD46Hx0Pj47Hx0Pj47Hx2uaAA7C8fHQ+DQ+P0x0Pj46dD46d 
D4/2OhSdOh8dD4PHx0Pj 46CY+Pp70Pj rsfHQ+OnQ+Pj oIh8deh8dD4+OvQ+OnQ+OvQ+Pj of CIdOv 
Q+OnQ+Oh/OPj ofHWuOhSdOhSdD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj of Hx0PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSfH 
Q+OxSfHQ+PjofHQ+PjofHxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OhSfHQ+Oh8fHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSdj of HY6dD46Hx8 
dD4+PjofHx0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx06Hx8dD46Hx2Pjp0Pj46Hx8dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh 
8dD4+Pjp0Pj 46Hx0Pj ofHxSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OhSfHY+OnQ+Oh 
8dOhSdj46HxSfHQ+Pj ofHQ+OnQ+Pj of HTofHTofHx0PjofHxSdD46HxSdD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHTofH 
Q+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD47Hx8dD46Hx8dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 47Hx2Ox8fHQ+OMcQfHGOhzHBxx 
i47Hx2PjodrmgAOwpD4+OxBD/ofHx0Pj46Hx0+PdD46Hx0Pj sRj ofHx0Pj 4jHQ+P 1/Y6Hx 16Hx06 
HxSdD4+MY79Dt0Pj rEPj ofHQ/6Hx0Pj sQx36Hx2OXCD2mPjjHY+OMcCBxjkOMcIODj mOTocx0Pj 4 
7HY+Oxxj47Hx0PjjHx0Pj ocY+Pj sfHQ+Pj sfHQ+OxSdj of HEHx2PjmOxwwOhwg+OIOY7HGOxSdD4 
+OxSdjj HCDjHTiD45D4+OY6HDQPjjHY+OHHxxBxj mOIPj ocY+Pj ocx2PjiD47HY+OhSfHx0Pj l~x8 
dj 44x~,d38fHDj 46HGPj l~x2Pj 46Hxwg6HGPj sfHx0Pj scY7Hx2Pjj HQ+Ox2Pj ofHGOxSfHQ+OhSdj 4 
6dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dj46dD46H25qAD sKGOPRj 46H/xwwOx8e4QdD47HMMxxj 4 
4pAxxEFwuBxwwGY+PcKPj/ijnwxwgZjj 5j 47H/Q+OhSc0Y6Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdOh8dOhSfHQ+ 
Oh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of HTofHx0Pj46dD46Hx8dD46Hx06Hx8dO 
h8fHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Ox0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj4+OhSdOhSdD46dD46dD4+PjofHTofHQ+OhSfHQ+Pj of 
Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+PjofHxSdD46dD46Hx0Pj 4+OnQ+PjofHQ+OhSfHTofHx0Pj 46HxSdD46dD46dD 
46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx8dD46Hx8 
dD46dD4+OhSdOhSdOh8dOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHTofHTofHY+Pj ofHQ+Pj of HTofHTofHQ+OhSdD 
4+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OhSfHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pjp0uaAA7BUPj4 
6dD46H+Y+OnQ+OxSfHTofHTofHTp0Pj 46dDp0Pj ofHQ+Pj 469D4+OhSfHQ+Pj of Hx06HxSdOhSfH 
Q+Osx0Pj sfHQ+OnQ+OhSdD4+OnQ+Pj sfHQ+OxSdD46HxSdD46HxSdj 46dD46dD46Hx0Pj46dD46H 
3Q6Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dD4+OnQ+PjofHx0Pj46tOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8dD 
46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8dD46dD4+Oh8fHTof 
HTofHQ+PjofHQ+Oh8dD46dD46dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46dDp0Pjp0Pj 46dD46Hx8 
dD46Hx06Hx06dD46HxSdD46dDp0Pj 4+OnQ+OhSdOhSdD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHT 
ofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj p0OnQ+Pj of HTofHTofH 
TofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSdOh06Hx0Pj 46HxSd 
Oh8dD4+Oh8dOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx2Pj seXNAAdhWOhSfHQ+Ox2Pj of H 
TofHx06Hx06Hx8dD4+OnTofHTodOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj4+Oh8fHTofHx0Pj4+ 
OnQ+Oh8dOh8dDp0Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46Hx8dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD46dD46dD4+O 
h8fHQ+PjofHTofHTofHQ+Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj46HxSdD46HxSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8 
dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dD46dD4+Pj of H 
x0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHQ+OhSdOh06HxSdOhSfHQ+OnQ+OhSfHTofHx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pj sfHTofHx 
0PjofHTodOh8fHx0Pj46Hx06HTofHx06Hx8dD46dDp0Pj of Hx8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh 
8fHQ+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHTofHQ+PjofHx2PjofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSdOhSdOh8dOhSdD4+O 
h8dOhSfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj46HxSdOh8dD46dD46HxSdD46dD46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp 
0Pjp2OhSfHQ+OhSfHY+OhSfHQ+OxSdD4+Ox2Ox26Hx2OY7H 1 zQAHYWxSdj 44g+OhSdj4+Pjp0Pjp 
0Pj sfHx8dj46Hx0Pjp0Pj sfHx0Pj sfHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+PjofHx8dj4+PjofHx0Pjp0Pj of HQ+OnQ 
+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx2Pjp0OhSdj 4+OhSfHQ+OxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OxSfHQ+OxSfHQ+Ox2Pj sfHY+OxSfH 
BgdjjHxxj44g+Oxw44g+OxSdj 44x2OY6Hx0Oxxj 44Qdj sfHY+OxSfHQ+OMdj sdj4+Pj47HQ+Pj sd 
i4+Oh2Ox8cOPj scY4xxjjHAgdjhgfHQ4IOIOMcIOx8cY7HY4IOxxj scIOEHY6HBByHx8cY4x8chz 
HEHMdjiD47Hx2Pj47Hx0Pj sfHQ+Pj scY+OIPj sdj 4+OxScQfHY4xxjmOl~xj sfHGPj sfHY+OMdD44 
ccQfHQ5j ofHY+PjofHY7Hx2Pj46Hx0Pj 46HxSdD46dD46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pjpc0AB2FQ+Pj 
odj 46Hx2Pj sfHx2OMcx0Pjt0OY+OIOhSfHQ+Pj sdj4+Ox2Pj44QcY+OxxRxjiD4+OIOMdjjHxSdj 
scY7HGOh8fHQ+Ox8fHY4ccY7HMdD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 4 
6Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHTofHTofHTofHx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46d 
D46dD46Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx0Pj ofHQ+Pj 46Hx8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHT 
ofHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD4+Oh06Hx0Pjp0Pj46HxSdOhSdD46dD46dD4+Pj of HQ+OnQ+Oh8f 
Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj 46HxSdOhSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+PjofHTofHTodOh8dOhSfHTofHQ+O 
h8fHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx06HxSdD46dD46dD46HxSdD4+OnQ+Oh8dOhSdOhSfHQ+Pj of HTofHQ 
+Pjp0PjofHTofHQ+Pj odOhSdD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+OnTofHQ+OnQ+OhSfHTodOh8 
dOh8fHTofHQ+3NQAdhWOh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dD46dD4+PjofHx06Hx06Hx8dOh8fHQ+Oh8dD4+OnQ+P 
iofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj46dD4+Pj of Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8fHTodOh8dD46H 
x06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx8dOh06Hx0Pj46dDp0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHQ+Pj46Hx8dOh06Hx06Hx 
0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTp0Pjp0PjofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHTofHTofHTodOhSd 
Oh8dOhSfHQ+OnTodOh8dD46dD46dOhSdOhSdOh8dOhSdD46Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnTofHQ+Pj of HT 
ofHTofHx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj of HQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnTofHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTp0Pjp0Pjof 
HTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTp0Pj of HTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+On 
Q+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+PjofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0P 
iofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHTofHQ+Pj46Hx0Pj4 
6Hx2Pj sfHY+O lzQAHYXj 46dDp0Pj of HQ+PjofHx06Hx06HxSdOhSdOhSfHTofHQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+P 
ip0PjofHx06Hx06Hx06Hx8fHTofHTp0Pjp06Hx0Pjp0PjofHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ6dD 
46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+On 



Q+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox8fHQ+PjofHY+Ox8 
dj 46HxSdOhSdD46HxSdD4+OxSfHQ+Pj sdj47HQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj 46Hx2Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSfH 
Q+OnQ+Oh8dOhSdD4+Pj ofHx0Pj46HTodj 4+OnQ+PjofHQ+PjofHQ+Pj46dD4+OhSdD46dD4+OhSf 
HQ+Pj ofHx0Pj46Hx0Pj46dD4+OhSfHQ+OxSdD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HQ+OnQ+PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD47H 
x0Pj 4+OhSdOhSfHQ+OhSfHQ+PjofHY+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx2PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdD4+Oh 
8cY7Hx0Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj sdj 47Hx2Pj scMDjHY7HEHx2OMfHY7XNAAdhTHx2PjofHY7Hx0Pj 4+ 
PjofHTofHTofHx0Pj 4+Oh8dD46dD46dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHTofHx06Hx8dOh8fHx0Pj46dD4+ 
Oh8dD46Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD4+OnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh2Pjp0Pj46Hx0Pj46dD46Hx8dD46dD46Hx0+Oh8dD4 
6dj 46Hx8dD47Hx0OY7Hx07HY7Hx0Pj 47HY+Pj sdjmOh8fHQ7Hx8dj of HQ+O3Y6Hx27HY7HbofHQ+ 
Pj47HQ+Pjp0Pj ofHbofHQ+OxSfHQ+Ox0PuhSdj 4+OhSdj46dDofHTofHQ+Oxxj 47HMdD47Hx07HY 
+OnQ+Ox203Y6Hx8dOh8dux2Ox0Pj sfHx2Pj 46Hx8dDt203Y6Hx2OxzHY5jofHY7djofHbsdj of Hb 
sdD47dj ofHbsdj ofHY5jofHY5j ofHY7dD47Hx06Hx2Pjp2OhSdj 4+OhSdj4+Ox2PjofHx0Pj4+Ox 
203Y6Hx2Pj 46Hx203 Q+Oh8dD4+Oh26Hx0Pj sduh8dD46Hx8dOh8dD47Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD4 
6dD46HxSdOh8dD4+Oh9uagA7CsfHQ+OhSfHQ+OhSdD4+OnQ+Pj47HGOxSfHx2Pj sdj 46HxSdD4+O 
MdD4+OhSfHQ+OY4QdjijjHY4cfHQ+OHHx2OY6HGOxSfHQ4x0Pj sfHQ5j scY+OxSdj sfHY+Pjodj4 
+OhSfHY+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+OhSdOhSdD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OhSfHQ+OnQ 
+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OhSdOhSfHTofHTofHTofHQ+ 
PjofHQ+OhSdD46dD46dD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+PjofHTofHxSdD46dDp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj 4+OhSdD46Hx 
8dD46dD4+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OhSfHTofHx0Pj46Hx0Pj 46HxSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj 46Hx0P 
j46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSdOhSdOhSfHQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx 
06Hx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx0Pj of Hx06Hx0Pj 
p0Pj 46Hx0Pj46dD46dDp06Hx06HTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnTofHQ+Pj of HTpc0AB2F4+OnQ+Oh8dD46d 
Dp0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHx8dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD4+Oh8fHx06Hx8dD4+ 
PjofHx06Hx0Pj ofHTodOhSfHTofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx0PjofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj 
46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0PjofHTofHQ+PjofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+Pjp0Pj of HT 
odOhSdD4+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHTofHQ+PjofHx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dD46HxSdD46dDp0Pjp0Pj46dD 
46dD46dD46HxSdDp0PjofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx 
8dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj46dOh8dD46dDp0Pj46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8d 
Oh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+Oh8fHTodOh8dOh8 
dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 46dDp0Pjp0Pj46Hx0PjofHTofHQ+P 
jofHx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj46dD46Hx06Hx2Pj 46Hx8dD7c 1AB2FJOPj 46Hx0 
PjofHx0PjofHxSdOhSfHTofHQ+Pjp06Hx06Hx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD46dD46HxSdD4+OnQ+Pjp0Pj46 
dD4+OnQ+OnTofHQ+OnQ6dDp0Pjp0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46Hx06HTodOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8dO 
h8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHx0Pjp0Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj sfHx0Pj 
ofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dj 46Hx2Pj sfHTofHY+Oh8dj4+Oh8fHY+Oh8fHY7Hx0Pj 4+Oh8dj47Hx8d 
D46Hx2Pj ofHQ+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj46HxSfHQ+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pj46HxSdD46H 
x0Pjp0Pj46HxSfHQ+OhSdOhSdOh8fHx0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+Pj of HTo 
fHx0Pj ofHx0Pj46HxSdD47Hx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OhSfHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj sfHQ+OxSfHQ+Pjof 
Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj sfHQ+OhSfHQ+OxSdD47Hxxj sdjjHxww 
Ox2OxScIOxyHxSdj46Hx2PjmuaAA7ChR2OMdD4+OhzHY+Pjp0Pj 46Hx0Pj4+PjofHY+Ox2PjofHx 
2Pj scY+OxSduhSfHx0Pj 46HxSdOhSfHx0Pj46Hx0PjofHQ+Pj ofHxSdD4+Ox2Pj of HY7Hx0Pj 46H 
xSdD4+PjofHQ+OnQ+OhSfHY+OhSdj 47Hx0Pj 44x2PjjHGOxwccMD47HBBOPj ocxw45D4+OxxjjHx 
0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj 47HY+Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ7HMdD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj sfHQ+Oh8fHQ7Hx2Oh8fHY 
5jjHQ5j ocY+Pj ofHGOxSdj scY+Pj ofHGOMdDjHMcOOGgcMD47HMdj mOxwwOHHDjjHY+Oxw4+Pj sf 
HQ+Ox2Pj 44x2Pj ofHx2Pj ocx2Pj oclOx8fHQ+Oxxj hBOPj hBOPj 44x0Pj sdj 4+Ox8dD4+OIPj sdj 
4+Oh2Pj sfHQ7Hx8dj 47Hx0Pj 46Hx2Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHS5oAD 
sKh8fHQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dOh8fHTofHY+PjofHx07dDp0Pj sdD46Hx8fHQ+Pjp0PjofHx06Hx0Pj 4+O 
h90Pjt203Y6Hx27HQ+Ox0Pjt2Oh8fHx0PjofHbzodOh8dD46H3Q6dD47Hx8dD47HY5j sdvOh8dD4 
+OnQ+Oh8dD7odOhSfHTofHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+OnQ+Pj of Hx06HTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHTofHTodOhSdOh 
8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHTofHQ+O 
nQ+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pjp0PjofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+Oh8dO 
h8fHTofHTofHTodOhSdOnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OhSfHTofHx06HTofHQ+Pj p0Pjp0Pj p0Pj of Hx06Hx0 
Pjp06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx8dOh06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD4 
6dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06dDp0PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46d 
D46dDp06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj ofbmoAOwpOhSfHTodD46dD46dD46Hx8 
fHQ+Pjp0PjofHxSdOh8fHQ6dD46dD46HxSdOhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj 46dD4+OxSfHTofHT 
ofHQ+Oh8dD46dD4+OnQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+PjodD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0PjofHTofHx0Pjp0P 
jp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx8dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHTp0Pj of HTofHQ+OnQ+Oh8 
fHTofHTofHTodOhSfHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHx0Pj 46HxSdDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46HxSdOh8dD4 
+Oh8dD46Hx0Pjp0OnTofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8d 
Oh06HxSfHTofHQ+OnQ6dD4+OnQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+OnQ+Pjp0PjofHx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06HxSdD46 
dD46dD46dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0P 
jofHTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx06Hx0PjofHTofHTofHTofH 
TofHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSdD46HxSdj46HMdj47XNAAdhePjofHx0PjofHQ+Pj of HQ+ 
6Hx06Hx06Hx8dOh8fHx0PjofHQ+PjofHx0Pj46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj46dD4+OnQ+PjofHx8d 



D4+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Pj of HTo 
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xyCaj oz39qi7aZcAHakRB4ccPnjysow 1 xOucHzs7PHbxrq9H6160dagig6frjeB6jpkc+A!bTLgA 
7UiIPDm+eO3ZV/DHXOD52dnjt810mj 9a9fRaA5j n+usi!UEpkdFAJyaZcAHamZB46PngJ13p/xf7P 

nj s7BFxRI!WvWqemVf/rv8GtXDpkdFHVtMuADtTI5Y6PnZhtPzGcXnZ2dmuWdOal 61 T lyn/77/134 
fPpkc+OraZcAHamRz50fOzINPOKk752dnZrlnTmtUnR/TKf/w8HEflMj l~X lbTLgA7VDOfOj 54yD 

GI5+3PnZ2dmuW3 dFr lpH 1 dPAuffP7Cc 1HzpkXeX/L9pkAA7VDOfOj 54ZDT5z5wfOzs7INLgcOfhO 
C8F5u/Y5CG7pPTbytu7nh3YTzd83PpzaZAAO 1U6P3 Q8eHys0+h84PnZ2eHnZrgQ/C8F4L41BQgqC 

QRMTic4CfJj mLQbTOAB2 SObmzuz477NPkWHB88dnhWsNc SRolNbHivxELVNMYADskPnRnNx4Ew0+ 

H4GIOzs+CYbJG0yUAHaw7dCOMcsF4qjR8TnA3 G4+H5 skbTJQAdrQIBTuM5+Y611hfZOTp0Dj zJe0 
yUAFmAorTUwAWYCofdNNUABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 
KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAHaktlCGI2xBaa0AA7UgI2DGQGG6xhe 1 nAB2qDszCSj 0KzAk3 CYVtaAAd 

qp/JNKPQsMxrqS 1 q8hl3p0nz21phzVwAHaqc9 JpR61~xk9cEGQVX5HCacxT1Qj itWAAdqp0RO Sj 0Li 

US41RFHpzJGOh3p/Q5z3jPRNVwAdqp2rStpR6n5hGup6PMPD SEX5/c/NHXtVwAdqp3wlBoRYoPQv 

K1QOR0urSPsNaJCL 8//rNHXtVwAdqp2qE 54EweFDwpkOep+XC8EwftcJn+yPRIQj T/faOvargA7V 
TtHMcdjH7osNyie5wWheWdvBjrKLCXBpH+fl SFal 0/3+fr2q4AO 1U40EOfHzh4xxu4rdlq6HdZ8/ 

rdmuE SP0j 1 SBQ+v//P6zVgAHaqEOUPj 53 WN6K3Dw9C8oOD587eNcIkKaR6pFEjrv/z4ZtWAAdqpv 
HO3 x48rK 1Dtu+PU/K3B8+dvJdRnU0fqSF0dV0/8/VNVwAdqpxnOzw8BLOYdzw9T8rrPnwIuNZ/0f 

qQzp 1Z/8+n2qOADtVO0h2+PCHPHQx06HTnh6F5UHzw8Q6XG0j7p 1Yzp6 SP8+n2qOADtVO0h2+PGQ 
dGd8eheXw588NcpSPunVj OfpEfaNPtUcAHaqdrlbs8PDQdGc8dTmfNz54a5 SiPOiToYqYf3/mjT7 
VHAB2qnazg7fHhoOh0PD 1Pzx2+fGuJjHv76eqH488p4d39GRwu7mq4AO 1UzrHb48LO3Q+Tnh6Fx8 

4Pl~x93Lj AsyOgw+CUyA8ymHwRquADtVOnjt8bqDxYznfDw9X744Pm6gr7NcYv6M+I SDQhihHZ 1 CI 

Jq2ADtVOdj t8Y/Ax6zOQ9ZwWh8/DFj sJhrquFbWQADtUHh2cFxYJhHF4Y5B1BzG5WXC8a6phe lkA 
A7Cw0QC/Py4U5TN2QDkO37mU5dVwraxAAMgNLC2YTcoTWIABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABX lexpNokAB2FhsBR 1 hRsartokA 

B2pOCdqR 1PDG2 SexNbJdrkwAdqXh5qMIermxo 1W2N+ 1 hJ4NpaaqwADtS8PsJhDOOZgbVXsb9kk+g 

d13ogPIJqqoAOwv4+wcEMMzm13NVexq2qCUN136QHIh5qqoAO 1 JcfZeUGGZzAmqFsCe 1 ThztLXHQEz+ 

bVVAAdrJmDCGQRyMNULZh7VPufp 14+YTo/m 1 VQAHayeheJg5mQRygbvCHcx4TnWLQnOzoPicrJzw 
Jdsp9fTr3Rj dHX7VUwAdrJkN7AkUHxkGgrNyhuXOWGOVaczmOMcX6Lj g8McdhIPZR6+nVxk+FT/a 
qmADlZMiu48dvjIMgrY43 dnziwxyq3KhONz5w803 g3 fHx7KYjd03Z 1 er46f7VUwAdrJodvHzt8ZB 

kHhPQ8eO3ZRVcHQ703zt2dvj g8Pj 2VFPHH6HHPtE+On+ 1VMAHayaHbx8cHhkGQeHat48eV1CTqzO 

7ePHj s7eHZ452y0ud3V3eJX4qf7VUwAdrJnePH9b4yDQWHM8eOzgwfhzO3j x4703 h2+e0r6777wO 
Xl~xe/2 qpgA7 WTOdnb ILj INI3Yc3 zwPZg 1 xzO3j s8dnbw7PD2pqfn/3/YcuH7/aqmADtZM7w7OkO+M 

g0FhzfPGQZcH87ePHj s7eHb57VFP5f9/kYHnXpqqgAO lkznZ250Pj INI3Y6PnZIMuMcvO3j s8dnbw 

7fHtT+/++/yEH 1 o/ml VQAHayZ3 h2fOHxhmc+Ob54aDEcz87ePHj s7eHZ49qgT6+fmRkPXtLxNVUAB 

2smc7ePnb4wzO/OZ48PuDEI58dvHjx2dvnb5ztlIqBOGgdGQLMbVVQAdrJodvHzt8ehzPzmePCvs 
xmc+O3j6yw4PDt84UHsoUejDZGOh8/orRzapIADtZNDu4x9zHLj 1 c3Nndnwx/DGZyw7ePndzcsO3 

xj qz2WbXJgA7WSRReOBjlZ 1PDoZwewmGnjj s4KC6i8PhwWDs91mlyYAOyQKcWZ47cC lhKCnN3MsE 

0FwI4xxRxeHQ3 JwXw+tlu lyYAMkGQpoqToaRdb JpbWwVNcmACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACw 

UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA7CwTT2q7bFgAdqY3M72qb 
cNGMy2qtgA7VDw5vaRA7YopFOYzKaq0ADtULD97J4N7EuRRGOETZBo2qtAA7VC4/tq4G9iXIo0hj 

6sd13n2qtAA7VC49ikXPY3 SKMmIoo50R9qrIAO 1QuLYky5bA3 IXyfko8/8z7VWQAdqhedU6o0Oa9U 
4UUzEDPD8PGg/hlBWUPxbpGMn9hPv/s+ 1 VgAHaoXk5YL80/F4nKyHHYStDkc3KCmx7icrIcdhIOS 

T J419+vz7VWAAdqheVu6LqHldxweAnGM3NAN+cXHB4D4fHJJk4D/8/z7VWAAdqheVu6/HDt2803h 
QeGM3 I5wUHzh47Pi~+fHJIiBpP 13 +faqwADtULvt27WOHB2803 h2eGn7M7x48eO3Z87PD9y SIDJR 



+u/z7VWAAdqhzK3ZwreUPDs7eHZ4afsqPHZ48duzw7PDny SYkwn67/PtVYAB2qF5W7HzQ8Ozt4dn 
hp 1 x0ePHj x27PDx85 C6FcH+u/z7VWAAdqheePB40PDs7eHZ4dfxTeOzx47dnh2eHIXyamgn36/Pt 
VYAB2qF548FszvDs7eHZ404PN48dnjt2eHZ85 C+TU8H9/9n2qsAA7VDmePxwZ3 h2dvnZ4dXM5vHj 
x47dnzx85 C+TrjyPFPzPtVZAB2qFxY51BneHZ28Ozw6kc/eOzx47ePnZ4c lid 1YiGeepDs+ 1VkAH 
aoXHzj xwVHh2dvDs8PXOfvHjx47dnh2fP3 Ixq8cyGgkEj aqyADtUPj 92urK lbt4cHh2eG6Izlzx4 
+reOzw8eG6g5AWY61r61Paq0ADtULHN358Et3 e3LDs8MdEaC47dnl dwJh2fDg5AWYzKaq0ADtTFd 
0KKLhOopjHOCgeEhnFgY4o4+Y78hygbjwscgNGMy2qtgA7Cwc4o4pzOR3BOCD2NA+h8efHx8dPj4 
6hD/Ed4h90+Pj odDofy+kl7WWgAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 
KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAHYXeltbBeE2j MAHakEWWVB o CybRmADtU JbMpdnclQQ 1 
xPa5MAHaoS2ZTYeaj CGuJ9bINK2qsAA7VD S4q+PNR 1L2uJT5xZiowOQNqqoAO 1Q91Px8glV4a40J 
RkPWA4881VUAHaoeyleflG 1DXA66cHVMCZ/NqqgAO 1Q9hZ 1JBoqH6XB/f2nVuj GP0s2qqAA7VDwb 
uxIPB 8Px+Rcwx8EwWb5riPX0690k36fpqqgAO 1 QuD2XWUPC6d5OxhkN3Yo6it8eGuI9PXq4 STfp/ 
tVTAB2qH5Odn3ju48bu3EMNDt4fVnh4a5do3 dE507RPjp/tVTAB2qH5wdlnjt4du662nNDt4eHB4 
eGuDH4TwnUawp/tVTAB2qH7s80/Hjw7d002nM7x4eHB4fS5M+d/13eJWs6f7VUwAdqh+dvnfj x4 
dvODhpzO8Oz6s8NcX+/8u8Dlw/f7VUwAdqhc8fHC54dnBnDpzO8OzQPDXA 1Nd/8v8Dlw/fpqqgAO 
1Q/dl~xv88OzgzsmZ3 h2dIc+a4F/9/9+iMa6fbVVAAdqh+8fmOveHZwZ2TM7w7P254a4H5f999hoP 
qz+bVVAAdqh+7Px+8Ozs6GrM7w7PnB4a4EEnXz7j oeQ9c9G 1 VUAHaofuzmc3jw7Oh8k5nePDw4PD 
6XECHFoM4tGQLMbVVQAdqh+8czo7eHZXuV6c003 hunODw8NdR6Mhl oiDVo7apKADtUP3j mzu7jwn 
7J8YaHbwx9wxB4a6j a5MAHamPj g6 SKLi4XhRhEUXj gY44KzXUbXJgA7 Cwrij i!hj 4TCmScKcWj x2 
7FuXV7XJgAyB oryNulJrpAAWCkAFgpABYKQAW5ZtpKABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW6dHRUjRUQ0gpMx 
bWqN0oAHYUh8fHx0Pj ofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8fHQ+Pjp0Pj 46Hx06HTofHTofHx06Hx06Hx0 
Pj46Hx06Hx8dOh8fHTofHTofHx06Hx8dD46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46dD46 
Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ6dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0PjofHTofHx0Pj 46dD46dD46Hx06Hx0Pj 46H 
x8dOh8dD46dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHx0Pjp0Pj of Hx06Hx 
06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx0Pj46HxSfHQ+PjofHx0PjofHx0Pj ofHQ+OhSdOh8fHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+Pj of H 
x06Hx8dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dOh8dj 46Hx0Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx8fHTofHQ+OnQ+Oh8 
fHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8dD4+ 
Oh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx06HxSdD46d 
D46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofH 
TofHTofHTofHTofXWwAdgmPj p0Pjp0Pj ofHQ+OnQ+OnTofHTofHTofHTp0Pj 46dD46Hx0Pj p0Pjp 
06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj46Hx8dOh8fHTofHx0Pj 46dOh8dD46dDp0PjofHTofHx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD 
46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+On 
Q+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSdOhSdOhSdOhSdD46dD46HxSdOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HTofHTofHTofH 
Q+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj46Hx8dD47Hx0Pj ofHQ+OnQ6dD46dD4+OnQ+Pj of HQ 
+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0PjofHx0Pj46dD46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dD46Hx 
06Hx0Pj 46dD4+OhSdOhSfHQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0 
6Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx 
8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46Hx06HTofHQ+Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD46Hx0+ 
Oh0Pj 4+Oh06edOh8fHY7XWgAdgiHVqEOh0P2uXqIfH7TofjvdD46dWrV8K+O liHQ9CdD9odOnTp0 
OnQ+Pjp0Pj46dD46dOh8dDp0OnQ+OnQ6dOnTodOh8dOh06dDp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh8dD46dOh06Hx06H 
Tp0OnTodPjodOnTodOh0Puh06tOh8dOh8dOh90OnQ+OhlidDz46Hx8dD7odDp0P2rx0Px2oo7Vp0 
OsUeJOPusUIfhWrWKOEOo4x 1HCtYoQ6hQnTodWnQ6dD9p0OoUeKO 1 auhXjp 1 atOn44ToftOhl adO 
o7WK06Hx0OnQ6dOh06dOh8fhXjoftOh+06Hx0OnQ+O3 Q6dD7odOh+ ladD46H7TodOnUbodYnh06d 
D46dXj odOh8dOrQ+OnQ/avHTodOnQ6tOnQ+PjodOhSfHTodQh0OnTodOnQ6dOh06Hx0Puh06H43 Q 
6dDp0Pjp lavHQ+OnTofHTodOnQ6dD46Hx0Pjp06HTp 1 ajdDqPN60+OnQ6dDp06tOh06dD46dDp0P 
ip0Pjp0Pj 46dDp0Pjp0utAA7Ck6Hx8dD46Hx06Hx0Pjp06HTp0Pjp0OnTp0Pjp06Hx06Hx0OnTod 
Oh8dOnQ+OnQ6dOh06dDp06HTp0OnTofdDp06HTp0Ol~x06HTofHQ+Oh06dD46dOh8dOnQ6dDofdDp 
0OnTodOh8dOh06dD46HTp06HTp0OnQ6dOh8dOh8dOh8fHV46HTp0OnTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dOh 
06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj46dDp06HTodOnQ6dD46Hx06Hx06dDp0Pjp06HTofHTofHTp0OnQ+OnQ+O 
nQ+OnTodOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06dDp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+Oh8dDp06HTofHTp0Pjp0OnTofHQ+OnQ+ 
Pjp06HTofHTodOh06Hx06dD46dOh06HTodOh8dOh8dOnTodOh8dDp06HTp06Hx06Hx06HTodOnQ+ 
OnTofHTodOh8dOh06dDp06HTp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnTodOh8dOh06dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+O 
nQ+OnQ6dOnQ6dWnQ6dOh06dDp06HTp0OnVp0Pjp0Pjp0OnTodD7odOh8dOnQ6dOh06HTp0OnTodO 
h06dDp0PjofHTofHTofHTodOh8dOh8dOh06dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx 
06H 11 sAHYJjp06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp06Hx8dOh06Hx06HTofHTofHx06HTp0On 
Q+OnQ+OnTofHTofHTp0Pjp06Hx06dDp0Pjp0OnQ6dD46dOh8dOnQ+Oh8dOh8dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06 
Hx06Hx06HTp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dD46dDp06Hx0 
6HTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ6dD46dD46dD4+OnQ6dD46dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8d 
Oh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dOh06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ6dDp0Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06dD46dD46d 
Dp0OnQ+OnQ+OnTofHTofHQ+OnQ6dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ6dDp0Pj 46dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46H 
x8dOh8dOh06Hx06dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+Oh8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dO 
h8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTp0Pj of HTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTodOnQ6dD46d 
D46Hx06HTofHTofHTodOh8dOh8dOh8dOh06dDp0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 
ofXWgAdhSHx8dOh06dDofHx06HTofHTp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46dOh8dOh06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46 
dD46dD4+OnQ+OnTofHTofHx06Hx06Hx06Hx0PiofHTofHx06Hx8dOh06Hx06HTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+O 



nQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj p0Pj ofHTofHTofHQ+Pj p0Pjp0 

Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHTodOh8dOh8dOh06dD46Hx8dOh06Hx06Hx06dDp0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dD46dD46d 

D46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHTodOh8dOh06HTofHQ+OnQ6dD46dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ 
+Oh8dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHx0PjofHTofHTofHTofHT 
ofHTofHTofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pj of Hx06HTofHTofHTofHTofHTodOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8d 

Oh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+Oh8dOnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4 
+Oh8dOh8dD46Hx0Pj46dD46Hx06dDp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofdDp0Pj ofHTp0PjodOh+ 1 avj dDqOEOnl lo 

AHYJjp0Pjp8dDp906HTp06Hx26Hx06dD46dDTodDTodjp06HTp 1 adDp06HTofHTofHTodPjp0OnT 

ofHTp0Pjp0Pj 46dD4+Oh8dOh0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dOh06dDofHTofl-ITodOhSdD4+OnQ6dOhSdD46dD4 

6dDp0Pjp06HT46HTp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnTodOnQ6dD46dD46Hx8dD46dOh06dDp0Pjp ladDp8 
dDofHx8dDp06HbofHTodQrQ6HQ+6yjH3 Q6tOh8dOhl atOoTVEOhliHUOOx90On+3 Q6Hx50PD46dD 

p0+OnQTHToduh8dOhSdOnQ6fl-IQ6fHQ6HxSdD46dDp06dD46dOh0Pj of HTofHTp0OnQ+Onx0OnQ+O 

h8dOnTodOh8dOh06Hx8dD4+OnQ+OnQ6dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOnQ6dOh06Hx06Hx06HTp0Oh90Pj of 

HTodOnQ+OnQ6fHQ6dD46dD46Hx06dD46Hx8dOh8dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD 
46dD46dD46dD46dD46dDp0Pjp06HTofHQ6dDp06HTodOrT46HT46vH3Y+PwoUJOOnTodOh8dOh06 
dDp0Pj 46Hx8dD4+OnQ6dD662ADsEx06dD46dDp0OnTodOh8dOnQ+OnQ6dOnQ6dOh8dPjodOh8dOh 

06Hx06dDp06HTp0OnTodOrTp0OnT8IfdWnTodPjp0OnQ6dWrTodOsQ6dOnQ+OrTodOrTodD46dOr 
TofHTq06HTp0OnVp0OnTp0OnQ6dOh06tOnQ6dD46dWnTp0OnVofHTodOnQ6dOh06dD46Hx8dOh06 

Hx06Hx06Hx06HTodOh8dOh8dOh8dOnQ6dOh06Hx06dDp06HTofHTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh06dD 
p06Hx06dDp06HTofHTofHTodOh06HTodOh8dOnTodOh8dOh06dDp0OnTp0OnTodOnQ6dWnQ6dD46 

dOnQ6dDp06HTodOh8dOnTodOh06dDp0OnTodOnTofHTodOh06dDp06Hx06tOnQ6dOh06Hx06HTp0 

OnTodOnQ6dOh06HTp0Pjp0OnTodOnQ6dDp06Hx06HTp0Pjp0OnTodOnQ6dWnTodOh06dDp06HTof 

HTp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh06dDp 1 adOh06HTp0Pjp06HTodOnVp0OnVp0OnQ+OnQ6dDp0Pj 46dDp0Pjp0Pj 
p0OnTodOnQ+OnQ6dOh06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp06HTofHQ+utAATCkPj 4+OhSdOh06Hx0Pjp 

0Pjp0Pj46dD46dOh06dOh8dOh06Hx0Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46Hx06Hx06dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+Pjp06H 

Tp0OnQ+OhSdD46dD46dOhSdOnQ+Oh06Hx06Hx0Pjp0PjofHx06HTp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+On 

Q+OnQ+OnQ6dOh06Hx06dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dDp0P 
jp06HTofHTofHTofHTofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHQ+OnTofHTofHTofHTofH 
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MnN8AB2qXV/V36sjhPEwKU/3j mE8JhD1Y+McfBeGgSzHGOFd9eOUwlcxnEsPtQcPxcDzH4XxeJzcr 

IIfQ87wKuaAA7VKMev6u/Vw9MJwXApTzrC8E4LgJY+B 8C+RwsAj QVU6wvieE4LgXag3Pglh/E4J4 

TjHGOVkDh6wXgKuaAA7VBZ+XQlvecPDd4EKudbuxw8OHiHG/eO/G54x0PenqG5QN20FNOs3ficbv 

ndgTavHh8fw3OBR3jME9u+BBysge9gYgKuaAA7VBZhOFSd/3eX/QVzovrssv5mHUuu66191k0FO 
fu6Iuurv/9jW+Pj 9v67LP7IvTOd0Eo+onsm+AA7VBZiUECV2X 13/4VzoBMkU+drUuu0/OpX9NB Tn 
7uiLhju7/rY lu3 op 12VgmVe/SRXKKLKO/NvwAO 1 SenP6mECZB 1UFc6ATBMk9rU5/afnUr+mgpqd8 

5FgJfVbGt29FOv6sEyDCzw+JWJlHfk3wAHapRz4q4GFu06oK50Akx3 J+qpzs0/OpX9NBTU755FgJ 

fVb GuJ6M!dlYJkQH+DnlAW60/NvwAO 1 SD7uvi9 lnp 1 QV/Xafl 6fqqXXddTp59tBXfX/EXelrb GuO 
O6ddldrEPOnpvq63 dHfk3wAHapB 93XxfnXf3 TX/ZR87qK/66f/VUuu/R+19n00FV ll0Rd0V0113s 

J04fWfWet6v/p6Er/77782/AA7UhZlBwcMQV1BueODxuYqD84Ozd83KwnhcN37c7D2bnA3 GOFLhw 

N2HccPHB 83 ey44KDc4GOODc8cO6xwh2PHah/RRR5ZLmQAO 11WY4Nw4grHAXA!BBUEmFsLwewnhcC 

TCYHwLAo42gqEgHDvC8E8JsuNxYCWMcdheCWDuFPKBwHdu4CrmQAO 1 IWY4NwpcrHYtBaDFwqBeCU 
HwXwubmcXg/jwUcbQVj sxy lpi0FoPYQbjwXBjjwWYvjHNwp5QOA7t3Yi5mADIYo9wg7Y62HkqZ4 S 

dVQEpOh0pI6HQHLFxNzUAE2 S9mAc3NY24AE2WhGYIY83NWbcACbLQjMECrmQptgAJstCMwQNczFN 

sABbQkjbgAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWyFo2WAAdklp6WkNradxv/wnV09 

0Oh0YRdTQy3 VQtFsOhMiuG lrr2hrNgYAO 1MWgzj OL4fi3 qFHFcM9hl A5g7haChBffsGEgMDjcM!h 
4B+CMgMYdQkEvE+ioM40hIJvWADtT4pzuc7nRex4ewt603DHWV13UIeCJ2eHQ6egh37dg9354wbh 

3j oeiHMdQh52Ohy4Y9Zjj xu2QHRIdCONccVDlnx3 Mx4nD 1 Bt6wAdrXp///99/o 9h8/FTxf9/q8fpz 

7+s/yadTeMH/x4s4 5+fR9H/d2yF717D9dc l oZ3rz+ lFF9e3qAB2ten//6/7/Qth5 lip4v+/lafpz 
7/7p6j f/H4x8vz48Wcc/OfTR/3 zTIDX9Mf0Wuua+Z 8dVr/8 JZ/9t9QAdrXp 1 ff+uj 2RnV9PPvv9R 
wjrE/f/fTUb/4/GPl+fHfnHRZz6aP++eyAXPfD9eRp+qb+vNfhPv/tvqADta9Or/7OyPaOtU8X/L 



5Rxz75/9pGD7+3UY+Xg liPz859NHf+yFHNRh+uua+vHr 1YT9f9t9QAdrEHVqnFrkLZHWqeLL/JWs 
VFfPyvRg+/t 8ffBydH6LOipo7U2y C3/GH665 qw+PTrwn/n+3 lAB2 SGg6ug9cP2j rVPBZiK/OY5iZ 
owff2+PvhB SEfn50VNA6 Csg 1/3 h+uuOOfeQ6tR/5/t 9QAdrDIYdRvaYfshVqnhHGkXf0cx/o7En9 
5xRq0OaEfn5z6aOMgbIkprPRa69n3iDPSUf/Kab6gA7WoOIz/YeH7161TxX04yYSavl~xzSPIdzCZ 
xRgcdH5+c+mjtVzIrphUeuv9kOPTIyf/nNN9QAdrfpnj 80R6LYfVz8V909WQ79Yp9/50DC3 xR11 T 
Oj 8/OfTQsT9qmyKKgVHrrz8C6Z5 J+vX7fUAHa36dMj miPT2Ra8/FnPuUKf3p4v6Zfn32ry6Ojo/P 
zn00f8dNkCVfoteRp/4u61 SMff/bfUAHa36f3Lv9Hqt6dFn/y7/zCdF608//i!RX0y6pnSP/P8+h 
T46bID+RHoteRp9EKvnY1C7/5N6gAdqX3/113/kj 1 W9bLLLLP/ov089PvrIvn46Ze7PHs+8kaP+H 
0yCLsjD9eRobwfNdf+jyO+ne3qAB2pBPE8L4iI4XaBPEsdsceOssIcWZWdiCCwPhiAviTEsL4eAe 
wrIXCOHwfA81sRA+E8KdoHQVvUADtVKhUMc6EGkTw/sMOFP9YqIdDE6orY6pv5eYTdUT469BFBnQ 
+PnLj HdEOx3 aHQ+PD 8bkyKNOOh+ihUQ7Hx lyHQ6HQ/JKUQY/KgU8 GaDbpwAWyFrY6 Gk3LgAtkLRs 
sAAtkLRssAAtkLRssAAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAOxrTXgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALZC0bLAALcDTVrRs 
sAA7VCQZBHHMLN7qG6ccARgVWOYO4RBKBzfsIJAO43 GOEmHgH8VkCFQJRhmvChUMgy GBMNt04AO 1 
OHcxaMdzY78Lxb lbnBQThbBAg5g7h/Y7CC+eGDY7sMDjcY4fg9gnCMgMWYTyIY9IzMf8 Sgzj Jkcb 
esAHan3 TWf2X+Xf/qFvS6vp4uu+leP059/fWRND83jB/d+LOOfn0fR/59sgNZz9VGjyklidZfRT7 
ldHTiblAA7WvT//7/7/QthO++i5f9/qO/Tn3/3T1G/+OsZfmr7845+f59H/f+yAX+MOfckqz7//z 
+zUef +beoAHa16c l/6/l OeyOlfip4v+/1HCOp9/99NRv/j8Y+X58eLOOfnPpoU+/9kAv8ZoU1JK+/ 
X//L/sJ9/9t9QAdrXp lff+mR7RHV9Fy/7/Ucc+91 n/fSB 9r8fjHy/osWK+fnPpo7T980yGOeMOL+ 
SVhPv/vsJ9+v2+oAO 1 n06/6/XIWyOtU8Xfr9Wr598/u9GD7+3UJ8vDEfn5z6aFinMgrzxzD0fckv 
B/f/foJ99/t9QAdkhkOroOrI9o61Rc J4RR4qDlnEvRg+/t 8ffBj Dz9FnRUODobIBugRGhu5 GR 1/// 
foIprv9vqADskMh65xdMP2jq6eCzFJmY5iZo7En95vj qNQKhH5+dFTQNA2QmdO5 GQTqRmMO//5T 
QRTXf7fUAHa 16YefyDw 1 sj q6 eKM!GkE/vl~x/o 7Enjj zij AmdH5 +c+mjj qmQxVZ/SfXdo6f/foIpr 
v9vqADtb9M8f/I9FsPqVFyvorlYT++ff6RlwmcUY lnR+fnPpoWJ lrsgF658Zr3 nz//foJ+u/2+oA 
O lv06 SP8j 09ketPxZzWav/9ad/9Mvz747xHTOj 8/OfTR/x02QC9c+M5 JX/OIXr/sJ9+v2+oAO lv0 
52Lv8harYdr/8s5rsJOXenn3 TLqnfrLqmdH5+f59CI~x02QC9c/XS S//4Pz/7Cff/bfUAHal 6//rv 
9Hqt6X+XeffroH089PvrsvnV9Mv/HSPvvo+hT4vmQx66OqkZV3/r/OfceR3 z829QAO 1 Jj n9F4X20 
yM4XZwvCWVmOOzrLCHFmVnbHYgsC8Yg3fizbuw/B7BIOGyFwnGOfB+HIzE8LOHqTyGeepxN6gAdq 
YsxfDzGRoC7IHQeFjHHjrLDcWZY8GXLAvGMxxZiTFwJMPAPGOKyBBOFmHwcj TdzCONBERBIJvWAD 
LE6bk 1 shbE 1 CZFJLi6GkOtPXDZDbjAAWyFo2WAAWsQlxPNlgAFshWbLAALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACw 
UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALaNUbFAALaNc2FwAdqrDg2G06DW6zhQUQ+OE+HMnD9IcSMciDVjm56m 
rB 337x/FGfzHWKEOg26ZFDOYfo lxmHaQWm4gAHamLMWgtBPD4W9Qrj ghw9ggMWYO4WYgQc3 xgxLB 
3 G4Z/DwD 8IyAxTj mRA 162P8KcYHkE3 rAB2p986Obin3 fur+Leljvp35dZE8dH/r8usib88YOzvuj 
in54/T568fyhsgPvpRdPor 19B OovcRiRDtvUADta9P/rrvv9 C2HT76d//fSvH6c+/q79XupvGXu7 
7845+f59Cn3/shi+7Po+ lyO2H/9E2fzb 1AA7WvT//7/10LYfTvouX/Keo36c+/++mo3/x 1 eOgfPj 
vxXz8/qaFPv/ZAL//Pn/lyPsP//JpOfyb6gA7WvTq+/9Mhblqd9Fy/5T1HHPvfv/vpqFH6fjjHy/N 
X34r5+c+mhYn75pkA1P/Pn/lyED6tXuqf7fUAHaz69X/nrkLZHVOXLv 1 +rV8++f3 efCd/Y/CfL4z 
Pz859NCxT2QW5/59H2uRl+rUcKn+31AB2 SGQ6uguqDWyOrou7v7aj xTh3Pt3owaz7fH3wbqz8/Oi 
po46TINs/bPorlyD 1 dWo7VP9vqADskZB61B64a2R1 dFwsxFfn4sxM0eCz+Xb4++EFRn5+c+mgZxW 
QmzhD5Ai+gznVqO 1T/b6gA7WYODqUWmGtkdXRdj x98x5/3 z3v0diT+84ozDQj 8/OfTRx6GyGI7fP 
ht9esyIOUeKn+31AB2tWmjP/kei2Gqui5XOV5MJ/fPj/RlwmcUY 10z8/OfTQr0+yGOrPjNcR6aJQ 
H7/b6gA7W/TPo/yPRbD9ei5XOWav6707/6ZeHnr47xHTpn5+c+mj/jpsgEtdGM lyF/pnyYfl +31A 
B2t+nOI/yPRbDff/lnNdhOf3p590y6p30xHTOj 8/P8+hT46blBLXRp9cj/06Yoj r9vqADta9f713 
+j 1W9L/P/1367CDF3 ou//y+dX0xHTpnus+j6FPj nsgFl~,d-IXrh2Wn9yP 1 o/m3 qAB2pUP+758e+iIz 
iHt0OHj hwODHHbTl~xuLMreUQguMdSYw7pj nXWH 5j 49gJDyZC7docw52uGE6u+j H6PWpRN6gAdqQk 
xfDzGRoC7QJ411jHHZ llZOL47PBlywLxj AsxJi4F8PAPAVkBiTHQPg 19ccpizCniBZjb 1 gA7VE+Q 
Z 16PjrVa+y6Ix/YU9oUJ 1UiH6ELkX4bIYj sDlxij Qh2hDq0iDI5t04ALaNc2FwAW0a5 sLgAto 1 zY 
XABbRqjYoABYKQAWCkAFgpAB2C46H3 Q6dDp06HTodOnQ6dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj46dDp06HTodOh 
8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHTofHTp0Pjp0Pj46dD4+Oh8dD46dDp0Pjp0Pj46dD4+Oh8dD4+ 
Oh8dOh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+OnQ6dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pjp0Pjp0 
OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOnQ6dD46dOh06Hx06HTofHTodOnQ6dOh8dOh06dD46Hx06dDp0Pjp06H 
TofHTp0OnQ+OnTodOh8dD46dOh06HTp06HTp ladDp0OnTodOh06HTofHTodOh8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6d 
D46dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx06Hx06dD46dD46Hx0Pjp0OnTofHx06Hx06Hx0Pj of Hx06dD46dDp0Pj 
p0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx06dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+Pj of 
HTp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pj o 
fHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHQ+OnQ6dD46dOh06Hx06HTp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh06dWnQ6dDp06tWnTodOrW 
K labjgA7BE6tOh550OnVofHTp+EOh0Pjp0Oh8dOoh06eHQ/G6HT46jH3 Q6dOnd46edOh8dOnQ+On 
TofHTofHx06HTofHQ+Ox8dOh06Hx8fHTodunQ6dD46HbofHnT8JOPjofdDp0Oh2Puh06dDp2Pj48 
7HTofHx0Pj46dD46dDp0OnQ+Pjp003 h908+Oh0Oh0+8Ol~xSeHQ+OnQ+OhSdD4+OhSfHXodPj odPj 
q8fHQ6dD46dOh0Pj 46dDt8dDp0Pjp06HTq8edDp8dj ofdDp06Hx0Pjp0Pj ofHx8dDofH3 x8fHY6H 
QSOMdD4+6efHhSfedDt0Pj ofdDodOnQ6dD4+Pj q0PjodOh2+OnQ+Ox0+Oh06HQ/EPjp2+6HxSdD 
p06H3 Q6HoQ+6HY7HTp+MdOh06ecnQ4x3 ePOh0+Pj of HQ6dOnQ6H3Y6Hx8dD46dD46Hx06Hx8dD46 
dOhSdD46HxSdOhSfHQ6dDp06HxSdD46dD46dD46HxSdD4+Pj of HQ+6HQ+OnQ+OnQ+PjodOnQ6dDs 
fHQ8+7Hx8dDp58fHx0PjofHx0Pj46dj ofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dDp0Pj 46Hx8dOh06H 10oAHYInQ6dO 
nQ6dDp0Pjp0OnQ+Pjp0OnTofHTp0Pjp06Hx06HTofHTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dOh06Hx06dDp06Hx06t 
OnQ6fHTodOnQ+OnQ6dWh06dD46dOh06dOh06Hx06HTq0Pip0OnTodOh8fHTodOnQ6dD46dD46Hx8 



dOh06dD46dD46dD46dDp0Pjp06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHTodOnQ6dOh06dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+O 

nQ6dOh8dD46dOh06dDp06HTofHTofHx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+Oh8fHTofHx06HTp0 
OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46Hx06HTofHTofHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp06HTp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ6dOh06Hx8dOh8dOh06 

HTofHTofHTofHx06HTp0OnQ6dD7odOnQ6dD46dD46dDp06Hx06Hx06Hx06tOh8dOh06Hx06dDp06 
HTp0OnQ6dOhSdOh06dDp0OnQ+OnQ+OnTodOnQ6dOh0Pjp06HTp0OnTofHTodOrTofHTofHTofHTo 

dOh06dDp06dD46dDp06HTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dDp8dDp06HTodOnQ6dD46Hx06HTp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+ 
OnQ6dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06XWwAdguOnQ+Pj of HQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh 

8fHTofHTofHTofHx8dOh8dD46dD46Hx06dD46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+OnTofHx 
0PjofHTodOh8dD4+Pjp0Pj46dDofHx0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+On 

Q+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHTofHTofHTodOh8dD46d 
D46dD4+OnQ+OhSdOhSfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46Hx06HTofHTofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx06 

Hx06HTodOh06Hx0Pjp06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHTp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHQ+OnTofHTofHQ+OnQ6d 

D46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHTodOnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ 

+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OhSdOhSfHQ+PjofHTofHTofHTodOhSdOnQ+OnQ+Oh8dOhSdOhSdOhSdO 

h8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnQ6dD46dD46dD46dD4 
6Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dOh06Hx8dD66UADsEQ+Pjp06HTofHQ+OnQ 

+Oh8dOh8fHTofHTofHTp0Pj 46dDp0Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pj46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD4+PjofHx06H 

x8dOh8dD4+Oh8dD46dD46dOh8dOnQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dO 
h8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8d 
Oh06Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8fHTofHQ+Pjp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dDp06Hx06dDp06 

HTofHTodOh8dD46dDofHTofHx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dOnQ+Oh8fHTodOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+ 

Oh8dD46dD46dOh8dOh8dD46dDp0Pj 4+OnQ+Oh8dD46dOh06dD46dD46dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dOh06d 

D46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD46Hx06Hx06Hx06 
Hx06Hx0Pjp06Hx0Pjp06HTofHTodOnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSdOh8dOhSdD46Hx0Pj 46dD4 

6dD46dDp0PjofHx8dD46Hx8fHQ6dD46dD46dD46dDp8dDofdDp0Ol~x0OnQ+utgA7BU6dQhl CHQ6d 

Oh06Hx 1 adQr73Xbrlamj q069DqO 1 CzetOhlidDp06dDp06dDp0Pxjp06HQ6dOh+ 1 feOh06H4x06H 

Tq0Pjp06dDp0PwnTq06dR3wnTp0Or43 Q6tOl~x0Or447V98K 16dcn4oUJ06tOhl adDodQh06HUIdO 
h07HTp 1 atOnVrlifhDp06dWnQ/aHTrEOnQ6dDp06Hx06dDp06HT8JOPwnTodOh06HU lihDqOaHTp 

1HCtYo77V8Y6HV8dq+06HWIdOnQ+65WnQ6HUJ6K 1 fCvdD9p0OrTofHTq06H47UecK+FnCderTq00 

rWcLMdDp0Px2nQ6dDp06dDp0OnY6dOh06H7TodWr7TodOh+06HTofHbofHQ+OnVp0Pjp0OnTodOh 
8dOnQ6dDq06HWJOOp46HTqMdOsQ6dOh06dRuh06HTp0OnTodOh8dOnQ6dOh06Hx06Hx06XWwAdgq 
dOnQ+Oh06dDp0Pjp0OnTodOnQ+OnTofHTofHTp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh06dD46dDp06HTp0OnQ+Pjp 

0OnTp ladD4+OnTodOrTodOh8dOh06dD46dOnQ6dDp0Pjp0OnQ6dD46dD46dDp06Hx06Hx06HTodO 

nQ6dOh06dD46dD46dOh06Hx0Pjp0Pjp06Hx06tOh06HTp06HTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dOh06Hx06 

Hx0Pjp0OnTodOnQ6dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHTofHTp0OnT 
odOh8dOh8dOh06HTodOh8dD46dD4+OnTodOh8dOh06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx0Pjp06Hx06Hx 
06HTodOh8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dD46dOh8dOh06Hx06HTp0Pjp0Pjp06HTp0OnQ6dOh06dD46dD4 

6dDp06HTp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh06dDp0OnTodOnQ6dOh06dDp 1 adDp06tOnQ6dD46dD46dWnQ6dWnTodO 

h8dOh06dDp06HTofHTq06HTp0OnTq06tOh06tD46dD46dDp0OnTodOh8dOh06dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp 

0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dOh8dD4+OnQ6dOh06H 10oAHZbj 4+OnTodOh06Hx06HTofHx06Hx06Hx 

06Hx8dOnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06dD46dD46dOh8dOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6d 
Dp0Pjp0Pj46dOh06Hx06HTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dO 

h06Hx06dD46dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHT 
ofHQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HQ+Oh 
8dD46dD46dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46 

dD46Hx06HTp0Pjp06Hx0Pjp0OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTp0OnTofHTodOh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ6 

dOh8dD46dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofH 

TofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dD46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj of HTofHTofHTo 
fHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj of HTpdbAB2Cp0Pj46dD46Hx06Hx0P2nQ6dOh06d 
D46dOh8dOnQ+Oh8dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOnQ6dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46dDp0P 
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D5998Uvp8Pq7q3170j 3 Waem!ss2cyAB2qd/Mfiz7znXTuZuCSMgEvvil9PgEyIvvtal91XTqV/bO 

ZAA7VJ7gS7vOdFS6NwWRkA198UvpzgmCdV9VS+yrp56/tnMgAdqu/4Jd3 dPupdm4VIyAeO+OU76A 
TkOLdX 1 VL7KunUou2cyAB2q7/+t3 nOvpdm4VIyLTvj 10+i0/rq+qP/ZV06dn2zmQAO 1UvtfvLrH9 

2bhej/umr745U+spq7rL/+qo8uu6VLnn2zmQAOyR0cG4xxXNxYNzsIbi4fm7x23 J53KwfDc7Ic8N 
zgLwJZDnxjngXDHKBjis62ADskZwrjccA9hMCG4uF8LgVydjuVh5hbC+FsJwJYWYTAvBLG42dbAB 

2S 5AtjHFwhzwXghuLh/FmLZOx3KwqB 8EoPwnAmY5HH4WY8G42dbABliHQWmSpL1SKoYhNMysAFpg 

ezZgAtNIIzbABaaQRm2AC00gj NsAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFft0pHJTN 

sBYAMjV7HJSKSkbYCwAdhYO6HwUTTVZQMI2UCowfJKB 3 CcEkNjH9/s 1 QADsLB7wUTVEiUMctlAqM 

IpJQO4ew8gILv9mqAAdhazvvUtPkmDutla 1 wiklLO+/rPqS S63+zVAAOwlZ33 iEYxiCu0Dp+nRjU 
V+vVWpJSxZ3/5z5K6f7T5 GRI2aoAB2Fed971MVXp8geFh2KPl+nZOWC48cNxlSDC+N 1 JKWLO+azn 

yV9OxOJyHMccxeCs2sAHYWs8VkPc4aj T53Ds+cNyL51 +8/ddbx4TspW1F7hySlnff/nRSUZ+67kP 

vPuOLqHhjmzaw Adkud5 5/qMYj/2f +fRfEOnPz/66KFqg7pcdI/86KSjUdGe/v//ZqgAHZLn/7 6YT 

T9Onn/fPL4ipT8/+55Qtcj nrj 5wndOQTUdJHPtU+2aoAB2 S5/+wQJp+mfzzznl!h/nz9//c8oWuR 
0S4+cJ3TkExjH6ZHTgP2zVAAOyXP/2CBOfPno88XdEX+F5Iz9//I6KFPxEZ0uOkfl 9OQTqCUyOm4 

J2zVAAOyXP/3 ifRUVEj 7j 7ogaPzz5 +//uiKFPzIR0uPn598+ Sj 1 dlEH0369mqAAdkuf/vE+fPpn+ 

3/54POpohH7/+55Qp+ZHPXHSOffPkr9P+iD6K 1Xs 1QADslz/94nz59OnNP/zwdRTRHPz/7n0zCn4 

g+euOkdFfPkrg 19RB 399WzVAAOyXP/5fhOfRH/pun0Ev5oP76y550j Cn5959LjpH9fl JJfx461N5 
9/9/s3UAHaoLhQV1 sQGLC4Y5n0AhcLYXwnjHdocU+rDGBOBJLYmAld35AQWBR3 AXwnhfCM3UAHaoL 

hQWCgwxYXxkZBOwg+CHI5u7UGj Jg/DoT0ksXA9hJDYvm7sJ6gqDoKzawAVya 1Wi2JJPsiXs lbABX 

KvYWk+yJezVsAFcp9qST7IlpmpQAK4sh3 sEEZaCs01ABXFh7LRGWYjNJQAVylNs0ABYKQAWCkAFg 

pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWRV1891 e 1NNyQtqebLAALIq6+e6vamm5IPalmywACbjZpWn0e 1VqBuNR 
oQOKYtqahUIi 1 GoMgyDQeysMF8U9qSrzmQYEw23 GAAm4 GItYxI9qYoMbj UaENB Sa2pD8 SZBiqBnG 

cdB7KgwXxT2FCopinFJkgm6cAE3 ArJZxr2peQTnlCEvKVBOd375EBV86KffOv2U+LMvinsEEQ6LO 

fkoo6cTesAE3MX4KqY 17UvsJzyhCX/Kfnl 2jRAf3/nPz/z2U+LP5HXarYL5Ux/Xn9qPP/JvUACbm 
Om7x8LxjjwL5UC2WHsGvwnPhuX1QKr/4NzwiBj/C7OvXqaRoxr7/5f9/97KPFngvBfFD91v6Pj 9 S 
mvwn3/23 qABNzCPu8fTvhvYY5+Rwllh7 GkE58 CvcVAqv/hvD 1 khueN3 uiUZ 8+NXff/fff+yj xZ24 

v3 Q99ER6rYEq9/XrQT9f9t6gATdJn7/w77vsYkein0exmE5+XZ9CEv/kPB 57vLqj Sovoz8ZP/7/7 

9d/7BUe/7L5 GG9mLTj 0qsJ/5/t6gATdJoV/+n//2MRC0/R3 sZhFTz/Poxv/61 SOffPo0s0+j On JR 

/9/8prv/YKqVPMGiMN7Aj P3 kOqCf+f7eoAE3 S aFf+dR/+vxiR6rs9tPKOfn+fQhLy/q6dFgekaEH 
EZ3EE5rv/1Nd/7BVTP51NOQtfY2X95B6 Sj 9dzTeoAE3 SaOP/hJqa/GJHr4tjUrVPP8+hCQk 1X09Q 

+9ciDz3YP/7/79d/7BVTP56CEe 1Wzz liJX+u/29QAJukz9/+Wc/l+MSOpX7A9Jz8/z6MbnSOrp6e 

0me0z/4P/7/79d/7BVTP5h2ZHsk8C6aIn+vX7eoAE3MI/f/fP9TX4xI6t/YHmOfn+fQhL 1 VfT 1W0 
//Oqz/4Rf+v++/X+wVUz+ZHNEey 3/yHHqj 5j 9ev29QAJuY6d/9/81 NfjEj rTrYHgXPz/PoQ16qvp 
6+6//6vP/hPv/P/v/lsKR+f2R/kLYJ/kJOqYF9/9t6gATcC/8+r+p/r/86I+ 5vT2Rcg13 3 NH0fpQ 
qlWkX90+clOL/8+jyPH85+c++fnsKR7rv+PGQtHtI7iFX/ckaPP/NvWACbgTd/OOJ4duNx5OeBfh 

yp6PZwqiusoKA/UMGLMTwvt3 zHQ7o 1 sTw+B+Y7OOQ8eHjjpDvZYJ4 SYSxR3YWj 2kCHH 1D4Kdno6c 

TesAE3 Gh0N3ZO4Jx4L4WY0eltAVWLhQUB/FCCzCcH8WYh5K3 qBeD+NDIJBoJB7BB JinH5w7D0tpN 
2QPhZhTtBIJunABNxuDVS3 C061tTSkhlvVDqpaezVbdaKq0Q61 S+LYkgNOhrD x0HNxAAJuBij +yz 
NixG4IjZZABNwPgtlebFqNwRGyyACbi62WRsWo3BEbLIALLqK 16wAWUYmuIABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 

ABka23 JSOSkTKLtmcADI 1 exyUj Sd8tCNw 1JQ2ZwAOwoMXgouuq6sY/sXFRhOS2Kccwpy4LsyFH9h 
MCFSbM4AHYUGLwUXXVcI4PYuKj CclsU4vh/CWH21Nz2rQEKk2ZwAOwrxZ3 qWnlXB32yr 1QTkZdad 
HX+XXLra 1 c9qEN4HszgAdhXnffERGNP6QFRg+nZ2/PsddX4yv03hl Q35 GXVvz/85/L/a 10/afRES 

EdXDXUz8RDmnXTOkAB2Fed9px+KT0+gSyw7G6L5+zg8Et4cNxlOQH4UfkZdW/Pmrz+fe 1 nP2Jxwb 

tx+LhYbhVeGJNOPxOOCZyYAOwtZ2sIe6uV6fO7oP662XxmPQrd2c/DuKPTDcHIy61an/3 n8X+ 1 nO 
sovQ+8PQd2V3 c7MdWleHXecWO6e8+zkwAdkqRZ5z 1 Gn6c7FPu6L4xn/r5/XZR6oP+kZevf/1 efxf 

7WUozs93 n/yn9jeX/ur/vx9nGwAdkqR+s6JRp+nTz7znl8Y6dO+flPF/TI6cjL 1 WfhMRCwTa01ap 

Ec+Oi77/G8v/z46ftnEgAdkqR+sBAmn56Fn3ipl/Be0Z limu6YvzWZHTkZen3wTEQsF2toYY6phq 

nAJy7/G/Ux/+m+f7ZxQAHZLn/WB 1HPnz0Lu/1TL/D9ISFin8qYvz7yOnIy5rAnf0JHm/tL6hKZHT 
jHhz/vohv/sJ/RQkfbOKAA7 Jc/6xCnPnz0fKP 1TL5/9GdYp+dMX5+IjpyMuawJ3PjP4r9pXr90w 1 

TjTq+eN/8Xf9N8/2zigAOyVI/WYnz588/+//PL5/9HTxTXU8X5rMjpyMuavn50UZ/Fntbg+aph8+ 

NPvnQ3/vz/58Z 1 +zigAOyVIU 1 mJ8+fTp/up/wPpzRHPz7//pmOfiD/pGXNXz8598/lntKw/86D/r 

06dHxv/f+/n2qf7OKAA7JUj 9dzwnPn0v6Onj CXX5F33 lx3UzHPz7uxyMuajOs/ruuXe0r+et0w7v 
L+bR5qP+PH7zy7ns4oADtTEwnHYUQGID4ERnBAYTAkxPFHdocWkrB+E4Uc5LAOOWBo5j nY7e lkLY 

o7gJ+OL4Q+QIXB4FHN2OLwnBWcCAB2piYTjwUGD2FmMhBnEoL8fHZzQ4Q/HBnyZjz3kc3 clkHc+M 
cKcuHb2tC+cOIcv4OgyFoQQHs4cUGcvCM4GACuVewrT7IloU2aDABXKlsL0+yJWJ7NCAArlPtSVe 

yGSE9mhAAVxYtggrLQUmNmgwAVxUewQRlmIrFZpcAFcXSYHABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 
KQAWRV18W6vaomaLgAsirr5719qe3 JC2pZssgAm420tDOULY/vX2p+lpB sDtIODevxerQNDRbUvS 



09M28AE3 AxVtDNHtSJWUDUZ8DCk/anv+KgjkkGckEceyoHB4n7C2PzGckEkI5NxgAJuBVy ljXtSh 
9WdkLY04cj idXU4pzyuinPU4p0eyrvvB oU9gonOKc 9 SeVz54ebpwATcxdLKG/ZJpFRFKEI!Knd31 
/n9mo85+f+c/PZT34gaFVsF7u+59316vvn3N6wATcxz3 eOZe3LgvlQLZ8eyekVFDg51QITX8HdhB 
kPzLZ/w//P/sJ9/9/8v+91Pffw/C+MP2Cfff/rv/sJ9+u29YAJukz47w8CYCYF8qBbPj2TOiooB 
POgdWpqDcrIgJwm6YT/777 Cfr/v/vvvZT334x3 wXm8R7BMJ99/9hPvvtvWACbpM!amvXfvP9Pow+ 
fS 3 VpFTx3 Hz4kprsehTOWWWR5Kwn3/3 +D/+/Xr/v/YJnu/QPR6WzGE+/X/YRf9/t6gATdJn7U lpz 
X/oZo 9FNUPeukVPP8+fEI!9pnv85821sZd/8p4P/5TXf/frYL06flHkLR7MMZ//5 zQP/7/b 1AAm6 
RI7/Wq//9DNHp9nt 1 aRUXf59CE11/Uj 8++nNmRa3//KeD/+U 13/3/sE6dPkD0elsDHr/+u/wf/yn 
t6gATdIkdqfwk 1/6GaPTzIW69IqLv8+fEhJqtH9AQ62OZFP/5Twan8prv/1P2CdEhctREe 1MyKf6 
9fg//vO3rABNOmftTXBJr/OMOevfsDOiou/z58SFnl o616LdWip/9/g//v13/3/sE56FyOCI9klff1 
p/8vwf/3 +3 qABN0mftTWf/816GaOpR7GtIqeKefPiSqVaP6e0iPkL/v0E/X/fr/v 1 sF6JC5B/5 C2 
S9NH69fhF/36b l gAm5jnWv8/5r/OMOdW6 2N6RU8U8+fElrl o/p7TqanB/L/sJ9/9/8v/WwXpO+Qa 
no9ginzyPv/sJ999t6wATcxz8+8+pqa/9H0daH9FuvSf/KaQiEJKpVo9NZOVNL+/uX+c 12jR5z8/ 
85+ewXpfd+r+kevsx9/Z/5/81HnPzb lgAm4FXdQd9n/91 cftdZ0tHvXSWXf59HkE9erRZd9TaUE6 
71~x0o0M9HTvpxTo9gsP+7vod8C5uOj 2kCdd/307ztHfPvbpwATcDFmTuBu3 G48F4P4hlrbQHCCWN 
xwH4IXE8 J4XwniUaUL4ehH GhoGckEcey0WY1B eJzgP S2Yxy4PMZyQODONunABNxphyHaouQ/7OoW 
rI9bZHBKC9DofjH7T98yVofH6KIdHY9MkERJSj IVoODemGZDDg311 x8OPCa2BKNG6fOyDDiDIbcQ 
ACbj RwtlubFeblubLIAJuBB 91ebFmblubLIAJuB rLZaj YtzctzZZABZdRmxYj cERssgAsuo2unAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABkaodbxKikSGbipNLwAdmj2OSkUlIjcUJpeADsKB4goVCeUk+rJ 1 soFRg6Rm 
Q/g5i0BPIfEBiB zKDWRFctg7MNAAdhQYtB QuqJMIxy2UCowikZicOYswfgggMQL5 Q lkIT0oEZhoA 
DsK787S1J0 SYO62V+mE5JdnTHz+nNZZCPFn+OqfazZE9b8WbMMwAdhXfixKaGJSUZen682N5Ytev 
vklc 1THz+nNZ/iPFn6fp3 rN/S09cOhA lixT2YSAA7Cu/O05TFJoYiBcPCsY+X6UFB4LjxwY4yrIC 
+KPy SutNR09OfaniPO/t 8++tc/B CMgWYhfxYrE84 JmAQAOwpZ4 sN7m7VoYkN3 Z87nIvnWIeHn7cW 
WOxxFOQxy 5uUkrmp8dPTvdZgXiz7hIT616t2jO4fN2DWLFbi47bMAwAdkmizz+UIZ0us5rLoRiHS 
/z/591Clw/+SXVdqnp3zxXR3naVg9Gfmu+kiT90NmCQAOyTR94qahDFSnYv8/hGIj90//r8o9Mjn 
S S2H5z9BaGNojvRpY69HTp5+j CGKkPMwSAB2 SaF/YIoQxUz+eedMR8L2jp3/90xda5HRSMxP85+g 
tBDCIXZ8zFox9HQEyFEGx9EzBQAHZJoX9gihUVFTP8s86Yj 4Xs+fv/7pi!/mQj68PvOf/nfVJEjH 
UVHuLhEdAThD COEI2YKAA7 JNC/vFFTmqJH3H 3 TL9OehH7/+6Yup+ZHTXzwL//ne600iQEnv7iuuR 
0xCdpF S7Q2YJgA7 JNC/vFFRUVM!6j 7p186no6d//dEUf+ZHRS Sunn//NZz46ZNH5/d6xn4/0dOpT 
0ip/n32YJAA7JNC/zE 1RUVM/+P/zgfRT0c/P/r+mYVFmRz5 Jap30+5rOavpk0fn93 rKPx/oz+qnp 
FRT6cbMEgAdkmhTWU8IqKiPz5un0Ev55H/llzzpGFRZ/39 S S/6865UWKivnpEdHWfaxf340Z6az/ 
SKnjn8mYNgA7UxcKCtwy4PYXqGePOKXC2FmJ4JBDukrB+nfQ4kloh3BYQ4PAJZxKBLPgtmS GOh7o 
edwH4LhvKBMFduUEzAIAHamLg3 HYgMHsL4qMgY7 CC8EoOI~xXuR8mD 8LMnclo JZYQ4PAJYVQJZ4 CQ 
aqFmbnAeYvIcasXyhudkzAIAGRdOj RVei2N6f2Olx ly2OpOiMTSF CZpQACuU+wvr2ytAArlK2pde 
2VoAFco9hSHINNlbABXFR7BBW 1MAFcWx02zQAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABZFXXv3 Vt 
MmACyI4&vfurk+3 FRyHzYpABNxu3 Xr37q5 QtINhVpB2wvfdBENFIf0zZQACbgYq lj M9tS JQNxqNGB 
hEnJ5/hnFA8gjkgtlQYL4pyH3/GggOQbcQACbgVEtY2tqQ 1ZQQtgZjllmJ89NxGJE9OepPbKuKIv 
inszE5jubdpGeHbdOACbmL~xtb Jcn0RRj fl JX2w//onj o 9fPz+v2VLFmXxT2Z9wfP7 SM!e3 TgAm 
6Tpu8x 1Mvb l~xj nMqMfHrx/kP7 SZPoox 1DmR6 Gr/4x 1 lm60N/y2k+9P/9Xuj/f+f/eyj xZ 8XhZj D 9 
reX3 ovuyeP08m9YAJuk6bvHwnMceB+HQLBYWyeT6KGOLxUCq/+DcrIgJwml f606tXuj/ffr/vZR4s 
7CYH4Qj2ZfrTqSvfp9t6wATdJn4/+8vd3YzPB8+nuvJ8/DvPoxv/7Hn56LLLI/sjB 9Wo4VP/v/Lv 
YLOuu9PMjOtlt~6tWo6L9vWACbk9HH/p//9jNCO/6PdWT6LvtCRjf/zOz8++fR7IdTqlHap/9/5/ 
7BenOzB6MN7BHXVajjn/t6wATcno4/9P//sZoWq/o91ZPn5zR9 GN/XWufn30VHsMaHVKFip/9/5z 
WwVUz+YPRhvYKRD qgnfP/b 1 gAm5PRx/+J//2M0enmj 3 Xk+fnNI SMb Cfl dPUEp7rM6HYco 8VP/v/O 
a2 Cqmfz 1FI9Vt SI56aj xU/29YAJukSOP/gn//YzQqu 1 sayfPzmkJGNi06tmrwotiWHI1Afv/v/l! 
sFVM!mG3ZHLIPI 1 fmOu/29YAJukz8f+f///YzQquPY lk+fymkJGN+vV09fYmp+nSJh/X/fr/vYLz 
z+Yf615d618TC+v29YAJuk6d/98///sZoVaf2N5Pn8v0JGN+vVn9PYmp+nOE8/333/3 sFVKnmRzR 
HsyU/RUj Czov29YAJuY/r+r/v/+xmj qxSP3 XpP/OaQkY369Wforhnsj 60U/s9Uj +c/P/PYUj 8/ua 
j6IWvsE+9OfyAkf5N04AJuYsu7edn///1SRXUg3urSWfc+miyCevVosssc3tAT+7qFGeDQ8finR0 
4tlo5 lvq3fEO7C0ey0x3311609UjvbpwATcCE8Y5wMc3KCwTg/in9HtAcIJY3 G4fxAYswnB/E8JR 
7QJ4nhzxAtCOSC2WiTFoJxO7D0tlosxPCnZA5jbjAATcaaDix3 Wh+8fmc90On6GR620EO 1Zfj 9w6 
uHY/M1DfnDw/6HQ5j qZHIP2QokFTHUIfPB 46Dg2 G5 GsOiJFok/sEUaCpPjyMMdDbiAATcDKFs szZ 
LRuW5 sUgAm4EF2WZslZuW5 sUgAm4GreyzNkvNy3NikAF11 GbJSNwRGxSACy6j a6cAFgpABYKQAWC 
kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAS+xWACXTCcAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW6v3 V5LXt GvftKyX6B +mt4vd 
BMHAeymgAOwUJw5DHsh9Ep7mYoVRbAxgR7WTVXzTmGyUxV8xBiGYN1NAAdhRHOQh7DeSw9zMWer2 
NVtIe lpkl01YbWYVfMuy8B TQagA7Umj kE96/S zbPCx6PYHfGLa3 Ev+XtNbxf/CQPA51NAAdqcfXH 
xfW18N439C7DPZh0kntKiXA7br8XxuB4HtBqADtTdNcfF5Y/xJCXOLsM9mJETtrc S4H7f/F8bgeB 
7QagA7VH+uPC+s/w lj d0LoeRj 20kHK7a3EuB2x/8XxuB4HMpoADtUfpd8oiW+A4b/hdDyE9tJByu 
2txL~ds lvxfG4H~e0GoAO 1V5kP/2nZ3RXJ 1FO+HZ3015YLhJzHu/UfGc8FuiHrO~nOoWKHO6t6m9 



M58RzQyD 1 g71H8/M58eN looczQaDqnOxYPQ5/9D+sr/7dCOEj hnOm9w/rIj hnL+hcUFZsowAHZI 
40C4dnrDvod231NuXMd2XTnPsr4sY6yHdUOdnbdxO/h3 At910Qx lk7DFiHH+703 qb3Mdwbl07+cd 
w7DYbhu7hy7dwbuN2huXQ7+gd7vTcePoOe/x/PdZWcG4/4HRDvty+e 18ODcustNy+d9fxYePplEA 
A7JaM!ll lp278oY8OyGPDvPLL+3/jyuz/y08du2OcdvPK77L80/x6fk93 dqnfSf90GPjvu7+7vIi 
lnMc48u7bmOb+ZzHFvyyy7yDNzy9B+XePvLK7Hg4u8tLzizy0+eE7yxVG77yz/y667Z S4AOyVj 57 
rLoOyiyx3 aO67LL/vrrPLPv4j/66j f6v6u/59h3XWn7zz6D4vV2WePK7LPvvGi0dt57q/rKE9mG7 
r8s+s+g7rLsPx5/5ZZR0+eXeW191fzD/seWV9Vjv6z7+y67Z S4AO 1 g0f2XRF 1Fll3pd3Zdcuuus+ 
8+/iP7Lr 17j 6u+65aXc4P+6v6D4ed2WeXV2V3 V/yLWy/+v5w/+Qfzj7z6z+IueWIP+z/z6yfP9f5 
d6X/V/wf931 k+n/oud 13vP7EygwAdrDRTmiOazyz/0/8XXWINXXLLLAQ9/13418HffX6/c4067 s 
EI7 s7++8u+XV3 Vh0Wj u++gEvnDP6PK7/A5HOyvD 9f+712+j/+u70v/7Dh/3 fWQ+M!oBL8p2WO91B 
gA7WZFOu6Ixh5/6f9C/xT+uqFnkXv+u/w40/nWqvKcH/dRhO6/I55 dUPLq+aItHn/Oi05 nX/eWf9 
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uRWz3 VHjRXJ65/PJPTI8MkVyeozz57pDuriIiqjvnj 1 aLGhn3 qSeO 9JPHug65kEwAWRPHup10dl~x 
3zuO7jvI90e6RXJ7MezyT0yPDHSyTx2ffPfHd lbPaWsix+9XR86NEPnk8i0q4iwzu5kEwAWRO5vq 
h85vSo/uc7Kj 5zfR3 znZJ7D7yT 1DPCH7yTx2fHjvj 95J3NhvSIcOj 1 fub4yCPJ5DDq4i4sHdaHQ6 
Hx0yCAAWQYQ4+dD8x0OWoL/cTjwF/McXmh4Toc8Bi7n3 gMXHZ4QGMBi5DoaKYPwMYD6PSDnaLUHO 
CaGcGLiGRVMh8GOBhkEAAsggP705gmoPR8CcGKB 5xFwJwMXc8sBi47PFw/gxDIdGhzD+DHB 9WGw5 
2h6hyAulQDFxDIqrSmH8GGQQACyAxJtEc SsOhzEmHDCUiH4kwYu6/wGLkR4IJMGLiHRokCOBiYqf 
0tRhusk5j MhOh0Onh60Og0Og0nVaQZChemQIACyzTXGgAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABaa2mYCAAswYJSRYC9Ak47IDHgxQJSIsBj 
wnAQzKwAWYnD/IsB fwT6hkAvwMTDziLAY4PgEMysAFmVk5 dIsBfigupmGxzHLgX8oLoiwF+OzsCG 
ZWACzKnN5Ishj m8vesh5DHN9EWSdzZ5mKwAWZqz2 SLJOz2XHrIdtOzvGiyTx48zFYALM0aHciyra 
Hdj riLKtkWRFknj x5 mKwAWZoyPJF1XB +VtPEVuth 1 xFkniEeZisAFmaQiRZVwihj IiyrtK4iyTsH 
MxWACzNIRIsqmInYiQ 8q7 SuIshhD JmKwAWZpCAYwHyLw5iKM C9vtL, d~WAvwlUzFYALMDYgGMDFxc 
IMB fwxdrXEWAvMIHMxWACzA4uD GBi4uQ8MDEwxdq4iLAXOERMxWACzNMvIsqmIN2nBKOp60RFkTF 
PMxWACzA2IkWVTEO3XfHq7RxEWQGzzMVgAszSESLKuEXOqm51 dpZIshp0mYrABZmkHXIsq4Ou51V 
L3XaWSLKuIqTMVgAszSDrkWVcHXe9aj +rfq3kiyraKkzFYALM lkO5FknkO6b0jvIZc3uj 3 VbRUmY 
rABZmro8kWSd0eU3pIsad4Jzm+k7pHmYrABZ1R8+kWQw+fVGHIeU0c+dHx9DDwzzMVgAsysH6RYC 
/gl~x2REOAI4MTB/Bj AdEzFYALMThZyLAXmFnHNEQ4BigYmFmDHhA5 mKwAWYXI8izHGOaCPI~xGHYh 
4fHx5B W6EhOh0+Oh0OkGzCwAFpmszRYAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 
CkAFmo2mkABZvB S8XtSqFByAwzfABZuA4yEWgQMIIaAwzfABZsARUxhkAhw6c0Bhm+ACzYHY9TTk 
gnKhQdZoDDN8AFmudCDKsaHx+fvUkTNGAAs 12gyB 1 Cnc3 x0YYztmj AAWa8 GdBNAh47xnYYztmj AA 
WaO9HMh4Mh3RneNERPHbNGAAs0d6PyeIJ4708aGdvHmaIABZryt3EO3RodtDo3Z5miAAWa7UfRHz 
o0ODQ6N3 RwbNIABZrld3wiO002hzcOk4jNOACzYEJwh0iHbQ/dugYZtAAWbYcHCHNkO2c/sdAXZ sw 
AWbgOMhDmyHZOPnj mXmzfABZvg9cIqGh4flj 5zOjZvgAs 1 AWqEOjQ8FcXL2hHNm8ACzdRdYQ6RD4 
OO7c412bwALNTnrCH SIflfl-IcOkEbN4AFmj D0hEeIdCtwGgY2bwALNfqekIdIiEOAOD GzeABZpq6np 
CI7QxjgEHIY2bwALNNXU9IRHZ2IrDRbQ2bwALNHer0hDozvGd 1ObQ2bwALNHMN6whnjvGd 10bO2b 
4ALNHJB6wiQ5v3N luZ0bN8AFmuPyqhEQ+P35p6h8bNmACzYDPVCGgHoDp2cMM2YALNsF08Igw5wQ 
YOAjNoACzeDiIQwwgYhdld3 GagAFmzF2OdZlaH2boACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 
LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 
gAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC 
wUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 
ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFI 
ALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAs 
FIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAswzX+il~xj odch0hD4/iHVS9DqEOq/tmjQAMk9rcHwPjwPo+seB8 
ePA+AgdjwPjwEDuD48BMYbx2CWCYw31 gfHoCW8eWAmWgfrHgIG8D5aOwTHgfLS4PgfGzQMAGSdhv 
g+B 8eB 9H llwfHjwPgfSx4Hy4EDuD48BMYby4PgfGG+sD49A+PHlwfGGCZY8BA3 gXrR4Hx4Hy0uD4 
H6ZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j 6y4Pjx4HwEDseB 8eAgdwfrATGG8eB 8D49LrA+PQEt48uD49AvWPA+jwL 1 
pcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4Pgo9j 4h3 o+suD48eB 8CDrSx4Hx4CB3B+sBMYby4PgfGG+sD49AS3j 
y4L lqF6x4H0eBetL~+PA+Wlwf~vTNAwAZJ3pcHwPiwPo+suD48eB8D6WPA+XB 9L~/WAmMN48D4Hx 



hvrA+PQPj x5cHy 1 C9Y8D6PAvWjwPjwPlpcHwPjZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j6y4Pj x4HwPpY8D 5cH0uD9 
YCYw31wfA+MN9YHx6B 8ePLg+WgfrHgIG8C9aOwTHgfLS4PgfpmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLATHjwPgf 
Sx4Hx4CB 3B+sBMYbx4HwPj0usD49AS3jy4PlqF6x4H0eBetLg+PA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk70uD4Hx4H0 
fWXB 8ePA+B9LHgfHgIHcH6wExhvHYfg+MN9YHx6B 8ePLg+WoXrHgfR4F60eB 8eB 81Lg+B+maBgAy 
TsN8HwPjwPo+suD48eB 8D6WPA+XB9Lg/WAmMN5cF4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4PlqF6x4H0eBetLg+PA+W1 
wfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8ePA+B 9LHgfHgIHcH6wExhvHgfA+PS6wPj 0D48eXBetA/WPAQN4 
F60uD48D5aXB 8D9MODABknYb4PgfHgg/o+suD48eB 8D6WPA+XAgdwfHgJjDeXB 8D4w3 lgfHoHx48 
uD5aheseB 9HgXrS4PjwPlpcHwPjZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j 6y4Pj x4HwPpY8D5cH0uD9YCYw3jwPgfG 
G+sD49AS3jy4PlqF6x4H0eBetLg+PA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9rcHwPjwPo+suD48eB 8BA7HgfHgfS4P 1 
gJjDeXB8D4w31 gfHoHx48uD4ww/WPA+jwL 1 o8D48D5aXB 8D9MODABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0 
seB 8uBA7g/WAmMN5cF4PjDfWB 8egJbx5cHy 1 C9Y8BA3 gXrR2CY8D5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwPo 
+suD48eB 8D6WPA+PAQO4PjwExhvHYJgfHpdYHx6B8ePLgvWgfrHgfR4F60uD48D5aXB 8D42aBgAy 
TvS4PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0seB 8uD6XB+sBMYbx4HwPjDfWB8egJbx5cHy 1 C9Y8D6PAvWlwfHgfLS 
4PgfpmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLg+PHgfA+ljwPlwIHcH6wExhvLg+B 8Yb6wPj0BLePLgvWoXrHgIG8 
C9aXB8eB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+suD48eB 8D6WPA+XB 9Lg/WAmMN48D4HxhvrA+PQPjx5c 
Hy0D9Y8D6PAvWj sEx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0seB8eAgdwfrATGG8eB 8D49 
LrA+PQEt48uD5aheseAgbwL lpcHx4Hy0uD4H6ZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j 6ywEx48D4H0seB 8eB 9Lg/W 
AmMN5cFwExhvrA+PQPjx5cF60D9Y8D6XBetLg+PA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLg+PHgfA+l 
jwPlwfS4Pj wExhvLATA+MN9YHx6AlvHlwfLQP ljwEDeB etHgfHgfL S4PgfGzQMAGSe luD4Hx5Di6 
PrLg+PHgfA+lj wPj wEDuD48BMYbx4HwPjDfWB 8egfHjy4PloH6x4H0eB elLg+PA+WlwfA+NmgYAM 
k7DfB 8D48D6PrLg+PHgfA+ljwPlwIHcH6wExhvHgfA+MN9YHx6B 8ePLg+PQL ljwPo8C9aWAmPA+W 
lwfA+NmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLg+PHgfA+ljwPlwfS4P lgJjDeXBcBMel 1 gfHoHx48uC9aB+seB 9H 
gXrS4Pj wPlpcHwPjZoGAD JPaPg+B 8eB 9H 1 lwfHj wPgfSx4Hx4H0uD 9YCYw3 lwfA+MN9YHx6AlvH1 
wfLUL lj wEDeB etHgfHgfL S4PgfpmgYAMk70uD4Hx4H0fWWAmPHgfA+lj wPlwlHcH6wExhvHYJgfG 
G+sD49A+PHlwfLQP ljwPo8C9aPA+PA+WlwfBB/GzQMAGSdhvg+B 8eB 9H 1 lwfHjwPgfSx4Hx4CB 3B 
+sBMYbx4F4PjDfWB8egJbx5cHx6B8seB 9HgXrS4PjwPlpcHwPjZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j 6y4Pj x4Hw 
PpY8D 5cH0uD48BMYbx2CYHx6XWB 8egfHjy4L 1 qF6x4H0eBetHgfHgfLS4PgfGzQMAGSd6XB 8D48D 
6PrLg+PHgfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 gJjDeWAmB8Yb6wPj 0D48eXB 8egXrHgfR4F60eB8eB 8tLg+B 8bNAwA 
ZJ7R8HwPjwPo+suD48eB 8D6WPA+XAgdwfrATGG8uC8Hx6XWB 8egJbx5cHy 1 C9Y8D6PAvWlgJjwP1 
pcHwPjZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j6ywEx48D4H0seB8uD6XB+sBMYbx2H4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4PloH6x4CB 
vAvWjwPjwPlpcHwPjZoGAD JOw3wfA+PA+j 6y4Pj x4HwPpY8D48BA7g+PATGG8dgmB 8el 1 gfHoHx4 
8uC9aheseB 9HgXrR4Hx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0seB 8eB9Lg/WAmMN5cHwP 
iDfWB 8egfHjy4PloH6x4H0eBetLg+PA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8ePA+B 9LHgfLgQO4P 
iwExhvLA+AmMN9YHx6B 8ePLg+WgfrHgfR4F60uD48D5aXB 8D9MODABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H 
0seB 8uBA7g+PATGG8sBMD4w31 gfHoCW8eXBetQvWPA+jwL lpcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgf 
R9ZYCY8eB 8D6WPA+XB9Lg/WAmMN48C4CYw31 gfHoHx48uC9aB+seB 9LgvWlgJjwPlpcHwPjZoGAD 
JOw3wfA+PA+j 6y4Pj x4HwPpYSD5cCB 3B+sBMYbywEwPjDfWB 8egfHjy4PlqF6x4H0eBetHgfHgfL 
S4PgfGzQMAGSe0fB8D48D6PrLATHjwPgfSx4Hx4CB 3B8eAmMN5YCYHxhvrA+PQEt48uD4ww/WPA+ 
iwL lpcF54Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0seB 8uD6XB+sBMYby4LgJj0usD49A+PH 
lwfLUL ljwPo8C9aWAmXB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ2G+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8eXB 8D6WPA+XB 9Lg+PATGG8uC8Hx 
hvrA+PQPj x5cF60D9Y8D6PAvWlwfLg+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8ePA+B 9LHgfHgfS4Pj 
wExhvLA!B8Yb6wPj 0D48eXB 8tA/WPA+jwL lpcHx4Hy0uD4H6ZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j 6ywEx48D4H0 
seB 8uBA7g/WAmMN5YCWCY9LrA+PQPj x5 cHy 1 C9YSD6PAvWj wPjwPlpcHwPj Zo GAD JOw3 wfA+PA+j 
6y4Pj x4HwPpY8D48BA7g+PATGG8eB7BMYb6wPj 0D48eXBeYYfrHgfR4F60dgmPA+WlwfA+NmgYAM 
k7DfB 8D48D6PrLg+PLg+B 9LHgfLg+lwfHgJjDeWB+D4w31 gfHoHx48uC9aB+seB 9LgvWlgJlwfL S 
4PgfGzQMAGSe0fB 8D48D6PrLg+PHgfA+ljwPlwIHcH6wExhvLg9gmMN9YHx6B 8ePLgvWgfrHgfR4 
Hy0uD48D5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwPo+suD48eB 8D6WPA+XAgdwfHgJjDeWB+D4w3 lgfHoHx48u 
D5aheseB 9LgvWlgJjwPlpcHwPjZoGADJOw3wfA+PA+j 6ywEx48D4H0seB 8uBA7g/WAmMN5cHsExh 
vrA+PQEt48uC9aB+seB9HgXrSwEx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j6ywEx48D4H0seB 8uD6XB 8e 
AmMN5cHwPjDfWB8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0eBetLg+PA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8ePA+B 9L 
HgfLg+lwfHgJjDeOw/B8Yb6wPj 0D48eXB 8tA/WPA+lwXrSwEx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9 
ZcHx48D4H0seB8uBA7g+PATGG8uC4CYw31 gfHoHx48sD9aB+seB9HgXrSwEx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABkn 
tHwfA+PA+j 6ywEx5cHwPpY8D 5cH0uD9YCYw31gJgfHpdYHx6B 8ePLg+WgfrHgfS4L lo8D48D5aXB 
8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwPo+suD48eB 8D6WPA+XB 9Lg+PATGG8dglgmMN48D49A+PHlwfLQP ljwPo8C 
9aWAmXB8tLg+B8bNAwAZJ2G+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8ePA+B 9LHgfLgQO4PjwExhvLgvB 8Yb6wPj 0D48eXB 
8tQvWPA+jwL lpYCY8D 5aXB 8D42aBgAyT2j4PgfHgfR9ZYCY8eB 8D6WPA+PA+lwfHgJjDeWAlgmMN 
9YHx6B 8ePLg+WgfrHgfS4L lpYCY8D5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwPo+suD48uD4H0seB 8uBA7g/WA 
mMN5cFwEx6XWB 8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0eBelLATHgfL S4PgfGzQMAGSdhvg+B 8eB 9H 1 lgJjx4HwPpY 
8D5cH0uD9YCYw3 lwXg+MN9YHx6B 8ePLgvWoXrHgfS4L lpcHy4PlpcHwPjZoGADJPaPg+B 8eB 9H 11 
wfHlwfA+lj wPj wEDuD48BMYbx2 CWCYw31 gfHoCW8eXB 8tA/WPA+jwL lpcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknY 
b4PgfHgfR9ZYCY8uD4H0seB 8uD6XB8eAmMN47D8HxhvrA+PQPj x5cHy0D9Y8D6XBetLATHgfL S4P 
gfGzQMAGSdhvg+B 8eB 9H 1 lwfHjwPgfSx4Hy4EDuD9YCYw3 lwXATGG+sD49A+PHlwfLQP ljwPo8C9 
aWAmPA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8eXB8D6WPA+XB 9Lg+PATGG8sBMD49LrA+PQPj x5cF6 
0D9Y8D6XBetLg+XB 81Lg+EOeNmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLg+PHgfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 gJjDeWB 8BMYb6 
wPi0D48eXBetA/WPA+lwXrSwEx4Hv0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+i6v4Piy4PN’Sx4Hv4EDuD48BM 



YbywPwfGG+sD49A+PHlwXrUL ljwPo8C9aXB8eB8tLg+B8bNAwAZJ2G+D4Hx4H0fWXB 8ePA+B 9LHg 
fLg+lwfrATGG8uD4HxhvrA+PQPj x5cHy0D9Y8D6XBetLATLg+WlwfA+NmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLg 
vPLg+B 9LHgfLgQO4PjwExhvLA+AmMN9YHx6B8ePLgvWgfrHgfS4L lpYCY8D5aXB 8D42aBgAyT2j4 
PgfHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0seB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5YH4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4L loH6x4H0uC9aWAmXB8tLg+B8 
bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+suD48uD4H0seB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5YCYHx6XWB8egfHjy4PloH6x4H0eBetLA 
THgfLS4PgfGzQMAGSdhvg+B 8eB 9H 1 lgJj x4HwPpY8D5cH0uD9YCYw3 lgJgfGG+sD49A+PHlwfLQP 
ljwPo8C9aOwTHgfL S4PgfGzQMAGSe0fB 8D48D6PrLATHjwPgfSx4Hy4EDuD48BMYbywPgJjDfWB 8 
egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aXB8eB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssBMePA+B9LHgfHgIHcHx4CYw3 
lgfATGG+sD49A+PHlwXrUL ljwPpcF60uD5cHy0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j 6ywEx5cHwPpY8D5c 
CB 3B 8eAmMN5cFwExhvrA+PQPj x5cF60D9Y8D6PAvWlgJjwPlpcHwPjZoGAD JPaPg+B 8eB 9H 1 lwfH 
lwfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 gJjDeWB 8BMYb6wPj 0D48eXBetA/WPA+lwXrSwEx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4Pg 
fHgfR9ZcHx48D4H0seB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5YH4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4PloH6x4CBvAvWlwfLg+WlwfA+Nm 
gYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLATHlwfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 gJjDeWB 8BMYb6wPj0D48eXB 8YYfrHgfS4L lpYCY 
8D5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwUe0fWXB 8ePA+B 9LHgfLg+lwfrATGG8dh8BMYb6wPj 0D48eXBetA/ 
WPA+jwL lpcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZcHx5cHwPpY8D5cCB 3B 8eAmMN5cFwEx6XWB8e 
gfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWAmPA+WlwfA/TNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssD88uD4H0seB 8uD6XB8eAmMN5Y 
H4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWAmXB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssBMePA+B 9LHgfLg+ 
lwfrATGG8uC4CYw31 gfHoHx48uC9aB+seB9LgvWlgJjwPlpcHwPjZoGAD JPaPg+B 8eB 9H 1 lwfHlw 
fA+ljwPlwfS4Pj wExhvLA+AmMN9YHx6B 8ePLg+WgfrHgfS4L 1 pcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfH 
gfR9ZYCY8uD4H0seB 8uD6XB+sBMYby4LgJjDfWB 8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWAmXB 8tLg+GOWNmg 
YAMk9o+D4Hx4KPaPrLATHj wPgfSx4Hy4PpcHx4 CYw 3 lgfg+MN9YHx6B 8ePLg+WgfrHgfS4L 1 pYCY 
8D5aXB 8D42aBgAyT2j4PgfHgfR9ZYH55cHwPpY8D5cH0uD48BMYbywPgJj0usD49A+PHlwXrQP lj 
wPpcF60sD9cHy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZYCY8eB 8D6WPA+XB 9Lg/WAmMN5YH4PjDfWB 8egf 
Hjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWB+eB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ2G+D4Hx4H0fWWAmPHgfA+ljwPlwlHcHx4CYw3 lgf 
ATGG+sD49A+PHlwXrQP ljwPpcF60sBMeB8tLg+B8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssBMeXB 8D6WPA+XB9L 
g/WAmMN5YHwExhvrA+PQPjx5cF60D9Y8D6XBetLg+XB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+suC88eB 8 
D6WPA+XB9Lg/WAmMN5YH4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWB+eB8tLg+B8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwP 
o+ssBMeXB8D6WPA+XB 9Lg+PATGG8sD4CYw3jwPj 0D48eXBetA/WPA+jwL lpYCZcHy0uD4Hxs0DAB 
kntHwfA+PA+j 6ywEx48D4H0seB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5YHwExhvrA+PQPj x5cHy0D9Y8D6XBetLg+PA+W 
lwfA+NmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLATHlwfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 gJjDeWB+D4w3 lgfHoHx48sD9aheseB9L 
gvWlgfrg+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWWAmPHgfA+ljwPlwfS4Pj wExhvLA+AmMN9YHy 1D48eX 
BetA/WPA+jwL lpYCY8D5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwPo+ssBMeXB 8D6WPA+XB 9Lg+PATGG8sD4CYw 
31 gfHoHx48uD5aB+seB9HgXrS4PjwPlpcHwPjZoGADJPaPg+B 8eB 9H llgfnlwfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 g 
JjDeWB 8BMYb6wPj0D48eXB 8tA/WPA+lwXrSwP lwfL S4PgfGzQMAGSe0fB8D48D6PrLATHjwPgfSx 
4Hy4PpcHx4CYw3 lgfATGG+sD49A+PHlwXrQP ljwPpcF60sBMuD5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsN8HwPjwPo+s 
sBMePA+B 9LHgfLg+lwfHgJjDeWB8BMYb6wPj 0D48eXBetA/WPA+lwXrSwEy4PlpcHwPjZoGADJPa 
Pg+B 8eB 9H 1 lgJjy4PgfSx4Hy4PpcH6wExhvLgvB8Yb6wPj 0D48eXBetA/WPA+lwXrSwEx4Hy0uD4 
Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j 6y4Lzy4PgfSx4Hy4PpcHx4CYw3 lgfATGG+sD49A+PHlwfLQP ljwPpcF60 
sBMeB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ2G+D4Hx4H0fWWAmPLg+B 9LHgfLg+lwfHgJjDeWB 8BMYbx4Hx6B 8ePLgvW 
gfrLg+lwXrSwP lwfLS4PgfGzQMAGSe0fB 8D48D6PrLA!PHgfA+lj sEy4PpcH6wExhvLA/B 8Ybx4H 
x6B8ePLgvWgfrHgfS4L lpcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j6ywPzy4PgfSx4Hy4PpcHx4CYw3 
lgfATLR9YHx6B 8ePLgvWgfrHgfS 4L lpcHx4Hy0uD4Hxs0DABknYb4PgfHgfR9ZYCY8uD4H0seB 8u 
D6XB8eAmMN5cF4PjDfWB8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWB+uD5aXB 8D42aBgAyT2j 4PgfHgfR9ZcF54 
8D4H0seB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5YHwExhvHgfHoHx48uD5aB+seB9LgvWlwfHgfL S4PgfGzQMAGSe0fB8D 
48D6PrLA/PLg+B 9LHgfLg+lwfrATGG8sD4CZaPrA+PQPjx5YH60D9Y8D6XBetLA!PA+WlwfA+Nmg 
YAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWWAmPLg+B 9LHgfLg+lwfrATLR5cF4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWAmXB 
8tLg+B8bNAwAZJ2G+D4Hx4H0fWWB+eXBeD6WPA+XB 9Lg+PATGG8sD4CZaPHgfHoHx48uC9aB+seB 
9LgvWlgJjwPlpcHwPjZoGAD JPaPg+B 8eB 9H 1 lgJjy4PgfSx4Hy4PpcHx4CYw3 lgfg+MN9YHx6B 8e 
PLgvWgfrHgfS4L lpcF54Hy0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j 6ywPzy4PgfSx4Hy4PpdjidYCZaPLA+A 
mMN9YHx6B8ePLgvWgfrHgfS4L lpYCY8D5aXMceB 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssBMeXBeD6WPA+XB 9L 
g/WAmMN5cFwEy0fWB 8egfHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWAmPA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk9o+D4Hx4H0ePLA/PLg+ 
B9LHgfLg+lwfHgJjDeWB 8BMYb6wPj0D48eXBetA/WPA+lwXrSwEy4PlpcHwPjZoGAD JPaPg+B 8eB 
9H 1 lwfHlwfA+ljwPlwfS4PjwEy0eXBeD5aPrA+PQPj x5cF61 C9Y8D6XBetLgvPA+WlwfA+NmgYAM 
k9o+D4Hx4H0fWWB+eXB 8D6WPA+XB 9Lg/WAmMN5YHwExhvrA+PQPj x5cF60D9Y8D6XBetLA!PA+W1 
wfA+NmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PrLATHlwfA+ljwPlwfS4P 1 gJjDeWB+D4w31 gfLUPjx5cF60D9Y8D6XB 
etLg+XB 8tLg+B 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssD88uD4H0seB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5cF4PjDfWB 8egfHjy4L 
loH6x4H0uC9aWAmPA+WlwfA+NmgYAMk7DfB 8D48D6PHlgJjy4PgfSx4Hy4PpcH6wExhvLA+AmWj x 
4Hx6B 8ePLgvWgfrHgfS4L lpYH54Hy0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j 6ywPzy4LwfSy4PlwfS4PjwEy 
0eWB+D4w31 gfHoHx5dcF61 C9ZcH0uC9aXB 8uD5aXEOeB 8bNAwAZJ7R8HwPjwPo+ssD88eBeD6WPA 
+XB 9LscTHgJlo8sD4CZaPrA+WofHjy4L 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWB+uD5aXBeD5M0aABkntHwfA+PA+j 6yw 
Ex5cHwOG8eB 8uD6XB 8eAmMN5YHwExhvHgfHoHx48sD9aB+seB 9LgvWlgfngfLS7HEwPjZoGADJPa 
Pg+B 8eB 9HjywPzy4PgfSx4Hy4PpcHx4CYw3 lgfg+MN9YHx6B8eXXBetA/WPA+lwXrS4PlwfLS4Pg 
fGzQMAGSdhvg+B 8eB 9H 1 lgfnlwXg+ljwPlwfS4PjwEy0eWB+D5aPrA+WofHjy4L 1 oH6y4PpcF60s 
D9cHy0uD4Hxs0DABkntHwfA+PA+j 6ywEx5cHwPpZcHy4PpcF54CYw3 lgfATGG+sD5ah8ePLgvWgf 
rHgfS4L ll~YCY8D5aXBeD5M0aABkntHwfA+PA+j6ywPzv4PgfSx4Hv4PI~cH6wExhvLhj2AmWj6wPj 



0D48eXBetQvWPGOPS4L lpYH64PlpcHwPjZoGADJPaPg+B 8eB 9H 1 lgJjy4LwfSx4Hy4PpcHx4CZaP 

LguAmWj x4Hy 1D48eXBetA/WXB9LgvWlgfngfLS4PgfJmjQAMk9o+D4Hx4H0fWWB+ePA+B 9LLg+XB 
9Lg/WDHPGGSsDSHxhvrA+PQPj x5cF60D9YSD6XBetLgvXB 8tLgvB 8bNAwAZJ7RSHwPjwPoSeWB+e 
XBeD6WXB 8uD6XBSeAmMN5YHwY55a3 WQ4uWog/j x5cF61 C9YSD6XBetLATLg+WlwfBjvGzQMAGSe0 
fB 8D48D6PrLA!PLg+Bw3jwPlwg/pcHx4CZaPLA+AmWj x4Hx6B 8eXXBetA/WXB 9LgvWlgfrg+W100 

LgfJmj QAMk9o+D4Hx4H0ePLATHlwfA+lj wPlwfS 4PjwExhvLA+AmMN9YHx6B 8ePLgvWhj 1 lj wPpc 
F60uC9cKPZaXBeD42aBgAyT2j4PgfHgfR9ZYCYSuCSHDePA+XB 9Lg+PATGGSsD4CZaPrA+WofHjy 

wP 1 oH6x4H0uC9aWB+uD5aXB 8D42aBgAyTsNSHwPjwPoSeWAmPLg+B 9LHgfLg+lwfHgJjDeWBSBMY 

bx4Hx6B 8ePLgvWgfrHgfS4L lpYCYSD5aXB 8D42aBgAyT2j 4PgfLOZJt 1 AAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFI 
ALMhNQVABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 

gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQ 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABkD5oj sY6HPxhiTBPrkVh5 s9k2gIAGQP+ROC+BaB/DGVs9YP7m+TaA 

wAZDE+6uROC9gnlB8C91 nS sMITo3 T7aJgAyTiXIqVH9x+8qO7HSzo+fViNomADJOJcipUqWR3 cdx 
WU64753 ex02kgAMi98ipUqVtFciisflyL6H5towADIQfSK1SOsg69HdcPfXIfN6ePNpIADIZD2 SK 
IR6wdEdxXPdWOXj nPtpIADIRv5IqRyIg619dc7yuIpkGm0YABkNSKkcJ9pRUd 10WVxFRtosABkNS 

KkQEy0rB 8rrrsyKjbRYADIakVLUW7 SgH6utxXEUzbRYADIakVIYcW1YSldlFcReNtFYAMhqO6Reu 

Doq67p62i5jttFQAMhqO6VNHcHRV13MeuRfQ20UgAyGo8enIoiLOuu+Hs0XO5tFIAMhqPHps9cd3 
V10yuO8eNtFAAMhp0j 1KljpZV10yuo+vbaFwAZDb4z 1Cx8ePquuod2D5zm0LgAyEgREcEmCfl lx3 

YPzo20LAAyEg5EQEQL Srrjuw/tDbQqADIVHp 10ppjAAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 

gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQ 

AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABkS/IdD7odd8H4LzDsfPA+WgJbx4Hx4CB 3B 8ejx4H 
wPj0seB+utA+AmWPA+jwP 111 oHx4HwPjDBMseWjwPgfGzRoAGVb0uD4CW8D4CYw7mgfLQEyx4Hy 
4EDeB+tHjwPgfHpY8D88tA+AmPLA+jwPj x5aB 8fBcC8ww/WPL S4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4H4POHdc 

8D5aAlvHgfLgQO4P lrZcHwPj 0seB+utA/B 8usD6PA+PLrQPj 4LgfHoF6x5aPA+B 8bNGgAZVvS4Pg 

fHgfATGHdc8D 5 aAlvHgfLg+lwfrR48D4Hx6WPA/XWgfATLrA+jwP 111 oHx8FwLzDD9Y8tLg+B+ma 

NAAyrelwfA+PA/Bfg3b54Hy0BMseB 8eAgbwP 1 rY8D4Hx6WPA/PLQPgJljwPo8D48eWgfHwXA+MMP 
lj xhvA+B 8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfATGHY+eB 8tAS3jwPlwIHcH60ePA+B8eljwP 11 oH4P11 gfR4Hx5d 
aB 8fBcC8ww/WPLS4Pgfpmj QAMq3pcHwPjwPwfGHdc8D5aAlvHgfHgIG8D9aPHgfA+PSx4H660D8H 

y6wPo8D48utA+PA+BeYYfrHlo8D4H6Zo0ADKvHWlwfA+PA+B+Yd lzwPloCW8eB 8eB 9Lg+PR5cHwP 

j0seB+utA+AmXWB 9HgfrLrQPj4LgXmGH6x5aPA+B 8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfg+MO654Hy0BLePA+XB9 

Lg/WtjwPgfHpY8D9daB 8BMdvA+jwPj x5aB 8fBcD4ww/WPLS4PgfpmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPwfGHY+eB 8 
tATLHgfLgQO4P 1 o8eB 8D49LHgfrrQPwfLrA+jwPjy60D4+C4F5hh+seMN4HwPjZo0ADKt6XB 8D48 

D8F+DuueB 8tAS3jwPjwEDuD 9a2PA+B 8eljwP 11 oH4P11 gfR4Hx5daB 8fBcC8ww/WPLS4PgfpmjQA 

Mq3pcHwPjwPgJjDsfPA+WgJbx4Hy4EDuD9aPHgfA+PSx4H660D4CZdYH0eB 8eXWgfHgfA+MMP ljy 
0eB 8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA/B+g7mgfLQEt48D48BA7g+PWx4HwPj 0seB+uYYfATLHgfR4Hx5daB 8 
fBcC89AvWPL S4Pgfpmj QAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHdc8D5aAmWPA+XAgbwPj 0eXB 8D49LHgfrrQPgJ11 g 

fR4H6y60D48D4F5hh+seWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPgJjD sfPA+WgJbx4Hy4EDuD9aPLg+B8ellw 

fnloH4PljwPo8D48utA+PguBeYYfrHlo8D4H6Zo0ADKt6XB8D48D4H5h3XPA+WgJbx4Hy4Po8D49 

bHgfA+PSx4H660D4CY8sD6PA+PLrQPj4LgXnoF6x5aXB 8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA/B8Ydj 54Hy0BLe 
PA+PA+lwfrR48D4Hx6WPA/XWgfg+WPA+jwPjy60D48D4F5hh+seWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPwXm 
Hdc8D5aAlvHgfLgQO4P 1 rY8D4Hx6WPA/XWgfATLrA+jwP 111 oHx8FwLzDD9Y8tLg+B+maNAAyrel 

wfA+PA+AmMOx88D5aAlvHgfLgQO4P 1 o8uD4Hx6WPA/XWgfg+WPA+jwPjy60D48D4F5hh+seWjwPg 

fGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4H4PjDuueB 8tAS3jwPlwfS4Pj 1 suD4Hx6WPA/XWgfATLrA+jwPjy60D4+C4F5 
hh+seWlwfA+Nmj QAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+eB8tAS3jwPjwEDuD49HlwfA+PSx4H660D4CZY8D6PA+ 

PLrQPj 4LgXnoF6x5aXB 8D9M0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eB 8D8w7HzwPloCW8eB 8uD6XB 8etjwPgfHpY8D9daB 

8BMseB 9HgfH11 oHx4HwLzDD9Y8tLg+B 8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfg+MO654Hy0BMseB8uBA7g/Wjy4Pg 

fHpY8D 9dab +D 5 dYH0eB 8eXWgfHwXAvMMP ljy0uD4H6Zo0ADKt6XB 8D48D4H5h2PngfLQEt48D5cH 
0eB+tHjwPgfHpY8D9daB 8BMseB9HgfH1 loHx8FwLzDkxeseWjwPgfpmj QAMq3pcHwPjwPwfGHY+e 

B8tAS3jwPlwfS4P 1 o8eB 8D49LLg/XWgfATLHgfR4Hx48tA+PA+BeYYfrHlpcHwPjZo0ADKt6XB 8D 

48D4CYw7HzwPloCW8eB8eB9Lg/Wjy4PgfHpY8D88tA/B 8usD6PA/WXWgfHwXAvMMP ljy0uD4Hxs0 

aAB1W9Lg+B 8eB+C8w7mgfLQPj x4Hy4EDuD9aPLg+B 8tbLg/XWgfATLrA+jwPjy60D48D4F5hh+s 
eWlwfA/TNGgAZVvS 4PgfHgfA/MOx88D 5 aAlvHgfLgQO4Pj 1 seB8D49LHgfrrQPgJljwPo8D48utA 

+PA+BeYYfrHlpcHwPjZo0ADKt6XB8D48D4H5h2PngfLQEt48D5cH0uD9aPLg+B 8eljwP 11 oHwEy6 

wPpcHx5daB 8fBcC8ww/WPLS4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzDuueB 8tAS3jwPlwfS4Pj0eXB8D5a2P 
A/XWgfATLHgfR4Hx5daB 8eB 8C9aB+seWlwfA+Nmj QAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+eB8tAS3jwPjwPpcHx 
6PHgfA+PSx4H660D4CZY8D6PA/WXWgfHwXAvMMP liy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eB+C8w7HzwPloCW 



8eB 8uD6XB+tHlwfA+PSx4H660D8Hyx4H0eB 8eXWgfHgfAvMMP ljy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B8eB 8BM 
Ydl zwPloCW8eB 8uBA7g+PWx4HwPlrY8D9daB 8BMseB9HgfH1 loHx8FwLzDD9Y8tLg+B8bNGgAZVv 
S4PgfHgfA!MOx88D 5aAlvHgfLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+utA+AmWPA+lwfH11 oHx4HwL 1 oH6x5aXB 8 
D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA/BeYdj 54Hy0BLePA+XB 9Lg+PR5cHwPjDeXB+utA+AmXWB 9HgfH11 oHx4HwL 
zDD9Y81Lg+B 8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfA!MOx88D5aAlvHgfLgQO4Pj 0eXB 8D49LHgfrrQPgJljwPo8D 
48utA+PA+BeYYfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eB 8D8w7HzwPloHx48D5cH0uD9aPLg+B 8tHjwP 1 lo 
HwEy6wPo8D48mA+PguBetA/WPL S4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzDsfXB 8tAS3jwPlwfS4P 1 o8uD4 
Hx6WXB+utA+AmWPA+lwfH1 loHx4HwLzDD9Y8tLg+B 8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfATGHY+eB 8tA+PHgfLg 
QO4Pj0eXB8D5a2XB+utA+AmXWB 9HgfH11 oHx4HwLzDD 9Y8tLg+B8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfA!MOx88D 
5aAlvHgfHgfS4P 1 o8eB 8D49LLg/XWgfg+WPA+jwPjy60D4+C4F5hh+seWlwfA+Nmj QAMq3pcHwPj 
wPgfmHY+eB 8tAS3jwPlwfS4Pj 1 suD4Hx6WXB+utA+AmWPA+jwPjy60D48D4F5hh+seWlwfA+NmjQ 
AMq3pcHwPjwPwXmHY+eB8tAS3jwPlwIHcHx6PLg+B 8tHlwfrrQPgJ11 gfS4Pjy60D48D4F60D9Y8 
ILg+B+maNAAyrelwfA+PA+B+Yd lzwPloCW8uD5cH0uD 9aPLg+B 8eljwP 1 loHwEyx4H0eB8eXWgfH 
gfAvMMPj x5aXB 8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA+B+Ydj 54Hy0BLePA+XAgdwfHo8uD4Hx6WXB+utA+AmWPA 
+jwPjy60D48D4F60D48eWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+eB 8tAS3jwPjwPpcHx62XB 8D5aPLg 
/XWgfA/WPA+jwPjy60D4+C4F5hh+seWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPgx3 zDsfPA+WgJbx4Hx4H0uD9 
aPLg+B 8Ybx4H660D4CZdYH0eB 8eXWgfHgfAvWgfrHlpcHwPjZo0ADKt6XB 8D48D4H5h3XXB 8tAS3 
iwPlwfS4Pj 0eXB 8D5aPLg/XWgfATLHgfR4Hx5daB8eB 8C8ww/WPL S4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPz 
DsfPA+WgfHjwPlwfS4Pj 0eXB 8D49LHgfrlQPgJljwPo8D48utA+PA+BeYYfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9 
Lg+B 8eB 8D8w7mgfLQEt48D5cCB3B 8ejy4PgfLWy4P 11 oHwEyx4H0uD48mA+PA+BeYYfHjy0uD4 
Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eCD+B+Ydj 54Hy0BLePA+XB9Lg/Wjy4PgfHpY8D9daB8BMusD6PA+PLrQPj 4Lg 
XmGH6x5aXB 8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA+B+Ydj 54Hy0BLeXB 8uD6XB 8ejy4PgfLR5cH660D4CZY8D6PA 
+PL1QPjwPgXmGHx481Lg+B 8bNGgAZVsNSHwPjwPgfmHY+eBStAS3jwPlwfS4Pj 0eXB 8D5a2XB+ut 
A+AmWPA+lwfH11 oHx4HwL 1 oHx48tLg+B 8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPgfmHY+uD 5aAlvHgfLg+lwfHo8uD 
4Hy0eXB+utA+AmWPA+jwPjy60D48D4F5hh8ePL S4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzDuueB 8tA+PHgfL 
g+lwfHo8uD4Hy0ePA/XWgfATLHgfS4Pjy60D48D4F60D48eWlwfA+NmjQAMq2G+D4Hx4HwPzDsfP 
A+WgJbx4Hy4PpcH60eXB8D4w3 lwfrrQPgJljwPo8D48mA+PA+BeYYfrHlpcHwPjZo0ADKt6XB 8D 
48D4H5h2PngfLQEt48D5cH0uD49HlwfA+WtlwfrrQPgJljwPo8D48utA+PA+BetA+PHlpcHwPjZo 
0ADKt6XB 8D48D4H5h2Prg+WgJbx4Hy4PpcHx6PLg+B 8tbLg/XWgfATLrA+lwfH11 oHx4HwLzDD 9Y 
8tLg+B 8bNGgAZVv S4PgfHgfA!MOx88D 5 aAlvHgfLg+lwfHo 8uD4HxhvLg/XWgfA/WPA+j wPjy60D 
48D4F5hh8ePL S4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzDsfPA+WgfHjwPlwfS4Pj0eXB8D5a2XB+utA+AmWP 
A+jwPjy60D48D4F60D 9Y8tLg+B8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfA!MOx88D5aAlvHgfLg+lwfHo8uD4HxhvL 
g/XWgfATLHgfR4Hx5daB8eB8C8ww+PHlpcHwPjZo0ADKt6XB 8D48D4H5h2PngfLQEt5cHy4PpcHx 
6PLg+B 8tHlwfrrQPgJljwPpcHx5daB 8eB 8C9aB+seWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+eB 8tAS3 
iwPlwfS4Pj 0eXB 8D4w31wfrrQPgJljwPo8D48utA+PA+BetA+PHlpcHwPjZo0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D8 
w7HzwPloCW8eB 8uD6XB8ejy4Phjllo8uD9daB 8BMseB9HgfH1 loHx4HwLzDD9Y8tLg+B 8bNGgAZV 
sNSHwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aAlvHgfLg+lwfHoSuD4Hy0eXB+utA+AmWPA+jwPjy60D4+C4F5hh+seWlw 
fA+Nmj QAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+eB8tA+PHgfLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy 1 suD9daB 8BMseB 9HgfH11 oHx4Hw 
L 1 oH6x5aXB 8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA+EOfMOx9cHy0BLePA+XB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9daB 8D9Y8D6X 
B8eXWgfHgfAvWgfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eQ4uB+Ydj 54Hy0BLePA+XB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9 
daB 8BMseB 9HgfH11 oHx4HwL 1 oH6x5aXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA!MOx9cHy0BLeXB 8uD6XB 8ejy 
4PgfLR5cH660D4CZY8D6PA+PLrQPjwPgX1QPjy60uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eB 8D8w7HzwPloHx48D 
5cH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHwP ljwPpcHx5daB 8eB 8C9aB 8ePL S4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzDsf 
XB8tAS3jwPlwfS4Pj 0eXB 8D5aPLg/XWgfATLHgfR4Hx5daB 8eB 8C8ww/WPLS4PgfGzRoAGVbDfB 8 
D48D4H5h2PngfLQPjy4PlwfS4Pj 0eXB 8D5a2XB+utA+B+seB 9Lg+PLrQPjwPgXrQPj x5aXB 8D42a 
NAAyrelwfA+PA+B+Ydj 54Hy0BLePA+XB9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9daB 8BMseB 9HgfH11 oHy8LgXrQP 1 
1 lpcHwPjZo0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D8w7HzwPloHx48D 5cH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 1 loHwEyx4H0uD48utA 
+PA+BeYYfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eEOeB+Ydj 64PloHx48D5cH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHwEy 
x4H0eB8eXWgfHgfAvWgfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1Ww3wfA+PA+B+Ydj 64PloCW8dgmXB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlo 
8uD9daB 8D9Y8D6XB 8eXWgfHgfAvWgfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1W9Lg+B 8eB 8D8w7HzwPloCW8sBMuD6XB 
8ejy4PgfLR5cH660D4CZY8D6PA+PLrQPjwPgXrQP ljy0uD4Hxs0aAB1Ww3wfA+PA+B+Ydj 54Hy0D 
48eB8uD6XB 8ejy4PgfLR5cH660D4H6x4H0uD48utA+PA+BetA+PLrS4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwP 
zDsfXB 8tAS3 lgJlwfS4Pj0eXB 8D 5aPLg/XWgfATLHgfR4Hx5daB 8uD4F60D48utLg+B8bNGgAZVs 
N8HwPjwPgfmHY+eB 8tAS3jwPlwfS4Pj0eXB8D5aPLg/XWgfA/WPA+lwfH11 oHx4HwL 1 oH6x5aXB8 
D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA+GOXMOx88D5aB 8eXB8uD6XB 8ejy4PgfLWy4P 11 oHwEyx4H0eB 8eXWgfLg+B 
etA+PHlpcHwPjZo0ADKt6XB 8D48D4H5h2Prg+WgfHlwfLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+utA+B+seB 9Lg+ 
PLrQPjwPgXrQPj x5aXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA!MOx9cHy0BLeWAmXB9Lg+PR5cHwPloSuD9daB 
8D9Y8D6XB 8eXWgfLg+BetA+PHlpcHwPjZo0ADKthvg+B8eB 8D8w7HzwPloHx48D5cH0uD49HlwfA 
+Wjy4P11 oHwEyx4H0eB 8eXWgfHgfAvWgfrLrS4PgfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzD sfPA+WgJbywEy4P 
pcHx6PLg+B 8tHlwfrrQPgfrHgfS4Pjy60D48D4F60D 9Y8tLg+B 8maNgAyrYb4PgfHgfA!MOx9cHy 
0D48uD5cH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 1 loHwEyx4H0uD48utA+XB 8C9aB 8eXWlwfA+NmjQAMq2G+D4Hx5D 
i4Q58w7HzwPloHx47BMuD6XB 8ejy4PgfLWy4P 11 oHwP ljwPpcHx5daB 8eB 8C9aB8eXWlwfA+NmjQ 
AMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aB 8eOwTLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+utA+AmWPA+lwfH11 oHx4HwL 1 oHx5d 
aXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA/Wlj64PloHx5YCZcH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 1 loHwP ljwPpcHx5daB8u 
D4F60D48ulL~,vB8bNGgAZVvS4PNtt~,fA!MOx9cHv0BLeXB8uD6XB 8ejy4PNLR5cH660D4H6x4H0 



uD48mA+XB 8C9aB+seWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aB 8eWAmXB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9d 
aB 8D9Y8D6XB 8eXWgfHgfAvWgfH1 lpcHwPjZo0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D8w7HzsEy0D48dgmXB9Lg+PR5c 
HwPlo8uD9daB 8D9Y8D6XB8eXWgfLg+BetA+PLrS4PgfGzRoAGVbDfB8D48D4H5h2Prg+WgfHlwfL 
g+lwfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+utA+AmWPA+lwfH11 oHx4HwL 1 oHx5daXB 8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PIcXA!MOx8 
8D5aB 8eWAmXB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9daB 8D9Y8D6XB8eXWgfLg+BetA+PLrS4PgfGzRoAGVbDfB8D 
48D4H60sfXB 8tA+PHgfLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+utA+B+seB 9Lg+XXWgfHgfAvMMPjy60uD4Hxs0a 
AB1Ww3wfA+PA+Q4vMOx9cHy0D48sBMuD6XB 8ejy4PgfLR5cH660D4H6x4H0uD48mA+XB 8C9aB 8e 
XWlwfA+NmjQAMq3pcHwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aB 8eOwTLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy 1 suD9daB 8BMseB 9Lg+PLrQP 
iwPgXrQPj x5aXB 8D5M0bAB1Ww3wfA+PA+B+ILHzwPloHx5YCZcH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 1 loHwPljw 
PpcHx5daBeuD4F60D48ulLgvB 8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aB8eWAmXB9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD 
9daB8D48eB9Lg+PL1QPlwfAvWgfHjy0uD4Hxs0aAB1Ww3wfA+PA+B+ILH lwfLQPjywEy4PpcHx6P 
Lg+B 8tHlwfrrQPgfrHgfS 4Pjy60D 5 cHwL 1 oHx5daXB8D42aNAAyrelwfA+PA+B+Ydj 6wEy0D5dYC 
ZcH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHwP ljwPpcHx5daB 8eB 8C9aB+sutLg+B 8bNGgAZVvS4PgfHgfA!MOx8 
8D5aB 8eWAmXB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9daB 8Ic+seB 9Lg+PLrQPjwPgXrQPjy60uD4Hxs0aAB1Ww3wf 
A+PA+B+tLH lwfLQP11 gJlwfS4Pj0eXB 8D 5aPLg/XWgfA/WPA+lwfH11 oF64PgXrQPjy60uD4Hxs0 
aAB1Ww3wfA+PA+B+Ydj 6wEy0D48uD5cH0uD49HlwfA+WtlwfrrQPgfrHgfS4Pjy60D5cHwL loHx5 
daXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfBR7rSx88D5aB8eWAmXB9Lg+PR5cHwPlo8uD9daB 8D9Y8D6XB 8eXWg 
fLg+BetA+PLrS4LwfGzRoAGVb0uD4Hx4HwPzDsfXB 8tA+PLATLg+lwfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+segfBB/r 
HgfS4Pjyx6BeeB 8C9aB 8eXWlwfA+TNGwAZVsN8HwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aB 8usBMuD6XB8el lwfA+Wjy 
4P 1 loHwP ljwPpcHy660D5cHwL 1 oHx5daXBeD42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA/Wlj 64PloHx5YCZcH0uD49 
HlwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHwP ljwPpcHx5daB 8uD4F60D48utLg+B8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPgfmHY+uD 5aB 8eW 
AmXB 9Lg+PR5cHwPlrZcH660D4H6x4H0uD48segfHgfAvWgfH1 lpcHwPjZo0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D9aW 
Prg+WgfHlgJlgJpcHx6XXB 8D 5 aPLg/XWgfA/WPA+lwfH11 oHy4PgXrQPjy60uD4Hxs0aAB1XaPg+ 
B8eB8D9aWPrg+WgfHlgJlwfS4Pj0eXB 8D5aPLg/XWgfA/WPA+lwfLrrQL lwfAvWgfH1 lpcF4PkzR 
sAGVbDfB 8D48D4H5h2PrATLQPjywEy4PpcHx6PLg+B 8tbLg+PHoHwP ljwPpcHx5daB 8uD4F60D9Z 
daXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA/Wlj6wEy0D5dYCZcH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 1 loHwPjx4H0uD48segf 
HgfAvWgfH1 lpcHwPjZo0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D8w7H lwfLQP1 lgJlgJpcHx6PLg+B 8tHlwfrrQPgfrHg 
fS4Pjy60C9cHwL 1 oHx5daXBeD 5M0bAB1Ww3wfA+PA+B+tLHj 4PloHx5YCZcH0uD49Lrg+B 8tHlwf 
rrQPgfrHgfS4Pjy60D48D4F60D48utLg+B8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPkOL lpY+uD 5aB 8eWAmXB 9Lg+PR 
5cHwPlo8uD4+tA+B 8ePA+lwfLrHoHy4PgXrQhzx5daXB8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA!MOx9YCZaB 8u 
sBMuD6XB 8el lwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHwP ljwPpcHx5daB 8uD4F60D48ulLgvB8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPgfrS 
x9cHy0D48sBMuD6XB 8el lwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHwP ljwPpcHx5daGOfXB 8C9aB8eXWlwfA+NmjQAMq2G+ 
D4Hy4PgfrSx9cHy0D5dYCZcH0uD49HlwfA+Wjy4P 11 oHxjj 6x4Y5aXB8uutA+PA+BetA+PLrS4Pg 
fJmjYAMq2G+D4Hx4HwP lpY+uD5aB8eWAmXBw3wfHo8uD4Hy0eXB+utA+B+seB 9Lg+PLrQPlwfAvW 
gfH1 lpcF4PjZo0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D 8w7H lwfLQP11 gJlwfS4Pj 0uuD4Hy0eXB+utA+CD/WPA+lwfH 
lj 0C9cHwL 1 oHx5daXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA/Wlj64PloHx5YCZYCaXB 8ejy4LwfLR5cH660D4 
H6x4H0uD5ddaEO+uD4F60D48utLgvB 8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPgfrSx9cHy0D48sBMuD6XB8el lwfA+ 
Wjy4Pj 60D4H6x4H0uD5ddaBeuD4F60D48utLgvB 8bNGgAZVsN8HwPjwPgfmHY+uD5aCj 2XWAmXB9 
Lg+PR5cHwUey0eXQ4vXWgfA/WPCHP S7HEx5Y9A+XB 8C9aB 8eXWlwfA+TNGwAZVsN8HwPjwPgfrSx 
9cHy0D5dcHy4PpcHx6PLg+B 8tHlwfrrQPgfrHgfS4Pjy60C9cHwL 1 oHx5daXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4Pg 
fHgfA/Wlj 64PloHx5YCZcH0uD49HlwXg+Wjy4Pj 601~xcD 9Y8D6XB 8eWPQL lwfAvWgfHllpcF4PjZ 
o0ADKthvg+B 8eB 8D8w7Hj4Pb0D48sBMsBNLg+PR5cHwPlo8uD4+tA+B+seB 9Lg+PLHoHy4PgX1QP 
ix5aXB 8D42aNAAyrYb4PgfHgfA/Wlj 64PloHy6wEy4Pr8Hx6XXBeD5a!XB+utAvB+seBdbg/fXeu 
OY//6HQ+PzQ6HVrkMTqFNTXKtEK0zVsAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 
CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAGRfDHToWvpoM5 aUwvbaJQAZF9AT7wpGHUE8UhzC9tolABkn 
T9AfLg6IOm3PG7Q5hYx99tKYAMk4mPnlj 50aDnZW8qHPIEb SmADJOJbpXZTvI5ff3 dTL7Q20qgAy 
L3M7izPYx+Zj/30X/w99o20 SAAyEHkiuyp4350f30c7oe+Dh9tKoAMhm9cnsqu+ff/OjnZPfuf7z 
aVAAZDN+2M8IZ6fVOOflF4T021kAGQFDLhNcO/nRc77uDto0ABld3Qy81H6fU6LnFdzxtozABld3Qy 
OIjDup 1 mOcWXqbbRkADIDxloaPT/nYMef6rm0ZAAyAmnqmf0+p3 G8POohl rNoyABld3xHdmePh384 
PcMaTaMgAZAcRRXHj +n98HuGIpzaMgAZAbO4rjx80++i6Rde20ZAAyGqjut0j 4d9 ld0i6+bRmADI 
aPnlj 5o9Odbt3EX2NtGYAMhsHy4ERhlBOEDvCto0ABkJhPvCB4cccx6UxW2OADIVK1QgT 1Q ltuAA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWQNSBp lvXagUAC3 Ew/gnhiw4boD+GLB +fCas 9RnaHYLqYh 
RDYgSalYALcTB 8DGBiwdDoGODFgvbsPoz 1 GdodgupBxaAwQvNS sAFuJhiwxgYsMUOgL4Y5j 1 scLb 
t2YZ0pmczu4cb6k8MVgI8MRNSsAFuJ 1K6juqqOePTj 2VUdw4psg6U8eodDuMqdu6kImpWAC3E6ji 
PXVR74enIrqpFFdSIKd8PUx+h3 GXS 3Edj JqVgAtxOPRHrqo98/ORXVSK+6kQP756ePTx+4YimPec 
lb9UdUi8/vOag2mqgAtxOPRHrqo9/F8iuqkV9yiHvvnp498P3 Vspk4uQ48sEDhAvWCZDjaaoAC3E 
49Eeuqj 3UXx3 dVIr7YSHfXUU9/9+6uKnqY52HusxzIhj c7rMc7DtNTABbidSuo7qqj 6u6o8qqhoG 
MneXV372T9 lbKRkWO3ddD6RJ3 lddlbyaamAC3E7zsMYGLpvrLgXwMWC4Y1VF131+9kPWGFQT76H 1 
FF8iT30UXOX7TUwAW4mD4D 8GLB/suB/DF~9YmlDuv7/izisMKoTKfF/cHIk/Oii+i/aamAC3EwT~ 



tKoEn/YFPVBwYw63F113FE9dux3 To/7kGirqcT 10L9pqYALcTEPY51QiATLnOquatkWUWB+4onrt 
zr6Uf0XBEVdOiepxftNTABbidVc/qqsEy9/VXtXEXT 1 g+d8cV26UU57+6xR5EQrqcT 10L9pqYALc 
Tqr31VVBi6b6qptEj IuY9YQezvjiuSpFH Se/ug8iJE9OiepPftNTABbidVTeVVVUrpvqqmZ5 GRID 
0VLO4eiuS49FOe/ui+IkT06KL6L9pqYALcTqqbyqqqjio8qqjOzyKZRHr8x+65Lj 0XOX9z04h0cX 
0UXOX7TUwAW4nVVHdVayKI7uqj s7nEUydnr8064ypuH 1 f9FFzDfu7nFDxxftNTABbidVHrDF2 shv 
Hdhi5DOTmHUN4ij x5WC9spJyxw7v7ocFoblzh3 W3 079pqYALcTqo7gF4tGhvIcAvEhnD6R6Iij 6y 
sF7isP4 S 76KATUL4TLBMv2mpgAtxOqkNwXi0g54igMXENAmsdj shv9ZWC9xaKguv7 sKOsaC+8/v2 
mpgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAt9Buj h6J4ceBNMgPMMWC 
feOsh6miOM8esMKrl zmR4ZBoNRUOgRG0xsAFvoCeD8GLBzs4Y4MWGMsC6g+R6YWcesF 11UPoKfsW 
YniF34 swh5pjYALfQMYGMDFhih0B fAxYL3 WCaA+R7wT3 S sFwsIimEnQxz4LgQu+Md8Fo2mNgAt 9K 
byo7qqbodKj zrqO6H7Dpu9Fz98c65LeUz92/4d3 WV3Qw+ssq20xsAFvpndx66qo/h+kiuqjuKKj I 
qOI9j o8Odc13X191/F 1 d9F0nLLrKo2mNgAt9NFceuqj 3705FdVIooj xEeiPZIsL65L5 lmP9T+np9 
38U6vHsv86ofaY2AC300VyKKqPdPTkV 1Uij uPl~x6NFbIrx31 dXFFOtv/zs4p9+nOq3 sus6t9pjYA 
LfI’RXHrqo91F8iuqjuO2oj0R64Ove6urinnX39Ts4p0aj qnuss3 dJ9pjYALITRXUd 1Ue6i+O766j 
QYOo4j lwde7yuriinH+p2cU54cetrRex3 gXp5pjYALfTodzodDj sHym+rvnC4D4C6AldN2C9wbji 
ysMBd8f+53Re3 l~xQ3 r3 THwfOJpjYALfQMYGMB8DHWXBj gfAxoE 1B 8Be4OvuusMBdzP/c78ubnbQ9 
a7xMurr2mNgAt9Afg8wfAf/rg9AfA4gQME4F7tKKHFYYUnB n5tyvw30H0d62XVu+dHm0xsAFvoHn 
Y51 QecPO8sdKqxqDDD/kdwdflFcZCD5+Yr8XCjzv6b4cffXMOf7aY2AC30q7n9VVgmXv6q+Vsiq0 
Vwdf09caHGfOb0Xk8909+KPdZfBw9j aYOAC300976qqgfL39Ve0 SIiq0VwdfzHrt9Uq6Orinc5j c 
HjnBw400wIAFvpp6byqqqldN9VU2eREVUeyQ7uh67fR+w 1 op2NODx045w400wIAFvpVObyqqqld 
S6qqR2eIqtFkizmVyXz0f/0Xfl 31 sxZfO/j 7TGwAW+IXUd 1 VrHcR7Kqozx4iq0XVHnMrku6R/dR/ 
dXf3 Adl9F0j aY2AC3008euqlZFEd3 VR3 QsYdVHuPD6mdl cU2RH91f9b6t3 Ad llbtnmmNgAt9NPHc 
AvFo0N5FYYuRHBNKqPeCfndgvcVBEUxM5ieEsHEXBOCImmNgAt9KuQ3DF2kQ3kOAxchoCalUeoJS 
o7Be2VCh9B 5UHQXAcReLMUiaY2AC300+H2Mfjz 1VStCSFXs 1PYnAV+RaRL6bTUwAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABZPa4WPdrFsxs0yABbgYJwP4YsEQzg/hiwfrgmoY 
toOj o7ti+WAmzXu2TmaZAAtwMMYGMDFg52cMc GLD GWB 9AxZnOZn8ti+VAuad2yczTIAFuB mOJk6H 
xzyjdOsvOZUpnlVTO63zDqjO6Gfy2L5 SdGaK7ZOZpkAC3 A6jvO7qqbmVI9nXHrrpwfWdDpj 1PLYv 
IDDtxbJzNMgAW4HHr0V 1 VR/vTkV 1 UeuvoyKrHpnOHqV2xfKLW29snM0yABbgcevRXVR/56ciuqkU 
UR4iq354989Py0isj mc/5n+5TsN+Ly/c7OY+7iP+9yoVRUIev+ZoIAC3A49eiuqj 3T047uqjuPJR 
17/w/Oen5aRUJwnC98JmOL 1 gx+LhMxxuPhM7iP+wviECeFv+ZoIAC3 A49ed3 VVL6L47uqj 2LDB 9e 
9291D/y0iludm7m88bnYfKDHK/G7wHHO3DvuI/7NzxxId2ODv+ZoIAC3 A6jvo8n+WZ7q76jycTK 
ZkCp4cJm92/9d/lpFF ldlDyvt5W8rrsd93 Vu31F/feH/28ruj 3 V20/5mggALcDoVvAxgYuH3Q59Z 
cGOB 8DGglQPnHk/ll!ks3UXz30d30XVOXO6OdFjyi/vuI/7umqU+L6/5mggALcDDGAnhiwfrrgf 
wfAROJoD 5xXxZdd5LUiRTo4p0X9931 z06LvoPvuI/7v7xlOe+v+ZoIAC3 AwT4cdKoE+/6s6VVbCD 
D6+K+PrrL JaKcintLxTov74vsnB 4u+j nfeH/3 fxDAd6ff8zQQAFuB sdo+c6qeIBMuc6q5 q2RVd8UV 
gnVy2LmRTo4qcc++Kfk4PH//gS +4j/u/iGA731/zNB AAW4HV/v6qqB 8vfl V8TiOwjvwHzy SxYyK 
dHFOj I~xRfZwDx/9WN++8P/u/iGQ 8P 91N/MOEABbgdXzfVVUxzHd033 Xe0 SIiq7n7rsT2eRoc SKdH 
FTj n3 xfXRaf/UPu+4j/Vl~xDIOn3/MOEABbgdXzfVVrHrpvqqm0R4j r7n77qWeWx2/OHp0cU6P6+L 
6+7T/6i!wIv7v4p9KfF9f8zQQAFuB 1 fR5VWseuo8qqjPHiOuvH87j l+SzfPfDv6076L++Lq7L6P 
/qLq+8P6vn3 dH/cfl/zNBAAW4HV53 dV1 SKI7vrqND+D6/DziRX5a5RfO8our7ur599 lt311 f/1Fj 
vvyyyvn3 dRXdXY7sbNBAAW4HV53YYu0iKI7sMXHZxjkGGL+eTyHHgJcUuHbh23 O/G53 f3 QC8253d 
9Q4KO67At8/G7uwx3 zHKw7NBAAW4HV6HALxaRDeQ4DFyGcPoGL+u4iKPAS4qE4TAmfCZz87JyOJn 
/ 1Yo 9Hddwx+7/hcuFmEwY8zQQAFuB 1URQGLg2HPEUBi5DIFqDF/XbwdHgJcV1QqF/5 fz8 srrvP// 
/nfHfl5v3 z5nlNkUfuEzQUAFnVKttQCABZ 1 W lbUAwAWckaDag0ACzkoQcmoJAAs6yDtQTABZ0smo 
LgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SA 
CwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB 
SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 
LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACmiFtIACwUgAsFIA 
LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 
gAsFIALb 1TdQACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB 
SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 
LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 
gAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC 
wUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 
ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFI 
ALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAs 
FIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUg 
AsFIALB SACwU~AsFIALB SACwU~AsFIALB SACwU~AsFIALB SACwU~AsFIALB SACwU~AsFIALB SACw 



UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SA 

CwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAtYdNAuACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 
ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 

B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFI 
ALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAs 

FIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUg 
AsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACw 

UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SA 

CwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB 

SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 
LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 

sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 

gAsFIALB SACwUgAtNVx9ah0tJQWinYnWmhch/Fp2x58d 1 COBfAT7 SiQQoRt4AJsaGnJCVraEMGiH 

x003 RGfl7oMfHMfuIxEc GHAij qFpkVmG7Bi4igGOCagRMJWD0cwkw82iwFzhJgvhoOwYtorAj QL4 
L4C9siuoE8GPCG2AAt 1 QMHZ2d 1B SAvsNuDFgvqGCHqHmDCHR0roAiJEIdAYcCJnoF9orMg7Bi2j g 

CMD6ARwJUGKXh/13+aLAYmH8GLN134C9megM4YJwL4C+RFd4JwMcHNrABbqgYoZ3R 1 AhwTmHQDFgxq 
GEGGGOBgimdK6AIiRDDoBA4ETMMnPoiw0HgL2Z+wYsnIMCMOyqDE7Cs+B+aLHQ+fPh138dDrDQdsd 

DmOnV1SRCHx5 J47uIruPngL8eM2gAFuqBihHc3 qeH5YfRDgGLcy0CDnQiD98+TodB0znZHkSIYWt 
Xakh+8aKyQeVZnj x3NjIhzPSO/sc31N40WRFjm8k5HO3 WVJEI6PJPIcM911R3DKbNnABbqkXx5D5 

6uj 50eNFcnkPSo6Q+hneNXTx7718iRJ4e 1 q7 SHjujuIsM5ZV1SPHjwyQOWsd9ZHsqWNFkQ7j 2 Scq 

FbrHORDI9knkO491jPXJ48bOAC3 VIRDxDt 1R3j Q8ju3XEWkdzh48RY lb/HvsjyJEnh7Wqek+eRW0 

WFTHsqxz0R48MkRDDaLrI91SxosiHceyTw/THsqxfkQyO7k8RXHsskOJPHjZwAW6pCJ5DhlNDuDs 
j2 SeItI7+eoyHbJ3T/2R5EiTz21U9J6kiuIrh6cPZVw9PRHjwyOw4Nousk9 S6RZEO5PJ4e+Hrdc9 

8iGOuTyHbndWyFknjbUAFuqQieIbuqDWMOx0sdcRaR387naLmTunseR5EirotKuDoptPEVz84eyr 

nv0R2NR7RkMiyx 11LGiyIsdcnh74etp930iEOqTyH106uGSdm2gALdUhlDIh3XDLR5Te SdotI7+i 

nF2Tu4sujyJFXXB 1 TDrvhkRZvfvZVzvtEcgKPawcRZYWtO+RZIfFpJ5/97Kuh5IhAw5PHfX3 lwyG 
EbIABbqkMriB 1 sZa2U7pPIeke+unF2TsosujyDHMc6ncHVMOu+GARm909kOQ91F0eQIrj 2sRB2XB 

DgntFgEeIcMdP9PWC+UPJEXCUDHAvO6+uGAv4ht4ALdUY+6dTsgzTwi luufAvgMa 1H91zLgvr5RZ 
dHkAxVYyKqD svhgEXPdPYGMoeaIgKDj 2 sQyLKYSYJ7RYDFAkwx09k9gYxw7kQQJ4Y4MUuvrhgLzC 
G2AAt 1 QH+xhtPCLW668F8BeoMfddAwX 1 rrr/jyAYquiKpkXXQwCMns4sDGVu49oFER7WIg714Tgx 
jRYD6icGOns4sDHeVyJWJwY4ORZTrhgLnCGOAAt 1QH+6INPCLW668F8B6wxO55TCWC+tflF8eRIt 

b4iqiL7oYOWT 10VuuyvRJxRke 1 g4iy0HlM7aLHj GDyT0ecVuuxxIgIsk9zIrp lwy SDNnABbqlXe0 

FXCLW+I!J3j Tg839j 8 JcYosovjy JFqDoqmgHy GRFbeuiyrscaIGxke liGRZVvKjyRZeYh5 J6KKK3 
Xc3kQ27k97RXTrhld3 s2cAFuqVYOcWpjLW+unJ72nk4P 1MS2Y4unvjyJFoGEVUQD5DIizujuymb6 
II08e0ZEQ8k7uPZIspmXrk9FHdbrvnkQxl3 lyemz0VK4PuG42HABbqlUGKMd lwfdo/rpuum65OGMt 
LIxP/PzjyJFoC56pn13e2itos7nrsq759FSIk8e0g2h5XEVx3 ciyo+iK5PXx3ZJ/2PIk8RXJ6kiep 

ZEUVcRGw4ALdUqgX9w6ohww30epJ6j qqwXy0rZiHvh6ceRItKjPVM8eyRXEVuJ67Ku9jx6kRJ5EH 
BxF 1 cRXHdyLI7yIrk9cPXW6340 Sdork9Rnnz2 SHFWORsOAC3 VKqPfY9Wh3B 1J6j ljvWlju2HWzEP 

fD048iRB s8eqj s9kiuIrd7+WVdMkVGiTyGhhs76torj 2OjyRdHdyeuH8sq6hIhkiuTx2fHj2M9cn 
kRsOAC3 VLVnufPWO8aHSepJ3R61 cixkVsCx6ePezyJEHIdKp0kPKjtos8LLKuoaI8eGSDo917+x0 

sqPqlzO8dLJPYeVuuoS1Y6WSeOz48e5zdyd0jZwAW6payHb96uj 50aCPJ2d6VTRc6HbAjodI8iRB 

xF SrzxFj 95EWWPrKuoaI58YyDfHq+H9h8eQ5jn54fRDw8PAYuw8sBiI5oh13DocsBi5DoaLzs8Y4f 
DwzZwAW6paxFDo9Tw5nhkEcGLiGHVRDwrHgEanQ6R5EiIg30qc2Q8BOaLLH 1YMXHaJAOIgweoF53 
A!13iYJ8Q+BOBi7H 1YERIaIuCcDFxDo0XgnAxwIbQAC3 VLRkN2d6ghwTRoAiGhhlUHeD 8BFTPHjyJ 

ERBudU5wb4L7RZY+sBe5DPEBy9qFrBz3hZgiAs2Q+CTI3i7rqwIhnaIIJMGLiHRoqBPBjwhtgALdU 

YcGx2g9QpAXVoAiGQOPW0cwkwIqZ6j PIkSHo/qnO0pjpEVvL7AXuRItRhKsYhOh0P6aCDQQylriz 

FjNvABbqvp 1 Y/qhl3pzlNtccAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 
FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 
kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWYSVa0QQ685 gy 

qtNl3 s lwAWYqChlBU4mlMQYIGw6gjNNQAWYpBUVAuoUh+FrMcyGQ5kO2YaAAsxSdxz87tHkQ/sqnj 

OaDm8mYZgAswLfUzm+g7459fa31 COXvmzDIAFml3dP4c6eHfULr7 Sp0KYv05mGQALMC6dbe5ziL6c 
Pf/aU6cPTY99OZhkACzAvpXR/UiL6e9VK7576L+kzDIAFmI3dOw+pEPKc9ql d 1EHfTmYZAAswLpx 

/30D C/REErfUQd9OZhkACzAu9n/fvUdKJl3k31 cHfTmYZAAswLflWN8wwvVyB hH/kHTsNmGQALMUn 
BH5nZkHB 3Zasu/sg6ZjjZhkACzFMV8/QIPkXOXVTcWh9dB 1BX2YZAAsxUJ4+cbyKk91XOJ7+5ujx 

yeZhkACzEqPh9yKk4Y0nE5 zBc 8nmYZAAsxKj 4yRUhwXtUqnQFzyeZhkACzAvpo5 o+RUnDj 8U7Vox 
52OkX05mGQALMC75HO+Ic5F 170ZeDvvmYZgAswLeNHO5h3 xFz61 gcHTsbMMwAWYpOGRzOHocGRe4 

PQHIg6YVmGgALMUxA+gSoKHTCag5EHUEZpqACzFQekcYwetQdYORByDZrgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 

LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsxU 1M9uaiQYbWcGzmGwwYKUtAREyAgAJuWhhTE2otjrZq4ZeDh 

stmohczmQemUMQZzDYYMC8tAREyAgAJuWguFhdg7Y/s 1 d4ODhotmoUQZzIMOFzEGckGGDAvLQERM 
gIACbloLgoPsHbNfY/cDg4atxYxhnI5Bwuy5UJl3hyrbHmRbABNy2Sn7ko9zwcHDXuL5PD 1 COQcLG 

Ih6gzmG1 S2atkWwATctkqpSCW54ODhr3FOr3 qDpjwcKkIn6Q9Qg5VkIwlEoU8OZPABNy2W47kdEY 
iA3 o6VJ38fGZ6dTh89adVO5w9OHkC8RfHhE9OHqb4bECzFwXB/DmPOQOPXDigqDZMABN¥2GC4/aJ 



F4/h2PUsF/do/HrORx4Lo JdSwTHf4nbjy 8UMQeHOxOI~xuNXVUU5 +cPIFslnh4ZRTnvh7TGB e CWOw 

uCPjiCI9YVxeCskAAm5bJwtvGQxgnB 5uwnCorChw4vhYFIDw59h888D4HuwKQIOJAXAo4gR 1UU57 
95AsGOVU8MrvnvMOTnB27cIeHVuHgsE7GM9ZONzs4bJAAJuW 1ZueVvQ6nDwV763bwVHbthk54cP 

Ho7d312PK/LrDuuyx6eCw8dnZ2wdVZfPdPB2PrWhlu75794MF8vms+vrfvGnZ63j 6u+ZHABNy2q 
fWOKoVDx2+vofO3 r3 cyH llzz0vcXOXuLO6db6iu+08f3uHj 6Luqy+e6eDsp21EnsvosngwXy+u/y 

y+~fDI9d91FOZHABNy0HynZO6wk7631 ldOuq7vw3 ldOz0p 12V3u6+6dd9FdOD8f06Ln0IdVz6iz 
iD spwdcnuub2TwYL61 sOup3e/hkeu+6ipsj gAm5aD 1XDGBe6UU7K6ddV2y9OipXq67LWvz 1 rp8UV 

lPx9Uouvhjrvuorog66kRZV33N7OINqzsZ658dO4p3wyPXc+oMdjtkHABNy2otT41At 1KKdddtLxV 

dj T06KleXHdkgcVyB 3 T4oDAfI9Si6+TtOCdRXR6V1 GiyrB 8cUUQcXCYJ9YYinfDI9d/9AYZBwATc 
thgXzMHAYinXWC8VXgmtOipRVhcovD358Hul~xQGA/L61F 19W04YyujuDrj x50Oh2OtAfHFFEHDA/ 
iZWGIvpydnrv/oDDIOACbltWCexqgMRUorBeOv8QOn3UotQTKLhR3Fngg9fTigMB+X 1KLr7UxgYy 

ueuDrqM4LkBjHFHcHJyuOO67W+nDI9d/9EyBgAm5bVDu89Yiil qUeVXXnGRToqV+h9ZR8fV91 nl d 

PiiV+X 1KLr+piKllc9cHXUkAuRUdu964Orfwbuu lp85Oz 13/0TIGACbltVTuHrIotY+91VVRDIp0 

VK/SndD3U6/O6dd9FEr8vqUX/2kXkV2b+QddSTodjohnrsh64Orp0P666bi+nDI9d/9FNsg4AJuW 

2tN4x7WRRUojw91 Ovr7viKdFNxac30PZTd+cU3 d9FdOD8p06Lr4OByK7CyDspwi lkVuyyDq73D+v 
6+unzk7PXf/XfMj gAm5bav3bi0Z673Ecvp 19fd8RTrvrg378/vd+d3u31Fd7D8pvq7r4iBtDi596 

WPovaxFDw8g6t87eO7Hju+nDI9d/9bx5 G62ACbltq+O63 ofPH lcg/fO6rt9EU63jyDuPz+4787dl 
Z3XY7enlR27uviAdEHRc+gyg3MvaMiM+gwIgEsPh2Fynzk7PXf/YF6N 1 sAE3Lao3HDx6A/GOVyH 

QP1V4FDp2BeNAP5+DxZ2D2FywLr5UC5dflDCIOi59aHYQHaQbd4+gwIgR7BOKxOvpydnmtXCfG6 
2ACbltUEHnf2oeYTJDOE6qsE0p3 CeZAr06gr0V2CvXD114tXkgXrr5AYPaN7r+p8 Si0tJ771QF+O 

/yPezqnTGINChsnAAm5bJyid+6hSC+IiCnl 8yq59 GRaMCgLT4iLU0ioAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 

gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 

AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQ 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 

KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 

BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 
FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAEAEAEAEAEAEGVuZHN0cmVhbQplbmRvYmoKMTAgMCBvYmoKPDwv 

TGVuZ3RoIDExIDAgUgo+PgpzdHJ1YWOKcQowLjM2IDAgMCAwLjM2IDAgMCBjbQoxNzAOIDAgMCAy 

MTk3 IDAgMCBjbQovSTIgRG8KUQplbmRzdHJ1YWOKZW5kb2JqCjExIDAgb2JqCjUzCmVuZG9iagox 

MiAwIG9iago8PC9Qcm9jU2VOWy9QREYvSW 1 hZ2VCXQovWE9iamVj dDw8L0kylDkgMCB SCj4+Cj 4+ 
CmVuZG9iagoxMyAwIG9iago8PC9UeXB1L 1BhZ2UKL 1B hcmVudCAxIDAgUgovUmVzb 3 VyY2VzIDEy 
IDAgUgovTWVkaWFCb3 hbMCAwIDYxMi4zNiA30TAuOTJdCi9Db250ZW50c 1 sxMCAwIFIgXQovUm90 

YXRIIDAKPj 4KZW5kb2JqCjE01DAgb2JqCjw8L 1R5cGUvWE9iamVj dAovU3 VidHlwZ S9JbWFnZQov 

V21kdGggMTcwNAovS GVpZ2h0IDIxOTcKLOJpdHNQZXJDb2 lwb251bnQgMQovQ29sb3 JTcGFjZ S9E 

ZXZpY2VHcmF5 Ci9GaWx0ZXJbLOND SVRURmF4RGVjb2R1XQovRGVjb2R1UGFybXNbPDwvQ29sdW lu 
cyAxNzAOIC9 Sb3 dzIDIxOTc+P10KL0xlbmd0aCAzNDE5Nwo+PgpzdHJ1YWOKABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 

KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 

BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 
FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 

kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 

WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 

gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 

AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 
CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFmFD+mRDTh7dZaEc JOt+6DZDIP sZyFQAWY 

UP3 gQ51 h7eoQ4XgfHB 8/CsiUCbrpCoALMKH7sPMqw9vQPME4ExwfPgRkW7j 3VSFQAWYUP7A8yrD2 

wwfgxYYusseCjkyLVO3 ochUAFmFD+t45jqg2QfHZ8dv3bgduz42RaqdFuCkKgAswoflvnwtUGyHN 

wczhzrcDt25myLNTwXiHsGKQ9IVABZhRTcHqx3rBtBzN2dw51 liw7dEyJVTsJgSxBPekKgAswof2 
DInesGOM7dncP3 dYjuGy9Tod ltzuhil IVABZhQ/sCTbvULZoZ27RQGLcMdu4bL 17i6e6i7FqQqAC 

zCh/cF5w9AuRDO3Z3 APjhjt3DwRkWQQPi6j/FqQqACzCh/TEx29AuNDO3 aKATq27HcPB GRZDnQ7i 

6gOK0hUAFmFFOIK3ZhwbQzt2dwFm4biQ8EZFmvOJF 1AcVpCoALMKH9n7sEDg2hnbs7h2/cOBYZ2y 

LNqEj +cOLUhUAFmFD+g/oBw4g0HNwzuHj 6t203RsizaPOLqMFpCoALMKHzt84DBEGyHNwczh4eVu 
x2c2yLNp/xdRAIIVABZhQeOzs4fsiDZBYdlh2+O3DwsPCZFm0+rrcXQrSFQAWYUgmB4c2RBg8A/A 

+P3 dbwsBdkWb Sg7C23Yt SFQAWYUh+Dw6NEGD2HmH5+cOHx8Dsil ahbCWIL0hUAFmFQ Sgluj OyAxg 
Q4T3 M3 cPj mEZEq 1 J7Df4iikKgAswtej VEXdTM51KJcmACmHulyYAKYeyXSAApiAi6QAFMWKuYAB T 

HS40ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACOArQaHQ9Ak37sP790dC4egvv3RnC8DwxD527aGID80Ob 
gKz6AAtAIOYzvxQw/P3 YPi 9zOhYPQJx/TKgJYPcIfO3bQxAJiQ5uARnIABaCOThJnwQgEx+7B 8fu 



ZOHYww+OdMqAlg8MRe7dsiEA9tDm4B2dAALQWGO8bvy5uaHZW/eXHb9+OY7GQTlb9zKjw4ekIflu 
2hiHxwyHzt4bOgAFoLHDut2Lhw0Xu37t+7fvxzHYOHxw53jo+cPSEP63bQxD9wyHzt8bOcAFoBFb 
hoEx20U3D925 lv345jgVD84c7xZv6Hoxj +t2yIQ/cMh9Y/bOcAFoU3DQx2GOU3D925 lv3 zHfw9Aq 
Kpzvh3N+3 ekIp lu2RCH9bDdvHOZzgAtAWdidOw2im4fu37tj44+b3w7eHZ3Ubw75u/fOATIQD27a 
GIB7Ybt5UZuFAVyGgAWgLuCOZDIfuH7sMWGOovh288d 1Bj m794cAmQgHt2yIQCYw3bxzZuFJaUho 
AFoCjwLRoMim4fuwfAxjh9PPPHdQY6u8EsEyEA9u2RCAe3 o3 fObNwpL SkNAAtCkcG5zZzDpuH7sP 
4Yx3 dPDt3R1BjHb4EsEyEA9u2hiAe3 o3 fObNwpLPIaABaFNw7c3Q9Kbh+8oP37sP0803kVTnYMd8 
F5hsRTrdtDEU3D0b3ubNwpLSkNAAtCpQ7c3M9abh+7dnz92CZOK8h+8p2B+Yb0hD+t2yIQ50PWHf 
ubNwpL SkNAAtAIsodub86qbh+7eHj 92CZON2h+cOdYPjDekIflu4hiHOh6i+/ZuFpZ5DQALQVvKH 
bm!dd7t+7fPH7gMXOOJB4dudYPjDekIfO3bQxFNw9Rzps3 C0tKQOACOFj h24c3wVFx4dnb47fuH7 
ugnZAPbnQ5u2G9IQ+du2hiHxw9RzeHZm5 SlpSGgAWgsCYEo+CoBOBMfu37h+7oJ2GHxzoc3bDB4B 
zvnbsEcHOD2D8UwfGblKWeQOACOFonCneBOB 5h8c3D9u6OKCd6BOfuHN2wweAc7527BHBzg9g/HQ 
E5m5 SlpSGgAWgEKhIeBOBECe5m79u6OKDhlFNznZ3DDB7BDvnbsEcHOH4H46BKM3KUtKQOACmNEs 
8hoAFMaJaUhoAFMaJaUhoAFMaJaUhoAFMaJaUhoAFMaIwknIaAB TGiCBQflaABTGiLhgupDQAKY0 
QgGBCkNAApjRDAIGchoAFMaJOLg0/IaABaQvNAsk5nKvkNAAsxAWb9wCc+dDoPBp378QIOw8B 8Lg 
7LNJ2QdflaABZiATn9YPj 50Og8GnPnwUuJAI4fB 4HZZqt6OvkNAAsxAPj +sMW/qFMdipyx4CDAkA 
jh7EsOyzVb0dflaABZiHM/rfu3 zmOY7FTlj srOs3Nw8B4cOA7LNVvR 18hoAFmIfu37hzrfOY5iw 
KnHbt+63bPIscM8ynVb0OrkNAAsxD92/rc3D5+J4sCpx24c2M7dGd5W6N1Oq3 o6+QOACzEOddOy9 
2/vY78WIdpxYcMWc2ix5UmVCrej r5DQALMQ5uH9b47B/b3 sedjtOLDhirpIePKbZUKsyDr5DQALM 
Q5uKdYYsH5w+Y87Hadjt3DFXNnfPKcykJOVCr5DQALMQ5uH7gHwH5w+Y7HY7Tscx3DEzpIfPHzZS 
EnH5 J+QOACzEObh/WH98803jHY87Tt204YkdGi94+mUNDC8k/IaABZiHNxTrcH7+wExuN2nbiQ6I 
IdJD 948bKGhB+YzkNAAsxD92/rePnzwExuN2ncCw5 sQztD95c2UNF6cXUhsAFmIfu3 zt4ePnYYtu 
N2ncC2/YxoaKlb6ZdEEQ3yGgAWYh+7fO3 x2+dnztuN2ndj s7JOaGd0cPGy6JZ5DQALMQx0Ohzw70 
37t87c625Q4aHhYCDAuSHQxzxsuiWeQOACzEAnh8fnD5w6OHBw4aHhcFGB7aGcTmy6ImyflaABZi 
A9AnOZu+cOjhwcOGh8fiCA9tDQP2y6IGHBqQ2ACzEBCBZ 1 G7+hnocO3 ch+zsGHtogznMuqEB gvy G 
gAWka7OQhgEDOQOACzTSZyEMAgZy GgAWaZzOGk5 TJPy GgAWaZ7PoqyOafkNAApjRVmQdakNgApjR 
VvR 18hoAFMaKt6OvkNAApjRVPV 1 qQ2ACmNFU 9XXyGgAUxoqnj 51 qQ2ACmNFUdvnXy GgAWVZB 62 J2 
9bTPCJGK+iIiIGHVYOPCGjFIj IiI2 S1W7eHWpDYALKsBitib2QNFMdQ/GQ9RzKY5j EAikNFMdQvj 
Q6imPxfGbL Srd3HXyGgAWVYDFbE3 tAIH4mgmCHPQTheE4QYCBY1H4mgTB TnqLwvBMENllVnDgk6k 
NgAsqzDiJ2JvZwvnwQMLAQ5hhbCWFwInDhYSZ8FIC2EoegSwmBMCGywqw8En5DQALKZQRib2dw8H 
zhkOHDhzINw7cVuHbhp5acPB 84ZDtw4pkGcVuHBw4dxssJOEsxikNgAsplIP3x+hlD6h0OdDo5tF 
1YuPIhw3 dvxkPK63Dh3YhDDHj s7jvKxedxDm7fkG7cVu63DuNlhJwsMRyGgAWUyji48HOOPIcfC 
cF4Xmiytj 3 WQxu8vGQ8oeR3DJwYlnDtosrF6yEN3 lww3biyO7ds2JUMCRF 11bABZTKoEt2EsPYfA 
mB7CYzvHE9jyGN3jyHZDxu8qO2Oy8QFtudtFlfF lj TuHbyHYbtxZUO3bNiVCBTCkNgAsplTcO3Dh 
2cOzh24Ozh24dtDtwmcGnodnbHZDxw4c3gUYHhw8Y7xocO 1 dztp3Dt5DsN24cOb52zY1SzyGgAW 
Uyp2OHFlbxw8bvHbs3 dsYY5TuMc07sxyudhuDhw5vAowPit4KXN3N8bnWdtzudhm5w3OZ4bmbEqW 
VlbABZTK944cWOHjh5Q+cPG7yEBZ3Ba3 geKGGHgL5WQ5pw9D4ggS14Wo8CxQ9AsBZlgU2JUsqQ2A 
CymV4JDcEi5w8ofOHjcOICzvCQLj 8K7h2OAthDuHbT2gnmECTfhXFw/CRQ7FgJYRD sKbEqER8upD 
YALKZXgkNw SLnDyh84eNw4NjudRj 0C2zsduQ5wOzHeGPIoeSeIC+atj 03Rjtx4dG84JA8nuY8h83 
jY1SczsYpDYALKZPmOQ6huCQScXUPnFzcQfSVL SgduqgEcZ2iQ3 eSeIN3 xAdN6UDt 1 zgji0aJDQz 
Y1SczmnUhsAFIMr2Q4iHjM3 fOLm7AllSmsg2hZQCBrLllDtxW0707eChFbpTWQbR23Bw lbxW4dv 
O2bEqrKhJ lIbABZTKm7cOHbM4eUPHbxu7dtDh0ucMMJDhwCIcO3Dhw7cNOzu3 gmNDhzfOGGFl~xQ 
CIOK3Dh24cM2WFWaDTqQ2ACymVM3 duDd2bnbxw403j hu8aAh7ggYWAiGGY52EsLYVPINztudtASj 
4IGHgId6Mc7Md2FxjmbLCrfLj rUhsAF1MqgS3YSw93 WBMucBMZAh7xdAtiIYYTheE4QZEBYOHblF 
ReIGHsVDOE4XgmCGyyqn7t 1 qQ2ACymUcXHguQ48eXC9c7F5hjRePULYw3 oL45j mMQyCHbuzhkDQ5 
j0D2Mh6j 8cxfGbL Sqfu3 WpDYALQRDKdF6GRhpInimKNDRERTlkkhOFJERERslKu9wdakNgAtAJNI 
DVR4HTqQ2ACOAk0gNVhsTqQ2ACOAk0gNVhXGMUhsAFoB JpAaThHIQpDYALQCTSAOMFyLqQ2ACmNE 
DhpSGwAUxollSGwAUxollSGwAUxollSGwAUxoqgUVqQ2ACmNFUCitSGwAUxoqgUVqQ2ACmNFUCit 
SGwAUxoq27dQh3 WpDYAKYOVT 1 dakNgApjRV2rrUhsAFMaKp6mSGwAUxoqnq61 IbABTGiqerrUhs 
AFMaKo9HWpDYAKYOVb0dakNgApjRVsNp 1 IbABTGirNBp 1 IbABTGirH406kNgApjRJwzjFIbABTGi 
GAwIUhsAFMaIQGC6kNgApjRFwQGpDYAKY0 StDxNS GwAUxollSGwAUxollSGwAUxogYUIpDYAKYOQ 
wGBCkNgApjRJwzjFIbABTGirDYnUhsAFMaKsNidSGwAUxoqjDadSGwAUwH 1PV1 qQ2ACmNFU9XWpD 
YAKYOVTOOtSGwAUxoqjINOpDYAKYD6xHCJ 1 IbABTGirDYnUhsAFMaJOGcYpDYAKYOQwFy6kNgApg 
PBhQikNgApjRLKkNgApj RLKkNgApgPEMbUhsAFMaIYOyEKQ2ACmA9OI4oxS GwAUwH 1 ho GKQ2ACmN 
FWGxOpDYAKYD6j sbtOpDYAKYOVT55 J 11bABTAfVe8dakNgApjRVPnjrUhsAFMB9T55 J 11bABTAar 
OAdOpDYALQED JB qHEHxwyQVzdX lhsTqQ2ACOBE+OoQ+Oox4fHQ+OnnoUIfHQ+6xD4++Pj7p0PzT4 
+/aHTqE/DteoQ6hOoQNHWb8Y5Dg4+PjodDw61 Q6tWrRdYhVeq0OnyEJIIsTrkPm6tVho GKQ2ACOB 
EyGEbqEMEcYhS GwAWglmQwj dRjB2ZdSGwAWglmQwj dRg0JKQ2ACOBEyGEbqEtKQ2ACOBEyJM3UJa 
UhsAFoCJkMI3UIuCBFIbABaAiZDCN 1 CEAuXUhsAFoCJkSZuoQwM4xSGwAWgImQwj dR1 hoGKQ2AC0 
BEyGEbqFWJYidSGwAWgImRJm6hVvRp 1 IbABaAiZEmbqFW9DrUhsAFoCJkMI3UKt6ut SGwAWgImRJ 
m6hVvQ611bABaAikOaC94cXPx8+uY7QHgRA!LCgEh83BNqebqOoyDTqQ2ACOBFIc6BMeG754Ex4e 
MdnBIC+FwsKASH04PtTzdQk4bE6kNgAtARSNSmHux2eWB7dnjdnBID8FwsKASHjcEZQ0nDQMUhsA 
FoB8jUfHbut4eVnZ3 WVt5EHY803ZWOIgrf21 nN 1CGAQIUhsAFoCLZoLz5xQ+KHb53 QOHEiIfVv6y 
sriCt/bWkbqEXDBdSGwAWgH7NId4/7Y5+UOHOugrbtEQ+cP+xXh6GQV3vazm6hBEOKoUhsAFoCLZ 
m3 st J344cOdc7HncM7IvbvSHoh6GRDOXvazm6hL SkN~AtARbMjet6Cex56HSueedwz~kU531~Dzz0 



B7h5372s5uo S0pDYALQEWzJxW9AnTz0OlcO3 h3 cgPDnPWLE8PDuA8Med/bW0bqEEx26UKQ2ACOBF 

syrrehjvp56HSuHo3 sld34ft6xYnh4esPFEPTtrWbqEXBwakNgAtAP21u62GcPK13xUd47cW2iIf0V 
iu3 J6GRRD 3va 1 m6hDAIEKQ2ACOBFtKBIfrHbygrc7CssZ2Re4p0NyehkUD97Wkbq0nDQMUhsAFoC 

LaUCQ+cXO6Ct+8KyyQyLj h/RQbuIh2Xva 1 m6hJw2J 1 IbABaAi2tnjt2cXOLDw7PDw+kQdh2+cUG7 
iIdl9tbRurVZkGnUhsAFoCLa2/rDw/b2HgJx4eAj gjgnAkUOKwR7nO2t5uoVb0adSGwAWgH7WnOw 

Jb9vYfl3 JvnwI414eYW6HFAO9z97W0bq 1XanWpDYALQEW lpzuFx+Y9zmOj 58HgPARAuOG7gEi5+9p 
SN 1 CrejTqQ2ACOBEyJM3UKt6NOpDYALQD2RIj dWqxcQ406kNgAtARMiRG6tJw0DFIbABaAiZEiN 1 

aGBnGKQ2ACOA9kSZuoQgGBCkNgAtAPZEiN 1 aLg4NSGwAWgImRIj dWj CMKQ2ACOBEyJEbq0tKQ2AC 

0A9kSI3 VpaUhsAFoB7IkRurS0pDYALQD2RIjdWlpSGwAWgHsiRG6tL SkNgAtARMiRG6tL SkNgAtA 

PZEiN 1 aWIIbABaAeyJEbq0tKQ2ACOA9kSI3 VpaUhsAFoCJkSI3 VpaUhsAFoB7IkRurS0pDYALQET 
IkRurS0pDYALQD2RIjdWlpSGwAWgHsiRG6tLSkNgAtANMhhG6tL SkNgAtAQDUM03 Vg0j gQOx6Q2A 

CmNEOnT488OY4g4bJCQALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAK46c 

CkDj g45j sdDw+PDw6ikKAAyoB sBZHDIDKHA8NxwNoashQAGVAyAODg0Dgrjgqj geGUODA5j geDcc 

M0cG44HguOB4ZxwyAWBwPBccM44HA4LI4LYxwVZCgAMqAeDWOB4xwbBw0Dg3HDIBuOB4g4a44FY4 

Hij hnHB sHAgcGYcCccMDgoHAgcGocDwZhwPMcMgG44Hgy SFAAZUDNHDWHA 1BgcDwaRwMwbjij hkh 
xwPB SHAsHB skKAAyoCqOBccMgM44HgpDscCQcNg4bQ4aQ5DgeBYOGQDj hld3uOB4aQ4HgyDhkij ge 

McFEhQAGVANAYHDIDNHDXHA3HY4HgYHA8NscDwzl3wJxwIHDOOGuOB4ZxwPAkHDKHA8MuQoADKgM4 
4ZJj g2DgeBwOB4GBxRwccDgcDwMDgcDhld3nHDIDccY4FA4ZxwLj hqDhld3mDg44g4M0hQAGVAUx8c 

Dw 1BwPA3HAkHCj geGaOGkOGsOCoOGQBgcGscFxw44ZALjgeGccCscGUcFxw2DgeCkOGQQ5 SFAAZU 
BuOCDhld3oHFHDXHDOODYOCuOB4No4ZAFY8OGgcC44g4KI3wyAODgTjw4Zo4HhlDg ljgeG44HgQOEH 

BtHA8M0cOOEkKAAyoCDgtcDdw8BNAPEHA8NIcGccCscGwcDw lhwccxwZhwPA3 mUB 3 AvoB4NQ4NA4 

Hg47HA8GUcDwUhwPDNHB 5 CgAMqA2DglHDQ4eAmgHg ljhpj g0DgQOBgdj gfDijhsHA8NYcQcNccDw 

ccMocHHA30cBYAvoG2OGOOD SOBIODA4ZAaI3wyA44Nx2OGsPyFAAZUBWHGODFuwzuCOC7gpDhkAyj 
htDjHA/HDIY4ZAFxwSChuCq4HkOB4KQ4ZAKQ4Fg4Kg4HhokKAAyoB4riuGdw8Au4ao4ZBDhkCDge 

HHBXHDIDQOGsOGyBXbgquGqODKOB4UcDwccM44EDhkEOB4g4HhvIUAB1QGgcG 1 xYAhwRwXcMgKOC 

gcMnHDOODj scQcHHDNHDMHA8C44GB4cQcMwduJE4KrjHDYOCgcQcHHBYHDYOGQCOOBA4MDguOGQB 

eQoADKgZY4bcBBx4Tlm4YgLwNg4NxwyAo4ZY4HgwOGQBuOGQ4B 3 +N6FgEOF4DwccFxwJxwWwccDw 
U5CgAMqAeK4LzNzOC7hKAeKOGQDaOBYOGqOGuOB4bB8cMDI~xwPDYOGYOHgExWbxwYcJQDMOOGQC4 

4aY4N5 CgAMqA0j hpjuwSHDdw7BdxIcAeGkOBccFsEHhwVRwPEHA8NccsCW4ocOAXc SHAZxwPCDhq 

igeDA4ao4ZIZQ4bBxRwa5 CgAMqBrj g44ETFconoKAXcRygDwYHA8MscMkGQcDwyhwPBZ8cE7duTg 
u4jk4No4Ng4ZIZQ4HgYHDIBeQoADKgccNocM8zgbztygMQLA3DYOGgcNA4g4LA4ZxwbBwIHAgcFU 
cM44OOGccGBwMDhtj l~xwPxw 1 x2OxwPBjjgnbtycF3FgbgeBQODQPDgYHDbHBVHAgcGYcGwcHHA8h 

wZBzkKAAyoCoOGlj cV55xwC7iuLAHhrDgeDIOC2xw 1 hwPDj l~xwzIbj dvQNww4riuFHD JI3ZHA8 Ccc 

FUcY4UcDxjg8hQAGVAPAiJxXnnHALuK4rhqDgeCOODA4HscEHY4YHA8FIcUcDA4xzHDOOBuOxwOB 

wN4oJ6KI3uGHFcVwUDgeFHA8NccC44HgXHBxwyAahwbZCgAMqAUDhlPOK884rgu4riwCkOGkOGwcQ 
cFxwahwyAODscGocFA4HgtDhljguOMdjiDgpQEegnb0DcMOK4rgrj gQOGuOB4EDgpjg lj scDw0Dh 
pDiDgeDYOMcLIUAB1QOPDhgcNIecI9A3 noKAXcVxYDJhw 1 hwPDKHBx2OGkODUOGSBDhHoJ27coDD 

iwNwPDMHA8CcdjgQOB 5jgeCmOB4MkhQAGVAPHAj 0FE9BQC7iwNwWwNxwyAODhld3rQLE43btycF3E 

coAsHAkHBUHDJIcDwXHBgcGQcM2QoADKgMDhlj gYgWG503blAYgRygG44HgSDhRwzBwzjiDgeBcc 

FkcxwWBwIHIcHHBtHA8MwcMul3u3 G7es3BdxHJwIHDIDOOBgcFkcFsMyQoADKgZY4Klnl3w4buLAxA 
10BtDhljhljgYHA8M0cMhj hpjhmjgSDhnHMcFQcD2OC+VtxvRZ2C7iXQGWOBccMwcNMcQcQcNIcD 

xl3wPD SHA8G44LjgwOFHAokKAAyoCwOGEFM3M4YgJMxwg4M44ZANA4QcM44ZIZxwaI3w 1 xwMDgy0KC 

eidcDj zhJgeY4GYIOB4ZxwZZCgAMqBoHA48Tics3Bdw+AtocM0cCccFgcxwIHDIIcQcFqx13wQcx6 
AzuHgxxBwyAbRw 1 hwPDXHFHAsHDNHA8hwzBwshQAGVA 1BwQcFxwyAccGgcDwlHDTHArHDIArHDOO 
GQBccC44JAHiDgzDkOGuOIOB4QcD8cDwXHA8NA4OOGsOBiQoADKgZAFA4ZILI4KI3wUDhkAtDiDkO 

DIOxwzBwVnDIDLHDOOGQhwZBwPBtHA8FiQoADKgHgtDgtgrj geGYOKOCyOB4GBwlHArHAsgDw2Dh 

rj geQ4Eg4ZINY4Hg3HAiQoADKgLQ4g4GoGBwIHAgcMwcFIcDwZxwzIA8GscMkFccMkIODQOJ1UAB 

1QFA4GgLA4o4g4HgpjhljgoHASG44NY4g4akCDgfDhpj gyj hkgyDhkAy SFAAZUBIHBTHBaHAzGOK 
OGBwzj hpDhnHBuOB4OOGmODj gex4cNMcCBwWw 1RwPAoHA8FUcpCgAMqATjijgaAVjhrDgQOB 8OQ4 
Hg44aY4g4M44GgG44g4HgtSFAAZUA 1DLHA8HHDOOCuOQ4IODjjHDXHMcNYcNMcCBwzRwzj gyDgeB 

OOGQGwcMmHhwQcHkKAAyoB sBkHB sHl~,d3w 1RwXHBxxB4cFocKOY4EDgbQzZCgAMqAbUOQ5DhtjiDg 

44IOQ4a44g7HFHDQODA5j gbQ 1ZCgAMqAUwLJCgAMqAUwLJCgAMqAUwLJCgAMqAen3Q6XFlatKFCt 
NQ 1 VqO lifdDp4fHIdvD sdDj HFHMdjuQoAD JCj hX2kzMAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 

KQAWCkAFgpABbXI2EgAVwecEgLOmMOP0q6jo7B4D/UIOPUwYyBzqSM8IGGOnUO1Sb3UBID/UIOpU 

qnR0dg9h/pikVHTLikCzqaKkXGgWnULN0zbwAVy7o CQ Cd+FRHp 1TmdHYPAP14REepiAswvOmj o04 

WgXrUJ7nN7qAkAnXhDujp 10j o7B7B 8uCodKmICzD9UOVGnCzC/6hfqZt4AK5d0BIB 8sODodH9U5n 
M7B4B 8uNzodHPGG5+cHj nI6Os4Pzcuwyc+c5vBzBIB 8uNzo6HPqdDm7B7B 8sODO6OeMOH52eOeRz 

Os4PnZ9hnZ855t4AK4g6enSzx/UOj n61M!O+rpXZfUOh/jL7H9h/I6HVfc/sg73 h/N4OcHU8svqH 

M!t SmfndrUrsvcym5ye+xzsP9FM6n9j 95h03j nm3 gAriMen6dLPK18PTP/Xfmf4/dr0rrqXw9M/0 

9OypWXSL9/WpZnriI9ZdN4x74OpXXUv351!rvzx/zu lqV11Ke/M!xnOyPWf6KePa 1K61mRHrL 828 
AFcZPz9M9dee+fnj 2Wu/PH+h+7 SP3XUvh6ePdp6ncjuH+kc9/WpXHriI9ZdN3 n/g61ddS/e+Hu9d 

+ePdj 92sfuupfPzx7sZ07iO8e7I/n9c9ejzIkeY92beACuMnv9M!ncI4vx7vSe6Hsh++rpXXiOOe 
9mMtJFEPZI/ng6vIokRHe9k3 fj+DqV14yj +Hu9J78eyH7taldeInvx7sZaRHe/2R/x6VUivIyK8e 
7NvABXGcX+nN53DKL967Tv/Hs37tKbuiGUX72YwyMiieuR/3hl eRXoiKOPJuPRdB07KIZR/PZ6d/ 
7+Q/drTsohHf+9mIZERRvZouo~6qRXkZFe9mbeACunr/C4Cd3iK/+K8Ou7fzfsEsH7iGef8V4gX4 



PiezR/3EVUHxIw6J65uP58HsE6iGd3UV4dd2/m!YPYPIEMr+orxAn4dHFeR9Xh9eH3 og++K828AF 
dP5cFwP/cnsu4rw7Pt+5+wSwTqJPZdxXgxcg+KKJFlmRVQfejDooom4/nwew/0 Sez6ivD++3 on7B 
7BOohn33FcXFyDo4ryPvIiqw+9EH3 xXm3 gArp/vguBKU Sey7ueD+8no47tQk6JPZd3RqyuD4rnkW 
fZFVB 8 SMOivibmtlgXIcqU SeyyujIu+3on7tQs6IZ95XRqx3 h0d0aLLIjrw+9EHxXRm3 gAr 1 h89P 
HPuTh87oyA+bz0d9X1OvThe8nzDvIoro0eBOVeRRIiKK55uahcg7KdfWHyzjID5xxP3 a2U6JOHuy 
fMO8Ojyfl8CkVWRXkZFfk+beACvWHz0+p9yOwTPJ8gPnG9Hdr9fXo7BLsn0+ejIosn0eByNCzIok 
RFFkPLmgflO6+vR2HyyflD 5xPx3 a3X 16PA+eT6fPREUeT6LA6JHEivIyK/J828AFeoQez0/vrz 13 
2fQ+inXxD0d2191 cei+z6H09 SiR3dvx9XzyNFEjzIyO7t9c0p9wd91 cfvhXXdD6KdfEPR3 a33 V6K 
Kfn0Pp61ER39D 8Xd08jPXoryJHn0Pm3 gAr ldK/Tnd5UoqV/EinXxD9921OyupRUr/NPUoj 13FFnd 
ORUrj 1 xEeu41zTp3B 33 V1KKndxI6V949HdrTsrqV06/zT 1K49f5xZX0kVK61mHns/M28AFfWpX6c 
7vH9dSv80Z++zvv lp2WXuKlf5jL7Kbu84s7z5F7ym8yHOy81 zOpRB07LL3FSi8zx6Ozvu lp2Vv3E 
fi8k99j nZ+cWUVIi+x/dh03 n5m3 gAr6x+/TpZ8cPNHfNnj 0drlfZj mP30s8ODvR3 zeZB2+dnlNw4o 
iyDg/dn2GdvqbXM9HEHU8sODvPRTZ49HZ32x4c7qV2HB3H75vMg4Pj s85u29cflOH5wfB7OH/Nm3 
gAr66KPTPXcFuRRzZ489bzsHvP3 cFuRR0swwswvU3Ytx4gLQL4XA!U2uZSOIOpXcFuRxTZ9FHjvs 
MRUmC5onqO4gLMP3 SsSJEQEoF8PgX+kbeACvpIow49d4vSJ61SIh63 dYPEei8TJE9 Sz0EOLOpYW 
ZHoKgWYfxZ 1 JcykTwceimLkiepUiJ/LOwxEei8TJFHSyDFIFn0sLJFoMgdA/C06Rt4ALIXSfqWxt 
Gxolx91oACyF0zP2WgALII2Z2ynABZBCZn7KcAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABXqE0pg4 
4YiIBzx+ISIxgdAoY6Oj0aGczdWEIpg7hh4gHPH6R8iGBODOFm6PVONB sg2ACvUHO/DA4YiIBzx+ 
inEYgE8KcLx0YY/F8U3 CBzvwdww8QDoz9HTIxAJMKcL7oZA/F 8RkAwAV6gSj 8MODxEA54/RziMYD 
8TnM4PnMyBOEwQ3 CB zvwdww8QCEZ+jpkYgH44OZwfOZkCYJwRkAwAV6r6hh+nTDwmfmXxGMqWU7n 
7w/MiiyutwzcHzpkR6dIj CZ+ZTyMRUsvfOdh+ZFdddlkyAQAK9VO+HyLTpEYTPz3/iMR0rj 2VLD 8 
0WV/d2RuD6c98iD6RGDj 89+eRiKldR5HrP8fI8r+7umQCABXqp37yIOpEYOP/PzyMZH7j lyKIf6H 
xlfl GbjXT+fI9OkRhM!8/PIxEfvRXIrx/ofGUXUTILgAr 1 U7p5Fp0w8HH/nuiMZUryO 5FePZD4yi 
6eNxrnfxIg+kRg4/89+RiKIER3Ed49kPj KLqNkKAAV6ud9 Gi06RGE6X9/RGMpuIij D7x7Ifrd3 T7 
kbqP6fej 06RGEz/9/5EMpuIiiIox7N9PXdPObINgAr 1B59x4OphghAP 1 f+Rj Ae4ieD4n839Ty6cK 
bhAs648H0iARAY6u7IxAPeHRh0b9z9Ty6cOyAYAK9Qf7M9p0wwRAY7yyIxAfMOjD73 on9Su6chzN 
wYf/s8H0iAQgH7y7IxAJmHRh0b 9z+pXdOTtkAwAV6gTvs9p0iIdDpP8o 8u8iMYEnh0YdG9E+ncXT 
vI3 B/vL s/p0iMfxB x/Lvsj EB J4dGHRvtLxj KP530yAQAK9XS sP SDqRGDj +B 7iMR5 fEUYffHH GMoun 
vzcH08D0g+kRhM!gfMiGfXxFERRvtLxiOL975kAgAV6qnYekHUw8 Jn8D 3 EYy66IoyK+OOMRPdPfm4 
PpWHpB 9Ij CZ/A+ZGIuuiO4jvj ejET3 T09kAgAV6qnbHY9006YeDj 91 qPMjEf3ZHciviHoyF8909+ 
bg+lFPp6dIj CZ+6deRiL7tFciviHoyF891HPZAIAFerPxU5wdTDwcfunREYynZHsqWcQ/ei6j 6e/ 
NwfSjpT9OkRg4/fSvIxF90eyPXxD96Lp7qP5kAgAV6qdF S+DqYeEz8VKIj GU7qd 1N52d6LK66/o3 
B9J4/ODpxGEz8R+8jEU7H75zrrO8iuuuu6ZAIAFeq53 nvg6gg/EOEPH4jzw4sMdDofPUsOz87eVn 
eRQ7bu3DNwcPDnEe+D6Tw/bHh2iPxHol~xwKPoqfOzmcH3Z3kN3bd43bIBgAr 1 AkSP7ToHgHRn40T 
MD0qXBThf708gTheENwge9F8HODwDoz8aKAsBz 1Lgpwv9vMMXheEZBoAFeoPci6DqB4Bzx94j cP 
Aeke8UgT7LMMcymM3UBMiP4OmHgHPH3iJwsBzx7xQxfreehTKhMg2ACbheloNNcsABYKQAWCkAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAVwkdIR9Ak8MERo7 sQaMdKhpMt SM3 FTpnz5xJ4bHY8j P 
8uQekjo5pMtSJkFwAVxAv 1KboCZEA561dciJud4gMXA7h6dBm40J0fo6B 8kBg9 SuuI0j neIEHYI4 
JPoNkFQAV04Xs9NOB7wwc+euuRE304KICWHcPOmIbgQXs/ROBLkA6M9dcRpHOwOXEsO4J9MRkFAA 
V63j zPTOnOuIweeuvIiZ/Y8Yyt2voX3v3EbmHj zPzOnNxEYPPXXEaQ/suYyuDiP37uZBMAFeu93U 
vh+dSjDweeuuREz+t+67pER+f2Zukp2Z+ePT6U SIHnrriNIf102n+kRHxlZMgmACvVUrz3731KMP 
B5664j J11 dSmkZHzH/+zdJUoj 89+efiRA89dcRpC6upV3 SMixj/2TIJgAr 1R 1 me/e+pRMPPXXk 
RPeyvKc+RdP/Zm6Trz/z88/EiB 5664j Sb2URRHw/uP7 JkEwAV6uvPdRz6URGDz 1 lyInP5X1F SIyO 
dEbk6vP/xf0oiMHnrriNJvZRFF SIyOdEy CgAK9XWGO7up 14YIgMXXIic9dEUVMiI6DN01U GOr/6U 
SAdAYuuI0k9dGUVIiI6DZBUAFfWrD GWfA94YIgMXXh50iiiF6kRh9Bm6 SrB +8/l~xLkA6AxdcRpO6 
KIXqRGH0 Gy CoAK+tWGM+sBMiARAYuuIydfFELR8iD/bs 3 J 1YP33wfMgHQGLriNJRRRi9 S Ig/zdsg 
mACvrV57AuB fw8HnrrkROueiFDpEen9kbq6qP4F4L0iB 5664j S Vz0YtHiIP+yZBMAFerrz 1 h8tcP 
B5665ETsn7xNoyLT/6NyfXn8D56xGDz 11 xGksh6ITaMP0//mQSABXq0d5/AS7XDweeuvDyd2/ejE 
NER6/X5uTz 15/A+euRA8/lcRpPoevPCGiItPr5kEgAV6qleeip3 a4eDz 1 lyIncV11YyIj 1 +vzcnU 
oj 90/PWRA89dcRpLiupDGREev 18yCQAK9fSvPRU7tcPB 5665ETvPObT2mH6//Ruk5 lx++lfrkQPP 
XXEaTmd02M9MP 1//2QTABXffWZ6M9Frh4PPXXh5Om8eMZaZFr/Zm5 h5 dn4j 9+uRA8/lcRpOZ48Yy 
0w/X+yZBMAFdOF7PPI4tQ8A589dYdw8 SKb4KMD9kWv4Q3AguR+I9HqHcMHz 11MCxEU3wUYHyIte 
Yj IKAArj BPqTy J7UPAOfPXWHcPEipeIIBLiOroM3 GhOj 7yKPUO4YPnrrDwFiIqXiCA+RFr0 Gy CoA 
K5cqJChSjFbYONxWkB4tbBzILgAmyzszNoKAATZZTM7aCgAE2WNmZtB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAs 
FIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC0zPZhSAC0zPZhSACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC 
wUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 
ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SADsNJomACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALcNDoevLE62aqEy10G 
lwRO1ThCyHWLk6fdDq liHx 1 CdckLFCNggAMj qEhQhyHApg0 SFAAZUBtTBKACwUgAsFIALB SACwUg 
AsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACw 
UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACuZbp0Pj gg7HNycx8dDt8dDl~xzHQ6ifhQ3 MffeHQ6hj zqIdDOIdD 
w6HQ6H4Tp077hOoUJOOn3 Q+7HxzHQ8Pjg46HhzHl~xR4dDseHGOY+Oh0Oh9 lihWh0OoV+IdDodDoe 
fe9coTp8dUVrFHiHVp0OrTqP liHQ6xQsTzqGPuh0OnTodOhl mOrSFCOWIdDofHT8IdD7odDocFA4 
HiDiDscCBwg7HFHY7HY5jw5jkOKOMcQdvj44x8fH3x06Hh2PPvD46HCDscUcx4ejHQ8Oh8dDofHD 
iscx4cM44K~4OOKOKOboc3 h0OoQ/G3UwAZUMdDw/AFMNqQqADK~G~ZQ4GaHBuOY4ZLHEHA8GkcM~ 



NMcDwaRwPB 5CoAMqBnHBYHBuOGBwaxwbjgXHGODA4NxwMDg0jiDgeCwOCwOGaOMcD4cFQcMDg2Dh 
x2OC44G44cdjg0DkOHHEHEHAnHDbHCDiDg 1Dg44Nxw2DgXHIcMDhsHBkHASNg4g4aQ4QcUcGsekK 
gAyoFHBtHGOBgcQcNUcDwUxw44Mw4g4xw0xwKxwzj scNIdj gex2OB4NgSOBOOGWOBgcGBwccCwcD 
zHBIHY4Hw4IOxwPBoHDIA4HCjjkKgAymDaOB4bj gUDhgcDwbBw0hwPEHASNA4Hgyj geFHDWHY4Ho 
dj gZhpjhkmOB/IVAB1QFYcDgcY4xyHBccOODUPjhpDhBwUxwWhwJBxBxBwyxwaRwaBwzRw 1Rw0D s 
cHHY4IOGaOGccGkcMDg3HBXHGOIOGmOD SOEHYSDgwOG2OGgcG47HY4NA4ZAo4IOGUOBYOCgcGQcI 
OHkKgAymBmIOC2IOGSBQOG2OCwOBoDA4EShUAGVAPDQOB4aBwPBgcMDhpDhpDgeGuOBwOGaODQOM 
cMkG0cGUcNA4K44Hhpj hoHBBw 1 xwIHBpHBb5 CoAMpgtg2DgXHDJDQOGSBWOGQBQODj hkBRwyQVBx 
jgl SFQAZUBbBB2OB4YjHQ/YMODQOxwWRwPhw0DhrDhoH3B+BgcMgUcDwyxwZRwUxwPBWHDTwMscN 
QcKOGQG3 IVAB1QNlhmOGmgC44Eg4Mg4HgzaAw4ZsTiOMcOOB4YHAsHBoQIcMOJANkAeBgcNIcGBw 
yRBxRwVRwIOBeA0oEgGxwyA3kKgAyoGegGHDTIBu4Zg4Mg4g4FxwPDUHB6KwYgNA44nEcM0cDwNx 
wVCB 5WCWI4Nj gzj hqj geGUOB7HA8FUcNIcLbwG8BpQI4NrgeBuOEkKgAymBGVgXcNNxYDQ4Kw4Zx 
wPDLHA804FxwzXnFsIOBIOGQG7iwcCwIPQI4NjgqDgeIOB4EDgwODKOGWOFHBgcDwMQJAbID SsVw 
bXDIDeQqADKgMQOAUOGm4kBngMgNx2OB 8OGccO4KHDNeceA 1Dgg4Zo4HgpuI7gJAexXB scMhDhmj 
gexyHDjhlDhkAj hXBu4aWDcG lw2hwPDA5yFQAZTFHFgSAbuIOBhyHnFscC2DYOGkOB4GBwXHDXcP 
Y4HYI6vtwnA8HHBuOGkOGaOGBxHEduHcK+5QBeHBPQEsb8BrDgeIODKOGQDUOGaODcc4Cu34OOB2 
FcI6gnNwYg3 G84ccHHDLHB sHDKkKgAyoGICuLB 3uPiH7IfcJBzfOYZIZj hfNymFDnnBxwZRwbjhs 
HDjgpDiDiuI7cO4V9xu4J26y5v4L5urBXHA8GYcDwJxxj geGHDxOm30ZurEfcnNyidZcbrh+Tqw 
1RwKJCoAMpgu4eJ lb5OdD414V3 fd 1 fYcchwVRwMDg 1Dg0DguOGqOx5xLobnFATQVw0Dg44ZAZjiP 
QHgK+504J3ihPw84KKHeOGgcQcNMcHHBxwPArHGOGUOBuOB4rgj lk9Zw4dh34NzcosXq3is8UHac 
CgcNWQqADKgYcEexDOVnDhwCOFegnbk5OCmOCqOMcGgcGUcGpxHKJ3BOCPOFcDw 1 hwo4QdjiDhtLx 
BzHBQ4sTg7hInN3BO4duK3DcncA2j hnHCjhtjg3HEHY4HgYHAwOIODMODZAI9BOd0E7gEehubk7h 
24cG5uTuAPEHAvIVAB1MMQCO3KDhuN2404Vw7tzcVwPFHA9j geHcQcV203FHBHnCuB4FxwPD SHcQ 
/DcHcK85u4J25OcUE9A3nDIY4Fg4ZIbwCPQTk7cV5wd27c3 J3BuTuCecbtwPAwOJIVAB1QMOCPQT 
jduK8404Vw7uG7HnAsHBgcDwccCxxY34nbp6w7zhXB1HEHA8KOGqOBCDcHcJDdu4J25OcUDfccTh 
RwyQMDgcDg0DglDhBxBwYcEecY441~x8dRODu4nNyduTk7cbzjduB4achUAGUwxAI9BON2RODuFcf 
uGQGoOGQGUODA4rseIoiAsThXCDhkDHBVoNwg84RziduN25wcTivkTgwOGmOB4Mw7HBxwccDwg4a 
47HB SgEeg3 G7InB 30NzconJyduN4icNIcMwcHHY4QdyFQAZUDDgj zlA3ZE404Vzo4ZAMDkOBgcMg 
NdxfVORAgYrgeGBwbjhrj gyuDwHgJBxu4J25wTzivkTgZg 1DhpOCPOTji5ZODuT7m503 JyduN4ic 
Dw05CoAMpgu417HG43 oBHB3 CQ7btzcDwZRxBwPAuOGHFcHHbgRoK4Hw4K44Hh3B4DuHcn3bj duTn 
E443BHAwOMcNg4KBwzRxBwccNIcD2OGQIOEgLFBwTOAjg71CdwUTk503 G8414Lj geBEhUAGVAw4e 
KDgb0B4B 3 CO3 G7huGByHA8GccM44HA+4sB 3bhsecO4ag7HBXHA9DhljiuEHbh3DuN07gnbk5PQUb 
gjkOB4Lj44g4Fg4ZY4bBwyAODhluFduNyicEcHcbpzcnbk503 G8414HhpyFQAZTBB+ArtxuN2414 
O4kNxu30BjgeDOODKODa4jj eigY4WJw7gwOxw2DgyDgeGk4LuEcPA8cE7cnOKCduN5wIHBUHA8FQ 
cNIcMDhmDgyDhnHA/gSHBOTuBvODuPDcnbk503KKA7geG44aUhUAGVAXgSHBQcOCicHcWHB24ODc 
DwwOHHAwOGaOB 5OJBxOcOAsTh3DJDd2OFsrDwLZucNzgnrcODicFsxwNxwPEgrNxw7cO5wdxbNzh 
vD7k7g3NzhuB4o4ZUhUAGUwIgcG4mzuhuDkFC95HAuOGBwPBmHBTcQ7czhXoDuY4No4xwyBXBgg 
Y5OJGPnbnBxHM7cCgcQcC44MDgeFHDJDoKBOM7cHcSD9ROTk7Od9twPDTkKgAyoB CCgZzobg6BfU 
Oz4Dw0Dgsj hmj gruF84PwR5wRwPGOEHDj hmDhBwUhzcM8wxAkFyducHE/mOfE4aQ4HhnHDj iDkOH 
HA8G44xwzRwwOBIOGp4sC4oLicHcI5conOCduuHM3 A8NOQqADKYaJmPOJe4uDHxwahwccQcEHBxw 
IHIcKOD SOBccQcCscEHBUHDTHBpHD SHA8MocMDgwOGccEHDbHAnHBBwccM44OOEHCj htDgexw01~x 
jocDwMDg0j hBwo4HgzDiDhgcNIcHHBVHB JCoAMqAoHDIBVHDbHEHB sHDKHBgcMsdjhkBqDguOCkO 
Q4LI4ZAHA4HhRwyxxRw0xwzjg2DhmDgeDjhkg ljlIVABIMKOGaOB4IOGsOGBwPAsHAuOMcFIcDw0 
DiDgsjiDgqDscD2OB4Zo4Mg4aQ4Mg4Zxwo4K44a44aBwyA0hwYHY4NxwyAapCoAMqAeBgcHHDXHA 
sHBoHDWHIcD4cCQcKOB 8OGBwbjhkAUDg44bY4HgoHDbHA8FocDwaBwPFHA9DiDhnHDOOB4g4aJCo 
AMpg lj grDgrDscGscFA4Zo4NQ4ccNIcFkcNUcM44LjmOB4aQ4Zxw2Dg2DgrjgwOxwNxwLjiDiDho 
HDjmOGYOxwbBwaBwzBw44HA4ZY4IODA4aQ4Zxwzjg ljgeD SODj scOOCDgTyFQAZUBtHB sHAzA3HA 
8GUdj geDj gWDhnHDIBccFccFgcFx2OBoEkKgAymCDgeD SOGuOCoOxw2xwwOGaOB4KY4LYYHY4FA4 
LQ4LYUcKODA4Kg4g4HiDhkY7HDXkKgAyo C44ZALj hBwahwYHDTHB1HY4HscDw 1 Bw2hw2Dl~xwzj gV 
jscDwQcMgFYcGocY4HhoHA8Ng4UcFuHCDjkKgAymB4GBxBw 1 xwzBwo4NI5j gWDg3HDOODjjHIcNI 
cDccCscDyHDOODA4g4YHDOOGuODYOGSBA4g4OOCoOGaOGuOxwyQ2DgVj hBwMSFQAZUDIY4HhuODW 
OFHAgdjg44g4aQ4aY4ZKHBVHAuOGsOGkOCuOGSBOODQOB 5jhkgTj gcSFgAZTAgcCmDbIVABIMCmB 
ZIVABIMCmBZIVAB1QDMNccUcDMGceHrUTz9qOOOOFij fjHT78Tzw6Hx0PvxPPDsdjw6H3 Q+8Ox20 
x2PDoeHhyHh2OIOx2PDscx2PDiDhB 8dDsdjw5jw4g8OQ5jl~x2Ox2OY8OY7HFHCDw5jw7HBxwccMk 
pCoAMpgpDt0mB cAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWz56EROF0g0bH 
ABld3IPI59DPf0JclHMpjrKZUMHOKZUJoSglAsx8FoOY51Mm5YADImOZH/pjp/TFXVROF4TUXhOFG 
UxeF8VoWg/gnCYH8TheE4RuVAAyVicLO5+JP5+xzXU2523dt3 o3 dt3jeTv6Hbixu2hYfXP7HFn76 
ixxY3 sbtuVAAyVOWOL/j+u6w/rl 1P6uuv6IsrsostS6yuzuyaFinZUrsr6V2V2eeV2bcqABkosrs 
/8Lrvqy/7XUrq/uLoi7v6i70H 13 flF20EtSuPYur6V3 d/d3 d/TcpABkosousrh7rrO5/XXVF/F 1 a 
/IyIj/0n+yL+NoNKqV+Z+7u707u/puUgAyUf8X+V73XWd8ekut0XSIji6e/+DUXcf38cTQtdersz 
0f+UV/8X7cpABko/nv86XXV1Nl3rpVF0iRDjvcsuq7Icd3 Tw42glq8GfZ6P7B 5/PftykAGQS/i6zp 
ddXn0NdKrujxAWwt2OuwLlk4doJKq8cz7PPfYPP579uUgAyCX803 dS+g7z5xrrN11 SDO6Hbtuddh 
3W3NzuaCSquFmh3 mee/tu7/4v25 SADIJf2FvPeFvP6 S6w8upvBj 38XVhXHOy/wI9+0E1X8KRXno/ 
os7/nv25 SADIJf4EvPTIeiP6y 5 JfdfcKPfPz8Iecc7L7Dfe+aCTQsyMPvPxfxdR/PftykAGQ S/43 
4i x+KNHVrqtO6xzG/8/PI4HOv+RR/NB JookYdGfv/i!i7i6blIAM1HORRHtaNH/0upul lbT/z88i 



T3 fyKP5 oJKlcji+j pXdxdRd39NykAGSj 6xdRouu4kfXS6nI+7Yz/i6iyT3 f9/UfzQ S07I/dlfOyy 

i6iyuzblQAM1F1F3Ei6yj I/ra61EVlwiyutw7k91 lddbuaFh4/eHdbv4+osrsod 1 zcqABkocWV0 S 
L53 eR+Y7XUg+C2CEBLCYIMvEwTgj QshaB+EwP4mI3ME4RuVAAyViYJeReJeRzFXUw+C2CBi8L4xFM 
XhfFaFsRA1B 8EOPxfH4rcrABkTH47iKZZEdCklJYD++D 1M7OYPodDObQaOphwHIaGc25YADJIZ2m 

FsAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABXMJ06HQ+Oh0OnA7k 

Pj46dPjodcg0ucAGVAPAnHnQ6qT46H4oQ+Oh0OnQ6dOh0Pj sdDkOnMeH3EHQ4g+OY6HUQ6HUIdOn 
3Q803 Q4o6eHY6H33 TrkOqY6BrE6xQpqE6OnUcKE65Osx06hPuonTodDodYnTp0Pjp906dDodDodD 

q8dPDp06dP3jp litDodD7p litWhdd6qFaHTodDruFytMqkoT745uhwPDWkKgAyo3nQ6HUJMoABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABbrKZtT2ZpkMAAt 1UVJ15/kbUFL 

wHjhVvGdy4EISd 1 oHUhlaZAYAMkZoti4XKvL8dxt4cZAUOCLOnrlzAdTr7wnSGUbIDABkjM!Ys7e 
VeX47jb3bGQFx8awhmuKPDUo+DqSv2sBdJTB06Bdc 1ABkjM!YtfXp8RR3 G3U5PAXHO2iXEnNhej C 
Z9X7WAQiUwevBdc 1 ABkjM/Ytzr0/NI77qLRNy2o66eQu3 qVNGQg0GqWkRLjx4GyL4+E6VIP97Lf3 

seHErgXXNQAZIz6inu8HZduPs06bhOo+Kfe47HkOcE3Eo/w+8HgscR/h+Phbx2/G52N7B 5DlI0yO 

/qxMhygb7jHuv6Vw5ZD1AuyvpbNcxLhYAMkdw5RfWPIccDgSwuRpEDHso8E7vccCWEHG3EtOJdYm 

DjvPWEsSwkDfgJA3 rEsLIyiO/qwlhXG+4x7L61YW4cY4TZV0vyHS SZiXCwAZI7CxdQJgSBuY5wY6 
fy2amdxZ33XZXwd00250241VuHFDh3f3 nrrorrbuG6fg4rr7cOHdIyiKPqLHB xXX33ZT6Vu6++67 
ZVn4x2/g+FUel0OVj7c+Lvi7dyFwAZI7N3F1FldlfllF3 ntxf7rr4ur87m78sm4312UUWV8+I9F 
3FnF093DuvyiyiykZRFH 1F 1F 1FffnnOpXdR33Z7KulA37EsIE9a5ygTAliX2JgSQqADJHdlflH/d 
lfn/F 1Fu13e87r4/r87r/nssm41V/98f0f+Z6P53 SRdxdR5R/xdyMsOj6Iouor78oqdK7u603 sK6U 

POHDiuCWJ 11E504dmO7nd9sc7CSFQAZI7u7r4vnur7vnuot+V10ecB4s7oBHssm41VXzz3 z39x5w 
SC7Iu4uor4v4u5 GWHR9THF3 dfflFTpXdR32Lss/d2UWT3 QMEyevy7uyeuviyuykKAAyR3 d3RQCR9 

X3fPfx7078ns4Dx93 QCPZZNxvqvnnvo/8zzgljvIu4/o8nv4u5 GURR9WEu7uvv6enUmoo8F2Vgl 

3caOeDBOHdf9Fk8ji6j 6kKAAyR3 d3RQCPdX3fPfD2zXP3ZD2cQ5jq/u6IdDw6uyybj eie+ee+e6z 
PxWjjj Iu4uo8nv4u5 GUR39QKPRd3X39D 1Klf9FHMeykL 128gOD076gEj 6g58f0fchUAGSO7vJ+4P 

6vu+e+HtmtSj 6H+4yLK6IPyybjcee+ee+e77pXpzfIu4/or4v4u5 Gf3FflF 1F 1Fff0PH6V3Ud6Hs 

p9f+NAcHp31 AJH 1 Aucf0fchUAGSO7vIeuD+r7v4p4/sepR8Xc SLu68iyybiWfv/ij/v7ypXI+nun 

u4u7ro+ou5 GdjHr+nvouor7/NFPy6ijv62U+t28j G90+oBI+sHfH9H3 IVABkju77Hs/4ur8sopnt 
76/z7i6f/uuxvZZNxJ87soosou8veXT2T3 T3 cWV+UWUXcjR2WVt7nF3 dff5ovsuoo7stlPr9R+ox 

vrLKIP68o4/o+pCgAMkd3 fFljj 6utw4pnuDc7uf9t3H/bg3 cWWTcTNz5j nFbHOLLg/t3Dd2xzi7g 

xztx2Y7u7XNTHHgWA8XUG/b 51d38/77bhN1XrdxZPegnWWeYf0eji6j 6kKAAyR3 d8fl3YurOBLqW7 C 
4dv+wj 3 VnA12WTcUCeJdY12fI35hLEwSLuAmG9YuXa44JgSA8XUG/Z4wwnXUUG4myrl/4sneQPqnr 
mo+nso4sr+5 CoAMkd3 fH413 VnY8qW+HN5f8V8/HhZZZNxUU59cfWfihl5TLLuN3Nv+fXa8E7xvW 

UcXeN/HlqOf/fj gtlnrZWJYUGDw4orNzj 6dxX3 Q7+pCgAMkd3 fxz/9fdiLYHso+3NffUi31 srEwQ 
IDu7oOA1/UCX2Jnl IUABXLfYHMo+bT5Anr/8cyVg73UOx99WPPB 5dSFAAVyy2BzNPm3M2NUn5LAA 

K5 SW0hsr5tZsoYAK5U9mGyxm2N1DABXKrYHtowACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC3dQh4cEHN0 
6dDofHTofiHQ6djw+OY+PDz7q8dD46vfHQ86HQ6HQ6iHT7oeHQ8Ohligx8fHx9+EPj47dQh0OQ6H 
Q6ijHMeHEHQ6HQ6HnhSdDodD46HQ7Hh06dOnhl adOoQ6HQ6dDrk6uhOh6MeHQ+Oh0Oh06HQ7HVqL 

kPj46HQ6iHQ+OnQ6HTodvwh0PjrEPjw+Oh4dD48OQ5DsffHIeHY+PDodDodPQY6HQ+Pjw4xwg4Gw 

Gkcx8dQtNdKAB 1QY6HxwPBnHA2AoHBXHxxj sdjofHQ6HQ6jhDp 1 aHTp0fdUTrF6tcsWJ lqihYoQ6 

dDp0hQrTq liooTq0OpqFiddiatUWKFCmpTXKFyHT46HNwyA8hUAGVAax0Oh0OkwSgAsFIALB SACw 
UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAtctmRaABbqQh77qP6BcCt0sJj QqfvzNhMqfj QOZA8CyMGQf 

vaumw6nIoAB1QOOJgSUBJv7qP6BLCt0sJA6c7iwZsNiz/HQdJE7sLImKceFvXwsGgsKQsADKgccJ 

YWT/Xv33H9HIEbWb9z33vt6KI2Gu/n/CPxez2UchTvPx3PbDrnr4qT9z0hUAGWn31H9If+7H+eUc 
lf3EbI4r+fHnfHmbAddZ/h+fs/1HIU85+cd+yHffFfTvjvkKgAyDuu458h+fm/x3R/R9xGx+/Pnk 
P53QszYX4h/oPDM8jkVU/OO/ZDvvjznXx3yFQAZB 3XcX0j W/zezHoo/o8ojalfnmP4o886ZsLc/h 

03vh9EfkVdPN7PZzPn5+b 10hQAGQd31FPka8+6PN+KP+xLCGz+edw/TuznmwtT+FmLk+QXTuQ1U8 
3+90h+cen5vZyFAAZafl3Lp8jXnR35vPR/QJYU2NfvJ5 +dnn8b CtT7vnRRRhlgkhuP5v97nP+6VPN 

/KQoADIO4JdPka30d 18T8f0duI2n95xx07s+jYVj 5F/nHfUcb46kNyPN/Lc+Pz+P5vZyFAAZafVu 
KfI 158BL4n4/o+4j af3 m7Hc+7PI2FZGRf5DhK6OQs0eb2e/oz2 SPN7OQoADLT7/i+ka8+A191H9H 

08bf/5uE/zzuNhWIw//IcLP/jkKwfnHdvwlO4jzezkKAAyO+unv5D3T3UeHH/fO8bf/XuE/zuiNh 

WD885+cK4//HIV9POO/cwj+cQdfHdIUABkHddPfyH/458eHF3 f3 GbT598+nnfEbC3p5Xzr6Z7KOQ 

p60Ud+90+57XvjvkKgAyDuu4/pDhL5z/OwlhICtzOnD 10n29AhsBhP+FiiHc5A18hMJHcPXDvenc 
9A18cdz0hUAGQdwWAsnCRU3/sFw Sw7cyqFTncViGwGE/8s7KkQPOQmEjw+Levg4EigeFIWABkHcE 

sJKtCT9GwpjebnS4XU91/PB I+fuQuACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAtct2RbABbqpUfic 

LgVw8808Wg+CM6nkH5hj sLLC4/Ybm9hudO0qcigAGRDPyCCe/C2EsI4eeHeE4TArOpaB4NAlhJWP 

B4 SB4WzjwsGg+KQsAD JI3T5BLP3/lflHrh5B 995ZX/s4U0cecVLO+RHffFE8fjue3 SeuHrh48PXDu 
QqADI89zkXush/v6PqPXDyMf76i+jns4IZ6+POn3FJFfFfHfTujv30vjviipxR3yFQAZH77OQPn5 

v9/R/x64ej f76jpxz2cth8/nHnTI5 J+POO6fnHfuizjvjzn5x3yFQAZH7735F/Xf7+j/j lw9G9n3 

ITj+ZwvP5x50Z+Sfjzezn5v5b048385+b 10hQAGR5609Iv6UefV/UBPw9HHgl 10PpnUs/nHmcuh0 

/JFHm9nPzfy2HR5v5z838pCgAMkFOkX90/AmI3LCfh56KxLqThWdSz+ceZBYJKlfm/3Pzf72H35v5 
z83 rpCgAMkFPkD906xfEzdOqYefuvxvnnEZ 1 TP5x56u8fdSpZ5vZz838tocWb+c/N/OQqADI/F/I 

HhhL7uyPXDziX/vU47mdUz+cedc9L S7zezn5v97R95v5z838pCgAMqV/0i!PgJflmR64fQLH/HTj 

yZ 1PP5x5zv45B 3 +cec/N/LdL/N/Ofm!lIUAB1Ty6kXv3uo+8yPXD6f8f8dOPpnUs/nHnT/ekRT84 
7p90d+6U++POfnHfIVAB1Su7kE+n58fV5Hrh87+Pq/q/9nUtHFFFT7ikipRR30777906d8d06+O+ 
QqADI!f9IG3 cc5/6MgJ+GK/OcLbh3/M4X5RD2Q8cJFJAlw9mO77h657cxInoo7747npCoAMiz381 



AsU5/6NAfsMQfpuE4TOczhXIZ+YY7plEwsLOy4t0EssHdA8KQsADJBTpE71ohJIRdCsMTMNUBqQs 

j+vS 2gTH554fuQuADIiTKsAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
cDUG+Oh0OnTw4HYGx8cFA7edHS6cAGUwPA4Hh2PklihQjp06DTp0Ohl CHUQ6H3Udq 1 ChD9qFadDr 

louWKOGqKihAahTRQhZclCOTp 16Oj q0rUIhM6ROhl ahDmOxwQcxxjgeLIWAB1RDp0PjodXpkgAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 

FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 
kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 

WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB~QAWCk~ 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk~ 
gpAB 2o Sa 1ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB~QAWCk~ 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk~ 

gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC~~Q 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 

KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 
BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 

pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 

FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 

kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB~QAWCk~ 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk~ 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 

AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC~~Q 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 
KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 

BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 

pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 

FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 
kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB~QAWCk~ 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk~ 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 

AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABkVJEj n0M!PobX0 Gnpk 

RUdGvwAMimmOn9MdP6Y2uQJXeKd0czX4AGRQ/En/e J9z9j trooqnxj uhzPzX4AGQuf0X2H9F/x9X 
Nc9noXWc4fmfmvwAMhY/su8LrLux9Ztc9kQPvr9+Z+a/AAyFR9Zd2PrLK4e02ueyuze7//e/H+h9 
fgAZCu93/lfH31 le8HNdFFlii7/6j/Hs3 l+ABkU3f+Z/v/OkhtcMaf667u7fzfX4AGRTd/50u/86 

Rza4ZDLrLK7t+59fgAZFN3/nS7/upHJnWEIU0+O3 l~xjp 1 CfHQ4x8fHBkHFchyHx0Pj odPW3N2Oxw 
QchwyA2DofdQkLaBK7m5599vRPr8ADIpu/7j/f954NzAlhmuGmOh0PwtLx06hOh0+OhzHx2OFHAoH 

Y+OKOx8duv4T4+Ox0Oh 1 iHTw6HQ6HWUIdDp 1 adUVFNVocDwbjLKq8 JbHUWb0bxAESKQAZeGgO7/v 
R9/3 ntJr0+quhv2Hzj ejX4AGRTd/Rnu/7z2u 16f9VpWHzjejX4AGRTddxHu+oj 3 fzXn/1 etFOviH 
41+ABkU3 WUZH 11Gi7/a9P+r/6ip3 xD8 S/AA7ULet 11Gi6yjRdZNellVdXXno7OJfgAZFN9FEi+dx 

IvY7a6BMqfsd3Ho709fgAZFN4kSLxIyLxWuQL 1 S 8W5HHbuX4AGRTTHeRTHeRUNr6n+fofZE/lmvw 

AMipIkwFgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAm 
w3inptL GdiEY0/JOtMYg+QIAD IMgcLh9i+I7xT 121ZOYzMafl34/FOHMpFgAMkBBELgn~xWGV4n 1 T 

Sg5mMzCGc svFwIQJwsisAGRw4yFxj lsUhkUafaUHMxmF 8rfN3bdkN7G9IrABke6 GQv0tikMynTz S 

fHvx+dPpIyEflB 5ZRdHsrrpFQAMqU5PC+fnEXp7j mVD/d4xl hYT73 +HO8/+2at490P8LA7HmO38F 

zv2ZH31F0e7v7kVAAypTuLvimQef4eQ5YOB eF8XMcoHAtLxvvdWL 3wvVzNW9/ofs JA4Esb 9hL79pZ 
BxEe7v7kVAAypVCXWJgpH SwSwtjcJYTAkBXHARxvx9QJlgTu5mre9m/dbg4d0N0/Dh337 Sp8PDj/ 
8XUikAGR2 GEuhu7btHN27rcV3 Wd+V2UO667K6+LOLK7K7tpD71 z9/V+f8Xcf98h587Dkfz3UikAG 

tLxZ 3UUfUe SATP+H1Fn9H3 f/F3 di/vziuj +iyz7aQ+9c+RX3 fxdkd8j WeoREj/i6kUgAyIF/6ie/i 

Thf/4uo+Dwc4dDjj 7uD 7r77oIdD0fGiaRrxRPOK+wR7uh37NKKgzxH8911pAB loKHROHgtQngj 38 
fB4FwEj7u8W6+6KA8fj nN114no8CX2CPd4Jfszrg6bD/4upFIAMk5+LE4exSPrgR7qPg+CwCR93Y 

EvzuegEjmL00j Weej sLfda+7gLfszh08OiLnp/PdSKQAZCKwlzhSFR88nQ6+/j 7rGSRd3 WN+6/N6 
IPOXTSNe9++7K+4j/h537Mw5Fj 1 u4u5FQAMqVOBvRPpyP/ZEXUfZeeIu7m7r8h68P0smka9w/fF 

1 fd6u7e6v2Zh4urdV3 F3 IqAB 1SpxdRPB ro/Oz9XdR9dPdO+nu7ourr8h/LqPrLNpD 91fFjvyyi7e 
6vlll 1Drsr8pFQAMqU6PnE9091 SnZY3 d 1/luLKHdf3 ddbuv48d 12WWb SH80+G5W4CxdxQd98iX6u 



vEUWV0ioAGR3jis4ocOHEjpWQ7gLf4 SwmBIu7Nw8G/x8EuwJ3 czVvx52Fs4Eu7gLffs0uCQHvwTh 
ZFYAMj h7DxQEsIjPWJYTOYvC+Ld3ZwMeg3 +cxe+F6uZq3488OPHY8u7J60/ZpeLYeLh+LIrABkgJ 
wx6LB8KiPcWQ7/Ozs5+v+raJQ59Ke 1 S2+Hx3 nNnci0AGWh0Yy S6WmnmzoACup0tNPtnUAFdTpa9U 
2dQAV 10lra7ZqABXU6VXptmsAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWwU 
JkNQAWwKiFdIS S5aAC2BQKVUgMcymWo51IqABbAmcGVKQGJwvChicLIpABX 1 CeDtRVvl!bvG7xj s 
hvdP SKQAZEC4 GIz9HMEwHair01++rrrriPK66RQAD JASwxGfo6Alg7UVenw8xxf3 sLy/2t3 V/d2R 
7u/uRQADI7g4CD 15+ZzpumlFu 1EsY909YuC9yiv6j6Pd39yKAAZH/dOmfnj 0+lTai2RFDhun+nob 
uG7zlFF 1H0f+e6kLgAypTp 1 M!Pfnn6bU ShPu4us4oro+pUounvz/8XUhcAGVKnOpn/nvz9NqGQmf 
8XVOUfb8+U67p78/891IXABlRp6mf/i!pU2qOUAj390Txw8vsuo/z/8XUhcAGRzqqZ/q/mOIfNxt 
NAo3BHvo7njh5c8v4/z/z3UhcAGSB SKmf6u4OjNxraFGeeHFi+eueOHll909+f/i6kLgAyDFPUz/ 
feBQ9qLUfeIp71 zx+W106j 6PdxdSFwAZVF Spn8D55B7UWqlGRTh/KPoekh0uo+j 3 d/cigAGQxzqZ 
/A+fRG 1FunRY3pllFm91J5H3 dmiyv7kUAAyp0p 1M!gfP5 G 1Fs7dm7ioeUN3DhyHiK664iuuukUAA 
ypU5101dOv9n2olBeEuo+rFsJntbD4LwmeCcLIpAB1SpzqU6+lfOPtQyFmPKj6wvH3tbD4LwvfD8 
WRSADKj +p0fOI/fSptbqVh+Kh/+dDkVgAyOcHOO4049HSppgl ABkcPSQEzRPHp6YNQAZECoiBciO 
MGkwagAy 10yEABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWwYmSg 
ALXrOj uChfly3 GSKRYAC 16zo7wUPkuVlqPxyKgAWvWczVXbyXKhQxOFkUgAte svNUp ly 5VOyKLKK 
RSAC 16y/Hw8jB 9HFGho+yKQXXIsr8pFAALXr3+h+/CmNPH7hy4 SxYIf4vH1JR9Hsou5FAALXr3 sh 
++BOEr6wthLFcJYmCXSUfaPqLuRQAC 164ezfvih23 dfWcVluHj h3XXRXyUXR/+LuRQAC 165+5++P 
KLqrreT3UXWUXcWUgK6P/xdSFwAWvXP3P3w6 SvmyKLvqP53IVuj/8XUhcAFr 1 z0T98D7J9d3McW 
X8B4KQldH/4upC4ALXrnno77FvJ9d3 gSLL+A8CyGrql!F3 IoABa9dG9Hfw4ycei7sY9Fl!HqLICu 
j/8f0hcAFr 10b0d9HHNJ89F3F 1F3/FWcgP6P/xdyKAAWvXQV98fT3 VdNxdxdRdZRIu5Af2iyi7kU 
AAteus774snuq3 zu7ixxc4dlt7KQHXIsr8pFAALXrrO++DHdmO7wyHPLuA8XhLCQ4ccldcRRZRSK 
QAWvXW877F4 S/QJ 13YWKZD+C4JdJWLlgnCyKQAWvX9Z34VD7qKd31~x3 nn+Lx5 S J1 lw/HIqABbITk 
ZNPIpFgALZ0+j fUAFs6N2b 1AAtnQIb 1AAtmoZvWACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAtQoWij dDw4bUiYy8LBg3DABXMQ5DsdDofHAmBnHY8+OhlajdQ3U1YQZ 
CwPItKYxHM5FYAMvA8DcfZoKpKHD GQsDyLRcET3 iyKQAZemmLKQ S+TxZyUqK27rfMdyKQAZemmLK 
QTpp4s5BdndlqfecikAGXppiykE6fDy4vJPHHd09Klk91 qeWUigAGXppiykEtA1 liYJVTCQ7b0q/ 
F/oWWUigAGXppiykoNDI~xXQ4odXRu7ropVREHP5/yKAAZemmLKS sXrqO7uLOmd5P SL sOD 3 s/5FA 
AMvTTFIImIHRR/wwfX9j 0i5kQc 9n/IoAB 16aYspAQzrlFAe CGer4pFyPB 0Wf8igAGXppiykJXCROC 
QLXnE9yJ02RXZ/yKAAZemmLKQPPQFicEwdXQJ7kk/g3dn/IoAB16aYspA6k53RxJz lpu/jkk+tAS 
PqRQADL00xZSB 1J/6KMNda87vilX/29QSLKRQADL00xZSCX0fOO7p7LXn9ZPSqu71FllIoAB16XW 
lsq5FPsywkfikJW/UlDtxQUVt3Dh68253RSqsold3 dIpAB16qanVxVbLwS2U 18hCI0rNIJUohP2F 
6Pc 1 JQFwLFYSxKqYV7KKRxLC3HuEkUgAy9BiBdXFfsvBLZTRSGZGt+zWCOneJ+wqRb9 SJi8N57i8 
ddQ3 nunpIHYe4945FQAMvRAcFq8s914J7C+QzI lv2awM6d4n7CpHuaN 1Z4HvRTORWADLOM9vFfs 
vBLYLSGZGt+zWB49PiE/YVI7W4TQtgAy9Ip2x+tI/4/M91WaI88G+/Zz9PYXbs7o9OC5/u7c3pu7 
cyz/Pw6Hg6buhB47w8G/1 GO33 OZzMeLz/158d2WFH3 eOx4c/IPc407vCwqbnM1RNC2ADL0inWojn 
Q8sHkQPMc4If4WxYGGJcOXEPIFusXhLFcTMcfC4KROVi3DkOPB SMcl~x4Ei7OE4 SB0xx8KQOBIGPd 
2NwmC8MIL8c+I44Egb/djHCYIgRxxd2146BMCKSaFsAGXpFpDlwvC3 QEvIEscBLCYNxEBLC4EQJF 
ASwtjHC2FsJYiJygJAZ7EQDFhYsj hbCQOgTAiBuY7gb/dj cJjHdhS/F/ecbt3 A3 +7Y+OQ7udoMcb 
0XdzuCobu3 EpJoWwAZekMMLYSwkUOK8hu4bp3 DuyuyuPY4d 11 s9dHdndldllbuuuiyPRZ9w7d0Vy 
K3 dF 1Hkd3 XZXkO6/o 91 lfd3 d 11FndbEV/8R7vq/Pu7HdFmit 3 RdxZ 3 Id0XQWmhbAB 16 IHQ4 rs orb 
z3UR7KLrKL53 lme6i7ixn+n4uo/4u/7soso/z 19/z2WUWaPLK 19Fei7i/vIu4557L+/Pu7rKP+Po 
R5d3 ns59+fd/Xc Sez7i7iRIu454WmhbAB16DE55Pfx9xIo0XT3 fUUKKPjUUXcXVJHE6iRRa93 cR4 
fHT56K4dj 0eWUHV5ZEUUSLuL6Mi7gOf4Eiv7v/6cO90I++7z2B78+7+u7PX77i7gfyLuA4WmhbAB 
161Eu6cQfeRUONH891!AI946xxdx/UkcB+FvoLfl GgOeisO911Yw/LLhc4kXcXOZH84c/wJHn3 f/ 
04d7oYF7iP8CR3 d39d2KR99xd2Lkj +cOFpoWwAZehh3 dOCDyKwkaP57L+ASOYpASLuLqkicPYS/w 
I!8aA56Kw72WWCo8srC3PkXcXOZH84c/wJHn3 f/04d/4YHzvP8Hvz7v674aPvuLvh3 I/nGOnQWmh 
bAB16BOXTh3kUBLj/z2X8emcZxj0Xcfl JE+GN+Lhv3/xoxFFEH5ZeM!llA3 rh4i7i+jI/l~xH3p3 d 
3/9PIuk7HY9neez07u7+u6Gf77i7oc SP59bTQtgAy9Hj 8XT5Eih3Ro/nsuog/SpdRcLxdUu44iP+L 
ru/qLt4ZRXkWWSI/llH9hEXcXOZF3EM+g/Pu//p5F0n6V957IPu7v67RH++4srXUSLuJaTQtgAy9 
Hj8XTyLp57qI90931F/F 13 T+i7i6P9PPfvdX5dX9Rdvfnomnssosj +WT3PDDu7+ryLKLo/19Hdl 
f/1F1H0n6V8R7Lq+7K/mLI/33F1F3Eiyh5BaaFsAGXpFOi6e/j 6ef5xHsourd2OPrKlji7mnro 
osnscWWO/+66LI9FlbeyyiyP5ZO7fGHd24dyHDutn/d 1100//qHDit 1 x++8/71~xZQ7+u4cM!33 dD 
hw4kG9j cwtNC2ADL0h84d 12UOKJ6Cj IbuLgthYvEOHi7sKcJHYSwsXBb+rCQERQcBIssoCI8soD8 
w7uwmHQJgRH4WzcJf/1Ylhbj6J619wTDcJfl 3YiPvuwliWdAnCKSaFsAGXogPYWwtiROHiQJd4TB 
LvEQFi7wIgW6xcFHnuFHo+sFwUis4FuyysVFllYx7rS74fHTHLxSOg+OCHo/+sHxD 11JE9EemPjg 
h6PrvBkffe G/g+dN3 QIRNC2ADL0 GEwJwvj ugb 8ehZUb/n/Q9Dji7+f0ffnN2r5u+P/3 Qy 9z9eqmX 
Wj IhLR65Ekj 2Yrke55 C9 CykETQtgAy 9a188cz+qNx5kTpoWwAZej EbhcyDFIxUdxYDm+gAMvRiNw 
U2QYpJHR3 FgPJKOtnORWADLOYj cFbIIUkhzdxYDyWx6 C+ORUADLOYj cFmQupJD 8 lnkaCBi8JIpAB 
16MTT5 S SH5rPI0ryK706RSADL00xZ S SY92P3YUzV6CzmpAfkj7uykUAAy9NMWUkm/kP3 WLw 1GcW7 
G9IJdnuo+pFAAMvTTF1JJv5v3 QEsQJOCXXRS CXZ7qPqRQADL00xZS SQ/m/dH1FkD 52Vt6QH/Uuo/ 
5FAAMvTOVIzWi2KMIfw2pJN69+6PldkDzrvIekNf57+P+RQADL 1 sXzyICOhhOSnE49sqxCWbbxlI 
hrD SkL411+JKSTjifug5411XFIa/z3Uf8igAGXpYiyvuRGB+KX5KcTkeyrTyzbfM8iA4j CwnCXx5 
iakkn447oFzGtAvuQ3/nuo/5FAAMvSxFvfcRpBOFL6+sj 2ZSzbfM8EiMLrskcdwmpJJ5+O7BYxro 
E+kJf57+P+RQADL0s6n3FNdlcI 19Y9sz lm2+Z4JEYVd5H77hNS SUY9Hd5RjXQ4+OQ3 dnuo/5FAAM 



vS zqfcE9bK/sRiaAkQiEGtPkGiIj riN5HGNNP/EZ5PfAzQ6T2tmdpOJDqZfi/5 odlB 86iDur0UcQ 

opJKMejuRP/g+d3 xSGrs91H 110AB16F9HH7I+u33 J9z7iHIvRdhkP807qBlxzLh+PIc4K9z8XMcs 
sH5Poxyu7IFIxzgfi4LnEOVknEuHLiHj w5uXC3 dl~xx+MMW7qMc ssH44KY4FDEEV6KOMVUknZ 33 Pd 

PZA+flkPS GrJH3 dlIoAB16RucHwvkP4KeyyfcY4 S6Aoju6QEsJF1AicJgliYJYQcdhMCWEusTgiA 
kWSAil3wJgliZwFgqwsBbCnl3j AkXZwuCIEu6gJnYmCOUxuEQFGeY59xvCqkkoO+6K6HDB 863 dFIa8 

kV110ikAGXpAg4thMCWEP47h5ych3 f13w63 d0duduHH1E7TuHbdw3 cOHbcncG7h3 WbuKHddl3nOKLI 
9kh5ZXQ3 d 18HFcneUO66GhwcUO3Fcd3ZXHrr+od0UWUVt4jytnsk9YT13viykkrd90BLEvr5hYd0U 

IDez6d505FIAMvSDHGO4d luHdmfs7477d 18PLV9dHsouo84sq/qLJ7KLKHbuiyi6iyij/vxoso80 

XaLv+LJ/++H1EM+r+4sZ7K6P6K491H+f7v6iyve/iyeI7ukL+uxw8cTsaUkldndYvDzr6DHnsopK 

xc+F4WRUADL0it3 RdRZRdUoOJ6+7u+/rUmj/RFFFDEuLIFyi/iyyi6RRZRR/PdI+oohEey/iP/R 
xfxJKLp7o9n2RX3 ouo/zul 1F3e86vjREd36eqeWRHBgaktM8UU/6ORMu/KZ SKwAZekWWZFH 1F 1 Sj 

H4o77u74uk7i6pfnOKKy SHGjRfR95R/Ud/UTgj 3 SP+KKokWAj6A8cX8QQd/cfx7PKY7nkc9wSg/+ 
o/4nDxoiO+eGLq9dE+8B JoWwAZekffdCe/gOfjHn777u77+hlF 1 S/4 $5/13 S4kaNF9HIlH9Y12UTg 

i3 SP++MMIiwEfQHji!iEBL+4/0WeVhbnkc9wRA8+o/4nDvIiO+egJo6o/HGBJoWwAZekffeBHuoD 
n3 h5+K+7u+LoRxdH/7C3D3il hY0aL57LKP6AsfUTw6dfdHv7h4gUfRZh54Pi!iGDfi6f+PZ5QKPZ 
vkc94IV/d/97xGiI755yjDddSfvAk0LYAMvSPvuwr38YiH4x6K+7u+/ohfPdnv4064eOdbzjRovn 

sso/neUfV7xF0j 6uHiLtFkR+ow+LqJPf39xdHs+4usx4i6j JuPqLu94j/eI7uqX5Ef/Px3 gSaFsA 
GXpH33Dzi6iEY/GP533ZXxdHv7+0fUXWY/31VdRdD3 Q9/F31F3H/flFGRdHusMP+PZem3uWcXUS 
f+i7i6PZ5PfYRF 1F3 S6j 6iyie/j 6eI7uqfy JF1SjvAk0LYAMv SPvuLqPqLOQcHdfd3 fF0iyuuRZR 
Y8PLKq6iyeyiyvyyiyj 5x9RRdRWOWWGH9IusosnduOHlEnscXUVs9nlHz5hu63 ceyitw7r4sosni 

PK3 SxoyHdTuj Ak0LYAMvSPvuPnFbuyQcHnfd3FF0hw7bwbdw3LDxw4juDtu4buG535ZQY7tud/UU 

G7tuaAnGGFRcFsJAS+AtnGgPf3YU9nlAfmGFwIcJYWA10BbEgzuAiApw9iUsh8DTQtgAy9I++4bl 

AWwgbh5W3 sr4uiBOFDCWF68 S5AXBbEwS7LKAlh4sorE4IcJOOFHj 3icLgucBOcZAo891YQ9nlAo9 
zDxx+KQLxDOY5d2Jw8ZzgUgb 1A+DP+YGmhbAB16R95WFsJgulllZj2UUXQY51qQ/hPZTHkQT2F5e 

PLLKN3M44+osHMx48OdKo4z 1Docy7id+4wzij 7+jP994cf+m7Q6jm4WJ3/xnfyH1XCkQj obTQtgA 

y9Hsu7J7m!51YP2pRf2o9i 1 sxF 1 sWtgXItTQtgAy9LiWD9qPYt7Aoutil sC5FqaFsAGXpcbga2r9 

itsChHsVtgVItTQtgAy9LgRF/av2JHsDtrJ7 SOQImhbAB16XA3tS9idsatrL2YcgRNC2ADL0uI3y4 
RMhamhbAB16aYsmhbAB16aYsmhbAB16aYsmhbAB16aYsmhbAB16aYsmhbAB162B5WanU7zxOllIp 

hCuNgiaFsAGXpSQ 1HiklOp3 nidLKRVj O42CJoWwAZegqGo8UNVOfeeJ0s5FUnjYDTQtgAy9BUNSr 

Ehz7zxOlnIqk8bAaaFsAGXoKhqVZVh+feeJ0szJEYeMyEHdo5/07SD25mmhbAB16Cqch5ZP4oc2/ 
QWyo Sje/vPDnMeWDzcvKZeWo8xzgehDOXfEHd3jlMeQ5aF48hzgr3PLB4T2DyHJulpoWwAZekY7s 
vHA7H47rb0Q5cJQWBOEL0f95wm13LrEsJwuCYIQJYriEBL/8ERd2EwJYUgSxLCDj sJdYSCesSwrdK 

TQtgAy9IHAuCQUCYJFDigLYSg4bvDHZei7vOQ7tucUN3Zu7bu27hu0OHBj qKGic7u7c SLuzd24rO 

JDihw4cE7g3cV112cOHBxN0pNC2ADL0gbt3 dFBRQ4cN53 dDuuuRXdRdCPPu87zi6ie6h3XW3u4sz 

3UXXZ7K7u/o 93 dlF 1F2j xvZRZZRdxRdRXRZXZt0pNC2ADL0iy7iyiuyiyeHeUWUW SK+fHP GWfd57 
pFEii7v7j+eScXf57u/+L893 d3F/F2e5X/xZZRdRxz4ro/o+26UmhbAB16RZ/Ror/nj 19F3H+igH 
cOM+s4j 3R3FQ4u4j gjkDcWA1P+7uA57u/57+Ls+i+eyyi6j gPFm98923 Sk0LYAMvSPg8F9f8+gvo 

u4/0UA7h04fO891 gkWCRdxHBIFOEiwEp/3/wHPd3/Pz4uzx757LKP56A8V0fz3bdKTQtgAy9I+Dw 

LlfS+gfUXcf6KAdw6cPnee/gLFAWLuI4Jg0BYsDn/ou4Dnu7/n58XZ9F8911H89GHXPfPdt0pNC2 

ADL0j 4Pg7ovn0T2UXcf6KIPMCD 1957qCeih3RdxHqyO84shn/f/EMu7/nv4uz6L57vKLqOPTze+j 
7bpSaFsAGXpH2nOK/5/1E91F3 FkiuIidTvvPdPdRPdRdxdPiK11F2Mu7sohl3f/F 1F2e6f/iyyi7 

iiIro/4u26UmhbAB16R9BrKK7p7J6K6LuLJFd89/XUo7z3 T/OJ7HF3 f09093 S6i66pZXZXZHsrsr 

+ou01T2UWWUWV8XUVOWUXbdKTQtgAy9I+unu4rsosnroou7oM9j h27r0Z6085u4rOJ6zi7tu4d00 

HRwcXOGhu7cO3DRQ7Mc7bu7tDdw3 d2WUGO7rMd2b 1 sd3d3N 1 VNC2ADL0j 44bm7ixj nYkVOUXdhEW 
BbCZnkcd5wmI3YoCxd4JYSxEBYvEICYEwQgY/YThLuyBcEuyygJdYTG9Y13 dzdVTQtgAy9HvCWJZw 

JgkWTOXeEPovHMfZ5E/eeHPhvxQN+Lvi8Xhhk89Mepj/G/w9Dfvd0LrsMpnl llG7/4vMe4/+826q 

mhbAB16RzF4fHZTPLuFi!IgmR7NUhDEBKSv2 J5u6aFsAGXoJbUKeb GvsTzd00LYAMvW 10yNj X2 J5 

u6aFsAGXramENh/YnG46aFsAGXraoIbD+xPN3 TQtgAy9bJDZpYmhbAB16aYsmhbAB16aYsm4qB4b 
ig45DgwOh06yHTqEnWDHUiQAGXppiybgqtVodDqIdux2OY6HGOHHxwPBeRUADL00xZNC2ADL00xZ 
NC2ADL00xZNC2ADL00xZNC2ADL00xZNC2ADL00xZNC2ADL00xZNC2ADL00xZGyVrmQAMvTTFlvnb 
5u6PxfdB+DODHi+D+zvazrmQAMvTTFlvnb5uc3 gXn4XAc4PgfAfzo9kg5j mSGnfnIEAB16aYst87 

PHDm7BMfAlg9AxYPAY86PaqJwnCndZ8ORaADL00xZb52eOH7sblbwnLJW51BUaCo9qgXBMCTOs8E 
kWAAy9NMWW+dlbg+dv3bs+OGrc35zaBze 1 SfHrcO278qixu5FYAMvTTFlvnY4dvDg5uHbm4at+6H 

7QObDtik+P5W4d3 lqO3DkVgAy9NMWW+djh28dujhwerVv2d+zsemw7YpPzkWg9R24cisAGXppiy3 

zsV3Z27Z6HDqY806n70/Z20/Yb2JjnP/PUHpDu7KRWADL00xZb53Dt3jt3IbuHUCVP5D9nnfsN7E 

xe CWE+HYbHd2UisAGXppiy 3 zudjvHDyQ3 cOoEqfyH7o4ve 1USwthMnYc7t25FQAMvTTFlvnc7exw 
8kN3DqBKn8h+6VvnskEgLYW52RQ7scioAGXppiy3 zugXm9zO3 cOpq370/dAvPawOHbhw4oaHDt3 S 

KwAZemmLLfO6BeY750cOHRw lb9nfuYfntZG7tu8Y7hord2UisAGXppiy3 zusfCc6OHb84at+6H7m 

CY9rOO3 duLGOCTB3 spFYAMvTTFlvndY/HN+cOz52 lbm!ObmCY9qk+O3duLGOIPTl33 d0isAGXppiy 

3zt2Xj mUFbwHtq3MrKb9+7YdsUl~x3Fbh30CTB3 cORWADL00xZb53 ccyoCY8BMB 9XQHo/fuwS3 sTG 
PW30Dd0ds 9zdyKwAZemmLLfO7j maAvPwnA+rOHO+c 3YPD2 JhcEwJR2zvB JFgAMvTTFlvnb 5 zMMX3 

Qpg+rIFIfOj gHh7FB OF8U7yO+HItAB16aYsjZaKh0Mh5HfnIEAB 16aYsjZK 1 zIAGXppiyNkrXMgA 

ZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJ 

oWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZe 
mmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoW 



wAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemm 

LJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwAZemmLJoWwA 
ZemmLJoWwAZemmLLfSUF2EU/XktqRkADL00xZb7SwTYj n68hMt SoUi0AGXppiy321g+09/XyGxQx 

OFkWAAy9NMWW+krpbT39dIanZDHeMdyLAAZemmLLfaXUtp/sZyA65FlddIrAB16aYst9aF5eMipY 
O/qNzg/H2OVlfxf9yB/aLKLuRWADL00xZb70Fw SxEVKAkWUBB x4 JgS CiwTvOQP7R9RdyKwAZemmL 

LfYdDhu7okZ+3Dezs3 J63Ds3blH077zkD+j/8XcisAGXppiy32RdxZPZo5uLqO67LKLu7KLPLPqS 
S6P/xdSKgAZemmLLfSP+I7rByKKK7LKP6LK/PIOkY+j/8XUioAGXppiy32QHcfloCIOKPLLKA8fU 

V3F Skl~qX8XUioAGXppiy 32QFsXhkCHCXvZZZOCR9RXcLPkkuj/8XUioAGXppiy 32QHwfDR 1 Bbh7 

PrKMcW/qK6Y+pGPql/F lIqAB16aYst9105zM9oedw/1 llGH9RXIPuRj6P/xdyKwAZemmLLfZEQv4 

+z+t lh9ZZRh/UV3 eWUjH0f/i7kVgAy9NMWW+yLp7t7s9p88PrLKLqPqLPLLKRj 7RZX9yKwAZemmL 
LfQ6Hh+KHDl~xQz2jcsPrLK27v6h39Q8pGK5FdldIrAB16aYst8HgTBLERahevssrEu6tx8J3 nIIx 

7LB OFkWAAy 9NMWW+D4Xj 4ZHWT/X2WXF31Zx8PrOQQXLBfFkWAAy9NMWUij 3 eM5 CT/mdDkCAAy9NM 
WUij 3 dXGxKADL00xZSF7edebLAAMvTTFlIVe/6s2WAAZemmLKQq9/65 ssgAy9NMWUhX2TRstAAy9 

NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQt 

gAy 9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTcVDIBVkVAAy9NMWTQtgAy 9NMWTQtgAy 9NMWTQtgAy 9NMWTQtgAy 9NMWTQt 
gAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTcVDIBUkVgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQt 

gAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NM 
WTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWTQtgAy9NMWW 1 JF0hHQ6oVIfHQ7QIempEa6W 

ADL00xZbOCHM7qaD58E4HQH9/WD7JTOZ2KqlIEAB16aYstnB6Gd 1 Gc+uD4DoBOfl g+ 1UTx+Kd lvx 
yLAAZemmLLZwxMqPUj lj sHsHQD4/rB 9qgXBMEodZ4JIrAB16aYstnfvx0epHLLHh2y97x/W9mTHK 

zHeMc5nUWCSKwAZemmLLZ308dHoLQduH5wy792/re0tvj 10HDh+WpY4cioAGXppiy2d++Y7m9BaD 

utzXMu/dv63 o91bf9osUx61j hyKgAZemmLLZ3 z9jub0ncxYrqmXc639b0eyyf9otB6C3 W5FQAMvT 

TFls4P7emw27mI9DqBOObh/WCY91g/hzxjn4obHreUioAGXppiy2cE9w/YbinO3 odQOhzcP6wTHs 
sEwJYXodhz lvKRUADL00xZbOD84fsOt+xzHbuoHQ5uH9YJskEsLAXJ2Q3 rduRUADL00xZbO+PLHz 
Idv24 sOpl3 Nw/rcj UWDdwbnDdkUVvKRUADL00xZbO51 gnMgE5uLDpWy7m4fl uT1DtucOKGiuyykV 

AAy9NMWWzubgE5kAnOB2/OGXc639bk+O3 dt3k4JMHHduRUADL00xZbO5uAfGgH52Vv3bLv3b529m 

ajHbu3Fk4JMHetyKgAZemmLLZ3Nu/eND947LDgrZe87PHb21t8du7cWTgkwd3DkVAAy9NMWWzhiH 
7wEem8eHgJgOgH4Y52HHVvZWY6euh24bgjuDHKHDkVAAy9NMWWzhh3R2CDuZ28LAvBg4J4fAe3 ss 

C2EsLR2z3 CSKwAZemmK+zg8Oj sEHdHb5zF8MHDOCcD291onC8Id2z3 C SKwAZemmLLaAnRHadD480 

h4jtDqaHShYoQ6GLU6AlvYIOZTGh26Hw5FgAMvTTFkbJURh4VSBAAZemmLI2 SpdLAB16aYsjZK10 
sAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXpp 
iyaF sAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXppiyaFsAGXqXpwR0+OrTofF0+PDk+6HQ6HToeufffHCj scM4 

7HFHx26HQ8Pj lw6duh99wOYIOKPOtFaHx lyHU1QAGXoVQ6dDw4GYFA4Fx8dD46HWmOoQ6HQ6dDqE 

Ol~,d30Pj ofdDofHQ6HT46f5Qhly2hDw4xwXHQ6dDr 1 CaLVp0OrT7oeH3 Q5DiD8BBwZpFYAMvA8EHQ 

+OuSY4AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 
BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWaapplAALMNJpi4ALMMzaYsACzDM2mLAAswzbTFwAWYZ G0xcAFmGRtMX 

ABZhk2mUAAswybTKAAWYpdG0ykAFmKV5tMpABZildD7TKQAWYp+DaZSACzFOsmmVAAsxScDaZUAC 

zFOgbTKgAWYpzitMqABZinPDzTKwAWYpw802mVgAsxTh4dtMrABZinD7tplYALMUziaZYACzFM3b 

TLAAWY4cVdzTLAAWcyEHQ4ok4NplYALQpW+DDj G3BtMrABaAo92HtWQ07bTKwAWgKe3ErQ+N/bTL 
AAWgFfayKXbULgAtALcyQbUUgAWgEfNTFUJqEwAWgEeNSFahIACOAlhhQzCaiQAFoLXZAgoEmokA 

BaC 12ZaKB JqAQALQW 1 mWDA01BoAFoLHBFQxpNQbABaCxuRSNquACOFjHGUEJJqCYALQWBRchRNQT 

ABaC0x2LEJpqCoALQCTwqQptQVABaFPFSFNqCwALQpQobVIABaFKE21 dAAWhTQm2rqACOKaEzaug 
ALODx9qhgAs4QmqgAFnUCNXwAWdWxxB 01DQAFnMAYaioACziYRw2NQWABZy sNNqJAAWcld3 qagwAF 
nMwzGpoACzEBnahwAWYMDDU4AFmKA7UsAFmGAjUcAFmDYjTNAAWYJsdtMyABZgqI00oAFmC5j 7TW 

wAWYUitNZABZhWNprAALMLRtMkABZgJDzTVQAWYFE01 QAFmBZNNTABZilj7TUwAWYpm01 IAFmKmO 

mmpAAsxUNphYALMVW0wsAFmKraYWACzFVtMLABZiq2mFgAsxVbTCwAWYqG0wsAFmKj aakACzFM2m 

pAAs6RbBtpqYALOT91zaamACzk 1 subTVAAWdX7EG01UAFnV+xhtMkABZ 1HsYbTJQAWdR7rG0yUAF 
nUe6htNYABZ 1HvUmmtAAs6h7IJprYALOoezj aaUACzq7cxtMyABZ 1 dvhWmZgAs5P3YrUNQAWcnbc 
bUcAFnSQ6MhWpAALOkJbFamAAs5hrQrU8AFnAjVRGpQAFnAxgoRqIABZxowQRqaAAs4kZUI 1KgAW 

cTIUCtROACzioxjwO 1 C4ALOLh7XBnaigAFnKQ 1WokABZysGlqDQALOChoaguACwUgAsFIALB SACw 
UgAsFIALB SACzrSagKACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 

gAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SAC 

wUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 

ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAgAgAgAgAgAgZW5kc3RyZWFtCmVuZG9i 
agoxNSAwIG9iago8PC9MZW5 ndGggMTYgMCB S Cj 4+CnN0cmVhbQpxCj AuMzYgMCAwIDAuMzYgMCAw 

IGNtCjE3 MDQgMCAwIDIxOTcgMCAwIGNt Ci9 JMyBEbwpRCmVuZHN0cmVhbQplbmRvYmoKMTYgMCBv 

YmoKNTMKZW5kb2JqCjE3IDAgb2JqCjw8L 1Byb2NTZXRbL 1BERi9JbWFnZUJdCi9YT2JqZWNOPDwv 

STMgMTQgMCB SCj 4+Cj4+CmVuZG9iagoxOCAwIG9iago8PC9UeXB1L 1BhZ2UKL 1BhcmVudCAxIDAg 
UgovUmVzb3 VyY2VzIDE3 IDAgUgovTWVkaWFCb3 hbMCAwIDYxMi4zNiA30TAuOTJdCi9Db250ZW50 

c 1 sxNSAwIFIgXQovUm90YXRIlDAKPj4KZW5kb2JqCjE5IDAgb2JqCjw8L 1R5cGUvWE9iamVjdAov 
U3VidHlwZS9JbWFnZQovV21kdGggMTcwNAovSGVpZ2h0IDIxOTcKLOJpdHNQZXJDb2 lwb251bnQg 

MQovQ29sb3 JTcGFjZS 9EZXZpY2VHcmF5 Ci9GaWx0ZXJbLOND SVRURmF4RGVjb2R1XQovRGVjb2R1 
UGFvbXNbPDwvQ29sdW lucyAxNzAOIC9 Sb3 dzIDIxOTc+P10KL0xlbmd0aCA 10DQ 1M~o+P~pzdHJ1 



YWOKABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 

CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQ 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABXBbb4sm0GADIrCeMrMoIcg2JG2iAAZFgzmCRSC9G 

JNIB gAyB GRAsVvinis2iAAZArRhUVx4Fm0QADIFaMKiuOwTa4tyFwAZBUhB cVs7LdqloXeIXKQqA 
DIKdNQ syFEVxEWzVI3 GOPZqxXhkUhgAMgup0Hj cqCTKm8REPLDH84c+ZtUTsZkYr5UKQwAGQW/6UU 

GOL/138x3ZuyIhwdztzHH/4sDttXS 5mcK+ZzkIABkpX8/qzt59ZW7CERDzzudDh+s7rf7VluZpiuI 
pDAAZKT5UX2fl 3 WfPG+REPK/O3jzyyu9NWq5mmKQikMABkp2c/3 f9f9d91XEPK/O77K7K7tq 1XMz 

hSEchAAM1OzmCRIX/Xzs08Q88dL7PvLLE 1 a77jOZDL4OPCOQgAGSm46ej 6i+vm708Q8+c77M59Xt 

Wu52x3/A7FGYgeBKqQwAGSpR09f6L6KleniLrC6n5zY91 Caqf+uu7w78k+M7vhHIQAD JUbo/r/Rf 
X0r08RdzPKfn/dl Caqex3ZXd99V6f66EchAAM1WHz51F9F9Dn5p5D707p+feX77VThcs8ur/q+u/ 
6EchAAM1Uj 0+L67q6fmnkX6HF9nll8OmqMhz/6u6sPX 187IRyEAAyJGh95/XdXfZp49Pv7u/7z6m 

2qMk5XdWHr6+dkIpDAAZEj IOPv631132nqOff3d/3 n3 Saoyqb 13 dyTr52QjkIABkS+gmPHgJF11X 

ez 1 +d3XeUN 1 + 1RFpXZ5XJOqnZCOQgAGRL61grj shzsTC 1B6E4mEO+OBj n+ 1REH9ZRZJOqnZCOQgA 

GRL 14Hwjn8PEBw+FCHPtz4W66aapfDu/H9NVVd9kI5 CAATb5Wtdq14i77Dpqvrv+hHIQACbfFW 1 S 

+HZZBnnVV3/QjkIABNvinapdkNxXFdcET6ez+EchAAJt8K77VGCoJzcEwVO09F8IpDAATb4UJqiO 
Ih35jicVYtZcJoLKsAE2whM2qsZ9dSABNgraqznl 11AFflOhLqYALbKamupgAtspBF 1QAFflYi5I 

AC2wpLrIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB 
SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 

LB SACwUgAsFIALB SADupbJpMJYALB SACwUgAtytOnQ6dNpTABbvj ofHx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dj 47H 
Y6Hx2Pj ofHx0Pj46dOh8dWrTZWgAW8BpDsfHY7HDj sfHx8dj sdPuh06tNwadWj r 16ahoAC3gEHBq 

HDQPj sfHTp0Pj 46dDq 1 abhp0Pjp0Pj of Hx8dD47Hx0Pj46Hx8fHY+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHx8dD4+O 
h8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8dD46HQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj4+Oh8dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj46dD4+OnQ6dD46dDp0Pjp06HTp 

06HTodOh06dDp06dDp 1 a9WmYpgAt3Y+Ox8fHTofHY4ZY+Oh8dD4+OnQ+Pj 46Hx8dD46HTodOvS6y 
vQ6dOh8dOh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj sfHGPj hkA2DgQOMdjjHY+OMfHY7Hxxj sdj4+Ox8dD4+Oh8dj 4+Oh 

8dj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx8dD46Hx8dOh8dO 
h8dOh06Hx06dD46dD46dOrVp 1 adOrToQmQ4ALeMfHQ+Pj sfHTofHx0OnQ+OnQ+Oh06Hx0PjofHTo 

fHx06Hx06tOm!q06tOrTofHTp0Pj46Hxw2hwLjjHDjjHQ+Oh8ch2Ox8fHGPj sfHQ7Hx0PjofHx8d 
Oh8dj 46Hx8dD46Hx8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHY+Pj 46Hx0Pj sfHGOh8fHx2PjiD47HDMHxwPBqHBQOMc 
OOMfHY+OMfHY+Ox8dj4+Oh8fHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HY+Oh8fHQ+Ox0Pj 46Hx8 

dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh06dD46dOh06HXrFablgALdxjjHx2OMfHQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46HGOMfHx0Pjp06HTpu 
oR 16Hx8dDofHx0Pj mOh8fHx2Pj sdj 46Hx8dj 4+Pj ofHx0Pj of HY+Oh8dD4+Oh8dDofHQ+PjofHx8 
dOh8dD46Hx2Ox8fHQ+Pj46Hx0OY6Hx2Pjocxxj 47HEHCDhgdj47HxwPDNHx2OMdjjHx8dj sfHY+P 

j ofHx8dDsfHx0Pj sfHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+Pj sfHY+Ox8fHQ+OMfHx0Pj scFA+OMcDwwOx8cY 

+Ox2PjofHx2Pj sfHQ+Ox8fHQ+PjofHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofH 1 xQAFu4aY+Ox2Pj ocIOx8dD4+Pj 4+OrT 

odOh06HTea9Oh8dOnQ6dD4+Oh8dD46dOh8fHTofHQ+PjofHQ+PjofHx8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dD47H 
x0Pj ofHQ+Oh8dD45jofHx8dDjHQ7Hx2Pj 44YHA8Ng4g+OEHQ+Ox8dj 4+Oh8dj46Hx8dj46Hx2Pj4 
6Hx8dj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8fHQ+PjofHY+Pj sfHTofHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj47HY+OMdj4+Oh8cY4x8cNIc 

CgcOOIPj scY+Ox8dj sfHx2Pj sfHQ+Ox2Pj 44HirigALeMfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 47HBuOx2Pj 46Hx8dOh 
8dOh8dOh0OnTpviHTp0Pjp0Pj ofHx8dD4+Oh8dj46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHx2Pj hoHBxwZx 

xj 47HGOx8dj 47Hx8dD47Hx0Pj47Hx0Pj 4+Oh0Pj47Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ 
+Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHx0PjjHx~,d3zHA8UcCBxj46Hx2Pj46Hx2Pj4 

7Hx8dD4+Oh8dD47Hx8dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx2Pj 46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+OMfHBgcFocY5LigALd8dD4+Oh8 

fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx2Oh8dD46Hx06Hx8dD4+OnQ+OnQ/CdNw0OnTp0OnQ+OnTofHx0Pj scDwOB 8f 
Hxxj sdj sdD44QcIOx2PjofHx2Pj47Hx0Pj sdj47HxSdj 47HQ+Pj sfHY+Pj ofHY+OhSfHQ+Pj of HY 
+Oh8fHQ+OMfHY4QdDgeDcdj hl3xj ofHY+Pj 46Hx8dj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHx06Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD46 
dD4+PjofHx0Pjp0PjofHTofHQ+Pjodj 4+Oh8fHQ+Pjhmj hgcOPj sfHQ4x8dj 4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+ 

PjofH 1 xQAFvGPj ofHx2OMfHY+Oh8dj 46HY7Hx2Pj sfHY+OnTcKUIdj46Hx8dj4+OMfHQ+Oh8fHQ+ 
PjofHx8dD4+Pj ofHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD46Hx0Oh8dOh8dOnQ+Pjp0Pjodj46Hx0Pj 4+OnQ+Ox8dD4 
7Hx0Pj 47HCD46Hx0Pj sfHGPj iDj Hx2Pjl~xwPBkHY4x8dD4+Pj sfHQ+Ox8dj 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHTsd 

j4+Ox8dD4+PjofHTofHx0Pj 47Hx2Pj ofHx0Pj 47Hx8dD4+Oxwz13w2h2Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8djp0Pj 4 

6dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD46dD4+PLigALeA 1 h2Pj sdj hl38dj 46Hx90P2hlatNw06dDp0 
6HTofHTp0Ox8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj46Hx8dOh8fHx06Hx0PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+Oh06HQ+Oh8fH 
Q+Pj 46dD46Hx06HQ4x0+OnQ+PjofHx0OnQ+Pj of HTz46fHCWd4+OorQ7HCD4+Ox8cQceQ+OnQ+Ox 

06HxydD4+Ox8dOh8fHTodOh8dOh8dD4+OnQ+PjofHQ+Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HY+Pj of 

HY+Pj ofHCD sfHY+Ox8cFA4Hhl3xj h132OMfHQ+Ox8fHY+Oh8fHQ+Ox8fHY+OQ+PjofHGOx8cMDhhcU 
ABbux8dj4+OnQ+Ox2ODcfHQ+Oh8fHTp0Pjp0Pjp0OnQ6dDp03NV6Hx06Hx06Hx8dD4+OnQ6dD46H 
x8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 4+Pj scY+Oh8dD4+Oxxjp0Ox0OxwXHY7Hx0OHHx8fHx0Pj sdj 47Hx2P 

jp0Pj44cdD4+Oh8fHx0Pjp0OEHGOh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx0Pj46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj 

sfHQ+OnQ+OnTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj sfHMdD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHY+Ox041443 V8Y43 Q4ED47HY4x8dj 47 

Hx8fHQ+O3 Q7HTofHTp0Ox0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx0Pj scY+Pj scOOB4bjl~xzXFAAW8GOh8fHQ+Pj 
p0Pj ofHx0Pj sfHQ+Oh0Pj46Hx8dOh06dD4+OnQ6tWnS5krTq06Hx06Hx06Hx0+Oh8dj sfHx2OBRr 

XjodZWrY6cfY+OnrQ+OnTofHTof7HQ/adWnQ+Or7Q7tWh/8dDrEOh+0Pj 9ofHx0Pj sfHQ+OMfHQ+ 
Pjp0Ox8dOh8dj 44x 1 eOhzHToduh8fHGOxwLj ocIOHHx8cY4g4x8fHQ+O3 Q+Ox8cY+Ox8dD4+Pjp0 

PjofHx0Pj46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Pj sdOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD47HY+OnQ+O3Q6dOh8dOhwIdDodunTodOh8 

fHTodi46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ6XFAAW747Hx8dD4+OhzHQ+Oh8dOh8dD46Hx0PiofHx0 



6Hx2Pjp0Pj46blCdYx0Pj46dD46HMfHx0Pj sfHQ+Oh8fHx0Pj4+PjofHx06H7h0PQhzHQ6Hx laHT 

ofHx8fHVsfj HVsfHTu8dXj odXj rEOry GOrTofHWJOOsQ6ddjt4fHx2OCDqwkzHTmGw/RD 9ofHWIf 
HY4/V46H7Y79Xj sdOnVsdXjp0Puh0Pj q8fHTofHbp0Oh8fHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8fHQ+OxzHx05Do 

fHx24Lj 47HxwQdj46dD4+OxSdD46dD46HxSdOhSfHQ+OhSdD4+Pj of Hx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx9c 
UABbwGkPj ofHx0PjocY4x8dD4+Pj46dWnQ6dDr lqnVqqCIdWnQ0nRarWyxOh8dOnQ6dD4+Oh8dD4 

+Oh8fHx0Pj46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Pjp0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pjp0PjofHcO2Oh8fHx0PQh8dvcY6djpysx0 
8PjocJbus3 eY7tj 2OBjjHCDzhB7EOY6djodOx07HTp 1 aH3Q6tj46vHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx06dDrEPjp0 

PjofH4x06Hx8dOrTofHVp2Pj q8dYVsfHTocEHx2Oxwg4EDpO/FsZGOsUY6xDsfHx8dD46dDvEOnQ 

+Oh+0Pj sdOnY7Hx2OxSdj 44VcUABbxj46Hxxjt0Pjg 1DsfHY+OnQ+Pjp0Pj ql aTodYh06Iwa9OhJ 

7WUETodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHxSdD4+OhSdj 46HxSfHQ+OY+Oh25xRWQ6HKA2WOLEO 
x07HTod2Y6cobu3 c5Oh7MfHVsfHVt0Pj46Hx8dD4+OMdD4+OnQ+OrQ+Pj sdXj 46t27Y+OnQ+O7Y/ 

bHx0Pj/DHxzuHO3bHVlj gJZcbhLBB2PjiD46dj 47Hx06dD46esdsd2x0P33 WnTodOh8dj46dD47t 

iq3j4fhqDmPLigALd8dD46dD4+Oh8fHY7Hx0PjjHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj 46Hx06HTodOh06007X 

LnBiSHRUx9 lu0YTodOnTodOh8fHQ+Pj 46Hx2Ox8cMDgpQJZQThR8fHx 1Y4Y/DdDnY3N008hzs4dk 

OY6dDmOnh8dOnnQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHV46Hx8dD46xDt6xj qffHY6du4MfsVwYsbj wJD snIdWcDHx0 
+Ohl hOxztD46Hx8dD46Hx2Pju8dD4+Oh8dOx8dOhlEOx8fHQ+Oh06Hx8dPZOl~xLBRBWx lbxju2Pj 

46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fXFAAW8Y+Oh8fHx0PjofHx06HTofHx0OnQ7HTofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx06olG 
Pu7Q6ng3bEOP1OPj++xdOh2+Ol~x0Ox8cIOCDocY7Hxxj 4+Oh8fHx0Pj46H4GPwnXO lbHx0Pj 9ofH 

bw+OnQ7dD46dD46tuh2Pj ofdDt003 Q86HC4OxMnGPj ocx 1 eOphROOrOHAuVliYOxXEHY/YcfHVsf 
HVt0Pj qxjpOPjpOOY+Orbq2OnY+OsQ+OnQ+Pj of HY+Ox07Hx2PjrBR+2P2x504146dD9sd2EHx2P 

ip0OUQ+6HcY+Oh8dOhSfHQ+PjofHTofHQ+PjofHx0OlxQAFu4ag+OxSdjkOKOxSdPjp06HTp0OrV 

oZuqY7tD4+Oq+0P2OOPj46tOh8dYh3 adOhSdVq+06HXp0Pjp 169OhlidDr+EDVp 1 adWnQ+OnQ+Oh 

8dOh8fHTofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8fHx0Pj46Hx06eHPlaHK06HQ+Pj4+Pj odj 46HY/2Ohzsdz 
imV9nQrFsLwZ3cY6cQfHx0044h04g6d2x8cY6dDjHTp 17HTofHVmOh8djp+yHUVt0OMfHQ5xj 46H 

x05OnTzsdurY+OHHWIf9DhcBLG6HHCch+8dPWx8dOnQ6Hx8dOh8dD91ZONOOh8dD7ocY4x8dj sfH 

Y4RcUABbux8fHY+PjofHDLHEHx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHTodOh06HTq0fHQ+Oh06dD46vHaevtO+x2OrM 

f4+nOrvtDnwx8dWh/34kGPq0OnTofHTofHTofHx0Pjp0PjofHx8dOh8dD47Hx0Pjp0Pj 4+OnQ+Pj 
ofHHAx06Hx0P3 Wh8cIOdjietu7HkOOhYrOiHbpx3D47tD47Hx8d307Y+Pj odOh+286HY+Pxjp0Pu 

h203 Q7Hx0dD47Hx8dD4+OMcY9Zj 8Y6crEtwEsn83FegY4W9003 IfHHYx3qQ+OrY6Hx8dOh26Hxyt 

j4+Pj sfHQ+OUTp007CQhwVlxQAFvGPjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj46HQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0 
Pj odOrQhOx 1HnfiEJ 16zxcnQ/GOl~x 1 a9uq06HXrFadRuh+MdOh+06Hx8dD 9ofHWqtOrTodPj of HT 
ofHx06Hx0Pj scMocFaBLFc4nY4x6EON4dOh06H3Y6dDmOrQ+Ox8dD7w/fc6Hx 13 all3 Q6mh8dYh0 

Pj46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ7vHQ/bHdofvtDsfHTocdofH7B 8DA6H7HeOl~xwEtuFsn7oG9bHx8 

dD4+OnVsdOx8dj 9sdju06xDk6HTodj 9qzmY6cNg6DOCgIOnEHx2Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dDpcUABbux8 

fHY+Ox8dOh8dD46dD46Hx2Oh8dD4+Ox8fHQ6dOh8dOrSvHMdRj q+ liTodPjp0Or7Q/atZX8sdrRO 
nQ/fGOnQ/aHx/li7jtD 9xWnQ6cxSdD 4+OhScY+OMYHEHxxjjHxSdj 4+OhSeiHQ/xj ocrlFHxSfHx 1 
bHx0Ox26dDp0P2x8dD4+Oh3bHx+5xHQ6xjpxjpyHY6dDjHx8etxQGHY6vdDqwlz9hB041jtj sd2M 

fHbofHTodD46j s7Y+OnQ7vHQ+Pjp2OnQ/adD46HT46dD4+OnQ+Oh07dDz47HxSdjp2Pj sdRDqSd3 

2UY6crUHhj sfHx3ydWx 1BWx0Puh2Pj 46Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fXFAAW8BBwzB 8dj46HxwwOh8fHx 

8dOrTodOh06taofHbocJHaH6+FePju/k6HWIdP9jq8HOsQ+Oh+ 13 faHTofHx28RiadD46dOh06dD 
p0Pj ofHTofHx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD46dD4+Pj of Hx8dD46dDp0Ox8fHQ7H4dkPj46dD9ofHbzoemx07 

Hxl aHx2OnQ4S+yHK6xbBHDPEOnbiDk6Hfuxjp0Pjp26HY7dPD46gx8fHY+OnQ+OnQ+Pj of HTofsr 

x07HVsd23 Q5juzeHT8ffHx8dYDDOHAL2D2Ozisx 1AVOPjofHVmOh8fHQ+Ox8dD46iHx8dwY6Hx06 
HbofHY+Ox8dj sfHJcUABbxj sfHY+Pj sfHY4ZY7Hx0Pj46dOh8dOh8dDp 1 aEd 19EOsxmP2IOnTq9/ 
1H65BN/Ao/3 fasPBuu 1 aHTp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46Hx8dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx8fHx0 

Pj sfs SyHQ5QY4YscUFaHdocfDH4CXjp0Oxyuwx lbHx3k6Hx0Pj 9ofHTodOx0Pj 4+Oh8dOrQ/aHx0 
P27oQ+Oh8dOh8dD46dj 9sdD4+P2Q+Pjp lat5WcDH7cGO7Jz4uWEPjlHZwY+Oh8fHTsfHQ7sbocnQ 

6tj 9sd2x2Puh0Pj46Hx8d2VnZOFsGodj 45LigALd2Pj ofHx8dj 46Hx8dDsfHx0Pj of HQ6dD46Hx8 
fHQ+OnTofHTodOh06HTq0dj ofv5X2h+tOh0IVq 16j 9clCdOrR/kOoXK8hWhli9CE6HTp0OnTp0On 
Q+Pj 46Hx0PjjHCDiDgqwJZQh3Ddj 4+O7JyHGOnQ52xSdWxSdWY6H7dscY6edD4+Pjp4fHQ+OnQ+P 

jp0PjzsdPPj ofHx0Pjp2Pj qSdOh2Pjp2OnY6dj46seEOhwYsMDp+xxWTocW3 Ax+ydj rCdOhlZj of 

Hxl eOnhSfHY+Pju2Pj ofHUGPj 47HTodYbjHx06HEsxwwOoK2OoKDHbodj 4+OhSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj o 
fH 1 xQAFvGOxSfHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pj 46HQ+Ox0Pj 46HxSdOh07Hx06HQ2h+OOPDOGPuq0PjrEOrWc 

NOPxjp8dWnV4NXwnR13 fGOnQ/6H++Ra3UIdD4+OhzHCDjHY4x2Pj46Hx8dOh8fHx0Pj sdcY6tjrK 

1 aHx06dD4/atD sdOh8dZOnQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Ol~x06Hd2ToftDmOrMdDvIfHxx2h07dDl~x8dOV1 
AsPKOOOEPDuBYMc JbHGPj sfHK3 eP2Q6dDtxjuzHQ+Oh+MYHTsfdD sfHx0OnQ+OncY+Pjp0Pj 8B7H 
bHToes7CQEsY5jofHx0OLZD46H4Y+Pjp003 Q+OnQ+OnQ6dD4+Oh8fHQ6XFAAW7hqDjHx2Ox2OMcx 

0Pvj q liHQ6dWhHdbHx0OEEdGPjp2OMdj nAsIcWpxWhzHV477HPsdwY90PK 16dDp06Hx06Hx0Pj 46 

Hx06HxSfHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHY+Pj 4+OhSfHQ+OvQ79Dp0Oh8dUY+Pj 46IfMdOh+YkMfHRCmu6ObmM 

deY4x+ZuQ7HeIcnQ5j qmPfZj 46turQ+P2h8dOh8dD4+OnTofHTod94h0P2h8dD4+OnQ+Orx07tjp 
ydOx047GOV46dwGfAtlCHY6HKztju2OnTpyHx0Pj46H7IdOx043 Q7Hbocx0OMcOOxwRcUABbux8d 

j4+Ol~xj 44ZY+Oh06Hx8dD4+OnTofHTodOh06HTq0nXp 1 ij HQNUh7 J3 gtj wdbvtD4+OrHwuDtj 8xd 
VadDp06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD46Hx06Hx8fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 4+Ox8dj 44OODUOB4Fxw0D46HCD4 

4cfHQ+Pjocx0Pj 46H4x26HGPj ofHTp0Pj q2P2rQ+PjqSdYhSdWx06vHXsfHY+Ok79DrrIdEGhT+O 

3aHcvHd93 GPi47HvFz9ZD1906HXsfHV19007x06Hx8di46Hx3kPi193ZvQQ4aY+Pri~ALeMdi4+Oh8f 



HQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj sfHQ6Hx2OMdD4+Pj ofHx06Hx 1 aHx06HQ0pE/0IWKmOnRCtOh06dD46dD46Hx8fHx 
0PjofHY4xzHDj geGW6HMdj 47HQ+Ox2PjjHx8dOh8ch8fHGOh8cY4x06Hx0Pj47Hx8dDsfHx0OMfl-I 
x0Pj 47Hx2OhSfHQ+Pjl~xxjofHxw 1 xw2hwV3 Q4IOxwXHQ44xSfHY/GPj46Hx06Hx0Pj 9ofHx0Pj46 
H7TofHVof9Dp00/XofHZ2QH+mvQ/RDojHx0Pj46Hx8dD46dD46Hx0uKAAt3Y+Oh8fHx0Pj 46Hx8d 
D46Hx8dD46HY+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0Pjp0OnTraWj o0To STolUIfHMdD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj44xxB8dj 4+Ox8fH 
Q+Pj 46Hx0Pj sdOh8dj ofHY6HEHx8fHTofHY7Hx0Pj ofHx2Pjj Hx2Ox8dD47Hx8fHY+Oh8dOh2Pj h 
BOPj iD 44xxj 44YgNofHDKHxw44QcQfHx0Pj t0Pj 46Hx2OMfl-IY+OxSdj 46HMdD47HxSfHQ+Pj of Hx 
0OY6Hx8dj 4+OnQ+Oh8dD47Hx8dj 4+Oh8fHMcl~xj geMfl-Ix0PvDsdO7x8dWrx 1 axDofHx0Pj 46Hx06 
Hx0Pj 4+uKAAt3B sHx8dDsdj sfHY+Pj 4+OnT7rFa9SWi2hOnQ6dOnQ6dD46Hx8dD46dD4+Oh8fHTo 
fHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj 46dD4+Pj ofHQ+Pj odD4+Pjodj 46HY7HY+Pjp0Pj46Hx2Ox2PjofHxwg7HY+Ox2P 
jgeBccROOMfl-IQ+Pj sdj hoHMcIOhzHQ+OxSdD4+OnQ7HxSdD4+OhSfHY4xSdj sfHGPj sfHTofHQ+O 
EHY4QdjhBwPNOOCoOMdjjHx2Ox8fHx0Pjp0Ox8dj 4+Ox8cQcMD47Hx2OMcHXFAAW8Y7Hx2Pj sfHD 
VHx2Pj46dD4+OnQ+Oh06HTq 1JZTodbxDp06HTp0PjofHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj4+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8 
fHY+Pj sfHx0PjocY7HGPj odj geGuPj sfHY4g+PjjHx0OxSfHQ+OxSfHQ+Pj of Hx06HY+Oh8fHQ+P 
jofHx0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdj 44x0Pj 46HxSdDmOhSfHY+OMdj47Hxw44xwPEHCDhmDsfHx0Pji 
D44x8cY86HxxjjHTofHY6Hx8dD4+PjofHx0OGBwKB2Ox8djtcUABbux8dj4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ4MD46H 
x0Pjp0PjofHx06dD46dDp0OnQ6dWnR0uCK06HTp0OnTofHQ+Pj46Hx8dD47HGPjhBwWhwbB 8fHEH 
Q+OxSdDmOxSfHQ+OxSdD47HxSfHQ+Pj ofHQ+OhSfHQ+Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx06HxSdD4+OhSdj 9ofHY+ 
Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHY+Oxxj46HxSdj44cfHASFxwIHQ+Pj sfHx2OxSfHQ+PjofHx06HMdD4+OhSdOhSdj 
46dD4+Oh8fHY+Ox8dD46dDsfHY+Oh8dD4+Ox8cOOBQOHHDj 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHTofH lxQAFvAxzHQ 
+OxSfHY6HxSdD46Hx2OhSdj 4+OnQ+OhSdOnTfVerVrFadOnQ+Pj scY4EDl~xxj 4+Pj of Hx2PjofHY 
+Oh8dD4+Oh8dDp0Oh8dD4+OnQ+Pj 46Hx06HQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj46Hx0 
Pjp0Pj ofHx8dD47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHY+Oh8djmOBgcGwcY4YHxw4+OMdj 47Hx0Pj sfHx0Pj4 
7Hx0Pj 46Hx8dj 47Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+Ox8fHQ+Pj 46HxxB 8cY7HBgcY4 
Lj hgfHx2Ox2Pj sfHx0Pj 46Hx2PjofHx0Pj46dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dD46XFAAW7hqD46Hx2OxwUD4+O 
nQ8OnQ6HTpunVp06HTp0Pjp0PjofHTofHTofHx06Hx8dD46Hx06Hx2Pj4+Oh8fHY+Oh8dD46Hx8d 
D47HY6Hx0Pj ofHx8dj 4+Oh2Ox2Pj 46Hx8fHGOx2Pjj HY4QcDwlHD A+OIOMfHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj sfHY+ 
PjofHQ+Ox8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 47Hx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+PjofHx0PjjHx 
0PjhBw0D44xwWRScMDofHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj sfHx0Pj sdOhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0OxSfHGOHHDjj HNcUABbun 
Q6dD47dD46Hx0PvDsfHY+Oh8dD47Hx8dj 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dD47Hx0Pj47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ 
+Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46dDp06HTp0OnTp0OnTodOrQ6dOh06dOh06dWrVoNeiROnQ+OnQ+On 
Q+OnQ+Oh8dj 4+OxSfHQ+Ox2Pj 46HxSdj 4+Pj ofHQ+OIOHHx0Ox2OEHASFQfHx0PjjHx2Pj odj4+O 
xSfHQ+PjofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdD46HxSfHQ+OhSfHQ+Pj sfHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSdOhSdD45jo 
fHY+Ox8dj44xwUDgzDgYHxxj 4+Ox8dj46Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh2PjofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 47Hx06Hx8d 
j46HxxjofHx2OCOOa4oAC3jHTp0OnTofHTofHTodOrTodOh06HTodOh8dOhSfHQ+Pj 46Hx2Oh8dj 
47Hx2Pj ocIOx8cY4ZQ4IOHHx2Pj 46Hx2Pj46Hx8dD47HY+Oh8fHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj 4+Oh8fH 
TofHx0Pj sfHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSdD46dOhSfHQ+Pj ocMDgeBIPj scOOxwg+OhSdj4+OhSdj 46Hx8 
dD4+PjofHY+Oh8dj 46dD47Hx2Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dDmOx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dj47Hx2Pj sfHGOGBw 
PDOODA4QfHY+OMdj44xSdD4+PjofHx0Pj ofHx0Pj 46HxSfHY+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj of HY+OhSdD4 
+OnQ+Ox8dj scCsdD47Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+PjofHS4oAC3 dOh8dD4+OnQ+OnQ+PjofHQ+Pjo 
fHQ6dD46Hx06HTp0Pjp06HTofHTodOh06dDp0Pjp 1HfiuHrWIdYqJOPjp06HTp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh8d 
Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+OnQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx06HxSdD4+OxSdj 46HxSdj hBwzBwg4xSfHQ+OhSfHx 
2Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8fHTofHx0Pj 46Hx0Ox8dOh8dD46Hx0Oh8fHQ+Pj 46dD4+Oh8dD46Hx0Pj 4 
6dD4+OhSfHQ+Ox2PjofHxSdOhSdj 46Hx0Pj 46HxSfHQ+Ox2Pj sfHGOxSdj 44YHDjgeCDhgcx2OMf 
Hx0OxSfHQ+Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj47HxSdD4+OhSdj4+OhSfHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 47Hx2Pj 46HxSdj 
jHx0OMfHY4bQ4xwg7Hx0Pj 46Hx2Pj 46Hx2Pj of Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Ox8fXFAAW7opTq06H 
To6tYrTp0Pjp0OnQ6dDp0OnTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dD4+Oh8dOnQ6dD46dOh8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ 
+Pj ofHTofHx2Pjp0Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HT46Hx0Puhl axWnUJ 1 atWnTodOnQ6 
dOrTofHTodOh8dOnTofHQ+OnQ6dD46dOh8dOnQ+PjofHTodOh06Hx06Hx06HQ+Oh06HTofHTofHx 
8dOh8dD46Hx0Pj ofHx8dOh8dj 46Hx8dD46Hx8fHx0Pj 47HQ+OMdj 4+OnQ6fHQ4xOPj 4+Ox8dOh8d 
jsfHx0Pj 46dD46Hx0Pj46dD4+Oh8dOh8fHTofHQ+Pjp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD46H 
x06Hx2Pj 4+OhSdD 4+OhSfHY+OnQ+Pj ocx2Pj ofHx2Pjj HGOMcDzHEHCD sfHx0Pj sfHY+Pj of HY+O 
h8dj 4+OhSfHQ+OxSdD44KBw44i4oAC35Oh06denQ6dJFatOnQ6dOnQ6dWnQ6dDp0Pjp0OnTodOnV 
p0OnTodOh8dOnQ6dOh06tOilYrVo6tOrTodOnQ6dOh8dOh06dOh06Hx06Hx06Hx06dDp0Pjp0Pjp 
OPjpOPjpOOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+PjpOPj ofHTofHTofHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46dOhSdOh06Hx0Pjp0 
OnQ+Oh8dD46HTodOh8dOnTofHTodOIQ6dWnTp0OnVp0OvVp lydOnQ6xDqidOh06dOhl adWnQ6dOh 
06dDp06HTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHTodOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh06dD46d 
Oh8dD4+OnQ7Hx07HbofHY+OhSfHY+OxSfHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+O3 Q+OnQ+PjofHY+OnQ+Pj of Hx06ed 
D46Hx8dD46Hx8dOh2Pj ofHTofHx0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj 46Hx8dj 47HY+OMcDxrigALd 1 adOrTofHTq0 
6HR 1 atDp 1 adDp06tOvVqitBrZqvXq06dDp06tOh06dDp06tWrTq06dDp06tOh06dDp06HTp0OnTq 
06HTp0OnTp0OnTodOh06tOrVp06dWhdD StOnQ6dWrTodOh8dOIQ6HTodOh90OnTp0OnQ6dD46HTo 
fHx06Hx06dD46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dD46dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh 
8dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0Pjp0PjofHTofHTofHTp0OnQ+OnQ6xOhl adOnQ6daJ 
ladWrTq06dDp06HTp0OnTofHTofHx06Hx06HTp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj of HT 
odOh8dOh8dOh8dOh2PjsfHx2Pj44x2PjofHx8dD4+Oh8dj47dDp0PjofHx0Pj47HTofHTpcVABb8 



rTp 1 adWnVq06tOhl atOtj SOtVaOrVrFadDp06derTodWnXo6tOnVq 16dWnXrZqvXq069OrTodOnQ 
6dDp06HTp06dDp06HTofHTodOh06dDp0OnQ6dDp0OnQ6dOnQ6dOnQ6dDp0Oh8dOh8dOnTodOnQ6d 
Dp0OnTodOnTq06tOh06ITq06tWnVp 1 agWhdWtU6HWK06HWJOOnQ6dOh06dDp06HTp0OnQ+Pjp0Pj 
p0Pjp0OnQ+Pjp0PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46Hx8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx06Hx06 
Hx8dOh8dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pj odOh8dOh8dOnQ6dQg0OnVp0OnVp0OnTofHTofHTodOh8dOh8dOh 
8dOh06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dLiwAJstIItV69OrXp 16dSK0dWj q 1 fatOh+06HTr 1 atOnTodOnTodOnVq 1 a 
tOrVrladOrTp 1 aIQ69Oj ohbmhperTq0QnVr 1 adOh06dDp06HTp0OnTodOnQ6dOh06dDp06HTq06H 
x06dWnQ6dOh06dDp06HTp0OnTodOnQ6denVr0dGadDrVWsVq ladDp06dDp0OnQ+Oh8fHTofHTofH 
TofHQ+Oh8fHTofHx06HTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dOh06dD46XFQAWitCaHTp latOrTp0OnVp 1 a 
dWsVq06onTrltaStHWKitWj rVWjq 1 axWnQ6dOrVr06tOh06dDp 1 adOrTodOnVq06dDp 1 adWnVp0q 
IOTp ladOh06HTp0OnTodOnVp06HTp0OnQ+OnQ6dOh06dDp0OnQ6dD46dOh06dDp0OnTodOnQ6dOh 
06dDp 1 a0QhenQ6dWnQ6dOrTofHS4qACzRpCSgOjqtegitOvTq06tWvXp 1 adOh06tevVp 1 atbVEdH 
VFaxHVq06dWjq litOhlitWnTq06dDp 1 adOrVp0OvTq 1 atOvRSiE6ITq0OnTp0OnTodOnQ6dD46dD 
p0Pjp06XFgAWskTq0QnXp 1 adDp 1 adWnTq06tOrTq06tOnVp 1 adWnQ6dbK 1 axWrVp06tOh+ 1 adDp0 
OnTp0OnTodOnQ6dDp06HTp 1 aXFQAWyFoQvVp06HWIdOrTq06HTp 1 adUR03DABYKQAW2Cr0upAAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALd3 zEJTixHVodNmoAFu59DNSZW+cQxbquZV 
jofHTWBAAW71bTynFb5xV29TyKg+6JPtUMAFvB 5 J5Ti6L399b3 qeRUCb+q2roAC3 cd9L4dWfcc7W 
EZe5g5ay5XFVz31Wh0zi6NhcAFvBQ8FgcF2OVj4MR17nFhQLZdPj/IdDMuO+aG77fSfZxWrZtWA 
C3 cWKxIG41iQEsIXRe/ugSB2PIcdsRiBxYUO7Kd9he3oreH5WPXZxaT5 snABbux29dddDiuhu4oc 
MRiGOh8dxRj oc3KDHdhcxGDG9YsVuHO+sXAkO6xbEcdWzitWzasAFvEO3 r+7r7cVOLK+2Iy4e563 
FbusY9cXxAscN3Hbiox0Pj 9t625w4d8UN3DH9dnFatkvp96a6kAC3 dtLx6LHFFk7u9w8i6Lh7nOji 
xxdRF8ROx29dE5PUD3XRW4sor4rcVezilE77d0eY6tDoQtLoOXCwAW7uBxdRQFjygR3kIy9zigXq 
Lu7p2Iy7efizig3 qBMd0WUO57JzpJ9nFaIcrY5803DLrT6DlwsAFu7gcXUUBYmCRZFOXv7rFtxY 
4ungeIbj gK8++PHoeB 3 socN2OTiZV7OLUGOdhLEtuxHp9ZZz lygAFu7s7scU SK56+7IRiHzi4cV3 
UX7xfBOFAWIffHj lvAr 1 uLOwkCXV7OLUOHDuhw7FLrX6 s7nhzXFgAW7uyiyuvuuhvXRWxGIfVz2U 
OLK7yCIu7OJCHbodnscM91FbdhjiT7OKOOHDtu7rGD9PuxxwIuLAAt3 eHbd3XO4N6JzhuZdF7+57 
KK3 dd5BEDrJ60OrJzRdXWsrcVt5HlFXs4tRW7+o8d4+E9Ar0TzuJcVABbu+eC4Tjw SAlhB GIfOKG 
7hjpzHd0zB 5d44bvHbRc4ocNzhw4oosok+zitPoh23 seMJ6BX83 nrlxUAFvF2Ovczg+3uN/GOxCL 
vq6BMOBcptRiHj sXncRe4Fwh6AtiwxzuH9dnFaK3Fj ex2YT0+4Efj7XFQAW5IyaSIaWL3R5U6QTB 
3WF7uIptx8Y7s3rHguFps4tRW7snssIGtLpxHnrlxUAFuS5L7VsJ7GkQouQcd+6tnFa!KHdDusYP 
0+n6cVy4qAC3 JI19qGr9hUabOLUOHbd23 cN4v6fT0ccVy4qAC3 JGSewZq/YXGkzitFbgJwsOGIW1 
1EPRO3 lxYAFuS8tHIi2a7OLq 16tW6PEP2h8Z6fdjj gVcXABZP5BxpsxUQ2kT65QAC2w0Wy5YAC2w 
8slywAFthotlywAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABkJJM8ACwUgAs00TSK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWaoaG4x4PrTS 1 ABZqhnNwfxSHMXxkOYThGYaAAs 1 W6G4YwIc+CYEQ/C4FZhmA 
CzVbo4DGBZn4WwtD8LgVmGYALNVuZw/ODh+PDg3OD 8vC4FZhmACzSb925uHbsJjxu8dieyHiZhoA 
CzSb925uHZwEx43 fOBPZDZuAAs0m+O3Nw8cN3 o3 fOGO+ZDZvAAs 118ePzi5xQw3D5xO+CcIzRwAW 
akePAxD5zMg4OzhW+C4FZhoACzUhweA9vnRkPASb4PYdmGYALNMOHwfnzpIPgSbw4Jzg2YZgAs0w 
3PnB/c5nQ5jHc3NYeLGzDMAFmmDHfvHj 50czQ3 c3 q0NmGYALNAmO/eHjx0c2nqPVkNmGQALNAhPf 
PHbPTdEP46PHzd9MwzABZoELN+7ds97zg7dHjw3 eNmGYALNAxzfnbc6PgSHDO+cHbg2YZgAs0DKj 
m7CHfAkBTvguBWYaAAs0DKj mdiofAliffhOEZpqACzQXO+el0Ohy8w3 QjkzRwAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 
CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFmASHGB 6wiMUQmh2zagAWYB hD GsZ 8UxIUp 
V7MGwAWYB f+waPimN4/GL97MGwAWYBX+xFTFUNc4V2YLgAswD/06HWqoh0dHWnOFMDpwsmYLgAsw 
C58fKx3wneD4eEfn8flc+MfwuQ7+OrT8F59jp 16H+V7MoACzAK7vzvHQ/fDHo3 Q/207x0Po++x3b 
HdsfHV4+P85+pOx/h247H202ZMAFmAaHx8dZ5x8rUd8Lu++PM9ndnffHnf3 ejq7r784r7o7r2Z4A 
LMAkPjjj 5RnV+J/99HV939xX2u4+70dXf3HnffHyvzZngAswD+o84c9/OE6HTq3N699zp0Oo84+4 
/40evn2etXx+rWbM8AFmAV/HnhXx3uFgfGH32HhZx8r/VohVrGOeY7vtX9x8mZ4ALMAr+P16H748 
Tq0OjnzD3 Q6xOh8fj 5WvUf8aM6v4Sxb74/UebM8AFmAfPfzhdQoWcIQqZG9cQs4+4/40dKPNH3 av 
j7tZszwAWYBc+POPOOPFH2/6f7Rv9+rXKPO/u0RTrWJH3 fav5X9szgAWYBfl 8Ud0cLOKKK608ND/ 
+Ued91915F/fn29divjyj zZngAswCFH+Q+Pwx6+O/Md2LYunTHQ/yzzHx+53 eG3PFOOh6OHffc7j 
zvZg4ALMGsfHU6Fj7hcsLiwej oWfLDH+LPQXvx2T8N/B 353 swcAFpJOERGk616H+Tqna9Og liZg4 
ALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAswVF3/98DVaZpKACzBQJ2nyu59F 
7WCB GaIABZgoEyriz59g+qCBWaMABZgm7dl cWeY/2D6oJ/SBUOCgALME7q774YgnmP5A+qCc9mpw 
AWYJs44HA3 ocC46eb90F2PD91K92jnwnrc2/Cetzc5mUABZgoXjcRxvQ3 CWz9799i2Q/dSsQ/Pgo 
HgkE4uDsbM8AFmCgnUN3 ddFFbuPxP3 xRXXxorbx/6LJ3E5w7ncTOTtmcACzBYXLFdddDexekccd7 
2Ueb 5Ffmf6vyzjyj z7eufzZnAAswoHdR3 XRQMvx3vP/x5j 4dfmcLfn291Hn6j pMwgAFmFj iwW66K 
Aiffzfj/j wiK/M4nePo/UeBXPzZ1AAWYJ30ViXXX4II~x/N+P+PIflr8z4fn2//HgWB 4NmcACzB J/ 
RQ4rroqGI~x/N+P+PONFfmfD8+3 +789T42ZwALME3 ldFdddE7ytB4/2Px/x53 nr8z4fn3H1Hmhdn2 
ZgALMFAt0UO653FbhofvPKPO89fmfD 8s48o8+3 s3 +2ZgALMFAmAvZDhHCWOP3jHd+d 1K/M+H9PZD 
nH 1FFe9czMABZgsP25v44Y9g+iKdw888p 1 +Z 8P 8e CR8LYtiszgAWkHA0dcuR8NUZ 1HHM!PjZkwAW 
mCLtmKYALTBPNmKYALTB Ic2YpgAtMFGzFQAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 
FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABXCgahwg4x2OMfHQ+Oh8dD46Hx2Pjt0Pj 
46Hx8dDp 1 atOh06dNkpABXCgyQWBxjjHGPjkOEHx2Pj sfHY4x8dD4+Oh8fHTofHx0Pjp0Pj 46dDp 
06HTq 16aouACuFeideiFidDp0OsQ6dDp0OnQ6dDp06Hx06dD46dDp06HQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8djj 
HCDl~xwUDgtgg4Lil~x2Ox8dD 4+Ol~,d32Oh8fHY+Pi46Hx0PiofHTodOnQ+OnVp06HTr0OnR0zQsAFc 



FlwpGEER 1 atHVp06Hx06tOhSdOnQ6dD4+OnQ6fHQ6dD46HxSdD4+OhSfHDjgQOC2CqOGB2Pj sfHQ 
+Pj ofHx0Pj 4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh06dDp06onXpoIABXCtkCk6daLOOnVFatWnVp06dDp06HTodD46 
dD46dOhSdj46dDp0Pjp0Pj ofHxxj 46HGOhScxxj sfHQ4xxjjHxwyQ 1R2Pj sfHx0Pj 46dD46dOh06 
HTp0OnXp laN 11AFcFmZWihBFa9OrTp0OnTodOh8dOh06dD46dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj sdj sfHxwwOG 
gcMgNUfHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj46Hx0P2nQ6Om5WACuFbUIXq06dDp06HTp0OnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj46Hx8dD47 
HY+OIOMcMgMDI~x8fHQ+OlxgAK4VtYbTq liHxl adDp0Pjp06Hx2Pj of HQ+PjjHY4x8cNdcYACuFbY 
Jp leuMABXCtsCeuMABXBZsCeuMABXCtsCeuMABXCtsCeuMABXBZsCeuMABXBZsCiXGAArhW2BPXG 
AArhW2BPXGAArhWbIQ+OnQ+PjofHx06Hx0Pj46dD46dD46Hx06HTp0Pjp0OnTp0OnTodWg 16tOiE 
zR9cYACuCyxHxPA76 SrunUIfjHTp0Oh8dOvQ+6HQ+Oh8dOh8dOh06dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8dD4+Pjof 
Hx0Pj 46Hx0Pj46Hx8fHTofHx0Pj46Hx0PjofHx0Pj of HQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dOnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46Hx06 
Hx8dOnQ6dD46dDp0OnTofHTp0OnTodOrVp06tOiFadWmVXrj AAVwrWKkJ4HfS JFKiKF60TomoRCH 
Udp0OsTodOnQ6dWnVq06Hx06dD46dDp0PjofHTofHx06Hx06HTofHTofHTofHx0Pjp0Pj46Hx0Pj 
46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8dG5prj AAVwrWekJ4G+mgyTo6fNzLXGAArgutU8UwM8pKuyKM3 
MtcYACuFal z8fJ30f+p0PKiQmqsa4wAFcFlr+gdiYJhYU8eusWMc3LByOmRRm51rj AAVwpJX3Deh 
xQ3 dz llPfugSAXsSU94dDp0PwmTEbmeuMABXBZb8o8ns4roroyN6KK+K3HFnIgEj A8+Kegux+geG 
OlzJG5 lrj AAVwWW6+/t66PuPuMj ielZPXXP9ynwHj A6mKZAXZr0DuEXWs 3MkuIABXBZbr4 Cx5 x9x 
9xkcTx+PPOP+VfPA8+KaLmadBR5wrOsa4wAFcK0risI9m93H3 GR3P4OK/OAsq+eB 58Uz0409Oa+X 
WM3MtcYACuFJLn7j 2b3 cfcZHmPQQ/Ffk4WX8+aimw6nzEcZ89yWPT/nLrCNzLXGAArgs17+Z7OPu 
PuMjwo+UeeccifMSxUZ+x392L SQrKCzyhOaf0/5zOSa4wAFcFkvH+8ns4+48oyPjezivzj 9 Smqc6 
KK9 Gfvvj 7jcz9UPuLflGPj lfp/0 lyXNzJLiAAVwpGR9Q3 s4od995H7jujzyezlNU5+cfZ6nH3HfH 
1Tr8r78ocdfp/02ck 1 xgAK4LGT8WLOxLFvI/cBH8r7E1XT835o+hPcLx3 x90/x8dR59x5R91 en/TX 
WEbmWuMABXBYz6Fnnhj +FmRzrN9/K6xypz5 mAh8/C/ijj 7p+OO/+PKPur0/6a5Lm51rj AAVwXkl 
8gfPzcKfPwv74V/dOiH78+4+4X2vp/O2cklxgAK4VmlFOn5vjNCf/uH4/z600/+PKPurO/6a5Lm5 
lrj AAVwXNj 8+a7j T5+Pu4fv7Po47u48o+6vT/nM6rriAAVwrNhnPzjyPn48sO/s9 Sj z7jyj 7q9P+ 
ezkuuMABXBY2pz5+cN2ch5+57nlEh848r7r78qvT/5rrGbmSXEAArgsbU58/PBoCP2Of4hDHHFzH 
+EgS9An/hWdY 1 xgAK4VmwxUWjD3KFzpzMf0H 15+Y9GOeaAnfiLrebmWuMABXBY2p7Gew8j ITo6Om 
5rm6XriAAVwrNwP2Gg0zBfXGAArgsbkz3 po25Rm5 lrj AAVwXNj +6rekzFRLiAAVwWN0nupMxV 1 xg 
AK4LlnxSdOvTpknyWRB 8fHY86dWnTpcxrj AAVwWNj zsdj 4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj p0P 
j46dD46dD46dD46Hx06dD46dD46dDp0Pjp0Pjp06Hx06dD46dWh06dDp0OnTodOh06HVodOjp06N 
wJD4+Ox8djjHGPj sfHGO lw9cYACuFZshD46dD46dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+PjofHY+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHTo 
fHQ+Pj ofHQ+OY6dD4+Oh8dD47Hx2Ox8fHx0PjiDhnHxw46Hh04o6dOh8dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dO 
h8dOh06Hx06HTp0Pj46dDp0PjofHTofHTofHx06HTofHQ+OnQ+OnTofHTodOnQ6dOh06dDp0Pjp0 
OnTodOnQ6dWnQ6dWpKSdD4+Oh2Pj sfHY+OMcNC5GuMABXBc3IVadWnTodOvTodOnQ6dOh06dDp00 
nTofHx06dD46dD46dDp0OnQ+OnQ6dD46HTodD46dD46dOh8fHQ+OnQ6Hx06Hx0Pj4+Oh8fHTofHQ 
+OhSdOhSfHTofHTofHQ+OhSdOhSfHTofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp06Hx0Pjp0PjofHTofeHQ+Pj sefH 
Y5D4+Pj ofkphtDjHxxjteeuIABXBdn9EKixenQ6dWiE6tOnQ6dOh06dDp0OnTodOnQ6dOh06Hx06 
Hx06HTp0Pj qSkh8dj 47Hx2PjofHY+PjofHx8dD47Hx9f9cYACuC7UEIdD4+OnY6dD46Hx8dD4+Oh 
8fHY+OnQ+PjofHS9pcQACuC7UTofHx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj sfHGOMdr5rj AAVwXagwMocMsc 
Y4x2vmuMABXBdqDBjjHGOxSdj 47Hxxj 4+OhSdj46XjXEAArgu 1E6HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OxSfHQ+Pjp 
0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pj 6764wAFcFmprj 46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pj4+Ox2Ox0u+uMABXBdacY 
/CxUTSWmPj 46HGPj sfHBVXjXEAArgssA49F801gNg7HGPj 44x0Pj 46Hx8fHQ+Oh8dOlzXXGAArgu 
tB 3 ofS6oPiP+X15zMjZRTHTofHx06Hx0Pjp0Pjp0PjofHx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8fHQ6XH 1 xAAK4Lmf9B 5 
LqePj +Q7p838FwXhn2UVxSfHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHx0Pj 47HMdj 46Hxxrvrj AAVwXM/6DyXU9Hd91F 
fdfde7pMopj sfHG6HEHx8djj cY6fHDC764wAFcFzP+grl 1PP94fed+cfcec2yiiHBB2Pj45D4+Pj 
ofHx06Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh06kZ64gAFcFzP+jfuXU86Dh/P8/Gf79DzKK4+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD 
46dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+Pjpc 11 xgAK4Lmf9G9Eupp7t 1RR5/n40L/sfZRTHx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD46Hx8 
fHQ+Pjp0Pj sfHGPrwlxAAK4Lmf9E88up45xjkf5f9j 8cO//N91FkPj47Hx2Pj45Ol~xj45jjHCDk6 
kZ64gAFcFjL+iee2B JLWwdc7HOn3 lxxjjj/ufZRTHhwbux2Pjp2Pjp0Pj 46dDsfHTpc 1 lxgAK4Lm 
f9Hc+upfb2U/m7Px9wv742UUTsfHQ+Pjp0Pjp0OnTofHQ+Pj sfHx8dD46Hx8dDp 11z lxAAK4Lmf9 
FEPLrW//P8h9GP/v/x3 sosh8dOh8fHTofHQ7dD46Hx8fHQ+Pj scY4x06kaa4gAFcFjL+isl 1 rf/n 
n3 SOF+/+9eOmUVGPj sfHY+OnB3 GOY4YXzXGAArguZXOWGut4//P00br+F+4VIFgXHx8dD sfHTjHT 
sfHTofHx0PjteNcQACuC5n/RYa619x9z8+nu3U0/3 adDtlFOPDofHx0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx8dD4+On 
Q+OhSfHQ+OnS5qlxAAK4LGX9FzXUvuLOfldH3H3H3 TZRdOhSfHTofHQ+Pj of HQ+PjofHxSdD4+Pj 
ofHY+O141 xAAK4LmV9FzXU8fH+xzn9jp 13 fnfnefZS sx0OMcY4QcGkdQ141 xAAK4LGXNXrmh+R/y 
8fFw0bKWAyj sfHGOnQ6XhLiAAVwXNq0dBEPOQ/R0x0Rspal~xj 47HY+Ox8dj47Hx8cY6dDp0vGuIA 
BXBdqEOPj 47HY+Ox8dj47Hxwg7Hx laXINEAArgu 1BdehRW10JcQACuC7UM 1 adHVq06XjXEAArgul 
BNWnQ6dOh06dDp06HTp0Pjp06HTpeaXEAArgu 1 ANerTq0dev S4zXEAArgu2BPXEAArgu2BRLiAAV 
wXbAnriAAVwXbAnriAAVwXbAolxAAK4LrKa5 VriAAVwXWakJ4FWEkspp lpcQACuC6zUhPA+wsiWG 
sL9rCZ164gAFcF 1 rpimBV/01VjWF2wtXimMOQpj ePjplC9cQACuC61 fCmBV86 Soh7dVsKoQp188J 
42IY2VOlxAAK4LrV9Z5u/b+HyHp 190 Son91 ewvNI+KYH9JNlr 1 xAAK4Lrf/Y7EwSx2P66fJT351x 
543 Vp3 Sl~xmF sQj SpimB 89JsteuIABXBdbsooocd0OKK5HfSkpcfY5wx6+8c7Q5Yh37fP9xjnw7xy 
DK09B+Vm/Z9u0cbtHP5+nqb8+lO/GL91r 1 xAAK4LpXnfnFdHlHnER30pBffnnHdHE7uetvXDmfzg 
h/B IY7IFg4Y/hj 8 G/A8ERxjtF/g7EtDmP2XJ+eR9wO3 ZZj m7ZFTXEAArgulecf7+T2T2UaK6dIL7 
8848V7/d+cecfZ/OHffnfcf7evziztXwrr8qcG+Qv74d8WQ7tv2Z5Hm8Oh5zgW2OQ8yKiXEAArgu 
1UUBX84+nu3iO+llKs7c8+/3 a7hfv9n+V/cfb 16P1Hf+/¥wfzvzQr70fd/cecWd+cQZf5v53 x9x 



272RS 1 xAAK4LpfHYV/J/9/+NFfSkFY+O8Lizf9X5vj ofHn+z+cf8fceZ8/i91473 +4+SFfeiztfx 
5x+r+V+mO+4o SOFNR58mRS lxAAK4LpfHejyf/f/jRX05BWOMdYh3 x5v92u4COvz/K 1 +//C7poWBO 
HHe/3H3Tj 5Ed+Y+O4+UL+PuMYdq+HTj 9R55 simlxAAK4LpcP5o8n+o8nkV86QV2npubjf7tdvoX5 

/uF+/+/mfR3D4+OoMfvxOv480cLMPj sLHnH3 a!hA++Fg84Cv55 silriAAVwXMj7yfyjyj ziRXz5B 

fOf7ddxv935vo+z+cfq/uF3 SOuRC7jvf7j 5 IUfIPj xEecfcfq0R07UKbziHx06fzzZFLXEAArguZ 
HzHceUTnDeiRXOhzkF9N/t/J9/uPuPuPM!nflHnHyR9v3 o+V97/K/kfj zD3 +0fKF6v7j I5+Y+jvj 
R55 silriAAVwXMnMd+ViWO5FYWQXox29ffHGOnr84r77kd80+6KPkjyfzyfzvvjwzQr7Wm/y 9X5 

x9352iOnb5dxxoXebIpa4gAFcFzRIefLm6+9B+Dkpx+BbHfYtrux4EOLGOOxL8zt265jofic4x06 

uHd/dOPIN/XR8r87r4w//HldHfnHnmyKaXEAArgubAaOh8hX2uXv0P 18K05+V+ZAsfDwh+5+B55o 

VrPRzFvzwXB36CfYJdCHx3HnmyKWuIABXBc2NE19 SGknQNIS2jodeu+x069OuWuPj qn8P92hztd5 
silriAAVwXNiX7 S9dLy69Ms9cQACuC5 ssY6HjNLpeyi+uIABXl3c2WSM9dbmUo lxAAK4LmyWtmqXW 

mylGuIABXI3 dnWdlKdcQACuC7YFEuIABXI3 dsCeuIABXl3 dsCeuIABXl3 dsCeuIABXl3dsCeuIABXl3 dsC 
euIABXI3dsCeuIABXI3 dsCeuIABXl3 dsCeuIABXl3 c2Uk0gvXEAArgu2BPXEAArgu2BPXEAArgu2BPXE 

AArgu2BPXEAArgu2BPXEAArgu2BPXEAArgu2BPXEAArgu2BLXLgArgukc2KQs9ZE lp64gAFcFzD9 

ibFno0NVkklFPXEAArguYfwoxYw2hquBbUU9cQACuC5h8xWF S0kSrAU 1FLXEAArguBPHj IpqL9IW 
kiVYCmopa4gAFcFwJ5YOwmGPYPBTw79vYY9cPQXD4eXn5dYmoV64gAFcFwJ27EgJYSxLFPPcEsJY 

3FsSA12C2JlbahTriAAVwXA3DkxQ4cUOHDgU89j c7buxjt27c3bu6wkMc7rbUKUuXABX13cDcV100 
G7kxZQZDd3 W4cO26HrncN627uudw7cNqFOuIABX13cand lt629k7yhhl 12UO67K5y852VzmiagVri 
AAVwXGmPWHetvZO8oYdddlFldYdxbFxwHcXm 1 AWXEAArguNMewK7hvZO8oZAeLKLK6w8CWLFYeBL 
bUCtcQACuC42PI7hvW3 eUMgPF1Fldb0LhvW8UyttQK 1 xAAK4LjZdXRW3cOK3DQ+orcO67KllHk9k 
hZZNQK 1 xAAK4LiR83 cVuJzkxWOU53Duh3ZQ3dz2UV1 zu6621 CnXEAArguJOYt luAli40U6AlhLuF 

gK4 S7BIY53XNQp ly4AK4LiToWV2N7C5nc3Bj 2GO3 fD4WxcsFsTK21 CnXEAArgvK linl6bPfe6P7N 

qFWuIABXI3 dfTGtqKWuIABXI3 dfS ApqKWuIABXI3 dfXAtqKUuIABXI3 dfWSTUU9cQACuC7YE9cQACuC7 
YEtcuACuC7YE9cQACuC7YEtcuACuC7YEtcuACuC7YE9cQACuC7YEtcuACuC7YE9cQACuC7YE9cQA 

CuC7YEtcuACuC7YE9cQACuC7YEtcuACuC7YEtcuACuC7YE9cQACuC7YEtcuACuC7YE0uXABXBdsC 
aXLgArgvu9rpNcuACuC4qnQ6dBNrmNcQACuC4qhzHQTCY6H2U02VL ly4AK4Lj aHx26HToZF06Hx0 
6ZUrZUvXLgArguBpx3F8uCMpND4+O1GEx0PjplAtcQACuC4Gh2OrMdDMGFHTKoQ5jwTJzKNa5cAF 
cFxtjq8djMYnQ+Pj0JIEFOXwYdlSJcuACuC5hD46H7x0PjpPp06Hx0Pj46H2UYx ljHQzEY6dD46d 

MpPXEAArguBMfHTscq9P2Y/Gyp8fHV47dVQxOx0Pj 46ZVGuXABXI3cwLhP 16ezdO2VOh3 eOx0MwgR 

lMa4gAFcFzAtw7H6+oh07HTtlrPAtenrx26H2UHrlwAVwXAkPj 46dD46dD9XVj 46H3 Q6djpOyoQ+ 
Pj q8fHQ/Xj GPj ofvHTKX ly4AK4LmBcOOvqh34rLrj u8dD7pPp2OnQ+Oh8dOmUvriAAVwXMGPkIdV 
9Y+FZdU6Hx 1EO3Q6160PZ2bKD ly4AK4LmBUY/V1Y6Hx+MfHx0y6D531VQxl gjKXlxAAK4LmEPjr0 

6Hx8da9 SHQ+OnQ+6HbLqLadZ 16dD46HWMdD7KXS5cAFcFwJ+udfWxl asx0y6IfHQaHx lr 1Y7H4GP 

jplGa5cAFcFzCH+Dp9Pj qGOomWvH+WIer07Hx0OoIdMpdLlwAVwXMIf7HET6dD47H7mWo9HXpydd 

jplCa5cAFcFxZj 4+OnQ+Oh+eMTofHx0Pj46ZdEP+x8d 1QydOh+MfHTKM ly4AK4LiSdDsfHx06HZ9 
OrY7ZQf2Ox8dOtZO7Q+OhzHTKXS 5 cAFcFxMEL5 cOymE6HxzHVodHxmOkxj myhNcuACuC4mkxunRY 
h26H7TKDQ4WynKBjplMJcuACuC4knQ+O3QInQ+OnTplBsfHY6TwhOx26HTKE ly4AK4Li8PjpS J1U 

J26Hx8dFqHY+Pjp0y19cuACuC7OOY+OnQKnQ+OmUCS5cAFcEipNCsx5 SQ5soFrlwAVwXZmJ1Sa5c 

AFcF2e06dKidOmUCS5cAFcF2wJa5cAFcF2wJpcuACuC7YEtcuACuC7YEtcuACuC7YE0uXABXI3dsC 

WuXABXI3dsCWuXABXI3 dsCWuXABXI3 dsCWuXABXI3 IDOj VhSj rY+Oh9rfrlwAVwXAx8ZPHY+OhV2iA7W 
7XLgArguYMf7HagY7F+6gOy CyOhLHTKF65 cAFcFzFFdEouZXazIVU2Oj AgOGgrIVpcuACuC5iudw 

wn7yD8yOqQmQw+FSB S8NhGQq ly4AK4JGPJ3 GOgb52Y6vHQ5j lfAyI7ZFZ8x2rOD GMaY6dDpkKtcu 

ACuC6R335qP6x4DEMdj 4dMVld31jvUP4RjcyKWuXABXI3cx23 cMGCRXQ4dz 12t9cyDGP/3BHOjHQ/b 
exD469D 9INP4/V1 zIa65cAFcF01k7uBh7rod0OO7W/7ZBG91cEj 8DgJYti/Ih3ZZOx2Ojc0 ly4AK 
4JJHfF1Qp4+PY7b lu53 HVdY2QJZZhKj gY7c4Y7vHdNGO4F sGDc0 ly4AK4 JgXk7jHVDm4uY5xj q/K 

O7W67ZFF3bL46Pxj 9 luKHDHVEPj nZRXQ7rjcz ly4AK4LpHffiQp 11 h3 cWT 12t 12yKK3 mo6OLPu/u 
IgJd33 DvyNzPXLgArguYr7oiEj 5 xHrdzuOq6xsgS7tzKcfi6ycLDIx0Pj q3byvuuNzPXLgArguYo 

d8ah5XYr++47tb/tkUXd 1 Cm6cO3bdDiXkSLvu6/I3M9cuACuC4FDu201H7j kxW7ncWt9eyKHjvPj 
9Olf33 eiDOWXTu643M9cuACuCQEPhqHzgW7KG9Zh0xWRX/2h0ovcPK28iIkWXTu643M9cuACuC40 
fsnj r0P2+++4+ZFNDtkSXTtQMc7ucOKHERIus4x 1 fkbmeuXABXl3 eVrRapkJvxkwvfDH7Y7uD 0X99 

of h3 G5nrlwAVwSZzXowKHfP207x3kRIvFt35 G5nrlwAVwXZzVHQ6G4vkOaIQ616POOr+zcz ly4AK 

4JNgS ly4AK4JNgS ly4AK4LtgS ly4AK4JNgS ly4AK4LtgS ly4AK4JNgS ly4AK4JNgS ly4AK4LtgS 1 
y4AK4JtgT ly4AK4JGOnw0QbHY6hVvTHVMdOqdqiOh9qieuXABXl3cxfYEm9AkegsxPC55zuEao lrl 

wAVwTAund15h7p0Or0Hdxw8Y+O78vsh07ZIVE6ISkmXTXLgArgkYp9//4+HkaL66fn9nb775m6xz 

sFPahIgxUFMJ3 dPmh8dMg+uXABXl3cxT7//3w0Ro6d 10+ffh9xTj dY6dt0PzeuOh8fj 0x0OfDH/C9 
3 f8ENzTXLgArgmB dO+rflyM8fjPWp 19p6+88bkqp5 d+YdyzRc7fffO+3/h3 G5nrlwAVwXMU+7TjI 
yM+jePRzo8x/ONkvp3/dj +mjRTrp+c+/H3dONzLXLgArgrnBdPCpRIEzPo30d/1 +Y7vjZI50Wu/po 

j56M!fPzg+7 SM3MtcuACuC5jp9jn3 mgJefRvI7xx92o742 S+flpxh5HTtLxI4599w/defNzLXLgAr 

gkYp58fzyPOnWdMj fR2 J/nE/H4zcl6dmjvD0aNG+j i+ztPXxM1NcuACuCYF0w6AiMj Po 30UeXed7 

8fj NyVU/KivDhzxHyN8jjHToezufvj ZD65 cAFcEjFPinwFPkZ 9HGetd/x9j 8aM3 WOdMu8yBLz5 G+ 
igJ3 c9HGyH ly4AK4Jgf/dPfnUyM9TjR39Z55D8Z43 JemRWEI0aNG+iiHOfHfHHwpu165cAFcEwKn 

3z459MjRzr6fL/u 1 x3Uj clVO 1 Tsh2eI6aOMjjz/uvfj4U3 S9cuACuCQF/5dx06ZGi55dZz78+eU4 
3 JenHTjHh2jRozzx+Lvu64fiPG6XrlwAVwTGhPCPUp5ASyHfmPfzo8/du0Pm6zz758c9GjRU76ef 

/cfY/GRm6XrlwAVwXGh0Hejnox2P8JQX6c9HT8Q3 Wrq7+OnSIRHOu+z+vu53 nj dL ly4AK4JbF0j I 
T4NWsVOjHRulOLnfGfPo4TrH3 kOrd3/K7nl7N0vXLgArgm0 GYsxYj 9IgThJhO50d3Pg5uZa5cAFc 



F2g0Mhl odBMdOhl 5jo6HdOnHd94rla65cAFcFTNSIdsg+uXABXBNsCeuXABXB JsCWuXABXBNsCaX 
BgArgk2BLXLgArgu2BLXLgArgm2BNLgwAVw SbAlflwAVwTbAnrlwAVwTbAmlwYAK4 JAboaFOH SAn 
86xZ876bpaHNU6161TUG9cuACuCYELw6fCnC9zrC50/c+j Ixyyne/EHWB4qudfmerGOu6aNxGkI 1 
y4AK4JGO/KOd 1FS/yn3846cSdfj/Mg3 d0+dQLYeKqn35n04TO1ScluFR4NUtE6HTKL65cAFcEkn3 
FnaHfedKffOv/zp9Drz9D 57rOfM!/79Ovn33H0/1FSPx5Llo/HT5DmQx2OsvrCfz6c3N6F3PnUF/ 
HxyvrzYD ly4AK4JmPuP 1ZZZ0p0X 18++d2/267HzqlfO9P//3 hlXTvzR1/+K1Tj +XKScsFncKQEyn 
2HunzpvzQxSf7n+6BLEH7676+9HWJ/ORuKuSJcGACuC4pxkb4fSpxT759qn3H2P5D9KnfP/f/n3k 
VfPvuPp/+899HPXK/O67nlcj6vp3z85/4/6H5s6HSr59H+Ol~xwHvr5196OSJ3 TRuEXVNcuACuCQ2 
7xzQg+nTvn5/50+4+x+9+nrT+nu58enV078z6f/vR/30 lyrzv5dj+fVL+7676+f6hfj/Y+j+in+5 
8+PTr6d955P93UqceS6pflwAVwTGzjHHTD6VOKfeOh09gfu/N+9+nUCZ35f3 hlQx0PX5o6/vkj/v 
prqXGRv4v0c+OnfPzrgj/4/mPUp 18/t/+fEH 186+9HX/X0p0f66nrlwAVwSGk9FnPIz 100nATw/d 
+b979OoP3 f31 gS6slOr7j 9bHx/tH3 nTXC+O 1NRh56fFPvn5z+4+3 WY9 Sor5/qLufHp 1901 mer/oj 
86OcuF65cAFcExXj 6/PIzSc/NOPz6d/eY/HHT 1 n78+7D2Fzqxwl+aEnCZkeedNctO9zPh56c99f9 
bfj 7j 7H+To/Vz+4/U+IPr5196Ov/uPz75y4XflwAVwTFt 1P/pEVO+ffn6p4Y7vjfep60+2Pj2C/h 
1XTvzPp/vMjuzpfluP2Q9TIOU+OnbHQ54HzzzfvHz+ofu/ufHap lg196Ov7yR9X0 lwrXBgArgmLK 
Puiph90+fn33 TgPHG/HTOs59hbg/Tr599x+u/vD7+VNcL4+6aMipvfYOcOQ/nnm!G9T 1D5XZjw5w 
FzrCD8fl81~x09kizzprheuXABXBMC+3X3/2nTu+v6zn3/Rxvx0qUc/F/mHhlXOvzR 18+0Hx9z 11P 
f/nn9OfHTvz+n555vwozqvn398EtDocx liTscW+9HWE7R950 lwrXBgArgkk+n+v+tb676/rOfHTj 
tD8aOnFPvn2tIir599X+Ul~xh73 c9dT3/59PVU46d+X8/A178b5/Xn5Dp3 eOf+nX077z lfziR93HS 
4XrlwAVwS S G9fnP75UsfXef+dN8/HDvPf3T46UYfp 1U+/M+n/79Mf/+XVMf/n/a0+L6/rKfYg6vj 
HoR46i!wLeH6dfTtZnk/3 cR390 lwvXLgArgmB C4YFFwJQL7d9z758Z9+3ERQ857x94OHxzic6dO/ 
PO+v6xap 136H lyv7j 9TU+tU46d/+U+OivjH4z5 + 1Tj n3 hwaT86+9HXz7y J/+cuFa4MAFcEgM5 mfw 
JQQgv50c94+/biDH 1PePvaBYIePz77 CQMfoxyxj nzmFXLLFa6n918/P/OfnPj nRwh+9Cp3 z46drT 
06+dazPV8+PTf/nLheuXABXBNfETRChaY41iHVO/B ICHF8 J9MVcKnrMep4EOF+uznRT46cdofjRd 
Zz3 qcYfp 186+88nU 1 forX89cL lwYAK4JtBkXDP2FOY7pjv+dFPfRv3XkG7vl~xn4ww9iH519ojr+Q 
/alx//9dS lwYAK4JNBnnQ+j 9Dp0Okb4Zz6cU99G/dcQP+fGefDBICU50eBHQ+OaAlhPcwi6prlwA 
VwTZoviqtDIfufl-IR+fnYRwl~xR 1 gSfQY6XVNc GACuCbYEtc GACuCbYE0uDABXBNsCWuDABXB Js CWu 
XABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCWuDABXBU2BNLgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAmlwYAK4JNgS ly4AK4JtgS lwYAK4J 
tgT ly4AK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JgRD8+naHx3yp0ROOpodV9FR6o69tUHrlwAVwTAscf8+wuc 
+b8/q77hCOfwtHW+x8dD4+Pj of7H8x06H2mla4MAFcEwL+zn3 dXz/P3N 18+3bPT8x07m9R2EgLA7 
CNNK lwYAK4JGOdfTj or5/7/of5 lvq7sjn3/celfCdX+o4osTp82BhOp9kPjrL+eOvxlTrpqj 1VOZ 
kI3KdcuACuCYF07598/FP/dTx/MfqPK+cfn3 z+3w/kfR35oRsED3 fWFyn+5v3Xf+Ij n8KeqPmPj 8 
Y+Oh+0Pj q8dD4+bGNcGACuCRjPxz7598/p/ofxP lb90VEjn31KMj 7OkfLumbBP7Off9dP9zfut 95 
ZEKnbvnj+g7CuEsWApsYS4MAFcEwLPxz7598/uLN/E6rx3HeXp92vGI56PPuebKOdFPvn3 fzT/Y/ 
2Ok9/n8fn3 dfj4fkhQv7o8Tp42 Sa4MAFcEwLpxT7h8d8FzzyH7x6tP3R16fjI7xnTP5d/mytU8/r 
6LOf2/+P8h+s876Z+fd/6fluzohZ4kZsY lwYAK4JgWfjpwE4Qf5Z9vxj 9fHFGD5/D+vT9NH336Ni 
fTvn3z75/c~+Y6T4/nFRI6d9 SfBqmQr+6ZsB65cAFcEwLp3 z73 Q9/Pz7ufjH6+J+8GqdD77q6aP 
/l+bE+nfPv+vdDp7u/IfuH69++IuqeWnGI55Hf6nmwHrgwAVwTAunfPvy7n2FufferVw9 GXp5F20 
ntc+j/77NifTin2E4Ezv7H7369608v0WMjuT88jz9TzYD lwYAK4JgXStUV/fc+2Ox+ 1 adR1/J 1 eh 
H59qnYTTQkc/vs2J90+fYnzofH+Xd8cbpPvRxg+f5T86+mj77mjYb S4MAFcEwLnXz7/+U++fFGPv 
VfHHSPz4p8bodPER9HNeuzYnnnp9901TvhOu34UdfHHGD59EO+8VfTR+p/ZsNa4MAFcEwLn5/XdX 
z46cUY6j r+O+ej/unv00ZGj ou8zZJ0759+XU 1 YXN9+OvvfvB qmRZj odD+tTIX/fRsNa4MAFcEwLH 
Toe+uzn3 z46cduKr+76RdWqb 10mRo6efZsk6d8+/rL+50Pj 8cb8KuuHVx0fl~x07Cl~x9H/32bDeuD 
ABXBMwFoJnOtT30b 1916F7ydDweOneG6H4z87F+fpX5mxhU8/8++6cc++Mfjr+x 1 fTPz4p8c8jRk 
f/rM2EtcGACuCY0h8dEHPpxz30Q9ffej nzKoXwj x72OeZCOPs2M12f+Knd/HTjvHV9fztffR~ 035 
6MhEc/vs2EtcuACuCch0Np0IWqLqidj pPoOaNkj dDv+3 nPunvn4Vu+v/75ou7fcdOmHo6eLs2Etc 
GACuCch9kWhKCd045z5+O6+9H92Pj shj p/nfGe+dOh 1 mjpPdmwlrgwAVwTkOmRKQ6dEY+Ov SFHPj 
Rj/drkj +8dQ5i3 o/C3 ojj 7NhPXLgArgmzB JCaELVD5hDrEJY6/NhLXBgArgmzB JMpqlwYAK4JtgS 
lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgT ly4AK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgTS4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFc 
E2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJpcGACuCbYEtcGACuCbYEtcGACuCbYE0uDABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCWu 
DABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCWuDABXBNsCaXBgArgm2BLXBgArgm 
2BLXBgArgm2BLXBgArgm2BLXBgArgm2BNLgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgw 
AVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbA 
lrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAlrgwAVwTbAmlwYAK 
4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgS lwYAK4JtgTS 
4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wN64QAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wNy4MAFcE 
2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4M 
AFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wN64QAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2w 
N64QAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wN64QAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wN64QAFcE2wJa4MAFctmwJa4MAF 
cE2wN64QAFcE2wJa4MAFcE2wN64QAFcE2wN64QAFcE2wJa4MAFcEwIVrpWuEABXBMwHWESqp0Clc 
UoY2mSa4MAFctjAIqxJ 10gIJ9wvVkl8NpBWuEABXLYw8arKj qjgglQxerJKob SCtcIACuCZh81 SV 
HU6XsaYJVxlZNIL lwYAK4JmH9hZO+LIcKPO4fvkOneMdW+j 06aB sEq4ymksa4QAFcEwK9wLYSxbD 
A4QcsHYSBuLcenYXVtxvRDI~xj s9EOcC2XQ8PO4fnhj qF79XNIIlwgAK5bAVOdu4Mc3b 1 hgcCIFsJ 
A3Eh0vdiXW3 G9ASwp6AjiwLYo4QcrEcUd2LkOeNpBpcIACuCZh+3 rodz0OGPvW4dzuKHDl~xQ4jgl 
uK63Dul~xW3M9DduK7dwKOY4eGO4GO4CWEttIjXCAAr~mYft66LKdd ldbueuitw8VORw+VuK7K6HF 



Dtnorrrd0 GPj uHc9ddbitw4rmlolwgAK4 JmHOcK91g4ursrnrorcOZxHCddRW4d0VOWM9Fdddj iy 

t3UrrbvKK7E0tNcIACuCZh/OHeygW7q63 c4SK3 dgsR63jyit3XRW3 ds9Fdddjd5W7uK627yiuaRd 
LhAAVy2Ar52eydx3 dXZXOEitw4CRHsd3UVlu6K290eiuuu6d5W7oEutvdRXNIvrgwAVwTMPnEd3P 

RXdW4dzx63 dFdEe6t5RW4d0V002eiuuu6iyt30b 1 lt7qK5pCNcIACuWxhji3XQ4b0V3 Vlu566K7K 

K619zutxW4d0V11 s9Fdddldlbueuutu8ormkXS4QAFcEQEH4 SAkCXcQ9buicL’~W4cMc4dL3Dd24cW 
UVltzPRXXW7rsrsnrrsorcV1 zSOS4QAFctjAXx5DnYSLiHrd ljut2Y4 SI752LgTDeitwFPRXXYJb 
yt30xztjp6G7uuttIjXCAArlsFvp76OOlHnnz6t43b0R6bsvMd2b0V3MdnorruHjyt3 QJZDuxcrr 

mlprgwAVy2W7ahb0xqKqi!zyujw3/fl lzSOS4QAFcElukaWUoXbSD lwgAK4Jrcua0NqE0uEABXI3E 
1S 5 qEaivXCAArgmuZj ahjXl3 gArgibAmlwgAK4 Jtgb lwgAK5bNgS lwYAK4ImwJa4QAFcE2wN64QAF 

ct2wJpcIACuW7YEtcIACuCbYEkuEABXLdsCaXCAArlu2BLXCAArlu2BNLhAAVy3bAlrhAAVy3bA1 
rhAAVy2bAklwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgTS4QAFct2wJ64MAFct2wJa4QAFct2wJpcIACuW7YEtcIACu 

CbYG9cIACuW7YE0uEABXLcGCPtdb 1 wgAK5bFwR/aMD6+QNtMb lwgAK5bg4djt!aMD6/YRJ 1 eKmJ4 
GEaQjXCAArluk5+yzr9g+vvFDMV4GH3 aPbD 9iuKJ1KNcIACuW6 S/2WdfsH 15VAdeB2PcZ/b 1PYri 

cylCXCAArlukvxz8yMeg/bq/lfCeupPh7/odbI68rQ33 gfP3 Gf2+f2LIT2Uo lwgAK5bpOYlioJx4 

JHIHBOPjHOGP4XjjziHblg73OCsrN/DyHaCt9j03 G9Nh87paz+3 z8pzKL64QAFct0nOiuiPXRROc 
eUcQ6ed2x2c SxcEfzgF7EgSCc SDfsdhKE4tl5OLgqOdY+Mej zwuKznu/LjITud 1 Teo6ZCr/W7TKU 
pcIACuW6TnXP9n8XceUeUceeT 1 x+6K6+5/OK66PO6K+6+++KKHEfyeudTcN6G8j n2JYI+cCWLBzE 

wSBTi4ODmJw8HeOZBOPh4Wb/dl7dMpRrhAAVy3 SX+cf90/091HnfHi!f7p9x9x8o877rn/4877+4 
7484s0K66Ijvzj 7OHiziuvzjzvuePX3XRxHooooc29kOcQ7sRBDiWJAt7/cC4KylGuEABXLdJz84 
C07 Cj/d+UcdhX+6fcfT5/OLF2//Hneijve7j zPR9xkV+cfZwmfqLO/N/+PFeeuj 7jvP5 x5xnro+4 

84rj +ed9z 10cdz 10UTKUa4QAFct0nPzgLTsKP9R5Rx2Ff7p9x9Pn84rs3 CvZ380+9/97M!f3 GH35 

wFpO+h95/u/N/+Kmf7Rx leb2cZ/uP0/3Hkfxfv9v9xx3 x9x5 spRrhAAVy2J8/J9P3 n+o8747qXdP 

uP98/nHlm4 V70+ xL 7 3 /3 sz9 /cZHnnA Wnl gV/u/NwsDzP980CI 8 3 /3 z/cB H GPx8kd3b 9 LuOO9 /97N 
IKUuEABXLdJz840/eeyj zvjvR90+4+n/T+ceWb6Pu+Hffe//C7PR9xh9+b3 o/1 eOK/3 fm4Xl3xn8r 

EsZ/N/98/04UcJHyR2FfoHfifgOP9 spRrhAAVy 3 Sc/OLKndnHnfnfHnk/1Szj 7j 7fzixdv+o+74+ 

7748oXZ+/uMNZ 5vJ/+9H 3 fm+noz+UWfnTzf6hH+nz8IejyP3 Dj foFjvfgK/2ylGuEABXLdJf5 Q3j 

+UUTu53 fH1FDdnoororn7o8s48o874+77484sz910ZHnnH2f+j 9R935v+o+4z+T/8Luf29nGf7jP 
o8j 96OmR3vxo+2UpS4QAFct0nPysaPh4LgkcfC2IcSxcFgSPK6GO4s7onOKOGO4sz+T 15FfnFcfn 

R3X3X3R5PZxn+3 sns6ececZ/uPt/uPNHn2/2/3HjuPZspRrhAAVy3MKpfB 86k/1Cvj 8/b6DH8Lyw 

x+K66x5523 Iehv207M9hZht!OxUXOCWJYkCWx3FT7ic4op2cUUZ6K6606PNHldHc9dHj zyj zZ SjX 
CAArlvsb5AXnSPehi99ht 13 hEdKy43 WGP2Ph25+UDHnFpXWO34TBbFvzR8LYjhI8eMc4Y7vZRLXC 
AArlvsajbMuj 0+pdWsZC5e+ppz8vPPI/5cPB 39+LgkbKJa4QAFct9jUbZrieTQ/NzTKJpcIACuW+ 

xqNs2as64QAFctzco2as64QAFctzco2as64QAFctzcpTNWdcIACuW7YEtcIACuW5cHfFtrjNcIAC 

uW5cHfFbZdbMZLj SVNpJ9cIACuW6 S/FvYj 3 VnyXA6 liURz2FIpTOtJcIACuW6Tni3 sR7qz5Lgffe 

rzvYXiaveQr91upbIaa4QAFct0nPfOgfsR7qz5Liveoz21 PEu+M!fsttcDtguKZVtzTXCAArluk5 
458Mgx 1 heV+cY7h+fbu2Q/P1FVU55 +pC2K96j QtqmJc4/fszxr2X6+8Uyr2LYny JEuEABXLdJzEs 
Q4kC2JHnAo5YLYj 1QWBcFQLw4KeOfkgd2cY53DuDuHIc7L2/Nj q3 SQz6M69CWJdM!fszxr2X68qy 

m2KwnyVdcIACuW6TnXxZ0ro7orn84ocd0Vt6HRu3 orY7Ox3bHblMTBaCRZwJAg5XDkOcC2JQnFsq 

CwJYlj cs+oHdOzjHODfj ob7vj 1Olyd0+j 6EhDrsa91+vKsq5U5KuuEABXLdJz84+6ecWceT+cV+c 

fcV9564ezuvP5353nror6d0WcOKKHFE9fddE704ncFNjuDHcBIJxI+nEvnZwLBvvUNxLGQLYtiWO 
CsXBj 9iwcDDb+F5352ncPz5Rd8fZEj DyrlTkq64QAFct0nPzj 6n5P9vH84883/487z9ffmfzizvP 
9wv557OPuO7OO++/uPM!ddGRX3Xw74sr4s4875/cUd98Z+29FEiihvQb0MfeesWyec SDgVAli4OP 

OxRysXI3YKBwT9j sRGOfDwkY7mcz5Raluj nJEhRyVdcIACuW6T+zgLP7f7eP5x53 OFj zvP6Hfmfzj 
6jP9vdzc7OPuPO60++ l+/2ej7j Gd/b2T 12d90Lu+dnHnHfGfuvj zPZxX3 XxZXRRRZxXR35UocV90 
T+d0OO53bel~nRQb 8 CQEOJYkCUEsTB 4IcoHgtj ueyguMfkq64QAFct0nPzgJT7f7fR5 x55uFj zvPn 

EvzP5x/xn+3 COHdnH3 HnnHffAV/s/f3 HW7+3/38+o70d8/uPOO+M!fnC/r4+3 sns+484s7Xcdr+n 

lH3Hm/nFdfH3 fnfFnffHnDvPXxZx3Uorr7orbx5087uehju97OBbEkq64QAFct0nPzjr+3 +30ece 

eb5HnefO478z+cf8Z/t4caCj 7j 7jzzjvvgK/6P39xhi2v3/38/4nsFvn9x5x3 xn783 ChlH3H29n3 
C7izP3 xdz/4+3 z+d+eKP 1 fnejvvj 7jzP52u48R/uPt!qPM9dnFc/nfHm9dHdJVlwgAK5bpOfnH3 T 
yf7j 7fzj zufI87z/Y/3 fmfzj/eP9vqJ/uPuO7OO++NH2jj 7j IIfi7f/fz/ve sh+M!nHnHfGfvzcK 

cSPt7uPPuF+91YscB/+o+3z+cVlzhY8760+9/97M/meh6fb/7/8eZ/P9/k//HHc/2/3JVlwgAK5b 

pP7J661dHdFc/nHnnH1Hnef7H+78z+d+d5/uPuf29nH3HnnHffef7Qr+4yPOLt7t/P+9+70+f3Hn 
He8fvzfIk/H3H29n2/09n13Or4Cz/4+3 z+d+d8BY878Fvvf/jzP54LZI+3 CuFj zP4FfoFjvje7f7k 

q64QAFct0nPzsQ4kC4x24ked0N6/O9FEPQ78z+d0V566K6flHdFdHnnHfff3HmjizjI878nsn8s+ 

x+/u+i7j zjvjP35 x 1/cfcfb2fced+cfccdf/H2+fzvuvj I877N++9/+PM!nZD+Dp9uFcLHmfwK/Q 

LHfHAR/uSrrhAAVy3 Sc/PBkC2Xlhj 8ed li3526CwJfmfzweOYmCnFsSBL7s47oobuGOz 10d5HddF 
dFH 1Fzzyip3R5x3 xn7848qfced+d+fced+T+Ud/dPKPt/8fzvzvjI874+773/48z+cWdKn2+jI8z 

16OmPjodDqO+OAj/clXXCAArlvsQgdouXv13kh84Vrs/nx8545+SB 8Y/GOed2cdt3AuCnsHeQEgW 

xL/H7wJfSHOPOKOM9HnFEehw3 roou7ooos4877rqV0eUeb+d+d8fUed8fd98eUeZ/OPuPuf2+j I8 

qeaPsfI8x+8/3 JVlwgAK5btxZBF6J9+OlovfYZvxjvk7y86XEPROIfj zufeO387GQJAuC3 cLYt2T 
hIcCoEuHdzt53 fniuivzvih33 xRX5n848o8p+UfceUeZ/Pp/t/uPMfv7f7kSJcIACuW5uspHv0Dy 

+dc9HCj e50+5nid8u7N+6yDMfwuHZj 8V10C5523Etv207M!nASDHqN627iivyp9RX3PXR48ro7pK 
uuEABXLc3Wc/IWOY0t66OfquXH3 nlDhZP4feZ/OyH7GcXhcHnlT8WxbFv64 SBL5AuuEABXLc3 WI9 

IVzw011 nqzuZ98j 8zmfFnl 5cY/dIE lwgAK5bm6xHpCujA9o/XCAArlubrKIUhbRgc0drhAAVy3Z 1 

aaP lw~AK5bt~S lw~AK5bt~S lw~AK5bt~S lw~AK5bt~S lw~AK5bt~S lw~AK5bt~S lw~AK5bt~S lw~ 



AK5btgS lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btg 

S lwgAK5btgS lwgAK5btgS S6gAFct2wJa4QAFct2wJa4QAFct2wJa4QAFct2wJa4QAFct2wJJdQAC 
uW7YEtcIACuW7YEtcIACuW7YEkuoABXLdsCWuEABXLdsCWuEABXLJsCWuEABXLdsCWuEABXLdsCW 

uEABXLdsCWuEABXLdsCWuEABXLdsCSXUAArlu2BLXCAArlk2BLXCAArlu2BLXCAArlu2BLXCAArl 
u2B JLqAAVy3bAlrhAAVy3bAlrhAAVy3bA3LhAAVy3bAlrhAAVyybA3 rqAAVy3bA3 rqAAVyybAlrh 

AAVyybA3 rqAAVy 3bAlrhAAVyybAlrhAAVyybA3 rqAAVy 3bAlrhAAVyzbAlrqAAVy 3bAkl 1 AAK5ZN 
gS lwgAK5btgb 11AAK5ZNgS lwgAK5ZtgS 11AAK5ZNgb 11AAK5amwJ64QAFcs2wJa6gAFcsmwJJdQA 
CuWbYE0uoABXLJsDeuoABXLdsCWuEABXLNsCWuoABXLIwEC9rz 11AAK5ZgQIWw27nClsKugjUKUu 

oABXLMCBytjbzcEK4VdAuxvGK20ijXUAArlml3PmWo SdzsfHMrhVOD7A6uttIo 11 AAK5ZgT+mt47n 
ve6nS57MSezaRU11 AAK5ZgVOsfGO3 cOKIdwc2PZxe8dHNgUfd0vprYyTzS CtdQACuWRi92LYSHDi 
gVxcCRRe4FweC5PZWPglHzwflbhwxzc+Poc4FgrG9x/u21ql 1AAK5ZgQPDdw30KHFA3Y7tjlFFzs 

WxLEud3 QJYW1OsT1324cARAlhHFcWBu7FsJbaWa6gAFcswIPbud3XQ4oMdDu6K66ASHFFDdxXO4bu 

K6GenQ3 dsdw4cG5u4Y7tu4GOx3 Ao7gJATJpZrqAAVyzAguO53bil~xQ7sorcdhcroo7rrooorrrdK 

c7yiihw4duKKHFdddDutxXQ4dz S7XCAArlkYreBXduKHFFgWK6+4c sdzx63 FFFFbeyPTneTulbh3 

XPZRXXHd 10WUOG0iNdQACuWYFY7Cu7buHFFgV3 dFdbwI7oFiuHrCvY6U57p3Rw4d lzhYrrplddFj 
ettIjXUAArlml3PHEd3XQ4oskVOV2OwjugWK4esK9jpe3undHdDuucLFddgl 10WN620g0uoABXLMC 

ucOOOnd0OHFFkiujyx3Hr4kWFcd26XOPJ3 StxZXPIrrrMd3 XRZRW2kRrqAAVyyMXuKHFDul~xRdQ4 
ro8ucVOUN667DyuuuPfQ8oob 1 uLK55FddDuuuiyh3 NINLqAAVyzAl~xuJYSwkUPBMEey 9uxzhvQ3 d 

2Hj d23 Z2OPHFdFDl~xZXRQ4rrocO66HdFbuaWa6gAFc sjD 9wPgld3 IofD41PZe4FwWxcuvFwLQPwmC 
2EiyugS662OQ53Oh629dlc0s 11AAK5ZhbPvd2rXczm33 +puz8/LrqZeY7oEmLw8Mdw7rrHbuwxwl 

kO7Fut 3 NLkuoABXLPby4+ROQnTXfN3 Hhj 3H lbuaWa6gAFcs9vNcxrqAAVyz281 zGuoABXLPbtrpN 

dQACuWbYE0uoABXLNsCWuoABXLJsDeuoABXLNs CaXUAArlm2BLXUAArlm2BLXUAArlm2BNLqAAVy 

zbAlrqAAVyzbAml 1AAK5ZtgS 11AAK5ZtgS 11AAK5Zlwr5nq/RNYQ11AAK5Zg4fH4zPV+nv/VRjUY 
R0oTTrl 1AAK5Zk 162T9Pf+nGB sHRzgi3NTtutjEzi+uoABXLNXdjv 1 qvSr6e/WuJ6vjFPfqcsc7d 

ckmf9dQACuWZP4WxzNxwN/N 1 GPwfMdUY/Z87WKOP2++T/ffaOmf5UVFahDXvumsqntOgLZ/11AAK 

5Zk/qOKOcOh4duLHE+5uOxzFgdk/m4PA4G5DiuY/13WOZuUFhuO9yox/DwoWcIeh459uaj 5+hl qv+ 

6J0dbE9nol 1AAK5Zk/u+F3/a5P3v5vvR5v3/RPRP3j+KKKN61E89HfE6j dD8cdGPPQ+N2PPwOYsD 
sY/igY52Vj c/HY4Kg8 Jz8eFhQOZw8Pniddw+4TPPXUAArlmTXrk+Oh8f/vdD797+KN+/N 1 n/m/mP 

z7477UeKO+OFnHG67fvooWb5+++E/an3 x3P3v3v3Rv3 xxPzo4o445z0cQ7nR3ju13wLMxysoFjH74 

Kxs89dQACuWZP7vcJ/Yr971 qN+xHWfrt 12Pz83XK8fHx0Pus4U3 CtQu3758Lt0ftZvvEeKPMfos4 
V97rlHfCp30T9qne/m/TvexP5v3 z4737x6+N+N+9+9nnrqAAVyzJ/d7+vHRcn83Ud45D2L/N/Mfn 
4o773 Efvj gWON 12/fPhcoR+ 1 m!B 0XY/2Pz8Ud+Jxl3/FHOteh+Gjvfzfp5j/Y/m/f/fmOp/bqON/E 

/ezz 11AAK5Zk 1/e/yn3 z74V8b990//N/MexD+KO+90fvj evjjH+376J/sfPQs4WOffC9OqLN++9x 

HWcKizgcFTvddwqLk4QcR++awUf8 SN+NzH3 WbPPXUAArlmT+747v7oh556J9/O9+KavjufvH83 Wd 
7rt 1 nCj zj hR5v3 z48UJCj zfn+uULsfzdYo773R lnCos3 rXOfe/yfn9j 7odXub9/9iupiPPD 8Cus2 
eeuoABXLNXZXwL9g4HAr7+Q7cXxHY9E8+Oh+O+96OO+N/OON6OFnPjvfP2s4T9/98dw9e6ufvxP4 
oWKOde/fCvn3v5wqd79OnfNXz7T5 lePvfYmeeuoABXLMqWIeovPIfgx 1 G/xWOg4LCgV+++CvvicW 

GPwOO+igV87fveHHQcCwx5xYV98ccd8f+b8T0c++OJ+nfHfCzfvl~xXj 94/nHaH7V8K9nol 1 AAK5Z 

7GZIjpOvRCtOsXK+ 1 fG677vn98kQ/m!bOLB8UN 1HffZQrour3Ecc++Bw+FsWBx3/4OBvPPXXPPPM 

89dQACuWexmuUomqITQ6xI/WLuchX2ec8e4sO++fhQUDvuwrHGzxrqAAVyz2MzdYSRCaonVpntLq 
AAVyz2M2uRrqAAVyzbAlrqAAVyzbAlrqAAVyzbAlrqAAVyz1374+2H 11AAK5Zlwr5Nn3yeKbW011A 

AK5Zhl33 q2j fJ4p7mtVGB aygTVppa66gAFcsya/JoNR7NVv/Tj AsUQzBNtLx2hHRmOcoWxZNCU11 AA 

K5Zk/sd8z/eb+Ja9/6YmhTGYKlajjLqbUcc9Wt8qIRluo6IR0gNMgvrqAAVyzJrxbH5uUb8E/feP 
wOx0Y/Z4drOEO3eHaet27dOkfHv6IheiE6OhrAuMup5PjE/ec8QgTUccYj mwNFaWlsPbqeuoABXL 
Mn93 x3 +3 nn33h2/FG6ieeenDuIdux4etQY47HArmOK5j 8DgWY8KCmblTHeEcn83HZO43Y7s+Y6n9 

T/4x0OiOtYj TniECYGrQj ohrKsqWnsPbqeuoABXLMmv73 +/473338x+KMfjvfil~xR2o73 Wb 18b+b 
0ccd8cbz0d86N6ON6dE/Njt8dD096FdGO41~xITmO3LBeNys+bjtQOhj qysn73 J3 h4OHhwZy5oaFC 

en304+6J 1 T5KOVZUtPYe3U9dQACuWZNf3uxzmn+x98f5Pvjp+N+9+//N/N//N++9/N++OnHG/m/f 
PvhXvRz48597+KfafxR3P3 xwo47Wcb0+KJ6nFHG/HOHcccbsfxOxxYh3EPOeG46Ic8KZR5uOBucY 
7HODwfm5 WfmOrK008KOOOEPQ8eJ/LvkhDqiOvXont 1 PXUAArlmru73 Cfwux99/MffHT8KO8ev/zf 

zdT83773EftX4UcY/26zms/Q6iI4+X/J 13 +Os8Ueb99p+OOPN++fHm+fjvfjtT73837x+956OFnH 

e/PiinRv3 z4383 o3 ob8KOJ6ON39e9EOvx3 GObixj nAQcY5QVj huOOhWOBYODjzcr3 m4JrqAAVyzV 
/97+u/2Pvuu3 x0+Pvx3us/83 +TqizfvveHN++ 1 AtqN 12/fPvgdlRQu/83E8rWb+b9q+FHHAQfxT4 

+T6FavhQOLN 12Pz8T9rE/26zfl~x5z73Xf9p/N/N livhRxx4nrVOO96nfCzevfvfzvij hXxPPtLxPz 

o44no43Tw9Cvejj hNwXXUAArlmT+73 sU9/N 1 G6yfHTuOFm65 f5v5j/IfxR33v0744rUcbrt++fe+ 

OoXOihdzWY/CdHQ8/ij zftYn47UCOs58eb5+O+FZf5v5j 8+9++Nwj rOFPjy9djifDrFijxQr744V 
qEOnQ+P50T/bo6zhco758LOO+9/N++FazhTXJ69/FC5Zvxv4o26nrqAAVyzV3 d8cP+OJ99+KHFHH 

e/f9fHe/ePXv33v5v3 xws443 WTrOazdcoWf8fL/k6LqFnCzfvj hRxx08U+F6fPx3 wvfWJ/Mfn3v2 

r33 Tq+9+fHyn41~xzoT+brsfxYn47UCD+c+F26OuTiQs7KFivvxOI65 QqT5 CH4738Ud/J+Oijbqeu 

oABXLNX95wLPso33H1HfHe4sxYHA4FfxXxPP33vw3434o75979799FffPvfu7zH7n7nV+KFHHHm! 
fPjzfPx3woWf98LN lmP4n7V79POFRR5zXJOMbrN/N 1 ffCjtRz858Lt+i5PjofHx/NxX87V97ix3 x 

2OFQcLk/m6zzhPQONup66gAFcsya9csaFjtR2+783 Wdw/Qdl~xw3Ud991HfDHFhj 8FHnPvcWBzbj m 
LAsxuLAsceY/E9E9HHPiihH47347/737nWY/e/fG/nCzhT485979/+Y/m!e/ffCtWoXJ/Oihduj 9 

816zdZws4773R 1 nG9e/OtQs383WecY/DhRt 1PXUAArlntKWYRK/Fiz7xZvR3j 9vFnNZ3PwyO3 THf 
GcoFiH8744UN6Cwp9iiPP3 xuOYsD~cDfvi~V6976N6k889PifdvRv4r344473 o6cd8I/fC5PXi+b 



+cd97+KFnCj zfms4738Ud+dofjvjbqeuoABXLPaVxLrCIWKivtDqe6n9Zoh++Fhnh+3z6dP32rKP 
OL6DOh3 g5j gx 1A4774UUcDgWfA4ziwK4rzt/OO+96OO+OO+F/dHE9HC7itD8LONup66gAFcs9pQ2 
T1TtDpCj +Iv3UY/yvvhX2rfw/RY8 SGP2h3 GO7Mffxj 9+KCj zicV+YsDgd+DyuHccJuC66gAFcs9m 
e0LCOsyFChfzWLLFnfFCfo33 T+Y/3 x98x599uC66gAFcs2bP2U9EqpuC66gAFcs2bP2VKmbCeuoA 
BXLNmz91PTNhPXUAArlmTQ56ppOqZsJ66gAFcs 1Yk 1 eLGO9qSauuuoABXLNRZdxCyHE2E6+Nq666 
gAFcswnOuvFv7Zfr+TV011AAK5Zg61feLc/YPr2qI 11AAK5Zg9HBj8U8deh+fTojodFSLpPtURrq 
AAVyzCJEPj 8Y58Oyn07Hw484xzc+LN3 hwO3Hh8o2os66gAFcswejitx33ROp9OG9mOh+PO8dj47t 
j/DsnY/aHY/kPjq8dtRY 11 AAK5Z15FHdfH3EhH4XcWb+cfdq/O3FHdffizitvNQk 11AAK5Zg8jjv 
zhT3 QfTj7fP52s87XcV+cWd98eUebUJNdQACuWYPRRx9xj4+PwiEff/fP5x55x92u70d8cf8fJqE 
muoABXLMHonr84 CvkdN/98/nHnnAV/KPh35uqKF21 CTXUAArlmDOUd/KNGR04+3 SPO lnlAlrK+xj 
q+KF/HmlFXXVgAdmEz8VmMjPzo/3 +384+WcaPu+Pu lfH/Hml CTXUAAdmEx 1 lizziyfl!r+3 s3 
84884/UeVq 16xZvdwu2o Sa6gAFcs 1Bjoe7vztjuMidDvKHFE/dHnnfnHlfHlfHf3HyahJrqAAVyz 
Viex50/Yt6AkxbQ+O4HfyzuHQ9H3Ded2474o+2o Sa6gAFcswJEcLR9hjOXn0/Hnl~xX543N+2/Y88 
2o SJdWACuWe 1 hUQ0qINDrFaxDp 16HXpqGWuoABXLNsCWuoABXLNsCWuoABXLNsCWuoABXLNsCWuo 
ABXLNsCWuoABXLNsCWuoABXLMq2uSpdWACuWYP/wfBHIfDQ/6/rQ6dNYb 11AAK5Zg7uzHrCuEIT+ 
XbmcXZ 1 qownPG/16CY6dD40mkU66gAFcswbzi7n9iE/j xPD 107c/TjUKeN+POh0CAU SqiI9MJjMn 
jq0zrKXVgAdmDO+Of69F0/iH7x61Retz9MCRX485j Ix0BxLzyPTCYzJhDCOp3 oCQpj 4+Pj q la90 
k6Zel 1AAK5Zg8fvjov+z809GP3j+c/uywn8UIdw7eJ3Dt5Uc++pB 5+8fz/xBob ljB 5RiEB4+Bc+n 
2BYluFfizj lynp9krN9UurABXLMHvwo6fr8+Rxvxj +c/uBYG/m4 JZQK7gbmPwOB 2pqyoVO0/HPzR 
+Ud/nDxDw+PRTWLE+PEd7oZ64zA8bR+dmBY19/xZx 1 IqU3 mqii+ppup S6gAFcswe/G+dt’8InT8cJ 
6/+e/ievH7447444o44o3b8cTOZG/HOfpxvxz80fMejj 83 x3Bj scX++0444G46b47wo387Kzskfl 
HfPtj qjxWsUJ569+d6pz+7+49Mp6WapZiyVNupa6gAFcswfG/CP98Y6Gb9p+IdzU 1 C5Qp+KO+8fz 
fvjjxRxv5v3kb9qffPj fhU8yF3dGPOV8T2cT3cUcb0KOIeenu341m384h6IegZ/mPxRz4x3RDOT9 
8DHcY52OD/mv4xlixao58x 1ZRzx+/HiHov6/utDEqJupa6sAFcswfG6jp9+iaftP2x+amn+x+ffH 
fEOI/fHxxxv8n7yFD 1 c9+OOnEj I8dN/1Czvv7hw3woWY/invXv3vx3wr4WKFehZXxv0Ud89+ 1Hi 
ehvu4374x 1NU+4x+PFqqQ7jHcQ7hTx++IegY5WemGODHxzmO9x4aDg4NuUpdWACuWYPvH45/r9Wn 
7TpCmpp/sfn4o7WJ4dx3xwY/HG/m65EcHQZ 1 CvH7Q+5j 6OZZH3+3 Wd9/qEPvv4n4U/P9/FCOn+T9 
7+bqrI7Om!fRRwo8Ud8b 17rt+nT7jffxadO 1 HfHaj onV8cd7uFfGHh70Q6dj 82P3tLx68epDznBNy 
jXUAAdmD8cX//atD+HCzn9wu3WY/m6zvH6Lt97FHG/yfvI+fG/RP3j71ajR+x/I+/2P533 +oTof 
jvhPOWKfCxP0473 WbiOZH47Z9++itPx3xx3v5uY8/Tn/xvOs9FPzdZT4U9+OFm/fe/mRkeb+d89+ 
1FHHanWoo4m4trqwAVyzB/efX/at4745/drsfzH747WJ/FHfHCzjj fzfvI3 WfedHmOkLNH3iyPv8 
oWdrP8fdD8d778/P9/E/ThZus33 Tq0Oz/GP5oUeKfe6j xP4r383EdH6L+ 1 G6z0UxHXLChT438J/F 
e4hGQu4WL1PehR5j +fmFHiblGuoABXLMH9WE+7HHC0urh6mOnrY87HY889azfifvjjijjjvfxEb 
rP lej+QrWi5Z3j 9OO+FnffOtLx4n38x/P9/FHm6hZv4n9M!nnkffvnWnUd8K+9/N0dH6fcd46z0U8 
fHVdDH46K8fhuo773Mf0RHyfv5T4348xwnBH324JrqAAVyzB/rx0+CP6XWNAvFY4MdQs4oO/OIc 
SIfgcd5G5j/w7PdIx2R9joej fpxPP533zor74Ud4/inv4o8x+O9++Fifzp4u7T9Favoscd8K+969 
+iPOX8eWeimjrsfzhT8Tp/N/Fe+M57rt+/1NXvx8h90Pzx8ftRty3XVgAdnshBW6L/r liRZ4s3b 
q4fx33kcFRj 57oh6fEPj 9391ffaznX34n4G/n+/fDHn4h3EPRDOT5/OG8/TjdzXUTOLFe9e9e6P0 
+48sWnP5P3v5vz8b+KO+9/Fp/v5wsXKfaH78x/RIUebcX 11AAK5ZmwGu9VlyxZ30Wd979nHn+/fZ 
R2x+y s7 JHwr98+B zu7Y/CwcWxxnVPuPvFr2onnno 3b 8/qFfHffHHp9x3 x8r5 rHffHf/itR5txdL 
qwAVyzZSFNaKamuU 126ov7oULFe+97tI5r+Pu++gsFY7Y/Cn9QK/iviHo SMdP4OOzH6Vlz0T093H 
HG3KNdQACuWbOK9ST9ojpzULOFCn/23 T999vNBe873j 1 +FxHK6DtXIwLXUAAdmzisJeYF37P1HW 
rXZC0v7s425jXVgAdmzi6EvEBi7VMGu 1 nbgWuoABXLNnFONopPaEU4x9rO3 AkurABXLMv8ZGzB 1 
tYxl+bA9dWACuWZfsXuMV9pMIlhNQD 11AAK5ZI+HFm8K+/Wqj Cc8HjIYJAsBBPSIwi62nQ6Zg3 rq 
wAVyzL8f98Yr79aoxiSEac SxHCAXGTwfGItxoNSxColhNANLqwAVyzL79E5uPDtD04fs+dd3f2d 
dZ9mMbxGn0YeJcanqPeZ4eLJ8R/geDwJaMIINojHx06FVRG43 rqAAVyzV9Mc3 h3EPQfCwOBX73 GO 
dnYrnBOY/BXjuOajHeHHCzyH7OmjD9Krjhfi2oW+6eZZviPONYNAUHKAgHx+FE+mtc/THx0Pxj48 
+OnQ/piaXJddWACuWaj Ooo4o7UdOJ+56N+952/HE7fdvPO34n4Y9CmoY9DH4ULOIdxD09C0yBx3u 
Y4tlYriwcGPwnqG54h9003 aHie/fn9905qfij 5BqeB4PAloif2KZGL9NbUcegSBHCaYfpvrrCXVg 
AdiJo/HHe/m!Tvfzdcn7377x/N/OFHfHG/c/eRv3 x3j 8d8cdq+idD+bo+jvjvj hvxu3 h0+44h52 
+5j 8zHFhjhB6Y4FsWaDKB4dne/h4U00+O8d3 xzKMd8+drF7u+9TX901 TDRSqZnwtdC00609U+uS6 
6sAFcs 1 aPxx3uI/TvfzdU74V94/CH4WcI6tRv8n70cd8KihZv5v5+JYv6PFHijjxP8n8/4WKON6+ 
atZv5xRz74474p6J56OIeefjfieiHpz0T8MehRzFcW8esn4uOCg//WHYxzjHM!MOHxWx90/B 88dE 
hOnox4+jDQz0 SfXJddWACuWavorV97mPPz+Q9mP07Ud9qBH7Udjjjddv3kKO9+ihZv5jhP4X8Knq 
47447384WfdOON/FThcn7r7w+Fm!nNEd798K8fzdRws44598LOOOMfp3v3 x2o4h+OdG9Gfyvj hvP 
Puz/w9Nj 0MegVzeHrx5 x/33uhzcdNC0yB2UG5Xvwa4VrqAAVyzV0 lfHe/Tos383 VO9++8fp5vwbq 
ON 12/eQo8T8+O9 lk8Oh79GHkDj xRx4n+T+efFHG/ipv9j+LO+iHb+Y/3/U38T/7p9+E/2P4pdOf 
xQh86p4n837UJ86j zfOJfnCvvfhB rq//N++O9/O 1 HG/HPij dPRPTOYeRDON9zHMfj ffHa4 JrqwAV 
yzJ/98d7+KOizfzdcn7377x+nnChcrUb/J+9HHe/RQuT+b+mjDOON++OO9/1Czvw3Ucb+c 1H2P4s 
7VGPwsT/c0 GOFiheI6j cR/P ly scLN3 Tp4nEH6NG67fPjvsfhP2uT8INd8g+O9/FHfyftPh8T8KOO 
+Yli!o83XcKPN 1 G/EuW66 sAFcrklfnHfHE/Seeiej fjjvtR3vWo47443837yN lyfzH473838U9GH 
o8Ud8cd8LOFnH3 ijj fxU4XJ+/O//E/mP9zU 98dPv4n/6KN51 nin4nN+Fij H59PFGO4VDOo+T51 ng 
kK+9+EH4u6E/m!m!YkPGffHT8KOFnTHOxf0eKPN+nG++uqJdWACuWZgfT991HQWB2OBv33 xj t/ON 
xHn4Y/HeQo74nh+J553HHPRh6OG/FHHifzfzf9Zx2n85q lyfxZ2v838385/4/m/ifxD9N9+nimuT 
+b+b78 lydcn5/J8fPv5vn7r6d978INcu5mPj+brt 1 mPju3ZOTp0+/HHfPRh6PMcJCwo33NcK 11YA 



K5ZgUffvyzRuuvfQ+/ffB 35xOYflEP2d96OO+yhWx+x2dBLw8gcGPxP3wO 1 mOx0Pj sdvPv4qcTz+L 

O/+KFnHFTyfifxRxvxOo4744597mFfG/PzH74WKO91HTfzfP53078T8Ij7z/xQs3837Wj 6njp8f 
hRws56MPR5uh06H34Ifffs 1 wXXUAArlmuNLq 1 ij zddHCQtMhv3D 9w/fZRXj iOYflEPv4qdlHfnf5D 

p/OB T46H7Ffzj H4Y+8/DHoh6cPQx2/ijj +efxRPxPwopq+OM!3 ffCwhPhr+/12/e9e/fm/eOuU8 
dO7Ucd89C00eKOnHij f/XBUurABXLM3 C/PFiznQoWeQ+cubp/Fll~xx4eD 8 sMffzfi8o 8V1ZPRz4H 

Gf7tj 8drN+NH8/Pc3Y9E8/nE88PR0oo44756MPR5v5woXb77rNct 11YAK5ZtCksR/Fy792s/8sz/ 
WO++9+GdUdCH7LCf4rKB07o4nWc4fHQ6jDyB3Pxxub77964111YAK5Zs01QOn8yFfivfvmEjDw2P 

2dt2++/BRrlOurABXLNqBoYvXLNcp 11YAK5ZtgS S6sAFcrmwN66sAFcswYisatNeaXVgArlmDEVi 

BMK55j A6FTB4hASaanrqwAVyzB435b9TgLAuOiCIuj GJ4mEKemVKO8TVEzEa6sAFcsweQ//s9//g 

aFMSxmBYmhMQq6d41~xxCXPC+P4Ihnu0OhCZXS6sAFcrwmccY9329ago3Hzw8Z/u3ie6dY/iFFNfz 
7xC9CPfakqd4nwohRUwtRzShDPcOtg6eyAeurABXLMH0bzufnFe8Pxux6J52Pxj 1PO4fuHrHZQRC 

c+4xzgbqO+x2VmdXjt/O3 fZ4eug+qXzrsfvzvoiF+KdESYkhC2+MyapsgHrqwAVyuBix5vUFxXD 9 

qN6OFnCtPx08474no3oo49OH+7fhjw+/igWGPPjufY473Y/HGO4h7TOOD8sHAtp8du+eDhOPuj 4r 

Y6hDznjw9U79de44WLsf7otEJoQifPZBpLqwAVyzB7ofj 5PUEvtO+38T/Y9/px35v3v3vZv6cdN+ 

9/MffzfxP5urVOK 1HG9fCfudX6Y6dX3 x0onnono3bseieiHoxxb5z8CxDOG5Rj 9j0x33AsDhQs7Y 
6w7KeO7Nyw4OZ25nzHWQ/CH7fPo3 S 9dWACuWYNHX4+hdx3 ud797iQdmjj gI6zH+T/Y/Uo6KO9+aj 
xR3ws39FffG+/2PvzXYYseb5 lievjvjjvj evfvjfjvn3v3 xxx32n444w+OaijiedR3vPRPRvzY88 

Pj seifc/n4fsfuHoFc4x6ygj dK 11YAK5YgnT7Hz/7rOzffvfdOueNChYY/Hafzf5 QteOm65Pz38x 

/k4kHTtZwo 3 Xp9+Ygfij zf0n8384Ud+Y/yfvhR2rWu6zfvjj zHvWLRQqKO+Fm6hZv3 wuUK/flE/ne 
9E/TvhU737n4o77UccK83 W9dWACuWYPp5vn/x/FPffxP6XR9 ledZj 2J/t 1Uo6KO9+e/ihZvwnVnP 

jzjfdeoT88fH9Odm6QN/N/OFaxYnXp 1 nG/ajOMfzddurEc7OpQp8d79FCzH+T46dD7s/ijj 7H835 

+b+u/fCzej 5P2oVo3 StdWACuVwPpRPn+44373374737x/EfH88Ud798d8KpR03738x 1Hievforpq 

lnGPx8n38Tov0836Vp/N/N+ 1 fmP8nWcb979DHx/N lyjjHx0Ordloo5qFyfl~x3j +biQdPMfv5Ou35 
rl CQTrk/m/YQc8ZuZpdWACuWYPOOM5DODcV9/N552PPj of RfD0d7z0TOLXinuuT+Y+9e/fHe6z/j 

xY774T+Y/i06eb9PFHe9e6wzH+T98KO8fp5j/J/FCvDv9N/+O9+ihZj +b4b/xQr+Trt+fnCOx91 

yfzhYx3bszdK11YAK5Zg8g40C5PuUb+cHhQRFM777HBR503fqO+BurHAsMefHdFffbufjjdvD2nS 

ejpxXxPxD+LO 1HfHHG/kfzfvfvjj zH7x/MNQp8d7+bqO 1He+dX/3ws8x/N+fyfnXv4n837w30bre 
urABXK7ZYqkOtUexZ5usd+dFn+/fZx3P3D+HZnV993HfZWd9M446COLArq+/N2P2ON/HRjt2PRvR 

3vPPxPBqOajvjvHn4no4737/7387474VO+FPzfzfvhX8n7x/M3 W0urABXK9ei2KpU/VMizO37h/C 

H8V+dvij f7QLZWUeFB2OKe93HfA44HA4Fccx32x6IejpPxz4ccTz0LOJ6MevN lrXVgArlmv+usoq 
1ChYo SOf7xUV/qFnjtWx+4fx8c8d38fO85ROFgdj f4cFA4zck 11YAK5Xshb719iS36tYoXY/C+nc 
7zckl 1YAK5ZshU96exPZTTXVgArlmyFVJU2g 1 S6sAFcsTONpoNddWACuVzYG9dWACuWbYEkurABX 

LNsDeurABXLNsDeurABXK9sCWurABXLNsDeurABXK5 sDeurABXK9sCWurABXLNsDeurABXLNsCSX 

VgArliLp0Pjp06HTp06Hx06ITXAtdWACuVwiHGPj gfj sfHY+Pj odj 46Hx2Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46dD4 

6dD46dOh06Hx06dDp06HTp0OnROOjpqCuurABXK4usTodOnTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46Hx06HTo 
fHx0Pj 46HxSdD47Hx0PjofHxSdj47HQ+PjofHGPj ofHx2OMcY+OMcY4ccIOEHCDiDhB 8djjHxzHQ 
7Hx8dj 46djp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx06HTofHTofHTp0Pjp0OnTodHTpmmNdWACuWJQrTp 16dWvX 

rlytOvTq 16dA0dbQvVq06tOnQ6dOrTp0OnQ6dOh06Hx06dDp06Hx0Pjp06Hx0Pj 46Hx8fHQ+Oh8f 

HQ+Pj 46Hxxj ofHY+OxScY4xxj gQOMcGB 8cxxj mOxxB 8fHQ+OxSdD46HQ+OnQ6HxSdPjofHx06HTo 
dD46dDp06Hx8dOh8dOh06dDp0OnVp06dDrEOrTQ+urABXLNcYtU6HWK 16denVq 1 a9enVp06tOrTo 
dHXq06GIEVodOrTodOrTp0PjoftOh06Hx06HTp06Hx8dOh8dD46dDofHx06Hx0Pjodj ofHQ+Pj sf 

Ux8dj sdj ocx2Pjj Uxxj iDgQOBIOGwdj scY+Pj ofHY+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj p0Pjp0Pj p06UTo 

dOnQ6dOrTq0dEI2LUurABXK83EKOETodOrTp 1 adWnVq06HTp06HTp06dDp0OnQ6dOhl adWnVodDp 
16dOhliHTq litHR ladUTq06dEK 1 adOrTodOh8dOnQ6dDp0Pjp0Pj 46Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8f 
HQ+Ox8djjHY5jjHY4cfHGOGkPjgoHCDsdj 47Hx8dj4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx06HTofHx 

06HTp0OnQRS StdWACuWbRRAqtYvTodOrVp 1 adWnTodOh06dDp 16dDp 1 adDp06tOrWqULVBFadWnQ 

6dOrTq06dDp06HTofHTofHTofHTofHTofHQ+OnTofHTofHY+Oh8fHY+Ox8dj 44xxj sfHY4QfHDj h 
rj sfHY+PjofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pjp0OvTql qtnl 1YAK5Xs0bXr 169WnVp06tWnVp0OnTp0OnTodWnTod 
OnTodOh06HTp ladWnXp0OnSdFitOnVp0OnVp 1 adDp06HTodD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox2Pj ocx2Pj sfHBXHGP 
jsfHY+Oh8fHQ+X 11YAK5XNQaXp0OnRCdWnVp06HTp0OnTodOh06dDp06HVp0OnQ6dFKdDp 1 adWnT 

odOh06Hx06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx2Pj ofHi+urABXLNrBadDp06HTq06HTp06HTq0OnVp 1 adOh06tOrSj 
XVgAfle2BLXVgArlc2BvXVgArlc2BvXVgArle2BLXVgArlm2BvXVgArlm2BvXVgAfle2BLXVgArl 
e2BLXVgArlc2BvXVgArlm2BtLkwAVyxNgS 11YAK5XtgS 11YAK5XNgb 11YAK5XtgS 11YAK5XtgS 11 

YAK5XtgS 11YAK5XNgb 11YAK5XtgS 11YAK5YjZWnQ+OnQ+PjofHx06Hx06Hx0Pjp0OnTodOnQ6dHU 

0nTNUa6sAFcrzZQY6Hx8dj 44xxj 47Hx2Oh8fHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+OnQ+PjofHY+Oh8f 

HQ+Pj 46dD4+OhSdD46HxSdD47Hx0Pj odjofHTofHx06HxSdOh06HQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnTp0OnQ6xDp 1 a 
dDoj hWmiNdWACuV5 soQ4HgQOMcGsfHx0Pj hBwg+Oxw47HxxB2Ox2Pjt2OY6Hx0Pj odj 4+OnQ+Ox8 

fHQ+Ox8dD46dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ+0XrqwAVyvNleLIdHTq06tOnQ6xDp0Pj ocx2OGBwUDhBwyBBzHY 

+Pj sfHQ+0ZrqwAVyvN1EuLrREJ06dWhlitDg ltHJcmACuV5 sr251tH66sAFcrzZXtyRWh9onrqwA 

VyvN1CHTc S StumiNcmACuV5 sr25WqponrqwAVyxGxNNzJNE9dWACuV5 sojil8EFXhDp06HTp06HT 
odj 7ReurABXK42UdAgjBAuwQH2hOnQ6dOrx00T 11YAK5XmyindDMDiPD2N5wfeK0dWs2iaXJgArl 

ebK+fOT4HEc7Y 1621 C9Oh6EOWlyYAK5Xmyvnzk+NZHS2B+tsQrTp 12OmjtdWACuV5 sop9Q+8HMoI 

/S4znf/fF1S 9Q+9faMdOh8dOnQ6dOh500XrkwAVyvCCN 1 maBL7EwRyPn7E4WLKxHLh3DlBB 3/z4 
5e S3NE9dWACuV4QLtQpg68+hH8r7rrmkR+6Hbdv/2bk9bHdmO3 IO+6cJYgtj odOnQ/20T 11YAK5 
XhPnsHzB 1/Q6OL 11HF3F0+Rn4u7s3/7ss4sos79b7uHFfld3odOGB06HnTReuTABXK8JztiLTX0yB 



b58cfSR5Efj +e7f6uyzj/j 6j lp/cWT3YqCDodOh9onrqwAVyvCc6aIRp6a4dUcB44DvoiM+9PePd 

39Zx/x9R6066P9/4aTpwkJOPNE0uTABXK4H08LyvzjHcPizd2Yf36jem5FEnoDxwHfRIj 7099H/f 
324ePu/Wp33/uHGk6gW 1 c0frkwAVyvCdKBcFj zgMWLYkER9ZwLguchr/Pxh8cJ6NERn4576P+/vu 

A7/d+tTvv/cOKKztDp0Pjpo7XVgArleE6T 119z+cUN6K6HFFp/5w3 ob2cgLHX 10MPj IORHSjnvo/ 
7++4yPu/WPv5/v2ozGOnQ6cY6dOh500XrkwAVyul39 J/uPt/OO6+PuK6PX/zivj 7kLfl OOfHH/H+8 

ip3/PH/7++4yPqPXRv59PgizImieurAl3XK8 J0n+4z+ced8fqLO/T+jvyf7kLc76LqOLuLt5FOu6j 
7f6v77j/j6j ljw/n0/PWdonrqwAVyvCdIe7jP5x35uHf7v058d/bhZCiHVHDxu77oduJ5Fh47rrn 

rd/fcWUfd+uQ+s4uwNDp0OnTp0OnToedNF65MAFcrwnTj6fP5x53wFezv0571/bhZCucTxbrE4W3 

QP4T13ICX9Z2JF3bDkPnFDh3XWOJ06tOnQ6dD46aO 11YAK5XhOc90+fzj xZvI+4tOcP59j 3qQrBtD 

/46FjOIgplxv399407qGHEficLldbOvR1 c0frkwAVyvCc6PuPt/OO/ONH 3 fp0x/P sekW0hJU/U lk 
Hh/7uZz885o61 nTReuTABXK8J87ros37o7r4sns79Oh55x9yFtcSv ltWnTp0OnQ+OmjtdWACuV4Q 

LwuCOJHdfc7izv0z3UUV0hVDpc S56pjp0OnTofHTp0POmi9cmACuV4QJMfDsx+O6+xbs7ZGe4XBc 

5DWuI3nP3 pNE0uTABXK9Zp8KFy 5 cfLvIj R9jvy71d3y4EdM13 TodOnTodOh9o/XJgArlflvdyWUOlw 

OPkqHx06Hx8fHQ+POmi9cmACuV8i!/Ja242Dj sfHx0Pjpo5LkwAVyvkMp811D46dDp 16OvS62D S0 

drkwAVyulW/pLMsK0dOrTq06HTq06dWnQ+OnQ6dWnQ6dOnQ6dOnVq06HTq06HTodOrVodenVoNbE 
JouXVgArlfJPr3uh06dWnQ6dOrTp0OnQ6dOh06HTp0Pjp0Pjp06HTofHTodOh0+OnVp06HTodOh0 

6dOh06xDrEO1JCS9Ojq 16IVp069WmjkuTABXK82UKTr 16dOvVadDp06HTodWrVp0OnTp06HTp0On 
Q6Hx06HTp0OnTofHTp0OnQ6dDp06HTp0Pjp06HTodNF65MAFcr2wJa6sAFcr2wN65MAFcr2wN65M 

AFcr2wJa6sAFcr2wN65MAFcr2wNy6sAFcr2wJJcmACuV7YG9cmACuV7YEkuTABXK9uJp0OnTp0On 
TodOnVr000+uTABXK9uNzodOh90OnQ+Pj ofHTofHTofHTofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx06Hx8dOh8dD46dD4 

6Hx8dD4+OnQ+Pj ofHTodOh8dOh8dOnQ+OnQ6dWnQ6dOnQ+OnTq06Zgl rkwAVyvbjYQcIPj of Hx00 

MfHx0Pj 46HxSdD4+OhSdOhSfHTofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OnQ6fHTodOnQ/GPj 8Y+PjpSdDp0Pjofj d 

D46dOh8dOh8dOh06HTofHTofHQ+Oh06HQ+OnTOFpcmACuV7caxwUhw0Dhld3uOEHGPj sdj sfHQ+On 
h8dD46Hx0PyFkynlyYAK5XtxIMgFkcM0cNMcQcQNUVFIfLofHQ+PjofHQ+Pjp0Pj of Hx06HTofHT 

of HTp0OnQ6dOh06dWnQ6dOjc+uTABXK9uN0rVqE6dOh05jofHQ4xwPDNK06devQ69OvQ6dYh06Hx 

ladDp06HTp0Pjp0OnQ+OnVp0OYxOh8dj47HA8FocY4x8fHQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8 

dOh8fHTpvCXJgArle3 Gm3 Vp06HTodOh06HTp0Pjp0Pj 46dDp06HTodOnQ6dOh8dOrTodOh06dDp0 
6dDp 1 a9aycGQdj sfHQ+Pj46Hx2PjofHY+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Pj sdj 4 

7Hx2PjjHDNHTftcmACuV7c S24aOnTodOh06HVp ladenTodWnVEdLaxc06Hx2Pj sfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj 

46Hx06Hx06Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj47Hx2OMfHY4YHA8RuOlyYAK5XtxuN6IN 
Drl adOndWPjofHTofHx0Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Ox8dD4+Oh8dD4+Ox8djmOCkOEHY4xxj scx 
0Pj4+Oh8dj 46dD4+Oh8dNzXXJgArle3 G5uNKitWvTp 1 atOnQ6dDp0OnToftOnQ6dDp0OnTodOnQ+ 

OnTodOh06Hx06Hx09rj ofHx2Pj ofHx0PjofHx2OEHB SHCDscY+PjofHx0Pj sfHY+OnQ+Ox8dD4+O 

h8fHTofHQ+Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh9cz lyYAK5XtxLbho6dWnVodOh06HTp 1 adOh8dOh06HTp0 

OnVp06dDp 1 atOh06dWnVp0EeiHBkHxxj of Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHY+OnQ+Oh8dOh8fHTofHQ+Pj 
ofHTofHQ+Pjp06Hx0Pj 46Hx06Hx06Hx8dD47Hx8cQfHxybj66sAFcr24024RDp06tDp0OnRCdOrT 

qladl3Fs leiHx8dD46Hx8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pj46dD46Hx8dD4+ 
Oh8fHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHGPj scDccUdjtcy lyYAK5Xtxubho69euCFa 1 WqtenVq069Wng0Pj of Hx0P 

ip0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHxSdD4+Oh8dD4+PjofHQ5jjHGOMcGwdj 46HMdj 47HxSdD4+Oh8 
dOh8dOh8dOh8fHY6XS9cmACuV7cbm4UH9OqJ 1 aHWIdOnTq 1 adDp06HTp0OnTodOnQ6dDp06HTp0P 

i5 CHY+Oh8dOh8dj47Hxxj sdj gUD47Hx2Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHT 
ofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pj46dD46dLpSXJgArle3 G5uEQ6dOhSdWh07HTodunQ6dOhSdD46dDp0OnTp0Pjp 

0Pjp0OnQ6dOh06dOrVp0OnVp 1 zDY4Zo4x2OEHY+Oh8fHY+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0Pj of HY+OnQ+Pj of 
Hx0Pjp0PjofHx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pj47HY+OMfHB 10vXJgArle3Ek30R06HTp0OnQ6dD 
zp003 TrEOrTq06HTq06WVrBodj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjofHx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj sfHQ+PjpOOnQ+OnQ+ 

PjpOOnQ+Pj ofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx2Pjj HY5j oc GQcEHxyXMkuTABXK9uNNuVLIdZVrY6ovXp0Pj 5 CHQ 

+Pj ofHTofHTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj 46Hx0Pj 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHY+O3 ffHGPj scM0dj44QcQfHGPjofHx 

8dDsfHx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHQ+ut65MAFcr241txpUWbrJOPDzocnQ+Orx06Hx05OnQ5Oh8dOnTodOh 
06tOh06dDp0+Hj46Hx8dD46dD47Hx2Pj scY4Mg4g4IOx8fHQ+Pj sdj 47Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh06Hx8dO 
h8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj of HTofHx06Hx06XJdcmACuV7cbm6hOh06dDq06fdOh6xXFidPDqOBXTiunXp 

WnWMgFcdj 47Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dOh8dj 4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHx0Pj 46Hx2Pj o 

fHx0Pj 46dD4+Oh8fHQ4x8dj guO10pLkwAVyvBh3 owdPqUj THTcIh06dDp0OnQ6d83Q7dPOh603 c8 
6HocQVI3w+Oh8fHY+PjofHQ+OnQ+Pj ofHTofHQ+Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0Pj ofHTofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD4+Oh8f 

HTofHQ+PjofHx0Pj44x0Pjl~xw 1 h2OMfHGut65MAFcrwgV54Hfa4ry SJurQML 110/bve7j6tOnQ/a 

HTq06HTp0OnTxGPj ofHQ+Pjp0PjofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8fHQ+Ox8dj sfHx2Pj47Hx0Pjt2P 

ipxjofHY+Pj scY+OhzHQ+OMfHY+Ox8dOh8dD47dD4+Oh8fHTpcl lyYAK5XhPulEDvtYU5E5uVqw+ 
WXT9sdPx2sh06edWnTodOnQ6vHTodOnQ7DQ6Hx8dD46dD47Hx2Pj ocFMcY7HGPj sfHQ+OnY+Pjof 

HTofHY+Oh8fHTofHx0Pj ofHx0Pjp0Pj46dD46Hx8dj 46dD4+Oh8fHQ+O11 nXJgArleDq8HfawpyV 

ofbq06dDp0OnQ6djrJ003 Q+OnTzzk9B4h/51 a9OrWq+IBqHGPj sfHY+Oh8fHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx0Pjp 

0Pj46Hx06Hx2Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46dD46Hx8fHQ+PjofHTofHQ+PjofHx06Hx8dD47Hx2ODddb lyYA 
K5XhOq9aX2uK8ic3DR06HTp0OnQ6udOnonT7p0/G++9AthwiEJ4OHx2Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46dD46dD 

46dD46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHTofHTp0Pj ofHx0Pjt0OY6HY+O3 Q+OBuOMfHY+OEHQ7dLraXJgAr 
leDkUdj RfRjvKy 8vn7UhDbhVTiz+j fff8bh4Vp06tWnVE6vHRDHx06HTofHx0Pjp0Pj 46Hx8dD47 

Hx0Pj 47Hx8dD46HxxjjHCDt2Ox24x2Pjocxxj 47Hx2Ox8dj4+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46dD46dD4+O 
h8fXWNcmACuV4ORRwIe+cS+xcFsSKRtbhEOnVp 1 aHUQ6dXiofHTofHTp6Mefdip05D/JOPip06Hx 



06HTofHTodOnQ6dD2iHx0Pj sfHY+OxwbBxjl~x8dj 46HMdD4+Ox06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pj 

p0Pj ofHTofHx0Pjp2Pjp0PjofHx0Pj46dD4+Ox8dD65LrkwAVyvBhYo3 sz30UUcN3Diid3yETcNH 
TodOrVofHnTp6J086HQ7cnh91 adD7w6derTpIseoED44x2Pj sfHQ+Pj ofHx2Pj ofHx0Pj p0Pj p0P 

jp0PjofHx06Hx06Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHTofHTofHQ+Ox8fHY+OxwIHY4IOEXMkuTABXK8IEij f 
/pf35xxZxZvXSVturTp0OnQ6dDp6kOh+0/lbt3 dx9Aj 1Y6dD46Hx8dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+O 

nQ+OnQ+Pj ofHTofHY+Pj ofHY+Ox8fHQ+Pj scx52OCmOIOEHY+OMfHbodLrOuTABXK8HXXRv/0vo 8 
n4+0b/ckm3 CjHHd 1Dx27d0VOMdPOnnVp0OnTodOn9EOnQ+OnQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj of HQ+Pjp0PjofHx0P 

jjHGPj sdjijofHx2Pj ocUdj44x0Pjp2Pjp0Pj47HY+Ox8dj 4+Ox8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHx2OnS61 

rkwAVyvCZHG4W19H2/H 1 g3 +5E5uLKgfJ 1YrqLDdDiOnEHTzodxOh0Pjp06HTq3Xj sfHGOx8cFkcI 
Ox06Hx8djp0Pjp0Pjp06Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Pjp0Pj of Hx0Pj47Hx0Pj4+O 
rS6zrkwAVyvCaKNwtL6Pt+P+BH+5KOPtweOnTodOh06HTocIOnQ+Pjp0OTp08OnbodOMdOhydRDp 

6369HtUODcdjjHx2Pj sfHQ+Ox8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj of Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnTofHQ+Oh8fHTofH 

Y+Ox8dD4+Ox8dD4+Ox8cY7Hxxj gg6XM9cmACuV4ORPPp76Pt97p3e/3 JJtw0dOh06dDql atOnVp0 

6tOuTpKVE6HTp0OnQ8MQ7Hx8dD4+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj ofHx0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46dD46dD4+ 

Oh8dj 44xwPDYOMfHY+OMfHTpda lyYAK5XhNFG/6R/35Px9x9v9yVturWzownXp0OvTodOrTofHYh 
j46Hx8dD47Hx8dD4+Oh8dj46Hx8dj47HDA4Fxw0h0PjiOh8dj 47Hx2Pj46Hx8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Pjof 

Hx06Hx06dLreuTABXK8Jono8j 2V90cV0eT 10km3 GlatWh06tOnV46dDp 1 adDp0OnTodOnTodOrTo 
dOh8dOnQ6dOh06HTp0OnTodOni6HA8MofHGOMdj46Hxxj47Hx2PjofHx0Pj 4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+P 

jp0Pj sfHY+Oh8fHY+Pjq06XWtcmACuV4ORPQIQEtjuO53FDid3yETcNHTodOnQ6tDp06HTp0OnTo 
fHTodOnQ6dWnQ6dOnQ6dOh06HTq06tOhCIMIh8fHQ+Ox8dD4+Ox8dj 46Hx2Pj47Hx0Pj46Hx2Pj s 

fHY+OnQ+Ox8dj 44x2OHHAgcY4xwVR06bwlyYAK5Xg5E9YoY+FuseCWLfIY24PHTp0Pj odOh06HTp 

0OnTp0OnTq ladDp0Fohaq0Pq0dWjq0dDp ladOh06tOh8dOrTodOnVp0OnTodOnTql ahD94+Oh0Pu 

h8dD46dD46Hx8dD47HMdj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+6HTpcy lyYAK5XqqrP8e0c3 Ctus5 CI25OqL ladWn 
TodOnQ6dDp06HTp 1 adDp 1 adDp06HTodk0OnTodOnQ6dDp06Hx06tevUprVWj r06bj 65MAFcr9p9c 
ibiyorTp0OnTofHTofHTodOh06dDp06dDp06HTodOrTodOnTodOrTodOnQ6dWxJOrToLXr 1 atOnV 

p0OnTodOnTodOh8dOh06dDp06HTp0Pjp0OnQ+OnTodOnQ6dOh06dDp06HTp0OnTq06XMtcmACuV+ 

65dCH7Tq06dD46dWnQ6dWnTodYrXq06dWnVp 1ROvVp 161pyUZhWnXq laxWrTofHTq06Hx06dDp0P 
jp0OnTofHTodOnQ6dOh06dD46dWnQ6dOh06dOh06HTq06dDp 16dNyrXJgArlftPrkLZKjRerTr06 
dWnQ6dWrTodOnQ6dDp lyHTp0dD4+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx2Pj 4+Oh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+Pjp0Pjof 

HTofHTofdWh06Hx06tOs 1 xdWj qlitN7 lyYAK5X7r10JurY5D45Dq6E6HTp06Hx0PjofHTofHTodO 
h90OnQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHTofHQ+Oh8dOh8fHQ+Oh91RrkwAVyvZVkDwaRw44QfHY+Ox8djofHFZUa 
5MAFcr2VZx8fhOh0Ox8dj 44xxj scY4Hg0sqEuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDe 

uTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK 

9sDaXSAArle2BvXJgArle3Mk0xPXJgArle2BtLpAAVyvbA3 rkwAVyvbA3rkwAVyvbA3 rkwAVyvbA 

3 rkwAVyvbA210gAK5Xtgb lyYAK5Xtgb lyYAK5Xtgb lyYAK5Xtgb lyYAK5VNgb lyYAK5Xtgb lyYAK 
5Xtgb lyYAK5Xtgb S6QAFcr2wN65MAFcr2wN65MAFcr2wNa6QAFcr2wN65MAFcr2wNa6QAFcr2wNp 
dIACuV7YG9cmACuV7YGtdIACuV7YG9cmACuV7YG9cmACuV7YG0ukABXK9sDeuTABXKpsDWukABXK 

9sDeuTABXK9sDeuTABXK9kU 1 adOqJml3NdIACuV7IpofHx0Pj sdj 46Hx2Pj of HQ+Oh8dDsfHx0Pj4 

+Oh8fHQ+Oh2Pj ofHx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHTofHQ+OnQ6dD46dOh06dDp0Pj q06ZQeuTA 

BXK9kI3UOnTofHx0Pj ofHY7Hx2Ox2Ox2OxwPB SHxxjjHY+Oh8dj44x2Pj46ZDNLpAAVyvZApj 44cc 
CwcHHx0Pj sfHx2Pj 46Hx0OMfHQ+Pjp0Pj46Hx06HTofHQ+Pj46Hx8dD47Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj 46ZR9d 

IACuVTIChqD4+Oh2Pj odjofHx06Hx8fHQ+OnQ6Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+OnQ+OnQ+Pj of H 

x0Pj ofHQ+Pj sfHx2Pj of HQ+OGWyGiXSAArlUyFiHx8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Oh8dD46Hx0P 
j4+OnQ+Pj ofHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHx2PjofHx0PjocY+Pj gsjjHGOx8djpkStdIACuV7IVodOh8fHx0 
PjofHTofHQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dD46HQ+Pj sfHMdD47HEHAoHx8dDjHY+Oh8fHx0Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx06Hx 
06Hx06Hx0Psil rpAAVyqZCxD4+Ox8djjHY4MDhlD44x2Ox2OMcY+Ox8dj46Hx0Pj46Hx8fHQ+OnQ 

+Oh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+PjofHQ+PjofHTofHQ+Pj ofHx0yLWuTABXKpkKw 1 x2PjiDofHQ+Oh8fHx0Pj4 

+Oh2Pj ofHQ+OnTofHTofHx0Pj ofHY+OhSfHY+Pj ofHQ+Pj ofHQ+Pj 46HxSdD4+Oh2Pj hgcKyLeuk 
ABXKpkKsdD4+Pj46Hx0Pj of HTofHTofHQ+Oh8dDofHTofHTofHx8dD46dDp0Oh8dOh8fHTofHx0P 
j46Hx0PjofHx0Pj4+OxwYHxw 1R8djjHx0Psi210gAK5VshUh8fHx0Pj46dD46Hx0PjofHx2PjodD 

46Hx0Pj ofHx8fHQ+Oxw 1 xwUD4+Ox8dD4+Oh8dj4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+PjofHTofHx0yLSX 

SAArleyFTdD4+PjofHQ+Oxxj scIOhw0h2OIPj 46Hxxj 47Hx0Pj of Hx0Pj46Hx8fHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8 
fHx0Pj 46Hx06HTofHTofHTofHQ+PjofHTpkVddIACuV7IUg44GB2PjofHQ7HY6Hx8dj4+PjofHTo 

dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8fHQ+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+PjofHx0Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx8dD47Hx0Pj46Hx2OEHCMiy 

10gAK5VMhRj 4+PjofHGPj ofHQ+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dOh0Pj ofHQ+Pj 46Hx8fHQ+Oh8dD46Hx8dD4+Pj of 

HTofHQ+Pjp0Ox8dj htDhpD47HY6ZCXXSAArleyFWOh8fHx06Hx06HQ+OnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46HY6Hx8 
dD4+OY4OOHHMcFA4xwXHY5D4+Oh8fHx0Pj sfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pjp0PjpkVddIACuV7IUofH 

x8dj 4+Oh2OMcY4xyHxw0Ox2Pj sdD46Hx8dj4+PjofHQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8dOnQ+OnQ6dD46Hx8dOh8fH 

Q+OnQ6dD46dD46dD47Hx06Hx0OnTIqpdIACuV7IUocNcdj sfHIdjp0Pj46dD4+OnQ6dD46Hx0Pjp 

0Pj4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHx0PjofHY+OnQ+Pj ofHx0Pj scY4x2OBDIS66QAFcr2Qqx0Pj 4 
+OnQ+Oh8dOh06Hx0Pj46Hx0PjodD46dD46H3 Q+OnTofHQ6Hx8dD46dD46dD4+OnQ+Oh8dD47Hx06 

dDt0Pj sfHJOPjjHx8djofHBB2Pj scY+OmQkS6QAFcr2QpQ+Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD46Hx06Hx0Pj46HTo 
dD46Hx07Hx8fHQ+Ox2OMdjmOMdjiOh8fHY+Ox27HQ7dj47Hx07HY+Oh8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHTofHQ6d 

MipLkwAVyvZCrHTofHx8dDjHY4EDkPj zjHY5j scY7Hx2OnQ+OnY+Ox8dD46Hx06Hx8fHQ+OnQ+Oh 
8dOh8dD4+PjofHTofHQ+OnQ+OnQ+PjofHTofHTofHTIq66QAFcqmQrAwOx2PjsfHQ6dDsdD46Hx0 



6Hx8fHTofHQ+Ox0Pjp0Pj 46dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8fHQ7Hx8fHQ+PjofHQ+Oh8fHTofHx203Q+Oh8dj4 
4KGRZ S6QAFcq2QqQ+Pjp0Pj 47Hx0Pj of HQ+PjofHQ+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8fHTodD46Hx06Hx2P 
j4+Oh8dD46Hx8dDmOh8fHx2OMcQcUdj scx0Pjpw47Hx8dD47HTpkVNdIACuV7IVY6Hx8fHx0Pj of 

Hx0OnQ+Oh8fHTodDsdj sfHbofdjhXnJ2OY4MDjHbsdj4+Oh8djp0Pj4+Oh8dj 46Hx06Hx06Hx06H 
x0Pj 46dDp0yKuukABXKpkKzHx0Pj4+ODQOQ+Ox2OY4x8fHY6Hx2Ox8fHQ+Pjp0PjofHx0PjofHTo 

fHx06Hx06Hx0Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx0Pj46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dD4+OmRaS6QAFcr2QsAwOx8dD47Hx20 
h06HY6dD4+OnQ+Pjp0OnQ+Oh06Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx8dD4+Oh90Pj of HTofHQ+Ox8duh8dj 

l~x2OBdkWddlACuVTIVJOPj4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dD46dD46Hx0Oh8dOh8dD7ofHx06HTodD46Hx8d 

OhzHTofHTodj 46dDp06Hx8dDmOIPj oduh8cbofHY6dDhBxj 46Hx8dD46dMhI10gAK5WmQtQ5jp0P 

jp0OhSfHQ+Pj odj 47HToch8dj 44Ljg47HFHGODj gg+OhSfHY7Hx0Pjp0Pj 47Hx06HTofHTofHTof 
HQ+Pj ofHx0PjpkVNdIACuVTIC4+Pj 46Hx2OBwPjjHGOl~xj 46HxSdj 46dD46Hx2PjofHx0Pj 46dD4 
6Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh8dD47Hx0Pj47HGyLWukABXK9kBQyhw47Hx0OQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj 4+Oh8dD 

46Hx2OnQ+PjofHx06Hx0Pj 46Hx0Pj46Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dj4+OIOxwg4bB+0yEiXSAAflWyKS 

dDhB 8dD46Hx0Pjp0Pj sdD46HY+Oh8fHx2Pj 46Hx0PjofHQ+Ox8fHDjjHY43 Q4QfHBpHBgfHGPjof 

HGOnTIs66QAFcqmRTQ+Ox2OMcMgC44aB 8fHY6Hx8dD4+Oh8fHQ+Pjp0OnTIq66QAFcq2QkTqIdD4 
6eHT46HxSdDp0OnQ6Hx0Pjp0Pj4+PjofHY6Hx0Pj46HxSdD4+Pj ofHQ+Ox2Pj sfHx2Pj sdj sfHY+ 

Pjhx2OMcMD46tOmRaS6QAFcrTKkWiHTq06dOh06dDp0OnQ6dDp06dDp06HTp0OnTodOh06dDp06t 
Oh06tOh06dRvjp0PvOnh0+Oh8fHQ+OnTKa66QAFcr2RYTodOh06dDp0OnQ+OnQ6dDq0Pjp0OnTod 

OnTq 1 adDq06tOvTq0QthpOh06H2Ral 0gAK5VMiUnQ6dDp 1 adDp 1 aHx0OnWxCOrR 1 atOrTr06tWnQ 
6dOh06dD46dDp0OsTIs66QAFcq2VIrVodOrVp06dDp06HTodOh06Hx06Hx06dD46dDp06HTodOh8 

dOnQ+OnQ6dD46dDp0Pj 46dD46dDp0OnTodOnQ6dOh06Zb 10gAK5VMz0dWnTLiXSAArlU2BrXSAAr 

labA3 rpAAVyqbA210gAK5Xtga 10gAK5VNga 10gAK5VtgS S6QAFcq2wN66QAFcq2wJJdIACuVbYG9 

dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYEkukABXKpkWE6ZgrrpAAVyrZFPHY+Ox8dD 47Hx0Pj of HY7HQ+Oh8fHQ+Pj 
46Hx8dD46Hx0Pj of Hx8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOh8dD46dD4+OnQ+OnQ6dD46dDp069WiEyqNdIACuVbICp 

06Hx8dD44x0Pj sdj 46HY+OQ4HhlDhgfHY7HGPj 47Hx2Ox8dD4+Oh8fHQ+PjodMhnrpAAVyrZAtj4 

7HY+OG2OCD46HxSdDofHQ+OxSfHx0Pj 46HxSdD46HxSdD4+OhSfHQ+Pj ofHQ+OnQ+Pj of Hx0Pjp0 

Pj sfHY+Ox2OmV9dIACuVTIChBxj 46Hx0Pj 46Hx2OnQ6Hx0Pj ofHQ+Pj 46dD4+OhSdD46Hx0Pj 4+0 
nQ+OhSfHY6HxSdD46HxSfHQ+Pj ofHx0OxScY5j gqjpkMkukABXKtld.UPj ofHxSdD46Hx0Pj p0Pjp 

0PjofHQ+Oh2OhSfHTp0Pj 46Hx0Pj sfHQ+OhSfHx2Pj scY4x0OCmOMdj 46HxSdD4+OhSdD4+yGWuk 

ABXKtkKOPj 4+Pj ofHx0Pj ofHQ+OhSfHQ+Ox2Ox0PjjHBkHGODA+OxSfHQ+OnQ+OhSdj 46dD4+Oh8 
dOh8dD46dD46dD4+Oh8dD46ZFvXSAAflWyFqHx8cY6HBWHY+Pj44x8dD46Hx0Pj ofHx0Pj 4+Oh8f 
HQ+Oh8dOh8dOh8dOh8fHQ+Oh8dOh8dD4+Pjp0Pj of HQ+PjofHx0Pj46Hx8cnTItJdIACuVbIWDHM 

cY7HY+Oh8dD4+OhSdDp0OhSdD4+OnQ+Pj46dDp0PjodD4+OnQ+OnQ+Pj of HTofHQ+OxSdOhSfHx0 

PjofHQ+OhSfHx0PjjHDbHTIs66QAFcq2QrQ+Pj46dD4+OhSdD46Hx06Hx0Pj of HQ+OhSdD47HxSd 

Oh8fHQ+OhSdD46HxSdj4+OhSfHQ+Pj odj 44Ko+Pj sdj46Hx0Pj 46dD46dD46Hx9kWtdIACuVbIVI 
fHTp0Pj46Hx0Pj46Hx0Pj ofHx0Pj sdD46HY4Mg4QcY7HGOhSfHQ+Pj46Hx0Pjp0Pjp0Pj46Hx06H 

x0Pj 46Hx8dD46dD46dD47HTIS66QAFcqmQqQ5j 44FA+Pj of Hx8dOh8dD46Hx0PjofdD4+Oh8dOh8 

dOh06Hx0Pj46dD46dD47Hx0Pj ofHx8dD46dD4+Oh8dD47Hx2Pj 46Hx2Psil rpAAVyrZCox8fHQ+P 
j46Hx0PjofHQ+PjofHQ+OhSdD46Hx0Pj 4+OnQ+OnQ+OhSdD46HxSdD4+Pjp0OnQ+OhSdOhSdD4+O 

nQ+OxSdD46dD44xw44aY7HbIsa6QAFcq2QpxSfHQ+Pjp0Pj of HTofHQ+OhSdOhSdD46HQ+OhSfHT 
ofHxSdOh2Ox2Pj sfHG4UcFUcY+OxSdD4+OhSfHQ+OnQ+OnQ+OhSfHQ+OmQ110gAK5VshWnQ+Pjp0 

Pj46Hx0PjofHQ+Pj odj 47HY4jjHAgcOOMdjjHGOMdj 4+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dD4+OnQ+Pj of HQ+OnQ+Pjo 

fHTofHTofHQ+PjofZFXXSAAflWyFJj hBw2DscM47Hx0Pjp2Pj 46Hx8dD46HTofHx0Pj46dD46dD4 
6Hx06Hx0Pj46dD46dD46Hx06Hx0Pj46dD4+Oh8dD4+Oh8dOhzHY7HEZCXXSAAflWyFOPj sfHx2Pj 
ofHQ+Ox8dD4+Oh8dD46HQ+Oh8fHTofHx06Hx0Pj ofHQ+Pj of Hx06Hx8dOh06Hx06HQ+PjjHx05D4 

6HMfHBUHxxjp0PjpkJddIACuVbIVofHx8dD4+OnQ6Hx8dD46Hx8dD46dDofHQ+Oh8dD4+Pj46Hx8 

djp0Oh8dD45j hB2Oh8fHTkPj 47Hx8dPOh8dj46dj4+Oh8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8dD4+Oh8fHQ+OmRT 1 

0gAK5UmQqx8dOnQ+OnQ+Oh8dD47Hx06Hx0Ox2OGBzHGOx2Ox2Pj4+Pj sdj 47HY+Pj of HTofHx06H 
TofHQ+Pj ofHx06Hx06Hx0PjofHx06Hx8dD46Hx8dD46dMiprpAAVyrZCsCcdj sdj47Hx8fHQ+Oh8 
dD46Hx06Hx8dOh8dOh8dOh06Hx0Pj 46dD46Hx8dD46dD46Hx8dOh8fHQ+PjofHQ+Oh8fHQ5j 44cf 

ZCVLmAAVyrZCtj 4+OhSfHQ4xSdD46HxSdD46Hx0PjodOh06HxSdOnQ+PjofHQ6dDp0Pj46dD46dO 

h8dD46Hx8dD46dDmOh8fHTodj mOhwVR8dj sfHdpkU9dIACuVbIU4+OnTofHTofHQ+OnQ+Oh8dD46 
HxSdDofHQ+Oh8fHTsfHx0Pj sfHQ+OhSdOhwo7HJ2OxSdj 44x2Pj ofHx0Pj 4+OxSdj46Hx0Pj 46Hx 

8dD4+OnQ+Oh8dOmRU 10gAK5VshWhzHx06Hx0Pj46Hx2Ox8dD44g4MOnGOxwrocx8dD47HbsfHQ+O 

h8dD4+Ol~x0Pj ofHx0Pj ofHTofHxSdD47Hx0Pj p0Pjp0Pj p0Pj p0Pjp0yKuukABXKtld.McFgdj 46H 

MdOh8fHTodOh06Hx0Pjp0Pj 4+OnQ6dD46Hx0Pj 46Hx8dOh8dOh8dD46Hx8dOh8dOnQ+Oh8dOh2Pj 
47HY+OHZFnXSAAflWyFpD44x2Pj ofHY7Hx06HTofHQ6Hx0Pjp0Pj4+OnTodOh0Pj of HTofHx06Hx 

8dD46Hx8dD46dD46djt2Ox2OMcGocOOMcY6dMiprpAAVyrZCtOh8fHTofHTofHQ6dD46dD46Hx0P 

jofHQ+Oh8dOh8fHY+Ox8dD47HTofHBB2Ox2OMfHTjHbzodOx06dD4+Ox8dD47Hx0Pj46dD46Hx8d 

D46dD46ZFPXSAAflWyFmPj ofHx06Hx0Pj ofHY7Hx8dD46HY4ao4aB8dj 47Hx2Ox2Pj46Hx8dD4+O 
h8dD4+Oh8fHx0Pjp0Pj of HQ+PjofHx0Pj46HxSdD46ZCXXSAAflWyApDscGUdD44QfHx0OxSdD46 

Hx8dD46dOh8dOh8dD46Hx8dD46dD4+Ox8dD46dD46dD4+Oh8fHQ+Oh8fHQ+Ox8dj44xyZFvXSAAr 

1WyBYg7HGPj ofHQ+Pj ofHQ+OhSdDofHx0Pj 4+OnQ+OnQ+Oh06Hx0Pjp0Pj 46dD46dD46Hx0Pj47H 
x8dj 46Hx2Oh8cCgdj46dDpkJNdIACuVbICp0Pj4+Oh8dD46Hx06Hx0Pjp0Pjodj of HY+Oh8fHx2P 

isdi sdihtOh26HxScOOxw~+PiofHQ+OnQ+OhSfHTodOh8dOnQ6ZCXXSAAflUvKWOMcG44H~rDsfH 



x0Pj 46Hx2PjofHx0Pj47Hx0Pj sfHQ+Pj of Hx0Pj47HTpkWNdlACuVblSIfHx06HQ+Ox8dD46dD46 
Hx0Ox2Pj ofHx8dD4+Ox2Ox0Pj 4+Oh8fHY+Ox8dDsfHGOMfHY7Hx2Ox8fHGOxxj scNg6ZTXXSAAfl 
WyoXp0OnQ6dWhl atOnTodOnTodOhl adDp06Hx06tOrVp 1 adOh06dOo3 Vp06HTp0OnTofHY+Oh8dD 
4+Oh8fHQ+OnTodXsizrpAAVyrZFNYh06dDp0OnQ+OnQ6dDp 1 aHTq0OnR069bCkQrTq06tOh06dDp 
kW9dIACuVbISp06HTq 1 aJFoqI6dWnVq 1 adDp06dDp06tDp06HTp0OnTofHTodOh06dDp06HTq 16d 
MiVrpAAVyrZYXq06tOh06HVq06HTp0Pj 46dD46Hx0OnQ+OnTodOnQ+OnQ+OnQ6dDp06HTp0OnTq0 
6HTq 1 adOh06dWvVplCa6QAFcq2dKXql adOh06tOmQ010gAK5Vtgb 10gAK5Vtgb S5gAFcq2wN66QA 
Fcq2wN66QAFcq2wN66QAFcq2wN66QAFcq2wN66QAFcq2wN66QAFcq2wN66QAFcq2wNpcwACuVbYG 
9dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYG9dIACuVbYG0uYABX 
KtsDeukABXKsIELYVOJ0 lkmukABXKsGHLIVj hNiSV7UCS6QAFcqwm+51UKxwuxpDO21AmukABXKs 
HTt 1R/kP7MOuttQIlzAAK5Vg36HWMjogqPc9mKuag 1 rpAAVyrCdOMc+x3w7nduy9j x77i8rsccWc 
6iv7oveqamuukABXKsG+rEsSxInd0CWEPf8LgsO27Hbod9j46sJbHTsftDnHw7Y76aZJrpAAVyrC 
B7orbuO6KK56HfbPfWxzhju/KwwOrxzsK43FgUewSwltpquukABXKslMf7t3 x274r47r7d6L29bi 
iuuhwcUUOK3 fdfbtxQcN7 G01XXSAAflWDY59jq+4/dfc9Fbd3Hvb2UVq3 dDuw7jHV9s9aHWdodX 
jq+0Os2mSJcwACuVYTt4Fd0CvXPQFeyPfO+40eOPu0Pju0PvW70eVt31Fc00vXSAAflWDsdw+O4q 
Mdjp65+MfHJ719/Dxj s9eOnd 10BIsodiXW3 eUVzTS9dIACuVYO6vIsV6PMf7PZHvou40V1 +VOMfH 
4s8oMd3Zw8ormmlpcwACuVYT7H47cUN3 auw8sVu49ziyiujyvyudnrd9ofjyt2v4r2mZa6QAFcqw 
b5 xOcN3 Dei544roZ7Hbuivh3 Q4d92cfdu lbuzuyiuaaVrmAAVyrB 3 ux+OxbulMll-IV4+OzmOfY6ey 
etu78rr4rsronO703FddbaarrpAAVyrCdLHQ+MdXdTHwhwkxcFwSHddY8cOzHIewx3bHd 1 +Npquu 
kABXKvYqj oX0dOPu0OsXof774x0Px2cfGOsrrmmSJcwACuVbcdapqaa6QAFcq2wNpcwACuVbYGpd 
IACuVbINJmmuukABXKtsDWuYABXKtsD eukABXKtsD eukABXKtsDWuYABXKtsDeukABXKt sDeukAB 
XKtsD WuYABXKtsDeukABXKtsDWuYABXKt sDWuYABXKt sDeukABXKt sDWuYABXKt sDaXMAAflW2Br 
XMAAflW2B rXMAAflW2BvXSAAflW2BrXMAAflW2B rXMAAflW2BvXS AAflW2B rXMAAflW2BILmAAVy 
rbA 1 rmAAdmi2VbYGtcwACuUw3 c/nIgTammqrS5gAFcqxu5/uKgJsJp 1 eL8/NqDWuYABXKsbuPJ6I 
/j 2D6+8X/s2oNa5gAFcqxuyH8h7M!9sv 15Z/ftQaS 5gAFcqxLzfzf7Pz/0Zp 15Xc/2oB65gAFcph 
Lzevf6pzoH43 s4x3D8sxzgoKyf59vB+Q/PagGlzAAK5ViVE9e/1TnQLgr2cBixLEcnEcn7HgpHm/ 
PagFrmAAVyrEqKOJ/qnTeuiufzil~x3 RXRRXRRXw3 rbx8/Oahj XMAAflWJ8d8UUR+m!1Hyj zjuuf6 
jzvizvvjyezPnp7UAtdIACuVYl~x3 P2Ep03 +3 qWcd 1 z/8ed60++PuPM+fptQxrmAAVymE965/DHqc 
5/t89nHnc4WPOLywf/j zPn6bUMa5gAFcqxOH+30Z+e/+8fzjzucLHnfY1973 ceZ8FFagFrpAAVy 
rFMf7HoX5+e929yezj zvj I874d997/8eZ8FFahjXMAAflMKH7uzP/R5R9v5x54o/V+d8fd98fceZ 
8/TagElzAAK5 Vij m7cR/HddFc/dHndH1HnfH3 ffHnfmfPT2oY 1 zAAK5 Vij m8FQE4XBYEj zuhvX53 
xQ774b 1 +Z 8/TahjXMAAfl SFs/5 hiTOZYY/HddYt+dlyHob 9j zzQj 89qAeukABXKvZainB 0OFk/z7 
zR057UAtcwACuUy 5ZjNqAWuYABXKZct69qDWukABXKtct69qAeuYABXKZcE9dqDaXMAArlMuCrXa 
gl rmAAVyrbA 1 rmAAVymbA21zAAK5Vtga 1 zAAK5TNgal zAAK5TNgb S5gAFcq2wNa5gAFcpmwNa5gA 
Fcq2wNa5gAFcq2wNa5gAFcpmwNpcwACuVbYGtcwACuUzYGtcwACuU7YEkuYABXKZsDWuYABXKZsD 
WuYABXKdsDeuYABXKt sDWuYABXKZ sDaXMAArlM2B rXMAAflM2BrXMAAflO2B JLmAAVymbA 1 rmAAV 
ynbA3 rmAAVynbA3 rmAAVymbA lrmAAVymbA21zAAK5TNgal zAAK5TNgal zAAK5TNgb S5gAFcpmwNa 
5gAFcp2wN65gAFcp2wN65gAFcpmwNa5gAFcp2wJJcwACuU7YG9cwACuUzYGtcwACuU7YG9cwACuU 
geBlPjofHx0Pjp 1 GOmsnl zAAK5 SC2GmOx8cx0Pj46HT9E0wmuYABbgl 2fH34Y8OC44LYaB 8cDwVB 
xjjHQ6hDqFyZilXMAAsihelQ6Hx 1Bj seiHBBwMwUhzHY+Oh26dDqiZQPXMAAs50dOh0QrY+5jj HY 
4xwyQNxwPBuOGUPj ofHQ6hG8a5 gAFmqiOq8dX2nT46dDiDkOHHY4o4ZAEg4K44HhlDEx8dDp0Rr6 
a5gAFqcihOrVp lcOx8dODjhkhlj hBwKx0P2rW lnXMAAtc13 T49aHMfHFHDIDKHAsHx50Oj65gAF 
sksPDocMgOuYABbdfkPjkOEHDLXMAAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB S 
ACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAL 
B SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFI 
ALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAs 
FIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUg 
AsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACw 
UgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SA 
CwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB 
SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIA 
LB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsF 
IALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALAhDAAW 
B GnABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 
kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 
ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 
AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 
CkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQ 
AWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 
KQAWCkAF~pABYKQAWCkAF~pABYKQAWCkAF~pABYKQAWCkAF~pABYKQAWCkAF~pABYKQAWCkAF~pA 



BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 

pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 
FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 

kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 

QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABZfTXGwAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkA 

FgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWC 

kAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 

WCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYK 
QAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB 

YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpAB aqkmglABYKQAWCkAFgpABY 

KQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpA 

BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 
pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABXC/1 e2ykAGQm9n+4pKabBIADIbPaF/DkFN 

J+Y0twmsUAAyE7Z/+KQUZOzdgXt 9Lovh8thtNTAAZ CnUvwv9aqRTE/O2Y9vmQ6 GVmNB gLud4TuBw 
XqEzFIAGQna/4X96cimJ+eRhbhbNYiBITuMEOzstSt14FZdsxSABkJ2v+Ff+nIpia7FPb+zWIwWE 

6bBL7nofQOBWINmKQAMhT0uwv70pFMr+xT2/seRgsJ 1 GDy6new3PCYVBNmKQAMhODeMdYrzt 1 nT7 
9Y6QalpK/IUW49jx8KhOOy+B3 sN7TwTZC9plSXGgAZCm5QBA7cvFy//lwJYmC9Of7n4qHZ9xHMZE 

Tylfifl!bumFQnIi+B 3 GQe08E2QYMj sesjww3phqQuADITk’~9/2Y4ud2X/qz67t3XQY44MceTtBw 

cNynDvUcwkHZ/wEvexn438x 1 e 9xnN 1P9j rzMSKiIwNRCchjMavQ8fHtp4 JsifuRwEDkcCHIj IHIT 

ABkJndn/7txZ5 ev+uu+4 srGOdkO7 sw/qBR31DD7ureWP+CHhzHcQ5/wWTmO7hz5j nNcJYkDw7HSn 
nH1BzCeOc9cReeGOuh16Hj49tPBNkrsj qK2QOKG5z75kcWQmADITeWf/3UWfL/19113Fljt27cfY 

fljuytkfV2PLrv7gj 93 fX7hX8ssv887rsf+d 1L+nc5ji9Qfd 1 m7uIshzcSBewT 1E9P7hz/4eOZT 

k8/SZM!p8fNDPx9f5eZ+3 ISABkJ3 Wf//0Rf7+6x5xd5dXdRZh/WXefSP6/7Lrv72+/3316xvv/X9 

f55RZZf35Uu6eVndljz6wJERX5Z93Wf3b097Dg3KzsxxuPp3 lqE8VkHvp7846Hj7/vLs/T6kJAAy 
E7/P//25jF/91 x6vL6L52M+s/ovRAeL7Lrv777PP7vL/6L/133Fl16v+m85/1/0/67rqO4iv6v7z 

6+7j/i+w4usKIeeyu617feTIa301 CpUx4+6pZdU6KflSABkJ3 Wf/86zq//uvI48vovoOv6y6iEB4 

vsus533tHOxdeHj +76P9/Z2Md0s5w4sXWf187KkRR/X5ZZfdxdxfdZZdc88s+tPrLo3NKd3pz3 qY 
dd9TT8hIAGQndZ//zsLT9Tupj6vy+i+stfrP6IRh87LrOd9M6c6/rqOf937DP7FgelfQPfl d9fOu 
PEUB7+8svu4s7vu+suuu8++g7rP43NKd2HT3 qYddPpp+QkADITv8//53 mGv53Ryuzy+i+4g/rLqI 

Rh87LrOd9QvR+/v4in8qHSe/vzEUdMO/vnRTszxFHpofX3 d 1933fXfXXRHOHz7vZuZ07PS/iph+U 

+nXyEwAZCdl n//PO0f87sNxZZfRfeYfl 11EIw+dl lipfHLM8//8RT8zlld9HmIoR/T/u+inZniKP 

TpD/X3 d0eX3 fWXXXZz6D/rpxuZ07PT/un6eU6fWpCgAMhO6z//nwvkf87rF9H 11/d+dkf+f0P89R 
PfZdX0viDvRv/dEU/Mg4sp8LsQx8/p/3 zop2Z4ij0/o+vu848vu+suuu/o+iKfdONzS65a/908Oy 
nT6uQoADITv8///7+sWL+I ln+9 ll/fPhfEfWf+X56e9911 fS+0cIj dT508en360fdIf6mkQ6RTUX 

V30U7M8iuD +8 svu8nXX3 fWXXXWV/RF9dONzS6z0/8prT6nT9 CkJAAyE7/OFHCi7v7tx/0ur~x!93b 

y7y6j6v6yz/x5kXcPrLqM996+flOfOmov75r97ukOvppBopq/q76+dmeO7pq/LPr7vIf6+76y666 

v6yIp905kNQuYfNdfh/06eGOQkADITeWFBQ4duK3H608J3 dAO93 llf3bxuef/GPZYcVvLKzjR/f9 
PhlOb7i6tUX73Z307IaH3f/d/1/2ePY/V+ffX3 fP77vrLv7u7voin3 T2RzezD/X34f9OnlHlbABk 
NjcVzxxDlwnUfcx44CYTuAnG9hv4+Ic3 ePhcuE4EsY5jpF9/3 C0qdAmNztTu3 cM9Q4w4M48+seWW 

XZ617zvz76+75/fd9d9ddRd9B 3V09kncg/wxaD506enpDYAMgpYpruMNAqPnWeQ7nDvxf5t6Bji4 
f3j mb3E7H6Fh84n9KboLwx6ObvsY5/HF 19BLudg8WfR73 QTOEPXdfd/zvu+su/u7u+vWXWX7JOzI 
5hiMjpT6aekNgAr57FoP2CrXtXzMeceC36qY51Svj oLhw6aCq9 Ssbjwh3 guC2C6B 8Q4xzi+7/nfd 

9Zddd24bqLrLLLtkndozg8aM9PpjOQ2ACvnsWg9ck9jEMRdfwjualZOhzqOdZu3HA3LPBHG5OUHZ 
2dnBOcO3 gJdcyT+0Yy7Pkc+mM5DYAK+exb011WXA0hWoWK06177Ub77w8ON4ecbj k’~QO7iHvGyUu 

z80izPh3 VMZy GwAV89i0HrkmbhpkPf06 JFmdUWfZ9P S GwAV7ti0HLqu0gl/QERZ0/rsj 6fkJAAru 
PYkRyXU5pF6nMEIr5gn96OlnITABblTHqY8uptpVtCoCEV8wSZUF4 SQoACyhY2mVRHCmUhYAFgpA 
BYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 

pABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABABABABABABAZW5kc3RyZWFtCmVuZG9iagoyMCAwIG9iago8 

PC9MZW5 ndGggMj EgMCB S Cj 4+CnN0cmVhbQpxCj AuMzYgMCAwIDAuMzYgMCAwIGNtCj E3 MDQgMCAw 
IDIxOTcgMCAwIGNt Ci9 JNCBEbwpRCmVuZHN0cmVhbQplbmRvYmoKMjEgMCBvYmoKNTMKZW5kb2 Jq 

Cj IyIDAgb2JqCjw8L 1Byb2NTZXRbL 1BERi9JbWFnZUJdCi9YT2JqZWNOPDwvSTQgMTkgMCB SCj 4+ 

Cj 4+CmVuZG9iagoyMyAwIG9iago8PC9UeXBlL 1BhZ2UKL 1BhcmVudCAxIDAgUgovUmVzb3 VyY2Vz 

IDIyIDAgUgovTWVkaWFCb3 hbMCAwIDYxMi4zNiA30TAuOTJdCi9Db250ZW50c 1 syMCAwIFIgXQov 
Um90YXRIIDAKPj 4KZW5kb2JqCjIOIDAgb2JqCjw8L 1R5cGUvWE9iamVjdAovU3 VidHlwZS 9JbWFn 

ZQovV21kdGggMTcwNAovSGVpZ2h0IDIxOTcKLOJpdHNQZXJDb2 lwb251bnQgMQovQ29sb3 JTcGFj 

ZS9EZXZpY2VHcmF5 Ci9GaWx0ZXJbLOND SVRURmF4RGVjb2R1XQovRGVjb2R1UGFybXNbPDwvQ29s 

dW lucyAxNzAOIC9 Sb3dzIDIxOTc+P10KL0xlbmd0aCAxMDEwOTUKPj 4Kc3RyZWFtCgAWCkAFgpAB 
YKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgp 

ABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAF 
gpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCk 

AFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAU 
0JiGQAKaEg6UACmhIO1AApoTxxUoAFNCYVKAB TQmF SgAU0 JhUoAFNCoiUACmhYVKAB TQuNKAB TRQ 



SUACmik0oAFNF JpQAKaKT SgAUOVNKAB TRU0oAFNFTSgAUOVNKAB TRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KA 
BTRUa2ACmitrYAKaK2tgApora2ACmitrYAKaK2tgApora2ACmiuSgAUOVtbABTRXJQAKaK2tgApo 
m2ACmitrYAKaK5KABTRW 1 sAFNFclAApom2ACmitrYAKaLJbABTRZLYAKaK2tgAporkoAFNFbWw 
AUOWS2ACmiuSgAZFibZml sAFNFktgApora2ACmiuSgAUOVyUACmitrYAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KAB 
TRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5K 
ABTRXJQAKaK5KABTRXJQAKaK5KAB TRXJQAKaK5KABbiqMLeuFYaKtrAklAAsiVtwRs 1LkoAFmlb S 
0zD S SgAWaWpmmU1AAporkoAFNFclAAporkoAFNFclAAporkoAFNFclAAporkoAFNFbWwAUOVyUAC 
mitrYAKaLJbAB TRZLYAKaLJbAB TRZLYAKaL JbAB TRZLYAKaL JbAB TRZLYAKaLJbAB TRZLYAKaLJb 
ABTRZLYAKaL JbAB TRZLYAKaL JbAB TRZLYAKaLJbAB TRZLYAKaLJbABTRZLYAKaL JbAB TRZLYAKaL 
JbABTRZLYAKaL JbAB TRZLYAKaLJbAB TRZLYAKaLJbAB TRZLYAKaLJbABTRZLYAKaL JbABbIiNhEt 
gAtkYZsMlsAE3 TzSMzNhktgAm9ZtIzjYRLYAJvWb SM42ES2AC319LYUb SM42ES2ACuSBKBOCgQfe 
NpGkbCJbABXVQ/h8DpAxu212kUs2GS2ACuqh+BMCkwI25iNpFLNhktgArqoJjceQ41YbNmpiNpFL 
NhktgArkgfHBZDjUAoNDaRmzYZLYAK5 ITvKB 4EUAXNDaRmzYZLYAK51N7Jxc ChAMGZtIzZ sMlsAF 
ckD4CYEUAYMzbkiaJs2GS2ACuShcnFwKEAwZm3 VdomzZPJQAK5KFwHsKDDw3 Iza5atzV7Q7Nk7Ww 
AVyULgPYUGFwKZtpGbNk7WwAVyULgPYQIQ7wKZtpGbNk7WwAVyULYYsIEC4HMm0j NmwyWwAV 1 gLA 
YsIECcHSzaRmzZO 1 sAFdYCwGLEUB ODpbaRozZO 1 sAFdYCwGICKAnDHjNtIzj YY 1 sAFdYCuK5QEUB 
OCmRm5 SZaFczcYzYZLYAK6yEcVygIoCcFM23 CAg62Ls GKVhoN07NhktgArrIRxRxXCKAnB TI24MC 
NiYxAhWGg3 TxsMa2ACushHFcbhFAXA5k24MM+xIYgQrDQbp42EaUACushHFcbw5KAuB0s24OHBfY 
2MYEKw0G6dmwyWwAV lkI4g43hz6hj nAXA5k24OcF9j QxhBQEG4yEY6HXorWzHIqlsAFdZCOK5QJg 
MQGccUybd9PDuAmwJDiVkhCFqrHXmPIhDp+fRDryP3NwbrExixkqE3 Iq0oAFdZCOK5QJgMQCgdpZ 
t34Wg/H40DigrPxJi2D6DmJ7dj CQFwdnYJMLZc8CcFbg3UFgxUarE3ByKGtgArrIRxXKBMBB 3 AbI 
iJt/wx+PhJhB244HgXgkA4YWA+BRhHBLHBQGMB4Hj sPgVuDeo JDFB qrVnByKJKABXWhHFcoEwxyd 
wDcdmTbzQY/HYJgLuOB2CQCODhhYBLCj CoGIFcoBeww47OAewrcG9CcrxUiRk3DkUyUACutCOK5Q 
JwV6wbvJZtwY/HYPYLuOBwDwCDhgOHG4YsIMKYL2NzsF4BeCs4B7CtwdqeHHFbsyB4eUT70MgeGG 
Tt3NyCaUACutG+4rlAmARYbHj JtwY8EgMQDEFZOK5OcBo0DPBWEGFMoHgfBXG5WNxw4LDiHG3B2h 
/OY7g3EOK4kBlzCOIcNkCyBy2ACutG+OI5DhOAjAODsybcGGxx2Tj gcFZOOzc7NwtQg47HAggpng 
7C9DODc+JxucHxwFbg2GZBj m5uEoKOFcMzwg4WgbICSES2ACutBncGPBj gLmTbg5ww48JywoKycd 
m5hj GFZYUDBIM8HgTh2XLBwTm44FcRuoejihQ3bt3DOcBXDMObhzk4d3DkIlsAFdaDO4McBHBXCm 
Tbg4cHsCHL Cgo G4LuCYMYdj woIIQYflffL C4EgY7gCHG3 JsM4Fdu3b 1 nQ3ODHPHDhooODO4OG7hyE 
S2ACutgQ4MeC4wOZNuDAiwIcdk44GOBA4JgxhQPCggg6BjhfHZQC8B4AhybpGGcCu3bscEO3 eN7D 
itooO2dwcN2OOQzSgAV1 sCHBgrDmU3 CDgXAIHHZOOyHB rsYwoHhQQQqBj xfHZQC9hYAI~xtybDOBw 
4FcEO3eN7Dhw0UPGdwcUBZCNKABklikoMWGCwOZNuDHYtgw5YUFZDg77g8DGFA8G5BCmIOXBPK4f 
cVx2buB 8uJukej +hwK7feO3 eUWHFbO4eM7g4bhZ CNKABklB CQGLDBYHMpuEHYtkGWFB WTj 0DwMYU 
DwoIIPyuHsCeeE5WO3DgtCbpHoeOHArvs5u7bvDig0UPGd3 Qbu6QiWwAZJQhKDFhgwEwKZtuDHYt 
16wsKCsnLnQWBj CgeFBB C8dw9YfB2TI~xY3 cDwnG3 JvQY5Q7K3DQ3Nzd4cUGig4M5ucN3 dIRLYAMk 
pk55WBEBhIFwKZtuDHgsDw3HZQUDcdkO+OBj CsdlBB C+fuHrD4OBuVjwJAsDcm6R6g7uysKhwFd4 
bnDOGdAeDHMc5CNKABklVDsM6gF7DBgJgUzbcGPBbKxjjgcE7HnFgPZQEqKxwOCCF44Y9BDj sUcV 
8egXBMBeCbpHUCO7KwhDsIOdk7s6BnQHg3EkX0oAGSVTG4aFALwC5gJYcyNuDHwsAu4MQHHoDDg9 
h9CwMWQQfgw5QOAXgGOF4Hsm6R lij zvDwQMK52UVtBOIGEs3EkXlsAGSUK7HDA5jygKO7BwlMoz 
bcGPhbB7BeAXsEgHsPoWA+EEKYMOdiuGLBj hzBLJvRVsvnQvzff2eelzqb/OzkElsAGSUCRDOUTy 
gF7BwIDBpNwg/HYJwYgF7D4FmEOLg/EEKYMDlg3DGAvwzicTdI9jNczlsAGSU8r3 oonlAL2DgYKN 
ms3UF4+EoD2K58J4 SY1ToLM 1ZoODc/KCHOZWfmQObbmHoja5bABklXVw9FE8oBewcDBRs 1 m6tq4N 
uXwxo SeFNbxohUm6U9EbXLYAMkq+iHoonlYYsHGj huPY7NkEu5DYRulM2GS2ADJKvnnoonlYPgON 
Bo2OZsga44xoRulvYj XMpbABklXivRRRqwfAcbAj cM2Q S7j GhW5kzYZLYAMkqmUUUUasE8OKA+8j 
Ygl3 GNCtzJmwyWwAV5pebXUkFIV7Gu5jZNzRyzHTy+S2ACb 1 s2IY6jE91t7VxS CEtKktgAm6eNi6 
FURshK9q2UA515Ta0ACb ltcsUuXplt7UGUBhVcqSOACb ltuJLdSKUyC1Uo8c2PRZe/PD98r9Qxz0 
XZ 1NynLYAJunm4khpMplaj gXAo7h2 JYo4kCwJoeHYqAuD sWX S2ACb 1 s2HRtyuW3 J StRuEgOO4Nwk 
BncJAuMThDh7FcSXS2ACbp5cxIby2SyftVPZWYQU1LgdYKQXajHCwFd3 QFdj g44WBdD43 CODuFc 
WXS2ADIzWYqRLjR2Vk4cVcjno SwPgdYGTSQfGpj2UkXD1J8OwXLD8pBdqTuDdubuG5wEhj nDhwLo 
fNzc6Ag4dy18tgAyMg42KoycB CuOBRw4o5HGGMsPh2C5YXDJomI6c 1MeykhgYKCwdguWFxS C3 o40 
AsN3DcnCTcHBu0583 duhw3 duKVJbABklg40x2ElcB CuK4rodDseE3 I4wxlhYOwXLC4ZIJhqY91JD 
AXFz8rBcsLikFsM4Aj J3DcG9uAQc0583 sdDhu7cUqS2ADJLh3EB lwS 9Wh6KJ/q 1 C6jeeed5PCbkc 
YZFpYOwXLC4ZIJhqY91RpwIFj 8rBcsPykFsM4Djnbd30Q5wEHcAg5pzw3 sdHbd2buU5bABk172cH 
CzRZwcCwbk4eBYGOWV79792d4m5H3 gyLSwdhXi0+x41CWamPZUdYg4gsdZYgoz81JhnB 307bu5zu 
hOMdwTuGnPDex0OGOduHKctgAy Sp/txj 1 xzhQNxBzeHnBHFcUcu4h6yuuuEnI+/oMrHqOaL SOlgJ 
ZqY4 SUxpuVY8FmaODHCEF2ggxcD90FnWciGGcHc7tu4bnc9Bj nDuh2zm4m3R2Y5wbuVNbABklT 1 
zj eiQLG7HEdvON556IegYcO4HFdcJOR9+bcczrPA5A08Oh0QPxB/uZHoMYFg4PCg4OywbmcczHac 
JhwPgeoXh8J4KIOB4XBKB4BHLgvBiR7Q4JzHNyHCuTiQY5w7b2HQMObnR23NzgpfrYAMkqcR6Ied 
hjHY4tz7tyijfsFyG9ZXRZCTkcuDGBeDDg443AjgvgkA45YF4MVh30CgcBgcSAX4PgSoHgF7DFQ/ 
Hgewo4dwy7BODDgjj sEwF5Uelgdw7hXCuFchwmymGLCOOHAWCl+tgAy SpxHEHnqgz3PuK89G/Yc 
eQ4rK6LsScjj sF7BLBeBjtxuBFg+BhwRxwCYC9QdzgoHAGIBiwSw+gYgF7DFQ/HYPbHAiCHDPYPY 
LuCOOAxYLyowz4 SwrhYEgK5OEd2UwfAhzg3 CWOXa2ADJbb lw87feIXEOY9c+8Oh9+KN+yHbx3 de/ 
dHOJ0jw9YLwGLBdw7k4Z7B 8DDgjjgHsF6g7nBQOAMQDFg9hNQXcF4BeoczsMWxwIghwzwC8Cjj cE 
ccDHFgGJTYbmXsc4Me4sFw7Hdj oHmKQ4diWUv 1 sAGSVP8nonIiwrT 1 z8cQ/He/ZXj 1L+96J7oTpH 
3oBiAXgF3DuUARALwC7~ 1A3HAL 1B 30CgcAYgQcVvgrChjgbgw43HUOsrOwUQThHKBXKCw4CwNx2 



UDgpUZYYkk/RehiDeq9cx lIZrYAMkqf7H84Mh2V49DfjiH4o3 nnnHS+eeei6E6VJ+xuK47KAXgK5 

QBECuNysbh3KCsbiuVRDk7g7HA3Fcbj sblZOFOLCccDccFUOouOAkF5QWFBYcHxWXFBccDs5TMsN 
uK62ADJKnsDwb0xHFHEhjj eejHEgY9MIOOxxZCbkccFY3LCgrLCwcDgcDsoeD suKCsrKB6k4WCgc 

DgoG48JzwoFrx lg3LCcrKreqHAriSflZ2Nx4RA7PxuXHA7OUzlwI24rrYAMkvezcduHMcDc SG5Px 
RuPDj oLBYd/Qm5HKysbjHQ44KywsHZ2Nx4YY7LicuKCstScLB2OCsoG47G4LwS sI5YT1ZVb 1QMQP 

z4dnY3H/MEsuKCwblhyoy ltxXWwAZJe9nB 95ofOB 979KITcj 1BYMcCIKywsh6zsbj rBLLiceE5Yd 
ROFgoHA4KCgdjcF4IGCOWHGPWVQ6LgYgplg7PCeHtAXsuKCwcHhyowRNxfWwAZJcZ2y2E3 ISPwWF 
AEOVlhZD 1 nY3 h7UMWXE5cUHhalASCgcFZQUDwnBeCGAu5WUY9ZVDmTgxBTLisSJ4flBey4oLBweF 

KbNhGtgAyMsztluKOtLxuWE4Z3Kyws3 rOxuPQF7LicuJysepQEgoHBWUDgrG5D7oegk4g43LDgsOo 

fj ccKFhTLisSJ4eDFcdlxQXE5YcqM2Ea2ADIyzPkncj 1BYTiv0KywsHZQNxSnUDgdlxOXE5YdRWJ 
BQOCsoG47G56EnHZOWHBYdQvDctCmflZ4Tjw3HhWXFBYNyw5UZsI 1 sAE3 rcjjcsJx6FZYfDs7HA7 

Icdj suKD4nLDqLBYKBwVIZOPCc50En38Jyw4KyrHw3Lj gvLys8Jx4bz+FZcUFhQWHKj S2FsabhZi 

yG9bABN63 I5QOyguODwsPh2dw9BYTng7LigsOCw6iwWDsrKys4HY3PCgk+PWNywnKyTjgSCw4Ly8 

rPCgbj cdj suKB2UFhyo0toZOtj THB 8CSGtbABN63 I44Kygdk47LCwdnY4HBOOx2PCgrKCwtSwVxu 

OysoKBYKBwUEnKBXLCcbj TgRY3HBOEgrPCgF3HAthHHBOLBYcqNLaGrOGBuAeASgPWwATetyPvQK 
Ox+yHQ43HZYI47OxwC7j gWwj 1A3HBYdRcOAXgrKCgGIDFknlcI5WOAwnBj gezoEcrPCsHgCLCOOA 

xZYcqRk0Mm4YG4B4BJAWtgAm9bkcrBiAxZ4WCQUFY7DEAxYUcrB7LDqPxwCSFZQNwYsHsk4MOWFA 
YEA/gmFMSCsSKwewYsI47BMLD1SGr llTdoas4YG4Ozc7OQFrYAJvW5UFsF4B 8KywSCgrHYPYMWEc 

sD4WFqX1ALwV1A4DHBelYC71hWDlw9AvGcWCgsLgniDlgj lwTyw5UqhbEgJYWYjiHDRgqHDw3 fOQ 
FrYALdOtlnblQXAxYfB2XCDj grHgfgXwlOWB eLDqLysUcoKygbm4 sxPMQK5 OWHg3 MIKGOZoFcrfHQ 

dBwfj g6Gd+5TPQSAkBXDzEcJQNkBDuHhuWKQ 1 rYALdOtlnblQXBufizPC4QcsPDoM5Q5jg51OmdRk 

Lj z56/2MN7C0bPaOGO4cBIMcqDcPQbhXY5HNzs4HIUloAE3 rcj 64TZSdo4ndt3DHODQ4cGc4cN3B 

nbglhZDUtAArkJe20j S0N lbg3 cTnbRQSaHDhu4M7cEwLID 1 sAGRlj 51 siPjBNhtpGlqLAd653jQ3 
eGdw4bglG4P4kgLWwAZJYxPGup9vJxNhssRtqlnV3 UKOCPXOSaG7wzuHAEUcHZvcUjEtAAy S hBuGu 

p9DwwdelMsRtqlnWIQEzl~xOSaG7xocOG506OHhu+ORiWgAZJU7iwSoB 3 dlydzN3 geDpQ3 ODgh+AkS 

RmxjZRK0rY7uiuhwaK3bQ4cN3 keg7N3 zkB a2AD JKoobiuThogxwfhjvA7j nQHc GICvJGb GN1ErRw 

xzc3 rbmOSDc3NBu4buDo4OzcHHOQTWwAZJVYQcO8ONwr47HBMY8OSo3 h939E+86cY+/BPPlnGbASZ 
RK0 CuEd24 CoDOgLDglhudnAdzkE 1 sAGSX43 G7HUQS+SPPwDSb/0b/Sbh/onFHQ4V+MejHjDaRpa 

iWLDtwFQTiB hYNwiG54bhYOQ SWgAZ JfZDjj cY/HCj fcY/G//cP/xwl~xPonY+6ehvxj 0 GBNpGbqHx 

ZW7CBuy 1 N/LCDcXHYtnlJrYAMkqsR+xj 78b 8b7znG/9B fxwb06 J+3 HhRj 0 GBNoNEuZuSkpClntgAy 
SqCgoOSfiHn33 nON7p4e+HnJ6dE85OTk5WwJtBoiEupM2L62ADJKEclOxw71G8OEj d4KPeNws6Jw 
UOEuA20jNmxfWwAZJQsEOOAkFG/Bj 0bvzfodGdX2dm526QG2ZPkSRsX 1 sAGRktYfkYhptI0jYvLQ 
AK4dlDY02ksL42L62ACuHSGsbb SM2tbcnrYAK+iXdtlzZsX 1 sAE3 rb SM2KpuF62AC3 Vcnmj aRlnxV 

NwvWwAZJaBFMemVEEzRtlzZ sX 1 sAGSVHQ3 cLoioUHlnj aRmzYvrYAMkqPj VwlnqtBEedx2oXSHcFtp 

GbNi+tgAy SqjjwJbexxDkPRubk/EOX0cGOODcnlKZuTTIKM2L62ADJKBdyHDuQ91YO7HIcK8OPjw 
HcG4UzcnsgmzYvrYAMkoFx4cND10Ox2OTz44xxuTvhvj hXEgngVm6F2yFbNi+tgAy St9yeeH4nr~x 
y4Vwo8OFfH4DOBdycSEBWbTQxAq9MhWzYvrYAMkrfjdON+J+Df6HbjHGOMfjH4D52Efg3PKIFZsk 

2USZsXloAGSVvxunn34nJ9/u8fvc3 l~x+MfgorcHGPQbnbj CjaRkzYvrYAMkrl]j dPPj 0Tk+/lZRub 

z485OMd43 Jyg3Bx4KZuTTIKM2L62ADJKJwzxOGLrCw3 GPOFHHwg4 SG7HBwprgfJalwa3 VyW2bF9b 

ABklE4o4x+J4cJ3 cOOKzeeHKCmUOFnfBwYU 1 xqksa5f3UpJTNi+tgArz 1 flta42pLOuX25DXOpH 1 
sAE3 rb SM2bF9bABN62y6+xpGenw8Pf9BfV608GoWKLqHG/X03UQ61 x03 q 1 sAE3rchdKzc581P 1Tt 

xj hRwo4IOKO3 IcEcxyHIcx2PjhmjkOGWODYOBqDOOQ7HDuFsUcIOx6xuQ+P8cU3tL lsAFuMF5Vgo 
cDsGptL 1 sAGSOJAFINvaXrYAMlkCWDY4KzgQPDmODA4x4cM1DgeBDgXHDIAk2162ADJZAzDLcY4L 
jseHIcVw8XcLFmPj odQ43MeeHIdDw6HIdjkOMdxOKOI7HY41m4t4btenQ6j 1RuqpWpFavtV46hj q 
E62Za2AD JZA8Nsdj 44bBzcx0PQMdDodOrXINWoQhWppCHSFNNcD 1 sAGS32gWbS 3rYAK4VtpK 1 sA 

FcKpCqM lp7tMxIjYW 1 sAFcK5 CyM lps0bRsLa2ACuFa411 e 1 ltU+tgArhWnuitj dtSZ1FukaFtCdN 

MK 1 sAFcK07xlUJW 10MosjD2MV6ztIkloAFcK052yqErZVgiVxYzHIZtIk 1 sAFcK052zo6GUfencP 

WSWpnOynZucVqC7cdnhwCWczcb0fk5ubSQ4PEN+ytcmkSa2ACuFaconGODwU6Dgpj cWCeegLQbi! 
WFeiHHk44HA4BHHwYee8HHEgM8cgiaSILQAK4VpxvDzw4080/n3 J3 +84rijztxjvxB20+cDHnohz 
/edvDiux203 h20+b0T1Nu3 h2/E9E87D5emkpa2ACuFaeHo343 nnFd9PuN/2+9BQN26ei5xPPfOOI 

ehj04eiftD 1 z8dk7+fhudKJ2/HE/fE7DTUW9bABXBZPPDz7z8UDd9PuFlnx+OMevcUfei6wb3zw9e 

/EPU3 oH lfHHYf5xIdKBXo4n4oopJ00iTWwAVwWTzj cb8UJwnTjcqE9G/e4V6LrCimT9w9E/SHoH 1 
c/E5Oc9603 SiHQ+9HE/FFD1WmkSa2ACuFaegh55+J4ev/ee6OY9G/fDdvRc7x6KZPXj0cI/HEPQV 

z8Tji+ej gp0Ub0cTz0UW+W0m0hXWwAVwrT liRvxPD 1/70HF/A4KKG7fu+dvPUN288Ox6nHE8OK7f 

ieHo5 segb30MeicUehvPSFULbNMtbABXCtPWIOLE880/hwY8PEOLDdv3 eIPRHoFgP SHonG4scTzj 

lnxwR76xu3 FfiieXOlye0CetgArhWnsY4eKOCnO C/j eicrb0UUxvRHrHAo+jfigo G9HFB nnCx~dt 
xvxWoj cW2gT 1 sAFcK093Dd3R2c6IednPV92gkDp/rc0Qtnn2r2tgArgtudsEclOap9bABXBbc7Za 

91FsC2qj WwAVwW3T2W26hWmVcjPWwAVwWksreoU2AIKoGDcrUjPWwAVwWWw8i8VBzYmextlYbGgX 

1 sAFcFgucGJF2UHjbluWHsbMpBQOC2tgArmLWr4oDa2IzRi5/SqU1YygewMipkEOC2tgArpD0qgN 

9j 9bM2LHT1VyBhKOMY9sDIy2gW 1 sAFcw9OsNp0POtjupmbFTPS0chAcMq57YEMyWxiZU+tgArgSq 
qw0o/926mZsVaKWj Ag0bE3 hoF lotmGOyvJ+57LXrYAK4LF506tDqPpD3dWzJiho5atQBib2DvOgln 

tDFGqzsr 1 ducy 1 a2ACuBKqC2d7uTxlcxMyKQZiAzeH sQ5uj e loYo 1RxFUoe5zLVrYAK9ZZawWzvcO 
tmUKMPloy4roIE2ndH7hhlwrDQw3 cVMJbRsuutgAr 1 C3 awWzvcOtmTE2JFslYTAnA96s76yDshTA 

whDuKmEkZnsuutgAr6t3FrBZ0e4Op21gxIxsLtSMrz2FvU6PncQ7YpV3 g53bKWEqEUFrsuutgAr6 
lt7WC2c9udTjWDEmJMcewsvqPeWwzPdZEO2Kae8+j2MpYSmKLCB 551fWwAV9bJ7WCzo9wdTWVDE2 



NvnsLZTHcy2gkV3 RDtidXe6U3jKWEvN4UMcw/xsprrYAK+tw9YLOj 3 Bv+rdIoBBNiUnexQyhnkFs 
5ordsi6E6t9HpvGUuui55ibxkeBGQ01 sAFfV4PWCzo923 QboYoGB JiTqHOMD C 1DGYxngz3 QOOHbI 
uhOrvi7xlLOKLHxAT8z9m5shnrYAK9R2WspHN7t 10YxIFxJ18dD/WgJcTCgqhiNPHeh78iKHcRfC 
dXzi9zKWc S7H4+k7Pn4OzINkLdbABXreHrKTo3 q2Vup+LmoFsxN lh7egPEoBwsymPVHvzIod~,cF+J 
1 dRj L4pfhOraDgdUE4fHQVkLNbABXT8+qUnRu6j Km6DeE/AOXnMxJ6hiGQc Cu 1 AYxFR1DPVnvj Io 
CkXwlVxyqvil4KdxaNx 1 QTdzcwj IV62ACuC6m6B dBlLflePNxKXHQxt6BRyhnLAqh0YKylnk57wy 
KASgYG6ulFQ/iljiDoiiqDvUahO6PzfiZBbWwAVwXE1U6ByGPFLflOHk4k3 x0Yk9GOvOGdoGEZ3e 
UGVR4Y94ZFG4 SYZzFU9ROBcXC 10VR3DnNqEOzvjieZBbWwAVwXE1Ucw5E8UmPhtz7hOXvDOY2ZBn 
NzmwzCNDvKDB2pzYh7syKBYPAygdU05eBAoEGN6p55e0/ZkOzueZBbWwAVwXUz8cHSiKTqbuosfN 
BiTIYbdzYZhGg4RSwbqc2Xt2ZFAtvD 8HB 1 TEHjgQoMJRVMP9p/GQ7eTzILa2ACuC6m5j g6URQdbd 
llb5oYmyGHQ52h6fwbLWGCVOkXe4Mig5u30EqplzupFLUUddpfJ+zDcXTzILa2ACuCSm51jpPFTr 
bycofMgxJkMOt89DDeQZlrmDFboy9u2RQzt3 SErUwj ioyhqG9VaXyethuLt2y C2tgArgupuZdU4i 
o6m9WK7wyDEmRBvHj 0MN2wzLQyxhzZe3bQ4aJ3Rj do ShvUZQ 1 c9VaXyet6TvIcmQV1 sAFcHF9Tcy 
6pxFR5Xu3 qm89zDMSMmePHowzuDYIBgI5 sQ920NzIFpCcRDxCIGiKGrnqrTnDO7Vj2TjZBTWwAVx 
ASrU3M!c8dlYaB29VQLz0YmlBc+ZBIK4gwQFxtzYw920OGGOkJs7HkRBIihq57W0ptPRVDzeHbIK 
a2ACuMC6ym5n7mMrDQO3ejgXnoxMy45vGQS CuOQURW/dQu7Z3ZkEdiTo4j 4ZIYsybeDelNp6+pj 8 
UTzlKa2ACunG9Vqbmc6whaGcduyDwvtWKGMGf4zic JB zNSMsfuA0bxnsYZHYm/dx/QOQuybc6Fpn 
k9dUTOUNkE9bABXTzz2kpubpWKFEOEdw6F5/VQoPQUi4uMco CwfnotiOYZW+czxhmhigJhzwyQxZ 
pOwg4hEd lt3UJdbZBPWwAVxm89rqdR0eFuHAMTP7Viwr7hdLwxAI5Djy ltgQN9nPC5hshioX3OOM 
OF8UB3kRDroqyx5MgnLQAK6efi01Oo6Ob29gYo5 sMxcNifmCcEtxvX62wMLnvUEnBmRFBI6BoDth 
hbqW1XWhDh+2QSloAFdOK9rqcfRTPZ4dDsNzg8eKgcTEOiO+MvbG 1 sbERIMO3 gd4N7qUL3 CHLWrS 
Q SbZBKWgAVxgWrU4 JUNR7w5tE6B ffHQunyfFEIdE6dPi3014T5Pxw7uEjHWFYkE5PuDXaHGPjjH4 
CQxwwOGaOx0Ox0PjodDoefjHQ86dBgvCecR96DHhwaRwQcMe3BTHCDhkAuODUOhwo4QcY4IPOFHH 
x7M5aABXLi 12Dn2GWOHcMDpwPDOOB4Zr0w0+A5hvsyloAFdIk4E0hwXHBqHBccMkIOGmOG2OB4Zm 
zLWwAVwQMkCHA8CgeHxxjiOx0OFHFcUcUcGSCdOBh5yHooEcJCes34QoIMlxSMmbGqdOrUIdD4+O 
Q9sy 1 sAFdOGA4cY4OOY6HTnfadjw5jiQIOhwb3whlFb5X3R8kIcr8blsulOdjNclS4rKEKtkG9bA 
BXTguR7 GgxsgiAkqUQzZD GEhWZBuWgAVxgLotieOW9COORDdp9kVTFGyDUtAArjLt5FJaOqlox2n 
9hSB 5 sCGJtkGpaABXTvp89JbchSdyV5 sCDG5kG5aABXTvp9HIJwhC81NbUmPSV5 sFDA2yDWtgArj 
Lt5GMFB2xOcyJ9wgqj mFX6qKyoCE5kG5aABXGG4iNOFEWxOdhz7t2KVGF3 olF2aoqWwiNqBQjZBq 
WgAVxgYI04Uv7KPW6jFqkpRoPY6KLZrmw0CCGyDUtAArlxp9PYx++HagsODs6DgrD29U5zFdOEco 
NzsnP25Odh6DcWyjicgMtlaNxYOOtWyDctAArgSq09288ON9xXFcnHMUcVwccUgTxHxwo4xwdwfw 
0ODzG4jivPOMDN1EAiDZBuWgAV0j 0k7dDz0BR4cVxR2PD7vhB4duDjikQ5+x2+87HnEHnnY89SHC 
isehj0+IdvPOx5954DN1CAvZMg3LQAK4wPpJwr9486j eiHnG+PRznn3 nnoK4jfm443737x604eje 
pxRRPxRzV7179w/G/DA2ykwbsglLQAK4wPrpwrzj dRvQNxckV77z0cY4Qj fnXxvRuKPQK9EPU4o 8 
3476FHZZjw84jKaAQyCctAArpxvVad3P3uT70B 3 GOOdG5RPRuIRvfYo373 G/Yr0T9J57N+KLxx2W 
bkO4mjArIK60ADtQtrVCil q7t++MeH3 rQ7jhPOPm8PPRxxj0RE99fG/E/afujeiHqcT lw9FF/HHe 
PXOb 1 zVVdaABXTOKLXT3b97qCeso3307qBxvRwV8Kc97jjfifsooh6J+kO4on4ov4nnnncOKJoNU 
yKmtAArp2+9rp2OnnDuMevHY88ON7m4xzHnol~xX5 z3 hH3 nnFHoEHonp7uBXoovAiBYs GODpkVNaA 
BXGMceunCuDA8PXuNxjj +iHEHnol~xX5 z0xH3 no J6xv3 w/n8HHFHMGLLLj aHTIqa0ACuMblrj BL G5 
2nr4Ozg6ccCj 98eV9OEQXdrq 1 +hZ0yNJUU5rI 1 oAFcuretIjbAVrQAK4LyI9iaa5 GtAArhDT64Wm 
uiWgAVxASraaEyBctAArj A+u2kuWgAVxjy 120Za0ACuMutdtJctAArjLrXbSXLQAK4y61201y0AC 
uMdvXb SXrYAK4wFOZtVtUrl sAFcYC6M2q9qiaZLrYAK4iHh0Oh5E2krWwAVwXb SXrYAK4LtpL 1 sA 
FcFm01a2ACuCzaStbABXBZtJWtgArgs2krWwAVwWb SVrYAK4LNNGyAutgArlwms0yEyAutgAriAu 
s0xRMgTWwAVxgfWb SVrYAK4yUTOlpnM9bABXGSiZ0tM5 nrYAK4yUTOlpnM9bABXEVodVTaStbABX 
GB9ZtJWtgArj A+s2ktLYAK5fCRsSpq3LQAK4LGxWjpq9rQAK4Q082kvWgAVy41U2kvWgAVxAXWb S 
X1QAK4x2ek2kvWgAVxl9pNQr9kWpukm3 IloAFcZfaS615WiPj Sdm8cWOEOCB8wy4DZDHN5wJYbY4 
ccOOh0+5/iPZnrQAK4y56XvV9X6jHA7AV7MtaABXGHD 1 A2Azjg3HBxwcfHY5j 46HGOGmOHcHvcUc 
Y7HTmPDmPDjHY4MDgzPvOJHY3DY9MSw 1BxI4WK+4cW+DHIcY+8Oh90Pvu3 x06zHx4fcNVwPBZ2Z6 
0ACuIC6hkg lu3Hdgl9hLEhcvEDTm/Ytq9WuV601 ShOh0Ol~x0PvI6VqMfhD86yHx0Oo4U 162ZrkbG 
NdJSPLQAK5cWummQyJluNimWgAV1EMmWykKo2E82KtaABXBZls2X42KtaABXBZltstM2KtaABXBZ 
lcmWcbFMtAArgsyubLSNirWgAVwWZC 11 nIZQzYFzYq 1 oAFcF11AIOhyXMwMSoDc2BM2KtaABXJ6e 
XUAoXMgLyo ChctUj XNimWgAVy+51 S4QC65kIOx05 SP ly5ZyNc2KtaABXEBdZcJJ9czhzO510+bFs 
bFWtAArj A+suo65cznObkRp82BM2KtaABXGTj 111HXLmc5cUkafNgTNirWgAVxk8Pay6j rlzPw7H 
JHXGwJmxV1QAK4yHntZdR 12xekX8OBiGZarJ+oVbv2+ubFWtAArjBvawSzSLZGNxX 11UMx6jnl7N 
xhyVbz4h2PVj WFE SafqET4tdN9c2KtaABkaDDD6ww SNW9niEMivT2 snh6j nl6wQiSpGs/iPVCEvG 
qyfqCV4tdN9c2KtaABkZBAzHPWThR2rtnkSeK9PayefP0y9Y4iJLRGs3iv 10NVlt 19VddS/9T77v 
XTf82KtaABkZBQ8JJ3 c+ThVAnbxIY/+BafqsdjqVj ftWcV49nBROVCs30xwLZucE5 C 1MotbJzgHw 
4Nzc34KBien6q5ycIOJBOCOONxW+ZsVa0ADIyJ4Z lye7ccFZPROOBwLBjj cVxIBHKYkDeeHiOuqn 
FcWD snFeecb0Q8ccbj 8Vwdwg4jjHNxuQt0KLR8oJweBXDOPOK4ol 11VcOKOEHEc G7ij w4RvebFMt 
AAyMt94MJrVs4rjcUee8VxXFcHcVxHBHF8RxXnh2j rqpxXFcoG803 nh2PPRuPGO3 x53 zeHCDscxw 
g8/G84g5 C3 Qo9Y43Y4R2OxxY3 nnnnh2Jafqnbz7uOJ5+BvRvPvPRN7zYploAGRlwniAutWzw4riu 
Md/PPDt2POEHY9EO3 n4n44vcQ87cniNP 1Tzz8T7zw8/E88/EPPQK9cPD93UQ9FE9ZQOIfiieKOYr 
2kfiHo7FiHoV8cY9e/EN 1 dUI8+9FHePQVzqKN9+23jNirWgAZGUPvID61 cegrKwk6N+4eiHo7n7x 
6992+9D6sroafrqp+09e+8++/m!FAx5/w18JxOrx6PN/MesOPx5vlP4Qe0vT94/FYtnY4Ub lw/EN 
ldULZPRRxDij 1 jfiffub 3 lnxTLQAMj IK~Yirv3 7DHkco7h6 9+PN+8eicV9wnWHnDT9dVP2nr3 l~X5 9 



/N+JxvvlK50/dl ePR5D+Y/e4r8eb5TcY46rCvH4rHh2OFEPXD8Q111VOHnr3 oMdD7/EPPDz9ze8 
2KtaABkZhEMJVvivHuvHMV+4evfezfvHr3 ira3 hz+w84afT9U/EP5vObz9z949Cj fh4Vw8P4vrx53 
e/h3D+J+K 1 GUPDgqrCvH4cCxD8UcKJ+9+8S0/VfRv5vRD lp+ 1 cPxvx228ZsUy0ADIzEI1EnsHEPW 
dk99G/cPQN7N+8eiHon47/rK5yr66qfvHr3 nN2P3PwON9+DsbseH7uoh6KJ6B 3j0b8Vp4osPDron 
n34bt2PPxPPxPxP3iWn6r2+9e9E/A3bw/EPOx23vVKNuC60ACuPVXesndw9EPOK43vn4nnoh6G8P 
RD 149E8895jzseeeHiOuqn7x289DiHEcDFhHFeHE4V6BBxHonG84IK47gsKoRxj0BHFHoEHY84r8 
Q23 Q5xvVUw9jicLY34G4je9TCgqXS5aABXe0D6ycK/E43Du+Al~xXoFcQeicV5xzEcV5xUBxxKp+9 
xXor4FcUcF8FsonH4r+DcR+5xu3 GOygDGosDHoEso7FeHoKOIbBRVOC5PRwT+HHafgVvmphQTXS5 
aABkaDDD6wwSO9ysnovBeBXsOBXr3Fegzj so7IgG9ajvgcLFix88dZfHOQ/i52x/Fis8WONGkAxR 
eeHCsftHCtHjo SBQYQ+6pwj ofD6m6b/qbVddLloAGRkFQY5awN5n56EfunOhEIW6BokRB JZzEOZy 
/A2uMm6NTp97nYJB 5LpetAAyMgovbEc4JLmcEhXJUGQvLiJujU6c84N3Fc 10rWgAZGThi9sRzgku 
Z6vCkKoGynXLpuRqYRxjtxj hBxBzXStaABkZWWg67Yj nq0bCqQ1RSFdPt 1 nlDZoEg3 oKG8PRPLpU 
tAAyMrIgJVAazZFnZFLDAuGdKA98b 17651rQAMj JwOgXW 1 AuyIRZsilEAo0kN4eeij euH10vWgAZ 
GQY929bUC5uXRJsoFhuPFj0qG/7ejjuH10vWgAZGQY949LUC5uXRJMpjDk9pTGPWnon47310vWgA 
ZGQPN49LWTzIizZS/pp7QHHhw9zzw7eXS9aABXGOz01ZPMhHmyl/TTwYPEOMeiiHEdrpWtAArjA+ 
trJ43 AkJn/qpCLYjEy2nVERo9mnpp7QSatx32nFuXStaABkZGnCVWsnixGe+62WiFts lwPcZdXAQ 
W65+IeWdPjeBj2QohIQpQvf10PZlhyfSpv+tAAyMhaha7WT+t9rBOYz3wSPQti4VCSKJRi+B7jL8 
RgHetj zj WaqScb6gJs9GJB CjFr5FQe0r00+lTfpaABkZBdFaT2snlL7WfGfz6Ke++9sWCEaueUQt 
gadugffqkBR26znOj CMVUkoTwSg 1 aKlkeVlwvVYydB 99BNrXpp5bm/SOACu4idVWsntL+tRJ+frT 
UfQHz4p/voJB 8Oz 1 nHzPW77Rzjt2eP3N2cOFj sqT2Wg+ODd2dlaHnFc8Gd2Tm6HMfvIuiCsoBMKD 
HGOb8FA9PIgdj cI47JwRxX4HFMPs19NPG 160ACu41gvraye0v3DwncFAs99xuLG+6cecxwUAjiwN 
xR+5FMVzcoPjHFgczHFefoN9xuKOKOHcbg4843Fl~xZBivjij mOTj cFxxHJxJj cUcxw8 SL sMbiuDw 
KOBdxuIH5ECOMcKOI4o4OOK8OI9QPskw5Pm ly0ADIOBIBfW lk/rfuCDiDiuL88ONxB 58cPF4riuC 
OIOK4eIi8V24o5c3Fhj 3mPPOObHG8Ox4cEHh2POKPuI84o4nz/004g8OBA+4o84YHbw84k59xXnh 
554iOK4g4g7cQcM8bzw7cEDnMctL, d-I4xzedvPOK/EPOx4eijpDibVcOTxtetAAyMgxAL62tW9LpxB 
4cV4cR75yiHbsffHnnnvnBx+J56CveccSAeN6KBZ8UQ9FOfvgp0E/A4Q9ePxxj0FE/EPQOL+Lg79 
w8PQnnnKN+929ePQV30Q/e8/HG8RHBIHA4oHEPR3 xwnrKIMRxHr343 r3 oh6BxOoo338npzj 2 SYcn 
ja9aABkZCw74Q6dOqrWrtbp56N9+Jx3/PvxD 177778T3OCuH4n4r3UT977wYg9E/E4z8UAk+07g6 
X7ijvDzfeHvxzfj fzfi6i6HFHr3 nsnhyvhRxRWnY47vEH734443w44f6yugr3 o3N+E9e/EGLHFHc 
43 r3 o4FHrJ6N9/J6YTaxhyeNoloAGRkWOamqrWT21+89GPPwFz+fgnr3333 nh73 le/E/Fe43733 g 
5+KJ9xB4/FAJPsdul+44KCj ffe8V+N/Ci6iyRXvOT8BL3HFFeOHu8Qfvfj eiHw7p/+fZX2WKOBH3 
3rO4OGdzjfueicb/EPRw5PeJtOhfDk+bZrQAMjK5EXWtrJ/W6fieHlm4LOe6iHnrh9996C99XD8 
Tz 1 hX73LS+ifdwoz8UQ9FPieg6X49Hzxjw8+91E/A7KLp3k88/e9AkWUbz8UV49Ceu+tP3vxxwWn 
00+urK+x3vu4n4T lncHeEfwo3844h60/auHoUb+T0y2IQvhye0Fs58Pjb01 oAGR19UG5aWsntOe/ 
E+8+9Z5/OUb lw++PPQdKCsolmoK9++DDp0Tw9hnnoh6+fE8450EPQUFZxvDOFE/EPWUX8VtxB+94 
fgoox94escV78Y7i+tP3vPx29a2OCQOCucWBxPPPDsdj 0T9Lwj0Q84844nnK54ej eHEjpbM8OT+o 
g4dw8D2CKSuWgAZJbg5hj W lk9pdPxON55xxfOTsduMeHnrdJxXh6J5wR2P3w4piPRPOHPPROLOHB 
3phRwyx595wIHnnFHovnCBiDw4WBRxuCWK43EmN6N5566KgR6NxXFfsWA8CDiuN6J+kMFcPjH4nC 
2KPRDw4sQ07Ozx48ua16aeDbiwTj djzvZZSUSOADJbB 5hj W 1 q3 oHeecbscbifDgoHMedxIG43 on 
nFcPfdFMHiduN87Ho4HQGIpjdQC8E8+843EHY843ovnE 1FHnJ+yfecEsWCgWhPRux56+44ug4G/Y 
7G9Aj sfg4onp4gWAuT8UE/zijfcWIaOCg7Ozs7NSw3FGPPBuGOon3h6BxbLOSuWgAZLYPMHqtat6 
B34ox525QLPfcGI33UO9BY7473HYo/fFnQQfzj s40b6Gj hv+kOc6t2c 1 ayy9R5Z3 z4IRnaKfeT 1 e 
MR/Mg6+meHVNHHp 1QHaJYXc4bdlB2eOzs 1LDAuHZwT77hnb9LQAMlsEIIFq3 AjXjIQjLoFgSMS5b 
GXHsnZ10KezWA/enOE lyH+///X6phgXDs3 G8PuK4j f9aABklsFtQL7SjLWka4JmQ9qHyWrY17050 
kehjw5j 49pYUcN607vb/rQAMjLBz 1 fUCjaWwWJtcFzM9k/b+xL3 qpqQepuIedu3 rx65v0tAAriG7 
qpCdsPZoFqgg4jt203 nbftbABXGG56zVr 1MSBXcCwNvPWgAVxjt6zVr 1Nj lji48NvOWgAVxjy lmr 
XqbTzcCloAFcY8ek 1 a9TdTbjWtAArj Cd61 S/aixqnW24HLQAMj KGB 9bUFDULM2KZaABkZMYEqtAM 
NQrzYploAGRkxAtdqBdqFebFWtAAyMjLoHa2Z21 CvNimWgAZGQXSeqtdPSORNB+w9mCmbFWtAAyM 
gqA+toyFdWXxPEKcFyiQcgVM4+bFMtAAyMgqA+toyFDqFj eV4FJ9RPq9A2aC5 sUy0ADIyCoD62tU 
9Qj 76uAqthJ9XHEkEwmhXtB TlnxTLQAK4 gJVaVZ6 Vl~x 12HO7Oz6HKDcEfsEg30DeOHkIxTiVo 3 AII 
KjYq 1 oAFc 1MJa2untawXcPkOTjcul~xuGh9ww5OMcnzg8k+VInlBEbFMtAAyMxC9raSe0eQ4V8cTN 
94feHh3 m4UcnFgMD7hneHqAuvPDTQRGxTrYAMj ILm9bWtcstHbH3 l~xvjvt+E/B xZvOTqNxxj t99 
085Rj/VAwuP919oiWduCy0ADIyCoD62tc9b0u334CD37zpwXzfjd3vPPv/un4h+E7vODrv8i80RL 
SbhWtAAyMncgPmO57LX4n3 l~xj 37jHGOLm/HBwPPv/un4x6NyHzhZAqzPie0RGxVrQAMjKyQFqt 
c/1 rYccY/CfnwnKMef7efwb 8cb 8Y86effl~xD 1BUtbVertF8zRvC2W5ONirWgAZGVkg4 Se0k9rXPv 
xj 8Y/M7ODj 7fgnOOOMdjj cn33 OIeOZmpcsWxG3E0uVWzJLlmtAAyMnchhLXT2rduUEOUycNGbSAR 
Ao43 AiAg8eaO S5VbMtcqloAGRkFQwlrp6oWCgEmFcnLhvDk44GONych6BH2aZ2zLXK9aABkZB CGE 
tdPV1ZRub9Nzg7flHBxj+HbMbq 1DjZpnb S5cr 1 oAGRmIQFqtUOIxC 19gkzTONirWgAVx3 oH ltA 
LrdstmaZ2 lj XC0tgArj A+toBdK91uzT SNimWgAVxgWq 1BvsrmkZxsUy0ACuMu6uVU0j ONimWgAVx 
llry 124spJOEW4Q65WhCxdwnXcY6dNxKNimWgAV0529bEDVuBIorAuOK4HUDgcx2OrTq06tOtpct 
AAr 1Bj QCk9petAAr 1BjQDQM0cM7nGOxzHhyHOOIcI7ndv3 Ooo38Q4oRIPOkHmEDtmah+vVEOqIuo 
5qvH4 SUsgQ0b+cKOarjrVDmOh9yHDItpetAAyMv+YYOB sH3 cAoCSnbKkyqu0ZLQAMjKyoCaw6Zqn 
NGSOADJbBOQ SkU5klzVG6LYHsgtLQAMlsHRW6uQorS6xm6e2B7ILSOADJbBONzq5B4z3PkXRuFxe 
2RbWslSql liWgAZJQ3iA+vswhXBUEQokYKiiCtuVqV1YVUw+7YHKOcVxOEUOPLlmtAAyMoYxx64M 
/3/iqFItiGUxiWJ8szCbhqV1YVUiO7YHKL4rwfEBkuWa0ACuMn49KEnM76KWKRbGMpi Gs75ZA0bh 



KlwyxfEd2wOUXxVA+MaGuV60ADIOERxx6QM5p6ESQuQiV9q5 +fNB 2XK+iuJ5EkiitYvrWiHpwNG 

4SrsruO++3ZRW73ODQeHj h5EHj sShXxPDvFDw4aKHPtn59FEPL1UtAAyMwilee0i47FcVzc4KDm3 
G/fZj m4tlCflGOY5OdnBhjHFgSZQK5hjcuG9EOK46Dsp4NX75Gx6uygoFeecbg7jcWB+JA3BIKgo 

4j iTHAriDkOUE4 s+BuKOQ+44FcbwSuVSOADIy CoD65 eHoEcUcl~xuMcfzivRDg44kDcyAzHGORAMO 
ESUcR2GK5dDz0biDw9MtLxOi6v3yNj 6eycUdjt554dj zw7gY4sC+I88ODuLNjw4g4 SY3EcVwRwY+c 

VwzjiuKOLGSuUy0ADIyCEB 9cRPQK4jiDjeHh75xB2+4F3 nY5oY4rmPRvPuw54dj z0P54cR2Gx2Of 
N96N5+J6c7Hnf5uCVYR244nox2OOOJ6B/R+4h6BvOK7/jifehzUTOQ9E7eg4x3H88889G4rzzj dv 

ulyiWgAZGUIMd6wieevejiegY+8/89G9EPR3j ljgYbfeiegon9OOON67+OO58OuHqT70bzST0+J+ 

783BKsI7HHc9GOCPxOxxfY99fGPPRQNz7jjtDuHNQLEP5vRQMdQx+c/cPRPwVw9HCifeXKZaABkZ 

QLjDHY9ePXPwCSHOej eiHo447BfUcb0AxHoKPRv5TKO58OveOTOQS+4k+If7/NwTTu9yHPN6N5+C 
ieHb5DnRwTOTw7HPxxOWUxj 2Hm/Aj 1A/h7Mfzfj Hm43FfeXKZaABkZ2Iv 1 YwlPXj lzSCOUH89G9 

E+9G9Yd+ob70Q7HEf0HHGPZfxx3PhlwShDz0bz7uOfEPZ/m4JJ/N6zzfvHrTq55+9+ih/Rjt+OKN 

6L6FHBZfRv4eKO6PodQ/h64evfjHm4G/GSuU62ADIyChhNcYD2VSceeO309G9E/HG9Y7T4ifeij 

Hr3w61HG9d 1 aiifDrh7QcbSb 18+J+783BKuzjvHr3 nn709600/Oi+jHrUcUFfPtRwO7+yuHon7ox 

ljt9xRDOTSY9cPQVqONcp 1 sAGRkFQH 107wcDifis4OLqOIej eeiHrHBZ/RPvRRD0b0KdG9 G9F9HF 
ESHRD 1 OBvPPPxfRPROoj cEq7JxRxHFcGHbhZif2DDOQ805w4tgnw4YeeftuMcnPp2PPOx24o7HoK 

ON5cploAGRkFQH0k9wlOxxbl~xRxjvqOIcQeduDjh7vY7ccCuK894JG4TwliemK9MQcQedjiz4oG8 
8bglXY3KBYHBOOG436D+uHBHonHMEjcTxHFcV/Bj gxPgbiuYSOK9ALvLlMtAArj CEVb6HEcPYo43 

KcflE4ogHYeBv2/FceFBRPTDxwLMCInqFFQcDjegqL1BRxG4JJ/u796+dj 5Y40aM!COVwfHNXOqMe 
grG/x27KnZwO2PwUUQ4d5cploAFcZBJPeoHZvceG5Tpq3V5ccLISYzx+u 1XTr 1 sqzcFgXXF7Fkpt 

cploAGSOGEQS2TZnEkS21 SNwWBZcX0apL1UtAAyWgwhg7aSNMU60sW 1TNwqBdcoj 6prlmtAAyWgw 

gLV7 SWxV7/2qqebi83UJGqJct 1 oAGS 1DhCA+lsYpqaMOBNfHucbE5o7WgAZGUMIcgLYxVozRgxvk 

KPc42JzRktAAyMoQvVVV1 cgNj dITMSxRn~xOaMloAGRkwT luVIFggj GnITMbhRn~xOaMloAGRkYY3 x 
3roy7LXstMDYJ7VWNMVjYnNHJbABkZBfBfSRwqzLHssIaiwzOU2NQqzYnNGSOADIyDSDGnr 1 sEi3 

MiA2VjRhcpsaiEojYnNGSOADIyC+C+kJGJv4qG1EB srFPArKv2TVxEDjYnNGSOADIzCTFHQ6TSYx 

eYo/ikRKMDZVO6GCMpfGrUMiBxsTmj NbABXB aEhamKHzFwiWwN1LioYIxsL5 gTI017Nic0ZrYAMk 

uB WB nSVvDFj c0owJ1LhzMEY0 CewKIj 1 GbEgo7WwAZLYpbj ToahSxUSktgTKDh0ZaY0xw7mB SGeoz 
YnNGa2ADJbELMadDUPmKH+lsCZQcS GWGLgwYZzPnZsTmjNbABktiFcBtDnBvmJnPS2BMoQgEhlhl 

AMJGdnj s2JzRmtgAyW6IsgJofEQ+Ym6 SUwJ1U7Iiwyh2EJuhnj s2 JzRmtgAyWnEWYEaHgyHzEmfS 
2B GLYSOw4606j KKYybodJDNic0ZrYAMlpxFkYNDwP75iUj WRatDKgiKj Q+G51FMkj mZ 5DNic0ZrY 
AMlpxJ53 VGGQ7biWfMbZcZB hAhAtIqCOObQ7B cofmkObOOM2 JzRmtgAyWgwQ3 dWBMhw4Y5w/MaYw 
IcT47HNAX2Uuzm6 SHZDilLmzD9zQ5oZsT2jtbABktBhBuesYZDd523fmNNOHmFxn4H4J7Kbj 46 SK 

D4ilzZimdhEM2JzRmtgAyWgwg4euYDRDzyi8wNpxufG59H7FwoPmU3 H7pHbuZFLm0LVzDOhmxPaO 

1 sAGSOGEPLWSBod950/MDdZdc8YxQFHP37FU74+dH SioQpu6M!q5 ~j shmyvaO 1 sAGRmhDx6aQNj s 

OdzY 1VHO54YRuJN+yhzeOj m3 dDFd3R+eroJj IZsrmjNbABXGHD 1 zATm8G3c2NWp0uvlDgNHsXZ3b 
o5t6hCnDo7NO0aIhmyuaM 1 sAFcYH lkhHbwbd+Y09Gex+wj 4GPYu0Vs75u0MUndA4xqJBmyuaM 1 sA 
FcQEqy lvBznNj Vo0WOcoeAxOF2iyO+bxDFBMBy7CNBmyuaM 1 sAFcGOuLKIhu6MatGd453dTuOc4X 

aHcd44kGKBIB Gon5 s2VzRmtgArguWsdkUOj GrSQ8qOz0d 1 CmxZodxzg4jkLBo SNQVGbK5ozWwAVw 

WLJ2hw6Q2w5DzO7PR3 TF9ixnsj nDvOKLgwkaspmbK5ozWwAV9ZwuuWOOjt0htl~xzt0fOm7h+Y7+F 

So8kOHfRuxZ0aRqzoZsrmjNbABX 1BfWK3D8rdIbYdQspv2GcOyc+hWHoF6IEy93 CzPJGrOjNic0Z 
LQAK9QY liusUcfZ4bZDmO30pBnbHHB8xNuH9oF6wwRnib S SM2 SbR2tgAr lb6jLHYIIhKIfi2/dGd 

O7CfeY3WIeILwoKyqMI2KpozWwAV6t9Rlj 4QJiTIeGPXe0R8d8ZdiXj 0gzoKFMqj fpozWwAV9RQk 

V20Mhwb0P4iQWxpaMiVIrS 5b2j 4xO9EG6seuhAm0drYAK+oL65b7QaAQcKOJ05WoHFwH7hkAg4Gg 
IOZrYAK9QY 1 AmAsNGa2ACvUGNQMwUoB xwJx8dDpzHFHQ5j gQOl~xROPvj w7HMcO+OTj uHbzofHx8f 
HY6eHccTp4fHQ9iHQ5joeHTodj 8E5D secR2OnO4dj 4+OMfHx58fcnBxyHhwIHbRmtgArpzc6gVHJ 
wlhROOhyHFtYh0/awNHFDHfrVD rHNcnSRYoXIddgSNtFJT2jpaABXEai2Zg5HkLbQVzRktAAriPu 

qkaiA2z 1TRmtgAr6scLryG2z 1TRmtgAr6gvryGzZ9do7WwAV9QX lpCKjK00Cs0ZrYAK9atjpPhCi 

2L3 hHThBOaB SaM 1 sAFcFhAj0IbyJSvBxwolNAptHa2ACuD4qoYFfeGpEpU4cx+AgntApNGa2ACuX 
Y564iy6VrLO7IZ/Hg5+LOiOnWIdD2bQY2jtbABXEG7 lk77fHFiIGObk7gtCgcCEN+HD8cDgWCaCc 
0ZrYAK4h29JPICxIBxwtLxUCDiDhEOOHF4g4g4g7HbQrmjNbABXEWWuMj zw9EhwPvPO3iOIegcM9 

nAk6ygcQ9EOK5ozWwAVxFj 0xkj fiHaKN+N5528RxDODuPZwJP+w8TiNCvaO 1 sAFcQcPST37q J58M 
cKBvOIQN6N6613Fp/Yd7iNCuaM 1 sAFcQF lk9+6j s9Rj 8Q9G/EQY+9G9dT/j 18Q9h3vXtCuaMlsAF 
cuJVDLt 1E5ad48/HCivRRvRD 13v+L SgcDj eiaFe0drYAK4MdcMbm+4WL2Ox2PD sedvP/RD 17sd+D 

jvQQcVxB202hXNGa2ACuCwgSMcPFMUdjgjij 0w8TicGHtRwOBXGOE5ozWwAVwWLiwI5vTFecUecb 

0zHKKB+FH46ys8KzaEkNplFdbABXBil 4PH+PDdz3yauOr3R8ZiyotpTZCqaM 1 sAFcuE 1 hJ2OMmhG 

uBkyFW0drYAK4gY71 xKyHgOS6 SoNkKto7WwAVxEPP6w19xGGluSkLsQjcRNGa2ACuI439YEZhpbk 
FCbEupmypNGa2ACuIn39YFjFXlbvKfZmE2JWrN1SaM 1 sAFcRDi6Q3 oZhlZUd5 StmYXYlaxsqzRmt 

gAriAusNx4CcZ4rd4K9qg31OBLRmyrNGa2ACuXCaw3HZhwkRW 1 Q9qY3aky21Zsq7R2tgArg4erhu 

owI9MsaqewscQG6mWPWNiTaO 1 sAFcKxtzYHJcqnsLK2kF liwgzN1XaO 1 sAFcIVcNv2NMHibVC2FH 

0rC6xNhnozYk2jtbABXLhNYbfsakHzEmqF sFPnruB GkoFQ9WbEm0drYAK4gLrDb 5pzpHEgxtqhCC 
2MP3oC8MNo SAh3 qzYk2jtbABXEEOekNvDqFm6 CQxs 1MaPhdlF71BOYbO5nBcerNiTaO 1 sAFcY8ek 

NuCrE9zCYg501MZ3Ym9To62Gw3 QeHYR3 qe0JuVTRmtgArjHlrCVB 1 mO/pu6sdTUhTuD2IdGIWsQ5 
hXM5u6ntG3 Kdo7WwAVxjy 1 hKhlk75+7eoTRqQqKD2XzsUZD807DEqZs SbR2tgArjDgZEJUOooPHz 

x6ByGpzs9D2JMVZD48FqKozYkmjNbABXGAuiEqDOHB4+uYZ2aGpUSJ3 sTYow3j 8dZakbEk0ZrYAK 
4wFOYm4ej 94+sMM7M52yqiRPbEzFDIeUxl~vozjYk2jtbABXGAujE3bIdLH 1 jDftFAou4kUexNirDd 



uZDAMGxLNGa2ACuCwk8aI9j 6t6UzOGBZu0UexJizDd0xj AzwzYkmjNbABXT9nXCTwz0yt83MNzKY 

QchWhontiTFmG7pjTsY24ut6bR2tgAr ltx 1Qk+Ob8sfTnzt0OYuMVoZ6LY2Ysw3 d4qeGG3F lvSaM 
1 sAFetuLrDb85vz+4T3DOXj 9ibhnoexpl 1 qYbvmLWxhmxJtHa2ACvUY4TSG3M53ubwWbh0H5TYnY 

6UPYGxjqelF4tZjDNiSaM 1 sAFepu3ekJVHO453FQ4dBeKjErHRu9Pej qHqeje5juoxl3mxJNGJKAB 
X lcN3pidRzsH9xeK7pO8M7G7nNww lvU9BanVPYbvQwbNiTaO 1 sAFfVu4tYSjv6xfpvhHc6Hhneqq 

vfu2ByUOBa3U34KHoZczYk2jtbABX lbuLWG2c+sH9R2Y7c/odmhj d792ZgltzDjHWKOODOQRjeE2 
6VNGa2ACvUI56Q20Hj gVldQO7c/rcMhl4fN8djUDWnYOXacMYcyUMbQhRxtyXaOSUACvUIOesNIB 

YI86uOEgxz543YdUyOjw8ErCrTcEUMYFmI3 CtjaA03 JdozSgAV6hRy 1 htkHgj nkQPCHdvm7Dqmiod 

ugNa2DCSLj QGEjNiXaO 1 sAFesnOqG2Q/HB5KCcJNj21U0aDdoDNMgTaAgGyzNE3ptHJKABXJ leJM 

iO8eS s4Em63U 1YTQFGzUTaxGyxNF6UACuC41cxN5pHYz lbqasQYNz3 hMirtGaUACuC41CkKQN 10uS 
GOCdsUQEiEbkmlAArguJ5WK4jjvQxlj gNYcUch8d5wCWh06hQrUY+6Hh06HY86Hh8fHx2PDw+Pwn 

UY+OCDl~xxjgQ88OGwcMp24EoxzHh8dDjHTodDodVAlz0BeRHAKLFHwNSNU1AArgoFL21pKABXBQM 

waRwccDw 1 nh0OOAMOGYPj odQnQ6hj +WIdWx6MfdR6d9CeifHT45Q33XY6HUJzgx2Oh05Oh0Ohl GO 

o3 obw+Onl~xRwIHMcNdwccCBwwOGIzmObt7jjHFvMdKDdj hX7y8/HqEHrFcMh7 S01AArgoLA4ZUXO 
Des6UHpVumH+ipWprkOvVN 1 aHVobUJmpSp4hl 3qhmhwEc4WzJJQAK4LUWi2rQxis2D62ACuDHX7U 
5OxRtimlAArlxKvak07FJsI 1 sAFcQF 19hbEMTmwhJQAK4gb+vsLi7E6nPJM02qZ62ACuMnn9cZf7 

qgcntHP90ymSY2bVS9KABXGTz+uMvkLcQOT2vOm/ZRA94aJqpctgArjON3pjL49t2IaeUVHPKcHR 
lYe81UtJQAK4gLrJ36QzpO8dbdkeHifdwPDwbk9Mdn050oOxw34KI32T7zVS 9bABXEBKpO+nDzHA3 

G43 rxwX4VzH3BBxIG4g43piuNwSbccCj mPOK4rij 8bVS9bABXBil Se+HBJijiuDA7jHBfgd9wQcI 
PPOK8035ivOCDue7Hbsdj secVxXnh+JqpWtgArhMvJ7ygdOBuK43 h2+7ecd0Cvux6N6BuK89Cj nP 

D0bzuOe9e9HHCeuHo343 nmqla2ACuE4VeMfQ86iDh3jxxxPvRODwON6ON+xuOJyv+iHEHnE+evev 

ffeuHo8b8TVStbABXLiawy/cb 1BvddXvxvXvDhnvejjfwKPRQUc+IcV5xPnr3 rh9964eiHG880y3 

kGkoAFcQE 1 ae+sx6Yr/PHZRvRPWC970cb+FCdvQnb38Q9ePPXz3 r3 rh94euHoKN542TpoV4T2q62 
ACuMh57WT33DnRvQVnePRDOT3h13+96ON+xwN5+Bf4h6yev9j 0TODeHcDgo3 nmhGbLPtV1 sAFcZPx 

64xvj secX6Bj mPOMdj sdj 0T06N556OIcQecd7w7Hf8MeeHoh30HEcQdvuKO4Djz0inZqT2q62ACu 

Mn49cYCDijvwIcbiuKPRO/ol~xXo4DwN+4cb0+9xvWOc44Fhj 7ivRDh35FW069bABXEb 8WmMDwUUx 

HKDsrKO+KfHA3o44Kyjuc4prODtcZ+7B 3 TaFDH8mq162ACuIGPaxc6fJHXbLOkqR5U2mL8i+tgAr 
iA1XJapypH1OaplrYAK4gJVyWqeqyNU2qZa2ACuohlJaTYH 1 sAFcFm01a2ACun7Ovb SXrYAK9dAu 

u2kvWwAV6m4mu2kvWwAV9a6LXbSXrYAK+tdfrNpKSUACvrRZ67aS01AAr60OLXbSWkoAFfWiu120 

lpKABX 1 ncVW2ktJQAK9Q30qb SUkoAFeobuub SUkoAFcnp9kWtpjpKABXBdtJaSgAVwXb SWkoAFcF 
m01a2ACuC7Is7TMwAVwWb SUkoAFcFm01a2ACuC7aS01AArgu2kqWwAVwWb SVrYAK4LLp0 lynWwAV 
wWb SUkoAFcFm01JKABXBZtLelAArgs2krWwAVwWbSVrYAK4LNpK 1 sAFcFm01JKABXBZtrAAK4LNp 

KSUACuCzaW9KABXCpulYIDrETJxw5t58dD 11FCtQroXq 1 ahIWIIoWKmOvw0L 1Xixj h/Ecl~xR24rj 

cGkcMDp4eHbp6FGjLp5061 T7p0OuVqpnotjbfFUbPpQAK4VWqermh84UfuHFHA6gUDgg/ihS 1 SUA 

DJbApAT7W9KABktAaAYHB4AzA3HMcbocxyHDbHA8HecMgGQcNDmPDiOGQGZtb0oAGRUtQyAXHAwO 
Q++PDm4o9GPDw8803 h0+OuV49iHY++6Hx 1BPxjofHQ+Ou3ZGQoXqM+IW7rSVki07Q6aFCfdDqFCH 
Tp0Pj ofH41~xR+wyvBj aVpQAMlsDw2Yj 7dUTVCJKABktgeGxctRGZ9PREq7QgTbhpoNNKABktge Gy 

QqyMmlbizl3pEDx0f7myrHVpPAy 1 rOe9iSJcYmc 1 SUADJbA8Nha3b+yo0MrdmOVoIjuriTlhCasge 

DDQOblxju0NJpa6UADJbA8NhYGN1JIMbODgEAycteMYXEUGKqgaBzceGO7wNbFkylXIz0oAGS2HH 

4A3 gKWAvspNBvpBuTl~xonOrUDwyk4Q 10DQ7ceG7hLi/RNI3mkoAGS2FQDU4YgKWAvsCRzQb5gobiu 
xo4YPI8HZ1Jxj SH8McMDm4tm7jXC00GW1AAyWwsXAOQGIClgY2B 98Gg30hYrLK0n+O7j 5 J/132YfU 

8N6hiFh2Mfg3 Ehwb7KFpuZaUAD JbDj iwGbAYgKFnMePKNzmI7xwJl3j uKD sPYttzgR6Bw3 C2EHCDu 

wkA+ebuDc4IcKOOwvi2EO+Pzc SDc5TRuV7cy0oAGS 3DijiOIOGeAj 0E8FuYRyc3D2BEG4 SA18HAJ 
ASA7g0uFgMyA7g9+CObnAZcA7hXCOPi43 CObnqtrOblSbmaSwAZJQRxHL3FH4eDiC34cchycEcM8 
G4VwlDgEgK4Kld33DLgEcHQI5ucGODdwdw7iHPi44Ec4eq2s7KTTc4AMlsK4ju+6dwJAULfE5uFgE 

c3 Ic4bmOTiHNwdzc3 IcoKG5Obm5DnbgncG5OTkgI7c7bm43NycnsbiHPi44Ehwb SU01AAyWw7jit 

w4FgMQFC39j gSzg3 dm7hu8nGG3Ozd2303B24OG7s3 +cHDh44ODQ3btztxWcG523 eNyDPi44Mdu4N 

pKW1AAyWw73h3NxHBccEfLGQhzsePHignbuHbc9Dd43 OCHO3btw4N32c4dtzxw7NDcSDtu7eNzxj 
vDHPQ+LjhuEg2kpaUADJbCkAj m4j gu4cKPwuFjw7CQx24OOehu8bg452bnbg3N2QFh23 Ozh2aHAj 
nbd5Y3 fAQ56HxccOBbNpKS SwAZJQRAkKG4RwxAcKPATCs8bgkCODj nobvG4152bn13DnbdoDwcNzs 

4dmhwI7xu8rNzwCHPR+XHDgSDaQXpYAMlsY9APndAj hiAoWeDHOx2eNwSBHbsfc9Dd43PJ3jg7cO 

27xjjdwcNzwxzgkOxXeN3btwdmOY+/136HxccHAsG0gvSwAZLYx5weCigRwxAULOzxwJ132Y52TiwZ 
z0cPDHPODtwduHDh2Y7xwcNzxudmh2OHZu8rcHbd9weh8XHDsWG01L SwAZLYVwdxxQI4YgKFnj s3 

Cw7Mc7Oxwdtz0Nzg4dtzg4KHBu4NyHdn13w4Nyh2aHg3BHduzcY5uUNz0Pz44OBYb SUtLABkthYI3I 

KKI3HBdwoWeGONwsAj gllgd3 qbgkl3303A3cO24eARxjuA8HZofE4aIdm4JAdz0Pz44eDc2kpaWADJ 

bCwCWnVOCWCQFCzwEHJzcPAJZcEg9DcHgJI327J3Dg4CwCQFsJZ2yH5wCDu3ZuHwJI36vi44PChtJS 
0sAGS2FgEIoEwPAULPAzwB GB 8cxbPV2HseHbxw4duxeGPWQ74vsZFN4TzvLK+HQdupzp2U6G01PS 

wAZLYccGHA3UOMTogzl3t ltljaSnpYAMlsDwb7BtWK3 W2WNpKelgAyWwPBge2DNWNulGVNpKqSwAZ 

LbHDVH3DW2DNWTcyZVNJV0sAGS3 QG1ALwGHLYS SHs0XIaRj zpEc6HFFy/hvj7/UcVOIf5Dq+PS7h 

Qhl mPjodD46HQ/yHTqiA8dDodQh0nVp 16hKEnROR7IRVjk7V7+lGhD746HQ6H59w86HUIfdT9LY+ 
bXpYAMlsGxxj hmDiDgQOQ4ccDw44HMDcduY474UbgwOEmKPo5BoyABktgUgONrelgAyWwMwKxwo7 

HhyHhzcEHCux0OhwXHB agI7HB gcG45wBEDHY5uI3 A9pgl] tvRUMepvJ41UdTl3 VqhCmnUKi 1 Tp 1 CtO 
nVN08Pj 146xOoQ8OnTh132Ox4cNIcbhkAUbW9LABkthrOb 18KE7iwRxvX438Q6dD/rROsVp06HVzr 

k6xQhiC 1KiaSUq+SWACwUgAsFIALB SACmivSwAUOV6WACmitGQAKaK9LABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAW 
CkAF~pABYKQAWCkAFljDHoMcUdOQ6HQ8OEHx4eHx8dOY6HUY6dQr/TqiNw~ALXThk~2QK4H~3XQA 



COE91JQMw65wAWgnyNEbErHMd2BDicVMTgzj oduEHxyHCj hkAxIP S gAWakRs SzcKWWXUtE1AAtd 
PG38g9KABa6eNvpEaUAC 108bfSI0oAFrp42/kHpQALXT0xqIiWG18i/IP SgAWunuCB GdrDHlmkIp 
EaUACODpoquCg5DWJ2sUhEvQAFrp7q3b+xY7kc0jLqGE6/O51RS+XoACyTxfLXe+kCvx0 SnHQP2U 
wNbEluapiy3 +fE7nfA7KJxXfiwWE9E4g4 SLxXohweBYKx7 Stc4AMj ITagF4v5xfu2JMPB 5YC6sGH 
vlKpCILhb0quHsDt9ThTDiV0hL 8uEcV5 xXfiuK4rzscNkXCPQGdxYG4u0rXOAD JL CkW5gw7ylnxFF 
sTiGXywF 1YMO+IKpF4Khb0quLY 17+nDZESxnhK4S G8OY8/HDHpzw87cEiHIdj sdu/Y89EOGHY7Hn 
bj 21a5wAZJYUi3 NjjHbndTEOLYmtGXwuyA7pzyEKMUi8FQtB 1U9Ipk6CDIhJF/t4 Spglw9G/HE9N 
j 7 ziXjOTOTO Me 9xvRxxtLxQUN 3 sz l zgAyS4 Rb NURZQd l FPQ 3 Y /OOO4d2 Lafs8 Y /ePD91B 3 DpEO/Q/ 
fcnsh3 z 1 sblecdj cos37Fs+MenjtziugnKY30zcoKBKEOLhoFscDHKylFeH7blApBWKenOJZII43 
GQN66CvgIJSAlw984r0xwCfRP3PQLOj eifijigHHtmkvQAGSXUh6Cs4LrOCuickWUFD+cWgL2M4s 
COEcbj gSAjijj cZxLHFEnsEgUOxvj 10wjj HFjwnCOLYSYYeucblMMOMcl~,d-ICTNxIFoI4rhiB TiPv 
ROK41~xYEpThwkChy CcU4r 1 zixOEErHYsC/PPPT3 FtPTo47nrK1G9HHDfigrx0PyNdc4AMkulnB A4o 
4+rnFihjkd43KH8OEmC8CUEcSBIBdxICDsdubseoFcR52nsEdxEWUDimEcnEfuHnCOY84WYYeuHb 
iUDA4g7djmOY7pOY7djujHbt925jt56gR4eieHbt6jidvH5zt527IyHE7o43cQ4kQ7cxK6sWBYh9 
6J3/Asb0Dj euesqUb0ccN56CxRyNZegAMkujgIObt5y5xDhHonI53PPR03 oc6HE9FSiehu4nbuJ6 
527H7nb 103 c9fAxllcPXEWUQ7em7h3Diej eeuftj ludFe9cPXvHobz8cceQ9dTiuehz7n73 or3rp 
lz70Q9cPRUrnrp0569/IjDnd 1056N65962JXBRxHBh27+cbt2OK7fud2dKIdjiO34nY9HFI 116AA 
ySwg7jiiuHj0Q9c9E8G8nb8dN/KlFE/bn3PXPXPRXPXPXwro4rqeDzsxFle9bRZRPP0sn7sn43 h7 
IesfU6K96530eivhPRx0s6d9w7hz7vnor3N6dc/HG9cPRUsh66nOfzehkYfFkdRRPP5Pv9CVwSBX 
FecQemK4sDcR+5zh0cQ407ecWBXtmkvQAGSWEHr4ocQ+ieHuh6J7Syiefpv5Uoo4CUFeuezeiyHs 
3rnFduEnYPKGXs83 CosooKljH4eTz772Q4P 10weuccR6KJxX3 qV10K4cLPugb 197hPu3nn3 CDOP 
7t66dOfzcIRh8XZxxPP9w9 CVMdj sonFeoOCw7Ffuhwz0Tij 1 zzi2UWzSXoADJLrUVz0BB 9E8Pdv 
RPaO6KIfnPXUoo3 CzEf7ezfh5D/b9scR24 SdxZQYizzcIRdxQOd2/dk8PPvZDhH+p 19710DePRXv 
PPvUs6cWY7HQ9TucV6+9wnvN54eHd719Pt66dOfzfHIPDnu6 C3 Dz/b7/QlI9kKaVmZcvl6AAy S6d 
fFAjyIfe7etRBvJ3BT4rqUUbhJ 1 z2b/FdbH+37n7o4s6eDygxFle9cRdx4U7B 3ZQTw9kPZv9Tr73 
m4nj9149HHHm9nTiuHs517170V72Klc9Bx8noqeT 106c/m/yDw+LKdfZR5Pv9CVtKJfpegAMkun 
XPRYny Ce7etRaWUVnPiupRRP5 fXxWx65 +3 E9c/m!dHFdSuHcUDtaWV71 xF09ZTsh67KDiehvXvW5 
197 lw9e8fuiHo44oY9nTvueu+uHr3 orh66dc/ZxXvRUmodOc9e9cRhzu6ddBRXPD 1 sS 9pZr/rnA 
Bk106529ZEFFc/c9pY3 rOc9DpRRPRUnobt27fwRzHb+bzuG89QK4j zt4OyucQi6ew6CPYJbucI4j 
hZOVw7HMcx53 TuiHEeHCPZOY9c7HdO4clPRXPPUCP27EeiOLFDmDju9xA4gxxKBYOBHbhBK21pc8 
vQAGSWEHmN2Ox8N2EcR4N508c5/KgkTi0CjiQJHgsCR2xwj m46BLG7hjwdlc4odlF 1QI9w+roEg 
dhJOVziOLD+uvcVw SLOgt0 C07nB IroJAj 12DivOO66gIPZQMPDNxoCQ+G9AQSzacvQAGSWD3 Q3FH 
g3 gtiv6PKLqm!kcd l mgtLxY CR +di2u3 CR WaMd+d+Q/p9 5 4eq/jmkb 2KZ/9 50sPjHSO l yturK3 PxHh 
6OzzzPP52aPFbfdYiGno9fPMh5j eHVIu9Z6+jvti+bT16AAyMhB/KHZ2tPy5563K+fThciOFi60n 
UZ+FV9FakibifkuSRt8vQAFdUpCKkY5LE3E6GuScuS48vQAFdSOQio01Ilm4mIuS0hHJS16AArqT 
kDz5iksbcWa6zBqWclOXoACupS4+zE1JPSU5egAK6mmmNWwTFVyJ0tZegALXT2y2LNXS ll6AAslE 
jVob6Yj2KQdWirtJWKOH5d/j 6dUW073NI91Wy231LWXoACuB SrPR0hjnPCwUnCIeIc5RK+KbTvYm 
yJKnlpik4sBIvx6q+3Ue/qNRCENWy231LWXoAD JLxqVZ6KcMcxRYKThAyHOU Sihzk72KRE1Ty0xO 
cI7HJ3k9rfbqe5x5RKtstt9 S 116AAy S8alWejpCKbHxdiWXq+kolFDA8TSUs+XQnqFEqq3 CA5/J7 
Jzue lvt 1 WwcolW2W2+pVa9AAZ JeNRZzUUdLRZ+MriKip8+Y/pusY8/fh3 QepDiR2Z6 CPXQV 17j in 
XHxR2N448PDvzhPj 7i5ex3HEOMcbiccb857J7Jyij lvrKO6OCjzt5j 4Z2d71Hqhl dzzyHcHieslO 
kSqVUvQAGSWLY8KKBxOKehvDiOLAlj egR4cJAmmgcD6gWAg47h5wg7igV5x6AvE4s2OJOucV3 e4/ 
FgWBH4FeoJBWOKGOGiH4j 0Q4Lj hLKCnPHuUFFHrfQK87iHFHrnHAyDcRx+LQbj gccCWNxHJTjb5e 
gAMkstL, d-IEecWJxJm7eHEcRwjiDzhH3 COE0ziDi8xwj iDi3 DziRROx2+870B d4cx6Yg7nXDiO73 Lw 
g4RxHhzHnqCDiODxOEcWH4QeicMDhXFcp0FxzG9Fpc3EedxuK9E4rkG4EcfiTCuDj zsc4hzHCO 1X 
2Ca6iXoADJLEfc3 CDzz0ThJt28OI7HMcx2417eicR6HoJFE5e3 nb0Tz0bw7iiieifed6N3E8PRTF 
d07HDHd7nNxvWLE+9E9NwOJ6BY4cTz0U3 G9HE7jd3PRudKBcFuHnotAR69528/e9G9cO6uK52eim 
cUDifetj lw7ij JPYJ761rLOABk10Mfuehjjijium3bw89FcPXDu4fHd8TOTOPQIPWx49FE/nG88+ 
7vdxP3PDsY3 cTw7j nOx9FGO83 r3kPqx4N929Nworh696KO56J6dc/E/fe9k9EPIsFwV+J+LQEHsh 
52+9e9G9cPV8WbxCum4sHCj ezeufueVbZbb6hTnABkl 1 zq5/k5XRxXUnbw89Hm9eO833 r447Hlo 
I9kPob 9z+cbzz72buKBXnKvl~xPOO1BInh3 m9e8gx07wp lj eoOASlHfc 9E9NxvtLx33u81~,d349Q/J5 
5+LStDseyfdvuEfj cIPVz2bxAs6wjle9m4R6J4k91tvqWsvQAGSXXQT 1 CujiuPjmPPPO4nrh7N9/ 
OOO4ey0n7sh5HFE/nG44h7OO5xHoHo4onnFnWM8PvdvWoiBjvCpwK8cbivUonrnoh3NxD0ccVw9w 
IPIOOk9BRaX72Th3 CPDziPVz/caB J 1 hHHCizc SKJ4k9gnvqWsvQAGSXXDivUHFHHjoHeed3vXD2b 
w/nE/cPZB 1LIetLxXv5xwUb2cdz0UfPXuie9z/OhR9v4oqhcLk+9HEGJe9e/nHc9ZUcb0ccVz/Fe+ 
RPcXz8FFpfD2UNzevs4sT 1 c9hEUU67Pm+9m9ijueVbYJ761rLOABkl+Dif5PDt6J645ubz0UT ljy 
H3r4n7noenSyHyN65/OOCievjuHr4h+3pRRPD 13 sftnOK561 Gisdz9jfuenWOx3v333PYzuIejji 
viufvflnuH29ZxR0vh3 dDc3 roOK97M9HYqO6ddh5wXPXP3PKtstl!y 11 zgAy S6yvjtj zz0T 1 xzc 
3noonrY9DHh6G/Hc9DfP0cT5 G7iehv2cTON+BInh6GPUbuJ4eh+x28g4EhvPobzhHEHnnb027eed 
jtxHmds7iHFeiucI803kThXMc3 scT 1L5207buG9Zw43rj zmO3yJ30ygrn3bm9G7ic 10Nvl6AAy S 
27H4MdjiOx203 CHN3E7HcMetjiPDhHn7nCDulQR5E9E4R6HbHCOIOGBxHdBInnFmxxEPBYEeQLAs 
CxuDOFgWBXCD 1 znciicUeiuc SBXkUBICPdRO530C507Fy4b lulAsZAT7BHFfgI4mJzU42/XOAD J 
LEcNDOAjiEN3E41w9bcV5xB2PXQIO6aBxInooB7roEcRwg844jiRPwM85BvB4K+GOx2OOA6B2WFY 
sdznERXwMewgSyjD7FwWLqOK19Zd3YXXFfcewowxJ/1A47Fsr84anG365wAZJYthHK 1 m55DsR53 
v5n8atcqPTWUUo60X26WyvLoCWQxcku9IxETU0oQiDOIbUIula2X9gnv+WuucAFcHk/YJRSEW5uQ 



tbUZVbGqRJbBPfOWmucAFdSey0SQj 3M5 Ch7URRbG6RL7BPf8tdc4AK6k91oi4G5 Cr2riibqLYJ76 
lrrnABXUrYKRvT2kRUm6u2 Ce/5 ay 9AAV 1 NNMatgnv+WsvQAFuZpck2gC5EvLWXoAC3 SY37Krb5fF 
7PYooahEZ9dQh2C5n0xZV4Jm365wAV+4 SVVoTWkHbiHex4vj fDf3HETC15FahhIantpY9Q4tRLFD 
fhik8d/CVsES6uXoACv0PLcKYEyHuJ7Y7EY303tvPEw4iO44YSGp7aULqFF6JYoo4YpO6OaE7YJ7 
/lrLC1WACv0PLcKY lkPcT2x2Mhuji203kgUQ6OO9RDU9tKnetiKKJYqdoXUSECMeHtUPj naxaIdW 
h0Ony6Q99y 11 zgAr9wkqK8ot3vYldCxz73uyIOpQ44n+VZ9fj 6G7fmh0j 5jHRibrWO6FtKrtIXsb 
s9TI6Vu07hdTxig9CFAyWPDm/DHs7aHvWXoADIyecK3w6z4roI4tlB408coG5QUD 1HBTCPONycdi 
QNxjiQLAI~xwI4aLtBbHZUBiB nul~,d3weecEgMDiXQCDziuEgZxYEo JY4EgdK7 S OK45iuC8DgdCcRw 
g5PwOBdQvziiYGYIvQAGSWK+9Ari6iwLE4tAj gu4j htLxXGOK4 oYri+E fcQcMQEc VwYgVwl~xXEcNE 
MMILxIE8GHEp/uI4J9QHcMOJdAIPOK4VxaCwJQ SBYCDiUVvSOK4/COGIFcfiOIOGyBXEOC/DhBQUc 
Ng5Dgthqr0ABkliwOI4gYj hHnE8K4LuEHCOGIFcYYQcXgkbzgu84R+IcOOb0Mdj nSidu3Y9E7dh 
uIdxPw5t27HodJzij g3 dHOdux2+7gx652Ox+N4chzcWKbdvRUbt5287evIPUI5jznRu3 obz0BZOT 
t527Hbzt553pPHh6G3 WvG6eftwoT747XOADJKbz7z9z0Qbj dwx56LzduY5ux27dvPXDOViaHDHdH 
fG9Chu4FhvxO3 snrHdNwx656OJ27DcY7sd 10K4dw5hI74d6KO964eveiiuejeffyesd/u56+lc/c 
PXP5IPUI9cOz lt+K962Po83 r4no4nrh6PWePDuN1WQAZJfe++7iehkOE9jHn4P62PQ7n7h3E9DHo 
rY9q8h6jzjd9Q4Hk/E9Fk8Ol~xbptxLnnoontBYBvOevcL4dxHrdHE89e5j z0UV70596565zPYx+3 
Oz9j 2bhCD0 CPXPUdt+KAznCPRPRRxuEc3 Ws8eHMeZVkAGRlj mPvuEftkCx9Oo CfXPQ7n7nonEeiu 
e 1 eb6LOOBvQIO8nFeizgV3dMI9DeeiieqG4g4WdFe4WYliPXI83 nmFedxXvTl~x3bHroKdjH7c/K 
BvZuJRYw6n2+d3RxROI8cI9e9FHEOEges8ecV1WQAZJYr77hB 3DOG/xOF55DzvGP2x+5xHneb2ry 
HzvOPCH7Y6H3 s3EeiycWPKbHx96556KyrTiXvOh+j evdxUzuJ63Rznrrx56KK9695x3PXYh77J6H 
OsEeuHY5z+9edgzvJ+KJxIzw5PRPRRxPX4MOePOoN1WAAZJTjffdxvXaKx9Dw9b47h6HY7Y/c9e9 
Fc/XXPos437K7Mezeveh3PXj 2U7seueeistax5j2c6K4ezpnr4rjum9cP3PRRXvXvPv23 sx+6dc9 
dOsd71 z+c67Rzrh5FnHFe9e+RXvXvRRxP4V2k7pvXMqwADJKr4T8dz0QdY7Y8/b44nodw9c9E9e9 
DifzPXPodzw9A7oh3E/c9bdvQI7pQx656OHbtzcCu37qT 1 z0VKlc 9bPTnoFieivhvPPPvQ3 rHFOu 
eunXDOMehvXzroR30ieRXPRXvWRFE/m9DeeesmqTukPQ2VYABklN5955xIY9NwKObziTCPWI4Qe 
huI5jhB62cV4gI8OCQEcIOD2EgQcJQR65xYOHboI4sCUFucS1QMWXucO71~,d-IMesRxXFcWKAeYkUO 
Yj hHEc Sgj ubmI8QJAtzivkCPXuEcVxHEepOc5 xWVZABklgg84g7iHOYrhHnEmJFYkCxO4Fc 3 Fetn 
FeICPOKPWLYj glhIFgQ4r lziwd+M44HhIFugZ44Jx/Uh3 c4rmP4JA4KBw7nGcWO6gkCOJAODiPUF 
eIFsW+BXwxxXwLAsDscVKHOcV1WQAZJYd6BxRO5i2OKyoJHw4FvzsrrPFj IO8MWOzteeUUMeH5jx 
+QZ2s83XefRF79h8L10Gg+vL9TGU3ypCLRhJ/q 1070xVb 1 SdA+i6FJ1WwAZGVCHSMdYjyHOz604W 
tkoQ lb 18tlFjbqIR3LzmgbABXFokkksPes72LvpurhgRee0CQAK4tkskln3UJsWP03 JwgVmloAK4 
sliSUkD2UTcUwjZoKACwUgAtlTLG8bCYALKFbMNAkCGwmAC3TpS SMa7hK38Khh+LoeroMlgTPVLF 
uq2HzxZB S SBx6OfswUlkK4hsJgAt62CucoooFUcW/YoGgc8h6pw liLXR1 lvU9kXQrAmkBd3 ltILI 
1NzgZsKAAt08C 1 JRRPPKG9v4UnIeeh5PVTtawSo9i72RdCsWyQF3 fWyYkiV2bs2FwAW6eW5RTgJw 
gRaLldCOj @9Sg7nqp4IhPLXRkYzEkJPaL4Vil gdlB 51nS 9E66RI8btuo9kAAy S lys0fZ3iHblAk 
VnHk5Wc ljHrOxwTqHCsrKzHsOxoxzivcHgTCspSVKDueqCfXQN65Atj oJYrj 8 SBxXQSCOOKIcVzg 
TDgehYeGe+gb0UXIBECQUFQILJyuoOxTi4LYsDPXSJHjdt 1HsgAGSVXOOOw/j gF3EicV6G43L5wk 
DcRw0QLA3 CQLAkwj lw4YcJArj+ipQUUWgX65xXcVAkCTEgRxeCOIO4nFoLQV6IcF3 CQNxhiwK4 s7 
qBXncXjHFOEcUcfiB/UFFQWBKBHEgtLxKUUiQ7MdlnxQAD JKrl~xY7D+K4LuEecV64edj 184RzHhwg5 
uIPQIPDm7egRxJhHrh24j hXnbl9AR6BvRaz 1KJ27fuo3 cTuZjt2Obw9wRxB288OcxJhB6NwXcJG7 
HLTieied+HclPO3c6G7mFHooqURF08PRe4ncVG7eidu3 nNB S JXZj s2KAAZJdG9EPXO6UTOOJ3E80 
4h6IeuHdJ65+56J6J6N3 A4onnrnoqUTOMel~xvZP3PHoCPRvPRaN4889c/dOyet+4nrozu9+G88/b 
/zpRPxPw73 dw/m/XRv5j 13Aj lw87epRXTm83dO4i6efjnZD 11LIeieufyQUiU3N2bFAAMkueHrh 
62PHrh66962PvXPxD 1 sfPD2b 1 z0TOT0b2K07ieezeim4nob99w9grmPH7CPRxPxaN48+7yH7p2T 1 
v6566M7i43 n4CHKle/E/de7uHCD9Y3DZzfHY92+O4zz2U/scK+cx4iyiefnZP3Usn3b2Y4UM5EoV 
2bFAAMkueHs37njhB6K57IfeyHn3 Cj 54ezgWKJ6J6FFQWJ+LN6KbieufiufwHfR3Uonh6LWePPx9 
DOU7t/n/cO84zuJxHnhwsxaUT8T918eA4+nJw2dfvZOKPHnu/shwr5xCLKO8d/dv3Uu3HFm4TVyJ 
RIe8TcSABkZE/2/c9QI9Fc9kPvZDw84R88PZwI/m9E9G9MSJ57N6KbieufivewHfRRUo7KLRvIJ3 
c/dO7f6+ueyfR3Pj 1GPOF836UT8Q9de9kOQ6jLtyHThOv3 snMcz0WX2Q9dHRvEPJ6yndv252Q7ee 
udvU8pLI8jYoABkZE/g7nqOOKK57IfeyHG9ijPD2T+Y9c9E9G9hRRPPZDOU3HFc/Fe9kPYo0UVKK 
Ci 1 nkHDufunZPZfXPW30Ub 10E9nOvpRPxvXXvZD+KOvuH+PPrp/KG5 no svsh7FF SvIunrKdk/bnY 
O965/L7KSy55 sUgAyMjitj 98R696K57N966CezHj z9t/N+56J6N6yudvPXPRTrnr44cQ9k/mPIoq 
UVnFaPPEO656Klc9dOueueRRvXQd 1866dE/EPXXu747x71Svevfuy+eul~,dorqUT 18Z+4i6espu+ 
O6juHoncT 10656QJmy2ADIzd8N6J49cPQ73 cTzsdwdzinnCPOx65289E4aHY9Aj0U3DcR+HEOFcQ 
eRQFHosccOk8Q7EgSgSBKd0CQ6UQ4 SDsSYSde4r809wkCj2VBBxHEy+gW27Q4EoI4kVB CLKLGdjt 
66hjtwjiOJQSKQIZssAAyM3YjiPIFel~xOEec S3Yg8ecI4g9dDHnnoFcI4sCxXzcUCPxXDhLG8RwF 
HosccR54i4WBDiWM9FAtnPucJDwWgT6JxR6K5xMJ7144FgfXOC3RBuBnEgduYRFIF0gV66gRwkY5 
wNArtlKgAZGbwdivEFFfm4R6C64cZ6BIG9dDHno7KzHnFscec7Oxx33wP3 migJHCl~xRH7QdS+qjw 
azx/U8Vl!VoN+nat4uWcKL2iQfXun/mPcsy7IVvH2fHT5H/HNB nnnQ SzdR54wz7Z SoAHYWth0+cD 
YOf5VU9cnCUKtcFtkndtTi/c0EAAyM7eStri0JQo lwq2 SCbU4vO2ggAGSW99KDXF4bxQzYpHtUi4 
1QGADJLe8ahrlON4rmxZSrTRWADIyWxXbVEtgAtcYDOODwnBHKG5OxxuQ+OIhPj odD48bDQALXTh 
khrD46cEcGkdj +hDhoXOAC 104GYdc4ALXT 1 ShDp91NDp0/ydRjqE89G+Oh8ffHx5ydDgQOKOGQBx 
LVLYALXTzdTHOdr0ABa6eNua9AAWunjbqWqWwAWunjbnLRLYALXTwKm4 SXOAC 109wUxAj nGKBmHs 
e2G 16AAtdP+FMMtfmXbzihJ3 sd7IctEtgAtdPcFMMEpsu3 nowbd7Hew6WiWwAVzP1X7q5 GWULZoi 
GFx lpv7CKRFzD45 lvKp l+b 19T+hV9s6 S7YblolsAGRk81ZJQdOLZiPJ3uk9JY4he SexpnMLqRE9s 



vSRc5g7iPQOKJygfTiONwyh5xXDPBQJTHcUTocx3 Aln8quWiWwAZJZQ9WTodKLZiPJ7Z56SxPC+Y 
9gZnlPPET+wdJFwZY4jziDtxR248Y4QecNNxXnB 3EHCeI9AEOJA3 GqnINLYAMksoehk52ei2kaUh 
NB0ciVxEJRJLYEZ4ziJ0 SqMhaToGqLZRcC7zsduK7dj sccBPY7cVxB27efidj sfidvOIO3 fg8AQ4 
Qdj scZI 15gAySxu8dj s6pzmbi4ZA7HBYUWbpzg6cEj dDkhO3PDsnI5Di2OBQzsSyOJY4G5WVZYWF 
QnF4yCgWxxjiHKxZi4PBYIMqHBWVBX837Egon3FwoFQOBaUV4411g8PYtcEHcTz lw807nhwIpPWD 
ETOT8Q7eeeifiiHbv6IdxvRPO3Y9E8s0g01AAy Sxu4FcVx6w4+Bl~xTiOK4sCu4nEHHPcWk41AxAr 
gvMnEcRxKBHEgWgkCDgvAuo sCwLMnEcJQVxHEcPQVxJiQI4RxUDobiuOYj 9zzhHFefcRxBwlBBwk 
6HG4jiOLAuxW5+3bz0N965xuMdD 1J6JxXonbz8Y7mLE804nofN56N6J2/YI8s0g01AAySxXnAl~xN 
Icpm4jw5zbtxBxBwg7icRzpuJOcSgYcI4R3NwI7HbhJmO3bsdu5t29E7HMcx27DY7dj mOxzm4Y7c 
x3MIOEHEcLQIOE814j hHnj seo4EHH4R+4duEfhjw84QeiHocwjt6c5xj hHEedvRbFLn7ieeuHnob 
k7hRo3rx3 CiieifiHvoonh3E9F7eHbz0Tt+wQdrDXoADJLFecI5u4tKI9FE/dOuHcFcPXPRxXxH3 
opz0VHHe9c9FdSjueieu95D 18d065++KK4euDr38h/KdfmPZToY9cP3w7z 1 z0X 1 z9i3P3Unj z 1 zx 
/J+597N64fjevegWKdc9FOc4x64etj0buHsTuCDt287cV6G504Tx203HadxPRPxDtxxRPPRPO/b8 
Tz0Tz0C2o lmXOADJLBHcN29bDo0UUQ9dRXPYeFkPRR3 xH3YdHdOwf7el~xUo7pz 13vN64ehzrvoo 
NEOPAw7pR5uEnYnr5z2Z7N+77NxRzvgSdEfiufPZP3PvZuY7H43 r3 hw6HkPRU3N9697BzoexO4M 
O3nEecJBuIO6McC8TiPPDg45ux2OIO4vbzgkTzhB 5201 hr0ABklmOUVt24UOiPRRDhT1H992/fFf 
Efgjz 110+9/t+AtKO6BXrvu3rB 5 lzixX3wJqNxHCzoonCTp 18Cx5n+h+77Nxu+ThPcR+PJ892/c+ 
9m4j 8cd7hBxPuh+6kOb717/T1AXYncGHbscR2OJZwCUbiDgkMcR55xRwjiuIO4vbscHHbscRxXll 
r0ABklt2Ondt6AmlGiiiHCUFe+n9vRPXxH4FnPXTr7x7t+4cqUdzsdvXfdDOMcJOuejiivcn6zed 
jm5/X3PDw/OnXvDuLM!29F9mOQ+9nAswtJ/J89k/c+9m4j 8b 17w58f3b91 IfHJ69/qCcLsTvCDOT 
zixWWPCeROI5RROI89BQI4sDdw+bscHHbziQN2sNegAMklwT lt6K/WjRR3P5zcQ9Mn+37nr4j/u 
c9dOwHu37rqT 1 seieh+8h6966de7jiivHeYfkPZj+U6/N/udcP5vWosz/b93 ljvjyfz8LTiufR5 
P3PvZD2Y/G/m9cOsp2b0Rzc3 r3 shlk/dsUhOdaLiE0jq6aeWUdWr3h3 h3 rLkGkoAGSWbk7hu3 cQ7 
pRHoon851 z0DiHmo4mjw9D+eunX3vQx666k9YsT 13 nE9c9FOvjueiuHmp lw7iHrqUUT2c3EPX 
vRDvM9c/d9Y74CPRaR+K59FDfueehv3Dz7+b 1 ldOuevObuK96x3P3bFITlByW lujkGkoAGRk4Nwr 
guOc6NDeidjuYRxXEHCOI7id0h2Ofz 106K4cI/YSgtw4YumEeuc SbicHiuHEdzEgWBKN+2OEolPX 
uD45hB67xHCj hHF lj 9iPoCOI84RxXn384h24kwj 9yKHFc4j sdux3 sUxSUNvjXoADIyduBIIcQc50 
tLxInEmFHFcWBYEeuc58 Cznr6UVzix4KcW5weHQWK5 xaVzg8V8 Cu6 CwLAp2/k4pxXrhwfHQV7PxIC 
OJBVR+x3kGPQK9AjivPD 18CuKcWPNFdFc4tj gXYrG3 S5wAZGV1Y8dnDpRkT 19mgI5YeFgr 10OfZo 
38wiw7U7 ShZ2x6eQd 1 +NFitwoWeLrJB/faZ+yDOLFdGflO/Py9vRxZj a65DK7 lk665WoWePno+WI 
PvxZ4fHx7FpctthHIj SgAZGSrqtWpWlxVy 1 xEIrt35N07XLbYSlokoAFoKKQvCBN43 m4xlzT4Ik5 
iC2NW 1FINJQALNqhAu+EbiOoPUyy 1EqE2BPajlokoAFInl 4M90NuXj gxUZZBhdAuwJh2565wAWYlq 
Eb 10wcvFsQTmQCBBEoyHufIP SgAWY1ZuXpgheSdToPJA3MuHxqRkPf0tE1AAsp9nyoNJJOpzL5B2 
y4PbCzIPfy5wAVxX2nl 6tn6mZhpPU/L2c8YgcHbV5cw3udIj SgAVxRicW7 SUU2B SS 1Pjo0WGMPnj 
CGIMg9z5aJKABXFGJxY2kEpswzFq+Z2MYw+O2DEdaEQe565wAVxXE2WNpA3Nz6zSPQ8ZzTsQePDL 
kOKQYb 3 TXOADIyHHytDtzgXne 95wRB WK5OVm0 svNwuj AvV8zsYxD 54Yg4CHMN7prnABkliPWGI~xI 
FcfDHFOK4QcnG421D8NBDBTyQ051+y5iDwJR6PdOWiSgAZJYj0Tgu4R52OU24 Sk7cR287HI3KEbg 
V4N6HRiR2znWEr7Pj GH05zL273 SkGkoAGSW4h6J3Fe9Y7h2idxU7HdHHcOzYzTJO4L5TPxdPV46F 
WH 1 Cexh6PwUbpy0 SUADJLrh6G9Fe9YOPET2Xg90bhB5pfeKgvfBQ/V9THUDhhJsY9XMG+6cg9KAB 
kl lw9c9Fe9gIPET/XiR3RuEHm1791HzwEI9XzwTU+LQpmMermGzZ+QelAAy S64eviivfwY5vET/X 
w8Oo7nnhzeaU4weOzxotX4Uc9HQ9 Sm07qdGOIOW50tE1AAyS64evdxXvWWbxE9dOzHrnnsTzS+Az 
tw5yLQ/COejOYYwz51NWe6cg9KABkl lw9E7iveuHrh8OdxUoHdE9EPXNI 1 hp23dJDDZzxlZDDEw 
7Ex 1MnbPy0 SUADJLrhwxDjcI4cNj hKA8UMcQeg2aaMDdiUZgxj AmQbvDgLbrlZ7py0SUADJLrnB4 
r3EgV8MxxTivXQ3 G9baRrAbwdGBMQ0hEOHhuQ53VxM90pBpKABkZd8CvXXwhzwo9KzIPF3 dB2smk 
P 1M54L5gTENQKHZcxzyuriZ7py0 SUAC 10/VnHgSCOWhiGEEIePGPddasm9npBpKABa9dpUF8QctY 
N13 oC4b/5j 3PLVkz3 TlokoAFrp8NuDOB6oN12GGNX9g+vYbSHulINJQALXT4YEBha4ghDOCDH lwt 
v2QzB7py0 SUAC 167QMDEOi8QRfLbn4PROIw9n5B6UAC 166rHQ5gsQe7rOgc58QGe6cg9KABa6f3R 
BveUEcIQGBo905aJKABa9dIbC6Y/qHEj 3TkHpQALXT8hIZRPCj 2fld-IpQALXT+/tq7YNbRy0SUADJ 
bq2IJ+wccWAJQLj scC44Zg4bBwMxwBgefvIyv 1 SlyD0oAGSOB SA4216UADJaApAT7S01AAyW24Hh 
gd2MfH+nCQhyOn7TzmMWaEkUImhCIVEdOiE60WixbhCSGkbLahOtwtmMm7WIj 5Qhl CHTq0Oh06d 
DodDw8Ol~xRwyAadpW1AAyW24Hhna6rxUVzh9mW1AAyWw 1BwN22IABktgeGU2xAAMlshwPDOCTZKU 
1AAyWwPDKLB Si41Uml zL SgAZLYQ4KTnBD5WFA3B2HGnZthbABktkPIBqcMQ4EKgQCcHAcbdm2FsA 
GS2EcdhmwD24EKRuRh4sO8 SfJsJYAMlsI47DNgHg4CC5YeDygJasr/KZYOLi6cmwBgAyWwjj ssGO 
xzsHc4CC5c7EsCBwR3YSwjiDnYlh2wBAAyWwjjt0ccXAkOAgufl hYDWsJANxzgLAI 1 xrSgAZLYRx 
Yrrvdg9uAguegWAYHMcV3 AcchwxDcO401 xrSgAZLYSChwcWDgHg4CC70dm4rk7gnODcxztuUODg3 
ODa4 lpQAMltj oeIDxWLAYhwEFzIPG584duDc7b2OHbc7Nzg2uNpKABkthEAkUCQGHOGOygyDcUd8 
cHBubv 1 Qodtzxu7NrjW1AAyW27oF+gI4Yc4nZQfzho44OHdDIDucOHj c4NpgmuF6UADJbCOD3XQJ 
AYc4Y5i5+Gd3 xwcODdoDw7cPG7xtMpS5LpQAMluc3B4OKAjhiHAQoPAsJ53 xwcODd4xyc4dmOeN3 
jaZRrkulAAyW5zgEcooEgHg4CFBQQ543fHbcncHASzg7oOHB2Zt20CyXC9KABkthIxxIKKAj g9uA 
hS CQ4J3wxzhwbhncbk7gO54zb9oFkuFpLABkthIBIsoCQCW4EKgSAQc+BHODgOODuCQFc8bXGtKA 
BkthHBONwlgjnAhWFwK5+HcodhHB4Ic7Fw7bXG01AAyWwzIArKxJi25hYduxLD44vLHjNtdpaaUA 
D JbA8MpkQkpNLXSgAZLYHgYb Sj SgAZLYHA4aTaUaUADJKB gcDxtoJpQAMlsMgNUcMwcFsNUcM46H 
FHDY4Hw4o4GwFxxH 3 x0Oh8ebqNKABktgUg28PaXpQAMlsDMNRwy4DO99nnhp+b7Lnel~x6dyD WKyE 
XVEMTqPFpunQ+Oh58fdEJ 1 CiHUJ7OFcOcLbqimnVp0OnQ/ajjhX4nQ++Ol~x0On4eQ+OEHxwg7HMe 
HO6dDw+ODuFHBbBUktAAmWwVNaiAuaHO/aHO/GOn3DA4KJLOALB SAC2wJNz~AtsCTc4ALB SACwU 



gAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALIWJrpYAMj JTQP33 TLIXixF SitqJrjYAMkp9 CLeOOIqM 
Witi89cMohG 1 zgAy Sn0Ie7b0MpYvFkLz0QiiEbXOADJKfQhqq lb 1/qeDipFjF6cIohE 16AAySr7/ 
hHKC8TCgXCdjkP2VkgVy+HPjvuevcXLSOXFwg+4uXhj Cch214ABklPtxLEgbl4 SBXEcWAdxXEmDH 
BYFcI9APdpUEgUcMuH4LwK5jtrwADJKfbhHCDhBy8K4riOI+5j seicSYQc/Djt2OEeiHCxaUwj0B 
H4bixTcBB6G87a8AAy Sr927euHcQ7o4FuHcb0T8Ub llfNxRUdjuHcTOTOUWtOueuHmo4oqUVz8N 
9rnABklX71 z+TOQ8d2OxxQobz0DsUiyeo7HDHcTOT 1 z2j nYnCj+TOTt61FdA3 mucAGSVfvXx5OIP 
HsBx6KBXnoxwo46WT 1LNwj 8N6J657WnTCP503 onz0VziDzXOADJKv3 r48nFfRZjhHr3Efijc SynY 
x61gJHc9E/g9XP7HcceTOUDPRXDt2+ 1 zgAy Sn0PXP5PRvHsHieieieej ev9/ZPUdjzeiejiwtXOw 
s38norI9FcPXPtc4AMkuyeueueiHjux3DODueej esrvcN6j sdz0TOT3HEem4Y9A8norNFFY4b0TX 
gAGSW4b lzhRxB44UcR6Azux2OGiYR6gV2037nB+dulMI4Jgj 1 mgSwccI 14ABklhXrY4VxvHCQK7i 
HB3EcVxaCRUCQLHc4PztzdBIFf4cWNAlw4bGvAAMj IW66BLJ9AmFFfAJDHoKyIK6gmFfdY35 lukc 
uKPoeiy0387Y9EPNbkZAAyNH6JpPOkdcTwSDOMHZK0hDTayxpYAK6zbBImxD63bayzpYAK6zbB Go 
Yg9kG lyUAFdZtguTwdvTa6yACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALXA0y0ABYKQAW/bbGwAW2Ca60ACbi6 
avpdaABbhqShNQpQHrrIALetSF 12JJuVd8k/sVQLG 1W3UAArmqSBgTwOLfZqhCizHZdwhd7C8j2n 
ixigYFb6FYnb6hQxN7EQqgkkyTS42NQAZGkTBcVSRllsRPYnYg4Qu9hci3XHgk9A 1FHv4Uidvp52 
NnsvCkDkkqVILgWb6gAyMj SBgU0jLLYijpCIPA/alHe06RBKN6EroW/hS SW+4oxJ7BwpA5 JK1SUo 
Em+oAMkskm9kIo6LLNDDpo/zG0rXqqjp4tHn2BoW+ 1 CK3 Qxn0hX8hRPXTdvu lzw8cL0hVeei5Q36 
eKFS S Stcq lyrhd+j ojTrkIm6YxzUKkYRJzalAk31 ABklDGnYuHk4sVzhhxMKCmNxLG9dEOKGcBP 
Bh5xaHBQDelA6Bh6447HAOOOxuXjHFduD2N3 fBQPqAjj gQc3 xxHFgQcSBwIcWO5weBLHBToHA/jj 
gHpRXOUbiQLgszsrKgzixXxj mOcCcdl5 WaB eI/A7KPOywXxw SBufHFUXvp5vqAD JLIbrEcWgj uIc 
F3 CQNx+IOEcR53 AJQIOF4GHnEmbiDgolKxxJhoumEcRwYHbgx4LxDscK7fiiHEHF6cK4rhgcEHCDw 
5Dm!ArhJiR30GHEgVx/QI5TqCD gvOhuxxB 5 xYEcJMI~,d-IH41Aj lw4LuEgRy8nEmFgWkOK4g9c4kCe 
NxaAvAr2oriQEb6gAyNIbrEedzCDuIcxzHbt287HH05j hHCDzm8OEmGylDeefhzbuIch25u/Y7dz 
obixTcCxObt64du3jt6+BubsdxPRD 1450ncN+9289EPPDOC3PRvRO4fuIeuehvO3b0TnOdxOU61E 
O4b06G8/cPPPQ3 nCUbhHObeo4nrhzHIedxRROU6GOczdvQ570Q9E/c7edu5uA1GOY7cSPQIOEcI3 
1ABkaQ3XRD 103EO44obzu4esdHG9cO73 ncb0P7OKK1FE89rxZvXRRTY9rRXvO/fu2PXRWPN5FCzs 
7ro4no3r3j z2Q9cPXvRvPj 2FdFG9cPXTcb 1 z0VqK5+xTz2byKne7iipO3 n73 nnoonrqUeTx6Kjie 
ueivetj 1 zyKLL3 c/1OHrTvq5/CypRW/cUcV8Qdc87HcNvqADIzY3XRPQ/ccd8UUT2DgaG+9c/m87 
eeinZPRUoonnGjj 7fyivpwOjiveem51 z 10A9JFYtuHnY43 nEfRPZj hR65+N+N84j0b/Y9nOvdxPR 
Xv9j mOKiezeRBt70+k5j2G89HFHFdSe7f0HOueufuvewMDyJ7qdgPOHPiiuHY4mVO7L66N3 c8Mo7 
h7 JvqADI0huuic J7jijiiieyHB CBvXP9uCPXzsY/dSj zegZ+Pt/KK+dY52d8Dp0rnr4 CDukigS 3 f 
3AsDcR9E9m4j 170bz75xHo38h7OdfFE9Fe9gIPIns3yKgsd 19ASBXno4onrqT3b5AtK564euveyc 
R5E910zcJOccDjuHB 8qT3U+6Nwr2o473 sm+oAMj SG66OAnuJ++KKKPA72hD 1 z/bgj0P7GP3Uo83 s 
KnHOP5RRUudPO+Cpcn+K66dm8idxQd/CvQUMdvons3 o4r3 o3 n36OJ6N/seznXPRPRXvYOONE9kPk 
VBXcURw8Meeeeij eypPdvoN+jieuHrr3 sh3aiRPde83r6WHaHb9ziD2VKPHPuj cJEGI9e9k31ABk 
aQ3XRvXTcQ9fFFFHg7TyO4esW5yHOKH9k/dSj zedW6cWF1FFNj 9udFfZ0djyH7cWJ655E9dBRWO6 
zivfRPZvXvXvRwPWO56N/IeunXPRPRXvZj 2Y8ieyHyKdfHdEcO9e889FE/1SezjRXTcT 1710T2Q 
9m8iex+7nr6Q/bHVjufxPZUo8fl 0cVzwbejveyb6gAyNLErd0Q9dOueeiiidwx68eO4Hc9dDc4of 
uJ3F Siicd 1J64eyiimx6HPuuhobsdxP3 W3Y7duzz0UTz ljus4r30TuGPXD lw9G/G9Atz0b 172c64 
cLxP3 XvXPXjy J3 AyKdFFFedwb0Tz0cUTt 3 SiufRQ5uJ27fuvdw37Y8dxQ5 nE/lPegcD hv5vW/cVv6 
6J654h3vXvZN9QAZGlcod0TsdzrnEeihj hiD oEHrnEtubuKgj uKguDHCUnCD2UUU2OE+uhw0 CQI/ 
bsWBYOgaHnCOEuwV9FARxXmY+88OGxxYFdxTrnEfuvHCuIPIoEHaKYYivObuAdxYoY4 S1AQeQF9 
xOEHrr3 CQI8g3EmFcSkOEHFHCOx24 Sj c JOKxPXDz03 E9cO4bfUAGRpQ 1DuigWdc4PFDHCQKPIFeu 
gW27uh0FeuOPIecaKBY8or6Ti07r7ZA8HHnw4Ft0DPE4kBLsHGisRxxXOx94egVwrjgcOKdc4j 0V 
7iWN4igcZFQHivQ3 dgjiDuG41KxXiAn 10 CDuK9xMHGG4HQJYzziuK4kCwJQ3 FpRXOI89QMROEzbz 
ABXNe5X5X2R+6DH3784HxRkFfnZd3X5oPFmRDrt/DR4eed+dPGj xcrelNkK17/R5Dzqg/oWU5P45 
vEj GXUd9GQj 5 GGtOdiDsuQaMLMjvw3 x+5+POFkfw8w29Pzt94uUJ3 xX6eMhQ+NHZ4eDwsFO419fn 
A4nqA90CN9QAVzVcgubrNsLwkuKRnmfk3 JaIj hQsmTesAF1U3 sKYg lxSM8zY7bkriJE3 gAF1Unt 
Sy5rils0FbkrtEqbwACyqVtUQPXF+RqTdZzY 1 ABNy6bKcAE3LpspwAWCkAE3E03 G01BUAFvNSVra 
WmvMAFcqRKpTTYMwAZGWYQaC 1 c2+ABbz9fNt8AC3 mqtcvtclABZChT2uSgAshQtUhaeVJ/aXHiPa 
xFqG0 S50JrafRNCcAGRkZi3 CG6krxOGolo3 c4RUMbtq5Ee2VaDK4DiSjinCI+/scptFS2It60Mf 
Lo+JpuaAAy SxSb2PDVSUR4uwOJG879iKk8NW 1 ciPbKtDLIDiSeinDDnDvZqOcdztzj 26N6BiKkk4 
ZO0yyXEwAZ JQhN7HhqpKI8DgOJeKL2IqT43bUREe2Ux2WwHEnFFOEVJ/Y8PTj uduce3 RvRPiKkk4 
at6RXLiYAMkqhq7btInYmczEMP llEnVFDeH8n5u7J+Fh9Bw79zfXLPKi70/7qQWg8 S8dL0nWaJFT 
yxQsOnahQx30j osj4Ki89 So5 shLce3R+ 1 fSJt4m9IrlxMAGSVRE45QK50EsnFmN64cI9BYNy8oJA 
uDsccCw3FPO7x4cxxIEscUCPDiWJMTCwcDihuLA4qUCxUjiuGEFFFBODwJBcQ5QUBiguC2TOMeuc 
WlDghwXc Sxu4EfcXBaygc5xIc3 QWxR7Jx0CWNx+Jg7HApxLKCHhzeg8EoLH3NvR/hwbK5cTABklV 
ytzFcMUEgVx+IPXDhHnFgVy8nFoFcRxB6J6G4 Sc7gY5DiOJAjzhB 5xICTCQLAjijuGOI4j 1KBHqV 
BHBegr0TjcMDhXPwQcRwxQI4kCjzt6GOEnQ4BQ4kCPOEeHEgJqK4/bhIpugjiD 1 sc SYSBXH4 SBHE 
HCUEgQcFx244CTCDu7yHEsZ5xXG5QC8DiXEwAVx4nTEcMUEcSHSdjuNzHMeedjhHczdu6N29E4g4 
sVzznOdxDz0UTOTm889DfdvO3 dKDHrnnFiescT+b 1 J3FH So3nY5DudDcbt4edu3bmO6UG4Qdu3 qN 
27ecEeiicJNu4x524QcI4j 8CRuY84TUIOP25vRTdAg9E9E85+Y5jt27obt203 nY5u5iOEduIOxxH 
CTDF3 gwOEpDhBxjiuC7iO 1 xIAFc 1ZOnRPRX0oFuePRvXD2Q8PXD 1 zx6K30tj 97 lw47oorpzm+89F 
e/m9k+PZPvQLdSyHrHfCviuHrUeRDhZ30qUTOV066CeiH74osnz0UO4euinZv3PWEuid3 Tnoh+KK 
5+4eueHd8Q9cPXal zx6K6KbpQ3 Wb0Q9b9wx3E8d2Ox2x6HNux66J5556xw5u4dxTcN4dxTbt527d 



jl~x203 na4kADIONWw29FfSssn~fiveydOD0~0eVK6EOb0x3XP457mPPPR5v3PZP~ 2T8cDxzsAigr 

18DglQ+KKdo3 orphlOBB++97p89HdkPX30s7J6Y7oY91OdvDzt6+Ox2N7ON6yxh2T6KLJ6bpRYUc 
Q4X656549m7HC~t6HOseTz0bz0DyhW83 n~ z 17 luc9FHFcO4m73 a4kADIzZhzFeivpRvZPHF~vey 

H3EepHnsqVODemO65/HMQefiiieif6dP/vxxPXUsBHqCvRQKOFIo CO51BHorphlOBX774+nzz 12D 
iu÷7cV6Y7oorqBY4or3 rx3 c÷9nG9e/3pYNFFk9N0ooFiHnC/WLdGeyHEgR6HOgfQ7e~ ecQe7pXPP 

H4r3 Cznoo4CD 11 ziu 1 xlAGSWYE/EeivpRD2TtA3nnsh5+97FEeexzrh2OY9MWKG/~mQ5xPRRPRPZ 
D72ccd711LB 3vTbz0Owcf04cUU6h~z0V0xLNxH774snzz 12Q9FfN5u33pw7ii~yobm89Fe9e9Y3 s 

43 onStLt9FFnFN0oY5~ 0DcJTueueoSBHEihzoH003 o3 nFe7m7Y40cONwlJ6J6BHrrnFdriQAMkuG 
n9e9FfSgeTx+56Id3P~ 2J65489~ nWO93Ax3Fc9bo4cTOUTOT2bw9nG9E9bnYPCss37Y/bH89J660 

j+viitm9uN/Mfvvexvno7 sh6K+bzefisnooo 8qODfiiv~veuHns43b seu0dz6KLJ6bpRPXwUWc7N 
66M9kPZ~2b0OdcPWx29EPPWnsqWTkfivezm3 onoN9669zHna4kADJKqlG/onor6UCw3 qOJ553DHh 

3EO4n~0V1KxYh24g7ehvXHbm7edxPRO4nh3E89E9BzcC2LBXPQLcP5vUnocdH9fFFdOsUeevH77n 

cN6k9bh~ 0V83c9EOb~ dvRO4Z25vPRXx3D 1 zSUN927HbuO~ufRRXRTc3EO4cHFb9xPQ4qO56ysWHO 

uHmb0Q89ZZUrbkjiveum3 oo4r3 rr383 a4kAD JKEdiH4g7dw/cBhz814rhR5xHEc5mOEmFHCj g7z 

hHCHbm7c SJ6GOEecIPPQ3 CTCQI4g4NQ4j 1Jwr83MMRXTB4BB6OG4 SHOewR6K+YUcNg9DHCOIhu4n 
EuHrnEecI+9DHCO6BB 5DcI7m6UThIOxJ 1 zhHLwriOx204c6GOxzc SIeicWHRu7ZE7iHcU29E7euH 
rrHE8uJgAyShHYw/BLrp0Mc SC8RxBwj0CuLBzNxaBICON6GOEHCEUUNxbnooFigQdj 0UY45hIFsb 
g3HFcWK1AQepUB4rqCjuGON604cLDnR8K9FfQ SAjj ehuK4RDdxOJcPXOK7cIOx6G4j s4rxE4 SM9T 

tj hXfDpW3FgvCWK4ruHOhuLAj ztxXCUCWyGO4nEmx3DHDD 11 gjy4mADJKEjLxwt 19K+yx0HZj qEO 
dl nhY6OCRu8Eg777bp209Ffnc/m!nZkNCujupDv375j 9vz93Ho73jpBun88RDvztx32rh78/Cmed 

qtD4/j fx3328ntO/Fm!k65Y88N0+9fauj IPEHQO4+fzgx67zPZ4fOYuDw7oqUNx4K9E47EoJOQ3 o 

oHRjuG5jivXXDg64mACupIqSj/T2w8o9gldsVg7ZRbM7YJ3Ri0Q5FaKefonp+lCxYyJ/O+yvuucE 

XEwATap7JfYIE2KtFspezK2Wt3 GLREuts2GAAm 1Vsltgouxd0eyq2ZWwQUtkS60zYQACbVW0iSew 
o91SI91fs0WwogTI 11 tmwgAE3B VfsdNInn~xcAE3 VPf7XKwAW60t5jVtX4ie 15gArgc73 oMaxM4Cc 

N2Qry6IxNDVSVojBw3kvSnl8+9tTwKSMj flRRn91m+GkIS 1WP77bnABXAwu0B AKGxuFgR2ehiM9t 
6kojwNgcSzzv2Mc53tS4whk2RvC/v4vPTtMty2flj 41KslTxOgJYqJdaABXAw+6GOYFDU84dwjx6 

GMj23 qSiPA4aiWeepDHOe2p8QNk2HvC/v4vPTtIrZZPkVGBtU0 SJ2TnDuEPLrQAK4EdvdLGZzz3 T 
lt9E7GOlt4Vj svDUsKJ6kIz+yWjBxi0TuEJW/i89RaMrgTfUQ3 qkRooic4dzd011 oAFcCfUHHnZw 

LfdAz2ODgTMfs sMiee6f6emcC2NynIKIeg0Q/Fe4keHxwX1ZoEwuOK5 lm4h+6087HFsfnfYsKEOd 

iQOBoJCfg80/N9zQcGcdD so33 rh4eg5j gaDg7EwrTioKJ6igVys7x6DscGhDodYnj 8T7+I6v5enu 

o 1 SIj 0cIJPdPZU11 oAFcDunG9cOIOJHc41HnA3EsbiwLRvPdO8UUxjiwIOU44rgvQV69wj0DgF/J 
xKCWLAr0MevcJSiiHnbiOJAscCPOK4pxYGcWhOKOK9c+50FcpieTivD0dw43HMY4hyHHAliuCUFe 

enDhBxuOCcVxRxzFgcwj 49cPQJA4EgtLxahXHPscdDcWxnnuh31QSB2 S40ACuB2N4dj0MctL, d36G4 S 

Y+Y7HEsbiPPTcT2NynzJ203Y7d0qCOC84cx3 cOQ884j hB 3M4CTCPDnAj 70V7tznO4h56GO3EgR92 

7edj zi0MdvDubeoQ87fdj 1 z8VG7d0Y7m4nY/G9c5vO5m4hwg7cI4jgkxH4pzhBwj scY87HY7c6CO 
PwrlcPOEeduI4QcJoI4/oFj obiwJSe/e5HEcRxVwMAFcD CvRDt56J+56Ies5iRRDuKN56Ieu9u3 C 
2LntLx3P3PHqV70OKdeO4nrY89E9E8eh3 TcT 17 lzjivetznN9553E9c9E+9c8/e/fTyfinRUcV1G9 

c/GeujP3Uo7h+OO4c47puK6j eidwx653Eeifil~xRRPXOb0Did0mOjhwRDz0N6J3 G9DHcQbhuc5 

27embiPRUndtxhiOY8OxzXAgAVwILFE8804Y/c/cPOh2gV+5+5597E9D9u3 C8LFOl~xQobx5 Cieiu 

mfUT2cY7gWmeiynZxj m9Qrr3 sqQ5vvPPXPXvXPvXPx2nrz8N26OodK5xfs34qWcaFdSj huo47nor 
qcWVO6GPZvXP5IVz8U+K+KO56HAs61dGiyfeiHnrn7Y9e9cO49LJ489c9 SiiftznC2IeuHrx69cD 

ABXAg7iPPuFHon7hwugLv5vPvTCTnbh5 nFOI~xQK8eQN6K6g483 s4xwekeiynZwK+crr3 +qQ5j zz0 

d8UT2b7/b 8dp684jj OL S gKOUWb 8Z7ONAtKxXUcdz9hKcXdOAj 2DzfyQK89PivicI/YILxxHs3 so sn 
43nn83 Cj 149k4obyfRPUqUUb luc4exKVzqGO4 lwMAFcCeMcR59wj 0T97hZ/M8G+9MJ7dvYx/290 
l~xwI8eoI9DiQT 172cbijukeix+7nFfOOK9/qhDnE9FHFE9m+/2+9afzoEgcxKUBIJ6+OM9nGc S1A 

sKOKJ+wlJ7HPgI9hdv5HEfil~xXxOJHY SBvHsn+4 snnh55/Nwj 0b2UCkPofRPUqUUbhZzh5 nN3 OK4 

1 xoAFcDuhzHbk7jijj uHsn4fFfHhRvXD+Xt290Pc 3 qcOIdxPHqV7191Fc9e9kPPWorh49F1Ssd71 

z70V7/R3Dieijivezff7fevH86V306+lFn8/c/Gezj o4j 718KOO5+7Ok91Ti5PZvZv5Hcb8U+K+O 
LMet3urb57J9Fk9BPDu+PN6J/LE8HZPonqVKKNwlJ7GPfTr3EslwMAFcDsY9Dcns3 on7n8cJ3 xWP 
CiHrh673E927xvTcUb lzx6bveiu+zftj2Q89e9DHj 1107BxPXPu3onrZ25xPR3xXu4n3m47376V 

z9391KLDufvjjPXR0rj 7178cdz92dOLKdfm7veufyPXwop8V8d+b92Fc+etjyLJ6DiHdz+b0T lz9 

siyfRPXPUoon8pz3 Q997vev9rgQAK4E+h27c7CDOTiOEmFcQewonEHY5zY7e6HDxTMdxDt25zqUM 
el~xebzhBwj ziOEHOZuxzmY7dj t2OY9DHnbt2hw3bt+56 G87Hnbt4evcW1Ded/Oc66B xPPtLxUcT 1 K 

HSedvxDsc37cVKJznXQxzHbt2/jpOY89Piudjt2/1A4Y7o3 caDdvQcTt29E9e9AkUdKG+ijuepRX 

v25z3Q76nWWHkuBAArgR5OLbsR6GOEHCUCOIPc4biwJOdjvpwrxxIhwo5zqA8V0xHCDhHnEcRymb 

i0COGh64cNhFDicSGPQ3FecI8PXuLQNEwk7BRxYEHodBYqBZzg7ziP4LQ3EpWI4 SBXsOYOO5z0Nz 
HFjwQc SDmI8QEeg4nCOI9FAaHqCPEcCPUb 17t30e5juHSgVxblwIAFcCfUFjwV6GOI4iBbKLndBW 

L Sie6gW44tzhHc44 JFnQWBXEigdj tnbj OEgI447nFHCBOOJzHoFugccCPD 18JOPnCOOgSfxWVivw 

zjiOEnQEH3 oFf4kOBo+KBLFj 50BH6T 10Nxx+UDs6DiDEeuusWBxXwEccRxXiJxYjjugWk9zHC0rA 

uuBAArj S0ppWsRCqQ/OA+iDifjmhniE+iTo8Qspoa8x 1Up+LJP5Rqiz6Fe9CXLpX5OqQFwoVo6tZ 
55a91HhMdcuXL4ddDOPHcRdkVu4iH7rI899Ap65wIXAwATYyY3UW lt7JLZaY83 ebvCsiVFXBrlb4 

lxoAE2M2Bui2tHskeywRu83fFo8bVgAt 1JbDgNOW lu2 S2wU297crj xtWACuk9iPYaano2GgAV0mV 
ZUpGWuVpqEAAm882q2oQACuScVkI1PLpFtHsZnlaFsaiWn079c/C2+0igAFck4oFGRbwxke2e2nc 

2EZ2XgNkjejpR6Oc9s 1 mkUAArqtFE8Mi2j ER3 uj 2nqahnZeA2 Sz0dMQ5 z2zVtIXABXB Vj hRWv5p7 
TSOMYz2z2xkY8Oj9BwROrrVoEUUdlRU4W3 2kUAArgYuHBDw5v2ViUFHKymC9jcpyBuGDi2LSsoCQ 



JA3 F8buJxIoL CgvKl3 nEseDehj 17inro4Tm4 sC4VOMehQPB 6iwhzxj zSKAAVwII4g4QcI4 sCTBl~xf 

BeBXKdQRwXmFHCToFgSBHFcXhl33E4kTiwC/k41AjiQK/DehjiUocA44jiQLE4jw4kC6COJAj SKAA 
VwIh5203bzzt6N27mY5Dt56bdux2850qN524 SYR27nOEeidu3onL6Id3u3bzzsdu3jt27o3biOI/ 

FFe5judDgobt5xHCPOI84sChuGOI4Q2A0yzABXAnE9fHFG7Hrh661DiHrvron7njx+J3FFN3vW/n 
monob9z 1HaivjueHrHc8jitzsh+4d2FuvdxUnN95+6J6J65965+O4ei083 r3 rmkUAArgTiHdz8U 

cbuCxzodocxzl~xXRj m8eQonrr52b+U 5/J6Id3 PDm8c+r47n3 h0OL StLxZTsvn6FlfFdOdxvPRRxXv 
9vvZvx3D 14ijvfyaRQACul3007ueejj cExzocY4WdHdArx44r 119PN/r5656N3YO+QOK97N9xHqR2 

O8p2cCvzFuvjynwY889HfHm/2+/2/HmP56ix3v5NIoABXA6OPJ556McR7KIDjc SIHDcR49Qx53Ff 
TzHu5z 1 z0buxR28GN6OLN9xYqR531OyHEHcxYr3 sqB4no7483+33 +347389BI73+2kUAArgTifye 

ejjeveum4rh6+dfY7nj 1KJ3FFOzfynPXP3PXPXvo7n74s3h697N5HF1Owd7+bz0V72VDc4no74r3 
+h9/J+O4fuDs47h/JpFAAK4FXPRRPO3 h64eupQ4h6+bj sdzx6bidu4qdseunPXPRPQ383 qO96OK5 

96x3PHorqWDieuHnooncOhw4no74rh65965+O4eiD s3 r3 rmkUAArgTicRxHY7cQcLOI~xOLMSAXHO 

dMxzHbuKnm4 Sc4R6 Jwj iD s7HbiOEecQcI5 zMc JQKOEHCD 0McRwhziudvRPXDhHhwj w7icV6kOEue 

HJpC4AK4E4nFsV524sCUocTj OJE4Qc51Aw7ipXOL SgV3FAkDeQI4Qc SJxYFgvNxKCQEcV64cIOEQ 

3dzi3PRQLE4jw7icV6gPc4j SKAAVwPzgsY9HFBYLSvzgyIexWI8fOI/fdTzsj2Hfi5RQV5A7FcW6 
Cw/j lnq8Mego87eC6UVOMfzfzsr7PlHfHE8cx2OuWQ+0ikAFvoqJePJKeyWJosw0MTOT4aacAAsh 
gI1PZLbLZ2PNOsAFkMCJR7JbYIONp 1 gAsgEMytrFsFNoA03WQAWetbJob2mrABZ S+0gNN 1MAF1L7 
XrABZQaaQ0m6kACwUgAswt2mtgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIAK40jRURCHQFOUk9tJpPYttSoAGRkZiMr 

6gqtwoe9OITvpibUdPQUbz4iSTUqABklj JsyfUwihvRb0nhO5+F2DqQYo05wiMTU 1ABklCKzS76d 
cBOLereE7n9b2XjwfaEqcIjE 1NQAZJVETkMaK1990MUzdQLbSVEGuI3/dp6d9zy lxz93vufHYh629 

Zw4UC8+MenPecWWd97zUOABklUROOUBg4tL77vUUectLxYHAl~xYHMbgvY4Kd99y 1 CWKOGLHAS1AkD 

gQcJAsB JiYN6xvRRvNI3 SjYWABkldxOmLALOEnfeYgR9wg4rzscJQI4/EcF3 hzcf33kMCuIOC7iOE 

nQEgQdvuEgVwswkCxwK9FEPNTQAGRoatzonY5DubinfTFqcFE7xvQx27m3blNvRRRDuJync 5j rOJ 
692PXDuKO6dFc9c/HFE/kPW5uJ64edxDOUcbUOABkZkrdFc9FdTunfUEDd49E7yjwcOdkPHdz99w 

7veRfUF leDiei+yfunO83 rnn4838H1Owdz71 z7t6JqBgArmrVugr911B J3wZhv6J3 dAYu95vHsnn 

rnEeRfI3kHcCPWUWT906LNwj z8dzgnU7Ad9/t4dvRNQMAFd9W6 CvRXUEnfTXxFOidw4 CPXTs30WT8 

Vg7yL717DeAj+DeyfunPduEefJucE6nYDw9OKP3NQMAGSV5KHNvPRX0rp33Poh3j0Tt3 dyeu+6H 
0WT0dixPIv/vtLB2o6C5P3To+3 m447nrLqdg7n3+nbnc 1 AwAZJXmTprJ+66flO5+hl 0Q74UUcf+ 

b+dLIfRZPR3P5vh//vrSzevfvwsn850Wb2b8cdz2J7OlkP9wZw3 x+9qaAAy SqKMQ/b0d106HRwb 

zm5jubcV5xl356Bbpt2+g3bz lz0T4bl~xO7opm7dvDOOIcI9dNu3buJ+J+56GO4c3E9cPPQ4bnDeak 
wAZJQj sY/DEV0wlArtwmYg7cM44j 10wjyBIFucR4gJDcK7oJYo9YjiPXUoEgWOIetuLASYRwg9A 
uUWcTUmADIyKGMqA110wl~xIcCRIKKAIgor0FfoWDzsotB 5WLdQXijweFfdSsWyvjjzssFOLx32Xd 

lzzUoADIyPMTn378XK28Rjr/4uhlyxIU2Twj IWiCOrEQaJeV9pqHABXWlf83NfeUnmpqACutK8NA 

aXMPd0h21NQAWSmaW85D0hZM0rABNgvXE1J 1 IW2aVgAmwXsp9mlYAJsK7KETNKwATYV204AJsK7a 

cAE2WdsgoAJsNJoomYZgAm6fZS6ZhmACbp91D2bgALTEtm4ACwUgArmrG6yAlcJ2+ 1P+kpZdKDCa 
1QwXC/c+5xl8+JaSgTyIWQjkrinPmywADIyEUTm4hOhiTCQrQwu+31 sm6UZSMHBc5gsC25ztxRFO 
Sd5Mxw8CInYilW3ZQ5yvPA4DbcQADIyCA3DcRWbsSYRijdqVj 31 snHoygQvBfEFwLbn3 xPl6cTby 

ScO4U9EMcq3EU05RHZeGpuIABklhwdfI3j xOvE5QxtL, d~Tt757Jx92LORfU 1EFwLbn07RenE28k7+n 

sj0QxyrcZVU 1EiLw 1NxAAMks4fVMc43 ceOZQTOFk8ieHdlZvvDuK2OoOLHnFzHVVDw78w6Hfn13wS 

DjHoPCsZBX5udNzs7x250d6CsXjiyg0Jzn5w78zi4cedmcXj 47GgfHZvu37LBaCR5zNxcNHF+93 Q 
3FwoL7OzvyOV49BhlFfCfhwUCwbjuoUebj zssJzodkdj 34/ydXROuVp0ulgAy S3ZuOAaIFgQcO4j 

haTiOGbDgNjiQEcTVvWLFD8F3 mG5UFcnFcQcQ4ruAswjj cF6eZxYEgV62OLQJ/m5R3HEgb 17iTE 

sdjgWgljcY4eBYCTEeu8Y4tjPR90+UwYgUcfltxxQ6COGECvWBA4riDjHHd4mJxInFgF+G4tAkC 
2UcC3DiLrQAMkp/uI4NDh13wUOI4f24j scC8NwbuEcI7HPUdhH85gu7gbsc6GOxyHEdjiO5iR3 Oc2 
Obsdj gvRZUCOEcQdxOJPc50Q4r9xxHY89E4kwj seiHMcJMx24jm+7efc3 CTDEU3 AjiUo+bnobhl3z 

HnObicR6HSduIOVl3HonAh4c3 ncbt37eHcThH3Y7gMeThJhHEgV+BbnCLrAAMkpncNwsUN5wXdu3Y 

4UcLNuI9GOh3 AWG7HCuxzHN27HN3 qO65+37hvO7K947gWKx2nrp 1 z0UR+O+4dxQw3 SviueieiHrp 

z 1KN+9+49e9G9E9FOueifueim4nob0T8b lw9bm7h6KddE9DnOHgRFFcPXxUcQ9c9DpRw3 sp0T+bu 
HFe9cO44np 147veuHnrh64eRQ3 c3DHbztxvRXwEXWAAZJTO4bm5vRRxRDnDdxj nDdu5t6J6OHDuh 
u4nrh3DdxO407t5DOP3Dj ezd/np 1 +Q54YdbHoo0ccOIeuvDM6tvZv5DOQ9dOePxv3D9x6+ON6Ieu 

nZDODufum4n8no443rLulk/HSvuehzoCcKejy5xHo3 sh6Kriiy+pXx24bi3 PRPPTPvN65x2PE8ie 

6+yfveuHHFfFcusAAySmcGIN289EcR2807Y5uc56JxYbndDepXDu53E4id283rvcV71zlbpTou3H 
As3 m9c8fj gR66JI3kCP4PJ+Nwk548PP3DOVHFA4n3 CT+Au/dNxP5x3 xxuCd0u33 qV97hZOBZ1Sivs 

cR55/t64447C/Urh66wg9c9E8+cb2b18bg85E91911FMroo811gAGSU+B3ODdvPQ5hHbzuDHblze 

igQducOG9m7ed3w4oTlXZdvXe4r3 roG8enRd2UC+838nz0c CPXXnMgI9hZPDzhJzx4fj scVHE4sQ 
84 SdgdxI7puIe5R3PxuIPd0u3 h61fe4 SnfzH/qUdtxYkQ8/0PQ6Cx2EnU83 roEiueicZBP5vXPuI 
/SO3uvsnHFMroo8a5KADJKOxL4rN27HooEihvO4btz9vQK5juHBu3 cMdvO4Mdw3UHCDseQ/dSive 

udW3 z ljh2VlbnWLc+eiezHrr6PSufweTlFnOeQcdw9Eeiej s4d87CzHsUd03E/k9HHG/yetzsoNF 

Hc/nTi5j 3 VKPIeviQUWQ9DnYo7svsHe9ddaiueigqeY9m9c+9iexPInuvsEHnpjiij 7XWAAZJZuE 

tQcHE9E7c SG7djhIbnOegWGObuArtzHbzm7dwLARDyueipRXu4HfFRwO6xwO6bgWG9 Sid2OKKlrX 
PXDuHBxXTnkHFG9FR3v32d 183e9ePZv3Uon8non4h65+6jug0Udz 106Pp31RvXvRREHDiehzr488 

vcMehj 11 ljueitnrx3E9c+9hXDyJ3dN20964fjiviuXWAAZJYccKOcBXbzg3cIOEhucxYDA4WA44 
tLxICO4DYh4EcJ7ihuDvOcwewaZhHCOf0N2Ox3 FFMLNj mOY5uxzg4MdzniHAriUcTw5wdsdzMdux2 

7efupROJDeeeHCOJQLBoo7Y41J79yHZxLhwjlB214SYPjHdBHCD 11 g9zt62ctL, d-ICPuxzdjt3Rub0 

3AsTt2PPO3b0GuS~AvM~kl3BzsFx3 A~4ccKOEducxHDDhIDuI4RxIcMcFznwihPcVziOLBzl3MF~Uc 



Q4kCOf0G4o7ih+FmGyBMsEnPEViuIevcJFgkxLHY3 rc6JxbEeecWBKBMiBIoGdv/OEOJc4Qc0WCQ 

JMHwVA4CP3YK9dAuZAsCuJHAsCuUzcWgUcI4r0Q4QcKusAAyMxcFc8FhvQLASDHY4kOHMWG4sGO7 
CWOxlFhw3HDIpj sWndfY7LI5R+WFAyB2PH9Dgr8V0whw0WPvyPPEWFYp6+BbuHQXj 4o86V8Dxj 8c 

dlglBegx3 WaKP6BQ4fyc SGi4eGOj h5mGfGOo84UHHlc6y0PBwO+ywdx6x0CQEcoonFcIusgArmpz 
edFCzvt+47rWRPhB 3rFPROUf81 nl Inr3 SL5WjFssSioj rYWqWqMSdAVrfRw+WLLJ5dbABZsNcCco 

OQZlj2 S S5oAC3phNkAzXMHJ3 sshsy 17JGuZgAt5wTWc3FWuBOUPZZicCWyWXNAAW4nsw 12QdNzUA 
Fmg0bkJlsAFmg91B 5 ssgAt4xb2takyN8v7LOM619g+vflXoeG9ewhKxpVYT2/cFQI9FmbCAAVz0K 

3OTx4dgdtZgs0TwjPb/Lw7mw4syh6zyOcN+xqUoECkrA7WB+x27CqMoGntmuCNcbABXPPQ/aeox2 

BvaxBbIh2IqW+i8900iuKbWePThv2NMLZaFJWB2sDtmriCqIWErtmsWtcbABXPxRTaeo3xv2swXa 

bwipb6L8VFrFcUgVCIVIb9jTC4EjNgb0i72au8LUPOBUOr2PFrXGwAVgaGPQObiyHo+eDOPzw+OK 
6Cw6XKzvzpOTKPOzO8096zxjOysyE/ZwLxXuNDHUcZ+O 1BxOo34Pjtoj 3w8gVg+fcPZUfQgB6Had 

0s4K6+DmcETiocE5D 177hao44x35QVjiQdj cnG43HQh4eHFcSB2OxuT9j gSB67j crBKO44kOj 56o 

dVPTp 10iXBgAy Sp24F3Esb0CPOJA1BIFgVxB65xXFmTl~xYrpiQKO4bj mTivPOLAkxuLQF3 CQI4eg 

r8dJxXG43 GOOxuUxBwkCUEcdw+4jiwJAjinHAk65xY83LycV53MY43 CROC+tQVxfDECxUFgUchxB 

xj i0IcF3 EctLxIFHCQLAjiaQ4xxXDE3 ecI4uDcWYSBXKYrhIEcdtcuAD JKnbgYcRxXnCj ziOEoEcQ 
cNATicVxPcA710wjivQxxaBh55xHEo4CTCvOEcI4WjjfinOIOTzsch6J52OU4cxwjhKBHHG+4j45 

OJAjwTOK4Sde4g7vcpt287HqBInb0TkO3tW/DHNymFeHb0VJ203nb0TuKKj cS G4QeiHcThB 3 G5jt 
wggFpO3 cQ5jtTWoEcI4jwTmFcQc6CDhRwjjuXBgAy Sp28Pw3bt6J52PO3bztxYdKDHoHA4nm4h6 

6dEO3b 103EPXvRDuKbevefdxD lulFdNxXD 1 seudxHr34pz0Ud9zt64eiePRxRPXU7o3 o3 x64ezdx 
D lz99K4eunRu4n83kUUUEdx5xxRRRQgAggmTPXXj 18U64evejujit04cd8VwgajuHdwgeTieuHr9 
J6K4evv0dK56569601E7iePRDnE9cPPRLgwAZJe7fej I~xP3D 1 sfeujeveunYx6B 3vwx657q39G9m 

9dNxP3u3 h63 OhXPPD ljt0nu51 lw9kPZD lyFfE/SfujiufuuHfx++O5/KdnHG8+PXvXR3D lz21e9d 

OjeueieQ/dmesSOKJ66/UIPZvIrhOPfRTrhz6tQ44cOdFiiiuHP1E8eeeyHrnngZ6KGPX3hujuey 
Hrh4OzeueP3u7nm3 na4MAGSXDt956K4euHs33 rnnr38qfAvQQeucoC+33 s3 rp 10CvPuFnQK8+4P 
meeynWD4PIeuQOOOk/nE4PAVxXjivXP5Ts3bTz4/m4V+9/Jxaecd 1 Jg/t/N5FYuSKAkcUT 11 +tai 

zeR2EcWKYtLxxWLHAWdFYsVzj gV4889kPXOPWegIPRXoMgnFkOEc0V71 zyBvdvXD0by4QAGSWHeji 

uejezffTeevfyp4BExB66Bj hZj ezeunXOLEPOEpOI8+4PmeeTnQEewuh644j 71J+524kcBbJ44rl 
z+UTOJ4feH83Evvfysqecdl IefyfzeRQYgZnohyjiijuu0p/b5FEOTseinD49ZRwJHAS1FYsVODH 

MeepRPZvXQPSegR6K85ou3 +B 3HSifTeOK929egG8uEABklkO4o4mTh659/J569/KngtoezHbz 1 z 

7iRUG9m9dNxDuOBv5UnonnhTE9ceeynRZvZD2Q9dR2o3 qT9ztTN+/sdYx4/c/c/1Ozig3 h/NTFfD 
HmV1K5+45xXPRPIor4IgFmgFFHdD0p/b5HdhXxTs3 VseezjizpRRXxXDgjvezevetj lzrIOeive 
l~x0enkPdD 17q30ifyeob72T lwgBLqAAZJZDuJ6K+KIetj 710b lwgDpWLZWV7 lwgA7jnFcgdOsdgn 

FdSHcTz7171 x53 dPyuHmd711HE+9 SHronrLK4euHqV71 z lufbfs3 h64eueuHcb 19KGPXHOK56J5 

E9dEPU87noonrr7R6dc+RX4V7udY7h566KPO1FFfFY7KJ3 cO43 cT lw9c/SeiuHor6Wtc9bHrKHOv 

euepXu7nrh6CXUAAy SzdxO3 r4onnMeHbt53 G8OVKG7eHBHMduI803Zzhu3budY4cHDd0nonnh27e 
c6UMc51 zmOEcIgbmFHh6kPZw3Y4thBwg5+D5uFmITg3hwg4R65xBxKCPQzuwj sdvIDQTnWI5jiPX 
Xu6Uwj 5FYaB3MIOEHEHJ241BLDEQ4aHEgWBHrh289 Scxwg9FFMJQI4Rwcc/d7sc3 c6G7du3 nrea6 

cAGRk3 cThIh3E4gTHCj sehjhJhXEHEHDYOI4pFYkB J lw4 SDsU84OO3FgJQxxKWCuJYj+HMHHqQgd 

Bj ivYLAsPwe 5wlAgTl~xOI4j 1 ziOKcV6 GiwWxXkB oinYLDcV66 GO6VBXiPhuEfOLAsB hzHEOLYYiH 

EHCuLAjixQxxHqThh6KKYQ4j hHEcWbigWD8NkCPWTagYAMjKI~xQx3EO4nFicIOx6KO6glj gcBHHA 
7GRYPBaWKBLuJFDeHn7LD0rNHN3D9N 1 f8dD7p+EhR5w701N8WUyc87FQOPPODHWHdfjHVkQeLMi4 

uHCDbseH+5/nlA3+WcaEG7w 1N4361~xnJ 1 dnrHoWrxhr9/VEO465CFnQRA8LB2R+6x3UDRAj2Vy6c 

AFevAvPDrT+exqFFIZ ST8hvNyKRZUdWuTABbhKLYEclibqbNyORbUejXJgAtwgmzByWZupM2Ma4F 
UYbXSAAt 1 A9gTktbdTmVLj xBrpAAW5OZphGxp6pcCABYKQAWrC2qIDW ltG4MAGRmr9rPsD0aWg6f 
vMp9mLZ+Sj haq4EeuH7HR54IoilKsXMipq8 S260ADJLCGc SwcV41H0qInne7he2+EPc3u7dUPB0 

RaesRH 1 Sox4HPFkqMRDs7pBIxxJWulAAy SgpnEsQyvEqklRHE73 eUPZrBLaLd26t4OiLXVl~x5Tj 7 

xdxlkqRfiRUgkkokqXWwAZJTdmb JcN1U JpGloPi3 R1Ht4uzNEemSMoRdV71FDhFrI4+8oWGnvO+O 

2fdj/d8OPNFyHRBYi6tV8/lfHTfzeCSRwkuXWwAZJUQ7h7xRzwo3FscDs SCPwOCcrx5zsblRDlhW 
sF 1L3wr 178DiHN/CgUgrKg3EwbiYLZWLAo5WUCOOg3Kg7LCjucnOxTi2T1YvFAPnqOxuJZYUb0Cj 
nHA7FQODOLA4Eceo7HAj gu4kOIcY/A4COLQbkGNxD8C2LGO4h6BB6G44qE43 J043096Hh2LBrrQA 

MkvOOB+GIFcEcRxwEc ScOIONxuMccCjj 8 SxXoEOFgSBHoY84o4YcWBDiuOYjiQI4kCQLAj gvA3 CD 

jmK5TFgWBR65yHG41ArhiAjiDhi2GI4riQLAr70BgegVw1BHOYSBXEcegkCuI4MDhIoCDOCuEcWh 
OJQRwk2OJAQeHcQ84j 1 zivTFHFHCDgu4YgcCDjXWQAZJVQtLx+GHEcO4QcRwg4 Se4LuK4R2/DHOYR 

5284TSictLxIonhxH4YgAj hJt25zCOEcRxHbtwj sduCTOQ5jt2cRz8x287cEic33 nYTO3bhHbhHnY 

5ux67RvPRuYTHMdvDt956J284Qdu5t3FRjm7j du4ej duI5jt25j scK/dFG4tLxHoqUBKGPOEm3EcI 

+gEPOIgcOIgMGHEHBccF3EcRyXWQAZJQQdxOU27jehj mgdEgE/cgb+HccT lixQO+MTuHr34rtO4d 
xD2cUTw9e/E89c9dOuePXPZv3PRPXPXPXD 10TOQ9dFR3 xTdp64esr4o7K3 SueiueuevHd8UWnc/e 

9e9Y7h4eeijifyftmW3z 1 z+b lt7WuHrY9c9FcO7n7o73 m8h6M9FbnXu4p0dw9dG88/Hc9c/e9M3 

s444o8h29E9E9E5rrQAMksQeueRRRuTFueuhQx65638PXxPXD19izz2XzwTulUMenZPROL8889kP 
XTrniE7iyhO3 oY9m9c9e9fc9EPXRUsnqPpzHp0TOGOWVLN6PJ7IeHQ4874916ievenQx96OKON7J 
+6dk9T7HrY9k9rTsh656K4exj 9t6N/oeuHGid5U3b 102/e9k+9G8PZvXPxPUorb8cd+Q9FEO73 r4 

11 sAGSUI!0PIoo3 sh7J66Bv9uF+Hr4nCDOBHHEeyccQ93 qKPTsnonnHHE8/29dP6HkCxZOK9e9c9 
m/m9fc4r lt61k8coB598UCj2VLN57J/scIPW43tI43 rh6YQfegV6N7t+77p6nycKPZPa07N656K4 

e6HTb0KPoeucZ531QV66nHegk/E++gmgdA3puAkcccBHorxwj 1 zy62AD JKp/DRRRvZD2QTyHFfyc 
L8PXxOIgASBxnsl~xYh7vQV6dnFFHA3 nnn+3 oc/oeOYgFkOIgEgmgc/cgfc4mG9 SyeQMcQdz747G 



9bpZvxdv9j sfHUduIe0qGPvXvTEfec SON7J+77p61icI9k9rTsh656PIe7fuetR9D+V1Sj 6mY89d 
OevHeT8DeHs38nFenQFjjj gI9FeOEeviXWwAZJVOwaKKIeyHrb 1 z0b/b2c96+J7E9Dv43 z2Fc/Hk 
G43 sx7OKJ755557Iehzs30V8WDjiif7eufzevufxPXRnsnj qx3vXj 18d949bpZvw7ns3 rx67D 1 sx 
69697CxPvP3Rxx5P3 T+nz/Y9iiye 1 rh7Ieueezeyfujvf6H8nVudF1Oieupx3 D2ccFG9m/kPXvTo 
eccccOJ6KIcI9fGulAAy SqdYqKKIewd0Vw9e9c9nPeuHb2Id3 WVz57CzfjyId7 li3PROVz8Tz 1 se 
hzrnzu+Kx3PXD 1 z 1 z+b 19z+Y9dFSujpWO4euH7n77x63 SzfuueuesrsOqgd8d7 ljvfefueveuHrp 
lt61c/m9behIrh656553E7uehv3vXPXD 106K6bijupvXD 1 t+Cjj tj 0MevenXZvRvX5v3 XvXvRRLr 
YAMkqm3ERRXuY89bcI4j hBwk965wz3DhHY5zMdjmO3 nCPTCOI4RxHBHnY7HCPQ5 sdvICDhR2Ob0N 
203 CP5D 10Tsdj 2Q50hzimEedj sdvO37Y87HOhjt6G9DHN2Ox63byoxxYY9c8ObzseHnnMdvO3Y9d 
MJGcI7ecJDeOI4j0N2PZDhXEhvuEftjiUbhKBB66c9c4j 1 nE4Qdj mPDm9Otwx6N664fuieieiiXW 
wAZJVQQeIobscQd2TiuEHCOJPeucMD2CuK5zCODuEdzCDiQI4jw4jziwLFdQc SA2QD30JAsVw9fd 
A3 snOg7qCQOBXEfwcCUEisWBLG91~xWzjgEugcCvDzhHFgcV 1BbjiQOBLMeQOBYrnFyHCQEcWBYSn 
GhuKcIPXTb9zhH7dziQI4g9OwSBvWI9FE4j 1 zmusgAy So44yKK+BxYcbtxHb0DpP33QVrzwrcxLB 
LHEc SD4WBX4HHc/ZX5oPEGY8808EH88LDzzhZ4sO/O5B4gz48PDH3/uYYpB4L7taWSDwKHe6cG+9 
Cw8XIg+RBcVj6elP3i5XP5xu8Mfufs8+WMPww55/OnHnbdR552Y/Zj 7iD 1Ph2x+Pijuvsoroa6yA 
CvT9aIhY9Eetf2+xZVKioqRj +UIOXLVsTkmKXUj ObhrcINeiEutgAt6OIPh7AoWyiNtZJCTykaQF 
tFQALc4gYmwKFsojbWJwk 1540pHTJgALc4uguwO3 rm2sThKNiRbCI2BAAW5B lodbE9nCk0BQALVJ 
Y01 +RsUAAmyhMww9mq2CLYTNigAFc/t0UQ/Ak64F9/P7E8pymElclIXk6j I0Y lyUtJFsUYGKo4oF 
AoW0d8ZsYABXP7Jmdj 7h8dwL7+HticJUQnwxV6QzEQtVw8iPDXtK 1XMZ8bY3RGApeigUJRCOItk9 
uagAt9UDM8POH srgT38PbE4bcYnRC8 GyqFqufRIxr2tyrmM8NQ1RmDtiK 1EBUYvl7ZPbmoAK5 luM 
GdG+9j srgTCkE3 ieOj/IPxF+zuqdm8/NeiH GLrV8uQj xhNFXGLEhB 4L7OxpAidzfahelZvPhL4Yc 
J3 a!+xuhHXo8TvaibmoAMj IuGOoK8d8WHA4HDsVxzo3urK6obiWIgWBwPj gblG8PWwxLG9gZ4KBH 
JxoG4MQOB8C9jc SO2OI5QUY7HHZOVBwOxUCxj +FZj0FAuCwWlnBXRHG4rmcSxuPxuOBB 3e85QeBP 
G40Dj sUcJMGLHR/QNwzHHY3 CQOBNQj 17n91BX3UKDjug3 GuZgAy SxXBB xXEsVxXBhygVxznnu7Y9 
doIOEcIcRxHEcVwXeHh67QI4g9YaHFcIOC9BBwYcQcXgYcQcI/BjhBycVwXcMTEcVxDiOOBXCOK4 
jhHFDcMcWKHMVwXoEcQcfgvAg7hj zhiAvj cWgrtxYEmDECTgxHDLcVxXCOI4TQI9YnuG4ruKYYdx 
OGFzMAGSUI4N3EgR55wXeecRynPPOnrnr9RHEcJQI7HbiOIOEHN4cV3 oY7dxj0MduQ87HY7du3bu 
bdj m7HbzmOU24QdvOEnQx27j icK44 CTnbij w5UCRj 0DcK7HnY7cIPRaUQ4R6KkO 3B egtLxHOYLuEe 
iech6 J25 zcUVJ2POxzdvUN27HcU41~xOY5j sdvOIObzt+GObsd6BHrh3NwxxIoqBgeuHBdczABklN 
525j m7HoY7dvxO4oh6GPRRUbzhbo7tKJ6J66bhvXDOT9iPRPvPO9K2/e/E9dEPWO56HHN3PRRP5D 
tE9cPXu4qcUUcVw7iscbx6J5x3Ud8b8Q89bHr3 r3 rh61 rRvXPQ598UV065/ONE7sdz0Tz0Vw7uPx 
W50bz 1 z001FDHs5xFc7iifvevfujjd3PRaWQ9fGdvO3b0VJzfeuHonm5qADJLVz00+4evevesd0b 
0TOUVG84WG7ilUN6J66buHcMejesW 1Dfeee 1 rdk889dAo6HHc9BkWTOV7+Q7RPXP3u4f0UUcUMeh 
2P5HE/GPZUs43 n3 ns3 on7n8h3 Cqn3 s3 odFE7iHQ7nXD2T6J3 A+3 onnocDyPPZTbqJ/OKHSj zdj18 
QFHron4n+UJzjjewWGHZP3 xnbz 1 z0VKK09c9PbmoAMksV6LBXr383B7o3 CDOTujecLASLUV6Ie7n 
ZuFHo3 CP4K+9G9rZOK889dEOD3PWOlk9Fe4j s7eucV3 D+iiiHDEBIKJAr8b+Uzvj efeezcR+5/tx 
1T7+cUVBXrCTrh7OM9AP204nnoB 8j z2VBxv5xQ6UV7hfp7hR/KJ+BnFjj ewWLSzevjRPvZPRUoon 
7nLNuagAy SxX7divXv5uJHdG4j0UVG89k4WLQR6N3 nOzc SKNxI7Y7feiH6rIcRxXocQ4sVz3D+ye 
jucQdob 1 ziu4qTOTzhHoCWTxxH438pvOOCef7HEjuf7stYef7fzoLHYSdcP9xnoEe7fzeeghlH0f 
iyON8eyeiPRXvZzpj H J/K J6 Co JHG9j H7tPuO+NA3 snoqUV49nA425qADJKon7oON3 G9e9FHdG9E9 
E7o3nsnDvBuJ6N3 dOyHccUb 18cOJ96CqsHfBRXRD2J3E9R/ZPRRP8nyG9cPWocVJ6J6K 1FDv9j 1D 
eefHspvOODieyHrUdz+XvU48n7fuN67OdcP9Pnod7+T 17z9071891pPvXxRHo83 s6Xw9ijyieeHs 
LOON7J+7 SyHr3iCeyeipRXv3c3 m5qADJKon7od7uIehj 17uKIeieid0cb3Q908/Sueieh0oY7iei 
fuHor43 oPM9bH7oKK6J+x3PRQ51 zt6J64fDnrh6J66nFFE7jHcOyuHc3HHEPQ6OKODidw37x656x 
3DyDl~xPRTr47rp 1 z9sePXXDON6J5+3EO4dKK6nc+9DeiPRXD2dLp3EPW4nnnoHdHHHbfuhUdsehj 
tBO7n7qUV49cP2325qADJKnY9dDcx64dj m87HcUTivROdKN7i+fdzDEThKBHEHcTiDOBB2PW7dAj 
hid 10TglzgvMI4kTiDwYtgRdSeihuKO7EHEc5w5j0Q4Q4j luKAjij 1 zhoeIrCOJMlPYJOucSHOtv 
OEclPP4x24Q7cSgj7hHojiQ3EOFgQewR55xBwriuI9c9QI4Qc002ObiUor3 nFhjtc0ABklA7nAPc 
4jiu4nbijuKDnRD3F43cwxE4Q4jixROK9YOPZW6CQFd3XRQMd30GDj sW24r4YtgRdNvRQ3Ff4cCu 
cwSJxDhH7roCOK/dAjjiIsFgSYPw6VODs/sFgSBXn+HYh3 AziPwI9EgW5xECYOPBHnnFgI47Feue 
oEcI7RcLAIKK9xBxIa5mADJLD3YCXQLBRXR2Ud001G9xTKI4e6BECwV9 lnFgg+91boLhj007Fix3 
5549H/Tt8qlRW36dOPFnh2pnZW6NzxWMMceLPBbKPOyw7iLz5j 9A82QuV11Refw9ZXoPhhrGGVrt 
5/Mj OsepUg6FRYeCRD+HnfEG8P5F5YLSwgVx5LmYAMjLtJ+FosravGoarlPyNLqkDjZTiKUextZ 
yKYLlj nTS 5oACuVUPb sDolRuzI8jwgzZTOOV+xqikUwUzYgAFcqE 3 DA6 JUEMiyoxDNIRIOUWxsWR 
TgpmwYAK5 WLu4D0oUzYyERuPy72 JErUj Rm2gAK5Ye/S 9aaWiNtQAWsKpogAF1WNIK9ogAFcVsUZn 
JSOGIuqxi8klGJqHKM3W0ygoAK4o5 sz lumDA549RBvhk4Ixud7IRJG62mUFABXFabMpbqAuOePQK 
Bt2Tgj G6OTtqFQAK4suUVpaU 1RA+qDecPHpZegbjMJQ7 S Sj 2TQue32mLAAyMI~xv2cXPBHM9dB3 QN 
6hWUA7nhQSLpzthvKzwzk4uEfgWycnEugoMdwOxbMgdinFweDgehtQqABkliOC7uBuFHHN3 ON3 Ae 
YriuDjjgF006Cilu4HAswYgWgO4ZcTij hXEcI4ziOEoJAkCOKQTUKgAZJYQcGHoG4YHc3EOIO4nH 
4jiDgocF006Meh6F4sCzIcI41AdwyrnEHEcI4Qdjugj hKBHEcI7HZ59qFQAMks3 hyHMdvQMcx204 
PnEO3 nbzl7cR2Obm9EO3bwbujHbvQS6OOHNu4nrp7uJ6OKBIb9z0buGO4h6KjdvRUoY7iehjuI8+ 
1 CoAGSXZu3 s nnl~x3 E9B/RvRPRO6OB 3DuG7c SN2 G7oh6KoV6x3 Tbu9638PXPWnbuKGPZvPPZP3 Dv S 
ueipZzh3 e9bnR7hNMWABk12b0WTzw8PZvD1OeHsh6J47+uHroB6QdlEOx2nGOGybeuHCz3 rnMdQ3 
cUMepPPZD 1 zjpZP3 cnrsIezcL7jahUADJLs3osY8+8PZuElnx4eyHonj07MeugSOkHdPOMIBibcLxO 
EnvXQN29biHqTw90/dA52DupZuIPZuF401 C~AGSXZj 12NveHs3Y50J7IeiePc8h66HG9m8HdPQMO 



8rx5zo3 cT91N3E+OQ9FdcPXPRvZD 13ufk/dSwcQ9m9d4dqFAAMkt2Vu25PD2buKhO7h6J47srh66 

HY4ng7p6C0eDvfym4onrp71 z98cVlw9cO43 s3 rh66fk/dSwmons5rHG 1BQAGSW4Hbg3KN6GO3kH 
FE87eQx203Y9dDgQduyHkO7N6hwx27HoqN656HPehv3Dt627edux5wj lw7eo3 nrqBgc3Ecx3 rw2o 

JgAySwj 1 hLcThHEOcCODkCuK9DgI4j mh5DvG7oEgVxKB InEpvXOK41hHFgRxHrnFoI9dQRwo4kC6 
0NqCYAMksSLBccUCQMiwdivB1A4rsHZWaLKLp2cXj saBbrI+9m47Y9w7LIesdruCQWedBcMehj +H 

XxNQUABkZQ9imwZYYdz+CXxX6KaI7yaHX2qtEQ2i+sdaURdZtXgAZGVubNiWEUTV4AGRlb4zYli4 
iV4AGR1KWMM2WMGNq+ADIylj 0jZZROaswAVy 1H22FAArlqezbYUACuFrk2wsAFdYzPkQbYAwAW+K 

RobYAwAW+KRo2wNAAsmNsDQALJjbAOACuN8/kMWKLO8J8h/qGOd7t8eIx06xQrQ+6xOhlRYoQagy 

aGfwe+kHgJj f4k8OK5xYDFh33 AuODbfFAccNDznA6NwyxwUDnAg+Oh2Oh8eHx8dDsdwj 8Lk6+cD 

A4ZTkOCmOB7HxwaBxR4eHY+PDmPjkOQ6Hx04Qc4Q+OoT4+OnVp07EUCRKBIf47dfYoj rEr 11AAMk 
sCkCgcQdj ocJJaABklgUgJJLIAMj IDwy3Y/AZjiE 1NQnWIdOVFGj xIh06dOrODHrWL1F/ydTh0PZ 
5o8QRCi5BaGlaIX751NDqFadQsULFiooVq+iHWJ9Or7WIvslSH443Q6jHMchwPBVktAAty9IEchZ 

NVaABbl6QI 1 xfaiwAC3L0gRrizahKAC3L0gRrixtQkABbiHIElxc2o SAArmovW4cgSXFyaiqADI0 

CWe4pFprixNRVABkZMPbuRa 1 xfHmoqgAyMwRz3FIta4wNRUABkZuBu 1 CK6Ra lxajaioADIzeG9 

hDt2ORRSLWuLUa5omYqAAyM305wHcOL0ilyVYFomopgAyMxzOA71~xekWuQUICUTUUwAZGYTDcEcE 
FuQI5FQOCOJqKYAMj QLBucG5wYtyBHIGDU CuLYjNylFmycACuahXbnj c4MWxhXbLpYexZiwaao4t 

i Gy J2yYACu4Qcxzxu7MVk4rsbgs 1U9izFQzR41cPdbZE5 smAAr4MdueNzgxWrCPDb Cj VT2KkJguO 
xy $3 duuZBjZOABkZPm5u8buzFapw37z0 lj q7tPD JD2KMeEg+yHD 3 XsghsnAAyMj xubuzd2YrVO+O 

BuLA3EuHJyQTkSHsUnhO2IcW0+bkYZqrZOABkZFBDm415wYrVi3uIOK4g4Rw0TEHIkPYm3trTi2n 
idEQaobJwAMj IHc3BHOGLVYth3EHbw5juAcc/Ec 1UtiddtZcW08boYcqGycADIzDwcB 3 dmK4wQeH 

bz0T7t53 G7dufUURIWxOuWOZOLdbNzv S 1QoygzdIADIOCwdhXdmKwwOO43o4FedxvQF6idkhbE65 

aktxbrZucyGQQ2YqCG4MAFc 1F6jH4N7oWqrGPvRvRuI87j eiu+uHaqPYk71qS3Ee3bNzsgzijZiQ 

EG4gAFd 1 W7NUtTufeeegbt6KN6K76G8 SFsSdyy0uiOwiLWbnZBOEqZBjYaDcYACuIMclWqMcx2OK 
9A3bscHud+x27VR7ErGsMynjnuGbnZDmF 1 JBjQj hTdOACuIDqtUFHY4r0Aj hnsWYjtUh3 sSuliM5 

6h7tm52Q/J3oNDGiIM3 TgAriApJjBXo3 noBHDPg6Dhqm72JfyxGfFM94zc7QfHbDFOYGQZm6cAFd 

QaxCI87A+rCam9iX8 sRmLN75 m9DQfXNDh0MDPRm4wAFuMhMXZkbsh7qvliMxzPfxvRkP/mhwdGB 

vQj cYADIzPnv4THtKBEHuq+WIzKZ7nG9GQ9Wc4dDAnqZuIABkZnh7+FHtLBOEgzS6WYzKb3 SN6Mh 
6M5wznoZ 3 oZuXABkZnh7+kKTw 5UFoMzulmMzme6RvMOHozu2cyB ntCNy4AMjM8Pf0hTegpzvxTO6 

thcZuZgxS2N5mh6HN4Z2QJSOM3BgAyMz4/hELUiigXqLm7JPrqBgrSz8xAcsjej Q9Dm7NDICzyDN 

1AAMjM+eC214op7MspcC44sdvxipXdwICSWXEMByuNjtbZDDOlhnNDcUYZurABkZm6c7CQI4gnb S 
iFnc7tw7sfCCQR7JzeB GtC2MYfMrm5MZUSy0MM6OyOZ3 GOYwzdWADIzDEB 3EHCiXW8fj 3UMUd0OK 
3D6wKNBx7J3 cWy0JAqcufwMHbqAhQKSGhhnSgU7044HqzdIADIzDEODcUdwY26nj4TeoglZW48of 

OCvAjwXN7otZKQ7gWuf6nDAYbqAocDCKhnMgziDs7o74COM3MAAyMww52Y527Y1VPHwTegUDeWMe 

yd+4PIw51hfgjLfisQeTsf69pzmbdQHIfLQOpNBoNA7qHMzgnGbmAAZGYYcHHOAQSqnjw3 aN3 A7x 

+D6nEUD SPnYvb025/kzQ8x78EZbwLgrycXL3UR23UODcMONAOFNDIYZ26HNld3hzNwIAGRmfNwcd2 
DjVW8eHCDEcVww4riHcCq73 xZPUnc9WYde/8CQIF8cacXnZakRN 1DsNg4qIcKCs5oPSx0c2G3DBu 
BgAyMz5uHh2Dj dU8fDOCDsdj hBwwOIdwKofvi7epPUzoM9G8/8CQIJQodU78EOPRtwjwbsc3 nZ9w 

oIZzQYN0fmHWCG40ADIzPm53 Q7PIbq3j 8UhuO4cJA3Y4SgOrfvz4j z 1Lx0ereHvgSBTQeOqemCBu 

ptwjyfdvPQzzihTOaDCOZ+914zcaABkZnzc7buztiXW8picodgRBQ4h27oCK3NzfmeepcJ56ivcw 

SqRaWPWd0G7IdTbhHbcV5whwqkzmhqD9zekgZuBgAyMz5wCDvDHISqjt9wZ3Ycd2OKIeh0CJHSo/ 
NEPUsMc+dYx3 xltqykXKqc6HDQ623 CO2PO3nrjiqrOZ2rc370ZwhuYABkaPj cO74KJVbh84M9Y43 

dqBYh27oIYj 1H5oHTcWCuTIFgyy 1ZQJj0nKtoiFhtwbsV289egZIzs7Jub96R25 G6QAGRmfHARz4 

IJ 1Rw3FgX24sb0NxXY9DORgzx72QOm48KIY7rFLLVixDvHpOVbO6ybgwrzt53 GgiRodDJv3Nhs7s 
zcmADI0vfDtzIVqwo7cH8IOIO3DQO3dDA2iPew8eoT83EMdguV2sLHD5hha2dlDbgwriO3FRLLQ6 
NEG/fvRzPCN 1YAK4NGUnEcxwfxHEHcCuK7dl~xpkR3 zIh6ZRzN5OViOyu 1 hU7fMMnqzo9RW4MJYsN 

xkJaZzm0NQ5xBOPzN 1AALcZCBYoKH48KLj sooiwyI76035hDt6sWx2yp6QmWP2Qc Sd0ZAU3HM5ze 

CKDmzmd0ZuoABbiIXVbQtj DDdH lpveEOY9UY5uWMr 1Qufmcnad0aAQ3NWhzeBFB0fkhnZuEABbiJ 

Zexp6R3 zDh3wRAursLz2BnNzPx3 J2eoEeNx45zbhlZOFHFOyI3 CAArmmMlm2NPWO+YcO8IdkD leC 
0ewI5uYZ4hjPYCQzYOZ3 QMGGgHIZEbhAAW4ikoOqPT9dyHJ2GNB09PYEzs4WBBj OD35 GxozugUbZ 
ASqIj cIAC3EflyWxB 1 SNXOFiorFmRNb 1RBoeg7GIeA46y67D35PHUdp 1UpVrRURzuhzCBqOBHJ96 

4dHsPuK98dYh8fNjQAGRkHHDIDXHY4sBtDjHDOOGu4VwyQZhwJaHh51 GOHgHklAAy SwKQKUlsAGS 

WC2Bu4ZIa7gbAbLD JDWktgAyMgPD SHCDhXHfCDOql 8hIYwiMI3 ZhuxGdDFvzqZWDB Aqf9 CFiOvx8 
fTodRj 4/nNHV5Raqaoq0YUZHNfTQ6dPj of9Dal Wbs7VTxDZQLu0hDqEOh0Ol~xzHIcQcDw 1ZLYAJu 

VauKIdgaMLZQ62Ugwb JFsu 1 VIIIbpAAWSDFxyEzTwsH6N 1KVWWCG4EACyQZQchMxjFBUORdG lbZK 

wAWS2VKQqxDEy0jYyWyuZE4ALJcvoy7Ej rmmlgAsma4bLmNGMmmlgAs4xg2NGIpF9miwALOMgj Az 

L0i+zRYAFnTsIwNg42Ldo0ABXVc3 SNQwIwbNizaNAAWepq4DYRy SkzDQAFnqatgUobT SgAWfVk2Y 
ahspVm9QAK9FtYRsG 1ZmGocvRhR lohbVR7BIdOh0JsRiaNxIAFexdjZBj 2pEunibApW5WFGCaOKG 

qmJ3M4uy0ONmMY2yM3rABXgPsCIMZUSyVjxLnZNgUrcrD 1 hNG7c 1 QhJ8cwuysONmIhuDj eoAFccF 

9ky0GVCko4GvVJGB StysE lcPRu4aoYpccw+yp4hOBw2yI3 qABXHBfaQgxiXgVVHBL 1NIwKVuVgnr 

zj q4d6qxR85uzE5PnhSKWDhuIc834AFc 1Aj asehFRLJYa9TSMClblbw7KCjiHOJyjwrCVFZaDDfO 
byThMHAg4uD sIMkD sdBwOwllA3HEgbivXEC3 XPj k5 +/j odcwJaajpr4ADIOEgXasgxlRrRF0vckY 

HK3KzxwKOCOEcGHEgLoK4qAhD5zJQEsRwzwJAVPHEgdBuLAWBXBh5A3FehoCRXODFj sWx2Ot5OO+ 
2GK43KSWADIOHwzvWDdf5TIMd+Gccy9ZQqIdILyrFraBZK5IwNqKWHjduxxjtwjhRzcKOFDCOSDc 

0Hh+IXCu4nBHbl~xw9YS G7ckG7duxziicOO3iDdvOx2GEeucCHEcI4jiV 1 scSO2QI4YklgAyNC8fi 
YY4vhMNz~LxBi~McHcO5uY54XBYDilN’gx~e SiSMDldLDxu3buG7du3 cMc3Mc3ZBubs~3Mi50Cpz 



du4bMnNzHNzrCj u53pRXPXRXDu+54Oiigelc 9fDuuehj lw9c9FXXDuG/kQ3 nCRS SgAZGY51gewx 
gew7g9kGNwXsHcEHCjj scA7gRYYwF7B 5A5IwNhHLH071~xQ3 mbuGO7ocRDtu7VFZofNAid2C7uAk 
O207dZDz2T 1W7seMduY7m4iHic4PX7eueu6H8n73 rY9aGUQ9k/kR5D 1 +UlsAGRmSPwSAxYPAZsEG 
OAXgMDh3 CueFAYcCLBewXgMSBy SG415Y+Bh6G9DidxRXQ4aHk70CEXPQdbsF3 diRYxzhl 1LJ7WcM 
duFHe CuyKxcev29c9dxZOOAo4oyeexj +VRvQxyktgAyMyTgu4LwGHDPA4LQoB hygY4Vwrng3 B dwj 
nAMWC8FA5F4mxtg3LDxj h3bt6HE7iiuhw0027IDofOdhl 2Au7wQd4xziT 1LJ6rcMduLdYR2hwJj 1 
+3 rnm38oKArjET72T+QYr 1 hJLYAMjIeG9BWTjcblZOB GFB61BWNysoLAkHhOOxuWHA7HB4UFhyL 
6RiUXOWPG7zihvQ4nbmO7buIh23ZDg0Pnad84QbsS 53 dAS207doipZPazunk9 StxOyKK+y0+3 rnr 
uLLhM8IYUWT+RAj 0N3 JKABkZ1Ydz43Kyc+Nx88KB6FBYTlj srHxYUHxQeHBcUHg3LKQSJsSYhy44 
OK6KG9Ddu4Y7tjnEQbm7IcGgoMcxzsIQcCXO302ObmObmOaKlbe 1 neb 10Vw9dc8H35xDsOzevit2 
x/Jlg837hBxZP5EV71/KSUADIyHYdy snKycrJxhiOMMcHxOIcrHw7 Jy4oKzguKD7fcLInk2 JmMcu 
D2xzc3b0N25u3 COcNAd2QY5EAg5uBBAccK7cY7cOObm7RUbm9q3bt27hux3DdvBOQ5PxBm87dvWc 
TOMdxDuBYn6j h3P20Wcd+UlsAGRkOw7gu54cAw5nBIIMcHxOH8rLx4bloOCg/KD4oDyUZNisncvD 
2Edw3 oMduFcI5uZASGQHIDucBRzICwJDsJARzc3 aI4R7WgI4VxHdg4YaIaArhHrCuJAjhoe 1 eBHn 
NDcx6zHclsAGRmOwrgu5WTgwOXhiyDHB 8UA91ZePDctTsoPyg+KAeQOVsWqnKYXhYcN6DHcBIFuu 
0FthhNAkHAS GQEsW3 guCwcUNEQOLWsWwkCvYDhhouQEsR6wliwLYriPVWCQEIB 8FklAAyMx4EcF 3 
KycF3 LgYggxwfFgJB WXj sY5 aFZOXj c+LASReUMXehy 1 SH3 dfdHiHULj 9d 1PrVwqx6ny0Y74qjm+s 
7QFCXQ0mN+iD4wWMd8fFxWOLV8PB CAfiklgAyMx0JwQfc8NxzUFNj ggxweD8LBWXlhOXE5WUFx 
QeDOLIvKGUGgzYCa6nAUsWrM+RkADIOKY3P6Dw3L6CwsHBBjg+J3 xQV147KD4nHBQXFB4Mc+HIRq 
4pKhGwE 11OApYgzXMwAZLfA+FcsNygbl~xuWFg4PQcHgxywoKy8cDgrG44G5YOCsY5cZNbW4IyoXC 
NgNrqcB SygyXMwAZLfYaHKyHLCcnFcsKBHLQcFhuLBQI5+BDgvAjk4o4kFhOVIIvBGWAu0A8DW5t 
c0ABXNQOOGHLCcMQWAxBaDgsJwXgRz8GIDFhBygF7PigMSLsuwUEakAArjhngEgsKAS C4CHLQbj s 
bhiwXmC9g+AvYPhWOAx61plzUiXQitASokD2JN1UgAV3 Aiw8FY7DwPgYcbo43LBwCcGKAvYfgXwP 
x4OAS SiEMt S 9KkUyTnUE2ro J1CwAV7Ec+EsdlgvnQdty0Kz4/GgEOVvxaDc/EmfFwsicMa6xHiiJ 
06YXaig2VSABX+9HqI6PmHyIQJ7NULoXQ37 Sqs 1RLxHiiVudOt7UTtlVAAW6prgXtKq2utI7KcnT 
vuY 1 rChjeU71UAAs+r 1NcgsHAljvgJA4G47EOOj ++56CYOCceDgJSHL6247szj gbjuZAMAFnqYZr 
kCOI4RxYnCuIOKOLASgk39OCBIEcF4EcLML lc4ju3MRxjiO2QDABZ6hna5DHNwg5jt5285jmOEch 
wg4WYSb+mQhjkO3bhHbt3Ddznc652Ob 11KJziidsgGACz llRrhljyHmonnrns3 cfF1OunTqC 12Q 
9c7d3vW3 rpzx6Id3PZ07ncVzIKgAs6cvNch2Xw/m9aif7ezeuseWjnezia2DueunZP5Tnj0b2T2e 
ietw2QUABZxhYa4dO/fzcWOPtwxAP0gc6cGWtgO9Yr3 T+U5488/091QV6wrIKAAs4h2S+j n/v52N 
4e7cI9AR/+gk6dNTILA93DHu3 spzyIfj 6ezoI9YVkFAAWcuHX leJ/p/P2+929TzpdzcU6d99pYOk 
cfT+U55BO8ns51 z 12bIKgAs4MIvVZD2Dzfzeeuezev7Hsp 1031N9aWQ9m9Fg7Y91OeQUWT 13u567 
NkFQAWdQS4yhju4ewd7z0GO4FtxDuHOh0ODeg3N6hj m87eg3Y7dvZTnaHbc3bv3DetxRMgGAC01I 
SBHrnEecK4g7wRwvhZMbhYqBIEesSBHspztDwSxJhjBHbIBgArj rYEpAS2pvYQto5Fy4os4HFA1 
ii4diUCUCXWJdQTBxYPBxZToyHw+FOCcOGyAYAMj QUblQ5E2YeqCs4faclEYJSB 11Gg8j 1Q/O01Q 
bHXL8f9H3 qdVN6I/XUqVSvdH+T1NgAyMwiuiUy2tyjiAnpAj o CbqDg2 CRtnt JMo sADIzCK6 JTe0u 
CUQFawI6DHPdTswcCRtntWbKLAAyM62orSpbM8JRaL SOMtdL5Ywb5g4EppPtym2obKLgAyM7Ka44 
OFafmaOE5QUFe/BRu+Hx4RA4h6DQVkchwljRQK44G4MWK7m!oHFdA3 CR3YR30gWwkCnrnEigcDsV 
uLe 1 cylAAMj J52OBXN+BYEoMcVycVxuK4kBIFcSgRxjiTFcWhDhLFRuBDiDgQ4jub+cR6G4rhHrb 
iUdFAkBXEPXOJE4jiwK0ysAGRm6CwIOY84j hZhHCuY7cKO3 COEcIPDnQI5PDnMM9DHCvOdJwjkO3 
Y4IO3Y7j O7ccN6GPO3Mdx23EowwjhIodK5wjz0TzsehtMqABkZjyhjt2889DehzN6G9Fc5juGO4n 
oEuHofu53DiPQ4Z53Dfyp33RRZu3 dz 18Zw72bt5+204b9z2U2RZPQ3 sqVz 1 zw9m9G9c0yoAGRol! 
kPXPxP5PRHornndz 1 +Q9cPZD2Q71WUUOHSiypRZDu6nFnFAR6/L3 GcO8Pj sdvDuGPZP3PZTZFkPZ 
PZUrnrnh6204TtphQAK8EOEHqcb2T001AR5wr0BR696gVxhj dwFpR9Uoshw857OKAj l+UCxnnKAr 
z7hR7J+5ws3Pf/f7cLSufyfcKOLA2mWAAyM 14MH43u37c6wj zhXoCPXvUCwOgR6wtKLHOiyHC0ns 
4oCPX5OJHR9OFeHnCPZP30Fm5w9k/24Wlc/k+4 Sx2NplQAMjK4V4e5RxvZP251 lzzu+O2On3rh7k 
9y85uJ67M9F 1OiyHuR57J6LN/PJ693N9PZ2T3 J62/c9nRz3 +h7t7M9fFc8PZzvbTKgAZGVxYo8h6 
Ieyftzrs3 nu37uT lw7sfY/1OueuzPRZUosn8qT2cUWY9nk/nFN9PZQcWb2T+b2Z3zHsh7J7K1Deu 
eHsK4euaZUADIyeQ9e9DHbz0N+30uueiuft3D 1 z0CWO6bieuuPQ4dKHc9DpPZxQ4nosh3Dem+nrc 
HdDHsnond 1Dtu4Y7hubulDfyeegWB 3L+tVIpbKLAAyMwj sduI5jziPW5uAjtwg7sR65xIEc SgR7B 
Dm4hzHsnEPPZwbiDuLGOEHc 3 zcTHYj ltxIEQFs SAriIEHdzziOIOEkQ lcD3 g4+TlcBRTzjiAVS39 
8cUKqSrxt 1 AAMjMJAsDtj 0Dit08FhwK7wV66BbFgWgY4ZDgZDHrcCnns4OBu78nCPnvoH lwr2di2 
MMTMJhECPXPQK4sCyDauB7wceVyuAoop 1Apiii397mFLXS SYSHbcIADIOFw+PG/Z3Zn+K7Cvm7+ 
7Py4w2+P0qlzE4q9xL S GIdEKmR 1 Xrkd++Pa2hhk8Hxl~x5XK4 Cih/TdsC4ol!fTNzBKkTgbHbcIAC 
vCOhtM8FWStBMYjui lldv39N9Db2HfTuYIj xOBt9uoABaSkE 1LB SNxcEeHs38Feusrp0V7iYRE4q 
BT06b6rHeOEcJA3 CEDsc76d9qUFY48Y9ZTcERurj odYm9AAWkpBNJ+wiNxICOLZQEeucSKdDdj hi 
FRO JQIe+m 1YsB gcI4rhTiQOd9MwgxxYHHYIL, d-IEcdBYh6BXCNxwAWkFm5 h8UEPHnMduxzeeifc3b 1 
z0UU6G7HN5zd0nndHFR/UFETmPO4oQ5u3 obs7duVL6Yy5ux27HbzhIEcCJiRDtxXCNxwAWkF2Mii 
uh0nrnrnnon3 dz 1 w7vipw3 ncTu6k/dSuo/j iV2Q9FF 1Hk9dR300X 1 Aldfg4 nnrnrnc Tul~xxxvQ 3 b 
tuagAtILbkRXRXnnrh7KOOJ97t6+lF SdvPXPZUnYw6P4gWqpR3 Y4rnrqWMeIviB aqHY7Ub2T2Q9d 
Gj zjj eueubmoAK+uWe651A26HgwkeaN697uOJ+N7t6/B xUhwj 1 z3U5xhin52pal J3FbsMXUu3iL7 
UtaAIyHu3Y5P5x 10N5wj+Tc 1ABXpxFbWcHMoGY5kBY8j717/w9EPRvdvXOJFQhyiue6nQNAp6dRT 
tc87ih2FeupdvEXlb 1 oCuON7Jwo9c8QLG84Qd3NzUAFenEVyzA51GghEOhzjyPvXD3 ccDj e7euHd 
8Rzc4mup3HSupTp32j 5PRRRdDr6610PEX3v7Whj nhPvZOEjujQJG84j 2Tc 1 ABXnRFmsutRMo2KH 
dP5U4r3so7097t697OI5ucWb2VJllN3Hvp32tkPRRPfZvXUsniL739r3Vb72T3J655DiiHnsUeTc 



1ABXNXBvDvhwLFe/BYSBMHBQWCMokQdPHsqT 1 z0N6zuehvQ37bx3BxZu4dIeup2zvHE523juJ6KI 
c+rnrqOG8Q7OOHj eP5 WO 993 DezeueRXxxvXvZQ10 sAGRmKOC9iuEduNxYEmFgQcbiwEZRVa0yypP 
XOEdwdzhHCDhXkUO3 fAh5xKBaB4NwsSBHoEHCOI9cc SIMLDgLEesIOI/ASGO3 s3Z6G8PO3Y9k8ul 
AAyMhHMcI4QcI7eHnEcJ4VwIcRwjKq9CyPvXQI911AkCOFHkV+WdjROJQKcJ1YSIgcUBogcVyB 3a 
CZWJcewWBXnCQI9nDmFHY7cQd3PLpQAMj JvPQ4nrEedvD8dz 13 nE7hu3 rHbZVXOn80b+eGOr+Xrm 
P3DOHHCDQa7wxhhuMgfry7DYfwS3 n2HdlD9cPI/44K/DH7HH3DoDvWUO55dKABkZV8cVw7tj0Tt4 
eetR5TmsnorHk 1DJIUOHnN/1 z5cr 10oAGSXZDOVzmOY/c7eHnLAv 18WUcA+TWV66UADJLs3 ndzh 
H8BB6BuFnXu8o4B 8msr 10oAGSXZDOVw4 SPA7 lhnnXu8noEeybQMAGSXZDzuxc3 +Y5OOx25 lz2N+L 
CyagRGxmADIyonndz 1 sfw3NxYY9DnXO7bzuBYcQLtMSzYyABkZCOJc4R/m5uGBwnu2OFc3EcI7BY 
2SI2FUOAYAMjMcCW3EexubziQLN23 COTj sR2FI21 zYK25qjYCABkZlk/3Asf90UC2R7PCxwWC3Nq 
oAFcbxCxYg02wgALVBpuMRsZAArrfiap Sj YyAB aaHsxUthVJZRYga2UpcIACbqSZFbB ItqWyrhri 
lqrexaXBgAtNBlsW 1LZTXLijDbvaGDlwYALSVCrItpoUj+ymvXFvRxbQwcuDABaSkJVjxAnFG4g4 
mFYPA17iDB2OwX4dk4rk9A7EGFg7EHKBOG4R/ussI47PnNzefWO/aGDlwYAL SUgmk8gJAj gosVwX 
ci84 SsSBHBixHGODDOCwEqEgSAXgJAQcIPY9RHHQWBXFsXBxwKON6BwFOOBwViuUDwRBXjuS2AC0 
gtuek8gJDHbh3btwg4MDmO3 nC6mO3 COQ5jm4VwXcnnCOEqCOEcGHCuEHCPW9Ajj mEHEcRwkCDzgQ 
POI4U4g4xxIFcY4kBKCQOS2AC0gudPBOM9k9E7uiueuHN6J3E87h61 z 1 zuHc7udxXw4h3 c9dq7nr 
ncOJ629c9cPXauJypXDOTOTtzHoY87hj m89DHN2eHMcY4QcIOTiOFoEcclsAFpBYx4Ohnspz2UVw 
9kO4sT 1 zz2MN5j 2T2eT2T 190V72T lvS7HsnrrnsnXcVw7i0eT5FcPXvRD3b+Q8/lFE/beupWLDsd 
8UO963 ShucksAFpBZjoeIIdnsbivZRXOEHcFldG90G53 Q9d29k9wr 172T 12tS7juueywo81mtboe 
Ttzw8uI/NxRD2ceVLCux83osLqngsjMAFpBZuyAp7txH+omCD3Deuee6DqXQ9d2929YkV72T+Wt 
S7euueygWPJ56r6fDEgcDe4qUCO43 s3 spudYdxxQD9TsnpGYAL SUjHZAe127j eyiuexPTN66N7oN 
zuh67of/esx29E9k9drUun7msnN+PKB 1 WT5ATD4x7ipOEijezeym6dhXFigH6ndvSMwAWkpCB3 V 
Lt/N7KK5/1GiHro3 sYbwuh67 GPYx6HDeieyfy 1 sh7p+657 J/OPKCrsMiunePiyHncUUQ9kPZUp 1 
hHcTOBH+p3b0jMAFpKYpF7m7nonsb 1 z lw7iuHrnncOOl~xDu2PW7ncN6HDdxDuG/k81~xPXPXXO4Y9 
dH1BXUdt9Dsdw9AtsfyHnrooh7IeypWO61fFFm9107ekZgAtIk9b3MI4YwS5wg7gIPWx5wrs4jhH 
rCwEegK4Rwg7udnCOEeuucK4Yut2zhHkB sHCjt27Hbzt3FE9Dfyo3Fyhj0N66GPW6Vz0jMAFcLwN 
NB JTphIB 8EtwN6xHrnnCQzi2LFAXBYrCuI4kVztAtixXXOEgMXW8kCxEBRxXEgWxXnCuY84j 2tLxX 
eCDhHNxHCOCP SMwAZJYg8UW/y4yAXZQKmJhj zqZc sPPjvyeeHfRDmdroc/PPrFadOrHi7iIQ7weL 
u+KPjHoWePIgswwjlY8LBXoCQx6BxZHFe8cBHNxYCHFikZgAy SwwL+/xApALspTbApGVW9YkhW60 
xZTz9MOv lemQ8 SEOuHfZeMg85 GgAMksFxb2YCIBdlKbYFHiq3pEsJnkuTS5gAGSWDEnCIBdlKbYF 
Iyq3 rksJH6VUbwADJLBiUHoBDKUWwKJaX4maWjeAAZJZOnHuaWT 1H8Y06H2QkTcTQpsjgAy Sy4nP 
jdwxw8wnieIXFsKQWgTj duFgVsGQAMksuOCsnAxgJYJAPUHcOg9ASw 1 GRLhtCqB VVgaDHIaQHqSD 
6k3UgAZJZccFZOGVYO4PAYOBxw6CdQsB4DVZEuGqkDnjD+0b6iOFiq9gcBdwFVoDOOneBc7 SAkuE 
ABkllxDj snDKgMOGHIcUMMOEIDDgvAarI1Q 1Ugc8BXsNj sJUDxaswtmsBURhhaQXORh8w28ElwYA 
Mks CB x2TiDiwT1BOUEOVkGUFB ahhy so COUCjj ZEtDcfB zwFe 9VEEqXUVVsCgKiMNLdKIw+ek8Elw 
YAMksCHKyceHhuWG55OfGGeHBahhyw4HMdkyed79z91e6H8UKGXj 89Bj0ai++5OeH89 S6crJx2+ 
PV9v0843 fses74VCHnpxFeOsQauT/R6Iw+eqiBtcGADJLBiCw3Ll~xufGOE4rGQ+Jy 1B4PzcuPDxs 
nCwMc SBYEiHEgdhKQ4 SgMYM984 SAji2Em!TjcVxuLApA4F+ycJASBwLwxxLFPQN669xkDgpm805t 
FOfHO9zsuY7XBgAyMgxZYblz5wfEOHgGEFxuWoJZ+bn52VmyYI4o4RxHEiHEc SA1OAkwIgU984 SA 
jiwFocxj gQ4sCHEgf2cBICOI4vDHCOEpOK9dDHFOI4+GOEgS1PgSAjiwFXBgAyMgfCw3Lj xuXHAd 
wYQXG5akg/cH52VkyQ7ncVseudxPYb0Met0nbuj 1~xO4c753DeHcVz 1 s4uG9c7iufh0cNzpZw4ncN 
6JxzcOJ27pPOx25vPPUCOUyHCQx3 S+cK4R8cnCrgwAZGRx0LDg8LG5ceBRwXILjctSQfm5+eHhsk 
PN662/c9c9j ezeypPXHomsp3 zu5553Y+kCXR53R5D 11LJ5FnFc9kPZxEUVz+VJ+553EPRUdzs9F 
c7hzvobt93FcObmuDABkZHoVk5YWG58cxRyCHxwepIPzcuPDsmSLt6HdxPXPZQEeypPXHnsnbnO+ 
eyeec3F61KLzl~xDp4ch0d5PIs4msh58fjDom8c7287ieDeUaKK5630+iufjiyHsa4MAGSWWhYb 
lx4b l~xj nZDn5kHhQepIPic/PD smSLt+3 dAj 1 z 10Bx7Kk9ceeycJS+euiecK/1W4rFhuFcU9k8izi 
uezcI8HRXOFnQK/BvwO1/GiiucLO+ivjich2PY lwYAMkstBuOD4oJxwQ5WblAyCgblqRAo43Pzw7 
Jki7fuycSK56LAj 2VJ64/Fk4 S189dE85PP9Tpz0BHoMc4FpZPIs3 dz2bhHg6K5wlJxIx4coFnfuz 
0eThZ3z2cbtwfmuDABkZHoDDnwPYO4YcMaA8FoOe4YguPDsmSLJ/K56+K557rN7Kk9cfiyfypfPX 
RDuPt/qdOed3PRZ0qWTyLN3c9m9m8HRXDvOkO4oNzm53 TyKPJyHqXzu+N6Ao/8uDABkZFoGHLgew 
eAdwfUHgtBz4BLLjw7JkuhvXXPXPXPu+s3 sqT 1 x57J66j xvXRDuLN63N83 nsnceb 11K28iuiueyH 
s3 g6PJ66k/fZw3 rpvJ5FHk/3 S+d3xxxcn+a4MAGSWPQFxy4E4PwWAeoLhaDorC2Pj srJksIO7COE 
eueHEdvO3Ok9ceeydu6E7iyHY5uY7cLQhzgF3N203bugR2gJFc4Uc3 ng6PJ27pDznBw4oqOHGijy 
euo8bu+N6HcPZLhAAZGR 1CDm58CeF8 SNwicTz 100Tj 88PDZMFiwIOGLnBxxICUnrji5QKgLFbHbg 
u4WgeAYHJxXCHEdkBB 3 dARxB2GY9dA1JwkNzgSgS47HsnMdnCw7h5zduxwq4QAFcGgZQOJOGhl/i 
hLaCdMuj7JxX/O3B7n3EgdiHnrji5QKQJddE5uLYQ4mG4RzcWB SB3BivZWJA4tGPXWM84V67BTiR 
IFtwKgLDuHbmOI4VcIACuCEWy80b09PHyj og 19TGsw9T0wKF+MN/7C ly+GUd+LiDLIifysYY+844 
cDwRcIACuCmWzQJONvryWc S S JuNAArgpFCA9dRmwKEb6 S 50bloAK4KZRj SaL4F3 ryM9cwm4IACuC 
spzraqmQse+SdG8a2m8AAtxdJe Srb7LezHABbgmq/rakj cQLnsTTMgAFuCpVWx0yICxaNmiAATcW 
TIhw4tGbpSN1AALIJ5uQ8otZmiAAWQTzcO4JBQeFZMwzABaS1TFcVygcCswyABaSkXm4jk4jiMxL 
ABXHti+B ezXAsonV5 Iq5btqmdKFtUFyiuevufuZiWACuO9isYj RmI+rFeVbU 1TuJdbcK5OotqgkR 
56/B2mYZAArmp7FYxGjMR5RPPKtql WiJJKn7q57ZIhyf4V6Ao42YZgArmpAqVYCWxuPKL4kVUS SV 
bNaKue2tz0BHoCWNmJYAMjQZGOWDgnLCsWldEOJxkLGHj 0Fw484434PhKHZEG+9ZB1YqOx2dnmOY 
5Djw4KOzzdkKODs4XcJ50OaFle6uieQ475rYlfPRXPRcvNmJQAMj SeQEscBiBYEm3 cQ4 SBKTiUG4 
sBB 3 DHnBiAlcxuJQI9AI~xHCHY4~iHF~C8 CuMe~Vwl~xuNwub~xSuicIOJQF8LY0+noro4 s38mY1AAv 



NJ44dxHBccI4k6HEOEgSk+OVAo5uFHcMecK7cLMnCzlefgJMh2OEPOEcF3 Au4QcnnEcLQY4jiduB 

FO6Jwg4 SYMQPY08bt6G7dux3DHmYsAAyM6Gdw3 r3b0Mehu3ft3HFDHcOc/bmb 1 setv233 cWb 1 s9F 
bPPPPXUr3 d553FE7hu4buJ3E7iehj m7ocVz0fbuHbnO444obujivdvbGgsGOFHNxHEeZiwADIzoZ 

3c9e9FOtj0Oc7jd3vZe3 r6OLC7ivedxYPHSd5H4n48jq6K6k9dHFk9ddfHdHcO7nSqOLJ6PKO7Kk 
5vxx3XHo83rtjYuNwjuB2OJmLAAMjMId3 OEH7Fitj0OcOQ87gXKc40Nwx09FG9AY50neObeeHDnH 

H1Seujiyevzz847nSY/1RwFejzvyupOY89HdceezcJsTMOtEPrL2uYTKTABkZhaWQ4YsUd5vQ5ziP 
XPZToFpQGOnrn3 oBfHNvc6Tzw4eYj 2U29dHFk9fdnAkUQ9jHrqOAr0ecVu4+5j 0cd 1 x57NxJGJmL 

AAMjlPSyHc6Ymb 11A8OJ7Kdg50N293Hc89cOb3R57nSefeuobz2U29bHneT 192bhloh7B5TOAr0e 

cV2RyHOKO6489kOJIxMxYABklvHR2Le/dAtseh0NziueylrLX ljnQ52N+5566n0eis6Tzw9U73 sqT 1 

0Q7yevuzeuiiHsH1Su5RR5xW7j m53 x3XHnsh6+QEmYsgAy $3 zm4EcW24jt6HQ3 OK204cx25 luI3HN 
6J563 AkM9Fbo3 nhzinXPZTb 10TtzeiuzHd0UTzmPZUrsnornrsj m53 xRXHns3r2mDABklvnMK4PA 

QclO4dDc4rbiUDE6wg4cLxHY9gNzmOEO3 nnCTDGU29c7cI7iuucK4jiPZUdiQY4R67JDiugS47Hs4 

FaYMAGSUfOYSxXo COK7hnbu624p2OKewWArh132PcLAQ5uKhvPQLQMZUnrb0 Cw4rd7hRwkDiypYJl3 

jhHrskOK6DHrjiXwK0wYAMlcvpTY74rXFh4uj 1 +feGR2ZH5+PBxvzPhl3jVrmGxqOuLFy5cuoVx3ny 

RzfUCP95h+ed0dyJ/PDaYQAFdPD Slk2 SwAFdPbNMUbZLAAV09s0xRt 11NRTABXT0hWbrSaimAC00 
WwPERXmj G/YFG6mACbdrgqNhDU1VqLXiFalyMblvrWkbqYAMj OcPAVSwkj0pCFtRIxtwKN2ylWBH 

4qY/smYX 1Q S0ohWiMmJS3 a2mbqYAMj JuCOFUouz21LJFsJHZPucQnw9kQqDjznSP7gqyBXrBPWiF 
alyxVJVraRupAAyM57G7swuB6LXlbRbCR4nXxWiddsiFa2OnnLoe2aiaw9YgZ4UFBQVsdlrPDee8 

7UczcTCsUMkFZXD 9nfhSKGWFB WUFbzGFc+bhgAyM57p3j onXVrvHBklddQuelfzhV/fLv0X6PkdV 
L2h6LuFolqJucNPafFvLKD7j 2ahNJ+wiBXFHFHFcbinoFghwkCwPglgWAtLxJj cWBRxYoCDhECwK4 

3FHG4sVYsCm5AAMj Oe6e+mGHroGOOg7EgoG841LJx3ZDw9QfFeOMeg+OB+NxxXOEwnsoKBZ9iWVi 

OT7kP2OxXJ/Cglc SLNwXgTigf2fUFkSZhdOKAILxHFcILxHJ2OzSBB xj hlnblM3 COxzcJQJQhwo4xz 

HbzhRwflchwlHEcrLx8eeqCOKbkAAyM57mOdQYeucF 5iQEHG4rzhJ2Q4kVsccwjiQDj iwDHjHEdu3 
CulO7nFcX6AkCuEchwo/Aj iOFcRwhwkUTgvASBYH911A7nj Ocg6KHEevfvtLx33 RXU3 dt 3 FE9c 5 no 

cT 18V1LM9Dhu4rnnrY7upXP2x3FfFFc9VWxzN9QAZGc5DnAiGOEesV2Ocwrscnbt6N27m4Y7dvWx 

ymbscxzcEHbsduFo3N287cxzedvXDulcc5zdu3Y4Uc4nbSTmO3bmO3Y5jkO6GOb9zmOEgxzdjtyn 

ZZQO6MzY+PBOUV1HY6U3HflOexx33PXPEUV1 OLKiylLxZPX4x562PZUsHSj zij6Hev0OzeoAGRnOH 
sJShvPWLHFRw3 snor3 nrqUT 1 seudndw7uetxWLDeRR5QOLGPXvRPXOzz2T lw7ueuej etj0OO4d3D 

u49cO73 rr4rb9zujyydjuKIyrZASK6gZ7dixwH+e6eiuclSRRXWOK2cVHF29AceHuh7KYcceWCvO 

He0uh2b 1AAyM5w/CToonrno4qO57J6k89dSiHsY9m7Pcnsnod lj 5RIpnZ3ZTnbzsdDzyJ7J64dw3 
too3 s44cd72T+VLJ6966+LId3Dx7rJ27eiMq2QFeuoFccNwkThZz3 Tt65wj xFFc4R63 QRHF29AV9 
7oeymFscUBHnCu9Lt2b 1AAyM525UKdFE9c4 sVL J7OKxXnrdJ4e7ezeO6Xb 11 giJFYuHd3 AsTzhR8 
ieyclO7nrno3jiRPPdj 2VLJ/N6HfFkOEfRdZO4nojlKQFeuox0PYTON27d30nunornqYdFc9c9bm 

4kcWTOPN4e7eypZ+b0OJ6HE70uh2b 1AAyM53jH5v6HG7isb 1LJ7J6BHnrjw890PZvHdL1FdAR48i 
gTDu6cWIduJGRPZOEHsnobzz 1AkTz2T+VLJ/N66+LN53 GR9ZO4FiMxA/963 O5Tnor7nspzu29Fc9 
ielcVj zit+7kT2Meiyeetj 2VPj6ejyeizdwkfQ7N6gAZGc7xjvn9DiHrn7nqO57J6K9562cnsY9c 

8izHeT006dm7RRX2OLGPRQOLESRPZPYnsnobzz2KK6OJ7Iexzsn83 rr4sh6+NF lk7scRoMOSdulA 
sMeihu4rqTtzeiudxDtDitj 9t63 Oho4Mc3 rrnnbt7Kj gR287hu3 cN549bHjesAGRnRdDnbnQ4h6x 

YnqO53c9FE89cg4dzlzyHAlz 11 ljtjtE9nDHrrh63BRZjxE9k9mPZO4nnnrHlHe7uHrdHc9E9dfD 
uHsh9Dyyiwo9jH47dBBwj gw5jhKThlCRQIPBhlY4YtzC0cCRWEecI91QI4kAu5uEHodAjxvWADIz 
osbh50OJw006BHCuGh65B2EcKPIMcxwr 11 scxwj mdj hR3FAQdj lbxjikTmObt2PW3bt5524jk87H 

MdvW6WTzt66+Ao4YRZZO+OPYymO4grHYLu4FPQLguUDj0FzgEyOEP4LFgsUBB714tj sxwrtxYokC 

xG9YAMj Od43 C0ocTiDhHOYkBIDYPWOXCQEHiBIEih4LAkHQNkNxlCWSFdooCQK9bcI9E4j g3cR3 d 
StuI9DuHCwlSiyyd+3 tiELKeP 93 R4uZFj p0XRVXhFiGQ6 llKPo60p+vWd0QbN 1YAMjOj+gQ9dE4k 
FZnKScsbmON7MiSuFeDHg7r+Hg7M7HB 8rLxzw JF5 QyOxLKK24kUdj gCB/CiypZQIPXXDhMHEiyyep 

PSWqRZW91VxuVgArqqzFEQqkJ II6JpCUXv4YhlCorWQ2v0Iv6L4 SjRThqxGKS 1 SLGOe6643KwATY 

CKRe CNdVhPkt0iwJuu5 G5 WACbARyBxc lyXEqSVyLR7 GZupgAmwEcgcXNclxuaQuqwATYDpKEE111 

CSaSOAC3 Gk25gAtwJ7MS S2KR/arNUSABXNVudUW0kkexN0kLZQxvr2oWAAyNLflR7MSR7E48e2Lw 
lazULAAZGb3PqewKMexVIj 2xeG3 rGxltiqZagAZGZ4w0/134h355uKGdle+cr7onVJ6dSLK1NDo/i 
HQGpp ly5XnY 16LOXWJPac/nNdL6QPM7Z4XtRRTPAwpTCLZfNpgAyMhuKcY44EsVwdA3FgdBvWxxY 

BdwkV1XOJAllYg5WKc SxYoEoOB0eTixW9BXHAjyB2NygUccDXdl9ZogeJxEUWggpni4ILvTu3p2z 

bwAZGQxwlAXcSBHB CBjhHHMQduxwj gu4V6BapxlEgQcCHEOEgR6BKDcSbyHCPZaAw4R3 QRxBxjiO 
TiSLUMMvrDiBwlERRaOMUzxdvj mLwbi3 pRG0wAZ GZuxzoQ7iHY5j hRw+hu3blNxOK7idubsc3bzm 

O9Zwjt2OEcxyHb0OgUdxRvQzm7d0rnbt7LQY9DHcTulE9E7tLXW3 cUioqyEaw7QNjblin0rxOE38L 

21sRXm0wAZGk7uo4rh64dwx3 dVO7nZ625X3 xXQx3bHnrek9c9e9c9dc/1SyfueeuRRW5uJ62PZa 1 

lw9c9 SyHr3cecV+UhcTUYYmHgrnhSUHCw0E4mcFBHrLCDEw4J99z4+bx+BUPnZSLHk844KFY7F4y 
C9+SrzaYAMj Sj xzoCj+Dyezqnuh5AWD4oroY7zj eHx3pPXD 1PoeuufypZRu3 n+0TvKk7Hun7etYS 

E5vUCjjytOcUBZCwUOeQFgSAXgVxByecSYxwlscGKTiOEOEgVyHnCQJAQ+4RFzcSAj +TziuTziQJ 

ApxYFsUcb9j gRupAAyNJ7HOgI/xZPXVT3 T6AsPBYSr3u3 nCaz 171Pt665wlLtxHn+0UWR+N7p/LR 

2EcR6gVxY7CPOHkLQ+Ow614WG7cF3EdvO4nCTIcJbHnCn4MdjhKBXCO3 nCuI4WjHCnscCQEftvDh 
HN5wjhHncwjw5wK5DOCDhG6kADI0nsc6Bj 72Fk/1VPdDyleH7ODeeuuHuh5wms9cPTu3 rrnrz3b0 

Ub/R57oSPPdP5a0MdDodObz 1 GOnXnHBDOUB JC++SHRHdz2T0096x3 xRP26UOK4d3 xHb+b 11LJ660 
93 c/m9kfd3UBHsHbftvP3RRDu5656KbifuehvRRRO3bcLABkaTu3 Oh3vWPIeyqnuh5FnA3 sUV lw9 

0+/3 rPXvYXb 11 z/dLIezef6PRZHKHk/lo7+T2budyfujiyeikCTp4h3 nu3 sn7s3rE+iHsqUOLIc/ 
juc56WbhY44s3 dw9kfd3UDxPjjyfvehQ4oh7t!J61 Q+s3 mons3 rm4WADI0nd 1K64dxDuGPZRHnd 



zyK5556+K693bfeuhInrn7Y9c9dc9dR206N62eitoO62/bfRXWO6OjuHr3b lt6/KQs4ZAW129k/b 
vcRxboh6uiuzcW49Yjin+4Cjt565wfo+9kd23DGT+TziRRP9v5OKccA56J7B 3NwsAGRmbhKViOEH 
CjuzHj 0BHkBHnEHIeh3DhXnCPHnrnEcIO7mCUCOFHnCIbhCD sJAR6j sMDkO6COx3DHDj m7ekLmO 
ZAW1292/bicJA4o3 q6K7OxXj 0CWLT7gI9E9m4YyPvZHuY4YyfyecSKIe7fysaCcHPRPZvXNwsAGR 
obi0eDgSBHuY7pQI7IFesM804cJFAsR565xbFd3XOIcI4YgRBuLpcLYjujwVwo7oI4kNwrmOJIXC 
oJzndvZP24nnT/t6IeypRXZe3j0V3un0083 ons45vKk9ke6ep9P5PDt3FEPdv5ewzHY+Pj2cUT2b 
lzcLABXNazI5uxeK/+NHhXBlFdDeH883hzusrkb+Vl~xRZX4 SIc7IedYKRWWt5cLEf8rIefQPCygS 
6ByKRCL6dk9k/bvessnoh63 SiuuHsnj z2b 11K29m9E9c9m91Setnvh7k9bfyeHrooh7J65+39Y+T 
+TOT2DubhYAK5 VClsDkkVr0D W1CJVUwObhDDfuYRwr91 zscSG9E850b ltwjt2fcKO4qOG7dvRPWx 
3E7cz7u6j +ehjhXobw7idxO3b lz0U6x3PRRRPXP5NwsAFcrxS2ByT2rt0Ma25W/cwriR3XQK4kN5 
xDiWEc SDpOGygVwkTz 1 txICUY7uo/nEgI4QduEcx5 xHdziTCOI4kGPOY7fttw sAFcrhP2NWyW3 Mx 
vbldSoJh3XZwOx5PQQYuCWO3 SgSBkC40+J7OxYCHn8j 30DsJAscBHb0DvygZxbHYsGPQLHbbhYAK 
5Xyu2 S+6GbgXshI9mqxJFqkIhV+fWXLp0OoQ6PeuXWh8fH/HY47m6kACyF SaOpClblyNjUAFqqVI 
TbuQKm6sAFvSbi+j Gsag86NxlIUFZKAAyNPbzvYTSnpgnvROYHjUQ3 omVaJkOADIzezVxbCS2w4t 
ew3RmkQ3 omrQAGRm7ROFuOi2Ga2tYteybNPVQ260mYIABkZg3 c SxwPCcY/Y4FsdQo5YVw41jwuWd 
svYdvk9BYcFT9ZBwb4drhKz8uHHnHZXuTrD4ep4oUhoeDnIDZZUyBjkzKAAyMgUOEcVxIDQ4rhHE 
1BeBHBIEgWAkCOY4QcbiuNxXFcfu2OI91QJAj 0BdRIEglO4b7iQDwLARAkFICEgTmcG8C/EBhmTA 
BkZAocI4Z3Bd4cIOEcJoC7hRwRwg4VwjzujHBu7cO87HD+7B3 d 1 AriPQFOY5DhRwo7hvuJAO4Rwt 
AjjkYbt27gaODfc3Y7slBH2ZMAGRm3 cUTt29A4noY7j eueidu9KDedwx3bdwx3DHcN66m7iiivcn 
rHE7PXDuGO7qOG9HDHdvtLxO4Ehju5965+KJ653Do4Y7HUgKudxOLXTomGMomZ4AMj OujudxO34V 
w7hvRvZvRPR 1UOJ7Id3RW5z 1 sex+x7OKPIdw7HaiRRPZPXUsp8T2QOe4sh7J93HE9EPdD2U3k9Ia 
s3 rbj qqTu5xj O5meADI0orTm7icfEPHo3 s37oHVQ4ns3 sosrG9kOHnD2cThR6w0RIbz2T 11LKyji 
xlj em8h3 c+4kTOT/ceU7p+QksnsutalFljT ltmcADI0ncCPXQNxXqON7N6KBdaHE9kPY3 snEezcL 
Nj2cThHrCuK7RDt7J/KljHFiex6BHpvJ6G84sTOT+MetzeT8hY3 sutI9F11XY2ZwAMj Sig33 rvEe 
fxXRjvN6Li0ocT2Q91FkObseyHeI+9dFFe9bv9vBj eyfypdvDofiHePQ3np3 T 1 z ljeeifwXH7yfk 
KnF1 lpUrsuq7GzOABkaTt3 e9bH7K5/J6N7Ieh+9KHE9kPZRXPZvZD2VN7J6Pk9dyhZPhlFk/IR2x 
++J7LWzesXId3Pv5PPRP4L1SyfkKIH1 lpUrsurHj61PZUsAGRm3 cUT liwN24Qdxu3Y7gWGO5uHE4 
R7G5j mPQ3 cN6HNj lt602PW7HcOyChw3 odHc/Dedwb56562PW3ob71 zz0T 1 z2VK56RTD2XQdSyy6s 
eXuXplMgAZ Ggj gvDHEHCDiOEcQdwGB 3 SI~xQI9huEHCuJA1GPW3 DRgQcRyQ 8COEoFHCj 0BXqBXEcK 
4R9wj zmPOEeyOI9Iph7LoOpZZdWO38zOABkaC2D3 QNwjiwLY47oFd0r7rHFzgRwkCQKfeyhuK9wr 
iQZFwtiUCQD2JEcJA7CQI/AscGPQLFkgcUhuyHsuiHO53dZusfzM4AFcNv 1 oZeg0D7ZOMx 1 rwuoc 
brHjDULvlZ5zfv0HUpz52PdXnPJDjt0HZ8sfLM75F3ykJVsdxfZ5Uvrutac+zHABbhTJK2HW9i8L 
RTFUuZBXE+yupex39rfRMwcAFuFRKY5ht3 sVIWinK5czEgT63 dNzFn609zZhqAC3 C0siai7FjF4q 
RXNzU/OnlefOU7W+iZg4AJsVknLYuyn2128Z0qQs2Z4ALIFSXm4JSr2UkABXVVsb $4 SNy 1 syYAK8 
4ptxqD 3VShDXGXgo6vXbqJmUABXlnxd7dgy3 VbPbLt4NxBR 1 QciagMAFekLvbsG9p7dHsux2HXhTT 
siO2oDABXHdyGfluQxPZ+6mDe08JIoboqXKED+3 sU3HNC7TwcdtQGADIOHAljgXBIKwjij 1Y3Egd 
BwOY8LiiyHG5cJQSBXKwmFAMXVC2N2OeDsd7 lj cnoKApA414mFDHdnWWKNpqgAMjMRwj iD hICOI4 
Rww4QcI4/COPxIEcIPWxxji2EmFcUcRwkCODEPUI4sBIEgWFFArk84sBECOVAsCuJA9RHG01 QAGR 
m3 nMdu3 hwo4UcI5jt2OEehjmO3KYUcpiOEcHucY4j sczhHAhwrscxwYh6hBwg4VwjhH3 nCDk+4Rw 
hwj 1MO4kBB x6iONpqgAMj Oietj 0cVw9c 9c7ieiieuHdzuj hu6ON656x304rnrj lzm7tju4eydw3b 
vR3DuJ6GO7nrn3 nrnr3 cTuI7iiPZO7nrndThjtpkoAK9z It 1 e7veueueueiiegS547ueO43 rFwm 
rrFuo7Y9dj fyHsnrobvR3 Pw3 re+x3 c+8/beiewedH1Geye7fyersh20yUAGRoK9k4r 171 z2b 1 z90 
ThB7J6jyeOLAPSuegF8z2b 13 T+Y4d/KG9rHEevimFfewb 172Duo 8nj 3bhR7J6uyHmmsAAyMxHsl~x 
Hrh7N7N65+6JxHsnqPJ4gY4R61c9YP2ezeu6Hsxw7+Vz2scR6+OgV95wj 0bvOK+jyjPduFHu3 qnm 
801 gAGRnXvYK89e9c9kPXP3XvZju53 SyeqFve7HrnrsUWU3kPXdvZD2ceVjqsHc9c/2Pco3 nob0T 
2bu89k8eyepZO9XkO5Qy31Wz7OLAAyM6J3 At70Meuetj lz9172Y7ud0rbx6x3Dux3PXZvXHs3rsn 
dz/Y9j s67B 3PXDux9wD2T 171 sezPZRnsnuT2TuqyHpDiFTDY 1 ChbdKTpFIXfl GLxsCAAyMgo5j s 
cxxIY5jt27eufuvcIO7ndG5vUN203bt203b+N27dnMdvWbt3DHdw7s7dujgWKK527ehvuODeidxP 
ZnMc3juDHcMc3bm8dxP SNQpSw2B sTLZqws5mUAgPBKjEp2XSztzAAMjMNj g9zhBwj lz91 ziDu6Dm 
JDoEctLxIEewSA1Ag7wI4SBHsO7GcRwxc4Rwg88OHHEgR7KgSGcK4j hLbyBHpGocotGB sSHs 1YW6G 
UAgOLajEp2IiWS S5mADIODPYJc4RxYm7roG91BOHccSBbFgR7h2Ic SLhYCWK9zu6QLAPdAtivPO 
FcRxYs0C3ECWK4mN4gcWzR2ZRaMDYkSmtGpR4peMHFsfE52IiWJtczABX0uo6qbF/Yi9DpOqes/q 
V71LlrdB 39qF6+np6En/XrVTWsOp46pTUQZ4pGrxvj 158V2FDOooV93PiQeFbHqcPiucSNz47o4P 
BeV7vjTvq2cV/RIVu57PuhnN2/Pwy SJtczABN 1XA8XfS 5FJQdAsCWLFAjugJDHcCwE8Qc SBPCwEH 
DMgWAIgI5j hYEPw+nEcC8CwC7hHnCuLMCLG5EFhWLiHUUd lvCIa4IACbqjAoVf64dJQLwWBICOxw 
o7oCQx24RwnhocWYdwjhluEcO5uFHMcOOF 1 sbztwLwI4UduEecKOEmBDiuRxHEgSAj 10AxMRcsAB 
N 1RgUKH6X 1U1YWDcx3Ddu3Y7hjugJDedxO3 czgxyHFmHegxwdzHN25j g~twrzl~x3DOBB 3E5w3N20 
4nN6J3E87hjuKjgIO3Y5UCOEHCQEeucCJhFysAE3 VcDxaN1UI7sS G9c9ag3 qHbhuLYkZzd2xzQ7b 
9mO8cOKG5u4d8NyHorEu0BIVz3 cO4etjuHG9c87wd56K5+55Dhj 0N6GO7nrnoMd0cNcrABaRIKO7 
Y4L0rEHdHj hvDl~xxEN3 dEQ7cCPc4cUBXsEhubzu2OE 1D2K91Fm4YsWK553m4qJ3 dOeRdj+T+bvN6 
566NHbXKwAVw SfMW0r3UqJ86NiX9vWx24 Sk5j mO6PHDecK4h27tvEO24R7nDicO9wsUG87twJim4 
rCPY3 d7hR7BXrnnu4FPO7oFjO6eT+Q929e7pIxyXLAAVxKpDwOi21YTJZwT2bKt89guKK553E7o8 
rbw7u8puHbeIdsd3Pc4cUPFF2OTOG87t8WjObz2UO9wj 3k9c87zwqN7JxIOU7J/OPt6+KkgRcsAB 
XEqkPA6La2y7VW4Jxmyq8Y7tju56553DHdHjhux65+zm4cG8Q7Y7ue5w4bu+K66KDed2x6CHjx65 
7u/IepYsh6557udRvZP3PIs3 m83u3 r4sURvHlvwAFcbdN4HX7 SovEs4PY8Uq0ukBByHbuG7dvO3 



buj s3N53E9B0bm7iIIcx3Dd4buG7hju3DetvObmO4CTdHc91FkPXPXXD 1 zzu4euo4rh655Fc/k/m 
9k9fFc8euXLAAVxz58ncGRR8uUOj xQ/aF3y/zQhWLskoudjvlWlzAWAkBHCOxwo7o8CjuBHC0cBH 
YYRwrvjHcNwjuwr0G7HCuY7c5ugcexvZOxzHrbseuec3Y7io3 sh6HEdxPQ38h3 c9c9c8euXLAAVz 
UcCwIOC7hHdg7iuFgWdk44d 1 AXsdhIHQcDIHAQ9F9cPGxIJYmC2LFAQdnsCjuBYCHdiwwwkBR3wV 
3AjvAj0GO3 CwI5zZwxwlziPWI9c84VxDiXDhXdAj hB7JwjhHCO6TmuWAAyNBHEcQcGBwj 2A7iOEc 
SdbHEd3UBgcI4VxJjcQ4jhDzvnDHgpG3Dxv+flnZj zx7jfissGRcWRATDHo5t6HZZcO66JwmDuPI 
N4e+fzscWDiueeHKxoFycI7OLYr2ThHCOJBeFXKwAZGbHCOEedubw4Ud3 O3 nEcx203 c3EOY7d3UB 
gc 3 nMcLxQ5 m5j nNxOFpOCXRAkbVOQ G9i72ZL6EdGFdFEQXHflYti2fOZDy 5YADIzrHYt 8TuId3 P5P 
RD li3PX0oh7J661dcPXDu563 Sd26dzuH ScEI~xAkbVOQG9ixyyN04AMj OnZD 1 zz lw9k9c9G9kPXOY 
dG9k9dSuu9j 2T luk9 lrPZUnBIcQLml TkBvYu5WzdOADIzp2T9zz lw9k/k9G/29dAp+N7Id3UrmE 
Hu3 C0nuqCPZUonTuApua8hu2LuWRunABkZ07OO55697GP5PRD2b 12DoN7J/Klde4QeycL Se6oI9b 
pO+o CtcqABkZ2FkPXPPXD2MfyeiHs3 rpuhRZPXUrrFiHsnq57qbvet0nfTh2uVAAyM3 A7Y9c/DiH 
dz9t6Ietj lw91Qb2Q91SuvHdw7uezPO8p2b2VKLp743 T4XiesYFgVP lwPIGyLIAMjNux3E9c89cO 
4b0N6J5207h3DOcNzHcOldcPQ3 rY7h0buHOuet0nfT3zxuRBcNyxF6GYvYbj CSBM6qVJ/ZrGNctA 
BkaCwIO7nFuHCQEcx5xB7Jwh3 gjhaUO4cI4 SBDmOEoGLdJ3wvseNi2AoLhuJWXoZh8w28Ej hbtaV 
IdmbMR0uNgArmpYV 10Q9c4uCRPOLH1Aw7h2EpXXwJAkCkOB nDFulF5 TnjYtgKSIRCWsYOvAr7XiC 
VHji lpU4jNmKkuNAArksMSMXc8dTVo/yO47Hx6eGGb7pP5/v0V5 sWHCeHHjestDn0n+88eb7viw+ 
Mj cQ5 xDvk+RfQLfDxP/Dulzd4dn98o4WWrf6vdpPOI0wKo 1 wMAE2NZIB CHGOLYlj IHA5iQ4bivOJ 
YsCuKj cJQGLFPfOEgJA7CUfbjHFccDgVAsDcaAkDgSx2Tjjgec963448n3 n4P93M lwMAFuZmyghu 
C8BIEOI45hHsnh284RxHEcQ8OEmBECHvY4UcK4sBaHQhwg43EcSgRxjiUCuI4 SBXGOI/A7fijiwE 
esUcbj sSY7GtmABbmbZQql~xXxXO4qOGOVDed3DOMfl~xO4h28/bpu3dDc3b00185ux27dxO3M4vN3 
E7uieiobzkO4qNzeidxPObkOx28+7h+DEBHm3 GOJA1CgResAFuZtlC+61 m9k9dSyHZ3kO7He/Fc 
PYO968+9bpXXx5Uvndzz0WDyIEuj uiiwd9K53 F17yfyHrnrncdzzz0UziuHcN6+OD ehvOdDcIvWA 
C01Pio3 snCUsh5Dzd3DixxXuHHHAyN7K1Fk4 S187vjigMYwxYoEigM+pPQH95Dw+Ox6562PX3PxP 
O5u/Bc3 m4oux7Kjd216gAWkpUViPZOEm8Mizd30K89fAUcWBaT lulDucJS+d3 xOxwXhDydxQJF 
AVxUCvWF95DhR6+Aj 3k/E7HqOAx29c/FAYyPO816gAWkpUViPZPOh6byHiLId3RDzz 1 zuKywqT lu 
lFkOFpex7OJ24g5453t+AkUBYFmEegLO6Hbt69wr+CPPRD 1Kwx29c8/YYyPO8a+oAL SUqKHe9k9n 
N5DxFkO7vY89cPd+/c5649Fm93N/PZxPRYosqXt566KLV+83rtXkPUr4r4oN556B0rbt7t655+zf 
d5Hne S9QALSUqKK204b 11K2PEO56Bbn3 rnrHY4c563RxQ3rqPG9nE9Fm9ZzfN5627d2073c9dnN2 
x3 e 9c9iil~xPPWZ 3 DndvXPP252R53 kvUAC01JvQFcJAl~xHiArhsHnrnBpPD luhjuG4Q4d7J53Ajha 
AkAu5uGz2OMesxzmFcx5656xYrnnrKj h2Lc7ieeuuHdx6LJeoAFcv0wMKWqa72Gv9giNhQSwkCQI 
cR5AWxHFeHd0COK41GPW6BIbiICw7h25uJAWgWwXc4FcJMMYIcJAr 10CDuAo7HsZ3Zj scLAjz 1 hH 
Y5nbuGvUACuIfwGFLLHkcYrDKz2WXxxdgcPK4 JxyKWPcx6BLIMcRASxIKJ/KywsJG9mhj 2VkGJd2 
9DsuFIFxwJDssGcH4UiHQ/A4rbixWDvZIeCQJAQdj 2COFobiL 1 gAriH7MByx27dBBNjKC2Vv6gTZ 
gVXA2PNwmK5ojFUqfo+Lohdjr 1XQg218d/Ljv43 x57Ij 8eC2K7HuHYhzga6cAFcQ+MwY7BHZw5hB 
NjKLYI/fuD2kY8rgbfaPeW7iErgO/HT6LDXGAAriHzzoiGRa+RDcoqOGJyu2CP37s9k4DgbaEB 9u 
ZRNyYAK4h83FgdGccA3 03KKlkgdi30sqbl9nZ59oHGPQWhkXv7qpD155j 9vzxOaG/G9N3PZWJwv 1 
RlaZFUJtzKG3 JgAriHzcVxJugg4KDtyipY6COEgrcw+O2OI7t0EHG4qBKP375VBYFgF4EcIdvOJY 
4nrbhIxwliHFZRoe4Ipm5MAFcQ+bw7c SYUcNM8506WOYVwjj hzC8cMcIO7czHbl~x3Rj nR8fj EBYn 
bhBOOxwjhaUQ4 SAg807bhIBICOEaCqK9ukABXEPm/e9FQMQx6HDiPPD7x3 dStvXPDOOdFRxDuG9b 
nXxQcOdce 9zErdiQx3 FE7hjuH Siehj uGPPWx3 dG9DHdudcvTpnweifkIYlshaACuIPG8/FD 8MZvR 
W4jz7z7k4WbtvQ3 nnqUR6Ieyfy 1 ooeVF1R+zil WD6HcOFFkPW5t2/m9m/Fc91G9e91ql 5t+6bEM8 
8J2wQxu3 GCRfM3PbiAAVxD5uOAnnzzeiuuONxj hs95xQ3 lmqUR2PPZP5IHHYeglH70PWwFx6xYsn 
8pt2/m9TI~xPZRvXD2RA 15t6KkXjz4pbB GJW3 gSENLOc3 GAAriHzgbiTfvN6K6443 GOJAnvOK55xa 
USIfixj 9nMSOw8wlH7/49LAw9gJnFDm3b+cU+K57uN/OPI4i9OKKkXj z4pbBIT9xAkIaUU5uMABX 
EPnwR6bnZDOV1 xxwTkem84obzj o3 aBjvJ+zm444PEduz33vnpcOF1QTJ6HNxP3R8n4mu4383 sqN 
3I 1 z+feiI8QbipF7J58UtUZq 1 nW+0i9JTLYvJcebjAAVxB23 oH1792LFdcg7NF1SzeyegjztBRZP 
5Ur47ec3 ce+989HbHuT 1 +DyHcO1HHdFZRXO7o38h7KldtKCWN31MU9Fe+OMc SBLFigl!AliTKBXr 
ZxwEQLAj 3cygdj cr7EcIcTBYCwJY4G53EPJ71CLZCAkuSgAriCc3biufuYR6KHDQdmgxzo3Md3PQ 
aJ2g7cN6HSufs4fuDocG9Dsx47hu4Y9dcO4Y7h0o3 rb0Dhu3 cON/J6HSu21BXB7qCUobw8OThHCO 
EecK+4 S Alcxj iO4j iOEQK4V67wzuDDzhHCHCQI4F4EcMRHFgSB IKCIHA5w4 Sy4rFHLDXLgArlw7iO 
JNzCDuKHDQdmgIcKO4b ltDHZDwI4WYYsJMOcO7cO7oFgIPQFcR3Eedj ltxHnCuEeHsnCUbvaU3N6 
BYc3FShvDzuAjt27dvO3N9zHMducyehuJQxzcJShjkO3 rpm5u3 CXPO3bhaBXonBBwkTtwjt9E7c S 
BHG4tAjj nDhHCQLALwKuMABXB hLHAk2cbuKHbRYwxSBHcN62iiD sEgJQMYKcKcLDgJDoEwV6xIEd 
w6N4etuI84Vwjw91A1Au luxus3 cdK61DeHoocT 1 z 1 zw7tvu4ncR3FdAzu527pXO4noZ57J3Fc89d 
FdRw3 mcUOJ7N3FFpXO4nonJ6KgVzpuEcI4RwXcRcYACuETv+kOkZEOr8WfZH 1 Weh55x5Bq/TmfG 
PHIeH5mGx2gXLiyOJ7y4sLPNFCjuscUBIMej fztD7xwm0r6sbzxxD8N96KK5657N97p93HFketW7 
NFk9dq3 mbyJ7J66G8PZR5Usc+K6He9kPXX60965/OK66dlEfezewcN6HE9DXTgAm+MSpa26WyLK 
W104j zxxD7iPRRXPXP 9vvY33 rnsj liWyLt6GcR66J5E9k9AcfeyjypZWK/1DvcMWOoSK7jigLO7i 
PvZvZj 2TOVw9kunABN4MbOWtuj2huctLgS J44hyHJ6KK+K5/t97G+9c9kegJZosnodAj 10Tx29k9 
AV+PJ3dSycI/1DvcI9w6hXrnEisJ77iPvXDun29Fe4desAE3 gxo5VWzvaBJa2C3 QR3Echziiiviu 
f7ef6fdxPZHnOKCRdvQ6OJ66yQ3 snou33 snsqWQ7uf7h3vZvnOvHnrh4cncBffTx9656d29FfARd 
OACbwxJyqto9kCSq8Hbgj lyDdxRRXxXPXPP433 cMdwzz2TinsnodK566yInsnoebw7ueypZD2T 10 
O4ezfut6eb lw9c7i5Uunj 7 lz2DzeiuHd64wAFpBZu3 nO2icjuHDeiueudu3 noN9627HM87c3 ndDd 
juHNw3 rrMhu4b luGPO3b2VDdjuGO7bu4d3D004OvHrh66KHdOxvUns3 sHc9FcO8104AK5hM4wJAW 



GgKdw4biXPXOEHbhX3 rbilDZDoI7h0CPW7ZDcK9YR6BHscwrhB 3ZjuG4j lhNBHrhwrlw6HczdxUY 
9bHcTuJ6He9cunABXSU5 SnlFsHHpVgj 8U8s lwoJAWGQEO4d9i3PXQK7gI8/bfcj mOGIZxY7dAxby 
Ic CRYLFAj 2VAkBiwl0CvWJqI9cOC9iHCRUY9k4j hHod7hANSVAAV01NqIvDyirtu6U s6Bnd8zwTu 
XBaP6j 141 fWhkoWq6T0dFpd5ETw/y60+Q9yP52sb/I875vwvn880+Z 1 CP5wGMFQLceHsoFgWKHFA 
gHyUwAV0nRqIvxq6u2PHpZUBB 6DyRBKJcFgj kPXbK7TKa4Hb 9FOD66q/IUL lmP+8887JcQACukz6 
tiJ9XVPbpFK3pdOO3RhKJcFi5ycJsoJYCg5k8AGRoTnY4rFgcCOVCufsrFi 1KCIEvfs78n7Esz3 c 
Fnk5ILCzfH37Pj sw7px3UKyQcbv2RjuZ4o4Pnyukrli5ygXZS 1 sQJMngAyMww4R9wkCuDExHn3EcI 
7DG4hwjijiu7h6AkDpZOLDhjizEcSAw4rgwRdQOKg3FoThLGgTBwC8CwJIYpCXstkvHSTZPABkZk 
OI+5vuEdjtxBxzY7efeicJFoQ4WgUcY4R6BXCuJNwxwju5yoEHCODuI4MEXUb0VCcJMnCOEoFgRw 
YcRwjUoADIzN6J+GPO3b0Tt6HNxPvDuGO4b0Z27h0cN3DieieetvRUr3 cMdxQdHAkTkOT 1 zt53pd 
RDt47c3 dDduY9bmbmO4Y5vQx3E7hyGe60MQomcqABkZ 19j nPXP5vXPH7n33 snrnoz0VuljHoeT8T 
z+T 1 ubeeyevhnsh7 J6665/N3 pdRPPIndubl~xPZUrFyHcV7u963 Ks 961 cNyWH SRXb+2LRsKgAyM6A 
zxvZDhR655Ar77hR3Dej Ox7qlk9F088/H29bm3 h7p/OJFSyeh3 WOlrdRPPInsqOK56Dp8NyHrLLN 
63Ks961 cNyWHLORUyX lti luAgJd9h68wAZGdARxX3 snCDON44j 77hR3De 1Y9znZPRY3 h6N7tws2+ 
90/m7053 TOOAxS luncQ8ie7pQ4bhZvIcI9w3 +3 s5 J7ddXielmYoiuJHpbFnscOW2PI418ABkZ001 
gx97ONOPP23 qOJ98cx06itva0eOlk9F043Y924Wg3un8h2dzun7cQ5PUe107gaJ7HOh30x2e4Hem 
JOPW5V20LKv2NwHRbFPaxbcKCWO3 QRewAZGfde/bH3rb+KKKKlc++9m9behIo+qWTOXUHe9k9mgn 
un83 aLB 5D 113Y7ve luncDRPY3 WVlz2dHg+T2LB 5vW5VGONx2KO SBx5WUCIh3 ddZ30LhceEnqfcJx 
XF873tOMc9C95jiWeK09U+Pj m+ZC ltvEjgoqOGvAAMjOisrnhzejuHcN37uffdxPW3 nj 0UHRwx63 
bg7n8Y9mgndt6J2hwLm7iytj0T2t07sjt3DhY4rnrc3c7veusdz 10qgRxIBeN 10CuEOEeucR5xI 
FgtLxKqlc4dwkCDi6ThDiWK4OOI84hAsCuJAji0ocQ4mDcdoeIT4cQdPKJDgoqVteAAZGfgF3 COIP 
W3Pwg7HhwjuGPO6EOFoFHrC2cNwriIG4Vwx6gKOEdw7CjiOYd07wzm5jxwlscxzmFcI9bdj hHrcq 
m5DmOY5Dm7nOJc4QcIcI9c8OQ84R4dDzhB6Hoc/twQcI8OQ4obcIcI5jzgg4R5whwg4jiQGidDiH 
CQK4o4pxDs4rgXpQUVLJeAAZGTsVxH4COK9bc/B3 nEeueiObioEMLzhuFcQg4CQEHZAkCO4eCOJ 
B93 dRczm4iBLbiUCWI9gsCPW5VzuLJ6HdOsdz lixHcT lw7hj 8Vz+Q9AsWoV653 dFc9c7qocR6GO4 
nd0Vz8V 1HDHob8TuB 3 TbuJ203bscbw5zY5nb9hHAvSgoqWS8AAyNF740Dw7Xdx2PPv4UWb0RFBhw 
7z8fWeHM9Ly4R/1 xcWeflhc+7urU5Dsgx5WM8OfDi4djizkn4rsnorqH lc/SuPW37CdPXD2Q58xA 
Ueyeyd3PWx5Pu7qWQ9gt 1 rJ+K6ju9j 172DtUoccdz lw5xXTrj hHbmObm7ipRj zx7JeAAW63RCkDR 
StXTFsXVNWgWFEOtOK1Vzchueu7eizOOK+OlbpZD 1 zixxXDhXHAtTm74rcVzhR6uiupUB e7BX4rq 
SBRxYAgj gx56565666nccI9kPW4rqTz7x3DXgAFutVwrbDa4pL 1 cV3b92aBvXx0rj2b 1 ljfivcK4 
tj lqO+LKK5wjyfjypUCPZQEfiupHEcVwo4p4cI7icI/YeYh50Pu8h66648PPvOMcKvAALdarhW2Q 
a4pL 1 cV3b00/Weuf5PXHs3r/N5693 f589XSviyizcI9XO7qXJ4cnsnN2/FdRzEgNFj oCRXOEHrCz 
CHpvN666443 GOK4ReAAW61 +hX2Qa4rL lcV2T00+nm/k9Y7jux205564eyH7Hb0dK+K3Fm9iirorq 
WQ9yeyd3PxXUdldCsXFSoTnFcPZvW9DdnpvN63FccoJxYMeXgAFpKU9bhvRZ0oY9Ddux647hjtxI 
nnrh3AsCw3qOlc9bitj li5o3 sqOG9e91FfHFdRwO564ewrj m5xXP5vZZ+7j03bHrrrjlZ4uXS8AA 
tJSnsEdxZTEcI4j 1 xwkCOI807nEcNDujoEexvW3EHdujHdxwjiPYEHIeeuODUO4FdnN3 dc9DHsrf 
0M9M4nrrrkHZo sl4ABbxDUM5 +yWkNcZRric9w788ziwJA4rjiWI4 sT 10DsVxHdGcR7DHsnFiyox3 
cgWxXsDY9ccWAOQGhDiuucIPYEmFpUCPXXXIO2Q3 a9gArmVENN4ifi2NZeLIbt6TyuPGNcRclZ83 
WGRhn7HVn3 C7 s+Pn2rMdRzh/vDuyPx9kH53 fOEH48iDwtLx4OyDrrrbiveOgWbOI9dbiQ8YYi9gAr 
mVENN4iee2B svlj Grek8odGkjcDRJSAupBr 1 h3 zMgx6kgr+7d5F loNfAAV0t2hNQ0cUexqLxZDVv 
SHE87 STIMa6wlab 1 gAyM8fz8x 1Hll9h+L1CPuZ5zeHfxCjtzoUL ljm7OzxQYZRDnzHevfmOL54ne 
MnfKPqF 155xZZDH 1NMhrLjM21 ABkZE47B4cDgbhHEgJMPOHBiBTjHEgIPZQOBXG44CnEcJYTShw 
D2OBECOJYlz0CwOxLoKsoHkz1821ABkZAu4QetuI4aBwj hPB Jw4MQJQGHCj 2TiODA4jhTiOEgJq3 
cBl~,d3wtAg4WAkQ7cRxICO3E 1JxIbUFwAZGQlw7ietv3DOMc34bzsc5scqTm85vQ5mOcTtzfyHcT0 
Mcx65ydzrncMc3 erdxDm9E4RznQ3Mc3 CvDtwwO4CROx3 qTsc3bUFwAZGVFY7nrnrFjijdxD lubeO 
4o7nrc25wLc9kO4Ej dvZDu3Ouetju6qc3 h3E7gW30ud3PW3 h2/YsUWT7 lvVu4N+QVbD9gcJW 1 SPh 
LZrm8AAy S6wfldxOGiKN697KbeO4o7nCzoBfN7Icxw/cG7HsZ929c93 VOb7uJ2OQ9DON7J7ON57L 
6Pp963 rRY5KkaR7YHCVuIEjwO2axilyXMAAy S6xB3kPXOEgcUcdz+U28dxR30FnQGO483 CuLHAUe 
x0Eeuf/qncb 1 zhR6GcR7J7OIeeOLH08OF0cf01SNI9sDhK3ECR8JbNYxHtqk8X14ABkl 107N656/ 
zHcb lw91NvHcT 1 zw45 li3ZDu9wmE9AkWOYR657KoY5PZuEehzIdvZPZPDz 1Aj/T7hNW99JU1CF48 
TSkk6QgcIQLC66Qtk8Cj 21NvF5eAAZJddieyHcMezH8no47n7c28iijue7nXcnsnrh7k6xvPYosc 
3E9c93 WbrlDvepXXu7nu3 snnh7B xR9PvctXFj kqCWOxoFwbj mEwuKBDj gsHhXj 2UFgS skbl~xXjiPj 
lg7IccBI4xzDWGRj 9nwsecb8LOHUe 1NvF5eAAZJbisWGO4b0DudvDu4eh0nZ6J62PZTrsHbehj 2F 
nE9m91Suezd3 WiDc4cN/Md3RPZPZPW3 rlh3 A7osn3 s4 SHFj SltYEgRxKBIEcphYFgRwlBtLxYEcR4d 
3OLAWoU4 SxYAvYrgu4 SIcKecU43HYQd3PDjHFwSZWRAtj g8G9c4sPj IcT/u2vAAMkusIOFcI4YHb 
sdjm84 Sbcp0C23 CTrCjhXbscI4R24j2VGOb 1 scLEQ30HDcQdw7UBXCuFHY7cQcJBjt2OEeObhXpB 
Tieieio4ncT1Njk5jtzHnMd0GOx25jt28804nCDh9Q1ArhHDuEgRwYcSOAMcJQGHCju54cnEgJM 
bioEgY4j ivXODECzGOEgbj XHABkl2 CwEc JAriOIO4biTblOgW241LBICOEcRwg50K9boGLbhIiG7 
g4bivW51~xwkBHY7cVwUROI8g3EhyBa5+56+lm7ueO7nsx7N66juuHrHk+9E/kPY9aHR3PXO7ocTu 
4du7h3Dfhw6Q9DobuId2x3 c+5D 1 ztzob sczhHJxHEHrnB I~xKAw4MLj gAyMvz4WB cPB 2K/nYtKDm3 
FygZ7MJAkCwLDsb 1 s4Qeus S II~xXZQOK6gUc SxLnoHAbLoHEQ4HbkC 105zDs3 +oz3b ljyHrqWeDx 
PYN6J6x46uHR5P3PZRXPZPQ7T2T7vKkO7R3Fg7o8n3 cWDyPRW6OJzeuedj lzuHE9Do3Mdu3nNdwA 
V5oN 1 I9NDF1XnlCOVOkO7Z0haxEQ4ULS+LNIpx5/p/udeOsw7Ivz5BVdArins3 +nj 3 Q4Nx661YPQ 
MO33DHVYILHY3 snebhX7Hdk/H 1 SHGRWD 5RXPvWGMjz3 VK2PXZD0b 1 z 11 z lx+6J6+JeAAVwct0MCe 
zWMoLt 153ubX 1 rnEsdLC6iPdDiOEeulgWEHcwo9EPOEe6qE19dOI91Fm4 SPhu7n4+qTiUoDHcVz71 h 



iI/F 1 Szetj odjvq566563 Sjum314ABXBy2INWzWS 5 S 91 s9ucvVXPXzdPIeyeO8h6Fc6feupY43 sL 
k9ZO73mTepdDuJ7KLNxL5kO7n3uqUCToCO83 dz70BIsdJ7n7zj sJA3 rnrmC0nrrFeXgAFcHJQx 
L2ayXSzRN01c/m!1OyHsnjvN7MezeupZ 5D 1 sezfsorh7HrXndz 18WUWb3b9+Q7ufiypD luddmO84 
8n3 oeKLI89z95vWxzgUeueuucJRvXQLEvAALS C655zHoc7IdxQ6G7du3bz 11LKGO4nbsdwd0CW3d 
KHQ3b0N7G9nFDHoOId3Pw4dIdw5 luBIb0N966xbZ+63N2x67MeuHrnrm+6UVz 18 S8AAtILrnDZO 
yc SDmFgRxHrqXCwLAjuDsSAmgWYVwxgmThB6wg9k84WbcJOsKOFcI47CO3M9Dc6N29bgWIdu3rr 
nodKK56+JeAAWkF lzhHGf7seOYTC4b 11LhYFscWXC2JEgJMJAY4W6xYrFeyecIec SlgkBHCOOwjh 
TmOEoFHeBocR665wlBLY7HN2u4AL SNEfA9Rnp3LkDvdNXU5xHpPzbyhfaWi+iDVmH8XCQWD4dhDm 
4pwkWCwI4QeuugU41scKOa44ALWPgVsat3 Ad8Oh0QvYe915WXXfeLDDY9nBjt5dwAWt SArY lbu2M 
ezqpV9peYALcImlXbGnuLYxt0sAFuETSrtjVu7YibpYAJsYTVIm6WACbGEOKeVodM5WAC 1NYoIDc 
hklQJTz4PDUI2gAFcLY0hVNBXFUUEBuQy JKIEoV02Xkbxs4AK4OLimG5 COIuiFkkDvxfbKP SEvYp 
NzXK8pYlyERJRAk9FN1488JzcCABXNUXhgUGx25DJ2Ijt2rDOOeHsWZDG3 sZETc 19iKSzE1Ep0dI 
HHnhObgQAK4gxgcvRwxDdiI7iJgw5ZbKIhjb2MkNfUkCYUAjiYcCz4GQRy srx25X4K4iB fOyceFg 
gwrEwQ4vDezmTw58aO699zefzLs8UTcCABXTj TvDEVqIu4hEdxDTycseyXFFsRI19BDhIFcC8CuL 
PcSglAYgnFesRwhwljgF4EcJWI4SwlAlivZeBEC0rcQ4jiQJY4cBH4xzwWhQUVzfgAV80DrfuCsK 
+410ycXCcczcTD 1 eTjupXQO/tA4h+z0Haf5Qr3 hl avIWPVzx 1NBp 1NTaKyplClWEoEdjmOCDhIEH 
HSHEox3 QnCOTw5j 0BHCHCRO3 CjuBHC 1MduEgLQK4Qdw/GOEcJNw43EcRwkCRQEfc SxKE4mG3wAF 
eaoLU/biDhlwfCjiODHgQ4QOycd03DcR7KgRxjiHCOO59wkCHnFQJAsA7j sVxzcCwL lk4sVs4rk4 
uyyupZP3 Dnc7uHmaN6K1DPRQ3 cVz8UN649bevdxXDuGO7qqJ3Det0dz lz 11KHE9bnQ434obscx2 
4V5wr7hHCUIcR27b8ACuDq2QEcMq35OI4QcvIcK4Qi6cWKbhj hR3 dRu3 Cj 1QI804nhwjhZOQ5nEc 
I4OOx3 AQcp0BHH7ucR63 QRycTZYrdLL53nDuHrY8Ru9eGejyevxj 8eT lx7IeyHrPrJ/KtXR5D3 VL 
uk9EeizeynObzz80+K56593 dG7iet0buJxW/gArg6tkVzuKJ56HRxRPQ3juK56GQ8nY7epRO4Y7h 
0mcVubiieifdxPW5ztzmY7dxO4N3 cO4Y7PQ3bmehjt29mevc3 rtlgp/pxY+4s3 CjxHAOConsnoD 
j72T2Z/ocKPYOP4fyTjjze6pdQLHEeiucLTc3 nno8n8h7J97uN64d3 I77oG38AFcHVshwLdE9E7o 
4r/cR665/Gh5PO3 c6OLIetnWT 12U7OOJ55657KbHd83 mO8n7cWDziPO7naG89kPW6ebuK3 sqY7P9 
DiPdxZuEfD7HQx5E9k/YR57J66104j 3De6H8qhIr3uqXcCRDyKK5wtN8eH44o7o83 sn3u43 rh719 
gtm3 mACuDq6icF4bt6J47ihwOI7d30FRdO3Y8eeHu3 skCv2HnZxPPPPYh33RuM7m83 rrDB487zeI 
bz/Q9b0b0MceymzPZD 173cWb 1MPm!d6J7J/P1G9k9dR5D2KI7H+n8tTej ze6pdDuKBoornszkOUT 
990eb2Q890+9cPdo4CW29AAVy7rfhgdw4noh2dxROJEdu7hwpF07cU8Ox7uPKgR+w87OJ5557E9j 
m4FpTu3 rrDB48928HPxZvZUEegPsq8z2Q/m93Fm9m+Hv5fXInsn7u33 cN66jyHs3r8h7Iey 1 ms3 
uqWC3 WZFFc/2chzufiuj zeyHnun3 rh7JHDj sm8wAVy7rfiw37cTODRQ73b0R3FcO3 elk7gaCd5D2 
UzdvWx 1 CpZxwx+J6+PHO86VPoeusI8ePPdDwcPPfj 2Uwj 0BdlVbo3biPY3 s3 cT4eO4c6Geihv43Y 
9E5v5HcMeueh3DuGPZRnob2TuHR3D2VmRRXPWzm7vjiuj zetvvZPPXD2 SOK+xt/ABXB2Z38/204c 
T lkiuifuiO4rh7IOyd2 SCiweU7J67ubvigons3rj z9udc9m9ddm9k8fh2x7QneQ9bnZvX8tlgSgk 
A/MezgQdkbiUCHoCP8K7cIPZHCQI9YRxHsndAo91ASgVwsGQ3 rY4RBu7nY9c9beied2x5656Geiu 
eevbj gAr13bO7N3EO4N56yIooh66HRxXPXEPJ3hHO3DHrc62/llSvigoo8h648PXUrnrnrrs3 cUR 
6K57V3XPXUrnrs91gSYuAnMezscYfAOBKVji4d9iP5HEwcWC2OLKI4P1ASgSAtwY10CIcO52PWx7 
JxHoCj z 1 zhDtwg7iibmoAK5d20BYCD 1 kPPYwxIY4RzmEucIQ8nfMh2EcLMF7 COEit2x624h5xKBH 
CPXYEc SHSgI9q7COxylnxzexjvamj 751 WoXrIdWtO3pRn/efrliRQuSOLzxefnnyuIo38+Y+eHPjHr 
tG67 sYflfc/kPZQOKxHnroEOY4YhvNzUAFcHWOBbFewx57GGJE4RzmEugUN5RcyLhIEOGMEQI9bt 
j2cCHnEOJAsV2CQJB07FiluFsJMKPYLsz5AfbB+31 iV2yqDY6zhZnkNwTJ9uOACuEXeg/HH0/Flq 
x/OB Ijt/KB 62Ufwd5 cIcR/xkLt/vt7OE6jP2MM+LO+ZcWOnhXa3j sQ4Qf8ezPkBOIJbNZYghyGWT 
csABbjT1S2iyE7PYLDdIz5AYgN7H liBnIQ4bcsABbgZy97IcMToewqAjNhsya214SkDEbloALcCO 
XnsMQVF2Fxg2cLG3BAAW4E5Te9Riw9qeYbcC2ZwAJuV+xiU 1 sKQFyLQXKjLXD2W86gTYriubggAL 
c6bi+3 SwwVGWtz2W30w+wLhl9DWtYm6wACuDqQo9hM0wPWk/JGuJu4pYVO9gl9Mxy2YoYhnazIil 
t 1 gAFcHR3 CZ7BwthIClkjYKuyaDiT2FX03bp7roi7R7+KXtaUj IAFcHO4xQ9g4WgbMSzDxsFfQ54 
UQ9BwUFietp9y/7sceaBY34PQiOdO568PjHUKNy88EOcbvj g~rjqQe6Jsp9rfJLABXmtN3 GJv+iK 
cxi0EgLWZ82CvhLFcY4g5OLZOLqF53 OJFccVxRxUCovpvI6wJYg4MQI4 SgEQDFOBTiUCWK4N+KBz 
3EOQ9 swpGQAMkmigrEfcXjH6HZXjuYqBY84 G52L 5 xP+XQc 95kdnhRZYfzzxsC/McLxO3 CxDk4jk8 
71 Ce7hwrl 1 G7cK7oY7PfTHp2HgQcGICDhZgRDHD03 hymEoFcRwUQI4vw4RArdWADJKncQ4sA44SA 
lcxuK4vhKBB 62OC8 CQI4vFAqAljPOI4g7ugWwj xs CXVz2Y7iuj itj uK3 o 3 qVw7ueupXO4rqVx76gi 
dub 1 hB3E7hvQzt25juJzPvQ5t3 QK9E4ccJAQcX4cIcI3UAAyW27iHEeHIecRwtAXgpsc6BB 3DHBe 
AjiOPycIc JA1GPDkPDm9dEObhXj YEum8Hdm9FkPXZaN6j eeyeuq4osej PflEqsnsh3 D+yeuPXXT 
naN68/ceufzd3RXD2Tzqe7cp0NuoABklTt4eueeiHcTuJE7uc6V1HEPXO4ob li3Dmiit0rnrc2PX 
D0T 1 zu9627Ni26vgHsKPR9x2F0oj zz3Q9cgV6A5xT32g5+WThixYsnrZ603Y3 aNxQx0srG9k7hj2 
TyOOzorexGu4AMkqdvTnnoh3E9cieyeI7qOJ+56657CyHZE7ypZD2U53 G9e9c9m9k7Ni27zgSOwj 
0f79hdG8eeHfQ9dQSKA8wh+dP9z8snCj2Cv8x63 SituI7PQJQ SllAr2UV71~x5HHbD JuoABklTt/z 
eeiHrh3bPPdv 1F SzHrnrr4+xwo8HPdUshws5xYHdc4Uf6iNi27yenXD489F2/e+/VPIJ329dMY/F 
Yx+jiPffTprrJxIvC4x/HSvzgR2jwXwlHc4j2N69wkSId3HEbqAAZJQI4R56Ietj2aJ7oflCUmo 
nodz/bhB4Oe6pZuFnQLA4mCPZRGwJ95P0rs3 osn8XereQUWT 107OK/udke+9/T8u3 +UV+DyfyPX 
3PXPEdL3 dR3DuJ7J3DHs4jl!KgRuoABklm71~xPO3n7ns0T2Q8h3UcTOT0057A8Qc7ypZDw5UuLDe 
ucI91EbAn3k9Y7cTOOJ7KG+eiQUOG9dNw3rrpuGc7r4eN6PHc9c/buHrb lx6K5654iH7fu6juHm 
sncMeziO37c3 c3UAAy SzdxXPPRD 1 z 1 s87uHkO6jieieuuewqQc7ypZD2dHN9PXPZvZRGxbdXOEHs 
EesR7hYqURDwI4 SgR6wlApwsNw7uPAlsdvWxzc SPI5j 1 scKOZ4dj nNjnQKPQ3 soob0N9DHrc623U 
AA¥ S3DiiidvD lzt2id3Ds7h0cTOT11 zuBbMOd26OGPXUFssh6G9m9biNi27ysb3DvwcXCxUog/h 



LEoGMFOHoFh2JDOEsV3YI~vyOJbcI50KxKBaCQD4x3 c4Qelh63MK3UAAyMqHAYcx4eucliglOzh5 

uGOEHrrnCOEHg24Q4RwlAMOFHCQEedn~xStVzxTffHim+0d5FM!ereHvMg3 iB 9+WRxOK/i88+0N/J 
w~ s/AOEPUFwE4W6BXileyoFbhAAZGVfgPDHn87FRWKSQH+ugQeuucSxXg3 AqBLEoxxHFsSBICPO2 

Q lxqlVSG+P6N/+FnhXkceRyHm4QAFc~urVc~ 956Q6HqLlk6QuXv3iq8Op+w 1 h8fN/D4+omQ 1 zB Sq 
pDebwACupVzf65kAzlXSG83gAFcLCt/omQack9IbzeAAV1 IRvPza4EACup~bzmuKgAtMz~ +3 hu2o 

1PEpYwJGxWAC06st~2x5 JxLGNalCUsYRXGL7 SMSBF0sAFp 1RZHt~ xOiWMa 1KEpYwdGBX2~ eBxwt2 
suJgAtOqLI!t9JWliGtTxNLODowJ9aSQOO4cPWXEwAWkF45+d44sbv~tPQ7ndSJzDL~ 5OeN5/uzs 

n3 xy5voJBvDOFgmHoWY9QW7OzzfHL~ seE~HM7~ Anl qrgdR43e~XEwAWkFhIFcCSCwGHCRuFOLAk 

BICDu6BRwrhICHFoGBxlCQIc SBzCvZDiPOJA~iOIfc SgxxLGh9OJcOUDgJR9ObiuVnY lwwAWkFt3 

FE4VzdvRDkO3Y5u3hzd0Mduxzcx27HJ6527dvOb0BKN45uQ7icK7dnCOVCHb2Q87ecI7eeid~ nSH 
CTGOEcQ76cSA2QEoUyHAl~xRxFyAAWkF lt++LOLOPN6+4dxRDu61cO7ncT2cVz 1 z0T 1 z2VK49Diue 

yetzebtFk9kPXvPXP5~u968+7io4cT 15753E7Hbm7HcM41kO3Y5Dm4ry5AAJstpkJLJ05xZxZD sd 

Dz+PrOJ/HOxPZPZvZPXD3KKJ7N716tno~t7t6307~ Iu3 dw7/~yHsFhQ9d649Fc/1S+eu~iezetoC 

Q3ro4d~iXQACbLaZCSycWK29c4R/BXs43up9Lt7N7OK+M9E9c9kcQ9Fgj 3bhZ3 QSRdvZOOJ/Nwr~ 

saN649HkOFpfPZxPPQJkGJHihvQ7HGuQACzlku/04sfcWbhH/J628PdfUu3 s3 +nSnz0T 18WVAh6K 
~i/7hZ3 QSRdvZQN5/Nwl~ sZ9649FfAS17HronnDGVZvWI9AaFyAAV06dKDG lkuk lpbWkvFkPXx9x 

ZvZvoh628PdfZD2T2b/ceQ9k9E9c91SuPRXXDvJ/ulkSRdvZzn47nuU37pvXHoSnrz3 seuieeHId 
5UvnoCPQFcVdAAK9QowloVOEM4hRbKUKR5Ohf7FJap 11HH3pV1 z 18eUWb2b9 lw9bfd25 lw9k9m9d 

Hk/k9E9c9bpXHnd 1 z2T2dHcSQ7nrY/mS/bHsLCypvXHoSh7M76euifizeyo+nomosU2ugAFeo Ss 
KDcTkI4i72pwkzxPI9fo Sa 1PRUgdSdinssbt6G/~ euidv24h66Icxzo3Y5~m9c5~m7HN204bz 1 zh 

aUM87uhuY5u3 dDHN4g3bhR288PZPQI4~uc9ce~yHrdDtvXKxO4ncOh23 omb2HkugAFeoJU4Mu44 

gbeLvanCeiVylJCTWuKKkXZ94V91gRwfBLoEfwV655wKxlEd3 QJARxlEeugJQIc SwrhlEOI7ICuF 

HEeHrbiOI4h4euOLk4iAsVztxBzcxzoMc3Y7c3Mc3FieX4AFfV3 avDms4KE7~ymbsf94dfkGtbEh 
ELOtkXfbz//I9h0fek+B 1 q0B+c+KK 1 dCT2K99ZW 1YuCPSx7KBxSUWcbiBlg7s4EsSyx~ 8WdiUCHE 

sLAuDIHcGJgsD~ygWBYFPvXHFygVAWK525~iQEOFgGBzcQcR2vwAK+rul fOBuCOD3 eBEDcfu2OL 

FbOOBuM41iuM44mCRQPCgflAOBLFsWOxbnEO4cb7gvATBxQI/AmC 1 lae2o9gVtSra5Kv6hc847b 

jwRAmMcJBuOB 3LSACvrZawY~ h3B4fgQ4g4/cBh63 QRwYoEgGKCPXOEigWAYSY4hwliQI/AkNwlHD 
ecNEBIEicSOBLCaiuPa~ 2BW 1JuzdPLSACuDesQ4nCxDmO4czdxO3 nO1DHbt7KZvOQ7d0MduY7cpu 

Id3 OY5vPO3McLMnY7OY5Dt27HN4du4bhZuG887cI4SA~zhHnCOF 1EHLav2BW llIbp9fwAVy71 g7N 

3dE9FEel~xPRRHr3 rnrc3E7iynXPXRHcQ9k7ueft~ 1 zs7dw6WN++K5xw4b lubc3n4omcN6593Ded 
xPQ9XEOeyfsCtqhG4~XSAFcQesGFHsonoo~ 0OK07iO3 n+h63 rPW4c7N7J5B47nu3h3DHs4kT2VLr 
29m44d0eVJzfieiviyf7feyeeufy 1 sTzTEAArl~ rphgetu3 onkUOKBY~t4d5D2RxXbh52b/TtA48 

4u33BzxE9~ ndQK+ccO57Kk5vxxRZx3R9wZPR3P49LE9ItVwUhvZ9AAV6zGXg99uJ6xoorY7Hc SB 

XsnSqCPWFnZvZOyBv5PdvuT76JE93 S6cWM44dz3ZwSOKK6PIe7fe7fiuf71 sT0u~ xcKCfXZBBomr 

9gsf2kzSei3iCJvgAK9TL3i4orcTuCIocT 18RBOSh7Kb~iuqs3 sndU/k928PZv+okT3U7h3PZuK7 
ueyOQ503 oroSh7t97t565/vR5vy6PCA5a7044iJRRGUCVGEwrqz7si27/OI3NQAV6nTOSb2b luJ6 
ylbuletvEFFbHrc7N67udm9k7P5D 1 z2Tz+Q9beO3 dubwdz 1 zzt6G9kc4dz0Vz2T 1 zw9k89c9drXP 

y6PF2Oh4FrO47HMSoo~KBI+EYLa9J2i3D5zCrmgAK+oV2cO4R6zHY7wyG7h~ hHNDsx3EOU25~ lhZ 

2Q5~ m5zN5w~kO3 noY7c3~uG7obt6G7dvROxzdw0OHc7Hdz2Tt287dvPXO3 cVHEPbVINQu3 flOJpJ 

Wd 1Hcd96t6EtNIqo+Egq 16UYfuL35ua5oACvqFdoCWI9gj 2PQSJwo5oeCQEmGMEpZOJBTEgRwkUC 
wI5UNxThLCOLFDHCOEIcO5xLY9bgWKBHnroEiOK9swJA3HHhYJAzyBwCg9ZRUsqFAzk4mDQLw4Du 

JhWGIEvclcrlMsKCgcC5xwVw7P9W+84UK1Pnc 1 zMAFeoI7IH47+n7XPQW6AkSHxcKclPcNHnhdlL 

BX3 O6y48M9ZanwkFdfbdRDvXzztuuVrlxHLIFnfFEQdrZgK4xxHrHAtLxKRxlBRRwTx7KhOJQCIFO 
FcSALuJALuEecLQY4iBYEHBhwkbziwJSygcWbi/Tvua5mAC3 GpLpF7Z1Qtg0rSotqZu3 J6J64edu 
Y7ioJBuxw0Dx54eePZUcGOZ6Dedu6Nzc3 nJwXehuEic3bw7g6G7dnY7HbtzHMdwEfecRwk7JxHs3 

F9/e2/gAlwI 1 s5 CHsytqtD~ 2q lz 12TSTw7t~2Uwo9k9ddEeefeObs9FbPRXPZ0d0dz2UVz2b 117u 

KN3bo3 dudYsUd90UN+N+4d3 TcMd~kPZuVKd4~dwAW5g 1 s5 CD2ZW 1UTFtV+47snnn4+n7cw~ 2T 11 + 

Z5+N5xuEPR9HornrqXXt7J3 c9Alnl nEPdH4sc3Ak61Hk+89aiupRPZD2btD+oI3NQAW5g 1 syr2VP 
Zn7JR7Svt67J55+Ppwk3 OyeuiuQUbz~ gQ890dvXOEpdQK91Fm4YsWK52PdH4uvD~i3 WLHk+85Z5H 
4nsn83iHSgVc0ABaFhbWfZn9vXZQUb3ThJ 1LJ66K5BQUDpHnu~0VzhKXQ4R7J7JxlvJ66N7o891M 
JY44CPZPvQN71803 sn83iKdo S5mAC0gp2x67KC~j6HqnOyeul~xlKCRZH4eR6K2PXUsnmsndz 18V 

rGPXRvdH4sqWfuOHE9k+9hD2R4eiyfzelp385czABaQXXP5ZQdz 1 seym52Q91DiQVmRQz0049Fc9 
dRwY/nFk7ueueiyHrnneR+HbnZ~ lt+K6K595 lk/kccWT+bxF90+XMwAWkFhHsEx3 OFcSkcR3ddEQ 

8NARB~ hTt65zHOYVwo9k7udu3 oMdvXPObs7hu6OIcx3EO4Mc3Y8804Y/kg7cMdxPBu3E99CXWwAW 

kFiRcLllARxKSBXd0VyDxhikG4iBLoEoFcMYJdAsViPXRDhUG4KxHEgFxw~ zg47uQdhXEeDDu3 Ny 

eXWgAWgKTc 13 x lim6fLDdYZGgd+edxF9oW~ gYbHrrJAmG5ex7OBY+HFdG4QOsgx2024RxI3nEHdy 
HwkCPaB IcBXNdZAB aBbb0 lyhaUKmUYRa 1 oJAk9~rsSw6ZSLHqL1YkNdaABbqi2YTIBy5LbGqSII1 

eMm9gAt 1T2kTINS5 JbGqVDNgwAV07Li56ZVreKsFxPW+m~B6N4ToN 1 sqVEi2M lyW2NUqGbBgAr 1 C 

VhXg3 sD4YmYLiTWqN3 SLx54 SNzf2UX0xW5olGuYatN 1UAFfUJUY5 Ow/YG4hNhUNtannc2X~ zwk4e 

yx/zCGwRLgenXpuqgAr6uKq5~vRQtk2UwXDbWuJ6~Lx6EKcWwW/9w5BeWxSnUz4TP3yNczkpN0sA 
FfWz 1 fN6BxuGAyvygrxzHKBLN+yvczm+9BX~ m5oF4uKHE/2+717+UJ287sTnlk9ChO/bpHDov7ff 

aDxR29DIv/se 1 fVbNYsdlnRxUgnRv SNcyPYTPt04AK9Xdqy JxHDQgR6 G4rgw4QcUfgRwlAdxXB g4 
SBbFidvXOEpW4hw0QEgW+A~ ziWIcJ9k4~ 2RxXHAODRdfd7J9Vs li2pE6OHOB 1 G9s0ksymLXNt6wA 

VxhaxDHCPuC527ieclODDhRz~h~ mOEoD~ hBwYOEcI4QehvXOFpQ4hw0QEcI9AR4cK4 SgX7IcI7uo 
I4xwlBD 3XvYla2zWWYb4qOOPOI~GslxXF~t04AK6cesHD 1 zSd0R7 JxxXPRXxZRRu4Y7hnnd 1 w71~x 



HrY7ieufdxXO4dKG889Ddu4ncMedw3 nob0M!Dm4ncN66j eg3 odKI914913BWcE/nhhne79j x13x54 

eeC08XKE5uJAnHlbftRw8F0uTtF1Z58rTx3 nCmn8ULKqwyqBJul3AArjB6RD9vx326WUHdm9Fc91F 
G9k9cedxZD 11 x7J lkO83Hdc91ShvPxRXPZvZDz2Tz+T+R549E9k/1Tzivyp5nv5ibqG43 G4TJxTi 

OJgl~xXrnFhuEm4cAYc JYsUBHhwsCIFgJSycW65 xzFc JAjj caI3XHOHPj sEHnfHaeg7FvgbeYAK4S0 
qb0Cvx325h7dhR+7N7KKN7J/I9Hd29Fcf6w3jllfFkfhvPxRXPZvZD8WTz+b2R549E9k/lo47Y6e 

0Z7o4u9AXeHQ8OEyc SgjhICUEevgSJwlKHEOEHCOFcJHAkThHCHCQJR30I7tjj mK4 SBHGOKgRymE 
sVwL2K4xxwJEOEb 8ACvUutH7HnEj fuvoHg7Ej uueyevf/fyPxXdvRXH+nFj OO/OLI8OQ/HE9k9m9 

k6j 6eeuHsjzx6J/9/I4sdhTinutD2HRO4ooo83rpuJ3E7h0rh6J3Dfih0ocbz0OGO4bt3 G7iieue 

uO4obubietvXOU64c3bztzeuoY7g5hXMecC9iuC7hH3 Ct8ABX 1 stH8804o37oqPKCizeiueyjiey 
fzRPXdD 9 lx7BH3u3 h3FfFkcnOOJ7J7N7J9/p564eyPPIh53k/1QSOwswh7//7YdavxXRPZD 19e9c 
9kdZPxPZPvZUocbz0WQ9k9c89beeueuo7b 11KJ7J652d2nsn7ncWU3 c8eyetQ7rob9sdu4ncT8Nz 

b2ACvq7ozvG+9bHn7rpvJxXsh6LN7KKN7IeuRPXYLFcewd72T8UeUe SHBxxR5PZvZPvZPP5u7j zx 

B3ZD2U3fHd30uPdfz9hi34LFHk4oZPXPZEDefiyfeyPDm89HFm9k/3 G/3E9c9dS7jyo33 eT 1 zyDh 

O7oUN63DnZPHsoV8WUO5/Ieh3vXPx429gAr6mObyAsQ7c3x3FdRwx27HcDt3u4cUbuGO4dG9jiHc 

Vx3 AsN3E/Dehu4aG5w3 o8ns3rnncN5/J6GfhoO3 c/bm4o7d0647yfj +tbOOOxInsoFoI9fFkc SMe 
iyfeyOQ8PPRxZvZD3 T7/cT lz 11LuPI8+7ziueD G9k4j 0B53bx7uI3xZRZOEH8Y9Fc+903 sAFeoS Gg 

JE4OO4rjg9ziD 1 uJwkG/AjuHRvYEHcVxwj hHEdxOEcKhw4oY9kO7nCPQEeHsnCHnaHgVwkwo 9gSY 
U4S J2Oh3D2Qb8OKO/OZ+4nrnsqOKDi6feyOQ5R3 xZvZD 3cY91E/nH1S6fzIKPp656ox62OEesJS7 

ePduLF1Fk4 sfDiufj 6b2ACvWO4gS 5wo+/dcgbu6BvXZuJj fscVx29gkUVxxICuLFDcRwhDl~xQx3 c 
9dAsUBHh63 Ah5404WwlAfhaBThIoCQ9/5PxXRR5Osf2KK57KldI339PvZINzijizeyfyj fyifyeup 

ZR5IKLJ654hYO5656HnSyePcOOLKLId3v0N65+PG3 sAFcRq9agWfLyRaPEGlfi65EXRdYu8Uedrl 

+OsXLFaheuUR+8Om5z5FG6mRDeQLdYuW/rnnroooY9dOueudw6UODutvu7kOHdHFm9k9dG9dE/k9 
ceujyQduG9c8iuHrnrnrs60549g83 sos4838WT 1 zz+NvYAJskpCttV8hr2LrYqI4MO3 COJMMXOFo 
Eg8EegIQ3 d0MeyHsoEegSId30EOJFkQ7CQEeQEfyHCPYIcSI7hj 1 z2UWTOT9u965565vgAJskpCt 

tUcMCa5A7McJDcWBTg90BDhIuEdwIQ4roFyHsrHFAR4d3 QIgWLIi4XAg8QLHk4Pgl~xIjhHDGCZOI 

/gj 1 zzhG+AAmy SkKPaqIBGvo+8o77L2HO9Xq38R7vGNLPVaMN+kdIM8+QdSm3 V+h35wbz/nqeZwk 

A+BLoHHgj 1 zw4RvwAJsk5 C3 slGB GyKPIEtguMneOFX58wzv5T3bfwAWhLxKZFdDLXKPY ltwwATbX 
xs0SELDlfsDm4YAK6V7TOEW8ZPR7WVv64iKtkHGWuWewObhgArpWCd4FQYJPK6j2 S2zXhwaIU4Zf 

NyxDpuo24YAK621NAdEFTyh0eyW2a0UMiE6GXmoIABkaLlyyP3 VvVIoXz423YK3 lbo9kts lrV2iF 

K4vSMbNJQAZJZRQ3HALuJA5iWKPZOLY6mOM5WJEPY38LCgJDt 13 cFdlnZRvWYZRWfnq/O4cWNxeO 
Bfnpk4nG5B 3EGWyxs0kABklCu3Y4jgu4QcWYRxB3 c4kC6sccxICOEiegWBXCRQLq7nEdw6BBwYQK 
84kCHEgQcM2xj hLCeGeBjizCOKgXZZsgKu25oADJboY7Hbt5wXcI5UCjt4d2OG9DOY4/McxwrhR2 

8OEcRwrz0Wrhj hR63MKOFdnbzz45OEoFdj scM2xuEcLMhwrzh5h132OzhGgmu25oADJadzj d3Dt3E 

9k7PWx696Id5DOPRuc3DHdzuG8+7hj 1 zt289D0cTuGPZTcTnFDpRPD 18Nz84Y9c5u4nY7uHnbt6D 

pQbt6JzmcQ7d0oeytQLx+eCueGbrCbmgAMlpw4OHcPXXvZOz2dqJ2808HD0oaFbf7eyefeuhXRXP 
D2WtE9kPZU7nd lx 1 c80738c7IeudxXRxQx+HEO7Z+65+6NFcO4qeWyvcSxYFsF3FN9M2FwAZLQWH 
YR6697 J2ezgWJ4cF GIDOLf2/08+8gcfcY4XWif6H sjivWFQN5 xXuvdAo 9bijiifivex0o soFj 1Jz 

H9C2V7hHCDhIBd2OzcPA0beAD JaCWcCRQ73 snZ7Ic SGPDhHCa0OgkXb2ccb 1BHu4xwtW890PZUEe 

sLQR6BR7r3 QI9ddHDeHor3 sdG9k4kRwkDOE2V71 z lw9k9Fc9cblkbcADJaeKCipXRPZOz2Q9dBO+ 

Q7u0odHFHk9k8+9c9E9jHh7Osb3Dym73 rY+/RvPeL 17zexRW4ooG7eveyPRZO3oqE9hTY5bKp6+P 
kO8n7r4rjcsjbgAZLVk43 s3 rr3 snZ3DH7cE53ju/Wh0romsh6N6xYnsY8PZQgzv6Hrc6563 dNxP 

D li2/eQ9m9ddFZPRXD201FkO4ozu73 Oy2VT 17v7uO65wjMVQAZLTgV204nos3 cN2c3nnOCcGHndK 

Khu4bt3DeHncCxQ3bw7idkHdbHcOdbHrrc3E+7gR3Rwx6563FFZw3 rnoZ29kO4oc3Y7p2eyuevjn 
dx3XOEZiqADJbB4Y4g7h3uEgphHCw4CwK7pQ6A3 gI7HnCDhRwkTiOyHgRwswxgSYYHBvQI4R6zed 
2cMdw3 COMeycI5+3 CDnNueyqevezHun7rn3 TMWgAZ JZQunHFFc411MSwkXC4N3 Ru6A3 cK89AsBsi 

gcMO4WAswxwpwdxYEQLYj 1 hHeVt6HAiGPZOEc 5 hlL,~ThdlPHnFcPZP3 XP 5 swkABkZoCVXCpUk6umf 
vNHeHwMc4Y7zhcfTh88PIOSuEoD+RAg/ZcehcOLp6PrOPK+GeiugRzoEcZwmyqfyHcTuKO656G+b 

CSN9AAVwTVwN4tjuj VoFilv 14jA4/s 1YPyFu9XB+wqHsnEgSO65xHjYSRvoACuCauEHlsfPbmznI 
rlJQ 1 SIXP5 WWDvzugcNmB QAK4 JKIYXex89 suUisgggKpD S 1R165cvTMWgAVwTJ4in7H0ewdltNWM 
KTUTgAsFIAMlvnkFIC 1 n2 JTXGAAyWnzmEkYh2LVIbj I5Dx4HblmmrABktP6YWRNj sWqMaj I9p4tq 

MHbQbTUAAyWnz925E2PC+iGoytiltjwT2iaZMAGS0+p3 VWO5nPcuOxKvuDz5ekHdFZzfvleyzHWt 

IH5zWRNhoYvSJ 1ND+eGMXL7nCzUKiAkKzTJgAyWnl OmtQkCOCSCuF0dzivWxxfEjigWxwJAkUCoF 
cSBHFHFIHA6DgR7KYSxYI3BxMKAXgSOBETiWPB2GLHQ3 x6DzI-IN9pLQAMlp9TMGEhjtwXgQcLrXDhB 

7IcXxI3nCQI4RwjziHEcI4QcbiHEHFmI4YumFgVwL2K4MOI84U84kCQJALuJMEHFgGGkSAAyWr6g 

SqtvQxzdxvWLdq3 nbsezcqUTzzm7HcMehuxzeehzbsc3b lw4x66gVzm3bhB 3Dmbt29AVzdu3 nCQ3 

bzzmOVJ27HMcxwkMcK9DmFHCODDKLo20ABktXxwmtgSh3DhRWLdVPPWO52juj eeyHrn7b lzz+VK9 
65/Ic4spu6NHc9c9Eetj +cWTu5656K+K+N7HSeuHrY9k9Fc/1Tiiud3XNJVABktPrQtbAwO4Fj 7e 

uqnn+x7N4iHN557B 5+4+h5/KZ/XTb0030yj 1UN65206WPnFk7vitj 9n9e9HjpPXvZvZP3XD2VOO7 

IezttJVABktX 1T 1 s3 CjvBj 3b 11USOST2bxAj zSWDoJH284 SgsVOCP2H98rjiPXRDx7HA4sndSBH8 

Fjuj ex0nr3pvJ+64cLTev6HsrtiNuBpkNAAZLV9970sG9dMTBbqhvYPN5BvPPxYOj ej 7eHCoG9c4 
R+wtLt2cR66Bnul~,dsndSCRSKPXPPdU3 cT 1LOO64cLTev7et3brDGyWK4sCgt lj QQLyEJuNAAyWn 

1970sh61dAti3 Vk7sebyHE889gSK6Pt4d31MeuHsn7edLGO6OJ66BorFviyd3 xXvHb0T9/VJ6J7I 
ezj uuHuR+O/p+3 fus GNkkVsqDgth2zikaviMkC59QbcCABktHbeixvHcN64etux27Hrc SDtux6 G8 

iueeeuegW6K55/KdYtw9bHrdudk7pXPXWaHYtz2Tu4d3DuK56KN3bpxXD2Q9bfuufypx34x7K7de 

OUPZJFcVhwV2du~Q7CUSXA1NhDb~QAMlsLDcO7oE~R6xlEHrbsh214UeQC484Rw0nnCTDFw4YwLM 



K7oGLrNAVwxglzhB3 AQdwx6Ah56GOFHCv3XOEpvW3b2V2wf0Z4TMUICRQg2sVnceuOwlElwJUwhN 

wIAGS2FhuFiOJgr2CwKThuw/hYBOBh6BIFcGSUCnEHdzhjBDiQ6Bi3DICQGMEugV3 AQdwx6Ah56G 
4kCPXXQLRj2Cw4d2wfgTCQJhWTlx4KeuvHEwYYt49k47JDQVw4dzRQV1HbmOCQbizZGO/K9xwoz+ 

LzyphJuNgAy Sx94LdQTyj 8+PPOGReeCPhmS+9hSVkOTKPDDHHnBDj 4ehXIB 88gxcNxSLnZRcVpG8 
O S J/KC4rrrrJHHw4 sr9hPAlinCQK4LwJAIHDgEgRAkDtuK41JAj gXPQN491MVxaB ncQ41iDgg4mF 

EOFsW+BkE48xSucAFcpZoyJdbiJVRVQgXMOtTeiSbCeGTduSmOccNwjtxICTcN4cJASgSIeucR9y 
nHCOB dESPPHscyc JMY4V4dDugRwg4IOEgVwXgSNwlBjiQNucAFcpZoztdbgTYHLj Xj ueumTnmcU 

Q9k9dSl~xju97KldEPXPSD 19AoSw3od 16J955FbpW4j 19t661c9fDigITdjhHMcI/AWZOEcbc4AK5 

SzSOcgLPpSZMNTApcaSdz9n7ufyeutPZPXUnN4ezeypZxPRvYPUK9k9DuvRD0byGSn4 skd+T+VPp 

++K6K564dxSPRPO4Z53Dcm6AAVyq2QYny5 JSYINTApcDsdzhfu3 CPWV3b 11J3G9m91SzjiecKOND 
ndxRXZoh55+BwEPxdnoshwtPrnHlFm9cO4sUVz72R57JSvoACbDXJXLarWwOXGvvtwk7twj 2De7e 

uOCPYneOdnE88OHcWkf7juuzIOBwOxTtTs9FkOFp9OK91Fc4Qessdw/Fkeeyeb6AArlHsXWubTS4 

39ZvZzu3 hSeemY9k/kchyezHuqWcUQ/EOh3 gSud0/ddmQdlA6M!F2eiycJO6cR66KSwg9gsVw/H0 

ef/eb6AArkXVBFOCSS 1 iWtQiNCMsFz9MJH45 GXj uezpZvYorWQ9k/khuT2b2VLOKCd506Olbfuyv 

IOyISj 0WR6LJ/kf4dz+UVz 1731HkPxZHn+nm+gAK6HzSLXATCoaZIwXE47VyNXOy lvQ/YOpO5 Jfj 
ueumbt3E9DiHN2/khw4s3cOjcLxWcO96KkdxPXXZkPmG3Z27ho4snrqVi3xSRXPZjOVt/ONTI89kO 

2+gAK6G6h+HqgKCobZIwSE47VsSonZa3 opwSPuxKkEsd0CTCWIPWEcSPJDI~xZwIgSK3 gjiUjhHrr 

skPmGIgl~xECZOEoEdux3beucLxD004eyfetnnrYTb6AArobqHTt6mYgqEtYwWolEj VtEEcYLxRTgk 
fjjE6QS7ygZxMFj4djvyQ4cWdjDFitSLAtJAsV1 lwd lqKgl~xECW3EOJAPhj 10CvWEHshSwp6BHbfQ 
AGSUR7391 oMeHnLBl]-Iodj 8 STOCveHKywrIj sw0787Lu3iTeR4/Q9ZOPGG4h4dcyEQrTm9ahoPrJ9 

ErteQRdETS/v6n/kMQg9FnaqP4P0d/eeYfPqOrs9KPPCPDnhjw9zHroFesSPJScKdwITb6AAyWhK 

Xv2DAvASBUCOPwj u5 xXnCWOBXEo 3 FOEgVwlocR7 JwkTi2Nx+NxPEHCQOj I~xOEHEc JYt0CRuJYkcD 

cV3EcTCSpbWKScCw+rhd4drzzyfcUOscTfUAGSOEne/FTk4MDhICUCOPwoTucR9wriOIOEmxwlAk 
COVAgTucI84kAx4xwl~xRwjiTcNww4QcK4 SJwjw4WAj 8DHEidzFgLKb2 ShFzFsCwJN 1 AAMlqio+cx 

E9BD lw7iih0NSym4b lw9c+7hjuIdux6HOduSm7c3buhux3c7dxu3bt2OdDduczg3 nb03Difc3 cTm 

O3N28OFeHIdvOUyHYSvPUnbmT102sirgVsxNyUAGS 13 UfOgldDviezd25u4dornrh3 e+9c9Ytp66 

c9fR307ozu93 c 9bHnrnrnkUWR6KS/KbdxxPRZvXPZPvZPPXP46UVODm4nd0p2 lolxr2YmSKADJbF 
o+ZA6qLBXs3Dzsh4jyeucWN653DHPCDhz0mso0Hzvj 6H4rhT1EidSHorh3 dSdxPPRXPSvdPvdvP 

Xx46VHBUs3 dzIVLYFNyUAGSOEm+f/1VFYj 2bh52QSiTeugcb 1 zhIHApSxT 1 z3 caBHdz2Q+4UePIn 
uc3 FcOFpOY 9E 9Fc/m90+9289fHjpW JbPZvZSJY 316k3 F gAZL VFR S +fVVFbjeyeh0shSF29dxvvXR 

Dp/CwpvjpZvdP6kOTnsh92Ob3KJE99NxXDhEEOUTOWb+cfT73 cb+ceR6AmRTIeykSsLzt4ipCcY5 
yB 7 JPZTtxYAGSzW6XUTqqiiyHshTulkPIdz 1 z9z71 sezdYWP26t0rY91Gjyeuetj z2JTJSETyo48 

h7kg30+OTN/J/p97uN/J/HSiugqWb2UiQwO lqMdkVGJTsvTcwqR 1Wx4sj 8an00JvYAMlmuOTcTu2 

8iiuhj uKK3 NxPIdseuHcT71 sesWB2/Y9dStju6MTuehvXRvXDu55FFked3PXHNzviizfyHdt4d3P 

PXPW6UeTizmspKpjT0zt4ioxKd173MOker2assqMdqU87pA888urABkshaB 3bh3Z29YRwj hKBHk 
BXCDhH3 rbg0zY4 Sj huEh0CPDk4RSzHbhHZ24RAlzmOzmSxQ3 rh7JzHcTsc3 nmbnSic3 nqUT2UiS 

EvXO4QcqQOnTdsxavYSWVGSpTOVGIdJ2uoABktBDhIcBIZzHrCjhIEOISgJYjiPD ltxHEHCTbiUr 

biW6BHCOJE4RxIOhuIcJdAqDd23MeuHdzhInCPDu6BDhsimI9j 3 +9dnCjHTnNSf3 no+ZD+54dz+N 

/HdFaTwx+z06d0MsOzxoXMsi65E60pzzukXdJSdWADJKx0+gXPh3 IN lzihj +HqdxGOfCwON/Kyws 

GegkWeFj QOxHFugWx2Z 3 AyGPZQMOuzhvZvSQLfYkb+UBKGOD 3 UHFj 3wR62OBEC2OxXEQK45iwDA4 
sBInnHAkThLEpDk4pTz+6rG43FcLc4qBYEsIcVTO2Hu/QUooqRePLgYAKTpbiErWyEVIRj S J/tO4 

OmBwp771 xuro6Ii0WShRTIcCHCOI4jw6HjiOVBBwLj zhXn3EcI84 SA1A2UvcyBiDgwOHuHCUCOEc 

LQR65xYoCPuEwWdDiHhyHEgJhRQEjfcSGu4AK6xtxjXRWSUms3 J6xYb0T 170Obhu6Vw9bHbuJ62 
8PPRPXPO4YTh0nb 12b3ugifudxQ3bu4du6BHCO30jeeucRSwkbhXCe4cQ4bHCQI9AR4cJYi44AK6 
wpC/ssNc4WR7Ieud3XPXPXj 2Cx0d0VK4d3 x33PZPPDuFFc89gSzz0OPt72cJVXxRSRRSvXUr4cT 1 

ulE9cO4Y89dGSuxwlKHEPO3 COEgIPOFeHCQEXHABb6OiPlsVaS AkkWcdOefb/Q4sBnPZO6BByH4u 

G/084g/Fc89mOSzz0GPovNAmpFFOOHcO7VTeve6Oronnsh562PO73 rqUON56K5653DHnrbz0TuGu 

OACbi62L64ZSDs4848+3 +nFHCuLN9PUCQLFAj/cTzivXPPXPZUnrFPeSrzqFigJHDucUMb0T3 SBX 
nh3kPx4x53fHbm3MeeeiuezeyHnsnh3E9kuOADJLhrZ9foezez4uuFSec7G9Sv844NS/uJ/29c89 

c91SewW17nzqxXoMdxO7oFoEevdSUCPPvdDSeMedwLbpOY889Fc9c9kPu7bw9c9kuOADJbICex0C 

RfM2DoY 1KKT64nZD2ceWDufws38p2UVLMf6Homsnnh129c89m91SjtZUfOd9qsbz2UTu5 lj93PX 

uSqVOFFkPPW33cMeyoDvPOTnmsnTvJS+57JccAGS2QEwiKYthD SzEEOZPiUW0kEjy4kbt529jid 
u3 oFgW6bl~xUrFvjihu4bzjveueeyHcR56K491 fFzj oTnnrcUUMet+74msqUOCiyHnrb71 seyoTn 

E9Fc9c9kPvdPD lw90uOADJbY0zRlrGNLZchzV0 Si2kYOPLiQ SAg9gRwjiOI41~xIdA2ODA4Udj scR 

6557JwlJ25j sSw4bnBuSmO4EHKGTHMdufuKK5250nODutvvQ3 nrb0MTg4nornmdw/FkSPXPZLjg 

AyWmJfYGj 4bLWMktg65 JRKLZMwceXEhMFew SxbFgc CHFtnFgRwzHbw4j lzz ltxDzgucLbgLDoJAM 
OY41LxKBiSwtAmYRSwjz ltwhzc4nb lz 1 zuJ53DeHrnra44AMlooO4ecr7FcVAmFAKOOSecrkFDHf 

HmP2eh2NDgnOy4oOE9nnzHXZD873Ox+SuBYP2Pa45/edHFNyE9375du/c3 xSehZkFxW3 IeH30+OB 

x9vxZSPnocDICZWLkgeNwjm4sCoBTrEoFh4LFAj sdw3EQ4dziXPXQI84V4eugIuOAD JZGOI4xxXb 

iOEoEgQcDDiDgwScVwkCOMcVAjizBQ4sCDhi6BwO3QWBYEgJYsAw47CH3 CWLAjgxYwalTA+RpZyD 
SRFHimWdmPxvZWMih3 QLc9dYr0BHh7OxFxwAZLRDiOHeecRwlArzscDDOQ4V3 COxzcIO3bjHndAz 

zAuOEHDLicRx25iOEHCuFdj uAYHEcLRj hXEgRwYgSQ 1 AXI0rm+nc GhRa/r06Ou+TyTgAyW6GTdu4 
nh3E7iobt6Jzehw3 onb 12jiHcTuJyHcVDdxUdz0G9DHN2043 cTOTw9bmEHMduY7c3b9ztwkUTtzp 

Obt204nbmOTt53 IawPkaBG4ddsss 13 ABktzu56HA3 rnrc3bdXPW3 sh7N6HFo7TuG/c7itzsb 1Hc9 
fD sW56OO97J96KbuHrnrnsh/h5vRZD 1 s+7uHrFud3RPW5AcBa5qK30CbLKGu4AMlujyecMPZvW52 



Vj euh3j gvY6ytw4FegP76eoFevgMHo4nnbmPPPUqfb lz2Q4OeigXqk9m9x9vW4nY6HZvib li7LRF 

4ABktzvBuEj ezjtzu3EHd009wg7wWoUdw3EegP76eoFehuGDOTzzhR5561T7ezeyHBz0A/VJ656d 
0PXZuFXKEbhZbBRr2ADJbb/Q9DtRD2b lubsWJ66K53 e9Mxhj 2Q5vPQY5zfT 1DieucY4+UUUFAx96 

CPTeb2b2Tw6HM9AQe6PvZD3 Ie4du9wkj OjEuIWjwHGbCverJNcOX4AGS23mos3 h6563N20566K 
2PZjuPLSsdz 1 z 12dLG9R4oms3 snooKLN6CPZju5657Ie5DvN6Kdl SeyHsx7h273 s5 GdENzwtHgO 

MiG49vQwqi2WZ9uYABkt0BHroFcR3DmcCj m9betvRD 10PRwPN6G9dbm7oj lzlzu4dw3ooKK562it 

i 1 z 1 zu4eueueizHduk9kPXPWx63E9nHJb3Y3PC 1RjWZMTkWw2F0 SVFrm26QAGS23Ed2DuEHrcwo4 
YsS24g7gJoEHrY4YsJQLEcI7duFcRzeg7Y5vWyGO3Y5ju57J203 CO4Y7dj 1SeyeduEet3xO3pGbG 

54Wzw3iaJwpELYbUqJLy2o26QAGS24B 8FesUetzCQCcL1A3 sFqFdwxwxgqBLjiObuBIEgS3 gm2Q 

JAm57JxHCObiQEPvZOI4R67OBHpGCsQ+43 IgcT llxYVi3WNA4Ewoh5xhlZTE47M!GOeDwdiuVkQ 
4KD 507kG9fRVpXFsfbmAAZ JXjvOdqPKnRjvGOyEPZ4d/sQd+UN5/i0LIgrr8HxZPXeOPLQuK657K 

B2PHBcMjezsuHFIfY4pExHCHhwXOI884kCQLAR6BTiDhXEcbinCDj mEgQcc5wliwJAMQLQMDiwC9 

Bj hIFOJg4xxYF47x5yiHecJ23 TgAribhiJvS2NJIjPkKN25juk5j 0R6J55wj scxwj hHnnOk7HCux 
24x614UcphInblOcJARwjgw4 SYGHBiZOEgSgSBBwQcJYrhhwkbhG9QAK89QFENCXSo2G/J66k7ev 

PXvPPQ3 rh65655661EO7nr3N7M9bePXO4oj zuG9YtzuK566j hw3buGOZ6He9BzN2OY7HBBwriOGH 
CPOEb 1 AAy SOLiF2fXWSNhq6HrqUcOOqeeHux71CyezeezpT8oV0d2U3k8ezf6eRvZvYPJ665/I/d 

FjeiuPRZvW52Q9cO7ocN6927eduY85j m31ABklopIG+4UgVF0qGbDd2/1SdwKgV597iOI9nGOHmO 
/KBXrCzunj2bhXkb2b03 nFde4elFFjfuuPRZuFnZT4rocUeQ9Dj euj eyb6gArj SOTcDRsN3b+VJ3 

YtBHn3uI4j/bw4eg48nEj sLO6ePZuFeRvZvUu3 r83 Cn4cXcUVx6LNws7JxXsornB7Fiueeyb6gAr 
g0ZbJTkHdv5U4c3 Siefe4uT lz2bw8EHkO4nmVLp49m7vj I3 s3 qXQ9de7xHom47rj0Wbw5TunFe 

yiucIO8G9c89k31ABbiNkpy08n8qTt66dc8+9g8h/J7N4e7nWx/Iezeu7m8nj 2b2cZG9m9xYx664 
ezRPXYx67M9Fm!3 SyHcb2UVzz0Uzeueeyb6gAtIKoY91Sdu30c9EPRQ3bsehu4nncP3 A7Y9Deuyo 

4bx7N3DeRvZPQJDeuueh0b2UN3FceiueupWx/N7KLN7E9fkPXPPW2+oALcmmgQI91ShjhJhgduEc 
Rwj hHoEoCZDhR7BDhIj 2cCQc57JwjhHrrnCUodhHcVx207nCUN56GO7orY9cPXXvXPPW2+oAK6X9 

iEbhSkLDiypQ3FODvQLY4CjiRQKcR/JwfhUCRHrcCwc566BIEiuugVE9wsV1 xzHrbiUCOD4Y9bcQ 

esIPXPOEb 1AAsiU19NetVKiD506F61YcMb46HVHqfIhe sPnTj zw 5vPPlhEd/lnnmif7gaBLBMMet 
uIPWI9DHbhG9QALI1JfRNANB73t4IsYZR5PwK3 TgAs4hM5P2BcJuIABkZXay2qWezE3UAAy Szt6m 
krOX2yx7HyzKwgV9zWmypfsxN 1 AAMkorPVpHB7SRVbKzSuIW4ioOCWHbOMjZzzdQAD JLKDONI4ez 

EVWys luiFW8VBwSw7jiI5BMS2TVN 1YAMkocPIMsk9DIdS SmVrZZJbeFqMqZLWdx200cgkkV2y8Fw 

nrMYgLp65YRsqAAy ShXdj gVxdWOOYlBuPBX+WY/g4OygaMdOoVrLVkIJ56oN8yr43ZFTo4n5ytkt 
BXUc SKQOJ8NVgOC2NtYgfcBX21GEdAgPEsum42AD JLFegQcM+oeYtBjiQD30LArjHFgdBHh3 c4sC 
0snFh3 UEmNxYB QQNxj hYHA!BiBYCHZx2B elB Q6VuZQUiIn3 ldd3wXCUswOiAr7 Sj COgSKqGmMgaub 

igAy SxXnDQPQ9GOP4cpgg84YucQcGHMeccwjw7hj hBwk3DHCO7qCTGOEcC5xHIcK4jj 8GHCOFpHC 

OBidA3j2UycXYqqIdE460kqA5 SxNLaCUYHfa8YSpWb 1UNMZF6JuOADJKB 3bnDdw9HF Sum4cT 1 z lw 

9g4ond7nR3PPRPXD 103E7du4c3EdubzkO3 Id0bm7c3b 171Rw3Y9c5u6BHMc3 Icxw9OIfiPZUbhNi 
RYOBMEeugbk/AtiEEcnKCw Sz0LN7xM84LFYvPz4w 1 AqDeHqQd99ih/znqWN3pCWXy9e3HABklgju 
DehwYbiPw5uHAub 17 lix3PZDs7ueeiHeDjo3b 1 zuHOuPRWx3 Dl~xUsnodz+Q7Q4m7nrdAo7udw4d 

1ON+I7h0b 12xo SBYEgK9DcFx5wld3DizAxASBUCwL4V65xYnEsWBYEPDhKARYOXzhHCQLYILocoKC 

guWuWuNuOADJLbj d23 oDhuI4k6wxm9e4UcW5wo8h3PO33BgePPPdDu5 GO0cfQ9dddSyjh3DhgOjy 

fhvW6Mc3 sY9dbupPvPwUBD 8V2xpj mOEdu3 Cv23EHJ9wjhaGPUJw49AR27OI45hXmCDzhHCDw5OI 
ecJMnCQ3j 3 zhHCOx3 ASjmNxXJxYFPwM84tBjiWNcLABkltxu4N24XRxUCTrCDvN69wrixOFHkO56 

IecLAp4ee6HdlBDz3b 11103jHbu5wg8Q48nEet0c7t663DpDOY9A4EPP97Gu2PXPXPW38noo73m 

rdK6buuvihvXUrb s7ueueifl~xPZj lw7iPu4dHFdH1TnO4nnocTuHQfE4g5PDuB JziUhwkwIcRcKA 
BkluCd23bu56jim7plu97N64d3zonsUSHc9A3cOxnG90PW5mOzz3b 1111LKOHc8P5BOVzmPPW6Od 
29nbvQUFA8x2fj 72B 3 J7N7Me7jzeP3 x5vZaulceeyetzsniLIeuc+4msx30q48j 0V0eU389nHHF 

kPZIFuiueiueinPRH3 Y7obmO3 nNcFABkluCdwbt3DHObim7p0HY7nrh7CtvPZvIdz0Dd4eOhRZPW 

/OI87yHoOK611HDuexPEOK4euet0c7GPW4rZzsxEfj72B07uPE90/m8fiezHukC0rsFezcP7zjD+ 
h66BxxXOFHHZB 8eR6K5w/05656OAxkQLEeeisW 1 SevpPXnr7n81wUAGSUdnARwIHObioF+s3Y5ux 
27egWG7HcTxDdvWcOx3HJzhu3P3 ced3PQ7rqVt6Hc9DHg6Kx3PW6ObhvW4sj nZkVx6K7YHTuh7Me 
7j ze5RxPYo+qCHroCPZDhafT4f0PXYT8VzhLHAp97Kj d30FnTnrno4CDvKo38EecK4zzkRP5nr83 

btcFABklFBOEgGBzmY7oF9214VxHEcSG4j xAR6zsFx2g4CuFmFo3 CPQ7rqBXbu5wg8QY7sV29bmc 

zHN63DhnPGQY703bvYHZD2DuHun83 s44o83 spuI9Dl~xPZD3KjyfIuh66c/Fc9i8+M+7uo48nu5v5 
656OCfeynfPQEecLA6UC0n8z0VzhFwUAGSW8di2TiudKKgX7BLEcRxHEg3HEGI9Z4LAiLhLCTDzb 

iO4d 1 xxICXOI8QEsM9uZOEd24cM54wxUG4uxqtj 1 sezeuiieujiezetzsz 10Vz2T/dK2+RZPXP5D 

8Vz2b9z9x97Kjiue7pfPXPRxcnsp3 z91 zzvF5zuKc/1SiucIuCgAyM 1XOX80QsyFfTm!Y9A+fOfZ 

3aMeey8rFIvHghwlKxYrrriCwXKBxBi5OD5nkCxXXZkXWoyG4uxuduY7eucJE5vO4nns3 CzbnShw 
4b0N66jdxkG7idvQx+K564esdx9719FdHmd43 mo4rnrc30/DviivfynOup8eVKLN/NcKABbrNu6 

5TtjE1LYmtp 1/sTEgR66Aj hHEhj z ltwlA1DHdhHCOEOI8QFgRxHnroEcQcIeHdx207oY7ObnFc9F 

DHbtzocN+HDeigSKcPZTn8qUVz+S4KAC3 Wbd0MLM3 VD4rrrFsWyxvvZ2 JQIdvWEgSB SBxEBLEgcT 
10CwI4h4d3HEusVAS656G4kCHCwY4RzcQcJOcx30eupRXPXLgoALdZe4CBbZIRfOiOaj 1XSJ5HHz 
iuO9Xy0UU6jp94+LCDULsPf7w9 S77ehwPBUC8xwrtxYFpOJSeiOJc4i4UAC3 WvfEptlqrjYn07o7 

8fEjgZ569At0CrhQALUDCMgFLqQALda33589utJZTexWYnABXS9aBh76Qn7WoIYL5U60uUzMLgAr 

pTWQYd4exTJaPY3 A4GQLQf0aJpmgAK6VLYLuePYpKrj 2NwOBmFUOdEelOOUY3 swzABXJrlyHVTOi 
67EXcFb2KSq49jcEwcpd5+5HL2HPAczDMAGS2Nx219DgVxXHzucV7IcU905Xa+UFdmcVziugoKn3 

A8JBvu/Q+Rv2n+x0OhlHIZYUFaH8338Q6Df2brkOIQ+GokKGhSmw54DmYZ~AvWwo7~I9D~VwY43b 



iDuGONF044taG4ju6YMPXOK4/dtxYFoMc SxoG47CDu6BYFHG4rhYFoNxYAueHKc5U4LZ11 TwHsw0 

ABktk87HMc3 obtxXCzrh2OY7icaLpxxa0McI7umDD 1 zzscc65xHCT13i13KDcWAo7ucRwYcVwkCUGO 
EcC5wk4cc5xdpT lngPFOXTMcAGS24rh7J/J6x3u6N564ezd6XTzzvSietju6Zu4nrnonZ656J66h 

u3b0RzeuehvZPXvQxzcLxOf0OhuEchzHCnnP27PPPb Sj gWJ6BxQ4h4cTBUDwcDwsHcziQAMlusxxc 
n8hwY6RPPZD9z2t087Hes8PdDu61dcPXPQs0Vz lp3 dILxXD2VKHY8nsn8h61 dFc9 SvRPcO666j ePR 

Hno9pRuEj ecR6HEPOJASgkCOLAji3M4kADJbrEHeT+bhXHDPPxZD+b2ryeiHes8/09dSh3vXOPNF 
c4rh6UebhaUBj GPZDhXPqAj 1 C0nuHdddRvHoj zuRrQ3bz8UMelLxvxROxyo 3 CDt529E87ds4kADJb 
cCPZPXwJhRHG7yH83tXk9Y9Z97p/K1DveugWNFdArhD0ecB JuAkeT2BiBxQEfQKie6Hr8rj z 1HEe 

ge0ueyefeyfhvPx5vW6VlnFHHYsUbOJgAyW3FieyeufzfueIJ3 c/nHq8nrKsneT 11KHe9d7eRXe3 

q6PJ6+lbxR9vYKQTOWb+pnnuHddceeo4j 2FtKnu3 n3 sn4bz8eb2U7Qxz6sRnLQAZLddcO4b0N6xx 
PEHdcPXR6vJ7DvQUVt661de9c/dGiufzezPR5D2Z+7seyeyHuT+T0fJ3 TyPPdD l+Vx549EenbSp7 

t597J4ch+OPN/qcgVxXCjis5 SADJbrCOEcI4YHMc0027HCjvR507OIg4bm9DpRWx6GO4oj0MdxPX 

Ho8n86OHcO7nrb ljueisWbuPO7n8rrj z 1HEcd20ri7efeyg300PN/qdQJYxwljZygAGS27FgI4Rx 

HEcjvBHCDvR508N2g4CQEpQ4Y4QcI50COI4Q4uTiHrCOEcK4jhHNxI33 QIegI9dDtzb 1HDpDt3tKn 

so33 soNzjjzf6ndj 19J/Q2cXABkt3FwjiWOB2Z7hbEHqrJ3 z kXDsJSh3wI4kOgRxIFQLk41LhbE 
gJAsCwbivHERWLFdDtzbx6DnOLtLndzz72UG5xx5vW52DvjufyH7mcoABXEPEX6IdHqdMTVrSIc6 

hIWZBYfZDdWXmGPKI3o5nwkC4XH 1Z3kER+d+efZ+I9dSge0ugI88OY7xu7h7NwtG4sMdxOxwj ztnE 
gAVxDUj2hoa!7dboEiecTKHcPZwEOK4UcRxHEds4kACuIYWeyI5L82634Vz+F lfk/njHODsI47HY 

4bOJAAriJTe 1ZL8zcf7 S1NM4mACbFCXRm71 tmC4AK9a2fFUOE~jMKAAV6ovicRPAcInzPPhKEsqa 
NwUbMKQAV6ovJKIieA2nY7MQFUhgcFse SCa6AAV6ovE3ERPAcMY7MQTtzhgcFsds4jXoADIySeDr 

Pus38Xzy00j CUR8YY5hVZ26BGvQAGSUOO5xMJxuOBHGPwOJyyOUcDd8ncFaemd8JDiGmsUHceua9 

AAZLYg9c4Rwy3BuOI/A7cxXnDEQ84jj 4QcWgxxI4FPIFgFB6CiPZtegAMludj lzhR6Aw7cGB203n 

4x3Dm3nnDEQ87Hbj 8Y4 SZOEeHY5zZwj gXpQTs9k 15gAyW6N653 cPXxPXPXRxPRPxu3c694duccbs 
eicqOKHRw4n3 ocwruG5u30I+8+7o8mvMAGS2+msh30tRO7onpz8b0VH/Hdc/HCudocVundc+9fQ 

K9k9ddcfefeRW2vMAGS2K9c924sVj d3PRQK/HE9QWN66+N6xvB0eR+659xoCRYx66648PPvQUB Gv 

MAGSWMeueygV5xHdzt5xH44GQN+O6+N5xHiHHkeiuecWjp9xXXXHKI3uOAjXmADIOY9c937fiveyd 

vPRPvQPVvx3XPvP3PBz2R53 c9hTdLoeuuuQcDgux215gAyW+x3PYWTz 172T0b 1 z71 miuH3rr43 h6 
541Lx45t3 c86ym6WMeuuuQdni02vQAGS3 QK7dwI7cWJ3 c7eHobw9ZocE9DveeHrniHFced3PD 103R 

3PXXXIOzIrozYbTNFAAZLYg4RwjiQGiG4g4UeHcMgHHroY87HByDcIdju54cx3NnCPQ7rkHjIN6I 

2AwXMXugmxNinHucEypG6UAD JKHAj hIFgM+UCuEHh7IMcQ 9DuHnnl3wzcVDHdzzi0ZxIod lyH 1 oJE 
bAYLmH 1 QJs SMUnt!A4UVy 3 mxmADIyU2j mqlahehiHVqj 00+FnnHHbff0rIOf7fsyIgr88riP7UcLx 
sQ6k9kYfVK3 saYtPb+BwnRRKsKIj uW5v4ALcWbRw09kYvpvHsahbtbnA4TrVyrCciiVaJ5u4ALcU 

Jo4SqwJYzvqb7Tj evuHCWOBOKyQQYj 8DsoLh4V1AmHzHYZ3juzhQx0OuyE/ijonhORRKtHE3 cAFu 

KG0cF 1 sCQJR9TNQK9DgHgVxZiOVI3DhXILxIJxYCOI4Z4FgKgVxHGOD26CuEsSgmHhzJxfdTtO7ccT 
65mAC3FZ1AOUhdbHFFFR9UFGN2PXRDmO3bscdGObuhvHCRvObhR3 ARwjgQ5jtwpxHCDk4PbmI4 SA 
1AkCuPwIgZAriOGzJckAB aWZROntbLN7Kb6OJU7nnccdz2Y7Q7ndK6j zj eucLxXu4b lzuK29c9bo7 
h3FFFE9dSicLxO4j hHCOUycRxDiOEHGOCZLkgAL SxFM6e 1 ss3bnN9Bj lu3 ncceb lw718o64/3 G7nQ 

7h7KFnFdk9hdUsh7J6KKKKnc7veypXPW3kV1711HEOxzcLxw3 oa5IAC0gVuetlc4Wb61LS6fHIejz 

cHIu4wx0u44LOwfrBvX9DhjqgUeyeiiie 1 ceb2VLN7OJFDveum83 r4onoolyUAFpAoXWyzcJR9T5 

213 Ag9Hm4QeIu3kCUu4oHHYYygR/LscMdUCj 2TOUV7xxHs3 sqWb2TyKLNws4dPP3RRPXxLkoALSC 
hKrLIe5Uvp32104e+57E8RdvHcVLuPzftwrsnY6H48+nrUXVGOb lt6KK4fQI9m91SueyeRRZuEoE 

Hd8UT 1 zy5KAC0goWuyzezPdTfWtk5ucWb2J4h3PHs6POIfyHruT2T+ceWT2J7qlStvRRWR3 fFe91 

Suf6eRRZjhKBI84onrh5dYABaSkaeytvQ603E524zt3bc4rY9cPBOOM9bo4o3rh63DHcN6G/lbeu 
et0dw9k9FFhns3 d7uHSueyeRRZv50eJ66053 A 11 gAFpzsroEOFugLEgS27uycV4MS84WgSIc SPAj 
hHCj/13IEcKclPW3b002gKO74CUmcUSKLN661m!nHc7s 1 lkAFpzss7GGPrB 5EF 1 f31A49 SzQEQLH 

AsfDzHKAg/wSBbEIHF1E9bhkI3B 3 fY1K6BIZ29m4 Sjdj 10UTuztrhYALTrWxClyV2KOUae5 JOQw3H 

Txj6POx46CZwMgR6KDHod2NcLABaxpZbCrdOeRP52ehX52x6HdkupAAtYOCbCnILulwsAFrmouwU 

pB V0upAAtccthbkCn+upAAt sqa6UAC2yvXSwAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQA 
WCkAGSOGSDZadPXj ofHrQ+Oh8dvv7LF SomtqADJaA2B4Q8OY4QROmmFgAyWgJoMg4QfHEuHJww8P 
zoh2+TWiHTItgAyWwPAwOB 0FHxwaXJycdaIx03 BQAZ GaVomvTpQtchWh6+0OndqhPwVkPvj hRzHM 

cMocMgNg4EONIcY4Qdj ofdDqEunABZuZfHQ/bHQ9VPXwMd4h4dD 7zodDtxl3 xl3zHB QOxwyhwNgGJG 

gALVMJUSdXvWoQ6HUJ51E48eidHUbzw43 Cj hkl3xwPBZkaAAtqEGtBj4/AHgsyMwAW 19102t2K001 
zUAFtceHj 0x5uSgAtrj srMgRuSAAtrj srMgI3 VQAWanMa+965uSnI3WaA7dUABZtQhEG7idY4Ky7u 

zN7EKj grNDtrqa2agAs3 VxEQbzV2DcVx5XXG8B CtxD9six6Q4oqlJSHzQAFm6112QZxl3DuiH4h6J 

zyfN8Y7LG4rmRY9AQSM47OzsIuOACzdbNxuSChQPQ7oK8eicrGb5KTcV2G7YcOFAxaCuOCcOuagA 

s3XOGEE/AtXdF//1 hm/Uysx0OxzDbiuw3Bh72V6iem3 h2POK439mi2agAs3XptL, d37w/HFV33dY+/ 
Zv 1MbhoDFc SygORPZOT9yO76IeiHo+49mi2agAs3XPxP6bw+9dr33Y7LP2b8IPRDt528GK4kCwFI 

nsnGPO0d0+IegcVOWzNbNQAWbr+nHHpwb 12vfdb48/Zvwg9E/FHEHu33 diQEInY5vPDztHcHD979 

+UWzNbNQAWbr8Hf04N67Xvzdo8sI3yfiifjviDn4FsSAhE4R54eeInZE/e9HddszWzUAFm62FE/p 

23 r6u6J/vPK4eN8udnfFEGOBcLO2ROEcV98MQc7cUb0d 12zNbNQAWbVRDOT 1 qdDevqoo3ur87oje 
76zuji0KBdHbInrnFctBRzg47x6+LvZmtmoALNqEHCDsd/5QK7PWMcrEzuuN4voh+6OLQrLU3Yc9 

m/fl3j O13 e/fF3 szWzUAFml 1Yji/ZwOJFZOI4+4sj eLxI36J6LQrKoIHPZv3w9OK11EPRxd7M 1 s 1 AB 

Zoj 9C8Yz+M3 J 1DijvilPHWJpPZDiw4fizFcVxY+tmXs 1 ABbImq+/V/Jx6z2TllDmVBHHBRdbMvZq 
AC2gVDOpDqazPEQ9jx597M/ZqAC23tjdsz9moALbi2NezT2agAtu 1 sb9mns 1ABTAspGvs 1ABTQv7 

NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUA 



FNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQ 

v7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+z 
UAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1AB 
TQutj gApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhl2agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhl~agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhf2agApoX 
9moAKaF/ZqACmhf2agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhf2agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhf2agApoX9moAKaF/Zq 

ACmhl2agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhl~agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhf2agApoX9moAKaF/ZqACmhf2agAp 
oX9moAKaF/ZqACbq02CPZqACmhf2agApoX9moAJuLJsGvs 1ABTQv7NQAUOLWzUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7N 

QAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOL+zUAFNC/s 1ABTQv7NQAUOLWzUAF 

NC3 scAFNC3 scAFNC3 scAFNC 1 s 1ABTQt7HABTQt7HABTQt7HABTQrbHABTQrbHABTQrbHABTQr7cA 
FNCvtwAUOK2xwAUOK2xwAUOK+3 ABTQr7cAFNCvtwAUOK2xwAUOK2xwAUOK2xwAUOK2xwAUOK2xwA 
UOK+3 ABTQrbHABNtE2 S/twAUOK2xwAUOK2xwAUOK2xwAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFgpABYKQAWCkAFg 

pABYKQAWCkAFoKd5qrQALQUUJqrYALQKml TQAHfJ1CB GsagAtBgVrWACOATa3 gAsFIALB SACwUgA 
sFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACwU 

gAsFIALB SACwUgAsFIALB SACACACACACACBlbmRzdHJ1YWOKZW5kb2JqCjI 11DAgb2JqCjw8L0xl 

bmd0aCAyNiAwIFIKPj 4Kc 3RyZWFtCnEKMC4zNiAwIDAgMC4zNiAwlDAgY20KMTcwNCAwIDAgMj E5 
NyAwlDAgY20KL0kl IERvC1EKZW5kc3RyZWFtCmVuZG9iagoyNiAwIG9iago 1MwplbmRvYmoKMj cg 

MCBvYmoKPDwvUHJvY 1NldFsvUERGL01tYWdlQ10KL 1 hPYmplY3 Q8PC9JNSAyNCAwIFIKPj 4KPj4K 
ZW5kb2JqCj I4IDAgb2JqCjw8L 1R5cGUvUGFnZQovUGFyZW50IDEgMCB SCi9 SZXNvdXJjZXMgMj cg 

MCB SCi9NZWRpYUJveFswIDAgNjEyLjM2IDc5MC45M10KLONvbnRlbnRzWzI 11DAgUil3dCi9 Sb3Rh 
dGUgMAo+PgplbmRvYmoKMyAwIG9iago 8PC9DcmVhdGlvbkRhdGUgKEQ6Mj AxMzEwMzEwODI5Mzkt 

MDQnMDAnKQo+PgplbmRvYmoKMSAwIG9iago 8PC9UeXI31L 1BhZ2VzCi9Db3 VudCA 1 Ci9LaWRzWzgg 

MCB SIDEzIDAgUiAxOCAwIFIgMj MgMCB SIDI4IDAgUiBdCj 4+CmVuZG9iagoyIDAgb2JqCjw8L 1R5 

cGUvQ2FOYWxvZwovUGFnZXMgMSAwIFIKPj 4KZW5kb2 JqCnhyZWYKMCAyOQowMDAwMDAwMDAwIDY 1 
NTM 1 IGYgCj AwMDAzNTM3Nj AgMDAwMDAgbiAKMDAwMDM 1 Mzg0MyAwMDAwMCBuIAowMDAwMzUzNzAw 

IDAwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAwMD AwMTUgMDAwMD AgbiAKMDAwMDEyNTYONyAwMDAwMCBuIAowMDAwMTI 1 

NzUxIDAwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAxMjU3 Nj kgMDAwMDAgbiAKMD AwMDEyNTgzNCAwMDAwMCBuIAowMDAw 

MTI 10TUzIDAwMDAwIG4gCjAwMDAxNTgwNDkgMDAwMDAgbiAKMDAwMDE 1ODE 1NSAwMDAwMCBuIAow 
MDAwMTU4MTc0IDAwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAxNTgyNDAgMDAwMDAgbiAKMDAwMDE 10DM2MiAwMD AwMCBu 

IAowMD AwMTkyNzc2IDAwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAxOTI4ODIgMDAwMDAgbiAKMD AwMDE5Mj kwMSAwMDAw 

MCBuIAowMDAwMTkyOTY4IDAwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAxOTMwOTAgMDAwMDAgbiAKMD AwMDI 1MTc 1OSAw 
MDAwMCBuIAowMDAwMjUxODY 1 IDAwMDAwIG4gCjAwMDAyNTE4ODQgMDAwMDAgbiAKMDAwMDI 1MTk 1 
MSAwMDAwMCBuIAowMDAwMjUyMDczIDAwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAzNTMzODYgMDAwMDAgbiAKMDAwMDM 1 
MzQ5MiAwMDAwMCBuIAowMDAwMzUzNTExlD AwMDAwIG4gCj AwMDAzNTM 1 NzggMDAwMDAgbiAKdHJh 

aWxlcgo8PC9TaXplIDI5 Ci9JbmZvlDMgMCB SCi9 Sb290IDIgMCB SCj 4+CnNOYXJ0eHJ1ZgozNTM4 

OTAKJSVFTOYK 

-- 002 2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8212C4354ITSMSXMBS4Fadun -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 1:38 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 
RE: AAAD 201.001 Exam Location Change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Just got your voicemail. 

the directory. 
checked his email and its rcw@email.unc.edu. will let him know that they have it wrong in 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 9:09 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AAAD 201.001 Exam Location Change 

Hi Travis, 

The email address for Ronald Williams, who is listed as the instructor for AAAD 430.001, bounced back as undeliverable. 
The campus directory lists the email address as rcw@unc.edu. Please let me know if you have an alternate email address 
for the instructor or if you’ll get in contact with them. 

Thanks 
Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 8:53 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AAAD 201.001 Exam Location Change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Sorry, I was out sick yesterday and just got your voicemail this morning. Which professor’s email address bounced back. 

I can look into it. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Fhunsu, Donato 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 201.001 Exam Location Change 

Hello, 

This email is to inform that the location of your final exam has changed. 

Your class: AAAD 201.001 

Regularly held on/at: MWF 3:00 pm at WG (Woolen Gym) 301 

Has been relocated to: GA (Gardner) 106 

Final exam da¥/time: Saturday December 7th 4:00 pm 

This change is OIVLYfor thefinal exam; not the rest of the semester. This class was moved due to room scheduling 

conflicts and has been relocated to a similar room. If you would like to view the new room assignment please visit 

www.hotline.unc.edu to see room features and room layout. The exam will still be held at the regular exam time. Please 

make sure your students and anyone else involved with this class is aware of this change. If you have any questions 

please let us know. Thank you and have a good day. 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:29 PM 
Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: rooms 

Good afternoon Violet! 

That’s great about Wilson :128 and hopefully another classroom will open up for the other class! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: rooms 

Good morning Travis! 

I was able to find a room for AAAD :10:1.004, Wilson :128. Unfortunately there are still no results for AAAD :10:1.002. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: rooms 

Hi Violet, 

Thank you guys for taking care of all those log sheets on Friday! 

I have two classes that I am still trying to find a home for! I was hoping some rooms may have opened up. 

AAAD 101 002 930am 1045am TuTh 60 students 

AAAD 101 004 2pm 315pm TuTh 60 students 



Thank you ! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:53 PM 
Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: rooms 

Hey Violet, 

Do you know how many log sheets you received from me today? I think I sent two but maybe you only got one of 

them! Let me know if you didn’t get it and I can resend it! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: rooms 

Good morning Travis! 

I was able to find a room for AAAD 101.004, Wilson 128. Unfortunately there are still no results for AAAD 101.002. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: rooms 

Hi Violet, 

Thank you guys for taking care of all those log sheets on Friday! 

I have two classes that I am still trying to find a home for! I was hoping some rooms may have opened up. 

AAAD :10:1 002 930am :1045am TuTh 60 students 

AAAD :10:1 004 2pm 3:15pm TuTh 60 students 



Thank you ! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:08 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 395 

Ok sounds great! Hopefully that should do it. Thanks so much for your work on this Renee! -Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 395 

Travis, 
I’ve added AFRI and AFAM majors to that rc but at this point I’m not sure if I got them all. Please let me know if you run into 
other problems. 
Or if it doesn’t work at all anymore (which I hope doesn’t happen!) 
Thanks, 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:11 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AAAD 395 

Dear Kenneth, 

Renee did some work on it and I think she has it fixed now. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 395 

Travis, 
I’ve added AFRI and AFAM majors to that rc but at this point I’m not sure if I got them all. Please let me know if you run into 
other problems. 
Or if it doesn’t work at all anymore (which I hope doesn’t happen!) 
Thanks, 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulinq office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:47 AM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room 

That’s great, thanks Violet! 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 4:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 

Hi Travis, 

I scheduled this event in Phillips 222. The room has technology. The event confirmations are copied below: 

* Event information * 

Event    : Swahili Language Table 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :3:50PM 

Start Date : 11/13/2013 
End Date : 11/13/2013 
Days Met : W 

Building : PH 

Room : 0222 

Event information * 

Event    : Swahili Language Table 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :3:50PM 

Start Date : 11/20/2013 

End Date : 11/20/2013 

Days Met : W 

Building : PH 

Room : 0222 

* Event information * 

Event    : Swahili Language Table 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :3:50PM 

Start Date : 12/4/2013 

End Date : 12/4/2013 

Days Met : W 

Building : PH 

Room : 0222 



Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Thursday, November 07, 2013 4:38 PM 
To." Paquin, Violet May 
Subject." room 

Hi Violet! 

A professor is looking for a room this semester Fall 13 for 25 students that would meet every Wednesday from 3pm to 

350pro until the end of the semester. The name of the meeting is the Swahili Language Table. A smart room would be 

good but if one is not available then any room would do. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 9:13 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room 

You’re welcome! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 

Thanks Travis. 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: FW: room 

Hi Esther, 

Below is your room assignment! 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 4:42 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 

Hi Travis, 

I scheduled this event in Phillips 222. The room has technology. The event confirmations are copied below: 

* Event information * 

Event    : Swahili Language Table 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :3:50PM 

Start Date : 11/13/2013 

End Date : 11/13/2013 

Days Met : W 



Building : PH 

Room : 0222 

Event information * 

Event    : Swahili Language Table 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :3:50PM 

Start Date : 11/20/2013 

End Date : 11/20/2013 

Days Met : W 

Building : PH 

Room : 0222 

* Event information * 

Event    : Swahili Language Table 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 3:00 PM 

End Time :3:50PM 

Start Date : 12/4/2013 

End Date : 12/4/2013 

Days Met : W 

Building : PH 

Room : 0222 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 12:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

newsletter 

Linkages, Proof 10.9.13.pdf 

Trav[s Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:14 PM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

FW: room reservation 

20131113134814294.pdf 

Hi April! 

Here is the form that I have been meaning to get to you! 

Thanks so much, 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.13.2013 13:48:14 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Received by:.__ 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request]or Use of Facility 
(Telephone: 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Event Description/Purpose: 

ProposediPlmmed Speakers: 
Event Date(s)    Mo,a. Ig 

Check the box below that best describes your department 
or organization 
~[ University Administrative (Departmental) Unit 

[] Officially Recognized Student Organization 

[~ Community Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates) 
l-I Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates. Please note that 

all requests’ must be approved by the Director and/or Administrative Manager.) 

Name of person making reservation    ~"~ c~ ~ C_~O/’~._ 

Person in charge of event     ~ ca,,,~ ;(~" 

Department lOrganization hosting event 

Address t/)~l ~, ~4 I¢: 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Accomat Number (if applicable) 

Roo~n(s) Requested (check below): 

~ Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats 1 t) 

]~ Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 5:00 
pro***) 

[-I Seminar Room 200 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 

am to 6.’OO pm***) 

[] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office f!"om 8.’00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 
6:00pro***) 

[~1 Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:O0 am to 
6.’OO pm***) 

[] Dance Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed only in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note. Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time:    (~ " 0~) p ~ 
(Revised 10/16/!2) 

Event End Time:      -q- " 0 0 1;i~’~ 
(Please note all events must end by 9.’30pro - the Stone Center building closes at lO.O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: ! {~ Q) 

is the event open to the public? ~,, Yes r-1 No 

Admission Charge? [] Yes I~No Admission Cost $ 
(Please note. tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 
limited to additional security,) 

Will food/drink be served at event? ~IYes 01~lo 

Please provide name ofcaterer/vendor used: 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center’s approved caterers. Self-catering is not 

permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plml to serve alcohol? [] Yes ~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, piease complete the request form for pemfission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: 
(This refers’ to chair and table setup, a brief diagram can be drawn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 
]~ Microphone with podium 
~ Cordless Microphone 

[~ Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

~ Projector and scree~ 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please contact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919-843-1854. 



THE SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER 
FOR BLACK CULTURE AND H!STORY 

Building Use Policy 

Thank you for expressing an interest in using facilities in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 
History (Stone Center) at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hili (UNC). The following information 
explains Stone’ Center policy regarding reservations, public safety needs, food service, and room arrangements. If 
you require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us at 919-962-900 I. We look forward to 
working with you and hope you will have a successful event at the Stone Center. 

Reservations/Cancellations: Events can only be scheduled two months in advance. Events may be scheduled as 
litlle as two weeks before the event. Cancellations should be made at least a week in advance without incurring 
fees. 

Public Safety: Events scheduled weekdays after 5:00pro may require the additional presence of a DPS security 
guard, which will be determil~ed once your facility request is approved. If so, an online security request must be 
completed through the Department of Public Safety (UNC DPS). Please go to the DPS website to schedule a 
police officer to be present during the entire time you need access to the building. Requests for security should be 
arranged at least three weeks in advance, and you must not have any outstanding balances with UNC DPS. UNC 
DPS charges $55ihour. Proof of the DPS reservation needs to be faxed or delivered to the Stone Center at least a 
week before your event and if not received, the Stone Center reserves the right to cancel your event. 

Parking: If your program occurs at the Stone Center between 7:30am and 5:00pro, contact the Special Events 
Parking Office with UNC DPS (962-4424) to make necessary parking arrangements for your guests. For 
additional parking information related to Stone Center events, please visit our website. 

Technical (Lighting/Audio) Services: All arratlgements for technical services must be arranged through the 
Union Production Services at least four weeks in advance. No private outside equipment will be allo~ved in the 
building unless arranged directly by the Union. Production Services can be reached online or at 962-5787. Proof 
of Union Services request needs to be faxed or delivered to the Stone Center at least a week before your event and 
if not received, the Stone Center reserves the right to cancel your event. 

Food!Catering: Food and beverage are prohibited in the classrooms, seminar rooms, auditorium, gallery and 
museum, and dance studio. Food service is restricled to the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (HMR), the common 
area outside the HMR, and the common area outside of the auditorium. 

Proposed evems where food is to be served require the following: 
¯ Prior approval of the Stone Center. 
¯ Use of a Stone Center approved caterer; caterers may contact the Stone Center Administrative Manager or 

Facilities Manager for details. Cleanup fo[Iowing an event will be the responsibility of the sponsoring 
organization includingevents where cleanup is not included in the catering contract. At the end of the 
event, all food, service dishes, containers, etc. must be removed and disposed of by the groups’ caterers. 
Note: A fee of 20% of the total bill will be charged to the department/organization. Please submit a 
~copy of your receipt/catering bill promptly for billing purposes. A $50 assessment will be billed to 
department/organization for failure to adhere to the cleanup policy. The kitchen is not fully equipped to 
prepare meals but is appropriate for warming, heating and serving meals. The use of hotplates, grills, 
griddles or any equipment not already provided in the kitchen is prohibited; the Stone Center DOES 
NOT provide linens, paper products, etc. If the room is" left in an unsatisfactory condition after an event, 
the department/organization may forfeit subsequent use privileges. 

Alcohol: Proposed events where alcohol is to be served must obtain prior approval from the Office of the 
Provost. A request form for permission to serve alcohol must be completed and signed before alcohol is allowed 
in the building. A completed form must be signed by the Department Chair or Director of the sponsoring unit or 
the appropriate College or School Dean, and the Provost. Forms may be obtained from the Office of the Provost 
by calling 919-962-2198; completed forms should be faxed to the Stone Center at 919-962-3725. Only white 



wine may be served in the building; beer, liquor, and red wine are prohibitea~ The Stone Center adheres to the 
University rules concerning alcohol service. 

Vendors: It is the responsibility of the event sponsor to arrange for outside equipment, furniture, materials, etc. 
to be removed the next business day. Please inform the Stone Center in advance of the scheduled times for 
vendor deliveries and pickups. Delivery_ of food, furniture, and other items is to be made through the loading 
dock located in the rear of the building. 

Sale of Items: Sale of items is prohibited in the Stone Center unless arranged through the University Bull’s Head 
Bookshop and/or auxiliary services. 

Fliers/Posters: No item, artwork, or document is to be attached to any ~vali, door, fixture, or building exterior. 
Posters/fliers are prohibited from being attached to doors, windows, trash cans, building exteriors, interior walls, 
stairway railings, elevator wails, floors, grounds or ceilings. 

Classrooms: Please remove all trash, boxes, and other items brought into the classrooms and return all furniture 
to its original configuration. Remember to clean dry-erase boards and turn off lights. 

Doors: Doors, including outside entrances, are not to be propped open at may time. 

Student Organizations: All student organizations must obtain signature approval from their faculty advisor 
before returning the reservation form. The form wilt NOT be approved without the faculty advisor’s signature. 
Additional charges may apply for security, catering, and if admission fees are charged. 



I will aet to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History and all applicable Uuiversity regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understas~d that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Name of Organization/Department 

Name of Event Date of Event 

Signature of Person in Charg~nt 

Signature of DirectoriChai ment 

Date 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/2012) 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE & HISTORY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL 

RATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013 

These fees will be assessed to non-University organizations and 
for those using the Stone Center after 5:00 PM 

HITCHCOCK MULTIPURPOSE ROOM $200 FOR MEETING USE PER USE 

HITCHCOCK MULTIPURPOSE ROOM $250 FOR BANQUET SET UP PER USE 

TERRACE $150 PER USE 

CLASSROOMS (ROOMS 209 AND 210) $200 EACH/PER USE 

SEMINAR ROOMS (ROOMS 200 AND 201) $175 EACH/PER USE 

THEATRE $300 PER USE 

AFTER-HOURS SECURITY FEE $55/HOUR MINIMUM 3 HOURS 

*WEEKEND BUILDING USE FEE 

LATE DEPARTURE FEE (AFTER 10:00 PM) 

*CATERING FEE 

$400/ROOM MINIMUM 4 HOURS 

$50 

20% OF TOTAL BILL 

*Weekend and catering fee are the only exceptions that will be charged to all organizations. 



APPROVED CATERERS LIST FOR THE 
SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER BUILDING 

Amante Gourmet Pizza 
300 E. Main St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-962-3330 

Carolina Catering - Aramark 
t00 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-0336 

Catering Company 
15-501 Bypass 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-4775 

Carolina Inn 
211 Pittsboro St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-933-2001’ 

Edible Art Bakery & Dessert Caf4 
3801 Hillsborough St. 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
919-856-0604 

Tova Boettm Catering 
2109 North Lakeshore Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-619-3616 

Domino’s Pizza 
412 E. Main St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-929-0246 

Durham Catering 
2512 University Dr. 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-489-9535 

Firehouse Subs 
603 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-969-4212 

Jimmy John’s 
306 W. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-968-7827 

Home On The Range Catering 
12330 US Highway 15/501 N 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
9I 9-968-44!2 

Vimita’s Curryblossom Cafd 
431 W. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27519 
919-929-3833 

Marcel’s C~ering Caf6 
1821Fordham Blvd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-0066 

Mediterranean Dell 
410 W. Franklin St 
Chapet Hill, NC 27516 
919-967-2666 

Sage & Swift Gourmet Caering 
2505Whi[den Dr. 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-957-7889 

Sage Caf~ 
1129 Weaver Dairy Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-968-9266 

Saladelia Caf~ 
4201 University Dr. 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-489-5776 

Savory Fare Catering 
908 W. Main St. 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-683-2185 

Three Seasons Catering 
2627 Hillsborough Rd. 
Durham, NC NC 27705 
919-416-0600 

Thrills from the Grill 
P O Box 52491 
Durham, NC 27717 
919-220-5787 

Harris Teeter 
310 North Greensboro Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-942-8564 

Sweet Jane’s Bakery 
4823 Meadow Drive, Suite 115 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-544-1313 

Mark Day Company 
6113 Highway 86 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-932-3031 

Heavenly Cinnamon Rolls 
1821 Fordham Blvd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-1722 

Hursey’s BBQ 

1834 S Church St 

Burlington, NC 27215 

336-226-1694 

Whole Foods Market 
81 S Elliott Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-968-t983 

IntimMe Affairs C~ering 
I408 ChristianAve, Ste 3 
Durham, NC 27705 
9t9-382-0008 

KRchen 14 
620 Valley Forge Road, Ste 1 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 
919-245-1414 

The Picnic Basket 
5410 Hwy 55 Ste AJ 
Durhanl, NC 27713 
919-572-9908 

Ethel Carver’s Catering 
P O Box 881 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-8498 

Tandoor Indian Restaurant 
1301 E. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-6622 

The Palace International 
1104 Broad Street 
Durham, NC 27705 
(919) 416-4922 

Gigi’s Cupcakes 
1028 Oberlin Road 
Raleigh, NC 27605 
919-896-8636 

Panera Bread 
213 W. Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-929-9189 

Bojangles’ 
4600 Garrett Road 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-489-5942 

True Flavors Catering 
5410 N Carolina Hwy 55 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-593-7175 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE & HISTORY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL 

CHECKLIST/REMINDERS 

If you are a University Student Organization, has your request form been signed by 
your advisor? 

Have you turned in your completed facility request form and received official 
approval/confirmation for your event? 

Have you provided the requested setup for your event to the Facilities Manager 
Randy Simmons? 

If food/drink is served at event, remember the following: 
*a 20% fee will be charged by the Stone Center for the total invoice amount of 
your catering invoice; 
*the facility must be cleaned (i.e. all trash, etc. removed) at the end of your evem. 

If the following additional services are needed!required, have you requested their 
services and provided confirmation of their services to the Stone Center: 
* Carolina Production? 
*Department of Public Safety Officer? 
*Alcohol permit, if applicable. 

Please make sure your contact information is listed on all event advertising and 
publicity so that you can be contacted for additional information regarding the 
event. 

Thank you for using the Stone Center! 
Telephone 962-9001; Fax 962-3725 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:22 AM 

Stout, Lisa S <lstout@psafety.unc.edu> 
RE: Pay Stamp Request 

Thanks Lisa, I will drop by to pick them up! - Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stout, Lisa S 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Pay Stamp Request 

Your coupons are ready for pickup Thanks Lisa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: stgore@email.unc.edu [maiho:stgore~email.unc.edt~] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Stout, Lisa S 
Subject: Pay Stamp Request 

Contact Name: Travis Gore 
Department: U3287 
Organization: 
Address: 109 Battle Hall 
City: Chapel Hall 
State: NC 
Zip: 27599 
Telephone: 9199665496 
Fax: 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Payment: Department Transfer 

Direct Transfer Account Number: 6-20313 

One Hour All-Campus Stamps-Valid in all pay visitor lots: 0 

One Day North Campus Stamps-Valid at Highway 54, Hill Alumni, Morehead Planetarium, Rams Head Deck, and Swain Lots: 3 

One Day South Campus Stamps-Valid at Dogwood and Ambulatory Care Lots: 0 

Currently, Lisa Stout(primary) and Janet Carden (backup) receive this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:21 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: Undergraduate Research Conference Feb 28-March 1 

You see, it was good for me to wait! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Undergraduate Research Conference Feb 28-March 1 

Hi Travis -- 

it finally showed up two hours later. 

T 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Undergraduate Research Conference Feb 28-March 1 

Hi Travis -- 

I tried to send this to the listserv, but it never showed up in my in-box so I assume no one got it. Could you try sending it to the 
listserv? Thanks. 

Tim 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Undergraduate Research Conference Feb 28-March 1 

Dear AAAD colleagues -- 

Could you please announce to your classes, and especially to majors and minors (but not exclusively) the following? If you could 
send this out on your class listservs that would also be good (especially for upper level classes.) Thank you and have a good day. 

Tim 

AAAD Undergraduate Research Conference 
February 28-March 1, 2014 

Please consider presenting your original research on topics related to Africa, African Americans, and the rest of the African Diaspora 
at our first undergraduate research conference. We will be selecting the most compelling research projects to be presented in panels 
on March the 1st 2014. If you are interested in participating please contact Tim McMillan at tjml@email.unc.edu by December 1, 
2013. If you already have research underway or even completed, please send a brief description of your research; if you want more 
information, please contact Professor McMillan. Chosen panelists will be notified by January 15 and will be expected to present a 
10-15 minute talk on their research. The event will kick offwith the first Dunbar-Stone lecture on February 28th, focused on 
undergraduate research. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 3:21 PM 

Nielsen, Mark S <mnielsen@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Summer study abroad course creation 

Hi Mark, 

Just wanted to let you know that I sent you a voicemail just a little while ago with a question in case you happen to see 

this email first. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Nielsen, Mark S 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 12:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer study abroad course creation 

wish I could say this is the first time today that I forgot to attach the file! 

Information Systems Director 

Study Abroad Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3130, 2105 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3130 

http://studyabroad.unc.edu 

919-962-9240; fax: 919-962-2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This eomail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

nformatiom Any unauthorzed review use, dsdosure or distrbution is prohibted. If you are not the ntended recpient, please contact the 

sender by reply eomail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 11:36 AM 
To: Nielsen, Mark S 
Subject: RE: Summer study abroad course creation 

Hi Mark, 

You found the right person! I don’t seem able to find the attachment though! Would it be possible to resend it. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Nielsen, Mark S 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 10:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Summer study abroad course creation 

Good morning, Travis: 



I hope I have the right individual in the AAAD department. This summer the study abroad office is offering a two study 

abroad programs in Sengal and Durban, South Africa, with courses in your department.. I have attached a spreadsheet 

of the courses that need to be created in the AAAD Department. This is the last day to create courses for the summer 

and I DO APOLOGIZE for this late notice, but we have been struggling with the Registrar’s Office to come up with a 

workable solution for how summer graded-credit courses are to be coded in the system. Please note that all Study 
Abroad programs are coded with section 01s to designate them as study abroad programs and are thus not visible to 

other students. All of these courses will be created in Summer I Session B and need to include the dates of the program. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call on me. Hopefully now that we have worked out a solution with the 

Registrar’s Office, we won’t ever be making these requests right up against the deadline ever again. Thank you again for 

your patience. 

Information Systems Director 

Study Abroad Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3130, 2105 EedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill,/\~C 27599-3130 

http://studyabroad.unc.edu 

919-962-9240; fax: 919-962-2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

nformatiom Any unauthorzed review use, dsdosure or distrbution is prohibted. If you are not the ntended recpient, please contact the 

sende~ by ~eply eomail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:48 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
FW: summer 

20131119103701445.pdf 

Oops one part left off was instructors for Study abroad. Mamarame Seck in Senegal and Georges Nzongola in South Africa. 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: FW: summer 

Hey Renee, 

So Sorry! I tried to get away from the Symposium yesterday for a few minutes but I had to stay the whole time. Here is the 
attachment. The numbers in parentheses are the enrollment. Let me know if you want me to come over there because I would be 
more than happy to! 

Thanks a bunch! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scmmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.19.2013 10:37:01 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Name 

Hildebrand 
Fall 
Lisanza 
Porter 

Mutima 
Regester 

Lambert 

Caldwell 

8-9:30 
Summer Session 1 2014 -proposed 

9:45-11:15            11:30-1.:00 
AAaD 130 

’~298 (/-/0 

SWAH 112 

AAP~D 315 (9:00-12:15),2.Maymester 

AAAD 260 (9:00-12:15) - Mayrneste~ ....... 

AAAD 252 (if possib!.e.) 

non-standard time 

AAA,D,,~.250 MTWR~ i:~f-3 

Name 

Lee 

Wells 
Williams 

McMitlan 

Selassie 

Summer Session II 2014 - proposed 
8-9:30 9:45-11:15 

AAAD 101 ( 

~D 130 ( ~0"] 

11:30-1:00 

AAAD 254 (if possible) 

AAAD 101 (" 

1:15-2:45 

AAAD 259 
AAAD 231 

n’o~-standard time 



Program Course     SectioDL Title 

UNC in Senegal ~l~ ~#!,~10 AAAD ~ 01s Topics in African Studies: Senegalese Society and Culture 

Dates 5/15/2014/- 6/30/2014 WOLO 401 01s Elemen, tary Wol, o,,f, ......... 

WOLO 403 01s Ilntermediate Wolof 

Term Session 

Summer I B 

Summer I B 

Summer i B 

UNCinDurban, South Africa IAAAD498 101s 1HumanRights, Constitutions and Public Poli~ ~’l~J Isumm  i IB 
Dates 5/14/2014 - 6/29/2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:10 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: summer 

Ok cool. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: summer 

About the middle of the month 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina 
(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lync found at shareware.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:04 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: summer 

Awesome! Thanks a bunch! Do you know when next month extended course schedule maintenance will open up? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: summer 

Oops, thanks for noticing that. I’ve fixed it. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina 
(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lync found at shareware.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: summer 

I took care of everything in Astm. I didn’t want to wait until 4:25pm! Everything looks great. I did notice one class, I think AAAD 
101 first session is at 1:15am hehe but that’s ok, I can always go back and change that. 

Thanks 
Travis 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: summer 

Travis, 
I think I have the courses entered correctly in ColmectCarolina but double check me. All we need at this time is the course/meeting 
time/enrollment. When Extended Course Schedule maintenance opens next month, you can add instructors and any notes you need. 
Don’t forget to adjust workload if there is more than one instructor. 

At this time I’ve given you access in Astra to add any rooms or room!feature preferences. I shall revoke this by the end of the day (my 
day which ends at 4:30 pm sharp!) Let me know if you have any questions. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina 
(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lync found at shareware.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: FW: summer 

Hey Renee, 

So Sorry! I tried to get away from the Symposium yesterday for a few minutes but I had to stay the whole time. Here is the 
attachment. The numbers in parentheses are the enrollment. Let me know if you want me to come over there because I would be 
more than happy to! 

Thanks a bunch! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scanner~mc~ed~q 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.19.2013 10:37:01 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:12 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exam room 

Oh great. Thanks for your understanding Charlotte! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Exam room 

Good afternoon, 

Final exams are supposed to be held in the same room where the class is normally offered. However, since there is 

concern about test integrity and GS G:100 is available at that time, I’m going to reassign the final exam room. The final 

exam for AAAD :10:1.002 is now scheduled in GS G:100. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962m6093 
Fax: 919m843~8709 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:01 PM 

To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Exam room 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:54 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: Exam room 

Hi Violet! 

Professor Alassane Fall has his final exam for AAAD 101 on Tue Dec. 10th from 4pm to 7pm in Genome Science G100. 

He loves that room but the only problem is that the room is not set up good for a final exam. It has tables with seats 

facing each other. He really would like for the students to be able to spread out. He was wondering if Genome Science 

G100 would be available. That would give them plenty of room. If not, then that is ok. 

Thanks! 



Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:17 AM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Ok sounds good. It could be l:05pm depending on parking right after lunch. Tg 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 10:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

If they miss you, then I’ll ask them to go there at 1. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

That should work but I will be leaving right at noon so if he could come a few minutes before then that would be great. 

Tg 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 9:29 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

right about noon? would that work? 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

I’ll print these out and also send this to DDA dept. manager. You can let me know when you think your work study 

student might come to pick them up. Thanks, Tg 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Here it is. Please print about 50. Could you also send it to DDA dept. manager, jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Oh great. Yes, we can do that. I can also make copies of the new blurb for your work study student to post if needed. 

Thanks, Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

She has. Thanks. I’m rewriting the blurb. Can we resend it out? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 10:51 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joseph, 

Did Eunice get in touch with you about your questions? She is at a conference in Baltimore so she may 

have not had time. [ can try to find out for you if she hasn’t been in contact with you. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 



Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

what requirements does this class fulfill for students? They are asking me. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:55 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

I’ll send someone at 1p.m. to pick up the flyers. 

Could you (the dept./Eunice) send this to the DDA and ask them to spread the word. It would be great if 
the emailed it to majors and posted it. I think coming from you (the dept.) as a plea for their help on this 
important project/class/performance that will keynote the conference and work with the Rogers Road 
community - will heighten the urgency. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

HiJoseph, 

Sorry I was out of the office all day Monday working at a symposium. I should be around most of today 

except [ know [ wil! be out from :~2 to :~pm for lunch. If [ step out at another time during the day [ can 

always leave it with someone. If you know of a time when you might stop by then I could try to make sure 

lain here. 

Thanks! 



From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 6:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

50 is great. Tried to come today to pick up. office was closed. When will you be in the office on Monday? 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

HiJoseph, 

I printed out about 50 copies if you think that would be enough. [ can do more if needed. I figured you 

could have your work study students post them all around campus in various departments and at 

undergrad lib and davis lib are other good spots too. A lot of traffic goes through there. ! can have them 

delivered to your office or you could have one of your work study students come pick them up. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 8:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see email below. Please get in touch Joseph once the copies are ready. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 6:46 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 



Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Eunice, 

I’m sending this out everywhere. Could we print some and I can get my work studies to post. 

J 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:35 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: AAAD 200 001 and LGLA 404 

Lol that is funny! I had my work study student drop them off and he said you were in a meeting so he left them at the 

front desk. He forgot to mention that they were from me! I am glad you got them and were able to share them with the 

folks in scheduling. You guys have always been a big help. Thanks for al! that you do! 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:17 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AAAD 200 001 and LGLA 404 

Ok, I’ll cancel LGLA 404 and add AAAD 200 in PH 265. 

Funny story, actually. I wasn’t sure who they were from because at the same time Charlotte in Graham Memorial called 
in a favor as she forgot to schedule the summer rooms! I wasn’t sure if it was you or her! Thanks so much. I shared them 

with everyone in scheduling and they were delicious! Being so far away from Franklin Street now, I didn’t even know 

that place existed. They were much appreciated! 

Renee 

~@nee Sherman 

LeadSchedufing Specialist 

Oj}qce of the University Registrar 

University of North Carofin~ ~ 

(919)90"2-9849 

Ir~’tant message me using Microsoft Lyric 
f ouncl at sharew areouncoec~a 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:02 AM 

To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: AAAD 200 001 and LGLA 404 



Hey Renee. That would be fine! That would give them some room to spread out. Thanks so much! Oh, did 

you ever figure out who the Insomnia cookies were from?! ;J 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 200 001 and LGLA 404 

Travis, 
The only room I have at that time (MWF 1-1:50)would be PH 265 which seats 70. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 2:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

20131205143728283.pdf 



THE UNIVERSITY 

BATTLE HALL T 919.966.5496 

...... i : ¯ ¯ :: : :    : i    : ................. ¯ ................................ CAMPUS BOX 3~95 ..................... E 919~96z-2694 : ........ 
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December2~ 2013 

Attention: Chair Eunice Sahle 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hilt, N.C. 27599-3395 

To: Dr. Eunice Sahle: 

Attached is a copy of the faculty review for Esther Lisanza conducted Fall 2013. If additional 
information is requested, please contact the Faculty Review Committee. 

From: Charlene Regester, Committee Chair AAAD ~/~~ 



Esther Lisanza’s Faculty Review Fall 2013 

Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 

University of Chapel Hill, NC 

The following report is an evaluation of Esther’s Lisanza’s teaching effectiveness as a language 

instructor in the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies conducted in 

the Fall 2013. The faculty review committee consisted of: Charlene Regester (Associate 

Professor, AAAD and Committee Chair), Jan Bardsley (Chair of the Department of Asian 

Studies and Associate Professor), Tim McMillan (Senior Lecturer AAAD), Mamarame Seck 

(Assistant Professor, AAAD and Director of African Languages AAAD). This report is based on 

an evaluation of her resume, professional development, teaching philosophy, teaching 

evaluations, course syllabi, and classroom observation of her teaching method, media and 

pedagogy. This report is divided into the following sections: Professional Development, 

Teaching Philosophy, Syllabi Review, and Teaching Evaluations. 

Section I -- Professional Development: 

As a lecturer in African Studies and Swahili in the Department of African, African American, 

and Diaspora Studies, at the University of North Carolina-Chapd Hill since joining the faculty in 

2011, Esther Lisanza has taught some six courses per year for the department. These classes 

inctude introductory courses to African Studies as well as introductory courses to SwahiIi. 

During her first semester at this university, Lisanza taught a total of 135 students and 

encountered her first experience teaching Afri I 01 (AAAD ] 01). In addition to teaching, she has 

participated in a number of professional conferences, workshops, language certification 

programs, and professional organizations. Lisanza has presented numerous refereed papers at 

conferences that occurred prior to joining the AAAD department in 2011 as well as those given 

after joining the department. Additionally, Lisanza belongs to a number of professional 

organizations. The departmental committees on which she has served include: Academic Affairs 

Committee; Outreach Committee; and Intellectual Dialogues Committee. 

Language Certifications: Lisanza has received the following certifications: a) Advanced Study 

in Second Language Acquisition and Teacher Education (SLATE) from University of Illinois, 
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Urbana-Champaign, (2011); b) Swahili Certification from the National Council of Less 

Commonly Taught Languages (NCOLTL), University of Wisconsin-Madison (2011); 

c) .Attended workshop and will work toward becoming certified in -- Oral Proficiency in 

Language Learners from the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 

(ACTFL), University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana (2006); and d) Coordination and Teaching 

of African Languages from the National African Language Resource Center (NALRC), 

University of Wisconsin-Madison (2005). 

Section lI - Teaching Philosophy 

Regarding Lisanza’s teaching philosophy, she articulates a strong interest in teaching and has 

made teaching a central focus of her academic career. She emphasizes student-teacher 

interactions and views these relationships as critical to a student’s success. Moreover, she views 

the student-teacher interactions as central to not only student development but to her intellectual 

and pedagogical development as an instructor. Specifically, based on her teaching philosophy 

she values the cultural content of language instruction more than the rote mechanics of grammar. 

Her teaching philosophy emphasizes the strong link between teaching and research as the two are 

interconnected. As a language instrnctor, Lisanza’s commitment to the language program and 

enhancement of her skills as a language instructor is based on her continued attendance to the 

language meetings held monthly by the language program. 

Section III --- Syllabi Review 

Lisanza’s Swahili syllabus includes a course description, goals and objectives, required course 

materials, assignments, grading policies, class management policies, and a weekly schedule. The 

strength of her syllabi is that she provides a weekly schedule of activities that clearly identifies 

and explains the topics, readings, and class activities assigned for the week. The weekly schedule 

is resourceful in terms of providing guidance to students regarding course assignments m~d 

expectations. The weekly schedule is also instrumental in assisting the instructor to reach her 

stated goals and objectives. Finally, as evidence of an instructor who can initiate student 

enrichment, Lisanza’s Swahili students performed songs and skits for the Spring 2013 African 

Language Night; a yearly event. As evidence of her teaching effectiveness, these students 

demonstrated a command of Swahili in their performance reflecting on both the skill of students 

as well as the teaching ability of the instructor. 
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Section IV - Teaching Evaluations 

Summary of Teaching Evaluations 

Course Semester Response Overall, this Overall, this Overall, I learned a 

Rate course was instructor was an great deal from this 

excellent effective teacher course 

LANGUAGE 

Swahili 401; Fall 2011 16 out of 4.4 4.6 4.7 

Sec 1 32 

Swahili 401, Fall 2011 12 out of 4.4 4.8 4.6 

Sec 2. 26 

Swahili 401 Fall 2012 20 out of 4.9 4.9 4.8 

Secl 23 

Swahili 401 Fall 2012 20 out of 4.7 4.8 4.7 

Sec2 24 

Swahili 401 Fall 2012 18 out of 4.9 5 5 

Sec3 25 

Swahili402 Spring 15 out of 4.9 4.9 5 

Sec i 2012 26 

Swahili 402 Spring 10 out of 4.9 5 4.7 

Sec2 2012 21 

Swahili408/LAC Spring 2 out of 6 5 5 5 

Sec 1 2013 

Swahili402 Spring 20 out of 4.8 4.9 4.9 

Sec i 2013 22 

Swahili402 Spring 15 out of 4.9 4.9 4.8 

Sec 2 2013 21 

Swahili 402 Spring 8 of 8 4,9 4,9 4.6 

Sec 3 2013 

234 

CONTENT 

AFRI 101: Fall 34 out of 3.06 3,3 3.3 

Intro to Africa; 2011 73 

Sec 1 

AFRI 101; Spring 24 out of 3.7 3.8 3.9 

Sec 4 2012 58 

AFRI 101 Summer 13 out of 4 4.3 4.5 

Sec 2 School 1; 20 

2012 

-~FRIi01 Summer 5 out of 11 4.3 4.3 4.3 

Sec i School 2; 
2013 

162, 



LANGUAGE: From the students’ point of the view, Lisanza is a very effective teacher of 
Swahili and the class is worth~vhile and inspiring. Comments are enthusiastic about the 
instructor, her enthusiasm, and her teaching methods: "I had a really great time and learned a 

lot!" "Such a great professor and overall experience. She was so lively and it was obvious that 

she wanted us to understand the language. I loved the class!" "The best language teacher that I 

ever had." A negative comment: "class moved too slowly; more material could have been 

covered;" but this is not representative of the majority of responses. 

CONTENT: Student evaluations of the content course, AFRI 101: Introduction to Africa 
are generally positive. Students responding to the online survey believe that overall, the 
class and the instructor were effective. However, the response rate overall is low: only 47% of 

the 162 students taking this course completed the online survey. Student comments tend to be 
highly positive or highly negative, suggesting that stronger feelings about the eiass may have 

motivated these students to complete the survey. Some found the instructor friendly and helpful, 

and generally liked the course and felt that they had learned much new information about Africa. 

The negative comments were: course was over-simplified; not enough attention to negative 

aspects of the topic; class discussion needed more structure; and quizzes were too long. Overall, 

the comments may show that the instructor has the potential to work well with students in 

content classes and could work on improving the class format and communicating her goals for 

the course to the students. 

We note that the instructor taught a large number of students from day one at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

She has been consistently strong in teaching language and improved quickly in teaching the 

content course. 

CLASS OBSERVATION: After attending Lisanza’s Swahili 401-001 class (13 November 

2013), one reviewer reported, "the lesson objectives were made very clear, and the students were 

able to comprehend them as demonstrated by their final oral performances. The explication and 

repetition of vocabulary, linked with cultural context (especially) of the difference between 

Kenyan matatus and Tanzanian daia daias), and with a few grammatical points was ciear and 

appropriately timed .... The students engaged well with each other and with the professor." 

CLASS OBSERVATION: After attending Lisanza’s Swahili 401-001 class (13 November 

2013), a second observer (a language instructor) reported that, "Overall, I think this was a 

successful lesson. There were multiple activities leading to the mastery of the subject matter and 

a successful check [at the lesson’s] end. The instructor used various tools and tips to make her 

lesson successful."’ 

COMMITTEE’S FINAL DECISION: 

Based on a review of the teaching materials submitted to this committee, the committee 

unanimously voted to reappoint Esther Lisanza to another three year term as a language 

instructor in the AAAD Department at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 



Peer Faculty Teaching Observation Report 

Faculty Member Name and Department: 

Evaluator Name. Title and .Department: 

Signature of Faculty Evaluator: 

Course Dept. and Number: 

Date of Observation: ~] O k,f ~.~ ~o/i~ Time of Observation: 

Location: ~--=r~ ~ v,,,._ Number of Students in Attendance: ’-~ ...... 

Class Enrollment: ~"5 or fewer I--I 26 to 50 [] 51 to 100 i--] over 100 

Comments (including type of teaching being observed, extent and nature of class interaction, and a critical evaluation). 
If you wish to use a rating scale, please define each rating point. 

You mav attach an additional or se~)arate document. 

Modified July t7, 2012 



Observation of Esther’s Kiswahili class on Nov 13, 2013 

Prepared by Marnarame Seck 

I observed Esther’s Swahili class on Monday, November 13, 2013. The class started at 10:00 am 

with a review of body parts using a song. Then, the instructor started a new lesson at 10:05am. 

The course objectives were stated clearly, using pictures of means of transportation. Then the 

instructor went over types of transportations making sure students identified them and said their 

names properly. After going through modes of transportations, she showed a movie on 

transportation, mostly traffic jams in Kenya, where students could match the pictures they saw 

eariier with the actual means of transportation. After having viewed the movie, students learned a 

list of expressions pertaining to transportation and travelling in general in Kiswahili. The third 

activity was a reading. The instructor after showing new pictures of a man, a campus, and a map, 

read a text in which a man was talking about how he goes from place to place in East Africa. 

Then, the instructor went over some words, especially new words, from the text, and asked 

students to reproduce the model in their words, referring to themselves and their travelling from 

point to point in Carolina. The next activity consisted of students working in pairs and sharing 

their paragraphs with each other. At the end, they performed the exchange aloud to the attention 

of the rest of class. 

Overall, I think this was a successful lesson. There were multiple activities leading to the 

mastery of the subject matter and a successful check stage, at the end. The instructor used 

various tools and tips to make her lesson successful. 

Respectfully submitted 



Peer Faculty Teaching Observation Report 

Faculty Member Name and Department: 

Evaluator Name, Title and Department: 

..Signature of Faculty Evaluator: 

Full Name of Course: g~ ~Sv~,.k ~-.i "~ Course Dept. and Number: 

Date of Observation: Time of Observation: 

Location: ~’~ ,~ 13 Number of Students in.Attendance: 

Class Enrollment: ~5 orfewer ~--~ 26.to 50 [--] 51 to 100 J--] over 100 

Comments (including ’~ype of teaching being observed, extent and nature Of class interaction, and a critical evaluation). 
If you wish to use a rating scale, please define each rating point. 
You mav attach an additional or separate document. 

Modified July 17, 2012 



.: :..~ ervation of Esther Lisanza’s swahili 401-001 class on 11/13/2013 

~ 
imothy McMitian ~ 

Dr. Lisanza opened the class session with greetings between herself and the students, and then a 

communal song. The lesson focused on modes of transportation and was broken up into roughly ten 

minute b~ocks. She alternated between vocabulary lessons - using images on ascreen, paragraph 

writing, dyadic discussions, and then class presentation. The studentswere active and engaged and 

seemed able to follow Dr. Lisanza’s instruction in Kiswahili. While students occasionally chatted with 

each other in English, most of the communication occurred in Kiswahili. 

The lesson objectives were made very clear, and the students were able to comprehend them as 

demonstrated by their final oral performances. The explication and repetition of vocabulary, linked with 

cultural context (especially of the difference between Kenyan matatus and Tanzanian dala dalas), and 

with afew grammatical points was clear and appropriately timed. The amount of material presented 

(and re-presented) was clearly appropriate for a fifty minute class. The students engaged well with each 

other and with the professor. Dr. Lisanza’s use of examples and of illustrations made the lesson clear 

and approachable. Student questions displayed a level of comprehension appropriate for a first 

semester language course and Dr. Lisnaza’s explanations were concise and useful to.the students. At 

the end of class a few students made oral reports (dialogs) in front of the entire class - they were able to 

engage in basic conversation, and to demonstrate their ability to discuss modes of transportation. 

Overall the class was conducted very well and the bond between students and teacher was very clear. 

wish I had such a level of engagement in the classes t teach. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 2:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

Hi Eunice, 

Quick question. They each get both Fall and Esther in their package, correct? Just wanted to make sure. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 
Importance: High 

Professor Bernard R. Boxill - Departmem of Philosophy Professor Paul W. Leslie - Departmem of Anthropology Professor Joalme L. 

Hershfield - Departmem of Women and Gender Studies (for now) Professor John Pickles - Department of Geography 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:02 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room for Monday 

Thank you so much Violet! - Trent 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Trent, 

I just reserved Fedex Global Center 1005 from 5-6pm on Monday, December 9th for you. Our exam day reservations are 

hand written in a book so I don’t have an electronic confirmation. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 11:51 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: room for Monday 

Hey Violet! 

I got to thinking that maybe someone could have booked it for an exam. If not, the professor would love to use it for a 

study session for her class. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: room for Monday 

Hi Violet! 



Hope you had a nice Thanksgiving break. Could we use the room below at the same time for Monday Dec. 9th? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Travis, 

I scheduled GEC 1005 from 5-6pm. Here is your confirmation: 

* Event information * 

Event    : AAAD 101 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 5:00 PM 

End Time : 6:00 PM 

Start Date : 12/2/2013 

End Date : 12/2/2013 

Days Met : M 

Building : GC 

Room : 1005 

Happy Thankssivins! 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:59 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Oh that’s always good! Well she did mention GEC 1005 but I called Holt and he has already left for the holidays! 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Travis, 

Is there a particular building you would like to try and be in? It looks like we have some availability. 

Thank you, 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:53 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 



Subject." room for Monday 

Hi Violet, 

Is there a room on campus that can hold 50 students that is also a mmc room and available on Monday Dec. 2nd 

5pro until 6pro for an AAAD 101 review session with Dr. Sahle? 

Thanks and hope you have a Happy Thanksgiving! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

from 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:39 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20131206113749413.pdf 

Regester’s Evals 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.06.2013 11:37:49 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:51 AM 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Summer School Course Descriptions 

SummerSchoolEditsl4.docx 

Hi Valencia, 

Here they are! 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2014 

AAAD 101 [AFRI 101] Introduction to Africa (3). Introduction to the study of the African 

continent, its peoples, history, and contemporary problems of development in a globalized world, 

including a survey of the African past, society and culture, and contemporary political, 

economic, and social issues. 

AAAD 130 [AFAM 101] Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies (3). The 

course tracks the contours of life, societies, cultures, and history in the Atlantic African Diaspora 

from origins in Atlantic Africa to the present. Emphasis on forces that have created African 

American and African Diaspora peoples in North America, South America, and the Caribbean. 

AAAD 250 [AFAM 276] The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). 

This course will analyze the role of the African American in motion pictures, explore the 

development of stereotypical portrayals, and investigate the efforts of African American actors 

and actresses to overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, fo~tr daysper week. 

AAAD 252 [AFAM 252] Blacks in the West (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to 

provide a broad survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on post 

emancipation developments. 

AAAD 260 [AFAM 254] Blacks in Latin America (3). MAYMESTER. The majority of 

people of African descent in this hemisphere live in Latin America. This course will explore 

various aspects of the black experience in Latin America. 

AAAD 298 [AFAM 304] Blacks in Britain and British North America to 1833 (3). This 

course looks at blacks in the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies 

and the lands that would eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 



AAAD 315 [AFRI 368] Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER. 

Prerequisite, AAAD 101. This course surveys contemporary forms of political conflict and 

protest in Africa. The nature, causes, and consequences of these conflicts will be examined. 

SWAH 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 

SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 

SECOND SESSION, 2014 

AAAD 101 [AFRI 101] Introduction to Africa (3). Introduction to the study of the African 

continent, its peoples, history, and contemporary problems of development in a globalized world, 

including a survey of the African past, society and culture, and contemporary political, 

economic, and social issues. 

AAAD 130 [AFAM 101] Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies (3). The 

course tracks the contours of life, societies, cultures, and history in the Atlantic African Diaspora 

from origins in Atlantic Africa to the present. Emphasis on forces that have created African 

American and African Diaspora peoples in North America, South America, and the Caribbean. 

AAAD 231 [AFAM 102] African American History since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on 

postemancipation developments. 

AAAD 254 [AFAM 280] Blacks in North Carolina (3). This course is an overview of the 

black experience in North Carolina with special emphasis on Chapel Hill and Wilmington. 

AAAD 259 [AFAM 259] Black Influences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the 

influence of African American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American 

mainstream culture. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:49 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Clicker’s in the Classroom 

Hi Ron, 

Hope this helps! 

http://help.u nc.edu/help/clickers-cps-faq-for-students/ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Clicker’s in the Classroom 

Hi Travis, 

I need your help. 

Is there a place on campus or through the college where I can get a tutorial on how to use Clickers (electronic 
response systems for students) in the classroom? I have ordered them for my students through the bookstore and 
need to learn how to use them. Can you help me find some help with this? 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:53 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

http://registrar.unc.edu/files/2012/O3/BP EnterGradesall.pdf 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 
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Hi Betty, 

Here is the class blurb I spoke about in the voicemafl earlier today. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 5:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
(~c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

AAAD 290 just became a class that fulfills EE requirement. Could you possibly forward this new blurb to Comm and 
Drama. I’m out of town this next week, perhaps we can catch students we have not already with the subject - fulfill your 
experiential education requirement and have an amazing experience right here in our community. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 
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DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES AAAD 290 
TUESDAYS 3:00P.M. - 5:50P.M. 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

BECOME AN ENVIRNOMENTAL ACTIVIST RIGHT HERE 
IN OUR COMMUNITY 

¯ CLASS PERFORMANCE IS THE KEYNOTE PRESENTATION AT THE 2ND 
GLOBAL AFRICANA CONFERENCE AT UNC 

¯ WORK DIRECTLY WITH THE ROGERS ROAD COMMUNITY OF 
CHAPEL HILL 

* DISCOVER HOW ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE BEGINS HERE AT HOME 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two devised public performances. The first performance will be on 
Thursday evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 
intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will take part in these public performances as their final class requirement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:19 PM 

Melissa Wood <wood@cs.unc.edu> 

RE: Classroom 00011 Spring 2014 

Thanks for getting back to me so quickly Missy. 

-Travis 

From: Melissa Wood [mailto:wood@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 5:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: RSAC 
Subject: Re: Classroom 00011 Spring 2014 

A day or so would be fine. keep my fingers crossed[ Thank you! 

Hi Travis, 

I am so glad that your folks had such a great experience, I would have to agree that we have some 
really nice people working in the department - it makes it a pleasure to come to work each day. 
Let me check and see where we are at regarding getting our classes in the calendar, there always 
seems to be some last minute shuffling and I would hate to over look something. Can I get back 
with you in a day or so? 

Best, 
Missy 

On Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 5:03 PM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Missy! 

I find myself in almost the same situation as last semester and I remember you really came to the rescue. You were able 
to get us a room and the professor really enjoyed using [t this past semester. She said it was a wonderful experience and 

the people from your department were really nice. Unfortunately I checked and that same room is not available but it 

looks like there is a possibility that classroom 000:L[ might be open on TuTh from 930am to :[045am. If it was free we 

would love to use it with your permission. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:13 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room 

Hi Charlotte, 

Let me get back to you on this one. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 

Travis, 

I ran the report to see if there were any rooms available at that time. The largest room with MMC we have available at 

that time only seats 22. Do you have any other times that you would like for me to look at? 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9m843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:10 AM 

To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: room 

Hey Charlotte[ 

It looks like we are going to have to cancel a class for the spring due to low enrollment and replace it with another class 

but before we do it, I wanted to make sure there would be a classroom for it. It would meet on T/Th @ :1:1am-:12:15pm 

and hold 60 students with MMC. Would a room be available you think? 



Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:36 AM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Session 1 Room Change 

Great! Thanks Violet! 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer Session 1 Room Change 

Caldwell 105 is available at that time. How is that? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: Summer Session 1 Room Change 

Hi Violet 

Can we try a 5pm to 615pm on T/Th ? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:16 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer Session 1 Room Change 

Hi Travis, 

There weren’t any rooms available from 3:30-4:45pm on Tuesday-Thursday. What times other times or days do you 

want to try? 

Thank you, 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:40 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: Summer Session 1 Room Change 

Good morning Violet, 

That shouldn’t be a problem. Thanks for letting me know! I am going to send a Iogsheet in a second. Can you remind 

me the email to send it to? 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Summer Session 1 Room Change 

Good afternoon Travis, 

Dey 303A is l~oinl~ to be out of use for the summer. SWAH 112.001 was scheduled in this room for first summer session, 

so I have moved that course to Dey 302. This room is as similar as I could find to Dey 303A. Please let me know if there 

are any issues, and I apolol~ize for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SAS[~ North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:51 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Happy Holidays 

Oh wonderful[ [ will send a log sheet [n a second. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Happy Holidays 

Travis, 

Yes, it’s open in the Spring. 

Renee 

~@nee Sherman 
LeadScheduling Specialist 
@~rice of the University Registrar 

University of.North Carolina ~ 

(919)96"2-9849 

Instant message me using 2vlicrosoft Lyric 
found at sharew areouncoeaCu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:05 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: Happy Holidays 

Hi Renee, 

That was a great picture of Dona Maria!! 

I was wondering if we would be able to get Howell 104 on T/TR from 2pm to 315pm for 60 students. If we can 

then I will send a Iogsheet with all the information. 

Thanks so much and Happy Holidays!! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:27 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Happy Holidays 

20131218142016123.pdf 

Hi Renee, 

Here it is! 

Thanks again! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Happy Holidays 

Travis, 

Yes, it’s open in the Spring. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Leacl Sche~aling Specialist 

orifice of tfie University Registrar 

University of North Carolina ~ 

(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lyric 
found at sharew are.uv~c, ec~a 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:05 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: Happy Holidays 

Hi Renee, 

That was a great picture of Dona Maria!! 

I was wondering if we would be able to get Howell 104 on T/TR from 2pm to 315pm for 60 students. If we can 

then I will send a Iogsheet with all the information. 

Thanks so much and Happy Holidays!! 

Travis 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 
¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 

Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 12/1_8/13 
2014 X [expected ~rnuro~nd 2 business 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X. = Cancel 

ACTION Subject 
tCourse 

AAAb I 101 
!A Add ~l~g&ret Lee 

Section Days IStart Time l Stop Time 

Changes: 
, 

Call # or PID: 

I 

C~4rrent;, 

Changes: 

Roon 

104 60 

, ! 

i 

Notes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:36 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Happy Holidays 

Thank you Renee! It’s an early Christmas present! 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Happy Holidays 

This is done. 

~@nee Sherman 
LeacI Sched:aling Specia~st 

office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caro~n~ ~ 

(9~9)962-9849 

message me using Micros@ Lynd 
foundat sharew areouncoec~a 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: Happy Holidays 

Hi Renee, 

Here it 

Thanks again! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Happy Holidays 

Travis, 

Yes, it’s open in the Spring. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Leacl ScheaCuling Specialist 

office of the University Registrar 

University of.North Caroana ~ 

(9~9)962-9~49 

Instant message me using Micros@ Lync 
found at sharew areouncoe~a 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:05 PM 

To." Sherman, Renee A 
Subject." Happy Holidays 

Hi Renee, 

That was a great picture of Dona Maria!! 

I was wondering if we would be able to get Howell 104 on T/TR from 2pm to 315pm for 60 students. If 

we can then I will send a Iogsheet with all the information. 

Thanks so much and Happy Holidays!! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:51 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: logsheet 

Thanks so much for ALL your work today!! 

From," Paquin, Violet Nay 
Sent," Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:37 plVl 
To." Gore, Travis 
ICc." Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject," RE: Iogsheet 

Hi Travis, 

Your request is complete. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 
450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Cc: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: Ioosheet 

Hi Violet, 

I just did a Io8 sheet for one that you and I were talkin8 about as a possibility over the phone this mornin8 resardin8 

Alumni buildins. I have copied Charlotte on here as well in case you have stepped out. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:08 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: problem 2 

Thanks[ 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: problem 2 

It’s done! 

~@nee Sherman 
LeacI Sched~aling Specialist 

Oj}qce of the University Registrar 

University of North Carofina 

(9~9)962-9849 

In~s’tant message me using Microsoft Lync 
foundat sharew areouncoec~a 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: problem 2 

Darn! Well it looks like we are going to have to cancel AAAD 412 001 because it only has 3 students in it. 

attached the Iogsheet and I printed out the roster so that I can notify the class. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Ihave 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 2:28 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 



Subject: RE: problem 2 

Unfortunately it would have worked at the time but now there are six too many students in it. Capacity of HN 

112 is only 34 and there are 40 registered. 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lyric 
foundat shar ew areouncoeacu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 12:50 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: FW: problem 2 

Hey Renee! 

I think you mentioned you were having your holiday party now so I don’t want to bother you but it will 

be waiting for you when get a chance! I was wondering if we could do what you suggested in the email 

below? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: problem 2 

Ok, problem 2. 

AAAD 259/001 has 40 students enrolled and no home. However, AAAD 412/001 is living in HN 112 and 
only has one student enrolled. What if, for the moment, we give HN 112 to AAAD 259 and wait to see if 
AAAD 412 is even going to survive. I know registration has 3 more days but how many of those students 
are going to take a 400 level class? 

It’s just a thought anyhow. Let me know if you are interested. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 10:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow 

Dear EuNce, 

had David Catalano (Occupational and Environmental Field Hygienist) inspect room 205 in Battle Hall today (:1/3/:14) at 

:10:33am. He said he does not see any problem with someone occupying this room from a health perspective. 

Bolton Construction have been storing some of their materials in the office. I can tell them that they need to be 

removed. They do not work on Fridays so they would not be able to get their things out of there until Monday. 

There is only one desk in the office right now but maybe they could share the desk if their office hours are at different 

times. 

Best~ 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 5:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Tomorrow 

Dea r Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a wonderful holiday season! 

Here are some urgent tasks for tomorrow: 

1) Room 205: As we discussed before the holiday, please check with UNC’s facilities office to see if this room is now OK 
for occupancy from a health perspective. As I indicated before this is very important because I need to indicate if we have 
office space for the two TAs who will be teaching for us in the spring. I have to do this by tomorrow so that they can 
finalize their syllabuses. 

2) Staff: Please make sure that all courses have the names of faculty members teaching them on Connect/Carolina and 
that the new TAs can access their courses both on Sakai and Connect/Carolina. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 4:58 PM 

Vierra, Billy M <billy.vierra@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: room 205 

Great, I appreciate it. 

From: Vierra, Billy M 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 4:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: room 205 

Will do. They are in process of cleaning up now 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Billy, 

Hope you had a happy New Year! I don’t have Fabio’s contact information on me but maybe you could 

relay a message to him for me. They have been storing some things in room 205 which has been fine 

because the office wasn’t being used but we have someone moving in there next week so we really need 

to get everything out on Monday. It mainly looks like a bunch of boxes. I know that they don’t work on 

Fridays but I am assuming they will be in on Monday. 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 8:49 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: room 205 

Thanks Steve! That would be great. My holiday was nice and hope yours was as well! - Travis 

Frem: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 11:19 PM 

Te: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 205 

HI Travis, 

Hope you had a nice holiday. 

No problem will clean room 205 Monday Night 

Thanks 

Steve Goulart 

Frem: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 4:20 
Te: Goulart, Stephen P 
Subject: room 205 

Happy New Year Steve! 

I was wondering if your crew would be able to give room 205 in Battle Hall a good cleaning on Monday night and if not Monday 

then Tuesday night, Someone will be moving into the office next week and It has not been used for a while so an extra special 

cleaning would be good for it, Right now the room is filled with boxes but we will make sure to have that cleared out by Monday 

evening, You can let me know if this will work, 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hail, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 4:30 PM 

Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Ok, I will do that. That is great. Thanks for all your work on it! 

From: Warren, Angeline 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Travis, 

Call Classroom Scheduling and tell them to put it in HI :103 and you have permission. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:27 PM 
To: Warren, Angeline 
Subject: RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Oh wonderful! it is AAAD 259 00:1 

Thanks a bunch! 
Travis 

From: Warren, Angeline 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:19 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Class number for your AAAD 

Travis, 

What is the class number for AAAD for the course TR 3:30-4:45? It can be scheduled in our bulding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 11:59 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Spring Calendar 

SPRING SEMESTER 2014 Cal.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

I have attached the Spring Semester Calendar. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Admgnistrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty - Hyde hall 

3/28- *Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- Vance Hall Conference room, 1st Floor 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Instructor Schedule 

20140107142620613 .pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

Here are the schedules. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maiIto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.07.2014 14:26:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 10:19 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Thanks Charlotte! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Hi Travis, 

I’ve made the switch. Thanks for including the emails from Angeline. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962~6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent= Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:16 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject= FW: Class number for your AAAD 

Hi Charlotte, 

Can we move AAAD 259 001 to HI 103. Angeline has ggven us permission below to use it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Warren, Angeline 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Tray[s, 

Call Classroom Scheduling and tell them to put it in HI 103 and you have permission. 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, January 06, 2014 4:27 PM 
To." Warren, Angeline 
Subject." RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Oh wonderful! It is AAAD 259 001 

Thanks a bunch! 

Travis 

From," Warren, Angeline 
Sent," Monday, January 06, 2014 4:19 PM 
To," Gore, Travis 
Subject; Class number for your AAAD 

Travis, 

What is the class number for AAAD for the course TR 3:30-4:45? It can be scheduled in our bulding. 

104B Hill Hall 

3320 

Chapel H~11 NC 27~99-3320 

~h~ne: ~919} 962-1039 

E~ail~ awarre~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 1:48 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New Classroom Request 

Hi P, on, 

Sure, I can make that request. If you prefer, I can wait until after your class today in case you get a couple adds so that 

we can find the perfect fit for your class. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 1:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New Classroom Request 

Dear Travis, 

Since I only have 12 students in my aaad 331 class, can you please request a new classroom that has both the av 
equipment and allows for a seminar (i.e. conference table). I doesn’t have to be close to our building. You know 
rll walk wherever. 

Thank you so much. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 4:52 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Classroom change? 

Thanks Charlotte, I know the professor will be very happy with his new classroom! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Classroom change? 

Hi Travis, 

This request is complete. I’ve changed the max enrollment to 12 and moved the class MU 117. Please let me know if you need 
anything else. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Classroom change? 

Oh great. Yeah, I doubt he would get more than 10 students. MU 117 would be nice. I think I noticed it had 12 seats. Would we be 
able to cap it at that number? 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Classroom change? 

Hi Travis, 

If the max enrollment was lowered to 10, I could move the section to either GL 321 or MU 117. Both rooms are seminar style and 
have MMC. Please let me know if you would like to make the change and to which room. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH SASB North, Suite 3209 Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:39 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 



Subject: RE: Classroom change? 

Hey Charlotte, 

That sounds like a plan. Thanks for checking on that for me. I have one more to look into ifyou have the time! It is AAAD 412 
002 currently inDey Hall 302. The enrollment is capped at 30 but he only has 8 students right now. He was wondering if there was a 
smaller classroom like a seminar room or a conference room that could hold 8 to 10 students that had multimedia. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Classroom change? 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, it looks like all of our rooms smaller than GA 105 are in use at that time. You might try checking back with us later this 
week or next week to see if any rooms have become available. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:41 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Classroom change? 

Hi Charlotte, 

Would the request below be possible? 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pier, David 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 3:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Classroom change? 

Hi Travis. 

Would it be possible for me to change my AAAD 318 classroom at this late date? 
This is a smaller class, and Gardner 105 is a big, stadium-seating space, where it is difficult to hold group conversations, etc. 

Thanks. 

--Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Spring 14 Calendar 

SPRING SEMESTER 2014 Cal. docx 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty - Hyde hall 

3/28- *Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- GEC 4003 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:11 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: classroom 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 2:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Yay! Always happy to help! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 2:08 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: classroom 

And this one is....just right! He will take it. Thank you for all of your work on this. -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 2:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Hamilton 570? 

http ://h otli n e. u n c.ed u/in d ex. cfm ?fu sea ctio n =cl a s s roo m.cla s sview& roo miD =299&C F ID =376467&C FTO K E N =78215896 

how does that look? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 1:55 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Hi Violet, 

I checked Gardner 209. It looks like a nice room but it seats 38 which the professor thinks would be too big. He is going 

to Murphey to check it out right now. He asked if there was something else in the 20 to 24 range. It wouldn’t have to 

be only located in the upper quad. ! think the first one was too small, the second one was too big, so maybe we can 

find one that is just right. Sounds like Godilocks and the 3 bears Io! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 11:36 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 



If you would like a larger room, Gardner 209 is available. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 11:28 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: classroom 

I think he would like it! I did notice that it seats :17 which is what he has now but I just wonder if someone else may 

want to add this week since we have it capped at 20. Would there be a room that could hold 20 just in case? 

Thank you ! 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 11:18 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

How about Murphey 222? Is this what he is looking for? 

http ://h otli n e. u n c.ed u/in d ex. cfm ?fu sea ctio n =cl a s s roo m.cla s sview& roo miD =267&C F ID =376467&C FTO K E N =78215896 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 11:14 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Oh that is good to hear. I am sure anything located in the Upper Quad would be fine! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classroom 

Good morning Travis, 

We do have some rooms open during that time. Is there a certain building he would like to be in or near? 

Thank you, 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 9:40 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: classroom 

Good morning Violet, 



I have a professor who would like to change rooms. Its an 8am so maybe there is a better chance that something with 

be open. Its for AAAD 395. 

He is currently in this room http://hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm? 

fuseaction=classroom.classview&roomlD=118&CFID=382198&CFTOKEN=38435955 

He would prefer something more like this room http://hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm? 
fuseaction=classroom.classview&roomlD=95&CFID=382198&CFTOKEN=38435955 

I know that room is not available but something similar would be great. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:18 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu>; Paquin, Violet May 
<violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

log sheet 
20140110161335783.pdf 

Would someone be able to process this log sheet today? We have to cancel a class due to low enrollment. We have 

notified the students. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:[09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:~9.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 
° Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 
¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 01/10/14 
2014 X <~,~e~ turr, aroun~ 2 bumr~ess 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add    CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject 
ICourse ISection 

Days Sta~Time StopTime 

AAAD 340 I 001 o ...... 
,: TuThl, 2pro 

I 315pro 

Notes: 

Notes: 

Call # or F=ID: 

Current: 

Changes: 

.1 
Call # or P~D: 

Changes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 11:30 AM 

Farris, Rebecca Brittany <rebeccal@unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 274 canceled for Summer II 2014? 

No problem, Rebecca! Anytime, just let me know! =Travis 

From: Farris, Rebecca Brittany 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 11:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM 274 canceled for Summer II 2014? 

Great-thanks for double checking, Travis! I may be in touch soon regarding Fall 2014. I just recently got some of our 
course assignments, and may be asking you to cancel or add. 

Thanks again, 
Rebecca 

Rebecca Farris 
Student Services Coordinator 
Department of Philosophy 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
101 Caldwell Hall ¯ CB# 3125 
240 East Cameron Ave. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
rebeccal@unc.edu 
p: (919) 962-7291 
f: (919) 843-3929 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Farris, Rebecca Brittany 
Subject: RE: AFAM 274 canceled for Summer II 2014? 

Good morning Rebecca, 

Welcome aboard! Hope your transition has been a smooth one. I double checked our summer 2014 schedule and 

there does not appear to be any cross-listings with PHIL 274 so I think we are all good. Thanks for asking though. Look 

forward to meeting you down the road! 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e=mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 



review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited° If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e=mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Farris, Rebecca Brittany 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 8:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 274 canceled for Summer II 2014? 

Good morning, Travis: 

I am the new Student Services Coordinator in Philosophy-I don’t think we’ve met yet, as I just started over the summer. 

I am writing to double check our Summer 2014 schedule. We are not planning to offer any courses cross-listed with 
AFAM, and I wanted to make sure you had canceled AFAM 274 that was cross-listed with PHIL 274 during Summer 
Session II 2013. Can you please confirm? 

Thanks!! 

Rebecca 

Rebecca Farris 
Student Services Coordinator 
Department of Philosophy 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
101 Caldwell Hall ¯ CB# 3125 
240 East Cameron Ave. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
rebeccal@unc.edu 
p: (919) 962-7291 
f: (919) 843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 11:02 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Thank you Sonia. I put in a remedy ticket to get Esther’s name added back to the course. It looks like there was a glitch 

on the Instructors table in Connect Carolina. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Good morning Professor Janken and Travis 

Please see attached, nomination forms for FY 2014 Summer School, for first and second sections, for your evaluation 

and approval. 

I will like to point out that C. Wells appear on the second section on the Online Listing of Classes, so ! corrected our 

previous nomination form according with.. Also, on the Online Listing, Professor Lisanza is not listed, however the report 

have listed under AAAD 101 - Staff, so I assume this is her. 

As soon as I get your approval, I will submit the form to the Summer School, deadline for submission is February 2013. 

Thank you 
Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: 2014 Nomination forms 

Dear Kenneth and Sonia, 

I am forwarding this email because I am not sure if it was sent to the both of you. It is due Feb. 3rd but I think tMs is 

what Sonia already did a few weeks ago. You can take a look at it if you would like. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

AdmiNstrative Support Associate 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S; Isley, Alice B; Tufts, Amy Z; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Futrell, Betty S; Loftin, Beverly; Whitling, Brian E; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Deborah Edwards; Edwards, Deborah W; Harris, 
Deborah J; McLaughlin, Debra L; Toscher, Hope; Butler, Jennifer W; Washington, Jennifer Camelle; Jodie Turnbull; 
Sullivan, Kate; McNeil, Kathleen; Smith, Kelly B; McLain, Kelsea Beth; Allison, Kim A; Grey, Elizabeth B; Fulenwider, C. 
Lindsay; Leonard, Lindsay; Harris, Lori; Fholer, Marie A; Richardson, Mark; McAlister, Matthew Keith; Ray, Nancy L; 
Farris, Rebecca Brittany; McIver, Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; 
Howell, Tia N.; kfbs_popet.con; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Perrin, Andrew J; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; 
Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Song, Conghe; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, 
Dale L; Gitterman, Daniel P; Padua, Darin A; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil; Glish, Gary L; Shen, Haipeng; 
Hirschfield, James; Roberts, Jason Matthew; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin; 
Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; Leve, Lauren G; Hsiao, Li-ling; AIperin, Marc J; 
Willingham, Mary C.; Negrete, Merida; Becker, Misha K; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil W; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
McLaughlin, Richard M; Amago, Samuel; Stewart, Kevin G; Hofweber, Thomas; Perucci, Tony; Brundage, W Fitzhugh; 
Parke, William R 
Subject: 2014 Nomination forms 

Attached are the 2014 nomination forms, a memo and the Calculating Summer Instructional Pay sheet. 

If you have received this email it is because your name was given to our department as the Summer School manager 

contact. If you are not the person that is responsible for completing these forms, please forward this email to the 

correct person or your Summer School administrator. I have copied the Administrators on this email. 

If you are no longer the person who should receive information from Summer School, please contact me ASAP. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:03 PM 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Funding Opportunity 

Hi Sonia, 

That sounds great. Thank you for your work on the listserv. We should have it all fixed by tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:01 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Funding Opportunity 

Hello Travis 

They offer to help you (919-962-4357). Maybe we can do this together tomorrow. 

Thanks 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Funding Opportunity 

Hello Travis 

The ITT support call me and indicate that you have to add me as admin. 

Thanks 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lyris ListManager [ istserv unc ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:31 PM 
To: Colo~, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Funding Opportunity 

Sorry, but Lyris ListManager did not find your email address 
-> "sonia colon@med.unc.edu" 

listed as a member of aaad. 

Only members of aaad are allowed to contribute messages. 

Because Lyris ListManager could not confirm that you are a member of aaad, your message was not accepted. 

Return-Path: <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
Received: from ([152.2.0.74]) by listservl.its.unc.edu with SMTP (Lyris ListManager W~IN32 version 11.3b); Tue, 14 Jan 2014 12:30:30 -0500 
X-RemoteIP: 152.2.79.193 
X-Group: ACCEPTLIST 
X-Policy: $ACCEPTED 
X-MID: 1103219862 
X-SBRS: 5.1 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam -Filtered: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam -Result: 
AvsAAFdz 1 VKYAk/B12dsb2JhbABQBwMOgj ~8VrpcgRUWDgEBAQEBCBYH~IInAQEDAQEBGw8/AQUCFwEqFgcHMhQSAQQTCAENh24Nvy6EXY4rBCc~KBKCHg9mgRMEjjm eaD+BaEI 
X-IPAS-Result: 
AvsAAFdz 1 VKYAk/B12dsb2JhbABQBwMOgj ~8VrpcgRUWDgEBAQEBCBYH~IInAQEDAQEBGw8/AQUCFwEqFgcHMhQSAQQTCAENh24Nvy6EXY4rBCc~KBKCHg9mgRMEjjm eaD+BaEI 
X-IronPort-AV:E Sophos;i "4.95,658,1384318800"; 

d "scan’208,217";a "1103219862" 
Received: from its-msxht6f.ad.unc.edu ([152.2.79.193]) 
by mxipli.isis.unc.edu with ESMTP/TLS/RC4-SHA; 14 Jan 2014 12:30:28 -0500 

Received: from ITS-MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu (172.27.172.65) by ITS-MSXHT6F.ad.unc.edu 
(152.2.79.193) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id 14.3.158.1; Tue, 14 Jan 
2014 12:30:28 -0500 

Received: from its-msxmbs4f.ad.unc.edu ([169.254.4.110]) by ITS-MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu ([172.27.172.65]) with mapi id 14.03.0174.001; Tue, 14 Jan 2014 12:30:27 -0500 
From: "Colon, Sonia" <soniacolon@med.unc.edu> 
To: "aaad@listserv.unc.edu" <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: Funding Opportunity 
Thread-Topic: Funding Opportunity 
Thread-Index: Ac 8RT1Ahhu0qQYcj TqWosA1GZfJTWw 
Date: Tue, 14 Jan 2014 17:30:27 +0000 
Message-ID: <2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8432E48BC@IT S-MSXMB S4F.ad.unc.edu> 



Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [152.19.236.2] 
Content-Type: m ultipart/alternativ e; 

boundary=’’ 000 2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8432E48BCITSMSXMBS4Fadun " 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Return-Path: sonia colon@med.unc.edu 

-- 000 2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8432E48BCITSMSXMBS4Fadun 
C~ntent-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii’’ 
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Dear Faculty, 

Please see the m essage below, regarding Spencer Foundation award opportunit= y for the calendar year 2014. The office of Corporate and Foundations Rela= tions, provide assistant on the proposal 
development, however, I can assis= t you, as well. 

Feel free to contact me, if you need additional information regarding the g= uidelines of the award application or other general information. 

Thank you 
Sonia 

TheOfficeofCorporateandFoundationRelationsassistsproposaldevelopme nt by reviewing and suggesting edits for proposal narratives, providing fee dback on budgets, and helping to finalize 
and submit applications. 

In addition, we help build successful relationships by: communicating corpo rate and foundation interests and priorities, identifying potential funding sources, convening initial meetings, and 
facilitating collaborative propos als when appropriate. 

We are here to help! Reach Angela Nolan at angelanolan@unc.edu<m ailto:a~ or by calling 919-962-3426. 

FUNDING ANNOUNCEMENT FOLLOWS 

LYLE SPENCER RESEARCH AWARDS ANNOUNCEMENT £~tt~://’,~,w~ssenceror~/contentcfi~/b~oencer-research-awards 

Lyle Spencer Research Awards: A new large grant program for 2014 

The Foundation is introducing a new funding program for large, innovative, = investigator-initiated projects. A full description of this program will be= available in January 2014. 

More inform ation about the technical aspects of the Lyle Awards program and= its application process, as well as a detailed request for applications, w= ill be posted online near the end of January 
2014. 

In recent decades, the landscape of education philanthropy has changed dram atically with the emergence of new funders and the unprecedented levels of resources they bring to efforts aimed at 
improving education. The education research enterprise has expanded in this environment, but to the extent th at major funders support research, much of the work they have supported has had a 
rather limited focus, emphasizing in some cases impact evaluations o f specific interventions, and in other cases supporting research designed t o advance education reform programs that funders 
have already committed to. While research of this nature is undoubtedly important, the motivation beh ind much of this work is to determine whether an education reform "works" w ithout 
necessarily devoting a commensurate amount of attention to questions about how processes of teaching and learning actually operate and how they are influenced by the environments and support 
systems within which studen ts and teachers engage. For the sake of lasting improvement in education, w e who support education research need to reserve energy and resources for s tudies that 
explore these latter questions and seek to enrich our understan ding of how education works. 
It is in this spirit that the Spencer Foundation is excited to announce a n ew research grant program, the Lyle Spencer Research Awards. Each year, thr ough a highly competitive award process, we 
will provide Lyle Awards to sup port a small number of ambitious research projects that promise to advance our understanding of educational practice and its improvement. The driving force 
behind the Lyle Awards is a belief that substantial improvem ent in the quality of education depends upon our ability to acquire deeper understan dings and new insights about how educational 
practice actually works. Too m any of the current education reform efforts are grounded within existing co nceptual frameworks and prevailing sets of assumptions about the functionin g of 
educational processes. The Lyle Awards are designed to focus attention explicitly on research that challenges these conventions and stands to adv ance our understanding of how educational practice 
works and how that great er understanding can be used to achieve improvements in practice. 
The phrase "educational practice" is likely associated with the study of wh at goes on inside classrooms. While that is indeed important, we have a mor e far-reaching notion of the study of 
educational practice than that. Teach ers are influenced in powerful ways by the settings in which they work and by the opportunities and risks presented to them by the policies they opera te 
under. Indeed, most educational policies are conceived to operate ultima tely through the impact they have on what teachers and students do together .Accordingly, our description of educational 
practice encompasses the real m of teachers and students as well as the institutional and policy environm ents within which teaching and learning occur, and it emphasizes the interc onnected nature 
of these domains. Thus, this initiative is not aimed at a s harply defined subject matter, but rather at an approach to studying a rang e of educational subjects from an angle that appreciates their 
connections, conceptual and empirical, to a broad notion of educational practice. 
In addition to that description of educational practice, itmaybeusefult ooutlinesomecategoriesofresearchquestionsthatwethinkfitwithinth eLyleAwardsprogram. First, one ofthe most 
prominent strands in current education research consists of efforts to get reliable measures of the effe cts on educational results of changes in or interventions on educational po licies or practices. 
In this kind of work, random control trials (RCTs) are often spoken of as the "gold standard". But of course RCTs have the weakne sses of their virtues. Measuring the average effect of an 
intervention on a sample of students or schools yields no insight about how the intervention works and severely limited insight into whether similar efforts in other s ettings or with different 
populations will yield similar results. Making pr ogress in gaining m ore insight into the how’s and when’s and whys that are concealed within the "black box" of an RCT - including for example, by 
stud ying the variation in measured effects across sites or participants -- is ~ herefore a significant part of what interests us. 
Butnotethatnotallcausalresearchfocusesontheeffectsofaninterven tion. Anotherkindofprojectinvolvesexplainingobservedphenomena-thati s, toidentifythecausesofagivenresult, rather 
than the more familiar question of determining the effects of a given cause. If, for example, we o bserve gaps in test scores between low-income and high-income students, we want to know not 
just whether those gaps are attributable to changes in the educational experiences of students from different economic backgrounds, b ut also how the mechanisms that underlie the observed 
relationship operate. These first two examples both illustrate how within causal research design s, research questions can be formulated in ways that increase the prospects for achieving more 
profound advances in our understanding of how education works. 
While research questions situated within causal research designs are import ant, otherimportantscholarshipconcemsmattersofdescription, measureme nt, and conceptual clarification. Progressin 
understanding often depends o n developing ways to measure or describe phenomena of interest clearly, rel iably, and insightfully, helping to achieve clarity about how the objects d escribed or 
measuredmapontotheconceptsofinterest. This third category includes the development ofmeasures, instmments, and assessments, aswel l as purely analytical work and theory development. 
Finally, we want to underscore our interest in investigations that inhabit the significant but elusive borderlands between empirical research and norm ative questions of value and purpose. How do 
values shape what measures we invest energy and resources in developing, what interventions we decide to try, what outcomes of those interventions we attend to? A powerful dynamic can be in 
play here, where unreflective choices of which m easures to develo p help to shape which problems are feasible to study and which intervention s can be tested at reasonable cost. The further we go 
alongaparticularpa th, the less accessible altemative measures, conceptualapproaches, andre search agendas become. 
These are four broad categories of scholarly inquiry related to educational practice that align well with the spirit of the Lyle Awards, but this list is meant to be illustrative, not restrictive. We are 
acutely aware that an y list of subject areas or methods that interest us risks discouraging thos e whose perspectives do not appear on the list. We therefore offer these ex amples in a spirit of 



inclusiveness and invitation-they are by no means exhaustive or even mutually exclusive, though we do think that they helpfully map the terrain. We want to hear your best ideas and we want the 
opportunit y to consider your arguments in support of them. 
Our interest in hearing your research ideas and your explanations for how t hey connect to the goals of the Lyle Awards program is formally embodied in an innovative feature of the application 
process. Before full research pro posals are invited, applicants will be asked to submit an essay of approxim ately 3,000 words in which they will lay out the driving ideas behind the w ork, why 
they matter, and how the proposed work will advance our understan& ing of educational practice and its improvement. In the essay, we are not i nterested in seeing a traditional literature review or 
information about me thodological intricacies-other stages of the application process are design ed to solicit those types of details. The purpose of the essay is to direc~ attention squarely onto the 
ideas and perspectives upon which the proposed research is built and to justify their value in light of their connections to advancing understanding of educational practice and its improvement. 

Sonia Colon 
Business Coordinator 
Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies 
919-966-1295 
M. 8-5;T. 8-1:30;W. 8- 1:30; T. 8- 1:30 andF 8-5 

Public Policy Department 
919-962-4854 
T 1:30-5; W 1:30-5; T 1:30-5 
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<body lang 3D"EN-US" link 3D"blue" vlink 3D"purple"> <div class 3D"WordSectionl"> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Dear Faculty,<o:p></o: 
p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p><ispa 
n></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Please see the message below, regarding Spencer Foundation award opportunity for the calendar &nb sp;year 2014. The office of 
Corporate and Foundations Relations, provide as sistant on the proposal development, however, I can assist you, as well.<o:p></o:p></span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span 
style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p></spa 
n></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Feel free to contact m e, if you need additional information regarding the guidelines of the award application or other general 
inform ation. <o :p></o :p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p><ispa 
n></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Thank you<o:p><io:p><i 
span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Sonia<o:p></o:p></span 
></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-family:&quot;TimesNew Roman&quo t;,&quot;serif&quot;;color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span></i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D" font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">The Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations a ssists proposal development 
by reviewing and suggesting edits for proposal narratives, providing feedback on budgets, and helping to finalize and submit applications.&nbsp; <o:p><io:p><ispan></i></p> <p 
class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span><ii></p> 



<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">In addition, we help build successful relationship s by: communicating corporate 
and foundation interests and priorities, iden tifying potential funding sources, convening initial meetings, and facilitating collaborative proposals when appropriate. <o:p></o:p><!sp 
an><!i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span></i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot 
;Times New Roman&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">We are here to help[ 
<b>ReachAngelaNolanat<!b></span></i><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;fon t-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;"><ahre~3D"mailto:a ngela nolan@unc.edu"><span 
style 3D"color:blue">angelanolan@unc.edu</span> 
<!a></span> 
<b><i><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Times New Roman&quo t;,&quot;serif&quot;">or by calling 919-962-3426.&nbsp; <o:p></o:p></span><!i><!b></p> <p 
class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman&quo t;,&quot;serif&quot;"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><u><spanstyle 3D"font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">FUNDINGANNOUNCEMENTFOLLOWS<o:p></o:p></span></u> </p><p 
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n></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Ti 
mes New Roman&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;;color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<!o:p></spa 
n></p> 

<p class 3D"MsoNormalCxSpMiddle" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margi 
n-bottom -alt :auto;mso-add-space:auto"> 
<b><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman&quot;, &quot;serif&quot;">LYLESPENCERRESEARCHAWARDSANNOUNCEMENT<o:p><!o:p><!sp 
an><!b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Ti 
mes New Roman&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;;color:#1F497D"><a hre~3D"~Us:2~’~_ spencer.org/content.cfm/lyle-spencer-research-awards"><span style=3D’’ color:= 
blue">bt~ ~ s~encer ~’_o~_e_:r~t cfi~ ~e-~encer-researcb-a~ards</span= 
></a><o :p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Ti 
mes New Roman&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;;color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<!o:p></spa 
n></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman&quo t;,&quot;serif&quot;">Lyle Spencer Research Awards: 
<b><spanstyle 3D"color:red">Anewlargegrantprogram for2014<o:p><!o:p>< /span><!b></span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><spanstyle 3D"font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& 
quot;,&quot;serif&quot;;color :red"><o:p>&nbsp;<!o:p><!span></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-family:&quot;TimesNew Roman&quo t;,&quot;serif&quot;">The Foundation is introducing a new funding program ~ or large, innovative, 
investigator-initiatedprojects. Afulldescriptiono fthisprogram<b><spanstyle 3D"color:red">will be available in January 2014.<o:p></o:p>< /span></b></span></p><p 
class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Ti 
mes New Roman&quot;,&quot;serif&quot;;color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<!o:p></spa 
n></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormalCxSpMiddle" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margi 
n-bottom -alt :auto;mso-add-space:auto"> 
<spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman&quot;,&qu ot;serif&quot;">More information about the technical aspects ofthe Lyle Aw ards program and its application 
process, as well as a detailed request for applications, will be posted online near the end of January 2014. &nbsp;<o:p></o:p></span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormalCxSpMiddle" style 3D"mso- 
margin-top-alt:auto;m so-m argi 
n-bottom -alt :auto;mso-add-space:auto"> 
<span style 3D"font-size: 10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Times New Roman&quot;,&qu ot;serif&quot;"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">In recent decades, thelandscapeofeducationphil anthropy has changed dramatically 
withtheemergenceofnew fundersandtheunprecedentedlevelsofresourcestheybringtoeffortsai med at improving education. The education research enterprise has expanded inthis 
environment, but to the extent that major funders support research, much of the work they have supported has had a rather limited focus, emphasizing in some cases impact evaluatio ns of specific 
interventions, and in other cases supporting research design ed to advance education reform programs that funders have already committe~ to. While research of this nature is undoubtedly 
important, the motivation behind much of this work is to de termine whether an education reform &#8220;works&#8221 ; without necessarily devoting a commensurate amount of attention to 
questions about how process es ofteaching and learning actually operate and how they are influenced by the environments and support systems within which students and teachers engage. Forthe 

sake of lasting improvement in education, we who support education research need to reserve energy and re sources for studies that explore these latter questions and seek to enrich our 
understanding of how educati onworks.<o:p><!o:p></span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">ItisinthisspiritthattheSpencerFoundationi s excited to announce a new research 
grant program, the Lyle Spencer Research Awards. Each year, through a highly competitive award pro cess, we will provide Lyle Awards to support a small number of ambitious re search projects 
that promise to advance our understanding of educational pr actice and its improvem ent. The driving force behind the Lyle Awards is a belief that substantial improvem ent in the quality of 
education depends upon our ability to acquire deeper understandings and new insights about how educational practice actually wor ks. Too many ofthe current education reform efforts are 

grounded within existing conceptual frameworks and prev ailing sets of assumptions about the functioning of educational processes. The Lyle Awards are designed to focus attention explicitly on 
research tha~ challenges these conventions and stands to advance our understanding of how educational practice works and how that greater understanding can be used to achieve improvements in 
prac~ ice.<o:p><!o:p><!span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Thephrase&#8220;educationalpractice&#8221;isl ikely associated with the study of 
what goes on inside classrooms. While that is indeed important, we have a more far-reaching notion of the study of educational practice than that. Teachers are influenced in powerful ways by the 
settings in which they work and by the opportunities and risks pres ented to them by the policies they operate under. Indeed, most educational policies are conceived to operate ultimately through 
the impact they have on what teachers and students do to gether. Accordingly, our description of educational practice encompasses th e realm of teachers and students as well as the institutional and 
policy environments within which teaching and learning occur, and it emphasizes the interconnected nature of these d omains. Thus, this initiative is not aimed at a sharply defined subject mat ter, 
but rather at an approach to studying a range of educational subjects from an angle that appreciates th eir connections, conceptual and empirical, to a broad notion of educational 
practice.<o:p></o:p></span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><span style 3D" font-size: 10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Times New Roman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">In addition to that description of educational pra ctice, it may be useful to outline some 
categories of research questions that we think fit within the Lyle Awards program. First, one of the most prominent strands in current education research consists of effort s to get reliable measures 
of the effects on educational results of changes in or interventions on educational policies or practices. In this kind of work, random control trials (RCTs) are often spoken of as the &#8220;gold 
standard&#8221 ;. But of course RCTs have the weaknesses of their virtues. Measuring the average effect of an in tervention on a sample of students or schools yields no insight about how the 
intervention works and severely limited in sight into whether similar efforts in other settings or with different popu lations will yield similar results. Making progress in gaining more insight into 
the how&#8217;s and when&#8217;s and whys thatareconcealedwithinthe&#8220;blackbox&#8221;ofanRCT&#8211;in cluding for example, by studying the variation in measured effects 
across s ites or participants -- is therefore a significant part of what interests u s.<o:p><!o:p><!span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">But note that not all causal research focuses on t heeffectsofanintervention. Another 
kind of project involves explaining observed phenomena&#8212;that is, to identify the causes of a g iven result, rather than the more familiar question of determining the effe cts of a given cause. If, 
for example, we observe gaps in test scores betwe en low-income and high-income students, we want to know not just whether those gaps are attributable to changes in the educational experiences 
of students from different economic background s, but also how the mechanisms that underlie the observed relationship oper ate. These first two examples both illustrate how within causal research 
designs, research questions can be ~ ormulated in ways that increase the prospects for achieving more profound a dvances in our understanding of how education works.<o:p><!o:p><!span></p> <p 
class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">While research questions situated within causal re search designs are important, other 
important scholarship concerns matters of description, measurement, and conceptual clarification . Progress in understanding often depends on developing ways to measure or describe phenomena 
of interest clearly, reliably, and insightfully, helping to achieve clarity about how the objects described or measured map onto the concepts of interest. This thir d category includes the development 
of measures, instmm ents, and assessm en ts, as well as purely analytical work and theory development.<o:p></o:p></s 
pan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Finally, we want to underscore our interest in inv estigations that inhabit the significant 



but elusive borderlands between empirical research and normative questions of value and purpose. H ow do values shape what measures we invest energy and resources in developi ng, what 
interventions we decide to try, what outcomes of those interventio ns we attend to? A powerful dynamic can be in play here, where unreflective choices of which measures to devel op help to shape 
which problems are feasible to study and which interventio ns can be tested at reasonable cost. The further we go along a particular p ath, the less accessible alternative measures, conceptual 
approaches, and research agendas become.<o:p></o:p></ 
span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bot~om-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">These are four broad categories of scholarly inqui ry related to educational practice that 
align well with the spirit of the Lyle Awards, but this list is m eant to be illustrative, not restrictive. We are acutely aware that any list of subj ect areas or m ethods that interest us risks discouraging 
those whose perspectives do not appear on the list. We therefore offer these examples in a spirit of inclusiveness and invitation&#8212;they are by no means exhaustive or even mutually exclusive, 
though we do think that they helpfully map the terrain. We want to hear your best ideas and we want the opportunity to consider your arguments in support of them.<o:p><!o:p><!span></p> <p 
class 3D"MsoNormal" style 3D"mso-margin-top-alt:auto;mso-margin-bottom-a 
lt:auto"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;TimesNewRoman& quot;,&quot;serif&quot;">Our interest in hearing your research ideas and yo ur explanations for how they connect 
to the goals of the Lyle Awards program is formally embodied in an innovative feature of the applic ation process. Before full research proposals are invited, applicants will be asked to submit an 
essay of approximately 3,000 words in which they will lay out the driving ideas behind the work, why they matter, and how the proposed work will advance our unde rstanding of educational 
practice and its improvement. In the essay, we are not interested in seeing a traditional literature review or information ab out methodological intricacies&#8212;other stages of the application 
process are designed to solicit those types of d etails. The purpose of the essay is to direct attention squarely onto the i deas and perspectives upon which the proposed research is built and to just ify 
their value in light of their connections to advancing understanding of educational practice and its imp rovement.<o:p><!o:p><!span></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Sonia Colon<o:p><!o :p></span></b></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Business Coordinato 
r <o:p></o:p></span></i></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Department of Afric an, African American, &amp; Diaspora Studies.<o:p></o:p></span><!i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">African, Africa~ American &amp; Diaspora Studies<o:p></o:p><!span></i></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">919-966-1295<o:p 
></o:p></span><!i><!b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">M. 8-5; T. 8-1:3 0; W. 8- 1:30; T. 8- 1:30 and F 8-5<o:p></o:p></span></i></b></p> <p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span 
style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;<!o:p 
></span><!i><!b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">Public Policy De partment<o:p></o:p></span><!i><!b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">919-962-4854<o:p 
></o:p></span><!i><!b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><i><span style 3D"color:#1F497D">T 1:30-5; W 1:30 -5; T 1:30-5<o:p></o:p></span><!i><!b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></p> 
<!div> 
<!body> 
<ihtml> 

-- 000 2A261FF84EBD6E47A5789FOC8AAOFEE8432E48BCITSMSXMBS4Fadun -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:16 PM 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 
log sheet 

20140114160328217.pdf 

Hi Valencia, 

I’ve attached a log sheet that I think goes to you. Let me know if I need to send it somewhere else. Once the change is 

updated in Connect Carolina then I guess it would need to be changed on the summer school website as well. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:39 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Cross-list 

Thank you! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Cross-list 

Good afternoon, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:34 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: Cross-list 

Hi Charlotte, 

I have attached a cross-list form. It has been a while since I have done one but I think I filled it out correctly! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mai! and destroy all copies of the original message° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:58 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Add 

20140115164045720.pdf 

Hello Alassane, 

I have attached your request above. Can you send it to Eunice first and then if she approves it, she will send it back to 

me. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 2:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up to our Jan. 15 meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

booked Hyde Hall Incubator room for that date and time. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 2:25 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Follow up to our Jan. 15 meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks for the insightful discussions yesterday. As we discussed at our meeting, below are items that we need 
to address before Jan. 31: 

1) Wed. January 29, 11.00am out of cycle meeting: Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity 

The Postdoctoral Review Committee that we selected at our meeting yesterday will present its report for our 
deliberation. Travis will send details about the location of the meeting soon. 

2) AAAD 487: 

As we discussed, we will be rotating (faculty and concentration) the teaching of this class and AAAD395. Thus, 
I need a volunteer from the African, African American and Diaspora Studies concentration to teach the class in 
the spring semester 2015. AAAD 395 will be told by one of colleagues in the African Studies concentration in 
the fall semester this year. 



3) Upcoming external review: As we discussed, please remember to send names of potential external (4) and 
UNC-CH based (4) reviewers to our colleague Georges who is chairing the Self-Study Committee. As I 
mentioned, Kenneth and I have been gathering data for the upcoming review since the fall semester. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34123685 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34123685-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 9:12 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Tomorrow morning 

Dear Sonia, 

I just finished some administration work here at the office regarding the Fall 14 schedule that needed to be done today. 

Eunice said that I could come in at 9:30am tomorrow morning. I wanted to let you know. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:34 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: log sheet 

Thanks Erin! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:28 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: log sheet 

No worries. Thank you! 
Have a great weekend, 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:23 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: log sheet 

Hi Erin, 

have attached both forms this time. Sorry it was late but we were working on the Fall :14 schedule this week! 

Have a nice weekend! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: log sheet 

Hi Travis, 
Valencia forwarded me your departmental section change form. From my understanding, scheduling likes to have two 



separate forms when switching from one session to the other. 

So, I will need one form for SSI cancelling/deleting AAAD 259 from SSI. Then, another form for SSll, adding AAAD 259 

with new time and instructor PID#. 

We will make the change on our website course descriptions. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 8:21 AM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Presenter Remote 

Thanks, Ron! 

Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 9:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Presenter Remote 

Thanks, Travis! 

And Happy Early birthday to you as well!!! 

Non 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 2:55 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Ronald, 

The remote has been ordered and is expected to arrive 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 2:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Presenter Remote 

Hi Travis, 

Here is the link to the remote that I would like you to order for me. I look at staples but it was out of stock. So 
we have to get it from amazon. 

Here you go. Thanks! 



Non 

http:iiwww, amazon, comiKensington-Presenter-Remote-Memory-K72367USidpiB004OR 13ECiref=sr 1 1 ? 
ie=UTF8&qid=1389891000&sr=8-l&kevwords=kensington+presenter+pro+remote+with+memorv 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: new room assignment 

Dear Eunice, 

I was able to get a smaller room for Ron. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:51 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: new room assignment 

Dear Ron, 

Here is your new room. http://hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm? 

fuseaction=classroom.classview&roomlD=128&CFID=431943&CFTOKEN=95307749 

Best, 

TFavis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia! information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 2:27 PM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: Change to Summer School nomination form and schedule 

Thanks Erin!! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Change to Summer School nomination form and schedule 

Hi Travis, 
We’l! take care of this. 

Thanks, 
Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 5:58 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: Change to Summer School nomination form and schedule 

Sorry but we have one more! I have attached the log sheets and you can see the exchange below. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19o966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:23 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Change to Summer School nomination form and schedule 



Dear Sonia and Travis, 

I know that I approved the summer school nomination forms a few minutes ago, but right after I sent you that 
email, I discovered that a change is necessary. 

Sonia, please move Ronald Williams from Summer Session II to Summer Session I. By my calculation, we 
have room in that session’s budget, but let me know if I am wrong. 

Travis, please schedule Ronald Williams to teach AAAD 231 in Summer Session I at 1:15, and drop him from 
Summer Session II. 

Sincerely and with many thanks, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:34 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room change 

Oh great! I will ask him which one he wants and then I will let you know. He will be so happy to get out of that room! 

Thanks! -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Hi Travis, 

We have Hanes Hall 107 (seats 34), Stone center 209 (seats 40), Peabody 218 (seats 40) and Gardner 106 (seats 42). 

They all have MMC. Let me know if any of those will work! 

Thanks, 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 1:44 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: room change 

Hi Violet! 

[ was hoping the professor would get used to his room but it looks like for some reason he really hates it! Would there 

be any possibility of moving him? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 11:25 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 431 

Travis, please do not forget to get AAAD 431 out of that awful room. -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:46 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: room change 

Hi Violet, 

It sounds like this professor really doesn’t like his room! Iol Can you check to see if there is a way to get him out of 



there?! 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Room change 

Travis, don’t forget to try to get me out of the dark, little closet where you put my class, AAAD 431, sec 001. -Reg 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 1:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New room!!! 

Travis the room for me 130 class 128 Wilson is really a great room, better than Gardner 105. BUT THE ROOM YOU 
STUCK ME WITH FOR AAAD 431 IS REALLY BAD... please get me out of there!!! AAAD 431, sec 001, Wednesday 3-5:50, 
now meets in 210 Dey. I need space for 25 students, tables OR moveable chairs would be preferable. Thanks much. - 
Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 8:58 AM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room change 

Perfect! Thank you! 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 8:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Great! I just made the change 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 8:19 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room change 

Good morning Violet, 

The professor went to check out every room this morning and he said he likes Hanes Hall 107! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966,5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Hi Travis, 

We have Hanes Hall 107 (seats 34), Stone center 209 (seats 40), Peabody 218 (seats 40) and Gardner 106 (seats 42). 

They all have MMC. Let me know if any of those will work! 



Thanks, 

Violet 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 1:44 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: room change 

Hi Violet! 

was hoping the professor would get used to his room but it looks like for some reason he really hates it! Would there 

be any possibility of moving him? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Seat: Friday, January 24, 2014 11:25 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 431 

Travis, please do not forget to get AAAD 431 out of that awful room. -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:46 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: room change 

Hi Violet, 

It sounds like this professor really doesn’t like his room! Iol Can you check to see if there is a way to get him out of 
there?! 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:26 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Room change 

Travis, don’t forget to try to get me out of the dark, little closet where you put my class, AAAD 431, sec 001. -Reg 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 1:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New room!!! 

Travis the room for me 130 class 128 Wilson is really a great room, better than Gardner 105. BUT THE ROOM YOU 
STUCK ME WITH FOR AAAD 431 IS REALLY BAD... please get me out of there!!! AAAD 431, sec 001, Wednesday 3-5:50, 
now meets in 210 Dey. I need space for 25 students, tables OR moveable chairs would be preferable. Thanks much. - 
Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 8:36 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Thanks, Erin! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 8:15 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Thanks, Travis. 

will send over the form today. 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:39 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S; Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Hi Erin, 

have attached the form. 

Thanks[ 

Trav[s 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 



Sounds good! Once I get the form, I will fax it to Scheduling. 

Best wishes, 
Erin 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:53 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S; Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Dear Erin and Sonia and Travis, 

Please switch Charlene back to the standard M-TR 3-5pro time slot. Travis, please submit the department 
section change form for AAAD 250 for Summer Session I. I’ll contact Charlene and let her know of the 
change. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hntchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

From: Moseley, Erin S 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:42 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 

Cc: Gore, Travis 

Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Hi Kenneth, 

Actually M-TR standard time is 3:00-5:00. Having something taught earlier than that time is considered non-standard 

that is why in 2013 we probably didn’t question it. 

If Charlene can’t teach in the standard approved time slot for M-TR, I would suggest contacting Jan to discuss another 

alternative. I am not able to approve that request. If Charlene can switch back to 3:00-5:00, we’ll just need to have a 

department section change form with the correct time change. The list of approved class times are in the Policy and 

Procedures manual in case you want to see if another time is good, although, they would be later in the day/evening. 

Thank you, 

Erin 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:59 AlVl 



To: Moseley, Erin S; Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Dear Erin, 

In Summer Session I of 2013, Charlene Regester taught AFla&d 276 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday fi~om 3-5pro. I know that is a nonstandard time, but it fit how she taught the course, as she needs a 
two-hour bloc of time to show films. I would like to schedule a non-standard time again for the same reason. 
My understanding is that 1:15 is the starting time of the last summer class, so I thought if we scheduled it 1:15- 
3:15 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the course would not overlap another slot. 

If this non-standard time is not available, please let me know; I think we could push the starting time back to 
3pro. However, if a non-standard time is not available at all, I’ll have to talk with Charlene to see if she can 
teach the class in 90-minute period. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hntchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

From: Moseley, Erin S 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:47 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: Summer School Nomination forms 

Hi Sonia, 
Reviewing part of the nomination forms before I head out today, but I was wondering about Charlene Regester’s 
nomination for teaching AAAD 250 M-TR 1-3 or it’s set up in CC for 1:15-3:15. Since that is not the approved class time 

for a M-TR course, did you mean M-F 1:15-2:45? 

Please verify at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:12 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Summer School Nomination forms 



Good morning Erin 

Please find attached Instructor Nomination Forms (first and second session) for the Summer Scholl 2014; from the 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies (3287). 

Thank you, 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department o/A/rican~ A/rican American, & Diaspora Studies. 

Depar~men~ o~f A/r~an, A~r~an American ~ D~aspora 

919-966-1295 
M. 8-5; T. 8-1:30; W, 8- 1:30; T, 8- 1:30 and F 8~5 

Pub~i~ Po~i~y Depo~ment 

919-962-4854 

T1:30-5; W 1:30-5; TI:30-5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:21 PM 

Auerbach, Karen <kauerbach@unc.edu> 

RE: Listserv request 

No problem Karen. You are welcome. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Auerbach, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:20 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Listserv request 

Great, thank you Travis. 

Best, 
Karen 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:27 AM 
To: Auerbach, Karen 
Subject: RE: Listserv request 

Hi Karen, 

I subscribed you to The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History email list. It will keep you updated on 

all the current and future events and programs. You should be getting an email to confirm your address. To complete 

the subscription process, please click the link in the email. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Auerbach, Karen 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Listserv request 

Dea r Travis, 

I am a new faculty in the history department at UNC, and I have an interested in African-American and civil rights history. 
Would you be able to add me to the listserv that sends information about events in the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies relating to these areas? 

Thank you, 
Karen 

Dr. Karen Auerbach 
Assistant Professor of History and Stuart E. Eizenstat Fellow 
Department of History and the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies 
412 Hamilton Hall 
CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
kauerbach@unc.edu 
919-962-5538 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN= S TGORE> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc. edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 

Dear Eunice and Sonia, 

I wanted to remind you that I will be out on Monday. This was for my original approved time off for my birthday for 

which I then got approved to have it switched to this upcoming Monday. I can send an email to the faculty tomorrow. 
I will be flying Delta Air Lines Flight 6225 and my plane is scheduled to depart at 7:15pm on Friday. RDU suggests that I 
arrive at the airport at least two hours before my departure to allow for parking, airline check-in and security.This means 
I should be there at 5:15pm That might be difficult if I leave work at 5pm. Eunice, do you suggest that maybe I should 
leave work just a tad bit early in order to get me to RDU on time? Your advice would be much appreciated. 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 9:56 AM 

Brown, Layla <ldbrown@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Pay Schedule 

Great! You are welcome. Best, Travis 

From: Brown, Layla 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 9:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Pay Schedule 

It was deposited. 

Thank you! 

Layla D. Brown-Vincent 
Cultural Anthropology, PhD Candidate 
African & African American Studies and Feminist Studies 
Duke University 
919.906.5563 
la¥1a.brown@duke, edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 9:37 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Layla, 

I talked to Sonia and she told me that your check will be direct deposit so you don’t have to worry about 

coming to pick it up. Have a nice weekend. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Brown, Layla 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Pay Schedule 

Hi Travis, 

I am writing to find out what time I can come by to pick up my check from the department 
tomorrow. 

Take care, 

Layla D. Brown-Vincent 
Cultural Anthropology, PhD Candidate 
African & African American Studies and Feminist Studies 
Duke University 
919.906.5563 
la¥1a.brown@duke.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
Date: January 14, 2014 at 10:51:17 AM EST 
To: Layla Brown <la¥1a.brown@daa.duke.edu> 
Subject: RE: Pay Schedule 

Thank you Layla. You will be able to pick the check at Battle Hall main office 
(Travis) 

...... Original Message ..... 
From: Layla Brown [mailto:layla.brown@daa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Pay Schedule 

Hi Sonia, 

No problem and thank you so much for your help, I just wanted a record of the 
information. Where will I be picking the check up from on the 31 st? 

Take care, 

Layla D. Brown-Vincent 
Cultural Anthropology, PhD Candidate 
African 8: African American Studies and Feminist Studies Duke University 
919.906.5563 
lavla.brown@duke.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 



On Jan 14, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Layla 

I am very sorry to get back to you so late. I was unable to get accurate 
numbers until today. 

You will be receiving payroll payments, on a monthly basis, of $1,520.00. 

The payment schedule is as follow: 

January 31 

February 28 

March 31 

April 30 

May 30 

The first payment will be made on paper check, after that will be direct 
deposit. 

Hope you have a nice day. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Layla Brown [mailto:lavla.brown@daa.duke.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:00 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 

Subject: Pay Schedule 

Hi Sonia, 

I am writing to follow-up our last conversation where you told me you 
would send me the details of my pay rate and payment schedule for my 
lecturer position in AAAD. I am wondering if you have had the chance to 
figure that out yet and when I can expect to receive it. 

Take care, 

Layla D. Brown-Vincent 

Cultural Anthropology, PhD Candidate 



African & African American Studies and Feminist Studies Duke 

University 

919.906.5563 

la¥1a.brown~duke, edu 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:57 AM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Books 

Dear Ron, 

I have completed your order for the four books. They should arrive on or around Feb. 5th. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Books 

Dear Travis, 

At your next convenience, can you please order the following books for me with the P-Card? I will follow up with the P-Card form all 
filled out. I know I owe the form for a few other items as well. 

Ron 

~://www.amaz~n.c~r~J~[m-Ga~en-H~ward-U~iversi,t~-Ca~if~T~a/dpj%~6J42A[Q/ref=sr ~ t?.mrO 1? 
ie=UTFg&q!d= 1391122598&s~8~ 1 ofkmr0&kew~,ords=i~+~le~+ho~,ard+and+u~iversi’~v+of+califomia 

~:/!w~.w.amazort.cor~g~roducti0872865800iref=~ 9arto _title~ 1 ?ie=U’~S&~)sc= 1 &smid=ATVPDKIKXODER 

~:iiw~.w.amazo~.com?M~-SortDMemoir-DefiaEeoVirtta~(O307473422iref=sr 1 2? 
s-books&ie-UTFS&~id- 1391122??4&st= 1-2&kes~words-belafo~le 

Thanks 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 11:14 AM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Books 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Books 

Many Thanks. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 10:56 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

I have completed your order for the four books. They should arrive on or around Feb. 5th. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Subj ect: Books 

Dear Travis, 

At your next convenience, can you please order the following books for me with the P-Card? I will follow up 
with the P-Card form all filled out. I know I owe the form for a few other items as well. 

Ron 

http://www.amazon.com/John-Galen-Howard-Universi _ty-California/dp/B006J42AIO/ref=sr 1 fkmr0 1 ? 
ie=UTF 8&qid= 1391122598& sr=8- 1-fkmr0&kevwords=i ohn+ga¥1en+howard+and+universit¥+of+ca~-fornia 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0872865800/ref=gno cart title 1 ? 
ie=UTF8&psc=I&smid=ATVPDKIKXODER 

http://www.amazon.com/M¥-Song-Memoir-Deftance-Vintage/dp/0307473422/ref=sr 1 2? 
s=b ooks&ie=UTF 8&qid= 1391122774& sr= 1-2&keywords=b elafonte 

Thanks 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:09 PM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

RE: April 3 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:08 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: April 3 

Not a problem! 

April Renee Spruill 

Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:07 PM 

To: Spruill, April R 

Subject: RE: April 3 

Hi April, 

That is wonderful news!! Thank you so much! Can you put us down and then I will work on filling out the necessary 

paperwork for the reservation. I am leaving early today and will be back on Tuesday but I will try to get it in as soon as I 

can! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: April 3 

I believe this is the date you were questioning....it is now available. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Email: _.a.R.r.!L.s.pruill@unc.edu I Web: sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:22 PM 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

Thank you so much for considering this! 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

can provide the information you need by Monday. 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Travis, 

If possible by Monday, please let me know how extensive your event is...would you require the use of the Kitchen. In 

the meantime, I’ll have more concrete information, hopefully by Monday. 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:08 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Thanks for contacting me if anything changes. The event would involve food. I am trying to think of some other 

possibilities. Would it work if we ended at 5pm on Friday as opposed to 6pm and could we pay a fee to have the 
building open on Saturday? I know you mentioned that there are prior bookings in other areas so that could still play a 

factor as well. 

Thanks Charlotte, 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

Unfortunately, we will not be able to assist you; your event falls outside normal business hours (Monday - Friday) and 

we have prior bookings in other areas of the building. Should this change, I would be in contact with you as soon as I 

know. 



BTW/Would your event involve food? 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:24 AM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

Thanks for returning my message. Hope you stayed safe in the snow yesterday! The proposed dates would be Friday 

April 4th from 8am to 6pm and Saturday April 5th from 8am to 4:30pm. This would be for the Kresge room. What kind 

of snickers did you like? Was it the miniatures? 

Thank you Charlotte! 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

I was out of the office yesterday but received your voicemail message. Would you please send me an e-mail regarding 

the proposed dates in April and I’II get back with you as quickly as I can. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte D. Williams 
Facilities & Events Manager 

James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7001 Fax: 919.962.1548 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:46 PM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

RE: April 4 & 5 

Hi April, 

Sorry just getting to your emai! because I was stuck in New York from all the snow earlier this week! That is great to 

know about the 4th and the possibility of the 5th depending on staff for that Saturday. I will check with Eunice about 

the budget for the weekend fee. I will be in touch very soon! 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:01 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

There’s nothing in the Hitchcock Room on either day. However, for April 5th, since it is a weekend, I would have to see if 

staff is available to work. There would also be a 5400 weekend fee to pay the staff person. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Email: april_spruill@unc.edu I Web: sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 9:23 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

RE: Legacy of Lifestyles 

Great! Thanks Katelyn! - Travis 

From: Library Media Resource Center 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 8:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Legacy of Lifestyles 

Hi Travis, 

It is ready to go! Please come grab it whenever you have a chance. 

Best, 

Katelyn 

From: <Gore>, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, February 6, 2014 8:40 AM 

To: Katelyn Ander <mrc@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Legacy of Lifestyles 

It turns out I might have to come pick it up this morning after all because my 

available. I will call in a few minutes to see if it is ready for pick-up. 

student might not be 

Thanks! 

Trav[s 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 2:20 PM 
To: Library Media Resource Center 
Subject: Legacy of Lifestyles 



Hi Scott, 

We would like to check out Legacy of Lifestyles DVD. Professor Selassie would like to show it for his AAAD    class 

from to . He has 60 students and will show it in his classroom 
I wanted to make sure it is the DVD and not the VHS because the room does not have a VHS player. I also wanted to 

know if it would be possible if I send my                  to pick it up? His name is 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
printer 

Dear Eunice, 

James said the printer is working now. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Inn 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Friday, February 07, 2014 2:48 PM 
To." Williams, Ronald 
Subject; Carolina Inn 

Dear Ron, 

Your Carolina Inn reservation is confirmed for Tuesday, Feb. 11th at 12:30pm for 3 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:28 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Cool! l am sure this will be just fine! Thanks Charlotte! -Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Good afternoon, 

I’ve reserved Dey 209 for these discussion groups. The room seats 35, so hopefully it’ll work. I’m copying a screenshot of all 

of the reservations below. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Alarm En~ Date Start Time End# Time Meetin# Name Gr#up 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:17 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte; Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: Recitaton Rooms 130 



Hi Charlotte and Violet! 

Would either of you be able to help out with the request below? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. [f you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Travis, I will need some rooms for discussion groups for my section 004, of AAAD 130. 

Each room should accommodate 20 people or more, that is my only requirement. (A/V technology not required) 

On TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, I will need rooms for the periods that begin at 9:30, 12:30, and 2 

ON TUESDAY, MARCH 4th, I will need rooms for the same periods, 9:30, 12:30, and 2 

ON THURSDAY, MARCH 27th, I will need rooms for the same periods, 9:30, 12:30, and 2 

Thanks much, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:47 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

And as an added bonus l even managed to get it in your favorite building! -Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Travis this is amazing and much better and easier on me than I ever expected. Thanks much! -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:34 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Hi Reg, 

Got your room! It is the same room for all your groups! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Good afternoon, 

I’ve reserved Dey 209 for these discussion groups. The room seats 35, so hopefully it’ll work. I’m copying a screenshot of all 

of the reservations below. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

R#~ Meetin~ Name Status 

0209 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 



Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SAS8 North, Suite 3209 
Campus 8ox 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:19 AM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

RE: April 4 & 5 

Hi April, 

[ will let EuNce know about checking with Dro Jordan° 

you know soon[ 

Thanks! 

Travis 

We may just try to squeeze everything into that Friday. I will let 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hail, CB# 3395 

p 9:19o966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-marl and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

The $400 is a set fee to pay staff to be there since we’re not normally open. Since it’s AAAD, you can check with Dr. 

Jordan regarding fees. 

April R. Spruill 
~mailoCOm 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@emailounc.edu> wrote: 

Hey April, 

I had a quick question about the weekend fee° Is that $400 a set price or does it depend on how long we 

use it on Saturday’? [ think the conference would end at around noon on Saturday° [ was just wondering if 



it would be less than $400 since we would only be using it for a few hours on Saturday. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

There’s nothing in the Hitchcock Room on either day. However, for April 5th, since it is a weekend, I would 

have to see if staff is available to work. There would also be a 5400 weekend fee to pay the staff person. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

Email: ~ruill@unc.edu I Web: soniahaynesstonectr~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

scolon@unc.edu 

AAAD Faculty Meeting January 15, 2014 

AAAD Faculty Meeting January 15.docx 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



AAAD Faculty Meeting January 15, 2014 

Guest Mohamed Hamed 

Present: Barbara Anderson, Alassane Fall Donato Fhunsu 

Reginald Hildebrand, Kenneth Janken, Esther Lisanza, Michael Lambert, Margaret Lee, Tim McMillan, 

Alphonse Mutima, David Pier, Robert Porter, Charlene Regester, Eunice Sahle, Mamarame Seck, Bereket 

Selassie and Ronald Williams 

IV. 

Presentation by Mohamed Hamed about available library resources for AAAD faculty. 

Minutes of November 13 approved. 

Chair’s Updates: 

1. Sonia Colon is our new 75% Business manager and eventually our 100% business 

manager. 

2. Carolina Postdoctoral program for faculty diversity. The department established a 

committee to examine our participation in this program. The committee is shared by 

Charlene Regester and has Michael Lambert and Ron Williams as members. 

3. External review of AAAD 2014-2015. Georges Nzongola-Natalaja will be chair of the self- 

study committee. Develop list of potential external and internal reviewers. 

McMillan’s updates: Undergraduate Student Conference and Dunbar/Stone Lecture Feb 28- 

March 1. 

Lee’s updates: Newsletter is out. 

AOB 

Sahle’s updates: 

Global Africana Dialogs Series has begun and the first dialog is available on the 

department’s website. Updates on upcoming dialogs will be presented at our next 

meeting. 

We need faculty to rotate teaching AAAD 478 and AAAD 395. 

We added two more classes - AAAD 260, Blacks in Latin America and AAAD 159, The 

History of the Black Church - this semester to fill teaching gaps because of faculty 

leaves this year. 

Meeting concluded at noon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:09 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 
RE: course evalution 

Hi Alassane, 

Sorry, we had an office emergency that we were working on until after 530pm and once we finished, it just slipped my 

mind. ! will send them right now. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: course evalution 

Travis, are you still in the office or you have left already? could you send me the course evaluation as soon as possible? 
thanks 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:10 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20140211102446743.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [xnai~to:scmm~x~c.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 1l, 2014 10:25 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.11.2014 10:24:46 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extreme[.y important to instructors in p{annin8 future courses, and the 

carefully, answer as ~housbfuI~y as you ~an~ and complete a{~ sections before su~mitt~n~ yo~r ~u~ey. Note: 

be access~ by your instructor or campus a~ministrators. 

You may comp{ete only one evaluation form for this course using this tool. if you choose not to fill out the 
survey, p~ease scto[[ to the b(~ttol~ and c~i¢k the Decline button. C{ick the Subrn(t Evaluatiom button at th~ 
bottom of the paso to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPLETIHG OR 
DECLINING TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contributing your feedback. 

Coursetlnstructor Characteristics 

This course chaltensed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor cleariy communicated wh~t 
was expected of me in this 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

I w~s ab[e to ~et individua{ help when I O O O 
needed it. 

The course materials (e.~÷, cour~epack, 
website, texts} helped me ~etter 
under~te~d the subject matter, 

The course assi~nmenfr.s heiped me better 
understand the subject ma~:ter. 

The instructor eva{uated my work fairly. 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students learned the material 

o o ¢./ 

0     0     O      O     0 

0 0 

o 0 

0 0 

Not 
App~ieab~e Disagree 

O O 

O 

0 0 o 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 



Overal!0 th~s instructor was an effective 
teacher. 

course, 

cour~e, 

Not 
Ap~icab~e Di~agre~            Disagree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

I: 5tron~ty Z: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5; Strongly 
Agree 

0 0    0    0 

o 

[Space wit! expand, as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The .~ns~ructor was one of the best I have 
had at Carolina, furry deserving of a 
teaching award. 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions we~t, 

The instructor used examptes that had 
re[evance for me. 

The instructor used class time we~l, 

The instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this c~ass, 

T~is course was ~esigned ~e keep me 
en~a~ed ~r~ [earning. 

The work{end was appropriate for what 
gained from this crass, 

Other Information 

What grade de you think you wi~l ~et i~ 
this course? 

is ~his a required course for you? 

Appticable Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor A~ree 

o o    o    o o 

Not 
AppI{cabte Disagree 

I : Strongly 2: Disagree 3,’ Neithe~ 4: Agree 5: Strongty 
Agree Disagree 

Nor Agree 

0 0    0    0 

0 0 0 0 

0 O 0 0 

o o o 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Fail PassF0rD C-orC C÷orB- B0rB* A-0rA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 o @/’000 

No Yes 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:10 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20140211103123380.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [xnai~to:scmm~x~c.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 1l, 2014 10:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.11.2014 10:31:23 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in planning future courses, and the 

carefulLy, anger ~ thoughful[y as you can~ and compte~ al~ sections b~fore s~bmitting your suw~y, Note: 

be accesse6 by your inst~ctor or campus a~mlntst~ato~. 

Instructions: 

You may complete o~Iy one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool, tf yo~ choose not to flU. out the 
survey, please sc~o~ to ~he ~otto~ and c~ick the DecLine bu~n. C~ick t~e 5ubmft ~va~ua~to~ b~tton at ~he 
bottom of the pa~e to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
OECLIN~NG THE SURVEY. 

for centHbutin8 yo~r feedback, 

Coursetlnstructer Characteristics 

This course chaLLenged me t~ think deep[y 
about the subject matter, 

The ~structor c~ea.r[y communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

needed ~t. 

The ¢~ur~e matei~a[s (e.~.: coursepack, 
webs~te, texts) helped me ~etter 
understaad ~e subject matter. 

The course ~ssienmen~ helped me better 
understamd the subject matter. 

1"he instructor evatua~ed my work fa%rty, 

The instructor .showed concern about 
whether students [earned the materiat, 

Ap~i~ab~e Disagree O~saeree Agree 
Nor Aeree 

o o o 

0 0 (~ 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

O O 

O o 

o 

O O 

O O 

The instructor expresse~ ideas c~ear[y, 

The fnstruc~or showed enthusiasm for the 
subject m~tter. 

The instructor showed ~nth~siasm fro* O O O O O 
~ 

[cathie8 th~s class, 

The fnst~ctor treated st~ students ~th 0 0 0 0 0 
~ FeSp~t. ¯ 

The in~truct~on~[ techniques en~a~ed me O O O O O 
~th the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me wi~ he~pfu~ O O 0 O O ~ 
feedback on my perfo~ance. 

~ 

This coupe wa~ ~ excit~n~ to me O O ~                  O O O 
intet~ect~a~[y. 

Not I: StroAety ~: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Aeree 5,’ Stron~[y 
Appticab!~ D~sa~re~ Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0    ~ 0 0 o 
/ 

0 0 0    0 0 

Overal~ Course Assessment 



OveraCt, thfs course was excellent, 

teacher, 

Overat{~ ! (earned a Ereat deal from this 

Not 1: S~ronB~y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Appt~cab~e Disagree            Disagree           Asree 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

o o    o    o ~Y" o 

[Space wi[~ expand as needed] 

Teacl~ing Awar~ Recommendation 

The ~ns~ructer was one of the bes~: 1 have 
had at Carolina, futly deservin~ of a 
te.ach~8 award, 

The instructor u~ed examples that had 

The instructor encouraged s[udent~ to 
participate in this ,c~ass, 

TSis course was designed to keep me 

The workload was apprq~riate for what 
~ained from ~his 

Other ~forrnation 

Wha~ glade do you think you wilt ~et in 
this course? 

A~icabte Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

Not t : S~rongty Z: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongty 
Appticab(e Di~a~}’ee Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

o o o ~ o o 
0 0 0 @’/ 0 0 

o o o o/ o o 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~’ 0 

0 0 0 0 0"~ 0 

Fair Pass P or D C- or C 

0 0 0 0 

C÷orB- 6or8÷ A-orA L P H 

0 0/ 0 o00 

Yes 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva|uatio~s are extremely important to instructors in p|anning future courses, and the 

carefu{ly, answer as thoughfu&[y as you can~ and complete a{~ sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 

be accessed by your inst~ctor or ~mpus a~minis~ato~. 

You may comp|ete on|y one evaluation form for this course using this toot, [f you choose not to fit| o~t the 
survey,, p~ease scroll to the bottom a~d c{ick t~e beeline ~utto~, C~ick t~e Submit ~vatua~ion button at the 
botto~ of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTZR COMPLETING OR 
DECLiniNG THE SURVEY, 

for contributing your feedback. 

Cou t~e/lnstructor Characteristics 

This c~ur~e cha{[en~ed me to thi~k deep[y 
about the subject matter, 

The i~struc~or clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this c[a~s. 

~ was able to ~et individual be{p when I 
needed it, 

The course rnater~Bl~ (e.g., ¢oursepack, 
website, texts) he~ped me better 
understated the sub~ect matter. 

understand the subject ma~ter. 

The ~nstructor evB~uated my work fa%dy, 

The instructor showed concern ab{~ut 
whether students [earned the material 

No~ I: Strons~y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Ap~.~icabie Di~agree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

O 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~’/ 0 

0 0 ~’/ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~/ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~/// 0 

0 0 0 0 ~// 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The in~ructor showed .e~th~s~asm for 
~eachin~ this class, 

The instructor treated MI students with 
respect, 

The ins~ructiona[ techniques engaged me 
with the subject matter~ 

The inst~ctor pro~ided m~ wi~ h~tpfu! 
feedback on my performance, 

This cou~e was ve~ excftfn~ to me 
~ntelJectually, 

Not I~ Strongty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: 5trongty 
Apptic&b[e Disagree Disagree A~r~e 

Nor Agree 

Overall Course Assessment 



Owrat!.~ this coupe v~ 

teacher, 

Learned a great, deaf, from this 

Comments on, over~{~ assessment of this 

Net 4: StrongLy 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Apph’¢ab(e Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Asre~ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o ~       o 

[Space wi(L expand as needed] 

Teaching Award~ Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best i have 
had at CaroUna, fully deserving of a 

Not ~: StrongLy 2: Disagree 3: N~ither 4: A~ree 5: Stron~{y 
Ap~icab~e Oisagre~ Disagree Agree 

Nor~ 0 0 0 0 0 

Feedback to 5tuder~ts 

The instructor handled questions well 

The instructor used examples t.hat had 
relevance for me. 

The instruc~er encourased students to 
participate in ~h~s ct,~ss. 

engased in (earning. 

The workload was appropriate for what i 
~a~ned from ~his class. 

Not ~; 5~:rons{y 2: Disast’ee 3: Neither 4: Asree 5; ~trenK~y 
App[~c~e Disable Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

O O O o ¯ O 

0 0 .0 0 0 

0 0 O 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~0 

0 0 0 0 ~       0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Other |nformation 

What ~rade do you think you wi(t !~et in 
this course? 

Is this a required course for you? 

Fail Pass For D C* ore C~or B- BorB÷ A~or.~L P H 

O0 0 o 0 0(5"0       O0 

© 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in ptannin8 future courses, and the 
resu|ts are taker, ve~j seriously by instructor’s a~d ~epar.~ent ~hairs. Please consider your ~espo~ses 
carefuRy, answer as thou~hfuRy as y~ can, and complete a[[ ~ctions befo~ submitting your su~ey, No~e: 
Your feedback wgt be k~pt ¢~n/ldentfa~, a~d ~o ~nformation i~nking your ~d~t:~ty to you~ ~spo~ses can 
be accessed ~y yogr inst~ctor or campus a~m~nis~ators. 

Instructions: 

You may complete on[y one eva[uation form for this course usin~ this tool If you choose not to tilt out the 
survey, please s~ro{t to the bottom and ct~ck the bec[~ne buLton. Click the Submit Evatua~io~ ~tton at the 
be[tom of tee pa~ to save ypur res~n~. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPORSES A~ER CO~PLZTING OR 
DECUNING THE SURVSY, 

Thanks fo~ contril~utin~ your feedback. 

Cour~ellnstructor Characteristics 

This course chaUe~ed me to th~nk deeply 
abo.ut the sub~e~t matter, 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this c~ass. 

0 0 # 0 0 o 

I was able to 8el individual he[£ when ! O O O O 
needed ~t, 

The course mater.ia[s (e.8,, coursepack, 
website, texts) he|pod me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assisnments herpes me better 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly. 

The instructor shewed concern about 
whether student~ [earned the material. 

o ~ o 0 0 0 

/ 
o o o ~ o o 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not I: StronSty 2: Disasree 3: Neither 4.: Asree 5; Strons|y 
Ap~icab!.e Disagree Disagree As~ree 

~ 
// Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~f" 

0 0 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for 
~eachin~ this class, 

The fns~ructor treated at£ students with 
respect, 

The i~struct~on&[ techniques en~aged me 
with the subj.ect matter, 

The instructor provided me with helpful 
feedback on ~y performance, 

This course wa} ve~ excit~n8 to me 
i~tettectuaUy. 



Over~tI~ this course was excette.nt. 

OveraL!, this insgructor was an effective 
teacher. 

Overa|[, I [earned a great deal from this 

Comments on overatL assessment of this 
colJr~e, 

Not t: Strongty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: StrongLy 
Ap£tiCaNe Disagree            Disagree           Agree 

0 0 0 ~ O 0 

0 O o 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~/ o 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The instructer was one 0f f~he best I have 
had at CaroLina, fully desewing of a 
teaching award, 

Feedb~tck to Stu~[ents 

The instructor handled question~ well 

The instructor used examples that had 
re[evar~ce for 

instructor used class t~me weLL 

The instructor encouraged ~tudents to 
participate in this cIass, 

This course was designed to keel) me 
en:~aged in [earning. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
gained from ~his crass, 

Other information 

What grade do you think y~u wilt ~et in 
this course? 

Is this a required course for you? 

AppLicable O~sa~ree Disagree A~ree 

Nor~ee 
0 0    0 0 o 

Not 1: StrongLy 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: StrongLy 
AppLicabLe Disagree tNsagree Agree 

Nor Agree / 
0 0 0 0 0 t~ 

/ 
0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~// 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 "~/ 

Pass Ford C-arC C÷or B- Bor/B<~ A-orA L P H 

0 0 0 0 "~ ¯ 0 000 

Yes 

0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva[uat{ons are extremely important to instructors in plann{n~ futur~ courses, and the 

carefully, answer as thou~hfu{iy as you ~an, and complete a{i sections before submitt~n~ your su~ey. Note: 

be accesse~ by your instructor or campus administrators. 

You may complete on~.y one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool, ~f you choose not to tilt out the 

bottom of the paso to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
OECUN~NG THE SURVEY, 

Thank~ for contdbuti~8 your feedback. 

Course/Instructor Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this �lass, 

I was able to 8el individual help when 
needed it. 

The course materials (e.g., coursepack, 
website, tex~s) helped me better 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The course assisnments helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whethe~ students loathed th~ materiaL 

Not 1: Strongly 2: D{sasree 3: Neither" 4; Asree ~: 5tron~[y 
A~[icabte Disagree Disagree Asree 

Nor A~ree 

0 O    o    0 ~ o 

0 0 ~/’ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 (~yi/ 0 

Y 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0// o 

0 0 0 0 @/           0 

Not 1: Strongly 2: Disasree 3; Neither 4: .A~_ree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disagree            Disafree           A~{ree 

Nor A~ree 
/ 

The i~structor expressed ~deas clea~[y, O (~/ O O 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the O O O O 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for O O O O 
~eachin8 this cLass. 

The inst,*octet treated all studen~ with O O O O 
resp~t.. 

~ 
The ~stru~tiona[ ~ech~fques e~sas~d me O O O 
~ith the subject ma~ter. 

The ~nstruct.or provided me wibh helpful O ~ / O O 
feedback o~ ~y performance, 

This course was v~ exc~tin8 to me O O O 
~nte~{ectua~[y, 

Overal~ Cau[se Assessment 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

o 

0 



teacher. 

Ovate(L, I (earned a great dea~ from this 
~our~o 

0 0 

0    0 0 0 

0 0 0 
/ 

0 O @/ 0 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Teac|~ing AwarcI Recommendation 

The Instructor was one of the best I have 
had at C~roUna, fully 4eserving of a 
teaching award, 

Feedback to StUdents 

The instructor bandied question~ we|L 

The instructor used examples that had 

The instructor encourage4 students to 
participate in this 

The workload was appropriate for what 
.~ained from this c|ass. 

Other Information 

What 8fade do you think y~u wi{~ ~{et in 
this course? 

Not !; Strongly 2: Disagree ~: Neither 4; A~ree 5: Strongly 
Appticab~e Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 0 

No~ 1 : Streng~.y 2: D~agree 3: Neither 4: Agree S: Strongly 
Applicable D~sa~ree             Disagree            Agree 

~z/~ 
Nor A~ree 

0 0             0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
/ 

0 0 ~ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 
/ 

0 0 ~ 0 0 0 

0 0 O/" 0 0 0 

Fait Pass For D OorC.C÷or B~BorS~ .A-erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 0 00o 

No Yes 

o 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

5tude~t course eva~.uations are extremely important to i~tructors ir~ planning future courses, and the 

carefully, a~swer as ~houghfuRy as you c~n, and complete ~[ sectors before submitting your su~ey, Note: 
Your feedba¢~ will be ~ept cot~fidenti~l, at~ ao information linking ~ur Ident~ to your r~pon~s can 
be accesse6 by your instructor or c~mpus admink~ato~. 

You may comp!.ete only one evaluation form for this course usiny th~s too[. if you choose not to fir out the 
survey, p~ease scrot~ to ~he bottom and c~ck the Decline button. C{~ck the Submi~ ~valuati0n ~utton at ~he 
bottom of the pa~e to save your res~nses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOU~ RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECUNiNG TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contHbutim8 your feedSack, 

Course/l.nstru~tor Charaoteristfcs 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject mar.tot. 

The instructor clearly commun}cated what 
was expected of me in this c|ass, 

The course materials (e.8., co:rsepack, 
wet~sJte, texts) he~ped me be~;ter 
understand th~ subject matter. 

The course assignments helped me better 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The instructor eva~uated my work fairly. 

The ~ns~ru~tor showed concer~ about 
whether students [earned the material 

The instructor expressed ~deas cteaHy, 

The ~nstructor ~howed enthusiasm for the 
subject ma~ter. 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin~ ~his class. 

The fns~ructor treate~ a[[ studen~ ~th 
resp~t. 

The ~astr~ction~l techniques en~a~d me 
with the subject ma~tet. 

The instructor pro~ed ~e with he[pfu{ 
feedback on my performance, 

Th~s course was ve~ exc~t~n~ to me 
inter(oct ua~ly, 

Not I: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Asree 5: Strongly 
App~i’cabite Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0     0 0 0 

No~ I; Strongly2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: 
Applicable Oisa~re~ 

Nor k~.ree 

O O O o 

O O O O 

O O O O 

O O O O 

O O O O 

O O O O 

O O O O 

O 

O 

Agree 5: Strongly 
A~ree 

o 
o 

o 
o 

Over~l] Course Assessment 



OveraLL this instructor was Bn effecI:ive 
teacher. 

Overat{~ I {earned a ~reat dee{ from this 

Comments on overa[{ &~sessment of this 
course. 

Tea¢l~ing Award Re~ommendatbn 

The instructor wB; one of the be~t I have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
t.eachin~ award. 

Feedt~ack to Student~ 

The instructor handled question~ we{L 

The instructor used examples that had 

The instructor used c~5s~ t~me weLL 

The ~nstructor encouraI~ed ~tudents to 
participate in this class, 

This course wa~ designed .to keep me 
engaged ~n Learning. 

The w~l’k[oad was appropriate for what 
~a~ned from th~s 

Wha~ grade do you ~hink you wi(t ~et ~n 
this course? 

Is th~s a requi~ed course for you? 

Not I: StrongtyT_: Disagree 3: Neither 
AppLicabLe D~sal~ree D~sagree 

Nor .Agree 

0 0 0 

A~ree 5: 5trong|y 
Al~ree 

0 0    0 

0 0 0 

o d o 
o ci’ o 

o d’ o 

I [Space wilt expand as needed] 

Not 1: StrongLy ~: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: S~ren~ty 
ApplicabLe Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 
/ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Not I: $~.ron~ty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 
AppLicabLe Disagree Disagree 

Nor A~ree 

Agree 5: Strongly 
A~ree 

o o o o ~ o 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 @/ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 d 0 

Fail Pass For D C-ore C+or B- Bor/B~ A oO~A L P H 

0 0 0 0    O(~          0 000 

No                          ~ 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are e×treme{y important to instructors in p[annin8 future courses, and the 
results ar~ taken very ser{ousty by ~’nstructors and department ¢ha~. R[ease consider your responses 

Your fe~ba~k ~!l be kept conf~d~!fat, and ~o ~nformation lln~n~ your identity to you~ responses can 
be aacesse~ by your ~nstmctor or campus a~minis~ato~. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this ~-ourse usin~ this tool, If you choose not to fiI~ out the 
survey, p~ease sc~ Lo L~e 5oLLom and ~tick the Dec[~n~ button. C5¢k the Submi~ ~wLuatio~ ~u~ton aL the 
bottom of t~e p~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~£R COMPLETING OR 
DECUH~NG THE SURVEY. 

Thanks for contributing your feedback, 

Coursellnstructor Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor cfeaHy communicated what 
was expected of me in this crass, 

needed ~t. 

The c~rse materials (e,g., coursepack, 
we~site, texts} he~ped ms better 
understand the subject matter. 

The c¢~urse assignmeni~ helpe~ me better 
understand the subject matter. 

T~e instructor eva~uated my work 

No~ 1~, S~rongly 2= Disagree 3~’ Neither 4; Agree ~; Strongly 
A~cab~e D~sagree Dfsa~re~ A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 . 0 

0 0 0 . 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 . 

0 . 0 0 0 0 

0 0 . 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned ~he material 

The instructor e×pressed ideas clearly, 

0 0 0 0 0 . 

Not ~: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4; Agree 5: Stronhly 
Apl~i<tab~a Di~asree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 @ 0 o 0 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject mattmr, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
Leachin~ this crass, 

The instructor ~reated air s~udonts with 
respect. 

The i~struc~ion~l techniques enha~ed me 
with the subject ma~ter, 

The instructor provided me with helpful 
f~edback on my performance, 

This cou~ w~s v~ ex.c~ting to me 
’ intettect unity. 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Overall Course Assessment 



Applicable Disagree Disa~re:e A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 . 0 0 0 

Overall, this instructor w~s an effective 
teacher. 

O 0 0 0 ~ 0 

COUPe, 

0 0 0 0 . 

[Space will expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The instructor was orie of the best 1 have 
had at CaroUna, futly deserving of a 
teaching award. 

The instruetor handted question~ wetL 

The instructor u~ed examptes that had 
~eLey~nce for 

Not ~: Stron~{~y Z: Disagree 3: Neithe~ 4: Agree 

0 0    .    0 0 0 

Not 1 : Stron~{y 2: Disagree 3t Neither 4: Agree 5: St~ongty 
Appticab|e Pisa~e             Disagree            Agree 

Nor Ag.~e 

¯ 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 11 

0 0 0 0 ii 0 

The insb’uctor encouraged students 
participate ~n ~his 

This course wa~ desigr~d to ~eep me 
engaged in learnin8. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
gained from this cIas~, 

Other ~nfo, rmali0n 

0 0 0 0 0 !1. 

0 0 $ 0 0 0 

0 0 i~ 0 0 0 

Fail Pass For D C*orC C÷orB* BorB~ A-orA L P H 

What ~rade do you think you Wi[{ ~et m 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 

this ceurse? 

No Yes 

Is this a required .coupe for you? ~ 0 



Ca.rofina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

£tudent course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in plannin~ future courses, and the 

~arefu{ty, an~/er ~ thouShfu{[y as you can, and complete a[{ sections before submit~in8 your su~ey. Note: 

be accesse~ by your instructor or campus administrato~. 

~nstructions:                                                                                       } 

You may complete only one evaluation fo~ f~r this course usin8 this tool If you choos~ not to fi[{ out the ~ 

bottom of the paso to save your Fes~nses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ZR CO/~PLETIHG OR 
DECLINING TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contriBut~n~ your feedback. 

Coursetlnstructof Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think deep[y 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor dea.r{y communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

I was able to Beg individual help when 
needed it. 

The course matet’iaLs (e,8.,~ cou~:sepack, 
website, text) he~ped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assi£nments he{pod me be~te~ 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether student~ Learned the material 

The instructor expressed ~deas cLearLy. 

The instructor shewed e~thusiasm for ~he 
subject matter, 

T~e {nstructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin~ this class, 

The inst~ctor treated a[~ students with 
res.p~t. 

with the sub~ect matter, 

TEe ~nstructor provided me with .heLpful 
feedback on my performance. 

This cours~ was ve~ exalting to me 
inte~(ect ua{iy. 

Not 1,~ Stro~.Siy 2: Disasree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strensty 
App[icabte Disasree             ~sasree            A~{ree 

o .o o o o ~ 

o o o o o ~1 

0 0 ~ 0 0 0 

o o o ~ o o 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

o o o o o ~ 
0 0 o 0 0 ~1 

Nof~ ~: Stron~Sly2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: StrongLy 
App{ica~te Disagree Disagree Asree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

o o o o o ~, 

o o o o o W 

0 0 0 0 0 ~’ 

0 0 0 0 0 
~ 

o o o o o ,~ 

o o o o ~ o 



Not I: Strongly2: Disagree 3: Neither ,~: A~ree 5: Strongly 

Nor A~ree 

Overall, this course yeas excellent. o o 0 0 ~1I o 

Overall, this instructor was an effective 
teacher. 

Overall, I {earned a sreat deal from this 

The instructor was one of the be:st i have 
had at Caro{ina, fu{{y deservin8 of a 
teaching award. 

Feedback to Stud~nt~ 

The instruetor handled quest!on~ we{lo 

The instructor u~ed ~xamp{e~ that had 
re!,evance for me, 

The instructor encouraged students to 

~is course was ~es~sr~ed to keep me 
enact.led ir~ learning, 

The work{earl wa~ appropriate for what I 
~a~ned from ~his c~ass, 

Other Information 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

[Space w~{[ expand as needed] ¯ 

Not t~ Strongly 2= I)isa~ree 3.~ Ne~the~ 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Asree 

0     0 0 0 ~ 0 

Not I: Strongly 2: Disasree 3: Neithe~ 4: A~ree 5: StrenSty 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

o o o o ~ o 
o o o o ~’ o 

0 0 0 @ o 0 

o o o o o ~ 
o o o o ~!, o 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

What ~rade do yo~ think you w~{t ~t in 
this course? 

Pass For D C*orC C÷or B- BorB* A-erA L P H 

O0 0 0 0 ,~ 0 000 

No Yes 

fs ~his a required course for you? 0 ~" 



Caroiina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in planning future courses, and the 

carefu~ty, answer as thou~hfu~ty as you man~ and comptetm air $ec~ons beform submittin8 your su~ey. Note: 

Instructions: 

You may complete on|y one evaluation form for th~s course usin[~ this too[. If you choose not to fill out the 

bottom of the page to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contfibutin~ your feedback. 

Cou rseltnstruotor Characteristios 

This course chaUen~ed me to think deep[y 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor clear{y communicated what 
was expected of me in this c{ass~ 

I wax able to ~et in~ividua[ help when ! 
needed it. 

The c~urse materiats (e, go, coursepack~ 
website, texts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assisnments helped/me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor eva~ated my work 

Not ~: S%ron~y 21 Disagree 31 Neither 4~ A~’ee 5: Strongty 
Applicable Dive,tree Disa_~ree A~ree 

Nor A~r~ 

0 0 o o ~ o 

o o o o ~£ o 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 0 0 .~" 0 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 o o ~ o 

The instructor showed concern about O 
whether students [earned the mat~r~a[. 

Not ~: Stron~y2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~reeS: Strongly 
App~icab.le Di.sa~ree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~rae 

The instructo~ expressed ideas ctearly. 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

The instructor showed enghusiasm for the 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for O 
teacNn8 this class. 

The instructor treated ~[ s~udent~ w~th 0 
resp~t. 

The i~s~Uctionat technique~ e~gaged me. 0 
~i~h ~he subject mBtteK. 

The {~s~ructor provided me with he[pfu{ 0 
feedback o~ my performance. 

This course was ve~ excit~n~ to me O 
in[e~tectu~y. 

0 0 0 0 ,0" 

0 0 0 0 ,0 

0 0 0 0 ~O 

0 0 O ~ 0 

0 0 o O 0 

0 0 0 O 0 

Overall Course Assessment 



Overa(I~ th~s course was exce{[ent, 

Not I : Strongly 2; OisaBree 3: Neither 4; A~ree 5: Strons{y 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

teacher, 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Overa[% I {earned a great dea~ from this 0 O 0 0 @ 0 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~l Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the I~est ~ have 
bad at CaroLina, fu[~ydeservin~ of a 
teachin8 award. 

¯ to Students 

The instructor handled questions we~L 

AppiLicaMe Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

Not I; S~rong[y 2: Disagree: 3; Neither 4: Asree 5: Strongty 
App|icab[e Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ o 

The instructor used examp[es that had 
ret.eyaece {or 

The ~nstru¢~or used c{ass t:ime well 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

The ~nstructor encouraged ~udents to 
participate in this .c~ass. 

This course was c~si~ned to keep me 
engaged ~n [earning, 

The workload was appropriate far what 
gMned from this 

Other h~fonnation 

0 0 o 0 o ~ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 ~ 0 0 0 

Fai[ Pass For D C- arc C÷or B- Bar B-* .A-orA L P H 

What ~,rade do you think yeu w~[[ ~et in 
th~s course? 

’ is thi~ a ~equired course for yeu? 

0 0 O 0 ~ 0 000 

No Yes 



Carolina Course Evaluation lnstrum~nt 
Basic Version 

Student course eva|aations are extreme|y important to instructors ia p|annin8 future courses, and the 

carefully, answer as thou~hfulty as you can, and ~omplete a~t sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 

be accessed by your inst~c~or o~ campus adminis~rato~. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course using this tool. ~f you choose not to fi{{ out the 
~urvey~ p~ease scroU to t~e ~ttom a~ c{~ck t~e beeline buttom CUck the Su~it ~w{ua~o~ butto~ at the 
botto~ .of the pa~e to ~ve your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY, 

Thank~ for contribut~n~ y~ur feedback. 

Coursetlnstructor Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject m~tter. 

The instructor c~.ear|y commuMcated what 
was expected of me in this c[ass, 

I was able to 8el individual help ~vhen I 
needed: it. 

The course materials (e.g., ceursepack, 
website, texts) he{pod me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The course assignments helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The i~ructor evaluated my work fairly, 

Net Ahree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 @ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ® o 

o o o o � o 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether ~tudeats [earned ~he material 

The instructor expressed ideas cteaHy, 

o o o o o e 

Not I; Strongly2: Disahree 3: Neither 4: Ahree 5: Stron~|y 
Appti¢~.b[e Disagree Disagree k~ree 

Nor A~rea 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor showed enEhusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teaching this class, 

The }nstructo~ treated aI.~ stuc~ents with 
respect. 

The i~stru~tfonat techniques engaged me 
with the su~jec~ ma~ter, 

The i~structor provided me with helpful 
feedback on my performance, 

This course was veW excit~ to m~ 
; intellectually. 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 o 0 0 ® 

o 0 O 0 ® 0 

O O O @ O O 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

Overall Ceurs~ Assessment 



Ap~icaS~,e Disagree Disa~re e Agree 
Nor ~ree 

O O O O @ O 

OveraU, this instructor was an effective 
teacher. 

everett, I learned a great dea~ from this 

~ourse. 

0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 

[Space witt expand as. needed] 

Teaeldng Award Recommendation 

The instructor wa~ one of the best I have 
had at Carotina, fury deservin~ of a 
teachin8 award, 

The i~stcuetor handled questions 

The h~struc~or used e×amp[es that 

Not 1~ 5~r~ng~y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4,’ Agree 5: Strongly 
App{icab{e Disagree Disagree Asree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

No~ I; 5~ron~y 2: Disagree 3; Neither 4; Atlree 5: Strongly 
App~icabte DisaI~ree Dis.a~ree A~ree 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o o ® o o o 

o o o o ~ 0 

The instructor en¢ourased ~tudents to 

This ~ourse wa~ ~esigned to keep me 
en~ed in {earning. 

The work{cad was appropriate for what 
8afned from th~s 

Other Information 

What grade do you think you wit[ set in 
this course? 

o o o o o @ 

o o o o o @ 

o o o @ o 0 

faitPass Ford C-arC C÷orB- BorB~ AoorA L P H 

0 o o o o @ o ooo 

Yes 

ls this a required .course for you~ 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

5t.udent .course evaluations are extremely impoctant to instructors in planning future courses, and the 

¢arefuEy, answer ~ thou~hfut[y as you cam, and comple~ all sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 

be accessed by your instructor or campus aem~n~strato~. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool. ff you choose no~ to fill out the 
survey, p~ease scroLL to ~e ~ottom ~d click ~he Decline but~on~ C~ick Lhe Submit ~va~uatioa 
bottom of t~e page to save your response, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY. 

Courseltnstructo.r Cheracteristics 

This course thai[envied me to th~nk deeply 
about the subject ma~ter, 

The insLructor c[eaHy communicated what 
w~s expected of me ~n this class. 

] was ab~ t~ ~e~ ~ndi~d~a[ I~elp when 
needed it. 

The course materials (e,g.~ coursepack, 
webs~te, texts} helped me better 
understand the subjec~ mat�or, 

The course assignments he[pc6 me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor ewtuated my work fairly, 

Not I ; Strongly 2: D~sagree 3: Neither 4: A!~ree 5: Strongly 
AppUcable Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 o 0 0 ~ O 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 . 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 o @. 0 0 0 

o 0 0 @ 0 o 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the material. 

The instructor expressed ideas cleaHy, 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Not I ; Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongty 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
~eachin8 this class, 

The ~nstructor treated at[ stbdents with 
respect, 

The instructional techniques en~aged me 
with the subject ma~ter~ 

The fnstructor prov~ed me with helpful 
feedback on my performance. 

This cou~e was vow exciting to me 
~ntel[ectua~ty. 

0 0 0 O 0 @ 

0 0 O 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Overal! Course Assessment 



Not I: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Stron@ly 
Appticable Di~ree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

Owr~t[, this course w~s ex~e[tenL 0 0 0 0 @ 0 

teacher. 
0 0 0 0 ® 0 

OveraLI, I ~earned a great deal from Lhis 0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Comments on overaU assessment o~ this 
[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

The ~nstructor was one of the best I have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
teachin~ award. 

Feedback |o Students 

The instructor handled 

Ap~cabLe Disagree O~sagree Agree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

The instructor used example~ that had 
relevance for me. 

The instructor used c~a~ tcme well 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

The instructor encouraged ~tuclenk~ to 
participate in this ¯class. 

T~is course was ~es~gned to keep me 
ensured ~n {earning, 

The workload was appropriate for what 
gained from this class. 

Other Information 

What ~rade do yeu think you ~A{~ ~et in 
this course? 

Is thi~ a required course for you? 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @~ 0 0 

F&it Pas~ For D C-orC C÷or B- Bor B. A~orA L P H 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 000 

No Yes 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva~uations are extremety important to instructors in ptannin!~ future courses, and the ¯ 

be ac~se~ by your instructor or campus a~inistrators. 

You may complete on{y one eva~uation form for khis course using this tool ff you choose not to ff[[ out the 
survey, p[e~se s~o{~ to the botto~ al~d ¢~¢k ~e Dec[~e button. C~Jck the Submit ~va{uatio~ ~utton at the 
bottom of the pad~ ~o s~ve your response. YOU CANNOT CRkNG~ YOUR RESPONSES AFTER CO~PLZTING OR 
DECUHiHG TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contributin8 your feedback. 

Coursellnstructor Characterist|cs 

This course chat{ended me t~ think deep(y 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor ctegrly communicated what 
was expected of me {n this c{ass, 

] was able to Set ind{vidua[ heI.p when ! 
needed it. 

The course materials (e,8., coursepack, 
website, texts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The course assignments he[ped me better 
understan8 the subject matter, 

The instructor overrated my work f~,~rty, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the material 

Appticab~e Disa~l~e Disagree Adree 
Nor A~ree 

o o o o d o 

o o o o ~ 

o o o o d o 

o o o o d o 

0 0 0 0 C~’ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 (~ 0 

Not I: Strond~y 2: Disa.~ree 3: Neither 4; 

Nor A~ree 

The ~nstructor expressed ideas clearly. 0 0 0 0 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for the 0 0 0 0 
subject matter, 

The ~structor ~howed e~thusiasm for 0 0 0 0 
teaching this class, 

The instructor treated a[~ students ~Ath 0 0 0 0 
respect, 

The instructional techniques en~aged me 0 0 0 0 
~th the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me with helpful 0 0 0 0 
feedback o~ my performance. 

This course was ve~ excit~n~ to me 0 0 0 0 
intellectually. 

Adree 5: Strongly 

d o 
d o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

Overall Course Assessment 



Overa[L~ thi~ i~s~uc~o~ w~ a~ effective 
teacher, 

Overa[~ [ ~earned a 8r~at deal from this 

T~aching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best t have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
teachin8 award. 

Feedback to Students 

Tf~e instructor handled questions we~l, 

The instructor used examples that had 
reteva nc~ for 

:The instructor used class time welL. 

The instructor encouraged student~ to 

This course was des~$~ned to ~le~p me 
en~a~ed it~ learning. 

The workload was appropriate for what 
gained from this ~(ass. 

Other Information 

ls ~his a required course for yo~? 

Not i; 5tror~8[y ~: Disagree 3: Neither 

Nor A~ree 

A~ree 5: StrongLy 
A~ree 

o o o o ~/ o 
0 o 0 0 ~// 0 

o o o o ~/ o i , 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 
.1~ ~ ~,i~ ~o~-~coL~ ~ ~ 

Not t: Strongty 2: Disagree 3: Neith~ 4: Agree 5: Strong{y ~ " 

Nor A~ee 

o o o o    ~ o # ~’~ ~’~ ~ 

Applicable Di~gree Disagree. ~ree 
’ Nor A~ree 

o o o o ~ 
o ~ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o Gi o 

0 0 0 0 (f 0 

Fail Pass Ford C-ore C÷or B~ BorB~ A/erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 O 0 O{ 000 

No                         Y~s 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremety important to instructors in p{ann~ng future courses, and the 

carefu{{y, answer as thouMhfu{[y as you can~ and camp{eta a[{ sections before submi~fin8 your su~ey. Mote: 

be accessed by your instructor or campus administrators. 

~nstructions: 

You may complete only one eva[uation farm far this course using this tool. If you choose not to fill out the 
survey, p~ease ~cro[[ to the bottom arid c~ck tha Decline button. Gick the Submit Da[uatio~ ~tton at the 
bottom of the page to t~ve your responses. YOU CANNOT CH~FIGE YOUR REPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
DECLIN~iG TH~ SURVEY. 

Th~nk~ fer c.o~tfibut~ng your feedback. 

Coursetlnstrucb.[ Characteristics 

This course chaUeni~ed me to think deep[y 
about the sub,oct matter. 

The ~nstructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of rne ft~ this class, 

t was ab|e to get individual help when 
needed it. 

website, te×t~} 5e[ped me better 
under~t~d the ~ubject matter. 

The course ~Lssignmen~ helped me better 
understa~qd the su~ect matter. 

The instructor evaluated my ,.v~rl~ faNy. 

Th~ ~nstructor showed concer~ about 
whether ~tudents Learned the material 

Not i: Strongly 2," Disa~re.e 3: Ne~er 4: A~ee ~: Stron~ty 
Appticabie Disagtree O~sa~ree g/~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 ® 0 0 

0 @ 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 o @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

o o o o 0 o 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not I : Stron~{y 2: Dfsa~ree 3: Neither 4~ Agree 5: StronMty 
Applical~Ie Disagree           Disagree          Agree 

Nor A~ree 

The instructor expressed ~deas ctear[y. 0 ~) 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the O O O O O ~) 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 0 0 0 0 0 (~ 

teaching this class, 

The instructor treated a[I students with O O O O O ~ 
respect. 

The ~nstructioa~t techniques, enMaMed me O O O ~ O O 
with the subject matter. 

The inspector provided me with he~pfu[ 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

feedback on my performance. 

This course was ve~ excitfn~ to me 0 0 0 0 0 0 

{ntel[eduaUy. 



Overa|t~ this course was e×ce[[ent. 

I: Strongly Z: Disagree. 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: 5tronp.[y 

Nor .A~ree 

0 0 @ 0 0 0 

0 0 ® 0 0 0 

Overa|[, I [earned a great dea~ from this 0 0 0 @ 0 0 

Comments on over~l~ assessment of this 
(;ourst~. [Space will expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instrgctor was one of the best 1 have 

had at Carolina, fully deservin8 of a 
teach, n8 award. 

Feedback ~o .~tudents 

The instructor handled 

Applicable Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor A~reg 

@     0     0     0     0    0 

Appti~ab~e Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor A~ree 

o 0 0 @ 0 © 

The instructor used examptes that had 
re!evai~ce ~or i~e. 

The ~rtsb’uctor encourage~ student~ to 
participate in this ~:~ass, 

T~is course was ~esi!~ned to keep me 
en{a~ed ~n learning. 

The workioad was appropriate for what I 
seined from this class. 

Other ~nfo,rmation 

0 0 0 @ o 0 

o o o o o 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 o @ o 0 

o o o o @ o 

Fail PassForD C-ore C+or B~ Bor B÷ A-orA L P H 

What ~rade do y~u think you Wit[ !~et in 
this course? 

0 0 0    0 0 @ 0 OOO 

Is this a required course for you? o @ 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva|uat~ons are extremely ~mpm’tant to instructors in p~annin.8 future courses, and the 

c~rdu~y, answer as thou~hfu~y as you c~n, and comple~ a[~ secUons before submi%tin8 your su~ey. Note: 
Your fe~aok welt be kept confi~enti~l, and no ~n/0rmatton linking ~ur ~dentity to your responses can 
be accesse~ by your instruotor or campus aeministrators. 

You may comp[eLe only one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool, If you choose not to fiLL out the 
survey, please scrotL to the bottom and dick the D~dine button. CUck the Submit Evaluation button at the 
bottom of the p~e ~o ~ave your res~ns~. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSE5 A~ER ~O~fPLET[NG OR 
DECLiNinG TH~ SURVEY. 

¢oursetlnstruotor Characteristics 

This course chat~enged me to think deepty 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor cLearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

~ was ab[e to ~et indMdua[ help when I 
needed it. 

The course materials (e4o, coursepa.cL 
websfl~e, texts) he!ped me better 
understand the subje¢~ matter, 

The course ~ssi~nments helped me better 
understand the subject {hatter. 

T~,e instructor evaJ.uated my work fak[y. 

The instructor ~howed concern about 
whether studen~ Learne~ the material 

The instructor expressed ~deas clearly. 

Not 1 ; S~rongty 2: Pi~aSt~e 3~’ NeitRer 4; Asree 5: Strongly 
A~icabte Di-~asree Oisasree Agree 

Nor Asree 

O O o O O ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 ~- 

0 o 0 0 0 ~’ 

0 0 ® 0 0 0 

0 0 

0 o 

0 0 

Not 
AppLicabLe Disagree 

o O 

o o ~ 0 

0 0 0 

o o o 

I: Stron~tty 2: Oisasree 3: Neither 4: Asree 5: StronS[y 
Disagree Agree 

N~r AEee 

0    0 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teaching this class. 

The instructor treated gt students Mth 

respect. 

The instructional techiliques engaged me 
~th the subject matter, 

The ~nstructor provided me with hetpf~[ 
feedback o~ my perfermance, 

This course was ve~ exd~n~ to me 
intellectually. 

0 0 0 0 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

o o o o o 

0 o o o o 

Over&l| Cours~ Assessment 



this course was excellent. 

Overall, this instructor was an effective 
teacher. 

Overa~I, I ~earne~ a great dea~ from this 
tours;e, 

Comments oh overall assessment of this 
course, 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 

[Space wi~{ expand as needed] 

T~aching Awar~i Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best { have 
had at CamUna~ fully deservin~ of a 
~each~n~ award.. 

Feedback to Student~ 

The ins~¢uctor hand{ed questions 

Tbe ~nst~uct~r used examples that ~ad 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

ApplicabLe Disagree Disagree Agree 

0 o 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ® o 

The instructor ~n¢ouraged stu~Jen~s to 
participate in this class. 

This course was d~si~ned to keep me 
enga~:~ in ~earnin~. 

The work{oad was appropriate for what I 
8aiaed from this cla~s, 

Other ~nformation 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

0 0 0 @ 0    0 

What ~rade do you think you witt get in 
this course? 

Fai£ Pass For D C- orC C+or B- 13 or B* AoorA L P H 

O0 0 @ 0 o o 0o0 

Yes 

Is this a required course for you? 0             @ 



CaroUna Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in plannin8 future courses, and the 
results are taken very seriously by (~structots an~ department chairs. Please consider your responses 
careful.ly,, answer as thoushful[y as you ~an, and compEe~ all sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 
Your feedbac~ will be kept coa/tdent~af, an~ ~o ~nfom~ation I~nking y~r ldenttty to your response~ ~n 
be accessed by your instructor or campus admini~tfaters. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course usin~ this toot. ~f you choose not to fill out the 

bottom of the paSe to save your res~ns~, YOU CANNOT CH~GE YOUR RESPONSES ~TER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURLY, 

Thanks fo~ contributing your feedback. 

Course/Instructor Characteristics 

This coupe challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me (n this c~ass, 

( was able to ~et individua{ help when 
needed it, 

The course mateda[s (e.g.~ coursepack, 
website, texts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assignments he[pe~ me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the materiaL, 

The instructor expressed ~deas clearly. 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm ~or 
~eaching tF~i~ class. 

The instructor treated a~[ students with 
respect. 

The ~ns~ruc~o~a{ techniques ensa~ed me 
with the subject matter. 

The instructor provi~d ~e w~th he~pfu~ 
feedback on my performance. 

This course was ve~ excit(n8 to me 
intelt~ctu~ly. 

Not ~: Strongly 2: ~sagree 3: Neithe~ 4; Agree 
App$icabke OisB~ree Disagree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 J~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 0 0 0 ,~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ,.~ 0 

Not i ~ Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Stron~{y 
AppLicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

o 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 O 0 0 
~ 

0 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

0 o 0 0 ,~ 0 

0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

o o 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

Overall Ceurs~ Assessment 



Overall, this instructor was an effective 
teacher, 

Over.a!~ ~ ~earne~ a ~reat dea~ from ~h~ 

Not t: 5tron~},y 7.: Disagree 3~ Neff.her 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ,~ 0 

Comments on over~[~ assessment: of th~s 
Course, I [Space wilt expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendat|on 

The instructor was one of the best I have 
had at Carolina, fusty deservi~ of a 
tea~hinll award. 

Feedb~tck to Students 

The instructor hand{ed questions we~L 

The instructor used examples that h~d 
relevance for 

The instructor used class t~me weLL 

The ~r~sb’ucI:or encouraged studsnts to 
participate in ~hts class. 

This course was designed to ~eep me 
engB~.ed ir~ {earni~. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
~aiaed from this c[ass, 

Other ~nforma~ion 

i What ~rade do you think you wil~ ~et in 

i th~s course? 

Not I: Strongly Z: Disagree 3: Neithe~ 4: A~r~e 5: Sb’angly 
A~ticabte Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0    0 ~ 0 0 

Not t: ~ror~ty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: StronSly 
Applicable D~sas~e Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

o 0 0 0 , . ~, 0 

0 .~. 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

0 0 0 0 O 
~ 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

Pass For D C- orC C÷orB* Bor B~ A-orA L. P H 

0 0 0 O /~ 0 000 

No                         Ye~ 

Is this a requirec~ course for you? "~/ 0 . 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuations are e×tremety important to instructors in p~anning future courses, an~I the 
resutts ar~ take~ very seriously by ~nstructor~ an~ ge~a~ment cha~. P{ea~e consider your ~e~ponses 
carefu{{y, a~swer as ~houg~fu{ty as ~ou c~n~ and comptete a~ sections before sub~ittin~ your su~ey. Note: 
Your feedbacX will be kept ~onfldential, and no information flnklng your identity 10 your responses can 
be accessed by your instructor or campus administrator. 

You may complete only one evatuadon form for this course using this toot. {f you choose rlotr to fiXt out the 
survey, ptease scro~t to the bottom and ci~ck t~ Decline button. C[i~k the Submit ~agon Button at the 

¯ bottom of the pa~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~R COMPLETING OR 
~ECL~N~NG THE SURVEY. 

TSank~ f~r contributmg your feedback. 

Course/instructor Ch~racteristics 

This course chattenged me to think deep{y 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor c~ear[y communicated what 
was expected of me i~ this class, 

Not I: Stro~gty 2: Disagree 3; Neither 4: Agree ~: Strongty 
App{ic~bte Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~r~ 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 O 0 0 ~ 

The course materia.ts (e,g÷~ coursepack, 
website, te~ts} helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assiSnme.nf~s hetped me ~etter 
understand the subject matter. 

T~e instructor eva[aated my work 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the mated&t. 

0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

The instructor expressed ideas ctearty, 

The instructor shewed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The ~nstructor showed e~t~usiasm for 
teachin~ thfs c[ass. 

The ins~uctor treated a{t students with 
reaper. 

The instructional techniques emga~ me 
~th the s~Sject matter. 

The inst~tor p~ovid~d me with h~pfu~ 
feedback on ~y performance~ 

This cours~ we% ve~ exc~tfn8 to me 
in~el[ectua~ 

Not ~: 5tron~g~.y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
ApF4icab[e Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Overall Course Assessment 



teacher,                       . 

[earned ~ great= dea{ from 

co~rse, 

o o    o    o ~/ o 
0     0     0     0     ~" 0 

o    o    o    o o ~ 

[Space witt ~pand as ne, eded] 

Teac|~ing AwarG RecommendaUon 

The {~structor was one of the best ! have 
had at CaroUna, fully deserving of a 
teaching award, 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions welt. 

Appli~bte Disagree Disagree Asree 
Nor A~ee 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

The instructor used examptes that h~d O 
re~.eyance ¯ for |~e. 

The i~structor used class tfme we~[, 

The instructor encouraged students to 
parUcipate in this crass, 

This course was ~esi1~ned to keep me 

The worktoad w~ appropriate for what: I 

O~herlnformation 

What grade do you tMnk you wilt ~et in 
this course? 

Is this a required course for you? 

0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

o o o o o ~ 

o o o o ~ o 

0 o 0 o o o (~/00o 

No Yes 



Carolina Course Evaluation lnstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in p[anning future courses, and the 
resuLts are taken very seffously by instructors and del~artment chairs, Please consider your responses 
carefully, answer as th.oughful[y as you can~ and ¢~mg~ete al~ sections before subm~tin~ your su~ey. Note: 
You~ feedback w~fl be ~ept confidential an~ ~o ~format~on I~nking your ~deat~Jty to your responses can 
be accesse~ by your instructor or campus a~min~strators. 

instructions; 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course using this tool. If you choose not t~ fiLE out the 
survey, please scroll to the 5ottom and click the be¢l~ne button, Click the SuSmit Evatuatio~ bu~ton at the 
b~t~om of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
DZCUN}N0 TH~ SURVEY. 

Than~s for contr~butin~l your feedback. 

Cou rselInstructor Characteristics 

This course chalIen~ed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor c|ear[y communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

I was able to 8eL indi~4dua[ help when I 
needed it, 

The course materiels (e.8,, coursepack~ 
website, texts) he{pod me ~etter 
understand the subject matter, 

The course assignments heIped me better 
understand the sub,set matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whet#or studeh~s learned the material 

The instructor expressed ideas ctear[y, 

The ~nsh°~ctor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The i~structor showed enthusiasm 
teachin8 this c[ass, 

The instructor t~eated aft students with 
respect. 

TSe instructionN techniques en~a~ed .me 
wi~h the ~u~ject matter. 

TSe ~nstructor provided me with 
feedback on my perfo~anc~. 

TNs course was ve~ excitin~ to me 
intMtectual[y. 

No~ I: Stronsty 2: D~sagree 3: Neithe~ 4: Asree~: Strongly 
Ap.pl~cable Pisa!~ree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

0 O 0 0     ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

o o o ~ o o 

0 0 0 @    0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~) 0 

0 O 0 0 .,~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~’~) 0 

Overall Course Assessment 



NoL ~: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disa~ree O~sa~re~ A~r~e 

Nor Abree 

0 0 0 0           0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

[Space will expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The ~nstructor was one of the best I have 
had at Carotina~ fully deserving of a 
teaching award, 

Not 1.’. 5teonS~y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Asree 5: Strongly 

Applicable Disagree              DisaSree            ~e 

0 0 0    0 O 

Feedback to Students 

The insb:uctor handled quest{en~ well 

The instructor used examples that had 
reLeYanCe ~0:t me. 

The instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this c[ass. 

Not 1: Stronbty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strong|y 
Applicable Disagree Disagree A~,ree 

Nor Asre~ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

This course we~ des~bned to keep me 0 0 0 
engaged in [eamin~. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
f~a~ned from this class, 

o o o o o 
0 0 0 0 ’ 

o 

Other Information 

O O O O 

Fait Pass For D C-orC C÷or B..LBor~ A~orA L P H 

What ~rade do you think you vc~t[ ~et ~n O O O O O 

"~O                 O O O 
this course? 

Is th{~ a r~qu~ed coupe for you~ 
~                   (~) 

l 
~-- l 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva|uatfenS are extremely important to instructors in plannin~ future ¢ourse~, and the 
results aye ta~e~ very seriously by instruct~ mm~ ~epartment ~ai~. P~e~se c~ns~der your ~espo~s~ 
carefu{iy, answer as thou~hfu{[y a~ y~ ~an, amd ~ompIe~ a{~ sections before ~ubmittin~ your ~u~ey. NoI~: 
Your feedback wilt be Kept co~dentiaf, an~ ~o information linking your identity to your r~pon~s can 
be accessed by your ~nstru~tor or campus a~mi~istrators. 

You may complete only one evaluation for~ for this course usin~ this too{. ~f you choose not to fill out the 

~ttu~ of the p~e to sBve your responses. YOU CANNOT CHA~GE YOUR R~SPORSES A~ZR CO~PLZTING OR 
D~CUN~NG TH~ SURLY. 

Coursellnstru~to~ Characteristics 

This course chaUenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The ins[ructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

Net I= Strongly 2: D~sa~ree 3: Neither 4; Agree 5: 5tronsz{y 
App{~¢able Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

i was able to Bet individual he{p when I O O O 
needed it. 

0 0 ® ~ 

The course materials (e.g.,~ ¢~ursepack, 
website, texts} he},ped me better 
understand the subject ma~ter. 

The c~urse assignments helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor evatuat:ed my work fairly, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students Learned the material 

The ~nstructor expressed ideas clearly, 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Not 
Appl.icab[e Di~asre~ 

0 

I; Strongly2; Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Disagree Al~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0    0 @ 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin~ this class, 

The instructo~ treated a~{ student~ with 
respect 

The i~st{ucti~t techniques ensa~ed me 
~ith the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor provided me with helpful 
feedback on my performance, 

This course was very excit~n~ to me 
’ inte[iectua{[y. 

Overall Course Assessment 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 



Overat[~ this ¢o~}rse was excel, lent. 

teacher. 

Overat~ t ~earned a ~reat dea~ from 

COUr~, 

Teanhing Awar~ Reaommendat~on 

The ~nstruc~or was one of the best i have 
had at Carolina, fully deservin~ of a 

Feedbeck to Students 

The instructor handled questions wefL. 

The instructor used examples that had 
relevance for me. 

The instructor encoura~led studen~ ~o 
participate in this ~ass, 

This ~ourse was designed to keep.me 
en~a~ed in [earnin~. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
~ained from ~his class, 

Other ~nformation 

What grade do you think you wit[ 
this course? 

Is ~his a require6 course for you? 

Net I: 5trongty2: D~sagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: 5~rong~.y 
App~icabte Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

[Space witt expand as needed] 

A~icabte Disagree OfsaBree Agree 
Nor Agree 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

Not. 1 : Strongly 2: Oisagree 3: Neither 4: A!Iree 5: Strongly 
Appticab[e Disagree Disagree A~ree 

¯ Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0     0 @ 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 O 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ® 

Fair Pass For D C..orC C÷orB- tSorB* A-erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 O 0 000 

No Yes 

@ O 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva|uations are extremely important to instructors in planning future courses~ end the 

carefully, answer as thoughfuf~y as you can, and complete ai[ sections ~fore submitting your su~ey, Note: 

be accesse~ ~y your instructor or campus administrators. 

Instructions 

You may complete on{y one evaluation form for this course using this tool, ~f you choose not to ff[[ out the 
survey, p~ease ;c~ol~ bo the .bottom a~d click the Decline button. C~ick the Submit ~:vaLuatio~ b~tt~n at the 
bottom of the page to save youF responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
OECUHiNG THE SURVEY. 

Thanks for e~tributfng your feedbacl~ 

Cour~elfnstructor Characteristics 

This .course challenged me to think deep{y 
about the subject m~tter, 

Not t: Strong~y2: J0isa~ree 3: Neithe~ 4: Agree S: Strongly 
AppLicabLe Disagree             Disa~jree            A~ree 

The ~nstructor ctea.rly communicated what 
was expected of me in tMs 

0 0 0 0 @ o 

0 0 0 @ 0 

~ was able to 8eL indMdua[ help when I 0 0 
needed it, 

o 0 @ 0 

The course materials (e.g., cour~epa.ck, 
website, texts) helped me better 
under~tand the subject matter, 

The course assignments helped me better 
understand ~he subject matter, 

The instructor evaluated my work faiHy. 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The ~nstructor showed concern about 
whether students Learned the material. 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teaching this crass, 

The fnstructer treated el| students vAth 
respect. 

The instructional techniques en~aged me 
wfth the subject matter. 

Tbe instructor provided me with helpful 
feedback on my performance. 

:. This course was very excitin~ to me 
intellectually. 

i Overall Course Assessment 

o 0 o 0 @ O 

Not 1: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree S: Strong|y 
Applicable Disagree I)isagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 O 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o 0 o o @ o 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 



Net !: Strongly Z: Disagree 3; Neither 4: Agree 5; Strongly 

o o o 0 @ o 

o 0 0 0 @ 0 

O 0 0 0 @ 0 

eeurseo 

Teaching Award £econlmendat|on 

The fns~r~c~or w~ one of the best I have 
had at: Carolina, fu[ty ~eserv~n8 of a 
teaching award. 

The instructor handled ques~:~en~ we~L 

The instructer used ex~mpte~ that bed 

The ~structor used c~a~ t~me we~L. 

[Space witt expand as needed] 

o 0 o 0 @ o 

0 0 o 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @. 0 

o o o o ~ o 

participate in this c~ass, 

This course was designed 4:o keep me 
engaged ~n [earning. 

The workload was appropriate for what 

Other Information 

Wha~ ~[rade de yea th~nk you wi~[ get m 
this course? 

Is this a required course for you? 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Fail Pass For D C-ore C÷or B- 8or B÷ A-erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 . 0 000 

No Yes 

0 . 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are-extremely important to instructors in planning future courses., and the 
~*esutts are. ta~e~ ve~ seriously by ir~tructo~s and department cha~. P{e~se conside~ y~ur ~esp~ses 
carefu[{y, answer Bs thoughfu{iy as you ~an~ and complete all sections before submittin~ your su~ey, Mote: 
Your feedba¢~ will be kept confldontfal, and ~o ihformatlon linking your Iden~ty Io your responses can 
be accesse~ by your instructor or campus a~ministrators. 

You may comp{ete on~y one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool, if you choose not to fill, out the 
survey, please ~¢ro{l to the :bottom a~d c{~ck the bec{~e but~. Click the 5u~mit Zva~uatio~ ~utton at the 
bottom of the pa~e to save y~ur response. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY. 

Thank~ for cmntributfn~ yo~r feedback. 

Course/Instructor Ch~r~cteristi;s 

This course challenged ,me to think deeply 
.about ~he sub~e~t matter, 

Not I ; Strongly 2: ~i~a~ree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Appi~cab~e Disagree ~sa~ree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 . 

The instructor clearty commun{cated what 
was expected of me ~n this class, 

I was able to ~et individua[ help When I 
~eeded it. 

The course materials (a,g.~ coursepack, 
webslte, text~) h.e~,ped me better 
under~tand the subject matter, 

The course ass~enments hefpe~ me better 
understand the subject ma~ter. 

0 0    o    0 @ 0 

0 0 0 ® 0 0 

The {nstructor evatuated my wed< fafr[y, O O O O ¯ O 

The instructor showed concern about 0 0 
whether students Learned the material 

o o @ o 

The i~structor expre-.sed ideas Ctear{y, O O O O O @ 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The ir}structor ~howed enthusiasm for 
teaching{ th{s c[as.s, 

The instructor treated a~ students with 
respect, 

The ~s~rucdo~a[ ~echniques engaeed me 
with the subject matter, 

The {instructor provided me with hetpfu( 
feedback on my performance, 

Th.i~ course was yew excitin8 to me 
intettectua[(y. 



Ov~r~ th’~s course wa~ 

Not ~: Strongly ~:: Disagree 3: Neither 4: ABre~ 5: S~ronEly 
A~ca ~e Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agre~ 

0 0 0 0 0 

teacher. 

I. 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

[Space will expand as needed] 

Teactdng Award Recommendation 

The (nstructor was one of the best t have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
teaeh~n~ award. 

Feedbac~ to Studen~ 

The instructor handled questions we~L 

Appticab~e Disagree Disagree A~e 
Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

O O O O O @ 

The instructor used exarap[es that had 
re[evaRce for ~e. 

The instructor used class t~me we~L 

0 0 0 

o o    o 

o @ o 

o o @ 

The i~structor enc.oura~ed students to 

This course was designed to keep me 
en~ed ~n Iearning. 

The work{cad was appropriate for what 
8a~ned from ~his crass. 

Other information 

What g.rade do yea th~nk yo.u will 
this course? 

O O O o O 

O O O O O 

O O O O @ O 

~aitPass Ford C-orC C÷or B. Bor8+ A-orA L P H 

O0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0oo 

No Yes 

Is this a requirec~ course for you? @ 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuations are extremely important to instructors in planning future courses, and the 
results are take~ very seriously by ir~ttucttors an~ 4epad:ment ch~irs. ~L~se consider your ~esponses 
carefully, answer ~ thou~hfutiy as you ~an, and comp~e~ aLL sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 
Your feedba~ wil! be kept ~ontldenti~l, an~ no #]forn~ation iinktng yo~r identi~ to your ~sponses. can 
be acc~se~ by your fnstructor or campus ~dmi~iskato~. 

instructions: 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course usfn8 this too[, If you choose not to fiLL out the 

be[tom of t~e paSe to save your res~nses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE VOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks fo~ ¢ontdbu~inB your feedback, 

Course/tnstructor Characteristics 

This course chatten~ed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this c~ass. 

I was able to ~et individua[ help when I 
needed it. 

The course materials (e.~,., cours.epacM 
webs~te, te×t~) helped me better 
understand ~he subject matter. 

The cours~ assisnments he[ped me better 
~nderstaad the subject matter. 

The instructor eva~uate~t my wcrk fairly, 

The instructor showed concern abeut 
whether students [earned the material 

Not 1 ; Stron~ty 2,’ Di~asree 3~ Neither 4} Aflree 5: Strons[y 
App~.icabie Disasree Disasree As~e 

Nor A~ree 

~ 
O 0    0    o 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 0 /d" 

0 0 o 0 0 0// 

/ 0     0     0      0     0 

0 0 0 0 0 dYi’i! 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not t; Strongty2: Disasree 3: Neither 4: 
ApF4ical~[e Disagree Disagree 

Nor A=~ree 

The instructor expressed ideas cteariy, O O O O 

The instructor ~howed enthusiasm for the 0 0 0 0 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for O O O O 
~eachin8 this crass, 

The instructor ~reated a~t students vdth 0 0 0 0 
resp~t. 

The i~st~uct~onat techniques encased me O O O O 
w~th the su~j:ect matter. 

The instructor provided me w~ hetpfu[ O O O O 
feedback on my ~rforma#ce. 

Th,is course was ve~ excit~n~ to me O O O O 
intettectuaUy. 

A~ree 5; 5tronsty 
Asree 

0          . 

° 
o 

o/o/ 

Overal! Cet~rse Assessment 



Overa{L~ th~ course wes e×~e[lent 

OveraU, this instructor was an effective 
teacher. 

Overa{I~ I (earned a great deal from this 
course. 

0 0 

0 o 

t: StrongLy 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Nor Agree " / 

o o o 
o 0 ~ 0 

/ 

0 0 0 0 0 

[Space wiLL expand as needed] 

The instructor was one of the best t have 
had at CaroLina, fuLLy deserving of a 
teaching ¯award. 

Feedbeck to Students 

The instructor handled questions 

The instructor used examples that had 
re~evance for me, 

The instructor encouraF, e4 students to 
participate in this .class, 

This course was designed to keep me 
en.ga~ed ~n [earning. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
~aCned from this class. 

Other ~nformation 

i What grade do you think you will 8el in 
;: this course? 

Appticabte Disagree Disagree ~ree 
Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 

Not i: 5Lron£1y 2: Disagree ~: Neither 4: 
App[icable Disagree Disagree 

Nor Agree 

0 0    0    0 

Agree 5: Strongly 
A~ree 

O O O O O 

0 0 O 0 0 / 

o    o    o    o o 
/ 

0 0 0 0 0 / 
/ 

0 0 0 0 0 

Pass For D C-orC C~-or B- Bor S~ A- ~iior L P H 

0 0 0 0 0~00o 

Yes. 

© 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in p[anning future courses~ and the 

careful[y, answer ~ thou~hfu{[y as you can, and compie~ a[i sections before submittin~ your su~ey, Mote: 
Your fe~b~ck wilt be kept confidential, an~ no fnfo~ation linking ~ur identity ~o your ~sponses can 
be acc~se~ ~y you~ ~nstructor or ~ampus a6minBtrato~. 

Instructions: 

You may complete on{y one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool. if you choose not to fllt out the 

bottom of the pa~.e to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPOF~SB A~ER COmPLETiNG OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for contribut~n~ yo~r feedback. 

Course/Instructor Chara~terBtics 

This course chaUenfle~ me to think deep[y 
about the subject ma~ter. 

The h~s~ructor dear[y communicated what 
was ~xpected of me in this c{ass, 

Ap~ica ble Disagree D~sa£ree A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 o 0 ® o 

O. 0 0 0 @ 0 

was able to Set individual help when 
n~eded it. 

o @ o o 

The course mat.eriaB (e.8,, coursepack, 
we~site, texts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The c~urse assignments helped me better 
understand the subject ma~;ter. 

The {nstructar eva~uated my work fairly, 

The i~structor showed concer~ about 
whether students barned the material, 

The instructor expressed ideas 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o 0 o 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

App~i~ab~ Di~a~re~ 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 

@ 0 

o ~ 

@ 0 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin~ thi~ class, 

The ~nstructor treated a[~ students v~ith 
respect. 

The i~structiana{ technique~ en~a~ed me 
with the subject m~tter. 

The i~structor provided me with he~fut 
feedback on my perform~nce, 

This course was ve~ excitfn~ to me 
; inte[iectuai[y. 

o 0 o o 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

o o o o ~ o 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

O 0 0 @ 0 O 

overall Course A~ses~rnent 



Not t: Strongly2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: S~ron~[y 
Appficab{e Disagree Disagree A~gree 

Nor .Agre~ 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

Overatt, ~hi~ ~ns~ructor wa~ ~n effective 0 0 0 
t~acher. 

Overa~, I ~earned a ~reat dear from th~s 0 0 0 

O ® 0 

0 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

The 1instructor was one of the best I have 
had at Caro[i~qa, fusty deservin~ of a 
teachin~ award. 

Feedback to Students 

The instructo~ handled questions well 

The instructor u~e~ examptes tha~ had 
relevance fo’t me. 

:The ir~struct.or used c~ass t~me we~L 

Not !: Strongly 2’~ Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
AppScable Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0    0 ® 0 

Not I: Strong~y2: Disagree 3: ~either 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o o O o @ o 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

"[he ~nstructor encouraged s~udents to 
pattie}pate in this class. 

This course was c~esi~ned to keep me 
en~.~ged in {earning. 

The v¢ork[oad was appropriate for what 
~a~ned from ~his crass. 

Other ~nferraation 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Pass Ford C-ore C, orB- BorB÷ A-orA L P H 

What ~rade do you ~hink you wi{{ ;~et in 
this course? 

0 0 0 0 0 ® 

No 

0 000 

Yes 

Is this a required course for ~’ou? 0 @ 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuatio~s are extreme{y important to instructors in plannin~ future courses, Bn~ the 
r~su{ts are ta~an very ~erious~y by insttuctoYs and ~e~artl~nt cha~, Please consider your ~esponses 
carefully, answer as thou~hfu[[y as you can, and comp[e~ a[~ sections before submit~in~ your su~,ey, Note: 

be ac~esse~ by your ~nBt~tor or campus a6minist~ator~, 

instructions: 

You may comp{ete only one eva{uatien form for this course usin8 this tool If you choose not to fllt out the 

bottom of the pa~e to save your resp~n~, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COmPLETInG OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY, 

This course challenged me to th~nk deep{y 
about t~e subject matter. 

The instructor ctear{y communicated what 
was expected of me ~’~ this c[ass. 

i was ab{e to Set individual help when I 
needed it~ 

The course materials (e.~.~ cour~epack, 
webs~te, texts) he(ped me Better 
u~ders~a~d the subject matter, 

The course, assignments helped me better 
understand the subject ma~t.er. 

The instructor evatuated my wo~k fairly. 

The instructor s~ewed concer~ about 
whether st~den~ {earned ~he materiaL, 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 @ 

0 0 o 0 ® 0 

o 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 o @ 

Not I: 5tron~|y 2: D~sa~ree 3: Neither 4: Adree 5: Strongly 
Appiicat~te Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

The i~structor expressed ideas clearly, 0 0 0 0 

The i~st.ructor sho~ed enthusiasm ~or the 0 0 0 0 
subject matter. 

The instructor s~owed e~t~siasm for 0 0 0 0 
~eachi~ this c[a~, 

The instructor treated a[{ studen~ ~th 0 0 0 0 
resp~t, 

Tha in$~fL~ctionat tech~i~ue~ enBBded me 0 0 0 0 
with the subject matter, 

The inst,’uctor prodded me with he~pfu[ 0 0 0 0 
feedback on my performance. 

TNs coupe was ve~ exci~n~ to me 0 0 0 ~ 
~nte~{ectual[y. 



Not t ~ 5tron~{~y 2; Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Appticable Disagree            Disagree           A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Oyerat[., this instructor was an effective 
teacher, 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Ovate[t, | [earned a ~reat dee( from this 

cour~, 

0 0 0 0 @ 

[Space will expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

h~d at Carolina, furry deserving of a 
teaching award. 

The instructor handled question~ 

Ap~cab~e Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

o o 0 @ o o 

App[dcabte Disagree Oisasree A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

The instructor used examp[es that 
relLevance for 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this .c~a~s, 

This course was designed to keep me 
engaged ~n [earning. 

The workload was appropriate for what 
gained from this 

Other Information 

Wha~ grade do you think you wR! get in 
this course? 

Is thi~ a required course for you.~ 

o 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Fai~ Pass For D C-orC C÷or B~ Bet 8+ A-erA L P N 

0 0 0 0 0 @ o 00o 

No                         Ye~ 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremety important to instructors in planning future courses, and the 

carefully, answer ~ thoughfu~y as you ~an~ and ~o~p~ete a[~ sec~o~s before submfft~ng your su~ey, Note: 

be accessed by your instructor or campus administ~aton. 

You may compte~e on~y one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool, if you choose not to fill out the 
survey, please scrot!, to the 5ottom and crick ~e Dec%ine bu%ton. Click the Submit ~vatua~on button at the 
b~ttom of the pa~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DE~LiNiNG THE SURVEY. 

Coul~ellnstructor Characteristics 

This course chaUen!~ed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0     0     0      0     @    0 

I wes abl~ to ~et individual help when I 0 0 
needed it. 

O    O @ O 

T~e course materials (e,~., coursepack, 
website, text) helped me Bet:tot 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The course assignments helped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The ~nstructor eva(uated my work fairly, 

0 0 0 O O 

0 0     0      0     @    0 

0 0    O    0 @ 0 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students l~arned the material 

o o    O    O O 

Not ~: Strong~y2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Stron.~{y 
Apptic~b~.e Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor ASree 

The instructor expressed ideas clear{y, 0 0 0    0 @ 0 

The instructor showed enEhusia$m for the 0 0 
subject matter, 

Th~ ir~structor showed enthusiasm for 0 0 
teachin8 this crass, 

The instructor treated a~| stuaents with 0 0 
respect. 

The insttuct~ona( techniques en~a~ed me 0 0 
~th the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor provided me w~th he[pfu[ 0 0 
feedback on my performance. 

This course was ~ ~xdt~n~ to me 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 @ 0 

0 0 @ 0 

0 0 @ 0 

Overati Course Assessment 



Not I: StrongLy ~: Disa.sree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: 5tron~|y 
Applicable Disagree            gisa~’~e           A~ree 

0 0 0    0 @ 0 

teacher. 

Overall I teamed a great dea~ from th~s 

Comments on overal.l assessment of thi~ 
~o~Jr~e, 

0 0     0      0 

0 0     0     0 

[Space witt expand as needed] 

O 

O 

The ~nstructor was o~e of the best t have 
had a~ CaroLina, fu~y deservi~ of a 
teach~n~ award. 

Feedback to Students 

The [rts~r~¢~or handled ques~on~ well 

Appticable Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

No~ I: S~on.R~y 2: Disasree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Apl~Hcabte Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor used examptes that had 
~e~eva~¢e for 

The instructor used class ~me well 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

This course was designed to keep me 
engaged in tearnin~. 

T~e workload was appropriate for what 
~ained from this crass= 

Other information 

What 8rode do you think you wilt 
this course? 

0 0 0 o 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

Fair Pass For D C- orC C÷or B~ got B÷ AoorA L P H 

O0 0 0 0 0 @ 000 

No Yes 

Is this a cequired course for yo~? ~ 0 



Carofina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuations are extremely important to instructors in p|anning future courses, and the 
resutts a~ taken very seriously by instructors and deparl~ment chairs. Pte~$e consider your responses 
earefu{ly, answer as thou~hfu{[y as you can, and ¢omp{ete a{~ sections before subm~ttin8 your su~ey. Note: 
Y~r feedback w~ll be kept co~lidentfal, and no ~nforma(ion t~nking your identf~ to your responses can 
be accessed by your inst~ctor or c~mpus a~mintstrators. 

You may complete only one eva[uation form for this course using= this too[. If you choose not to fi[[ out the 

bottom of the pa~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHA~GE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER CO~PL~TING OR 
DECUNING THE SURVEY, 

for cot~tribut~n8 your feedback. 

Courseflns.t~ucto$ Characteristics 

This course chatten~ed, me to think deepty 
about the subject makter. 

The instructor c(eady communicated whBt 
was expected of me ~n this 

o 0    0    o ~ 0 

o    o    o    o o 

! w;a~ ab|e to set ]ndividua! help when 

needed 
0 ~ 0 0 

The course.marcHers (e,~..~ coursepac~, 
webs~te, to×is) he{pe~ me better 
understand the subject matter. 

T~e ¢ovr~e assignments he[pod me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor eva{uated my work fa~rty, 

0 0    o    0 @ 0 

0 0    o    O 0 0 

0 0    0    0 0 ~ 

The instructor showed concern about 0 
whether students [earned the material 

O 0 0 0 @ 

Not I; Stron~ty2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Asree S: Stron~=[y 
Appticabte Disasree Disagree A~re~ 

Nor A~ree 

The instructor expressed ~deas ~tearly. 0 0 ~    0 0 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 0 0 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm fro’ O O 
~eachin8 this class. 

The instructor treated aL~ student~ with 0 0 
respect. 

The fi~struct~ona[ techniques en~aged me 0 0 
with the subject matter. 

The instructor prov~ed me wi~ hetpfu[ 0 0 
feedback on my ~rformance. 

This course was ve~ excitfn8 to me 0 0 
inteltectuaity. 

0 0 0 

0 o 0 

0 0 0 ® 

0 @ 0 0 

O @ O O 

0 0 ® 0 



Not !: Strong{y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 

Nor 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Overate, this instructor was an effective 
teacher, 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Overall, ! learned a great deal from this 0 0 0 0 @ 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

The ~nstructor was one of the best I have 
had at Carolina, fu|ly de.serving of a 
te.achin~ award, 

Feedb~tck to .Students 

The instructor hand{ed questions we{L 

Appticable Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor A~ree 

0     0 0 @     0     0 

No~ ~: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neithe~ 4: At~ree 5: Strongly 
App{~cab{e Disa~F~e D{sa~ree A&~ree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 o ® 0 

The (nsb’uetor used examp{es that had 
r~levance ~or me. 

0 0 0 0 I~ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructorencoura~ed s~udent~ 
partidpate in this c[ass o 

This course was ¢;estgned to keep me 
engaged in learning. 

The work[oad was appropriate for what 
gained from this crass. 

Other information 

What ~rade do you think you wilt !~et i.n 
th}s course? 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~    0 

Fai! Pass Ford C-orC C~orB- BorB~ A-erA L P H 

O 0 0 0 0 0 @ 00o 

No Yes 

Is this a requirec~ course for you? ~ 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely ~mportant to instructors in plBnnin~ future courses, and the 

carefully, answer a~ ~houghfuIZy as you can, and co~{e~ a~{ sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 

be ac~ssed by your inflictor or campus admlnis~ato~. 

Instructions: 

You may complete only one evaluation forfa for this course using th~s tool, If you choose not to fi[[ ~ut the 

~ttom of the page to save your responses~ YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY. 

Thar~ks for contdbu~ng your feedback. 

Course/lnstructo~ Characteristics 

This course challenged me ~o th~nk deep{y 
about the subject matter, 

The i~structm" clea.rb./communicated whBt 
was expected of me in th~s class, 

needed it. 

The course materials (e.~.~ coursepack, 
website, texts} helped me better 
undersT~aad the subject matter. 

The course assignme.nts hetped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor eva[uated my work fairly. 

No~ I ~ Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Apptic~bte Disagree D~sagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

o 0 0 o 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 o 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether stude~t~ Learned the matedat. 

The instructor, expressed ideas croat{y, 

The instructor shewed enthusiasm for the 
su~ect matter, 

The ir~structor showed enthusiasm for 

The instructor treated all students 
respect. 

The instructional technique~ en~a~ed m~ 
with the subject matter. 

The {nstructor provided me wi~h he[pfu{ 
feedback on my performance. 

Thi~ coupe was ve~ excft~n~ to me 
intet~ectuaiiy. 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

Not ~: 5tron~.y2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~reeS: Strongly 
Apt~icaNe ¯ Disagree Disagree A~[ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 



Overall, tMs i~st~uctar was ~n effective 
teacher. 

Over~t[~ I ~e~rne~ a gre~t de~L from 

Award Recommendation 

Ti~e instructor w~s one of the best I have 
had at Carotina, furry deserving of a 
teaching award, 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handted question; we{L 

The ~nstructor used examples that had 
re~evaflce for me. 

The instructor encouraged ~tudents to 

T~is course was designed ~o keep me 

The workload wa~ appropriale fe~ what 
8a~ned from this crass, 

Is this a required course for yo~? 

Not I: StrongLy 2; Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Sb~ong[y 
Appticabte Disagree Disagree A~re~ 

N~ Agree 

-0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 o ® 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

[Space w~LI expand.as needed] "    ] 

........................ 

Appticabie Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 . 0 

No~ t: S~rongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: $t:ton~iy 
App[icabte D~a~ree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 O 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 o @ o 

o o o o o 

Fair Pass For D C-ore C+or B~ BorB~ A-orA L P H 

0 O 0 0 0 @ 0 000 

No Yes 

e o 



Carolin.a ~ourse Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuatior~ are extremely important to instructors in p[annin8 future courses, and the 
results are taken very s4~riousLy by ~nstructo~s and ~p~rt~e~t ~hai~., PLease co~sider your 
carefuLLy, answer as ~oughfut[y a~ you can, and complete al~ sections before submittin8 your su~ey. Note: 
Your feedbac~ ~ll ~ kept ~onftdential, and no ~nfotmation llnKlng your ]dent~y Io your responses 
be accessed by your inst~ctor or campus a~minist~ators. 

Instructions: 

You may complete only/one evaluation form fo~ this course using this tool |f you choose not to fiLL ~xst the 
survey, please scroLL to the bottonl and ~ck the Decline button. C~ick t~ Submit Evatuat~o~ button at the 
bottom of the page to save your responses, YOU CANNOT C~ANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLiNiNG TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contr{bu~n8 your feedback.. 

Coursellnstructor Characteristics 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject m~tter. 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

t was able to get individual help when 
needed it. 

The course materials (e.g., coursepack~ 
we,}site, texts) he~,ped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assignments hot.pod me better 
understand the subject ma~ter. 

The instructor evaluated my wo~k fairly. 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earne~ the material 

The i~s~ructor expressed ideas clearly, 

"The Instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teaching this class. 

The instructor treated all s~udeuts ~ith 
resp~t, 

The ~nstruct~ona[ techniques enga£ed me 
w~th the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me wffh helpful 
feedback on my pedorm~nce, 

TNs course was ve~ excJt~n~ to me 
intetlectuB{[y. 

Not t : Strongly 2: I~agree 3: Neither 4~ Agree 5: Strong]Ly 
AppLica b[e Disagree             D~sa~ree            Agree 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

0 0 0 @/ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

O O 0 o ~/ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 
/ 

o o o o o 
O O O O O     ~/ 

Not 
App~icabt.e Disagree 

O O ~//~ 

© © o 

I : Strongly 2: ~sa~ree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Disagree           Agree 

Nor Agree 

O 

O 

O O 

O O o 

0 0 0 

o 0 o 

Overall Course Assessment 



Overa~I, thfs ~ourse v~s exceU~ent. 

teaGher, 

Overa{[~ i learned a great deal from 

Ap~i~abte Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor ~ree 

0 0 ~ 0 O O 

O O O ~ 0 0 

0 0 0 @/    0 0 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar# Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best I have 
had at CaroLina0 fuLLy deservin8 of a 
teachi~8 award. 

Feedback ~o Students 

The instructor handled quest{on~ well 

The instructor used examples that had 
relevance ~ot me, 

participate in this .cta~s, 

This course was designed to ~eep me 
ensa~ed i~ [earrfin8, 

The worki.oad was appropriat~ for what 
gaiaed from this class, 

Other informaL{on 

Ap~icabte Disagree Disagree Asree 

~ 
Nor Ague 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not ! : 5troa~&y 2: Oisa~ree 3: Neither 4: 
AppLicable Dfsasree             Disagree            k~ree 

0 0 ~ 0 0 0 
/ 

0 0 ~ 0 0 0 

0 ~// 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @’/" 0 

Fail Pas~ For D C-orC Ceor B- B~rB~ A~orA L P H 

What 8fade do yc~a think you wit[ ~et in O O 
this course? 

Is this a require~ course for you? 

0 0 0 @ 0 00o 

No / Yes 

o 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva~uagons are extreme~.y important to instructors in p{anning futu#e courses, and the 
resutts are taken very seriously by ~nstructors and depa~ment ~ha~. P~ea.s~ consider your responses 
carefu[iy, answer as thoughfu~ty as you can~ and complete a[{ sections before submitting ~ur ~u~ey. Note: 

be accesse~ by your inst~ctor or campus admiaistrator~. 

~nstructions: 

You may comptete on{y one evaluation form for this course using this too[. ~f you choose not to fllt out the 
survey, p{ease scro[[ to the bottom and ¢{ick the Dec[ine buttom Click the Submit Evaluation button at the 
bottom of the p~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for contributing your feedback, 

Coursellnstructor Characteristics 

This course cha[ten~ed .me to think deepty 
about the subject .matter, 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor clear[y communicated what    0 
was expected of me i~ this crass, 

0 0 0 @    0 

I was ab|e to get individua{, help when ! 0 0 
needed it. 

o 0 @ 0 

The course materials (e.~., coursepack, 
website, texts) hot{pod me better 
unde~ta~d the subject matter. 

The course assignments he~ped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor eva[~ated my work fairly. 

0 0 o 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

The instructor showed concern about O 
whether students [earned the material 

O O o @ O 

Not 1: Stroasty2: Disagree 3: Neither 4; AsreeS: Strongty 
AppLicabLe Disagree D~sagree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

The instructor expressed ideas ctear[y, 0 0 0 0 ® 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject m~tter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 

The inst;u~tor treated ~ students with 
rasper, 

The i~struct~oaaI techni£ue~ en~aged me 
~th the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor provided me vfith he.tpfut 
feedback on my pe~formance~ 

~,~s course was ve~ excitin~ to me 
~nte[{ectua[[y. 

0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 

Over~l| Course Assessment 



App[icabte Disagree Disagree A~ree 

OveraU, thfs course was exceLLent. 0 0 0 0 @ 0 

OveraU~ this i~structo~ w~s an effect~ce 
teacher, 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Overa[~ t teamed a 8real dea~ from this 
~ouY~e. 

Comments on overall assessment of thi~ 

0 0 0 0 0 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 

The ~ns~ructor was one of the best 
had at Carolina, fully ~eservin~ of a 
teaching award, 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor haadted q~estions we~L 

Applic~bte Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor 

haw 0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Not I: S~ron~ly 2: Disa8ree 3: Neither 4; Agree ~: S~ronsty 
Applicable Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ o 

The instructor used examptes that h~d 
relevance for me. 

The instructor uged c~ass t~me wet[, 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor encouraged s~uden~ to 

This course was ~esisned to keep me 
en~a~ed ~ ~earnin~, 

The work[oad was appropriate for what 
Banned from this c|ass. 

Other ~nformati0n 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 O 0 @ 0 

Fail Pass For O C~orC C÷or B- BorB~. k-orA L P H 

What ~rade do you think you wilt 0 0 0 0    O    0 

No 

@ 000 

Yes 

ts this a requirec~ course for you? 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instruc.tors in piann~ng future courses, and the 

carefuLly, answer a~ thoughfuEy as you can~ and complete a[~ sections before submitting your su~ey. Mote: 
You~ feedbaok will be kept. ¢on.fidentl~l, an~ ~o lnforma!ion linking yo~r Identity to your responses ~.n 
be accesse~ by your inst~ctor o~ c~mpus administrator~. 

~ Instruction;: 

You may complete en£y one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool, if yo~ choose not to {i{~ out the 

bottom el the pa~e to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLIniNG ?HE SURVEY. 

i Thanks for contributing your feedback. 

’- Coursellnstructo~ Characteristics 

Not i; Strongly 2," Disagree 3: Neither 4; A~ree 5: Stronsiy 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Asree 

Nor A~ree 

This course chailensed me to think deep{y 
about the subject .matter, 

0 0 o 0 @ 0 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

1 wa~ ab|e to 8el individua{ help when I 
needed it, 

The course materials (e,~., coursepac]q 
website, texts) he(pod me be~ter 
u~de~a~d the subject matter. 

The course a:ssisnmen~ heiped me better 
understand the su~ect m&tter. 

The instructor eva&oared my work fairly. 

whether stude~t~ [earned the rnateriaL 

) The i~structor expressed ideas clearly, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 

0 

0 

Not 
Applicable Di~a~re~ 

O O 

O O 

0 0 0 @    0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

t: Stron~iy 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A1~ree 5: Strons[y 
DisaKree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

o @ o o 

0    0 0 ~ 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin8 this class, 

O O 0 0 0 ~ 

The instructor treated air student~ wi~:h 
respect, 

O O 0    0 0 @ 

The instruction&[ techniques encased me 
with the subject matter. 

O O 0    ~, 0 0 

The instructor provided m~ with he[pfut 
feedback on my performance. 

O    O 0    0 @ 0 

This course was very exciting to me 
intellectually, 

O O 0    0 ® 0 

Overall Course Assessment 



OveraU, this instructor Was an effecLive 
teacher, 

Overat[~ I learned a 8reat deal from this 

Comments on overat~ assessment of this 
~o~rse, 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The ~ns~ructer was one oF the bes~ i have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
teaching award. 

Feed]~ck to Students 

The instructor handled questions welt. 

The instructor used exapaptes that had 
relevance for me. 

The instructor encouraged ~tudents f~ 

This course WaS ~sigr~d to keep me 

The work[oad was eppropria~e for what I 
~a~ned. from this ¢~ass,        ’ 

Other ~nformation 

What grade do you think you wi{[ ~et fn 
this course? 

Is ~his a require6 course for you? 

Not 1: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 

[Space wfU expand as needed] 

Not t: Strongly Z: Disagree 3: Neither 4,’ A~re~ 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0    0    ~ 0 o 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 o @ 

0 0 0 0 0 ,~ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 . 0 

¯ Pass For D C-o~C C~or B- BorB* A-erA L P H 

0 0 O o @ 0 OOO 

No Yes 

~ O 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva(uations are extremety important to instruetors in ptannfng future courses, and the 

careful(y, answer ~ thou~hful~y as you can, and com~ete a[~ sections befo~ submitting your su~ey. Note: 

be a~ss~ by your instructor or campus a~ministrato~. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course u~in=~ this tool, }f you choose not to fill out the 

bottDm of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHARGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ZR CO~PL[TING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY. 

Th~k~ fo~ contriButfng your feedback. 

Coursettnstructor Characteristics 

Nor A~r~e 

This course cha[{en~ed me to think deep{y    0 0 
about the ~ubj~:t matter, 

The i~structor cteariy communicated what 
was expected of me in this c[a.ss, 

0    0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

I w~s able ~o ~et i~div~dua{ he[p when I 0 0 
needed it. 

0    0 @ 0 

The course materials (e.8., coursepack~ 
webs~te, texts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The c¢~urse assignments hetped me ~etter 
{mderstand the subject m;~tter. 

The instructor eva~ated my work fairly. 

0     0     0      0     @    0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed concer~ ai~out 0 
whether students lea~ed the material 

0 0 0     0     @ 

Nok f: Strongiy 2: I~sa~ree 3: Neither 4~" Agree 5; Stronsiy 
App~icabte Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

The instructor expressed ideas clear[y. 0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed enl.~husiasm for the 0 
subject matter, 

The ins~ruct0r showed enthusiasm for 0 
teachin~ this c(ass, 

respecL 

The instruction~ techniques en~a~ed me 0 
with the subject matter~ 

The instructor provided me w~th he[pfu~ O 

This coupe was ve~ exci~in8 to me 0 
4nteltectuaUy, 

0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 . 

0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 

o o o ~ o 



Not I : Strongly 2; Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~rea 5: 5~ronsiy 
Ap~icab{e Disagree D~sasree A~me 

Nor .Asree 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

Ovate{I, ti~is instructor was an effective 
teacher, 

0 o 0 0 @ 0 

Overall, I Learned a 8rear deat from this . 0 0 0 0 0 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the ~e~t I have 
had at Care{ina, fully deservin~ of a 

’ teachin8 award. 

Feedback to Students 

Not i.." Strongly ~: OisB~ree 3: Neither 4: A~re~5: StronsIy 
Applicable Disagree Disagree k~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 o 0    @ 0 0 

The instruotor handled questiobs well 0 0 0    0 @ 0 

The instructor used examp{es that had 
rel,~vanc~ for 

The i~struCtor used c~ass time well 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

0 O 0 0 @     0 

The instructor en¢ourased s~udents to 

TMs course was designed to keep me 
ensa~ted in learning, 

The workload was appropriate for what 
~a~ned from this class, 

Other ~nformation 

What 8fade do you think you wil~ get in 
this course? 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

Fair Pass ~or D C- ore C+or B- Bor ~ A-orA L P H 

O0 0    0    0    0    @ 000 

i Is ~his a requirec{ course for yo~? 

Yes 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuations are extreme(y important to instructors in planning future courses, and the 

carefully, answer as thoughfut[y as yo~ can, and complete all sections before submitting your su~ey. Note: 

be aecess~ by yo~r ~nstructor or campus ~dminlst~ato~s. 

You may comptete only one evaluation form for this course using this tool. ff you choose not to fill out the 
survey, p~ease scroll to the herren1 and c~ck the Decline bu%tom Crick the Submit Evalua~ion bu~ton at the 
bottom of t~e pa~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANG~ YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE ~URVEY, 

Coursellnstructor Characteri~t|cs 

TRis course chatlenged me to think deepty 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor clea~ty communicated what 
was expected of me in thfs class, 

I was able to get ~ndividu~t help when 
needed it~ 

O O. 0 o 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 o 

The course materials (e.g.., coursepack, 
websi~e, texts) helped me better 
understood ~he subject matter. 

The course, assisnments he~pec~ me better 
understand the subject ma~ter. 

The ~nstructor evaluated my work fairly, 

The ~nstructor showed co~em about 
whether students learned the motorcar, 

The ~nstructor expressed ideas clearly, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed .enthusiasm 
teachfn~ this class. 

The instructor treated a~ students with 
respect. 

The ~structiona[ techniques en~a~d me 
w~th the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me w~th helpful 
feedback on ~y 

Th(s course was vet~ exc~t~n~ to me 
inte~tec.tua[ly. 

0 .0 0 0 e 0 

O O O O @ O 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

Not ~: Stron~y2: Disagree 3: Neither 4. Agree 5; Strongly " ; 
Applicable Disasree Olsa~ree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 O 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Overall Course Assessment 



0 0 0 o ~ o 

Overa~[, this .instrueto~ was an effective 
teacher. 

0     0      0      0 @ 0 

@veto|I, I learned a 8teat dea& from this 

TeBching Awar~ Recommendat{on 

The instructor was one of the best ~ have 
had at Carolina, fut{y deservin~ of a 
teach’n8 award, 

Feedback to $(udent~ 

The ins{ruc~or hand|ed questions we{L 

The instructor used examptes that had 
i’�~vance for me. 

The ir~structor used c~ass ~ime wetL 

0 0    0    0 

[space w~ exp~nd as needed] 

0     0     0     @     0    0 

Not 1: Strongly 21 Disagree 3: Neither 4: Ap~ree 5: Stron.~[y 
Applicabte O~sa~ree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

o o 0 o O o 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 O 0 

The instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this crass, 

This course was ¢~esigned to keep me 
en~a~ed in tearnin8. 

The workload was appropriate for what 
gai~ed from this class, ’ 

Other information 

What ~rade do you th~nk y~u wi~[ Set in 
this course.~ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 .@    0 

o o ~o o ~ o 

FBi£ Pas~ For D C* orC C÷or B. Bor B* A-o~’A L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 000 

0 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student ~ourse evaluations are extremely important to instructors in p[annin8 future courses, and ~e 

be accessed by your instructor or campus a~minist~ators. 

Instructions: 

You may complete on{y one evaluation form for this course using this ~ooi. If you choose not to tilt out the 
survey, p~eBse sc~’o~ tt~ t~e ~otto~ and c~ick ~he Decline but~n. Ct~ck the S~mit ~vatuati~a buttoa at the 
bottom of tSe p~e to ~ve your respon~e~, YOU CANNOT CRA~GZ YOUR R~SgONSES A~ER CO~PLETiNG OR 
D~CUN~NG TH~ SURVEY, 

Thanks for contribut~n8 your feedback. 

¢oursetlnstructo.r Characteristics 

This course chat{ended me to think deeply 
a.beut the ~ubject matter, 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected ~f me in this c[ass, 

needed 

The c~ur~e materials (e.g., ~ourse#ack, 
website, texts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assiEnme.nts he(pod me be~ter 
understand (;he subject matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly. 

Not i : S~ron~iy 2," Dfsasree 3: Neithe~ 4~ A~ree 5: Strongly 
App~icab|e Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

o 0 o 0 ~ o 

o 0 O 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o 0 0 ~ o o 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the materiat, 

The instructor expressed ~deas ctearty, 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

Not t: Strongly2: Disagree 31 Neither 4: AgreeS: Strons|y 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The h~structor showed enthusiasm fo~ 
teaching this class, 

The ir~structor treated art students wi~h 
respect. 

The fi~structiona[ techniqt~es, engaged me 
w~th the £ubject matter, 

The instructor provided me w~ ’hetpfut 
feedback o~ my performance, 

Th~s course wa~ ve~ exciting to me 
inte]tectua([y, 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

o o o o o ¢ 

0 0 0 o 0 @ 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 



Overall, this course was excm[le.nt, 0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Overall, this instructor" was an effective 
teacher. 

OveraLl, I [earned a ~reat deal from thi~ 

0 0 0 : 0 

0 0    0    0 

[Space wi[[ expand as needed] 

Tea~l~ing Awar~J Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the b~st I have 
had at CaroUna~ fuLLy deserving of a 
teachin~ award, 

T~e instructor handled questions wet[,, 0 

TEe insb’uctor used examples that had 0 
~e!~vance for 

Th~ instructor used c~as~ t~me wetL 0 

0 0 0 @ o 

o o o ~ o 

o o 0 ,i o 

The instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this c~ass. 

This course was designed to keep me 
engaged in learning. 

-~e workBad was appropriate for what 
gaCned from ~his c|ass÷ 

Other Information 

What 8fade do yo~ think you wi{L ~et ~n 
this course? 

Is this a required course for you? 

o o o 0 o 

0 o o O @ o 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

FaY[ Pass For D C-orC C÷or B- 60r B÷ A-or A L P fl 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ O 000 

No Yes 

~ 0 



Carofina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in p~annin~ future courses, and the 
results are taken very seriously by instructors and department chairs. Please consider your responses 
carefu~ty, answer as thou~hfu~ty as you can, and complete art sections befo~ submitt~n8 your su~ey. No~e: 

be ac~ss~d by your ~nst~uet~r o~ campu~ ~m~ni~trato~. 

Instructions," 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course using this toot. If you choose not to fi|l out the 
survey, please scroll to the bottom and click the Decline button. Gick the Submit Evatuatio~ b~tton at 
bottom of the ~age ~o save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING TI’I~ SURVEY. 

Thank~ for contributing your feedback. 

Courser’Instructor Characteristics 

This course cha[[en~jed me to think deept~ 
about the subject matter. 

The i~structor clearly communica~;ed what 
was expected of me in this class, 

t was able to 8el indi~du~l hetp when I 
needed it, 

THe course materials (e.g.~ coursepack, 
websi~e, texts} he~ped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assisnments helpe~ me better 
under, tend ~he subject matter. 

The instructor eva!Ethereal my work fairly, 

Not I,’ £tronsty 2: D{sasree 3; Neither 4; Asree 5: StronSly 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 O o 0 

0 0 0 o 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed concerr~ about 
whether students [earthed the material, 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly. 

0 o 0 0 0 @ 

Not t: Stron~.y 2: Disagree 3,~ Neither 4~" A8ree 5: Stronsty 
Ap~[icab|e Di~a~ree Disagree A~Iree 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin8 this class, 

The instructor treated ~t( students with 
respect. 

The ii~structiona[ technique~ en~aged me 
w~th the subject matter, 

The instructor prodded me with Retpfu[ 
feedback on my pe~ormance+ 

This coupe was ve~ exciting to me 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 O. 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0    @ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ®    0 

0 0 0 0 ®    0 

Overall Course Assessment 



teacher. 

Overa|t, I ~earaed a Freer dear from this 

Comments on overa[t assessment of this 
GO U r~ e, 

Not t: Stronl~ty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 

Nor A~,ree 

0 0    0    o o (~ 

0 0      0 0     0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

[Space wftt expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ RecommendaLion 

The ~nstructor was one of the be~t 1 have 
had at CatoUna, fu[{y ~eservin£ of a 
teaching award. 

Fee~tl~ack to Students 

The instruct:or handled questions 

The ins~-uctor used examples that had 
re~kevance foe 

The ~s~rUC~.o~ used �~a~s ~me we~L 

Not 1: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Apl~ticab(e Disag~ree Ofsagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

No~ 1: S~:rong~y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strong~.y 
Appl{cabte D{sagree Disa£ree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor e.ncoura~e~ students to 
participate in this class. 

This course was designed to keep me 

The workload was appropriate for what 
gained from ~.h~s ctas~, 

Other I~nformation 

What grade do you think ye~ will get in 
~his course~ 

O O O O O ® 

O O O O @ O 

O O O O @ o 

Pass Far D C-ore C÷orB~ Bet S~ A-erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 000 

No Yes 

Is th~s a required course for you? ® O 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuations are extremety important to instructors in .ptanning future courses, and the       i 

be accesse~ by your ~t~ctor or c~mpus admin~s~ator~,                                        ~ 

Y~ may camp{ere on[y one eva[uat(on form for this course using this ~oo1, ~f you choose not Lo fi[[ out the ~ 
su~ey, p(ease ~ro&[ to the =bottom a~d c~ick the Decline bu~ton, crick ~he Submit Zvaluat~o~ button at the ~ 
bottom of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHA~GE YOUR R[SPORS[S A~[R CO~PLZTING OR ~ 
D£CLINING THE ~URV~Y, 

Thanks fo~ contributing your feedback~ 

Thi~ course chaUen~ed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor clearly communicated what 

needed 

The course materiats (e.g,, coursepack, 
webs~te, texts) he~,ped me better 
understand the subj~t matter. 

The ~ourse assignments heiped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instr~ctor ewt~l~ted my work fairly. 

Applicable Disagree Disagree k~Iree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 @ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 .0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instructor ~howed concern about 
whether students [ea.~-n.ed the material 

The instructor expressed ~deas clearly, 

0 0 o 0 0 

Not t: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: .A!{ree S: Strongly 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The instruetor showed enthus{asm fo~ the 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teaching this class. 

The instr~cto~ treated al~, students with 

The instruct~ana[ technique~ engaged me 
with the ~ubject matter. 

The J~StFUC/OF provided me with hetpfu~ 
feedback o~ my performance. 

This course was ve~ exciting t.o me 
intel~ectua[[y, 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 @ 0 0 0 

o 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 @ 0 0 0 



Overat[, this course was excet[ent. 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 @ O 0 

teacher. 
0 0 0 @ 0 0 

OveraU, I [earned a great dea{ from 

Comments on overall assessment of this 
Course, 

0 0 @ 0 0 

[Space wilt expandas needed] 

Teac}~ing Aware Re~ammendat}on 

The instructor was one of the best t have 
had at Caro{i~a, f~J[ty ~eserving of a 
teachin~ award, 

Feedback 11o Student;. 

Not It Strongly 3: Dfsa~ree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Appticab~e Disagree             O~sa~ree            Agree 

0     0 ,0      0 0 

Apptieab[e Disagree Disagree Agree 
NoP Agree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Tt~e instructor used examptes that had 
re£evance for me. 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

Ttne instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this class. 

TNs course was designed to keep me 
engaged in foaming. 

The workload was appropria~:e for what [ 
gained from this crass, 

Other In fermation 

Wffat grade do you think you wi![ ~et in 
course? 

0 0 0 o @ o 

0 @ 0 0 0 0 

0 0 O @ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ o 000 

No Yes 

Ix this a required course for yot~? @ 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely fmportant to instructors ~.n p[annin~l future courses, and the 

carefu[ty, anger as thoushfu[{y as ~u can, and complete a{{ sections before submitt~n8 your sum, ey, Note: 

be accused by your instructor or ~mpus a~ministrato~. 

You may cemp(ete on~y one evaluation form for this course using this tool, ~f you choose not to fi[{ out the 

bottom of th~ paso to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPOHSE5 A~ER CON~PLZTING OR 
DECLINING TH~ SURLY1 

Thanks for contributing your feed6ack. 

Coursellnstructor Characteristics 

This course chatten~ed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor c~early communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

i was able to set individual hetp when 
needed it. 

The course materials (e,~÷~ coursepack, 
website, to×is} he{pod me better 

¯ understand the subject matter, 

The course assignments hetped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly, 

The instructor showed ¢oncern about 
whether students teamed the material 

Not 1: S~:ron~y 2: Di~asree 3¢ Neither 4: A~jree 5: Stton_R~.y 
Applicable Disagree             Disagree            A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

~ 

0 0 0 O o 

0 0 0 0 0 

¯ 0 0 0 0 0 
/ 

0 O 0 0 d 0 

0 0    0    0     , 0 
/ 

0 0 0 0 0// 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

The i~structor expressed ideas ctearb]. 

The instructor ~howed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 0 0 0 0 

The instructor treated a~[ students w~th O O O O 
respect. 

The in~L~uct{onal techmique~ en~a~ed me O O O O 
with the subject matter, 

The ~nstructor provided me with hetpfut O O O O 
feedback on my perfo~nce, 

This course was ve~ excitin8 to me O O O O 
{nte[lectua~[y. 

Not I: Stron~Ity 2: Disasree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: 5tronsly 
Apptic~le Disagree D~sa~ree A~ree 

Nor~ 
0     O     0 O/ 0 

0 0    0 0 ~ 0 

Ov~r~l| Course Assessment 



Leacher, 

Overa|i, I learned .a great deat from this 
COUPe, 

Not I: 5Lroagly 2.: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Stron~|y 

0 0 

0 0 

Agree 

° 
0 0 0 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 

Teaching Award RecoalmendaLion 

The ir~strucLer was erie of the best I have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
teachi~8 award. 

Feedback to Students. 

The instructor handled questions we{L 

The instructor used exampte~ that had 

The instructor encouraged students to’ 

This course was designed ~o keep me 
en~a~ed {n barn~n8. 

]’he workload was appropriate fo~ what I 
~a~ned from Lh~s class, 

Other fnformation 

What grade do you think you wit[ ~et in 
this course? 

Is this a requ~rec{ course for you? 

Ap~caNe O~sa~ree Disagree / Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not 1: S~ror~ty 21 Disagree 3; Neither 4; A~ree 5; Strongly 
AppLicable D~sa~ree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

~ 

0 0 0 0 0 

0     0     0      0           0 
/ 

0 0 0 0 ~// 0 

0 0 0 0 

? 

o 

0 0 0 O 
0/ 

0 o 0 @/        0 o 

Pass Ford C. orC 

oo o o/ 

/ 
C÷or B. BorB* A-o~/A L P H 

0    0~        000 

Yes 

O 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

l Ol 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in planning future courses, and the 

carefully, answer as thou~hfu~[y as you can, and compiete ~1~ sections before submi~t~n8 your su~y, Note: 
Your feedback will be kept confidenti61, a~# no information linking your identity .[o your responses can 
be accused by your inst~ctor or campus aeministrato~. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool, [f you choose not to fi[~ out the 

bottom of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER CO~PLETING OR 
D~CUNiNG THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for contributing your feedSack. 

Course/Instructor Characteristics 

This course cha[ten~ed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

Net 1: S~rongly 2: D~sagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
AFt{cable Disagree D{sa~ree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

The instructor clearly commuMoa~ed what    0 
was expected of me in this crass, 

0 0 0 0 

needed 

The course materials (e,g., coursepack, 
website, ~ext~) he!pod me better 
understand the suSject matter, 

The ceur~ assignments he~pe& me better 
ur~ersta~d the subject matter. 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly. 

0      0 0 0     0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed concern about 0 
whether students teartled the material 

o    0    0 o @ 

Not I: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: At~ree 5; Strongly 
Applicable Disagree Disa_~rae Agree 

Nor Agree 

The instructor expresse~ ideas cteady, O O O O ~) O 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 0 0 0 0 0 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for O O O O O 
teaching this 

The instructor treated a[I studen~ with O O O O O 
respect. 

The instructional techniqt~es engaged me O O O O O 
w~th the subject matter. 

The i~t~ctor provided me wi~ hetpfu[ O O O O ~ O 
feedback on my 

This course was ve~ exalting to me O O O O O 
~nteit~ctuaUy. 

Course Assessment 



Appticable Disagree Disagree Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 

Overall, .~his instructor was am effective 
teacher. 

0 0 0 0 0 

Overa[I, ! Learnec~ a ~reat deal from this 0 0 0 0 0 

[Space will expand as needed] 

T~aching Awar~ Recommendation 

The ~struc~er was one of the best i have 
had at Caroli~a~ fu[ty deserting of a 

¯ teachin~ award. 

T~,e instructor handted questions weft, 

Not i: 5tro~g~y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~r~ 

0     0     0      0     @    0 

Not 1: Strongly 2: ~sagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
ApplficabLe Disa~’ee Disagree Agree 

Nor Agt*ee 

0 0 0 0 @ o 

The instructor used examples that had 
r~l, evance for ~le, 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor encoura~e~ students to 
participate in this class. 

]-his course was designed to keep me 
engaged in teaming. 

The work(earl was appropriate for what i 
8a~ned f~om this c{ass, 

Other information 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

What 8rode do you think you wf(l get in 
this course? 

0 0 O 0 0 0 @ 000 

No Yes 

@ O 



Carotina CourSe Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evatuations are extremely important to instructors in ptann{n8 future courses, and the i 
resutts are taken very seriously l)y instructors and department ch~irs. Pte~s¢ consider your ~espons~ ~ 
carefu[ty, answer as ~ou~hful[y as you can, and comp[e~ a~[ ~ctions before submitt~n8 your su~ey, Note: ~ 
Your feedba~ w~t! be kep~ ~on~tdenti~l, an~ ~o ~nfor~ation linking your ide~tity to you~ ~sponses can 

~ be aecesse~ by your instructor or campus a~ministrators. ~ 

|nst:ructiens; 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course using this toot. If you choose not to fitl out the 

bottom of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RI~SPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
D~CLINiNG THE SURVEY. 

Thanks for contd~utin~ your feedback. 

Course/~nstructor Char~cterist|cs 

This course cha[[en~ed me to think deeply 
about the sub~ec~ matter. 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me ~n this c~ass, 

Net ~; Strong’.y2: Disagree 3," Neither 4~ Agree 5: Strongly 
Applicable D~sB~ree Disagree As~e 

Nor A~r~ 

o 0    o    0 m 0 

0 0    o    0 @ 0 

was abte to 8e~ individual, hetp when 

The ¢ottrse materials (reg,, coursepack, 
website, texts} he{pod me Better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assi1~nments hetpe6 me 5otter 
understand ~:he subiec~ matter, 

The instructor eval[uat.e~ my work fa~rty. 

O 0 O O @ O 

@ 0 0 0 0    0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

The ins~.ructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the material, 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not i: Stron~ty2: D~sa~ree 3: Neither 4~ A~ree 5; Strongly 
Applicable Disagree bisagte.e A~[ree 

Nor Agree 

The instructor expressed {dens ctear{y. O O O O 

The in, true[or showed enthusiasm for the O O O O 
subject matter. 

The {astructor showed enthusiasm for 0 0 0 0 
Leaching th~s class. 

The instructor ~rea~ed a&[ s~u#ents with O O O O 
respect. 

T~e ~s~ruct~ena[ techniques en~aged me O O ~ O 
with the subjec~ matter, 

The instructor pro~ed me w{[h hetpfut O O O ~ 
feed#&ck o~ my pe~orm~nc.e. 

This ~ourse was ve~ exciting to me O O O O 
in~eUec~uaUy. 

Over~l| Course Assessment 



Not ~: Strongty2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strong{y 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

teacher. 
0 o 0 0 @ 0 

Ove[a[{, ( [earned a ~reat dear from this 0 0    0    0 ® 0 

Comments on overa[~ assessment of this 
[Space writ expand as-needed] 

Teach,n# Award Recommendation 

The ir~struc~or wa~ one of the bes~ I have 
had at Carotiaa, fu[ty ~eservin8 of a 

Feedback to Students 

The ~nstructor hand[act 

A~t~cabte Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor A~ee 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

0 0 @ 0 0 o 

The instructor u~ed examptes that had 
reference for 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

pa[ticSpate in th~s 

This course was designed to keep me 
engaged in Learning, 

The w~rk[oad was appropria~e 
8a~ned from th~s 

Other ~nfom~ation 

What grade #o you tMn|~ you wi[[ Set i~ 
this ~ourse? 

0 0 o 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ o 

0 0 0 O. @ 0 

Pass Ford C-ore C÷or ~- Ber~ A-erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 . ~ o0o 

Is this a require{J cour~,e for you?. o            ¯ 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Instructions: 

You may comp{ete only one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool, |f ~ou choose not to fill out the 

~ttom of the paso to save your responses, YOU C~NOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETI~IG OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for contributing your feedback. 

Course/Instructor Characterist~¢s 

This cOUrSe ch~en~ed me to thi~k deep[y 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor c~early commun~cab~d what 
was expected of me f~ this tbss, 

Applicable Disagree Dfsasree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0    0    0 

0 0    0    0 

~ was abte to 8e~ individual help when ! 0 0 0 
needed it, 

Asree 

¢ o 
o 

The course materials (e.8o, coursepa.ck, 
website, text$} he(ped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The ceurse ass!snmen~s helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor eva{unreal my work fairty~ 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the mateYiat. 

0 0    0    0 

o o o o 9 o 

o o o o ~. o 
o o o o ~ o 

Not ~: Strongly2: Disagree 3r Neither 4: 
Ap~ticat~te ~sa~ree ~sa~ree 

Nor Agree 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly. O O O O 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 0 0 0 0 
subject matter. 

The ~nstructor showed enthusiasm for O O O O 
teachin~ thfs crass, 

The instructor treated a[t student~ with O O O O 
respect. 

The ~nst~uction~t technfques e~ased me O O O O 
with the subject matter. 

The fnstructor provMed me with hetpfu[ O O O O 
feedback on my pe~orm~nce. 

TMs course was ve~ ex~{ting to me O O O " O 
: inteRectuaI~y, 

A!~ree 5: Stronsly 
Asree 

~ 0 



everett, this course was excellent, 

OveraLl, this instructor was an effective 
teacher. 

Not 7: StrongLy2: Disa.~ree 3: Neither 4; A~reeh: Strong[y 

Nor A~re~ 

O O O O 
~ 

O 

o o o o o 

Overa[b I learned a great deal from this 

course, 

o o o o 

[Space wi[~ expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the be~t I have 
had at Car(}[ina, fu[[y deserving o£ a 
teaching award. 

Feedback to Student~ 

The instructor hapdted questions we{U 

The instructor used examples that had 
relevance for me, 

The insb-UCtpr encouraged ~tudents to 
participate in this c~ass, 

TEis course was designed to keep me 
en~B~ed in learning, 

TI~e workload vY~s appropriate for what 
~ained from this class. 

Other Information 

Wha~ grade do yc~ think you wilt ~et in 
this course? 

Not 1; Strong!ly 2: ~sagree 3: Neither 4; Agree 5: StrongLy 
App|icabte Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 R 0 

0 0 0 0 (~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 
0 

o o o o ~ o 

o o 0 o .~ o 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

Pass ForD C-ore C÷orB- Bor6* A-erA L P H 

00    0    0~ 0    ~ 000 

¯ . No Yes 

Is this a require6 course for you? 0 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely ~mpo~tant to ~structors in p{annin~ future courses, ~nd the 

careful[y, answer as thoushfutiy as you ~an~ and co~ptete art sections before submittin8 your su~ey. Note: 

be accesse~ by your tn~ctor or campus a~ministrators. 

(nst.ructioms; 

You may comp{ete only one evaluation form for this course usin~ this tool, If you choose not to tilt out the 

bottom of th~ pa~e to ~ave your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR R~SPOMSES A~ER CO~PLETIHG OR 
DECUNING TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for contributing your feedback. 

Coursetinstructor Characteristics 

This course chaL{en~ed me to thi~k deep[y 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this crass, 

was able to 8el individua[ help when I 
~eeded it. 

The course materials (e.8,~ coursepack~ 
webs$~:e, te.~:ts) helped me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The course ass~Snments he{pod me better 
understaild the subject ma~ter. 

The i~structor evaluated my work fair{y, 

Not I: Stronsly 2," Di~agree 3: Neither’ 4: Agree 5: Stronsly 
App~.icabte ~a~ree Disagree A~ee 

Nor As:roe 

0 0 o 0 @, 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 o 0 @ O 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the material 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly, 

The instrt~ctor ,showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin~ this c[ass. 

The ~rtstr~c~or treated a[~ students with 

The instructional techniques en~aged me 
~th the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me with :helpful 
feedback o~ ~y perf~ance. 

This coupe was v~ excitin~ to me 

0 o 0 0 o 

Not I: Stron~ty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Stron~ty 
appLicaNe Pisasree Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 O @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 o 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 o 0 ® o 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

Over~tI Course Assessment 



7: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neif~her 4: A=~ree 5: Strongly 
Disagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Agree 

o o 0 o @ o 

teacher, 
0 0    o    o 0 @ 

Overa[l~ I [earned a great deal from th~ 0 0 O~ 0 0 

[Space will expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

The ~nstructer was one of the best t have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
teaching award, 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questior~s we~L 

Appticable Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

No[ 1; S~rongiy 2;: Disagree 3: Neithe~¢ 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

No~ Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

The instructor used examples that had 
relevance for me. 

The instruCtor used c{ass time wet[. 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

The instructor encouraged ~tudents to 0 0 0 0 0 

T~is course w~ des�dried to keep me 0 0 0 0 @ 0 

T1he workload was appropriate fer what t 
gained from ~his crass. 

0 0 o 0 @ 0 

Other Information 

What grade do you think y~u wit[ get ia 
this co~rse? 

Is this a required course for you? 

FaitPass Ford C-orC C+or B- Bar B~ A-orA L P H 

O0 0 0 0 0 ~ o00 

No Yes 

0 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student .course eva[uatiens are extremely important to instructors in p{annin8 future courses, and the 
resutts are taken very ser~o~sty by ~structors ab~ ~eparb~ent chairs. Ptease consider your responses 

be acqesse~ by your instructor or ~mpus administ~a.to~. 

You may corap{ete oD[y one eva{uation form for this course usin8 this too{. ~f you choose not to fi[~ out the 

~ttom of the paso ~o save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COAPLET~NG OR 
DECLiNiNG THE SURLY, 

Thank~ ~or contfibu~n8 your feedback. 

Cou~ettnstructo~ Characteristics 

This cour~e cha£tensed me to think deep{y 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor c[eaHy communicated whe~ 
was expected of me fn this crass, 

ApptJcabte Disagree Disagree 
Nor 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 @ 0 

The course materials (e.8,, cour~eF~a.ck, 

website, texts) he{pod me ~e~;ter 
umdersta.nd the ~ubject matter. 

The course assignments harped me better 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The instructor evatua~ed my work fa~rty. 

0 0 O @ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ® 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

The ~structor showed concern about 
whether studen%s [earned the matador. 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

Not I; Strongly 2; Disa~:re~ 3: Neither 4: .A~ree 5: Strongly 

The instructor expressed ideas ctear~y. 

The ir~structor shewed enthusiasm foe the 
subject matte~. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
~eachin8 this. 

The instructor treated a~ students with 
re~p~t. 

The i~truc~n&l techniques encased me 
w~th the subject ma~ter. 

The instructor provided me with hetpf~t 
feedback o~ ~y 

TNs coupe was ve~ 
intet{~ctua~ty. 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

o o o 

0 0 0 

0 . 0 0 

0 @ o o 

0 @ 0 o 

Overa~ Caurs~ Assessment 



0 0 0 @ 0 0 

Overal[, this instructor was a~ effective 
teacher. 

0 0    0 0 @ 0 

Overa|[, I tearnec~ a great deal from 0 0 0 0 ® 0 

Comments on overa!~ a~sessmet~t of this 

Award. Recommendation 

The ins~ructer was one of the best t have 
had at ~aroLina, fu~y deserving of a 
teachin~ award. 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions we|t, 

The instructor used examples ~hat had 

The instructpr encouraged students to 

Tl~is course w~s designe~ to keep me 

The w~rktoad was appropriate for what 1 
~a~ned from this class. 

Other ~nformation 

What ~rade do you think you wil~ ~et in 
this course? 

ls thi~ a required course ~or yolk? 

[Space will expand as needed] 

N~t 1: $t~ong[y 2; Disagree 3: Neither 4~ A~ree 5: Strengty 
App~icab[e O~sagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

Fair Pass Ford C-orC C÷or B* !5 orB* A-erA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 0 @ o00 

No Yes 

~ 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in plannin8 future courses~ and the 

be accesse~ by your inst.�tot or campus a~minbtrato~. 

You may complete oniy one evaluation form for tNs course usin~ this tool. ff you choose not to fi~[ out the 

bottom of the page to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING TH~ SURVEY, 

Thank~ for eontributin8 your feedback, 

Cour~ettnstructot" Chsracteristics 

This course challenged me te thi~k ~eepty 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor dearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this ciass, 

~ wa~ able to 8at individua[ help when ! 
needed 

The course materials (e.g,, coursepack, 
weBs~te, .te~LS) he|pad me better 
understand the subject ma~ter. 

The course assignments ~elpe~ me better 
under,tend the subject ma~ter. 

TRe instructor eva~.uated my work 

The ~nstructor showed concert~ about 
whether student~ teamed the material. 

Net t: Stron~ty 2= Disasree 3: Neffhe~ 4: 
App[~cabte Disa!~ree             O~sa~ree 

Asree 5: Strot~Sly 

Astee 
Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 d/ 0 

0 0 0 0 @/" 0 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 

o o o o e" o 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~" 0 

0 0 0 O. 0 ’O/’ 

Not I: Strongly2; DisaSree 3: Neither 4; 

Nor A~ree 

The instructor expressed ideas dearly. O O O O 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the O O O O 
subject m~ttter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for O O O O 
teach, n8 this class. 

T~e instructor treated a~l students vdth 0 0 0 0 
resp~t. 

The ~tr~cNuna[ ~echniques ensa~ed me O O O O 
with the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me w~th he[pfu~ O O O O 
feedback on ~y peffermBnce. 

This course web ve~ exdt~n8 to me O O O O 
intellectually. 

Asree 5: Strongly 

o 
o 

o 
o o/ 

o 
d o 
d/ o 



OveraLL, this ~aurse was e×¢e[[enL 

teacher. 

Overa~% t [~arne~ a 8rear dea~ from th~s 

Teaching Awar~ Recommendation 

The instructor, was one o? the best i have 
had at Car0Una~ fuU~y deserving of a 
teaching award. 

Feedback t~ Students 

The instructor handled question~ weU. 

The instructor used exampI.es that had 
r~vance for ~e. 

The instructor encouraged students to 

This course yeas desi~ed to keep me 
en~ged ~n 

The workioad was appropriate for what 
~ained from ~his 

Other ~nformation 

What ~rade do you think you v~L~ ~et ~n 
this course? 

Is ~h~ a requited course for you? 

Not 

¯ Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

~: StrongLy ~.." Disagree 3: Neither 4.: A~ree 5: StrongLy 
A~ree 

¢’ o 
o 

e/ o 

[Space will expand aS needed]       ] 

Not t: 5tronsty 2.: !DisaSree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Streng{y 
ApplicabLe Disagree Disagree Asree 

Net A~ree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 d 0 O 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 

0 0 O. 0 @/" 0 

Pass F or D 

0 0 

No 

0 

C-orC C÷orB.. BorB~-.A~orA L P H 
/ 

0 " 0 0 GO’ 0 o 0 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student .course evaluations are extremely important te instructors i~ planninE future courses, and the 
results are take~ very serio.~sty by instructors and department ~hairs: P~ease ~onsider your re~pa~ses        ~ 

be accessed by your inst~ctor or ~mpus a~minist~ators. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for tMs course using this toni. {f you choose not to fi{i ou~ the 
survey, please scroll to the. betroth and ~ick the Deci#te button. C~ick the Submit Zval~Jation button at the 
bottom of the paso to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES AFTER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING Tbl~ SURVEY, 

Coursellns.tructo.~ Characteristics 

This course chal{en~ed me te think deeply 
about the subject matter, 

The ins~ructo~.’ clearly communicated whet 
was expected of me in this class. 

0 0 0 0 J 0 

I was able to ~et individual help when t 0 
needed ~t. 

The course materials (e,go, ceursepack, 
websi~e, texts) helped me better 
~nderstand the subject matter. 

The course a~siBr~ments he[pe~ me better 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The instructor evaluated my work fairly. 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [came8 the material, 

TRe instructor expressed ideas clearly. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject m~tter, 

The iastru.ctor showed 
teachin~ this class. 

The inst~u~tor treated all students 
respect, 

o o o o 

0 0 0 0 ~)/ 0 

0 0 0 (D/z" 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~9/ 0 

0 0 0 ~/z 0 

T~e instruct~bna£ technique~ en~aged me 0 0 0 
with the subject ma~ter, 

The instructor provieed me he[pfu[ 0 0 
feedback on my performance, 

Overall Course Assessment 

~/ 0 0 



this course was e×ce[|ent, 

teacher: 

Overa[t, ~ Learne~ a 8rear dea~ from 

Comments on overa[~ assessment of 

0 0 0 0 @// 0 

[Space wiLL expand as. needed] 

The instructor was one ef the best i have 
had at Ca[oUna, fu[ty ~eservin8 of a 
teaching award, 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled ques~io#~ wetL 

The instructor used examptes that had 
re~eva~!ce fo~ 

The instruct.or used c~ass t~me welt. 

T~e instructor en¢ourage~ students to 
participate in .tMs ciass. 

This course w~ designed to ~eep me 
engaged in [earnin~. 

The w0rktoad was appropria[e for what I 
8a~ned from t.hi~ class. 

Other ~nformation 

What ~rad~ do you think you wi[~ get in 
this course? 

Is this a require~J ~:ou~e for 

Not 1: 5t~ng[y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Strongly 
Appticabte Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~rae 

0 o o 0 ~ 0 

Nor A~ree 

Agree 5: St~’ongty 
A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
/ 

O O O O O 

0 0 O 0 o 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~/" 0 

~it Pass For D C~ orC C÷or 

0 0 0 0    0    0    ¢Y’ 000 

Yes 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in p~anning future courses, and the 
results are taken very seriously by iastructors and del)a~raent chairs. PLease consider your responses 
carefully, answer as thoughfu[~y as you can, and complete a[{ sections before ~ubmittin8 your su~ey. Note: 
Your feedba~ will ~ kept co~ft~en~i.~, an~ no ~formaIion {i~king your identity to your respo~ses can 
be acc~se~ by your inst~ctor or campus a~ministrators. 

~nstructions: 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool, ~f you choose not to fill out the 
suwey, please s~ro{{ to the botto~ a~d cli~ the Dec[iRe butto~. C~ick the S~it 
bottom of the paee to save your respond. YOU CANNOT C~NGE YOUR RESPORSES A~ER COMPLZTING OR 
D~CLINiNG TH~ SURVEY. 

Thanks for ¢or~ttibutihg your feedback. 

Courseltnstruotor Characteristics 

This .course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor clear[y communicated what 
was expected of me in this class, 

~ was able to ~et indfv~dua[ help when I 
needed it. 

The c~urse raateriaLs (e,~,~ coursepacM 
website, texts) helped me ~e~ter 
u~ders~and the subject matter, 

T~e course assignments heiped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

TSe instru,~tor ewluated my work fair[y, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether stude~t~ [earned the ~ateriaL 

Appt~ca b[e Disagree Disagree A~ree 

o o o o e/ o 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 

0 0 0 0 O/ 0 

0 0 0 0 0/ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~/ 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

0 0 o 0 ¢~ o 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly. 

The instruc:tor ~howe(~ enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin~ this class, 

The ~nst~ctor treated at[ studeots with 
respect. 

The iRstructionat techniques en~aged me 
with th~ sub~ect matter. 

The instructor prov~d me with h~tpfuL 
feedback on my performance, 

This course was ve~ excitin~ t~ me 
inte[tectua~[y, 

Not I: Strone~y 2; Disaeree 3: Neither 4: A~dree 5: Stroneiy 
Apptiea~te Disaeree ~saeree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

o o 



Overall, f~is course was excettent. 

teacher. 

Overa|[, I [earned a 8real dea~. from this 
co~Ys~. 

course 

Not 1; StronBty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: StronB|y 
Apptic~bte D~a~ree Disagree A~ree 

No~ Agre~ 

o o o    o ~ o 
0 0 o~ 0 Q/ 0 

o o    o    o ~/ o 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 

Teaching Awar~ Recon~mendat~on 

The instructor was one of the best t have 
had at Carolina, furry deserving of a 
teachin8 award. 

Feedback to Students 

The i~struc~or handted questions well 

The instructor used examples that had 
re~,evance ~ot me, 

T~e instructor encouraged students to 
participate in this class. 

course was ¢~es~gne~ Lo keep me 

The workload was appropriate for what 
~a~ned from this 

Other Information 

What ~jrade do you think you wi([ ~et in 
this course? 

Ap~ca~e D~sa~ree Disagree A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

Appticab|e D~sagree ~agree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o e¢ 

o o o o o ~ 
o o o o o ~ 

o o o o ~ o 

o o o o 0 ~ 

Pass Ford C-ore ¢÷or8o Bor~* A-orA L P a 

No Yes 

Is this a required course for you? 



Carolina Course Evaluation instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course ew[uations ere extremely import&hi to instrui:tors in p[annin~ future coupes, and the 

carefully, answer as th.oughfu[[y as you can~ and comp~e~ a[~ sections before submit#as your su~ey. Note= 
Your feedback wil! be kept coaftd~nlt~, and ao ~aforma~ion link~ng your Idenl~ty to you~ ~spon~es ~n 
be acc.esse~ by your instructor or campus aeministrators. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool. If you choose not to fill out the 
sur~ey, please ~c~o[[ to the b~ttom a~d c~fck ~he DecLine bu~ton. C~ick the Submi~ EvaLuation b~tton at the 
~ttom of the paee to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COAPL~TING OR 
D~CLiN{NG ~RE SURVEY. 

Coursellnstructor Charaoterist|cs 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The instructor cLear|y commun{cated what 
was expected of me in this class. 

needed 

The course materials (e.8,~ coursepack, 
texts) helped me better 

understand ~he subject mattm’. 

understand the subject matter. 

The {t~structor evaLua~ecJ my work fairly. 

The instructor showed concern about O 
whether student; le&rned ~he material 

Nat A~ree 

0 O O 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

O 0 0 

No~ I: S~romZLy2: Disaeree 3: Neither 4: 

Nor A~ree 

The in;tructor expressed {dens clearly. O O O O 

The in~t.ructor showed enthusiasm for the O O O O 
subject matter. 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for O O O O 
teach, n8 th~s 

The instruc%.or treated ~[[ s~udents w{th O O O O 
respect. 

T~ ~struct~nat techniques engaged me O O O 
w~th the subject matter. 

The instructor prodded me with helpful O O O O 
feedback on my performance. 

TNs course was ve~ excik~n~ to me O O O O 
inlet{actually. 



Nor Agree 

O o O O 

Overa{f, this instructov was an effective O 
teacher, 

Overatb I tearne~ a 8real ~ea~ from this O 

42OUFSe, 

Teaching Awar# Recommeadation 

The ~nstructor was one of the bast ( have 
had at Catotiaa, fuLLy deservia~ of a 
teachJn8 awai’d, 

Feedbac~ to Student~ 

o O    O 

o O o 

[Space wilt expand.aS needed] 

ASree 5; StronS[y 
Agree 

.~ 

Not i ; StrongLy 2: Disagree 3: Neithe~ 4: 
ApplicabLe Disagree Disagree 

Nor k~ree 

The instructor hand[ed questioas 

The inst~-uctor u~ed examples that h~d O 
relevance for 

The instructor use~ class ~me we{[, 

Asree 5: Stro~ty 
Agree 

0 0 0 @/" 0 

o o o ~ o 

o o o ~ o o 
o 0 0 0 ~ o 

end.aged in {earning. 

The workload was appropriate for what i 
gainecl from this cta.ss, 

Other ~nformetion 

What grade do yeu think you wit[ get in 
this course? 

o o o ~Y o 

0 0 0 d 0 

Is this a require~ course .for you? 

O. 0 0 o O o 0/ 000 

Yes 

O 
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Carotina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to ~nstructors i~ pl.annin8 future courses, and the 

be ac~sse~ by your }ns[ructor or campus adminis#a.to~. 

You may complete only one eva[uat(on form for this course using= this toot. ~f you choose not to fill out the 
survey, please ~c~ott ~:o the b~ttom and ~[~ck the Decline button. O~ck the Submit E~t~o~ bu~ton at the 
bottom of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLZTING OR 
D~CL]N{NG THE SURV£Y. 

Th:anks for c.e:ntdbutin~ your feedback. 

Course/Instructo~ Charecteristics 

This course chattenged me to tMnk deepty 
about the sub~ect matter. 

The i~structor c[ear{y communicated wha~ 
w~s expected of me ~n ~hi~ class, 

] was able to get indivi~u~t help when I 
needed it. 

The course mated~[s (e,~,.~ coursepack, 
website, texts) he)~ped me ~etter 
understand the subjec~ m~ter, 

The course assignments helped me better 
understand the sub}oct matter, 

The i~structor eva~uated my work fairly. 

The iRstructor showed concern about 
whether st.uden~:~ [earned the material 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 o 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 O 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

Not I: Strongly 2: Disagree 3~ t4either 4~ .A~ree 5: Stron~.[y 

No~ A~=ree 

The ~r~structor expressed fdeas clear[y, O O O O O ~) 

The in~tr~ctor showed enthusiasm for the O O O O O ~ 

subject matter. 

The ~nstructor showed a~thas{asm for O O O O O ~ 

teaching th~s crass, 

The i~tructot treated all studen~ ~th O O O O O ~ 

resp~t. 

The ~nstruct{on&{ techniques en~aged me O O O O O ~ 

wi~h the subject matter, 

The ~nstructor provMed me w{th 5e[pfu[ O O O O O ~ 

feedback on my peHo~ance. 

Th~s course w~ ve~ exciting t# me O O O O O ~ 

~ntettectuaUy. 

Overall Course Assessment 



OveralL, this ¢oLlr~e yeas e×ceL[ent, 

Overa{[, this. instructor was Bn effect{re 
teacher. 

Overa[{, I Lemrne~ a ~reat dea~ from th~s 

:GOU~’Se, 

Not 1: StrongLy 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: StronBty 

Nor ~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

O 0 0 0 0 @ 

[Space writ expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

had et CaroLina, fully deserving of a 
teachin~ award. 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled questions wet[. 

The ~nstructor used examp[es that had 
reJ~eva~ce for me. 

instructor encouraged student~ to 

This course was ~esigned ~o keep me 

The work{earl was appropriate for what ] 
gained from this 

Other ~nformat~on 

Wh~ grade do you tMnk y~u w{l[ ~et in 
this course? 

Is this a required course for 

Not 
kpp~.icab~e Disagree Disagree ~re~ 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not 1: 5tron~,y 2: Disasree 3: Ne~the~ 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Appb’cabte Dfsagree             Dis~rea            Agree 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 O 0 

O 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Fair Pass ForD C-ore C-or B- Bor B~ A-orA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 ® 0 000 

No                          Ye~ 

o             ¯ 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremety important to instructors in p[ann:~nE future courses, and the 

c~refu~y, answer a~ thou~hfutly as you can, and ~omplete a~ sections before ~ubmittin~ yo:ur su~ey. Note: 

You may comp{ete on[), one evaluation form for this course usin8 this tool. If you choose not to fi[L cut the 

b~tom of the page to save your respon~e~. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for contdbu~n8 your feadbacko 

Coursellnstructo~ Characteristics 

This course chat{on,e8 me to think deep{y 
about the subject matter. 

The i~structor c{early communicated wh~.t 
was expected of me {r~ thl’s class. 

was able to ge~ individual hetp when 
aeeded it. 

we~site, texts) he~ped me better 
understand the subject maf~ter. 

The course assfsnments he~pec~ me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor eva~uated ~ work fairly. 

The iastruct.or showed concern about 
whether students [~arned the material. 

The instructor expressed ideas ctear[y, 

The i~struct.or showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The ~nstructor showed e~thus~a~m for 
teachin8 thi~ cta.ss. 

The instructor treated a~l students with 

T~e ins~uctiona{ techniques en~a~ed me 
with the subject matter. 

The instructor provided me w~th he[pfu~ 
feedback on my performance. 

This course was very exc~tin~ to me 
intellectua{ty. 

Nor A2ree 

0 0 O @ 0     O 

o 0 ® 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ o 

0 0 0 ® 0     0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not I: Stron~{y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4:: A~ree5: Strongly 
AFFtical~te Di~r~e 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

o 0 

o 0 

0 o 

Nor A~or~ 

o 0 @ 0 

O 0 0     @ 

O 0 0 

O 0 0 

o @ o 0 

o 0 @ 0 

0 ® 0 0 

Overal~ Course Assessment 



Overa£[, this instructor wa~ an effective 
teacher, 

Overal{~ ~ {earned a ~reat deal from this 

Not $: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: NeSther 4: A~re~ 5: S.tron~{~ 
Applicable D~sa~ee Disagree A~ree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 

0 0 ® 0 0 

[Space wiLL expand as needed] 

T~a~hing Awar~ Recommendation 

The i~structor was one of the best t have 
had at Catotiaa, fusty deserving of a 
teaching award, 

F~edb~k to Students 

The ~nstructor handled questions we~L 

T~e instructor u~ed examples that ha~l 
~e~evance f~ me. 

Tha instructor used cIa.ss b;me we~,[. 

The instructor encouraged ~tudent~ to 

The workload was appropria%e for what 
.ga~ne~ from this 

Other Information 

What 8,fade do you think you wilt ~ebin 

this a required course for yo~? 

Not t : St~ly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: Stron~!,y 
Appticabte Disagree D~sa~ree A~ree. 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

Not I: 5tror~ty 2t ~sagree 3: Neither 4; .A~ree 5:. Strongly 
A~{~caNe D~se~ree Disagree A~ree 

Nor As,fee 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

o o o ¯ o o 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

o o 
~ 

@ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

F~itPass For D C~orC Ceor B- Beta* A-erA L P H 

O0 0 0 0 0 (~ 000 

Yes 

O 



Carofina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva~uations are extremely impo~tant to instruotors in p:anning future coupes, and the 

be accesse6 by your instreotor or ca~pus a~i~isttators. 

You may comptete on~y one evaluation form for this course using this toot. tf you choose not to flU. out the 

bottom of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ZR CO~LETING OR 

DECLINING TH~ SURVEY. 

Tha.nk~ for contributSng your feedback. 

Cou rs e/Instructor Character.isties 

T~is course challenge8 me to think 
about the s~bject matter. 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in this crass, 

needed it. 

website, texts) h,e!p~d me Better 
understand t~e subject matter, 

The course assi!tnments helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The instructor eva~,uated my wo~k fairly, 

The instructor showed concern about 
whether students [earned the material 

The i~structor expressed ~deas c~early, 

The i~structor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthusi~m for 

The instructor treated a~:~ students with 
respect. 

The ~nstruction~I techniques en~aged .me 
wi.th the s~bject matter. 

The instructor ~rovMed me v~th helpful 
feedback on my performance. 

~nte~tectuaUy, 

Applicable Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor Agree 

o o o o ~’ o 

o o o o ,~ o 

0 0 0 0 ~(" 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 
0 

o o o o 94 o 

o O 0 0 ~, 0 

0 o 0 0 ~ 0 

Not I: 5tron~y2: Disagree 3’, Neither 4: A~ree 5: Stron~[y 
App~icaE~e Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A:~ree 

o o o o ~ o 
o o o o ~ o 

o o o o ~ o 

o 0 0 0 ,~ 0 

o o o o ~ o 

0 0 0 0 ~d, 0 

0 0 0 0 }~, 0 



Overa~, this instructor ~f~s an effective 
teacher, 

Overa{t, I [earned a great, deal from this 

App[ic~ D~s~ree Disa~e A~ree 
N~ .ACr~ 

o o o o ~ o 
o o o o ~ o 

o o o o ~ o 

.I [Space wH[ expand as needed] 

Teaching Award Recommendation 

T~e ~nstructor w~s one of the best I have 
had at CaroUna, futly deservin~ of a 

The instructor used examp[e~ that 
r~{evance fo~ me- 

The instructor encouraf~e~ studenL~ to 

The workload was appropriate for what 
~ined from this 

Other Informatio~ 

What ~rade do yc~u tMnk you wilt ~et in 
this course? 

ts thi; ~. required course for you? 

Appticsbte D~sa~ree ~sasree Agree 

0 0    0    0 ~ 0 

o o o o ~ 
o o o o ~ o 

-0 0 O 0 ~ 
0 

o o o o ~ o 

o o o o ~ o 

o o o o ~ o 

Fair Pass ForD C-or£ C÷orB- Bor B÷ A-orA L P H 

0 0 0    0    0    ~    0 000 

No Yes 

o ~ 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student coarse evaluations are extremely important to ~nstruc~ors in plann{n~ future courses, and the 
results are taken very seriously by ~struct~s and depa~ment cha~. Please consider your responses 
car~uf{y, answer as thou~hfutty as you can~ and comple~ art sections befo~ submitt~n8 your su~ey. Note: 

be .ac~sse~ by your inst~ctor or campus admi~is~ators. 

bottom of th~ £ege to save your responses, YOU CANNOT CNANGE YOUR RESPONSE5 A~ER COMPLETING 
D£CUN~NG THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for ¢ontHbutin~ your feedback. 

Courseflnstructor Characteristi6s 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter, 

The instructor clearly communicated what 
w-as expected of me in tMs class, 

1 was able to get individual, beIp when 
needed 

The course materials (e.8., coursepack, 
webs~e, t:e×{s) be{pod me 5eJ;ter 
understand the subject matter. 

The course assignments he[pec~ me better 
understand ~-he subject matter. 

The instructor eva~ga~ed my work fairly, 

The i#structor showed concern about 
whether students learned the material. 

The insb-uctor expressed "~deas clearly. 

The i~structor showed enthus{asm for the 
subject matter. 

T~e instructor showed enthus{esm for 
~eachin8 th~s. class, 

The instructor treated a~l stuclents with 
respect, 

T~e ~nstructiona[ technfques en~aged me 
with the subject matter+ 

The instructor provic~e~ me v~bh helpful 
feedback on my performance. 

This course was veQt exciting to me 
intellectually. 

Not i~, Strongly 2: g&agree 3: Neitbe~ 4; Agree 5: ~trong[y 
At~licabte Disagree ~sa~ree A~ree 

Nor k~ree 

~ 
o 0 0 0 o 

0 0 0 0 ~// 0 

0 0 0 0 0 (9// 

0 0 0 0 (9// 0 

0 0 0 0 0// 0 
/ 

o o o o o ~// 
0 0 o 0 0 (9/ 

NoL 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 o 

O O O O 

o 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 o 

0 0 0 0 

O 

O 
/. 

o o o 



this instructor was an effective 

Teaching Awar~I Recommendation 

The instructor w~s one of the best I have 
had at Carolina, fully deserving of a 
t~achin~ award. 

instructor used examples that h~d 

The instructor u~ed ctaSS t~me well.. 

The ~nstructor encouraged students to 
participate in this .class, 

ensa~ed ~ barning. 

TSe workload was appropriate for what 
gained from this class. 

Other Information 

What grade do you think you w~l[ get in 
this course? 

Is this a required COUrse for you? 

Not 
Appticab[e Disagree 

O O O 

O O O 

O O O 

~or~,,,.IIA~r~-~. 0 / 0 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 

Not �~: StrOngly 2-: D~sagree 3: Neither 4." Ag~ree 5: Sttan~b] 
Ap~icab~e Dfsagree Disagree Agree 

Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 

Not ¯ A~ree 5: 
Applicable Ois~{ree A~ree 

0 O 0 0 ~ O 

O 0 0 0 ¢Y" 0 

0 0 O 0 ~/ 0 

o o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 Q/ 0 

I: Stror~Ly 2: ~sasree 3: Nei~he.r 41; 
Disagree 

Nor Agree 

Fail Pass Ford C-orC C÷or B- BorB~ A oorA L P H 
/ 

0 0 0 @ 0 0 0 000 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course eva(uat~ons are extremely ~mportant to ~n~tructars in plann{n8 future courses, and the 

c~refu~ly, answer as ~ou~fu~y as you ca~ and ~ompte~ a[~ se~ons before submitting your su~ey. ~ote: 

be acc~ee by your inst~ctor or campus ~ministrators. 

Instructions: 

You may complete only one evaluation form for th~s course us~n~ this tool ~f you choose not to f~l~ out the 
~urvey, please scrolT[ to the b~tto~ ~d c~ick the Decline buxom. Click the Sub~ 
bottom of the pa~e to save your responses. ~U CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECUN~G THE SURVEY, 

This coupe challenged :me to thi~k deeply 
abe~at the subject matter. 

The instructor clearly commuMcated wha~ 
was expected of me in thfs class, 

needed it. 

The course m.ateri~s {e,~., cou~epack, 
website, t:ext~} heiped me better 
understand the subject ma~ter, 

The course assisnme~ts helped me better 
underlaid th~ sub~ect m~ttero 

The f~structor eva{anted my work fairl.y. 

The i~structor shorted conoerr~ ~bout 
whether students [eame~ the material 

Not 1 ; Stron~,y 2: I~sas~ee 3,’ Neither 4~ Asree 5: Strongty 
ApplYcable Disagree D{sa~ree A~ree 

Nor Asree 

0 O 0 0 @ o 

0 0 @ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 @ 

0 0 0 o @ O 

0 0 0 0 (~ 0 

0 0 0 o @ 0 

0 0 o 0 0 @ 

Not 

Nor A~ree 

The ~structor expressed ideas oteady, 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 

The instructor showed enthusiasm for the 0 0 0 0 0 

~u~ect m~t~r~ 

The ~str~ctor showed enthusiasm for O O O O O 

The instructor treated a[~ stude~t~ with 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

resp~t. 

The i~r~ct~onat ~echn~ques en~aged .me 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

~th the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor provided me vH~ helpful 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

feedback on my 

’ intetlectuaUy. 

t: Stron=~i,y 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A1~ree 5: StronSty 

Overall Course Assessment 



teacher, 

Ov~raU,~ ~ ~,earned~ a ~r~at de~i from this 

Not 1: S~rong[yZ: Disagree 3: Neikher 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Ap~[~caNe Dfsagree Disagree A~ree 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

0     0     O     0 

[Space wilt expand as needed] 

"reaching A,¢ar~ Recommendatiion 

The instructor was one of the best I have 
had at Carolina, fully deservin8 of a 
teachin8 award, 

The instructor handled questio#£ we~L 

The instructor used examples tha~ had 
~gleva~ce f~r me. 

TT~e i~structor used ~(ass t~me we~[. 

en~a~ed in [eamin~, 

The workload was appropriate f~r wha~ ~ 
~a~ned from th& class. 

Other ~for~at~on 

What 8rode do you think you w~t~, Bet in 
th~s course? 

Is ~hi~ a requiree course far yo~? 

Not 1: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Stron~!y 
Applicable Disagree Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Not ~ : Sf~rongty 2: Disagree 3~ Neithe~ 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Applicable Di~ree ~sa~ree Agree 

Nor 

0 0 0 0 @ 0 

O 0 0 0 @ 0 

0 0 O @ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 @    0 

0 o 0 0 @ 0 

Pass ~ or D C- or C C÷ or B- B or B~ A- orA L P H 

O0 0 0 0 0 @ 0o0 

No Yes 

~ 0 



teacher, 

Qvera[{~ I {earne~J a great deal from this 

course, 

Teaching Awar{I Recommendation 

The ~nst.r~c~or w~s one of the best f have 
had at Carot.i~a, fuity ~eservia~ of a 
teachfn8 awa~’d. 

Feed~ck t~ Students 

T~e ~ns~ructor hand(ed questions well 

instructor used examples that had 
retevance f#r me. 

The instructor use~ class t~me well 

The instructor encoura~ec~ student~ to 
participate ~n this class, 

This course was designed to keep me 
en~ed ~ [earMn~. 

The workload was appropriate for what I 
Banned from this crass, 

Other ~nformation 

What 8fade dO you think you wi[:[ ~et in 
this course? 

ts this a required course for yo~? 

Not t: Stro~sty 2: Dfsagree 3; Ne~er 4: Asree 5: Strons[y 
App{icabSe Disasree Dfsasre’e A8tee 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

o o    o    o o ¢ 
o o    o    o o # 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

App{k:abLe Disagree Disagree A~ree 
Nor Agr~ 

o. o    o    o o @ 

Not ¯ t: 5tron~{~y2: ~sagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 
Appticab~e D.isa~ree ~sa~r~ 

Nor Ague 

o 0 0 0 0 

o o o o o 9 

¯ 0 0 O o 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 0 0 0 
~ 

Fail Pass Ford C-ore C÷or B- BorB~ A-o~A L 

0 0 0 0 0 

P H 

0 q~) 000 

No Yes 

o 9 



Carolina Course Evaluation Ins.tmment 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extreme~.y impoc-tent to instructors in p{.ann~ng future cou~es~ a~d the 

Your fee~be¢~ wi~ ~ kept coaf~de.#t~, a~d ~o ~nfor~at~on ticking ~r ~dent~ to you[ ~ponse$ can 
be accessed by your iast~or or campus a~mi~ist;ato~. 

You may complete oT}l:y one evaluation farm for this co~rse using this too[. ~f you choose not to fie out the 
su~ey, p~ea~ scroll to the bottom a~ c[~ck the Dad{me butch. C~ck the Submit Evaluat~ but~o~ at the 
~ttom of the ~age to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
DECLINING THE SURV~Y. 

Thanks for con~dbutir~ yo~r feedback. 

Course/Instructo[ Characler|s[i¢~ 

This course challenged me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me #t thJs c&ass. 

The course raateri~ts (e.F~.~ coursepack. 
webs~te, texts) he~ped me be~ter 
understand the subjecf, m~ter. 

The course ~gnmer~ hefpec{ me better 
understand the subject m~er. 

The {nstr~ctor evaluated my w~rk f~rly. 

¯ The {nstructor showed concern about 
wheLher students le&rned the material 

The i~structor expressed ~deas treacly. 

The instructor showed e~husiasm for ~he 

The instructor showed e~thusiasm for 
teach~n8 th~s crass. 

The ~str~ctor treated art 
re~p~t. 

The ~nstruct~ona[ techniques engaged me 
w~th the subject matter. 

The ~structor provided me w{th hetpfut 
feedback on my pe~o~ance. 

Th~s course w~ ve~ exalt{he to me 
~ {ntettectuaUy. 

NeE t: S~rongty 2: D~sagree 3: Neitb~er 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
Ap~icabte Disagree D{sagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

o o o o o e 

o o o o o e 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

o o o o o ~ 

o o o o o ~ 
o 0 o 0 0 ~ 

0 0 0 0 o ~) 

No~ ~: Stron=~ty 2: D~sagree 3: Ne~:he~ 4: A~ree 5: Stron~|y 

Appi]cab{e Disagree Disag~’e8 Agree 
Nor Agree 

o o o o o g 

0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

o o o o o ~ 

o o o o o ~ 

o o o o o ~ 

o o o o o ~ 

0 O 0 0 0 ~ 

Overall Cours~ Assessment 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrumen:t 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremety important to {nstructors in p~ann{n~ future courses, and the 

carefu{Iy, ~swer as thou~hfu{~y as you ca~, and comp~e~ a{~ sections before submittin8 your ~u~ey, Note: 

be accesse~ by your ~nst~etor or campu~ a~ainis~ator$. 

Instructions;: 

~ Th~r~ks fo~ c~tributing your 

You may complete only one evaluation fo~m for this course using[ th~s tool If you choose not to fff~L out the 
su~ey, ptease scro~[ to the bottom and c{i¢k ~e Decline butch. C~ick the Submit ~w[u~t~o~ button at the 
bottom of the page to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPORSES A~ER COMPLETING OR 
D~CLIN~NG TH~ SURVZY. 

This course challenged me to think deep{y 
about the subject m~tter. 

The {nstructor clearly communicated what 
was expected of me in 

I w~s ~bte to ~et ind~vid~a{ he[p when I 
needed it. 

The course mate~iats {eo~.~ cour~epack, 
website, texts) he~ped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

The course ass~snments he~ped me better 
underst.and the subject matter. 

T~e i~structor evabJated my work fairly. 

The ~nstructor showed concern about 
whether studet~t~ te~rned the materiaL 

The ~nstructor expressed {deas croat[y, 

The i~structor shewed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The iastructor show~ e~thus~a~m for 
tea~hin~ this class, 

The instructor treated eli ~tu~en~ with 
resp~t. 

Th~ ~nstruc~oaa{ techniques e~Sa~d m~ 
v~th the subject ma~ter. 

The {nst~ctor provided me Mth helpful 
feedback o~ my perfo~ance. 

This course was ve~ exc~tfn8 to. me 
~ntet[ectualty. 

Over~ll Course Assessment 

Not 1: Strens&y 2t Dis~sree 3: Neither 4: Asree 5: Stron~ty 
A~1~Licab~e D~sagree Disagree ASree 

Nor A2ree 

0 0 0 O ~ 0 

o o o o 6 o 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 o 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o 

Not I: Stros~ty 2: D~sa~ree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: StrongLy 

Nor Agree 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

o o o o 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 O 0 0 

0 0 0 0 



Overa[[~ this instructor was an effec.t~e 
teacher, 

Teaching Awar¢~ Re~omme~datbn 

teachin~ award, 

Feedback to Students 

The instructor handled quest~oas wetL 

The instructor used examples that had 

The instructor encouraged 
participate in this 

This ~ourse was ~igned ~o keep me 
en~Bged ~n learning. 

T’he workload was appropHa~e for what 

Other 

Is this a requ~re{J course fro" you.7 

Not I: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly 
App~iaab{e Disagre~ Disagree Agree 

Nc~r ASree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

¯ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

[Space ~.~{[ expand as needed] 

Appt~cable Disagree Disagree Agree 
Nor A~rea 

0 0 0    0 ~ 0 

o o o o ~/ o 
o o o o d o 

o o o o d o. 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o d o 

0 0 0 0 (9/’ 0 

t: Stron~ty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 
Disagree 

Fai~ Pas~orD C~ o~C C+orB- Borg÷ A-o~’A t P H 

0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 000 

No Yes / 

o 



CaroI[na Course Evaluation ~nstrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely {mportant to instructors in p[aaning future co~rse% and the 
results are taken very se~s~y by ~tr~ctor~ an~ ~e~ar~me~ ~a~rs, ~[ease consider your ~espo~es 
c~refu~y, answer as ~ougbfu~ly as you can, and eomp~e~ a[~ sec~e~s before submitting ~ur su~ey. Note: 

~ accesse~ by your instructor ar campus a~minis~ators. 

You may complete only one evaluation form for this course .usin~ this tool, ff you choose not to fi[!. out the 
~urvey, please sc~l to t~e b~ttem a~ ct~ck the Dec[~e button, C~ck the Submit Evat~a~o~ ~ton at the 
~ttom of the page to save your resp~nses~ YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER CO~PL~TtNG OR 
DECUN[NG THE SURVEY, 

Thanks for c.oatribu~ your feedback. 

Courset|nstructor Characteristics 

Th,is couse challenged me te think deeply 
about Lhe subject matter. 

The instructor c~early communicated what 
was expected ~f me in this class, 

~eeded it. 

The ¢o~Jrse materials (e.g,~ coursepa.ck, 
website, texts} helped me be~;ter 
~nderstand the subject matter, 

The course a~s~nments helpec~ me better 
andersta:n8 the subject matter. 

The ~nstructor evaluated my work 

The instructor showed concern about 0 
whether students Learned the material 

The instructor expressed ideas clearly, 

The i~structor showe8 enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The instructor showed enthu=iasm for 
teaching this class, 

The i~str~ctor treated a~,[ stugents with 

respect. 

The instructional techniques encased me 
wi.th the subject matter~ 

1"~=e instructor provided me wffh 
feedback on my performance. 

This course was very exc~t~n8 to me 
inte[(ec.tualiy. 

Applicable D~sagree ~saSree Ague 
Nor Agree 

0 O 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 O ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

0 0 0 0 0// 0 

0 0 0 0 @// 0 

O 0 0 ~ 0 

Not I: Strongly 2: D4sagree 3: Neither 4: Agree 5: Strongly ’ 

Applicable Disagree Disagree A~r~e 
Nor Agree / 

0 0 O 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 0 0 ~0 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

o o o o o 

0 0 o 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

Overall Course Asse~.sment 



OveratL, this course was exceEent, 

teacher. 

Overa[f, I [earned a ~reat deal from th~s 

0 0 0    0 

0    0    o    o 

0 0 0    0 

[Space wit[ expand as needed] 

Agree 5: Strono=~y 
A~ree 

Teacldng Awar¢~ Recommendation 

The instructor was one of the best 
had at Carotina, fusty ~eserving of a 
tea�bin8 award. 

Feedback to Studen~ 

~e ~ns~uctor used examples that had 

T~e instructor used c[~ t~me we~L 

~e ~nstructor encouraged studen~ to 

en~.a~ed ~n [earnins, 

The work{end was app~prf~e for what 
~a~ned from t~is c~ass. 

Other l~formatio~ 

Is this a required course for y~? 

/ 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

Not f : Strongly 2: Disasree 3: Neither 4~ Agree 5: Stronst, y 
Ap]~{icabte b~sa~ree ~s~ree A~ree 

. Nor Asree / 

0 0 0 O 

~        o 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 ~/ 0 

0 0 0 0 

~            0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 ~0 

Pass ForD C-orC C÷or B- Bor B~ A-orA L P H 

0 0 0 0 0 0 000 

Yes 

O 



Carolina Course Evaluation ~nstrumen.t 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are e×treme[y ~mportant to instructors in plann{n~ future courses, and the 

carefully, am~/er ~ thou~hfuEy as you ~an~ and complete al~ ~t~oms before submftt~n8 your su~ey. Note: 

be aeces.se~ by your inst~ator .or campus Bdmi~isttator~. 

You may complete only enm evaluation form for this ¢o~r~e u~in8 th~s too[, ~f you choose not to fi~{ out the 

bottom of the pa~e to save your responses. YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES ~ER COMPLYING OR 
~[CLi~iVG THE SURVEY. 

Th~nks for contribut~8 your feedback, 

Course/instructor Characteristics 

This course chat{ensed me to think deeply 
about the subject matter. 

The ir~structor clearly communicated what 
was expected of m~ in this c~ass, 

~eeded it. 

The coL~rse material~ {e.8., ¢oursepack, 
website, 1;exts} he!pod me better 
understand ti~e subject matter, 

The course assiBnments he[pc# me be~er 
understand the subject matter. 

T~e instructor ew.lqated my wo~k fairly, 

The instruc=or showed concern about 
whether students [eame{f the material 

The i~strucbor expressed ~deas clearly, 

The ir~structor showed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter. 

The ~r~tructor showed enthusiasm for 
teachin8 this class, 

The i~structor treated al~ students with 
respect. 

The i~s~ucd~aa~. techniques ensa~ed me 
with the subject matter. 

The i~str~ct.or previewed me w~th helpful 
feedback on my performance. 

This course w~ very excitin!~ to me 
’ intellectually. 

Nor A~ree 

o ~ o o o o 

o ~ o o o o 

o o o o o :~ 

o ~ o o o o 

0 "~ 0 0 0 0 

0 0 ~L 0 0 0 

0 0 O 0 0 
~ 

Not I : Stron~=ty 2: Disagree 3: Neither 4: A~ree 5: StronBty 

Applicable Di~ree Pi~aSree Agree 
Nor Asree 

o ~ o o o o 

o o o o o ~ 
o o o o o ~ 

o o o o o ~ 
o ~ o o o o 

o o ~ o o o 

O 
~ 

O O O O 

Overall Coulee Assessment 



Overa.~L, this instructor was an e4fectNe 
teacher, 

Overa[~I, ~ [earned a ~reat dea~ from this 

0 
~ 

0 0 0 0 

o ~ o o o o. 

0 
~ 

0 0 0 

[Space w~[[ expand as needed] 

Tea¢hing Awarc~ Recommendation 

had at CaroUna, futly desercfn~ of a 
teachin8 award. 

Feedt~e.k to Student~ 

The instructor used examples that ha~ 
relevance for me. 

The instructor used class t~me we~L 

instructor encoural~ed ~tudents to 
participate in this c~ass~ " 

en.~a~ed ~ learning, 

The workload was appropriate for what 
~a~ned from th~s 

Other Information 

What ~raSe do y~u ~hink y~u wi[[ ~et in 
~his course? 

Is this a requfre~ course for y~u~ 

o ~t    o    o o o 

o o o o .~ ...0 
o ~ o o o o 

0 ~ O 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
~ 

o .~, o    o o o 

0 
~ 

0 0 0 0 

Fm~t Pa~ For D C- ore C-or B- BorBe A-orA L P H 

o o o o o ~. o ooo 
No Yes 

o N 



Carolina Course Evaluation Instrument 
Basic Version 

Student course evaluations are extremely important to instructors in planningfuture courses, and the 

Your fe~bac~ -will be kept co~fiden~iaL a~ no intonation li~king yo~r identity lo you’.r ~spon~s can 
be .aec~se~ by your i~structor’or campus administrator�. 

Instructions: 

You may comp{ete only one evaEuation form for this course usin~ this too{, if you choose not to fi[~ out the 

bottom .of the paso to ~ve your responses, YOU CANNOT CHANGE YOUR RESPONSES A~ER CO~APLETING OR 

DECLINING THE SURVEY. 

Thanks for contributing your feedback. 

Coursetlns[ructor eha~r~cteristics 

This course challenged me to think deep{y 
about the subject .matter, 

The instructor cte.arly commun~cz~ted what 
was expected of me i~ this �toss, 

The course materials (e.g., ¢oursepack, 
we~site, texts) he~ped me be~ter 
~ndersfand the subject matter, 

The ceuree assignments he[pe~ me better 
understand the subject matter, 

The ir~tructor eva~uated my work fa~,r[y, 

The instructor ~howed concern about 
~,¢hether studenLs learned the materiaL, 

The i~structor expressed ideas ciear[y, 

T~qe i~sb-uctor shewed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter, 

The ~structor showed enthusiasm for 
teaching this crass, 

The i~structor treated a~1 students ~th 
re~p~t, 

Th~ i~struct~on~£ tech~que~ ~n~as~d ~e. 
with th~ subject matter. 

The inst~ctor provided me wi~ helpful 
feedb~k on my pe~ormance, 

This course w~ ve~ exci~n~ to me 
{nteItectua[ty, 

Overal~ Course Assessment 

.0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 y 

0 ,~ 0 0 0 0 
/ 

0 0 0 
A 

0 0 

o O 

O O 

ApRtic~l~e Disagree 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

o 0 
~ 

0 

0 o 

~ 

O 

I: Strongly 2: Disasree 3; Neither 4: Agree 5: Stronsty 
Disagree Agree 

Nor Agree 

0 ,¢~/ 0 o 

o o o 

o o o/ o 

0 0 o o A o 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 o 

0 0 
~ 

o 

0 0 f 0 



this (:our~ was 

Leacher, 

Overall, I learned a great deal from th~ 
course, 

Nor Asree 

0 0 0 
~ 

0 0 

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 
/ 

0 0 0 ,Q" 0 o 

[Space w~Ll expand as needed] 

Teach~ng Awarc~ Recommendation 

had at Carolina, fully deservin~ of a 
teachin8 award. 

Feedback to Student~ 

T~e insiructor handled questions well 

THe instructor used examples that had 
r~ev~nce f¢~" me. 

The ~nstructor encouraged studen~ to 
parti:ipBte in this class, 

This course was ~esi~ned ~o keep me 
engaged ~ [earnin~. 

The work{earl was appropriate fo~ what 1 
8ained from this crass. 

Other }nformatien 

th~s co~rse? 

Is this a required course for you? 

No~ A~ree 

0 0 0 0 0 

/ 
No~ I: Strongly 2: Disagree 3: Nefther 4: A~ree 5: St~on81y 

Appt~cab~e Disagree ~sa~ree A~ree 
Nor A~ree 

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

0 0 
A 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
A /° 

0 0 0 0 
~ 

0 

0 0 0 0 (:~ 0 

Pass Ford C- erC C÷or B- BorBe A-erA L P H 

o o o o o o ~ ooo 

No                          Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:55 AM 

Lamontagne, Paul R <plamont@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2706502 

Great! Yes, I am in 109. Thanks! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lamontagne, Paul R 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2706502 

Okay, 1:15 is fine. You are in 109? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:53 AM 
To: Lamontagne, Paul R 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2706502 

Hi Paul, 

Thanks for letting me know. I will be at lunch during that time. You could send Brianna over any time after 1:15pm today if she is 
available then. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ ] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2706502 

Client Information: travis t gore 
Location: 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation: 
Department: african, afri-amer & diaspora 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Hi Travis. 



James is at training this week. One of us in OASIS will come over and look at the printer. I can send over Brianna about 12:45 
today. Will you be there to let her into the office? If not, what time should she come over? 

Thanks, 
Paul Lamontagne 
OASIS Tech Support 

Worklog : 
02/17/2014 10:32:44 AM web 

Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Professor Hildebrand said he is having trouble with his printer. I am not sure what the issue but he said it will not print. Maybe 
you could drop by to take a look at it when you get a chance. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwwwxmc.ed~/arobir~iwebsubiir~dex. t=OAS[S%20TechnicaI%20SaRport 
Remote Host: 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 

02/17/2014 11:51:02 AM plamont 
The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: plamont@email.unc.edu 
ccl 

Hi Travis. 
James is at training this week. One of us in OASIS will come over and look at the printer. I can send over Brianna about 12:45 

today. Will you be there to let her into the office? If not, what time should she come over? 

Thanks, 
Paul Lamontagne 
OASIS Tech Support 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:49 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
FW: one time booking 

Here it is! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 3:58 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: one time booking 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

was able to get you Genome Sciences G200 on Feb 20th 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited° If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message° 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 3:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: one time booking 

Hi Travis, 

I scheduled this lecture in Genome Sciences G200: 

* Event information * 

Event    : AAAD 341 Lecture 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 2:00 PM 

End Time :3:15PM 

Start Date : 2/20/2014 



End Date : 2/20/2014 

Days Met : R 

Building : GS 

Room : G200 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, January 27, 2014 3:47 PM 
To." Paquin, Violet May 
Subject." one time booking 

Good afternoon Violet, 

A professor needs a one-time booking for a classroom on Thurs. Feb. 20th. Needs to hold around 60 students. The 

time is 2pm to 315pm. Does not require multi media. This will be a lecture given for AAAD 341. If nothing is available 

on Feb. 20th then we could look into Feb. 25th at the same time. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 2:56 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon 

20140217132153643.pdf 

Dear Ron, 

Please see attached. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Amazon.corn - Order 002-8379819-8661.863 https://www.amazon.com/gp/css/summary/print.html/ref=-oh~i_oO0... 

for Order #002-83798:~9-866:~863 
Print this page for your records. 

Order Placed: February 17, 2014 

Amazon.com order number: 002-8379819-8661863 

Order Total: $271.56 

Not Yet Shipped 

Items Ordered 

1 of: Brother ADS2000 High Speed Document Scanner, Black 
Condition: New 

Sold by: Amazon,corn LLC 

1 of: Belkin Hi-Speed USB 2.0 Cable (t0 Feet) 
Condition: New 

Sold by: Amazon.corn LLC 

Price 

$229.00 

$4.47 

Shipping Address: 
Ronaid Williams 
306 BA-FFLE HALL 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-0001 
United States 

Shipping Speed: 
Standard Shipping 

Payment Method: 
Visa I Last digits: 5404 

Billing address 
S Travis Gore IV 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
United States 

Payment information 

Item(s) Subtotal: $233.47 
Shipping& Handling: $i9.14 

Total before tax: $252.61 

Estimated tax to be collected: $18.95 

Grand Total; $271.56 

To view the status of your order, return to Order Summary. 

Please note; This is not a VAT invoice. 

Conditions of Use I Privacy Notice © t996-2014, Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates 

1 of 1 2/17/2014 1:23 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:07 PM 

Escobar, Armro <aescobar@email.unc.edu>; Osterweil, Michal 
<osterwei@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

No problem! - Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:06 PM 
To: Osterweil, Michal; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Toy Lotmge Reservation Confirmed 

Yeap. Thanks, Travis. 
arturo 

From: Michal Osterweil [osterwei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Re: Toy Lotmge Reservation Confirmed 

Fabulous! Thanks! 
M 
On Feb 17, 2014, at 3:49 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hello Arturo and Michal, 
> 
> I was able to get you Toy Lotmge ! 
> 

> Best, 
> Travis 
> 

> 

> Travis Gore 
> Administrative Support Associate 
> Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> p 919.966.5496 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
> confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 
> or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: toylounge@unc.edu [ ] 
> Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:15 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 
> 

> Dear Travis, 



> 

> Hi! Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation request entitled ’Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on 
the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda’. Your request has been approved and you may login at ~;{i~,~.~nc~u/tgylo~ng~. Here are 
the details of your event: 
> 
> Title: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the 
> Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
> Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 
> Date: March 24, 2014 
> Start setup: ll:00AM 
> Finish cleanup: 3:00PM 
> 
> Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 no more than 30 minutes prior to your scheduled start time for your event. It is 
imperative that your event is completed by confirmed time to allow for other events to start on time. 
> 
> Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. 
Failure to adhere to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation privileges. 
> 
> After you have cleaned and returned the room to its original location, you may return the key to Dey 238. If the office is already 
closed, you may drop the key into the box affixed on the door to Dey 238 (this box also contains the department class schedules). 
> 
> A virtual tour of the room is available at 
> www.unc.edu/toylounge/virtualtour.php 
> 
> For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.unc.edu or call 962.6702. 
> 
> The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be 
used as a storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust 
*any* settings for the freezer or refrigerator. 
> 
> For your reference, another copy of the Toy Lounge Guidelines has been attached to this email. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 

> Toy Lounge Reservations 
> toylounge@unc.edu 
> Scheduling and Policy: 
> ~:Iiww~,,~r~c,ed~/t 
> <Gore_March 24 1100AM.pdf><Toy Lounge Guidelines.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Intranet 

Dear Eunice and Sonia, 

Someone from OASIS should be contacting me shortly. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Trumbull, Andrew 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
(~c: Noel, Rob; Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

Travis, 

I have actually switched jobs, but I’ve copied some of my OASIS colleagues here to find someone who can help with your 

request. 

Since ! was part of the initial site set up, let me know if there is anything I can do to help! 

Thanks, 

Andrew Trumbull 
Systems Specialist 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Information Technology Services (ITS) 
ITS Franklin Building - Suite 1215 
440 W. Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Direct Line: 919-843-6526 
Email: drew@unc.edu 
Jabber: tcandrew 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:31 PM 
To." Trumbull, Andrew 
Subject." Intranet 

Hi Andrew, 

You may recall setting up an intranet on our website some time ago. Everything has been going fine with it but we were 

wondering if it is possible to set up an additional Intranet to the website. We would be keeping the current one and 

adding a new one. The idea is to have one for all faculty and staff in the department and then one for just the core 

faculty. When you get a chance, if you could let us know if that is possible and if you would be able to assist in putting it 

up. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:38 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

heat 

Dear Georges, 

Someone will be coming to fix your heat. They gave me a work order # 14087934 for confirmation. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:49 AM 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu> 
RE: catering fee 

Thanks, Charlotte 

I=rom.¯ Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent." Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:41 AN 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject," RE: catering fee 

Travis, 

The 10% catering charge is for any food served during your sessions (Friday and Saturday). Please don’t hesitate to 

contact me if you have further questions~ 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

I=rom.¯ Gore, Travis 
Sent." Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:38 AN 

To," Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject," catering fee 

Good morning Charlotte, 

Tim McMillan had a question about the catering fee. Itold him I would be happy to ask you to find out for him. Is it a 

one-time 10% catering fee for the lunch or are there additional 10% catering fees for the snacks and the coffee? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:44 AM 

Noel, Rob <rob@unc.edu> 

listserv 

Hi Rob, 

Paul mentioned that James was at training earlier this week so I am not sure if he is back yet. We have a work ticket 

about the listserv I was checking on. The boss has an email that she really needs to circulate as soon as possible but it 

got bounced on the listserv for being too big. She said that another department sent it to her so she feels she should be 

able to send it out. It may just be a problem with our listserv. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:45 AM 

Clark, Dick <raclark@unc.edu> 

RE: Intranet 

10:30 works for me! Thanks, Travis 

From: Clark, Dick 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

OK Travis - how about 10:30...if that is not ok let me know, otherwise I will see you then. 

Dick 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Clark, Dick 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

Sounds great Dick! 

can meet Friday morning any time after 8:30am would be fine. 

Thanks Dick! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Clark, Dick 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Cc: Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

Hey Travis - 

I have looked at the site and it appears that your request could be handled by having two main folders in your document 
library and then setting the permissions for the two groups accordingly (i.e. the core faculty would be the only ones with 
access to the one folder and then the staff and faculty, including core, could have access to the other folder). This way, 
you would still have the department site (which is how things are organized throughout the overall share.unc.edu site 
now) but have a path for the two groups to work separately within the AFAM site. 

Does this seem workable? I would be happy to meet with you sometime tomorrow or Friday morning if you would like. 

Dick 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:57 PM 
To: Clark, Dick 
Cc: Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

Hello Dick Clark! 

Yes, it is a SharePoint site. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clark, Dick 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: Intranet 

Hey Travis - 

To make sure we understand what you are using - is this a SharePoint site you are working with, or something else (if so, 
what)? 

Dick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Intranet 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see Dick’s plan below. Does it look reasonable? 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Clark, Dick 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:39 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

Hey Travis - 

I have looked at the site and it appears that your request could be handled by having two main folders in your document 
library and then setting the permissions for the two groups accordingly (i.e. the core faculty would be the only ones with 
access to the one folder and then the staff and faculty, including core, could have access to the other folder). This way, 
you would still have the department site (which is how things are organized throughout the overall share.unc.edu site 
now) but have a path for the two groups to work separately within the AFAM site. 

Does this seem workable? I would be happy to meet with you sometime tomorrow or Friday morning if you would like. 

Dick 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:57 PM 



To: Clark, Dick 
Cc: Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: RE: Intranet 

Hello Dick Clark! 

Yes, it is a SharePoint site. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clark, Dick 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:54 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Hensley, Timothy 
Subject: Intranet 

Hey Travis - 

To make sure we understand what you are using - is this a SharePoint site you are working with, or something else (if so, 
what)? 

Dick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:15 AM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Track Items Shipped: Invoice #0304199 

Here it is! 

From: ordertracking@brenthaven.com [mailto:ordertracking@brenthaven.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 8:35 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
(:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Track Items Shipped: Invoice #0304199 

Thank you for choosing Brenthaven. The following are the shipping details of your order. 

Customer Number: BELINT 
Customer Name: BRENTHAVEN INTERNET ORDERS 

Ship To Address: 
109 Battle Hall, 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

Invoice Number: 0304199 
Sales Order: 0183588 
PO Number: Gore, Travis 
Ship Date: 2/18/2014 
Ship Via: FEDEX GROUND 
Tracking Number: 115306500649390 

This email has been automatically generated for your convenience; please do not reply to this e-mail. 

Item Number:3482002 
Description: TRILOAD XF 
Quantity: 1 

Item Number:BOX1003 
Description: PICK BOX 19" x 15" x 6" 
Quantity: 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 1:27 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: student work 

Dear Eunice, 

Reply from Mege[ below. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 12:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: student work 

I’ll work on another student, jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

FW: for proofreading 

program.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

The program is attached for you to review. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: for proofreading 

Business Services Coordinator 
Department of African, African American, & Diaspora Studies. 
919-966-1295 



African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Departmental Mission 

The goal of AJHcan, African American, and Diaspora Studies at 
UNC-Chapel Hill is to give specific attention to the histories, 

cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary socio-political 
realities of the peoples of AJHca and the African Diasporas. We 

encourage majors to consider studying abroad in one of the 
expanding number of programs in Africa or the A tlantic African 

Diaspora. 

The Department of AJHcan, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies is an interdisciplinary and transnational program 

leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree. The major of Jbrs two 

areas of concentration: African Studies and African American 
and Diaspora Studies. Prospective majors should contact the 

department. 

Programs of Study 

The Department of AJHcan, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies of Jbrs undergraduate majors with concentrations in 
either African Studies or African American and Diaspora 

Studies. It also of Jbrs undergraduate minors in both areas. 
Interested students who meet additional requirements may earn 
Honors and Highest Honors designations. The Department also 
offers a Graduate Certificate in African Studies for Masters and 

Doctoral level students. 

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate 

Research Conference 

Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture 

The inaugural McCain African and Diaspora 

Undergraduate research conference brings together 
student research projects from a variety of disciplinary and 
area perspectives. Projects include comparisons between 

Africa and African American institutions, contemporary 
African politics, and media analyses. The research 

agendas were inspired by both in class assignments and 
student initiated analysis sponsored through the Office of 
Undergraduate research. An opening lecture by a student 

who graduated from the African and Afro-American 
Studies Curriculum will highlight the importance of 

undergraduate research in the development o fan 

academic career. 



Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate 
Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 

5:30-6:30 

Opening Reception 

Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture, Professor Herman 

Bennett, Graduate Center, CUNY 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-Modern Latin Arner/ca. 

Saturday March :1 

9:45-10:00 : Opening Remarks 

Dr. Eunice N. Sahle and Dr. Donna Bickford 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1: Film and Digital Media, 

Discussant Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka 

Big foot 

Miles Owen A Way Out- The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social 

Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Dorsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories 

Franklin, North Carolina 

12;00-12:45 

12:45-1:45 

Studies 

C ONTLNUA TION... 

11:00-12:00: Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles 

Discussant: Dr. Margaret Lee 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in 

Cameroon 

Neil Sullivan Scramble for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

Lunch 

Panel 3: Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora 

Discussant : Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese 

and African-American Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

ShaVonte’ Mills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational 

Philosophies of Anna Julia Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 

Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and 

Community Reconciliation in Post-Genocide Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks: 



Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences and Global 

Programs 

College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 7:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

The Proposal 

Dear Eunice, 

Hope all is well this morning. As I know you know that recess for the spring is approaching at a fast rate. In the past 
years it has always been convenient for me to take some days that I need to use in order to fulfill my vacation quota for 
the year. A prime example for this current year would be for me to take off Monday through Friday starting March 10th 
and ending on March 14th. Here is where the proposal comes in. It is made up of two parts- A and B. What if I was to 
actually come in on that Monday and Tuesday of Spring break and then take off that Wed, Thur, and Fri. That would be 
part A of the proposal. Part B of the proposal would be that I would take off the following Thur, and Fri. This would give 
me the total of 5 days that I would normally take, the only difference is that I am splitting it up between the two weeks. 
If this does not work for you then I would be happy to settle for the full week during spring break. I know you have an 
extremely busy schedule but it would be so great if you could review this proposal as soon as possible because airline 
tickets are rising with everyday that passes. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

My very best, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:55 PM 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Kitchen 

Hi Charlotte, 

It’s ok, don’t feel bad. I know you always try to help us if you can! I wil! be over there in 5 minutes for the 

demonstration. See you then ! 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 12:20 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Kitchen 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

Unfortunately, we have two prior bookings on both dates and we won’t be able to accommodate other events. I regret 

not being able to assist you ! 

BTW/As it relates to your events this weekend, may I receive a Guest List today before 4:30 p~m~ or no later than noon 

tomorrow? Did Professor McLMillan schedule a Technology Demonstration for today and if so what time will it take 

place? 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 2:28 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: Kitchen 

Hi Charlotte, 

I realized that we would not need use of the kitchen for April 4th and 5th because Med Deli and Panera Bread would 

come at the time we needed and they would set everything up in the Kresge room and then come to pick up after we 

were done. I know [ previously told you we would need the kitchen. Would that make a difference in being able to 

reserve Kresge for those dates? [ thought it wouldn’t hurt to check! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Dear Charlotte, 



Thank you anyway° 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

BTW/Although the prior bookings aren’t in the Kresge Foundation Common Room (GM-rm039) each event requires 

exclusive use of the Kitchen!!! 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:52 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

We wiJ[ not be able to assist you this time; we have prior bookings on Friday, April 4 and Saturday, April 5. 

I would recommend your contact the University Registrar’s Office, Classroom Scheduling, to see if they could suggest 

alternative venues. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:34 PM 



To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

I apologize for just getting back to you but I was stuck in NYC earlier this week due to the bad weather! To answer your 

question, we would require use of the kitchen because we would like to have a catered lunch in addition to some coffee 

breaks spread throughout the day. We would be willing to share the kitchen with someone else if they also needed it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Travis, 

If possible by Monday, please let me know how extensive your event is_owould you require the use of the Kitchen. In 

the meantime~ Iql have more concrete information, hopefully by Monday° 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:08 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Thanks for contacting me if anything changes. The event would involve food. I am trying to think of some other 

possibilities. Would it work if we ended at 5pm on Friday as opposed to 6pm and could we pay a fee to have the 

building open on Saturday? I know you mentioned that there are prior bookings in other areas so that could still play a 

factor as wel!. 

Thanks Charlotte, 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:04 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

Unfortunately, we will not be able to assist you; your event falls outside normal business hours (Monday - Friday) and 

we have prior bookings in other areas of the building~ Should this change, I would be in contact with you as soon as I 

know. 

BTW/Would your event involve food? 

Thank you, 



Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:24 AM 

To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

Thanks for returning my message. Hope you stayed safe in the snow yesterday! The proposed dates would be Friday 

April 4th from 8am to 6pm and Saturday April 5th from 8am to 4:30pm. This would be for the Kresge room. What kind 

of snickers did you like? Was it the miniatures? 

Thank you Charlotte! 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

I was out of the office yesterday but received your voicemail message. Would you please send me an e-mail regarding 

the proposed dates in April and I’ll get back with you as quickly as I can. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte D. Williams 
Facilities & Events Manager 

James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7001 Fax: 919.962.1548 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 2:06 PM 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu> 
RE: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Thanks Charlotte. I had not talked to Tim about it so I was just making sure. He has been in jury duty all week so it has 

been hard to get up with him. Thanks! Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 12:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies 
Importance: High 

Hi Travis, 

I received your voice mail message° With regard to the room set, I had discussed this with Professor McMillan earlier. 

He had originally requested a DINNER STYLE ROOM SET for this afternoon and a THEATER STYLE ROOM SET for 

Saturday. I explained to him since staff doesn’t report to work during the weekend it would help us tremendously if he 

kept the DINNER STYLE ROOM SET throughout the weekend. We also have an event in the room this morning and their 

requested room set was DINNER STYLE. 

hope this sheds some light on the situation. 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: JotForm [mailto:nor      tformocom] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:22 AM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies 

Room Requested: 

Is this Event Public? 

Dates Requested: 

From: 

To: 

Time event begins: 

GM 039 

No 

Feb 28-Mar 1 2014 Fri-Sat 

5 p, Feb 28 
3 pm Mar 01 

5 pm Friday Feb 28 



# of Persons: 

Hosting Organization: 

Event Name: 

Reservation Made By: 

PID #: (for above): 

Person in Charge: 

PID #: (for above): 

Address: 

City & State: 

Zip: 

Phone: 

Fax: 

E-mail: 

Catered? 

Caterer? 

Kitchen Use? 

Equipment? 

75 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Undergraduate Research Conference 

Tim McMillan 

7000-22544 

Tim McMillan 

CB# 3395 308 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3395 

_tim1 @emaikunc.edu 

Yes 

Not yet determined 

Yes 

Microphone with Podium 
Computer with proj ector and screen 

Special? 

Alcohol? 

Guests under 21 ? 

Alcohol Proposal? 

Room Set:               Theater Style (chairs in rows) 
Dinner Style (chairs around round tables) 

Furniture Needs? Dinner Style for Friday 
Theater Style for Saturday 

Use Policy Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:53 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sometimes I can read your blank mind! Ok, I really don’t mind trying but you probably have a point. Thank you for the 

recognition. I told the security guard to make sure he tells Charlotte that we did a great job! 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

That is because I have a blank mind. Travis, just forget getting recitiation rooms for Thursday. If because of the 
weather students can’t (or won’t) go to the Undergraduate Library to see the film, we won’t have anything to discuss on 
Thursday anyway. Thanks for trying.., and also for all the work you did over the weekend. I hope that Charlotte is 
happy with the way we left the room. -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:45 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: 

Reg, 

You just sent me a blank emafl! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:41 AM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Event Confirmation 

Ok, Thanks so much Violet! Have a great rest of the day! - Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 11:36 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Event Confirmation 

Good afternoon, 

Your event confirmation for 4/4/2014 is below. I had told you I could reserve the room until 6pm but we actually lose 

control at 4:50pm. If you want to extend the reservation just contact April 5pruill (april spruil@unc.edu) 

* Event information * 

Event    : Department Conference - AAAD 

Scheduled By : Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 12:00 PM 

End Time : 5:00 PM 

Start Date : 4/4/2014 

End Date : 4/4/2014 

Days Met : F 

Building :5C 

Room : 0103 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:54 PM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

Graduation 

20140305163046633.pdf 

Hi April, 

Ithought I should go ahead and get our graduation form to you as well! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Received by: 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request[or Use o[ Facility 
(Telephone:¯ 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Name of Event Oe~9 ~ ," ~"wa-e.,’, ~" ( 

Event DescriptiordPurpose: COa,~/~ q/xc.e~,&-, ~ 

/ 

Proposed/Planned Speakers: ~ I~ ~ 

Event Date(s)    ~tt/~.~, c,~ 10½~ ~0!~ 

Check the box below that best describes your department 
or organization 
~niversity Administrative (Departmental) Unit 

[] Officially Recognized Stude~at Organization 

¯ [~1 Community Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates) 
I--I Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - calI Jbr rental rates. Please note that 

all requests must be approved by the Director andJor Administrative Manager.) 

Name of person making reservation "~/~t,~, ~ 

Person in charge of event i /d-,.,,5 

Department/Organization hosting event . /@ J@ ~ 

Address }~ ~-q ~¢a)t’~ !oLkll 

City_ C ~’@[ ~1t    State~{.. Zip code 

Phone Number t~ Ib] - ~ t .- ff Z~d ~ Fax Number 

Email Address :~ ~-~ 0 ~ e~ ~__d~ ~,*-t,.,’l. taO ~’. 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Account Number (if applicable) _ 

Room(s) Requested (check below): 

"~,,Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats 165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats tl) 

~l,~Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 5.’00 

[] Seminar Room 200 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

~] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 
6.OO pm***) 

1--i Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to " 

6:00pro***) 

[] Dmace Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed ontF in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note: Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time: ~ pw~ 

(Revised 10/16/I2) 

~,. 

Event End Time: !~/~                                    . 
(Please note all events- t~st end by 9:30pro - the Stone Center building closes at I0." O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: 

Is the event open to the public? [] Yes " ~No 

Admission Charge? [~ Yes "IN.No Admission.Cost $ 

(Please note: tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 

limited to additional security.) 

Will food/drink be served at event.~Yes ~No 

Please provide name of caterer/vendor used: .i~�b[ i0~ft 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center.’s approved caterers’. Self-catering is’ not 
permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plm~ to serve .alcohol? ~ Yes’l~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, please complete the request form for permission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: ~6,~’~ ~t~ g~2~ /z-,g~L/l{ ~o¢" ... 
(This refers to chair and table setup," a brie~-diagram can be drdwn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 

"~i~’ Microphone with podium 

[~ Cordless Microphone 

I~1 Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

[] Projector and screen 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/Or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please comact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919,843-1854. 



[ will act to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Ctdmre 
and History and aI1 applicable University regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understand that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Nmne of Organization/Department 

Signature of Person in Charge of Event // 

Signature of Director/Chair ent 

/ 
Date of Event 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/20t2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:57 PM 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

FW: 

20140305163046633.pdf 

Hi April, 

I just sent the graduation form. 
sent one. 

Did I send one a while back? I know we had talked about it but I can’t remember now if I had already 

Thanks 
Travis. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2014 16:30:46 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Received by: 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request[or Use of Facility 
(Telephone:¯ 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Name of Event 

Event DescriptiordPurpose: 

/ 

Proposed~l~ed SpeWers: 

Event Date(s) 

Check the box below that best describes your ~par~ent 
or organization 
~niversi~ Administrative (Depa~mental) Unit 

~ Officially Recognized Stude~t Organization 

" ~ Communi~ Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates9 

~ Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - calIJbr rental rates. Please now that 
all requests must be approved by the Director andJor Adminis~ative Manager.) 

N~e of person making reservation 

Person in ch~ge of event 

iO g iza ion 

City~ 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Accost Number (if applicable) 

Room(s) Requested (check below): 

"~,,Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats 165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats tl) 

~Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 5.’00 

[] Seminar Room 200 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

~2] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
ant to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 
6.OO pm***) 

V1 Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to " 

6:00pro***) 

[] Dm~ce Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed ontF in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note: Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time: ~ pw~ 

(Revised 10/16/I2) 

~,. 

Event End Time: !~/~                                    . 
(Please note all events- t~st end by 9:30pro - the Stone Center building closes at I0." O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: 

Is the event open to the public? [] Yes " ~No 

Admission Charge? [~ Yes "IN.No Admission.Cost $ 

(Please note: tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 

limited to additional security.) 

Will food/drink be served at event.~Yes ~No 

Please provide name of caterer/vendor used: .i~�b[ i0~ft 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center.’s approved caterers’. Self-catering is’ not 
permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plm~ to serve .alcohol? ~ Yes’l~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, please complete the request form for permission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: ~6,~’~ ~t~ g~2~ /z-,g~L/l{ ~o¢" ... 
(This refers to chair and table setup," a brie~-diagram can be drdwn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 

"~i~’ Microphone with podium 

[~ Cordless Microphone 

I~1 Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

[] Projector and screen 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/Or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please comact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919,843-1854. 



[ will act to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Ctdmre 
and History and aI1 applicable University regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understand that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Nmne of Organization/Department 

Signature of Person in Charge of Event // 

Signature of Director/Chair ent 

/ 
Date of Event 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/20t2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:33 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

FW: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of 
African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

20140306152733151 .pdf 

Hello Tim, 

Here are the invoices! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 1:02 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies 
Importance: High 

Professor 

I hope your Conference was a success; I’d appreciate any feedback° At your earliest convenience, would you please 

provide me with a copy or copies of your catering invoice(s)o 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 



Customer Billincl Address: 

149145 

UNC AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 

CB #3395 BATTLE HALL - UNC - CH 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

Invoice Number: 

INVOICE 
Delivery Details: 

Delivery Date: 

Authorized User: 

POS Order: 

Delivery Add tess: 

3/1/2014 

Sonia Colon ¯ 

408822 

sco on@email.unc.edu 
39 Graham Memorial 

QTY 
4 

t 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

5 

5 

5 

5 

10 

10 

1 

1 

Description 

Lt Rst CoffeeTote 

Hot Tea Tote 

Bagei Pack 

French Toast Bdgal 

Asiago Bagel 

Crnnamon Crunch 

Plain Bagel 

Blueberry Bagel 

~ole Grain Bagel 

Sesara~ B~gel 

Plain Cream Chs "fub 

Apple Crunch Muffin 

Blueberry Muffin 

Pumpkin Muffin 

Peach Pecan Muffin 

Chocolate Pastry 

¯ French Croissant 

Miscellaneous Food $ 

TRAYS 

Chapel Hill, NC27599. 

U nit, Price 

$13.59 

$9.99 

$!3.99 

$2,09 

$2.09 

$2.09 

$2,09 

$2.49 

$2.19 

$6.00 

601646O4821 

Amount 

$54.36 

$9.99 

$13.99 

$10,45 

$10.45 

$10.45 

$10.45 

$24.90 

$21.90 

$6.00 

Vet 2.1.4 Page I of 2 3/1 !2014 



Invoice Number: 60164604821 

Please remit payment to: 

Panera Bread Company 

Attn: Accounts Receivable 

P.O. Box 504888 

St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 

INVOICE 
Subtotal: 

Delivery Fee: 

Sales Tax: 

Total: 

Tip: 

Final Total: 

$172.94 

$15.00 

$o.oo 

$187.94 

$0.00 

$187.94 

Receiver’s Name & Phone (printed): 

* Please reference invoice number on 
payment remittance 

Receiver’s Signature: 

Aft transactions are subject to the terms of your approved credit application. 
Payment Terms of Net 30 Days. 

Ver 2.1.4 Page 2 of 2 3/1/2014 



for: Event # E00796 

on: Friday, February 28, 2014 

:market 
750 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Client/Organization Telephone 

UNC - African Studies I Site Contact 

UNC - African Studies. 
CB7582 

¯ I 

Invoice 

1 
1 
3 

1 

Event held on Friday, February 28, 2014 

Fruit & Cheese Platter, Medium, w. crackers @ 75.00 

Fruit & Cheese Platter, Large, w. crackers @ 95.00 

Sweet Tea w. lemons and cups @ 7.50 

Unsweet Tea w. lemons, cups, sugar and equal @ 7.50 

Delivery to UNC @5.00 

Subtotal 

Service Charge 

Taxes 

Total 

Paid 

Balance 

75.00 

95.00 

22.50 

7.50 

5.00¯ " 

205.00 

0.00 

0.00 

205.00 

0,00 

205.00 

2/26t2014 - 11:36:09 AM Page 1 of 1 



market 
750 ~V[artin Luther King ,It Blvd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

I Client/Organization Telephone 

UNC- African Studies (9:19} 797-3337 

for: Event# E00797 

on: Saturday, March 01, 2014 

Site Contact 

UNC- African Studies 
CB7582 

Invoice 

50 

4 

3 

1 

1 

Event held on Saturday, March 01, 2014 

Sandwich & Wrap Platter @ 8.50 

Assorted Mini Dessert Platter @ 15.00. 

Sweet Tea w. lemons and cups @ 7.50 

Unsweet Tea w, lemons, cups, sugar and equal @ 7.50. 

Detivery to UNC @ 5.00 

Subtotal 

Service Charge 

Taxes 

Total 

Paid 

Balance 

425.00 

60.00 

22.50 

7.50 

5.00 

520.00 

0.00 
0.00 

520.00 

0.00 
520,00 

2/26/2014 - 11:49:35 AM Page 1 of 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:44 AM 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim 
<tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
RE: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies 

20140306152733151 .pdf 

Good MorNng Charlotte, 

The conference was a success! Everything seemed to run smoothly. The set-up was great and all of the technology 

worked well. I would also like to note that the security guard did a very nice job too. I have attached all of the 

invoices. We look forward to doing business with you in the future. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 1:02 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
12c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New Event Request: Undergraduate Research Conference by Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies 
Importance: High 

Professor McMillan, 

I hope your Conference was a success; Yd appreciate any feedback. At your earliest convenience, would you please 

provide me with a copy or copies of your catering invoice(s). 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 



Customer Billincl Address: 

149145 

UNC AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 

CB #3395 BATTLE HALL - UNC - CH 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

Invoice Number: 

INVOICE 
Delivery Details: 

Delivery Date: 

Authorized User: 

POS Order: 

Delivery Add tess: 

3/1/2014 

Sonia Colon ¯ 

408822 

sco on@email.unc.edu 
39 Graham Memorial 

QTY 
4 

t 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

5 

5 

5 

5 

10 

10 

1 

1 

Description 

Lt Rst CoffeeTote 

Hot Tea Tote 

Bagei Pack 

French Toast Bdgal 

Asiago Bagel 

Crnnamon Crunch 

Plain Bagel 

Blueberry Bagel 

~ole Grain Bagel 

Sesara~ B~gel 

Plain Cream Chs "fub 

Apple Crunch Muffin 

Blueberry Muffin 

Pumpkin Muffin 

Peach Pecan Muffin 

Chocolate Pastry 

¯ French Croissant 

Miscellaneous Food $ 

TRAYS 

Chapel Hill, NC27599. 

U nit, Price 

$13.59 

$9.99 

$!3.99 

$2,09 

$2.09 

$2.09 

$2,09 

$2.49 

$2.19 

$6.00 

601646O4821 

Amount 

$54.36 

$9.99 

$13.99 

$10,45 

$10.45 

$10.45 

$10.45 

$24.90 

$21.90 

$6.00 

Vet 2.1.4 Page I of 2 3/1 !2014 



Invoice Number: 60164604821 

Please remit payment to: 

Panera Bread Company 

Attn: Accounts Receivable 

P.O. Box 504888 

St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 

INVOICE 
Subtotal: 

Delivery Fee: 

Sales Tax: 

Total: 

Tip: 

Final Total: 

$172.94 

$15.00 

$o.oo 

$187.94 

$0.00 

$187.94 

Receiver’s Name & Phone (printed): 

* Please reference invoice number on 
payment remittance 

Receiver’s Signature: 

Aft transactions are subject to the terms of your approved credit application. 
Payment Terms of Net 30 Days. 

Ver 2.1.4 Page 2 of 2 3/1/2014 



for: Event # E00796 

on: Friday, February 28, 2014 

:market 
750 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Client/Organization 

[ Telephone UNC - African Studies 

UNC - African Studies. 
CB7582 

¯ I 

Invoice 

1 
1 
3 

1 

Event held on Friday, February 28, 2014 

Fruit & Cheese Platter, Medium, w. crackers @ 75.00 

Fruit & Cheese Platter, Large, w. crackers @ 95.00 

Sweet Tea w. lemons and cups @ 7.50 

Unsweet Tea w. lemons, cups, sugar and equal @ 7.50 

Delivery to UNC @5.00 

Subtotal 

Service Charge 

Taxes 

Total 

Paid 

Balance 

75.00 

95.00 

22.50 

7.50 

5.00¯ " 

205.00 

0.00 

0.00 

205.00 

0,00 

205.00 

2/26t2014 - 11:36:09 AM Page 1 of 1 



market 
750 ~V[artin Luther King ,It Blvd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

I Client/Organization Telephon e 

UNC- African Studies 

for: Event# E00797 

on: Saturday, March 01, 2014 

Site Contact 

UNC- African Studies 
CB7582 

Invoice 

50 

4 

3 

1 

1 

Event held on Saturday, March 01, 2014 

Sandwich & Wrap Platter @ 8.50 

Assorted Mini Dessert Platter @ 15.00. 

Sweet Tea w. lemons and cups @ 7.50 

Unsweet Tea w, lemons, cups, sugar and equal @ 7.50. 

Detivery to UNC @ 5.00 

Subtotal 

Service Charge 

Taxes 

Total 

Paid 

Balance 

425.00 

60.00 

22.50 

7.50 

5.00 

520.00 

0.00 
0.00 

520.00 

0.00 
520,00 

2/26/2014 - 11:49:35 AM Page 1 of 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:53 AM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

ccm3 032662-21.xls 

ccm3 032662-21.xls 

Here it is! 



¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring    1st SS 2nd SS Date: 03/07/14 

2014 X (expected t ........ d 2 busi .... days) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Scheduling Office Use Only 
Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject Course Section Days Start Time 
x -~ n,    Connect 

Stop Time Bldg Room     ~ ~ 0    Carolina Astra 

A Add 

AAAD 212 001o 

~r’~s Nzo ngo la reUr 

M-F 11:30am 1:00pro 

Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 

oo 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

Notes: 

C 
ur 
re 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 



Notes: 

Call #or PID: 

C 
ur 
re 

Notes: 



2011 A Add X 
2012 CH Change 
2013 D Delete 
2014 X Cancel 
2015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:27 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 212 for 2144 

Ok, Thanks Charlotte! 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AAAD 212 for 2144 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks for getting back to me. I’ve scheduled this class in GA 007. Please let me know if that room won’t meet the needs 

of the class. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 4:19 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AAAD 212 for 2144 

Hi Charlotte, 

Sorry for the delay. I took some days off last week and I guess the auto vacation responder did not go off! Max 

enrollment would be 40. 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AAAD 212 for 2144 

Good morning, 

I wanted to check with you since I haven’t received a response from you about my previous email concerning AAAD 212 

for Summer Session II. You did not include a max enrollment on the form you submitted to the Summer School, so I have 

no idea how many seats to give the class. I cannot assign a room until I know the max enrollment. Please let me know 

what the max enrollment of this section will be so I can find a room for it. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
Astra Schedule 7 Training 
Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda.docx 

Dear Eunice and Sonia, 

I would like to take the Astra Schedule 7 Training. The meeting time is below. I have attached the training agenda. 

mastered the old Astra but a newer version is on the horizon and I want to stay ahead of the game and become an 

expert with this one too. 

Tue:~d~y ~vlarch 24 2014 - 9:30 ~m -10:30 ~m / Toy Lounge in Dey H~II 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



UNC Chapel Hill 
Office of the University Registrar 

Astra Schedule 7 Training Agenda 

Overview of the new AdAstra 
a. New features 
b. New opportunities 
c. New responsibilities 

including; 

II. Requesting events in Astra Schedule 7 
a. Simplified procedure 
b. Improved visibility 
c. Streamlined protocol 

III. Scheduling sections in Astra Schedule 7 
a. Simplified interface 
b. Improved control 
c. Updated protocol 

IV. Scheduling events in Astra Schedule 7 
a. For departments with delegated classrooms 

v. Q&A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:49 PM 

Harper, Thomas B <thomas_harper@unc.edu> 

RE: Work-Study Website Announcement 

Thanks for the update Thomas! -Travis 

From: Harper, Thomas B 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Work-Study Website Announcement 

Please read this about the workostudy website, Thanks, 

Thomas Harper 

919.962.4170 (voice) 

thomas harper@unc.edu (email) 

From: Klemens, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:57 AM 
To: Work-Study Supervisors 
Subject: [wssupervisors] Work-Study Website Announcement 

I wanted to send a quick informational e-mail to let everyone know that the workstudy.unc.edu website will be 

decommissioned....it had a good run, but it’s time for an upgrade! 

Starting with the 2014-2015 academic year, we will be using a different online format for advertising work-study 

positions. The new platform is very user-friendly, will allow students to apply online for your positions, and will allow 

you to verify the student’s eligibility and work-study award amount in real time. 

We are currently in the testing phase and will send detailed information once we are ready to switch over. At this time, 

please hold off on questions, and know that we are working diligently to create comprehensive training documents so 

you will feel comfortable with the new and improved system. 

Best, 
SMK 

Michelle Klemens 
Assistant Director for Employment Programs 
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
tele: (919) 962-4176 
fax: (919) 962-2716 

You are currently subscribed to wssupervisors as: thomas harper@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:33 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: stone center 

Thanks[[[[ 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: stone center 

Done@ 

JLenee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 

@~rice of the University Registrar 

University of.North Carolina ~i~ 

(919)962-9849 

Ir~’tant message me using Microsoft Lyric 
foundat sharewareouncoeaC. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:18 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject," RE: stone center 

Awesome! If it’s not too much trouble and since I don’t think anyone is in there earlier would it be possible to 

have it 30 minutes earlier starting at 3pm? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:07 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: stone center 

Here you go. 

Event Confirmation 

Confirmation Request Date : Wednesday, March 19 2014 

* Event information * 



Event    : AAAD rehearsal 
Scheduled By : Renee Sherman 

Start Time 

End Time 

Start Date 

End Date 

Days Met 

Building 

Room 

3:30 PM 

: 5:00 PM 

:4/1/2014 

:4/1/2014 
:T 

:SC 

: 0103 

~r~ne~ Sherman 

L~adSche~afing ~ ~ cialist 

office of the University Registrar 

University of.North Carofi~ 

Instant mexsage me using Micros@ Lyric 
found:at sharew areounc.e~lu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:02 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: stone center 

Hey Renee, 

Thanks for booking that earlier. I was able to then book the remaining time with the stone center after 

that so that we won’t be kicked out! Would it be possible to send me some kind of confirmation on your 

end? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:03 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Swahili Language Table Room 

You’re welcome! -Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:57 AM 
To= Gore, Travis 
Subject= RE: Swahili Language Table Room 

Hi Travis, 
Thanks for doing this. 

Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent= Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:38 AM 
To= Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject= FW: Swahili Language Table Room 

Hi Esther, 

Please see below. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
To= Gore, Travis; Paquin, Violet May 

Subject= RE: Swahili Language Table Room 

Travis, 

I’ve reserved DE 302 for these meetings. Vve included a screenshot of the reservations in Astra below. Please let me know if 

this room won’t work for the language table. 

Status 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 



SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone; 919-962-6093 
Fax; 919-843-8709 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

EBay 

12/15/2011 2:00:00 PM 

12/15/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Soccer 

6/19/2012 2:20:00 PM 

6/19/2012 2:20:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Hotels 

7/27/2012 1:15:00 PM 

7/27/2012 i:15:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Draft 

9/11/2012 8:30:00 PM 

9/11/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Union 

4/10/2013 I0:20:00 A~ 

4/10/2013 i0:20:00 A~ 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Seck 

5/9/2013 12:15:00 PM 

5/9/2013 12:15:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Mail 

5/13/2013 7:15:00 PM 

5/13/2013 7:15:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

George 

5/14/2013 Ii:I0:00 AM 
5/14/2013 ii:i0:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

NBA 

Completed 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Duke 

6/8/2013 

6/8/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 0 

Actual Work: 0 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Mail 

6/12/2013 8:00:00 AM 

6/12/2013 8:00:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Press conference 

6/24/2013 2:50:00 PM 

6/24/2013 2:50:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

press conference 

6/25/2013 

6/25/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

7/11/2013 10:00:00 AM 

7/1:]./2013 10:00:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

7/12/2013 10:00:00 AM 

7/12/2013 i0:00:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

7/19/2013 10:05:00 AM 

7/19/2013 10:05:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

7/24/2013 10:05:00 AM 

7/24/2013 10:05:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

7/26/2013 10:00:00 AM 

7/26/2013 10:00:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

7/29/2013 10:05:00 AM 

7/29/2013 10:05:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Car 

8/15/2013 10:00:00 AM 

8/15/2013 10:00:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

FW: MAY COMMENCEMENT AWARDS: African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies 

Dear Eunice, 

don’t think we have anything we need to submit for this. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Vizuete, Natalie 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 8:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MAY COMMENCEMENT AWARDS: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

This is just a friendly reminder that information for the awards section of the Commencement program is due to me on 

Friday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Natalie 

From: Vizuete, Natalie 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:06 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: MAY COMMENCEMENT AWARDS: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Hi Travis 

Your assistance is needed to include all UNCosponsored student awards, honors, and prizes from the 2013- 

2014 academic year in the May Commencement program. A~ submissions are due by Friday, March 21, 2014. 

When providing this information, please follow these instructions: 

Send the information via email to nvizuete@unc.edu. Title your email with your department, school, or 

organization name (e.g., history awards). Do not simply name it "commencement awards." We receive 
hundreds of emai[s during this process, and for archiving and recordkeeping purposes it will be very 

he[pfu~ {and wi~[ reduce the chance for misunderstanding/error} if you include your department, 

school, or organization name in the subject ~ine of any email you send. 

o Please email your information in an attached Word document, as opposed to typing the names into the 

body of the email message. Refer to http://www.unc.edu/depts/pubserv/awards.html for formatting 

and explanation examples. 

3. Type the department, school, or organization name in bold at the top of the submission; 



4. Use a one-column format. Type the award’s complete name in italic and then; 

5. Underneath the award name, type the recipient’s complete first, middle lot maiden), and last names, 
alon8 with any suffix (e.8., Jr. or III), in that order; 

6. Use correct spellins. Check asainst official University lists (e.8., Campus Directory). We will proof only 

asainst your list. 

IF AWARDS HAVE BEEN RETITLED OR DISCONTINUED SINCE LAST YEAR’S SPRING COMMENCEMENT, IF THERE 

ARE NEW AWARDS, OR IF AN AWARD HAS NOT YET BEEN PUBLICLY ANNOUNCED, PLEASE INCLUDE AN 

EXPLANATION IN YOUR SUBMISSION. 

We will contact you if we notice any unexplained discrepancies between this year’s and last year’s awards 

information for the Commencement prosram. However, please note that correct award information is 

ultimately the responsibility of campus departments. A well-explained initial submission will prevent any 

potential errors in the final publication. 

We will respect the confidentiality of all information, and no one will see your information until 

Commencement weekend when the printed prosram is made available at the Doctoral Hoodin8 Ceremony 

and the main Commencement. 

you are not the correct contact person, please let our office knowo*~*~ 

Please email me at nvizuete~unc.edu with any questions. 

Thankyou, 

Natalie 

Natalie Vizuete 
Writer & Copy Editor 

Web Content & Publication Services 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-3761 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 
Graduation 

20140305163046633.pdf 

Hi April, 

Ithought I should go ahead and get our graduation form to you as well! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Received by: 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request[or Use of Facility 
(Telephone:¯ 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Name of Event 

Event DescriptiordPurpose: 

/ 

Proposed~l~ed SpeWers: 

Event Date(s) 

Check the box below that best describes your ~par~ent 
or organization 
~niversi~ Administrative (Depa~mental) Unit 

~ Officially Recognized Stude~t Organization 

" ~ Communi~ Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates9 

~ Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - calIJbr rental rates. Please now that 
all requests must be approved by the Director andJor Adminis~ative Manager.) 

N~e of person making reservation 

Person in ch~ge of event 

iO g iza ion 

City~ 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Accost Number (if applicable) 

Room(s) Requested (check below): 

"~,,Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats 165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats tl) 

~Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 5.’00 

[] Seminar Room 200 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

~2] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 
ant to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 
6.OO pm***) 

V1 Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to " 

6:00pro***) 

[] Dm~ce Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed ontF in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note: Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time: ~ pw~ 

(Revised 10/16/I2) 

~,. 

Event End Time: !~/~                                    . 
(Please note all events- t~st end by 9:30pro - the Stone Center building closes at I0." O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: 

Is the event open to the public? [] Yes " ~No 

Admission Charge? [~ Yes "IN.No Admission.Cost $ 

(Please note: tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 

limited to additional security.) 

Will food/drink be served at event.~Yes ~No 

Please provide name of caterer/vendor used: .i~�b[ i0~ft 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center.’s approved caterers’. Self-catering is’ not 
permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plm~ to serve .alcohol? ~ Yes’l~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, please complete the request form for permission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: ~6,~’~ ~t~ g~2~ /z-,g~L/l{ ~o¢" ... 
(This refers to chair and table setup," a brie~-diagram can be drdwn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 

"~i~’ Microphone with podium 

[~ Cordless Microphone 

I~1 Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

[] Projector and screen 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/Or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please comact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919,843-1854. 



[ will act to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Ctdmre 
and History and aI1 applicable University regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understand that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Nmne of Organization/Department 

Signature of Person in Charge of Event // 

Signature of Director/Chair ent 

/ 
Date of Event 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/20t2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

The inaugural McCain African and Diaspora Undergraduate research conference Friday 
Feb 28 and Saturday March 1 

The inaugural McCain African and Diaspora Undergraduate research conference brings 
together student research projects from a variety of disciplinary and area perspectives. 

Projects include comparisons between Africa and African American institutions, 
contemporary African politics, and media analyses. The research agendas were inspired by 
both in class assignments and student initiated analysis sponsored through the Office of 

Undergraduate research. An opening lecture by a student who graduated from the African 
and Afro-American Studies Curriculum will highlight the importance of undergraduate 
research in the development of an academic career. 

Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 Opening Reception 

5:30-6:30 Dunbar/Stone Annual Lecture, Professor Herman Bennett, Graduate Center, CUNY 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-Modern Latin America. 

Saturday March 1 

9:45-10:00 : Opening Remarks 

Dr. Eunice N. Sahle and Dr. Donna Bickford 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1: Film and Digital Media, 

Discussant Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka Bigfoot 

Miles Owen A Way Out - The Battle for Racial Impartiafity and Social Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Dorsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories of Franklin, North Carofina 

11:00-12:00: Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles 

Discussant: Dr. Margaret Lee 



Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in Cameroon 

Neil Sullivan Scramble.for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble.for Land in South Sudan 

12;00-12:45    Lunch 

12:45-1:45 Panel 3: Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora Studies 

Discussant : Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses o.f the Spirit: 5enegalese and A.frican-American Perspectives o.f Mental 

Illness. 

ShaVonte’ Mills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational Philosophies of Anna Julia Cooper and Charlotte 

Hawkins Brown 

Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and Community Reconciliation in Post-Genocide Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks: 

Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences and Global Programs 

College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Metz, Winifred F <freddie@email.unc.edu> 
RE: MRC camera booked for you 

That sounds great, thanks so much Winifred, and you are more than welcome to attend or you could even watch the 

video recording of it.! I will also check our phone to make sure everything is working properly! Best, Travis 

From: Metz, Winifred F 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:55 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Klaiber, Greg 
Subject: MRC camera booked for you 

Hi- 
I tried to call you all back but got a message saying the phone number was not valid?? 
At any rate, Greg has booked a camera for you all as requested with a tripod. We’re giving you all an extended 
loan Thursday-Monday - in case you needed the student(s) you’re working with to get up to speed on how to use 
the camera. Typically, these are due back on Sunday - but we’re extending it to Monday for you - since your 
offices are not open on Sundays and it might be easier for you to return when you’re back on campus. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or need more information. 
I’m copying Greg on this email - in case you have any questions for him. 

The booking is in both of your names - depending on which of you wants to pick the camera up today or 
tomorrow. 

This student conference and panel sounds really interesting, I hope it goes well! 
Best, 
Winifred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
freddieCb, email.unc.edu 
919-962-4099 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

FW: student work 

Dear EuNce, 

Here is another message from Megel. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: student work 

if that does not work out. 

Try Mark Robinson in media production. He might have a student who can do it. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:52 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: student work 

Hi Joseph, 

I also left you a vm to cover all bases. Eunice asked me if you would be able to get another student for this week 

because it turns out the other one is unable to do it now because some things have come up. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 



p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

UNDERGRADUATE COMPETITION for AAAD Students 

CASE STUDY COMPETITION OPPORTUNITY AT UNC: 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE 

Sign up for the second annual Public Admir~istratior~ Leadership Cha~er~qe {PALC), a case 
study competition that gives UNC undergraduate students an opportunity to propose 
solutions to real public service issues. 

Play the role of a local leader and propose your innovative solutions to a dynamic public 
issue! Each team of 3-5 participants will receive a scenario involving a real, multifaceted community 
problem. Teams will be asked to manage resources of time, money, human capital, and other 
constraints to propose a creative solution to the public administration problem. Teams will have a 
limited time to research and plan a response to the issue, and they will then present their solutions to 
a panel of local leaders, graduate school faculty members, and other public service professionals. 
This panel will choose the winning team to receive a community leadership award and $1,000 cash. 

This competition offers undergraduates the unique opportunity to... 

¯ compete for a $1,000 cash prize and leadership award 
¯ showcase your skills to solve real public service issues 
¯ network with community decision-makers 
¯ practice professional presentation, critical-thinking and strategic planning skills 
¯ learn more about the UNC Master of Public Administration Program, the UNC School of 

Government, and public service career opportunities 

INTERESTED? 
Apply on the PALC website by midnight on March 17 or come to one of the three info sessions 
listed below, enjoy free pizza, and learn more! All of the sessions will be in the Anne Queen 
Lounge at the Campus Y. 

¯ THURSDAY, February 20, 6 pm 
¯ WEDNESDAY, February 26, 5 pm 
¯ TUESDAY, March 4,5 pm 

If you’re interested but still unsure about applying and/or cannot attend an info session, sign 
up for our mai~ing list to receive updates on this year’s PALC application process (Scroll to the 
bottom of the page under the last question for mailing list sign up.) 

If you don’t have 3-5 participants on your team, you can still apply as a partial team or as an 
individual, and we will match you with other interested students. 

EVENT DATES 
We will host an opening session, Wednesday, March 19, at 5:30 p.m., where teams will receive the 
case and meet current MPA graduate students, who will be available to answer any questions. The 



competition will take place on Friday, March 28 from 1-,5 pro. Both events will be held at the UNC 
School of Govemmer~t. 

QUESTIONS? 
Visit the PALC web site, http://pa~cha~er~qeo~,,veb.uncoedu/, or contact the PALC committee at 
soq pa~cha~en~e(~so~.u~c.ed~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

I realized that we would not need use of the kitchen for April 4th and 5th because Med Deli and Panera Bread would 

come at the time we needed and they would set everything up in the Kresge room and then come to pick up after we 

were done. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Dear Charlotte, 

Thank you anyway° 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

BTW/Although the prior bookings aren’t in the Kresge Foundation Common Room (GM<m039) each event requires 

exclusive use of the Kitchen!!! 



Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

We wi[[ not be able to assist you this time; we have prior bookings on Friday, April 4 and Saturday, April 5o 

I would recommend your contact the University Registrar’s Office, Classroom Scheduling, to see if they could suggest 

alternative venues° 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:34 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

I apologize for just getting back to you but I was stuck in NYC earlier this week due to the bad weather! To answer your 

question, we would require use of the kitchen because we would like to have a catered lunch in addition to some coffee 

breaks spread throughout the day. We would be willing to share the kitchen with someone else if they also needed it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:36 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Travis, 

If possible by Monday, please let me know how extensive your event isoo.would you require the use of the Kitchen° In 

the meantime, I’ll have more concrete information, hopefully by Monday° 

Thank you, 



Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:08 PM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Thanks for contacting me if anything changes. The event would involve food. I am trying to think of some other 

possibilities. Would it work if we ended at 5pm on Friday as opposed to 6pm and could we pay a fee to have the 

building open on Saturday? I know you mentioned that there are prior bookings in other areas so that could still play a 

factor as well. 

Thanks Charlotte, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

Unfortunately, we will not be able to assist you; your event falls outside normal business hours (Monday - Friday) and 

we have prior bookings in other areas of the building. Should this change, I would be in contact with you as soon as I 

know. 

BTW/Would your event involve food? 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:24 AM 
To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 

Hi Charlotte, 

Thanks for returning my message. Hope you stayed safe in the snow yesterday! The proposed dates would be Friday 

April 4th from 8am to 6pm and Saturday April 5th from 8am to 4:30pm. This would be for the Kresge room. What kind 

of snickers did you like? Was it the miniatures? 

Thank you Charlotte! 

Travis 



From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: MESSAGE 01/28/2014 
Importance: High 

Travis, 

I was out of the office yesterday but received your voicemail message. Would you please send me an e-mail regarding 

the proposed dates in April and I’ll get back with you as quickly as I can. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte D. Williams 

Facilities & Events Manager 

James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7001 Fax: 919.962.1548 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Hi Reg, 

Got your room! It is the same room for all your groups. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Good afternoon, 

five reserved Dey 209 for these discussion groups. The room seats 35, so hopefully it’ll work. Ym copying a screenshot of all 

of the reservations below. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

A~arm 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar = UNC=CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:17 PM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte; Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: FW: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Hi Charlotte and Violet! 

Would either of you be able to help out with the request below? 



Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Recitaton Rooms 130 

Travis, I will need some rooms for discussion groups for my section 004, of AAAD 130. 

Each room should accommodate 20 people or more, that is my only requirement. (A/V technology not required) 

On TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, I will need rooms for the periods that begin at 9:30, 12:30, and 2 

ON TUESDAY, MARCH 4th, I will need rooms for the same periods, 9:30, 12:30, and 2 

ON THURSDAY, MARCH 27th, I will need rooms for the same periods, 9:30, 12:30, and 2 

Thanks much, -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

photo 

Dear Ron, 

I set your appointment up for Monday the 10th at lO:30am with Dan Sears. 

Grey 2 story house across from the Carolina Inn. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

The address is 210 Pittsboro St and it is a 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

printer 

Dear Eunice, 

James said the printer is working now. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

RE: April 4 & 5 

Hi April, 

Sorry just getting to your emai! because I was stuck in NY because of the snow earlier this week! That is great to know 

that the 4th and the 5th might be a possibility. I can check with Eunice about the budget for the weekend fee. I will be 

in touch.I 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

There’s nothing in the Hitchcock Room on either day. However, for April 5th, since it is a weekend, I would have to see if 

staff is available to work. There would also be a $400 weekend fee to pay the staff person. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Email: april_spruill@unc.edu I Web: sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

UPDATE ¯ African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium- 
please ignore the earlier a 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Friday, January 31, 2014 2:01 PM 
To," department listserv 
Subject; African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Speaker: Dr. Joseph F. Jordan 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Kia Caldwell 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 
1 lam-12:30 pm 

Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 

Abstract: 

When French director Marcel Camus presented Black Orpheus to the Brazilian public for the first time many in 
the Brazilian intelligentsia, film community and privileged classes were vocal in their disapproval of the film 
and of the way Brazilians were depicted. Despite the reaction of the Brazilian bourgeoisie the film was well- 
received internationally and won awards at the Oscars, Golden Globes, Cannes. Orpheus, at that historical 
moment, became the first film featuring a Black cast to be widely celebrated, and the first to position Black 
people, particularly the lead actors Marpessa Dawn and Breno Mello, as physically beautiful and desirable. In 
effect, this represents the transnationalizing of Black beauty in ways that were novel and unique. This paper 
interrogates the cultural politics of that moment when Black Orpheus managed to speak to the diaspora in the 
shadow of decolonization, conflicts over civil and human rights, and the rise of revolutionary movements. My 
primary concern is the transnational portability of various notions of Black beauty, particularly ideas about 
feminine desirability in the diaspora, and whether transnationalisms inevitably lead to aesthetic 
transculturalisms. I pursue my obj ectives, through the body of Marpessa Dawn who, as one of the protagonists 
in Black Orpheus, became a cause celebre in the international media. I focus on the local creation of 
transnational or diasporic identifications fueled by local political cultures and cultural politics. In essence, I 
propose that we acknowledge how these transnational subj ectivities created an aesthetic revolution in the Black 
world. 



Joseph Jordan has been Director of the Sonja H. Stone Center for Black Culture and History at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill since 2001 and is also Adjunct Associate Professor, African, African American 
and Diaspora Studies, and affiliate faculty member in the Global Studies. His current work focuses on the 
cultural politics of race, identity and artistic production in the diaspora, which he explores through 
representations in visual and other creative arts. Recent published work includes a special issue of The Black 
Scholar, co-edited with Daynali Flores-Rodriguez - The Life and Work of Frantz Fanon; and an essay entitled 
Can the Artist Speak? Hamid Kachmar’s Subversive Redemptive Art of Resistance in Bodies of Knowledge: 
Interviews, African Art, and Scholarly Narratives, Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee, eds., (Indiana University 
Press 2013. His curatorial work includes: Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements; This 
Story Has Not Yet Been Told: The Art of Tim Okamura; La Sombra y el Espiritu II: Women’s Healing Rituals 
in the Diaspora: The Work of Toni Scott; Nina Simone: What More Can I Say; and over 25 others in the last 15 
years. He currently serves as a Board member of the National Council for Black Studies; as a member of the 
Editorial Advisory Board of The Black Scholar Journal of Black Studies and Research; as a member of the 
Editorial Board of PALARA - Publication of the Afro-Latin American Research Association; and as a Board 
Member and co-chair of TransAfrica Forum’s Scholar’s Council. He is a founding member of the Afro- 
Colombian Solidarity Network, and a member of the coordinating team of the Future of Minority Studies 
Research Proj ect. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=34186084 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34186084-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: log sheet 

20140117110719991.pdf 

Hi Erin, 

think I have it correct now. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: log sheet 

Hi Travis, 

Valencia forwarded me your departmental section change form. From my understanding, scheduling likes to have two 

separate forms when switching from one session to the other. 

So, I will need one form for SSI cancelling/deleting AAAD 259 from SSI. Then, another form for SSII, adding AAAD 259 

with new time and instructor PID#. 

We will make the change on our website course descriptions. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 

Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 01/17/!4 
2014 X ~e,p~te~ turnaroul~d 2 business days) 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add 

ACTION 

X Cancel 

CH = Change O = Delete X = Cancel 

! S U bj ~l~lt l l l O~lr~e....... Sectic,n 

AAAD I 259 

;~t~,~9783 Chris Wells 

001 

Changes: 

] Start Time 

I l:lSprn 

Stop Time 

2:45pm 

Submitted by:        Travis Gore 

Bldg 

Ve G311 40 

Notes: 

Call # or PID:                                                  Changes: 

Notes: 

f Call # or 

CurreNt; 

Changes: 

Currenl: 

Notes: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

log sheet 

20140114160328217.pdf 

Hi Valencia, 

I’ve attached a log sheet that I think goes to you. Let me know if I need to send it somewhere else. Once the change is 

updated in Connect Carolina then I guess it would need to be changed on the summer school website as well. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:~09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:~9.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

FW: 2014 Nomination forms 

nominationreminder.doc; NominForm.doc; NominForm-ChangeForm.doc; NominForm- 
Visitor 12Mon. doc; Calculating Summer Instructional 2014.pdf 

Dear Kenneth and Sonia, 

I am forwarding this email because I am not sure if it was sent to the both of you. It is due Feb. 3rd but I think this is 

what Sonia already did a few weeks ago. It might be a good idea to take a look 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S; Isley, Alice B; Tufts, Amy Z; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Futrell, Betty S; Loftin, Beverly; Whitling, Brian E; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Deborah Edwards; Edwards, Deborah W; Harris, 
Deborah J; McLaughlin, Debra L; Toscher, Hope; Butler, Jennifer W; Washington, Jennifer Camelle; Jodie Turnbull; 
Sullivan, Kate; McNeil, Kathleen; Smith, Kelly B; McLain, Kelsea Beth; Allison, Kim A; Grey, Elizabeth B; Fulenwider, C. 
Lindsay; Leonard, Lindsay; Harris, Lori; Fholer, Marie A; Richardson, Mark; McAlister, Matthew Keith; Ray, Nancy L; 
Farris, Rebecca Brittany; McIver, Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; 
Howell, Tia N.; kfbs_popet.con; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Perrin, Andrew J; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; 
Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Song, Conghe; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, 
Dale L; Gitterman, Daniel P; Padua, Darin A; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil; Glish, Gary L; Shen, Haipeng; 
Hirschfield, James; Roberts, Jason Matthew; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin; 
Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; Leve, Lauren G; Hsiao, Li-ling; AIperin, Marc J; 
Willingham, Mary C.; Negrete, Merida; Becker, Misha K; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil W; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
McLaughlin, Richard M; Amago, Samuel; Stewart, Kevin G; Hofweber, Thomas; Perucci, Tony; Brundage, W Fitzhugh; 
Parke, William R 
Subject: 2014 Nomination forms 

Attached are the 2014 nomination forms, a memo and the Calculating Summer Instructional Pay sheet. 

If you have received this email it is because your name was given to our department as the Summer School manager 

contact. If you are not the person that is responsible for completing these forms, please forward this email to the 

correct person or your Summer School administrator. I have copied the Administrators on this email. 

If you are no longer the person who should receive information from Summer School, please contact me ASAP. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUB J: 

University Managers/Administrative Assistants 

Erin Moseley, Summer School 

January 6, 2014 

Instructor Nomination Forms 

The deadline for submitting instructor nomination forms is February 3. Attached please find a 
copy of each of the nomination forms: 

1. Nine-Month Faculty, TA and Graduate Assistant Nomination Form 
2. Visiting, Part-Time and Twelve Month Employee Nomination Form 
3. Change Form 

Sending these forms electronically is the most preferred method. If you are more comfortable 
sending the forms via campus mail that is fine but please be sure to type the information. 

The forms are also in the "Summer School Policies and Procedures Manual" which you can make 
copies and send to me via campus mail. You can contact me at Erin Moseley~unc.edu 

Also attached is an information sheet on calculating summer instructional pay for 2014. 

NOTE: Maymester courses are part of First Session and the stipends are determined by the 
usual methods. 

Please feel free to call if you have any questions (966-4364). 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Nine-Month Base Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Graduate Assistants) 

Second Session: 

School/Department: Department Number: 

Campus Address: Telephone: 

Prepared by: Date Prepared: 

I 
Full Name                          PID           **Rank 9-month     Summer        Credit Hours Course Assignment 

Base Salary Salary (Use course number and section) 

* Use Dr. Mrs, Ms, Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Tenure track 

01 Professor 
02 Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor 

Fixed Term 

05 Full-time 

(Any Rank) 

Students 
21 Teaching Assistant (responsible for final grades) 
2 lp Graduate Assistant 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 



04 Instructor Revised: Jan 2006 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

CHANGE FORM 
Instructor Nomination and Teaching Assignments 

Second Session: 

School/Department: Department Number: 

Campus Address: Telephone: 

Prepared by: Date Prepared: 

9-month Summer Course Assignment 
Title and Full Name PID *Rank Base Salary Salary Credit Hours (Example: SPAN 2, Sect 1) 

From 

To 

From 

To 

From 

To 

From 

To 

*Use the following Tenure track Fixed Term Students Visitors 12 Month 
RANKS only: 01 Professor 05 Any Rank 21 Teaching Assistant 1V Professor 12 Any Title 

02 Associate Professor (Full-time) (responsible for final grades) 2V Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor (Part-time) 21p Graduate Assistant 3V Assistant Professor 
04 Instructor 26 Undergraduate Assistant 4V Instructor 

5V Fixed Term Lecturer 



Revised Jan 2006 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

OTHER INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Visitors, Part-time Appointment, or 12 month Appointment) 

Second Session: 

School/Department: 

Campus Address: 

Prepared by: 

Department Number: 

Telephone: 

Date Prepared: 

Name and Mailing Address PID 

Summer 
**Rank Salary 

Explain How Salary Credit 
Was Determined Hours (Course & section) 

*Use Dr., Mrs., Ms., Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Visitors 

IV 
2V 

Professor 
Associate Professor 

Part-Time 
05 Lecturer 

12-Month 
12    Any Title 



3V 
4V 
5V 

Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Fixed Term Lecturer Revised Jan 2006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

FW: Class number for your AAAD 

Hi Renee, 

Thanks again for all your help!! 

From: Warren, Angeline 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Travis, 

Call Classroom Scheduling and tell them to put it in HI 103 and you have permission, 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:27 PM 
To: Warren, Angeline 
Subject: RE: Class number for your AAAD 

Oh wonderful! It is AAAD 259 001 

Thanks a bunch! 

Trav[s 

From: Warren, Angeline 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:19 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Class number for your AAAD 

Travis, 

What is the class number for AAAD for the course TR 3:30-4:45? It can be scheduled in our bulding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Spring Calendar 

SPRING SEMESTER 2014 Cal.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

I have attached the Spring Semester Calendar. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966,5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty - Hyde hall 

3/28- *Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- Vance Hall Conference room, 1st Floor 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow 

Dear Eunice, 

had David Catalano (Occupational and Environmental Field Hygienist) inspect room 205 in Battle Hall today (1/3/14) 

10:33am. He said he does not see any problem with someone occupying this room from a health perspective. 

Bolton Construction have been storing some of their materials in the office. I can tell them that they need to be 

removed. They do not work on Fridays so they would not be able to get their things out of there until Monday. 

There is only one desk in the office right now but maybe they could share the desk if their office hours are at different 

times. 

at 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 5:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Tomorrow 

Dea r Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a wonderful holiday season! 

Here are some urgent tasks for tomorrow: 

1) Room 205: As we discussed before the holiday, please check with UNC’s facilities office to see if this room is now OK 
for occupancy from a health perspective. As I indicated before this is very important because I need to indicate if we have 
office space for the two TAs who will be teaching for us in the spring. I have to do this by tomorrow so that they can 
finalize their syllabuses. 

2) Staff: Please make sure that all courses have the names of faculty members teaching them on Connect/Carolina and 
that the new TAs can access their courses both on Sakai and Connect/Carolina. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu> 

FW: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

CLAS SBLURB-AAAD290-3. doc 

Hi Betty, 

Here is the class blurb I spoke about in the voicemail earlier today. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 5:30 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

AAAD 290 just became a class that fulfills EE requirement. Could you possibly forward this new blurb to Comm and 
Drama. I’m out of town this next week, perhaps we can catch students we have not already with the subject - fulfill your 
experiential education requirement and have an amazing experience right here in our community. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



FULFILL YOUR EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION (EE) 
REQUIREMENT 

NEW SPRING CLASS OFFERING - 2014 
DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES AAAD 290 
TUESDAYS 3:00P.M. - 5:50P.M. 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

BECOME AN ENVIRNOMENTAL ACTIVIST RIGHT HERE 
IN OUR COMMUNITY 

¯ CLASS PERFORMANCE IS THE KEYNOTE PRESENTATION AT THE 2ND 
GLOBAL AFRICANA CONFERENCE AT UNC 

¯ WORK DIRECTLY WITH THE ROGERS ROAD COMMUNITY OF 
CHAPEL HILL 

* DISCOVER HOW ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE BEGINS HERE AT HOME 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two devised public performances. The first performance will be on 
Thursday evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 
intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will take part in these public performances as their final class requirement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Flores, Theresa <tflores@email.unc. edu> 
RE: Room Reservation Request 

Thanks Theresa! Just in case you need our account number for this transaction it is 6-203:13. Also, I was wondering if 

you know how the room will be set up before we get in there to set things up. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Flores, Theresa 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

I’ve attached the documents. 

Please let me know if you need anything else! 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 
Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: Flores, Theresa 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Theresa! 

I was going back through some past emails but [ don’t think I was able to find the event confirmation. It may have 

ended up in myjunk box by mistake. That has happened before in the past. Would it be possible to resend it? 

Thanks so much and have a great weekend! 



Travis 

From." Flares, Theresa 
Seat." Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:36 plVl 
To," Gore, Travis 
Subject," RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

I just double checked with Chris I went ahead and put your event on the calendar so you should be good to go. I’ll get an 

event confirmation form to you by the end of this week! 

Please let me know if you need help with anything else. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa Flares 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:~9) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:~9) 962<~1:[8 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:30 PM 
To." Flores, Theresa 
Subject." RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Theresa, 

Sorry for passing through Hyde Hall the other day using it as a shortcut! © 

I wanted to double check on a form I previously sent just to make sure about the availability. I talked to Chris prior to 

submitting the form and his email is down below. 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Hi Travis, 

Our director, John McGowan, has indicated that we wifl only be doing one event per room per day (not one event per 

day) so the date you want, Monday Nov 18th is available. Please go to our website (www.iah. unc.edu} and fill out an 

of[icial room reservation request so we can process your request. 



Chris 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business O.fficer, Institute.for the Arts end Humanities 
President, University Managers Associotion (uma.web.unc.edu) 

Delegote, Division 8- Pro~essionol 5tab.f, UNC-CH Employee Forum (~forum. unc.edu) 

Institute ~or the Arts and Humanities 
Department 3211 

120 Hyde 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hifl NC 27599-3322 
T 919-962-6830 

F 919-962-1118 

meinecke@emoiL unc.edu 

www.ioh.unc.edu 

From: Flores, Theresa 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for filling out the on-line reservation form. 

Unfortunately we do not have the capacity to accommodate you for the Dialogues on East Africa and Africa 

Unity on November 18th. Please let me know if there’s anything else I can help with. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Front Desk Manager 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 



From: iah@unc.edu [mailto:iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 4:41 PM 
To: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore~email.unc.edu 

Room(s) requested 
University Room** (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
** University Room Setup Requested: 

Theater style (maximum 100) 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting 
bodily injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, 
dependent on the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 
Nov 18, 2013 10:00 AM 

Event end date and time: 
Nov 18, 2013 05:30 PM 

Is the event public? 
Yes 

Number of people attending: 
80 

Department or organization hosting the event: 
AAAD 

Event Name: 
Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 

Person in charge of this event: 
Eunice Sahle 

Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 
No 

If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 
but she is on the Chairs Leadership Program 

Is this event part of an IAH program? 
No 

If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone 

E-mail 
9199665496 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Fax 
Department number: 

3287 
Will the event be catered? 

Yes 



If yes, who will cater the event? 
most likely Med Deli 

Equipment needed: 
Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 

the speaker will use power point 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 

Yes 
Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 

Table at front of room for the panel. Table in the back for catering 
Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Alcohol policy 

Yes 
I have read and agree to abide by the IAH room reservation policies 

Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu> 

FW: room reservation 

20131113134814294.pdf 

Hi April! 

Here is the form that I have been meaning to get to you! 

Thanks so much, 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.13.2013 13:48:14 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Received by:.__ 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request]or Use of Facility 
(Telephone: 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Event Description/Purpose: 

ProposediPlmmed Speakers: 
Event Date(s)    Mo,a. Ig 

Check the box below that best describes your department 
or organization 
~[ University Administrative (Departmental) Unit 

[] Officially Recognized Student Organization 

[~ Community Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates) 
l-I Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates. Please note that 

all requests’ must be approved by the Director and/or Administrative Manager.) 

Name of person making reservation    ~"~ c~ ~ C_~O/’~._ 

Person in charge of event     ~ ca,,,~ ;(~" 

Department lOrganization hosting event 

Address t/)~l ~, ~4 I¢: 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Accomat Number (if applicable) 

Roo~n(s) Requested (check below): 

~ Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats 1 t) 

]~ Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 5:00 
pro***) 

[-I Seminar Room 200 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 

am to 6.’OO pm***) 

[] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office f!"om 8.’00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 
6:00pro***) 

[~1 Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:O0 am to 
6.’OO pm***) 

[] Dance Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed only in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note. Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time:    (~ " 0~) p ~ 
(Revised 10/16/!2) 

Event End Time:      -q- " 0 0 1;i~’~ 
(Please note all events must end by 9.’30pro - the Stone Center building closes at lO.O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: ! {~ Q) 

is the event open to the public? ~,, Yes r-1 No 

Admission Charge? [] Yes I~No Admission Cost $ 
(Please note. tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 
limited to additional security,) 

Will food/drink be served at event? ~IYes 01~lo 

Please provide name ofcaterer/vendor used: 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center’s approved caterers. Self-catering is not 

permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plml to serve alcohol? [] Yes ~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, piease complete the request form for pemfission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: 
(This refers’ to chair and table setup, a brief diagram can be drawn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 
]~ Microphone with podium 
~ Cordless Microphone 

[~ Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

~ Projector and scree~ 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please contact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919-843-1854. 



THE SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER 
FOR BLACK CULTURE AND H!STORY 

Building Use Policy 

Thank you for expressing an interest in using facilities in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 
History (Stone Center) at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hili (UNC). The following information 
explains Stone’ Center policy regarding reservations, public safety needs, food service, and room arrangements. If 
you require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us at 919-962-900 I. We look forward to 
working with you and hope you will have a successful event at the Stone Center. 

Reservations/Cancellations: Events can only be scheduled two months in advance. Events may be scheduled as 
litlle as two weeks before the event. Cancellations should be made at least a week in advance without incurring 
fees. 

Public Safety: Events scheduled weekdays after 5:00pro may require the additional presence of a DPS security 
guard, which will be determil~ed once your facility request is approved. If so, an online security request must be 
completed through the Department of Public Safety (UNC DPS). Please go to the DPS website to schedule a 
police officer to be present during the entire time you need access to the building. Requests for security should be 
arranged at least three weeks in advance, and you must not have any outstanding balances with UNC DPS. UNC 
DPS charges $55ihour. Proof of the DPS reservation needs to be faxed or delivered to the Stone Center at least a 
week before your event and if not received, the Stone Center reserves the right to cancel your event. 

Parking: If your program occurs at the Stone Center between 7:30am and 5:00pro, contact the Special Events 
Parking Office with UNC DPS (962-4424) to make necessary parking arrangements for your guests. For 
additional parking information related to Stone Center events, please visit our website. 

Technical (Lighting/Audio) Services: All arratlgements for technical services must be arranged through the 
Union Production Services at least four weeks in advance. No private outside equipment will be allo~ved in the 
building unless arranged directly by the Union. Production Services can be reached online or at 962-5787. Proof 
of Union Services request needs to be faxed or delivered to the Stone Center at least a week before your event and 
if not received, the Stone Center reserves the right to cancel your event. 

Food!Catering: Food and beverage are prohibited in the classrooms, seminar rooms, auditorium, gallery and 
museum, and dance studio. Food service is restricled to the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (HMR), the common 
area outside the HMR, and the common area outside of the auditorium. 

Proposed evems where food is to be served require the following: 
¯ Prior approval of the Stone Center. 
¯ Use of a Stone Center approved caterer; caterers may contact the Stone Center Administrative Manager or 

Facilities Manager for details. Cleanup fo[Iowing an event will be the responsibility of the sponsoring 
organization includingevents where cleanup is not included in the catering contract. At the end of the 
event, all food, service dishes, containers, etc. must be removed and disposed of by the groups’ caterers. 
Note: A fee of 20% of the total bill will be charged to the department/organization. Please submit a 
~copy of your receipt/catering bill promptly for billing purposes. A $50 assessment will be billed to 
department/organization for failure to adhere to the cleanup policy. The kitchen is not fully equipped to 
prepare meals but is appropriate for warming, heating and serving meals. The use of hotplates, grills, 
griddles or any equipment not already provided in the kitchen is prohibited; the Stone Center DOES 
NOT provide linens, paper products, etc. If the room is" left in an unsatisfactory condition after an event, 
the department/organization may forfeit subsequent use privileges. 

Alcohol: Proposed events where alcohol is to be served must obtain prior approval from the Office of the 
Provost. A request form for permission to serve alcohol must be completed and signed before alcohol is allowed 
in the building. A completed form must be signed by the Department Chair or Director of the sponsoring unit or 
the appropriate College or School Dean, and the Provost. Forms may be obtained from the Office of the Provost 
by calling 919-962-2198; completed forms should be faxed to the Stone Center at 919-962-3725. Only white 



wine may be served in the building; beer, liquor, and red wine are prohibitea~ The Stone Center adheres to the 
University rules concerning alcohol service. 

Vendors: It is the responsibility of the event sponsor to arrange for outside equipment, furniture, materials, etc. 
to be removed the next business day. Please inform the Stone Center in advance of the scheduled times for 
vendor deliveries and pickups. Delivery_ of food, furniture, and other items is to be made through the loading 
dock located in the rear of the building. 

Sale of Items: Sale of items is prohibited in the Stone Center unless arranged through the University Bull’s Head 
Bookshop and/or auxiliary services. 

Fliers/Posters: No item, artwork, or document is to be attached to any ~vali, door, fixture, or building exterior. 
Posters/fliers are prohibited from being attached to doors, windows, trash cans, building exteriors, interior walls, 
stairway railings, elevator wails, floors, grounds or ceilings. 

Classrooms: Please remove all trash, boxes, and other items brought into the classrooms and return all furniture 
to its original configuration. Remember to clean dry-erase boards and turn off lights. 

Doors: Doors, including outside entrances, are not to be propped open at may time. 

Student Organizations: All student organizations must obtain signature approval from their faculty advisor 
before returning the reservation form. The form wilt NOT be approved without the faculty advisor’s signature. 
Additional charges may apply for security, catering, and if admission fees are charged. 



I will aet to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History and all applicable Uuiversity regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understas~d that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Name of Organization/Department 

Name of Event Date of Event 

Signature of Person in Charg~nt 

Signature of DirectoriChai ment 

Date 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/2012) 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE & HISTORY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL 

RATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013 

These fees will be assessed to non-University organizations and 
for those using the Stone Center after 5:00 PM 

HITCHCOCK MULTIPURPOSE ROOM $200 FOR MEETING USE PER USE 

HITCHCOCK MULTIPURPOSE ROOM $250 FOR BANQUET SET UP PER USE 

TERRACE $150 PER USE 

CLASSROOMS (ROOMS 209 AND 210) $200 EACH/PER USE 

SEMINAR ROOMS (ROOMS 200 AND 201) $175 EACH/PER USE 

THEATRE $300 PER USE 

AFTER-HOURS SECURITY FEE $55/HOUR MINIMUM 3 HOURS 

*WEEKEND BUILDING USE FEE 

LATE DEPARTURE FEE (AFTER 10:00 PM) 

*CATERING FEE 

$400/ROOM MINIMUM 4 HOURS 

$50 

20% OF TOTAL BILL 

*Weekend and catering fee are the only exceptions that will be charged to all organizations. 



APPROVED CATERERS LIST FOR THE 
SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER BUILDING 

Amante Gourmet Pizza 
300 E. Main St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-962-3330 

Carolina Catering - Aramark 
t00 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-0336 

Catering Company 
15-501 Bypass 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-4775 

Carolina Inn 
211 Pittsboro St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-933-2001’ 

Edible Art Bakery & Dessert Caf4 
3801 Hillsborough St. 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
919-856-0604 

Tova Boettm Catering 
2109 North Lakeshore Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-619-3616 

Domino’s Pizza 
412 E. Main St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-929-0246 

Durham Catering 
2512 University Dr. 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-489-9535 

Firehouse Subs 
603 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-969-4212 

Jimmy John’s 
306 W. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-968-7827 

Home On The Range Catering 
12330 US Highway 15/501 N 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
9I 9-968-44!2 

Vimita’s Curryblossom Cafd 
431 W. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27519 
919-929-3833 

Marcel’s C~ering Caf6 
1821Fordham Blvd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-0066 

Mediterranean Dell 
410 W. Franklin St 
Chapet Hill, NC 27516 
919-967-2666 

Sage & Swift Gourmet Caering 
2505Whi[den Dr. 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-957-7889 

Sage Caf~ 
1129 Weaver Dairy Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-968-9266 

Saladelia Caf~ 
4201 University Dr. 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-489-5776 

Savory Fare Catering 
908 W. Main St. 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-683-2185 

Three Seasons Catering 
2627 Hillsborough Rd. 
Durham, NC NC 27705 
919-416-0600 

Thrills from the Grill 
P O Box 52491 
Durham, NC 27717 
919-220-5787 

Harris Teeter 
310 North Greensboro Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-942-8564 

Sweet Jane’s Bakery 
4823 Meadow Drive, Suite 115 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-544-1313 

Mark Day Company 
6113 Highway 86 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-932-3031 

Heavenly Cinnamon Rolls 
1821 Fordham Blvd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-1722 

Hursey’s BBQ 

1834 S Church St 

Burlington, NC 27215 

336-226-1694 

Whole Foods Market 
81 S Elliott Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-968-t983 

IntimMe Affairs C~ering 
I408 ChristianAve, Ste 3 
Durham, NC 27705 
9t9-382-0008 

KRchen 14 
620 Valley Forge Road, Ste 1 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 
919-245-1414 

The Picnic Basket 
5410 Hwy 55 Ste AJ 
Durhanl, NC 27713 
919-572-9908 

Ethel Carver’s Catering 
P O Box 881 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-8498 

Tandoor Indian Restaurant 
1301 E. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-6622 

The Palace International 
1104 Broad Street 
Durham, NC 27705 
(919) 416-4922 

Gigi’s Cupcakes 
1028 Oberlin Road 
Raleigh, NC 27605 
919-896-8636 

Panera Bread 
213 W. Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-929-9189 

Bojangles’ 
4600 Garrett Road 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-489-5942 

True Flavors Catering 
5410 N Carolina Hwy 55 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-593-7175 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE & HISTORY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL 

CHECKLIST/REMINDERS 

If you are a University Student Organization, has your request form been signed by 
your advisor? 

Have you turned in your completed facility request form and received official 
approval/confirmation for your event? 

Have you provided the requested setup for your event to the Facilities Manager 
Randy Simmons? 

If food/drink is served at event, remember the following: 
*a 20% fee will be charged by the Stone Center for the total invoice amount of 
your catering invoice; 
*the facility must be cleaned (i.e. all trash, etc. removed) at the end of your evem. 

If the following additional services are needed!required, have you requested their 
services and provided confirmation of their services to the Stone Center: 
* Carolina Production? 
*Department of Public Safety Officer? 
*Alcohol permit, if applicable. 

Please make sure your contact information is listed on all event advertising and 
publicity so that you can be contacted for additional information regarding the 
event. 

Thank you for using the Stone Center! 
Telephone 962-9001; Fax 962-3725 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Book 

Hi Ron, 

Try this link. This one should work. https://itsapps.unc.edu/UNCStoreFront/form/deskcopyrequest.jsp 

Please let Sonia and I know if there is anything else we can help you with 

Thanks for your patience and have a blessed day. 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Ha[[, Cg# 3395 

p 9:19.96(5.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Book 

Ronald 

My onyen (as Sonia Colon) is not affiliated as a Faculty, it won’t work. 

You need to access the system using your onyen. 

Maybe Travis can help on this. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 2:12 PlY1 

To: Colon, Sonia 



Cc." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Re: Book 

Sonia, 

Can you please just make the request for me2 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 2:11 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hello Ronald 

I am at Abemethy Hall for the afternoon. I can help you tomorrow, I should be at Battle Hall for the afternoon. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From." Williams, Ronald 
Sent." Tuesday, November 05, 2013 1:06 PM 
To." Colon, Sonia 
Cc." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Re: Book 

Sonia, 

I am having difficulty with the program. Can you show me how or make the request for me? 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 11:43 AM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 



Academic Affairs faculty members may request desk copies for, upcoming semesters, using the Student 
Stores. Please see below link: 

http ://storel07.colleqestoreonline.com/ePOS?this cateqorv= 111&store= 107&form=shared3% 2fqm% 
2fma i n% 2ehtml&desiq n = 107 

Let me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:29 AM 
To: Williams, Ronald 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Book 

Ron, 

I am forwarding this request to Sonia because she will be taking care of this transaction. 

Best, 

Trav[s 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:11 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Book 

Travi s, 

Can you please order this book for me? It is for my spring 2014 course. 

http:iiwww.amazon.comiFreedom-Mind-Volume-Americans-Documentsidpi0312648847 

Many thanks. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 
RE: rooms 

Good afternoon Violet! 

That’s great about Wilson :128 and hopefully another classroom will open up for the other class! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: rooms 

Good morning Travis! 

I was able to find a room for AAAD :10:1.004, Wilson :128. Unfortunately there are still no results for AAAD :10:1.002. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: rooms 

Hi Violet, 

Thank you guys for taking care of all those log sheets on Friday! 

I have two classes that I am still trying to find a home for! I was hoping some rooms may have opened up. 

AAAD 101 002 930am 1045am TuTh 60 students 

AAAD 101 004 2pm 315pm TuTh 60 students 

Thank you! 



Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

@panerabread.com 

FW: New Billing Process for UNC Accounts with Panera - Current Account # 148387 

From: Accounts Receivable [mailto: @panerabread.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New Billing Process for UNC Accounts with Panera - Current Account # 148387 

Dear Valued UNC Customer, 

We have been working with Justin Hanford and Fahir Zulfikar in UNC’s Disbursement Services Department to 

better streamline the billing and payment process for invoices. 

After a very productive conference call, it was decided that the following process will need to be 

implemented: 

1. We will set up one account for each department that currently has an account with Panera Bread. This will 

allow us to eliminate more than half of the 709 individual accounts currently in our system. 

2. When placing an order at one of the local cafes, you will need to provide the following information: 

a. The Panera account number assigned to your department 

b. Your full first and last name and the name of your department 

c. A check request number. Per Fahir in UNC’s Disbursement Services, you will be able to create an 

incomplete check request, provide us that number at the time of the order, and then complete the check 

request once the invoice is received by your departments Business/Accounting personnel. 

3. Invoices will be emailed to the Business/Accounting person in your department the day after the order is 

delivered or picked up and they will submit the check request to Central AP for payment. 

In order to facilitate this new process, we will need you to provide some information to us. Please simply 

forward this email to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com with the information requested filled in next to 

the letter "a" below: 

1. The complete name of your department and department number: 

a. African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 3287 

2. The name of the Business/Accounting personnel for your department: 

a. Sonia Colon 

3. The email address for your department’s Business/Accounting personnel: 

a. scolon@emaikunc.edu 

4. The phone number for your department’s Business/Accounting personnel: 



a. 919-962-4854 

If you have any questions regarding this new process, please contact the following: 

For UNC’s Disbursement Services: hanford@email.unc.edu 

For Panera Bread: accountsreceivable@panerabread.com 

Thank you for your assistance, 

Accounts Receivable Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fall Break 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope Nairobi is treating you well! I think it is probably around midnight over there right now. Everything has been 

going good here. I know you have been very busy but I just wanted to give you an update for Thursday and Friday. As 

you know I usually always use my vacation days during this time, but I have decided I can come in on Thursday, however 

I did receive notice from the University urging and encouraging all staff and employees to evacuate by I believe 2:30pm 

was the time mentioned. The reason being that there is a big football game Thursday night and they will also be 

shutting down some roads as well. I figured I could work up until that time and then leave. On Friday the University is 

holding Employee Appreciation day from 9am to 3pm which I was planning on attending. That will really take up most 

of the day so I figured I could use the remaining time as vacation time. 

Please be safe over there. 

Best, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

D SA Union Events Management <eventsmanagement@unc.edu> 

RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 
10/22/2013 

TH 

From: DSA Union Events Management 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Travis, 

You do not need to check in or check for this reservation because you are with a department. I went ahead and 
confirmed it for you as well. Thanks! 

Best, 

John Grossfuss 
Office of Events r~anagement 
Carolina Union 
The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919.966.3832 I eventsmanaqement@unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:10 AM 
To: DSA Union Events Management 
Subject: RE: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Hailey, 

I am about to sign the form but I had a quick question about the Check in/Check out part. Does that apply here? I just 

wanted to make sure because we don’t want to be counted as a no-show! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: eventsmanagement@unc.edu [mailto:eventsmanaclement@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 10/22/2013 

Hi Travis, 
Please review the summary of your reservation below and respond to this email to confirm. Please note that no food and 
beverage are permitted in classrooms as well. 

Best, 
Hailey Ziegelhofer 
Office of Events Management 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 



Carolina Union Office of Events Management 
FPG Student Union Room 3105 

UNC-CH, CB #5210 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-5210 

P. 919- 966-3832 / F. 919-962-3719 

Confirmation 

Customer 

Travis Gore 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall 

CB 3395 

Reservation: 94576 

Event Name: AAAD 130 

Status: Not Available 

Phone: 966-5496 

Email Address: st,qore@email.unc.edu 

Event Type: Screening 

Bookings / Details Quantity Price Amount 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM AAAD 130 (Not Available) Genome Science G010 
Reserved: 7:00 PM - 9:15 PM 
As is/Previous Set for 72 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms 
are under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 

Carolina Union staffwill be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union staff 
regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion of the 
meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 

Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 

CANCELLATION 

All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two 
business days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 

Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in 
the cancellation of your meeting. 

Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a 
no-show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 
IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 

This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 

House Staff is not responsible for providing technical assistance, set-up or tear-down of equipment or sets for your 
meeting. 



Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 

All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
about the nature of your event will result in the loss of reservation privileges for your organization. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 
966-3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmana.qement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 

University of North Carolina 

FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 

3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms are 
under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 
Carolina Union staffwill be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union staff 
regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion of the 
meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 

Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 

CANCELLATION 
All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two business 
days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 
Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in the 
cancellation of your meeting. 
Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a no- 
show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 
IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 
This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 
House Staff is not responsible for providing technical assistance, set-up or tear-down of equipment or sets for your 
meeting. 

Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 



All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
about the nature of your event will result in the loss of reservation privileges for your organization. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 966- 
3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmanagement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 
University of North Carolina 
FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 
3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

Department and University Calendar Fall 2013.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

[ am glad to hear of your safe arrival. My thoughts and prayers are with you during this hectic time° I have attached the 

calendar as a word document° Sorry for the delay° I have had most of it finished but there were a few building locations 

that [ was waiting on that I wanted to be sure to include in the document. [ was able to get those today so I added them 

to the calendar° You can let me know if any of the chair committee dates are misplaced and you can also let me know 

if there is anything you want me to add, subtract or reword with the calendar. 

Hope all is going well as can be over there at this moment° 

Take care and keep the faith. 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I arrived safely here and it has been a very hectic time. 

At any rate, please send me the outstanding assignment re; calendar by tomorrow October 11. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FALL SEMESTER 2013 

August 

8/20- Classes begin 
8/21 -Faculty Lounge Gathering 
8/26- Last Day of Late Registration 

September 

9/2- Labor Day 
9/4- Meeting-Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
9/11- Meeting- Department Faculty (GEC room 2010) 

9/27- *Textbook orders requested due date for Spring 2014 * 

October 

10/2- Faculty Colloquium (Hyde Hall, Incubator Rm) 
10/2-Meeting-Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
10/14-Last day for Undergraduate students to drop courses 
10/16- Fall Break begins at 5:00pm 

10/21- Classes resume 8:00am 
10/23-Meeting-Department Faculty (Vance Hall, Conference room 1st floor) 

November 

11/6 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
11/6- Faculty Colloquium (Dey Hall, Toy Lounge) 
11/13- Department Faculty meeting (Hyde Hall, Incubator Rm) 
11/27- Thanksgiving Recess. Classes resume Mon. Dec. 2 

December 

12/4- Department Faculty meeting (Hyde Hall, Incubator Rm) 
12/4- Classes End 
12/5- Reading Day 
12/6- Exams begin 
12/11- Reading Day 
12/13- Exams End 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 
RE: ASC Events this month 

Hi Mamarame, 

was able to get Toy Lounge for the colloquium! 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: ASC Events this month 

Hi Travis, 

Can you please look for a room that can host the Faculty colloquium to be held on Wednesday, November 6, 11:00 to 
12:30 pm? Below is the message and information regarding rooms I received from Stacey. 

Thank, 
Mamarame 

From: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 5:39 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
l::c: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: ASC Events this month 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Cc: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: ASC Events this month 

Thanks Stacey. What would you advice to do, then? I don’t the shutdown would last that long:) 
Mamarame 

From: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
l::c: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: ASC Events this month 

Hi Mamarame, 



I’m sorry but it’s booked that day. Every room in the building is booked, unfortunately, during that time frame and most 
of the day. A possible "bright spot" is that 4003 is booked by the Passport Drive, and if the government is shut down that 
event will not be held so the room would be available ;-) 

Talk to you later, 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coord inator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall@email.unc.edu 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 

Cc: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: ASC Events this month 

Dear Stacey, 

I hope you are well. Could you please see if we can have the top floor of the GEC for our Departmental colloquium to be 
held on: Wednesday, November 6, 11:00 to 12:30 pm 
Many thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth [sewall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: The asc_faculty mailing list. 
Subject: [asc_faculty] ASC Events this month 

Please join us for these upcoming events: 

Scaling Up to Save Lives in Developing Countries 
Dr. Eric Bing 
Wednesday, October 9, 2013, 1-2 PM. 
Rosenau Hall, Room 133, UNC-CH 
Dr. Eric G. Bing spearheads the George W. Bush Institute’s global health initiatives with an emphasis on creating 
programs that engage both public and private sectors. With the practical engagement of business approaches, innovation 
and entrepreneurship, Dr. Bing shares how we can help cross that final mile to solve global challenges of poverty and 
health. Dr. Bing received his medical degree from Harvard Medical School, a master of public health and a Ph.D. in 
epidemiology from UCLA, & an M.B.A. from the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University. Free Please Contact: 
Mamie Harris mamie_Harris@med.unc.edu for more information. 

Girls" Education in Africa 
Barbara Anderson 
Wednesday, October 16, 2013, 5:30 PM to 7:00 PM. 
Flyleaf Books, Chapel Hill 
This talk addresses the challencjes and promises for cjirls’ and women’s education in Africa, explorincj the ways that 



European colonialism, missionary work, and contemporary neocolonial economic policies shape African educational 
opportunities and experiences. It also provides some interesting comparisons in female education between the developed 
and developing world. Program Tuition: Register ahead of time and pay $18.00 per program or pay only $8 if you are a 
member of the UNC General Alumni Association (GAA). Tuition is $20.00 for everyone paying at the door. Find more 
information at Girls’ Education in Africa. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

From the Coup d’Etat to the Restoration of Democracy: 
Regional Diplomacy and African Union Perspectives on the 2012 Coup 
Prof. Georges Nzongola 
Thursday, October 24, 2013, 12:30-2 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Professor Georges Nzongola will give this lecture as part of a new seminar series to expand understanding and discussion 
of the 2012 military coup in Mali and the subsequent Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the Maghreb occupations of northern 
Mali. Emily Burrill of UNC will facilitate. This seminar is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the Department of 
Women’s and Gender Studies, the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina 
Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. Remaining dates for this lunchtime series will be Oct. 31, Nov. 7 and 
Nov. 12. Light lunch will be provided. RSVP required for lunch. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall 
sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

The Role of the Artist in a Time of Political Struggle 
Mamadou Diabate 
333 Saints: A Life of Scholarship in Timbuktu 
Alexandra Huddleston 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013, 5-6:30 PM. 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1005, UNC-CH 
This presentation is part of a seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mali, the 
subsequent Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the Maghreb (AQIM) occupations of northern Mali, and the recent presidential 
election of Ibrahim Boubacar Keita. Mamadou Diabate, renowned Kora musician from Mali will discuss the suppression of 
music during the AQIM occupation and perceptions of the coup in the Diaspora. Alexandra Huddleston will talk and exhibit 
photos from her new book, 333 Saints; A Life of Scholarship in Timbuktu. A book which tells a story of discovery: 
unfolding a rich and beautiful African intellectual culture that remains largely unknown in the West. Her book is about a 
city that has built its identity around a culture of scholarship and a love of books and learning. Reception to follow, 
honoring faculty and student awardees and our 2013 Visiting Fulbright Scholar, Dr. Patricia Mabugu. Free. Please 
Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Competing Racial Narratives of Violence in Contemporary Mali 
Prof. Bruce Hall 
Thursday, October 31, 2013, 12:30-2 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
This lecture is part of a new seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mali and 
the subsequent Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the Maghreb occupations of northern Mali. Emily Burrill of UNC will facilitate. 
This seminar is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, the 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social 
Processes. Remaining dates for this lunchtime series will be Nov. 7 and Nov. 12. Light lunch will be provided. RSVP 
required for lunch. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coord inator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 



sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

McMillan, Tim <tj ml @email.unc. edu> 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: listserv 

Maj orsEmailsOct 13. docx 

Hello Tim and Ron, 

I ask that you please open the attachment above. What you will find is a list that I have compiled of the emails from our Majors 

and2ndMajors. Kenneth told me to do it in this format as opposed to the listserv format. All you need to do is copy theemaiJs 

that I provided and paste them into the email you are sending out. You MUST put the addresses in the blind carbon copy 

because we do not want to violate any privacy laws with the students. You should have everything you need now. Glad that ! 

could be of assistance. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 10:41 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
(:c: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: listserv 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for the update. I understand you have been extremely busy. I hope we can wrap this up on Monday, as time is 
of the essence. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 5:13 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Hello Ron and Tim, 

Sorry to say that I have simply run out of time this week. I had dedicated all my time to helping the Chair with various things the 

past few days, as you know it has been a very busy time. So I hope the two of you had not planned on getting together over the 

weekend to send out invites. At least now you have something to look forward to on Monday when you receive it. 

Have a good weekend gentlemen. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CCCS Kick-Off reminder and agenda - Tuesday, Oct 1 st 

Dear Eunice, 

My presence has been requested at the CCCS meeting today. As Team Captain and a representative of our department, 

I will honor my duty to fulfill this obligation. I look forward to hearing Chancellor Folt deliver her speech at today’s 

program. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: CCCS 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 12:10 PM 

To: Andrews, Kim A. 
Subject: CCCS Kick-Off reminder and agenda - Tuesday, Oct 1st 

Dear Team Captains and Special Guests: 

We are pleased to have received your RSVP to attend the CCCS Kick-Off event tomorrow, October 1st, at the 

Concourse Club/Blue Zone. Check-in will begin at 11:00am and the program concludes at l:00pm. An agenda 

is outlined below for your reference. 

You can find out more about the campaign and reference campaign materials on our website at 

http://carolinacares.unc.edu/. You can also keep up with the happenings of the campaign on our Facebook 

page at https://www.facebook.com/unc.carolinacares. 

We are looking forward to seeing you at the Campaign Kick-Off Event! 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Kick-Off Event 
Tuesday, October 1, 2013 

11:00 am 1:00pro 

Concourse Club/Blue Zone- Kenan Stadium 

11:00 am CHECK-IN 

11:30 am WELCOME & INTRODUCTION Brenda R. Malone 
Vice Chancellor, Human Resources 



ll:35am VIDEO PRESENTATION 

11:40am 

11:45am 

12:00pm 

12:25pm 

l:00pm 

REMARKS 

GUEST SPEAKER 

LUNCH 

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW & TRAINING 

ADJOURNMENT 

Carol Folt 
Chancellor 

Debbie Dibbert 

UNC Cancer Center 

Meredith Barrett Cuomo 

SECC Representative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Picture Day 

No problem, Ron. Mr. Sears seems pretty flexible so you shouldn’t have a problem rescheduling. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Picture Day 

Travis, 

Thanks for canceling the appointment for me and for passing along his contact information so I can reschedule it directly. 

Best, 

Ron 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 1:46 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks, ! hope you are wel! too. I don’t think it should be a problem at all. I’ll wait on Tim to give the green light and then 

[ can proceed! 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Dear Tim and Travis, 

I hope you two are well. I have what I hope is a minor request. Could the following information be used in place of what 

appears on my faculty profile on the department’s website? Thanks in advance. 

Teaching Interests: 

My courses include Slave Culture & Resistance; Slavery, Culture, and Resistance in the Circum-Caribbean; The African 

Diaspora in the Americas; Black Atlantic Crosscurrents; The Black Experience to 1865; Seminar in Afro-American Studies; 

and the Civil Rights Movement. 

Current Research: 

Since 2000, I have authored and published 98 articles, book chapters, book reviews, essays, and encyclopedia entries in a 

range of venues. My books include The River Flows On: Black Resistance, Culture, and Identity Formation in Early America 

(LSU Press, 2006), a co-edited two-volume work entitled The Encyclopedia of American Race Riots (Greenwood Press, 

2006), and a co-edited three-volume work entitled The Encyclopedia of African American History (ABC-CLIO, 2010). In 

Spring 2013, I completed a book manuscript tentatively entitled Gold Coast Diasporas: Identity, Culture, and Power. 

Currently, I am working with a team of historians to produce an innovative, multi-volume African American History 

textbook slated to appear in 2016. 

Thanks again. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 

African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.~oo~le.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Calender 2013-2014 (montly meeting) 

Dear Eunice, 

As you requested.. 

Sept. :1:1 GEC room 20:10 

Oct. 9 Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Nov. 13 Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Dec. 4 Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Jan. 8 Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Feb. :12 Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Mar. :19 Hyde Hal! Incubator room 

Apr. 9 TBA 

All rooms reserved from 11am to lpm 

Best, 
Travis 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 04, 2013 7:51 plVl 
To-" Gore, Travis 
Subject-" Calender 2013-2014 (montly meeting) 
Importance: High 

Dea r Travis, 

Greetings. 

Please submit a calendar of the department’s monthly meetings for this year to me by tomorrow at 11.00am. You can 
finalize the other items on the calendar later, but I need to circulate the dates, location (those we have secured) to 
faculty before 11.30am tomorrow. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: rug for 3rd floor 

Hi Sonia, 

Yes, I know he brought it because I helped him carry it from his car to his offic!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 1:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: rug for 3rd floor 

Hello Travis 

Do you know if Ronald brought the rug? 

Thanks 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: rug for 3rd floor 

Dear Eunice, 

Do you think we can go ahead and order the area rug for 307, if that is still possible? I think it might help. 

best, 
Lydia 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 5:01 PM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 

> Hello Lydia 
> 
> Dr. Ronald Williams is moving into the office that is right over yours. The moving process is creating an extra more noise. It will be 
quiet after he finish the moving process. 
> 
> Either way, I order a chair floor matt, that should absorb the noise created by the chair movement. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> Sonia 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Boyd, Lydia C 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:03 PM 
> To: Howell, Tia N. 
> Cc: Colon, Sonia 
> Subject: Re: rug for 3rd floor 
> 
> Hi Tia and Sonia, 
> Were we ever able to get a rug for the office above mine? I had 
> requested it as part of the office equipment expenditures last 
> semester. I think the office above mine is 307. (I’m in 207.) 



> 

> With the tile floors on the third floor, there is just a lot of noise coming from above in my office. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Lydia 
> 
> Lydia Boyd, PhD 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall, CB 
> #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

> On Jan 14, 2013, at 2:15 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> 
>> Dear Lydia, 
>> 
>> Thanks for the email. 
>> 
>> We received approvals from the Dean’s office for this sort of expenditure late in the fall semester. The rug is one of the items that 
was approved. Sonia will be placing orders for the rug and other items this month. 
>> 
>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 

>> From: Boyd, Lydia C 
>> Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 2:11 PM 
>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>> Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
>> Subject: rug for 3rd floor 

>> Hi Eunice and Tia, 
>> 
>> Is there any possibility of getting some sort of area rug for the third floor office area above my office? There is a lot of noise 
periodically coming from above. (I can actually hear voices and conversations at times.) I think some kind of rug would go a long 
way to solving the problem. 
>> 
>> Sorry to bother with such a mundane request. (Also, apologies if this 
>> is already in the works.) 
>> 
>> thanks, 
>> Lydia 
>> 

>> 

>> Lydia Boyd, PhD 
>> Assistant Professor 
>> Department of African and African American Studies 
>> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> lydia.boyd@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Melissa Wood <wood@cs.unc.edu> 

RE: Classroom 00014 

Fantastic!! You made my day!! You probably did leave a message and I may have just overlooked or missed it. Had 

quite a few emails to catch up on. 

The course/section number is 

AAAD 101 005 

Let me know if you need anything else and thank you so much Missy! 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Melissa Wood [mailto:wood@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 2:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Classroom 00014 

Hi Travis 

I thought I had left you a message last week; You’ve got the room. 
Please let me know the course/section number so that I can complete the reservation in our calendar. 

Thanks 
Missy 

On Mon, Aug 12, 2013 at 2:52 PM, Gore, Travis <stgore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Melissa! 

Sorry, ! was on vacation all of last week so ! wasn’t checking up on email daffy. Just wanted to let you know I am back 
and I still have my fingers crossed!! © 

Have a great day! 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Melissa Wood [mailto:wood@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 1:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Classroom 00014 

HI Travis, 

My group schedules the use of our rooms for outside use. I am in the process of confirming that all of our 
classes have been entered into the calendar and will be back in touch later today. 

cheers, 



Missy 

Forwarded message 

From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, Aug 2, 2013 at 4:10 PM 
Subject: Classroom 00014 
To: "Mingo, Latasha" <lmingo~email.unc.edu> 

Hello Ms. Mingo 

My name is Travis Gore and I work in the Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies. I was wondering if you would be able to help me out with one of your rooms and you may not be 
the one to ask but maybe you could lead me in the right direction. The situation is that we have a class this 
upcoming Fall that meets T/TR from 9:30am to 10:45am for 60 students. I have checked with classroom 
scheduling and they said they didn’t have a general classroom big enough that was available during that 
time. So I started doing my own research and spent a couple hours searching for other rooms that weren’t 
controlled by the registrar. I had literally gone through almost all of them when I finally came across a 
room in your building that was big enough and looks like it doesn’t have anyone teaching at that time. 
The classroom was 00014. I was hoping it would be possible to use that room! I look forward to hearing 
back from you and thank you for your time. 

Best, 
Travis 

Jodie A Turnbull 
Student Services Manager 
Department of Computer Science 
The Ur~iversi~y of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
150 Sit~erson Hall~ CB 3175 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3175 
919.590.6200 
turnbull@cs.unc.edu 

Please Note NEW Phone and Fax Numbers 

hlelissa Wood 
Director Research Support and Communications 
UNC Department of Computer Science 
235 Sitterson Hart, CB 3175 
Chapet Hitt, NC 27599 
(t) 919-590-6157 (f) 919-590-6105 



Please Note NEW Phone and Fax Numbers 

iHelissa Wood 
Director Research Support and Communications 
UNC Department of Computer Science 
235 Sitterson Hart, CB 3175 
Chape[ Hit[, NC 27599 
(t) 919-590-6157 (f) 919-590-6105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Paquin, Violet May <clthomp@email.unc.edu> 
RE: room change Fall 13 

might have an idea! Do you think it’s possible for me to contact whoever 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change Fall13 

I just checked again, the rooms I originally saw do not belong to Registration. Unfortunately there are no GPC rooms 

available right now @ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room change Fall13 

A different building would be great! I think gingham :108 might be too small now. What are some of the available 

rooms? Thanks!-T 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change Fall13 

That course is currently in Bingham 108. Is there a different building you would be interested in? There are a few rooms 

that show up as available, but none of them offer technology 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room change Fall13 

Awesome Violet! 

Well, I wasn’t going to ask for anything else but since you did ask @ 

Could you check to see if there is a room that holds 60 on T/TH at 9:30 to 10:45am for AAAD :10:1 005 in Fall :13 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change Fall13 

Good morning Travis! 



Charlotte is indeed out today, thank you for emailing me. The room is still available so I just dropped SWAG 401.003 in 

Phillips 222. Let me know if I can help with anything else. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 9:19-962-6093 Fax:9:19-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:01 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: room change Fall13 

Hi Violet! 

I was going to email Charlotte on a room change we had been working on but I think she is out today so I thought maybe 

I could email you © 

SWAH 40:1-003 move to Phillips 222 if still available. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Courses for Ronald Williams Spring 2014 

Dear Eunice, 

Here they are. I also included a brief description of each. 

Best, 
Travis 

AAAD 331 African America: Contemporary Issues. 

This course will allow students to research, analyze, and engage pressing political, economic, and social issues 

confronting black people in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. 

AAAD 485 Black Atlantic Crosscurrents 
This course explores theoretical issues concerning historical, cultural, sociopolitical, and intellectual formations, 

connections, and movements between Africa and its Atlantic diaspora. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: housekeeping 

I’ll pass it along. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: housekeeping 

Can you make sure he knows that the top lock is not in use? The only lock in use is on the door handle itself. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall, CB #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 8:48 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

Mystery solved! 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 12:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping 

Sorry about that he saw the tape across the lock (dead Bolt) and was not sure if he should enter. He know now to clean Rm 207. 

Have a safe 4th 
Steve Goulart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

7 & Under 

Dear Eunice, 

Here it is. 

Best, 

Travis 

AAAD 258 001 Civil Rights Kenneth Janken (5) 

AAAD 290 001 Topics in Afri, Afa Kenneth Janken (4) 

AAAD 315 001 Pol Protest & Confl Eunice Sahle (5) 

AAAD 316 001 Policy Problems In Georges Nzongola-N (6) 

AAAD 414 001 Senegalese Society IVlamarame Seck (7) 

AAAD 430 001 AFRI Amer Intellect Ronald Williams (5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Monday, March 18, 2013 4:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130318163205062.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.18.2013 16:32:04 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2005 10:06 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: [Fwd: call for papers]] 

(null).eml (4.66 KB).msg 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:[Fwd: call for papers] 

Date:Tue, 07 Jun 2005 11:16:22 -0400 
From:Julius E Nyang’oro <_jer~321@emaiLunc.edt~> 

To:       emaikunc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2006 8:48 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Myra Quick <quick@UNC.EDU>; Janet Ward 
<j anetward@UNC.EDU>; Glenda Thompson <glenda@email.unc.edu>; k_hill 
<khill@email.unc.edu>; Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 2006 



From: 

Subject: 

ITS Communications <inside_its@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 25, 2006 8:03 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Inside ITS: Premiere Issue! 

Information Technology 
Services 

Inside ITS ~ Inside ITS 

~ Aboutto Lose It? Be Prepared! Welcome to the Premiere issue 
of 2~5ide ITS! 
In ths ssue you’ll learn about our 

new data backu~ o~tioa, where 
test scanning is moving~ how to 
get news through an RSS feed 
and more! 

ITS research corn cluster 9oes live 

Topsail 
On March 27, ITS went live with its latest 
research computing acquisition - a 40=terabyte 
Dell cluster. The cluster, which has been 
named Topsail after the North Carolina beach, 
symbolizes major growth in research 
computing at UNC-Chapel Hill and already has 
44 enrolled users on its system. 

Quick Help 

962-HELP 

He!~ Site 

Live Chat 

Online Hel~uest 

~ Syndication Feeds 

[] ~ndication Feed 

Lear~ ~ore 

~ Syndication Feeds 

How can we serve you 
better? Get in touch! 

~dicatio~ feeds: Get ~our ~ews~ ~ow 

~ 411 on 
RSS 

You’ve probably heard the terms "RSS" and 
"XML," But they’re just strings of letters until 
you learn about syndication feeds - an 
emerging technology that can bring the latest 
news and updates to your desktop, 

This emaiI was sent to 

stgore@emaiI.unc,edu tf you no 

tonger ~qsh to ~eceive these 

occasional emails: leave-,l1725752- 

6187041K@listserv,unc,edu. 

Strate~ P[a~i~g Committee formed to 
~rove tech~o~o~ at UNCoCha~e[ Hi[[ 



Vice Chancellor for IT and CIO Dan Reed has launched a 
major strategic planning effort for information technology, 
with the goal of positioning UNC-Chapel Hill as a technology 
leader among public universities. The effort was begun at 
Chancellor James Moeser% request. The plan will recognize 
IT as a strategic asset essential for learning, teaching, 
research and community outreach. 

Tes~ sca~i~ service ~o ~ov÷ ~ ~ 
The Institutional Scanning operation will move to the 
basement of the Undergraduate Library, Room 015, on 
Saturday, June 3. It will reopen to faculty and staff for 
Scantron grading on Monday, June 5. 

The group’s phone number will remain the same. You can 
contact Institutional Scanning at 962-5283. 

~ Information 

© 2006 ITS Communicet ons University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add inside....its(@unc.edu to your address book, 



PAYROLL SERVICES 
CALCULATION OF BIWEEKLY REGULAR PAY 
FOR SPA PERMANENT STAFF 
June 30, 2008 

Each year information is provided to explain the method used to calculate your 
biweekly regular pay. The calculation method used each fiscal year appropriately calculates 
your regular biweekly pay. Since the 26 biweekly payrolls cover a different time period than 
the University’s fiscal year, it is important to explain how your biweekly regular pay is 
calculated. 

Your biweekly regular pay is, of course, based on your annual salary for the fiscal 
year. The University’s fiscal year is from July 1 through June 30. Your biweekly regular pay 
for each fiscal year is dependent on the number of workdays in that fiscal year. Each biweekly 
pay period represents 80 work hours, which typically represents 8 hours a day for 10 days. 

The number of workdays in a fiscal year will vary. For the 2008-2009 fiscal year, there 
are 261 workdays, which represent 2088 work hours (261 workdays x 8 hours a day). The 
number of workdays and work hours for the next 4 fiscal years are displayed below: 

Fiscal Year Workdays Work Hours 

2008-2009 261 2088 

2009-2010 261 2088 

2010-2011 261 2088 

2011-2012 261 2088 

Biweekly payrolls 01 through 26 for fiscal year 2008-2009 will provide pay for the pay 
periods from June 23, 2008 through June 21, 2009. Monday through Friday, June 23 - 27 and 
Monday, June 30, 2008 will be paid as part of Biweekly 01 on July 18, 2008. 

Your biweekly regular pay for the 2008-2009 fiscal year will be calculated as in prior 
years. Your annual salary is divided by the number of hours in the fiscal year (2088 hours for 
2008-2009) and multiplied by the 80 hours in the biweekly pay period. Your annual salary will 
be adjusted for any salary increases that may be approved by the General Assembly. Please 
contact your Human Resources Facilitator if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Dated 06/11/2008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 24, 2008 3:42 PM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
[iaarlist] Third IAAR Director Candidate to Present 

Dear IAAR Friends: 

The third candidate for the IAAR Directorship will share his vision for 

the Institute at an open forum on today, Tuesday, June 24, at 4:00 pm in 
Room 210 of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Dr. Oscar Barbarin is 

the L. Richardson and Emily Preyer Bicentennial Distinguished Professor 

for Strengthening Families in the School of Social Work at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Professor Barbarin will offer 
"Reflections on the IAAR: Its Potential and Future." Please join us for 

this event if you can. 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter, Ph.D. 
Interim Director 
Institute of African American Research 
Campus Box #3393 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 

(919) 962-6810 (W) 

(919) 843-9407 (Fax) 
"The Carolina Institute of African American Research seeks to be the 
premier research center of its kind in the nation." 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 

located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 

Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaarlist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-22481577-2005147.937233171b 14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 



WEEK9 

Texas Tech@Kansas 

2. Cincinnati @ Connecticut 

3. Illinois @ Wisconsin 

4. Boston College @ North Carolina 

5. Oklahoma State @ Texas 

6. Georgia @ LSU 

7. Virginia Tech @ Florida State 

8. Mississippi @ Arkansas 

9. Texas A&M @ Iowa State 

10. Penn State @ Ohio State 

NFL 

11. San Diego vs. New Orleans, in London 

12. Tampa Bay @ Dallas 

13. Buffalo @ Miami 

14. NYGiants @ Pittsburgh 

MONDAY NIGHT 

15. Indianapolis @ Tennessee 

TOTAL POINTS TIEBREAKER (IND@TEN) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Arts & Sciences Info Services <oasis@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 3:27 PM 

Oasis Supported Staff <oasis-supp-staff@listserv.unc.edu> 

OASIS Outreach Survey - Drawing for an iPod or Gift Certificate to Bulls Head 
Bookshop 

Dear OASIS-supported staff: 

The Office of Arts and Sciences Information Services (OASIS) is seeking your 
opinion on the services we currently provide as well as some that we are 
considering for the future. In gathering your opinions, we are conducting a 
short survey, and the results of this survey will be used to help us better 
target our service offerings to the needs of our supported users. 

The survey will take approximately 5-10 minutes. 

All who respond to the survey are eligible to receive an iPod or a $30 gift 
certificate to the Bulls Head Bookshop. The random drawing will be done on 
November 10th, and winners will be notified via email. 
Please be assured that your identity and any information you provide will be 
kept confidential. The survey results will be available to OASIS in an 
aggregated format, and will never be reported in a way that could allow 
identification of any individual. 

To take our survey, please click on the following link: 
~:iiwww.sur~e~mor~kev.co~/s.aspx?sm-Rmo~wmpRNwE~iU~][UdMweOw 3d 3d 

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to support you in your professional 
endeavors. As such, please let us know if there is anything we can do to 
help you. 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services Outreach, Instructional, and 
Training Advisory Committee 

You are currently subscribed to oasis-supp-staff as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~ :iilists.~mc.edulu?id- 12894554.ba9268eTe9cd0e93b 18~a8963130b63d&rt=T&l-oasis-su~ 
s’mff&o=23281858 
or send a blank email to leave-23281858-12894554.ba9268e7e9cd0e93b18fa89b3130b63d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vikingtravel.com 

Friday, October 24, 2008 7:26 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: eunice 

> Travis: 

I saw that this morning and have issued the ticket. You should have the electronic receipt by now. There was a slight increase on the 
fare overnight, but is falls within the allowable 15% of the above/below. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 2008/10/24 Fri AM 05:59:01 EST 
To: Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 
Subject: eunice 

Hi Deby, 

Just wanted to let you know the T # has been approved. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eunice Sahle <Eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 24, 2008 12:00 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: eunice] 

Thanks T-bone! See you soon. I better run...internet time cost US10.00 
for a hour in the Hague. 

Cheers, Eunice. 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Hi Eunice, 
> I dont’ know if Deby emailed you or not so I wanted to show you 
> this. We are getting good at this : ) 
> Hope you are having a great trip! 
> 
> T-bone 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: Re: eunice 
> Date: Fri, 24 Oct 2008 6:25:49 -0500 

<deby@vikingtravel.com> 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

> From: 
> To: 

>> Travis: 

> I saw that this morning and have issued the ticket. You should have 
> the electronic receipt by now. There was a slight increase on the 
> fare overnight, but is falls within the allowable 15% of the above/below. 
> 
> Please let me know if you have any questions. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Deby 
> 
>> From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>> Date: 2008/10/24 Fri AM 05:59:01 EST 
>> To: Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 
>> Subject: eunice 

>> Hi Deby, 
>> 
>> Just wanted to let you know the T # has been approved. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Byers, Michael <michael.byers@ubc.ca> 

Thursday, October 30, 2008 8:06 PM 

Eunice Sahle <Eunice@email.unc.edu> 

deby@vikingtravel.com; Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Flight 

Dear Eunice, 

I’d like the flights listed below. 

Deby, would you please ask for window seats and add my Air Canada (Star Alliance) frequent flyer number to 
the file: 

Thank you! 

Michael 

Michael Byers 
Professor & Canada Research Chair 
Department of Political Science, C425-1866 Main Mall 
University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z1, Canada 
michael.byers@ubc.ca 
+1 (604) 822-3049 

Tues, Dec 02 
AC108, Vancouver-Toronto 
AC7978, Toronto-RDU (arrive 6:27 PM) 

Thurs, Dec 04 
United 7574, RDU-Chicago (leave 5:01 PM) 
United 1141, Chicago-Vancouver 

From: Eunice Sahle [mailto:Eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tue 10/28/2008 05:24 
To: Byers, Michael 
Cc: deby@vikingtravel.com; Deborah Crowder 
Subject: Flight 

Dear Professor Byers, 

Hope you are well. 

Please provide your preferred departure times so that we can move ahead 
and book your ticket. 

Your first duty is at 5.00pm Dec 3 at the Global Education Center. The 



African Studies Center is working on your poster and I will be sending 
it your way later this week. Given the persistent troubles with air 
travel these days, it would be preferable if you arrived on Dec. 2 but I 
will wait to hear from you. You will be staying at the Carolina Inn. I 
am making reservations for Dec 2 and the 3. The students’ conference 
will wrap up between 2-2.30pm on the 4th thus we will be booking your 
return ticket for that date. 

Under NC state laws we can only cover your airfare on economy. Once we 
book it, you can can get in touch with UNC’s travel agent (hi Deby) at 
viking travel and pay for the upgrade that you mentioned in a previous 
email. I will be sending you forms pertaining to your stipend for your 
signature. Kindly return the forms as soon as possible so that we can 
start the process underlying the payment of your stipend. Ms. Deborah 
Crowder, the Department Manager, in African and Afro-American Studies 
will be dealing with the logistics of the payment of your stipend and 
thus I am cc.ing her to this email. If you have any questions concerning 
the form please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Best wishes, Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2008 5:01 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Account number you will need for 

[Fwd_ Accounts Created].eml (3.22 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 25, 2008 2:24 PM 

Mamarame Seck <mseck@email.unc. edu> 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>; Michael Lambert 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Peter Landstrom <plandstr@email.unc.edu> 

ASA travel funds 

Dear Mamarame: 
I am working on the budget today, so please forgive the multiple emails! 
Because you will be attending the Language Coordinators meeting for 
the Center, we would like to pay your full expenses at ASA in November. 
The airfare is still quite inexpensive, around $250. The hotel 
conference rate is $169/day and the allowable per diem for meals is 
$64/day in Chicago. If you stay 2 nights, your expenses, including 
conference registration, will be closer to $1000. This will free up 
your departmental travel funds for ALTA and/or the Linguistics meeting. 
You can check with Debby about details such as CABS payment for your 
airfare, etc. (I think the Department pays the plane ticket, then 
reimburses you for hotel and meals with receipts, but check with her). 
Warm regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc, edu 
www.global.unc.edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A1 Baldy <AMBaldy@maupintravel.com> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 5:56 PM 

Maupin Travel News Briefs for our UNC Travelers 

Maupin Travel Newsletter 11-08.pdf; Airlines Baggage Fees 11-10-08.doc 

PLEASE FORWARD TO YOUR TRAVELERS & OTHER DEPARTMENT STAFF, AS APPROPRIATE 

Greetings from Maupin Travel, UNC’s Preferred Travel Agency Partner: 

Attached is the fall edition of the Maupin Travel news briefs. These travel updates bring you the latest developments in 
the travel industry in an attempt to keep you informed of the business travel news that impact you, the traveler, hope 
you find these news briefings helpful. 

Additionally, we have attached an updated chart that shows the baggage fee policies for the major domestic air carriers 
as of November 10. We thought this might be a helpful piece of information since this is increasingly becoming a factor in 
the current "unbundled fare environment" of the airlines. 

Many of you have had the opportunity to avail yourself of our services, and for that we are grateful. Currently, we are 
handling about 60% of all of UNC’s travel needs and we continue to work hard to earn the business for the remaining 40% 
who may not have used our services. We hope you will give us the opportunity to service your travel needs soon. Our 
conveniently located office is on Chapel Hill Road in Meadowmont Village and you can reach us as follows:. 

Maupin TraveI-Meadowmont Village 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
(919) 967-8888 

Kim Fehr-Manager kkfehr@maupintravel.com 
Wendy Ford-Travel Consultant wsford@maupintravel.com 

Lisa Merritt Ihmerritt@maupintravel.com 
Louanne Warren Iwarren@maupintravel.com 
Mayra Wagner mhwaqner@maupintravel.com 

We are grateful for the opportunity to serve as UNC’s travel management company and invite you to call on me personally 
if there is anything we can do to assist you. Thank you for the confidence and trust you have placed in us. 

Best regards, 

AI Baldy, CTA 
Executive Vice President 
Maupin Travel Inc. 
2501 Blue Ridge Road, Suite 420 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
(919) 863-4471 direct 
(919) 861-8340 fax 
www.maupintraveLcom 
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MAUPIN TRAVEL GARNERS TWO 
PRESTIGIOUS AWARD NOMINATIONS 

Award Follows Announcement of "Top 40" Designation by 

Business Travel News in July 

For the second year in a row, Maupin Travel was recognized as one of the pre- 
miere travel companies in North America at the illustrious World Travel 
Awards held in Orlando, FL on September 6. 

Maupin Travel achieved the designation as one of five nominees in the catego- 
ries of "North America’s Leading Business Travel Agency" as well as "North 
America’s Leading Travel Agency" duplicating a feat we achieved in 2007. 
The event, widely known as the Travel Industry’s equivalent to the "Oscars", 
recognizes the achievements of travel vendors across the continent including 
airlines, airports, hotels, cruise lines, resorts, conference centers, tourist boards 

and other travel-related vendors. 

More than 100 Central American, 160 North American and 100 Canadian or- 
ganizations were nominated in nearly 60 categories and 250 senior industry 
management personnel attended the lavish event in Orlando. 

NEWLY-RELEASED REPORT CONFIRMS 
BRIGHTER NEWS FOR TRAVEL BUYERS 

Bucking the dismal travel cost trend reports for corporate travel buyers put out 

by major travel industry sources in September, travel industry consultant 
Egencia released findings of a new study they conducted on 2009 travel costs. 
This study focused on 15 of the top U.S. business travel centers in the U.S. 
and released its "industry first" Negotiability Index along with a 2009 forecast 
that predicts far lower air and hotel rates than both Carlson Wagonlit and 
American Express’s forecast earlier this fall. Predictions on rates in five ma- 
j or foreign markets also were favorable for buyers. 

The study used methodology centering on 20 specific domestic and foreign 
business markets as opposed to offering national or regional estimates, the 

way other companies might predict travel costs. Egencia officials indicated 

Headquarters Cameron Village Cary Chapel Hill 
821-2146 832-5550 380-0878 967-8888 



Brighter News for Travel Buyers (continued) 
that although they expected "average airline ticket prices and hotel average daily rates to re- 
main flat to slightly down for business and business travelers in these important business 
cities", the city-by-city numbers were mostly down. 

Average 2009 air ticket prices are anticipated to fall by as much as 16 percent in Atlanta, 12 
percent in Dallas, 13 percent in Denver, 12 percent in Minneapolis, 12 percent in New York and 14 percent 
in Seattle according to Egencia. The company’s least aggressive airfare predictions were for Chicago 
(down one to four percent), San Diego (flat to down four percent) and San Francisco (down one to four per- 

cent). 

Outside the U.S., the average ticket price in Hong Kong, Paris, Tokyo and Toronto was expected to fall by 
double-digit percentages. London will see a four to eight percent reduction. 

Demand declines would also put downward pressure on lodging costs. Average daily room rates are ex- 

pected to fall by mostly single-digit percentages in all 15 key U.S. cities with the possible exception of a 
flat performance in Boston. The company’s predictions for the foreign markets were mainly flat to slightly 
down. 

Egencia also analyzed the rental car industry, forecasting next year’s environment to be slightly favorable to 
buyers due to factors including expected demand declines. That favorability could be offset somewhat by 
capacity reductions and industry consolidation among car rental suppliers. 

All told, a mid-October survey of 200 financial executives and decision makers for Egencia clients found 
that 48 percent of companies had not changed their volumes of business travel as a result the "current eco- 
nomic situation", 37 percent had slightly reduced their volume and 11 percent had cut it significantly. 
Asked about changes to 2009 travel budgets, 62 percent said budgets would remain the same while 27 per- 
cent expected an increase and 11 percent expected a reduction. 

MAUPIN NAMED AS AGENCY OF RECORD FOR 
TEAM USA SPECIAL OLYMPICS 

Once again, Maupin Travel will be helping to facilitate the logistics to one of the world’s 
largest amateur sporting events. Special Olympics Team USA has selected Maupin 
Travel to assist in coordinating travel arrangements for some 400 athletes, coaches and 

administration as they prepare for the 2009 Special Olympics World Winter Games in Boise, ID on Febru- 
ary 6-13, 2009. Currently, Maupin Travel is aiding each of the various state delegations that comprise 
Team USA in making flight arrangements for their team training camp to be held December 5-7 in Copper 

Mountain, CO. 

This is the third Games that Maupin has organized travel for these special-needs, world-class athletes. Pre- 
viously, we helped administer arrangements for the 2005 World Winter Games in Nagano, Japan and the 
2007 World Summer Games in Shanghai, China. 



RECENT AIRLINES NEWS BRIEFS 
Delta Airlines: On October 29, Delta Airlines and Northwest Airlines announced they were merging op- 
erations, creating a global air carrier with service to nearly all of the world’s maj or travel markets. The new 
airline will be called Delta and will be headquartered in Atlanta offering service to 66 countries and more 
than 375 worldwide cities. The merged company will have 75,000 worldwide employees. 

Following this announcement, on November 6, Delta disclosed they would join the other major airlines in 
charging a first checked-bag fee for its non-premium passengers. Delta will match the fees charged by 
American, Continental, Northwest, United and US Airways in charging $15 for the first checked bag and 
$25 for the second checked bag. 

In other Delta news, on November 6 Delta announced the start of their first-ever nonstop service between 
Paris-Charles de Gaulle International Airport and RDU Airport. This service will offer customers conven- 
ient access to Paris and connecting opportunities to more than 90 destinations beyond. The new service will 
be launched in June, 2009. 

American Airlines: AA, which has served the RDU market since 1985, has moved its operations at RDU 
to the new Terminal 2 complex, adjacent to the former Terminal C. The move was completed on October 
26. American and American Eagle, which together operate more than 50 daily departures at RDU, will oc- 

cupy eight of the concourse’s 19 gates. The concourse will feature 12 ticket counter positions along with 
seven security checkpoint lanes. 

As part of the move, American will also open the doors to its new 5,400 square feet Admiral’s Club lounge 
across from Gates C1 and C3. In conjunction with the opening of the new lounge, American announced 
they are offering a $50 discount for new annual memberships purchased now through December 31. In ad- 
dition, existing members eligible for renewal can enjoy $25 off the membership renewal fee. 

U.S. Airways: US Airways announced on October 30 that they will begin daily seasonal nonstop service 
between their Charlotte hub and Paris’ Charles De Gaulle International Airport beginning April 21, 2009. 
They currently serve London’s Gatwick Airport and Frankfurt International Airport from Charlotte and also 
codeshare with Lufthansa on Munich service from Charlotte. Paris is the second-largest European destina- 
tion for U.S. travelers. 

Southwest Airlines: Nearly 200 daily flights will be removed from its schedule on January 11 according to 
a news release issued by Southwest Airlines, representing approximately six percent of their total flights. 
This flight reduction is a response to economic conditions and continued escalating costs. The biggest 
flight reductions will come at five of Southwest’s most heavily-served airports: Chicago Midway, Las Ve- 
gas, Phoenix, Baltimore/Washington and Nashville. 

Southwest also announced its intent to begin service from Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport begin- 
ning March 8, 2009. The plan calls for a modest operation at MSP with eight daily flights to Chicago Mid- 
way, in addition to direct or connecting service to more than 30 destinations including Las Vegas, Denver, 
Los Angeles, Houston, and Baltimore/Washington. 

Airtran Airways: Effective December 5 for all reservations booked after November 12, the charge for the 
first checked bag will be $15.The charge for a second bag will be $25. 



BOOKING ONLINE? BEWARE OF THESE FIVE COMMON TICKET ERRORS 

If your organization has not taken the important step to mandate that travel be coordinated through a 
MANAGED travel approach, you may be losing out on hundreds, even thousands of dollars in savings. 
Allowing employees to use an unmanaged system or a consumer travel tool to book travel inevitably 
results in lost savings for your organization. The following are just a few common errors that inexperi- 
enced travelers make that result in significant costs and added inconvenience... 

-Wrong name on the ticket. Most airlines now require that the name of the passenger on the ticket must 
coincide with the person’s legal name on your passport or driver’s license. The Transportation Secu- 
rity Administration (TSA) has the fight to force you to purchase a new ticket with the corrected legal 
name or charge you a change fee 

-Booking a ticket on the wrong air#he. Not only have we heard of instances of people booking them- 
selves on the wrong carrier, but in today’s "codeshare" environment, you may be purchasing a ticket on 
one carrier but end up flying on a partner airline with different rules and lesser service standards than 

you may have wanted. 

-The city switcheroo. Selecting the wrong city pairs--going from point "B" to point "A" instead of the 
other way around. This happens regularly with those pull-down menus on some travel sites. Or not 
always knowing the correct city codes, which means you may type BAL thinking you are traveling to 
Baltimore, only to end up in Batman, Turkey. 

-Buying a ticket that is too restrictive. Business travelers frequently must make changes to their plans 
and purchase tickets that are the least expensive (and therefore the most restrictive) when they should 
have purchased a ticket that provided more flexibility. If you need to make a change to a non- 
refundable ticket, often you end up with a ticket that is virtually worthless. And the airlines are becom- 
ing more and more stringent on making changes without a fee attached to it. 

-Wrong date. This is an epidemic among air travelers. And the reason is simple.., absentmindedness. 
Choosing the sixth month when you meant to pick the seventh month or leaving on Tuesday the 12th 
went you meant Wednesday the 13th. And not catching your mistake until it is too late. 

But the answer to avoiding these and other booking errors is simple. Pay more attention to what you 
are doing, or better yet, leave it to the professionals at Maupin Travel. In many cases, we can help you 

out of a jam should you make a mistake or void out the ticket by the next business day and help you 
minimize or avoid any penalty fees. 



SAVE BIG ON PARKING AT RDU AIRPORT 

Maupin Travel can save you more on your off-site parking needs at the newest off-premise parking 
located near the intersection of 1-70 (Glenwood Ave) and Westgate Road. Visit the FastPark 8,: Re- 
lax location and pay just $4.55 per day + tax for COVERED parking by redeeming the coupon lo- 
cated on their website. 

The parking coupon can be found at the FastPark & Relax website at www.fastparkandrelax.com/ 
Raleigh.aspx. The offer expires on December 31, 2008. 

MAUPIN TRAVEL HOLIDAY HOURS 

As we enter the holiday season, we want to thank all of our loyal clients for the trust and confidence 
you have placed in us as your travel partner. In order to allow our employees to enjoy the holiday 
season with their families, we wanted to let you know that our holiday schedule is as follows: 

Thanksgiving Holiday-November 27 and 28, 2008 (Thursday-Friday) 

Christmas Holiday-December 25 and 26, 2008 (Thursday-Friday) 

New Years Holiday-January 1, 2009 (Thursday) 

www.maup intrav e 1. co in 



Overview of Airline Checked-Baggage Fees ... as of November 10, 2008 



Checked Bag 

Exemptions 

Applicability 

No fee 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

No fee 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

N/A 

Travel on or 
after September 
23, 2008 

N/A 

USD $15 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

USD $25 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

Elite-level 
frequent flyers, 
those traveling 
in First or 
Business Class, 
full-fare coach 
passengers, 
and those using 
AAirpass. 

Tickets issued 
on or after June 
15, 2008 

Within the US 
(incl PR & Vl) 
and between 
the US and 
Canada 

USD $15 
(50 Ibs / 
62inches) 

USD $25 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

Elite-level 
frequent flyers, 
those traveling 
in First Class, 
and coach 
travelers with a 
Y booking 
class. 

Ticketsissued 
on orafter 
September5, 
2008 

Delta Ai~ 

USD $15 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) ; No 
fee for tickets 
issued before 
November 5, 
2008 

USD $25 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches); USD 
$50 fee for 
tickets issued 
before 
November 5, 
2008 

Elite-level 
frequent flyers 
and those 
traveling in 
First or 
Business Class 

Ticketsissued 
on orafter 
November5, 
2008, fortravel 
on orafter 

December5, 
2008 

Northwesl 

USD $15 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

USD $25 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

Elite-level frequent 
flyers, those 
traveling in First 
Class, and coach 
travelers with Y or 
B booking classes. 

Tickets issued on 
or after July 10, 
2008 

USD $15 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

USD $50 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

Elite-level 
frequentflye~ 
and those 
travelingin Fi~t 
or Business Class 

Tickets issued on 
or after 
September 16, 
2008 

Within the US 
(incl PR & Vl) 
and between 
the US and 
Canada 

Within the US 
(incl PR & Vl) 
and between 
the US and 
Canada 

Within the US (incl 
PR & Vl) and 
between the US 
and Canada 
/Mexico 

Within the US 
(incl PR & Vl) and 
between the US 
and Canada 

us 

USD $15 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

USD $25 
(50 Ibs / 62 
inches) 

Elite-level 
frequent flyers 
and those 
traveling in First 
or Envoy Class, 

Tickets issued on 
or after July 9, 
2008 

Within the US 
(incl PR & Vl) and 
between the US 
and Canada/Latin 
America 



info. 

1 personal item 
+ 1 carry on (22 
Ibs / 9"x 15.5" x 
21.5") 

Air Canada 

1 personal item 
+ 1 carry on (40 
Ibs / 45 inches) 

American 
Airlines 

1 personal item 
+ 1 carry on (40 
Ibs / 45 inches) 

Continental 
Airlines 

1 personal item 
+ 1 carry on 
(40 Ibs / 45 
inches) 

Delta Air Lines 

/Caribbean 

1 personal item + 
1 carry on (40 Ibs / 
45 inches) 

Northwest Airlines 

1 personal item + 
1 carry on (40 Ibs 
/ 45 inches) 

United Airlines 

/Caribbean 

1 personal item + 
1 carry on (40 Ibs 
/ 50 inches- 
regional jets 45 
inches) 

US Airways 

www.maupintravel.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 8, 2008 3:05 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] WebFocus Training January 2009 

The following are webfocus training dates for January 2009. Please rsvp 
by responding to this email. The training will be held in room 3124 of 
the SASB North Bldg. 

01/08/09 from 2pm to 4 pm 
01/13/09 from 10 to noon 
01/15/09 from 2pm to 4pm 
01/22/09 from 10 to noon 
01/27/09 from 2pm to 4pm 
01/29/09 from 10 to noon 

-lmh 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919.962.6661 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23617795-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 10, 2008 10:18 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: UK program and statement of purpose] 

UK program and statement of purpose.eml (376 KB).msg 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gordon Joyner <Gordon_Joyner@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 10, 2008 2:07 PM 

All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences <asmgrs@listserv.unc.edu> 
[asmgrs] DDD: 2009 Mileage Rate Decrease 

DDD - 2009 Mileage Rate Decrease.pdf 

The following email and attachment from Martha Pendergrass are being forwarded to all department managers in the College of Arts & 
Sciences. 

Gordon 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [business_managers] DDD: 2009 Mileage Rate Decrease 

Date:Wed, 10 Dec 2008 11:59:46 -0500 
From:Janet Kelly-Scholle ~%~.ane~. keli~’-scholle@unc.ed~> 

Reply-To: Janet Kelly-Scholle <i ane@ell~,-scl-~olle@~mc~ e&~> 
To:UNC Dept. Business Managers basmes ~s~serv.~anc.edu 

Due to issues yesterday with the campus DNS service, a listserv message 

delivery failure occurred and many on this listserv did not receive the 

following email. Apologies for any duplication. Thank you. 

Original Hessage 

To: University Business Hanagers 

From: Martha Pendergrass, Director, Material and Disbursement Services 

Please see attached memo in PDF format regarding the 2009 state mileage allowance. 

This memo has also been distributed to Deans, Directors and Department Chairs. 

--- You are currently subscribed to business managers as: Go~do~ Joyner@uRcoedu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to iieave-23630596-323’/292oebaT"/eb9dSlcTb@75eeOa25e327S8379@iils~servoUncoedu 

Gordon Joyner 

Financial Officer 

Dean’s Office 

College of Arts & Sciences 

CB #3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

(919) 962-6731 Phone 

(919) 843-3531 Fax 

Go~dor~ Joy~er@u~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mitchell Londres <accounting@chronicle.com> 

Thursday, January 8, 2009 8:51 AM 

stgore@email, unc. edu 

The Chronicle - Past Due Invoice - - Order Number:0000580276 

Invoice-I0000580276-1027.pdf 

Dear Chronicle Advertiser: 

I want you to know that your account is past due. Please remit payment to 
us within 7 days of receipt of this letter. 

For your convenience, I have enclosed a copy of your past due invoice(s). 
I hope this information is sufficient. However, if you have questions, please 
dont hesitate to contact our accounting department. You can reach us at 
202-466-1006 or via E-mail at accounting@chronicle.com. We are here to 
serve you during normal business hours and we are eager to address any 
concerns you have regarding your invoice(s). 

There are several ways to pay your outstanding balance. You can send a 
check to the address provided on your invoice. To pay by credit card, call 
us or visit our secure Web site at 
http://chronicle, com/payments/ccpayment, php. 

Please disregard this notice if you just recently remitted payment for the full 
amount due. If you are unsure of your current balance, please call us to 
ensure proper credit has been applied. 

We must receive your full payment as requested. Failure to do so may 
result in a prepayment requirement for future ads. 

Thank you for advertising with The Chronicle and for paying the balance 
due. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mitchell Londres 
Accounts Receivable Manager 

Attachments(s) 

Attached PDF references Invoice Number:I0000580276-1027 
Attached PDF references Invoice Text:African American Studies 



The Chronicle of Higher Education The Chronicle of Philanthropy 

Please remit to: 

P.O. Box 791122, Baltimore, MD 21279-1122 

Telephone: (202) 466-1050 

Fax: (202) 331-3211 

Federal Employer Identification No. 52-1131774 

For billing inquiries e-mail accounting@chronicle.com 

January 08, 2009 

Invoice Number : 580276-1027 

Account #: 1019021 

Advertiser/Client: Saan Gore 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sam Gore, Office Assistant 4 

African and Afro American Studies, 109 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3287 

Advertisement title: African American Studies 

Print advertisement in The Chronicle of Higher Education. Section: 

Includes web listing 

Contract Rate: $116.00 Per Column Inch. Contract Number: 2.083 

10/31/08 Chronicle Careers display ad in print 

Ad Size: 

Charges 

Humanities 

Advertising Invoice 

2.00 x 3.75 = 7.5 Col. Inches 

Credit Sub Total 

Pg: 78 8"70.00 

870.00 

US Dollars 
$870.00 

Delinquent Invoice - it payment 

Pie~£ [eturn th,s port .... f th ......... -,th y ...... tt .... to the add .... below 

Make checks payable to ’The Chronicle of Higher Education’ or ’The Chronicle of Philanthropy.’ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
January 08, 2009 

Invoice Number ¯ 580276-1027 Amount due upon receipt: 

Billing Account #: 1019021 USD $870.00 

Please remit to: P.O. Box 791122, Baltimore, MD 21279-1122 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Federal Employer Identification No. 52-1131774 

The Chronicle of Philanthropy 
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Population, 
Urbanization, and 

April A. Gordon 

AIDS 

T century was setting most explosive growth he twentieth the for the of 

human population in history. Whereas it took about 130 years for pop- 
ulation to double from 1 billion in the early 1800s to 2 billion in 1930, it 

took only 43 years for population.to double again to 4 billion in 1973. The 
earth’s population passed the 6 billion mark in 2000, and with 76 million to 

80 million people being added every year, over 6.5 billion people are alive 

today. By 2050, population growth wilt have slowed, but there will still be 

more than 9 billion people. Most of this growth is occurring among the 

world’s developing countries. By contrast, the world’s industrial nations 

have had, with the exception of the post-World War II baby boom, declin- 
ing growth rates. In fact, most industrial nations are growing at .5 percent 

or less ’a year, and some countries of Europe are actually experiencing neg- 

" ative rates of growth (UN, 2005; Population Reference Bureau, 2005). 

A related trend is the revolutionary transition of the world’s people 
from primarily rural agriculturalists to urban dwellers. As of 20031 over 48 

percent of the world’s people had become urban dwellers (UN, 2003). This 

change.is most advanced in the industrial nations where, irt 2000, over 75 

percent lived in urban areas. Urbanization in the developing countries is not 

nearly as advanced; in 2000, only 38 percent were urban (Population 
Reference Bureau, 2000). However, urbanization is increasing so quickly in 

the developing world that by 2030 approximately 61 percent of the world’s 

people will be living in cities (UN., 2003). 

The problem is that while industrial societies can provide employment 
and relatively high living standards for most urban dwellers, the opposite is 

true in developing conntries. Jobs do not expand nearly fast enough to meet 

the need, and relentless poverty rather than improved living standards is the 

203 
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lot of most. Governments, strapped for resources, find it impossible to 

expand or even maintain the stock of houses, infrastructure, or services 

under such conditions. 
Although population growth rates are high in much of the developing 

world, the world’s highest growth rates are in sub-Saharan Africa. Overall, 

sub-Saharan Africa’s population is. growing at a rate of 2.5 percent a year 
compared with an average growth rate of 1.7 percent in less developed 

countries as a whole. Consequently, sub-Saharan Africa’s population is.. 

tikel to grow from 705 million in 2005 to over I13 billion by 2025 (World 

Ban~, 2005; Population Reference Bureau, 2005). The fastest growing 
countries in Africa--such as Burkina Faso, Burungi, Chad, Congo, Liberia, 

and Uganda--will at least triple in size between 2005 and 2050 (UN, 

2005). The growth rate of sub-Saharan Africa’s cities is also l~igh, averaging 

about 4.8 percent a year since 1980: Africa has sixteen of the twenty coun- 

I t i’ies with the fastest rate of urbanization in the world, and the percentage of 

Africa’s population living in urban areas has doubled since 1965--from 14 
percent to almost 39 percent today (UN-Habitat, n.d.; Brockerhoff, 
2000:7). Most of this growth is occurring in one or two cities within each 
country rather than being more evenly distributed among cities and towns 

of varying sizes. One result is that the proportion of urban population living 
in cities of more than half a million (twenty-eight in 1980 versus three in 

1960) jumped from 6 percent in 1960 to 41 percent in 1980, and a third of 

the urban population lived in cities of 1 million or more (often the capital) 

(World Bank, 1995:223; 1990:239).¯                                  " 
By 2010, ¯there will be at least thirty-three cities in Africa with popnla- 

tions of 1 million or more. Lagos, Nigeria, sub2Saharan Africa’s most pop- 
ulous city, will have over 13 million residents (UN-Habitat, n.d.). Lagos 

growing so fast that¯by 2015 it will be the third largest city in the world,. 

t with a population of over 23 million peol~le (Br0ckerhoff, 2000:10). Table: 
~7.1 shows the astonishing rate of urbanization in some of Africa’s 

citie~hese statistical indicators reveal only the quantitative parameters 

Africa’s population and urban growth trends. They do not reveal why 

how the current situation came to be or what can or should be done about 
~hATC~here is no consensus on the issues either. For example, there are currently!! 

~}hree basic views on the issue of rapid population growth.       . " One view is that family planning and education are needed to 

birth rates, slow urban growth, and ease population pressure on the 
(see Montgomery and Brown, 1990:86). The claim is that family plarmin~.:: 

is the major reason birth rates have fallen so rapidly in other areas of 
Third World (’~Reproductive," 1992:1i). Also, the fact that Africa has the.~. 

worId’s highest birth rates and the lowest rate of contraception 

Population, Urbanization, and AtD$ 

Table 7.1 Urban Growth in African Cities (size in millions) 

205 

City, Country 1965 1990 2015 

Abidjan, Crte d’Ivoire .3 2.2 5.1 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia .6 1.8.. 5.1 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania .2 1.4 4.3 
Kinshasha, Democratic Republic of Congo .8 : 3.4 9.4 
Lagos, Nigeria 1.2 7.7 23.2 
Luanda, Ang01a .3 1.6 4.9 
Maputo, Mozambique .3 1.5 4.7 

Source: Martin P. Brockerhoff. 2000. "An Urbanizing World." Population 
BulIetin 55 (September). 

seen as evidence that fertility might fall dramatically in Africa if family 
planning services were more available (CaIdwell and CaldweiI, 2002). 

Studies also show that most urban ~rowth in African cities is due to hig~h 

birth rates rather than mi ragKg.~;~ therefore, loweri_ 

e~ts~_~e ~.p_r, essur_~e o__f growth on___~cities a_Lwell as overall population growth 
rates (Brockerhoff, 2000:18, 34). 

Another view. is that economic development is the solution to high 

rates of population growth. After all, fertility and population growth rates 

Like most of Africa’s Iarge cities, Nairobi has experienced 
explosive population growth since independence. 



April A. Gordon 

fell below African levels in other parts of the world long before the advent 

of modern contraceptives or ~amily planning services (see Sal, 1988). This 

suggests that poverty and weak economies are the root causes of high birth 
rates~ family planning under the conditions that exist in Africa can achieve 

only moderate fertility reductions at best. 
The third view, one expressed by some women’s groups, is that the 

emphasis on population growth as a "problem" and birth control as the 
"solution" puts the blame on women for Africa’s development woes by 

implying they are having too many children. Framing the issue this way 

may lead to the sacrifice of women’s human and reproductive rights in 
overzealous efforts to achieve population ’°controL" One suspicion is that 

such prografi~s, if implemented at the expense of women’s overall welfare, 
become a means for the industrialized world to continue to disproportion- 

ately benefit from global economic activities that exploit poor countries 
and degrade the environment (Lutz, 1994:35; Ashford, 1995:7). 

Each of these three views has some limited validity, but population 

issues in Africa are complex, and analyzing current population trends 

requires some understanding of African history and culture and some 
understanding of the political and economic constraints on the development 
of the conditions necessary for a widespread decline of either population 

growth or urban concentration. Sub-Sahaxan Africa’s population problems 

are not abstract demographic problems amenable to a technological fix like 
family planning. Population trends are the result of individual responses to 

political and economic forces that are both historical and current. The 
major historical forces still influencing population dynamics, include pre- 

colonial social institutions (which have survived in modified form to the 
present day), slavery, and colonialism. Since independence, the 
Africa have been increasingly shaped by highly bureaucratic African states 
attempting to transform their societies within a global economy in which 

Africa has faced many disadvantages. It is alse true that the extremely high 

rates of population and urban growth in Africa--far in excess of rates 
occurred in industrializing Europe impose tremendous hardships 

straggling countries. It would be irresponsible to ignore the need for 
scions efforts to control and manage population as part of an 

opment strategy. There is now widespread agreement with this 

both within and outside of Africa, as will be discussed.later in this 

N Precolonial and Colonial Periods 

Many people unfamiliar with Africa perceive African societies to have be~ 
small and village-based, lacking any urban civilization before 
came. African scholars have altered this view by describing the 
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ing commercial and/or political centers of considerable antiquity in Africa. 
Along the east coast from Mogadishu to Sofala, numerous commercial 

towns were developed by Arabs and Africans with a trading network that 
extended from the interior of Africa to as far away as China. Many miles 

from the coast in southern Africa, the massive stone ruins of .Great 
Zimbabwe give witness to an ancient, wealthy state that thrived for cen- 

tunes before the astonished Portuguese set eyes on it in the sixteenth centu- 

ry. In western Africa’s Sahel region bordering the Sahara, major cities-- 
Gut, Dj~nn~, and Timbuktu flourished along the trans-Saharan trade 
routes. In the forest regions of western.Africa, the artistic and religious cen- 

ter of Yorubaland was the city of Ile-Ife, in what is now Nigeria. Kant in 
Hausaland was a major manufacturing city renowned for its textiles and 

leather goods. Even the slave trade provided the impetus for the growth of 

towns such as Kumasi, capital of the Asante in Ghana. 
Sub-Saharan African cities never achieved the great size of the major 

industrial cities of Europe, nor did more than a small minority of the popu- 

lation live in townsor cities. Most retained a horticultural or pastoral way. 

of life. The most likely reason for this is that Africa is so vast that popula- 

tion pressure could be released by migrating to new land rather than 
through intensification Of productive technologies or the adoption of new 

modes of production. Low population densities, difficulties of transport, 

and the prevalence of largely self-sufficient communities limited the devel- 
opment of markets for goods and services. This, in turn, along with limited 

productive capacity, limited the growth of cities. 
The Atlantic slave trade played a role, too, by depopulating many 

regions and promoting ruinous warfare among African communities. The 

slave trade, plus a growing reliance on cheap manufactured goods from 
Europe, retarded, if not completely aborted, the industrial development that 

would stimulate urbanization (Rodney, 1974; Mahadi and Inikori, 1987; 

Gupta, 1987; Davidson, 1959). 

Although data for precolonial Africa are sketchy, there is good evi- 

dence that regulation of fertility (childbearing) was a commonand accepted 

practice in most African societies, even those few that were hunter-gather-. 

’ers such as the San (Bushmen) of the Kalahari. The most common methods 

Of birth regulation involved an approximate one- to two-year period of 
~arturn abstinence and extended breast-feeding, the latter of which is 

known to retard the onset of ovulation once a baby is born. Another 

custom m many societies deemed it unseemly for a grandmother to become 

naut. Since most females married in their mid-teens, this effectively 

~hortened their childbearing years to the ~m.iddle or late thirties. Age-grade 

in many countries of eastern Africa often led to later ages of mar- 

due to late male and female initiation. In Tanzania, males usually 
ages of twenty-five and thirty. The cost of bridewealth 
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also forced many males throughout Africa to marry fairly late. These prac- 
tices, among others, resulted in effective child spacing and lowered the 

number of children born per woman to well below the biological maxi- 

mum: Polygyny (having more than one wife) made these practices work- 

able, since there was less pressure on a woman to be sexually and reproduc- 
tively active when there was more than one wife in the household. Along . 

with fairly high mortality rates, regulated fertility (high but not maximum) 

resulted in slow population growth (Newman and Lura, 1983; Page and 
Lesthaeghe, 1981; Jewsiewic!d,.1987; Valentine and Revson, 1979). 

Some scholars contend that the Atlantic slave trade and later colonial 
policies drastically upset the demographic balance in Africa, promoting 

bo~h higher birth rates and mortality as well as urban concentration (e.g., 
O’Brien, 1987; Jewsiewicki, 1987; Page and Lesthaeghe, 1981; Dawson, 

1987). Slave raiders sometimes captured whote villages and marched their 

unfortunate captives to the coast where slave ships awaited them. An esti- 

mated l0 to 20 million Africans were lost to the Americas or to death in 
transport. Untold others lost their lives resisting the slavers or from the eco- 

nomic and social disruption the slave trade Caused. Major migrations and 
wars occurred as a result of people either escaping from slave ra2ders or 

pursuing .the trade in human flesh themselves. The prime victims of the 
traffic in slaves were young men and women and children--Africa’s aborts. 

ed reproductive and productive future. The disruptions and mixing of peo- 
ples also resulted in a rise in disease, including venereal disease, and 
mortality. In central Africa, venereal and other diseases produced high rates. 

of subfecundity and sterility .in such countries as present-day Cameroon, :;::~ii:::~: 

Gabonl Democratic Republic of Congo, and the Central African Republic. 

With a reduced stock of young reproductive-age women 
latious, greater pressures were put on ~families--on women--to increase::::: 

their fertility. 

In the 1800s and 1900s, colonialism further altered the-African 
scape. Whereas mercantile capitalism in previous centuries valued Africa: 

for its slaves, newly industrializing capitalism abolished the exploitation 
slavery, replacing it with the exploitation of Africa’s cheap labor and chea~. 

raw materials. The colonial system incorporated Africa into the emerging 
global capitalist economy, but Africa did not yield willingly. Unable 

secure voluntary labor for plantations, farms, and mines in a cc . 
self-sufficient farmers and pastoralis~s, colonial policies such as the hut 

were used to force young males to leave their farms and migrate to 

or other areas where they could earn cash in the colonial economy. 
were usually left in the rural areas to bear and raise children, to farm, or 

¯ occasionally earn cash as farm laborers, petty traders, or commodity 

ducers. With fewer men to help with the farm labor, more of the burden 

on women.                                   ¯ " 
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Cash cropping, introduced to men by the colonialists to supply desired 
exports for Europe, also increased women’s burdens in the fields. Left., to 
gro.w most of the food by themselves, Women were often compelled 

work on their husband’s cash crop farms as well. Forced labor, the loss 
re.ale migrant labor, and an’emphasis on cash cropping a!t threatened food 

production. Rising infant mortality and morbidity (disease) due to food 
shortages were common under the colonial regime (Jewsiewicki, 1987). 

According to Dawson (1987), mortality rose and population actua_.q.g]~. 

dec!in.e_d ~vee~~md 1930 "i?he economic pressures created by colo- 
nialism created the conditions for higher fertility; children became even 

more important as sources of farm labor and wages to be remitted to their 

parents, and high rates of infant and child mortality reinforced the need for 
high fertility to ensure that some would survive to adulthood. 

European Christianity and missionary education also inadvertently 
encouraged larger families. Missionaries, as well as other colonial agents, 

promoted Western Victorian ideas of women’s "pro,per role" as dependent 

wives and mothers rather¯ than eiicouraging women s productive activities 

outside the family. Christianity also undermined polygyny in favor of the 
Western monogamous family. With only one wife to work and reproduce 

the children necessary for family, survival, the old mechanisms of child 

spacing broke down. Weaning occurred earlier, and postpartum abstinence 

was increasingly ignored or shortened. Again, the result was higher fertility 

(Turshen, 1987). 
Contrary to the typical pattern in which urbal~ization (an indicator of 

"modernization") promotes declining fertility, in Africa the opposite 

occurred. Primarily male migrants, the inhabitants of colonial towns were 
now often able to earn the bridewealth payment necessary to acquire a 
wife at an earlier age. Cultural controls that limited access to wives and 

hence moderated potential fertility broke down. Because of the expense of 

maintaining more than one household, monogamy increased in the towns 
but so did fertility (Dawson, 1987; Turshen, 1987). Retention of rural high 

patterns also occurred because most migrants retained land or 
rights to land back in their villages. Residence in cities was usually tempo- 

fury, as most returned home after some years in the city (Brockerhoff, 

Montgomery and Brown, 1990:86; E1-Shakhs and Amirakrnadi, 

). Indeed, as mentioned above, much of the growth of urban 
in Africa has been due to high birth rates. 

Postindependence Trends 

restructuring of African economies to serve the coionial capitaiist 
produced growing populations and migration to cities. These 
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trends mostly reflected hardships imposed on most Aft/cans, not opportuni- 

ties of modernization and development. After all, extracting Africa’s 

wealth, not promotingeconomic prosperity for Africans, was the colonial 
goal. The ensuing poverty and exploitation made families highly dependent ...: 

on their children both as sources of labor and income and as caretakers .: 
when they--the parents--were old. 

One would expect that independent Africa, the chains of colonial 

oppression broken, would embark upon an economic and social transforma- 

tion that would produce the fabled ,,demographic transition" to low birth 
rates and lo~’~ rates of populati0n gr°wth characteristic of developed coun- " 
tries. According to trmasition theory, as urbanization and other aspects of 

modernization grow and families become less dependent onchildren as a 
source of labor, smaller families become the "rational" choice of parents.. 

Economic growth should have tt~e effect of altering the pronatalist motiva- 
tionat environment as the costs of rearing children (e.g., educational 

expenses) increase and new wants (e.g., consumer goods) compete with the 

¯ desire for children. 
None of this occurred in .Africa. Unlike the rest of the developing.i. 

world since 1965, birth rates and population growth remained high in 
Africa despite declining mortality (especially infant mortality), higher life 

expectancy, widespread access to formal education, and rising per capita 

income (World Bank, 1995:213). Even among the grban middle class, usu-: ;:~ ~ 
at the v~guard of the demographic ~ansition, l~ge families remained 

the no~, and .smdxes.sn ...... ,,~. -Revroductive," 1992; 
to regulate fe~ility isee cataweu, ~-, 
Bank, 1986; Sindiga, 1985; F~qee and Gulhati, 1983). 

. 7he mal~ explanatio~ for sub~Sahar~ Africa’s resist~ce ~o the 
graphic transition is that A~ica’s disadvantaged position in ~e globA 

omy has pre~ented the widespread societal changes nee#ssary for 
demographic traesition to occur. Most Africans have remaine~ tied to 

rurN areas even when they live ia the city. TraditionAlY, and even 

independence, family survival ~d prosperity depend on having 

lies ~d networks o~ ~ (see Cordell, Gregory, ~d Piche, 
1983). Even ~ow the average number of cNl&en per woman in Affica:J 

fire--the highest in the wodd.(UN, 
estion ertaining to Africa is when or whether the exp~ 

The main qu P ............ ~orm nroductive and eco: 
sion of capitalism or other soclN torces wm ua~ 
~omic and social relations so that i~ge families ~e seen as less necess~Y 

and desirable. The evidence and arguments so far are ~xed. On the o~ 

hand,¯ some conclude that Africa is beginning its demo~aphic ~sifi~ 
On the other hand, the conclusion is ¯that¯ any demographic 
Africa will remain limited for decades to come. We will examine each poO~.~ 

tion in 

....:~ 

Population, .urbanization, and AIDS 

View 1: Africa’s Demographic Transition Is Under Way 

Eyidenc¢ for the view that Africa is experiencing its demographic transition 

(see CatdwelI and Caldwell, 2002) is drawn from several kinds of data. For 
example, recent data show a decline in birth rates a~d overall poptilation 

growth along with increased usage of family planning services and contra~ 

ception. In the mid-1990s, crude birth rates in Africa were forty-four births 

per t,000 population; in 2005, the rate had dropped to forty-one. In the 
mid-1990s, overall population growth was nearly 3 percent per year; this 

has now dropped to 2.5 percent. Tiffs drop of 0.5 percent may look small 

but its effect on population growth would increase the doubling time of 
Africa’s population from twenty-three to twenty-nine years and lower the 

overall population size by millions (PopuIation Reference Bureau, 2005:2). 

The declines .in fertility are not uniform. Moderate to large declines in 
fertility are most obvious in Mauritius, Seychelles, and some countries in 

¯ southern Africa. Bnt in most of sub-Saharan Africa birth rates remain above 

forty, although some notable declines have occurred in a few countries-such 

as Ghana, Gabon, and Zimbabwe, where birth rates are in the low thirties 
(Population Reference Bureau, 2005). Use of contraception is an important 

factor in the level of fertility. Those with lower fertility are generally in 
countries with higher rates of contraception usage, whereas those with the 

highest rates (around fifty) typically are below 10 percent in contraceptive 

usage (see Table 7.2). 

In the 1990s, surveys in many African ¯countries showed a growing 

interest in family planning and declining support for large families (Green, 
1994:40; Mbacke, t994:188-189). In East Africa (witti the exception of 

Tanzania), 90 percent of men and women expressed favorable attitudes 

toward family planning. In Ghana, with the expansion of family Planning 

programs by the government between 1988 and 1993, rising support for 
family planning, rising contraception usage, and a drop. in the number of 

children desired were reported. In Kenya, for instance, desired family size 

dropped from seven children in the 1970s to four in the 1990s~ Even in 
Senegal, where birth rates were above forty, desired family size 

:~! had declined from eight to six children. Studies also suggested a growing 

¯ unmet need for family planning that resulted in many unwanted pregnan- 
abortions (Rosen and Conly, 1998:9-11, 18-19).¯ 

Unfortunately, if a demographic transition is under way in Africa, it 

not appear to be driven by growing development as has been the pat- 

elsewhere in the world. Instead~economic crisis seems to be t~or 

families and fatuity vlarmin~In most of Afriqa, popula- 
iong~utstripped econor~ic growth and food production. 

~timates are that the average African is 22 percent poorer today than in 

!75:40 percent of Africans live on Iess than $1.00 per day (Rosen and 

1998:12). With 11 percem of the world’s population, Africa pro- 
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Table 7.2 Crude Birth Rates (CBR), Totat Fertility Rates (TFR), and 
Contraceptive Usage Rates (%), in Setected Countries 

Country Lowest CBRa TFRb Contraceptive Usagee 

Mauritius 16 1.9 76 

Seychelles 18 2.1 -- 

South Africa 23 2.8 56 

Botswana 25 3.1 40 

Lesotho 26 3.5 41 

Namibia 27 4.2 44 

Country Highest CBRa TFRb Contraceptive Usagec 

Niger 56 8.0 

Guinea Bissau 50 7.1 

Liberia 50 6.8 

Malawi 50 6.5 

Mail 50 7.1 

Angola 49 6.8 

8 
8 

8 
6 

Snb-Saharan Africa 41 5.6 2t 

Source: Population ReferenCe Bnreau, 2005. World Populqtion Data Sheet: 

Washington, DC: Populafio~a Reference Bureau (www,prb.org). 5~._ 
Notes: a. Number of births per 1,000 popalation in a given year .... 
b. Estimated average number of births per woman during her lifetime based on 

current fertility, 
c. Percentage of marrie¢ women using auy method of contraception. 

duces only 1 percent of the world’s goods m~d services. Formerly, 
had large families no matter how poor they were. Now, if Africans 

more children than they can afford, they are likely to face 

others. This has been found in such countries as Kenya, 
Zimbabwe, Ghana, and Nigeria, especially where economic decline 

hardship are experienced. In one study in Nigeria, economic hardship 

given as the main reason for using contraceptives and delaying marriage, 
Kenya, shortage of land was another factor commonly cited for kee 

families smaller (Buckley, 1998:A11). 
In Caldwell and Caldwell (2002), structnral adjustment progr~ 

(SAPs) are added as having an impact on the decline in fertility. SAPs 

budget constraints led to cuts in public funding for health and 
services and the imposition of user fees. These cuts in health care 

been imposed at the same time that the AIDS (acquired " . 

syndrome) pandemic, which infects and kills mostly reproductive,-~ 
pie, was rapidly spreading. Along with higher health-care costs, higheri~ 

: 
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Children are a vital economic resource in Africa’s extended 
family systems. Most women want large families, and onJy a 

small percentage use modern forms of contraception. 

cation costs became a major burden on families. Unmarried females desir- 
’ ing an education and career realized the negative consequences of prema- 

ture motherhood. All of these trends resulted in a growing demand for con- 

..:. traceptives and lower fertility, especially in urban areas. 

i: To summarize, the evidence, according to view 1~ is that "nearly all the 

supports for high fertility in Africa... have been eroding [andJ 

may be only a matter of time before the fertility transition takes place" 
.( Reproductive," 1992:8).                                           ¯ 

iew 2: Africa’s Demographic Transition Will Be Limited 

to this viewpoint, the declines in Africa’s birth and growth rates 

studies showing a desire for somewhat smaller families can produce 

limited relief from continuing high population growth. For one, most 

declines are limited to a few countries, mainly the more developed, 

those with the best family planning programs. Moreover, the declines 
family size still indicate a preference for large families of at least 

to five children, and in some countries--such as the Democratic 
lhlic of Congo, Uganda, Liberia, and Angola--women continue to 

an average of seven children (UN, 2005). As long as these trer~ds con- 

rates of growth are guaranteed for the foreseeable future. Many 
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studies also show that men want more children ~han women do and are tess 
approving of family planning and the use of contraception. This is impor- 

tant because men typically have greater power in reproductive decisions 
than women do (Rosen and Conly, 1998:18-t9). Although this situation 

might be subject to change through aggressive pro-family planning pro- 

grams, most countries in Africa do not have such programs. Finally, only 

18 percent of African married women use any form of birth control, and 
when they do, it is to space children or limit their number to the large num- 
ber-around six--most Africans desire (Rosen and Conly, 1998:9). 

Without a major transformation of African societies in which greater " i economic and.political security are available to more people in both urban 

and rural areasl cultural norms linked to high fertility will persist. AS 

Catdwell and Caldwell (2002) observe, these norms include a respect for 

high fertility, abhorrence of barrenness, behef that births are n~eded to fern-. 
carnate ancestors, fostering of children, extended family systems, poxygy- 

ny, and a morally based resistance to contraception. 

N Family Planning 

¯ 
Whichever view proves to be more accurate depends in part on the degree ::: 
to which resources and commitment are made to family plannin~ programs. 
Only since the 1980s have African governments invested muCh,in this area 

of their countries’ development. 
One reason forthe neglect of family planning is that until recently 

there has been considerable .controversy over the impact of high fertility 

and population growth rates on Africa. Africans pointed out that most i.... 
African countries have very low population densities and small popula-:: .. 

tions. To .increase the tabor force and internal markets and to develop 

countries’ resources required a larger not smaller population ( 

1985). 
By contrast, development agencies and family planning 

mostly from capitalist industrial nations--countered that unless rapid 

lation growth was checked, increasing demands for such necessities as.:; 
food, services, land, and jobs would overwhelm the fragile¯ economies of. 

but a few African countries (World Bank, 1986, 1989). It was also 
out that while enormous areas of Africa are sparsely populated and 

developed, much of this land is unsuitable for intensive human use 

costly investment. And given the current population pressure on land 
resources in Africa, severe or even irreversible ecological damage 

already undermining the environment upon which Africa’s developme 

¯ and future population would depend. Although much of the 

attributed to abuses associated with extractive industries and 
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policiesl the expanding poor’s need for wood for fuel, water;"grazing laud, 
¯ income, or land for crops was also part of the equation. Symptdmatic of the 

environmental damage were extensive deforestation, destructi~6~ of 

wildlife, deser~ification, and soil erosion in many parts of Africa, as Julius 

Nyang’oro discusses in Chapter 8. The pressures of population, it was 

claimed, threaten to reverse Africa’s development efforts. Population con- 

trol measures must be implemented if development is ~o take place (see 

Brown and Postel, 1987). 
Only since the 1970s have any sub-Saharan African governments 

expressed concern over their population growth rates or requested assis- 

tance in developing family planning services. When the International 

Family Planning Foundation set up the African.Regional Council in 1971, 
only eight countries were involved: Mauritius, Kenya, Tanzania, Liberia, 
Ghana, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and Gambia (Sai, 1988:270). At the 1974 

World Pbpuladon Conference in Bucharest, only three African countries 

expressed a desire to slow their population gr0wth--Kenya, Ghana, and 
Botswana. Only half of. sub-Saharan countries supported family planning 

even as a health measure. None provided extensive services (World Bank, 

By December i975, Mauritius, Kenya, Ghana, and Botswana had offi- 

cial policies to reduce growth. A few others, such as Tanzania, Nigeria, and 

Zaire, issued statements encouraging "responsible parenthood." Notably, 

Tanzania tried to incorporate population with economic and social planning 
without an official population policy. ThiS. included efforts to promote 

maternal and child health, birth spacing, increased age of marriage for 

women (to fifteen years!), and maternity leave (Henin, 1979). By 1976, 

Africa was receiving 13 ¯percent of UN Fund for Population Activities 

¯ (UNFPA) f~nds (Johnson, 1987:263). 

African govermnents’ attitudes changed markedly in the 1980s. At the 

¯ Second African Population Conference, sponsored by the UN at Arusha, 

Tanzania, in 1984, the watershed Kilimanjalro Programme of Action on 
Population was adopted. It recommended that population be seen as a cen- 
tral component in formulating socioeconomic development plans. 

Governments should ensure access to family planning services to all cou- 
ples and individuals freeiy or at a subsidized cost. At the UN International ~ 

Conference on PopuIation held in Mexico in 1985, African population 

¯ growth was an issue of great concern. Vice president of Kenya Mwai 
Kibaki discussed tl~e need to stabilize Kenya’s population and recommend- 

ed that stabilizing world population within the next fifty years should be a 

major commitment. Also in 1985, leaders from forty African countries met 

Berlin with World Bank officials to discuss population control (Johnson, 

). By 1986, only Chad, CGte d’Ivoire, Gabon, Guinea-Bissan, and 
¯ Mauritania did not supp.ort family planning. By 1989, on the other hand, 
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Ghana, Mauritius, Nigeria, Uganda, and Zambia had declared target fertili- 
ty reductions backed by explicit policies (World Bank, 1989:71). 

Interest in population growth was at an all-rimehigh in the 1990s. By 

1991 about 60 percent of African governments said their population growth 
was too high (versus only 30. percent in 1976). Even governments uncon- 

cerned about population growth, now supported family planning as part of 

broader maternal and child health care (Green, 1994:34). Seventeen coun- 
tries had formal population policies; many Others were in the process of . 
developing them (Population Reference Bureau, 1993). Symbolically .. 
important, the t994 World Population Conference was held in Africa--in .. 

Cairo, Egypt. One hundred and eighty countries, many of them African, 

agreed to a Program of Action to stabilize world population and to.provide . 
universal access to family planning and reproductivehealth services by 

2015 (Ashford, 1995:2, 33). 
As discussed above, contraceptive use is increasing in at least some .: ..:. 

sub-Saharan African countries, especially among more edta~cated Urban 
dwellers. This could be increased if more women had access to family plan’ .. 

ning services .... 
The commitment to family planning does seem to b~ improving. 

Almost all African countries believe that population growth must be 

slowed, and they now incorporate far~ly planning into their national .... 

services." Francophone countries have been the slowest to change,, but even"::.".... 

A flag in front of a family planning clinic in 
Swaziland¯ advertises reproductive services for women. 
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they are changing. For instance, Senegal’s family planning’i~fo~}am (started 

in 1991) now reaches even small towns and ~illages.        . Contracept’. i~.e use 

rose to 13 percent in 1997 (versus 5 percent in 1986). Burkina Fast. 
increased its number of family planning clinics between }991 and. 1996 

from 90 to 750. Improvements have also been reported in Benin,.Mali, and 

Niger (Rosen and Conly, 1998:26-28). 
More countries are also recognizing the importance of improving the 

status of women if family planning is to. achieve greater reductions in popu- 

lation growth. As research around the world indicates, substantial fertility 

declines occur only in countries where most girls attend primary school and 
efficient family planning programs are widely availabIe (Caldwell and 

CaldwelL 2002). Ghana’s new development plan, Ghana 2020, includes 

population and family planning goals. Ghana is hoping to reduce its growth 

rate from 3 to 1.2 percent by 2020. To achieve this goal, it wil! be vital to 

improve the status, education, and employment opportunities for women in 
addition to eliminating discriminatory laws and customs. And as discussed 

in Chapter 10, a few countries, notably South Africa, have enshrined 

women’s rights, including reproductive rights, in their constitutions. 

In part, fertility levels remain high because of the inadequacies of the 
family planning programs themselves. Except for Kenya and southern 
Africa, countries do not provide comprehensive frugally planning services. 

In Tanzania, for instance, almost half of communities have no family plan- 
ning services available: Research reveals also that women are more likely 

to go to clinics that are attractive and well stocked with contraceptive 
options. If these are available, contraceptive usage increases. Other studies 

indicate that services are often unavaiiable or unsuited to the needs of 
older, unmarried, and sexually active young women. As a result, ’ many of 

these women use no contraception and put.themselves at high risk for HIV 
infection as well as for unwanted pregnancies (Ca!dwell and Caldwetl, 

2002).. 
Another obstacle Africans face in reducing high fertility levels is that 

family planning efforts are .heavily dependent on external donor and non- 

governmental organization (NGO) funding. This reliance on external fund- 

ing makes Africa vulnerable to cuts in funding determined by outsiders’ 

political agendas. About 25 percent of grant assistance for family planning 
comes from the UNFPA, but the majority of donor funding comes from the 
United States. The US Agency for International Development (USAID) 

accounts for half of all population aid to Africa. Between 1989 and 1996, 

US-backed funding grew from $72 million to $127 million (Rosen and 
Conly, 1998:57-60), but US anti-abortion politics have resulted in funding 

the former Reagan and current Bush administrations. 

In 2001, the US government reinstated the so-called global gag rule, 

requires foreign NGOs not to perform or even mention abortion if 
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they want to receive US money for their¯ programs. Among others, two of 

the most important organizations in Africa, International Planned 
parenthood and Marie Stopes International, lost their funding for refusing 

to go along with US policy. Both groups have had to close clinics in Kenya, 
leaving thousands of women¯ without services for family planning. In addi- 

. . women lost access to cervical cancer screening and childhood immu- 
tion. 

- ..... clinics also had provided. The leading famdy 
nization services, wmcn m~ 

" 

planning organization in Zambia lost 25 percent of its funding. Since fami- 

ly planning clinics also provide many HI¥/AIDS services, millions of peo- 
ple have lost access to condoms in at least 29 countries in Africa and to 
counseling and testing services. In Ghana alone, 700,000 people lost coun- 

seling and testing services ("AIDS and Abortio~a," 2003). 
The major issue in high fertility is not access to family planning and 

contraception, however. Quite simply, African men and women want more 

children than people do elsewhere in the world. Until this reality c~iVanges, it 
seems unlikely that the demographic transition will reduce fertility much 

below current levels. 

N Urban Population Policy 

As already discussed, urban population growth from both natural increase¯ 
(high birth rates) and migration of rural population is continuing at a rapid 

rate. Due to their, poverty, most of Africa’s urban dwellers live in slums -2 
(World Bank, 2003:122). The large numbers of job seekers combined with .    nt economies in most countries make it ¯impossible for the wage sec- 

stagna    .,       - "-~-- ~-~ ~11 who need them. For this reason, 40 per 
tor to provlae enough jou~ ~ol ,~                       "               - 
cent or more of an African city’s labor force is employed in the informal. 

sector.¯ The oversupply of workers tends to depress wages, making it more 

difficult to achieve higher living standards (Hope, 1998:353-355). Because 

the poor have little purchasing power, the private sector fails to respond to 
their housing or other needs, and government budgets are insufficient to 
extend most services to more than a lucky minority (see World Bank, 

2004) .... Urban environments, especially for the poor, are unhealthy to say the. 

least. Lack of access¯to clean water, air pollution (including indoor air 
the use of wood for cooking), airborne lead, raw sewage, 

lution from common problems in overcrowded cities across the continent:’?i.i 
garbage are 

¯ On average, an estimated 57 percent don’t have basic sanitation, and 20~ 

percent lack safe water. In some cities conditions are far worse. For ercent of urban dwellers¯in Niger, Sierra Leone, and Mall la&~i~ 
pie, over 80 p     ’ - ..... ¯ o~ " ="on when sanitation and water are!ili 

basic sanitation (UN-ttamta~,.n.u;)- ~ ---~n" multi,,le households. 
available they may have to oe snareu am,~ ~      ~                 ..~.:. 
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example, in Accra, Ghana, two-thirds of the poorest households wi)~h access 

to a toilet or latrine must share it with more than ten other househ01.ds. 
Even among the richest 20 percent of households, 12 percent are sharing"~ 

toilets with more than ten other households (World Bank, 2003:122). 
At the root of these urban problems is Africa’s continuing economac 

and political woes. Economicaliy, Africa. has become a marginal player in 
the global economy. Low foreign investment and government mismanage- 
ment and budget cutbacks have made it difficult to reverse urban decline. It 

is difficult for urban dwellers to improve the conditions in which they live 
whe~ so many are poor and living in slums (see Hope, i998). In fact, con- 

ditions are expected to worsen. According to the UN, in 2001 over 166 mil- 

lion urban dwellers were living in slums; in the next 25 years, another 400 

million people will be moving to the cities with the result that th~ s_.~m 

po~.ill double every fifteen years (UN-Habitat, n.d.). 
Typically, immigration to cities is the result of rural outmigration. In 

some cases, however, there is a large increase in the size of rural towns due 

to an influx of rural dwellers escaping insecurity and violent conflict in the 
rural areas. Martin Brockerhoff (2000:12~14, 23) discusses two new types 

of cities sprouting up in Africa under these circumstances. One type is 
"urban villages"~rural villages that have grown into cities of 200,000 to 

400,000, but lack even the most basic services. Another type is the "’refugee 

ciW." An example of this occurred in Tanzania at the site where refugees 
from the 1994 genocide in Rwanda fled. Within a few days a "city" of more 
than 250,000 people had sprung up, becoming Tanzania’s second largest 

city. A similar phenomenon occurred in Eritrea’s second largest city, Keren, 

during the 1990s. Due to civil war in Sudan and the war between Eritrea 

and Ethiopia, refugees fled to Keren and doubled its population in five 
years (UN-Habitat, n.d.). Such migration can also be observed in southern 

Africa. Currently, the near coliapse of Zimbabwe’s economy as a result of 
the policies of President Robert Mugabe has led to massive illegal immi- 

gration Of an estimated 20 percent of Zimbabwe’s population to the towns 

and cities of South Africa, Botswana, and Mozambique (Johwa, 2003). 

There is no consensus about what to do, if anything, regarding African 
urban population trends and the gum realities ir~ the cities. Some free mar- 
ket advocates contend that, however unsalutary urban growth and condi- 

tions appear, it is actually more economical to concentrate population and 

i.ndustry than to decentralize in countries 0f relatively small population 
~.s~ze, such as most countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Economies of scale are 

.:.. maximized when businesses have better access to markets and labor, and 
:.i supportive infrastructure and services are more cheaply provided (Brennan 
:ili. laud Richardson, i986). As incomes and government revenues improve, bet- 

" :ter housing, services, and so on will increase accordingly. Others add that 
.: .rapid urban growth is an inevitable consequence of urban economic devel- 
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opment and rural stagnation rather than a negative force to be suppressed. 

Migrants rationally perceive opportunities to be better in the city. 
Moreover, urban concentration ("primacy") is not excessive in Africa by ¯ 

world standards, as the share of total population in large dities is not usual- 

ly above 10 percent. Furthermore, primacy tends to fall as countries 
become more developed (Becker, Humor, and Morrison, 1994:58-60). 

Critics counter that such growth may be economical from the stand- 

point of the foreign firms that dominate so many African countries, but they ¯ 
’ eo 

perpetuate backwardness and inequality for most of the host countries P - 

ple. Interventio~i and plmaning are called for in order to promote more hal- ¯ 
anced and equitable development throug!mut the country (Rondinelli, 
1983). Even those less alarmed by urban concentration concede that urban 
decetatralization could be a desirable by-product of current sffuctural 

adjustment policies designed to promote rural development, shrink govern- 

ment, and promote exports (Becker, Hamer, and Morrison, 1994:60-61). 
While not agreeing on what to do about their cities, most African toy- .:. eco nize that uncontrolled urban growth is problematic. 

ernments r g ....... ~,,~o~ h~ve b en used tt~roughout 
ConsequentlY, various i£terven~onlst uu,~,~ .......... e                   ¯ 
the continent to deal with rapid urbanization. They fall into two basic cate- 

gories: (1) measures to discourage migration to the major cities and (2) !i 
policies to improve conditions in the cities. Unfortunately, these two 
gies often work at cross-purposes, since improving urban condit, ions makes...~ 

cities even more attractive to potential migrants. There 

as well, as will be discussed below.           ¯ " 
Category 1, discouraging migration, includes efforts to upgrade condi, 

tions in the rural areas to prevent outmigration to the cities, tn Cameroon; 

for example, after years of neglect of the rural areas, the government in 

1980s began to pay farmers higher prices, provide more training programs,. 
and increase aid to young farmers. The government invested more in such.:. 

infrastruc.tural improveme~ats as road building, rural electrification, scho0t 
construction, and expanded public health centers (Gordon and 
1988:13). Ethiopia also uses rural development schemes to get people 

stay in the rural areas (Brockerhoff, 2000~33). Although rural develo 

is a desirable goal in its own right, rural development projects have 
been very successful, nor have they had.much effect on migration 

and White, 1989:307; Brockerhoff, 2000:33). 
Some African governments have tried removing unwanted 

from the city and destroying squatter settlements as a means o[ 
overcrowding and public health hazards. These efforts typically 

because migrants usually return, to the city, and their makeshift 
are reconstructed on the same or similar sites, Tearing down squatter 

ing also adds to urban overcrowding by putting even more. 
available housing (see Morrisoa and Gutkind, 1982). 
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A notable recent effort to demolish squatter settlements took place in’ 

Zimbabwe in 2005. President Mugabe had the homes of hundreds of th0u: 

sands of his citizens in urban areas destroyed in a program called "Clean 

the. Filth." The goal was to compel people to return to rural areas by deny- 

ing them basic services and destroying their homes. The explanation given 

by the government for this drastic policy was that it was a "city beautifica- 
tion program" (Wines, 2005; HRW, 2005). 

Countries such as Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania, and Nigeria have 

attempted resettlement programs as rural development strategies. Some 

resettlement programs are part of regional development plans designed to 

promote the growth of towns and cities outside of the one or two main 
cities. In Ethiopia, industry location policies were used to encourage the 

g.rowth of medium-sized cities (Bren~an and Richardson, 1986). In 
C.ameroon, medium-sized cities were promoted through the decentraliza- 

tion of government activities to regional cities throughout, the country 
(Gordon and Gordon, 1988). Some African countries have built new capi- 

tal cities as a means of decentralizing their urban populations. Examples 

here are Abuja in Nigeria, Dodoma in Tanzania, and Yamoussoukro in 
C~te d’Ivoire. Abuja was designed to reduce pressures on Lagos, 

Nigeria’s largest city, and to promote more migration to Nigeria’s sparse- 

ly populated interior. So far, these regiona~ development policies have 

.Poverty and the lack of basic amenities are widespread 
in many African towns and reflect, among other 
things, urban bias policies that favor fargo cities¯ 
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had little impact on migration to the largest cities (Brockerhoff, 

2000:33-34). 
Under category 2, improying the cities, various policies have been 

tried i~ an attempt to maintain the livability of overextended cities. Since 

independence, much of the investment made by African governments has 

gone toCities to provide essentials like roads, hot, sing, water and electrici- 

ty, and sewage disposal There was, in addition, an "urban bias" in govern- 

ment policies that resulted in cheap imported or locally produced food for 
urbanites and Cheap housing for middle-class civil servants. Structu~;al 

adjustment programs imposed by the International Monetary Fund gave 

forced many governments to cut such subsidies to the cities along with :. 

other government spending. Higher prices, declining urban living start- .:.:.: 
dards, and deteriorating social services and maintenance of public works : 

followed (white, 1989:5-6; O’Connor, 1991:117). 
As discussed above, because cities are growing so rapidly, providing 

simple housing and basic services has become a major problem. Both the : 

gove~nmetat and most migrants lack the financial resources to provide any- 
dard. sauatter housing. New residents to the city are 

thing but substan    . - - .... 
settle on unclaimed or unoccupied their clrcumstance~ ~’                                " 

compelled by       ,    ¯ ...... a ~,etal and other building mate-:. 
land and to soavenge ~or wooa, corrugat~u 

rials. 
In most countries, a "sites and services" policy has become the 

ferred way to help the urban poor to upgrade their homes arid settlementsi::.. 
"Sites" are first cleared for housing; streets and lots are marked off; 

"services" such as water point~, electricity hookups, and sewage 

are provided. Residents build on these prepared sites and add improver 

ments as their incomes allow. Because of Africa’s economic crisis in thei 1980s and 1990s, most governments stopped providing free services to the.;i:i poor. In some cases user fees were imposed and individuals and communi~:: i 
responsibility to fend for themselves tt::;::: 

ties were required to assume more "de rivate water connections, self-help housing, and private household. 
provl p ....... :~- 2002; World Bank, 2003: 122). .:;:.:; 
electric generators k ¯ - "-:~a ,~eak economies, enwronmenta~?:- 

es ire the problems xn me cm~, - .          -    -inue to b~ D p ...... " ra"id ,,opulation growth con~ ..... 
degradation, politlcaa connlct, mtu v 
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AIDS in Africa ....... ’ 

Complicating the i~icture of African population trends is AIDS. The statis- 

tics on the progression of the disease are staggering. At the end of 1990, the’ 

World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that there were 8-10 million 
people in the world infected with the AIDS virus. Sub-Saharan Africa, with 

only 10 percent of the world’s populakion, had 25-50 percent of all the 
AIDS-infected population (Chin, 1990:223). At the Eighth International 

Conference on AIDS in Africa, held in Marrakech, Morocco, in 1994, the 
WHO upped the estimated infected population worldwide to over 15 mil- 

lion; the total in Africa had climbed to 10 million ("WHO Address," 1994). 
.In I999, the WHO estimated that 34 million were living with HIV/AIDS, 

of which 70. percent (over 24 million) were in sub-.Saharan Africa. 
(Population Reference Bureau, 2005:1). (See Map 7.1.) 

Current statistics reveal that the situation in Africa is worse not better. 

In 2005, almost 26 million people were infected, or about 7.3 percent of the 

adult population; Women are more likely to-be infected than men. Almost 

57 percentof adults living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa are women, and 
these women make up three-quarters of all women worldwide with the dis- 
ease. Young women fifteen to twenty-four years old are most likely to be 
infected; for every ten HIV-infected young men there are thirty-six t-II¥- 

infected young women (UNAIDS, 2005a). 
There are several reasons why HIVfAIDS is so prevalent in Africa. 

One is the high frequency of sex outside ~of marriage. Many Africans 

believe thatmales are biologically programmed to need sex with many 

women. Also the mobility of the population, especially the excess of males 

in urban areas, leads to a high level of casual sex and prostitution among 
women seeking economic survival and working men who are away from 

their wives. Another factor is the high level of sexually transmitted diseases 

in Africa (the highest in the world), Untreated sex~tt~gdisg~e-’~ 

(STDs) aJ:e a high risk factor making HIV transmission easier; and poverty, 
poor nutrition, and parasitic diseases lower immune systems and promote 

: greater susceptibility to infection (Stillwaggon, 2002; Walker, Reid, and 

ii..: Cornell, 200z~:20;¯ Kevane, 2004:183). The low incidence of condom use,. 

forces pushing migration to Africa’s cities. Millions see migratio~ to tl~::i:: :i:;:.i even in commercial sex, is another important risk factor since statistics for Cities as the best hope they have for a better life. Indeed, cities generally!: i:.i!;.:ma~y countries show that a half or more 
Iii)~ Zimbabwe, percent of prostitutes in re;forii~                     prostltutes are HIV positive (in 

offer their inhabitants be.tter incomes, better services, better nutrition, a~a:.iii).[        8o                    urban areas are reportedto, be 

less poverty than the places they leave behind. Nonetheless, Africa proba~!i[.i.:~ infected with HIV) (Caldwell, 2000:120-125). 
bly is more urban than it should be based on its current level of economi@2~t ¯ . Contributing to the problem is the denial and shame associated with 
development. High birth rates guarantee that. this growth will contiaii{~},f: MDS on the part of many Africans. This results in inadequate preventive 

(Hope, 1998:356). Perhaps, as Brockerhoff (2000:34) concl,~des, the b~.~l!:ii:iNeasures. John Caldwell notes that many Africans refuse to discuss AIDS 

way to slow urban growth is to provide women with family planning ser~ 
vices, because discouraging migration will almost surely fail.      .:.i!i~ 

acknowledge that family members or friends had died (even prostitutes) 

::!~!::!:OfAIDS. 
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Map 7.1 Estimated Percentage 
of Adults (15-49) infected with H|V 
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The silence exists partly because people have been taught that AIDS is a 
sexually transmitted disease associated with sexual activity outside of 
marriage. The church has taught that this is a shameful thing and many 
believe the infection was a punishment for sin and are reluctant to dis- 
close that any of their relatives bear such witlless. (Caldwell, 20(10:12) 

Many people also refuse to discuss or acknowledge the high prevalence of 

extramarital sex. Even married couples have poor communication about 

sexual matters. Many are also reluctant to recognize the reality of wide- 

spread adolescent sex, and they believe that providing young people with 
information about sex or condoms will encourage sexual behavior 

(Kuchment, 2002; Caldwell, 2000:127-129). For example, in Zambia, One 

of the countries most affected by HIV/AIDS, government officials argue 
that ¯monogamy is the only protection against AIDS, and condoms encour- 

age.immorality and promiscuity ("Closing the Condom Gap," 1999:8). 

Many Africans, in fact, hold a negative view of condoms. Exemplifying 
this attitude is the perception of young Ghanaian women that¯ condoms are 

associated with "bad girls" and "sex maniacs" .(Caldwell, 2000:8). 
Government inaction also has contributed to a failure to stop the spread 

of AIDS. Until recently, most government leaders denied the problem and 
devoted few resources to education or prevention (other than abstinence), 

when what is needed is support for condom use, treatment of STDs, and 

Mothers and their young children in Africa 
are at high risk of contracting AIDS. 
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aggressive educatio~ efforts. Instead, "millions of people are being allowed 

to die on the grounds that the only way they can be saved is by adopting a 
more ’moral’ way of life, indeed a way of life that does not conform to their 

morality" (Caldwell, 2000:131). As a result, young people and unmarried 

people find it almost impossible to get condoms (or other contraceptives) 
from health services or family planning clinics (Caldwell and Caidwell, 

2002; Caldwell, 2000:123). Obstruction on the part of many religious leaders is another reason for 

the ineffectual response to AIDS. Both the Catholic claurch an~d~ many 
Protestant churches oppose the use of condoms (Kuchment, 2002). In 

Nigeria, most Christian leaders thir~kAIDS is divine punishment a~i.d that it 

is immoral to give condoms to adolescents, even though most are sexually 
active. As discussed¯ in Chapter 11, African governments do not wish to 

antagonize the churches, who can mobilize opposition to them. COnfronting 
the churches o1~ issues they det’me as dealing with morality is seen by many 

politicians as risky, so few challenge the churches on these issues 

(Caldwell, 2000: t25-126). 
The widespread belief in witchcraft among many Christians 

Muslims (see Chapter 11) also prevents behavior change ann effective.}i:; 

action against AIDS. It leads people to accept a fatalistic view toward death.:.:i.}: 
¯ . e cause of AIDS is male, colent forces or divine 

and to behove that th .... ~ ~ ~ 1 ’~ Ano er negative effect of assoclat, 
¯ Caldwell, 2000"tzt, t~.~ , ..... 

th _ 
viotence::~:i;): merit ( " 

~ ’ 
ing HI’WAIDS ¯with witchcraft is the social isolation and even ...... 

agaitast the older women usually accused of witchcraft. Also, families tha(.:.i 
believe in witchcraft pay large amounts 0f money for ineffective counselin~ !::~i: 

and treatments from traditional he alers.Finally, linking witchcraft 
I-IIV/AIDS hinders efforts to break the si~e~ce on the disease and de-stig{:!~i 

, alker, Reid, and Comell, 2004:100-101)- 
¯ 

matize it (W . . __ ~ ~,,~ ~,overnments, the majori@i~ 
Despite the inactequate respons~ u ....... 

now axe implementing both prevention and treatment policies. A few 
made remarkable strides in dealing with the crisis. Ot~ce one of the ntries, Uganda cut its HIVIAIDS prevalence rate! 

seriously affecte.d c.ou,,,,0s to about 4 percent in 2003 (UNAIDS, 2.0pS~i 
from 13 perceot m me t~y ~e first in Africa to admit it had an epiaem!~ii 

i 

rassroots organ~zatmns,,, ......... a ~,,,~o.t znd fewer 13armors, and 
~IDS education, urge aetay m ~c~,u ............ 
mote sage sex. Prevention and treatment of STDs and use of 

integral parts of the program. Even "soap operas" ota radio and 

laave characters who promote the use of condoms (Dervarics, 1999) 
"Closing the Condom Gap," 1999:8). 

Recent reports indicate that Zimbabwe also has experienced a 

drop¯ in HIV prevalence from 23 percent of its population to 
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in women aged¯ fifteen to twenty-four, HIV rates have dropped almost by 

half, and among men seventeen to twenty-nine, the drop is about 25. per-. 
cent. A delay in the onset of sexual activity¯ in young people, a decline in 

casual sex, and greater condom use are credited for most of the progress¯,. 

that has been made. A relatively educated population, good communica- 
tions, and the effective work of the health care system in prevention and 

providing anti-retroviral treatment to the afflicted are also credited¯by 

researchers (Cullinan, 2006). 
In the predominantly Muslim countries of Senegal and Mauritania, 

members of the clergy and the government are making bold moves to slow 
tile spread of AIDS. In Dakar, Senegal, prostitutes now get a government 

card to work legally. They must be tested monthly for STDs and. every six 
months for HIV. Women who test positive for HIV are counseled¯on safe 

sex to protect their own heatth, ~ince contracting an STD could be fatal to 

them. Punitive measures are avoided since they would only drive prostitu- 
tion underground. The results of these efforts have been impressive. New 

STD and HIV infections have fallen and Senegal has¯one of the lowest HIV 
infection rates in sub-Saharan Africa. These policies and efforts to promote 
Condom use among the general population have the support of both Islamic 

and Christian leaders (Schoofs, 1999:B2). Senegal’s northern neighbor, 
Mauritania, also has Islamic clergy involved in AIDS prevention programs 

that advocate condom use ("Closing the Condom Gap," 1999:8). 
It should be emphasized that African governments are not the only ones 

that have failed to effectively combat the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The late and 

inadequate response of the international commtmity is also to blame. Indeed, 

if governments mad aid organizations had responded decisively and early to 
¯ .the problem, the infection rates would not have reached the appalling levels 

¯ we now confront. Only in the past few years do we see significant move- 

¯ ments to marshal the resources necessary to fight this disease. 
!)ii.: ¯ . A major advance is the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and 

:.::::i::iMalaria, launched in 2002. Kofi Annam Secretary General of the UN, urged 

;~onor countries to cootribute $7-t0 billion a year to the effort. Initially, the 
¯ :!IIJS response under President Bush was to pledge only $200 million to the 

~:.: Global Fund. Then in his 2003 State of the Union message, Bush promised 
}!:.;11:15i5 billion over five years in a new ¯AIDS initiative.¯ He also vowed to 
i’.ii:it~sure anti-retroviral treatment for 2 million infected people Aid would go 

i))it~fourteen countries, most of them in Africa (McNeil, 2005; Udoto, 2004). 
i}fie Uuited Statescurrently provides up to a third of the budget of the 

Fund. Althougl~ follow-tb_rough on the US commitment for funds 
l access to cheaper drugs has not been fully realized, these new measures 

on the past. 

interesting question is why the Bush administration became more 

about the AIDS crisis. Perhaps a major reason is pressure from 
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Bush’s conservative Christian base. As discussed in Chapter 11, several 

prominent Christian evangelicals--such as Franldin Graham, head of the 

relief organization Samaritan’s Purse---have become convinced.that it is 
their religious duty to fight such evils as poverty, sex trafficking, and 

HIV/AIDS in Africa (Burkhalter, 2004). 
The naain probtem with the new US AIDS policies is that ideology has 

sometimes interfered with reality and "best practice" on the ground. In the 

area of AIDS prevention, for example, the Bush administration has ear- 
marked about 30 percent of its funding to promoting abs(~nence as the way 

to prevent infection. USAID, the major US aid and development-dgency ia ¯ 

Africa, is offering grants to faith-based groups to .promote abstinence in 

their prevention.programs. The importanceof condom t~se is being ignored 
and sometimes distorted, due to the fact that many evangelical churches 

oppose condoms on moral grounds. They ignore the fact that condoms have 
been shown to be 90 percent effective in preventing HIV infe,ction. The : 

modei f~r many programs is Uganda’s "ABC policy,, but they are only fol-’ . 

lowing A and B--abstinence and be faithful--while ig~aoriug C, use a con- .: 

dona (Kuchment, 2002; Burkhalter, 2004). 
Research Clearly shows that abstinence-focused programs are misguid- 

ed. In Uganda’s program, abstinence has beeu shown to be the least effec- 
tive component of the ABC’s. The use of condoms and havir~g fewer sex~::: 

partners were the most effective. Abstinence also ignores most of the high7 ¯ 

risk groups in the AIDS epidemic: sex workers, IV drug users, and gays 
(Burkhaiter, 2004). Moreover, remaining abstinent before marriage 

being faithful does not work for many young women in Africa, where 
’ some countries young brides are infected at a higher rate than sexl~a 1~.!~. 

active tmmarried girls. The married girls are infected by their husb~n 
who may be consi~lerably older than they are (Airman, 2004). Older 

who marry young women are likely to be sexually experienced and 

enough to afford multiple sex partners, and they typically do not use 
donas, Such high-risk sexual behavior frequently results in the ma~4i~ 

tracting HIV and then passing it to his wife ("Women and ~ 

2004: 82-83).                                                   ~": 
Not all churches hold the conservaiive line in their AIDS programs. 

South Africa, church leaders are campaigning for affordable drugs 

ignoring religious prohibitions against condom nse. In 

[ leaders espouse an "ABCD" policy--abstain, be faithfuil use 

face death (Kuchment, 2002)i      . 
Recently, the efficacy of ABC policies has been called int~ 

due to patterns of gender inequality in Africa. For instance, 
Cravero, Deputy Executive Director of the Joint UN Programme 
HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS),. remarks, "We tell women to abstain when they 

no right. We tell them to be faithful when they cannot ask their! 
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be faithful. We tell them to use a condom when they hav~ n~, power to do 

so" (quoted in Crawley, 2004).                    : .~’:@~, . 
Women’s .lack of power in sexuaI relations andw0~i~n’s low status in 

other areas of their lives are closely linked. Illustrating this point, ~’"study of 

women in Zambia found that only 11 percent of women interviewed 
believed women had the right to ask their husband to use a condom--even 

if he is HIV positive or having sex with other women. In Cameroon and 
South Africa, as many as 48 percent of girls sta~e that their first sexual 

intercourse was forced (AF-AIDS, 2004). Other studies show that men wh6 
batter their partners are more likely to sleep witli prostitutes, thus pntting 
themselves and their partners at risk of infection. Battered women are 

afraid, to say no to sex or to ask their partners to use a condom ("Women 

and.HIV," 2004:82-83). 
Gender inequality also can affect treatment for women. In Zambia, 70 

percent of HIV victims are women, but most of those receiving anti-retrovi- 

raI drugs are men. Women are tanght to ignore their own health ueeds but 
to help their husbands if they are ill. Using the same logic, men put them- 

selves first and ignore the needs of their wives if they get sick. A midwife 
working in a clinic remarked that she sees women bring their sick husbands 

to the clinic on wheelbarrows, bikes, or even their backs; but she has never 

seen a man offer as much as his arm to bring his wife in for treatment. 
Women themseIves report that if they were HIV-positive, their husbands 
wouldn’t spend the $8 per month for tong-term treatment on ihem. By con- 

Vast; men put themselves first even if treatment costs are a strain on the 

family’s finances ("The Good Wife’s Sacrifice," 2004). 

Despite more prevention and treatment programs, infections and deaths 
are increasing in most African countries. It is apparent that it will be a long 
and difficuIt battle to bring HIVIAIDS under control in Africa (Goujon~ 

2005), and even in countries where infection rates have fallen or stabilized, 
reversals are possible. A recent study in Uganda voiced concern that 
progress there could be reversed without renewed prevention efforts that 

focus on condom use. Abstinence and faithfulness.alone do not work with- 
out condom use because too few people actually practice abstinence or 

faithfulness. There are also far too few people needing drugs than are 
receiving them. In 2005, only 500,000 were being treated with anti-retrovi- 

rats out ofa population of at least 4.7 million who need them (Goujon, 
)ii!i 2005), and access is uneven. Whereas about one-third are getting treatment 

( in Botswana and Uganda, no more than 15 percent are receiving drugs in 

~ (UNAIDS, 2005c). 
Unfortunately, there are too few countries with effectiveAIDS proven- 

programs. Even if more follow in the footsteps of Uganda or Senegal, 
:.it will take years to slow or halt the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa. In the 

meantime, the demographic effects will be devastating. Sub-Saharan 
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Africa’s overall population growth will be lower and its age structure will 

be altered as a result of rising mortality, especially in the countries with the. 

highest infection rates (Gregson et al., 1998). tn nine countries Botswana, . 
Central African Republic, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, 
Sv~aziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe---life expectancy has already fallen to 

below forty years (UNAIDS, 2005b). Higher infant and child mortality add 

to the problem. One-third of babies born to HIV-infected mothers are HI.V- 

positive; few survive beyond age six (Walker, Reid, and Comell, 2004:14). 
The consequences of the AIDS epidemic go far beyond-’the direct 

demographic effects. Most of the victims m’e young, working-age adults. 

Thus the Iabor force that Africa’s economic recovery depends upon will be 

sharply reduced. Many companies are already seeing the effects of 

HIV/AIDS in growing sickness, absenteeism~ and death among their 

employees, with resulting declines in productivity, in Tgnzania, for 

instance, estimates are that there will be 20 percent fewer workers in 2010 

than today, and the mean age will drop from 32 to 28. Remaining workers 

will be younger, less skilled, and less experienced. Another consequence of :: 

AIDS is the growing burden of health care for AIDS patients placed on 

families, businesses, and health care systems that resutts in a diversion of. 

scarce resources away from basic care and other needs for the rest of the 

population (Guest, 2001; "Firms," 2005; Loewenson and Whiteside, ¯ ¯ 

1998:20-21). Virginia DeLancey. discusses these and other economic’.:.: 

impacts of AIDS in Chapter 5. 
The means exist to slow the spread of HI¥/AIDS and to treat 

rims. The challenge is mobilizing the political will and resources to do the 

job. That this disease has become the tragedy it is reflects both global 
domestic power relationships rather than the inevitable course of the dis,.i:.: 
ease. AIDS never had to be the epidemic it has become. In the rich world;ii 

there is adequateheaIth care, access tO drugs, good nutrition, and effectivei:i":; 
governments that have controlled both the spread and deaths caused by the 

t-IIV virus. In the rich world, AIDS exists, but it is a manageable and treat~.:F:, 

able disease (Walker, Reid, and C0rnell, 2004:7-9). How long before this 

the case in Africa as well? 
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Africa’s 
Environmental Problems 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 

ost people are now familiarwith such terms as acid rain, the green- 

house effect, ozone depletion, toxic waste, and environmental 

degradation. They remind us of a reality we sometimes forget; that is, the 

fundamental mutual relationship between the environment and humankind. 

Lynton Caldwell reminds us of this when he describes the two realities in 

which humans live: 

The abiding reality is that of earth the planet--independent of man and . 
his works;.the other reality--the transient reality--is that of the worl . 
which is a creation of the human mind. The earth and its biosphere form 

grand synthesis of complex interactive systems within systems, organic 

and inorganic, animate and inanimate. The world is the way humanity 

understands and has organized its occupancy of the earth: an expression 
of imagination and purpose materialized through exploration, invention, 

labor and violence. (Caldwell, i984:8) 

This interconnectedness was one of the major issues addressed by the 

UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) that tbok 

place in Rio de Janeiro in July t 992. At this conference; often called the 

Earth Summit, the global community developed a program of action called 

Agenda 21, which focuses o,n, promoting both a healthy environment and 

the deveIopment of the world s economies and peoples. Such environmen- 

tai issues as climate change, conservation of forests, and biodiversity were 

addressed under the umbreIIa goal of "sustainable development"l (see, 
e.g., World Bank,-1996,). The purpose of sustainable development is to 

i meet the needs of today s people without jeopardizing the ability of future 

generations to meet their needs (see WCED, 1987). In short, this means 
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CORRECT VERSION 

White Justice/Black Justice/Ford Justice: 
An Examination of Sergeant Rutledge via The Searchers and John Ford’s Liberalism 

or Ambivalence 

Sergeant Rutledge (1960), a John Ford film and a product of the Western genre, 
differs from traditional Westerns in that it foregrounds a Black male, who is nearly 
appropriated as hero except for the fact that his heroism is displaced onto his white 
commanding officer. Although primarily focused on rape, murder, and race, in order to 
insure a broader understanding, a discussion of the film requires prefacing with an 
examination of Ford’s "liberal" politics that resulted in producing such a controversial 
picture - a picture that bears a striking resemblance to his earlier work, The Searchers 
(1956). Accused of treating Blacks like caricatures in previous productions, Ford 
responded to this criticism, by providing a more redeeming representation of African 
Americans in Sergeant Rutledge (originally titled or working title Captain Buffalo, aka 
The Trial of Sergeant Rutledge) - some ten years later.1 Ford’ s racial ambivalence in 
Sergeant Rutledge is present in his entire body of works, according to his biographer Tag 
Gallagher,2 but because The Searchers had been widely acclaimed and regarded as one of 
the "greatest films ever made,’’3 it will provide the basis for comparison with Ford’s later 
production, Sergeant Rutledge. 

Sergeant Rutledge is an interracial film, actually not that different from similar 
interracial rape films, conforming as it does to many of the same characteristic 
conventions. Although it parallels other such films through devices such as memory, 
flashback, and voice-over narration; what distinguishes Sergeant Rutledge is the way in 
which the story unfolds, a feature that demonstrates how the Black male protagonist is 
ambivalently constructed; how the film assembles the rape trial; how it invokes memory 
and flashback; and how it foregrounds the betrayal of White paternity. This current essay 
argues that although the film is seemingly an exploration of interracial rape, it is in fact 
an exploration of the betrayal of White paternity. 

Before examining Sergeant Rutledge’s racial and sexual politics, the historical 
context of this film is called for, in view of the controversy it provoked. 

Historical Context of Sergeant Rutledge 

According to Joseph McBride and Michael Wilmington, when Sergeant Rutledge 
was produced, "Ford took this reactionary idea and transformed it into a brutally frank 
examination of American social justice, all the more provocative since it centered on an 
enduring modern fear - of Blacks, not of Indians - at a time when civil rights was the 
most urgent national issue.’’4 Such action by Ford may be read either as a feat of 
poetic/cinematic justice reflecting his bravery or courage in an industry that shied away 
from such public overtures, or it could have been viewed as a way of patronizing an 
already marginalized group that stood to be further problematized, with African 
Americans, under the command of a White officer, being pitted against Native 
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Americans. Thus, Ford’s representation may not have been as racially inclusive as 
originally believed. 

In the film, Braxton Rutledge (the Black protagonist) is accused of the rape and 
murder of a White female (as well as the murder of her father). The rape and murder of a 
white female, according to McBride and Wilmington; was an act that was characterized 
as insurrectionary-- scandalous enough in and of itself to warrant investigation. 5 In fact, 

McBride and Wilmington compared Rutledge’s alleged assault on white women to black 
revolutionary, Eldridge Cleaver who similarly characterized his sexual and violent 
possession of white women as insurrectionary rape--a violation that became symbolic of 
defying the white male dominated system that sought to oppress blacks. McBride and 
Wilmington suggest that Rutledge "is the personification of the black image that white 
society instinctively fears and tries to render impotent - the ’ Supermasculine Menial’ of 
which Cleaver speaks - and the kind of male demigod which black society erects to insist 
on its sexual identity.’’6 Whether or not Ford intentionally linked Cleaver to Rutledge is 

debatable but if he did so, then the construction of Rutledge as a "revolutionary" speaks 
to Ford’s alleged liberalism - a liberalism that deserves to be applauded yet remains 
questionable. 

Ford’s alleged liberalism is then debatable when we consider that Rutledge, the 
Black male accused of rape and murder, is not really a rebellious character: even while 
asserting his manhood, he assumes a more conciliatory posture in the film. Ford’s 
creating him as a character who possesses human failings marks him in some respects 
similar to Ethan, the White protagonist of The Searchers (played by John Wayne) -- a 
comparison that will be expanded upon later. On the one hand, Rutledge epitomizes a 
strong male character; on the other hand, Rutledge is a Black male who is under the 
control of a White commanding officer. Revealing the more vulnerable side of Rutledge 
seems to suggest that whatever liberalism Ford might have infused into his 
characterization is defused, again rendering Ford’s liberalism questionable. While the 
Black male did commit murder, he escapes the charge because his murder was an act of 
self-defense. Ford’s questionable vision of race seems to challenge the liberalism 
McBride and Wilmington imply as well as Charles Berg’s affirmation that Ford produced 
"minority-focused films’’7 that reflected his "skepticism about assimilation ... which led 

him to critique the American Mainstream even as he patriotically celebrated the nation as 
a whole.’’8 Whatever the debate regarding Ford’s liberalism, one cannot escape Andrew 
Sarris’ characterization of Ford’s picture as a "turnabout on the race issue...."9 

Ford’s vision of race also appears limited, or at least questionable, in his response 
to Peter Bogdanovich’s question regarding the central focus of Sergeant Rutledge: "’Was 
the point of Sergeant Rutledge that the Negro’s home was the Army?’" Ford replied 
candidly, "’Yes, that’s the point. The Negro Soldier, the regular, is very proud. They had 
always been a cavalry outfit, but in this last war they were mechanized - they took their 
horses away, and they were broken-hearted. They were very proud of their outfit; they 
had great esprit de corps. I liked that picture. It was the first time we ever had shown the 
Negro as a hero.’"1° Although Ford conveys optimism for elevating Black heroism, his 

dismissal of the fact that Black soldiers have always been ambivalent regarding the U.S. 
military shows only partial understanding. While supporting efforts to protect and defend 
freedom, Black soldiers readily recognized their status as tenuous, a fact that Ford either 
failed to acknowledge, neglected, or omitted. However, in this film, itself, when a Black 



soldier tells Rutledge that they are fighting the "White man’s war," Rutledge reminds him 
that they are fighting for their own dignity. 

Thus, in this instance, Ford acknowledges the Black soldiers’ ambivalence with 
respect to the military, allowing their overriding desire for respect to displace the obvious 
exploitation they endured--as when Black soldiers were used to annihilate Native 
Americans, and when Rutledge was instructed to use the n-word. Many Black critics who 
viewed the film proclaimed that while it centered a Black male as hero, its attempt at 

liberalism was too little, and too late.11 Ford, however, should not be denied his talent as 
a director, nor his genuine attempt to re-position the Black male screen image, but as for 
his liberalism, again, it remains questionable. 

Regarding the use of the n-word in the film, Ford remarked, "’Why not? It would 
be the first time a Black man ever called himself a nigger on the screen. And I wanted to 
hit home.’"12 Reconstructing Ford’s censorship history, Andrew Sinclair notes that, 

"Ford’s films had often been censored under the Hollywood code ...but in Sergeant 
Rutledge, he won a victory for explicit vocabulary and Black pride in cinema.’’13 

In addition to faults that infected the film itself, Ford’ s Sergeant Rutledge was 
impacted by his waning enthusiasm, and the cost-cutting measures he employed--this 
occurring in a period of decline in picture production.14 According to Dan Ford (John 

Ford’s grandson), Ford was unemployed for nine months after the completion of 
Sergeant Rutledge. This was the first time that Ford was unemployed; he was not 
involved in a major film production -"the longest idle stretch of his career - one that 
would have been unthinkable only a few years before.’’1~ 

While the film, Sergeant Rutledge, represented a decline in Ford’s career, it 
symbolized an incline in actor Woody Strode’s career. Strode, a former UCLA athlete, 
had been selected for the leading role in the film, this being regarded as an indication of 
Ford’s liberalism and progressivism. However, both McBride and Wilmington similarly 
observed the striking resemblance between Strode and Black actor Stepin Fetchit,16 who 
branded Blacks with his "lethargic darky"17 characterizations. Sarris acknowledged this 

comparison and described Strode "as Sergeant Rutledge, a towering, virile, Black, spit- 
and-polish cavalryman menaced by a court martial and hanging, largely because of racist 
taboos on the subject of his sexuality."18 McBride and Wilmington emphasized the fact 
that Strode was "a former athletic hero with a monumental physique, shaved head, erect 
bearing and huge moonlike eyes; Strode looks like an African ebony carving.’’16 

Recognizing the importance of his role in the film, Strode exuded a sense of pride 

evident in his comment that "’I carried the whole Black race across that river.’’’19 
Strode’s warm feeling for his role undeniably caused him to attempt to emulate John 
Wayne, the complicated White hero in The Searchers. Strode’s affinity for the role may 
have been an outgrowth of his affectation for the real life Buffalo Soldiers, as he 
described how the soldiers resisted Indian attacks by hiding beneath buffalo skins in the 
winter (thus named "buffalo soldiers") and skillfully placed pebbles under their tongues 

to create moisture during the oppressive desert conditions. They were the soldiers 
responsible for attacking Geronimo (the Apache Chief).2° According to Strode, after the 

Buffalo Soldiers had been trained, "the government set them loose on the Indians like 
you would a bloodhound on a fox .... The buffalo soldiers would track down the Indians; 
then the infantry would come in and wipe them out.’’21 Internalizing the expectations 
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associated with this role, Strode seemed appropriate as the leader of the Buffalo Soldiers; 
a selection that became indicative of Ford’s alleged liberalism .22 

Synopsis of Film, Sergeant Rutledge 

The film Sergeant Rutledge begins with two White male army officers preparing 
for court engage in a discussion regarding the innocence or guilt of Sergeant Braxton 
Rutledge, a 9th Cavalry Black sergeant, charged with rape and murder. When Rutledge 

enters the courtroom in uniform, his presence creates a commotion--in part because of 
the scandal of the charges implied but not publicly articulated, in violation of the 92nd 

Article of War--and in part, because of his overpowering stature and presence. Rutledge 
is viewed as threatening because he is Black and male. He courageously responds to the 
reading of his court-martial charges with an unequivocal "Not guilty." 

The first witness, Mary Beecher (played by Constance Towers), is a White female 
who attempts to have Rutledge vindicated, because he had saved her life. Beecher is 
romantically attracted to Rutledge’s defense attorney, Lieutenant Thomas Cantrell 
(played by Jeffrey Hunter). As she is called to the witness stand and begins her 
testimony, the camera flashes back to when she first encountered Rutledge. "Ford makes 
strikingly effective use of a stage technique by gradually blacking out the screen so that 
only the figure of Miss Towers remains in the camera eye as her words fade into 
actions.’’23 In the flashback, we see the two, Rutledge and Towers, thrown together by 

unusual circumstances: she is waiting for her father to arrive at an abandoned train 
station; Rutledge is fleeing an attack by Apaches. (Not until later do we learn that 
Rutledge was also fleeing a "dark" past--a crime scene involving the dead body of a 
White adolescent, Lucy Dabney, played by Toby Richards). Following Lucy’s rape and 
murder, Rutledge, had been shot by her enraged father, who had assumed that Rutledge 
had committed the rape and murder of his daughter. Thus in self-defense, Rutledge had 
killed Dabney’ s father, and knowing that as a Black male, he automatically would be 

accused of these crimes, had fled the crime scene. The testimony provided by Beecher 
and Rutledge’s defense attorney, Cantrell, helped to vindicate Rutledge, although the 
vindication did not occur until Chandler Hubble (played by Fred Libby), the father of a 
local teenager, stepped forward and admitted that he himself had committed the crime, 
after having falsely accused his dead son, Chris Hubble (played by Jan Stine), who had 
been a friend to Lucy. 

Black Male - Ambivalently Constructed 

Because Strode attempted to emulate John Wayne, the protagonist in The 
Searchers, in order to interrogate Rutledge’s ambivalence in Sergeant Rutledge, it is 
necessary to return to this earlier representation.:4 In The Searchers, Ford had infused 
ambivalence in his characterization of the protagonist, Ethan, making him an 
embodiment of the White subconscious, while also becoming the savior for Whites and 
White culture whose racial purity was being threatened by Native Americans. In the 
racial and sexual politics of the Sergeant Rutledge film, Ford had also ambivalently 



constructed the Black male protagonist. Although elevated to heroic status, Rutledge was 
also demonized and vilified. Because he was Black and male, he was automatically 
believed to have the potential to commit rape and murder--this occurred even though 
through his bravery and heroism, he was positively constructed, and exonerated of the 
crimes he had not committed. In addition, Rutledge’s exoneration served to remove or 
lessen Whites’ racial views and their racial guilt. 

When Rutledge enters the courtroom, he is immediately charged with rape and 
murder. So incendiary are the charges that only one lone White female is allowed to 
remain in the courtroom. These charges of most heinous crimes instantly code Rutledge 
as an object to fear. One of the charges is affirmed by Beecher’s testimony, as she reveals 
that at the abandoned train station, when she saw the dead body of the train attendant on 
the floor, she had screamed and fled. Caught by a Black man (Rutledge), she felt his hand 
around her mouth as he instructed her not to scream. Beecher further attested to 
Rutledge’s villainy, proclaiming, "It was as though he sprung up out of the earth; I 
couldn’t move, I couldn’t scream, it was just like a nightmare." At this point in the film, 
Ford enhanced Rutledge’s demonizing, by having the prosecuting attorney, Captain 
Shattuck (played by Carleton Young), pointing to Rutledge, while questioning Beecher: 
"Did Rutledge threaten or molest you in anyway?" and continuing, "Is that the man who 
sprung up at you like a nightmare?" and; "Is that the man who seized you so brutally and 
viciously?" These leading questions demonstrate the architectonics utilized by the 
prosecuting attorney, Shattuck. Then Beecher adds, "I suppose I slept through the night, 
but I thought that night would never end," continuing to displace her fear onto Rutledge. 

In another demonizing of Rutledge, Cordelia (played by Billie Burke) questions 
Lucy regarding her association to Rutledge: "My dear, is it wise to be so friendly with--?" 
casting a glance toward Rutledge. But Lucy explains her association with Rutledge, 
informing Cordelia that she has known Rutledge ever since she was a youngster, as he 
had taught her how to ride horses. 

Rutledge’s demonizing is continued when for example, at the film’s opening, 
Cantrell discusses his intent to defend Rutledge when Shattuck reveals that spectators at 
the court martial want to see a hanging, and that while he admires Cantrell for providing 
a defense, he thinks that the accused is "as guilty as hell." Rutledge again becomes the 
black linked to lynching when as he enters the courtroom and identifies himself, the 
camera shifts to the White men standing in the back of the courtroom, flaunting a rope--a 
visual signifier of lynching designed to both threaten Rutledge and convey their intent. 
On another occasion, Rutledge informs Cantrell: "If you take me back to the authorities 
now, they will hang me for sure." Reflecting Cantrell’s own ambivalence regarding the 
innocence or guilt of his client, Cantrell responds, "Is that a confession, Rutledge?" But 
later, the judge warns, "I hate hangings and we will have no more talk about hanging." 

Truly there is ambivalence throughout because as the film established Rutledge’s 
demonizing, at the same time, it constructed his bravery and heroism, thereby allowing 
the Black male to assume the position of hero--an image that had seldom been observed 
in Black cinematic representations before this period. Ford manages to create a Black 
male character who, wrongly accused, is later vindicated. Ford establishes Rutledge as 
heroic and brave - a heroism and bravery that is constructed as much by himself as by 
other characters in the film. For example, when Rutledge prevents Beecher from 
screaming, we learn that he is saving her life from an Apache Indian attack. When 



Rutledge removes the dead body of the train attendant from the station, he is similarly 
providing protection and when he insists that Beecher use a weapon to ward off future 
attacks, he is insuring her safety. Rutledge explains that when he instructed Beecher to 
seek refuge in another room, he did so to avoid "White woman trouble." 

In earlier referencing, the film shows that Rutledge had cautioned Lucy to avoid 
jumping horses beyond her capability; that he had rescued a soldier in his regiment who 
was suffering from an injury received as the result of an Indian attack; that he had 
decided to rejoin the regiment after considering a runaway attempt and that he had 
defended his regiment against an Indian attack. In self-effacement, Rutledge had refused 
to allow his soldiers to refer to him as "Top Soldier." He had considered fleeing; but he 
had returned to the unit and faced authorities and the charges leveled against him. 
Rutledge’s bravery is established and affirmed by other characters, as when Beecher 
unequivocally proclaims that Rutledge saved her life and Cantrell affirms, "no officer 
could have protected a woman more gallantly." Thus, Ford’s construction of Rutledge, as 
demonic, on one hand, yet noble, courageous, and brave on the other, does demonstrate 
the ambivalence associated with this role. 

Because Rutledge is characterized as ambivalent, he parallels Ethan of The 
Searchers, but the same kind of ambivalence he embodies was not necessarily 
transfigured in the protagonist, Ethan. While Ethan is positioned as desiring to protect 
and save Whites from the wrath of Native Americans, he is reduced to the very savage- 
like behavior associated with Native Americans. Therefore, Ethan’s psychosis manifests 
itself in his racial hatred of Native Americans. In contrast, in the Sergeant Rutledge film, 
Rutledge becomes the vehicle for which the racial psychosis that Whites possess and 
project onto him because of his Blackness, automatically results in his being accused of 
crimes he did not commit. However, Ford then allows for the Black male’ s later 
vindication, arrived at by a White commanding officer, who proclaims Rutledge’s 
innocence. Ford’s ambivalence is demonstrated at times in Rutledge’s unwavering 
bravery and heroism, but also in his vulnerability, evident when he considers escape and 
nearly concedes to the criminal charges. For example, Cantrell questions Rutledge 
regarding the fact that if he did not commit the crime, then why did he escape -- to which 
Rutledge responds it was "because I walked into something that none of us can fight - 
White woman’s business." The film suggests that although Rutledge is brave as a soldier, 
when it comes to racial and sexual encounters, he abandons his heroism and bravery. 
Ford even allows the Black male hero to cry on the witness stand evident when Rutledge 
is reduced to tears while being vigorously interrogated by the prosecuting attorney--a 
further show of vulnerability, which could be viewed as a sign of weakness. For example, 
Shattuck challenges Rutledge’s bravery, asking, "Are you trying to trade your bravery for 
rape and murder for the mercy of this court?" to which Rutledge responds, "No sir, that’s 
not it." Shattuck continues, "Then what was it?" Rutledge confesses, "And the way I was 
deserting [the regiment] ... I wasn’t nothing worse than a swamp running nigger and I 
ain’t that ... do you hear me ... I am a man." In this instance, Rutledge participates in his 
own subjugation. 

Furthermore, Rutledge’s heroism is nearly displaced by the Beecher’s heroism, as 
when the two are attacked by Indians. While Rutledge wrestles one Indian to the ground, 
another approaches and Beecher shoots the advancing Indian, thus preventing Rutledge 
from being killed. Here, Rutledge is being protected by a White female rather than his 



serving as her protector. Her saving of his life dilutes his heroism. This black male’s 
ultimate fate and destiny then rests on the testimony provided by a White female, 
Beecher, and his White defense attorney, Cantrell, further suggesting that although 
Rutledge might be brave, he cannot control his own fate and destiny which will 
ultimately be controlled, decided upon, and orchestrated by Whites. 

Although Rutledge is an ambivalent character, to investigate the rape trial, it is 
imperative to examine how this film conforms to the conventions characteristic of 
interracial rape films - a discussion that seems necessary to provide the context for 
exploring the rape trial. 

Interracial Rape Films 

How does the film, Sergeant Rutledge, conform to conventions characteristic of 
interracial rape films? Sarah Projansky contends that interracial rape films are: unique to 
the Western genre, and that they include: men of color who are constructed as villainous 
rapists; White women who are positioned as victims; and depict the act of rape as a fate 
worse than death.2s Projansky states: 

For example, in westerns, a woman’s bonnet caught on a broken wagon, a 
silver bracelet on a Native American man’ s wrist, a darkened room whose 
contents (presumably a dead and raped woman) are visible only to the 
hero, a darkened pass between two rocks, ... [and] an extreme close-up of 
a woman’s frightened face coupled with the sound of approaching Indians 
... each symbolizes rape or potential rape within a complex semiotic 
system of inference.26 

Sergeant Rutledge conforms to this depiction: Rutledge signifies the Black male 
rapist, Lucy Dabney is the White female victim, and a heinous act has been committed 
against the White female victim, and the Black male is facing charges that may result in 
his death. When Rutledge and Beecher are thrown together in an abandoned train station 
- an act that hints at rape, especially when Beecher screams at both Rutledge’s arrival 

and the Native American attack, this becomes indicative of white female victimization. In 
a similar vein, Gina Marchetti declares that, "the discourses on rape and lynchings in the 
American popular media also bring white women and men of color together as 
transgressors against the domination of White men .... The tease of this possibility as 
well as its violent suppression fuel the passions explored within the film.’’~7 In the 

Sergeant Rutledge film, the protagonist is accused of Lucy’s rape and murder, which 
seems to hint at the perceived danger that the Black male poses. The Black male 
symbolizes a threat to Whiteness through his relationship to White women. Their White 
"purity" may become tainted if the Black male is connected to the White female; their 
unification is a threat to White male domination. Therefore, Sergeant Rutledge conforms 
to the conventions inherent in interracial rape films. In Marchetti’s view, it is the simple 
possibility that such crimes could occur as well as attempts to suppress the occurrence of 

these crimes, that become the tease that drives the film’s narrative and demonstrates how 
the film, in this instance, Sergeant Rutledge, conforms to interracial rape films.~8 



Julia Lesage suggests that interracial rape films speak to male dominance in a 
capitalistic system and may even invoke incest to describe the patriarch’s possessive role 
in the nuclear family.29 While Sergeant Rutledge does not necessarily address incest, it 

certainly hints at pedophilia as a White male is responsible for the victimization of a 
White adolescent female - a similarity that it shares with The Searchers in Ethan’s desire 
for his niece, Debbie which hints at both incest and pedophilia. In this regard, Sergeant 

Rutledge parallels conventions associated with interracial rape films, followed almost 
certainly by a trial. 

Rape and White Female Victimization 

Sergeant Rutledge and The Searchers are in many ways parallel; one of the most 
important parallels being their focus on rape and their centering on protagonists who are 
connected to rape. In The Searchers, the protagonist attempts to avenge for several rapes 
that are inflicted onto White women. In Sergeant Rutledge, the Black protagonist escapes 
after being charged with rape for the victimization of a White female. The primary 
concern with Sergeant Rutledge is how the film treats rape and the victimization of White 
women. To conduct this examination it is necessary to explore how the elderly White 

female stands in for the voice of the deceased adolescent White female, how the 
innocence of the White female victim is established, and how the White female victim is 
blamed for her own victimization. 

Rutledge is unjustly accused of Lucy’s rape and murder as well as her father’s 
murder; the rape of a White female by a Black male seems to be the most serious of these 
charges. Because the victim is deceased and cannot testify, her story is reconstructed 
primarily through the memories of Cordelia. In Sergeant Rutledge, Rutledge and Cantrell 
are united in the absence of the dead White female victim, Lucy. The fact that Lucy is 

dead and is unable to defend her self or explain what happened nearly dismisses her in a 
plot around which she is centered.3° In Sergeant Rutledge, because Lucy is denied 

subjectivity and voice, through her erasure, Cordelia becomes the voice for Lucy in the 

absence of her own voice. However, when the camera cuts from Cordelia’s verbal 
testimony to her encounter with Lucy, we do briefly see Lucy, but following her death, 
Lucy no longer appears in the film. Therefore, Lucy is rendered unable to tell her side of 
the story - a story that centers around her own victimization and Cordelia’s voice as well 
as her recollections stand in for Lucy’s absence. Cordelia nearly becomes the comic relief 
in the film and because she serves in this capacity as well, it minimizes the seriousness of 
Lucy’s victimization.31 For example, Cordelia is rather absent-minded when providing 

her testimony and is expelled by the judge, Major Fosgate, her husband (played by Willis 
Bouchey) from the courtroom when she vows to deal with him upon their return home. 

The fact that an elderly White female, presumably asexual and non-threatening, 
becomes the voice for the young murdered White female who is sexual, is intended to 
reflect on the victim’s purity and innocence. When Cordelia first shares her memories 
regarding Lucy, she speaks of"dear little Lucy Dabney," and affirms that Lucy always 
wore a gold cross around her neck. Cordelia, conceivably motherless herself, even 
comments on Lucy’s beauty, and hints that Lucy might be somewhat of a "tomboy," 
having been chastised for her un-lady like behavior; Lucy defends her actions and 
proclaims that, "Papa says as long as I say my prayers and behave myself with the young 



lieutenants, this is not such a grave offense." Lucy’s innocence thus is constructed 
through Cordelia’s characterizations; Lucy’s morality in made evident in that she prays; 
and Lucy’s desirability is hinted at in her relationships with young males, such as Chris 
Hubble. Therefore, it is primarily through Cordelia’s memories and recollections of Lucy 
that we come to know the victim - a victim positioned as a symbol of beauty, innocence, 
and purity, and therefore, one likely to be attacked. 

Establishing Lucy as an innocent victim, whose innocence is later violated, 
destroyed or taken away, is a necessary precursor to demonstrating how she became 
victimized. Dr. Eckner’s (played by Charles Seel) report after performing an autopsy of 
Lucy’s dead body (as well as her father’ s) suggests that Lucy was "ravaged and 
strangled"--clearly "the work of a degenerate." At the crime scene, Eckner, along with 
Cantrell and the Buffalo Soldiers, examine the bodies of the deceased. First, they 
examine the body of Lucy’s father; then they observe Lucy’s partially nude body, now 
covered with a blanket. Based on Eckner’s autopsy, he concludes that Lucy was 
strangled, beaten, and violated - findings that demonstrate how she was victimized. But 
Cantrell, in his testimony, claims that a mark discovered on her neck was not the result of 
strangulation but rather was the result of her cross being viciously removed from her 
neck. The cross becomes a symbol of her purity and innocence. Thus, Lucy’s 
victimization is formulated based on the testimonies provided primarily by White males. 

Most disturbing is Lucy’s being blamed for her own victimization - a 
characteristic of many rape cases. For example, earlier, Cordelia remarked that Lucy was 
intent on riding horses and engaging in activities that allowed her to occupy the same 
space with men. Yet, despite Cordelia’s disapproval of Lucy’s behavior, she was also 
sympathetic with Lucy, since she had no mother--as though the absence of a mother 
figure somehow rendered Lucy more vulnerable to victimization. However, most 
inflammatory was when Lucy’s rapist claims that her hyper-sexualizing made her 
desirable, irresistible, and invited his advances. Chandler Hubble confesses, "I had to 
have her. The way she walked, the way her body moved, she drove me crazy." Thus, the 
White female victim is blamed for her own victimization. 

The Multiplicity of Rape 

The female victim’s being blamed for her own victimization is characteristic of 
rape cases and when the rape case goes to trial, "For many women, the trial becomes a 
’second rape’....,,32 Because the real rape is never actually shown and is merely 
reconstructed through the various testimonies, this study suggests that this "storytelling" 
magnifies the real rape through the fictionalized versions, lending itself to the 
reproducing of multiple rapes. For example, although the actual rape of Lucy, for which 
Rutledge is accused but to which Chandler Hubble admits, is not shown, it is 
symbolically reconstructed in the abandoned train station in which Beecher and Rutledge 
seek refuge. Rutledge reminds Beecher of their isolation and declares, "It ain’t about your 
father now, its you and me - You are a Western woman, you can use a gun - [the 
Indians] will have no mercy on you, lady, no mercy." Following their attack by Native 
Americans, Rutledge is injured and he and Beecher retreat to a room located inside the 
train station. Rutledge holds his abdomen where he has been shot and then releases his 
gun holster. The holster hits the floor with a loud noise and Beecher stares at the holster 
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as it drops to the floor. Rutledge then removes his suspenders and takes off his shirt - 
using his undershirt to cover his wound, and then seating himself on the bed. Even 
though he requests Beecher to leave the room, she is adamant and insists on remaining so 
that she can treat his wound. Assuming that he has been injured from a knife wound as 
the result of the Indian attack, she later realizes that he has been shot, and she retrieves 
the whiskey so that he can disinfect the wound of his shirtless body. 

That Rutledge removes his shirt and holster, that Beecher is in close proximity to 
Rutledge and touches his partially nude body, that she attempts to assist him in treating 
his wound, and that she is White and he is Black collectively conjure a sexual illusion 
because of the historical association of White women and Black men in American 
culture. Later, Beecher prepares food, but he instructs her to take her food into the next 
room. Rutledge states, ’Tll dish my own..." to which she remarks, "You stay where you 
are. I’ll get yours." But Rutledge knows better than to allow that, insisting, "Anyone 
comes, you ain’t gonna be in here with me." Beecher responds, "What are you talking 
about?" Rutledge replies, " I am talking about you - a White woman - White women 
spell trouble for any of us." Beecher declares, "That’s nonsense, we are just two people 
trying to stay alive" to which Rutledge remarks, "Lady you don’t know how hard I am 
trying to stay alive .... " In this instance, Rutledge acknowledges his awareness of the 
racial and sexual implications of the two of them being thrown together by unusual 
circumstances. 

Fearing being accused of rape, or even the desire of it, Rutledge insists that she 
leave the room, and so she does go into what appears to be the next room and sits in a 
chair. Out of fear for her safety, she places a shotgun on her lap, marking the gun as a 
phallic symbol. And although rape never occurs, it is seemingly imagined in this scene. 
In fact, Armond White notes the sexual tension between the two: "From Mary in 
silhouette Ford shifts to Rutledge, his large, brown-black, phallic fingers squeezing her 
soft, pale flesh.’’33 This symbolic rape then constitutes a second rape signified in the film. 

A third rape that conceivably occurs is through the testimonies provided by the 
witnesses who relive Lucy’s rape and reveal their unique part to the larger story. Because 
they articulate their memories, the real rape as reconstructed through their testimonies, 
constitutes a third symbolic rape, since the actual rape is never visually shown. It is also 
conceivable that the film appropriates a fourth rape if we consider that Rutledge is being 
victimized, because he is wrongly accused of crimes that he did not commit. His 
victimization would then become symbolic of a fourth rape. In this instance, it would not 
be the rape of a White female but the rape of a Black male whose innocence is being 
challenged. 

Sergeant Rutledge, although a film about one rape, symbolically represents 
multiple rapes that are primarily reconstructed through memories. And even though the 
Black accuser is rendered not guilty, his association with the crime is ingrained in the 
memories of spectators to the extent that the film perpetuates the interracial rape motif 
that it might have been attempting to alleviate. Therefore, a discussion of memory and 
flashback seems called for. 

Memory and Flashback 
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To understand the present, it is necessary to go back into the past, which will then 
facilitate events in the future. If memory becomes linked to trauma, Lucy’s rape is best 
reconstructed through memory because of the inextricable link between the two. Maureen 
Turim surmises that "the frequency of the flashback trope [is ] a way of signaling and 
exploring the return of traumas .... The combination of the halting verbal articulations 
and the variety of fragmented images of painful memories suggest something of the 
poesis of trauma.’’34 Annette Kuhn even suggests that the "past is like the scene of a 
crime: if the deed itself is irrecoverable, its traces may still remain.’’3~ 

In Sergeant Rutledge, Rutledge’ s being accused of murder and rape occurs right 
at the beginning of the film, rather than at the film’s end. This suggests a non-linear 
approach to his story. But Ford then restores linearity, allowing the events surrounding 
the case to unfold in a rather chronological manner through the various testimonies 
provided. The film further complicates our understanding, when a White female, 
Beecher, enters the courtroom. Automatically, Ford is leading us to assume that Beecher 
is the rape victim--and that Rutledge is the rapist. Only later do we learn that Lucy is the 
real victim. First, Beecher testifies on when she encountered Cantrell and Rutledge. 
Second, Cordelia testifies regarding her encounters with Lucy and what occurred on that 
fateful night when Lucy was raped and murdered, as well as when Rutledge was 
observed fleeing the crime scene. Third, Dr. Eckner testifies regarding his investigation 
of the crime scene and the results of the autopsy report. Fourth, Cantrell testifies 
regarding his observations at the crime scene, relating how he found Beecher and 
Rutledge at the abandoned train station, and the discovery of Chris Hubble’s body in the 
desert while attempting to escort Beecher home. Fifth, Skidmore (played by Juano 
Hernandez), the elderly member of the regiment, testifies that when Rutledge escaped, 
Cantrell attempted to halt him but Beecher grabbed his arm to prevent him from shooting 
Rutledge, the man who had protected her. Finally, Rutledge testifies that he returned to 
face the incriminating charges against him because of what the regiment meant to him, as 
well as to prove his innocence. Sixth, Beecher returns to the witness stand to verify that 
Cantrell found Lucy’s necklace on the dead body of an Apache Indian, and she proclaims 
Rutledge’s bravery in saving her life. Thus the film ends where it began, nearly coming 
full circle, with the prosecutor and defense counsel presenting closing arguments. 

Shattuck, the prosecuting attorney, attempts to convince the court of Rutledge’s 
guilt, stating, "It was not I who tried to shift the guilt of a dead White to save this man 
[referring to Rutledge]... It was not I who, to save this man, stooped to use the symbol of 
the cross to pin a hateful charge of rape on a dead White boy. It was not I who tried to 
write the word murderer on the gravestone of that innocent White boy to salvage the life 
and freedom of this Negro." When Cantrell objects to Shattuck’s accusations, the judge 
interrupts to proclaim that the verdict rests on the authenticity of Lucy’s cross and the 
coat (with the initials of C.H.) found on the dead body of Chris Hubble. It is then, that 
Chandler Hubble, Chris’s father, volunteers to explain how he had sold Lucy the 
necklace, and he publicly admits to her murder. The present testimonies then reconstruct 
the past events so that the future of Rutledge’s fate can be decided. Deleuze states, "It is 
in the present that we make a memory, in order to make use of it in the future when the 
present will be past.’’~6 

Kuhn notes that memories frequently reconstruct the past, time, place, experience, 
image, and the unconscious.~7 As for this examination, it is not what these memories 
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represent, but more importantly, how they function. For example, Beecher’s testimony 
provides the historical context in which the event takes place; Cordelia’s memory marks 
the victim; Eckner’s memory documents the crime scene; Cantrell’s memory serves to 
rescue Rutledge; Skidmore’s memory verifies Cantrell’s actions; Rutledge’s memory 
serves to prove his innocence; Beecher, utilizes her memory to affirm Rutledge’s 
innocence; and Hubble’s memory serves to vindicate Rutledge of the crime for which he 
is wrongly accused. 

Betrayal and Restoration of a Threatened White Paternity 

In the film, Sergeant Rutledge, it is not until the very end of the trial, that 
Chandler Hubble steps forward to confess to the rape and murder of Lucy - a confession 
that vindicated Rutledge of these crimes. The guilty White male has rescued the innocent 
Black male through his admission to rape and murder - a rape and murder that initially, 
he allowed to be displaced onto his dead son. Hubble claims, "I can’t stand by and see the 
Sergeant hung for something my boy did" - a declaration that seemed to be honorable, 
even though he was the rapist and murderer. 

Hubble’s honor, however, is quickly eroded when he admits to the murder, 
because of the immorality of his willingness to allow his dead son to be accused of these 
crimes. A White male had actually committed the crime. But this would damage or 
destroy the image of White paternity, and therefore, this paternity had to be restored. The 
image of White paternity’s being tarnished was further evident when Beecher’s father 
had failed to arrive at the train station on time so that she would not be abandoned, when 
Cantrell was unable to prevent Beecher’s father’s being attacked by Apache Indians, 
when Cantrell nearly lost his case, until Hubble was chided into publicly admitting that 
he had committed these crimes, and when Beecher questioned Cantrell’s integrity and 
referred to him as "a cheap contemptible tin-plated book soldier." 

Despite these threats to the heroism and bravery associated with White paternity, 
the very White males who threatened its existence or hinted at its demise, then served to 
rescue this paternity. For example, through his successful defense, Cantrell was able to 
have Rutledge exonerated of these criminal charges. But, by doing so, does he allow the 
White male to emerge as a hero, thus rescuing the threatened White paternity? Even 
though Chandler Hubble’s admission that he does not want to witness a man being hung 
for something he did not do, will it be accepted that he has committed an immorality? Is 
it conceivable that had Hubble not confessed to these crimes, Rutledge would have 
remained accused of these charges? 

Most importantly, Cantrell, the White male who successfully defended the Black 
male wrongly accused of rape and murder, allows the White male to emerge as hero. In 
fact, Cantrell’s moving defense of his client is so powerful that he nearly displaces 
Rutledge in a trial in which he is centered, particularly when Cantrell proclaims that "if 
the color of a man’s skin is introduced as evidence.., then, it is the Court that is on trial 
and not that soldier." 

With respect to Sergeant Rutledge, while Cantrell provides a passionate defense 
for Rutledge and internalizes the emotionalism embodied by Rutledge to proclaim his 
innocence, the more important point, is how the White male is elevated to heroic status 
while defending a Black male. Although Rutledge is depicted as a heroic figure, 
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amplified by the song lyrics describing him as "a mountain of a warrior," apparent when 
the Black soldiers declare that he deserves a medal, and when the Black soldiers suggest 

that he deserves to be honored in the White House where Abraham Lincoln lives; 
Rutledge’s heroism is deflated by the fact that he still committed murder even though it 

was in self-defense. Moreover, Rutledge personifies the heroism that Cantrell desires and 
it is his unwavering constitution and overpowering stature that is so captivating, that 
Cantrell seemingly uses the Black racial Other to embellish his own characterization. In 
fact, without Rutledge, Cantrell would be less than a man. Cantrell, has to win or achieve 
his heroism through his racial Other, which he does when he wins Rutledge’s court case. 

The film Sergeant Rutledge also promotes a sense of nationalism; symbolically 
representing the conquering of the West through White domination, but with the 
assistance of Blacks and through the annihilation of Native Americans.38 Although the 

film, Sergeant Rutledge, promotes a progressive view of nationalism, it still does so 
through the extermination of Native Americans, the excision of Black males, and the rape 

of a White female. The film implies that once these marginalized figures are conquered, 
the sense of nationhood can be restored to its full sense of dignity and honor. 

Whereas Cantrell and the Black regiment solidify their forces against Native 
Americans, Blacks question their own displacement, as Cantrell becomes an anomaly - a 
White officer who defends the innocence of his wrongly accused "Top Soldier." 
Rutledge’s being found not guilty seems to broaden and speak to the expanding national 
narrative that suggests that whereas Whites formerly castigated Blacks, they are now able 
to respect, embrace, and even support Blacks--but this occurs while Whites remain in 
command. This unity parallels that alluded to by Robert Burgoyne in his critique of Glory 
(1989) when he suggests that "under the banner of the national, a sense of black and 
white ’having a common story and necessarily sharing the same fate,’ an awareness of 
commonality ... entails nothing less than a whole sale challenge and overturning of the 
master narrative of American history.’’39 A similar assessment can be made of Sergeant 

Rutledge. 

Racial Parallels within and between The Searchers and Sergeant Rutledge 

Strode’s critique of Sergeant Rutledge evokes questions surrounding how such 
films neutralize differences between Whites and Blacks, so as to participate in 
constructing a nationhood (as illuminated by Burgoyne) that viewed Native Americans as 

a threat. Despite such progressive intentions, both films’ treat race ambivalently. For 
example, Ford apparently was fascinated with the Western genre and because the buffalo 
were an integral part of both settings, he frequently made reference to them in both films. 
A question arises, however, as to whether having referred to them in The Searchers, was 
he including buffalo in Sergeant Rutledge to make the Black soldiers synonymous with 
these animals, at least in name? On the other hand, recalling Ford’s use of the buffalo in 
The Searchers, Peter Lehman reports that while searching for food during a winter snow, 
"Ethan and Marty encounter a herd of buffalo. Ethan, for no reason apparent to Marty, 

starts to slaughter them. As Marty desperately tries to stop Ethan from this senseless 
destruction they hear the distant sounds of a cavalry bugle.’’4° This slaughter becomes 

linked to the slaughter of an Indian village by the cavalry. In comparison, in Sergeant 
Rutledge because the Black soldiers are called the buffalo soldiers - is it possible that the 
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Black soldiers become conflated with the animals depicted in The Searchers? Also, if so, 
does this suggest that they are amenable to slaughter? Ford regarded the buffalo as an 
important part of the Western landscape in the former film. When he later made Sergeant 
Rutledge, did he transfer his fascination for buffalo as animals onto the buffalo as Black 
soldiers?41 

Despite their very different narratives, The Searchers and Sergeant Rutledge have 
striking parallels with respect to their racialized narratives. Gallagher surmises that "Few 
pictures depict ’order’ so distastefully or the military so repugnantly [as Ford’s films]. 
The violence in themselves that the whites disguise as order and do not acknowledge, 
they project into the land they strive to dominate--the inimicably inhospitable landscape 
of arid stone, red like the Indians who strike back like the furies of white 
subconsciousness - and they project into the blacks they do dominate--the blacks who 
the whites in their repressed sexuality think want to rape them.’’42 That both films attempt 
to interrogate the White subconscious in its desire to come to terms with its own racism 
be it either against Blacks or Indians, is demonstrative of how these two films parallel 
each other. Arthur Eckstein, in critique of The Searchers, asserts, "that it locates the 
psychological roots of racism in the projection of one’s own unacceptable impulses and 
desires onto the Other, followed by the ferocious punishment of that Other.’’43 This view 
with respect to Sergeant Rutledge would be applicable, except for the fact that in this film 
the Black Other is not punished as harshly as is the Native American Other in The 
Searchers. In a similar vein, Lehman argues that the Western allowed Ford to interrogate 
race by displacing the present day tensions between Black and Whites onto an earlier 
time period in the tensions that existed between Whites and Native Americans.44 

Aside from the parallels shared on the basis of race between these two films, the 
similarity shared between the heroes is glaringly apparent in that Rutledge/Strode and 
Ethan!Wayne both are tall and imposing men who are on a quest. Rutledge’s quest is to 
prove his innocence of rape and murder charges as well as to reclaim his manhood since 
his honor as the leader of this Black regiment stands to tarnish the honor of all Black 
males associated with the regiment. EthaniWayne’s quest is to avenge the murder of his 
family (even though he claims he has no "blood kin") and to retrieve his niece who is 
taken captive by the Indian Chief, Scar, (who might also serve as Ethan’s alter-ego4~) to 
whom she is both culturally and sexually linked, causing Ethan to both desire her as well 
as disparage her, as he seeks to kill her. 

While Ford may not have intended to create a complicated hero in Sergeant 
Rutledge in the way that he did in The Searchers, undeniably the psychosis that he 
attempts to induce with Rutledge may have been an extension of the psychosis infused in 
Ethan. Lehman observes Ethan’s psychosis when he states, "Ethan’s sexual desire for 
Martha [his sister-in-law], his initial desire to kill Debbie [his niece], and later impulse to 
save her is developed exclusively in visual terms; it is never spoken of or even hinted at 
in the dialogue .... ,,46 Eckstein affirms that Ethan is compelled to kill Debbie since she 
has become intimate with Indians and thus her racial and sexual purity must be 
destroyed.47 He adds that Ethan’s psychosis, however, deviated from the traditional 
Western hero in that, "He shoots people in the back (and then robs them), disrupts 
funerals (and weddings), and views all religion with bitter cynicism .... Toward Indians 
he is motivated only by brutal racism; toward Whites outside his immediate family he is 
cold, suspicious, and often gratuitously insulting.’’48 However, psychotic Ethan might 
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have been, as Ford constructed him, Rutledge in comparison was in stark contrast and 
represented Ethan’s antithesis even though Rutledge remains a hero with human failings, 
whose identity is dependent on Whites, whereas Ethan’s identity is dependent on Native 
Americans. In comparison, Rutledge, while exhibiting bravery by refusing to be accused 
of a crime he did not commit, and heroism as when he attempts to save one of his soldiers 
from an Indian attack, in the presence of a White woman, he recoils with fear that he will 
be accused of another crime and becomes overly emotional on the witness stand when 
vigorously interrogated by a prosecuting attorney. So while the two protagonists share 
similarities, they also have significant differences. 

For example, other parallels shared between the two films include: (a) both films 
focus on White female victimization, (b) both films have White female characters named 
Lucy,49 (C) both films are motivated by the desire to either avenge for the sexual abuse 
these White women have endured (in The Searchers) or have the hero exonerated of 
charges leveled against him involving a sexually abused White female (in Sergeant 
Rutledge), and (d) both films hint at interrelationships and incest or pedophilia. In The 
Searchers, the White female, Debbie, who is Ethan’s niece (played by Natalie Wood) is 
engaged in an interracial relationship with a Native American demonstrating how 
interracial relationships involving White women are regarded as unspeakable crimes. 
Moreover, in The Searchers, Martha (Ethan’s sister-in-law), is desired by Ethan and his 
desire for her is then transferred onto his desire for his niece, Debbie, thereby hinting at 
incest.~° In Sergeant Rutledge, the film hints at interracial relationships in that a black 
male is accused of raping a white female and hints at a perverted sexuality in that Lucy is 
actually raped and murdered by her friend’s father, therefore, hinting at pedophilia. 

Ford’s films, Sergeant Rutledge and The Searchers above and beyond race are 
similar in style. According to Lehman, "Ford ... weaves [unanswered questions] into a 
complex set of related questions that undermine the fabric of knowledge that we as 
spectators have of characters and events in the film, and he explicitly links our 
spectatorial position to the dilemmas of the characters in the film.’’~1 In Sergeant 
Rutledge Ford has used fewer unanswered questions--questions such as leaving the 
identity of the killer unknown until the film’s end, and having the story unfold through 
the testimonies of characters seated on the witness stand, as we (as spectators) attempt to 
establish both what happened and what the relationship is between these characters. In 
review of The Searchers, Lehman suggests that Ford foregrounds characters who have 
difficulty establishing knowledge of events they have not witnessed-a device that 
coincides with cinematic techniques through his utilization of off-screen space; a similar 
style and strategy is observed in Sergeant Rutledge.~2 For example, in Sergeant Rutledge, 
Cordelia, testifies about the last time she saw Rutledge and reveals that on the evening of 
the murder she heard two shots and rushed to the window. At that point, the camera cuts 
from the courtroom scene, and while her voice-over narration continues, the film is 
showing the actual event taking place, with Cordelia opening her window, peering out, 
and observing Rutledge in the distance, gun drawn and falling to the ground. Lehman 
adds that, The Searchers creates a "hermeneutic structure ... [that] involves delays and 
snares before the ’truth’ is known, and once it is known the text is ’used up’ and ends .... 
In [The Searchers] the central hermeneutic might be formulated as: Will Ethan find 
Debbie, and if he does, will he carry out his desire to kill her?’’53 As for Sergeant 
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Rutledge, the hermeneutic structure involves whether or not Rutledge raped and 
murdered Lucy and once it is established that he did not, then, who did? 

Although the two films share similarities, but are also marked by their differences, 
the importance of both the similarities and the differences is that they reflect Ford’s 
attempt to address race in what may be considered his liberal politics, however 
questionable and/or debatable. 

Conclusion 

The film, Sergeant Rutledge, is as much about race as it is about Ford, who 
according to Frank Manchel, made the film toward the end of his career, at a time when 
he was attempting to come to terms with a post-war America, as well as with his own 
frustration with the Hollywood industry. Manchel reveals that, "In making Sergeant 
Rutledge, Ford, in part was responding to the fears of the moment: a Catholic in the 
White House, a military-industrial complex threatening America’s internal security, and 
America’s racial problems growing out of control. [Ford] makes Rutledge an idealistic 
outsider facing a hostile world, misunderstood by friend and foe’"54--strikingly familiar 
to Ford’s construction of Ethan in The Searchers. However, in Sergeant Rutledge, a 
Black male was exonerated of crimes that he did not commit--which may speak to 
Ford’s own personal quest to resurrect his past transgressions against Blacks and Native 
Americans. 

The film, Sergeant Rutledge, also subtly evokes memories of a slave-past with an 
ever current reality--the film was produced in 1960, coinciding with the Civil Rights 
Movement. The film promotes what Lynn Spigel refers to as that "inbetween place" 
between popular memory and official history where "they invite audiences to play with 
these truths by self-consciously acknowledging their deviations from hard fact .... They 
draw on strategies of professional history to authenticate themselves as the ’official 
story,’ they also narrate another past that often implicitly contradicts the official 
version.’’5~ In this instance, it is not a matter of re-arranging events from the official 
history; more importantly, the film seeks to counter this history through a questioning of 
the past as it relates to the present. So while audiences’ memory of the past coincides 
with what happened historically, the present circumstances defy history. For example, the 
Black soldiers acknowledge that many were former slaves who were freed under 
Abraham Lincoln’s leadership; yet Rutledge is automatically accused of these crimes and 
cannot expect to receive a fair trial. Therefore, these Black males were not really free, as 
they had been led to believe. This lack of freedom is symbolized by the Civil Rights 
Struggles that ensued off-screen, demonstrating how the film itself occupies the 
interspace between the past and present. 

Manchel surmises that, "By refocusing the audience’s attention on the divergence 
between history and myth, the tension between heroes and the community, the Jim 
Crowism in our pioneer military history, and the absent voices of African-Americans on 
the western frontier, Ford set out to refurbish the genre that he had so long shaped.’’~6 
Whatever redemptive qualities the film might have represented, it was a failure at the 
box-office and received mixed reviews in the mainstream press. Variety applauded 
Ford’s approach and declared that, "While the climax of the story has a distinctly 
melodramatic flourish, it carries considerable force. The scenarists and Ford apparently 
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were striving for shock effect - and they have it.’’~7 The New York Herald Tribune 
observed that Ford, "has taken what is, after all, a story which if not trite is certainly 
familiar enough, and made of it a picture of guts and finish.’’~8 The New York Times 
described the film as, "a good picture - thoughtful, well-acted, biting, interesting and 
stimulating - with a steady hand of an old pro like Mr. Ford evident every step of the 
way .... [But] the drama remains strong, rather than powerful.’’~9 Time Magazine was 
less enthusiastic and described it as, "An embarrassingly bad film by Producer-Director 
John Ford. The forbearing viewer will recall with respect that Ford also directed such 
pictures as The Informer and Grapes of Wrath .... The trouble is that the libretto of this 
post-Civil War horse opera is both grand and comic, often at the same time.’’6° 

Interestingly, while Sergeant Rutledge received mixed reviews in the mainstream, 
the film was overwhelmingly applauded by the Black press and endorsed by the Civil 
Rights activists. For example, the Chicago Defender noted that "Because [the film] is 
taken from official records of some of the exploits of the famed 9th and 10th Cavalry 
Regiments, Sergeant Rutledge is regarded as having an even cleaner and more effective 
impact on the current race situation than the celebrated The Defiant Ones, which told a 
story about two convicts.’’61 The New York Amsterdam News reported that after viewing 
the film, Sammy Davis, Jr. remarked that, "The suspense, excitement, action and Woody 
Strode’s acting add up to an entertainment experience that’s a real gasser.’’62 Ebony 
Magazine observed that, "Though the factor of racial prejudice is not treated in depth, it 
is faced frankly through the problems of Negro soldiers .... ,,63 Manchel acknowledging 
the divide between the mainstream press and black press, claims that in later years this 
divide was less obvious particularly among a new generation of critics.64 

However, when the film was screened in New York, the 369th Regiment marched 
on Broadway to celebrate the film’s opening and a number of celebrities were invited to 
the film’s premiere that included: Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jackie Robinson, 
Frederick O’Neal, Bessie Buchanan, A. Philip Randolph, Sidney Poitier, Roy Wilkins, 
Thurgood Marshal among others.6~ Such pageantry speaks to the importance of the 
history represented in the film as well as the history that was being made in celebration of 
this earlier historical moment. 

Advertisements for the film frequently featured Strode’s partially nude body-- 
and described him as, "a rangy, six foot two inch giant with rippling muscles, Strode 
dominates virtually every scene ... with his great physique and superb acting.’’66 
Although Strode was objectified on screen and in advertisements, the film was a vehicle 
utilized to explore the sexual and racial politics of an earlier period while managing to 
speak to these politics in a later period. What makes the film so fascinating is that it 
continues to speak to these politics in a more contemporary period. 

Despite these complexities and tensions that surfaced regarding the film’s 
advertisements, reviews, and issues invoked, Strode had no doubt about Ford’s skill as a 
director who managed to influence actors to convey their talent. He later acknowledged 
Ford’s talent and revealed that during the production of Sergeant Rutledge, Ford 
encouraged him to become so inebriated the night before an important scene that the next 
day on the set, Strode performed with such emotionalism that Ford developed goose 
bumps. Strode reports, "He knew how to pluck me like a harp. That old man not only 
directed me, he split my personality. I almost had a nervous breakdown doing Sergeant 
Rutledge .... ,,67 Describing his role in the film, Strode relates, "’I’ve never gotten over 
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Sergeant Rutledge ... It had dignity. John Ford put classic words in my mouth .... You 
[have] never seen a Negro come off a mountain like John Wayne before. I had the 
greatest Glory Hallelujah ride across the Pecos River that any Black man ever had on the 
screen. And I did it myself. I carried the whole Black race across that river.’’’68 Strode’s 

affection for his role is undeniable as well as his attempt to emulate John Wayne, the 
complicated White hero in The Searchers. 

Thus, this investigation has attempted to re-examine Sergeant Rutledge, to 
demonstrate how the Black male is ambivalently constructed; how the film conforms to 
interracial rape films; how it constructs rape and White female victimization; how the 
film depicts a multiplicity of rapes; how the film reconstructs memory and flashback; and 
how the film betrays and restores a threatened White paternity. Ford’ s Sergeant Rutledge 
then remains ambivalent in its treatment of race as much as his earlier produced The 

Searchers remains unresolved in its intentions of its protagonists; a reflection of Ford’s 
equally unresolved ambivalence and questionable liberalism as he reconstructed white 
justice, black justice and his own sense of justice. 
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Exam I: INTS390 

15% 

Instructions: Please answer both questions 

PLEDGE: The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a pledge on all 
written work. ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this 
assignment.") 

(6points) Discuss Jack Donnelly’s conceptualization of human rights and his views on the role of 

the state in the promotion of human rights. Further, discuss the philosophical underpinnings of 

Donnelly’s conceptualization of human rights and the role of the state in human rights 

discourse. 

(9 points) Discuss the economic, political and cultural-intellectual developments that shaped 

human rights struggles in the epoch of Enlightenment. Discuss two2 human rights legacies that 

emerged during age of Enlightenment that would influence human rights struggles in later 

historical conjunctures. 

Good Luck! Dr. Sahle. 



MIDTERM 

1. In a poorly written article entitled, "A Post Racial Era, Think Again" Temple 
professors suggest that: 
a. race is no longer important 
b. race continues to be important 
c. Michelle Obama, as 1st lady, will not be important 
d. Stereotypes about black women will continue to be shaped by Oprah. 

2. What does Gerald Early point to or at least suggest as being a sign that "we" have 
arrived at, in effect, the end of America’s racial history? 
a. the appointment of Illinois Senator Ronald Burris 
b. the impeachment of Illinois Governor Blagoevich 
c. the election ofBarack Obama 
d. the New Years day shooting and death of an unarmed black man ( Oscar Grant ) in 
Oakland, CA 

3. Who is Tolu Olorunda? 
a. Under 20 something Nigerian immigrant that does not think Barack Obama and 

Martin Luther King Jr. have much in common 
b. Under 20 something Kenyan immigrant that thinks Obama will improve US/African 

relations. 
c. Over 40 something Nigerian immigrant that does not think Barack Obama and Martin 

Luther King Jr. have much in common. 
d. Over 40 something Kenyan immigrant that does not think Obama will improve 

US/African relations. 

4. In an article entitled, "President Obama, It’s Now Safe to Talk about Civil Rights" 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson suggests that the major cause of disparities between blacks and 
whites with regard to income, education, health care, and disproportionally long criminal 
sentencing is; 
a. unwed mothers 
b. African Americans who are simply to lazy to get out of bed 
c. racial discrimination 
d. unwed fathers 

5. In an article entitled, "Black Hand on Abe’s Bible: Free at Last" Stanley Crouch 
argues that: 
a. "We Shall Overcome" has now become, "Yes, we did" 
b. Obama’s victory was that he overrode the loons and various race hustlers 
c. some academics have become wealthy selling "doom and gloom" to students 
d. all of the above 



6. The Emancipation Proclamation issued on January 1st, 1863 promised to do the 
following 
a. free all slaves in the Confederacy 
b. free all slaves 
c. free all slaves in the border states 
d. free slaves in western territories 

7. What happened at Fort Pillow on April 12, 1864? 
a. the 54th Massachusetts regiment captured the fort in a victory for the Union 
b. Robert Smalls seized the Confederate vessel, The Planter 
c. African American union soldiers refuse unequal payment 
d. Confederate soldiers let by Nathan Bedford Forrest slaughter 300 captured black 
soldiers and their white commanders after they had surrendered 

8. What did the men of the 54th Massachusetts do to protest race discrimination? 
a. They went on a hunger strike to protest unequal treatment. 
b. They had the first sit-in, at the White House, and were arrested and charged with 

treason. 
c. They said they would accept no pay unless it was equal to white men’s pay. 
d. The 54th Massachusetts men made no protest against race discrimination, as they were 

an all white regiment. 

9. What did Harriet Tubman and Mary Elizabeth Bowser have in common about their 
activities during the Civil War? 

a. Both black women led helpful spying efforts on the Confederacy for the Union. 
b. Both women were influential writers for the Union cause. 
c. Both black women actually supported the Confederacy, demonstrating that blacks held 

varying opinions during the Civil War. 
d. They were early women’s rights activists. 

10. What was the first concern of many African Americans once they achieved freedom? 
a. forming churches 
b. retaliating against former masters 
c. reuniting with lost family members 
d. moving to the northern cities 

11. Which of the following is true about the Port Royal Experiment? 
a. Ex-slaves began to work the land around Port Royal, South Carolina, and some were 

able to purchase property. 
b. It was a Southern experiment to re-institute slavery. The experiment failed when 

Lincoln discovered it. 
c. It was an attempt to force slaves into industrial labor in the North. 
d. None of these answers are true. 



12. What was the main purpose of the Freedmen’s Bureau? 
a. to free the slaves in the South 
b. to help blacks find jobs in the North 
c. to help assist the newly freed slaves in their transition to freedom 
d. to press for civil and political rights for blacks 

13. What was a limitation of the Freedmen’s Bureau? 
a. Congress failed to appropriate enough money to it. 
b. There were never enough personnel involved and staff members frequently held racist 

views of blacks. 
c. The Freedmen’s Bureau was given huge responsibilities, including education, 

mediating labor contracts, obtaining land, and settling criminal disputes. 
d. All of these answers are correct. 

14. What happened to Circular 13 and Special Field Order # 15? 
a. They were both revoked. Land that had been given to blacks was returned to white 

owners. 
b. They both served as models for black freedom for the rest of the country. 
c. They were generally ignored, as northern whites were just as racist as Southerners. 
d. They continued as they had during the war, but had little effect, since they were of 

such small scale. 

15. What was the problem with the labor contracts for many blacks? 
a. There were few problems, because of the beneficial attitudes of many Freedmen’s 

Bureau workers. 
b. They were rarely done voluntarily, or on an equal basis. Blacks ended up at about the 

same station as during slavery. 
c. Blacks refused to sign them, thinking that whites were trying to trick them into slavery 

again. 
d. The labor contracts were not the main problem. White landowners simply refused to 

obey their terms. 

16. What purpose did churches not serve for African Americans? 
a. It allowed them separate, private spaces away from whites. 
b. It filled spiritual needs in difficult times, and allowed for the development of black 

music. 
c. Because it was a very wealthy institution, it often provided loans to its members, 

helping them through difficult times. 
d. It provided an area for black leadership to develop, and for the development of black 

culture and ideas 



17. What types of arguments did blacks use at conventions to try to persuade whites to 
give them more rights? 

a. They reminded whites that blacks loved America, and were patriotic. 
b. They asked for a justice that was blind to color. 
c. They asked that whites live by the terms of the Declaration of Independence. 
d. All of these answers are correct. 

18. What was the purpose of the Union Leagues in the South? 
a. They were racist white organizations designed to stop blacks from gaining rights. 
b. They were interracial organizations working for racial harmony. 
c. They were social and sometimes political organizations, in which blacks often played 

a prominent role. 
d. They were business organizations for blacks. 

19. Why does Nell Painter contend that African Americans did not produce 
much artwork about the period of Reconstruction? 

a. There were not very many black artists during this time in American history 
b. Angry Southern whites burned all the art by blacks they could find 
c. Reconstruction was ultimately disappointing and did not inspire much art work 
d. Art supplies were hard to come by at this time in our nations history 

20. Who were the carpetbaggers and the scalawags? 
a. Carpetbaggers were Republicans from the North; scalawags were white Southerners 

who supported the Republicans. 
b. Scalawags were Republicans from the North; carpetbaggers were white Southerners 

who supported the Republicans. 
c. Carpetbaggers were black Democrats from the South; scalawags were white 

Northerners who supported the Republicans. 
d. Carpetbaggers were Democrats from the North; scalawags were black Southerners 

who supported the Republicans. 

21. What was the highest state office to which a black man was elected in the South 
during Reconstruction? 

a. Governor 
b. State senator 
c. Lieutenant Governor 
d. Blacks were not elected to any state offices. 

22. How did some black legislators try to gain land for blacks? 
a. by forcing large property holders to give land to the state, so that blacks could have it 
b. by making taxes on large landowners so high that they would have to sell their land 
c. Black legislators never felt they had enough power to even think about giving blacks 

land. 
d. Some black legislators advocated violence as a way to gain land during 

Reconstruction. 



23. Why were black political leaders not more successful in their goals? 
a. They were unskilled in politics. 
b. They were generally uneducated, lower-class men. 
c. They faced overwhelming opposition, not only from Democrats, but also from white 

Republicans on a number of issues. 

d. All of these answers are correct. 

24. How did class and social status divide blacks during Reconstruction? 

a. Leaders who had been slaves were often worried about land and labor issues. 
b. Leaders who had been free were often worried about civil rights issues. 

c. Leaders who had been slaves were often worried about land and labor issues, and 
leaders who had been free were often worried about civil rights issues. 

d. None of these answers are correct. 

25. What did Southerners mean when they said they wanted to "redeem" their states? 
a. They wanted to be in power, and have the Republicans be a minority group. 
b. They wanted to remove all blacks to Africa. 
c. They wanted to restore religious feeling and true Christianity to their state. 
d. They wanted to not only remove blacks and Republicans from political office, but 

from being able to wield any political power or hold any office. 

26. What was often the problem with enforcement of laws against the actions of the 

Klan? 
a. Since no terrorist groups had existed before, there were no laws to deal with them. 
b. Many times, local law enforcement or white troops sided with the Klan against the 

blacks. 
c. There were only a very small number of men in the Klan, and they always remained 

secret and hidden from prosecution. 

d. The Klan’s actions were almost invisible, since no one reported news of the terrorism. 

27. What effect did the Enforcement Acts have? 
a. The government moved quickly against the Klan, but few of its members were 

prosecuted severely. 
b. None--southern governments laughed at northern attempts to get rid of the Klan. 
c. The Enforcement Acts actually shielded Klan members, since many of them were 

leaders of the community. 

d. None of these answers are correct. 

28. What is true about the end of Reconstruction? 
a. Whites learned that intimidation and violence could reduce black voting. 
b. Democrats regained control of Southern legislatures. 
c. It left few lasting benefits for blacks. 

d. All of these answers are true. 



29. What was the "Shotgun Policy"? 
a. a policy adopted by African-American leaders in Louisiana to defend themselves 

against whites 
b. a massive campaign of violence against blacks in Mississippi to bring the state back 

under "civilized" white control 
c. a policy frequently adopted in the Reconstruction South, requiring marriage if a 

woman became pregnant 
d. The "Shotgun Policy" required the quartering of federal troops in areas that were 

considered Klan strongholds. 

30. What were "grandfather clauses"? 
a. voting restrictions, which said that someone could only vote if his father or 

grandfather had been able to vote before a certain time (generally right at the end of 
slavery) 

b. limitations on voting to those people who were grandfathers 
c. limitations on voting to those who could prove that their grandfathers had been 

residents of the state as well; since blacks moved around so much after 
Reconstruction, they rarely qualified 

d. a clause requiring all grandfathers to vote before their sons. 

31. What was the effect of the Plessy v. Ferguson decision? 
a. The Supreme Court basically made the Fourteenth Amendment completely ineffective 

for blacks. 
b. The Supreme Court declared that Louisiana’s segregation laws were acceptable under 

the constitution. 
c. It demonstrated that the highest court in the land accepted unequal, discriminatory 

treatment of blacks. 
d. All of these answers are correct. 

32. What incident prompted the racial violence in Wilmington, North Carolina? 

a. The KKK held a very large parade downtown. 
b. A black newspaper editor suggested that white women were voluntarily having sexual 

relations with black men. 
c. Blacks decided that only violence would end segregation. 

d. All of these are correct. 

33. What is true about the number oflynchings in the South over the period 1889-1932? 
a. About two to three people were lynched every week. 
b. It was actually very small, although the black press constantly reported false 

occurrences. 

c. About ten people were lynched daily, in the South alone. 
d. No statistics were ever kept about the numbers of lynchings. 



34. What was an "Exoduster"? 
a. a black person who moved to the western United States in search of a better life than 

in the South 
b. a white person who advocated destroying the black race 
c. a black person who wanted to migrate to Africa 
d. an African person who came to America shortly before the Civil War 

35. Which of the following is true about blacks in business in the late nineteenth century? 

a. Some blacks had the opportunity to move up in white-owned corporations. 
b. In order to succeed in business, blacks generally had to cater to other blacks. 
c. Many blacks were able to succeed with whites by being totally subservient. 
d. None of these answers are correct. Blacks had no businesses of their own during the 

late nineteenth century. 

36. The Niagara Movement leaders stated, "We repudiate the monstrous doctrine that the 
oppressor should be the sole authority as to the rights of the oppressed." What does this 

mean? 
a. Blacks wanted to have an active role in determining what they wanted, rather than 

leaving it all up to whites. 
b. They thought violence was the only solution to blacks’ problems. 
c. They thought whites had no role in American politics. 
d. None of these are correct 

37. What was true about the NAACP publication, The Crisis? 

a. It was generally a very conservative publication, stressing acceptance of current racial 
conditions. 

b. Edited by Du Bois, it generally contained strident language denouncing racism and 
demanding that blacks stand up for their rights. 

c. It stressed blacks’ need to obtain education in farming techniques. 
d. The Crisis was very short lived, since it was very radical, and was driven out of 

business by the government. 

38. What did many of the race riots of the early twentieth century have in common? 
a. Whites were generally afraid that black newcomers would steal jobs and opportunities 

from them. 
b. Police would often contribute to the violence themselves. 
c. Frequently, whites would level accusations of some type of sexual misconduct against 

black men. 

d. All of these answers are correct. 



39. One of the best known examples of black artists recognizing working peoples 
centrality to the survival of the ’race’ in tough times is: 

a. Palmer Hayden’s ’John Henry on the Right, Steam Drill on the Left 
b. Elizabeth Catlett’s, ’ Sharecropper’ 
c. Edwin Harleston’s, ’The Old Servant’ 
d. Samella Lewis’s, ’Waterboy’ 

40. Who argued that, "Merit, no matter under what skin it is found, is, in the long run, 
recognized and rewarded." 

a. Josephus Daniels 
b. Anna Julia Cooper 
c. W.E.B. DuBois 
d. Booker T. Washington 

41. "The Banjo Lesson" by Henry Ossawa Turner is one of black arts favorite images. 

shows; 
a. Africans creating the first banjo in Africa 
b. a jam session during the Harlem Renassance 
c. an older man teaching a boy to play the banjo 
d. a minstrel show with an older man teaching others how to play the banjo. 

42. Booker T. Washington’s behind the scenes political activities included 

a. financing court cases designed to strike down the grandfather clause in LA and AL 
b. trying to persuade railroad executives to improve conditions 
c. attempts at trying to free black farm laborers imprisoned under Alabama’ s convict 

lease system 

d. all of the above 

43. What was the result of the Brownsville Affair? 
a. Without a trial or hearing, and with scant evidence, President Teddy Roosevelt quickly 

dismissed three companies of black men, blaming them for the violence. 
b. Black troops were given medals for their valor and heroism. 
c. The black man responsible for the rape was quickly lynched. 
d. The entire town of Brownsville was burned to the ground by angry blacks. 



Put the letter of the event from Column A in chronological order in Column B 

Column A Column B 

A. Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Exposition Address 1. 

B. Emancipation Proclamation 2. 

C. Wilmington Race Riot 3. 

D. Founding oftheNAACP 4. 

E. Abraham Lincoln assassinated/13th Amendment ratified 5. 

F. KKK founded in Pulaski TN/Civil Rights Act passed 6. 

G. Congress takes over Reconstruction 7. 

H. End of Reconstruction 8. 

I. Exhodusters move to Kansas 9. 

J. Plessy vs. Ferguson 10. 

K. Black representative is elected to US House AFTER 11. 
Reconstruction is over 

L. Colfax Massacre 12. 

M. Tuskegee Institute is founded 13. 

N. Souls" of Black Folks publishediNiagra Movement founded 14. 

O. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janki Ghodasara <jghodasa@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 23, 2009 10:23 PM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sangam] WEEKLY SANGAM UPDATE 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

PISCES: 

Your brainpower is fully 

activated right now and you 

should be able to get almost 

any problem solved if you 

take the time to work it all 

out. Let others in on it, but 

only after you’ve done the 

work 

Februaw 23rd, 2009 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness Organization at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 
1. 10,000 Meal Fast for Sri Lankan Citizens 

2. Sangam Nite Fashion Show 

3. MGF Application Deadline 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 
1. Relay For Life 

2. C’mon I was just joking 

3. Global Medical Brigades Dance Mixer 

4.3rd Annual Box-Out 

5.2nd Annual Literacy Through Unity Week 

6. "Own Your Finances, Own Your Life" 

Upcoming Community Events/News... 

13 Days till Spring Break[ 

UPCO[~NG SANGA~ EVENTS/NEWS 

1o 10,000 MEAL FAST FOR SRI LANKAN CITIZENS 

On February 2, 2009, Ahilan Sivaganesan, a student at the Baylor College of Medicine, 

began a continuous fast, consuming only water and a daily vitamin in solidarity with 

300,000 starving civilians who are trapped in the deadly fighting in Sri Lanka’s decades-long 

civil war between the Sinhalese majority and Tamil minority. Other Tamil Americans across 

the country are doing the same, fasting in a 10,000 meal hunger strike. They will fast until 

a) President Obama appoints a special envoy to Sri Lanka, medical supplies and NGOs are 

allowed into the war zone, and media is given access, or 

b) they and their supporters have fasted long enough to represent all 300,000 innocent 

civilians. 

Join the Fast! 

Each meal pledge represents 30 refugees. 

Spread the word[ Call for action[ 



2o SANGA~’~ NITE FASHION SHOW 

Do you wanna be on top? *Insert America’s Next top Model Music* 

If you want to help coordinate, choreograph or just show off your runway skills in Sangam 

Nite’s annual fashion show please email Janki. Don’t worry if you don’t have any clothes, we 

will find you some. 

Modeling experience is not nessesary. 

3o MGF APPLICATION DEADLINE 

Reminder- MGF Applications are due this Friday, February 27. Please see the application 

packet at ~ww~n~#ng@rn~#Eg~ for submission instructions. 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

RELAY FOR UFE 

a team event to 
fight cancer 

Relay for Life is a fundraising event for the American Cancer Society. The actual relay is on 

April 3, :::)009 and it is a 24-hour event where all of the teams get together to have fun at the 

Fetzer Field. Until then, each team is responsible for raising money. If anyone would like to 

join, they can             for an existing team. Our team name is Sangam. There is a 510 

fee to register and each member gets a t-shirt. Even if people can’t join, there’s always the 

opportunity to donate. 

2, C°~ON [ WAS JUST JOKING 

Are Race Relations better now with Obama in office? Who knows? 

Come and join Interactive Theatre Carolina as they perform an interactive scene on Race 

Relations at Carolina titled "C’mon I was just kidding!" 

You won’t regret stopping by because ITC has some of the most creative minds in the 

business. Free refreshments (nachos) too!! 

GLOBAL [v~ED~CAL BRIGADES DANCE 

Come out on Friday, February 27th to the swankiest club in Chapel Hill to raise money for 

UNC’s Global Medical Brigades! We’ve booked DJ James Mundia for the night...who will be 

spinning the latest hits in Top 40/Hip Hop/Mashups and your requests!! 



Where: Mansion 462 

When: Friday, February 27th; 11:00 PM- 2:00 AM 

You must be 21 to sip and 18 to dip. 

Discounted Cover ALL NIGHT LONG. 

~Drink Specials~ 

52 Drafts 

54 Kamikazes 

Proceeds will be used to help defray the costs of attendance for our spring break trip--we’ll 

be running multiple clinics across rural Honduras!!! 

For more information, please contact E~unsree Patel 

4. 3rd ANNUAL BOXoOUT 

The 3rd Annual UNC BOX-OUT is on Friday, March 27th! Sleep in the Pit in cardboard boxes 

for a night to raise money for the Community Empowerment Fund, a local microfinance 

initiative for the homeless! The Box-Out starts at 6pm with dinner, and ends at 8am on 

Saturday, March 28th with breakfast. Come to listen to great speakers, see awesome 

documentaries, enjoy live music, eat great food, and celebrate all the money you’ve all 

raised to help the homeless! 

Boxes and art supplies are provided, though groups are strongly encouraged to bring 

supplemental supplies if desired. Prizes awarded to the most creative Box Village, and the 

Village that raises the most money! 

To sign up, email uncboxout@gmail.com with the following information: 

1. Name 

2. Onyen 

3. Email address 

4. Box Village Name (if you’re joining as a team) 

5. Fundraising Goal (Raise at least 530 to get a t-shirt) (Fundraising optional) 

We will then send you the link to your personal fundraising page, which you can then access 

and personalize, and send to friends and family. For more info, and to invite all your friends, 

visit: ~’www.facebook.co           ?eid=6593329:1557 

ANNUAL L~TERACY THROUGH UNITY WEEK 

-The Asia and Near East region has the highest levels of illiteracy, with over 600 million 

uneducated people -- four times the totals for Africa, Latin America, and Europe/Eurasia 

combined. 

-Illiteracy in this region disproportionately affects women and girls. South Asia has the 

highest rate of female illiteracy in the world at 57 percent, and in East Asia illiteracy is two 

and a half times higher among women than men. 

IMONDAYI 
EDUCATION IS SWEET! ? 10:00-1:00pm; Polk Place 



Meet us in Polk Place to learn more about the cause and to pick up a sweet treat! 

EATAT FIREHOUSE! ? 3:00-10:00pm; Firehouse Subs on Franklin St. 

Firehouse is donating 10% of all purchases to Pratham, our national beneficiary! 

IWEDNESDAYI 

THE MISEDUCATION OF PAKISTAN ? 6:00pm; Union 3206A 

Come out to a screening of this powerful film about the plight of nearly 80% of the country’s 

children ? change starts with knowledge. 

ITHURSDAYI 

DATE AUCTION! ? 5:30pm; The Pit (Rain location TBA) 

Help us finish out our philanthropy week as we auction off some of UNC’s finest men and 

women, including our very own Student Body President, JJ Raynor! 

~Winning bids also receive complimentary meals for two at: 

Penang 

Mediterranean Deli 

Noodles & Co. 

McAlisters 

California Pizza Kitchen 

and more! 

All proceeds benefit our national beneficiary, Pratham -- "Every child to be in school, and 

learning well." [wwwoprathamoor~] 

COME support DELTA PHI OMEGA and help fight for this cause! 

6o "OWN YOUR OWN F~NANCES, OWN YOUR OWN UFE°° 

Hosted by Campus Smart Initiative 

Personal Finance .for Busy Women 

with 

Manisha Thakor, co-author of On My Own Two Feet 

For more information, email csi@unc.edu 

About Manisha: 

Manisha Thakor advocates for women’s financial 

literacy. She is the co-author of On My Own Two 

Feet. Her work has been featured in The New York 

Times, BusinessWeek, and US News & World Reports. 

She has appeared on numerous TV programs including 

CNBC’s Power Lunch and CNN’s Your. 

Bottom Line. 

Bingham 103 

Friday, February 27 

7:00 PM 

UPCOMING COMMUNITY EVENTS/NEWS 

SPR~NG BREAK COUNTDOWN 



13 DAYS!!! 

From your 2008-2009 Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

Janki "im nocturnal like Edward Cullen" Ghodasara - emai~ 

Nilima "my weekend was better than yours" Shah - email 
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Sent: 
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Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 3:25 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 26, 2009 9:12 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: SI & SA Wed 2/25] 

For those of you who have access and use the OP21 Oracle Tables, the 
Enrolled Student table did not get updated last night. A Remedy ticket 
has been placed for the appropriate ITS group to look and resolve this 
issue. We will let you know when we hear this table issue has been 
resolved. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    SI & SA Wed 2/25 
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 2009 07:09:58 -0500 
From: Bettie Furr <bettie_furr@unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu>, Leon Hamlett 
<leon_hamlett@unc.edu>, Ira Knight <iknight@email.unc.edu> 
CC: JD Moseley <jd_moseley@unc.edu>, Bettie_Furr@unc.edu, Victor Harris 
<Victor Hams@unc.edu> 

SIRLDOR abended. I’ve created a remedy ticket for SIS, RFS#1430462. 
The oracle table for enrolled students hasn’t been updated, oracle 
rejects job hasn’t ran & oracle file delete job hasn’t ran due to this 
abend. 

All other SI & SA complete with no abends. 

Have a great day! 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24132755-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 
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Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
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Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: Afam    Exam] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 26, 2009 3:14 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: Re: SI & SA Wed 2/25] 

The OP21 Oracle Tables, specifically the Enrolled Student table will not 
be updated today. Looks like the problem from last night has been fixed 
and the appropriate steps have been taken to ensure updates to the table 
tonight with our regular nightly update process. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: SI & SA Wed 2/25 
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 2009 14:42:25 -0500 
From: Bettie Furr <bettie_furr@unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu>, Leon Hamlett 
<leon_hamlett@unc.edu>, Ira Knight <iknight@email.unc.edu> 
CC: JD Moseley <jd_moseley@unc.edu>, Victor Harris <Victor Hams@unc.edu> 
References: <49A68696.1070705@unc.edu> 

The decision on SIRLDOR is to just let it run again tonight. I bypassed 
the oracle table update job for enrolled students since the file won’t 
get created today to update it. I’ve ran the reject report & oracle 
file delete jobs. 

Bettie Furr wrote: 
> SIRLDOR abended. I’ve created a remedy ticket for SIS, RFS#1430462. 
> The oracle table for enrolled students hasn’t been updated, oracle 
> rejects job hasn’t ran & oracle file delete job hasn’t ran due to this 
> abend. 
> 
> All other SI & SA complete with no abends. 
> 
> Have a great day ! 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24136752-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ncgupta@email.unc.edu 

Monday, March 2, 2009 12:21 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: volunteer 

Travis, 

The info session is still on for today. I won’t be there myself, but 
Morgan Price (Project Coordinator of USCRI) will be making a short 
presentation, and she should be able to answer any questions you have. 

Thanks 
Nina Gupta 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Nina, 

I was just checking to make sure the info session was still meeting today. 

Thanks ! 

Travis 

ncgupta@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Thank you for your interest. I have attached a document explaining 
>> more about the program. The days you tutor are dependent on your 
>> own schedule and the family’s schedule, so it is pretty flexible. 
>> Please let me know if you have any further questions. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Nina Gupta 
>> 

>> Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Ms. Gupta, 
>>> 
>>> I was writing to you about volunteering. I am an employee at UNC 
>>> and I currently tutor an hour a week at a local elementary school. 
>>> Right now I’m thinking maybe I could do another hour once a week 
>>> with your program. The best day for me would probably be Tuesday 
>>> sometime after work. We can discuss this further if you would 
>>> like. 
>>> 
>>> Thank you, 
>>> 
>>> Travis Gore 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janki Ghodasara <jghodasa@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 3, 2009 7:10 AM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sangam] SANGAM WEEKLY UPDATE 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

vol 6 March 3rd, 2009 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness Organization at the 

University o)~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

Sa~a~ Photos 

~ahatma Gandhi Fe~ewsh!~ 

1. Sangam GBM 

2. Holi Cow! 

3.10,000 Meal Fast For Sri Lankan Citizens 

4. Sangam Nite Fashion Show 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 

~. Relay For Life 

2. Carolina United 

3.3rd Annual Box-Out 

Upcoming Community Events/News... 

1. Apna Triangle 

UPCO~NG SANGA~ EVENTS!NEWS 

~ SANGA~ 

This week’s GBM will be dedicated towards raising awareness about the current political 

crisis in Sri Lanka. 

Also, additional announcements will be made about: 

- A new committee dedicated to helping a group of Bhutanese refugees in the area. We are 

currently looking for people who are interested in participating and leading this committee. 

- Masala Fashion Show: Sign up to participate or help out! 

- South Asian Awareness Week 

- Upcoming service opportunities 



- HOLI CELEBRATION after spring break! 

- 2009-2010 Sangam Executive Board Elections Information 

- Ratifying the Sangam Constitution 

There will also be announcements from other campus organizations. 

We hope to see you there! Light refreshments will be served...yum!!! 

When: March 4th, 7:00pm-8:00pm 

Where: Bingham 103 

2o HOU COW! 

Participate in Holi! an annual Hindu festival celebrated each spring all over India in which 

people spend the day flinging colored powder and water at other. Originally intended to 

celebrate the coming of spring, Holi has now evolved to take on additional meanings. These 

include commemoration of a traditional Hindu legend as well as a general loosening of 

social stratifications related to socioeconomic status, gender, age, etc. Accordingly, Holi is a 

wonderful holiday for people of all backgrounds to get together, interact, and literally play 

with each other. 

It only costs 52 to participate! 

Location: Polk Place/Quad 

When: Thursday, March 19th, 2009 

Make sure you wear old clothes that you don’t mind getting dirty in. We will also be selling 

old Campus Y T-shirts for 52 just in case you forget to bring a change of clothes. 

All proceeds will go to the Bhutanese Empowerment Project, a Campus Y Special Project 

focused on helping newly arrived refugees from Bhutan get acclimated to life in America. 

Some of the refugees will even be there as participants! 

Quick Breakdown of the Day: 

5:00 pm: A speaker will give a speech about the significance of Holi. 

5:10 pm: Distribution of armaments. 

5:20 pm: All hell breaks loose/WWIII/Mass mayhem of colored powdered and water- you 

get the idea. 

Also Co-Sponsored by: Campus Y, Hindu YUVA, Masala 

10,000 MEAL FAST FOR SRI LANKAN CITIZENS 

On February 2, 2009, Ahilan Sivaganesan, a student at the Baylor College of Medicine, 

began a continuous fast, consuming only water and a daily vitamin in solidarity with 

300,000 starving civilians who are trapped in the deadly fighting in Sri Lanka’s decades-long 

civil war between the Sinhalese majority and Tamil minority. Other Tamil Americans across 

the country are doing the same, fasting in a 10,000 meal hunger strike. They will fast until 

a) President Obama appoints a special envoy to Sri Lanka, medical supplies and NGOs are 

allowed into the war zone, and media is given access, or 

b) they and their supporters have fasted long enough to represent all 300,000 innocent 

civilians. 



Join the Fast! 

Each meal pledge represents 30 refugees. 

Spread the word! Call for action! 

4. SANGA#4 N~TE FASHION SHOW 

This year’s Sangam Nite Fashion show is going to incorporate music and clothes from all 8 South 

Asian countries. If you are interested in participating, or helping with music or clothes please email 

Shiwani Kumar at sskumar@email~unc~edu or call her at 704-241-2573 no later than the 

Tuesday after spring break. 

UPCO#41NG CA#~PUS EVENTS/NEWS 

RELAY FOR LIFE 

a team event to 
fight cancer 

Relay for Life is a fundraising event for the American Cancer Society. The actual relay is on 

April 3, 2009 and it is a 24-hour event where all of the teams get together to have fun at the 

Fetzer Field. Until then, each team is responsible for raising money. If anyone would like to 

join, they can             for an existing team. Our team name is Sangam. There is a 510 

fee to register and each member gets a t-shirt. Even if people can’t join, there’s always the 

opportunity to donate. 

2o CAROUNA UNITED 

Apply for Carolina United! This is a five-day camp centered on diversity issues which will 

take place from Aug. 16-20, 2009 (right before classes start!). United is looking for 

passionate students who want to challenge themselves as leaders and learn more about 

themselves and their peers. You get to meet a lot of really amazing people from all different 

backgrounds and there are some great leadership workshops too so it’s a good way to build 

your resume. Past participants have included Eve Carson, JJ Raynor (current Student Body 

President), Jasmin Jones (future SBP) and Thomas Edwards (SBP candidate). Plus the 

Chancellor comes every year and you get a chance to speak with him directly in an informal 

setting. 

For the application and more information on the program go to 

carolina-united. 

Applications will be available this Friday and are due Friday, March 20th by 5pm. 

3o 3rd ANNUAL BOX-OUT 



The 3rd Annual UNC BOX-OUT is on Friday, March 27th! Sleep in the Pit in cardboard boxes 

for a night to raise money for the Community Empowerment Fund, a local microfinance 

initiative for the homeless! The Box-Out starts at 6pm with dinner, and ends at 8am on 

Saturday, March 28th with breakfast. Come to listen to great speakers, see awesome 

documentaries, enjoy live music, eat great food, and celebrate all the money you’ve all 

raised to help the homeless! 

Boxes and art supplies are provided, though groups are strongly encouraged to bring 

supplemental supplies if desired. Prizes awarded to the most creative Box Village, and the 

Village that raises the most money! 

To sign up, email uncboxout@gmailocom with the following information: 

1. Name 

2. Onyen 

3. Email address 

4. Box Village Name (if you’re joining as a team) 

5. Fundraising Goal (Raise at least 530 to get a t-shirt) (Fundraising optional) 

We will then send you the link to your personal fundraising page, which you can then access 

and personalize, and send to friends and family. For more info, and to invite all your friends, 

visit: ,h~#:/’/’wwwofacebookocom/gvg~p_~??eid:66933291557 

UPCOMING CO[~UN[~ EVENTS/NEWS 

1o APNA TRIANGLE 

Apna Triangle was created to be a community webisite for South Asians who live in the 

triangle area. Please visit www.apnatriangle.com and see how you and your community 

members can come together on a single platform. 

Email Kubu if you have something that you would like to see added on to this website. 

SPR NG BREAK COUNTDOWN 

4 DAYS ! ! ! 

From your 2008-2009 Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

Janki "left-eye like TLC" Ghodasara - email 

Nilima "i cant believe he drew a picture" Shah - email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 9:00 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090304085936144.pdf 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 11:03 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [Fwd: Final Research Paper ( 

[Fwd_ Final Research Paper ( 
)]] 

].eml (62.6 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 10:05 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Final Research Paper (                  )] 

Final Research Paper (                  ).eml (60.9 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 3:20 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] SIGNIFICANT: ITS MVS Server Maintenance Reminder] 

From lke announcement below, you will see that SIS, Student Cenlacal, 
Faculty/Staff Central, and SI_ARS will all be unavailable lkis Saturday 
evening from 7 pm until aacound 11 pm for system maintenance. Hopefully, 
l~is will not cause you a problem since it is a Saturday night. :-) 

Thaxtks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] SIGNIFICANT: ITS MVS Server Maintenance Reminder 
Date: Wed, 4 Mar 2009 15:01:29 -0500 (EST) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschmages.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To:    UNC-CH PTR <jmk@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 1913 
Change Plan Type: Planned 
Change Plan Status: Pending 

This is a reminder to l~e campus community of the following event. 

The ITS MVS Server (Mainframe) will be unavailable on Sat Max 7th for system 
maintenmace, including Daylight Savings Time adjustment. All mainframe related 
services including Finance Central, Student Central, CICS related 
lamaasactions, FRS and Webfocus will be unavailable during this time. 

A followup notice will be issued when service has been restored 

Start: Sat 3/7/2009 at: 19:00 
End: Sat 3/7/2009 at: 23:00 

Submitted by: Jim Kirkman -jmk@email.unc.edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing l~e following url: 
~j~s://remedw~mc~ed~/arsYs/forms/r~edw~r~c~ed~/C1m~g~÷~1a~+N~i~cati~n+Detai1?F 536870933=000000000001913&mode:S ~bmi~ 

Contact lke ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 1913 

You are currently subscribed to its_cha~ges as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24180673-7064329.el ffd201 f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office oflke University Regislacar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB Norlk 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24180837-5944746.f7e16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 4:37 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Hello] 

Hello.eml (5.71 KB).msg 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 9, 2009 5:03 PM 
Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Orange/Durham Carolina Club: Upcoming Events 

Tar Hee~ Service Days Project Update 
Thank you for your he~p with the Thompson family! 

Thank you to all of you who helped with the 
Thompson family during November and December. 
There was such an outpouring of generosity and the 
support that the Carolina family has shown the 
Thompsons really helped get them through the 
holidays. 

Ylonda is doing well and has started radiation now that 
her chemo is complete. She has to have her thyroid 
removed soon, so she is still unable to work. She is still 
in need of donated sick time and help with her kids. 

Ways You Can Help 

> UNC employees may donate sick leave by calling Cookie Rhew at (919) 966-1336. 

> Anyone may donate meals to the family. Sign up for a day on Ylonda’s care calendar at 
WWWoCar÷ca~endaroOrq (ID # 7478, security code: 8451 ). 

Annua~ Legislative Reception 
Wednesday, Apri~ 15 I 5:30 pomo 

~ister on[iRe by Apri~ 10 

The UNC General Alumni Association invites you to join the Tar Heel Network for a Legislative 
Reception with UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp ’86. The reception will be held at "[he Cardina~ 
C~ub located on the 28th floor of the Wachovia Capitol Center on Fayetteville Street in downtown 
Raleigh. 

Cost is $20/person to attend, business attire is requested. Advance registration is required. 
~,ister o~i~e or call the GAA at (919) 962-3576. Kindly respond by April 10. 

The Color Purple Play Outing 
Tuesday, ~ay 

Durham Performin~Arts Center 
Corner of Mangum and Vivian Streets 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to see 
The Color Purple at the new Durham 
Performing Arts Center. Only 12 seat remain in 
our block. Reserve your seat today. 

Hurricanes vs. Rangers Outing 
Thursday, April 2 

RBC Center 

We’ve reserved a block of seats for $15 each; a 
$10 discount off face-value. Reserve 
today! Deadline is March 19. 

Take Me Out To The E~all Game 
UNC vs, ~,~ary[and ~aseba[[ Outing 
Saturday, April 25 

Bryson Fie~d at Boshamer Stadium 

We’re making plans for a group outing to see 
the Heels play at the new Boshamer Stadium. 
Stay tuned for more details: subscrib÷ to our 
opt-in e-mail list. 

Orange/Durham Carolina Club: 



On the Road with Tar Hee~ Basketba~ 

Carolina boasts a proud tradition of supporting our men’s and women’s basketball teams during 
postseason play. Please join your fellow fans in Chapel Hill to show the Heels your support. Up- 
to-the-minute details are available online and via e-mail. 

Visit the March Madness Web pages 
Details regarding postseason fan events will be continually updated at 
a~umnLuncoedu/marchma~ess, including information about greeting the teams as they 
return to Chapel Hill. 

S~bscribe to the M~rch M~dness Eom~i~ List 
Stay informed about all men’s and women’s post-season basketball event send-offs and 
welcome home events by subscribing to a special UNC March Madness e-mail service. Our 
March Madness e-mail list will be used exclusively to announce details regarding fan events 
related to 2008 basketball tournaments. To receive e-mail announcements whenever new 
information becomes available eomai~ us toda~L. 

Next Event: Men°s ~asketba[[ Team Send-Off from Chapel N[[[ 
Thursday, March 1:2, at 2:4~ p.m., meet outside the Dean Eo Smith Center, Entrance D, 
to cheer the men’s team as they depart for the ACC Tournament in Atlanta. Parking is 
available in the Manning Lot (located on Skipper Bowles Drive between Manning Drive and 
the Smith Center). Complete details and future event information will be posted at 
a~umnioUncoedu/marchmadness . 

While the team greatly appreciates our support, they will not have time to sign autographs or 
pose for photographs as they board buses. 

Additional send-off events for the men’s and women’s teams will be scheduled as the teams 
advance. Given the number of alumni in the Triangle area, we hope our men’s team will have a 
large turnout at team send-offs so they can experience the pride of our extended Carolina family. 

On behalf of the Genera8 A~umni Association The Rams CSub and the ~aAment of 
, we appreciate your involvement in fan events. Please contact 

with any questions. 

Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club appreciates your membership in the GAA. Your membership 
provides important support to the GAA and our club. Members have exclusive access to the 
digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read the ma~azine online as it 
appears in print. 

~e]Durham Carolina C~ub Web Site 

Subscribe to our eomai~ ~ist 

ClubsoRelated Questions: 

A~umni Career Services 

Find the GAA on Facebook 

Find the GAA on Linked~n 

~GAA contacts 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to nCoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: unsubscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 11, 2009 10:12 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gary Hill <Gary.Hill@tlgcre.com> 

[Fwd: Scout.com: Okulaja’s Story, Part I] 

Scout.com_ Okulaja’s Story, Part I.eml (59.9 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 12:52 PM 

Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson 
<banders 1 @email.unc.edu>; Bereket Selassie <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Charlene 
Regester <regester@email.unc. edu>; Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc. edu>; 
Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21 @unc. edu>; Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc. edu>; 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Joseph Jordan 
<j t] ordan@email.unc.edu>; Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc.edu>; Kenneth Janken 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Mamarane Seck 
<mseck@email.unc.edu>; Margaret C. Lee <LeeMC@email.unc.edu>; Michael Lambert 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu>; Reginald F 
Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Robert Porter @mindspring.com>; 
Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu>; Tim McMillan 
<tjml@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [subglobalhealth] Talk on African Solutions this Friday] 

Hello colleagues, 
In case you didn’t get this notice... 
Ann 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [subglobalhealth] Talk on African Solutions this Friday 
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 2009 09:07:36 -0400 
From: Gretchen L. Van Vliet <Gretchen_VanVliet@unc.edu> 
Reply-To:    Gretchen L. Van Vliet <Gretchen_VanVliet@unc.edu> 
Organization: School of Public Health, UNC-Chapel Hill 
To: Student Global Health Committee <subglobalhealth@listserv.unc.edu> 

/*George Ayittey, PhD*/ 
Distinguished Economist at American University and President of the Free 
Africa Foundation 

"African Solutions 
to African Problems" 

Friday, March 20 
12:30-1:30pm 

1301 McGavran-Greenberg 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Everyone is welcome to attend. 

This event is co-sponsored by: 

The Office of Global Health (www.sph.unc.edu/globalhealth 
<~:iiwww.sph.~mc.edw<g]obalheahlv~>/ 
<h~.’tp:iiwww.sph.unc.e&dg.~obalheaR~i>); 

The Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases 
(globalhealth.unc.edu <htlp:iiglobalheahh.u~c.edt~i>); 



Africa Rising (www.africarising.org <~:/iwww.africarisir~>) 

Gretchen L. Van Vliet, MPH 
Director, Office of Global Health 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Health Leadership Program 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#7400, 124 Rosenau Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7400 

Tel: 919.843.7723 
Fax: 919.966.6380 
email: gretchen vanvliet@unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
subglobalhealth as: <a 
href="mailto :radur;~a~email. ur~c.edu">radunbar@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a 
href="mai~o:~ea~eo24246766o826313~.c03dlafeg4aeea~05ccee38a03 lc25a3 ~istser~xmc.ed~">leave-24246766- 
8263136.c03dlafe84aeea605ccee38a03 lc25a3 @listserv.unc.edu</a> 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395, 109 Battle Hall 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel. 919.966.2942 
FAX 919.962.2694 



Exam II: AFRI 101 Section Name 

I. Multiple choice. Choose the answer that BEST answers the question. (2pts each) 

1. Which of the following sets of countries was under direct colonial rule? 
a) Kenya, Rhodesia 
b) Tanzania, Zambia 
c) Nigeria, Ghana 
d) Malawi, Congo 

2. Mozambique was a colony of which European country? 
a) Britain 
b) France 
c) Belgium 
d) Portugal 

3. Forced labor was used to promote what cash crop in Mozambique? 
a) Cotton 
b) Palm oil 
c) Rubber 
d) Coffee 

4. Which of the following problems was NOT faced by newly independent African nations? 
a) Divisive ethnic politics 
b) High expectations for development 
c) Low commodity prices 
d) Low education levels 

5. What techniques were used by African governments to centralize power in the executive 
branch? 
a) Outlawed opposition parties 
b) Increased military spending 
c) Expanded bureaucracies and parastatals 
d) Decreased congressional funding 

6. Leaders of African socialism emphasized: 
a) The tenets of Marxism 
b) Self-reliance 
c) Rural development 
d) Egalitarianism and equity 

7. What is a parastatal? 
a) An autonomous state-owned corporation 
b) A privately owned corporation 



c) A multi-national company with ties to government 
d) A non-governmental organization 

8. Which of the following is NOT an example of one of the 5 traits common to African 
traditional religions? 
a) Belief in a supreme being. 
b) Female mediums to channel ancestors 
c) Sacred places 
d) Ancestor worship 

9. Which of the following is NOT a tactic being used to combat new HIV/AIDS infections in 
Africa? 
a) Male circumcision 
b) Microbicides 
c) 123 program 
d) ABC program 

10. Which of the following contraceptive methods is the most frequently used to prevent 
pregnancies in Africa? 
a) Pill 
b) Depo-Provera 
c) TUD 
d) Condoms 

11. In Sub-Saharan Africa, which region has the highest prevalence of HIV/AIDS? 
a) Western Africa 
b) Central Africa 
c) Southern Africa 
d) Eastern Africa 

12. Islam was spread through Africa via 
a) Trade 
b) Tax policy 
c) Conquest 
d) Governmental decree 

Fill in the blank with the necessary word or phrase. (pts following the sentence) 

13. During what time period after infection is HIV/AIDS most easily transmitted to another 

person? (3pts) 

14. The conference at which the African continent was carved up by Europe into colonies was 

in the city of in the year . (4 pts) 



15. One modern country which belonged to a colony in Amin’s "Africa of the concession- 

owning companies" was (3pts) 

16. The first president of Kenya was 

suspected of being the leader of this rebel group 

,, who had been 

(6 pts) 

17. Community health workers, or "barefoot doctors," are an example of what type of health 

care service? . (3pts) 

18. PEPFAR money is largely directed towards the 

(prevention/treatment) of HIV/AIDS. (2pts) 

III. Short answer. Answer 4 of the the following 6 questions in 2-4 sentences. Use 
examples from the readings, lectures, and media to illustrate your answer when applicable. 
(7 points each) 

If you do not know the answer, put a check in the box provided and I’ll award you 2 points for 
not wasting my time. 

19. Provide one reason for the development of African Independent Churches in Africa. 
Explain why. 

20. Draw and label the demographic transition model. Explain one reason it population 
change has not worked this way in Africa. 



21. How did indirect rule impact development? 

22. Provide one characteristic of countries in Amin’s Africa of the colonial trade economy. Use 
an example of a country in this category to illustrate your answer. 

23. What was the impact of colonial taxation on women’s labor? Why? 

24. Provide one way WWII altered the relationship between the colonized and the colonizers. 
Explain your answer. 

IV. Essay. Answer ONE of the following questions in a well organized essay on the back of 
this page. (28 pts) 

A. Stock refers to two basic types of education--formal education and informal education. 
Define each using examples from the novel Nervous Conditions. How is the outcome of 
informal education impacted by formal education in the book? Why is it that missions were so 
involved in Rhodesian education during this time period and not the government? 

B. Using examples from the readings, explain how Christianity and Islam have contributed to 
Africa’s development. Use at least 2 examples each. Have their influence been wholly 
positive? Explain your answer. 





Exam II: AFRI 101 Section Name 

I. Multiple choice. Choose the answer that BEST answers the question. (2pts each) 

1. Mozambique was a colony of which European country? 
a) Britain 
b) France 
c) Belgium 
d) Portugal 

2. Which of the following sets of countries was under direct colonial rule? 
a) Kenya, Rhodesia 
b) Tanzania, Zambia 
c) Nigeria, Ghana 
d) Malawi, Congo 

3. Forced labor was used to promote what cash crop in Mozambique? 
a) Cotton 
b) Palm oil 
c) Rubber 
d) Coffee 

4. Which of the following problems was NOT faced by newly independent African nations? 
a) Divisive ethnic politics 
b) High expectations for development 
c) Low commodity prices 
d) Low education levels 

5. What techniques were used by African governments to centralize power in the executive 
branch? 
a) Outlawed opposition parties 
b) Increased military spending 
c) Expanded bureaucracies and parastatals 
d) Decreased congressional funding 

6. What is a parastatal? 
a) An autonomous state-owned corporation 
b) A privately owned corporation 
c) A multi-national company with ties to government 
d) A non-governmental organization 

7. Leaders of African socialism emphasized: 
a) The tenets of Marxism 
b) Self-reliance 



c) Rural development 
d) Egalitarianism and equity 

8. Which of the following is NOT an example of one of the 5 traits common to African 
traditional religions? 
a) Belief in a supreme being. 
b) Female mediums to channel ancestors 
c) Sacred places 
d) Ancestor worship 

9. Which of the following contraceptive methods is the most frequently used to prevent 
pregnancies in Africa? 
a) Pill 
b) Depo-Provera 
c) IUD 
d) Condoms 

10. Which of the following is NOT a tactic being used to combat new HIV/AIDS infections in 
Africa? 
a) Male circumcision 
b) Microbicides 
c) 123 program 
d) ABC program 

11. In Sub-Saharan Africa, which region has the highest prevalence of HIV/AIDS? 
a) Western Africa 
b) Central Africa 
c) Southern Africa 
d) Eastern Africa 

12. Islam was spread through Africa via 
a) Trade 
b) Tax policy 
c) Conquest 
d) Governmental decree 

Fill in the blank with the necessary word or phrase. (pts following the sentence) 

13. During what time period after infection is HIV/AIDS most easily transmitted to another 

person? (3pts) 

14. The conference at which the African continent was carved up by Europe into colonies was 

in the city of in the year . (4 pts) 



15. One modern country which belonged to a colony in Amin’s "Africa of the concession- 

owning companies" was (3pts) 

16. The first president of Kenya was 

suspected of being the leader of this rebel group 

,, who had been 

(6 pts) 

17. Community health workers, or "barefoot doctors," are an example of what type of health 

care service? . (3pts) 

18. PEPFAR money is largely directed towards the 

(prevention/treatment) of HIV/AIDS. (2pts) 

III. Short answer. Answer 4 of the the following 6 questions in 2-4 sentences. Use 
examples from the readings, lectures, and media to illustrate your answer when applicable. 
(7 points each) 

If you do not know the answer, put a check in the box provided and I’ll award you 2 points for 
not wasting my time. 

19. Provide one reason for the development of African Independent Churches in Africa. 
Explain why. 

20. Draw and label the demographic transition model. Explain one reason it population 
change has not worked this way in Africa. 



21. How did indirect rule impact development? 

22. Provide one characteristic of countries in Amin’s Africa of the colonial trade economy. Use 
an example of a country in this category to illustrate your answer. 

23. What was the impact of colonial taxation on women’s labor? Why? 

24. Provide one way WWII altered the relationship between the colonized and the colonizers. 
Explain your answer. 

IV. Essay. Answer ONE of the following questions in a well organized essay on the back of 
this page. (28 pts) 

A. Stock refers to two basic types of education--formal education and informal education. 
Define each using examples from the novel Nervous Conditions. How is the outcome of 
informal education impacted by formal education in the book? Why is it that missions were so 
involved in Rhodesian education during this time period and not the government? 



B. Using examples from the readings, explain how Christianity and Islam have contributed to 
Africa’s development. IJse at least ~_ e×aml~les eacl~. Have their influence been wholly 
positive? Explain your answer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts and Sciences <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 20, 2009 5:09 PM 

Carolina Alumni & Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

View this messa~ onlir~e                              MARCH 2009 
Carolina Arts & Sciences News is sent periodically to alumni and friends of the 
College of Arts and Sciences at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. If 
you have comments or questions, please email college-news@unc.edu. If you do 
not wish to receive this in the future, please tmsubscribe here. 

TWO RHO~)ES SCHOLARS 
Two seniors in UNC’s College of Arts and 

Sciences won the highly competitive Rhodes 
Scholarship for graduate study at Oxford University in Great Britain: 
Lisette Yorke of Nova Scotia (pictured here in Rwanda) and Aisha 
Saad of Cary, N.C. 
view full story >> 

GREETINGS FROM THE INTER~M ~EAN 
Spring is in the air, the dogwood blooms are on the way, and another crop 
of amazing Tar Heel students will soon graduate. In this issue we highlight 
outstanding students, extraordinary teaching and alumni who have been 
tapped for high-level posts on the Obama White House... 

TOPoNOTCH TEACHERS 
Psychologist Abigail Panter and sociologist Ted Mouw have been named 
Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Term Professors in recognition of 
their outstanding undergraduate teaching... 

HEELS IN THE WHITE HOUSE 
Five UNC College alumni have been appointed to positions iin the Obama 
White House involving domestic policy issues, budget management, legal 
affairs and travel... 

THE NEW S COMING SOON MORE NEWS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <letters@carolinablue.com> 

Sunday, March 22, 2009 11:53 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

SWEET 16!: Free Online Special Issue for all CB Magazine Subscribers (2917.1) 

SWEET 16!: Carolina Blue Special Bonus Issue 2917.1 
now available! 

Special Bonus Issue (2917.1) is now available on CarolinaBlue.com in the Quick 
Links section of the website. This is an ’online-only’ edition, and the issue will not 
be mailed. If you are a subscriber to the magazine, you can read the issue online 
now! If you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the new ’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, click here 

to read the latest issue! 

If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access to the new ’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, c~ick 

here to sign up for FREE access! 

To order Carolina Blue magazine, click here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during normal business hours. 

Stay tuned for all the latest information about the Tar Heels as they advance in the 
NCAA Tournament! 

Sincerely, 
Eric Ross 
Carolina Blue Senior Editor 

Forward email 

[] SafeUn~ub~cribe® 
This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by letters@carolinablue.com. 
Update Profile/Email Address I [nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Emait Marketing by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Wednesday, March 25, 2009 4:29 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Scout Top 300 For 2010 Unveiled 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

The Scout.com recruiting managers met in Pittsburgh last week to work on the earliest ever release of the top 300 prospects in the 
class of 2010, and one thing was readily apparent. From the top overall prospect, to the depth of the players, the class of 2010 has the 
potential to end up as the best ever since Scout.com has been around to cover recruiting. 

To view our initial Scout.com Top 300 click here: 

~:/!~orthcarolina~ scout.com/a.z?s=78&~=2&c=850073 &refid=9030 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com and Scout.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
h~ps :/isec~re.scoN.comia.z?s=78&p- 5&c--4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



AFAM 276 REGESTER 
SPRING 2009 

MID-TERM EXAM 
DIRECTIONS: This exam consists of two parts which includes Identifications and Essays. The Identifications 
should be answered in Blue Book I and at least two of the following Essays should be answered in Blue Book II. 
I. IDENTIFICATIONS: Please identify and state the significance of at least 7 (seven) of the following (5pts. 
each/total 35pts.). 
a) "As she sits on Lincoln’s lap and snuggles against his chest, he assures her that she need study war no more: ’Your 
father and Colonel Morrison are going free.’ Thus, the curtain closes on a new world order that looks remarkably like 
the old one: the Great Emancipator has freed the white men, while Uncle Billy still proudly describes himself as one of 
Massa Cary’s slaves." 
b) "Her structurally isolated numbers signaled Hollywood’s racism, and, as a consequence served a prompts to Black 
solidarity, expressed via the Black press, which never missed an opportunity to report the excision of [her] numbers by 
Southern censors." 
c) "Contradictory currents flow inside me; they often go in opposite directions at the same time. If you have a part of 
white America in your soul, and a part of black America in your spirit, and they are pulling against each other; your 
values, if any clear ones exist to begin with, can get lost or unsettled. Add to that, if you take a girl like me, intended by 
our environment to be a house maid, then make a star out of her, don’t look for simplicity of personality - look for 
complexity." 
d) Oppositional Gaze 
e) Literary critic, Ralph Ellison argues that because the black character embodies characteristics that we normally 
associate with whites and whiteness, blacks become the "the keeper of our consciences." 
f) "Because the heroine has a horrific past that has remained unacknowledged...through flashback structure, the 
heroine’s cousin tells [her] frustrated suitor about her prior life; the lynching of her adopted family and her near-rape by 
her white biological father." 
g) "The hero begins a shady, clever, boastful rooster, a bright headstrong bluffer, but what else to expect from an 
ambitious, poorly educated fellow from an abused minority? He is not evil, but unwise and unlucky. His first murder is 
basically self-defense, and is clearly reconciled to cruel, unjust punishment until he sees the most basic sort of injustice 
right in front of him, and impulsively he is subsequently destroyed not by the ’ghosts of the primitive mind’ any more 
than Oedipus Rex or Lady Macbeth. Like them, he is annihilated by his sense of conscience, his guilt over abusing and 
tormenting others, for violating taboos of the human tribe." 
h) "It’s too much to ask. I ain’t got the spiritual strength to beat it. I can’t hang on no cross. You can’t ask me to unborn 
my own child!" 
i) "It’s great power in manipulating formal strategies has won it voluminous attention and respect as an aesthetic 
achievement. Its blatant racist portrayal of Blacks as threat to the national civilization has engendered another 
passionate discussion, in which the introduction of African Americans to the politics of representation in mass media 
can be historically traced." 
j) James Baldwin contends that, "all of [these actors] rightly or wrongly, I loathed. It seemed to me that they lied about 
the world I knew, and debased it, and certainly I did not know anybody like them - as far as I could tell; for it is also 
possible that their comic, bug-eyed terror contained the truth concerning a terror by which I hoped never to be 
engulfed." 
II. ESSAYS: Please answer at least two of the following essays (worth 32.5pts each/total 65pts.) 
1) "Some groups within society appear with disproportional frequency while others are underrepresented or entirely 
absent. It has also long been apparent that different social groups are presented differently on the screen. Examining 
how various social groups within society have been depicted in the films of a particular era has formed the focus of a 
significant body of film historical research. At issue is, not how an individual film represents a particular ethnic or 
demographic group, but whether there is a pattern of screen images among films, if these images change over time, and 
how this change comes about." Therefore, discuss how black men and women in the pre-1950 period have been 
depicted on screen and assess if and how their screen image changed over time. 
2) According to Pearl Bowser and Louise Spence, "Although some contemporary critics have accused Micheaux of 
’Race hatred,’ it might be more fruitful to look at his work as adamantly depicting the diversity of Black life as he saw 
it." Therefore, identify, describe, and discuss the works of Oscar Micheaux. Examine his contributions to black 
filmmaking and illuminate what he contributed to the black cinematic experience that other filmmakers have not. 
3) Harry Belafonte asserts that, "In the early days, Sidney Poitier participated in left affairs, but once he became 
anointed he gave it up .... Sidney was always more pliable, more accommodating. He handpicked each one of those 
pictures to continue to exercise that beauty and make sure that he never, ever disturbed the white psyche in anything he 
did. Not once. Not in public utterance or in private utterance." Therefore, describe Poitier’s screen career according to 
the various stages of his career, identify significant screen roles, and discuss his ambiguity as a black actor attempting to 
cultivate a career during the Civil Rights era. 



Little Red Caboose 
As hot dog lovers know, ingredients matter. And, in Winston-Salem, the best 

can be found in an old Norfolk and Western railcar. 

BY AMY JOYNER 

t’s an overcast Saturday, the 
kind that’s tailor-made for 
sleeping in. But Danny and 
Debbie Brooks of Burlington 
have no time for laziness. 

They’re on a pilgrimage for a little 
taste of heaven nestled in bun. 

Some 20 years ago, Danny pulled 
into a little roadside place on Patterson 
Avenue in Winston-Salem for lunch. 
He’s been coming back to the Little 
Red Caboose ever since. 

Today, he and his wife are sharing 
a combo -- two hot dogs with 
mustard, chili, and slaw and a side of 
fries -- in the Norfolk and Western 
Railroad boxcar that serves as 
the dining room. "They’re good," 
Danny says between bites. "They 
just got a taste." 

Customers have been heaping praise 
on the Little Red Caboose for more 
than 30 years. T.heir words may not 
always be effusive, but they show their 
devotion by returning time and again. 

Accidental career 
Bill Horn was fresh out of high 

school when he took over the Little 

Red Caboose on July 5, 197Z A few 

years earlier, his dad, who was in the 

heavy equipment business, had hauled 

an old train caboose from Roxboro 

to Winston-Salem. The caboose sat 
empty for a few years while the senior 

Horn tried to figure out what to do 
with it. In 1976, the family converted 
the caboose into a take-out grill, 
serving quick, cheap, and tasty food 
from a tiW window out front. 

Bill Horn had always planned to 
join his dad’s equipment business. 
But around the time he was finishing 
high school, the laws changed, 

did. "I came in just greener than a 
blade of grass," Horn says. 

Inside the 8-foot-by-32-foot galley 
kitchen, Horn found his niche. He 
began fiddling with the recipes, 
creating a signature slaw that’s just 
sweet enough to balance out the 
spiciness of the chili, which he also 
doctors up. 

As their daughter becomes more involved in the business, ¯Ginger and Bill Horn 

have found more time to enjoy the hot dogs they’ve worked for years to perfect. 

prohibiting anyone younger than 21 
from operating heavy equipment. His 
dad offered him the option of running 
the restaurant instead. He took it. 
One of his father’s friends predicted he 
wouldn’t last six weeks, and, looking 
back, it’s pretty surprising that he 

Hot dogs are what the Lktle 
Red Caboose is known for, but the 
restaurant also serves hamburgers 
(including the half-pound Caboose 
Burger), chicken sandwiches, fried 
bologna, smoked sausage, chopped 
barbecue, grilled cheese sandwiches, 
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corn dogs, hamburger steak, fries, 

hushpuppies, onion rings, milkshakes, 

and homemade lemonade. At 

breakfast, eggs, sausage, bacon, 

country ham, tenderloin, smoked 

sausage, grits, home fries, and hash 

browns are on the menu. 

Short-order ballet 
Throughout the day, a steady stream 

of customers arrives to place their 

orders. The window is original to the 

railcar, and it only opens a few inches. 

To order, you have to bend down 

low and talk loudly. Customers have 

the option of eating at picnic tables 

outside or in the boxcar. When the 

boxcar was still in commission, it was 

known as the Silver Palace and served 
as a camp car for railroad workers. 

Now, it’s outfitted with two rows of 
tables and wooden benches, each large 

enough for two diners. 

The Little Red Caboose’s food brings customers back time and again, but its 

one-of-a-kind setting adds to the overall experience. 

When someone places an order, 
the cooks in the kitchen begin a 
short-order ballet to get the food out 
the door. One person runs the fryer, 
while another dishes up and dresses 
the dogs. The workers skate by one 
another in the narrow space, rarely 
getting in each other’s way. 

"When somebody new comes in, it 
takes a little while t~or them to see the 
process," says Horn’s wife, Ginger. 
"We train them on one thing, and then 
we let them diversify a bit. You gotta 
be able to do more than ol~e thing." 

While some may say that all hot 
dogs are created equal, aficionados 
would disagree. The ingredients 

matter, and there’s a proper order that 

condiments and toppings should be 

layered on a dog. 

k all begins with a buttered aM 

toasted bun. Then Horn and his 
crew add a red hot dog that has been 

cooked in water. The condiments -- 

ketchup, mayonnaise, and mustard-- 

come next, followed by the toppings, 

always added in the same order and 

in the same proportion. Each finished 

dog is wrapped in paper and deposited 
into a shiny, stainless-steel steamer for 

a few seconds to lock in the flavor. 

And then there’s the secret 
ingredient. "I always tell them, ’Make. 

sure you put a little comeback in every 
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Bring a little spring to 
your computer with a 

sandwich,’" says Horn. 
¯ The "comeback" sure worked 

on Kimberly Ahuna. She lived 
in Winston-Salem for years but 
moved to Mooresville 10 years 
ago. During a recent trip to visit 
nearby relatives, Ahuna and her 
children, Brandon and Britney, 
made a pit stop. 

"I told my kids we had to come 
back and eat the best hot dog ever," 
says Ahuna, who ordered hers all the 
way with mustard, chili, slaw, and 
onions. "It tastes just the same." 

The consistency over the decades is 
likely one reason that the Little Red 
Caboose has remained open for so 
long, even as chain restaurants hage 
encroached on its territory. When 
Horn took over, there were just three 
eateries in the area. Now there are 40. 

But when customers return to 
the Little Red Caboose after a long 
absence, it’s like nothing has changed. 
The hot dogs taste the same, and the 
lemonade is as sweet and tart as ever. 

Natural pairing 

It seems fitting somehow that,, two 

years ago, Horn gave his daughter and 

downloadable wallpaper 
inspired by our photo 

essay on flowers. 

Get a behind-the-scenes look 
inside the Little Red Caboose’s 

(Tar Heel Tastes) well- 
choreographed kitchen. 

Hear the harmonious 
sounds of the Greenville 

Choral Sodety. 

Our State 
NORTH CAROLINA 
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son-in-law the same opportunity his 

father gave him 30 years ago. Horn 

and his wife still own the restaurant, 

but Jennifer and Eldon Farmer 
manage day-to-day operations. 

Jennifer practically grew up at 

the Little Red Caboose. She did 

her homework in the corner of the 
kitchen. And when she very young, 

she’d fashion dish to~vds into cakes 

and pretend to sell them through 

a second window leading to the 

dining room. 

As the heir apparent to the family 

business, Jennifer has sometimes fek 
pressured to work at the Little Red 

Caboose when she would have rather 

been doing something else. Like that 

Monday morning nine ),ears ago 

when her dad paged her at 5 a.m., 

begging her to come to work after an 

employee failed to show up. 
Jennifer came to work, none too 

happy about her wrecked plans for a 
relaxing day off. That morning, she 
waited on a tall young man. He was a 
regular, but Jennifer didn’t know him 
because she usually worked a later 
shift. Soon after, Jennifer switched 
permanently to the breakfast shift 
and began to recognize the morning 
regulars, particularly the tall young 
man who seemed to have takert an 
interest in her. After two weeks, 
Jennifer gave Eldon Farmer her 
phone number. 

Theirs was a pairing as natural as 
chili and slaw. Eldon and Jermifer 
will cdebrate their eighth wedding 
anniversary this year, and it won’t be 
long before their 2~year-old daughter, 
Hannah, is old enough to join her 

parents at the Little Red Caboose. 
"If she wants to help out, sure, she 

can," Jennifer says.~ 

Amy Joyner, an award-winning 

writer and author of The eBay 

Billionaires Club, lives in Greensboro. 

Little Red Caboose 

4284 Paterson Avenue 

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27105 

(336) 767-1776 

Hours: Monday-Friday, 6 a.m.- 3 p.m.; 

Saturday, 7 a.m.- 4 p.m. 

LIN1TED 
CHURCH 

United Church Homes and Services (UCHS) is the perspective on 

retirement living you’ve been looldng for. UCHS offers a rich 

history of" providing retirement lifestyle opportunities as well as 

on-site continuing health care for individuals 62 or better. We are 

proud to serve over I~5O residents in North Carolina and Virginia. 

L I F E g T Y L E Maintenance free living in a 
thoughtful]y designed home means more time for golf, 

traveling, fitness and relaxing with friends. 

W E L L N E ,q ~ We’ll be there if your health 

needs change, and that’s security you can count on. 

VA L L[ E Simple and sensible fee for service means 

paying for what you need only when you need it. 

Ab ernethy Piedmont Lake Prince 

Laurels C ro ssing Wo ods 

Newton, NC Thomesvi!le, N~ Suf~bll~, VA 

877-637-79ff~ 8oo.628.8=7ff 877.637.79ffo 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 27, 2009 12:00 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Itinerary - CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 

FW_ CALDWELL_KIA 10JUN RDU.eml (16.0 KB).msg 

Travis, 
Here’s my itinerary for Brazil. In case you need the cost or more 

details. 

Thanks, 
Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Louanne Warren <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 

Friday, March 27, 2009 12:00 PM 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
FW: CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 

See fare below review and get me approved T number by 5pm today. Thanks Louanne 

CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 

DATE 27MARCH09 
AGENT 55/55 BOOKING REF 3BFAID 

CALDWELL/KIA 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 1541 
Q ECONOMY 

10JUN RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 
WEDNESDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

TERMINAL 2 
NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT 12C NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

720P    920P 

NON STOP 
2:00 DURATION 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 905 
Q ECONOMY 

10JUN MIAMI FL 
WEDNESDAY MIAMI INTL        INTL 

TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

SEAT 28H NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

RIO JANEIRO RJ IIIOP 842A 
IIJUN 

NON STOP 
8:32 DURATION 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 2980 
Q ECONOMY 

01JUL RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL 
WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 

TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

SEAT 24H NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

930P 515A 
02JUL 

NON STOP 
8:45 DURATION 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 1004 
Q ECONOMY 

02JUL MIAMI FL 
THURSDAY MIAMI INTL        RALEIGH D 

TERMINAL 2 
NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT IIC NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

RALEIGH DUR NC 950A II50A 

NON STOP 
2:00 DURATION 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/KTJAGB 

AA FREQUENT FLYER AA820UV48 
FARE 768.70 PLUS 35.00SVC FEE 
NON REFUNDABLE 250.00 CHANGE FEE 
VALID PASSPORT AND VISA FOR BRAZIL MANDATORY 



CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM/CMTSERVLET?R=3BFAID&L=US&N=CALDWELL 



HONORS STUDYAB ROAD PROGRAM 

Since the 1980’S, South Africa has witnessed sweeping 
changes in its’ political and cultural landscape. Once 
stigmatized as a racist regime, it is now celebrated as a 
nation with one of the most progressive constitutions in 
the world. While Pretoria is the seat of the South African 
government, Cape Town is the location of parliament, and 
it is this magnificently beautiful city nestled between sandy 
beaches and gorgeous mountain tops that will provide the 
setting for this Honors Study Abroad program. 

Honors Semester in Cape Town aims to immerse you into 
the living history of South Africa by directly involving you 
in institutions that are helping to create a democratic eM1 
society. On this program, you will work four days a week 
with a non-government or government agency that best 
suits your interests and skills. Internships are available in 
the following fields: 

Public Health, Children’s rights, Education (including 
special schools), Public Policy, Conflict Resolution, Legal 
Advocacy/Human Rights, Development Agencies, Media/ 
Journalism, Environmental/Conservation/Ecology, City 
Planning, Gender-based Programs and the Arts (other fields 
are also available). 

For additional information on this program, please contact 
Friederike Seeger, Director of Bureh Programs and Honors 
Study Abroad, Email: fseeger@email.une.edu. 



The 2009 program will be led by Dr. Margaret Lee, 

Associate Professor of African and Afro-American 

Studies, Email: leemc@email.unc.edu. 

Participants will receive 12, graded credits for the 
following courses: 

¯ HNRS 353 / AFRI 54o: The 21st Century 
Scramble for Africa (3 credits) Taught by faculty 
director Dr. Margaret Lee. 

¯ HNRS 353 / AFRI 520: Contemporary 
Southern Africa (3 Credits) Lecture Series on the 
History and Politics of South Africa, organized by the 
Institute for Democracy in South Africa (IDASA). 

¯ HNRS 357: Practicum in African Studies 

(3 Credits). 
¯ HNRS ~’96 / AFRI ~’96: Independent Study 

(3 Credits). Research Component of Internship, 
including weekly journal and term paper. 

Students who have taken one of the courses listed above 
will be registered in HNRS 296 for an additional 3 hours 
of graded independent study credits. All courses receive 
graded credit, unless noted otherwise. 

Students who wish to have their course work 
credited in ways other than those noted here must 
seek approval from the director of undergraduate 
studies in their major or minor department, or, in 
the ease of perspective credit, the Associate Dean for 
Undergraduate Education by meeting with their study 
abroad advisor to get the appropriate forms. 

PLEASE NOTE: ALL INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 

MAJORS MUST PICK UP AN INTERNATIONAL 

STUDIES MAJOR WORKSHEET FROM THE STUDY 

ABROAD OFFICE AND VISIT WITH THE CHAIR OF 

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES WELL BEFORE THEY 

DEPART FOR CAPE TOWN. 

The program is based at the University of Cape Town, where you will have computer, gym and library 
privileges. In addition to your coursework, you have the opportunity to attend lectures and briefings by local 
academic, business and political leaders. 

You will live at the Hillcrest Manor Guesthouse in Tamboerskloof, a residential neighborhood near the city 
center with easy access to transportation to the University of Cape Town campus. All bedrooms, which will be 
shared with one or two students, have en-suite bedrooms, a television, ceiling fan and heater. The guesthouse 
has common dining and lounge areas, as well as a private swimming pool and deck overlooking the city and 
mountain. The guest house is in walking distance to restaurants and shopping. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janki Ghodasara <j ghodasa@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 30, 2009 3:22 AM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[sangam] SANGAM SPECIAL ADDITION UPDATE 

 00,.o 

South. Asian. Awareness. Week. 

South Asian Awareness Week (SAAW) is an annual event put on by UNC’s South 
Asian Awareness Organization, SANGAM. During this week you will have a chance to 
experience the vast food, dances, entertainment, history, and culture of South Asian 

Countries. 

SANGAM GBM: 

Come out to our GBM kicking offSAAW!! Enjoy some snacks with your 
friends while we fill you in about what’s going on during the week. We will 

also have a special presentation from AASHA detailing the 
mutiny/massacre in Bangladesh. 

Where: Murphey 116 

When: 6:oopm 

Co-Sponsored By: AASHA 



HINDU MUSLIM DATING FORUM; 
THE EFFECTS OF INTERRELIGIOUS INTIMACY: 

In modern times, the subject of intimate relationships amongst Hindus 
and Muslims are commonly portrayed in films, television, and society in 

general. Do you believe that it is okay for people of two different religions 
to date or marry? Let your voice be heard in an open-forum discussion 

hosted by Sangam and co-sponsered by Mosaic. A mediator will be present 
to present thought-provoking questions on the subject of interreligious 

intimacy. Light refreshments will be served. 

Where: Murphey 3~4 

When: 7:00-9:00 

Co-Sponsored by: MOSAIC 

FILM VIEWING; OUTSOURCED: 

Interested in watching a hilarious modern comedy based on a Caucasian 
male who is trying to find a new life in the chaos of Bombay? If you are, 

you should definitely come watch Outsourced!! The independent film has 
won several awards for its stellar depiction of cross cultural conflict and 
romance. There is going to be tasty popcorn! This is an event you surely 

dont want to miss !! 

Where: Bingham 317 
When: 7pm 

SOUTH ASIAN BAZAAR: 

Food, activities and performances at the South Asian Bazaar located in the 
Breezeway between the two Union buildings. Activities sponsored by 

different South Asian organizations will include henna, carrom, cricket, 
and more. There will be performances from Bhangra Elite, Ek Taal, Tar 
Heel Raas, and Chapel Hill Chalkaa. Best ofall...FREE SNOCONES...so 
drop in and check it out!! It will also be your first chance to purchase 



tickets for Sangam’s very own Sangam Nite. 

Where: Union Breezeway 
When: loam-2pm 

REALY FOR LIFE DATE AUCTION: 

Need a date? Sangam and Relay have some potential prospects. Campus 

Leaders, Athletes, and musicians will all be auctioned offwith a fabulous 
dinner for 2 at local restaurants. What better way to get the perfect date 

then to buy them? 

Where: The Pit 

When: 5pm-7pm 

RELAY FOR LIFE: 

Come support the Sangam Relay team as we honor cancer survivors, pay 

tribute to the lives we’ve lost to the disease, and raise money to fight 

cancer right here on campus. 

Where: Fetzer House and Track 
When: Friday April 3rd, 2009 6pm- Saturday April 4th, 2009 2pm 

HERITAGE DAY: 

Do you like kids, culture, eye examinations, and art? If so (or if not) come 

out to 5th Anniversary Celebration of The Heritage India Festival on April 

4th, 2009 starting at 4pm. There will also be an Eye- camp sponsored by 

Duke Eye Center Physicians from 3-7pm. We need two volunteers for the 

Eye-Camp, who will be rewarded for their help with certificates. As always 

rides can be provided Contact Neha Patel if interested. 

When: Saturday April 4th, 2oo9 4pm 



OPEN CABINET GBM; RATIFYING THE CONSTITUTION: 

Want to see what constitution changes are occuring in the Sangam 

Constitution? Come find out the new executive board positions we want to 

implement for next year. We welcome all general body members to our 

Cabinet meeting in order to vote on ratifying the constitution. 

Where: Union 251o 

When: Sunday April 5th 2009 at 8pm 

For questions or concerns, please email 

]anki "flying with the fishes" Ghodasara 

or 

Nilima "swimming with the pigeons" Shah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, March 31, 2009 10:00 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09093880; Opened; BMST COMMODE RUNNING MEN’S RM 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 03/31/2009 09:56:35 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09093880 
Description ................ BMST COMMODE RUNNING MEN’S RM 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 8:19 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09093880; Completed; BMST COMMODE RUNNING MEN’S RM 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 03/31/2009 09:56:35 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09093880 
Shop ....................... 561 - CAMPUS MAINT ZONE 1 - NORTH CAMPUS - Phone# 962-1434 
Description ................ BMST COMMODE RUNNING MEN’S RM 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 3, 2009 9:58 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] TGIF news - update on SHP bill (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

Contents: 

1. Message from SEANC President Tony Smith re: SHP 
2. News including update on SHP & radio ad wars 
3. Black Issues Forum Sunday on collective bargaining and 
Employee Free Choice Act 
4. Jim Crow’s Last Stand: The Unfinished Struggle for Educational Equality 
(tonight) 
5. Health on the Block free community health fair. It will be held at the 
Hargraves Community Center in Chapel Hill on Saturday, April 4, from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
6. Amy Goodman event!tickets Wed. 4/8 from BAJ 
(Balance and Accuracy in Journalism) 

BCBSNC Attacks SEANC, House Insurance Committee Hastily Passes SB287 

SEANC 

PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 

800-222-2758 
919-833-6436 

Dear SEANC members, 

I joined many SEANC members today during a House Insurance Committee 
meeting, where Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina CEO Bob 
Greczyn, who is paid $4 million a year, said it was not his company’s fault 
the State Health Plan is in trouble. He threatened to legislators that 
BCBSNC would have to lay off 500 employees if the nonprofit were not 
administering the health plan. 

Greczyn also claimed if BCBSNC were to reduce their costs by 10 percent, to 
save the state money, 120 jobs would be at risk and services such as claim 
turnaround times and customer service would suffer. 

In the committee meeting, Greczyn claimed the nonprofit only makes $478,000 
from health plan business. However, SEANC recently learned BCBSNC 
purchased $108,000 worth of radio ads to attack SEANC and Executive 
Director Dana Cope. We can’t stand for these personal attacks while the 
real issues are being ignored! 

"Something doesn’t add up here," said Dana, during a press conference this 
morning. "If Blue Cross only makes $478,000 on the State Health Plan, why 
are they spending a quarter of that to attack those helping the state’s 
working families?" 



Greczyn defended his $4 million compensation, stating it "won’t solve the 
funding problems" of the State Health Plan. "Corporate executives are easy 
targets during tough economic times," he stated. 

Greczyn’s comments demonstrate his unwillingness to be a part of any 
solutions 
<http://www.seanc.org/docs/Reports/SEANC%20 STATE%20HEALTH%20PLAN%20solution 
s.pdf> 

to alleviate cost increases for the state’s 600,000-plus members in the 
health plan, in spite of BCBSNC’s $1.3 billion reserves. His comments were 
all centered on the $250 million deficit from last year instead of 
addressing why projected costs are so high for the next two years. 

In the committee meeting, SEANC Legislative Affairs Director Ardis Watkins 
presented the association’s solutions for the health plan instead of 
passing Senate Bill 287, which increases health care costs for state 
employees and retirees. 

However, the House Insurance Committee quickly passed the bill after giving 
Greczyn 20 minutes to address the committee and employee groups five 
minutes. The House Appropriations Committee will hear the bill next. 

We must continue to urge legislators that the bill is bad for the state’s 
working families and fails to fully examine potential overpayments and 
other hidden costs in BCBSNC’s administration of the plan. Please call the 
House Appropriations Committee members and your representatives! 
<~ufl.com/cm@ s6> 
<~:tiww.w.sear~c.or~islativeico~tact.as~> 

Thank you, 
Tony Smith 
President 

NC State Health Plan gets back on track in House 
<~ :iiwww.newsobserver.com/156 5istory i146886 2.1m~fl> 

[radio ad wars re: SHP] 

Thurs: Blood sport? 
<httI~:/iwur~c.or~ramsir~e~.s/~saac~Hu~tersoTavemithurs~b~oodos~> 

Hate crime report in Bowles’ hands 
<~:iiheralds~m.soml~errfl~eadlines.com!orang~i10-11348d3.cfl~> 

New director at NC mental hospital hired 
<~:iiwww.newsobserver.com/15d5istoui 1469309.liner> 



Angaza Laughinghonse, president of UE 150, and MaryBe McMillan, 
secretary-treasurer of North Carolina State AFL-CIO, will be on "Black 
Issues Forum" this Sunday 4/5 at 4:30pm on WUNC-TV, PBS channel 4. The 
show discusses collective bargaining and the Employee Free Choice Act. 
Dallas Woodhouse of Americans for Prosperity will be on the show 
representing the other side. 

The Southern Oral History Program presents "Jim Crow’s Last Stand: The 
Unfinished Struggle for Educational Equality," an address by historian 
Thomas J. Sugrue. 

Friday, April 3 

7:30pm 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

What we commonly know as the civil rights movement was part of a much 
larger struggle, not just to end racial segregation but also to broaden 
economic opportunity, to open housing markets, to protect people against 
discrimination in the workplace, and to lift communities out of poverty. 

And this series of movements unfolded during most of the twentieth century 
and throughout all regions of the country, not just in the South in the 

1960s. 

In fact, "to understand the history of civil rights?indeed, to understand 
modern America?it is essential to bring the North back in." So writes 
historian Thomas J. Sugrne in Sweet Land of Liberty: The Forgotten Struggle 
for Civil Rights in the North, a book called "one of those rare books that 
completely reorient our understanding of the past." Sugrne will describe 

his take on the long civil rights movement in "Jim Crow’s Last Stand: The 
Unfinished Struggle for Educational Equality," on Friday, April 3, at 

7:30pm, in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History on 
the campus of UNC Chapel Hill. 

Sugrue, one of the nation?s leading historians, teaches at the University 
of Pennsylvania and is the author of the Bancroft Prize-winning The Origins 
of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit. Sugrue’s newly 
published Sweet Land of Liberty: The Forgotten Struggle for Civil Rights in 
the North has already won wide praise and inspired vigorous debate and 
discussion. 

This talk is free and open to the public, and is brought to you by the 
Southern Oral History Program (SOHP) in UNC’s Center for the Study of the 
American South with help from the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 
Culture and History. Join us for both ordinary and extraordinary stories of 
the straggles for freedom. 

Sugrue?s talk is the keynote address of The Long Civil Rights Movement: 
Histories, Politics, Memories, a conference hosted by the Southern Oral 

History Program. The conference is a part of the Publishing the Long Civil 
Rights Movement Project, a collaboration between the University of North 
Carolina Press, the UNC School of Law’s Center for Civil Rights, the UNC 
Academic Affairs Library, and the SOHP. We gratefully acknowledge our 
co-sponsors: the Academic Affairs Library, the Center for Global 
Initiatives, the Center for the Study of the American South, the UNC 

Department of History, the Institute for Arts and Humanities, the James M. 
Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence in Graham Memorial, the Office 



of the Associate Provost for International Affairs, and the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center for Black Culture and History. For more information, visit 
~:iilcnn ~mc.edu. 

The NC-HCAP Health Careers Club at UNC will be hosting its sixth annual 
Health on the Block free community health fair. It will be held at the 
Hargraves Community Center in Chapel Hill on Saturday, April 4, from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. This year’s theme is "Changing Health Care for All People 
at All Cost." 

Health on the Block provides local residents with secure on-site 
access to volunteer medical personnel who offer complimentary health 
screenings such as vision, dental, and blood pressure. Also, all 
participants receive important health-related information at the event. 
Live music, free food, raffles and prizes will be provided for overall fun 
for the entire family! Please join us as we address the health concerns of 
our communities! 

For more information please contact Cerina Buchanan at 
clbuchan@email.unc.edu or the NC-HCAP office at 919.966.2264. We look 
forward to seeing you on April 4 ! 

REMINDER: Amy Goodman here April 8!! 
pls fwd .... 

Friends of honest journalism, 

The BAJ link for PayPal ticket purchases is 
via the WCOM ~o:iicar~bororadio.com site described below, 
or you can call me for a direct connection. 

Bill Moyers Journal tonight [Friday] on NC Public TV 
9pm digital channel, 1 lpm analog lx 

features Amy and co-awardee Glenn Greenwald, named as the first 
to receive the I. F. Stone independent journalism award.., the "Izzy." 

~rna[/0403200~!.’.Drofi~e2. h~ml 

Jerry Markatos 542-2139 

AMY GOODMAN SPEAKS at our April 8 Balance & Accuracy in Journalism 
joint fundraiser with WCOM, The Peoples Channel 8, and WNCU 
at the Eno River UU Fellowship [ERUUF], 4907 Garrett Road, 



on the Chapel Hill side of Durham. 
[Details / directions below] 

She visits the Triangle on her "Standing Up to the Madness" book tour. 

Buy the ticket from the one you wish to support! 
Book sales support Democracy Now! 

As you probably know, BAJ advocated successfully for Democracy Now!’s 
broadcast in our area, and continues to provide independent media support 
via our programs and the Media Handout. 

If you have wondered how to sustain the work of Balance & Accuracy 
in Journalism, including our help to those traveling to the FreePress 
National Conference on Media Reform, buy your ticket today from the 
BAJ option on WCOM’s website via Paypal, IT’S IN SMALL PRINT, 
AND IS THE LOWER BUTTON FOR CONTRIBUTIONS, at 
~ :iica~Tbororadio.comiam~oodman. slm-n~ 

Of the 75 tickets allocated to BAL over half were sold as of 4/2. 

Jerry Markatos ~mindspring.com 

BAJ supporters’ prices are as follows: 
Wednesday, April 8 
Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship 
4907 Garrett Road, Durham NC 27707 

6:00pm - Catered reception in the Fellowship Hall 
For a $50 donation, you will meet Amy Goodman in person, receive a signed 
copy of her latest book, 
Standing Up to the Madness: Ordinary Heroes in Extraordinary Times, 
and help support BAJ’s activities. 
Local food icon, Vimala Rajendran, will cater this special reception. 

7:00pm - Talk in the Sanctuary 
For a $20 donation, you will hear Amy speak about the ordinary heroes 
in communities like ours across the country. 

Proceeds will be split according to how many advance tickets each group 
sells. On-site ticket sales, if any are still available, will be $30 
which will be split equally among the three stations. 

For more general information about the tour itself, 
visit the Democracy Now! web site ~:/Ttour.democrac 
Book excerpt is at ~:iitour~democrac 

For ticket availability call 919 542-2139. 
To send your check to BAJ, call or email first and 
mail to 

Jerry Markatos/BAJ 

Directions: 
>From Chapel Hill, take the 15-501 boulevard toward Durham. 
At Garrett Road, the last stoplight before the Durham bypass begins, 
turn right and go exactly .7 mile. At the top of that low hill, turn left 



to the Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. 

PS: Amy Goodman and Glenn Greenwald have been awarded the first 
I.F. Stone award.., see Bill Moyers Journal tonight: 
~a:i!~v w~, .pbs.or?~jcmo~, ersiio~rna[/04032009/profile2, h~ml 

As usual, BAJ will share disks of sample programs from Democracy Now! 
and Alternative Radio, as well as copies of our Media Handout promoting 
talkback to media and support for independent media like you find through 
our cosponsors of this Progra!! 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~tt~p:/isear~c25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24395253-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Friday, April 3, 2009 3:09 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090403150843263.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.03.2009 15:08:43 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, April 6, 2009 9:42 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090406094154308.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 04.06.2009 09:41:54 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 6, 2009 11:54 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu; dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
FW: CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU 

ATT45825.txt 

Invoice for Brazil trip 
This is your E ticket confirmation 
Your American reservation code is ]~KTAGJ 

I recommend reconfirming flights and seats 3 days ahead. 
You must carry passport and Brazilian Visa. Thanks Louanne 

CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 2105000000 

INVOICE 0001NVOICE 
DATE 06APRIL09 
BOOKING REF 5HMXR7 
AGENT 55/55 

CALDWELL/KIA 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 1541 
Q ECONOMY 

15MAY RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 720P 920P 
FRIDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

TERMINAL 2 
NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT IIC NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

NON STOP 
2:00 DURATION 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 905 
Q ECONOMY 

15MAY MIAMI FL RIO JANEIRO RJ IIIOP     842A 
FRIDAY MIAMI INTL INTL 16MAY 

TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:32 DURATION 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AA 904 
Q ECONOMY 

27MAY RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL 810P 402A 
WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 28MAY 

TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

NON STOP 
8:52 DURATION 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 28MAY MIAMI FL RALEIGH DUR NC 940A I145A 
AA 1004 THURSDAY MIAMI INTL RALEIGH D 
Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:05 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 



SEAT llC NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

Y THANK YOU FOR USING MAUPIN TRAVEL 

AIR FARE 662.00 TAX 180.70 AIR TOTAL USD 
SERVICE FEE USD 
INVOICE TOTAL:USD 

TICKET PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381 

MCO PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381/EXP0412 4534 CALDWELL/KIA 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/BKTAGJ 

ETKT:AA 001 7236945149     CALDWELL/KIA 
SVC:890 5058215477 CALDWELL/KIA 

AA FREQUENT FLYER 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 
MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 
OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 
OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 
TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 
888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM 
FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 
800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 
GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 
CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM/CMTSERVLET?R=5HMXR7&L=US&N=CALDWELL 

842.70 
35.00 

877.70 



Hi Travis, 
I was able to get a ticket to Brazil today (see below). I’ll also 

need to purchase an airpass for in-country travel. This will be about 
$700 with the travel agent’s fees. Louanne at Maupin Travel said that 
you should be able to add to the current T number and increase the 
amount to cover the additional ticket. She also said that you could 
probably add remarks about why this was needed in the system. I’m 
traveling today, but will be back in the office tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

..... Forwarded message from LWarren@maupintravel.com ..... 
Date: Mon, 6 Apt 2009 10:54:21 -0400 
From: Louanne Warren <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 

Reply-To: Louanne Warren <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 
Subject: FW: CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU 

To: Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Invoice for Brazil trip 

This is your E ticket confirmation 

Your American reservation code is BKTAGJ 

I recommend reconfirming flights and seats 3 days ahead. 

You must carry passport and Brazilian Visa. Thanks Louanne 

CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU 

INVOICE 000INVOICE 
DATE 06APRIL09 
BOOKING REF 5HMXR7 
AGENT 55/55 

CALDWELL/KIA 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 2105000000 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 15MAY RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 
AA 1541 FRIDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

720P 920P 



Q ECONOMY          TERMINAL 2 
NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:00 DURATION 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT 11C NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 15MAY MIAMI FL RIO JANEIRO RJ 1110P 
AA 905 FRIDAY MIAMI INTL INTL 16MAY 
Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 1 

NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:32 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 
SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

842A 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 27MAY RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL    810P 402A 
AA 904 WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 28MAY 
Q ECONOMY          TERMINAL 1 

NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:52 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 
SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 28MAY MIAMI FL    RALEIGH DUR NC 940A 
AA 1004 THURSDAY MIAMI INTL RALEIGH D 
Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE       NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED    2:05 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 
SEAT 11C NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 

1145A 

YTHANKYOU FOR USING MAUPIN TRAVEL 

AIR FARE 662.00 TAX 180.70 AIR TOTAL USD 
SERVICE FEE USD 35.00 
INVOICE TOTAL:USD 877.70 

842.70 

TICKET PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381 
MCO PAYMENT: CAXXXXXXXXXXXX5381/EXP0412 4534 CALDWELL/KIA 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/BKTAGJ 

ETKT:AA 001 7236945149 CALDWELL/KIA 
SVC:890 5058215477 CALDWELL/KIA 

AA FREQUENT FLYER 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 



MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 
OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 
OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 
TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 
888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM 
FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 
800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 
GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 
CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
<HTTPS://WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM/CMTSERVLET?R=5HMXR7&L=US&N=CALDWELL 
%20> 
WWW.CH ECKMYTRIP.COM/CMTSERVLET?R=5H MXR7&L=US&N=CALDWELL 
<HTTPS://WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM/CMTSERVLET?R=5HMXR7&L=US&N=CALDWELL 
%20> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27955 
Office (919)962-0539 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, April 6, 2009 4:23 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090406162323252.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.06.2009 16:23:23 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 3:14 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Great picture from last night] 

Great picture from last night.eml (114 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Hill <Gary.Hill@tlgcre.com> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 2:10 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Great picture from last night 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the RS, we nform you that any US tax advice contained in this 
commun cation (or in any attachment) is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used for the purpose of () avoiding penalties under the Internal 
Revenue Code or (ii) promot ng market ng or recommending to another pa~y any transact on or matter addressed n ths communication (or in any attachment). 

CONFDENTIALTYNOTCE:Thiseectroncmailtransmissonhasbeensentbya awyer, tmaycontaninformatonthatisconfidental, pdv eged proprietary or 

otherwise legally exempt from d sclosure If you are not the ntended recipient you are hereby notified that you are not authorized to read prnt retsn copy or 
dissem hate this message, any part of it or any attachments, f you have rece red this message n error please deete this message and any attachments from 
your system without reading the content and notify the sender immediately of the inadvertent transmiss on. There is no ntent on the part of the sender to waive 
any privibge incksd ng the attorneyocl ent privilege that may attach to ths communication. Thank you for your cooperation. 



begin:vcard 
fn:Kia Lilly Caldwell 
n:Caldwell; Kia Lilly 
org:UNC- Chapel Hill;African & Afro-American Studies 
title:Assistant Professor 
tel;work:919-962-0539 
tel;fax:919-962-2694 
note;quoted-printable: Mailing Address:=0D=0A= 

=0D=0A= 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies=0D=0A= 
UNC - Chapel HilI=0D=0A= 
CB #3395, 208 Battle HalI=0D=0A= 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

version:2.1 
end:vcard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 

Wednesday, April 8, 2009 1:27 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Only a few hours left Tar Heel fans 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

There are only a few hours left to get BOTH the Tyler Hansbrough Commemorative Issue and the National Championship 
Commemorative Issue included in your 3-month or Annual subscription to InsideCarolina.com. The deadline is midnight tonight, so 

act now! 

To reserve your copies of both keepsake issues, simply click here and select the 3-month or Annual options: 

~s :/isecure.scout.cor~/a.z?s=78~)= 12 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:iisec~re.sco~.com/a.z?s=78&2r~=5&c-4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janki Ghodasara <jghodasa@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 12, 2009 3:49 AM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sangam] SANGAM WEEKLY UPDATE 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

April ~2th, 2009 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness Organization at the 

University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

Sa~ga~ Photos 1. Sangam Nite 

2. Constitution Ratification 

3. Sangam Elections 

4. AKD Applications 

5. MGF Applications 

6. Mock Wedding 

7. AKD DVDs 

Upcoming Campus Events... 

1. Interfaith Trailogue 

UPCO[~NG SANGA~ EVENTS/NEWS 

2o SANGA~ N~TE 

UNC Sangam~s annual Sangam Nite will be held on Saturday, April 18th at Chapel Hill High SchooPs 

Robert C. Hanes Theatre. This year the show has been themed YATRA: Destination: South Asia and 

will focus on the rich yet diverse cultural heritage that makes up South Asia. The show will begin at 

6:30 pm, and a South Asian meal will be available for a nominal fee starting at 5:30pm. Come out 

and enjoy this cultural event as our pilots fly you around South Asia, and enjoy performances 

from UNC~s very own Bhangra Elite, Ek Taal, Chalkaa, Tarheel Raas, and many more! 

Ticket Information: 

$5 UNC Students*** 

S8 General Admission 

~12 VIP 



***one ticket per valid UNC Onecard 

Tickets may be bought on UNCls campus in the PIT or reserved online at 

www.uncsanga m.org/sanga mnite. 

If you have any questions please contact Awanti Damle or Shivani Patel- Thank you and we hope to 

see you there! 

2, CONSTITUTION RATIFICATION 

OPEN CABINET GBM 

Want to see what constitution changes are occurring in the Sangam Constitution? Come 

find out the new executive board positions we want to implement for next year along with 

AKD term changes, addition of a graduate student branch, and changes in the process of 

ratification itself. We welcome all general body members to our Cabinet meeting in order 

discuss and vote on ratifying the constitution. 

Where: Union 2510 
When: Sunday April 12th 2009 at 8pm 

< !-- [if !supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 

<!--[endif]--> 
3o SANGA~ ELE~ONS 

Sangam Elections will be held on Thursday April 16th at 6pm in Murphey 116. Election 

procedures and detailed summaries of the duties assigned to each of the 7 members of the 

Sangam Executive Board may be found in the Sangam Constitution found at 

www. u ncsa ngam.o rF~. 

If you have any desire or inkling to run for a position or change the face of Sangam and earn 

valuable leadership skills in the process, feel free to contact any member of the current 

Executive Board with any questions or concerns. A list of these email addresses may be 

found online at www.uncsangam.org. 

Letters of intent will be accepted until 5pm Wednesday April 15th. Please email these to 

Hiral Patel. For those of you who wish to not run but participate in this process, you must be 

a paid Sangam member. 

Aaj Ka Dhamaka, the premiere South Asian dance competition in the Southeast, is Sangam’s ULTIMATE fall 

semester event. After having drawn a crowd of over 1,600 this past year at the Progress Energy Center’s 

Memorial Auditorium, AKD is not only a "FUN" TASTIC show, but it also provides the funds to suppo~ the 

greater cause behind the show- the Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship. If you have a spectacular vision for AKD, 

then make it happen by being one of the AKD 2009 Co-Chairs. You are highly encouraged to talk with this past 

AKD’s Co-Chairs: Bunsree Patel or Nirav Pate[. 

Applications may be found on the Sangam Website and are due by 5pm on April 17th to any member of the 

executive board. 

5~ B~FG APPLICATIONS 



The Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship was started by Sangam more than a decade ago to combine 

Sangam’s mission to spread awareness of South Asia with its goal to serve the local and global 

communities. At least one Mahatma Gandhi Fellow travels to South Asia each summer to complete 

a service project. 

The two MGF cochairs help to promote the Fellowship to the campus, raise money, encourage 

applicants, and organize the selection process. While cochairs do not pick MGF Fellows, they are 

essential in maintaining MGF as the premier service scholarship for South Asia. MGF cochairs serve 

as part of cabinet and are also part of the AKD committee. 

For more information or if you have any questions, please contact Neil or Hari. Applications are due 

April 17th, 2009 at 5pro to any member of the current Sangam executive board and can be found 

on the Sangam website. 

Do people ever ask you about how South Asian weddings work? Have you been wondering 

that for yourself? Come Volunteer for Sangam’s annual Mock Wedding on April 21th, 2009. 

You can be a bride, groom, family member, or just an audience member! No role is too 

small! If interested please email Shiwani Kumar or Anand Baxi. 

7. AKD DVDS 

If interested in purchasing the official 2009 AKD DVD (510)- please contact Nk’av Patel or 

Buns~’ee Patel. 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

I. ~NTERFA~TN TR~ALOGUE 

A panel discussion on Christianity, Islam, and Judaism that will seek to explore similarities and 

differences, address challenging questions, and clarify common misconceptions. 

Each panelist will briefly explain the doctrines of his or her respective religion as well as 

misconceptions surrounding these doctrines. A Q&A session with the audience will follow. 

Refreshments will be served. 

Sponsored by: Cornerstone, Interfaith Alliance, International Friends, Intervarsity, Muslim 

Students Association, NC Hillel, Reformed University Fellowship 

Panelists: 

Rabbi Leah Berkowitz has served as Assistant Rabbi at Judea Reform Congregation since July 2008. 

Rabbi Berkowitz earned a Master of Arts in Hebrew Literature as well as a Master of Arts in Religious 

Education during her tenure there. She has had essays published in God: Jewish Choices in 

Struggling with the Ultimate as well as Spirituality 101: The Indispensable Guide to Keeping-or 

Finding- Your Spiritual Life on Campus. 

Dr. Richard L. Pratt, Jr., president of Third Millennium Ministries, is an adjunct professor of Old 

Testament at Reformed Theological Seminary and a visiting professor at Covenant Theological 

Seminary. Dr. Pratt is the general editor of the NIV Spirit of the Reformation Study Bible and a 



translator for the New Living Translation, as well as the author of numerous books 

Nouman Siddiqui, M.D., is a well-respected member of the triangle Muslim community and works 
with the Outreach committee at the Islamic Association of Raleigh. He has worked as Duke 
University’s Chief Resident in ophthalmology and now practices comprehensive ophthalmology in 
Raleigh, specializing in the treatment of glaucoma. 

The event will take place on Thursday April 16th from 8:00 to 10:00 PM. It will be held in the Ball 
Room of the George Watts Hill Alumni Center. 

L~T DAY OF CLASS COUNTDOWN 

16 DAYS 

xoxo 
Your 2008-2009 Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

Janki "still cant believe Kutner is gone" Ghodasara 

Nilima "Greys is almost as good as HOUSE" Shah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 13, 2009 2:23 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

New T Number 

Travis, 
Would you please make sure the new T number that you requested last 

week has been approved by Debby? The new number is 044945. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hi Kia, 

I had to get a new T # because it wouldn’t let me add on to the other 
one. The T # is 044945 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Kia Caldwell wrote: 
>> Hi Travis, 
>> I was able to get a ticket to Brazil today (see below). I’ll also 
>> need to purchase an airpass for in-country travel. This will be 
>> about $700 with the travel agent’s fees. Louanne at Maupin Travel 
>> said that you should be able to add to the current T number and 
>> increase the amount to cover the additional ticket. She also said 
>> that you could probably add remarks about why this was needed in the 
>> system. I’m traveling today, but will be back in the office tomorrow. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Kia 
>> 
>> ..... Forwarded message from LWarren@maupintravel.com ..... 
>> Date: Mon, 6 Apr 2009 10:54:21 -0400 
>> From: Louanne Warren <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 
>> Reply-To: Louanne Warren <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 
>> Subject: FW: CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU 
>> To: Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> Invoice for Brazil trip 
>> 
>> This is your E ticket confirmation 
>> 
>> Your American reservation code is BKTAGJ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I recommend reconfirming flights and seats 3 days ahead. 
>> 

>> You must carry passport and Brazilian Visa. Thanks Louanne 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU 
>> 

>> 

>> 



INVOICE 000INVOICE 
DATE 06APRIL09 
BOOK1NG REF 5HMXR7 

AGENT 55/55 

CALDWELL/KIA 
>> ACCOUNT NUMBER 2105000000 
>> 

>> SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 
>> 
>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 15MAY RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 720P 920P 

>> AA 1541 FRIDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 

>> NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:00 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

>> SEAT 11C NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 15MAY MIAMI FL RIO JANEIRO RJ 1110P 842A 
>> AA 905 FRIDAY MIAMI INTL INTL 16MAY 

>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 1 

>> NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:32 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

>> SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 27MAY RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL 810P 402A 
>> AA 904 WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 28MAY 

>> Q ECONOMY         TERMINAL 1 
>> NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:52 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

>> SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 28MAY MIAMI FL RALEIGH DUR NC 940A 1145A 
>> AA 1004      THURSDAY MIAMI INTL RALEIGH D 

>> Q ECONOMY                TERMINAL 2 
>> NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:05 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 
>> SEAT 11C NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> Y THANK YOU FOR USING MAUPIN TRAVEL 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> AIR FARE 662.00 TAX 180.70 AIR TOTAL USD 842.70 
>> SERVICE FEE USD 35.00 
>> INVOICE TOTAL:USD 877.70 
>> 

>> TICKET PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381 

>> MCO PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381/EXP0412 4534 CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/BKTAGJ 
>> 

>>ETKT:AA 001 7236945149 CALDWELL/KIA 
>> SVC:890 5058215477 CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AA FREQUENT FLYER AA820UV48 
>> 

>> ***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 

>> MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
>> DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

>> OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

>> OR PAPER TICKETS. 



>> 

>> MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 
>> TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 
>> 888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM 
>> FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 
>> 800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 
>> GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 
>> CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 
>> PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 
>> 
>> VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 
>> 
>> CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
>> <HTTPS :iiWWW. CHECKMYT~P. COM/CMTSER VLET?R=5HMXR7 &L =U S&N=C ALD WELL %20> 
>> WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COMFCMTSERVLET?R=5HMXR7&L=US&N=CALDWELL 
>> <HTTPS:iiWWW.CHECKMYTR~P.COMiCMTSEiR VLET?R=5HMX2R7&L=US&N=CALDWELL%20> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
>> 

>> 

>> Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
>> Assistant Professor 
>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>> Battle Hall, CB#3395 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27955 
>> Office (919)962-0539 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Invoice for Brazil trip 
>> 
>> This is your E ticket confirmation 
>> 
>> Your American reservation code is *BKTAGJ* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I recommend reconfirming flights and seats 3 days ahead. 
>> 

>> You must carry passport and Brazilian Visa. Thanks Louanne 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *CALDWELL/KIA 15MAY RDU* 

>> ACCOUNT NUMBER 2105000000 
>> 

>> SERVICE DATE FROM 

INVOICE 000INVOICE 
DATE 06APRIL09 
BOOKING REF 5HMXR7 
AGENT 55/55 

CALDWELL/KIA 

TO DEPART ARRIVE 



>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 15MAY RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 720P 920P 
>> AA 1541 FRIDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 
>> NON SMOK1NG FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:00 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

>> SEAT 11C NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 15MAY MIAMI FL RIO JANEIRO RJ 1110P 842A 
>> AA 905 FRIDAY MIAMI INTL INTL 16MAY 

>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 1 

>> NON SMOK1NG DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:32 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 
>> SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 27MAY RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL 810P 402A 

>> AA 904 WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 28MAY 

>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 1 

>> NON SMOK1NG DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:52 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 
>> SEAT 30G NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 28MAY MIAMI FL RALEIGH DUR NC 940A 1145A 

>> AA 1004 THURSDAY MIAMI INTL RALEIGH D 
>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 

>> NON SMOK1NG FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:05 DURATION 
>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 
>> SEAT 11C NO SMOKING CONFIRMED CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> Y THANK YOU FOR USING MAUPIN TRAVEL 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> AIR FARE 662.00 TAX 180.70 AIR TOTAL USD 842.70 
>> SERVICE FEE USD 35.00 
>> INVOICE TOTAL:USD 877.70 
>> 

>> TICKET PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381 

>> MCO PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381/EXP0412 4534 CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/BKTAGJ 
>> 

>>ETKT:AA 001 7236945149 CALDWELL/KIA 

>> SVC:890 5058215477 CALDWELL/KIA 
>> 

>> AA FREQUENT FLYER AA820UV48 
>> 

>> ***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 
>> MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

>> DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

>> OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

>> OR PAPER TICKETS. 
>> 

>> MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

>> TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

>> 888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM 
>> FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

>> 800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

>> GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 
>> CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

>> PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 



>> 

>> VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 
>> 

>> CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
>> <ttTTPS :,9’WWW.CttECKMYTRIP COMiCMTSERVLET?R=5HbcLXRT&L=U S&N=C~M~ID WELIL%20> 
>> WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COMdCMTSERVLET?R=5HMXR7&L=U S&N=CALDWELL 
>> ~HTTPS:iiWWW.CHECKMYTR[P.COMiCMTSERVLET?R=5HMXRT&L=US&N=CALDWELL%20> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 

Dunbar 

Roberta Ann 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919 966.2942 

E-mail: radunbar@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@mindspring.com 

Monday, April 27, 2009 11:02 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Summer School AFAM 101 syllabus 41 copies by May 12. Thanks! 

Summer I, 2009 
Robert Porter 

~mindspring.com 
Class meetings: M-F in GA 210 
Office hours: in classroom after each meeting, except after group discussions 

AFAM 101 (40), Section 1 : The Black Experience I (before 1865) 

This course discusses how African American men and women, in the years before emancipation, coped with and struggled against 
either enslavement or the limitations of nominal freedom. Furthermore, it explores African American leadership, society and culture in 
the years before the end of chattel slavery. In addition we consider many reasons why this material is relevant today, noting among 
other things that even slavery itself continues into our own time. 

As originally conceived by those who proposed it, AFAM 40 was to look at more than the African American story. This particular 
class continues that worthy tradition, as it explores the rupture in Africa, the middle passage, resistance in 1700s Quebec, and the 
twilight of slavery in Bermuda. This course also compares U. S. slavery with that of other places, including present day Haiti. 

In fact, a particularly salient feature of this course is that it compares and contrasts along a number of dimensions. AFAM 101 meets 
the U. S. diversity requirement under the 2006 curriculum and the diversity requirement under the pre-2006 curriculum. Partly in order 
to be counted for the diversity requirement under the new curriculum, AFAM 101 has become more comparative in nature. For a 
course to meet the now redefined U. S. diversity requirement it must explicitly compare and contrast two groups in The States and it 
must do so across a significant portion of the semester. This particular section of AFAM 101 compares and contrasts the experiences 
of 1) African American men and women and 2) of black abolitionists, represented by Frederick Douglass and anti-slavery white 
politicians, represented by Abraham Lincoln. 

Books (in approximate order assigned): 

Afua Cooper, The Hanging of Angelique 
Mary Prince, The History of Mary Prince 
Jean-Robert Cadet, Restavec 
Charles Johnson and Patricia Smith, Africans in America 
The Declaration of Independence and the U. S. Constitution (available online and in thousands of other places) 
Joan Sherman, The Black Bard of North Carolina 
Deborah Gray White, Aren’t I a Woman 
Margaret Walker, Jubilee 
Frederick Douglass, Narrative 
Elizabeth Keckley, Behind the Scenes 
James Oakes, The Radical and the Republican 

Book availability: All books are available for purchase at Student Stores on campus, Tarheel Book Store (119 E. Franklin) and Ram 
Book and Supply (306 W. Franklin). Some are on reserve in the Undergradute Library. 

Reading load: The reading list is not as intimidating as it first appears. The books are unfailingly interesting, and we do not read every 
page of every book. At the same time, it should be clear that this course is designed only for students who care about applying 
themselves and learning something. 

Grading scale: 90s = A, 80s = B and etc., with + and - used 

Grading: 

Contract I: Quizzes 10%, Paper 20%, Midterm 35%, Final 35% 
Contract II: Quizzes 10%, Paper 20%, Final 70% 



Exams: Essay midterm and cumulative essay final 

Make-up midterm: What make-up midterm? If you miss the midterm~ presumably for a good reason~ there is no penalty. You simply 
fall under Grading Contract II. 

Paper (total of 15 pages): Keep a journal. I expect a minimum often entries. Page length will vary between entries. Write about what 
you are learning from the readings~ discnssions~ and life. Your first entry should come no later than one week after beginning class~ 
and probably should come sooner. 

Participation: Expected (see above). I reserve the right~ however~ to count TRULY extraordinary participation as part of a student’s 
grade. 

Attendance: Expected. Poor attendance will lower your grade in more ways than one. For example~ you must be present for quizzes 
and to participate. Also~ studies also show a high correlation between attendance and final course grades. Moreover~ the grading 
contracts apply only to students with acceptable attendance. Excessive unexcused absences/poor attendance may cause me to lower 
your grade~ period. If you frequently skip class~ this course is just not for you. 

Quizzes: Will check to see who did the day’s reading assignment with care--and who did not. I will give you the answers immediate 
after each quiz~ so that you can instantly tell how you performed. Such rapid feedback should promote learning. 

Make-up quizzes: There will be two~ covering the reading assignments for the day (see below). If you missed one of the earlier 
quizzes~ or wish to replace a score on any of them~ plan on taking the make-ups. Every student is expected to take at least ten quizzes. 

Campus tour: The tour will focus on UNC-CH history in general~ with particular attention to the experience of African Americans. 

Quiz bowl: This exercise will be based on Africans in America by Charles Johnson and Patricia Smith~ and will place emphasis on 
working for a common goal in diverse teams. 

Group discussions: Students~ on two different occasions~ will be randomly assigned to diverse discussion groups. Each group 
participant will discuss a number of topics~ most notably his or her own life story as it pertains to mce~ but also to class~ gender and 
geography. This exercise has proved most popular in past semesters partly because it fosters frank discussions many find all too rare~ 
both on this campus and in American society in general. 

Schedule: 

May 12 Introduction; majoring or minoring in African American Studies; African background 

FIRST COMPARISON: U.S. SLAVERY COMPARED TO OTHER PLACES~ OTHER TIMES: CANADA~ BERMUDA AND 
HAITI 

May 13 Cooper~ Preface~ Chps. I~ XIII~ and Epilogue (Note: You do NOT need to remember all of the slave narratives mentioned in 
the Epilogue) 

May 14 Mary Prince (you may skip the editors introduction) Quiz 1 

May 15 Cadet~ beginning through Chp. 11 Quiz 2 

SECOND COMPARISON: IDEALS VS. REALITY IN THE UNITED STATES TO 1860 

May 18 Johnson and Smith~ Prologue and Part One Discuss and review in teams 

May 19 Johnson and Smith~ Part Two Discuss and review in teams 

May 20 Johnson and Smith~ Part Three Discuss and review in teams 

May 21 Johnson and Smith~ Part Four Discuss and review in teams 

THIRD COMPARISON: WHAT SHOULD YOU KNOW VS. WHAT DO YOU KNOW (!) 

May 22 Quiz Bowl on Johnson and Smith~ Compete in teams established over the previous four classes 

May 25 Memorial Day 

May 26 Quiz Bowl on Johnson and Smith (cont.) 



May 27 Midterm Exam on all previous readings, discussions and on quiz bowl material. Bring bluebooks 

May 28 Declaration of Independence and U.S. Constitution Quiz 3 

FOURTH COMPARISON: THE LARGER WORLD AND UNC 

May 29 Campus tour with emphasis on history, particularly African American, 
at UNC (led by instructor) Meet at Unsung Founders Memorial. Read pp. 1-46, 75-76, 79, and 136 in Black Bard. 

COMPARION FIVE: MEN AND WOMEN ENSLAVED 

June 1 White, Introduction and Chp. 1 Quiz 4 

June 2 White, Chps. 2-3 Quiz 5 

June 3 Group discussion 

June 4 White Chps. 4-5 Quiz 6 

June 5 Walker, Part I Quiz 7 

June 8 Douglass, entire book Quiz 8 

June 9 Keckley, Preface and Chps. I-XI Quiz 9 

COMPARISON SIX: Abraham Lincoln and Anti-Slavery with Frederick Douglass and Abolitionism 

June 10 Oakes, Introduction and Chps. 1 and 2 Quiz 10 

June 11 Oakes, Chps 3 and 4 Make-up quiz 1 

June 12 Oakes, Chps 5, 6 and 7 Make-up quiz 2 

June 15 11:30-2:30 Final Exam Bring bluebooks 

Note: I reserve the right to make changes in this syllabus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~mindspring.com 

Monday, April 27, 2009 11:15 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Summer 1 2009 AFAM/AFRI 474 syllabus 35 copies, please. Thanks. 

Summer I, 2009 
Robert Porter 

~mindspring.com 
Class meetings: in GA 007 from 1:15-2:45 M-F 
Office hours: in GA 007 after each class meeting, except on group discussion days 

AFAM/AFRI 474 Key Issues/Cross Linkages 

This course explores the cross linkages within the African diaspora. I have interpreted the course title as broadly as possible, but I 
reveal a special interest in how African Americans have viewed both Africa and other parts of the diaspora, as well as the experience 
of Africans in the world. In fact, all or nearly all of the readings fall under the theme of journeys through the diaspora. 

Please note that this is an advanced undergraduate and graduate level course taught as a seminar, with a challenging reading load 
appropriate to such a class. In other words, we read and talk about books. This is fundamentally NOT a lecture course (although it is 
true that I will give one lecture), nor does the university expect it to be taught as such. So please do not expect a lecture course. 

Books: Available in Students Stores. Due to cost considerations, most have been placed on reserve in the Undergraduate Library. 
Listed in order we will read them. Note that two private bookstores on Franklin St., Tarheel Textbook and Ram Books, carry this 
course’s assigned books. 

Afua Cooper, The Hanging of Angelique 
Mary Prince, The History of Mary Prince 
Jean-Robert Cadet, Restavec 
George Gmelch, Behind the Smiles 
Eugene Robinson, From Coal to Cream 
Bendita da Silva, Benedita da Silva: An Afro-Brazilian Woman’s Story 
Langston Hughes, The Big Sea 
Buchi Emecheta, Second Class Citizen 
Manthia Diawara, We Won’t Budge 
Barack Obama, Dreams From My Father 

Attendance: Required. Missing class hurts you in many ways. Not surprisingly, studies show a correlation between class attendance 
and final course grade. Also, there are many quizzes in this course, and missing a significant number of them will devastate your 
grade. Finally, the grading contracts below apply only to those with acceptable attendance. Excessive unexcused absences could cause 
me to lower your grade, period. Please note that roll will be taken daily. 

Participation: Expected. Plan to make contributions to class discussions and to be called on if you do not. Nobody escapes. 

Grading scale: 90s = "A"s; 80s = "B"s and etc. with + and - used 

Grading Contract--Your choice: Contract I = quizzes 10%, paper 10%, midterm 40%, final 40%. Contract II = quizzes 10%; paper 
10% final 80%. Excellent attendance is expected and at least satisfactory attendance is assumed to be part of either contract. 

Quizzes: There will be twelve, all on the assigned readings for the day, with three make-ups (see next paragraph) I will give you the 
answers immediately after each quiz, so that you can instantly tell how your performed and so that you can keep track of your scores. 
Such quick feedback, most of all, promotes learning. 

Make-up quizzes: There will be three (see below) covering the reading material for the day. 

Paper: Students are required by the university to write paper(s) for this (and many other) courses. Please complete a fifteen page 
(minimum) journal of this course. Record your impressions of the reading and discussions. What do you think about what your are 
learning? How does the information make you feel? How does what you are learning tie into current affairs or to your overall 
education at UNC-CH--and beyond. You should have a minimum of six entries, which may vary in length, though you may have 
many more. 



Exams: Midterm and CUMULATIVE Final. Essay type 

Make-up midterm: What make-up midterm? If you miss the midterm, presumably for a good reason, you fall trader Contract II. 

Discussion Groups: In small groups, you will answer such questions as: Has your life been influenced by multiculturalism? How has 
gender, class, geography and especially race affected your life? Would you want the same life for your own children as you 
experienced it in this realm? Have you traveled to or lived in any countries outside the U.S. with a large black population? 

In a country divided by housing patterns (among other things)these diverse discussion groups, created by random means, will offer an 
all too rare chance for an honest discussion of race in America. Some students in the past have said that it was the first time in their 
lives they had ever been part of such a discussion. (For some, alas, it will be their only time.) 

Schedule: 

May 12 Introduction 

May 13 The Diaspora (lecture) 

JOURNEYS: AFRICA TO THE AMERICAS 

May 14 The Hanging of Angelique Preface-Chps. I, VII-XIII 

May 15 Mary Prince, entire book, Quiz 1 (You may skip the editor’s introduction) 

JOURNEYS: WITH1N THE AMERICAS 

May 18 Restavec through Chp. 11 Quiz 2 

May 19 Restavec, Chps. 12-16 Quiz 3 

May 20 Restavec, Chps. 17-end Quiz 4 

May 21 Behind the Smiles, Chps. 1, 2, 8 and pages 145-153 Quiz 5 

May 22 From Coal to Cream, Prologue, and Chps. 1, 4, 5, 7 and 8. Quiz 6 

May 25 Memorial Day--no class 

May 26 Bendito Da Silva, Foreward, Preface, Introduction, and Chps. 1-4 Quiz 7 

May 27 Group discussion 

May 28 Benedito Da Silva, Chps. 5-10 Quiz 8 

May 29 The Big Sea, pp. 26-89 Quiz 9 

June 1 Midterm Exam Please bring bluebooks 

JOURNEYS: AFRICA TO EUROPE 

June 2 Second Class Citizen Chps. 1-4 Quiz 10 

June 3 Group Discussion 

June 4 We Won’t Budge Preface, Chps. 1-4 Make-up quiz 1 

JOURNEYS AMERICA TO AFRICA 

June 5 Dreams From My Father Introduction and Chps. 1-2 Make-up quiz 2 

June 8 Dreams From My Father, Chps.3-4 Make-up quiz 3 

June 9 Dreams From My Father, Chps. 5- 6 

June 10 Group discussion 



June 11 Dreams From My Father Chps. 15-17 

June 12 Chps. 18-end including Epilogue and excerpt from Audacity 

June 16 11:30-2:30 CUMULATIVE FINAL Bring bluebooks 

Please note that I reserve the right to make changes in this syllabus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 28, 2009 11:33 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] Breaking News on Furloughs 

Perdue: Budget shortfall will likely exceed $3 billion 
<ht~p :i iwww. wral co ~w/r~ew si~oca~sto rv i 50 3 7 9 3 7 i> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<h_Rp:iinchopc org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax" 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 
<ht~:iisear~c25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24575553-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 30, 2009 12:11 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>; stgore@email.unc.edu 

AFRII exam 

Final Exam Spring 09-AFRI    .pdf 

Hi Debby and Travis, 

Here is a pdf of the 266 exam. I believe,       is coming to take it 
today at lpm. I’ll probably try to look her exam over before I have you 
copy more for the rest of the class just to make sure there are no 
mistakes that need fixin!! 

Enjoy the cooler day, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

employment@unc.edu 

Friday, May 1, 2009 3:38 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Thank you for applying for Position 0019448, ADM1N SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email 
confirms that your application has been received in the office of Workforce Planning & Compensation. 

Position Id: 0019448 
Position Title: ADMIN SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit ~sJis4.its.ur~c.eda/RAMS4i~licalio~,ist.do. 

To update your applicant profile, visit ~s:iis4.its.unc.eda?RAMS4igetProfile.do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC-Chapel Hill, please visit our website at bs.ur~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <meg~etersen@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 1, 2009 5:09 PM 

Carolina Young Alumni <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: BBQ Tailgate on Tuesday 

The Orange Durham Young Alumni Council invites you to attend 

The Fourth Annual Baseball BBQ Tailgate 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 

Henry Fields across from Boshamer Stadium 
Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 

The Orange and Durham County Young Alumni Council (YAC) is hosting a Cinco de 
Mayo BBQ tailgate prior to the UNC v. EIon baseball game. For tickets to the baseball 
game, visit www.tarheelblue.com. Come out for a fun evening of baseball and learn 
more about how you can stay connected with UNC as an alumnus. 

Please RSVP by SUNDAY, MAY 3 to Meq Petersen or on Facebook. All are welcome! 

*Feel free to bring chairs or blankets for sitting on the field during the tailgate! 

Thank you to the host committee for making this event possible! To join the host 
committee or to learn more about the Orange/Durham Young Alumni Council, please 

contact Meq Petersen. 

Thanks to the following hosts: Seth Dearmin, Jamie Harper, Sarah and Brent Lamm, Kat Butler, 
Jordan Myers, Emily Miller, Erin Nichols, Brandi Brooks, Ronda and Jackie Manuel, Joey Polonsky, 
Shea Grisham, and Meg Petersen. 



Removal Instructions 

This message comes from the Carolina Annual Fund in the Office of University Development at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have comments or questions, e-mail Meg Petersen at meq petersen@unc.edu, call 
919.962.3966 or send correspondence to the Office of University Development-Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin Street, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive similar material in the future, click here to unsubscribe: 

Unsubscribe Link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 3:24 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Protesters Shut Down Speaker- Library Science Still No. 1- GAA on Twitter 

Students 

protest speaker 

Travel with 

the GAA 

1. Protesters Shut Down Draws Fire 

2. Dramatic Art Professor Elected Chair of Faculty 

3. Five Years Later~ Proof the Carolina Covenant Works 

4. Librar~ Science Still [’,Jo. in Grad School Rankinq~ 

S. UNC Will Stud}!. Solar Fuels DevelQ~pment 

1. Do You Twitter or Facebook? Are You LinkedZn? 

2. Pack a Suitcase and Travel With Us 

3. New Grads~ New GAA Members 

4. Level the Devils Durinq, Homecomin 2009 

S. Alumni Admissions Forum: ~ace Still Available 

6. Career Teleclass: Resumes That Get Results 

7. Tell Us About ... Carolina’s Trees 

Protesters Shut Down Speaker; University Draws Fire 

The muzzling of a speaker who had been invited to the campus to talk about illegal 

immigration brought down a hail of public criticism on the University. 

Dramatic Art Professor Elected Chair of Faculty 

McKay Coble ’79, professor of design who also has been heavily involved on the 

administrative side of academics at Carolina since 1986, has been elected to a three- 

year term. 

x?SID=6672 

Five Years Later~ Proof the Carolina Covenant Works 

The national model program that has helped almost 1,800 academically prepared 

students from low-income homes has hard statistics to back up its success. 

Library Science Still No, :~; Law Up in Grad School Rankings 

S Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

Online Alumni 

Carolina Alumni 

Review 

The UNC law school shot up from 38th a year ago to 30th in U.S. News & World 

Report’s annual report, and the medical school remained highly ranked. 



Department of Energy and President Obama’s science and technology initiatives bring 

$17.5 million to make Carolina one of 46 Energy Frontier Research Centers. 

Mere UNC News >> 

Do You Twitter or Facebook? Are You Linked:~n? 

No matter your social network of choice, you can stay connected to the GAA and Carolina. 

Follow us on Twitter, become a fan of our Facebook page, join our LinkedTn group and 

more. 

Pack a Suitcase and Trave~ With 

From the Pacific Northwest to the shores of the Dead Sea, great travel values remain for 

UNC alumni. Trek in the wake of Lewis and Clark, ring in 2010 from Costa Rica or visit a 

region of archaeological and historical treasures. Space is limited; register today. 

New Grads~ New GAA Members 

On May 10, Commencement will create 4,000 new Carolina alumni. Keep that UNC 

connection strong by giving a GAA membership to the new grad in your life; membership 

is discounted for the first year after graduation. 

Make your plans now to return to Chapel Hill Nov. 6-8. Continuing arguably the greatest 

sports rivalry, Carolina will face Duke during the 2009 Homecoming/RAMpage football 

game. Tell us why it’s better to be a Tar Heel than a Blue Devil. 

Alumni Admissions Forum: Space Still Available 

The Alumni Admissions forum, May 15-16, provides an in-depth view into the ever- 

changing world of college admissions. Register today for this GAA member exclusive 

program. 

Career Teleclass: Resumes That Get Results 

Dial in May 18 to learn how to use keywords and magnet phrases to create a resume that 

will get you an interview. Teleclasses are an exclusive benefit for GAA members; advance 

registration is required. 

Tell Us About ,,, Carolina’s Trees 

From the history of the Davie Poplar to the splendid variety in the Coker Arboretum to the 

towering shade canopy across campus, trees dominate Carolina’s landscape and give it 

much of its character. Do you have an interesting story about a particular tree, or maybe 

the backdrop trees provided for a special moment? What feelings do they evoke for you as 

you stroll across campus? Share your stories on our Web site message board. 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

Local Carolina 

Clubs 

More GAA News >> 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to elumr)i- 

news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: unsubscribe here 



UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <beth_braxton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 13, 2009 8:48 AM 

Carolina Alumni, Students and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Heart of the University 

Having )roblems viewing this email? View it as a Web e. 

"Working with students was and is a wonderful experience. It’s challenging; 
intense. But it’s really a great experience. It’s a privilege to do it." 
John Sweeney 

John Sweeney came to Carolina more than 20 
years ago for a one-year guest lecturer 
position and never left Chapel Hill. 
Generations of Tar Heels have benefitted from 
professors like John Sweeney - those with 
high expectations; a thirst for new knowledge 
that is never quenched; and a true enjoyment 
of the classroom experience. 

View a brief video to see how students 
benefit from the faculty that challenge and engage them in real-world 
experiences. 

Gifts from alumni, students and friends of Carolina provide support that enables 
outstanding professors, like John Sweeney, to provide an unparalleled 
experience for thousands of Tar Heels each and every year. Your~ift to UNC 
helps ensure that Carolina can continue to recruit and retain extraordinary 
faculty members to challenge future generations of students. 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 
~p:/!wvw#.adobe.com/               . 

UPDATE YOUR CONTACT [NFO I N SHARE ON FACEBOOK I LEARN ABOUT MATCHING GIFTS 

This email is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the Office 
of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other 
issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email Beth Bra×ton         , telephone 919.962.4388, or write to the 
Office of University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive 

future editions, unsubscribe here. 
702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 13, 2009 6:32 PM 

stgore >> Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

stackhouse 

http :,!iwww. hat,erase, aches.colt,/80 slabout, c£m 



UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center e-News 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Trouble viewing UNC Lineberger’s E-News Release? View it online at: 

http://www.unclineberger.org/lcccnewsletter/20090521.html 

You are currently subscribed to UNC Lineberger Cancer Center’s E-News Release with 

email address as: 

stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24722095- 

9279841.Sd48b917898blb5e9fb144cf6209b79c@listserv.unc.edu 



UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center e-News 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Trouble viewing UNC Lineberger’s E-News Release? View it online at: 

http://unclineberger.org/lcccnewsletter/20090528.html 

You are currently subscribed to UNC Lineberger Cancer Center’s E-News Release with 

email address as: 

stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24756877- 

9279841.Sd48b917898blb5e9fb144cf6209b79c@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 3, 2009 1:40 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Chicago Bulls Examiner: Interview with Danny Green of UNC] 

Chicago Bulls Examiner_ Interview with Danny Green of UNC.eml (82.3 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 1:12 PM 

Peter Samuel Landstrom <plandstr@email.unc.edu> 

Valerie W Tan <vtan@med.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Mamarame Seck] 
Mamarame Seck.eml (10.3 KB).msg 

Hi Peter. I am pretty sure this is a typo from a one time payment 
African Studies Center made to Mamarame. Could you work on 
straightening this out and let me (as well as Valerie Tan) know when you 
do? Thanks so much and if you need anything from me, let me know. Debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 11, 2009 5:06 PM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

hi and tomorrow 

Hi. I hope all is well. I tried to catch you today but missed you. I 
hear Travis is picking you up and taking you home tomorrow. The 
moonflowers are in a whole foods bag in my (your old/Georges’) office. 
I hope you and Travis can remember them so they don’t spend the weekend 
here. We’ll catch up at some point. Cheers. dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 12, 2009 3:51 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC College News: Green energy and jobs, Cherokee studies, 
teachable moments 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

View this message online 

MERE COMES THE SUN Lead Story Photo 
UNC College scientists are hoping to turn a ~: 

$17.5 million federal grant, including stimulus 
dollars, into renewable solar fuels and green jobs. The award will 
launch an inter-university research center at UNC to study low-cost 
and efficient solar fuels production by artificial photosynthesis and 
producing electricity by next-generation photovoltaics. 
view full story >> 

@REETIN@$ FROM THE INTERIM DEAN 
It’s hard to believe that my year as interim dean is almost 
over. I have enjoyed working with extraordinary colleagues 
and students, and discovering how many friends the College 
has. I leave the Dean’s Office in excellent hands. Senior 
associate dean Karen Gil takes over as the new dean July 

CRO$$IN@ BORDERS IN THE CNEROHEE NATION 
A dozen Carolina undergraduates are having a different kind 
of "study abroad" experience as they live and learn in 
Tahlequah, Oklahoma, capital of the sovereign Cherokee 
Nation... 

TEACHABLE MOMENTS 
British literary scholar Christopher Armitage has never been 
shy about dramatizing an important lesson, such as when 
he dressed up as William Richardson Davie, the University’s 
main founder, for an outdoor celebration during the campus 
bicentennial in the 1990s... 

Find out about the latest news and events, and check 
Extras where y+m ca~+ access mM+i:media mad f++lh+w 



ZN THE NEWS 
Read about 
College faculty, 
students and 
alumni in major 
international 
and national 
news media >> 

COb~IZNG SOON 
Search our events 

calendar >> 

GIVE TO THE 
COLLEGE 
Learn Plore I 
Hake a Gift 

bIORE NEWS 
Read about all 
of our current 
News and 
Events or 
browse our 
archives x~ 

Visit the CAS 
Website 

Visit the UNC 
Website 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News is sent periodically to alumni 
and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have 
comments or questions, please email college- 
news@unc.edu or write to UNC College of Arts & Sciences, 
Campus Box 3100, 205 South Building, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3100. If you do not wish to receive this in the future, 
unsubscribe here please. 
702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 4:12 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fwd: Afam    1 

Fwd_ Afam    eml (2.15 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 6:04 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: AFRI    assignments] 

Re_ AFRI    assignments.eml (48.7 KB).msg 

please print 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder -~acrowde@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 15, 2009 6:05 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: AFR1266 assignments] 

Re AFI~1266 assignlnents.elnl (194 KB).msg 

please print 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 16, 2009 3:05 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: AFR1266 assignments] 

Re AFR1266 assignlnents.elnl (56.1 KB).msg 



PAYROLL SERVICES 
CALCULATION OF BIWEEKLY REGULAR PAY 
FOR SPA PERMANENT STAFF 
June 19, 2009 

Each year information is provided to explain the method used to calculate your 
biweekly regular pay. The calculation method used each fiscal year appropriately calculates 
your regular biweekly pay. Since the 26 biweekly payrolls cover a different time period than 
the University’s fiscal year, it is important to explain how your biweekly regular pay is 
calculated. 

Your biweekly regular pay is, of course, based on your annual salary for the fiscal year. 
The University’s fiscal year is from July 1 through June 30. Your biweekly regular pay for each 
fiscal year is dependent on the number of workdays in that fiscal year. Each biweekly pay 
period represents 80 work hours, which typically represents 8 hours a day for 10 days. 

The number of workdays in a fiscal year will vary. For the 2009-2010 fiscal year, there 
are 261 workdays, which represent 2088 work hours (261 workdays x 8 hours a day). The 
number of workdays and work hours for the next 4 fiscal years are displayed below: 

Fiscal Year Workdays Work Hours 

2009-2010 261 2088 

2010-2011 261 2088 

2011-2012 261 2088 

2012-2013 261 2088 

Biweekly payrolls 01 through 26 for fiscal year 2009-2010 will provide pay for the pay 
periods from June 22, 2009 through June 20, 2010. Monday through Friday, June 22 - 26 and 
Monday through Tuesday June 29-30, 2009 will be paid as part of Biweekly 01 on July 17, 
2009. 

Your biweekly regular pay for the 2009-2010 fiscal year will be calculated as in prior 

years. Your annual salary is divided by the number of hours in the fiscal year (2088 hours for 
2009-2010) and multiplied by the 80 hours in the biweekly pay period. Please contact your 

Human Resources Facilitator if you have any questions. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 9:31 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 190 001 

Hi Travis, 
For Spring 2010, there are no SC rooms at 2:00. Would you like me to look elsewhere? There is nothing 
multimedia at that time, so I don’t know if thta makes a difference to you. 
Thanks! 

Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-6093 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON@mxp3.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 5:18 PM 

prvs=2523b 166c 1 =stgore@email.unc. edu 

Returned mail: see transcript for details 

details.txt; boxing (30.7 KB).msg 

The original message was received at Tue, 29 Sep 2009 17:17:57 -0400 
from smtpsrv2.isis.unc.edu [152.2.2.250] 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
<drewstallz@hotmail.com> 

(reason: 550 SC-001 Mail rejected by Windows Live Hotmail for policy reasons. Reasons for rejection may be re...1/network 
admins, please visit ~ostmaster.1ive.com for email delivery information and support) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
... while talking to mx2.hotmail.com.: 
>>> MAIL From:<prvs=2523b 166c 1 =stgore@email.unc.edu> SIZE=41363 
<<< 550 SC-001 Mail rejected by Windows Live Hotmail for policy reasons. Reasons for rejection may be related to content with 
spam-like characteristics or IP/domain reputation problems. If you are not an email/network admin please contact your E-mail!Internet 
Service Provider for help. Email/network admins, please visit ~osm~aster.live.com for email delivery information and support 
554 5.0.0 Service unavailable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 3, 2009 9:43 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu>; Pierce Freelon <pfreelon@gmail.com>; Travis 
Gore <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[Fwd: Hip Hop Haven: Holiday 5K Fun Run] 

Hip Hop Haven_ Holiday 5K Fun Run.eml (30.7 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

klreilly <klreilly@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 9:50 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.unc.edu>; 
Katie Reilly <klreilly@email.unc.edu> 

quiz 3 print request 

Swahili 40 I_QUIZ 3 .pdf 

Hi Travis, 

I hope you are having a good week! Please see attached quiz. When you have 
a moment, could you please print off 50 copies of this quiz for me? 
Ideally, if I could pick them up by the end of my office hours tomorrow 
(Thursday by about l:30pm), that would be great, but I understand if you 
can’t because I didn’t make the 24 hour deadline. Please just let me know 
the earliest I could pick them up. The students will be taking the quiz at 
9:00am on Friday (10/9). 

Thanks Travis! 

Katie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Veronica D. Bellamy <cookee@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:07 AM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
Fatimah Jackson <fatimahj @email.unc.edu>: Tomeiko Ashford Carter 
<tashford@email.unc.edu>; Bill Jenkins ~yahoo.com> 

[iaarlist] REMINDER: Friday Teas 
IAAR Friday Teas Announcement.pdf; cookee.vcf 

This Friday’s IAAR Tea will honor Dr. J. Lee Greene, UNC Professor 
Emeritus in English. Dr. Greene served the UNC-CH as an English 
Professor--teaching African American literature, among other things--for 
thirty years. 

A descendant of NC furniture makers, Dr. Greene has made a coffee table 
especially for IAAR’s suite 309. We will thank Dr. Greene for his gift 
and dedicate the suite 309 reception area in his honor. 

Dr. Greene is the author of_The Diaspomn Self: Unbreaking the Circle 
in Western Black Novels_ (2008); _Blacks in Eden: The African-American 
Novel’s First Century_ (1996); and _Time’s Unfading Garden: Anne 
Spencer’s Life and Poetry_ (1977). 

Friday Tea offers a chance for the University and local communities to 
gather informally for stimulating intellectual conversation, tea, and 
cookies. Please join us for another tea this Friday, October 9, 2009 
from 3-4 pm in suite 309 of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. ALL 
DISCIPLINES ARE WELCOME. Dr. Fatimah L.C. Jackson, IAAR Director, will 
be on hand to talk with visitors. 

Attached is a flyer highlighting our remaining teas for the fall 
semester. Please post in your respective areas and share with your 
colleagues and friends. 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 
located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 
Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaadist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25529590-2005147.937233171b 14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 14, 2009 2:03 PM 
UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Upcoming Orange/Durham Carolina Club Events 

Gather with your Orange/Durham Carolina Club for two great performances at the Durham 
Performing Arts Center. We’ve reserved a block of tickets for Phantom of the Opera and 
Wicked; tickets are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Tickets will be arranged for will 
call on the night of the performance. 

Phantom of the O£era 
December 8, 2009 I 7 p.m. 
**Limit 75 tickets** 
Phantom of the Opera is the longest-running show in Broadway history. 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s international award-winning phenomenon directed 
by Harold Prince has woven its magical spell over standing room audiences 
in more than 100 cities worldwide. It’s a timeless story of seduction and 
despair.              . 

Wicked 
May 6, 2010 I 7:30 p.m. 
**Limit 40 tickets** 
Long before that girl from Kansas arrives in Munchkinland, two girls meet in 
the land of Oz. One - born with emerald green skin - is smart, fiery and 
misunderstood. The other is beautiful, ambitious and very popular. How these 
two grow to become the Wicked Witch of the West and Glinda the Good 
Witch makes for the most spell-binding new musical in years. ~ister 
on~ine. 

Questions? Contact Jordan Myers ’08. 

UNC vs. VirginiaoTech Game-Viewing Party & Canned Food Drive 
October 29 [ 7:30 p.m. 

Carolina A~e House, Brier Creek 
Alexander Place, 7981 Sky[and Ridge, Raleigh I (919) 957-4200 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to cheer on the Heels as they face Virginia Tech on 
Thursday, Oct. 29. We’ll gather with the Triangle Young Alumni Council at the Brier Creek 
Carolina Ale House in the outdoor patio area. Kickoff is set for 7:30 p.m. Everyone is encouraged 
to bring a canned food item to be donated to the Food Bank of Central & Eastern North Carolina. 
More. 

SECU Family House Meal Program 
Nov. 11-12 [ 5 

123 O~d #,~ason Farm Road, Chapel Hil~ I (919} 932-8000 

Save the Date: 
°’A Home on the Field°° 
Paul Cuadros will be in Durham, Thursday, 
Nov. 19, to talk about his book "A Home on the 
Field: How One Championship Soccer Team 
Inspires Hope for the Revival of Small Town 
America," a look at the impact of Latino 
immigration in North Carolina. More. 

Orange/Durham Carolina C~ub: 

OraneeiDurham Carolina C~ub Web site 

Subscribe to our eomai[ ~ist 

Ciubs-Re~ated Questions: 

Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club 
appreciates your membership in the GAA. 
Your membership provides important support 
lo the GAA and our club. Members have 
exclusive access to the digital version of the 
award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read 

azine online as it appears in print. 

A~umni Career Services can help you start, 
change or advance your career. GAA 
members have exclusive access to certain 
services and receive discounted rates on fee- 
based Alumni Career Services. 



Gather with your Orange/Durham Carolina Club for two nights of service by 
cooking for a cause. The ODCC is participating in the SECU Family House Meal 
Program on November 11 and 12. The SECU Family House provides a home- 
away-from-home for families with an adult patient being treated for a critical illness 
or injury at UNC Hospitals or its affiliated clinics. 

We need 5-10 volunteers each night in order to prepare, serve and clean up alter 
S EC U our meal. We ask that volunteers donate $10 each so that we may purchase food 

for the meals. Donations also may be made in lieu of volunteering at this event. 

C~ick here for additional details and to volunteer. Contact: Shani~ ~,~cC~endon ’09. 

Find the ODCC on Facebook 

Become a fan of the ODCC on Facebook. Visit facebook,cor~/orangedurham to stay 
connected. 

l Stay Connected 

GAA contacts 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PC 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to ncoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: ~ns~bscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 3:19 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Athletes Honored; Homecoming/RAMpage 2009; Getting Help With Your Resume 

1. Three Win Patterson Medals for 2009 

2. Gov, Perdue Delivers Universib~ Day Address 

3. CitizemSoldier Pro91yam Gets Scathinqo Internal Review 

4. Coastal Wind Pilot Pro~ 

5. Auto,s: Offers New Znformation on Death of Courtland Smith 

6. Four Swimmers Susioended After Alcohol Violations 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

1. Homecomin 2009: Level the Devils 

2. Introducinq; Enhanced Alumni Messaq@ Boards 

3. Don’t ~,tiss Your Chance to See the ~.!..~ Game 

4. GAA Member Exclusive: Resume ~£1oad Service 

5. Cheer on the Heels With Fellow Alumni 

6. Teleclass: Resumes That Get Results 

7. Tell Us About _. Your ~.9~ Five Basketball Pla21@:£~ 

All-America basketball player Tyler Hansbrough ’09, College World Series hits leader 

Dustin Ackley and soccer star Yael Averbuch ’09 are the recipients of the awards for 

UNC’s best athletes. 

Gov. Perdue Delivers University Day Address 

The governor commended the University community and faculty, which "has stood tall 

and continued to support the state and the University" in the face of historic budget 

cuts over the past year. 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

Online Alumni 

Carofina Alumni 

Citizen=Soldier Program Gets Scathing Internal Review 

The $7.5 million spent on a program to help the families of deployed National Guard 

and military reserve personnel brought meager results and highlighted a red tape 

tangle. 
Alumni Advisor 

Network 

Duke Energy to Develop Coastal Wind Pilot Project 

The partners will place up to three demonstration wind turbines in the Pamlico Sound, 

building on a study that showed North Carolina has promise for wind-energy 

i Local Carolina 

Clubs 



production. 

An autopsy report on the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity president lists the cause of 

death as multiple gunshot wounds and sheds new light on the events that occurred on 

the August morning that he was shot by an Archdale police officer. 

Four UNC swimmers face suspensions resulting from alcohol-related arrests at a 

September party held at the residence of one of the team’s senior captains. 

Homecoming/l~J~,Hpage 2009: Level the Devils 

Head to campus this Friday as we commence a weekend of activities for alumni, students, 

parents and friends. Activities begin Friday and continue through Sunday. Kickoff time for 

the UNC vs. Duke game has been set for 3:30 p.m. 

Chat online about sports, campus groups, classes, majors and more. All alumni and friends 

are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; registered users of the online 

community can open topics for discussion and post their thoughts on various subjects. 

Whether your idea of viewing the big game means watching 22 men fight over the pigskin 

at the Super Bowl, or studying lions, elephants, buffalo and rhinos in the wild, the GAA can 

get you there in style. 

GAA Hember Exclusive: Resume Upload Service 

GAA members now can upload a resume as part of their Online Directory profile. Resumes 

can be any file type and can be viewed and managed online. Upload your resume today 

(Iogin required). 

Cheer on the Heels With Fellow Alumni 

Football’s not over yet; basketball is just beginning. What better reasons to hang out with 

fellow Heels? Check out your local Carolina Club to find out where you can watch the action 

among friends. 

Teleciass: Resumes That Get Results 

Dial in on Nov. 16, noon-1 p.m., to learn how to use keywords and magnet phrases to 

create a resume that will get you an interview. Teleclasses are a GAA member benefit; 

advance registration is required. 

Tell Us About ... Your Top Five Elasketba~ Players 

Carolina is celebrating 100 years of men’s basketball and entering the new season as 

defending national champions. Which five players would you pick as the best during that 

century? Don’t worry about filling specific positions -- just pick any five and tell why 

they’re the tops. Share your picks on our enhanced Alumni Message Boards, where all 

alumni are invited to read discussions about sports, campus groups, classes, majors and 

more (registration required to post). 

~u ncb b ,a lu m nico n n ect io ns, co m/2~.;bJ’sh owt h re ad 



PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumRi= 

r~÷WS@UR¢.edL~ and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscrib~ Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



ENGL 860: Studies in Twentieth Century Literature Spring 2010 

Pamela Cooper 

Questions of Power: Four Contemporary South African Novelists 

This course will explore the fiction and critical writings of four novelists whose work has both shaped 

and reflected the literary culture of South Africa over the last thirty-five years. We’ll begin with the 

controversial figure of Nadine Gordimer, whose depictions of race and gender relations during and after 

apartheid have been both celebrated and vilified. We’ll consider Gordimer as a white, feminist (?) writer 

- radical, resisting, hated, and revered. We’ll move on to Bessie Head, a "coloured" or mixed-race 

writer who left her native Kwazulu-Natal to live in exile in a village in Botswana. Head writes with great 

urgency about sexuality and mental illness in the troubled southern Africa of the 1970s and ’80. Unlike 

Head, who died young and in relative obscurity, J. M. Coetzee is an international figure - a white writer 

of Afrikaaner heritage, at home in the Anglocentric intellectual tradition, yet uneasy with the energies of 

the South Africa he inhabits both before and after apartheid. He too has been both admired, 

particularly as a postmodern stylist and theorist, and scathingly criticized for his apparent detachment 

from the pressing realities of racism. Finally, we’ll study Zakes Mda, a black writer who closely examines 

the society that emerged after the democratic elections of 1994, and the controversial work of the Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission. A playwright and poet as well as a novelist, Mda’s status as a 

cosmopolitan figure reflects tellingly on the breadth of South African art in the post-apartheid, 

postcolonial era. By immersing ourselves in the work of these four writers, we’ll experience aspects of 

South Africa’s history through the lens of fiction, and gain some perspective on the country’s 

tumultuous passage into the twenty-first century. 

Texts to be chosen from among the following: Gordimer -- Burger’s Daughter (1979), July’s People 

(1981), My Son’s Story (1990), None to Accompany Me (1994), The Pickup (2001). Head - Maru (1971), 

A Question of Power (1974), Serowe, Village ofthe Rain Wind (1981), A Woman Alone (1990). Coetzee - 

Dusklands (1974), Waiting [or the Barbarians (1980), Age o[ lron (1990), Disgrace (1999), Elizabeth 

Costello (2003). Mda - Ways o[ Dying (1995), The Heart o[ Redness (2000), The Madonna of Excelsior 

(2004), Cion (2007). Assorted critical and theoretical writings. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Sarah Jacobson 

Jacobson 

Sarah 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

GO17 B Steele Building, CB # 3110 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Business 

Phone: 

919.962.3758 

E-maih sejacobs@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Karla Slocum 

Slocum 

Karla 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 5:23 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Returned mail: see transcript for details 

details.txt; laptop (1.18 KB).msg 

The original message was received at Tue, 17 Nov 2009 17:23:17 -0500 (EST) 
from lnxp0.isis.unc.edu [152.2.2.149] 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
<Hall@email.unc.edu> 

(reason: 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
... while talking to [152.19.240.88]: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this 
<<< 550-name or you do not have authorization to see it. 
<<< 550 5.1.1 User unknown 
550 5.1.1 <Hall@email.unc.edu>... User unknown 
<<< 503 5.5.1 No recipients 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 10:20 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091203102013352.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.03.2009 10:20:13 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 9, 2009 4:02 PM 
UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
"Mamma Mia!" and "Wicked" Outings with your Orange Durham Carolina Club 

Happy Holidays from Your Orange/Durham Carolina C~ub 

We wish all of our alumni and friends living in Orange and Durham counties a happy and safe 
holiday season. 

- Joey Powell ’01 and Jordan Myers ’08 

Gather with your Orange/Durham Carolina Club for two great performances at the Durham 
Performing Arts Center. We’ve reserved a block of tickets for Mamma Mia! and Wicked; tickets 
are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Tickets will be arranged for will call on the night 
of the performance. Questions? Contact Jordan ~÷rs 

#~amma 
January 28, 2010, 7:30 p.m. 
**Only 15 seats available!** 

Writer Catherine Johnson’s sunny, 
funny tale unfolds on a Greek island 

paradise. On the eve of her wedding, a 
daughter’s quest to discover the identity 
of her father brings three men from her 

mother’s past back to the island they last 
visited 20 years ago. The story-telling 

magic of ABBA’s timeless songs propels 
this enchanting tale of love, laughter 

and friendship.             . 

Wicked 
May 6, 2010 I 7:30 p.m. 

**Limited tickets remain.** 

Long before that girl from Kansas 
arrives in Munchkinland, two girls 

meet in the land of Oz. One - born 
with emerald green skin - is smart, 

fiery and misunderstood. The other is 
beautiful, ambitious and very popular. 

How these two grow to become the 
Wicked Witch of the West and Glinda the 

Good Witch makes for the most spell-binding 
new musical in years. ~ister online. 

Find the ODCC on Facebook 

Become a fan of the ODCC on Facebook. Visit facebook.com/orangedurham to stay 
connected. 

#~leineke Car Care Bowl 
Deadline to purchase tickets: Monday, Dec. 

14, at 10 a.m. Click through for additional 
ticket details and all bowl-related event 

information. 

Save the Date: 
Upcoming ODCC Events 

Saturday, Feb. 20 
UNC vs. Boston College Game-Viewing Party 

Saturday, March 6 
UNC vs. Duke Game-Viewing Party 

Orange/Durham Carolina C~ub: 

~e/Durham Carolina C~ub Web site 

Subscribe to our eomail ~ist 

C~ubs-Re~ated Questions: 



Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club appreciates your membership in the GAA. Your membership 
provides important support to the GAA and our club. Members have exclusive access to the 
digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read th~ cqaqazi~e on~in~ as it 
appears in print. 

GAA contacts 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to nCo~dU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: uns~bsc~ibe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 

× 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 12, 2009 12:33 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [asmgrs] Accounting Basics Power Point] 

[asmgrs] Accounting Basics Power Point.eml (427 KB).msg 

fyi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gordon Joyner <Gordon_Joyner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 4:58 PM 

All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 
<asmgrs@listserv.unc.edu> 

[asmgrs] Accounting Basics Power Point 

Accounting Basics (2).pptx; Course feedback survey (Accounting Basics 12-9-09).docx 

This message is being sent to all administrative managers in the College of Arts & Sciences. Please forward 
it on to all the accounting personnel in your unit. 

Attached is a copy of the Power Point presentation from today’s class on "Accounting Basics". It also includes 
a few extra slides on "Useful FRS Screens" that I didn’t get to today, and "Contact Information" at the end. 
Please submit a remedy ticket if you have any questions, or need any help. 

Slide #2 in the presentation gives the web address for the Training Needs survey we set up recently. If you have 
not already completed the survey, please do so before Friday, December 18th. 

Also attached is a short survey to provide us with your feedback about today’s session. For those of you that 
attended, please print out the form, complete it, and send it through campus mail to Wendy Riley at CB #3100. 
Your feedback is very important to us, so we can provide the training you feel you need. 

Thanks, 
Gordon 

Gordon Joyner 
Financial Officer 

Dean’s Office 
College of Arts & Sciences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
(919) 962-6731 Phone 
(919) 843-3531 Fax 
Gordon Joyner@uncoedu 



CC 
S 

College of Arts 
Gordon Joyner 

& Sciences Dean’s Office 
962-673] 

Gordon~oyner@unc.edu 



Survey of training needs. 

http / /www. s u rveym on key. c om / s.as p x?s rn - tyCxi 8fs uG pyWg r 7 HS MVEA_ 3 d_ 3 d 

Available until Friday, December 18th 



OU 

Fu nd Types 
GL/SL (Cash vs Budget) 
Useful FRS Screens 



http://www.unc.edu/finance/busman/act/actpol 1 1 .html 



I1 S 

Appropriated by the NC General 
Assembly, or collected by the State 

Format: 

2-XXXXX & 3- 8XXXX 



F&A ( A U S 

Formerly called Overhead Funds 
Result from Sponsored Research grants 

Format 

3 -XXXXX 

((not iincludiing not nclud ng 
3-8xxxx) 
3-1 XXXX) 



S S sea F S 

Also called Contracts & Grants Funds 
Controlled by Office of Sponsored Research (OSR) 

Format 

4 XX & 5-XXXXX 



S n s 

Includes institutional trust funds and "special" 
funds 

Format 

6-XXXXX 



U ~rl pes 

Plant Funds (related to capital projects) 

8-XXXXX 

Agency Funds (actually owned by agencies 
outside of UNC) 

9-XXXXX 



es s? 



(C V 

http://www.unc.edu/finance/busman/act/actpol 1 1 .html 



But fi rst.... 

A s hort excu rsion into 
double-entry 
bookkeeping 



Every transaction entered must be entered 
at least two places 

in 

Some entries are called Debits, some are called Credits 
Debits and Credits must balance 

Debits and Credits have nothing to do with Positive 
and Negative 

As a result,... 



Sorne types of transactions 
are "supposed" to have a 

Debit Balance and some are 
"supposed" to have a Credit 

Balance 

Credit Balances are shown with a "-" sign in 
or red in (parentheses)in Finan$eer 

FRS, 



Normal Balances for General Ledger Account Controls 
(Object Codes) 

1XXX (Assets) should be Debit 

2XXX (Liabilities) should be Credit 

3XXX (Fund Balance) should be Credit 

4XXX (Transfers In) should be Credit 

5XXX (Transfers Out) should be Debit 

95XX (Sum Expenses) should be Debit 



General ledge.r (G~ accou.nts (.O~-XXXXX)contain 
Assets (including ash), L~abil~t~es, and Fund 
Balance 

They may also record Transfers In and Transfers 
Out 

They may also record summaries of all the 
Budgets, Encumbrances, Revenues, and 
Expenditures in all the SL accounts that "map" to 
the GL 





O~re~ Pxocess~n~ 



A complete list of General Ledger Account Controls 
can be found at 

http //www.u nc.ed u/fi nance/busman/act/actapp4, html 



Subsidiary Ledger (SL) accounts may contain 
Budgets, Encumbrances, Revenues, 
Expenditures, and Budget Balance Available 
(BBA) 

Departments usually only control SLs, but may 
control GLs for some trust accounts 





THERE IS NO "CASH" IN THE SL, ONLY THE GL 

The SL account contains Budget, not Cash 

Budget can be thought of as "permission to 
spend" some of the Cash in the General Ledger 
account 

In nearly all cases, the total available Budget in 
all the SLs cannot exceed the Cash available in 
the GL 



To determine the GL account that funds an SL, 
look for the "Map Code" attribute on screen 
06A in FRS, or the Attributes tab in Finan$eer 

Map Code 68513 GL account 0-6851 3 



Most GL accounts have only one SL account 
mapping to them. If the Auto Budget Create 
(ABC) attribute on screen 02A is "1" 

then any changes to the GL will automatically 
to the SL 



NOTE: Changes in the Cash in the GL will not 
affect the budget of the SL until the beginning 
of the following month. You will have to wait 
until then before you can spend the additional 
budget 



If there is more than one SL mapping to a GL, 
then you will have to manage the budgets of 
each SL manually 

Auto Budget Create (ABC) on GL must be blank 

Use the Budget Entry form found at: 

and submit it to the Dean’s Office for approval 



To determine how many SLs are funded by a GL 
you control, go to screen 045 in FRS and enter 
the GL account number 

This GL account has only one SL 



To determine how many SLs are funded by a GL 
you control, go to screen 045 in FRS and enter 
the GL account number 

accoun as multiple SLs 



es s? 





se F S 
and Finan$eer 

C e s 



Acc U U @S 

FRS: 
o Screen 02A, 02B, 04A, 04B-for General Ledger 

accounts 

o Screen 06A, 06B, 08A- for Subsidiary Ledger 
accounts 

FinanSeer: 
"Attributes" Tab 



FRS: 
o Screen 01 8-for General Ledger accounts 
o Screen 01 9- for Subsidiary Ledger accounts 

FinanSeer: 
o "Account ObJects" Tab 
o "Prior Transactions" Tab 



ur F 
@ 

a 
@ 

a n 

FRS: 
o Screen 023-for General Ledger accounts 
o Screen 023- for Subsidiary Ledger accounts 

FinanSeer: 
o "Current Transactions" Tab 



C 

FRS: 
o Screen 021-for Subsidiary Ledger accounts 
o N/A for General Ledger accounts 

FinanSeer: 
o "Open Commitments" Tab 



P 

FRS: 
o Screen 029-for Subsidiary Ledger accounts (083) 
o State and F&A accounts only 

FinanSeer: 
o "Prior Transactions" and "Current Transactions" 

Tabs-08x Special Use 



es s? 



f 

Gordon Joyner 

962-6731 

Wendy Riley 

962-9269 



UNC-CH 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE DEAN’S OFFICE 

FEEDBACK SURVEY 

Name of meeting/class/session: 
Date: Wednesday, December 09, 2009 
Time: 10:30 - Noon 

Accounting Meeting/Accounting Basics Class 

LEAVE BLANK IF NOT APPLICABLE 
Very Much Yes Somewhat No Not At All 

I found this session 
[] [] [] [] [] 

useful 
Session covered 

[] [] [] [] [] appropriate material 

Presenter was well 
[] [] [] [] [] organized 

Questions and special 
[] [] [] [] [] 

needs were addressed 
Visual aids were helpful 

[] [] [] [] [] 

Handouts/documentation 
[] [] [] [] [] were useful 

Enrollment process was 
[] [] [] [] [] 

smooth 
I was told where to get 

[] [] [] [] [] more help later 

I would recommend this 
[] [] [] [] [] class 

Time allowed was: [] too long, [] too short, [] just right. 

The best thing about this session: 

The worst thing about this session: 

I’d prefer to see this material presented another way (describe): 

The one thing I would most like to see is: 

Any other comments/suggestions: 

The following info is optional: 

Name Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 12, 2009 12:48 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [course_scheduling_officers] Please Don’t!!!!] 

[course_scheduling_officers] Please Don’t!!!!.eml (3.41 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 2:09 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Please Don’t!!!! 

Hi, 
Another fi~iendly tip about PeopleSofi to keep you out of trouble. We can all use those kind of tips, 
right? 

In PeopleSofi, when you pull up a class, you are going to see every section set up for that class. 
You will have to keep in mind that the Friday Center and Carolina Courses online use your course 
numbers - but with different section numbers. Same holds true with correspondence courses. Please 
check the section numbering guide on our website for what those section numbers would be. 

To begin a new section, always use the plus button. Do not delete the numbers in the box. 

If you are doing any revising in a course, (i.e. adding notes or reserve capacities) make sure it’s 
your section and not someone else’s. 

That is all (well, for now). 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email~uncoedu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:dacrowde@email.unc.edu">dacrowde@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-25970691- 
2279054.69ac3339305dd05e441 c25f7aa3 a497e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-25970691- 
2279054.69ac3339305dd05e441 c25f7aa3 a497e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 12, 2009 12:53 PM 

Timothy J. McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: Listserv Update] 

Re_ Listserv Update.eml (4.64 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim McGuire <tmcguire@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 9:02 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Re: Listserv Update 

Hello Again, 

If your organization utilizes the current Lyris API for list management, 
that functionality may have been broken with our block of the API ports 
last week. We will happily give your servers access again if you simply 
put in a Remedy ticket and supply the lPs that need access and a brief 
description of how you use the API. I am sorry that I didn’t mention 
this before. 

Thanks, 

Tim 

Tim McGuire wrote: 
> Hi All, 
> 
> Happy Thanksgiving! I’ve wanted to send this note and today I finally 
> get a quiet moment to think. Lucky you. : ) 
> 
> First off, you should know that we are applying the latest round of 
> patches from our vendor, Lyris, this Friday, November 27th at 5:00pm. 
> Messages will queue and not be lost while the system is unavailable. 
> This is really our only avenue of relief from some of the issues we 
> faced over the past couple of months. 
> 
> Secondly, the flurry of bogus listserv subscriptions from last week 
> has subsided. While the sum effect of this event was only an 
> annoyance, it’s part of the ongoing pattern of troubles we have with 
> the listserver. Is the problem solved? Given the extremely permissive 
> nature of our list server and reliance on our vendor, I can’t speak in 
> absolutes. I think, though, that by restricting access to certain 
> interfaces including the listserver API, we have made it very 
> difficult for an event like last week’s to reoccur. 
> 
> Thirdly, I would like to acknowledge that list server performance has 
> become increasingly disappointing. I can tell you that it is a top 
> priority of mine and ITS to deliver a better list server service. To 
> that end we are looking at alternative platforms and architectures to 
> replace the current system. 
> 
> The new service will definitely need to be smaller. This is necessary 
> to provide a stable service to those that rely on listservs for 
> important (I purposefully did not use the word ’critical’) university 
> business. There will most likely be stricter policy that will limit 
> lists to populations and content that at least indirectly further the 
> goals of the university. If a given organization cannot live within 
> the bounds of these new rules, every effort will be made to provide 



> that orginization with some sort of alternative. This will most likely 
> take the form of smaller self-managed list servers. These servers will 
> impose fewer rules, but will lay political and per haps financial 
> burden of alternative policy at the feet of the organizations that 
> choose to take this option. 
> 

> We are in the very early phases of evaluation, but welcome any 
> comments you might have. We are collecting these comments and requests 
> for for involvement at nextgenlists@unc.edu 
> <mailto:nextgenlists@unc.edu>. For now it is a mailbox. It will 
> probably evolve into a list a some point. Thank you for your time and 
> patience. 
> 

> Tim McGuire 
> Manager, ITS Messaging, Collaboration, and Workgroup Services 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> tmcguire@email.unc.edu 
> 919-445-9501 (office) 

> You are currently subscribed to listserv_admins as: 
> tmcguire@email.unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe click here: 
> http ://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=23737832.9cc2f’7c8f536f85940606996fdal 0d75&n=T&l=listserv admins&o=25928126 

> or send a blank email to 

> leave-25928126-23737832.9cc2fTc8f536f85940606996fda 10d75@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to listserv_admins as: dacrowde@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=23727359.ba64cdd5689a0cd4819b3b 1 a157efa3 c&n=T&l=listserv admins&o=25948365 
or send a blank email to leave-25948365-23727359.ba64cdd5689a0cd4819b3bla157efa3c@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <beth_braxton@unc. edu> 

Tuesday, December 15, 2009 11:20 AM 

Carolina Young Alumni <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Say thanks to Carolina in 2009 - help us continue to thrive 

View this e-mail with ima~ les. 

Gifts from alumni, parents, faculty, staff and students are crucial to Carolina’s mission. 2009 has been 
a difficult year for so many -- including the University we love. We’ve absorbed a 7 percent reduction 
in state appropriations, and another 5 percent is being held back in the name of caution. But, true to 
the Carolina Way, we’ve continued to look for ways to be innovative and efficient with our resources. 
That effort, combined with your support, has enabled Carolina to navigate a challenging landscape 
and uphold the excellence that makes us all proud. 

Please help us continue to thrive in these challenging times. Make a "Thanks to 
Carolina" for: 

¯ Providing scholarships to deserving students; 
¯ Encouraging and supporting innovation in the classroom and laboratory; 
¯ Enriching the arts; 
¯ Enabling a talented student body to explore the world and serve its 

community. 

Make a tax-deductible online flifl to an area at Carolina that is meanin dot to Dec. 31. 

~ {2:H A LL EN G E 

As a young alumnus, you have the opportunity to double your impact with a gift of $100 or more 
through the Holsenbeck Challen~ if you make your~ before December 31! 

To make a gift of appreciated stock, please call 919-962-8189. 

Happy Holidays to you and yours! 

UPDATEYOURCONTACTINFOISHAREONFACEBOOKIYOUNGALUMNI,UNC,EDU 

This e-mail is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the Office 
of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other 
issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, e-mail                    , telephone 919.962.4388, or write to the 
Office of University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive 
future editions,              . 
702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 8:34 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fw: **AFRI URGENT** 

Did he buy you beer???????????? 

--- On Wed, Travis Gore <stgore@email. unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Fw: **AFRI URGENT** 
To: "Julius Nyang’oro" @yahoo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

Yes Sir. I walked it over there myself before the deadline and I called him and let him know! 
an A- 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

Did you get in touch with Debby about this? I believe it is the kid who submitted two 
papers to you. 

--- On Tue, ~emaiL u rico edu > wrote: 

He got 

From: ~emaikur~c.edu> 
Subject: **AFRI URGENT** 
To: "Julius E Nyang Oro" <JEN321@emaikur~c.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, 1               ,6:24 PM 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 

Sorry to bother you again, but I just wanted to make sure that my grade was 
still going to be posted before the end of today for AFRI    with Debbie 
Crowder over the 2nd summer session. If you could get back to be as soon 
as possible and let me know I would really appreciate it. Thanks so much, 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Cell 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Peter Landstrom <plandstr@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 10:51 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.unc. edu> 

[Fwd: Re: Michael Lambert T061829] 

Travis, 

Can you approve this travel for Dr. Lambert? or send it to the 
appropriate approver for 3287? This should come out of the travel funds 
available to him in the department. 

Thanks, 

Peter 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: Michael Lambert T061829 
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 2010 10:15:10 -0500 
From: Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: Area Studies Center 
To: Peter Landstrom <plandstr@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Peter, 

Michael’s travel on T061829 is still outstanding. I checked this 
morning and departments 3287 and 3239 have not approved it. Is there a 
contact person I need to call? 

Margaret Woods 
Administrative Support Associate 
Area Studies Center 
3112 FedEx Global Education Center, CB 7582 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
Telephone: (919) 843-9203 
Fax: (919) 843-2102 

Peter S. Landstrom 
Manager, Area Studies Center 
Carolina Asia Center/African Studies Center/ 
Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 
CB# 7582 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

plandstr@email.unc.edu 

TEL: 919-843-0129 
FAX: 919-843-2102 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Landstrom <plandstr@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 4, 2010 3:41 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: Michael Lambert T061829] 

Travis, 

Thaxtks. I’ll send you t~e form for Julius’s signature when I get the 
necessary info from Mike. 

Peter 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Hi Peter, 
> 
> I just got Adam Kent to reject it! He is t~e one l~at is getting l~e 
> automated emails sent to him. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Travis 
> 
> Peter Landstrom wrote: 
>> Travis, 
>> 
>> Can you approve this lxavel for Dr. Lambert? or send it to the 
>> appropriate approver for 3287? This should come out ofl~e travel 
>> funds available to him in the department. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Peter 
>> 
>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Re: Michael Lambert T061829 
>> Date: Mon, 04 Jan2010 10:15:10-0500 
>> From: M~xgaret Woods <mwwoods@email.unc.edu> 
>> Organization: Area Studies Center 
>> To: Peter Landstxom <plandstr@email.unc.edu> 

>> Hi Peter, 
>> 
>> Michael’s travel on T061829 is still outstanding. I checked l~is 
>> morning and departments 3287 and 3239 have not approved it. Is l~ere 
>> a contact person I need to call? 

Peter S. Landslxom 
Manager, Area Studies Center 
Carolina Asia Center/African Studies Center/ 
Center for l~e Study of t~e Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 
CB# 7582 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

plandstr@email.unc.edu 

TEL: 919-843-0129 
FAX: 919-843-2102 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2003 1:46 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: Sex Industry and TAC] 

Sex Industry and TAC (17.8 MB).msg 

Just checking to make sure that it does send. 

Christen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2004 9:30 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: Tanzania Ethnicity] 

Tanzania Ethnicity (359 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, January 6, 2005 12:45 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: Application AAPS,Cairo,June27-29 2005] 

Application AAPS,Cairo,June27-29 2005 (343 KB).msg 

Mr Gore, 
Could you find a way of centering the margins on this paper please? 
JEN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, May 2, 2005 11:37 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: Panel Proposal] 

Panel Proposal (68.0 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emily Bwanamdoko <~ 

Saturday, April 16, 2005 10:07 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Panel Proposal 

Nyangoro.doc; Panel Proposals.doc 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Small Business - ~ our new resources site! 



Theme:    Challenge of Governance in a Globalizing Africa II 

Victor Adefemi 
Wale Are Olaitan 

Ayesha Kajee and Rawia M. Tawfik: 

E1 Rashidy 

’Is Africa Still Communal?" 
’The African State and the Challenges of Globalisation 
Rebuilding A Collapsing Edifire" 

"Reviewing Good Governance in Africa : Prospects and 
Challenges of the African Peer Review Mechanism." 
"Promoting the Role of Non-Governmental in 
Mechanism Enhancing Human Rights : A Pre-requisite 
Approach for Africa in the age of Globalization" 

Theme : Globalization Social Policy and Governance in Africa 

Adeyinka Bruce "Productive and Reproductive Roles 
Women in Sub-Sahara Africa ¯ The 
Developmental Challenge 

Dung Pam Sha ¯ "African Workers’ Response to Globalization in the 
Twenty- 
First Century ¯ Patterns, Lessons and the future 

Jeremiah Oluwasegun Arowosegbe "The Democracy- Development Interface in Africa ¯ 
An Analysis of the New Partnership for African 
Development." 

Nkolika Ebele Obianyo "Responding to Challenges of Globalization in 
Nigeria ¯ Needs as safety Net Problems and Prospects." 

Theme     : 

Gilbert Khadiagala 

Charles Ukeje 

Abdurahman Ame 

Victor Adetula 

Security Challenges and Globalization 

"Regional Security under Globalization" 

"Globalization Conflict Management : Reflections 
On the Security Challenges Facing West Africa." 

"Cross-border conflict in Pastoral Areas of the Horn. of 
Africa 
"Globalization and New Forms of Violence in 
Africa." 

Theme : Rethinking Development Policy in the 21st Century 

Abubakar Momoh 

Sandra Maria Sequeira 

"Where is Africa’s Development Heading? The Myths, 
Illusions, Realities and Expectations 
"Unbalanced Institutional Developments ¯ 



Abimbola Agboluanje 

Ahoudou Garba 

Regionalism and Governance Reform in Sub- Saharan 
Africa." 
Explaining Regional Integration in Africa : 
Constructivist. Dreams versus. Institutional Realities." 
Mondialisation et, governance des Affaires en Afrique 
: Analyses des experiences du Commonwealth et de I’Ohada. 

Theme     :     Criminalization of the State Corruption and Local 
Government in Africa 

Lucien Fidele Toulou 

Rev. Canon Okoye 

Philemiun Muamba Mumbunda 

Amal Mecherfi 

"Globalization and the fight against Impunity: African 
Societies Responding to Past and Present Crimes and State 
Mis appropriation. 
"Political Pathology and Criminalization of the Electoral 
Process in Nigeria : Implication for Governance and 
Globalization." 
"La decentralization et le decoupage Territorial : conditions 
Pour une bonne governance en R.D. Congo." 
Governance et developments local au Maroc." 

Theme     : 

Amina Mife 

Adams Alapa 

Sylivie- Michelie Mpon Tiek 
Jean Liyongo Empengele 

Identity Culture and Globalization 

"Globalization of Skin - Whitening and its Effects on African 
Women." 
"The Influence / Impact of National Identities on Good 
Governance in Africa." 
"Le genre dans les politiques publiques an Cameroon." 
La radio publique en Afrque face aux exiqences du 
Developpment durable a 1 ere de la mondialization." 

Theme     : 

Kehinde Olusola Olayobe 

Omar Ali 
Osita Agbu 

Cyrille B. Kone 

Challenges of Governance in Gblobalization Africa 

"Globalization Democratization and Sustainable Development 
In Africa." 
"The Challenges of Globalization to Governance in Africa." 
Globalization and the state in Africa : The search for 
Relevance." 
"Bonne governance et developpment en Afrique. 

Theme     : 
Development 

Rachid Tlemcani 

Felix - Nestor Ahoyo 
Sylvester Enoghase 

Globalization and Its Contradictions in Africa 

"Globalization and Marginalization in Africa : The Algerian 
Case." 
Globalization, the pandora box of Africa." 
"Globalization, Sustainable Development and Governance in 
Africa." 



Blaise - Jaques Nkene La contribution economique des Nigerians clans le secteur 
Informel and Douala ( Cameroun)." 

Theme     : Challenges of 
Globalization 

Pascal Paktano 

Firmin Mbala 

Dr. Mougnal 

Jacques Tshibwabwa Kuditshini 

Managing the Environment Under 

Integrated Water Resources Management : A Great 
hallenge to Africa’s Development and Integration in the 
lobalized World." 
"Towards a Sustainable Management of Natural Resources in 
Central Africa : Assessing Some Emerging Initiatives of 
Global Governance. 
Logiques de conflicts et modes d appropriation des resources 
Naturelles en Africa Centrale : Incidences politiques et 
Institutionnelles sur la question des forests. 
"Le Coustage politique la globalization, les conflicts de 
Resources naturelles, et le developpment durable : 
Regard sur la RDC et l’Afrique Centrale." 

Theme     :     Globalization Investment and Consequence Far 
Africa’s Development 

Humphrey Assisi Asobie         ¯ 

Ann Lanoszka                  ¯ 
Emmannuel Messanh Ahnlinvi Emmanuel 

Bachirou 

epad and the Politics of Direct Foreign Investment in Africa 
Special Focus on Nigeria 

"Globalization et developpment durable en Afrique 
De l’Quest : de la necessite d’une nouvelle forme de 
Gouvernance a travers les institutions d’integration 
Sous-regionale comme I’UNOA et la CEDEAO." 

"L’intervention de la Banque Mondiale et de I’OMC clans les 
Politiques sociales des pays en development : une analyse a la 
Lumiere de la politique de lutte contre la SIDA du 
Cameroun." 

Theme 
Africa. 

Globalization, Civil Society and Governance in 

Narcisse Romnald Onah Mvondo ¯ 

Aurelie Josephine Ndoumba Ngono: 

Mohamed Othman Benjeloun     ¯ 

Mostafa Kharoufu              ¯ 

"Gouvernance et societe civile : le principe du controle social 
Des chantiers de developpment en Afrique : la barometre de la 
Gouvernance." 
"L’implication de la societe’ civil Africain ACP clans la 
Cooperation UE / ACP." 
"Elites Politiques et societe civile an Maghrec : le cas du 
Maroc." 
"Gouvernance et participation an Maroc : UN edifice qui reste 
A consolider. 



Theme : The Millennium Development Goals, Global Inequality and 
Poverty 

Ntangsi Max Memfih    ¯ 

Pedzisayi Leslie Mangezvo: 

Charles Che Fonchingong ¯ 

Donald P. Chimanikire ¯ 

"Globalization and Small Holder Agriculture ¯ Implications for 
Poverty, Food Security and Livelihoods in Africa." 

The MDGs, Globalization and Development in Southern Africa 
Development Commtmity ( SADC): Investing in Sustainable 
Development or Debt.?" 
Gendering Development in Africa : Globalization, the MDGs 
And the Politics of Survival." 
"Africa and Globalization Revisited." 

Theme     : 

Cosmas N. Mbuh 

Yazini Funeke April 

Egbosa E. Osaghae 

Reine Djudje Kouan 

Alexander Frempong 

Challenges of Governance in a Globalization Africa 

"Development and Good Governance in Africa: Or a Critique of 
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An Ethics of Life: Globalization and the African Postcolony 

By 

Sanya Osha Ph.D., 
Centre for Civil Society, 

University of KwaZulu-Natal, 
Durban, 4041, South Africa. 
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In underdeveloped regions of the world, contemporary globalization has wrought 
on most cases unparalleled forms of economic disempowerment. Large masses of 
humanity are effectively excluded from the new technological order and most of 
the advantages, problems and futures contained in it. 

But disturbingly, these masses of humanity seem to go about their lives in relative 
ignorance of the new levels of disempowerment. In spite of the digital network as 
a new form of human community, primordial forms still exist and continue to play 
a prominent role in the arrangement of human relations. 

The west continues to benefit from the expansion of the technological order while 
other regions of the world (Fourth World) recede from the digital landscape. And 

yet human existence continues to thrive away from the digital frontier. But what 
are the characteristics and forms of this existence? What trajectories has it 
assumed? What are the forms ofbanalization that have been thrown up? These are 
some of the questions this paper addresses with particular reference to Africa. 

In tackling the questions, we shall see that ’strange’ syncretic forms are emerging. 
Forms that combine the licit together with the illicit, that celebrate dubious wealth 
and power amid increasing disempowerment, that conjure religious events by the 

multitudes, that withdraw form here and now because current modes of 
interpretation have proved inadequate. In this context, the politics of survival tend 

to be shaped by a brutal atavism. What we seem to be witnessing is, in real terms, 
cultural regression in the absence humanizing values, institutions and languges. 

But this apparent schematism does not portray the entire story about ravages of 
neoliberalism. African peoples have been to invent ways of resistance and in the 
process discover new means of agency. This paper is essentially an analysis of 
some of ways of resistance and means of agency. 
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Globalization And The Political Economy Of Development Partnerships: Africa In 
The Post-Bipolarity 

The structural reconfiguration of the global order in the aftermath of the collapse of 
communism and of the Berlin Wall in 1990 impacted Africa’s political economic 
landscape significantly, acutely reshaping the development curvature. 
Since the post-cold war era, several processes have converged to redefine global balance 
of power- spectacular bio-technological breakthroughs (especially the super information 
highway- internet, cloning, telecommunications innovations etc.), rampaging 
globalization, fast pace European economic integration, proliferation of nuclear 
technology, enlarged NATO and expanded WTO now including isolationist China and 
increasing wave of terrorism. These changes inspired several reforms in Africa, notably 
among which is the confluence of hitherto competing developmental ideologies- 
exogenous and African. 
This paper interrogates the processes culminating in the NEPAD initiative- and similar 
partnership developmental models - (AGOA, Cotonou Agreement, Commission for 
Africa, TICAD) contending that this paradigmatic shift: i. is eloquent testimony to the 
inexorability of the new global order, ii. bears evidence to Africa’s loss of strategic 
influence in the new schema iii. is enhanced by the increasing unipolarity of the new 
global regime and most importantly iv. will deepen dependence and exacerbate the 
decline of Africa. 

Adewale Aderemi 
Department of Political Science 
Lagos State University 
PMB 1087 Apapa 
Lagos, Nigeria. 
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Part One: The Countries of Africa 

Using Map 1 (in attachmem), please identify each of the 54 countries of Africa by writing the country’s name 
against the number representing it on the map (54 points): 

1. 28. 

2. 29. 

3. 30. 

4. 31. 

5. 32. 

6. 33. 

7. 34. 

8. 35. 

9. 36. 

I0. 37. 

11. 38. 

12. 39. 

13. 40. 

14. 41. 

15. 42. 

16. 43. 

17. 44. 

18. 45. 

19. 46. 

20. 47. 

21. 48. 

22. 49. 

23. 50. 



24. 51. 

25. 52. 

26. 53. 

27. 54. 

Part Two: Selected Capitals 

Provide the name of the capital city for each of the 15 countries numbered below, from Map 1 (30 points) 

2. 24. 

3. 30. 

5. 32. 

7. 35. 

10o 42. 

13. 43. 

18. 46. 

20. 

Part Three: Major Rivers and Lakes 

Please identify the names of the five rivers and the three lakes, which are numbered on Map 2 (16 points): 

6o 

7. 

3. 







AFRI 101, See. 004 MAP QUIZ 
Spring 2008 NAME: 

February 14, 2008 
Honor Code: I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this quiz: 
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Part One: The Countries of Africa 

Using Map 1 (in attachment), please identify each of the 54 countries of Africa by writing the country’s name 
against the number representing it on the map (54 points): 
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7. 

8. 
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43. 
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45. 
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47. 
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49. 

50. 
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Part Three: Major Rivers and Lakes 

Please identify the names of the five rivers and the three lakes, which are numbered on Map 2 (16 points): 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2001 2:47 PM 

John Moritz <uncj ohn@dellepro.com> 

Re: Key West Trip- Baggage and Dress code 

cool, just send me the info on dress code. 
t.g. 

On Tue, 9 Oct 2001, John Moritz wrote: 

Tray, 

1) Beginning today, 10/09/01, the FAA is limiting all US airlines to 
allowing a maximum of 1-carry-on bag plus a "personal bag." THe "personal 
bag" could be a briefcase, laptop case, purse, etc., but definitely could 
not be a rollaboard suitcase or anything near the size of a 22" (full-size) 
caw-on. 

THEREFORE, I don’t think we should bother trying to go carry-on baggage 
only, but we can check some bags too. Especially since we are most likely 
going to be flying on two nonstop flights: RDU- MIA and MIA-RDU. 

2) Words of Wisdom for Non-Rev Travel- please read- THRERE WILL BE A QUIZ 
ON THIS INFO BEFORE WE LEAVE!!!!!! 

Note: I will be sending more detailed info on the dress code before the trip 

-Abuse of travel privileges or misconduct by friends or family of an 
employee while traveling can result in suspension of privileges, discharge 
from the company and/or legal action. 

-It is extremely important to dress appropriately as transportation may ,be 
denied tO non-revenue psRnl who (lq not meet dress code reauirements. 
See back pap of ticket for dress code requirements and read front page of 
ticket for additional rules and info on non-revenue travel. 

-Space Available Travel: Ability to travel on a flight that has seat 
available. 
Also call Standby Travel.-This is how airline employees and their friends 
travel, you are not guaranteed a seat on the plane. 

-Fnends fly in a travel classification called D-3 classification and have a 
very 
low boarding priority. Employees, their spouses, and children fly in a travel 
classification called D-2 classification and have a higher boarding priority. 

- If two passengers: one a D-2 and the other one a D-3 are competing for 
the last 
seat on the plane, the D-2 passenger always beats out the D-3 passenger 
reaardless Of who arrived at the airport firat. If two D-3 passengers are 
competing against each other for the last seat on the plane, the person who 
was 

waitlisted first at the airpod gets the last seat on the plane- It is first 
come- first 
serve for passengers of the same boarding priority. 

-To travel standby, you must first be flight listed at the airport. Flight 
listing 
can only be done within 4 hours of travel. 



-For domeStic travel, check in a minimum of 2hours prior to fiioht time. 
-If you are checking bags, 9o to the ticket counter and present your D-3 
travel 
pass. Ask the agent to be flight listed for the flight. 
-If you are not checkin9 bags, proceed to the 9ete and check in with a agent 
there and ask to be flight listed for the flight. 

-Remember the gate/ticket agents’ first pdodty is with the Revenue customer. 
Don’t mill around or "hover" over the agent at the gate. 

-Non-Rev passengers may not standby for more than one flight at a time. tfyou 
are not able to board your original flight, see and agent to transfer your 
name to 
an altemate flight. A transfer maintains your ORIGINAL check in time within 
your 
travel classification for the alternate flight. 

Later, 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"S. Travi s Gore" <stgore@email. unc. edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2001 1:16 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Fw: Black Experience Conference 

ATT66311 .txt 

Hello, 

Is the Black Experience Conference sponsored by this department? I’m looking for 2 papers. 

McRoy, R.G. (1990). Child welfare issues in the African American community. In Proceedings of the 
Ninth Annual Black Experience Conference, pp. 248-260. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina. 

McRoy, R.G. (1994). Racial identity issues for African American children, Proceedings of 14th Annual 
Black Experience Conference. Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina. 

I have also contacted the UNC-Chapel Hill Library with no luck. 

Thank you, 

from 11/20/01 
>Hello again, 
> 
>I’m sorry to request bother you again but my computer froze as I was reading your letter and I have lost it. 
>Could you please tell me again who to contact regarding the Annual Black Experience Conference. 

> 
>Thank you, 
> 

from 11/17/01 
> Hello, 
> 

> Is this the department that sponsored the Ninth Annual Black Experience 
> Conference? If so how may I obtain a copy of the Proceedings. 
> 
> Thank you, 

> Department of Anthropology 
> University of Texas at Austin 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sandra Coats 

Coats 

Sandra 

Business 

Phone: 

(919)843-8904 ext.01 

E-maih scoats@email.unc.edu 



TUDY ABROAD 
SUMMER 2004 
Advanced Kiswahili and East African Culture (SWA 125) 
Alphonse S.Mutima 

PROPOSAL 

Problem statement 

The Kiswahili language is offered at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
within the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. It is offered on the campus 

as one of the foreign languages that students can take to fulfill their foreign language 
requirement or for other purposes. So far, Elementary Kiswahili (SWA 00 and 002) and 
Intermediate Kiswahili (SWA 003 and 004) have been developed. The few opportunities 
that the students have to learn and use the Kiswahili language are: 

1) participation in class discussions, 2) using the textbooks for reading and doing 
homework, 3) watching video tapes and listening to audio cassettes, writing term 
papers, quizzes, tests and final examinations. 

The students are evidently not immersed into East African culture to see, hear and fully 
understand how local realities are perceived and translated by different native speakers of 
Kiswahili from different backgrounds with varying levels of education. Moreover, lo 
learn a foreign language outside its linguistic field generally limits the learners in terms 
of fully understanding the historical, social, political and economic backgrounds of the 
Kiswahili- speaking people. 

Purpose of the course 

The purpose of the course is twofold: 1) enhancing and developing the students’ 
knowledge and skills of Kiswahili, 2) helping the students achieve an advanced level of 
Kiswahili by giving them the opportunity to use the language locally on a regular basis. 
In so doing, they acquire a better understanding of the culture, traditions and customs of 
the native speakers. 

Educational significance of the course 

Acquiring a cross-cultural understanding with an advanced level of Kiswahili will enable 
the participating students to return to East Africa and successfully carry out useful 
academic research or other humanitarian kinds of activities. As a result, they will be 
globally empowered and competently disseminate their skills and knowledge to other 
Americans with less international experience. Needless to say, their interdisciplinary 
education will be improved by such a lifelong experience. 



Objectives 

This is a five-week course that offers an immersion in East African life and culture. It is 
for students who have successfully completed the intermediate level of Kiswahili or half 

of it. At the end of the session, the students will be able to: 

1) read authentic Kiswahili texts written for an educated audience, 
2) write expository essays, 
3) participate in public discussions, 
4) communicate with accuracy and use complex grammatical skills. 

Curriculum design 

The course will be team taught in English and Kiswahili, depending on the topics. There 
will be classroom work and field work. 

The classroom work will include the material covered on the UNC- campus and new 
things. 

1) Introduction to the history of Tanzania 

2) Introduction to the geography of Tanzania 

3) Introduction to the Tanzanian political system 

4) Culture, traditions and customs of East Africa 

5) Kiswahili (socio-linguistics) and Society 

The field work will include the following: 

1) visiting the environment of the University of Dar and of other colleges or schools 
2) going to the local markets and shops 
3) visiting families 
4) going to wedding ceremonies 
5) visiting hospitals and other health centers 
6) visiting religious shrines, with prior arrangements 
7) going to leisure activities or events 
8) organizing trips to wild life parks, historical sites and settlements 
9) visiting the House and other artistic activities 

Evaluation 

As far as classroom work is concerned, the participating students will have homework 
every other day, two quizzes and a test per week. With respect to field work, the students 
will write a one-page report in Kiswahili on things or events observed during a trip or 
visit. In addition, an oral quiz in Kiswahili will be conducted between the students and 
the instructors. Finally, there will be a written examination on topics covered. 



The instructor from UNC will write a report on all the activities that took place in 
Tanzania in relation to the course. The students will be given evaluation sheets to 
evaluate the quality of education that they received during their stay in Tanzania. 

Budget 

1. UNC-CH financial contribution to the course and students expenses 
2. The contribution from the University of Dar 

-personnel (cooks and custodians) 
-housing and security guard 
-computers, copier machines, telephones and papers 
-language laboratory 

3. Student overall expenses 
-round trip air ticket 

-fees and tuition 
-room and board 
-local transport fees 

Comprehensive final report of the course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 21, 2004 4:46 PM 

Betsy Faulkner <bhfaulkn@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Happy Birthday! 

Hey, Thanks. 
Actually my day got better at lpm. She let me go home for the day! 

Travis 

On Wed, 21 Jan 2004, Betsy Faulkner wrote: 

Hey, Travis. 

Just remembered that today is your birthday. Hope you are having a 
great day, and that it gets even better after 5:00! 

Betsy 

Betsy Faulkner 
UNC-CH School of Education 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 
(919) 966-7002 
(919) 962-1533 (fax) 
bhfaulkn@email.unc.edu 



Date Submitted: April 6, 2004 

Appointing Unit: African and Afro-American Studies 

I Priority: 1 of 2 requests 

This is a replacement position 

II Proposed new hire: 

A.) Associate/Full Professor of Afro-American Studies 

B.) Justification: The department needs to hire a relatively senior scholar to 
provide leadership in the field of African diaspora studies 

C.) Salary level: 

D.) Specialization: African-American!African diaspora Studies 

III Explanation: The most significant development in the field of African American 
Studies during the past decade has been the shift toward much greater emphasis on 
the African Diaspora beyond the United States, particularly the Caribbean and Latin 
America, but also Canada, Europe and Asia. It has been a long standing goal of ours 
to widen and deepen the diasporic dimensions of our department. In order to achieve 
that goal effectively, we must have a senior member of our faculty who can promote 
and facilitate the study of the African diaspora both within the department and across 
the university. A visionary and energetic diasporic scholar could help our department 
enter into a whole new range of collaborations with Latin American and other area 
studies programs, as well as with study abroad and foreign language programs. 
Furthermore, our increased emphasis on the diaspora would make a unique and 
essential contribution to the college’ s ongoing efforts to develop International Studies 
on this campus. Moving this work forward will require the experience and the clout 
of an established scholar. Much more importantly however, is the fact that the new 
faculty member would immediately contribute to the teaching of several courses 
which we now have on the books but are not being taught because of lack of 
personnel. 

Budget: Normal recruitment budget 



Institutional Application 
Fulbri~ht Visitin~ Specialists Program: Direct Access to the Muslim World 

Academic Year 2004-05 

1. Applicant US institution (if a joint proposal, list only the principal institution): 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill 
Name of Institution 

African and Afro-American Studies 
Department 

CB#3395 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Address, City, State, Zip code 

2. Principal contact for academic arrangements: 

Website Address 

Name: Professor Nyang’oro, Julius Edo 
Prefix, Last, First, Middle 

Position:Chair 
Title 

Contact information:Tel 919 962-1513; Fax 919 962-2694; email: jen321 @email. unc.edu 
Telephone, Fax, Email 

3. Principal contact for financial arrangements: 

Name: Professor Nyang’oro, Julius Edo 
Prefix, Last, First, Middle 

Position:Chair 
Title 

Contact information:919 962 1513; 919 962 2694; jen321@email.unc.edu 
Telephone, Fax, Email 

4. Brief description of the institution: 

The University of North Carolina is a comprehensive Research 1 University. It has 
27,000 students scattered in various schools including the Schools of Public Health, 
Medicine,Law and Business. The heart of the University however, is the College of Arts 
and Sciences which has both the Undergraduate and Graduate Schools. The College 
has a student population of 16,000 and a diverse faculty teaching in at least 50 
departments and curricula. The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is part 
of the College. In the last decade, the University in general, and the College in particular 
has dedicated itself to building a strong international curriculum in all relevant 
departments. The Curriculum in International Studies and Area Studies for example, has 
more than 400 majors, demonstrating student interest in the field of international studies. 
Most sstudents majoring in African and Afro-American Studies have similar profiles as 
those majoring in International studies. They are mostly interested in some aspect of 
international life, whether here in the United States or abroad. The University recently 
established a Center for Middle East Studies. 

5. Former Fulbright experience at institution: 



The University is a frequent host of Fulbright Scholars. Our department specifically has 
hosted at least four Fulbright scholars in the last few years. 

6. In-kind contributions: (Please check all that your institution or partner institutions commit to provide). 

[] Housing [] Office [] Local [] Computer [] Other 
(Please specify) 

space transportation use 

7. Your partner institutions: (use separate sheets if more space is needed) 

Partner Institution 1: 

Institution, Department, City, State, Zip code 

Name of principal contact, Telephone, Fax, Primary email 

Support letter attached: Yes [] No [] 

Partner Institution 2: 

Institution, Department, City, State, Zip code 

Name of principal contact, Telephone, Fax, Primary email 

Support letter attached: Yes [] No [] 

Partner Institution 3: 

Institution, Department, City, State, Zip code 

Name of principal contact, Telephone, Fax, Primary email 

Support letter attached: Yes [] No [] 

8. In your assessment, what benefit would the Fulbright Visiting Specialist get from being at your 
institution(s)? 

9. If a specific scholar is named 

Name of scholar:Dr Rugumamu, Severine 
Prefix, Last, First, Middle 

Current Position: Professor 

Academic discipline: Political Science/African Studies 

University of Dar es Salaam 
Institute of Development Studies 
PO Box 35169, Dar es Salaam 

2 



Tanzania 
Above scholar’s Home Institution, Department, City, Country 

Tel 255 22 2410075; Fax 255 22 2410237 
Work telephone, work t:ax, primary email 

If the requested scholar is a former Fulbright grantee: 
2001, University of North Carolina, Chaapel Hill, NC 27599 
Year of grant, US Host Institution, City, State, Zip code 

Has the scholar applied for the Fulbright Visiting Specialists grant through Fulbright office in 
his/her country? 

Yes []       No [] 
You should not request a specific scholar if your answer to the above is No. 

Explain reasons for your choice. 

Familiarity with the scholar’s work, has been with the department before,and continued 
institutional affiliation. 

Do you request that CIES find an appropriate scholar among former Fulbrighters for your 
proposal if the above individual is not available?       Yes []        No [] 

If you answered Yes to the above question, fill out Item 10 below to indicate your preferred 
disciplines and countries. 

10. Ira scholar is not named and if you wish one to be recruited by Fulbright office abroad 
List the top 3 disciplines/countries in priority order. 

Discipline:      ,     , 
Country:      ,     , 

Please explain reasons for your preferences. 

11. Proposed dates: 6 weeks in total, Flexible 2004 
Month/Day/Year to Month/Day/Year 

12. Proposed lecturing/teaching/consulting activities for the Visiting Specialist: 

Academic activities on-campus 

Lecturing in the department, and other departments at the University, lecturing at 
neighboring institutions such as Duke University and North Carolina State University. 

Other on-campus and off-campus activities. 

Public Talks 

13. Describe how the short and long term goals and objectives of the host institution(s) will be 
addressed by the participation of the Fulbright Visiting Specialist. 

Better exposure for students and faculty of a considerable presence of Muslims in Africa, 
particularly in East Africa, and how this affects life in the region. Also the dynamics of 
inter-religious relations between Christianity and Islam in East Africa and the cultural and 



political consequences thereof.This is an important region for US foreign policy given the 
bombings at the US embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

14. Describe your plans for continuing and sustaining activities begun as a result of the Fulbright 
Visiting Specialist. 

Plans for a Fulbight by UNC faculty at the University of Dar es Salaam, collaborative 
research on issues of religion and politics in East Africa, sending of UNC students to Dar 
es Salaam. 

Certify [] 
Date: April 5, 2004 
Nyan9’oro 

Name: Julius E 

4 



Institutional Application 
Fulbri~ht Visitin~ Specialists Program: Direct Access to the Muslim World 

Academic Year 2004-05 

1. Applicant US institution (if a joint proposal, list only the principal institution): 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill 
Name of Institution 

African and Afro-American Studies 
Department 

CB#3395 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Address, City, State, Zip code 

2. Principal contact for academic arrangements: 

Website Address 

Name: Professor Nyang’oro, Julius Edo 
Prefix, Last, First, Middle 

Position:Chair 
Title 

Contact information:Tel 919 962-1513; Fax 919 962-2694; email: jen321 @email. unc.edu 
Telephone, Fax, Email 

3. Principal contact for financial arrangements: 

Name: Professor Nyang’oro, Julius Edo 
Prefix, Last, First, Middle 

Position:Chair 
Title 

Contact information:919 962 1513; 919 962 2694; jen321@email.unc.edu 
Telephone, Fax, Email 

4. Brief description of the institution: 

The University of North Carolina is a comprehensive Research 1 University. It has 
27,000 students scattered in various schools including the Schools of Public Health, 
Medicine,Law and Business. The heart of the University however, is the College of Arts 
and Sciences which has both the Undergraduate and Graduate Schools. The College 
has a student population of 16,000 and a diverse faculty teaching in at least 50 
departments and curricula. The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is part 
of the College. In the last decade, the University in general, and the College in particular 
has dedicated itself to building a strong international curriculum in all relevant 
departments. The Curriculum in International Studies and Area Studies for example, has 
more than 400 majors, demonstrating student interest in the field of international studies. 
Most sstudents majoring in African and Afro-American Studies have similar profiles as 
those majoring in International studies. They are mostly interested in some aspect of 
international life, whether here in the United States or abroad. The University recently 
established a Center for Middle East Studies. 

5. Former Fulbright experience at institution: 



The University is a frequent host of Fulbright Scholars. Our department specifically has 
hosted at least four Fulbright scholars in the last few years. 

6. In-kind contributions: (Please check all that your institution or partner institutions commit to provide). 

[] Housing [] Office [] Local [] Computer [] Other 
(Please specify) 

space transportation use 

7. Your partner institutions: (use separate sheets if more space is needed) 

Partner Institution 1: 

Institution, Department, City, State, Zip code 

Name of principal contact, Telephone, Fax, Primary email 

Support letter attached: Yes [] No [] 

Partner Institution 2: 

Institution, Department, City, State, Zip code 

Name of principal contact, Telephone, Fax, Primary email 

Support letter attached: Yes [] No [] 

Partner Institution 3: 

Institution, Department, City, State, Zip code 

Name of principal contact, Telephone, Fax, Primary email 

Support letter attached: Yes [] No [] 

8. In your assessment, what benefit would the Fulbright Visiting Specialist get from being at your 
institution(s)? 

9. If a specific scholar is named 

Name of scholar:Dr Rugumamu, Severine 
Prefix, Last, First, Middle 

Current Position: Professor 

Academic discipline: Political Science/African Studies 

University of Dar es Salaam 
Institute of Development Studies 
PO Box 35169, Dar es Salaam 

2 



Tanzania 
Above scholar’s Home Institution, Department, City, Country 

Tel 255 22 2410075; Fax 255 22 2410237 
Work telephone, work t:ax, primary email 

If the requested scholar is a former Fulbright grantee: 
2001, University of North Carolina, Chaapel Hill, NC 27599 
Year of grant, US Host Institution, City, State, Zip code 

Has the scholar applied for the Fulbright Visiting Specialists grant through Fulbright office in 
his/her country? 

Yes []       No [] 
You should not request a specific scholar if your answer to the above is No. 

Explain reasons for your choice. 

Familiarity with the scholar’s work, has been with the department before,and continued 
institutional affiliation. 

Do you request that CIES find an appropriate scholar among former Fulbrighters for your 
proposal if the above individual is not available?       Yes []        No [] 

If you answered Yes to the above question, fill out Item 10 below to indicate your preferred 
disciplines and countries. 

10. Ira scholar is not named and if you wish one to be recruited by Fulbright office abroad 
List the top 3 disciplines/countries in priority order. 

Discipline:      ,     , 
Country:      ,     , 

Please explain reasons for your preferences. 

11. Proposed dates: 6 weeks in total, Flexible 2004 
Month/Day/Year to Month/Day/Year 

12. Proposed lecturing/teaching/consulting activities for the Visiting Specialist: 

Academic activities on-campus 

Lecturing in the department, and other departments at the University, lecturing at 
neighboring institutions such as Duke University and North Carolina State University. 

Other on-campus and off-campus activities. 

Public Talks 

13. Describe how the short and long term goals and objectives of the host institution(s) will be 
addressed by the participation of the Fulbright Visiting Specialist. 

Better exposure for students and faculty of a considerable presence of Muslims in Africa, 
particularly in East Africa, and how this affects life in the region. Also the dynamics of 
inter-religious relations between Christianity and Islam in East Africa and the cultural and 



political consequences thereof.This is an important region for US foreign policy given the 
bombings at the US embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

14. Describe your plans for continuing and sustaining activities begun as a result of the Fulbright 
Visiting Specialist. 

Plans for a Fulbight by UNC faculty at the University of Dar es Salaam, collaborative 
research on issues of religion and politics in East Africa, sending of UNC students to Dar 
es Salaam. 

Certify [] 
Date: April 5, 2004 
Nyan9’oro 

Name: Julius E 
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African Association of Political Science Biennial Congress 
June 27th-29th, Cairo, Egypt 

Theme: Globalization~ Sustainable Development and Governance in Africa 

Scholars of globalization appear to agree on the general manifestations of the 
phenomenon: the spatial reorganizations of production, interpenetration of industries 
across borders, spread of financial markets, diffusion of identical consumer goods to 
distant countries and the emergence of general principles of global governance which 
have a democratic impulse. Nonetheless, the impact of globalization has tended to vary 
widely between and among regions of the world. Concomittantly, regional response to 
globalization have also varied. Old centers of global capitalist production- North 
America, Western Europe and Japan-seem to be coping well and adjusting to the new 
manifestations of globalization, albeit with their own internal contradictions. Emerging 
markets in Latin America and South East Asia have both benefited and suffered through 
the crises of capitalist production in the last decade and seem to have weathered the 
storm. Africa however continues to be a big question mark in terms of both its response 

to globalization, and the way in which other regimes, particularly the old centers of 
capitalism- The G-8 -view Africa’s participation in the emerging system of global 
production. 

The biggest question for Africa is whether the development effort currently under way on 
the continent is sustainable. Sustainability broadly defined relates to the continent’s 
capacity to absorb global changes in their various manifestations, while instituting 
development programs that are determined by local needs and which respond to critical 
questions of long-term development strategy which is people centered as opposed to 
simply catering to interests of global capital. Further, is the question of preserving 
Africa’s natural resources and putting them in the service of African development. This 
question is critical because of the systematic exploitations of Africa’s resources by 
outsiders-particularly, minerals and forest products and contributing to many of the 
continents civil conflicts of the last two decades. While the intensity of contact between 
Africa and the outside world can readily be seen in the latter’s hunger and quest for 
Africa’s resources, benefits to Africa from this contact remain suspect. 

Governance under a globalizing system requires a redefinition and reexamination of both 
phenomena, especially how the two interact to produce a global system of governance 
both at the political and economic levels. It is clear that traditional notions of state 
sovereignty no longer suffice, although even under traditional norms of state sovereignty 

a state could be called to account for its behavior towards its own citizens. New rules and 
norms of behavior and collective responsibility through international institutions are 
taking shape as the global population movement is gathering speed, and states are less 
able to control their citizens. Multilateralism has been hailed as one possible response to 
global governance. This signals the growing importance oftransnational actors in 
addressing questions of economy and governance. Yet, the state is still a central player in 
the global system in terms of its governing responsibility to its own citizens, and the 



implementation of global rules that govern local economic production. In other words, 
how do we reconcile the state’s welfare role and adherence to WTO rules? How can the 
state’s systematic loss of its capacity to manage the economy be reconciled with demands 
for a more democratic polity? Is there a disjuncture between political and economic 
management? What role can local, continental and global civil society play in response 
to state’s behavior vis-a-vis globalism? How should different segments of society 
respond to the challenges of governance in an era of globalism? 

The three themes for this conference are related in a fundamental way: globalization with 
all of its internal and external contradictions has been accepted as the basis for economic 

development in Africa. Africa’s latest collective response to globalization is the New 
Economic Policy for Development (NEPAD). While NEPAD is an official collective 
response, there are those who view NEPAD as fundamentally flawed, primarily because 
of its unsustainability. Can Africa’s natural resources and environment endure the 
onslaught of globalization and the internal demands of production? Further, Africa’s 
governance structures are viewed as incapable of managing both the political and 
economic aspects of globalization. Yet the big question remains, which way Africa? 
What institutional transformations will be necessary for the state in Africa to regain its 
relevance, if not centrality in the management of Africa’s political economy? Indeed the 
ultimate question might be, would a transformed state in Africa even be relevant as an 
agent for economic management in a globalized political economy? Sub-themes for the 
Congress to reflect the general theme will include: Nepad and globalization, governance 
and globalization, gender responses to globalization, globalization and sustainablility: the 
environmental challenge, the politics of natural resources, revisiting NIEO: lessons from 

past experiences, WTO: Policies and Programs, and revisiting the state in Africa. 

The Cairo AAPS biennial conference will serve as a forum to critically interrogate these 
issues. Individual papers and panel proposals dealing with these three broad themes are 
invited for consideration for the congress. 

Paper proposals sent via electronic mail should include: title, name of presenter(s), 
institutional affiliation, one-paragraph abstract, and complete contact information 
(mailing address, telephone and fax numbers. Panel proposals should include all the 
above information for each participant, plus an abstract of the panel as a whole. 

The deadline for paper/proposal submission is December 30, 2004. These should be 
submitted electronically to the Program Chair: Julius E Nyang’oro 

Email address: jen321 @email.unc.edu 

You will be notified of the status of your proposal by February 15, 2005 



African Association of Political Science Biennial Congress 
June 27th-29th, Cairo, Egypt 

Theme: Globalization~ Sustainable Development and Governance in Africa 

Scholars of globalization appear to agree on the general manifestations of the 
phenomenon: the spatial reorganizations of production, interpenetration of industries 
across borders, spread of financial markets, diffusion of identical consumer goods to 
distant countries and the emergence of general principles of global governance which 
have a democratic impulse. Nonetheless, the impact of globalization has tended to vary 
widely between and among regions of the world. Concomittantly, regional response to 
globalization have also varied. Old centers of global capitalist production- North 
America, Western Europe and Japan-seem to be coping well and adjusting to the new 
manifestations of globalization, albeit with their own internal contradictions. Emerging 
markets in Latin America and South East Asia have both benefited and suffered through 
the crises of capitalist production in the last decade and seem to have weathered the 
storm. Africa however continues to be a big question mark in terms of both its response 

to globalization, and the way in which other regimes, particularly the old centers of 
capitalism- The G-8 -view Africa’s participation in the emerging system of global 
production. 

The biggest question for Africa is whether the development effort currently under way on 
the continent is sustainable. Sustainability broadly defined relates to the continent’s 
capacity to absorb global changes in their various manifestations, while instituting 
development programs that are determined by local needs and which respond to critical 
questions of long-term development strategy which is people centered as opposed to 
simply catering to interests of global capital. Further, is the question of preserving 
Africa’s natural resources and putting them in the service of African development. This 
question is critical because of the systematic exploitations of Africa’s resources by 
outsiders-particularly, minerals and forest products and contributing to many of the 
continents civil conflicts of the last two decades. While the intensity of contact between 
Africa and the outside world can readily be seen in the latter’s hunger and quest for 
Africa’s resources, benefits to Africa from this contact remain suspect. 

Governance under a globalizing system requires a redefinition and reexamination of both 
phenomena, especially how the two interact to produce a global system of governance 
both at the political and economic levels. It is clear that traditional notions of state 
sovereignty no longer suffice, although even under traditional norms of state sovereignty 

a state could be called to account for its behavior towards its own citizens. New rules and 
norms of behavior and collective responsibility through international institutions are 
taking shape as the global population movement is gathering speed, and states are less 
able to control their citizens. Multilateralism has been hailed as one possible response to 
global governance. This signals the growing importance oftransnational actors in 
addressing questions of economy and governance. Yet, the state is still a central player in 
the global system in terms of its governing responsibility to its own citizens, and the 



implementation of global rules that govern local economic production. In other words, 
how do we reconcile the state’s welfare role and adherence to WTO rules? How can the 
state’s systematic loss of its capacity to manage the economy be reconciled with demands 
for a more democratic polity? Is there a disjuncture between political and economic 
management? What role can local, continental and global civil society play in response 
to state’s behavior vis-a-vis globalism? How should different segments of society 
respond to the challenges of governance in an era of globalism? 

The three themes for this conference are related in a fundamental way: globalization with 
all of its internal and external contradictions has been accepted as the basis for economic 

development in Africa. Africa’s latest collective response to globalization is the New 
Economic Policy for Development (NEPAD). While NEPAD is an official collective 
response, there are those who view NEPAD as fundamentally flawed, primarily because 
of its unsustainability. Can Africa’s natural resources and environment endure the 
onslaught of globalization and the internal demands of production? Further, Africa’s 
governance structures are viewed as incapable of managing both the political and 
economic aspects of globalization. Yet the big question remains, which way Africa? 
What institutional transformations will be necessary for the state in Africa to regain its 
relevance, if not centrality in the management of Africa’s political economy? Indeed the 
ultimate question might be, would a transformed state in Africa even be relevant as an 
agent for economic management in a globalized political economy? Sub-themes for the 
Congress to reflect the general theme will include: Nepad and globalization, governance 
and globalization, gender responses to globalization, globalization and sustainablility: the 
environmental challenge, the politics of natural resources, revisiting NIEO: lessons from 

past experiences, WTO: Policies and Programs, and revisiting the state in Africa. 

The Cairo AAPS biennial conference will serve as a forum to critically interrogate these 
issues. Individual papers and panel proposals dealing with these three broad themes are 
invited for consideration for the congress. 

Paper proposals sent via electronic mail should include: title, name of presenter(s), 
institutional affiliation, one-paragraph abstract, and complete contact information 
(mailing address, telephone and fax numbers. Panel proposals should include all the 
above information for each participant, plus an abstract of the panel as a whole. 

The deadline for paper/proposal submission is December 30, 2004. These should be 
submitted electronically to the Program Chair: Julius E Nyang’oro 

Email address: jen321 @email.unc.edu 

You will be notified of the status of your proposal by February 15, 2005 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 14, 2005 11:21 AM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 105 Gardner 

Hey, 

It works the same way as the fall semester so I wont know until two 
weeks after class starts. Sorry. Was there another time you asked 
about the other day and did I get back to you on it? 

Travis 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

Travis 

Can I schedule for Spring Semester? I need 105 on January 25 from 
6:30-8:30 pm. 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:/icareers.unc.ed~ <~:i/careers.unc~ed~i> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               12:11 PM 

@email.unc.edu 
make up test 

We have time for you on Monday but if you have to take it today could 
you be here at lpm? Im getting ready to go to lunch right now until 1 
so I won’t be here to check my email. You can call Debby at 966-1295 if 
you have a question while im gone. 
Thanks 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2005 10:59 AM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 
Re: FW: 105 Gardner 

ok, thanks. I thought there was another one! On both the days you 
requested there is someone in there from 6 to 7:30 so if there is some 
way you want to work around it, just let me know. 

Travis 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

I remembered the other request that I had for you. See below. 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:iicareers.m~c~ed~ <~ :/icareers. m~c~ edui> 

..... Original Message ..... 
*From:* Julie Pendergraph [mail~o :[~ender(~e~mil.u~c. edt~] 
*Sent:* Thursday, October 13, 2005 10:36 AM 
*To:* ’Travis Gore’ 
*Subject:* 105 Gardner 

Travis 

Is 105 Gardner available on Nov. 1 & Nov. 8 from 6:00-10:00 pm? If 
so, can I book it for both days? Thanks. 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:iicareers.unc.edu <~:i/careers.unc.edui> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1, 2005 3:51 PM 

Robin Vander <vander@email.unc.edu> 

agent 

Hey Robin, 

I was doing some research on your player and I found om that his agem 

was Keith Glass when the flag comroversy was going on. I thought he 
was retired now but Debby said that he was playing in Europe. So I 
wonder if he got a new agem. But I thought Keith Glass would be a good 

start. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2006 12:02 AM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

multi-party election paper 

-$e 2005 General Elections in Tanzania.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2006 12:03 AM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

ignore the last one. This is the one 

The 2005 General Elections in Tanzania.doc 



Dr. Price’s research fits quite well with the strategic plan for of our department in 
pursuing an aggressive agenda of a global African Diaspora program. His research on 
the culture of the Rastafarian movement in Jamaica and it influence on the global 
ideological project of Rastafarians weaves together a historical relationship between the 
West Indies, the Americas, and the African ideological movements of liberation in ways 
which are influencing the current discourses on ideological identity among people of 
African descent globally. This research also fits well with our department’s objective of 
offering courses that satisfy the various tracts in the Curriculum in Area and International 
Studies. His presence therefore is a boost to the inter/multi-disciplinary ambitions of the 
College of Arts and Sciences in the quest for better integration of international/global 
studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2006 4:06 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

The Consolidation of Democracy in Africa.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2006 4:22 PM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

(no subject) 

The Consolidation of Democracy in Africa.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2006 4:40 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

(no subject) 

Previous Experience Serving as a Research Mentor for Undergraduates.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2007 10:37 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: 259 Syllabus] 

Af’259Sm07.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    259 Syllabus 
Date: Mon, 14 May 2007 11:37:49 -0400 
From: Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 
To: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
CC: stgore@email.unc.edu 



AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 259 
BLACK INFLUENCES ON AMERICAN POPULAR CULTURE 

SUMMER TERM 2007 

Dr. Perry A. Hall, Instructor 
Office: 202 Battle Hall 966-5496 

Office Hours by appointment 
email: hallpa@email.unc.edu 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 
To examine the role of African-American expressive culture in the evolution of "mainstream" cultural 

sensibilities, in terms of historical roots, aesthetic importance and social power. The significance of 
"popular" culture as an expressive medium for cultural activity and transformation will be highlighted. 

To challenge students to engage directly in research activity focused on either past or contemporary aspects of 
black-influenced expressive popular culture. Through this activity students will seek for themselves answers 
and resolutions to questions and issues raised in the course. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 
George, Nelson. The Death of Rhythm and Blues. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1988. 
George, Nelson. Hip Hop America. New York: Viking, 1998. 

RESERVE READINGS: The articles or chapters listed as (RESERVE) on the reading schedule are 
available through the Reserve Desk of the Undergraduate Library. They contain an important set of 
readings from the following sources: 

BOOK CHAPTERS 
1 Essay from Ziff, Bruce and Pratima V. Rag, Eds. Borrowed Power: Essays on Cultural Appropriation. 

Rutgers University Press, 1997. 
3 chaps. From Barlow, Willam. "Lookinq Up at Down": The Emerqence of Blues Culture. Philadelphia: 

Temple University Press, 1989. 
1 Section from Palmer, Robert. Deep Blues. New York: Viking Press, 1981. 
2 chaps, from Sidran, Ben. Black Talk. New York: Da Capo Press, 1971. 
2 Excerpts from Werner, Craig. A Chanqe Is Gonna Come: Race, Music & The Soul Of America. New York: 

Penguin Books, 1999. 
1 chap. from Smitherman, Geneva. Black Talk: Words and Phrases from the hood to the Amen Corner 

Boston, Houghton-Mifflin, 2000. 
1 Chap. From Pierson, William D. Black Leqacy: America’s Hidden Heritaqe. Univ. of Mass. Press, 1993. 

ARTICLES 
"On Afro-American Popular Music: From Bebop to Rap," West, Cornel. Black Sacred Music: Special Issue. 

Vol. 6, (Spring 1992), pp. 282-295. 
"Working-Class and Lower-Class Origins of Black Culture: Class Formation and the Division of 

Cultural Labor." Thomas, Richard W. Minority Voices. (September, 1977) pp. 81-103. 

"INTERNET" ARTICLES (available on the course website) 
"Rhythm Nation: The Political Economy of Black Music." Kelley, Norman. Black Renaissance/Renaissance 

Noire 07-31-1999 V.2; N.2 p. 8. 
"Systematic and Thematic Principles," chap 5. in Hall, Perry A. In the Vineyard: Workinq in African 

American Studies. University of Tennessee Press, 1999. 
"(Structural) Integration vs. (Cultural) Assimilation: A Distinction with a Difference." Hall, Perry A. 

(Unpublished Paper) 
"Blues as Such: The Big Bang Theory," Hall. Perry A. (unpublished paper). 
"God Love Sex: Disco and the Gospel Impulse" and "Disco Sucks," in WERNER, pp. 203-211. 
"Redemption Songs: Bob Marley in Babylon" and "The Message: Hip-Hop and The South Bronx," in 

WERNER, pp. 230-242. 
"Place and Innovation in Popular Music: The Bebop Revolution in Jazz," Stump, Roger W. Journal of 

Cultural Geo.qraphy, Fall-Winter 1998. 
"From Minstrelsy to Gangsta Rap: The "N ..... "as Commodity for Popular American Entertainment," 

LaGrone, Kheven Lee, Journal of African American Men, Fall 2000 v5 i2 p117 
"The White Negro Revisited," Josh Ozersky, Tikkun; Sep/Oct2000, Vol. 15 Issue 5, p61-62 
"New research explores effects of rap music on adolescents." The Brown University Child and Adolescent 

Behavior Letter, June 2003 v19 i6 pl (4) 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

Midterm Essay 
GRADE 

Final Essay Exam 
Posted Discussion questions 
GRADE 

DUE ON MAY 31 

JUNE 18 
(See website for details) 

35% OF FINAL 

40% OF FINAL GRADE 
10% OF FINAL 



Attendance 
GRADE 

Class Padicipation 

(See website for details of attendance policy) 10% OF FINAL 

5% OF FINAL GRADE 



READING ASSIGNMENTS 

FIRST WEEK 
MAY 15: Introduction. 
MAY 16: INTERNET: "Systematic and Thematic Principles," chap 5. in Hall, Perry A. In the Vineyard: 

Workinq in African American Studies. University of Tennessee Press, 1999. 
MAY 17: RESERVE: "Working-Class and Lower-Class Origins of Black Culture: Class Formation and 

the Division of Cultural Labor." Thomas, Richard W. Minority Voices. (September, 1977) pp. 81-103; 
INTERNET: "(Structural) Integration vs. (Cultural) Assimilation: A Distinction with a Difference." Hall, 
Perry A. (Unpublished Paper) 

MAY 18: RESERVE: "Introduction," (in SMITHERMAN~ pp. 1-44). 

SECOND WEEK 
MAY 21 : RESERVE: "Mammy, Indeed." in PIERSON, pp. 156-189. 
MAY 22: RESERVE: "Beginnings," (Chap. 1 in Deep Blues, pp. 24-47); RESERVE: "1 Been ’Buked and I 

Been Scorned": The Folk Roots of the Blues (Chap. 1 in BARLOW, pp. 7-24). 
MAY 23: RESERVE: ’"Everyday Seems Like Murder Here’": Mississippi Delta Blues, (Chap. 2 in 

BARLOW, pp. 25-55). INTERNET: "Blues as Such: The Big Bang Theory," Hall. Perry A. (unpublished 
paper); RESERVE: "Introduction," (~BARLOW, pp. 113-118); 

MAY 24: RESERVE: "Laughin’ to Keep from Cryin’: Vaudeville Blues, (Chap. 5 in BARLOW: pp. 119-181); 
DEATH OF R&B: Chap. 1: "Philosophy, Money, and Music (1900-30)," pp. 3-14. 

MAY 25: RESERVE: "The Jazz Age: The 1920s," (Chap. 3: in Sidran, pp. 53-77). RESERVE "African- 
American Music: Dynamics of Appropriation and Innovation." Hall, Perry A., in Ziff, Bruce and Pratima 
V. Rao, Eds. Borrowed Power: Essays on Cultural Appropriation. pp. 31-51. 

THIRD WEEK 
MAY 29: RESERVE: "The Evolution of the Black Underground: 1930-1947," (Chap. 4 in Sidran, pp. 78- 

115). INTERNET: "Place and Innovation in Popular Music: The Bebop Revolution in Jazz," Stump, 
Roger W. Journal of Cultural Geo.qraphy, Fall-Winter 1998. 

MAY 30: RESERVE: Historical Patterns of Blacks in Sport in the United States." HIP HOP AMERICA: 
Chap. 11: "The Sound of Philadelphia -- Dunking," pp. 144-153. 

MAY 31: DEATH OF R&B: Chap 2: "Dark Voices in the Night (1930-1950)," pp. 15-58;.DEATH OF R&B: 
Chap 3: "The New Negro (1950-65)" pp. 59-94; 

JUNE 1: VIDEO PRESENTATION: "Standing In The Shadows of Motown," 

FOURTH WEEK 
JUNE 4: "Standing In The Shadows of Motown," (cont’d) DEATH OF R&B: Chap. 4: "Black Beauty, Black 

Confusion, (1965-70)" pp. 95-120. INTERNET: 
JUNE 5: DEATH OF R&B: Chap. 5: "Redemption Songs in the Age of Corporations (1971-1975)" pp. 121- 

146. "Soul for sale: Berry Gordy sells half of Motown catalog for $132 Million," Black Enterprise, Oct 
1997 v28 n3 p22(1) 

JUNE 6: DEATH OF R&B: Chap 6: "Crossover: The Death of Rhythm & Blues," pp. 147-170. INTERNET: 
"God Love Sex: Disco and the Gospel Impulse" and "Disco Sucks," in WERNER, pp. 203-211. 

JUNE 7: RESERVE "On Afro-American Popular Music: From Bebop to Rap," West, Cornel. Black Sacred 
Music: Special Issue. Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 282-295; INTERNET: "Redemption Songs: Bob Marley in 
Babylon" and "The Message: Hip-Hop and The South Bronx," in WERNER, pp. 230-242. HIP HOP 
AMERICA:. "Introduction," pp. vii-xiv. HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 1: "Post-Soul," pp. 1-21. HIP HOP 
AMERICA: Chap. 2: "Hip Hop Wasn’t Just Another Date," pp. 22-33. 

JUNE 8: HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 3: "Gangsters -- Real and Unreal," pp. 34-49. HIP HOP AMERICA: 
Chap. 4: "The ’1’ of Me," pp. 50-55; INTERNET: "From Minstrelsy to Gangsta Rap: The "N     "as 
Commodity for Popular American Entertainment," LaGrone, Kheven Lee, Journal of African American 
Men, Fall 2000 v5 i2 p117 

FIFTH WEEK 
JUNE 11: HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 5: "Black Owned?" pp. 56-75."HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 6: "The 

Permanent Business," pp. 76-88. INTERNET: "Rhythm Nation: The Political Economy of Black 
Music." Kelley, Norman. Black Renaissance/Renaissance Noire 07-31-1999 V.2; N.2 p. 8.HIP HOP 
AMERICA: 

JUNE 12 Chap. 7: "Sample This," pp. 89-96."HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 8: "Where My Eyes Can See," pp. 
97-113. HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 9: "New Jack Swing to Ghetto Glamour," pp. 114-128. 

JUNE 13: HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 10: "National Music," pp. 129-143. INTERNET: "The White Negro 
Revisited," Josh Ozersky, Tikkun; Sep/Oct2000, Vol. 15 Issue 5, p61-62; HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 12: 
"Capitalist Tool," pp. 154-175. 

JUNE 14: HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 13: "Too Live," p. 176-192. INTERNET: "New research explores 
effects of rap music on adolescents." The Brown University Child and Adolescent Behavior Letter, June 
2003 v19 i6 pl (4) 



JUNE 15: HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 14: "Skills to Pay the Bills," pp. 193-200. HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 
15: "Funk the World," pp. 201-207.HIP HOP AMERICA: Chap. 16: ’"Da Joint!" and Beyond," pp. 208- 
212. 

FINAL EXAM: DUE JUNE 18 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2007 2:11 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
mutima scan 

mutima scan.tif 



Advanced Swahili (405) 

Course description 
This course is for students that have successfully completed Swah 404 or those that lived 
in a Swahili-speaking country for at least two years using Swahili for their daily 
communicative needs. It aims at enabling the students with grammatical and 
communicative competence and emphasizes a) communicative skills, b) interdisciplinary 
connections, c) gaining insight into the nature of language and culture, and d) taking part 
in Swahili communities at home and round the world. The course is taught in Swahili and 
derives its content from authentic materials. 

Texts 
Moshi, Lioba, J. (1998). Kiswahili Language and Culture. Kensington. Dunwoody Press. 
Zawawi, Sharifa (2001). ( 2nd ed.) Kiswahili kwa Kitendo. Trenton. Africa World Press, Inc. 

Dictionary 
Perrott, D.,V. (1965). Swahili dictionary. Chicago.The McGraw-Hill Companies. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 
This course focuses on: 

1) improving speaking skills through discussions based on dialogues, poetry and a 
variety of current topics; 

2) improving listening skills by viewing East African videos and discussing their 

contents ; 

3) developing reading skills by discussing expository, narrative and descriptive texts 

from newspapers, magazines, and the Swahili texts; 

4) writing descriptive texts based on facts or social situations for improving writing 

skills ; 
5) understanding the Swahili grammar. 

REQUIREMENTS 
Attendance at every session is mandatory. Each student is required to spend two hours per week in the 
Language Laboratory viewing a series of East African videos in the Language Laboratory (DE). The 
coursework comprises two papers to present, one oral test ,one written test and a f’mal examination. The 
length of each paper will depend on the topic to discuss. 

GRADING: Papers 30% Tests 30% Final Exam 40% 

GRADE SCALE: 100-90 A 89-80 B 79-70 C 69-60 D 59-50 

CLASS SCHEDULE 
1.WEEK 1 Jamaa kwa Waswahili: Swahili Family (Zawawi, p.239-242) 
2.WEEK 2 Kijiji cha Pwani: A Coastal Village ( Zawawi :p.244-247) 
3.WEEK 3 Miji ya Afrika ya Mashariki: East African Towns ( Zwawi p.249-252). 
Oral Test 
4.WEEK 4 Ardhi: Land ( Zawawi p.254-258) 
5. WEEK5 Mzao na Mifugo: Crops and Cattle ( Zawawi p.259-262) 
6. WEEK 6 Biashara: Trade. Uvuvi: Fishing. ( Zawawi p.264-268). 

Oral Presentation : Paper One 
7. WEEK 7. Madini na Viwanda :Minerals and Factories. ( Zawawi p.269-272) 



8. WEEK 8 Sanaa: Art ( Zawawi p.274 -278) 
9. WEEK 9 Elimu: Education ( Zawawi p. 292-299). 

Oral Presentation: Paper Two 

10. WEEK 10 Safari Nisiyoisahau : A Trip I Do Not Forget (Kakakuona : No 14.Januari-Machi, 2004. ) 

11. WEEK 11 Historia: History ( Moshi p.203-214 

12. WEEK 12 Historia; history (Moshi p.215-224) 

13. WEEK 13 Afya: Uganga wa Kisasa Health: Modem Medicine ( Moshi p. 146-150) 

14. WEEK 14 Afya:Health ( Moshi: p.152-161) 

15. WEEK 15.Afya: Uganga wa Jadi: Health :Traditional Medicine (Moshi p. 162-175) 

Written Test 
16. Week 16 .Mila na Utamaduni: Traditions and Culture (Moshi p. 176-182) 
FINAL EXAMINATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  11:23 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: QUIET!] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: QUIET! 
Date: Fri, 10:00:27-0400 
From: ~email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Hi Travis, 

is supermilitant about copyright and loves telling people they 
cannot do things. I think you should at least go over to the MRC 
(downstairs in the UL) and try to copy those things... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2008 10:01 AM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Reimbursement 

Hi Kia, 

I will check on this. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 

Hi Travis, 
I received this notice of a direct deposit for the anthropology 

conference that I attended in November. Would you please check to see 
if these amounts are correct? I think I should have received more 
than this. It looks like either the mileage reimbursement or 
registration reimbursement may be missing. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Subject: 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 
From: 
<EftQuestions@listserv.tmc.edu> 
Date: 
Wed, 2 Jan 2008 07:59:51 -0500 
To: 
<KLCALDWE@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

To: 
<KLCALDWE@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

*/The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill/* 
*/Disbursement Services/* 
*/104 Airport Drive CB 1220/* 
*/Chapel Hill NC 27599/* 

*/ /* 
Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC-Chapel Hill 

*To* *Paid 
Date* *Control 
Number* *Gross 
Paid* *Disc 
Paid* *Net 
Paid* 
KIA LILLY CALDWELL 01/02/08 



> 

> */Please allow 3 business days for this transaction to post into your 
account./* 

Invoice Details 

*Invoice 
Date* 
Number* 
Billed* 
Taken* 
Billed* 
11/29/07 
11/29/07 
11/29/07 

*Invoice 
*Description* 

*Discount 
*Net 

*Gross 

American Anthro 
American Anthro 
American Anthro 

> */*** End of Direct Deposit Message ***/* 
> 

71.82 0.00 
55.25 0.00 
200.00 0.00 

71.82 
55.25 
200.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11,2008 4:27 PM 

Julius Nyang’oro < @yahoo.com> 

Re: Fwd: CV 

ok, Thanks! 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

Mr Gore: 

This CV needs to be sent with the letter to Syracuse. 

JEN 

Looking for last minute shopping deals? 

Find them fast with Yahoo~. Search.                    ,~L%~}’~ ’-://toOlSoSearChoVahOOoCO~/ne./~search/cate~\)/rCo!p?cate~io:~in@ 

Sul~ject: CV 
From: "Julius Nyang’oro" _< 
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2008 16:39:57 -0800 (PST) 
To: ~email.~nc.edu 
To: jen321 ¢~email. unc.edu 

CV for Syracuse 

Be a better friend, newshound, and 

know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. bttp://mobiieoyabOOoCOm/; yit Abu06i62sR8?~DtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ 



AFRI 101: INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill . 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

SPRING 2008 

Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 

107 Wilson 

Instructor: Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Office: 303 Stone Center 
Office Hours: TR, 2-4 pm; W, 2-3 pro; and by appointment 

Course Summary 

This course is an introduction to the study of the African continent, its peoples, history and 

contemporary problems of development in a globalized world. It is designed to introduce students with 

little or no knowledge of Africa to the academic study of Africa in the social sciences and the humanities. 

The course consists of a survey of the African past, society and culture, and contemporary.political, 
economic and social issues. 

Course Requirements 

Class attendance and participation: 10% of the final grade 

Map quiz (knowledge of the contemporary map of Africa) on Feb. 14: 20% of the grade 
A take-home mid-term exam, to be used to fulfill the student’s writing requirements (Questionnaire 

distributed on Feb. 14; Exam papers due on Feb. 21): 30% of the grade 

Final Exam (Tues., May 6 at 8 am): 40% of the final grade 

Required Texts: To be read for class discussions 

UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY AFRICA, 4th Edition, by April A. Gordon and Donald L. Gordon 

SO LONG A LETTER, by Mariama Ba 

A MAN OF THE PEOPLE, by Chinua Achebe 

Course Outline and Readings 

Weeks 1-2." Course Introduction 

R/Jan. 10: Course Overview 

T/Jan. :15: Africa: Problems and Perspectives 

R/Jan. 17: The Contemporary Map of Africa 

Gordon & Gordon, ch. 1-2 



Weeks 3 to 5 

TR/Jan. 22-24: 

TR/Jan. 29-30: 

.TR/Feb. 5-7: 

Precolonial Africa 

Colonial Africa 

Decolonization and Independence 

Gordon & Gordon, ch. 3-5 

Week 6: Review and Assessment 

T/Feb. 12: Review of the main issues concerning the African past 

R/Feb. :14: Map Quiz and Instructions for the Mid-Term Exam 

Weeks 7 to 13; 

TR/Feb. :19-21: 

TR/Feb. 26-28: 

TR/Mar. 4~6: 

TR/Mar. :11-13: 

TR/Mar. 18-20: 

TR/Mar. 25-27: 
TR/Apr. :1-3: 

Society and Culture 

Social Organization in a Changing World 

Traditional Habitat and Urbanization 

Family and Kinship 

SPRING RECESS 
Women and Social Change in Africa 

Religion in Africa 

Literature, Arts and Popular Culture 

Gordon & Gordon, ch. 7, 9-:12 

Ba, entire 

Weeks :!4 to 16-’ Contemporary Political, Economic and Social Issues 
TR/Apr. 8-:10: African Politics and International Relations since Independence 

TR/Apr. :15-17: Africa in the World Economy: Problems and Prospects 
TR/Apr. 22-2.4: Africa and the Transnational Threats of Arms Proliferation, Narcotraffic and Resource 

Wars 

Gordon & Gordon, ch. 6, 8 and ~.3 

Achebe, entire 

Recommended for Further Reading; 

AFRICA, Third Edition, edited by Phyllis M. Martin and Patrick O’Meara 

AFRICA: A BIOGRAPHY OF THI~ CONTINENT, by John Reader 

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN AFRICA: A READER, edited by Okwudiba Nnoli 



INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN CIVILIZATION 

AFRICAN STUDIES 40, 1 (9:45-11:15) 
Julius E. Nyang’oro (jen321@email.unc.edu) 

Office Hours: TiTH 2:00-4:00 
Telephone: 962-1513 

SUMMER SESSION lI 2006 

Office: 101 Battle Hall 

Course Description: This course is an introduction to the African continent. It is 
intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint the student with the African 
environment, its peoples, their culture, past and contemporary society, and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization as it has evolved over the years. 
Course Requirements: Students will be responsible for material covered in lectures and 
assigned texts. Please note that a considerable amount of reading material has been 
placed on the reserve reading collection (Undergraduate Library). It is important that 
most of the assigned readings be completed before the day they appear on the syllabus. 
This will facilitate meaningful discussions in class. There will be 2 quizzes and a final 
exam. Class attendance is mandatory. 

Dates of quizzes and exam 
Map Quiz: June 29 
Mid-Term: July 11 
Final Exam: July 27 

Percentage of Grade 
20% 
40% 
40% 

Required Books: 
Gordon and D Gordon, 
Understandin~ Contemlgorary Africa 
P. Martin and P. O’Meara, Africa 
Ngugi Wa Thiongo, A Grain of Wheat 
Maps (two), Nystrom Relief Map and 
Outline Map 

Reserve Reading, Undergraduate ,L,,ibrary 
Atlas: The African Continent 
Bohannan and Curtin, Africa and Africans 
Curtain, et. al., AtMcan History 
Nyang’or0, The State and Capitalist 

Development in Africa 
Paden and Soja, The African Experience, 

Vokl 
Rodney, How Europ~ Underdeveloped 
Africa 

Skinner, Peoples and Culture of Africa 

Th June 22 Introduction 

Fri June 23 

Mon June26 

Tu June 27 

Wed June 28 

Th June 29 

Country Projects 

Understanding Contemporary Africa 
The Contemporary Map of Africa: Martin & O’Meara pp3-45 

Reconstructing Africa’s Past; Martin & O’Meara Ch 4 

Country Projects 

Map Quiz . 
The Languages of Africa; Bohannan & Curtin, Ch 4 (Reserve) 



Fri 
Mon July 3 

Tu July 4 

Wed July 5 

Th July 7 

Fr July 8 

June 30& Traditional African Social & Political Systems 
Martin and O’Meara, Chs 4, 9, Gordon & Gordon, Ch 9 

Mon July 10.. 

Tue July t 1 

Wed Julyl2. 

Th July 13 

Fr July 14 

Mon July 17 

Tu July 18 

Wed July 19 

Th July 20& 

Fr July 21 

Mori July 24 

Tu July 25 

Th July 27 

(HoIiday: No Class) 

Video: Mazrui, Legacy of Lifestyles 

Religion in Africa (General) 
Gordon & Gordon Ch. 11 
Islam in Africa 
Martin & O’Meara Ch 5 

Video: Gates "Wonders of Africa" 
Segment on Religion in Ethiopia 

Mid-Term 

The European Conquest of Africa 
Curtin et al Ch 15 (on Reserve), Martin & O’Meara: Chapter 6 

Imperialism and Colonial Rule: Impact on African Societies 
Martin & O’Meara, Ch. 7; Curtain et. al Ch 16 (On Reserve), 
Rodney Ch 5 (on Reserve) 

Video: Mazmi, "Tools of Exploitation" 

African Decolonization/Nationalism 
Martin & O’Meara Ch 8 

Video: Mau Mau 

A Grain of Wheat as a Reflection of African Nationalism 

African Development Since Independence 

Gordon & Gordon, Ch. 4, Martin & O’Meara Ch 20 

Catching Up: Rwanda? South Africa? 

Last Day of Classes/Review 

Final Exam 8:00 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2008 11:44 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 
[Fwd: [Fwd: Biography]] 

Biography.eml (111 KB).msg 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [Fwd: Biography] 
Date: Tue, 22 Apr2008 11:35:11 -0400 
From: Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

O~KKK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius Nyang’oro < 

Saturday, April 12, 2008 8:50 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Biography 

Biography.docx 

Biography 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2008 3:33 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

scan 2 

20080812145919308.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 12 Aug 2008 14:59:19-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.12.2008 14:59:19 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 4:34 PM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

T# for Canada 

Hi Deby, 

The T # is 033874 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Deby wrote: 
According to the CABS system, T #027918 has already been posted. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eunice Sahle [?~aiFto:eu~ice~emaiLu~c.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2008 4:58 PM 
To: Travis Gore; Deby 
Subject: Re: T # process Please Travis! 

Hi Travis, 

Greetings. Kindly let Deby know the status of the T#027918 you provided. 
The price of ticket has gone up since Friday and it will go up if this 
not by latest tomorrow. 

With thanks. Eunice. 

Deby wrote: 

>> I haven’t heard from Travis yet with a T number. Do you know if one has 
>> been assigned yet? 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Deby 
>> 
>>>>>>> Travis Gore wrote: 

>>>>>>>> Hi Eunice, 

>>>>>>>> I have a T# for you! The magic number It is 027918. But for this 

>>> magic 



>>>>>>>> number to work I need to know about how much your flig~ will cost so 

can 

>>>>>>>> emer ~ inform~ion in. Thanks! Hope your having a gm~ time. 

>>>>>>>> Cheers, 

>>>>>>>> T-Bone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 24, 2008 2:38 PM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

20081124143704394.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Mon, 24 Nov 2008 14:37:04 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.24.2008 14:37:04 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 4, 2009 2:11 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

scan 

20090504140946621 .pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Mon, 4 May 2009 14:09:47 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.04.2009 14:09:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 20, 2009 2:33 PM 

Aneta Piatek@dai. com; Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

(no subject) 

20090520143110614.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 20 May 2009 14:31:10 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.20.2009 14:31:10 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 27, 2009 10:05 AM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 
Re: can you print these attachments? 

Yes, I will put them in your box. Sorry about the Canes! 

Travis 

Kenneth Janken wrote: 
> Dear Travis, 
> 
> Can you print one copy of each of these attachments? They are for the 
> meeting that you scheduled tomorrow, and I want to have a copy on hand 
> for folks to look at. 
> 
> Kenneth 

> 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 
> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 
> 300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 966-2694 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> ress.unc.edu/Sooks/Tog059.html 
> ~:i/www. mnass.ed~/mnpres a~ken.lmnl 
> 

> 

> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 3:29 PM 

Stacey Elizabeth Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Website Link Request] 

Hi Stacey, 

I am forwarding this to you if you would like to add this link. 

Thanks ! 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Website Link Request 
Date: Tue. 2009 10:24:13 -0400 
From: @email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Mr. Gore: 

At the Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR), we are currently working 
to increase our visibility among departments on campus. This will 
hopefully lead to more students using our resources and more 
undergraduate research being conducted. We were wondering if you could 
add a link to OUR’s website on the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies’ website. I have looked through your departmental 
website, and I think a link to OUR would fit well on 
~ :iiw ww. uric. e d~/de~t siafriafami~mksi. 

Our website’s address is: ~:,(/a, ww.unc.edu_ide>ts/ouri 

If you’d like me to provide the HTML coding to add this in, I’d be more 
than happy to do so. If you have any questions or think of a better 
place for this link, please let me know. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Cheers, 

~unc.edu 

Graduate Assistant 
Office for Undergraduate Research 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc. edu> 
Friday, September 4, 2009 9:31 AM 
Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Website Link Request] 

Thanks Stacey! 

Travis 

Stacev Sewall wrote: 
> Hi 
> 

> 

> Thanks for the info about OUR. I added links to it on the pages: 
> ~?~tx~:i/www.v:nc.edc~’deptsiafriafamilinksi and 
> ~ :iiw~,, w. u:nc. ed uu’delptsiaf~ic a/students/ 
> 

> best, 
> -Stacey 
> 
> Stacey Sewall 
> African Studies Center 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (919) 962-1522 
> 

> 

> 

>> 

>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Website Link Request 
>>Date: Tue, 2009 10:24:13 -0400 
>> From: @email.unc. edu> 
>> To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Mr. Gore: 
>> 

>> At the Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR), we are currently 
>> working to increase our visibility among departxnents on campus. This 
>> will hopefully lead to more students using our resources and more 
>> undergraduate research being conducted. We were wondering if you 
>> could add a link to OUR’s website on the Department of African and 
>> Afro-American Studies’ website. I have looked through your 
>> departmental website, and I think a link to OUR would fit well on 
>> ~: I~%~, w w. u:ac. ed u~’d e~2tsla~Tiafamilir£~si. 
>> 

>> Our website’s address is: http:k’www.unc.eduidepts/oo~r/ 
>> 
>> If you’d like me to provide the HTML coding to add this in, I’d be 
>> more than happy to do so. If you have any questions or think of a 
>> better place for this link, please let me know. 
>> 

>> Thank you very much for your time. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>>, 

>> ~unc.edu 
>> 

>> Graduate Assistant 
>> Office for Undergraduate Research 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 12, 2009 10:55 AM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
package 

Hi there Eunice, 

Hope all is well and everyone is recovering from the Malaria. I will 
get the T number to Deby. I gave the Hlb to Haben. 
A package came for you today from Nairobi. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:36 AM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 
Re: Itinerary for T Number 

Hi Deby, 

Unfortunately I have been told we do not have the money to pay for this 
so I can not move forward with this now. I will also let Eunice know and 
she what she wants to do. 

Thanks Deby, 

Travis 

Deby wrote: 

FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 

TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:8105 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

LV OAXACA 

AR MEXICO CITY 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 

ECONOMY 

1205P EQP: FOKKER 100 

01HR 10MIN 

115P NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

REFUNDABLE ONE WAY FARE IS 637.96 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET SHOULD BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 14 TO AVOID POSSIBLE 

FARE INCREASES. PLEASE REPLY TO THIS EMAIL WITH THE 

APPROVED T NUMBER. THANKS..DEBY. 



SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3A 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

LV MEXICO CITY 

DEPART: TERMINAL 1 

AR DALLAS FT WORTH 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL D 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-14A 

FLT: 1064 

345P 

625P 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

LV DALLAS FT WORTH 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-12A 

FLT: 1702 

755P 

02HR 30MIN 

1125P 

ECONOMY 

EQP: MD-80 

02HR 40MIN 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

ECONOMY    FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

EQP: MD-80 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

Deby Taylor 

Viking Travel 

400 S. Elliott Road Suite E 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone - 919-968-4586 (Agency) 

Phone - 919-968-4491 (Corporate) 

Visit our website at www.vikingtravel.com <htt~:i/ww~,.viking~rave1.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:46 AM 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Re: Return from Mexico, request for change 

Hi Eunice, 

I was unable to get in touch with Haben yesterday. I did tell the 
boss. I hope everyone is ok. Unfortunately I was told that we do not 
have any money in the trust account right now and because of that 
was also told that I couldnt move forward with a T#. I sent Deby an 
email letting her know. Please be safe and careful over there! Talk to 
you soon. 

T-bone 

eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Thanks Deby. 

Travis kindly give Deby a T-number - the bulk of the funds should come 
from Travel funds for this academic year and the balance from 
research/teaching funds that I mentioned. 

With best wishes, Eunice. 

Quoting Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>: 

>> Hi Eunice: 
>> 
>> I have spoke with an agent at Continental and was told that they do 
>> not have 
>> a return flight from Oaxaca on December 11. So, the only thing I can 
>> suggest 
>> is to purchase a separate ticket. The latest flight I see on 
>> December 11 is 
>> American. Here is the schedule: 
>> 
>> AA8105Y llDEC F*OAXMEX SS1 1205P l15P (Change Mexico City) 
>> AA1064Y llDEC F MEXDFW SS1 345P 625P (Change Dallas) 
>> AA1702Y llDEC F DFWRDU*SS1 755P 1125P 
>> One-way nonrefundable fare would be $637.96. 
>> 

>> If you decide to do this, you would keep the same Continental 
>> schedule on 
>> October 23, and leave the return as schedule. DO NOT tell Continental 
>> that 
>> you won’t be using that flight, as they would then charge you the one 
>> way 
>> fare. 
>> 
>> I hope this makes sense. 
>> 
>> Please let me know what you would like for me to do. 



>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Deby 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
>> Sent: Friday, October 09, 2009 5:47 AM 
>> To: Deby 
>> Cc: stgore@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: Return from Mexico, request for change 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Deby, 
>> 
>> Greetings from Dar es Salaam and I hope you are well. 
>> 
>> I write to see if you can change my return date from December 15 to 
>> late afternoon (the latest flight of Oaxaca) Friday Dec. 11. Something 
>> has come up connected to my upcoming research trip to France and I have 
>> to be back in Durham by early morning on Dec. 12. If I could arrive on 
>> the Friday (no matter how late), that would be the best option. 
>> 
>> Hi Travis: Please use part of research/teaching funds that was recently 
>> awarded to me by my Chair in International Studies to cover the cost of 
>> changing this ticket. The funds (you can check with Mr. Adam - I think 
>> this is the name Debby give me before she left) were transferred to the 
>> department’s trust account. Please get Deby a T-number for this cost. 
>> Thanks always for your help. We are well, recovering from several 
>> re-infections with Malaria. Marie (our TA) has been quite sick but she 
>> is on the mend. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, Eunice. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 1:58 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

scan 

20091014135227980.pdf 

Here it is! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Wed, 14 Oct 2009 13:52:28-0400 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2009 13:52:27 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 2:46 PM 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Re: Make-Up Exams 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

Thanks for the email. Now I have one student making up an exam on 
wed. but its not the final. Is that ok? 

Thanks, 

Travis 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear Travis: I will give an exam on Saturday and I will have three 
students who will need to take a make-up this coming Monday or 
Tuesday. They are supposed to call the office to do so. I will send 
you a copy of my exam as soon as I have it made. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hello Everyone, 
>> 
>> Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
>> to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
>> Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
>> from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
>> us then. Please come if at all possible. 
>> 
>> Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
>> if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
>> this be a child free event. 
>> 
>> Thank you, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 3:00 PM 

bbracket@email.unc.edu 
Porter 

Hey Bryan, 

Sorry Adam and I were gone all morning. Professor Porter says his 
computer is working now. It looks like he can get to all of his 
documents. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 11, 2009 4:04 PM 

Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

20091211150616181.pdf 

Date: 

From: 

To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Fri, 11 Dec 2009 15:06:16 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.11.2009 15:06:16 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 1:49 PM 

Julius Nyang’oro <jnyangoro@yahoo.com> 

Re: Fw: **AFRI URGENT** 

Yes Sir. I walked it over there myself before the deadline and I called him and let him know! He got an A- 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

Did you get in touch with Debby about this? I believe it is the kid who submitted two papers to 
you. 

--- On Tue ~mai[o unco edu> wrote: 

Subject: **AFRI    URGENT** 
To: "Julius E Nvan~ Oro" <JEN32~email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesda’                   6:24 PM 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 

Sorry to bother you again, but I just wanted to make sure that my grade was 
still going to be posted before the end of today for AFRI    with Debbie 
Crowder over the 2nd summer session. If you could get back to be as soon 
as possible and let me know I would really appreciate it. Thanks so much, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 5:23 PM 

michael lambert <mlambert@email.unc. edu> 
papers 

Hi Professor Lambert, 

Sorry I just missed you. I should have left a note onthe door saying 
I would be right back. It took longer than I thought it would take for 
the errand I had to run on the other side of campus to meet a deadline. 

I will put the papers in your office. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc. edu> 
Thursday, December 17, 2009 10:38 AM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc. edu> 
Re: FW: [asmgrs] Grade rolls can be dropped at Steele for courier to SASB 

Thanks for sending this! Tim just mentioned it to me. I’m glad they 
decided to do this because it will be a big help and save lots of time. 

Adam Kent wrote: 
> FYI 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dee Reid [mail~o:deereid@tmcoedal 
> Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2009 8:49 AM 
> To: All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 
> Cc: Administrative Managers 
> Subject: [asmgrs] Grade rolls can be dropped at Steele for courier to SASB 

> The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen is being sent 
> to all faculty in the College, with an information copy to 
> administrative managers. 

> Dear Colleagues: 
> 

> For your convenience, you may drop off grade rolls at the front desk of 
> Steele Building and a courier will deliver them to SASB. The Registrar 
> has set up a courier service that will pick up grade sheets from Steele 
> at 8:30 am and 4:30 p.m. every day through Tuesday Dec. 22. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Bobbi Owen 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>FAX: 919 843-6557 

> You are currently subscribed to asmgrs axsd: akent@unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-26057218-22367122.1 dc7a6de3dc6390b8aa4581 ff0447ee7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 21, 2009 1:23 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 
Re: OOPS - I knocked over the pile of grades 

oh no problem thanks for confessing! 

Kenneth Janken wrote: 
> Dear Travis, 
> 
> While you were at lunch, I went to change a grade in my AFAM 102, and 
> when I touched the pile of grade rolls, it fell on the floor. I put 
> them back in order, I think, and placed them on your chair. If things 
> are not right, please let me know. 
> 
> I’m very sorry! (I made the change.) 
> 

> Kenneth 

> 

> Kenneth R. Janken 
> 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
> Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

> 

>/and/ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 
> Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
> 
> Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 962-2694 (fax) 
> 

> 

> 

> ~:,,5~tmcpress.tmc.edt~/booksiToSO59.h~ml 
> 
> ~:iiwww.umass.edvJumpress/spr 97ija~ke~.html 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 22, 2009 2:40 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
Jordan and Kapur 

Hey Adam, 

I wanted to go ahead and send this to you. I actually have not had lunch yet because Ive been really busy so I am just going to go 
grab something 
quick right now and I will be back shortly. Ive been working on setting up the vendor and called Phil. He told me to call Steve Vance 
who between you and me 
was not very pleasant. I will give him a pass cause I sensed that he was very stressed but the bottom line there was that he couldn’t 
help me out today. So 
when I get back in a few I am going to figure it out without him! 
Just wanted to give you the update. More to follow. 

T 

AFAM 190 TOPICS IN AFAM STUD LEC 3.0 

30867 001 TR 03:30PM-04:45PMKAPUR, GEETA SC 0210 CLOSED 

MAX SEATS: 30 SEATS TAKEN: 30 SEATS AVAILABLE: 0 

AFAM 340 DIASPORA ART LEC 3.0 

20030 001 TR 03:30PM-04:45PM JORDAN, JOSEPH SC 0209 OPEN 
MAX SEATS: 40 SEATS TAKEN: 39 SEATS AVAILABLE: 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 4:21 PM 

Toy Lounge Reservations <toylounge@unc.edu> 

Re: Incomplete forms 

Hello, 

I apologize. I will correct and re-send. 

Thank you for letting me know. 

Travis 

Toy Lounge Reservations wrote: 
> Hi, 
> 

> Received 2 Toy Lounge forms that were incomplete - they were missing 
> the percentage of the makeup of the group for your requested event. 
> Please re-do the forms with this information and re-fax so that it can 
> be considered. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 12:55 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Emailing: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies] 

Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Emailing: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American 
Studies 
Date: Tue, 05 Jan 2010 12:52:32 -0500 
From: Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link 
attachments: 
Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent 
sending or receiving certain types of file attachments. Check your 
e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled. 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

/and/ 
Director of Experiential Education 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 



(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 962-2694 (fax) 

ress.unc.edwSooksiTo80._ 9.html 

~:iiwww.umass.edu/umpress ~en.htrrfl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 3:11 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Geeta CV 

20100105144622633.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 5 Jan 2010 14:46:22 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:46:22 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 3:44 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
Re: Geeta ap2-a 

No prob, They are now stored in the electronic file cabinet! 

Travis 

Adam Kent wrote: 
> Thanks for sending this, I have renamed these files and please file in the electronic file cabinet 
> 
> Adam 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Travis Gore [             email.~mc.ed~] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 3:12 PM 
> To: Adam Kent 
> Subject: Geeta ap2-a 
> 

> 

> 

> ........ Original Message ........ 
>Date: Tue, 5 Jan 2010 14:47:24 -0500 
> From: scanner@unc.edu 
> To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 
> 
> Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:47:23 (-0500) 
> Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 16, 2009 1:48 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090416134810675.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.16.2009 13:48:10 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



VI. 

The Search in Identity¯ 

I have alrea~dy undertaken in broad outline to indicate the path 
along which my investigation, stimulated by deep passion, has 

taken me in my effort to explore the grounds for community in the 
arena that marks the drama of man’s life on the planet. It may be 

an open question as to the extent to which "goa!-seeking" in the 
biological sense is manifest in the conscious life of man. If there be 

a relationship, we can never be sure that we are able to determine 
precisely what that relationship is. Simply by the very fact that a 

particular phenomenon is being observed, however accurately or 

inaccurately, the phenomenon itself undergoes change--even as 

does the observer. 
As long as I can recall reacting to the experiences of life, I have 

observed in myself a tendency--even more, an inner demand--for 

"whole-making," a feel for a completion in and of things, for inclu- 

sive consummation. Experiences must somehow fit together; they 

must make sense to the mind. Many years ago when our two 

daughters were very small, the older one was explaining to the 

younger the meaning of Good Friday. She was given a very inter- 
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esting and convincing account of.the story of Jesus leading up to 

and including the crucifixiom But the younger child remained 
unsatisfied, and aftgr more than thirty years I can hear still her 
impatient and frustrated cry: "But why did they have to kill him. 
¯.. Why?" The events somehow had to fit together. 

To try to make senseout of my concern for community and to 

honor intelligently its profound urgency in the human spirit are at 

last .the .feelings that sent me forth, i.n the quest that these pages 
record.. Io.my search I have examined, within the limitations of my 

skills, the in.sights inherent in the myths concerning the creation 
of the world--those query stories found among all peoples and all 
culture.~ as they, sought to answer the old, old, yea timeless ques- 

tions: "Why was I born? How did the world get started? Where did 
the animals and men come from? What was before when there 
were no men, when there were no animals? Was there anything at 

all before there was a world?"      : 

I have looked long an.d h.ard at th~ early alienations of my youth; 
I have lived, as many others, through the frustration of alienation 
and rejection. I have had to discover, after the pattern of the grain 
in my wood, the difference between solitariness and loneliness. I 

have had to wrestle with many spiritual crises growing out of what 
seemed to be the contraSietory demands of love and hate, of ven- 

geance and me,.r..cy, and of retaliation and reconciliation. In all of 
these exp.eriences there is a part of me that seeks ever for harmony, 

for community, for .unity and creative synthesis in conflicting rela- 

tions; and an equally articulate urgency within me for withdrawal, 
for separateness, for isolation, and for aggression. For long years I 

have f~lt that the former rested primarily in the demands of my 

religious commitment, while, the latter belonged to that of my 

inward parts that had never yielded to the imperious demands of 
the religious spirit. But more and more the makings of such a 

thoroughgoing dualism seemed not only intolerable but also the 

constructing of an essentia!ly false dichotomy. 

Thus I am driven to seek, if happily I mhy find, a basis for this 
"whole-making" tendency in myself and in my relations with the 
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The mind was there; mind it was not: 
Taxed to the limit of its power 

It kept the body safe, alive from every harm. 
With life more friendly, mind released, 

Thus man a living spirit, woke. 

In light of this assumption, and thinking of the mind as an entity 

in itself, the tendency to "see whole" seems inherent. Thus the 

necessity that all experience.make sense and the feel for harmony 

is suigeneris or given. The Clue is to be found in the nature of mind 

itself, Ai’I experience, then, becomes raw material for harmony, for 
order, and. tim individual stands ever in immediate candidacy for 

such fulfillment. If this is true, then it follows that when a person 

actualizes his own potential he becomes whole, harmonized, or 

fulfilled. It must be recalled, however, that the potential itself is 

dynamic and without measure. Thus, actualizing potential must 

mean always "as to" some particular goal, dream, oi" proiection. In 

this sense a man’s iourney into life may be characterized as a quest 

for community within himself. As life realizes itself in human be- 

ings, what results is at the self-consclous level not unlike what 

happens instlnctually in so-called subhuman forms of life. 

At this.point I amplify the point made in Chapter i. It may not 

seem too far-fetched to examine a man’s need to be loved, to be 
understood, to be cared for as the essential building blocks for the 

actualizing of his potential and the essential stuff of community 

among men. Every human being needs and is deeply nourished by 

the feeling of being cared for, of being dealt with totally or com- 

pletely. There is an inexhaustible assurance of well-being that 

floods the life when one is aware of being touched at a center in 

one’s self that is beyond all good and evil, beyond all merit and 

demerit. This is true without regard to culture, background, or. 

condition. There is an insistent connection between the need for 

well-being and the elemental necessity in all forms of life to actual- 

ize its own potential and thus fulfill itself. 

The phrase "tender loving care," commonly referred to as TLC, 

describes a certain kind of treatment that may characterize a rela- 

THE SEARCH IN IDENTITY 

tionship between one human being and another or between one 

human being and some other form of life. Such treatment results 

in an inner sense of harmony and stability that makes for growth 

and fulfillment, A wide range of laboratory experiments with rats 

and mice in recent years indicates quite dramatically that there is 
a radical difference between the behavior of those that are given 
TLC and those that are not. One such report suggests that the 
gentled rats were relatively immune to the effects of strain and 
depriv.ation’because there was probably a decrease of ACTH output 
from the pituitary glands, with less release of hormones from the 

~drenal glands, while the others showed nervous adrenal glands 
with the negative effects from such treatment. It is not necessary 
to go into this aspect of the discussion in greater detail. Suffice it 
to say that what applies to rats, etc., applies to babies and to men. 

¯ The place to look fot~ the emergence of community in human life 

is in the primary social unit, the family: It is here that the child first 
becomes aware of himsel~ as a person. It has often been said that 

a child is not born human but becomes human only in a human 

situation or context. I take this to mean that in the intimacy of the 

family the profound process of the unfolding of potential is set in 

motion. The goal of fulfillment appears on the far horizon and 

persists as the pull o.~thDMng-timed emotion of the ideal. The child 

may fail both within and without, but against that failure something 

wars, always pushing, always making its claim felt. It is the claim 
of the building blocks, the built-in demand of the mind, the insis- 

tence of the organism, the upward push of the racial memory, the 

glow of the prophets’ demand and the dream of the seer; it is what 
in religion is often called the will of God as touching the life of man. 

What happens if in the life of the child there is in the family 

no pivotal point around which positive self-awareness emerges? 

The child is apt to become permanently crippled. This period of 
the child is also characterized as a time of innocence. In that sense 

there .is the recapitulation of the story of the race as found in ihe 

various creation myths or query stories. For the child, very impor- 
tant things are happening in his organism, for the track is being laid 
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responsible for what seems to be the phenomenal increase in men- 
tal and emotional disturbances in modern life than the pressures-- 

economic, social, and political--that abound on every hand. The 

collective psyche shrieks with the agony that it feels as a part of the 

death cry of a pillaged nature. 
Nevertheless, the importance of territory in the e~perience of 

community remains. Territory is one of the perennial guarantors 

supporting man’s experience of community. Man has to feel at 

home if he is to be nurtured; home means place and the place means 

territory2" 

In modem"life the symbol of homeland that has emerged in futl 

significance" is that of sovereignty. Thus the state becomes the 

rallying point for establishing the meaning and the significance of 

the life of persons within its boundaries. This is the larger unity that 

guarantees the smaller primary and secondary units within its. 

boundaries. This symbol of belonging seems to meet a deep need 

in the life of modern man in a manner somewhat unique in modern 

history. As such, it unifies the individual and supersedes all other 

integrating symbols; this is particularly true in a society where 

there is no state religion to share the sovereignty of the state. It 

provides a common tie for its citizens and a technical ground for 

rejecting aliens. It formally defines an outsider and establishes rites 

and rituals for belonging. Even where there are birthrights unique 

to those who are born within its boundaries, provisions are made 

for "categories of belonging" established by custom .and guaran- 

teed by laws that govern. In modern life it is sovereignty that finally 

has the power of veto and certification over the individuals who 

make up the common llfe. 
Thus the state takes on a transcendent role, thereby fulfilling one 

of the basic requirements of a religion. It seeks to answer three basic 

needs of the human spirit: for a supreme object of devotion and 

therefore worship, for a way of thinking about and believing in the 

object of devotion, and for a way of llfe in which the spirit of 

the object of devotion is expressed.. The assumption is that the 

citizen who is loyal to sovereignty experiences community. 

THE SEARCH IN IDENTITY 

lives in a climate in which it is reasonable to assume that his poten- 

tial can.be actualized or that life can under the circumstance or 

condition be given, a maximum opportunity to realize itself in him. 

Such a notion of sovereignty does something more. It gives the 

citizen an integrated basis forhis behavior so that there is always 

at hand a socially accepted judgment that can determine for him 

when he is lost, when he has missed the waymthat is, when he is 

out of community. It defines the meaning of civic character and 

determln~es.the kind of civic responsibility that may develop it. It 

may w’ithhold such responsibility and thereby determine who may 

develop cixic, character, the true symbol of membership. Again, 

such a-notion inspires a basis for a definition of self-sacrifice, not 

only of possessions, but also of life itself. If the sacrifice of life is 

made in defense of sovereignty, a man is given a special place of 

honor and recognitiono.If in defense of the integrity of sovereignty 

he takes the life of another, his guilt is short-circuited by the paeans 

of praise accorded to the hero. A curious and specious distinction 

is made between murder at the behest of sovereignty and murder 

without such sanction. Finally, the notion inspires a sense of par- 

ticipating in a collective or communal destiny, thus reaffirming in 

crisis a sense of belonging to a transcendent entity in which the 
individfial life is someh.~W,’ transformed into something so much 

more than itselL 

There are marly symbol~ and rituals of sovereignty by which the 

sense of c0mmunity is kept current, fluid, and viable. Symbols such 

as a national flag and a nationat anthem or hymn come to mind. 

There is the ritual that is a part of the voting ceremony or etiquette, 

the varied celebrations to commemorate the nation’s founding, the 

spontaneous or structured emotions surrounding the crises due to 

war with other sovereignties, etc. But one of the most dramatic 

rituals for highlighting the sense of belonging is the device of na- 

tional or universal registration, when, under conditions of limited 

supply of certain consumer goods, rationing becomes mandatory, 

It is most interesting to observe that when our own Sovereign State 

made such a demand if citizens, many of them felt themselves a 
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authentic sense of belonging, but in which it is a reasonable hope 
for him to actualize his potential, thereby experiencing community 

within himself as part and. parcel of the experience of commun- 
ity within the stat¢. 

The role of minorities in the modern state is crucial not only for 
the state as a community among world states, but also for the 

experience of community on the part of the minorities themselves. 

As suggested earlier, wherever citizens are denied the freedom of 

access to the resources that make for.a sense of belonging, a sense 
of being totally .dealt with, the environment closes in around them, 
resulting in the schizophrenic dilemma of being inside and .out- 

side at one and the same time. Or worse still, they are subject 
to the acute trauma of not knowing at any given moment whether. 

they are outsiders or insiders. Such is the terrifying fate not only 

of the Afro-American but also of the Mexican-Latin American, the 
American Indian, and all those ethnic strains that make up the so- 
called Third World. 

I shall permit myself two comments--one brief, the other ex- 
tended--concerning the bearing of my thesis on community in the 

life of two of these minority groups. 

The American Indian is the only indigenous people within the 

confines of American sovereignty. The merciless and ruthless at- 

tack on the ground of community in the life of the American Indian 
is completely amoral: To uproot him from territory that gave him 

a rare sense of belonging, in which he could actualize his potential 

within a frame of reference that was totally confirming, and at the 

same time to keep him in full or relative view of his devastated and 

desecrated extension of self that the land signified is a unique form 

of torture, a long, slow, anguished dying. The original insider is 
forced to become an outsider in his own territory. There are some 
things in life that are worse than death--surely this must be judged 

as such. The Indian wanders homeless and rootless as a fleeting 

ghost in and out of our dreams and like Banquo, is an invisible guest 
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at. both our times of feasting and our times of prayer. An uncon- 
scious guilt has entered namelessly into the very fiber of the Ameri- 

can character and t.h, ere is no catharsis to be found. Every time in 
our sovereign power we champion the cause of those who are 
uprooted in their own land and are forced to watch their souls 

wither and die without communal nourishment, there he stands in 
full view before our spirits while our words falter and our claim to 

challenge falls limp at our feet.     . 

. ""~ " ’" 

The search for community on the part of the Afro.American 
minority wit.hiri the larger American community reveals still an- 

other facet of the inside-outside dilemma. Those interested in a 
more elaborate statement of my views should read my book The 

Luminous Darkness, an analysis of the anatomy of segregation and 

the ground of hope. Unlike the American Indian, the African slave 
was uprooted from his land, his territory, and brought forcibly 
several thousand miles a~vayto another land completely alien to his 

spirit and his gods. All ties that gave him a sense of belonging, of 

counting, of being a person nourished by a community of persons 
were abruptly severed, lacerated, torn asunder. Bodies that were 

emotionally bleeding-huJ~..were set down in the new world of the 

Americas. Initially h6 had no standing, even of that of outsider. In 
terms of his access to the sources of nourishment for community, 
initially he had none. No, not even the status of being a human 

being. It is no accident that the New Testament Greek word for 

slave is soma, which means body, a thing. 

He was a part of tbe land, the territory. To that extent and this 

is crucial he was a part of the ground of community, the land by 
which tile slave owner sought to realize his potential in community. 

Thus some measure of well-being to the slave could not be sepa- 

rated from the well-being of the slave owner. They were bound by 
the same chains. To some readers,such a distinction may seem 

merely academic ~nd therefore unreal. For the slave, the primary 

social group, the family, rested always upon an unpredictable con- 
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notwithstanding the family life’S surviva! of the ravages of slavery, 

the struggle for individual economic survival in the turbulent wa- 
ters of the period of reconstruction, the acute vulnerability of the 
family structure under the constant attack of lust, lasciviousness, 

and often secret affection of many of the white men of the South, 

and, from the turn of the century, the personality damage wrought 
by mounting segregation in the region and in the country as a 
whole, something very creative was at work deep within the social 
structure of Negro life. It was a counterdefense. The individual 

began to"feel himself part of ~/ larger primary structure in which 
kinship by blbod was not a criterion for the claim of belonging. For 
a long time ~he Negro adult in the community stood in locoparentis 

to any Negro child. It was not necessary to know. who the child was 
or where he lived. This gave the child an immediate sense of being 
cared for, with positive results in his own personality. The individ- 

ual life could not be easily separated from the whole. Any stranger 

who came into the community had to be given hospitality, for all 

doors outside of the Negro community were closed to him. Thus 

there was the constant experience of overall identification. And this 
was good. 

It broke down decisively and with devastating results, however, 

at one critical point--with the white community. The residue that 
accumulated in the collective and individual psyche of the black 

man from the awful sense~ that always, under any and all circum- 

stances, his life was utterly at the mercy of the white world, is the most 

important, single clue to the phenomena of the present. The most 

vic.ious, cruel,-and amoral manifestation of this fact was lynching, 

The heartrending years when hundreds of Negroes were lynched, 
burned, and butchered by white men whose women and children 

were often special spectators of the inhuman ceremony are conven- 

iently forgotten. It is scarcely remembered how long it took to pass 

antilynch legislation. The bodies of Negroes remember, and their 

psyches can never forget this vast desecration of personality. The 
boundaries of any sense of community, the effectiveness of one’s 

life as a person, the breakdown of the instinctual tendency ~oward 
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whole-making, the personality Violence from aggr~ession, thwarted 

and turned .in on one’s self, the searching felt in the presence of 

the humiliation of~ heroes, the guilt inspired by anonymous fears 

that live’ in the environment--these are some of the shadows, the 
unconscious reaction to which must be understood as we try to find 

community in the presence of the grim confrontations facing 
American society. 

Concerning the society as a whole, much has been written and 

there w.ill .be much more as perspective is gained on the social 
events of the. present time. As the older generation, we have sud- 
denly become aware of our youth, as if for the first time. We are 
angered by their anger, even though secretly we marvel at the 

cour.age of their anger. We are frightened by their violence, even 

as we ponder it. We are shocked by their failure to respond to our 

values, even as we are humiliated by our own sense of failure and 
inadequacy. Nothing seems to hold. Nothing seems adequate to the 

crisis that is upon us. In .o.ur extremity we are tempted to take 

refuge in old shibboleths that we ourselves tong since abandoned. 

We find ourselves using words that have been forsaken by meaning. 
At last it is beginning to dawn upon us, that at some time in the 

past--when, we are not sure--we became separated from our abso- 
lutes. It is from the life 61~ur youth that we discover that we have 

lost our way..W..e~ too, have little sense of belonging; our feel for 

whole-making has included less and less of the world, of the wide 

range of human life, until we are only sure of it as touching our 
family, particularly our children. Now, it often seems to us, they 
turn and rend us because we have sought tonourish them with the 

sense of our failure. 

All of this applies to the older generation of Negroes, but with 

even greater intensity. In many ways they have tried to shield their 

children from naked exposure to the worst and most damaging 

aspects of white society. They have stood guard on the walls that 

separate and divide, seeking always how to make a virtue of social 
necessity. Often with sacrifices of which they dare not speak, they 

have bought time for their youth to prepare for effective living with 
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be what his potential demanded. No white man Could be what his 

potential demanded unless the black man could be what his poten- 

tial demanded, For him this was literal truth and therefore literal 
fact. The elements of a new residue began building up in the psyche 
of the black man. And this was good. 

" It is not my purpose here to discuss the deep polarizations within 

the black community that began to emerge; however, there are two 

important aspects in the subsequent unfolding of the whole-making 

tendency operative in Negro life. First, there was the emergence 
of other, heroes. The psychological condition for testing the hero 
had been set forth in the dynamics of the social experience of the 
race. One of the characteristics of the awakening that followed the 
emergence of Martin Luther King was a search for other heroes 

whose magic would make room for the vital and fundamental place 
of aggresion, that deep drive in llfe so central to the life of the 

species. It is not merely protective, shielding to life, but it also has 
a prowling quality that can scarcely be distinguished from belliger- 
ence, Irt..the light of this need, the drive could not be ignored--it 

had to be utilized, if not on behalf of community, then it was 

mandatory that a different concept of community must be created, 
Just as nonviolence had become the watchword of community in 

the first instance, violence became the watchword of the new con- 

cept. 
What emerged as the new concept of community? The tendency 

toward whole-making was at once self-defeating if it did not estab- 

lish clear-cut and fixed boundaries. Without such boundaries free- 

dom itself had no significance, so the reasoning ran. Therefore, it 

was only within fixed boundaries, self-determined--and that is the 

key word--that the goals of community could be experienced, 
achieved, or realized. The natural lines along which the boundaries 

should be set would be to separate those who had been historically 
victimized by society from those who had victimized them. The 

bankruptcy of trust stood fully revealed. What had been whispered 

for so long behind closed doors about the real relation between 

black and white was now shouted in the streets and in the public 
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forums., followed by the demand for radical separation between 

black and white: There was the strident insistence that any notion 

of inclusiveness was merest illusion, and the term "brainwashed" 
was applied to anyone with a contrary polnt.of view. Such a separa- 
tion was distinguished from segregation because it was voluntary 
and ddiberate. Psychologically, it would utilize aggression in a 
manner positive and creative rather than positive and destruc’tive. 

The way was clear now for the emer.gence of a new kind of hero, 

one wh0.would~    . be a new symbol~a profoundly angry man, hard 
and unyielding. Black. now took on a new meaning and the term 
"Black Power" became a fresh rallying point for a sagging self- 
estimate. Nothing must be as it was before in school, church, mar- 
ketplace, and territory. The winds blew sharp and fierce across the 
regions of American life. 

This kind of self-estlmate sent the believers back into the past, as 

far as human records extended. Africa became symbolic of the 

ideal, an ancient, yet historical expression of the new center for the 
integration of the human ~pirit. M~ny rituals appeared in varied 

forms--new styles of dress, of hair grooming and new forms of old 

culinary delights. Fresh words also entered the vocabulary soul 

food, dashikis, and the Afro Hair dress, etc. In fine, the new sense 

of community made. fgr~,the rejection of the. white community 

rather than being, rejected by the white community A cause was 
made out of the~tter rejection and a new offensive was born. The 

heroes were men and women who became at once the voices of that 

rejection. They were local, national, and international. The dream 

of a new sovereignty within the larger sovereignty became appar- 
ent. A new political structure within the larger political super- 

structure put in its challenging appearance. 

There were other forms that the mood of the new sense of 
community found acceptable. The use of language became a com- 
plete mythology. Niceties and refinement of speech became an- 
athema, for they were symbols of the world that was being rejected. 

"Vulgarity" became the trade mark of many who had freed them- 
selves of the contamination of the white society. Often those who 
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Thls means that he is psychologically and precisely vulnerable to 
the same tactical maneuver. Violence is his most acceptable instru- 
ment for both control and social change as he may determine it. 
The difference in access to and the availability of the tools of vio- 
lence between the black and white eommunlties must not be per- 

mitted to blunt the appeal or deflate the enthusiasm. So the argu- 

ment runs, 
One more step in this rather long summarizing Critique must be 

taken. What has been the overall effect of this concept of commu- 
nity on’American society in general? I suppose the social historian 

or psychQl~gist would have an impressive and exhaustive list. I 
would make this observation. There have been far.reaching effects 

in accommodating the impact on white society, Many doors that 

have been closed and sealed are now open. This is true not merely 
because of the impact of the new pressure, but also because the 

pressure itself has provided opportunity for doing what apparently 
could not have been done before without good, sufficient, and 
defensiv~ reasons. Vast areas of society that have been aware Of but 

not affected by Negro life have let such awareness become effective 

in many changes within the social patterns and structures. 
In many ways the antiblack hatemongers have become legitima- 

tized and, in many instances but by no means in all, violence and 

brutality against Negroes have been given moral and social sanc- 

tion. By .vocal and, most often, silent consent the cry for Law and 

.Order is given a specific, racially sinister meaning. The sanctity of 

sovereignty, as discussed earlier, expressed in the power of the state 

to exercise veto and certification over the lives of its citizens, is 
declared to be in ieopardy, and Order is separated from and given 
precedence over Justice. The wilt to segregate that is inherent in 

the structure of American society is more and more stripped of its 
disguises and making itself felt without its customary faqades; at the 

same time all kinds of people in the larger society are being aroused 
to make their voices heard and their power felt on behalf of the 

creation of an American society inclusive of all. Such persons make 

the rejection of the more narrowly fixed and self-determlned 
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boundaries of the black community their strength and incentive. 
Up to and including the present time, no creative way has been 

found to accomplish the specific ends Of identity and healthy self- 
estimate:that is devoid Of the negativisms that seem to be inherent 

in the present:struggle. 

There are those who interpret what is happening as the work of 
a few radicals and hotheads. They cannot see in the.stirrings any- 

thing that is sym ptomatic of the shifting’ of the ground of society 
that makelsf0i" cataclysm and upheaval. The notion suggests that if 

the leaders can be eliminated, jailed, or even killed, it would restore 

what is regarded as a lost harmony among the races. Others declare 
that a sickness has overtaken the society as a whole, and what we 

are observing is but symptomatic of something far more disturbin~ 
in the common life. There are still others--they are always to be 
found--who seek to exploit the unrest and the zeal for the sense of 
limited community on behalf of ideologies that are foreign to the 

soil of America; a new kind of outsider from an0thersocial climate 
is busily at work carrying out his evil design. This sense of jitters 

allows hidden anxieties to surface themselves with many hideous, 

ugly, and threatening faces. It is the time and the moment when 
the alarmist comes into his own, but the cry is far removed from 

the real source of the."fet:~nt. 

It is not amiss:.io be reminded that there may be many areas 

of life within the black community that are disturbed at the turn of - 

events. Perhaps the sharpest criticism is the seeming ignorance 
of the champions for self-determined separateness concerning the 

struggles of the past. The paradox is as cruel as it is apparent. On 
the one hand there is the insistence of reinterpretation of, and at 

the same time, a rejection of past history. This evident lack of a 

sense of history is a most damaging criticism. There seems to be 
no recognition of the relentless logic tying present events and ideas 
with what has preceded them and from which they can never be 

separated. The cavalier manner in which this seems t6 be ignored 
is seen as being the merest stupidity and ignorance. There is gen- 

eral alarm over the way in which the aggression turns on itself, 
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will remember and wonder at what they see about them. It will be 
discovered, how long and under what circumstance will remain 

among the mysteries, that the barriers of community can never be 

arbitrarily established, however necessitous it may be to seek to do 
so for good and saving reasons. Here and there will be those who 
will walk out under the stars and think lonely thoughts about 

whence they came and the meaning that their presence in .the 
heavens inspires. They will wonder and ponder heavy thoughts 

about man and his destiny under the stars. One day there will stand 
up in tli~ir midst one who will tell of a new sickness among the 
children wh"o in their delirium cry for their brothers whom they 
have never" known and from whom they have been cut off behind 

the self-lmposed barriers of their fathers. An alarm will spread 

throughout the community that it is being felt and slowly realized 
that community cannot feed for long on itself; it can only flourish 
where always the boundaries are giving way to the coming of 
others from beyond them--unknown and undiscovered brothers. 
Then the"wlsest among them will say: What we have sought we 

have found, our own sense of identity. We have an established 

center out of which at last we can function and relate to other men. 
We have committed to heart and to nervous system a feeling of 
belonging and our spirits are no longer isolated and afraid. We have 
lost our fear of our brothers and are no longer ashamed of ourselves, 

of who and what we are--Let us now go forth to save the land of 

our birth from the plague that first drove us into the "will to 

quarantine" and to separate ourselves behind self-imposed walls. 

For this is why we were born: Men, all men belong to each other, 

and he who shuts himself away diminishes himself, and he who 

shuts another away from him destroys himself. And all the people 
said Amen. 
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VI. 

The Search in identity" 

I have alrea~dy undertaken in broad outline to indicate the path 

along which my investigation, stimulated by deep passion, has 

taken me in my effort to explore the grounds for community in the 
arena that marks the drama of man’s life on the planet. It may be 

an open question as to the extent to which "goal-seeking" in the 
biological sense is manifest in the cdnscious life of man. If there be 

a relationship, we can never be sure that we are able to determine 
precisely what that relationship is. Simply by the very fact that a 

particular phenomenon is being observed, however accurately or 

inaccurately, the phenomenon itself undergoes changemeven as 

does the observer. 
As long as I can recall reacting to the experiences of life, I have 

observed in myself a tendency--even more, an inner demand--for 
"whole-making," a feel for a completion in and of things, for inclu- 

sive consummation. Experiences must somehow fit together; they 

must make sense to the mind. Many years ago when our two 
daughters were very small, the older one was explaining to the 

younger the meaning of Good Friday. She was given a very inter- 
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esting and convincing account of.the story of Jesus leading up to 
and including the crucifixionl But the younger child remained 
unsatisfied, and after more. than thirty years I can hear still her 
impatient and frustrated cry: "But why did they have to kill him. 

... Why?" The events somehow had.to fit together. 
To try tO make sense out of my concern for community and to 

honor intelligently its profound urgency in the human spirit are at 
last .the .feelings that sent me forth in the quest that these pages 

record..Io my search I have examined, within the limitations of my 

skills, the in,sights inherent in the myths concerning the creation 
of the world--those query stories found among all peoples and all 
culture.~ as they. sought to answer the old, old., yea timeless ques- 
tions: "Why was I born? How did the wortd get started? Where did 

the animals and men come from? What was before when there 
were no men, when there were no animals? Was there anything at 
all before there was a world?"       :’ 

I have looke.d long an.d h~ard at the. early alienations of my youth; 
I have lived, as many others, through the frustration of alienation 

and rejection. I have had to discover, after the pattern of the grain 
in my wood, the difference between solitariness and loneliness. I 

have had to wrestle with many spiritual crises growing out of what 
seemed to be the contradictory demands of love and hate, of ven- 

geance and me.r.¢y, and of retaliation and reconciliation. In all of 

these experiences there is a part of me that seeks ever for harmony, 

for community, for unity and creative synthesis in conflicting rela- 

tions; and an equally articulate urgency within me for withdrawal, 

for separateness, for isolation, and for aggression. For long years I 
have felt that the former rested primarily in the demands of my 

religious, commitment, while, the latter belonged to that of my 

inward parts that had never yielded to the imperious demands of 

the religious spirit. But more and more the makings of such a 
thoroughgoing dualism seemed not only intolerable but also the 

constructing of an essentially false dichotomy. 

Thus I am driven to seek, if happily I may find, a basis for this 

"whole-making" tendency in myself and in my relations with the 
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unfolding of life itself in the world. In other words, my search has 

led me to seek answers to the insistent question: Is the pull toward 
community both within myself and the world of men indigenous 

to life, or is it a mirage, a delusion? To state t~e question a little 
differently: .Is there some basis external to ones-self for the hopes 

and dreams of harmonious relations between men of whatever 

kind, .state, or condition? Does the validity of the whole-making 
tendency in human life rest finally upon empirical sanction, or is 
it really against the drift, the movement of life as we experience it? 

Thus I begin’ with the obvious proposition that I am not alien to 
life. I am a creature gr.ounded and rooted in creaturetiness. There- 
fore I am a p~rticipant in the life process rather than being an isolate . 

within it. Truly, I am a space binder; as I described earlier, my body 

participates completely in the life process and it is nourished and 

sustained by ancient processes as old as life, and set in motion 
before any awareness of or knowledge about them was in evidence. 

As a creature, i am the inheritor of age-old wisdom. Hence there. 

can be no sense of self on the part of the individual where, ~.here is 
no self-conscious experience of the body as one’s own unique, 

private, and peculiar possession. The body is a man~s intimate 

dwelling place; it is his domain as nothing else can ever be. It is 
coextensive with himself. If for any reason whatsoever a man is 

alienated in his own body either by shame, outrage, or brutality, his 

sense of community within himself .is rendered difficult, if not 

impossible. It is small wonder that one of the oldest creeds of the 

Christian faith carries the phrase: I believe in the resurrection of the 

body. For many believers the affirmation that death does not ulti- 

mately separate a man from his body makes of death a little thing. 
One is reminded of the story of the little boy who was afraid of 

the dark when he was put to bed, His mother told him that it was 

perfectly safe because God was with him in the dark° All he needed 

tO do was to pray to God and He would comfort him° But the boy 

was still afraid. At length he said to his mother, "Mummy, wit! you 

please ask God to put some skin on and then I will be alrighto" 
The sense of self is rooted in the experience of man’s body as his 
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own. it is for this reason that wher~ men wish to break the will, the 
inner entity of others, they resort to direct and violent cruelty upon 

their bodies. The a~m here is to force a man to abdicate his body 
and thereby to become an alien in his own house. This cuts him off 

from the sustaining source of his own physical being; he becomes 
disembodied and to that extent beingless. 

There is a vast difference between an attitude, for whatever rea- 
son, that.undertakes to separate man from his root in nature and one 
that seeks~ to honor one’s belonging to nature as a part of the total 

life process. The body shares with all living things the urgency to 
actualize its potential as a body. Is it not reasonable to suggest that 
the tendency of the mind for whole-making or "seeing whole," for 
seeking harmony, for community is rooted in the experience of the 
body that in turn is grounded in all of life? I think so. 

Of course we do not know when mind, as such, appeared. It is 

too static and mechanical, in my view, to assume that at some point 

in time, by some act, decree or fiat, mind, appeared in man. Of 

course, no one knows what the fact is. Generations of men have 
accommodated themselves to the notion that seemed to belong best 

to the necessities of their thought and life. It has been most helpful 

to me in my search to think of a time when mind as a separate and 

conscious entity did."noto~formally exist in the body. To state it 

crudely: the min.d°was bodybou’nd but mind as such was not. Many 

years ago I embodied the idea in these lines: 

Through slimy oozes of primeval ocean beds, 

Man’s body, a living thing, 

Climbed slowly up the year~. 

By fitful steps it made its way: 

Swimming, crawling, climbing, 

No stage was skipped. 

At last, held taut twixt earth and sky, 

It stood upright to shout defiance to the hills... 

The body was mature, 

All vital organs seemed as one 

Wkhout consent of mind. 
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The mind was there; mind it was not: 

Taxed to the limit of its power 
h kept the body safe, alive from every harm. ¯ 
With life more friendly, mind released, 
Thus man a living spirit, woke. 

In light of this assumption, and thinking of the mind as an entity 
in itset.f, the tendency to "see whole" seems inherent. Thus .the 

necessity that all experience.make sense and the feet for harmony 

is suiget.!eris.or given. The clue is to be found in the nature of mind 
itself. All experience, then, becomes raw material for harmony, for 
order, and, ti~c individual stands ever in immediate candidacy for 
such fulfillment. If this is true, then it follows that when a person 

actualizes his own potential he becomes whole, harmonized, or 
fulfilled. It must be recalled, however, that the potential itself is 

dynamic and without measure. Thus, actualizing potential must 
mean always "as to" some particular goal, dream, o} projection. In 

this sense a man’s iourney into life may be characterized as a quest 
for community within himself. As life realizes itself in human be- 

ings, what results is at the self-conscious level not unlike what 

happens instinctually in so-called subhuman forms of life. 

At this point I amplify the point made in Chapter ~. It may not 

seem too far-fetched to examine a man’s need to be loved, to be 
understood, to be cared for as the essential building blocks for the 

actualizing of his potential and the essential stuff of community 
among men. Every human being needs and is deeply nourished by 

the feeling of being cared for, of being dealt with totally or com- 

pletely. There is an inexhaustible assurance of well-being that 
floods the life when one is aware of being touched at a center in 

one’s self that is beyond all good and evil, beyond all merit and 

demerit. This is true without regard to culture, background, or 

condition. There is an insistent connection between the need for 
well-being and the elemental necessity in all forms of life to actual- 

ize its own potential and thus fulfill itself. 
The phrase "tender loving care," commonly referred to as TLC, 

describes a certain kind of treatment that may characterize a rela- 
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tionship between one human being and another or between one 
human being and some other form of life, Such treatment results 

in an inner sense of harmony and stability that makes for growth 
and fulfillment. A wide range of laboratory experiments with rats 

and mice in recent years indicates quite dramatically that there is 

a radical difference between the behavior of those that are given 
TLC and those that are not. One such report suggests that the 
gentled’ rats were relatively immune to the effects of strain and 
depriv.ation’because there was probably adecrease of ACTH output 
from the p!tuitary glands, with less release of hormones from the 
~adrenal glands, while the others showed nervous adrenat glands 
with the negative effects from such treatment. It is not necessary 
to go into this aspect of the discussion in greater detail. Suffice it 

to say that what applies to rats, etc., applies to babies and to men. 
The place to look for- the emergence of community in human life 

is in the primary social unit, the family: It is here that the child first 
becomes aware of himself, as a person. It has often been said that 
a child is not born human but becomes human only in a human 

situation or context. I take this to mean that in the intimacy of the 
family the profound process of the unfolding of potential is set in 

motion. The goal of fulfillment appears on the far horizon and 

persists as the pull o~ttie~tong-timed emotion of the ideal. The child 
may fail both within and without, but against that failure something 
wars, always pushing, always making its claim felt. It is the claim 
of. the building blocks, the built-in demand of the mind, the insis- 

tence of the organism, the upward push of the racial memory, the 

glow of the prophets’ demand and the dream of the seer; it is what 

in religion is often called the will of God as touching the life of man. 

What happens if in the life of the child there is in the family 

no pivotal point around which positive self-awareness emerges? 

The child is apt to become permanently crippled. This period of 
the child is also characterized as a time of innocence. In that sense 

there is the recapitulation of the story of the race as found in the 

various creation myths 9r query stories. For the child, very impor- 
tant things are happening in his organism, for the track is being laid 
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the life journey of the body. In terms of community, this means that 
if the child is.forced by the circumstances of his life to cope with 

his environment as if he were an adult, his very nervous system 
becomes enraged and an utter sense of alienation is apt to become 

the style of his life. Because he is rejected by life. he begins to reject 
himself. The’process of withdrawal and alienation begins its deadly 

operation before the child has any tools for assessing or interpreting. 
what is happening to him. As an tmconscious windbreak against 
this kind of communal suicide, provisions are made within the 

scope of tile cu~liure for giving children an early sense of belonging 
to the group.as a whole and to a primary group within the larger 

relationships that give character to the total society. 
There seems to be a built-ln resistance in all human beings. 

against the threat of isolation. It is a major safeguard against the 
disintegration of the self, for we cannot abide being cut off. And it 

is in the primary experience of family that the stage is set for the 
constant renewing and sustaining of the private life of the individ- 

ual. Here die raw materials are provided for establishing an inner 

climate for the growth of personality and for giving full scope to 

the inner urge for wholermaking that in turn increases the possibil- 

ity for actualizing the potential of the individual. For in such a 

setting the individual not only has an awareness of being cared for, 
but also the way is opened for him to emerge as a person in an 

enlarged relationship of persons, the family.        . 
In some societies, for what may bea wide range of reasons, the 

concept of the extended family has developed. This means that no 
member of the family, in substance, is ever lost. One eve’ning in 

Nigeria, Mrs. Thurman and I were beingentertained after a public 
address by an otiieial of the Western Region. Our host offered us 

a soft drink, ginger beer. When he opened the bottle, but befo.re 

serving us, he poured just a little on the floor, saylng,. "To my 
ancestors." For just one swirling moment I felt as if I were sur- 

rounded by a host of others who were suddenly a part of this 

moment of celebration. In modern life such a eoncept’oristles with 

intense complications. However it is but another manifestion, in 
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fine, of the need for belonging, for being cared for, which, in turn, 

is instinctive to life itself and therefore cannot be ultimately affected 

by death. A way has to be found for honoriog this urgency of life 

and the human spirit. The frustration of this tendency to wholeness 

in man is the withering blight that is making so much of modern 

life a wasteland. 

The recognition of the continuing sense of belonging is not only 

present in the so-called ancestor but is also to be found in the total 

etiquette~uLrounding the experience ~fdeath. in some parts of the 

world I have seen the graves of deceased members of the family in 

the front yards, of the family house. This symbolizes their continu- 

ing presence that even death cannot sever. Many funeral rites are 

suggestive in the same way. There are clues to this insistence in the 

sustaining way that mourning for the dead honors their presence~’ 

in the midst of the living. 

To be remembered is the point that the family group is a part of 

a larger social unit in an ever-widening circle of belonging.’ The 

importance of place, of t~rrifory, of the earth takes on special mean- 

ing. Man is a child of nature; he is rooted and grounded in the earth. 

He belongs to it, and it belongs to him. I remember hearing an 

Indian Chief from northwestern Canada say: "I come from away 

up North near the Areti.c.~,i.rcle. I am a part of the snow, ice, and 
wind in winter, q~he.~e flow into me and I flow into them." Man 

cann.ot long sepai’~te himself from nature without withering as a cut 
rose in a vase, One of the deceptive aspects of mind in man is to 

give him the illusion of being distinct from and over against but not 

a part of nature. It is but a single leap thus to regard nature as being 

so completely other than himself that he may exploit it, plunder it, 

and rape it with impunity. 

This we see all around us in the. modern world. Our atmosphere 

is polluted, our streams are poisoned, our hills are denuded, wild life 

is increasingly exterminated, while more and more man becomes 

an alien on the earth and a fouler of his own nest. The price that 

is being exacted for this is a deep sense of isolation, of being rootless 

and a vagabond. Often I have surmised that this condition is more 
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responsible for what seems to be the phenomenal increase in men- 
tal and emotional disturbances in modern life than the pressures-- 

economic, social, and political--that abound on every hand. The 
collective psyche shrieks with the agony that it feels as a part of the 

death cry of a pillaged nature. 
Nevertheless, the importance of territory in the experience of 

community remains. Territory is one of the perennial guarantors 
supporting man’s experience of community. Man has to feel at 

home if he is to be nurtured; home means place and the place means 

territoryi" 
In modern"tlfe the symbol of homeland that has emerged in full 

significance" is that of sovereignty. Thus the state becomes the 

rallying point for establishing the meaning and the significance of 
the life of persons within its boundaries. This is the larger unity that 

guarantees the smaller primary and secondary units within its 

boundaries. This symbol of belonging seems to meet a deep need 
in the life of modern man in a manner somewhat unique in modern 

history. AS such, it unifies the individual and supersedes all other 

integrating symbols; this is particularly true in a society where 
there is no state religion to share the sovereignty of the state. It 

provides a common tie for its citizens and a technical ground for 
rejecting aliens. It formally defines an outsider and establishes rites 

and rituals for belonging, Even where there are birthrights unique 
to those who are born within its boundaries, provisions are made 

for "categories of belonging" established by custom and guaran- 

teed by laws that govern. In modern life it is sovereignty that finally 

has the power of veto and certification over the individuals who 

make up the common life. 
Thus the state takes on a transcendent r01e, thereby fulfilling one 

of the basic requirements of a religion. It seeks to answer three basic 
needs of the human spirit: for a supreme object of devotion and 
therefore worship, for a way of thinking about and believing in the 

object of devotion, and for a way of life in which the spirit of 

the object of devotion is expressed.. The assumption is that the 

citizen who is loyal to sovereignty experiences community. He 
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lives in a climate in which it is reasonable to assume that his poten- 
tial can be actualized or that life can under the circumstance or 

condition be given, a maximum opportunity to realize itself in him. 
Such a notion of sovereignty.does something more. It gives the 

citizen an integrated basis for his behavior so that there is always 
at hand a socially accepted judgment that can determine for him 

when he is lost, when he has missed the way--that is, when he is 

out of community. It defines the meaning of civic character and 
determines .the kind of civic responsibility that may develop it. It 
may w’it~hold such responsibility and thereby determine who may 

develop civic character, the true symbol of membership. Again, 
such a..notion inspires a basis for a definition of self-sacrifice, not 

only of possessions, but also of life itself. If the sacrifice of life is 
made in defense of sovereignty, a man is given a special place of 
honor and recognition.. If in defense of the integrity of sovereignty 

he takes the life of another, his guilt is short-circuited by the paeans 

of praise accorded to the hero. A curious and specious distinction 
is made between murder at the behest of sovereignty and murder 

without such sanction. Finally, the notion inspires a sense of par- 

ticipating in a collective or communal destiny, thus reaffirming in 
crisis a sense of belonging to a transcendent entity in which the 

individual life is someh.~.~ transformed into something so much 

more than itselL 
There are m~ihy symbols and rituals of sovereignty by which the 

sense of community is kept current, fluid, and viable. Symbols such 

as a national flag and a national anthem or hymn come to mind. 

There is the ritual that is a part of the voting ceremony or etiquette, 

the varied celebrations to commemorate the nation’s founding, the 

spontaneous or structured emotions surrounding the crises due to 
war with other sovereignties, etc. But one of the most dramatic 

rituals for highlighting the sense of belonging is the device of na- 

tional or universal registration, when, under conditions of limited 

supply of certain consumer goods, rationing becomes mandatory. 

It is most interesting to observe that when our own Sovereign State 

made such a demand (if citizens, many of them felt themselves a 
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a vital part of the common life for the first time in their lives. Up 
until then, many whose names included such initials as J. B, for 
instance, were now required by the state to give full names to such 
initials. To them it meant that the Sovereign State itself wanted to 
know precisely who they were as to both name and place. The 
demands of communal defense or communal aggression gave them 
a quickened sense of belonging and participation. 

It can be very readily understood how the sovereignty of the state 
may create a major problem for the man of religion, the assumption 
being that such a man has a commitment and a sense of loyalty that 
may transcend his loyalty to the state, leading to an inescapable and 
fundament’al conflict in loyalties. The very concept of sovereignty 
cannot accommodate itself to a divided loyalty in any sense that is 
absolute. Such a position is intolerable to both its integrity .and 
stability. One of the practical though silent agreements between 
the state and religious institution is the recognition of separate 
spheres of influence over the life of the individual. Within the total 
territoryfor which sovereignty is responsible certain limited areas 
may be recognized as temporarily out of bounds for the state. In our 
country such a provision is made in the separation of church and 
state, as defined in the Constitution. The important thing here is 
to indicate that such a dualism is limited, and ultimately the power 
of veto and certification of the life of the individual rests with the 
state. An individual may abide by the judgment and take the conse- 
quences. There is. a long history of those who reserved the right of 
veto and certification over their own lives, the authority of sover- 
eignty to the contrary notwithstanding. But despite the varied 
avenues of appeal, of adjustment, of adjudication, the perogatlve of 
sovereignty is fina!ly to say "yes" or "no," and to make it hold. The 
rationalization covering such an eventuality is that the sovereign 
is the people. 

It becomes clear that if there are any citizens within the state who 
by definition, stated or implied, are denied freedom of access to the 
resources of community as established within the state, such per- 
sons are assailed at the very foundation of their sense of belonging. 
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It reaches in to affect what takes place even within the primary 

social unit, the family, where community is first experienced. The 

term "second class citizen" is often used to describe such a status. 

This means that sdch persons are "outsiders" living in the midst of 

"insiders," required to honor the same demands of sovereignty but 

denied the basic rewards of sovereignty. This collective or commu- 

nal denial of the rights and the "rites" of belonging cuts deep into 

the fabric of the total life of the state. In the first place, it creates 

a condition.of guilt in the general s0ci~ty that has to be absorbed 

in order~ to keep life tolerable within the body politic in general. 

This becomes an increasingly critical issue as the relationships 

between sovereign states themselves become more competitive in 

the terrific crucible of power polities. It is here that the search for 
the jugular vein of one state is sought by another state of relatively 

equal strength and pow. er on a steadiIy shrinking planet. The basic 
commodity in the play of power politics is for the extension of 

community of the particular states. The aim here is to bring those 

who are out of community into a ¯vigorous sense of their own 
importance, thus inspiring the hope thatin such acquiesence they 
will be able to realize their own potential. This is the essence of the 

critical struggle for the conquest of the minds and emotions of 

modern man. Give~a t..~..loyalty and devotion of these, all other 
things follow: .acceptance of standards of value, .new wants for 

COnsumer good~ immediately available, thereby making new mar- 

kets--the list is endless. It is seen that the issue turns on the rewards 
for belonging. But if within the competing powers it can be clear, 

or is known, that within a gi,ven sovereignty there are those who 
are by birth insiders but are regarded or defined as outsiders not- 

withstanding, then those who stand in candidacy for belonging 

may be deterred, stymied, or sidetracked. In the light of this analy- 

sis, for instance, it is quite possible that in the major struggle be- 
tween the Soviet Union and the United States of America the 
future belongs to that power which is the most convincing witness 
tothe fact that it makes available to all its citizens the freedom of 
access to a social elimaie in which the individual not only has an 
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authentic sense of belonging, but in wfiich it is a reasonable hope 
for him to actualize his potential, thereby experiencing community 

within himself as part and. parcel of the ¯experience of commun- 
ity within the state.            . 

The role of minorities in the modern state is crucial not only for 

the state as a community among world states, but also for the 
experience of community on the part of the minorities themselves. 

As suggested earlier, wherever citizens are denied the freedom of 

access to the resources that make for.a sense of belonging, a sense 

of being totally.dealt with, the environment doses in around them, 
resulting in the schizophrenic dilemma of being inside and .out- 

side at one and the same time. Or worse still, they are subject 

to the acute trauma of not knowing at any given moment whether, 
they are outsiders or insiders. Such is the terrifying fate not only 

of the Afro-American but also of the Mexlcan-Latin American, the 
American Indian, and all those ethnic strains that make up the so- 
called Third World. 

I shall pi~rmit myself two comments--one brief, the other ex- 
tended--concerning the bearing of my thesis on community in the 
life of two of these minority groups. 

The American Indian is the only indigenous people within the 
confines of American sovereignty. The merciless and ruthless at- 
tack on the ground of community in the life of the American Indian 
is completely amoral: To uproot him from territory that gave him 
a rare sense of belonging, in which he could actualize his potential 
within a frame of reference that was totally confirming, and at the 
same time to keep him in full or relative view of his devastated and 
desecrated extension of self that the land signified is a unique form 
of torture, a long, slow, anguished dying. The originalinsider is 
forced to become an outsider in his own territory. There are some 
things in life that are worse than death--surely this must be judged 
as such. The Indian wanders homeless and rootless as a fleeting 
ghost in and out of our dreams and like Banquo, is an invisible guest 
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at both our times of feasting and our times of prayer. An uncon- 
scious guilt has entered namelessly into the very fiber of the Ameri- 

can character and th, ere is no catharsis to be found. Every time in 
our sovereign power we champion the cause of those who are 

uprooted in their own land and are forced to watch their souls 

wither ahd die without communal nourishment, there he stands in 
full view before our spirits while our words falter and our claim to 

challenge falls limp at our feet.        , 

The search for community on the part of the Afro-American 
minority within the larger American community reveals still an- 

other facet of the inside-outside dilemma. Those interested in a 

more elaborate statement of my views should read my book The 

Luminous Darkness, an analysis of the anatomy of segregation and 

the ground of hope. Unlike the American Indian, the African slave 

was uprooted from his land, his territory, and brought forcibly 
several thousand miles away’to another land completely alien to his 

spirit and his gods. All ties that gave him a sense of belonging, of 

counting, of being a person nourished by a community of persons 

were abruptly severed, lacerated, torn asunder. Bodies that were 

emotionally bleeding huJ~.~ere set down in the new world of the 

Americas. Initiat!.y h6 had no standing, even of that of outsider. In 
terms of his access to the sources of nourishment for community, 
initially he’ had none. No, not even the status of being a human 

being. It .is no accident that the New Testament Greek word for 

slave is soma, which means body, a thing. 

He was a part of the land, the territory. To that extent and this 
is crucial he was a part of the ground of community, the land by 

which the slave owner sought to realize his potential in community. 

Thus some measure of well-being to the slave could not be sepa- 
rated from the welt-being of the slave owner. They were bound by 

the same chains. To some readers, such a distinction may seem 

merely academic and therefore unreal. For the slave, the primary 
social group, the family, rested always upon an unpredictable con- 
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tingency. Most often the existence and the integrity of the family 
were ignored or destroyed when on the slave market all familial ties 

were like flotsam and jetsam on the tide of the angry waters of 
bartering. °I’hose who lived on a given plantation were forced into 

a primary social group and gave what was available to the children 

in their midst, while their little wary egos squeezed their experi- 
ences for whatever could be found to nourish and sustain. 

There were three currents flowing through the communal life of 

the plantation slave from which survival, sustenance, and nourish- 
men{ could be drawn. The first was his tendency toward whole- 

feeling, to w.hich much of our earlier discussion was devoted. It 

one with the endless search for nourishment, inherent in even the 
simplest forms of life. Here there was no exception the inner: 

necessity to stake a claim for the self not only to nourish but also 
to sustain. Second, he needed some all-encompassing dimension to 

life, native to the spiritual needs of the human spirit and the raw 
materials brought into focus and synthesis by the religious mood. 

Third, he..felt the drive, the tendency or urge expressed in aggres- 

sion. Aggression cannot be separated from the urge for and to 
community. It may be that we get a grand and awesome preview 

of these two in the incipient ground of human behavior in what has 

been discovered about the .behavior of the cell in seeking its own 

nourishment and rejecting, by an uncanny directed spontaneity, 
any intruder that is sensed as a threat to the inner cohesiveness of 

the structure of the cell. No understanding of the significance of 

community can escape the place and significance of aggression. 

Thus it was the operation of this trilogy in the life of the slave that 

made the forebears of the Afro-American of today endure the long 

night and greet the dawn with ancient awareness. 

In the weary isthmus connecting the slave to the present there 
were many cat~:clysms: the War between the States, centering on 

the issue of stavery--a wide range of legal statutes defining and 
redefining the status and rights of the slaves and their descendents, 

which have continued down to latest times; at least two world wars, 
in which finally no distinction was made between combatants and 
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noncombatants; the rise of communism and the appearance on the 

world scene of two world powers involving more than half of the 

earth’s population, dedicated to one form or another of the dialectic 

of materialism, economic determinism, and the overthrowing of 

state religions; the rise and fall of two great fascist states committed 

to the armed conquest of the world; the ushering in of the atomic 

age by intlating the use of the atomic bomb in war and the creation 

of stockpiles of atomic weaponry sufficient to provide the equiva- 

lent of 3.0,000 tons of TNT explosives for every human being on 

the earth; the mechanization of life by phenomenal advances in 

technology; the real possibility of the discontinuity of life on tile 

planet--~he explorations of inner space; the immoral war in Viet- 

nam-the list seems endless! 

While all these things were happening, and not fundamentally 

unconnected with them,.there was the general revolt of youth and 

their disenchantment with the society into which they were born. 

The result is that more and more they regard themselves as outsid- 

ers in the midst of the land of their roots and culture. In their acute 

alienation, they have a diminishing sense of belonging, do not feel 

themselves cared for and nurtured in a climate that makes the 

¯ possibility of actualizing their potential remote, if at all possible. 

Two things charaeteri’2e.~l~ir mood and temper: one, they have no 

sense of place, and are therefore rootless and disoriented in their 

contemporary environment, and two, the future has little if any 

meaning, for it is jeopardized by war and the threat of wars, with 

the fateful consequences of full-scale atomic racial suicide and the 

destruction of nature itself, without whose sustenance even the 

thought of survival comes to a grinding halt. 

All these things have had a terrific impact on the life of the 

Afro-American in society. They have crucially affected his sense of 

belonging, which was always tenuous and fragile..Sever!tl consider- 

ations should be noted here. Together with the rest of America he 

is experiencing the collapse of the family structure--that primary 

womb out of which emerges the self-conscious urge to community 

~as a sense of belonging and support, tt must be remembered that 
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notwithstanding the family life’s survival of the ravages of slavery, 

the struggle for individual economic survival in the turbulent wa- 

ters of the period of reconstruction, the acute vulnerability of the 
family structure under the constant attack of lust, lasciviousness, 
and often secret affection of many of the white men of the South, 

and, from the turn of the century, the personality damage, wrought 
by mounting segregation in the region and in the country as a 
whole, something very creative was at work deep within the social 
structure of Negro life. It was a counterdefense. The individual 

began to"feet himself part of fi larger primary structure in which 
kinship by blbod was not a criterion for the claim of belonging. For 

a long time ~he Negro adult in the community stood in locoparenti~ 

to any Negro ehitd. It was not necessary to know who the child was 
or where he lived. This gave the child an immediate sense of being 

cared for, with positive results in his own personality. The individ- 
ual life could not be easily separated from the whole. Any stranger 
who came into the community had to be given hospitality, for all 
doors outside of the Negro community were closed to him. Thus 

there was the constant experience of overall identification. And this 
was good. 

It broke down decisively and with devastating results, however, 

at one critical point--with the white community. The residue that 
accumulated in the collective and individual psyche of the black 
man from the awful sense, that always, under any and all circum- 

stances, his life was utterly at the mercy of the white world, is the most 

important, single clue to the phenomena of the present. The most 

vic.ious, cruel, and amoral manifestation of this fact was lynching. 

The heartrending years when hundreds of Negroes were lynched, 
burned, and butchered by white men whose women and children 

were often special spectators of the inhuman ceremony are conven- 

iently forgotten. It is scarcely remembered how long it took to pass 
antilynch legislation. The bodies of Negroes remember, and their 

psyches can never forget this vast desecration of personality. The 

boundaries of any sense of community, the effectiveness of one’s 

llfe as a person, the breakdown of the instinctual tendency toward 
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whole-maklng,~ the personality violence from agg~/ession, thwarted 

and turned-in on one’s self, the searching felt in the presence of 

the humiliation of. heroes, the guilt inspired by anonymous fears 

that live in the environment--these are some of the shadows, the 
unconscious reaction to which must be understood as we try to find 

commuhity in the presence of the grim confrontations facing 

American society. 
Concerning the society as a whole, much has been written and 

there w.ill .be much more as perspective is gained on the social 
events of the present time. As the older generation, we have sud- 
denly become aware of our youth, as if for the first time. We are 
angered by their anger, even though secretly we marvel at the 

cour.age of their anger. We are frightened by their violence, even 

as we ponder it. We are shocked by their failure to respond to our 
values, even as we are humiliated by our own sense of failure and 

inadequacy. Nothing seems to hold. Nothing seems adequate to the 

crisis that is upon us. In o.ur extremity we are tempted to take 

refuge in old shibboleths that we ourselves long since abandoned. 

We find ourselves using words that have been forsaken by meaning. 

At last it is beginning to dawn upon us, that at some time in the 

past--when, we are not sure--we became separated from our abso- 
lutes. It is from the life 6t~ur youth that we discover that we have 

lost our way.. W...e; too, have little sense of belonging; our feel for 
whole-making has included less and less of the world, of the wide 

range of human life, until we are only sure of it as touching our 

family, particularly our children. Now, it often seems to us, they 

turn and rend us because we have sought tonourish them with the 

sense of our failure. 

All of this applies to the older generation of Negroes, but with 

even greater intensity. In many ways they have tried to shield their 

childrert from naked exposure to the worst and most damaging 

aspects of white society. They have stood guard on the walls that 

sepa.rate and divide, seeking always how to make a virtue of social 

necessity. Often with sacrifices of which they dare not speak, they 

have bought time for their youth to prepare for effective living with 
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tools, skills, and knowledge of which they sometimes dreamed but 

could never realize. Many of them Uprooted themselves from a’llfe 
that they knew, under circumstances with which they had learned 
to cope, in order that their children might have a wider range of 

opportunity and a cleaner chance to actualize their potential. Now 
they are faced with the bitter judgment of their own youth, de- 

nouncing them as cowards and fools because they were duped and 
betrayed by the very society from which they sought to protect 

them. This they sought to aeco~mplish either by reducing the expo- 
sure of ([a~:ir youth to that society or by equipping them with a 
facility that. ~night be exchanged in that society for certain prizes 

or immunities not available to the rest of their kind, 
Meanwhile, these older ones were seeking ways and means for 

pushing back the boundaries by removing the walls that shut them 
in. What a tong and often unrewarding struggle! The cry in the 

heart was for more room, more opportunity, more of a sense of 
belonging. Thus the circling series of confrontations, within and 

without any Zones of agreement--the ballot, better schools, equal 

schools, the same schools, the freedom of access to the total life of 
the community on the same basis as other citizens--the list is long 

and wearisome, but whatever may have been the contradictions, 

they were never regarded as final. Many tried to keep before their 

view heroes and heroines of the past to bolster a sagging self- 

estimate in the present. But there was ever the insinuating circum- 
stance, the heroes failed where they themselves had failed they 

were outsiders--the walls, sometimes bold and direct, often soft- 
spoken and indirect, were ever present. 

The heroic quality of life was not missing. But the precious 
ingredient had never ¯been found to protect or immunize the hero 
from the final assault that would send him crashing to the ground! 

The hero had to be a man of e0urage, possessing the acumen of 

mind and the discipline of training that could stand up under the 

scrutiny of the sharpest critics who¯guarded the citadels of power 

upon which society based its security, prowess, arid control. In 
addition he must be one whose sense of community was deep¯ir~ the 
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throb of Negro life so that between his heart and theirs there would 

be a swinging door that no man could shut. His thinking, his 

feelings, and his deeds must transcend at! that separates and divides. 
He must know hate’ and conquer it with love; he must know fear 

and conquer it with strange new courage. 
As a result of a series of fortuitous circumstances there appeared 

on the horizon of the common life a young man who for a swift, 
staggering, and startling moment met the demands of the hero. He 
was young. He was well-educated with ~he full credentials of aca- 

demic exdell~nce in accordance with ideals found in white society. 
He was a son of the South. He was steeped in and nurtured by 

familiar religious.traditlon. He had charisma, that intangible quality 
of personality that gathers up in its magic the power to lift people 
out of themselves without diminishing them. In him the "outsider" 
and the "insider" came together in a triumphant synthesis. Here 

at last was a man who affirmed the oneness of black and white under 

a transcendent unity, for whom community meant the profoundest 

sharing in .the eommori ilfe. For him, the wall was a temporary 
separation between brothers. And his name was Martin Luther 

King, Jr. 

His star shot across the heavens¯ like Haley’s comet, making a 

mighty radiance in th.� liga,ht of which ancient dwellers in darkness 
could find their way to b~0ti~erhood. A fresh, cool wind blew across 

the desert places~nd the tired, the weary, the fearridden, the hated, 
and the haters could find a bold new courage. At last there was 

available a personal and collective catharsis. Here was a new hero 

who gave the assurance of succeeding at the very point that had 

proved so vulnerable to all the heroes of the past. As a special kind 
of grace, he had achieved this by the time the assassin’s bullets 

struck, him down. Never again would the boundaries be as estab- 

lished as they were before his coming. In his own short and intense 

life, the announcement was made to all and sundry, far and near, 

that the life of the black man was not at the mercy of white people. 

That for better or for worse they were tied together, No black man 

could be what his potential demanded unless the white man could 
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be what his potential demanded. No white man could be what his 

potential demanded unless the black man could be what.his poten- 
tial demanded. For him this was literal truth and therefore literal 
fact. The elements of a new residue began building up in the psyche 

of the black man. And this was good. 

It is not my purpose here to discuss the deep polarizations within 

the black community that began to emerge; however, there are two 

important aspects in the subsequent unfolding of the whole.making 
tendency operative in Negro life. First, there was the emergence 

of other, her.oes. The psychological condition for testing the hero 

had been set forth in the dynamics of the social experience of the 
race. One of the characteristics of the awakening that followed the 
emergence of Martin Luther King was a search for other heroes 
whose magic would make room for the vital and fundamental p~ace 

of aggresion, that deep drive in llfe so central to the life of the 

species. It is not merely protective, shielding to life, but it also has 
a prowling quality that can scarcely be distinguished from belliger- 

ence. In.the light of this need, the drive could not be ignored--it 
had to be utilized, if not on behalf of community, then it was 

mandatory that a different concept of community must be created. 

Just as nonviolence had become the watchword of community in 

the first instance, violence became the watchword of the new con- 

cept. 
What emerged as the new concept of communlty? The tendency 

toward whole-making was at once self-defeating if it did not estab- 

lish clear-cut and fixed boundaries. Without such boundaries free- 

dom itself had no significance, so the reasoning ran. Therefore, it 

was only within fixed boundaries, self-determined--and that is the 

key word--that the goals of community could be experienced, 
achieved, or realized. The natural lines along which the boundaries 

should be set would be to separate those who had been historically 
victimized by society from those .who had victimized them. The 

bankruptcy of trust stood fully revealed. What had been whispered 
for so long behind closed doors about the real relation between 

black and white was now shouted in the streets and in the public 
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forums, followed by the demand for radical separation between 

black and white~.There was the strident insistence that any notion 

of inclusiveness w.a~s merestillusion, and the term brainwashed" 
was applied to anyone with a contrary point of view. Such a separa- 

tion was distinguished from segregation because it was voluntary 
and deliberate. Psychologically, it would utilize aggression .in a 
manner positive and creative rather than positive and destructive. 

The way was dear now for the emergence of a new kind of hero, 
one wh6..w0uld be a new symbol~a profoundly angry man, hard 
and unyielding. Black. now took on a new meaning and the term 

"Black Power" became a fresh rallying point for a sagging self- 
estimate. Nothing must be as it was before in school, church, mar- 

ketplaee, and territory. The winds blew sharp and fierce across the 
regions of American life. 

This kind of self-estimate sent the believers back into the past, as 

far as human records extended. Africa became symbolic of the 

ideal, an ancient, yet hi.storical expre~ssion of the new center for the 
integration of the human ~pirit. Many rituals appeared in varied 

forms new styles of dress, of hair grooming and new forms of old 

culinary delights. Fresh words also entered the voeabutary~soul 

food, dashikis, and the Afro Hair dress, etc. In fine, the new sense 

of community made. f.or~,the rejection of the white community 

rather than being; rejected by the white community. A cause was 
made out of thelatter rejection and a new offensive was born. The 

heroes were men and women who became at once the voices of that 

rejection. They were local, national, and international. The dream 

of a new sovereignty within the larger sovereignty became appar- 

ent. A new political structure within the larger political super- 

structure put in its challenging appearance. 

There were other forms that the mood of the new sense of 

community found acceptable. The use of language became a com- 
plete mythology. Niceties and refinement of speech became an- 

athema, for they were symbols of the world that was being rejected. 

"Vulgarity" became the trade mark of many who had freed them- 
selves of the contamination of the white society. Often those who 
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stood for the old sense of community and continued to work on its 

behalf were regarded as "Uncle Toms." The moan who was con- 
cerned about such things as good will and 10re beyond the new 

community was seen increasingly as a "traitor" to the new order. 

"Black is beautiful" became not merely a phrase--it was a stance, 
a total attitude, a metaphysic. In very positive and exciting terms 

it began undermining the idea that had developed over so ¯many 
years into a central aspect of white mythology: that black is ugly, 
black is evil, biack is demonic;.therefore black people are ugly, evil, 
and demonic. In so doing it fundamentally attacked the front llne 
of defenca of the myth of white supremacy and superiority. The 
point at’which to start would be with the children. Thus there 

would be a penetration into the seedbed where ideas are planted, 
nurtured, and developed. There began to appear new centers for 

black children that were not much concerned about the traditional 
tools of learning--reading, writing and arithmetic--as they were 

about uprooting and replanting. That is fundamental. 

tn order to document this new mood for a radically different 
sense of community,a rereading of history became urgent. Such 

a Concern was not new in itself nor was it particularly novel. There 

were many voices from the past that had insisted upon correcting 
the distortions of the story of the black man in the western world 

and in the Americas. But the voices did not carry far because they 
were confined largely to the sophisticated, the most literate, and, 

above all, to the specialists. Now all of this had to be changed; the 
fresh word about the past had to take to the streets, giving rise to 

an informed public mind both within and beyond the black com- 

munity. It had to be a common knowledge that would, generate 
mass enthusiasm for building a different collective self-image, thus 

providing stature for the design to stake out territory in the domain 
previously dominated and controlled by white society. Such a reex, 

amination of the roots of history did not exclude the origins of the 
common religion, Christianity. This emphasis found its most ar- 
resting statement in the Black Manifesto delivered to the churches, 

and in the concepts of. the Black Jesus and the: Black Madonna. 
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Overall, there has been the reaction of stubborn resistance, shud- 
ders of guilt, wary capitulation, and desperate efforts to understand 

and comprehend. 2Fhe behavior of the cells of the body in the 

presence of the radical invasion of other cells from foreign bodies 

as seen¯in organ transplants may be mute testimony to the ground 
of such beha~Jior in personality. 

The summary above must suffice to indicate the profound seri- 
ousness of the new concept of community as it emerged in Negro 
life. The l’ecognition of the instinctual tendency to whole-making 
and the utilization of the equally basic drive manifested in aggres- 
sion were both being expressed in establishing and defending the 

boundaries separating black from white. It cannot be overempha- 
sized that the emergence of the new African states in the arena of 
world states and their place of influence in the United Nations must 

not be separated from the new concept of community appearing in 
the black community. 

Let my meaning be c.lear, What xve see happening is the deliber- 

ate, carefully delineated effort to create within white society a 

community of separateness within which an attempt is being made 
to establish a dependable sense of black autonomy, to make articu- 

late a collective sense of self, capable of nourishing and supporting 
the individual as he ~¢ork~’out his destiny in American society and 
the world. In order ~o do this, it has seemed necessary to reduce 

exposure t.o all white persons to a minimum and to recognize, in 
fact, that the ¯white man is the enemy, as is indicated by his historic 

treatment of the black man. The assumption is that such a prag- 

matic possibility is quite realistic. It can be carried out with or 

without his cooperation, peacefully if possible, violently if neces- 

sary. Inasmuch as he has used fear most effectively in the past, in 

his effort to establish and maintain throughout his society artificial 

and arbitrary boundaries between himself and nonwhites, others 
may use the same instrument to establish and maintain self.deter- 

mined boundaries between black and white. The white community 
¯ has held the black community in place by the threat of violence, 

backed always by the power to implement it and to carry it out. 
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This means that he is psychologically and precisely vulnerable to 
the same tactical maneuver. Violence is his most acceptable instru- 
ment for both control and social change as he may determine it. 

The difference in access to and the availability of the tools of vio- 
lence between the black and white communities must not be per- 

mitted to blunt the appeal or deflate the enthusiasm, So the argu- 

ment runs. 
¯ One more step in this rather long summarizing critique must be 

taken. What has been the overall effect of this concept of commu- 

nity on’Am~rican society in general? I suppose the social historian 

or psychql~gist would have an impressive and exhaustive list. I 
would make this observation. There have been far-reaching effects 

in accommodating the impact on white society. Many doors that 

have been closed and sealed are now open. This is true not merely 
because of the impact of the new pressure, but also because the 

pressure itself has provided opportunity for doing what apparently 
could not have been done before without good, sufficient, and 
defensiv~ reasons. Vast areas of society that have been aware of but 

not affected by Negro lithe have let such awareness become effective 

in many changes within the social patterns and structures. 

in many ways the antiblack hatemongers have become legitima- 
tized and, in many instances but by no means in all, violence and 

brutality against Negroes have been given moral and social sanc- 
tion. By .vocal and, most often, silent consent the cry for Law and 

Order is given a specific, racially sinister meaning. The sanctity of 

sovereignty, as discussed earlier, expressed in the power of the state 

to exercise veto and certification over the lives of its citizens, is 
declared to be in jeopardy, and Order is separated from and given 
precedence over Justice. The will to segregate that is inherent in 
the structure of American society is more and more stripped of its 

disguises and making itself felt without its customary facades; at the 

same time all kinds of people in the larger society are being aroused 

to make their voices heard, and their power felt on behalf of the 

creation of an American society inclusive of all. Such persons make 

the rejection of the more narrowly fixed and self-determined 
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boundaries of the black commumty their strength and incentive. 
Lip to and including the present time, no creative way has been 

found to accomplish the specific ends 0f.identity and healthy self- 
estimate~ that is devoid of the negativisms that seem to be inherent 

in the present..struggle. 
There are those who interpret what is happening as the work of 

a few radicals and hotheads. They cannot see in the.stirrings any- 

thing that is symptomatic of the shifting’ of the ground of society 

that makeg foi" cataclysm and upheaval. The notion suggests that if 
the leaders can be eliminated, jailed, or even killed, it would restore 
what is regarded as a lost harmony among the races. Others declare 
that a sickness has overtaken the society as a whole, and what we 

are observing is but symptomatic of something far more disturbin~ 
in the common life. There are still others--they are always to be 
found--who seek to exploit the unrest and the zeal for the sense of 
limited community on behalf of ideologies that are foreign to the 

soil of America~, a new kind of outsider from anothersocial climate 
is busily at work carrying out his evil design. This sense of jitters 
allows hidden anxieties to surface themselves with many hideous, 

ugly, and threatening faces. It is the time and the moment when 
the alarmist comes into his own, but the cry is far removed from 

the real source of the.~’fei~nt. 
It is not amiss....(o be reminded that there may be many areas 

of life within the black community that are disturbed at the turn of ¯ 

events. Perhaps the sharpest criticism is the seeming ignorance 
of the champions for self-determined separateness concerning the 

struggles of the past. The paradox is as cruel as it is apparent. On 
the one hand there is the insistence of reinterpretation of, and at 

the same time, a rejection of past history. This evident lack of a 
sense of history is a most damaging criticism. There seems to be 
no recognition of the relentless logic tying present events and ideas 

with what has preceded them and from which they can never be 

separated. The cavalier manner in which this seems t6 be ignored 

is seen as being the merest stupidity and ignorance. There is gen- 

eral alarm over the way in which the aggression turns on itself, 
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inflicting havoc and wreckage on Negroes themselves. There are 

many who have lived deep in the heart of American society and 

know with certainty that to undertake to build community as a 

closed entity within the large society is not only suicidal but the 
sheerest stupidity, because it plays directly into the hands of those 
persons and elements in society who have stood as defenders 
against any and all inclusiveness as the true (American) basis of 
community. What they were unable to accomplish after three hun- 

dred years is now being done for them without their having to lift 

a finge~. T, hey are willing to encourage, to Support with their 
money an.d their power all moves toward separating black from 
white. At last, their message has gotten through to Negroes and is 

¯ being implemented b.y them in a manner not to be envisioned.by 

the wildest flight of the imagination. 
One of thb most disturbing features of this total activity is its 

effect on youth. There is widespread feeling and thought that the 

youth are being used by clever men, many of whom are motivated 

by unselfish concerns and dedication, to sacrifice the youth while 
their minds are undeveloped and they have no survival skills that. 

enable them to cope with their environment in the future. The 

notion that such youth are expendable is as cruel as it is self-defeat- 

ing. 
But there is one indictment against the older generation that the 

present movement brings into focus: Black youth have not been 

given a binding sense of identity--this is not confined to them 
exclusively--and therehave been few avenues open to them for 

having a sense of membership in society as a whole. But the new 

and limited sense of community, whose boundaries are self- 

imposed, has provided two things: (1) a basls for identity with a cause 

and a purpose more significant, to tbera than their own individual 

survival, and (2) a feeling of membership with others of common values 

with whom they can experience direct and intense communication. 
When they hear that call they drop their tools and answer! No 

amount of logic, argumentation, intimidation, or.appeal has mean- 
ing where those precious ingredients are lacking. ’I feel that here 
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is the clue to the appeal that the new community makes to youth. 

Among the youth are not merely to be found those who are not 

standing in imm.efllate candidacy for higher learning, whose direct 
prospects for the actualizing of their potential is without promise 
of fulfillment. There are others who have the skills already, whose 
minds arc disciplined for finding some measure of fulfillment in 

society as it is now constituted. Two of the most important tests of 
community are met here~a basis fpr integrated action or behavior 
with which the individual may, can, and, finally, must identify and 

a senseof membership in and belonging to a company of others 
who are held together by common values, ideals, and commit- 

ment~. White society has not only shut them out of such involve- 

ment (except at times when the stern Voice of Sovereignty sends 
forth the call to arms in defense of ideas or ideals .to which they do 

not have the freedom of access and therefore with which identifica- 
tion is not easy), but also it has robbed them of any sense of belong- 

ing in the present or .in any imaginable future. Therefore, the new 
sense of community Witi~in self-determined boundaries seems the 

most realistic and immediately practical solution to a cruel and 
otherwise seemingly insoluble problem. 

It is my considered judgment that the present solution is a stop- 

gap, a halt in the line..o.[,march toward full community or, at most, 

a time of bivou..ac oh a promontory overlooking theentire landscape 

of American ¯society. It is time for assessing and reassessing re- 

sources in the light of the most ancient memory of the race con- 
cerning community, to hear again the clear voice of prophet and 

seer calling for harmony among all the children of men. At length 
there will begin to be talk of plans for the new city--that has never 

before existed on land or sea. At the center of the common life there 

will be strange and vaguely familiar stirrings. Some there will be 

whose dreams will¯ be haunted by forgotten events in which in a 

moment of insight they saw a vision of a way of life transcending 
all barriers alien to community. Among the elder statesmen will be 

those through whose blood the liquid fires of Martin Luther King’s 

dream swept all before it in one grand surge of beatific glory. They 
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will remember and wonder at what they see about them. It will be 

discovered, how long and under what circumstance will remain 

among the mysteries, that the barriers of community can never be 

arbitrarily established, however necessitous it may be to seek to do 
so for good and saving reasons. Here and there will be those who 

will walk out under the stars and think loneIy thoughts about 

whence they came and the meaning that their presence in .the 
heavens inspires. They will wonder and ponder heavy thoughts 
about man and his destiny under the stars. One day there will stand 
up in tlJ~ir midst one who Wilt tell of a new sickness among the 
children wh’b in their delirium cry for their brothers whom they 
have never" known and from whom they have been cut off behind 

the selfdmposed barriers of their fathers. An alarm will spread 

throughout the community that it is being felt and slowly realized 
that community cannot feed for long on itself; it can only flourish 

where always the boundaries are giving way to the coming of 
others from beyond them--unknown and undiscovered brothers. 

Then the:wisest among them will say: What we have sought we 

have found, our own sense of identity. We have an established 

center out of which at last we can function and relate to other men. 
We have committed to heart and to nervous system a feeling of 

belonging and our spirits are no longer isolated and afraid. We have 
lost our fear of our brothers and are no longer ashamed of ourselves~ 

of who and what we are--Let us now go forth to save the land of 

our birth from the plague that first drove us into the "will to 

quarantine" and to separate ourselves behind self-imposed walls. 

For this is why we were born: Men, all men belong to each other, 

and he who shuts himself away diminishes himself, and he who 
shuts another away from him destroys himself. And all the people 

said Amen. 

.? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Young Alumni Council <meg~oetersen@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 20, 2009 11:11 AM 

Carolina Young Alumni <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Carolina’s Accomplishments 

Carolina alumni, having trouble viewing the email? See it online here. 

X Carolina Annual Fund Yong Alumni 

Carolina is a special place, but you already know that. As a young alumnus of the University, 
the institution has become an important part of your life, and you have become an important 
part of our University. We missed your gift last year and hope that you will renew2o~r 
commitm÷nt to Carolina in the current academic year. 

While this year has been full of wonderful accomplishments at Carolina -- including nine 
students winning Rhodes, Luce, Goldwater, Truman and Churchill Scholarships and the 2009 
NCAA men’s basketball championship -- the economic crisis has resulted in budget cuts for all 
state agencies. Governor Perdue directed the UNC system to cut 7 percent from this 
year’s budget which adds up to about $36 million, and we are preparing for permanent 
budget cuts next year, affecting programs which influence our national rankings. 

At 5 percent permanent reductions in state funding, we could lose as many as 120 faculty 

and teaching positions as well as 85 staff positions. More than 280 undergraduate courses 

would be eliminated and class sections with more than 100 students would hit an all-time 
high. 

At 7 percent cuts, we could lose a total of 230 faculty and teaching positions and 150 staff 

positions with an even greater reduction in courses and increase in class size. 

We know that the current state of the economy has affected many of our alumni and 
friends, so your consideration and gift of any size to UNC is deeply appreciated. 

Please renew          and once again invest in the accomplishments of the students 

and faculty at the University. Private giving has always been a vital part of Carolina’s 

success, but these days it means even more. 

Go Heels! 

Meg Petersen ’07 

Director of Young Alumni 

P.S. View the YounoL Alumni Honor Roll of donors to see who has already committed to Carolina 
this academic year. Give before June 30, 2009 to add your name to the list. 

FIND US ON FACEBOOKI UPDATE YOUR CONTACT INFO I NSHARE ON FACEBOOK 



CAROLINA ANN UAL FUXD 
alumni.unc~edu 

This email is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the 
Office of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and 
other issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email                       , telephone 919.962.3966, or write 
to the Office of University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. I you do not wish to 
receive future editions, unsubscribe here. 
702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 23, 2009 11:54 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090423115359730.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.23.2009 11:53:59 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 27, 2009 2:19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 4/27/2009 14:18 
Ticket #: 1465116 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Debby Crowder’s computer is going crazy! Its opening multiple windows sometimes ten at a time and everytime she closes them out 
they continue to pop up. 

Thanks ! 
Building: OTHER - 109 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:ii~,ww.unc.ed~!~ar-bi~iwebsubii~dex.pl?p e&dept=OASlS%20Techmcal%20Suppor~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 
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Monday, May 4, 2009 2:10 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Saturday, May 16, 2009 10:04 AM 
Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Wild Whitewater Weekend I October 17 and 18 

Wild Whitewater Weekend [ October 17-18, 2009 
Big Adventure° Little Price° 

This is definitely not a trip where you’ll coast down a lazy river! 

Southern West Virginia’s New and Gauley rivers are waiting. 
Experience some of the most challenging and thrilling whitewater 
in America. And enjoy the annual Brid~ festivities in the 
New River Gorge, where you’ll watch parachutists leap from an 
876-foot bridge from the best seats in the house. 
So pack your bags, grab a few friends and take an adventure that 
you’ll never forget. Your General Alumni Association has booked 
an exciting weekend - just for Carolina’s young alumni. And not to 
worry, October 17-18 is a bye weekend for the Carolina football 
team, so you won’t miss any gridiron action. 

GAA members pay just $215 (nonmembers pay $245) for: 

> Two days of rafting 
> Professional guides 
> River transportation 
> Basic equipment 
> One dinner, one breakfast and two lunches 
> Amazing seats to watch Bridge Day festivities 

Accommodations are not included, but several lodging options have been reserved for you. Premium lodging space is first come, first served. 

For more information and to register, contact Steffi Kinton ’05, coordinator of alumni education and travel: 
steffi kinto~         I (877) 962-3980 

We appreciate your membership in the GAA. The Alumni Travel Program is a GAA member-exclusive benefit. Members also have exclusive 
access to the digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Reed the macLaZine online as it appears in print. 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to nCoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: u~s~bscribe here. 



Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your in~rmation, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 3:50:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Call Carolyn at Tar Heel at 1:20 

704-962-4642 

Start: 1/22/2014 6:20:00 PM 

End: 1/22/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Ganl]i, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gan~i (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

HIP Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 6:30 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Dear Bobbi, 

t hope you will be able to join us on Thursday, February 6 at 6:30pm for a dinner with Tia Brown McNair, our keynote 

speaker for the Hitch Impact Carolina conference, at 411 West Restaurant Cynthia, Annice, and members of the 

conference planning committ:ee will ab~o attend° 

Sincerely, 

Can(lice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/4/2014 3:29:16 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Fwd: FW: Coates lecture by Cecelia Moore 

Wilson Library- see below 

4/8/2014 9:00:00 PM 

4/8/2014 10:30:00 PM 

Busy 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:54 AM 

Goodman, Paula 
Fwd: FW: Coates lecture by Cecelia Moore 

For my calendar, if possible. 
Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    FW: Coates lecture by Cecelia Moore 
Date: Mon, 3 Feb 2014 09:01:25 -0500 
From:      Strickland, Jamie Linens <linens@email.unc.edu> 
To" Adamson, David <adamsond@email.unc.edu>, Adamson, Judy <jadamson@email.unc.edu>, 
Bettin, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.edu>, Chambers, Jan <ianc@email.unc.edu>, Coble, McKay 
<acoble@email.unc.edu>, Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <ieffcornell@unc.edu>, Dooley, Ray 
<rdoolev@emaiLunc.edu>, Fishell, Julie <fishell@emai!~unc.edu>, Friedrich, Peter 
<peterfri@email.unc.edu>, Gibson, Julia <gibju@email.unc.edu>, Kable, Gregory A 
<gkab/e@email.unc.edu>, King, James K <jkk!ng@email.unc.edu>, Maxfield, Adam Michael 
<maxfield@email.unc.edu>, Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>, O’Brien, Karen 
<obrien@unc.edu>, Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>, Patrick, John <ipcuomo@email.unc.edu>, 
Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu>, Perry, Mark E <mperry9@email.unc.edu>, Rolled, 
Michael <mrolleri@emai/_unc~edu>, Turner, Craig <cwt4885@emai/_unc_edu>, Versenyi, Adam 
Nathaniel <anversen@email.unc.edu>, Williams, Kathy <khwillia@email.unc.edu>, Zhuang, Jiayun 
<izhuang@email.unc.edu>, Grannemann, Hannah <hgrannemann@unc.edu>, Haj, Joseph C 
<haj@unc.edu>, Johnson, Aline <aline,johnson@unc.edu>, Mahan, Connie 
<cmahan@email.unc.edu>, Payne, Stacy <shpayne@email.unc.edu>, Pollock, Rachel E 
<costume@email.unc.edu>, Wales, Jenny Adair <jwa/es@email.unc.edu> 

Dear All, 

Our former colleague Cecelia Moore, now Special Assistant to the Chancellor, will be 
giving the annual Coates Lecture on April 8o Her topic is "A Model for Folk Theatre: The 



Carolina Playmakers", and grows out of her Ph.D. dissertation in History at UNC for which 
McKay sat on her committee. The schedule for April 8 is as follows: 

5PM: Reception and viewing of "Making a People’s Theatre: Prof. Koch and the Carolina 
Playmakers," North Carolina Collection Gallery, Wilson Library. 

5:30: Program, Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library. 

Best, 

Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/10/2014 3:29:16 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Chong, Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; Krome- 

Lukens, Anna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Anna Krome-Lukens (annaM)]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan- 

Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, 

A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Tuesday between 11am and 12noon 

Campus- please see announcement below 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

High 

(none} 

Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; Krome-Lukens, Anna; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 

From: Alert Carolina <no re£!y@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 9:10 AM 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Tuesday 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, February 11, between 12 and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is 

part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safety awareness campaign. No action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous 

person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado warning for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro area issued by 

the National Weather Service; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. Be prepared 



to go inside or take cover immediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus 

directory. For more information about Alert Carolina, including audio samples of the siren tones and details about using 

the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to communicate with family members outside the emergency area, see 

http://alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

2/19/2014 9:51:24 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Spurr, 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Pittman, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; 

Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lgoldsto]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; 

Lawrence, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CSee55c722b148249a2c5baf3e327647]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Clarke, 

Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

HOLD: Dean’s Office Potluck 

205 South Building Conference Room 

4/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 

4/30/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Goodman, Paula; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Cline, Alexis L; Pittman, Jan; 

Goldston, Linda R; Killeen, Kim; Lawrence, Beth; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Clarke, Tiffany D 

{tiffany_clarke@ unc.edu) 

More info coming from Alexis soon. --Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DERICKSO] 

2/27/2014 7:23:23 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Tresolini, Carol P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ctres]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Schmitt, 

Stephanie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sschmitt]; Bruce, Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert Gray Bruce Jr (rgbruce)]; Asbury, Phillip 

Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; Yopp, Jan Johnson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jyopp]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Lloyd, Gary 

R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GrI1974] 

Implementation of Post-Bacc Status in ConnectCarolina 

Upendo 1114 

3/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/11/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Tresolini, Carol P; Owen, Bobbi A; Schmitt, Stephanie; Bruce, Rob; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Yopp, Jan Johnson; Norwood, 

Roberta Anne; Lloyd, Gary R 

This is a meeting to finalize the decisions on the creation and implementation of a distinct post-bacc status in 

ConnectCarolina. This new status will help to address a number of current problems (especially around grading) and is 

also necessary to facilitate the development and growth of new post-bacc programs through both the Friday Center and 

Summer School. If anyone else should be invited, please feel free to forward this notice to them. Thank you and I look 

forward to the discussion. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flowers, Sabfina Dawn <sabrina flowers@unc.edu; 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Goodmm~, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Good news re: strategic budget 

Hi Bobbi, 

Thank you for this information. We can wait until iater to allocate the additional funding and only allocate the 9:1.0,000 for right now. Tt~ank you for your 

help with this! 

5abrina 

Sabrina Fiowers 

Budget Anaiyst, Fine Arts & Humanities & Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts & Sciences - Dean’s Office 

Universibi of North Caroiina aL Chapel Hill 

06 Howell Hail, Cg#3056 

Ci~apel Hiil, NC 27599 

Phone (9~9) 962-673~ 

Fax (919] 843-353~ 

~m~ Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob~unc.edu] 
~ent~ Tuesday, August 27, 20~3 ~:40 PN 

To: Flowers, Sabrina Dawn 
~¢= Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 
Subject= Re: Good news re: stra~gic budget 

Sabrina - 

Until information is provided about the budget cuts, I am reluctant to make this decision. 

~ know how to allocate IOK but must leave the rest of it until later this semester. 

~. 4K as dues to the Reinvention Center which will get invoiced in May (not at the last minute in mid-June, I promise). Last year the funds came into 2-52219. 

2. IK to CSSAC. Last year the funds went into 6-60~68. 

3.5K to Owen. Last year the funds were in 6-34~62 (I need to be able to spend some of this money on alcohol and mostly it will be for my travel). 

If you have to move all dollars now (someone will end up moving them around) then 3-15051 is the best place. 

Will that work? 

Bobbi 

On 8/14/2013 9:08 AM, Flowers, Sabrina Dawn wrote: 

Thank you, Bobbi. 

Have a great day! 

Sabrina 

Sabrina Flowers 

Budget Anaiyst, Fine Ar~s & Humanities & Undergraduate Education 

College oF Arts & Sciences - Dean’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hiil 

06 Howeil Haii, CB#3056 

Chapel Hiii, NC 27599 

Pi~one (919} 962-6731 

Fax {919) 843-3531 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:01 AM 

To: Flowers, Sabrina Dawn 
Subjeet~ Re: Good news re: strategic budget 

Thanks~ 

Will respond by the end of the week with the d~stribution. 

Bobbi 

On 8/14/2013 8:51 AM, Flowers, Sabrina Dawn wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 
My apologies, you are correct the amount in your discretionary budget is ~40,000. Please let me know if I can provide any 
additionai informatfon, 

Thanks, 

Sabrina 

Sabrina Flowers 

Budget Analyst, Fine Arts & Humanities & Undergraduate Education 

Coilege of Arts & Sciences -- Dean’s Office 



Universky of North Carolina at Chapel Hili 

06 Howeii Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phorte (919) 962-673:[ 

Fax {919) 843,-353i 

I=rom-¯ Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
$e.t: Wednesday, August $4, 2053 7:52 AM 

Te: Flowers, Sabrina Dawn 
C~: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sabje~t: Fwd: Good news re: strategic budget 

Sabrina - 

You just asked me to indicate the 20K in my discretionary budget but I understood it have been increased to 4OK. Before I decide where 

to put the dollars I thought I would check about the amount. Do I need to talk with Karen and/or Tammy? 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Good news re: strategic budget 

Date:Thu, 6 Sep 2012 18:39:24 -0400 

From:McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaiLunc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

CC:Greenway, Ryan <greenway@unc.edu>, Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaiLunc.edu>, Flowers, Sabrina Dawn <sabrina flowers@unc.edu> 

Karen has asked me to allocate a permanent increase in your strategic budget of $20K, doubling your ’permanent’ allocation -- to $40K. in 

addition, we are going to allocate an additional S50K in one-time funding this year (into your strategic budget). I know in the past that 

you have allocated the strategic budget all at once. However, that is not necessary. You may feel free to allocate this over time -- or to 

allocate some of next year’s permanent budget this year if requests arise in advance (as they often do with the other SADs). 

You can simply copy Sabrina Flowers (the new budget analyst) when making allocations from this budget. She will log them and will 

send you a quarterly report on the funds allocated and remaining. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

Tammy 1’4cHale 
S~ Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 
College of Arts & Sciences 

CB #H00, 205 South ~3u~ld~ng 
Chape~ Hi~ NC 27599-.3100 

(9i9) 9~-n6S 
fax: (91.9) 962-2@8 
mobile: (9~9) 672-5929 

Bebb i Ow}n 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phene: 919 843-7773 

MAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 

Senier Associate Dea[~ for UndergraduaLe Eduoatien, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carollna at Chapel Hlll 

CB# 3504, 301~ SLeeie BuildJ[~g 

214 East Cameren Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodman, Paula -cpgoodman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 1:36 PM 

Womack, Tammy S <womack@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

confidenliality form 

Confidenlialli~’.pdf 

Tammy: 

Please see attached PDF version of the confidentiality form .Goin~ forward, please make sure that all new employees sign this as part of their orientation process. 

Also, please ensure that all current (both part time and full time) have one in their files. 

Of[~ce of U~de~gradus~e Educafior~ 
919-843@290 



UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HiLL 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION POLICY 

February 18, 2013 

General 

This policy applies to each employee (permanent or temporary), work-study student, intern etc. 

assigned to Undergraduate Education. This policy governs the appropriate handling and safekeeping of 

confidential information within and between departments and as allowed by State Law and Federal Law. 

Employees of Undergraduate Education routinely have ready access to information generally 

perceived as personal and private and which may be confidential as defined by State or Federal Law or 

University policy. It is imperative that each employee understands that access to personnel, student and 

other information creates the critical responsibility to guard it and to disclose it only in strict conformance 

to governing policies, regulations, and laws. 

This internal policy is a training tool for employees in Undergraduate Education and documents the 

importance placed upon this subject. 

This policy requires the signature of each employee in Undergraduate Education, certifying that he or 

she has read and understands this policy and commits to proper handling of confidential information. 

Each employee receives a copy of this signed policy for day-to-day work reference and the original is 

placed in the employee’s Personnel Record. 

Any question about this policy or its application is properly directed to the employee’s supervisor. 

2. Daily Responsibilities in Undergraduate Education 

On a routine basis, each employee in Undergraduate Education receives and processes 

confidential information. Examples of written confidential information include most personnel 

information, student information, and medical information. Employees may also receive oral confidential 

information in the course of performing routine daily tasks. 

The strictest level of confidence must be afforded even the most routine information handling. No 

employee should disclose confidential information he or she views or hears in performance of duties for 

the College to any person who does not have a legitimate business reason to receive such information. 

3. Employee Certification 

This certifies I have read this policy governing the use of confidential information by each employee in 

Undergraduate Education, College of Arts and Sciences, and I understand the importance of adhering to 

governing law and this policy. I further understand that any willful failure to comply with the policy will 

subject me to disciplinary action, up to and including termination of my employment or ending of my 

assignment. 

Date Signed Employee’s or Student’s signature 

Supervisor’s Signature 

cc: Employee’s copy 

{00048929.DOC} 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 22, 2014 5:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

FW: [Fwd: Important Correspondence from Provost] 

Deans’ Council SAAO 091809 final.pdf 

Maybe this is what you were looking for? 

From-" Goldston, Linda R 
Sent: Friday, September :[8, 2009 9::[6 AM 
To; McHale, Tammy J 
Subject: [Fwd: Tmportant Correspondence from Provost] 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Importa~at Correstx~ndence t?om Provost 

Date:Fri, 18 Sep 2009 09:02:36 -0400 

From:Stephm~ie Thurman/~j__V~%r!@__e__tr_~_aj_{:__u__r_tc_:_e_j__%~ 

Organization:Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To:William L Roper :5~gp__e__r__@_r__n___e__cJ_:t_g~__c__:_e_d__t_E3 Kfisten Swanson ~9~[~£_e__r__n_~i_l_:_%r_tc_:_e___@_2, Bob Blouin ?Sb_?_b______b__!£u_j_n_!~£u__~_~c__:_e_d__t_E2, Barbara Rimer 

<bfimel~unc.e&P, Steven W Matson < smatson@bio.~mc.edw< Carol Jenkins <carol jenkins@unc.edw~, Jack M Richlnan 
~-jricl~nan(~)emaiLunc~edu>. James W Dean <james dean~unc.edu>, William McDiarmid < bmcd(/gunc.edu>, Sarah MichaJak 

~smichala(~)emaiLunc~edu>. Mike Smith <msmith(dsog.unc.e&~>, John Williams qohn mlliams~dentistrv.unc.edu>, Elmira Mmlgum 

<emanmml@emaiLunc.edu;,. Richard Mann <rlmam~unc~edu>. Nancy K Davis qlancy davis~unc~edu>, Marie Mitchell 

<marie mitchell(d~med.unc~edu>. Karen Hearer <kheame@unc.edu>, Beclcy L Eatmon <eatmon~email.u~lc.edu>, Mar Beale 

<maebeale(a)email.unc~edn>. Pam Roberts <pam roberts(a)jmc.edu>, Faye Lewis ~flems(a)email.unc.edu-~" Jo E Bass ~ibasa,2~email.unc.edtv% Dana 

Caudill ~dmhedge(/~emaiLunc.edu>, Teresa C Pittman <pittman2@emailatnc.edu>, Carol H Andrews (cm~drews(/~emaiLnnc.edu% Beth Graves 

<graves(a)~sog.nnc.edu>, Jenna Gibbs -qagibbs@em~il.unc.ed~-% Trevaughn Eubanks <tbrow~3(a)~email.unc.edn>, Tanya Moore 

<mnya moore@unc.edtv% Stephanie Thunnan ~sthurman@emailmnc.edn>. Jack Boger <icbo_~er@email.nnc:edu>, Jean Folkerts 

~ij_t_’_o__!l__,_~_e__r_!~{~_~ku_n_c__:e___d__t_!b Peter Coclanis !:c__Rc__l__a__4~j_~q)_!n___c__:_e_j_u__b Bruce Caruey :![?__r__u__c_’__e!~£_u__%c_L_e_d___u22, Nel Resendes :5:r__e__~_e__n___d__9__s__@_e__g~__~_l_:_u__~_~c__:_e_d__t_E2, Carol 
Tresolini 2_c_’~£o_L_!_~_~:_@_~_(@_~_r_~:_e_j__~, a~n Vaug~ !£~__n__~!____V__’_a_u)i__h!3£~__u__r!_c_:__ej__u_b Jan Yopp 5j£r_L_..v_RRr_~_£a2__%n___c_:_e___4__u__5:, Janet Gautier 

2~g2_a___u!Le_!_,~i~b_e___n!_@_:N)__c_=_e__d___t_t£~, Menessah Jones :£_n!_e_n__e__~_aJ!j__o_!~2j__e__r!tj_~t_!_’2=__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_£~, Ron Strauss 5~[9_n___~_t_r_:_a__u__~OL~Lu_n_c__:e_d___u__b Niklda Sheppard 

<nikkia sheppard@anc:~du>, Andrew Hunt <hanan(a)emaiLanc.edtp. Barbara Moran <mor,m(~)ils.unc.edw,, Patricia Phillips-Ayers 
<pphilliv~?~email.unc.edu>, Susan Sylvester <ssMvest@%email.unc.edu>, Karen M Gil <kgil~emaiLunc.edu;, 

CC:Lynn Williford <bnn williforc~"~um~.edu> 

Dear members of the Deans’ Council: 

Please see the attache@ correspondence and attachment from Bruce Carney. 

Stephanie Thurman 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South BLli]ding, CB# 3000 

phone: (919)962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

sthurman@email.unc~edu 

Linda R. Goldsten 

Director of Personnel 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.9276 
E-mail: l, inc~a Goldston@unc.edu 



September 18, 2009 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Deans’ Council 
Bruce Carney ~._ ~.x> ~ 
Interim Execut~ Vice Chandeflor an2d Provost 
Senior Administrative Officers    ’~" 

At the Deans’ Council two weeks ago, I promised to send you a list of all the 
positions in academic affairs with "dean" in their title. In considering this 
further, I realized that we need to focus on the especially visible senior 
academic affairs officers in the top two tiers. That list is attached. 

I have also considered what guidance I can provide about planning for further 
cuts in 2010-2011. Let’s start with the simplest case. Please work with your 
colleagues and look over the list to identify if any of these positions either no 
longer exist or are not currently filled. Let me know the outcome within the 
next two weeks, please. I am not asking you to freeze filling some of the 
positions, but that may be a prudent option. 

The next steps will be for you to consider how to redefine, consolidate or 
eliminate some of the filled positions in the cause of administrative efficiency 
(a la Bain) or costs. This is necessarily a longer term exercise but we do face 
further cuts to the 2010-2011 budget, and we cannot afford to overlook 
administration as one means to cover some of the cuts. 

If you wish to talk more about this, collectively in the next Deans’ Council, or 
individually, please let me know. 

BWC:st 
Attachment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perreira, Kris~ra <perreira~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 11:45 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Goodman, Panla <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

SURF Data 

Profile of SURF Progrmn Pmnticipants Final 2014.2.10.pdf 

Hi Bobbi, 

Attached is an profile of SURF program participants that I asked Donna and Monica to work with OIRA to prepare. I thought you would like to see the data and we 

can discuss at our next meeting. 

Take care, 

Krista 

Krista M. Perreira, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean 

Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR) 

220 Graham Memorial, CB #2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Web: 

Professor of Public Policy and 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

OUR Phone: 919-843-7763 

PLCY Phone: 919-843-5009 



Profile of SURF Program Participants 

2001 to 2013 

Between 2001 and 2013, a total of 767 students participated in the SURF program. This profile describes the participants’ 

demographic and academic characteristics, travel experiences, and educational outcomes. 

SURF Participants By Year 
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Compared to the overall undergraduate population, SURF participants were more 

likely to have: 

Entered Carolina as first-year students as opposed to transferring in from 

another institution, and, 

Been members of the Honors Program at Carolina. 

Student Origins 
All 

SURF Students 

Entered as First-Year Student 90% 83% 

Transferred from Other Institution 10% 17% 

In the Honors Program 

30% 

25% 

19% 
20% ............................................................................................... 

:[5% 

10% "i ............ 

5% .............. 

0% 4,------------ 
SURF All Students 

Demographic Characteristics of SURF Participants 

Slightly higher percentage of males than in the overall undergraduate population. 

Percentage of students of color increased somewhat over the past decade; nearly all due to growth in Asians. 

African American and Hispanic students are underrepresented relative to their percentage in the undergraduate population. 

Gender 

SURF All Students 

Female 55% 60% 

Male 45% 40% 

Students of Color in SURF 

2001 to 2006 27% 

2007 to 2012 33% 

Race/Ethnicity Fall 2012" 

African American 

Asian 

Hispanic 

White 
All Others 

All 
SURF Students 

3% 9% 

20% 8% 

4% 8% 

62% 66% 
11% 9% 

*See Appendix.for more details. 



First Generation 

35% 

30% 

19% 
20% 

’i ......... ................... 
10% i 

5% 

0% 

SURF All Students 

Financial Need 

40% 

35% 

30% 

36% 

31% 

25% 

20% 

15% 

10% ~i ....... 

5% 

O% 
SURF All Students 

Compared to the overall undergraduate population, 
SURF participants were: 

Only half as likely to be in the first generation of 

their families to get a college degree, and, 

Slightly less likely to have financial need. 

Academic Activities 

¯ Since the program’s inception, 37% of SURF participants have had two majors, compared to 27% of all 
undergraduates. 

¯ Nearly 55% of SURF participants completed at least one minor; 8% graduated with two or more minors. 

¯ The most popular majors and minors among SURF students were in the Natural Sciences/Math and the 
Social/Behavioral Sciences disciplines. 

Majors* 

Fine Arts/Humanities 207 27% 

Natural Sciences/Math 479 63% 

Social/Behav Sciences 302 39% 

Professional - Health 23 

Professional - Other 35 5% 

*Students with double major~ are included 

Minors* 

N % 

Fine Arts/Humanities 117 15% 

Natural Sciences/Math 263 34% 

Sociai/Behav Sciences 76 10% 

Professional - Health 0 0% 

Professional - Other 25 3% 

*For students with multiple minors, each is 

counted separately above. 

About 28% of all SURF participants traveled in foreign countries, with nearly 40% of them going to Europe, 23% going 
to South or Latin American countries, 22% to Asia, and 16% to Africa and the Middle East. [See Appendix for details.] 

Foreign Travel 
Traveled 

Total N % 

2001 14 0 0% 

2002 27 3 11% 

2003 38 8 21% 

2004 60 20 33% 

2005 62 25 40% 

2006 64 25 39% 

2007 74 23 31% 

2008 60 21 35% 

2009 74 20 27% 

2010 65 17 26% 

2011 75 28 37% 

2012 74 15 20% 

2013 79 12 15% 

Total 766 217 28% 

Travel Locations 



Outcomes 

¯ Of the 539 students who participated in SURF from 2001 to 2010, over 
98% had earned their degrees by 2013. This compares to a graduation 

rate of 89% for the overall undergraduate population. 

¯ The average cumulative grade point average at graduation was 3.62 for 

SURF students compared to 3.23 for all undergraduate degree recipients 

during those years period. 

Degree Completion 
Graduated 

Total N % 

2ool 
2002 
2003 

2004 
2oo  
2006 
2007 

2009 

2olo 
2011 75 69 92% 

2012 74 57 77% 

2013 79 0 0% 

Compiled by the Office of Institutional Research ond Assessment, Fall 2013 

Sources: SURF Program participants, their award years, and travel information were supplied by the Office of Undergraduate 

Research. Data on the demographic characteristics, academic engagement, and outcomes were obtained from the 

ConnectCarolina student information system. 

For more information, please contact Dr. Donna Bickford in the Office of Undergraduate Research (dbickford~un~edu) or Dr. 

Lynn Williford in the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (lynn_williford@unc.edu). 



APPENDIX 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

Total 

Asian 

1 

2 

2 

7 

6 

10 

14 

9 

13 

10 

9 

15 

16 

114 

Diversity of SURF Participants from 2001 to 2013 

Black or 
African 

American 

0 

4 

3 

1 

0 

1 

0 

2 

4 

2 

0 

2 

4 

23 

Hawaiian/ 
Other 

Pac.lslander 

0 

1 

3 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

Hispanic 
of Any 
Race 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

5 

3 

1 

24 

Non- 
Resident 

Alien 

0 

1 

0 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

6 

5 

4 

31 

2 or 

Race/Eth More     White or 
Unknown Races Caucasian 

0 0 12 

0 0 18 

1 0 29 

3 0 46 

7 0 45 

4 0 43 

1 0 55 

7 0 39 

7 0 47 

3 0 45 

4 0 51 

1 2 46 

1 1 52 

39 3 528 

Total 

14 

27 

38 

60 

62 

64 

74 

61 

74 

65 

75 

74 

79 

767 

Students 
of Color 

14.3% 

33.3% 

23.7% 

23.3% 

27.4% 

32.8% 

25.7% 

36.1% 

36.5% 

30.8% 

32.0% 

37.8% 

34.2% 

31.2% 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

Total 

Did Not 
Travel 

14 

24 

30 

40 

37 

39 

51 

39 

54 

48 

47 

59 

67 

549 

0 

0 

0 

2 

4 

1 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

3 

0 

22 

Geographic Areas Traveled 

Asia     Canada    Europe 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2 

6 

11 

9 

5 

10 

8 

6 

7 

10 

4 

6 

84 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

0 

2 

3 

0 

13 

Africa 

0 

1 

1 

3 

5 

8 

7 

3 

5 

4 

5 

3 

4 

49 

Middle 

East 

South/Latin 

Amer ca 

0 

0 

1 

3 

4 

9 

3 

8 

5 

4 

8 

2 

2 

49 

Total 

14 

27 

38 

6O 

62 

64 

74 

61 

74 

65 

75 

74 

79 

767 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@ unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

ideas to support the "front lines" 

LC-WC front line support proposal feb 14.docx 

Hi Bobbi, 

Quick fyi attached describing ideas for increasing "front line’1 academic supports/services for students that I’m passing along to the Provosts’ committee on these issues. Good ideas 

here I think if funding every materializes to help us move them forward-- 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 



Needed "Front Line" Support from the Learning Center and Writing Center 

1 Learning Specialist--coaching focus: This position would develop and 

deliver a coaching training module or "bootcamp" to campus partners 

interested in using this approach in their work with students. (In-house 
program developed in the Learning Center this year in conjunction with 

Training and Development office.) This position could also provide academic 
coaching to students. 

3 Graduate Student Coaches: These coaches would provide direct coaching 
to students and deliver evening programming (workshops, reading mini- 

course, study camps, coaching groups) using a coach-approach. 

1 Learning Specialist--course support focus: This position would devise a 
new faculty/Learning Center course support program that trains "Graduate 
Learning Coaches" to embed in existing courses at faculty request (along the 
lines of the OUR’s GRC program) and develop context-sensitive study 
strategies and materials. This position could also provide direct academic 
coaching to students. 
Funds to incentivize a faculty per semester to partner with Learning 
Center staff to develop course-based effective learning/study strategy 
modules and support. Doing so would garner a "GLC" (akin to the OUR’s GRC 
model) that would embed a Learning Center trained graduate student in the 
course to coach students on study/learning strategies specific to the learning 
context. Center for Faculty Excellence and/or Office of Undergraduate 
Research are natural, potential campus partners here. 
At least I Graduate Student per course underway 

1 Learning/Writing Specialist--web/tech resource focus: This position, 
shared with the Writing Center, would expand and develop online tools for 

students web-based videos and tip sheets including "how I learn..." series, 

online chat mechanisms, recommended apps, etc. This position could also 
provide academic coaching to students. 

Funds for creating technology (e.g. hiring videographer, web development, 

etc.) 



1 ADHD/LD Specialist--Transition focus: This position would develop 
and deliver (annually) a transition program for the ADHD/LD population and 
parents and continue support for the cohort throughout the year. This 
position could also provide academic coaching to students. 
1 Graduate student to support transition program delivery 

1 ADHD/LD Specialist--Campus Outreach focus: This position would 
develop and deliver (once per semester?) a campus awareness training 
program to share best practices for interacting with and supporting students 
with learning differences with the University community. Such 
programming takes inspiration from existing campus efforts such as Haven, 
Diversity, or Ally training. This position could also provide direct coaching 
support to students. 
1 Graduate student to support delivery of ADHD awareness training 



1 Writing Specialist--Undergraduate Peer Tutoring focus: This position 
would provide stable, sustainable program development and supervision of 
successful pilot program (currently 25 undergraduate peer tutors on staff 
each fall and spring semester). 

1 Writing Specialist--Campus Outreach focus: This position would 
provide support to campus partners who seek support and program 
development around writing outside a classroom setting (e.g. Athletics 
Support Program for Student Athletes, Honors program, OUR, Career 
Services, Campus Y Social Innovations Ventures, Student Affairs Leadership 
efforts, campus e-portfolio initiatives, etc.) 

1 Learning/Writing Specialist--web/tech resource focus: This position 
(shared with Learning Center) would develop more web-based videos and 
other approaches to continue to provide high quality writing resources to 
students, faculty, and staff at point of need. 

One-time funds to revamp existing Online Tutor software. This funding 
would allow undergraduate peer tutors to participate in this form of writing 
instruction and service to students and provide integrated data/reporting 
with existing f2f scheduler/database. Revamp would allow more 
undergraduate students access to this popular service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Versenyi <anversen@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Rolleri, Michael <mrolleri@email.unc.edu>; Ada~n~n, David ~adamsond@emaJd.unc.edtr~; Comell, Jeffrey Blmr <jel~i:omell@unc.edu>; 

Futrell, Be~~ S <bfutrell@emaikunc.edt~>; Stricklmad, Jmnie Linens <linens@email.unc.edt~> 

Re: Rm. 105 

arlversen,vcf 

Dear Bobbi, 

After taking advice from our colleagues and much thought, it seems most 
prudent to maintain the "legacy" designation for Rm 105 and forgo the 
funding that would come from the Universi~ to upgrade technology there 
should we change the room’s status. Room 105 is not only used ]2~r 
classes, but also heavily in use as a rehearsal space for undergrad and 
graduate production, as well as occasionally for PRC, and as an event 
space for both the Department and P[ayMakers. If we were to change the 
designation to "priori~’" status we would lose control over the space 
for many of these other uses 

Thank you for bringing this to my attention. We will explore other 
possible sources of funds to upgrade the technology in Room 105. 

Best, 

Adam 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nic~siedentop@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 9:23 AM 

Lindemarm, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu-~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

FW: Summer/Fall approvaJs tbr Semester Online 

Semester Online course olti~fings.xl~ 

JusL an FYI. I work with Rebecca Chodos on the SemesLer Online course approvals. She anddpates a few UNC students taking SON courses this summer. So [:ar only 

BUSI courses are being offered at UNC~ 

The attached spreadsheet is saved ~n the "Semester Online" fo~der on our share drive. 

F~m: Sieden~p, Nicholas ~ 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:20 AM 

To: ’Chodos, Rebecca’ 
Co: Rizzardi, Joe 
S~bject: RE: Summer!Fall approvals for Semester Online 
Thanks, Rebecca~ ~ ~ook forward to our phone co~ve~sat~on th~s afternoon at ~:30pm. h~ the meantime, ~ w~nted to update you on the course approvals ~:o~ the 

Seme~te~ O~ine co~rse3. Please ~ee ~he attached ~pread3heeL We can d~cu3s ~h~ i~ ~ea~e~ detai~ th~ a~ternoon. 

A few ~tem~ to h~hli~ht: 

~ don’t tNnk I received a course ~yHabus ~o~ the fo~ow~n~ 

~ Oa~s~c~l and Molecular Genetics (Notre Dame 

~ Ri~e of Christianity (Notre Dame) 

: h~tro to Jou~a~m (Wake Forest) 

: ~tro to Com~uter Sdence (Wash 

¯ When makin~ ded~ion~ on whethe~ a cou~e is equivalent to a UNC course, ~ he~p~ to have the course number from the teachin~ ~chooL ~f th~s infom~at~o~ 

is easily accessible, please send that: to ~T~e so [ can update ~T~y spreadsheet. 

¯ Two courses are pendh~g review by departments in the College: "Eco-Chal[enges and Sustainable Solutions~ (Boston College) and "[ife into Art" (Brandeis 

Uniw~rsity). 

Last semester, "Environmental and ~nergv Po~h::~es" {Wash U) was approved by the PolRical Science department to count ~n the major at U NC, but: otfly 

spring 2014. They will approve the course agah~ for summer and Jail, but: only if [t"s the same hlstructor as the spring, f[ ~t:’s being taught by a different 

~nstructor, they will need to see a new syllabus. 

With the exception of the POLl course mentioned above, a~[ courses d~at were previously approved for Gen Ed and/or ma]or/m~nor credit are approved for 

the upcoming terms. 

Courses tha~ are not approved for General Education credit or Major/Minor credit may be used as degree e~ective credk. I ~Hed ~o make th~s clear on d~e 

attached spreadsheet. 

Cheers, 

N~ck 

Nh::ho~as Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel HH~, NC 27599-3504 ~ TgIg.g52.5819 

¯ *Confidentiality notice: Th~s ema~ message, indudh~g any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contah~ confident~a~ m~d privileged 

informatkm. Any u~)author~zed review, use, d~sch:)sure, or distHbutkm ~; proMbRed.** 

From= Chodos, Rebecca [mailto:Rebecca 
Sent= Wednesday, ~brua~ ~2, 20~4 2:~3 PM 
To= Sieden~p, Nicholas J 

C¢= Rizzardi, Joe 
Subject; SummedFall approvals for Semester Online 

Hi Nick, 

I hope you’re staying warm with this crazy weatheH I’ve received the list of Semester Online courses being offered during the summer 2014 term and I wanted to 

get that over to you. You should already have all of the syllabi and course descriptions with the exception of the six new courses I highlighted on the attached 

spreadsheet. 

We are still waiting on the syllabi for those courses and I will send them as soon as I receive them. I can probably get you the course descriptions for the summer 

launch courses now if that would help. In the meantime, I wanted to check with you that the previously approved courses will again be approved for UNC students 

to transfer in for credit (understanding that the type of credit will vary based on their major/minor and department approvals ). 

Below is the list I received from you for Spring 2014. I believe when you sent this, you were still waiting to hear back on some approvals including the late adds to 

the consortium from University of Melbourne Trinity College Dublin (I attached that email I sent you back in November with the syllabi for those late adds so you 

don’t have to go digging for them). From the list below, some courses were approved specifically for Spring and others stated "none." Can you review this list at 

your convenience and let me know where they stand for Summer and Fall 2014? I do anticipate our first UNC students taking some Semester Online courses next 

term and I would like to be upfront with them if any courses in particular will not be accepted as transfer credit. 

Thanks again for all your help with this. If you need me to resend any documents, please let me know. I’m happy to do so! 

Teaching School Course title Spring 2014 

Boston College How to Rule the World x 

Boston College The War that Never Ends 

Psychological and Socio- 

UNC Course Articulation 

None 

General Education 

Historical Analysis (HS); Beyond the North Atlantic 

World (BN) 

History major/minor 
200-level history credit in the U.S. concentration 

General Education 

Social and Behavioral Sciences (SS) 



Brandeis University 

Cultural Perspectives on 

Health 

The Hebrew Bible/Old 

Testament: Then and Now 

Drugs and Behavior 

Baseball and American 

Culture 

Brandeis University x 

Emory University x 

Emory University x None 

Power, Politics and Religion 

Emory University in America x None 

Differential Equations for 

Northwestern University Engineers and Scientists x Equivalent to UNC MATH 383 

Northwestern University Electronics Out of the Box x None 

Financial Accounting and 

UNC-Chapel Hill Reporting x UNC BUS1407 

Leading and Managing: An 

Introduction to 

UNC-Chapel Hill Organizational Behavior x UNC BUS1405 

UNC-Chapel Hill Strategic Management x UNC BUS1411 

UNC-Chapel Hill Introductory Finance x UNC BUS1408 

Marketing: Core Concepts 

UNC-Chapel Hill and Tools x 

University of Notre Dame    Shakespeare and Film x 

Wake Forest University 

Washington University in 

St. Louis 

Washington University in 

SL Louis 

Washington University in 

St. Louis 

Best, 

Rebecca 

Introduction to Bioethics 

Environmental and Energy 

Policies x 

Critical Earth Issues x Equivalent to UNC GEOL 105 

Introduction to Psychology x Equivalent to UNC PSYC 101 

Psychology major 

elective course above PSYC 101 

General Education 

Beyond the North Atlantic World (BN); World before 

1750 (WB) 

Equivalent to UNC PSYC 320 

UNC BUS1406 

None 

General Education 

Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

Political Science major 

Political science elective (not at 400-level) 

Approved for spring 2014 ONLY. 

Rebecca Chodos ¯ Registrar and Associate Director of Operations ¯ Semester Online 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3495, 1205 Environ Way ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

(919) 962-4026 ¯ rebecca chodos@kenan-fiactler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Semester Online 

A 

Teaching School 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

6 Boston College 

7 Brandeis University 

8 Brandeis University 

9 Brandeis University 

10 Emory University 

11 Emory University 

12 Emory University 

13 Emory University 

14 Northwestern University 

15 University of Melbourne 

16 Northwestern University 

17 Northwestern University 

18 Northwestern University 

19 Notre Dame 

20 Notre Dame 

21 Notre Dame 

22 Notre Dame 

23 UNC-Chapel Hill 

24 UNC-Chapel Hill 

25 UNC-Chapel Hill 

26 UNC-Chapel Hill 

27 UNC-Chapel Hill 

28 University of Notre Dame 

29 Trinity College Dublin 



Semester Online 

1 Course title Fall 2013 Spring 2014 

2 Eco-Challenges and Sustainable Solutions 

3 Violent Crimes 

4 How to Rule the World x cancelled 

5 Vietnam: America’s War at Home and Abroad x 

6 The War that Never Ends 

7 Psychological and Socio-Cultural Perspectives on Health x 

8 Life into Art 

9 The Hebrew Bible/Old Testament: Then and Now x 

10 Drugs and Behavior x x 

11 Baseball and American Culture x x 

12 History of Religions in America x 

13 Power, Politics and Religion in America x 

14 Integrated Marketing Communications x 

15 Classical Mythology cancelled 

16 Integrated Marketing Communications 

17 Differential Equations for Engineers and Scientists x 

18 Electronics Out of the Box cancelled 

19 Calculus II for the Life and Social Sciences 

20 Classical and Molecular Genetics 

21 Rise of Christianity 

22 Shakespeare and Film x x 

23 Financial Accounting and Reporting x x 

Leading and Managing: An Introduction to Organizational 

24 Behavior x x 

25 Business Stretegy (formerly Strategic Management) cancelled 

26 Introductory Finance x 

27 Marketing: Core Concepts and Tools x 

28 The Rise of Christianity x 

29 Ireland in Rebellion cancelled 



Semester Online 

Summer 2014 Fall 2014 

X tbd 

X tbd ?? 

tbd PO 021 

HS iii 

tbd 

Course number 

(teaching school) 

?? 

G 

?? 

7 X X ?? 

8 X tbd ?? 

9 x x ?? 

10 x x PSYC 323 

11 x AMST 322 

12 REL 203 

13 x tbd ?? 

14 course number not yet assigned 

15 x tbd ?? 

16 x tbd ?? 

17 tbd ?? 

18 tbd ?? 

19 X tbd ?? 

2O X tbd ?? 

21 X tbd ?? 

22 X tbd ENGL 40206 

23 x x N/A 

24 x x N/A 

25 x x N/A 

26 x x N/A 

27 x x N/A 

28 course number not yet assigned 

29 X X ?? 



Semester Online 

1 

2 

UNC Course Articulation 

General Education 

3 Social and Behavioral Sciences (SS) 

4 None; may be used as degree elective credit 

5 HIST --- 

7 

8 

General Education 

Historical Analysis (HS) and Beyond the north 

Atlatnic (BN) 

History major/minor 

200-1evel history credit in the U.S. concentration 

General Education 

Social and Behavioral Sciences (SS) 

Psychology major 

elective course above PSYC 101 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 None; may be used as degree elective credit 

14 

General Education 

Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) and World before 

1750 (WB). 

UNC PSYC 320 

None; may be used as degree elective credit 

none, as of 4/29/2013 

General Education 

15 Literary Arts (LA) and World before 1750 (WB) 

16 

17 UNC MATH 383 

18 None; may be used as degree elective credit 

19 

20 

21 

22 None; may be used as degree elective credit 

23 UNC BUSI 407 

24 UNC BUSI405 

25 UNC BUSI411 

26 UNC BUSI 408 

27 UNC BUSI 406 

28 

29 

General Education 

Historical Analysis (HS) and North Atlantic World 

(NA) 



Semester Online 

I 

1 Review date/Notes 

2 Sent course info to Jaye Cable on 3/5/2014; will respond by Monday 3/10 

3 3/5/2014 

4 11/11/2013 

5 

6 Approved for history elective credit (Matt Anderson); approved for HS and BN 

7 Approved to full major elective above 101 (Beth Jordan); approved for SS 

8 Sent course into to Jim Hirshefied on 3/5/2014. 

9 syllabus sent to RELI, 11/13/2013; approved for BN and WB 

10 

11 11/11/2013 

12 

syllabus sent to RELI, 11/13/2013; no Gen Eds, unless it’s awarded equivalent credit by 

13 dept. 11/11/2013 

14 

15 3/5/2014 

16 Need a course syllabus 

17 Approved by Mathematics, 11/22/2013. 

18 syllabus sent to BMME, 11/13/2013; no for Gen Eds 

19 Need a course syllabus 

20 Need a course syllabus 

21 Need a course syllabus 

22 Syllabus sent to ENGL, 11/13/2013 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 3/5/2014 



Semester Online 

A 

1 Teaching School 

30 Wake Forest University 

31 Wake Forest University 

32 Washington University in St. Louis 

33 Washington University in St. Louis 

34 Washington University in St. Louis 

35 Washington University in St. Louis 

36 

37 2U’s official course number convention: Year I Semester I School Reference I Course Name I Course Number 

38 

39 Last updated March 5, 2014 



Semester Online 

Course title Fall 2013 Spring 2014 

Introduction to Bioethics 

Intro to Journalism 

Environmental and Energy Policies 32 x x 

33 Critical Earth Issues x 

34 Intro to Computer Science 

35 Introduction to Psychology cancelled 

36 

37 ~tion Number 

38 

39 

30 x 

31 



Summer 2014 

30 x 

31 

Semester Online 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

Fall 2014 

tbd 

x 

x                       x 

x                       x 

x                       x 

x                       x 

Course number 

(teaching school) 

?? 

?? 

POL SCI 332B 

?? 

?? 

PSY 100? 

G 



Semester Online 

30 

31 

UNC Course Articulation 

General Education 

Philosophcial and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

Political Science major 

Poltical science elective credit (not at 400-level); 

32 Spring 2014 ONLY 

33 UNCGEOL105 

34 

3S UNC PSYC 101 

36 

37 

38 

39 



1 Review date/Notes 

30 

31 Need a course syllabus 

Semester Online 

Approved for elective credit in major (Stephen Gent); only for spring 2014. 

32 with Stephen Gent for summer and fall 2014. 

33 no for Gen Ed; equivalent to UNC GEOL 105 (Lara Wagner). 

34 Need a course syllabus 

35 Approved for UNC PSYC 101 (Beth Jordan); approved for PL 

36 

37 

38 

39 

Confirming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Prinstein, Mitch <mitch.prinstein@tmc.edu;, 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Gray protbssorship perks 

Ok, thanks! 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, March 07, 20:14 :t2:23 PM 

To: Prinstein, Mirth 
Subject-" Re: Gray professorship perks 

Thanks, Mitch, for roaching out to me. ~Ve will not wony about awarding the T&T grant (they have been disconlinued ett~ctive with the group of gray profs being 

appointed in the current round). 

Congrats! 

Bobbi 

On 3/7/2014 9:49 AM, Prinstein, Mitch wrote: 

~i gobbi, how are you? 

I ju~.~t heard that f have been selected k~r a permanent di~t~nguished pro~essorsMp~ YAY[ Thus, the BG6 Termed ~rofe~sorsNp w~l~ end e~r~v, ~ assume. 

My pkm ~s not to request: the T&T award of course. But ~f yOLE th~nk the donors would I~ke ~:o see that R was used, let: me know and ~ G~n come ug) with 

somethff~g. Otherwise, my hope ~s that by no~ us~r~g it, ~t w@ allow the funds to be available for sorneone else who needs it 

Thanks! 

-Mkch 

Fmm~ Bobbi Owen [.~_[~_~gg_~_~MB~_=9_~M] 

Sent~ Sunday, August 04, 2013 5:29 PN 

Te= Prinstein, Nitch 
Subje¢t~ Re: Gray professorship perB 

ThaWs, Mitch. You will need to do the T&T award for 2014-2015 (it has to be in the first four years), so perhaps I can expect a propsa] by the end of 

the fall 2013 semester to be sure to re,we the funds for you. 

And, the lemze can be in the tinal year - you should probably talk with Don Lysle about that timing. Sooner or later I will need his approval tbr your 

designated semester. 

Bobbi 

On 7/24/2013 3:00 PM, Prinstein, Mitch wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 
How are you? 

It k)oks like I will not request the ~:ec:hnology ~ward this yes, r, which I guess means ~:hat f w~ll haw~ to thkd~ about wh~t to propose next 
year? 
I wi~ ~ike~y request the ~eave [:or ekher 2014-15 or in the fina~ year. If there are factors ~ should consider ~n the paperwork you mention, 
wo@d be happy to review that now. 
Thanks so muchUN 
-M~tch 

F~m~ Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@uncedu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:01 PN 
T~ Prins~in, Nitch 
~e~ Owen, Bobbi A 
Subjeet~ Re: Gray professorship perks 
a~hed. 

On 7/17/2013 2:00 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

Hi Mitch - 

As a Bowman and Gordon Gray Professor ficom 2011-2016, you are eligible tbr a teaching and technology award of up to 

$10,000 to enhance your undergraduate teaching during the first four years which means 2013-2014 or 2014-2015 for you. I 

need a proposal no later than August 1, 2013 if you want to use these funds in 2013-2014 or they must be utilized the following 

ye~:r. 

Attached criteria. And, do you have any idea for the leave projection’? I can send some formal paperwork, if usefid. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatio Art 



Uniw}~sity ef North CarelirH~ at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-~3 

FAH; 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean fo~ Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel HiM, NC 27599-3504 

Phone~ 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bebbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean fo~ Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dra~’atic Art 

Uniw~rsJty of North Carelina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phene: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

Behbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R~ McVaugh Distinguished P<ofessor of Dramatic Art 

University ef North Carelina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 301] Steele BuildJr~g 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3b04 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:12 AM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edtr~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edtr~ 

Update to Fiscal Year 2013/’2014 SaJaay Increase Guidelines 

Please see the message below regarding changes to the salary ir~crease gu~de[~r~es. These changes are effective immediately. Contact your Dea~’s Office HR 

Consu~tar~t ~f you hsve questions about the cha[~ges to the policy. As a best practice, you should coRsuJt with ~our NR Consultant prior to submitting requests for 

any salary ~creases. 

Thank you 

FROM: Jessica Moore, Sr. Director, Classification and Compensation, Office of Human Resources 

Gwen Burston, Director, Academic Personnel 

The UNversity has just received notification regarding updates to the Fiscal Year 20~3/20~4 salary ~ncrease guidelines from UNC General AdmiNstration (GA). 

These updates affect both non-faculty and faculty employees. 

Non-Faculty Increases 

This change will permit a State-funded salary increase to be processed and coded as "equity" when it is determined appropriate to increase an employee’s salary 

to obtain better alignment (in GA’s terms, equity) with the external labor market. This means moving an employee closer to or at ~00% of an established market 

rate (for SPA) or a reference rate (for EPA non-faculty), increases that would exceed these thresholds would not be able to be accomplished as equity under these 

new criteria, so there is a break point. 

This is a substantive change in GA’s procedures, since previously equity was only permitted for increases that were supported by the need to pay employees more 

equitably in relation to other similarly situated employees. We are grateful for this increased flexibility, and effective immediately, you can code proposed 

increases that fall within these specific circumstances as "equity." This should not result in any change in how you are handling similar increases on non-State 

funds. 

When processing a State-funded increase in this circumstance, you should reference in the supporting justification that the employee is receiving an equity 

adjustment in relation to the external labor market. 

The .~.~.~.~).(..~L~.~}.~.~.~:~.?4#.~#.[.g..[[)L~f~4.~.g~).[i~4.[~2#.& have been updated to reflect this change and remain available on the OHR web site. Likewise, we have also 

added a ~.~.~f~..~3.~.~.[~4..~..~..~L[~.~2~.~.~4.~T~.~.~f~..~.f~.~;.~.g..~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~;~:.~.~4.~.~.~..~f~.~.~.f~.. 

Please communicate this change to those within your areas of responsibility who would be affected. As always, if you have any specific questions, please feel free 

to contact your assigned OHR Classification and Compensation Consultant on any non-faculty questions. 

~aeulW Increases 
The current salary guidance for the Academic Personnel Office (APO) does not allow the University to justify faculty salary increases, using State funds, on the 

basis of "market adjustments," "market rates," or "market studies." 

However, the Academic Personnel Office has been notified by GA that effective immediately, APO can accept those reasons from the schools and units as 

justification for State-funded faculty salary increases. However, we are still not to use the terms "market adjustments," "market rates," or other "market" 

terminology in the actual requests submitted to GA. APO is to submit these requests with "equity" as the justification, but we can maintain in our notes the fact 

that these are equity increases based on a market study, market rates, etc., and this will be an acceptable justification to GA should they ask us for additional 

justification information. 

For the schools and units, this will not result in a major change in your work with faculty salary increases. If you want to use "market" as the justification for an 

increase, you can, but when we submit it to GA we will note it as an "equity" increase and retain in our notes that the increase was an equity increase based on a 

market study. We will then provide that information to GA should questions arise on the basis of the increase. 

Please contact Gwen gurston directly ~n the Academic Personnel Office if you have questions about faculty increases. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owentx~b@unc.edu-~; Turner, Craig <cwt4885@email.unc.edu>; Ada~nson, David <adamsond@email.unc.edu>; 

Gibson, Julia <gibju@email.unc.edu>; Kable, Gregory A <gkable@email.unc.edu>; Betfin, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.edu-~; Chmnbers, 

Jan <janc@emaAl.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeltiey Blair <jetti:omell@unc.edu>; Zhua~g, Jiayun <jzhua~g@email.unc.edu>; Patrick, John 
~-jpcuomo@email.unc.edu:>; Adamson, Judy <jadmnson@email.unc.edtc,; Fishell, Julie --~fishell@email.unc.edu>; O’Brien, Karen 

~-obrien@unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@eln~l.unc.edu>; Willimns, Kathy <khwillia@email.unc.edu>; King, Jmnes K 

~-jkldng@email.unc.edu>; PenN, M~xk E <rnpe~v9@ema~l.unc.edu>; Maxfield, Adam Michael <maxfield@email.unc.edt~-; CoNe, 

McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu:>; Rolleri, Michael <mrolleri@email.unc.edu>; Dooley, Ray <rdooley@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Johnny Jolmson 

JJ Audition poster,pdf 

Hello All, 

I’ve attached a poster for Johnny Johnson. Please pass this information along to your classes. Auditions are April 8th and 16th! 

You can direct students to ~h~t~t~p~s~:~/~/~d~£~a~m~a~:~u~n~c~.~e~d~u~/~‘[~h~n~n~gj~h~n~s~n~/- for more information and to sign up for an audition time. 

Thanks 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navalinsky@unc.edu 





Post Tenure Review Annual Report 
Academic Year 2013-2014 

Department/Curriculum Name 

Contact Person 

Total Number of Faculty in your unit who served as 
PTR reviewers 

If unit had no Post-Tenure Reviews this year, please 
note with an "X." 

Post Tenure Review (completed and/or to be scheduled): 

Outcome of Review 
Completed 
Review 
Date 

(Deficient, Satisfactory, 
Above Average or 
Superior) 

Satisfactory 

Next Scheduled 
Review Date 
(for Assoc Prof, this 
should coincide with 
review for 
promotion) 

2018 - 2019 

Name Rank 

EX: Jane Doe-Smith Assoc Prof 3/10/2014 

From list above, Faculty (who were found Deficient) with newly established Development Plan 
(Include faculty continuing under a Development Plan established in a prior academic year.) 

AY Year 
Dev. Plan 
was 

Name Rank Established Status (i.e., New) 

EX: Jane Doe-Smith Assoc Prof 2011-2012 Continues under Dev. Plan 

L~aculty Scheduled for AY 2013-2014 Review with SAD approval to delay to a future time 

Name Rank Reason for Delay Next Scheduled Review 

Assoc    Acting Department Chair     AY 2014-2015 
EX: Jane Doe-Smith 

Prof during AY 2013-14 

Please return as pdf file to: 
Janet Farrell 

jcfarrel@email.unc.edu 
by May 27, 2014 



Annual Evaluation of Untenured Faculty 
Academic Year 2013-2014 

Department/Curriculum Name 

Submitted By 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

DATE OF 
NAME RANK 

CONFERENCE 

EX: Jane Doe-Smith Assistant Professor March 5, 20114 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

If your department has no untenured faculty to review, please indicate by checking here. 
FORMTEXT } 

All tenure track faculty who have not been reviewed or conferred tenure must have an annual 
conference with the Chair. A written summary of the conference must be placed in the faculty 
member’s file. In addition, a copy must be sent to the faculty member, who may write a response 

to the file if he/she ~vishes. 

Please return as pdf file to: 
Janet Farrell 

{ HYPERLINK "mailto:jcfarrel@email.unc.edu" } 
by May 27, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cliue, Alexis L <Pdexis Cliue@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:24 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

BGG Letters to Dean 

BGG Letters to Deau.docx 

Hi Bobbi, 
Tammy wants us to include more detail in these individuals letters regarding why these particular four people rose to the top 
of the pool - what made them stand out from the others? She also wants us to provide more detail on how the candidates 
were reviewed, what were they reviewed for, and then explain the process in evaluating them. Tammy also thinks we should 
say how many were nominated. She said, "APT will need to rely on Bobbi’s letter when evaluating them for the term 
professorship". She didn’t feel that there was enough information in the letter for APT to make that decision. 
Can you also take out the second paragraph that talks about the stipend and research fund? Karen will include that in her 
letter and it’s not necessaly for APT to know anything about the money and research funding. 
Does that make sense? Thanks Bobbi 
Alexis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:03 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Request for letter of support for Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Maria has requested a letter of support from Lou Perez. 

Erika 

Sent ti~)m my iPad 

Begin forwa~:ded message: 

From: "DeguzmSx~, Ma~a" <deguzman(~ema]l.unc.edu> 

To: "l?erez, Louis A" <perez(dbemafil.unc.edu> 

Co: "Lindematm, Erika" <ulinde~)email.unc.edu>, "Schmitt, Stephanie" <sschmitg~email.unc.edu>, "T@or, Beverly W" < btaylor(dbemafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: Request tbr letter of support for Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Dear Professor Pdrez: 

The Latina,’o Studies advisoiy board and I have been developing a Latin~’o Studies Graduate certificate in response to a strong demand from graduate 

students in various units. 

A Latina/o Studies Graduate certificate is flae most economical and efficient way to add a graduate component to our already existing UNC Program in 

Latina/o Studies. 

The proposal for tile Latina~o Studies Graduate certificate received a unanimous vote of approval at the departanent level -- in file Dep~xtanent of English 

& Comparative Literature at our faculty meeting March 5, 2013. 

I am attaching a draft of the proposal for the Latin~’o Studies Graduate certificate, letters of support from Beverly Taylor (chair of the Depextment of 

English & Comparative Literature), from Bill Andrews (as I began tl~e UNC Program in Latina/o Studies under his watch), and from Jenny Snead 

Williams, the Executive Director of the Duke Latina/o Studies Program in the Global South, as well as general information about the UNC Program in 

Latina/o Studies that has been in existence since 2004 and is the firs~t such program in fl~e Southeast (the second one is at Duke and the third one is at 

Vanderbilt). 

You will find the list of people who have written letters on the last two pages offlae Lafina/o Studies Graduate certificate proposal. 

I will need your letter of support (preferably as a signed and scanned PDF file) by this coming Thursday Ma~:ch 27, 2014. Please send it sitnultaneously to 
Erika Lindemann (College) and Stephanie Schmitt (Graduate School) as well as to me. 

Their email addresses are: 
Erika Lindemann: lflinde~ema~l.unc.edu 

Stephanie Schmitt: sschinit ,a)~emaJl.unc.edu 

Please let me know if you have any ques~tions about this request. This certificate will complemeut the Latin An~erican Studies certificate (and vice versa) 

and will allow students who are interested to avail themselves of one or the other or. potentially, both. Our courses require at least a 50% U.S. ti)cus to 

count tbr the Latina/o Studies certificate. Many of the courses we have listed have a 100% U.S. tbcus. 

All best wishes, 

Maria 

Dr. Mm-la DeGuzm~n 

Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Lalina/o Studies 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

htp0://~x~x~v.linkedin.comiin,’mafiadeguzman 

<LSCertificateProgramApplicationForm.doc> 

<TaylorBLSGradCertSupport.pd~~ 

<AndrewsLatina StudiesGradCert..pd~> 

<DukeULSGradCertSupportLetter.pd~> 

<Lalina- o StudiesFlyerNov2013.pdf~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 4:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Partridge, Chris <cp~ri&~email.unc.edtr~ 

B1306 

Bobbi, 

Chris and I are looking at our rooms for Fall 13 and confirming the various changes that are underway in seat capacity and technology. 

One of the pieces you and I touched base on recently was Bingham 306. Concurrent with the removal of Bingham 208 from COMM priority (to accommodate Asian 

Studies) I believe you had mentioned a discussion with the department chair of COMM about their needs for space to house 2 new faculty starting this fall. 

Bingham 306 was mentioned as a possibility to satisfy this need. This would require removing that room from the GPC pool and repurposing it for faculty offices. 

After reviewing the classes already scheduled into Bingham 306 for Fall 14 and options for moving the classes out, I have confirmed we do not have sufficient 

rooms available at the days and times needed to relocate these Fall 2014 classes within the current GPC pool. There are no rooms available at all on campus for 

TiTh classes during prime time. We will either have to tell departments to find another day and time to hold these classes, or locate another room that is not 

already scheduled with classes for Fall. The only option that might work for Fall 2014 is to find a room in the delegated spaces and move it to the Registrar’s 

control. Even these rooms, however, already have classes scheduled to meet in them by the department. The other option is to ask COMM to wait until Spring 15 

to release Bingham 306 from the GPC pool. 

Is waiting for Spring 2015 an option for decommissioning BI 306 at this time or do we need to start confirming plans for identifying a delegated space to move to 30- 

day priority? 

Here is the Fall 2014 schedule for classes meeting in BI 306. 

Thanks, 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax - 919-843-8709 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:11 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu~ 

Gray redux 

BGG Letters to Dean 3-22-2014.docx 

Alexis - 
Attached, letters of nomination for the four Gray professorships. 
Please me know if anything further is required once you consult with 
Tammy McHaie. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michae[ R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CBtt 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Killeen, Kim <kkilleen@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 12:21 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edtr> 

March Brown Bag Cancelled 

This email is being sent to all Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The McHale Brown Bag scheduled for April 2 has been cancelled. The next brown bag is currently scheduled for Tuesday, May 6 in Steele 3020. 

Thank you, 

Kim Killeen 

Executive Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-6903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Egbert, Rebecca A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REGBERT] 

3/24/2014 5:52:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: Transfer Committee Report 

Steele 3011 

Start: 4/1/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hi Paula, 

I am afraid I am running another meeting from 3-4-4:30 on this same day. 

Is there any flexibility on the time? 

I am so sorry! 

Becky 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Declined: Tmnst~r Committee Report 

Thanks gobbi. I will try and accommodate~ 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 2:38 PM 
To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Fwd: Declined: Transfer Committee Repor~ 
FYI. 

B. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaMed message: 

From: "Egbe(t, Rebecca A" <._r__e~g__b_e__r_V_~_@_!i__s__s_i_R_r_t_~:_~LrLc_:_e___~_~_g> 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(d{unc.edu> 
Subject: Declined: Transfer Committee Report 

Ill Paula, 

I am aJ?md I am running another meeting from 3-4-4:30 on this same day. 
Is them any flexibili~ on the time? 

I am so sorry! 

BeckT 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oft, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
RE: Putting our heads together 

Hi, Bobbi -- 

possible? 

Shirley 

Shirley A. Oit 
Associate Provost and 
Director of Scholarships and Student Aid 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

If~ve could do it on the 9th, I would have her squared away Might that be 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o~venbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, iVlarch 24, 2014 4:11 PM 
To: Ort, Shirley A 
SubJect: Re: Putting our heads together 

Shirley - 
I am teaching Tuesday and Thursday mornings making the afternoon the only possible time. (;an you squeeze us in between 2-5? 
B. 
On 3/24/2014 4:08 PM; Oft, Shirley A wrote: 
> I am free that day, in the morning preferably 

> Shirley A. Oft 
> Associate Provost and 
> Director of Scholarships and Student Aid UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bobbi ()wen [mailto:o*venbob(a}unc edu] 
> Sent: Mi)nday, M~rch 24, 2014 3:55 PM 
> To: Asbury, Phillip Keith; Demetriou, Cynthia; Oft, ShMey A; ()wen, 
> Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P 
> SubJect: Putting our heads together 

> As we work to align the SAP, FUSS, and eligibility rules it seems useful to meet together in a small group. 
> Can *ve find time on Tuesday, April 8 for an hour bet*veen 2-5? 
> Let me know *vhat works best for you. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 
> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universib" of North 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 1:09 PM 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu> 

Salyer, Sheny L <s~]ye@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 2011 Assessment Reports and SACS Interim Review 

I am at laX and headed back home and will respond when I am there Probably tomorrow. 

Bobbi 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

On Nov 4, 2011, at 9:45 AM, "Shields, Edgar W" <Ed.Shields,@~mc.edu> wrote: 

gobbi, 

Af[er consuiting with Sherry Salyer I discovered I had been sending emaii [o you using an incorrec[ address (bobbiowen@unc.edu instead of 

owenbob@unc.edu], t have no idea i~ow ~hat happened. Nevertheless, the [orwarded email thread is self-explanatory, Sorry for ti~e con[usion. 

We win have a CViBio Sketch to you Monday morning_, even if you are unable to respond. 

Edgar W. Shields, Jr., Ph,D, 

Director of (~raduate Studies & Admissions 

CB# ~700, 202 Felzer Hall 

Telephot~e: 9~9=9(~2-3351. 

Emaih Ed.Shields@unc.edu 

From; Shields, Edgar W 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 10:13 AM 
To; Bobbi Owen (bobbiowen@unc.edu) 
C¢; Sherry Salyer 
Subject; FVV: 2011 Assessment Reports and SACS [nteFim Review 

gobN> 

I heard from someone that you have been out of the country :ecentiy,.. if so, or fo: some other reason, you may not have received or 

overlooked it when catching up on email - the email I sent to you on :[O-30-_l_l, As you will see I inquired about the temsiate for the 

Assessment and also about the CV or NIH biograshical sketch you asked Sherry Salver and me to submit. Sherry and I were discussing this just 

moments ago. We are no~ ~re~ared to submi~ the CVibio sketch because we have not received a ~esponse from you. Can you respond to our 

questions .-we would then have ~his to you on Monday mornTng? 

Edgar 



From: Shields, Edgar W 
Sent; Sunday, October 30, 2011 3:34 PM 

To-" ’BobN Owen’ 
Co; Sherry Salyer 
Subject-" RE: 2011 Assessment Reports and SACS Interim Review 

Bobbi, 

RE: Assessment Reports 

In the memo: 

TO: Unit Chai~ and Dimcto~ in the College of Aa~ts & Sciences 

FROM: Bill Andrews aM Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Deans 

RE: 2011 assessment reports 

DATE: September 28, 2011 

You a]~d Bill indicated: 

Your 2011 report should include the following: 

1 .... You roll receive in the next couple of weeks an online template to assist you in mpoNng your findings and the way(s) you’ve used 
them or intend to use them. 

I have searched my received email file thoroughly and I am ramble to find that "online template". Although I have been "looking tbr it", I have not seen it. 
Has it been sent? If so, I did not receive it... could you plea~ send it to me? 

I~E: SACS Interi,n Review 

From your e,nail to which I am responding on this topic.., is it accurate to say that in our CVs re,d/or NIH Biographical Sketch, the objective for both 
SherU and me is to address the question ’%Vhat evidence indicates you are qualified to be DUS or DGS in Exercise m~d Sport Science with the current 
specializations an&or tracks?" 

Also, with regard to ’collaborate and interact".., is this question about how SherU and I collaborate-interact in our respective roles ruth respect to a 
relationship between the undergrad and grad programs or is it about how each of us collaborate-interact with the thcul~ within each of our areas of 
mstxmsibili~.., or both? Cm~ you give us ~>me direction regarding the focus you desire? 

ShertT m~d I have not seen each other since your email aM have not yet discussed this... Sherry. t}el free to add questions if you have may. 

Thin,k!! 



Ed.Shields@unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:bobbiowen@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, October 28, 2011 4:53 PM 
To." shields@email.unc.edu; Salyer, Sherp! L 
Subject-" SACS Tnterim Review 

Ed aa~d Sheny- 

One of the standards we need to report to SACS for the interim accreditation review is this: "For each major in a degree pmgraan, the institution assigns 
responsibility for pmgra~n coordination, as well as for curriculum development and review-, to persons academically qualified in the field." 

We are interpreting this standard to mean that the depa:rtment chair has primmy responsibility within a unit for degree programs but also that the DUS and 

DGS are closely involved. So, I write to ask you to please provide me with a CV (or NIH Biographical Sketch) from each of you and a brief statement 

about how you collaborate and interact concerning the degree programs in Exercise & Sport Science (BA, MSRA, MA). We also need to understand 

how you interact concerning the "student learning outcomes" that you evaluate. Provided that all of your degrees are in the same field as those yon award 

nothing further roll be needed. But - if your advm~ced degree is different thm~ the degree program you have responsibiliD- for, the relationship must be 

clarified (why, for example, are you qualified if your expense seems to be somewhere dif[brent). Including other colleagues is fine as long as your 

relationship is clear. Please be specific and respond as quickly as possible but no later than Friday, November 4. 

For your reference, I have attached a spreadsheet with the org structure that I believe you have in place. If may of the information is incorrect, simply 

forwa~-d this request to the correct coordinators, m~d note the updates in your response. Let me know if you have questions, and thanks. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Ovven 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate E&~ca~ion, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Difftingnished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 11:09 AM 

Da~ielewicz, Ja~e M <janedan@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu~>; Andrews, William L 
<wandrews@unc.edu~> 
I~E: ENGL 102 

Thanks, much. 
B. 

From: Danielewicz, Jane M 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 10:54 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Taylor, Beverly W; Andre~vs, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: ENGL 102 

Bobbi--we are sorting this out as best we can. If you recal l, our main concern was insuring that all students who need ENGL 101 were served this upcoming spring semester because that 
course will be phased out entirely. So we are teaching more sections of 101 in the Spring than is typical. 

Although we *wmt to avoid this situation as much as possible in advance, those needing ENGL 102 can take ENGL 105 as a substitute. 

I will send a complete status report later today or early tomorrow 

Best wishes, 
Jane 
Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 

Office (919) 962-1988 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@ad unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 9:35 AM 
To: Danielewicz, Jane M; Taylor, Beverly W; Andrexvs, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: ENGL 102 

Hi Jane - 
I write because of reports that students are not able to register for 
ENGL 102 in Spring 2012. I understand that there were not enough 
sections of 101 in fall, due in part to increased nmnbers of 
International students and because the transition in ECL to you meant 
you were not aware that students in the honors program registered in 
July instead of in August at the final orientation session. This lek 
some empty (or lower emolhnent) 102s in fall 2011. Once that happened, 
you should have been able to analyze the numbers and knoxv what would be 
necessary for the classes in spring. I also realize that having 
qualified instructors aside is a concern. 

Moving to 105 next year may make this easier but I xvonder how the 
students are being handled in the mean time. I did hear frora Lee May 
that a few- additional sections had been opened but that there will be 
some backlog. 
Thanks for sorting this out - 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Oxvcn 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:44 AM 

Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamo~wemTel@unc.edu>; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@ema~l.unc.edu>; Rives, James qibrives@email.unc.edu>; 
Wooten, Cecil W <CWWOOTEN@email.unc.edu> 
Lindemmm, Erika qdinde@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Undergraduates registering for graduate courses 

So sotW [’or the confusion but undergrads are allo*ved, with permission, bet*veen 700-899 but NOT above 900. 
The numbering system was changed by EPC (Educational Policy) and then approved by Faculty Council. 
They need to be changed. The gradng ~pe does not follow them into 900 k leveh We are working to completely prevent - even with permission - this in fature 
Bobbi 

From: Weaver, Cinnamon S 
Sent: Thursday, November 17 2011 9:16 AN] 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Rives, James; Wooten, Cecil W 
Subject: FW: Undergraduates registering for graduate courses 

Bobbi, 
I saw your email about undergraduates enrolling for 900 and above graduate courses and that *ve have one student in a 900 level course in both fall and spring. Our DUS, James Rives, asked 
about the policy in September and was told what is in blue below ]l’that is ~ncorrect please clarify [’or all of us what the policy actually is. We do have permission of the instructor for both 
students enrolled. 

Cinnamon Weaver 
Department of Classics 
CB# 3145, Murphey Hall 
The Universi~" of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-314.5 

Pl-m 919/962-7660 
FAX 919/962-4036 

cimxamon xveaver@unc.edu<mailto:cinnamon weaver(d?unc.edu> 

From: Miles, Kim S 
Sent: Thuxsday, November 17, 2011 9:09 AM 
To: Weaver, Cimmmon S 
Subject: FW: Undergraduates registering for graduate courses 

For 2011--The University is closed for the following holidays: 
Jan. 17; April 22; May 30; July 4; Sept. 5; Nov. 24, 25; 
Dec. 23, 26, 30 
Spring Break March 7-11; Fall Break Oct. 20, 21 

As Tigger would say -- TTFN, Ta Ta For Noxv! 

Ms. Kirn S. Miles 
Student Sel~’ices Manager 
Classics Department 
212 Murphey Hall, CB# 3145 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3145 

Office Hours 7:30 AM - 4:30 PM 
(919) 962-7192 voice mail 
(919) 962-4036 
e-mail: kmiles@email.unc .edu<mailto :kaniles@email uric. edu > 
UNC Classics Department http://www.classicsunc.edu 
UN(2 Graduate School http://gradschoohunc.edu 
UNC Undergraduate Admissions http://www.admissions.unc edu/ 
UN(2 Homepage http ://www.unc. edu 

From: James B Rives [mailto:jbrivesa~)email uric eduj 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: \51es, Knn S 
Subject: Undergraduates registering for graduate courses 

Dear Klm, 

I checked ~vith Erika Lindemann about the possibility of undergraduates taking graduate courses, and this is what she said: 

Thanks for your message and the question. Yes, you remember correctly. The Registrar has made a COl~Cection to ConnectCarolina so that appropriate grading schemes will apply to graduate 
and undergraduate students in courses numbered 700 and above. I ~vould add, ho~vever, that undergraduates should be enrolling in 700+ courses only in unusual circumstances and not as 
a standard practice. Courses numbered 400-699 are intended to serve both graduate and undergraduate students. 

So I gather that undergrads can now officially enroll in courses numbered 700 and above, but of course only if the course instructor approves. 

Yours, 

James 



James B. [Lives 

Kenan Eminent Professor of Classics 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Classics 
212 Murphey Hall 
Campus Box 3145 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3145 
~ax: 919-962M036 
j bri’,~es @email.m~c. edu<mailto: ibrives(~,email.unc, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 6:08 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Priori~ Regis~tralion Ad Hoc Review Group 

is this possible? 

B, 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwa-ded message: 

From: "Biddle, Andrea K" <andrea.biddle@unc.edu> 

Date: December 6, 2011 5:32:01 PM EST 
To: "Coble, Jennit}r S" < JCoble@bio.unc.edu>, "Robel~, Lily" < lmrl2(~email.unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson~unc.edu>, "Owen, 

Bobbi A" <owenbob,@~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Hoist, Laurie C" < holsqggbemal.unc.edu>, "Whisna~ Anne Mitchell" <Anne Whisna~t(~unc.edu> "Turner, Katie" <kalie tumer(gbunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Priority Registration Ad Hoe Review Group 

SotU R~r delay fl:ighk~i~h~g end of semester (a~ckk!!l) and 1 l~mow yo~ have to ~:hedule re~iew ~sion, Jenml~r 

Looks like 300-4.00 fit~ most (Bobbi is an maka~x~wn), location TBA at this poi,~t. Chris,, perhaps we can meet afterward s:~ I can pile flmx~ngh flae data at~d 

fig~re our wha~ types ofm~a]ysis we ca~ do? 

LA1 IRIE~ is it possiMe l~ ge~ 3020 Siee]e at dfis last mhm~e? 

KAT[E~ is it ~ssible t~ get the Fac G-o~ emaace Co~f~mnce Room? 

Thar~ 

A,~drea 

Andr~ea K. Biddle, MPH, PIID, Associate Peo-Fessof Depaetmen~ of Health Policy and Mm~agemen~ 6iili~gs School o{: 
Globa]_ Public ktealth lJNC-Chapel 

Cglf7411 

Chapel. H~ll~ NC 27599-74~K[ 

91.9.966,7377 (VOi.Ce) 919,965~5961 (#a.::sStmSt?_e)Andrea.Biddle~unc.edu 

From: Biddle, Andrea K 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 5:59 PM 
To: CoNe, Jennifer S; Roberts, Lily; Derickson, Christopher P; Owen, Bobbi A; Biddle, Andrea K 
Subject: Priority Registration Ad Hoc Review Group 
Importance: High 

Dear Colleagues, 

Chris now has persuaded Connect Carolina to give us the data we need, albeit in raw form. He and I would like to get this small group together to figure 

out what types of analysis we need to do a~d how to present to the larger group (to be brought into the process soon). Please look at your calendars tbr 
th the first reading day, Thursdw, December 8 and let me know your availability at the tbllowing times (~)nj.~, doodle ~ems to have been out of 

commission this afternoon): 

1000-1030 

1030-1100 

1100-1130 

1130-1200 

1200-1230 

1230-1300 

1300-1330 



1330-1400 

1400-1430 

1430-1500 

1500-1530 

1530-1600 

1600-1630 

1630-1700 

Once, I have a time I will t~" to find a place. 

Andrea 

Aridr’ea K, Bi~klle, NP~t, PbD, A~o(::i.at:e P~’o~e~or’ Depa~-!:~er~t (if HeaiLt:b PolJ.cy and ~at~age~erit GiliL:Lt~g5 School o~ 
Global Public Health UNC--Cbapel Hill 

C8~74~ 

Cbag~eZ i-li].i, NC 27599--74~1 

9~9o966o7377 (voice) 9~9,96~.~96~ (-~acsimile) An6reaoBiddle@uncoe6u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 6:43 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: faculty queslion 

I agree. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2011, at 4:54 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(a)nnc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you ~or the copy, Unless you ~e~-’A otherwise, I will geru:_~rally de~er to th~-_~ (;olleg~:_~ on those types of quest:ions. 

Christopher D~:_~rickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB Nor[h Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2~ 

T - 919-962-8289 

919-962-:1659 

From; Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, December 19, 2011 4:40 PM 
To; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject-" Re: P~I: faculty question 

Done and cc’dyon. 

B. 

On 12/19/2011 4:15 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 

This question came into our academic data listserv, I assume the College would prefer to respond to faculty on such matters. 

Christopher 

Assistant Provost and Urliw:_~rsity Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:108 SASB Nor[h Campus Box 2:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T-. 9:19-962--8289 

919-962-:1659 

From: Spinner-Halev, Jeff [mailto:spinner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, December 19, 2011 4:14 PM 
To; registrar’s office 
Subject-" [academicdata] faculty question 

do you know how long facnlty are snppo~d to keep final exams for? 

Thaalks, Jeff 

Jeff Spinner-Halev 



Kenan Eminent Professor of Political Ethics 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

370B Hamilton Hall, CB#3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

919-962-0411 

http:!ispinhalev.web.unc.edu/ 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

MJchaei R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art} 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 

CE# 3504, 3011 Steele Buil@ing 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-655’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O L~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 18, 2012 11:55 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: question about Pass/Fail courses 

Please do plan to come. Your voice is welcome and will be usefifl. 

Bobbi 

From warm but still dreary, rainy and foggy London. 

Sere ti~m my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2012, at 9:09 AM, "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedento~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bo b 

Nick 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent-¯ Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:51 AM 
To-" Biddle, Andrea K 
S,,bject; RE: FW: question about Pass/Fail courses 

t,rn~i]: nick siedentop@unc.edu 

P}~o:~: 919 962 5S19 



From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 12:13 PM 
To: Biddle, Andrea K 
Subject: Re: FW: question about Pass!Fail courses 

I like this approach. Thanks tbr working directly with Nick instead of using me as the middle- woman. 

Bobbi 

On 12/21/2011 10:57 AM, Biddle, Andrea K wrote: 

Dear ]3obbi, 

I spol~:e with Nick Siedemop abo~t ~his mati~r on loday a~d we disc~msed whether ~h¢ Gradhag ~c~io~ cou~du’t be r~:~r~sed ~O make more dear wire:; 

in~erp[vtafio~] of the ceg~dati<ms a~: (k seemed ve~’ unclear as I was to;h~g {o wdtc kackground .{br the agem~a). One of the most impo~lat]~ mid 

dis~inctio~aa is thai bea~e~ %leclared" Pan, aiD ~ ,D/Fail (b which sludent ~akca a regulmly graded course wi~h a~e grade op~iou) and course 

PassiD~ i];YFai~ gin& as slaodard gmdbN appamch). The cuncnt ]m~guage mixes flae lwo and Nick a~ad ] fl~o~lgbt it might ~ helN~] l~ divide No 

reg~alions ml~ wha~ app]ies l~ the "dedadng" a Pass’D + i])iFai~ oplion and courses wifll the standard P~/D ~ I)iF~d] scheme. (h~e~t regula~io~as A, B. 

and F. apply ~o dae declared gx~rtio~a and C mM D wNch appear l~ apply ~o both declared and smndaN bm ~med fl~e inte~pm~mio~ he gives ha the email ~o 

Caro~me Weaver. We disc~maed fresher flm~ this mte~t~remtio~ migh~ not ~ dear ~o N~ aca&mic adviso~ (especiNly fl~o:~ m the pu?I~ssional schoo]s). 

Nick is going to dmXl a revision m the ~ction tbr the J~mum3, E]~: meeting. He will vet ~ith academic a&zisors on c~m~pt~ I will consult with SPt 

advisors (who a~ probab]), ignorant of the f~:~licy/interpretation) and ask Bes Foster tbr her madh~g as it applies ~:~ Nursing smdent~, l ~ certain [hm the 

Andr’ea K, Biddle, MPH, PhD, Associate Ppo-Fessor’ Department of Health Policy and Mm~agemerit 6iili~gs School 
Global gub].ic Health tJNC-Chapel Hill 

CB#74~ll 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--74.1X 

919.966.7377 (voice) 919,966o6961 (#a.::simile)Andrea.Biddle@unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 8:48 AM 
To: Biddle, Andrea K 
Subject: Fwd: FW: question about Pass!Fail courses 

Hi Andrea - 

As you can see below, I said I would bring this question to the EPC. 

Thanks - and happ~v semester break! 

Bobbi 

........ Origins] Message ........ 

Subje~t:FW: question about Pass/Fail courses 

Date:Men, 19 Dec 2011 12:30:55 -0500 
From:Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop~unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob~)unc.edu> 

From: Weaver, Mary Caroline 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 11:47 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas 3 
C:¢: Lindemann, Erika 
Subject: RE: question about Pass!Fail courses 

Nick 

Ttmnk yo~ so much fi:T looking imo this. We are plauniug to hm~e tl~e faculb look a these courses m~d re-ewduale tlae use of BF in smdem Ieachbg mad 
m~emship courses, 

Bes~ regards, 



From-" Siedentop, Nicholas .] 
Sent-" Monday, December :£9, 2011 11:05 AM 
To; Weaver, Mary Caroline 
C¢-" Lindemann, Erika 
Subject; FVV: question about Pass/Fail courses 

~JcJ~ 

Et:~;,J]: Mck s;edentop@unc.edu 

~Co4&n~alib’ notice: T~s e~l message, indndin~ any a~c~ent; is for the ~le u~ ofinten&d redpient(s) and may cohen co~&ntial and 

p~vileged i~o~aflon. ~y unautho~zed ~view~ use~ di~losu~, or dis~bution is p~bit~d.~ 

From; $iedentop, Nicholas 3 
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2011 3:40 PM 
To-" Weaver, Mary Caroline 
1~¢-. Lindemann, Erika 
$,,bject; RE: question about Pass!Fail courses 



Niuk 

Er~i]: rick sledent:op~unc.edu 

**Confidenfia]iW notice: TNs email message, i~Muding any a~l~ent~ is tbr the ~le u~ ofin~nded recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged iNb~ation. ~y unau~ohzed review, use, N~losum, or NsNbution is prohiN~d.** 

From-" Weaver, Mary Caroline 
Sent’- Wednesday, December 14, 2011 11:20 AM 
To-" Siedentop, Nicholas 3 
Subject-" question about Pass/Fail courses 

Hello Nick 

I’m not sure if you are the correct person to contact regarding this issue. This may be something you worked out ruth Jessica, but I cannot find 

intbrmation abx) ut it. The School of Education has numerous internship, extemship & student teaching courses. Many of’the lhculty want these courses to 

be Pass/Fail. I noticed that one of the courses, EDUC 569, is on a Pass/Fail grading basis and the course is for 12 credit hours. Does having these types 

of courses graded as Pass/Fail have an effect on our students since the Undergraduate Bulletin states: 

D. Not to be counted in the limits specified in B and C above are up to se}-en hou~ taken in courses for which ONLY 1~ S or F grades are assigned. 

E. The following courses may not be declared PassiD+/D/FaiI: 

¯ Courses used to satisfy General Education requirements (ruth the exception of some experiential education courses t]mt are only offered as Pass/Fail 

courses). A course that is approved as a General Education requirement may be declared Pass/D+/D/Fail, but the course may not be used to satisfy a 

General Education requirement ira grade of PS is awarded; however, ifa grade olD+ or D is awarded the course may be used to fultill a General 

Education requirement. 

¯ Courses in a student’s major or minor depaxtment or cumculum (or cross-listed ruth those departments or curricula), even if used as an elective. 

However. students who change their ~najor (or minor) may count in the new major (or minor) one course previously completed with the grade PS. 

¯ ~ou~ses ~p~!fi~’ally r~qtfired by th~ ~ajor 0~ mino~; including foreign language courses and any additional requi~ed courses (but see notes, below) 

Thanks for any help you can provide! 

Caroline Weaver 

Regi stmr 

School of Education 

Peabody 103H, CB #3500 

UN C- Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 

(T) 919-962-8690 

(F) 919-966-1348 

Boobi Owen 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel HJ]l~ NC 27599-3504 

Phonet 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 

<PassFail document for EPC 1,17,2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 18, 2012 5:18 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Board of Trustees 

please do. It’s warm and rainy. 

B. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2012, at 4:12 PM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jessica actu~;%, put thi~.; on your ci~kmdar I ~dded the t~otes below There i~re a~so some ~tt~;chments on Jes~;k:a’s. WoL~ld you Hke for rne [:o pdt~[: 
those ? 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 4:47 PN 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Fwd: Board of Trustees 

For Iny calendar. The pieces I cut and pas~ted ilnmediately below are really importaa~t - 

WEDNESDAY- JANUARY 25 

The Carolina Inn, Chancellor’s Ballroom East ~c V~’est 

10:45 a.re. to noon Academic & Student Mt’airs Joint Connnittee 

2:00 p.m. to ??? Full Boaxd aaad Buildh~gs & Grounds Cormnittee of the Whole 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Board of Trustees 

Date:Thu, 5 Jan 2012 16:10:51 -0500 

From:Gil, Karen M <kgil(~email.unc.edu> 

To:Andrews, William L <wandrews(~unc.edu>, Cfimmins, Michael T <cfimmins(~email.unc.edu~, Hartlyn, Jonathan <harflyn~unc.edu>, 

Mct][a]e, Tammy J <tmchale(~emadl.unc.edu>, Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

1/5/12: 

Confirmed with Heather Galvan @ 2-6961: 

BOT retreat on 1/24 (only BOT members will attend) 

Meeting on 1/25 only (no meeting on 1/26). 

-]p 

htto://www.unc.edu/depts/trustees/sched.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 2:44 AM 

Leloudi~ James L <leloudi~unc.edu-~ 

Re: question re public health program 

image003.jpg 

Ea~’ travel hem (the upgrade came through)! I went by, yes~terday mid-akernoon but no one was home. Will stop by, today- (to say hello to Morwenna) before heading 

to the V&A (no luck ruth the DaVinci). Public Health can do what Public Health wmats to do. There is precedence for the fall credit, even in the College. We should 

talldthink hard again about what we do for first-year honors students and am feeling more cautious there. 

Best regards to Alice. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2012, at 11:37 PM, "Leloudis, James L" <leloudi~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, 

I hope that your trip was uneventful and that you’re not too jet-lagged. Quick question about the public health program that Sue Hobbs is plarming: 

Students roll have the option of receiving one hour of course credit in the fall for health policy and maaaagement. The credit will be awarded for a course 
currently on the books. Given that arrangement, do we need admin board approval to offer the trip to students outside of public health who might be 

interested in health policy? When you a~d I were last in London we discussed the idea of a similar arrangement for the trip tier first-year honors students. 

Best, 

Professor of Histo~ 
Associate Dean for Honors 

Director, The James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

College of Arts and Sciences 

<image003jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 11:40 AM 

ttirth, Ga~ett Michael <gmh@emaJ 1. unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Fwd: l?rogram coordinators update - City and Regional Planning 

mncdonald CV 090111.pdf 

Attached, a CV from Noreen McDonald. 
Bobbi 

(Hi ti~m London - healed back tomorrow and in the office Monday. Did you and Paula find time tbr Lynn and me to meet weekly once again till this report is done?) 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McDonald, Noreen C" <noreen~unc.edn> 

Date: JanuaD, 19, 2012 11:35:23 AM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Program coordinators update - City and Regional Planning 

Attached is my 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent-. Thursday, January 19, 2012 4:06 AM 
To,, McDonald, Noreen C 
Cc-" Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject-. Fwd: Program coordinators update - City and Regional Planning 

HI- 

As you can read below, we need yonr cv tbr the SACS review, concerning credentials tbr program heads. The University has to demonstrate that the 

responsibility resides in qualified thculty. Can you, please, reslyond to me at your earliest convenience? 

Thank~ 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergradnate Education 

(SACS liaison for the College) 

Sent t?om my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Erom: "Hirth, Gaxrett Michael" <mnh(~email.unc.edu > 

Date: Janumy 18, 2012 4:29:15 PM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~nnc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Progrmn coordinato~ update - City and Regional Plmming 

Ga~ert ttirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 

Univemity ofNo(th Caroli~m at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 
From: pinault [mailto:pinaul~live.unc.e&~] 



Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 4:28 PM 

To: Hirth, Ga~rett Michael 
Subject: Program coordinators update - Ci~ and Regional Planning 

GalTett, 

For City and Regional Pl~aming - Nicola Lowe is listed as DGS for the tnaster’s and doctoral programs; we have her CV, but in her email 

she mentions Assistant Professor Noreen McDonald as director of the doctoral program in planning. McDonald is not on the spreadsheet, 

and we do not have a CV for her - do we need one? 

F~nlina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 20, 2012 12:11 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

fl~a~ks for getting "that memo out 

Thanks for coordinating that - and writing it, too. 
Offto the theatre. Rachel Willis was ten-ific last night to a quite full house. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean f,ar Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, January 20, 2012 5:49 PM 

Klebanow, Susan A <skleb@email.unc.edu> 

Sale~ni, Michael Ken3, <Michael Sa]emi@unc.edu>; Hobbs, Suzanne M <Suzanne Hobbs@unc.edw,; Raphael-Grimm, Theresa 

<mphaelg@email.unc.edu>; Klebanow, Susan A <skleb@email.unc.edu>; Biddle, Andrea K <andrea.biddle@unc.edu> 

Re: EPC s%’llabus workgroup meeting for Spring 

I am out of town Wed-Friday that week. Sorry. Seems like you could proceed without me - and I would be happy to send someone along if you want. I could also 

meet in advance with Suzanne. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 20, 2012, at 3:59 PM, "Susan Klebanow" <._s!~_]_e_b_~@4.d_:._u_r!c_:_e_d_~!> wrote: 

4-5 will work for me. 

Susan 

On 1/20/2012 3:55 PM, Salemi, Michael Kerry wrote: 

4 pm on march 29 ok for me. 
mike 

From-" Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 20:t2 3:47 PM 
To: Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Salemi, Michael Kerry; Klebanow, Susan A; Owen, Bobbi A 
~c-" Biddle, Andrea K 
S..bject-" RE: EPC syllabus workgroup meeting for Spring 

I’d be OK with i~, too. 

Mike~ Bobbi, Susan? 4pro on 3/29 work for you?? 

From-" Raphael-Grimm, Theresa 
Sent-" Friday, January 20, 20~2 2:28 PM 
To-" Hobbs, Susanne M; Salemi, Michael Kerry; Klebanow, Susan A; Owen, Bobbi A 
(::c; Biddle, Andrea K 
Subject: RE: EPC syllabus workgroup meeting for Spring 

Unfortunately, I teach from ~ - 4 on Thursdays. I could meet at 4 on that day - which I realize is 

late, but I’d be happy to do it. 

From-" Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent-" Friday, January 20, 20~2 :t2:37 PM 
To-" Hobbs, Suzanne M; Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Salemi, Michael Kerry; Klebanow, Susan A; Owen, Bobbi A 
(::c; Biddle, Andrea K 
Subject: EPC syllabus workgroup meeting for Spring 

All --- 

I should have given a few more options .,. Stman cot~fd make a Tht~rm meeting but starting at 2:30pro, not 2pro. 

Could folks make a meeting on Thurs, March 29th from 2:~0-3:30pm? 

Send me a yea or nay, and hog)efulb., we’ll be able to confirm .., 

(~ think thus far it works for me, M~ke m~d Susan,} 

Thanks. 

Susanne Havala Hobbs, DrPH 
Clinical Associate Professor 
Directoz, Doctoral Progzam in Hea] th Leadership 
Research Fellow, Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Department of Health Policy and Management and Department of Nutrition 
CB #7411 
] ] 3 Rosenau 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7411 
Voice 919-843-4621 
g’ax 919-966-6961 
Email susanne hobbs@unc.edu 
Skype suzanne.havala.hobbs 
DrPH Pro,~rmn Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, January 22, 2012 8:09 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Portuguese language em~allments 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ha~t]yn, Jonathan" <hartlyn~unc.edu:~ 

Date: JanuaD’ 22, 2012 5:53:18 PM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenN~b~unc.edu>, "Gmenway, Ryan" <~reenway~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Se~none, Sean" <semone@e~nail.unc.edu >, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbo~unc.ed~ 
Subject: RE: Por~ese l~age enro~ents 

Bobbi, {n that case, Jet’s ~ta~t with the 2 mo~t recent years (4 flfl~ semesters)~ ~d if the rmm[~s arc ~t~t?, consistent we can p~bably stick w{th thak 

thankN Jo~mtha~ 

)o~athan Hartlyn 

Senior Aas~cialc Dem~ lbr SociN Sciencea and 

GlobN P~)grams, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kem~efl~ J. Recl, tbrd Prolbssor of Political Science 

205 Soulh Building, CB 3100 

Chapd Hill NC 2’7599-3100 U SA 

Fmaik hartlyn~unc.edu 

O[]~ce: 919 962-1 I65 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, January 22, 2012 4:03 PM 
To; Greenway, Ryan 
(::c-" Semone, Sean; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject; Re: Portuguese language enrollments 

It is actually harder tbr three yea~-s because it means SIS tbr the first year (doable but needs m sources of data). This is our tburth regular semester in 
Co~meclCamlina. 
Bobbi 

On 1/22/2012 4:01 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

I think this is pretty standard reporting that Nick Siedentop has a template for creating. He can share that template with Sean for future but will take care 
of this one for Jonathan, 
Bobbi 

On l/22/2012 2:12 PM, Greenway, Ryan wrote: 

Cea~ y,m help Jonathan gathe~ infbrmation on ]N)RT classes? I fl~ird¢ you can only get this level ofdet~Ul flom the Regi~rar’s ~a ebsite~ 

Thar~ks, 



From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 1:46 PM 
To-" Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan 
Subject: Portuguese language enrollments 

Dear Bobbi or Rya~, As we explore Iyossible linkages to Br~ilian universities, it wotdd be helpful for me to have recent trend in~bnnation on our 
Portuguese language enrollmen’Ls, say tbr the past 3 academic yeaxs (09-10, 10-11 and current 11-12, after census date of course tbr this spring). Who 

could I ask tbr help with that? Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathm~ } ]art]5,n 

~l?l~e Unis ersi%’ of Nor@ Carolina a* C]~ar~[ t ~il] 

Senior Associate Dean lbr Social Sciet~ces and 

G[obN Program% College of A~s and Sciet~ces 

Kentreth J. Reckl%rd Profbssor of Rolkical Sciet~ce 

205 Sou~h Building, CB 3100 

C~mpe[ IIil[ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Eruaik harlyn~unc.edu 

ONce: 919 962-1165 ["ax: 919 962-2408 

Bobbi Owen 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phene: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh D~st:hlguished Professer ef Dramatio Art: 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phene: 919 843-7773 



FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 25, 2012 2:09 PM 

Williford, I,ynn E <lynn willili~rd@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Credit Hour Definition 

Resolution 2012-1 On Credit Hours.docx; ATT00001.htm 

Please review. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "Ferrell, Joseph S" ~ist~rrel~b~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Janaa~ 25, 2012 1:21:59 PM EST 

To: "Biddle, Andrea K" < andrea.biddle@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@anc.edu>, "Cea~ey, Brace William" <bmce~anc.edu> 

Subject: Credit Hour Defnfition 

Andrea, 

At your request, I’ve drafted a resolution for the Faculty Council adpoting a definition of credit hour as found in the SACS policy on credit hours. The actual 
wording the federal regulation (as quoted without citation in the SACS document) is confusing and awkward and, I think, will lead to unnecessary and unfruitful 
debate. I have tried to say exactly the same thing in more direct and felicitous language, tailored specifically to an institution that uses the standard semester 
system. However, if it’s thought that we need to parrot the federal langauge, so be 

I added a clarification that this also applies to graduate courses, which may not be correct. And I included a phrase that makes it clear why we use credit hours 
in the first place. 



Resolution 2012-1. On Adopting the Federal Definition of Credit Hour 

The Faculty Council enacts: 

For the purpose of assigning credit hours to [graduate and] undergraduate courses and 
other academic work that is undertaken in partial satisfaction of the requirements for 
award of degrees or certificates, a credit hour is an amount of work represented in 
intended learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student achievement that 
reasonably approximates 

1. Not less than one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum 
of two hours out of class student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks 
for one semester, or the equivalent amount of work over a different amount of 
time, or 

2. At least an equivalent amount of work for other academic activities including 
laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, or other academic work 
leading to the award of credit hours. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 4:23 PM 

Gil, Ka~-en M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <oweubob@unc.edu> 

RE: budget memo 

Karen - 
What with Dr. Shawn Harper here today talking about minority, male initiatives, another retention person would be excellent, but in fact expanding SUlnmer bridge specifically for minori~/ 
men (or as Dr. ttarper calls them minoritized men) is a strategy that we akeady know *vorks so doubling the size - and targeting men would be *w~nderfuL Given our commitment to GA, I’d 
prnbably prioritize transfer students - and was going to include that in position requests if we get that opportunity. I also think *ve need to ponder adding an advisor speci:fically for 
international students and perhaps one to focus on new media/social media (they are doing interesting things in career services in this regard) 

I will work with Tammy and thank you :[’or letting me respond today 

Bobbi 

The event was terrific but he gave us a preview about his study commissioned by the US Congress Black Caucus. UNC-Chapel Hill is getting an "F" grade for graduation and retention of 
black men, he told us. Even though we have the best graduation rate for black men in any public institution in 2,merica (or #2 in the years when UVA surpasses us), we have more than a 20 
pmnt discrepancy with the all student graduation rate. Getting an "F" on anything is sure to attract negative attention - and may even hurt recruitment! An aggressive response will certainly 
be needed. 

From: Gil, Karen M 
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 4:12 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sutzject: budget memo 

Bobbi 
ON the budget memo, we m~ght want to also include some funding Jk)r another priority in the academic plan retention and graduation rates (in the :first section) with attention to m~nori~" 
students (in theme 4) Would you give this some thought and Tatmny can help develop a budget. Maybe another retention coordinator to work with minori~ students or first generation 
students? Double the size of summer bridge? At this point, I am not sure we can include everything we brainstormed about, that is, FYS seats for all students, honors, larger lecturers, etc, 
but let’s get all the ideas (with some numbers together). Of course, we have no idea ifxve will get an?, ftmding either. 
Thanks 
Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB#3100 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 1:47 PM 

Lindemam~, Erika <ulinde@emafil.anc.edtr>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Large lecture courses 

Large Lecture Format proposal.docK ATT00001 .htm; Large Lecture projected costs.~sx; ATT00002.htm 

Karen wants to project possible gen eds in the budget memo. No commitment and no subverting the process. Just an idea. Possible? 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded ~nessage: 

From: "Faulkne~; Betsy" <betsy~unc.edu> 

Date: January, 31, 2012 1:31:35 PM EST 

To: "Gil, Kmvn M" <kgil~email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~)unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Large lecture courses 

J,.~aren, 

Attached are d~nIis of the large lec~re course material. I have Nso seu~ fl~is k~ Dee, No~ag wifla the proposNs ] received l~m the SADS. Fve asked 

~]Tammy l~ ~eview evew~hi~g a~M asked her if she wants me k~ compute flae numbers dill~re~Ny. I wil] provide yo~ wifla any edited material aider hea~Jng 
back flom her~ [~obbi has ot’l~ed m add gencrd edacation ~gs ([~obbi, let me know if there is anytlfing else [ can pro~ ide~)~ 

Lot me k~o~ if them is anythh~g else [ can 

Betsy 

Bets?’ Fm~kaer 

Office of B usiness Operafi ons 

1 JNC Ct { College of A~ts and 

919-962-0729 

F~m: Gil, Karen H 
Sent~ Friday, ~anua~ 27, 20~2 4:~3 PM 
To= Faulkner, BeVy 
~c= McHale, Tammy ~; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 
Subject: 

BeVy 

ThaWs for the work you did on the pro~sal for large lecture classes fl~at we reviewed yesterday. We di~ussed a few revisions, and I fl~ought I’d 
mention another one or gvo. 

th For the purpose ofthe budget memo, youmightsta~theproposaJwi~the4 pamgraph and emphasize, ’pilotinglargei~ovativeinteNi~iplin~~ 

courses that involve FACULTY ~ OTHER SCHOOLS as co-teachers and quest lecturers." We aze changing the number of faculty per course to 1.5 

and I ~i~ going ruth 8 courses. 

In addition to adding some interesting language to fl~e actual 6 courts, it would be good to get fl~e proposed gen ed requirements that a,e asa)ciated 

each comse. Bobbi off}red m help ruth tNs once we have fl~e sho~ &scfiptions. 

I flfink it would help to have the nmn~r of students (seats) that we are projecting and credit hours. So, for 8 cour~ off}tings, that would be 8 x 400 

3200. And, the credit hours or 9,600 restored credit hours per year. Let’s my mmewhem in the into ~r~raph how many students we will ~each once 

the program is up and mnmng. Mention that we will address [~Ne necks in students ge~ng their gen ed requirements met. 

I’d appreciate seeing a revision when you can. 

Thanks agan lbr your work on tNs. 

Karen 



Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arks and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 



Assumptions 
8-12 courses anticipated 

300-400 students per course 

1.5 faculty per course 

Base Salary per FTE 

Benefits 

Health Ins. 
Estimated 1 TA per 60 students 

Stipend per course 

Benefits 
Health Ins. per semester 

Tuition per semester 

Proposal for Large Lecture Courses 

90,000.00 

0.23 

5,000.00 

$10,000 

0.02 

$1,300 

$4,000 

$135,000 

$31,050 

$7,500 

$10,000 

$2OO 
$1,300 

$4,000 

cost per course $43,388 

cost per student $15,500 

Requirements for 8 courses: 

400 students x 3 credit hours x 8 courses = 9,600 credit hours 

[Employee Type 

[Faculty 

Teaching Assistant, 300 enrollment 

Teaching Assistant, 400 enrollment 

Quantity per course 
1.5o 

Total Quantity 

8.00 

5.00 40.00 

7.00 56.00 

Total Salaries 

$347,100 

$620,000 

$868,000 

Requirements for 12 courses: 
400 students x ~ credit hours x 8 courses = 14,400 credit hours 

Employee Type 

I Faculty 

Teaching Assistant, 300 enrollment 

Teaching Assistant, 400 enrolhnent 

Quantity per course 

1.50 

Total Quantity 

12.00 

5.00 

7.00 

40.00 

84.00 

Total Salaries 

$520,650 

$620,000 

$1,302,000 

Summary Costs 

# Courses 
8 courses 

12 courses 

Enrollment 
300.00 
400.00 

300.00 
400.00 

Faculty 

$347,100 

$347,100 

$520,650 

$520,650 

TA Total 

$620,000 $967,100 
$868,000 $1,215,100 

$620,000 $1,140,650 
$1,302,000 $1,822,650 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 5:53 AM 

Lindemmm~ Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edw, 

Re: question 

I agree they can be used. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 1, 2012, at 7:36 PM, "Lindemann, Erika" < ulinde(~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Heel Tracker needs t,) know ifi*’s pem~issible t~ co~mt Bl!! credit m the "A mininmu~ of 45 academic credit hours nmst be earned from UNC" 

ceq~fi t~:me~. I flm~k so. si~ce BE ca~ fillfill Ge~eml E&~catio~ requiremen~s.~ etc~ \Vm~ to w~dgla i~? 

From: Samples, Jamie B 

Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 5:45 PN 
To-" Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas 3 
C:¢-" Katsaounis, Stephen 
Subject." question 

Cheetings, 

Is it permissiNe to count BE credit in the "A minimum of 45 academic credit hours must be earned from UNCCH" mqNmment? 

Jamie Samples 

Degree Audit & NCAA Compliance Specialist 

Office of the Uniuersity Registrar 

Uniuersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 21OO, SASB North 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-21OO 

Tel: 919.962.1081 

Fax: 919.962.3349 

http:/ /re~istmr.unc.edu/ AcademicServicesiDe~reeA udit~’index.ht~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 5:48 AM 

Lindemmm. Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Re: Graduate Certificate in Jewish Studies 

we should be sure that it is ok. Bill Andrews needs to agree to it, and we should report it, I guess, to the ad board later this ,nonth. They are supposed to do them first. 

even if it is a no brainer. 

b. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 6, 2012, at 8:05 PM, "Lindemm~n, Erika" <ulinde~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, Stcpharue Schmi*t ar~oh ~gies fbr leaving ~s o~t of the h~op on a ~cen*ly app~ved (by the G~adua*c School) graduate certificate in ~lewish S*udies~ 

Ar.~rt fi,m~ wanting l,) know abo~t this development [ do~’t think we ~eed/ha~ e a role m appr,)vmg it; do we? 

ErJk~ 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 6:13 PM 
To: Lindemann, Erika 
Subject: Graduate Certificate in Jewish Studies 

Deax Erika - 

I may have made an e~ror of omission in the process for approving a new Certificate program. Generally when I’m worldng with a group on a Certificate, 

I am the last stop. I neglected that the College may wish to hea~ the proposal as well since you all treat your proposals diffe~ently. 

The Center for Jewish Studies is p~oposing a Certificate program, which our Academic Policy Committee heard and approved last week. We actually 

had ahnost no feedback for them. Our group thought the Certificate was excellent as described and well-needed. It will be based in the Center and there 

is a counterpart program at Duke. 

Please review the attached proposal and let me know if you wish me to "put the brakes" on my approval memo that went out. My apologies Ibr not 

remembering the extra step tbr the College’. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Sclnnitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ¯ The UniversiW of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschtnitt~ema~l.unc.edu 

Visit us: gmdschool.unc.edu 

<Jemsh Studies Revised application v2.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 10:49 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: [dptcrchairs] UPDATE: Spring -2012 Chairs’ Bag Lm~ch 

Hope you know. Conference room. 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Pasion, Jessica" ~jvpasion@emailxmc.edtr> 

Date: February 17, 2012 10:41:07 AM EST 

To: Chairs of Departments and Cumcula <d~tcrchairs,~+,listserv.unc.edtr> 

Cc: "dptcm~grs~listserv.unc.edu" <dptcm~gr ~s(~listserv.unc.edn> 

Subject: [dptcrchairs] UPDATE: Spring -2012 Chairs’ Bag Lunch 

Reply-To: "Pasion, Jessica" <ivlmsion~email.unc.edu > 

This message is being sent to all department and curricula chairs in the College of Arts & Sciences, with an informational copy to managers. 

Good morning, 

Due to schedule changes beyond Dean Gil’s control, the remaining two Chairs Bag Lunches have been mscheduled. Please make a note on your calendar 

ruth this updated mtbnnation: 

..............,. . ....... will now 
,, e~nes..ay,..pri. 4 ..... ,,-ill now be 

The Chairs Bag Lunch will still meet from N~ii iiapin ~ 3020 Sted~ B~ld~g. My apologies for an?, inconvanience this may cause. 

Kind regards, 

Jesdca 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of Nortk Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 

From; Pasion, Jessica 
Sent-" Wednesday, Nay 25, 2011 11:42 AM 

To; dptcrchairs@listserv.unc.edu 
C:¢; dptcrmclrs@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject-" SAVE THE DATE: 2011-2012 Chairs’ Bag Lunch 

This message is being sent to all department and curricula chairs in the College of Arts & Sciences, with an inf!)rmational copF to managers. 

Please save the following dates on your calendar for the 2011-2012 Chairs’ Bag Lunches ruth the Dean. All meetings roll be held in 3020 Steele Building 

from 12:00pm- l:00pm. 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 



Wednesday, February 29, 2012 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 

Kind regards, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University. of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 6:19 AM 

Lucido, Ba;ba;a E <blucido@email.unc.e&t> 

M~fla~& George <gma~flan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Seats for fall 2012 

Sor~z that the DUS meeting ;vas in earl?’ Feb so that is not possible. Glad to kno;v you have this under control (no surprise). Let me know what I can do. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2012, at 9:40 PM, "I,ucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Bobbi 

> George and 1 have compiled a list of courses this fall that are appropriate for the "Seat Release Schedule," and we are now just waiting for the :final departmental deadline be]k~re we go 
forward. 
> 

> Do you have an upcoming DUS meeting? If possible, I’d like to be able to speak to those in a~tendance as I did last year If that’s not possible, that’s fine. I think that the communication via 
emad has worked quite well and can certainly serve its purpose--but it’s aSvays a plus to have face time. 

> Before ! send out the initial email to all departments, I will send the draft to you for your review Is there anything I need to know in advance of that? 
> 

> Thanks lk~r your support, as always. 
> 

> Best, 
> Barbara 

> From: Bobbi ()wen [owenbob@unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, Fcbmau 19, 2012 2:55 PM 
> To: Lucido, Barbara E; Maitland, George 
> Subject: Seats for fall 2012 
> 

> Barbara and George - 
> As departraents are about to ~vind up co~trse availability for fall 2012, I 
> wonder if it is time to renew o~tr request to units to keep seats 
> reserved for FYS and transfer students. I also want to stay in the loop 
> about pressure for seats so I can help if at all possible. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Tuesday, Februa~.., 28, 2012 8:13 AM 

Lucido, Ba;ba;a E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
M~fla~& George <gma~flan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Attachtnent! ’. 

image001 .png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png 

Thanks for the quick exchange 

1. Please add the date of the first orientatinn so they understand - as in "Preparations :for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students during New Student 
Orientation (aka CTOPS and TSOP) this summer, which begin on June ??? are already underway." 
2. Please check with Nick S. and see if you should add a comment that "You will hear from Nick Siedentop concerning FYS in a separate message." 

Thanks - send it on! 
Bobbi 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Monday, Febmapy 27, 2012 5:55 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Maitland, George 
Subject: Attachment!! 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Progranr 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax:(919)962-6888 
Academic Advising’s xvebpage: http://advising.unc.edu<http://advising.unc.edu/> 
[Description: Txvitter-icun]<http://txvitter.com/#!/L~N’CAdvisina>[Description: FaceBook-icon]<http://www.facebook.com/LrNCAdvising> 

Front: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(&unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February- 27, 2012 5:39 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: Maitland, George 
Subject: Re: Ea-aft of Email to Acad Depts 

Barbara and George - 

Thanks for getting this underway xvith such useful information for departments. V~ ould a first day help’. 

A couple of thoughts - 
1. I think we should take the process for granted: "As you rernember (recall; know), we release seats..." instead of "For the past four summers, we have released seats for courses appropriate 
for first-year students " 
2. I like the turn of phrase - Unless you are opposed to these proposed 

Seems like the part about transfer students could reference how- important it is for juniors to be enrolled in major courses not the gen ed ones we normally identify 

And, do you make reference to a different process for FYS? It might be helpful to coordinate with Steve Rezniclc/Nick Siedentop. 

Bobbi 

On 2/27/~01~ 5:31 PM, Lucido, Barbara E ~Vl-ote: 
Dear Bobbi 

Attached is the first draft of the email I wish to send to academic departments in the College regarding seats for first-year and transfer students for fall registration I will be attaching a table 
with each respective email, reflecting the approximate number of seats we requested last year 

Please read the attached email and make any edits/changes you feel are necessary 

Before I send it out with the tables, I will run the numbers by you 

Thanks for your help and support. 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax:(919)962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advisin;.uncedu<http:i/advisin~.unc.edu/> 
[Description: Twitter-icon]<http://twitter.com/#%21/UNCAdvisinv>[Description: FaceBunk-icon]<http:i/www.facebook com/UNCAdvisin~> 

Bobbi O,yen 



Senior Associate Dean Jk~r Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(;B~ 3504, 3011 Steele Bmlding 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 7:38 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

I~E: Got your message 

Thanks. I should be there by 9. 
B. 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 5:54 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Got your message 

Just got back in the office and got your message. I’ll follow tap in the morning See you at EACC. 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Prow)st and University Registrar 

The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 7:43 AM 

Norwood, Roberta A <rakelly@emafil.unc.edu> 

1~1: Dra£t minutes tbr Joint Meeting on 2/23/12 

Makes sense to me I see a tEw typos (thatis instead of that is) and wouold appreciate your spelling out some words CC, for example 
Perhaps it could conclude ;vith a suggested date/committment for the next joint meeting (July or earl?’ August)? 

Bobbi 

From: Norwood, Roberta A 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 10:47 PM 
To: O~ven, Bobbi A; Carrion, Maribel 
Subject: Draft minutes for Joint Meeting on 2/23/12 

Attached is a draft of minutes from our joint meeting f,ar your review. 

Roberta 

Ruberta A Norwoud, EdD. 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the Universig~" Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
State 3100, SASB Nort2a, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-2100 
Phune - 919-962-9840 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 7:44 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu.> 

l~W: Ad Hoc Remedy Group 

Ad Hoc Remedy Group - Charge and Me,nbership - 2012-03-14.docx 

Copies, please along with the agenda. And - can you take notes? 
Bobbi 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 1:01 PM 
To: ()wen, Bobbi A; Bland, Jen-i 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Derickson, Christopher P; Baucom, Deahn H; Legge, Allison 
Sublect: Ad Hoc Remedy Group 

Dear Bobbi and Jerri (with copies as noted): 

Attached please find a further draJ~ of the remedy document [’or possible discussion tomorrow As a reminder, this ad-hoc group would be charged with moving veW quickly to establish 
prmriues among our 300~ unresolved remedy tickets. 

Here are two lingering questions 

1. Does this plan ask the operational wing of EACC to do too much? Although I believe that Roberta Norwood expressed support Jk~r this approach during our last EACC meeting, perhaps 
we should confirm 

2. The plan invests the ad-hoc group with the authority to make its recomanendations without first checking with any other group EACC, :[’or example, or the data stewards Is this the best 

approach, or should we add another step? 

At our last meeting we also discussed whether we should revise our definition of what belongs in remedy and what doesn’t otherwise we’ll be back up to 300+ tickets pretty quickly We 
may not have time to draft this new definition tomorrow, but perhaps we can at least poll the group to see whether everyone agrees that we need to take this step. 

Thanks to both of you and to all those copied, who have contributed substantively to the approach outlined in the document See you tomorro~v. 

Steve 

Stephen Farmer 
Vice Provost for Et~rollment and Undergraduate A&nissions 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.966.3992 

sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu 



Ad-Hoc Remedy Group 

1. Each office names 1-2 staff members who are expected to contribute 8 hours each over two 

~veeks. 

2. The staff members representing each office review and rank-order the tickets that are clearly 

the responsibility of their office. 

3. For at-large tickets - those that fall outside the purview of any of the individual offices - the 

group quickly identifies a small number of top priorities based on information available ~vithin 

remedy. 

4. The group quickly triages the office and at-large priorities into four groups: 

Top tickets: the 10 percent of the total that, if resolved, would either mitigate the greatest 

risk or realize the greatest benefit for the University as a whole. These tickets will be 

referred to the operational wing of EACC for analysis and rank-ordering and then to ITS 

for action. 

Second tickets: the additional 4-5 tickets per office, plus the additional 8-10 at-large 

tickets, that would either mitigate the greatest risk or realize the greatest benefit for the 

individual offices or users involved. These tickets will be referred on separate lists to ITS 

as ordered by the offices or, for at-large tickets, as ordered by the group. 

Training tickets: tickets that the group believes could be resolved or largely resolved by 

additional user training or reasonable modifications in departmental business processes. 

These tickets will be referred to ITS; ITS will consult with the departments in question 

and develop appropriate user training. 

Other tickets: all other open tickets. EACC will notify the original submitters of these 

tickets that the tickets will be closed without action on June 30, 2012, because they are 

considered non-critical and cannot be completed within the next two years. The 

submitter may appeal the decision to close a ticket to the operational wing of the EACC. 

If the EACC grants the appeal, the ticket will be reopened and assigned to one of the 

groups above; if the EACC denies the appeal, the ticket may not be resubmitted until July 

1, 2013. 

Members Phil Asbury (Scholarships and Student Aid) 

DeAhn Baucom (Student Accounts) 

Kyle Brazile (Undergraduate Admissions) 



Angle Davis (Student Accounts) 

Chris Derickson (University Registrar) 

Michael Hamilton (Undergraduate Admissions) 

Ira Knight (University Registrar) 

Allison Legge (Undergraduate Admissions) 

Shirley 0rt (Scholarships and Student Aid) 

Charles Smith (University Registrar) 

Dave Stanek (University Registrar) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 5:37 PM 

Baucom, Deahn tt <DeAhn@unc.edu> 

Re: lime for a chat 

Thanks so much Let’s start with Angie for the first round 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 22, 2012, at 11:05 AM. "Baucom, Deahn H" <DeAhn@unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Bobbi, 
> I just talked with Angie and she has agreed to lead the meetings for the first round Angie is a very calming influence and she has strong breadth and depth of experience She shared with 
me that in the old SIS days, a group like this was led by the SIS Coordinator in the Registrar’s office, lt’you would prefer that Ira Knight or Charles Smith do this, that would fit into the 
pattern of what had been successful in the past. I suggested that, given her experience, she might be able to set the tone and example that would best set the group up for success. I assured 
her that you would understand that she did not want to accept the responsibility long term. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> DeAhn 
> 
> DePd~n H. Baucom 
> Director of Student Accounts 
> UNC Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1400 
> 919-962-1368 
> cashier.unc edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: ’l’his e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in]kmnation. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

Original Message ..... 

> };rom: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 6:00 PM 
> To: Baucom, Deahn H 
> Subject: time for a chat 
> 

> Are you back on campus? Could we talk mid-day tomorrow? 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Niichael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Camcron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 10:58 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

I think the ,nessage included two more. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 27, 2012, at 9:48 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

It’s on your calendar, l:mt I don’t lhink you w~ll ]~ making 1his one! 

From; Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March 26, 2012 5:19 PM 
To; Goodman, Paula 
Subject-" Fwd: Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

For my calendar. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Classroom Policy Steering Co~nmittee 

Date:Mon, 26 Mar 2012 15:33:37 -0400 

From:Hunt, Andrew <hunan(~email.unc.edu> 
To:Rnnberg, Bruce L <Bruce Runberg(~unc.edu>, Payne, Christopher A <Christopher Payne(~unc.edu>, Bachmm~, Dianne L 

<dbachman(~fac.unc.edu>, Baclunan, Dianne (Facilities Planning) <Diam~e.Bachman~facilities.unc.edu>, Crimmins, Michael T 

<crimmins~email.unc.edu>, Norwood, Roberta A <rakellv~email.nnc.edu;,, Piran, Abbas <abbas~fac.unc.edn>, Muller, Eric L 

<emuller~emailamc.edn>, Mafinshaw, Rnth L <rutS~emaJl.unc.edu>, Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob(~unc.edu~, Platz, Gina B 

<gina@emaJd.unc.edu>, Dubose, Raymond E <Ray.DuBose(a~energy.unc.edn> 

CC:Galvin, Debra H <debm galvin@unc.edu>, Butch, Cornelia F <clburch@emaJl.unc.edu>, Goodman, Panla <pgoodman@email.anc.edu>, 

Cl~Jcke, Tiredly D <tiflhny cl~ke@unc.edu>, Irish, Caroline (Engineering Intbrmation Services) <Caroline.Ifish@thcilitiesxmc.edtr~, Henshaw, 

Bob <bhenshaw(a)email.unc.edu>, Langelier, Patricia A. (Executive Director’s Office, Facilities Services) 
<Patricia.Langelieff~facilities.unc.edu>, Deaxdorlt; Duane L <duane.deardorf~)unc.edu>, Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell~ema~l.unc.edu>, 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini~med.unc.edu> 

Hi all 

Jnst a reminder of tomorrow’s Classroom Policy Steering Committee meeting: Tuesday, March 27, 3-4pro m 103 Campus Y. Attached a~:e tomorrow’s 

agenda and the minutes from our last meeting. 

th As an additional reminder, the CPSC is scheduled to meet the 4 Tuesday of each month at 3:00pm in 103 Campus Y through May. The next meeting 

dates are April 24th and May 22nd. 

Thanks! 

Andrew Hunt 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

phone: (919)962-2198 

thx: (919) 962-1593 

hunan(~email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/28/2012 2:49:20 PM 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Fwd: A&S Foundation Board Meeting 

South - 205 

11/1/2012 12:00:00 PM 

11/1/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

FYI. 

Daily 

every day from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Andrews, William L" <wandrews@unc.edu>, "Crimmins, Michael T" <crimmins@email.unc.edu>, "Hartlyn, 

Jonathan" <hartlvn@unc.edu>, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@email.unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid(~unc.edu>, 

"Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Subject: A&S Foundation Board Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 8:33 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

FW: Status: EPC syllabus workgroup 

4 12 revised EPC Syl preamble.docx 

To do for the compendium - 

Calendar info, excused absences during term (religious holidays and authorized and organized activities) and for final exams, mandatory final exam policy, gen ed requirements (link to criteria 
doc), resources for help (writing center, CFE, etc ), disabilities (both physical and learning based) sepdces, other departmental guidelines (Pharmacy, etc.), SAKAI resources, 
ConnectCarolina resources. 

Is the compendi um intended fi~r faculty or students (or both)? 

Bobbi 

From: Raphael-Grimm, Theresa 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 1:26 PM 
To: Hobbs, Suzanne M; Salemi, Michael Kerr3’; Klebanow, Susan A; ()wen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Biddle, 2mdrea K; Lindemann, Erika 
Sutzject: RE: Status: EPC syllabus workgroup 

Sue and all, 
The attached draft represents the relatively minor changes suggested at our last meeting Please remember that the word "required" was determined by the group to be approprmte. 
’]?hanks, 
Theresa 

From: Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent: Saturday, April 07, 2012 1:33 PM 
To: Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Salemi, Michael Keru; Klebanow, Susan A; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Biddle, Andrea K; Lindemann, Erika; Hobbs, Suzatme M 
Subject: Status: EPC syllabus workgroup 

All -- 

Good meeting on March 29th. Here’s where our work stands: 

* The group made a few minor tweaks on the syllabus template. The final version is attached. 
* The group discussed and agreed on wording for "About Syllabus" preamble (Theresa, would you please send final version? Thanks.) 
* The group recorffirmed recorcancndations for txvo policies: 
-- Retention: Faculty should be required to retain copies of course syllabi for at least two years and each semester send course syllabi to the department and,’or School registrar for long term 
retention. 
-- Dissemination standards: Syllabi should be provided by the first day of class, delivered electronically to students by whichever means prefclwed by the instructor. 

What’s left? 

Bobbi Owen will search for a "compendium of policies" on course syllabi. (From her last email message, Owen suggests that a statement be included about acconmxodating students with 
disabilities.) 

Next steps: 

Review compendium of policies and edit as necessalT. Cornbine preamble, policies and syllabus template into one docttment. Submit to EPC for discussion, approval and recommendations 
for next steps. 

Target completion date: ASAP? 

Sue 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs, DrPH 
Clinical Associate Professor 
Director, Doctoral Program in Health Leadership 
Research Fellow, Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Department of Health Policy and Management and Department of Nutrition 
CB #7411 
113 Rosenau 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7411 

Voice 919-843-4621 
Fax 919-966-6961 

Email suzannehobbs@unc.edu<mailto:suzanne hobbsgd)unc edu> 
Skype suzanne.havala.hobbs 
DrPHProgramIr~formation<http://www.sph.unc.edu~’hpaa/doctor ofA~ublichealthA~rograminhealthleadership %28dlToh%29.html> 



Syllabus Preamble: DRAFF 4/12 TRG 

The teaching - learning process develops from clearly communicated expectations. A course 
syllabus serves as a concise vehicle for providing course scope, defining course parameters, 
establishing course goals, and setting expectations. It is the blueprint from which faculty 
establish course structure and students build their experiences. Key syllabus components 
provide students with the framework to move through the course predictably and systematically. 
Those components are presented here to assist faculty in developing the minimal syllabus 
required by the University. Specific Schools and Departments may require additional 
components. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 7:41 AM 

ttobb~ Suzanue M <Suzanne Hobbs@unc.edu>; Raphael-Grimm, Theresa <raphaelg@emafil.unc.edu>; Salemi, Michael Kerry 

<MichaelSalemi@unc.edu>; Klebanow, Su~n A <skleb@email.unc.edu>; Biddle, Andrea K vandrea.biddle@uuc.edu>; Lindemann, 

Erika <ulinde@em~l.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <oweubob@unc.edu> 

RE: Status: EPC syllabus workgroup 

Makes sense to me that it woud all be packaged together with recommendatons :for distribution (perhaps via the Center for Faculty Excellence as well 
as directly to deans (perhaps from the provost). All the things that need to be done as a result (available by the first day of class, text in ndergraduate bulletin revised, etc ) should be 
specified. 
I will send a clean copy Monday of the compendium once everyone has responded 
Bobbi 

From7 Hobbs, Suzanne M 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 2:06 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Salemi, iVhchael Kerp),; Klebanow, Susan A; Biddle, Andrea K; Lindemann, Erika 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Status: EPC syllabus workgroup 

Bobbi, nothing to add! Thank you. One note: The third bullet link under "Syllabus" doesn’t seem to load correctly. 

Bobbi, your advice please. How should be pull this together now for EPC’.’ What are you looking for? We noxv have: 

* This compendium of policies. We also have a recommendation from the xvork group re to retentiun policy and dissemination standards. 
* Syllabus template; 
* Revised prearable to the "About syllabus" handout. 

How do we want this "packaged" and will a memo do for EPC, summarizing the process and products’.’ 

Sue 

Frora: Bobbi Owen [owunbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 2:58 PM 
To: Raphael-Grirrm~, Theresa; Hobbs, Suzanne M; Salemi, Michael Kerry; Klebanow, Susan A; Biddle, Andrea K; Lindematm, Erika 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Status: EPC syllabus xvorkgroup 

Attached, a draft of a compendium. 
Please provide suggestions to me (so I can make it longer)! 
Bobbi 

On 4,’9/2012 1:26 PM, Raphael-Grirmn, Theresa xvrote: 
Sue and all, 
The attached draft represents the relatively minor changes suggested at our last meeting. Please remember that the word "required" was determined by the group to be appropriate. 
Thanks, 
Theresa 

From: Hobbs, Suzam~e M 
Sent: Saturday, April 07, 2012 1:33 PM 
To: Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Salemi, Michael Ker~9’; Klebanow, Susan A; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Biddle, Andrea K; Lindemann, Erika; Hobbs, Suzam~e M 
Subject: Status: EPC syllabus workgroup 

All -- 

Good meeting on March 29th. Here’s where our ~vork stands: 

* The group made a few minor tweaks on the syllabus template. The final version is attached. 
* The group discussed and agreed on wording for "About Syllabus" preamble (Theresa, would you please send final version? Thanks.) 
* The group reconfirmed recormnendations for two policies: 
-- Retention: Facul~¢ should be required to retain copies of course syllabi for at least t~vo years and each semester send course syllabi to the department and/or School registrar for long term 
retention. 
-- Dissemination standards: Syllabi should be provided by the first day of class, delivered electronically to students by ~vhichever means preferred by the instructor 

What’s left? 

B obbi Owen will search for a "compendium of policies" on course syllabi. (From her last email message, Owen suggests that a statement be included about accommodating students ~vith 
disabilities.) 

Next steps: 

Review compendium of policies and edit as necessary Combine preamble, policies and syllabus template into one document Submit to EPC ~k~r discussion, approval and recommendations 
for next steps. 

Target completion date: ASAP? 

Sue 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs, DrPH 
Clinical Associate Professor 



Director, Doctoral Program in Health Leadership 
Research Fellow, (;enter for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Department of Health Policy and Management and Department of Nutrition 
CB ~7411 
113 Rosenau 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7411 

Voice 919-843-4621 

Fax 919-966-6961 

Email suzannehobbs@unc.edu<mailto:suzanne hobbs(~,unc.edu> 

Skype suzanne.havala.hobbs 

DrPHProgramInfotmation<http://www.sph.unc.edv.’hpaaidoctor of public health prograru in health leadership %28drph%29.html> 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Draruatic Art 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Carueron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 8:16 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed Message on Grade Roster 

Seems more complicated than needed What happened to save? Do you no longer need to save? 

’]?his grade roster is now in "Approved" status and the grades will be posted, so no lhrther action is needed. BUT if you are NOT yet rea~dy to submit these grades, please change the status 
to "Ready for Review" If you change the status back to "Ready for Review" you must return here to approve and submit them :[’or posting. 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Proposed Message on Grade Roster 

Any suggestions :[’or this proposed message after faculty set the roster to approved and hit the save button? 

’]7his grade roster is now in "Approved" status and will be submitted to the Registrar’s Office to officially post the grades If you are ready to submit these grades, you do not need to do 
anything further with this roster. If you are NOT ready to submit the grades for this class, please change the status to "Rea~dy for Review" until you are ready to approve the roster and 
submit the grades to the Registrar’s Office 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
3108 SASB NoOk Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 7:56 AM 

Spurt, Kim Weaver <spurrk@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Awards 

NACADA12.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Bobbi 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin forwaJcded message: 

Fr~n: "May; Lee Y" <mavl(~)e,nail.unc.edu> 

Date: April 26, 2012 5:28:18 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: Awards 

Bobbi, 

The nnmber since 2006 (2005-2006 academic year) is 23! 

See attached- 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 

1011 Steele Building, CB ~3110 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 -31 ~ 0 

919 843-9030 



NACADA Award Winners 

2012 
Alice Dawson 
Valerie Pruvost 
Chloe Russell 
Gidi Shemer 
Ken Shugart 

Advising Administrator 
Faculty Advisor 
New Advisor 
New Faculty Advisor 
Primary Advisor 

Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Award Winner 
Certificate of Merit 

2011 
Barbara Lucido 
George Maitland 
Sarah Howard 
David Adamson 

Advising Admini strator 
Primary Advi sor 

New Advisor 
Faculty Advisor 

Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 

2010 
Elizabeth Cox 
Glynis Cowell 
Elizabeth Jordan 

New Advisor 
New Faculty Advisor 
Faculty Advisor 

Certificate of Merit 
Award Winner 
Award Winner 

2009 
Marilyn Wyrick 
Elizabeth Shuster 
Andrea Caldwell 

Advising Administrator 
Primary Advisor 

New Advisor 

Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Award Winner 

2008 
Barbara Stenross 
Cheryl Junk 

Andre Wesson 
Sherry Salyer 

Advising Administrator 
Primary Advisor 
New Advisor 
Faculty Advisor 

Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 
Certificate of Merit 

2007 
Gregory J. Gangi Faculty Advisor Certificate of Merit 

2006 
Carolyn Cannon 

Alice Dawson 
Todd Austell 

Advising Administrator 
Primary Advisor 
Faculty Advisor 

Award Winner 
Award Winner 
Award Winner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 8:28 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

I~E: Message 

Too man?, phone nunabers floating in my brain but no problem that can’t wait Do let’s talk sometime today but it might be in the afternoon. 
B. 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2012 8:57 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Message 

Bobbi- 

Just got your message from 4:10, but it was at my home ntunber I was actually still at my desk then and tried to call you around 5:20 I’m caught up again in my favorite topic, which I ~vill be 
happy to update you on in the morning. I have to drop my youngest off at school at 7:30am and will be available on my cell # on my drive in after that If I don’t hear from you before I get in, 
I will call when I get to the oftice. Talk to you soon. 

Chris 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 8:42 AM 

Coleman, Drew S <dcolemaa~@unc.edu> 

I~E: Question 

There is probably a ;vay to shift your teaching load Iicom a term to the summer (without additional compensation as is generally done when folks teach summer school). 
Faculty on 12 month appointments can’t get paid extra in stammer It probably depends on what you would not teach in order to teach camp! We could investigate in fall if you are serious. 
Might be useful to talk about registration mechanism as ;vell (is this transfer credit or do the students register and pay summer school tuition and fees here - and get letter grades) 
B. 

From: Coleman, Drew S 
Sent: iVlonday, April 30, 2012 12:10 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Question 

Thanks for checking on this Bobbi. Although not vetted by the review board, students can only attend camps that I personally revie;v. 

> (How can you require something you don’t offer? I recall in the last SACS effort some questions about the credentials of folks related to this - right?) 

It is a tough call I’d be happy to teach field camp, but it is an intense, 24 hour/day 6 week eflk~rt in the summer That leaves no time for field work. If the College would let me out of my Spring 
teaching, I would seriously consider it 

Add to that that we are by no means alone in not offering camp. There are Universities that have dedicated the personnel and resources to teaching the field course, and they readily accept 
students from other programs. It is a design the geology community. 

Dre*v 



Academic Advising Program Council 
College of Arts & Sciences 

Cheryl Junk 
Academic Advising 

tweeter@email.unc.edu 
843 -9026 

Lee May 
Academic Advising 
lee_may@unc.edu 
843-9030 

Class of 2014 

Susan Maloy 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 
962-9892 

Vacant 

Bobbi Owen 
Undergraduate Education 
owenbob@unc.edu 
843-7771 

Class of 2013 

Class of 2015 

Erik Hunter 
Dean of Students 

erikh@email.unc.edu 
962-0485 

Marcus Collins 
Student Academic Counseling 

collinsm@email.unc.edu 
966-2143 

Cookie Newsom 
Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 
newsom@email.unc.edu 
962-6962 

Greg Gangi 

Environmental Sciences 
ggangi@email.unc.edu 
962-9805 

Lora Wical 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Wical@unc.edu 
962-3170 

Beth Kurtz-Costes 
Psychology 

bkcostes@email.unc.edu 
962-4137 

Dulcie Straughan 

School of Journalism 

dulcie@email.unc.edu 
962-9003 

Elaine Yeh 
Biology 

elaine yeh@unc, edu 
962-2331 

Class of 2016 

Ray Angle 
University Career Services 
rayangle@email.unc.edu 
962-4481 

Brooke Ashley 
Study Abroad 
kashley@emafl.unc.edu 
962-8319 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 9:43 AM 

Thunna~, Stepha~ie J <~sthunnan@emaJd.unc.edtr> 

Good,nan, Paula <pgoodman@e~nail.nnc.edu> 

Re: today’s Deans’ Council ~neeting 

I am at the airport on my way to NYC. Sony. 

Bobbi 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On May 4, 2012, at 8:56 AM, "Thurman, Stephanie J" <sthunnaJ~(~a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, Bobbi, 

Any chance that you could attend a smaJl poNon of today’s Deans’ Council meeting? The final agenda item is independent contractors a~d Lynn W is out 

of town. Pat Crabtree from Internal Audit will be able to attend, m~d Dwayne roll also be there. Mainly Brace wants to discuss why it’s not a good policy, 

and I’m snre them roll be questions. This agenda item is scheduled for 2:45pm, but you’d need to arrive earlier than that. The location is 120 Vance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 4:17 PM 

Oft, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu> 

Asbmy, Phillip Keith <phil asbuo,@unc.edu>; Sabis~on, Susan R <susan sabiston(h)unc.edu> 

Re: Satisfactory Academic Progress 

Yes please. 

Bobbi 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

On May 4, 2012, at 3:50 PM, "Oft, Shirley A" <sao@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi 

Phil and I would like to meet with you to discussion satisthctory academic progress (SAP) st~x~dards for receipt of Title IV federal sm&nt aid 

funds. Since tl~e Universi~’s standards for acadetnic achievement and progression are higher titan those required by the federal govemtnent for purposes 
of receiving Title IV aid, we do not track SAP within our office. So ifa federal program reviewer were to come to campus, they would go to the College 

and the Regislrar (not our office)t,~ see that we were in compliance. A number of large public four-year universilies are currently undergoing program 

reviews. Recognizing that. we would like to take a look now to ensure that we are doing things correctly and to ensure that we have the data they would 

expect to see. 

I will have Susan set up a meeting with Phil, you and me which should only taJae about 30 minutes. Then we will decide how to best proceed to 

do an in-house limited review in advance of an ~ t~deral oversight. 

Have a good weekend. 

Best 

Shirley 

Studer, t i%J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, May 5, 2012 11:00 PM 

Crimmin~ Michael T <crimmin~em~l.unc.edu-~ 

1~1: Mm~agers retreat 

Your message was perfectly clear Until I received it, I didn’t know what you talked about. 
Sorry to be oblique (it’s the NYC smog)! 
Bobbi 

From: Crirranins, Michael T 
Sent: Saturday, May 05, 2012 7:50 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Managers retreat 

Sorry if my message wasn’t clear. 

Mike 

On May 5, 2012, at 7:02 P]VI. Owen, Bobbi A wrote: 

> No~v that ! understand what you said, I agree. I will praise them! 
> Bobbi 
> 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
> Michael R McVaugh Professor of I)ramatic Art 

> On May 4, 2012, at 12:55 P]VI. "Cr~nmins, Michael T" <crimmins@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Bobbi: 

>> I basically thanked them profusely for all the hard work they do, emphasizing how important their contribution are to the College and how we understand how dil!ficult their jobs are. 
I talked about the process that we went through to establish the Science UBC and the Dean’s Office Business group Tammy hard asked me to address that particular issue. I can send you 
the summary about the U[3C if that’s useful, but I doubt it is 

>> ]Vhke 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: Bobbi ()wen [mailto :owenbob@ad.unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Vriday, May 04, 2012 7:52 AM 
>> To: Crimmins, Machael T; Reid, ]Dee 
>> Subject: Managers retreat 

>> Hi - 
>> I agreed to be the speaker at the manager’s retreat which Mike did last year. Any help with what to say would be appreciated. Did you have a presentation, Mike, that you would be 
willing to share? 
>> Bobbi 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A q’O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 5:57 PM 

Decosta, Senora R <senora@unc.edu> 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Grades 

Wow. 

Bobbi 

Sent I?om my iPhone 

On May 7, 2012, at 5:23 PM, "Decosta, Senora R" <senora~unc.eda> wrote: 

I just made a preliminal3~ check and as of 5:00pro 92.3% of the UG grades are in. I will send the official report in the morning. More grades will come in 

ovemight. 

Senora DeCosta 

Office of the Universil?~ Registrar 

919 962-9859 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 1:22 PM 

Siedentop, Nichi~las J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Missing grades 

Can you do this one too? Guess I should not 

Have left. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: <hershfld~ad.unc.edu> 

Date: May’ 11, 2012 12:41:56 PM EDT 

To: Bobbi Owen <owenbotxa)unc.edu:> 

Subject: Re: Missing grades 
Reply-To: <hershfld(~ad.unc.edu > 

Bobbi 
You didn’t list the names of s~dents so I am not sure which grades are missing. I signed one change of grade for one Honors student earlier this week. 

Joanne 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob(~unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 11 May2012 11:47:40-0400 

To: He~lLfield, Joanne L<hershfld2~emal.unc.edu~ 

Cc: Bobbi Owen<owenbob~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Missing grades 

Joanne - 

Graduation is Sunday and these grades are aill outstanding (tbr himors thesis so clearly graduating studenks)! 

Can you track them down asap? 

WMST 691-H-001 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ur~Jversity of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone~ 919 843-7773 

FAX~ 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 g:31 AM 

Conrad, Larry D <laW conrad@unc.edu> 

Owen~ Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Bland, Jeni <jerri bland@unc.edu> 

RE: ConnectCmolina Executive Steering Committee Meetings 

t will miss this meeting as I am away (out of the country). 

Having moved the EACC start time to 10:30 to accommodate the original time of this meeting I wili leave it in place. 

FYI--- both Bruce and Karoi plan to attend, 

Bobbi 

..... Original Appointment- .... 

From: Howell, Diane F. On Behalf Of Conrad, Larry D 

Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 3:12 PM 
To: Blanchard, Bob; Bland, Jerri; Broach, Jena Marie; Brody, Matt; Carney, Bruce William; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; Goodman, Paula; Hepp, Don; Howell, Diane F.; Jones, Don 
Edward Jr; Malone, Brenda Richardson; McAuliffe, Samantha Lea; Owen, Bobbi A; Pinkney, Dwayne L; Seitz, Kevin R; Thurman, Stephanie J; Gibbs, Jenna; Haring, Steve; 
Heck, Cynthia Maria; Swartz, Caitlin Lee 
Co: Gray, Karol Kain 
Subject: ConnectCarolina Executive Steering Committee Meetings 
When: Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:00 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: 105 South Building 

All, 

The steering committee originally scheduled for 6/7 is being rescheduled to allow all sponsors to attend. 

The meeting will now be held Thursday, 5/31, from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. at 105 South Building. 

Sorry for the inconvenience, and thank you to all who assisted in rescheduling this meeting. 

Diane 

NC 2 7 5 ’: 9 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 8:37 AM 

Galvan, Heather West <hgalvan@unc.edu> 

ILE: Attachments for May 2012 BOT Notebooks 

I will have a powerpoint for the advising presentation and get it to you on Monday, May 2:1, 
Bobbi 

From: Galvan, Heather West 
Senti Monday, May 07, 2012 10:31 PM 
Te: carolyn_elfland@unc.edu; Overton, ‘]ackie (overton@psafety.unc.edu); Hoover, Zealan; Convissor, Linda; Myers, Peggy; Kupec, Matt; Gray, Karol Kain; Petree, Phyllis; 
Carney, Bruce William; Boxill, .]an; Owen, Bobbi A; Sauls, .]onathan C; Hunter, Erik; Wu, Anna (Facilities Planning) (Anna.Wu@facilities.unc.edu) 
Cc: Scott, Carroll; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; Thurman, Stephanie .] 
Subject: Attachments for May 2012 BOT Notebooks 
Will you have an attachment for the BOT notebooks’? If so, please let me know- as soon as possible. I will need them by Friday, May 11. If you cannot get them to me by 
the end of the day Friday, let ~ne know and we cm~ work out something or save it as a handout. Handouts and PowerPoint presentations are due to me by Monday, May 

21, 2012. 
As a reminder: All BOT materials will be sent out electronically, lfyou will have aaa attaclmaent or handout, plea.se send me the electronic version by the above deadline. 
We have set up a secure server lbr the Trustees to log on to and it will have all of their notebook hffo~rnation, including all hamdouts. We will be using WebEx fbr all fi~ture 
meetings as a way for the trustees to be able to follow the ppts on their laptops. Because of this, we need all final versions of the ppts on time. We will not be able to 
acco~nmodate updated versions at the ~neeting. We will still have the projection screen lbr the audience, but have created an all electronic *neeting for the trustees. 
Thm~ ’. 
Heather 

Heathez Galvan 

Office of the Chancellor/Board of Trustees 

03B Seuth Bu~lling 

CB# 9150 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9150 

PH: (9i9) 962-6961 

Fax: (919) 962-846~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 12:12 PM 

Sarah Nash Gates <sngates@uw.edu.> 

ILl:;: Kathy Perkins 

Here is the lilg:: http://drama.unc.edu/indiv kathyperkins.html 
Here is the text: 
Kathy A. Perkins i Africa/African Diaspora Theatre, Multi-Ethnic Theatre, Lighting Design ] University of Michigan \if:A, Howard University BFA USAA 829 

Perkins is the editor of Black Female Playwrights: An Anthology of Plays before 1950, Black South Ali’ican Women: An Anthology of Plays, African Women Playwrights, and Alice 
Childress: Selected Plays. She is co-editor of Contemporary Plays by Women of Color (ATHE 1996 Outstanding Theatre Book Award) and Strange Fruit: Plays on Lynching by American 
Women. In 1995 she co-curated ONSTAGE: A Century of African American Stage Design at New York’s Lincoln Center. Perkins has traveled extensively throughout Africa, the Caribbean 
and Europe as both designer and lecturer. She is the recipient of numerous research awards, including the Ford Foundation, Fulbright, United States Information Agency (USIA), New York 
Times Company, National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), IVloney for Women Fund, United States Institute for Theatre Technology (USITT,) and various Universi~ of Illinois 
a~vards, including University Scholar. 

She has been a facul~ member at Universi~ of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, ~vhere she chaired the MFA lighting design program for nearly twenty years, and Smith College. 

Perkins has designed lighting for productions throughout the U.S. at such regional theatres/venues as American Conservatory Theatre (ACT), Berkeley Repertory, Seattle Repertory, St. 
Louis Black Repertory, Alliance, Carnegie ttal[, Goodman, Steppenwol]; Congo Square, Manhattan Theatre Club, Alabama Shakespeare, Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM), New Federal 
Theatre, Mark Taper, Studio Arena, Indiana Repertory, Court, Penumbra, Los Angeles Theatre Center, and Victor), Gardens. She is the recipient of such design awards as NAACP Image, 
Chicago’s Black Theatre Alliance, and was a nominee for the L.A. Ovation Award and New York’s Audelco 

Perkins has served as board member/advisory member lbr USITT, URTA, New World Theatre, Congo Square, and The History Makers In 2007 she was inducted into the College of Fellows 
of the American Theatre 
www.kathyaperkins.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sarah Nash Gates [mailto:sngates(h)uw edu] 

Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 4:29 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 

Sul~iect: Re: Kathy Perkins 

Hi Bobbi! 

Yes indeed - will do.:) 

Do you by chance have access to her bio - [’11 go explore your website as I imagine there are things there. 

ttope you are well! 

Sarah 

On 4/5/2012 11:30 AM; Bobbi Owen wrote: 
Hi Sarah - 
I saw you fi-om a distance at the Fellows meeting in Long Beach but you 
disappeared by the time I could push fellows out of the way to get to 
you. 
Thus this quick note - Kathy Perkins renewed her membership in USITT. 
If you nominate her I will second it (and vote for her)! 
Bobbi 

Sarah Nash Gates 
Executive Director, School of Draraa 
University of Washington 

Box 353950, Seattle WA 981095-3950 
Direct: 206-543-4128 
206-543-5140 FAX: 206-543 -8512 

Stay up to date with the School of Drama! 
Sign up for E-News at: drama.washington, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 7:16 AM 

tta~:tlyn, Jonathan <h~dJyn@unc.edu> 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

I have been invited as well. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On May 17, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <haNyn(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Kaxen m~d Bobbi, FYI. I will sort out a meeting time with Bill. Jonath~ 

Sent from Iny iPad. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Turner, Katie" <katie turner(~unc.edu> 
Date: May 17, 2012 8:33:37 PM EDT 

To: "Haztlyn, Jonathan," <ha~t~yn(a)unc.edu>, "Ma~ly-Kipp, Laurie F" <MAFFLY(~emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Hi Jonathan: Thanks for catching this. I should have copied you on the email earlier, but Prof. Maffly-Kipp had spotted the error and I wrote to both 
Pete and Bill to clarify. Bill was the intended recipient and has been sent a request to meet with the subcommittee. 

Thanks again[ 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

From-’ Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent-’ Thursday, May 17, 2012 8:22 PM 
To,, Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F; Turner, Katie 
Subject: FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Dear Kathryn, In addition to me, this was sent to Pete Andrews (Public Policy), not William (Bill) Andrews, co-author of the report with me whose 
release the Chancellor recently authorized -- please clarify who is the intended recipient. 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
International Prograrns, Col lege of Arts & Sciences 

KJ Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Emai]: hartlyn(#unc.edu Tel: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From-’ Turner, Katie 
Sent-’ Thursday, May 17, 2012 7:32 PM 
To,, Hartlyn, Jonathan; Andrews, Richard N 
Cc-" Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F 
Subject: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Dear Dean Hartlyn and Prof. Andrews: 
The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process 
in the wake of the problems in African American Studies. The subcommittee has requested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting. The 
subcommittee’s preferred dates and times for next week ate: Monday, 12:30-4pm, Tuesday 9-4pm (except 11-12:30), and Wednesday 9-4 (except 
11-12:30). Are you both available between any of those times? 
Thank you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 

230 E. Cameron Ave. 



Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 7:20 AM 

Gil, Ka, en M <kgil@email.anc.edu> 

Fwd: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Will move this one so I can see Nancy Davis 

With yon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Date: May 18, 2012 7:18:05 AM EDT 

To: "Turner, Katie" <katie turner(~unc.edu> 
Co: "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman(~email.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" < owenbob~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FEC Subcommittee Meeth~g Request 

Tnms om I need to meet with Karen Gil 
At that time. Can we try again. Patfla can 

Help. 

Bobbi 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On May 17, 2012, at 8:46 PM, "Turner, Katie" <katie turner~unc.edu> wrote: 

Carr Building 20013. I don’t think you need to bring anything. 

Have a great evening and weekend! 

Thanks, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 8:42 PM 

To: Turner, Katie 
(:c: Owen, Bobbi A~ Goodman, Paula; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F 
Subject: Re: FEe Subcommittee Meeting Request 

I pnt it on my calendar. Where? 

Do I need to bring anything? 

Bobbi 

On 5/17/2012 8:37 PM, Turner. Katie wrote: 

Great. Can we have you from 12:30-1 pm on Monday? 

Best, 

Kathn/n Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 8:34 PM 
To: Turner, Katie 
Co; Owen, Bobbi A; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Katie and Laurie - 



At the moment, Monday between 12:30-1:30 is ok, as is Tuesday from 11-1:45 or Wed 8-noon. Wednesday afternoon and 
Thursday is the BOT meeting aJ~d then I aJn away from Friday through J~me 5. 
Paula Goodmm~, cc’d aboYe and at 843-9290, is the best way to access my calendar. 
Happy to meet in my of~e, 3011 Steele. 
Bobbi 

I san looldng forward to the HDA committee. 

On 5/17/2012 7:34 PM, Turner, Katie wrote: 

Dear Dean Owen: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the 
state of the reporting process in the wake of the problems in African American Studies. The subcommittee has 
requested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting. The subcommittee’s preferred dates and times for next 
week are: Monday, 12:30-4pm, Tuesday 9-4pm (except 11-12:30), and Wednesday 9-4 (except 11-12:30)~ Are you 
available between any of those times? 

By the way, congrats on your recent election to HDA committee!! 
Thank you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assista nt 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

BD~bi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael Ro McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

URiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 30il Steele Buildinc 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Underqraduate Education, and 

Michael R. Mc, Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramati~ Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

2~ 4 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hi~i, NC 2"7599-3504 

Phone :    919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 5:03 AM 

Kier, William M. <billkier@bio.anc.edu> 

Fwd: Some Advice? 

FYI 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwa-ded message: 

From: "Defickson, Clmlstopher P" <cderickson~unc.edu> 

Date: May 24, 2012 4:04:12 PM EDT 

To: "Oweu, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~uuc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Some Advice? 

I’m havh}g R~:~N:rta reach out F~ Prof. Kier to confirm flint we will leave fl]is prograna as is {his summer. We can eevisit at a later time if tha is {he 

recomme~dafio~ of the College. Safe travels. See yon in a couple weeks. 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Reg>Far 

The Urals ersiU of N~rth Carolina a~ Chapel 

3108 SASB North Campos Box 2100 

Chapd H[]I., NC 27599<2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 

From; Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 24, 2022 2:09 PM 
To," Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject-" Fwd: Some Advice? 

I "told him to stick with "the program this summer and theu fix it. 
Bobbi 

........ OrigiuaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Some Advice? 

Date:Wed, 23 May 2012 18:04:24 -0400 

From:Kick; Williaan M. <billlde~bio.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob(~unc.edu> 

Hi Bobbi, 

I would appreciate so,ne input and advice on an issue concerning credit awarded by the Highlands Biological Statiou for courses offered iu the summer. I 
have attached the sequence of correspondence that was triggered by an inquiry, fiom tile regis~trax. Ann Matthysse (I have lived in the South long euough 
to be tempted to add at this poiut, "Bless her heart") responded immediately and abruptly according to the letter of the law-, aud reduced the credit hours 
for the courses to 2 (historically they had been 4 credit hours). Tile Director of the Highlands Biological Station is incensed aud has writteu to me and has 
asked me to intervene (last message in the attached sequeuce). It would be veU helpful to me to have your perspectives and advice on this situation. I 
apologize for adding to your already heavy workload! 

MaW thanks, 



Bill 

William M. Kier 

Professor m~d Chainnm~ 

Depa~nent of Biology 

CB# 3280 Coker Hall 

Universi~ of Nortl~ Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3280 

Lab: (919) 962-5017 

Ch~fir’ s Office: (919) 962- 8321 

Fax: (919) 962-3690 

http:~,’~-.bio .unc. edu,’ facult~;/kie~;,’la[~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, May 26, 2012 3:23 AM 

Leloudi~ James L <leloudi~unc.edu> 

Re: bomd meeting question 

image003.jpg 

Trip was easy and the first part of the HHV was temfic. Too bad there are so few (and thanks for Ian - we need to find some way’ to thank him for loyal~)! The event 

at Holden’s was with most of the usual suspects: TaflEye Clayton (new diversity- director) and 

Laurie Mal]]ey-Kipp? Joe Templeton? Bill McDiarmid? Gray Marchionini? Karen? 
Actually we might think about younger folks ruth a dill}rent approach. And the dean’s ~holar idea (t~wer requirements more ability to cast about with electives and 

tbcus in areas of interest). Todd Ochoa (spelling? in Reli) and Heather Williams and Deborah Jones (Psyc) and who’s new in genetics? Todd Vision (Biol)? 

Sorry not to be more help. I’ll think and respond again. 

Summer makes it a bit harder. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On May 25, 2012, at 2:33 PM, "Lelondis, James L" <leloudis(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, 

Peter asked ifI could pull together a small panel to help the boaacd brainstom~ about fnture directions tbr undergraduate education. He’s looking tbr big 

ideas about the sort of education we should be offering future leaders who will have to grapple with a smaller~ hotter, hungrier, thirstier, and more 

cortflicted world. When he asked, I thought about the ditmer at Holden’s that you attended. Are there folks from that group that I might tap on sho~t 

notice? Other suggestions axe also welcotne. 

Hope your trip to London was uneventful. The trustees’ discnssion of the Af-Am mess was on the front page of the N&O this morning, above the fold. 

Sure you’re glad to get away from that, at least for a few day’s. 

Best, 

Jim 

Professor of His~tory 
Associate Dean for Honors 
Director, The James M. Johnston Center tbr Undergraduate Excellence 
College of Arts and Sciences 

<image003.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, May 31,2012 2:54 AM 

ttun’~ Andrew <hunan@email.tmc.edu> 

Re: State authorization of DE 

sore" to miss it. I will appreciate receiving handouts. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On May 30, 2012, at 12:00 PM, "Hunt, Andrew" <hunan(~email.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Hi ~L 

Tl~s is ~ reminder ofne~ Tues~y’s (June 5) DE S~te Aufl~ me~fing ~ 11:00. The me~ting will ~ hdd in morn 307 Sou~h Building not in ~e usu~ 
Steele BNINng location’. 

Tha~ 

Andrew ttunt 

Otfice of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The Univemity of North Carolina at Cha~l Hill 

104 South Bmlding, CB# 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

phone: (919)962-2198 

fax: (919) 962-1593 
hunan~emml.unc.e& 

From: Hunt, Andrew 
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 4:57 PM 
To: Fairey, Fletcher; Cochenour, Laurie L; Bruce, Rob; Files, Laurel A; Cares, Susan Elizabeth; Eaker-Rich, Deborah 3; Spieler, Louise C; McCulloch, Karen; 
Miller, Maggie; Naylor, Sarah M; Owen, Bobbi A; Yopp, -]an -]ohnson; ’Susan Cates@kenan-flacller.unc.edu’ 
C:¢: Holton, Carol G; Madill, Valerie S; Summers, .]ill C; Goodman, Paula; Durrett-johnson, Nellie 
Subject: State authorization of DE 

As you may have realized, last week’s DE State Authorization meeting was fl~e last one on the calendar ti~r the academic year. I’m writing to extend flae 
recurrence of these meetings through the end of the calenda:r year, continuing on the firs~ Tuesday of every month from 11am- 12noon. Those dates and 
locations aye: 

June 5 location TBA 

July 3 3020 Steele 

Augns* 7 3020 Steele 

September 4 location TBA 

October 2 location TBA 

November 6 3020 Steele 

December 4 location TBA 

Please mark your calendars, or let me know if you have a recumng scheduling conflict at this time. Thanks! 

Andrew Hunt 

Office of the F.xecutive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

phone: (919)962-2198 



fax: (919) 962-1593 

hunm~em~fil.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 12:53 PM 

Kurtz-Costes, Beth <bkcostes@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: privacy of s~dent comse evals 

Greetings from Paris ;vhere I’ve been since Monday. Back to London on Sat and then home Sunday. 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On May 31, 2012, at 4:42 AM. "Kurtz-Costes, Beth" <bkcostes@ad nnc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Bobbi, 
> Thanks veW much for your reply We’ll follow tap with Lynn 
> Greetings ticom south France! 
> Beth 
> 

> 

> [ ...... Owenl 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 3:18 AM 
> To: Kurtz-Costes, Beth 
> Cc: Lysle, Donald T 
> Sub1 ect: Re: privacy of student course evals 
> 

> Soru Beth but this is not anything with which Iam familiar I inserted a couple of comanents and suggest you contact X/Like Crimmins who may know more and Lynn Williford who is the 
center of the course eval stuff (she has an advisor comanittee). And websites like Pick-a-prof are wide open. ’]?he university provides some info to it via the registrar such as median grades 
and distribution. 
> Bobbi 
> 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
> Michael R ]’,/lcVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

> On May 26, 2012, at 3:18 AM; "Kurtz-Costes, Beth" <bkcostes@ad.unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Bobbi, 

>> We’ve had a couple of issues occur this semester in the Psychology Department that have led to the question of confidentiality of teaching evaluations. What is the official College 
policy? For example, here are some of the questions that have arisen: 

>> 1. Each of our graduate student Teaching Fellows is assigned a faculty mentor each semester. At the end of the semester, faculty mentors are given a copy of the students’ course 
evaluations with the instruction to discuss them xvith the graduate student instructor. Is this practice a violation of the graduate student’s privacy? 

> Seems to me that the role of mentor nreans access is useful and appropriate. 
>> 2. We currently are conducting a search for a fixed-term Lecturer. Several of the applicants are individuals xvho have previously taught for the Department. Are students’ course 
evaluations "private" such that evaluation records should not be accessed (unless, of course, the applicant has provided thenr) by the Search Committee? If a member of the Search 
Committee (e.g., the Director of Undergraduate Studies) is kmowledgeable about an applicant’s course evaluations, is that itffonnation private and thus should not be shared--even in general 
terms--with members of the search committee? 

> I believe that the search committee gets access to all relevant information, why do we collect info if it is not used. And xve do look for change over time instead of an isolated incident or 
set of ovals. We do peer evals at UNC because we knoxv that student ones are grade driven. 
>> 3. Each tenure-track faculty menrber in the Department xvho is not yet tenured has a mentoring comnrittee. If the Director of Undergraduate Studies and the Department Chair are aware 
that an Assistant Professor has received troubling course evaluations, should those evaluations be shared with the mentoring committee if the jnnior faculty meraber does not share them? 
> As above with the mentoring, seems appropriate to have access for the conmnittee who are supposed to be helping and need to understand context. 

>> 4. Finally, xvhen faculty members are reviewed for contract renewal, protnotion, post-tenure review, and for merit pay- raises, we are always instructed to submit our course evaluations 
from the review period. Some faculty choose to be selective in the course evaluations they- submit. In such cases, should their privacy be protected, or is it appropriate for individuals 
conducting the review to access the course evals? 

> seems to me that submitting course evals means subnritting them all - even if we are selective in what we highlight. I catmot iraagine someone getting only raves so it seems odd (and not 
constructive) if they are not balanced at least in part. 

>> Thanks velTy’ much[ 
>> Bet]~ 

> SO1T.V not to know- more and to be definitive. Hi from Paris. 
> Bobbi 

>> Prof Beth Ktutz-Costes 
>> Director of Undergraduate Studies 
>> Department of Psychology 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

>> bkcostes@ad nnc.edu 
>> 919-962-4137 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 12:27 PM 

Leloudi~ James L <leloudi~unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: SADs retreat 

21st CentuU Vision - Implementalion Plan (final).docx 

You may have obtained this by now. 

Back to London tomorrow and then home Sun. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associale Dean for Undergraduale Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: June 1, 2012 11:58:58 AM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlvn~unc.edu>, "Crimmins, Michael T" <crirmnins~email.unc.edu>, "Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen" <RHODES~email.unc.edu;,, "May, James W Jr" <iames.mav(~unc.edu;,, Tammy McHale <tammv mchale(~unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" 

<deereid(~:unc.edu-*, "Lang, Andrew" <alang(~:unc.edu> 

Cc: "Goldston, Linda R" <linda golds~ton@unc.edu> 
Subject: SADs retreat 

For the SADs retreat, I think we should have a discussion of the Chancellor’s Vision statemenk attached, and discuss how this roll relate to campaign 

pl~aming. 

Thanks 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Dis tinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB #3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil(c~email.unc.edu 



21St Century Vision of the Public University 

Chancellor Holden Thorp and the UNC Board of Trustees have called for a public conversation to envision the 

21St century American public research university. Vibrant public universities are critical to the social framework 

and economic health of the nation, now and in the future. Public universities create and deliver knowledge 

while aiding their communities and providing educational access to citizens. Given increasing financial 

pressures and the historical role of public universities at the center of citizenship and business innovation, the 

core issues are what should these universities be teaching to best prepare students, how should the services of 

these universities be delivered in the most cost effective and educationally effective way, and how should 

these services be funded? 

All public universities are facing growing expense and revenue stresses. Funding pressures at both the state and 

federal level are increasing. Tuition rates are at an all-time high while financial aid often doesn’t meet the full 

needs of students. These funding challenges and the societal need for public universities mean that qualitative 

change is imperative. UNC-Chapel Hill is fortunate to have strong state fiscal support, which allows it to provide 

access through both low tuition and excellent financial aid leading to low debt loads for its graduating students. 

It does this while delivering world-class learning for its students. Now is the time for Carolina to identify 

strategic plans that will maintain its leadership position in this shifting paradigm. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will lead and define the new model for public universities, just 

like it has for the last 200 years. 

The Chancellor’s and the Board of Trustees’ year-long dialogue will facilitate institutional change at UNC-Chapel 

Hill and secure Carolina’s long-term future. The conversation will include discussions of undergraduate 

instruction, college access and completion, and using research to solve the world’s problems. Members of the 

Board of Trustees, Deans and the administration will lead faculty, staff and students in an examination of each 

issue, developing between three and five achievable goals or outcomes by next spring. The University’s recent 

Academic Plan will serve as a foundation for this review. The final report will be issued by Chancellor Thorp and 

the Board of Trustees in May 2013. More information will follow at the July meeting about how faculty, staff 

and students can become involved in this process. 

The guiding principle of these reviews is to balance cost and quality while maintaining the three-part mission of 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: teaching, research and public service. 

Models of Undergraduate Education 

The goal of the undergraduate education review is to optimize student success. The academic plan has 

provided a blueprint for academic programs and strategies. Appropriately, as a long-term planning document, 

it does not take into account the economic realities of the moment. How can the University make college more 

challenging academically, more relevant to students’ needs and learning styles, while increasing success and 

engagement? Issues such as course redesign, the changing nature of the faculty workforce and the student 

body, student-led problem solving, and different models of student residency and online education are 

relevant. 

Target Questions: 

1. What is the essence of undergraduate education? Is the University providing employment credentials 

or a broad educational experience or both? 



2. What foundational components of an undergraduate education are necessary for future success? 

3. Can instructional methods be improved or expanded for better and more efficient learning? 

4. How can the University better integrate its research and teaching missions? 

Review 

® 

Group: 

Trustees Phil Clay, Don Curtis, Alston Gardner, Wade Hargrove, Barbara Hyde 

Bruce Carney, Provost 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences 

Bill McDiarmid, Dean of the School of Education 

College Access and Completion 

The goal of this review is to find ways to educate more students without increasing costs to the university or to 

students. The four primary funding mechanisms for financial aid (federal, state, private gifts and tuition) are 

under extreme pressure. At Carolina, students graduate on time and with lower debt than the national average. 

Can the University sustain this outcome? Issues will include expanding access to a broader group of students, 

further decreasing time to graduation, and innovative models of funding financial aid. 

Target Questions: 
1. How can broader access to UNC be provided? 

2. How can the University drive completion rates up and decrease time to degree? 

3. What would the financial aid system look like if rebuilt from scratch? 

4. How can UNC influence the conversation at the national level? 

Review Group: 

¯ Trustees Wade Hargrove, Kel Landis, Will Leimenstoll, Felicia Washington, Sallie Shuping-Russell 

¯ Jim Dean, Dean of the Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

¯ Steve Farmer, Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 

¯ Shirley Ort, Associate Provost and Director of Student Aid 

¯ Taffye Clayton, Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Using Research to Solve the World’s Problems 

The goal of this review is to strengthen Carolina’s ability to apply cutting edge research and scholarship in 

concrete ways to help solve pressing problems throughout the world. The collaborative culture that is already a 

strength of the university can be leveraged to create the cross-disciplinary teams that will be needed. As noted 
in the Academic plan, "many of the central challenges and problems of the 21st century require skills and 

perspectives from multiple academic and professional disciplines." What innovations are needed to ensure that 

the new ideas born at Carolina are developed and eventually applied to the betterment of humanity? Relevant 

issues are areas of research focus, methods to promote discoveries across the university, and enhanced 

integration of research and teaching. 

Target Questions: 

1. Can the University make its best better? 

2. Can the University motivate outcomes? 

3. Can the University increase engagement with the state, nation and world? Review Group: 

Review Group: 

¯ Trustees Lowry Caudill, Peter Grauer, Wade Hargrove, Steve Lerner, John Townsend 

¯ Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor for Research 
¯ Steve Matson, Dean of the Graduate School 
¯ Barbara Rimer, Dean of the Gillings School of Global Public Health 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 3:53 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 
I~E: Re: 

You sent the proxT registration form and I asked how much it has been used. 
Bobbi 

From: Robert Mercer [m~ercer@uncaa.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Jm~e 11, 2012 3:13 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: 

I’m not sure what this your asking? 

>>> Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 6/11/2012 12:28 PM >>> 
I understand this has been used only one. correct? 
Bobbi 

On 6/5/2012 3:10 PN{ Robert Mercer wrote: 

Bobbi O,yen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CBtt 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 1:19 PM 

ttelton, Del tiunt <del.helton@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Ammal repol~t 

annual report tbr Abbey Fellows2012.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Biology. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~n: "Yek Elaine Y" <veh(gbemail.unc.edu> 

Date: June 19, 2012 11:21:06 AM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Kier, William M." <billkie~(~bio.unc.edu>, "Miles, Bob" <bob.miles(~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: ~amual repo~ 

Bobbi, 
I was wondering if there are any Abbey Fellow funds available for travel. I have been involved in tke development of a joint degree program ruth the 

National University of Singapore which has official approval th)m tim Administrative Boa~-d of the College of Arts m~d Sciences. Dr. Bob Miles, Associate 

Dean of Study Abroad and International Exchanges m~d Dr. Bill Kier are planning to di~uss the implementation of this program ruth our NUS colleagues 

in the thll. As a member of the Study Abroad Advisory Board m~d Abbey Fellow I have been asked to accompany the UNC delegation. I believe this 

joint degree program a~ imtx~rtant addition to flue opportunities UNC cm~ provide to our Biolo~ Majors. 
Thm~ you for your consideration. 

Elaine 

Elaine Yeh, PhD. 

Research Associate Professor 

Dept. of Biology 

603 Fordham Hall 
UNC-Chapel 

Chapel tlill, NC 27599-3280 

yeh(tb~email.unc.edu 

(919) 962-2331 
FAX: (919) 962-8461 

..... OriginaJ~ Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 5:10 PM 

To: Yeh, Elaine Y 
Subject: A~mual reIx~rt 

Hi Elaine - 
I would much appreciate - brief is fine - report on your activities as an Abbey Fellow this past year. It will help with stewardship. The Biology website is 
helpful and I am glad we got the Abbey one done. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean ~br Undergraduate Education, a~d Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 g43-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 11:43 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

errors of fact in report 

Hi- 

Can I share with you some errors of fact in the report before your meeting at 3:00 pm today? 

I could come, if useful. 

Bobbi 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
CB# 3504, 3010 Steele Building 

214 E. Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

919 843-7773 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, July 21, 2012 9:59 AM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Could we do a 30 minute meeting on Mouday 

On a plane till noon 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 21, 2012, at 7:01 AM. "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <strohm@email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

> "¢~qaat’s your availability between 10 and 3 on Monday? If you could only join by phone, that would be fine. 
> 
> Thalzks 
> 

> On Jul 15, 2012, at 9:01 AM~ "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <strohm@email.unc edu> wrobe: 
> 

>> 

>> We’re on for both the Monday and the Tuesday morning meetings. Thanks to everyone for being so :flexible See you 9:30 tomorrow at Bynum. 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
>> Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 5:36 PM 
>> To: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Gil, Karen M; Yopp, Jan Johnson; Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P; Davis, Nancy K; Reid, Dee; [grin Schuettpelz (ecs@unc edu) 
>> Cc: Ooldston, Lm&i R 
>> Subject: Follow-up -- 9:30 am Monday and 9 am Tuesday 
>> 

>> 

>> I’d like to propose two meetings earl?’ next week 
>> 

>> 9:30 Monday; and 
>> 9 am Tuesday 
>> 

>> The meeting Nancy and 1 expected to be scheduled :for Monday morning has, instead, been set [’or 2 pm on Monday. I think there is benefit in our group convening [’or an hour Monday 
morning so people can share the benefit of their weekend thinking. 
>> 

>> The Tuesday morning meeting would allow us to share what we learn Monday aRernoon. That will be our opportunity to hear what Tom is thinking 
>> 

>> Please let me know if these meetings wofl; for your schedule We could do Monday morning by conference call, if that’s easier :for everyone. 
>> 

>> That’:s, 
>> Leslie 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 11:57 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Re: Health pmfphone 

Career services 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 10:23 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Bobbi: 
> 

> Can you please tell me who will be paying for this? 
> 

©riginal Message ..... 

> From: Bobbi O~vel’i [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wech~esday, August 01, 2012 8:26 AM 
> To: Womack, Tammy S; Mi~y, Lee 
> Cc: Goodman, Paula; Angle, O Ray 
> Sut~ject: Health profphone 
> 

> Hi - 
> Ray Angle asked flit is ok to use the phone number that currently exists for Health professions at career services and I said of course, the number is appropriate for continued use in his 

> Tamn!y - you may need to coordinate with his office concermng the move 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate I)ean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of I)ramatic Art l~Niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CBI/3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(N 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:25 PM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Search Committee 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kevin Jeflhy qieflhy(a)cs.unc.edtr> 

Date: August 14, 2012 5:43:15 PM EDT 

To: Bobbi Owen <owenbob(~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Search Committee 

Sure. "Happy" to help... 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 5:40 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

Kevin - 

When you need something done, ask the busiest person you know - ~) I write to you! I really, really, really, need you to serve on the search 

committee for a new director tbr the Academic Supv~rt Program for Student Athletes. Steve Matson has agreed to chair it as~d we hope to 

have someone in place in early spring. 

Please say yes. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Ca~neron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:58 PM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Re: Semch committee 

Or Eric the judicial program officer? 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 8:31 PM, "Matson, Steve" <smatson@bio.unc.edu> wrote: 

Whist do you [:hit~k of i~5;~lg ,Jonathar~ Stash; to jo~t~ the c.:?mrn~l:tee h:~r a student: a[fmrs perspective ? 

Steve 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:25 PM 

To-" Matson, Steve 
Subject," Fwd: Search committee 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "GuskJemcz, Kevin M" <gus~email.unc.edu-* 

Date: August 14, 2012 6:38:38 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owentx~b(~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Search committee 

Bobbi - Yes. Count me in. This is important and I will make it a priority. 

Thanks for asking. 

Kevin 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 4:44 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob~unc.edn> wrote: 

When you need sotnething done, ask the busiest person you ki~ow - so I write to you! I reall?~ rea]ly, really, need you to serve 

on the search committee for a new director for the Academic Suppo~nt Program for Student Athletes. Steve Matson has agreed 

to ch~ir it and we hope to have someone in place in early spnng. 

Please say yes. I wouldn’t ask we had good alternatives. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, aaad 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dmmalic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Bnilding 

214 East Cameron Avenue 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:46 AM 

Reid, Dee qteereid@unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula <pgoodman@e~nail.unc.edtf> 

Re: Meet Fridaty morning 

Friday is fine. Please contact Harold directly. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 8:18 AM, "Reid, Dee" <deereid,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, 

I’m hoping we caaa meet this Friday morning at 8:30 or so, in your office, to discuss planning tbr possibili .ty of KG at BOG panel, second day 8/30. Leslie 

says KG may need to discuss re-org.Since she’s away this week and I’m away ne:~ Monday through Wednesday, Friday is our only opportunity to 

discuss pla~s to brief KG for this. Leslie also thinks BOG roll wand/need to hear fro,n HW for questions on ASPSA, even if by vi&o conference. 

Paula please set up a meeting for this Friday if possible. 

Thanks. 

Dee 

Dee Re~d (919) 843-6339 

College ot Arts and Sciences 

The University of NortP Carolina at CPapei Hill 

205 South BuildJr~g~ CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

W~’b: ht tp : //COl I ege . LIHC . e@Ll 

Facebook : h ttp : //w~+,^,’. fac~ beok. cem/UNC. Ce ] i ege 

Twitter : http : //twitter. com/unccollecle 

YeuTube : Pttp : i!yotltlibe . ceKtiL]ser/UNCCel leG8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O L~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Snnday, August 26, 2012 6:19 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Help needed ruth repo~nt 

I already spoke to the recent one after which the?’ asked to see all supporting docs the recent committee considered which led to this request I have the staff numbers. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 26, 2012, at 4:56 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med unc edu> wrote: 

> Thanks - wanted to be sure it is the same one you referenced. 

> Frnmi Br ...... I.issa L 

> Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 4:55 PM 
> To: Renner, Joy J; Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: RE: Help needed with report 
> 

> I think you have it up on the FAC Sakai site -- I believe it is dated September 1,2011 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Renner, Joy J 
> Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 4:54 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L; Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: RE: Help needed with report 
> 

> (;an I get a copy of the 2010-2011 report? 

> Frora: Broome. Lissa L 

> Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 4:45 PM 
> To: Owcn, Bobbi A; Rennet, Joy J 
> Subject: RE: Help needed with repolt 
> 

> Hi Bobbi -- I’ve made some comments on the attachment, but did not include info on the increases in the staff size. 
> 

> Are they- also asking you to cormnent on the report from the group that you and John Blanchard co-chaired that met dming 2010-11 ? That would seera to be much more relevant than a 
1988 document. 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o~venbobfd~,,anc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 4:19 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 
> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: Help needed with report 
> 

> Lissa and Joy - 
> 

> I have been asked to update the BOG panel on the status of the recommundations in a 1988 report that led to the creation of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes -- this 
Wednesday afternoon, August 29[ 

> Please help me raake an accurate presentation. Can you provide comments on the sections with which you are raost familiar? Track changes are in place so I can keep track and prepare my 
remarks. 

> Thanks in advance for any assistance you can provide. I can send a 
> scanned copy tomolTo;v of the entire report but only typed in the relevant passages, attached 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 7:42 AM 

Canmy, Bruce William <bruce@anc.edu> 

Re: NCSA 

Steve’s summau is excellent and it should be added. 
Who tells Efin? 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:15 AM, "Caruey, Bruce William" <bruce(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi 

My cabinet discussed NCSA ye~terda3,. Steve’s comment~ belo~ san~mafize our 

conclusions and m suNcienfly st~:mg lmlguage~ Would you o[~ect ~:~ seeing 

this added? 

--Brace 

From-" Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:55 PM 
To-" Carney, Bruce William 
S~bject: RE: NCSA 

Dear Bruce: 

Thank you for giving me the chance to review this document. It raises a number of very troubling questions that I don’t think GA can answer satisfactorily. At the 
same time, as much as I hate to say this, I don’t think our recent experience suggests that the lack of satisfactory answers will be enough to convince those 
who’ve floated this proposal that it’s in fact a very bad idea. 

For that reason, I think I would consider ending not with questions but with a very clear statement of opposition to any merger of UNC School of the Arts and 
UNC-Chapel Hill or any absorption of the latter into the former, whether as a school or a department. I don’t know whether we would consider running the 
School of the Arts as an affiliated college, as UVa runs UVa’s College at Wise. But even if we think we can consider such a move, I’d encourage us to think 
carefully about the changes that GA would need to permit us to make, both in the School of the Arts and in our own enrollment, in order to make this 
arrangement feasible. 

With all that in mind, may I suggest the following revisions in the final two paragraphs? I realize that it may not be possible or advisable to say all this and will 
understand completely if these changes can’t be incorporated. 

Steve 

As these questions and comments have suggested, we think that any straightlbrwmd merger of UNCSA and UNC-Chapel Hill would face formidable 

obstacles and would arguably not be in the best interests of any of the interested parties. The same would be true of the absorpfion of the former into the 

latter as a school or department. In either arrangement, the missions of both UNCSA and UNC-Chapel ttill would be fundamentally changed. The 

accreditation of each ~hool would be threatened. The financial circumstances of[INCSA would remain problemafic; those of[INC-Chapel Hill would 

be compromised. The process either of merger or of absorption--impo~d from above, and lacking the deep involvement of the trustees, faculfie~ and 

current and former students of the two institutions--would provoke deep concern, if not outright hostility. In sum, the two institutions are so different--in 

,nission, market, cuNcula, and faculty, as well as in culture--that we cannot tbresee merger or absorption working for either ins~dtution under any 
circmnstance. And if merger or absorption should cause either institution to be compro,nised or to Fail, then the interests of the UNC General 

Administration, as well as the people of No~t~h Carolina, would be irrepa~rably harmed. 

The only alternative that we could see working--and we are not confident that this alternative could work mthout significant changes in UNCSA and 
significant loosening of currant constraints upon UNC-Chapel Hill--would involve UNC-Chapel Hill’s operating UNCSA as a separate and subsidiaD~ 
institution. LINCSA would be renamed the North Carolina College of Pmforming Arts. The UNCSA Board of Trustees would be dissolved, and the 
UNC-Chapel Hill trustees would assume fi&~ciary responsibility for the College. The Chancellor and Provost at UNC-Chapel Hill, working closely with 
the trustee~ would be mstx~nsible tbr determining the viability of all academic programs at the College and could expand, eliminate, or con~lidate 
programs at their discretion and in accordance with existing practices of review and governance. In order m ensure the financial health of the College, and 
in recognition of the extraordinaU circumstances that led to this revised system of goveruance, [INC-Chapel Hill would be granted exceptional 
management flexibili~ in "the operations both of the College and of[INC-Chapel Hill. The two faculties would remaJm separate and distinct, as would the 
two student bodies. The new College would retain its flexibility in out-of-state first-year and overall undergraduate enrollment, and 
l~Fl’,lC-Chapel I Iill would be pem~itted to increase its out-of-state first-year enrollment to 3 0 percent of the entering class. The 
trustees of [YNC-Chapel Hil would be free to establish the share of tuition revenue devoted to student aid at both institutions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:13 AM 

Rhodes, TenT Ellen <RHODES@ema~l.unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl.unc.edu> 
I~E: InterpersonaJ line 

Lots of positions have strings, and this one has FYS strings (I expect you could find other departments interested in a position if they decline). The Allred is a professorship in Connn that 
came with FYS strings in a particular area (rhetoric) which have to be offered - that fund authori~z would need to be checked. 

Lecturers can be hired to teach normal offerings. The FYS must be taught by excellent teachers 

Bobbi 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 8:19 PiVl 
To: McHale, Tammy J 
Cc: Rhodes, TenT Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Interpersonal line 

Thank you! 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 8:14 PM. "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

wrute: 

> Bubbi can prubably respond, but the mudel uf4 seminars per faculty 
> line is how the prugram was initially built. The Allred allucatiun 
> was a special situation (and l actually thuught that required 3, not 
> 2, seminars, but I could be remembering incurrectly) I du think 
> you can tell him that there were several units that received 
> positiuns tied to the FYS prugram Our allocation of funds frum the 
> Pruvust required an increase in the number of seminars (again based 
> on the mudel initially used to build the FYS prugram) I think the 
> numbers range frum 2 - 12 after thi s range of all ocatiuns I don’t 
> think specifics are necessary. 
> 

> ’]Thanks 
> 

> Tammy 
> 
> Tatmny McHale 
> Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 
> College of Arts & Sciences 
> CB #3100, 205 South Building 
> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
> (919) 962-1165 
> fax: (919) 962-2408 
> mobile: 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rhodes, TerU Ellen 
> Sent: S~day, September 09, 2012 5:52 PM 
> To: McHale, Tan~ny J; Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: FW: Interpersonal line 
> 

> Bobbi and Tanm~y, 
> 

> See message below from Dennis Mumby. He and I had fully discussed 
> this, and I certainly thought that he understood a position 
> authorization for COMM xvould be tied to the 4 additional FYS 
> offerings. 
> 

> COMM will be receiving an increased IB, the news of which I can 
> share with him tomolwoxv. However, I also xvill reiterate to him that 
> the very best professors need to be teaching the FYS. 
> 

> Do you think it’s necessary that I respond with specifics to 
> question #2? I’m thinking that I should just let him know- that there 
> are other units in the College who have these FYS tied to their 
> position allocations, and to leave it at that, however I would 
> appreciate your counsel on this one. Bobbi, if you feel it best to 
> provide specifics to question #2, I’ll need your assistance. 
> 

> Thanks, both 
> Terry 
> 

> TenT Ellen Rhodes 
> Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities College of Arts and 
> Sciences Professor ofiVlusic 
> 

> 205 South Building, CB # 3100 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
> 

>919-%2-1165 



> 919-%2-2408 fax 

> rhodes@email.unc.edu 
> 
> 
> FrOm; ~;des~ Terry Ellen 

> Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 5:38 PM 
> To: Mumby, Dennis K 
> Subject: R[~: Interpersonal line 
> 

> Dennis, 
> I’ll be happy to speak with you tomorrow. How about between 11 and 12? 
> Ter~ 
> 

> Terry Ellen Rhodes 
> Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities College of Arts and 
> Sciences Professor of Music 
> 

> 205 South Building, CB # 3100 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
> 

>919-%2-1165 
> 919-%2-2408 fax 

> rt~odes@email.tmc.edu 
> 
> 

> From: Mmnb?’, Dennis K 
> Sent: S~day, September 09, 2012 5:36 PM 
> To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
> Subject: Interpersonal line 
> 

> Hi Ter~, 
> 

> I just got back from Copenhagen last night and had a couple of 
> questions about the Interpersonal Communication line on which we’ve 
> been authorized to hire. As I mentioned to you when we discussed 
> this a couple of weeks ago, ~vhile I’m obviously grateful for the 
> support from the college, I’m a bit concerned about the impact that 
> the 4 FYS’s that are attached to the line will have on our ability- 
> to offer instructiun at the graduate and undergraduate levels in our 
> own program We will be required to teach 9 FYS’s in total, which 
> means one third of the faculty- ~vill be involved n teaching FYS’s 
> eve~z academic year (at least if eve~zone is teaching full-tune-- 
> when you add in leaves and a&nin appointments the figure as closer 
> to one hal~ Moreover, ~vith a shrinking instructional budget it 
> will be difficult for us to hire lecturers to teach these seminars 
> (an option you mentioned), especially when ~ve have cut our incoming 
> graduate last for three years in a row; right now, we feel that an?’ 
> extra instructional funds should go toward supporting a larger 
> incoming class if our graduate program is not to shrili,: significantly. 
> 

> So, my questions are: 
> 

> 1. Can you provide me with some contextiratiunale for the FYS 
> requirement that comes with the line? Is this something that is 
> being attached to a number of lines this year? Without that context 
> the number seems a bit arbitrary For example, when ~ve hired Chris 
> Lundberg on the Allred line there were two FYS’s attached to that 
> line. I know- there’s an effort to expand the FYS program, including 
> providing transfer students with the experience, but some context 
> would help explain this arrangement to my colleagues. 
> 2. Do you have any figures for departments across the college 
> regarding the number of required FYS’s? 9 FYS’s for a department the 
> size of ours @acuity and majors) seems like a lot, but I have no 
> point of reference in terms of comparing us with other departments 
> 

> Thanks for any insight you can provide. 
> 

> Best, 
> Dennis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:20 AM 

Patficia A. Turner <paturne@ucdavis.edu> 

Sharon C gmox <scknox@ucdavis.edw, 

RE: update 

I am talking to someone at 11 today about the session. 
Please remember the letter of support due today. 
Message tu fullow abuut buard member 
Bubbi 

Frum: Patricia A. Turner [paturner@ucdavis edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 1 : 16 PM 
Tu: Owen. Bobbi A 
Cc: Sharon C Knox 
Subject: RE: update 

Bubbi, 

Yes, please feel out your colleagues who might cume fur the UVP meeting, suunds like a good tupic Yes, un giving Judi an award. We can shape the prupusal request to Colurado to include 
their commitment and I’m prepared to make a cuurtesy visit. 

FYI, my nephew cuntinues tu thrive @ Chapel Hill and is particularly ardent abuut improv. 

From: Bubbi ()wen [mailto:uwenbubO~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 10:13 AM 
To: Patricia A. Turner 
Cc: Sharun C Knux 
Sutzject: Re: update 

Good news all around. See some quick notes below. 
On 9/5/2012 5:50 PM. Patricia A. Turner xvrote: 
Bobbi, 

I hope all is welh A few things I want to ILLI1 by you.. 

1) We had talked about having a fund-raising for student scholarship session at the UVP meeting, it was one of the components of the UVP agenda we had constructed for the postponed 
UNC/Duke meeting last spring. Is this something we could still put together? 
Possible, I expect if folks remain interested. Do you want me to feel out someone from here who might come for that day? (My current focus might be more about how big time athletics and 
big-time academics work together.) 

2) As you can imagine, there’s a lot of backstoW to some issues raised in the board phone call, I won’t take theru up now but at some point we can talk in person or the phone about it. 
Makes sense, and I expect that I know most of them. Your focus has been on the meeting (and Colorado needs to know the level of that responsibility if they take it on) instead of on 
maintaining relationships with the members of the board and member institutions - hard to know- what else you could have done with the time available, what with having two full-time jobs!) 

3) Would you be willing to introduce Judi Smith’s keynote? 
I would be delighted. Can I present her with a distinguished achievement award (or a formal citation for achievement) in undergraduate education from the Reinvention Center??? 

4) We are up to 63 registrants, excluding many people ~ve are fairly confident will be in attendance (speakers/board members) 
Good news. Let’s double it! I have been pushing iblks here to come 

5) Devika is playing phone tag w/Carol Gea~z Schnieder’s assistant re: appt ibr Bill to talk to her re: RC 
Probably good to have all the information to hand. 

6) I had a good conversation with Alan Lamborn a couple of hours ago and I’m going to paste, for your information, the SUlnma~z I just provided to Gene Bickers: 

Alan Lamborn has talked to his provost and chancellor and they gave him a suite of questions to ask me which I answered. He thinks they will ~vant to move forward ~v/a proposal Here’s 
why they like it: 

a) Several of their most celebrated faculty and administrators have attended over the years and sing the praises of the RC 

b) tomorro~v their keynote speaker at armual leadership retreat is Robelt Bjork whom they first heard @ RC. 

c) Pres will be annuuncing a majur ~nitiatlve in conjunction with the coming 150th anniversaW ufthe institutiun in 2020 tu focus attention on the science uf learning and mudi(y the 
curriculum according to what we know about how students learn. 



Thus they feel RC fits in with all of this. We need to be prepared to say what we think a competitive proposal to bring the Center to Colorado would take. We don’t have to do anything j ust 
yet and I’m going to let Bobbi know all of this, but I did want to apprise you of where we are. 

Sounds feasible. Will Alan be in place long enough to get it on solid footing? Will Colorado put up some funding (like earnest money) like Miami did to prove the?" are serious? Wendy 
made a courtesy call on Donna Shalala in N/tiami. Sounds a good idea for them, tun (and what a nice place to visit - can I come, tun)! 

That’s all for now. 

Pat 

Cheers, Bobbi 

Patricia A. Turner, Executive Director 
The Reinvention Center: Advancing Undergraduate Education at Research Universities 

Vice Provost, Undergraduate Education 
UC Davis 
Davis, CA 95616 

530-752-6068 

530-752-6359 (fax) 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educatiun, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

F.a2x2:919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:28 AM 

Ingram, Beth <beth-ingmm@uiowa.edu-* 

patumelff~bucdavis.edu; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Reinvention bomd 

Dear Beth - 

I am so sony to receive this message from you and wish that you were both going to be in DC in November and also to continue on the board. I really understand about being overwhelmed 
which is exactly the reason I like the UVP network for support from others in the same situation. 

As I am no longer chair of the board (and in the last year of a term, ineligible for another one), I am cc’ing this message to Pat Turner as executive director who can send it on to Gene Bickers 
who is the chair of the board (until the end of December). 

’]?here are lots of changes afoot as you know, and I wonder if you might consider staying inw~lved until things settle - likely to be known once the meeting in DC ends. 

Mean times, best for the fall semester and meeting all your obligations. I keep hoping to get in front but stuff always comes up{ 

Cheers, 

Bobbi 

From: Ingrain, Beth [beth-ingram@uiowa edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31,2012 5:57 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Reinvention board 

Dear Bobbi, 

As you noticed, I missed the board call today. I’m also going to miss the conference in November due to commitments I have here that I can’t avoid. When I agreed to be on the board, I 
think that I overestimated ray ability to participate. I think it xvould be best for rae to submit my resignation so that you can find soraeone who can coramit the time that is needed to be a 
fully-functioning board meraber. 

appreciated the opportunity to be involved in a small xvay, and apologize for any inconvenience this might cause. 

B eth. 

Beth Ingrain 
Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education 
Dean, University College 

llI JH 

319.335.0148 

Beth-ingram@uioxva.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 8:11 AM 

Evelyne Hnber <ehube@ad.unc.edu>; Anselmo Lastra <lastra~a)cs.unc.edu> 

Eaker-Rich, Deborah J <eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F 

<MAf’FLY,~em~l.unc.edt~; Wilde~nuth, Bmba~:a M <wildemuth@unc.edtf>; Kaiz, Mark <mkaiz@e~n~l.unc.edu>; Hube~; Evelyne H 

<ehube@email.unc.edu:>; Straus~ Ronald P. <ron strauss@unc.edu>; Brace, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu:>; Gautier; Janet E 

<gautie@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Board consideration 

I concur with Evelyne and Anselmo’s cumments 

Bubbi 

Frumi Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad~unc~edu] 
Sent: J;riday, September 14, 2012 8:07 AM 
Tu: Anselmo Lastra 
Cc: Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Yupp, Jan Johnson; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie E; Wildemuth, Barbara M; Katz~ Mark; Huber, Evelyne H; Owen, Bubbi A; Strauss, Runald P.; Bruce, Rub; Gautier, Janet 
E 
Subject: Re: Board consideration 

I agree that a grad student should only be able to do this if s/he has 
taught the class before with excellent evaluations. I would add a 
second condition: That there be a clear need for the class, i.e. student 
demand and not a sufficient number of facul~ merabers in that area/ 
field who are offering to teach Maymester. 
Evelyne 

On 9/13/2012 7:27 PM, Anselmo Lastra wrote: 
> As I understood it, Maymestcr is oriented toward student immersion 
> with top teachers. So I’d expect that maybe just (1) would be 
> appropriate. That short, intense format would be hard for novice 
> teachers. 
> 

> Ansehno 
> 

> On Thu, Sep 13, 2012 at 6:25 PM, Eaker-Rich, Deborah J 

> <eakerric@emaih~mc.edu> wrote: 
>> Jan, 
>> 

>> I would say that in order for a graduate student to offer a course in 
>> Maymester there should be some parameters. My thoughts are as follows: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> (1) He/she has taught the same or a similar course in a semester with 
>> vel?,’ good teaching evals 
>> 

>>(2) If he/she is suggesting a new course, the student should be mentored 
>> by an acknowledged, experienced teacher plus have taken a pedagogy course 
>> through the CFE or other established venue in order to ensure adequate 
>> support in the compressed timeframe 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I would think this ~vould likely be an exception but we could certainly 
>> entertain the possibility at a unit’s request, again, with some caveats that 
>> have been established by the Board. 
>> 

>> Deb 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Eaker-Rich, Ph.D 
>> Associate Dean and Chief Academic Officer 
>> 
>> Dtrector of Graduate Studies 
>> 103 Peabody Hall 
>> Campus Bux ~3500 
>> ’lEe University ufNorth Carulina at Chapel }{ill 
>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599-3500 
>> 919966-2436 (?,/Is. Sherry Cuble, Administrative Asst) 
>> 

>> 919.962 1533 (};AX) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> Frum: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
>> Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 6:07 PM 
>> To: Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Mal!fly-Kipp, Laurie F; Anselmu Lastra; Wildemuth, 
>> Barbara M; Katz, Mark; Huber, Evelyne El; Owen, Bobbi A; Strauss, Ronald P.; 
>> Bruce, Rob 
>> Cc: Gautier, Janet E 
>> SubJect: Board cunsideratinn 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dear All, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> A question came up today that I wish we had had to discuss on Tuesday. I 
>> would like your wisdom. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> A Ph.D. student has asked a question in regard to submitting a Maymester 
>> proposal for next year. He has the support of the unit. The issue came up 
>> in 2010. Here’s the excerpt related to that point from the minutes: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "Surmner School raised the question of graduate students teaching during 
>> Maymester. Should we include a policy in our Policies and Procedures 
>> Manual? TAs have never taught in Maymester nor has a unit made the request. 
>> The Board advised us to leave this topic out of the Manual until the issue 
>> is raised by- a unit that might have an advanced TA who would be able to 
>> teach in Maymester. At that time, we will bring this back to the Board." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Basesd on our discussion Tuesday about graduate students teaching, I ~vould 
>> like to find out from you whether you think graduate students should teach 
>> in Maymester Maymester facul~ have comments in the annual survey that the 
>> condensed time frame is challenging and requires adjustment. I ~vould have 
>> concerns about a graduate student with limited (or perhaps no) teaching in 
>> Maymester 
>> 

>> I welcome your comments and a yay/nay. I hope that you can respond by 
>> Monday. 
>> 

>> 

>> Thank you. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Jari 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Jan Johnson Yopp 
>> 

>> Dean, Surmner School 
>> 
>> Uinversity of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Office: 919.9628266 
>> 

>>Fax: 919.9622752 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Waiter Spearman Prufessur 
>> 

>> Schuol of Journalism and Mass Cowanunication 
>> 

>> University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
>> 
>> Office: 919.9624083 
>> 

>>Fax: 919.9620620 
>> 

>> jyopp@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Departrnent of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 
l:ax: 919-962-0432 



emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 2:40 AM 

Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edtp 

Re: Updating your resume 

That is the same one I had and drafted 

the update on. Thanks for making it accurate. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 23, 2012, at 9:46 PM, "Kennedy, Shannon" <shmmon.kennedy@unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi: &tracheal is the most recent resume, which 1 gave to Becky Williams. I.et me edit this version and send it back to you. You have given me an 
excelF:mt head sLarl:! Thanks so rm~ch, gobbi,- Shannon 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 23, 2012 6:23 PN 
To: Kennedy, Shannon 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Updating your resume 

Hi Shmmon - 

I am working on a retx)rt tbr the University due in eaty Ock~ber that includes the org chart tbr the College - mad you need m be on it. The org chalets link 

to resumes/cvs, so I took a stab at update yours (attached. Following is what I inserted. Can you restx~nd soon to let me ki~ow if it is ok (or if it is 

completely wrong mad I should keep my day job). 

Bobbi 

(September 2012 Presen0 

Interim Executive Director and Senior Associate Dean fbr Program Development 

Arts and ~ciences Uoundation 

Supervises a staaT of twenty (mmual mad capital giving, stewardship) that raises aaa average of $50 million annually. 

As chief development officer of the College of Arts and Sciences, works closely with the Arts a~ad Sciences Foundation Boazd and the Dean of the 
College, to raise private funds for new facilities, faculty support a~qd scholaxships for graduate and undergraduate students. 

Assists the senior associate deam for the axts and humanities, the social sciences, the natural and applied sciences, and undergraduate education to 
identify their priorities and efl}ctively work with their designated statt’in the Foundation. 

Represents the Arts wad Sciences Foundation as a senior member of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s adva_ncement and development 
efforts. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hiohael R. McVaugh DistJngu~sh~’~ Professoz of Dramatic Azt 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Niii 

CB# 35@4, 30ii Steele Building 

2~ 4 East: Cameror~ Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Ph >.q e : 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

<Shannon Kem~edy - Resume 08-23-2012.docx> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 7:45 PM 

Raphad-Gfimm, Theresa <raphaelg@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Friday October 5 

I will be here as close to 10 as possible. 
Bobbi 

From: Raphael-Grimm, Theresa 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 8:23 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Friday October 5 

Bobbi, 
I have an oil-site conm~itment (psychotherapy session with a cancer patient at our Carolina Point 2 location on 54/40) at 11 where I need travel time, meaning I’d have to leave a 10 am priority 
registration meeting by 10:40 to get to my 11:00 on time. Could you join us at 10 and I’d remain to fill you in on the proceedings? I think this first of two meetings will be focused on 
presenting the major issues and brain storming around potential approaches.( I think I’ve got a fairly good sense of the issues and concerns around PR). The second priority registration 
group meeting on Oct 23 will likely be the one ~vhere ~ve finalize a proposal Clearly, your presence is important. Not sure what to do. 
Theresa 

Theresa Raphael-Grimm PhD, CNS 
Clinical Associate Professor 
Schools of Nursing & Medicine 
UNC Chapel Hill 
919-966-3649 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Derickson, Christopher P 
Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
Sulzject: Friday October 5 

Theresa - 
I need to attend a meeting on Friday, October 5 at 9 am and wonder if we 
could push the priority registration discussion ahead to 10. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi O,yen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(;B~ 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/9/2012 10:07:13 AM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Accepted: ASPSA Meeting 

Loudermilk 2203 

10/25/2012 2:30:00 PM 

10/25/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:17 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~> 

I~E: Menon and Haven 

We should move Ben to 95% (especially if it doesn’t cost us anything)! 
I do not see a reason to move Geeta. 
Bobbi 

From: Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 10:12 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: Menon and Haven 

Yesterday in our manager’s luncheon Talnmy was talking about the possibili~z of getting folks up to market index, or at least at the 92%. With the exception of my salary ( which is about to 
change), everyone looks pret~ good. She did however say that ;ve could request to get folks closer to 95 or 100% Dara is at 100%, so she is fine Ben and Geeta are at least at the 92%. Do 
you think it would be worth requesting anything for them, or just leave it alone? 

From:Taylor, Geraldine 
Sent: Tuesday, Octuber 09, 2012 9:51 AM 
To: Goodman, Paula 
Sublect: RE: Menon and Haven 

Please see attached. 
’]?hanks. 
gt 

Geraldine Taylor 
CAS Business Operatiuns 
CB# 3056, 04 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
Ph~)ne: 919.843.9689 
Reme~dy access: http://cullege.unc edu/remedy 
][Smail: gtaylor@emaihunc.edu<mailto:~taylor~email unc.edu> 

From: Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Munday, October 08, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Taylor, Geraldine 
Sublect: Menun and Haven 

I am lonking at Ben’s and Geeta’s salaries I do not have access to HRIS anymore cun]d yuu run that report for me to see where the?" fall in the salary ranges? 

Thanks. 

Paula A. Goo&nan 
Department Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
919-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:27 PM 

Norwood, Roberta A <rakelly@emafil.unc.edu> 

I~E: minutes from Sept 27 EACC Operational Group meeting 

Thanks. Earl?’ next week should be possible. 
Bobbi 

From: Norwood, Roberta A 
Sent: We&aesday, October 03, 2012 8:27 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: minutes from Sept 27 EACC Operational Group meeting 

Bobbi, 

Here are the minutes from the Operational wing of EACC I would like to touch base with you by phone when we both have a minute in regards to how the EACC Operational group can best 
serve when we bring in the HR and Finance pieces. There was a suggestion to start bringing in some of those staff no;v so that all ;vere informed about the decisions being made in that 
implementation. It was thought that including these issues might bring in more representatives from the different schools and departments 

Since the membership of the Operational group was created out of the Provost’s request to Deans, I wanted to get your perspective. 

In reference to the joint meeting, you will see in the minutes that the group did not have any specific topics of discussion at this time 

Thank you, 
Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

From: Beller, Debra L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 5:27 PM 
To: EACC Operational Group 
Subject: minutes from Sept 27 EACC Operational Group meeting 

Hello. Attached are minutes frorrl the most recent EACC Operational Group meeting. 

You can also view all of the minutes in SharePoint: 
https://share.unc.edu/sites/itsierp/EACCiForms/Allltems.aspx?RootFolder %2Fsites%2Fits%2Ferp%2FEACC%2FEACC%20Operational%20Group%2FMinutes 

Thanks. 

Debra 

Debra Belier 
Cotmrlunications Specialist 
CotmectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-0477 
Website: http :i/its.uric. edu/enterprise/enterprise-applic ations/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OVv%NBOB> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 4:54 AM 

Rhodes, Teny Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Language Consortium Pilot Project - Response Requested 

I am on my way to Atlanta. Back late afternoon. 
Bobbi. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 10, 2012, at 3:54 AM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RItODES@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi may 

I speak w you for a moment by phone this morning? 

Tha~:s 

Te~w 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil(i~email.unc.edu> 

Date: October 9, 2012 8:43:13 PM EDT 
To: "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentop@unc.edu> 

Ce: "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RItODES~-;email.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(i~unc~edu> 
Subject: Re: Language Consortimn Pilot Project - Response Requested 

Terry. and Nick 

Based upon this message below, I let Bruce know we were participating for Portuguese and Bruce reported that to GA. TesTy, you jus~t 
forwarded me a message you sent JeffBraden saying we were not participating. Are there two different language initiatives? Please clarify’. 
Thastk you 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Prot~ssor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 
Universi .ty of Nofft~ Ca, olina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil(~)email.unc .edu 

On Oct 2, 2012, at 11:42 AM, "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentop@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Terry, 

Per b~rry Kir~g., we are current:ly in a consortium for P.:_3rtu{~u~:ase. M.:_3r~{<:21 R~-:!ct.:_3r is the cotlt21ct 

[rt regards to a resp.:)m;e to Provost Carney, tm~ess there’5; beet} discussb:)n wRh other department chaks from 

departments, it seems that UNC Js not in a posit~ot~ at this time to add additional languages for this pilot program. (But of 

course, this ~s not for me to dec~de.) 

F~rst, the incentive to waive the required low productivity re~ort (see ema~l from Al~sa Chapman below) would have Htt~e 

to no impact here give[) that mdMdual hmguages are not ~ncluded or~ ~:he k)w productivity report {students major ~n 

Studies," not Korear~, for ex~mple). 

Second, UNC already offers many languages, so I don’L anticipate high demand from IJNC studenLs to take ~angusges at 

oLher campuses. ]n sdd~L~on, the k~terqnstitutiona~ Registration system (w~th Duke, NC Central, UNC-Chadotte, UNC-- 

Greensboro, ~nd NC State) ~s an established progrm~ that works well for students who w~sh to take a course not offered at 

Chapel Hill (including language courses). And there’s been recent discussions (August 201I) with Duke about coordh~ating 

class offerings for the k~sser-.taughL h;~guages th~L remain a pr~orH:y for us and them. Department chairs were contacted 

i~bout tNs in February 2012. 

Finally, in case you need th~s ~nformation, the FHday Center offers the following ~anguage courses: 

Carolh~e Courses ONine: Spanish (SPAN I01 and I02); French (FREN 

Serf-Paced Courses: Italian (~TAL IOL 102, 203, 204); Russian (RUSS 10:[, I02); Spanish (SPAN IOL :[02, 203, 204); Swahih (401) 

P~ease let: me know ff you need addit~ot~aI kfform~tion from me. 

Th a ~ks, 

N~ck 



Nicholas Siech-:~i]t op 

CurricWum Directo~ 

Off:ice of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chape~ HHL NC 27599-3504 ~ T919.962,58~9 

~*Confident~a]~ty notice: Th~s ema~ message, including any attachments~ is for the sole use of intended redp~ent(s) and 

may contain confidentia~ and pdvik~ged information. Any ~.mauthodzed review, use, d~sclosure, or d~s~dbu~k)n 

prohibited.~ 

Eros= Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Seat= Tuesday, Oc~ber 02, 2052 9:04 AM 

To= Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A 
~c~ Siedentop, Nicholas 
Subject= RE: ~: Language Conso~ium Pilot Project - Response Requested 
We’re checking. 

Terry 

Ferry E~len Rhodes 
Senio~ Assod~ Dean, F~qe A~ts 

CoHere of: Arts and Sdences 

P~ro[essor o~ Music 
205 South Bu~dh~g.. CB # 3100 

Uq~versit:y o~ Nort:h Caro~h~a ~[ Chape~ Hi~] 

Chapel H~I~, Ng 27599-.3100 

9~9-962-i~65 

919.-962-2408 fax 

Fre~= Gil, Karen M 
$eBtl Tuesday, October 02, 20~2 8:54 AM 

Te= Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 
¢¢~ Siedentop, Nicholas 
~jeCt~ RE: ~: Language Conso~ium Pilot Project - Response Requested 
~s the short answer to th~s that we m’e part~dpatk~g for PortugueseP That was true at o~e t ~e, just want to know ffwe are 

s~l kwo~ved, 

Thank you 

Ksren 

Karen M. Gi], 

I)~!an, Colk.’ge of A~ts and S(:iences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychok~y 

C3 # 3100 
University of North Carofirm at Chapel Hilt 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599-3~00 

919-9e]2-3082 

9~9-962-i~65 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Se~t: Monday, October 01, 2012 7:52 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A; Gil, Karen M 
~¢: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sul~ject: RE: FW: Language Consortium Pilot Project - Response Requested 
Thanks, Bobbi, and thanks in advance, Nick. 
Terry 
Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Music 
205 South Building, CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@emaiLunc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [.o____w___e_Lt_b_9__b__~_u__n___c_,__e__d__u_] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 i0:34 AM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
(:¢: Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Siedentop, Nicholas ~ 
Subject: Re: FW: Language Consortium Pilot Project - Response Requested 

Terry - 

I hope that Nick Siedentop can help with this. He is cc’d on this response so you have his contact information. 

I don’t see much availability for myself until after fall break. 

Bobbi 

On 10/:1/20:12 9:08 AM, Gil, Karen M wrote: 

Would you please drat:t a response 1:o~ Bruce? I know some o1: the history, but do not know what we are 

pfannin~, ri~,ht now. 

Thanks 

~(are~ 



Karen M. Gil~ Ph.D, 

Dean, College of Arts and Sden.::es 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

UniveRsity of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Ch~pel Hi~, N£ 27599~3100 

919-962-,3082 

91.9-962-3.16P] 
91.9-962-2408 fax 

From: Carney, Bruce William 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 7:11 AM 

To: Gil, Karen M; Tresolini, Carol P 
Subject: FVV: Language Consortium Pilot Project - Response Requested 

Karen --- 

Is the (.ollege prepared to offer some foreign language classes on-line? 

Frn sure that GA is interested primarily in Chinese and maybe other 

Asian languages. Note that this ~s not a ~Hlrt~cu~aHy ~ood rew~nue 

--Bruce 

F~ Alisa Chapman [mailto:chapman@no~hcarolina.edu] 
$e~t~ Friday, September 28, 20~2 3:2% PM 
Te= ’Lori Gonzalez’; ’Marilyn Sheerer’; ’Ali Khan’; ’ion Young’; ’Winser Alexander’; ’.bJ_¢b_[~_¢ff~B~_¢M_~9~.’; ’Wa~ick 
Arden’~ ’Jane Fernandes’; Carney, Bruce William; ’Joan Lorden’; ’David Perrin’; ’Kenneth Ki~s’; ’ba~lesd@uncw.edu’; 

’albrenton@emaiLwcu.edu’; ’Brenda Allen’; ’a~sandsdences@no~hcarolina.edu’ 
C¢~ Suzanne T. O~ega~ Margaret T. O’Hara; Cody Thompson 
$~ject~ Language Conso~ium Pilot Project - Response Requested 

Chief Academic Officers: 

As mentioned in the CAO meeting earlier this week, the Language Consortium is moving forward with 

plans to share courses fall 20%B. Critical to the success of this pilot project is knowing well in advance 

what campuses will sign on to participate. Attached to this email is the "Home & Host" document that 

outlines the steps each participating campus will need to take to participate. 

There are two ways in which campuses can opt into to the pilot: (~) hosting a course for other campuses 

or (2) allowing students to take a course offered by other institutions. Although we have an initial listing 

of courses campuses have suggested offering, the full commitment of the campus has not yet been 

made. 

I ask that you please let me know by Wednesday, October 3rd if your campus plans to participate as IT 

and registrars will need to be further involved in the process as soon as possible. 

Please note that while participation will require campus IT to make some programming changes on your 

campus in coordination registrars and admissions, we are identifying resources to assist with this effort. 

Additionally, for programs formally electing to participate in the pilot, Dr Ortega has agreed to waive the 

required low productivity report response should the participating language program be identified by the 

specified criteria for the 20%2 review. 

Registrars should be engaged in the process now for phase % of this pilot so they understand the 

changes, the data being fed to the system, how it will affect the existing inter-institutional process, and 

how they need to participate in the testing and rollout process. 

By the end of next month we will know more of the proposed design details for phase 2 of the pilot and 

what questions will need to get resolved. At that point, we will involve campus registrars and ClOs to 

address those issues and determine how to proceed. 

Arts and Sciences deans have been updated on the pilot project via teleconference meetings held earlier 

this month and can be contacted for additional information. They are copied to this message as well. The 

project has also been discussed with your campus SACS liaisons. 

We are excited about this pilot project and look forward to working with the participating campuses. 

I look forward to hearing from you next week. 

Sincerely, 

Alisa 

Alisa Chapman, Vice President 

UNC General Administration 

Academic and University Programs 

PO Box 2688 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~5-26~ 

Telephone - (919) 843-8929 

Bobbi Owen 

Michael R, HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 30~ SLeele BuildJ[~g 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Mill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:07 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Assistant Dean Description 

image001.png; image002.png 

Looks good. 

A few revisions [’or this para for your consideration: 
Provide leadership and oversight for all aspects of academic advising ]2~r the nearly 800 student-athletes at UNC-Chapel Hil); oiler them academic guidance for their complex scheduling and 
circumstances; develop new and irmovative solutions to advising challenges; work with campus units to provide student-athletes with a holistic advising experience; function as a liaison to 
the academic counselors in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), the I)epartment of Athletic and its compliance staff, the other academic support programs within 
The Center [’or Student Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) and the Retention Office; communicate and collaborate with academic counselors to ensure understanding of academic 
policies and procedures; mentor new colleagues; assist with graduation clearance for student-athletes; plan and coordinate opportunities for professional development. 

Bobbi 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Assistant Dean Description 

Bobbi, 
Attached is the draft of the assistant dean position. I appreciate your keen eyes on it. With yottr approval we will send it on to create the position. 
Best, 
Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 
[Description: FaceBook-icon]<http:i/xvwxv.facebook.com/UNCAdvising> [Description: Txvitter-icon] <http:i/txvitter.conf#tiUNCAdvising> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:39 AM 

Williams, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
I~E: Iutefim EEO Repo~t 

Thanks 
Bobbi 

From: Williams, Becky 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:38 AM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Interim EEO Report 

Hi Bobbi I’m out of the office today but I can help resolve this. The committee chair and cormnittee members should be able to submit these. I’ll just ask Faye to send me a list so we can 
resolve for now 

Best, 
Bec~z 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:37 AM 

To: Williams, Beck?" 
Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
Subject: bSV: Interim EEO Report 

This seems like a circle that needs to be resolved Can you help? 
Bobbi 

From: Matson, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:28 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: bSV: Interim EEO Report 

Hello Bobbi: 

I need your help with a small detail regarding the student support services director. EEO has told Faye (see below) that the person who filed the recruitment request (Becky) must submit the 
interim report tlowever, Becky thinks that Faye can do it which seems not to be the case Faye is very happy to work with Becky to file this report and we need to do it soon so we can 
continue with the phone interviews Can you talk with Becky and explain the situation? I am also happy to hear any alternative you might provide. Thanks. 

Steve 

From: Lea’is, Faye T 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:13 A_’vl 
To: Matson, Steve 
Cc: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: FW: Interim EEO Report 

Steve, 

How do you xvant me to handle this? 
I xvas told by EEO that the person (Beclcy) who filed the recruitment request has to submit the interira report. 
I knoxv we need to get this submitted so that we can schedule the interviews. 

I’ll do whatever you need me to do. 

Thanks, 
Faye 

Faye T. Lexvis, CPS 
Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator The Graduate School ¯ The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 275994010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ flewis@email.tmc.edu<mailto:flexvis@email.tmc.edu> 
Visit us: gradschool.unc, edu<http ://gradschool.unc. edui> 
[Description: https:i/share unc edu/sites/vcred/grad/Logo/LPqCGRADBLACK17O gif] 

From: Williams, Becky 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 4:10 A2vf 
To: Lewis, Faye T 
Cc: Matson, Steve 
Su~iect: RE: Interim EEO Report 

HI Faye 

Since I added you to the committee you should be able to sign in PeopleAdmin and update the interim report yourself. The person managing the search usually makes these updates. Let me 
know If you need help in PeopleAdmin 

Best, 
Becky 

From: Lewis, Faye T 
Sent: We&~esday, October 17, 2012 11:58 A2vl 



To: Williams, Beclg" 
Cc: Matson, Steve; Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Interim [~EO Report 

Hi Becky, 

It is my understanding that you have to file the interim EEO report before we can conduct telephone interviews for the Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes position 

We want to begin scheduling these interviews so this interim report needs to be filed as soon as possible. 

What information do you need from me for the report? 

Thanks, 
Faye 

Faye T. Lewis, CPS 
Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator The Graduate School ¯ The Universits~ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 275994010 

(919) 962 -6311 ¯ flewis@email.~mc, edu<mailto :flewis(~email.~mc. edu> 
Visit us: gradschool.unc, edu<http ://gradschool.unc. edui> 
[Description: https:i/share.unc.edu/sites/vcred/grad/LogoiUNC GRADBLACK170.gif] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:39 AM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu;> 

RE: Interim EEO Report 

image001 .gif 

Becky will get the list from Faye to get this done - and then sort out how to get out of the middle. 
Bobbi 

From: Matson, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:28 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: FW: Interim EEO Report 

Hello Bobbi: 

I need your help with a small detail regarding the student support services director. EEO has told Faye (see below) that the person who filed the recruitment request (Becky) must submit the 
interim report ttowever, Becky thinks that Faye can do it which seems not to be the case Faye is very happy to work with Becky to file this report and we need to do it soon so we can 
continue with the phone interviews Can you talk with Becky and explain the situation? I am also happy to hear any alternative you might provide. Thanks. 

Steve 

From: Lewis, Faye T 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:13 A_’vl 
To: Matson, Steve 
Cc: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: FW: Interim EEO Report 

Steve, 

How do you want me to handle this? 
I was told by EEO that the person (Becky) who filed the recruitment request has to submit the interiln report. 
I knoxv we need to get this submitted so that we can schedule the interviews. 

I’ll do whatever you need me to do. 

Thanks, 
Faye 

Faye T. Lewis, CPS 
Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 275994010 

(919) 962 -6311 ¯ flewis@emaih uric. edu<mailto :flewis@emaih uric. edu> 
Visit us: gradschool uric edu<http://gradschool unc.edu/> 
[Description: https:/ishare.unc.edu/sites/vcredigrad/Logo/UNCORADBLACK170.gif] 

From: Williams, Bec~z 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 4:10 AM 
To: Lewis, Faye T 
Cc: Matson, Steve 
Subject: RE: Interim EEO Report 

HI Faye. 

Since I added you to the committee you should be able to sign in PeopleAdmin and update the interim report yourself. The person managing the search usually makes these updates. Let me 
know- ll’you need help in PeopleA&nin. 

Best, 
Becky 

From: Lewis, Faye T 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 11:58 AM 
To: Williams, Becky 
Cc: Matson, Steve; Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Interim EEO Report 

Hi Beck?,, 

It is my understanding that you have to file the interim EEO report before we can conduct telephone interviews [’or the Director, Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes positinn. 

We want to begin scheduling these interviews so this interim report needs to be filed as soon as possible 

What information do you need from me [’or the report? 

Thanks, 

Faye 

Faye T. I.ewis, CPS 

Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 



The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599M010 
(919) 962-6311 ¯ flewis@email.unc.edu<mailto:fiewis(~email.unc.edu> 
Visit us: gradschool.ur~c.edu<1~tt~://~,r~dschool.uncedu/:, 

[Description: https://share uric edu/sites/vcred/~rad/Lo~o/UNC GRADBLA(2K 170 gif] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:49 PM 

Demetriot~ Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc .edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Transfer Coordinator Posilion 

Cynthia - 
I am concerned that people think that you have already decided who will be the identified candidate which is not a good ;vay to run a search, even with a minority candidate in mind 
Please do a search - which can be posted on the UNC website for personnel positions with no other postings - but I will need to see two viable candidates for the position, not ranked. 
I don’t understand what occurred outside our conversation but perhaps best to discuss that in person. 
I looked [’or you yesterday and today without success and vacation/sick days are not on my calendar as Paula usually posts As you are teaching this semester being away would be 
unusual so 
would like to be in the loop. 
Becky Williams is the hutnan resources person for the College. 
Bobbi 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:10 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: Transfer Coordinator Position 

FY[ - See emails below. Paula was going to post the position herself on Friday as a regular external search. Geraldine wrote back with the targeted minority hire option. I don’t know who 
Becky is. 

From:Taylor, Geraldine 
Sent: Friday, Octnber 19, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: Goodman, Paula 
Cc: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sulzject: Re: Transfer Coordinator Position 

Paula, 

I’m out of the office today but will return on Monday. I’ve consulted with Becky and she suggested doing a targeted minority hire for Murphcy-Brown. Will talk more with you on Monday 
morning. 

Thanks. 
Geraldine 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

"Goodman, Paula" wrote: 
Geraldine: 

Just touching base xvith you to see if you have had the chance to get this posted. If you do not have time, I will be happy to do as I have access to PeopleAdmin and have gotten 
instructions from Bobbi hoxv to post. 

Thanks. 

Paula A. Goodinan 
Department Manager 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
919-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 9:58 AM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-* 

Cliue, Alexis L <Alexis Cliue@uuc.edt~~ 

Re: UNC-Chapel Hill’s involvemeut in the Language Consortium 

We ofl}r Cherokee through American Studies. It is in collaboration with Western CArolina. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Nov 2, 2012, at 8:56 AM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RItODES@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi and Alexis, 

Does UNC offer Cherokee? Alexis, please send Bobbi the email you received from Maggi (GA) this afternoon, and copy to me. Her email made it seem that WCU 
offers Cherokee and that some of our UNC students take it. 

Thanks, both. 

Terry 

Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts a nd Sciences 

Professor of Music 
205 South Building, CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

929-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From-" Cline, Alexis L 
Sent-" Thursday, November 01, 2012 5:02 PM 
To." ’Margaret T. O’Hara’ 
C~-" Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject." RE: UNC-Chapel Hill’s involvement in the Language Consortium 

Terry - can you answer Maggie’s question? 

From-" Margaret T. O’Hara [mailto: mtohara@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, November 01, 2012 4:36 PM 

To-" Cline, Alexis L 
Subject-" RE: UNC-Chapel Hill’s involvement in the Language Consortium 

Alexis 

Ihat is the email, thanks. Bt~t I an~ still won&:fing wh), y,)t~ did not list the Cherokee. 

From-" Cline, Alexis L [mailto:Alexis Cline@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, November 01, 2012 4:30 PM 
To-" Margaret T. O’Hara 
Subject-" FVV: UNC-Chapel Hill’s involvement in the Language Consortium 

Hi Maggie, 

I believe this is the emaJd "that you were referring to. Plea~ let me b~ow if you need anythiug fuN~er. Thanks 

Alexis 

From-" Margaret T. O’Hara [mtohara@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:20 PM 
To-" Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject-" RE: UNC-Chapel Hill’s involvement in the Language Consortium 

From-" Rhodes, Terry Ellen [mailto:RHODES@email.unc.edu] 



Sent’- Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:16 PM 
To: Margaret T. O’Hara 
Subject-" UNC-Chapel Hill’s involvement in the Language Consortium 

Dear Maggi, 

As we just now discussed on the phone, UNC-Chapel Hill is currently in a system consortium tbr Portugue~ (which includes Catalina, Galician, 

Basque, 1o my understa~ding). Prot~ssor Monica Rector is tlae contact. 

I don’t anticipate high demm~d from UNC-Chapel Hill students to take lm~guages at other campuses. In addition, the Inter-Ins~fitutional Registration system 

(with Duke, NC Central, UNC-Charlotte, UNC-Greensbom, and NC State) is an es~blished progrmn working well for students who wish to take a 

course not oft~red at Chapel Hill (including lm~guage courses). 

It seems that UNC-Chapel Hill is not in a position at fl~is time to add additional languages for this pilot progrmn. 

Hope this is what you need. 

Thank~ 

Terry 

Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB # 3100 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes,~,email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 11:35 AM 

Katlaerine Cline <kcline@Ibundation.fsu.edu>; Laughlin, Ka~-en L. <KLaugNin@admin.Iku.edu> 

Sharon C Kmox <scknox@ucdavis.edw, 

RE: UVP meeting 

Katherine - 
Are you planning to attend the rest of the conference or only the UVP meeting? Sharon Knox can take care of registration (as a speaker) if you are inclined to join us. 
Please respund directly to her. 
Bubbi 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Katherine (;line [mailtu:kcline(@foundatiun.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 10:53 AM 
To: Laughlin, Karen L.; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: UVP meeting 

Thanks Karen. Yes, Directur uf Develupment ~s my title I’m louldng ]’opa, ard to meeting yuu and participating in this panel. ’]?hanks{ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Laughlin, Karen L. [mailto:KLauvhlin@admin.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01,2012 8:44 AM 
To: Bobbi Owen; Katherine Cline 
Subject: Re: UVP meeting 

Thanks, Bobbi. We are luoking furward tu this. I think the pruper title fur Katherine *vuuld be Director uf Development for Undergraduate Studies. 

Karen 

On Nuv 1, 2012, at 8:32 AM, "Bubbi ()wen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

That~:s to you all for participating especially- as it seems we have a plan (and xvill not use PowerPoint). 

Here is the list of our participants. 

See you soon! 

UNC-Chapel Hill: Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate 
Education and Michael Strader, Associate Director of capital Gifts 

University of Southern California: Cbais Yates, Associate Senior Vice 
President for Major and Platmed Gifts and Gene Bickers, Vice Provost 
for Undergraduate Programs 

Florida State University: Karen Laughlin, Dean of Undergraduate 
Studies and Katherine Cline, Undergraduate Studies Development Officer 

Bobbi 

On 10/31/2012 8:20 PM, Nelson Bickers xvrote: 
>> Hi Bobbi and all, 
>> 

>> Accompanying me is Chris Yates, who is ottr Associate Senior Vice 
>> President for Major and Planned Gifts. We will not be using 
>> PowerPoint. We haven’t worked on joint projects, so we will be meeting Monday to discuss the parts of ouir presentation. 
>> 

>> We ~vill talk some about our experience with fom~dations and about our 
>> President’s strategy on fnnd-raising for need-based and merit-based 
>> scholarships. We actually have the annual meeting for our biggest donor-fnnded merit scholarship program on Monday as well, so the timing is fortuitous. 
>> 

>> Looking forward to seeing everyone at the meeting! Gene 
>> 

>> Gene Bickers 
>> Vice Provost for Undergraduate Programs Professor, Department of 
>> Physics and Astronomy GFS 227, 1695 LrPC University of Southern 
>> Calif,amia Los Angeles, CA 90089-1695 
>> Phone: (213) 740-1114 
>> FAX : (213) 740-9757 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc edu> 
>> Date: Wednesday-, October 31, 2012 2:50 pm 
>> Subject: Re: L~,~ meeth~g 
>> To: "Laughlin, Karen L." <KLaughlin@admin fsu edu> 
>> Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu>, Gene Bickers 
>> <bickers@usc.edu>, "Strader, Michael" <mstrader@email.nnc.edu>, 
>> Patricia Turner <paturner@ucdavis.edu>, autofwd-kcline 
>> < kclin e@ fonndatiun, fsu.edu> 
>> 
>>> Terrific. 



>>> Bobbi 

>>> Sent li*om my zPhone 
>>> 

>>> On Oct 31,2012, at 5:38 PM; "Laughlin, Karen L" 
>>> <KLaughlin@admin fsu edu> wrote: 

>>>> Bobbi, 
>>>> r,[lqis looks good to me, though I do not have extensive insights 
>>> about crowd funding. We will share examples of what we have done 
>>> and discussed in this area. I thought it might also be helpful to 
>>> share a brief histoW about how- I, as Dean of Undergraduate Studies, 
>>> a unit that is outside and in some ways over-arches our college 
>>> structure, have developed my- f~x&aising program. Our initial 
>>> challenges and some of the strategies we have developed to make our 
>>> fundraising efforts take off. We, too, are starting a capital 
>>> campaign with the largest ever goal for FSU and I want to talk a bit 
>>> about how our work is in fact playing an important role in extending 
>>> our donor base and tmcovering new prospects for the University as a 
>>> whole. My Development Officer, Katherine Cline, and I will do this 
>>> as a tag team presentation. We don’t plan to use PowerPoint. 
>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> Karen Laughlin 
>>>> Karen L. Laughlin, Ph.D. 
>>>> Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
>>>> 3300A University Center 
>>>> Florida State University 
>>>> Tallahassee FL 32306-2460 
>>>> Phone: 850-644-2740 
>>>> Fax: 850-644-6494 

>>>> The Honors, Scholars and Fellows House "A Place for Dialogue, 
>>>> Discovery and Engagement" 

>>>> To support this project, please go to www.undergrad.fsu.edu. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:00 PM 
>>>> To: Gene Bickers; Strader, Michael; Laughlin, Karen L. 
>>>> Cc: Bobbi Owel’i; Patricia Turner 
>>>> Subject: UVP meeting 

>>>> All - 
>>>> I look forward to seeing you next Wednesday for the UVP Meeting 
>>> in Crystal City Our session is scheduled from 10:45-12 noon and 
>>> follows a session about budget cuts, so will be especially welcome! 
>>>> M~chael and I met earlier today to make some plans. We will talk 
>>> about traditional fund-raising from individual donors, ot’ten alumni, 
>>> and generally to create endowments and/or expendable funds. 
>>> Michael is one of two full-time development officers engaged with 
>>> Undergraduate Education at U~’C-Chapel Hill, the second is devoted 

>>>> honors Carolina is in the planning stages for a capital 
>>> campaign so 
>>>> we will share some of the strategies for that effort as well as 
>>> on-going efforts (we are always in campaign mode). 
>>>> Gene and his development officer at USC (welcome) will talk about 
>>> raising :funds from foundations and agencies (as well as their 
>>> experience with individual donors) Karen and her guest (welcome as 
>>> well) will talk about crowd sourcing and other creauve methods for 
>>> seeking funds 
>>>> I *vill do a brief introduction and then each of the three pairs 
>>> will 
>>>> have about 15-20 minutes to talk, leaving a bit of time for 

>>>> Our session is followed by lunch. PowerPoint will be possible in 
>>> the room if you want to use it (we are pondering whether to use it 

>>>> I think 41 UVP’s have registered so if you are bringing copies, 
>>> please note that nmnber 
>>>> Please let me kno*v if this outline *w~rks k~r you. 

>>>> Bobbi 

>>>> Bobbi Owen 
>>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R 
>>> Mc Vaugh Disting uished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 
>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>>>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>>>> Chapel Hill, iNT’ 27599-3504 
>>>> Phone: 919 843-77~ 
>>>> FAX: 919 8434775 

> Bobbi Owen 



Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 
McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
}"AX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 11:35 AM 

Strader, Michael <mstmder@email.unc.edtp 

l~W: UVP ~neeting 

Michael--- 

Are you planning to attend? I don’t think so --but thought I should ask. 

Bobbi 

From: Sharon C Knox [mailto:scknox@ucdavis.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 1:53 PN 

T~: Owen, Bobb[ A 
Ce: Patricia A. Turner 
Subject: RE: Re: UVP meeting 
gobbi, 

Katherine @ine and Michae~ Strader aren’t registered for the conference .-- should ~ be kw~ting them to register for the l:ul~ con[erence as speakers or will they only 

be at the UVP meeth~g? 

Thank you, 

Sh~rof~ 

Seat; Thursday, November 0~, 20~2 5:5~ AN 
Tot Patricia A. Turner; Sharon C Knox 
Subjeet= Fwd: Re: UVP meeting 

Co~ct~d title. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: UVP meeting 

Date:Thu, 1 Nov 2012 12:44:05 +0000 
From:Langhlin, Karen L. <~KLaugNin(~)admin.fsu~edu> 

To:Bobbi Owen <owenbob(a~unc.edn-~, autofwd-kcline <kcline(afoundafioni?~u.edu> 

Thanks, Bobbi. We are looking forward to this. i think the proper title for Katherine would be Directo£ of DeveioDment for Unde 

Nov ], 2012, at 8:32 API, "Bohbi Owen" <owenbcb@unc.ed~> wroLe: 

> Thanks to you all for participating especially as it seems we have a plan (and will not use PowerPoint) . 

> 

> He:~" is the list of our participants. 

> 

> See you soon~ 

> 

> UNC-Cha[ei Hill:            Bobbi Owe[~, Sen[x AssocJahe Dean for U[id@2g2altiate Educat[)n and MJchaei Strader, Associate DirechoiE 

> University of Southern California: Chris Yates, Associate Senior Vice President for Hajor and Planned 

> Gifts and GeEie Bickers, Vice PiEovbst for UndeiEg£aduate ProgiEams 

> 

> Florida State University: 

> 

> BobbJ 

> 

> 

~ On 10/31/2012 8:20 PH, Nelson Bickers wrote: 

p-> Hi Bobbi and all, 

>> 

>> Accompanying me is Chris Yates, who is ou~ Associate Senior Vice President for Ha~or and Planned 

>> Gifts. We will not be using Powe~Point. We haven’t worked on joint projects, so we will be meeting Monday 

>> to I:[SCLISS the pa~ts of eufi r piEesei3%atic)[i. 

>> 

>> We will talk some about our experience with foundations and about our President’s strategy on fund-raising 

p> for need-based and merit-based scholarships. We actually have the annual ~’eeting fo~ our biggest donor-funded 

>> merJ t schblarship prog:Eam on Ho[zday as well, se hhe timing is ffortuitbus. 

Ka~en Laughlin, Dean of Undergraduate Studies and Katherine Cline, Undergraduate Studies Deve 

>> Looking forward to seeing everyone at the meeting! Gene 

>> 

>> Gene Bickers 

>> Vice P~ovost for Undergraduate Programs 

>> Professor, Department of Physics and Ast~ono~’y 

>> GFS 227, 1695 UPC 

>> University of Southern California 

>> Los Angeles, CA           90089-1695 



>> Phone: (213) 740-1114 

>> FAX : (213) 740-9757 

p> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 

>> Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:50 ~m 

>> Su~ject: Re: UVP meeting 

>> 4o: "Laughlin, Karen L." <KLaugPlin@a~min.fsu.edu> 

>> Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" _________________________________________________.<owenbob@unc.edu>, Gene Bickers ._________________________________________________.ebickers@usc.ectu>, ~Strader, Michaei~’ <mstrader@elnail._ ...................................................................... un.~.edu>, Patricia 

p> 

>>> Terrific. 

>>> Bobbi 

>>> 

>>> Sent fro~’ my iPhone 

>>> 

>>> On Oct 31, 2012, at 5~38 PH, ~Laughlin, Karen L." 

<KLauqhlin@admin.fsu.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Bobbi, 

>>>> This looks good to me, though I do not have extensive insights 

>>> a~out crowd funding. We will share examples of what we have done 

>>> and discussed in this area. K thought it might also be helpful to 

>>> share a brief history about how I, as Dean of Undergraduate 

/~- .... Studies, a unit that is outside an@ in some ways ove~-arches our 

~/- .... college structure, have developed my fundraising prog~am~ Ou~ 

>>> initial challenges and s~lrle of the strategies we have developed to 

>>> make our fundraising efforts take off.           We, too, are starting a 

>>> capital campaign with the largest ever goal fo~ FSU an@ I want to 

>>> talk a bit about how our work is in fact piay~ng an important role 

>>> in extending our donor base and uncovering new prospects for the 

>>> University as a w!’~ole.           My Development Officer, Katherine Ciine, 

and I will do this as a tag team presentation.           We don~t plan to 

>>> use PowerPoint. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> Karen Laughlin 

>>>> Karen L. Laughlin, Ph.D. 

p>>} Dean of Undergraduate Studies 

>>>> 3300A University Center 

>>>> Florida State University 

>>>> Tallahassee FL 32306-2460 

>>>> Phone: 850-644-2740 

>>>> Fax: 850-644-6494 

>>>> The Honors, Scholars and Fellows House 

>>>> "A Place for Dialogue, Discovery and Engagement" 

>>>> To support this project, please go %o www.undergra~.fsu.edu. 

Original Message 

>>>> From: Bobbi Owen [mlilto:owcnbob@unc.edui 

>>>> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:0@ PH 

>>>> To: Gene Bickers; Strader, Michael; Laughlin, Karen L. 

>>>> Cc: Bobbi Owen; Patricia Turne~ 

>>>> Subject: UVP meeting 

p>>~ All - 

>>>> I look forward to seeing you next wednesddy for the UVP Meeting 

>>> in Crystal City.           Our session is scheduled from 1@~45-12 noon and 

>>> follows a session about budget cuts, so will be especially welcome! 

>>>> Hichael an@ I met earlier today to ~’ake some plans.           We will talk 

>>> about traditional fund-raising from individual donors, often 

>>> alumni, and generally to create en@o~.~rlents and/or expendable funds. 

Michael is one of two full-ti~’e @evelopment officers engaged with 

>>> Undergraduate F~ducation at UNC-Chapei Hill, the second is devoted 

>>> entirely to 

>>>> honors. Carolina is in the planning stages for a capital 

>>> campaign so 

>>>> we will share some of the strategies for that effort as well as 

>>> on-going efforts (we are always in campaign mode). 

~->>} Gene and Pis development officer at USC (welcome) will talk about 

>>> raising funds from inundations and agencies ~as well as their 

>>> experience with individual donors).           Ka ten and her guest (welcome 

>>> as well) will talk about crowd sourcing and other creative methods 

>>> fo~ seeking funds. 

>>>> I will do a brief introduction and then each of the three pairs 

>>> will 

p>>} have about lb-20 minutes to talk, leaving a bit of time for 

questions. 

>>>> Our session is followed by lunch.            PowerPcint will be possible in 

>>> the room if you want to use it (we are pondering whether to use it 

>>> or not)~ 



>>>> I think 41 UVP~s have registered so if you are bringing copies, 

>>> please note that number. 

>>>7 Please let me ~6now if tPis outline works for you. 

>>>> 

>>>> Bobbi 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Bobbi Owen 

>>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 

McVaugh Distinguished P~ofessor of Dramatic Art University of NortP 

>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

>>>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

>>>> PPone: 919 843-7773 

>>>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> 

> Bobbi Owen 

> Senior Associate Dean for Jildergraduate Educa tion~ and 

> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

> University of NortP Carolina at CPapei Hill 

> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3b04 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 

> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OWENBOB> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:39 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

EW: Annug, Chairs Leadel~hip Progr~:m Senior Adminis~tmtors Dinner 

2012-2013 Chairs Leadership Program Participants.docx 

For my calendar if possible and to RSVP. 
Bobbi 

Fromi Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 5:02 PM 
Cc: Kiel, David 
Sutzject: Annual Chairs Leadership Program: Senior Administrators Dinner 

Sent on behalf of Prof. James Thompson, Acting Director of the Chairs Leadership Program 

Please join us on Wednesday, December 5 at 5:30 p.m. in the Umversity Room, located in Hyde Hall [’or the Annual Chairs Leadership Program: Senior Administrators Dinner. 

The goal of this meeting is to allow the new chairs in the College to meet and to talk informally with UNC aNninistratlve leaders. In this way, new chairs can learn more about the roles of 
administrators and more easily establish contact with those who may be able to provide advice and assistance in the future 

’]?he Chairs Leadership Program (CLP), now in its sixth year, is sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences and the Institute [’or the Arts and Humanities. I have attached a list of current 
participants for your inJk~rmation. 

For additional irfformation about this program, please click the following link: http://iah.unc.edu/pro~ramsileadership-proarams/chairs-leadership. 

This highly evaluated program provides support [’or new chairs to negotiate the steep learning curve they face upon taking office. Participants meet monthly in a peer mentoring session 
with an agreement of confidentiality so that sensitive issues can be discussed. 

Bill Balthrop, former (;hair of Communications Studies, leads the CLP. David Kiel, CFE Leadership Coordinator, ser~es as program facihtator. I am filling in for Bill during the fall semester 
while he is on research leave 

There will be a reception at 5:30 p.ra. folloxved by- dinner and discussion at 6 p.m. Seating will be assigned to help raake connections between chairs and those they raight not alrea@ know. 

Please RSVP to Allison Barnes (anbarnes@email.unc.edu<mailto:anbarnes(~,email.unc.edu>) at the IAH by Saturday, November 15, and include any dietary restrictions that you may have. 

Thartks in advance for letting the new chairs in the College meet you and learn about your position and f~xction at LYNC. Should you be tmable to attend, perhaps someone in your office 
could attend and be the liaison for your office. 

Sincerely, 

Jaraes Thorapson 

Professor and former Chair 
Department of English and Coraparative Literature, 
Acting Director of the Chairs Leadership Program 



David Kiel, CFE I,eadership Coordinator, CLP Facilitator 

2012-13 Chairs Leadership Program Pal~icipants 

Valerie Ashby, Chemistry 

Gina Carelli, Psychology 

Chris Clemens, Physics and Astronomy 

Patrick Conway, Economics 

Evelyne ttuber, Political Science 

Mark Katz, Music 

Roberto Quercia, City and Regional Planning 

James Rives, Classics 

Paul Roberge, Linguistics 

Eunice Sahle, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Harvey Seim, Marine Sciences 



Meetings st tee Natio/~aI Cor~/’ecence 

Balh’oo~n C~ Sheraton ~-~otel 

November S, 2012 

AGENDA 

7:45-8:45 

8:45-9:00 

9:00-10:30 

10:30-10:45 

10:45-12:00 

12:00-12:45 

12:45-2:00 

2:00-2:15 

2:15-3:30 

Registration (Foyer, Ballroom C) and Continental Breakfast (Crystal VI) 

Welcome and Introductions 

Tales from the UVP Frontlines #1: Budget Cuts 

In this session, three UVPs will lead with a discussion of the ways in which they have approached declining 

budgets on their campuses. Following their presentations, the speakers and audience will discuss and share 

what works and doesn’t work when faced with a requirement to reduce support for or eliminate a program or 

curricular endeavor. 

¯ Lisa McFarlane, Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, University of New Hampshire 

¯ Mary Nisbet, Dean of Undergraduate Education, UC Santa Barbara 

¯ luan Manfredi, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies, University of Pittsburgh 

Break 

Alternative Revenue Streams: Working Within and Without University Advancement Offices 

This session will focus on strategies UVPs have used to fund-raise for their students and programs, including 

traditional appeals for scholarships as well as more innovative practices such as crowd sourcing. 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael Strader, Associate 

Director of Capital Gifts, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Gene Bickers, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Programs and Chris Yates, Associate Senior Vice 

President for Major and Planned Gifts, University of Southern California 

Karen L. Laughlin, Dean of Undergraduate Studies and Katherine �line, Director of Development for 

Undergraduate Studies, Florida State University 

Lunch 

Conversations on 21st century Classroom Issues 

In these sections we will break up into groups to discuss our experiences with new technologies, e.g. e-Books, 

hybrid courses, and similar innovations alleged to have pedagogical and fiscal advantages. Dan Hastings, 

Dean for Undergraduate Education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will be available to discuss 

MOOCs. 

Break 

Tales from the DVP Frontlines #2: How UVPs Manage When a Campus Media Storm 
Develops, or Honey, Your President is on the News again 

With very little warning, campus academic leaders can find themselves and their institutions under the media 

spotlight. Three UVPs whose campuses have experienced unforeseen scrutiny will describe how this can 

happen and offer suggestions to those who might find themselves in a similar predicament. 

Patricia A. Turner, Vice Provost of Undergraduate Education, UC Davis 

Damon Sims, Vice President for Student Affairs, The Pennsylvania State University 

William Scott Green, Senior Vice Provost, Dean of Undergraduate Education University of Miami 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2012 8:49:18 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Tentative: ASPSA Meetinl~ 

South - 205 

11/16/2012 8:30:00 PM 

11/16/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2012 8:50:00 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Accepted: ASPSA Meeting 

South - 205 

11/16/2012 8:30:00 PM 

11/16/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:32 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Afi-icma American Status at UNC 

Yes. But will fly on the 8th. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 7, 2012, at 10:19 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodmma@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ar~:, Vot~ t~ot going t.:_~ th(? SACs 

From-" Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:53 AN 

To-" Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Fwd: African American Status at UNC 

Can you put this on my calendar? 

2 hours? 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F~om: "Paacsons, Eileen R" <rparsons(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012 8:59:31 AM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: African ±Mnerican Status at UNC 

December 7th will work. I have a meeting that will end at 12:00 so I can meet you at Steele around 12:15. Does that work? 

A trip to London says wonderful. I wish I could join you. 

Eileen R. Cmlton Prosons, PhD 

Associate Professor; Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 

Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 

(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob¢~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 8:43 AM 

To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: Re: African American Status at UNC 

I have personnel meetings on the 26th and going to London the following 

day so unless you can join me there for lunch on the 29th or 30th we 

should look at December! December 7, 13 18? 

B. 

On 11/7/2012 8:40 AM, Parsons, Eileen R wrote: 

The~ days when I’m not in clas~ I’m in meetings. Right now, I’m on a conlErence call. Shame on me tbr checking my email :) 

Wednesday the 14th I’m in meetings all day. For the month of November, I’m available on Monday, the 26th, Thursday, the 
29th, m~d Friday the 30th. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 

Associate Professor, Science Education 



Pmgra~n Affiliation: PhD in Education 

Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Science Policy Fellow, A~nerican Association for the Advancement of Science (,~A_S) 

(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob(~a)unc.edul 

Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 8:30 AM 

To: Palsons, Eileen R 

Subject: Re: African American Status at UNC 

Dear Eileen - 

Onr schedules don’t seem to match ve~ well. Is lnnch the 14th better? 

Or propose some dates. 

Happy day- a£er- election! 

B. 

On 11/7/2012 8:02 AM, l?arsons, Eileen R wrote: 

Good morning Bobbi, 

Tuesday, November 13th is the only day of the options you propose that I do not have conflicts. I roll need to do 

an early lunch because I have class at 1:00 pm. Would an early lunch on Tuesday, November 13th work for yon? 

Eileen 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 

Associate Professor, Science Education 

Pmgran~ Affiliation: PhD in Education 

Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the A&ancement of Science (AAAS) 

(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (t) 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob(~unc.eduI 

Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 11:57 AM 

To: Pm~ons, Eileen R 

Subject: Re: African American Status at UNC 

I guess I can name them! 

Lunch November 13 or 16? December 5 or 16’? 

Bobbi 

On 10/22/2012 9:09 PM, Parsons, Eileen R wrote: 



Here’s a copy of the report I mentioned today. 

We shonld try to get together betbre flae ~mester’s end. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 

Associate Professor, Science Education 

Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 

Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Science PollW Fellow, American Asmciation Ibr the Adva~cement of Science (AAAS) 

(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen, Michael R. McVaugh Distingnished Professor of Dramatic Art 

and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

PHONE: 919 843-7773 

Df~A~MA PHONE: 919 962-2483 

FAX: 919 843-6557 

Bobbi Owen, Michael R. McVangh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Edncation 
College of Arts mad Sciences 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
PHONE: 919 843-7773 
DRAMA PHONE: 919 962-2483 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 7:47 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Got your message 

Phone was Robertson. 
Talk to you tomorrow. 

Bobbi 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 5:44 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu-* wrote: 

Was that about the Robertson Scholar student or some other note that I was going to send out? I haven’t sent the former yet. I’m in no hurry to send and 
also wanted to chat with Brace Cunningha~m at Duke to see if he had anything to add. With the way things are going, I don’t wa~nt him to end up ruth a 

question about this program that he wasn’t aware o~ Duke would have the exact sacque type of"complications" that we would, although, again, this is a 

pretty straightforward issue and a complete non-issue for NCAA complim~ce. 

Christopher Dericlcson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 7:55 AM 

Norwood, Roberta A <rakelly@emaS~l.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class times 

FYI. 

Bobbi 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: Mary Nisbet <mnisbels@ltsc.ucsb.edu> 

Date: November 14, 2012 11:23:05 PM EST 
To: Bobbi Owen <owenbotx~)unc.edu:> 

Co: Leesa Beck <leesa.beck(~sa.ucsb.edu> 

Subject: Re: Class times 

Hi Bobbi 

Good to see you again last week. 

Our Registrar is Leesa Beck (leesa.beck@sa.ucsb.edu) and she will be hapw m talk to you or your Registrar. I have copied Leesa on this email. 

Best rashes. 

Mary 

Sent from ,ny iPad - please excuse breviW and errors 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:03 AM, Bobbi Owen <owenbob~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary - 

Nice to see you last week at the Reinvention Center meeting which left me invigorated about lots of things - and glad to cross paths with so 

mm~y lblks with related responsibilities. 

We are very interested in the class schedule you are using. Can you put ,ne in touch with your registraac? 

Cheers, Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education, 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Draanatic A~t 

University" ofNo~k Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:10 AM 

Mary Nisbet <mnisbe@ltsc.ucsb.edu-* 

Leesa Beck <leesa.beck@sa.ucsb.edu> 

Re: Class times 

Thanks much. Hope our paths cross again soon 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 11:23 PM, "Mary Nisbet" <nmisbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi 

Good to see you again last week 

Our Registrar is Leesa Beck (leesa beck@sa.ucsb.edu) and she will be happy to talk to you or your Registrar. I have copied Leesa on this emaih 

Best wishes. 

Mar?" 

Sent from mY iPad - please excuse brevity and errors 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 6:03 AM; Bobbi ()wen <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Mapf - 
>> Nice to see you last week at the Reinvention Center meeting which lel~ me invigorated about lots of things - and glad to cross paths with so many folks with related responsibilities. 
>> 

>> We are very interested in the class schedule you are using. Can you put me in touch with your registrar? 
>> 

>> Cheers, Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Lkamatic Art 
>> UnNersi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 9:08 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

I~E: FW: Audiling 

This seems another example ;vhere a web-based process ;vould be helpful I can see several places that Paul could have reduced his own trouble. 
Let’s talk about this in person sometime before the year ends. 
We need to know ;vho is in the classes - and I agree that $20 is silly We don’t need too many, however. 
Do folks look to the RPM? Where do the?- get info 
In NYC u~atil Tuesday afternoon 
Bobbi 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Satin-day, November 17, 2012 12:18 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: F;vd: FW: Auditing 

Bobbi- 

I wasn’t involved in the initial discussions about the registration process Jk~r auditing. I do agree with the need to have auditors officially enrolled Jk~r public safety reasons (knowing 
everyone who is in a class), so the only step I could realisticall ~ see eliminating is the dean’s approval. Thoughts on the need for that additional level of approval? Thanks, and enjoy your 
weekend. 

Chris 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: Auditing 

From: "Strauss, Ronald P." <ron strauss@unc.edu> 
To: "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 
CC: "Farel, PaulB" <paul farel@med.unc.edu> 

Chris I am Jk~rwarding a series of emails ftom Professor-emeritus Paul Farel It appears that auditing UNC classes is a challenge Jk~r all but the most persistent petitioners. Can we figure out 
how to streamline and simplify this process? Glad to work with you, Ron 

Ronald P Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Chief International Officer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

(919) 962-4510; ron strauss@unc edu 

From: Farel, Paul B 
Sent: Satmday, November 17, 2012 10:27 AM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Subject: Auditing 

Hi Ron, 

wanted to complete the process of trying to audit a class before getting back to you. I’ve attached the form that I needed to complete. Here are steps required: 

* Get form signed by instructor. Two trips, one to drop off fom~, one to pick it up 
* Get form signed by Chair. Two trips, one to drop off forra, one to pick it up 
* Tried to pay fee. Walked to Cashier’s office at Matming and Ridge Road. Was told that couldn’t pay fce until after Jan. 15, last day- of Drop/Add. 
* When I succeed in paying the fee, the form needs to be taken to the Registrar 
Classes begin Jan. 9, so now I’m negotiating with the instructor to give me access to Sakai so I can see course resources before formally registered as an auditor. I eraailed Roberta Norwood, 
Associate Registrar for registration and scheduling, but never received a reply. 

I’m not sure why anyone other that the instructor needs to give permission, s/he is the gatekeeper to be sme that resomces are not overtaxed. Celtainly, the $20 fee doesn’t begin to cover 
the staff time involved in this process. 

doubt that this situation raaks very high on the long list of important issues, so I understand if you want to let it go. Thanks very rauch. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 7:31 AM 

Pukkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NSF and NASA Funded Programs for Students - Please Announce! 

REU GRAD Flyer[3]LF.pdI~ ATT00001 .htm 

FYI 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded nressage: 

Fr~n: "Pa~rsons, Eileen R" <rpeason ’s(&email.unc.edu> 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu>, "Hogan, Kelly A" <leekr~email.unc.edu>, "Crimmins, Michael T" <crimmins~)email.unc.edu>, "Ent-a, isle, 

Barbma" <entwisle~unc.edu>, "Matson, Steve" <smatson,@~bio.unc.edu>, "Detnetriou, Cynthia" <cvndem~email.unc.edu>, "Andemon-Thompkins, 

Sibby" <sibbv(gbemail.unc.edu>, "Stro~nan, Deborah L" <dstro~)unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: NSF and NASA Funded Programs for Students - Please ~Mmotmce! 

Good morning all, 

I received "this annoucement about funding opportunities tier nndergraduates, graduate~ and postdocs. If you think it is appropriate, please tbrward this 
information to individuals or groups who may be in contact with students who are interested in these opportunities. 

I hope you have a wonderful day. 

Eileen R. CMton Parsons, P10D 

Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: Phi) in Education 

Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 

Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 

(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (t) 

From: Sandy Thomas [sthoma~bjbparticipation.otg] 

Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 4:12 PM 

To: Parsons, Eileen R 

Subject: NSF and NASA Funded Programs for Students - Please Announce! 

Coming up on the holidays, we are enlisting your help in getting information from the NSF and NASA to your colleagues and their s~adents an&’or your 
students who may be considering undergrad summer research an&or applying to graduate school. Please announce these opportunities in any classes or at 
presentations you may be nraking, and forward or print,’ post the flyer on the link below in this email --as you deem appropriate. 

Here a~-e links to specific portals tbr students: 

For Undergraduates: <http://www.pathwaystoscience.or~/Undergrads.asp> 
Paid Summer 2013 Undergmd Research Placements (still being up&ted): 
Over 800 programs REU and other summer research opportunities ~br undergmds 

For Financial Support in Graduate School Opportunities:<http://www.pathwavstoscience.or~/Grad.asp> 

Bridge to the Doctorate, IGERT and NSF Grad Research Fellowship programs provide generous stipend and tuition support for students through the 

National Science Foundation: 

For Postdoc opportunities --<http:/iwvx~v.pathwaystoscience.orgiPostdocs po~l.asp> 

For NASA-supported internship~ fellowships and scholaacships <http://intem.nasa.gov/> 

Finally, I am attaching a flyer for you to post or dist6bute. 

If you find any e~rors in the listing of your programs (or others) please let us know! 

We’d be hapw to answer any questions you have and to provide your students with assistance in applying to these programs. 

Thanks and best wishes for a Hapw Thanksgiving, 



Sandra Thomas 

Senior Administrator, Executive Director Emeritus 
Institute tbr Broadening Participation 

http:i/~v.lc~athwa,/stoscience .org~-~http://~-w.pathwa,~’sto science.or?_/> 
sthomas(~ibparticipation.org<mailto: sv~Jaiti ~s,@jbpaxticipation.orp,> 

As a member of our mailing list. you receive occasional notifications of s~dent fellowship and other funding opportunities, program deadlines, and 

information on graduate programs. 

If you rash to unsubscribe from future notifications, please send a reply to this email and ask to be ~emoved fi~om our mailing list. 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 7:33 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Bringing research to scale in the undergraduate cumculum 

GRC Scale event.pdI~ ATT00001.htm 

On my calendar if possible. 

Please. 

B. 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

Begin forwaJ;ded message: 

From: "Pukkila, Patricia J" <Pukkila~bio.unc.edu> 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu>, "Leloudis, James L" < leloudi ~s~unc.edu>, "Bicld’ord, Dom~a M" <dbicklbrd(~unc.edu>, "Abels, Kimbefly 

Town" <kabels~unc.edu>, "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu>, "Detnetriou, Cynthia" <cvndem@etnail.unc.edu>, "Powell, Candice 

Sheilds Fleming" <candicef((~enmil.unc.edu>, "May, Lee Y" <mavl(~email.unc.edu >, "Reznick, Steve" <reznick(~email.unc.edu>, "Siedentop, Nicholas 

J" <nick siedentop~unc.edn>, "Lindemann, Erika" <ulinde(~email.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Bringing research to scale in the undergraduate curricuinm 

Dear Unde~raduate Education Colleagues: 

I wanted to be sure that you knew about the event described below a~d in the attached flyer. I hope you will pla~ to attend. I would also appreciate it if 

you would tbrwaJ~d this message to otbers who might be interes~ted, thanks! 

Perhaps you have heard of the Office for Undergraduate Research’s Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) program. This year marks the 10th 

anniversmy of the program, which has involved over 21,000 students in over 700 courses in all disciplines, including many in Biology. This i~movalive 

program embeds resealeh experiences across the undergraduate curriculum and supports undergraduate teaching by funding a graduate student (the 

GRC) to coach undergraduate students throughout the research project. 

In recognition of this occasion, the Office for Undergraduate Rescarch and the Center for FaculU Excellence will bring together faculty. GRCs and 

undergraduates to help faculty explore their interest in inqni~-bascd pedagogy and discuss strategies for including research experiences in their 
undergraduate courses and to celebrate the achievements of the program. 

I hope you will want to join us to sce what all the excitement is about. Please register here: 

http://fi nyurl.com/OURGRC 10 

Sincerely, 

Pat Pulddla, Professor of Biology and Associate De~J~, Undergraduate Research 

Dotma M. Bicld’ord, Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 



RESEARCH TO SCALE 

Join us to [earn about research-exposure, Graduate Research Consultant 
(GRC) supported courses in departments across the curriculum. 

This interactive event will be a wonderfhl opportunity to learn how courses in ~v~ur 

deparm~ent (and i~ other departments) are being enriched by the h~corporation of 

tmdergraduate research experiences supported by GKCs and to acki~owledge and 

appreciate the contributions fhcuky ha~ made through their innovative pedagogy. 

Have an idea fbr ):our course? You’ll have a,~ opportuniD, to take ~he next step and 

plan how to involve a GRC in your own course through consultation wkh colleagues 

who have successfi~l]y impleme~ted these approaches. 

Our goal is ti)r you to identi[’,v several usefu] ideas you can "take away" concerning 

how to engage stude~ts more actiw:ly in inquiW both in your own classes and more 

generally in the intellectual life of the universk> 

We hope to see yon t~)r this highly interactive a~d informative afternoon, 

Thursdoy, December 6, 2012 

2:00PMo 5:O0PM 
George Wo~s Hill Alumni Cer~ter 

Cosponsored by: 

UNDERGRAD U£FE 

R ESEARCH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 9:49 AM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Fwd: quote 

FYI. 
I also feeling some need to respond but will await your counsel. Next week! 
B. 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John Blanchard <~ancaa.ur~c.edu> 
Date: November 18, 2012 3:42:15 PM EST 
To: Bobbi Owen <ower~bob@emaiI[.ur~c.edu>, Harold Woodard <harold_ ~7oodard@ar~c.edu> 
Subject: quote 

Bobbi and Harold, 

I worked on the quote below with Steve Kirschner. I’m not sure if it will be used or not. I hope 
that one or both of you will get a chance to defend the staff as well, after the attack in today’s 
paper. John 

"The counselors in the academic support program are professional and ethical and genuinely care 
about the quality of education that the student-athletes receive," says Blanchard, who has worked at 
UNC for 25 years. "The idea that the counselors would provide improper assistance and tolerate 
plagiarism is not the case. Those counselors have a passion for education and spend their careers 
working with young people to help them become better students. 

"The College educates the student-athletes through a variety of programs designed to teach them 
how to properly write papers, about the Honor Court and give them other strategies to become 
better students. But it’ s not accurate to say that the counselors would tolerate unethical behavior. 
That goes against their beliefs and the University’ s values." 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 9:11 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: extem~J activities 

Only you vi am there as a backup 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 5:19 PiVi. "May, Lee Y" <mayl@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Bobbi, 
> I have had a conversation with Carolyn about this and have approved the part-time employment on the online site The site lists both of our names and I am unclear as to whether one or 
both approvals is required 
> Lee 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> }groin: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:30 AM 
> To: May, Lee Y 
> Subject: external activities 

> Lee - 
> According to the policy, all employees have to ask for permission via the External Professional Activities for Pay process, even when they are seeking part-time employment (and SPA 
employees also have to have permission, too) I have asked that the responsibility for AAP be changed to you (with me as your backup). 
> 

> Apparently CC began her activity on September 14 - and you can say no! 
> We can talk further, if uselhh 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate I)ean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art L’niversi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CBI/3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(N 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:39 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Re: Performing Arts Investigation 

image001.png; image002.png 

Thanks for letting me know and keeping cool. 

Bobbi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 5:24 PM, "May, Lee Y" <mayl~e,na~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi and Dee, 

Tmnmy Womackjust i~ffonned me that she got a call this afternoon fi~om Mari Forbes letting her know that the DTH will have a s~tocr’ tomorrow about the 

PA audit investigation and she believes that the DTH has Tammy’s name and the nan~e of the person no longer working at UNC. IVly tmderstanding is that 

Tmnmy is fully cooperating with the investigation and to date has been interviewed two times. I hold out a small amount of hope that the names will not be 

mentioned, as they were not in the recent N & O article. I will be prepared to address this if necessacr- with my advising team at our staff meeting 

tomorrow ifTan~my’s name is mentioned. Please sham any thoughts and advice as appropriate. 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919 843-9030 

<image00 kpng> <image002.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A ~’O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:01 PM 

Fainter, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Polk, Bmbala Jo <bpolk,a)admissions.unc.edu~’; Williford, Ly~n E <lynn mlliford@m~c.e&~" 

Re: Draft BOG Report 

Looks good to me. Do you need a last reviewed by advisou committee date? 

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your family. 

Bobbi 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 11:45 AM, "Farmer, Stephen M" <sthnne~(a)admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi, Lynn, and Barba, a: 

This year’s BOG report on athletics requires the follomng: 

~ TabLe 2A / 2B Addendum: Defnfition of "exceptions" 

Section 13b of BOG 1100. l (see attached) reqnires each campus to report its "admission policy for s~dent athletes including the definitions utilized 

tbr exceptions to campus-based criteria." Please provide in a narrative format your cmnpus definition for exceptions. Please submit your na~ative as a 

word document. 

Attached is our draft report. I would welcome your thoughts. 

The completed report is clue by the close of business tomorrow. 

Steve 

<Addendum to BOG Table 2A-2B.docxz 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:10 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Registration 

Thanks 
Karen asked 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 11:34 AM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> wrote: 

I did. I had to also do a unit overload for her, but she’s good. 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:00 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Registration 

Did you get that student into psyc 1()1 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:13 PM 

Gil, Ka, en M <kgil@email.tmc.edu> 

Re: Psyc 101 

Confirmed registration. Needed to approve an overload as did not know what to drop. 
Probably good for student to realize and pass on the good news as we want these few and far between. 
Headed home. In tomorrow a bit. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 11:41 AM. "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Bobbi 
It looks like it is worked out now 

Enjoy your trip 
Karen 

K~ren M Giil 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

>CB #3100 
Umversity of NorN Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-%2-3082 
919-%2-1165 
919-%2-2~8 flax 
kgil@email.~c edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:00 AM 
To: Gi[, Karen M 
SubJect: Re: Psyc 101 

O asked ~2~r her to be registered and assume it occurred Will check. 
>B. 

Sent from my ~hone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 8:49 ~M, "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.~c.edu> wrote: 

>> Bobbi 
>> Did you have a chance to look into the student who is trying to get into Psyc 101 ? I think you are out, but I feel I need to respond in some way. 
>> ~a~ you 
>> Karen 
>> 

>> 

>> Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
>> Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
>> Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psycholo~ 
>> 

>> C’~ # 3100 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 
>> 27599-3100 
>> 

>> 919-962-3082 
>> 919-962-1165 
>> 919-962-2~8 fax 
>> kgil@emaih~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/26/2012 10:28:01 PM 

Pittman, Jan [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma] 

Declined: Thank You Breakfast to Honor Becky Williams 

Piedmont Room, Crossroads Restaurant, Carolina Inn 

12/5/2012 1:30:00 PM 

12/5/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Sorry I cannot attend. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:02 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtp 

Re: policy procedures review/rollout 

You could let Abigail and Harold know I will miss the ASPSA meetiug. Be sure AbigM and I speak before it happens! 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Educatiou 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ou Nov 29, 2012, at 12:01 PM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

These da~es a~d times are ~m ~3obbi’s calendar. 

From; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent-" Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:09 AM 

To-" Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc-" Derickson, Christopher P; Goodman, Paula 
Subject-" RE: policy procedures review/rollout 

Monday (3rd) 3:30 5:00, 

Tha~lay (6~h) 9:00 10:00 

\Vedaesda~ ( 12~h) t~o~ m 

From-" Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 1:51 PN 
To-" Schuettpelz, Erin C 
C¢-" Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject-" Re: policy procedures review!rollout 

Did you get the times you needed? 

Bobbi 

On 11/26/2012 11 : 12 AM, Schuettpelz, Erin C wrote: 

Baker Tilly told me the roll-out ~hedule tbr the policies and procedures review. Can you let me know your availability tbr an hour meeting 
" ~th9 this Thursday, Novemt~er z~ : 

Here is the rest of the schedule, so please also let me know ?’our availabili~ on these days: 

Mondw, December 3 Wallahrough assessment w/Bobbi and Chris 

Thursday, December 6 Clear any remaining gaps wiBobbi and Clms 

Wednesday, December 12 Final meeting 

Thanks- E6n 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 

Chief of Staff; Chancellods Office 

LENC Chapel Hill 

(919) 843 0380 

Bobbi Ower~ 



Senior Associate Dean for UndergradL~ate Education, al~d 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguis!’~ed Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3504 

Phone~ 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 6:29 PM 

Clarke, Tiithny D <tiithny clarke@tmc.edu> 

McHale, Tan~,ny J <tmchale@emafil.unc.edw, 

Re: Materials for Monday, ASPSA mtng? 

no. Let’s hope it happens! 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art 

On Nov 29, 2012, at 5:47 PM, "Clarke, Tiflhny D" <tift~m, claacke~anc.edu> wrote: 

Just checking to see if you have anything you would like copied/distributed in advance of or at the ASPSA meeting on 
Monday. 

Thanks, 

Tiff 

tTi{l’a~y Clarke 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

U NC-Chape114ill 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919/962-6903 

tclarke@emaihm~c.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 30, 2012 6:25 AM 

Leloudi~ James I, <Moudi@unc.edu-~ 

temfic event 

Hi- 
I counted 9 alunas in addition to the students, and one morn. Full room and good talk. Lots of good feedback iicom alums about the series and Winston House and wanting advance notice so 
the?- could make plans to be sure to attend 

We can talk in person ~vhen I get back about Alice. Heard from both her and Joe about the heating ~voes (it was chilly) that no~v seem resolved. Joe says the CA folks are not happy so you 
may need to address (heat problems didn’t help) but the biggest problem is ~vith the IT stuff- unreliable and that makes their work even harder. Sounds like it comes and goes and has been a 
bit of a problem for Joe too but he wasn’t bothered for himself but did more than once mention it for them (in particular the development person). 

Students all happy especially with internships Getting ready to go home and so feeling a bit homesick 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Alt 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Owens, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edt~- 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 4:46 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgooclman@emai|.unc.edtv’~ 

Monday 

At the airport so headed home. I seem to have two appointments tomorrow morning at 11 and think I must attend the one for ASPSA so will not be able to see Michael Strader. Can you find 

him another time (or I will see him next week) 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean f, ar Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic A~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 7:55 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

I~W: Crosslisting Courses in Women’s and Gender Studies 

crosslis~dng.docx 

FYI 

From: e. jane burns [ejbums@email unc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, December 02, 2012 4:30 PM 
To: O~ven, Bobbi A 
Cc: Hershfield, Joanne L 
Subject: Crosslisting Courses in Women’s and Gender Studies 

;)ear Bobbi: 

I just wanted to thank you for undertaking the survey on Crosslisted 
courses (due Nov 30, 2012) Since cross[isting is such a crucial issue 
for the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, I included an extended 
description of our department’s procedures and history of cross[isting 
in answer to question #7. I attach it here :For your consideration. 
If you have questions, I would be happy to discuss them at any time. 
Just let me know 

All best wishes, 

Jane 

P.S. I have copied Joarme Hershfie[d, who will return as (;hair of WGST 

on January 1 

E. Jane Bums 
Interim Chair 
Druscilla French Distinguished Professor 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 
Adjunct Professor of English and Comparative Literature 



Crosslisting Courses 

Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 

E. Jane Burns 

Interim Chair 

Since the founding of the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies in 1976, crosslisted 

courses have been its lifeblood. They distinguish our unit as one of the most highly 

interdisciplinary departments on campus. A quick glance at the course offerings in WGST will 

show that we offer 3:1 core courses taught by our 9 faculty members (faculty whose lines are in 

WGST), another :~0 courses taught by WGST faculty that are crosslisted with other departments 

(Anthropology, Communication Studies, Global Studies, History, African and Afro-American 

Studies), and an additional 65 courses taught by faculty members in other departments who 

have an affiliation with WGST. 
These crosslistings are not just for show. They perform three important functions: 

Cross listed courses in the Department of WGST create an interdisciplinary community 

across nearly 2S departments on campus. Taken together, those courses promote a 

continuous intellectual conversation about feminist issues that spans the Humanities 

and Social Sciences and includes some of the professional schools. 

WGST crosslists courses with the following departments: 

Humanities and Fine Arts: English, Music, Communication Studies, German, Spanish, 

Classics, Religious Studies, American Studies, Jewish Studies, Art, Comparative 

Literature, Folklore, Philosophy 

Social Sciences: Sociology, Political Science, Geography, History, Exercise Sport Science, 

Anthropology, Linguistics, Recreation, Asian Studies, Economics 

Professional Schools: Health Behavior and Health Education in the School of Public 
Health, Journalism and Mass Communication, City and Regional Planning 

2) Cross listed courses allow our majors and minors to see at a glance which courses they 

can take to fulfill the requirements for the degrees we offer. 

Since 1992, when the major and minor in WMST were created, students have been 

required to take courses crosslisted with other departments as part of their course of 

study. In addition to completing 3 foundational courses and a practicum/internship, 

students majoring in WGST are required to take 4 courses that fulfill "Interdisciplinary 

Perspectives," the majority of which are courses on women and gender offered in other 

departments on topics that we do not teach. 



Although we have a highly interdisciplinary faculty (we currently have eight faculty 

members who hold Ph.D. degrees in the following fields: English, Comparative 

Literature, French and Medieval Studies, Media Studies, History, Sociology, Political 

Science, Anthropology, and one who holds an MFA in Studio Art), and although their 

combined expertise covers a significant portion of the globe: the U.S., Europe and the 

Eastern Mediterranean, Mexico and Latin America, and the Caribbean, Africa and India, 

no one in our department is qualified to teach "Women in Music," "Women in the 

Middle East," or any of the 65 other courses we encourage our majors and minors to 

take. 

The intellectual experience of WGST majors and minors is unique precisely because they 

are required to benefit from the wide-ranging skills and talents of UNC faculty who do 

not hold appointments in our unit but engage nonetheless in teaching courses on 

feminist issues that qualify for crosslisting and count for the major. It is important for 

our majors and minors that these courses bear a permanent visual designation 

indicating that they count for undergraduate degrees we confer. 

3) Crosslisting promotes opportunities for interdisciplinary study that would otherwise be 

missed. 

Courses crosslisted with Women’s and Gender Studies bring to the attention of non- 

WGST majors courses tied to their home department that are germane to any student 

interested in issues of women, gender, or sexuality in departments across campus. 

Without crosslisting, for example, a student majoring in African history who checks the 

History Department course listing, would not find Prof. Burrill’s WGST course on African 

Gender History. An Anthropology major would not know of Prof. Tomaskova’s WGST 

course on the Archaeology of Sex and Gender and a Global Studies student would miss 

the WGST course on Gender and Global Change taught by Prof. Booth and Prof. Vigil. 

From the beginning, we have followed a rigorous procedure, requiring all faculty interested in 

crosslisting a course with WMST to submit a c.v. and course syllabus, which we keep on file. The 

content of courses we chose to crosslist with WGST must focus centrally (not just in passing) on 

issues of women and gender. Assigned readings must include feminist theoretical and 

methodological approaches. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 7:32 PM 

Eaker-Rich, Deborah J <eakerric@emal.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Noblit, George W <GWN@unc.edu>; Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: UP, GENT Final E:man - change request: Per my voice mail 

Ok. But let’s look in advance next term. Will send a formal letter tomorrow. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Dec 3, 2012, at 2:52 PM, "Eaker-Rich, Deborah J" <eakerfic@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi, 

Dr. George Noblit has requested ch~ging his fina3 exam for the Fall 2012 semeffter to 7 p.m. on Friday, 7 December 2012 rather than Monda55 

December 10 at 4 p.m. as currently assigned by the Registrar. 

His course, EDUC 533.001 (Social Justice in Education) with an enrollment of 148 students meets Mondays 5 7:50 p.m. Both he and his students 

interpreted the final exam schedule such that his course would be considered a "Classes starting after 5:00 PM on M or MW" course rather than a 5:00 

PM IVlWF course because this class is a Monday only course. I believe that this was an understandable mis~ke and myself would likely have thought the 
7 Dec. day/exam time was the closest °’match" to the actual course meeting time. The last class meeting is tonight so Dr. Noblit is hoping k~ be able to 

clarify this with students this evening. 

We are hoping given the circumstances that the exam day/time might be moved. I hmze approved this requea due to the unusual circumstances. Caroline 

Weaver, our regis~trm~ confirn~s that there is a space available for the Friday evening exam period. Finally, as word has circulated that the ex~an time might 

be inconect m~d actua31y be on Monday instea& we now have students notifying our office that a change in day/time at this point would be a hardship 

since they have already made travel plans. 

I have copied both Dr. Noblit aid Caroline Weaver here because of the urgency of this request. Please let me know if you have questions or concerns. 
My direct line is 843-5461 if we need to chat. 

Many thanks for your consideration of this request! 

Deb 

Deborah Eaker-Rich, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean an@ Chief Academic Officer 

Director of Graduak:e Studies 

101 Peabody Nail 

Campus Box #35@0 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel HJ]l~ NC 27599-3500 

919.966-2436 (Hs. Sherry Cobie, Administrative Asst) 

919.962.1533    (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 12:02 PM 

Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Citations 

Hope this helps. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Allmendinger, Can~lyn M" <carolyn.allmendinge(a~unc.edtv~ 

Date: December 10, 2012 10:58:10 AM CST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edn> 
Subject: RE: Citations 

Hi Bobbi, 

Thanks for thinking atx~m this on our behaJ£ If the question comes up again, our associate registrar handles those requests, permissions, and preferred 

formats for captions (Scott Hankins, scott hankins~unc.edu; 843-3684). That’s who I would refer people to if they approached with me with questions 

about this. 

Meanwhile, I hi,pc that all is going well with you! 

Carolyn M. Allmendinger 

Director of Academic Progrmns 

Ackland Art Museum 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-3343 

carolvn.allmendinger(~ unc.edu 

ackland.org ] Find us on Facebook and Twitter 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Decelnber 06, 2012 2:41 PM 

To: Allmendinge~; Caxolyn M 

Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Citations 

Hi Caxoline - 

I have recommended to a colleague in Asian Studies that he needs to obtain permission from the students in his class if their words axe going to be used 

for captions in an exhibition an&’or publications related to it they need to provide permission to do so. I am snre yon have encountered this in the past and 

wonder if you have a pennissions form that could be adapted., Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVangh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Univelsity of North Caxolina at 

Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 2:38 PM 

Yopp, Jm~ Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edtr> 

Re: Summer School to do 

Thanks. Nothing attached 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 1:02 P’~{, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <jan_yopp@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Will do one ;vay or the other so you don’t have to worr,v about it an?, more--well, at least this piece. 
> 

> Jan 
> 

> 

> Jan Johnson Yopp 
> Dean, Summer Schnol 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Office: 919.962.8266 
> Fax: 919.9622752 
> 

> Walter Spearman Professor 
> School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Office: 919.962.4083 
> Fax: 919.9620620 
> jyopp@email.unc edu 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bobbi ()wen [mailto:owenbob(a)unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 1:54 PM 
> To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
> Subject: Re: Summer School to do 
> 

> It would be terrific if you would take it to Erina and tell her Matt needs it. 
> If she is not available, Chris Derickson can get it to Matt. 
> OK? Your response sounds terrific 
> Bobbi 
> On 12/10/2012 1:46 PM, Yopp, Jan Johnson wrote: 
>> Hey, Bobbi, 
>> 

>> In all cases, language was added. I have pulled those parts of the Surnraer School Manual (or do I need to provide a complete 50-page manual?) with the new language arid highlighted in 
yellow. I have done the same thit~g with the letters and memos. And I have some sample pages of xvhat the registration smr~tary data looks like to show what I am looking at. 
>> 

>> I can give the Irnplementation Plan with my little chart along with the docttments to Erin. 
>> 

>> Would that help you’.’ 
>> 

>> Jan 
>> 

>> Jan Johnson Yopp 
>> Dean, Surcaner School 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Office: 919.962.8266 
>> Fax: 919.962.2752 
>> 

>> Walter Spearman Professor 
>> School of Journalism and Mass Conwnunication L-niversi~" of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Office: 919.962.4083 
>> Fax: 919.962.0620 
>> jyopp@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Bobbi O;ven [mailto: owenbob@unc, edu] 
>> Sent: iVlonday, December 10, 2012 8:57 AM 
>> To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
>> Subject: Re: Stammer School to do 
>> 

>> Either ;vay works. 
>> Bobbi 
>> On 12/10/2012 8:54 AM, Yopp, Jan Johnson wrote: 
>>> Will look for those when I am in Stammer School office this ai’~ernoon. We definitely have contract letters before and after easily accessible. I ;vill have to get old manual because we 
supplied only the manual changes per earlier requests. 
>>> Should I scan and send to you, or provide to Erin? 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>> 

>>> On Dec 10, 2012, at 8:26 AM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@ua~c.edu> wrote: 



>>>> Can yuu pruvide befure and after examples ? 
>>>> Procedures manual before and after to illustrate changes made - or in cases where inJl~rmation was added point to what was added? And, with contract letter? 
>>>> Bobbi 
>>>> On 12/9/2012 8:25 PM. Yopp, Jan Johnson wrote: 
>>>>> Hey, Bobbi, 

>>>>> See if the attached is what you need After I wrute a narrative, I 
>>>>> realized that must of that infurmation is in the "changes" section 
>>>>> you sent me. So I did a little chart. That might help more. 

>>>>> Hope Dallas is dull. 

>>>>> Jan Johnson Yopp 
>>>>> Dean, Surmner School 
>>>>> Uni’,~ersib- of North Carolina at C’hapel Hill 
>>>>> Office: 919.962.8266 
>>>>> Fax: 919.962.2752 

>>>>> Walter Spearman Professor 
>>>>> School of Journalism and Mass Corcanunication University of North 
>>>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Office: 919.962.4083 
>>>>> Fax: 919.962.0620 
>>>>> jyopp@emaihunc.edu 

>>>>> On 12/7/12 5:29 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owcnbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>> Can you respond with your implementation plans? 
>>>>>> Bobbi 

>>>> Bobbi Owen, Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic 
>>>> Art and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education College of 
>>>> Arts and Sciences CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building Chapel Hill, NC 
>>>> 27599-3504 
>>>> PHONE: 919 843-7773 
>>>> DRD2vlA PHON~: 919 962-2483 
>>>> FAX: 919 843-6557 

> Bobbi Owen, Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education College of Arts and Sciences CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> PHONE: 919 843-7773 
> DRAMA PHONE: 919 962-2483 
> FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 11:03 AM 

Demettiot~ Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc .e&t> 

Re: NSF STEM Proposal - Please prepare IPF in IL~MMSeS 

Is it now gone? I guess I misunderstood that it had been submitted. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 11,2012, at 7:48 AM, "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndemCb~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t think so. I just contacted Tammy McHale to get this approved. Thanks, Cynthia 
P.S. I’m atthe blood drive and will be in soon. 

Sent from m,y Motorola Smartphone on the Now Network from Sprint! 

..... Original mes~ge ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 
To: "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndem~b.email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tue, Dec 11,2012 08:23:35 EST 
Subject: Fwd: RE: NSF STEM Proposal - Please prepare IPF in RAMSeS 

Is this done? Is there something I need to do? 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: NSF STEM Proposal - Please prepare IPF in RAMSeS 

Date:Tue, 11 Dec 2012 07:26:30-0500 

From :Condie, Laura F <lc(a)unc.edu> 
To:Maxtin, Martha E <maxtha martin~)m~c.edu>, Hohnes, Kmen L <klhohnes~emaJl.unc.edu> 

CC:Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons~)e,nail.unc.edtf>, Cri,nmins, Michael T <crimmins~e,na~l.unc.edu>, Demetriou, Cynthia 

<c,indem,@~email.unc.edu>, Owen, Bobbi A <owenbotxa)unc.edu>, McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen ,nccoy~unc.edu> 

Hi Martha, 

I was iust looking in RAMSeS, I submitted it :1.0/2~/t2 (RAMSeS 1 ~-0886) and the office of undergraduate education has never reviewed it, 

Mike you also need to certify it~ Karen Holmes had contacted the Office of Undergraduate Education regarding this in October. 

Than ks, 

1_8 u r a 

laura Condie 

Grant Proposal Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chemistry Department 

CB# 3290 Caudill Labs Rm# 317 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

9:19-966-5433 

From-’ Martin, Martha E 
Sent-’ Monday, December 10, 20~2 4-:46 PM 
To,, Condie, Laura F 
Cc-" Parsons, Eileen R; Crimmins, Michael T; Demetriou, Cynthia 
Subject-’ NSF STEM Proposal - Please prepare IPF in RAMSeS 

Dear Laura - 

I was able to submit the STEM proposal to NSF (due today) but we do not have an IPF in RAMSeS. I remember discussing this with 

you a while back and you were actually not the person working on it as this proposal was not coming from Chemistry but does have Dr. 
Crimmins as the lead PI. Who was responsible for putting the proposal together? I would like to follow up with them to have an IPF 

created in RAMSeS. There wasn’t one which created a last minute scramble for approval so I could submit to the agency. 

know this isn’t your responsibility, I remember you were not working on it but helping the person that wa& I just need to know the name 
of that person and I will follow up with them to get the IPF. 

have a copy of the submitted proposal if anyone needs it for their file& 

Thanks for getting back to me when you have a moment. 

Best, 
Martha 

Martha Martin 

Contracts and Grants Specialist 

Office of Sponsored Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

AOB, 104 Airport Road, Suite 2200 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:1350 



p 919-962-7255 
~ 919-962-5011< 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 7:57 AM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Fwd: This morning 

Cotne at 9:30 to be sure lie is there. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Derickson, Clmstopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Date: December 14, 2012 7:55:16 AM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu> 
Subject: "INs mo~ing 

I’ll be over there between 9:15 mid 9:30. See you soon. 

Christopher Dericlcson 

Assis~nt Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 8:03 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: This morning 

Ok I will ask Erin go come at 9:30 We ~vi have plenty of time. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 14, 2012, at 7:55 AM. "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@u~c.edu> wrote: 

rll be over there bet~veen 9:15 and 9:30. See you soon 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, January 27, 2013 10:40 AM 

Lindemmm~ Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu> 

Re: minor in Hydrological Processes 

image001 .gif 

Nice resIx~nse. Thanks for handling. Hi from Chicago. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Protbssor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 10:53 AM, "Lindmnann, Erika" <ulinde~)emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Shoot. I forgot to copy you d~e first time, Sorry. Erika 

From-" Lindemann, Erika 
Sent-" Friday, January 25, 2013 10:44 AM 
To," Cable, 3aye Ellen 
Subject-" RE: minor in Hydrological Processes 

Good r~lort~i[)g, Jaye. "]’hanks for your fru-:~ssage and for F:d:th~g us know of th*-’_~s*:_~ plans to establish a minor in hydrological processes. Vm t~ot sure from 

your message which websiLe you consulLed, so to be sure we’re on the same page, 1’[~1 copying a s,-:~ction of the Chair’s Mamlal 

(http://collegeintranet.web.unc.edu, p~ :10I), which outlines the s[eps t:or proposing a new minor: 

MINOR PROGRAM 

<kucq, e001.7,d2> Confer ruth the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences via relevant Senior Associate Dean to obtain support to seek 
approval. 

<kucq, s001.71d2> Write a letter containing all requirements and parameters (see appendix for definition and gnidelines) to the Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Cun’icnla, during cumculnm change process (October 15 deadline). The request will follow- the same process of review (in the 
divisions and by the Administrative BoaMs) as other cnnicular matters 

Administrative BoaMs consider proposal. 

<*~tc~Te001 .,/~a> ~fappmved~thef~mng~cesaxen~edby~e~f~ce~fUndergraduateEduca~nt~makethechangemthane~ec~ve 

date: 

<~,uo.Te001.Ttd?> Department or cnmculum (to change, departmentalmaterials, website, UndergraduateBullelin, etc.) 

<,btctTs001 .,/t~a> Registrm 

<kuotys001.7,d2> Academic Advising Program (to ameM form u~d to declare majors and minors) 

The m[ormation on th~-’_~ Office o[ Un{:h:,rgraduat~:_~ Curricula at is based on the Chair’s ManuaVs in[ormation So, the first st~-_q:~ would b~-_~ to consult with 

your’ senior associate dearL You may want to talk with Bobbi as well 

In addition to describing the minor’s goals, structure, and courses, the proposaf would need to address the anticipated dernand for this minor. 

Anticipating Boards members questions would also be helpful. For instance, hydrological processes is a narrower subject area, relatively speaking, 

than environmental sciences and studies, so why couldn’t students minor in the already existing minor in environmental sciences and studies by 

selecting their three ENST courses to focus on hydrological processes? Or, could the existing minor be broadened to include non-ENST courses, if 

coursework for this minor would be offered in sew-:~ral departments? Minors don"t have tracks or concentrations--it’s only fiw-:~ courses, afl:er all--but: 

with some thoughtful advising, why wokddn’L the existing minor will serve? 

As to the timetable, that will depend on a number of factors. The first step is to submit any new courses that migh[ be needed. How many new or 

revised courses would we be talking about? The Curricutu~T~ Committee would need to approve [hem, and given the number of courses a~ready in the 

p~pe]~ne, ~ don’t see how that can happen until the March Igth meeting at the earfiest. The March meeth~g ~s also the ~ast meeting of the Curricuku~ 

CommRtee for Lhe academk: year. We’w~ hat, died some 300 courses this year amt are now processing requests that came to us afl:er the October 15, 

2012, deadfine. [ could gNe you a better h~ea o~ how many courses w~ be on the March agenda in two weeks, once we put Lhe r:ebruarv agenda 

toge[her. 

if the courses can clear the Curriculum Comrnittee in March (sornething I can’t guarantee at this time), Lhe proposal itself could be reviewed at the 

April :16, 2053, meeting of the Ad Boards. You would need to send it Lo me no later than April 5, 2013, so that we can send it out in advance of the 

meeting. A letter of support from the senior associate dean would also be necessary. If approved in April, the minor could become effective in fall 



but it will not appear in th~-_~ 2013--2014 Under~frad~a1:e 13ull~-_d:in (which ~[oe~.~ to pre~.~s e~rl¥ next month). 

Ordinarily, Jaye, curriculum proposals come to us in the fatl semesLer, by the October :~5th deadline, It might be possible to ~et Lhis proposal 

approved in time to be et:fective with the t:alf 2013 semester, but I also recommend that you have a Plan B if iL lust can’ L happen that fast, Please know 

that VII be glad to discuss any other questions you may have about procedures, VII be in Steele on Monday and Tuesday of next week at 919-843-7772. 

Nick, copied on this message, can also help you with questions~ 

Office o1: Ur’,,dert.’,,~.~dt~t,’,te ~X~r rictA,’, Wet,’, site: 

From: Cable, .~aye Ellen 

Se~t: Friday, .lanuary 25, 2013 9:34 AM 
To-" Lindemann, Erika 
C¢; Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas .] 
$~bject-" minor in Hydrological Processes 

Good morning Erika, 

The Curriculum is planning to propose a minor in Hydrological Processes. Z’ve read the guidelines for submitting a minor to the Office of Undergraduate Education 
on the website..~ust wanted to touchbase with you about the important deadlines we need to meet. Also, it would probably be helpful for me to consult with you 
on proposal prior to submission. 

If we target late March!early April for submission of the proposal, will this meet College deadlines for review? 1 know the Ad Board dates, but what about 

curriculum committee or other review steps? 

Hope you are doing well. 

Best, 

Jaye 

Chair, Curriculum for Environment and Ecology 

Professor, Department of Marine Science 

CB-3300, 4202H Venable Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-3468 

]ecable@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 30, 2013 8:42 AM 

Carrion, Maribel <mc~mon@em~l.~mc.edu~> 

Re: Can~pus Solutions monthly project update 

I will raise this at EACC but am concerned about several things 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhune 

On Jan 29, 2013, a t 5:28 PM. "Carrion, Maribel" <mc arrion@ema il.unc, edu> wrote: 

> Hi Bobbi, 
> I plan on sending you the monthly project chart for Campus Solutions each month for you to review before it goes out. In addition, I will use that note to also provide any other updates 
for our current activities. The current project chart is attached for you to revie;v. Let me kno;v if you have any questions or want more information showing. 
> 

> Regarding the grade uploads from Sakai to PS, there is a meeting scheduled for next week with Kim Eke’s team to identify what and how this could be done. I’ll keep you posted on our 
progress. 
> 

> With the HR and Finance prc~jects in full swing from a development stan~dpoint, I wanted to run a proposal by you for the Campus Solutions side of the house. The impact for us includes 
changes to Starlight, changes :[’or department numbers, and new messaging between the Finance and HR systems to keep all the systems aligned In order to meet the scheduled testing 
dates for the HR and Finance projects, I am proposing that we have a freeze on new changes to the Campus Solutions side of PeopleSoft ftom mid-February through April of this year. ~Ihis 
is necessaW so we can complete all our development and testing activities in time 12~r integrated testing to begin in May for ConnectCarolina 
> 

> Our first priority remains the student system decision release ]2~r admissions, finnncial aid regulatop), changes, registration, grading and graduation processing along with any 
identified break/fixes. But I do want to hold on new requests. Some exceptions will be made as there will be some resources available (e.g., grades from Sakai), but I may need your help and 
that of the other stakeholders to help prioritize those 
> 

> ’]?he EACC Operational Group is meeting Thursday, Feb. 7, and I plan to let them know about the freeze at that meeting if no concerns are raised before then. 
> 

> I would appreciate your thoughts on this approach. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Maribel 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Bobbi ()wen [mailto:owenbob(a)unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 12:56 PM 
> To: Carrion, Mi~ribel 
> Subject: Re: Campus Solutions monthly project update 
> 

> Thanks again, Maribel. I hope you have been in touch with Chris Derickson, as we do intend to proceed with grade uploads (and Kim Eke has also been discussed this with Lan3, Conrad). 
> Bobbi 
> On 12/4/2012 3:57 PM. Carriot~ Maribel wrote: 
> Bobbi, 
> That~ks for the feedback. I’ve made the corrections as noted. 
> 

> As for the grading ently, my update refers to the process for getting a grade change approved after final grades have been submitted. Currently, this is a manual process with signed forms 
being passed to the 
> 

> My understanding regarding piloting grade uploads from Sakai to PS is that it was put on hold since Sakai does not enforce the L~-C-CH grading basis (e.g., we do not allow a P+ or P-, 
but Sakai does not enforce that standard). We currently have no activities associated xvith Sakai on our project plans. 
> 

> Maribel 
> 

> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(~,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 3:00 PM 
> To: Carrion, Maribel 
> Subject: Re: Campus Solutions rrlonthly project update 
> 

> a Couple of coramcnts: 
> 1. EACC membership should include Roberta Kelly. Lynne is really Lynn 
> 2. I thought we were piloting grades direct from SAKAI to PeopleSoft this fall but it says in development. 
> 3. If anything is listed in yellow- (resources) the matrix says the total should be yellow. 
> 

> Bobbi 
> 

> 

> 

> On 12/4/2012 2:38 PM, Cal~cion. Maribel wrote: 
> Hi Bobbi, 
> Jerri has asked me to create a monthly update for Campus Solutions that is similar to one created for HR and Finance. Here is the one I completed for November Would you mind looking it 
over and let me know- what you think any issues or concerns not addressed? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> iVlaribel 
> 

> Maribel Carrion 
> Sr Director, Campus Solutions Applications 
> ITS Enterprise Applications 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 211 Maiming Dr., CB #3420 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> PHONE: 919-962-5016 



>EMAIL: maribe[ carriun@unc.edu<maiIto:maribel carrion(h?unc edu> 

> Bobbi Owen 
> 

> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> 

> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> 

> Universit3,- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> 

> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> Bobbi Owen 
> 

> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> 
> Machael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> 

> FAX: 919 843-4775 
> <Campus Sponsor Status 01-31-13.pptx> 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill i 
Degree-Seeking Undergraduate Majors and Second Majors for Fall 2012 

cip area 

O3 

03 

05 

O5 

O9 

09 

11 

11 

13 

13 

16 

16 

19 

19 

23 

23 

24 

24 

26 

discipline area 

NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 

CIP 
Majors Major Description 

030103 Environmental Studies 

030104 Environmental Sciences 

AREA, ETHNIC, CULTURAL, GENDER, AND GROUP STUDIES 050102 American Studies 

050103 Asian Studies 

050106 Contemporary European 
Studies 

050107 Latin American Studies 

050110 Russian and East Euro 
Studies 

050199 Global Studies 

050201 African and Afro-Amer 
Studies 

050207 Women’s Studies 

COMMUNICATION, JOURNALISM, AND RELATED PROGRAMS 090101 Communication Studies 

090102 Journalism & Mass Comm 

090401 Business Journalism 

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES AND SUPPORT 
SERVICES 

EDUCATION 

110401 Information Science 

110701 Computer Science 

131202 

131203 

131210 

Elementary Education 

Middle Grades Education 

Child Development & Family 
Stu 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND LINGUISTICS 160101 Germanic and Slavic 
Lang & Lit 

160102 Linguistics 

160104 Comparative Literature 

160999 Romance Languages 

161200 Classics 

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES/HUMAN SCIENCES 190501 Nutrition 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE/LETTERS 230101 English 

LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES, GENERAL STUDIES AND 
HUMANITIES 

240101 Interdisciplinary Studies 

BIOLOGICAL AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES 260101 Biology 

Biology (BA) 

Biology (BA) - UNC Best 

First 
Major 

64 

114 

178 

30 

42 

2 

8 

1 

350 

32 

25 

490 

355 

668 

9 

1032 

46 

161 

207 

63 

46 

32 

141 

19 

51 

20 

97 

35 

222 

38 

38 

312 

312 

12 

12 

266 

13 

Second 
Major 

14 

3 

17 

19 

57 

9 

137 

34 

22 

282 

146 

4 

150 

4 

23 

27 

38 

35 

12 

242 

i0 

337 

87 

87 

1 

1 

43 

Total 

78 

117 

195 

49 

99 

11 

12 

1 

487 

66 

47 

772 

501 

672 

9 

1182 

5O 

184 

234 

63 

46 

32 

141 

57 

86 

32 

339 

45 

559 

38 

38 

399 

399 

13 

13 

43 

266 

14 

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 
Source: Student Data File (SDF010A 2129 census) 

Date Run: Thursday, February 7, 2013 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 2 
Degree-Seeking Undergraduate Majors and Second Majors for Fall 2012 

cip area 

26 

27 

27 

30 

30 

31 

31 

38 

38 

4O 

4O 

42 

42 

44 

44 

45 

CIP 
discipline area Majors 

260910 

Major Description 

Biology (BS) 

Biology (BS) - UNC Best 

Human Biology 

261102 Biostatistics 

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 270101 Mathematics 

Mathematics (BA) - UNC 
Best 

Mathematics (BS) 

Mathematics (BS) - UNC 
Best 

270301 Mathematical Decision 
Sciences 

MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 300501 Peace, War, and Defense 

PARKS, RECREATION, LEISURE, AND FITNESS STUDIES 310501 Exercise and Sport Science 

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES 380101 Philosophy 

380201 Religious Studies 

PHYSICAL SCIENCES 400501 Chemistry 

Chemistry (BA) - UNC Best 

Chemistry 

400601 Geological Sciences 

Geological Sciences (BS) 

400801 Physics 

Physics (BA) - UNC Best 

Physics (BS) 

409999 Applied Science 

PSYCHOLOGY 420101 Psychology 

Psychology (BS) 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SOCIAL SERVICE PROFESSIONS 440501 Public Policy 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 450201 Anthropology 

450301 Archaeology 

450601 Economics 

Economics (Joint NUS) 

450701 Geography 

Geography (Joint NUS) 

451001 Political Science 

First 
Major 

773 

9 

1 

30 

1092 

5O 

13 

99 

4 

87 

253 

130 

130 

537 

537 

69 

31 

i00 

120 

3 

207 

8 

29 

27 

1 

40 

81 

516 

565 

386 

951 

130 

130 

78 

15 

568 

2 

4O 

1 

4OO 

Second 
Major 

25 

1 

1 

71 

43 

2 

21 

i 

76 

102 

102 

86 

86 

55 

39 

94 

37 

4 

1 

15 

2 

1 

6O 

157 

57 

214 

86 

86 

57 

9 

202 

1 

33 

224 

Total 

798 

i0 

i 

31 

1163 

93 

15 

120 

5 

96 

329 

232 

232 

623 

623 

124 

70 

194 

157 

3 

211 

9 

29 

42 

i 

42 

82 

576 

722 

443 

1165 

216 

216 

135 

24 

770 

3 

73 

1 

624 

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 
Source: Student Data File (SDF010A 2129 census) 

Date Run: Thursday, February 7, 2013 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 3 
Degree-Seeking Undergraduate Majors and Second Majors for Fall 2012 

cip area 

45 

5O 

5O 

51 

51 

52 

52 

54 

54 

99 

99 

CIP 
discipline area Majors Major Description 

451101 Sociology 

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 500501 Dramatic Art 

500702 Studio Art 

Studio Art (BFA) 

500703 Art History 

500901 Music 

500903 Music (Performing) 

Music Education Licensure 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND RELATED PROGRAMS 510602 Dental Hygiene 

510701 Health Policy and 
Management 

510907 Radiologic Science 

511005 Clinical Lab Science 

512099 Pharmacy 

512202 Environmental Health 
Sciences 

513801 Nursing 

Nursing (ABSN) 

Nursing (RN-BSN) 

BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING, AND RELATED SUPPORT 520201 Business Administration 
SERVICES 

521001 Management and Society 

HISTORY 540101 History 

UNDECIDED 999999 General College 

Undecided 

First 
Major 

125 

1229 

5O 

73 

22 

35 

41 

20 

241 

75 

82 

23 

32 

47 

268 

56 

7 

59O 

638 

126 

764 

301 

301 

8324 

157 

8481 

17947 

Second 
Major 

61 

587 

37 

27 

2 

18 

25 

1 

ii0 

1 

1 

39 

4O 

133 

133 

2561 

Total 

186 

1816 

87 

i00 

2 

4O 

6O 

42 

2O 

351 

75 

82 

23 

32 

1 

47 

268 

56 

7 

591 

639 

165 

8O4 

434 

434 

8324 

157 

8481 

20508 

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 
Source: Student Data File (SDF010A 2129 census) 

Date Run: Thursday, February 7, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, FebruaD 8, 2013 8:23 AM 

Woodard, Ha, old <harold woodar@unc.edu-*; Painter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu-*; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: ASPSA Report Matrix 

Good start. We probably need to make the responses specific instead of pointing to other information (as in repeat it) 
Bobbi 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~’ 07, 2013 3:38 PM 

To: Panter, A. T.; Lindemalm, Erika 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sukiect: RE: ASPSA Report 2vlat~L’~ 

Please see attached for my- first pass at completing this matrix. I am waiting to incolT)orate feedback from my Tutorial Coordinator before responding to items 25 30. 

Abigail, I will give you a call about this as you requested. 

Harold 

From: Panter, A i[’. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 10:18 PM 
To: Lindemann, Erika; Woodard, Harold 
Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Report Matrix 

Dear Erika and Harold, 

I will wofl~ on this right away! Thanks for the clear description on what to do. 

Harold, let’s can touch base by phone about this once we start filling in the matrix. 

All best, 

Abigail 

From: Lindemann, Erika 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 06, 2013 2:37 
To: Woodard, Harold; Panter, A ’I7. 
Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
Sut~iect: ASPSA Report ]Vlatrix 

Dear Abigail and Harold, 
Bobbi and I would greatly appreciate your help in filling out as much of the right-hand side of the attached nratrix as you feel you can. The left-hand side captures, usually- verbatim, the 
recomraendations contained in the Acaderaic Support Prograra for Student-Athletes Report of September 2011. The right-hand side should enumerate specific actions that have been taken 
to implement the recormnendation. More than one action is possible, of course, but the wording should be in straightforward sentence form (e.g., "Erika Lindcmarm sent an email message to 
Harold Woodard and Abigail Panter on February" 6, 2013"). lI’you l~mw of docmnents or supporting nraterials, please mention them in the Implementation colmnn so that I can collect thenr 
later. 

If you think that an important recormnendation has been onritted, please let nre know. 

A quick turnaround is necessalN. Bobbi would like you to return your matrix as an email attachment to her (copying me) by the end of Wednesday, FebruaW 13. 

I’ll be glad to answer any questions and am grateful for your considerable help. 
Best, 
Erika 

Erika Lindemarm 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 
3014 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Office: 919-843-7772 
Fax: 919-%2-6888 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula Web site: www.~mc.edu/deptsiuci<http://www.tmc.edu/depts/uc/> 

**Confidentiality notice: This email nressage, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and raay contain cotffidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review-, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



JOINDER AGREEMENT 

The undersigned Consortium School of SON Consortium Inc. (the "Consortium") 
acknowledges and agrees as follows: 

1.     The Consortium has entered into a Master Services Agreement dated February 27, 20113 
(the "MSA") with 2U, Inc. ("2U") pursuant to which 2U has agreed to provide services to the 
Consortium and its Consortium Schools in connection with the online delivery of education by 
the Consortium Schools through a program known as Semester Online ("SON"). A true and 
correct copy of the MSA as in effect on the date hereof is attached hereto. 

2.     The undersigned Consortium School has received and reviewed the MSA and agrees to 
perform all obligations of a "Consortium School" set forth therein. 

3.     2U may enforce the MSA against the undersigned Consortium School. To the extent 
necessary for 2U to enforce its fights under the MSA, if the Consortium has not, within thirty 
(30) days after the earlier of (i) knowledge by the Consortium of a default by the undersigned 
Consortium School of its obligations under the MSA, or (ii) receipt by the Consortium of notice 
from 2U of a default by the undersigned Consortium School of its obligations under the MSA, 
either (x) succeeded in causing the cure of such default or (y) instituted remedial action to 
enforce the obligations of the undersigned Consortium School under the MSA, then 2U shall 
have the fight to do so consistent with the terms of the MSA. 

4. The undersigned Consortium School is hereby designated as a Collaborating Consortium 
School (circle one): Yes No 

A Collaborating Consortium School commits that each SON Course it offers shall be offered to 
not less than one hundred (100) students during each twelve (12) month period in which such 
Collaborating Consortium School offers such SON Course. 

5.     The obligations of all of the Consortium Schools of the Consortium, including the 
undersigned Member, under the MSA and j oinder agreements similar to this one shall be several 
but not joint. 

6.     2U, by its signature hereinbelow, agrees as follows: (a) 2U hereby approves the 
undersigned institution as a Consortium School of the Consortium, (b) 2U agrees with the 
undersigned Consortium School to perform all obligations of 2U set forth in the MSA, (c) 2U 
agrees to look solely to the undersigned Consortium School and not to the Consortium to 
perform all of its obligations as a "Consortium School" set forth in the MSA. 

7.     This Joinder Agreement and any claim or dispute arising out of, relating to or in 
connection with this Joinder Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby, whether in 
contract, tort or otherwise, shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
State of Mary-land without giving effect to its conflicts of law- principles. 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

By: 
Name: 
Title: 

Accepted and agreed to, this __ day of__ 

SON CONSORTIUM INC. 

2013. 

By: 
Name: Edward S. Macias 
Title: Chair 

2U, INC. 

By: 
Name: Chri stopher Paucek 
Title: Chief Executive Officer 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 5:07 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@axtmissions.unc.edu> 

I~E: SACS 

Jane is not willing to continue but John is I appointed Napoleon for another two year term 
Yes, Shielda is active with FacultT Council and Faculty Executive Committee. 
Dan Gitterman ;vill be appointed to the cormnittee, along with someone from musci. 
Pat Parker is an interesting possibility, that I will pursue, too. 

Please feel Layna out about continuing as chair for another year when you see her (in person) 
Bobbi 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 

Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 4:11 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 

Sul~iect: RE: SACS 

Bobbi, thank you. I believe both John and Jane are in their second year on the committee Both have been good and active members, although Jane was a*w~y on leave last semester and 
therefore less involved than John. Layna is also in her second year on the committee Napoleon is in his fourth year, I believe. 

Would it work if we rotated either John or Jane off of the committee but not both? Do we know that Napoleon is willing to continue to serve? 

Is Shielda Rogers the facul~" member who’s been active in Faculty Council? If so, ! think she’d be a good choice 

Regardless, since a majority of the appointed voting members have to be tenured or tenure-track faculty members in Arts and Sciences, might we also ask someone from either Music or 
Dramatic Art? Here are a few other possibilities fi-om Arts and Sciences, all of whom you’ll know more about than I 

Steve 

[)an Gitterman, PuNic PollW 
Elaine Yeh, Biology 
Pat Parker, Cotmnunication Studies 
Greg Forest, Math 
Emil Malima, CW and Regional Planning 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob,@,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: SACS 

I am pondering the subcoramittee and xvonder about Shielda Rodgers front Nursing who is the parent of a football player (somewhere else) and African-American and on the FEC. I need to 
replace Akin and Hawkins. 
Bobbi 
On 3/6/2013 8:41 AM. Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 
Bobbi, thank you velT much. Please let nre know how I nray help. Steve 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu><mailto:owenbob(d}unc.edu> wrote: 
Skype is possible, we heard yesterday - and you will be important part of this effort. The likely- schedule is Tuesday afternoon (mid to late) or Wednesday. 
More to come. 
Bobbi 
On 3/6/2013 7:17 AM. Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 
Dear Bobbi and Lynn: 

Thank you for organizing the meeting yesterday and for including nre. The information xvas very helpful. 

I don’t think I was aware of the dates of the visit until the meeting Unfortunately, our children are on Spring Break the week after Easter, and ore- family has been planning for months to be 
a~vay on vacation April 1-4 

I realize how crucial the committee visit will be for us and will of course do what needs to be done. But if it would be possible for me to talk with the committee members by telephone or by 
Slcype, or to meet with them near the beginning or the end of their visit rather than at the velT end, I would be relieved and grateful. 

I have written to Bruce to let him know- of the conflict. 

Steve 

Bobbi Owen 



Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 35(;4, 3011 Sbeele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 35(;4, 3011 Sbeele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 5:12 PM 

Lucido, Ba;ba;a E <blucido@email.unc.e&t> 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edtf>; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 

<ramurphe@emafil.unc.edu:>; Shennm~, Renee A <renee@unc.edu> 

RE: Email to Academic Depts Re: Seats for FY’s and Tr’s 

image001.png; image002.png 

Thanks, Barbara. Let’s get tthis out to departments so they remember to use "reserve capacity!" 
Bobbi 

From: Lucido, Barbara E 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: May, Lee Y; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A; Sherman, Renee A 
Sut~ject: Email to Academic Depts Re: Seats fi~r FY’s and Tr’s 

Dear Bobbi, et al, 

I have made a few revisions to the draft I sent you yesterday. Please disregard that version and review the one below, and let me know if you have comments or suggestions. Thanks a lot 
for your input! 

Barbara 

Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer students during New Student Orientations this summer, which will begin on June 3. I am 
writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of seats are available 
for these students this fall. 

As you will recall, we have released seats for courses appropriate for first-year students throughout the fourteen sessions of New Student Orientation during the past five sunm~ers. We 
have also successfully set aside seats in a handful of classes for transfur students, who typically register in April and May, following registration by our continuing students. Coordinating 
this effort w-ith academic departruents and the Registrar’s Office has made this process t~dn sruoothly and has resulted in the majority of our incoming class possessing a full fall schedule. 

On the attached table, I have identified courses in your department that are appropriate for first-year students and have also indicated which, if any, are appropriate for transfer students, 
and the number of seats we wish to set aside for each group. (Please keep in mind that jm~ior transfer students will typically enroll in upper-division courses as opposed to General 
Education courses) 

Unless you are opposed to these proposed courses and number of seats for first-year (FY Seats) and transfer students (TR Seats) listed in the attached table, we will work with the 
Registrar’s Office, as we have done in the past, to adjust the ruaximum enrollruent numbers for early registration for our current students (Apr Max) and release seats throughout the 14 New 
Student Orientations accordingly. A "class note" for each of these courses will be added, which will state, "An additional    seats are restricted to first-year students (or transfer 
students)" YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO ANYTHING WITH THESE PROPOSED COURSES AND ix,’UMBERS IN" CONNECTCAROLINL~k. I will coordinate tJ~at effolt with the Registrar’s 
Office. If; however, they are not satisfactow, please let me kno~v no later than March 28, as registration for continuing students begins on April 2. 

For eveW other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you ~vill be responsible for setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. We will take 
control of only the courses/sections on the table--nurses for the Seat Release Schedule for Orientation therefbre, you may want to set aside some seats in other courses for transfer 
students 

Please note that in early June, when New Student Orientations begin, the waitlist function will be turned off if" a waitlist currently exists. Turning the function off enables first-year students 
to add to the ~vaitlists, while prohibiting students on the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for orientation sessions. Waitlists will continue to be active through the first ~veek of the 
fall semester 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have and please let me kno~v if my contact infbrmation fbr your department is incorrect Thank you in adx’ance fbr helping 
us meet the academic needs of our first-year and transfer students. 

Best regards, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax:(919)962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advisin~unc.edu<http://advisin~.unc.edu/> 
[ Twi tter-ic on ] <http:i/twi tter. c om~#!/UN CA dvisin~ [Fac eB ook-i c on ] <http://www fac e boo k. c om/UNCAdvisin~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 7:29 AM 

McFarland, Michael B <mikemcfadmad@unc.edtr> 

Re: New version coming 

I agree. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 7:03 AM, "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfi~rland~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

I now have what you h~d written k~r ~ast: week; ~t w~l~ make i1: bett:er, ~ aiso think t:h~ should be a formal notice ema~l t:o everyone. ~,%’~ semt t:he new 
one very soon I ~:h~nk we need to rnention the assock~[:e AD ~x)s~tion. She seemed very nk:e on the phone, ~ was ~mpressed, 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 7:02 AM 
To: McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: Re: New version coming 

It was good but await another pass. She has an Ed.D not a Ph.D. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 6:53 AM, "McFarlm~d, Michael B" <mike mcthrlaad@tmc.edu> wrote: 

[)o~t read what I sere last ~ight. Will send shortly. 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 7:13 PM 
To: Carney, Bruce William; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Draft Email About ASPSA Director 

I’ve taken the liberty of reworkmg this as a campus message. I think in this case that would be highly appropriate, especially compared with 

similar recent emails atx~ut the new hires related to our restx~nse to sexual assault. We can cut this down, but I wanted to get your reaction 

to some of what’s here. I went back to Holden’s mes~ge to the cmnpus in mid-August. Tanya also stx~ke to Michelle late today. I 
share this with her, but want to get your reaction and feedback first. Hapw to discuss tomorrow if we need to. 

Mike 

Mike McFarland 

University Relations 

mike mcfarland@unc.edu 

919-962-2011 (o) 

919-614-5436(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 3:42 PM 

McFarland, Michael B <mikemcfaxlmad@unc.edu~> 

Carney, Brace William <bruce@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu:> 

Re: DRAFT ASPSA Director Announcement 

You could say 30 years instead of 3 decades if is clearer. The college did well by student-athletes. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 3:26 PM, "McFarlm~d, Michael B" <mike mct~xland(a)unc.edu:~ wrote: 

Sorry, b~t I d~dn’t read ca~eSdly eno~@~ [ .et me see what they say now. 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 3:26 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; ’bubbac(@uncaa.unc.edu’; Pogge, Paul; Steve Kirschner (skirschner(@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: RE: DRAFT ASPSA Director Announcement 

Vince: The stateme~tt rel’erenced t~ree decades, not years. Ta~tya Moore jw,~t caught fl~at. This is what k says: 

(Currently, tile ASPSA is in the College of Arts and Sciences, which has overseen an increase in graduation rates for student-athletes mid all students 

over three decades.) 

Does fllis ring tree? 

Mike 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 2:41 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; ’bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu’; Pogge, Paul; Steve Kirschner (skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: DRAFT ASPSA Director Announcement 

Is it accurate to say that our graduation rate for s~dent-athletes increased during tile past three years? Our FGR for all student-athletes as reported and 

published has been: 

’11-12 Report 77% 

’ 10-11 Report 72% 

’09-10 Report 74% 

Our GSR (a formula created by the NCAA) has been: 

’11-12 Report 88% 

’10-11 Report 88% 

’09-10 Report 87% 

I don’t currently have an accurate projection on the 2006-07 entering class, but the FGR and GSR of all student-athletes in that cohort will be achieved 

while ASPSA reported to A&S. I don’t know if those rates will be higher than 77% and 88%. I question the need to the ret~rence "increasing" 

graduation rates over the past fl~ree yeaacs in the communication. 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 ii: 13 AM 
To: ’bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu’; llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Steve Kirschner (skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: DRAFT ASPSA Director Announcement 

Attached is a draft cmnpns email schedtried to go Monday nigi~t fl~at does not }<:t reflect R~edk~ck flom Michelle Brows I1 t}as been review<:d 
Carney, Bobb~ ()wen, Dea~ G~L t tar~ld Woo&~rd and Dean Matsou. the ~arch committee chair. We spoke briefly wifl~ Miche~e yeste~tay aud have 

di~ussed p~shing 1his ou~ selectively t~) campers and external media as well ou T~esda?. I need to ti~a]ize ~he coulent b? mid-day Monday and w;mt to be 

sure yo~ all ha~e fl~c oppormm~y to oiler J~edback. Thanks in a&ance [i)r yo~r he~p. Fm at 962-201 I. [ kuow everyone is busy wifl~ ACC bu~ wanted 

provide plemy of lead time. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDTBOH F23SPDLT)/CN = RECI PIENTS/CN =OWEN BOB> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 6:26 AM 

McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu> 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 

<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu > 

Re: Improved Michelle Brown Announcement 

Nice c 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 17, 2013, at 10:49 AM, "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfarland@unc~edu> wrote: 

I’ve gone back and tried to make this as consistent as possible with our SACS response. This also reflects feedback I’ve gotten from athletics. I’m not sure about 
including the reference to the reporting change Holden made last fall regarding the dotted line. Let me know what you think. I’d like to share one more time with 
athletics as well as my colleague Joni Worthington at GA. She had seen the Friday version. 

Mike 

From-’ Bobbi Owen [owenbob@ad~unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Saturday, March 16, 2013 10:24 AM 

To,, McFarland, Michael B 
Cc-" Carney, Bruce William; Owen, Bobbi A; Woodard, Harold; Farmer, Stephen M; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject-’ Re: Revised Michelle Brown Announcement 

A few comments (son3~ about the highlight - I could not get it removed). 

~ H~re ar~ th~ gtats ~ ~ N~6rs 33 of the tutors are UNC-CH graduate students, 6 [5 high school teachers, 1 middle school] are teachers from 

local schools, and one is an advanced UNC-CH undergraduate (highly recommended by a course instructor and a native speaker of the language being 

tutored). The remainder, ~Sare from a range of other professions including retired faculty members. 

2. Of the six part-time learning assistants - 4 are UNC-Chapel Hill graduate students, one is a teacher from the local school system, and one is a 

prot~ssiona~ tutor. 

3. I am not sure how speciiic you want to be aix~ut these numbers - the number of tutors comes and goes depending on demand and resources. 

4. My preference is to reword this statement: "effectively with ~1 of our c~npus s~t~keholders, including s~dent-athletes, athlelic departm~ent colleagues, 

and the facul~. "to put the t:aculty fi~t (and include administrators), as in" effectively with all of our can~pus staJ~ceholders, including facul~ members, 

student-athletes, administrators, and athletic depa~nent colleagues. 

5. The College has done well for student-athletes at Carolina for more than 30 years (since the early 1980s). This announcement makes it sound as if 

moving the progrmn out of the College was the intention of President Tom Ross - which is NOT the case (the College is in Academic Affairs, too). I 

understand that you all decided to remove the reference to increasing graduation rates (which Dee inserted instead of several sentences I had originaJly 

written aix~ut aJ, l the good things the College has done)! Please don’t disrespect colleagues who have worked hard on this - including Dean Woodard who 

stepped in to the role in August under awful circumstances. 

Bobbi 

On 3/15/2013 6:33 PM, McFarland, Michael B wrote: 

This reflects extremely helpful feedback from Steve (along with a question he poses about the reference to part-time tutors). Michelle 

also has helped make this version more accurate and indicated a preference for simplifying how we refer to her by name. I’m also 

recommending we take out the reference to the graduation rates unless we can easily verify the previous statement. In order for 

Stephanie to send this out Monday night we need to finalize by let’s say mid-afternoon on Monday. I’m going to resend to Michelle and 

athletics to be safe. 

Mike 

Bob~i C)wen 



Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of D~ramatic Art 

University of Nort~’~ Carolina at C~’~apel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301~ Steele Bui~dinq 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 

<ASPSA Director Campus Email Sunday Version.doc×> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:27 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-* 

1~: SADs agenda ite,ns 

Sakai 
Thanks - 
Bobbi 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 8:22 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Crimmins, Michael T; Rhodes, Ten5’ Ellen; Reid, Dee; Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Lang, Andrew; Kenne@, Shalmon; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: SADs agenda items 

Good morning, 

Please send forward your agenda items for today’s SADs meeting by 2:00 p.m. We are scheduled to meet at 3:00 p.m. 

Thanks 

Alexis 

Alexis (;line 
Executive Assistant to the Dean 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 
205 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-3082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 6:03 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-* 

H~ly~ Jonathan <hartly~@unc.edu:>; Gil, Karen M <kgil@ema~l.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Andrew~ William 
L <wandrews@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson -qjan yopp@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule 

We are set for 11-12 Monday. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 27, 2013, at 5:40 PM, "Bobbi Owen" < owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

> It looks like we are on the agenda "College of Arts and Sciences Internal Reports (including Summer School)" for 3:45-5 pm on Tuesday in 105 South Subject to change, of course. 
> 
> By now you each have a copy of the report and I have some additional background materials that may be helpful. I am happy to meet with any or all of you, one at a time, or together for a 
practice run, if useful I am available 8-1 on Monday. Let me lmow what would be helpful. 
> 

> My &rect line is 843-7771. Tomon-ow is full of BOT. 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Camcron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:03 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Data for FAC 

Looks ok to me bm they roll need to do some work to explain this. Glynnis should unde:stand this and dislinguish juniors and seniors fro,n first and second year 
stndents which is most meaningful concerning majors. They will p~obably want data for all s~dents. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Mar 27, 2013, at 6:29 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" < cderickson@unc.edu> wrote: 

Glynis has requested data on student athlete majors for the lafft three yeasts to present to FAC in April. Lynn’s office ran the two attached reports to 

provide to FAC. An3, concerns? 

Here’s the request itself fi~om Glynis: 

Andy Perrin and I are in charge of preparing a 2-pt presentation on student athletes and academics for the March and April meetings of the Faculty Athletics 
Committee. In March we will focus primarily on the academic support they receive, taking a close look at the tutoring program and changes in academic support 
over the last two years. We will also take a look at the student athlete majors. Our April meeting will then be used to respond to any major questions that arise 
and supply any further data requested by the committee. 

With regard to our close look at majors, have you, through other requests, already gathered the data on student athlete majors for the last 3 years? While it is 
important to see the current year majors, the committee might like to compare those to the last couple of years. Also, I realize the Academic Support program 
has similar data but think it might be best if it comes through you. 

Here’s the explanation of the reports: 

One report (first a~achmen’0 has the tivqaeucies by academic plan code, which keeps the ’BCI{’ plan codes separate fiom fl~e official declared plaus. 

The second rep~rt (al?d a~achment) s~mm~arizes the co~mts by academic plm~ description so the ~;BC[ t’ plans w~uld be blended m with their ~tt~cial 

declared major counterpart as long as fl~e plal~ desc~iplion was identical. 

I :lsed cntrellt data (Ht{RPT) fl?r these and broke ~hem o::t by :erm and by primary sad .~<:co,~d major. I also excl,:~ded say seco,~d major records for 
stude~{s wt> are ha the General College. I did ,~:~t lhnit tt}e atmlysis to only 1, JGRD ~ ?~?:l will see a t~w GRAD mxd Profmajors iach~ded, 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The Universib~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel tlill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 

<Enrolled Student Athletes Counts of Primary and Second Majors Fall 2010 to Spring 2013 by academic plan code.xlg> 

<Enrolled Student Athletes Counts of Primau and Second Majors Fall 2010 to Spring 2013 by academic plan description.xls> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:30 AM 

St~heus, Yulia <ystrizh@emafil.unc.e&~> 

Re: Schedule 

#5. 

Tx. Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Mar 28, 2013, at 9:25 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystfizh(a)email .tmc.e&t> wrote: 

Everyone has confirmed their availability for a lunch meeting on Monday, April 1st at 11am. Jonathan has suggested setting aside two hours for this 

discussion just in case. I’ve reserved the 205 South conference room, and will send an Outlook invite shortly~ 

Please let me know which of the following Panera boxed lunches you prefer: 

1. Bacon Turkey Bravo 

Smoked turkey, Applewood-smoked bacon, smoked Gouda, lettuce, tomatoes & our signature dressing, on our Tomato Basil. 

2. Chicken Ceasar 

All-natural pepper-mustard chicken with our Caesar dressing, Asiago-Parmesan cheese, tomatoes, lettuce, red onions on our Three Cheese bread. 

3. Napa Almond Chicken Salad 

Made with all-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, diced celery, seedless grapes, almonds & our special dressing, on our Sesame Semolina. Served with 

lettuce & tomato. 

4. Italian Combo 

Oven-roasted beef, smoked turkey breast, ham, salami, Swiss, peperoncini, lettuce, tomatoes, onions & our special sauce, on Ciabatta. 

5. Asiago Roast Beef 

Oven-roasted beef, smoked cheddar, lettuce, tomatoes, onions & our horseradish spread, on Asiago Cheese demi. 

Best, 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 5:47 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A; Gil, Karen M; SaNe, Eunice N; Andrews, William L; Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Cc: Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: RE: Schedule 

Yulia, Please arrange a time for Eunice, Bill (if available) and I to meet with Bobbi sometime Monday am. I propose Monday 11am; 2nd choice 9am or 

9:30am (I have an appointment 10 to lO:30am). 

Jan, please advise regarding your preference -- together or alone. 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 5:40 PM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Gil, Karen M; SaNe, Eunice N; Andrews, William L; Yopp, Jan Johnson 

Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O E~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 12:44 PM 

Lindemmm, Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Fwd: Study Abroad query 

Seem reasonable? 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: "Derickson, Clmstopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Date: March 30, 2013 12:26:15 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edn> 
Subject: RE: ]D,¥: Study Abroad query 

everyone agrees policy-wise, we could handle this through the inter-institutional registration process and award grades like we would for other 

inter-institutionals. Again, only if that’s what we want as a policy. We could set up specific placeholder courses for this program to track as well 

From; Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, March 30, 20:1.3 9:29 AM 
To." Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject." Fwd: FW: Study Abroad query 

Hi- 
Can you think of a way to make this work? 

Bobbi 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject:FW: Study Abroad qnery 

Date:Thu, 28 Mar 2013 13:39:17 -0400 

From:Lindemam~, Erika <ulinde~emadl.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob(~unc.edu~; 

8obbi, I don’t know the answer to Bob Miles’ question and can’t think of a helpful strategy, Though we have an inter-institutional arrangement with 

Duke, inter-institutional registration requires undergraduates enrolled at Duke also to be enrolled at U NO-Chapel Hill, Informal:ion about the S-week 

summ~:_~r program in Gre~-_~c~:_~ is attached, It’s offer~:_~d through Duke bu~: taught: by Don Haggis in our Depart:merit of Classics The SAO Advisory Board has 

approved it. 

Thanks for your help, 

Erika 

From: Miles, Bob 
Sent." Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:32 AM 
To." Lindemann, Erika 
C:¢." Miles, Bob; Neddo, Lynn J; Brooks De Wetter-Smith 



Subject: Study Abroad query 

Dear Erika: 

Yesterday, the Study Abroad Advisory Board approved a study abroad program offered by Duke and lead by Donald Haggis: 

http://globaled.duke.edu/Prograrns/Sumrner/Duke in Crete 

I was asked one question that I could not answer. As you are very aware, UNC CH students only receive grades for participation in a study abroad program when the 

program is led by UNC faculty and when UNC courses are taught. However, aware that UNC students may take courses at Duke in Durham, I was asked whether a UNC 

student participating in a Duke program in Crete (and being taught by a UNC faculty member), could receive both a grade and credit hours. I said that I would find out, 

and hence this ernail to you. 

Best wishes: 

Bob 

Dr Robert Miles 

Associate Dean: Study Abroad and International Exchanges 

Professor of Sociology and International Studies 

2013 Fedex Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-3130 

USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 8:01 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Registration during Lecture 

Should be in "more" 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: "Derickson, Clmstopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 
Date: April 9, 2013 6:35:01 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Registration during Lecture 

Done with the files. Not much help at all. No additional ones eliminated. 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3~.08 SASB NorLh Campus Box 2~.00 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-2:KX? 

T -. 919- 962--8289 

F- 919-.962-1655 

From; Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc,edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 09, 2013 7:45 AN 
To-" Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject," Re: Registration during Lecture 

Thin,ks tbr this good i~ffo~mation. 

Any progress with degree completion or progress for the 80? 
Nick, etc. axe working away of implications so if there are aaay to eliminate it would be helpthl to know. 

Bobbi 

On 4/8/2013 8:23 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 

I generally get one or two complaints a semester about [his process, gobbi may get more, but I’m not sure what more we can do [o avoid 

these situations. The studen[s have more too~s available to them now, and as Bobb~ stated, ff a student does aH their preparation before 

their appointment begins, it can literally be a push of a button to register for their h~it~a~ classes~ The appointment t~me is a~so only the 

begh~nh~g of their registration period (wNch lasts for months}, and while I know what the pressure is to get into classes, and ~ know that 

students should not be mak#~g reg~stra~:~on a pdoril:y over their actual classes, ~ do not know of any way to avoid having appo#~:ments 

scheduled during classes. You wou~d need a pretty soph~sl:h::ated algodt:hm to take aH the st:udents’ course enro~[rnents and then 

schedLde a registration appointment around these classes. [ can guarantee this is something far beyond where we are w~th 

ConnectCaroHna right now. ]n addition, ]’re received two other comp]a~nts th~s past week, and both were because of fie~d trips that 

didn’t even co~ndde exact]y w~th the students’ scheduled class anyway. 

Regardless, Fve had discussions with Bobbi and others about this, but either way we go we will likely have complaints. Registration was 

previously on Saturday mornings. There were very few classes t:o conflict with, but there was also zero support for students if there were 

any problems with registering for classes...and there are always plenty o1: questions, if not problems, during this process. My office fields 

questions almost non--stop during the nine days of registration. If we move registration to times in which there are no classes, there will 

also be very little staff on campus to provide support. 

If we want staff to be available to address questions during registration, then 8-Spin is the window we need to work within. On the 

busiest days (the days that coincide with the four entering undergraduate cohorts), registration runs from gain to 2:-~]5-3:00pm. There is 

no way to [it sew:,n hours of registral:i.:_~n into this 8-5 window without impacting classes one way or the oLher, gobbi and [ have discussed 

shrinking the nine days (one for each term in residence) into four {combine the two terms for each level, such as 8 & 7 terms for seniors 



on one day, 6 & 5 for juniors on nexl:, etc, down to non-degree), but: this would lengthen the registration days and prett:y much ~uarantee 

they run a~ day~ I Lh~nk I wou~d a~so need approval from Faculty Cound~ Lo ensure that this ~s consistent w~Lh Lhe derision to base priority 

on terms in residence. We would ~ike~y st~H ~ets s~rni~ar complaints because the truth is that the "off" days are so Hght w~th 

appointments that they generally end before ~Oam, so the~e ~eaHy are only four days that have enough volume to cause such concerns~ 

personally think that we owe it to our students to have staff available and offices open to answer any questions or address any 

probh?ms during registration. I’m very happy to discuss ways to tweak the svs~:ern ff we fee~ there ~s a rea~ problem, bu~: ~ honestly know 

no way of avokJmg class times when appoint:inertia are scheduled. 

Bobbi and I can discuss fur[her and let you know if we come up with any suggested improvements. I hope this inforrnation helps. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost & University Registrar 

The University o[ North Carolh~a at Chapel Hill 

:~108 SASB North Campus go>: 

Chape~ HHL NC 27599-21~3 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-~655 

From: Gil, Karen M 

Sent: Monday, April 8, 20:13 5:26 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: FW: Registration during Lecture 

~}.:_~bbi and Chris 

I wanl:ed ~o h:~rward ~:his i~]essage about registration ~ifTH-’-~S to yOU. 

Thanks 

Kar::n M. Gi[, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pede~sen Distinguished Professor of Psych.:)logy 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-3~00 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

9~.9-962~240g fa~ 

kgil@email.unc.edu 

From-" Glatthaar, 3oseph T 
Sent-" Thursday, April 04, 20/~3 9:38 AM 
To-" Gil, Karen M; Hartlyn, 3onathan; Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject-" Registration during Lecture 

Folks: 

I hope this finds you well. 

I hate to play the role of complainer but we have a problem that is, quite frankly, inexcusable. I have students cutting class or leaving in the middle of 

class to register for courses next semester. Yesterday, during my I p.m. class I had a cluster of students who had to leave to register. 

This is a case of the tail wagging the dog. Registration needs to take place during times when classes are not meeting. Since it is done by computer, 

there is no reason to do it during normal class time. And if I am affected at 1 p.m., I suspect lots of other faculty and students are affected around 



campus. 

I ask that you take this matter up during the next dean’s meeting or with the provost and have the policy changed. Thank you. 

Best, 

Joe 

Joseph T. Glatthaar 

Stephenson Distinguished Professor of American Civil War Studies 

Department of History 

504 Hamilton Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

919-962-3974 

Bobbi Owen, Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

a~id Senix AssocJat~e D~’an for U~ide~Eg~a~uate Education 

College of Arts and Sciences 

CE# 3504, 3011 Steele Buil@ing 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

PHONE~ 919 843-7773 

DRAIIA PHONE: 9i9 962-2483 

MAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:15 PM 

ttaven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EACC Operational Group February meeting minutes and docmnent 

Copies please and then e-mail ;vith minutes 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnApr 10, 2013, at 6:31 PM. "Haven, Ben" <bhaven@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Bobbi, 
> 

> I can send this on to the rest of the Strategic Wing if you like 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Ben 

> Benjamin Haven 
> Curriculum Analyst I Office of Undergraduate Education 

> L’niversig~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> 3007 Steele Building, CB ii 3504 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> bhaven@email.unc.edu I (919) 843-5473 
> 
> **Corzfidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

> Fromi Norwood, Roberta A 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 2:29 PM 
> To: ()wen, Bobbi A 
> Cc: Haven, Ben 
> Subject: FW: EACC Operational Group February meeting minutes and document 
> 

> Bobbi, 
> 

> Attached are the minutes from the February 2013 meeting of the Operational Wing of EA (2(2 lk~r the Strategic Wing. 
> 
> Roberta 

> Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 
> Associate Universi~" Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 
> 

> Office of the Universi~" Registrar 
> UNC Chapel Hill 
> Suite 3100, SASB No~tt~ Campus Box 2100 
> 450 Ridge Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
> Phone - 919-962-9840 
> Fax - 919-843-8709 

> From: Beller, Dcbra L 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:44 PM 
> To: Norwood, Roberta A 
> Subject: FW: EACC Operational Group February meeting minutes and document 

> From: Beller, Debra L 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:46 AM 
> To: EACC Operational Group 
> Subject: EACC Operational Group February meeting minutes and document 
> 

> Hello apologies for the delay in getting these to you. Attached are the Feb. 7 meeting minutes and document outlining the Campus Solutions workload and outstanding tickets. 
> 
> The next meeting will be May 16, 11am, Steele Bldg 3rd floor conference room. You should have received an Outlook calendar invitation for this. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Debra 

> Debra Beller 
> Communications Specialist 
> ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Phone: 919-843-0477 
> Website: http://ccinfo unc.edu 



<Feb 7 2013 EACC Operational Wing notes FINAL.docx> 
<Campus Solutions Current Workload and Tickets April 2013.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 9:25 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-prot~ssional advising MOU 

I do not know what else they can transfer permanently so thought they would have to shift funds. Any ideas? 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 15, 2013, at 8:04 AM. "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@email uric edu> wrote: 

A minor change Are you going to ’permanently’ transfer state funds? 
~fl-om where? I am not sure Advising has any ’unused’ dollars 

Thanks for asking 

Tammy 

On 4/9/13 5:16 PM. "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> ~vrote: 

>> Can you please review-? 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen, Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>> and Senior Associate Dean [’or Undergraduate Education 
>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele BuiI&ng 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> PHONE: 919 843-7773 
>> DRAMA ]PHONE: 919 962-2483 
>> FAX: 919 843-6557 

<2013 MOU PreProfessional Advising OUE and UCS 4-10-13 rev ~jm.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:08 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Graduation Lists 

No. And you should quote the speech the chancellor makes. By the power invested in me... 
They do approve honorary degrees. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 6:04 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is this a trick question? Kelly used to work here in degree audit for years, and is now Registrar at UNCG. BOT does not approve lists of graduates, but 

any m~ance t need [o be aware 

ChrisLopher Derickson 

Assistant ProvosL and University Registrar’ 

The IJniveraity o1: North Carolina at Chapel Hitl 

3:108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2It~ 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 

F~m: Kelly Road-lames [ma[Ito:karowe~@uncg.edu] 
~nt: Tuesday, April ~6, 20~3 ~:40 PM 
T~: Deric~on, Christopher P 
~j~t: Graduation Lis~ 

C~s~ 

Do~s th~ UNCCH Board of Trustees appm~ J]~ list of gm&mt~s? 

Tha~ 

Kdly 

Kelly A. Rowett-J~anes 

University Regi s~ea 

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

(336) 334-4619 

karowetk~uncg.edu 

Academic Calendar https://twitter.com/#!i[INCGCalendar 

Veteran Sere’ices https:i/w~wv.facebook.com/pages/UNCG-Veter~- Services/153314628665 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 6:16 AM 

Gil, Ka~-en M <kgil@email.tmc.edu> 

McHale, Taamny J <tmchale@enm~l.unc.edw, 

Re: My Chair Research Fm~d 

Thanks very much 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 4:26 PM, "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Bobbi 
> Yes, I can approve the carD’over of funds. 
> Thank you for evewthing you are doing this year, and ever?" year. 
> Karen 

> Kar~M; Gil, Ph.D7 
> Dean, College <)fArts and Sciences 
> Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Prol~ssor of Pwchology 
> 

> CB # 3100 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

> 919-%2-3082 
>919-%2-1165 
> 919-%2-2~)8 fax 
> kgil@email.unc.edu 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:oxvenbob~mxc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday-, April 16, 2013 3:00 PM 
> To: Gil, Karen M 
> Subject: My Chair Research F~xd 
> 

> Karen - 
> I xvrite to ask for yo~ permission to carry over fm~ds from my distinguished chair which I have not been able to spend this year, due 
> to being so busy with SACS, etc. I have cancelled trips and not 
> actively participated in my professional organizations as has been the case in the past few years. I anticipate havitg nearly half the ftmd remaining. 
> Thanks for your consideration. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and ~chael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Lkamatic Art Universi)- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35~ 
> Phone: 919 843-7~3 
> F~X: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 6:03 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: m~ke up fin~] 

I can ask epc on Wed. Plan to say yes. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhune 

On Apr 21, 2013, at 9:39 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" < cderickson@unc, edu > wrote: 

> Great question I’m assuming there’s a big need for the make up? Do ~ve want I~-ther cover by having the Provost’s Office approve as well? 
> 
> Sorry for taking so long It was a sports day ~vith the kids and didn’t have my phone or computer at hand. See you tomorro~v. 

> Christopher Derickson 
> Assistant Provost & Universi~ Registrar 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 3108 SASB Norfla Campus Box 2100 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
> T - 919-962-8289 
> F- 919-%2-1655 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> }:rom: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2013 5:39 PM 
> To: Derickson, Christopher P 
> Sutziect: make up final 
> 

> Can I approve a common make-up final on reading day (for a common exam)? 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate I)ean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art L’niversi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB//3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(~ 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 3:42 PM 

Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkmey@email.unc.edu> 

Carney, Brnce Willia~ <bmce@unc.edu:>; Tresolini, Caacol P <ca~rol tresolini@med.unc.edu>; Ray, Win-ten <warren ray@unc.edu> 

Re: posting ASPSA positions 

Manythanks. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 3:33 PM, "Pinkney, Dwayne L" <dpinkney@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Bobbi - 
> 

> I will alert the UBC to the urgency of the postings and make them aware that all was set to go two weeks ago but that you were barred h-ore moving forward. In fairness to the UBC, the?" 
were not aware that they would have responsibility for supporting the unit until just last week. As you likely know, we have limited capacity within the Office of the Provost [’or prnviding 
Finance and HR operations support for units beyond our own, and it was unclear to us at the outset which model we would adopt for supporting the ASPSA. 

> Bruce and I (along with Carol Tresolini) reached the conclusion that our best alternative [’or supporting the ASPSA was to use our existing UBC Again, that decision was just 
cowanunicated on last week. While I regret the loss of the two weeks, I am confident that the UBC will move this forward in as expeditious a fashion as possible and we will do all that we can 
to make sure that Michelle’s team is in place as soon as possible. We, like you, support Michelle’s transition and want to do all that we can to facilitate her success 
> 

> Thanks for ringing the alarm. 
> 

> Dwayne 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> tgrom: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(@unc.edu] 
> Sent: }:riday, Apri[ 26, 2013 2:02 PM 
> To: Pinkney, I)wayne L 
> Cc: Carney, Brace William 
> Subject: posting ASPSA positions 

> Dxvayne - 
> I am distressed to learn that the txvo vacant ASPSA positions have not yet been posted to be filled. The position descriptions xvere revised (approved by Michelle) and a search conmfittee 
identified (approved by 
> Michelle) and all was set to go two weeks ago in order to have them filled as quickly as possible once she arrives on May 6. With a mandatolT 30 day posting this delay may mean that the 
positions won’t be filled before July 1 - and there is a third opening about to occur. 
> 

> I know this program is transfemng into the Provost’s Office May 6 but feel like I have responsibility till then - and feel the need to support Michelle’s transition. She needs stafft The 
College was barred from posting the positions and your UBC has not yet acted on them - is there anything I can do to get this process moving along? 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 3:55 PM 

Pollock, Rachel E ~-costume@email.unc.edu> 

Re: grades for dye class 

Thin,ks. 

Bobbi 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, "Pollock, Rachel E" <costume@email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

Bobbi, 

1 th M5 sVadents will be p~esenting their final p~Riects Tuesday April 30 at 10a,n. I should have the grades for them all to you by the end of the day that clay. 

I don’t foresee any inco,npletes (or at leas~t they all think they’ll be able to finish their work on time). 

Rachel 

Rachel E. Pollock 

Costume Crafts Artisan, PlayMakers Repertory Company 

Lecturer, Costume Production MFA Program, University of NC-Chapel Hill 

Cratt Artisanship Blog: http://labricoleuse.livejonmal.com/ 

919- 843 - 9816 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 8:30 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Queslions - Semester Online Fall 2013 

’rx~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2013, at 6:05 PM, "May, Lee Y" <mayl(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I can work wit:h Sb:_~ve Dobbin,.; if you want: ~;omethk~g to come from the Colk~ge. However, f think t:hey would Hke the wider undergraduate audkmce. 

YH awaH: ~:he w~rd~ct and am happy to he~p ff I can. 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 5:56 PM 

To: Cares, Susan 
C:¢: Gil, Karen M; Dean, .]ames W .]r; Hlavac, Melissa; Owen, Bobbi A; May, Lee Y 
Subject: Re: FW: Student Questions - Semester Online Fall 2013 

Thin,ks, Susan. 

Karen and I spoke earlier today and can think of two possibilities. A general e-mail would be acceptable as yon do want to reach undergraduates 

Universi~-wide making it logical to come from the Provost. Or, the message to undergraduates in the College (specifically) might be sent under Dr. Lee 

May’s name as Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program (students are used to getting messages from her). There is a process to 

send a message to all students which Dr. May should be able to do; she is cc’d on this reply. 

Bobbi (and Ka~en) 

On 5/3/2013 4:33 PM, Cares, Susan wrote: 

Dear Bobbi and Karen, 

Thank you both for your support and the support of your team (especially Nick) in working through the operations necessary for the pilot 

launch of Semester Online. As J~m noted yesterday ~n the Deans’ Cound~ meeth~g, we a~i hope that we’re ~ay~r~g the groundwork for a 

successh.d experiment that w~] grow and include courses flom ~:he College and other parts o~ [he uniw~rs~tv h~ the near [uture as 

stud your team’s help has been ~nstrumenLal ~n doing 

With your permission, we would like to send a version of the very general document (Semester Online kfformation) out to 

undergraduates in the College early next week so that they are aware of it and have a point of contact or instructions to reach out to 

academic advising for approval prior to registering. Who would be the appropriate person to work with on Vour team to finalize that 

email, and Karen, would yo~ like ~:hat to ~o out under your name, from our team, or as a more general informational email to the 

distribu~:ion? 

Have a nice weekend, and we appreciate the collaboration with you all during the past two mond~s. 

Best regards, 

Susan E. Cates- President, Executive Development - Executive Director, MBA@UNC ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3445 - Paul J. Rizzo Conference Center, Loudermilk Hall ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3445 

919.843.4786 - fax 919962.1667 ¯ sec@unc.edu - www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu - vwvvv execdev.unc edu ¯ www onlinemba.unc edu 

From: Hlavac, Melissa 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas (Undergraduate Education); May, Lee (Academic Advising) 
C¢: Cares, Susan 
Subject: Student Questions - Semester Online Fall 2013 

Lee and Nick, 

Thanks again for your guidance and support with Semester Online. 



We wanted to ensure that you and your team are equipped to answer student questions should they arise. 

The first document is a general overview on UNC - Semester Online~ The second document covers UNC - Semester Online Policies and Procedures 
for Fall 2013. 

Could you share the attached documents with the academic advisors so they too are prepared? Also, as you suggested, we would be happy to 
discuss Semester Online with the advising team at one of their regularly scheduled meetings. 

Tf you need additional information, please let us know~ 

Thankyou, 

Melissa 

Melissa Hlavac 
Interim Director of Operations ¯ Semester Online 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3495 . 1205 Environ Way ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

(919) 601-7546. melissa hlavac@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Bobbi Owen 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carelina at Chapel 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 Bast Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:47 PM 

Bmbaker, Care <cate@unc.edu> 

Re: grades for GLBL 190 

Yes. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 4:04 PM, "Brubaker, Cate" <care@uric edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, I just re-entered the grades and approved them, so I hope they 
went through this time! -Cate 

On 5/13/13 3:48 Pivl, "Bobbi O;ven" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Cate - 
>> The grades are really not there (SOl"D" I misspoke). I think folks have 
>> reached out to you from the Registrar with phone messages. You do need 
>> to reenter the 6 grades, and then save at the bottom, and then change 
>> status to approved at top and save again. 
>> If you want to be walked through it, return the call from Joan that you 
>> received 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel }Jill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 8:33 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtexto@email.unc.edtf> 

Re: Appointment letter review 

Correct 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 20, 2013, at 7:35 AM, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@email unc edu> wrote: 

We don’t provide the dpt funding for the honors’ junior colloquium course, 
right? 

Thanks 

On 5/16/13 1:28 PM, "Bobbi ()wen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Tammy and Laurie - 
>> Will you please review the attached draft reappointment letter? 
>> Note that counting the Junior colloquium in load was approved by Dean 
>> Gil prior to the last reappointment (three years ago) and will continue 
>> as long as he is in the position (he plans to retire likely at the same 
>> time this term ends). Course release consideration will depend on 
>> teaching load of the next assistant dean in honors (and budget). 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi ()wen 
>> Senior Associate Dean ]k~r Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 8:34 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtexto@email.unc.edtf> 

Re: Appointment letter review 

Thanks. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 20, 2013, at 7:20 AM, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@email unc edu> wrote: 

> This looks fine. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> On 5/16/13 1:03 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Tammy and Laurie - 
>> Will you please review the attached draft reappointment letter? 
>> Note that counting the Junior colloquium in load was approved by Dean 
>> Gil prior to the last reappointment (three years ago) and will continue 
>> as long as he is in the position (he plans to retire likely at the same 
>> time this term ends) Course release consideration will depend on 
>> teaching load of the next assistant dean in honors (and budget) 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of I)ramatic Art 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 9:23 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <j weil e@email, unc .e&t> 

Re: Gentle re,ninder 

Thanks 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 4, 2013, at 4:15 PM. "Weiler, Jonathan D" qjweiler@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Dear Bobbi and Lee, 
> 

> Attached is my annual report for 2012-13 Once again, my apologies for the delay. 
> 

> Sincerely, Jonathan 
> 

> From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:18 AM 
> To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Sut~ject: Re: Gentle reminder 
> 

> Yes, please, with a cc to Lee Mi~y as well. If I have it early next week 
> it *viii be fine 
> Bobbi 
> On 6/3/2013 10:08 AM. Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
>> ;)eat- Bobbi, 
>> 

>> My apologies ]2~r the delay I will have the report you by Wednesday. Should I email it directly to you’? 
>> 

>> Sincerely, Jonathan 
>> 

>> From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob,gunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:01 AM 
>> To: Hondros, Kristin; Stroman, Deborah L; Weiler, Jonathan D; Mann, Hollie 
>> Subject: Gentle reminder 
>> 

>> All - 
>> I write with a gentle reminder concerning the annual report concerning your 
>> activities for the advisor part of your position as a 
>> lecturer-advisor, due June 1. 
>> 
>> I will appreciate knowing when to expect it. 
>> Best wishes, 
>> 

>> Bobbi 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> N~chael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> F./XZx2:919 843-4775 

> <Weiler Almual Report 2012-13.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 9:24 AM 

ttaven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Gentle re~ninder 

Weiler Annual Report 2012-13.docx; ATT00001.htm 

One more. 

B. 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: "Weile~; Jonathm~ D" <iweile~,@.email.unc.edu:> 

Date: June 4, 2013 4:15:22 PM MDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~)unc.edu> 
Co: "May, Lee Y" <mayl(~email.unc.edu:> 

Subject: RE: Gentle reminder 

Dear Bobbi and Lee, 

Attached is my am~ual report for 2012-13. Once again, my apologies for the delay. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:18 AM 

To: Weiler, Jonatha~ D 
Subject: Re: Gentle reminder 

Yes, please, with a cc to Lee May as well. IfI have it early next week 

it roll be fine. 

Bobbi 

On 6/3/2013 10:08 AM, Weiler. Jonathan D wrote: 

Dear Bobbi, 

My apologies for the delay. I will have the report you by Wednesday. Should I email it directly to you? 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

From: Bobbi Owen [owentx~b@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:01 AM 

To: Hondros, Krisfin; Strotnan, Deborah L; Weiler, Jonathan D; Ma~n, Hollie 

Subject: Gentle reminder 

I write with a gentle reminder concerning the annual report concerning your 

activities tbr the advisor part of your position as a 

lecturer-advisor, due June 1. 

I will appreciate kmowing when to expect it. 

Best wishes, 



Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Se~ior Associate Dean for UMergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art 

Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educalion, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Difftinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 11:45 AM 

Strickland, JaJnie Linens <linens@email.unc.edu-* 

1~: Chair Selection 

I prefer not to conduct a poll 
Bobbi 

From: Strickland, Jamie Linens 
Sent: Wechaesday, June 05, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Adamson, David; Adamson, Ju@; Bettin, Jade R; Chambers, Jan; Coble, McKay; Comell, Jeffi-ey Blair; Dooley, Ray; Fishell, Julie; Kable, Gregory A; King, James K; Maxfield, Adam 
Michael; Navalinsky, David B; O’Brien, Karen; Owen, Bobbi A; Patrick, Jolm; Perkins, Kathy A.; Pens’, Mark E; Rolleri, \{ichael; Turner, Craig; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel; Williams, Kathy; 
Zhuang, Jiayun 
Subject: Chair Selection 

All, 

Please read the attached memo and respond to let me know of your preference of options #1 or #2 

Thanks 
Jamie 

Jamie L. Strickland 
Manager 
Department of Dramatic Art 
223 Center for Dramatic Art, CB# 3230 
’]?he University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 

Tele: 919-962-2480 

Fax: 919-962-5791 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 12:42 PM 

Krumper, JenniIhr <krumpe@email.unc.edu-* 

Cfimmins, Michael T <crimmins@e~na~l.unc.edu>; Batts, Do~myell <~lbatts@email.m~c.edu>; Linde~naam, Erika <ulinde@em~l.unc.edtc,; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J --~nick siedentop@unc.edu>; DericksoK Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu:>; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: night e~ms for organic chemisq~ry? 

Hi Jen - 

Interesting question and I have cc’d my curriculum colleagues, Erika Lindemann and Nick Siedentop, and the University Registrar, Chris Derickson in the case the?’ can provide additional 
information. 

I believe that your query is about mid-terms rather than the officially scheduled final exam You must be sure that the syllabus (provided no later than the first day of class) must contain the 
information about exam schedules in the evening hours (perhaps you mean from 5-on) You have a couple of things to consider, including scheduling a room (the registrar has authori~ here 
- and you would obviously need a very large room to hold three sections full of students) which might be a challenge in itself (A common final exam for all labs became impossible due to 
this :[’actor. Leaving them on the last day of class - which is ok for one-hour classes was the only viable option.) 

You also must allow for make-ups and cannot make this mandatory for everyone (unlike usual classtimes). There are students who work on a regular basis who could not rearrange the 
schedule even with advance notice And consider cocurricular activities, such as a student with a role in a play or playing an instrument in a concert, that conflicts. A performance cannot be 
rearranged and finding a substitute double bass player or Juliet for one performance, etc. is not feasible. And, there are some night classes as well which undergrads also take. The premise 
there is that you cannot make your class more important than another class And I am not addressing unexpected emergencies which happen during the day as well as at night! 
Transportation to campus is harder at night (the last bus in my neighborhood is at 6:30) and parking is oRen cven ruore impossible then it is during the day-. There is no staff on duty, so if 
the proj ector goes out or you need another copy of something, there is no one to call upon, even in your own departmental offices. Emergency selwices are of course available. 

If you can work out a solution for advance notice (which could not change and therefore reduce flexibility that we have during the day with regularly- scheduled classes), find a space for the 
2 (or 3) common mid-term exams for all tbaee sections, and sort out a way to provide make-up exams, then it may be possible. 

Hope this helps! 

Bobbi 

From: Krumper, Jeunifer 
Sent: Tuesday-, June 04, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Crinm~ins, Michael T; Batts, Donnyell 
Subject: night exams for organic chemistry? 

Dear Dean Owen, 

I’m don’t think we’ve yet ruet: I’m a lecturer in the chemistry department here at UNC. rm writing to ask a quick policy question about night exams on campus. This note follows a few 
inquiries (lower down the chain of command) from our student setwices representative, FeLt. Donnyell Batts. 

A group of chemistry facul~" (led by myself and Mike Crimmins) are collaborating to bring high-engagement pedagogies into the organic sequcnce this fall. In service of this project, we 
would like to hold conm~on exams (for all three sections of cheruistry 261) at night. 

Do you see any reason why we cannot/should not do this? (We are reasonably sure we will be able to find classroom space to accon~modate the venture) 

How much notification must we provide students to allow for scheduling? 

Thank you very much, 
Jen Krumper 

Dr. Jennifer Klumper, lecturer 
Department of Chemistry 
CB #3290 
Lrix,-C - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 1:54 PM 

ttaven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Annual Repol~ 

Stroman Academic Advising 2012-13.pdf; Stroman 2013 annual report info for LAFinal.pdf 

Sorry if this is a duplicate. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Fr~n: "Stroman~ Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu> 
Co: "May, Lee Y" <mavl~email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: RE: Annunl Reports 

Yikes! Sorry tbr the delay. 

Thanks again li)r the oplyortunity. I roll truly miss this pazticular service work of guiding young people. 

Respectthlly, 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

W. Churchill 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-~na~l message, including attachtnents~ if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

~nay contain confidentiaJ and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review-, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not tile intended 

recipient, please contact tile sender by reply e-tnail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Hondros, Kristin; Shemer, Gidi; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Stmman, Deborah L; Weiler, Jonathan D; Mann, Hollie; Lithgow, Hilary Edwards; 

Andrews, Matthew P 
Cc: May, Lee Y; Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Annual Reports 

As you recall, a specific annual report is requested concerning your activities for the advisor part of your position as a 
lecturer-advisor. The College annual report system effectively 

captures information about teaching and research (for research active 

faculb’) but is not as useful for our roles. 

I am attaching the template developed last year that served as a helpful mechanism to keep them relatively consistent and ask that you provide it to me, 

with a cc to Lee May by June 1. In addition, please remember to have your chair send me a coW of your annual evaluation. 

Best wishes lbr the end of the semester rush and preparations for the summer. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVangh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universi~ of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 



214 East Cmneron Avenue 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/10/2013 3:48:25 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: Position Authorization Review with Tammy 

105 South Conference Room 

6/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

6/17/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 9:19 AM 

ttun’~ Andrew <hunan@email.tmc.edu> 

Runberg, Brace L <Bruce Runberg@unc.edu>; Payne, Christopher A <Christopher Payne@unc.edu>; Bachman, Dianne L 
<Dianne.Bachman@thcilities.m~c.edt~>; Crimmins, Michael T <crimmin@email.unc.edu:>; Nopa, ood, Roberm Anne 
<rakelly@email.unc.edw,; Piton, Abbas <Abbas.Piran@facilities.unc.edu>; Mulle~; Eric L <emulle@email.unc.edt~>; Barker, Michael 

<michael barke@unc.edu>; Platz, Gina B <gina@email.unc.edu>; Henshaw, Bob <bhenshaw@ema~l.unc.edu>; Burck Cornelia F 
--~cfbmvh@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Tiflhny D <liffa~y clarke@unc.edu>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu--; Pace, Cody J 
<Cody.Pace@facilities.unc.edtc>; Bienvenu, Trisha <trish~;iemail.unc.edu.--; Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Pickard, 

Mark <Mark.Pickard@facilities.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu.--; Tresolini, Carol P 

--~carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Cla.ssroom Policy Steering Committee 

Sor13~ I cannot attend. I support the Oreenlaw decommissions and wonder what occurs in 526B. 10 seats is sruall by half. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 10, 2013, at 1:53 PM. "Hunt, Andrew" <hunan@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi all, 
> This is a reminder for tomorrow’s (Tues, June 11 ) double-feature Classroom Policy Steering Cormnittee meeting from 2-4pm in room 103 of the Campus Y. Our regular meeting will be 
preceded by a presentation from Ad Astra regarding their scheduling sofi;vare. The presentation will begin at 2:00, followed by the standard monthly CPSC at 3:00 
> 

> Attached are tomorrow’s agenda, the GPC decommission request for Greenlaw 321 and 526A, and the latest version of the Provost’s memo for discussion. Also attached are the minutes 
from our previous meeting. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Andrew Hunt 
> Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 104 South Building, CB# 3000 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
> phone: (919)962-2198 
> fax: (919) 962-1593 
> hunan@email.mac, edu<mailto :hunan@email uric edu> 
> 

> From: Hunt, A~dre;v 
> Sent: Friday, iVlay 31, 2013 11:28 AM 
> To: Runberg, Brace L; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Diaune (Facilities Planning); Bachman, Diaune L; Crimrains, Michael T; Norwood, Roberta Anne; Piran, Abbas; Muller, Eric L 

(emuller@email unc edu); Owen, Bobbi A; Barker, Michael 
> Cc: Platz, Oina B; Henshaw, Bob; Btu-ch, Cornelia F; Clarke, Tiffany D; Strizheus, Yulia; Pace, Co@ J (Engineering Information Services) (Co@.Pace@facilities.unc.edu); Bienvenu, Trisha; 
Goodman, Paula; Mark.Pickard@facilities.unc.edu; Derickson, Christopher P; Tresolini, Carol P 
> Subject: RE: May Classroom Policy Steering Cormnittee 
> 

> Dear Classroom Policy Steering Committee, 
> On Tuesday, June 11, the Registrar’s Office has arranged a summary presentation on their scheduling software, AdAstra The presentation will go over bottlenecks in scheduling as well 
as opportunities to better use classroom space. 
> 

> The meeting will take place immediately preceding our CPSC meeting on June 11, fi*om 2-3pro in our regular meeting space, 103 Campus Y. Please mafl~ your calendars 
> 

> Thanks, and let me know if you have questinns. 
> 
> Andrew tJunt 
> O]Nce of the Execuuve Vice Chancellor and Provost 
> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 104 South Building, CB# 3000 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
> phone: (919)962-2198 
> lhx: (919) 962-1593 
> hunan@email unc. edu<m adto :hun an(a)email.unc.edu > 
> 

> From: Hunt, 2mdrew 
> Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:51 PM 
> To: Runberg, Bruce L; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne (Facilities Planning); Bachman, Diaune L; Crimmins, Michael T; Nopa, ood, Roberta Anne; Piran, Abbas; Muller, Eric L 
(emuller@email.unc.edu<mailto:emuHerO~email unc edu>); Owen, Bobbi A; Barker, X/iichae[ 
> Cc: Platz. Oina B; Henshaw, Bob; Butch, Cornelia F; Clarke, TN’any D; Stri/heus, Yulia; Pace, Cody J (Engineering Information Services) 
(Cody.Pace@facilities unc.edu<madto:Cody Pace@facilities unc edu>); Bienvenu, Trisha; Goodman, Paula; Mark Pickard@facilities.unc.edu<mailto:Mark.Pickard@facilities uric edu> 
> Subiect: RE: May Classroom Policy Stecling Coromittee 
> 

> Hi all, 
> Thanks for your responses. We’ll go ahead and reschedule the June Classrooru Policy Steering Comruittee for Tuesday-, June 11, 34pro. Unless I note otherwise, plan on the meeting being 
in our regular location, 103 Campus Y. Additional materials will be sent out before the rueeting. 
> 

> Thanks { 
> 

> Andrew Hunt 
> Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 104 South Building, CB# 3000 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3(0(90 



> phone: (919)962-2198 
> fax: (919) 962-1593 
> hunan@emai[.unc, edu< mailto: hunan (@email unc edu> 
> 

> From: Hunt, Andrew 
> Sent: Mnnday, May 20, 2013 4:54 PM 
> To: ’Runberg, Bruce L’; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne @’acilities Planning); ’Bachman, Dianne L’; Crimanins, ]Vhchael T; Norwood, Roberta A; Piran, Abbas; Muller, Eric L 
(emul[er@email unc.edu<mailto:emuller@emai[.unc.edu>); ()wen, Bobbi A; Barker, Michael 
> Cc: Platz, Gina B; Henshaw, Bob; Burch, Cornelia F; Clarke, TiJl?my D; Strizheus, Yulia; Pace, Cody J (Engineering InJk~rmation Services) 
(Cody.Pace@facilities.unc.edu<mailto:Co&,.Pace(~facilities.unc.edu>); Bienvenu, Trisha; Goodman, Paula; Mark.Pickard@facilities.m~c.edu<mailto:Mark.Pickard(~,facilities.unc.edu> 
> Subject: May Classroom Policy Steering Corrm~ittee 
> 

> Hi all, 
> I need to reschedule the next two Classroom Policy Steering Committee meetings, currently scheduled for May 28 and J~me 25. I don’t think there will be another time in May that will work, 
so we’ll cancel the one on the 28th. For the J~me meeting, would it work for the maj ority of members if it were moved to Tuesday, Jane 11 3-~4pm? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Andrew H~t 
> Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 104 South Building, CB# 3000 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
> phone: (919)962-2198 
> l:ax: (919) 962-1593 
> hunan@eraail. ~mc. edu<mailto :hm~an(d),,eraail.unc. edu> 
> 

> <2013.06.11 Agenda.doc> 
> <GreeNaw GL 321,526A - proposal.pdf~ 
> <Provost Memo Revised 06.07.2013.docx> 
> <2013.04.01 CPSC minutes(AH).doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, Jnne 11,2013 11:49 AM 

ttaven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FYS 

Mann annual report info for LA 2013.pdf, ATT00001 .htm 

FYI. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwa~rded message: 

From: "Mmm, ttollie" <hma~m@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

Date: June 11, 2013 7:53:22 AM MDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~)unc.edu> 
Subject: FYS 

Hi Bobbi, 

Sorry to bother, but I realized that there is an error in my final report. I accidentally ~ped POLI 50 for a course that I taught in the Fall of 2012, but it was 

POLI 71. I have attached a corrected copy here. 

Take care, 
Hollie 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 1:54 AM 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edtr> 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Status of SS1 Grades for UG Academic Standing 

F’~q (and hi from LeMon). 

You should be on this distribution list for summer. 

I find I am more eflEclive than the Registrar for reminding departments and you would be as well, as dean of summer school. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "Lloyd. Gaw R" <gar~ llovd,~unc.edu~ 

Date: June 23, 2013 9:28:35 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu~, "May, Lee Y" <mavl,@~emaila~nc.edu>, "~Vyrick, 
Marilyn J" <u~rick~emaJl.unc.edu>, "Dobbins, Steven E" <sdobbins(~a)unc.edu>, "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndem(a)email.unc.edu>, "Rainey, Arlene" 

<arlene raJnev,~unc.edtr~, "GrawOzbum, Kava Allison" <kar~r@~unc.edu>, "Pass, David L" <pass(~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Status of SSI Grades fnr UG Academic Standing 

No mo~e additional g~ades have been app~ved *o be posted today. ’l’he~etb~e, as I ~ec~mmended earlier~ [ suggest we not run Academic St~mding 

~,)rughk but wait and call dep~utments agai~ ~,)morrow, and then see were wc sSanding tomoix,)’a e~ emng. 

Gary 

From: Lloyd, GaD’ R 

Sent-" Sunday, June 23, 2013 1:32 PN 
To-" Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc,edu); Derickson, Christopher P; Nay, Lee Y; Wyrick, IVlarilyn J; Dobbins, Steven E; Demetriou, Cynthia; Rainey, Arlene; 

GrawOzburn, Kara Allison; Pass, David L 
Subject," Status of SS1 Grades for UG Academic Standing 

Dear all 

Here is the current breakdown of SS1 2013 UGRD courses and grades as of the last posting at 12:20 pm this a~ternoon: 

Not Reviewed 44 courses 641 grades 

Posted 349 courses 5248 grades 

Ready to Review 4 courses 39 grades 

Total 397 courses 5828 grades 

90.0% of the grades are in and posted as of 12:20 pm this afternoon (June 23, 2013). These numbers exclude the Session B couses which are in SS1, 

but extend for the whole summer (including the CCO courses), so Grade Ros~ters have not yet been generated for those courses. We s~rted calling 

departments on Friday to remind them that grades were due on Friday, but have seen very few additional grades submitted for posting this weekend so 

far. I’ll run the query to see if more grades are approved to be posted this evening. As it stands now, I would recommend that we wait until at least 
tomorrow to run the initial run of Academic Standing tier SS 1 2013. I’ll email later tonight if a significant number of additional grades are apwoved 

posting the rest of the day. 

Thank~ 

G~cy 

Ga~ Lloyd 

Associate University Registrar for Records and Reporting 

Office of the Universi~ Registrar 

3112 SASB North 



CB# 2100 

Universit.5~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone: (919)962-5162 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 3:21 AM 

Lloyd, Gary R <ga~ lloyd@unc.e&~> 

Re: Status of SS 1 Grades for UG Academic Standing 

got it. 

B, 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jun 24, 2013, at 6:19 PM, "Lloyd, Gary R" <~arv lloyd(a)~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Here is the current breakdown of SS1 2013 UGRD courses and grades as oftl~e last posting at 5:45 pm this afternoon: 

Not Reviewed 41 courses 585 grades 

Posted 351 courses 5288 grades 

Ready to Review 4 courses 39 grades 

Total 396 courses 5912 grades 

89.4% of the grades are in m~d posted as of 5:45 pm this afternoon (June 24, 2013). These nmnbers exclude the Session B courses which are in SS1, 

but extend for the whole summer (including the CCO courses), so Grade Rosters have not yet been generated for those courses. We called departments 

again today with very few addilional grades submitted for posting. 

These numbers are a little different from yesterday, as I found another placeholder course I should not have been counting yesterday, so the total courses 

is 396, and not 397 as stated yesterday. Also, I added up the totaJ nnmber of grades incorrectly and had 5828, but it should have been 5928. Therefore, 

the percentage stated yesterday at 90.0% was incorrect, as we were only at 88.5%. We are up abont another percent today, at 89.4%. Is that enough to 

run Academic Standing now, or should we hold off until more grades axe turned in? When we did not have the nightly Academic Standing process, we 

were waiting until we had about 95% of the grades in beIbre running Academic Standing for the first time. I need your input on this. 

Thank~ 

G~cy 

Ga~ Lloyd 

Associate University Registrar for Records and Reporting 

Office of the Universi~ Registrar 

3112 SASB North 

CB# 2100 

University of North C~:rolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone: (919)962-5162 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:02 PM 

Lindemmm. Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: IDST academic org 

Ok ruth me. I knew it was dean’s ofce and tfiroughout that was where Tammy wanted it to be. 
And, tiring but temfic here. Saw As You Like It at Stratford yesterday and the Vermeer show at the National galleD’ today. 

Offto Oslo Sunday. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jun 28, 2013, at 11:49 AM, "Lindemann, Erika" <ulinde(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, are p:~u OK with moving ~he i~ome °°department" ha ConnectCarolina ~br IDST a~d SPCI. flom the Dean’s Office to the Office for [ 

E&~cafio~a? Tannny has recommended flai~ and mN~lal]y, I tho~@~t wc akeady were flae academic otg. No nrgency in c~s~xmding, N~t I want yo~ to have 

an opv~u~P’ ~) weigh m, 

Erika 

From: Rizzardi, Joe 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 8:54 AM 
To: Lindemann, Erika 
C:¢: Derickson, Christopher P; Norwood, Roberta Anne 
S~bject: IDST academic org 

Hi Erika 

Tammy McHale has reqnested that we adjust the reporting s~tructure of the IDST "department" in ConnecK2arolina from the College of Arts & Sciences 
Dean’s ONce to the Office of Undergraduate Education. Within the present co~Ngnration, the dean’s office is listed as the academic owner of the IDST 

major and minor codes. Shifting ownership of the organization would move these under the auspices of the Ofce of Undergraduate Edncafion. 

Additionally, in the process of evaluating Tammy’s request, Chri~ Roberta, and I were curious if the SPCL unit should also be reassigned to the Office of 

Undergraduate Education. Currently it too rolls up beneath the dean’s ofce in the academic organizafional tree in ConnectCarolina. 

With Dean Owen presently unavailable, Chris suggested that I ~nd this request to you. However, if you would like to wadt and contbr with her there is no 

urgency for our office make tfiis change. We are happy to accommodate this request, but wanted to have the approval of the College before taking any 

action. 

Feel welcome to ca]l or email if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Joe 

Joe Rkzardi 



Cumculum Specialist 

Office of’the University Registrar 

University ofNort~ C~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Cmnpus Box2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: (919) 962-9838 

Fax: (919) 843-8709 

http://~egis~um.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 2:02 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu~> 

Re: Co,nmittee and Subcommittee Ros~tels 

Brent wissick. 

Will check roster when I return. 

Have not heard no from her. 

B. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jun 30, 2013, at 10:51 PM, "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfiarmer~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi: 
Am I remembering correctly that you’ve identified a faculty member from music or dramatic art for the Subcommittee on Special Talent? Tf so, would you be kind 
enough to send me the name? I have looked through my notes but haven’t been able to find it. 
Also, has Kristen Swanson confirmed her participation on the Advisow Committee? 
Here are the rosters as I have them today; please don’t hesitate to correct. Thank you and hope you are well. 

Steve 

Advisory Committee 

Faculty: Paul Cuadro~ Journalism a3~d Mass Communication 

Dan Gittennan, Public Policy 

M. Layna Mosley, Political Science 

Thomas Otlen, Music 
Jennifer L. Smith, Linguistics 

Sabrina Bunneiffter. Biology 

Jon Engel, Physics 

Gary Marchionini, Inlbnnation and Library Science 
Kfisten Swanson, Nursing (tentative) 

Subco,nmittee: 

Volmg: 

Non-voting: 

John Akin, Economics 

Lissa Broome, Law (and Facul~ Athletics Representative) 
Napoleon Byar~ Journalism a3~d Mass Communications 

Lee May, Associate Dea~ tbr Academic Advising 

M. Layna Mosley (clmJr), PolificaJ Science 

Todd Taylor, English and Compa~cative Literature 

Michelle Brown, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Stephen Farmer, Enrolhnent and Undergraduate Admissions 

Vince Ille, Atbletics 

Barbara Polk, Undergraduate Admissions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 11:01 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Fwd: New Hires - Continuing Edacation 

Can you handle. Are you dD’. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaJ-ded message: 

From: "Madill, VaJerie S" <madill(tbemail.unc.edu> 

Date: July 1, 2013, 4:23:07 PM GMT+02:00 

To: "McHale, Tammy J" <_t~!_c_!)_’_a_[_e_@_e___n_)__a_~_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___kt__u_>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <~?!~Le__r!_~?~?_~unc.edu>, "Tresolini, Carol P" <.c_.a_jE!____t._re_~9_l_i._n_j.(~med.unc.edu>, 

" ~ , ~:’ " ~ " , ._ Ray, Warren <-~E:4_L~i_e__~__r_’:a_~_~i~__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___u_.~- "Bruce, Rob --._~__b__r!_Lc__e2q:__e__r__n_~_!::_kLn__c_’_:_e_d_u_~, Masse?, TabithaAlston" <tn~asseE~¢unc.edu> ..... ~> " " 

Co: Hunt, Andrew ~__u__rr:a__r!@__e_Ln_~Ll_:_kLn__c_’_:_e__d___~j:,, Cooper, Neha Resendes -NN__r!$t__e__~@emafl.unc.edu> 

Subject: New Hires - Continuing Education 

Good Morning, Everyone - Rob Bruce asked me to set up a one-hour meeting to discuss the process for new hires in online courses. The meeting will take place in 

South 104D~ At your earliest convenience, please indicate your availability during the times listed below. Thank you. Val 

Wednesday, July 10, from 3:30 to 4:30 

Friday, July 12, from 2 to 3 

C.~~ ~: 1020 

fridavcenter unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/1/2013 6:21:45 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Accepted: Karen/Bobbi/Tammy/Laurie re: PosAuth 

South - 205 

7/16/2013 6:00:00 PM 

7/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:22 AM 

Womack, Tammy S <womack@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: IL~MMSeS: URGENT: Authorization Request- 07-0084 

I will leave it to you to do this. 
Hi ticom Oslo. 
Bobbi 

From: noreply@UNC.edu [noreply@L,2",!C edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 9:48 AIM 
To: katina hooks@uric edu; Stephenson, John W; Womack, Tanmay S; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RAMSeS: L’RGENT: Authorization Request - 07-0084 

Proposal No.: 07-0084 
Proposal Lead PI: Ellen Quima 
Proposal Title: 4/11/11 RAMSeS TEST PROPOSAL -- ORIS TEST PROPOSAL -- 4/11/11 RAMSeS TEST PROPOSAL 

The above eIPF is being routed to you :[’or approval because your department (Academic Advising)has been identified as an approving department. Please review the elPF on 
RAMSeS<http://ramses.unc edu/> and its attachments carefully, add any notes as you deem appropriate, and provide your electronic authorization so that it can be forwarded to 
0 SWSPO/OCT. 

You also have the option of rejecting the elPF if you notice a serious mistake in it But doing so will require you to provide an explanatory note [’or your rejection and will also cause the elPF 
to be returned to the administrative award department for re-routing. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 3:11 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: New Hires - Continuing Education 

Please hm~dle and let her know to cc you. 

Oslo is wonderful. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Madill, VaJefie S" <madill(a)emaJLuuc.edu> 
Date: July 2, 2013, 3:17:15 PM GMT ÷ 02:00 

To: "McHale, Tammy J" <_t~!_c_])_’_a_!__e_@_e___n_)__a_~_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <21xLe__r!_t?9_~_unc.eda>, "Tresolini, Carol P" <._c_a_JRh_t.N_~9.1_i..n_i.(~_rn__e_.!_t:._t_kn__c=_e_..d_u_>, 
" ~ , E--’ " ~ " 1 _ Ray, Warren <-~_taj__~i_e__~__r_~3_~i~__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___u_.~, ~Iextor, "Bruce~ Rob --._~__b__r!_Lc__e2q:__e__r__n_~_!=_~_Ln__c_’=_e_d_u_~, Masse?, TabithaAlston" <tmassey~¢anc.edu> ..... ~ ...... Laurie J" 

<!itex~r~)ema~,l.unc.edu> 
Ce: "Hunt, Andrew" <N~nan(~)emNl.unc.edu>, "Coopec Nelia Resendes" <resendes,@~email.u~c.edu>, "Thurman, Stephanie J" 

<s~hurmox~emaiLunc~edu>. "Strizhens, Yulia" <¥strizh((-femail.unc.edu>, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodma~((-femail.uuc.edu> 

Subject: RE: New Hires - Conlinuing Education 

All -The dates I suggested won’t work for this meeting so I am suggesting new dates. Please use the Doodle poll to indicate your availability. Thank 

you. Val 

From== Madill, Valerie S 
Sent== Monday, .luly 01, 2013 2:16 PM 
To== McHale, Tammy .I; Owen, Bobbi A (_o___w___e___n__b___o__b__@_u__t~__c__&c_l__u_); Tresolini, Carol P; Bruce, Rob; Massey, Tabitha Alston; Ray, Warren 
C;¢== Hunt, Andrew; Cooper, Nelia Resendes 
Subject-" RE: New Hires - Continuing Education 

AI I - t t tu rn s o u t th e d a tes m en [:i on ed b elow ~vill no [: work for eve ryon e As a res ul t, t a m su gges [:i ng [:h e [ollo~vi n g d at *-’_~ ~.;. AI: you r ea rli es [: con yen i en 

[)[ease indicate your ava~lab~lRy. The meel:h~g ~s ~anned fl)r South 1.04D. Thard~ you. Val 

Thursday, Juty $8, from 1:30 to 2:30 

Friday, Ju[y ~9, frorn 9:30 Lo 

F~m= Nadil[, Vaierie S 
Sent== Nonday, 3u~y 01, 20~3 ~0:23 AN 
Te= McHale, Tummy J; Owen, Bobbi A (£~A[)_~9_~_~#_~=A#_~); Tresol[ni, Carol P; Bruce, Rob; Nassey, Tabitha Alston; Ray, Warren 
Ce= Hunt, Andrew; Cooper, Nelia Resendes 
Subject: New Hires - Continuing Education 
Good Morning, Everyone - Rob Bruce asked me to set up a one-hour meeting to discuss the process for new hires in online courses. The meeting will take place in 

South ~04D. At your earliest convenience, please indicate your availability during the times listed below. Thank you. Val 

Wednesday, July ~0, from 3:30 to 4:30 

Friday, July ~2, from 2 to 3 

madill@email.unc.edu 

fridagcenter creditproflrams 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 8:33 AM 

St~heus, Yulia <ystrizh@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob(&!unc.edu>; Goodmm~, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Cline, Alexis L <:Alexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Re: PosAuth ~neeting with K~:ren, Tammy, Laurie 

There is a meeting with Karen at 1 today. Has it been cancelled? Sounds like that is the case but I don’t want to miss something ruth her. I am on vacation this week as 

well but can be there. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jnl 8, 2013, at 8:19 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ys~zh,~;emaiLunc.edn> wrote: 

gm sorry if my email generated confusion, Bobbi. I scheduled your PosAuth meeting with Karen for Tuesday, .luly 16 from 2-3pro. Possibly the em~il 

sent below was a draft and I neglected to correct it before sending. My apologies! 

~ just ched~ed with Ah~xis, who says that k:aren ~s on vacatkm today. Ah~xis expects her in ~:he afternoon for ~ 2:30pro ~hone cali, but otherwise she 

doesn’t have anythb~g else on her calendar. D~d you and Karen set tMs meedng t~me yourselves? JusL checking so we can make sure Karen wi~ coming 

Yul~a 

F~m= Bobbi Owen [mai~to:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, July 07, 20~3 2:39 PN 

Te= Strizheus, Yulia 
Ce= Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 
Subject= Re: PosAuth meeting with Karen, Tammy, Laurie 
Thanks ( am tNnking this is Monday July ~6 which is on my calendar). I have a meeting with Karen Gil tomorrow afternoon at ~, probably preliminary 

(and we have lots of other things to discuss as well). 

BobN 

On 6/27/20~3 ~:59 AM, Strizheus, Yulia wrote: 

Bobbi, 
I scheduled your PosAuth meeting w~th Karen, Tammy, and Laurie for Friday, July ~6 from 10-11am. I’ll send an Outlook ~nvite shortly. 

Best, 

Yulia 

Yulia Strizheus 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC- Chapel 

Campus Box 3:1.00 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-31@? 

919/962--1165 

B}bhi Owe~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

U~Jvezsity ef NerLh Ca~}lina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Ph M~e: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 8,i 3-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 6:42 PM 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Review? 

Yes please soon 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Ju115, 2013, at 6:20 PM. "Dawson, Alice C" <adawson@elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi, Bobbi. 
> 

> I hope you are having a good sunzmer We’ve gone 24 hours withOUT rain’.! 
> 

> I am :finally getting back into things somewhat I sa~v the emai[ you sent to Barbara and me about Lee’s review Of course, the deadline ~w~s Friday. I thought I would ask if you could 
accept something a few days late, or if it is better to not accept after 7/12. 
> 

> Thanks so much. 
> 

> Alice 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:10 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edtr>; Edwaxds, Mdissa <mredward@email .unc.edu>; Womack, Tammy S <womack@emaikunc.edu>; 

Owen, Bobbi A <oweubob@unc.edu> 

False alarm? 

Morning - 
Campus security called me about 6:15 this morning that an alarm (the security system) had gone off in Steele Building for Zone 82. As they could find no Zone 82 campus police concluded 
that it was a false alarm and that there is likely a problem with the system and recommend calling facilities. 

Please do that Melissa - I wonder if housekeeping has been notified about the security system (not individual housekeepers but rather the area head) 

Bobbi 

Bobbi O,yen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduam Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Alt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:13 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Response to GA 

Will review aker BOT meeting ends. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Ju124, 2013, at 4:54 PM, "Defickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(a;nnc.e&~> wrote: 

Well, just barely beat the 5 o’clock hour. Have a look and feel free to make any edits that you think are needed. I can then finalize tomorrow and send 

to Jim Dean before we submit to GA on Friday. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 

<:Update to GA on Implementation of Academic Integrity Regulations draft 07242013.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:18 PM 

Leloudis, James L <leloudi~unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: liberal arts and sciences tasktbrce 

Can you use this to cancel the class before anyone else registers? 
We can discuss the listening tour. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 6:31 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Missing Summer session II grades 

Thanks. Was there a problem ruth cc? 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Ju131, 2013, at 6:42 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, both are approved arid posted~ 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Pr’ow:~st and LJr~iw-:~rsity R~:’gistr’ar 

The University of North Carolina at Ch~lpel 

33.08 SAS[~ Nor~:h Campus Box 2100 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27599-21~ 

T-. 919-962--8289 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 5:27 PH 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Hissing Summer session 1I grades 

Can we verily what he suggests? 

Bobbi 

........ OriginaJl Message ........ 

Subject:Re: Missing Summer session II grades 

Date:Wed, 31 Jul 2013 17:26:31 -0400 

From:Hirschfield, James <ihi~chf(~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob~b~unc.edu> 

Dear Bobbi, 

Apparently this was a glitch in CoimectCarolin& but it was worked out, and the grades axe in. 

Sincerely. 

Jim 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 5:04 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

Hi Jim - 

I got this Inessage earlier today so the grades may now be in, but these two were Inissing this morning. 

Can you check as there are graduating seniors in the classes. 



Bobbi 

ART 151 -001 

ART 15%001 

BobEi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichae] R. HcVaugh Disting~iished Professor of Dra~’atic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi__ 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 10:23 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edtf>; Dean, James W Jr <James Dean@unc.edu>; Strohtn, Leslie Chambers 

< strohm@e,nail.unc.edu>; Ower~ Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: ASPSA changes 

I will send the org chart in the morning which will help with names 
> 

>> 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:00 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu-*; tlartlyn, Jonathan <hartJyn@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UP, GENT: need all Frill 2013 GLBL course syllabi 

F’~q. I concnrred ruth Andy Reynolds that these conrses cannot be taught by someone who is in Australia and whose appointment in global cnrriculum has not yet been 

completed. The two classes will be cancelled. Ad board did not know about that format 

Where has the gri been for the past three years? 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentop(~unc.e&~> 

Date: August 23, 2013 1:42:24 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbx~bfa)unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: URGENT: need all Fall 2013 GLBL course syllabi 

Update: The same problem applies to GI.BI. 280 which is a 3-credit course. Same instructor as GLBL 284. 

Andy Reynolds called me to provide background infom~ation on these courses and explain his position, fill update you on this conversation when 

you’re aw~ilable. 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director’ 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-350:1 I T 9:].9.962.58:19 

*~Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.*~ 

From-" Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 11:43 AM 
To-" ’BobN Owen’ 
Subject; R/V: URGENT: need all Fall 20:[3 GLBL course syllabi 

gobbi--We rnay need to discuss this in-person or by phone.,,.and you may need to calt Andy Reynolds. 

To summarize, GLBL 284 is a :I-credit course (scheduling this term} and was approved by the Curriculum Committee last January (syllabus attached}. 

The syllabus gave no indication that it would be a hybrid online/in-person course..,but apparently that’s how it’s been scheduled this semester (m~d 

how it was offered in the past under a special topics number). That’s the first issue. The second issue is that the instructor of record (Kate Brubaker) 

will be in Australia for rnos~: of ~:he semes~:er and is having a TA (Liz ~3ucrek) teach the omcarnpus s~-:~ssions. 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director’ 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel I-lift, NC 27599-3504 ] T919.962.5819 

*~Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.*~ 



From-" PoNe, Caroline Willoughby 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2023 11:22 AM 
To-" Siedentop, Nicholas .~ 
Subject-" FW: URGENT: need all Fall 2013 GLBL course syllabi 

Hi, Nick, 

Thanks for the chat just now about this -- here’s the email chain about GLBL 284. 

Best, 

Caroline 

Caroline Poole, ’98, MPH ’07 

Department Manager 
Curricuhlm in Global Studies 
2202 FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro St. 
UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

CB# 3263 

www.~J obal.unc.ed~j,~;lobalstudies 

ph: (919)962-5442 

fax: (919)962-8485 

From: <Weiler>, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, August 23, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: caroline poole <caroline.poole@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: URGENT: need all Fall 2013 GLBL course syllabi 

I think we should find out whether it was sent through admin, boards. If it was, then they’ve already approved this. 

Caroline, could you inquire with Nick S. about this? 

Jonathan 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 23, 20:13, at 9:24 AM, "Andrew Reynolds" <asreynol@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I it worth running this description along with the syllabus by Bobbi Owen (or someone else in the Dean’s office) to see if it does fulfill their 

requirements? 

Andy 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: URGENT: need all Fall 2013 GLBL conrse syllabi 

Date:Fri, 23 Aug 2013 05:13:51 -0400 

Frorn:Brubaker, Care <cate~unc.edu> 

To:Poole, Caxoline Willoughby <caroline.poole(a~unc.edu>, Weiler, Jonathan D ~iweiler(a)email.unc.edu> 
CC:Bncrek, El~abeth Ann ebucrek(a)emaJl.unc.edn , Brubaker, Care cate@unc.edu:, Reynolds, Andrew S 

<asreynol(a)email.unc.edu>, Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteiner(a)nnc.edu> 

Caroline and Jonathan, 

Just to clear things up -- I am the official instructor for the 1-credit-hour GLBL 284 and will be on campus for our whole-class meeting next Wednesday. 

We plan to run it as we have in previous semesters, where the TA (Liz) leads the majority of the meetings and meets with the students. GLBL 284 is a 

unique learning opportunity for students as it provides them with a highly individualized experience focused on service. Instead of meeting as a class 

once a week, we mostly meet in small groups or individually with students. We work with them to create a learning plan for the semester (this 

semester each students will create or improve one of our culture kits) and work them on an on-going basis. The class culminates with students giving 

presentations about their improved culture kits at a local middle school. 

To better accommodate our students’ schedules, we’ve considered putting class content online so it’s more like the hybrid online!face-to-face G LBL 

280 class. For GLBL 284, students would complete the academic portion online with me and meet with Liz (and me where applicable) in small groups or 

individually. We were thinking about doing this in the spring but we could do it for fall semester. 



Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Care 

Cate Brubaker, Ph.D. I AssociateProgramManager/Instructor 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

+1 919 843 6860 

tel I +1 918 962 5375 fax I g;di C~l-it~-.t Det:~ii~. 

<mirne-attachment.png> <rnime-attachrnent.png> <rnime-attachrnent.png> 

From: "Poole, Caroline Willoughby" <caroline.poole@unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 22 Aug 2013 00:23:42 +1000 

To: Nildaus Steiner <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bucrek, Elizabeth Ann" <ebucrek@email.unc.edu>, "Weiler, Jonathan D" <jweiler@email.unc.edu>, Care Brubaker <cate@unc.edu>, 

"Reynolds, Andrew S" <asreynol@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: URGENT: need all Fall 2013 GLBL course syllabi 

Hi, Niklaus, 

Thanks for this note. 

Would it be possible to provide us with a schedule of how many classes Cate will be able to teach in person, and how many Liz will be expected to cover 

while Care is away? 

As you know, faculty often miss a class or two during the semester due to other obligations ; we are seeking assurance that Cate is planning to meet 

with students face-to-face as the primary instructor throughout the semester. 

Best, 

Caroline 

Caroline Poole, ’98, ~/IPH ’07 

Department ]vlanager 
Curriculum in Global Studies 
2202 Fed]Zx Global }~ducation Center 

30] Pittsboro St. 
U.~C-Chai~el Hill, NC 27599-3263 

CB# 3263 

www.~;lobal.unc.ed u/~lobals t udies 

ph: (919)962-5442 

fax: (919)962-8,185 

From: <Steiner>, Niklaus Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Date; Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:18 PM 

To: caroline poole <caroline.poole@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bucrek, Elizabeth Ann" <ebucrek@email.unc.edu>, "Weiler, Jonathan D" <jweiler@email.unc.edu>, "Brubaker, Care" 

<cate@unc.edu>, "Steiner, Niklaus Andreas" <nsteiner@unc.edu>, Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: URGENT: need all Fall 20~_3 GLBL course syllabi 

Dear Andy, 



Sorry for the confusion. As we discussed in your office a few months ago, Cate is the instructor for this class and Liz is the TA. This is the same 

arrangement we had last year, with Seth acting as the TA. 

I trust we can continue with this arrangement. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us. Care has the most experience with this 

class so please be sure to include her in any emails or conversations. 

Thanks so much for your ongoing support of this really great class. 

Niklaus 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:32 PM, "PoNe, Caroline Willoughby" <caroline.poole@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Liz, 

It was good to meet you just now in the CGI suite. 

As Andy mentioned during our conversation, Care is the teacher of record for this class. University policy is that the teacher of record 

must be physically present to teach the class. Before receiving your email, we were not aware that Care was not planning to teach GLBL 

284 this fall. 

In order for anyone to teach a class in the Curriculum in Global Studies, that person must be appointed to our department. VVe cannot 

appoint anyone who does not have a Ph.D as adjunct faculty to CGS. 

Best, 

Caroline 

Caroline Poole, ’98, MPH ’07 

Department Manager 
Curriculum in Global Studies 

2202 FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro St. 
bNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

CB# 3263 

www,global.unc.ed*jglobalstudies 

ph: (919)962-.5442 

fax: (919)962-8485 

From: <Bucrek>, Elizabeth Ann <ebucrek@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 19, 2013 2:21 PM 

To: caroline poole <caroline.poole@unc.edu>, "Weiler, Jonathan D" <jweiler@email.unc.edu>, "Brubaker, Care" 

<cate@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: URGENT: need all Fall 2013 GLBL course syllabi 

Caroline, 

I-low are you? I arn the new Progr’am Manager for Carolina Navigators and ~ will be teaching GLBL 284 LNs semester. ~ have 

attached a copy of the course syllabus for’ you. Thank you~ 

Best, 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :f~::::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

+1 9~9 843 6860 tel +1 919 962 5375 Nx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:12 PM 

Mesibov, Laurie L <Mesibov@sog.unc.edu> 

Re: ignore phone message, please 

I understand. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Aug 23, 2013, at 2:38 PM, "Mesibx~v, Laurie L" <Mesibov(a)~g.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

I left you a phone message Friday afternoon. Please ignore it. I have gotten gd the information I need fm,n the registrax’s office. 

Please donotdoan34hingbasedonwhatlsaidbecauseanindividual smdent is involved and I want to be surethesmdent’sidenti~isnotla~own at 

least for now. 

I will contact you again if there’s an~ing we should di~uss. 

Thank~ 

Laurie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:38 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

RE: Princeton Test Prep Charges 

Please check with counsel (I think you worked with Will Tricomi). 
Bobbi 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town 
Sent: Monday’, August 26, 2013 10:36 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: Princeton Test Prep Charges 

Hi Bobbi, 

Shirley’s message to me references a request for a copy of the contract. Okay to xerox and put one to her in campus mail? I’m not sure about the protocols of such things. 

I trust you’ll be forwarding the data (emailed to you Friday’, [ think) to her soon 

Thanks, 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 
Vvh-iting (;enter Director 
Interim Learning Center Director 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
writingcenter.unc, edu 
learningcenter unc.edu 

From: <Oft>, ShMcy A <sao@tmc.edu<mailto:sao(~,unc.edu>> 
Date: Sunday, August 25, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@tmc.edu<mailto:kabels(&unc.edu>> 
Cc: Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu<mailto:harold woodard(&unc.edu>-> 
Subject: Fxvd: Princeton Test Prep Charges 

Dear Kim -- 

Welcome back from your vacation. I hope you had a good time. Now that you are back, would you please provide me with a copy of the contract for test-prep courses between the College 
and Princeton Review? Also, please provide the PIDS of the 241 students who took advantage of the Center’s reduced rate test-prep services last year so that we can look more closely at 
the characteristics of the population who benefited. 

Thank you, Kim -- 

Shirley 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@m~c.edu<mailto:kabels(g~m~c.edu>> 
Date: July 2, 2013, 12:03:33 PMEDT 
To: "Ort, Shirley- A" <sao@unc.edu<mailto:sao@unc.edw>~ 

Cc: "Woodard, Harold" <haroldwoodard@unc.edu<mailto:haroldwoodard@unc.edu>>, "Clark, Fred M" <fred clark@unc.edu<mailto:fred clark@unc.edu>>, "Kessler, Frat~: S" 
<lkessler@emaihunc.edu<mailto :fkessler@email uric edu>> 
Subject: Re: Princeton Test Prep Charges 

Hi Shirley’, 

Yes--Princeton will now- be teaching test prep courses for the Learning 
Center under a new- contract that launched July 1. The prices tbr the 
courses are a few- clicks (maybe too many?) in on the Learning Center 
website. 

http ://w~vw princetoureview.congunc/ 

You need to click on the name of the test in the calendar of classes to 
see the retail course prices. The prices displayed in the black table show 
the retail price of the courses; the codes L,~’C students are provided 
discount each test in the amounts listed in the table ~vith the codes. 

Here’s a quick summary of the actual costs to UNC students who register 
using the code: 

GRE $699 

GMAT $749 

LSAT $749 (fundamenta ls version) 

LSAT $1249 (hyperleaming version) 

MCAT $1699 

While the negotiated discounts may put Princeton test prep courses within 



reach for some UNC students, I understand the Princeton prices will be out 
of reach [’or some students as well. We have two provisinns in place :for 
students in these circumstances. 

1 ) rI1qe ][,earning Center will provide a :free weekly test prep study group 
led by our staff rllqis support will be especially useful to students 
stu~dying independently for one of the tests using their own materials (and 
we have many on hand to lend if needed.) These are the students who have 
traditionally e~olled in the Learning Center’s previous in-house courses. 
The group will run throughout the senrester and be open to regularly 
enrolled UNC students. We hope to form a community of studiers xvho 
benefit from the accountability and the opportunity to share test-taking 
and problenr-solving strategies with each other. They- will also benefit 
from years of staff expertise with the tests as welh The group will focus 
on the GRE and LSAT in the fall, and MCAT and GMAT more in the spring. 

2) We’ve negotiated a number of scholarship spots in the Princeton cottrses 
for Covenant and Smnmer Bridge students. Students xvho receive 
scholarship spots will need to pay a $200 matcrials fee. We’ll distribute 
these spots by lottery. Students will be invited to apply to be put 
their name to the lottery for a particular test, and we’ll pull names 
three weeks in advance of the start of a course. While we kmow that 
this xvon’t meet every student’s need, it will provide an avenue of access 
to the formal courses for sonre. 

We xvill be widely publicizing this change xvithin the month, and xve’ll be 
sure to share this announcement with you to pass through your channels to 
students. We’ll also make repeated announcements at the start of fall 
semester as well to make sure that we get the word out to students. 

I’d be glad to meet and talk with you (and I know Fred is also concerned) 
about this new landscape and clarify or provide any additional details 
that might be helpful. 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 
Writing Center Director 
Interim Learning Center Director 
l!NC-Chapel Hill 
writingcenter.unc, edu<http ://writingcent er.unc, edu> 
learningcent er.unc edu<http ://learningcent er.unc.edu> 

On 7/2/13 7:44 .~vl, "Ort, Shirley A" <sao@unc edu<mailto:sao@unc.edu>> ~vVl-ote: 

It is my understanding that the College has entered into a contract 
with Princeton for test prep courses with a new charge schedule to take 
effect soon While I see that the ~vebsite prominently displays messages 

about discounts, nowhere on the website do I see the rate schedule 
posted Perhaps I am overlooking it? Regardless, could you send me 
the rate schedule today? I have heard that the prices are considerably 
higher and, if so, I am concerned about students’ expectation o:f 
financial aid to offset these charges 

Sincerely, 
Shirley 

Sent from mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:31 AM 

Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu> 

I~E: Ideas for Video Topics 

Nice! 
Bobbi 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Gil, Karen M 
Cc: Ooldston, Linda R; Spurr, Kim Weaver; La;vrence, Beth; O;ven, Bobbi A; Ouskiewicz, Kevm M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Kerme@, Sharmon; Rhodes, Terry, Ellen; McHale 
Subject: Ideas for Video Topics 

Tammy J 

Karen and SADS, 

Attached is a list of proposed topics and ideas for possible videos, that Kim, Beth and I discussed on Friday. We’d like to have a discussion today at SADS, to get your input about the 
topics and your suggestions for topics and for facul~z to highlight for them. I’m copying Linda to add this to the agenda and include attachment with SADs meeting packet. 

Also copying Kim and Beth so they’ll know to be there at 3 pro. 

Thanks, 
Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http :i/col leve.unc, edu< http ://co lle~e.un c edu/> 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/UNC Colle~e 
Twitter: http ://twitter com/unccolle~e 

YouTube: http://voutube, com/user/UNCCo H e~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Mondw, August 26, 2013 12:33 PM 

ttaven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Charter for EACC 

IT Govemmme EACC Charter 8-1-2013-clk.doc 

Ben - 

Here is the most recent document. 
Bobbi 

From: Bobbi O,yen [owenbob@unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 8:04 AM 
To: Dean, James W Jr 
Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A; Kielt, Chris 
Subject: Charter for EACC 

Jim - 
Chris and I will be talking with you about EACC at 9 this morning 
Attached, the most recent version of the revised charter. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michad R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Sbeele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:16 AM 

Siedentop, Nichi~las J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Re: news re: our budget 

Seems late in the process to hem this. Let’s talk alternatives like registrar request 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Sep 3, 2013, at 4:51 PM, "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentolf, c~anc.edu> wrote: 

From," Price, Valerie A 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:30 PM 
To-" Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject," news re: our budget 

Nick, 

I have just spoken with Mike McFarland, Interim Associate Vice Chancellor of Universi~ Relations, and he has advised that we catmot at tiffs time malce 

any budget co,nmitment at all (above the existing budget for design and printing) for an online content management system. Here’s our situation: 

Our department (Unive~iD- Relations) is in a great state of flux. We have just split off from University- Development. We are currently without a permanent 

Vice Chancellor and Associate Vice Chancellor (there have been interims in [x~th positions for a long while now), and the Universi~ Budget Committee 

(which includes the Provost) has informed us that we camlot make any fi~rther decisions or commitments abont budget until those two positions are hired 

permanently. We do not know when that roll happen. And even when those positions axe hired, given the very lean times we have all been experiencing 

for years now, Mike doesn’t think we will be in a position to go beyond our present budget. 

ValelJe 

Valerie Price 

Editor, UNC Publications Services 

CB 6200 

200 N. Greensboro St. 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

919.962.3666 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:06 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Lifliug the x-lisZt moratorium, me,no 

Yes please. My free day was saturday. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Educatiou 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ou Sep 8, 2013, at 10:01 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry; o~e ofm5 

t ~ope yo~ had a 

Chris 

Assistant Provos~ & I hm;ersit? Registrar 

~]7he I hm~ersit3 of North C.aroliua a~ Chapel t:ti]l 

3108 SASB North Campers Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-2I 00 

T- 919-962-8289 

F-919-962-1655 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:oweulyob@ad.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2013 12:39 PM 

To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Cc: Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P; Rizzardi, Joe 

Subject: Re: Lifting the x-lisZt moratorium, memo 

Thanks, Nick. 

Clms - who is the best person to send this to Jim for us both? 

Bobbi 

On 9/5/’2013 12:16 PM, Siedentop, Nicholas J wrote: 

Bobbi and Chris, 

As we discussed earlier, because the Provost implemented "the moratorium ou cross-lis~ing courses, the Provost should lift the moratorium. 

Attached a memo I dra£ted that cau be sent on behedf of Provost Dean. Please let ,ne kmow if you have any changes or edits. Per Bobbi’s 

suggestion~ one of you will coutact Provost Dean with the memo. 

Joe and I met earlier today to discuss the next steps. 

After the memo is sent to the DDD listserv fi’om the Provost’s office, Joe will send a follow- up message to the seheduling listserv with the 

guidelines document and CRAS instructions. I’ll send a similaac message to the DUS lis~tserv, with a request that it be shared with those who 

have CRAS access. 

Joe will post the guidelines document on the OUR website, under UPM # 11. 

Joe will schedule two workshops to help CRAS users submit x-li st requests. I’ll attend both workshops on 9/28 and 10/2. 

Best, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 



Office of Undergraduate Cumcula 

Cmnpus Box 3504 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 T 919.962.5819 

**Confidenliality notice: This em~il message, including any attach~nents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) ~d may contain 

confidential m~d privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or dis~tribution is prohibited.** 

Bebbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, an@ 

Hiohael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB# 3504, 30ii Steele Building 

214 East Camero~ Avenue 

Chapel Mill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:40 AM 

Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu> 
I~E: Fwd: talking - and lunch 

I agree that finding time for Lee Baker is a good thing to do. Perhaps he could talk about Stud?- Abroad with Duke including "Domestic Study Abroad." Duke has some interesting programs 
and as the?- don’t take transfer credit the?, have man?’ of their own programs 
OR- true joint programs, such as the Robertson program joint bet;veen Duke and Carolina might also be of interest 
You should verify that he is coming before you work him in! 

Bobbi 

From: Mike Mullen [mike.mullen@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Fwd: talking - and lunch 

Bobbi, 

Here is ho*v I have the session :[’or UVP scheduled as of today. It strikes me this morning that I have leR Lee out I wonder if*ve should try to find some time for him to do something 

10:00-10:30 - Dual Bachelor/Master Degrees: A strategT 12~r recruiting, retaining and graduating excellent students at UNC-Chapel Hill ~http://sils unc.edu/programsibs-ms). Drs. Bobbi 
Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Stephanie Schmitt, Associate Dean for Academics, The Graduate School, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Louking foreword to it[ 

Mike 

Dr. Mike Mullen 
Vice Chancellor and Dean, Academic and Student Affairs 
NC State Universi~" 
Campus Box 7301/1 F Holladay Hall 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919515.2446 

mike.mullen@ncsu.edu<mailto:mike mullen(a)ncsu.edu> 

DASA: We Support the Success of the Whole Student 

On Tue, Sep 10, 2013 at 9:57 AN{ Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc edu<mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu>> *vrote: 
tlow about this for a title: 

Dual Bachelor/Master Degrees: A strategy for recruiting, retaining and graduating excellent students at L~qC-Chapel Hill. 

I have invited Stephanie Schmitt, Associate Dean for Academics, The Graduate School to join nre nraking the presentation. 

Bobbi 

On 9/5/2013 1:36 PM. Mike Mullen wrote: 
Hi Bobbi, 

It xvas good to see you at lunch today. Look forward to nreeting again soon. 

Attached is ottr latest BOG report for you perusal. 

Take care, 

Mike 

Dr. Mike Mullen 
Vice Chancellor and Dean, Academic and Student Affairs 
NC State Universi~ 
Campus Box 7301/1F Holladay Hall 
Raleigh, iN’(-’ 27695 
919.515.2446<te1:919.515.2446> 

mike.mullen@ncsu.edu<mailto:mike.mullen@ncsu.edu> 

DASA: We Support the Success of the Whole Student 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Carrie Leger <caleger@ncsu.edu<mailto:caleger@ncsu.edu>> 
Date: Tue, Aug 27, 2013 at 5:36 PM 
Subject: Re: talking - and hmch 

To: Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu edu<mailto:mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>> 

Mike - 

Attached is the report submitted to GA in December 2012 Will be prepared to discuss ti~rther tomol~cOW. 

Thanks 



On Tue, Aug 27, 2013 at 10:06 AM. Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu<mailto:mike mullen@ncsu edu>> wrote: 
Carrie, 

think you may have sent this before, but can ~ve discuss our clustering report this week? 

Dr. iVhke Mullen 
Vice Chancellor and Dean, Academic and Student Affairs 
NC State Umversity 
Campus Bux 7301/1F tlo[laday Hall 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919.515.2446<te1:919.515.24+.5> 

mike.mullen@ncsu.edu<mailtu:mike.mullen (@ncsu.edu> 

DASA: We Suppurt the Success ufthe Whole Student 

.......... Furwarded message .......... 

Frum: Bubbi Owen <uwenbub@unc.edu<mailtu:owenbob(@unc.edu>> 
[)ate: Tue, Aug 27, 2013 at 8:59 AM 
Subject: Re: talking - and lunch 

To: Michael Mullen <mdmullen@ncsu.edu<mailtu:mdmullen~ncsu.edu>> 

Sorry that I read the message very late last night and did nut call. 
I am interested in huw you are repurting your review of "clustering" by student-athletes and others to GA. 
Bubbi 

On 8/26/2013 6:30 PM, Michael Mullen wrote: 
Can we talk tonight? 

Dr. Mike Mullen 

859.230.4813<tc1:859.230.4813> 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 26, 2013, at 5:25 PM, Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu<mailto:owenbob(~,~mc.edu>> wrote: 

Do you have time for a call tomorrow morning (between 9-noon) and can we find tirue for l~ch at yore place or mine? 
My direct line is 919 843-7771<te1:919%20843-7771>. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773<te1:919%20843-7773> 
FAX: 919 843-4775<te1:919%20843-4775> 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773<te1:919%20843-7773> 
FAX: 919 843-4775<te1:919%20843-4775> 

Carrie Leger 
Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes/Associate AD for Academics 
Division of Academic & Student Affairs 

Nolth Carolina State Universi~z 
318 Case Academic Center, Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
919-515-0332<te1:919-515-0332> (Phone) 
919-515-1619<tel:919-515-1619> @’ax) 

All electrunic mail messages in connection with State business that are sent to ur received by this account are subject tu the NC Public Recurds Law. ~I]aey are retained and may be disclosed 
tu third parties. 

Bubbi Owen 



Senior Associate Dean Jk~r Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Sbeele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773<te1:919%20843-7773> 

FAX: 919 843-6557<te1:919%20843-6557> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 6:05 AM 

McFarland, Michael B <mikemcfa, lmad@unc.edtr> 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Reid, 

Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Re: Sacs follow up from Jane Stancill 

One of the 46 has registered and a second one is actively considering. One asked about the challenge exam but did not pursue after info was provided. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi O,yen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michad R. McVaugh Pro{’es~,;or of Dramatic Ar~ 

On Sep 17, 2013, ,at 8:08 PM; "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfarland@unc.edu> *vrote: 

’]?his came up at chancellor visit to news and obsep~’er ttow many students and alums took us up on the class? We need to respond to this tomorrow. Thanks in advance 

Sent from my fPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:21 PM 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtextor@email.unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Siedentop draft 

Thanks 
Bobbi 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Textor, Laurie J 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 11:08 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 
Cc: O~ven, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Siedentop draft 

Yes, you can go ahead and give this to Nick Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bobbi ()wen [rnailto:owenbobO~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:35 PM 
To: Te×tor, Laurie J; McHale, Tammy J 
Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Siedentop draft 

I *vrite to ask if it is now ok to give this letter to Nick. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and iVhchael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:39 AM 

Goldsk)~, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edu-* 

Re: Sept. 23rd SADs Mtg 

Nothing for me as I will not be there. Notes appreciated. 

Bobbi 

Sent fix)m my iPhone 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 7:49 AM, "Goldston, Linda R" <lmda goldston(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning all, 

I have the following topics on the agenda for the SADs meeting this afternoon: 

Chairs Retreat - Karen 

Office Space -Tammy 

Please let me know by :12 noon if you have other topics. Thanks. 

Linda R. Goldston 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Dean’s Office 

919.962.3082 

linda goldston@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 4:15 PM 

Lindemmm. Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Re: Robertson student concern 

Please ask Chris Derickson. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 2:14 PM, "Lindemann, Erika" <ulinde(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, I dor~’t know the answer to Alice’s q~estion~ Do you’? Or shoald I ask Clnis De~icksor~? t!;~ika 

From: Dawson, Alice C 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 10:01 AM 
To-" Lindemann, Erika 
C¢: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Robertson student concern 

Erika, 

I have received a call from Daniel Collins in OUR, amd bet;veen us, we are not sure how to proceed. The issue is that 

there is a Duke Robertson scholar. He is working towards completing the PPE minor here. He would like this to 

somehow sho;v on his record now, although he has not completed the minor (Danny seemed to think the student 

was in the process of applying for something and wanted his minor declaration on the record). OUR needs approval 

before they are willing to provide such a notation. My understanding is that Duke Robertsons show as non-degree 

students. Can we include a minor declaration for these students?? Can you provide some direction with this 

situation? 

MANY thanks! 

alice 

Alice Da~vson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

Universit~v of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 31 10 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: alice dawson(&unc.edu 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 

919/962-6668 fax 

Advising ;veb site: http: / / advising.une, edu/ 

**Confidentialiks, notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) 

and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:35 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Honors in dra~atic m~ 

Thanks! 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Educatiou 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ou Sep 29, 2013, at 8:30 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

We ca~ p@l the grade rNls tha* are o~ microfihm l ’I1 l’ollo~,,x up tom~ ~rm~,,x t~ let you kr~ow wha* we have~ 

Chris 

Ct~6 stopher Dedckson 

Assie,~at~t Provost. & Utm~ersiiy Registrar 

~]The I hm~ersit3 of Nor@ C.aroliua a~ Chapel 

3108 SASB North Campers Box 2100 

Chape~ ~[ [ilk NC 27599-2100 

~]; - 919-962-8289 

F-919-962-1655 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:17 PM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Cc: Oweu, Bobbi A 
Subject: Honors in dramatic art 

Chris - 

I mn t~ying to develop a comprehensive roster of all students who have ever cotnpleted an houors thesis iu drmnatic a~ and wouder if you cm~ help ruth 

enrollmeut and instructors of record for DfL&IVD\ 99(H) in 1991-1992, 1990-1991, 1989-1990, 1988-1989, 1987-1988 (earliest, record I cm~ find,, for 
Douglas Andrew Wagner), 19~-1987, 1985-19~£ 19~4-1985. Drama has grade rolls back to 1992-1993. 

I tried SIS and found some - but not for these years. I’ve been to the NC Collection - next is Wilson Library archives. 

Thanks - 
Bobbi 

Bobh i Owe~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ur~Jversity ef Ner~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 9i9 8~3-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:48 AM 

Goldsk)~, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Shared (S) Drive Reorgm~ization 

Please talk to me before you tonch these: 
1./Mmual assessment. 
2. Undergrad Ed. 
3. Professorships m~d lectam ships. 
4. Summer 2012 (I think). 
Bobbi 

Sent from ,ny iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:39 AM, "Goldston, Linda R" <!i._n_.._&.___~9.1_ .d_~D_!)/~_g_rLc_:.e_d__u_> wrote: 

This message is being sent to the Dean’s Office staff in South Building and Howel! Hal! on behalf of Tammy McHale. 

Linda Goldston is providing oversight in the reorganization of our shared S drive which has become unwieldy over time. Our goal is to make it easier 

to file, maintain and find electronic documents, many, if not most, of which are applicable to multiple users. This will involve remapping folders, 

moving and/or collapsing folders and files, and developing a new system for archiving documentation. One of the first changes you should expect to 

see is a reduction in the number of folders at the top level of the S drive, from the current 80 folders to approximately 10-12 folders. As changes are 

made, please know that none are cast in stone; if we find that something doesn’t work, we’ll seek an alternative. 

If you have questions or concerns, Linda will be happy to talk with you. Feel free to also talk to Collette, Laura, Lachonya, Laurie, or Jan who will be 

involved in this project. 

Linda R. Goldston 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Dean’s Office 

959.962.3082 

[inda goldston@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 5:29 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Still messed up 

Mouday will do. I started malting ca2lls but have much to do. 
Hapw fall break. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Educatiou 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Oct 15, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cdericksou~unc.edu> wrote: 

I just asked my report writer to strip out all the chauges he made. I didu’t realize that he still had the cross-lisqted criteria in them, and it’s messiug up the 

instructor i,ffo (shocking that cross-listed courses are messing thing up). Once he adds back the instructor intb, I’ll get the iatb over to you. 

Christopher Dericlcson 

Assis~nt Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:36 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~> 

1~: Thursday and Friday 

Do what South Building is doing 
But document it! 
B. 

From: Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Thursday and Friday 

Well I am leaving a little earl?’ but probably closer to 4:30, if not before I just want to kno~v how you would like me to handle the rest of the building 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:31 PM 
Tu: Guodman, Paula 
Sutzject: RE: Thursday and Friday 

Yuur pleasure. £/{y support. 
Bubbi 

Frum: Guudman, Paula 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:27 PM 
Tu: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: Thursday and Friday 

From: Cline, Ale>as L 
Sent: Wednesday, Octuber 16, 2013 3:00 PM 

To: ’cas as ddd@unc.edu’ 
Cc: CAS as Mgrs 
Subject: Thursday and Friday 

This message is being sent un behalf of Tatmny McHale, Senior Assuciate Dean, Finance and Planning tu all department chairs and administrative managers 

ANNOUNCEMENT AND REMINDERS 

To help alleviate anticipated traffic cungestiun and frustration, the Universi~" has encuuraged us to alluw uur employees tu flex their schedules tomun-ow, Octuber 17th in order for them tu 
vacate campus by 3:30 p.m. due to the Thursday night game. Therefore, the Dean’s office will be closing at 3:30 p.m. 

Also, Friday, October18thbetxveen9:00a.m. 3:00p.m. is Employee Appreciation Day with lunch being sel’Ved betxveen l l :00 a.ra. 2:30p.m. There will be various activities going on 
throughout the day. The Dean’s office encoreages you to allow your eraployees flexibili)- to stop by the Student Union and the Pit. In a time where we have difficulty offering raises, this is 
certainly a way that we can shoxv our employees hoxv much we appreciate them. This is considered a work time event with advance approvah 

Please direct any questions to 

Alexis Cline 
Executive Assistant to the Dean 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 
205 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-3082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O t~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:47 PM 

Adam Versenyi <a~versen@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Two things 

sent a separate message re the outside evaluators. 

As to leave - I will have research and study leave for fall 2014, be in London with the London Honors Program (which is not leave - the department will get FTE and also 
buyout). Then I will be in leave again in fi~l12015 (the College owes me two). I do have a possible gig for 2015-2016 and if it works out, I will be bought out and then my leave will be 
deferred to fall 2016. ! will know about that perhaps by the end of this semester. 

We should talk about Jade, who is useful and flexible as a teacher and veW valuable to Jan and McKay as a design assistant but she has not worked outside the department since she was 
~n graduate school 
If you and McKay are thinking that she can 
run the graduate program once Judy retires in 5 years or so, you should think again And if you are thinking that a design program is feasible - I got burned pret~ badly with that and 
do not believe that UNC-Chapel Hill can be at all competitive with other design schools and we should talk about that as well 

I am in NYC, back Sunday Will be in drama Monday :from 8-11 if it would be helpful to chat 

Bobbi 

From: Adam Versenyi [anversen@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:42 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Two things 

IIi Bobbi, 

Could you remind me who we talked about as outside evaluators lk~r McKay 
for the Barranger from the names that the Personnel Committee 
suggested? I believe that Linda Essig was one of them. 

The other thing that would help me at this point is if you could clarify 
your leave and teaching schedule from when you step down as Senior 
Associate Dean. I know that you are on a departmental Research and 
Stu@ Leave next fall, then you do the Honors in London program in the 
spring of 2015, and then return to teach in Fall 2015, or is there a 
College allocated leave in there as well? 

Thanks, 

Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:53 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: follow up on mods 

FYI. 
B. 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: "Willitbrd, Lynn E" <lwm willitbr&bunc.e&~> 
Date: October 23, 2013, 8:09:46 PM EDT 
T o: "Owen, Bobbi A" <~_e__r!_l__x2__b_~2~__uj~_c_’:__e_d_u_> 
Subject: follow up on lnods 

Bobbi, 

Chris Eilers checked on the GA reporting and funding rules for KFBS mods and similar offerings. Registrations for all courses offered during the 

semester have to be captured at the official census date for us to get credit for them, even for roods that begin later in the semester. Thanks for 

thinking of the ~;$~; implications. 

Lynn 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for Institutional Research & Assessment 

313 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3350 

lynn williford@unc.edu 

Phone: 9:19-962-1339 fax: 919-962-:1341 



EPA NON-FACULTY GRIEVANCE POLICY 

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

PURPOSE 

The University is committed to fair and equitable treatment for all employees. Therefore, the 
University has established this Grievance Policy for the fair, orderly, and prompt resolution 
of work-related disputes for EPA non-faculty employees. This policy provides for a formal 
process in order to address allegations that actions taken by management are impermissible 
under University policies. The strict legal standards of evidence do not apply in the use of 
this process, and the burden is on a Complainant to establish by a preponderance of the 
evidence that s/he is entitled to relief and that there is an appropriate and reasonable remedy 
available to address their Grievance. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

Co 

"Chair" means the Chairperson of the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee as 
appointed by the Chancellor. 

"Panel Lead" means the individual designated by the Chair to lead a Panel appointed to 
hear evidence and rule on a specific Grievance filing. The "Chair" and "Panel Lead" may 
be the same individual when permitted by this policy. 

"Committee Panel" or "Panel" means a subset of the membership of the EPA Non- 
Faculty Grievance Committee selected by the Chair for the purpose of hearing matters 
brought before the Committee. 

"Complainant" means a Covered Employee who files a written Grievance under the 
provisions of this policy. 

"Complainant Reply Form" means the standard University form that is used by a 
Complainant either to appeal certain grievance decisions, amend the initial Grievance, or 
reply to proposed outcomes. 

"Covered Employee" means a permanent employee of The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill who is exempt from the State Personnel Act and is covered by the 
Employment Policies for EPA Non-Faculty Research Staff, Instructional Staff, and Tier 
II Senior Academic and Administrative Officers of The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. Professional Librarians who are considered members of the General Faculty 
as set forth in the University’s Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure ("Faculty Code") shall seek relief through the grievance process provided for 
faculty and not the procedures set forth in this policy. 

"Deadline" means 5 p.m. on the date on which a specific timeline as set forth in this 
policy is reached. In instances where a deadline falls on a non-University business day, 
the deadline shall mean 5 p.m. on the first University business day following the original 
deadline date. 

h. "Grievance(s)" means a formal complaint against an administrator or other official of 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by a Covered Employee alleging that a 
decision or action has adversely affected his/her conditions of employment due to 

EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Policy 1 



impermissible reasons and for which the Covered Employee is seeking one or more 
specifically identified outcomes. 

"EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Form" means the standard University form that is used 
by a Complainant to document his/her Grievance of an allegedly impermissible 
employment decision as covered under this policy. 

"Observer/Suppor~ Person" or "Support Person" is a person who is not acting as an 
attorney and who is not a necessary witness for either party., and who may assist either 
the Complainant or the Respondent during hearings or meetings in taking notes, 
organizing documentation, providing advice during breaks, or at the option of the parties, 
assisting with presentation of opening and closing statements in a Step 2 Hearing. For 
grievances concerning discharge for cause, the Complainant may have an attorney in 
addition to or in place of a support person, and either or both of these parties may actively 
participate in all aspects of the Step 2 Hearing with or on behalf of the Complainant. 

"Grievance Committee" or "Committee" means a group of Covered Employees 
appointed by the Chancellor as members of the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Committee 
for the purpose of hearing Grievances brought under this policy. 

"Grievance Coordinator" or "Coordinator" means the University administrator in the 
Office of Human Resources who is designated to coordinate the EPA Non-Faculty 
grievance process and to provide support to the Grievance Committee in carrying out its 
responsibilities. 

"Preponderance of the Evidence" means a judgment based on the more convincing 
evidence and its probable truth or accuracy, and not on the amount of evidence. It does 
not rely on establishing facts beyond reasonable doubt, which is a higher standard of 
evidence than preponderance. 

"Respondent" is generally the next-level University official who exercises oversight of 
the individual whom a Complainant alleges made a decision or took an action that 
adversely affected his or her conditions of employment and that is alleged to have had an 
impermissible basis. If the decision was made or action taken by multiple University 
officials, the principal official who most directly serves as the next-level decision maker 
with respect to the actions or decisions in question will be designated by the University to 
be the Respondent. When specifically permitted by this policy or its associated 
procedures, the Respondent may be a designee who has been assigned to act on behalf of 
the next-level University official. The Grievance Coordinator shall determine the 
appropriate Respondent and confirm the appropriateness of any Respondent designees, 
when permitted. 

"Respondent Reply Form" means the standard University form that is used by a 
Respondent to respond to a Complainant’s Grievance, appeal certain grievance decisions, 
or respond to certain actions as covered under this policy. 

"University Counsel" means an attorney who is either a member of the Office of the 
University Counsel or an outside attorney designated by the Vice Chancellor and General 
Counsel to assist the University in relation to a Grievance. For Grievances concerning 
discharge for cause in which the Complainant is accompanied by an attorney, University 
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Counsel may actively participate in all aspects of the Step 2 Hearing with or on the behalf 
of the Respondent. 

3. NON-RETALIATION 

Covered Employees have the right to use or participate in this procedure free from threats or 
acts of retaliation, interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal. Retaliation 
against a person who in good faith files a Grievance, or who cooperates or otherwise 
participates in an investigation of a Grievance, is in violation of this policy and is strictly 
prohibited. Any person who retaliates against another person for exercising rights in good 
faith under this policy will be subject to appropriate and prompt administrative action by the 
University. 

4. APPLICABILITY 

This policy applies only to Covered Employees as defined in Policy Section 2.f. it does not 
apply to EPA temporary employees, SPA employees, faculty members who do not have 
primary EPA non-faculty appointments, EPA Professional Librarians who are considered 
members of the General Faculty as set forth in the Faculty Code, Tier I Senior Academic and 
Administrative Officer employees, student employees, or post-doctoral fellows. 

5. CONSIDERATION OF GRIEVANCES 

The University provides a formal multi-step process by which a Grievance shall be 
considered once it is submitted within the deadlines established in Section 7. of this 
policy: 

"Step I" provides an opportunity for a next-level University official to investigate and 
reply in writing to a Grievance within ten (10) calendar days of being provided the 
Grievance by the Grievance Coordinator. In the event the dispute is not satisfied at 
this step to the Complainant’s satisfaction, the Complainant has the opportunity to 
pursue an appeal to Step 2 of the process within ten (10) calendar days of being 
provided the reply from the Respondent. Grievances in regard to discharge for cause 
or subsequent to the completion of a harassment or discrimination administrative 
review shall bypass the Step 1 procedure and proceed immediately to Step 2. 

"Step 2" provides an opportunity for the Complainant to have a hearing before a 
Grievance Committee Panel with the Respondent present and any relevant witnesses 
called. The Complainant and the Respondent both have the option to have a Support 
Person present. For Grievances on discharge for cause, the Complainant also has the 
option to be represented by a privately-engaged attorney at the Step 2 hearing if they 
declare such intention at the time they file their initial Grievance. Step 2 also provides 
an opportunity for the Respondent to formally reply to any recommendations made by 
the Committee favorable to the Complainant resulting from the hearing process. In 
such instance, if the Complainant is not satisfied with the Respondent’s reply to the 
Committee’s recommendations, the matter is automatically referred to Step 3 unless 
the Complainant chooses to otherwise withdraw the Grievance. in the event the 
Committee makes no recommendations favorable to the Complainant or otherwise 
does not find a basis for the Grievance, the Complainant has the opportunity if 
desired to pursue an appeal to Step 3 of the process within ten (10) calendar days of 
receiving the Committee’s report. 
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"Step 3" provides an opportunity for the Chancellor to review the matter(s) in dispute. 
No new evidence is introduced in Step 3, but rather, it is a consideration of all 
information already on record from Steps ! and 2 of the process. If the Chancellor 
does not accept a recommendation from the Grievance Committee that was in favor 
of the Complainant and this step does not otherwise result in a resolution that satisfies 
the Complainant, the Complainant has the opportunity to pursue their appeal to Step 4 
of the process within fourteen (14) calendar days of receipt of the Chancellor’s 
decision. If there is no recommendation from the Committee in favor of the 
Complainant at Step 2, the process ends at Step 3 and the decision of the Chancellor 
is final. 

"Step 4" provides an opportunity for the Chair of the Board of Trustees to review the 
matter(s) in dispute in the sole event that the Chancellor does not accept a 
recommendation from the Grievance Committee that was in favor of the 
Complainant. No new evidence is introduced in Step 4, but rather, it is a 
consideration of all information already on record from Steps I through 3 of the 
process. The decision of the Board of Trustees is final. 

The University’s Office of Human Resources shall publish and update as necessary 
specific procedures by which the steps of the grievance process are carried out by all of 
the parties. This office shall also designate a Grievance Coordinator who shall be 
available to explain and answer questions regarding the grievance process and procedures 
to the Complainant and other involved parties. The preparation of a Grievance and the 
presentation of such Grievance at any hearing is the specific responsibility of the 
Complainant. 

6. SCOPE OF GRIEVANCE PROCESS 

Grievances submitted at all steps of this process are subject to the standards set out below, 
which define matters which may or may not be reviewed under this policy. A University 
official may choose to offer a proposed resolution to a dispute without such offer conferring 
jurisdiction under this Policy where such jurisdiction is not otherwise present. 

a. Matters the Committee can review shall be limited to claims in regard to: 

1. Contested discharge for cause. 

Alleged violations of the employee’s rights guaranteed by the First Amendment to the 
United States Constitution or Article I of the North Carolina Constitution (subject to 
any limitations on political activity as established under North Carolina law and 
relevant UNC Board of Governors and University Board of Trustees policies). 

3. Harassment or discrimination as set forth in the University’s Policy on Prohibited 
Harassment and Discrimination. 

4. Discontinuation without appropriate notice or without temporary extension of 
appointment in the absence of such notice as provided for in the EPA non-faculty 
Employment Policies. 
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Any other decision or action by a University official that adversely and materially 
affected the Covered Employee’s terms and conditions of employment and that is 
alleged to have violated a specific university rule, regulation, or policy or violated a 
state or federal law pertaining to the employment relationship between the 
Complainant and the University. 

6. Retaliation as defined in Policy Section 3. 

b. Matters outside the scope of the Committee’s review: 

Dissatisfaction by a Covered Employee with the general application of a University, 
School/College or Department policy, regulation, or practice or with a University 
official’s decision-making on the grounds it is undesirable or inadvisable absent a 
specific action over which the Committee has jurisdiction under Policy Section 6.a., 
above. 

Discontinuation with notice, non-renewal, non-reappointment, or non-extension of an 
EPA non-faculty appointment, unless the Complainant sufficiently alleges that the 
decision was based on a factor reviewable under Policy Section 6.a., above. Absent 
such a demonstration by the employee, the Committee has no jurisdiction to review 
the general advisability or soundness of a University official’s decisions. 

3. Terminations of employment because of the exercise of a funding contingency or 
financial exigency or program curtailment or elimination. 

Complaints, grievances or appeals that are exclusively subject to another University 
procedure or are exclusively within the scope of another University committee such 
as intellectual property determinations, research ethics, Campus Police trespass 
appeals, parking appeals or assignments, and health and safety concerns. The 
outcome of such matters may be presented to and considered by the Grievance 
Committee when they have a direct relevance to a matter which otherwise is within 
the scope of the Grievance process subject to the specific disclosure and 
confidentiality rules of the other University procedure or committee. 

GRIEVANCE FILING DEADLINE; COORDINATION WITH OTHER DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION PROCESSES 

Grievance Submission and Deadline: A Covered Employee must submit a completed 
"EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Form" to the Grievance Coordinator no later than thirty 
(30) calendar days from the date of the specific action giving rise to the Grievance. If 
there are multiple related actions in dispute, the Grievance must be filed no later than 
thirty (30) calendar days following the last or most recent of such actions. Once a 
Grievance is filed, claims regarding subsequent actions by the Respondent that are 
substantially similar to those already in the original Grievance will not serve to further 
extend the submission deadline nor may they be the subject of additional Grievances. At 
the sole option of the Committee/Panel, such subsequent actions may be consolidated 
into the Grievance already filed by the Complainant. 
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Late Filing: If the Grievance Coordinator determines a Grievance is not filed within the 
submission deadline, the Coordinator shall notify the Complainant of this fact and the 
Grievance shall not continue. The Chair has the discretion to extend the filing period if 
s/he determines that unusual and extenuating circumstances warrant such an extension, 
provided that the Complainant requests the extension before the end of the normal filing 
period, except as provided below. The Chair’s decision on extensions of the filing period 
is final and cannot be appealed. 

Accessing Other Means of Dispute Resolution: Covered Employees are encouraged to 
seek informal resolution of employment-related disputes through the University’s 
Structured Mediation Program administered by the Office of Human Resources and/or 
the University Ombuds Office prior to seeking formal resolution under this policy. In 
matters involving prohibited harassment and discrimination, employees are encouraged to 
seek resolution first through the administrative review process as provided under the 
University’s Policy on Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination. 

Office of Human Resources Structured Mediation: For issues other than discharge for 
cause, a Covered Employee who requests a structured mediation through the Office 
of Human Resources within thirty (30) calendar days of a specific action or decision 
that gives rise to a Grievance is provided an extension of the normal Grievance 
submission deadline. This extension enables the employee to file a Grievance within 
ten (10) calendar days following completion of the mediation by the Office of Human 
Resources or the normal Grievance filing deadline established in Policy Section 7.a. 
above, whichever shall be later. If the employee does not make use of the structured 
mediation program within the timeframe noted, the normal Grievance submission 
deadline shall apply. Documentation from the Office of Human Resources confirming 
the mediation and establishing the relevancy of the mediation to a Grievance must be 
included with the Grievance filing in order to utilize the extended deadline. 

Administrative Review Process for Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination: A 
Covered Employee who initiates a complaint under the administrative review process 
of the University’s Policy on Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination within thirty 
(30) calendar days of a specific action or decision that gives rise to the Grievance is 
provided an extension of the normal Grievance submission deadline. This extension 
enables the employee to file a Grievance within ten (I0) calendar days following 
completion of the administrative review process. Should a Grievance not be brought 
within this deadline, the administrative review process remains available as provided 
under the Policy on Prohibited Harassment and Discrimination, but without further 
recourse of this Grievance procedure. A copy of the completed administrative review 
must be included with the Grievance filing in order to utilize the extended deadline. If 
the provisions of Policy Section 7.c.1. are exercised in combination with provisions 
of Policy Section 7.c.2., the single longest applicable extension in favor of the 
employee shall apply, but the deadline extensions shall not be combined in any 
manner. 
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Permitted Delay of Grievance Procedure Pending Other Related Matters or Inquiries: 
The Chair of the Grievance Committee may, at his/her discretion and upon written notice 
to the Complainant and the Respondent, delay the consideration of any Grievance filed 
under this Policy pending resolution of another University investigation, review, inquiry 
or proceeding when the outcome is estimated to have a material effect on the outcome of 
the Grievance. In no case shall such a delay extend beyond a period of one hundred 
eighty (180) calendar days unless approved by the Chancellor or his/her designee. 

8. GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE AND CONDUCT OF BUSINESS 

Composition: The Grievance Committee is composed of ten (10) EPA non-faculty 
employees of the University who are Covered Employees under this policy appointed by 
the Chancellor on the recommendation of the Vice Chancellor for Human Resources. The 
Chancellor will also designate two appointed members as the Chair and Vice Chair. The 
Vice Chair will carry out the duties of the Chair ifthe Chair shall be unavailable for any 
reason. 

Terms of Appointment: All members of the Committee, including the Chair and Vice 
Chair, will serve three (3) year staggered terms and such individuals may be reappointed 
for additional terms by the Chancellor as deemed appropriate. The members designated 
as the Chair and Vice Chair shall serve a two (2) year term in these specific capacities in 
addition to their regular committee membership and may be reappointed to these 
positions by the Chancellor as deemed appropriate. 

Replacement of Members: Any member who is unable to continue his/her term will be 
replaced for the remainder of his/her term by a new member appointed by the Chancellor. 
The Chancellor may also remove a member of the Committee if, in the Chancellor’s 
judgment, the member is unable to carry out his/her responsibilities in accordance with 
this Policy or if the member is no longer a Covered Employee under this Policy. 

Conduct of Business: Any business of the Grievance Committee may be conducted by the 
Committee as a whole or as a three (3) member Panel at the discretion of the Chair. A 
majority of members of the Committee or of a Panel, as applicable, must be in attendance 
in order for business to be conducted or evidence to be heard and considered. The Chair 
will be responsible for the conduct of any Committee meetings. When a Panel is 
convened, a panel member will be designated by the Committee Chair as the Panel Lead 
and will be responsible for the conduct of all Panel meetings, lfthe Committee Chair is 
serving on the Panel, he/she may serve as the Panel Lead. In the event a member of a 
convened Panel shall become unavailable for any reason, the Committee Chair shall 
designate a new member to the Panel in replacement. 

Conflicts of Interest: Any Committee member who has a direct or potential conflict of 
interest in any Grievance shall disclose the conflict to the Chair. If the Chair has a 
conflict, s/he shall disclose it to the Grievance Coordinator, and the Vice Chair shall 
serve in his/her place for the Grievance in question. Conflicts of interest may include 
having a personal relationship with a party to the Grievance or having had a role in the 
decision-making or actions that related to the Grievance. In such instances, the 
Committee member will be removed from any participation in the matter for which the 
conflict exists. 
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9. GRIEVANCES FILED OR IN PROGRESS BY INDIVIDUALS SUBJECT TO 
TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OR TO EXPIRATION OF A TERM 
APPOINTMENT 

Grievances that are filed or in progress by a Covered Employee who is pending discharge 
for cause or suspended with or without pay may be temporarily put on hold at the 
discretion of the Chancellor or his/her designee pending the decision to discharge or 
suspend, lfa Covered Employee is discharged for cause and files a Grievance for 
discharge, than any other Grievances filed or in progress for matters unrelated to the 
discharge will be dismissed. 

Grievances that are filed or in progress by a Covered Employee whose University 
employment is subject to a fixed term appointment and whose appointment expires 
before resolution of the Grievance may be dismissed unless resolution of the Grievance 
in the Covered Employee’s favor would otherwise result in an extension or renewal of 
his/her appointment. Likewise, Grievances will be dismissed in the same manner when 
brought by either an at-will or fixed-term employee who has been otherwise notified of 
discontinuation of his/employment under the Employment Policies unless resolution of 
the Grievance in the Covered Employee’s favor would otherwise result in his/her 
continued employment. 

10. SUPPLEMENTAL FORMS AND PROCEDURES TO THIS POLICY 

The Office of Human Resources shall publish on its publicly accessible web site, and update 
as appropriate, the following documents that facilitate the Grievance process. These 
documents shall also be made available in printed form to any Covered Employee on request: 

a. Procedures, by which any Grievance shall be pursued and handled by all parties to such a 
Grievance. 

b. Grievance Form, which must be used by Complainants to initiate Grievances under this 
process. 

c. Respondent Reply Form, which must be used by Respondents during the process. 

d. Complainant Reply Form, which must be used by the Complainant to reply to decisions 
during this process. 

e. A graphical representation (flow chart) of the Grievance process to aid all parties in 
understanding relevant deadlines and the various steps provided by the process. 

11. POLICY EFFECTIVE DATE 

This policy is effective October l, 2009. 

12. REVISION HISTORY 

Revision ! effective Oct. 13, 2009: A technical correction was implemented to the policy to 
reflect EPA Professional Librarians as being subject to the grievance procedures for General 
Faculty and not the procedures set forth for other EPA non-faculty employees on advice from 
the Office of University Counsel. Sections 2.f. and 4. were revised accordingly. 
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EPA NON-FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Note: The following procedures have been established to provide detailed guidance to the parties 
of any EPA Non-Faculty Grievance at the various steps of the process. These procedures 
supplement and are guided by the provisions of the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Policy. The 
definitions as set forth in Section 2 of the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Policy shall also apply for 
purposes of interpreting these procedures. For assistance in interpreting these procedures, contact 
the EPA Non-Faculty Grievance Coordinator in the Office of Human Resources. 

1. STEP 1 REVIEW - INITIAL FILING AND PROCESSING OF A GRIEVANCE 

Filing Deadline and Timeliness: The Grievance Coordinator shall, on behalf of the 
Committee, confirm that all submitted Grievances comply with the deadlines established 
in Section 7 of the Grievance Policy. Grievance submissions found timely shall be 
forwarded to the Chair of the Committee for determination of jurisdiction. 

Late Filing Notification andAppeal: In the event of an untimely Grievance, the 
Grievance Coordinator shall inform the Complainant in writing of this determination 
with a copy to the Chair and to the individual who would have been designated as the 
Respondent. 

Waiver of Normal Filing Deadline: Consistent with Section 7 of the Grievance 
Policy, the Chair may waive the normal filing deadline if in his/her judgment there 
were significant extenuating circumstances preventing the Covered Employee from 
making a timely submission. The Chair will set forth in writing the specific basis for 
his/her decision and provide a copy to the Complainant and the Respondent. The 
Chair’s decision in this specific regard is final and not subject to further appeal. 

b. Determination of Respondent: The Grievance Coordinator will make a determination of 
the Respondent that most closely aligns with the definition set forth in the Grievance 
Policy. 

Determination of Jurisdiction: For all Grievances determined to be timely, the Chair and 
the Vice Chair shall together determine whether a submitted Grievance falls within the 
jurisdiction of the Grievance Committee in accordance with the provisions of Policy 
Section 6.a. The Chair and Vice Chair may request further information from the 
Complainant and any University Officials with relevant information to assist in making 
this determination, in any case, decisions with regard to jurisdiction shall be completed 
and communicated to the parties to the Grievance within thirty (30) calendar days of the 
filing of the Grievance, or within a reasonable period of time if extenuating 
circumstances exist as determined by the Chair. 

1. Unanimous Determination of Jurisdiction. if the Chair and Vice Chair both agree that 
the matter falls within the jurisdiction ofthe Committee, then the Grievance shall 
proceed as outlined for a Step 1 Review. 

2. Non-unanimous Determination of Jurisdiction or Determination of No Jurisdiction. 
If the Chair and Vice Chair cannot come to a unanimous determination of jurisdiction 
or if they determine that the Committee does not have jurisdiction over the issue 
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presented in the Grievance, the Chair shall forward the Grievance along with any 
relevant discussion regarding the determination to the Chancellor or his/her designee 
for review. After reviewing the documentation, the Chancellor or his/her designee 
shall render a final decision on the jurisdiction and notify the Chair of his/her 
decision. The Chancellor’s or his/her designee’s decision on this matter is final and is 
not appealable. The Chair shall provide a written explanation of the decision of non- 
jurisdiction to the Complainant and to the person who would have been the 
Respondent. 

Grievances Related to Discharge for Cause, Harassment, or Discrimination." A 
Complainant who timely files a Request related to discharge for cause, or who timely 
files a Review Request subsequent to the completion of a harassment or discrimination 
administrative review consistent with Policy Section 7.c.2, will bypass Step I of the 
Procedure (next-level University official) and proceed to Step 2 (Committee Hearing). 

Grievances Related to Other Discontinuations of Employment: Discontinuations of at- 
will appointments or non-reappointment of term employees are not discharges for cause, 
and allowable Grievances related to such events proceed through the normal established 
steps of this process. 

Transmittal of Grievance Materials: The Grievance Coordinator shall transmit Grievance 
materials or notifications between the parties as specified in these procedures in an 
expeditious manner, which generally shall mean within three (3) business days of each 
required transmittal absent specific circumstances which otherwise prevent this 
transmittal, such as inclement weather, unexpected absence of the Coordinator, 
unanticipated facility closure, and so forth. 

2. STEP 1 REVIEW - RESPONSE FROM NEXT-LEVEL UNIVERSITY OFFICIAL 

bo 

Initiation: Once the jurisdiction of the Grievance Committee has been confirmed in the 
matters giving rise to the Grievance, the Grievance Coordinator will forward a copy of 
the Grievance to the Respondent with informational copies to the Complainant and the 
Chair of the Committee. Grievances in regard to discharge for cause or subsequent to the 
completion of a harassment or discrimination administrative review shall bypass the Step 
I procedure and proceed immediately to Step 2 (Hearing). 

Respondent’s Review and Reply: Upon receipt of the Step ! transmittal, the Respondent 
will have ten (10) calendar days to file a Reply Form with Grievance Coordinator. The 
Respondent may request an extension to this deadline from the Chair. If the Chair grants 
the extension, the Chair also will notify both the Grievance Coordinator and the 
Complainant. The Respondent may at his/her discretion be assisted in investigating the 
Grievance and preparing a reply by a designee within the relevant administrative unit, but 
the final reply must be approved by and transmitted under the signature of the 
Respondent. The Respondent’s review should include separate meetings by them or their 
designee with the Complainant and the University official(s) or employees whose 
action(s) or decision(s) gave rise to the Review Grievance. The Respondent’s review 
should also include reasonable efforts to resolve the dispute when possible. Upon receipt, 
the Grievance Coordinator shall transmit the Respondent’s reply to the Complainant for 
consideration. If for any reason the Respondent is unable to respond or chooses to waive 
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the opportunity to respond at Step l of the Grievance process, the Grievance will proceed 
immediately to Step 2. 

Complainant’s Reply: Upon receipt of the Respondent’s reply, the Complainant will have 
ten (i 0) calendar days to submit a Reply Form to the Grievance Coordinator indicating 
that s/he considers the matter satisfactorily resolved or, if not resolved to his/her 
satisfaction, indicating such and optionally adding comments regarding the Respondent’s 
Step 1 Reply. 

!. If the Complainant considers the matter satisfactory resolved, the Grievance process 
is concluded, and the Grievance Coordinator will notify all relevant parties. 

2. If the Complainant timely replies that s/he is not satisfied with the Respondent’s 
reply, the process continues to a Step 2 Review Hearing as set forth in this Procedure. 

3. If the Complainant fails to respond in writing to the Respondent’s Step 1 reply within 
the stated timeline, the Grievance matter will be considered concluded and any future 
Grievance rights in these specific matters will be waived. 

3. STEP 2 REVIEW - GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE HEARING 

If the matter(s) being disputed are not successfully resolved at Step 1, or for Grievances 
allowed by the Policy and Procedure to bypass the Step 1 process, then Step 2 of this process 
is a formal hearing of the Grievance. In this event, the Chair must convene a hearing of either 
a Panel or, at the Chair’s discretion, the full Grievance Committee. The Grievance 
Coordinator on behalf of the Chair will notify all parties to the Grievance in writing of the 
scheduled hearing date, time, and location. This hearing should be convened no later than 
thirty (30) calendar days following receipt by the Grievance Coordinator of the Step 2 Reply 
unless the Chair approves a delay in the hearing date due to extenuating circumstances. 

4. PARTICIPATION IN MEETINGS AND HEARINGS 

Pre-Hearing Conferences: The Panel Lead has the discretion to hold one or more pre- 
heating conferences jointly with the parties of the Grievance to determine what 
information is needed for the formal hearing and to offer guidance to the parties on 
documents and witnesses that may be necessary. The Panel Lead may at his!her 
discretion include the Grievance Coordinator, Chair, Vice Chair, administrative support 
staffto the Committee, and/or the Panel in any pre-hearing conference(s). 

Principal Parties Present at Hearing: The parties who must be present for the Step 2 
hearing include the participating members of the Grievance Committee, the Complainant, 
and the Respondent. The Respondent may designate another individual to represent 
management at the Step 2 hearing (and any pre-hearing conferences) but this individual 
must be a University official within the Respondent’s management chain such as the 
direct manager of the Complainant, a principal deputy to the Respondent, or other direct 
report to the Respondent. Support persons, attorneys, and witnesses also may be present 
as allowed by this Procedure. If requested by the Committee Chair or Panel Lead, the 
Grievance Coordinator and/or other Human Resources support staff may be present to 
provide administrative and logistical assistance at the hearing or meeting. In the event 
that either party fails to appear at a scheduled Step 2 hearing, the Panel Lead has the 
discretion to reschedule the hearing or to continue with the hearing based on the 
information provided by the party present and on any other available information. 
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Participation of Attorneys: The pre-hearing meeting(s) and any hearings are not intended 
to be a formal legal process nor do the formal rules of evidence apply. 

Grievances Other Than Concerning Discharge for Cause: To assure the informality 
and efficiency of the process, neither the Complainant nor the Respondent may be 
directly represented by attorneys in any pre-hearing meeting(s) or hearings. This 
restriction does not preclude the parties consulting with an attorney outside the 
confines of the hearings/meetings. An attorney assigned by the Office of University 
Counsel may be present to advise the Grievance Committee or Panel at their request 
but may not assist either the Complainant or Respondent in the direct presentation of 
their cases. 

Grievances Concerning Discharge for Cause: The Complainant may, but is not 
required, to have an attorney to participate actively in all pre-hearing meetings and 
the hearing itself with or on behalf of the Complainant including opening statements, 
questioning witnesses, closing statements, etc. In order to have an attorney participate 
in this manner, the Complainant must declare legal representation upon filing the 
initial Grievance in order to permit the University to make arrangements for legal 
representation of the Respondent. When the Complainant will be assisted by an 
attorney, University Counsel may actively participate in all pre-hearing meetings and 
in all aspects of the Step 2 Hearing with or on behalf of the Respondent, including 
opening statements, questioning witnesses, closing statements, etc. 

Participation of Support Persons: Both the Complainant and Respondent each may be 
accompanied by one (1) support person who is not acting as an attorney and who is not a 
necessary witness for either party. This individual may assist in taking notes or 
organizing documentation during any hearing, provide advice during breaks, otherwise 
serve as an observer of the hearing process, and may address the Panel during the 
opening and/or closing remark sections of the hearing. Only in cases of discharge for 
cause, the Complainant and Respondent each may have a support person, an attorney, or 
both. The names of any proposed support persons must be brought to the attention of the 
Panel Lead no later than five (5) calendar days prior to any meeting or hearing. 

e. Conduct in Meetings or Hearings." 

Complainant and Respondent: The Complainant and Respondent are expected to 
conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times. This means that they will be 
respectful when addressing members of the Committee or witnesses, not engage in 
cross talk between the parties, not request excessive breaks which interfere with the 
conduct of the meeting, and otherwise adhere to the directions of the Panel Lead. 
Conduct outside of these parameters may result in the party being asked to leave the 
meeting or hearing. Persistent inappropriate conduct in the meetings or hearings may 
result in continuation of meetings without the presence of the offending parties, at the 
discretion of the Panel Lead. In such instances, the Panel will continue to consider the 
matter before it with the information that is available from the parties remaining. 
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Support Persons or Attorneys: The presence of support persons or attorneys is 
intended to offer support to the Complainant and Respondent. If, in the sole judgment 
of the Panel Lead, such an individual interferes or in any way disrupts a meeting, 
he/she may be instructed to leave the meeting immediately. In this situation, it is 
within the discretion of the Panel Lead to decide whether such an individual may 
return to the meeting at a later time. 

Failure to Participate or Lack of Timely Participation: The Complainant and the 
Respondent both have a good faith obligation to cooperate with the Grievance Committee 
in the conduct of pre-hearing meetings or hearings. A persistent failure to respond to 
communications from the Committee in a reasonable and timely manner, unexplained 
absence at scheduled meetings, or unreasonable lack of availability for meetings 
necessary to conduct the Grievance process may, at the discretion of the Chair, the Panel 
Lead, and/or the Committee/Panel, result in either dismissal of the Grievance without 
further appeal under this process and/or a recommendation from the Committee based on 
the available information. 

5. STEP 2 REVIEW- GRIEVANCE HEARING PROCEDURE 

The following procedure and protocol will be used by the Grievance Committee or its 
designated Panel to conduct hearings. 

Co 

Promptness of Action: The Grievance Committee should issue its written report within 
thirty (30) calendar days following the hearing date. The Panel Lead may extend this 
deadline due to extenuating circumstances and provide written notice to the Parties. 
Every reasonable effort will be made to produce a final report in an expeditious manner. 

Conduct of Hearings: The Panel Lead will exercise control over all portions of the 
hearing, including setting times for hearing sessions, calling recesses, etc. Consistent with 
the principles of impartiality and equity, the Panel Lead will determine, among other 
things: 

1. The order of evidence presentation; 
2. time limits for any or all segments of the hearing; 
3. order of and procedure for questioning the parties and witnesses; 
4. admissibility of all questions and evidence. 

Hearing Process: The Panel Lead should follow the process set out below in conducting 
the hearing. The order of presentation may be modified at the Panel Lead’s discretion 
when deemed necessary so long as each party gets an opportunity to provide statements 
and ask questions of other parties and witnesses. 

o The Complainant (and!or Support Person or Attorney) may make an opening 
statement, and then the Respondent (and/or Support Person or Attorney) may make 
an opening statement. The Panel Lead may establish an equitable time limit for 
opening remarks for all parties. The intent of the opening statement is to provide a 
brief summary of the claims or defenses to be presented and evidence submitted in 
support of those claims and defenses. 

2. Next, the complainant presents his or her case through the Complainant’s own 
statements, exhibits, and witnesses. 
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if after hearing the Complainant’s case, the Committee/Panel decides that the 
Complainant’s evidence is insufficient to support a finding in favor of the 
Complainant, the Committee/Panel may recommend dismissal all or part of the 
Grievance, without further evidence. 

If, however, the Committee/Panel decides that the Complainant’s evidence may be 
sufficient to support a finding in favor of the Complainant on any of his/her claims, 
the Respondent or his/her designee will then present his/her case through statements 
of parties, exhibits, and witnesses. 

The Complainant then may, at his/her option, be provided a further opportunity to 
address matters presented by the Respondent. This opportunity is not intended to 
allow the Complainant to present new claims or evidence in support of his or her 
Grievance, but only to address specifically the Respondent’s presentation. If the 
Complainant raises sufficiently new claims or issues at this time, the Respondent 
shall be allowed an opportunity to reply to these specific new issues or claims. 

After all evidence has been presented, the Complainant and/or his/her Support Person 
or Attorney may make a closing statement, followed by the Respondent and/or his/her 
Support Person. The Panel Lead may establish an equitable time limit for closing 
remarks for all parties. The Complainant may reserve a portion of his/her allotted 
time to make a final statement following Respondent’s closing statement. 

Evidence and Witnesses. Parties shall be allowed to provide statements from themselves 
or from witnesses, to hear and question witnesses, to provide other evidence, and to 
examine information considered by the members of the hearing panel or Committee 
consistent with the provisions of this Section. 

Exhibits. The Parties shall submit to the Grievance Coordinator all exhibits planned for 
introduction or use at hearing by the deadline set by the Panel Lead. Individual exhibits 
shall be numbered (e.g., Complainant Exhibit 1, 2, 3... and Respondent Exhibit 1, 2, 
3 ...) so that they can easily be referenced during presentation and questioning of 
witnesses at the hearing. If the Complainant’s exhibits exceed twenty-five (25) pages in 
total, then they shall be responsible for providing the requisite number of copies at their 
own expense for all Panel members, the Respondent, a Witness copy, and a copy for the 
Grievance Coordinator. in such instances, the submitted copies shall be in tabbed 
notebooks to permit convenient reference to each exhibit. For any submissions of twenty- 
five (25) pages or less, the Grievance Coordinator shall offer the Complainant the option 
of making the required copies on their behalf at the University’s expense. 

f. The Panel Lead, in consultation with the Grievance Coordinator, has authority to: 

Establish deadlines for exhibit submissions, which may be sooner but not later than 
five (5) business days before the hearing. If either party wishes to introduce exhibits 
at the hearing that were not submitted and exchanged by the established deadlines, 
then the Panel Lead will decide whether there is a good reason to accept such 
evidence. The Panel Lead’s decision in this regard is final. 

2. May set overall page limits for exhibit submissions. 
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Determine the relevance of any exhibits provided throughout this Procedure to the 
issues involved in the Grievance, on the Panel Lead’s own initiative or at the specific 
request of either Party. The Panel Lead’s decision on the relevance of any exhibit is 
final. 

ho 

Access to Exhibits and Confidential Information. Because the University believes that the 
purposes of dispute resolution are best served by sharing information, the exhibits 
submitted by either party will be shared with the other party. The Committee or Panel 
will have access to all available information relevant to the case. However, the 
Complainant shall not be given access to information determined by the Panel Lead, in 
consultation with the Grievance Coordinator and/or the Office of University Counsel, that 
contains confidential information about parties not involved in the Grievance or that is 
otherwise protected by State policy or relevant state or federal law. 

Witnesses 

1. Witnesses must have direct knowledge of the matter about which they are offering 
testimony. Second-hand accounts are not permissible. 

2. The Panel Lead may ask witnesses to appear and provide statements but does not 
have the authority to compel appearance by or statements from witnesses. 

3. Witnesses will be present only for the duration of their statements. Witnesses may be 
sequestered while waiting to be called into the hearing. 

Following the statements of each party and his/her witnesses, the Panel Lead will 
allow questions from the other party. The Panel may ask questions of the parties and 
witnesses at any time. The Panel Lead has the prerogative to determine the 
appropriateness of all questions and the method of questioning and will not allow any 
questioning that is irrelevant, immaterial, unduly repetitious, or abusive. 

Standards and Burden of Evidence. The strict legal standards of evidence do not apply 
throughout this process. The burden is on the Complainant to establish by a 
Preponderance of the Evidence that s/he is entitled to relief and that there is an 
appropriate and reasonable remedy available to the University to address their Grievance. 

Continuations: So long as it does not substantially delay the hearing process, the Panel 
Lead may, at his or her discretion, continue a hearing in progress so that reasonable time 
is provided for the appropriate examination of all evidence and for the preparation of 
appropriate responses. 

STEP 2 REVIEW - DELIBERATIONS AND REPORT OF THE GRIEVANCE 
COMMITTEE 

a. Deliberation: After the conclusion of the hearing, the Committee or Panel will deliberate 
and decide whether to sustain all or any part of the Grievance. The Chair or Panel Lead 
will oversee these deliberations. 

b6 Basis for Decisions: The Committee or Panel members should decide if the decisions or 
actions being disputed were reached or implemented in an impermissible manner or are 
otherwise prohibited under Policy Section 6.a given the standards of evidence set forth in 
these procedures. The Committee or Panel has no authority to reverse a University 
official’s decision, but can recommend a reassessment or adjustment of that decision if it 
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finds that the decision was reached improperly. The recommendation does not require 
unanimous agreement by all members of the Committee or Panel as long as a majority 
opinion is reached. 

Preparation o_fWritten Report: The Chair with the assistance of the Panel Lead, when 
assigned, will be responsible for ensuring that the Committee or Panel prepares a written 
report of the findings and recommendations. The report should state a separate finding for 
each issue of the Grievance, make findings that resolve the material issues of fact that 
have been disputed, address any minority views, and provide a recommendation for 
disposition of the Grievance. Prior to finalizing the report, the Committee Chair, or Panel 
Lead when assigned, will provide a copy of the report to those members of the Grievance 
Committee who directly deliberated the Grievance for review, comment, and approval. 
Any deliberating member who does not concur in the report may submit a separate 
minority report that will be appended to the final written report of the Grievance 
Committee. Apart from the Committee Chair, or Vice Chair in place of the Chair, 
members of the Grievance Committee who did not directly hear statements or participate 
in deliberations shall not participate in reviewing the report or commenting on its 
contents. 

Process for Reports which lnclude One or More Remedies in Favor of the Complainant: 
If a majority of the deliberating Committee members determines that one or more 
remedies in favor of the Complainant is appropriate, the Chair will send a copy of the 
written report to the Complainant, the Respondent, and the Grievance Coordinator. The 
Respondent will be required to submit a written response to the Chair using the official 
Reply Form within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt of the report from the Committee. 

If the Respondent agrees to the Panel’s recommendations, the Chair will confirm such 
remedies are satisfactory with the Complainant to address the Grievance in total. If 
so, the Chair will notify all members of the Panel, the Respondent, and the Grievance 
Coordinator, and the Grievance will be considered officially closed based on mutual 
agreement of the parties. 

If recommendations made or proposed by the Respondent are not satisfactory to the 
Complainant, the Grievance will proceed to Step 3. The Grievance Coordinator will 
in such instance forward the report together with the official record of the Grievance 
to the Chancellor. The Complainant has the right to terminate the Grievance at Step 2 
if s/he wishes by submitting a Reply Form through the Grievance Coordinator prior to 
the Grievance being referred to Step 3 or to the Chancellor, if the Grievance has been 
referred. 

Process for Reports which Determines No Recommendation in Favor of the 
Complainant: Ifa majority of the deliberating Committee members determines that no 
recommendation in favor of the Complainant is appropriate and/or there is no basis for 
the Complainant’s allegations, the Chair will send a copy of the written report to the 
Complainant, the Respondent, and the Grievance Coordinator. In this instance, the 
Grievance will be considered closed with a "no-basis" determination by the Committee. 
In such instances, the Complainant may, if desired, pursue a Step 3 appeal to the 
Chancellor by submitting a Reply Form to the Grievance Coordinator no later than ten 
(10) calendar days following receipt of the Committee’s report. This Grievance may 
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include any response the Complainant desires to make to the Committee’s report. The 
Grievance Coordinator shall be responsible for transmitting to the Chancellor the 
Complainant’s Step 3 appeal along with the official record of the Grievance created in 
previous steps of this process. 

7. STEP 3 REVIEW - APPEAL TO THE CHANCELLOR 

The Chancellor can review Grievances that have Panel or Committee recommendations 
that do not meet the satisfaction of the Complainant per Procedure Section 6.d.2. above 
or which were determined to have a "no basis" finding by the Committee and for which 
the Complainant desires further appeal per Procedure Section 6.e. above. The 
Chancellor’s review shall be based upon the offficial record of the Grievance and the 
Chancellor will neither receive nor consider new evidence. 

The Chancellor may accept or reject any or all findings and recommendations of the 
Grievance Committee; may remand the matter to the Committee for further 
consideration, including the introduction of new or additional evidence; may seek 
clarifying information from the Committee, or; at his/her discretion, may refer the matter 
to an outside independent reviewer at the University’s expense to further hear and rule on 
the matters in question. 

In considering the Committee’s report, the Chancellor may, with proper respect for 
confidential matters, share parts of the report with appropriate officials (other than the 
parties to the Review Grievance) for advice. The Chancellor will notify the Complainant 
of his/her final decision, or of the necessity of a delay in providing his/her final decision, 
by first class United States Mail or by commercial overnight delivery within fifteen (l 5) 
calendar days of receiving the Step 3 Reply. Copies of the Chancellor’s decision will be 
sent to the Respondent, the Chair of the Grievance Committee, and the Grievance 
Coordinator. 

8. STEP 4 REVIEW - APPEAL TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

bo 

If the Chancellor concurs in a recommendation of the committee that is favorable to the 
Complainant, the Chancellor’s decision shall be final. 

If the Chancellor either declines to accept a committee recommendation that is favorable 
to the Complainant or concurs in a committee recommendation that is unfavorable to the 
Complainant, the Complainant may appeal the Chancellor’s decision by filing a Reply 
Form with the Board of Trustees. Such appeal is submitted to the Board in care of the 
Grievance Coordinator with fourteen (14) calendar days after receipt of the Chancellor’s 
decision. 

The Chair of the Board of Trustees will facilitate a review of the appeal based on the 
official record in a manner s/he deems appropriate at the Board’s earliest convenience. 
The Board’s review will be based upon the official record, and the Board will neither 
receive nor consider new evidence. The Chair of the Board of Trustees will ensure a 
written decision is prepared and transmitted to all parties of the Grievance through the 
Chancellor. The decision of the Board of Trustees will be final. 

9, ROLE OF UNIVERSITY ATTORNEYS 
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The Office of University Counsel may designate an attorney to provide procedural or general 
policy advice either to the Grievance Coordinator who may advise the Grievance Committee 
and/or to the Hearing Panel directly. In addition, for Step 2 Hearings concerning discharge 
for cause in which the Complainant is accompanied by an attorney, the Office of University 
Counsel may designate an attorney to participate in the presentation of evidence on the behalf 
of the Respondent. While the matter is pending before the Committee, the Chancellor, or the 
Board of Trustees, any attorney who provides procedural or policy advice may not discuss 
the merits of the case with any party, support person or observer, and will not act as an 
advocate for or against any party when advising on procedural or general policy matters. 

10. CONFIDENTIALITY 

ao Members of the Grievance Committee, the Grievance Coordinator, the Complainant, the 
Respondent, and other University employees who are witnesses or otherwise participate 
in the Grievance process will maintain confidentiality concerning all aspects of the 
proceedings. This expectation does not preclude legitimate business communications 
regarding the matters in dispute between the Respondent, other University officials with a 
legitimate role in investigating or addressing the disputed matter(s), and members of the 
Office of the University Counsel. Likewise, the Office of University Counsel may seek 
the advice of outside counsel when deemed necessary. 

Any substantive or willful breach of confidentiality which, in the judgment of the 
majority of the Grievance Committee, compromises or substantially prevents a fair and 
impartial hearing may cause the Chair to cease further consideration of a Grievance. In 
this event, the Committee will recommend to the Chancellor whether or not another 
Review Panel should hear the case, and the Chancellor will determine how to proceed in 
order to best provide a fair and impartial re-hearing of the matters in question. In this 
circumstance, the Chancellor may elect to engage an independent outside reviewer at the 
University’s expense to hear the matter in lieu of an internal hearing panel. 

The Chair shall inform the Grievance Coordinator of any breaches of confidentiality for 
referral to an appropriate official in the Office of Human Resources for further 
investigation and resolution in accordance with relevant guidelines on employee conduct. 

11. OFFICIAL RECORD 

ao Recording of Hearings: All Step 2 Hearings shall be electronically recorded, or with 
reasonable notice to the Grievance Coordinator, transcribed by a court reporter at the 
election of either party and at that party’s sole expense. No additional recording devices 
of any kind shall be permitted within the confines of Grievance hearings or meetings. The 
parties present are permitted to take personal notes. Pre-hearing meetings are not subject 
to being electronically recorded unless directed by the Chair. 

Hearing Records While an Grievance is Active: At any stage prior to the conclusion of a 
Grievance, Committee members, the Complainant, or the Respondent will be granted, 
under supervision of the Committee Chair or the Grievance Coordinator, access to 
committee records generated from the hearing process, including the official electronic 
recording or transcript, subject to prevailing confidentiality policies. All materials 
submitted as evidence, including any written documents, photographs, audio recordings, 
and video-materials, will be retained by the Committee until its final report is complete, 
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at which time both the evidence and material excluded from evidence will be 
incorporated into the official record. If material is excluded from evidence, the Chair will 
make a record of the reasons. After the hearings are concluded, all hearing records and 
materials are transferred to the custody of the Grievance Coordinator, and access to such 
records will be determined in accordance with applicable State law or University policy. 

Handling of Q.ff~cial Records of a Concluded Grievance: Once a Step 2 Grievance has 
concluded and the Committee has issued its formal findings and recommendations or a 
Grievance is otherwise withdrawn, Committee members shall destroy in a confidential 
manner any extra copies of documents comprising the official hearing record and any 
personal notes, including email, they had taken or exchanged during the Grievance 
process consistent with the Committee’s approved records retention schedule. Any other 
original or unique records pertaining to a Grievance must be retained in accordance with 
the approved records retention schedule and sent promptly to the Grievance Coordinator 
for addition to the official records. 

12. WITHDRAWAL OF GRIEVANCE 

At any time, the Complainant has the right to withdraw his/her Grievance by submitting a 
Reply Form to the Grievance Coordinator who will notify in writing all relevant parties. 
Receipt of this request will end any proceedings, and the Chair will transmit any official 
records generated to date to the Grievance Coordinator. By withdrawing a Grievance, the 
Complainant waives his/her right to have the same claims heard or appealed unless the 
resubmission occurs within the time period the Complainant could otherwise have filed. 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Human Resources 

EPA NON-FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCESS 
COMPLAINANT REPLY FORM 

Please Note: 
requested action cannot be accepted. 
You must submit this Complainant Reply Form within the deadlines indicated below; otherwise, your 

First Middle Last 

Name: 

PID: Today’s Date: 

Check the box which most accurately describes the nature of your Grievance Appeal or Action: 

APPEALS DEADLINE TO FILE 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Step 1 Decision Unsatisfactory Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 1 Decision 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Step 2 Decision Unsatisfactory Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 2 Decision 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Step 3 Decision Unsatisfactory Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 3 Decision 

OTHER ACTIONS DEADLINE TO FILE 

Step 1 Decision Accepted 

Step 2 Decision Accepted 

Step 3 Decision Accepted 

Withdrawal/Termination of Review 

Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 1 Decision 

Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 2 Decision 

Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 3 Decision 

At any time during the process 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
Request 

A. DESCRIPTION. Please indicate your disagreement with the recommendation, action, or reply in the applicable part of 
the Grievance. Please make your statements as specific as possible so that the basis for your appeal or request can be 
fully considered. If accepting a decision, no further comment is needed. 

B. ATTACHMENTS. You may attach additional information that supports your case. If so, please number 
each page and indicate here the total number of pages (not including this Form) that you are attaching. 

I hereby certify that all information submitted on this Grievance Complainant Reply Form is true and complete to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. I understand that if I continue to be employed by the University during the resolution process of this Grievance, 
I must continue to meet the performance and conduct expectations of my employment. 

Complainant’s Signature: Date: 

Mail this form to: 

OR Fax this form to: 

EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources, UNC Office of Human Resources 
104 Airport Drive, CB# 1045, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045. 
EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources at 919-962-8677. 

Rev. (07-20-2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

EPA NON-FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCESS 
COMPLAINANT REPLY FORM 

OR Deliver this form to: HR Service Center, Suite 1100, Office of Human Resources, 104 Airport Drive, Chapel Hill. 

Rev. (07-20-2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



EPA NON-FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCESS 

RESPONDENT REPLY FORM 

Please Note: You must submit this Reply Form within the deadlines indicated below. 

First 

Name: 

PID: 

Check the box for the type of Grievance Reply you are filing: 

Middle Last 

Today’s Date: 

RESPONSES DEADLINE TO FILE 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Response to Step 1 Grievance from Within 10 calendar days of receiving Step 1 Grievance Form 

Complainant 
Within 15 calendar days of receiving Step 2 Recommendation 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Response to Step 2 Panel 

Recommendation 

A. DESCRIPTION. Indicate below your response. Be sure to address specifically the issues raised in the Step 1 Grievance (or 

Step 2 Panel Recommendation). 

ATTACHMENTS. You may attach additional information that supports your case. If so, please number each 

page and indicate here the total number of pages (not including this Form) that you are attaching. 

hereby certify that all information submitted on this Grievance Reply Form is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 

Respondent’s Signature: Date: 

Mail this form to: EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources, UNC Office of Human Resources 

104 Airport Drive, CB# 1045, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045. 

Rev. (07-20-2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPA®E$ } 
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EPA NON-FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCESS 

~u~ ~so~.~uc~ RESPONDENT REPLY FORM 

OR Fax this form to:         EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources at 919-962-8677. 

OR Deliver this form to:      HR Service Center, Suite 1100, Office of Human Resources, 104 Airport Drive, Chapel Hill. 

Rev. (07-20-2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:22 PM 

Lindemmm~ Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu> 

Fwd: Fostering Student Success Convening 400.1.5 

FYI. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: Tracey Ford <tdford(a;northcarolina.edu> 

Date: October 31, 2013, 6:14:16 PM EDT 

To: Susan Dm ies :_d__’_az_i__e_~i’__at_p__&t24_t__e_:__e__d___t_ty,, "Cretan, Terry.’" < cmrant@uncw edu> "~sierfldn(a)ncat edu" <g_~ienkin~ncat.edu>. ’Melissa A Schaub’ ............ :__x_x .................... . _,=. _~ ................ ~_ ............................. :__x ...................... 

<_r__n__e__l_j_~_a_:_~_c_[~__a___u__b__@__u__r_Lc_p_:_e___d___u_ b "j_~_r!~_LU_!~O2__uj)__c__c_’_:_e___d___u_" <i~Ln_La_i[(_a)__tLn__c_’__c_:_e_$t___u_ >, ’"Pat McClellan’" <i’?LrLc_£!_@_@__Ul~__c__&:_e__d___~E,, "g~?__b__e____m__!_e_g.~_~LrLc_g_:_e___d___u_’’ 

<g~__b__e__Lg__!_e_~.~_~Lr!__c_g_:_e___d___u_>, ’Lowell Davis’ <~t_y_D2~e___g_!a__J__l_:!~ic__u__:_e___d__t__~’% "’Stitts, Doria’" <i~t__t_&d__@3:~_~5_u__:_e___d__t_!>, "~r_&f_a__4_T__n___e_y__Co2_e_ln__~i!:_t_t__n___c__:e___d__p_." 
< srat~mner@email.unc.edu>, ’"Owen, Bobbi A’" <owenbob(t~unc.e&~>, "louis hunt(a)ncsu.e&~" <louis hun~22~),msu.edu>, ’"Riddick, AltheaA’" 

<aariddick((-gmail.ecsu.edu>, "owooden(g~)nccu.edn" <owooden(r-~uccu~edu>, ’"Graham, Frances D’" <fdgmhara,@~nccu.edu>, "rshabazz(~nncfsu.edn" 
<rshabazz~uncfsu.e&>, "’Warshaw, Steve’" <warshaw(r-~ucssm.edu>, "buucha~ecn.edu" <buucha~ecu.edu>, "Wilcox, Dean (wilcoxd(a)nncsa.edu)" 
<wilcoxd(a)unc sa.edu > 

Co: Karrie Dixon <kdixon(g~)northcamlina.edu>, Kandace Farrar <kd*hrrar@northcarolina.edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce([gnorthcarolina.edu> 

Subject: RE: Fostering Student Success Convening 4013.1.5 

Hello Everyoru:_b 

Thanl~ you for your responses and suggestions regard~g [:he Postedng Student Success Conw~m~ng. Based on the responses, UNCGA w~ll host a face to 

face meeting on November 13t~; ~:rom $0:00-3:00 p~m. h~ Chape~ H~tL ~ understand that some campuses cannoL send thek entire team, however, 

appears that there wi~ be representatives from each UNC h~stitut~on. The Mock of rooms are st~l~ ava~laMe so be sure to book them ~f needed 

November ~, 20&~, ~n order for us to prepare for the meeting each point of contact wi~ need to: 

<F-[if ]supportLists]-->I. <]--[endff]-->Submit the name and t~des of your team rnembers to me by November 4, 

<F-[if ~supportUsts]-->2. <]--[endif]-->Let me know ~y November @ 20&& ff you are ~nteresLed #~ ~ead~ng or co-.[ead#~g d~scuss~ons on any aspect 

of the regulations. I know d~at some campuses are a~ready do#~g some of tNs so it would be good ~o hear directly from you. 

<F-[if ~supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Submit questions or concerns about the Fostering Student Success Regulation to me by November 

20~3. TNs information wil~ be used to build the agenda, guide our d~scuss~ons and allow for advance preparation so we can maximize our time 

together. 

Let me know i[ you hsve quesl:~ons or need add~tkma~ inh:~rmatkm. 

Dr. Tracey D. Ford 

Assistant Vice President for Academic & Student Affairs 

The University of North Caro{h~a Genera{ Administration 

www.northcarolina.edu 

P.O. Bo>: 2688, 910 Raleigh Road 

ChapN Hi~l, NC 27515-.2688 

office: 9 ~9--962-4907 

ema~l: tdford@northcarNina.edu 

F~m= Susan Davies [mailto:daviess@apps~te.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:36 PN 
Te= Tracey Ford; ’Curran, Terry’; g_~J~_~[~_~KO_},_g~J ’Ne~issa A Schaub’; j}_~}_¢~[~_~_~g,_¢g_~.; ’Pat NcClellan’; g_&~g£g?~_~_~ECg_:~[~.; ’Lowe~ Davis’; ’Stigs, Doria’; 
smfarmer@email.unc.edu; ’Owen, Bobbi A’; louis hunt@ncsu.edu; ’Riddick, Althea A’~ owooden@nccu.edu; ’Graham, Frances D’; ’English, David’; 

rshabazz@uncfsu.edu; ’Warshaw, Steve’~ buncha@ecu.edu 
C¢= Karrie Dixon; Kandace Farrar 
Subject= RE: ~stedng Student Success ConveNng 400.~.5 
Tracey, 

Thank you for opening this discussiom Uke some of the other campuses, Appa{achian has near~y completed our major policy adjustments; but, we 

would appreciate hearing others’ interpretations of the polities. ~ am actually goh~g to be at a conference on November I3. We are p{anning to send 4- 

5 people to the meet:rag -eRher video conference or face.-to- lace, whk:hever ~s derided. 

ff you are planning ~o have campuses share their interpretations of the polities and engender a discussion, then ~ think d~at face-to-face wou~d be 

more condudve. ~f you are p~arming to have more presentations {and, less d~scuss~on), then ~ think that a video conference would be more 

appropriate. Would it be helpful to identify, in advance, the aspects of the policy where more clarification/interpretation is needed? That 

would he{p ~n understanding which method of de{~very is best. 

Thanks aga 

F~m= Tracey Ford [mailto:Nford@no~hcarol~na.edul 
Sent; Wednesday, Oc~ber 30, 2013 9:04 AN 
Te= Curran, Terry; daviess@appstate.edu; ~sjenkin@ncat.edu; Nelissa A Schaub (melissa.schaub@uncp.edu); jsmail@uncc.edu; Pat HcClellan 

(pmcdell@unca.edu); qobermea@uncq.edu; Lowell Davis (Ikdavis@email.wcu.edu); Stir, Doda (st~gsd@wssu.edu); smNrmer@email.unc.edu; Owen, BobN A 
(9~#_£~£_~@#_E£~#~#); [9_~J#_[N#_#_@t)g}_~,_~#_~; Riddick, Nthea A (~_e£tO~!g_R@m~_tt=~_~#_,~_ON; £#£9~#_£~£gg_~,_~#_~; Graham, Frances D 
English, David (eng~ishd@uncsa.edu); rshabazz@uncgu.edu; Warshaw, Steve (warshaw@ncssm.edu); buncha@ecu.edu 

Ce= Karrie Dixon; Kandace Farrar 
Subject= RE: ~stedng Student Success ConveNng 400.1.5 

Hi Terry, 

GA derided to hold an m-person meeting at the request of a few campuses GA has received several ~nqu~ries about the Fostering S[:udent Success 



regulation and wanted I:o be sure each campus had a dear understanding o~ all of the component:s, and thai we were a~] interpreting things in the 

same way. 

] wouk~ Hke to open up the discussion [o [be entire £roup to de[ermine next steps. ~ am cer[ain]y open to cance~l~n~ the ~n-.person mee[ing and do~ng 

a series of v~deo or phone conferences if that ~s best for the group. 

PO6 8es~nse 8equired: I.et me know by dose of bus~ness today which option you prefer (ha-person or v~deo!phone conference) so that we can 

make a fff~al deLerm[nath:m by tonx)rrow. 

As aM, ays, thanks [:or your help an~ 

Tracey 

Dr. Tracey D~ Ford 

Assistant Vice President for Academic & Student Affairs 

The Un~ersi~y of North Carohna General Adm~nisLratkm 

www.northcarolina.edu 

P.O. Box 2688~ 910 Raleigh Read 

office: 9:~9-962-4907 

erna~l: td[ord@northcarolina,edu 

$eBt~ Monday, October 28, 20~3 5:~8 PM 
Te= Tracey Ford; daviess@appstate.edu; ~s~enkin@ncat.edu; Melissa A Schaub (melissa.schaub@uncp.edu); ~smail@uncc.edu; Pat McClellan 

@_~_£¢[gJJ_~_[~£_a=£~_M); 9@£[:E)£~_@_M_~9,9_~_M; Lowell Davis (]_~_~ja_@_¢£~_[[,~_=9_~_M}; Stir, Doria (~(~_@_~_M~_¢g_M); £E~[~_E~_¢[~£[~_a}[~_[~£9~M.; Owen, Bobbi A 
(owenbob@unc.edu); louis hunt@ncsu.edu; Riddick, Althea A (aariddick@mail.ecsu.edu); owooden@nccu.edu; Graham, Frances D (fdgraham@nccu.edu); 
English, David (englishd@uncsa.edu); rshabazz@uncfsu.edu; Warshaw, Steve (warshaw@ncssm.edu) 
6¢~ Karrie Dixon; Samantha L. McAuliffe; Kandace Farrar; ~er~rm@~£M,~M; Kate Hertz 
$~bject= RE: ~stering Student Success Convening ~00.~.5 
Dr, Ford, ~ apologize if ~ m~ssed something previously thai ~ sbou~d have been aware. Your announcement has caught me a bit off £uard~ Can you £~ve 

me a b~t more ~nsight about the pu~pose and agenda of the FSS meedng. Two weeks ~s very short nodce. ~ anSc~pate that many of my campus 

colleagues a~e ~n similar s~tuations in which we a~e at the height of p~e-re@strat~on adv~shsg and spring registration, managing the arr~va~ of 

admission app~ica[k)n deadline processe5~ a~(~ coord~r~a~:i~l~ o~ s~:uder~t success co~T~rn~:Lees on our caf~puses. Assemb~i~g Learns o~ ~-7 ~nd~k~ua~s o~ 

such short notice requires that I have a more su#stant~ve awareness of why I would be pu[[fflg Lbe~ 1o Chapel Hill [ could rea[~y use youF help ~n 

deve[op#~g a sound rationale that [ can articulate. Again, [ apo[o£~ze ~t: [ should have been aware o[: Lb~s event, ff [ m~ssed Lb~s announcement at the 

[nro~lment MansAers telephone mee~ng ~ast week, again p~ease accept my apology for my overs~Aht. ~ mean no d~srespect and am not trying to be 

difficult. But, ~t ~s asking a ~ot of the indiv~duaB idestff~ed as desirable for attendance. Any hss~ght you can provide me to he~p shape my teams 

expecLatkms and support will be £ready appreciaLed. TC 

F~; Tracey Ford [mail~:~ford@noRhcarolina.edu] 
~e~t= Monday, October 28, 20~3 3:2~ PM 
To= daviess@appstate.edu; gsienkin@ncat.edu; Melissa A Schaub (melissa.schaub@uncp.edu); ismail@uncc.edu; Pat McClellan (pmcdell@unca.edu); 

g_gb#£~B_a@~D_£g_,#_~#5 Lowell Davis (~_~a£~a@_~ajJ_,A£#_,#~#}; sti~s, Doria (£tj~_~_@_~[,_~#_~); &~£a_££1AE@#_~_a~J~_~_£~,_~#; Owen, Bobbi A 
~£#~ b#nt@ncs#~#~#; Curran, Terry; Riddick, Althea A (~aE[#~@m~[~ec~,edu); owooden@£~,~du; Graham, Frances D (fd~[aham@£~cu~#); English, 
David (engiishd@uncsa.edu); rshabazz@uncfsu.edu; Warshaw, Steve (warshaw@ncssm.edu) 
¢e= Karrie Dixon; Samantha L. McAuliffe; Kandace Farrar; sheererm@ecu.edu; Kate Henz 
Subject= Fostering Student Success Convening 400.~.5 
l~o~aaee= High 

Dea~ Fostering Student Success Campus Contacts, 

You are ~eceivi~g this e-mail because you~ Chief Academic Officer appointed you to be the campus lead fo[ implementation of the 

Fostering Student Success Policies. Please save the date of Wednesday, November ~3t~ fo[ our Fostering Student Success Convening. 

We will meet from 9:00am-3:00pm in Chapel tlill at the Center fo[ School Dearie[ship Development. As a [eminde[, each campus is 

expected to bring a team of individuals [epresenting various areas touching and concerning FSS regulations. These individuals should 

include: 

<F-fir ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->Directo[ of Admissions 

<F-[if ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->Registrar 

<F-fir ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->E~[o]]ment ~anage[ 

<F-fir ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->Facu]~ Senate Rep[ese~tative 

<F-[if ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->Director of Student Financial Aid 

<F-fir ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->Academic Advising Administ[ator 

<F-fir ~supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->Stude~t Success Admiaistrato[ (Le. Dea~ of Unive[sity College, Ll~de[g[aduate Studies, etc.) 

Fo[ your convenience, a block of rooms has bee~ set up at the Holiday lad Exp[ess Chapel Hi~] with a special rate of $65. The [ate 

includes a full deluxe hot b[eakfast and high speed wireless internet access. To reserve a room online please visit 

www.h~exp~’ess.comichapelh~]b~c and use the group code FSS. To rese[ve a room by phone, please call the hotel di[ect]y at 9~9 ~89 

7555, provide your arrival / depa[ture dates and the code FSS. To re~ei~e t~e spe6~al rate rese~atioas a~st be ~a~e ao later 

tba~ November 3~ 

A tentative agenda is fo[thcoming. P~ease feel free to submit p[o£osed agenda items you would like to discuss as we~]. 

Respo[~t] [o me by November ~tt~ with a ~;st: of aLte~dees ~"~o~[~ you[ call, pus. 
Thank you, 

Dr. Tracey D. Ford 

Assistant Vice President for Academic & Student Affairs 

The University of North Carolina General Administration 

www~northcarolina.edu 

P.O. Box 2688, 9:[0 Raleigh Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[5-2688 

office: 9:[9-962-4907 email: 
t__d_.f_0__r_~_@_.n__o_._r t_._h_.c__a_.r_ .o_!j_.n_ .a_: .e__d_._u- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:36 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edtp 

Re: Follow-up to yesterday’s meeting 

So much for this English majors attention to detail. Erika is going to ft. Bmgg tbr me later this week to see what the system is planning. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 11, 2013, at 3:56 PM, "Farmer, Stephen M" <sthmrefftbadmissionsa~nc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, thank you. I’m afraid that "Servicemembers" is in the name of the organization. Will gladly rework the other item. 

Steve 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 3:31 PM 

To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Subject: Re: Follow-up to yesterday’s meeting 

Thanks - looks good. 

I see two small typos but all else is temfic: perhaps this is missing a letter or has one too many: Consideration of Alumnae/i Children 

And, the Servicemembers should be two words. 

Else fine - 

Big thanks for creating and distributing. 

Bobbi 

On 11/11/2013 2:23 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

gobbi, thank you. Does this look ok? Is there anything we should take off or add, and does the order seem right, given your schedule? 

Steve 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.eduj 

Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 10:01 AM 

To: Farmer, Stephen M 

(::c: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: Re: Follow-up to yesterday’s meeting 

Thanks, Steve. 

As a reminder, I need to leave between 4-4:15 so please put the items on the agenda most critical fi~r my attendance at the t~ont. 

When you send ant the agenda, please include a reminder that we will begin at 3. 

See you soon. 

Bobbi 

On 11/11/2013 6:25 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

gobbi, thank you. We will add this to the agenda for tomorrow and will get the agenda out by the end of the day today. 

Steve 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.ed@ 

Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:52 PM 

To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Fwd: RE: Follow-up to yesterday’s meeting 

This seems relevant and important to me. 

Ca~ you revised the chaxge for ratification at the meeting Tuesday - or should I try to do so. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Follow-up to yesterday’s meeting 

Date:Fri, 1 Nov 2013 12:39:14 -0400 

From:Mosley, Layna <mosle~i~unc.e&~> 

To:Steponaiti~ Vincas P <vin(/~unc.edu>, Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob~;unc.edu>, Farmer, Stephen M 

< s~aJmer(a~,admissions, unc .ed~> 

Thanks, Vin (an@ thanks for your earlier phone message, too; sorry to miss your call). 

For what it’s worth, it seems to me that we ultimately should amend the charge of the subcoK~aittee to include a 

Kn ~:erms of }thers who regularly par~:icipate in eur ne~’tings arid deiib~’ra~:ior~s, they all fit ~:he l~’seriptJen of 



And, of course, we need to list Steve Farmer (and Barbara Polk) as regular attendees of the subcommittee. If our 

All the best, 

Layna 

..... O~iginal Hessage ..... 

From: Vin Steponaitis [-’diltc:vin@uPc.e(lu] 

Sent: Friday, November Ol, 2013 12:29 PM 

To: Owen, Bo~)~)i A; Farmer, Stephen H; Hosley, Layna 

Cc: Whisnant, Ann~ Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph S 

Subject: Follow-up to yesb~’rd,~y’s meeting 

Dear Bobbi, Layna, and Steve, 

Thanks so much for taking the time to meet with COUG yes terddy, and for 

educating us on how the Advisory CoK~rlittee and SubcoK~i%tees work. 

Things seem to be going well, and we appreciate the great wor.( that you 

folks do. Let’s keep talking and thinking about whether it Klakes sense 

to consider any changes to the Faculty Code, but in the meantime it 

strikes me as a good idea to make sure that the membership of tPese 

cn~ittees is accurately shown on the Faculty Governance web site. This 

is not meant to keep anyone from participating in these committees~ 

meetings.            ~t~s just a matter of making sure that everyone’s role is 

portraye@ and understoo@ in a way that is consistent witP the current 

Faculty Code and the subcon@~ittee’s charge (which is not par% of the 

Code, but nevertheless serves as that body’s governing document). 

Below are the short-term fixes i~d suggest we make ol the Faculty 

Governance web site.           Please let me know if you think these changes are 

OK.            i’m also ready to listen to any other thoughts or suggestions you 

might have. Anne or Katie can make tPe changes once we get a green 

light from y~u. 

Best, 

Vin 

For the main Advisory Cn:t::t:ittee 

* Let’s put the word "Advisory" into the committee’s name on the web 

page: either "Advisory Colr’~rlittee on Undergraduate AdKlissions," or 

"Undergraduate Admissions Advisory CoK~nittee" for short. 

* The Faculty Code currently provides for only four ex officio positions 

on this committee -- the ones filed by Owen, Derickson, FaNl@r, and Hay. 

It’s simply incorrect to list anyone else as an ex officio mem~)e~, even 

if that person meets regularly with the coK~rlittee and makes an important 

contribution. Unless and until the Code is amended, K see two options: 

Either remove from the web page the folks who are incorrectly listed as 

ex officio members (Brown, Polk, Shuford, Thornton, Wiiliford, Woo@ard); 

or, better yet, keep them on the list but change their role %o 

"advisors" or "staff" or something similar.           Personally, I~m fine with 

eithe~ option, so just choose the one that works ~)est for your 

committee. Once again, let me stress that removing these folks f~om the 

list of "members" or changing their title does not belie their 

contributions to the coK@ittee. Nor does it prevent them from 

coKinui~g to attend meetings. It simply recognizes the fact that they 

ar~ not currently voting committee members according to the Code. 

For the SubcoK~llittee on Special Talent 

(htt~ : iilaccoun ~ unc. eduicor~alitt ~es--2 iapp~-~i~’t ed--coK~l~it~ees/und~!e~ a@ua% e--ad~ ~ s sions-c~-~mmit teeisubcommitt ~e--on-spe 

* it looks to me like the role of at least one regular committee member 

appears incorrectly in the list at the end of the document: Lee May 

should be iiste@ as ex officio (according to my ~eading of the 

He:~:be± ship section). 

~ The governing document mentions only two ex-officio positions on this 

committee: the ones filled by Lissa Brooltte and (presulttlbly) Lee Hay. 

There currently is no mention of an ex-officio position for the chair of 

FAC. Until the governing document is changed (assuming that’s what the 

committee wants to do), ~d suggest that Bobbi appoint Joy Renne~ as a 

regular Klember, and then Joy cnuid be listed as such on the web site. 

~ There is no mention of "non-voting ex officio" members in the current 

charge, yet tPere are four such members wPo appear on tPe list (Brown, 

Farmer, Iiie, Polk). Given that this subcomKlittee’s charge is not part 

of the Code and that these members are non-voting, I don’t see much harm 

in continuing to list them.            But ~ woul@ suggest that the cParge be 



amended reasol~ably soon %o accc~k~k~}date their presence. 

Just one other thing to kee~ in mind as a general point: "Ex officio’’ 

means that a member serves on a committee by virtue of holding a certain 

office. It carries no special implications regarding voting privileges. 

An ex-officio member has t~e same voting privileges as any other 

member, unless the committee’s charge explicitly states otherwise. 

Vincas P. Ste~onaitis 

Professor of Anthropology 

Chair, Curriculum in A~chaeology 

Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

Hailing a@dress: 

Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tei.: (919) 962-6574 

fax: (919) 962-16~3 

email : vin@unc, edu 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Un@erg~aduate E@ucation, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

~AX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVdugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3@11 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

Phone~ 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:01 PM 

Crimmins, Michael T <crimmin~em~l.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: registration 

No screaming at all, except t;ar PSYC and ECON 
B. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Crimmins, Michael T 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: registration 

Bobbi: 

Yes. Chemist~ puts her over 17 hrs. She needs to decide what to eliminate We (hopefully) have it covered on this end. 
Thanks for your help. 

Are you hearing any screaming about needs [’or more Chem 261 slots in the Spring’? 

Mike 

On Nov 12, 2013, at 1:53 PM. Bobbi Owen wrote: 

> HJ - 
> I see her in SPAN and other stuff but not chemistry tlope aH is ok. 
>B. 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 
> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Umversity of North 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> t"AX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:29 PM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Fwd: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

FYI. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: lellis <Linds        chronicle.corn> 
Date: November 19, 2013 4:55:38 PM EST 
To: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Hello again, 

Thank you so much for getting back to me. If you find some time cleared up, please let me know, 
because Fd still love to talk! 

Lindsay 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: lellis 
Subject: Re: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

My schedule is booked solid, what with the Board of Trustees in town tomorrow and Thursday and 
a full schedule on Friday, so I am sorry it will not be possible to speak with you. I understand you 
have been in touch with many faculty members including my Senior Associate Dean colleague 
Jonathan Hartlyn. 
Bobbi Owen 

On 11/19/2013 11:11 AM, lellis wrote: 

Dear Professor Owen, 



Thank you so much for getting back to me. I had interviewed Professor Boxill last 
week, actually, and she was quite helpful. I had reached out to you because I think it 
would be great to better understand as many faculty perspectives as possible. Would 
you have a few minutes later this week? 

Best, 

Lindsay 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob ] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: lellis 
Subject: Re: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Hello - 
Just catching up with messages from being away, so I am sorry for the delay in 
responding. 
It seems to me that your best source on this topic is the chair of the faculty, Professor 
Jan Boxill. 
Bobbi Owen 

On 11/18/2013 5:34 PM, lellis wrote: 

Hello again, 

I just wanted to follow up with you about this. Would you have any 
availability in the next few days? Please let me know when you have a 
chance. 

Best, 

Lindsay 



From: lellis 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 1:49 PM 
To: ’ower~bob@uncoedu’ 
Subject: The Chronicle of Higher Education - ]nterview request 

Dear Professor Owen, 

My name is Lindsay Ellis, and I’m a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. I’m hoping to schedule a time to interview you about a story 
that I’m working on. 

The story is about the autonomy that is so inherent to faculty culture and 
how professors have traditionally operated in higher education. We’re 
looking at UNC because of the reforms to academics made after the 
investigation into the African and African American studies programs, 
especially the ones that affect faculty members. I guess the question has 
become: how can faculty autonomy exist even while closing loopholes 
that allowed individuals to abuse the system? 

I’m reaching out to you because I know that you had reduced the number 
of the independent studies in the department several years ago, when you 
had oversight over the academic support program. But I would also love to 
speak to you about academic culture and faculty independence, given your 
experience as a longtime faculty member at UNC. 

Would you have time to chat sometime Wednesday? If so, when would be 
convenient for you? I’m free that day up until 3:00. 

Please let me know when you have a chance. 

Best, 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Ellis 



Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 9:43 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SafeW floor captains 

You and me? 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Dec 6, 2013, at 9:11 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <p~oodman(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi- 

Also Tammy is working on who gets notified in the event of a panic button behlg pushed, Currently, you are still on the list for notification. Do 
still w~nt t:o get tll~t: not:ifici~ti.:_~n? 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 9:07 AM 
To; Goodman, Paula 
C:¢; Haven, Ben 
Subject-" Re: Safety floor captains 

Perfect, 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Dec 6, 2013, at 9:02 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ben: 

I have mcomme~ded 3o~ be a floor ca~tain Nong wifl~ me. P~ease ~et me k~ow if~m am wi~i~g to do this. BasicNly~ I [ignored since yo~ 

~em thmi]iar with fl~e Pandemic Plm~ y~:m would be the nghi choice, along with mysdl~ 

Bobbi- Please let me know if},o~ think that Ben and myselfme the two appropriate choices tbr tk~s~ 

Thaaks. 

From; Womack, Tammy S 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 2013 8:59 AM 
To; Goodman, Paula 
Subject; Safety floor captains 

Paula, 

As part of the Safety- Committee’s effort to establish protocol for adhering to disasters, Dean May has decided that them will be two safe~ 

captains per floor. She has asked that I confirm with you wNch m-o people would serve in this capaci:%/for UE. This would entail checking 

offices on your respective ends of the hallway to ensure that eveD~one (all staff and s~dents) is aware of disaster alarms and ensuring that 

they am following p~otocol (i.e., leaving the building for tim alarms, going to the ground floor for tornado alam~s, etc.). Additionally, you 

would be responsible tbr taking a beadcount lbr your deparlanent should an evacuation occur. For ret}rence, Academic Advising will be 

doing this via the departmental contact list on the Intmnet which is accessible by smart phone. 

Please respond via’this email to cordirm Mao the floor captains will be tbr UE alter sharing this intbrmation with "the nominees. Once all 



confirmations are received, I will ~nd a list of the floor captains tbr each division. 

Best, 

Tawany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 12:08 PM 

Lindemaim~ Erika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu> 

I~E: PHIL 105 (CCO hybrid) 

Makes sense to talk. The concerns you raise are all important in particular making the class map as much as possible to the on-campus version. The ~vriting is important, as are contact hours 
and faculty credentials. Should ~ve talk with Marc Lang and or Doug? The prof at Duke would need a fa cultT appointment if listed as Instructor of Record. 
A hyprid based on a MOOC is an odd concept - is it better than what is being taught on campus??? SlippelT slope 
Do you want to reach out to Philosophy with the same concerns that you raised to me? It might make our meeting even more productive 
Bobbi 

From: Lindemam~, Erika 
Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 11:21 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Su~iect: PHiL 105 (CCO hybrid) 

Hi Bobbi, 
I’ve made an appointment to talk with you on Wednesday, 12/11, at 4 pm about a CCO course I’m reviewing and have some concerns about. 

PHIL 105 Critical Thinking carries three credits and fulfills the PH Gen Ed requirement The (2(20 versiun is a hybrid course uf 13 lessons. Each lesson includes several lectures based on 
short Yuu Tube videos, delivered by Pruf. Sinnott-Armstrong at Duke and Neta Ram at UNC-Chapel Hilh The lectures are drawn fi-om a Cuursera MOOC titled Thiuk Again: Huw tu Reasun 
and Argue (http://w~vw youtube cum/watch?v RttI~’Uoptn9u) 

Ungraded practice exercises accumpany most of the lectures. These amuunt to a handful of multiple-choice ur true-false questiuns that earn students points, but no feedback is pruvided 
There is a discussion forum associated with the MOOC, but since over 16,500 students are registered [’or the MOOC, students are instructed nut to contact the faculty members co-teaching 
the course; in other words, ~t appears tu be an unmunitored discussiun forum. 

What is not MOOC-ish abuut the hybrid PHIL 105 CCO course is that students must meet on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus fur four 2-hour meetings, une meeting at the end of each unit of 
the cuurse. Though the textbuok is optiunal (but recommended), students take at least four "quarterly quizzes" (one at the end of each unit, with four opportunities to improve the quarterly 
quiz grade). A multiple-chuice final exam is also required. 

Some concerns: 
1. I do not see a minimum of 10 pages of writing, necessary fur courses fulfilling Gen Ed requirements. 
2. Huw do we figure cuntact minutes for a YouTube-based lecture course? 
3. Can we cunsider r)uke Prul~ Sinnutt-Armstrung as having sume kind of faculty appointment in the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Philosuphy? Dues that matter? 
4. What criteria should I be applying to a "hybrid" based un a MOOC? 

The Friday Center granted me access to this cuurse thruugh Sakai, which is hu*v it will be delivered to students. That means that you can’t access it (though I can ask them to grant yuu 
access). However, I’ve attached as Word ducuments a copy uf the syllabus and course calendar. Let’s chat when you get back from Atlanta. ~Ihe course is scheduled tu be offered in Spnng 
2014 
Thanks, 
Efika 
Erika Lindemann 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 
3014 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Office: 919-843-7772 
Fax: 919-.o62-6888 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula Web site: www.tmc.eduidepts/uc/<http://wxvw.unc.eduideptsiuc/> 

**Confidentiality notice: Trois email message, including any attact~’nents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:49 AM 

Panter, A. T. <pante@ad.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: ASPSA Advisou Committee Meeting: Wednesday 12.11, 8:30am Loudennilk Conference Room 

Please do. I am at a good e-portfolio session led by duke. Nice to be with Ly~m. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 11:04 AM, "Panter, A. T." <panter(~ad.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, is it ok ifI ask her m~d send her the e~n~l? Hope the meeting is going well! 

A. T. Panter 

panter~unc.edu 

From: <Owen>, Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 20:13 at :l:l:03 AM 

To: "A. Panter" <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ASPSA Advisory Committee Meeting: Wednesday 12.11, 8:30am Loudermilk Conference Room 

I cmmot come. Do you want Erika. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 10:45 AM, "Pantec A. T." <panter~ad.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dea~ ASPSA Advisory Committee Members, 

I look forward to seeing you this Wednesday December 1 lth at 8:30am for our ASPSA Advisory Committee meeting. We’ll be meeting 
in the second floor conference room in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

If you are unable to attend, please send me a quick email to let me know (pa~ter(~unc.edu). 

All best and see you soon, 

Abigail 

A. T. Panter 
panter~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OWENBOB> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:14 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Outage onthe 17th 

Thanks. 

Bobbi 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 9:09 AM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(&tmc.edu-* wrote: 

FYI 

Sen~ fi~om my Verizo~ ~,Fire~e.~s 4G ~ 77~2 DROll) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Outage on the 17th 

From: "Camo~, Maribel" <mcarrion({aeme&unc.edu> 

To: "Defickson, Chrislopher P" <cderickson(/~)unc.edu> 

CC: "Davies, Can@" <c&avies(~)email.unc.edu~%"Dockens, Julie" <dockens(E~unc.edu>,"Rice, Roger M." <roger rice({~)unc.e&~>,"Dykstm. Finn" 

<tkan dykstra(~unc.edtv~,"Clayk~n, Mechelle C" <mechelle cla~on(i~anc.edu> 

Hi Chds, 

After reviewing with the team, we are moving the bundle to Thursday, Dec ! 9th. ]he time for the system outage wili be the same - 5:00pro to 1 ! :pro 

The deployrr!ent of the ERR Firewaii, requiring the use o[ VPN off-campus and LJNC Secure for wireless access o[~ campus will go m as pia~sned o~ Wed~esday, Dec 

18th. This w~ not ~-equ~re an outage of Campus Solutions. 

Cheers, 

M ar}be~ 

~ Deric~on, Chris~pher P 

$e~t= Friday, December 06, 2013 5:3[ PN 

¯ e= Davies, Candy; Carrion, Naribel 

Subject: Ou~ge on the 17th 
Candy and ~aribel - 

Is there any flexibility with the outase on Tuesday the 17th? DebFa had indicated that the new VPN FequiFements would be in place the evenin8 of the 

18th, and I think this will have faF less impact. I didn’t Fealize we would also be down foF an extended time on Tuesday. That’s just one day Brief 

~Fades are due, and I would expect we would still have quite a few faculty wantin8 to enteF ~Fades throushout that day and into the 18th. Happy to 

discuss on ~onday. 

Have a 8Feat weekend. 

ChFis 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:01 AM 

Barker, Michael <michaelbarke@unc.edu>; Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@emafil.unc.edu-*; Bachman, Dianne L 
<Di~ne.Bachman@facilities.unc.edu-~; Payne, Christopher A <Christopher Payne@unc.edu>; P~xtridge, Chris <cp~ri&~em~l.unc.edu~> 

Good,nan, Paula <pgoodman@ema~l.unc.edu>; Tresolini, Carol P <ca, ol tresolini@,ned.unc.edu>; Hunk Andrew <hunan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Subcom,nittee to Review Use of Depaxt,nental Priority 

Nuw [ see it 12)r tumurrow at 1:30. 
See you all then. 
Bobbi 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Machael Bafl~er [mailto:michael barker~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11,2013 10:39 AM 
Tu: Owen, Bubbi A; Nurwoud, Ruberta Anne; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christupher A; Partridge, Chris 
Cc: Goudman, Paula; Tresolini, Cat-o[ P; Hunt, Andrew 
Subject: Re: Subcummittee tu Review Use uf Departmental Prioriff 

Bubbi -- 

A meeting is un my calendar for tumurruw, 12,’12/2013, in Steele 3020B 
Su it may be un the bouks already. 

Best, 
Mike 

On 12,’11/2013 10:24 AM_ Owen, Bobbi A wrote: 
Can we meet soon? 

Perhaps next week? 

Bobbi 

*From:*Norwood, Roberta Anne 
*Sent:* Monday, December 02, 2013 12:11 PM 
*To:* Owen, Bobbi A; Bactwaan, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, 
Michael; Partridge, Ctnis 

*Cc:* Goodraan, Paula; Tresolini, Carol P; H~t, Andrew 
*Subject:* Subcorrm~ittee to Review Use of Departracntal Priority 

All, 

Following up from our CPSC meeting on 10/22/13, attached please find 
an excel file that contains the data elements requested in order to 
review deparm’~ental priority utilization of GPC’s. 

The first tab is a listing of all general purpose classrooms in which 
there is departmental priority. 

. The numbers in colunms D and F reflect the total ntm~ber of hours 
scheduled by the priority department between 8am-6pm, M-F for the 
Spring 
13 andFal113 terms. 

. The numbers in E and G reflect the total ntanber of hours scheduled by 
the priority department PLUS the Registrar’s office fitting classes in 
around the departments’ schedule again out of the same timeframe. 

. The cells shaded in pink note usage less than 12 hours ~vhich is 1/3 
of the GA’s benchmark of 35 hours per week per room. 

.Column I labeled "Technology" indicates whether the room is equipped 
with the standard package from Classroom Hotline. 

The second tab includes similar data but includes only the general 
pulT)ose classrooms controlled by the Registrar’s office These are 
primarily the larger classrooms. 

The third tab lists all of the general purpose classrooms that are 
designated for student group meetings and events in the evenings. 
These are scheduled starting at 6pm by the College Union in accordance 
with the tbrmal agreement Dr. Payne has provided details on the 
usage Ibr student groups/events in past terms if we need this information. 

’]’he last tab is a list of all roums categorized as "110" roums 
(identified in the SPOTS system) but are not part of the General Purpuse 
Classroum poul. They are managed by departments and are spuradically 
repurted in Ad Astra (scheduling software) tu shuw the classes meeting 
there. We are wurking on these numbers as available and will send 
them tu you in a similar format to the GPC report when ]finished 

Next steps frum here: 



Learning Technology will prioritize the gpc’s that do not currently 
have the Classroom Hotline technology, package to determine which rooms 
would be the best candidates :For installing technology should :Funding 
be identified to do so. 

¯ Set a meeting date for this smaller group to meet and discuss the 
information provided. The outcome would be to have recommendations to 
the Classroom Policy Steering Committee for possible changes in 
priority on some rooms, a priori~ listing of rooms to have technology 
installed, and any other recommendations determined by our discussions. 

Chris Partridge is going to put out a Doodle poll to get everyone’s 
input for meeting date/time. 

Thartk you to Chris and the scheduling team for putting the data 
together. We appreciate eve~one’s help in this effort. 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Nor~vood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

LrNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB Nortl-~ Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 8:46 AM 

Bautch, Victoria L <bautch@unc.edtr> 

Re: grade chm~ge information 

As far as I know you calmot delegate this but I will ask a few people and get back to you probably early next ;veek 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 8:15 AM. "Bautch, Victoria L" <bautch@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Dr Owen- 
> 

> I would like to delegate the grade change authority in the Department of Biology I have an Associate Chair for Academic Affairs (a faculty member) who is qualified for this authority. 
’]?he number of grade change requests is quite high due to our undergraduate teaching load, and it will be more efficient [’or this faculty member to handle this 
> 

> If you are not the apprnpnate persnn to authorize this change, please let me know who is the appropriate contact persnn Thank you[ 

> Best, Victoria Bautch 

> Victoria L Bautch, PhD 
> Professnr and Chair of Biology 
> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Dept of Biolo©’, CB#3280 
> Chapel }Jill NC 27599 USA 
> 

> 206 Coker }Jail 
> phone: 919-%2-8321 
> Lab phone: 919-966-6797 
> FAX: 919-9624.574 

> emai[: bautch@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN O’a~NBOB> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11 : 10 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: grade change information 

Thanks. I roll specify tenured thculty to avoid conflicts and ask her to be in direct touch ,sith you. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dranmtic Art 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 9:30 AM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu> wrote: 

A couple options._unless you have any obiections, I would be fine replacing the Chair role with an Associate Chair. Or, I could add the Associate Chair 

as an additional approver for the departmenL which would then allow for two approvers ~f ever needed for voh~me or backup concerns. Either way 

would be fine w~th me. ~ don’t see an issue ff it’s an Associate Chair or atmther designated faculty me~rd~er, but i’m not m faw)r o[ deplore:merit (or 

student services) managers being added as Chair--leve~ approvers. Vve a~resdy received those requests from oLher schools now that we’re Hve 

campus--w~de, and I see no reason thsL Chaks ~n a~l schools can’t fuff~H this responsibi~iLy. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3].08 SASB Nor~:h Campus Box 2~.00 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-2I(X? 

T -, 919- %2--8289 

F-919-.962-1655 

From-" Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 8:45 AM 
To-" Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject; Fwd: grade change information 

Advice welcome. I can tell her to do it hersel£ 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh ProIbssor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bautch, Victoria L" <bautch~unc.edu> 
Date: December 13, 2013 8:15:46 AM EST 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~,~unc.edu> 
Subject: grade change information 

Dear Dr. Owen- 

I would like to delegate "the grade change aufl~ority in the Department of Biology I have an Associate Chair tbr Academic Afl?~Jrs (a lhculty 
member) who is qualified for this authim~. The nmnber of grade change requests is quite high due to our undergraduate teaching load, and it 



roll be more etticient liar this t~cul~ member to haJadle this. 

If you are not the appropriate person to authorize this change, please let me know M~o is the appropriate contact person. ThaJ~k you! 

Best, Victoria Bautch 

Victoria L Bautcl~, PhD 

Professor and Chair of Biology 

The Universit.5~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Dept. of Biology, CB#3280 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 USA 

206 Coker Hall 

phone: 919-962-8321 

Lab phone: 919-966-6797 

FAX: 919-962-4574 

email: bautch@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11 : 14 AM 

Bautch, Victoria L <bautch@unc.edu~> 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: grade change intb~mation 

Victoria - 
We can add your Associate chair as an additional approver but will not remove you, provided the associate chair is a tenured faculty member (we want to avoid any potential conflicts 
yuu knuw, there have been prublems and we cannot take autumatic appruvals fur granted but need to take this prucess seriously. It is nut pussible to alluw a staffmember, huwever 
qualified, tu have this responsibility. 

Please respond, with a cc to Chris Derickson, University’ Registrar, with full name and title if your alternate 

Bubbi 

As 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Assuciate Dean fur Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professur ufDramatic Art 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 8:15 AM, "Bautch, Vi cturia L" <bautch@unc. edu> wrote: 

> Dear Dr. ()wen- 

> I would like tu delegate the grade change authurity in the Department of Biolugy I have an Assuciate Chair fur Academic Afl’airs (a faculty member) who is qualified fur this authurity. 
The number of grade change requests is quite high due to uur undergraduate teaching load, and it will be more efficient fur this faculty member to handle this. 
> 

> Ifyuu are not the appropriate person tu authurize this change, please let me knuw whu is the apprupriate cuntact person. ~Ilnank you! 

> Best, Victoria Bautch 

> Victoria L Bautch, Phi) 
> Professor and Chair of Biology 
> The Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Dept. of Biology, CB#3280 
> Chapel Hill i’~’C~ 27599 USA 
> 

> 206 Cokcr Hall 
> phone: 919-962-8321 
> Lab phone: 919-966-6797 
> FAX: 919-962~574 

> email: bautch@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 6:03 AM 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edtr> 

Re: follow up questions 

Yes I am back aud mostly in this week. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Educatiou 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ou Dec 16, 2013, at 1:52 PM, "Moon, Karen B" <kareu moon@unc.edu-> wrote: 

Thanks. I wHI have everyone review the response before ~ send it out (probaMy tomorrow.) Are you around this week? 

D~tectoC UNC News Services 

The LJn~ersiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

(919} 952-.8595 

F~m= Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent-" Monday, December 16, 2013 1:49 PN 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Co: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: follow up questions 

20% in fall and spring. 30% in summer. Headed home late today. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Ou Dec 16, 2013, at 10:11 AM, "Moon, Karen B" <kaxen moon(~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Pfease fook at her first question. I though~ the inforrnation I sent about courses being reviewed where studenbatMete enrol~rnent 
exceeds 20%, ~ Hfted that h~formation d~rect~y from the SACS response. The reporters doesn’t seem to connect the dots. P~e~se correct 
me ~f ~ am wrong. 

Also regarding question number 6, ~s tha~: a Hardyn questkm? 

We’ve got the rest covered, 

garen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Lmivers~ty o[: North Csr’oth~s at Chape~ HHt 

(9:1.9) 962-8595 

F~m= Robin WJJson [mailto:robin.wJlson@chronicle.com] 
Sent-" Friday, December 13, 2053 5:56 PM 
To= Moon, Karen B 
Subject= follow up questions 

tli Kaxen- 
Thanks. The qnestion I had about student athletes is a little different from what the SACS stuff goes to. It looks like that was a review 

process that had to do with gradiug. My question -- which came from a report by a depaxttnent chaJ, rmm~ -- simply had to do ruth checks on 



classes that had more than a certain % atlfletes (this prof thought it was 30%). So, that question is included below with the other questions I 

have. 

1.) As part of the reforms instituted, does the university currently review courses where more than 30% of the students are 
athletes? Like I said, this is what one department head told me. He said a dean called him and said - 3 or 4 of the 85 classes 
you are offering this year have more than 30% athletes enrolled. Can you check on those classes to make sure they are 
legitimate. The department head said he looked at the syllabi and was familiar anyway with the courses and verified that they 
were legitimate courses. 
2.) How many reviews has the university done or how may have been done (one I know was done by the governor’s office) on 

the academic fraud that was alleged to have happened there. We count 6 - is that correct? 
3.) How many faculty members do you have now -- the provost cited around 3,000. 

4.) Can you or someone verify something I read regmding Julius Nyang’oro -- which is that he was allowed to stand on the field during at 

least one footba]l gan~e. Has that been verified? 

5.) When did Eunice SaNe become chair and how long has she been at UNC? 

6.) Can someone explain to me the new policy regarding who can make grade changes at the university? First, I couldn’t quite understand 

Sahle’s testhnony regarding the change in AfAm, and second I couldn’t understand whether the process in AfAm is the process that the 

entire university is following regarding grade changes. 

This is what I said about the universiU (from my interviews): 

In the past couple ofyear~ the university has computerized its course grade-roles, which allows it to limit and track who submits grades, and 

who changes them. Only a professor who teaches the course can submit grades now, and any changes must be requested by the professor 

and okay-ed by a department head. The entire process was done on paper before Mr. Nyang’oro resigned, which prot~ssors say made it 
easy to forge signatures. 

Then this is what I said about how it works in Af-Am: 

The department now requires grade changes to be okay-ed by the department chairwoman and submitted to the college’s dean of 

undergraduate education; grades used to be changed directly ruth the registrar 

Thanks a lot, 
Robin 

On 12/13/2013 4:03 PM, Moon, Karen B wrote: 

Robin: the information below can be found on page 91 of the University’s response to SACS. 

~n the Fail of 2012, the review precess was expar~ded to include a review of the grading patterns in all ceurses 

that exceed the 20% threshold of student-athletes. For each of these classes, the average grade was reported 

~or student-athletes, non-student-athletes, and all class enrollees. The review of Fail 2012 gradir~g patterns 

took place on February 13th. As noted in the annotated report, which will be presented in sun~aary form to 

the Faculty Athletlc Con~c~ittee at the April 2013 meeting, grading patterns were very consistent across these 

The only disparities observed were somewhat lower grades for student-athletes than non-student-athletes, and 

the group "~’ade a note to see if this pattern continued for certain sections. Otherwise, the gradlng patterns, 

the en~ollmerR~ patterns, suggest wb~y clearly that there is no ourrent need to he cerK;erned with c]ustering or 

disparate grading patterns in classes with even slightly high numbers of student-athletes enrolled. 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Uniw}rsity oE North Care]ina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robin Wilson [mailto:robin.wilson@chronicle.com] 



Sent: Friday, Decembe~ 13, 2013 2:29 PH 

To: Moon, Karen B 

Subject: chronicle article 

Hi Ka~en- 

I just left you a voicemail. I~ve finished a draft of the piece and have several odds and ends to check with you 

Also, Jan Boxill has said she does not want to be photographed for ou~ piece. I wonder if we can lobby her on th 

thanks, Robin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:53 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scheduling Meetings tbr the ASPSA Advisory Co~nmittee 

Can you handle? 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "P, honda Whitfield (via Doodle)" <mailer~doodle.com> 

Date: January 2, 2014 10:18:44 AM EST 

To: < owenbob(~?unc.edu> 

Subject: Scheduling Meetings for the ASPSA Advisory Committee 

Reply-To: Rhonda Wlfiltield <rwhitfie~email.unc.edu> 

Doodle 

Hi there, 

Rhonda V~it..,%Id (rwhitfie@email.unc.edu) invites you to 

ps41icipate in the Doodle poll "Scheduling Meetings for the 

ASPSA Advisory’ Committee". 

Rhonda Whit~ie]d says: 

Deaz A; ~SA Ad"Js r ~ Co~q L~ee 

What is Doodle? Doodle is a web service ,:h~[ I~elps Rhonda Wh~dieid [o 

find a s:.utabie date fo~ ~:qeet~ng w~th a group of peddle Learn more about 

how Doodle works. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OWENBOB> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 9:13 PM 

Cartmell, Su <sucaW~.,email.unc.edu-* 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.m~c.edu> 

Re: Missing grades 

Thanks for letting us know when to expect them. 

FYI. I downloaded easily the VPN on my home computer and you could too if you wanted. Search got it on the unc site and when prompted use your ONYEN to 

verify, who you are. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate De~ for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 9:03 PM, "Ca~lmell, Su" <sucart(~emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Beverly and Bobbi, 
Just to let you know I finalized the grade for the N496 student but I won’t be able to enter until I’m at school since I don’t have VPN installed in my home 
computer. 
Just to confirm if I enter by Jan 7th - will it be OK? 

Thanks, 
Su 

From: Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:51 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Cartmell, Su; Harlan, Christina A; Holt, Deannie; Moore, Katherine A 
Subject: RE: Missing grades 

8obbi, 

Yes, w,-_~ are aware. Thank you. Both courses involve cours,-:~ worl~ and global travel Lhat began after tl’u-:~ ,-:rod of the ~all ex~m~ p*-:~riod and will c(mdude 

no lat~-’_~r than ~:he start of spring serru-:~ster 2014. Tl’u:_~ universi~:y registrar advised us th~;~: ~:his w~;s the best way to regis~:er th~-:~m I have checked with our 

SON registrar, arid faculty anticipate grades will be entered by the first day ot: class in spring semester 2014.. Questions? 

Beverly B. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall #:1.008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.7460 

Phone: 9119 966-4995 

FAX:919 84~--621.2 

Email: Bey Foster@unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:21 PM 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Missing grades 

Beverly - 

I get reports of missing grades for undergrads and saw these two nursing courses so thought I would send them along to you - can you send to the 

appropriate person to track down? There were due Monday at 5. 

Cheers, Bobbi 

NURS 489 001 A PRACT NRSG: INTL 21 

NURS 496 003 A ADV PRACT IN NRSG 1 



Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for" URdergraduaLe Edb~catioR, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of Nort~’~ Carolina at C~’~apel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301] Steele ~ui]dinq 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone" 919 843-7V73 

FAX: 919 843-477.5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O L~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 7, 2014 9:08 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Law School Transcripts / CoNey Exmn Discla~,tner 

Do you think it is a rmnark or an annotation with the grade like ohya. Ifnthatbisnthe case you could act and then report for what you did. 

Or send to her for a vote. It is addressed to or EPC. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 8:58 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson~unc.edu> wrote: 

Since the affected students need transcripts no later than January 17th should I send to Theresa now and ask that EPC review and vote by ernail? 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost & UniversH:y Registrar 

The University of North Carofina at Chapel 

3108 SASB Nord~ Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100. 

T- 919-962-8289 
~r:.. 919-962-1655 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 

Sent: Tuesday, January 7, 2014 8:37 PM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: Re: Law School Transcripts / CoNey Exam Disclaimer 

Good. I think you can act on this. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 6:20 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> wrote: 

Here"s ~he memo with Dem~ Boger"s ~ame added. Happy ~:~ disc~ss k~morrow. Have a great night 

C.hrislopher Dericksoa 

Assi st~t P~o~ o~t m~d Uni versib, Re gi str~ 

The Umversity ofNo,~ C~ux)]Jr~a at Chafxd Hill 

310g SASB Norfla Cmnpns Box 2100 

Chapel Hi11, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

919-962-1655 



From: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 

Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 5:04 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: Re: Law School Transcripts / Conley Exam Disclaimer 

Hi Chris, 

Sorry for the delay, the Dean was husy for a while. Attached is an updated memo, with ore" signatures and the slightly altcred language. 

Thanks again. 

-Jeff 

<Law Transcript Memo.docx~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:08 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: Law School Transcripts / CoNey Exmn Discla~,,ner 

Addressed to EPC so send to her and ask for vote ASAP. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 8:58 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Since the affected students need transcripts no later than January 17th should I send to Theresa now and ask that EPC review and vote by ernail? 

Christopher l)~-:~rickson 

Assistant Provost & UniversiW Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

3:[08 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

(;h~pel Hill., NC 27599-.2:1(X) 

T- 919-962-8289 

F-, 919-962-~655 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 

Sent: Tuesday, January 7, 20:14 8:37 PM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: Re: Law School Transcripts / CoNey Exam Disclaimer 

Good. I thi~ you can act on this. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 6:20 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~)unc.edu > wrote: 

Here"s the memo with Dea~ Boger"s ~ame added. Happy ~.o disc~ss ~omorrow. Have a gr~at night 

Christ~pher Defickson 

Assi stant P’~awost and Uni versib~ Regi slrar 

The Umversity ofNo,~ C~u~)]Jna at Cha~:] Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hi1], NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 

From: Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 07, 2014 5:04 PM 



To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: Law School Transcripts / Conley Exam Disclaimer 

Hi Chris, 

Sorry l’or the delay, the Dean was busy for a while. Attached is an updated memo, with our signatures and the slightly altered language. 

Thamks again. 

-Jeff 

<l,aw Tran~ript Memo.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:58 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: SAKAI inlb 

Thmiks tnuch. No inore is needed. This identifies the problem that Lee told me about. 

See you at EPC. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 7:10 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson~unc.edu> wrote: 

My report guy is out today (and possibly toinorrow), so I did a quick search tnyselfthrough all the grade changes. Here are those that seemed to blaine 

the issue on Salmi (I removed the student and grade info). COMM looks like a decent s~arting point, for what it’s worth.., and I’ll send a cleaner coW 

when I get my report writer back. And I really hope that at least some of the forinat holds when I send this. 

Chris 

2013 Spring COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Spring COMM 224H 001 Aritlmrctic 

2013 Spring COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Spring COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Spnng COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Spring COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Aritlmrctic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall ttIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall HIST 366 001 Arithmetic 

2013 Fall ANTH 490 080 Clerical 

2013 Fall ANTtt 490 080 Clerical 

Approved 

- Final    m~l 05/10/13 11:31:09.400513AM 

Approved 
- Final    mgr-I 05/10/13 11:42:16.347781AM 

Approved 
- Final    m~l 05/10/13 11:42:13.845095AM 

Approved 

- Final    m~t 05/10/13 11:31:13.790614AM 

Approved 
- Final    ~nayl 05/10/13 11:31:12.308551AM 

Approved 
- Final    m~l 05/10/13 11:31:07.434093AM 

Approved 
- Final    mgr-I 12/13/13 2:30:48.685995PM 

Approved 
- Final    mayl 12/13/13 2:30:53.970058PM 

Approved 

- Final    m~l 12/13/13 2:30:46.693762PM 

Approved 
- Final    ~nayl 12/13/13 2:30:45.711226PM 

Approved 

- Final    m~l 12/13/13 2:30:50.755025PM 

Approved 

- Final    m~t 12/13/13 2:30:49.675697PM 

Approved 
- Final    tnayl 12,13/13 2:30:52.483303t M 

Approved 
- Final    m~l 12/13/13 2:30:55.007863PM 

Approved 
- Final    mgr-I 01/13/14 5:09:49.952192PM 

Approved 

- Final 
mayl 01/13/14 5:09:50.957089PM 

sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate 

sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate 

sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate 

sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate 

sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate 

sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate 

rounding instructions entered inaccurately into Sakai 

rounding lnstruct~ons entered inaccurately into Sakai 

rounding insurrections entered inaccurately into Salmi 

rounding InsUrrections entered inaccurately into Sakai 

rounding infftmctions entered inaccurately into Sakai 

rounding instructions entered inaccurately into Sakai 

rounding InsUrrections entered inaccurately into Sakai 

rounding insurrections entered inaccurately into Salmi 

error in single asslgnnrcnt grade on Sakai 

error in single assignment grade on Sakai 

2013 Fall COMM 223 002 Afit]mrctic 

2013 Fall COMM 223 002    Aritlmnetic 

Approved - Final 

Approved - Final 

ma~t 12/’11/13 4:53:04.885069PM 

ma?4 12/11/13 4:45:0:.11965,PM 

2013Fall COMM 120 00l Arithmetic Approved-Final mayl 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final ma.vl 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Ariflkmetic Approved-Fina2l ma~t 

Syllabus & Sakai grading didn’t match exactly 

Syllabus & Sakai grading didn’t match 

12/11/13 4:52:48.901820PM 

12/11/13 4:51:11.912777PM 

12/11/13 4:51:13.413128t M 

Settings Ibr "A" on Sakai were incorrect 

Settings tbr "A" on Sakai were incorrect 

Settings for "A" on Sakai were incorrect 



2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final 

2013 Fall MNGT 120 001 Arithmetic Approved - Final 

2013 Fall MNGT 120 001 Arithmetic Approved - Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Aritlmnefic Approved-Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Fina] 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Fin~2l 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Arithmetic Approved-Final 

2013Fall COMM 120 001 Afifim~efic Approved-Final 

mzyl 

ma.vl 

mzyl 

inayl 

mayl 

mayl 

mzyl 

murmylj 

inayl 

mayl 

12/11/13 4:52:50.449827PM 

12/13/13 2:25:08.629768PM 

12/13/13 2:25:07.538565PM 

12/11/13 4:52:51.943971PM 

12/11/13 4:52:55.053174PM 

12/11/13 4:52:53.461911PM 

12/11/13 4:45:02.067158PM 

12/11/13 4:52:59.881707PM 

12/11/13 1:43:14.894979PM 

12/11/13 4:52:56.568339PM 

12/11/13 4:52:58.239919PM 

12/11/13 4:45:00.764904PM 

Settings Ibr "A" on Sakai 

Settings tbr "A" on Sakai 

Settings Ibr "A" on Sakai 

Settings for "A" on Sakai 

Settings for "A" oil Sakai 

Settings for "A" on Sakai 

Settings for "A" on Sakai 

Settings Ibr "A" on Sakai 

Settings tbr "A" on Sakai 

Settings for "A" oil Sakai 

Settings for "A" on Sakai 

were lnCoiTect 

were incorrect 

were Incorrect 

were incorrect 

wele Incorrect 

were incorrect 

were incorrect 

were mcorrec~t 

were incorrect 

were Incorrect 

were incorrect 

Settings for "A" on Sakai were incorrect 

2013 . . Approved- 
Spring 

COMM 224 001 Arithmeuc Final inayl 

2013 . . Approved - 

Spring 
COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic Fi’~] mayl 

2013 . . Approved- 
Spring 

COMM 224H 001 Arithmetic Final murmylj 

.... Approved- 
2013 Fall EDUC 505 001 Antl~net~c Final inayl 

. Approved- 
2013 Fall EDUC 505 001 Anflmlet~c Final ma~t 

..    . Approved- 
2013 Fall EDUC 505 001 Arithmetic Final mayl 

.    . Approved- 
2013 Fall ARTtl 391 001 Arithme’uc FiimJ~ croush 

2013 . . Approved- 
Spring 

KOR 102 001 Arithmetic Final mzyl 

2013 . . Approved- 
Spring 

KOR 102 001 Arithmetic Final inayl 

2013 . . Approved - 

Spring 
KOR 102 001 Arithmetic Fi’~] mayl 

05/10/13 

11:44:24.643938AM 

05/10/13 

11:42:15.202096AM 

05/’10/13 

10:48:23.012207AM 

SaI:ai’s preset grading was inaccurate. 

Sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccurate tbr the A- 

to A ravage 

Sakai’s preset grade breakdown was inaccuiate for A- to 

range. 

) 12/’20/13 6:02:28.880874t M Sakai upload rounding 

) o 12/20/13 6:02:27.7587391~ M Sakai upload rounding 

12/20/13 6: 02:26.695145 PM Sakai upload rounding 

12,12/13 2:31:32.509347PM Sakai down when grade needed to be submitted; arithmeti 
elTor 

05/31/13 6:18:28.310450PM Saka~ Grade calculation was wrong 

) o 05/’31/13 6:18:27.093440t M Sakafi Grade calculation was wrong 

05/31/13 6:18:25.830145PM Sakai Grade calcnlation was wrong 

2013 . 12/13/13 

Fail 
ENGL 105 103 Arifl~mefic Approved - 

FiIM 
mayl 2:37:20.098617PM 

2013 . 12/13/13 
Fail 

ENGL 105 103 Arithmetic Approved - 
Final 

m~’l 2:37:18.878830PM 

I hMn’t accounted for tile decimal value’s extreme closeness to the nmnber t 

would give the higher giade when using the SaI:afi gmdebook. 

I hadn’t accounted for the decimal value’s extrmne closeness to the number t 

would give the higher grade when using the Sa£ai gmdebook. 

2013 Spring DRAIVl 160 001 Clerical Approved - Final mgrl 

2013 Spring DRAM 160 001 Clerical Approved - Final mayl 

2013 Spring DRAM 160 001 Clerica] Approved - Fina] m~’l 

2013 Spring DRAM 160 001 Clerical Approved - Final ,nayl 

2013 Spring DILAkVI 160 001 Clerica2l Approved - Fina2l mayl 

2013 Spring DRAIVl 160 001 Clerical Approved - Final mgrl 

2013 Spring DRAM 160 001 Clerical Approved - Final eakemc 

2013 Spring DRAM 160 001 Clerica] Approved - Fina] m~’l 

2013 Spring DRAM 160 001 Clerical Approved - Final mayl 

05/07/13 2:49:02.578525PM 

05/07/13 2:49:03.904787PM 

05/07/13 2:49:06.713670PM 

05/07/13 2:49:09.232170PM 

05/07/13 2:49:10.564586PM 

05/07/13 2:49:07.972401PM 

07/24/13 2:28: 54.234593PM 

05/07/13 2:49:05.041721PM 

05/07/13 2:49:11.966670PM 

Discrepancy in Sakai grade options 

Discrepancy in SaJ~ai grade options 

Discrepancy in SaJ~ai grade options 

Discrepancy in Salcai grade options 

Disciepancy in SaJcai grade options 

Discrepancy in Sakai grade options 

Discrepancy in Sakai grade options 

Discrepancy in SaJ~ai grade options 

Discrepancy in SaJ~ai grade options 

2013 . . Approved- 

Fall 
COMM 450 002 Arithmetic Final 

.12/13/13 
ma51 

< 2:25:06.301534t 

868 points earns a B ~ but Sakai calculated it as a B. The correct 
Grade is a B +. 

2012 Fall ~vIST 101 001 Clerical Approved - Final 

2012 Fall WMST 101 001 Clerical Approved - Final 

2013 Spring SOCI 420 001 Arithmetic Approved - Final 

2013 Spring SOCI 420 001 Arithmetic Approved - Final 

mwl 04/22/13 6:24:55.201522PM 

ina.;,1 04/22/13 6:24:53.941176PM 

mayl 05/07/13 3:03:42.176587PM 

mayl 05/06/13 6:08:15.037000PM 

problems ruth sakai dropbox 

pi~oblem ruth sakai dropbox 

miscalculation by SaI:ai 

miscalculation by Sakai 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Regi strar 

The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 



3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F-919-962-1655 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:43 PM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: SAKaM iat’o 

Chris - 

Lee May told me that she read "SAKAI" as a reason for some of the grade changes she processed recently. Can you get someone to run a report of the 

grade chmage intb mad identif.5, departments where this reason was provided? I asked Mike Barker to help provide some more info about how flae grade 

book works in SAKAI and he wants to know where to start. 

Thanks. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

UNversity of North Ca~-olina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:59 AM 

Leloudi~ James L <leloudi@unc.edu-~ 

Faison, Christopher <:chris faison@unc.edt~-; Procter, A. T. --~paxate@ad.unc.edu>; Hoover, Shandol Christine 

<schoove@ema~l.unc.edt~-; WilliforK Lynn E <lym~ williford@unc.edu:> 

Re: Notice re: "Using e-portfolios to assess core competencies" RFP 

Hooray. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 5:18 PM, "Lelondis, James L" <leloudis(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Katharine. This is wonderful news. We’re excited and ready to go. 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 5:11 PM, Katharine E. Stewart <kestewartr&norfl~carolina.edu~ wrote: 

Drs. Leloudis, Faison, and Panter, 

I am writing to thank you for your submission in response to the "Using e-portfolios to assess core competendes" RFP released by UNC 

GA. The review committee has met and reviewed all of the submissions received, and I am pleased to inform you that your submission 

was among the proposals selected for funding. Congratulations! The review committee felt your proposal was very strong, particularly in 

its emphasis on using portfolios in multiple disciplines and with a wide diversity of students, and that your proposal had a high 

likelihood of resulting in valuable information about the benefits and challenges of using portfolios as an assessment approach in 

general education. I know the entire General Education Council will be looking forward to hearing what you learn as a result of your 

proposed activities. 

In the next day or two, I will be following up with you to discuss some logistics, including disbursement of funds to your campus so that 

you can begin work and determining your availability to join members of the General Education Council’s Qualitative Assessment 

Committee and Pl’s of the other funded proposals for a "start up" discussion. If you have any questions for me, now or throughout the 

period of your project, of course please don’t hesitate to contact me. I am looking forward to working with you and learning from you 

and your project over the coming year. 

Again, congratulations on an excellent proposal. 

Best, 

Katharine 

Katharine E. Stewart, PhD, MPH 

Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and Learning Strategies 

University of North Carolina General Administration 

Professor of Public Health Sciences 

University of North Carolina - Charlotte 

(919) 962-2620- office 

(919) 843-1253 - Andrea Jones, administrative associate 

kestewart @northcarolina.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 5:03 PM 

Gil, Ka~-en M <kgil@email.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: [undergradadmisl Statement on CNN Story 

FYI. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwamded message: 

From: "Farmer, Stephen M" <slhrmer(~admissions.nnc.edu> 
Date: January 16, 2014 at 4:46:35 PM EST 
To: Undergraduate AdvisoU Committee <\u__~_~_d__e__~,l_2~_r_~_~i_~a_~_!j_s_’_t_~e__r_y_:_u__~_~_c_:_e___d__p_.> 
Subject: [undergradadmis] Statement on CNN Stokw 
Reply-To: "Farmer, Stephen M" < ~.a_4?_n_._e_r.(q~_a_._d!_n_i_~i~2!~_~:..UlLC_:._es_t~> 

Dear Colleagues: 

Thank you for a great meeting earlier this week. I remain deeply grateful to you for the wise and patient counsel you provide to me and to our office. 

In light of the headlines over the last few weeks, you might be interested in the following news advisory, which was posted on the University’s 

website earlier this afternoon: 

h ttp:!/u n cn e ws.u n c.ed u/2014/01/16/97-u n c-st u d e n t-.a t hlet es-m e et-cn n--rea din g-skills-th r e shold.-8-yea r.-a d m issio n s-a n a lysis--q u e stio n s-claims- 

_n___e___t___W__Q__r_{!:_n___e____w___s_:__Zt_Q__r_yL 

Chancellor Folt also sent a message to campus: 

http:!iwww.unc.edu/campus-t,pdates!chanceNor-folt-sends-message-to-campus! 

Our office has benefited tremendously from the guidelines that the Advisory Committee has developed and from the tireless, thoughtful, and 

thankless work of the Committee on Special Talent. We have all worked hard together to improve. We will always work to improve. 

Thank you again for your advice and encouragement. Please don’t hesitate to call me if you’d like to tall< about either announcement or if you should 

have any questions or concerns. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 22, 2014 5:40 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: hnportant Correspondence from Provost] 

Wow. Thanks. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 5:20 PM, "McHale, Tmnmy J" <tmchale(&emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Maybe t:his is what y.:_~u 

From." Goldston, L[nda R 
Sent-" Friday, September 
T~-" NcHale, Tammy J 
Subject." [Fwd: Important Correspondence from Provost] 

FYI 

........ OriginaJ~ Message ........ 

Subject:hnportant Correspondence from Provost 

Date:Fri, 18 Sep 2009 09:02:36 -0400 

From: Stepha~ie TN~rman <sthtmnan~email~unc .edus~ 

Organization:University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To:William L Roper <roper(&med.unc.edu>, Kfisten Swa~son <swan~)k(tbemail.unc.edtr-, Bob Blouin %ob bloum¢{mac.edu>, Barbara 

Nmer <bmner(a)unc.edu>, Steven W Matson <smatson~;bio.unc.edu>, Carol Jenkins <carol .jenkms~{mac.edu>, Jack M Ncl~an 

qfichman(&emailamc.edu->, James W Dean <jmnes &an(a)unc.edu>, William McDia~id <bmcd(tbunc.ed~f~, Saxah MicMak 

<smichalK~erna£nncvdu:% Mike Smith qnsmith~)sog.unc.edu% JoM Willian~s <jotm wiIliarns@2dentis~.unc.edu% Elmira Ma~gum 

5~_~g_~gr4~[:~!r!E:~2, NchaN Ma~n <flmm~r@_~_:~E5 Nm~cy K Davis 51~!~!!~11___~}245L~’__~_~_:~2~, Ma~e Mitchell 

~gr~)~2~[~_~!g~kg~9_:gOD2, Pam Roberts 2t~___12R~g!_~_~{{~J_r!_~:~0_~!2:, Faye Lems 2~E!~{~_~!~:NN:~5}_~2, Jo E Bass 
<j Nass(?gemail.nnc~ed~>, Dana Caudill <dmhedqc~emml.unc.edu>, Teresa C PiRman <pi~ma~email.unc.edu>, Carol H ~dmws 

<cm~dmws([~email.nnc~edg,, Beth Cxaves <gtaves~sog~unc.edn>, Je~ma Gibbs qagibbs(g~emdl.nnc~edg,, TmvaugM Euban~ 

qbrown3(a)emNl.unc.edu>, Tanya Moore <~anya moom~unc.edu>, Stephanie Thu~an <s*ht~rmm~([~emml.unc.ed~>, Jack Boger 

<icboger~emml.unc.e&~>. Jean Folke~s <ifolk~?gemail.unc.e&~>, Peter Coclanis <coclm~i~tmc.ed~>, Brace Carney 

%ruce(?~unc.edu>, Nel Resendes <reaendes(a~email.unc.e&~% Carol Twsolini <Carol Tm~iini(a~mc.edu>, Am~ Vaughn 

<A~ Vauglm(&unc.e&t-% Jan Yopp qm~ yopp(t~unc.ed~% Janet Gautier <gaufie<&emNl.unc.edu% Menessah Jones 

<menesaah jone<a~dentis~.unc.edu->, Ron Strauss <ton strauss(a~unc.edu>, Nikkia Sheppard <nikkia aheppaN(i~unc.ed~% Andrew 

Hunt %unan(i~email.m~c.e&t>. Barbara Moran qnomn(a~ils.mm.edu>. Patficia Phillips-Ayers <pphilli~i~email.m~c.edu>, Sumn Sylvesmr 
<ssylves*~emaJl:unc:edu>, Karen M Gil <kgi]{&2emdl.unc.e&v- 

Dear ~’e~’bers of the Deans~ Council: 

S te~ hart i ~ Th u rmaE~ 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South Building, CB# 300@ 

pPone: (919) 962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

Linda R. Goldston 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Niii 

CB# 31@@, 208 South Building 

Cha~e] Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.962.9276 

E-mail: Linda Goldston@unc.edu 

<Deans’ Council SAAO 091809 fina£pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 22, 2014 5:42 PM 

ClevelaJ~d, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu> 

Fwd: [Fwd: hnportant Correspondence from Provost] 

Demos’ Council SAAO 091809 final.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Perhaps helpful? As an attachment. Took a long time to find. I teach in the morn but will be at Steele shortly after 11. 

Bobbi 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: "McHale, Tammy J" <.tLn_._ch.~!.e_@.ej.r!~i[:__U[!.c_:e_._d_..q> 

Date: Janua~ 22, 2014 at 5:20:18 PM EST 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" < 9.~!_e_..n_~?.~?(q%~%c_:__e.£t~> 

Subject: FW: [F~vd: lmportm~t Correspondence from Provost] 

Maybe Lhis is what you were looking for? 

From: Goldston, Linda R 
Sent-. Friday, September :t8, 2009 9::16 AM 
To,, McHale, Tammy J 
Subject-" [Fwd: Important Correspondence from Provost] 

FYI 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject:Important Correslx~ndence ficom Provost 

Date:Fri, 18 Sep 2009 09:02:36 -0400 

Fro~n:Stephmfie Thum~an !E_fl!_%n_r!_~£~.~2_e_E!~_l_:__u__r!_c_=e_£%u__-i 

Organization:UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To:Willb~n L Roper 2~roper~]@ned.unc.edu>~ Kfisten Swm~son <swan~?k(i!!email.unc.edu>, Bob Blouin <bob blouin(~?unc.edtr< Barbara 

Rimer <brimer(r%unc.edu>, Steven W Matson <smatson@bio.uuc.edu>. Carol Jenkins <carol ieukius.~[~uuc.edu>. Jack M Richman 
<jrichman~emailmnc.edu;% James W Dean :james dem~(r%unc.edu>, William McDiarmid < bmcd(?~unc.edu:,, Sarah Michalak 

<smichala~email~unc.edu;% Mike Smith :msmith~sog.unc.edu>. Jolm ~Villiams <iolm mlliamx~de~Nstt-<unc.e&~>, Elmira Mangum 

<emangum([~email.uuc.edu>. Richard Mmm -~rlmarm~unc.edu;< Nancy K Davis <uancv davis@unc.edu>, Marie Mitchell 

<marie mitchell(a;meda~nc~edp, Karen Heame <kheame(a~mc.edu>, Becky L Eatmon ~eatmon(a~email.unc.edu>, Mae Beale 

<maebeale(t~enmil.unc.edu~. Pare Robe,s ~pam robe~s(a;nnc.edn~< Faye Lems <flewis(i~email.m~c.edu> Jo E Bass 

q~ss(~emaiLnnc.edu>, Da~a Caudill <dmhedge(a;email.m~c.edn>, Teresa C Pittman <pittman2(t~enmil.unc~edn>, Carol tt Andrews 

<candmws(i~emai!.~mc:edu>, Beth Graves <gra~s(t~sog:u~c~e&z% Jenna Gibbs <i~bs~;email.nnc:edu>, Tmvanghn Euba~ks 

~?!i£3:}!~_@_~g!_~:_g[~£=~E2, Tanya Moore !~Z£__~!RgX~_~[!£=~E2, Stephmfie Thumm~ 2~N!~4~@~_~!~[=g[~£=~0_~£, Jack Boger 

~J_£~Nr~!~:_~!~£:_~J22, Jean Folke~s ~J!~?~!~2_~_:~!_~_:~it, Peter Coclanis S~£91{~_~r!_£:~J_~5 Brace Carney 

~9!~9~!r!_~:~@!£, Nel Resendes S2~_~g~_~@~r!~[:~!r!R:~J_~2, Carol Tresolim !~’![@__![~!~@_~[~=~!£, ~ Vaug~ 
<A~m Vauah~(~unc.ed~< Jan Yopp qan yopv,’~unc:ed~< JanN Gautier <~g~utie<~emml.unc.ed~< Menessah Jones 
qnenessah ioneg/~dentis~.unc.ed~< Ron Strauss <ron strauss([~unc.edu>, Ni~a Sheppard <ai~a sheppard(~)unc.ed~>, Andrew 

Hnnt <lmnan(~)email.unc.e&~>. Barbara Moran 4momu([~ils.uuc.edu>. PaNcia PNllips-Ayers <p~Nlli~)emailmnc.edu>, Su~n Sylvester 

<ssvlves*~?~email.uuc.edu>. Karen M Gil <~il~emml.unc.ed~’ 
CC:Ly~mWillitbN <ly~ willitbr~[~unc.edu~ 

Dear members of the Deans~ Council: 

Please see the attached correspondence and attach~’ent from Bruce Carney. 

Stephanie Thurs"an 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

~04 South BuildJ~g, CB# 3000 

phone: (919)962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-~593 

Linda R. Goldston 

Director of Personnel 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Uniw~rsJty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.9276 
E-mail: Linda Go]dsLon@une.e<iL~ 





September 18, 2009 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Deans’ Council 
Bruce Carney ~._ ~.x> ~ 
Interim Execut~ Vice Chandeflor an2d Provost 
Senior Administrative Officers    ’~" 

At the Deans’ Council two weeks ago, I promised to send you a list of all the 
positions in academic affairs with "dean" in their title. In considering this 
further, I realized that we need to focus on the especially visible senior 
academic affairs officers in the top two tiers. That list is attached. 

I have also considered what guidance I can provide about planning for further 
cuts in 2010-2011. Let’s start with the simplest case. Please work with your 
colleagues and look over the list to identify if any of these positions either no 
longer exist or are not currently filled. Let me know the outcome within the 
next two weeks, please. I am not asking you to freeze filling some of the 
positions, but that may be a prudent option. 

The next steps will be for you to consider how to redefine, consolidate or 
eliminate some of the filled positions in the cause of administrative efficiency 
(a la Bain) or costs. This is necessarily a longer term exercise but we do face 
further cuts to the 2010-2011 budget, and we cannot afford to overlook 
administration as one means to cover some of the cuts. 

If you wish to talk more about this, collectively in the next Deans’ Council, or 
individually, please let me know. 

BWC:st 
Attachment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:42 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Willi~n~ Lachonya <ldwillia@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Pos auth review 

Ok. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 12:36 PM, "McHa[e Tammy J" <tmchale@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s j ust go with what we have until we have approval from OHR. 

> Thanks 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Bobbi ()wen [mailto:o~venbob(a)ad.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 11:14 AM 

> To: McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

> Cc: Williams, Lachonya 

> Subject: Re: Pos auth review 

> 

> Of course -you are cc’d 

> Should the one :[’or Learning (;enter have a base salary of 60,900 given the discussion yesterday - instead of 60,000? 

> Bobbi 

> On 1/31/2014 3:18 P,N¢, Mctlale, Tamany J wrote: 

>> Please send copies to us to add to our database. 

>> That~:s. 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> Frorn: Bobbi Owen [mailto:oxvenbob(d~,,unc.edu] 

>> Scnt: Friday, January 31, 2014 10:45 AM 

>> To: McHale, Tarmny J 

>> Cc: Williams, Lachonya 

>> Subject: Re: Pos auth review 

>> Signed and sent. 

>> Bobbi 

>> On 1/16/2014 9:14 AM, McHale, Tarmny J wrote: 

>>> Here is the first one. I modified pretty significantly and decided not to track changes -- there XVele too many. Please reviexv closely to be sure you want the language noted. Do you 

want to review the advertisement, for exarnple? I thought sending a table of all new- positions was probably a good thing (also attached). I’ll xvork in Learning Center next. 

>>> Do you want to have Paula then put this on letterhead? ..or xve can do it’.’ Norrnally, xve would do it, but that means using yottr electronic signature. 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(g~unc. edu] 

>>> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:29 PM 

>>> To: McHale, Tan~y J 

>>> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 

>>> Subject: Pos auth review- 

>>> Please review 

>>> Bobbi 

>>> Bobbi O~ven 

>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R 

>>> iVlcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 

>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

>>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(;,4 

>>> Phone: 919 843-7773 

>>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

>> Bobbi Owen 

>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and iVlichael R. 

>> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 

>> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

>> Phone: 919 843-7773 

>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



> Bobbi Owen 

> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 

Building 

> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 

> }"AX: 919 843-6557 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:58 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edt~> 

Re: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

Thin,ks. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 4:48 PM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have put in the parking lot request, 

Thanks, 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Monday, February :[0, 20:[4 4:05 PM 
To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Re: ACCIAC Meeting February :[6-:[7 

Pay for it and send bill to acc. She can park at c im~ for dinner. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dem~ for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 10:47 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodma~l~,~email.unc.edn> w~ote: 

I’m not sure how to respond, since we wouk] have to "pay" for the ~ar~dng, That’s the onJy way to reserve 

"l’h i~ n ks 

From: Lee Willard, Ph.D. [mailto:lee.willard@duke.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, February :[0, 20:[4 :[0:42 AM 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: ACCIAC Meeting February :[6-:[7 

Can you arrange parking for me there? 

Lee W. Willard 

Duke University 

From: Goodman, Paula [mailto:pqoodman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February :[0, 20:[4 :[0:34 AM 

To: Lee Willard, Ph.D. 
Subject: RE: ACCIAC Meeting February :[6-:[7 

Dr. Wiltard: 

I would suggest the Morehead parking foL I am including a link. 

Thanks 

http~//www~dps~unc.edu/~ar~dng/visit~r/visit~r~t~cati~ns/visit~r~t~cati~ns.cfm 



From: Lee Willard, Ph.D. [mailto:lee.willard@duke.edul 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

Paula: Where should I park for this meeting, coming from Duke? Thanks. 

Lee W. Willard 

Duke University 

From: Goodman, Paula [mailto:pgoodman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 10:26 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Brown, Dave; Andria Costello SLaniec; Bill Green; Colin PoLLs; Dale Billingsley; Donna B. Hamilton; Hugh Page; 3acquelyn 
Fetrow; .]ames Adams (~ma); .]an Murdoch; .]uan Manfredi; Laughlin; Lee Willard, Ph.D.; Maurie McInnis; Mike Mullen; Rachel Holloway; Teresa 
Wright; Thomas Burish 
Subject: RE: ACC~C Meeting February 16-17 

****Please see message below from Senior Associate Dean, Bobbi Owen*** 

Dear ACCIAC Colleagues: 

We are looking forward to your visit for the meeting in Chapel Hill on February 16-17~ The draft agenda with locations 
indicated and contact information included is attached. Do let Paula Goodman and me know if your plans change or if you 
need assistance (Ben Haven is our back up). 

When you check into the Carolina Inn (or arrive at dinner) you will be given a folder containing additional information 
(including maps) that might be useful while you are on campus. 

See you soon. 

Bobbi Owen and Paula Goodman 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:04- PM 
To: Brown, Dave; Andria Costello StanieG Bill Green; Colin Ports; Dale Billingsley; Donna B. Hamilton Hugh Page; .]acquelyn Fetrow; .]ames Adams 

0ma); .]an Murdoch; .]uan lvlanfredi; Laughlin; Lee Willard; Maurie McInnis; Mike Mullen; Rachel Holloway; Teresa Wright; Thomas Burish 
Cc: Goodman, Paula 
Subject-" Re: ACCTAC Meeting February 16-17 

I look tbrward to seeing you in Chapel ttill February 16-17 and am especially hapw to retx~rt that when I signed the contract tbr the room~ 

the rate was $159.00 for Sunday night. It will be easiest on me (and my executive assistant Paula Goodman), if you would allow us to make 

the reservations at the Carolina Inn for you. We’ll also be able to arrange catering, etc. because we will hmTe an accurate count of attendees. 

Rooms that have not been reserved roll be removed form the block on January 15 at which point they will get much more expensive. 

Please contact her directly at pgoodman@unc.edu as soon as you know your plans. She can also be reached at 919-843-9290. Once we 

get closer to that date, we will provide some local information to make travel easier. RDU airport is a hub for A~nerican Airlines, but serves 

all carriers. 

Bobbi Owen and Panla Goodman 

On 11/27/2013 12:32 PM, Brown, Dave wrote: 

Bobbi Owen has graciously made arrangements tbr our February 16-17 meeting in Chapel ttilL ttere’s what she wrote to me: 

"I have reserved a block of 15 rooms at the Carolina Inn on campus for $169.00 for Sunday night, Februa~, 16. An& there is 

a nice room within the restaurant in the Carolina Im~ where we can be together and order from the menu; we can have drinks 

there or in the adjacent bar prior to a 7 ptn dinner. I have arranged for the conference room in my building, 3020 Steele, to be 

ava~lable aJl day Monday. BreaJdhst can be catered there or done "on your own" and lunch can be catered. I will anange for a 

tour of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence which houses the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes for the eaJcly 

afternoon [of Feb 17]? 

This should be an important meeting and a good chance to experience the UNC campus The precise agenda will be shaped by 

the provosts’ meeting (where Bill Green and I will be representing the Advisor Committee) on January (13-14). It’s likely that 

our Adviso~ Committee will be asked to ~bllow up. As soon as the agenda tbr their January meeting is sent to the pro~zosts, I’ll 

share it with you. It will be important tbr each of you, prior to January 13-14, to update your provost re the value of our current 

emphasis upon undergraduate education. I know that several have done so already. 



For now, please call in your re~rvation tbr the night of January 13th at the Caacolina Inn (866-974-3101) mad, if flying, make 

your plane reservation. With the hm mention that you’re with the ACCIAC meeting. As before, the ACCIAC will cover all 

costs. (We hope to have all Carolina Inn charges go to a central account. The best way to handle other reimbursements is to 

file ruth your own university a~d ~nd me a~ email re what we owe you.) 

Warm regards and Happy Holidays, 

Dave 

David G.Brown 

439 Vanderbilt Road 

Asheville, NC 28803 
828-274-0828 

bmwn(~wfu.edu 

http://~,.wfu.edtt/.-.brown 

BebbJ Owc, n 

Sen$o~ AssocSa~e Dean fo~ Undergraduate Educa~$on~ and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distfnguished P~ofesso~ of D~amatfc A~t 

Univessity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameren Aven~@ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 9~ 9 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:00 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: ACCIAC Meeting in Chapel Hill, Feb 16-17 

Hi. 

He will not use the hotel room. Too late to cancel? 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwa:rded tnessage: 

From: "Brown, Dave" < brown~vfu.edu > 

Date: February 10, 2014 8:18:05 AM EST 

To: Bobbi Owen <owenbob((~unc.edu>, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman~email.unc.edn> 

Subject: Fwd: ACCE/kC Meeting in Chapel Hill, Feb 16-17 

Always a new challenge. 

Dave 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: tlugh Page <hpa~e(a)nd.edtr~ 

Date: Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 6:14 AM 
Subject: Re: ACCIAC Meeting in Chapel Hill, Feb 16-17 

To: "Browr~ Dave" < brown(~wfu.edu> 

Dear Dave: 

Let’s go ruth a combination of the first and second options. I’ll provide my feedback before the meeting and roll also plan to phone in for the morning 
meeting. 

Thanks for maI:ing this accommodation. 

With best wishes, 

Hugh~ 

On Feb 9, 2014, at 3:28 PM, Brown, Dave <brown(&wfu.edu> wrote: 

Hi Hugh, 

This is the response I got from our host, Bobbi Owen. I read this as saying "we’ll do it but I think Hugh would be frustrated." As I see it, we 

have 4 options: 

# 1. Link you to the morning meeting by con[~rence phone (here there’s a small risk that we wouldn’t be successthl) 

#2. Get your input in advance of the meeting (I’d be glad to talk with you most anytime next week) 

#3. Attend the meeting (perhaps minimizing your time away by amving late Sunday and missiug the evening get together) 

#4. Have me catch you up after the meetiug. 

Please let me know your thinidng. We’ll need to cancel the hotel reservation if you a~re not coming to Chapel Hill. 
Thin,ks for a]l your eflbrt, 

Dave 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob(&unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, Feb 7, 2014 at 2:21 PM 
Subject: Re: Fwd: ACCIAC Meeting in Chapel Hill, Feb 16-17 

To: "Brown, Dave" <brown(~:wfu.edu> 

We have capabili~ to phone him in but it is not ideal for a meeting that will last several hours. Perhaps he could look over the agenda and 

decide about which times to phone him in. 

Bobbi 

On 2/7/2014 2:12 PM, Brown, Dave wrote: 



Bobbi, 

Can we arrange tbr Hugh to be able to join us by cont~rence call? (I presume it would only be between 8-Noon.) 

Dave 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Hugh Page <hpage,@~nd.edu> 

Date: Fri, Feb 7, 2014 at 7:07 AM 

Subject: Re: ACCIAC Meeting in Chapel Hill, Feb 16-17 

To: "Brown, Dave" <~brown(~wfu.edu> 

Thanks Dave. I roll check in ruth my provost before tlae meeting. Is there a way of paNcipating in the meeting on the 17th via 

conference call? Mel~6ng snow and ice are wreaking havoc on our home. I fear leaving it unattended overnight at this lyoint. 

Looking forward to hearing t?om you. All best -- Hugh 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 9:28 PM, Brown, Dave wrote: 

At our Feb 16-17 1 propose that we refine, and implement, the broad guidance frown the Provost’s ~neeting. A 

coW of the conclusions of that meeting, as distributed by Wake Forest’s provost Rogan Kersh, is attached. 

Before we adjourn on Febrnary 17th it will be important to have specific recommendations for the presidents 

(ruth whom Rogan Kersh and I roll be meeting in March). Since timelines are tigN and our time together in 

Chapel Hill roll be limited, a draft 2014-15 bndget is included with this mailing. (This is my draft re the starting 

point liar Advi sory Committee discussion. Although it grows out of the provosts’ mee~6 ng and nay understanding of 

your likely priorities, it is a "start’proposed" budget. I anticipate that money will be moved around to reflect 

program decisions made during the meeting.) 

Let me urge that you talk with your provosks prior to our meeting. See you in Chapel Hill.. 

Agend~ 

6:30PM. Sunday, Feb 16. Gathering and Dinner. Carolina Inn. (Intbrmal Swap and Share) 

7:30AM. Monday, Feb 17. Bult~tt brea]~fast 

8:00AM. Report re Provosts’ Meeting and Projected Budget tbr 2014-15 Bill Green and Dave Brown 

8:30AM. Existing Progl~ans: Continue? Expaaad? 

9:00AM. Inter-university co~npetitions: Debate? Entrepreneurship? PuNic Service? Other? None? 

9:30AM. Faculty Engagement: Facul~ Award? Speaker Series? l?edagogical Ambassadors? Affinity Bre~Jd’asts? 

Other? 

10:00AM. Break 

10:15AM. Leadership Training Program (Deans? New chairs? Other? Who will take lead’?) 

10:45AM. Publicity. Grants. Administration re Program Start Ups. 

11:15AM. 2014-15 Budget and Ne:~ Steps 

12:00PM. Lunch (working ifnecessa~) 

1:00PM. Tour of UNC-Chapel Hill (Center of Excellence and other) and adjournment 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Travel safely, 

Dave 

David G.Brown 

439 Vanderbilt Road 

Asheville, NC 28803 
828-274-0828 

brown(~wfu.edu 

http://w ww.~vfu.edw~.-~brown 

<140206 Kersh ACC Provosts Meeting Sum~nary. 1.2014.pdf>< 140205 Draft Budget ruth new funding.xlsx> 

(The Rev.) Hugh R. Page, Jr., DMin, PhD 

Dean, First Year of Studies 
Associate ProtEster of Theology and Ati-icana Studies 



i’,.~}k’, i/k:. NC 2g%S 

828-274-0828 

brown@wfu.edu 

http://www.wfu.edu/.-brown 

9?9 8d3-7773 

919 843-4775 

David G.Brown 

439 Vanderbilt Road 

Asheville, NC 28803 

828-274-0828 

bmwn~b~wih.edu 

http:/iwww.wfu.edtv’~brown 

(The Rev.) Hugh R. Page, Jr., DMin, l?hD 

Dean, First Year of Studies 
Associate Professor of Theology and Afi-icmaa Studies 

David G.Brown 

439 Vanderbilt Road 

Asheville, NC 28803 

828-274-0828 

brown~wfu.edn 

http:/a~.wfu.edtv’.- brown 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 10:44 AM 

Stevmaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow-up on ARCH majors 

August. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 10:40 AM, "Vin Steponaitis" <vin@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Bobbi -- 
> 

> Just a quick follow-up to our conversation last month about the number of Archaeology majors: Based on the report we got from Chris Derickson’s office, we will be comfortably above 
"low productivity" threshold when the next review is done in the f’all of 2014 - which is a great relief! What saved us were the August and December graduates who were offmy radar screen 
because they generally don’t participate in our May departmental ceremony Thanks for helping me sort this out. 
> 

> Also, just one more question before we put this issue to bed: When the two-year totals were computed by GA in the fall of 2012, was count made through May or August of that year? 
Either way, we’ll be above the threshold of 19 ]2~r the next count, but it would help me to know :[’or future reference when the new counting cycle begins. 
> 

> Best, 
> vm 
> 

> 

> 

> On 1/23/2014 9:57 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 
>> Happy to help. I’ll follow up tomorrow to make sure we’H have something 
>> :[’or you as soon as possible. 
>> 

>> Chris 
>> 

>>/Sent from my Verizon W~reless 4G LTE DROID/ 
>> 

>> 

>> Vin Steponaius <vin@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Chris -- Thanks so much for your help! Best, Vin 
>> 

>> 

>> On 1/23/2014 6:24 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 
>>> I’ve asked one of ray report writers to follow up with a report. You should be hearing from them shortly. 

>>> Chris 

>>> Christopher Derickson 
>>> Assistant Provost and Universi~ Registrar 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>>> T - 919-962-8289 
>>> F- 919-962-1655 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob~)unc. edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, Janualy 23, 2014 3:59 PM 
>>> To: Steponaitis, Vincas P 
>>> Cc: Derickson, Christopher P 
>>> Subject: Re: Follow-up on ARCH nrajors 

>>> I co~ted the list of names in the Conm~encement program when we were talking. By copy of this message to Chris Derickson, Universi~ Registrar, I am asking him to have one of his 
people provide that irffom~ation to you. 
>>> Bobbi 
>>> On 1/22/2014 9:31 PM. Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
>>>> OK, thanks. One more question: YVhere do I find the "official" figures 
>>>> on number of graduates each year in archaeology? By my cotmt, we had 
>>>> 11 in 2013, and I expect to have 8 in 2014, which would give us just 
>>>> enough But, according to my notes of our phone conversation, you were 
>>>> looking at something that said ~ve had only 10 graduates in 2013. At 
>>>> this point, a dift’erence of one is huge, so I just want to start 
>>>> monitoring the same nun~bers t2aat GA will be looking at. Can you point 
>>>> me in the right direction? Best, vm 

>>>> On 1/22,,’2014 8:58 A~{, Bobbi Owen wrote: 
>>>>> The last cycle was in fall 2012, so it will occur again in fall 2014. 
>>>>> Notification letters generally come to campus from GA in early October. 
>>>>> Bobbi 
>>>>> On 1/20/2014 12:07 PM. Vm Steponaitis wrote: 
>>>>>> Bobbi -- 



>>>>>> Just to follow up the phone conversation we recently had about "low 
>>>>>> productivity programs," there’s one thing that’s not clear in my notes. 

>>>>>> You said that GA checks every two years to see ira program has 
>>>>>> produced at least 19 majors over that span. My question is this: 
>>>>>> ~’nen was the most recent two-year cycle over which they checked the 
>>>>>> number? Was it 2012 and 2013 ? For planning purposes, it would help 

>>>>>> Thanks, 

>>> Bobbi Owen 
>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 
Steele Building 
>>> 214 East Carueron Avenue 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

>> Vincas P. Steponaitis 
>> Professor of Anthropology 
>> Chair, Curriculum in Archaeology" 
>> Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

>> Mailing address: 
>> Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

>> tel.: (919) 962-6574 
>> fax: (919) 962-1613 
>> email: vin@unc, edu 

> Vincas P. Steponaitis 
> Professor of Anthropology 
> Chair, Curriculum in Archaeolog~ 
> Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

> Mailing address: 
> Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

> tel. : (919) 962-6574 
> fax: (919) 962-1613 
> email: vin@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:43 AM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Meeting Tomorrow Cancelled 

FYI. Can you go on Februmy 19? 9-11 am. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded tnessage: 

From: "Turner, Katie" <:katie turner(~unc.edu> 

Date: February 11, 2014 11:40:46 AM EST 

To: "Langbaner, Lanrie" <llangbau(~email.unc.edu>, "Huber. Evelyne H" <ehuber~email.unc.edu~, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOX!LD,~email.unc.edtc,, 

"Panter, A. T." <panter~ad.unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu~% "Owens, David W." <owens(~sog.unc.edu>, "Alexander, G. 
1" < ~ " ~cthunte~emafl.unc.edu>, Raphael-Grimm, Theresa --raphaelg~emad.unc.edu~., "Kramer, Lloyd Ruma? rumav,~emafl.unc.edu>, "Hunter, Carol" ~ " " " " ..... " . 

S" <lkrameL~email.unc.edu>, "Chenault. Elizabeth" <chenaul~email.unc.edtc,, "Bechtel, Andy" <abechtel@email.unc.edtc,, "Juffras, Diane M" 

~iufli’as@~)g.unc.edu>, "Porto, James V Jr" <Jim Porto@unc.edu>, "Ives, Timothy J." <Timothy Ive~a)med.unc.edu>, "Persky, Achm M" 

<apersky@unc.edu>, "Estrott; Sue E" <sue es~rofl@med.unc.edtr~, "Cuddeback, GaD’ Steven" <cuddeback~@mail.schsr.unc.edu>, "ttornstein, Donald 

T" <dhornste@emaJl.unc.edu>, "Demore, Nancy" <nancy demore@med.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbobCb~unc.edu>, "Steponaitis, Vincas P" 

<vin(~unc.edu>, "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce caims~a)med.unc.edu>, "Palmer, Mary, It" <mhp~lmer(~email.unc.edu>, "Parker, Patricia S" 

<psparker~)e~nail.unc.edu>, "Pen-in, Andrew J" <andrew pemn(~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ferrell, Joseph S" <jsfe~l~email.unc.edu>, "Whisnant, Am~e Mitchell" <A~me Whisnant~unc.edu>, ’"nominati~Ncom~nittee@saf~i.unc.edu’" 

<nominatingco~nmittee~s~kai.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting Tomorrow Cancelled 

Dear nominating committee membe~ 

The meeting tomorrow will be cancelled due to the weather forecast and early school closures. Rather than t~ing to reschedule, we have decided to add 
thirty minutes on to the end of our last three meetings. The new times will be: 

February 19th 9-1 laan in 239 A!B Hanes Hall 

March 5th 9-1 lam in 239 A/B Hanes Hall 

March 7th 3-5pm in239 A/B Hanes Hall 

I will be in touch ruth meeting materials and a new committee schedule soon. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Cart Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 11:47 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Meeting Tomorrow Cancelled 

For my calenda~c. Terry will go on 2-19. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Turner, Katie" <:katie turner(~unc.edu> 

Date: February 11, 2014 11:40:46 AM EST 

To: "Langbauer, Laurie" <llangbau(~t)e,nail.unc.edu>, "Huber, Evelyne H" <ehuber~email.unc.edu:>, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL(~email.unc.edu>, 
"Panter, A. T." <panter~ad.unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu~% "Owens, David W." <owens(&sog.unc.edu>, "Alexander, G. 

~" < ~ " ~cthunteff~emafl.unc.edu>, Raphael-Grimm, Theresa --raphaelg~emad.unc.edu~., "Kramer, Lloyd Ruma3 rumav, a~emafl.unc.edu>, "Hunter, Carol" ~ " " " " ..... " . 
S" <lkrameL~email.unc.edu>, "Chenault. Elizabeth" <chenaul~email.nnc.edtc,, "Bechtel, Andy" <abechtel~,~email.unc.edtc,, "Jnffras, Diane M" 

<iufffa~@sog.tmc.edu>, "Porto, James V Jr" <Jim Porto(~unc.edu~% "Ives, Timothy J." <Timothy Ives(~med.unc.edu>, "Pers~-, Adam M" 

<apersky@unc.edn>, "Estrott; Sue E" <sue es~rofl@med.unc.edtr~, "Cuddeback, GaD’ Steven" <cuddeback~@mail.schsr.unc.edu>, "ttornstein, Donald 

T" <dhornste@emaJl.unc.edn>, "Demore, Nancy" <nancy demore@med.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~b~unc.edu>, "Steponaitis, Vincas P" 

<vin@unc.edu>, "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce caims@med.unc.edu>, "Palmer, Mary, It" <mhp~lmer@email.unc.edu>, "Parker, Patricia S" 

<psparker,~email.unc.edn>, "Perrin, Andrew J" <andrew perrin(~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ferrell, Joseph S" <jsfe~l~email.unc.edu>, "Whisnant, Am~e Mitchell" <A~me Whisnant~unc.edu>, ’"nominati~Ncom~nittee@sa2~i.unc.edu’" 

<nominatin~co~nmittee~s~kai.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting Tomorrow Cancelled 

Dear nominating committee membe~ 

The meeting tomorrow will be cancelled due to the weather forecast and early school closnres. Rather than t~ing to reschedule, we have decided to add 

thi~’ minutes on to the end of our last three meetings. The new times will be: 

February 19th 9-1 laan in 239 A!B Hanes Hall 

March 5th 9-1 lam in 239 A/B Hanes Hall 

March 7th 3-5pm in239 A/B ttanes ttall 

I will be in touch ruth meeting materials and a new committee schedule soon. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Facul~, Governance 

204 Cart Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:30 AM 

Berke, Stephanie Ann <sberke@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Addison Lee Booking Confirmation. Booking No: 871760. Passenger: Bobbi Owen. 

Still did not get a rebook coafinnation. But the again they did not come at 8:00aan today! See you at 1 for lunch. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 5:05 AM, "Berke, Stephanie Ann" <sberke a(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

H~ BobM--- what wonderfu~ news to hear youql be stay~ng a few extra days~ ~’ve rebooked your cab for Friday and have sent you the confirmat~o~ by 
email --could you ~et me know ~f you’ve receNed ~t when you come by? 

See yOU 

Stephanie 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 

Sent: :12 February 20:14 09:52 

To: gerke, Stephanie Ann 

Subject: Re: Addison Lee Booking Confirmation. Booking No: 87:1760. Passenger: Bobbi Owen. 

My flight has been changed to Friday. Can you rebook for 7 am Friday. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh 1~ rofessor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 10:40 AM, "Berke, Stephanie Ann" <sberke~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

Just a quick e--maif with your cab confirmatior~. Should d~ere be any discrepancies, please do le~ me know. 

With thanks, 

Stephanie 

From: Addison Lee [mailto:DoNotReply@addisonlee.co.uk] 
Sent: 1:1 February 2014 12:38 

To: Owen, Bobbi A; Berke, Stephanie Ann 

Subject: Addison Lee Booking Confirmation. Booking No: 87:1760. Passenger: Bobbi Owen. 

Booking Confirmation 

Thank you for your recent booking with Addison Lee 

For assistance with this booking call 0844 800 66 77 and 
quote your booking reference 871760 



Account name CAROLINA TRUST 

The Academy Hotel, The Bloomsbury Town House, 21 Gower Street, London, 

WC1E 6HG 
Pickup address    Pick up notes: Please could the Passenger, Bobbi Owen, be picked up on 

Keppel Street, across from the hotel? 

Destination HEATHROW, TERM 3 

Pickup date and 
13!02!2014 08:00 

time 

Contact Stephanie Berke 

Bobbi Owen 
Passenger 

02076314115 

Price £ 62.95 

Service Passenger Car up to 4 Passengers 

Amend Cancel Repeat Return 

Price quotes are accurate at time of booking. Any deviations to the Quoted Booking such as waiting time, car 

parking, additional stops, address changes or vehicle changes are not included in this price and will be applied 
and charged at a later date. Any prices quoted at time of booking or on the booking confirmation are exclusive 

of VAT. Our Terms of Trading appearing at http:/fwww.addisonlee.com/terms apply to all Bookings and are 

incorporated in and form part of all Contracts for Services we provide. 

Please do not reply to this email This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response 

© Addison Lee Limited I Registered in England: No. 01205530 I Registered Office: 35 - 37 William Road, London, 

NW13ER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 3:54 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Re: Materials for acciac folks 

Tx. He can print his own’. 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 15, 2014, at 3:46 PJV~ "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Folders for those checking in have been delivered. The rest of them will be at the restarannt under your name. I didn’t print offthe items that Dave sent. Sorly 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On Feb 15, 2014, at 3:15 P]VI, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> ’l’here is a game. Did you use the service permit which may help 
>> I will stop there before going to c irm tomorrow. 
>> rlhanks 

>>B 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
>> Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

>>> On Feb 15, 2014, at 2:03 PM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> I am on campus now. I had a hard time find a parking place. I am trying to clean my desk off a bit and prep the conference room etc. 

>>> Ben plans on being here between 7:10 and 7:15am Monday morning I have already spoken with Tammy Womack about this and us opening the doors etc 

>>> I will get the pcard and pick up some juice, water and probably some creamer ( we are outt). 

>>> Rest well and see you bright and early Monday. 

>>> Oh and I will leave the folders for the ones checking in tomorrow evening at the check in desk at Carolina Inn. The remainder I will leave instructions to g~ve to you to pass out at the 
dinner tomorrow in the Piedmont Room 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
>>> Sent: Saturday, Febmau 15, 2014 9:56 
>>> To: Good*nan, Paula 
>>> Subiect: Re: Materials for acciac folks 

>>> I am back but bleary. Do use the pcard or let me reimburse you and I will get reirabursed. See you Monday at 7 am. 
>>> Bobbi 

>>> Bobbi Owen 
>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

>>>> On Feb 14, 2014, at 9:08 AM_ "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodrnan@eraaihtmc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Ben got home yesterday-. It is supposed to get up in the raid 40s today. I am probably going to come and work for a few hours tomot*ow. I planned on taking the packets to Carolina 
Inn. Also, can I use the pcard for j uice and water ( the small waters maybe 2-3 cases?). Or I can just pick them up and get reimb~sed* Just let me know I still plan on being at xvork at 7am 
Monday. I am going to have Ben corae in around 7:10 to be at the front desk until Jessica arrives at7:30a. 

>>>> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
>>>> Sent: Friday, Febma~’ 14, 2014 3:41 AzM 
>>>> To: Goo&nan, Paula 
>>>> Su~iect: 2vlaterials for acciac folks 

>>>> I am about to board my plane for Chicago! ~ich is at least closer. I am sure you did not get stuff to c inn Is it on your desk and I could pass out at dinner Sunday night. 
>>>> Yuk. Wish all this had not happened especially your snow-. Did Ben get home 
>>>> Bobbi 

>>>> Bobbi Owen 
>>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R. McVaugh 
>>>> Professor of Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 5:06 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: Wilson Lib~my 304 

Perfect. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:51 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RtlODES(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

And I included the fact that gINGHAM 108 w~l~ need to be used 35 hrs!wk at 65% seat capadtv, 

TR 

Terry Elkm Rhodes 

Sen~or Associate Dean~ Fhse Arts and Humanities 

Colk~ge of Arts and Sdences 

Pro%ssor of Music 

205 South guihJmg, CB g 3100 

Un~vers~l:y of: North Carolina at: Chapet 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599--3100 

919-962-~..165 

919-962-2408 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From; Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 21, 2014 2:25 PM 
To-" Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject-" Re: Wilson Library 304 

OK- 

ITS will put technology into two rooms m Binghan] - one tbr Asian Studies (208) u~ and one tbr Comm (10g). 

Bobbi 

On 2/21/2014 10:24 AM, Rhodes, TesTy Ellen wrote: 

Just spoke with Ken Hillis. They haven’t been using gingham 208 due to d~e fact that there’s been no technology there. Ken assures rne 

that they wou~d ut~Hze it fully ~f technology were installed. 

(Right now, there are no ~T possibilities ~n that room; only 2 rooms in Bingham, ~n fact, have that.) 

I hate to go back to ROM[!Dey ~n that they are akeady gMng up 303A. 

Any other ~oss~bH~ties? 

Thanks, 

Terry 

Ferry E~en Rhodes 

Semor Assoda~e Dean, Fine A~ts asd Hu~lan~l:ies 

C.oHege o~ Arts and Sdeaces 



205 Sou~h Buiktin~ CB # 3100 

University o~ NoRh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

91.9-96;!-!165 

919-.962--2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 2014 8:19 PM 
To; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject; Re: Wilson Library 304 

Seems so according to below they have not been using it much m~d have priorib~ tbr lots of rooms Both 209 and 309 get it this summer. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 7:32 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES@~email u ~c e& > wrote 

Does ROMI. know about Dey 30157 

Th a n k 

Terry 

Ferry E~len Rhodes 

Senior Assod~te Dean, Fk~e A~tg ~r~d Human~tk?s 

College of: Arts an~t Sdences 

Professor of 

205 Sot.~th Bu~dh~g, CB 

UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel Hdl, NC 27~99-3~,00 

919-9~- I~ 65 

919-%2-2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From; Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 2014 7:17 PM 
To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject; Re: Wilson Library 304 

Thanks. 

Bobbi Owen 



Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:16 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Does R(~ML indeed know that technology is being added m De3 306? (~ do not bNieve ~b~ I was ~ot app~sed 

of this. I do kn~ that I)ey 303A is receiving an upgrade and gohrg t~ Asim~ Studies.) 

[ agree with you that Bingham,’COMM is ~e be~t choice m this case, and wil~ 

Thank>. 

Terry Elle~ Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Free Ar~ at~d 

Colbge of Ad~ and Scic’~ce~ 

205 South Building,, CI} # 31{}0 

U~i~’~rsi~ y o~No~th Caroli~m ~: Chape~ Hill 

Cla~pd H~IL NC 2%99-3100 

919-962- l 

919-962-2408 

Nodes@email.unc.e& 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:13 PM 
To-" Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject-" Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

Terry - 
I mm to you for help, once again. Wilson 304 is not accessible and will therefore be decom,nissioned. We have 

three options - but need to decide quickly. Would you please ponder which is best - and then contact either 

Com,n or ROML? Seems to me that Binghmn might be best but Dey 306 is the top choice. 

Call if you want to discuss. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Wilson Library 304 

Date:Thu, 20 Feb 2014 15:17:53 -0500 

From:No~-~vood, Roberm Anne <rakellv~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob(gbunc.edu > 
CC:Partridge, Chris <cpartrid~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Bobbi, 

In researching option tbr moving all of the classes out of Wilson Libmu Room 304 for Fall 14 in order to take the 
room out of the GPC pool, we’ve identified 3 possible options. From previous email exchanges I know that Asian 
Studies would prefer Dey 209. 

Bingham Hall #208 has a capaci~ of 35 and will have teclmology starting in the Fall 14 term. COMM currently 
has depaxtmental priority but doesn’t use it much. To the best of my knowledge, the department has not yet been 



intbrmed that technology is to be added. 

Dey Hall #209 has a capacib" of 35 m~d roll have technology staa:ting Fall 14. ROML cunently has departmental 

priority aJ~d has been informed that technology is to be added to the rootn. 

Dey Hall #306 has a capacily of 35 and will have technology started Fall 14. ROML also has departmental 
priority in this room m~d kmows technology is being added. 

If we could final~e which room we will move over to Asian Studies in Fall 14 by the end of the day Monday, it 

would significantly help our big ~heduling process which rtms to find rooms for all sections not already scheduled 

into a room. 

Thm~k you! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Associate University, Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Rcgistrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax- 919-843-8709 

Bo~bi Owen 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ur~Jve:tsity ef Nerth Ca~)lina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel HJ]], NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:18 AM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu-* 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Wilson Library 304 

Yes. 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 8:37 AM, "Norwood, Roberta Anne" <rakellY(a;email.uuc.edu-* wrote: 

gobbi, 

Thanl~ you again ~or th~-:~se negotiations! We w~H move the da~;ses currently ~n the W~lsoo Library 304 room into Bh~gharn, 

Are we at a point that we can hffon~ As~an Studies that the#" fall 14 classes wH~ be mowed from W~lson Ubrary 304 k~to Nngharn 208? 

Roberts 

£oberl:a A. Norwood~ ~:d.9. 
Associate University £eg~strsr for Registratbn and Schedufing 

Offk:e of [he UmversiW Registrar 

U NC Chape~ HN 

St.rite 3100, SASB North, Campus ~3o~ 23.00 

450 @Jge Roa{J 

Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599--2100 

Phone - 919-962-.9840 
Fax - 9~9-.843--8709 

F~m= Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 21, 20~4 5:07 PN 
Te= No~ood, Robe~ Anne 
Subject= Fwd: Wilson Libra~ 304 

#2 of 2. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dem~ for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh 1~ rofessor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Rhode~ Terry Ellen" <RHODES(a)~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Februa~ 21, 2014 4:51:50 PM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenN~b(~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: ~ZBson Library 3114 

I’ve just let:t a message for Ken Hillis to let him know that Lhis is the way we witl be proceeding. 

Th a n ks, 

Terry 

Terry ~:llen ~l~odes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Hdm;~nities 
College of Arts aod Sc~e]~(:es 

205 South Building, CB ~ 3100 

University of North Carolh~a st Chapel U~l~ 

Chapel I-t~l, NC 27599-3100 

919-.962--1165 

919-9S2-2408 flax 

F~m~ Bobbi Owen [ma~lto:owenbob@unc,edu] 
Sent~ Friday, ~ebrua~ 21, 2014 2:2S PN 

T~ Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
Subjeet~ Re: Wilson Libra~ 304 

OK- 

ITS will put technology into two rooms in Bingham - one lbr Asian Studies (208) use and one tbr Comm (108). 

Bobbi 

On 2/21/2014 10:24 AM, ~odes, Teny Ellen wrote: 

Just s0oke w~th Ken Hi]Ha, They h~qen’t been ush~g Bh?gh~rn 208 due to the fact that there’s been no technology there. ~en 

assures me that they would ut~hze ~t hJHy ~f technology were ins~:aHed. 

(R~gh~: now, there are no tT possib~Hties ~n that room; only 2 rooms io Bk@~am, in ~lct~ have that,) 

~ hate to go back Lo ROML/Dey ~n thsL they are a~ready givir~g Lip 303A. 

Any other possibilities? 



Thanks, 

Terry 

1-e~ry Ellen Rh.:)des 

Sin-dot Associate Dem-~, l:ine Arts and HumaMt~es 
College o~ Arts an~ Sdenc:es 

Professor of: Music 

205 So{.~th Bu~]dh~g, CB ~ 3~.00 

University of North CaroD~a at Chape~ 

Chagel Hill, BIC 27599-3~00 

919-96~-I]65 

919-962-2,408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

~: Owen, Bobbi A 
~eBt: Thursday, February 20, 20~4 8:~9 PM 
T~: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
~bjeet: Re: Wilson L~bra~ 304 

S~ms so according to bdow they haw not b~n using k much ~d lm~ pfiofi~ for lots of morns Both 209 ~d 309 g~t it this 

sumner. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Unde~raduate Education 
Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 7:32 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <Rt tOI)ES~}enmil.uuc.e&P wrote: 

Does ROML know about Dey 306? 
Thanks, 
Terry 
Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Seni,a~ Asso,::iate Dean, Fi~~e Arts and Humanities 
Colk~ge of Art5 and Sciences 
Professor of Music 
205 South Build~ng, CB # 3100 
Univershy of North Caro]h~a at Chape~ 
Chapel Hi~, NC 27599,-3100 
919-962-,1165 
919-962-2408 fax 
rhodes@emaiLunc.edu 

~m~ Owen, BobN A 
Sent~ ~ursday, ~brua~ 20, 2014 7:17 PN 
T~= Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subjeet~ Re: Wilson Libra~ 304 
Thanks. 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educalion 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dranatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:16 PM, "Rhodes, Teru Ellen" <RHODgS(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Does R()MI, indeed know thal lechnology is being added in Dey 306? (I do not believe ~hat I was 

not apprised oflhis. I do know thal Dey 303A is receiving an upgrade and going lo Asi~m Studies.) 

Thin,ks, 

Tc-[~Y Ellen 
Senk~r Assc~ ci~l:c’ D~m, Fine A~ts and HumaBi~ics 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Prolbssor of Music 
205 Sout]~ Bu[ldi~tg, CB ~; 3 
V*~ivcrs~ty ofNor[h Ca:o]ma a Chapel 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3100 
919-962-1 ]65 
9[ 9-962-2408 fa~x 
*hodcs(~cmail.unc.edu 

From= Bobbi Owen [mail~:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent= ~ursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 4:13 PN 
T~= Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin 
Subject= ~d: Wilson Library 304 
Te~ - 
I mm m yon for help, once agmn. Wilson 304 is 

decommissioned. We have throe options - but need m deci& quickly. Would you please ponder 

which is ~s1 - and "then contact eifl]er Comm or ROML? Seems to me flint Bingham might ~ best 



but Dey 306 is the top choice. 

Call if you waist to discuss. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Wilson Libi~3~ 304 

Date:Thu, 20 Feb 2014 15:17:53 -0500 

From:No~a¥ood, Roberta Anne <rakellv(~ema£unc.edu~ 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <oweul~:~b(?~unc.edu> 
CC:Partfidge, Chris < cpartrid,@~email.uuc.edt~> 

Bobbi, 

In researching option for moving all of the classes out of Wilson Librasy Room 304 for Fall 14 in 

order to take the room out of the GPC pool, we’ve identified 3 possible options. From previous 

email exchanges I know that Asian Studies would prefer Dey 209. 

Bingham Hall #208 has a capacity of 35 and will have technology starting in the Fail 14 tenn. 

COMM currently has departmenlal priority but doesn’t use it much. To the best of my knowledge, 

the depaxttnent has not yet been intbnned that technology is to be added. 

Dey Hall #209 has a capaciU of 35 and will have technolo~- starting Fall 14. ROML currently has 

departmental priority and has been infonned that technology is to be added to the room. 

Dey Hall #306 has a capacity of 35 ~d will have technology staxted Fall 14. ROML also has 

dep~menml priority in this roo~n m~d knows technology is being added. 

If we could fin~]ize Milch room we will move over to Asian Studies in Fall 14 by the end of the day 

Monday, it would significantly help our big scheduling process which runs to find rooms for all 

sections not already scheduled into a room. 

Thank you! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

Bobbi Owen 

Senio~ Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Stee]e Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 
Friday, February 28, 2014 2:18 PM 
Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Your recent inquiry 

Dear Shirley - 

The four students you inquired about were each enrolled in one course that was defined as 
a "Type 2" course. I want to reiterate the definition of a "Type 2" course, which 
included courses meant to be taught as lectures or seminars that were conducted as 
independent studies with little or no on-going faculty contact. We believe the students 
you identified did the work they were required to do. 

It is not unusual that course records from three years ago cannot be located because they 
are only required to be maintained for one year. However, we have the final papers 
submitted for three of the four students you inquired about and have confirmed that they 
were graded by the professor responsible for that class. 

Bobbi 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
CB# 3504, 3010 Steele Building 
214 E. Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
919 843-7773 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:31 AM 

Clemmon~ Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu~> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Cle,nmons, Jason <jclem@e,nail.unc.edu> 

Re: Honor Cords at graduation 

image001 .j pg 

No idea. Check ruth Ly~m Blanchard re service scholars who wear them or Ron Strauss who is chair of commencement committee. Be sure you want to know the 
answer beIbre asking the question. 

Bobbi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 3:55 t M, Clemmons, Jason ~.j_c__!_e__r__n__kq:_e__r_!~__u__!:_u__!~c__:_e_d__u__.~. wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

Do you know who has dominion over tt~e decision to allow various g~oups of grad~ates to include cords as part of ti]eir official 

]hanks, 

Jason 

.Jasorl Cieml~]o~s 

Associate Director for Curriculum, Recruitment, and Operations 

Honors Caroiina 

225 G~aham Memorial, CB# 35110 

University of NorEh Carolina at Chape~ 

Chapei Hill. NC 27599..35~_0 

~1:91198A3 7756 Fax 9:[.9 962 :].548 

=image001 :ipg~" 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent= Friday, Narch 07, 20:t4 :t:1:42 AM 
To= Clemmons, Jason 
Subject= Honor Cords at graduation 

We l~ave received qui~e a [bw inquiries ~’om all sorts ofg[oups wanthag "their" stude~ats to wear co[ds at graduatioz~ (rm~st 

veteran, s). Because ~t was my u~dersta~ding that the Ho~ors thes~s students were the o~y ones authorized to wear "Ho~or Cord:s," ~ have 

corot[mind to refer ctuest~ons on tta~s Jss~m to yo~r office but, in all honest’, [ don’t really know who has ownership of~his issue~ 

Can you he~p clarify? Should 1 direct these Jt~quJdes e~sewhere? 

~oan Ro[~erts- Coi~mar~ 

Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel 
~oo SASB Nerth, (]B #z~oo, Chap~i Hili, NC z’7599.-z~eo 
"[’el: 9t9.-9(iz-g£6~ F’a:c 9t9-962- 3349 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:23 PM 

Lindemmm~ Erika <ulinde@emaJ 1. uric .edu-* 

Re: Course Correspondent Proposal 

No need to bug Bob. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 3:58 PM, "Lindemann, Efika" <ulinde~;emailatnc.edu> wrote: 

I%e h~-:~ard t~othmg about the course corr~:,spondent proposal, e~ther from Abigail or Bob M~es. The April Ad Boards w~l~ be the o~e at whk:h we discuss 

a~i of the study abroad proposals, presumably a~so the course correspot~dent proposal So we’il see (Fw~ trk~d not to bug Bob about th~s, but should 

Thanks, 

~r~ka 

(:.h,.~p~?~ ~-~ ~(2275~:-b5~ 

Office: }:~:[9-84:-~- 7?72 

Fmm~ Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad,unc~edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, March 13, 2014 ll:S4 AN 

T~ Lindemann, Erika 
Subjeet~ Re: ~: Course Correspondent Proposal 

Done? 

Bobbi 

On 1/10/2014 11:00 AM, Lindemann, Edka wrom: 

As ~ou know, ~ ~erved a~ a conver~er last semester [or a group o~ foreign language hl~tructor~ who wouM ~q~ to d~vek)p ar~ 

for undergraduates studying abroad ~n IJNC-4ed programs (only) to act as correspondents. These course correspondents wouk~ work 

under Lhe supervision of a course instructor ir~ Chapel Hi~ to pbn, develop, and file periodic reports from Lhe country ir~ which they are 

studying to enrich undergraduate classes studying the Im~guage and culture of that county on our campus. Abigai~ Panter, who chairs the 

Study Abroad Advisory Board this year, has also met w~th the group, and the attached draft seemed to her weir-reasoned and effective; 

also incorporates the suggestions [hat she se]It to the three-.persot~ drafting team. 

The draft ~s now drcu]adng among the faculty members who parddpated ~n these conversations. We k~art~ed this week that the SAO 

wants proposab Lo be submitted by 5 pm o~ Monday, January 13 (we originally thought Jt would be due on January 24Lh), so the drafting 

group needs suggestions by Sunday afternoon. You’re welcome to write to them directly, or let n~e know about ~ny revisions you’d ~ke 

to see n~ade so that ] can forward them~ 

The Office of Undergraduate Curricula is ~mp~k:ated ~r~ tNs proposal in an ~mporta[)t way. See the secth:m "Opth:ms for Course Credit." 

the proposa~ ~s approved, first by the Study Abroad Ad~sory goard at~d then the Admkdstradve Boards of the (:o]lege, we would 

establish ~DST 295 as a one-credit pass/fall course to award credit for the assignments Lhat the course correspondents would complete. 

These sssigRgleRts WH] be developed, approved, supervised, and evak~sted by the insLrucLor o[: Lhe course for wNch the correspondenL 

is providing reports by means of a learning contract. As envisioned, the learning contracts would be flied with our office, so that we 

register the student, but the grade would be submitted by the instructor supervising the correspondent’s work; separate sections w~th a 

ma’,dr~um enroHn~er~t of two students per sect~or~ wou~d be set up for each h~structor. 

I’gl tlot sure we need to be the keeper of these ]earning contracts (since we don’t keep them for ~DST 691HiS92H sLudenLs, though we 

keep comparable documents [:or SPCL 395 students}. ~’d welcome know~ng what you th~nk about the implementation end o[: 

proposak (]’1~ also correct "Associate Oem~ for Undergraduate [ducation" to read ~’Associate Dean for Undergraduate Cumcu]a" in this 

section of the proposak) 

Too n~uch of a message aheady, but please let n~e know ~ you see issues that still need to be addressed. 

Niany thard~s, 

Erika 

O ~ ~ca~: 91~..84~. ?7?2 

Fax: 9:t9-9~2- 

F~m~ Cowell, Glynis S, 
N~B[I Thursday, Janua~ 09, 20~4 ~:g6 PM 
T~ Fur~, Nina N; Hsiao, Li-ling; Kim, Hosun; Lan~ston, Richard E; Seck, Namarame 



C¢-" Cowell, Glynis S.; .larausch, Hannelore; Chambless, Amy Francesca; Panter, A~ T.; Lindemann, Erika 
$,,bject." Course Correspondent Proposal 
Importance: High 
Dear Colleagues, 
I write to share with you the draft of the Course Correspondent Proposal, referenced in Dean Lindemann’s email copied below, for 
your review. 

We appreciate any feedback you may have to strengthen the propos~J and apologize in advance for the short turnaround. Please send us 

your comments and suggestions no later than Snnday, Janua~, 12, at 5 p.m. The &adline lbr suNnitting proposals tbr consi&ration at the 

ne~ Study Abroad Advi~U Boast meeting is Monday, JanuaU 13. 

We appreciate the conversations that have led to the development of this pro~sd and plan to include 5~ur name, depa~ent, and language 

at the end of it. Including >~ur name does not oNigate you to use cour~ co~,es~n&nts in your courts; it aclmowledges instead that you 

helNd &velop the proposal. That is impo~nt to us because we wish to indicate that the proposal Ms the suppo~ of facul~ teaching several 

lm~guages. If you prefer to be excluded from the group submiRing the proposal, plebe let us lmow by Sundw, JanuaD" 12, at 5 pm. 

Regards, 
Glynis Cowell, Amy Chambless and Hannelore Jarausch 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 

~lv~is Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
015D Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: <Lindemann>, Erika <uNnde@emaH.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 at 3:30 PM 
Subject: Course Correspondents Proposal 
Dem" Colleagues, 
I write to update you on this momNg’s discussion about the possibility of es~blishing a com~e corespondents pro~am in UNC-Chapd }fill 
forei~ language courses. ~e progam would enable select students sm@ing abroad to sere as repo~ers tbr Chapel Hill-b~ed Ibrei~ 
language classes. 
A pilot project for such a pro~mn w~s ~itiated by Sp~ish instmcto~ ~ the Depa~ment of Romance L~guages m~d involved s~dents who 
were sm@ing in SpaN. With ~idamce from their instructors before mad durNg their time abroad, the students filed periodic repo~ that would 
be instructive to students enrolled in ~e instructor’s SPAN classes, using UNC-suppo~ed media to repo~ on cultural sites a~d activities as well 
as inte~iew native spe~em. Chapel Hill students benefitted from these repots, which enhmaced their understanding of the lamguage and 
culture they were studying and which also encouraged them to stu@ abroad. ~ISe students’ work w~ defined by a learning contract, approved 
be~b~v the student went abroad a~d evaluated by fl~e Chapel Hill instructor when fl~e student returned. Students in the pilot project earned one 
passithil academic credit for ~eir work. 
~e O’oup of foreign lm~guage h~structors ~neeting this morning discussed the possibility of proposing a similar proo’am open to s~dents N 
UNC-approved sin@ abroad progwams ~d se~’h~g ~ course corespondents for ~-C-Chapel Itill forei~ lam~age coumes. Pa~ticip~ts in the 
meeting also heard t~om Abigail P~ter, chair of the Sin@ Abroad AdvisoW Board, about ele~nents that would need to be addressed in a~y 
proposal submitted to the Boazd. I also distributed the attached document to suggest topics that a proposal mi~t cover. 
’lhe group ageed to begin &aking a proposal tbr a course co~vespondents pro~am, which will be shared with fl~e rest of you before it is 
submitted to the Study Abroad Advisou Boazd. ~you ~e Nterested N joining dae draining ~oup, plebe let me M~ow. If not, plebe Maow that 
you will have a~ oppo~unity to joN fl~is initiative once the proposal h~s been fleshed ore. I promise to keep you posted. 
Best wishes, 
E6ka 

£;h~pN H{~]. N£ 275:)9.3504 

Bebb] Owen 

Senior Associate Dean fox Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichaei R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dra~’atic Art 

University of North Carelina at Chape] 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phene: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LGOLDSTO] 

9/18/2013 2:45:23 PM 

Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

10/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

10/14/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Kennedy, Shannon; Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, 

Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

10/2/2013 7:39:21 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Anderson, Earl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eanderso]; Beattie, 

Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen R Beattie (krbeatti)elO]; Bermel, Frank [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Frank Bermel 

(bermel)]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Clayton, Justin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Justin Woody Clayton (jwclay)bbf]; Cline, Alexis L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn 

Cline (alcline)24a]; Copeland, Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rachel Copeland (rec06c)]; Diallo, Ashante N. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashante N. Diallo 

(adiallo)]; Edwards, Deborah W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dedwards]; Edwards, Eshany Leann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXTernal 

(FYDIBOHF25SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6abfddc732f3457e929bf6b8a60a010c]; Farrell, Janet C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jcfarrel]; Flowers, 

Sabrina Dawn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Flowersd]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=L~oldsto]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=P~oodman]; 

Hubbard, Allison K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIIison Karpy Hubbard (akhubbar)695]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Kin~ery, 

An~ela S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Akstuart]; Kinsey, Nadine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadine Kinsey (kinsey)]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan~]; Lawrence, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeS5c722b148249a2cSbaf3e327647]; Ma~uire, Holly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hma~uire]; Lyles, 

Geri L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet]; Moye, Kevin Durand [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoye]; Pfister, Karl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pfister]; Powe, 

Aretha N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amckni~h]; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=49aac9bceabf470e82545041203acSbc]; Smith, 

Kristen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kris1043c]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Textor, 

Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Wilfong-Rogers, Iris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wilfongr]; Williams, 

Lachonya [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lachonya Williams (Idwillia)]; Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire 

(wilshire)]; Wooldridge, Gina M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina Marie Wooldridge (gwoold)]; Yurco, Laura [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laura Nicole Yurco 

(Ibermel)] 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

12/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/12/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Anderson, Earl; Beattie, Kristen R; Bermel, Frank; Clarke, Tiffany D; Clayton, Justin Woody; Cline, Alexis Lynn; 

Copeland, Rachel; Diallo, Ashante N.; Edwards, Deborah W; Edwards, Eshany Leann; Farrell, Janet C.; Flowers, 

Sabrina Dawn; Goldston, Linda R; Goodman, Paula; Hubbard, Allison Karpy; Kennedy, Shannon; Kingery, Angela S; 

Kinsey, Nadine; Lang, Andrew; Lawrence, Beth; Maguire, Holly; Middleton, Geri L; Moye, Kevin Durand; Pfister, Karl; 

Powe, Aretha N; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine; Smith, Kristen; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Strizheus, Yulia; Taylor, Geraldine; Textor, 

Laurie J; Wilfong-Rogers, Iris; Williams, Lachonya; Wilshire, Collette; Wooldridge, Gina M; Yurco, Laura Nicole 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/10/2013 4:03:59 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/10/2013 5:10:07 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

11/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

11/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

10/11/2013 1:10:52 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Cable, 

Jaye E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jaye 

Ellen Cable (jecable)] 

Kevin, Bobbi, Jaye re: CEE and Insitute for Environment (South - 205) 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

10/14/2013 8:00:00 PM 

10/14/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Cable, Jaye E 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 9:10 AM 

Cable, Jaye E <jecable@email.unc.edu>; GuskJewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu-~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenh~b@unc.edu> 

ILE: conflict with today’s meeting 

Atl, I’1f re-send the Outlook invite for 4--Spin on Monday, October :14. 

Yulia 

From: Cable, Jaye E 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 9:04 AM 

To; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject; RE: conflict with today’s meeting 

Kevin and Bobbi, 
I’m open from 2-3 and 4-5 on Monday. Either works, but prefer the latter timeslot if possible. 
Jaye 

Jaye E. Cable 
Chair, Curriculum for Environment and Ecology 
Professor, Department of Marine Science 
CB-3300, 4202H Murray Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-3468 
]ecable@email,unc,edu 

From: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 8:23 

To; Owen, BobN A 
Co: Cable, Jaye E; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: conflict with today’s meeting 

Bobbi, 

Thanl~s. t will w~;il: 1:.:> hear [rorn Jaye about her availability. 

Kevin 

From; BobN Owen [mailto:owenbob@unqedu] 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 8:16 AM 

To; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Co; Cable, Jaye E; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject; Re: conflict with today’s meeting 

Today is not possible but Monday between 2-5 is open for me. 

Bobbi 

On :10/:1:1/20:13 7:59 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

Bobbi and Jaye, 

I have a conflict at 2pro today. Do you have any flexibility in your schedule this mornin~ between 9:30-:1:1:00 or Monday afternoon between 2:30-5pm? 

I apologize for the short notice. 

Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinsuished Professor, Exercise and Sport Science 

Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea[z [or UndergraduaLe Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301] SLeele BuildJ[zg 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/15/2013 1:38:06 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

11/18/2013 5:30:00 PM 

11/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu>; McHale, TaJnmy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu>; 

Goldston, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edu-~ 

l~odes, Ten3, Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edt~- 

I~NV: Thmiks for meeting re CoC 

Dear all, Fyi, re Nov. 18 meeting, Jonathan 

Jonat]am~ Hartlyn 

The Universi~ of NoVth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Recklbrd Prot~ssor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel HillNC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 2:27 PM 

To: Haxtlyn, Jonathan; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hirschfield, James 

Subject: Thanks for meeting re CoC 

Dear Jonathan and Terry, 

Thank you for meeting with us regarding the role of the CoC. I told the chairs that CoC Ineetings were useful to the demis as a way to catch up informally with chairs at 

the CoC meetings, to hear perspectives from chai~ outside their division, and when presentations are given, to hear what the chairs are told so we’re all on the same 

page. Thus. the Oct 14th meeting with the Chancellor is a good one for the deans to attend. 

At the CoC discussion today, the consensus was that chairs preferred to use CoC meetings this ?,ear to talk informally and among ourselves rather than to hear 
presentations. I’m pla~ning that the Nov. 18th meeting then is only tbr chairs. 

Thanks again’. 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate Professor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast ContErence/Association of Asian Studies Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and MischieI! Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japa~ (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/21/2013 2:36:31 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lang, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor 

(ljtextor)6fO] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

10/21/2013 5:30:00 PM 

10/21/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Lang, 

Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon; Textor, Laurie J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/23/2013 2:38:00 PM 

Bardsley, Janice B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Janice B Bardsley (bardsley)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

2/4/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/4/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; Bardsley, Janice B; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/23/2013 2:38:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Bardsley, Janice B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Janice B Bardsley (bardsley)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Sable, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

2/4/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/4/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Sable, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; Bardsley, Janice B; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/23/2013 2:42:34 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

4/29/2014 5:30:00 PM 

4/29/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, 

Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/28/2013 12:12:57 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

10/28/2013 7:30:00 PM 

10/28/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/29/2013 7:51:07 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 11/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/3/2013 6:27:45 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Wilshire, 

Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

11/7/2013 8:30:00 PM 

11/7/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Wilshire, Collette 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/3/2013 6:30:31 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

12/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/3/2013 6:32:46 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/6/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/6/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/3/2013 6:33:45 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

3/6/2014 8:30:00 PM 

3/6/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/3/2013 6:41:06 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

5/1/2014 7:30:00 PM 

5/1/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/4/2013 1:17:03 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Wilshire, 

Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

11/7/2013 3:00:00 PM 

11/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Wilshire, Collette S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/6/2013 8:49:55 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Anderson, Earl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eanderso]; Beattie, 

Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen R Beattie (krbeatti)elO]; Bermel, Frank [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Frank Bermel 

(bermel)]; Brooks, Jocelyn S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jsbrooks]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Clayton, Justin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Justin Woody 

Clayton (jwclay)bbf]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Copeland, Rachel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rachel Copeland 

(rec06c)]; Diallo, Ashante N. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashante N. Diallo (adiallo)]; Edwards, Deborah W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dedwards]; Farrell, 

Janet C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jcfarrel]; Flowers, Sabrina Dawn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Flowersd]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=L~oldsto]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=P~oodman]; Hubbard, Allison K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIIison Karpy Hubbard (akhubbar)695]; Kennedy, 

Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Kin~ery, An~ela S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Akstuart]; Kinsey, Nadine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadine Kinsey 

(kinsey)]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan~]; Lawrence, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeSSc722b148249a2cSbaf3e327647]; Lyles, 

Geri L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet]; Moye, Kevin Durand [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoye]; Pfister, Karl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pfister]; Powe, 

Aretha N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amckni~h]; Push, Nicole Fontaine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=49aac9bceabf470e82545041203ac5bc]; Reid, Aja 

R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5d55f2aff3b84fSOa2c676a67dcadd64]; Smith, Kristen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kris1043c]; Spurr, 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Taylor, 

Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (Ijtextor)6fO]; Williams, Lachonya 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lachonya 

Williams (Idwillia)]; Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Collette Wilshire (wilshire)]; Wooldridge, Gina M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gina Marie 

Wooldridge (gwoold)]; Yurco, Laura [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laura Nicole Yurco (Ibermel)] 

Star Heels Award, Service Awards & Farewell Breakfast 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

12/4/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/4/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Anderson, Earl; Beattie, Kristen R; Bermel, Frank; Brooks, Jocelyn S; Clarke, Tiffany D; Clayton, Justin Woody; 

Cline, Alexis Lynn; Copeland, Rachel; Diallo, Ashante N.; Edwards, Deborah W; Farrell, Janet C.; Flowers, Sabrina 

Dawn; Goldston, Linda R; Goodman, Paula; Hubbard, Allison Karpy; Kennedy, Shannon; Kingery, Angela S; Kinsey, 

Nadine; Lang, Andrew; Lawrence, Beth; Middleton, Geri L; Moye, Kevin Durand; Pfister, Karl; Powe, Aretha N; Pugh, 

Nicole Fontaine; Reid, Aja R; Smith, Kristen; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Strizheus, Yulia; Taylor, Geraldine; Textor, Laurie J; 

Williams, Lachonya; Wilshire, Collette; Wooldridge, Gina M; Yurco, Laura Nicole 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/7/2013 4:35:09 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Anderson, Earl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eanderso]; Beattie, 

Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen R Beattie (krbeatti)elO]; Bermel, Frank [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Frank Bermel 

(bermel)]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Clayton, Justin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Justin Woody Clayton (jwclay)bbf]; Cline, Alexis L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn 

Cline (alcline)24a]; Copeland, Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rachel Copeland (rec06c)]; Diallo, Ashante N. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashante N. Diallo 

(adiallo)]; Edwards, Deborah W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dedwards]; Edwards, Eshany Leann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXTernal 

(FYDIBOHF25SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6abfddc732f3457e929bf6b8a60a010c]; Farrell, Janet C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jcfarrel]; Flowers, 

Sabrina Dawn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Flowersd]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=L~oldsto]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=P~oodman]; 

Hubbard, Allison K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIIison Karpy Hubbard (akhubbar)695]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Kin~ery, 

An~ela S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Akstuart]; Kinsey, Nadine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadine Kinsey (kinsey)]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan~]; Lawrence, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeS5c722b148249a2cSbaf3e327647]; Lyles, Geri L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet]; Moye, 

Kevin Durand [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoye]; Pfister, Karl [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pfister]; Powe, Aretha N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amckni~h]; Pul~h, 

Nicole Fontaine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=49aac9bceabf470e82545041203ac5bc]; Smith, Kristen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kris1043c]; Spurt, 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Taylor, 

Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Williams, Lachonya 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lachonya 

Williams (Idwillia)]; Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)]; Wooldridge, Gina M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina Marie 

Wooldridge (~woold)]; Yurco, Laura [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laura Nicole Yurco (Ibermel)]; Reid, Aja R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=5d55f2aff3b84fSOa2c676a67dcadd64]; Bullard, Octavia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Octavia Bullard 

(obullard)19b]; Hart, Carmella Lyn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CarmelIa Lyn Hart (hartcl)f3c] 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

12/12/2013 4:45:00 PM 

12/12/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Anderson, Earl; Beattie, Kristen R; Bermel, Frank; Clarke, Tiffany D; Clayton, Justin; Cline, Alexis L; Copeland, 

Rachel; Diallo, Ashante N.; Edwards, Deborah W; Edwards, Eshany Leann; Farrell, Janet C.; Flowers, Sabrina Dawn; 

Goldston, Linda R; Goodman, Paula; Hubbard, Allison K; Kennedy, Shannon; Kin~ery, An~ela S; Kinsey, Nadine; Lan~, 

Andrew; Lawrence, Beth; Lyles, Geri L; Moye, Kevin Durand; Pfister, Karl; Powe, Aretha N; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine; 

Smith, Kristen; Spurt, Kim Weaver; Strizheus, Yulia; Taylor, Geraldine; Textor, Laurie J; Williams, Lachonya; Wilshire, 

Collette S.; Wooldridl~e, Gina M; Yurco, Laura; Reid, Aja R; Bullard, Octavia; Hart, Carmella Lyn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/7/2013 4:55:40 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 11/14/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence; 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/7/2013 9:24:15 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Anderson, Earl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eanderso]; Beattie, 

Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen R Beattie (krbeatti)elO]; Bermel, Frank [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Frank Bermel 

(bermel)]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Clayton, Justin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Justin Woody Clayton (jwclay)bbf]; Cline, Alexis L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn 

Cline (alcline)24a]; Copeland, Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rachel Copeland (rec06c)]; Diallo, Ashante N. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashante N. Diallo 

(adiallo)]; Edwards, Deborah W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dedwards]; Edwards, Eshany Leann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXTernal 

(FYDIBOHF25SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6abfddc732f3457e929bf6b8a60a010c]; Farrell, Janet C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jcfarrel]; Flowers, 

Sabrina Dawn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Flowersd]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=L~oldsto]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=P~oodman]; 

Hubbard, Allison K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIIison Karpy Hubbard (akhubbar)695]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Kin~ery, 

An~ela S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Akstuart]; Kinsey, Nadine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadine Kinsey (kinsey)]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan~]; Lawrence, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeS5c722b148249a2cSbaf3e327647]; Lyles, Geri L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet]; Moye, 

Kevin Durand [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoye]; Pfister, Karl [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pfister]; Powe, Aretha N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amckni~h]; Pul~h, 

Nicole Fontaine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=49aac9bceabf470e82545041203ac5bc]; Smith, Kristen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kris1043c]; Spurt, 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Taylor, 

Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Williams, Lachonya 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lachonya 

Williams (Idwillia)]; Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)]; Wooldridge, Gina M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina Marie 

Wooldridge (~woold)]; Yurco, Laura [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laura Nicole Yurco (Ibermel)]; Reid, Aja R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=5d55f2aff3b84fSOa2c676a67dcadd64]; Bullard, Octavia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Octavia Bullard 

(obullard)19b]; Hart, Carmella Lyn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CarmelIa Lyn Hart (hartcl)f3c] 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Anderson, Earl; Beattie, Kristen R; Bermel, Frank; Clarke, Tiffany D; Clayton, Justin; Cline, Alexis L; Copeland, 

Rachel; Diallo, Ashante N.; Edwards, Deborah W; Edwards, Eshany Leann; Farrell, Janet C.; Flowers, Sabrina Dawn; 

Goldston, Linda R; Goodman, Paula; Hubbard, Allison K; Kennedy, Shannon; Kin~ery, An~ela S; Kinsey, Nadine; Lan~, 

Andrew; Lawrence, Beth; Lyles, Geri L; Moye, Kevin Durand; Pfister, Karl; Powe, Aretha N; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine; 

Smith, Kristen; Spurt, Kim Weaver; Strizheus, Yulia; Taylor, Geraldine; Textor, Laurie J; Williams, Lachonya; Wilshire, 

Collette S.; Wooldridl~e, Gina M; Yurco, Laura; Reid, Aja R; Bullard, Octavia; Hart, Carmella Lyn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/11/2013 2:09:11 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 3/3/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/3/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/11/2013 3:20:54 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lang, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

11/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

11/11/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Lang, 

Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/18/2013 1:59:52 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Canceled: SADs meeting 

205 South 

11/21/2013 6:30:00 PM 

11/21/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

11/18/2013 5:28:57 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a] 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Distinguished Professorships Reception 

Hyde Hall: University Room 

11/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

11/19/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/20/2013 9:22:55 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Anderson, Earl [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eanderso]; Beattie, 

Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen R Beattie (krbeatti)elO]; Bermel, Frank [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Frank Bermel 

(bermel)]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Clayton, Justin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Justin Woody Clayton (jwclay)bbf]; Cline, Alexis L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn 

Cline (alcline)24a]; Copeland, Rachel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rachel Copeland (rec06c)]; Diallo, Ashante N. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashante N. Diallo 

(adiallo)]; Edwards, Deborah W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dedwards]; Edwards, Eshany Leann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXTernal 

(FYDIBOHF25SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6abfddc732f3457e929bf6b8a60a010c]; Farrell, Janet C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jcfarrel]; Flowers, 

Sabrina Dawn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Flowersd]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=L~oldsto]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=P~oodman]; 

Hubbard, Allison K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIIison Karpy Hubbard (akhubbar)695]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Kin~ery, 

An~ela S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Akstuart]; Kinsey, Nadine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadine Kinsey (kinsey)]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan~]; Lawrence, 

Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeS5c722b148249a2cSbaf3e327647]; Lyles, Geri L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet]; Moye, 

Kevin Durand [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoye]; Pfister, Karl [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pfister]; Powe, Aretha N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amckni~h]; Smith, 

Kristen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kris1043c]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Williams, 

Lachonya [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lachonya Williams (Idwillia)]; Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire 

(wilshire)]; Wooldridge, Gina M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gina Marie Wooldridge (gwoold)]; Yurco, Laura [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laura Nicole Yurco 

(Ibermel)]; Reid, Aja R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=5d55f2aff3b84f80a2c676a67dcadd64]; Bullard, Octavia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Octavia Bullard 

(obullard)19b]; Hart, Carmella Lyn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CarmelIa Lyn Hart (hartcl)f3c]; Everson, Allison Taylor [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TalIison]; Killeen, 

Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Robinson, Ashley C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Acrobins]; Daley, Joe 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXTernal (FYDIBOHF25SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=OlOff9c4e2fO45ed95c9d73c23f6fd3d]; 

Scinta, Kayla [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kayla Rose Scinta (scinta)6af]; Shah, Parth [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shahp] 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon Invitation & Entree Choices 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Anderson, Earl; Beattie, Kristen R; Bermel, Frank; Clarke, Tiffany D; Clayton, Justin; Cline, Alexis L; Copeland, 

Rachel; Diallo, Ashante N.; Edwards, Deborah W; Edwards, Eshany Leann; Farrell, Janet C.; Flowers, Sabrina Dawn; 

Goldston, Linda R; Goodman, Paula; Hubbard, Allison K; Kennedy, Shannon; Kingery, Angela S; Kinsey, Nadine; Lans, 

Andrew; Lawrence, Beth; Lyles, Geri L; Moye, Kevin Durand; Pfister, Karl; Powe, Aretha N; Smith, Kristen; Spurr, Kim 

Weaver; Strizheus, Yulia; Taylor, Geraldine; Williams, Lachonya; Wilshire, Collette S.; Wooldridge, Gina M; Yurco, 

Laura; Reid, Aja R; Bullard, Octavia; Hart, Carmella Lyn; Everson, Allison Taylor; Killeen, Kim; Robinson, Ashley C; 

Daley, Joe; Scinta, Kayla; Shah, Parth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/5/2013 10:23:17 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

12/9/2013 8:00:00 PM 

12/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 3:54:51 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 5:41:13 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 5:41:34 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 
End: 12/16/2013 I0:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/13/2013 1:38:33 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 3/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/10/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:36 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/30/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:49 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:08 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu~; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Marcinowski, Erin J. ~-erin mal~inowski@unc.edu>; Hamtlyn, Jonathan <hamtlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed meeting in Jax~uary regarding p~Jgraxmning of study abroad programs in Africa 

All, 
This ernail cont:irms the meeting regarding study abroad programs in Africa on: 

Thursday, January :1.15 

2:30-3:30pm 

3,2?7 South Bu~lchng 

Please note tha~: this meeting wil~ be m the d~ird floor conference room ~n South Building< S~gns at the entrance of d~e suite will d~rect you to the ~)ew Ioci~tb:)~ of 

the conference roorn. I’fl send an Oudook inviLe shordy to get th~s on everyone’s calendars. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2024 2:59 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Marcinowski, Erin ~, 
S~bject: RE: Proposed meeting in 3anua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Wh~[e ~ am woddn~ ~ ~npoint the bes~ dine, wo~d you ~ase hold d~e fol~owin~ dmefrarnes on your c~l~ndar~? These appea~ ~o be d~e ~est dates ~or th~ 

majority of 

Thurs, Jan t6 

2:30- 5pro 

Mort, Jan 27 

1Oam-2pm 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:13 AM 
Te= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, N~chae~ C 
¢¢= Goodman, Paula; Narcinowski, Erin J. 
$ubject~ ~E: Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Please ~et me know what your avaHaMlity ~ooks ~ike for a one hour meeting regarding study abroad programs it~ Africa during the fo~owing timeframes: 

Weds, Jan ~5 

ihurs, .Ji~ I6 

9-10a rn 

2:30-5pm 

Fri, Jan :1.7 

:l.O~m-2:3Opm 

Tues., Ja~ 2~ 

].Oam.-].2pm 

Fri, Jan 24 

lOam--Spin 

Mort, Jan 27 

:[Oam-2pm 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

Yu~is Str~zheus 

Office of the Dem~ 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystHzh@email.unc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 3:24 PN 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Niles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Nichael C 
C¢= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Dear all, 

I would like to propose a meeting in January for all of us to come together and discuss the best ways to achieve effective coordination and programming ol 

study abroad programs in Africa and to maximize the appeal of all these programs. It may be useful to know what current and possible proposed programs are 

being considered. 

I will ask Yulia ~n the Dean’s office to arrange a time that works for all of us (~ hour -lunch provided if it works out that way). 



Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:08 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu~; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Marcinowski, Erin J. ~-erin mal~inowski@unc.edu>; Hamtlyn, Jonathan <hamtlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed meeting in Jax~uary regarding p~Jgraxmning of study abroad programs in Africa 

All, 
This ernail cont:irms the meeting regarding study abroad programs in Africa on: 

Thursday, January :1.15 

2:30-3:30pm 

3,2?7 South Bu~lchng 

Please note tha~: this meeting wil~ be m the d~ird floor conference room ~n South Building< S~gns at the entrance of d~e suite will d~rect you to the ~)ew Ioci~tb:)~ of 

the conference roorn. I’fl send an Oudook inviLe shordy to get th~s on everyone’s calendars. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2024 2:59 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Marcinowski, Erin ~, 
S~bject: RE: Proposed meeting in 3anua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Wh~[e ~ am woddn~ ~ ~npoint the bes~ dine, wo~d you ~ase hold d~e fol~owin~ dmefrarnes on your c~l~ndar~? These appea~ ~o be d~e ~est dates ~or th~ 

majority of 

Thurs, Jan t6 

2:30- 5pro 

Mort, Jan 27 

1Oam-2pm 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:13 AM 
Te= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, N~chae~ C 
¢¢= Goodman, Paula; Narcinowski, Erin J. 
$ubject~ ~E: Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Please ~et me know what your avaHaMlity ~ooks ~ike for a one hour meeting regarding study abroad programs it~ Africa during the fo~owing timeframes: 

Weds, Jan ~5 

ihurs, .Ji~ I6 

9-10a rn 

2:30-5pm 

Fri, Jan :1.7 

:l.O~m-2:3Opm 

Tues., Ja~ 2~ 

].Oam.-].2pm 

Fri, Jan 24 

lOam--Spin 

Mort, Jan 27 

:[Oam-2pm 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

Yu~is Str~zheus 

Office of the Dem~ 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystHzh@email.unc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 3:24 PN 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Niles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Nichael C 
C¢= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Dear all, 

I would like to propose a meeting in January for all of us to come together and discuss the best ways to achieve effective coordination and programming ol 

study abroad programs in Africa and to maximize the appeal of all these programs. It may be useful to know what current and possible proposed programs are 

being considered. 

I will ask Yulia ~n the Dean’s office to arrange a time that works for all of us (~ hour -lunch provided if it works out that way). 



Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:13 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu~; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Marcinowski, Erin J. ~-erin mal~inowski@unc.edu>; Hamtlyn, Jonathan <hamtlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed meeting in Jax~uary regarding p~Jgraxmning of study abroad programs in Africa 

All, 
This ernail cont:irms the meeting regarding study abroad programs in Africa on: 

Thursday, January :1.15 

2:30-3:30pm 

3,2?7 South Bu~lchng 

Please note tha~: this meeting wil~ be m the d~ird floor conference room ~n South Building< S~gns at the entrance of d~e suite will d~rect you to the ~)ew Ioci~tb:)~ of 

the conference roorn. I’fl send an Oudook inviLe shordy to get th~s on everyone’s calendars. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2024 2:59 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Marcinowski, Erin ~, 
S~bject: RE: Proposed meeting in 3anua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Wh~[e ~ am woddn~ ~ ~npoint the bes~ dine, wo~d you ~ase hold d~e fol~owin~ dmefrarnes on your c~l~ndar~? These appea~ ~o be d~e ~est dates ~or th~ 

majority of 

Thurs, Jan t6 

2:30- 5pro 

Mort, Jan 27 

1Oam-2pm 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:13 AM 
Te= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, N~chae~ C 
¢¢= Goodman, Paula; Narcinowski, Erin J. 
$ubject~ ~E: Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Please ~et me know what your avaHaMlity ~ooks ~ike for a one hour meeting regarding study abroad programs it~ Africa during the fo~owing timeframes: 

Weds, Jan ~5 

ihurs, .Ji~ I6 

9-10a rn 

2:30-5pm 

Fri, Jan :1.7 

:l.O~m-2:3Opm 

Tues., Ja~ 2~ 

].Oam.-].2pm 

Fri, Jan 24 

lOam--Spin 

Mort, Jan 27 

:[Oam-2pm 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

Yu~is Str~zheus 

Office of the Dem~ 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystHzh@email.unc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 3:24 PN 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Niles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Nichael C 
C¢= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Dear all, 

I would like to propose a meeting in January for all of us to come together and discuss the best ways to achieve effective coordination and programming ol 

study abroad programs in Africa and to maximize the appeal of all these programs. It may be useful to know what current and possible proposed programs are 

being considered. 

I will ask Yulia ~n the Dean’s office to arrange a time that works for all of us (~ hour -lunch provided if it works out that way). 



Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 1:16:59 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 7:37:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:45 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Dem Colleagues, 

The Cotmcil of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meeting of 2014 focnses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to replace titles Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, Master 

Lecturer with Telrn Assistant Professoc Term Associate Professor, and Term Professor. with retention of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 

like to have the Council of Chairs respond to this proposal. 

Adam Persky, Jail Boxill and Kelly Hogan, representing the Fixed-term Facul~ Committee, will be on hand to give a short pre~ntation of the proposal, mad to answer 

your questions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second survey on this that we can take in advance to record some basic information relevant to tiffs topic: 

https:i/nnc.azl.qnaltrics.conv’SE/?SID SV 1RMBaeUfYTR9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semester! 

Jail 

Jail Bardsley 

Associate ProI~ssor and Chair 

Depaxtmeut of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asima Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender: Power. mad Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:46 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs--SADs only invited to first half 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Dem Colleagues, 

The Cotmcil of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meeting of 2014 focnses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to replace titles Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, Master 

Lecturer with Telrn Assistant Professoc Term Associate Professor, and Term Professor. with retention of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 

like to have the Council of Chairs respond to this proposal. 

Adam Persky, Jail Boxill and Kelly Hogan, representing the Fixed-term Facul~ Committee, will be on hand to give a short pre~ntation of the proposal, mad to answer 

your questions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second survey on this that we can take in advance to record some basic information relevant to tiffs topic: 

https:i/nnc.azl.qnaltrics.conv’SE/?SID SV 1RMBaeUfYTR9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semester! 

Jail 

Jail Bardsley 

Associate ProI~ssor and Chair 

Depaxtmeut of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asima Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender: Power. mad Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:22:06 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs--SADs only invited to first half 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Dem Colleagues, 

The Cotmcil of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meeting of 2014 focnses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to replace titles Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, Master 

Lecturer with Telrn Assistant Professoc Term Associate Professor, and Term Professor. with retention of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 

like to have the Council of Chairs respond to this proposal. 

Adam Persky, Jail Boxill and Kelly Hogan, representing the Fixed-term Facul~ Committee, will be on hand to give a short pre~ntation of the proposal, mad to answer 

your questions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second survey on this that we can take in advance to record some basic information relevant to tiffs topic: 

https:i/nnc.azl.qnaltrics.conv’SE/?SID SV 1RMBaeUfYTR9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semester! 

Jail 

Jail Bardsley 

Associate ProI~ssor and Chair 

Depaxtmeut of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asima Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender: Power. mad Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:11 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

2/17/2014 5:30:00 PM 

2/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:12 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

2/17/2014 5:30:00 PM 

2/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:20 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

3/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

3/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:21 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

3/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

3/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:30 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

4/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:31 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

4/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:27:33 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Canceled: Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

2/17/2014 5:30:00 PM 

2/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:27:37 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Canceled: Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

3/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

3/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:27:44 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Canceled: Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

4/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/14/2014 3:48:04 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/23/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/15/2014 7:39:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Lang, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDII3OHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Spring Recognition Reception 

Hyde Hall 

4/29/2014 8:00:00 PM 

4/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); Lang, Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/15/2014 7:39:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Spring Recognition Reception 

Hyde Hall 

4/29/2014 8:00:00 PM 

4/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); Lang, Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/21/2014 5:12:09 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/3/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/23/2014 3:40:54 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/24/2014 8:22:47 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lang, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/27/2014 7:15:00 PM 

1/27/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Lang, 

Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Febma~- 5, 2014 10:48 AM 

Cline, Alexis g <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-~ 

RE: William Little Awaxt 

Attached are: list of recipients, and descriptioI~/criteria of awa, d, for SADS. 

..... Original Message ..... 

F~om: Cline, Alexis L 

Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 9:12 AM 

To: Gil, Kaacen M 

Cc: Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: 

Got it. Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gil, Ka, en M 
Sent: Wednesday, Febmaw 05, 2014 8:54 AM 
To: Cline, Alexis L 
Cc: Reid, Dee 
Snbject: 
Imlx~rtance: High 

Add m Sads the bill little awm’d 
Dee has list of previous awardees 
Sent ti-om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/18/2014 11:27:48 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Declined: Jonathan, Tammy, Karen, and Bobbi RE: fixed term faculty policy questions 

Karen’s office 

2/24/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

3/5/2014 8:57:21 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

3/20/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:44 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

FW: Course Readings.Tz 

Course Readings.7z; Junior Trm~sfer Seminar Syllabus.docx; Trm~sfer United - Admitted Students Letter 3 19 - CD Edit.docx 

FYI .-- JuNor Transfer Seminar S¥1fabus and Course Readi~g~ (zipped t:ile; unzip by saving to desk top then right clicking "unzip’°) for Fall 20:!2. 

Also attached is the letter to all new Junior Transfers, 

-C 



STATEMENT OF POSITIONALIT¥ Worksheet 

Directions: Print this document. Free write in response to the following questions. You do 
not have to use J~ull sentences, but you must answer every question. Fill up the WHOLE 

page with notes. 

What is your full name? 

Do you have a nickname? 

If so, where did this nickname come from? 

Who are you? 

Where are you from? 

Who are you at Carolina? 

What is important to you? 

What is really the most important thin8 to you? 

What is your gender? 

What is your ethnicity? 

What is your level of Education? 

How would you describe your socio-economic status? 



How do these things influence the way you collect data? Think about your interviewing 

and observation experiences. Think about your fieldnotes. 

How do these things influence the way you see the data you have collected? 

In your research project, do you feel like an "insider" or "outsider"? Why? 

In your research project, do you feel like a "guest" or a "participant"? 

How do you feel about your research project overall? 

What do you like about your research project? 

What are you struggling with in your research project? 

What do you like about the project? 

What are your frustrations? 

In terms of your research project, do you feel powerful and in control or helpless? Or, 

somewhere in the middle? 



IDST 301 - ARTICLES ON 9/11 AND HIGHER EDUCATION 

Effects of 9/11 Shape New Graduate School Programs 

i::;y ~&TY HOPKINS 

It’s been a decade since the ravaging attacks on the World Trade Center and the 
Pentagon, but the effects of the tragedy continue to shape higher education. 

In the years since 9/11, academic programs and centers dedicated to homeland 
security have been established at campuses nationwide. 

"If you go back to 9/11 and you look across the nation, you would not have found 
any university with any homeland security program," says Bob Lally, dean of such a 
program at Colorado Technical University. "Here we are 10 years later, and we have 
over 250 universiites that hold a bachelor’s level degree relative to homeland 
security, and about 50 that have a master’s level degree. That’s the growth of 
homeland security." 

[Find out about the Never Forget Project that more than 260 high schools and 
colleges are participating in.] 

But new curricula is not restricted to programs that directly address a threat of 
terrorist attacks. Other programs have been created across academic disciplines in 
response to the effects of 9/11. In the new military clinical psychology program at 
the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, for example, doctoral 
students are trained to provide relief to veterans, victims, and family members 
through courses such as the "Psychology of Combat and Conflict" and "Mental Health 
Law and the Uniform Code of Military Justice." 

"9/11 was a wake-up call for the need for what we call psychological consequence 
management," says Joseph Troiani, Adler professor and retired Navy commander 
who began the program this fall to fill a burgeoning void of civilian and armed 
services psychologists to address trauma imposed by both the 9/11 attacks and the 
subsequent war. 

The attacks also served as a gateway for increased attention to issues surrounding 
emergency preparedness, says Michael Greenberger, professor at the University of 
Maryland Carey School of Law. This focus on emergency preparedness--across a 
variety of scenarios--has created a "sweet spot" where lawyers can excel in an 
otherwise dismal job market, Greenberger notes. 

[Access U.S. News’ rankings of Best Law Firms to see other potential paths to legal 
employment.] 

"Lawyers are trained in how to get things done, how to organize not only issues but 
people, and we’re finding the legal experience to be very helpful in the emergency 



if)ST 301 - ARTICLES ON 9/11 AND HIGHER EDUCATION 

management function," Greenberger says. "This, in an [environment] of job 
depletion for lawyers, is a growth area." 

The university currently offers courses such as "Homeland Security and the Law of 
Counterterrorism" and the "Law and Policy of Emergency Catastrophic Response," 
and will soon be adding training in cybersecurity law and policy of emergency 
management law and policy. 

In some cases, effects of the attacks linger in more traditional academic disciplines. 
In his graduate-level international business and trade courses, Georgetown 
University Mc[3ono~gh School of Business Associate Professor Michael Czinkota used 
to focus mainly on profit share optimization. The events of the last decade, 
however--9!11 included--have encouraged him to cover a more robust curriculum to 
address a changing global playing field. "A singular focus on optimization has really 
softened, and [now] includes many more societal dimensions," Czinkota says. 

[Find out where high school teachers can access 9/11 lesson plans.] 

Now, he teaches his students about consumer risk exposure and response, flexibility, 
and adaptability in the case of a disruption. Already this year, his international 
business classes have discussed changes to the international environment, and he 
plans to discuss that a global partnership now includes criteria for creating and 
maintaining trust abroad. 

"9/11 raised the issue that there is more than just business transactions--those are 
the things that we bring now into the classroom, which perhaps we hadn’t done 
enough of [prior to 9/11]," Czinkota says. "This markedly increases the resilience- 
thinking capability of our students." 
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Commentary: Higher Education After 9/11 

AU President Neil Kerwin on changes since the attacks 

BROADCAST ON WAMU 88.5, September 7, 2011 

Listen to the audio version here: 

http://wamuoOrg/news/ l l/Og/O7/commentary_higher_education_after_91:~ 

[hey were quite young on Sept. 11,2001 when the attacks occurred Today, they are students at colleges 

and universities across the United States and throughout the world. Their generation carries ~he weight oI 

what happened that day. [hey remember where they were and how they felt. [he events of that day stirred 

patriotism across the nation, includir~g ir~ this generation of students. They honor the service of those in the 

military and they joined the service themselves. More seek out and participate in public set,~ice opportunities 

in ways that generations before didn’t. 

The events o1:9/11 changed courses o1: study and areas of research. Students study those events and will 

continue to reflect on them. L.ast spring~ for example, students at American University set out to examine 

their impact ago on today’s college students~ Their research four[d that college students and recer[t 

graduates are more likely to Iollow the news~ study international relations, Iearn foreign languages, and be 

pofitically active because of September ’1 lth. 

That’s supported by national statistics. And in the five years after September 11,th there was an increased 

interest in international affairs and refigion courses according to Dr. Patricia Somers, a professor at 

University o1: Texas at Austin who studies ~he effects o1:9/11 on civic involvement and the Millennial 

generation On our own campus I see widespread interest in the world and its varied systems and cultures. 
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As an educator for more than 30 years I have seen profound changes withir~ universities since 9/11. 

fiimergency preparedness is an imperative and we are more afert to potential threats. Today’s students~ as 

well as their families, have higher expectations for the university to keep them inforrt’~ed about their security. 

The expectations I0r rapid and accurate communication in the event of a threat or real inciden[ are among 

the most challenging, as is preserving the core values of university fife whife meeting our obligations to keep 

people safe. 

Throughout the years, cofleges and universities have brought together different cultural traditions, beliefs 

and viewpoints. This cannot change~ We must expand on our efforts to educate our citizens for a lifetime of 

global issues~ challenges and opportunities. To do any less would be a dissei\,’ice to out’ core mission. And, 

if we do it wolf, we can help to ensure the horrors of 9/11 are not repeated 

Neff Kerwin is the President of An~.e~~can University. ~4/AMU 

Listen to the audio version here: 

http://wamuoOrg/news/ l l/og/O7/commentary_higher_education_after_9Z ~ 
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The Impact 9/11 Had on Higher Education 

The terrorist attacks of 9/11 left a lasting impact on the lives of Americans and influenced 

teachings at higher education institutions. As the country observes the tenth anniversary of the 

attacks, The Education Insider takes a look at some of the changes that occurred on college and 

university campuses as a result of the attacks. 

By Jessica Lyons 

Watching What You 

Say 

In his paper ’Academic 

Freedom in America 

After 9/11 ,’ John K. 

Wilson raises problems 

professors faced 

because of being harshly 

judged over comments 

made about the attacks 

or because they tried 

using it as a teaching 

tool. Those who brought 

the events up ~n c~ass or 

expressed opinions that 

were critical or unpopular 

risked being labeled as unpatr~otic~ As an example, Williams exNained that ’aRer 9/11, effo~ls to 

teach tole[ance of Muslims and Arabs were sometimes denounced as appeasing tenodsts.’ 

The Impact on Teaching Approaches 
Just as some professors found themselves having to watch what they said, others found 

themselves watching what they taught. For instance, following the events of September 11, 

2001, chemistry professo[s Mark A. Benvenuto and Matthew J. Mio of the University of Detroit 

Mercy wrote that chemistry ’faculty members seem to be censoring themselves.’ They 

explained that, although the idea of blowing things up had been used as a way to attract non- 

science students and make classes fun and interesting, teachers shied away from using 

explosion demonstrations in classes after the attacks. 

Educators also had to learn how they could teach 9/11 to their students. UCLA political science 

professor Marc Trachtenberg helps guide other professors in teaching about 9/11 through his 
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coutse ’The World After 9/11 .’ The teaching method he highlights using shows professo[s how 

’to suspend poINcal judgments in the classroom and focus on students’ critical thinking skills.’ 

New Classes Added 
A major event such as the September 11 terrorist attack isn’t something that can be ignored 

when it comes to teaching, and many colleges and universities have added classes that 

incorporate the subject into their curdcukams. For instance, the University of Minnesota offers 

the undergraduate class ’The United States Since September 11 ,’ which is designed to examine 

how the attack transformed the country’s culture, society and perceptions of other past events. 

At Eastern Michigan University, related courses have been added that look at AI Qaeda and 

terrorist recruiting methods, the analysis of computer images and information obtained from 

computer hard drives, criminal rights and racial profiling. 

Differences in Degree Offerings 

Just as classes were added to focus on what happened, degree program offerings were also 

sometimes changed to meet the new interests students had afterwards. Witnessing the attack 

and its aftermath made some students want to get involved in protecting their country, which 

could be why there was a dramatic increase in homeland security programs in the years that 

followe& According to the magazine Slate, as of March 2008, an additional 200 degree or 

certificate programs that focused on homeland security had been developed at higher education 

institutions. Additionally, the magazine reported that 144 terrorism-focused eme~\3ency 

management programs had also been introduced. 

Those aren’t the only kinds of degree programs to be added. For example, at John Hopkins 

Unive~sity students can now earn a Master of Arts in Government Security Studies. Also 

tailored to meet the interests of post-9/11 students, this degree program examines what the 

country’s security is like now that it has been the target of the terrorist attacks. 
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September 4, 20t 1 THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

A Student Veteran Moves On 

Mark Abramson for The Chronicle 

David Curtis, now studying at a community college, enlisted in the U.S. Army after 

September 11, 2OOl. "You may have just killed someone who would grow up to become a 

doctor," he says of his combat service. "Or you may have just killed a future terrorist." 

Bg Eric Hoover 

Falls Church, Va, 

David Curtis presses his hand to his right ear. The car bomb should have killed him, he says. 

Instead, the blast burst his eardrum. 

The day was July 31, 2007, and something’s still not right. Mr. Curtis can hear, but sounds 

seem far away. Sometimes he gets dizzy. 

This morning, Mr. Curtis, 96, drove to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs to see about 

scheduling the operation he needs and to ask about a hearing aid. He spoke with an 

audiologist. He got some eardrops. We’re working on it, he was told. And so he must wait 

some more. 

It’s an August afternoon, nearly lo years after the September 11 terrorist attacks. At a Subway 

restaurant just outside Washington, Mr. Curtis eats a steak-and-cheese while recalling the 
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day that shaped what he and many other veterans have seen and done, where they have 

fought, and whom they have called enemies. 

Asked to describe what the anniversary means, Mr. Curtis looks down at the table as if 

studying a half-done puzzle. "This might sound like a crazy way to look at it," he says. "Nine- 

eleven was one of the worst events in our history, by far. That being said--it was horrible-- 

but we got to kill a lot of bad people because of it, some guys who may have done something 

worse than 9/11." 

The thought comforts Mr. Curtis, who has returned to civilian life. Like hundreds of 

thousands of veterans, he’s now a college student--buying books, studying for exams, and 

planning for the future. But the past rolls on, looping forever in the footage of planes 

crashing and towers falling, scenes he still can’t watch without becoming angi~y. 

’Our Job Was to Shoot’ 

Mr. Curtis would become a soldier like his father and two uncles before him. That much he 

knew by the time he turned 11, the same year The Rock, starring Sean Connery and Nicolas 

Cage, shook the big screen. The film--in which renegade Marines seize Alcatraz and unlikely 

heroes defeat them--fired his fascination with the military. Later he got a VHS tape of Army 

Ranger workouts, and he imitated the exercises, at first managing three or four push-ups, 

maybe one pull-up. 

On September 11, 2OOl, Mr. Curtis was a sophomore at Yorktown High School, in Arlington, 

Va. That morning he skipped class to grab an early lunch. He was driving to Wendy’s when 

the radio told him a plane had crashed into the World Trade Center. 

Details were still hazy. The radio announcer reported that something--a helicopter?--had 

crashed into the Pentagon, about seven miles away. Mr. Curtis scanned the sky, which 

military jets would crisscross all day and all night. 

Back at school, he spent fifth period watching cable news with friends in his band class. For a 

while, nobody spoke. He could feel his rage uncoiling. "I wanted to go right then and there," 

he says. "I was pissed off. Very pissed off." 
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That afternoon everything slowed down. Fearing another attack, his mother urged him to 

stay inside, where there was little to do but watch television. Only the Disney Channel offered 

escape from the news footage. He spent hours banging on his drums. 

Before his senior year, Mr. Curtis enrolled at Valley Forge Military Academy, in 

Pennsylvania. He lived in the very room from which Tom Cruise had fired a machine gun in 

Taps. As his graduation neared, in 2oo3, he decided to attend college before enlisting. He 

wanted to experience campus life and study criminal justice. 

But after enrolling at Radford University, in Virginia, Mr. Curtis didn’t study that much. He 

spent most of his time meeting girls and getting wasted. "I started to slide downhill," he says. 

After one year he dropped out, moved back home, and got a job at Chili’s. Boredom gripped 

him. 

The Army offered him a way out of his routine, a chance to fulfill a lifelong goal. It also 

offered him $2o,ooo just for signing up. In the winter of 2oo5, he reported to Fort Benning, 

in Georgia, for basic training. That summer he went to Fort Bragg, in North Carolina, to train 

with the 82nd Airborne Division. 

If Mr. Curtis had enlisted five years earlier, or if 9/11 had never happened, he might have 

served in Britain or Germany, or maybe as part of a peacekeeping mission in Africa. But 18 

months after the terrorist attacks, the United States had staked a battlefield in Iraq. Early on, 

he knew that would be his destination. 

He was deployed in August 2oo6 as a member of the 5o5th Parachute Infantry Regiment. 

His first stop was Kuwait, where the heat staggered him. Go to Arizona in July, put on a coat 

and snowpants, and hold a hair dryer to your face. That’s what it felt like, he says. 

Soon Mr. Curtis settled into FOB Summerall, a base in Bayji, Iraq, where his company’s 

mission was to maintain order. That meant patrolling a treacherous stretch of Highway 1, 

where bombs and bullets rained. 

His first night out on patrol, he held an M249, a 15-pound machine gun, while riding in a 

Humvee. Enemy fire came from a mound about 2oo meters away. Green tracers flashed 

across the black sky. Bullets clanged off the armored vehicles. His adrenaline flowed. "Kill 

’em, kill ’em!" soldiers around him yelled. 
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"Our job was to shoot," Mr. Curtis says. "Our job was literally to kill people. This is your mind 

frame." 

Two weeks later, Mr. Curtis fired the M249 for the first time in combat. The gun kicked up 

and to the right, and he learned how to hold it down while aiming. The experience was like 

sex, a roller-coaster ride, a sky dive, a bungeejump all at once, he says. 

Over many months, Mr. Curtis shot at least 4oo rounds at people who shot back at him. 

Some he could see; some he could not. 

Combat comes with questions that have no answers. "You may have just killed someone who 

would grow up to become a doctor," he says. "Or you may have just killed a future terrorist." 

Scenes From Iraq 

Scenes from Iraq still play continuously in Mr. Curtis’s mind. Drinking chai with local sheiks. 

Searching Iraqis’ homes for suspected terrorists and seeing Tom and Jerw on TV screens. 

Tossing soccer balls to children, and watching the stampede of legs coming from all 

directions, the kids yelling "football, mister! football!" 

Everywhere, people seemed to float between life and death. In Bayji, Mr. Curtis met a 

middle-aged Iraqi man whom the Americans called "Cockroach" because he had survived 

multiple gunshot wounds. He claimed some of the bullets were still inside him. 

A U.S. soldier had shot the man after spotting Nm digging a hole near the base, Mr. Curtis 

says. In Iraq, to dig was to invite suspicion. Homemade bombs--known as improvised 

explosive devices (IED’s)--were everywhere, planted by roadsides and inside parked cars. He 

and his buddies worried about them constantly. 

On July 31, 2007, Mr. Curtis sat in a Humvee with two soldiers and his platoon sergeant. 

They were nearing a checkpoint in Bayji when they saw a Lexus with an open trunk and 

hood--signs that it contained a bomb. Near the ear stood a boy holding a bag of rice. 

Inspecting the car on foot was too dangerous, so Mr. Curtis suggested driving past it. The 

platoon sergeant ordered the driver to proceed. Just as the Humvee passed by, the car 

exploded. The blast knocked all but one of the Humvee’s passengers unconscious. Mr. Curtis 

came to and shook the driver. Somehow, everyone had survived. 

10 
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But a moment later, Mr. Curtis saw a flash of white. A Toyota Camry, about 8o meters away, 

was speeding toward them. He lifted his M4 and fired at the engine block, as he had been 

trained to do. The car kept coming. He fired twice at the windshield. The car stopped, and a 

man jumped out, waving his arms. 

The man was a civilian. So was the woman in the seat beside him. She was bleeding from 

where a bullet had grazed her forehead. The Toyota’s back window was shot out. 

Mr. Curtis couldn’t fathom why the car had been speeding toward him--or how his bullets 

had not killed both passengers. Chance had spared them both, by maybe a half-inch, and for 

that he was thankful. 

He felt woozy. He couldn’t hear out of his right ear. When he finally turned back to the Lexus, 

where the boy with the bag of rice had stood just moments earlier, he saw only a smoldering 

engine block and a license plate. 

From Soldier to Student 

In December 9008, Mr. Curtis was called back to Iraq. During his second deployment, he 

decided once and for all that he didn’t want a career in the military. He disliked the politics. 

He missed his friends, as well as the company of women. 

In Baghdad, Mr. Curtis often heard new soldiers, known as cherries, talking about their 

hunger for combat. But he was content to chill at the base, where he could eat at Burger King 

and watch movies in relative safety. Combat was one thing, but the constant threat of IED’s 

was another. 

Mr. Curtis came home on November, 15, 9010. "The best day of my life," he says. 

Leaving the war behind has not been easy, however. For a while, he couldn’t sleep unless the 

TV was on. One New Year’s Eve, he came upstairs to talk to his mother and saw something. "I 

thought it was a person," he says. He rushed into the room and pushed his mother out of the 

way, only to find a balloon bobbing harmlessly above the door. 

In Iraq he often breathed in the stench from an oil refinery, and even now the whiff of diesel 

fuel takes him back to the desert. More than once he has gotten into fistfights that he blames 

in part on the stress he carried home. Sometimes nightmares come. 

11 
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Years ago, a friend who was an EMT gave Mr. Curtis some advice: "When you see a dead 

body, laugh at it." At first this made no sense, but then he understood: It was a way to cope, 

to process impossible scenes, like the police chiefs doorway he saw piled with the 

decapitated heads of Iraqis who had been murdered by terrorists. 

The advice was not meant for moments when he saw the bodies of fellow soldiers. In Iraq he 

lost a good friend from his company--shot in the head by a sniper. During his first 

deployment, his battalion suffered nine casualties. In 26 years, he has attended two dozen 

funerals, most for soldiers he knew. 

In 9010, Mr. Curtis enrolled at Northern Virginia Community College. He plans to pursue a 

bachelor’s degree in criminal justice and a career in federal law enforcement. In class, he can 

always pick out the veterans. It’s their tattoos, their build, the way they walk. 

Since coming home, Mr. Curtis, once a quiet kid, has become more vocal. In an ethics course 

one day, he challenged a classmate who had just given a presentation on the Guantfinamo 

Bay naval base’s military prison. The young woman had described the prisoners there as 

innocent, which angered Mr. Curtis and other veterans in the room. "We’ve rounded up guys 

who were taken there," he recalls saying, "and they were not innocent." 

Mr. Curtis understands why many Americans opposed the war in Iraq, why many questioned 

its connection to 9/11. "There is a side of me that thinks it didn’t make a lot of sense," he says. 

"But I do get the concept that if we wanted to stop terrorists, we had to bring the fight to 

them. I feel like we made a difference." 

These days, Mr. Curtis relishes small luxuries, like going out for pizza and beer on Friday 

nights without having to sign a form. Studying can be difficult, but when he hears students 

complain about assignments, he winces. 

In his office at home, an 89nd Airborne Division banner hangs on the wall above his desk. 

Sometimes he looks up at it at while studying. "This isn’t so bad," he says to himself. "This 

isn’t so hard." Then he gets back to work. 

12 
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Altered Pa’ct~s: 4 I~di~id.uals at the Intersection of 9/11 and. t-t[igher Ed 

VIDEO: h~tp:iichron~cle,comiar~cleiAl~ered~ att~s.,, ~xggS0/ 
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A shocking 60 percent of poor or minority college 
students drop out of col.[ege, forcing educators to face 

a new reality: K-12’s rea!. charge isn’t getting kids into 
college, it’s making sure they have what it takes to finish 

~ 
n an autumn morning in 

~’ 1998, some 3,000 teenagers 

~ ~ streamed into the stone- ~ a nd-red-brick building of 

Christopher Columbus High 

"School in the Bronx, ready t~er their~ 

first day of class. Four ye~s later, only 

three ou~ of five of them we~d leave 

~th ~plomas. The rema~ng ~wo s~ply 

vanished on the road ~om ~eshman to 

sen~or yea~. Leniece Flowers (N.Y. ’05), a 

ninth-~ader at Christopher Col~bus 

in 1998, ~as determined not to meet 

tha~ ~h~. "It was a c~ture that was 

just really demoralizing,= says Flowers, 

who remembers many classmates being 

encouraged to study mechanics oz s]~ 

up Ibr the ~ita~. A standout student, 

she tracked into Advanced Placement 

courses and developed close relations~ps 

with teachers who encouraged her 

college p1~s. 

That ~’t make the applicatbn 

process any less daunting. Flowers’ 

parents~er mother ~s a corrections 

officer, ~d her father is a sm~tation 

~orker~never went to co,ego ~d were 

at a loss to help their dad~hten "I felt 

alone in that process," she recalls. 

Knowing that her parents couldn’t 

afford college tuition, Flowers hunted 

down scholarships and filled out the 

convoluted Free Application for Federal 

Student Aid (FAFSA) on her own, redoing 

it three fhnes to correct mistakes. 

Flowers eventually got into three 

colleges and d~cided on the University 

of Vermont, which had flown her up for 

a visit. But as a freshman, she felt as 
alone as ever. She was one of only a small 

number of African American students 

on campus and, despite joining several 

clubs, had made few friends. 

To ,make matters wet<~e, for the 
first ~ime in her life, Flowers s~r~g’gled 

academically. When her f~rst paper came 

back with a low grade and riddled with 

red pen marks, she realized s~e lacked 

the writing skills her classmates already 

possessed. "Constructing the actual 

paper~developing one ce~tral idea 

and focusing on that, and [then] ~ying 

everything ~ogether--I really struggled. 

because I hadn’t had much experience 



doing that," she expla~s. ~I had written 

papers, but none of them were research- 

based. They were short. Coming up 

with a reference list, that was new. 

Citing sources, that was new." 

It got harder from there. Flowers 

had trouble organizing her time 

and prior[timing assignments. The 

freedom to choose her ow~ classes was 

overwhelming. "I would just blindly 

pick classes and suffer through them," 

she recalls. Her grade point average 

sunk to a 2.5, and she lost one of 

her scholarships. Socially isolated a~d 

depressed, She considered leaving. "I 

didn’t believe in myself," she says. By 

the end of her freshman year, Flowers 

was in danger of becoming a statistic. 

Getting accepted into college was 

once the hallmark of educational 

success tangible evidence of beating 

the achievement gap. However, new 

reports show that despite risiag college- 

enrollment rates, huge numbers of ]ow- 

income and minority students never 

make it to graduation. 

A recent study from the U.S. 

Department of Education finds that 

the graduation rate for the lowest- 

income students (family income less 

than $32,000) at four-year colleges 

and universities is about 41 percent, 

compared with 67 percent for the 

highest-income students (family income 

greater tha~ $92,000). 

According to the Integrated 

Postsecondary Education Data System 

(IPEDS), which tracks graduation rates 

of all colleges and universities that 

receive federal financial aid, 60 percent 

of white college students graduate 

Within six years, while only 40 percent 

of ~nder-represented minority students 

(Africa~ American, Latino, and Native 

American students) do so. Most of them 

drop out without degrees, saddled with 

thousands of dollars of debt. 

In the last 20 years, the UrSted 

States has plummeted from first 

place te12th in college graduation 

rates, for .yoking people, trailing behind 

Canada, Korea, Russia, and seven other 

OECD states. The cost to students, as 
well as the economy, is high. Those 

without college degrees have almost 

double the u:aemployment ra~e of those 

with them. In 2008, numbers from 

the Labor Department showed that 

workers with bachelor’s degrees made 

54 percent more, on average, than those 

who dropped out of college. Economists 

project that by the end of the decade, 

nearly 8 in 10 new jobs will require 

workforce training or higher education. 

In response, the Obama administra- 

tion has placed "college readiness" at 

the heart of its education reform effo~s. 

The Depa~ment of Education’s Race 

to the Top requirements ask schools ~o 

show how they increase both college 

enroilment and the number of students 

who complete at least a year of college. 

President Obama has set a goal of boost- 

ing the number of college graduates by 8 

million over the next I0 years. 

But setting a~ ambitious goal is no 

guarantee of ~uccess. The bottom line is 

that far too many students who make 

it to college wind up leaving without a 

degree. For low-income and minority 

students--many of whom are the first in 

their families to attend coliege--a whole 

host of pressures ca~ conspire te derail 

~ven the most committed among them. 

J.B. Schramm is the founder of 

College Summit, a national organization 

that partners with schools and districts 

to promote college readiness. Founded 

in 1993, the program has served 35,000 

students, the majority of whom are low- 

income a~d minority. About 80 percent 

of College Summit’s participants enroll 

in college, thanks to a model that 

includes college-preparatory course 

work and the training of "peer leaders," 

students who help to bnild a college- 

going culture in the school. 

Schramm says the roadmap for 

increasing college graduation rates is 

clear. "The key issues are academic 

preparation, college matching and 

transition suppor~, and financial aid," 

he says. "Students also need skills for 

handling obstacles and persevering 

through the inevitable .challenges 

they are going to face. How do you 

develop a culture around the will to 
succeed in college?’~ 

In a world where a high-achieving, 

driven student like Len~ece Flowers 

struggles to get by, what will it take 

to make sure many more students 

have not only access to college but 

a legitimate shot at succeeding and 

earning a degree? 

Raising rigo|" 

In the CaliforvAa State University 

system, which requires admitted 

students to have at least a B average 

in high school, more than 60 percent 

of entering freshmen in 2010--that’s 

25,000 students--needed remediation 

in math, English, or both. "Many of 

the public schools teach what I refer 

to as ’almost algebra,’" says CSU 

chancellor Charles Reed. ’The rigor is 

just not there." 

Sadly, California iS not an anomaly. 

Across the country, it has become 

painfully clear that what it takes to 

earn a high school diploma is 

fundamentally misalig~ed w~h what 
is required to succeed in college. A 

2009 national survey of 7,680 middle- 

and high-school teachers and college 

instructors by the ACT found that 

91 percent of teachers believed their 

students were graduating college- 

ready. Yet just 26 percent of college 

instructors reported that students 

arrived on campus prepared. In 

community colleges, 6 out of 10 

students require at least one remedial 

class. A 2006 brief by the Alliance for 

Excellent Education estimates that 

$1.4 billion per year is spent providing 

remedial classes to students who have 

recently graduated from high School. ~ 

Even more disturbing, remediation 

can sometimes backfire. A Department 

of Education study found that students 

who took remedial classes were 

actually slightly less likely to graduate 

than their peers who performed at 

around the same level bnt didn’t take 

remedial classes. This is in par~ because 

remediation delays the start of credit- 

bearing courses, pushing the ~-ish liae 

father away. 



Jos6 Cruz of the Education Trust 

says that institutions need to integrate 

remediation throughout the curriculum, 
building support into regular course 
work through tutoring. And even then, 

’aiou can’t make up for a year’s worth of 

preparation in One term," he says. 

The real answer lies in boosting 

rigor throughout the K-12 continuum, 

with primary and middle grades laying 

the fbundation lbr a challenging college- 

preparatory experience in high school. 

"We need to raise the sights above 

high-school graduation and above 

achievement on test scores to actual 

enrollment and credit accumulation fin 

college," Schramm says. "Th¢ power of 

that move ~11 help schools really focus 

on what students and their parents 

want from K-12." 

Until recently, every slate had 

its own idea of what a high-school 

~aduate should know and be able to 

do. ~arn~ng s~andards ~ar[ed widely 

and "rigor" was a relative term. Given 

this, the recent adoption of the new 

Common Core State Standards by 44 

states is a promising first step, says 

Bob Wise of the Alliance for Excellent 

Education, but much more is needed. 

(See a Q&A with the authors of the 

Common Core standards on p. 12.) 

"Adoption isn’t, the end, it’s the 

beginning," Wise says. "Everybody just 

a~eed to a set of college standards-- 

now you have to define the currlcu]um 

necessary to get there, yoa have to 

develop the assessments to decide if 

students are truly making progress, 

and most important, make sure your 

teacher preparer, ion and professional 

development is aligned to this." 

These are huge decisions that must 

be driven by hard data, Sehramm notes. 

Right now, he says, educators are basing 

reforms on anecdotal evldenee without 

knowing what really works. He says 

that college-enrollment and college- 

credit-accumulatian data are the two 

most critical pieces of information to 

track. They wil! tell schools whether 

their students go to college, where they 

attend, how long they. stay, and how 

they’re faring fin courses. 

"Sweeping generalizations about 

low-income s~udents dropping out of 

college don’t improve K-12 instruction," 

Schramm says. "We need ~e actually 

find out which students are dropping 

out and in -what courses they are 

struggling. When we can get that kind 

of data fin the hands of educators shoat 

their own students, then we’re going 

to start to see more accurate goals and 

real improvements in how instruction 

is delivered." 
But it will take more than merely 

raising the target to shift ~he culture 

of whole schools or systems. Students 

and teachers must change their mind- 

sets, too. Edward Wang (N.Y. ’94) has 

been teaching at his Harlem placement 
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schoo!, Thurgood Marshall Academy, 

for 16 years. The 6-12 school has a good 

track record of getting its students 

into college--Wang estimates about 90 

percent of seniors are accepted--but a 

few years ago the administration took 

a hard look at the college readiness of 

its graduates and wasn’t satisfied with 

what it found.i. 

At the time, Thurgood offered a 

handfnl of AP classes, but teachers 

found that only a small pool of students 

were qualified to take them. Even those 

who had the grades ended up strug- 

gling with the advanced coursework. 

Wang says alumni were coming back 

a~d telling teachers that they felt poor- 

ly prepared for college. So Thurgood 

adopted the rigorous Internatimla] 

Baccalaureate Middle Years curricu- 

lum for its sixth-through-tenth graders. 

Wang says the intent was to lay a strong 

foundation so that high school wouldn’t 

be a time for catch up but rather a true 

prectLrsor to co!logo-level work. 

The transition has been slow. 

"We are fighting a battle to extend 

the vision beyond 12th grade," says 

Wang, who teaches physics and design 

technology and coordinates the IB 

program. "It’s a less tangible goal for 

kids to talk about being prepared to be 

successful--not just, ’I got this many 

acceptance letters.’" 

It has been an adjustment for 

teachers as well. Due to IB’s heavy 

focus on skill development rather than 

simple content-mastery, a teacher could 

be required to give a student up tosix 

grades, for different skills in a sJ~ng]e 

class. Veteran teachers who had refined 

¯ their lessons and units over the course 

¯ of many years were forced to overhaul 

their curriculums and assessments 

entirely. There was also fesr that 

parents might be confused by the new 

IB report cards, which did away with 

single letter grades in favor of multiple 

numeric ratings for different skills. 

Nevertheless, the program is 

gahfing momentum as the benefits of 

IB’s specificity and rigor have become 

evident. "Teachers are actuat]y able 

to pinpoin~ a student’s strengths 

a~d weaknesses, so it leads to much 

more meaningful conversations with 

students," Wang explains. Best of all: 

~Parents love it. Now they know what 

actual skills need to improve and how 

to help their kids.~It’s shown me that 

you can’t let fear of something new stop 

you from doing what you know is right 

for your students." 

h 9ood match 

When it was time for Leniece Flowers 

to apply to college, she turned to a 

guidance counselor at her high school 

for advice. She had always dreamed 

of going to Columbia University. With 

straight As and an impressive resume of 

extracurricular activities and summer 

internships, she thought she had a 

decent shot. But the counselor informed 

her that even a much less selective 

public university in upstate New York 

would be a stretch. Flowers didn’t apply 

This is because, generally speaking, 

at more selective colleges there is an 

institutional culture of achievement-- 

graduating is the norm. 

The study found that low-income 

students were more]ikely to madermatch 

because of financial strain or a desire to 

be closer to home. Even when students 

were well-qualified to gain acceptance 

to a selective school, they didn’t apply 

and often ended up elxrolling at colleges 

that churn out dropouts. 

In the last decade or so, enrollment 

at for-profit colleges has grown by 236 

percent, fueled in large part by heavy 

recroitment of low-income students and 

students of color, says a new report 

from the Education Trust. Although 

only 12 percent of all college students 

enroll in for-profit institutions, "they 

are responsible for 20 percent of black 

students and a full 24 percent of Poll 

Grant recipients." That’s distnrbing 

"It’s triage when we’re dealing with 

these issues at the coLLege [eve[," sa, ys 

Tom Torke[son. "We.have these kids for 

.five, six, seven, eight years. How do we 
fix it while they’re st:iLL with us?" 

to Columbia. "No one teaches you to 

reach," she says looking back. 

And disappointme~t isn’t the only 

fallout. It turns out that reaching for 

the very best school you can matters 

enormously when it comes to a 

student’s likelihood of" graduating. A 

2009 study by researchers William 

Bowen and Michae! McPherson ~bund 

that students who "undermatch’-- 

meard~g they choose not to attend the 

best school they get into-~-are much 

less likely to earn a degree, ttigh- 

achieving students who went to more 

seiectiv~ schools graduated at a rate of 

81 percent, compared with 66 percent of 

those at less selective schools. In other 

words, matching well significantly 

increases one’s chance of graduating. 

because, according to 2008 IPEDS 

figttres, just 22 percent of first-time~ 

full-time bachelor’s degree seekers at 

these colleges graduated within six 

years, compared with 55 percent at 

public institutions and 65 percent at 

private nonprofit colleges. 

Given all this, College Summit’s 

J.B. Schramm says that competent 

college counseling is essential. He 

advocates !’or discarding the traditional 

model of college cotmseling offices and 

information centers--an approach that 

favors savvy, motdvated students who 

seek out assistance and know what, 

questions to ask~in ~hvor of mandatory 

counseling. ’q~e have to shift from a 

’some kids’ approach to pos~-secondary 

gxfidance, to an ’all kids’ approach," 



Schr~ notes. That means students 

would start meeting with counselors 

in the ninth grade, during the school 

day, %0 that there’s no opt-out clause," 

he says. 

And that guidance should come from 

someone who really knows a student’s 

true potential Schramm believes 

teachers, who have "the close personal 

relationsl~ps" with students, are far 

bett~r positioned to offer that type 

of support. ~Teachers are the people 

from whom first-generation students 

get most of their college expectations 

and information," he says, %Ve need our 

schools to leverage teachers to help kids 

explore their options and move through 

the process." 

Preventive education 

Some high schools are beginning 

to realize that providing support for 

the transition to college needs to start 

sooner and extend beyond handing 

out diplomas. "It’s triage when we’re 

dea.ling with these issues at the .college 

levels says Tom Torkelson (R.G.V. ’97), 

cofounder of IDEA Public Schools in 

the Rio Grande Valley. "Look, we have 

these kids for five, six, seven, eight 

years. Let’s fignre out what they’re 

having a tough time with [in college], 

and how we fix it while they’re still" 

with us. Where did we fall down? Hov~ 

do we have to build up and improve 

our program?" 

When IDEA surveyed its alumni in 

college, it found that students didn’t 

¯ -know where to turn when they ran 

into problems with financial aid. They 

were unsure how to find tutors Or talk 

to professors when they fell behind in 

classes. And they couldn’t overcome 

seemingly small setbacks like being 

short on book mo~ey or needing airfare 

to get back to campus at~er a break. 

The sawy and resourcefulness 

required to navigate these challenges-- 

sometimes called %ollege knowledge"- 

can be the difference between failure 

and success, especially for low-income 

and minority students who don’t always 

have the advantage ofl~arrdng froro the 

experience of parents or siblings. "These 

WiLL Higher 
Most students decide where to 

apply based on a coLLege’s prestige 

or reputation. But what about Looking 

at a coLLege’s graduation rates? An 
analysis by the Education Trust found 

that some higher-education institutions 

are much more effective than others 

at graduating their students. 

What do the more effective schools 

have in common? ALL of them are 
"very intentional about graduating a[[ 

of their students," says Jos~ Cruz of 

the Education Trust. "They don’t wait 

for end-of-year graduation rates to 

figure out what they want to do next 

year. They’re tracking who’s showing 

up for class, who’s getting help from 

support sen/ices. It’s very different 

from the passive approach of most 

higher-ed institutions that have a 

counseling center, a math tutoring 

center, a writing center. You walk into 

them, and you see only a handful of 

people. The institutions that are doing 

welt are those that are not just putting 

services in pl,ace but aggressively 

ensuring students are using them." 

One such model comes out of 

FLorida State University, which over 

the Last decade has reversed its 

black-white graduation gap--today, 

74 percent of brock students at £..SU 
graduate, compared with 69 percent 

of Caucasian students. The schooL’s 

Center for Academic Retention and 

Enhancement [CARE} is geared 

toward incoming first-generation 

and Low-income freshmen. Students 

connect with a mentor and attend 

a summer bridge program that 

includes academic classes as wet[ 

as seminars on studying techniques 

and managing financial aid. CARE 

tracks student grades throughout the 

four years so that faltering students 

receive interventions quickly. 

"There’s sometimes a philosophy 

on coLtege campuses that we bring 

in good students and then get out of 

the way and tet them do their thing," 

says Karen Laughl,in, YSU’s dean 

of undergraduate studies. "’That’s 

not our philosophy. We’re a very 

Ed Step 

nurturing campus, and I think that’s 

what makes the difference at a Large 

publ.ic ur.iversity. Students don’t feel, 

inst. They don’t fee[ Like a number." 

Amherst CoLLege in Massachusetts 

tops the List of private institutions in 

terms of graduating students. NearLy 

£7 percent of Amherst students earn 

s degree within six years. In the Last 

several, years, the coLLege has also 

more than doubled the percentage 

of Low-income students [those who 
receive Poll. Grants} on campus by 

actively recruiting them and taking their 

economic background into consider- 

ation during the admissions process. 
"Diversity is not a~ issue of 

poLiticaL correctness," says Amherst 

President Anthony Marx, who also 

serves as a Teach For America 

board member. "It happens to 

make education more powerfuL.’" 

Marx believes a closer partnership 

between higher education and 
K-12 is needed. "CertainLy at the 

elite institutions there has been an 
attitude--for a century now--which 

is to hold itself ab~!e K-12 and to 
say, ’We wi[[ just cream off the best, 

and we don’t need to worry about the 

system’" he says. "’But it is high time 

for us to engage at a whole new 

Marx calls for colleges and 

universities to partner with Local K-12 

schools in thinking through cha[l,enges, 

and to open their doors to a broader" 

spectrum of students. "We have a 

responsibility to go beyond our comfort 
zones and recognize that there are 

Lots of students in this country who are 

capable of work at the best higher- 

education institutions that we have not 

sought out and we have not attracted." 



little obstacles that many students 

figure out how to deal with in college 

become reaI]y insurmountable for some 

of our students," Torkelson says. 

In addition to its cantinued focus 

on ramping up academics such as 

writing skills, IDEA implements a 

Road to College curriculum begfixning 

in the sixth grade. Full-time college 

counselors lead classes on how to 

overcome "barriers faced by s~udents 

from socioecouomically disadvantaged 

homes." That L~cludes helping kids 

apply to college mad coaching them 

on how to access tutoring and build 

relationships with the decision makers 

in the financial aid office. By the time 

students apply to college, Torkelson 

says, they have visited around 30 

universities as part of the school’s "field 

lessons" program. 

IDEA also started an employee- 

g~vi~g campaign called Gimme F~ve that 

has raised several hundred thousand 

dollars to use as emergency loa~s for 

its alumrd i~ college. A committee of 

teachers oversees the program and 

responds swi~ly to requests ~hat come in 

from students "to make up some small, 

unforeseen gap that has emerged." 

Schools aren’t the only ones provid- 

ing this type of highly personalized 

support. Programs like Urban Students 

Empowered in Chicago aim to support 

low-income students of color t~rough 

the critical transition to college. U.S. 

Empowered resembles other college- 

preparatory programs, including 

College Summit and AVID, a 30~year- 

old program used in more than 4,000 

schools around the country, but its 

support extends through freshman year 

of college. 

U.So Eropowered works with 15 

Chicago high schools, serving 545 stu- 

dents. Ninety-n~ne percent of the pro- 

gram’s par~cipants have been admitted 

to four-year colleges, and 83 pcrcent of 

its al~mn~ are on t~ack to ~n~h. 

Participants take a daily class 

tha~ covers the pragmatic aspects of 

getting into. college as well as five 

. leadership principles--professionalism, 

ambition, resilience, integrity, and 

resourcefulness--that it believes are 

key to student success. 

~By the time they get to college, 

they know how to study, how to 

manage their time, how to build 

relationships with professors," says 

JeffNelson (Chicago ’04), who founded 

the program in 2003. They’ve also 

built up a strong sense of self, so 

that when obstacles ar~se~ "instead 

of feeling l~ke they should drop out, 

that they don’t belong there, they will 

realize they have been highly resilient 

in the past and they can be resilient i~ 

the future." 

U.S. Empowered’s college freshmen 

join cohorts that meet online each 

week so that mentors can check in and 

help them troubleshoot. "More than 

anything," says Nelson, "It creates an 

environment where our kids no longer 

feel alone." 

Kewauna Lerma, a sophomore at 

ACE Technical Charter High School 

in Chicago, was struggling in her 

classes and thinMng about dropping 

out when she got an application for 

U.S. Empowered. Lerma’s parents had 

issues with drug abuse, and she had 

lived in and out of homeless shelters 

throughout her childhood. Some 

.classmates had told her about U.S. 
"Empowered, and she decided to apply 

after her grandmother and mother 

implored her to go to college. "They 

said, ’I don’t want you to be like us. We 

didn’t go to college, and look how we’re 

s~ruggling,’" Lerma says. 

¯ As part of the program, Lerma 

made a remarkable turnaround, 

raising her grade point average from 

2.25 to 4.22 (out of 4.5) in one year 

and increasing her ACT ¯score by 

25 percent. She’s now waiting to 

hear back from 23 colleges, including 

top choices UrAversity of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaig~ and University of 

Chicago. The latter is a reach schoo] 

for Lerma, Nelson says, "but they 

give a lot of weight to progress, so it’s 

certaln]y possible." 

The program ’~helped me mold 

myself,~ she says. "I really developed 

my resoureef~ness and resilience." 

More and more, traits like resilience, 
persistence, and tenacity are being 
talked about as essentials for college 
success, in two separate studies last 
year, University of Pennsylvania 
researcher Angela Duekworth found 
that self-discipline is a stronger 
predictor of grades than IQ, and that 
individuals with "grit’--those who 
persevere through adversity to achieve 
long-term goals---are more likely to 
have graduated from college, 
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that have started teaching these 

critical character skills to students~ 

Cof’ou~der Dave Levin (Houston ’92) 

says Peun researcher Martin Seligman 

has identified seven traits connecced 

with happiness and success. "Three of 

those are as important as IQ ir~ terms 

of life out.comes, and those are zest, 

grit, and self-control," he says. 

So how do you cultivate these 

qualities i~ s~udent.s? Levin says it’s 

important to name the skills explieitl£ 

to model thmn, to call out when 
students demonstrate them, and praise 

demonstration of character over ability. 

"Evewthing you do should have a 

charact.er component," Levin explains. "If 

you’re doing a long ~vriting assignment, 

you explain how grit and self-control are 

part of completing this. It has to pervade 

and be woven into the entire DNA of’ a 

school. We’re constantly t.wing to get 

kids to understand---that’s what success 

looks like, being able to problem-solve, 
being able to ask fi~r help." 

Putting a vatue on education 

Kewauna Lerma worries about 

how she’l! pay for college. Her mother 

survives on disability payments, and, 

over the past year, Lerma has applied 

fBr as many scholarships as she can 

find. "I don’t want to have to drop out 

ff I can’t pay," she says. Considering 

the odds Lerma has beaten to get this 



far, it’s disheartening to realize that 

it could all unravel when the tuition 

bill arrives. 

College costs increased at about 

twice the rate of general inflation over 

the past two decades, and the cost of 

a four-year education at a public uni- 

versity has r~sen fastest. The total cost 

of attending a four-year public univer- 
sity is now ~18,539, up from $11,552 

in 2001, according to the Institute 

for College Access and Success. At pri- 

vate four-year colleges, costs a!so shot 

up, from $25,237 in 2001 to $38,257 

in 2009. 

~College is so expensive that we 

have priced these kids out of the 

market; they are not even in the 

running," says Deborah Bial, founder 

of the Posse Foundation. 
Predictably, borrowing money 

has become more common. Since the 

1990s, the number of students applying 

for student loans has outpaced the 

growth in college enrollments by 50 

percent, according to researchers 

William Bowen, Matthew Chingos, and 

Michael McPherson. 

But financial aid doesn’t reach 

everyone who needs it. In the last two 

decades, many states and institutions 

have shifted to granting aid based on 

merit rather than need--a move that 

mostly benefits students from more 

affluent families. And current formulas 

for deciding who receives need-based 

aid are flawed, says Bial. "We screen 

out a lot of young people who have 

tremendous need, who can’t afford to go 

to college but do not show up as being 

needy enough." The result, she says, 

is "rich-poor colleges" that enroll 

wealthy kids and the poorest students 

who get financial aid. "All the students 

in the middle are becoming less and 

less able to afford to go to college. It’s 

too many kids." 

The Obama administration esti- 

mates that 2 million students who 

are qualified to go to college won’t 

go because they can’t afford it. In a 

study of several public universities, 

Bowen and his colleagues found a gap 

of $3,665 between the aid given to low- 

income students and the actual cost 

of college--a devastating amount to a 

family living near the poverty line. 

Th~nks to the economic downturn, 

more students than ever depend on fed- 

eral studen~ aid. Since 2008, Poll Grant 
funding has doubled to more than $30 

bilhon, and this year the program faces 

a $5.7 bilhon shortfall. Funding for 

The Obama admini 
estimates that 2 m 
who are qualified 

’t won go because 
the program is est~nated each year by 

Congress, but with the drama~c surge 

in the number of low-income students 

qualifying for aid, those projections 

have fallen short in recent years. 

The good news is that in February 

Congress voted to meet the shortfall 

and fully fund ~he grant program. The 

U.S. Department of Education set the 

maximum Poll Grant award at $5,550 

for the 2011-12 academic year. Another 

step forward is that star~ing in 2012, 

the maximum Poll Grant amount 
will be determined by the Consumer ¯ 

Price Index rather than relying on the 

whims of Congress. The moves come 

as a huge reassurance to many higher 

education institutions--particularly 

historically Black colleges where two- 

thirds of all students received Poll 

Grant add0 compared with 42 percent of 

students across all four-year public and 

private institutions. 

Some private colleges, like Amherst, 

bays replaced loans with grants and 

even provide start-up money for stu- 

dents to buy winter clothes and bed 

sheets. "That is a finandal challenge for 

us, but we think it’s an essential chal- 

lenge to meet," says Amherst President 

Anthony Marx. "It is a decision not only 

about the allocation of resources, but 

about educational and social values." 

But for public universities that 

can’t draw from private coffers, 

innovative solutions are needed, says 

Jose Cruz of the Education Trust. He 

praises programs that allow students 

to graduate debt-free ff they work a 

certain number of hours for the school. 

Not only de they earn income, but 

research shows that students who work 

on campus have a much higher chance 

of graduating. 

stration 
i[[ion students 

to go to college 
they can’t afford it. 

Decisions about student aid need to 

reflect more than just the bottom hue, 

Cruz says. ~It all boils down to: What ~lo 

you value?" 

After a rocky start, Leniece Flowers 

began to regain her footing. She met 

with professors who would ~ventually 

become mentors and took their advice 

on how to balance her course load. 

She also apphed to become a residential 

advisor in her dorm, to get more 

integrated with campus life. "All these 

things I learned late in the game," 

she says. 

By the end of her senior year, 

Flowers had spent four semesters on 

the Dean’s List and graduated with a 

3.3 GPA. After completing her corps 

commitment in New York C~ty, she 

went on to CoIumbia University and 

earned her master’s degree in education 

and sociology. 

Flowers, who now recruits teachers 

for Houston public schools, says her will 

to succeed and the encouragement of 

her mentors kept her on track. ~That’s 

what it takes to get through college-- 

you have to .face adversity and be able 

to see the bigger picture," she says. 

~And you can’t do it alone? ~ 

-- Additional reporting by Sarah Garland, 

staff writer at The Hechinger Report 
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3 
Understan ivation 

As you consider the various 
components of academic self-man- 
agement, you may find that you 
have no difficulty managing your 
motivation. You may exhibit a 
great deal. of effort on tasks, per- 
sist even under difficult situations, 
and maintain positive beliefs about 
your academic abilities. If this is the 
case, this chapter will simply help 
you understand why you are moti- 
vated to succeed. However, if you 
have some difficulty managing your 
motivation, this chapter provides 
important background information 
to help you change. 

MOTIVATIONAL PROBLEMS 

Many of our students frequently 
state in class or in written assign- 
ments: "I have no motivation" or 
"I need to get motivated." Unfortu- 
nately, we fir~d that many students 
do not understand the meaning of 
these statements. Actually, everyone 
is motivated. Educational research- 
ers, such as Covington and Roberts 

¯ (1994), have found that many dif- 
feren~ motivational patterns can be 
identified in any group of students. 
These motivational patterns are 
based on our relationship with suc- 
cess and failure. 

All individuals can be character- 
ized by two opposing motives: a 
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motive to seek success and a motive to avoid failure. That is, some of 
us are motivated to achieve success and anticipate the feeling of pride 
and accomplishment related to our success while others are motivated 
to ensure that they do not fail and experience the shame and humili- 
ation related to failure. But do we only desire success or seek to avoid 
failure? Obviously not. Most of us experience a combination of motives 
and can be categorized into one of four different motivational profiles 
as represented in Figure 3.1. 

Let’s look at these four types of students: the success-oriented stu- 
dents, failure avoiders, failure acceptors, and overstrivers. 

Successful Sheila/Success-oriented student: This student, high in 

motive for success and tow in fear of failure, is likely to be highly 
engaged in academic activities and not anxious about her perfor- 
mance. The success-oriented student uses meaningful learning 
strategies, sets goals, and self-regulates her learning. 

Defensive Dimitri/Failure avoider: For this type of student, the 
desire to avoid failure outweighs the anticipation of success. He 
puts his energy into preventing anyone from interpreting his poor ¯ 
performance as evidence of tack of ability. He uses a number of 
failure~avoiding strategies, such as studying at the last minute so 
that if he fails, he has a ready excuse. He relies on rote learning 
as the easiest way to get a decent grade and massed practice as a 
way of making up for weeks of neglect and disinterest in course- 
work. Underneath the seeming apathy, though, l{’e remains con- 
cerned about the implications of failure and defensively maneuvers 
to avoid looking not capable. 

Anxious Anna/Overstriver: This student is high in both motives: she 
seeks success but greatly fears failure at the same time. In fact, she 
can be characterized as attempting to avoid failure by succeed- 
ing. This student is highly anxious about her performance, often 
overprepares for assignmentd and exams, and seeks extra credit 
whenever possible. Though in the short term, it may seem that 
she is successful as her grades are exemplary, in the tong term, her 
excessive worry about failure and doubts about her adequacy may 
result in exhaustion and actual health problems. 

Motive to Low 

Avoid 
. Failure High 

Motive to Approach Success 

Low High 

Failure Acceptors Success-Oriented 
Students 

Failure Avoiders Overstrivers 

3.1 Quadripolar model tor need achievement (Covington & Roberts, 1994), 



UN DERSTANDING MOTIVATION 

Hopeless Henry/Failure acceptor: This student is low in both 
motives~ reflecting an absence of both hope and fear. He is basi- 
cally indifferent to achievement, believir~g that more effort and 
better learning strategies.will make no difference in his history of 
academic failure. In addition to loss of hope, this indifference may 
also reflect hidden anger. He is not concerned about the implica- 
tions of academic failure as at some point he has told himself that 
the lessons to be learned in school hold no relevance for his life. 

Each of these students has a different set of beliefs and perceptions. 
Three of these students have motivational problems that limit their 
present and possibly future academic success. Defensive Dimitri is more 
concerned about failure than success and uses failure-avoiding strat- 

egies that often result in creating the very failure he fears. Hopeless 
Henry does not believe that anything he does will make a difference 

in succeeding in college. He has learned to be helpless. Anxious Anna 
wants to be successful but her constant worry causes considerable anxi- 
ety that interferes with her success and health. 

Do any of these students resemble anyone you know? As you read 
this chapter, think about how the content can help you better under- 
Stand each of these students. After studying this chapter, you will be 

able to: 

Identify the factors that influence motivation. 
Assess your beliefs and perceptions to account for your own 
motivation. 

WHAT IS MOTIVATION AND WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCE IT? 

Student motivation in the college classroom involves three interactive 
components as described in Figure 3.2. (adapted from Pintridh, 1994). 
The first corrlponent is the sociocultural factors that include prior ram- 

and cultural experiences. The second component is the classroom 
environment factors that pertain to instructional experiences in differ- 
ent courses. The third component is internal factors or students’ beliefs 
and perceptions. Internal fac.rors are influenced by both socioculturat 
factors a~ld classroom, environmental experiences. Current research 
on motivation indicates that internal factors (i.e., students’ beliefs and 

perceptions) are key factors in understanding behavior. Most of the 
attention in. the chapter is given to the imernal factors of motivation. 
We begin this section with a discussion of what behaviors determine 

students’ motivation and then discuss how sociocultural, classroom 

environmental, and internal factors influence motivated behavior. 
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~r oCnh2:r2t~l~act ors So¢ioeulturat Factors 

Internat Factors 

FIGURE 3.2 An integrated model of student motivation in the college classroom 
¯ (adapted from Pintrich, 1994)~ 

If you want to understand your own motivation, you might begin by 
evaluating your behavior in the following three areas: 

Choice of behavior. 
Level of activi)y and involvement. 
Persistence and management of effort. 

Students make choices every day about activities and tasks in which to 
engage. Many students choose to learn more about a subject or topic out- 
side of class, whereas others limit their involvement to class assignments. 
As an undergraduate, the first author had a roommate who slept until 
noon each day. This behavior would not have been problematic if his 
classes were in the afternoon: Unfortunately, all his classes were in the 
morning. The second author knew a student who could not say "no" 
when someone asked if she wanted to go to a movie or have pizza, even 
though she had to study for an exam or write a paper. Students do not 
have to be productive every moment. Having fun or wasting time is a part 
of life. However, the choices they make play important roles in determin- 
ing the number of personal goals they wilt attain throughout life. 

A second aspect of motivated behavior is level of activity, or involve- 
ment in a task. Some students are very involved in their .courses. They 
spend considerable effort after class refining notes, outlining readings, 
and, in general, using different learning strategies to make sense Of 
what they areteaming. Other students are less engaged in their courses 
and do the minimal amount required to get by ........ - 
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The third aspect of motivated behavior is persistence. The willing- 
ness of students to persist when tasks are difficult, boring, or unchal- 
lenging is an important factor in motivation and academic success. In 
many cases, students have to iear~ how to contro! their efforts and 
persistence in the variety of academic tasks they experience. Let’s now 
examine the factors that influence motivated behavior. 

Sociocultural Factors 

The attitudes, beliefs, and experiences students bring to college 

based on their sociocultural experiences influence their motivation and 
behavior, and even their persistence or departure from college. You 
also are influenced by your family and cultural experiences. Family 
characteristics such as socioecor~omic levels, parental educational lev- 
els, and parental expectations can influence motivation and behavior. 
For example, first-generation and ethnic minority students have a more 
difficult time adjusting to college than do second- or third-generation 
college students (Ratcliff, 1995). Transition to college can be difficult 
for any student, but when an individual has family members who have 
experienced this transition, he or she is less likely to feet lost in a new 
or unfamiliar environment or unsure about what questions to ask. 
Also, Reglin and Adams (1990) reported that Asian American students 
are more influenced by their parents’ desire for success than are their 
nor~-Asia~l American peers. They pointed out that the desire by Asian 
American students to meet their parents’ academic expectations cre- 
ates the need to spe~d more time o~ academic tasks and less time on 
nonacademic activities. In what ways has your family influenced your 
goals, motivation, and behavior? Suppose you were asked to answer 
the following questions: On a scale of 1-5 (not at all to very much), 
is it important for you to do well in college so that you can be better 

prepared to take care of your t:amiiy? A~d is it important for you t.o do 
well so you can. bring honor to you family? Your answers to these ques- 
tions may differ from those of your peers, reflective o~ your particular 
family’s influence. Whatever your answers may be, they are surely part 
of determining your persistence and level of involvement in college. 

In addition to your family influences, your socialization in high 
school has a significant impact on your motivation and behavior in 
college. You, along with most students, were probably part of a spe- 
cific subculture, such as nerds, bandies, jocks, goths, or skaters. You 
may also have belonged to a subgroup based on your ethnicity, gender, 
religious or political orientation. As part of your group membership, 
you probably ate lunch together, wore similar clothes, and even used 
the same jargor~ as the other members of your subculture or "clique." 
Ask yourself how your subculture influenced your desire to get into 
a,~d perform in college. Clearly, being a member of certain subcultures, 
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such as being a herd, motivates students to succeed in college more than 
belonging to another group. 

Here is a list of some other student characteristics that can influence 
adjustment and involvement in college (adapted from Jalomo, 1995): 

Married students with family obligations 
Single parents 
Students who never liked high school or who were rebellious in 
high school 
Students who were not involved in academic activities or student 
groups during high school 
Students who are afraid or feet out of place in the mainstream 
Students who have a hard time adjusting to the fast pace of college 
Students who lack the financial resources to take additional 
courses or participate in campus-based academic and social activi- 
ties in college 

Storeotypo Threat. A distressing research finding is that African Ameri- 
can and Latino students from elementary school through college tend to 
have lower test scores and grades, and tend to drop out of school more 
often than White students (National Center for Education Statistics, 
1998). In addition, regardless of income level, they score lower, than 

White and Asian students on the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT). 
For years, educators have been concerned with these sta,t~stics, espe- 
cially when capable minority students fail to perform as well as their 
White counterparts. 

¯ Professor Claude Steele (1999) and his colleague (Aronson, 2002) 
believe they have identified a possible explanation for this dilemma. 
They think the difference in academic performance has less to do with 
preparation or ability and more to do with the threat of stereotypes about 
the students’ ability to succeed. They coined the term stereotype threat 
to mean the fear of doing something that would inadvertently confirm a 
stereotype. The following is an explanation of this phenomenon. 

Stereotypes can influence an individual’s motivation and achievement 
by suggesting to the target of the stereotype that a negative label could 
apply to one’s self or group. For example, the commonly held stereotype 
that women are less capable in mathematics than men has been shown 
to affect the performance of women on standardized math tests. When 
female students were told beforehand of this negative stereotype, scores 
were sign.ificantly lower compared to a group of women who were led 
to believe the tests did not reflect these stereotypes (Spencer, Steele, & 
Quinn, 1999). In another investigation (Levy, !996), half of a group 
of older adults were reminded of the. stereotype regarding old age and 
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memory loss while the other half were reminded of the more positive 
stereotype that old people are wise. The older adults performed worse 
on a test of short-term memory when they were presented with the 
negative stereotype than when they were reminded of the more positive 
stereotype. Why do you think the women and older adults scored lower 
under the stereotype threat condition? 

Now let’s review the research as to how stereotype threat may help to 
expiain the low achievement of certain minority group members. There 
exists a stereotype that many African American and Latino students 
may not have the academic ability to succeed in co!lege. As a result,. 
many minority students may feel at risk of confirming this stereotype 
arid wonder if they can compete successfully at the college level. Thus, 
just the awareness of the stereotype can affect a student’s motivation 
and behavior. Steele and Aronson (1995) asked African American and 
White college students to take a difficult standardized test (verbal 
portion of the Graduate Record Examination). In one condition, the 
experimenters presented the test as a measure of intellectual ability arid 
preparatiom~LIn the second condition, the experimenters reduced the 
stereotype threat by telling the students that they were not interested in 
measuring their ability with the test, but were interested in the students’ 
verbal problem solving. The only difference between the two conditions 
of the experiment was what the researchers told the students: the test 
was the same; the students were equaIly talented and were given the 
same amount of time to complete the exam. 

The results of the experiment indicated a major difference for the 
African American students. When the test was presented in the non- 
evaluativ.e way, they solved about twice as many problems on the test as 
when it was presented in the standard way. Moreover, there was no dif- 
ference between the performance of African American and White test 
takers under the no-stereotype threat condition. For the White students, 
the way the test was presented had no effect on their performance. 
The researchers believed that by reducing the evaiuative condition, they 
were able to reduce the African American stude~.ts’ anxiety, and, as a 
result, they performed better on the exam. 

Aronson (2002) pointed out that in nmnerous investigations, 
researchers have found that the stereotype threat conditio~ does~’t 
reduce effort, but makes individuals try harder on tests because they 
wa,~t to invalidate the stereotype. Not all individuals are equally vulner- 
able to stereotype threat. Individuals who are more vulnerable include 
those who care most about doing well, people who fed a deep sense of 
attachment to their ethnic or gender group, and individuals who have 
t~igher expectations for discrimination in. their environment. Students 
under the stereotype threat condition appear more anxious while tak- 
ing a test. In addition, they also reread questions and recheck their 
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answers more often than when they are not under stereotype threat. As 
a result, students placed in a stereotype threat condition become poor 
test takers! 

Are you vulnerable to stereotype threat as a member of a minor- 
ity group, a woman, an older student who has come back to college. 
a number of years after graduating from high school? Can student- 
athletes experience stereotype threat? Could the stereotype threat 
"absentminded professor" influence your instructor’s behavior? Has 
stereotype threat influenced your motivation or behavior in any way? 
Are you aware of such influence? 

What can educators do about reducing the influence of stereotype 
threat? Aronsor~ (2002) pointed out that stereotype threat appears to be 
especially disruptive to individuals who believe that intelligence is fixed 
rather than changeable. In this course, you are iearnir~g that academic 
performance can be improved through the use of different learning and 
motivational strategies. Do you believe that you can become a more 
successful student and compete with other students at your college or 
university? There also is some evidence that stereotype threat may be 
reduced through cooperative learning and other forms of direct contact 
with other students. 

tn a successful program that improved the academic achievement 
of a group of African American freshmen at the University of Michi- 
gan {Steele et al., 1997), students lived in a racially integrated"living 
and learning" community in a part of a large dormitory. The students 
were recognized for their accomplishment of gaining admj~ssion to the 
university and participated in weekly rap groups to discuss common 
problems they al! faced. In addition, they participated in advanced 
workshops in one of their courses that went beyond the material in the 
course. All of these activities were useful; however, the weekly rap ses- 
sions appeared to be the most critical part of program. The researchers 
believed that when students of different racial groups hear the same 
concerns expressed, the concerns appear to be less racial. The students 
also may learn that racial and gender stereotypes play a smaller role in 
academic success than they may have originally expected. 

It is irnportartt to realize that the researchers exploring the impact of 
stereotype threat are not saying that this phenomenon is the sole reason 
for underachievement by certair~ minority students. We have already 
discussed a m~mber of other important academic and motivational fac- 
tors that can make a difference between a successful and unsuccessful 
college experience. Nevertheless, stereotype threat must be considered 
an important factor in understanding, underachievement of certain 
minority students. 
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Directions: What attitudes and beliefs have you brought to college that 
could influence your motivation and academic behavioff Checkeither 
Yes or No for each of the questions below and then write a summary 
statement about how your personal, social, and cultural experiences 
influence your present motivation. What do you see as your areas of 
greatest strengths in meeting you~ goals? What areas do you need to 
work on to ensure your success in college? 

Yes No 

1. Did you like’"high School? 

2. Were you active in social activities in high school? 

.... 3. Are you a member of a minority group with a small 
enrollment in your college? 

4:’-Do you ha~e parents andtor" siblings’ who have 
attended college? 

5. Do your parents want you to major in a specific 
area? 

6, Are your aspirations the same as your parents or 
other family members? 

7. Are you paying, for your own education? 
8.’ D~ you have responsibility for ca~ing for children 

while in college? 
9’i’ Are you older than most of the st~dents in your 

¯ classes? 

10. Have yoti met students with common interests? 

11. Have you been able to cope with the stressors of 
college life? 

12. Have yo~’~ expectations about college life bee~’"ful- 
filled to date? 

Summary Statement 
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Classroom Environmental Factors 

Many classroom environmental factors influence student motiva- 
tion. These include types of assignments given, instructor behavior, 
and instructional methods. Ratciiff (1995) reported that a successful 
transition to college is related to the quality of classroom life. In par- 
ticular, student motivation and achievement is greater when instructors 
communicate high expectations for success by providing the students 
with challenging rather than easy assignments, allowing students to 
take greater responsibility for their learning, and encouraging various 
forms of collaborative learning (i.e., peer learning or group learning). 
Additionally, when instructors emphasize correct answers and teach by 
administering isolated, repetitive skill-based drills, they communicate 
that grades are more important than the learning itself (Dieckmeyer, 
2006). This type of instruction sets up a classroom climate that is likely 
to decrease student motivation. 

In an interesting book, Making the Most of College, Light (2001) 
interviewed hundreds of college seniors to identify factors that made 
college an outstanding experience. Here are some findings about col- 
lege instruction that appeared to motivate students: First, the students " 
reported that they learned significantly more when instructors struc- 
tured their courses with many quizzes and short assignments. They 
liked immediate feedback and the opportunity to reviseland make 
changes in their work. They did not like courses when the only feed- 
back came late or at the end of the semester. 

Second, the students reported that they liked classes where the instruc- 
tors encouraged students to work together on homework assignments. 
They mentioned that some of their instructors created small study 
groups in their courses to encourage students to work together outside 
of class. This activity helped students become more engaged in their 
courses and. helped them develop a sense o{ a learning community. 

Third, many students found that small-group tutorials, smalt semi- 
nars, and one-to-one supervision were the highlights of their college 
careers. They highly recommended that undergraduate students find 
internships and other experiences where they can be mentored by fac- 
ulty members. 

Fourtt~, students reported the beneficial impa~t of racial and ethnic 
diversity on their college experiences. They reported how much they 
learned from .other students who came from different backgrounds-- 
ethnic, political, religions, or economic. 

Fifth, students who get the most out of co![ege and wire are happi- 
est organize their time to include activities with faculty members or 
with other students (see chapter 7 regarding seeking help and meeting 
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with your professors). Most students need recommendations from fac- 
ulty members for graduate study or jobs. Ye~, they often fail to meet 
with their instructors to get a letter of recommendation. Light (2001) 
pointed out the advice he gives all his advisees: "Your job is to get to 
know one facutty member reasonably well this semester. And also tO 
have that faculty member get to know you reasonably well" (p: 86). He 
reported that as his first-year advisees approach graduation, they tell 
him that this advice was the most helpful suggestion they received dur- 

ing their freshman year. 
Professors differ as much as any other group of individuals; some are 

easy to approach, whereas others make it appear that they are trying to 
avoid students. [n fact, in many large universities, a student has to work 

hard to make contact with some professors. Nevertheless, think about 
the challenge of getting to know at least one instructor or professor well 

each semester. Not only will you find that the experience will. motivate 
you to achieve in his or her class, but when the time comes for letters of 
recommendation, you will have a list of professors to ask. So, try not to 
be intimidatdd by your instructors: go to office hours, sign up for study 
sessions, and get a few students together and invite the instructor to 

lunch if.you don’t want to do it by yourseif. 

Directions: :l-he following are some questions to consider about college 
courses, Select one of the courses you are taking this term and check 
either Yes or No for each of the questions listed, Think about how your 
responses could influence your academic motivation and behavior, Com- 
pare your responses to those of other students in your class who are tak- 
ing the same or different courses, How can you be more active in making 
the most of you college experience? 

1, Are you given freedom to select your own .topics 

_ .. for papers and assignments? 
2, Does the instructor offer an opportunity for dis- 

cussion in class? 
3, Is there an opportunity to work with other 

students? 
-continued 
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Yes No 

4. Is the grading competitive (i.e., grading on a 
curve)? 

5. Does your instructor or teaching assistant 
appear willing to meet with you? 

6. Have you had a personal meeting with your 
instructor? 

7. Does the instructor provide clear guidelines as 
to what is expected in the course? 

8. Does this class have more than 50 students in 
it? 

9. Does your instructor provide timely feedback on 
assignments? 

10. Are you participating in group study sessions? 

Although it is important for students to understand that the class- 
room environment can influence their moti’cation, they need to take 
responsibility for their own behavior. The first author’s daughter came 
home one day during her freshman year and told him that she received 
a low C on a midterm exam. In the same breath, she rep~}rted that she 
did not like the instructor, implying a relationship between the tow 
grade and her dislike of the instructor. The first author responded that 
his expectations for her academic performance were not based on her 
Iike or disiike of courses or.professors, and told her she had to learn to 
do well in all types of situations. 

In chapter 1 you learned that self-directed students iearn how to 
overcome obstacles to increase the probability of their academic suc- 
cess. Think about some of the actions you can take to improve your 
academic learning when you don’t like your instructor, find the course 
boring, or wher~ the instructor spends all his or her time lecturing and 
doesn’t encourage student interaction or small-group work. 

¯ Internal Factors 

Students’ goals, belie~s, .~eelings, and perceptions determine their 
motivated behavior and, in turn, academic performance. For example, 
ff students value a task and believe they can master it, they are more 
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likely to use different learning strategies, try hard, and persist until 
completion of the task. If students believe that intelligence changes over 
time, they are more likely to exhibit effort in difficult courses than stu- 
dents who believe intelligence is fixed. In this section of the chapter, we 
explain why the answers to the following questions can provide insight 
to your own motivation: 

How do I value different academic courses and tasks? 
What are my hopes, expectations, and fears about the future? 
What are my goals? 
What is my goal orientation? 
Do I believe I can do well on different academic tasks? 
What are the causes of my successes and failures? 
How do I feet about my academic challenges? 

Notice that all of the questions deal with beliefs and perceptions. 
Students can learn a great deal about their motivation by examining 
how their t~eliefs and perceptions influence them. 

How Do I Value Differont Academic Courses or Tasks? Values and inter- 
ests play an important role in academic behavior. They affect students’ 
choices of activities, as well as the level of effort and persistence they 
put forth on a task or assignment. 

Students in a given course may have different reasons for enrolling. 
Let’s consider three students i~ a chemistry course. The first student 
decides to take the course because it ful~Ils a general education require- 
ment. She has very little interest in the subject. The second student is 
enrolled in the course because She enjoys learning about science and 
would like to pursue a career in the health sciences. The third student 
wants to learn chemistry because doi,ag well can help her get on the 
dean’s list and feeling competent is an important value in her tife. 

All three of these students want to succeed but may behave differ- 
ently during the term. At times, their diffcrent value orientations may 
influence them to make different decisions regarding their effort and 
persistence in the course. For example, during final exams, students 
often have to make decisions concerning where to place their greatest 
effort. Students who are taking.a course just to complete an elective 
may decide to spend more time during fin.als on a course where higher 
achievement is more important. 

Studen.ts who limit their involvement or effort in a particular class 
are not necessarily lazy or unmotivated. Instead, they are motivated to 

participate in different things st~ch as athletics, social organizations, 
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family activities, or relationships rather than academics (Stipek, t998). 
College students do not develop a personal interest in or high value for 
all their courses. Some required or elective courses are more interesting 
than others. The task, however, is to manage motivation to successfully 
complete courses, even when there is little interest in them. 

What Are My Hopes, Expectations, and Fears about the Future? We have 

just discussed that students may have different values with some 
emphasizing academic achievement more than athletic achievement, 
for example, and others the other way around. Based on your values 
and your past and current success or faiture in pursuing what you 
value, you are likely to have specific "possible selves" (Markus & 
Nurius, 1986). Possible selves are images of yourself in the future that 
you either dream about or expect to become, on one hand, or hope 
to avoid becoming, on the other hand. When you view your hoped- 
for possible selves as attainable, they become expected selves. Your 
hoped-for or expected possible selves could include being a good stu- 
dent (e.g., "I will get through my freshman year satisfactorily"), mak- 
ing the band or obtaining a great job. Your fears could include failure 
in schoolwork {e.g., "I will flunk schooI"), not starting on an athletic 
team, loneliness, or poveEy. 

In addition to your values, your possible selves are influenced by many 
other factors already discussed in this chapter: your family’s socioeco- 
nomic and educational level and expectations, your gender and ethnic 
background, and your relationship with your instructors fin the aca- 
demic setting. Think about how stereotype threat may influence your 
possible selves. When you examine your possible selves in the exercise 
below, determine if any of your fears are dictated by a stereotype you 
are afraid of confirming. 

Why is it importantfor you to become aware of your future-ori- 
ented hopes, expectations, and fears? Researchers (Markus & Nurius, 
1986; Oyserman, Bybee, Terry, & Hart-Johnson, 2004) have shown 
that possible selves play a role in directing your behavior, whether 
you are conscious of it or not. That is, if you have a hope&f0r self of 
"me as a straight-A student," you are likely to only perform behaviors 
consistent with.that possible self (e.g., learning in a meaningful, not 
rote, way, and optimizing your physical and social environment for 
Study purposes). Additionally, fears can be very motivating as wetl. 
For example, if you have a feared self of "being a drop-out and living 
on welfare" you may be more likely to work hard in col!ege to avoid 
that possible self than students who have not seriously considered such 
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an outcome. Interestingly, Oyserman and Markus. (1990)                    .f°und that 
hoped-for selves wil! be most effec~ive as motivational r~sources when 
they are linked to feared possible..seiVe~; repiesenting .wh~t Could hap2 
pen if the positive outcome is not realized (e.g., "I wil! finish college 
as a straight-A student because otherwise I will likely not get into the 
graduate school of my choice"). As a result, students are likely to select 
strategies that both increase the likeliho0,d 0(.h!?Ped:for selves and 
decrease the likelihood of feared selves becoming a reality. On 

other hand, if a student only has feared seives, a sense of hopelessness 
may prevail. 

One of the problems some students face in college is that they either 
do not have academic hoped-for selves or only have feared selves as a 
student. Here is one student’s statement: "I’m going to play professional 
football. Ever since I was a little kid my dream has been to be a great 
tailback. And that’s what I think about all the time. Nothing else mat- 
ters that much, especially schoolt Don’t bother me about learning all 
this stuff. I just need to get by until I am ready for the NFL" (Hock, 
Deshler, N:; Sehumaker, 2006, p. 205). This student is focused or~ his 
hope&for selves as an NFL player. It is possibte that this student lacks 
academic possible selves because of a history of repeated failure and 
even ridicule in school, resulting in a complete loss of hope for himself 
as a student. Because he has no hoped-for selves as a student, academics 
appear completely irrelevant. 

Hock et al. (2006) demor~strated that it is possible to increase stu- 
dents’ motivation by having them examine their future and think about 
what goals are important to them. You can examine you~ possible selves 
by doing the following exercise. First, think about yourself as a person, 
learner, and whatever is your area of interest is {e.g:, going to the NFL, 
becoming a professional musician). Second, once you have listed your 
possible selves, you can create a Possible Selves Tree, a picture of a 
tree that has branches representing your possible selves. Next, exami.r~e 
your tree (e.g~, which of the brartches seems most and least strong) and 
assess whether any area needs additional nurturing. For example, the 
student in the example above may realize that his athletic hopes may be 
severely compromised if he becomes academically ineligible to partici- 
pate in sports and may therefore start seeing academics as relevant to 
his future goals. Similarly, you may discover that you need to develop 
yourself more as a person or lear~er, for example, in order to achieve 
your goals. 
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List below the things that you most hope you will become in 
the next year. 

List below the things that you are most likeiy to become in 

the next year. 

List below the things that you most fear that you will become 

in the next year. 

As you review your possible selves, answer the following questions: In 
what areas do I have hopes, expectations and fears? In other words, 
what kinds of "roles" do I occupy (i.e., a student, a person, an athlete)? 
Do I have only fears or hopes in a certain area of my life or are they bal- 
anced? What is the source of my possible selves? 

V~hat [Ire My Go,Is? Though possible selves are very important 
determini~g our motivation~ they do not always result in self-regula~ 
tory behavior as we may not be consciously aware of them or they 
may simply be too vague (e.g. ’;me as doing well in school next 
Oyserman and her colleagues (2006) found that possible selvesare only 
effectNe when associated with specific goals and self-regulatory strate- 

gies to achieve them. 
Each year, we find many differences in the abilities of students to 

articulate their goals as we begin the "learning to lear~" course. Some 
student~ ha~e clear ~nd well-det~ed goals. They know why they are 
in college and what they are attempting to attain. At the other end of 
the spectrum~ some students Iack academic possible selves~ have there~ 
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fore not defined their personal goals, and are not sure why they are 
in college. Some of our students who are raising families or who have 
returned to college after some absence appear to have more specific 
goals than do some students who come directly from high school. How 
would you explain this difference? 

Think about a musician, athlete, or businessperson who has hoped- 
for selves and wants to excel in his or her area of expertise but has 
no specific goals to direct his or her behavior. It is very difficult to be 
motivated without spec.ific personal goals. It is important to set goals in 
different life areas because such goals serve to motivate behavior. Goals 
enhance performance in five major ways (Locke 6c Latham, 3.990): 

* Effort: The goals you set for yourself influence what you attend to 
and how hard you try to maximize your performance. The more 
difficult the goal~ the harder you are iikely to work to attain it. 

o Duration or persistence: When you work on a task without a goat, 

you are likely to allow your attention to drift, become more easily 
interrupted, and even stop working without completing the task. 
When you have a goal in mind, you have a more clearly defined 
point in the performance that defines when it is time to quit or 

¯ withdraw from the task (i.e., when the goal is attained). 
- Direction of attention: Goals direct your perfoymance toward the 

task at hand and away from unrelated or irrelevant tasks. 
. Strategic planning: To accomplish a goal, you need to develop an 

action plan or strategy. Goal setting encourages strategic p!an- 
ning, because the presence of a goal encourages you to decide how 
to proceed. 

o Reference point: When you identify where it is you are headed 

{i.e., have a goat) arid receive feedback on where you are, you can 
evaluate your performance and determine what further actions 
need to be taken (if any). in fact, it is your satisfaction or dissatis- 
faction with this evaluation that may have the greatest impact on 
your motivation. 

Have you identified some goals you would like to attain this term or 
year? If so, do you have goals in any of the following areas: academic, 
social, occupational, or personal? How has your success or failure in 
attaining previous goals influenced your motivation in different areas 
of your life? 

What Is My Goal Orientation? Educators have determined that students 
have diffcrer~t reasons or purposes for achieving in different courses. 
Dweck and Leggett (_1988) believe that the achievement goats students 
pursue "create the framework within which they interpret and react to 
events,, (p. 256). They have identified two types of achievement goals: 
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Success defined as ... 

¯ Value placed on... 

Basis for satisfaction. ¯ ¯ 

Error viewed as.. ¯ 

TABLE 3.1 

TWO DEFINITIONS OF SCHOOLING 

Mastery 

improvement, progress, 
mastery, innovation, 
creativity 

effort, academic 
venturesomeDess 

progress, cha!Ienge, 
mastery 

part of the learning 
process, informational 

Ability viewed as.. ¯       developing through effort 

Adapted from Ames and Archer (I 988). 

high grades, high 
performance compared 
with others, relative 
achievement on 
standardized measures 

demonstrating high 
performance relative 
toeffort 

doing better than others, 
success relative to effort 

failure, evidence of lack of 
ability 

fixed 

mastery and performance. A mastery goat is oriented toward learning 
as much as possible in a course for the purpose of self-improvement, 
irrespective of the performance of others. A performance goal focuses 
on social comparison and competition, with the main purpose .of out- 
performing others on the task. 

Think about how you approach different classes. Are you interested 
in learning as much as you can in a class, or is your majorigoal simply 
doing better than the majority of students so you can attain a satisfac- 
tory grade? Of course, in some classes you may value both learning and 
getting good grades because you can have multiple goals in school. It is 
not uncommon for students to have a mastery goal orientation in one 

class and a performance goal orientation in another. It is also possible 
to have a performance and mastery goal orientation in the same class. 

An analysis of the distinction between mastery and performance 
goals in Table 3.1 shows how students define schooling and learning 
in different ways. The goal orientation that Students adopt in a course 
it~fiuences the effort they exhibit in learning tasks and the type of learn- 
ing strategies they use. Thus, when students adopt a mastery goal ori- 
entation, they are more likely to have a positive attitude toward the 
task (even outside the classroom)~ monitor theirown comprehension, 
use more complex learning strategies, and relate newly learned mate- 
rial with previously learned material. In contrast, students who adopt a 
performar~ce orientation tend to focus on memorization and other rote 
learning strategies and often do not engage in problem solving and criti- 
cal thinking. In general, they do not think abo~t what they learn, but 
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rather look for shortcuts and quick payoffs. Students with performance 
goals want to look competent (e.g., Anxious Anna) or avoid looking 
incompetent (e.g., Defensive Dimitri). 

In general, the research suggests that adopting a mastery goal orien- 
tation has positive academic outcomes (Ames, 1992). However, it has 
been found that performance goals, but not mastery goals, were reiated 
to academic performance in introductory college classes (Harackiewicz, 
Barron, Carter, Lehto, & Elliot, 1997). The researchers argued that in 
large lecture classes where i~structors’ grade on a curve and success is 
defined as outperforming others, performance goals can lead to academic 
success. Another important issue to consider is that multipie~choice tests 
often are used in such settings and may assess more factual rather than 
deeper understanding of the material. Thus, the grading method and/or 
type of tests used may create a performance-oriented classroom envi- 
ronment. In the same investigation, the researchers found that mastery 
goals predicted interest in the introductory class, whereas performance 
goals did not. We have an interesting dilemma: each goa! was related 
to one indicator of success (academic performance or interest) but not 
the other, in this situation, it appears that students who endorsed both 
goals were most likely to like the course and achieve well. 

Directions: Based on the information in Table 3.1, classify the following 
statements as either mastery (M) or performance (P) goal oriented by 
writing an M or a P in the space provided: 

"I enjoy finding extra material to read in this course." 
"It is. important to me to do better than my friends." 
"If you don’t have the ability to do well, more effort is a waste of 
time." 
"i’m not doing as well as I can, but I will improve." 
"My adviser thinl~s I should take another advanced math course, 
but I don’t want to because it may tower my GPA." 

On the next page, two students pr(.’sm~t different views on goal ori- 
entation. The first student admits that his primary goal orientation is to 
meet requirements, not learn. The second student reports that his goal 
orientation is influenced by the value he placed on different courses. 
What factors influence your goal orientations? 

Your goal orientation, in a particular course can greatly impact yot~r 
motivation, even before you ever open a textbook or take your first lec- 
ture notes. Analyze your goal orientation in each of the classes you are 
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Student Reflections 

For years, my goal in all my Classes has been to achieve a 
certain grade..The grade differed from class to class depend- 
ing on my confidence for success in the course, Tl~is strategy 
has been my plan of attack since elementary school Unfortu- 
nately, my goals have never changeds and.I rareIy participate 
ir~ clas~ just for.the simple pleasure of.learning... I ,enjoy: a class 
once a discussi0n begins, but I .usually preferto be somewhere 
else..][ am performance rather than mastery, driven. I.do .not 
Care to learn anything for the.sake of leiirning~ Schoolwork is. 

-. ius~ a mea~s.toan end: graduation: and ;a: degree: ..... ..~ 

Learning h0w:to.andefsta’~d my.’0@n: m0~iva~i0n .has: heipea. 

.: ::.~ave learned.to take.its:,impoc~ance intoconsideration..~-Some. 

currently taking. Do you have the same goal orientation in all of your 
classes? Do you think you exhibit both orientations m some classes? 

Do you find that your learning behavior differs depending on your goal 
orientation? Also, think about a hobby or particular interest you lmve. 

How long can you persist on the task before getting tired or bored? 
How is your behavior related to your goal orientation? 

Do I Believe I Can Do We!l on Different Academic Tasks? Values and goals 
determine stude~ts’ reasons for engaging in different tasks. Another 
important belief is self-efficacy, which refers to the evaluation stu- 
dents have about their abilities or skills to successfully complete a task 
(Bandura, 1982). The key question that determines self-efficacy is: "Am 
I gapable of succeeding at this task?" 
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Educational researchers have found that efficacy beliefs are importa nt 
predictors of student motivation and self-managed behaviors (Schunk, 
1991). Students with high efficacy are more likely than their low-effi- 
cacy counterparts to choose difficult tasks, expend greater effort, per- 
sist longer, use more complex learning strategies, and experience tess 
fear and anxiety regarding academic tasks. 

Self-efficacy is situation specific. A student may have a high self-effi- 
cacy for completing a term paper in a psychology course but a low 
sense of efficacy regarding his or her performance on multiple-choice 
questions that test knowledge of different learning theories. A studer~t 
may judge him or herself to be very competer~t at basketball but not at 
tennis. We have efficacy beliefs about each task we undertake. 

We mentioned in the first chapter that our primary goal is to help 
you become a more successful learner. An important step is to help you 
feel more competent to excel in the different academic tasks you experi- 
ence. Setting goals is one way to enhance your sense of efficacy. As you 
work on a~odemic tasks, you should determine your progress by ana- 
lyzing },our performafice according to your goals. Recognizing that you 
are making progress toward your goals can validate your initial sense 
of self-efficacy and maintain your behavior as you move toward goal 
attainment. Learning how to use different learning strategies is another 
way to enhance your sense of efficacy. 

Monitoring your self-efficacy on tasks can focus attention on your 
beliefs about the effectiveness’of your study methods. Zimmerman, 
Bonnet, arid Kovach (1996) suggested a procedure that can be used 
for quizzes or homework assignments. Before taking your next quiz or 
exam, read all of the questions and estimate your ability to answer the 
questions on a 10-point scale. The lower the score, the less competent 
you feel; the higher the score, the more competent you feel. Compare 
your actual score on the quizzes or exams with your efficacy scores. 
Your self-efficacy ratings can oper;~te like a thermostat, providing infor- 
mation you can use to modify or change your learning a~d study behaw 
ior. For example, how would you explain a situation in which your 
efficacy ratings are always higher than your actual test scores, or where 
your efficacy ratings are always lower than your actual test scores? 

Sdf-ef~icacy monitoring helps you gain accuracy in predicting your 
learning. ]f you misjudge: your self-efficacy, you might attempt to adjust 
your future standards. If quizzes or exams are more demanding than you 
expect, you may need to study harder to succeed. Rating your efficacy 
too low or being overly optimistic about your performance can be detri- 
mental to your academic success. ’Fhe more accurate your perceptions of 
COmpetence or efficacy, the more likely you will be to use ~he informa- 
tion to make appropriate changes in your learning a nd study strategies. 
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What Are the Causes of My Successes and Failures? When an event occurs, 
individuals can interpret it in different ways. Consider two college stu- 
dents of equal ability in the same class who just received a C on a term 
paper. The first student is very upset because he does not think the 
instructor’s grading was fair. He decides that there is not much he can. 
do to obtain a high grade in the course. The second student determines 
that the grade reflected the amount of time he spent completing the task 
and decides that he needs to work harder in the future. 

Why did the two students of equai ability interpret their experiences 
differently? One explanation is that the two studer~ts made different 
attributions about their performances on the term papers. An attribu- 
tion is an individual’s perception of the causes of his or her success or 
failure. Attribution theory helps explain why individuaIs respond dif- 
ferently to the same outcomes. 

The most common attributions for academic performance are abi!- 
ity ("t did well because I am smart" or "I did poorly because I am not 
capable") and effort ("I studied hard for the test" or "t did not study 
hard enough"). However, students often make other attributions, such 
as "I was lucky or unlucky, .... The task was easy or hard, .... I was tired," 

"I did not feel well," or "The instructor was unfair." 
Weiner (1986), a leading motivational researcher, believes tb~at how 

students perceive the causes of their prior successes and failures: is the 
most important factor determining how they will approach a particular 
task and how long they will persist at it. For example, students who 
attribute their past successful performances to their abilit~ are more 
likely to welcome similar challenges in the future because they antici- 
pate doing welt again. However, students are less likely to be optimistic 
about future tasks if they attribute their prior successes to luck or the 
generosity of the instructor. 

Students who believe their failures are because of their own lack of 
effort are likely to try harder in future situations and persist on difficult 

tasks. Also, students who believe that success is a result of their own 
doing (i.e., controllable} are more likely to do the things that are necessary 
to attain, success. These students are more likely to seek assistance from 
their instructor if they do not understand the material and will attend 
extra-help sessions when necessary. In contrast, students who believe 
their successes and failures are nncontrollable (e.g., because of luck or the 
generosity of the teacher) are less likely to seek the help they need. 

Now that you know that attributions can have a powerful impact 
on your success and failure, we discuss how you can use this informa- 
tion. One implication of this theory.is to understand the role of attribu- 
tions in your own learning. Remember that the fact that you attribute a 
cause to some factor does not mean that your attribution reflects real- 
ity. Think about.a friend who has the tendency to attribute a low test 
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grade to "tricky" questions or an unfair instructor when the grade was 
really because of poor preparation. 

It is important to consider how you interpret your own behavior. Edu- 
cational research indicates that self-directed learners tend to attribute 
failure to corrective causes and attribute successes to their own personal 
abilities (Zimmerman, 1998b). Ask yourself the followir~g questions:. 

"What role do attributions play in my understanding of my 
achievement and motivation?" 
"When t perform poorly,.do I attribute my performance to uncon- 
trollable factors? Are there alternative explanations for the causes 
of my academic performances?" 
"Could I benefit from attributing a poor performance to lack of 
effort or failure to use appropriate learning strategies rather than 
to lack of ability?" 

MaW students have difficulty in courses because they lack prior 
knowledge, use,~inappropriate learning strategies, or fail to monitor 
their comprehension--all factors that are controllable or changeable. 
When students recognize that their behavior is modifiable, instead of 
thinking they Iack ability and feeling poorly about themselves, they will 
more likely feel motivated to achieve. 

As the semester progresses, it is not uncommon for students to fee! 
S’up and down" at different times. Attribution theory can help students 
to better understand their own feelihgs~ Attributions are related to dif- 
ferent emotional responses. For example, whether individuals attribute 
failure to abiiity or effort influences how they will feel about them- 
selves. Attributing failure to lack of ability elicits feelings of shame and 
humiliation; attributing fa flute to lack of effort leads to guilt and regret, 
which often leads to an increase of effort the next rime. Emotions or 
feelings wil! change if attributions are changed. Therefore, individuals 
should carefully consider all the possible reasons for their performance 
before they draw aW conclusions, especially when they do not perform 
as well as they expected. Most important, they should consider other 
causes besides lack of ability, especially effort. 

How Do I Feel About.Academic Demands? You’ve participated in class, 
done your homework and think you have a grip on the material. But 
then the day of the test arrives. Suddenly, you blank out, zone out, or 
feet so anxious that you don’t remember the formulas or dates you 
kn.ew just a few hours ago. It’s normal to fee! a little anxious before a 
test. Just about everyone does. Some nervous anticipation can actually 
help you get revved up and give your best while taking the rest. But for 
SOme people,, the a~xiety they feel before and during a test can be so 
stro~xg that it interferes with their concentration and performance. 
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Anxiety can negatively impact academic performance in many ways. 

Ottens (1991) identified four interrelated characteristics of academi- 
cally anxious students: 

¯ Disruption in mental activity 
, psychological distress 
¯ Misdirected attention 
. Inappropriate behaviors, of which procrastination is most common 

Recent research has focused on the relative independence of two 

dimensior~s of test anxiety: worry versus emotior~ality. Worry is the major 

factor in the disruption of mental activity, whereas emotionality is more 

related to physiological distress. Worry reflects the cognitive aspects of 
anxiety--the negative beliefs, troubiilag thoughts, and poor decisions. 
Emotionality refers to the. unpleasant affective reactions, such as ten- 

sion arid nervousness. Each of these dimensions can have differential 
effects on students. Although both dimensions can have a debilitating 
effect, the worry dimension has a stronger negative relation to academic 

performance than the emotional dimer~sion. One reason for this fii~ding 
is that emotionatity tends to decrease once test taking begilas, whereas 
worrisome thoughts often continue throughout the test and may be 
experienced for a period of time in advance of the examinati0I~" Also, 
achievement suffers because attention is affected during test taking, 

when the task requires remembering or retrieving what was learned. 
Covington (1992) has proposed a useful interaction model of test arlx- 

iety, where he shows the effects of anxiety at three stages--appraisal, 

preparation, and test taking. Students’ motivation to succeed or avoid 
failure is determined in the test appraisal stage by whether they judge 

the upcoming test to be a chai[enge or a threat. In the test preparation 
stage, students begin studying while thinking about such things as their 

ability, expectations, and the futility and effectiveness of their study. 
They start thinking such thoughts as: "Will I do well on the exam?" or 
"Will it be worthwhile to spend a great deal of time stuaymg. Students 
threatened by failure may become involved in avoidance behaviors such 

as irrational goal setting (e.g., attempting to review the five most diffi- 
cult chapters in one night or procrastination that wilt further erode their 
study effectiveness). Finally, in the teSt-taking stage, students attempt to 
ret,’ieve what they have learried, often faced with great physical ten- 
sion and worry. Anxiety, at this stage, interferes wit}~ the retrieval of 
information. As the semester progresses, the process repeats itself every 

time there is an examinatior~. More specifically, the type of attribution 

to the feedback on the first test~eithe} success or failare~influences 
how one will achieve on the next test. For example, if a poor perfoP 
mance is atttibuted to low ability, then shame is likely to occur and the 
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effectiveness of study preparation is likely to be seen. This process can 
vary in duration from a few hours to weeks or even months. 

Let’s look at a specific example of how the process may operate. 
Phil arrives at college wanting to be a pharmacist, a career choice that 
pleased his parents and impressed his friends. Unfortunately, Phil didn’t 
take all the science courses in high school that would have better pre- 
pared him for this maior. As a result, he starts his freshman year tak- 
ing three science courses. To make matters worse, Phil is a chronic 
procrastinator who puts off tasks until the last minute because he relies 
on his superior intellect to get him through difficult tasks. Phil learned 
early in the semester that he couldn’t wait until the last minute to study 
for exams like he did in high school. He received two Cs and a D in 
his first-semester grades. He decided not to be discouraged and that he 
would show his parents and friends that he could succeed by working 
very hard the second semester. 

Now, let’s see how anxiety intluences his behavior during the three 
stages--appraisal, preparation, and test taking. 

~lploraisal Stage. As he sits in the first session of his psychology course 
in the second semester of his freshman year, he listens to the instructor 
review the course requirements. Suddenly, he feels very uncomfortable 
and starts thinking whether he wil! flunk out of school. He becomes pre- 
occupied with the thought that he will be found out as incompetent. 

Preparation Stage. The first exar~ is approaching, and Phil needs to start 
studying. The problem is that he again has procrastinated and knows 
that he will have difficulty reviewing ai1 the material. Most important, 
however, he begins to doubt whether he can succeed and is preoccupied 
with worry. He has difficulty concentrating on reading his textbook; 
tie starts thinking that perhaps he is not smart enough to become a 
pharmacist; he wonders if he would do better if he had a more interest- 
ing teacher. As a result of his negative perceptions, he spends little time 
studying and more time watching television and playing video gaines. 
The resuit is that he is unprepared for his examination. 

rest-Tatcirtg Stage° As he is taking tk~e exami~ation, he rlotices that 
many students are completing their exams early and wonders if the test 
is easier than he thinks. He begins to questiox~ his ability and his worry 
begins to interfere with his ability to recai1 the little information he 
studied. He becomes frustrated because he is unable to thinkabout the 
possible answers to the questions. 

A different approach needs to be taken with anxious students who 
have good study skills but cannot handle evaluative pressure, and with 
-anxious students who have difficulty learning the content (whose anxi- 
ety interferes in the appraisal and preparation stage; Naveh-Benjamin, 
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McKeachie, & Lin, 1987). In chapter 5, we discuss relaxation techniques 
and cognitive therapies designed to reduce the worry components of test 
anxiety. You will be asked to think about and analyze your anxiety- 
provoking thoughts and develop new coping strategies, such as using 
rational self-talk before a test and instruct yourself to attend to the task 
while studying or taking tests. These strategies will help students who 
have difficulty with evaluative pressure. Researchers have found that 
high-anxiety students use poorer study strategies than students lower 
in anxiety and are more prone to use avoidance to cope with their aca- :: 
demic problems (Zeidner, !995). Thus, the learning strategies that you 
are acquiring in this course can help in reducing anxiety. 

Another characteristic of anxiety is misdirected attention. Here the 
problem is with concer~tration or attention. No matter what the aca- 
demic activity--taking notes, reading a textbook, studying, or taking 
an exam--anxious students easily lose their attention. This behavior 
handicaps students by not allowing them to complete their work effi- 
ciently, and can cause emotional upset. Defensive Dimitri’s motivational 
problem is that he constantly encounters distractions when he begins 
studying for an exam. He constantly thinks about the possibility of fail- 
ure, looking inadequate and as a result forgets information. Anxious 
Anna aiso l~as anxiety problems, but in her case, the anxiety leads to 

obsessive studying and preparation. 
The final characteristic of anxious students is the tendency to act inap- 

propriately. Procrastination is very common, as is quitting tasks before 
they are completed, conversing with a friend when time is running out 
to complete an assignment, or answering test questions in a rush to 
get out of the examination room as soon as possible. Defensive Dimi- 
tri, for example, deals with his anxiety by resortir~g to failure-avoiding 

strategies, such as procrastination. Test anxiety is a specific form of 
anxiety related to evaluation of academic ability. Educators are espe- 
da!ly concerned about this type of anxiety, because it increases through 
the elementary grades to high school and becomes more strongly (i.e., 
negatively) retated to indexes of intellectual and academic performance 
(Hembree, 1988). As students proceed through school, the higher their 
anxiety, the more likely they will experience lower achievement. 

Covington’s Self-Worth Theory. Self-worth is an individual’s evaluative 
appraisal of him- or herself. It is similar to such terms as self-esteem or 
self-respect. According to self-worth theory (Covington, t 992), individu- 

als learn that society values people because of their accomplishments. If 
a person t~ails at a task, the feedback evokes thepossibility of a lack of 
ability and creates t~eelings of unworthiness and self-rejection. As a result, 
when individuals are faced with the possibility ot~ failure, they will avoid 

the situation or develop strategies to protect: any inferences to a lack of 
their ability. Covingto~ (1992) identified a number of these strategies: 
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Procrastination: If an individual studies at the last minute and 
does not have enough time to properly prepare for an exam, fail- 
ure cannot be attributed to lack of ability. 
Unattainable goals: If an individual selects very difficult goals, 
failure is often assured. However, failure in such tasks reveals little 
about one’s ability because most individuals would fail. 
Underachievers: If an individual avoids any test of his or her abil- 
ity by just doing the minimum to get by, he or she can maintair~ an 
inflated opinion of ability: "I could do it if I really tried." 
Anxiety: tf an individual argues that one’s poor performance is 
the result of test-taking anxiety, then one can’t blame the perfor- 
mance as the result of low abitity. In other words, "It’s better to 
appear anxious than stupid" (p. 88). 

Examination of the role of effort from both the instructors’ and stu- 
dents’ perspectives reveals that, in some cases, both instructors and 
students operate at cross purposes. Although instructors highly value 
achievement, they often reward {or criticize) some students more than 
others for exactly the same level of performance. Students who are per- 

. celved as haying expended effort {regardless of their ability) tend to be 
rewarded more and criticized less than students who do not try (Weiner 
& Kukla, 1970). 

Instructors like students who try. Do you feet worse about a grade 
a test or paper when you have worked hard or when you exhibited little 
effort? Educational research indicates that students experienced great- 
est shame with a combination of high effort and failure and least shame 
with a combination of low effort and failure (Covington & Omelich, 
1979). This research helps explain why failure-avoiding .students often 
do not try. Expending effort and still failing poses a serious threat to 
one’s self-esteem. The student who does not try but fails can always 
rationalize that success could have been achieved through proper 
effort, thus maintaining a reasonable level of self-esteem. Instructors, 
however, tend to reinforce students who demonstrate effort and are 
more critical of those who do not. Understanding the perspectives.of 
both the instructor and the student helps revea! how effort car~ become 
a "double-edged sword" for many students. They must walk the ~ight- 
rope between, the threatening extremes of high effort and no effort at 
all. They must demonstrate some effort to avoid negative sanctions 
from their instructors, but not enough to risk shame should they try 
hard and fail. Some students use excuses tc~ maintain a balance between 
these extremes. A popular tactic is to try hard but to use excuses to 
explain why trying did not help. Such behavior avoids any inference to 
low ability. 

Hopeless Henry believes that his failures are because of a lack of 
ability. As a result, he does not beIieve that hard work will pay off. The 
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probiem with this belief is that he is likely to exert little effort even in 
situations in which effort would lead to success. 

What is interesting about self-worth theory is that it offers a different 
explanation of failure. Maw students are motivated, but for the wrong 
reasons--they are more motivated to avoid failure than motivated to 
succeed. They are driven by circumstances to protect their self-esteem. 

A college friend of the first author was a bright but anxious student. 
He always told everyone that he never had enough time to study before 
an exam. Everyone was impressed by the success he achieved with lit- 
tle apparent effort. However, in situations where his achievement was 
unsatisfactory, he would also remind us that he did not spend much 
time studying. It was not until years later that the first author learned 
he had atways found time to study regularly during the term. His strat- 
egy was to protect his self-worth. The moral of this story is not to gauge 
the amount of time and effort you need to prepare by listening to the 
comments of others. 

What strategies have you used to protect yourself from the possibili- 
ties of failure? Have you ever raised your hand early in a class period to 
answer a question, knowing that the instructor might not call on you 
later? Have you remained silent when asked a question by an instructor, 
hoping that if you paused long enough, the instructor would rephrase 
the question once or twice until either the answer was given to you or 
someone else was called on? 

We both can identify with the following situation, and it may be 
uncomfortably familiar to you, too: A common practice in language 
classes is to require students to take turns translating sentences into 
English. As the instructor moves down the row asking one student 
after another to translate, anxious students are not paying attention to 
each translation. Instead, they are counting down the row to locate the 
sentence they witl have to translate and begin practicing the sentence. 
During this time, they have missed the translations of all the previous 
sentences. Learning the sentences is vital to the content of the particu- 

lar lesson, but some students are more motivated to avoid failure than 
to master the content of the lesson. 

What is your experience with ability and self-worth? Do you think 
society communicates to children early in their lives that unless they 
achieve, they are unworthy? In what ways do school experiences 
threaten students’ heliefs in their own ability? Does self-worth theory 
help you understand the behavior of anyone you know? 

AM i MOTIVATED TO CHANGE MY ACADEMIC BEHAVIOR? 

tn the first three chapters you learned what it takes to be aself- 
directed learner, tn addition, you learned why you need to acquire 
certain learning strategies and how certain motivational variables influ- 
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ence your behavior. The major issue that you now face is whether you 
are actually motivated to change your academic behavior. No one, not 
your parents, friends, or college instructors, can make you change.You 
need to decide whether you want to learn and study differently in col- 
lege than you did in high schoo!. Of course, if you were an A student in 
high school, we would recommend that you r~ot change many things. 
However, if you think there is some room for improvement, then you 
should consider what aspects of your academic behavior in college you 
want to change. 

The next student reflection was written by a student in our learning 
strategies course about six weeks into the semester: 

Wonldn’t it be nice if all students were influenced in the same man- 
ner? Unfortunately, students react differently to change. Prochaska and 
Prochaska (1999) suggested four reasons why individuals have difficulty 
changing their behavior: they can’t, they don’t want to, they don’t know 
wt~at to change, or they do not know how to change. If you would like 
to change but have difficulties, think about how these reasons might 
apply to you. We discuss each of these reasons ro help you analyze 
your own beh avior by using the motiw~tional topics we discussed in the 
chapter. You might want ~:o review self-efficacy, attribution and self- 
worth theory, and goal orientation and task value before you read this 
~i.n al section. 
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! Can’t Change 

Prochaska and Prochaska (1999) pointed out that people can’t change 
aspects of themselves that are not consciouS. Studies in psychology 
(e.g., Bargh & Chartrand, 1999; Wegner & Wheatley, t999) indicate 

that some behavior is so automated (i.e., nonconscious, unintentional) 
that we have difficulty being aware when we engage in it and explain- 
ing how we do certain things. Try explaining how you bowl or how you 
hit a baseball or how you learn certain material for an exam. it is not 
as easy as you think. Without realizing it, you probably have automated 
your study habits through their repeated use during the 12 years of 
schooling prior to college. Changing such automated behaviors requires 
considerable commitment, effort, and time, leading some students to 
conclude that they lack the willpower and inner strength, and therefore 
cannot change. For example, when we teach a system of note taking in 
chapter 9, some students report that they can’t learn the new system 
because their old methods, though ineffective, are automated to the 
point where they function in a nonconscious way. What makes matters 
worse is that when students are under pressure, such as preparing for 

an important midterm exam, they often resort to their existing auto- 
mated skills even when they know that these skills are not as useful or 
effective as the new skills they have learned or practiced. In summary, 
expect changing your academic behavior to not be an easy process, but 
know that you can change if you are willing to put in the effort and 
time to practice a new skill. Remember that you didn’t become good at 
playing basketball, the piano, chess, or whatever interestg’you in just a 

few sessions of effortless practice. 
Another factor to consider when you bdieve that you can’t change is 

your level of self-efficacy (or self-confidence) regarding a specific task. 
Remember that researchers have found that your level of self-efficacy can 
predict behaviors, such as choosing to engage in tasks and persisting at 
them in the face of difficulty (Bandura, 1982). Therefore, if you hold a !ow 
sense Of efficacy for a particular task such as improving your note taking, 
you may avoid learning a new skill, give up easily when things get tough, 
and conclude that you cannot change that particular aspect of your aca- 
demic behavior. However,. if you put in the effort and experience success, 
your perception about your ability to master the skill will change. 

I Don’t Want to Change ¯ 

We have found that most students identify ~his category for why they 
don’t change their acade,nic behavior. Let’s look at some of the factors 
that contribute to this belief (Isaacson, 2002). First, students may have a 
high sense of self-efficacy in their abilities and the effectiver~ess of their 
existing study strategies. They tell themselves, "After all, I got through 
high school and ,vas accepted i~to college!" This response is a reason- 
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able approach to one’s academic work and can lead to success for some 
students. There are, however, students who do not ur~derstand the dif- 
ference in the required study skills between high school arid college, and 
fail to realize what awaits them down the road. In fact, maW of these 
students have such high self-efficacy that they are overconfident in their 
abilities. These students demonstrate displeasure when faced with a 
requirement to take a learning strategies course because it conflicts with 
their perception of the levet of Skills they possess for academic studies: 
Did you take this class as an elective or were you required to take it? 

Students can demonstrate passive or active resistance in class. How 
would you analyze the behavior of the following student? 

.t dislike this learning strategies class and I know that this is 
no reason for-me to do poorty in the course. However, I still 
think mystudy strategies are as good as the ones that are 
discussed in class. Therefore, I do not see any reason for me 
to change. 

I| 

Why does this student behave the way she does, considering the fact 
that she is not doing well in class? Why do some students persist in the 
same behavior in college even though they know their strategies don’t 
work for them? Is this a way to protect their self-worth? Are they con- 
cerned that they may not be able to learn or apply the new study and 
learning strategies ? 

Freshmen often fail to recognize tl~at success in many college courses 

requires critical thinking skills: the ability to organize arguments and 
evidence from many sources that often disagree with one another. In 
his interview with college students, Light (2001) found that students 
who had academic difficulty pointed out that their high school courses 
did t~ot demand much critical thinking, but in college courses it is an 
important skill for success. When students have difficulty in courses that 
require critical thinking skills, they often blame or attribute their poor 
results to the instructor, such as expressed in the followir~g statement: 
"I always did wel! in high school. I can’t believe these tests; they are so 

¯ unfair." What oher~ occurs are explanations for failure that can be cat, 
egorized as external attributions usually the teacher or the test~not 
oneself. In. high school, if failure occurred, it was the teacher who was 
asked to change. Common requests include: "Slow down., .... Explain it 
again, .... Be more concise," "Give me examples," and "Make the test 
easier." lsaacsor~ (2002) stated that blaming others by attributing the 
responsibility for lower academic success or failure on others influences 
tt~e student not to take personal responsibility and take charge of his or 
he," own learning. Thus, when an opportunity presents itself, like rak- 
ing a learning strategies course.in col.lege, the students fail to recognize 
how it can help because they may not recognize that they are responsible 
for ,.heir own academic outcomes: What was your attitude when you 
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registered for this course? Do you think you need to change any aspect 

of your learning and study behavior? Do any of the beliefs described in 
this section relate to your thinking? If not, explain ~vhy your attitudes 
or beliefs are different and what factors influenced your openness for 
the possibility of changing some of your own study behaviors? 

In this chapter, we identified two major goal orientationsr-mastery 
and performance. In a mastery orientation, a person wants to learn as 
much as possible and improve one’s academic performance. In a perfor- 
mance orientation, a person wants to perform better than others, or as 
one student put it: "I simply want to get through this coarse." Adopting 
a performance orientation and simpiy wanting to "get through courses" 
may cause students to lower their value for a study skills course, result- 
ing .i~ disinterest and an unwiliingness to acquire and practice self- 
directed learning skills. A person with a mastery orientation is more 
likely to use advanced rather then simple rehearsal strategies in their 
courses. Therefore, your goa! orientation may be a factor in your per- 
ceptions regarding the desire or need to change academic behavior. 

I Don’t Know What to Change 

Often students come to class believing that they can and want to 
change their academic behavior but are not sure what they have to do to 
change. The purpose of the self-obServation assessments at the begini 
ning of each chapter is to provide information about your behavior. 

Your instructor may ask you to take different stu@ skill assess- 
ments to help you identify the areas that need change. Knowing what 
to change requires an understanding of your learning and study strate- 
gies. The more you understand your strengths and weaknesses, the bet- 
ter you will be able to develop a plan for changing your behavior. One 
of the instruments we use is the Learning and Study Skills Inventory 
(LASSI; Weinstein, Schulte, & Palmer, 1987). This instrument helps 
students compare their skills with other college students in such areas 
as: attitude and interest, motivation, time management, anxiety, con- 
centration, .information processing, selecting main ideas, self-testing, 
and preparing for and taking tests. Which of these areas do you think 
are your strengths and weaknesses?                                .. 

I Don’t Know How to Change 

Even though this comse teaches !earning strategies to bring about 
change in your academic behavior, you may not know how to change. 
There are many possible reasons for this problem. First, you may expe- 
rience difficulty in transferring your r~ewly learned strategies to other. 
courses you are taking because you are not practicing these strategies. 
in other courses. If you learn strategies but don’t practice them in other 
courses, it is unlikely that you will become a more successful learner. 
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Once you practice the learning strategies in different contexts, you can 
then make changes in how you apply the strategies in different courses 
and become a more successful learner. 

Second, problems in knowing how to change can also stem from a 
lack of self-control. Examples of.self-contro! in the academic context 
are seif-instruction and attention focusing. Self-instruction or self-talk, 
an important aspect of self-control, is an important strategy that can 
help you guide your behavior. Research has shown that verbalizations, 
such as how to apply a mathematical formula, can improve students’ 
learning (Schunk, 19.82). We discuss the importance of self-instruction 
or self-talk in chapter 5. 

Finally, in the discussion of self-worth in this chapter, we mentioned 
that some students are uncertain that they possess adequate ability to 
succeed. As a result, they may actually handicap themselves by not study- 
ing and using other self-defeating strategies to have an excuse for failing 
that does rmt reflect poorly on their ability. Failing for a reason such as 
not adequately preparing for an exam is less likely to threaten self-worth 
than failing because of tow perceived ability. Garcia (1995) found that 
college students who used self-handicapping strategies employed little 
practice and time-management ~trategies. Self-handicapping provides a 
significant obstacte to the intention of changing one’s academic behav- 
ior. Even though a student may believe he or she can and wants to 
change, e~gaging in self-handicapping behavior instead of using effec- 
tive learning strategies can lead to less successful academic outcomes. It 
is possible that through self-handicdpping, students who do not know 
how to change may actually start to believe that they carmot change. 
Here is a statement from a student who is afraid to change: 

The only reason that t think I have not changed is because I 
don’t know how to change my ways. I feel that I have been 
studying and preparing for my tests and quizzes the same 
way for so tong that I am afraid that it will be too hard to 
change, and if I try to change I might do worse with the new 
way rather than the old wW. 

In summary, there are many motivational factors that influence your 
beliefs about changing academic behavior. The more you understand 
the dynamics of char~ge, the more you can learn to control your behav- 
ior and, uitimately, make the necessary changes to attain your persona! 
and academic goals. 

You have now completed thc £rst three chapters that provide a foun- 
dation for you to understand what academic and motivational strategies 
are necessary for succcssful learning. Now you are ready to [carn the 
specific motivationa!, behavioral, and tearr~ing and study strategies that 
can allow you to attain higher levets of academic success. If you have 
any doubts about your motivation to change, now is a good.time to 
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discuss your concerns with your instructor or teaching assistant. Your 
perceptions and beliefs play a major role in determinir~g how much you 
will learn in this course. Deal directly with these beliefs, and you are 

more likely to be a more satisfied student. 

1. Researchers have identified four motivational profiles: success- 
oriented, overstriving, failure avoiding, and failure accepting 

students. 
2. Beliefs, perceptions, and emotio!~s influence motivation and 

behavior. 
3. Motivated behaviors are determined by choice of behavior, level of 

activity and involvement, and persistence and management of effort. 
4. Motivation is influenced by sociocultura! factors, classroom con- 

textual factors, and internal factors. 
5. The answers to the following questions can provide important 

insights into one’s motivation: 
¯ "What are my goals?" 
¯ "What are my hopes, expectatior~s, and fears about the 

future?" 
,, "How interested am I in my courses?" 
¯ "Do t believe I can do well on different academic tasks?" 
¯ "What are the causes of my successes and failures?" 
o "How do I feel about my academic challenges?" 

6. Hoped-for, expected, and feared possible selves play an important 

role in your motivation and behavior. 
7. Achievement goals determine patterns of motivation that determine 

how learners think about and engage in different academic activities. 

8. Goals enhance performance in five major ways: effort, duration or 
persistence, direction of attention, strategic planning, and as a ref- 

erence point for evaluating performance. 
9. It is difficult to be motivated to achieve in any area without goals. 

10. A mastery goal orientation is more likely to lead to the use of more 

learning strategies than a performance goal orientation.. 
11. There is evidence that: a performance goa! orientation in introduc- 

tory college classes leads to high achievement and low interests in 

course content. 
12. Self-efficacy influences individuals’ effort, persistence, and use of 

learni~g strategies. 
13. Students should constantly monitor their attributional messages. 
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14. Self-efficacy and attributions have¯ important influence on self- 
directed behavior. 

15. Anxiety has two dimensions: worry and emotionality. Each dimen- 
sion can have different effects on students. Worry has the strongest 
negative relation with achievement because it interferes with stor- 
age and retrieval of information. 

16. Test anxiety can affect behavior in three stages: appraisal, prepara- 
tion, and test taking. 

t7. Anxiety can influence behavior by disrupting mental processes, 
producing psycho!ogical distress, misdirecting attention, and caus- 
ing inappropriate behaviors such as procrastination. 

18. Many students are motivated for the wrong reason--to avoid fail- 
ure rather than to attain success. 

19. There are four reasons why students have difficulty changing their 
, n~t academic behavior: they can t; they do want to change; they don’t 

know what to change; or they don’t know how to change. 

1. Use the Self-Management Process to Manage Your Motivation 

The Follow-Up Activities section in each of the remaining chapters in 
this book identify a topic for self-study. The process for your self-study 
was identified in chapter 1 and is explained in depth in Appendix A, 
with examples provided in Appendix B. This study focuses on motiva- 
tion. Complete the following self-study during a period of 2 to 3 weeks. 
Your report, should, include each of the processes below and should be 
approximately five to eight typed pages in length. 

Self-Observation and Evaluation. Am I satisfied with my academic moil- 
ration? Do I need to change my motivation? If yes, what problem(s) do 
I encounter? What are the symptoms of my problem (i.e., when, where, 
and how often does my problem occur)? How much of an impact does 

~Jais problem have on my academic performance? What factors (e.g., 

¯ beliefs, perceptions, feelings, physiological responses, or behaviors) 
contribute to this problem.? What do I need to change to reduce or 
eliminate my problem? 

¯ Goal Settingand Strategic Planning. What are my goals? What strategies 
will I implement to improve my academic motivation? When will I use 
these strategies? How wilt I record my progress? 
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Strategy Implementation and Monitoring. What strategies did I use to 
improve my academic motivation? When did I use these strategies? What 
method(s) did I use to record my progress (e.g., documents, charts, logs,. 
tally sheets, checklists, or recordings)? When did t use these methods? 
How and when did I monitor my progress to determine if my new strat-. 
egies were working? What changes, if aW, did I make along the way?. 

Strategic Outcome Monitoring. Did t attain the goal(s) I set for myself? 
Have the modifications in my motivation improved my academic per- 
formance or personal life? What strategies were the most and least 
effective? What changes, if any, do I need to make in the future? 

2. Identify Factors That Influence Motivation 

Select two different courses you are currently taking--one difficult 
and one less challenging, or one that you like and one that you don’t 
like. Analyze your motivation in the two classes by discussing each of 
the following factors that determine students’ motivated behavior: 

Goals 

Interests and values 

Self-efficacy beliefs 

Test anxiety 

Mastery vs. 
performance goal 
orientation 

Attributions for 
academic performance 

Class I Class 2 
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3. Analyze Efficacy Scores 

Students in a learning course are given 10-point quizzes each week 
before the class lecture. Before they begin writing their respor~ses, they 
are asked to rate how wei1 they think they will do on the quiz on a 
scale from 1 (low) to 10 (high). The following scores represent the quiz 
scores and efficacy ratings for four different students for the first three 
quizzes of the term. Review these scores and describe each of the stu- 
dents’ motivation and behavior as best you can. In what ways could 
these scores influence the students’ motivation and study behaviors for 
future quizzes? 

Student i 

I 4 

Student 2 

l Quiz Score 

[Efficacy Rating 
5 

5 

4 

7 

Student 3 

[ uiz Score 
~_~ficacy Rating 8 

Student 4 

EL~:ficacy~ating 7 . j " 8 ] 8 
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4. Discuss the Motivation Behavior of Different Students 

In the beginning of the chapter, you were introduced to four types of 
students, three of whom had motivational problems. Suppose you were 
an adviser at the college or university they attend. Each student has 
made an appointment to see you. How would you explain their own 
motivation and behavior to them? 

Defensive Dimitri 

Anxious Anna 

Hopeless Henry 

Help Students Deal With Different Attributions for Their Behavior 

Suppose you took a part-time job as a peer counselor and were 
asked to meet with students -who had academic p~oblems. How would 
you respond to students who attribute poor test performance to the 
statemer~ts in the left-hand column? tn the right-hand column, write a 
response to each of the students. 
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Attribution 

I lack ability. 

didn’t feel welt. 

I wasn’t in the mood. 

I’m not interested in the task. 

I don’t do well on task. 

I don’t do well on tests. 

The m.ateria! was-boring. 

The test was unfair. 

I didn’t have enough time to study. 

Suggested Resp.onses 

:: *2 

6. Use Motivation Strategies 

Here are some strategies th at college students use to monitor and reg- 
ulate their motivation (Wolters, 1998, pp. 228-229). The strategies are 
organized by categories. Place a check in the box near each category to 
indicate that you have used a st-rategy in the category, and in the space 
provided write the specific strategy you have used if it is different from 
t[ae strategies listed. Identify one of the strategies listed thai: you don’t: 
use but could incorporate in your repertoire of motivation strategies. 

Performance Goals 
"I would think about how I wanted a good grade." 
"I would remind myself about how important it is to get good grades 
in -ollege. ~ 
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[] External Rewards 

"Give myself rewards when I finish studying." 
"Each time I successftdly know a topic, I might give myself a break 
and do something relaxing like watch TV or nap?" 
"Tell myself that if I finish the next five pages of reading I can go 
and talk to a friend." 

Task Value 
"I would find ways that it relates to my life." 
"I would try to relate it to my experiences or how I would fee! in 
certain situations." 

Interest 

"Make studying into a game." 
"Try to make it more interesting." 

Help Seeking 

"Ask to study with a friend." 
"Talk to the (teaching assistant) or professor." 

Environment Structuring 
"Sit with the book in a quiet room with a sok drink." 
’"Yak(: little breaks so I don’t burn out." 
"I’d take a break, completely forget the subject matter, and then 
return, hopefully ~:efreshed." 
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[] Attention 

, "Study at a time when my mind is more focused." 

Answers to Exercise 3.3 

1. M 2. P 3. P 4. M 
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eme 
As readers ot~ this book, you are a 
diverse group with varied back- 
grounds and goals.’ Some of you 
are beginning your education at a 
college or university, whereas oth- 
ers of you have selected community 
colleges. Some of you may have 
taken college courses last term, 
whereas others are returning to 
school after an absence. Some 
you are taking a learning and study 
skills course because it is required, 
whereas others are enrolled in the 
course as an elective. Some of you 
are looking forward .to taking the 
course, whereas others may doubt 

its usefulness. Althoug],~ we rec- 
ognize the wide range oil interests, 
motivations, and abilities of those 
of you reading this book, we have 
one goal: to help all those who read 
this volume become more success- 
ful learners. Once you iearn how 
to learn, you can apply these skills 
to any academic or work setting in 
which you participate. 

Who is a successful learner? Most 
of us know, read about, or have 
observed successful and expert indi- 
viduals in so~ne field or profession 
(e.g., a plumber, musician, athlete, 
teacher, or artist). These individuals 
have special knowledge and skills in a 
particular field. Similarly, successful 
learners also possess special knowl- 
edge and skills that dift~erentiate 
them from less successful learners. 
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Successful students are not simply individuals who know more than 

others. They also have more effective and efficient learning strategies 
for accessing and using their knowledge, can motivate themselves, and 
can monitor and change their behaviors when learning does not occur. 

Just as individuals cannot learn to become expert musicians, danc- 
ers, or golfers, without practice, learning to be a successful learner 
requires more than simply reading and listening to class lectures. For 
this reason, you will be asked throughout this book to respond to ques- 
tions and exercises, and to actuaily practice some new ways of learning. 
The key to success is practicing the learning strategies taught here so 
they become automatic. As you practice, you will be able to learn more 
material in les~ time than prior to using these new strategies. Thus, you 
will learn to study "smarter," not necessarily harder. 

Most of you have expertise in some activity or hobby. You have spent 
considerab]e effort and persistence in acquiring knowledge and develop- 
ing your skills and probably feel competent and motivated to excel. You 
are now beginning the process of developing the necessary expertise 
to meet the academic demands of college learning. Much of the same 
self-discipline and self-motivation you apply to your present area(s) of 
expertise wil! be needed in your pursuit of academic excellence. After 
studying this chapter, you will be able to: 

Identify specific behaviors that influence the level of academic 
success. 
Use a process to self-manage your academic behavior. 

WHAT IS ACADEMIC SELF-MANAGEMENT? 

At one time, it was thoflght that intelligence was the main factor 
determining academic success. After years of research in learning and 
motivation, educators have found that students can learn how to become 
more successful learners by using appropriate strategies to manage their 
motivation, behavior, and learning. 

The word rnan.agement is a key term in understanding successful 
learners. They self-manage or control the factors influencing their 
learning. They establish optimum conditions for learning and remo~Ce 
obstacles that interfere with thei~ learning. Educators use a variety of 
terms to describe these students (e.g., self-regulated, self-directed, stra- 

tegic, and active). No matter what term is used, the important factor is 
that these students find a way to learn. It does not matter if the instruc- 
tor is a poor lecturer, the textbook is confusing, the test is difficult, the 
room is noisy, or if multiple exams are scheduled for the same week, 
successful Iearners find a way to excel. 
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Let’s took at am example of hoxv one student managed his aca- 
demic learning: 

It was Thursday night and Robert was completing his final 
preparation for the following day’s history exam. On the pre- 
vious Sunday evening, he developed a plan for how he would 
prepare for the exam during the week. He identified what he 
had to learn, how he would study, and when he would accom- 
plish each task. He began his study on Monday, attempting 
to gain a general understanding.of the main ideas and recal! 
the most important facts. He paraphrased each section of the 
readings, underlined the important information, and moni- 
tored his own progress during study by developir~g possible 
questions that might be asked on the exam. While studying 
Wednesday night, he realized that he had difficulty compa> 
ing and contrasting some of the battles discussed in class. 
Therefore, he decided to develop a chart listing the differ- 
ent battles on top and different characteristics down the side. 
When he filled in the information on the chart, he found he 
was better able to answer the questions that might be asked 
regarding the material. 

Around 10 p.m., Thursday, Robert’s roommate came home 
from the library with some friends and began discussing a 
concert they planned to attend over the weekend. They were 
finished studying for the r~ight. Robert decided to go to the 
study lounge down the hail to complete his last hour of study- 
ing. He told his friends that he would return for pizza around 
11 p.m. As he returned to his study, he noticed some ir~forma- 
tion-ih his notes that he did not understand. He made a quick 
telephone caIt to a friend for clarificatiofi about the notes. 

After another 20 minutes of studying, Robert got tired and 
started thinking of the double cheese at~d mushroom pizza he 
would be eating in a short time. He decided that he needed 
about 30 minutes to finish his studying for the evening. There- 
fore, he decided to take a 5-minute break and go for a walk. 
He came back and finished his study for the evening. 

What actions did Robert take to ensure optimum learning? First, he 
established a goal and action plan for how he was going to prepare for 
the examination.. Tl~eplan started 4 days before the exam. Second, he 

used a variety of learning strategies, such as underlining, developing 
and answering questions, and making a chart to better compare and 
contrast the relevant information. In other words, when he found that 
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he was not learning, he-did something about it by changing his learn- 
ing strategy. Third, he monitored his understanding of the material as 
he studied. He changed learning strategies and asked for help when he 

failed to understand his notes. Fourth, when his friends returned from 
the library, he decided that he would not be able to study in his room, 
so he left for the lounge. Finally, when he began to get tired and became 
less motivated to complete his studying, he took a break and was then 
able to return to his work. All of Robert’s decisions played a major role 

in his ability to do well on the history exam the following day. 
Given the same situation, think about how another student with less 

knowledge about learning and study strategies, and less self-manage- 
ment skills might have behaved in the same situation. The example 
just presented came from a student’s journal. The situation occurred 
exactly as stated, only "the name was changed to protect the innocent." 
Robert did not come to college as an A student. As a matter of fact, he 
struggled during the first few weeks of the first term. When he began to 
learn how to learn and to take responsibility for his own learning, his 
academic performance improved dramatically. 

As you develop the personal qualities to manage your learning, you 
will find that you can apply the same .skills to situations outside the 

classroom, even at work. It does not matter what course, seminar, lec- 
ture, or job you experience, once you manage the factors influencing 
your learning, you can be more successful in any task. 

One of the first author’s students came to his office to discuss the 
amount of work she had to do in the learning course. She ter~ded to turn 

in assignments late and, in general, appeared to have difficulty manag- 
ing her time and motivation. During the conversation, she stated that 
she only wanted a C in the course. The first author stated that he had 

no problem giving her a C, but that many students who set this stan- 
dard often underestimate theif achievement and earn a D. He decided 
to pursue the issue further by asking the student the following question: 
"Are you also willing to find an average job and get an average salary?" 
"Oh no!" she stated, "I want a rewarding career and plan on making a 
great deal of money! .... 

Many individuals fail to realize that the self-management strategies 
used to become more successful learners often generalize to their per- 
sonal and work lives. Who is more likely.to be promoted in a iob: an 
employee who can work independently and set and attain goals, or an 
employee who needs constant supervision and direction in his or her 

daily work? Educators who emphasize the importance of self-manage~ 
me~t take the position that students can do a great deal to prmrmte 
their own learning through the use of different learning and motiva- 
tional strategies. In other wdrds, these learners "view academic learr> 
ing as something they do for themselves rather than as something that 

is done to or for them" {Zimmerman, 1998b, p. 1). 
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Think about Zimmerman’s quote and what it means to you as some- 
one who is attempting to become a more successful learner. What are 
some of the changes you think you may have to make? 

We have taught thousands of undergraduates and have come to the 
conclusion that we as instructors cannot make students learn if they do 
r~ot want to. We can help them and guide them, but we cannot make 
them learn. It is a joy to work with students who take an active role 
in their own learning. However, some students say they want to learn 
but do not want to do the things that are necessary to marmge their 
own learning. How many times have you observed parents and teach- 
ers prodding or almost begging students to learn? In many cases, these 
students really want to be successful, but they do not fully understand 
their responsibilities in the learning process. 

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE? 

One of the major differences in the transition from high school to 
college classrooms is the change from a teacher-directed to a student- 
directed environment. In high school, many teachers tend to guide 
students’ learning by telling them what, where, and how to learn. For 
example, when assignments are given, high school teachers frequently 
help students manage the tasks necessary to complete the assignment, 
such as requiring outlines or drafts of papers. In college, students are on 
their own. They can ask questions and obtain more information about an 
assignment, but rarely does a college instructor monitor students’ prog- 
ress. In college, students are expected to manage their own learning. 

Anothee-difference between high school and college is that high 
school teachers often spend considerable time, attempting to motivate 
students to learn, whereas college instructors generally expect students 
to be self-motivated. Although students are told about the demands 
of college, maw freshmen experience culture shock when they er~ter 
]earning enviromnents that differ from their past experiences. The foI- 
lowing are comments written in a iournal by a student in her first term 
in college: 

My professor was completir~g his last lecture on the first, unit 
of the course and asked if we had any questions. We had to 
read chapters in three differe~.~t textbooks, and t had about 
40 pages of notes, t simply asked: "Could you tell us what are 
some of the important ideas you might cover on the exam?" 
He tooked at me and said: "That’s for you to determine!" 
Well, I fett like crawling under my desk. In high school, most 
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of my teachers would summarize the key ideas that would 
direct our studying behavior. Here, I quickly learned that I 
have to do this work on my own! 

This student had some dif~culty in her first college term. She realized 
that she had to change some of her learning and study strategies. When 
she learned how to identify the main ideas in lectures and textbooks, 
she had little trouble predicting most of the test questions in her courses. 
Her ability to modify and manage her methods of learning were impor- 
tant factors in her improvement toward the end of the term. 

WHY ARE SOME STUDENTS LESS SUCCESSFUL LEARNERS? 

When discussing the reasons for low achievement, we are not includ- 
ing students who have serious learning disabilities, poor language skills, 
or who have experienced an inadequate education because of factors 
beyond their control. Instead, we are referring to students who should 
be achieving higher than their present performance. In many cases, 
more than one explanation may be appropriate for a given student. 

They Hold Faulty Beliefs About Their Ability, Learning, and Motivation 

Students’ beliefs about learning and motivation influence their behav- 
iors. The following beliefs can impact achievement: If students believe 
they are less capable than others, they may spend co~’siderable time 
using failure-avoiding strategies in the classroom (e.g., trying not to be 
called on, copying material from friends, and appearing to be trying 
hard when they really are not). Other students who believe they can 
achieve are more likely to spend their time using effective learning and 
study strategies, and tend tO persist longer on difficult tasks. 

Some students believe that ability or intelligence is fixed. That is, 
people are born with a certain amount of ability, and there is not much 
that can be done about it. This misperception often causes some stu- 
dents to accept their low achievement or to become satisfied with a B 
or C average, thinking that only the brightest students obtain an A. 
Psychologists have found that intelligence is the result of how much 
information students know and the strategies they use to control their 
thinking and learning. In other words, "smart" students do not possess 
abilities that other students cannot learn. "Smart" students study more 
effectively than other students. If other students learn and use these 
same methods, they become "smart." 

It is unfortunate that many students go through school thinking they 
are not good learners and that little can be done to improve their achieve- 
ment. ’I’his faulty beiief often remains with individuals throughout their 
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lives and limits their goals and aspirations. The problem is not that 
these students are incapable of being successful learners, they simply 
have not been taught how to study and learn effectively. 

They Are Unaware of Their Ineffective Learning Behavior 

Many students believe that if they simply spend a good deal of time 
studying, they will be successful. Successful learners do work hard, but 
they realize that how they study is more important than how much time 
they spend studying. For example, many college students report that they 
spend considerable time reading a book many times before an exami- 
nation. Some students are not aware that the practice of underlining 
(highlighting) words and phrases in textbooks and simply rereading are 
generally ineffective learning strategies, because they are relatively pas- 
sive activities involving little thinking. It is possible to spend considerable 
time underlining or rereading a chapter and still not remember many of 
the important ideas presented. Reading and remembering are two differ- 
ent tasks. Unless students are actively involved in outlining, organizing, 
questioning themselves, and summarizing the material while they read, 
much of the time is wasted (Cortina, Elder, & Gourmet, !992). 

They Fail to Sustain Effective Learning and Motivational Strategies 

Students usually take more exams and quizzes in high school. There- 
fore, if they score well on most of the evaluations but low on one or 
two, they can still maintain a high grade. In college, the situation is dif- 
ferent. Fewer evaluations are given throughout the term. For example, 
a course may require a paper, two exams, and a final; each evaluation 
may involve 20% to 30% of the final grade. Students who want high 
grades cannot afford to let down during the semester. 

Many students demonstrate the knowledge of how to learn and do 
well at times, but fail to attend class regularly, do not keep up with 
their assignments, and, in general, get behind in their work. Although 
these students have the potential for doing well, they cannot sustain 
their motivation and effort throughout the term. The end result is !ower 

performance. 

They Are Not Ready to Change Their Learning and Study Behavior 

Some stude~ts are not convinced they need to change. After all, they 
got through high school and were able to get into college. These students 
often raise questions, publicly or privately: "Why do I need to change?" 
"I graduated from high school," or % was accepted to this college." It is 
not until the first midterm exams that some students realize that many 
of the learning and study skills used in high school are insufficient for 
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academic success in college. The earlier students become aware of this 
fact, the quicker they can begin to make the necessary changes. 

Although many students realize they need to improve, they tend to 
stick with familiar strategies, even though they are not achieving the 
best results. They simply are not motivated to change. Some students 
believe that it takes too much effort and time to learn new methods of 
learning. Learning to play a new song on the guitar or a new dance 
routine takes effort. Yet, because individuals enjoy the activity and gain 
special satisfaction from excelling in an area, they do not consider it 
work. When. students use their efforl~ and time more wisely and use 
more effective methods of learning, they find that the amount of effort 
and time does pay off in terms of higher grades, greater knowledge and 
confidence, and more time for fun. 

HOW CAN I MANAGE MY ACADEMIC BEHAVIOR? 

The following are six major components of academic self-manage- 
ment or self-regulation. Learning the self-management skills related to 
each of these components can help you exert control over your own 
learning and promote your own academic achievement {adapted from 
Zimmerman & Risemberg, 1997): 

Motivation 
Methods of learr~ing 
Use of time 
Playsical environment 
gocial environment 
Monitoring performance 

Motivation 

"Each semester I write down goals that ,f want to attain." 

"When I feel douan, I talk to mysetf to motivate me to keep 
on task. " 

Although there are many different ways to define ~notivation, the 
approach taken in this book views motivation as the internal processes 
that give behavior its energy and direction. These internal processes 
include your goals, beliefs, perceptions, and expectations. For e×ample, 
your persistence on a task is often related to how competent you believe 
you are to complete the task. Also, your beliefs about the causes of your 
successes and failures on present tasks influence your motivation and 
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behavior on future tasks. For example, students who attribute failure 

to lack of ability behave differently from students who attribute failure 
to tack of effort. 

Ir~ chapter 3, you will learn that when you change your beliefs and 
perceptions, you change your motivation. During a presentation on 
self-motivation at a high school, a student asked one of the authors: 
"You mean that if you are bored, you can do something about it?" It 
was obvious that the student had not thought about the extent to which 
she had the abiiity to control her own motivation. 

Think about the pilot of a 747 who wakes up in the morning know- 
ing that she must fly a few hundred people from Los Angeles to New 
York, or the surgeon who must perform a delicate heart operation. The 
public is fortunate that these individuals know how to motivate them- 
selves even when they do not feel like doing something. It would be 
alarming to hear a pilot say: "I don’t feel like flying today," or a surgeon 
say: "Not another operation, I’m not in the mood." 

One of the major differences between successful and less success- 
ful individuals in any field or specialization is that successful individu- 
als know how to motivate themselves even when they do not feel like 
performing a task, whereas less successful individuals have difficulty 
controlling their motivation. As a result, less successful individuals are 

less likely to complete a task, or more likely to quit or complete a task 
at a lower level of proficiency. Although successfullearners may not feel 
like compieting required tasks, they learn how to motivate themselves 
to completion to maintain progress toward achieving their goals. 

Another issue is whether one has a problem in motivation or persis- 
tence. A student may be motivated to engage in a task but have difficulty 
persisting because he or she easily becomes distracted while engaging in 

the taskJKuhl & Beckman, 1985). 
Think about your owr~ behavior. Identify a situation in which fol~ 

low-through, not motivation, was a problem. That is to say, you really 
wanted to complete a task, but you had difficulty persisting because 
you were easily distracted. Also, think about a situation in which you 
were successful i~ controlling your behavior in a potentially distract- 
ing situation. What self-management strategies do you use to tnaintain 
your persistence in a task:? 

To be a successful learner in college, students must be able to con- 
centrate and deal with the many potential personal and environmental 
distractions that may interfere with learning and studying. Students use 
maW different processes to control aspects of their behaviors. The fol- 
lowing are exam.pies of self-management processes: 

"When I am in the library and distracted by a conversation, 
move to another tabte." 
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"When I start worrying on an exam, I immediately begin con- 
vincing myself that I can do ,yell if I take my time." 
"When I start thinking that I don’t have the ability to achieve, I. 

remind myself that morereffort is needed." 

Dealing with distracting factors in learning is an important aspect of 
self-management, because it helps protect one’s commitment to learn. 

A number 6f important motivational self-management techr~iques 
can be used to develop and maintain these important beliefs. The 
first is goal setting. Educational research indicates that high achievers 
report using goal setting more frequently and more consistently than 
low achievers {Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, !986). When individu- 
als establish and attempt to attain personal goals, they are more atten- 

~tive to instruction, expend greater effort, arid increase their confidence 
when they see themselves making progress. It is difficult to be moti- 
vated to achieve without having specific goals. 

A second motivational self-management technique is self-verbaliza- 
tion, or self-talk. This procedure takes many forms. For example, ver- 
bal reinforcement or praise can be used following desired behavior. You " 
simply tell yourself things like: "Great! I did it!" or ’°I’m doing a great 
job concentrating on my readings!" Reinforce yourself either covertly 
(to yourself) or aloud, At first, you may think it sounds strange or silly 
to use self-verbalization. Once you get familiar with it, you will find 
that it works. Don’t underestimate the power of lax~guage in self-con- 
trot of motivation. World-class athletes have been trained 1:6 use verbal 
reinforcement for years. 

More elaborate self-talk training programs are available to help indi- 
viduals control anxiety, mood, and other emotional responses (e.g., 
Butler, 1981; Ottens, 1991). These programs are based on the belief 
that what one says to oneselt~ is an important factor in determining 
attitudes, feelings, emotions, and behaviors. This speech or self-talk is 
the running dialogue inside our heads. Some of outspeech motivates 
us to try new tasks and persist in difficult situations; other self-talk is 
unproductiveand inhibits our motivation to s~cceed. The goal of these 
programs is to cha~lge negative self-talk: to positive self-talk. Chapter 5 
describes this process in more detail. 

Another motivationai self-management technique is arranging or 
imagining rewards or punishments for success or failure at an academic 
task. Students who control their motivation by giving themselves rewards 
and punishments outperform students who do not use this control tech- 
nique (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986). What self-control strate- 
gies have yot~ used in the past to coritrol your motivation? The following 
are examples reported by our students: "If I study for 50 minutes, I’l! 
allow myself to speak on the phone for 10 minutes"; or "IfI work on my 
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term paper for an evening, I’ll treat myself to a pizza"; or "If t f~nd that 
I’m keeping up with my work, I’ll go to a movie on a weeknight." 

In summary, to control your motivation, you need to set goals; 
develop positive beliefs about your ability to perform academic tasks; 
and maintain these beliefs while faced with the many disturbances, 
distractions, occasional failure experiences, and periodic interpersonal 
conflicts in your life. You will have difficulty managing your behav- 
ior if you do not have confidence in your ability to succeed. In turn, 
you develop confidence in your ability by learning how to use different 
learning and study strategies that lead to academic success. 

Methods of Learning 

"While reading my sociology textbook, I write important 
questions to answer after reading each main heading." 

"I use a time line to recall the dates of major battles in my 
history course." 

Another term for methods of learning is learning strategies. Learning 
strategies are the methods students use to acquire information. Higher 
achieving students use more learning strategies than do lower achieving 
students (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1988). Underlining, summa- 
rizing, and outlining are examples of learning strategies. You will learn 
in chapter 2 that different learning strategies serve different purposes. 

Think about the large array of tools a plumber brings to each job. If 
he arrived at jobs with only a few wrenches or pliers, he would not be 
able to complete many jobs. Just as there are different tools for different 
jobs, there are different learning strategies for different academic tasks 
(Levin, 1-986). Successful learners also need a large number of "tools" to 
make schoolwork easier and to increase the 13robability of their success. 
For example, knowing how to use maps or representations to organize 
information and generate and answer questions from notes and text- 
books are important learning tools. Many students who have difficulty 
learning in school attribute their probiem to a lack of ability when the 
~roblem actually may be that they have never been properly taught 

how to learn. Some students use one or two major learning strategies 
for all tasks in all courses. These students often do not: have the neces.. 
sary tools to learn the complex material they encounter in the courses 
they are required to take. For example, on exams, many inst,’Uctors 
ask questions relating to topics that they did not directly discuss in 
lectures. Students must be able to organize and analyze notes so they 
are prepared to answer questions such as; "How does the government 
effect the allocation of resources through tax policy?" or "Why does 
the temperature of the water influence the ve!ocity of sound?" 
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The plumbing example can be used to provide a practical example of 
understanding the relation between learning and motivation. The first 
author is going to admit something: He doesn’t have confidence in his 
ability to do many household chores. Therefore, he procrastinates, fails 
to purchase the tools that could help him complete tasks, and doesn’t 
pay much attention when friends try to explain how he can be a suc- 
cessful handyman. When his wife tells him that a water faucet is leak- 
ing and asks him to fix it, he often tells her to wait a few days perhaps 
the leaking will stop! Even if he had the tools, he still might not attempt 
to complete the job himself. 

You cannot become a successful learner merely by acquiring new 
learning and study skills. You also must deal with your motivation (i.e., 
beliefs and perceptions) regarding a task. Even if you know how to use 
an effective strategy; you may not be motivated to use it. Some edu- 
cators (e.g., Paris, 1988) describe these two important components of 
learning as the skill (i.e., learning strategies) and will (i.e., the motiva- 
tion to use strategies). 

Use of Time 

"I keep a weekly calendar o[ my activities." 
"I start studying at least 1 week before exams." 

Educators have found a relation between time managemeat and aca- 
demic achievement. Students with better time-management skills tend 
to have a higher grade-point average (GPA) than students with poorer 
time-management skills. In fact, Britton and Tesser (199t) found that 
time management skills measured in the freshman year were more pre- 
dictive of GPAs in the senior year than were SAT scores. 

Why does time management appear to be so important in determin- 
ing academic success? One exptanatior~ is that use of time impacts self- 
management. If a student has difficulty dealing with time, he or she 
ends up doing what is most urgent when deciding which task to do 
first. If a paper is the r~ext task that needs to be done, one ~vorks on the 
paper; if an exam is the next challenge, one studies for the exam. Litde 
time is spent on any long-term planning to cm~sider the importance of 
different tasks and how they can best be completed (Zimmerman, Bon- 
her, & Kovach, 1.996). 

How many times have you heard individuals state: ’~I do~’t have 
time." The problem for most individuals is not that there is r~ot enough 
time to accomplish what needs to be done, but that they do not know 
how to manage the amount of time that: is available each day. When stu- 
dents analyze their use of time, they find a great deal of it is wasted. 

A dose friend of the first author is a manager at IBM. Each year he 
sends members of his sales force to time.-management workshops. He 
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explained that effective use of time by his total sales force can result in 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in increased sales. Many of his sales 
staff are experts in technology, have excellent interpersonal skills, and 
are highly motivated to succeed. The problem is that many of them do 
not know how to manage their time,, and this deficiency prevents them 
from becoming more successful. 

Physical and Social Environment 

"I turn off the TV or stereo so I can concentrate on what I 
am doing." 

"I go to the library to study before exams" 

"When I find that I don’t understand any material, I 
immediately make an appointment with my instructor." 

"I organize a study group before an examination." 

Another important aspect of self-management is the ability of learn- 
ers to restructure their physical and social environments to meet their 
needs. Zimmerman and Martinez-Pons (1986) found that high achiev- 
ers reported greater use of environmental restructuring and were more 
likely to Seek help from others than were low-achieving students. For 
the most part, environmental restructuring refers to locating places 
to study that are quiet or not distracting. Although this task may not 
appear difficult to attain, it poses many problems for students who 
either select inappropriate environments initially or cannot control the 
distractions once they occur. 

Self-mhrmgement of the social environment relates to an individual’s 
ability to determine when he or she needs to {vork alone or with others, 
or when it is time to seek help from instructors, tutors, peers, or non- 
social resources (such as reference books). Knowing how and when to 
work with others is ar~ important skill often not taught in school. 

Educational research indicates that high-achievi~g students are t~lore 
likely than low-achieving students to seek help from instructors, just the 
opposite of what one might expect (Newman & Schwager, 1992). New- 
man (19913 stated: "Seeking help from a knowledgeable other person 
can be more beneficial than giving up prematurely, more appropriate 
than waiting passively, and more efficient than persisting unsuccess- 
fully on one’s own" (p. 154). 

¯ It would seem logical that everyone would waist to use all availabie 
resources and seek assistance from teachers and peers. Unfortunately, 
this is not the case. Some students do not seek help because they do not 
want to appear "dumb" or incompetent in the eyes of their peers or fail 
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to seek help because of the extra effort it may entail. For example, in 
a class discussion, one of the students mentioned that she did not do 
well on a biology exam because she did not understand the instructor’s 
expectations of the response to the essay questions. The second author 
suggested that she meet with the instructor to discuss his expectations. 
She agreed that this would be a good strategy. However, the follow- 
ing week she stated that too many students were waiting to talk to the 
instructor, so she got frustrated and left. The second author’s response 
was that meeting with her instructor was a task that she had to accom- 
plish. It was her responsibility to call for an appointment, wait to meet 
him after class, or at the beginning or end of the school day. If her suc- 
cess in the course deper~ded on learr~ing how to prepare and take his 
exams, then her job was to get to the ir~structor, one way or another. 

Here is another example of the need to seek assistance. A student 
approached the first author at the end of the second lecture in the term 
and stated: "You’re not going to count my quiz today? I haven’t had an 
opportunity to buy my textbook." The first author stated that the quiz 
would count and that the student had numerous opportunities to locate 
the required five pages of reading for the quiz. He could have read the 
material at the reserve section of the library, where numerous copies of 
the reading had been placed. He could have borrowed the reading from 
another student in the class or asked the first author if he had a copy to 
loan him. In other words, it was his responsibility to get the material. 

Both of these interactions provide excellent examples of the impor- 
tance of managing one’s learning. In both situations, the {~tudents failed 
to understand their responsibility in the learning process. Think about 
situations in your past where you would have ber~efited from managing 
some aspect of your physical or social environment. 

Monitoring Performance ~ 

"I evaluate the results of each of my exams to determine 
how I can better prepare for future exams." 

"If I find that I don’t understand what I’m reading, I stow 
down and reread the material.’" 

The final factor that you can manage is your academic performance. 
Whether writing a paper, completing a test, or reading a book, you can 
learn how to use self-management processes to igfluence the quality of 
your performance. One of the important functions of a goal is to pro- 
vide an opportunity for you to detect a discrepancy between it and your 
present pe,-formance. This analysis enables you to make corrections in 
the learning process. When you learn to monitor your work under dif- 
ferent learning conditions (e.g., test taking and studying), you are able 
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[o determine what changes are needed in your learning and studying 
behavior. It is interesting that successful students tend to be aware of 

how well they have done on a test even before getting it back from an 
instructor (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1988). 

Wor[d-class athletes are good examples of individuals who learn 
how to self-manage their performance. For example, competitive ski- 
ers often imagine themselves going through each slalom gate before 
making an actual run and concentrate on remaining relaxed during 
their run (Garfield, 1984). After each run, they observe and assess their 
performance (both from their perceptions and on videotape) to deter- 
mine what modifications are needed to reach greater accuracy on the 
next run. They often use subvocal speech or self-talk to guide their 
behaviors and maintain attention to avoid distractions that may inter- 
fore with their performance. 

When you learn how to monitor and contro! your own performance, 
you become your own coach or mentor. You can practice skills on your 
own, critique your own performance, and make the necessary changes 
to meet your goals at a high level of success. 

THE SIX COMPONENTS OF ACADEMIC SELF-MANAGEMENT 

The following example is how one student, Josh, exhibited self-man- 
agement behavior in each of the components just discussed: Josh’s goal 
was to ioin the debate team during the second term of his freshman year. 
He believed he could attain his goal by expendi,ag effort (motivation) in 
preparing for the tryouts. He first decided to study the topics that would 
dominate the debate season by reading magazine and newspaper articles 
(methods. of learning). He then decided to practice his arguments with 
another ~riend (social environment) who als9 was interested in joining 
the team. They decided to reserve space at the speech clinic two evenings 
each week (time management) and use the available recording equip- 
ment (physical environment) to videotape their presentations and spend 
time critiquing themselves (.monitoring performance). 

Would Josh and his friend be successful if they failed to ma~.~age one 
or more factors influencing learning? Perhaps so, but we really do not 
k:now. For example, could they have been as successful practicing their 
arguments in their dorm rooms or whenever they found some time to 
meet, or without the recording machine? Could Josh have been as suc- 
cessful preparing by himself? 

Although it is possible to self-manage behavior in all six of the areas 
discussed, not all students do so. A reasonable goal is to manage as 
much of one’s behavior and thoughts as possible. In the example dis- 
cussed, Josh and his friend believed they would be better prepared to 
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make the debate team fo!lowing their plan of action. If you were in the 
same situation, you may have approached the task differently. 

Remember the example we provided earlier in the chapter about 

Robert’s study behavior for his history exam? Return to the descrip- 

tion ¯ of his learning and studying behavior and identify how he man- 
aged each of the following factors: motivation, methods of learning, 
use of time, physical enviror~ment, social environment, and monitor- 

ing performance. 
Throughout this book, you will be asked to set goals and deve!op a 

plan of action to attain them. During this process, you will learn how 

to manage different aspects of your academic learning that will affect 
your level of success. In each chapter, we provide examples of students’ 
perceptions or beliefs about the learr~ing strategies discussed in this 
textbook. These perceptiorm-or student reflections, as we call tlaem, 

are from students who have taken our course in learning strategies. As 
you read each reflection, think about your own perceptions, beliefs, 
or behavior related to the topic or issue. The following reflection illus- 
trates how learnir~g to manage one’s academic behavior also can influ- 
ence other aspects of one’s life. 
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Directions: Rate the extent to which you generally manage or control 
the factors influencing your learning by checking Always, Sometimes, or 
Never in the corresponding box and be prepared to offer a short expla- 
nation of your ratings. What areas are your strengths and weakness? 
Explain why you rated each dimension as you did. 

Motivation (e.g., "l can self-motivate when 
I need to"). 

Use of Time (e.g., "1 plan how i use my 
time"). 

Methods of Learning (e.g., "t use different 
study methods for different types of 
assigments and tests"). 

Physical Environment (e.g., "1 modify or 
change my study environment so I can 
concentrate"). 

Social Environment (e.g., "1 seek help when 

I need it"), 

Monitoring Performance (e.g., "1 evaluate my 
work to determine my progress toward meet- 
mg personal and academic goals"). 

Sometimes Never 

Comments 
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CHAPTER 1 

Strategic-Outcome Goat Setting and 

Monitoring Strategic Planning 

FIll[IRE 1.1 A process for seif-management of academic behavior (adapted 

from Zimmerman et a!., 1996). 

HOW CAN I CHANGE MY BEHAVIOR? 

Zimmerman et al. (1996) suggested a process that students can use to 
develop the self-management ski!is necessary for academic success (see 
Figure 1.1). This process will help you develop control over the six com- 
ponents of motivation and behavior identified in the previous section. 
Self-management invoives the four interrelated processes defined here: 

Self-observation and evaluation occur when students judge 
their personal effectiveness, .often from.observanons and 
recordings of prior performances and outcomes. 

Each semester, students come into the office to discuss a poor per- 
formance on an examination. They tell us they were prepared for 
the examinatior~ because they read each chapter two or three times. 
Obviously, tl~ese students have r~ot learned to check their understand- 
ing. Baker (~989) referred to this situation as the illusion of know- 

ing. Students often think they understand but do not test themselve~ to 
confirm or deny their belief. This lack of understanding is one of the 
1-eas0~s w~ly many students are so confident of their performance dur- 
ir~g the first few weeks of college. They do not know they are in trouble. 
They wait for an examirlation for feedback, and then learn they don’t 

know the material. 
Think about a science or mathematics examination you have taken. 

How often have you memorized formulas, but could .not solve new 

problems because you did not understand the basic principles involved? 
You may have convinced yourself that you understood the material 

before the e×amination, but you really did not. 
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One problem is that some students study and prepare for exami- 
nations in the same way that they did in high school. They have yet 
to realize the differences in the two academic environments. In high 
school, teachers take most of the responsibility for their students’ level 

of comprehension. High school teachers actively monitor the degree to 
which content is understood: They constantly quiz students, ask ques- 
tions as they present new material, and place key ideas on the board. In 
contrast, college instructors expect students to do their own monitor- 
ing of (heir understanding. Therefore, problems arise early during the 
first college term if students do not know how to monitor their own 
understanding. An important part of becoming a more successful stu- 
dent is developing the ability to monitor one’s knowledge and recognize 
when something is not understood. 

Think about expert performers in a variety of fields. In sports, elite ath- 
letes begin observing their performances by viewing videotapes. After a 
short period of time, they are able to modify their performances from the 
feelings and feedback they obtain by viewing their own physical move- 
ments; dance studios place handrails next to mirrors to enable students 
to self-observe as they practice their routines; musicians learn to listen to 
their playing to critique their own performances (Glaser, 1996). 

Behavior cannot be managed unless you are aware of it. Therefore, 
you will be asked throughout this book to observe and evaluate your 
current learning and study methods to determine those that are inef- 
fective so they can be replaced by better methods. Most important, you 
need to become aware of when and how these new learning and study 
methods improve your learning. 

Each semester we ask students to assess their use of time for a week. 
They usually are surprised to learn how much time they waste. They 
appear more motivated to change their time management after they 
have monitored and observed their use of time. Self-observation is an 
important first step in motivating students to consider changing their 
learning and study behaviors. 

Goal setting and strategic planning occur when students ana- 
lyze thelearni~g task, set specificgoals, and plan or refine the 
strategy to attain the goat (Zimmerman et al., 1996, p. 11). 

This second step is important in all academic tasks, including writ- 
ing a paper. When given the task of writing a paper, you should start by 
analyzing your strengths and weaknesses. Then analyze the assignment 
to determine the nature of the paper and what needs to be done.. Next 
you should establish a goal for completion, with a number of inter- 
mediate or subgoals (e.g., locating necessary references and proofread- 
ing) for completing different sections of the paper. Finally, you should 
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develop a strategy for completing each of the intermediate goals. We 
discuss this process in more detail in chapter 4. 

The same procedure can be used in test preparation. After analyzing 
previous tests as well as your present knowledge of the content {using 
self-observation and evaluation), you should determine what course 
material will be examined, establish goals for preparing for the exam, 
determine how you will study (i.e., what strategies will be used), and, 
finally, plan a time-management program consistent with your goals. 

After you better understand your current behavior (through self- 
observation and evaluation}, you will be in a better position to determine 
what needs to be accomplished {goals) and to develop a strategy to do it. 
Much of the content in this book focuses on this step in the cycle. 

Strategy-implementation and monitoring occurs when stu- 
¯ dents try to execute a strategy in structured contexts and to 

monitor their accuracy in implementing it. 

The third step in the cycle focuses on the effectiveness of your learn- 
ing strategy. Is the strategy working? Are you attaining each of your 

goals in completing your paper? Are you learnirig the necessary conter~t 
for your exam? If your strategy is working, keep going. If not, you had 
better consider what needs to be done to change your behavior. 

When you learn anything new, there is a tendency to revert back 

to familiar methods ¯(even though they may be less successful). This 
happens to athletes, dancers, and students. Therefore, performers and 
learners need to monitor their behaviors closely to determine whether 

they are applying new stcategies appropriately. The result of this moni- 
toring may indicate a need to adjust the learning strategy to improve 
progress toward the attainment of your goal. You may even decide that 

it is time to seek help. 
When an individual realizes that he or she does not understand a portior~ 

of the te~ct, he or she rereads the difficult section, slows the reading pace 
through difficult or unfamiliar ¯material, reviews course material that was 

not understood, or skips certain questions on an examination, returnir~g 
to them after easier questions are answered. It is important that students 
learr~ how to modify their study behavior to improve their understanding. 

All students need to learn "fix-up" strategies to remedy learning 
problems. That is, they need to learn what to do after they find that 
they do not understated certain content. Often, different methods or 
strategies for learning nmst be undertaken (e.g., asking and answering 

questions) instead of continuing with the same ineffective strategy (e.g., 

underlining the conte~t in a textbook). 
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Strategic-outcome monitoring occurs when students focus 
their attention on iinks between learning outcomes and stra- 
tegic processes to determine effectiveness (p. !1). 

The final stage in the cycle involves expanding your monitorir~g 
to include performance outcomes. The following questions must be 
answered: "Did the learning plan or strategy help me attain my goal?" 
"Did I have to make changes in my learning and study methods?" For 
example, you may have developed a strategy for studying for an objec- 
tive test for the first examination of the term. You used the same strat- 
egy for a second examination, an essay test. Was the study strategy 
effective for both tests? 

The cycle keeps going as self-observation is used to evaluate your exam 
performance by determining what questions you missed and the loca- 
tion of the information (i.e., notes or readings). A self-directed learner 
is constantly monitoring learning outcomes to determine whether dif- 
ferent strategies are needed to attain goals and maintain a high level of 
academic success. 

When researchers study expert performance in such fields as music, 
sports, medicine, chess, and reading, they find a common element in 
their learning. Initially, experts depend on instruction from others, and 
with time, they increasingly rely on their self-observation and self-judg- 
ments about their behavior. The ability to self-manage enables experts 
to profit a great deal from practice and study by themselves without 

assistance from their coaches and teachers (Glaser, 1996). 
Zimmerman et al. (1996) believe that one of the major advantages 

of using the self-management process is that it can improve not 0nly 
one’s learning, but it can enhance one’s perception of self-confidence 
and contrml over the learning process. By learning to self-observe your 
current l&arning and study behavior, and by, determining for yourself 
what methods are effective and ineffective, you can begin replacing 
ineffective methods with better ones and can become more aware of the 
improved effectiveness of these new strategies. This process helps you 
to become a more self-directed or self-regulated learner. 

The first exercise in the Follow-up Activities section of this book, 
beginning .with chapter 5, identifies a topic and questions related to 
each of the four processes iust discussed to change or modify your 
behavior. These questior~s provide the structure for conducting your 
own self-management study. Take a moment to look at the self-manage- 
ment study at the end of chapter 5, focusir~g on redt~cing anxiety. ¯ 

Appendix A provides detailed procedures for how to conduct such a 
study. You wii1 learn i~ Appendix A how to identify a problem, observe 
your behavior, and develop a plan to improve and evaluate your aca- 
demic learning. Read Appendix A as soon as possible. Appendix B pro- 
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FIGURE 1.2 Academic self-management. 

vides three examples of such studies. You will find an evaluation of 
each self-study at the end of each report. Your instructor wi!l provide 
specific directions about conducting such a study. 

You may want to conduct a self-management study to improve your 
time management, study, environment, test preparation, motivation, or 
aw other studprelated skill. Read ahead in the textbook if you wish to 
conduct a study on a topic that will be discussed later in the term. 

HOW DOES SELF-MANAGEMENT OCCUR 
IN AN ACADEMIC CONTEXT? 

Figure 1.2 is useful for understanding the organization of the remain- 
ing chapters in this book. Although all the components of self-manage- 
ment interact, it is easier in a textbook: to present content in a linear 
fashion. Therefore, we have grouped the components into three differ- 
ent units. The self-management cycle can help you gain competence in 
each of the areas identified. 

There are four key skills that must be mastered to perform Success- 
fuily in .any academic setting: learning from text, tearrtir~g from lectures, 
preparing for exams, and taking exams. Writi,~g, another important 
skill, is discussed under learning how to respor~d to essay exams. 

The main factor influencing the effectiveness of your learning these 
skills is your ability to manage the various elements of your behavior. We 
group goal setting and management of emotion and effort under moti- 
vational strategies, and time management and management of physical 
and social enviromnent under behavioral strategies, it is important to 
note that behavioral and motivational self-control are interrelated. The 
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academic performance box in Figure 1.2 represents the performance 
dimension aspect of self-management. 

The process we described here places a great deal of responsibility on 
you, the learner. We wish there were an easy way to become a more suc- 
cessful learner. Unfortunately, we do not know any other way. Educa- 
tional research ctearly indicates that students who take charge of their 
own learning are more likely to achieve at a higher level than students 
who fail to take this responsibility (Schunk & Zimmerman, 1994). 

In each chapter, you will acquire important strategies to assist in 
managing your learning behavior. For each strategy discussed, you will 
learn why it is important, when it can be used, and how it can be imple- 
mented. The key to success in this course is practicing the different 
strategies so they become automatic. As you practice, you will be able 
to learn more material in less time than you did prior to using these new 
strategies. In other words, you wii1 learn to study smarter, not harder. 

You are not alone o,n your journey to become a more successful 
student. Your instructor and peers will provide support and encou> 
agement. You wilI be asked to complete various individual and group 
exercises and assignments as you read this book. You will find that 
working collaboratively with peers and giving and receiving feedback 
will be a valuable experience throughout the course. 

Finally, you will only be taught strategies that thousands of students 
have found useful in learning academic material. After learning and 
practicing a strategy, only you will decide whether it is worth the effort 
and time to use it regularly in school. If the strategy proves useful, 
you will use it. Likewise, if you do not find the strategy helpful, you 
will modify it or disregard it. Try each new strategy before you reach 
any conclusions. Do not make the mistake of rejecting something new 
before you have the opportunity to see how it works. 

1. Successful 1earners use specific beliefs and processes to motivate 
and control their own behavior, 

2. Some students fail to recognize the differences between high school 
and college learrling during the first weeks in college. 

3. Students can self-manage six key components of academic learn- 
ing that can influence their achievement level: motivation, methods 
of learning (i.e., learlxing strategies), use of time, physical environ- 
men t, social environment,, and monitoring performance. 

4. The self-management cycle involves four interrelated processes: 
self-observation and evaluatio~a, goa! setting and strategic plan- 
ning, strategy-implementation, monitoring, and strategic-outcome 
monitoring.                   " 
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An important part of becoming a more successful student is devel- 
oping the ability to monitor knowledge, recognize when something 
is not understood, and do something about it. 

1. Analyze Your Beliefs About Learning and Motivation 

Read each of the following statements and place the corresponding let- 
ter or letters whether you agree (A), disagree (D), or are not sure (NS) 
about the accuracy of each statement. After identifying your beliefs, 
think about how they influence your motivation and learning. Discuss 
your ratings with other students in your class. 

1. "t can’t do well in a course if I’m not interested in the content." 
__--2."I wil! not learn much if I am bored in class." 
__3. "Competition is a great motivator." 
__4."Human intelligence is fixed by the time a student begins 

school." 
__5. "Sometimes there is not enough time in the day to do everything 

that needs to be done." 
__6. "If I simply listen in class and read my assignments, I should do 

well in college."                               ~., 
7. "The most important aspect of studying is finding enough time." 
8."The key to success in college is having good Instructors. 

~_9. "Procrastination is a personality trait that can’t be changed." 

2. Analyze the Meaning of Two Statements 

An educational researcher has stated that self-directed individuals 
believe that "learning is not something that happens to students; it is 
something that happens by students" (Zimmerman, 1989, p. 22). What 
do you think this statement means? What implications does it have :for 

improving one’s learning? 
How does the following statement relate to your own learning 

experiences? 

Part of being a good student is learning to be aware of the 
state of one’s own mind and the degree of one’s own under- 
standing. The good studerlt may be one who often says that 
he does not understand, simply because he keeps a constant 
check on his understanding. The poor student, who does 
not, so to speak, watch himself trying to understand does 
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not know most of the time whether he understands or not. 
Thus, the problem is not to get students to ask us what they 
don’t know; the problem is to make them aware of the dif- 
ference between what they know and what they don’t (Holt, 
1982, p. 17). 

3. Analyze Course Demands 

You learned in this chapter that a successful student takes charge of 
his or her own learning. Therefore, it is important to understand the 
demands of each of the courses you are taking this term. In this way, 
you can set goals and develop a plan for achieving them. Use the sum- 
mary sheet provided to analyze the syllabus, textbooks, and professor 
in each course. Write comments in abbreviated form so you can discuss 
them in class. 

Review each syllabus and identify major assignments and demands 
during the semester (e.g., papers, projects, weekly papers, etc.). 
Analyze each textbook to determine what learning aids are 
included {i.e., glossary, questions, summaries, objectives, or test 
questions), that help you comprehend the material. Also, identify 
any other characteristics of the books that make them easy or hard 
to read (e.g., bold headings, graphics, small type). 
Analyze the instructor’s teaching style to determine whether it will 
make it easy or hard to take good notes. What do you like most 
and least about his or her style? How does she or he let you know 
what is important? What note-taking problems do you encounter? 
Identify any of the following characteristics about your instructor: 
spdaks rapidly, speaks slowly, speaks loudly, speaks softly, does or 
does not use board or overheads, is w{!! organized or is disorga- 
nized, and so forth. 

What are your general impressions of the instructor and course 
demands? Identify your interest level and expectancy for success in 
each course. Identify any concerns you may have about doing well in a 
course and the steps you can take to deal with your concerns. 

27 
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I can write this down now. It has been swirling 
aronnd in my head fi)r a month, the readings mix ing 
w~th my thoughts and reactmns, but i did not know 

just how to put it dowr~ on paper. So much of what I 
want to say about autoethnography is about me, not it. I 
am surprised at the difficulty of this task. When I hap- 
pened on a brief mention of autobiographical methods 
during the course of my regular reading, I :realized that 
I wanted to know more about it. Quite unexpectedly, 
my curiosity turned into a foray into postmodern phi- 
losophy m~d critical theo~’, reflexivity and voice, vari- 
ous vague approaches to autobiographical inquiry, 
validity and acceptability, defences m~d criticisms, m~d 
a wide rar~ge of published personal nmTatives, the typi- 
cal product of autoethnography. 1 was conf)onted, 
challenged, moved, and changed by what I learned. 
Therefore, in keeping with the essence of 
autoeflmography, I finally came to the :realization that I 
could share my experience of learning about 
autoethnography and, in the text, co-mingle me and it. 
Am:oethnographies %re highly personalized accounts 
that draw upon the experience of the authodresearcher 
fbr the proposes of extending sociological understand- 
ing" (Sparkes, 2000, p. 21 ). An autoethnography "lets 
you use yourself to get to culture" (Pelias, 2003, 
p. 372). My personal straggles and conclusions reflect 
the dynamics in the academic community as we seek to 
balance ex cellence in ]nquiW with constant growth anti 
learning. 

PHILOSOPHICAL AND 
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR 
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL METHODS 

Traditional scienti:fic approaches, still veW much at 
play today, require researchers to minimize their 
selves, viewing self as a contaminant and attempting to 
transcend and deny it. The researcher ostensibly puts 
bias and subjectivity aside in the scientific research 
process by denying his or her identity. "Concerns 
about the simatedness of the knower, the context of 
discovew, anti the relation of the knower to the sub- 
jects of her inquiry are demons at the door of positivist 
science. The production of [what has always been con- 
sidered to be] ’legitimate’ knowledge begins by slam- 
ming the door shnt" (McCorkel & Myers. 2003, 
p. 200). 

From a positivist perspective, there is only one way 
to "do science," and any intellectual inqniW mnst con- 
form to established research methods. Most people, 
like m e, have growr~ up believing that positivism is sci- 
ence (Neuman, 1994). Without knowing about the al- 
ternatives, [ have been socialized to believe that ":real" 
science is quar~titative, experimental, anti understood 

by only a select and elite few (my earlier conception 
being that I might never become competent in such a 
difficult field). So strong is the positivist tradition that 
researchers who use even well-established qualitative 
research methods are continually asked to defend their 
research as valid science (De,in & Lincoln, 2000). 
Ways of ir~quiW that connect with real people, their 
1Nes, and their issues are seen as so~ and fluffy and, al- 
though nice, not valuable in the scientific commnniw. 

With the ~ise of postmodem philosophy and my 
awareness of’it, this is chm~ging, and 1 am able to learn 
to think dift~rently about what constitutes M~owing. 
The essence of postmodemism is that many ways of 
knowir~g and inquking are legitimate and that no one 
way should be privileged. "it distrusts abstract expla- 
nation and holds that research can never do more than 
describe, with all desc~ptions equally valid... [Any] 
researcher can do no more than describe his or her per- 
sonal experiences" (Neuman, 1994, p. 74). Several re- 
searchers have highlighted the presence of the 
researcher’s rhetoric, prqjudice, and experience in the 
interpretation of observations and numbers and the 
way in which they simply construct one interpretation 
t}om among many that could be consistent with their 
numerical data analysis. They have also :revealed how 
data can be socially constructed (see, fbr example, 
Bloor, Goldberg & Emslie, 1991; Garki~el, 1967; 
Gepha~, 1988; Knon’-Cetina, 1991). This has been im- 
po~ant in breaking down the fagade of o~ectiviW and 
f)eedom from bias in the dominant positivist paradigm, 
lending suppolq: fbr research methods that rely more on 
subjectivity, such as qualitative methods as a whole. 
However, postmodernism creates a context of doubt, in 
which all methods are subject to critique but are not au- 
tomatically rejected as false. The goal of postmodem- 
ism is not to eliminate the tradkional scientific method 
but to qt~estion its dominance and to demonstrate that it 
is possible to gain and share kr~owledge in many ways. 
From a postmodern viewpoim, having a partial, local, 
and/or historical kr~owledge is still knowing (Richard- 
son, 2000). All assumptions inherent in established re- 
search methods (both qualitative and quantitative) are 
questioned, and we are encouraged to "abandon all 
tablished and preconceived values, fl~eories, perspec- 
tives . . . arid prejudices as resources for . . . study" 
(Vidich & Lyman, 2000, p. 60). 

The postmodern era has made it possNle fbr critical 
theories to emerge and take hold in academic inquiW 
and to open up the possible range of :research strate- 
gies. For example, feminist theow, and feminist re- 
search using multiple research techniques, has grown 
in reaction to the "male-oriented perspective that has 
predominated in the development of social science" 
~eurnar~, 1994, p. 72). Many feminist writers now ad- 
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vocate for research that starts with one’s own experi- 
ence (Ellis, 2004). In contrast to the dominant, 
objective, competitive, logical male point of view, 
feminist researchers ’~emphasize the subjective, empa- 
thetic, process-oriented, and inclusive sides of social 
life" (Neuman, 1994, p. 72). 

Other emancipatoW theories, such as those aimed at 
ad&essing the power imbalances associated with race 
and class, also tSnd a space in postmodernky. Aca- 
demic wrkers are beginning to acknowledge the nor- 
mative value of inqui~3,. Critics of scientific traditions 
have argued for the abandonment of rationality, objec- 
tivi~, and tmtt~ to move social science beyond a focus 
on method, toward the power of social research to have 
a moral ef~Sct (Bochner, 2001). Stivers (1993) has 
stated that a vision of universal truth is really just a 
&eam of power over others and that liberatory, 
emancipao~N prqiects are better served by alternative 
~owledge production process. 

This is the philosopt~ical open door into which 
autoethnography creeps. The questionirN of the domi- 
nant scientific paradigm, tt~e making of room fbr other 
ways of kr~owing, and the growing emphasis on the 
power of research to change the world create a space 
for the sharing of~mique, s~bj ectNe, and evocative sto- 
Nes of experience that contrNute to our understanding 
of the social world and allow us to reflect on what 
could be diftbrent because of what we have learned. As 
a woman in a man’s world, a nurse in a doctors’ world, 
and a qualkative researcher coming from a poskivist 
Nscipline (health se~ices research), I find that the re- 
lentless nudging of m~toethnography against the world 
of tradkional science holds wonderiS1, symbolic, 
emm~cipato~ promise. It says tt~at what [ know mat- 
ters. How much more promise could it hold ti)r people 
far more marginalized than I? I am wam~ing up to this 
method. 

The research community is relatively comfortable with 
the concept of reflexivity, in which the researcher 
pauses for a moment to thiizk about how his or her pres- 
ence, standpoint, or characteristics might have influ- 
enced the outcome of the research process. However, 
new ~methods" such as autoethnography, fbunded on 
postmodern ideas, challenge the value of token reflec- 
tion that is often included as a paragraph in an other- 
wise neutral and objectively presented manuscript. 
Denzin and LincoN (1994) have referred to this call to 
genuine reflexivity as the ~cNsis of represer~tation" 
(p. 10), which began in the mid- 1980s, with the appear- 
ance of a number of noted publications that questioned 
traditional notions of science° 

As we are still dealing with this ~crisis" (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994), it has become increasingly apparent 
that the studied world can be captured only from the 
perspective of the researcher (Denzin & Lincoln, 
1994). From the time that traditional ethnography was 
first criticized and experimental writing was first ex- 
plored, "the question [has been] raised about political 
and cultural representation----not only about who 
st~o~ld represent whom but what should be the fom~s of 
representation in relationship to hegemonic practices" 
(Clough, 2000, p. 283). In research tt~at seeks to dis- 
cover personal experience, there is a tmique relation- 
ship between researcher and pa~icipant, and the issue 
of voice arises (Clandinin & Co~melly, 1994). It is sug- 
gested that the ~eedom of a researcher to speak as a 
player in a research project and to mingle his or her ex- 
perience with the experience of those studied is pre- 
cisely what is needed to move inquiry m~d knowledge 
fk~her along. If a researcher’s voice is omitted from a 
text, the writing is reduced to a mere summary and in- 
te~retation of the work:s of others, with nothing new 
added (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994). Taking the ques- 
tion of voice m~d representation a step N~t~er, we 
could argue that an individual is best situated to de- 
scribe his or her own experience more accurately than 
anyone else. Ellis (1991), a strong advocate emo- 
tion-based, autobiographical inquky, has suggested 
that a social scientist who t~as lived througt~ m~ experi- 
ence and has consuming, unanswered questions about 
it can ~se introspection as a data source and, fi)llowing 
accepted practices of field research, study him- or her- 
self as wkh any "n" of 1. "Experimental wrking means 
re-thi~N:ing the condkion of representation and there- 
fore [engaging] wkh figures of subjectivity tha do not 
depend on representation as it has been understood" 
(Clough, 2000, p. 286). 

Althougt~ many qt~alitative researchers are now 
aware of the need ~br genuine and thorough reflection 
on the research process and their role in it, Pillow 
(2003) has been critical of reflexivity that merely 
knowledges the researcher’s perspective or attempts 
convey a greater tmth~lness or awareness of other. 
The emergence of autoethno~aphy as a method of in- 
quiry moves researchers’ "use of self~obse~wation as 
pmq: of the skuation studied to self’introspection or 
self-ethnography as a legkimate focus of study in and 
of itsel:?" (Ellis, 1991, p. 30). New epistemologies 
(such as autoetMography) *?om previously silenced 
grot~ps remove the risks int~erent in the representation 
of others, allow fi)r the production of new knowledge 
by a uniqt~e m~d uniqt~ely simaed researcher, and offer 
small-scale kr~owledge that can infbm~ specific prob- 
lems and specific situations (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 
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Autoethnography also challenges traditional writ- 
ing conventions that attempt to validate empirical sci- 
ence and uphold the power that accompanies scientific 
knowledge° In the ~raditional paradigm, research that 
has been conducted according to established methods 
must also be reported in a stmldardized format. 

How we are expected to write affects what we 
can write about, o . The conventkms hold 
mendous material and symbolic power over Ire- 
searchers]. Using them increases the probability 
of [acceptance] but they are not.., evidence of 
g;eater~or lesse~’uth value.., than.., w6t- 
ing using other conventions. (Richardson, 2000, 
p. V) 

What [ see as most significant is that traditional re- 
search and writing conventions create only the illusion 
that the knowledge produced is more legitimate. As for 
me, I have been a blind follower of convention. When I 
wrote my first autoethnography, I asked my supe:~qsor 
if I was "allowed" to wr~te that kind of a~icle, given 
that it was not research. Originally coauthored, that ar- 
ticle was written in the first person plural, the use of 
"we" somehow symbolic of corroborated and therefore 
more legitimate knowledge than just something 
had to share. This is the first mq:icle I have ever written 
in the first person, so difficult is it to break away fi’om 
long-heki belic[~ about the legitimacy of what I M~ow. 
Clearly, I am not alone in my unce~ainty regarding my 
knowledge and its presentation. "For many, especially 
for women being educated as researchers, wfice is an 
acknowledgment that they have something 1o say" 
(Clandinin & Cormelly, 1994, p. 423). The potential 
power of autoethno~aphy to ad&ess unanswered 
questions and include the new and unique ideas of’the 
researcher is inspiring to me as one who wishes to find 
my niche and make my own special contribution. Cer- 
tainly my knowledge has jumped forward through my 
encounter with this emergi ng, unconventional method, 
in contrast with the slower, incremen*al growth d~at 
have expedenced in interacting with more traditional 
approaches and texts. I cannot deW that my conven- 
tional habits are challenged by this entirely new way of 
thinking, but I suspect it is precisely the ~act that [ am 
forced to bend in a new way that is the reason behind 
the growth I see in myselE 

UNDERSTANDING THE 
AUTOB[OGRAPH[CAL NETHOD 

Ironically, perhaps, my use of the term 
au¢oethnogr<phy is a nod to a dom inar~t claim related 
to this emerging method. Ellis and Bochner (2000) 

have listed almost a page of terms that have been at- 
tached to autobiographical research and argued that 

it seems appropriate now to include under the 
broad rubric of autoetlmography those studies 
that have been referred to by other similarly situ- 
ated terms, such as personal nar~-atives.., lived 
experience, critical autobiography.., evocative 
narratives . . . reflexive ethnography... 
ethnographic m~tobiography.., autobiographi- 
cal ethnography, personal sociology . . . [and] 
autoanthropology. (pp. 73%740) 

They noted, however, that the term autoethnog,%phy 
has been in use for more than 20 years (originated by 
Hayano, 1979) and has become the tcm~ of choice in 
describing studies of a personal nature (Ellis, 2004; 
Ellis & Bochner, 2000). I can see that there is value in 
the standardization of terminology with respect to this 
method, as it would allow for unified advances in 
ing, appreciating, and understanding this method. 
"Autoethnography" builds on a #amiliar qualitative re- 
search tem~ while introducing a whole new way of pur- 
suing social knowledge~ However, given that there 
have been and m’e mm~y other terms in circulation, 1 
would like to discuss the method as it is put fom~ard by 
researchers who use diffkring terms. Moustakas 
(1990), writing [}om as early as the late 1960s, labeled 
the method heuristic inquiW. Ellis and Bochner, as 
noted, have refb~cd to the method as autocthnography, 
and a number of authors simply present the method and 
its product as personal na:~ative. 

First, heuristic inquiry (Moustakas, 1990) has 
adsen fkom the phenomenological tradition and began 
with a qucstkm that has been a personal challenge ~br 
the researcher. The aim is to "awaken and inspire re- 
searchers to make contact with and respect their own 
questions and problems, to suggest a process that af- 
firms imagination, intuition, self-reflection, and the 
tacit dimension as valid ways in the search for knowl- 
edge and understanding" (Douglass & Moustakas, 
1985, p. 40). The basic design of a heuristic research 
project involves six steps: inkial engagement, immer- 
sion, incubation, illumination, explicatkm, and culmi- 
nation in a creative synthesis (Moustakas, 1990). 
Initial engagement with a research topic occurs with 
the discoveW of an intense interest, a passionate con- 
cern that is not only personally meaningful but has 
broader social implications. In this phase, intense in- 
trospection allows a question to emerge. Immersion in- 
volves snstained focus and total concentration on the 
question and a deep exploration of the researcher’s 
tacit knowledge of the topic. On the other hand, the in- 
cubation phase is a period of retreat from thought re- 
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lated to the question. The purpose of this phase is to 
~bcus on unrela~ed distractions that leave the research 
topic to percolate in the subconscious. During this 
time, new ideas form in much the same way as a forgot- 
ten name suddenly comes to mind when we are 
ing about something else. The phase of ilNmination 
appears to be a rnysterkms phase in which something 
completely new is seen in something familim’. The way 
in which the researcher causes illumination to occur 
not clearly specified by Moustakas but appears to re- 
sult fi’om genuine openness to unique possibilRies. [n 
explication, the researcher develops a comprehensive 
depiction of the core themes. The major components of 
the phenomenon are explicated through the re- 
sere’chef’s self-awareness as well as through conversa- 
tions with others. In the tSnal stage, creative s}~thesis 
takes place, in which the researcher presents the mean- 
ings and themes associated wRh the question in the 
fom~ of a narrative (wkh verbatim material and exam- 
ples), poem, drawing, painting, or other creative form. 

Although these phases, as described by Mousmkas 
(1990), strike me as quite idealistic and abstract, they 
do set the tone fSr a veW nontraditkmal fkllJn of stu@ 

that "engages one’s total self and evokes a personal and 
passionate involvement and active participation in the 
[research] process" (p. 42). As Moustakas continued 
his discussion, he offered some more concrete details 
regarding the techniques that car~ be used but acknowl- 
edged that "methods of heuristic inquiW are 
open-ended [with] each research process ur~fbld[ing] 
in its own way" (p. 43). He also noted that heuristic in- 
quiW methods should reveal the nature of a phenome- 
non more completely than would ordinary experience, 
which suggests a process that is characte:ozed by some 
degree of rigor and systematicity. Moustakas sug- 
gested that heuristic researchers work with other re- 
searchers arid seek research pa~icipants, so that a 
personal topic can be illuminated by a variety of per- 
spectives. Likely sources of data include personal doc- 
umems such as notes or journals, inte~iew notes and 
trm~scripts, poems, and/or a~work. Data analysis con- 
sists of’thorough discussion, introspection, and thought 
(immersion and incubation) until themes and meanings 
emerge. Ultimately, heuristic research is similar to 
more *:amiliar forms of qualhative research, in that it 
tScuses on expe:oence m~d meaning and uses similar 
data sets and analysis techniques. However, it is in- 
tensely personal and introspective and, as Moustakas 
describes it, almost obsessive in ks depth and rigor. 

Second, autobiograpNcal research methods have 
become increasingly known as "autoethnography" and 
have been promoted, influenced, and developed by 
Ellis and Bochner (1999, 2000). As with personal re- 
search labeled "heuristic research," the autobiographi- 

cal genre here referred to as "autoethnography" has 
been further advanced by the postmodem challenge, 
reiterated by Ellis and Bochner, to infuse social science 
with the emotions and person of the researcher. Unfor- 
tunately, however, these authors’ discussions of this 
method are, l~;e Moustakas’s, very pNlosophical and 
abstract, and somewhat lacking in concrete informa- 
tion about the method and how someone new to it 
might proceed. In a lengthy book chapter (Ellis & 
Bochner, 2000), infomm~ion abou~ the method is pre- 
sented, in pa~, in the form of a stoW about a pa~icnlar 
graduate student inierested in an m~toethnographic dis- 
sedation. In this stow, autoettmoN’aphy is accom- 
plished through the use of personal wrking and 
reflection, the stories of others (gathered t~ough a se- 
ries of highly interactive and even therapeutic inter- 
views with individuals and groups), personal poetw, 
and m~ understanding of the relevant literatm’e (espe- 
cially knowledge of the gaps in the lkeramre that can 
be answered only tt~ough personally focused inquiw). 
The use of autoethnography alongside other well- 
knox,~ qualkafive research methods is suggested. 
Autoethnography is referred to as "action research fbr 
the individual" (p. 754), and k is suggested to the grad- 
uate student in the stoW that she might do a %traight 
grotmded theory analysis" (p. 757). Not unlike more 
*:amiliar approaches 1o qualkative research, common 
products of autoethnographic research can include 
"sho~ stories, poetry, fiction, novels, photographic es- 
says, personal essays, journals, fragmented m~d lay- 
ered writing, and social science prose" (p. 739). In the 
case of a disse~ation, it appears that the form can be 
veW fluid arid evolving, and include personal stories 
and excerpts fi’om interviews, possibly accompanied 
by other more standard components of this type of re- 
search presemafion. Ellis (2004), in a methodological 
novel about antoeflmography, :restated a number of the 
methodological points she put tbrward with Bochner 
(Ellis & BocMer, 2000). She acknowledged that 
"am:oethnography does not proceed linearly" (p. 119), 
is complex, is not conducted according to a special for- 
mnla, and can be likened to being sent "into the woods 
without a compass" (p. 120). However, she encour- 
aged amoethnographers to deal wkh the unce~ainb~ of 
the process so that adequate time is taken to "wander 
around a bit and [get] the lay of the land" (p. 120). 

Mtmcey (2005) added some concrete assistance to 
the question of"how to do" autoethnography. She sug- 
gested the use of snapshots, a~iNctsidocnments, meta- 
phor, and psychological and literal journeys as 
techniques for reflecting on m~d conveying a ’"patch- 
work of fcelings, experiences, emotions, and behaviors 
that po~ray a more complete view of... life" (p. 10). 
Overall, however, discussions of autoethno~aphy 
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leave many questions regarding the method. What is 
presented, though, is an inspirir~g and compelling argu- 
ment for the methodological possibilities that exist 
when the researcher is a full study participant. 

A third widely discussed approach to the re- 
searcher’s use of self is personal narrative. Personal 
narrative is often presented as a typical product of 
autoethnography but is also proposed as a method unto 
itself: Noting that: her perspective is contra~ to con- 
vention in qualitative inquiry, Richardson (1994) pur- 
ported that writing is a 

method qf b, quiry, a way of finding out about 
yourself and your topic. Although we usually 
think about writing as a form of"telling" about 
the social world . . . writing is also a way of 
"knowing"-----a method of discovery and analy- 
sis. By writing in different ways, we discover 
new aspects of our topic and our relationship to 
it. Form and content are inseparable (p. 516, ital- 
ics in original). 

Historically, w’riti~g has been divided into two genres: 
literary and scientific. The goal of personal narrative as 
research is to fuse the form with the content al~d the lit- 
erary with the sciemific, to create a social scientific art 
form, thereby revealing the hand of the resem’cheriau- 
thor who created the work and demonstrating explic- 
itly the expertise of the author rather than constructing 
his or her absence (Ellis & Bochner, 2000; R ichardson, 
2000). Autoethnographically based personal narratives 
are 

highly personalized, revealing texts in which 
authors tell stories about their own lived experi- 
ence, relating the personal to the cultural... In 
telling the story, the writer calls upon . . . tic- 
tion-writing techniques. Ttv:ough these tech- 
niques, the writing constructs a sequence of 
evems.., holding back on interpretation, asking 
the :reader to emotionally ’~re]ive" the events 
with the wrker. (Richardson, 2000, p. 11) 

What can be learned about method in autoethnography 
is that it varies widely, f?om the highly introspective, 
through more familiar approaches cormected to quali- 
tative research, to somewhat experimental litera~ 
methods, experimental, at least, in terms of thinking of 
writing as research. 

During this learning process, I was disappointed to 
find that much of what was written on autoethnography 
(or othe~avise labeled autobiographical research) was 
highly abstract and lacking in specificity. I came to 
wonder whether autoethnography is less of a method 

and more of a philosophy, theoretical underpinning, or 
paradigm, aimed at restoring and acknowledging the 
presence of the researcher/author in research, the valid- 
iD, of personal knowing, and the social and scientific 
value of the pursuit of personal questions. This seems 
to be of concern for many others who debate the the- 
ory/method divide. Nevertheless, rny need to have 
something concrete to learn was unsatisfied by my 
general reading on autoethnogl"aphy as a method. For- 
innately, I managed to find several examples of 
autoethnography that provided excellent insights into 
the use of self in research and the ways in which it: 
might be accomplished. 

UNDERSTANDING AUTOETHNOGRAPHY 

As I have noted, there is considerable latitude with re- 
spect to how autoethnography is conducted and what 
product results. Autoethnographers tend to vary in 
their emphasis on au~o- (self), -eth,~o- (the cultural 
li~), and -graph), (the application of a research pro- 
cess) (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, paraphrasing 
Reed-Danahay, 1997). This w~riable emphasis on the 
separate dimensions of autoethnography results in the 
production of manuscripts tha~ differ significantly in 
tone, structure, and intent. It must also be noted that 
some authors who have pursued autobiographica] in- 
quiW have not referred to their written products as 
autoethnographies. However, in keeping with the way 
in which Ellis and Boc[mer subsumed other labels un- 
der autoethnography, the contempormT tem] of choice, 
I will bring a number of a~icles into the discussion 
thaL although their authors used various labels, can 
also be thought of as autoethnographies. In other 
words, to adapt a well-known axiom, an auto-eth 
nography by any other name is still an auto-eth 
nography. By considering these examples together, we 
can gather helpful information on the practical aspects 
of using this type of inquiry. 

SpaNes (1996) offered an excellent example of 
autoethnography, as well as a ve:~, helpNl expository 
on the process of wrRing and publishing the resulting 
narrative (2000). (He described his original aRic]e as a 
~’narrative" but referred to it in his la~er analysis as an 
"autoethnography2’) His work "The Fatal Flaw: A 
Na~afive of the Fragile Body-Sell" (1996), nicely bal- 
ances the auto-, -ethno-, and -graph}, components of 
this method, as in it, he described his personal journey 
fPom elite athlete to a man who is forced to ~hce an 
terrupted bo@ project" (p. 463) when inflammatory 
back disease became a pemmnent pa~ of his li~) and 
inter*~red wkh his pm~icipation in sport and, indeed, 
many activities of his ordinary daily life. 
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Sparkes (1996) aligned himself philosophically 
with m~toethnography and connected the personal with 
the cultural when he said, "I o.. a~emp* 1o take you as 
the reader into the intimacies of my world. I hope to do 
this in such a way that you are stimulated 1o reflect 
upon your own life in :relation to mine" (p. 467). As a 
professor, he described how the early stages of his 
autoethnographic w~ting were shaped by his assump- 
tions abou~ what constituted proper academic work and 
how he "*kl* the need to add something to the stoW to 
signal it as scholarship" (2000, p. 28). His original 
&aR comained a personal stoW *?amed by solid sec- 
tions oftheoW to support the presentation of his experi- 
ence, but as he became more confident in the value of 
sha~ng his stow, he began to focus more on telling his 
stoW and weaving theoretical content into it where 
needed. The published version reads as an intelligent, 
personal, emotional story that is, I feel, reassuringly 
supposed by prex~iously held sociological knowledge. 
Sparkes bolstered his stoW by incorporating other data 
sources, such as medical diagnostic test reports, recon- 
structions of conversations with others, selections from 
newspapers reporting on his athletic accomplishmen*s, 
and excepts from his personal diaW. In his later analy- 
sis (2000), he presented the comments of the various 
rex~iewers of his submitted manuscript, revealing a 
wide range of reaction to this genre of research, from 
those rqiecting it as scholarship to those calling tbr less 
theory and more pure story. The repo~ of his experi- 
ences as he endeavored to inte~ect a personal na~ative 
into tradkional academia demons~ates the readiness of 
scholars to accept this method and offSrs Ntm’e 
autoethnographers some insights into successti~lly at- 
tempting antoethnography. 

Holt (2001) published ar~ autoethnography that is 
similar in approach to Sparkes’s (1996), although k 
deals with a veW different topic. Holt told his stolT 
about becoming a graduate teaching assistant in a uni- 
versity m~d using a three-level reflection strategy to re- 
fine his teaching methods. He used his practical 
background to generate questions and implications for 
the fk~ture development of the gradua*e teaching assis- 
tam role, thereby li~ing his personal experience 1o is- 
sues in his social situation. He inco~x)rated previous 
research and existing models of teaching into his work 
by contrasting his personal ideology and past experi- 
ence with the expectations of the new tmiversity setting 
in which he took up a teaching assignment. He used a 
2-year reflective logbook as the primaW data course 
for Ns sin@. Like Sparkes (2000), Holt offered a veW 
help:N1 and insightfi~l article (2003) in which he told 
the stoW of his straggles to have his autoethnography 
accepted and published. Presenting the story as hypo- 
thetical discussions between him and various review- 

ers, he deconstructed his reviewers’ feedback, ranging 
fi’om the sympathetic to the skeptical, in an effort to in- 
form future autoethnographers about the difficulties 
associated with work of this type. He encouraged ftl- 
ture researchers to be persistent and resilient, to con- 
tinue to "develop new avenues of criticism and support 
ti)r such work" (2003, p. 6), and to pursue publication 
in mainstream journals to enhance the profile of 
autoethnography. 

.Ar~ autoethr~ographic study by Duncar~ (.2004) is an 
excellent example of a methodologically rigorous 
study that "c(mld possibly be placed at: the conservative 
end of the continuum of autoethnographic reporting" 
(p. 8). Duncan introduces the skeptic to this method in 
a more gradual, comfortable way. Her research demon- 
strates explicitly how autoethnography can assist in an- 
swering otherwise unanswerable questions. As a 
mn]timedia/hypermedia designer (involving the de- 
sign of computer assisted learning applications in 
which users navigate the program content according to 
individual needs), she wanted to evaluate m~d improve 
her practice. The novelty of this type of medium and 
the delay in receiving feedback from end users necessi- 
tated a personal, reflective approach for timely practice 
evaluation. To Duncan, autoethnography was a 
method ofinquiW in which the inner dialogue of the re- 
searcher was considered x~alid, that encouraged sys- 
tematic reflection, offered m~ organized and traceable 
means of data analysis and resulted in a scholarly ac- 
count (p. 3). Rigor in the research process (’Lgraphy") 
is emphasized by Duncan. 

[T]his research tradition does more than fi~st tell 
stories. It provides reports that are scholarly and 
justifiable interpretations... [that] do not con- 
sist solely of the researcher’s opinions but are 
also supported by other data that can confirm or 
triang~late those opinions. Methods of collect- 
ing data include participant observation, reflec- 
tive writing, interviewing, and gathering 
documents and artifacts. (p. 5) 

The main data source in this study was a reflective 
journal, kept over a 1-year period, consisting of hand- 
x~Titten entries created twice weekly and averaging two 
pages in length. Entries were numbered and indexed, 
and supported by other documents such as e-mails, 
memos and letters, sto~@oard and graphic sketches, 
computer screen images, notes to self" and fi-om other 
design team members, government documents, and 
technical logs. Following data collection, Duncan be- 
gan the process of categorization and theming, and the 
construction of mear~ing that provided the basis fbr the- 
ory development° In conclusion, she charged "those 
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engaged in this emerging art.., to include in the re- 
search report adequate justification fbr the choice of 
this method and [a] demonstration of how appropriate 
evaluation c~te~a might be applied" (p. 12). Despite 
her conservative approach to the method, in contrast to 
Sparkes (1996) and Holt (2001 ), Duncan raised similar 
issues in the acceptabilky of au~oethnography by the 
wider research communi~ m~d suggested similar strat- 
egies for promoting understanding. 

Spanning the theoretical and the literaw, Pelias 
(2003) shared some of his personal observations in 
"The Academic Tourist: An Autoethnography." This is 
a sho~, humorous, but insightNl offkring that gives the 
reader a look into the daily habits arid demands of aca- 
demic lifS. It is characterized most obviously by long, 
run-on sentences that leave the reader f~elir~g the mo- 
notony and endlessness of the obligations of an aca- 
demic career but, at the same time, reveal the expe~ise 
and cultural *:amiliafity of the author. The academic is 
metaphorically compared to a tour guide who knows 
his pa~, recites his lines, arid fulfills the expectatkms 
on him. References to theo~" and ofl~er authors writing 
about au*oethnography are included as a half~hearted 
nod 1o tradition. 

On the other end of the continuum are a number of 
examples of personal nam’ative that rely almost exclu- 
sively on a highly personal, evocative wrking style, I5- 
cusir~g on the m~to-, omiNng any reference to research 
conventions, and leaving the reader to make his or her 
own societal or cultural applicatkms. An essay called 
"A Choice *5r K’aila" (Paule~e, 1993) is a mother’s 
sto:W about her decision not to pennit her inISnt son, 
wi*h terminal liver disease, to have a liver transplar~t. It 
is the sto~" of a pm’ent who resolved a diNcult di- 
lemma (with her tmsband) about her child’s :Nture, 
based on her Nith and beliefs and an informed under- 
standing of the ar~ticipated lif~ course of a liver trans- 
plant recipient. This narratNe recounts a uMque and 
rare expe~ence and, in doing so, gives voice to a sel- 
dom-noticed perspective. 

Clarke (1992), inspired by her daughter’s 
award-winning essay about being asthmatic, shared 
her experience as the parent of an asthmatic child. She 
refm~ed to her work as phenomenology, but given thai 
it uses self as subject, k can be considered to be 
antoethnographic (Ellis, 2004). Clarke incorporated 
the text of her daughter’s essay and wove in the poetW 
of others to illustrate her message. Her s~de is veW po- 
etic, and the article is organized in sho~, &amatic sec- 
tions that recount specific instances, some veW 
protimnd and evocative. Some theoW is included, but 
this piece is very much an a~ful communication of 
what it ISels like to live with asthma. 

As these examples attest, the range of auto- 
ethnographic writings is vast m~d includes eve~¢hing 
from the conservative, methodologically rigorous 
study (Duncan, 2004), the personal but theore- tically 
supported (Sparkes, 1996, and, to a slightly lesser ex- 
tent, Holt, 2001, and Pelias, 2003), and the highly liter- 
ary arid evocative (Clarke, 1992; Paulette, 1993). 
These examples provoked quite different responses 
from me that, as 1 came to learn, reflect precisely the 
range of responses from the academic cornmm~ity at 
large. Each prompts concerns in different ways, but all 
of them represent a get,re that is still struggling fbr ac- 
ceptance. 

AND VALIDITY 

Judging by my reactions as f read these selected 
m~toethnographies, I was not surprised to learn that 
there are still many who are not rea@ to give them- 
selves over to this avant-garde method. Criticisms 
abound, and the debate rages. "The emergence of 
antoethnography and narratives of self.., has not been 
trouble-flee, and their stares as proper research 
mains problematic" (Sparkes, 2000, p. 22). Expert 
knowledge is socially sanctioned in a way that 
commonsense or personal knowledge is not. As well, 
how knowledge is produced and who produces it are 
important in how status is attributed to knowledge 
(Muncey, 2005). Despite the influence of postmodern 
thought, the academic conventions are powerfi~l, and 
there is resistance to the inmasion of autobiographical 
approaches to knowledge productkm and sharing. 

Despite their wide-ranging characteristics, auto- 
ethnographic writings all begin with the resem’cher’s 
use of the subjective self. By using self as a source of 
data, perhaps the only source, autoethnography has 
been criticized for being self-indMgent, narcissistic, 
introspective, and individualized (Atkinson, 1997; 
Sparkes, 2000). The focus on biography rather than 
formaliw is a concern for some, because personal ex- 
periences are placed on a pedestal and separated from 
other discourses in their contexts. "The narratives 
seem to float in a social vactmm. The voices echo in an 
otherwise empty world. There is an extraordinm-y ab- 
sence of social context, social action, and social inter- 
action" (Atkinson, ] 997, p. 339). A focus on a single, 
subjectNe subject lacks genuinely thick description 
and threatens to substitute a psychotherapeutic for a so- 
ciological view of life. 

Lack of systematicity and methodological rigor is 
also noted as a bar~-ier to the acceptance ofautoethnog- 
raphy. Sparkes (2000) and Holt (2003) both described 
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reviewers of their manuscripts who wished to see ad- 
herence to traditional scientific tenets. Groundir~g in a 
theoretical framework, overtly described methodologi- 
cal and data analysis procedures, ar~ audit trail and 
replicability were cited as impo~ant in judging the 
value of their submissions, despite the obvious difN- 
culties in applying these to autoethnography. Even for 
flmse open to qualitative inquiW, traditional criteria 
such as credibility, dependability, and tmstwo~hiness 
can be impo~ant, although not always easily applied to 
autoethnography (Holt, 2003). Duncan (2004), herself 
an autoethnographer (as discussed previously), has 
noted that criticisms have been leveled at the "more ex- 
perimental ~bm~s of autoethnography in which the 
bonndaries of scholarship are merged with a~istic ex- 
pres s i on as a w ay o f chall enging the li rn i tati ons o f wh at 
is normally accepted as ~owledge in academic con- 
texts" (p. 11). She criticized evocative personal writing 
that relies on a dkect emotional response *?ore a reader 
rather than offering analysis, grounding in theoW, m~d 
methodological rigor. 

In response, those who support autobiographical in- 
quiW have argued that: autoethnography is more au- 
thentic than traditional research approaches, precisely 
because of the resem’cher’s use of self, the voice of’the 
insider being more true than that of the outsider 
(Reed-DanahW, 1997). ’%utobiographies... and lif? 
stories are likely to present fi~ller pictures [thick de- 
scription], ones in which the meanings of events and 
relationships are more/i~ely ~o be told t/~an iq/i~tw~d" 

(Laslett, 1999, p. 391, italics added). The sensibility of 
the use of self in :research was revealed by Ellis when 
she asked, "Who would make a better subject than a re- 
sem’cher consumed by wanting to figure it all out?" 
(1991, p. 30). Her [}equent collaborator, Bochner 
(2001), o~iected to the asse~ion that a focus on self is 
decontextualized. Those who complain that personal 
na~atives emphasis a single, speaking subject fail to 
realize that no indivi&al voice speaks apa~ from a so- 
cietal [kamework of co-constructed meaning. There is a 
direct m~d inextricable link between the personal and 
the cultural. Thus, rich meaning, culturally relevant 
personal experience, and an intense motivation to 
know are what t}~i~}’ and strengthen m~toethnography. 

Some proponents of autoethnography and personal 
narrative acknowledge methodological issues associ- 
ated with technique. "[T]hat we have to take precau- 
tions in inteq)reting, generalizing, and eliminating bias 
here the same as we do with any da*a we collect is as- 
sumed" (Ellis, 1991, p. 30). As we have seen, Duncan 
(2004) represented a response to these issues in which 
autoettmography is approached not for its poetic li- 
cense but fbr its usefulness in explicating tacit knowl- 
edge and improving practice. She used self as s~ject 

but took precautions by adhering closely to accepted 
research conventions. 

Others, perhaps tending toward the more experi- 
mental forms of autoethnography than Duncan (2004) 
did, have arg~ed that traditional criteria fbrj~dging va- 
lidity cannot be and need not be applied to 
a~tocthnographic writing. 

The word criteria is a term that separates mod- 
ernists fi-om postmodernists.., empiricists fi-om 
interpretivists... Both [sides] agree that inevita- 
bly they make choices abmxt what is good, what 
is useful, and what is not. The difference is that 
one side believes that "objective" methods and 
procedures can be applied to determine the 
choices we make, whereas the other side be- 
lieves these choices are ultimately and inextrica- 
bly tied to our values al~d our subjectivities. 
(Bochner, 2000, p. 266) 

Because different epistemological and ontological as- 
sumptions inform autoethnographic inqniw, it makes 
no sense to impose traditional criteria in judging the 
value of a personal text (Sparkes, 2000). It is suggested 
that ~goro~s methodology and generalizability are not 
necessarily that which we should attain. "Thi~ of the 
life being expressed [in a narrative] not merely as data 
to be analyzed and categorized but as a stoW to be re- 
spected and engaged . . . we shouldn’t prematurely 
brush aside the pa~iculars to get to the general" 
(Bochner, 2001, p~ 132). Fra~ (2000) noted that those 
who criticize the rigor of personal na~ative are missing 
the point. "Maybe the poim is not to engage [narrative] 
systematically but to engage it personally" (p. 355). In 
judging na~-atives, then, we should "seek to meet liter- 
aW criteria of coherence, verisimilitude, m~d interest" 
(Richardson, 2000, p. 11). In other words, "Does this 
account work for us? Do we find it to be believable and 
evocative on the basis of our own experiences?" 
(Garratt & Hodkinson, cited in Sparkes, 2000, p. 29). 

This is, finally, where awone who, like me, first en- 
cotmters autoethnography is f~ced with a choice. Hav- 
ing considered the epistemological and ontological 
assumptions and the methodological approaches, fa- 
milim’ized myself with a number of examples of 
m~toethnog~aphy, and absorbed the arg~nnents on both 
sides of the credibilityivalidib, debate, I must now de- 
cide whether ~ am inclined to reject, tolerate, accept, 
de[bud, or even embrace this challenging genre of re- 
search and writing. 

I believe that I am ti)rever called to be a moderate. 
Postmodern ideology appeals to me because it exposes 
the flaws in our traditional reliance on neutrality and 
objectivib< It says that we cannot separate ourselves 
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from what we do. It breaks down dominant structures 
that seek to exclude the contributions of others. I like 
that. Yet, I still believe that some things are right and 
some are wrong, that some things are real, and that 
~uth can sometimes be known the same way by all 
people. 

Methodology a~ses out of philosophy. I am solidly 
committed to qualitative research, itself a subjugated 
field of irNuiry, because the aim of qualitative irNuiry 
is to connect wkh people on the level of human mean- 
ing. Alfl~ough 1 value quantitative research and admire 
those who excel at k, I am not interested in disembod- 
ied research that aims to speak neutrally fk, r everyone. 
However, I like structure, and I believe that rigor is 
possible and necessary in qualitative research. Using 
self as subject is not a problem fbr me, but how self 
used is very impo~ant. 

Each of the examples I read, several of which have 
been discussed in this a~icle, resonated with me and 
made a contribution to my personal bo@ of knowl- 
edge. Sparkes’s (1996) piece balanced academic tradi- 
tion wkh personal expression in a way that was very 
comti)rtable for me. His judicious use of theory helped 
me to interpret his personal experiences and to apply 
fl~e concepts he presented to me. Clougb (2000) sup- 
po~ed this theory-based approach, with which I am at 
ease, by arguing that "staying close to theory allows 
experimental writing to be a vehicle fbr thinking new 
sociological su~ects, new parameters of the social" 
(p. 290). Although, of course, I am a woman who has 
never been an elite athlete, I am a recreational mimer 
who has o~en f~lt disappointment that my bo@ cannot 
do what I so wish it would. Sparkes’s story transtb~-ed 
in many ways to my lif~. 

As I am a doctoral student, Holt’s (2001) desc~p- 
tion of adapting to a new university culture and learn- 
ing to teach undergraduate students resonated with my 
experience. His use of self as data source was ~amed 
wkhin an established framework of reflective practice, 
giving his stoW structure and equipping me as a reader 
with a new tool to apply in my reflective practice. Ellis 
(2000) suggested a mm~ber of questions that car~ be 
asked to judge the value of a story, including "Can the 
author legitimately make these claims for his story? 
Did the author learn anything new about 
self’?... Will this story help others cope with or better 
understand their worlds?" (p. 275). In reading Holt’s 
story (autoetbnograpby), I was certain that the m~swers 
to these questions were aflSnnative. 

Duncan’s (2004) work allows a gentle step into the 
world of autoethnography. I have to admit that fl~e real- 
ist inside of me was comfo~ed by her rigorous method- 
ological approach, and I felt very confident that I could 
trust her findings and conclusions. Although Duncan’s 

writing is much more conventional than evocative, she 
conveyed legitimacy and usefi~Iness in her use of a 
method that is "a new way to twist the tSmiliar" (Ellis, 
2000, p. 275). 

Ironically, perhaps, the unsm~ctured, more literary 
personal narratives were also wonderN1 to experience 
as a reader. Paulette’s sto~7 (1993) of lettir~g her child 
go was easy to connect with. I read the whole story, lin- 
gering on points that called forth my expe:dence, 
thoughts, and beliefs, the sign of a reading that: Ellis 
(2000) has claimed to be wo~hy because it has evoked 
something in me (p. 274). Paulette described what I 
have often felt and what Illich (1976) so aptly stated, 
that "the medical establishment has become a major 
tl~eat to heakh" (p. 3). Paulette’s story is an important 
one fbr people in a dominm~t culture to bear. She made 
a holistic health decision liar her child, resting on her 
faith, her Nmily, and the suNciency of her knowledge 
to come to a conclusion. 

Clarke’s (1992) phenomenological dialogue on 
asthma was a stretch fk)r me. Although it was beauti- 
fully wfi~en, I found it hard to engage ff~lly with her 
message. Pefl~aps I am a philistine, but I did not always 
understand the meaning of the poetry she included and 
*bund the general presentation a little bh esoteric. Nev- 
e~heless, I have to admit tha* there were pm1:s of it to 
which I could directly relate and from which I could 
take a new insight. Clarke managed to accomplish 
what Ellis (2000) strongly values: She painted vivid 
pictures, conveyed intense feeling, m~d demonstrated 
tremendous literaW sensitivity. As well, Clarke’s the- 
matically organized presentation is a powerNl ap- 
proach to sharir~g memories that can be f?agmentary 
and elusive (Muncey, 2005). 

Finally, I just simply e,~oyed Pelias’s (2003) 
autoethr~oN-aphic stoW. Having been in the world of 
academia fbr only 2 years, l can alrea@ see how his de- 
scription of the lit) academic is accurate. His words 
give me pause as i plan for my *~*ure, but his X~Thing is 
l ighthea~:ed enough for me to see that, despite its sho~- 
comings, people still choose an academic career and 
become comfo~able in it. This story captured my 
imagination, ente~ained me, and taught me something 
rich and new about the world of the author, a success 
by Ellis’s (2000) standards. 

i have 1Ned long enough to have learned that when I 
am thinking something, I know someone else is, too. 
Other readers will have dif*~rem reactions to these 
(m~d other) examples of autoethnography, but overall, 1 
know that what attracts me to au*oethnography and 
what concerns me about h are felt by others. My inner 
process and reactions conr~ect to the experiences of 
others in the world beyond me. My personal experi- 
ences link to the cultm’al. 
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In my opinion, all of these examples, as different as 
they arc, have something important to of!fcr. They are 
the sharing of new and unique knowledge that is useful 
and applicable in a broader context. Still, there is one 
final rub for me. ~e they research? 

As we seek the answer, "there’s a lot of room to do 
interesting and inr~ovative work on both sities of the di- 
vide, and there doesn’t have to be this winner-take-all 
mentality" (Bochner, 2001, p. 134). Knowledge does 
not have to resuk from research to be worthwhile, and 
personal stories should have their place alongside re- 
search in contribution to what we know about the 
world in which we live. 

Ce~ainly, I have taken some l ibem:ies in classifying 
several examples as autoethnography, even when the 
authors do not. However, as I mentioned, this reflects 
the confusing nomenclature that exists in relation to 
what is increasingly refkrred to as autoethnography 
(Ellis & Bochner, 2000). Some authors, such as 
Sparkes (1996, 2000)began a personal nm’rative not 
re[b~qng to it as an autoetlmography. Others have sub- 
sumed a tremendous range of x~witing styles under the 
heading "autoethnography’" (Ellis & Bochner, 2000). 
If we intend to unify our labels with the term 
au¢oe*knograp@, I think we have to decide what we 
will put into that categoW. l see autoethnography as a 
research method that is pa~ of, but delineated fi’om, the 
broader realm of autobiography. By conceptualizing 
this way, we can use self in a methodologically rigor- 
ous way, but personal sto~es can coexist with 
autoetNmgraphic research. 

There does seem to be a distinction emerging, along 
methodological lines, between the works that are spe- 
cifically referred to as antoethnographies (Duncan, 
2004; Holt, 2001; Pelias, 2003; Spathes, 1996) and 
those that might, according to some, fit into the cate- 
gory but are not labeled thus (Clarke, 1992; Paulette, 
1993). Ultimately, using self as su~ect is a way of ac- 
knowledging the self that was always there anpvay 
and of explo~ing personal conr~ections to our m~lture. 
We must be cautious, though, that we do not adopt new 
approaches ir~ an uncritical ~Sshion arid tha* we make 
principled, disciplined choices about how we will 
derstar~d and w~te about the social world (Coff)y & 
Atkinson, 1996). We live in a time of great possibility; 
let us proceed wisely. 
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!I:IIANDY, AGE 2 ~".LIVi~S WiTH ~iSGIRLFRIENDI’ 

ESTONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT iN CENTRAL MISSOURI, 

~:He went to college but dropped out after 2 years, partly because he 

missed home and partly because he was not sure what he wanted to 

study. He had been majoring in landscape architecture at college 

cause he is "an outdoors person," but af[e~ studying it for awhile he 

became less interested ~n it as a future career~ He does not know what 

he would like to do instead, so he is working 

for a landscaping firm, mowing lawns and 

trimming shrubs, until he decides what to do 

next, He is also uncertain about love. Although 

he lives with his girlfriend, he moved [n with 

her mainly for financial reasons and does not 

see her as part of his future, He is thinking of 

m~vingto San Francisco in a few months to 

make a new start in a new place. (Based on 

Arnett, 2004.) 

Chunming, age 19, recently left the small 

Chinese vJtlage where she grew up and migrat- 

Their fives are vastly 

different than what their 

parents or grandparents 

experienced at a 

similar age. ¯ 

ed to Guangdong, o~e of China% booming industrial cities. Her parertts 

objected; in her village, it was said that girls who went to the city would 

be tricked, into a life of prostitutkm. But t]hunmirig felt there was no 

future for her [n the village, and left an~ay. In Guangdong, a cousin 

he~ped her ge!: a job in a factory making athletic shoes. Chunmirlg lives 

Jn a fa~o~ dormito~% where she shares a room with iqine other young 

women who work in the fadog. [hey work on the assembly lfne 1 

hours a day, 5 days a week, plus a half day on Saturday, for a sala~ of 

about 72 U.S. dollars a month, Neve~heless, she feels lucky She dreams 

of findfng a sweet and handsome husband, and perhaps sta~ing a small 

business with him, or at least finding a jot) outside l:he factory. (Based 

on Chang, 20080 

Amk, age 21, lives with his aunt and uncle in Bangalore, india, and 

works for an lnternet company based ~n the ~Jnited States. He spends 

hi’~’:i~ays answering e-ma;I que         ile who are"havingi 

problems with the company’s w~t~Si=te, The In~ernet company ~ 

him with training to improve his written English and to enable 

answer the technical questions he receives. He enjoys the work, buti 

hopes to rise in the company Jn the future. He misses his mother ~ 

father and three sisters, who have remained in the small village 

he grew up. Nevertheless, he enjoys the freedom and diversity of Ci 

life. His parents want to arrange a marrJa~ 

him soon, with a girl from the~oext viIlage who 

he has not met; his parents married at age 1; 

and fee! he is long past the age when he shouti 

have been married. But Amit would 

main single for some years, and he would 

prefer to choose his own wife, although 

not yet broken this ~ews to his parents, 

on Chaudhary & Sharma, 2012.) 

Marie, age 24, is a student at a 

i~ Denmark, studying psychology. Currently 

is in Italy, collecting interviews for a resear( 

project, and living with her Brazilian boyfriend Pablo, who is studyiri! 

engineering there. Her plan is to become a psychologist who 

with deaf children and their families, but much of her life is up 

air right now. ttow much more education should she pursue, if 

She and Pablo would like to marry and have two children eventUatl 

but when? Their lives are busy now. How could they fit children in amii 

their o~her arnbitions and adventures? (Based on Arnett, 2007.) 

The lives of Andy, Chunming, Amit, and Ma:rie are highry d vet!! 

However, one ~hing they have in common is that their lives are va~tl 

different than what their parents or grandparents experienced at-, 

similar age. The lives of young people all over ~he world have change~ 

dramadcaTly over the past half century. This chapter is about the 

life stage of emerging adulthood that has developed as a c:onse( 

of those changes. ¯ 

:400 



he Emergence of Emerging Adulthood 
efore we examine the changes in physical development that occur in emerging adult- 

i0od, let’s begin with a closer look at the origins of this new tile stage. Traditionally, 

eories of human development described a stage of adolescence followed by a stage 

~young adulthood (Erikson, 1950; Levinson, 1978). The transition to young adulthood 

t~as assumed to be marked by entry to adult roles, specifically marriage, parenthood, and 

ifable work. For most people, entry into these roles took place around the age of twenty 

i[ shortly thereafter. By their early twenties, most people had formed the stable structure 

fan adult life, 

In recent decades, however, it has increasingly been recognized that these traditional 

~ge models no longer fit fl~e pattern of development that most people experience, espe- 
al[y in developed countries. The modern world economy is based substantially on 

!.at~on and technology, and many of the jobs available in this economy require educatioi~ 

~d training that last into the eariy twenties or beyond. The twenties are not a time of 

ttIing into a stable occupational path but a time of exceptional instability in work, as 

completion of education and training is followed by multiple job changes, for most 

)pie. Similarly, most people marry and become parents in their late twenties or early 

"~ies rather than in their eatty twenties. Al! togetheL the stable str’ucture of an adult life 

constructed closer to age thirty than age twen .ty for rnost people in developed countries; 

]fifty is the new twenty;" as a popular American saying puts it. 

:..As a consequence of these char ges, it is increasingly reco.qnized., among scholars in 

[man developrnent that a new tJfe stage has developed between adolescence and young 

,~]l:hood (see Chapter 1, page 24). Rather than making the transition f]’orn adolescence 

~Young adulthood quickly at ar’ound a,qe twentz most people in developed countries 

hence a stage of emerging adulthood from their ]ate teens to at least their mid-twenties, 

~ore entering a more stable young adulthood at around age thirty (Arnett, 2004, 2007, 

!11). 

!.~ Many changes have contributed to the emergence of emerging adulthood as a norrna 
[e life stage in developed countries. Perhaps the most obvious indicator is the rise in the 

i~s of entering,, marriage~ and parenthood. As recently as ~ 960 ~he median age of marriage 

~ ost developed countries was in the very early twenties, around age 21 for women and 

itbr men (Dot~glass, 2005). Ilowever, since !!~60 there has been a dramatic shift in the 

~s when young people in developed countries typically get married. Now ~he median 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

At whaZ ages did your grandparents finish 

theft education, marry, and have their 

chiid? As/< the[n why they made tho.~e " 

t~n:sitions af d}e ages they did. .i I 
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Map 9.1 ¯ Median Age at First Marriage in 
the United States Which states have the lowest 

" and highest age of first marriages? How does 
the median age of marriage differ between 

men and women? How might you explain these 

d[fferences? 

Median age at first marriage 

25-26.4 26.5-27.9 28.0-29.4 29.5-31.5 
than 25 

.... ......... ...... : i... " .. " . ¯ . ¯ " . . iig6:0fmarriage is avou nd 30 for women in most developed countries, and it is even 

.... f6i~ men [by about two years, consistently across counties). Map 9.t shows the meal. 

................................................................... . age of marriage in the United States, which has a relatively low mar~age 

APPLYING.YOU R KNOWLEDGE : other.developed countries. Age at entering pare[]thood followed a similar rise. 

....... ’" ’ ’ "    " " ......... : " " " But why ~e dramatic rise m the ~ica! ages o[’ entering mar[’iage and ~ 
.... ~$ ~ T~erao[$t ........ 

~: The.i~vention of :fl~e birth control pill in 1964. in combination ~th less 
¯ Kenji k a 70-year.old father of a-26-vear~ . [. 

Old ~)b~fi~d ~augh~e~ He Worries " : []~’ds of se~tal morality after the sexual revolution of the 1960s and early 1970s, 

¯ ’"" :[b~~~}~a~}g~t~ Wif!:)}~e~~arry/:}ow ..... }- young.peopleno Ionge~" had to enter marriage in order to have.a stable sexual 
ean yOU h#lphim"f~el ~e~i~bdut:his [: Now most young people have a series of sexual rclatk~nsh[ps before entering 

" - ........................ " " ~ andthere is ~despread tolerance for premari[aI sex in fl~e conte~ of a commi~ed, 



important reason for the rise in the typical ages of entering marriage and 

~od is the increase in the years devoted to pursuing education and training 

)ation. In many developed countries, over half of young people now 

ducation and training beyond secondary schooI (Arnett, 201Ia). Most 

i people wait until they have finished school before they start think- 

’ about marriage and parenthood, and for many of them this 

)ostponing these commitments until at least their mid-twenties. 

key change contributing to the emergence of emerging 

concerns the opportunities available to women. Women’s 

changed in ways that make an early entry into adult obliga- 

: desirable for them now compared to 50 years ago. The young 

of the ~950~ and early 1960s were under a great dea! of social pres-     " 

, find a husband. Being a single woman was simply not a v~able social 

::for a woman after her early twenties. Relatively few women attended col-- 

~hd those who did were often there for the purpose of meeting their future hus- 

ge of occupations open to young women was severely restricted, as it had 

waitress, teacher, nurse, perhaps a few others. Even these 
ions were supposed to be temporary for young women. What they were really sup- 

to be focusing on was finding a husband and having chiIdren. 

the young women of the 21st century, all this has changed. In neariy every de- 

country, at every ievei of education from grade school through graduate school, 

iow excel over boys. Young women’s occupational possibiiities are now virtually un- 

and although men still dominate in engineering and some sciences, women are 

l to men in obtaining law, business, and medical degrees. With so many options open 

ira, and with so little pressure on them to marry in their early twenties, the lives 

women in developed countries today have changed almost beyond recognition 

they were 50 years ago. Like young men, they typically spend the years from 

teens through at least the mid-twenties trying out various possible options before 

definite choices. 

Today in developed countries, young 

women exceed young men in educational 

attainment and have a v~de range of 

opportunities in the workplace that they 

did not have before. 

Features 

iName the five developmental features distinctive to emerging adulthood. 
!.~ LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

~,,,i~t are the main features of emerging~ adulthood? What makes it distinct from the 
![JeScencc that precedes it and the young adulthood that follows it? "lhere are five char- 

!~istics that distinguish emerging adulthood from other age periods (~ne~, 2004, 2006; 

ma}~ et al .~--2006)r Emcrgk~g adukhood is 

[[thc age of’ identity explorations; 

::~}the age of instabili~; 

theserf-focused age; 

,;.:,[, the age of feelin9 in-be~een; and 
[-[]:~e age of possibilities. 

~[ [he~e features begin to develop before emergi[lg adulthood and con5nue to develop 
~ard, but it is during emerging adulthood that they reach their peak (Reifman et al., 

~erhaps the most disiincfive characteristic of emergh~g adul~ood is that it is the age of .... 

..":fi~ explorations...]his means thai it i~ an age when people explor~ various possibilities 
,e and work as .they move toward making enduing [:hoices. T~ough t~g out.these 

’e.nt possihili~es they develop a more definite identi~, that is, an understan~nfl of who 

ire,what: ""then" ~ ca"~)ab~mes" ’" : ~ .... and E:mi~fi6~{s ~re, W~at }he~ bcli~f~ and values are, and 

[[they fit into the socie~ ar’otmd ihem. Erfk Erikson [1950), .who..w~s the first to develop ............ 

}.f ....... .... ..... . ........ ........- 
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en our mothers were 
e, they were engaged .... 
t least had some idea 
hey were going to do 
~eir lives .... !, on the 
hand, will have a duat 
? in majors that are am- 
js at best and impractical 
"st (English and political 
e), no ring on my finger 
o idea who lain, much 
,hat I want to do .... Un- 
lress, I will admit that this 
"etty exciting time. I real- 
at having nothing ahead 
’~nt on means I now have 
unt on myself, that hav- 
e direction means forging 
)f my own. 

Kristen, age 22 (Page, 1999, 

tap. !8, 20).’~]ii~ ~i? 

Emerging Adulthood 

the idea of identitY (see Chapter 1), asserted that it is mainly an issne in adolescence 

was over 50 years ago, and today it is mainly in emerging adulthood that identity 

tions take place (Arnett, 2000, 2004, 2005h; C6t~, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2005). 
The explorations of emerging adulthood also make it the age of instability. 

explore different possibilities in love and work, emerging adults" lives are oRen 

A good illustration of this is in how often they move from one residence to 
Figure 9.1 shows, rates of residential change in American society are much 

ages 18~29 than at any other period of !ife. This is a reflection of the explorations, 
in emerging adults" lives. Some move out of their parents" household for the first 

their late teens to attend a residential college, others move out simpiy to be 

(Goldscheider & Goldscheider, 1999). They may move again when they drop out of 

or when they graduate. They may move to cohabit with a romantic partner, 
out when the relationship ends. Some move to another part of the country or the 

to study or work. For nearly half of American emerging adults, their residential 

include moving back in with their parents at least once (Sassler et N., 2008). In 

where emerging adults remain home rather than moving out, such as in most 

Europe, they may nevertheless experience knstability in education, work, and 

ships (Douglass, 2005, 2007). 
Emerging adulthood is also a self-focused age, a time in between 

ance on parents and young adults’ long-term commitments in ~ove and work. Durin 

years, emerging adults focus on themselves as they develop the knowledge, 
self-understanding they will need for adult life. In the course of emerging adu 

learn to make independent decis!ons small and large, about everything from what 

for dinner to whether or not to marry their current partner. 
To say that emerging adulthood is a self-focused time is not meant critically. Being 

focused does not mean being selfish, and emerging adults are generally less 

than adolescents and more capable of taking the perspectives of others (Arnett, 

goa! of their self-focusing is learning to stand alone as a self-sufficient person, 

venfies are the decade of life when 

e.are most likely to change resMence. 

adults do not see self-sufficiency as a permanent state. Rather, they view it as a 

step before committing themselves to lasting relationships with others, in love and worL; 
Another distinctive feature of emerging adulthood is that it is an age of feefmg 

between, no longer an adolescent but not fully an adult, either. When asked, 

that yo[a have reached adulthood?" the majority of emerging adults respond neither "ye 
nor "no" but with the ambiguous "in some ways’~es, in some ways no" (Arnett, 1994, 

1998, 2000, 200!, 2003, 2004). As l~igare 9.2 shows, it is only when people reach 

twenties and early thirties that a clear majority feel they have reached ac~ulthood. 

emerging adults have the subjective feeling of being in a transitional period of life, on tlie 
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{o adulthood but not there yet. This qn-between" feeling in emerging adulthood has 

found in awide range of countries, including Argentina (Facio & Micocci, 2003}, Israel 

less & Scharf, 2003), the Czech Republic (Macek et al., 2007), China (Nelson et al., 

and AustFia (Sirsch et al., 2009). 

emerging adulthood is the age of possibilities, when many different futures 

possible, when little about a person’s direction in life has been decided for certain. It 

. to be an age of high hopes and great expectations, in part because few of their dreams 

been tested in the fires of real life. In one national survey of 18- to 24-year-olds in the 

States, nearly all--96%--agreed with the statement "I am very sure that someday I 

, be in life" (Hornblower, 1997). This optimism in emerging adult- 

been found in other countries as well, such as China (Nelson & Chert, 2007}. 

Emerging adulthood fs also the age of possibilities because it is a time that holds the 

ial for dramatic changes. For those who have come fz’om a troubled family, this is 

try to straighten the parts of .themselves that have become twisted. No 

~endenton their parents, no longer subject to their parents’ problems on a daily 

may be able to make independent decisi0ns--perhaps to move toa differdht 

sa or go to college--that turn their lives in a dramatically different dfi-ection [Arnett, 

MasCon et a!., 2006}. Even for those Who have come from families that are 2elativ~ly 

’ and healthy, emerging adulthood is an oppo]~tunity to transform themselves so that 

are not merely made -in ¯their parents’ images buthave made independent decisions 

Figure 9.2 ¯ DoYou Feel¥ou Have Reached 

Adulthood? Emerging adults often feel aduit in 

some ways but not others. 
Source: Amei~ (2000) 

time--s7, perhaps 10 years--the fulfillment of¯all their hopes seems possible, " - ¯ ¯ 

people the range of their choices for how to live is greate{than it hasever ...... 

and gfieaterthan it ¯will ever be again. .............. ¯ ....... 

:::. Describe some of the ways emerging adulthood varies among cultures, with specific-.. :... ii: 
European and Asian countries,                        - ........ :,~ 

adulthood is not a universai peridd of hi,man ¯development but-a p~riod that 

under certain Conditions that have Occurred only.quite recently add only in s0fhe " 

seen, what is mainly rccl-uired for emerging adultho0dt~ ~O~st is-a 

I_£ARNING OBJECTIVE 



~ Asian countries such as Japan, 
nerging adults feel an obligation to take 

~re of their parents. 

,PPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
,. as a Researcher 

Oi/e conducting research in"lndia, you 

id that 24-year-aids in the city are 

b~t/~/ ~ing/e, but most people bf tl~ ...... 

~n’~e age in the local rural vii!ages are 

ready married with al least one child. 

!hat mighl explain thi~~ different.e? 

,PPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

25 a good upper-age boundary for the 

~d of emerging adulthood? If not, where 

’ould you put the upper-age boundary, 

~d why? 

described. So, emerging adulthood exists today mainly in developed countries, 

Europe, the United States, Canada, Australia, and l~lew Zealand, along with Asiari.~ 

tries such as Japan and South Korea (Arnett, 2011).                          " :):.7~! 

Europe is the region where emerging adulthood is longest and most 

median age of entering marriage and parenthood is around 30 in most European ~ 

tries (Douglass, 2007). Europe today fs the location of the most affluent, gene[i 

egalitarian societies in the world--in fact, in human history (Arnett, 2007). Go~ 

ments pay for tertiary education, assist yoLmg peopte in finding jobs, and pr~.i 

generous unemployment benefits for those who cannot find work. In 

many governments also provide housing support. Emerging adulti 

European societies make the most of these advantages. 

The experience of emerging adulthood in Asian developed countries is mark. 

than in Europe. Europe has a long history of individualism, dafing~ 

least 500 years, and today’s emerging adults represent that legacy in 

self-development and leisure. In contrast, Asian cultures have a shared 

coIlectivism and family obligations. Although Asian cultures 

more individualistic in recent decades as a consequence of globalizationl. 

of collectivism persists in the lives of emerging adults. They pursue fde~[ 

and self-development during emerging adulthood, like their Amed¢[ 

European counterparts, but within narrower boundaries set by their 

ations to others, especially their parents [Phinney & Baidelomar, 

in their views of the most important criteria for becoming an adult, erne 

adults in the United States and Europe consistently rank financial independe~ 
the most important markers of adulthood, in contrast, emerging adults Wi 

cultural background especially emphasize becoming capable of supportffi 

: parents financially as among the most important criteria (Arnett, 2003; Nelson 

12004). This sense of family obligation may curtail their identity, explorations in 

ing adulthood to some extent, as they pay more heed to their parents’ Wishes 

What they should study and what job they should take and where they should live 

emerging adults do in the West. 

¯ Within countries as welt as between countries, emerging adulthood takes many,:.~ 

ferent forms, just as we have seen for adolescence and childhood. About half of emer.gi~ 

adults in developed countries obtain tertiary education and training, but that leaves 

who do not, and their experience of emer~ng adulthood is much different. 

they are likely to have a much more difficult time finding a decent job in an economy [~~ 

rewards educational credentials. There are other important differences acro£s count~i_e.i 

and cultures, such as in the degree of tolerance for premarital sex and cohabitation, 

will see later in the chapter. Thus there is not jus~ one emerging adulthood that is eXpe~ 

-enced-worldwide,but many. emer~.ng adulthoods with distinctive cultural characterisf! 

(Arnett, 2011). - 
Currently in developing countries, there tends to be a sp!it between urban and n~ 

areas in whether emerging adulthood fs experienced at at!. Young people in urban ar.o~ 

because they marry later, liaVe .cl~fldren later, obta~ more education and have a 
range of occupationaI and recreatiOna~ opportunities than young people in rural ~rea 

(Nelsofi"&"Chen 2007]. In contrast, young people inrural ¯areas of developing c~ 

often receive minima! schooling, marry early, and have little choice of occupafion"a~i’c~.i 

fr’orn agricultural work. 

Howeve~;.emerging adul[hood is likely to become more pervasive worldwi’de 

decades to come, with the increasing globaliziitio/fbf the world economy (Arr~ett, ~.0..." 

Pscticipation in tertiary eduqatlon ]s rising in developing countries, as are medSaq ..n.]~ 

riage ages, espedaIly in the urban middle class. These. changes open up the possibility 

the spread of.ernerg~ng adulihoodin developing cottntries~ It seems possible that b£ 

end ofthO 21st century emerging adulthood will be a.norrnitive period for yonug.P¢0.! 



~ }ldwJde, although it is likely to continue to vary in length and content both within and 

een countries. 

HAVE YOU LEABNED? 
What are the key reasons for the rise of emerging adulthood? 

Why are identity issues today more prominent in emerging adulthood than in 

adolescence? 

In what sense is emerging adulthood the age of possibilities? 

What is one way the Asian.pattern of emerging adulthood differs from the 

European pattern? 

em~rgin9 adulthood exist in developing countries? 

~-~Sttudy and Review 
MyDeveiopmentLab 

Changes 
" Adulthood 

maturity is reached in many ways by the end of adolescence. By age 18, people 

ach their full height. The changes of puberty are over, and a degree of sexual maturity 

been attained that is sufficient to allow for reproduction. However, strength and en- 

¯ ance continue to grow into the twenties for most people, and illness rates are espe- 

iially low as the immune system is at peak effectiveness. On fl~e other hand, health risks 

: to loom in some areas, most notably automobile accidents and substance abuse, 

Peak of Physical Functioning 

Name the indicators that emerging adulthood is a period of peak physicat 

r" functioning,                                                        i:,.. 

you enjoy watching the Olympics? don~t watch much TV, but the Olympic( is one 

I watch for many hours every two years. It’s fun to marvel at the amazing phys~ea! 

~erformed by the athletes in events ranging from speed skating and snowboard[ng 

)Iympics to the pole vault and the 1500 meter run in the Summer Olympics. 

~etition exhibits human athletic performance at its highest. 

:~ that nearly all the athletes in the Olympics are ages 

.~ life stage of peak physical functioning, when the body is at its zenith of° 

~alth, strength, and vigor. Physical starnina is often measured in terms of maximum 

uptake, or ¥Oz max, which reflects the ability of the body to take in oxygen 

)ort it .to various organs. VOz max peaks in the early twendes 

Similarly, Cardiac output, the quantibz of blood flow from the heart, peaks 

age 25 [Lakatta, 1990; Parker et at., 200Y). Reaction tirue is also faster in the 

’ twenties than at any other’ time of life. Studies of grip strength among 

the same pattern, with a peak in the twenties followed by a steady decline 

& Spff~o, 2006). 2~e strength of the bones increases during this time as well. Even 

.ght is attained in the late teens, the bones continue to grow in density, 

peak bone mass is reached in the twenties (Zumwalt, 2008). --...- " 

:" It is not only the Olympics that demonstrate that emerging adulthood is a:sta~fe of 

¯ physical functioning in terms of peak performanc~,s in attfle[ic.activity. Sew 

have been conducted [o determine the age.,s when athletes’ produce their best 

(Ericsson,: 1990; Schultz & Curnow, 1988; Stones & Kozma, 1996; Tanaka & 

). The peak ages have been found to vary depending on thesport, with 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Emerging adulthood is a.ffme of peak ... 
physical functioning. The swimmer 
Michael Phelps won a record 7 gold 
medals, at the 2008 Olympic games, at rite 
age of 23. 

VOz max ability of the body to take ill oxygen and 
transporl it to various o~gans; also called maximum 

oxygen update 

cardiac output quanlity of blood flow from the 
heart 
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swimmers youngest (the late teens] and golfers oldest (the early thiffdes). 
most sports the peak age of performance comes during the twenties.           ::.:. 

Emerging adulthood is also the period of the life span with the least susce 

physical illnesses (Gans, 1990). This is especially true in modern times, when vaccin 

medical treatments have dramatically lowered the risk of diseases such as 

to strike mainly during these years [Hein, 1988). Emerging adults are no lone 

to the illnesses and diseases of childhood, and with rare exceptions they are not 

able to diseases such as cancer and heart disease that rise in prevaIence later in a( 

Because the immune system is at its most effective during emerging adulthood, 

teens and early twenties are the years of fewest hospital stays and fewest days 

in bed at home/Gans, 1990).             ’                   . 

In many ways, then, emerging adulthood is an exceptionally healthy time of life. 

ever, this is not the whole story. The lifestyles of many emerging adults often inclu.~i 

variety of factors that undermine health, such as poor nutrition, lack of sleep, and~ 

high stress of trying to juggle school and work or multiple jobs [Ma et al., 2002; 

Wardle, 200f]. Longitudinal studies in the United States and Finland have found that 

cal activity, sports participation, and exercise deci~ne from adolescence through emer~!~, 
adulthood [Gordon-Larsen et al., 2004; Telama et al., 2005). These lifestyle factors 

make emerging adults feet tired, weak, and depleted, despite their bodies’ 

optimal health. Furthermore, in many countries the late teens and early twenties are: 

years of highest incidence of a variety of types of injury, death, and disease due to beh 

for. The areas of heightened risk in emerging adulthood include automobile accidents ~ .. 

substance abuse, as we’ll see shortly. The risks associated with sexual activity, 

sexually transmitted infections (STIs), will be explored later in the chapter. 

Sleep Patterns and Deficits                              .. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE i;i Summarize college students’ sleep patterns and the main elements of sleep hygiene. 

eveningness, not momingness. 

morningness prefereq~e for go.ing to.bed early...-:. . 
and waking up eady 

eve~ingness, preference for going to bed late and 
" Waking up late 

How are you sleeping these days? If you are reading this, you are probably 

dent, and if you are a college student your sleep pattern is probably not ideal--far 

it. Nearly all research on sleep in emerging adulthood has focused on college 

:.. in developed countries. According to this research, college students’ sleep patterns 

distinctive in ways that under~ine their cognitive functioning and their emotional 

g. College students are more than twice as likely as other adults to 

the symptoms of delayed sleep phase syndrome (Brown et al., 2002). This 

entails a pattern of sleeping far longer on weekends and holidays than on 

work d~ys, which leads to poor academic and job performance as well as 

sleepiness during school and work days. College students tend to accumu)ate a 

debt during the week as they sleep less than they need, then they try to 

sleep when they have time off; with negative conseguences for their cognitive 

:ii::" emotional functioning [Regestein et al., 2010). 

College sbudents’ self-reports of their sleep pa~erns indicate that 

...... " " men. "I~vo-thirds of students report occasional sleep problems anti about 

per1 frequent severe sleep dLiSturbances such as insomnia andinsufficient sleep 

et al.., .2002). Sleep disturbances are in turn related to a wide variety of problems [Millmanl;::~;[i 

2005). Poor sleep quality is related [o depression and anxiety. Sleep disturbances also cause:.-.i:: 

cognitive deficits in attentkm, memory, concentration, and critical thinking.        " " 

One reason college students anti other emerging adults often have sleep 

that the daily routines of their lives are set mostly by older adults who are likely to 

ferent sleep preferences than they.do. Sleep researchers have established that people 

in theh" .morningness and evening~ess, that is, their preference for either going to be~.i::..!;~ 

early and waking up early (mornin,cmess) or going to bed late and waking up late 

ness]. Fttrthermore,. these preferences change with age, due to hormonal Chaf~ges 



bf physical development, specifically, levels of growth hormone. One massive study of 

[55,000 Europeans from childhood through late adulthood concluded that children tend 

but in the course of adolescence and the early part of emerging adult- 

the balance shifts toward eveningness, with the.peak of evenLngness coming at about 

’ earlier for women than for men/(Roenneberg et a!., 2007). After age 20-2!, 
nee shifts again toward morningness for the remainder of the life span. Other studies 

and sleep preferences (Brown et al., 2002}. So, your 

professors may schedule their classes for 8:00 or 8:30 A.M., because that is a time 

when they feel alert and ready to go, whereas if you are in your early twenties that may 
1 be a time of day when you feel like something scraped off the bottom of the garbage can. 

~[owever, it is not just physiological changes that contribute to college students" sleep 

)ances but lifestyle factors, such as partying until late at night or waiting until the 

before an exam to begin studying seriously. Have you ever stayed up all night Iong 

for an exam or to complete a paper due the next day? Among American col- 

students this feat, known as an "alI-nighter," is quite common. In one study of stu- 

at a 4-year liberal arts college, 60% had pulled at least one al!-nighter since coming 

(Thacher, 2008). Those who had pulled an all-nighter tended to have a greater 

for eveningness and had poorer overall academic achievement. Another study 

found that students who stayed up all night before exams self-rated their 

)erformance as better than students who slept 8 hours, but their actual performance 

t out to be much worse (Pilcher & Waters, 1997). O 

Sleep experts recommend the following practices to promote sleep hygiene [Brown 

:al., 2002): 

waking at the same time each day; 

getting regular exercise; 

taking late-afternoon naps; 

limiting caffeine intake; 

avoiding excessive alcoho~ intake. 

This may seem like common sense advice, but the actual behavior of many students 

these suggestions. Many drink coffee frequently during the day to stay alert, 

g that frequent caffeine use wil! make it more difficult for them to sleep that 

Many believe that they can compensat~ for getting little sleep during the week ,by 

it up during weekends and holidays, but this is precisely the delayed sleep phase 

ust discussed, that constitutes disrupted sleep. And of course, many drink al- 

~bhol excessively, with sleep hygiene the last thing on their minds. 

~)~Watch the Video Sleep 
at MyDevelopmentLab 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

i Every November, many students come to 

: your university health dinic complaining 

’~ that they can’t get enough sleep. What 

,.~ advice do you give them? 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
What are some of the ways the college 

environment makes good sleep hygiene 

difficult to attain ? 

\VHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED? 
....................................... [~l MyDevelopment[ab 

1: ~y do .emerging adults have!ow rates of illnesses? . . 

2. ~at ~e some of the lifesVle habfts of emerging adults that undermine their 

physical health? ...... ¯ . ...-..: ..... ._. ..( -. 

3. Can a "sleep debt" be paid off effectively by sleeping espec~ally tong when 

.--.:... possible? - ¯ .......................... -.-./"-" .. .... ... ’. 

.:-L4...~e "all-nighters" effective.as test preparation? " - ...... : ......... 

 Ihsk Behavmr and Health Issues ’:-"" :’: :..:.:":: :: ....... - .... ""- ........ 
~.g~h_ en I was 21 years old, during the summer between my junior and senior years of col- ¯ .......... .. 

i!ege, 1 was bungw fbr. adventure, so I decided t9 take a hitchhiking .trip across the United ..... 
........ .... ..- ..:.: .... 

. ........- 

~tates.-I stuck out mythumb down the street from my house in Midhigan and procdeded to ...... " ................. 

:Ntchhike 8,000 miles from Michigan west to Seattle, d0wntoLosAngeles,.thenallthewaY .... 
" : " ..... : : " 

i 



control restraints on behavior imposed by 
obligations and relationships 

Chapter 9 Emerging Adulthood 

home again via Las Vegas. It was an adventure, all right, and in most ways a 

keep in touch with an elderly couple I met on that trip, who were remarkably kincl t~ 

It strikes me today, looking back on it, that my hitchhiking trip was 

a very good idea--to say the least--but the risks I took in emerging adulthood 

unique. Emerging adulthood is a time of life when many types of risk behavib~: 

their peak prevalence (Arnet~, 2000). Unlike children and adolescents, 

not have their parents monitoring their behavior and setting rules for them, 

nearly to the same extent. Unlike older adults, many emerging adults do not have 

responsibilities of long-term commitments to a partner and children and to a lo~ 

employer to restrain their behavior. Because emerging adulthood is the low 

control--the restraints on behavior imposed by social obligations 

are more likely to take certain kinds of risks (Arnett, 2005; H. irschi, 2002). (Nobody 

stop me from taking that hitchhiking trip, although my morn certainly 

ing adults take risks of course, but risk behavior of some kinds is more common ’ 

other abe periods. Here we examine automobile drb,dng and substance use. 

Injuries and Fatalities: Automobile Accidents 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE .:.~ Fxplain why young drivers have the highest rates of crashes, and name the most 
~ effective approach to reducing those rates. 
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Across developed countries, the most serious threat 

lives and health of adolescents and emerging adults 

from automobile, driving (Heuveline, 2002). In the 

States young people aged 16 to 24 have the highe.st 

of automobile accidents, injuries, and fatalities of any 

group (see Fi.qure 9.3; National Highway Traffic SafetyAd. 

ministration [NHTSA], 2011]. In other develope~ 

a higher mimmum driving age (usually 18) and less 

to automobiles have made rates of accidents and 

among young people substantially lower than in the 

States, but motor vehicle injuries are the leading caus~ 

death during era. erging adulthood in those countries as 

[Pan et a!., 2007i’ Twisk & Stacey, 2007). 

What is responsible for these grim statistics? Is it 

drivers’ inexperience or their risky driving 

perience certainly plays a large role. Rates of accidents 

fatalities arc extremely high in the early months of drivin 

but fail dramatically by 1 year after licensure (McNigl)t:~ 

Peck, 2002;. Williams, 1998). Studies that have 

disentangle experience and age m young drivers 

era!ly concluded that inexperience is ~artly rcsF 

young drivers" accidents and fatalities. 

HoWever, these studies and others have atso 

that inexperience i~ not the only factor involved. E~ 

important is the-way young people¯ drive and the kinds.. 

risks they take (Fcrguson, 2003}. Compared to older drivel’S/ 

.young .drivers. [espccialiy males) are more likely to drive4 

excessive speeds, follow .other vehicles too closely, 

traffic [igns arid s[gnalg, take more risk~ in land changiff~} 
0 

........ 16-20 ..-21-24 ... 25-84 35-44 45-54 :-:.55--64. :-65-w4 : .>74: .. ’ " and passing other veh!cles, allow too !title time to 

i- -. ’.. ’. : ".. .. " .......ii..-[.. .~Oe, 0leas) .:- .... -: -.. : i .... ~nd fail to yield to pedestri,ins (Bina etal;, 200~; 

ire 9.S ;, R~tes ofcar lnjt~ie~ and Fatalities byAge Wh) are rates so high Ferguson, 2002). They are also more likely [han 

)es 16@4? :- .- . .... ̄ ............. :... ....... :. ers .to report: da’iving under the influence of alcohol. 

~e: NHIsA(2009} ¯ " ¯ " " " _ .. :- 
-. ........... 
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Figure 9.4 ~ Shope’s Model of Young Driver Crash Risks 

The model shows that many factors contribute to crash risk, 

including sodal environraent, driver characteristics, driving 
behaviors, and driving environment: 
Seurce: Shope (2002), p. 15, 

t.[i::i~l love to drive fast, but after 
awhile driving fast just wasn’t 
doing it any more. So I started 
driving withoutthe lights on 
[at night], going about ninety 
on country roads. I even got 
a friend to do it. We’d go 
cruising down country roads, 
turn off the lights, and just 
fly. It was incredible. We’d go 
as fast as we could, [and] at 
night, with no lights it feels like 
you’re just flying, -- Nick, age 23 
(in Arnett, t996, p. 79) 

involved in fatal accidents are more likely to have been intoxicated at the 
than persons in any other age group (NHTSA, 2011), Nearly half of 

students report driving while intoxicated within the past yea" (Clapp 
2010). Young people are also less likely than older drivers to wear 

Ferguson, 2002), and in serious car crashes occupants not wearing 

as likely to be ldlled and 3 times as likely to be injured, compared to 

~at ]~elts [NHTSA, 2011). 

g y0u.ng dr~we~.~? Jean Shope (2002) of the University 

pro_posed- - a useful model (~ee Figu~’e 9.4) that shows the impedance of 

parental involvement to ~uitura! norms to media that glamorize high- 

influence has been.found to promote risky driving. Young drivers 

drivers to believe their friends would approve of risky driving 

closely following another vehicle, and passing another car in 

Chen et al., 2007; U.S..Department of q_¥ansportat~on, 1995). Driver 

~atter, too. Personality characteristics such as sensation seeking and ag- 

and subsequent crashe~., and.these characteristics t~nd 

drivers [Shope & Bingharn,.2008).. 

!~he U~ost effective approach is a program.of..restricted driving p~f~ileges 
such programs unfair to young people 

licensing (GDL). The GDL is a government program in which 
.. privileges g~adua]ly,. [;C~;at[ngent.°n...a..safe. ..... driving., r~cord,.    .. :: who diive safely and neverthek~ss have 

once..The GDL programs address a variety of the risl~ factors inShope’s ;. ffleir driving privileges restricted?. 

~Figure 9.4). The goal is to allow young P.e0Pl.e t~ .obtain..dr’.,y.ing .... " . . .- .v. .- ..... 
limit the likelihood Of crashes byrestricting 

;. can.drive, as.we’ll seal in the ReSearch l~ocus: graduated driver Ikensing (GDL) g0vern~er~t 

¯ program in which yov~g people Obtain driving 
gTeature on page 41.2 (Foss, 2007; Williams .& Fe[’gus..on; privileges gradua y,.contin~ent on a safe driving 
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RIESEAP CH FOCUS Graduated Driver Licensing 

G 
raduated driver licensing (GDL) programs have proven 

to be the most effective way to reduce automobile 

accidents among young drivers. These programs typi- 
cally include three stages (Shope, 2007). The learning ficense 

is the stage in which the young person obta(ns driving 

perience under the supervision of an experienced driver. For 

example, the GDL program in California requires young peo- 

ple to complet:,e learning-license driver training of 50 hours 
under the supervision of a par- 

ent, of which 10 hours must 

take plaFe at night. 
The second stage is a pe- 

riod of restricted license driving. 

In this stage young drivers are 

allowed to drive unsupervised, 

but with tighter restrictions 

than those that apply to adults. 

The restrictions are based on re- 
search revealing the factors that 

are most likely to p~ace young 

drivers at risk for crashes (Foes, 
2007). For example, in some 

states GDL programs include 
driving curfews, which prohibit 

young drivers from driving late 

at night (e.g., in New York, bee 

tween 9 P.M. and 5 A.M.) except 

for a specific purpose such as going to and from work. This 

has been found to reduce young people’s crash involvement 

dramatically (McKnight & Peck, 2002). Also highly effective in 

reducing crashes is a prohibition against drivJng with teenage 

passengers when no adults are present (Williams & Ferguson, 

2002). 

Other restrictions include requirements for seat belt 

a "zero tolerance" rule for alcohol use, which means that 
drivers are in violation if they drive with any alcohol at all 

blood. In the restricted stage, any violations of these restr 

may result in a suspended license. It is only after the GDL 

has passed usually no mote than one year--that a young 

obtains a full license and has the same driving privileges 
Numerous studies in the past decade have shown the~ 

tiveness of GDL programs 

2007; Hedlund & Cor 
2005; Shope, 2007). One 

sis of 21 studies concluded 

GDL programs consistently. 
duce young drivers’ crash risk’i 

20 to 40 percent (Shope, 
Fatal crashes among 

old drive~s in the United 
decreased by 40% in the 

decade; and this im 
is attributed mainly to GDL 

grams (Ferguson et al., 

Legislators in many states 

responded to this evidence 

passing more of these pro! 

About two-thirds of 

states now have some kind. 
GDL p~ogram, a ~dramatic 

over the past 10 years (Hedlund & Compton, 2005; 

2007). Graduated Driver License programs have also been 

in Canada and are becoming more common in European 

(Pan et at, 2007; Twisk & Stacey, 2007). Research 

these laws work i~ pa~t by making it easier for parents to 
strictions on theirS’adolescents’ driving behavio~ (Hartos et al., 

Substance Use and Abuse 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE    Explain why rates bfs-~10~t~n~-use peak=in the earl~ twenties and then decline. 

t:~[~watch .the Video Teen Drinking 

at MyDeve!opli~entLai~ ....... 

Many types of substance use reach their peal( fn emerging adulthood ( 

Maggs, 2000). The national Monitoring the l~’uture study, which has followed 

American cohorts from high school through middle age, shows that substance 

all kinds rises throughthe late teens and peaks [n the early twenties before deClini~ 

the late twenties ~’at.rick et a[., 2011). Figure 9.5 shows the pattern for ma~.[juana) 

and b~nge drinking {consuming five or more drinks in a row for men, four in 

women) (Bad,man et al., 2008). Substance use, especially alcohol use, is higher amon 

lege students than among emerging adults who do n~t attend college (KalD 

1998; Okie, 20027 Schulenberg, 2000; l~echsler & Nelson, ~001). Substance use 

somewhat higher among men than among women, anti in somo cult, ires substance 

ahd ~,nabb~ef~ bdnsidered part of becoming a n~an, as we’ll¯ see ir 

The¯Young Men of~I~’uk Island featm’e on page 414. ~ 

bi~ge drinking cori~[~r~:{inc! five or more ~Jr[nks in: ~ 
Some evidenc~ Shows that substance use is also high ai~ong emerging 

row formen, fourin ~ row for women " .- - de~elop~d countries: A study of Spanish ’~dfilfs ~po~ted that among 18- to 241ye 
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Figure 9.5 o Marijuana Use and I~inge 
Drinking in Emerging Adulthood Rates of most 

kinds of substance use peak in the early twenties, 
Source: Johnston et al, (2008) 

of binge drinking in the past 30 days were 31% for men and 18% for women, far 

than in any other age group (Valencia-Martin et al., 2007). A peak in binge drink- 

l in emerging adulthood has been found in other European countries as well (Kuntsche 
2004). Among female college students in Scotland, most regarded binge drinking as 

rmless fun" (Guise & Gill. 2007). However, binge drinking and other .types of substance 

in emerging adulthood are related to a wide variety of negative consequences that 

n fatal car crashes to unintended pregnancy to criminal activity to physical fights, 

)e and the U.S. (Jochman & Fromme, 2010; Plant et al., 2010). 

explains the higher rates of substance use among emerging adults? Wayng 

has proposed a useful answer to this question. Osgood (2009; Osgood et al., 2005; 

et al., !996) bob’rows from a sociological theory that explains all deviance on the 

s of propensity and opportuni(y. People behave deviantiy when they :have a combina-. 

properisity .(l:hat..~s, sufficient motivation for behaving deviantly) along 

pportunity, In his explanation, Osgood espe.eia~ly focu~.?S ~).:n_t.~e hi~t~ de7 
)portun~ty that emerging adults have for engaging in substance use and other 

.; as a result of spending a high proportion oftheir time i~{ U~s~ru~:tut~d 

~od uses the term unstruc~red socializing to inclffd~ ~be~Vi0~ ~dfi a~ rid~ ’Uns~ctured.socializing is often the se~ing 

around in a car for fun, .fl oing .to pa~ies, visiting f~-iends.informally; and going out tbr risk beha~ors ssch as substance use. 

ds. UnStructured Sodall~in~iS"~ighest in the late teens and~fly"~ehff%S-~Ed, " " .. 

in P]gure 9.6 on pa~ e 414, emerglng.adu~ts Who a~e-highest.in unstructured           . 

are also highest, in use of ~ic~l ~nd nia~ijhSff~ (OS~O~8 ~::a1..~--2005;:. OsgoOd " " 

.1996)..Rates of.most t~cs of substance use are especially.high among emerging ...... 

are college students because, they have so many oppo]!urfities. ~or unstruc- 

have fo~d that the relationship .between. 

r,and deviance holds not only for substance use but f~r other ~pes 0f risk behav_- unstrudured serializing socializing with friends 
~ ~s"c~h~i~:and dangerous d~i~ng (Halnie & Osg0od; 2005~~di~0~t.& B~fiing, - wthout any specifiq goal or activi~; ncludes behavior such as riding around in a car ~or fun, 

0)~ ~u~hermore, the relationship be~een unstructured socializ}ng and de.once holds gdng to parties, vlsidng friends informally, and 
~ ofethniegtoups; anSacross,a wide’~ange :6f-developed and going 6ul wit!~ friends 
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structured socializing, what 

)rs might contribute to 

use in emerging adulthood? 
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Figure 9.6 ¯ Unstructured Socializing 
As aduft responsibilities are taken on in the course of the twenties, unstructured socializing declines, 
Source: Osgood (2009) 

developing countries. Research also shows that substance use and other types of risk: 

havJor decline in the mid- to late twenties, as role transitions such as marriage, parenthood] 

and full-time work cause a sharp decline in unstructured socia!lzing (Monitoring 

ture, 2003; Patrick et al., 2011). 

rURAL FOCUS TheYoung Men of Truk Island 
:::::::~:~::::~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::~:~::~::::~:::::::::::~::~:::::::~::~::::~::::~::::::::::::: 

k behaviors such as fighting, stealing, and substance use 
-e far more common among males than amor~g females, 

~erywhere in the world and in every era of the historical 
ilson & Herrnstein, I985). The reasons for this may be partly 

al, butthey are aIso clearly connected to gender-role sociaF 

In a wide range of cultures, risk behavior is in fact part of dem- 

ng a young man’s readiness for manhood (Gilmore, 1990). 
e vivid example of ti~is can be found among the people of 

~n.d;-.an isla nd that is part of.a string 

I-islands in the South Pacific known. 

anesia.. The cutture of Truk Island has 

�idly described by the anthropologist 
arshdl! .(t 979) and summarized by 

3ilmore (.1990). Their accounts pro- 
eXcellen.tdemonstration not only of 

)ortance of gender-~ole socialization 

isk behavior of young males but also 

_~ffect 0f g!obalization on young poe- 

en in cultures in 1he remotest parts 

world. 

,e globaIization of the Trukese culture 

ack more than a hundred years. Even 

efore that, the Trukese were known 

I wide asfierce warriors who fought. 

ntly..among themselves and made 

,~0rk’0~ any.WesLern Sailor~ unlucky 

}~.}0 ~rfft nearbyi: i:!o~eve[, tn the late 

-How has g!obalfzat~on infl.uenced 
the young m~n of 7)’Uk Is!and? :.. 

1800s, German colonists arrived and 

took contro~ of the islands and of the 

Trukese people. They stamped out lo- 

cal warfare, introduced Christianity, 

and also introduced alcohol, which 
soon became widely and excessively 

used by young men. After World War 

11, the Americans replaced the Germans 
on Truk Island and intro- 

duced television, baseball, and other featJres oil: 
Western life. Today, Truk Island remains an Arnerkan 

territory. 
Much has changed on Truk Island during 

century of Western influence, but there rerna[ns 

s~rong emphasis on ~trictly defined gender 
When they reach puberty, girls learn the traditiona 

female rote that includes cooking, sewing, and per:.: 

fo~ming other household duties. Meanwhile, young 

men are expected to demonstrate their manhood in - 

three ways: fighting, drinking large quantities of al- 

cohol,-and taking dare~devil risks. 
Fighting among young lYukese men is a group 

!:. :.. activity. It takes place in the context of rivalries 

- tween clans...(extended :.family networks). 

light, not just for their own prestige but for the 

" honor and prestige.o[f :.thei[ {~ a n~ on. weekend eve- 

.... . . 6ings,. they:.roam the streets in dan groups 

Sect 



groups to challenge, and taking part in brawls when they 

alcohol is also part of the weekend group activities 

maIes. Beginning in adolescence and continuing through 

adulthood, getting drunk with their dan pals is a regular 

,’end evenings. The drinking contributes to the fighting 

has the effect of diminishing any trepidation a young 

ht have over becoming injured. A~so, on weekend days, 

young men sometimes take risky trips in motorboats. 

~ong trips with limited fuel, a small motor, and nothing 
¯ nance except beer, risking the open sea in a smalt boat in 

demonstrate their bravery and thereby prove their readi- 

¯ manhood, 

Although nearly all Trukese males in their teens and twen- 

ties engage in these activities, their risk behavior escapades are 

limited to the weekends, and they rarely drink or fight during 

the week. In fact, Marshall’s (1979) book about them is eGtitled 
Weekend Warriors. Also, when they reach about age thirty, the 

expectations for manhood change. At that point, they are ex- 

pected to marry and settle down. They rarely fight after reach- 

ing that age, and most stop drinking alcohol entirely. The risk 

behavior of males in adolescence and emerging adulthood is 

not viewed as a social problem but, rather, as an accepted be~ 

havior during a limited period of their lives, when their culture 

demands it as part of fulfilling the expectations for becoming 

a man. 

HAVE YOU LEARNED ? 
large a role does inexperience play in crash rates among young drivers? 

: are the main features of effective GDL programs? 

does substance use change between adolescence and emerging adulthood? 

does unstructured socializing contribute to substance use and other types 

risk behavior? 

and Review 
MyDeve|opmentLab 

The Features of Emerging Adulthood (Length: 8:07) 



Postformal Thinking 
In Piaget’s theory, formal operations is the culmination of cognitive development 

ter 8). Once formal operations [s fully attained, by age 20 at the latest, cognitive maturat[ 

is complete. However, like many aspects of ?iaget’s theory of formal operations, 

has been altered by research. In fact, research indicates that cognitive development 

continues in important ways duNng emerging adulthood. This research has inst 

ties of cognitive development beyond formal operations, known as postformal 

(SinnotI, 1998; 2003). Two of the most notable aspects of posfformal thinking ’ 

adulthood concern advances in pragmatism and reflective judgment. 

Pragmatism 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE :: Describe how growing abilities of pragmatism allow emerging adults to become better 

at addressing real-life problems.                            " 

THINKING CULTURALLY 
Based on what youhave learned in 

this book so far, howmight someone 

in a developingcountry respond to 

LaboUvie-Vief’s hypothetical situation 

...... ¯ .ab, .gut the..heavy drinker and,his wife-- 

!!:.i.:.:... :..:~e~he ~(Smrurat In~tia, for example? i. 

g accordin~ to sometheorists, 
te of Cognitive devefopment that follows 

~erations and includes advances in 
~m and reflective judgment 

Pragmatism involves adapting logical thinkin.q to the practical constraints of 

situations. Theories of postforma] thought emphasizing pragmatism have been 

by several scholars (Basseches, !984,, I989; Labouvie-Vief, 1998, 2006; Labouvie-~e! 

Diehl, 2002; Sinnott, 2003). The theor!es have in common an emphasis that the 

faced in normal adult life often contain complexities and inconsistendes that cannot bee 

dressed with the logic of formal operations.                                      ~::. 

According to Gisela Labouvie-Vlef (1982, 1990, 1998, 2006), cognitive 

in emer[png adulthood is distinguished from adolescent thinking by a greater r’eco 

tion and.incorporation of practical.limitations to logical thinking. In fl~is view, 

exaggerate the extent to which logical thinking will be effective ]n real !lie. In 

emerging adulthood brings a growing awareness of how social factors and factors 

to a given situation must be taken into account in approaching most of life’s p~oblerns, 

For examplel in one study Labouvie-Vief [1990) presented adolescents and 

¯ adults ~th stories and asked them to predict what the~ thought would happen, 

described a man who was a heavy d~inker, especially at parties. Hi,£ wife had 

that if he came home.drunk one mo~e time, shewould leave h[rn anti take. the 
Some time later he went to an offi(;e party and came home d~unk. What wo~uld she do;i ... 

Labouvie-Vief fotitid that adolescents tended to respond strictly in terms of the 1o, 

forma] operations: She said she would leave if he came home drunk once more, 

home dru~k, therefore she will leave. In contrast, emerging adults c( 

sible dimensions of" the situation.Did he apologize and beg her not to leave? Did -: 

mean it when she said she would leave him? Does she have some place to go? 

considered the possible effects on the children? Rather than relying strk:fly on . 
assmning an outcome of definite w~-ong and ~ight answe]’s, the emerging adults teridec 



rmal thinkers in the sense that they realized that the problems of real life often 

,~at deal of complexity and ambiguity. However, Labouvie-V~ef (2006) emphasizes 

~ostformal thinking, as with formal thinldng, not everyone continues to move 

¯ levels of cognitive complexity, and many peopie continue to apply earlier, more 

i thinking in emerging adulthood and beyond. 

gnitive development in emerging adulthood has been presented by 

~sseches (1984, i989]. Like Labouvie-Vief, Basseches (1984) v~ews cognitive develop- 

[merging adulthood as involving a recognition that formal logic can rarely be applied 

most people face in their daily lives. Dialectical thought is Basseches’ term 

that develops in emerging adulthood, involving a growing awareness 

)ften have no clear solution and two opposing strategies or points of view may 

some Merit (Basseches, 1984). For example, people may have to decide whether to 

0b they dislike without knowing whether their nextjob will be more satisfying. 
cultures may promote dialectical thinking more than others. Chinese culture 

promotes dialectical thought, by advocating an approach to knowledge that 

i[~o reconcile contradictions and combine opposing perspectives by seeking a mid- 

[Peng & Nisbett, 1999). tn contrast, the European American approach tends 

logic in a way that polarizes contradictory perspectives in an effort to determine 

correct. 

i.support this theory, one team of researchers conducted studies comparing 

iSe.and American college students (tSeng & Nisbett, 1999). They found that the Chinese 

were more likely than the Americans ~o prefer .dialecticaI proverbs containing 

The Chinese students were atso more likely to prefer dialectical arguments, 

argument and counterargument, over arguments that used classical Western 

addition, when two apparently contradictory propositions were presented, the 

nded to embrace one and reject the other, whereas the Chinese students were 

accepting of both propositions, seeking to reconcile them. 

Judgment 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
Think of a problem you have had in your 

life lately Can you apply the insights 

of Labouvie-Vlef and Basseches to the 

problem? 

development Of reflective judgment in Perry’s theory. 

judgment, another cognitive quaIi~y that has been found to develop in emer.g- 

is the capacity to evaluate the accuracy and logical coherence of evideffce 

An influential the oW of the development of reflective judgment.in eme~.gh~g 
proposed by William Perry (1970/1999~, whobased his theory on.his studies 

~ and early twenties. According to Perry (1970/1999), ad~ 

and first-year college students tend to engage in dualistic,thinking, which mean~ 

polarized terms an"ac~is either right or wrong, with 

a statement iseittfer true or false, regardless of the nuances or the situation 

being applied. In this sense, they lack reflective judgment. However, reflective 

to develop for most. people arotmd age 20. First a stage of mulffplethink- 

gins, in which young people corne to believe that there are two or more sides to every 

two or more legitimate views of every issue, anc[ that it can be difficult t0justffy...one 

, true or accurate one. tn this stage people tend to value all P0iflts 0fview 

even to the extent (ff asserting that it ~s impossible to make anyjudgments about 

)oint ~ff v~ew is more valid than another. 

’ the early twenties, according to Perry, multiple thinking develops .into relaffvism. 

in the stage¯ of multiple thinking; relativists are able to recognize the legitimacy 

~oints of view. However; rather than denying that one view could be more 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

dialectical thought according to gasseches, a kind 
of thinking in-emerging adulthood that involves 

. a growing awareness that problems 0flea have 
no c ear so uton and two Opposing strategies or. 
~oints o[ view mayeach Have some merit       " 

than another, relativists attemgt to eVal~ate the merits 0f:competing views. 
the end of their college years, many young people reach a stage Of commitment, reflective ]~dgrnent capahity to evalua le the 

,. accuracy a.nd logical cohe~e[~ce of evidende."and 
r commit themselves to-certain points dfvfeW they beliersto be the most.valid, " arguments, th~.orized to develop during emerging 

¯ being Open to reevaluating their, views if new evidence is presented to -them,-. - . _    adulthood    _ -.- ..... ... ....... . .. ............. 
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APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

The Constitution of the United States 

specifies a minimum age of 35 before 

a person can be elected president. Why 

do you suppose this is so? What sort of 

cognitive qualities might be insufficiently 

developed before that age for a person 

to be capable of exercising the duties of 

the office? 

" ~-Study and Review 
L~t MyDevelopmentLab 

tertiary education education or training beyond 

se~gndary school 

Tertiary school 
gross enrollment ratio 

More than.75% = 
50-74.9% 
25-49.9% 
022416% " 
No data 

emerging adulthood [King & I<itchener, 2002, 2004; Kitchener & King, 2006; Kitchener et 

1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, ~991]. HoweveL the gains that take place in emergkng ad~ 
hood appear to be due more to education than to matu~atfon (King & Kitchener, 2002~ 
Labouvie-Vfef, 2006; Pirtlflae-Bac "krnan & Kajanne, 2001)--that is, people who pursue a 

lege education during emerging adulthood show greater advances in reflective judgm~i 

than people who do not. Also, Perry and his colleagues acknowledged that the developm~i 

of reflective judgment is likely to be more common in a culture that values pluralism 

whose educational system promotes tolerance of diverse points of view (Perry, 1970/1999 

However, thus far little cross-cultural research has taken place on reflective judgment. 

1. In what sense are pragmatJsm and reflective judgment postformaI types 

of cognition? 

2. What is a distinctive feature of pragmatism in the Chinese context? 

Tertiary Education: College, 
and Training Prol rams 

How does multiple thinking differ from relativism? 

University, :i:!i 

As mentioned at the outset of the chapter, one of the changes of recent decades that 

led to the development of a new life stage of emerging adulthood ~s increasing paFticip~ 

tion in higher education. As Map 9.2 shows, a majority of emerging adults across a wid~ 

range of developed countries now obtain tertiary education, which includes any ldnd:@ 
education or training program beyond secondaw school. This has been a remarkably rapid 

historical change. One hundred years ago, few young peopleless than 10%--obtained 

tiary education in any developed country; in fact, the majority did not even attend secOndd~ 

_, .iii .... ’ ::i <:.".M~p 9.2 o. Worldwide ~r~)llment in ~ertiary Education ’Which COuntries ha)e the highest ani~ lowest enrollment ~ates for:higher edu~atio[ 

How do these rates compare to the enro ment rates for secondary school (as shown in Map 8,1)?.What economic and cultural factors rni~ 
¯ . .......".. :. - these Variations? " . 
< ~1 ,....?-~= ÷ ..... :. y=.--yy~.-..~-~-. . . .~,:---. .............................................................. 



~dd attend college or university were mostly men. Historically, women 

i1~ cognitive]y inferior to men and therefore not worthy of higher education, 

Historical Focus: Gender and Cognitive Development in Emerging 

~. A hundred years later, tertiary education is now a normative experience, 

women are more likely than men to obtain it. According to one world- 

~were more young women than young men in tertiary education in 83 of 
many developing countries ("A man’s world? Good news,~ 2007). <D 

iR CAL FOCUS 

(~Watch the Video Post-Secondary 
Education in Early Adulthood 
at MyDevelopmentLab 

Gender and Cognitive Development 
in Emerging Adulthood 

t0res throughout history, opportunities for obtaining 

.:have been much more limited for females than for 

Why should girls be learn’d and wise? 

Books only serve to spoil their eyes. 

~ particularly to emerging adulthood. Historically, these 

conceded that girls should at least ~earn to read 

there has been much more debate over, and 

the idea that females should receive higher educa- 
ble in the 18th and 19th centuries were vehemently 

idea that females shoutd be aIIowed to attend 

~Universities. 

Linda Kerber (1997) distinguishes three periods in the 

ilgher education for women. The first extended from 
During this time, female literacy grew (as it did for 

Of course, it was also rare for 

her education at that time, 

more privileged males had this 

period extended from 1776 to 

i[ber calls it the "Era of the Great 

benefiting from higher educa- 

debated during this time. The fina 

the year that the 
~ntered h~gher education, at Ober- 

founded as a wornen°s 
period, from 1833 to 1875, 

to pursue higher education. 

And reading paves the way to wrinkles. 

the 19th century it was widely 

In addition, many men, including medical authorities, claimed that 

intellectual work would d;srupt women’s menstrual cycles and ren- 

der them infertile. Needless to say, this claim was without merit. 

During the 19th century, this arqument continued to be stated, 

but as women began to break through the barriers to higher edu- 

cation some men claimed that women were "scientifically" shown 

to be cognitively inferior. A lot ofscientific activity took place in 

tkie !gth century, and a lot of pseudoscience, too. Some of the 

worst pseudoscience attempted to establish 

biologically based group differences in intelli- 

gence (Gould, 1981), Even scientists who were 

otherwise respectable were infected, by pseu~ 

doscientific reasoning when it came to issues 

of intelligence. Paul Broca, perhaps the most 
important figure in neurology in the 19th cen- 

tury,.claimed that the smaffer brains of women 

demonstrated their intellectua! inferiority. He 

kfiew very well that brain size is related to body 

size, and that women’s smaller brain size simply 
reflected ~heir smaller bodies rather than iqfe- 

rior intelligence, but his prejudice against the 

cognitive capacities of women allowed him to 

talk himselfout of it: 

We might ask if the small si;;e of the feinale 

brain depends excIusively on the small size 

debate over whether women 

proponents. 

ainst alIowing .young women the opportuni.ty for 

rf(aif~ features.’ One was the claim that 

for young women would be hazardous to 

spoil their feminine cualities and because 

¯ ahd even make them ill. A second was the 

was unhealthy lbz’young women, women are/on avdrage~ a little less intelligent " -" 

than men.... We are therefore :~ermi[ted to - 

suppose¯ that the Celstively small ~;ize of the¯female brain¯ de~ .. !:.:...:.. : 

pendsin p#rt uPol~ h~P physical ihf~ri6rity and in pakt upon her .......... -.: ....... 

intellectual infei’iority. :- ..... ¯ ...... . :... - ....... . ’ .- 
(1861, quoted in Gould, 1981, p. 104) 

Iher education would be wasted on them. 

claim, that inteIlectual stimulation was hazardous tb 

ring lhat century.read: 



Chapter 9 EmergingAdu~thood 

Cultural Variations in Tertiary Education 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

THINKING CULTURALLY 

How does the way that a country 

structures its tertiary education system i 

reflect on its cultural values, if at all? : 

How is the European university system 

................ differe..n_ ~.!j’om the American system? Here, 
Cambridge University s~uden~s in England... 

Compare and contrast the tertiary education systems and college experiences in 

developed countries. 

Countries vary widely in how they structure tertiary education. Colleges in the 

States, Canada, and Japan begin with 2 years of general education with no 

of deciaring a specialization or "major," which allows for the exploration of ideas that 

be unrelated to any occupational future. Emerging adulthood is 

tion in a variety of aspects of life, and attending college in these countries allows em¢ 

adults to explore various possible educational directions that offer different occupationa 

futures. You may be a business major and nevertheless enjoy courses on literature or~ 

or philosophy that lead you to explore a variety of ideas about what it means to be 

You may be a psychology major and yet find it engaging to explore ideas in courses oft 

astronomy or chemistry.                                                     " 
Tertiary education is perhaps most relaxed and undemanding in Japan. You may fin~ .... 

this surprising, because as we have seen in Chapter 8, Japanese secondary schools ar~": 

exceptionally demanding and competition to get into the best universities is fierce 

2007). Beyond college and university, the Japanese workplace is notoriously demanding ~’~.:.i 

well, requiring long hours and mandatory after-hours socializing¯ For the Japanese, 

time of leisure and fun comes during their college years. Once they enter college, 
matter little and standards for performance are relaxed. Instead, they have "four years 

university-sanctioned leisure to think and explore" [Rohlen, 1983, p. 168; Fackler, 

Japanese college students spend a great deal of time in unstructured socializing, 

around the city and hanging out together. Average homework time for Japanese 
students is half the homework time of junior high or high school students (Takahashi ~i::~i~i~. 

Takeuchi, 2006). For most Japanese, this brief period in emerging adulthodd is the only..~:, 
time in their lives, from childhood until retirement, that will be relatively free of presstitd’i;":i 

Only during their college years are they exempt from responsibilities and allowed to 

extensive hours of leisure. 
In Europe, the tertiary education system is structured quite differently than in"fh~, 

United States, Canada, and Japan. Rather than beginning with 2 years of general eduda2 

lion, European students study in o~ly one topic area from the time they enter university, 

Traditionally, university education in Europe often lasted 6 or more years because it culmi~ 

hated in a degree that was similar to American advanced degrees {master’s or doctorat de~ 

gree). However, the European system has changed recently to match the American systern~ 
with separate bachelor’s, master s, end doctoral degrees (Under threat of change, 

This.was done to shorten the time European emerging adults spend in university, and .to 
promote the develot~;~;f ~;;~’~{;a~ed pro~ams between European and American unP: 

versitics. It also reflects the growing globalizaffon of education. 
For most young Americans, tentiary education takes longer no~~! 

than it did two or three decades ago. Currently, it takes an avera~I~ 

6 years for students to obtain a "4~year" degree [Roonly, 200).JiI: 

A number of factors explain why it takes students 

=. grad(~at~ (Dey & Hurtado, 1999). Some students 

extend their college years to switch majors, add a 

field of study, .or take advantage of internship programs...~..o] 
study-abroad programs. Howevcr, linancial concerns ar~ 

fl~e main ,reason it now takes so long [o ~’aduate. ~hition 

rates have increased to a shocking exLent and were 

four.:ffmes higher (even taking into account 
2007 than they were iri 1982 in both public and 

teges and universities (I.ewin 2008). Financial aid 
shif[ed tnat:kedly fl’0m grantS¯ to loans which has led ma~.?."~ 



iigh school, I knew that if I wanted to go to college, it would be possible for me to find 
support either from my family or from scholarships, loans, or other programs." ¯ 

:9% strongly agree (42% strongly disagree) 

:as long as I wished to continue my education, it would be possible for me to find 

support either from my family or from scholarships, loans, or other programs." 

¯ 19% strongty agree 

iian Americans: 6-3% strongly agree 

bites: 5% strongly agree 

nee: 36% strongly agree 

on a sample of 304 emerging adults aged 20-29, 

Arnett (2004) 

to work long hours while attending college in order to avoid accruing 

ive debt before they graduate (Dey & Hurtado, 1999; Higher Education Research 

[HERI], 2005). African Americans and Latinos especially struggle to fund their 

:lege educations, as Table 9.1 illustrates, and lack of money is one of the key reasons 

~they are less likely to obtain a college degree than Whites or Asian Americans are 

& Calderone, 2006). 

of Tertiary Education 

"~ LEARNING OBJECTIVE ~lanie the various long-term benefits of tertiary’education. 

edticatiofiw0rth the time and moffe~ it r6~fLilr~-~? :.It iS ~rtair~ty a substantial 

Participation in tertiary education requires a great deal of money per year, pard 

emerging adults and their parents m the United States, and mainly by the gov- 

)ed countries. Fu~hermore, the years in Whic~ emer~i~ :adiii[d ~ ...... 

~btaining ter a  e.ducat{0n ale .~l.[0..yeg~[ ~.e~~Psy..o~them are,not Con .... 
:to fulbtime economm acffNW. Not only are governments paNng muchor alI of the 

emerging adults" tertiaw cducation;they ard also-10s~g the econd~Nc : ~ ... , .. . .:~. ~ . 

t~ revenue emerging aduI~ would be contribu[Mg iI.th~ir~ime and bncr~ .................. " ¯ " " ...... 

technolo~, and se~ces.-This is why co,trieS are"~ii{~ to make such a " .... " ............ ....... "" : ..... 

~nvestment in the teAia~ education of their emerging adults.¯ Fpr. emerging¯ adults .................... 

considerably highcrearnings, occupational status, and:career a~ainment o~er the "                     " 

v 

:arella and Patrick "f~fe)iii}ii (i99~; Pascarella, 2005, 2006) have conductcd research in ........... 

::’-[.- .., 



:. 

from attending college, in areas such as general verbal and quantitative skills; oral, 

written communication skills,and critical thinking. These benefits hold up even.after’ 

into account factors such as age, gender, preco!lege ffbillties, and family sodaI class 

ground. Pascarella and Terenzini also find that in the course of the college years stu~ ...... 

place less emphasis on college as a way to a better job and more emphasis on lea 

the sake of enhancing their intellectual and personal growth. 

In addition to the academic benefits, Pascarella and Terenzini describe a long Iisf:; 

nonacademic benefits. In the course of the college years, students develop clearer aes~ 

and intellectual values. They gain a more distinct identity and become more confidentli 

cially. They become less dogmatic, less authoritarian, and less ethnocentric in their 

cal and social views. Their self-concepts and psychological well-being improve. As 

tl~e academic benefits, these nonacademic benefits hold up even after taking 

~: 

~a Study and Review 
t MyDevelopmentLab 

Section 2 VIDEO  3t tDE 

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED? 
1. What expIains the cultural emphasis on unstructured socializing in Japanese 

: ::~. 

2. How has the European tertiary education system typically been structured? Wh£ i 

it becoming more like the U.S, system? 

3. Why does it take American students longer to graduate from college than it did 

few years ago? 

4. What are some of the nonacademic benefits of a college education? 

Post-secondary Education Across Cultures (Length: 8:10) 



and Self-Development 
adulthood is a period when emotional and self-development turn more favor- 

a variety of ways. After declining in adolescence, self-esteem now rises steadily. 

,pment advances and reaches fruition in some ways, as young people move 

making enduring choices in k)ve and work. Gender issues are confronted in new 

emerging adults enter the workplace and encounter occupational gender expecta- 

sometimes gender stereo~pes. 

the course of self-esteem from adolescence through emerging adulthood and 

~tain the reasons for this pattern. 

for a moment, how is your self-esteem today different from your self-esteem as an 

described in the prev:ous chapte:~ self-esteem often declines d~:’ing ado- 

However, for most people it rises during emerging adulthood [Galambos et al., 

Hat~er, 1999; O’Ma!ley & Bachman, 1983 Roberts et a]., 2()0!; Schulenberg & Zarrett, 

~). Pigure 9.7 on page 424 shows this pattern. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

423 
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4.25 

- Total 
~ Males 
~ Females 

3,75 
18 19/20 21/22 23/24 

Age 

Figure 9.7 ¯ Changes in Self-Esteem Why does Self-esteem rise 

during fihe emerging adult years? 
Source: Monitoring the Future (2003) 

There are a number of reasons why self-esteem increases 

emerging adulthood. Physical appearance is important to adolescentsl. 

self-esteem, but by emerging adulthood most people have passed throuc 

the awkward changes of puberty and may be more comfortable wft~ 

they look. Also, feeling accepted and approved by parents contributes 

self-esteem, and from adolescence to emerging adulthood relations] 

with parents generally improve while conflict diminishes (Arnett, 2003~i: 

Galambos et al., 2006; O’Connor et al., 1996). Peers and friends are 

important to self-esteem, and entering emerging adulthood means 

ing the social pressure cooker of secondary school, where peer .... 

ations are a part of daily life and can be harsh (Gavin & Furman, 

Pascoe, 2007). 

Also, reaching emerging adulthood usually means having more co~:t’ 

trol over the social contexts of everyday life, which makes it !c 

emerging adults to seek out the contexts they prefer and avoid the col 

they find disagreeable, m a way that adolescents cannot. For example, ado: 

lescents who dislike school and do poorly have little choice but to attend,~ 

school, where poor grades may repeatedly undermine their self-este~ 

However, emerging adults can leave school and instead engage in 

work that they may find more gratifsdng and enjoyable, thus 

their self-esteem. 

Identity Development 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE .! Describe the various forms identity development can take in emerging adulthood, and 

consider patterns of cultural and ethnic identity. 

As noted earlier in the chapter, a key feature of emerging adulthood istthat it is the age 

identity explorations. Emerging adulthood is when most people move toward making 

hire, long-term choices in love and work. Maldng these choices often involves thinkinc 

who you are, where you want your ~e to ,qo, what you believe in, and how your 

the world around you. During this time; explorations are made into varf 

especially love and Work, culminating f~ commitments that set the foundation 

It is now generally accepted among scholars .that emerging 

when many of.the most important steps iri. identity development take place 

Lyckyx, 2008; SchaCtc£2005; Schwartz, 2007). However, for rnost of the history 

on identity,.the focus was on adolescence: This focus was due mainly to 

When themain choices inlove and work were made. wwi1 first consider Erikson"s 

and traditional research on identity development in adolescence and then discuss the.m, 

recent turn to identity deve!opment in emerging.adulthood. 

identity versU~ identity confusio~ in Erikson’s 
~heory, the criSis df adol#~cei~Le;With two . 
alternative paths, establishir=g aclearand.definite 

.. identity, or.experfe..nc!i~g id.eDti~ty confusion, which 
" s ~i:falh)feto form a.stableand secure-identity . 

...... : -.: ’- ...... 
-. ..... -...-.:- ............ . .... ’ :..:".>;""ii: ..,.-.";...::.. ’." ’:--:":" ’- " . " : : ’ " " :" -:. 

ERIK ERIKSON’STHEORY In Brik Erikson’s (1950) theory.of development 

¯ each stage Of life has a central.criSis, and in adolescence.the crisis ~s 

ider~tity confusion. The healthy path in adolescence involves establishing a 

definite sense of" who you are and how you fit into the world ~irotu~d you. The 

alternative is identity confusion, .which [sa failure"to form a stable and secm’e ident 

Identity formation involves reflecting onwhat.y~rfi’aits, abilities, and intcrestsar~£? 

sif’tkqg tImough the range of life.choices available m your culture, trying out various 

. bil~t~s,, a.ri~ ultimately making commitments. ~e k@ areasin whidh identity is formed 
Iove;work, .a n d ideology (beliefs and values) (Erlks0n,. 1968). tn Erikson’s view, a 

: esfaJ0iiSh ~srJ~itments in these areas by t~e e:nd of ~[dolescen~e 



There are three elements essential to developing an identity according to 

~on. First, adolescents assess their own abilities and interests. By this age, 

people have a pretty good idea about what their strengths and weak- 

ses are and what they most and least enjoy doing. Second, adolescents 

on the idenffficaffons they have accumulated in childhood (Erikson, 

Children identify with their parents and other loved ones as they grow Exploration 

is, children love and admire them and want to be like them. Thus, 

~scents create an identity in part by modeling themselves after parents, 

and others they have loved in childhood, not simply by imitating them but by 

parts of their loved ones’ behavior and attitudes into their own personality, 

adolescents assess the opportunities available to them in their society. Many dream 

t fabulous career in sports, music, or entertainment (Scheider, 2009), yet there are rela- 
few opportunities for people to make a living in these areas. Sometimes opportuni- 

are restricted due to discrimination. Until fairly recently, women were discouraged 

barred from professions such as medicine and law. Today, ethnic rninorities in 
¯ societies find that the doors to many professions are barred to them. In every society, 

tolescents need to take into account not only what they would like to do but what adults 

allow themto do. 

most influential interpreter has been James Marcia [1966, 1980, 1989, 1999, 

Marcia & Carpendale, 2004). Marcia constructed a measure called the Identity Status 

rview that cIassified adolescents into one of four identity statuses: diffusion, morato- 

foreclosure, or achievement. This system of four categories, known as the identity 

model has also been used by scholars who have constructed questionnaires to 

identity development rather than using Marcia’s interview (e.g., Adams, 1999; 

~nson et al., 1992; Grotevant & Adams, 1984; Kroger, 2007). 

As shown in Table 9.2, each of these classifications involves a different combination 

commitment. Erikson [1968) used the term identity crisis to describe the 

through which young people construct tl~eir identity, but Marcia and other current 

prefer the term exploraffon (Kroge~; 2007; Marcia & Carpendale, 2004; Waterman, 

,. "Crisis" implies that the process inherently involves anguish and struggle, whereas 

)lies a more positive investigation of possibilities. 

DiffuSion is an identity status that combines no exploration with no commitment. For 

in a state of identity diffusion, no commitments have been made among tl~e 

available to them. Furthermore, no exploration is taking place. The person in thYs 

is not seriously attempting to sort through potential choices and make enduring 

ts. 

Moratorium involves exploration but no commitment. This is a status of actively trying 

different personal, occupational, and ideological possibilities. Different possibilities are 

[ing..tried.on. andsifted.through, with some being.discarded and some selected; in order 

adolescents to be able.to determine which of the available possibilities arebest.suited 

il.them. 

[ i:!~ .Adolescents who are in the lbreclosure status have not experimented wit}~ a range of 

[~ s:Sibilities but have nevertheless committed themselves to certain choices -commitment, 

[~ .[ noexploration, This is often a result of their parents" str0ng influence, Marcia and.rnost 
[t!~er scholars tend to see exploration as a necessary part of forming a healthy identity, and 

~fef’ore see foreclosure as unheaIthy. This is an issue we will discuss further shortly. ¯ 

[;:... ’inally, the classification that combines exploration and commitment is identity achieve- 

!ie~-Identity acMevement is the status of young people who have made definite!personal, 

l ~Cupational, and ideological choices. By definition, identity achievement ispreceded by a 
[eriod of identity moratorium in which exploration takes place. If commitment takes place 

.. 

Commitment 

Yes           No 

No Foreclosure       Diffusion 

~thOUt exploration, it is considered identity foreclosure rather than identity achievement, it~e~tity status model model for researching 

i :.. Although Erikson .designated adolescence as the stage o~ the identi~y.cris~s, and re~.. Erikson’s theory of identity development, " 
~arch using Marcia’s model has mostly focused on adolescence, studies indicate that it 

ClasSifying ident~de~elopment ~nto four 
categories: diffusion, foreclosure moratorium, or 

~keS longer than scholars had expected to reach identi~ achievem~nt;.and ~n fact for most ident~ achievement . 

:.... .... :.. . . 
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young people this status is reached if at all--in emerging adulth~ 

or beyond rather than in adolescence. Studies that have compared 

lescents from ages 12 through 18 have found that although the 

don of adolescents in the diffusion category decreases with age 

proportion of adolescents in the identity achievement category increa~~’~!! 

with age, even by early emerging adGthood less than half are classLf!~ai! 

as having reached identity achievement (van Hoof, 1999; Kroger; 2003i 

Meeus et a!., 1999). An example of this pattern, from an American St~ 

(Waterman, 1999) is shown in Figure 9.8. Similar f~ndings were reporte~ 

in a study of t2- to 27-year-olds in the Netherlands [Meeus et al., 

Studies of college students find that progress toward idefifit~: 

achievement also takes place during the college years, but mainly in 

specific area of occupational identity rather than for identity more generi: 

afly (Waterman, 1992). Some studies indicate that identity achieveme~ii! 

come faster for emerging adults who do not a end college, 
because the college environrnent tends to be a place where young 

ple’s ideas about themselves are challenged and they are encouraged 
O         question previously held ideas (Lytle et al., 1997; Munro & Adams, 1997i(::ii 

However, for non-college emerging adults as well, the majority have not reached identi~"i 

achievement by age 21 (Kroger et aI., 2010; Waterman, 1999). 

Even 40 years ago, Erikson observed that identity formation was taking longer 

longer for young people in developed countries. He commented on the "prolonged 

lescence" that was becoming increasingly common in such countries and how this 

leading to a prolonged period of identity formation, "during which the young adult 

free role experimentation may find a niche in some section of his society" (!968, p. 

Considering the changes that have taken place since he made this observation in the 

including much later ages of marriage and parenthood and longer education, Erikson’.~ 

servation applies to far more young people today than it did then (Cot~, 2000; 2006). Incteedl..:: 

the conception of emerging adulthood as a d~stmct per~od of life ~s based to a considerable 

extent on the fact that, over recent decades, the late teens and early twenties have become 

period of "free role experimentation" for an increasing proportion of young people 

2000, 2004; 2007a). The achievement of an adult identity comes later, compared with 

generations, as many emerging adutl~s use the years of their late teens and early twenties 

identity explorations in love, work, a~d ideology. 

A 

Occupational Choice 

Figure 9.8 , U.S. Study on Identity 

Achievement With age, more young people are 

classified in identity achievement and fewer in 

diffusion. {A = achievement, M = moratorium, 

F = foreclosure, and D = diffusion.) 
So~¢e: Waterman (!999) 

CULTURE AND IDENTITY Most of the research inspired by Erlkson’s theory has taken place 

among White middle-class adolescents in the United States, Canada, and Europe [Schwartz.!::: 

et al., 201t). What can we say about identity development among adolescents and 

........................... ing adults in other cultures? One observation that can be made is that although 

sought to ground his theory in historical and ctfltural context [Erikson, 1950,.1968; 

2002), his discussion of identity development nevertheless assumes an independent 

that is allowed to make free choices in !dye, work, and ideology..The focus of Enkson .-:., 

identity theory is on how young people develop an understanding of themselves as tmique,-[~..,. 

................... individuals. HoWever, as We have discussed in e~irlier.chapters, this conception of the sel~I 

is distinctively Western and is historically recent (Markus& Kitfya_ma, 1991; Shweder et al,~!i 

2006; Sorell & Montgomery,-200!). In most cutltur’esuntiI recen[ly, the self has been 

stoodas interdependent, defined in reIation to others, rather than as independent. 

today, ErLkson’s..asserdons of the promfnence of:identity issues in adolescence may 

more to modem Western adolescents than to adolescents in.other cultures,            i".: 

A:related cultural Observation is. that th& exploration, that Erikson viewed a[ 

......- : ~ ........ .. - standard par1 Of identity fbrmation is �onsiderably more possible in some cultures 

... ,"..:.:" ...... " ’":". ::)"’":" ’i ............. ’ " " " in ot}ie,-~ [S0rell & Montgomery, 2001)..in todays developed countries/there are few 

i. . ii. :. i,, ’: i.."..... ..,.. i... _:...:. ~:.:...""...-i " -"..... sures. 6n young people, to .become:economic contribu[ors in.:childi~o0d or. 

¯ " " . .... ... " . ..:: .. ’. ..... i ..i . 7i:..i. ...ii:..,.i ~oung peol~le.iri.theseSocieties are generally a[!oWed a long psychological moratoriuin 

;:: " ’.:..:: :":-.- : ¯ " ¯ ¯ " ¯ " ".". " ¯ " " . " .... " . :. - " "    ¯ " " " " " . -..:...-....:........ ...... .... - ...... ¯ ..... .......................: . ¯ ... ::... .... .. . ¯ . .... :: 
............ ~ ..... ¯ ....... . ¯ . . . ........ ........ . ... ......... .. . . ..... .. .. .. . ¯ . .....~..~ 



,nee and emerging adulthood to try out various possible life choices in love, work, 

eologY. However, explorations in love are clearly limited or even nonexistent in ctff- 

i where dating is not allowed and marriages are either arranged by parents or 

, influenced by them. Explorations in work are limited in cultures where 

i is simple and offers only a limited range of choices. 

on exploration in both love and work tend to be narrower .,i~. 

~ fn developing countries than they are for boys. With regard to love, 

of sexual experimentation is encoLtraged for adolescent boys 
cultures, but for girls sexual experimentation is more likely to be 

or forbidden (Schlegel, 2010). With regard to work, in most traJ 

cultures today and for most of human history in every culture, 

girl~ have been designated by their cultures for the roles of 

mother, and these were essentially the only choices open to 

et aI., 1998). 

terms of ideology, too, a psychosocial moratorium has been the ex- 

in human cultures rather than the standard. In most cultures, young . 

have been expected to grow up to believe what adults teach them to :" 

without questioning it. It is only in recent history, and mainly in Western deveb 

¯ ¯countries, that these expectations have changed, and that it has come to be seen as 

,le for adolescents and emerging adults to think for themselves, decide on their own 

and make their life choices independently (Bellah et el., 1985; Arnett, 1998). 

identity issue that has important cultural dimensions is how globalization in- 

identity, especially for adolescents and emerging adults (Arnett, 2002). Because of 
more young people around the world now develop a bicultural identity with 

of their !dentity rooted in their local culture while another part.stems from an aware- 

itbf their relation to the global culture. For example, India has a growing, vigorous high- 

led largely by yotu~g people. However, even the better-educated young 

who have become full-fledged members of the global economy, still mostly prefer 

~an arranged marriage, in accordance with Indian tradition (Chaudhary & Sharma, 

also generally expect to care for their parents in old age, again in accordance 

~dition. Thus they have one identity for pa~cipating in the global economy and 

~ding in the fast-paced world of high tec, hnology, and another identity, rooted in Indian 

maintain with respect to their families and their personal lives.     : 

I(~.I!~ENTITY tn addition to the complex identity issues that arise as a consequence of 

people experience the challenge of growing up as a member of an eth- 

group. In fact, more people than ever experience this challenge, as worldwide 

has climbed to unprecedented levels in recent decades (Berry et el., 2006; 

- ........... 

,issues, issues of ethnic identity come to the forefront in adolescence 

to grow in importance into emerging adulthood [Pahl & Way, 2006; Portes 

, 1997J. As part:of their growing cognitive capacity for self-reflection, 

s nd emerging adults .who are members of ethnic minorities are likely to have 

~ess of what it means .for them to be a m.em_bcr of their minority group. 

ch as Afr~canlAmeri.can, Chinese Canadian, and ~it~rlds~h Dutch take on a 

as adolescents and emerging adults can now think about What these terms 

hOW the term for their" ethnic group applies to themselves. Also, as a conse- 

g~owing capacity ~o think about what others think abou~ them, adolescents 

adults ¯become more acutely aware of the prejudices and ~tereotypes about 

~ that others may hold. 

adults, ethnic identity issues are t[k~iy to ¯take on a greaterprominence 

new social contexts such as college and the.workplace, and as they meet a 

of people from different ethnic backgrounds [Phinney, 2006),-As children 

~hey may have been mostly around people of their own ethnic group, but 

In most cultures through history, young 

peopie have been expected to believe what 

their parents beiieve, not to decide on their 

own beliefs. Here, a young Israeli man 

prays. 

bicult,~ral identity identity wkh two distinct facets, 

for example one ~or thelocal culture and One 
for the global culture, or one wkhin one’s ethnic 
g~oup and one for others 
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emerging adulthood is likely to take them into new contexts \^Ath greater ethnic 

sharpening their awareness of their ethnic identity (Syed & Amitia, 2010). For 

when you entered your college environment it is likely that you came into contact, 

persons from a greater variety of ethnic backgrounds than you had known 

Because adolescents and emerging adults who are members of ethnic minorities¯ 

to confront ethnic identity issues, their identity development is likely to be more 

than for those who are part of the majority culture (Phirmey, 2000, 2006; Syed & 

2010). Consider, for example, identity development in the area of love. Love--aIong 

dating and sex- 4s an area where cultural conflicts are especially likely to come u 

lescents and emerging adults who are members of ethnic minorities. Pa~t of ide 

velopment in the American majority culture means tr~ng out different possibilities ~n 

by forming emotionally intimate relationships with different people and gaining sexual eX 

perience. However, this model is in sharp conflict with the values of certain American 

. nic minority groups. In most Asian American groups, for example, recreational datingil 

disapproved and sexual experimentation before marriage is taboo especially for femali.,. 

(Qin, 2009; Talbani & Hasanali, 2000; Wong, 1997). Young people in Asian American ethnic 

groups face a challenge in reconciling the values of their ethnic group on such issues 

the values of the majority culture, to which they are inevitably exI 

media, and peers (Phinney & Rosenthal, 1992; Qin, 2009).                       ¯ 

How, then, does identity development take place for young people who are 

minority groups wit~hin Western societies? To what extent do they develop an identity 

reflects the values of the majority culture, and to what extent do they retain the values, 

their minority group? One scholar who has done extensive work on these q 

American minorities is Jean Phinney, (1990; 2000; 2006; 2010; Phinney & 

1997). On the basis of her research, Phinney has concluded that young people 

members of minority groups have four different ways of responding to 

their ethnicitv (see TabIe 9.3). 

Assimilation is the option that involves leaving behind the ways of one’s ethnic 

and adopting the values and way of hie of the majority culture. Th~s ]s the path that ~s re~.:~.!: 

flected in the idea that a society is a "melting pot" that blends people of diverse origins 

one national culture. Marginality involves rejecting one’s culture of origin but also 

rejected by themajority culture. Somme young people may feel little identification 

culture of their parents and grandparents, nor do they feel accepted and integ 

the larger society. Separaffon is the approach that involves associating only with members 

of one’s own ethnic group and rejecting the ways of the majority culture. 

involves developing a dua! identiW, one based in the ethnic group of origin and one based 

in the. majority culture. Being bicultLu’a! means moving back and forth between the 

culture and.the majority culture, and alternating identities as appropriate to the situatk)n...,.:. 

Identification With 

"Low 

Based or Ph nney & Devich-Nava~ro ,19 7). 

Identification With Ethnic Group     . 
High           Low           - 

Marginal 



of these identity statuses [s most common among ethnic minorities? 

ethnic identity has recently been recognized as potentially most 

in emerging adulthood [Ph~nney, 2006), most research thus far has 

,lace on adolescents. The bfcultttral status is the most common sta~ 

Mexican Americans and Asian Americans, as well as among 

e"European minority groups such as Turkish adolescents in the . 

(Nero, 2002; Rotheram-Borus, 1990; Pb2nney, Dupont, et 

~94; Verkuyten, 2002). However, separation is the most common 

status among African American adolescents, and mar- 

7 is pervasive among Native American adolescents. Of course, 

ethnic group is,diverse and contains adolescents with a variety of 

:ethnic ideritity sinuses. Adolescents tend to be more aware 

~ir ethnic identity when they are in a context where they are in 

r. For example, in one study, Latino adolescents attending a 

non~Latino school reported significantly higher levels of 

identity than adolescents in a predominately Latino or a balanced 

n-Latino school (Umafia-Taylor, 2005). 

iS ethnic identity related to other aspects of development in adolescence and emerg- 

~od? Some studies have found that adolescents who are bicultural or assimiJ 

disesteem [e.g., Farver et aI., 2002]. Furthermore, several studies have 

that having a strong ethnic identity is related to a variety of other favorable as 

,pment, such as overall well-being, academic achievement, and lower rates 

behavior (Giang & Wittig, 2006; St. Louis & Liem, 2005; Yasui et al., 2005; Yip & 

2002). 

Biculturalism means developing a dual 
identity, one for the ethnic culture and 

one for the majority culture. 

Development: Cultural Beliefs and Stereotypes 

~madze the changes in American gender beliefs in recent decades and include 

hgs from research on gender stereotypes.among college students. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

adulthood is an important time for gender development, because this is the life 

when many people become involved full-time in the workplace. Consequently, they 

!~nCounter more vividly during this stage their society’s beliefs about gender in rein- 

)ationa] roles and aspirations. 

sort of cultural beliefs about gender exist for adolescents 

up in American society? The results of the General 

(GSS), .an annual national survey of American adults,     8o% 

La..clear trend toward more egalitarian gender attitudes in re- 

laigu~e-9~9.shows-(Cotter d. al..~.-2009).-Compared 70% 
. American adults .today az-eless .likely to believe men. are bet- 

less likely to see women as the ones who should take 
6O% 

home, more likely to believe working mothers (;an have ~ 

relationships with fl~eir ckildren, and less likely to believe pre- ~ 

wouid sufferif mothers work. ttowcveB the results of the a_ 
50% 

also show that a considerable proporti6n of Americans--from 

m over one-third, depending on the q~esti6n 
40% harbor beliefs about gender roles not unlike [he ones we 

in traditional cultures: Men should hold the power and be 

[ th:e world doir~[g things, and women should focus on caring for 30% 

"the h ousehold, 

the differential gender socialization that-people in .... 

society experience in childhood and adolescence, it 

¯ ’ tofindthatbythefifne thcyreachernerging 

~hcy have different expectations for’ males and.females, 

and emerging adults 

~ Disagree men ae~ better politicians 
~’~ Agree working morn can have warm 

relationsh p w~th kids 
~2"~.~ Disagree wo~tqan takes care, of homo 
~ Disagree preschooler suffers if rnom works 

Year 

Figure 9.9 ~ Change in American Gender Attitudes, 1977-2006 
Over recent decades, views of gender roles have become less traditional. 
Source: General Social 5uwey (GSS), 1977-2005 



Would you assume a female mechanic 

would be Jess competent than a male 

mechanic? Gender stereotypes related to 

work remain strong. 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Do you think your professors evaluate 

your work without regard to your 

gender? Does it depend on the subject 

area ? 

and Review 
MyDevelopmentLab 

stereotype belief that others possess c,8~tain . 
characteristics simply as a result of being a 
member of a particula~ group 

Most research on gender expectations in adulthood has been conducte~’:::iii! 

by social psycho!ogists, and because social psychologists often use colleg~:;) 

undergraduates as their research participants, much of this research pertairi[ 

to emerging adults’ views of gender. Social psychologists have especially;il 

focused on gender stereotypes. A stereotype OCCURS when people believe.::. 

a particular group. Gender stereotypes, then, attribute certain characteristic[: 

to others on the basis of whether they are male or female (Kite et al., 2008) 

One area of particular interest with regard to emerging adulthood is 

search on college students’ gender stereotypes involving work. Generally, 
research indicates that college students often evaluate women’s work performance !~ss 

vorably than men’s. In one classic study, college women were asked to evaluate the qualft~ 

of several articles supposedly written by professionals in a variety of fields [Goldberg, 

Some of the articles were in stereotypically female fields such as dietetics, some were in ste~::~: 

reotypically male fields such as city planning, and some were in gender-neutral fields. Ther{ 

were two identical versions of each article, one supposedly written by, for example, "Jolm 

McKay" and the other written by "Joan McKay." The results indicated that the women rated i 

the articles more highly when they thought a man was the author. Even articles on the "fe~:.:. 

male" fields were judged as better when written by a man. Other studies have fotmd simflar!:.i 

results with samples of both male and female college students.(Cejka & Eagly, 1999; Paluc~ 

Strayer, 1985]. Recent studies have continued to find strong gender stereotypes related 

work (Cabrera et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2008; White & White, 2006). Although not all 

have found a tendency for men% work to be evaluated more favorably, when differences are).. 

found they tend to favor men.                                                   .~:..)::: 

One recent study reported that gender stereo.types can be especially harsh for persons ::’:~i..~ 

who have high status in gender-incongrt~ent occupations, for example a woman who has b~-"~ 

come head of an engine’ering department (Brescoll et al., 2010). College students were asked ~i 

read vignettes describing a leader’s successful performance or mistakes in gender-congruent !::.=i::i 

or gender-incongruent professions, then evaluate the leader s competence. Leaders who> 

made mistakes in gender-incongruent professions were rated as lowest hu competence. . 

Gender-related evaluations may also depend on the age of the evaluator. As. 

most studies in this area have been exclusively on coIlege students, but one study 

males who were early adolescents, late adolescents, or college students (Lobel et al., 2004). 

Par~xicipants were given a. description of either an average or outstanding male electi0n:.i:: 

candidate behaving-gender~stereotypically or counter~stereotypically and wer~ askedt0 

indicate their personal election choice, to estimate the likelihood that others would choos~.? 

each candidate, and to speculate how successful the candidate would be if he were 

Adolescents were more 7ikely than the emerging adult college students to Nvor the 

stereotypical Candidate. NO differences.were found.between the two stages of adolescenc~:i:.:-.’.: 

21-fis suggests that ge;fderstereotypes mayWanefl’oni adolescence to emerging adultho0d.-~, 

WHAT 1             . .......... 
1. How is having control over social contexts related to the rise in self-esteem durin~.i.:;i- 

emerging adulthood? ....... 

2. Why did Erikson emphasize adolescence as the crucial time for iden[ity        . ;.. 

development and why.has the focus now shifted to emerging adulthood? 

3. Wha~ are the consequences of globalization for identity development and WhyarCh.i ¯ 
. those Consequences more evident in emerging adulthood than in other life stageS!i).-il 

4..What are the fou[i" categi)ries of ethnic identity development and to what other.. 
.~[p~cts of deve!opin~}nt are the~yreIated? . ¯ ’ :    i ¯ ..:: ,. : . " : ¯ . . . :i ; ...-~:. 

" 5, WhatcAri be.concluded fl~0m Stuelies of gender stereot~pes am0r~g t:<;lIege 



dtural Beliefs 
and adolescents learn the cultural beliefs distinctive to their culture, and by 
adulthood they have developed a worldview composed of these beliefs. How- 

beliefs continue to develop during emerging adulthood and beyond. In emerging 

)od there are notable developments in religious and political beliefs and behavior. 

~ious Development 

iummarize Smith and Shell’s description of the religious beliefs and practices 

of American emerging adults. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

rican studies, religiosity generally declines from adolescence through emerging 

od. Both religious participation and religious beliefs decline throughout the teens 

are lower in the late teens and early twenties than at any other period of the life span 

et al., 1993; Smith & Snell, 2009; Wallace & Williams, I997). This pattern may reflect 

individualism of American society. Emerging adults often feel they need to make a 

with their parents" religious beliefs and practices to establish that they are making 

’ own decisions about their beliefs and values (Arnett & Jensen, 2002). 

A recent study by Christian Smith and Patricia Snell goes into greater depth and 

previous studies on religious development among American emerging adults 

~ Snell, 2010). The study included survey data on over 2,500 emerging adults 

es 118-23] in 37 states; 250 subjects were interviewed. Most of the emerging adults in 

~ study had been included in Smith’s earlier study of adolescents" religious development 

earlier (described in Chapter 8). 
-:Oeerall, there was a decline in religiosity from adolescence to emerging adulthood, 

in behavior and in beliefs. Only about 30% of. emerging adults attended religious 

at least once a month; over half attended only a few times a year or less. Beliefs 

’ stronger than behavior; 44% reported that religious faith is "very" or "extremely" fro- 

in their lives, and 75% reported believing in God. Nevertheless, these percentages 

lower fl~an they had been in adolescence.. 
in adolescence,.in emerging adulthood religious beliefs were highly individua[~ 

t, Few emerging adults accepted a standard religious doctrine; instead, they adopted 

e:your-own approach to their religious beliefs, constructed partly from what they 

from their parents but also from many other sources. Consequently, reli- 

~S denom ination did not hold much meaning for most of them. They could state they 

olic" or’ .’Presbyterian" or "Jewish" without actually believing much of what 

in the traditional doctrine of that faith and without participating in it. In facb 

’~of.".l~rotestants". and 35% of "Catholics" reported that they.[!ev~!°. ~e~!.d [e_ i[gious set- 

This individualized approach to religion led to great religious diversity [n emerging 

which Smith and Snell (2010) grouped into five categories .(see Ta~.!~.,~4.0.0 . 

adults’ religious ]ocl~efs and practices arc diverse, .there.are com-. 

that apply to most of them, according to Smith and Snell [2010). Emerging 

to believe that what is most important about religion is the belief.in .God and 

to try to be a good person. Consequently, few of them view the differ- 
between dilYerent religions as ~mpor~ant~ They are ~olerant of." religiou_s...oifference.,s 

[)el[eve there is any way [o d~termine if one religion is more true than another. 

........... J5 .ad()lescence,.religious faith in.e.n)g~’gh~g..adulth0.od.te~ds to be. associated with 

of other" positive characteristics. Smifl~ and Snell (2010) found reiigious belief and 

am()ng ernergk~g adults to be i’ela[ed to highe[ ~A,e!!-being and lower.rates of 

~es of risk behavion Another study, comparJn9 African American 

)ean Arnericea~ emerging adults, repor±ed [hat African Americans were more likely 
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Category Description 

: i:i!:.~: believ~.only:part    i,�lOc~fine:wh ~.~e .... 
¯ 
:~.....i~ ::i::’ .ii ,:!:(:::i~; 

Religiously indifferent/disconnected (30%)    This group includes emerging adults who have little knowledge of or:: 
opinion on religion. 

Committed ~radi~ional~s~s (15%) Includes people o~ strong conse~ative ~aith. They are the onYX ones. ’, 
who accept a rel~g~ousdo~dne a~d a religious bad~ion. They are 
group most Iike{y to attend religious se~ices.                    : :~-:~ 

Source: Based on Smith & Snerl (2010). 

to cope with stress by relying on their religious beliefs, and in turn they ex~ 

anxiety symptoms than European American emerging adults cffd [Chapman & Steger, 20~0 

This is consistent with studies in other age periods showing that African Americans tend to hei: 

more religious than Whites are (DilworthoAnderson et al., 2007). 

Political Development                                  ), 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE .~ii Explain why emerging adults have often been at the forefront of political movements, 

and contrast this with their involvement in conventional politics. 

In most countries, 18 is the age when people first receive the right to vote, so political 

vetopment might be expected to be an important issue in emerging acl~tlthood. Howeve] 

political involvement tends to be very low among emerging adults. [n Europe as well a~ 

in Canada and the United States, emerging adults’ political participation is strikin, 

by conventional measures such as voting rates and involvement in political parties 

et al., 2007; Botcheva et al.. 2007; Meeus, 2007; Sears et al., 2007). Emerging adults 

to have lower political participation not only in comparison to adults but in comparison," 

to previous generations of young people. They tend to be skeptical of the 

po]iticians,-and to see the activities of political parties as irrelevant to their lives. One 

study of young people in eight European countries found that low levels of trust in 

Cat au~horitie,4 and [x)litica! systems were consistent from adolescence through emerging. 

adulthood (Hooghe & W]lkenfeId, 2008). 

However, the rejection of conventional politics shotfld not be construed as a 

h~terest in ~mproving the state of their communities, their societies, and the 

the contrary,, emerging adults in many countries are more likely than 

involved in organizatfons devoted to pa~[icular issues, such as environmental 

. :.: ..... .... . ..... .. and efforts ~gainSt warand ra~is~n (Goossens & LQyckx, 2007; Meeus, 2007) 

........... wide survey of college freshmen in the United States, only 28% said they were 

in politicS, but81% ha(] done volunteer work and 45% had paf"ticipated in & [ 

onstration (Kellogg, 2001). Often frustrated by and alienated fl’om conventional 

processes, emerging adults choose instead to direct their energies toward specific 

of importance to them, where they believe they are more likely to see genuine progress. 

. " . ....... :. ¯ . . Furthermore, emerging adults have often been involved in movements at the 

" " ca[ extremes, including p~’otests, revolutiona;Ty movements, and terrorism. The leaders¯ 

. ¯ ¯ . politically extreme groups are usually in midlife or la[er, but many of their most 

’: ..... ..... followe~’s-are o£1.en emerging adults. 1There are many recent histoflical examples of 

’ ~..:"~": :.-. . ..... ¯ .... ... The.Cultu~’al ReVolution that took place in China from 1966 fo.1.975 and involved mas= 



l~e destruction and violence toward anyone deemed to be a tin’eat to the 

/" of Chinese Communism was instigated by Chairman Mao and his 

: Jiang Ching but carried out almost entirely by fervent Chinese emerg- 

adults (MacFarquhar & Schoenhals, 2006). Terrorist attacks by Muslim 
against Western (especially American) targets--most notably the 

cks of September 11, 2001--have been planned by older men but executed .: 

~ost entirely by young men in the 18-29 age range (Sen & Samad, 2007). 

These examples involve destruction and violence, but emerging adults have 

been prominent in peaceful political movements. For example, when 

collapse of Communism began in Eastern Europe in 1989, it was 

"ng adults through strikes, demonstrations, and the 

ation of new youth-oriented political parties (Botcheva et al., 

Flanagan & Botcheva, I999; Garza, 2006; Macek, 2006). Recent 

against governments in the Middle East have also involved 

adults more than any other age group (Barber, 2011). 

Why are emerging adults especially likely to be involved in ~:": 

.political movements? One reason is that they have fewer 

ties and obligations than people in other age periods (Arnett, 2005b). Children and 

escents can be restrained from involvement by their parents. Young, middle, and older 

can be deterred from involvement by their commitments to others who depend 

especially a spouse and children. However, emerging adulthood is a time when 

tl commitments and social control are at their low point. Emerging adults have more 

than people at other age periods, and this freedom allows some of them to 

nvolved in extreme political movements. 

possibility is that their involvement is identity-related. Recall that one of the 

i:deve!opmental features of emerging adulthood is that it is a time of identity explora- 

aspect of identity explorations is ideology or worldview [ArnetL 2004; Erikson, 

adulthood is a time when people are looking for an ideological frame- 
explaining the world, and some emerging adults may be attracted to the definite 

provided by extreme political movements. Embracing an extreme political ideol- 

’ relieve the discomfort that can accompany the uncertainty and doubt of ideologi- 

)iorations. Still, these explanations beg the question, since only a small minority of 

adults are involved in these extreme movements, why them and not the others?. 

HAVE YOU LEARNED? 
religious beliefs and practices ~n emerging adulthood compare to 

’~dolescenc~, and what are some reasons for the differen~:es? 

are some of’ the positive charac~eris~ic~ associated w~th religious faith in 

adulthood? 

emerging adults" par[iclpatfon in conventional politics compare to other 

groups? 

are some examples o~ how emerging adults have been in the front lines of 

’i~nts? " 

Emerging adults have often been at the 

forefront of poliffcaI movements. Here, 

emerging adults participate in anff~ 

government protests in Tahrir Square in 

Cairo, Egypt. Demonstrations such as 

~his ~ed to the peaceful overthrow of the 

government in 2011. 

~_a Study and Review 
t MyDevelopmentLab 

Social..and Cultural 
Adulthood 

Contexts 

adulthood is a life stage in which sociocultural contexts change in some profound 

After living within a farnily.context fl’om infancy through adolescence 

adults in many countries move ot t of their paren[s’ household, diminishing their 
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parents’ influence and giving them more control over their daily lives. Friends are 

important, especially for emerging adults who are currently without a romantic 

ship. Romantic relationships take on new importance, as intimacy deepens and 

adults move toward making an enduring commitment to a love partner. The school Con 

changes, as many emerging adults leave school and those who remain engage in 

specific education and training for an occupation. Work becomes a mu 

context, as most emerging adults engage in full-time work by their mid-twenties 

remain a source of entertainment and enjoyment, especially he@ media such as the 

net and mobile phones. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Family Relationships 

~ Describe patterns of home-leaving in the United States and Europe and how this 

=!! transition influences relations with parents. 

tn most Western majority cultures, most young people move out of their parents’ 

sometime during emerging adulthood, in the United States, leaving home typical] 

place around ages 18 to 19 (DeMarco & Berzin, 2008}. The most common reasons for 

ing home stated by emerging adults are going to college, cohabiting with a 

simply the desire for independence (Goldscheider & Goldscheider, 1999; 

2009).                                               . 

Typically, relationships between parents and emerging adults improve once 

young person leaves home. In this case, at least, absence makes the heart g 

Numerous studies have confirmed that emerging adults report greater closenes 

fewer negative feelings toward their parents after moving out [Aquilino, 2006: 

et al., 1_996: Smetana et al., 2004). Furthermore, emerging adults who move out ter 

get along better with their parents than those who remain at home..Por example, 

study of 21-year-olds, the emerging adults who had moved at least an hour awa~ 

from their parents reported the highest levels of closeness to their parents 

their parents" opinions most highly (Dubas & Petersen, 1996). En~ergmg 

mained at home had the poorest relations with their parents, and those who had 

out but remained within an hour’s dyive were in between the other two grout 

What explains these pattern.~? Some scholars have suggested that leaving 

young people to appreciate their paffents more [Arne[t, 2004; Katchadourian & Boll 

Another factor may be that it is easier to be fond.of somesne you no longer 

emerging adults move out, they no longer experience the day-to-day 

parents that inevitably ~’esults from living with others. They can now control the 

and timing of"their interactions with their parents .in a way they could no[ whenthey’ 

living with [hem. They can visit their parents for the weekend, for a holiday, ..... 

enjoy the time together; and still maintain full control over theirdaily lives. As a 

woman in my research ppt it, "I don’t have to talk to them when t don’t want [c 

I Want to) I can" (Arnett, 2004, p. 49).                                        .. 

In the United States, although most emerging adults move out of their ~ 

their lat~ teens,.a substantialproportion (abdut one-fbur[h) stay home thr0u 

twenties (Goldschcider & Goldscheider, .1999). Staying at home is more commbh¯~ 

Latinos, Blacks, and Asian Americans than among White Americans (Fuligni 

2004). Tt~e reason for this is sometimes economk:, especially for Latinos and 

Americans, who have high rates of unempIoyment in emerging adulthood 

the Census, 20! 1). However, ¯another important reason appears to be the 

on family closeness and interdepende}~&~ ~ fhJ~ority.cultur~s, 

independent asa valise.in itself. For example, one emerging adult in my 

2004a) iive~lwith her Chin6~ American mother and Mexican Arfiei’ican 

her coiiege ye[~rs at fhC .University of California:BerkeIey.. She enjoyed the Way 



a!towed her to remain in close contact with them. ’2 loved livin9 at home. I respect 

arents a lot, so being home with them was actua!ly one of the things I liked to do 
"she said. "Plus, it was free!" {Arnett, 2004, p. 54). For Latinos and Asian Americans, 

dditiona! reason for staying home is specific to young women, and concerns the high 

placed on virginity before marriage. 

::About 40% of American emerging adults "return to the nest" to live at least once after 
leave (Goldscheider & Goldscheider, 11999; Aquilin0, 2006). There are many reasons 

~ emerging adu!ts sometimes move home again (Goldscheider & Goldscheider, 1999). 

those who left home for college, moving back home may be a way of bridging their 
to pos/~college life after they graduate or drop out. It gives them a chance to 

what to do next, be it graduate school, a job near home; or a job farther away. For 

; who left h~me for independence, some may feel that the glow of independence dims 

a while as the freedom.of doing what they want when they want becomes outweighed 
burden of taking care of a household and paying all their own bills. An early divorce 

)eriod of military service are other reasons emerging adults give for returning home 
:cheider & Goldscheider, 11999). Under these circumstances, too, coming home may 

to young people as a transition period, a chance to get back on their feet be- 

they venture again into the world. 
are a number of possible outcomes when emerging adults move back home 

For some, the return home is welcome and the transition is managed easily. 

transition home is more likely if parents recognize the change in their chil- 

and treat them as adults rather than adoIescents. For others, however, the 

home is a bumpy transition. Parents may have come to enjoy having the nest all to 

. without children to provide for and feel responsible for. Emerging adults may 

difficult to have parents monitoring them daily again, after a period when they had 

used to managing their own lives. In my research (Arnett, 2004], after Mary moved 

~he was dismayed to find that her mother would wait up for her when she went out 

I her boyfriend, just like it was high school all over again. They did not argue openly 

but it made Mary feet "like she was sort of ’in 
ritory’ or something" (p. 53). For many emery- ! 00 

moving back home results in ambivalence. Women’s Age Men’s Age 
, are grateful for the support their parents.provide, 9o - [] ~ [] [] 

20-24 2,r~29 20~24. 2~29 
as they resent returning to the subordinate role 

80 
;tlependent child [White, 2002). Perhaps because 

ambivalence, the return home tends to be brief. 70 
~’two-thirds of emerging adults moving out again 

I year (Aquiline, 2006). 60 

~ .European countries, emerging adults tend ~8 50 
with-their parents longer than in the United ~ 

fl~ southern and eastern Europe 4O    -.. - 
gla~s, 2005, 2007; Kins et al., 2009). Fi,~rm’e 9.10 

30 ~ the patterns in various European countries, as 

to the United States (lacovov, 20021. There 20 
of practical reasons why .European 

adults stay home longer. European univer- ~0 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
,.. as a Parent 

Your 25-year-old son wants to mo~e 
back in with you after college to work on 
a film, andyourspouse is embarrassed 

that he can’t make it on his own. How 
can you help your spouse get over these 
concerns and adjust to having your son 

back at home? 

tudents are more likely than A2merican students 
0 

emerging adu!ts who do not attend ^~ ..,~,~ .... ,~’~ ....... -., ..+~ .~ -~:-.". ..... ~ - .... "~~’:"’ ,~ . ¯ .i=:.:... 
have dififctflty finding or affording "5~ United States 

of their own. However, also important Country 
,ean cultural w~!.ues tha~.emphasize mutual.Figu~e9.       . loo Living Situations in Europe Versus the United States Tne figure show; 

within., the: ...familY. .......... while also allowing yotmg. ., the percent of emerging adults living .with their parents, by country, .gender, and age group. 
substantial autonomy. Yo.ung Enropeans find 
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Emerging adults in southern Europe often 
live with parents through their twenties. 

Here, an Italian family enjoys an outdoor 
dinner together. 

~::’:i(~ln high school i was rude, 
inconsiderate, and got into many 
fights with my morn. Since 

coming to college I realize how 
much she means to me and 
how much she goes out of her 

way for me. I’ve grown to have 
a true appreciation for her. 
Matt, age21 (Arnett, 2004, p. 57) ~i 

that they can enjoy a higher standard of living by staying at home rather than living 

pendently, and at the same time enjoy substantial autonomy. Italy provides a good case 

point (Chisholm & Hurrelman, 1995; Krause, 2005). Ninety-four percent of Italians 

15 to 24 live with their parents, the highest percentage in the European IJnion (EU), and., 

many of them continue to live with their parents even into their late twenties and 

thirties (Bonino et a]., 2012). However, only 8% of them view their living arrangem~ni~ 

as a problem~the lowest percentage among EU countries. Many European emerging 

adults remain at home contentedly through their early twenties, by choice rather 

There is more to the changes fn relationships with parents fzom adolescence f~[J 

emerging adulthood than simply the effects of moving out, sta~ng hq}~e, or moving 

in. Emerging adults also grow in their abJlJ~ to understand their parents (~’ne~, 

Adolescence is in some ways an egocentric period (refer back to Chapter 8) and 

cents often have difficul~ taking their parents’ perspectives. They sometimes e~l~a~6:~)~ 

their parents harshly, magnifying thor deficiencies and becoming easily irritated by 

imperfections As emerging adults mature and begin to feel more adult themselves, 

become more capable of understanding how their parents look at things. They 

see their parents as persons and begin to realize that their parents, like themselves;¯ 

. There has been little research un sibling relationships in emerging adulth00d.{:ili 

(Aquilfno, 2006). However, one study of adolescents and emerging adults in Israel 

............................................ that emerg ing adults .qpent less time with their siblings than adolescents did but also f~l~ ~.:~ 

)~. _ ..: 
.. " .." . " more emotional closeness and warmth toward their sib,ings (Scha~ ot al., 

~: ."~:"~.. 
.: .... " ...... a~ rivalry were also reported to be less intense by emerging adults than by adolescen~;:~ 

" ~"~--:""~ 
’ 

’- " " Qd~litative analyses showed that emer’~ng adults had a moremat~e perception 

. .... .. : . relationship ~th their siblings than adolescents did, fn the sense that they were be~e~"~bl~.~: 

..:"... .. " " to ~derstand lheir s~lings" needs and perspectives. " .... : : " : 

...... :":?/: " :":": ’~-. ¯ ..... " " ...                               -. ¯ .. [fiendshigs .. 

"    " ’ port they may have received from their parents and s~blings. Even for ~heones 



home or remain home, they may rely less on their parents for social support as 

toward becoming self-sufficient and making their own decisions (Arnett, 
::Consequently, they may turn more to friends than to parents for companionship 

we have seen, intimacy becomes more important to friendships in adolescence 

had been in middIe childhood, and that trend may continue into emerging adult~ 

:In one study (Radmacher & Azmitia, 2006), early adolescents (ages 12-13) and 
. adults (ages 11820) described a time when they felt especially dose lo a friend. 

adults’ accounts contained more self-disclosure and fewer shared activities, 

to early adolescents. Among the emerging adults (but not the early adolescents) 

a gend~er difference. Self-disclosure promoted emotional closeness for young 
whereas for young men shared activities were usually the basis of feeling 

eness. 

kinds of things do emerging adults do with their friends? Much of their time 

r is unstructured socializing (described earlier in the chapter), [n activities such as 

’ each other informally and going out together. Some drink alcohol or use drugs 

and as we have seen earlier, unstructured socializing and substance use often take 
(Osgood, 2009). Emerging adults also participate in media-related activities 

such as watching TV or playing electronic games (Brown, 2006). Many enjoy 

sports or exercising together (Malebo et aL 2007). Overal!, leisure activities with 
; decline steadily in the course of the twenties as emerging aduRs form close roman- 

?s and begin to enter adult responsibilities such as stable work, marriage, 

parenthood (Osgood, 2009). 

 and Sexuality 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

What are some other reasons why leisure 
activities with friends might decline in the 
course of emerging adulthood, other than 

those mentioned here? 

~lain how romantic relationships and sexual behavior change during emerging ii[;.: LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

adulthood is a time of gradually building the structure of an adult life in love and 

cultures, explorations in love are part of this process, as emerging adults 

a series of romantic and sexual r~lationships in the course of deciding on a 

: 

!ARCH OF A SOUL MATE: FINDING A ROMANTIC PARTNER A key part of emerging adulthood 
g away lrom one’s family, not just geographically but socially and emotion. 

a new love partner, in marriage or another long-term romantic partner- 

Tanner (2006) calls this process "recentering." For children and adolescents, 

emotional 1ire s is within their family, ~th their parents and Siblings. For 

the center of their emotional lives is usually with a new family constellation, .mNnIy 

and usually childrenas well. Emerging adulthood is when the change 

as the center of emotional life is transfeYred from the ori~al family to a long- 

partner,.Parents:and:siblihgs ren~aidim [x~rtan[, of co~se. As we have seen, 
~ns ~th them .even improve in many ways. But ~e cen[er.of emotional life usually 

partner. ~ .... " " 
they talk about what they are looking for in a romantic pa~neg emerging 

world mention a~de varieW of ideal qualities (Gibbons ~ St~cs;:2004; 

~ Rapson, 2005). Sometimes these are ~slities of the person, the individual: 

.-a~ractive, or ~nny But most o~en they mention:’interperson~l:.quali~es, 

person brings ro a relationship, such ~s kind, caring, .loving, and .trustwoNSy. 

adults hope to find someone who will ~eat them :Well and who will be capable og 

mutu~Ily loving,.d~able rela~onship. ............ 

<~.Watch lhe Video Rules for Dating 

at MyDevelopmentLab 
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~)~Watch the Video Love in the 21st 
Century at MyDeve|opmentLab 

~[~Watch the Video Relationships and 

Love at MyDevelopmentLab 

In romantic relationships as in friendships, intimacy becomes more 

emerging adulthood than it had been in adolescence. One study investigated vie 

the functions of love relationships among early adolescents [sixth grade), late adoles, 

(eleventh grade), and college students (Roscoe et at, 1987). The early and late 

both considered recreation to be the most important function, followed by 

then status. In contrast, for the college students intimacy ranked highest, 

panionship, with recreation.a bit lower‘ and status much lower. A more recent 

ported similar results (Montgomery, 2005). O 
. .~t 

In addition to looking for intimacy, emerging adults also seek a romantic 

who will be like themselves in many ways. Opposites rarely attract; on the contrary, 

of a feather flock togethen A long line of studies has established that emerging 

like people of other ages, tend to have romantic relationships with people who are : 

lar to themselves in characteristics such as personality, intelligence, social class, 

background, religious beliefs, and physical attractiveness [Furman & Simon, 2008; 

Markey, 2007). Scholars attribute this to what they call consensual validation, which me, 

that people like to find in others a match, or consensus, with their own characteristic 

Finding this consensus reaffirms, or validates, their own way of looking at the world. 

more similar your love partner is to you, the more likely you are to reaffirm each 

and the tess likely you are to have conflicts that spring from having different views " 

preferences. O 
. 

THINKING CULTURALLY 

What are some cultural explanations 

for why cohabitin9 couples in Europe 

stay together as ton9 as married 

.. couples, but those in the U.S. often 

¯ " break up within 5years? 

don’t see how people can 

COHABITATION For many emerging adults in the West, the next step after forming an 

sive, enduring relationship with a romantic, partner is not marriage but moving in 

In the United States and Canada as well as in northern European countries, 

before marriage is now experienced by at least two~thirds of emerging adults (Kieman 

Lichter et al., 2010). The percentage is highest in the Scandinavian countries, where 

aI1 young people cohabit before marriage (Syltevik, 2010) 

unstable for young Americans. One study found that half of cohabiting~relationsh!ps 

less than a year, and only i in 10 coupIes were together 5 years later (Bumpass & Liu, 2000) 

contrast, cohabitin~ couples in European countries tend to stay together as long 

couples (Hacker, 2002). 

Howevec in Europe there are distinct differences in cohabitation between 

south (Kiernan, 2002, 2004). Emerging adults in southern Europe are considerably 

likely than their counterparts in the north to cohabit; most emerging adults in 

Europe live at home until marriage (Douglass, 2005), especiaEy females. Perha~ 

Catholic religious tradition in the south, cohabitation carries a moral stigma there thatit 

does not have in the north. Cohabitation is also rare in Asian cultures. 

a long tradition of sexual conservatism and virgini ,ty at marnage. 
get married without ¯¯living to- .~oun.q people ~hoosc to cohabit sometimes for. practical reasons--- two tog .,...... 

gerber. I wanted to make sure ¯live more cheaply than¯ two separately--and somethnes because they wish to enhance th[.": 

that she doesn’t throw her likelihood that when they marry, it will last..Indeed, in a national (American} survcy..~ 

.socks on top of the sink and if 
she puts.the top back on the 
toothpaste :and stuff. -All those 
little things. " Pete,. age 25(in 

..... Amett, 2004, p. .I08).. ’-"-’;, . 

20- to 29-year-olds, 62% agreed that ."Living together with someone before marr;a 

good way to avoid eventual divorce~’ [Popenoe & Whitehead, 200I). Emerging adults 

divorced families are especially likely to cohabit, ¯because .they are especially 

to avoid their parents"¯ fate (Cunningham & Thornton, 2007). However, cohabitation 

lore marriage¯ is related to higher rather than lower like!fhood of later divorce ( 

Kleinbaum, 2002; Kiernan, 2002, 2004). 

This may be because cohabiting couples¯ become used to .living together while 

raining separate lives.inma[iyways, especially financially, so that they are 

the cornpromises required .by marriage. Also, even before entering cohabitation 

...:... ing aduRs who cohabit tend to be idil’ferent from emerging adults who do no[, in ways 

cohabitation unmarried romantic partners li;~in9 are rela~ed to.higherrisk of.divorce--tess..religious, more-sk@~ical of. the institution,, 

together _ . marriage, and more acceptb~g of.diw~rce (Cohan &-Kleinbaum~ 2002; Stanley eL al.; 

- .i. ....    . . i ’:.... " . :,.......:. :.: " .: . . .. : .: .. :7..... .. ’ .... ¯ " " : ..:/~ 



However, one analysis concluded that cohabitation itself increases the risk of 

because it leads some couples who are not compatible to marry anyway, out of 

~ of cohabitation" [Stanley et al., 2006). 

In their sexual behavior as in other aspects of their lives, there is a great deal 

among emerging adults. The most common pattern among American 

24-year-olds is to have had one partner in the past year [Lefkowitz, 2006; 

& Uecker, 2011). However, emerging adults are more likelythan 

in older age groups to have had either more or fewer sexual partners. 

one-third ~of 18- to- 23-year-olds report having had two or more 

in the p~st year, but about one-fourth report having had sex 

all in the past year (Regnerus & Uecker, 20f!]. At the beginning 

adulthood, age 18, about half of Americans have had in- 

at least once, and by age 25 nearly alI emerging adults have 

rcourse at least once, but those who have their first episode 

relatively late tend to b~ "active abstainers" rather than 

lental abstainers" (Lefkowitz, 2006). That is, they remain.virgins 

er because they have chosen to wait rather than because they 

~portunity for sex. Common reasons for abstaining are fear 

fear of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), religious 

~oraI beliefs, and the feeling one has not yet met the right person 

(owitz et al., 2004; Sprecher & Regan, 1996). 

’Sexual behavior in emerging adulthood most commonly takes 

in the context of a close romantic relationship (Lefkowitz, 2006). 

emerging adults are more likely than adults in older age 

~s to engage in recreational sex or "hooking up." In one study, 

0f American emerging adult college students reported having at 

on~ episode of hooking up that included intercourse, and an 

48% reported at least one episode of hooking up that did not 

intercourse (Paul et aI., 2000). Male emerging adults are more 

thah females to have sexual attitudes that favor recreational sex. 

tend to be more likely than females to:be willing to have inter- 

with someone they have known for only a few hours, to have sex 

different partners in the same day, and to have sex with someone 

do not love (Knox et al., 2001). 

~isodes of hooking up are fueled by alcohol. In various studies, from one- 
one-half of eme[’g~ng adults repo~t having consumed alcohol before their most 

[Lefkowitz, 2006), and emerging adults .who drink often are more 
than others to have had.multiple sexual partners (Regnerus & Uecke~) 2011). The col- 

is especfa!ly conducive re hooking up since it brings together so many 

adults in a common setting that includes frequent social events that lnvolve 

(Sperbe[) 2001L 

~rit,’an. eme~’ging adults .are quite responsible about conl~’aceptive use, al- 

: all of" them. Only about 10% of’ sexually active emerging adults report 
~mg contraception, bu~ an,additional 35% of them report incoy~sis:~ent or ineffec- 

,gben & Williams, 2001; Regner’us & Uecker, 20!1). Over 80% of 

Iadults report..u.sing condoms during a hookup (Corbin & Fromxne, 2002; Paul 

¯ As a romantic ~:elatkmsh[p develops.between emerging adults, they often move 

]..condom use to ora! contraceptives, beqause they believe sex feels bctte~" without a 

or because switching to oral contraceptives signifies a deeper level of trust and 

[Hammer et al.~ 1996; Lefkowitz, 2006)....:.....               .: ........ 

have ¯been condt~cted in numerous countries that demonstrate the wide 

in cultural approaches to premarital sexuality around the world (Hatfield & 

Premarital sex in emerging aduIff~ood is 
accepted in some cultures and 1brbfdden 

in others. 
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Country Age Men (percent) Women 

Noway 20 78 86 

Germany 20 78 83 

Brazil 15-19 73 28 

Co/omb& 20 89 65 

Rapson, 2005). TabIe 9.5 shows some examples. Premarita! sex is common in We 

Em’opean countries. Rates of premarital sex are somewhat lowez~ in the countries oil 

America, although the large differences in reported premarital sex hy male 

adolescents in countries such as Brazil and Chile st~ggest that males exaggerate thei 

sexual activity or females underreport theirs (or both). Hnally, premarital sex is least 

mort in Asian countries such as Japan and South Korea, where the emph~asis 

wrginity before marriage is still very s[rong. Missing from the table are fi,q 

Arab countries no Arab countr.y allows social scientists to ask adolescents 

sexual behavior but ethnographic studies indicate that rates of premarital 

c~untries are even lower than in Asia because of the severe penalties for girls 

the prohibitjon (Davis & Davis, 2012). 

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS (STls) Emerging adults in Western cc 

view sex as a norma~ and en.ioyab~e part of ]ife~ but that does not rnea~ it is un 

~.:.....~..,~:5_ ........... i:......, ¯ : ..... .~ .-.:. atic. The long period be[ween the initiation of sexual activity i~ adolescence 

entry in[o marriage in young adulthood typically includes sex with a ser~es of 

partners as well :as occasional episodes of hooking up, and in the course of these 

unintended pregflancie9 are not unusual. A!though responsible con[racc~ 

::---:.: __. :. -. ¯ ¯ " the norm among emerging adults, h~consistent and ~neffective use of contracepti{ 

~:~Watch the Video Chsices: Good, 
Bad, Ugl~at MyDevelopmentLab 

common enough to make emerging adulthood the age period when both 

nonmarJla] childbirth are most common., across many countries (JOnes et al., 

et al.; 2001)i O 

Emerging adulthood isaIs0 the peak period for sexua~y transmitted 

(STIs), wh[ch are infections t~"~nsmitted through sexual contact, including 

human papilloma virus (HPV), herpes simplex vh’us 2 (HSV-2), and l-(IV!AIDS 

et aL, 2004). One-half of.STls inthe United States occur ~n people who are 

(Weins~0~}k et al.o 200~). R~ted Of STIs are highei- in emerging adulthood [han m any Og~} 

........ . life stage, in both.the U.-S. and Europe (Lehtirien et a]., 2006). 
¯ :: " "-- ¯ :- . :i :        " : .... Why are emerging adults p~rticularly a~ tick for STIs?. Although few emer~ng 

~.exually transrnitted infectioi] (STI) infection                                               -                                   , 
~:ansmitted throughs~XU~l~on~[~      ’..:.:..- ..". ’h~Ve-sex With.ntfme~’0us partnei% hoold~g"up Occasionally with atemporary 



~ common. Even if sex takes place in a committed relationship, most youthful love re- 

ds do not endure for long and pa~ners eventually break up and move on. In this 

~oung people (lain experience wi~ love and sex and see what it is like to be involve~l 

different people. Unfortunately, having sex with a variety of pec~ple, even within a 

iS of relationships, carries with it a substantial risk for STIs. 

symptoms and consequences of STIs vary widely, from the merely annoying (pu- 

or "crabs"] to the deadly (HIV/AIDS). Some STIs, such as chtamydia and HPV, in- 

the risk of infertility for women (Mills et a!., 2006). Fortunately, chlamydia can be 

effectively with antibiotics. Also, a vaccine for HPV is now available, and public 

advocates in many Western countries are vigorously promoting that adolescents be 

before they become sexually active (Kahn, 2007; Woodhall et al., 2007). Herpes 

2 cannot ~e cured, but medications can relieve the symptoms and speed up the 

~[ process when an episode occurs (King, 2005). 

of the mostly deadly diseases, HIViAIDS (see Chapter 2) has proven to be ex~ 

difficult to treat, because the virus has the ability to change itself and thus render 

ineffective. AIDS has been most devastating in southern Africa, where 10 of 

~ 1i new HIV infections worldwide take place (see Map 9.3; Bankole et al., 2004}. In 

incidence of new HIV infections has decreased among young people world- 

due to a decline in risky sexual practices such as having multiple sexual partners 

20!0]. 

years effective drug treatments for slowing the progress of AIDS have been 

)ed. The cost of these drug treatments was initially extremely high, but now the 

has declined and the drugs are widely available even in developing countries, mainly 

international aid organizations (UNAtDS, 2010). Prevention programs to reduce 

among emerging adults have now been conducted in many developing countries, 

i~ve been successful in changing young people’s behavior to reduce their HIV risk 

et al., 2004; Magnussen et at., 2004). 

~Watch the Video ~ntimate Danger 
at MyDevelopmentLab 

<~Watch the Video Nightmare on AIDS 
Street at MyDevelopmentLab 

~P-L~$imulate the Experiment AIDS 
Timeline at MyDeve|opmentLab 

of 

HIV 

More than 15% 

5.0-15% 

1.0-4.9% 

0.5-0.9% 

0,1-0,4% 

No data 
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Finding Adult Work 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE Describe the transition from school to furl-time work in Europe and the United Sta 

and explain why unemployment rates among emerging adults are higher than for i ::i 

older adults. 

the Video Career and 
Personality at MyDevelopmentLab 

As we have seen in Chapter 8, some adolescents in developed countries work 

but few of them see their part-tim.e jobs as the beginning of the kind of work 

to be doing as adults. The kinds of work adolescents do--waiting tables, washing ~ 

mowing lawns, sales clerking¯ and the like--are generally viewed 

sieur, not as forming the basis of a long-term career (Mortimer, 2004). Most 

adults, in contrast, are looking for a job that wilt turn into a career, a long-term occu 

something that will not only bring in a paycheck but provide personal fulfillment 

2005). 
Work in emerging adulthood focuses on identity questions: What do I reall~ 

do? What am I best at? What do I enjoy the most? How do my abilities and desires 

with the kinds of opportunities that are available to me? In asking themselves what 

work they want to dd, emerging adults are also asking themselves what kind of person 

are. In the course of emerging adulthood, as they try out various jobs they beg 

their identity questions, and they develop a better sense of what work suits them best.: 

(~)~[~Watch the Video Discover Me: 
Match Personalities to Careers 
at MyDevelopmentLab 

THE TRANSITION TO WORK What career did you imagine for yourself when you were I5 

old? At t5 ][ thought I would probably go into law, then politics. I never imaginedl " 

would become a.psychologist and a writer. I knew nothing of psychology until my first 

of college, and nothing about developmental psychology [my field) until after I graduat~ 

I worked as a guitar pla.yer and singer for 2 years after college as I tried 

do next, until I decided on developmental psychology for graduate school and set 

the path I am still on today. 

Many adolescents have an idea, in high school, of What kind of 

into (Schneider & Stevenson, 1999). Often that idea dissolves in the course of emerg~ 

adulthood, as they develop a clearer identity and discover that their high school as 

does not align with.it. In place of their high school notions many emerging adutts 

another career that does fit their identii~ something they really enjoy and really 

(Vaughan, 2005). 

For most American.emerging adults the road to a stable, long-term job is a long 

winding one, with many brief, low-paying, dreary jobs along the way. The averag 

holds seven to eight different jobs beLween the ages Of 18 and 30, and 1 in ~ young 

has over 10 different-jobs during this period 0J..S.Department Of Labor, 2005). 

Some emer~/ing adults engage in systematidexPl0ration as they ~ook for a 

path [hat t6ey wish to settle lnto for thelong terrn. They think about what the 

d o, they trya joi~ 0t a college major in"that ~f-e~ tc~. :see if the fit is right, and 



ob, at least you find out what you do not want to do. And there is also the pos- 

as you drift through various joins you may happen to drift ~to one you enjoy, 

r clicks. 

at least half of young people in developed countries now obtain tertiary edu- 

some form, a substantial proportion of emerging adults finish their education 

schoo! and enter the workplace. What are the work prospects like for these 

adults, and how successfully are they abIe to make the transition from schoo! to 

’ the most part, they struggle to find work that pays them enough to live on, much 

work that is the ideal for many emerging adults. Because the econ- 
)ed countries has shifted from manufacturing to information, technology; 

:vices over the past half century, tertiary education is more important than ever 

that pay well. Those who lack the training, knowledge, and credentials 

by tertiary education are at a great disadvantage in the modern economy. In the 

If of the 20th century, emerging adults with no tertiary education were "in a free-fal! 

earnings and diminished expectations" [Halpern, 1998, p. xii), and their pros- 

not improved in the early years of the 21st century. 

anything that can be done about the dismal job prospects of emerging adults 
no tertiary education or training? Richard Murnane (an economist) and Frank 

scholar on education) have researched the job skills needed by these emerging 

order to succeed in the workplace (Murnane & Levy, 1997). Murnane and Levy 
observations in a variety of factories and offices to gain information about the 

iobs now available to high school graduates and the kinds of skills required by 

They focused¯ not on routine jobs that require little skill and pay low wages 

most promising new jobs available to high s~hool graduates in the changing 

the promise of career deve!opment and middle-class wages. They 

six basic skills are necessary for success at these new jobs: 

:,~:i.’i:iAt first I majored in jo.umal- 
ism. Then/got a part-time job 
at a preschool. They asked me 
to teach a three-year-old dass- 
room and I did it and I loved 
it and / thought "You know, 
this is what I need to do, " So 
I changed my major to educa- 
tion. t love teaching, I can’t 
imagine doing anything else. 

--Kirn, age 23 (in Arnett, 2004, 

r at a ninth-grade level or higher; 

¯ math at a ninth-grade level or higher; 

ii:.~olving semistructured problems; 

g orally and in writing; 

computer for word proc4ssing and other tasks; 

g in diverse grdups. 

~:]~} goo.d news is ¯that all six of what Murnane and Levy. (1997) call the new basic 

~[~o{~ld be taught to-adolescents by thetime they ]eave high school. The bad news 

~~t many American adolescents currently graduatefrom high school without learn- 

[h~m- adeq~]~j~. M~’~"nanc and Levy focused on reading and math skills because 

a>d the skills on which the most data are available. Th ey Concluded that the data 

~1 a distressing picture: close to half of al? 17-year-dials cannot read or do math ak 

eve! needed to succeed at the new jobs 2"he ¯half who do have 

{~":~k{!!F ~re a~so tile half" who are most likelyto go to co]lege 

{~.}_than seeking full-time work after i~igh.schoo]. More recently, 

hane and LeW [2004) focused on the gyowm9 importance of 

~uter skills, again concIuding that bigh schools are failing to 

~ide adolesCents with the knowledge they need to succeed in the 

[:economy.               ... 
~f.course, this ~oes not mean thatthe current.sikmtion cannot 

[{}a.nged. ~ere is certainl~ no reason that Mgh. schools co~d not 
~ected to require that students masfef the new basic skills by 

~’#me the~ g~’aduate. "15e res~s 9f M~nane .and Levy% research. 
L ;i:. -. .. 

Today, high-paying manufacturing jobs are 

scarce in developed countries. 



une~apleyrnent work status of adults who are no~ 
in school, arenot working, and are looking for a job 

suggest that it may be wise for administrators of high schools and job-training program 

to revise their curricula to fit the requirements of the new information- and technoh 

based economy. 

UNEMPLOYMENT Although most young people in developed countries are able to find a 

once they leave high schoo! or college, this is not true for a!! of them. In both Europe ¯ 

the United States, the unemployment rate for emerging adults is consistently t~4dce as 

as for adults beyond age 25 0Nolbers, 2007). In both Europe and the United States 

ployment has been found to be associated with higher risk for depression, 

emerging adults whq lack strong parental support (Axelsson & Ejlertsson, 2002; Bjarnas0i 

& Sigurdardottir, 2003; H~im~ii~iinen et al., 2005). The relation between 

depression has also been found in longitudinal studies (Dooley et al., 2000), which indic~ 

that unemployment leads to depression more often than being depressed makes it hard~ 

find a job. 

To say that someone is unemployed does not just mean that the person does 

have a job. A large proportion of young people in their late teens and early 

are attending high school or college, but they are not classified as unemployed becaU~ 

school is considered to be the focus of their efforts, not work. People whose time is mait 

devoted to caring for their own children also would, not be classified as unemployed 

Unemployment refers onlyto people who are not in school, are not workin g, and are loo 

for a job. 

This status applies to a substantial proportion of young people in the United 

Figure 9.1I shows the unemployment rates for young people in their late teens and 

twenties. As you can see from the figure, unemployment is especially concentrated amongii 

Black and Latino emerging adults. Also, unemployment is extremely high among young 

people who drop out of high school. Over half of high school dropouts aged 18 to 21 are: 

unemployed (NCES, 2009). 

What explains the high rates of nnemployment among minority .qrq,ups? This was 

always the case. Consider [hat in 1954, the teenage unemployment rate for Blacks was 

only slightly hfgher than for Whites f6.5% for Blacks, lower than it is today, and 

3O 



(Quillian, 2003). To a large extent, the explanation for. the change 

si!ifting .employment patterns in the American economy. Over 

several decades, as the economy has become more strongly 

on information and technology rather than manufacturing, 

of jobs available to unskilled workers has diminished 

~ (Murnane & Levy, !997; Qui!lian, 2003). The daysare gone 

Umted States when stable, high-paying jobs were plen- 

[:in settings such as automobile factories and steel’ mills. 

most of the new jobs, and certainly the best jobs, 

people to have at least a minimal level of informa- 

{skills such as basic math knowledge and ability to use 

~se skills come from education, and young African 

ericans and Latinos tend to obtain tess education than 

Whites or Asian Americans. This is especially true 

as educational attainment is lower among Latinos 

Whites, African Americans, or Asian Americans 

lii & Hamikon, 2006). Among African American adoles- 

dropout rate from high school is only slightly higher ..... :~.. 

’for Whites, but the proportion of Blacks obtaining a college degree fs only half as 

for Whites (NCES, 2011). Without educational credentials, gaining access to jobs 

new economy is difficult. 

idia Use 

¯ Unemployment rates in emerging 

adulthood are especially high among 

African Americans and Latinos. 

Here, young African Americans seek 

opportunities at a job fain 

(plain how emerging adults use the Internet and mobile phones to maintain social LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

a big part of the lives of t0day’s emerging adults. They have grown up in a time 

innovation in the way media products are delivered and consumed. Media 

Brown beIieves their media experiences are so distinctive that they merit the 

media generation": 

are the first cohort to have grown up !~arning their ABCs on a keyboard in 

computer screen, playing games in virtual environments rather tha~ their 

or neighborhood streets, making friends with people they have never and 

never meet through e~tnaiI chat rooms, and creating custom CDs for themselves 

their friends. This new media environment ls dramatically different from the 

which thei~ parents_grew up because it !S. more accessible, more interac 

and more under their control than any other ever known before." (Brown, 

adults’ media-use fs diverse, from television and reco~’ded music to elec- 

the Intern~t, and mobile phones. There is surprisingly little research on 

¯ adultsf uses of televisionandmusic; perhaps because of an assumption that the 

~e media are more profbund for children an~J adolescents. Instead, research 

~cused mainly on Internet use and mobile phones.     - 

~rnoiqg emerging adults. In a survey of Inter- 

.g persons ages 18 and over in 13 Countries in Eul-ope, Asia, and the Americas, 

% among 18- to 24-year-olds in all countries but one (World Inter- 
2008J FL[rth~~0#e, in all countrid~"][nte}net use was hi.qher among emerging 

in any other age g~oup..: .......... ~. ......... .-.. - 
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For what purposes do you use the [nternet? The possibilities are as varied as" 

content of the Internet--virtually infinite, in other words--but most college students.u,. 

the Internet as part of their education, to research topics they need to know about 

courses (Selwyn, 2008). The Internet can be extremely valuable as a way to find inform~i 

. rich, but like other media forms its effects can be negative at the extremes of use. 

study of college students in the UI< found a negative correlation between grade 

mance and hours per week spent online (Englander et al., 2010). Another study, 

college students in eight universities, found that heavy Internet use 

week} was related to poorer academic performance as well as to symptoms 

(Huang et aI., 2009). The Internet is also sometimes misused for the purposes of ac~ 

cheating, for example downloading answers to a digital device during an exam 

Lilly, 2009; Stephens et al., 2007). 

The use of the Internet for social-networking websites such as Facebobk 

highly popular among emerging adults. Facebook was originally developed by a ’: 

for college students, and college students and other emerging adults are still the 

users, although it has rapidly become widely used by adolescents and adults as welt 

(Baker & Moore, 2008; Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008}. Facebook is by far the most 

ular social-networking website, surpassing 750 million members worldwide in 

Among 18- to 29-year~olds in the United States, 72% use social-networking websit~[!;!’ 

the same rate as for teens and nearly twice the rate of persons age 30 and older [Lenha~[ 

et ai., 2010]. 

Social-networking profiles are an arena for identity presentation and reflect(t]i:[ 

prominence of identity issues in emerging adulthood (Davis, 2010; Mazur & Kozariaf~: 

2010). Users of social-networking websites construct a profile describing thernsei~[ 

containing irWo~-mation about topics such as their family, their romantic partner [if thq~ 

have one), and their interests (Magnuson & Dundes, 2008). Most profiles als0 inciu~te!~ 

photo (Hinduja & Paichin, 2008). Many users have a blog linked to their profile, whe~i 

they record their thoughts and feelings and experiences. Users can individualize. 
. 

site’s template by changing the layout, design, and colors, or by adding photos, poem~ 

videos and links to other websites. Page design images, and links are expres~i(~:!i 

of seIf that enable users to communicate a style and personality (Stern, 2002; 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

tf you have a Facebook profile, how does 

your profile reflect your identity? What 

kindof image are you seeking to projec~ 

......... ~)~h~:s~-~ might view your profile, 

and Why? 

et al., 2008). 

Having a profile also allows users to maintain and expand their social 

Emerging adults use the sites mairily to keep in touch with old friends and curre 

and to make new ones (Etlison et al., 2007; Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008). This 

especially imp0~ar{tf{~ ~m~rging adulthood, because emerging adults 

and the network of friends they formed in secondary school. Furihermore, 

adults frequently change educational settings, jobs, and residences. Socia1-het%4~rkifi 

websites allow¯ them to keep incontact withthe fder~ds [hey leave behind as they 

through:~e~gif~g adulthood; and tO make new frieni]s in each new place ( 

.et al., 2008). 

¯ .: - Another. corm~on use of the Internet among emerging adults is¯to gain access 

nography. Although pornographic .rnagazines and movies have existed for 
" the:invention, of the. lnferfiethas made po#ri6gra~shic material much.~asier to 

fact, ofall the many uses Of¯the tnte;’net, the number One use" 

.."--~ ’". - : . .-. ..... measured hy number ¯of¯hits, number 6f websites, or t 

: ...... 2008), 

- i:.] " .... - .... ........ ¯ : .. !n ~he:.United states, u~e of theInterri~t for pornography¯is Widespread among¯ 

.. ing adults.¯ In a stu{~.0~[c0.l!ege students at six sites.aro und the country,. 87% of the. 

. ~odal-netwoiking wel~site websiie that allows - men .and 31%-O,f young:women Tepo[’~ed viewing Inter’net P.ornogz’aphy    . 
¯ #e6p[e"to.~faSl{#~.~ndn4aintain elett{oni~contact 2008)..Notably, 67% 6f the young rner~ ’and.49%.of.the:young wofnen agi:ecd that 

.... ...... ing p.ornography is acceptable, which means lff~at many O£ the young men who. rep! ..with a.wide social group,¯¯¯¯¯-:.¯ .::. 



did not view this behavior as acceptable, whereas many young 

did not view pornography believed it was acceptable to do so. Viewing por- 

iwas related to risk behaviors, specifically sexual risk behaviors and substance 

~ourse this is a correlation rather than causation; it does not show that viewdng 

c~uses ~merging adults to take sexual risks. 

of Swedish emerging adults found even higher rates of viewing Internet per- 

among young men and women (H~ggsbSm-Nordin & Hanson, 2005). Ninety- 

of young men and 72% percent of young women in this study had ever 

7raphy. V~ewing pornography was related to reported experiences of having 

with a friend, and to earlier timing of first episode of sexnal intercourse. 

study by this ~’esearch team (H~iggsirSm~Nordin et al., 2006), Swedish 

"adults expressed mixed feelings about pornography viewing. Thdy described it 

and pleasureable to view, but also expressed the concerns about the submis- 

degrading ways women are depicted in pornography and the Separation of sex 

PHONES Like the Internet, the pervasiveness and popularity of mobile phones has 

past decade, and like the Internet, mobile phones are especially popular 

adolescents and emerging adults (Madell & Muncer, 2004). For example, mobile 

are used by over 90% of 18- to 24-year-dials in Sweden (Axelsson, 2010). In the 

93% of 18- to !9-year-dials own a mobile phone, a higher rate than in any 

group (Lenhart, 2010). Mobile phones are used by young people not only for 

someone and talking the way other phones have long been used but also for text 

which involves typing a message on the mobile phone screen and sending it 

an e-mail message is sent. A study of Japanese adolescents found that they used 

~{Sbile phones much more often for text messaging than for talking (Kamibeppu 

2005). More than half of those who owned a mobile phone sent at least 10 text 

to ~heir friends, Similar results have been found in V~estern developed 

(Axetsson, 2010). 

te phones resemble e-mail and social-networking websites as a way for 

emerging adults to remain in contact With each other when they 

} i6ng.Th~ s~d-~]~0rias ~:~ ~)~n%:~~ple are no longer 
divided into time with family and time with {fiends or ~t school. Rather, the 

world Of friends to be a nearly constant presence in 

ted evidenceso far indicates that young people enjoy the way 

^~ media allow.them G kee~ in ~t0t~ch Wi~th~ir f[ieJids[ inon~ study in Italy, 

~orted many of their happiest moments took place while communicating 

or using tbei~~ mobile phoiies-(Bassi--&-.Antonella. 200~).. ,_ 

adUltsin-Swedenr~ported that they-were in contact 

moved out of.their parents" household often 

~phoneS t0keep in contact With their pa~entS. 

&: M0b~% . 2010),. St~idents 

~ in touch with their paretitS as they Went about theft busydays at 

g forParental:S[~pp6~t W~il~"atso gMng them:.r00m ~o run their 

text messaging form of communkation on mobile 
phones that involves typing a message on the 

screen and sending it 

digital device electronic device that allows contact 
via phone and text message as well as access to 

the Interneto videos, television, and direct video 
conversations 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

in the days before mobile phones, college 

students may have been in confact with 

their parents a few times a month by 

letters or telephone; now the rate is 

13 text messages a week ~lus phone 

calls and e-mail messages, What are 

some possible consequences, positive 

or negative, of todayfs pattern of more 

frequent contact? 
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WHAT HAY%YOU LEARNED? 

2. 

3. 

In what ways do emerging adults tend to view their parents differently than 

adolescents do, and how does this change influence relations ~dth parents? 

:.t ~ .,: 

friendships in adolescence? 

W’ny are rates of abortion and nonmarital childbirth highest ~n emerging 

adulthood? 

What are the main differences between adolescents’ and emerging adults" 

expectations for work? ..... 

How can the popularity of social networking in emerging adulthood 

by emerging adults" developmental needs? 

Section 3 VIDEO Media Use in Emerging Adulthood Across Cultures (Length:¯ 



 mming Up 
~tudy and Review at MyDeve|opmentLab 

~isten at MyDevelopmentLab Listen to an audio file crf your chapter at MyDevelopmentLab 

Name the five developmental.features distinctive to 
emerging adulthood, 

.Emerging adulthood is the age of identity expIorations, 
the age of instability, the self-focused age,, the age of 
feeling in-between, and the age of possibilities. 

:Describe some of the ways emerging adulthood varies 

iamong cultures, with specific reference to European 
iland Asian countries. 

iEmerging adulthood is longest and most leisurely 

9.4 Summarize college students’ sleep patterns and the 
main elements of sleep hygiene. 

College students" sleep patterns are often irregular 
and disrupted, so that they accumulate a large sleep 
debt during the week and then try to compensate on 
weekends. Part of the problem is that they tend toward 
eveningness in their twenties, whereas the older adults 
who set emerging adults" work and class schedules 

¯ tend toward morningness. Good sleep hygiene includes 
waking up at the same time each day, getting regular 
exercise, and limiting caffeine and alcohol consumption. 

[~ Europe, where education often lasts wellL~to the . ¯ . : .... 
twenties and the median age of entering man’iage and 
i..parenthood is around 30. Cohabitation is especially high 
i;in northern Europe, and living with parents through 
imost of the twenties is common in southern Europe. In 
i!Asian countries, emerging adults balance their identity 

~ explorations with a sense of obligation to familyl They seek 
}(:to become capable of suppo~Ling their pa~ents, which is 
iseen as a key marker of becoming an adult. Emerging 
[adulthood is rare but growing in developing countries. 

[:N~me the indicators that emerging adul:thood iS a 

if:period of peak physical functioning. 

.iEmerging aduithood is a time of peak physicaI 
~ifuncttonmg as md~cated m measures such as VOz max 
ii!,gnd grip Strength. However, many emerging adults ~eel 
!i!~ss .than optimally healthy and energetic due to lifestyle 
i factors such as poor nutrition, lack of sleep, and the 

9.5 Explain Why young drivers have the highest rates of 
crashes, and name the most effective approach to 
reducing those rates. 

Rates of automobile fatalities are high in adolescence 
and emerging adulthood due to a combination of 
inexperience and risky driving behaviors, but have been 
reduced substantially by GDL programs. 

9.6 Explain why rates of substance use Peak in the early 
twenties and then @dine.                ,~ 

Substance use rates peak in the early twenties primariiy 
because this is when social control is. !owest. The decline 
in substanceusein the late twenties and beyond i~ 
primarily due to taking on new social roles such as 
spouse and parent, which provide new sources of social 

[~t~ain of balancing SChool and wbrk 0bligati0ns. control. " . 

tERMS ¯ : ....... ’ ¯ 
i:.: ." . 

graciuate~l driver ¯unstructured Socializing p. 413 . ~xp. 407 e~eni~gness:p.~08 ....... . ¯ ¯ 
licensing (GDL) p 4! I 

growing ~bilitiesof ptagm~fi~ allOW " "- 9~8"~-Outline the de~elOpment of reflecti~e judgment.in 

adults to become better at addressing tea!- -. Perry’s theory, 

ms..: ..... ..: ..... : .... : ....... . .. i . WillifiN Perry found that college studentsf:r6flective - ..... 

contrast to the thinking of formal.operatioffs, judgment developsthrough stages of dualistic thinking, 

~asizes scientific approaches t0.problems, multiple thinking, relativism, .and commitment but other 

recognizes that the ~r0blems people .: . research indicates this pattern is due more to education 

449 ....... 
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9.9 Compare and contrast the tertiary education systems 
and college experiences in developed countries. 

Participation in tertiary education has risen dramatically 

in recent decades. A majority of emerging adults now 
obtain tertiary education in most developed countries, 
with women consistently attaining higher educational 
achievement than men. Countries vary greatly in their 
tertiary education systems, with Europe the most 
structured and Japan the least. 

9.10 Name the various long-term benefits of tertiary 
education.                            ..., 

Tertiary education has been shown to have many 
benefits, occupationally and financially as wel! as 
personally. Benefits include 

verbal and quantitative skills as well as. non-acaderrfi 
benefits such as developing 
definite values. 

KEY TERMS " : 

post-formal thinking p. 416 dialectical thought p, 417 tertiary education p. ,418 

pragmatism p. 4 t6 reflective judgment p. 417 

9.11 Describe the course of self-esteemfrom adolescence 
through emerging adulthood and explain the reasons 
for this pattern. 

Self-esteem often rises for emerging adults because 
they have movedbeyond some of the difficult issues of 

adolescence and tl~ey have more control over their lives. 9,15 

9;12 Describe the various forms identity development can 
take in. emerging adulthood, arid consider patter.n~ of ....... 

Religious beliefs and practices decline in emerging 
adulthood, reachfngtheir lowest point in the life span, 

Emerging adults tend to hold highly individualized 
religious beliefs rather than adhering to a traditional 

doctrine. 

......... .cultural and ethnic identity. 

Explain why emerging adults have often been at the 
forefront of political movements, and contrast this wi 
their involvement in conventional politics. 

Political participation is low in emerging adulthood 



ain how romantic relationships and sexual 
avior change during emerging adulthood. 

emerging adults often¯seek ~ "soui mate" who 

with their own identity. However, 

~ian countries dating relationships are discouraged 

adolescence and emerging adulthood and parents 
often deeply involved in the choice of a marriage 

er. Cohabitation is now normative in most Western 
}s 

as enduring as marriages, but in the United States 
[ typicalIy dissolve w~thin a year or two. Worldwide, 

1,aduIts’ premarital sexual behavior varies 
¯ ac~oss countries and cultures. STIs are more 

emerging adulthood than inany other age 
including chlamydia, HPV, herpes, and HIV/AIDS, 

is HIViAIDS because it is fatal 
because it is alarmingly prevalent in some African 

,scribe the transition from school to full-time work 
Europe and the United States, and explain why 

’ment.rates among emerging adults are 
]igher than for older adults. 

RMS 
identity stereotype p, 430 
424 cohabitation .o. 438 

model p. d25 sexuallytransmitted 
infection (STI) p. 440 

9.20 
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Emerging adults tend to seek identity~based work that . 

fits their abilities and interests. In developed countries 
the best jobs require tertiary education, and emerging 

adults often struggle in the job market because they lack 

basic sldlls as wee as educational credentials. Across 
developed countries unemployment peaks in emerging 

adulthood. In the United States, unemployment is 
especially high among African Americans and Latinos 

because they are more likely to lack educational 
credentials. 

Explain how emerging adults use the Intemetand 
mobile phones to maintain social contacts. 

Today% emerging adults are the "new media generation," 
having grown up with the Intemet, and they eagerly 
adopt new technologies such as mobile phones. Many 
emerging adults use the Internet for social networking 
and to access pornography. Mobile phones are used 
for phone calls but they are more often used for text 
messaging. 

unemployment p÷ 444 

social-networking website p. 445 

text messaging ~. 447 

digital device p, 447 

Test 
and Review at MyDevelopmenti,ab 
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5. Researchers who study young drivers have found that 

a. increased parental monitoring does not redUCe 
automobile accidents because adolescents spend so much 
time with their friends. 

b. driving curfews have been found to reduce their crash 

involvement dramatically. 

co inexperience is the only factor found to be significantly 

correlated with accidents and fatalities. 

d. the best way to reduce automobile accidents and fatalities 

is for parents to encourage the:r children to gain more 

experience driving with their friends who have taken 

driver’s education and who will serve as role models for 
safe driving. 

b. students become less ethnocentric in their political 
social views. 

c. females obtain mostly academic benefits, whereas maI, 
obtain nonacademic benefits. 

d. males become more confident socially, whereas 
report a slight decrease in social confidence. 

For most people, self-esteem 

a, rises during emerging adulthood. 

b. declines during emerging adulthood. 

c. stays about the same as it was in adolescence. 

d, declines during the first half of emerging adulthood 

increases in later emerging adulthood. 

6. Binge.drinking                              " 

a. peaks in emerging adulthood in the United States, but not 
in Europe where adolescents are often allowed to drink 

alcohol with their meals, 

b. has not been studied longitudinally because of the 
difficulty getting IRB approval to ask about alcohol use 

among high school students. 

c. is highest among single mothers in their early twenties 

who do not go to college. 

d. is more likely among emerging adults than those in other 

age groups because they spend more time in unstructured 
socializing. 

7. Dialectical thought 

a. relies strictly on emotion in solving rea!-life problems. 

b. has been found to characterize emerging adults m 
individualistic cultures more than those in collectivistic 
cultures..                       . 

c. refers to the need for. explaining human actions in terms 

Which of the following ethnic identity statuses is reflected 

the idea of the American "melting pot?" 

a. assimilation 

b. marginality 

c. separation 

d. biculturalism 

Which of the following is true of gender-related evaluations~ 
of work? 

a. Generaliy, research indicates that college students 
evaluate women’s work performance 
men’s. 

b. College students evaluate work done by someone of th, 
o-¢m gender h~gher than work done by someone of th~ 
opposite gender. 

c, Some studies have found that evaIuat~gns can be 
especially harsh when a person’s behavior violates - 
stereotypical gender expectations. 

of logical principles. 
d, involves the growing awareness that problems_.gf~.e._~...h_~_v.~ ........ " _ .d._L~d~.r.:[e.!ff_e_.~ e,v.,a~ti?,flS ..do.no} :d_,el~._e.~}.d, ?~ ........ 

........................... n(~ Ci~rct~solt~i~n .............................................. cnaractensncs m me evaluarors, SUCh as me~r age. 

8. Reflective judgment                                        114. Which ef the folIowing best describes religious beliefs in 

a, is a synonym fo~ dualism..                        " -        - emerging adulthood? 

" ........ b, increases over time for ~J1 emerOing adult[’ ~ga:re~ult 0f .... ~i, ’There’is an overall decIine in }eligibles b~ha~of 

" " [n atttrati6r~: regardless0f th eir edUcg~i~fi~I ~fick.i~round or refigioU[ beliefs f[orn adolescence to emerging 

the skills requit~edirf-their joB. - " .............. b. Emd}girig adults are not tolerant of re[igious dif’fe~rendCs! 

¯ .: d, is more likely to~ieve]~p incul[ures~f)fi]u~ p~.~Falism, " doct~:ine Of their faith    " - ’: 



are most likely to be living on their own 

’ than with their parents in their early twenties. 

Latinos 

African Americans 

White Americans 

,n Americans 

19. Based on Murnane and Lev~i’s (1997) researcl~, wlaici~ 0~ 
the following is NOT considered one of the six hasic skills 
necessary for success at the most promising new jobs 

available to high school graduates in the changing economy? 

a. being able to communicate in wdting 

b. being able to collaborate in diverse groups 

c, being able to read at the ninth-grade level m: higher 

d, being able to conduct statistical analyses 

decline steadily in the course 6f [he tWenties." " " - " " 20~ Based on the current research, which is a true statement 

~cline for women, but no{ for.men fn the Course of the 
about mediause in emerging adulthood? 

" ¯ - - .... ¯ : a. In all counties, Internet use is higher among adolescents 

i: increase slightly in the course of the twenties.’..::.-. ¯ . ¯ .. 

~tay atabout the sameievel in the Course ofthe tWen’iie~ 

.as they were during adolescence. .... 

emerging adults are more likely titan females to " ’i _ 

~ative attitudes loward recreational sex. 
c. 

sUffer severe punishments if they have premarital sex. 

be willing to have intercourse with someone they have 

known for only a few hours.           " 

.:have sex in the context of.a close romantic relationship.. 

than among emerging adults because increased 
responsibilities among emerging adults reduce time they 

can spend online, 

Social networking profiles are a way for individuals to 
express their identity, 

Most emerging adults prefer face-to-face interactions 

to social contact via the Internet, therefore, use of social 
networking sites has decreased in the past few years as 

the novelty has worn off. 

Cross-cultural research has shown that more women than 
men view pornography on ihe Internet. 
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AT             M~3E BECAME A YOUi~IG ADULT= It had 

¯ been ~i::i:g’~ piocess, 11 years in all In his culture, the Samburu of 

Kenya, in East Africa, the process of reaching manhood [s long and 

highly ritual~zed. It begins with a public circumcision ritual at about age 

14. Nkembe remembered it well, how difficult ~t had been to suffer 

the cutting of the foreskin of his pen(s before a crowd without fiinch~ 

~ng. But he had come through it with honor, and had become a junior 

warrior ~or ~ years, dudng which he was w~th ~h~ other ~unio~ warriors 

nearly all day every day, learning how to hunt, take care o~ cattle (the 

main source of Samburu wealth and 

econom#c activity), and protect his faro 

Jly and his tribe. At the end of 5 years .!=,~"~’"’ ";~’,:: ,, ~:: c:7 ’~ , ...... ~:- ~*~; ~ #’".~ ,~.~, 
¯ ¯ there was a naming ceremony, in which 

Nkembe and the other boys became se- 

nior wardors and received a new name 

to denote their h~gher status. Now, 6 

years latel; he had lust had his bull ~:er 

emony, in which he had sacrificed a bull 

and shared the meal:with al~ the people 

in. his community. It had taken Nkembe several yea~s to save enough 

money to buy the bul~, but ~t had been worth ~ to show that he was 

capable of providing for a wife arid children. Now that he was consid- 

ered a worthy man, he would be at)owed to marry and have children, 

and t0 join the council of e~ders in making de(isk~ns ~mpo~tanI: to the 

comn~unity (Based on Gilmore, 1990). 

At age 17, A~er became a young adurt She had m~rded her hus- 

band the previous year; a young man who had grown up in the same 

Turkish village as she did, and now they had been blessed With a child,; 

a boy who would carry on the family line. It all happened so fast! Some- 

times it seemed to her like just yesterday that she was playing with 

other girls in the village square, with adurt responsiblities the furthest 

thing from her mind. Ther~ at age i5 she had "come into her blood," ::. 

beginning her monthly menstruation, and soon after she was married 

to Kemal, just before he left to complete his mandatory military service. 

She had sot known him well before the wedding--the marriage was 

arranged by their parents and she still felt sometimes that they barely 

knew each other, as he had been away 

with his military unit for most of the :~ 

time, And now they were not just wife 

and husband but mother and father! Yet 

Ayfer knew that her own mothd had 

roamed even younger; at age 14, and 

her father at 16. Although her husband 

was away, she lived with t~er fathd- and 

mother-in-law, and her mother-in-law 

was kind to her and seemed to know all 

about how to keep babies safe and healthy." With the hel~ of others, 

Ayfer was confident she would be ready far the challenges of her young 

adult life. (Based on Detaney, 2000). 

At age °~O, Kichi became a young adult. By then she had been 

emerging into adulthood for a !ong time, ove~ a decade, but this is 

not unusual in .lapan. She had changed )obs several times dL~ring 

twenties, mostly different kinds of o[fice work. Eventually she decided 

.to get more education, and took a training course at a junio~ c 
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become a medical technician. Now she had been working in a hospital for ~everal years, and she 

was a capable and reliable worker, However, stable work was not what had ~nade her feel lately 

like she had at last reached adulthood. Perhaps it was the decision to move out of her parents’ 

home and find an apartment of her own. Perhaps it was the awareness that living on her own 

would mean taking on s lot of the daiIy responsiblities she had never had to worry about before. 

Whatever the reasons, Kichi had mixed feelings about reaching young adulthood: Although she 

took some satBfaction in being able to stand on her own and live an independent life, she also felt 

that life had been eas~er in many ways when her parents took care of her and she did not have to 

make so many decisions for herself. (Based on Rosenberg, 2007.) 

As these examples show, there are many ways of reaching young adulthood, and many 

ages at which the entrance to young adulthood can be marked. A key reason for the cultura 

va(fations in age of reaching young adulthood is that some cultures have a period of emerging 

adulthood in between adolescence and young adulthood and some do not (see Chapter 9). 

Emerging adulthood exists in developed countries like Japan, where most people obtain tertiary 

education and the ages of entering marriage and parenthood are close to 30. However, emerg- 

ing adulthood does not exist as a normative period of the life span in developing countries like 

Turkey, especially In rural areas, where few young people continue education beyond secondary 

school and the median ages of entering marriage and parenthood are in the late teens. Where 

there is no life stage of emerging adulthood, young p..e.ople develop directly from adolescence to 

young adulthood in their late teens or very earty twenties as they take on adult work and begin 

a new family. 
A further complication is that the passage from emerging adulthood to young adulthood 

can be said to take place when a person meets culturally-accepted criteria for adult status but 

these criteria vary ,widely among cultures. In the examples just presented, the Samburu consider 

young men to have entered adulthood when they comptete their 1 l~year warrior training (young 

Samburu women enter adulthood earlier, when they reach menarche); rural "lurkish culture consid- 

ers full adulthood to be reached once a young couple has their first child; and the Japanese, like 

people in other developed countries, tend to view adulthood as occurring gradually, through the 

attainment of a variety of criteria that denote independence and self-suffidency. 

Afthough the timing of the beginning of young adulthood has many cultural variations, 

most of this chapter will focus on the age period from the ]ate twenties through the thirties. We 

begin with a Ioo~. at the cultural variations in conceptions and criteria for entering adulthood 

and at the major physical changes and health issues associated with young adulthood. In 

Section 2 we’ll focus on cognitive changes, including adult intelligence, expertise, and creativ- 

ity. We’ll close the chapter with a rev’ew of the emotional and social growth that occurs in young 

adulthood in the contexts of romantic relationships, becoming a parent, work, community 

involvement, and media use, 
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In your view, what marks ~he attainmen~ 

of adultf~ood for yourself? For off~ers, 

generally? 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

What Makes an Adult? 
Do you feel that you have reached adulthood? Yes, no--maybe? Depending on your age, 

this may or may not be a difficult question to answer. I remember when I first fe~t I had 

reached adulthood, t was in my early thirties, and I had just started what felt like my first 

"real job," as a junior professor at the University of Missouri. I was living with m2        . 

(now my wife), which was the first time t had ever lived with a romantic partner; and we:: 

had bought a house. FeeEng adult for the first tfme made me wonder when other poop!, 

felt that way, and what criteria were irgportant to them tn marking adulthood- This 

curiosity inspired a long line of research by me and others that will be described 
give away the plot, but it turns out that most people in most cultures feel 

twenties (I was a little stow[) and have different reasons for feeling adult than t did. 

. As noted fn Chapter 1, for adult life stages there are no clear age divisions 

end of one stage and the beginning of the next. Marking the beginning of young 

es pedally corn plex and ch allenging. If yot~~g adulthood could be said to begin 
fio[~s into stable adult work, marriage, and parenthood--whfch is one definition 

commonly used in the social sciences--then young adulthood may begin as early as 

teens, espec ally in developing countries, or as late as the earl~t 

countr’ies. But where does this definition of adulthood leave people who 

become parents? And what if adulthood is not defined by adul~ work, 

hood, but by entirely di[-’fe~’ent criteria’? Wha [ does it mean to reach fu]l adult . 

does a person know when the transition to adulthood is complete? First, let’s examine. 

mort cultural themes in how the transition to adulthood is viewed, then 

The ion to Adulthood: Cross-Cultural Themes ... 

Name the three top criteria for adulthood according to     people ..... 

Sometimes I feel like I’ve reached adulthood, and then I’ll sit down 
directly from the box, arid I keep thinking, ’Tll know I’m an adult when I 

cream fight out of the box anymore-" ¯. ¯ But I guess in some ways I feel 
adult. I’m a pret~ responsible person. I mean, if i say I’m going to 

it. Fh~ancially, I’m fairly responsible with my money. But there are still ti~e{ 
thf~k "I can’t believe I’m 25/A lot of times I don’t really feel l~ke an 

’ Lisa, age 25 [Arneg:’~ 



In the pas~ decade, many studies have examined what young people ir~ various 

countrigs view as the key markers of the transition to adulthood. The results of the 

studies have been remark.ably similar, in countries including the United States (Ar- 

nett, 1998a, 2003; Nelson, 2003), Argentina (Facio & Micocci, 2003),.Czech Repubiic 

(Macek, 2007), Romania (Nelson et a]., 2008), Austria (Sirsch et al., 2009], the United 

Kingdom (Horowitz & Bromnick, 2008), Israel (Mayseless & Scharf, 2003), and China 

(Nelson et a!., 2004). Across these stddies young people from their early t~ens to 

their late twenties agreed that the most important markers of the transition to adult- 

hood are {1) accepting responsibility for oneself, (2] making independent decisions, 

and (3) becoming financially independent, in that order. These three criteria rank 

highest not just across cultures and nations but across age groups, ethnic groups, 

and social classes (Arnett, 2001, 2003, 201!]. 

Note the similarity among the top criteria: Al! three are characterized by indi- 

vidualism; that is, all three emphasize the importance of learning to stand alone as a 

self-sufficient person without relying on anyone else (Arnett, 1998). The criteria for adult- 

hood favored by emerging adults in developed countries reflect the individualistic values 

of those societies (Douglass et al., 2005; Harkness et al., 2000). 

The Transition to Adulthood: Cultural Variations 

li l Summarize the cultural variations in criteria for adulthood. 

Financial independence is an ~mportant 
criterion for adulthood in many cultures. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

In addition to the top three criteria for adulthood that have been found across cultures, 

studies have ~ound distinctive cultural criteria as well. Young Israelis view completing mili- 

¯ tary service as impoptant for becoming an adult, reflecting Israel’s requirement of manda- 

tory military service~[Mayseless & Scharf, 2003). Young Argentines especially value being 

able to support a family financially5 perhaps reflecting the economic upheavals Argentina 

has experienced for many years (Facio & MiccocJ, 2003). Emerging adults in Korea and 

China view being able to support their parents financially as necessary for adulthood, re- 

flecting the collectivistic value of obligation to parents found in Asian societies (Naito & 

Gielen, 2003; Nelson et al., 2004). In India, emotional self-control is one of the top criteria 

for adulthood (Nelson, 2011). This is consistent with the collectivistic emphasis in Indian 

culture on consideration of the well-being of others (Kakar & Kakar, 2007). 

\4rhat about traditional cultures? Do they have diffeFent ideas about what marks the 

beginning of adulthood, compared to developed countries? The answer appears to be yes. 

Anthropologists have found that in virtually all traditional, non-Western cultures, the tran- 

sition to adulthood is dearly and explicitly marked by marriage (Schlegel & Barry, !991). 

It is only after marriage that a person is considered to have attained adult status and is 

given adult privileges and responsibilities. In contrast, very few young people in developed 

countries consider’ marriage to be an important marker of the transition to adulthood. In 

fact, in developed countries marriage ranks near the bottorn in surveys o[’ ipossible criteria 

for adult status (Arnett, 201I). 

What should we make of that contrast? One possible interpretation would be that 

traditional cultures elevate marriage as the key transition to adulthood because they prize 

the collectivistic value of interdependence (mutual obligations) more highly than the indi- 

Vidualistic value of independence, and marriage signifies that a person is taking on new 

interdependent relationships outside the family of origin (Arnett, 1995, !998; Shweder 

et al., 2006). Marriage is a social event rather than an individual, psychological process, and 

it represents the establishment of a new network of relationships with all the kin of one’s 

marriage partner. This is especially true in ~radifional cukures, where family memDers are 

more likely than in the West to be close-knit and to have extensive daily contact with one 

another. Thus, cultures that value interdependence view marriage as the most important 

marker of entering adulthood because of the veays marriage confirms and strengthens 

interdependence. 
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ewly married couple of the Masai 

ple of Kenya. Why is marria.ge 

~ortant for adulthood fn traditional 
~res but not in the West? 

~ffagtUdy and Review 

t MyDeve|opmentLab 

Still, these conclusions about traditional cultures are based mainly on the 

Of the anthropologists who have studied them. If you asked young people in 

directly about their own conceptions of what marks the beginning of adulthood, 

you would get a variety of answers other than marriage. For example, Susan 

Douglas Davis (2007) asked young Moroccans (aged 9 to 20), "How do you know’ 

grown up?" They found that the two most common types of responses were (1) 

emphasized chronological age or physical deveiopmen< such as the beginning Off 
hair among boys; and (2) those that emphasized character qualities, such as . 

self-contro!- Few of the young people mentioned marriage, even though Davis 

vis (2007) stated that in Moroccan culture generally, "after marriage, one is 

adult" (p. 59). This suggests that further investigation of young peoK 

transition to adulthood in traditional cultures may prove enlightening, and t 

may not match the conceptions of adulthood held by adults. 

t WHAT IIAVEYOU L ED? 
1. Why is it complicated to mark the beginning of young adulthood? 

2. What common value is reflected in the most widely supported criteria for 

’ adulthood across cultures? 

3. What criteria for adulthood appear to be important in traditional cultures and. !~: 

why? 

4. How do young peoples’ conceptions of adulthood differ from the ob~ 

researchers who have studied them? 

sical Functioning  and Health ,, 
As described in Chapter 9, emerging adulthood ts the life stage of peak phys 

in~ in terms of Strength, stamina, react{on time, and athletic performance. 

adulthood, physical functioning remains h~gh. True, the peak of athle~c performance 

passed by the early thi~ies fn most spo~s (~runer et al., 2010). However, for ordinary 

ple, li~le .decline in physical f~cttoning takes place through the thirties in most 
Like emerglng adulthood, young adulthood is a time when the immune system . . 

and susceptibtt~W to ~ost f~ectious d~seases is low. Fu~hermo~e, young adults 

!~ely as emerging adults to engage in risky behavior[, Such .as excess substance use-~ 
....... unprotected sex with a series of partners (Patrick et al, 201!): Nor are young a~ 

y~tf0r t~e ~e~ of diseases th~L occur ~ r~ddle and lat.er adulthood, such as 
heart d~sease. ~together, .yom~g adultho~3d is t~me of healthy physica! 

. .~ . . most people.            - Even though most people detec[ li~le change in physical functioning in 

h~0d the. ag[ng~f6e~s begins in yo~g adulthood in many wa~s that b~ 
toward the end of ~is stag~ and the :beginning of m ddle adulthood. Issues 

and 05e~ity ais0iigeifi [r~0Aance.". .. .:" ’~": . " "" ’ . ." ’ 

Aging Begins ¯. .... .. :........ ::..... .... ... ’: ................. 

OBJECT[vE ~ ~ SpeCifY the s’gns °f 1~e 5’gin"ing °f’~hysit’’ aging a rid whenthey appear 
6b~S indicato~th,t ag{~,g ~d~ns-~~o~n~ adu~[h00d is 

..... ¯ sthem0st .. ¯ ." -" " ¯ >. .. .. : ", eo lethis 

" " : ’"-." " ~ el in when.me~ urs.t u~..~t~<0. ~ . <..: .:.:... ¯. ¯ Pq9pie. v~...~}~:n~::5.~;{x 2610~ yon~g adulthO68 ig als0 the hfe stag.e wnen 

, _~=.. ........ . .................................. 
- begins to thin, for both mei~. and Women, and the.tialrline begins lo recede 1 

..- . .    :.:....... ~....: .... ....... :... ..... 



especially men with a European heritage. About half of men of European background 

!: perienee substantial hair loss by age 40 (Ellis & Sinclair, 2008]. 
In cultures that value a youthful appearance, methods have been developed to conceal 

the physical changes in hair that accompany young adulthood. Women in many cultures 

color their hair, in part to conceal the gray hairs, and sometimes men do, too. tt is esti- 

mated that one-third to one-half of adult women in the West and in Asia color their hair 
(Mendelsohn et el., 2009). Men who begin to go bald in young adulthood often believe it 

diminishes their physical attractiveness and many seek hair replacement therapies and 

hairpieces (Cash, 2009). 

Changes in skin and muscle tone also influence physical appearance. Levels of human 

growth hormone gradually decline in young adulthood and beyond, causing the skin to be- 

come looser anc~ the amount of muscle mass to decrease. Other skin changes cause wrin- 

kles to appear, especially around the eyes, forehead, and neck. People with white skin tend 

to exhibit skin aging earlier than people with darker skin tones, especially if their skin has 

been often exposed to direct sunlight in their younger years (Jackson & Aiken, 2006]. Like 

the aging of hair, aging of skin is resisted by some people in cultures that value a youthful 

appearance, through methods such as plastic surgery or skin creams (McCutlough & KeIly, 

2009). 

Most of the other physical changes that are part of aging are more subtle in young 

adulthood. The heart muscle starts to become more rigid, but this is not noticeable except 

during times of intense physical activity when there is a decrease in the maximum heart 

rate, which in turn decreases the amount of oxygen that the heart can deliver to the body 

(Heywood & Getchell, 200"~). Deposits of cholesterol and fat begin to accumulate in the 

arteries of the cardiovascular system, especially in people whose diets are high in these 

substances, but there will be little risk for cardiovascular disease until midd]e adulthood 

(Daviglus et al., 2004). 

Like the cardiovascular system, changes in the respiratory system are subtle and grad- 

ual in young adulthood. Rigidity gradually develops in the tendons and muscles of the 

lungs, chest and ribs, which leads to a decrease in vital capacity (the maximum amount of 

air that can be contained in the lungs). Consequently, vital capacity decreases beginning at 

age 25~ but only at about 10% per decade (M.aharan et eL, 1999). In young adulthood, this 

decline would be noticed only in strenuous physical exercise. 

The immune system also shows sign of aging in young adulthood. As noted, it is stron 

gest in emerging adulthood, and consequently rates of a wide range of illnesses and ~is- 

eases are low. During young adulthood the immune system remains strong, but declines 

in ways that may not yet be detectable. The thymus, a gland in the upper pa~t of the chest, 

gradually reduces its production o£ disease-fighting T tells, ceasing entirely by age 50 

[Malaguarnera et el., 2001). Production of: B cells, another type of immune cell that origi- 

- narcs in bone marrow and produces antibodies to destroy bacteria and vlruses, also de- 

dines (lssa, 2003). A].so, it takes longer to recover from injuries in young adulthood than it 

did in emer.ging adulthood (Houglum, 2010). 

The first gray hairs appear in the thirties 
for m ost people. 

Overweight and Obesity 

Explain how obesity is defined, its causes, its consequences, and the keys to prevention, 

For nearly all of human history, obtaining enough food has been a problem. Today, 

people in many developed countries are facing a different kind of food problem: :not 

too little food but too much, especially too much food that is loaded with fats and sng- 

arm Perhaps onr phylogenetic (species) history of being threatened with food scarcity 

or even star%atk)n gave us a genetic legacy of finding satisfaction in foods laden with 

fats and sugars (Markham, 2009]. Such fbods were ha~’d to come bY until recently, and 

our’ bodies were ready to load up on them when tt~e rare opportunity came along to 

consume them. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

T cells irnrnune cells produced by the thymus that 
fight disease in the body 

1~ cells immdn~ celts thai originate in bone 
marrow arid produce antibodies that destroy 
bacteda and vkuses 
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Today the risks of food scarcity and starvation are low in developed countries, Yet ~ 

satisfaction we find in consuming fats and sugars remains, so many people indeveloped " 

countries have a problem with oven~,eight or obesity. As noted in Chapter 7, the medical 

definition of overweight or obesity is based on a person’s body mass fndex (BMI), which is 

a ratio of height to weight (Cente~-s for D~sease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2009). For :!: 

adults, the BMI thresholds for overweight and obesity are different than for children (see" 

Chapter 7), An adult with a BM! of over 25 is classified as overweight, and an adult with a 

BMI over 30 is obese. }:or example, adults who are 5 feet 9 inches (175 crn) tall Would be 

considered overweight if their weight exceeds 168 pounds (76 kg) and obese if they are 

over 202 pounds. A more detailed examination of BMI’s measurement and limitations is 

presented in the Research Focus: What is "Overweight"? What Is Obesity . feature. 

RESEARCN FOCUS What Is "Overweight"? What Is "Obesity"? 

Several 
chapters of this book address the issue of obesity, 

and all use body mass index (BMI) as the measure of it. 

£MI is a measure of the ratio of height to weight, which 

seems clear and unambiguous as a measure of overweight 

and obesity. Actually, however, the mea- 

surement of overweight and obesity is a 

bit more complicated than it might seem 

at first glance. 

BMI is calculated using this basic formula: 

weight/height2, So, if the measurements 
are in kilograms and meters, the formula is 

kg/m2. However, if the measurements are in 

pounds and inches, a conversion factor of 

703 is also required, as follows: lb/in.2 x 703. 

(To calculate your BMI automatically, go to 

http://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/assessing/ 
bmiiadulLbmiienglish_bm[_catculator/bmi_ 

calculator.html.) 
BMI is used as a measure of overweight 

and obesity because it is an indirect measure 

of body fat. That is, the higher a person’s 

BMI, the more body fat they are likely to 

have in proportion ~o their height.. Body fat 

is, in turn, related to a wide variel:y Of heafth :~. ::. 
risks, from high blood pressure to diabetes 

to heart attacks and strokes, and even to 
some forms of cancer (CDC, 2011). However, BMI is only an 

indirect measure of body fat. For most people i1: indicates body 

fat accurately, but there are exceptions. For example, highly 

trained athletes often have high BMls because their weight is 

relatively high for the4r height--but their extra weight is muscle, 

not fat, Also, some people have a BMi that is below the oveF 

weight range, but they nevertheless have high levels of abdomi- 

nal fat--that is, a roll of fat right around the 

midsection--and abdominal fat is a predic- 

tor of health problems. 

Another issue in the use of BMI as a 

measure of overweight and obesity is the 

cut-off points: 25 for overweight and 30 for 

obesity, There is, obviously, nothing magic 

about 25 or 30 that make the~ ideal cut-off 
points. A person with a BMI of~’31 is not no- 

tabby more at-risk for health problems than a 

person with a BMI of 29 is, even though the 

first is classified as "obese" and the second is 

not. But the classifications help adults to have 

a general idea of whether or not their current 

weight is within the healthy range. 

Finally, there may be ethnic differences 

:::: i: that should be taken into account. For ex- 

ample, Asians generally have higher propoP 

tions of body fat than non-Asians who have 

the same weight, For this reason, some re- 

searchers have proposed that the BMI over- 

weigh~ and obesil:y cut-offs should be k)wer 

for people of Asian backgrounds than for o~hers (Gall@her,. 

2004). However, currentfy the 25/30 BMI cut-off points are used 

as the inlernational standard. 

basal metabolic rate {BMR) amount of energy the 
3ody uses when at rest 

CAUSES OF OBESITY As we have seen ]n Chapter 7, obesity is a problem even for children 

in many countries. }toweve~: young adulthood is a c~’ucial time for the developmer~t of 

obesi .ty. An important physiological change takes place beginning at age 25 in the basal 

metabolic ~’ate (BMR], which is the amount of energy the body uses when at rest (Peki- 

lainen et.al., 2008). From age 25 to 50 the average person’s BMR declines as a natural part 

of the aging p~’ocess. This change makes i~ easier to accumulate weight, because the body ¯ 

no longer burns as many calories when resting. Even to maintain the same weight from .. 



~e late twenties through the thirties, a young adult would have to eat less or exercise more 

or both) with each year. 
Consequently, young adulthood is a stage when many people whose weight was in the 

-~ealthy range become overweight or obese, and many of those who were already over- 

weight become even heavier. A national American study involving thousands of adoles- 

:ents, known as the National Study of Adolescent Health (see Chapter 8), followed them 

ongitudinally from their teens to age 24-32 (Gordon-Larsen et al., 2010). Over that time, 

)besity rates increased from 13% among the adolescents to 36% by the time they were 

/oung adults. There were substantial differences by gender and ethnic group, with obesity 

¯ aCes higher among females than among males (across age periods], and higher among 

~atinos and African Americans than among Whites. Rates of obesity in young adulthood 

~¢ere highest of ali among African American women (55%). 

Another biological contributor to weight is genetics. Even when eating the same diet, 

)e~)ple will vary in how much weight they take on or off (Salbe et al., 2002). Studies of 

wins show that weights are more similar in monozygotic (MZ) twins than in dizygotic (DZ) 

wins, even when the twins grow up in different families (Collaku et al., 2004). Researchers 

~ave found that a specific protein, leptln, is involved in weight levels in both animals and 

~umans [Zhang et aI., 2005). Leptin is released by fat cells to signal that the body has had 

~,nough to eat, and it also influences BMR. Animals and humans with relatively low leptin 

evels become heavie~; have a higher percentage of body fat, and lose weight more slowly 

bllowing a reduction in food intake. 

Rates el: obesity vary cjreatty worldwide, as Map 10.1 on page 464 shows, and are 

~trongly correlated with affluence (International Obesity Task Force, 2008). The countries 

~ith the highest rates of obesity are also the wealthiest countries, the developed coun- 

ries. Rates of obesity are lowest in Africa, the poorest region in the world. Obesity rates 

~re increasing in some developing countries, such as China, along with economic growth 

Caballero, 2007). Another contributor to obesib, in developing countries is the adoption of 

/Co(tern foods containing unhealthy levels of fats and sugars [Bhargava, 2008). When I vis~ 

ted China a few years ago, in the urban areas there were Kentucky Fried Chicken outlets 

~verywhere you looked--not exactly a source of healthy food. 

Within developed countries, the opposite pattern often prevails: People in the low~ 

~st socioeconomic classes, with the least money, have the highest rates of obesity (Ball 

~rawford, 2005). What explains this paradox? The main reason appears to be that in rich 

;ountries, unhealthy foods are cheap. Methods of food p~’oduction and preparation 

~xtremely efficient in developed countries, so it is possible for even relatively poor people 

n these countries to obtain high-calorie foods and meals at a low cost. A second important 

’eason has to do with socioeconomic status (SES) differences in cultural beliefs and values. 

<~Watch the Video You Are What 
You E~t at MyDeve|opmentLab 

<~_wa$¢h the Video Urban Sprawl and 
Obesity at tVlyDevelopmentLab 

THINKING CULTURALLY 

Given that the adoption of Western 

junk food is contributing to weight 

problems and dental problems.in 

developing countries, do you think 

it is ethical for junk rood’Companies 

to market their products fn these 

countries? 

People in developed countries frequently 

eat fast-fbod meals high i~ fats and sugars. 
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~ prevaIence 
among males over 
15 years old 

40% or more 

30-39% 

20-29% 

10-19% 

0-9% 

No data 

Map I0. I ~ Adult Obesity Rates Worldwide {Men) Obesity rates tend to be higher in developed countries than i~ 
developing countries.What cultural and economic factors might influence obesity rates? How does the adult obesity rate in the 

compare to the childhood obesity rate as shown in Map 7.1 ? 

In developed countries, people at higher SES levels are the ones most likely to embrace 

values of a healthy lifestyle that includes eating organic and low fat foods along with regu- 

lar exercise (Bove & Olson, 2006; Caballero, 2007). The relation beha, een SES and obesity 

is stronger for women than for men across developed countries, and,weaker for African 

Americans than for other American ethnic groups, for unknown reasons (Ball & Crawford., 

2010; Beydoun & Wang, 20!0). 

Rates of obesity have risen dramatically in developed countries in recent decades, 

pecially in the United States and Canada (CDC, 2010; Vanasse et al., 2006). There are many 

reasons for this increase. People beg.an eating more. In one study that compared the di- 

ets of American adults in 1970 and 2000, women ate over 300 calories more per day in 

2000 than in 1970, and men increased by more than 150 calories per day (lNat[ona! Center 

for Health Statistics [NCHS], 2004). A combination of more working single parents and 

more dua!-career parents made the nightly home-cooked dinner less common [Shot, 2002). 

Consequently, more of’what people ate over this time was "fast food" high in fats and sug- 

ars, such as hamburgers, hot dogs, pizza, and soft drinks (Critseh 2003). People have also 

engaged in less pt~ysica! activity over recent decades (Donatello, 2004). With a decrease in 

manufacturing jobs and an increase in jobs related to information and technology, more 

jobs revolved.sedentary work [Howley, 2001). Television became the main evening leisure 

acdvity,displacing more active pursuits such as gardening and sports (Proctor et al., 2003). 

OBESITY CONSEQUENCES AND REMEDIES Obesity places people at risk for a variety o[’ health 

problems in young adulthood and beyond. Common problems resulting from obesity in 

young adulthood are high blood pressure, diabetes, sleeP disorders, and digestive prob- 

Iems (Calle et al., 2003; Gregg et al., 2007). There are social consequences as well. In the 

workplace, y~ung. ~du/}s who a~’e obese may be the target of teasing,¯ ridicule, and discFimi- 

nation (Cart & }:riedman, 2005). People who are obese have more difficulty than others in 

finding a romamic pa[~ner in young adulthood, and young adult women who are obese are 

more likely than other women to be depressed [Me[ten &Wickrama, 2008). 

kr~:~e28::effecfive Ways for people to lose weight once they have become overweight 

or obese? CeAainly there is no shortage of diet books, programs, foods, drinks, pills, and 

even surecries pr~}~lsing an enthusiastic :~S to tMs question. The reality, alas, ~s consider- 



less encouraging. No doubt some diet methods work for some people. Overall, how- 

most people who embrace a strategy to lose weight end up at their original weight 

heavier within 2 years (Vogels et al., 2005). Although there is a vast range of diet 

research comparing methods has failed to show that one is more effective than 

[Tsai & Wadden, 2005). There is no magic method for weight loss. The conclu- 

’research on how to lose weight is dauntingly simple (but at least it’s free): eat less, 

lier (fewer fats and sugars), and exercise more (Annunziato & Lowe, 2007; Bray & 

)agne, 2004). 

,ortance of Exercise 

ain the benefits of exercising, and the negative effects of not exercising, in young 

most people in developed countries spend their work days sitting down rather 

and harvesting or fetching water and firewood, or performing repetitive 

~"a factory, they obtain little physical activity unless they seek ~t out. Children are more 

active than adolescents, and physical activity continues to drop through the 

~s and thirties across developed countries (Gordon-Larsen et aI., 2010; Weiss, 2004). 

y6ung adults who do exercise regularly, there are many benefits, especially if it is 

exercise that substantially elevates the heart rate for at ]east 30 minutes (Yu et al., 

exercise includes activities such as running, swimming, and aerobic dancing, 

I as a wide range of sports such as soccer and basketball. Aerobic exercise promotes 

weight, because it reduces body fat (Bray & Champagne, 2006). It also increases 

~ metabolic rate for several hours after exercise, which means that they continue to 

long a~ter they have stopped exercising (Janssen et a!., 2004). 

enhances health in other ways as well. Longitudinal studies have shown that 
r exercise in young adulthood reduces the risk of a variety of illnesses and diseases 

adulthood, including diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and several types of can- 

2005; Tardon et al., 2005). A study that followed adults in Denmark 

death rates were lower for those who maintained regu- 

adulthood and for those who increased their levels of exercise from low to 

or high (Schnohr et al., 2003). 

also mental health benefits f~om exercising. It generates brain chemicals 

~l~ins that¯ provide a pleasurable feeling and increase well-being (Corbi~ 

)[..P..~ople who exercise regutariy have lower rates of anxiety and depression 

~ :Biddle, 2002). 

benefits, most adults in developed countries do not take par[ in regular 

in the United States and Canada (Sallis et al., 2009). Health authorities 

exercise at a moderate4o-vig0rous level fbr at least 20 minutes at least 

~k:. Onl~ about 20% of American and Canadian adults exercise at that level or 
edian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute, 2002; U.S. Dept of Health and 

2005). One-third take part in lighter or less frequent exercise, 

Virt~lt}.lly never exe~’cise. Adults at lower SES levels exercise less than those at 

for a wriety of reasons including less access to health facilities [which 

and less safe neighborhoods [Wilson et a]., 2004). Across SES groups, 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

lew levels of participation in exercise, if it has so many benefits? A 

exptaflation is the busy pace of modern life, especially in young and middle 

’.). ~lhink about what daily life is like for a typical 35-year-old woman 

count~.. She gets up early in the morning to go to work, which in- 

most of the day. At tl3e end of the work day, after driving through 

home to experience what psychologist Reed Larson calls "the 

[.I.arson & Richards, 1994). She greet( her husband and children and 

then it’s time to make din nen-They make dinner and clean up, 

aerobic exerdse exercise that revolves vigorous 
movement that substan[ially elevates the heart 

rate for.at least 30 minu[es 

enctorphins brain chemicals that provide a 
¯ p easurable feeling and increase welFbeing 
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APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
. ., as a Policy Maker 

Suppose you were charged with devising 

a program to increase the frequency 

of exercise among young adults in 

a communib/ What would be one 

component you would include in the 

program and why? 

~=-~_~Study and Review 
t MyDevelopmentLab 

then the kids need help with their homework, or they need to be driven to music lesSOns or 

soccer practice or some other event. Then the kids need a bath, then she puts them to bed, 

which includes reading them a story. After they fall asleep, she and her husband drowsily 

watch a half hour of television in bed before falling asleep, exha~sted. 

Exactly when was she supposed to squeeze in some exercise in there? Maybe she could 

have given up that half hour of television to jog around the block a few times, but you can 

hardly blame her if she didn’t. 

Now imagine that she’s a single morn and has to deal with all the family and household 

responsibilities all by herself. It is not surpt’ising that daily exercising would be even less 

likely. This is part of the explanation for why exercising is less likely fn low-SES groups+ 

Single mothers are far more likely than married couples to have low incomes, for the obvi~ 

¯ ous reason that they have onIy one income supporting the family4 not two. Because single 

morns also bear aIl the household responsibiIit[es, they have even less time for exercise 

than married young adults do. 

Although dieting generally has poor resuIts, the prevalence of obesity is inspiring inten 

sive research efforts to develop medications that will prevent weight gain or promote weight 

loss. So far, none of them has proven to be very effective and they are not widely used (Bolen 

et al., 2010). It is also possible that new foods will be developed., possibly through genetic 

engineering, that will be just as tasty as high fat, high-sugar foods but without causing 

obesity. However, there is no sign that such foods are likely to be developed any time soon. 

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED? 
1. How does the immune system change during young adulthood? 

2. Where are rates of obesity highest, and why? 

3. How have rates of obesity changed in recent decades, and why? 

4. What are some of the physical and social consequences oi~ obesity? 

5. Which methods are effective for reducing obesity and which are 

Section Stress About the Future: Gary (Length: 5:32) 

with roots: [n.vietnam. :.,-. 



ult Intelligence 
the focus of most research concerning cognitive development is on either ad- 

cos in childhood or declines in old age, young adulthood is also a time of important 

cognitive development. Various kinds Of intelligence may advance and decline 

different ways. 

Scores and Career Success 

mmarize the extent to which lQ scores in childhood and adolescence predict career 

success in young adulthood. 

~ence tests administered in childhood and adolescence (see Chapter 7) are moder~ 

correlated with school success, and they are often used in school settings to identify 

and adolescents who have learning disabilities. IQ tests predict success in adult- 

as well. One meta-analysis of longitudinal studies on intelligence found that scores 

~0n IQtests in childhood were a powerful p~ed~ctor of income and occupational stat.u.s ~n 

’aduitheod (Strenze, 2007). Adults who score in the lowest 25% of the distribution o~ IQ 

tests are l~kely to have trouble performing most kinds of adult work successfully, especially 

work that involves the use of information and technology. Adults who score in the highest 

~5% of the IQ distribution often do well in their careers, in terms of income, advancement 

Longitudinal studies of children with high IQs show that IQ is a strong predictor of 

success ~Benbow & Lubinski, 200% For e×ample, Louis Terman, one of the original 

of the Stanford Binet test, began a study in the ! 920s of 1,500 children with 

h IQ scores, of 140 or higher (the median ~Q for the population as a whole 

study followed these "Termites" (as they came to be called) for severaI decades 

adulthood, along with a comparison group of" children with average IQs. As a group, 

Termites had a great dea! of educational and occupational success, with dozens of pat- 

hundreds of books, and many other achievements to their credit G~rman & eden 

They were also less likely than the persons in the comparison group to have per~ 

~roblerns in adulthood, including alcoholism, diw)rce, and mental disorders. Since 

Classic study, other studies of children with except[ona!ly high IQs have confirmed its 

Benbow & Lubinski, 2009). Similarly, a k)w IQ in mfdd]e childhood is predictive 

performance and other difficulties in the present and future (McCartney & 

: 

Nevertheless, ther’e is much about career success in adulthood teat IQ scores do not 

[Labouvie-VieI; 2006; ftode et a]., 2008). As we have seen in Chapter’ 9, the kinds 

LEARNING OBJECtiVE 

(~L~Wat~h the Video Correlatior~s 
Between IQ Scores of Persons 
of Varying Relat[onsh 
at ~tyDevelopn~entLab 

[Watch the Video lvlother-Cl~ild IO 
Correlation at ~AyDevelopmemtLab 
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of problems encountered by adults in their work--or their personal relationships--rarely 

have the kind of simple, definite solutions IQ tests reward. The problems adults confront 

are often complicated, and require the ability to make decisions despite having insu~clertt 

or ambiguous information. Furthermore, different cultures emphasize different aspects of 

intelligence, as we wiI1 see next. 

Cultural Conceptions of Intelligence 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE Describe the different components that cultures include as part of their conceptions of 

intelligence. 

Although the body of research on IQ showing a relation between IQ and adult career suc~ 

cess is large, nearly all of it is concentrated in developed countries, and some scholars have 

asserted that people in non-Western cultures may have quite different ideas about what 

constitutes intelligence. Foremost among the scholars promoting a broader, more cultur- 

ally based view of intelligence is Robert Sternberg, whose triarchic theory of intelligence 

we explored in Chapter 7 (Sternberg, 2004, 2007; Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2004, 2005). 

Sternberg’s review of intelligence as conceptualized across cultures finds a great deal of 

variety. Among Chinese ac~ults, for example, intelligence includes features such as humil- 

ity, self knowledge, and freedom from conventional standards of judgment (Sternberg & 

Grigorenko, 2004). 

Studies in various African cultures show a common theme that intelligence includes 

skills that help promote group harmony and social responsibilities. For example, adults 

in Zambia emphasize cooperativeness and obedience as qualities of intelligence ($erpell, 

1996). tn Kenya, adults include responsible participation in family and social life as impor- 

tant aspects of intelligence (Super & Harkness~ 1993). In Zimbabwe, the word for intel- 

ligence, ngware, literally means to be prudent and cautious, especially in socia! relations 

(Sternberg & Grlgorenko, 2004). In both Asian and African cultures,,a common theme of 

conceptions of intelligence is that it includes sociaI elements as well ~ cognitive elements 

such as knowledge (Sternberg, 2007). 

Sternberg (2004) has also argued that intelligence includes practical aspects, applied to 

the problems and challenges of everyday life. This was demonstrated among the Yup’]k, a 

Native Alaskan culture whose daily life is based mainly on hunting and fishing, in a study 

led by Sternberg’s frequent collabo~~tor Elena Grigorenko [Grigorenko st al., 2004). Gri- 

gorenko and colleagues (2004) began by interviewing adults and elders in Yup’ik culture 

about the knowledge required fo~ per[~rmance in the situations encountered in everyday 

life among the Yup’ik. From these interviews the researchers developed a test of Yup’ik 

According to Sterttberg, knowledge of 
hunting and fishing is a component of 
intelligenc’e in some cultures. Here~ a 
Yup’ik hunter takes aim at a whale. 



¯ 1. Herbs and berries. ~ can usually find the most atsalugpiat (doudberries/salmonberries) 
in the 
a. grass far from the water+ 
b. hiIls that appear dry. 
c. hills that appear green. 
d. grass near a pond or marsh.* 

¯ :i:::: :2: ~iShing and fish prepara~io~.JUiie likes t~ make ~luflaqs (S~ited 

?:: family. SUlunaqs are made from :: ] :-:: :’: ::: . i .: ":: :=::. ::i ..: 
:,:: .a.¯trout. ¯ . :: :. .:"..:.. :: :.: .: ..... : ::i : :i :!’,: b:: pike: ¯, ::,-~,, : 
i:::.: . c, kingP... .::: :":: . :: : :: ,:. ’ :":. 
;.:~.::- : d: tomcod:. : : . (.:":.:. ~ 1:,,i::::: ::;i: 

3. Knowledge of weather. When Eddie runs to collect the ptarmigan that he’s just shot, 
he notices that its front pouch (balloon) is fulf of ptarmigan food, This is a sign that 
a, there’s a storm on the way.* 
b, winter is almost over. 
c. it’s hard to find food this season. 
d. it hasn’t snowed in a long time. 

Note: Asterisks indicate the correct answers. 

¯ Sou[co: Grigorenko et al., 2004. 

:::practica] intelligence (sample items are shown in Table I0.1). Adolescents in the study 

:.!were given this test of practical intelligence as well as standard IQ tests. The researchers 

;wed adolescents, adults, and eiders about the qualities most valued among the 

people, then asked the adults and elders to rate the adolescents on these qualities, 
~ing the following questions:                                                  , 

1. Of the adolescents on your list, who is the most um~artuh" (a good thinker, one Who 

comes up with novel solutions to problems and uses the mind to survive)? 

2. Which of the adolescents on your list is the most qigcikJuki tegganret (respectful of 

" .-.. elders)? 

:. 3. Who is the best " 

3.1. picult" [great hunter)? [for boys only] 

3.2. cayunaiklguq (seamstress, cook, housekeeper)? [[br girls] 

¯ :!_~ terms of the kinds of knowledge and skills considered adaptive in the culture we 

studied, we believe our measure was of intelligence in d;e sense in which the 

The results indicated that there was a correlation between the adolescents’ perfor- " 

on the test of" practk:a] intelligence and the likelihood that they would be nomi- 

by the adults and elders for possessing the valucd Yup’fk qualifies. Furthermore, - - . 

on the practical inteIligence test was more likeIy than performance on the " 

IQ tes[ to predict which adolescents would be. nominated by adults and elderS. 
: THINKING CULTURALLY 

interpreted this finding as demonstrating that practical mLelligence is a 
Looking at the sample items in of intelligence that is culture-specific and is not adequately assessed by i 
Grigorenko an~f her colleagues" test IQ tests. 

In presenting the results, the researchers anticipated that others may object that their of practical intelligence among the 

~f practical intelligence did not really measure intelligence However, they responded: Yup’ik, Would you say the items 

measure intelligence ? ff not, what do 

they measui;e ? ............ 
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term most often has been used, namely, as a construct reflecting cultural adaptation. 

One could further argue that folk knowledge somehow should not "count." But it 

counts in the culture we shadied and is the basis for everyday survival. And if inte!- 

ligence is not about individual differences in everyday survival skills, what is it-or 

should it be--about? 

~qaStudy and Review 
t MyDeveloprnen~Lab 

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED? 
1. What ~Jo childhood IQ scores predict in adulthood other than career success? 

2. What did Terman’s "Termites" study show regarding the adult careers of children 

with exceptionally high levels of intelligence? 

3. What elements do cultural conceptions of intelligence include that traditional IQ 

tests do not? 

What qualities are most valued among the Yup’ik? 

Cognitive Changes in Young Adulthood 
At what point in our life span is cognitive development fully complete? For Piaget, the 

culmination of cognitive maturation is the attainment Of formaI operations around age 

20 (see Chapter 8). Other research indicates that cognitive development continues in irn- 

portant ways during emerging adulthood (see Chapter 9). Here, we look at two aspects 

of cognitive development that occur during the young adulthood years: the acquisition of 

expertise and creativity. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

expertise extensive knowledge ~rid Skills in a 
specific field 

Expertise 

¯ Define expertise and explain why it is often first reached in young adulthood. 

One important way cognitive development changes from emerging adulthood to youn.q 

adulthood is that the focus becomes more on gaining expertise, meanin.q extensive 

knowledge and skills in a specific fie~! (Krampe & Charness, 2006). According to scholars 

in this area, it takes about 10 years of study or practice in most fields to attain expertise 

(Feldhusen, 2005). Because most people begin steady work in a specific field some time in 

their twenties., for most people expertise is fizst reached a decade later, during the young 

adult years, at some point in thei~ thirties. Expertise continues to develop through middle 

adulthood, as we’ll see in Chapter l"L 

Gaining expertise allows people to address problems and tasks in their field more 

quickly and efficiently (Horn & Masunaga, 2000). They build a stor~ of knowledge and 

experience in their field, and when confronted with a problem or task they are likely to .... 

know something about Jt and to have had experience with something similar. This " 

allows them to form ideas quickly about how the new situation should be addressed... 

They know not only what has worked in the past but also what has not worked, so they 

waste less time than novices do ih pursuing potential solutions that are un]ikeIy to bear .i.... 

fruit (Masunaga & tlorn, 2001). For example, someone who has gained expertise in rur~- 

ning a business knows from experience what kinds of problems are likely t6 arise and . 

may be able to anticipate and head them off befbre they develop. When problems do 

arise, the expertise of the business man ager allows him or her to draw from a wide range - 

of knowledge and experience with similar problems in the pas~ in order to devise-a ... 

solution that is likely to be effective ...... .... : .... 

¯ ’ Recent research in neuropsych6h)gy has begun tO illumiiJatc t~-~e Ways that bri~ir~d~,-". 

velopment underlies the development of expertise during young adulthood. As we haw " 



seen in Chapter 8, a burst of brain development takes place during adolescence as 

dendritic connections between neurons multiply vasty (overproduction/exuberance/and 

are then pared down through synaptlc pruning. The process of synaptic pruning continues 

into the twenties, but by the late twenties the brain is believed to reach adult maturity, in 

~e sense that the period of overproductionie~uberance is long past and synaptic pruning 

is no longer taking place at a high rate. Researchers on neuropsychology especia!ly note 

how the maturity of the frontal cortex during young adulthood reflects cognitive changes 

hat underlie expertise [Esl[nger & Biddle, 2008). The maturity of the frontal cortex pro- 
;the kind of focused attentionand goal-directed behavior that leads to expertise. 

Creativity 

Explain how creativity is related to expertise and how it changes with age. 

:Another aspect of cognitive development that is especially important in young adulthood is 

creativity. A creative person ls someone who is able to put ideas or materials together in 

new, culturally meaningful ways. A person who invents a new electronic device fs exhibit- 

i:i~ ing creativity, as is a person who composes a piece of music. 
Creativity is easier to define than to measure. Because creativity ingolves coming up 

with something new, it is difficult to derive a test for ft (Plucker & Runco, 2001). Tests are 

for "right answers," and creativity involves coming up with answers than no one 

thought of before. Assessments of creativity have focused instead on the number of 

¯ works a person produces, or on the timing of a person’s "best" works, ~s determined by 

experts in the area or by the works’ influence. For example, creativity in musical compo- 

sition could be judged by how much a work has been performed; creativity in academic 

scholarship could be judged by how many times a work has been cited in publications by 

other scholars. 

Using a variety of measures, young adulthood has been found to be an exceptionally 

: creative life stage, A number of studies of persons with outstanding accomplishments 

have found that their creative achievements rise during young adulthood and peak in the 

¯ late thirties and early forties, then gradually decline through middle and later adulthood 

[Dennis, 11966; Dixon, 2003; Sfmonton, 1996, 2000). 

Why is young adulthood such a creative period? The answer may have something 

to do with the relation between creativity and expertise. As noted earlier, in any field’ 

it takes time to develop expertise, usually about 10 years. According to scholars of 

creativity, it is only after’ expertise ls established in a field that people are capable of 

:::pro.du~:ing creative work (Feldman, 1999; Simonton, 2000). Most people choose a field ¯ 

)some time in their twenties, so their creativi .W flourishes during young adulthood, 

later. Gaining expertise enables people to move from problem solving to 

as they use their acquired and knowledge and skills to think in new 

ways (Arlin, !989; Feldhusen, 2005). Young adulthood is the life stage when people 

most likely to be able to combine expertise with other cognitive qualities that 

contribute to creativity: openness to new ideas, tolerance fo~ arnbiguity, and willing- 
intellectual risks (Luba[’t, 2003; Sternberg ~t al., 2002).                .."1~: 

: But why does creativity not continue to rise throughout life, since people con- 

develop expertise in middle adulthood and beyond? Apparently because 

:~’farailiarity breeds rigidity," as one early scholar of creativity put it (Mednick, 1963). 

~ expertise promotes creativity, because expertise provides the knowl-. 

e and skills that are the raw materials of creative wor!~. Eventually, however, 

lae~[ise becomes a liability. The problems, concepts, materials, and ideas people are. (. 

with are no lon.qer fresh, and they have more difficulty seeing them in new 

Their accumulated expertise now tends to steer them down the same 

’ have trod many times before rather than forging new ones. Cognitive flexibility 

! ~’anes, as people find it mor’e difficult to give things a fresh look. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

creativity ability to put ideas or materials together 
in new, cu]tura!ly meaningful ways 

Young adulthood is often a life stage when 

creativity flourishes. Here, a young man 

in Indonesia paints a fabric in a traditional 

style known as batik.    ~ 
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APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Think of some of the technological 

inventions of the past 20 years that have 

quickly spread around the wodd. Do the 

ages of the inventors fit the description 

here of the development of expertise and 

creativity? 

~=~_aStudy and Review 
t MyDeveloprnentLab 

Although young adulthood is often an exceptionally creative life stage, there are many 

variations and individual d~fferences [Simonton, 2010). The peak of creativity varies across 

different fields. Artists, musicians, inventors, mathematicians, and physicists tend to be 

most creative in their twenties and thirties (Gardner, 1993). In contrast, novelists are often 

most creative in their forties, fifties, and even sixties. 

¯here are also many exceptions to the general rule that creativity peaks in young adult- 

hood (CsJkszentmibalyi & Nakamura, 2006). Beethoven completed his Ninth Symphony, 

often considered his best, at the age of 54. Picasso painted important works through his 

seventies and eighties. Sigmund Freud published Ciwlizaffon and Its Discontents, one of his 

most influential works, in 1930, when he was 74. Joyce Carol Oates (b. 1938) is still writing 

powerful, popular, critically acclaimed novels in her seventies. Highly creative people are 

often creative throug hour life, even if the peak of their creativity comes in young ad ulthood 

(Dixon, 2003; Feldhusen, 2005). 

  WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED? 

1. How is brain development in young adulthood related to the development of 
expertise? 

2. How are expertise and creativity related? 

3. What are the difficulties involved in testing for creativity? 

4. Why i_s young aduIthood an exceptionally creative life stage? 

O 

Section 2 



Intimacy Ve~’sus 
Ii- " 
i:i Describe Erikson’s flqeery of emotional and psychosodat development in young 

~.~] adulthood. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

In ErJk [::h.KsolYs :t~e{~rj oft}[£’ life >,i)az:, intimacy versus [so}ation is t~¢ ceaUa] emo:iorml 

intimacy versus isolation in [r~kson’s l;e-span 

rt~eor).,, Ihe certral er;iolional and psychosocial 

i.-s,,e of your9 adulr~ooci, in wh<h ~h@ challenge 

is 1o hJriite the new~y [o,Eleo identi~y with artothe; 

;,< ~so~; ~rq an encur rig, commivted irairr-,ate 
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According to Erikson, intimacy yersus 
isolation is the central issue of young 

adulthood. 

emotionaI]y close to someone without submerging yourself. The alternative is isolation, 

characterized by an inabiIity, to form an intimate relationship. 

Some research supports Erikson’s view that intimacy in young adulthood is built on 

a previous foundation of identity development (Kroger, 2002; Markstrom & Kalmal]ir, 

2001). For example, in one study of adolescents and emerging adults (ages 12-24), at 

all ages identity development was a strong predictor of involvement in an intimate 

romantic relationship (Montgomery, 2005). In an analysis summarizing man~, 

studies of the relationship between identity and intimacy status, Annie ,i, rseth 

and colleagues (2009) concluded that identity sometimes develops prior to 

intimacy, but they can also develop together and mutually reinforce each other. 

It should be noted that research on this topic has taken place only in the West, 

where intimacy is considered to be the ideal basis for romantic relationships 

and marriage. This is not true in all cultures, as we shall see shortly. 

A substantial amount of the research on the relation between identity and 

intimacy has focused on gender differences. Most studies indicate that 

macy issues arise ea~-tier for females than for males, so that females often ac~ 

complish intimacy before identity, or that developmental processes of identity formation 

and establishing intimacy take place s~multaneousIy for females, whereas males tend to 

achieve identity before intimacy (~rseth et aI., 2.009; Lytle et a!., 1997; Miller, 1991; Scheidel 

Marcia, !985; Surrey, 1991). The relation between identity and intimacy tends to be more 

complex for young women than for.young men, because they are more likely to take their 

intimate relationships into account in forming their personal identity goals, especially with 

respect to education and work (Archer, 2002).-~- 

Sternberg’s Theory of Love 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE Describe the three qualities in Sternberg’s theory of love and how the~ change with age. 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Have you ever fa~ed a situation where 

you and your spouse or romantic 

partner had to make a decision that 

involved education or work as well as 

your relationship? Did your decision 

reflect some of the issues of identity and 

intimacy discussed here, or not? 

triaagular theory of love Sternberg’s theory that 
diffe~enL ~ypes of Iove involve combining three 
fundamental qualities of love i[~ different ways: 

passion, intimacy, and commitment 

Another important theory that is relevant to the development of love in the }ives of young 

adults is the triangular theory of love developed by Robert Sternberg {1986, 1987, 1988). 

Sternberg proposed that different types of love involve combining three fundamental qual- 

ities of!love in different ways. These three qualities are passion, intimacy, and commitment. 

Passion involves physical attraction a~d sexual desire. It is emotional as well as physical 

and may involve intense emotions such as anxiety, delight, anger, and jealousy. Jntimacy is 

feelings of closeness and emotional attachment. It includes mutual understanding, mutual 

support, and open communication about issues not discussed with anyone else. Commit- 

ment is the pledge to love someone over the long run, through the ups and do~vns that 

are o[ten part of love. Commitment is what sustains a long-term relationship through 

fluctuations in passion and intimacy. 

These three qualities of love can be combined into seven differen~ forms o~ love, as 

follows (P’igure t0.1): 

Liking is intimacy alone, without passion or commitment. This is the type of love that 

characterizes most friendships. Friendships often involve some level of [n[imacy, 

but without passion and without an enduring commitment. Most people have raany 

friendships that come and go in the course of their lives. 

1nfatuaffon is passion alone, without intimacy or" commitment. Irff’atuation involves a 

great deal of physiological arid emotional arousal, and a heightened level of sexual 

desire, but without emotional closeness to the person or an enduring commitmenL 

L~mpty love is commitment alone, without passion or intimacy. This might apply to 

a couple who have been married for many years and who bare los~ the passion and , 

intimacy in their relationship but nevertheless remain together, it also could apply :.. 

to the early stage of marriage in culttu’es where marriages are arranged and partners 

are selected by the parents rather than chosen by the young people themselves . ¯ 



Liking 
ntimacy Alone) 

Figure 10.1 , Sternberg’s Triangular Theory of Love 
Three components, intimacy, passion, and commitment, are 

combined in various ways to form seven different types of Jove. 
Source: Sternberg (t 988), p. 122 

Romantic Love 
(intimacy + Passion) 

Companionate Love 
(Intimacy + Commitment) 

Infatuation Fatuous Love Empty Love 
(Passion Alone} (Passion + Commitment) (Commitment Alone) 

(Hatfield & Rapson, 2005; Schlegel & Barry, 1991]. However, arranged marriages that 

begin as empty love may eventually develop passion and intimacy. 

¯ Romandc love combines passion and intimacy, but without commitment. This is the 

kind of love people mean when they talk about being "in love." It is often experi- 

enced as intense and joyful, but it rarely lasts long. 

.. ¯ Companionate love combines intimacy and commitment, but without passion. It 

may be applied to married or long-term couples who have gradually decreased 

their passion for each other but have maintained the other qualities of their love. 

It could also be applied to unusually close friendships, as well as to close family 

relationships. 

¯ Fatuous (which means "silly" or "foolish") love involves passion and commitment 

. without lnt~macy. This kind of love would apply to a "whirlwind" courtship where 

~o people meet, fall passionately in love; and get married, all within a few weeks, 

before ~ey even have time to know each other well. 

¯ Consummate love integrates all three aspects of love into the ultimate love relation- 

ship. Of course, even if consummate I~ve is reached in a relationship, over time 

sion may fade, or intimacy may falter, or commitment may be betrayed. But th~s is 

~:: ¯ the kind of love that represents the ideal for many people. 

~i.::.[~: : ~Y of these Wpes of love could occur in young adulthood. However, according to Stern- 
::~rg (1986), the three qualities that forrn the different ~es of love follow predictable dove] 

[~Pmenta] patterns according to the duratio~ of the relationship. As shou~ in t~’igure t0.2, 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Do you think most people are capable of 

consummate love by the time they reach 

young adulthood? Do y6~,u think some 

adolescents are capable of it? 

Duration of Relationship Duration of Relationship Duration of Relationship 

~[~Ure 10.2 ~ Changes in Love Over the Course of a Relationship In Sternberg’s theory, passion peaks early and then fades,- 

~ii@ri~as intimacy and commitment rise and then remain steady. 
0Urce. Sternbe~g (1986) 

~:~; :... 
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~ffa~tUdy a~d Review 
t MyDevelopmentLab 

passion tends to peak early in a relationship and then fade. This observation fits well \@h 

research finding that married couples often experience their highest levels of mutual happi- 

ness and marital satisfaction in the first year or two of their marriage (Cherlin, 2009). Pas siot~ 

is high, they feel deeply "in love," and they enjoy the afterglow from their wedding. However, 

passion fades fairly quickly in most relationships, as partners become used to each other 

and the stresses and conflicts of daily life accumulate. In contrast, intimacy and commitment 

begin lower than passion and take longer to develop, but they also endure longer. Because 

most people first marry or form another t3qoe of long-term partnership in young adulthood, 

this is a life stage when people are most likely to feel a peak of passion in their romantic rela- 

tionship, and also a stage when the feelings of intimacy and commitment in the relationship 

are gradually growing. 

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED? 
1. How does the relationship between identity and b~timacy differ for young women 

and young men? 

2. What are the similarities between Erikson’s and Sternberg’s theories? 

3. What kind of love best describes "love at first sight"? 

4. How do the various types of love change during the course of a marriage? 

The Social and Cultural 
of Youn  Adulthood 

Contexts 

Young adulthood is a life stage when developing new family relationships is the central 

focus of social life for most people. Usually this means entering marriage and parenthood, 

but not always. Some people remain single, and some people become parents without 

becoming married. Work is another important social context in young adulthood, as most 

people tryto settle into an occupation and develop a career. In addition to family and work, 

many young adults devote time tO,. community activities, and most of them find time for 

media use, especially television. 

LEARNING. OBJECTIVE 

Marriage in Young Adulthood 

Compare and contrast different cultural traditions regarding marriage, and identify the 

factors that predict marital satisfaction in Western cultures. 

Marriage is ~ human universal. It is found in all cultures, and in all cultures it is an 

nomic and sexual union that is expected to be more or less permanent (Ember et a]., 2005]. 

About 90% of people in most societies eventually marry or l’orm another kind af long-term 

romantic partnership (King, 2005). 

Why does marriage exist everywhere? A variety of explanations have been pro- 

posed (Thornton, ~009). All cultures have a division of labor and roles by gender, and 

marriage is a way of uniting people to serve complementary gender roles. Another ex- 

planation is that marriage reduces sexual co~-npetition and conflict, because it allows 

people to have socially-app~’oved sexual relations on a regular basis. Perhaps the most 

compelling explanation is that marriage is rtecessary for a species like us that has such 

~ long period of" infant dependency, during which mother and infant would be highly 

vulnerable if they had no one to protect and provide for" them [Buss, 2007). Among other 

animal species, too,stable mating pairs are most likely to exist in species where mother’s 



unable to feed both themselves and their young for an extended period following 

and so require a mate who can b~’ing back roodor watch the young while she goes 

to find food herself. 
¯ Although marriage is a human universal, it also varies immensely across and within 

(qghornton, 2009]. There are notable variations across cultures in the ways mar- 

" partners are chosen, the economic transactions that accompany marriage, and the 

.or of marriage partners a person may take. (:~Watch the V~deo Marriage Vows 
at MyDevelopmentLab 

00SING A MARRIAGE PARTNER In Chapter 9 we looked at how emerging adults choose 

i~romantic partner, noting that intimacy and consensuaI validation combine to form the 

of finding a "soul mate." But when it comes down to marriage, what determines how 

[e choose a l~a~ner? 

; Psychologist David Buss (2003; Buss et al., 1990) carried out a massive study of over 

people in 37 countries on this question. ~e countries were from all over the 

. including ~rica, Asia, Eastern and Western Europe, and Noah and South ~erica. 

~sfionnaire had to be translated into 37 languages, with great care taken to make the 

~eanings of words such as "love" as similar as possible in every count~. In many of the 

~;~0Untrjes, some of the young people were illiterate so the questions had to be read aloud 

~0 them. 

Despite all these challenges, the results showed impressive consistencies across coun- 

tries and across genders [see Table 10.2). "Mutual aEraction~love" ranked fiFst among 

~arriage cF[teria across countries, followed by "dependable character," "emotional stabib 

~ and maturi~," and "pleasing disposition." This cross-cultural consistency is somewhat 

~Urprising, given that there are many cultures where love is not ~e basis of marriage, as 

~ e will soon see. Similari~ in religious and political background ranked ve~ low, which 

~Men’s Ranklngs~ Women’s Rankings~ 

~.~2, Dependable character 2. Oegendable character 

:4. P~eas[ng d~spos}t~on 4. P~easing d~spos}tion 

&-Education and ~ntelligence 6. Sociabili~ 

~8:,. Desire for home an~chi~dren 8. Desire for home and children 

~(~Q. Good looks 10. Refinement, neatness 

~12. Good look and housekeepe{ 12. Good finandal prospects 

~.-Similar education 14. Des]rabie social status 

[]~. Chastity (no previous experience iz sexual ~nter(ourse) 16. Similar religious background 

~~8, Similar political background 18. Chastity (no previous experience in sexual intercourse) ~.. 

’~e lower the number, the more irn~o~t~nt men and wamen ~hroughout the world considerthis tr~ ~o be (~n the 

~;:~.~ 
~-: ¯ 
[~; .... 
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arranged marriage marriage in which partners are 
chosen not by each other but by their families, on 
the basis of family status, religion, and wealth 

<:~:)-~Wateh the Video Love Marriage 

at WlyDeve|opmentLab 

is also surprising, given that (as noted in Chapter 9) people tend to marry others who re 

similar to them in these ways. "Good financiaI prospects" also ranked low. 

Although the cross-cultural similarities were strong and striking, some cross-cul, ~ 

rural differences were also notable. The sharpest cross-cultural division was on the issue 

of chastity (maintaining virginity until marriage). In Eastern cultures (e.g., China, India, 

Indonesia) and Middle Eastern cultures (Iran, Palestinian Arabs in Israel), chastity was 

rated as highly important in a marriage partner. However, in the West (e.g., Finland, 

France, Norway, Germany), chastity was generally considered unimportant. Also, even 

though "Mutual attraction--~ove" ranked highest overalI, it did not rank highest in 

countries. For example, Chinese women ranked it 8th, and South African men ranked : 

it 10th. O 

Between men and women, too, there were notable differences despite their overall 

similarities, and these differences have been found in other surveys as well (Buunk, 2002; 

Cramer et al., 2003; Eagly & Wood, 2003). Although both sexes prize physical attractive- 

ness, men prize it more highly than women (Peri[loux et al., 2011). In contrast, women are 1 
more likely to value ambition and financial status in a prospective marriage partner (al- 

though both sexes rank these traits fairly low). In general, the more gender equality exists 

in a country, the more similar men and women are in their mate preferences [Toro-Morn 

& Sprecher, 2003). There are also generational differences, with younger men and women 

more similar than older men and women in the traits they value [n a mate (Buss, 2003; 

Cramer et a]., 2003). This reflects growing gender equality in recent decades and less sharp 

division of gender roles. 

tn India and other cultures with arranged 

marriages, love is expected to develop 

after man’iage, not before. 

ARRANGED MARRIAGES Romantic love, like marriage, is a human universal, found in all 

cultures. In fact, a cross-cultural survey of over 100 cultures found that romantic love 

was present in 88% of them, as shown in the existence of love songs, legendary love 

stories, elopement to evade rules about whom young people could and could not marry, 

and accounts of the experience of romantic love reported by informants quoted ~n eth- 

nographies (Jankowiak & Fischer, ~992). Yet romantic love is not considered the proper 

basis of marriage in all cultures. In fact, the idea that romantic love should be the basis 

of marriage is only about 300 years old in the West and is even newer in most of the rest 

of the world (Hatfield & Rapson, 2005). Marriage has more often been seen by cuitures 

as an alliance between two families, r..,ather than as the uniting of two individuals (Buunk 

et al., 2008). Parents and other adult kin have often held the 

power to arrange .the marriages of their young people, 

sometimes with the young person’s consent, some- 

times without it. The most i:mportant considerations in 

an arranged marriage do not usually include the 

prospective bride and groom’s love for one ano’[her-- 

often they do no( even know each other ~or even their 

personal compatihiIity. Instead, the desirability of mar- . ...i 

riage between them is decided by each family on the : 

basis o±" the other family’s status, religion, and -wealth. 

Economic considerations have often been of primary :~:~ 

fmportance. 

People in cultures with a~ranged rnarrfages often 

believe that love develops after marriage, not heR)re. .t] 

Perhaps you know your spouse little or not at all prior to 

the wedding, b~ once you are married and get to know ." 

each other; love may grow. Consider this vow that has for ( ,::. 

centuries been par~ of Hindu weddings~almost always 

arranged marriages (Badrinath 2003):                        .( :.:::. 
~ . 



VVith these seven steps, become my friend. 

] seek your friendship. May we never deviate 

this friendship. 

MaY we walk together. 

May we resolve together. 

May we love each other and enhance each other. 

May our vows be congruent and our desires shared. 

THINKING CULTURALLY 

How would you explain why "mutual 

a~raction--love" is a top criterion 

for marriage even in cultures where 

marriages are arranged? 

terms of Sternberg’s theory, people in cultures with arranged marriages tend to 

commitment as coming first, followed by passion and intimacy, in contrast to the 

~rn view that passion comes first, then intimacy, with commitment last. Yet even ff 

develops in a non-Western marriage, it is unlikely to be the kind of intimacy 

,~ed in the West, with two marriage partners confiding their most persona! thoughts 

feelings to each other and serving as each other’s main companion (Hendrix, 2003). 

, husband and wife live around a lot of other people in an extended family house- 

31d, so there is not a lot of opportunity for intimate one-to-one conversations. They may 

even sleep together; once a first child is born, in many cultures the mother sleeps 

the children from that point on, whereas the father sleeps alone or with one or more 

;the children (if there are several), rarely with his wife [Mindell et al., 2010; Small, 2005). 

~lt leisure time in most non-Western cultures is spent in same-gender groups, not in 

or nuclear family groups. And, as we will see, many cultures practice polygyny, 

is likely to limit the emotional intimacy between the husband and any one of his 

A cultural tradition of arranged marriage implies different expectations for the mar- 

relationship. Eastern and Western cultural traditions differ in expectations of inti- 

in marriage (de Munck & Korotayev, 2007; Hsu, 1985]. In the West, young people 

)ect marriage to provide intimacy as well as passion and commitment. They leave their 

and families well before marriage, and they expect their closest attachment in adult- 

l to be with their marriage partner (Cherlin, 2010). 

However, in the East, where many cultures have a tradition of arranged marriage, 

emotional demands of marriage are not as high (Ahluwalia et al., 2009). Commitment 

and passion is welcomed if it exists initially or develops eventually, but expecta- 

in marr-iage are modest. ]For toe most part, people in these cultures expect 
intimacy mainly with their family of origin--their parents, their siblings--and eve,~ 

’ with their own children. 

Some cultures with a tradition of a]’ranged marriage are beglnnfng to change in their 

expectations through the influence of g!obalization. India, for example, has a 

of arranged marriage that has existed for 6,000 years (Prakasa & Rao, 1979). 

nearly ~% of young Indians say they intend to choose their own mates 

& Sharma, 2007; Saraswathi, 1999). A similar pattern is taking place in many 

~[~ler cultures with a tradition of’ arranged marriage (Ahluwalia et aL, 2009). Increasingly) 

~£Un[ people in these cultur’es believe that they should be free to choose their mate or at 

~st to have a significant role fn whom their parenB choose for them. Global/zation has 

~.~ncreased the extent to which young people value individual choice and the individual 

.~;~ursuit of happiness, and these valt~es are difficult to reconcile with the tradition of 
~r~anged marriage. 

.., Consequently, in many cultures the tradition of arranged marriage has become modi- 

,:fi.~d. Today in most Eastern cultures, the "semi-arranged marriage" is the most common 

[~hildren but do not siznply decide it without the children s consent. Parents may introduce 

[,...Potential mate to their child, if the young person has a favorable imp~ess:~on of the poten- 
~i~ai~nate they date a few times If ~he5, agree t~at Lhey are compatible they marry. Another 

. ~riation of semi-arranged marriage is that young people meet a potential rnate on their 
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own but seek their parents" approva! before proceeding to date the person or consider 

marriage. 

It is difficult to say if semi-arranged marriage wil! be an enduring form or ff is a 

transitional stage on the way to the end of the tradition of arranged marriage. Although 

semi-arranged marriages are now common in Eastern cultures, it is also increasingly com- 

mon for young people to choose their own marriage partner without any involvement from 

their parents (Sandhya, 2009). Match-making services, including some through the Inte> 

net, have also become increasingIy popular. Recreational dating remains rare in Eastern 

cultures, but it is more common than in the past, and it may grow in the future. 

bride price economic requirement for marriage 

that involves a substantial gift of money or 
property from the groom and his kin to the bride 

and her kin 

bride service marital arrangement in which the 

groom is obligated to work for the bride’s family 

for a designated period before and/or after the 
marriage 

dowry marc age custom that transfers money or 
property from the bride’s family to the groom and 
his family 

co-wives in a polygynous marriage, the multiple 

wives of a husband 

THE ECONOMICS OF MARRIAGE Across the world’s cultures, marriage usually includes 

economic considerations, as we’1! see in the Cultural Focus: Polygyny in Africa feature. 

In about three-quarters of the cultures studied by anthropologists, some kind of explicit 

economic transaction takes place as part of marriage (Ember et al., ~011). These transac- 

tions take three forms: bride price, bride service, and dowry. 

Bride price is the most common form of economic requirement for marriage, found 

in about half of the cultures that include economic factors as part of marriage [Ember et 

al., 201~}. It involves a substantial gift of money or property (such as livestock or food) from 

the groom and his kin to the bride and her kin. For example, in many east African cultures, 

the bride price is in the form of cattle. Among Native Americans in North America, horses 

were traditionally the currency of bride price. In Nepal the bride price includes a live pig, 

several bags of rice, and a substantial amount of liquor (Hardman, 2000). With economic 

development around the world, money has become ir.creasingly common for paying the 

bride price. The requirement of bride price is found in all world regions, but especially in 

African cultures (Esen, 2004). 

Why did the custom of bride price develop and become so common worldwide? In the 

majority of the world’s cultures the married couple lives with or near the husband’s family 

following marriage. Bride price compensates the bride’s family for the expense of raising 

her and for the loss of her labor when she leaves to join the husband’s i~amtly. 
Another common type of economic transaction accompanying marriage is bride 

service, found in about 20% of the world’s cultures (Ember et al., 2011). In bride service, 

the groom is,obligated to work for the bride’s family for a designated period before and/ 

or after the marriage. In some cultures the service is brief; among some Inuit groups, the 

groom simply has to catch a sea! for l~is wife’s family after the marriage is arranged (Con- 

don, 1989). In others it is long and expensive, such as among the Subanun of the Philip- 

pines, who require 3 to 6 years of bride service. Sometimes the customs of bride price and . 

bride service are combined, in that a groom can offer bride service to reduce the bride 
" 

price required. Like bride price, bride service compensates the bride’s family for raising 
" 

her and for the loss of her labor in adulthood. 
A third common economic transaction associated with marriage is dowry, found it~ :.: :::i 

about !0% of cultures that: include an economic transaction as part of marriage (Ember 

et al., 2011). A dowry transfers money or prope~y from the bride’s family to the groom and ~. ::: 

his family upon marr’iage. Doww is often found in cultures that emphasize the value and 

prestige of males over females (Rastoqi & l’nerly, 2006). Unlike bride price and bride service, :i.:;. 

which compensate the bride’s family for the loss of her labor in adulthood, dowry adds an .! ::i 

economic burden in addition to loss of labor in families that have girls, which reinforces a ,.:. 

cultural preference and favoritism toward male children [Diamond-Srr.ith et a!., 2008). 

Although dowry exists among only ~0% of the workt’s cultures, one of them :is India, 

which has a population of over" a billion people. Dowry is ]legal il’~ India but the custom " 

persists, s~metimes leading to abuse or murder of young brkies when their families fail to [:i[[. 

provide the promised dowry (Rastoqi & Therly, 2006). Dowry was also common in Europe.:::. -, 

until the 19th centu~.’y among wealthy families (Anderson,2003). The tradition hhat persists ¯ :~.. ! 

in Eu~ ope today (and in other countries populated by Europeans such as the United States 7~7 :. 

tion, is the vestige of the dowry custom.                                            :.}}’::{i:i 



olygyny, the cultural custom in which men may have more 

~an one wife, exists in several parts of the world, including 

s most common of all in sub=Saharan Afdc& In one survey of 22 Af- 

n countries, polygyny was present in all of them, although there 

a broad range of prevalence (Westoff, 2003). The percentage 

women in a polygynous marriage by age 35-39 ranged fr6m 

1% in Southi~Africa and 15% in Zimbabwe to 58% in Senegal 
in Guinea, with a median across countries of about 30%. 

, was more common in rural areas than in urban areas, and 

me more education women had, the Jess likely they were to be in a 

)01ygynous marriage. 

)olygyny have been proposed by an- 

)ologists (Ember et al., 2011). One 

is that many cultures have a postpartum 

~ taboo lasting for !-3 years after the 
birth of a child. Technological forms of 

irth control have been invented only 
’:~ecently, but many cultures have had a 

~artum sex taboo as a way of spac- 

:ing births and promoting the health and 

of young children, Cultures with 

postpartum sex taboos tend .to be 

advantages in this system, as explained 

iby this Yoruba (West Africa) woman: 

. relationswith our husband for the two 
::: years we nurse our babies, we know 

Polygyny is common in some African countries. Here, 
a man h~ Congo with his two w~ves and four cNldren. 

would rather have her under our control as ~ co-wife so he is not 
spending money outside the family (kevine et al., 1994). 

Another reason for the custom of polygyny is to provide husbands 

~r women in cultures where men are scarce (Ember et al., 2011). CuF 

in which mortality among young men is high due to warfare tend 

polygynous. In this way, women are able to find a husband even 

many of the young men have been killed in battle. 

FinaJly, polygyny is also a way that men in some cultures dis- 
:.play their wealth, power, and status (Bore & Valeggia, 2009). In the 

high chiefs in some central African kingdoms accumulated 

~hundreds of wives and concubines. On a smaller scale, men in many 

01Ygynous cuItures attempt to obtain two or more wives not only 

wealth but to increase it. In rural villages, the more 

and children men ha~e, the more hands they have to work 
’:]}~the fietds or care for the livestock, thus increasing their wealth. 

Polygyny has both disadvantages and advantage.s, according to 

the cultures where it is [?racticed. The rnost commonly 
::iment oned disadvantage is jealousy among ~o-wives, the multiple 

of a husband, They often compete with each other for the re- 
Sources the husband provides to them and their chikJren (Levine et 

). Conflict between co-wives is lessened if they are sisters; 
!i!f they have separate living quarters; and if they have clearly defined 

There are other advantages to polyg- 
yny in the eyes of the people in cultures 
where it is practiced, in addition to the 

economic and status advantage that 

accrues to the husband (Madhavan, 

2002). Sometimes co-wives get along 

well and support each other, even if they 

are not sisters. For example, in South Africa 

women often prefer to be part of a polygynous 

household because the wives provide each other with help in child 

care and household work as weft as companionship (Anderson, 

2000). 

However, this does not mean the 

co-wives have close attachments to each 
other. William Jankowiak and colleagues 

(2005) analyzed ethnographic accounts 

from 69 cultures where polygynous map 

riages were common and found that 

most co-wives preferred pragmatic co- 

operation while maintaining a respectful 

distance. Furthermore, co*wives often 
competed with each other for access to. 

the husband’s attention and resources, 
which sometimes led to outbursts of ver- 

bal or physical aggression. Other studies 

have found that women ~in polygynous 

marriages experience lower life satisfac~ 

tion and higher rates of depression than 

women in monogamous marriages (Bove 

& Valeggia, 2009). 

A special concern with regard to 

rica is the contrib~t;on of polygyny to the transmission of sexually- 

transmitted infections (STts). As noted in previous chapters, rates of 

RIV/AIDS in some African countries are startlingly high. Researchers 

have documented a variety of ways that polygyny contributes to the 

spread of HIViAIDS and other STls (Bore & Valeggia, 2009): 

1. Relations between polygynous spouses are often marked by 

~ow levels of emotional intimacy, whk:h inhibits communication 

about sexual health issues; 
2. Polygynous men are more tikefy than monogamous men to have 

extramaritaf affairs, increasing the likelihood that they would 

contract an STI and then infect their wives; 

3. Husbands are orlon considerably older than wives in polygynous 

marriages, especially their younger wives, and this difference in 

age makes it difficult for wives to ask their husbands to wear a 

condom. Furthermore, husbands may interpret a wife’s requests 

for condom use as evidence of the wife’s infidelity. 

Africa has become more urban a~d more economically devel- 

. oped in the past decade, and these trends are likely to continue. 
Because polygyny is less likely with urban residence and educa- 
tioD, it maybe that as Africa continues to develop economicalI~ 

the custom of potygyny wiII fade (Westoff, 2003). However, [or. 

now polygyny is a maior influence on adull: development dLrough- 

out Africa. 
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]n Western countries, women’s marital 
satisfaction often depends on how much 
their spouses contribute to family duties. 

WESTERN MARITAL ROLES AND MARITAL SATISFACTION Although marriage in most of the 

world is structured according to the patterns just described, nearly all the research 

marita~ roles and marital relations has taken place in the West, mostly on Americans. 

current Western notion of marriage, with its search for a soul mate and its high expecta- 

tions of intimacy and companionship, contrasts sharply with the historical and cultural 

framework for marriage in the rest of the world. Even in the West, marriage has tradition- 

ally been seen in pragmatic terms rather than as the uniting of souI mates. As marriage 

sociologist Andrew Cherlin observed: 

Marriage was designed for an environment of scarcity. Its pragmatic purpose was to 

increase the chances that adults couId feed and clothe themselves and raise children 

who would live to adulthood .... A man needed a woman to bear children, breast-feed 

them, and help raise them, all the while tending a vegetable garden or the farm aniL 

male. A woman needed a man to perform the hard labor of growing crops or building 

a barn .... Marriage was.., not designed for intense, intimate bonds. People were 

too busy securing the daily necessities to luxuriate in a lifetime of emotional openness, 

personaI growth, and shared leisure (2009, p. 201). 

It was not until the 20th century that this pragmatic view of marriage was replaced by 

an ideal of marriage in which couples devoted themselves to building a close emotional 

and sexual partnership. With marriage in the West now carrying such a weight of expecta- 

tions, and with marriage partner’s hoping to find in each other a soul mate who is an ideal 

emotional, social, and sexual companion, it is perhaps not surprising that the early years 

of marriage typically entail a decline in marital satisfaction, as marriage partners adjust 

to the reality of living with each other and going through conflicts and compromises. For 

most American couples marital satisfaction is higher in the first year than it ever will be 

again (Karney & Bradbury, 2005; Kurdek, 1999, 2005). There is a steady decline in marital 

satisfaction in the first few years, followed by a plateau and then another decline after ~ or 

10 years of marriage. 

This is the overall pattern, but there is a great deal of variability an~ong couples. What 

can a couple do to help make their marriage satisfying and enduring? There is an American 

saying that the key to a happy marriage can be summed up in 15 words: "I love you. Yo~ 

look great. Can I help? It’s my fault. Let’s eat out!" 

Not bad advice, I’d say, after 25 years with my wife, but what does research say? 

According to abundant research, ttes, e factors especially predict marital satisfaction: 

* Realistic expectations. Couples’~re happier with each other if they go into marriage 

with a realistic view of what wilt be involved and a minimum of myths about mar- 

ried life (Flanagan et al., 2001; McCarthy & McCarthy, 2004; Sharp & Ganong, 2000). 

Common myths to avoid include the belief that spouses should instinctively know 

how to make each other l~appy w~thout being told, and the belief that biological dif- 

ferences between men and women make it difficult or impossible for [hem to eom- 

rnunicate with each other. 

, Shared interests. Couples today in the West expect to be leisure companions, and 

marriages are happier if partners have many of their leisure interests in common 

(Stutzer & Frey,. 2006). 

, Si~ared roles and responsibilities. The old gender division of roles in marriage has 

faded, and most Western couples today are happier if they share responsibilities 

for family duties such as housework and child care (Carrere et al., 2000). Women’s 
-marital satisfaction is especially influenced by their spouses’ contribution to familYtheir 

duties, because women often end up taking on more of these duties than 

husbands do (Saginak & Saginak, 2005). 

~ ,Shared power. Spouses in Western marriages l:oday expect to be equal partners, and 

marital satisfaction tends to be low if’ one partner attempts to dominate the o~her 

(Gottman & Silver, 1999). Couples with happy marriages are willing to compromise 

when they disaqree and willing to admit when t~ey are wrong and apologize (Driver 

et al., 2003). 



~Other insights into what makes for a happy marriage come from research by ffudith 

~rstein and Sandra Blakeslee [1995). Wallerstein had spent decades researching the 

and effects of divorce, then decided to investigate the basis of a good marriage by 

50 couples who reported high levels of marital satisfaction. One interesting 

was that even these happy couples had had their ups and downs. Many of them 

~d having times over the years when they were dissatisfied and felt they had made a 

: in marrying their spouse. What kept them together was a fundamental enjoyment 

other’s company and a commitment to solving their problems together. Many of 

talked about the necessity of adjusting to each other over the years as each 

changed and as their lives met with different challenges and crises. 

in Young Adulthood 

::.iDescribe the most common causes of divorce in young adulthood, and explain why the 

~ite~l 5rates has the highest divorce rate in the world. 

r as a consequence of the high expectations that people in the West have for marriage 

divorce has become more common in recent decades. The soul-mate marriage is 

followed some years later by what sociologist Barbara Whitehead calls the expres- 

divorce (Whitehead, 2001). According to Whitehead, people in the West today expect 

to fulfill their emotional needs for love and intimacy, and if it ceases to do so, they 

.seek to leave the marriage. 
of divorce vary w~dely across world regions. Even today it is rare in most parts 

e world, including Asia, Africa, North Africa and the Middle East, Latin America, and 

Europe. It is highest in northern and eastern Europe, and in the United States, 

Australia, and New Zealand. The United States has the highest divorce rate in the 

2009]. 

is the rate of divorce so high in the United States? According to Cherlin (2009), 

’icans believe more strongly in marriage than people in most other Western countries. 
)le, in one cross national survey, only 10% of Americans agreed that "Marriage 

!outdated institution," a lower percentage than in any European country (the highest 

agreement was in France, 36%). However, Americans also believe in expres- 

divorce, that is, they also believe that rn~arriage should provide self-fulfillment, ~nd 

not, partners are not obligated to stay married. Only 25% of Americans believe 
in an unhappy marriage should sta~ together for the sake of the children. 

earlier in the chapter, traditionally, marriage has been a practical arrangement, 

States and elsewhere, with the two partners ftflfilling complementary roles. 

the empl~asis is on each partner’s individual needs rather than on the roles 

SorYe. As Cherlin (2009) notes, "Such marriages are harder to keep together, because 

is not merely the things they jointly produce--well-adjusted children, nice 

each person’s own happiness" (p. 90). 

rates of divorce are so high in the United States, a great deal of American 

examined the causes and consequences of divorce. Some of the fac[ors that 

~igher likelihood of divorce are young age at marriage (younger than 25), 

ed parents, and low religious involvement (Amato & Cheadle, 2005). Divorce 

m young adulthood, 5-10 years after marriage, as Figure 10.3 on page 484 

st~ggests that the strains of caring for young children may make makttain- 

~tirn.acy more problematic [Cowan & Cowan, 2011; National Center for Health 

2000). 
~Sycho!o.q~st John Gottman haa followed couples over many years to identify the 

of divorce. In one study, be and his colleagues recruited a sample of young 

,COUples when the husbands were age 30 and the wives were age 28, on average 

Levenson, 2000). The study included questionnaires as well as observations of 

conversations about topics of confict and events of the day. The researchers 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

expressive divorce according to barbara 
Whitehead, the type of divorce common in the 
West today, in which people expect marriage to 
fulfill their emotional needs for love and intimacy, 

and if it ceases to do so, they often seek a divorce 
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Figure 10.3 o Divorce Peaks in Young Adulthood 
Notice that the rise is steepest in the eady years of 

marriage, reaching over 30% after t0 years, then continues 

at a Jess steep rate in the next 10 years to a cumulative 

risk of 50% after 20 years. 
Source: Based on Bramlett & Mosher (2001) 

THINKING CULTURALLY          ~ 

Do you think tow income is as 

important a risk factor for divorce in 

the developing world as it is in the 

developed world? ff no, why not? 
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found they could predict whether or not couples would divorce with 93% accuracy, based 

on partners’ responses to questionnaires about marital satisfaction and thoughts of leav- 

ing the marriage combined with researchers’ ratings of the couples’ positive and negative 

affect (emotional expression) during the observed conversations. 

Socioeconomic status is also highly important as a risk factor for divorce. Among 

American partners who both have less than a high schoo] degree, one-third of mar 

riages end in divorce within 5 years; when partners have a high school degree or some 

college, the 5-year divorce rate is oneJfourth; and for couples who both have 4-year 

college degrees the 5-year divorce rate is just 13% (Cherlin, 2009). Conflict over financial 

issues is a predictor of divorce, so it may be that divorce is more common among less- 

educated couples because they make less money and consequently experience greater 

financial strains. Rates of divorce in the United States are especiai!y high among African 

Americans--70%, compared to 47% among Whites (Cherl[n, 2009)--in part because 

African American couples often have lower incomes; 

Partners’ behavior is also related to the likelihood of divorce. In one U.S. study, 2,000 

married persons were interviewed and then followed up 3, 6, and 9 years later (Amato & 

Rogers, 1997). Divorce over this 9-year period was predicted most strongly by infidelity, dis- 

agreements over money, and exc~sive drinking or drug use. Also important was partners’ 

ability to communicate effectively with each other around intimacy issues. Among couples 

who divorced, women often experienced anger, sadness, and bruised feelings, and felt their 

husbands did not show stffficient awareness and understanding of their feelings. 

Most young adults build their social and personal lives around their marriage, so 

divorce is often a difficult adjustment (Animate, 2004; Hed’ierington & Kelly, 20021}. For both 

men and women, divorce is followed by increased risk of psychological problems such 

as depression and anxiety disorders, as well as sleep disorders and increased substance 

use. Men usually leave the household in a divorce, and many miss the daffy contact they 

had with their children before the divorce; women experience the strain of carrying out 

the household tasks and child care by themselves, and usually experience a steep loss of 

income. Overall, men experience a greater decline in functioning than wo~nen do following 

divorce, and take longer to recover, perhaps because women draw more on social support 

from farnily and friends (][ tetherington & Kelly, 2002; Williams & Dunne-Br~yant, 2006). For 

both men and women, the low point in funct-ioning tends to come 1-2 years fbllowing the 

diworce, followed by a gradual recovery lbr mos~ people. A key part of corning back from 

diw)rce for rnost people is finding a new partner (Coleman et al., 2006). Most Americans 

who divorce in young adulthood remarry within 5 years (CherlJn, 2009). More on remar- 

riage will be presented in Chapter 11. 



tie Adults 

raise common myths about single adults, and describe cultural and ethnic variations 

:iSinglehood. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

marriage is the predominant form of social life in young adulthood across cul- 

in most cultures there are also some people who do not marry in young adult- 

Some remain single through their young adult years; some even remain single 

whole lives. Across countries, the proportion of young adults who have neither 
nor had a long-term cohabiting relationship by age 40 is usually around 10% 

"iin, 2009). 
e is widely believed to promote many positive aspects of developrnent in 

adulthood. Sociologists Linda Waite and Maggie Gallagher assert that research 

marriage to be the key to health, happiness, wealth, and an active sex life (Waite 

her, 2000). In contrast, remaining single after age 30 predicts a variety of nega- 

:dines in comparison to married people, including mental health problems, 

cal health problems, and substance use (Centers for Disease Control and Preven- 

CDC], 2004). 

psychologist Bella DePaulo (2006) has questioned these conclusions, claim.- 

among social scientists as wel! as in the general public singlism is rampant, by 

she means that "People who do not have a serious coupled relationship are stereo- 

. discriminated against, and treated dismissively" (p. 2). In a thorough analysis of the 

comparing single and married people in young adulthood, she makes the case 

:laims in favor of marriage and against remaining single have been overstated. It 

[e that people who are single rank slightly below married people on some measures 

and happiness, but young adults who have always remained single rank above 

Who married but later separated, divorced, or widowed and’for most mar- 

one of these three fates awaits. ]~uFthermore, in longitudlna! studies 

l~’S happiness levels blip upward in the year after marriage but soon after 

to the same level as before marriage, showing that marriage is not 

for long-term happiness (Schmitt et al., 2007). Finally, although 

/ married has many benefits, pe.ople who are in unhappy marriages 
of a!! in overal! happiness, even compared to people who are 

or widowed. 
of young singles’ views of their singlehood report that they see both 

disadvantages (Baumbusch, 2004; DePaulo, 2006; Lewis, 2000). 

~ijoy the freedom to make their own decisions and to do what they want 

~.they want On the oth er ha nd, th ey mi s s th e companionship of being part 

become weary of changing tom antit: and sexual partners, and 

feel out of step in a world where most young adults are part 

States there are ethnic differences in singlehood during 

idulthood. At age 40, about one-third of African Americans have never 

,."compared to one-fourth of Latinos and less than 10% of Whites 

renter, 2007). However, AJ’rican Americans have higher rates of 

than the other two groups do, so rates of long-term partnerships 

groups are similar. Rates of remaining single are also high--and 

Asian countries, especially in urban areas (Jones & Ramdas, 

~0kyo, Japan, and Bangkok, Thailand, over one-third of women ages 

over 20% of women ages 40 44 have never married. Furthermore, 

co~iabitation.is rarein Asia; nearly all unmarried young adults 

?t0 live at home, even into their forties. 

singlism negative stereotypes of single persons 

that lead to them being discriminated against and 
treated dismissively 

African Americans have lower marriage 

rates than Lafinos or Whites do but higher 

rates of cohabita tion. 
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There are a number of reasons for this increase in singlehood among young adults ia 

Asia, most notably the widening opportunities available to young women, who often pre- 

fer the excitement and freedom of their singlehood to the traditional obligations of female 

submission that still go along with marriage in most Asian countries [Rosenberg, 2007). 

In Japan, the derisive term parasite singles has been applied to young adults who remain 

single into their thirties, implying that they are selfish and immature (DePaulo, 2006). Nev- 

ertheless, single young adults are the happiest group in all of Japan--happier than older 

singles, and happier than married adults of any age group (Rosenberg, 2007). 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Gay and Lesbian Partnerships 

Compare and contrast gay and lesbian partnerships with heterosexual partnerships° and [ 

describe how these partnerships have changed in recent years, 

APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

. . . as a Therapist 

Alan and Lee are a gay couple p]anning 

to get married next yea~. What kinds of 

recommendations can you make to them 

about having a satisf!/ing marriage? 

Although most romantic partnerships in young adulthood are between a man and a 

woman, in nearly all cultures some persons have same sex partners. Surveys across West 

ern countries have found that 1-10% of adults identify as gay or lesbian, depending on the 

country and the survey question (Black et al., 2000; Michael et al., 1994). Consistently, more 

adults report same-sex desfres and experiences than report identifying as gay or lesbian 

(National Survey of Sexual Health and Behavior, 2010). 

Gay and lesbian couples are like heterosexuaI couples in most ways (Hyde & DeLama- 

ter, 2005; Kurdek, 2006; Peplau & Beals, 2004). Eike heterosexuals, most gay and lesbian 

young adults seek a long-term relationship based on love, affection, and mutual respect. 

Like heterosexuals, they tend to seek out partners who are similar to themselves in many 

ways. Similar areas of conflict are common in both heterosexual and homosexual relation- 

ships: money, sex, and household tasks. 

Gay and lesbian couples also differ from heterosexual couples in some ways, and gay 

couples differ from lesbian couples. About half of gay couples have ah "open relationship" 

that allows partners to have sexual episodes (but not loving relati~)nships) with others, 

whereas lesbfan and heterosexual couples nearly always place a high value on sexual fidel- 

ity (Bonello & Cross, 2010; Peplau & Beals, 2002, 2004). The decision to have an open rela- 

tionship is based partly on the desire for sexual variety but also on the goat of cha!lenging 

the convention that monogamy is the only acceptable basis for a relationship (Anderson, 

2012). Gay couples tend to have a "higher frequency of sexual activity thanheterosexual 

couples do, and lesbian couples have the lowest frequency (Michael et aL, 1994). 

Some diffeFenCeS that used to distinguish gay and lesbian couples from hetero- 

sext~al couples are fading. The heterosexual majolffty in many cultures has persecuted and 

discriminated against homosexuals for many centuries. Discr’kninatfon remains today, 

but attitudes have grown dramatically more tolerant in recent decades (Savin-Wil]iams, 

recently, gay and lesbian couples were not allowed to marry, but gay 
lesbian marriage is now legal in several American states anti in sev- 

eral Western countries, including Belgium, Canada, Netherlands, and 

Spain. Nationa! "registered partnership" laws, providing many of the 

same legal benefits as marriage, now exist in Britain, Denmark, 

France, Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, and Swe- 

den (Cherlin; 2009). Fifty percent of 18-3G-year.old Americans 

support homosexual marriage, compared to only 24% of per- 

sons 65 and older, indicating that acceptance of homosexual 

marriage is likely [o grow in the future (Pew Research Cen- 

ter, 2010). 

In several Western countries, gay and 
. lesbian couples can now marry. 



uality in Young Adulthood 

why young adulthood tends to be a stage of peak sexuality, and identify gender ¯ 

~lifferences in sexuality. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

~dulthood is the life stage when sexual activity peaks in nearly all cultures. Ado]esJ 

¯ sexual activity is forbidden in many cultures (Sh]egel, 2010; Shlegel & BarlT, 1991). 

[where it is tolerated it takes place only occasionally, and adolescents go extended 

lds when they have no sexual partner. Where emerging adulthood exists, sexual 

may be discouraged (e.g., in Japan and South Korea and in southern Europe) or 

(e.g., in .n, orthern Europe), but emerging adults, too, usually have periods when 

..have no partner. By middle adulthood, in some cultures sexual activi ,ty stops altoJ 

: even where it continues it takes place with Iess frequency than during young 

It is during young adulthood that people are most likely to have a regular 

partner, usuM]y their marriage partner, and also during young adulthood that 

activity is most likely to be supported and encouraged by cultural beliefs. 

primary reason for this in most cultures is not to promote the ~ntimacy of the 

1 relationship but to ensure that the young adult couple will have children. Produc- 

is typically considered an essential part of married life, and parents in most 

want their children to have children, in order to continue the famiI.y into the next 

Consequently, young adult couples are encouraged to have frequer.t sexual 

so that they will reproduce. For example, in India, adolescent sexuality is 

, forbidden and by middle adulthood sexual activity is expected to cease. However, 

adulthood is considered to be the life stage ofjouvana, a word that l~terally means 

active; being sexually active is the very definition of the young adult life stage 

& Shweder, 1998). The more sexually active they are, the more ]ikely they will soon 

children, and having children is considered to be the central meaning and pup 

marriage. SexuaI activity is discouraged after young adulthood because it can no 

~ result in a new child once the wife has reached menopause and ceased to ovulate. 

the West, sexual activity in young adulthood is less focused on reproduction. 

couples i.n the West will have only one or two children, relatively little of their 
¯ adulthood is intended t® result in pregnancy. Instead, an active sex 

to be important for promofin~ the intimacy of the couple’s relationship 

as their mutual enjoyment and pleasure. Eesearch ~n the West reports that sexual 

young adult’couptes promotes as well as reflects emotional closeness 

p (Bancroft: 2002; Yeh et aL, 2006). 

most c)eta~ed study of sexual behavior among young adults in the West is the Sex 

study conducted in the 1990s (Lanmann et al., I[994; Michael et al., 1994). The 

1~ team interviewed a diverse sample of over 3,000 Americans ages 18-59. They 
real deal of stability in sexual behavior of young adults from the late twenties 

:early forties, with most people (about 75%) reporting one sexual partner in ~he 

and relatively few i’eporting no sexual partner (about 10%) or more than one 

’pa~ner {about 15%). Most people reported having intercourse fr’om a few times 

2-3 times per week, w~th relatively few young adults reporting no episodes 

:having sex more tl~[an 4 times a week (6%). More recent studies have confirmed 

(Langer, 2004). 

~e interesting finding of the Chicago study was that masturbation continues through 

and ~orties. In fact, for women masturbation pea[~s in the thirties, with nearly 
masturbation "sometimes" or more, foIlowed by a slight decline in the 

a steeper dec!ine in the fifties (to about 20%). Men masturbate more than 

at all ages, and for men the prevalence of masturbation peaks at a little over 70% 

or :more in the late twenties, but is still over 60% in the thirties and .Forties and 

50% in the fifties. In adulthood as in adolescence, masturbation is correlated 

.! APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

. .. as a Nurse 

At her annual gynecological vZsit, 35-yea~- 

old wife and mother of two, Blanca, is 

concerned that she and her husband only 

have sex on(~ a week, What can you tell her 

to help allay her anxie6~? 
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vcith other sexual activity, including frequency of intercourse. Masturbation is not a substi- 

tute for sex in young adulthood but a supplement to an active sex life. 

Masturbation was just one of many areas where there were sharp gender differences 

in sexuality in the University of Chicago study. There was a huge gender difference in 

frequency of orgasms, with 75% of men in their thirties and forties reporting that they 

always experienced orgasm during sex with their primary partner, compared to only 30% 

of women. Men also reported more frequent sexual fantasies. In response io the question 

"How often do you think about sex?" over half of men responded "every day" or "several 

times a day" compared to just t9% of women. Similarly, men were much more likely to 

pursue sexual stimulation through XJrated movies and videos, nude dance clubs, and 

sexually-explicit magazines. This study took place prior to the Internet revolution, but 

recent studies have found that men are much more likely than women to view Internet 

pornography (Carroll et al., 2008). 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Becoming a Parent 

Summarize the social and emotional impact of becoming a parent, and describe the ~~ 

unique challenges faced by single parents.                                   ~ 

(~)~Watch the Video Raising 

an Eleven-Month-Old 
at MyDeveloprnentLab 

Until very recently in human history, most people spent nearly all their adult lives devoting 

a substantial proportion of their time and energy to their role as parents, caring for and 

providing for children from birth to maturity. They would mar~y around age 20 and have 

their first child about a year later, and continue to have children every few years until about 

age 40. They would have about eight children over the course of this 20-year period, and 

the last one would reach maturity when the parents were about age 60--and most people 

did not live beyond age 60. Today, all over the world the combination of fewer children and 

longer life expectancy has transformed parenting young children from the central focus of 

adult married life to an important but relatively small part of the entire life span, for most 

people. There remain sharp differences between urban and rurai areas. In all world 

regions, people in urban areas live longer and have fewer children than people in rural 

areas (Population Reference Bureau [PRB], 2010). ~ 

PARENTING AND YOUNG ADULT ROLES Just as the majority of young adults get married, the 
o f majority of young adults become parents, in every country. In most countries about 90 ~ o 

young adults have at least one child (United Nations, 2003). There is some variation among 

developed countries. The proportion of women who have at least one child by age 40 is 

70% in Germany, 80% in the United States, and 98% in Iceland (United Nations, 2003). 

in most countries, about 90% of young 

adults have at least one child. Here, a 
Korean couple feeds thefr infant daughter: 



developing countries, the rates of becoming a parent by age 40 are over 90% 

;,~ the "infertility belt" that stretches across centraI Africa (see Chapter 2). 

young adults in rural traditional cultures, becoming a parent is a highly important 

Ln terms of their status in the community. Fertility is considered the main goal and 

*oung adult women, and women must have a child to be fully accepted by their 

Women who are unable to bear children are objects of pity and scorn (see 
2). For young men, hav~ng a child also means greater status and acceptance in the 

In many cultures, having a child is necessary to being considered fully adult. 

!example, among the Sambia of New Guinea, the passage to adulthood for young men 

place in a series of seven rituals over a period from middle childhood to young adult- 

and the final, crowning ritual takes place when the young man becomes a father for 

time (Herdt, 1986). 

parenting young children is the main focus of young adulthood for women 

difional cultures, it is not a responsibility they bear alone (DeLoache & Gottleib, 2000). 

,the motherdn law is present, either in the household or nearby, and sometimes the 

woman’s mother as well. There may be aunts and cousins and neighbors nearby to 

life with¯ not just child care but food preparation, agricultural work, and other 

Older children also help with child care and other tasks once they reach middle 

idhood. The father is not usually involved much in caring for young children, but as we 

seen in earlier chapters there are exceptions to this pattern. 

zoung adults in developed countries, and for many in urban areas of developing 

becoming a parent is a choice, something they can choose to do or choose not 

young adults in rural traditional cultures, they have access to effective con- 

ws them to have an active sexual life without conceiving children. Also, 

for their counterparts in rural traditional cultures, children are not an economic 

for urban couples. In a rural economy children can contribute from an early age and 

¯ helping to tend the fields, care for the livestock, and sell the goods 

family produces. However, in developed countries children contribute little economi~ 

’ and cost a lot to bring up. Tally the food, clothes, school expenses, leisure expenses, 

t medical expenses parents expend on behalf of children, and the total amount over 

amounts to a lot of money. Furthermore, parents in developed countries are 

’on their own, with little help from in-laws, other tel&tires, or neighbors. However, 

ethnic groups there is greater extended family support for young parents, for e.x- 

African Americans and Latinos (Oberlander et al., 2007).              " 
Although there may be no economic benefits to having children, young adults see 

rewards and advantages in becoming a parent. Philip Cowan and Carolyn Pape 

interviewed young American parents and found that they reported a wide 

of rewards of becoming a p~rent, Such as giving and receiving love and affection, 

as a responsible and mature member of the community, and the enjoyment 

children grow. However) as Table t0.3 shows, they perceived many disadvan ¯ 

well, such as loss of freedom, financial strain, and less time for their partnen O 

i APPLYtNG YOURKNOWLEDGE 

,i . ,. as a Researcher 

! You are studying women’s cooperatives 

.: in rural Tanzania. The women are getting 

:i regular contraceptive shots at the village 

clinic to control the number of children they 

~ have. Howmightshrinking fami/ysize affect 

i::. their personal development? 

[-Watch the Video Challenges 
of Becoming a New Parent 

at NlyDevelopmentLab 

and recei#ing love and affection 

~ater meaning to life 

ie~s.~elfiJh:an~l learning to.sacrifice 

helping children learn and grow 

Based on Cowan & C~wan (2000). 
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~Watch the Video Parent of Young 

Boys at IVlyDeveloprnentLab 

(~)-~-Watch the Video Gender Roles in 

the Family at MyDevellopmentLab 

(~Y-[~Watch the Video Mother of Three 
at MyDeve|oprnentLab 

Marqtal satisfaction often declines 

f‘ollovvfng the I~ir& of’the first child, but not 

atways. 

PARENTING AND THE MARITAL RELATIONSHIP IN YOUNG ADULTHOOD In traditional cultures 

gender roles are distinct from early childhood onward, and women and men in young 

adult couples have different responsibilities. Her responsibility is to run the household, 

care for the children, and do other economic work such as tend crops or make items that 

can be sold. His responsibility ls to provide economically for his wife and children. The 

roles of women and men do not overlap very much. <D 

In contrast, gender roles today in developed countries, especially in the West, are less 

sharply defined, and in young adulthood couples often share many of the duties that 

traditionally fell to one gender or the other. Both men and women cook and clean, and 

both work outside the household to contribute to the family income. In the United States, 

most people now believe that marriages work best when both husband and wife both have 

jobs and both take care of the house and children, a contrast to the pattern that prevailed 

historically (Russell, 2011). O 

Nevertheless, the traditional gender role divisions still exist in a modified form in 

developed countries. Both men and women may contribute to child care, but women 

contribute more, ev, en in families where both husband and wife work full time. Both 

may do household tasks, but women consistently contribute more hours per week, 

across developed countries [Hook, 2010]. Both work outside the home, but men work 

more hours than women do, and women are more likely to leave the workforce while 

the couple has young children (Volcu et a!., 2009). Several studies have found that 

gender roles in developed countries become more traditional following the birth 

of the first child, in a variety of respects (Cowan & Cowan, 2000; Salmela-Aro 

et al., 2001). 
The arrival of the first child often changes the marital relationship 

in other ways as well. The "sou! mate" ideal of marriage is difficult to 

sustain, as we have seen from the decline in marital satisfaction that 

takes place over the early years of marriage, and the birth of a child 

makes it even more challenging and elusive. The soul mate ideal is an 1 

ideal of intimacy, entailing a lot of time together as a couple, enjoying 

marital closeness and companionship, emotional as well as sexual. After - 

the birth of the first child, this ideal often collides with the reality of 

caring for an infant.-As we have seen, human infants are needy little 

creatures. They cannot care for themselves, and will not be able to do 

so for many .years. C’~nsequently, it becomes difficult for couples to find 

time and energy for quiet dinners, long walks, and sexual intimacy after 

they become parents. There is so much [o do! The baby needs to be fed 

[requently, and taken for a walk, and diapers need to be changed, and 

now baby is crying again and needs to be soothed. Parents are woken 

in the night repeatedly by a cryiz~g baby who needs be fed, diaper’ed, 

and soothed back to sleep, which also does not enhance their readiness 

for mari[al intimacy. The combination of increased household chores, 

financial strain, and fatigue puts a great strain on mothers and fathers :..! 

and on their relationship (Meijer & van den Wittenboer, 2007). Also, 

parents usua’]y bear this responsibility alor,~ in developed countries, ..: 

with little or no help from others in contrast to the more commtmal 

way children are cared for in traditional cultures [Rubin & Chung 2006; ....1 

Lamm & Keller’, 2007).                                              ..] 
As a resu}t of all these chan,qes following the birth of a child, marital saris- 

faction often declines (Shapiro e[ al., 2000]. 1[ tends to decline more for" women .t 

" than for men, because women tend to take on fromm°rethe°f thephysicalnew responsibilitieSs~aln ’i 
than me,, do, and women must simultaneously recover o[ child-"i 

birth (Laflamme et al., 20112; Lu, 2006}. ". 



oWever, marital satisfaction does not-decline for all couples following the birth of 

:child (Cowan & Cowan, 20il). For couples who already have a troubled marriage, 

rnm-ltal satisfaction tends to slip still further down once they have the responsibilities 

for a child (Feeney et aL, 2001). In contrast, couples with a mutually support- 

satisfying relationship tend to maintain their marital happiness even under the 

becoming parents [Driver et al., 2003). Their marital relationship changes, too, 

in reponse to becoming parents; they, too, have less time and energy for emo- 

and sexual intimacy. However, they adjust to these changes by working together as 

team to meet the challenges of child care, sharing the responsibilities more 

than less happy couples and providing support to each other (Feinberg et a!., 

McHale & Rotman, 2007). <~> 

E pARENTS More than ever today in Western countries, parenthood is experienced not 

t of a couple but as a single parent. Across countries, about 90% of single parents are 

ie mothers (Breivik et al., 2006). When a single mother gives birth she, rather than the 

nearly always the person who then has primarl¢ care for the baby, and in cases of 

mothers receive custody in a high majority of cases (Dufur et al., 2010). 

;Rates of nonmarital births are especially high in northern Europe, Canada, and the 

d States, where over one-third of births are to single mothers (Lestaeghe & Moors, 

These rates are seve~-aI times higher than 50 years ago, across countries. In the 

ed States rates of single motherhood are about 70% among African Americans, but 

among Whites have risen dramatically in recent decades and are now over 35%, 

10.2 shows. In addition to ethnic differences, in the United States there are 

irge disparities in single motherhood by educational levels. According to the 

ge Project, over half (54%] of babies born to the least-educated mothers are 

to single mothers, as are 44% of babies of moderately educated mothers, but among 

educated mothers (four-year college degree or more) only 6% are single [Wilcox & 

2010). 

Being a single mother does not necessarily mean having no partner to help in parent- 

. Patterns of single motherhood vary greatly among countries and cultures. In northern 

as we have seen, cohabitation is normative for many years before marriage, and 

MN 

Percentage of children in single-parent families 

25-29% 3~ 3~% ~5-39% 40%or 

(:~_Watch the Video Transition to 
Parenthood at MyDevelopmentLab 

(~Watch the Video Single Mothers 

at MyDeve|opmentLab 

Percentage of families headed by a single 
parent, by income and raceiethn]city 

Low income 

MEddle- and 
high i~]come 

Map 10,2 ~ Single-Parent Households in the United 
States How do the rates of single-parent families vary across 

states? Which ethnicities have the highest and lowest rates? 

What impact do these rates have on income levels7 
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O~_Watch the Video Being a Single 

Parent at WlyDevelopmentLab 

children who are born to unmarried mothers usually have a father in the household as well; .i ¯ 

the partners are not legally married, but both are present and both are involved in the care 

of the child. In the United States, the rise in "single motherhood" since 1980 is due almost 

entirely to an increase in the proportion of children born to cohabiting parents (Cherlin, 

2009). African American single mothers often receive assistance from their own mothers 

and sometimes from male relatives and friends as well (Jayakody & Kalil, 2002; Woody & ; 

Woody, 2007]. 

Across countries and cultures, fathers are sometimes involved in caring for the 

child even if they do not tive with the mother, and in the United States and Canada 

about 10% of children live with the unmarried father rather than with the mother (U.S. 

Bureau of the Census, 2010; Vanier Institute of the Family, 2004). As we have seen, it is 

increasingly common in some Western countries for gay or lesbian couples to adopt or 

conceive a child. Although these couples are often barred h’om legal marriage and so 

are classified as "single" parents, there are in fact two parents involved in caring fo~[ the 

child (Goldberg, 201t; Tasker, 2005). 

For parents who are truly single parents, raising their children without assistance from 

another adult, the strains and stresses are considerable (Sepa et al., 2004). Given the many 

challenges we have seen for couples in adjusting to and caring for a child, it is not hard to 

see how difficult it must be to handle these challenges alone. Single mothers often have 

relatively low incomes, partly because only one salary comes into the family instead of two, 

so the stress of handling parenting duties alone is compounded by financial stress (Cain & 

Combs-Orme, 2005). However, when single mothers receive social support from their own 

mothers or from friends and other family members they experience less stress and are 

more patient and nurturing as parents (Kotchik et al., 2005). O 

Work 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE : List the stages of occupational development in Super’s theory, and e~blain how 

::: personality and gender shape occupational goals. 

Although people almost everywhere start doing some kind of work prior to young adult- 

hood, it is in young adulthood that~ people usually take on full adult work responsibili- 

ties. The girl in a traditional rural vii!age who has long taken care of her younger siblings 

and helped her mother with household duties now in young adulthood has a child and 

household of her own. The girl in a developed country who worked as a restaurant hostess 

during adolescence now in young adulthood takes a job as a hospital administrator. The 

boy in a traditiona! rural village who in childhood learned to navigate a boat and catch fish 

with his fatl~er now in young adulthood has a boat and catches fish of his own to sell. The 

adolescent boy in a developed cotmt~2¢ who worked at the counter in a clothing store now 

in young adulthood delivers packages for an overnight delivery company. 

The path from child and adolescent work to adult work differs sharply between 

veloping countries anddeveloped countries. Adolescents in developing countries usually 

work alongside their’ parents-~-.b0ys wikh their fathers and other men, girls with their 

mothers and other women- doing the kind of work adtfits do. Because the economies in ¯ 

such cultures are usually not diverse, there are few "occupa[ions" to choose from. Boys 

learn to do what men do, whether ik is hunting.or farming or something else, and gir’ls 

learn to do what women do, which is usually child care and running the household, and 

perhaps some gathering or gardening or other work. There is a certain security in this-- 

you grow up knowing that you will have useful and important work to do as an adult, 

and you grow vp gradually learning the skills requh’ed for it, On the. other hand, there is 

a certain narrowness and limitation to it as well--if you are a bo~5 you must do ?the wor~ 

that men do whether you care for it or not; and if you are a girl, your role is to learn child 
.[ 



and running a household regardless of what your individual preferences or talents 

people in developed countries face a different kind of trade off. The economies 

~ed countries are astonishingly complex and diverse. This means that, as an ado- 

: or emerging adult, you have a tremendous ~lange of possible occupations to choose 

However, every person has to find a place among all of that fabulous diversity of 

. And even once you make your choice, you have to hope that the occupation you 

de you want will be achievable for you. More young people would like to be medical 

veterinarians, musicians, and professional athletes than is possible (Sandberg 

ii, 199I; Schneider & Stevenson, 1999]. ~ 
h there is great cultural variation in work paths during young adulthood, 

~ all the research so far has taken place on young Americans. Let us take a look now 

~ developmental pattern in how Atnericans make occupational chdces, and the vari- 

[:influences that play a part in their choices. 

~Watch the Video Workforce 
at [/lyDeve|o~rnentLab 

E DEVELOPMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL GOALS Although children and adolescents may have 

~na] dreams--fantasies of being a famous basketball player, singer, or movie 

adulthood is when more serious pursuit of occupational goals often begins 

2004). !~or young adults, decisions must be made about educational and occupa- 

that will have potential long-term effects on their adult lives. 

.One influential theory of the development of occupational goals, by Donald Super 

1976, 1980, 1992; Tracey et al., 2005), begins with adolescence and continues through 

into adulthood, as follows: 

Crystallization, ages I4 to t8. In this initial stage, adolescents begin to move beyond 

fantasizing and start to consider how their talents and interests match up with the 

)ossibilities available to them. During this time, they may begin to seek 

out information about careers that are of interest to them, perhaps by talking over 

possibilities with family at~d friends. 

Specification, ages i8 to 21. During this stage, occupational choices become more 

focused. For example, a young person who decided during the crystallization stage 

seek ~n occupation that involves working with children may now decide whether 

that means being a child psychologist, a t~acher, a daycare worke~) or a pediatrician,. 

Making this choice usually involves begiflning to pursue the education or training,. 

uired to obtain the desired occupation. 

~Irnplen~entation, ages 21 to 24. This stage involves completing the education or train- 

that began in the specification stage and entering the job itself. This may mean 

that young people mus! reconcile any discr’epant:y between what they would like to 

and what is available in the work world. For example, yo~J may have been edu- 

be a teacher but find out after graduation that there are more teachers than 

jobs, so that you end up working in a social service agency or a business. 

ages 25 to 35. This is the stage in w~ich young adults establish them 

careers. The init~a]period of getting their feet wet in a job comes to an 

and they become more stable and experienced in their work. 

on, age 35 and up. ~[;rom [his point o[~ward, occupational development 

means contlnui~g to gain exper[ise and seeking advancement into higher statns 

s as expertise grows. 

this th eory retnain s i mportant in shaping the way scholars think about occu- 

~pment and career counselors p~’ovide advice to young people, not everyone 

prescribed by the theo~’y, and certainly not according to these precise ages. 

edtJcation is stretching out fhrther and further into the twenties for more and 

~i][~eop]e, i~ is not unusual for the irr~plementa~fon stage to begin in the mid-twenties 

the ea~’ly twenties. Perhaps more important, it is less and l.ess cornmon for 
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~Watch the Video Work-Life Balance 
at MyDevelopmentLab 

occupational development tO follow the kind of linear path through the life course that is 

described in Super’s theory. Increasingly, people have not just one career or occupation, 

but two or more in the course of their working lives. Most of today’s young adults will 

change career directions at least once [Donahue, 2007). Also, for women and increasingly 

for men, balancing work and family goals may mean taking time off or at least working 

fewer hours¯ during the young adult years when they have young children to care for (Cina- 

mon, 2008; Hochschild, 1990, 1998; van der Lippe et a]., 2006]. Theories of career develop- 

ment that neglect this challenge do not fit the career paths that today’s young adult women 

are likely to follow. <~ 

INFLUENCES ON OCCUPATIONAL GOALS Theories of occupational development provide a 

general outline of how young people may progress through their working lives. But how 

do young adults make choices among the great variety of occupations available to them? 

What sorts of influences go into their decisions? A great deal of research has been con- 

ducted on these questions, especially focusing on the influence of personality characteris- 

tics and gender. 

One of the influences on occupational choice in cultures where people are allowed 

to choose from a wide range of possible occupations is the individual’s judgment of how 

various occupations would be suited to his or her personality. People seek occupations that 

they judge to be consistent with their interests and talents. One influential theorist, John 

Holland (1985, 1987, 1996; Gottfredson et al., 1993) investigated the kinds of personality 

characteristics that are typical of people who hold various jobs and of adolescents who 

aspire to those jobs. Holland’s theory describes six personality categories to consider when 

matching a person with a prospective occupation [see Tabte 

You can probably see the potential for overlap i[~ some of these categories. Obviously, 

they are not mutually exclusive. A person could have sqme Artistic qualities as well as 

some Social qualities, or some Intellectual qualities as well as some Enterprising qualities. 

Holland (1987) does not claim that all people fall neatly into clear ty~qs. However, he and 

others believe that most people wil! be happiest and most successful in their careers if they 

are able to find a match between their personality qualities and an occupation that allows 

them to express and develop those qualities (Vondracek & Po~e]li, 2003). Holland’s ideas 

have been used by career counselors to help adolescents gain insights into the types of 

fields that might be best for them tof~pursue. The widely used Strong-Campbell Vocational 
Interest Inventory is based on Holland’s ideas. 

Keep in mind the limitations of this approach to understanding occupational choice. 

Within any particular profession, you are likely to find persons with a considerable variety 

Category Personality Characteristics Best Occupations 

Intellectual High on conceptual and theoretical thinking. Prefer    Scholarly fields such as math and science :: 

Conventional 

thinking problems through rather than applying 
knowledge. Low on social skills 

High on following directions carefully, dislike of 
unstructured activities 

as 

lhose that involve clear responsibilities but require 
little leadership, such as bank teller or secretary      .. 

Artistic Introspective, imaginative, sensitive, unconventional Artistic occupations such as painting or writing fiction 



~nali~Y traits. If you think of teachers you have known, for example, 

iw~!l probably find that they varied a lot in their personaIities, even if 
:may have had some characteristics in comrnon. Their different per- 

ties may have allowed them each to bring a different combination 

and. weaknesses to the job. So, there probably is not just 

personality type that is potentia![y wel! suited to a particular type 

the same way, any one person’s personality could probably fit 

[with many of the jobs available in a diverse economy. Because 

people’s personalities are too complex to fall neatiy into one 

, another, different occupations may bring out different combi- 

ns of strerfgths and weaknesses in a particular persdn. For this 

assessing your personality traits may narrow somewhat the 

, of fields that you think of as being suitable for you, but for most 

in developed countries that would still leave a considerable 

bet of possible occupations to choose from. 

also has a substantial influence on job choice. Although the ~’~---~ ~ ." 

women who are employed has risen steeply in the 21st 

it remains true that some jobs are held mainly by men and some jobs are 

r by women (Porfelli et at., 2008; Vondracek & Porfelli, 2003)~ Jobs held mainly 

hen are concentrated in the service sector for example, teagher, nuFse, secretary, 

~ild-care worken Jobs held mainly by men include chemist, surgeon, and computer 

designer. In general, "women’s jobs" tend to be low paying a~d low status, 

"men’s jobs" tend to be high paying and high status. Women are especially 

the STEM fields [Science, Technology, Engineering, and ivlathematics; 

2007). 

)atterns have changed somewhat in recent years--for example, women are now 

~ as likely as men to become lawyers and medical doctors. However, for many jobs 

differences have proven to be remarkably stable (Ceci & Williams, 2007). Even 

high-status professions, women tend to have the lower status and !ower~paying 

¯ for example, among physicians, family practice doctor rather than surgeon. 

do these gender differences in job choice persist, despite the fact that women 

men in terms of overall educational attainment? Gender socialization is cer- 

of it. Children learn early on that some jobs are appropriate for either m~tes 

in the same way that they learn other aspects of gender roles (Maccoby, 2002; 

liet al., 2008). By the time young people reach the age when it is time fbr them to 

occupational direction, their gender identities are wel! established and consti-. 

luence on their job selection (Desrnairis & Curtis, 1999). One recent study 

adult women found that even mathematically-talented young women oftez 

~ technology (IT] fields because they view IT as male dominated, a percep- 

perpetuates the male domination of IT (Messer’smith et al., 2008). Similarly, 

~=rlands ff~und that adolescent girls aw)id going into computer science 

bel[e~ve that others view women in computer science as sexually unattractive 

2007). 

important influence is that already in emerging adulthood, young women 

the difficulties they arc likely to face in balancing their work and family roles, 

ss their j6b selection (Lips & Lawson, 2009). It has long been true that 

considerably more time oz family tasks than husbands do, especially when 

has young children. Although men now do more of the child care dtan in previ- 

wives stil! do more housework than their husbands, even when both of 

~e (Gershury et al., 2005; Strandh & Nordenmark, 2006; van der Lippe 

Sociologists have called this the second shift (Hochschild, 1990, 1998), refer- 

work that women must perform after they complete their shift in the 

Despite improvements in gender equality, 

there are still fewer women than men in 

STEM fields. 

~:~--~_Wat~:h the Video Wol-k-Family 

Confl[c:t at tgtyDevelopmentLab 

~econd shift term for t[te domestic work that 
women must perform after they comple[e Lheir 
shift in the workplace 
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APPLYING YOUR KNOWLEDGE ,! 
!. 

How would you explain the fact that 

wives usually end up doing most of the 

household work and child care even 

when they work as many hours as their 

husbands do? Do you think this is fike/y 

to change in the curcent generation of 

emerging adults? 

In contrast to young women, it is e,~remely rare for young men to take time away from 

the workplace to raise young children, Even in Etu-opean countries where the government 

pays up to 100% of a person’s salary for up to a year for those who wish to leave the work- 

place temporarily while they have infant children, few young men take advantage of these 

policies [O’Brien & Moss, 2010; Plantln, 2007). However, this does not mean these patterns 

will never change. The period of women’s entry into the workplace is still relatively brief in 

historical terms--less than 50 years. Many dramatic .cl~anges in gender roles have ah’eady 

taken place that could not have been anticipated a half century ago. The changes appear to be 

continuing. Young men now say they give time with family a higher priority than prestigious 

or high-paying work, more than older men and similar to young women (Grimsley, 2000). 

Furfl~ermore, technologically driven changes in work that are likely to allow an increasing 

proport, ion of work to be done at home or in flexible shifts may make it easier for both men 

and women to balance successfully--and equally--the demands of work and family. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Leisure Activities in Young Adulthood 

between community involvement and television use in the lives Explain the relationship 

of young adults. 

Family roles and work responsibilities are intense in young adulthood, as most people are 

bringing up young children in this life stage as well as striving for occupational progress. 

But what else is important in the lives of young adults? Two areas that many of 

them devote time to are community activities and media use. One of the distinc- 

tive features of the young adult stage of development is that it is a period of high 

involvement in community roles and activities. However, community involve- 

ment is lower in developed countries today than it used to be, and one of the 

key reasons is the appeal of watching television as a leisure acti~ty. 

Having children often draws young adults 

in to greater community involvement. 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT In young adulthood, as fa~,ily and work obliga- 

tions are acquired, community involvement often increases (Putnam, 2000). 

When young couples have children, their involvement with their children and 
:: . their concern for their children’s future may lead them to become involved 

in civic organizations. A parent may become a Boy Scout or Girl Scout leader~ 

or coach a child’s sports team, or volunteer to help at special events at a child’s 

school. Work tics may also }~ad to civic involvement. For example, a young adult 

may join a civic organization in order to enhance business contacts, l~igure 10.4~ shows 

how overall membership in civic association rises in young adulthood Jn the United States, 

peaking in the early forties (Putnam, 2000, p. 249). However, it is notable that across age 

groups civic involvement has decreased in recent decades, as detailed in the Historical 

Focus: What Killed Ame~’fcan Civic Participation? feature. 

Figure 10.4 ~ Age and Civic Participation 

in the United States Why do rates peak around 

age 40? 
£ou[ce" Puntam (2000) 
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ISTOR]CAL FOCIJ5 -  hat Killed American Civic Participation? 
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n most societies, young adulthood is the life stage when civic ¯ Mobility and sprawl Americans change residences today more 

participation is highest. The pattern of a peak in civic participa- often than they did in the past and more often than people in 

tion during young adulthood has been consistent across the past 

yet overall civic participation in developed countries has 

~dined dramatically in recent decades. For example, in nearly all 

)ed countries fewer adults vote in elections than did several 
cades ago (Dermody et al., 2010; Ga~son & Lopez, 2006). 

:-~. Why has civic participation declined? Sociologist Robert Putnam 

!000) analyzed this question with regard to American society in his 

i=ibook Bowling Alone: The Collapse 

~d Revival of Amencan Community. 

this book Putnam takes the long 

::.view, examining patterns of civic par- 
ticipation not just in recent decades 

~’but over the entire 20th century. 
:= Early in the 20th century civic partici- 

:’pation among adults was relatively 
:"high. This was a period of the birth 
~f many popular civic organizations 

still exist today, including the 

:.’Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, the Red 

the Sierra Club, and the Na- 

ional Rifle Association. Membership 

:in many of these organizations grew 
Substantially until mid-century. How- 

lever, beginning in the 1960s civic 
:participation began to decline, and 

ithas continued to decline in most 

ever since. This decline has 

place not only in membership in formal organizations but in 

behavior such as voting in elections, attending religious services, 

g dub meetings, and even in inforr~al civic activities such 

~ cards with friends or having neighbors over for dinner. 

But why? Putnam identifies several major contributors to the 

These 1950s American Red Cross volunteers were part of a 
mid-2Oth century peak in civic participation. 

amilies. In previous eras, women who were not era- 
often w)tunteered in civic organizations such as parent- 

groups. Now most women are in the workpface, so they 
have less time and energy for civic participation. 

other developed countries do. Consequently, they are less likely to 
develop the kind of sustained ties to a community that may lead 

to civic participation. People are also more likely today than a half 

century ago to five in one place and work in another place many 

miles away, resulting in less attachment to a single community 

and more time taken up by commuting that might have gone into 

civic participation. 
¯ Tdevision. With the spread of 

television in the 1950s, TV-watch- 
ing became American adults’ fa~ 

vorite leisure activity. Watching TV 

in the evenings took up the time 

once devoted to civic activities 
such as club meetings. 

~ Individualism. With each genera- 

tion since the !950s, Americans 
have grown more individualistic 

in their values and more focused 

on their own interests and enjoy- 

ments rather than group activities 

or organizations. American may 

not "bowl alone"--the title of 

the book is catchy but a bit lap 

fetched--but they generally pre- 
fer to spend time~’alone or with 

friends or family rather than as 

part of a formal group. 
AIthough participation in formal civic organizations is unlikely 

to return to its 1950s levels, Putnam notes some hopeful signs. 

Emerging adults.iare volunteering in record numbers (as noted in 
Chapter 9), and they may continue their civic involvement into 

young adulthood. AIso, new technology offers new possibilities for 

civic participation. Specifically, the Internet has allowed people with 

common civic interests and goals to be connected and organized 

as never before. In lhe course of tt~e 20th century, the Intemet may 

spur a new wave of civic involvement, represented not in attending 

weekly club meetings but in contributing ideas, time, and money 

via electronic connections. 

I~. USE Media influences have been studied intensively with respect to young chi!dren, 

have seen in previous chapters, and there is a large body of research on media use 

ce as wel! (Aznett, 2007b). However, media remain a major daily context: in 

as weIJ. Although many new media l~ave been developed in recent decades, 

notably tire tnternet and digital devices, teievision remains king, at least among 

Of a!l evening leisure activities among American adults, watching TV is the mos: 

w~th 80% reporting that t~my watch TV "most weeknights after your evening 

bedtime"--a higher percentage thau any Other activity, including talk with 

shower or bathe, do chores, and walk fl~e dog (Pntnam, 2000). Ft’om 1950 k) 1985, 

d TV-viewing hours per day in the United States rose from 4½ k~ over 7, 
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Watching TV is the most common leisure 
activity in young adulthood. 

where it has remained to the present. Findings from other devel- 

oped countries are similar (Gripsrud, 2007). 

Media are clearly part of young adults" daily lives, but 

do they influence adult development? A substantial amount 

of evidence indicates that the answer to this question is 

yes, especially with regard to community involvement as 

we have just seen (Putnam, 2000). Hours watching TV in 

adulthood is negatively related to a wide range of civic 

and social activities among American adults, including 

attending a public meeting, volunteering, attending 

religious services, visiting friends, and attending parties 

(Putnam, 2000). True, these are correlations, and it is im 

portant to keep in m~nd here as elsewhere that correla- 

tion does not mean causation (refer back to Chapter I). 

However, it seems likely that before the invention of tele- 

vision most adults used their free time more in all these 

other Gvic and social ways. Furthermore, according to the 

Canadian study described in Chapter 7, when television 

was first introduced to Notel, community activities of all kinds 

declined among adults, showing persuasive evidence of causation, not just correlation. 

Other studies have found that TV watching is associated with obesity in adulthood, as it is 

in childhood (Parsons et al., 2005). 

What is it that makes television so attractive to adults as a leisure activity? Does it make 

them feel great? Does it bring them pleasure? Does it make them feel more fulfilled and 

engaged? Oddly, the answer to all these questions is a definite "no" (Putnam, 2000). On the 

contrary, Experience Sampling Method (ESM) studies of adults’ mood~ during and after 

watching television show that TV makes viewers more passive and less ale~’[ (Kubey, 1994). 

Time diary studies show moods while watching TV to be about equal to moods while doing 

housework--low, that is, and much lower than all other leisure activities, and lower than 

moods while working, too. 

Why, then, do adults in developed countries devote so much of their leisure time to 

watching TV, when TV-watching is such an unsatisfying experience? Simply put, watching 

television is attractive because it is easy and requires so little out of us. As one research 

team observed, "Much of telews~on’s attraction is that it is ubiquitous and undemanding 

It requires no advance planning, costs next to nothing, requires no physical effort, seldom 

shocks or surprises, and can be done in the comfort of one’s own home" (Robinson et 

1999, p. 149). 

~l~levision has dominated adults’ leisure time in developed countries for decades, 

but that does not mean it always will Media technology is changing rapidly, as more 

and more content becomes accessible on the In~erneL Indeed, for today’s children, ado- 

lescents, and emerging adnlts, who grew up with the Internet, much of the television 

content they watch is via the tnternet rather than s TV set (Noam et al., 2004). As these 

young cohorts move into young adulthood and beyond, they may be less likely than their 

parents were to spend their leisure time watching TV shows in the traditional way. Fur 

thermore, they will have other media interests they developed in ~heir youth, inclucling 

electronic games, social networking websites, portable ~lectronic devices, and other new 

media that may compete with TV time and eventually overtake it. B ut for now, televisior~ 

still reigns. 



WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED ? 
1. What are the differences between bride price, bride service, and dowry? 

2. Which countries have the highest divorce rates, and why? 

3. What are some reasons sexuality tends to peak in.young adulthood, across 

cultures? 

4. How does becoming a parent influence gender roles and marital 

satisfaction? 

5. What is an important missing part of Super’s theory of occupational 

development? 

6. How does having children promote civic engagement? 

@ 

~ tudy and Review 
t MyDeve!opmentLab 

Section 3 VIDEO G~E Marriage and Love Relationships Across Cultures (Length: 9:33) 

A variety of young adults from various countries are interviewed in this video. The} discuss 

marriage and relationslnips. 

~. Compare and contrast relationships in two of the 
countries based on the examples presehted in this 
video. 

2o The narrator mentions one common theme 
among all of the relationships, what is that theme? 
Do you feel it is in fact a universal theme among 
relationships? 

I: 3 The American couple mentions different aspects 

i. of their relationship such as taking turns and 

scheduling their time together. What are }/our 

i: thoughts on these concepts in a relationship? 

| 

(~)~LWatc[~ the Video Marriage and Love Relatk)nships 
Across Cultures at ~yDeveioprnerttLab 



10.1 Name the three top criteria for adulthood according 10.4 
to young people across cultures. 

Across developed countries, three common criteria 
for marking the attainment of adulthood are accepting 
res;)onsibility for one’s self, making independent 
decisions, and becoming financially independent. 

10.2 Summarize the cultura! variations in criteria for 
adulthood. 

Emerging adults in Asian cultures often value being 

able to support parents finandally as a criterion for 
adulthood, and fn many traditional cultures marriage 
is the primary marker. There are also culturally-specific 

criteria such as, fn Israel, completing mandatory 
military service¯ 

Specify the signs of the beginning of physical aging 
and when they appear. 

Physical health is generally very good in young 

adulthood, but the aging pFOCeSS iS evident in changes 
such as graying hair and a less effective immune system. 

10.5 

Explain how obesity is defined, its causes, its 
consequences, and the keys to prevention. 

Among adults, a BMI above 25 is classified as 
overweight and above 30 is considered obesi~. 

Obesity increases sharply in prevalence during young 
adulthood in developed countries, partly due to a 

decrease in the basal metabolic rate but also due to 
sedentary work, tittle regular exercise, and eating too 

much food containing fats and sugars. Obesity places 
young adults at risk for a variety of health problems 

and social consequences. Although a vast range of diet 
programs have promised to reduce obesity, the only 
effective approach supported by research [s to exercise 

more, eat less, and eat healthier foods. 

Explain the benefits of exercising, and the negative 
effects of not exercising, in young adulthood. 

Regular exercise promotes a healthy weight and 
reduces the risk of a variety of diseases. It also 
promotes mental health by increasing well-being and 
reducing anxiety and depression. 

KEY TERMS 
T cells p. 461 

B cells p. 461 

basal metabo[ic rate (BMR) p. 462 

¯ aerobic exercise p. 455 

endorphins p. 455 

10.6 

10.7 

Summarize the extent to which IQ scores in childhood 
and adolescence predict career success in young 
adu]thood. 

Young adulthood is a period when many aspects of 

intelligence reach their peak. IQ scores in chikihood 
and adolescence predict many aspects of young adult 
developrnent with substantial accuracy, including 

income and occupational status. 

Describe the different components that cultures 
include as part of their conceptions of intelligence. 

Many cultures include soda] skills and social 
responsibility in their conceptions of intelligence. 

According to Sternberg, intelligence also has a 
practical dirnension that is culture-specific, reflecting 
knowledge of culturally important inform ation and 
mastery of .cultural skills. 

10.8 

10.9. 

Define expertise and explain why it is often first 
reached in young adulthood. 

Expertise is defined as extensive knowledge and 

skills in a specific field. It usually takes about 10 years 

to establish, so it often develops as erner,qing adults 
become young adults and stay in a stable line of work 

for an extended period of years. 

Explain how creativity is related to expertise and how 
it changes with age. 

Expertise is usually required before a person knows 

enough about a field and has sufficient skills to produce 

a creative work. Consequently, creativity often peaks in 
young adulthood, although there are wide variations 
across fields and among individuals. 

KEY TERMS 
expertise p. 470 creativity p. 471 :.!!:’, 

500 
¯ ::.i .~;~ 
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10,10 

10,11 

10,12 

10.’!3 

Describe Erikson’s theory of emotional and 
psychosocial development in young adulthood. 

In Erikson’s theory, the primary crisis of young 
adulthood is intimacy versus isolation. Establishing 

intimacy involves uniting one’s newly formed identity 
with another person in an enduring, committed 
intimate relationship. 

Describe the three qualities in Sternberg’s theory of 
love and how they change with age. 

In terms of Sternberg’s theory, young aduithood 
is when passion reaches its peak and intimacy and 
commitment grow steadily. 

Compare and contrast different cultural traditions 
regarding marriage, and identify the factors that 
predict marital satisfaction in Western cultures. 

Crossmationa] research indicates that,,.there are 
broad similarities around the world in the criteria 
young people prize most in a marriage partner, with 
mutual attractio~love and dependable character 

at the top of the list. Chastity before marriage ranks 

very high in some cultures and very low in others. 
Love is considered the basis of marriage in Western 
coun~}ies. Outside the West, love is generally 

expected to develop after marriage, not before, and 
partners tend to have lower intimacy expectations 

for marriage than in the West. Arranged marriages 
have been common throughout history and remain 

common today, especia!Iy in Asia, although today 

they often take the form of semi-arranged marriages 

in which parents as welt as young people are 
involved in the choice of a marriage partner. In 

many cultures the groom’s family must pay a bride 
price or offer bride service to the bride’s family to 

compensate them for the loss of her labor, but some 
cultures have a dowry custom in which the bride’s 
family must pay the groorn’s. In American studies, 

marital satisfaction tends to be highest in the first 
year of marriage and then declines steadily, as 

the sou[ mate ideal collides with the demands and 
stresses of daily life. 

Describe the most common causes of divorce in 
young adulthood, and explain why the United States 
has the highest divorce rate in the world. 

Factors related to higher likelihood of divorce include 

young age at marriage (younger than 251}, having 
divorced parents, and low religious invo~vernent. 
In the United States, divorce rates peak in young 

adulthood and are especially high among African 
Arnericans and young adults with low educational 
attainment. Young Americans believe in the value of 
marriage more than than young people in most other 
Western countries, but ~hey also believe that marriage 

should provide self-fulfillment and that partners 

should not stay in a marriage that is unhappy.. 

10,14 

10,15 

10.16 

10.17 

10,18 

Appraise common myths about single adults, and 
describe cultural and ethnic variations in singlehood. 

The majority of adults in all cultures marry but about 

i[0% remain single through young adulthood, across 

cultures. Single young adults rate lower on health and 
happiness than young adults who are happily married 

but highe~ than those who are in unhappy marriages 
or who are separated, divorced, or widowed. 

Compare and contrast gay and lesbian partnerships 
with heterosexual partnerships, and describe how 
these partnerships have changed in recent years. 

Gay and lesbian partnerships in young adulthood 
are like heterosexual partnerships in most ways, 

although sexual frequency is relatively high among 

gay couples and relatively low among Iesbian 

couples. In recent years, discrimination against 
gays and lesbians has diminished, especially on the 

part of the young, and some countries have aJIowed 
homosexuals to marry, but a substantial amount of 

discrimination remains. 

Explain why young adulthood tends to be a stage 
of peak sexuality, and identify gender differences in 
sexuality. 

Across cultures, young adulthood tends to be the life 

stage when sexual activity reaches:its peak; virtually 

all cultures encourage young adult sexual activity, 

most often in order to produce children, but in the 

West for promoting marital intimacy. According to an 
Ameican survey, compared to young women, young 

men masturbate more frequently, reach orgasm 

during sex more consistently, and have more frequent 

sexual fantasies. However, women masturbate more 
in their thirties than in any other decade of life. 

Summarize the social and emotional impact of 
becoming a parent, and describe the unique 
challenges faced by single parents. 

Having a child is a stress to the intimacy of the marital 
relationship, but the relationships of couples with 

strong marriages tend to become stronger under the 
strain, whereas couples with marital problems prior 

to becoming parents tend to become even unhappier 
with their marriage once a child is born. Single 

parents have lower family incomes because only 
one salary comes into the family, and they also have 

responsibility ~or parenting duties and household 
chores, bu[ many of them receive assistance 1]’om 

relatives or friends. 

List the stages of occupational development in 
Super’s theory, and explain how personality and 
gender shape occupational goals. 

Ti~e stages of Super’s theory are crystallization, 

specification, implementation, stabilization, and 
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consolidation. Holland has proposed a theory to 
explain how- occupations are chosen based on 

the fit with the individual’s personality, but most 
personalities could fit a wide range of jobs and 

most jobs include persons with a wide range of 
personalities. Gender is a major predictor of job 

choice, with many professions remaining sharply 
segregated by gender, although less now than in the 

past for professions such as law and medicine. 

10.19 Explain the relationship between community 
involvement and television use in the Jives of young 
adults. 

Community involvement often rises in young 

adulthood as adult roles are taken on, but community 
involvement has decreased in recent decades across 
age groups, primarily due to the rise and dominance 
of television. Watching television is the main leisure 
acti~dty of young adults in developed countries 
even though it is seldom an emotionally-satisfying 
experience. 

KEY TERMS 
intimacy versus isolation p. 473 bride price p. 480 co-wives p. 481 singlism p. 485 

triangular theory of tore p. 474 bride service p. 480 expressive divorce p, 483 second shift p. 495 

arranged marriage p, 478 dowry p. 480 

Practice Test 
~-Study and Review at MyDevelopmentLab 

1. Which of the following is NOT considered to be an important 

marker of the transition to adulthood across developed 

countries? 

a. accepting responsibility for oneself 

b. raising children 

c. making independent decisions 

d. becoming financially independent 

2. Emerging adults in                  view being able to 

support their parents financially as a necessary criterion for 

adulthood.                       : 

a. the United States 

b.. Canada 

c. China 

d. Israel 

3. Which of the fbllowing fs true regarding physical changes 

during you ng adulthood?              ~ 

a. Individuals with dark skin show skin aging earlier than 
their counterparts with white skin. 

b. The hear~ muscle sta~ts to become rigid. 

c. The irnmune system increases its productkm of T cells and 

B cells. 

d. There are subtle changes in the respiratory system 

including art increase in vital capacity. 

4. Based on a large longitudinal study (the National Study of 

Adolescent Health), rates of obesity were highest among 

wo131en. 

a. African American 

b. Latir~o 

t. Native American 

d. European American 

7o 

Assuming they were all from the same SES background, 

would be LEAST likely to exercise? 

a. Sam, a fifth~grade boy 

b. Karyn, a 39-year-old woman 

c. Brianna, a seventh~grade girl 

d. Jamil, a 25~year-old male 

What did longitudinal research on TeFman’s "Termites" 

show? 

a. These intellectually gifted individuals had higher rates 

of divorce and alcoholism than those in the comparison 
group. 

b. Womenlachieved high levels of occupational success, but 

only a small percentage of the men did~ 

c. Career success peaked inemerging adulthood, but there 
was a steep decline in the fourth decade of life as virtually 

all of the sample experienced a midlife crisis. 

d. As a group, the Termites had a great deal of educational 

and occupational success. 

In both Asian and " cultures, a common 

theme of conceptions of intelligence is that it includes social 

elements as wel! as cognitive elements such as knowledge. 

a. American 

5, European 

c. African 

d. Inuit 

Recent research has shown that maturity of the 
during young adulthood reflects cognitive 

changes that underlie expertise. 

a. temporal lobe 

b. corpus callosum 

c. frontal cortex 

d. oecipita! lobe 



set in theirways ....... ..... 

Erikson thought that intirnacy was not possible until an 

reached sexual maturity. 
lifestyle. 

-c. had a fairly stable personal identity. 
)ossessed formal operational thinking. 

g to Sternberg, commitment, passion, and intimacy 
~form                 love. 

a; romantic 

ca compassionate 

d ;. consummate 

eople in cultures with arranged marriages tend to view "    " " 

as coming first, d, 

at. romantic love 
18. 

)assion 

d, intimacy 
Which of the following is true regarding divorce rates? 

a..Rates of dii~orce are higher among Whites than among 
African Americans, 

b; Rates of divorce are higher among those with college 
degrees fl~an those without because they devote so much 
time to their careers. 

c. The United Stales has the highest divorce rate i~ the 

early forties repo._rted mo~e ?than one sexqal partner i_n..})e!.- .. 
past year. 

d. there were no gender differences in the frequency of 

orgasms.. " ¯ :: " ¯ " ¯ -"" ...... 

t7. Which of the follo~ving is true regarding research on couples:: ,-:: 
after the birth of the firstchild in devel0ped eotihiries? ......... 

a. Gender roles become more traditional and women are. 
more likely te take an extended period 0f ieave after the 
birth of a child. 

b. MaHtai satisfaction declines more f~r m~}~tha~ w~i~en 

after the birth of a child, because men.become ~ealous of ........... 
the new baby. ........... ’..i -. ..... :..: .... .: :. : . ...i. 

For couples who had a troubled marriage before the child 
was born, marital satisfaction increases after the baby 

arrives because it brings them clgser-together. 

Marital satisfaction improves for all couples following the 
birth of the first child. 

According to Hollahd, people are likely to be unhappy if 

a. they are not able.to have a lot of socialcontacts on the job, 

b. they ,qpend more time working the "second sh~ft" than in 

their full-time workplace. 

c. they do not have a good fit between their personality and 
their job. 

d, they make less money than their spouse/romantic partner, 

19. Of the following evening leisure activities among American 
adults, the most common ~s 

a. playing portable electronic devices. 

b. using social media on the lnternet. 

c, watching television. 

d, communicating with friends via text messaging or the 
phone. 

d. Divorce is common and rates are similar across all 
cultures. 

People in which of the following groups are the LOWEST in 
overall happiness? 

)te who are separated 

people who are widowed 

. people who are in.unhappy marriages " 

people who are single 

Which of the following best represents the research on gay 

..and lesbian couples? 

a. Gay and lesbian adults often seek out romantic partners 

i.. who are opposite from. them in many ways. 

"b. No differences have been identified between gay and 
:... lesbian couples. 

" Gay an(] lesbian couples have different sources of conflict 

in their relationship than do heterosexual couples. 

Gay and lesbian couples are similar to heterosexual 
couples in most ways. 
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Cultural Norms, Asia Tries Liberal 

Ricky Wong for The Chronicle 

Students rehearse a play at the fledgling international division of Peking U.’s high school, in 
Beijing. Parents say they hope the division’s liberal-arts program will help their children learn to 
think critically. 

By Karin Fischer 

Guangzhou, China 

On a recent fall morning, students filed into a classroom at Sun Yat-sen University, whose leafy 
main campus hugs the banks of the south-winding Pearl River. They thumbed last-minute text 
messages, j ockeyed for seats near the open windows, and shrugged off drooping backpacks. 
Their massive Wheelock’s Latin textbooks, weighing in at more than two and a half pounds, hit 
their desks with a deep thunk. 

Wait--Latin? In China? 



Indeed, these students, some of the university’s best, are studying not just Latin but ancient 
Greek and Chinese. Also, literature, art, and the classic texts of Eastern and Western philosophy, 
all part of a young liberal-arts program, now in its third year, known as the Boya College. 

Sun Yat-sen’s East-meets-West curriculum is distinctive, but its embrace of liberal education-- 
education across disciplines, meant to provoke broad thinking--is far from unusual. At a time 
when China and its East Asian neighbors are trouncing U.S. students on international exams, 
educators in these countries are nonetheless adopting, and adapting, that quintessentially 
American approach to learning. 

Some of the top institutions in the region, like Sun Yat-sen and Taiwan’s Tunghai University, are 
setting up selective liberal-education programs. In South Korea, a declaration by the late Apple 
chief Steve Jobs that equal parts liberal learning and technological know-how were critical to the 
computer giant’s success has kindled interest in the humanities. This coming fall, all university 
students in Hong Kong will be required to take a new, fourth year of general-education courses. 

These undergraduate-education reforms, promoted by government officials and business leaders 
as well as educators, stem from a basic economic calculus: The countries’ current educational 
systems have produced stellar test takers but few innovators and inventors. Exams, says Edmond 
I. Ko, an American-educated professor of engineering at the Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology and a former member of the territory’s powerful University Grants Committee, 
"don’t measure the kind of student we want to educate." 

The global economy is placing new demands on international hubs like Hong Kong and 
Singapore and opening up China’s once-closed markets to overseas investment. Not only do new 
hires in these places have to collaborate with counterparts around the globe, they’re also 
competing for j obs. And they’re not faring well, dinged for inflexible thinking, inability to work 
in teams, and lack of creativity. A survey ofHong Kong employers rated local graduates far 
inferior to those educated abroad. In mainland China, more than one in 10 graduates have yet to 
find a job a year later, even in a booming economy. 

Casting their eyes West, reformers have latched onto American-style liberal, or general, 
education as a way to foster more nimble and adaptable thinkers. "These countries realize that, in 
order to become a global leader, you need a creative class," says Gerard A. Postiglione, an 
education professor at the University of Hong Kong. 

But although the efforts share the goal of broadening out the narrow, professionally oriented 
degree programs favored by local institutions, they may have little in common with the U.S. 
model, and even less with one another. Some take a canonical Great Books approach, others 
emphasize interdisciplinarity, ~vhile still others are a hodgepodge of courses in public speaking, 
foreign languages, and computer literacy--in short, anything outside maj or requirements. 

Curriculum is just one of many challenges raised by the push toward liberal education. How do 
you develop new courses with faculty brought up within the very system they are trying to 
change? How do you deal with resistance from parents who fear that studying literature or 
anthropology will distract from j ob preparation? 



More fundamentally, is the very notion of liberal education compatible with China’s Communist 
government, or Japan’s emphasis on hierarchy, or, more broadly, regional norms that prize group 
cohesion over the development of the individual? Is it possible, or even appropriate, to graft a 
Western approach to learning onto a markedly different culture? 

Confucius, Meet Plato 

The question of how to marry East and West is thrown into particular reli ef at Sun Yat-sen, 
where Boya students read Confucius and Plato, Xun Zi and Jacques Derrida. But Gan Yang, 
Boya’s founding dean and head of the university’s Institute for Advanced Studies in Humanities, 
argues that the notion of the broadly educated leader goes back millennia in Chinese culture. 
After all, ancient Mandarin civil servants didn’t study public administration but were tutored in 
music, art, and philosophy. 

As recently as the first half of the 20th century, in fact, Chinese educators like Mei Yiqi, a 
prominent president of Tsinghua University, emphasized the importance of the well-rounded 
graduate. That changed with the Communist takeover. Top comprehensive institutions like 
Tsinghua became polytechnics focused on producing engineers and scientists needed to 
industrialize and modernize the national economy. Then, beginning in the mid-1960s, 
universities across the country were closed for a decade, casualties of the Cultural Revolution. 
Mr. Gan recalls his father, a scientist shut out of his laboratory, spending much of his time 
reading, exposing his son to the richness of the humanities. 

Elsewhere, the turn toward specialized education was less sharp but still profound. Onetime 
British colonies like Singapore and Hong Kong inherited that country’s higher-education system, 
where university students "read" a single subj ect, rather than take courses across a range of 
disciplines. 

In China’s reopened universities, college curricula slowly began to expand in the 1990s. In 
addition to compulsory courses in political ideology, physical education, and English language, 
several dozen top universities were designated by the government to offer wenhua suzhijiaoyu, 
or cultural quality education. The term denotes electives and extracurricular activities meant to 
give students a more wide-ranging educational experience and to cultivate the whole person, says 
Cao Li, deputy director of liberal education at Tsinghua. 

At Zhejiang University, on China’s east coast, students study history, culture, and economics. 
Huazhong University of Science and Technology runs a popular lecture series in the humanities, 
bringing in international scholars and political figures. A 10-year plan, approved by the Chinese 
cabinet in 2010, calls for introducing more students to critical thinking and learning across 
disciplines. 

Still, undergraduate education remains fairly rigid: Except at a few high-ranked universities, 
students choose their maj ors before they even set foot on campus, selecting from a list of more 
than 600 specialities. In Hong Kong, where government scholarships cover the cost of higher 
education, the University Grants Committee sets the number of students who can study each 
subj ect based on j ob proj ections; those whose scores on the high-school exit exam aren’t good 



enough to earn them a place in popular disciplines may find themselves studying their second 
choice--or third or fourth. 

Once on campus, students’ courses are highly proscribed, and numerous. Brian P. Coppola, a 
professor of chemistry at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, recently returned from a year 
teaching at Peking University. He was shocked to learn, he says, that his organic-chemistry 
students were enrolled in as many as nine classes a semester and would take 45 courses and labs 
in chemistry alone by graduation. Michigan chemistry maj ors, by contrast, are required to take 

15 courses in the field. 

Students’ schedules are so packed, Mr. Coppola says, few have time for nonrequired courses or 
even to attend office hours. "They barely have time to think," he says. 

Tang Heyu, a cheerful, ponytailed 20-year-old who goes by Ivy, says she has far fewer classes in 
her studies at Boya College than do other Sun Yat-sen students, just five or six a semester. 
Instead, she spends eight hours a day or more in study groups or working in the library, where 
she struggles through original texts, essays, and criticism, much of it not in her native Chinese. 
Like many of her Boya College classmates, she hopes to go on to earn a graduate degree. 

"Our professors don’t mean to tell us knowledge. They mean to encourage us to find it out for 
ourselves," Ms. Tang says, on break from yet another marathon study session. She maw’els at the 
number of papers and commentaries on maj or philosophers like Socrates. "I sometimes feel I 
will not be able to get to all of the books," she says. 

Reading ’1984’ in Beijing 

The situation was much different at Ms. Tang’s high school in Mianyang, in Sichuan Province, 
where she says she spent most of her time learning how to do well on China’s national college- 
entrance test, known as the gao kao. "I think learning in high school isn’t really learning," she 
says. 

Indeed, the tendency toward narro~v education begins long before university. High-school 
students in China and elsewhere are channeled into set academic tracks, in the sciences and the 
humanities, and much of the curriculum focuses on subj ects and skills measured by the all- 
important college entry exam, which determines whether, and where, a student will earn 
university admission. 

The winnowing, in fact, starts still earlier. In China, students seeking to go to top high schools 
must pass the zhong kao, an admissions test. 

Yanhong Wheeler is an elfin, spiky-haired author and activist dubbed the "anti-Tiger Morn" in 
the Chinese press for her opposition to the strict parenting style espoused by Amy Chua, the 
Chinese-American law professor who boasted of forbidding play dates and sleepovers so her 
daughters could focus on schoolwork. Settling in for a cup of tea at an outdoor cafe in her chic 
Beijing neighborhood, Ms. Wheeler, the author of several Chinese best sellers on child-rearing, 



criticizes the pressure put on Chinese children and excoriates the textbooks in local schools as 
"dry, dead, boring, dreary, like something from the Soviet Union." 

Her son, 12, attends an international school; her 9-year-old daughter goes to an alternative school 
that emphasizes the arts. "I wouldn’t give any consideration to sending them to a mainstream 
school," she says, noting that she and her husband have educational options not available to most 
Chinese parents, including moving back to his native New Zealand. Still, she believes that more 
and more parents will come to demand a broader, less rote education for their children. 

Some of those parents have gathered around a crowded lunchroom table another morning at 
Peking University High School. Their children are enrolled in the school’s fledgling international 
division, which is set up as a liberal-arts high school with small classes, group discussion, and 
course offerings like drama and journalism. 

Guo Li-ping is a professor at Peking University, where she sees her undergraduates struggle to 
think critically. She wanted something different than the "burden of getting high marks" for her 
son, Yang Daocun, or Darren, a 16-year-old with a Justin Bieber mop-top. Since enrolling at the 
high school a year and a half ago, Darren has become "happier and motivated to learn" and, Ms. 
Guo says approvingly, has formed his own band. 

Another mother, Jane Hu, says she worries about the "gray or the black side of competition" in 
Chinese schools. "It’s not so good." She pulls a book from her handbag, On GoMMountam, the 
story of an immigrant Chinese family that she is reading along with her daughter’s class. 

Upstairs, Jiang Xueqin’s literature class is dissecting 1984 in halting English (humanities courses 
at the high school are held in English). Mr. Jiang, the high school’s deputy principal and director 
of the international division, is running the discussion as if it were being held at his alma mater, 
Yale University. "Can you build a society based on fear, cruelty, lack of humanity?" he asks, as 
the 16 students stare down at the text, seemingly searching for an answer. "Do you know of a 
society founded on cruelty or hatred?" 

One student finally volunteers, "Nazi Germany?" 

"Let me ask: Is Chinese society like this today?" Mr. Jiang responds, before asking students to go 
online and search for examples in the news of actions driven by love or hate. 

Walking around the school grounds a few hours later, Mr. Jiang says it’s important to make 
learning relevant: "That’s why when we read a book like 1984, we try to draw a connection to 
their lives, their society." That would be unthinkable, he admits, in most Chinese classrooms, but 
he thinks there are enough parents fed up with the current system to pay a tuition of about 
$112,700. Just 43 students are enrolled in his program now, but the high school is building a 
gleaming new building that can accommodate nearly 10 times as many. 

All of Mr. Jiang’s students, however, plan to go abroad for college. While he says he sees some 
reforms at regular Chinese high schools--including more arts and physical education, a greater 
emphasis on group work, and an explosion of student clubs--he dismisses the idea that a liberal 



education could work for students who stay within the Chinese education system. "I believe that 
a liberal-arts approach to education and standardized testing are in contrast with each other, and 
so I don’t think it would be feasible," he says. A mainstream school, he adds, "is nothing more 
than a test-prep center." 

Reforming From Within 

Incorporating liberal education into the existing system is exactly what Hong Kong is attempting. 
In the fall of 2009, every high school began teaching a mandatory subj ect known as liberal 
studies, part of a top-to-bottom effort to expose students to the humanities and general education. 
This fall, the final phase of reform will hit Hong Kong’s universities. 

Students in Bruno Li’s class at St. Clare’s Girls’ School leap to attention when visitors enter, 
standing smartly beside their desks in tidy white dresses and red-buttoned pinafores. "Go-od 
morn-ing," they chant in unison. 

Liberal studies, which comprises about 10 percent of total lesson time, has multiple goals, 
whispers James Yiu, a chief curriculum-development officer for the Hong Kong Education 
Bureau, who is sitting in on the class. It is meant to increase students’ awareness of their society 
and the world, to broaden their knowledge base and expose them to differing perspectives, and to 
enhance their critical-thinking skills. Last year, the government handed out grants of more than 
$41,000, to help school s build their liberal-studies programs. 

As part of the day’s lesson, Mr. Li is showing the students snippets of a news documentary- on the 
demolition of the historic Star Ferry terminal on Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbour. The pier was 
pulled down five years earlier, before many of these 14- and 15-year-olds can remember, and 
between segments of the film, which features interviews with conservation activists, urban 
planners, and environmentalists, he asks the girls to go to the chalkboard and mark whether or 
not they support the destruction. They do, giggling. 

At first, nearly all the students indicate they favor the tear-down, no surprise in a city in which 
new construction alters the skyline almost daily. But as they hear arguments about the 
environmental impact and the pier’s historic significance, many change their vote. This pleases 
Mr. Yiu. "In almost every lesson," he says, "we’re trying to get them to see issues from multiple 
perspectives." 

Mr. Li leads the class smoothly through a discussion of conflict and compromise, but later, over 
tea and cake, he admits that adjusting to the new coursework hasn’t been easy. There are no 
textbooks, and teachers, pulled from different disciplines, have struggled to master the subj ect 
matter. Mr. Li, whose background is in biology, regularly exchanges tips and lesson plans with 
other St. Clare’s faculty and is also working with Mr. Yiu’s agency on training materials and 
workshops for teachers throughout Hong Kong. "We have had to learn new skills," he says. 

If teachers are uneasy, students and parents appear even more so. More than half the students 
surveyed by a Hong Kong education-policy group said they were not confident of doing well in 
liberal studies. Parents have thronged question-and-answer sessions hosted by the Education 



Bureau and by individual schools; one cornered Mr. Yiu the previous weekend at a wedding 
banquet. The source of much of the anxiety? How new questions about liberal studies will affect 
students’ scores on the high-school exit exam. 

Hiring for More Than Skill 

Uncertainty about Hong Kong’s liberal-education reform, and about the coming changes in the 
undergraduate curriculum, have helped drive up applications to British universities by more than 
35 percent. It’s understandable in a culture where a university degree is viewed as the final step 
in a path toward a career and where children are expected to provide for their parents in old age. 

Wang Yu, or David, a third-year Boya College student, says his parents "were not exactly 
excited" when he decided to switch his major from business English to liberal arts, questioning 
what kind of profession such a degree would lead to. "They’re always worried about practical 
problems," he says. 

There’s some irony at play: Students and parents suspicious about liberal education cite fears 
about j ob prospects, yet it’s business leaders who are among the loudest voices for reform. 

Jim Leininger is with the Beijing office of the human-resources-consulting firm Towers Watson. 
He recalls one American oil executive frustrated by the lack of participation by Chinese 
employees in brainstorming sessions. These workers are uncomfortable shouting out possible 
solutions, Mr. Leininger told the man, because they were educated in a system where "there 
always is a context where something is fight and something is wrong." 

It’s not just multinational companies that express concern about graduates’ readiness for a global 
work environment. Executives at Japanese companies complain about graduates’ poor critical- 
thinking and problem-solving skills. "People know their own field, but once they’re outside it, 
they don’t know where to start," says Keiko Momii, who conducted an employer survey for the 
country’s National Institute for Educational Policy Research. That was fine, she says, when 
companies hired for life, but today’s employees need to be able to shift j obs and careers. 

Po Chung is a co-founder and former chairman of the global shipping company DHL 
International. From his office above the polished office towers ofHong Kong’s Wan Chai 
district, Mr. Chung, who hums with barely contained energy, criticizes the current education 
system as out of step with the market demands. Why are Hong Kong universities turning out 
graduates for a manufacturing economy, he asks, when more than 90 percent of the j obs are in 
the service sector? Whipping out a dry-erase board--"I have to use one of these now that I’ve 
moved into the educational domain," he j okes--he enumerates the qualities a well-rounded 
worker needs to have, such as the capacity to be a lifelong learner. 

"Business people would say there’s something missing" in current graduates, Mr. Chung says. 
"We can train skill, but we need to hire something more." If Hong Kong can revamp its 
educational system, he predicts, it can serve as a critical bridge between a booming China and 
the rest of the world. 



Tapping Into Talent 

To help make that happen, Mr. Chung, who attended Whittier College and Humboldt State 
University, both in California, has brought more than two dozen American academics with 
liberal-arts expertise to act as in-house advisers to Hong Kong universities, through his support 
of a special Fulbright Grant program. 

Many of the efforts at reform tap imported talent. In addition to the Fulbrighters, American and 
expat professors populate academic leadership positions: The provost at City University of Hong 
Kong and the vice president for academic development at Hong Kong Polytechnic University are 
both hires from the University of California system. Haydn H.D. Chert, who spent more than two 
decades at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, has emphasized liberal education at 
Tunghai University, in Taiwan, since becoming president in 2004. The National University of 
Singapore has turned to Yale faculty to help start the nation-state’s first residential liberal-arts 
college. 

David Jaffee didn’t know much about Hong Kong when he came to spend a Fulbright year at 
City University, but as a former assistant vice president for undergraduate studies at the 
University of North Florida, he does know a lot about the liberal arts. 

Like others in the program, Mr. Jaffee, a professor of sociology, organized faculty-development 
sessions at Hong Kong’s eight universities and helped City University vet its general-education 
course proposals. In many ways, he walked away from the experience impressed. "We tinker 
with general education all the time here, but they were doing it from the ground up," he says, by 
phone from Florida. 

At the same time, he became concerned that a lack of familiarity with the tenets of liberal 
education was leading some institutions and faculty members to construe it very broadly. Mr. 
Jaffee recalls a proposal for a course in computer security. As a straightforward primer on the 
subj ect, he thought it should not qualify as general education because it didn’t delve into wider 
social and philosophical issues like the effect of online piracy on concepts of privacy. But others 
on the curriculum panel did not have such objections: "They’d say, ’It’s general knowledge that 
people should have. It’s in a discipline not students’ own.’" 

At Hong Kong Poly, meanwhile, general education will have a decidedly practical flavor, with 
requirements in public speaking, writing, and leadership and interpersonal skills. As a largely 
engineering and science-oriented university, Poly has historically had few faculty members in 
the humanities, points out Walter W. Yuen, the vice president for academic development. 

Other offerings are more interdisciplinary. A philosopher, a biologist, and a mechanical engineer 
at City University, for example, have teamed up to offer a course on the science of kung fu. At 
the University ofHong Kong, students can choose among courses such as "Blood, Beliefs, and 
Biology," "Cultural Heritages in the ContemporalT World," and "Love, Marriage, and Sex in 
Modern China." 



Tsz Hin Law is loitering in a City University hall~vay, ~vaiting to talk ~vith his professor, Rocio 
G. Davis, about a general-education course he is taking, "Reading and Writing America," one of 
several dozen in a pilot this year. "Before, I thought America is all white people," Mr. Law, who 
introduces himself with the English name Hennessy, says. But he’s learned about other groups, 
black, Hispanic--and Amish. "I did a project on them, a strange culture," he says~ He has 
enjoyed the course, with its nontraditional subject matter and open discussion. "It’s quite free, 

and I like that." 

Ms. Davis, who is head of the English department, says she and her fellow professors have 
enj oyed developing courses, like the one on American culture, that dovetail with their own 
research interests. General education "allows us to teach our own stuff," she says. 

Indeed, sometimes the faculty response has been overwhelming. At Hong Kong Baptist 
University, for instance, the new director of general education, A. Reza H6shmand, inherited an 
unmanageable 235 approved general-education courses. 

That hasn’t always been the case. Efforts to create liberal-education programs or colleges at 
China’s top institutions have not been universally supported by faculty, who worry that the 
liberal-education program could siphon resources or lead to changes, both in instruction and 
structure, in their own departments. "In principle, everyone says it’s a beautiful thing, but when 
you put it into practice you meet many, many barriers," says Cao Li of Tsinghua. "It is 
something added to the curriculum, like an appendage." 

Others are not convinced that undergraduate-education reform is the way to go. Xudong Gao, 
vice director for the Research Center for Technological Innovation at Tsinghua, argues for new 
curricular models at the graduate level. Earlier stages of study, he says, are more suited for 
teaching fundamentals and for knowledge transfer. 

Teaching American 

Nerves wake Wu Hai at 3 a.m. every Friday, five hours before his weekly class on ancient 
Chinese thought begins. Mr. Wu, a young professor at Boya College, stands awkwardly in front 
a computer screen, proj ecting fragments of text onto the wall behind him. Once he gets started, 
however, he speaks fluidly, even energetically, about shifts in the philosophical traditions 
between the Han, Tang, and Song dynasties. But only occasionally does he pause during the 100- 
minute lecture to allow a student to murmur a question or comment. While most in the class of 
20 sit alertly, in a corner, one puts her head down and naps. 

Lecturing without discussion is an anathema to many American scholars of the liberal arts. 
"What are they going to do, have the professor tell the students how to think critically?" says 
Kathryn Mohrman, only half joking. But given the long history of teacher-centered learning in 
Asia, it may not be realistic to expect academics there to fully embrace the seminar-style give 
and take that is a hallmark of U.S. classrooms, says Ms. Mohrman, director of the University 
Design Consortium at Arizona State University and an author of a forthcoming essay on general 
education in China. "Maybe the pedagogical style doesn’t move as far." 



It’s not just professors who have bought into this more passive approach. "Students think if a 
teacher is not lecturing, they’re not doing their j ob," says Jing Lin, a University of Maryland 
professor who is working on a proj ect to introduce more participatory styles of learning at 
Chinese universities. 

It can be slow going. During a new general-education course at Hong Kong Poly, a lecturer asks 
for volunteers to enact a scene in which they demonstrate empathy, part of a lesson on social 
competence. There are no takers. "I’ve talked quite a bit," the lecturer, Allen Dorcas, prods, "and 
even if you’re not tired of listening, I’m tired of talking." Finally, a pair of students are persuaded 
to perform a brief skit in which one consoles the other after his mother’s death. 

Lynn Ilon, a professor of education at Seoul National University, says many of her students are 
sharp, sophisticated thinkers; it’s just that they have not been encouraged to speak out. "When 
they’re given permission, they’re incredibly creative," she says. 

ivy Tang, the Boya student, says her favorite class in her three years of study is one taught by a 
professor from Columbia University, one of several outsiders who have supplemented the 
college’s small staff. "He had much experience in teaching," says Ms. Tang, who hopes to attend 
graduate school in the United States. "He taught us as if we were in America." 

Borrowing the Brand 

This raises the question: Can a Western-style educational approach work in a more-closed 
system like China’s? Can one educate liberally in a society that’s anything but? 

Carol Geary Schnei der, presi dent of the A ssociation of American Colleges and Universities, 
expresses a fair amount of skepticism that liberal education will sweep Asia. It’s a way of 
thinking, not just a "patch" to be superimposed on an existing system, she says. "It’s not just 
adding the humanities and stirring." 

For those who find Asia’s infatuation with liberal arts misguided, this hodgepodge approach is 
indicative of the field’s inherent weaknesses. Sin-Ming Shaw, a Hong Kong investor and 
economist, who has been a visiting scholar at a number of Western universities, including 
Harvard and Oxford, decries the reform efforts as "me-too liberal education, American style. 
Pretty mindless." 

"I have serious doubts about the value of a liberal education, especially when no one really 
knows how to define what it is," he says. 

But Delia Lin, a Chinese-born lecturer in Asian studies at the University of Adelaide, in 
Australia, says confusion about the reforms stems from a fundamental misconception. Asians 
might talk about "liberal education," but "they’re just borrowing the brand." To Westerners, it 
means creativity, critical inquiry, and self-examination. But in the East, Confucian tradition 
seeks to cultivate a good, knowledgeable, thoughtful individual, one who serves society and 
community. 



Take Peking University, which modeled its Yuanpei College on Harvard’s common core, says 
Wanying Wang, a visiting scholar at the University &North Carolina at Charlotte, who wrote 
her doctoral dissertation on the college. The purpose of general education at Harvard, she says, is 
to "cultivate the whole person," while a Yuanpei education is "mainly about how to meet the 
demands of the society." 

"it’s shaped by its context, by the needs of China," Ms. Wang says. 

Harkening back to ancient Mandarin roots, many of the experiments are unapologetically aimed 

at elites: The 400 students in Tunghai’s Po-Ya School &Liberal Arts live in a separate 
dormitory, have faculty mentors, and are enrolled in special courses and cultural programs like 
calligraphy, music, and fine arts. At Tsinghua, small groups of engineering and management 
students, just a couple of dozen apiece, participate in gifted-education programs that combine the 
humanities with their major curriculum. The Boya College selects 30 top students a year, 
plucking them from the pool of roughly 8,000 incoming freshmen through an extensive interview 
process. Not only do the liberal-arts students have to master English, Greek, and Latin, but the 
archaic Chinese texts even tripped up a native-speaking translator. 

To be sure, there are efforts to make sure all students get a taste of general education--beginning 
next year, all Sun Yat-sen undergraduates will have to take a selection of interdisciplinary 
electives--but such projects require funds and faculty expertise, something in short supply in 
provincial or poorer universities. 

The result could be a two-track system, says Kathryn Mohrman of Arizona State. At some 
institutions, the reforms may be "more form than substance," says Ms. Mohrman, who was 
director of the Johns Hopkins University’s Nanjing center. "A fe~v liberal-arts classes in college 
are not going to make you blossom into a critical thinker." 

What will it take for reforms to truly take hold? Japan, after all, has been flirting with liberal 
education since just after World War II, ~vhen it was introduced by American universities; such 
efforts have amounted to little. Universities in the region have gained international prominence 
for research, not teaching. In South Korea, educators and business leaders talk about the need for 
more innovative graduates, "but at this stage," says Lee Seongho, a professor of education at 
Chung-Ang University, "it’s a gesture at best." 

The Western liberal-arts tradition can’t, and shouldn’t be easily adopted by Asian universities, 
many say. "We have to look to the student who comes to us," says Xu Ningsheng, Sun Yat-sen’s 
president. "If we only copy from the U.S., I don’t think it will fit." In the end, the efforts to 
reform undergraduate education, while importing what educators in the region see as the best of 
the West, are likely to look unmistakably Eastern. 
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Student ambassadors promote new general-education courses to fellow students at the 
City U. of Hong Kong. Such courses will make Hong Kong’s graduates more appealing 
to employers, experts say. 
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Wu Hai, a professor, meets for a tutorial with two students at Boya College, the elite 
liberal-arts program of Sun Yat-sen U., in Guangzhou, China. Those enrolled in the 
program study Latin, ancient Greek, and ancient Chinese, as well as classic Eastern 
and Western philosophy. 



Tang Heyu, who goes by Ivy, attends a class on ancient Chinese archaeology at Boya 
College. 

Courtesy of SL Cl~..~r~:Ys Girls’ Schooi 

In Bruno Li’s classroom at St. Clare’s Girls’ School, in Hong Kong, the curriculum 
includes a mandatory subject known as liberal studies, meant to increase students’ 
awareness of their society and the world. A similar requirement will hit colleges this fall. 



Students rehearse a play at the fledgling international division of Peking U.’s high 
school, in Beijing. Parents say they hope the division’s liberal-arts program will help their 
children learn to think critically. 
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By Andrew Delbanco 

If there’s one thing about which Americans agree these days, it’s that we can’t agree. Gridlock is the 

name of our game. We have no common ground. 

There seems, however, to be at least one area of cordial consensus--and I don’t mean bipartisan 

approval of the killing of Osama bin Laden or admiration for former Rep. Gabrielle Giffords’s 

courage and grace. 

I mean the public discourse on education. On that subject, Republicans and Democrats speak the 

same language--and so, wifl~ striking uniformity, do more and more college and university leaders. 

"Education is how to make sure we’ve got a work force that’s productive and competitive," said 

President Bush in 2004. "Countries that out-teach us today," as President Obama put it in 2009, "will 

outcompete us tomorrow." 

What those statements have in common-and there is truth in both-is an instrumental view of 

education. Such a view has urgent pertinence today as the global "knowledge economy" demands 

marketable stdlls that even the best secondary schools no longer adequately provide. Recent books, 



such as Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College Campuses, by Richard Arnm and Josipa 

Roksa, and We’re Losing Our Minds: Rethinking American Higher Education, by Richard P. 

Keeling and Richard H.H. Hersh, marshal disturbing evidence that our colleges and universities are 

not providing those skills, either--at least not well or widely enough. But that view of teaching and 

learning as an economic driver is also a limited one, which puts at risk America’s most distinctive 

contribution to the history and, we should hope, to the future of higher education. That 

distinctiveness is embodied, above all, in the American college, whose mission goes far beyond 

creating a Competent work force through training brains for this or that functional task. 

College, of course, is hardly an American invention. In ancient Greece and Rome, young men 

attended lectures that resembled our notion of a college course, and gatherings of students 

instructedby settled teachers took on some of the attributes we associate with modern colleges 

(libraries, fraternities, organized sports). By the Middle Ages, efforts were under way to regulate the 

right to teach by issuing licenses, presaging the modern idea of a faculty with exclusive authority to 

grant degrees. In that broad sense, college as a place where young people encounter ideas and ideals 

from teachers, and debate them with peers, has a history that exceeds two millennia. 

But in several important respects, the American college is a unique institution. In most of the world, 

students who continue their education beyond secondary school are expected to choose their field of 

specialization before they arrive at university. In America there has been an impulse to slow things 

down, to extend the time for second chances and defer the day when determinative choices must be 

made. When, in 1851, Herman Melville wrote in his great American noveIMoby-Dick that "a 

whaleship was my Yale Collhge and my Harvard," he used the word "college" as a metaphor for the 

place where, as we would say today, he "found himself." In our own time, a former president of 

Amherst College writes of a young man experiencing in college the "stirring and shaping, perhaps for 

the first time in his life, [of] actual convictions--not just gut feelings--among his friends and, more 

important, further down, in his own soul." 

In principle, if not always in practice, this transformative ideal has entailed the hope of reaching as 

many citizens as possible. In ancient Greece and Rome, where women were considered inferior and 

slavery was an accepted feature of society, the study of artes Iiberales was reserved for free men with 

leisure and means. Conserved by medieval scholastics, renewed in the scholarly resurgence we ealI 

the Renaissance and again in the Enlightenment, the tradition of liberal learning survived in the Old 

World but remained largely the possession of ruling elites. 



But in the New World, beginning in the Colonial era with church-sponsored scholarships for 

promising schoolboys, the story of higher education has been one of increasing inelusion. That story 

continued in the early national period through the founding of state colleges, and later through the 

land-grant colleges created by the federal government during the Civil War. In the 2oth century, it 

accelerated with the GI Bill, the "California plan" (a tiered system designed to provide virtually 

universal postseeondary education), the inclusion of women and minorities in previously all-male or 

all-white institutions, the growth of community colleges, and the adoption of "need-based" financial- 

aid policies. American higher education has been built on the premise that human capital is widely 

distributed among social classes and does not correlate with conditions of birth or social status. 

Seen in that long view, the distinctive contribution of the United States to the history of liberal 

education has been to deploy it on behalf of the cardinal American principle that all persons have the 

right to pursue happiness, and that "getting to know," in Matthew Arnold’s much-quoted phrase, 

"the best which has been thought and said in the world" is helpful to that pursuit. That 

understanding of what it means to be educated is sometimes caricatured as elite or effete, but in fact 

it is neither, as Arnold makes clear by the (seldom-quoted) phrase with which he completes his 

point: "and through this knowledge, turning a stream of fresh and free thought upon our stock 

notions and habits." Knowledge of the past, in other words, helps citizens develop the capacity to 

think critically about the present--an indispensable attribute of a healthy democracy.       : 

These ideals and achievements are among the glories of our civilization, and all Americans should be 

alarmed as they come to be regarded as luxuries unaffordable for all but the wealthy few. A former 

director of the for-profit Uriiversity of Phoenix put it this way in an interview on Frontline: "I’m 

happy that there are places in the world where people sit down and think. We need that. But that’s 

very expensive. And not everybody can do that." Meanwhile, too many selective nonprofit colIeges 

are failing to enroll significant numbers of students from low-income families, and those colleges are 

thereby reinforcing rather than ameliorating the discrepancies of wealth and opportunity in 

American society. Yet even at selective nonprofit colleges, where students come overwhelmingly 

from affluent families and are still invited to "sit down and think," they are more and more likely to 

choose fields of study for their preprofessional utility--on the assumption that irmnersing themselves 

in learning for the sheer joy of it, with. the aim of deepening their understanding of culture, nature, 

and, ultimately, themselves, is a vain indulgence. 

One of the difficulties in making the ease for liberal education against the rising tide of skepticism is 

that it is almost impossible to persuade doubters who have not experienced it for themselves. The 



Puritan founders of our oldest colleges would have called it "such a mystery as none can read but 

¯ they that know it." 

Testimony by converts can help. One student, born and educated in China, who came to the United 

States recently to attend Bowdoin College, encountered the modern version of the Puritan principle 

that no communicants should "take any ancient doctrine for truth fill they have examined it" for 

themselves. "Coming from a culture in which a ’standard answer’ is provided for every question, I did 

not argue with others even when I disagreed. However, Bowdoin forced me to reconsider ’the answer’ 

and reach beyond my comfort zone. In my first-year seminar, ’East Asian Politics,’ I was required to 

debate ~vith others and develop a habit of class engagement," he said in an interview with the Web 

site Inside Higher Ed about a book he and two other Chinese students wrote for an audience in 

China, about their liberal-arts educations in America. 

"One day we debated what roles Confucianism played in the development of Chinese democracy. Of 

the !6 students in the classroom, 15 agreed that Confucianism impeded China’s development; but I 

disagreed. I challenged my classmates. Bowdoin made me eonsistently question the ’prescribed 

answer.’" 

That kind of education does not lack for eloquent exponents. A current roster would include, among 

many others, Martha C. Nussbaum (in her books Not For Profit: Wh!] Demoerac!t Needs the 

Humanities, 2olo, and Cultivating Humanity: A Classical Defense of Reform in Liberal Education, 

1997, as well as in an essay in The Chronicle, "The Liberal Arts Are Not Elitist"), Anthony T. 

Kronman (Education’s End: Why Our Colleges and Universities Have Given Up on the Meaning of 

Life, 2oo7), Mark William Roche (Why Choose the LiberaIArts, 2olo), and, most recently, in The 

Chronicle, Nannerl O. Keohane, "The Liberal Arts as Guideposts in the ~lst Century." But in our time 

of economic retrenchment, defenders of the faith are sounding beleaguered. Everyone who is honest 

about academe knows that colleges and universities tend to be wasteful and plagued by expensive 

redundancies. The demand for greater efficiency is reasonable and, in some respects, belated. The 

cost of college must be reined in, and its "productivity"--in the multiple senses of student 

proficiency, graduation rates, and job attainment--must be improved. The trouble is that many 

reforms, and most efficieneies, whether achieved through rational planning or imposed by the 

ineluctable process of technologicaJ change, are at odds with practices that are essential if liberal 

education is to survive and thrive. 

High on the list of such practices is the small-elass experience that opened the mind of the Chinese 

student at Bowdoin. One of the distinctive features of the American college has always been the idea 



that students have something to learn not only from their teachers but also from each other. That 

idea of lateral learning originates from the Puritan conception of the gathered church, in which the 

criterion for membership was the candidate’s "aptness to edifie another." The idea persists to this 

day in the question that every admissions officer in every selective college is supposed to ask of every. 

applicant: "What would this candidate bring to the class?" It underlies the opinion by Justice Lewis 

Powell in the landmark case of Regents of the University of California u. Bakke (1978), in which the 

Supreme Court ruled that considering a candidate’s race is constitutional for the purpose of ensuring 

"the interplay of ideas and the exchange of views" among students from different backgrounds. 

Those are modern reformulations of the ancient (by American standards) view that a college, no less 

than a church, exists fundamentally as what one scholar of Puritanism calls the "interaction of 

consciences." 

A well-managed discussion among peers of diverse interests and talents can help students learn the 

difference between informed insights and mere opinionating. It can provide the pleasurable 

chastisement of discovering that others see the world differently, and that their experience is not 

replieable by, or even reconcilable with, one’s own. It is a rehearsal for deliberative democracy. 

Unfortunately, at many colleges, as fiscal imperatives overwhelm educational values, this kind of 

experience is becoming the exception more than the rule. The educational imperative is clear: A class 

should be small enough to permit every student to participate in the give-and-take of discussion 

under the guidance of an informed, ski!led, and engaged teacher. But the economic imperative is also 

clear: The lower the ratio between students and faculty, the higher the cost. One obvious way to 

mitigate the cost is to put fewer full-time tenured or tenure-track faculty in the classroom, and to 

replace them with underpaid, overworked part-timers--something that is happening at a frightening 

pace across the nation. 

An even more promising strategy for cost containment is to install one or another technological 

"delivery system" in place of the cumbersome old system of teachers mentoring students. On that 

matter, the academic community is divided among true believers, diehard opponents, and those 

trying to find some middle ground in the;form of "hybrid" or "blended" learning, whereby students 

are instructed and assessed through electronic means but do not entirely lose face-to-face human 

contact with their teachers and with one mxother. 

Those of us who have trouble imagining how technology can advance liberal learning are liable to be 

charged with mindless obedience to what the English classicist F.M. Cornford famously called the 

first law of academe: "Nothing should ever be done for the first time." No doubt there is some truth 



to that charge. But as a more recent English scholar, Alison Wolf, puts it in her book Does Education 

Matter? MythsAbout Education and Economic Growth, "We have not found any low-cost, high- 

technology alternatives to expert human teachers." At least not yet. 

Meanwhile, American academic leaders, long accustomed to assuming that their institutions are 

without peer abroad, are looking nervously over their collective shoulder at the rising universities of 

Asia, as well as at "the Bologna process" in Europe--the movement to make degree requirements 

compatible across national borders, so that, for example, a baccalaureate in chemistry earned in a 

French university will qualify the holder for further study or skilled employment in, say, Belgium. 

They are watching, too, those countries--notably China and Germany--that have a long tradition of 

standardized national examinations by which students are evaluated quite apart from whatever 

academic credentials they hold. 

The standardized-testing regime (along with the mania for institutional rankings) is spreading 

throughout the world and making inroads in the historically decentralized education system of the 

United States. With it arises the specter that our colleges will be subject to some version of what, in 

our elementary and secondary schools, has eom~ to be known as the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) 

assessment program. There is no reason to doubt President Bush’s good intentions when, on behalf 

of minority children in weak schools, he called for the imposition of enforeeable standards to put an 

end to "the soft bigotry of low expectations." But there is mounting evidence that the law has had 

little positive effect, while drMng "soft" subjects such as art and music to the margins or out of the 

curriculum altogether. 

There is also no reason to doubt President Obama’s deep understanding--as anyone will recognize 

who has read his prepresidential writings--of the immense and immeasurable value of a liberal 

education. But as the distinguished psychologist Robert J. Sternberg, provost of Oklahoma State 

Universi .ty, vn’ote recently in an open letter to the president published in Inside Higher Ed, there is 

reason to worry that blunt "metrics for progress" of the NCLB type would "undermine liberal 

education in this country." So thr President Obama’s plans are not yet sharply defined. His initial 

emphasis has been on the eost of education, the promise of technology, and the establishment of 

standards for the transitio~ from school to college. As a strategy emerges in more detail for holding 

eolleges accountable for cost and quality, we need to keep in mind that standardized tests-at least 

those that exist today-are simply ineapable of measuring the qualities that should be the fruits of a 

true liberal education: creativity, wisdom, humility, and insight into ethical as well as empirical 

questions. 



As we proceed into the future, fantasies of retrieving an irretrievable past won’t help. College is our 
o 

American pastoral. We imagine it as a verdant world where the harshest sounds are the reciprocal 

thump of tennis balls or the clatter of cleats as young bodies trot up and down the field-house steps. 

Perhaps our brains are programmed to edit out the failures and disappointments--the botched 

exams, missed free throws, unrequited loves--that can make eoIlege a difficult time for young people 

struggling to grow up. 

In fact, most college students today have nothing like the experience preserved in myth and selective 

memory. For a relatively few, college remains the sort of place that Kronman, a former dean of Yale 

Law School, reealls from his days at Williams College, where his favorite class took place at the home 

of a philosophy professor whose two golden retrievers slept on either side of the fireplace "like 

bookends beside the hearth" while the sunset lit the Berkshire hills "in scarlet and gold." But for 

many more students, college means the anxious pursuit of marketable skills in overcrowded, under- 

resoureed institutions, where little attention is paid to that elusive entity sometimes called the 

"whole person." For still others, it means traveling by night to a fluorescent-lit office building or to a 

classroom that exists only in eyberspaee. 

It is a pipe dream to imagine that every student can have the sort of experience that our richest 

colleges, at their best, still provide. But it is a nightmare society that affords the chance to learn and 

grow only to the wealthy, brilliant, or lucky few. Many remarkable teachers in America’s community 

colleges, unsung private colleges, and underfinanced public colleges live this truth every day, 

working to keep the ideal of liberal education for all citizens alive. 

tt seems beyond doubt that the Aanerican college is going through a period of truly radical, perhaps 

unprecedented, change. It is buffeted by forees--globalization; economic instability; the continuing 

revolution in information technology; the increasingly evident inadequacy of elementary and 

secondary education; fl~e elongation of adolescence; the breakdown of faculty tenure as an academic 

norm; and, perhaps most important, the collapse of consensus about what students should ~know-- 

that make its task more difficult and contentious than ever before. 

Moreover, students tend to arrive in college already largely formed in their habits and attitudes, or, 

in the case of the increasing number of "nontraditionar’ (that is, older) students, preoccupied with 

the struggles of adulthood: finding or keeping a job, making or saving a marriage, doing right by 

their children. Many college women, who now outnumber men, are already mothers, often single. 

And regardless of age or gender or social class, students experience college--in the limited sense of 

attending lectures, writing papers, taking exams--as a smaller part of daily life than did my 



generation, which came of age in the 196os and 7oso They live in an ocean of digital noise, logged on, 

online, booted up, as the phrase goes, 24/7, linked to one another through an arsenal of gadgets that 

are never powered down. 

As we try to meet those challenges, it would be folly to dismiss as na[vetfi or nostalgia an abiding 

attachment to the college ideal--however much or little it ever conforms to reality. The power of this 

ideal is evident at every college commencement in the eyes of parents who watch their children 

advance into life. What parents want for their children is not just prosperity but happiness. And 

though it is foolish to deny the linkage between the two, they are not the same thing. 

As the literary scholar Norman Foerster once put it, the American college has always sought to 

prepare students for more than "pecuniary advantage over the unprepared." To succeed in sustaining 

eo!lege as a place where liberal learning still takes pIace will be very costly. But in the long run, it will 

be much more costly if we fail. 

A few years ago, when I was beginning to work on my book about the American college, I came 

across a manuscript diary kept in the early i85os by a student at a small Methodist college in 

southwest Virginia. One spring evening, after attending a sermon by the college president that left 

him troubled and apprehensive, he made the following entry: "Oh that the Lord would show me how 

to think and how to choose." That sentence, poised somewhere between a wish and a plea, sodnds 

archaic today. But even if the religious note is dissonant tO some of us, it seems hard to come up with 

a better formulation of what a eottege should strive to be: an aid to reflection, a place and process 

whereby young people take stock of their talents and passions and begin to sort out their lives in a 

way that is true to themselves and responsible to others. "Show me how to think and how to choose." 
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this qualitative, design, yo~z can icte~’zt(~}, a. gro~/p qf j)eopl¢, st~(V lhem m their homes 
or workplaces; note how th~9~ behave,, think, a~d talk; a~d develop a geneml porlr~it 

assesses the kc{3~ characteristics cT/’ig and adva~.~ces dam sl~j)s in conducli~g and 

By the end of this chapter, yo~ sbotfld be able to: 

Defi~e ethnograptfic rese~tlch and identify when to use it. 

Distinguish among three ~ypcs of ethnographic designs. 

Identify a cultural ~heme in an ethnographic st~dy. 

List the cl~a:acteristics of ~ culture~sharing group. 

Explain the types of share({ pa~erns of behavior>, beliefs, and language studied 
in an ethnograpl~y. 

Describe several forms of ethnographic data collected during fieldwod(. 

Describe the three components of description, d~emes, and interpretation in 
ethnography. 

Illustrate the aspects of context ~epor~ed i.a ethnography, 

Id.en~if}" approaches ethnographers might use to documenl; l;heir ref~exiviW. 

Identify steps in co~ducting an ethnography study. 

List criteria useful fo~ evaluating an etl~nogra.phic researcl~ repo,-;. 
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Maria chooses to conduct a qualitative ethnography study for her graduate resea~cl~ 
. project. Her school committee has been mee{ing throughout the year, and it has formed 
set ways in which it operates. As a member of d~is committee, Maria l~as a natu~al 
vantage point for observing how the cornmit~:ee works. Sloe observes how pe.~op~e act, 
how they speak, and how they (.’ngage in practices such as s{arting pro~npfly on tinge. 
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Maria conducts an ethnography, She asks this question: %Vha~ are the shared beliefs, 

values, and attitudes of the school committee on weapon possession in the schoo!?" By 

answering this question, Maria will gain a deep understanding about how a schoo! 

committee wrestles with the problem of weapon.s in the schools. 

WHAT iS ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH? 

Ethnographic designs are qualilative research procedures for describing: analyzing, 
~md inteq~reting a cuhure sharing group’s shared patmrns of behaviog belie~% and 
ouq,,e that devdop over thnc. Central to tl?is definition is culture. A culture is "eve~Tthing 
Inaving to clo with human behavior and belie?’ (LeCompte, Preissle, & Tesch, 1993, p. 5). 
It can include hmguage, rituals, economic and political structures, life stages, interactions, 
and communication s~yles. To understand the patterns of a culture-sharing group, the 
ethnographer b,pically spends considerable time "in the field" interviewing, obse~wing, 
:rod gathering clocumenIs :fl)out the group to ~ndersmnd daeir culture-sharing behaviors," 
beliefs, and la~?guage. 

When Do You Conduct an E~hnography? 

"~%u conduct an e{hnography when the study of a group provides understanding of a 
J:uger issue. You also c(mduct an cthnog~Taphy when you have a culture-sharing group to 
smdy~one that has been toged3er for some time and has developed shared values, 
I)ciiefs, and language. You capture the "r~es" of behavk)r, such as d~e informal rdadon- 
ships among teachers who congregate at [hvorite places to socialize (Pajak & Blasd~ 1984). 
The culture-sharing group may bc narrowly fl’amed (e~g., teachers, students, or staff men> 
hers) or broadly Ba~ned (e.g., entire schools and tl~eir success, Jm~ovation, or violence). 
The culture-shming group may be ~ fam0y, us in the ethnographic study of a 12-year-old 
chilcl with Down syndrome and his family (.HatW et al,, 1998). The culture sharing group 

m~7 be representative or iI]wstrative of some Iarger processes, events, or activities 
(e.g., particil>ating in a graduate prog,wn~). Fraternity setdngs ~rc a site where men often 
exploit and. victimize women. In a critical ethnography, Rhoads (1995) studied d3e culture 
of one fr>~ternity and its practices d~at rendered women powerless and marginalized. 

EdmograplW can provide a de~:ai~ed clay-to-day picture of evenl:s, such as tt~e 
~!~ough~s and acIJvhies of a semch commktee hirina a new principal (Wolcou.. 1974, 
1994). You cow, duct an ethnography when you have longqerm access to this culture 
~dmring group so tha~ you can build a detailed record of their behaviors and belief~ over 
time. You may be a participant in the gro~p or Sil~nj)}3~ ~U3 observer, but you gather 
cx~ensive fieldno~es, inlc~lv~ew many people: and collect leu:ers and docun~ents {0 

How Did Ethnographic Research Develop? 

Et:]mography as practiced in education has been shaped by cu]tural anthropology, by 
an emphasis on the issues of wridng al)ou~ c:t~h:~re, and by how ethnographic reports 
need to be read and unders~oo(] toci~% These factors Jie at the heart of Lmderstanding 
current practices in ethnography (e.g.: Bogdan & Bik[e~. 1998; Denzin, ! 997; l.eCompte 
et aL, 1993; XXbl<’ott. 199% 

and emly 20th centuries, anthropolog sts explored "t:)rimidve" cultures 1)y visiding other 
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countries and becoming immersed in their societies for extensive periods. They 
refrained from "going native" and identifying too closely with the people the}- were 
studying so that they could write an "’objective" nccount of what. they saw and heard, 
At times, these accounts compared clistant cultures o~ other continents with the 
American way of Ere. For example, Margaret Mead, a well-known anthropologist, stud- 
led child rearing, adolescence, and the influence of culture on personality in Samoa 
(Mead, 1928). 

Obse~:atiozs and inte~dews became standard procedures for collecting data "in the 

field." Also, under sociologists at the Universib’ of Chicago i~ the !920s through the 1950s, 
research focused on the importance of studying a single case~whether that case was an 
individual, a group, a neighborhood, or a Ia~ger cultural unit. For example, Chicago 
sociologists conducted qualitative analyses of personaI and public documents to construct 
a view of the life of Polish immigrants (Thomas & Znaniecki, 1927). With an emphasis 
ciW life, they depicted ordinaW life in U.S. cities: the Jewish ghetto, the taxi-dance hall, 
professional tl~ief, the hobo, and the delinquent (Bogdan & B~klen, 1998)+ In highlighting 
the lives of these individuals, they provided "i~nsider" perspectives by reporting detailed 
accounts of individuals who are often marginalized in our society. 

The i~ant interdfsdplinaw area of educational a~thropology began to cwstallize during 
fl~e 1950s and continued to develop through the 1980s (LeCompte et al., 1993). Jules Hen~T 
depicted elemenmU school classrooms and high schools as tribes with rituals, cuhum, and 
social structure, and George and Louise Spindler examined educational decision making, 
curriculum content, and teaching (LeCompte et aL, 1993). Educational 8nthropo!ogis~s 
focused on subculture groups such 

Caree~: and life histories or role analyses of individuals 
Microethnographies of small work and leisure groups within classrooms 
schools 
Studies of single classrooms abstracted as small societies 
Studies of school ff~cilities or school districts that approach these units as discrete 
communities (LeCompte et al., 1993, p. 14) 

In studies such as these, educational ethnographers developed and refined procedures 
borrowed from anthropology and sociology. From tl~e 1980s to d~e present, anthropolo- 
gists and educational anthropologists have identified techniques for focusing On a cuhural 
group, conducting observations, analyzing data, and writing up the research 

Fetterman, 1998; Wolcott, 1992, 1994, 1999). 
A watershed event in ethnography, according to Denzin (1997), was the publication 

of the book I~ri~i*~g Culture (Clifford & Marcus, 1986). Ethnographers have been "writing 
their way out" (Denzin, 1997, p. ~ii) of this book ever since. Clifford and Marcus raised 
two issues that have commanded much attention in ethnography in general and within 

educational research. The first is the crisis of representation. This crisis co~lsJsls 
reassessment of how ethnographers interpret the groups they are studying. Dcnzi~ 
a~gued that we can no longer view the researcher as an objective reporter who makes 

omnipresent pronouncements about the individuals being studied, instead, the researcher 
is ogty one w)ice among many--individuals such as the reade5 the participants, and the 
gatekeepers~who need to be heard. This has led :o a secot~d crisis: legitimacy. No 

longer do "canons" of validiW, reliability, and objectivity or’ "normal science" represen~ 
the s,andards. Researchers need to evaluate each ethnographic study in terms of flexible 
standards embedded within the participants’ 1ires; historical and cultural influences; and 

the interactive ibrces of race, gender, and class. 
Viewed ~his way, ethnographies need to include pe~:spectives drawn from 

tl~oughL racial views, sex, m! perspectives, and critical d~eoW, and they need m be sensitive 
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race, class, and gender. Etl-u?ographies today are now "messy" and find presentation in many 
forms, such as a performance, poem, play, novel, or a per.’~onal ~¢armtive (Denzin, 1997). 
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WHAT ARE THE " PES DF ETHNOGRAPHIC DESIGNS? 

illt~strases the various types of edmographies. For a researcher new ~o ed~nogmphy, the 
long list is less important than a [k~cus on primaW forms published i~ educational reports. 
Unquestionably, ethnographic rcsearcl~ does not always fit clea,qly into categories, but 

The realist et.hnogral)l]y 
The case study 
The c~iitica! ethr~ogr~phy 

Char:tc~erized by Van Maanen (1988), it refIccts a particular s~ancc take~ by the 
~csearchcr toward the jnk~ivkluals bch~g studied. A realist ethnography is an ol)jecdve 
account c>f dqe si{uatkx~, Wpicaliy written in tl~e thircl-perso,? point of view, reporting 

objectively on tl~e inf2)rnaatk)~ learned Irom pz~rdcipants at a field site. hn this cthno- 
g~aphic desig~q: 

Realist ethnography--an objective scientifically 
written ethnography 

Confessional ethnography--a report of the 
ethnographer’s fieldwork experiences 

Life history--a study of one individual situated 

within the cultural context of his or her life 

¯ Autoethnography--a reflective self-examination by 

an individual set within his or her cultural context 

Microethnography--~a study focused o~ a specific 
aspect of a cultural group and setting 

Ethnographic case study--a case analysis of a 
person, event, activity, or process set within a 
cultural perspective 

Critical ethnography--a study of the shared 
patterns of a malginalized group with the aim of 
advocacy 

Feminist ethnography--a study of women and the 

cultural practices that serve to disempower and 
oppress them 

Postmodern ethnography--an ethnography written 
to challenge the problems in our society that have 
emerged from a modern emphasis on progress 
and marginalizing individuals 

Ethnog~:aphic novels-~ a fictional work focused on 
cultural aspects of a group 

Sources: Denzin, 1997; .L eCompte el el., 1993; Van Maanan, 1988. 
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details of evewday life among the people studied+ The ethnographer also uses 
standa~’d catego,’ies for cultural description (e.g., family life, work life, socia~ 
nem’orks, and status systems), 
The ethnographer produces the participants’ views through closely edited quota- 
tions and has the final word on the interpretation and presentation of the culture 
(Van Maanen, 1988). 

This type of ethnography has a long ~adition in cultural anthropolo~~ and education. For 
example, \Volcott (1974, 1994) used a realist approach to ethnography to study the activities 
of a con~nittee appointed to select a pri~cipal. This study addressed the process a sci~ool 
selection committee expe~ienced as they inte17qevved candidates. Wolcott started with 
Candidate Number 7, and discussed the conm~ittee’s deliberation for each candidate (excep~ 

one) ~mtil the final individual was identified. FolIowing this description of the inte,viev, qng 
process, Wotcott interpreted the committee’s actions in terms of a lack of professio1¢al 
knowledge, their "w~rieD" reducing" behavior, and the reluctance of schools m change. 

As a realist ethnographer, Wolco~ provided an account of committee deliberations as 
if he were looking in from the QUtSide, reporting the procedures objectively, and includ- 
ing participants’ views. The interpretation at the end presented Wolco{t’s view of the 
patterns he saw" in the selection committee culturaI group. 

Case Studies 

Writers often use tlae term case study in conjunction with ethnography (e.g., see 
LeCompte & Schensul, 1999). A case study is an importa~at type of ethnography, although 

it differs from an ethnography in several important ways~ Case study researchers may 
focus on a program, event, or activity involving individuals rather than a group per se 
(Stake, 1995). Also, when case study writers research a group, they may be more inter- 
ested in describir~g the activities of tee group instead of identifying shared patterns of 
behavior exhibited by the group. The ethnographer searches for the shared patterns ~hat 
develop as a group interac> over time, Finally, case study researchel-ia are less likely t0 
identify a cuIturat theme to examine at the beginning of a study, especially one from 
anthropology; instead, they foct~s on an in-depth exploration of the actual "case." 

Although some researchers identify "case" as an object of study (Stak% 1995), othe~ 
consider it to be a procedt~re of inquiu (e.g, Merriam, 1998). A case stud}, is an in-depth 
~xploration of a bounded system (e.g., an activity, event, process, or individuals) based 

on extensive data coIlection (Creswell, 2007). Bounded means that tl~e case is separated 
out for research in terms of time, place, or some physical boundaries. 

It is useful to consider the types of cases that qualitative researchers often study: 

� The "case" may be a single individual several individuals separately or h~_ a group, 

a prog,-am, events, or activities (e.g., a teacher, several ~cachers, or the in~plernenta- 
tion of a new math program). 

’~ The "case" may represent a process consisting of a series of steps (e.g., a college 

curriculum process) that forrn a sequence of activities. 
@ As shown in Figure 15.1, a "case" may be selected for study because it is um~sua! 

and has merit in and of itsetf. When the case itself is of interest, it is called, an 
intrinsic case. The study of a bilingual school illustrates this form of a case study 
(Stake, 2000). Alternatively, the focus of a qualitative study may be a specific issl~e, 
with a case (or cases) used to illustrate the issue. This type of case is called an 
instrumental case, because it se~wes d~e purpose of illuminating a particular issue. 
The gunman case study (Asmussen & Creswell, 1995) portrays an instntmentaI case 

of a campus to portray reactions to campus violence. Case studies may, a, tso include 
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Intrinsic Case Study 

StudY an intrinsic, unusus] case. 

Instrumental Case Study 

Issue ~      ~ 

Study a case that provides insight 

into a.n issue (or theme). 

Multiple Instrumental Case Study 
(also called a Collective Case Study) 

I 
ssue 
~ ¯ 

St,ady several cases that provide 
insight into an issue (or theme). 

multiple cases, caIled a collective case study (Stake, 1995), in which multiple 
cases are described and compared to provide insight into an issue. A case study 
researcher might examine several schools to illustrate, alternative approaches to 
school choice~for students. 
The researcher seeks to develop an in-depth understanding of the case by collect- 
ing multiple forms of data (e.g., pictures, scrapbooks, videotapes, and e-mails). 
Providing this in-depth understanding requires that only a few cases be studied, 
because for each case examined, the researcher has less time to devote to explo> 
ing tl~e depths of any one case. 
The researcher also locates the "case" or "cases" widdn their larger context, such as 
geographical, politicaI, social, <)1-economic settings (e.g., the family constellation 
consisting of gra~dparents, sfl>lings~ and "adopted" family members). 

An exampIe of a case study is the study by Kos (i99~) of four middle school students 
wl~o have readi~g disabilities. The study exami~ed what factors contributed to the deveb 
opment of reading disabilities i~ adolescents. The author tutored tl~e four students, 
observed tI~eir reading alone ant1 reading i~ class, conducted interviews, and gathered 
sclxool records on each stcldent. All fbur sr~)dcnts, wl~o were between the ages of 13 and 
15, were unable to read materials above the third-grade levei. After describing each 
student, the aud~or identified four d~emes that emerged about ead~ stwdent: reading 
behavior, negative and frustrating experiences with instruction, at~xiety about reading, and 
histories about reading ir~ kindergarten and first grade. From th.ese individua! case analy- 
ses, the author then cgmpared tlxe four individuals and fo~md fire students to be aware of 
their deficiencies, to display a cox~nectior~ between reading disability and stress, and to be 
~mable to integrate various reading stra~:egies. 

This case study iIlus{rates a study of four bounded systems°--specific individuaIs-- 
a~d an assessn~en{ of paztems of behavior f~r each h~dividual ant{ for all four students. 
The researcher focussed on the issue of readi~g disabiIities a~:d conducted an in depth 
examination of four cases to ilIustrate this issue. Multiple forms of data were collected, 
and the analysis consisted of both description arid thematic development. 

Another example is the case s[udy by Padula and Miller (1999) of four women who 
had reentered fl?e university .as full-time doctoral st~_~dents. In this case st~dy, the authors 
q~msdoned the students’ decisior~ to return to school, }-~ow they described their reent~T 
experiences, and how the graduale e.x..perience changed their lives, Througlq interviewing 



and obse~,ing these women, the researchers found several themes abou~ beliefs d~u 

these women held. For example, the women beiieved that their graduate experiences did 

r~ot meet their need~ they compared themselves with younger students and they tel~ a 

general need to finish ~heir programs as quick|y as possible. 

CrRical Ethnographies 

When Denzin (1997) spoke of the twin crises of representation and legitimation, !le was 
responding to profo~md changes i~ our society: such as becoming more multinational 
joining.a world economy, and changing demographics to inclucle more racial groups. 
These factors have created a system of power, prestige, privilege, and amhority that 
~o marginalize individuals of differen~ classes, races, and get, tier in our society. With 
in German ~hinking of the 1920s, the historical problems of domination, alienation, and 
social s:mggle are now playing out within educational and social science research. 

Ethnography now incorporates a "critical" approach (Carspecken, 1995; Carspecken 
& Apple, 1992; Thomas, 1993) to include an advocacy perspective to ethnography. 
Critical ethnographies are a type of ethnographic research in which the author is inter- 
esmd in advocating tbr the emancipation of groups marginalized in our socieb~ (Thomas, 

1993). Critical researchers are ~ypically politically minded individ~mls who seek, through 
their research, to advocate against inequali~y and. domination (Carspecken & Apple, 
1992). For example, crkical eg~nographers might study schools that provide priviIeges 
certain Wpes of studems, crea~e inequitable situations among members of different social 
classes, and perpetuate boys "speaking up" and girls being silent participants in class. 

The major components of a critical ethnography ~re summarized in F~gure 
These t:ac~ors, such as a w~tue-laden orientation, empowering people by                                         o~’ivin~o 

more authority, challengjng the stares quo, and a concern about power and control, play 
out in an ethnography in specific procedural characteristics, listed below: 

@ The critical ethnographer studies social issues of power, empowerment, inequality, 
inequity, dominance, repression, hegemony, and victimization. 

@ Researchers conduct critical ethnographies so d~a~ d~eir studies do not further 
marginaiize the individuals being studied. Thus, the inquirers collaborate, actively 
participate, negotiate the final written mpo~’t, use care in entering and, leaving a 
site, and reciprocate by giving back to study participants. 

¯ Critical researchers are usuaiiy politica!iy 

... minded people 

Criticat ethnographers speak to an audience on 
behalf of their participants as a means of 
empowering participants by giving them more 
authority, - 

Critical ethnographers seek to change society, 

Critical ethnographers identify and celebrate 
their biases in research. They recognize that all 
research isvalue laden. 

Critical ethnographerschallenge the status quo 
and ask why it is so. 

Critical researchers seek to connect the 
meaning of a situation to broader structures of 
social power and control, 

Critical researchers seek to create a literal 
dialogue with the participants they are studying. 

Source: Adapted from Carspecl<en & Apple, 1992; Thomas, 1993. , 



@ The critkal ethr~ographer is self-conscious about his or her interpretation, recognizing 
~hat interpretations reflect ore own histo~T and c@mre, Interpretat~o~s can be only 
te~atative and questioning a~d subject to how readers and pa~,icipa~ts will view them. 

~ Critical researchers position tl~emselves in tae ~ext ~o be reflexive and self-aware 
of their ole. and to be up front in the written research report. This means ~denti- 
lying biases and values; acMaowledgi~g views; a~d distinguishing among textual 
representations by the author, the participams, and the reader. No longer is 
e@nog;apher an "ob}ec~ive" obse~wer, as i~a ~he realist approach+ 

~ This nomaeutral positio~ for the critical researcher also means that [ae or she will be 

an advocate for cha~ge to help transform our society so that people are less 

oppressed and margi~alized. 
@ In the end, the critical ethnographk report will be a "messy, thukilevel, multimethod" 

approach ~<) iaqui~y, foil of co~ntradictJons, imponderables, and tensions (Denzin= 1997). 

The critical ethnographic study of o~e princip!l in a~ "inclusive" elementaw school 
(l<eyes, Itanley-Maxwell, & Capper, 1999) illustrated many of these features. Tlne overall 
propose was to describe and define the role of administrative leadership in an inclwsive 
school for students with a high incidence of disability classifications (e.g., cognitive, emb- 

tional, learning, speech, rand language). With the objective of generating a new 
that would empower individuals in the schoot, the atuvhors began with a framework for 

empowering leade~ship: svpport facilitatkm, and possibilky. 
Based on egtensive fieldwork consisti,~g of shadowing the principal (Marta), obse~w- 

i,qg classrooms, conducting h~clividtml and ~bcus group interviews, and reviewing weekly 
;mnou,aceme*]ts, the reseavcl?ers compiled a picture of Maria’s leadership that ~ncluded a 

pcrsomtl belief system of spirituality. Marta’s spirituality led him to value personal stR~g- 
gle, espouse the dignity of" i~dividuals, merge the pro~%ssiona~ and the persomtl, believe 
that people were doing tlneir best, and emphasize the jmportax~ce of listeni~ag and of 
drcm~s. In the end, Keyes et al+ (.1999) provided a "vision for equity ~Kmrished by spiri 
ttm~ beliefs" (p. 233) at~d posed the cpnck~ding qL~eStions "School reform for what?" and 

"Empowering leadership for whom?" (p. 234). 
As an ethnograplB’ of a school that embraces a critical perspective, the project 

focused on the issue of e111pOwellnellt felt by mavgi,~alized stude~ts and teachers in the 
sdR)ol. Tl~e principa[ sought active collaborative par<icipation through a strafed dialogue 
xx.q~h ~c:achere~ and smdenl:s. The researchers aclvocaved for a chm3ge and highlighted the 

Akhough ~hc mll~hors’ v~ews were not made exptkit i~ the ~ext, their interest in cha~ge 
and >~ new vision for leadership in schoots for individuals with disabilivies was (:lear, 
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WHAT ARE THE KEY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF AN ETHNOGRAPHIC DESTGN? 

\Vith the diversc at)p;oadqes to ethnography icle~ified 5n ~he realist ease sR@y, m~d cri> 
ic:d app;oadnes, it is not easy ~o i(tc.~a~i~ eharac~eristR:s they have in com~no~a. Howevc’r, 
for those kearahag about ethno~raphSes, the following characteristics typically marl< 

e~hnographic smcty: 

Cultmal tt~emes 
A c@t~re-shaling grotp 
Shared patterns of beh:~vior, belief, and language 
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Fieldwork 

Description, themes, and interpretatior~ 

Context or setting 

Researcher reflexivity 

Cultura| Themes 

Ethnographers typically study cultura! themes drawn from cultural anthropology. 
Ethnographers do not venture into the field Iooking haphazardly for anything they 

see. instead, they are interested in adding to the knowledge about culture and studying 

specific cultural themes. A cutmral ttmme in ethnography is a general position, declared 

or implied, that is openly approved or promoted in a society or group (see Spradley, 

1980b, for a discussion about cultural themes). As with all qualitative studies, this theme 

does not serve to narrow the study; instead, it becomes a broad lens that researchers use 

when they initially enter a field to study a group, and they took for manifestations of it. 

As Wolcott (1999) said, we can see "culture at work" (p. 125), 

What are these cultural themes? They can be found in introductow texts in cuhuraI 

anthropology. Wolcott (1999) mentioned introductory tex~s that discuss themes in cultural 

anthropoIo~’, such as those by Kessing (1958), Haviland (1993), or Howard (1996). They 

can also be found in dictionaries of concepts in cultural anthropology, such as Winthrop’s 

(1991). Another approach is to locate the cukural theme in ethnographic studies in educa- 

tion. Authors announce them in titles or at the beginning of the study. You can see then~ in 

purpose statements in ethnographies or in research questions as a "centre.1 phenome~on" 

(see chapter 5)- For example, here are several cultural themes explored by authors: 

Pers~;stence in distance eck~cation courses (Garland, 1995) 
The "coming out" stages Of gay ide~¢~fly develoI)~erzt (Rlnoads, 1997) 
Development of students’ social s!~lls in Japan (LeTendre, 1999) 
Enculturation i~ an early childhood program among the Maori in New ZeaIand 
(Bauermeister, 1998) 

A Culture-Sharing Group 

Ethnographers learn from studying a culture-sharing group at a single site. Less fi-equc~tly 
authors examine single individuals, as in Wolcott’s (1974, 1994) single case study of a 

principal. In the study of a group, ethnographers identify a single site (e.g, an elemeamzT 
classroom), locate a group within it (e.g., a reading group), and gather data about the 
group (e.g., obsms~e a reading period). This distinguishes ethnography from other lbrms 
of qualitative research (e.g., narrative research) khat focus on individ~mls rather tlmn 

groups of people. A culture-sharing group in ethnography is two or more i~dh/ichmls 
who haw.~ shared behaviors, beliefE, and language. For exan~ple, groups were studied i~n 

these ethnographies: 

47 students in a distance education course in resource management and environ~ 

mental subject.s (Garland, 1993) 

16 elementaw education student teachers (Goodman & Adler, 1985) 
40 college students in an organization ;¥ho had identified themselves as either gay 

or bisexual (Rhoads, 1997) 

Groups such as these typk.’ally possess certain characteristics, which are listed in Table 15.2. 
A group may vaq in size, but the individuals in the group need to meet on a rcg~.~lal b:~sis 
and interact over a period of time (e.g., more than 2 weeks up to 4 months) to devcqOl.~ 



The group consists of two or more 
individuals, and it may be small or ~arge. 

The group interacts on a regular basis. 

The group has interacted for some time. 

A small group--two readers in a classroom 
A larger group--six to ten readers in a classroom 

For a period three times a week, the group meets to discuss a 
¯ reading,           . . . 

Since the beginning of September, the reading group has met " 
three times a week for three periods. 

The group is representative of some 
larger group. 

The group has adopted some shared 
patterns of behaving, thinking, or 
talking. 

The small reading group is representative of third*grade readers. 

The group has certain rituals they perform as they begin to read, 
such as sitting on the floor, opening their book to the assigned 
page, and waiting to speak until the teacher cat!s on them to 
answer a question. 

shared patterns of behaving, thinking, or talking, The group is often represe~tative of a 

targer group, such a,s a reading group within a third grade classroom. 
Often, ethnographers study groups unt;amiliar to tt~em to be able to look at them in a 

"flesh and clifferen~ way, as if they were exceptional and unique" (LeCompte et aI, 1993, 

p, 3), Individuals sometimes mistake a cultura! group with a,3 ethnic g~vmp, Ethnic groups 
are selfqdentified individuals in a sociopolitical grouping that have a recognized pubtic 
ide~tity, st~ch as Hispmaics, Asian Pacific Islanders, and Arab Americans (LeCompte & 
Schensul, 1999). Using these ethnic labels can cause problems in an ethnography bec~mse 
the 1abels may not be terms t~secl by the individuals themselves. 

Shared Patterns of Behavior, Belief, and Language 

Ethnographic researchers look for shared patterns of behavior, belie~iq, and language 
the culture-sharing group adopts over time. Tl~is characteristic has several elements to 
First, the culture-sharing group ~eeds to have adopted shared patterns lhat [~/e 

peer can discern, A shared pattern in ethnography is a common sociat interaction that 
s~abilizes as tadt rtdes and expectations of the group (Spindler& Spindler, t992). Second, 
fl3e group shares any one or a combh3ation of behaviors, beliefs, a~2d language. 

A behavior i~3 an etlmography is an aclion takc’n by a~. individual h? a cultural 

sel:ting. For example, Wolcott (1974, 1994) studied how a principal’s setecdor, 
committee acted as tl~ey deliberated abo~t selecting a candidate. 

A belief in an eth.nography is how an individual thinks about or perceives things 
in a cutt~ral setting. For example, Padula and Miller (1999) t~xmd that women 
doclToral students i~3 psychology shared the concern tha~ they were no~ >~ble to 
invest much energy 53 their fmnilies. 
Lan~mage in an ethnography is how an individual ta]ks ~o ofl~ers in a. colmral 
setting. In a sludy of life-history narratives of ~:o African American women, No]son 

(1990) analyzed code-switchh~g (changhag from standard English :o Black English 
vemactflar). Sara, fl)r example, used the repeti:ive, parMlel clause structure found 
in B~ack church lradition when she said, "It is pain, sufferix~g, cte~ermh~a~ion, 
perseverance" (p. 147). 
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These shared patterns raise several practica! questions that ethnographers need to 

address in a study. How long does the group r~eed to stay together to "share"? To answer 

this question, a specific study would have to be examined. Unquestionably, the longer the 

group is together, the more (he individuals will adopt shared behaviors and ways of think- 

ing and the easier it will be for an ethnographer to discern patterns. However, assessment 

techniques are available for gathering data quickly flom a group that n~a3’ be shared for a 

sho~t period of time (LeCompte & Schensul, 1999). Fraternity members may R)rm shared 

beliefs with new pledges quickly or school boards may develop common understandings 

through "board retreats" that allow a~ ethnographer to quickly assess patterns. 

Another issue is whethe~ the patterns are ideal (what should occur), actual (what 

dfd occur:), or projective (wlna[ mQgbl bare occurred). As an edmographer observes or 

interviews, examples of all three patterns may emerge from the data¯ An ethnographer 

visiting a thir&grade classroom might observe the reading group to see what did oCCUl, 

interview the teacher to idenf.~fy what lniglnt have occurred, and consult with the 
curriculun~ coordbnator as to what the school district t?oped shoo/d have occurred. 

Ethnographers collect data through spending time at participants’ sites where they live, 

work or play. To understand best the patterns of a cultural group, an ethnographer 

spends considerable time with the group. The patterns cannot be easily discerned 

through questionnaires or brief encounters. Instead, the eth~ographer goes "to the 

live,~ with or frequently visits the people being studied, and slowly learns the culmntl 

ways in which the group behaves or thinks, Fieldwork in ethnography means that the 

researcher gathers data in the setting where the participants are located and where their 

shared patterns can be studied. This data collection involves tl~e following: 

� Emic dam is information supplied by participants in a study. Emit often refers to 

first-order concepts, such as local language, concepts, and ways of expression used 

by members ia a cultural~sharing group (Schwandt, 2001)~ In an ethnographic study 

of a soup kitchen for the homeless, Miller, et al. (]998) intelwiewed and recorded 

"stories" supplied by Michael, Dan, Sarah, a~d Robert and used quotes from these 

individuals to construct their perspectives.                       . 
~ Eric data is information representing tlxe e[hnographer’s interpretation of the 

~a~aicipants’ perspectives, k’tic [ypicaliy refers to second-order concepts, such 

t!~e lm~guage used by the socia! scientist or educator to refer to the same pheno- 

mena mentioned by the par[icipants (Schwandt, 2001). In the soup kitche~ study 
(Miller et al., 1998), [he authors formed themes as [heir interpretation of 

data that represented how [he soup kitchen worked. 
~ Negotiation. data consist of information that the participant and the researcher 

agree ~o use ~n a study. Negotiation occurs at different stat,es in research, 

agreeing to entry procedures for a research site, mutually respecting i,~dividuals 

the site, and developing a plan for giving back or reciproc:ati~g with the 
duals. Again in tl~e soup kitchen stt~dy (Miller e~ al., 1998), the authors sought 

a gatekeeper to gain ent~T, helped advocate for the homeless with funding 

agencies, an.d participated i~ se~wing lunches on a regular basis. 

During fieldwork, l:t~e ethnograpt~er uses a v’ariety of research techniqtms ro ga~l~er 

data. Table 15.3, which is a composite list from LeCompte and Schensul (1999) 

Wolco[t (?.999), displays mainly qualitatNe and a few quantitative fbrms of data collection. 

Of these possibilities,, obse~ation and u~structured interviewing are popular among 
ethnographers. To see the range of data collecdo~ that ethnographers gather ia a.si~?gle 
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¯ Casual conversation 

¯ Life history, Ufe-cycte interview 

Key informant (participant) interview 

Semistructured interview 

Structured interview 

Survey 

Househotd census, ethnogenealogy 

Questionnaire (written and/or oral) 

Projective techniques 

Observations (nonparticipant to participant) 

¯ Tests 

Content analysis of secondary text or visuat material 

Focus group interview 

¯ Elicitation techniques (e.g., looking at a Scrapbook and 
talking about memories) 

* Audiovisual material (e.g., audio or visual record, such 
as camera recording) 

Spatial mapping (e.g., recording ways data varies 
acros units, such as group and institution) 

Network analysis {e.g., describing networks in time 
and space) 

Sources: Le compte & Schensul, 1999; Wolcott, 19g9. 

study, examine the folk)wing forms used by Rhoac s (1995) in tds ethnographic study 

fraternity life:    ,:                                 "                    - 

12 R)rma!, structured in[ervje\vs that h~ted fiom I to 2 hours 

18 less formal interviews recorcted in handwritten 

Pa£icipation in bod] open [rmerni[y pa~xies and private ritual5 [hat were open 

only a few outsklers 

Ongoing disc:k ssions with several key participangs who explained the signific:ance 

of various fraternity practices 

A review of numerous docun]eum, fnduding d~e university Greek hand 

minutes from chapter meetings, class papers, mwI the fiaternity liability policy. 

Descriptiea, Themes, and l~terpretatiea 

EthtiograpJ~ic researchers describe and ~{na]yze the c~dturc-shadng group and make 
lute-proration about the pa[lcrQs S(xeil ~]I]d lqeard. 1)t}ring data colJecdo]], the: edmogta- 

pher begins to l~)~ge a smcly. This consists of analyzing the data for a description of both 

H]c indivJduaIs and sites of the cuhure-simring gro~p; am yzing patterns of behavior, 

I)~eliet~, and la~.:.guage and roaching some conclusions about the me’rain<, 

studyh?g the people and the site (Wobo~:r, !994). 

A description ~ ethnography is a detaik~d renderir g of i~dh’iduals a~]d scenes to 

d<:~pict wha~ is going on in [be cu!~re-shm-ing gro~p. Thb; description ne~eds ~o be derai~ed 
and tla/ck, and it needs to idehti~: speci~?cs. It sma’es to pJace the reader figurative]y in the 

set~ 2g, to hm3s[)o~ the reader 1o the actua seen% to make it real. This involves awakening 

fl?e reader’s se~?sus throc@~ adjec~h’es, ~ot us, anti verbs Jmt dicir sounds, sigh s, feelings, 

and smelb. To do d~is, the researcher must singIe out some detaiI tohndude wlnile exclud 

ing ofl?ers. It me:ms describing events, activiti(s, al~d places without veering too f)~r from 

the ac~Lm] sce~?e of :~ttentk)n and the people whose shared patterns need [o be discerned. 

Passages fl’om ethnographies that "describe" are long and detailed. Sometimes, ethno~,m- 

Phers or case study writers provide a description f]om a ge~eral picture to the specific 

setting in a.-ln{cl: an event or ev(mts rake place. Fpr example, examine F~gure 15 3, which 
maps the descriptive passage in the gtmman incident case study (Asmussen & C~eswel], 



From a broad description to a specific description 
Gunman Case Study 

Broad description of the setting of the case 

The town where the event occurred ¯ 

; 
Narrower description of the setting of the case 

The building on the campus whore the event occurred 

Narrower yet description of the setting of the case 

The classroom where the event occurred 

Narrower yet description of the students in the case 
The "gunman" and the students in the c~ass 

Source: Adapted from Asmussen & CresweE 1995, 

The distinc[io~3 between description and thc~nc analysis is not always c:lca~. Theme 

ties~ A~ p~m of making sc~)sc v~f [1~<~ i~fl~m~tfion, thematic data analysis ~ ethnography 

ch~]dren and chik[~e~ with (l~s~l)i~ic~ m :m i~ cgraq:d p eschoo!, Malloy and 



social studies as a nonsubjec< human relations, citizenship i~doctdnation, school 
lmowledge, an imegrative core of the elementmT curriculum, and education for 
social action. 

After description m~d analysis comes inte~pretatiom In interpretation h~ etl~ography, 
j~c ethnographe, draws inferences and forms conclusions about what was learned, This 
phase of analysis is zlae most subjective~. The researcher relates both ~he descriptiot~ and the 
~hemes back to a larger portrait of what was learned, which ofte,~ ,effects some combination 
of the reseatchef making a personal assessment, retumit~g to the literature on the (:ultural 
theme, and raising ftxd~er questions based on the data. It nfight also include addressing 
p~obtems that mose dming the fieklwo,k that render the account tentative and hypothetical, 
:k best. h~ {he ethnography of Raul, the 12-yea>oM child with disabilities, and his brother:s, 
family, m~d friends (HatW et al., 1998), hqte~pretation co~asisted of the authoz-s’ reflecti,~g 
on the clit~:e~vnces betweet~ exclusion in a no~-ffamily se~ting and unco~ditiorml acceptance in 
a Eunily. 

C¢}nte×l or SeRing 

Et]mographelS p~’ese1~[ the description, themes, and interp~etation within the context or 
sctli~?g of the culture-sharing group. The context for an ethnography ~s the setting, 
situation, or envirom~ent that surrounds the cultural group being studied, k is multilay- 
ered amd igten-e:lated, consisting of such factors as history, religion, politics, economy, 
and ~he environment (Fettermam ~998), Th~s context may be a physicaI location such as 
:~ description of the school, the sta~e of the bnilding, the color of the classroom wal~s, or 
the sounds coming down the hall. k may also be the historica~ context of individuaIs in 
the g~oup, whether d~ey have experienced supp~ession, dominmion, or m-e an emerging 
people who have ~.trrived exc]tecl about tl~ei~ new land. It may be the soda] condition of 
the individuals, J~cir longtime reunions to build kinship, (heir status as a p[ofession, or 
their eurnings and ge()graphic ]]]ob~ky. The economic condkk}ns may also it~clucte 
income levels, working<lass o~ blue-collar backg!ound, (}r the systems (Z finance that 
keep ~l~e individuals I~elow the pove:-ty level. 

Researcher Re~l~×ivity 

Ethnographic rc’se,~trche~s ~?~ak(e hq~eq~[elations ~md w~ite thei, report reflexively. 
Reflexivity ~ etlmography 1:efe~-s ~o the researche, bring aware of and openly discussing 
his <>~- he~ role in J~e SIu0y il? ~t ~.a): [ha[ l?ol?ols an(] resDec[s the site and participants. 

Bc(;;~k~se e~lmogmphic reseazclq i~vo]ves a prolonged stay at a site, ~esearche[s are 
concerned about their in~i>~ct o~q ~he si~e and the people. Tl~ey negotiate entry wkh key 
indixi(hm]s and pl::m t<> k:ave the site as undistuJ:)ed as J~ey [k)und it. As individuals-who 
have a histo9 and a (’ultuml l~ackground themselves, they reatize that tlnei~ inre~*p,’etatiot~ 
0n]v one possil)ilib:< and that theh repon does not have any privileged ~udx~rity over oiler 
ink:~pretntions that ~eaders. pa~Tt~cipants~ and other ~esearchers nmy have. I[ is 

stz*r~dpoint or point of view (.De~nzin, ]997). They do this by talking about ~lnemselves. 
shm-i~g fl~efl experiences, mqd n]entioning how their hnte,pretat:ions shape their ciiscussions 
;{]y<)tl[ lhe sites >rod culttue-simring g~oups. One researcher, mho studied idend~’ develop- 

he~-~oIe as follo~vs: 

i gai~ed their u-ust skin Iv and ~e~ofiated a ~e]a[ionship lhat did not fit tl~eir established 
1m~ten~:~ ~x ith signifkmn~ adults: (p, 73) 



On severn] occasions. ~ girl wouid no~ allow me to see ~ note ~ha~ she deemed 

obscene." I did nor repo~~ such incidents as writing on a rest~oom wal~ or faking illness 
~void an exam. (p. 74) 

Being reflexive also means that authors’ conclklsions are often tentative or inconclusive. 
leading to new questions to answer. The study migh~ end with questions that beg for 
answers or multiple perspectives or viewpoints for the reader’ to consider. 

WHAT ARE THE STEPS IN CONDUCTING AN ETHNOGRAPHY? 

There are probably as many procedures for conducting an ethnography as there are 
ethnographers. From the early days in cultural anthropology when researchers were 

"sent" without guidance to remote isla,~ds or countries to conduct their ethnograp ~y, 
today we have procedures, albeit ge~eral procedures, to guide cond~ct of an ethnogr~ 
phy. A highIy structured approach can be found in Spmctley (1980b), who has advanced 
a 12-stage "developmental resea.rch sequence" for conducting an ethnography. As shown 
in Figure 15.4, this sequence begins with the researcher’s locating an infom~an, (today we 
would call this person a "pa~ticipant"; see chapter 10 on writing sensitively). The~ the 
ethnographer cycles between collecting data and making analyses of various types, such 
as a taxonomy or a comparison table to explore relationships among ideas (see 
Spradley’s componentiaI analysis). Othec authors besides Spradley have also suggested 
guidelines, such as Fetterman (1998), LeCompte and Schensut (1999), and. WoDott (1999). 

Instead of Spradley~s highIy structured approach, we wJI1 consider a series of steps 
that represents a general template rather titan a definitive procedure for conducting an 
ethnography. Moreover; the considerations of ethnog~-aphe~s and case study writers differ 
procedurally, and we wil! consider both similarities and differences among our ff~ree 
forms of ethnography: realist, case study, and critical. An overv’iew of {he steps usecI 
each type of design is shown in Table 15.4. 

Step 1. Identify Intent and the Type of Design, and Relate Intent 
to Your Research Problem 

T~e first and most important steps in conducting research are to identify why you 
undertaking a study, which form of design you plan to use, and how your intent relates 
{o your research problem. These factors need to be identified i~ all three forms of ethno- 
graphies and case studies. The intent of your research and the type of problem you seek 
to study will differ significantly depending on il you p~an ~o co,duct a realist, vase 
or critical ethnography. 

For a realist ethnography, the focus is on understanding a cu~ture..sharing group and 
using the group to develop a deeper understanding of a cultural theme. The culture 
sharing group may be an entire school or a single classroom. The themes may include 
st~ch topics as enculturatio~l, acct~lturation, socialization, it~sritut~onalized education, 
learning and cognition, and child and adul* deveIopment (LeCompte et aI., 1993), 

For a case study, .the focus is on developing an in-depth understanding o~" a case, 
such as an ew~nt, activiW, or process. In education, this often includes the study of 
individual or sew:ral individuals, such as students o~- teachers. The important considera- 
tion is how you will use: the case, such as to assess its intrinsic merit, to understan<~ an 

issue, or 1o provide informa{ion to compare several cases. 
In a critical ethnography, the intent changes dramatically hom 0~ose used in a realist 

or ease study project. A critical e~hnographer seeks to address an inequity in society or 
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\ 12. Writing the ethnography 

11. Discovering cultural themes 

f 
10. Makin g a 

componential 
analysis 

9. Asking 
contrast 
questions 

8. Making a 
taxonomic 
anatysis 

f 
7. Asking 

structural 
questions 

Making a domain analysis 

f 
/ 5. Analyzing ethnographic interviews " 

/ � ", 

/ 4. Asking descriptive questions \.. 

3. Making an ethnographic record 

2. interviewing an informant 

1. Locating an informant 

The D.R,S. steps begin with a wide focus, then with Step 7 begin to narrow for intensive 
investigation of a few selected domains. The dotted lines inside the box represent this 
change in focus; they suggest that both a narrow and wide focus occur simultaneously, 
but with more emphasis on one or the other at various stages of the research. 

Source. From The Ethnographic Interview 1 sl edition by James R Spradley. Copyright © t 979. Reprinted with 

permission of Wadsworth, a division o{ Thomson Learning: www.{homsonrights.com. Fax 800-730-2215. 

schools, plans ~o use the re:search to advocate and <:all for changes, and typicalJy identi 
lies a specific issue (e.g., inequality, dominance opp~ession, or empowerment)to stud-y< 

Step 2. Discuss Approval and Access Considerations 

In ~his step, :Jl three l:ypes of desigt~s follow a similar procedure. Ykxl need to me’tire 

approval from the institutional review board (see chapter 6). ~t~u also rmed [o identi~ the 
type of purposeful sampEng thin is avai~abk: and that best answers your research 

questions. In this process, ]oca~:e a site l~)r your research and then identify a gatekeeper 
Wl~o can provide access ~o the site and participants ~br study. In all resem~h, you need to 

gu~zantee provisions fo~ respecting the she and acl:ively design in the study how to 
recipmcme to the individuals a~: the site. This means that you will guarantee to disturb the 
8ire as litde as possible and to follow good etl~ica! pract{ces such as gumanteeing privaW 
a~d ar~onymity, not deceNing indivkluals, and informing all pat~idpants of fl~e purposes of 
Your research. 
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Procedures " 

identify your intent, the 
appropriate des gn. and 
how intent relates to 

your research problem. 

Discuss how you plan to 

receive approval and 
gain access to study 

sites and participants, 

Collect appropriate data 
emphasizing time in the 

fietd, multiple sources of 
information, and 
coliaboration. 

The problem relates to a 
culture-sharing group and 

how it works. 
The problem requires 
detailed description of the 

daily lives of people. 
The problem relates to 
understanding a cultural 

theme. 
Identify your cultural 

theme. 

Receive approval from 
institutional review board. 

Locate a research site 

using purposeful sampling 
procedures, 
Identify a gatekeeper to 
provide access. 
Guarantee provisions for 
respecting the site. 

Spend extensive time at 

the site and with the 
culture-sharing group. 
Enter the site slowly and 

build rapport. 
Plan to reciprocate for 
data provided. 
Emphasize observations 

and record fieldnotes. 

: ::: ~itkal Ethnography 

The problem relates to 
developing an in-depth 
understanding of a "Case" 

or bounded system. 
The problem relates to 
understanding an event, 

activity, process, or one or 
more individuals. 
Identify the type of "case," 

such as intrinsic, 
instrumental, or collective. 

Receive approval from 
institutional review board. 
Locate a research site 

using purposeful sampling 
procedures. 
Identify how many cases 

you plan to study. 
~dentify a gatekeeper to 
provide access. 
Guarantee provisions for 
respecting the site. 

Cellect extensive data 
using multiple forms of 

data collection 
{observations, interviews, 
documents, audiovisual 

materials.) 

The problem relates to a 
need to address 
inequities in our society or 
schools, 

The problem ca~ls for 
action and advocacy. 
Identify the "critical" issue 

(e.g., inequality) that you 
wish to explore. 

Receive approval from 
institutional review board, 
Locate a research site 
using purposeful sampfing 
procedures. 

Identify a gatekeeper to 
provide access. 
Guarantee provisions for 
respecting the site. 

Collaborate with 
participants by actively 
involving them in data 

collection. 
Collect;multiple forms of 

data that individuals are 
wi~ling to provide. 

Step 3. Use Appropriate Data-Cei[edion Procedures 



Analyze and interpret 

your data within a design. 

Write and report your 

research consistent with 
your design 

Read through data to 
develop an overatl 
understanding of it. 
Develop a detailed 
description of the cultural 
setting to establish a 
context for the group 
being studied. 
Develop themes about the 
culture-sharing group. 
Make interpretations in 
view of the cultural theme 
you are studying. 

Report it as an objective 

study. 

As a researcher, remain 
in the background in the 
written report. 
Keep your biases out. 
Identify how your 

exploration of the cultura! 
theme advances 
knowledge. ¯ 

Read through data to 
develop an overall 

understanding of it. 

Describe the case(s) ~n 
detaii and establish a 
context for it. 
Develop issues or themes 

about the case(s). - 
If more than one. case ~s 

studied, consider a withim 
case analysis followed by 

a cross-case analys~s. 

Report it based primarily 

on descri ~tion of the 

case, or weigh 
description, analysis, and 
interpretation differently or 
equalIy. 

Choose to be obiective or 
subjective in your 
reporting. 
Include your biases. 

Generalize to other cases. 

Read through data to 
develop an overall 
understanding of itl 
Develop a detailed 
description of thecultural 
setting to establish a 
context for the group 
being studied. 
Develop th emes .that 
relate-to the "critical" 
issues that are being 
explored in the 
ethnography... 
Identify changes that 
need to occur, advocate 
for specific Changes, and 
advance aplan for 
change .... 

Report it.as a call to 
action to address that 
"critical" issue that you are 
studying, 
Include a specific p!an of 
action for change based 
on your findings. 
Discuss how you, as well 
as those you studied, 
changed (be reflexive). 

about change that afJ~.cts the lives of p:u~Jcip:mls, tl3e p~uticJpants neecl to be invo~x’ed 

!~:arning :.flx3ut themselves ~:md wlmt steps need to be u3ken t:o h?3prove their equity, 

~cth’c]y writu tlle final rese:~uc]~ report with you. 

Step 4. Analyze and Interpret Data Within a Design 

In all etl-mographic designs. ~ot~ wilt eng:~ge in th<: gcncr~.~] procc:s.~ of developing ~ 

in t]?eir appro~ch [:o these i)rocedures. 

In a critical eflmography, )ou need to consider a bahrace among de~<ription, analysis, 
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you can discuss in your interpretation how you learned about the cukural theme,, actively 
reflect back on what informatioa e×isted in the literature, and advance how yot~r study 
added to the understanding of the cultural theme. In a case study, again the analysis follows 

description, analysis, and interpretation, but. the analysis procedures will vaW depending on 
whether you are studying a single case or multiple cases. A D~pical case study procedure for 

multiple cases is to first analyze each case separately and then conduct a cross-case analy- 
sis (see Stake, 1995) to identifli common and different themes among all of the cases. 

in a critical ethnograpt~y, you shape the description, analysis, and inte,pretation to foct~s 
on the "critical" issue in your study. Specifically, you need to interpret your findings in view 
of the changes that need to occur and to advocate for h~provernents in the lives of yonr par- 
ticipants. Often, critica! e~hnographers will advance a pian for change with specific steps that 
need to occur. For example, in a study about improving the conditions for women’s ice 
hockey teams in Canada, Theberge (1997) ended her study with an appeal for action. She 
calls for "a more fully transformative vision of hockey that woukl offer empowem~ent in a set- 
ting tt~at reject.s violence and the l~ormalization of injuW in favor of an ethic of cam" (p. 85). 

Step 5. Write the Report Consistent with Your Design 

A realist ethnography is written as an objective~ report of information about the culture- 

shari~g group. Your personal views and biases will be kept in the background, and a 
discussion at the end of the study should indicate how the research contributes to know- 
ledge about the cultural theme based on tmderstanding the shared, patterns of behavior; 
thinking, or Ianguage of the cuImre-sharing group. However, a case stt~cty may emphasize 
the detailed description of the case. ¥~m can write entire case saddles to focus on descripo 
tJon rather than a thematic development, such as Stake’s (1995) descriptive case stt~dy of 
"Harper School." Other case studies will balance description with themes, s~lch as the 
gunman incident case study by Asmussen and Creswell (1995). One additional factor that 
sets case studies apart from other ethnographic designs is that the author may discuss 
get)eralizing the findings to other cases, especially if researchers examine multiple case 
studies. Althougla qualitative researchers are reluctant to generalize their findings, the use 
of ~nultiple case studies provides some ability ~o identify findings that are common to all 
cases t~sing cross-case analysis. Whe,~ this occurs, case study writers may suggest lhat 
their findings are generalizable, but they make only modest claims in this d~rection. 

: in a critical ethnography, the researchers conclude their reports with the "critical" iss~e 
that initiated the study, and discuss how they as well as the participants have changed or 
benefited from the research, included within a ~’ca!l for action" by the critical ethnographer 
may be a reflection about changes they and the participants have experienced, 
Undoubtedly, in all forms of research, the investigators change, but critical ethnographers, 

as sel~conscious researchers, emphasize how they and their participants have.changed. 

HOW DOYOU EVALUATI  AN ETHNOGRAPHY? 

The criter{a for evaluating an ethnography begin with applying the standards ~tsed in 
quaIitatiw.~ research mentioi~ed in chapter 10. Then= specific factors need to be considered 
within ethnography proper. Consider these questions as you read an e~hnography or 
review a study yot~ have conducted: 

¯ is the cultwre-sl~aring group or the case clearly identified and specified? 

¯ Are patterns identified ~br the group or case? 



Is the group or tl~e case described in detail? 
Do you learn about the context surrounding the group or the case? 
Does the author reflect on his or her role in the study? 
is there a broader i~terpretation made of the mea,~mg of the patterns or the case? 
Does the interpretation naturally flow from th.e description and the themes? 
From reading the ethnog~-aphy, does the reader have a sense about how the culture 
works from the participant’s or researcher’s viewpoint? 
Has the author checked the accuracy of the study by using procedures such as 
triangulating among data sources or ~aking the study back to participants for 
review? 
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APPLYING WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY 

To apply the ideas in this chapter, first read the ethnographic study o~ page 496 by 
Finders (1996), noting the marginal annotations that identify, the key characteristics of ah 
eth~ography as addressed in this chapter, and the characteristics of’ qualitative research. 
The study was chosen because it follows sound etb~¢ographic procedures (e.g., clearly 
defined group, understanding patterns of behavior, and observational data collection) 
and illustrates an example of critical ethnography with a focus on studying a gender issue 
and advocating for specific changes in our language arts class,ooms. 

As you review this a~icle, look for elements of the ,esearch p~ocess: 

The research problem and use of qualitative research. 
Use of the literature 
The purpose statement and reseat-ch questions 
Types of procedures of ethnographic data coIlection 
Types of procedures of ethjaograFd~ic data analysis axed interpretation 
The overall writing structure. 

The ResearchProblem and Use ef Qualitative Research 

See Parag,aphs 02-03 

The research p~’oblem o~ issue in this study is an~lounced i,~ Paragraph 02 when ~he 
a~lhor refers to the narrow topics and limited range of ~-o]es for females presented in teen 
magazines. Added to this is the problem that young fcmaIe adolescents co~st~ct their 
sense of self through reading these magazines. 

This study displays t~any key markk~gs of a qualitative study: 

An exploration of a problem about how young female teens constcuct a sense of 
self (Paragraph 02) 

Minimal use of the lite~-ature a~d its application *o discuss the problem at the 
beginning of the study (Paragraph 03) 
Open-e~ded and broad questions about adolescent ~males reading teen magazines 
(Paragraph 03) 
Collection of dam f1om a small mm~ber of par{:icipants~fbur early-adolescent{ girls 
(Pa~agraph 04) 
The collection of words (text) from the adolescents and the use of the researchePs 
oxvn forms of data collecting (Paragraph 06) 
The analysis of text by repor~:ing words of tt~e adoIescents (e.g., see Paragraph t0) 
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The description and analysis of themes about deve[opme~ta] issues, the queens 

reading "Zines," and reading "fluff" (Paragraphs 10--41) 

The interp:emtion of the findings within ~he lm~ec meaning of teaching sublkera- 

ture (Paragraphs 42-50). 

Moreover, the s[ucly also displays characteristics of a cririca! ethnography: 

k eXan~ined fl~e d~eorerical concep~ of social roles (Paragraph 0~) and ~he issue ~f 

vulnerabiliW of ~}~e adolescen~ readers (Paragraph 47). 

The researcher discussed her mtsr and negotiated a relationship with d~e ~eens ~hat 

would not ffmher nmrginalize them. In this way~ the researcher openly discussed 

her posidon (Paragraph 07). 
~ The researcher was senshive to the role of women in tl~e social, political, and 

developmental contex~ of schools and reading (e.g., see Paragraph 03)~ 
@ The researcher also became an advocate for fl~e ~qeeds of teens by recommending 

changes for teaching subliterature (see paragraphs 42-50). 

¯ The amhor left d~e study wid~ addk~onal questions, such as wha~ woutd hal)pen to 

one of the ~eens, CIeo, because "there was no place for her" (Paragraph 50). 

Use of the Literature 

See Paragraph 03 

As in most qualitative studies, the literature in this article played a minor role. It 
documented the reading of the literature by young girIs and it set the "conversation" 

(Paragraph 03) to which this study was to add. 

The Purpose Statement and Research Questions 

See Paragraph 03                                                   ~ 

At the end of Paragraph 03 we find a general-purpose statement by the author that 
the study will add to the ongoing convelsation about perspectives of adolescent females 
reading teen magazines and address how literacy shapes (and constrains) social roles. 
The author asks the question "How do eady adolescem females read literature that falls 

odtside the realm of fiction?" (Paragraph 03). 

Types of Procedures of Ethnographic Data Collection 

See Paragraphs 04, 06-08 

Participant observation, intel~¢iews, and collecting \wit~:en artifacts became: d:~e major 

forms of data collected. This process i~vol-ved I year of data collection and consisted of 
pa~icipant observation, interviewing, and collecting of written artifacts frou~ the participants 

bol:h in a,~(], out of school. 

Types of Procedures of Ethnographic Data Analysis and Interpretation 

Data analysis- see Paragraphs 10-41 

Interpretation--see Paragraphs 42-50 

The author inte~wow." both description and thematic development. This can be 
in Paragraph 16, for example, where the author first described the shared patten~s 
behavior by the adolescents, documenting a detailed description of the reading of 
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girls within the tl~eme o~ "Crossing I)evelopmental Boundaries: Zine Reading as a Rite of 

Passage." In this theme, we hear about the inclusion and exclusion of members from the 

"queens," and how the gifts sought answers to their questions from the magazines. We 

meet Lauren, Angle, Tiffany, and Cleo. 

An interpretation ends the study with tlne autEor reflectit~g on the larger meaning of 

teen magazines in teaching reading. The author believes these magazines t~eed to come 

into the classroom and be examined as social scripts that shape the lives of teenage girls. 
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The Overall Writing Structure 

In many ways, this study is traditionally structured to emphasize a problem, the data 
collection, the data anaIysis, a,~d the interpretation at~d recommendations. What makes it 
unusual is the cuItural concept--social roles highlighted at the beginning of the study 
and the advocacy by the researcher for change emphasized at the end. These elements 
are clearly part of a critical app~s>ach to ethnography. 

iDEAS iN THE CHAPTER 
An ethnography is a useft~l design for studying groups in education, their beh.aviors, beIiefs, 
a,ld language, and bow they develop shared patterns of interacting over time. E~mographic 
research is a qualitative design for describing, analyzing, and interpreting the patterns of a 
culture~sharing gr60p. C)dt~w is a hroad term used to encompass all human behavior and 
belie[is. Typically, it inclades a study of langfiage, rituals, structures, life stages, i~teractio~s, 

and commtmication. Ethnographers visit the "field," collect exte~sive data through such 
procedures as obse,~ation and interviewing, and write up a cultural portrait of the group 
within iks setting. Thus, ethnographers stress cultural concepts, and they study a group of 
individuals at a single site. The researcher ekamines shared patterns of behaviors, beliefs, 

and language ~hat have developed over time by engagi~ag ia f~eld~ork such as observing 
and ime~viewing peopie wl~ere they live and work. The analysis begins with describing and 
analyzing the culture~sharing group and interpreting their patterns within the context of 
culture-at-work. OveralI, the ethnogrgpher employs a reflexive inquiry s@e of being self- 

consciot~s about the research at~d the writit~g and being respectful of pat~icipan{s. 
The origins of this approach are I~>und in anthropology; sociology; the application 

of anthropological methods to educalion, aod postmodem, reflexive concerns about 
i~terpreting data and writing reports. These historical factors have led to three types of 
etl~nographies: reaIist, case studies, and critical studies. The steps in co~d.uctiag these 
ethnographies involve starting with an ~nterest i~ studying a cultural theme, identifying a 
bounded site, and {.:xamining shared patterns for a group. The researcher poses general 
research q~estions to identify shared patterns of behavior, beliet~, or language and also 
collects extensive fieIdwork clara. From tl~is darn, a general portrait of lnow the culrure-- 
slaaring group works is d~Sveloped through description, :malysis, and interpretation. The 
interpretation and writing are sensitive ~o the reflexivity of the researcher, and varied 
forms of writh~g structures are used. 

Conducting an ethnography involves cIari~*ing the int~:nt of the study, selecting an 
appropriate design, and feinting the design ~o the research problem in tl~e steady. Then 
tlse researcher ~seeds vo seek approval to conduct the study a~d obtain access to study 
si~es and participants. Once this is accomplished, the eth~ographer colIects data using 
~uItiple sot~rces of infonnatior~ and spending considerable time in the field, ~’~er gather- 
ing information, t}~e analysis of data consists of describing, analyzi~ag, and ~nterpreting. 
Some researchers, when co~duct~ng a critica! ethnography, wi!l identify changes that 
need to occur and w~tl actively advocate and pb~n for them When ~vri~ing the final 
researcIn report, e~la!?ographers and case study writers employ practices consistent with 



their designs, such as being objecti\~, generalizing findings, and discussing how they and 

[he p~rticipants changec] during the resem~ch process. 

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR PRODUCERS OF RESEARCH 

Clarify the intent you have for you~ ethi~ographic research. Consicter whether you 
pIan to develop patterns and a portrait of a culture-sharing gcoup, provide an in- 
depth description and analysis of a "case," or advocate foc an issue based on 
s~udying a culture=sharing group. 
Recognize tha~ many eth~.ograph~es today are writzen using a critical perspective. 
Read about these fob’ms of ethnographies by consulting books such as Thomas 
(1993), Carspecken (t995), or Denzin (] 997). 
If you conduct a case study, detem~ine whett~er the issue (instrumental) or the case 
itself (intrinsic) is of primaiT interest [br addressing your research prob|em. 
When conducting a realist ethnography, identify a cultural theme that you wish to 
explore. This cultural theme is the central phenomenon of yo~r study. 
As you collect dam in tim field for a realist ethnography, look for shared patterns 
of behavior-, beliefs, or language tl~at develop over time. 
Engaging in fieldwork and coIlecting data involve negotiatingrelatiOnships with 
participants and key gatekeepers at research sitesi Be i-espeetful of sites and 
individuals as you conduct your study. 
Consider in your ethnography how you. Will balance description0f the culture- 
sharing group or case, analysis of {heroes about the group Or case, and interpre~ 

ration of the meaning of the description and analysis. Ideall)~, you Stioulct give 
them equal weig1~t, but this would depend on tl~e purposes, and the. research 
questions you plan to.address in yo~r study. : i .... 
Context is imp01tan* in eti~nographies arid.casd studies. Include it in yo~r description 
as:well as in yo~ir themes.     7.: ¯ ¯ . 

Authors write about, how we interpre~ }J-ie ¯"text," or written report; in’#{hriographic 
research. Recognize and discuss in your ~’epor(you( own ¯pOsitiOn flint affects your 

" interpretation,, and acknowledge that mukipIe.interpreta~iOns exis[ !n: an3a report, 
sud~ as those of readers and paaicipants in the stud%. " ..... i ’: 
C0ns~der the Step~ in the process Of conductikg an etfi~0graphy ~d: m~ke adjust- 
ments in them to reflect the type of design you uSei see TabIe:1514 as a guide. 

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR CONSUMERS OF RESEARCH 

To identify the cultural theme in a i-calist ethnography,, look a.t the purpose state- 
ment and the research question fi)r the central phenomenon being examined. 
Recognize that the final ethnographic repo~: or case study Will vary in structure 
because of.the differences among a realist cflmogtaphy, a case.stgdy, and a. critica~ 
etlmography, 
Among several far:tots to ~se ~n .eva~uating an ett~oora~, pyti or case.~. ~ .re )o~, especiq~3 
consider whether the autbor.collec~s.mukiple forms of da~a and spends co~siderat~le 
t~e in the field gaO~ering inlbrmation..    " 
The infbrmat~on researchers may report in .an ethnography.of case :study may be 
insights fl-om examining a portrait of a cultnrh-shai-ing group; contributions ~o 
understanding cultural fl~emcs, an in-depth exploration of:a Case tha~ has 
been examined befbre, or a plan for action to change or remedy {nequities in 
education and in OUr socieg~. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES YOu ~iGHT EXAMINE 

.4, ~mmber of books, listed below, are available ~o expand you~ m~dersmndi~g of educa- 

tio~a.1 e0mographic research. 
Harry Wolcott (1992, 1994, 1995, 1999) has authored four books that, taken as a 

series, introduce you to all facets of unclersta~ding and conducting ethnographic 
research. His conversational style illustrates good writing and serves as an accessible 
means for understanding ethnography. His 1999 book is perhaps tl~e best ove~wiew of 
eth~xographic practices and ideas available today. Examine ~k)Icott’s books: 

Wolcott, H. K (1992)~ ~V&iti~,g a~/) q~zal~tath,,e vc<~Sa~vb. NewbmT Park, CA: Sage, 

tatio,~. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
Wotco~t, H. F, (1995). 7De art ~£fieM~vorla. Walnu~ Creek, CA: AImMira. 
Wolcott, H. F. (1999). E~h~zo~wa[dZ).~: A ~;<V qflseei~g. Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira. 

Margaret LeCompte and Jean Schensu! (1999) have a~tl~ored a "toolkit" of seven 

slqort books that provides an excellen~ introduction to ettmography, See their introducto~T 

book as a guide to their ~ooll<it: 

LcC(~mpte, M. D., & Scl~ensuI, J. J. (1999), D~’s(e~h~g a~zd co~ducti~Tg ethr~graJ)h~’c 

,’es’~a,vh (EthnograPher’s Toolkit No, 1). Waltmt Creek, CA: AltaMira. 

Another intr(~d.uctow text, now in its tlnird edition, is the book on etlmography for 

cdt~cators by Robert Bogdan a~?d Sari Biklen (1998). This book ~s a good introduc~oW text 

to alI facets of educational etlnnogmphy. See: 

Bogdan, R. C,, & Bikten, S. K. (1998). Q~.~aI~lati?~e resea~wb.flor edz~cal¢o,z: A~z i~zlroductio~z 

to lbeoW and ,neghod.v (3rd ed.). Boston: AIIyn & Bac<m. 

Practical step-by-step approaches to educatiom~l ethnography can be fotmd in two 
books. David Fetterman’s (1998) book, now i~? its second edition, is like a travelogue, 

idcntifyi,ag and discussi~g tt~e major landmarks eveu e~hnograplaer encounters. For steps 
a~d examples in writing fieldnotes in a~ ethnography, examine the book 1.)y Robert 

Emerson, Rachel Fretz, and Linda Shaw (1995). See: 

F~:rterm;m, D. M. (1998). IJ[brzc~grap&),’: M~]9 0)’ xg{~/) (2nd Ed.), Thous:md -Oaks, CA: Sage, 

Emc:rson, R. M., Fretz, R. I., & Shaw, L. L. (I995). ~)-,Ti~g etb~ogra/~bic.fie~/d~otes. 
Chicago: University of C}?icago Press. 
Finalty, two books to coi~snk on case study resea rch are Bob Stake’s (1995) book on tlae 

m~ of case study resemvh and Sharo~n Merriaz:~’s (!998) hatrodt~c:~io~a to case studies. See: 

Stake, R. E. (1995). T~;e art q/’case st~{!’ rest, arch. T}~ousa~d Oaks, CA: Sage. 
Merriam: S. B. (1998). Qz~lig~t~g:,e r~:s-c,a,vb a,~d case st~@~ apj:dical*o~?x t~z educalio~. San 

Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 

~ 
Go to .oklr Compal~;on \XTel)sjt¢, al www.prenhaR.con~creswe~ to: 

assess your understm]ding of chapter content with Mv~ttiple~Choice Qv~estions= 

apply what youve ]earned witl] Essay Questions. 
practice your researct: skills with interactive Buildi~g Research Skills exercises, and 
broaden yot~r knowledge of research with kX,~b Li~tks to research topics on t!~e 

lnt:ernet, 
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Qua|Rative 
Charateristics 

(.Ol) 

(02). 

A qualitative problem 
requires exploration 
and understanding. 

(03) 

The qualitative 
literature justifies the 
research problem. 

PART II] Research 

Queens and Teen Zines: Early Adolescent Females Reading 
Their Way toward Adulthood 

Margaret J. Finders 

Ihtrdue Univet:s~it)’ 

This article documents the readi~*g qf teet~ magazines iO~ middle class- 

E~ro-Amgrfcan .s~,enth~grade g~:rlg, tgx~m.ining the reading of teen zin~s as 

and constrzmt their social roles and ,wlationsbips as th<F enWr a new 

ctdtu,=l seen< the./un.ior h(gh school. Documenting the pa,~icular ~wad- 

ing practice provides a window o~,go ~be complea" social negotiations is~ 
operat&n as eat{F adolescent female.v ~tse lite~wO~ ~o sh@e eme~f~Lq social 

roles. This stu~)~ holds i,nplications ~r literacy pedagogy thai conside~w 

bow textual rcJ~reser~tations serve to d~/}ne a~Td conslrain socia! roles. 

Against a backdrop of feminist scholarship that emphasizes the social, 

political~ and historical construction of gender (Biklen and Pollard 1993; 
Britzman 1993; Fine and Macpherson 1993; Griffin 1985; Hooks 1990), a 

g~wing body of research has begun to examine the contents of teen zincs, 
magazines marketed R)r adolescent consumption, magazines marketed to 
se~a~e adotescen~ females, in the words of the managing editor of 

"to inform, entemfin and gNe teenage girls all the ioformatk~n they need 

make sound cho{ces in ~heir lNes" (Pei~ve !990:49~97). While teen zines 
tha~ tm~et the adolescent t~male claim a focus on personal growth and 
improvement, scholars critique them, citing a nan-owness of topics presented 

a~d a limited range of available roles R)r females. According to recent 
research, magazines such as 5~.~y, Seventeen, and YM constrain choices for 
~e adolescent female m a tradkional model of finding an adult place in soci- 
e~’ largely through men and commodities (Evans et al. !991; Peirce 1990; 
Stretch 1991). Yet, as you wil~ see, the adolescent females in this study 
demonstraled tittle ab~liw to render such an ideology visible. One 12-yearold 

girl, tbr example, described her reason for reading teen zines in this way: 

"They tell you about woman stuff." 
Such "woman stuff" has been the foc~s of research stttd~es flint exam- 

ine the social, political, and developmental nature of reading. Both school 
stmctdre and popular adolescent literature have bee~ criticized because 
they seem to amstrict the roles awfilab~e to young women and smwe to 

reinscribe them into patriarchy (Apple 1986; GilEgan 1988; Stretch 1991). 

Furthermore, Christian~Smith argues that "through literacy, young women 
construct a~d mconstructt]~eir desires and gender subjectivities, as well as 

their awareness of social differences and power relations" (1993: 1~2). In a 
study of women romance readers, Radway (1984) argt~es tfiat reading was 

construcmd as a "declaratior~ of their independence." Following Radway’s 

1984 study, Willinsky and Hunnil~rd conducted a parallel study of avid 

young adult romance readers. They report: 

The experience may be vicarious but not the pleasure .... With the young read- 
em in this sludy, whom we found as given to these p~easures as Radway’s adults, 
~:eading the romance this seriously, d~ey appear on fl~e verge of a total surrender 
on a n~maber of fronts; fl~ey are, in effect, raking more fro~t the books than the 
adults, more than many of us i~t educa:ion would want to ask. 11993:93]" 

¯ A,,throf~oloRF &Education Qtcarlerl., 27(1): 71 89. Copy~’ighl © 1996. America~ 

Anthropotogicai Association. 

Repri nted xxqth pe m~ission of A ntlo r~g~olog3~ & Ed,~calion Q~arlerly. 

Ethnography 
Research 
Characteristics 

Ethnographers star{ 

with cultural themes. 



CHAPTER 7 

Finding Your Story: Data Analysis 

Work days of fairly long hours on the notes finally have come. These days 
are tedious and also something else when I come across a good bit from an 
interview. These days, I’m coding interviews with older folks who are 
inclined to feel tender toward their ethnic identity. Reading the notes recalls 
the day I sat in their living room or kitchen. Even when I’m feeling specially 
cheered by something I’m simultaneously thinking--now what to do with it 
and its numerous brothers and sisters sitting with the same code heading in a 
separate pile marked Black, Hisp, Fil, or Ital. I probably felt this way at the 
same point in earlier studies, but I don’t renmmber. Is this the wise fellow 
tucked away in each of us that is selective about what it allows us to 

remember, knowing that to remember all is to possibly preclude ever getting 
into such a quandary again? I frequently remind myself that if I’m patient, 
inspiration will finally come with a plan to settle all the unsettled matters. I 
remind myself, but I can’t always believe what i’m saying. (Peshkin, Let- 
ter, 13 January 1988) 

Data analysis involves organizing what you have seen, heard, and read so 
that you can make sense of what you have learned. Working with the data, you 
create explanations, pose hypotheses, develop theories, and link your story to 
other stories. To do so, you must categorize, synthesize, search for patterns, 
and interpret the data you have collected. (See Bogdan 1972; Denzin 1989; 
Dobbert 1982; Erickson 1986; Fetterman 1989; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Miles 
and Hubennan 1984; Strauss 1987; Tesch 1990.) 

EARLY DATA ANALYSIS 

Data analysis done simultaneously with data collection enables you to focus 
and shape the study as it proceeds. Consistently reflect on your data, work to 
organize them, and try to discover what they have to tell you. Writing memos to 
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to yourself, developing analytic files, applying rudimentary coding schemes, 

and writing monthly reports wi!l help you to learn from and manage the 

info~xaation you are receiving~ 

~VIereo W~thag 

By writing memos (see Glaser and Strauss 1967) to yourself or keeping a 

reflective field log, you develop your thoughts; by getting your thoughts down 

as they occur, no matter how preliminary or in what form, you begin the 

analysis process. Memo writing also frees your mind for new thoughts and 

perspectives. "When I think of something," says Jackie~ ’~I put it on a card. I 

might forget about the thought, but [ won’t lose it. It’s there later on to help me 

think." Even as you become intimately familiar with your data, you can never 

be sure of what they will tell you until analysis and writing are complete. As 

you work with data, you must remain open to new perspectives, new thoughts. 

Gordon states, 

I have found that my analysis goes on even if I am not actually working with 
the data. Insights and new ways to look at the data arise while I am at work 
at other things. Probably the most productive places for these insights is on 
the long drive to class and during long, boring meetings when my mind is 

not actively engaged. 

It is particularly important to capture these analytic thoughts when they occur. 
Keeping a battery-operated tape recorder in the car can help, as can jotting 

down your thoughts wherever you happen to be, day or night. The comments 

and thoughts recorded as field log entries or as memos are links across your 

data that find their way into analytic files. 

Analytic Files 

Analytic files (see Lofland !971) bui!d as you collect data. You may begin 
with files organized by generic categories such as interview questions, people, 
and places. These files provide a way to keep track of useful information and 
thoughts. As your data and experience grow~ you wil! create relevant specific 
files on the social processes under investigation, as we!l as on several other 
categories such as subjectivity, dries, thoughts for introductory and concluding 

chapters, and quotations from the !iterature. 
Each of these specific files serves a distinct purpose. The subjectivity file, 

for example, helps you to monitor, control and use your subjectivity (see 
Chapter ~). Given the bearing of your subjectivity on the way you perceive 
your data, you cannot meaningful!y separate the two (although you can forget 
their relationship). But by keeping track of your subjectivity, you will become 

attuned to the outlook that shapes you~ data analysis. 
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The title file contains your efforts to capture what your narrative may be 

about (see Peshkin 1985). Although your research project has a stated central 

focus (per your research proposal), you_ do not really know what particular 

story, of the several possibilities, you will tel!. Conjuring up titles as the data 

are being collected is a way of trying out different emphases, all of which are 

candidates for ultimately giving form to your data. The titles become a way of 

getting your mind clear about what you are doing, in an overall sense, although 

the immediate application may be to concentrate your data collecting as you 

pursue the implications of a particular focus. In short, your search for a title is 

an act of interpretation, fitles capture what you see as germane to your study; 
but as your awareness of the promise of your study changes, so do your titles. 

Files related to introductions and conclusions direct you to two obvious 

aspects of every study:--its beginning and its ending. Regardless of the particu- 

lar name that you give to your introductory and concluding chapters, you frame 

your study in the former--providing necessary context, backgropnd, and 

conceptualization. You effect closure in the concluding chapter by summariz- 

ing, at the very least, and by explicating the meaning that you draw from your 

data as befits the point of your study. It is never too early to reflect on the 

beginning and ending of your work, much as the formal preparation of these 

chapters may seem a distant dream when you are caught up in collecting data. 
Ideally, the existence of these files alerts you to what you might otherwise miss 

in the course of your study; they stimulate you to notions that, like your titles, 

are candidates for inclusion in your ~brthcoming text. Until the writing actually 

is done, however, you will not know which will be the surviving notions. 

The quotation file contains quotations from your reading that appear 

useful for one of the several roles that the rdlevant literature can play. Eventu- 

ally, they will be sorted out among chapters, some as epigraphs: quotations 

placed at the heads of chapters because they provide the reader with a useful 

key to what the chapter contains. Other quotations will be the authoritative 

sprinklings that your elders provide as you find your way through the novel 

terrain of your own data. By resourceful use of quotations, you acknowledge 

that the world has not been born anew on your terrain. The quotation file, like 

other files, is meant to be a reminder that reading should always inspire the 

question: What, if anything, do these words say about my study? 

Analytic files help you to store and organize your own thoughts and those 

of others. Data analysis is the process of organizing and storing data in light of 

your increasingly sophisticated judgments, that is, of the meaning-finding 

interpretations that you are learning to make about the shape of your study. 

Understanding that you are in a learafing mode is most important; it tells you 

that you need not be all at once as accomplished as eventually you need to be to 

meet the challenges of data analysis. It reminds you that by each effort of data 

analysis, you enhance your capacity to further analyze. 
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Rudimentary Coding Schemes 

In sorting your data into analytic files, you are developing a rudimentary 
coding scheme. As the process of naming and locating your data bits proceeds, 
your categories divide and subdivide. Learn to be content, however, with your 
early, simple coding schemes, knowing that with use they will become appro- 
priately complex. In the early days of data collection, coding can help you to 
develop a more specific focus or more relevant questions. For example, Bob 
was looking at the role of a principal in a problem junior high. Although he 
kept a daily log of his activities, he often felt that he was "missing the forest 
for the trees." He was collecting a lot of data, but he kept wondering if they 
were adding up to anything. When he began to give code names to main points 
in his !Oh, he became familiar with what he was finding and, accordingly, with 
what he was missing. Through this process, Bob narrowed and shaped a focus 
that was both definable and manageable. 

Cindy provides another example. Interested in the role of school boards in 
small, rural communities, she began by observing meetings of one rural school 
board and interviewing its members. After fifteen hours of data collection, she 
reread and began to code all of the data she had gathered. In the process, she 
reconceptualized her problem statement: 

My initial problem statement was so broad it was difficult to work with. The 
process of coding and organizing my codes has helped to deter,nine an 
approach to solidity a new problem statetnent that will lead me in a focused 
exploration of two major areas of school board control--financial and 
quality education. 

Unlike a squirrel hoarding acorns for the winter, you should not keep collecting 
data for devouring later. Rather, examine your data periodically to insure that 
your acorns represent the variety or varieties desired, and that they are meaty 
nuggets, worthy of your effort. 

Establishing the boundaries for your research may be continuously diffi- 
cult. Social interaction does not occur in neat, isolated units. Gordon reflected 
on his work: 

t[ have felt right along that it is questionable whether I am really in control of 
this research, As I immerse ~nyself in the analysis of my data, I begin to be 
sure that I am not. I constantly find myself heading off in new directions and 
it is an act of will to stick to my original (but revised) problem statement. 

in order to complete any project, you must establish boundaries, but these 
boundary decisions are also an interpretive judgment based on your awareness 
of your data and their possibilities. Posting your problem statement or most 
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recent working title above your work space may help to remind you about the 
task ahead. Cindy used a computer banner program to print out her working 
title, which she taped to the wall over her desk. The banner guided her work 
whenever she lifted her head to ponder and reflect. 

Monthly Reports 

Throughout the data collection process, writing ~nonthly field reports for 
yourself, for committee members, or for the funding agency is a way to 
examine systematically where you are and where you should consider going. 
Headings such as activities, proble~ns, analytic thoughts, and plans help to 
review your work succinctly and realistically plan it. In reflecting on both the 
research process and the data collected, you develop new questions, new 
hunches, and, sometimes, new ways of approaching the research. The reports 
also provide a way to communicate research progress to interested others, 
keeping them informed of the whats and bows and giving them a chance for 
input along the way. 

Maintaining Some Semblance of Control 

By the end of data collection, expect to be overwhelmed with the sheer 
volume---notebooks, note cards, computer files, manila files, and docu- 
ments--that has accumulated. You truly have acquired "fat data"; their sheer 
bulk is intimidating. Invariably, you wil! collect more data than you need. The 
physical presence of so much data can lead you to procrastinate, rather than to 
face the seemingly endless task of analysis. 

It may help to think of the amount of film that goes into a good half-hour 
documentary. Similar to documentary film making, the methods of qualitative 
data collecting naturally lend themselves to excess. You collect more than you 
can use because you cannot define your study so precisely as to pursue a trim, 
narrowly defined line of inquiry. The open nature of qualitative inquiry means 
that you acquire even more data than you originally envisioned. You are left 
with the large task of selecting and sorting--a partly mechanical but mostly 
interpretative undertaking, because every time you decide to omit a data bit as 
unworthy or locate it somewhere you are making a judgment. Gordon reflects 
on his experience with sorting data: 

Sorting the data is actually less difficult than I feared, and it certainly is not 

worthy of the apprehension I suffered before getting started or the procras- 

tination growing out of the apprehension which has left me behind schedule. 

Before I began, the job seemed immense and endless. Once started, I found 

that it is not really one large task but more a series of small, discrete tasks. 

These tasks seem to be equal parts drudgery and intuition, 
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Dealing with fat data requires methodical organization. Keeping up with 
data organization during the collection process makes the bulk less intimidating 
and easier to manage, as Gordon further observes: 

Transcribe notes onto the computer after each interview and observation. 
This admonition has been prompted by my discovery that a fairly substantial 
part of my data is not in readily usable form. I have had to go back after 
three months and type my notes because 
cannot read easily. Drudgery 

Keeping up with the data involves writing memos to yourself, making analytic 
files, and developing preliminary coding schemes. 

At some point, you stop collecting data, or at least stop focusing on data 
collection. Knowing when to end this phase is difficult. It may be that you have 
exhausted all sources on the topic--that there are no new situations to observe, 
no new people to interview, no new documents to read. Such situations are 
rare. Ideally, you should stop collecting data because you have reached 
theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss 1967)/~his means that successive 
examination of sources yields redundancy, and that the data you have seem 
complete and integrated. 

Recognizing theoretical saturation can be tricky, however. It may be, for 
example, that you hear the same thing from all of your informants because your 
selection of interviewees is too limited or too small to get discrepant views. 
Often, data collection ends through less than ideal conditions--the money runs 
out or deadlines loom large. Try to make research plans that do not completely 
exhaust your money, time, or energy, so that you can obtain a sense of 
complete and integrated data. 

Later Data Analysis: Entering the Code Mines 

In the early days of data collection, stories abound. Struck by the stories, you 
tell them and repeat them. You may sometimes even allow them to assume an 
importance beyond their worth to the purposes of the project. Making sense of 
the stories as a whole comes harder. You do not have to stop telling stories, but 
in data analysis you must make connections among the stories: What is being 
illuminated? How do the stories connect? What themes and patterns give shape 
to your data? Coding helps you to answer these questions. 

When most of the data are collected, the time has come to devote attention 
to analytic coding. Although you may have already developed a coding scheme 
of sorts, you must now focus on classifying and categorizing. We refer to this 
as ~’entering the code mines." 3"he work is part tedium,ond part exhilaration as 
it renders form and possible meaning to the piles of Words before you. 
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Alan’s words, extracted from field reflections, portray the somewhat 
ambivalent psychological ambience that accompanies entering the code mines: 

I have returned to coding with a vengeance and feel that it is taking revenge 
for long-time neglect, The tedium sends one off in all directions, including 
the refrig, but I intermittently persist and despair, the relative parts of each 
changing throughout each day. 

Coding is a progressive process of sorting and defining and defining and 
sorting those scraps of collected data (i.e., observation notes, interview tran- 
scripts, memos, documents, and notes from relevant literature) that are appli- 
cable to your research purpose. By putting like-minded pieces together into 
data clumps, you create an organizational framework. It is progressive in that 
you first develop, out of the data, major code clumps by which to sort the data. 
Then you code the contents of each major code clump, thereby breaking down 
the major code into numerous subcodes. Eventually, you can place the various 
data clumps in a meaningful sequence that contributes to the chapters or 
sections of your manuscript. 

Consider the example of writing this book. Before we discussed writing 
it, each of us had been developing and collecting notes on qualitative inquiry. 
In the prospectus we prepared for the publisher, we described the probable 
chapters of the book. These chapters--~onceivable as large, general, analytic 
files--became our major working codes as we continued to collect data and 
make notes of our thoughts. Most of the material fell easily under major codes 
such as observation, interviewing, or analysis, but some of it at first did not 
seem to fit well. We therefore added major codes such as dissertation advice 
and miscellaneous, trusting that as we worked with the data we would figure 
out how to integrate, incorporate, or eliminate the information filed under these 
headings. Then, we reread the data scraps located in each major clump in order 
to develop minor code words or subcodes. Table 7.1 presents examples of the 
subcodes generated by data we had filed under the major code data analysis. 

Each data scrap received both .a code name and number. For example, 
each data scrap under the major code of data analysis that was related to the 
subcode of coding was marked both ’"8.2" and "DA/COD." As we worked 
through each major clump of data, we relocated some data scraps under other 
major headings. When we began writing, we continued the coding process: we 
merged, more finely divided, or relocated subclumps. Neither the assignment 
of a code nor the code name itself was inviolable; rather, we renamed and 
reassigned data as we saw fit to help us organize and manage the data--and 
learn what story we and the data could tell. After all, except when we are 
working with a team of researchers (see Liggett, Glesne, Hasazi, Johnson, and 
Schattman 1991), both acts are personal inventions in the interest of facilitating 
our personal creation. 
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TABLE 7ol Subcodes of the Major Code "Data Analysis" 

8o Data A~alysis 

1. TRU 

2, COD 
3. STO 
4. GEN 
5. OUT 
& THE 
7o DIS 
8. PRO 
& SUB 

10. ~NTRO 
11. STR 
12. COM 

trustworthiness 
coding 
finding one’s story, conceptualization 
generalizations as products of qualitative inquiry 
anything related to possible outcomes 
theory 
data display 
continuous nature of analysis process 
implications of subjectivity for DA 
introductory material 
strategy for conducting; different forms 
use of computer in data analysis 

When working with data gathered through qualitative inquiry, each major 
code should identify a concept, a central idea, though not necessarily a chapter 
or section of the final product, as in the book example. There should be as 
many major codes as needed to subsume all of the data, appreciating that more 
may develop than will hold up as separate codes. The blending 
over and over as you reread and reinterpret. 

To facilitate developing and working with a coding scheme, make a 
book. Assign each major code its own number and page, as shown in 
7.1. Below the major code, list the number assigned to the subcode 
subcode name, and an explanation of the subcode. Start the code book 
after beginning to collect data so that it will reflect the emerging, 
structure of your manuscript. It is highly personal, meant to fit you; it need 
be useful or clear to anyone else. Although there may be common features 
a common intent to everyone’s data analysis process, it remains, in the end. 
idiosyncratic enterprise. The proof of your coding scheme is, literally, in 
pudding of your manuscript. 

Begin by reading through whatever data you have---your 
notes, log, transcripts, documents, and literature. Identity what appears to 
important and give it a name (code). The length of the coded sections 
from parts of sentences to several pages. Because coding is an 
process, it is advisable in the early stages to use a pencil to mark both 
scraps and the code book. Be overgenerous in judging what is 
do not want to foreclose any opportunity to learn from the field by 
settling on what is or is not relevant to you. In marking sections and 
them a name, you make judgments about which items are related and 
belong under the same major code. The same subcode (such as anxiet’ 
theory, or ethics in our codebook, for example) may appear under 
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major codes. This indication of themes that may run throughout the work alerts 
you to look for their presence or absence under other major headings. 

When you have collected and coded all of your data scraps, keep your 
code book in front of you and proceed to the next phase of data analysis: 
arranging your major code clumps into a "logical" order by asking yourself 
which clumps, or parts of clumps, belong together in the final code arrange- 
ment for your manuscript. Through such analysis, you sort out what you have 
learned so that you can concentrate on writing up your data. 

The following are reflections of Andrea and Jill, who, after ten to twenty 
hours of fieldwork, undertook the coding!analysis process for the first time. In 
their descriptive portrayals, you may see your own struggles, achievements, 
and realizations.. 

Andrea: Alan Peshkin calls the act of coding "being in the code mines." I 

approached my first attempt at coding with that vivid analogy in mind. 
Beginning the process was indeed like preparing to descend into a mine 
shaft. The thought of dropping into the dark, cold abyss of twelve inter- 
views and countless reflections made me shrink from the task. Perhaps, in 

the lightless conl~sion of data, I would not be able to sort out any meaning 
to it all. Perhaps, after seven months of collection, I would find no gold 
nuggets of wisdom in the walls of my code mines. Perhaps, like the miner, I 
needed to better prepare myself for entering the bowels of my notebooks 
and field logs. 

Hence I consciously entered into a series of avoidance tactics that kept 
me in the light of day as yet another week flew by. [ finished transcribing 
my last three tapes. I backed up my [computer] disk. I reorganized my files. 
I considered reflecting more on my previous reflections. ~[ even flipped 
through my Word Perfect [software] manual, on the pretense that I might 
find an ingenious way to manage my codes, someday. I kept a fire going in 
the wood stove to ward off the cold I constantly felt in my bones. 

Finally, the day came. I could put it off no longer; indeed, I was 
dreadfully remiss in waiting so tong. I approached my first-semester note- 
book of interviews with images of Tolkien’s Bilbo Baggins approaching the 
cave of Gollum. I must retrieve the precious ring, or never return to class 
and Professor Gandolf Glesne. I laid open my first interview next to my 

new, brightly colored coding notebook. 

Anticipation far exceeds the event in the exploration of the unknown. 
Three pages of codes flowed from my pen from the first interview. They 
were familiar words, words repeated on paper, on tape, and in my mind 

my whole study. Like the Hobbit with his ring on, I disappeared 
into my interviews for hours. 

After the initial showering of codes, each interview added fewer to my 
That was comforting. 1 had a sense that the list would be manageable. 

The second interview added only one page of new codes, the third a half 

After that, each interview produced one new code and usually elab- 
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oration or clarification on some previous codes. Before I was done, the 
maze of words began organizing themselves in my mind. I flipped to a clean 
page and began jotting down umbrella phrases to collect subcodes under. 

I am no longer a Pennsylvania coa! miner dreading my life’s work. I am 
no longer the Hobbit with but one precious ring. Today I am Smog the 
dragon sitting upon a mountain of jewels, stolen from my interviews. They 
lay, however, disheveled beneath me and hard to account for. So today my 
task is to organize my treasures that I might know what l have before I go 
on. The task is a bit easier- because I made some notes as I was coding. I 
began clumping my codes into broader categories. They fall into neat piles, 
with only a few exceptions. These I place temporarily until I can consult 
with my fellow researchers. So ends, tbr me, the dreaded imagery of life- 
threatening mind shafts. I have much real work ahead, but I have dealt with 
the anxiety of passing the test. 

Jill: I have reshuffled and reshuffled the cards. ! have marked and ar- 

ranged the deck carefully, so that when I lay my hand on the table, I will 

have played a winner. 

First create the codes, the markings for the deck. Then mark the cards. It 

seemed straightforward at the start. Code the interviews; make the cards; 

deal out the marked hands. Only the marks kept shifting, and cutting and 

pasting to create the deck was tedious, not mindlessly relaxing as hoped. 

It was not an auspicious start! I wasn’t having a good time. In fact, by the 

time I was finished I was sure I never wanted to see, or shuffle, or deal those 

cards again. And worse, Card King Peshkin had betrayed me. The glory of 

index cards indeed! Eight-and-one-half × ! 1 slices of paper simply do not 

fit neatly on 5 × 8 index cards. I descended into the bowels of the code 

mines, where nothin’ comes easy and canaries die a long, slow death. 

But, the King wasn’t all wrong. Once the cards were ready ~br play, I 

began to understand his game: build the deck and cut the cards so you can 

shuffle and deal, shuffle and deal, and then shuffle and deal again. So 

forgiving! A game of solitaire with more than one right way, and more than 

one chance to lay out the hands. In fact, about halfway through the play, 

when I imagined all my cards laid out on the table, I knew that the house 

was about to win the game. So I shuffled the deck, and dealt them out again. 

The game makes sense now. The dealer groups and regroups the cards 

into playable hands. Sometimes she shuffles and deals it all out again. By 

the time she’s done, the cards are not so crisp to the touch, but they sure 

play smooth and easy. 

The game of qualitative research has general guidelines, but house rules 

vary, casino to casino. Solitaire is a dealer’s game, after all. 

Current house rules at the novice’s casino are as follows: 

L One notion to a card. Peeling quote slivers off the cards slows the play 
of the game. 

2o No color coding the cards. The whiteout budget is insufficient. 
3o No multiple copies of passages from interviews. One quote to a card, 
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one category to a quote. Forced choices speed the game, while the 
redeal option protects against premature folding. 

4. No dealing hands to please subjective eyes. And one last rule that every 

good player should know: 

5. "Know when to hold ’era, and know when to fold ’era." 

This game calls for time and patience. For me, it is best played a few 

hands at a time, with time to ponder the cards in between. The trick, I think, 

wil! be not to let the deck get cold. 

Jill refers to the problem of transfening 8- V~. x 11 paper to 5 x 8 cards 

when using note cards for coding. It is a tedious matter, one that can be 

avoided by using computer programs to code and segregate data bits. Or the 

paper scraps can simply be cut and put into file folders. Cards are, however, 

easier to handle than slips of paper and not as apt to get lost or misplaced. 

DATA DISPLAY 

Miles and Huberman (1984) have created a comprehensive text on using data 

display in the analysis of qualitative work. They describe data display as 

organized assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and action 

taking." Making an analogy to "you are what you eat," they claim that "you 

know what you display" (Miles and Huberman 1984, 21, 22). Matrices, 

graphs, flowcharts, and other sorts of visual representations assist in making 

meaning of data, as well as in exposing the gaps or the areas where more data 

are needed. Data display is, therefore, another ongoing feature of qualitative 

inquiry. It can be a part of developing the problem statement, data collection, 

analysis, and fin!l presentation of the study. 
As you begin to conceive your research by working out the problem 

statement and plans for data collection, data displays help you to identify the 

elements of your study. Expect the displays to change as you learn more. After 

data collection has begun, urge Miles and Huberman (1984), create diagrams 

that reflect some risk; that is, use one-directional arrows that indicate potential 

cause alld effect. Doing so forces you to begin to theorize about the social 

phenomenon under study. 

After becoming absorbed in using a computer graphics program to display 

her work, Andrea teased another student about her sixty-one pages of notes: 

"Want me to reduce it to one good graph?" Data display provides the skeleton 

of your work. Just as observing the Earth from a satellite allows you to see the 

overall pattern of geologic structures and human adaptations to these struc- 

tures, data displays help you to see the overall patterns in your research without 

getting lost in the details. 
When thinking about displaying your data, experiment with a variety of 
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forms. Tables provide detail, but bar and line graphs often portray patterus 
more vividly. If comparing two or more groups over time, line graphs are 
particularly useful. Matrices that use symbols such as + and o rather than 
numbers also can aid in uncovering patterns. For example, if investigating 
perceived constraints to effective education in six rural schools, you might, 
after a round of interviews, develop a table similar to Table 7.2. 

With the table before you, yon would look for patterns and begin to form 
some hunches about what was going on, using your knowledge of each rura! 
town and school. For example, you would notice that schools 2, 3, and 5 all 
perceive their tax base as a problem, but not their communication between 
school and community° Schools 1,4, and 6 are just the opposite. Returning to 
your data, you would try to figure out possible explanations. Although the 
communities are similar in size, you would note that the communities which 
host schools l, 4, and 6 have a sizable proportion of nonnatives who have 
moved to the area in recent years. The communities that host schools 2, 3, and 
5 do not. You would then hypothesize that the newcomers are bringing more 
rnoney into the towns and, along with it, strife in school governance decisions. 
In reflecting on possible reasons fbr the pattern of responses in the categories of 
access to information and access to experts, you would wonder whether 
distance from the state’s largest city makes a difference. Developing a new 
matrix, you would then map your hunches as demonstrated in Table 7°3. Such 
matrices-forming work serves to suggest both new questions and people or 
sites :for investigation, as welt as to make sense of the data collected. 

Borrowing from the natura! sciences, cognitive anthropologists use tax- 
onomies to assist in displaying social phenomena. In this approach, the re- 
searcher seeks to understand how others classify "cognitive domains" or 
salient aspects of the world. Structured interviews are used to elicit indigenous 
classificatory schemes. Each category is, in turn, probed for subcategories and 
sub-subcategories unti! the interviewee’s categorization scheme is fully 

TABLE 7°2 A Matrix Example of Constraints to Effective Education in Six 
Rural Schools 

Communication State Access to Access to 
School Tax Base with Community Policy ~nformation Experts 

1 o + + o o 

2 + o + + + 

3 + o + o o 

4 o + + 4- + 
5 + o + ~- + 

6 o + + + + 

Key: + = pemeived as a constraint by sch6o! personnel 
o = not perceived as a constraint by school personnel 
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TABLE 7,3 
Regarding Constraints to Effective Education in Six Rural Schools 

A Matrix Example of Data Patterns and Researcher Hunches 

Key: 

Communication Access to Access to 
School Tax Base with Community ~nformation Experts 

native/near city (3) + o o o 
native/not near city (2, 5) + o + + 
mixed/near city (!) o + o o 
mixed/not near city (4, 6) o + + + 

perceived as a constraint by school personnel 
not perceived as a constraint by school personnel 

mapped. For example, Janet Davis (1972) investigated eighth graders for 

categories of the cognitive domain she called "things kids do at school." 

Through interviewing, she found that major categories included picking on 

other kids, sitting in classes, being nice to teachers, and acting up. Davis went 

on to investigate subcategories, such as all the ways that kids are "nice to 

teachers." She then probed for sub-subcategories such as how a student 

becomes a teacher’s pet. Table 7.4 is extracted from Davis’s taxonomic chart 

of the domain of "things kids do at school" (Davis 1972, 115-I16). Tax- 

onomic charts help researchers to see what they know and don’t know about a 

particular cognitive domain. 

A student at the University of Vermont investigated the types of under- 

graduates enrolled there as defined and categorized by undergraduates. Al- 

though categories were not necessarily mutually exclusive, the interviewer 

TABLE 7°4 Partial Taxonomy of the Domain "Things Kids Do at School" 

Take tests 

Sit in classes 

Be nice to teachers: Do what you’re told 
Turn in assignments 
Talk nice, use good grammar 
Don’t talk out of turn 
Don’t smoke 
Don’t talk during lectures 
Stay in places 

I 
Do extra stuff 

Try to become a 
Volunteer 

pet (get in 

with teacher) 
Sweep floor 
Kiss their butts 

Reprinted by permission of Macmillan Publishing Company from THE CULTURAL 
EXPERIENCE: Ethnography in Complex Society edited by James Spradley and David 
McCurdy. Copyright © 1972 Science Research Associates. Pages t 15-116. 
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found that, according to interviewees, there were preps, japs, punkers, out-of- 
staters, Vermonters, granolas, squids, nerds, smarts, intelligents, and jocks. 
Many of these categories had subcategories such as both normal and progres- 
sive granolas or positive and negative jocks. Such information lends itself to a 
taxonomic chart that can then be used as a type of guide for discussion of the 
cognitive domain. (See Spradley 1970; Spradley and Mann. !975; Spradley and 
McCurdy 1972.)- 

Mathernatics also can be useful in determining patterns. Regarding the use 
of mathematics in anthropology, Agar comments: 

Anthropologists, more than other social scientists, have mathophobia. One 
of my favorite wisecracks is to define mathematical anthropology as what 

happens when anthropologists number their pages .... Most of the points I 
need to make are made with simple frequency distributions. If that is all you 
need, stop there .... If you choose not to use statistical procedures in your 
systematic testing, it should be because you know enough about them to 
know they are inappropriate, not because the very thought causes you to 
break out in a rash. (Agar 1980, 132) 

Simple frequency counts can help to identify patterns, For example, 
imagine that you have been inquiring into the attitudes of young people toward 
agriculture in the rural Caribbean. Through interviews with eighty-five per- 
sons, including twenty-five employed in town, fifty working in agriculture, 
and ten living in rural areas but not working in agriculture, you receive mixed 
answers to the question "How do young people [’eel about working land?" 
Your first frequency distribution (represented by Table 7.5) suggests that 
young people are not very interested in doing agricultural work. Yet, by 
listening to and rereading the interviews, you form the hunch that the attitudes 
are linked to land tenure. You go back to your interviews and rework the 
frequency counts, taking into account the relationship of each interviewee to 
the land. This time your frequency distribution demonstrates a definite pattern 
in the relationship between attitudes toward doing agricultural work and land 
tenure (see Table 7.6). The numbers assist in shaping a more specific hypothe- 
sis about attitudes toward fax~ing. 

TABLE 7°5 Frequency Distribution of Perceived Attitudes toward Working the Land 

Positive Attitudes Negative Attitudes 

Town employees 4 21 

Agricultural workers 21 29 

Other rural people 0 10 
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TABLE 7.6 Frequency Distribution of Pemeived Attitudes toward Working the Land 
by Dominant Land Tenure Situation of Interviewee 

Positive Attitudes Negative Attitudes 

No land worked 0 25 
Agricultural laborer 0 13 
Works family land 5 5 
Shares crop/rent 2 17 
Works land rent-free 10 0 
Works own land 8 0 

USING COMPUTERS 
IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 

We are only beginning to grasp the possibilities for computer use in qualitative 
research. Researchers primarily use the computer as a tool to facilitate what 
they have been doing manually. Some, however, are experimenting with the 
technology available to develop new approaches for managing and making 
meaning of data. This section presents an overview of the advantages and 
disadvantages of computer use in qualitative research, discusses in general 
terms the use of computers at various stages in the inquiry process, and 
introduces some of the microcomputer software that assists in handling qualita- 
tive data. (See also Becker 1984; Conrad and Reinharz 1984; Pfaffenberger 
1988; Tesch 1990.) 

Computers have revolutionized the handling and manipulation of quan- 
titative data. Because qualitative researchers work with words and without 
discrete variables, they have found it more difficult to use the machines 
efficiently in applications other than word processing. As computers become 
more affordable, more transportable, and more usable through the develop- 
ment of software, more qualitative researchers are looking to computers to 
assist in the research process. As with most things, there are advantages and 
disadvantages in developing a partnership with the computer. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

Computer users tend to praise the machine, saying that it helps them to save 
time and relieve the drudgery. No longer must one cut up field notes and glue 
them to cards. No longer must one spend hours manually sorting through the 
cards to clmnp and reclump as codes develop and change. Users also claim that 
computers force organization and planning and encourage systematic work. 
Thereby, issues are explored in greater depth and with more consistency 
(Becker 1984). 
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The process of using the computer documents, to an extent, the re- 
searcher’s decisions and !ogic° The concreteness and specificity necessary for 
computer use require the researcher to be clear and explicit about analysis 
decisions, responding, in part, to urgings by Miles and Huberman (1984) and 
others that qualitative researchers delineate their anatytic methods. Computer 
use can therefore help to demystify qualitative analysis and contribute m its 
accountability. 

Nonetheless, because manual approaches are so time-consuming, some 
argue that researchers who do not use computers will carefully think through 
their analysis schemes, while computer users may allow their data analysis to 
be guided by computer programs rather than by thinking about the data. 
Computer users argue, however, that the laborious manual analyses might 
incline the researcher to continue with a poor coding scheme simply because of 
the investment already made. 

Some people have expressed concern that confidentiality may be compro- 
mised by computer use, particularly if data are kept on a hard disk drive in an 
office. The same issue, however, exists if data are stored in boxes and filing 
cabinets. In either case, the researcher needs to take care in storing data and 
protecting the anonymity of participants, and the computer actually makes it 
easy to change real names to pseudonyms wherever they occur within a file. 

Other people have suggested that computer use will contribute to the use 
of data out of context, because searching capabilities make sorting data by 
specific words so easy. This is not solely a computer problem, however. In 
addition, they warn of the potential to use the quantitative facilities of comput- 
ers inappropriately because computers make it nearly effortless to count. For 
example, one could easily compare how many times a particular word ap- 
peared in the interviews of two separate groups. This might appear interesting, 
but it may not be particularly meaningful. Whether or not one uses a computer, 
data can be used appropriately or inappropriately. The responsibility lies with 
the researcher. 

Without dispute, computers make the writing and rewriting process eas- 
ier. They can also make even the most preliminary sketch of ideas look 
polished and organized. This is advantageous in that printed drafts invite 
reading and can be easily edited and changed. It can also be disadvantageous, 
if one is lulled by the look of completion and prematurely ceases working. 
Pfaffenberger (1988) suggests minimizing this temptation when printing drafts 
by using paper of lower quality or of a different color and using the plainest 
printing options, such as no right justification and dot matrix or a very plain 
typeface. 

A very real disadvantage of the computer is that through technical prob- 
lems or inadvertent mistakes on the part of the operator, data or work can be 
lost. Users must systematically save and back up their work both on disks and 
on paper and keep copies in different locations. 
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Computer Uses 

Computers assist in keeping a record of fieldwork activities. Forms can be 
developed for reporting data collection dates, sites, times, and people inter- 
viewed or observed. In this way, an account is kept not only of progress in data 
collection, but also of gaps in data collection since one can easily see where 
and with whom time is spent. 

Computers can be used systematically to record field notes, interview 
transcripts, and observation notes. Some researchers carry their laptop or 
notebook computers into the field and eliminate taking notes by hand. The 
process of transcribing interviews from tapes into the computer refamilimdzes 
researchers with the data, and enables them to record new questions, thoughts, 
and hunches in files labeled as such. Because the computer forces the organiza- 
tion of data, it provides occasion for constant reflection. The data stored in 
computer files are easy to access for preliminary analysis that can further guide 
data collection. 

Performing the mundane tasks involved in data analysis is easier with data 
recorded on computer files than it is with data recorded through manual means. 
Computers assist in sorting, referencing, counting, coding, and displaying 
data. Various types of programs, including word processors, data base manag- 
ers, graphics, spreadsheets, and qualitative software, can be used. 

Finally, computers are useful for writing the final text. Excerpts from files 
in which data have been recorded or analyzed can be inserted into the report 
text without having to retype long sections. And, again, computers facilitate 
the editing process. 

Computer Sottware 

Qualitative researchers have appropriated existing computer programs, adapt- 
ing them to their own purposes, and am increasingly developing new software 
programs to meet their needs. We begin with examples of adapting other 
programs. 

Word processing programs can be used (although inefficiently) to 

code and sort data. After reading the text and developing a code book, 

you can systematically code the text files by inserting code words or 

numbers where appropriate. The code should be a unique string of 

characters that would not normally appear in the text. For example, 
"tea" would not be a good code choice for "teacher issues" because, 

through search commands, you would get every instance of the three 

characters t, e, a in the text, including words such as "instead" or 

"tease." A better choice would be something like "TCHISS." Using 
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search, block, and move commands, you could later sort your files 

according to your codes, making sure to identify source and data 

information fbr each datum as you do so. 

2o Dam base managers are programs in which data are entered according 

to a structured format. Although best at handling numeric data, most 

programs will also accept a minimal amount of text data. 

The general idea behind data base managers is that you design a 

form which simulates an index card marked by key words. After 

entering data on the form, you can sort by words or numbers (e.g., 

date, age, sex). Programs vary by how many characters are allowed 

per form. Some allow only one page, others up to ten pages. Also, 

depending on the software, it may or may not be easy to alter the 

format for recording data. 

Data base managers are particularly useful for keeping records of 

fieldwork. You can create a form to record the fleldwork activities 

deemed important. For example, to keep track of interview pro- 

cedures, you could record the number of the interview session, the 

date, the name (or pseudonym) of the interviewee, the time the 
interview took, the role of the interviewee, the date of transcription, 

and other information (see Table 7.7). Such a format would help you 

to keep track of your research activities. With each interview, you 

would add a line. Depending on the program, you might even add 

columns as you discover helpful aspects to ’include. 

3. Spreadsheets were initially developed for accounting tasks. Spread- 

sheet programs create tables in which you label each vertical column 

and each horizontal row, and fill in the resulting cells with data. These 

programs produce matrices, which can be useful in various stages of 

data collection and analysis. For example, in the planning stage of a 

study in group homes for adults with developmental disabilities, the 

rows of the matrix could be the three group homes you intend to visit. 

The columns could be characteristics of the group homes that are of 

interest to you, such as size, number of residents, use of recreational 

TABLE 7.7 Example Form for Keeping Interview Records 

Date Date 
Number interviewed Interviewee Transcribed Time Role Subject Note 

18 4/8/91 C, Perez 4/10/91 1.5 teacher math -- 

19 4/9/91 D. Brown 4/10/9! .5 admin. -- late; 
not 

completed 

20 4/9/91 M. Levine 4/20/91 1.0 teacher history -- 
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facilities, and involvement in meal preparation. As data are collected, 

you could add more columns of relevant characteristics. The matrix 

helps to summ~ze the data collected, showing similarities and differ- 

ences among the cases and illuminating missing information. 

Graphics packages assist you in creating charts, tables, graphs, and 

diagrams. 

Qualitative software programs developed particularly for use with 

qualitative data include The Ethnograph, QUALPRO, and Hyper- 

Qual. Each is used for coding, searching, and sorting as a part of data 

analysis; each has different features. We will briefly describe working 

with The Ethnograph, but we urge you to consult Tesch (1990) for 

more information. 

When ready to begin the coding process, the researcher transfers all field 

notes and data files from a word processing program to The Ethnograph. The 

Ethnograph numbers the lines in a file and formats the file with a large right 

margin. Reading and rereading the data, the researcher creates a code book and 

then, on a printed copy of the numbered file, begins to assign codes to chunks 

of text. Using The Ethnograph’s coding capability, the researcher then enters 

line numbers and the assigned code words into the program. More than one 

code word can be entered for the same start line number, allowing more than 

one code word to be assigned to the same segment or to overlapping segments. 

With code words and line numbers entered, the researcher can sort data files by 

codes or combinations of codes. Although more powerful than indicated by 

this brief description, the program’s main contribution is in the so~ting of 

coded data. 

In summary, the computer is a toot for executing the mechanical or 

clerical tasks of qualitative research. It can help to make the researcher’s work 

less tedious, more accurate, faster, and more thorough. It does not, however, 

think for the researcher. The researcher decides what to enter into the comput- 

er, what to ask it to do, and how to use the results of the computer’s mechanical 

manipulations. The products of computer-assisted analysis are only as good as 

the data, the thinking, and the level of care that went into them. 

MAKING CONNECTIONS 

Data analysis is of course an invariable aspect of all types of research, 
qualitative or otherwise. It is the effort of researchers to manage and make 
sense of their data, to transform it from its acquired form--at which point it is 
perhaps more accurately called ’~information"--into a form that communi- 
cates the promise of a study’s findings. These findings include (but are far from 
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exhausted by) theory, which researchers may develop, augment, or contradict. 
Researchers’ outcomes range across the domains of description, interpretation, 
evaluation, and verification. 

Examples abound of esteemed work conducted by scholars in the fields of 
education (Lightfoot 1983; Metz 1978; Schofield 1989; Wolcott 1973), anthro- 
pology (Dube 1967; Liebow 1967; Mead 1930), and sociology (Becker, Geer, 
Hughes, and Strauss t961; Gans t962; Mills 1951; Whyte [1943] 1981) that 
testify to the considerable breadth of outcomes from qualitative research 
studies. Data analysis, accordingly, is the prelude to sensitive, comprehensive 
outcomes that make connections, identify patterns, and contribute to greater 
understanding. 

TRUSTWORTHINESS 
OF OU~ INTERPRETATIONS 

In his article on James Agee, author of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, 
Hersey cites reviewers of Agee’s book, concluding with a quotation from Mrs. 
Burroughs, a woman from one of the tenant farmer families portrayed in the 
book: "And [ took it home and I read it plumb through. And when I read it 
plumb through I give it back to her and I said, Well everything in there’s true. 
What they wrote in there was true" (in Hersey 1988, 74). 

James Agee would have been pleased to learn that Mrs. Burroughs 
affirmed his interpretations of her life. You want your interpretations to be 
trustworthy, to be affirmed by the Mrs. Burroughses in your research lives and 
also by your colleagues° Mrs. Burroughs may just be pleased that Agee 
understood her life. When your colleagues also believe this, they use your 
work in the range of ways that trusted outcomes can be used- to confirm, 
expand, and infom~ their own work--and thereby contribute to the accumula- 
tive nature of your knowledge. 

Time is a major factor in the acquisition of trustworthy data. Time at your 
research site, time spent interviewing, time to build sound relationships with 
respondents--allcontribute to trustworthy data. When a large amount of time 
is spent with your others, they less readily feign behavior or feel the need to do 
so; moreover, they are more likely to be frank and comprehensive about what 
they tell you. 

Triangulated findings also help. For example, as Alan conducted inter- 
views in the multiethnic school, he began to feel quite confident that social 
relationships crosscut ethnicity, and that they did so regularly. It seemed to be 
both readily observed and commonly mentioned in interviews. When Alan saw 
the results of his questionnaire that asked students to list their three best friends 
and the three most influential people in their lives, his hunches were con- 
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firmed. The triangulation of observation, interview, and questionnaire data 
corroborated his point. Without such tactics, it is sometimes difficult to know 
how much of what researchers see is a product of their earnest but unconscious 

wish to see it so. 
Continual alertness to your own biases, your own subjectivity, also assists 

in producing more trustworthy interpretations. Ask yourself a series of ques- 

tions, such as: Whom do I not see? Whom have I seen less often? Where do I 
not go? Where have I gone less often? With whom do I have special relation- 
ships, and in what light would they interpret phenomena? What data collecting 
means have I not used that could provide additional insight? To improve 
trustworthiness, yon can also consciously search for negative cases. In the 
example of social relationships crosscutting ethnicity, Alan might have in- 

structed himself to find evidence that this was not so and reread his notes with 
that perspective in mind. "I didn’t confirm all my own opinions, which was 
nice," said Andrea in the final report of her community study. ’°Maybe there is 

some validity to what I found." 
As you are planning, collecting and analyzing data, and writing up your 

findings, do not forget the invaluable assistance of others. Ask friends and 
colleagues to work with portions of your data-developing codes, applying 
your codes, or interpreting field notes to check your perceptions. To promote 
trustworthiness, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest a procedure for enlisting an 
outsider to "audit" fieldwork notes and subsequent analysis and interpreta- 

tions. 
You can also share the interpretive process with research respondents. 

Researchers, as a matter of courtesy, often give respondents copies of inter- 
-view transcripts for their approval. Obtaining the reactions of respondents to 
your working drafts is time-consuming, but respondents may (1) verify that 
you have reflected the insider’s perspectives; (2) inform you of sections that, if 
published, could be problematic for either personal or political reasons; and (3) 
help you to develop new ideas and interpretations. By sharing working drafts, 
both researcher and researched may grow in their interpretations of the phe- 
nomena around them. 

Part of demonstrating the trustworthiness of your data is to realize the 
limitations of your study. Your responsibility is to do the best that you can 
under certain circumstances. Detailing those circumstances helps readers to 
understand the nature of your data. You need to discuss what documents or 
people or places were unavailable to you. You need to discuss what is peculiar 
about your site or respondent selection that could show the phenomena of 
interest in some lights but not in others. Approach the description of your 
study’s limitations as part of setting the context. Limitations are consistent with 
the always partial state of your knowing in social research, and elucidating 
them helps readers to know how they should read and interpret your work. 
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CONCLUS~[ONS 

Qualitative researchers must decide what the payoff of their research can and 

will beo Depending on the existing state of knowledge about their topic, they 
may make a contribution that includes a full range, from the descriptive to the 

theoretical. In Cross Creek, Rawlings writes, "A man may learn a great deal 

of the general from studying the specific, whereas it is impossible to know the 

specific by studying the general" (Rawlings 1942, 359). Qualitative inquirers 

look to the specific, both to understand it in particular and to understand 

something of the world in general. From the positivist’s point of view, the 

respondent pool in qualitative research is too limited for development of 

generalizations. The particular case that you study in qualitative research, 

however, is likely to contribute to an understanding of similar cases, such that 

going beyond the case in your ruminations will not be farfetched (See Wehlage 

1981 for more on making generalizations in qualitative inquiry.) 
In short, researchers conduct qualitative studies not merely ~[br their own 

sake, but rather in the reasonable hope of bringing something grander than the 

case to the attention of others° Researchers hope for a description and analysis 

of its complexity that identify concepts not previously seen or fully appreci- 

ated. 

We conclude this chapter with an excerpt :from a paper written by Gordon. 

He had completed his course-based research project and was reflecting on the 

analysis process, of which writing--the next topic for discussion--was a part. 

The paper is written, the computer clicks softly to itself as it cools after its 
long ordeal, and my cards lie scattered over the floor and desk. The paper 
lies in my briefcase in its bright blue cover, ready to be read and reviewed. 
It is done! It is over! Now what? 

After filling every waking moment with analysis and writing, leisure 
causes a kind of withdrawal. What does one say to one’s wife and family? 
What does one do with all that time? I feel compelled to turn on the 
computer, to fill the blank screen with words once more. My mind is locked 
into the analysis mode, examining menus, cereal boxes, and junk mail and 
placing thegn in precise matrices. I compulsively buy and hoard 5 x 8 cards 
and glue sticks. I need to break the cycle, to fight my way back to the 
normal life of the nonresearcher. What to do? 

What else can I do? I’ll analyze the process. 
My first thoughts concern the holistic nature of the process. There really 

is no way to separate the parts of research from one another. Data gathering 
includes parts of analysis, analysis leads to more data, writing leads to a 
greater understanding of both analysis and data. The process is totally 
holistic, each piece absolutely necessary to the whole. I am reminded of this 
as I stoop to pick up my cards, the various coding categories scribbled off, 

edges bent, and the writing illegible. How do you analyze information you 
can’t read? One thing seems to be certain: Next time 
do the data gathering. To separate the two processes by three months 
doesn’t work. All the soft nuances are gone, the tones and the shades of 
meaning are missing. 

Another interesting discovery is that the writing process actually is an 
important part of the analysis. A lot of my insights and much of the 
understanding I gained from my research data came through the writing 
process. For me, writing is the final organization of my thoughts. Next time 
I will begin writing sooner. 

A final thought is that matrices really help. By organizing my data into 
matrices, I was able to see in two or three dimensions. I realized only at this 
point that ~ny really profound data concerned peer pressure on children, not 
pm’ental pressures. Next time [ will use ~nore matrices. 

This is a small first step on my way back to reality. By this time next 
week, the hours of writing and preparation will only be a fond dream that 
fades ever into the dust of newer crises. And yet, if I could only rewrite 
page 7, I bet I could 
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9 
fro  Lectures 

Suppose immediatdy after the com- 
pletion of a lecture, you were asked 
to explain the maior ideas preL 
sented by the instructor. How often 
could you adequately respond to 
the request? Could you provide.the 
information for all classes or some 
of your classes? Would you have 
to refer to your notes? If so, would 
yore" ~otes provide all the informa- 
tion you need? 

Much of the information Iearned 
about a subject in college is presented 
m lecture form. Remember the dis- 
cussion of the information-process- 
mg systei-n in chapter 2. Because 
l~uman memory fades quickly, it is 
ilnporta~t that you learn how to 
record major ideas and support- 
ing details. Also, unless your notes 
are organized, it will be dif[icult 
ro ur~derstand what you recorded 
weeks after you f~rs~ ~:ook the notes. 
The most frustrating experience is 
to took at your notes and ask your- 
self: What does this mean? 

One of the major d~ft:erences 
between, learning from texts and 
lectures is that in reading you can 
co~xtrol the flow of info~mation. If 
you do not understand somethi,~g, 
you can reread it, take notes, or 
put down the text and rett~rn to it 
at another time. ~[~towevcr, in lec- 
tures, the pace is co~:~trolled by the 

2t5 
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instructor. As a result, you need to use strategies to capture the main 
ideas more rapidly. 

In this chapter, you will learn that what you do with your notes is just 
as important as how you record them. Educational research indicates 
that students xvho take notes and review them shortly after class learn 
more than students who take notes but do n.ot review them (Kiewra, 
1989). Part of the benefit of reviewing notes is that it allows further- 
elaboration and integration of the material. Therefore, you should not 
simply skim your notes, but think actively about the ideas in the notes 
and relate them to other information you already know, 

We notice that the amount of notes students take i~ class is related 
to our instructional methods. When we deliver our lectures standing in 
front of the podium presenting information, students take many notes. 
However, if we move away from the podium and lead a discussion, note 
taking is reduced. What maW students fail to realize is that a great deal 
of information is presented during discussions. It is the students’ respon- 
sibility to capture the main ideas presented or discussed in al! classes. 

After studying this chapter, you will be able to: 

Evaluate your present note-taking practices. 
Use an effective method for taking and reviewing notes. 

Directions: Assess your current note-taking strategies by checking the 
appropriate responses to each of the following questions, Be prepared 
to discuss in class your perception of the effectiveness of your current 
strategy. Think about why each of the following questions below is re!- 
evant to taking effective notes. 

Always Sometimes Never 
1, Do you complete the 

assigned readings before 
each lecture? 

2, Do you try to sit as close as 
possible to the lecturer? 

3. Do you doodle during a 
lecture? 

4. DO you avoid listening .................... 
when difficult information 
is presented? 
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5. Do you condense the main 
ideas rather than write 
complete sentences? 

6. Do you use abbreviations? 

7. Do you daydream during 
lectures? 

8. Do you separate main ideas 
from examples and other 
secondary information? 

9. Do you make a notation in 
your notes for information 
you don’t understand7 

10. Do you attempt to control 
distractions around you? 

i:[. Do you try to determine 

the organization of the 
lecture? 

12. Do you review your notes 
each day after class? 

13. Do you understand your 
notes when you begin pre- 
paring for an exam? 

Always Sometimes Never 

Comments: 
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Read the following student reactions to their experience with nV)te- 
taking strategies. Are your experiences different or similar to the fol- 
lowing comments? 

Student Reflections 

Note taking is far more difficult in college th~n in high school. 
The note-taking strategy that I learned in high school would 
be inappropriate and ineffective if I used it in a college course. 
High school teachers often spoon-fed the notes and empha- 
sized what was important for you in the lecture. You were 
guided very thoroughly on what the specifice main points 
and supporting details were. Key points often were written 
on the board, were illustrated in worksheets, and repeated 
many times. In addition, teachers would interact regularly 
with students while lecturing, allowing them to ask questions 
freely while emphasizing important information.    . 

### 
tn college, taking notes requires more critical thinking and 

concentration. Good listening skills are essential for effective 
note taking because you have to determine the main points 
for yourself. Professors often move through a lecture with 
lightning speed, forcing you to determine key points quickly. 

My note-taking strategies were very poor inhigh schoot. 
I would write down everything the teacher said arrd that the 
teacher wrote on the board. I thought that if I goC evdr~thing 
written down on my paper, it would be easier for me to study, 
even if ! did not know what the notes were abot~t.. At least t 
wrote all the information down! My notes were very disorga- 
nized, and I had noidea of the main purpose or ideas Of my 
notes. Everything appeared to be thrown together, and it was 
very difficult to return to my notes, because I didn!t know 
where to find certain things, and sometimes I really don’t 
know the meaning of t~m information I wrote. 

In higli school, my notes were very confusing to me. I 
would iusr write down Whatever I felt like at the time. My 
notes had -very little structure tO them. They would consist of 
very fragrnented thoughts. When trying to review them for 
tests, I had a very hard time trying to ..figure om what went. 
on in. that particular lecture. I wouldn’t even date rny notes 
to know when a particular topic was disCussed in class. At 
l.he time when I was in high school, I thought that my notes 
were just fine. I now look back on them, and they don’t do 
the iob. 
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HOW CAN I TAKE BETTER NOTES? 

There is more to taking notes than recording ideas in a notebook. 
Like reading textbooks, taking good notes and remembering what was 
written also involves activities in three important stages--before, dur- 

ing, and after the lecture. 

Before the Lecture 

1. Complete Assigned Readings Before Class. If you read textbook assign- 
ments related to the lecture, you wilt learn more from the lecture for the 
followi~g reasons (Ormrod, 1995): First, you will be able to direct your 
attention appropriately. One of the most important tasks in a lecture is 
to determine the main ideas. If you have already read the textbook, you 
will have a better idea of what is important than will another student 

who knows nothi,~g or very little about the topic. Second, you are more 
likely to engage in meaningful rather than rote learning. That is to say, 
you will be better able to make sense of the lecture. Third, you wilt be 

able to organize the information, because you will have a framework 
for understanding the material. Fourth, you will to able to use infor- 
mation from the textbook to elaborate on the information by filling in 

missing details or clarifying ambiguities. 

2. Review Notes from the Previous’Class. This activity should not take 
more than 5 or 10 minutes, but the time is very worthwhile. Under- 
standing previous material often provides a foundation for learning 
new material The more information you do not understand, the more 
difficuIt it is to make sense of new material. Look up definitions of 
terms you do not understand and review computations in math and sci- 
ence courses after each lecture. 

3. Bring A# Necessary Materials (e.g., Notebook, Pen, Handouts, Syllabus, and 
Textbook) to Class. Prepare at leas~: 20 sheets of note paper in the fol- 
lowing format: draw a line down a sheet of paper, allowing for a 3-inch 
margin on the left-hand side of t:he page. Write lec~:ure notes in the wide 
right-hand column and reserve the 3-inch margin for questior~s derived 
from the lecture notes. Many college bookstores sell notebooks with 
3-inch margins. 

Keep your course syllabus in your binder or notebook, because 
i*~structors sometimes change assignments or dates of examinations. 
Placing changes directly in ?,our syllabus will ensure that you do not 
miss some important information. 

Instruct:ors often men~:ion m~terial in the textbook, use the text for 
class discussions, or follow the rex*: closely it~ their lectures. Therefore, 
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if you bring your textbook, you can mark the text or identdy specific 
pages in your notes. 

4. Sit Toward the Front of the Room ff You Have Difficulty Concentrating. The 

cioseryou sit to the lecturer, the better ab]e you are to see and hear the 
instructor and to maintain eye contact. The further you sit from tt~e 
lecturer, the easier it is to be distracted by other students talking or 
passing notes. 

5. Date and Number Each Day’s Notes. There are two maior reasons for 
dating and numbering notes. The first is to be able to check the notes 
with the assigned textbook reading. The second is to obtain notes for 
days when you are absent. It is difficult to identify information in your 
notes when you do not know the exact day of the lecture. If you have 
a friend in class, it is easier to discuss your notes when you can easily 
locate any given lecture. 

During the Lecture 

1. Listen Carefully to the Instructor and Take Notes That Focus on Main Ideas 
and Supporting Details. Be alert for signals that indicate the :importance 
oI~ information and suggest possib]e representations you can construct 
after class. 

Different instructors have different ways they c&=municate the 
importance oil lecture material. The following are signals that indicate 
you should copy inl[ormation in your notes: 

If the instructor ,’epeats or emphasizes a point, you can usually 
assume it is important. You might write R (repeat) or place an aster- 
isk (a’) in the margin to mark the importance of the information. 
Cop), whatever the instructor writes on the board or shows on the 
overhead proiector. 
Always write definitions and listings, such as: "The three steps in 
this process are..." "The two effects xvere.o." "Five characteristics 
are... 
Listen for important com,~en~s, such as: "This is an important 
reason.. 2’ "Don’t forget that:.. 2’ "Pay special attention to.. 2’ 

]n the previous chapter, we discussed four different representa- 
tions-hierarchies, sequences, matrices, and diagrams. Listen for the 
signal words listed in Table 8.1. The same words used by authors to 
signal organizat:ional patterns also are used by lecturers. When you 
hear a signal word in a lecture, make a notation in your notes to review 
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the information for a possible representation1 after class. Leave room in 
your notes for the construction of the representation. 

2. Condense the Main Ideas and Supporting Details Into Short Phrases or Sen- 
tences, Using Abbreviations Whenever Possible. 

Lecturer: "There are three parts to 
the information processing system: 
the short-term sensory store, working 
memory, and long-term memory." 

Co~¢densation: Three 
parts to IPS--STSS, WM, 
LTM 

Words Abbreviations 

pound lb 

and & 

positive + 

negative ,~ 

without w/out 

compare romp 

example eg. 

feminine fern 

masculine masc 

point pt. 

introduction intro. 

that is i.e. 

versus vs 

equal to = 

number # 

achievement ach 

continued cont’d 

3. Use an Indenting Form for Writing Notes. Start main points at the mar- 
gin and indent secondary ideas and supporting details. Further indent 
material that is subordinate to secondary points. The outtine format 
helps you see how the lecture was orgal~.ized and helps identify the rela- 
tive importance of the content when studying for an examination (see 
Figt~re 9.1 and Figure 9.2}. It~ the instructor’s presentation is no~ well 
organized, do not: spend too much time during the lecture tryh]g to 
figure out the ot~tline. Get the main ideas down in your notes and reor- 
ganize them after class (McWhorter, 19.96). 
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4. When the Instructor Moves to Another Idea or Topic, Show This Shift by 
Skipping Two Lines. One of tl~e most confusing aspects of analyzing 
notes after class is fdIowing the instructor’s main ideas. By skipping 
lines in your notes, you are alerted to the fact that the instructor moved 
on to another idea or topic. This procedure helps make sense of your 
notes. 

After the Lecture 

The most important part of note taking is the activities that are 
completed after you take notes. The activities presented here were 
developed by Heiman and Slomianko (!993}. They involve generating 
and answering two types of questions from notes. The first is called 
a mirror question, because it directly reflects the information in your 
notes (see Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2). The second is called a summary 
questio~, because it reflects the major theme or main idea of the total 
lecture. If you know the answers to these questions, you understand 
your notes. 

You need to set aside about 5 to 10 minutes per lecture shortly after 
class to review your notes and Complete the following activities: 

I. Add Any Important Information You Remember the Instructor Saying but 
You Did Not Write Down. 

2. Locate Information You Did Not Understand in the Lecture From the Instruc- 
tor, Another Student, or the Textbook.                  ~’ 

3. Play a Form of Academic Jeopardy and Think About Notes as Answers to 
Questions. After class, carefully read over the notes. Write mirror 
questions (in complete sentences) that the notes answer in the left-hand 
cotumn of your note paper (see Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2). 

Ask yoursel~C: "If the information I wrote in. my notes was an answer 
to a test question, what would the questions be?" In general, you should 
have three to four questions for each page of notes. If you cannot think 
of questio,~.s {or certain parts of your notes, you probably do not under- 
stand the content or did not write enough information to make sense of 
the speci£c section of the notes. Write a question mark in the margin 
and ask a friend or the instructor about the information. 

In science and math classes, it is important to identify the type of 
problem in the left-hand margin and the solution of the problem in the 
right-har~d column. For example, ff your math instructor is demon- 
strating the procedure to find the reciprocal of differen.t numbers, the 
right-hand side of your notes identiiies theprocedure and the left-ha~~d 
side lists the question: How do you find the reciprocal of different 
numbers? 
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What are the different chambers 
of the heart? What are the 
functions of the different 
chambers? 

~qaat happens if the valves it~ a 

heart are damaged? 

What happens if the ventricles in 

a heart are damage;d? 

Biology - Heart - 9/17 

Heart--muscular pump that provides pressure to pump 

blood throughout body 

Four chambers 

ft. & left atria collect blood .[r.om m~/or veins and_ 

empty, it into ventricles 

right & left ventricles--muscles whose contract £orces 
b!ood to f!owthrou~h arteries to all parts of body 

Atrioventricular valves--between atria and ventricles that 
allow blood to flow from the atria to the ventricles, prevent 
flow in opposite direction. 

Semiliunar valves--valves in aorta and puImonary artery 

aorta--carries blood from the left ventricle to body 

pulmonary artery carries blood from abe right ventricle 
to the lungs. 

~f valves ~tz d~maged~ the ~(ficiency qf the heart as a pump 
is diminished. 

person may develop s),r~wt, such as enlarged heart, 

Diagnosed by abnormal sounds as blood passes through 
them heart murmurs. 

If ve**t, are weakened by infection, lack of exercise, etc thee 

pg~tffing ~’.ffeie~c2 9f t~ he~Et jso£educed__ 

Symptoms--chest pain, shortness of breagh 

pain caused by heart not getting.surf, blood. 

Portion of heart muscle not receiving blood will die in time 

Summary question (R)r complete lecture): 

does the heart Rmctton? 

FIGURE 9.1 An example of note taking method in biology. 
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What are the different 

budget strategies that a 

~resident can use? 

g/hat strategies did 

Reagan use? 

Why did early 
reconciliation work for 
Reagan? 

Presidential Budget Strategies - 9/15 

V__eto sgrate, g~!-- often used as a defensive weapon t1*at prevents Congress 

from fimding at a higher level tban the president 

wants. 

president lack lithe item veto would allow them to veto particular 

items rather dr~n whole measure. 

hT._dpoundment strategy have tke Co~gress and tke OM)3 witfikold 

funds from agencies 

president Nixon made most use of this strategy 

Reconciliation strate£y--a method of changing budget potidcs 

Types of 

last track--budget committee compiles a single, omnibus 

reconciliation bill allowing proposed budget shifta all at one time 

national agend4--use pablic opinion to develop support for 

policy 

Outcome 

Rea.~an was able ~o dominate bud~Ket politics b7 compressin~¢ 

process                                 ~ 

A__sitT£1e packaKe made bud;~.et cuts 

visible--susceptible to na tional agenda 

made it di~cult [’or partv members to go against him 

Summary question (for complete lecture): 

~ How do budgetary strategies allow presidents to implement 
their political agendas? 

FtPatlRE 9,2 An example of note-taking strategy in political science, 
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4. Once a Question Has Been Identified, Return to the Lecture-Note Text and 
Underline a Key Term or Phrase That Triggers an Answer to the Question. Dif- 

ferent students given the same notes may underline different words or 
phrases, because the information that triggers an answer for one person 
may do nothing for another. As in reading textbooks, do not underline 
too much. Focus o~a only enough information to help answer the mirror 
question you wrote. The following are additional procedures to help 
you learn the content in your notes: 

5. Read the Key Terms or Phrases to Verify That They Help You Recall the 
Information in the Notes. If the key terms o1" phrases trigger only partial 
answers to the questions, u~derline more information. 

6. Cover the Notes With a Blank Sheet of Paper and Attempt to Answer 
Question. 

Z If Appropriate, Construct Representations to Depict the Organization of the 
Material in the Lecture. 

8. Write a Summary Question for the Total Lecture at the End of Your Lecture 
Notes for the Day. Place a circle or box around this question so it will be 
easily recognized when you review your notes. Here you want to ask: 
"What is the one major question that reflects the purpose of today’s 
Iecture?" or ~’What is the relationship between my mirror questions?" 
If you can answer both of these questions, you would understand the 
theme or main idea of the total lecture. Think about the usefulness of 
summary questions in studying for essay examinations. In some classes, 
you may be able to predict 75% or more of the essay questions on your 
examinations. 

birections: The following is a lecture excerpt on the psychology of learn- 
inS. Take notes on this passage in the space provided. Be sure to use the 

!ndenting format. After taking notes, write one or more mirror questions 
4n the left. hand margin and, finally, underline parts of your lecture notes 
that answer your mirror question(s). If possible, have a friend play the 
role of the instructor and read the lecture to you as you take notes. 

I would like to begin ray presentation this morning by compar- 
ing three major perspectives on human learning. Each of these 
perspectives has generated a great deal of research on human 
learning. Contemporary behaviorists view environmental fao 

225 
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tors in terms of stimuli and resultant behavior in terms of 
responses. They attempt to demonstrate that behavior is con- 
trolled by environmental contingencies of external reward or 
reinforcement, which are links between behavioral responses 
and their effects (or stimuli). Teachers who accept the behav- 
ioral perspective assume that the behavior of students is a 
response to their past and present environment and that all 
behavior is learned. For example, classroom troublemakers 
"learn" to be disruptive because of the attention (reinforce- 
ment) they get from peers; withdrawn students "learn" that 
their environment does not reinforce gregariousness, and they 
become reserved and silent. As a result, any behavior can 
be anatyzed in terms of its reinforcement history. The logical 
extension of the behavioral principle of learning is a method to 
change or modify behavior. The teacher’s responsibility, there- 
fore, is to construct an environment in which the probability 
of reinforcing students for correct or proper behavior is maxi- 

¯ mized. This goal is best attained by carefully organizing and 
presenting information in a designed sequence. In contrast to 
the behavioral perspective, cognitive psychologists focus more 
on the learner as an active participant in the teaching-learn- 
ing process. Those who adhere to this perspective believe that 
teachers can be more effective if they know what knowledge 
the learner already has acquired and what the learner is think- 
ing about during instruction. More specifically, the cognitive 
approach tries to understand how information is"processed 
and structured in an individual’s memory. Many cognitive psy- 
cho!ogists believe that teachers should instruct stu~lents in 
ways to use techniques or strategies to learn more effectively. 
Weinstein and Mayer (1986) state that effective instruction 
"includes teaching students how to learn, how to remem- 
ber, how to think, and how to motivate, themselves" (p. 315). 
Humanistic psychologists believe that how a person feels is as 
important as how the person behaves or thinks. They describe 
behavior from the standpoint of the believer rather than of the 
observer, and they are especially concerned with "self-actual-- 
ization"--the growth of persons in whatever area they choose. 
The humanistic teacher is interested in creating an educa- 
tional environment that fosters self-development, cooperation, 
and positive communication because of the belief that these 
conditions will foster greater learning. (Adapted from Dembo, 
1994-.) 
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Psychology lO1--Learning--Sept, 
25 

HOW CAN I ASK GOOD MIRROR (~UESTIONS? 
When students first begin writing mirror questions, most of Ehe ques~ 

tions tend to be factual. As you write and answer mirror questions, it 
is important that the level of your questions reflect the same level of the 
instructor’s focus. For example, if the main purpose of a lecture is to 
compa re and contrast differences in major wars during the last century, 
the instructor is ]ikeIy to focus on coment that will be answered by 

What were 

the causes of..." "What might have happermd if...?" However, if most 
of your questions focus or~ factual information like: "X~71~at is ... ?" or 
"’Who are . . . ?" you are going to miss the major focus of the lecture 
and may ~ot be properly prepared for the examination. 

There are two broad levels of questions: lower level and higher level. 
Lower levelquestions tend to foc~s on factua! information and ask 
you to retrieve information that wa s previousIy presented. They involve 
responses regarding facts~ dates~ ~.e~ms~ or lists. Higher level questions 
require you to apply the information that you learned in a new situa- 
tion, solve problems, a~zalyze information, develofa a novel plan or solu- 
tion, or make/udgmenZs about the vatue of the information, 
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Directions: For each of the questions identified below, write an L for lower 

levef question or an H for higher level question in the space provided. 

_ 1. should Timothy McVeigh have been given the death sentence for 
the bombing in Oklahoma City? 

_ 2. How many individuals died in the bombing? 

_ 3. What materials were used to make the explosives? 

_ 4. What are the differences in trial procedures in federal and state 

cou rts? 

_ 5. What arguments would you use if you had to defend Timothy 
McVeigh in court? 

HOW DO I DEAL WITH PARTICULAR NOTE- 
TAKING PROBLEMS OR ISSUES? 

The following questions and responses were adapted, in part, from 
Heiman and Slomianko (1993) and McWhorter (1995):i, 

Should I copy over my notes? 

Should I take notes in my 
textbook? 

No. Recopying notes is primarily 
a rehearsal strategy that requires 
little thinking. Your time is better 
spent writing and answering ques- 
tions about the notes using the 
system described in this chapter. 

Generally, no. Most lectures do 
not follow information directly 
from textbooks. Therefore, you 
will miss information by try- 
ing to locate the material in the 
textbook. 
Orm exception to this advice is 
books in literature classes, tf the 
instructor .refers to specific lines 
or pages while discussing a play, 
poem, or novel, notations in the 
margin may be helpful. 
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Should I tape record the lecture? 

Should I try to listen and not 
write when I don’t understand 
something? 

I can’t write as fast as my profes- 
sors talk. What shouid I do? 

How can I better concentrate oh 
the lecture? 

How do I deal with an instructor 
who constantly wanders from one 
topic to another? 

What can I do about all the techni- 
cal terms in the lecture that I car~’t 
spell? 

"]:’able 9.1 presents a summary of the 
in this chapter. 

Generally, no. Listening to the 
lecture again takes up consider- 
able time from other more useful 
study methods like organizing the 
information. However, if English 
is not your primary language and 
you have serious dift~culty fol[ow- 
ir~g lectures; you might consider 
taping lectures for a short time 
until you improve your language 
skills. 

No. Keep taking notes; use blanks 
to indicate that you missed some 
material and question marks indi- 
cating that you didn’t understand 
something. Ask another student 
or your instructor to explain 
material you didn’t understand. 

Do not try to take verbatim notes. 
Paraphrase and use abbreviations. 
Insert blank lines and ask a stu- 
dent in your class for the notes 
you missed. 

Sit in the ffolat of the room. Be 
certain to preview assignments. 
Think about questions you may 
be expected to answer on exams. 

Be sure to read the textbook to 
discover organizing principles, 
and attempt to organize notes 
after class. Compare your notes 
with those of other students. 

Write them phonetically, the way 
they sound; fill in correct spell.- 
ings during editing. 

note-taking procedures discussed 
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TAB LE 9.1 

Before the Lecture 

1. Complete assigned readings before class. 

2. Review notes from the previous class. 

3. Bring all necessary materials (notebook, pen, handouts). Prepare at least 20 sheets 
of note paper in the following format: Draw a line down a sheet of paper 
allowing for a 3-inch margin on the left-hand side of the page. Write lecture notes 
in the wide right-hand column and reserve the 3-inch margin for questions 
derived from the lecture notes. 

During the Lecture 

1. Listen carefully to the instructor and take notes that focus on main ideas and 
supporting details. Be alert for signals that indicate the importance of 
information. 

2. Condense the main ideas and supporting details into short phrases or sentences 
using abbreviations whenever posslble. 

3. Use an indenting form for writing notes. Start main points at the margin and 
indent secondary ideas and supporting details. Further indent material that is 
subordinate to secondary points. 

4. When the instructor moves to another idea or topic, show this shift by skipping 
two lines. 

After the Lecture 

1. Add any important information you remember the instructor saying but you 
didn’t xvrite down. 

2. Locate information you didn’t understand in the lecture from theQnstructor, 

another student, or the textbook. 

3. Play a form of academic Jeopardy and think about notes as an, swers to questions. 
Shortly after class, read the notes over carefully. W’rite the questions that the notes 

answer in the left-band column of your note paper. 

4. Once a question has been identified, return to the lecture-note text and underline 

a key term or phrase that triggers an answer to the question. 

5. Read the key terms or phrases to ~eri[y that they help you recatl the information 

in the notes. If the key terms or phrases trigger only partial answers to the 

questions, underliae more information. 

6, Cover the notes with a blank sheet of paper and attempt to answer questions. 

7. if appropriate, construct representations to depict the organization of the material 

in the lecture. 

Write a smnmary question for the total lecture at the end of yot~r lecture notes for 

the 
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1. Taking good notes and remembering what was written also involves 
activities in three important stages--before, during, and after the 
lecture. 

2. Use an indenting form for writing notes. Start main points at the 
margin and indent secondary ideas and supporting details. 

3. Be alert for signals that indicate the importance of information. 
4. Think about notes as answers to questions. 
5. Write mirror questions {in complete sentences} that the notes answer 

in the left-hand column of the note paper. 
6. Use lower and higher level questions. 
7. Once a question has been identified, return to the lecture-note 

text and underline a key term or phrase that triggers an answer to 
the question. 

8. Write a summary question(s) that reflects the theme or main ideas 
of the total Iecture. 

9. Use mirror and summary questions to prepare for exams. 

Use the Self-Management Process to Become a Better Note Taker 

Complete the following self-study during a period of 2 to 3 weeks. 
Your report should include each of the following processes and should 

" be approximately five to eight typed pages in length. See Appendix A 
for detailed information on how to conduct a self-management study. 

Self-observation and evaluation. How effective is nay note-taking strat- 
egy? Do I need to change the way I take notes? IJ~ yes, what problem(s} 
do I encounter? What are the symptoms of my problem (i.e., when, 
where and how often does my problem occur}? How much of an impact 
does t:l~is problem have on my academic performance? What factors 
{e.g., beliefs, perceptions, feeli~gs, physiological responses, or behav- 
iors) contribute to this problem(s)? What do I need to change to reduce 
or eli~ninate my problem(s)? 

Goal setting and strategic planning. What arc my goals? What strategies 
will I implement to .improve my note taki,~g? When will I use these 
Stral:egies? How will I record my progress? 

S. trategj/ implementation at~d monitoring. What strategies did I use to 
~raprove my note taking? When did [ use these strategies? What met.hod(s) 
did [ use to record my progress (e.g., documents, charts, logs, tally sheets, 
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checklists, or recordings)? When did I use these methods? How and when 

did I monitor my progress to determine if my new note-taking strategy 
was working? What changes, if any, did I make along the way? 

Strategic-outcome monitoring. Did I attain the goal(s) I set for myself? 
Have the modifications in my note taking improved my academic pec- 
formance? What strategies were the most and least effective? What 
changes, if any, do I need to make in the future? 

2. Analyze Note-Taking Experiences 

Identify your easiest and most difficult class in which you take notes. 
Explain why you selected these classes and what steps you have taken 
(or will take} to deal with the problems in the "most difficult" class. 

3. Edit and Review Your Notes 

Select lecture notes from a class you took recently. Rewrite the notes to 
fit the format discussed in this chapter. Submit both sets of notes and 
write an analysis of the difference in the two sets of notes. 

4. Analyze Your Instructors’ Clues for Signaling Important Information 

Instructors differ in the way they signal important information. Iden- 
tify each of your instructors and list the verbal or nonverbal clues that 
he or she uses to signal main ideas or other important information 
presented in lectures. 

Clues 
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5. Compare Notes With Another Student 

Select a lecture at which another student in your class was in atten- 
dance and took notes. Compare the number of main ideas identified by 
each of you and the mirror questions written alter the lecture. Discuss 
how the two sets of notes differ. 

Model answer to Exercise 9.2 

What are the differences 
between the beh., cog, 

and humanistic theories 
of learmng? 

Psychology 101-- Learning -- Sept. 25 

Behaviorist 
S and R 
beh. controlled by environ. 
all. beh. is learned reinforcement 

Cognitive 
learner as active partic. 
information processing 
teach sts. how to learn 

Humanistic 
self-actualization 
develop educ. environ. 
feeling is important 

Answers to Exercise 9.3 

1. H 2. L 3. L 4. H 6. H 
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Narrative 
Research 

Designs 

ople l~;ve sto~;ed lives. 7b~ tell sto~es to share their lives with olbers a~d to 

provide tbei)’personal accou, nls about classrooms, schools, .educational issues, and 

lbe settimgs in which lbey work. ~7)e~ peo~le tell stories to researcbe~L they feel 

listened lo, a~Td the#" i~/brmatior~ br#Tgs researchers closer to the actuatpmc~ice 

(~[ edz~cation. 7b~ stories reporled in qualitative narrative research em~ch the 

lives qf botb the ,-esea~vher and tbe pa~Ticipant. 

resea,wb, identg~’es when you use ig assesses the k<y cbaracw,qstics of ig and 

adva~ces the steps m co~zducti,~g az~d evaluati,zg this desisn. 

By the end of this chapter, you s!~ou]d be able 

Describe the major types of narrative studies. 

Define what it means to explore the experiences of an individual, 

Describe the type of information that goes into b~ildi,~g a chrono!ogy of an 
individual’s experiences. 

tdentii~ the aspects of a "stow" and the types of data used to report the "stow." 

Describe the process of restoryi~g in narrative research. 

Identify the use of themes in a narrative study. 

Define the setti~g or context that goes into a narrative study. 

lidenti~ strategies fo~ collalsoration with participants in narrative research: 

Identify several types of issues that may arise in gathering narrative stories, 

Describe the s~:eps used in conducting a narrative study, 

List c~-Jteria for evaluating a narrative study, 

Maria chooses a narrative design fo~ her research project studying tt~e possession of 
.Weapons by higYx school students. Maria’s teacher fi~iend, Millie, has a stow to tell about 

encountered a student in the high school who was hiding a weapon in his locker. 
stt~dies this queslion: "What is the s~oW of a teachei’ who found a student hiding a 
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weapon in her high school?" Maria inte~wiews Millie and listens to her stories ahot~t her 
experiences with the student, with other teachers: and with the school principal. The sto~y 
falls into an easy chronology from the initial incident to the follow up discussions. To 

make the stow as accurate as possible, Maria collaborates with Millie in writing the stoq,. 
and she shares the written report as it unfolds. Maria engages in narrative research. 

WHAT IS NARRATIVE RESEARCH? 

The term ,za~’rat~v’e comes from the verb "to narrate" or "to tell (as a story) in detail" 
(Ehflich, Flexner, Carruth, & Hawki~s, 1980, p. 442). In narrative research designs, 
researchers describe the lives of individuals, collect and tell stories about people’s lives, 
and write narratives of individual experiences (Coanelly & Clandinin, 1990). As a distinct 
form o~ qualitative research, a narrative ~ypically focuses on studying a single person, 
gathering data through the collection of s~ories, reporting individual expe~iences, and 

discussing the meaning of those experie~ces for the individual. With recent popularity, 
national research conferences have devoted sessions and papers to it, and educational 

journals have published stories reported by teachers, students, and other educators+ New 
books are now available from publishers that provide essential information about the 
process of conducting this form of qualitative inquiry. 

When Do You Use Narrative Research? 

You use narrative research when you have iodividuals willing to tell their stories and 
want to report their stories. For educators looking for personal experiences in actual 
school se~tings, narrative research offers practical, specific insights. By conducting 
narrative stndies, researchers establish a close bond with the pa~-ticipants. This may help 

reduce a commonly held perception by practitioners in the field that re,s, earch is ctistinc~ 
from practice and has little direct application. Additionally, for pa~xicipants in a study, 
sharing their stories may make them feel that their stories are important and that they 
heard. When they tell a story, it helps them understand topics that they need to process 
(McEwan & Egan, 1995). Telling stories is a natural part of life, and individuals all have 

s~ories about their experiences to tell others. In this way, narrative research captwres an 
everyday, normal form of data that is familiar to individuals. 

You use narrative research when the stories told to you folIow a chronology of 

events. Narrative research is a literalT form of qualitative research with strong ties to 
literature, and it provides a qualitative approach in which you can write in a persuasive, 
literaW fbrm. It focuses on the microanalytic picture--individual stoties-~ rather than the 
broader picture of cultural norms, as in ethnography, or ahstrac~ theories, as ih grounded 
theory research~ As a,n example of this micropicture, consider the case of Ms. M~.’yer, who 
had two children in her fifth- and sixth-grade class write stories about their personal lives. 
Anthony, a 9-year-old who considered himself an inventor and write~; kept a scientific 

iourna] of his discoveries and wrote a~ expressive piece about his grandmother. Anita, 
!1Tea>old, wrote about the good thnes she had in a swimming pool, learning to 
kickbal], and being able to succeed at: something (McCarthey, 1994). 

How Did Narrative Research Develop? 

DespRe substantial interes~ in ~arrative ~esearch, its me~hods are s~i[l developing~ at~d it is 

infrequently, discussed in the literature (Errante, 2000). This has led to little                                                                                      ~-o~’reeme~t- 



about its form. The "narrative turn," as Riessman (1993) called it, embraces all of the 
human sciences, so that this form of research is not the providence of any specific field of 
study. Writers in literature, history, anthropology, sociology, sociolinguistics, and 
e&mation all lay claim to narrative and have developed discipline-specific procedures. 
Like the m-t and science of po~raiture discussed recently in tb.e sociaI sciet~ces, this design 
involves drawing portraits of individuals and documenting their voices and their visions 
within a social and cultural context (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). 

However, a comprehensive overview of this design of research in education 
emerged in 1990. Educators D. Jean Clandinin and Michael Conne!ly provided the first 
overview of narrative research for the field of educatior~. In their informative, classic 
article, "Stories of Experience and Narrative Inquiry," published in the Educational 
Researcher (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990), they cited many sociaI science applications of 
n.arrative, elaborated on the process of collecting narrative fieldnotes, and discussed the 
writing and structure of a narrative study. This article expanded their earlier discussion 
about narrative within the context of teaching and Ieaming in classrooms (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1988). More rece~tly, these two authors expounded their ideas in a book 
titled Nam-alive tnqui~Ty (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), which openly espoused "w!qat 
narrative researchers do" (p. 48). 

Withi,~ the field of education, several trends influenced the development of narrative 
research. Cdrtazzi (1993) suggested three factors. First, there is currently an increased 
emphasis on teacher reflection. Second, more emphasis is being placed on teachers’ 
knowledge--\z;i~at they tmow, how they think, how they develop professionally, and 

how they make decisions in the classroom. Third, educators seek to bring teachers’ 
voices to the forefront by empowering teachers to talk about their experiences. For 
example, "Our Own Stories," reported by Richard Meyer (1996), is a collection of stories 
about teachers sharing their experiences, whether they are sitting in the teachers’ lounge 
at noon or after school. McEwan and Egan (1995) provided collections of stories about 
educators as teachers and curricu]unl developers. For women in general, as well as for 
female teachers, their stories to children, to adolescent girls, and to their own female 
associates often take on a feminine repertoire to serve .their femaIe audiences (Degh, 
1995). Hearing these stories has encouraged educational studies using the narrative 
approach. In fact, within education recently, a special interest group in AEIU~ has been 
formed to create an ongoing discussion about narrative research. 

A growing number of interdisciplinary social scientists outside educatioz~ have 
¯ off, red procedural guidance for hart’alive reports as a form of qualitative research (e.g., 
see the psychologists Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & ZilbeL 1998; the sociologist Cortazzi, 
1993; and Riessman, 1993). Interdisciplinary efforts at narrative researcl~ have also been 
encouraged by the Narrati~;~# Study of Ziv(~x annual series that began in 1993 (e.g., 
Josselson & Lieblich, 1993). 
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WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF NARRATIVE DESIGNS? 

Narrative research assumes mt~ttiple forms. If you pJan to conduct a narrative study, yow 
need to consider what Ope of narrative study to conduct. Narrative research is an 
ovemrching catego~T for a variety of msearc!~ practices (see Casey, t995/1996), as shown in 
Figure I6.!. For individuals planning a narrative study, each Vpe of narrative pro~ddes a 
structure for conducting the study and ready references fbr how to conduct tt~e pro~ect that 
faculty, journal reviewers, and book publishers wil! recognize. For tl~ose wading narrative 
studies, i{: is tess important to know what 0~?e of narrative is being used and more hnpo~ant 



Autobiographies 

Biographies 

Life writing 

Personal accounts 

Personal narratives 

Narrative interviews 

Personal documents 

Documents of life 

Life stories and tife histories 

Oral histories 

Ethnohistories 

Ethnobiographies 

Autoethnographies 

Ethnopsychologies 

Person-centered ethnographies 

Popular memories 

Latin American testirnonios 

Polish memoirs 

~ource; Adapted from Casey, 1995/1996. 

to recog~ize tee essential c/.)araczertstic,~" of tee types. The five cluestiot~s discussed hn the 
following subsections are helpful in determining your type o1: nanative study. 

Who Writes or Records the 5tory? 

narrative research. A biography is a form of zaaila~ive slud.y in wtnidq the researcher 
writes and records tee experiences of another pers.on’s Ere. TypicaIly, 
construct biographies from records and archives (Angrosino, !989), akhough resenrchers 
sometimes use other sources of infnrma:ion, such as intet~’iews and photogrt@>. In :m 

a~tobiography, the individual wh() is the subject of the study writes the acc~mnL 
Although not a popular approach, you can find reports of autobiographical accounts 

reachers as professkmals (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). 

How Nuch of a Life Is Recorded and Presented? 

This question introcl~ces a second distinction among narrative studies. In anthropok~gy, 
numerous examples exist of stories of an individuM’s cadre life. A life histo~ is a 
n!arrative stotT of the entire life experiences of a person, Anthropo!ogists, for example, 
engage in life histow research to ]earn about an individual’s life within tee context of a 
cukure~sharing group, Ofte~ the focus inclwdes turning points or significant events in the 

life of an individual (Angrosino, 1989). However, m education, narrative studies typic:ally 
do not involve the account of an entire life blot instead focus o~ an episo0e or single 

event in t}3e indivkhm!’s Efe. A personal experience stow is a narrative study of :m 
individual’s personal experience [OUlld irl single or multiple episodes, private sinmtions, 
or communal folklore (Denzin, 1989). Clandinin and (]onnel~y (2000) broadc~cd fix: 

persona~ experience story to be bo~h personal and social, a~d conveyed this stance as thc 
essence of the experiences reported about teachers and teaching in schools, 

Who Provides the Story? 

A third approach for identi~’ing the type of narrative is to exami~ae closely who prOVi<lCN 

the stow. This factor is especially relevant ir~ educatioo, where types of educators 
learnershave been the fi)cus of malny narrative studies. For example, teachers’ stories are 
pe~:sonal accounts by leachers of their own personal classroom experier~ces. As.a pop~]:xr 
form of narrative in educatk)n, researchers repor~ teachers’ s~ories vo capture ~he lives 



~eacbers as proI-essio,~als and ~o examine Ieami~.~g in classrooms (e.g., Connelly & 
C!andinin, 1988). Otl’~er narrative studies focus on s~udents in the classroo~n. In children’s 
stories, na~rafive reseatchefs ask the children in classyoozes to present orally or in writi~g 
their own stories about their learning experiences (e.g., Ollerenshaw, 1998)+ Many different 
individu~fls in educational settings can provide stories, such as administrators, school Niard 
n~en~bers, custodians, food service v,.’()rkers, and other educational personnel. 
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Is a Theoretical Lens Being Used? 

A~3other questio~ that shapes vl3e ohmacre| of- ~ ~-mm~tive is whed~er and to what extent 
the researcher wses a fi~eoretical lens in developing the nam~tive. A theoretical lens i~ 
namttive research is a guidi,~g perspective or ideology that provides structure 
advocating }br groups o~ individuals and writing the report. This lens may be to advocate 
for Latin Americans using lestfm(mios, reporting the stories of women using a feminist 
lenfi (e.g., personal Narratives Group, 1989), or collecting the stories of margina~ized 
individuals. In all of these examples, the narrative researcher provides a voice for sddom 
beacd individuals in educational ;esearch. 

Can Narrative Forms Be Combined? 

in ~l narrative, it i~ possible to have the diflerent elements iisted above combined in 
study. For exampIe, a ~arrative study may be biographical because researchers write and 
repot* it about a participant in a study, This same stv~dy may fbcus on x~ personal study of a 
teache~t It may also address an event in lhc life ()f a teacher, such as a clismissa[ from a 

school (Huber & Whelan, !999), resulting iln a partial li{Z~ sto% or a persc~nal namttive. 
addition, if tl:is individual is a woman, a researche~ wo~fid use a theoretical lens to exan~ine 
power and control isswes i~ the school This cotfld lead to a feminist narrative. The final 
resulting namnive thus co~fld be ~ coml~ination of different elements: a biog~apby, a 
personal story, a te:~cher’s stoW, anti a ~>inist perspective. 

Give,~ the many types of i~arrative studies, what type of nar~-ative research should 
Maria conduct? As she gathers stories from Mill~e abo~t her encounter with the 
does (a) Maria or Millie write the story? (1~) Is Maria reporting on an entire life (): a 
specific episode? (c) Who provjcles the sto~7 to Maria? (d) Should Maria advocate for 
wea!)on comrol in. the school throug5 her nnrrativ~ study? Answer each of these 
(lU~Stions and II~ink .fl~r()t~gh. yo.m rv~tionale tbr anSWelit~g them. What: would you 

probal)ly use a pers()n;tl nam~tive approach. Now would you answer each of 
questions above 1() ;urive at this :~pproach? 

WHAT ARE THE KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF NARRATIVE DESIGNS? 
~ .............................. ~ ..................... . ................ ~---- ~ 

Before r~viewing the key cha;acte,is~ics, we discuss them ~n g~meral lerms and retake 
them to the qualitative ch;~mclerist~cs of rese;~rch as de~ eIoped in chapte~ 2. 

As show~ i~ ’Table t6.], narrative researchers exp!ore an educational research problem 
by tmclersta nding the experiences of an individual. As in nlost qualitative research: fl~e liter- 
attire review plays a mi~]or role. esped>flty in di~ecting the ~esea~dl questions, and tl~e 
inquirer empl~asizes ~he imloOnance of learning from lOar{:icipants in a se~ting. This learning 
oe<’urs th~owgt~ stories {old by inclividtmls, such as teachers or students. The stories constitute 



(see Chapter 2) 

¯ A qualitative problem requires 
exploration and understanding, 

l"ee Research Prece~ 

Identify a research problem 

Characteristics 

Seeks to understand and 
represent experiences through 

the stories individual(s) live 
and tell. 

Review the literature 

Develop a purpose 

statement and research 
questions 

Collect qualitative data 

Analyze and interpret 
qualitative dala 

Write a~d evaluate a study 

The qualitative literature plays a 
minor role. 

The qualitative literature justifies 
the research probIem. 

The qualitative purpose statement 
and research questions are broad 
and general, 

The qualitative purpose statement 
and research questions seek 
participants’ experiences. 

Qualitative data collection 
is based on using protocols 
developed during the study. 

Qualitative data collection 
involves gathering text or 
image data. 

Qualilative data collection involves 
studying a smalI number 

of individuals or sites. 

Qualitative data analysis consists 
of text analysis, 

Qualitative data analysis consists 
describing information and 

of developing themes. 

Qualitative interpretations-situate 

findings within larger meanings, 

Qualitative research reports use 
flexible and emerging structures 
and evaluation criteria. 

Qualitative researchers take a 
reflexive and biased approach. 

Seeks to minimize the use of 
literature and focus on the 
experiences of the individual(s), 

Seeks to explore ~he meaning of 
the individual’s experiences as 
told through a story or stories. 

¯ Seeks to collect field texts that 
document the individual’s story 

in his or her own words. 

¯ Seeks to analyze the stories by 
retelling the individual’s story, 

¯ Seeks to analyze the stories by 

identifying themes or categories 
of information. 

¯ Seeks to situate the story within 

its place or setting. 

Seeks to analyze the stgry for 
chronological information about 

the individual’s past, pCesent, 
and future. 

Seeks to collaborate with the 
participant when writing the 
research study. 

Seeks to write the study in a 

flexible storytelling mode. 

Seeks to evaluate the study 
based on the depth, accuracy, 
persuasiveness, and realism of 

the account, 



CHAPTER 

These stories, called .fieM texts (CIandinh~ & Com~e]ly, 2000), provide the raw data for 
researchers to a~nalyze as tlney retell the stoW based on ~?arrative elements such as 
problem, characters, setting, actions~ and msolutkm (Olle~vnshaw & Creswell, 2000). I~ 
process, researchers nam~te the story ~tl](1 often identif~ themes or categories that emerge. 

Riture experiences k~clged within specific settings or contexts. Throughout this process of 

This brief overview {)1 ~l~c process highlights specil:ic characteristics of research often 
found in narrtKivc reports. As shown ~n F~gurc ] 6.2. seven ma~or characteristics are 
~o narrative research: 

@ Restoryi~g 

Although less ~}eque~.~t. researclners may study more/lmn one individual (McCard~ey, 1994). 
In addi/k)n to the size@, of an individual, lhe researcher is most interested in 

social, thc individuul intcrz~c:th~g widt otbers~ This focus on experic~nce draws on II?e 
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Experiences of an individual--social and personal interactions 

Chronology of experiences- past, present, and future experiences 

Life stories--first-person, oral accounts of actions obtained through field texts {data) 

Restorying (or fete}ling or developing a metastory) from the Iie~d texts 

Coding the field texts for themes or categories 

incorporating the context or place into the story or tSemes 

Collaboration between the researcher and the participants in the study, such as 
negotiating field texts 

Source: Adapted from Clandia[n & Connelly, 2000; Lieblich et at., 1998~ Riessrnan, t993. 
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phiiosopi~icat thoughts of John Dewey~, who saw that individual experience was a central 

lens for understanding a person. One aspect of Dewey’s thinking was to View experiet~ce 

as continuous (Clandir~in & Connelly, 2000), where one experience led to another 

experience. Thus, narrative researchers focus on understanding indivict~ml history or past 

experiences and how it co~libv~tes to present and future experiences. 

Chronology of the Experiences 

Understanding the individual’s past as well as the present and future is an(xher key 
element in narrative research. Narrative researchers analyze and report a chronology of 

an individual’s experiences. When researchers focus on understanding ttaese experiences, 
ihey elicit information about a participant’s past, present, and futv~re. Chronology in 
narrative designs means that the researcher analyzes and writes about an individLml life 

using a time sequence or chronology of events. Cortazzi (1993) suggested that the 
chronology of narrative researcl~ emphasizes a sequence, which sets narrative apart from 
other genres of research. For example, in a study about a teacher’s use of comix~ter 
technology in a high school classroom, the ir~quii-er would include information about the 
teacher’s introduction to computers, current computer use, and ft~ture goals and 
:aspirations. The stoW reported by the researcher would include a discussion about the 

sequence of events for this teacher. 

Coileding Individual Stories 

To deve{op this chronological perspective of individmtl experiences, the narrative 
researcher asks the participant to tel! a stou (or stories) ahout his or her experiences. 
Narrative researchers place emphasis on collecting the stories told to them by individwals 

or gad~ered from a wide variety of field texts. These accounts might arise during informal 
gro~p conversations (Huber & Wheta~, 1.999) or from o~e on-one inte,wiews. A story 
narrative research is a first-person oral telling or retelling of an individuaL~Often these 
stories have a beginning, a middle, and an end. Similar to basic elements fogmd in good 

novels, these aspects involve a predicament, conflict, or struggle; a protagonist or charac~ 
ter; and a seque~ce with implied causality (a plot) during which the predicament is 
resolved in some fashion (Carter, 1993). 1~ a more general sense, the stow might include 

the elements typically found in novels, such as time, place, plot, and scene (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1990). For those relatiag to ~arrative flom a literary perspective, the sequence 
might be the d~,elopment of the plot as it unfolds, the emergence of a crisis or turning 
point, and the conclusion or denouement. Narrative researchers hope to capture this 

stoW line as they listen to individnals tell their stories. 
Narrative researcl~ers collect stories from several data sources. Field tex~ represent 

information from dif~Z~rent sources collected by researchers in a aarradve design, I JR to this 

point, our examples have illustrated collecting svories by using discussions, conversations, 
or interviews between a researcher agd one individual. However, the stories might be 
autobiographical, with the researcher reflecting oa his or her own story and in;e~veaving 

that stow wi~ those of others. For example, m the sample study at the e~cl of this chapter, 

Huber and Whe]an (1999) discussed how their own stories interrelated with the stories of 
Naomi, a rural junior/senior high teacher, as she told about her decision to leave her 
position in the school district, Often [~e researcher’s role in the inqui~T process may be 
central, in which.they find vhemselves in a "~ested se~ of stories" (Clandinin & Connolly, 

2000, p. 63). Journals are another form used for collecting stories, as are field~o~es written 

by either the researcher or the participant. Letters provide useful data. These letters nta} 
writven back and forth betwee~ participants, research collaborators, or betwee~ the 
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researchel’s and participants (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). FamiIy stories, pliotographs, 
atad memory boxes~ollections of items that trigger our memories--are other forms used 
for collecting stories in narrative ~’esearch. 

Restorying 

After individuals teI1 a story about their experiences, narrative researchers retell 
Yestory or rernap) the story in their own words. They do this to provide order and 
sequ.ence to it, Restorying is the process in which the researcher gathers stories, 
analyzes them for key elements of the story (e.g., time, place, plot, and scene), and 
g~en rewrites the story to place it in a chronological sequence. When individuals tell a 
story, this sequence is often missing or not logically developed. By restorying, the 
researcher provides a causal link amor~g ideas. There are several ways to restory the 
r~arrative. 

Examine the transcript sh.own in Table 16+2, from a narrative project addressing 
adolescent smoking behavior (Ollerenshaw & CresweIl, 2000). This table displays the 
process of mstorying interview data for a high schoo~ student who is attempting to quft 
smoking. The. process ~nw)lves three stages: 

!. The researcher cow, ducts the interview arid transcribes the conversatiot~ from an 
audiotape. This transcription is shown in the fi~.-st column as raw data. 

2. Next tl~e narrative researcher retranscribes the raw data by identifying the key 
elements of the stoW. This is shown in the second column. The key at the bottom of 
the table indicates the codes used by tim researcher to identify the setting [s], 
characters [c], actions [a], problem [p], and resolution [r] in the student’s transcript. 

3. Finally, the na~-rative researcher restories the student’s account by organizing the key 
codes into a sequence. The sequence presented in this passage is setting, characters, 
actions, probIem, and reso[utiotL although another narrative resea,’cher might report 
these elements in at~other order. This restowing begi~ns With the place (McDonald’s), 
the characters (the student), and "then the events (behaviors such as "shaky" and 
"hyper’). The researcher reworks the transcription to idendfy fl~e elements of the 
story and restories the elements into a logica! sequence of activities. 

To clearly identify these elements, the researcher might organize them into a table simiiar 
to Table 16.3. This table describes five elements used in restowing (Ollere~shaw, !998). 

The setting is ~l?e. specific s~.bmtion of the story, illustrated by such factors as time, Jocale, 
or year. The researcher may discuss characters in a story as archetypes or portray them 
through their personalities, bqha~dors, sb,]es, or patterns. The actions are the movements 
of the indixriduals in the stow, such as tl~e specific thinking or behaving tl~at occurs 

during the stoW. The problem represents the questions or col~cerns that arise during ~l~e 
story or the pher~omena that need to be described or explained. The resolution is the 
outcome of addressi~g the problem: the answer to a question or the conclusion reached 
in the stotT. It may involve an explanation about what caused the character to change in 
fl~e story. 

The elements of setting, characters, actions, proble~n, and reso]t~tio~ illustrate only 
one example of the elements that narrative researchers look for as they r.esvory an 
individual’s experie~ces. They might also use the ele~~ents of [he d~ree-dimensional 
space narrative structure advanced by Clandinin and Connelly (2000)~ As shown in 

TabIe 16.4, the three dimensions of interaction, co~atinuitv and situation create a 
"metaphorical" (p. 50) inquiry space that defines a narrative study. As researclters 
conslruct d~eir szory (eid~er their own or someone else’s), {hey would include 
i~brntation about the [bIlowi,~g: 
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Transcription of Audiotape 

(l~aw Data) 

Well, I know it wasn’t the first 
time but ! remember this one 
most vividly. Almost,.. about a 

year ago, I had been trying to 
quit and I hadn’t smoked for 
about, l’d say about a month 

or more, I think t just didn’t 
want to do it anymore. There 
was this guy that I liked at 
McDonald’s, but he didn’t ~ike 

me, he liked my best friend. 

We all worked at McDonald’s 
after school until close. Oh, 

wow, I had nicotine fits a Int. 
Sometimes you get shaky.You 

get really high, you know, just 
like you need to go get some 
fresh air.You need to get a 

cigarette, just like, you know, 

/ou just get really hyper and 
start bouncing off the walls. I 

calmed down after a little bit, 
but... I was tempted to start 

again during the month I quit. 
Uhm, well my friends would be 

smoking outside by the tree, so 

it was tike you know, you look 

at it and you’re just like, it kind 
of looks like a cupcake or 
something good, you know. 
Just like you want, but then 

they ask you, "Hey, do you 
want to drive or something?" 
Just say, "No." So I’m trying to 

quit but I can’t do it. They 
understand bu~, then it’s just 

like, "okay- I gotta go home 
now" and t get to go to bed. 
Sometimes I just go back 

inside the schogl cause you 

can’t smoke inside there, 
so... 1 might have slipped 
maybe one or two but I mean, 
I was upset, tense. This guy l 
liked started going out with my 

best friend and so then I got 

really upset and started just 
smoking again just Like, you 
know. That’s the one that I 
really remember:., me and 

her were best friends no more. 

Retranscription by the Researcher* 

about a year ago, is] ! [c] had been 
trying to quit and I hadn’t smoked for 
about, I just didn’t want to do it 
anymore [p] was this guy [c], that I 

liked [a] at McDonald’s is], but he 
didn’t like me, he liked my best friend 

[c]. I had nicotine tits [a] a lot. You get 
¯ shaky [a].You get really high [a] You need 

to go get some fresh air.You need to 
get a cigarette [a]. You just get really 
hyper and start bouncing off the walls 

t calmed down after a little bit [a], friends 
[c] would be smoking outside by the tree 

is]. It looks like a cupcake or 
something-good [a]. Hey, do you want 

to drive or something? [a] "No. 

trying to quit [a]." I’d go to bed [a]. 
Sometimes I just go back inside the 

school is] cause you can’t smoke 
inside there, [a] f slipped maybe one 
or two but [al, I was upset, tense 
This guy I liked started going out with 
my best friend [a]. I got really upset and 
started just smoking again [a]. That’s 
the one that I really remember.. ¯ me 

and her were best friends no more [r]. 

Restory by the Researcher 

A year ago, t worked at 
McDonald’s and I didn’t buy 

cigarettes for about a month. 

I had nicotine fits. 

! got shaky. 

! got high. 

I got hyper. 

I started bouncing off the walls, 

1 needed air. 

I went outside. 

Friends were smoking by the tree. 

I wanted a cigarette because 
they looked good. 

f wanted to drive. 

¯ I went inside the school. 

¯ ~ went home to bed. 

¯ I calmed down. 

o The guy I liked from McDonald’s 
started dating my friend. 

¯ I got upset and tense. 

¯ l slipped one or two cigarettes. 

¯ f started smoking again. 

¯ We’[e not friends an~ more. 

*Key to codes in the retranscription: setting [sj, characters [c], actions [a], problem [p], and resolution [r]. 

Source: Adapted from O!lerenshaw & Creswetl, 2000. 



Context, ~ndividuals in the Movements of Questions to be 

environment, story described as individuals through answered or 

archetypes, the story illustrating phenomena to be 

i 
conditions, place, 

time, locale, year, personalities, their the character’s described or 

and era behaviors, style, thinking or explained 

and patterns behaviors 

Answdrs to questions 
and explanations about 

what caused the 
character to change, 

Source. Adapted from 011erenshaw, t998. 

:. I.tera~:tion 
¯ ¯ . . " " (::or~tinuity ¯ :: ¯ 

Personal Socia| Past Present FutureI Place 

Look inward to Look outward to Look backward Look atcurrent Look lombard 

internal existential to remembered stories and to implied 

conditions, conditions in the stories and experiences and possible 

~eelings, hopes, environment experiences relating to experiences 

aesthetic with other from earlier actions of an and plot 

reactions, moral people and their times, event, lines. 

dispositions, intentions, 

purposes, 
assumptions, 

and points o! 
view. 

Look at context, 
time, and place 
situated in a 
physical 
landscape or in 

a setting 
bounded by 
characters’ 
intentions, 

purposes, and 
different points 

of view, 

Soume- Adapted horn Clandinin & Conne[ly. 2000. 
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Context or Setting 

Narrative researchers describe in detail the setting or c{mtext in which t!~e individual 

experiences the central plaet~omeno~ In ~he restowing of the participant’s sto~T and 
telling of tl~e then~es, the narrative researct~er includes ricl~ detail about the setting or 

contex~ of the participant’s experiences. The setting i~ narrative research may be friends~ 
family, workplace, hon~e, social organization, or school~vhe place where a 
physically occurs, in some narrative studie& the restoried accounts of an educator may 
actually begin with a descriptio~a of the setting or context before the narrative researcher 
conveys the events or actions of ~he stow. In oilier cases, information about the setting 

wove~ thro~@~out the stow. 

Collaborating with Participants 

Through<x~t tl~e process of research, narrative researchers collaborate witI~ tl~e st~_~dy 
individuals. Collaboration in n~rrative research means that the inquirer actively i~wolves 

the participm?t in the i~q~iry as it unfolds. This collaboration may include many steps in 
the research process, from ~orm~dating the central phenomenon to deciding which types 
of field texts will yield helpful information to writing the final restoried stow of individual 
experiences. Collaboration involves negotiating relationsl~ips between the researcher and 
the participant to lessen the potentia~ gap between the narrative told and the narrative 
reported (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). It may also include explaining the purpose of the 
inquiry to the participant, negotiating transitior~s flom gathering data to writing the story, 
and arranging ways to intermingle wit!~ participants in a study (Clandinin & Cow, nelly, 
2000). Collaboration often calls for a good working relatior~ship between teachers and 
researchem, an idealized situation that takes time to develop as a mutually illuminating 

stow between the researcher and tlae teacher (Elbaz~Luwisch, 1997).. 

W1RAT ARE SONE POTENTIAL ISSUES IN GATRERING STORIES? 

When gathering stories, narrative researchers need ~o be cautious about the stories. ~s tee 
story attthentic? The pat~ic~pant may "fake the data" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p- !0), 
providing a Pollyanna stow or a stoW with a typical HolI~,ood ending, where the good 
guy or giri always wins. This distortion of the data may occur in any research study, a~d 
it presents an issue for narrative researchers in particular because they rely heavily 
self-reported i~formation from participants. The collectio~a of multiple field texts, the 
triangulation of data, and member checking (as discussed in chapter 9) can help 

that good data are co!Iecw-:d. 
Partcipa,~ts may got be able to tell the real stoW. This inability may arise when 

experiences are simply too horrific to report or too raw to recall (e.g., Holoca~st 
victims, disaster victims), It may also occur when i~dividuals fear sanctions agait?st 

them Jf ttmy report their story, sttch as in sexual harassment cases. The real story 
also not emerge because individuals simply cannot recall it~the s~ory is bmied too 
deeply i~ the subconscious. It may also occur because individnals base their stories on 
events that happened years ago, leading to early memories t]~at may distort events 
provide inventions of past actions (Lieblich et al., 1998). Althov@~ distortion, fea~ 
reprisal, and inability to tell may plagv~e storytellers, narrative researchers rem~nd 

that stories are "truths of our experiences" (Riessman. 1993 p. 22) and that any 

told has an element of truth in it. 



The telling of the stoW by the participant also raises the issue of who owns the story, 

In reporting stories of individuals marginalized.in our society, narrative researchers run 
tl~e risk of reporting stories that they do not have permission to tell. At the minimum, 

~arrative inquirers can obtain permission to report stories, and inform indivktuals of the 

pro-poses a~d use of the stories ~t the beginning of the project. 

AIong with the potential problem of ownership is also the issue ~bout whether th.e 

p~rticipant’s ~ofce is lost in the final narrative report. For example, when restowing exists, 

it is possible for the repo[¢ to reflect the researcher’s story ~nd not the participant’s story. 

Using extensive p~rticipa[~t quotes and the precise language of the participants, and 

carefully constructirxg the time and place for the story, may help to ameliorate this 

problem. A related issue is whether the researcher ~ins in the study at the expense of 

the participant. Careful attention to reciprocity or giving back to participants~ st~ch as 

serving as a volunteer in a classroom or providing an award for participating in the study, 

will maintain gains for both the researcher and the participam: 

WHAT ARE THE STEPS |N CONDUCTING NARRMIVE RESEARCff? 

Regardless of the type or form of- nanative research, educators who conduct a narrative 

st~dy proceed through similar steps, as shown in Figure 16.3. Seven major steps comprise 
the process typically undertaken during a narrative study. A visualization of tl~e process 
as a circle shows that all steps are ir~terc0nnected and not necessarily linear. The use of 
arrows to show the direction of steps is only a suggestion and is not prescripture of a 
process that you might use. 

Step 1. Identify a Phenomenon to Explore That Addresses an Educational 
Problem 

AS with alI research projects, the process begins by focusing on a research problem to 
study and identifying, in qualitative research, a central phenomenon to explore. Akhough 
the phenomenon of interest in narrative is the stotT (Conne!ly & Clandinin, 1990), you 
need to identil) an issue or concern. For example, fine issue for Huber (i999), in a narra 
tire study of children in a classroom, consisted of stories about the difficulties that she 
and her student teaclner~Shaun, had meeting the diverse needs of students. This included 
children exdnding other children, using hurtf~fl words wkE each other, and persistently 
using anger and aggression to solve problems. When explorit~g issues such as these, you 
seek to understand the personal or sociaI experie~.ces of an individual or individuaIg in 
an educational se~:ting. 

Step 2. Purposefully Select an Individual from Whom You Can Learn About the 
Phenomenon 

You next findan individt~al or individuals who can provide an understanding of the 
phenomenon. The participant may be someo~e who is tTpical or someone who is critical 
to study because I~e or she has experienced a specific issue or situation. The study of 
Naomi was a critical case about the issue of teacher conflict bepa~een a special education 
jurfior/sei°~ior high teacher and a supervising teacEer over ttne placement of a special 
needs student (Huber & WheIan. 1999). Other options for sampling, as introduced in 
chapter 8, are also available. Although many narrative studies examine only a single 
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Bu,ld in p.a~tu, re oBr ~ettin~ I story I sAt~ ioer ;hh~i~mes 

~ 
Restory or retell the .//- 

~ 

individual’s story 

~ 

/ 
. Step4 X~ 

~ ve them ~ Collect other 
their story field texts Step 5 

Step 3 

Step 

Purposefully eefect 

an individual from 
whom you cart 
learn about the 
phenomenon. 

Collaborate with 

the participant 
storyteller in all 
phases of research. 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Write a story about 

the participant’s 
personal and social 
experiences. 

Validate the 
accuracy 

of the report. 

Step 1 

identify a 

phenomenon to 
explore that 
addresses an 
educational problem. 

[1-~dividual, you may study several jndividtmls in a proiecq each witl~ a cliffere~t story that 
may conflict with o~ be supportive of each od~er. 

Step :3. Colte~:t the Story from That Individual                             ’:.::: 
Your intent is to collect field texts that will provide the StO1T of a[3 i~dividuaFs experiences. .::::: 

ped~aps.the best way to gather [l~e story is to have the individual tell about his or her 
experiences, through personal conversations or inte~,iews. You can gather other field texts ...:":::::~ 

as well, such as these:                                                                      " 

~ i{ave the individual record lqis or her stow in a journal or dia~T-                     ’::.:~::::: 

@ Obse,we the individua} and record fieldnotes. 
~ Collect letter’s sent by t!~e individual.                                               " 
~ Assemble stories abov~t the.~ndividua! from fa~nily members. 
@ Gather docume~:s s~ch as memos or official correspondence abouV fl~e ind~v~dua}. . 



CHAPTER 16 Na,-~’alive R~seavch Designs 

Obtain photographs, memow boxes, a~d other- personal/family/social artifacts. 
Record the individual’s life experiences (e.g., dance, theater-, music, film, art, and 
literatu~:e; Clandinin & ConnelIy, 2000). 
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Step 4. Restory or Retell the individual’s Story 

Next, review the data that contain the sto~T and retell it. This process includes examining 
the raw data, identifying elements of a stox~y in them, sequencing or o~-ganizing the sto~T 
elements, and then presenting a ,-etold stoW that conveys the individuaI’s experiences. 
You use restowing because the listener and the reader will better understand the stoW 

told by the participant if you sequence it into a logical order. 
What elements do you identify in the raw data for your stow? How do you arra~ge 

these elements in your story? Narrative researchers differ about the.elen~ents to select, 

although in general you might mention the narrative elemen.ts found in a literary 
analysis of a nove[. For example, time, place, plot, and scene a[’e maior elements 
located in stories by researchers (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). Focusing on the plot, 
you might identify an abstract of the events or actions, orient the listener, convey the 

complicating agtion, evaluate its meaning, and resolve the action (Cortazzi, !993). 
Ar~other inquirer might examine the story for setting, c[~aracters, actions, problem, and 
resolution (Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2000). Although several anal}tic strategies exist for 
locating and sequencing a story, all procedures order the story for the reader and 

liste~aer using litera:~’y elements. 

Step 5. CoRaborate with the Participant-Storyteller 

Tt~is step is one that inte~actswith all the other steps in the process. You actively collaborate 
with the participant during the research process, This collaboration can assume several 
forms, such as negotiating entW to the site and. the participant, working closely with the 

pm~icipant to obtain, field texts to capture the individual experiences, and writing a~d telling 
the individual’s stow in the ,’esearcher’s words, 

Step 6. Write a Story About the Participant’s Experiences 

The major step in the process of research is for the author to write and present the sto~ of 
the individual’s experiences. Although there is no si~ngle way to write the narrative repot% 
it is helpfl.tl to include several features of narrative. Your restory certainly claims a centra~ 
piace in the narrative ~’eport. In addition, you might include an analysis to Eighlight 
specific themes that emerged during the stow- 

Typically, you do no~: include a specific literature section; instead, you incorporate 
the literature and research studies about the problem into d~e final sections of the 
steady. Because readers are often not familiar witt~ narrative, you m~ght write a section 
about the importance of narrative researeh and ~:he procedures involved in it so that 

you can inform ~eaders about narrative research. AS with all qctaIitative research, you 
are present in the narrative report, and yot~ rise the first-person pIonoun to refer to 
yourself, 

Step 7. Validate the Accuracy of the Report 

5%u a[so need to validate the accuracy of your narra~.ive accokmt. When collaboration exis~s 
with participants this ~alidation may occur thxoughout line project:. Several validation 
practices addressed i~ chapter 9, such as member checking, trianguIati~g among data 
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sources, alad sea~chit~g fo~- disconfin!~ing evidence, ate tmefu! to de~ermine the accuracy 

and credibility of a ~anative accom~t. 

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE NARRATIVE RESEARCH? 

As a form of qualitative ~-esearch, narrative needs to be co~siste~t with the qualitative 
c,iteria identified in chapter 10. In addition, there are specific natrative aspects that 
people reading and evaluating a study might consider. Use tt~e folk>wing list of questions 

to evaluate your own o,- someone eise’s ~mrative report: 

@ Does the researcher focus on individual experiences? 

@ ls there a focus on a single i~dividual or a few individuals? 
@ Did the researcher collect the stow of an individtml’s experience? 

@ Did the researcher restow the participant’s sto~7? 
@ In the restorying, was tt~e particlpant’s voice as well as the researcheFs voice 1¢eatd? 
@ Did the researcher identif~ themes that emerged f,’om the story? 
@ Did tl~e sto~, include information about place o~ setting of the individual? 

@ Did the sto~7 have a temporal, chronological sequence i~duding the past, prese,~L 

a~d furore? 
@ Is the~e evidence that the researcher collaborated with the participant? 

~ @ Does the story adequately address the purpose ;rod questions of the 

researcher? 

APPLYING WHATYOU HAVE LEARNED:              ,, 
A NARRATIVE RESEARCH STUDY 

To apply the ideas in this chapter, read the narrative study on page 532, by Huber and 
Whd~*] (1999), noting the mmginaI annotations that iclenti[~ characteristics of qualitative 
research and narrative research. This article has interesting layers of meaning and useful 

insig/~ts fo~ edt~cators as we consider our own issues in the educational workplace. As a 
narrative design, the c[ear*y told story of Naomi with people, contexts, a flow of events, 
and a de,~oueme*~t marks the article as useful reading for those lea~~ing nana!.ive 

research. As a qtmlitative study filled witI: issues of power, margi~aliza~ion~ and 
crossing, this study adv0nces a qualitative study with an emancipatow and particip;~lory 
perspective in wlqieh qnestions of agency, advocacy, powerlessness, and margin~tlization 

play ~ ce~tra! 
As you examine the study, locate the fol!owing pa~s of tEe researcI~ p~-ocess: 

@ The research [)roblem and use of qualitative research 

@ The use of 0]e literam:e 
@ The purpose statement a~d research questions 

@ The types of procedures of narrative data collection 

@ The types o~ procedures of narrative data analysis and interpretation 

@ The writing stmctuze 

After you have read this article and no*ed the location a~d qualiW of each palt (~sing 

the paragraph numbers), then turn to the analysis i~ tlr~e following sections and co~ 

your analysis with ~ine. 



The Research Problem and Use of Qualitative Research 

See Paragraph 03 and aoh ) ~ 

In Paragraph 03, the author identifies the possibility of miseducation occurring in 
our schools when individuals struggle to understand and resist situations within their 
school con’cexL Naomi experienced con~radictions, gaps, and silences in her worl< in 
the schoo!. 

This article displays the following ~AmracterisHcs of a qualitative research study: 

The exploration a~-~d understmading of the complexity of one individua!’s experiences 
in the school (Paragraphs 0~17) 
A mini;~:.d use of literature and, when literalure is mentioned, it reflects on the 
sd~ool landscape for professional ~eachers (e.g., Paragraph 02) or the research 
approach of narrative inquiW (Paragraph 04) 
A broad and general purpose of ~he study~to make sense of a ~eacher’s stow 
(Paragraph 03) 
A l~)cus ()n the participant’s experiences by exploring a storyteller/teacher who 
lived this experience (Pa~agraph 03) 
Colle{-ting data (i.e., words9 using procedures that involved conversations between 
a group of five teachers during an 18-month period (Paragraph 04) 
Studying only one individual (Paragraph 10) 
Analyzing ~h.e conversations :rod stories of Naomi by describing or retelling her 
story (Paragraphs 10-17) 
Interpreting the meaning of Na()mi’s story in a general sense about her power o~ 
resistance (Paragraphs 52-56) 
Using a {~exible reporting structure that adv;mces Naomi’s StOlT (Paragraphs 10-17) 
folk)wed by classroom- and borders=related themes (Paragraphs 20-51) 
Reporting in a personal, reflexive style in which the au¢hors identify how their ()w~ 

views changed as a result of listeQing to and reflecting on.Naomi’s StOlT 
(Paragraphs 55-56) 
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The Use of the Literature 

See Paragraphs 06, 52, and 53 

As in mos[ qu’,ditative.studies, the literature plays 0 minor role. In this study there 

profc-ssiona] know~edge Iandscape (Paragraph 05) ()r approaches to narrative research 
(Paragraph 04). Much of: the literature used is methodoIogical literature; that is, it 
informs o~ educates readers about the research design of narrative research rather than 
focusing o~ the COlqter~[ (H" topic of teachers in schools. This li~er~¢~ure provides 
rcfe-ences, concepts, and langu;~ge of narrative research. Also, there is no theory to 
test t:rom the ]itciature, an approach typically take~ by authors in qualitative studies. 
lBy keeping tl{e litem[~tre to a minimum, the researchers Dam from and rake direction 

ff(>m N~omis experiences. 

The Purpose Statement and Research Questions 

See Paragraph 03 

The authors indicate the puq)ose or intent of the study early; in Paragraph 03. They 
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entire study and indicates the central phenomenon of miseducadon that is the focus of the 

study. No research questions are mentioned to provide specific direction for the study. 

Types of Procedures of Narrative Data Coliedion 

See Paragraph 04 

As a qualitative study, this article reports text data--the words of Naomi, the teacher. 
HoweveL the authors provide only mir~imal evidence about their data collection. \Ve 
learn that five t~actiers engaged in conversations over !8 months. These conversations 
were audiotaped and transcribed and represent the text data used ir~ the study. The 
aud~ors do not explicitly identify their sampling technique, buy we assume that it was 
purposeful Three of the five wome~ are the authors and their advisor it~ this study, a~d 
the authors refer frequendy ~o their own stories as well as Naomi’s story. Although all five 
indMduals participated in a conversation a.bou~ their lives as teachers (Paragraph 
this particular study focused on only one person, Naomi, who is seea as a coreseareher 
in the study. 

Types and Procedures of Narrative Data Analysis and Interpretation 

See Paragraphs 08-17 for ~l~e restory 

See Paragraphs 18-51 for themes 

See Paragraphs 52-56 for interpretations 

In the passage on reconstructing Naomi=s experiences, we find the ~st-lev!! analysis 
of her story. This is the restorying of Naomi’s story by the researchers. It includes 
contextual information (ruraI, junior/senior high school landscape), characters (Brian, 
Alicia, and Laura), specific events (tension in the relatkmship, intolera~de, and 
and the resolution or denouement (leaving the schooI). Following this restoryh~g, the 
authors identify fl~emes about the teacher landscape (in-classroom and oOt-ot2classroom) 
and the borders (ownership, negotiations, home places, positional power, sameness, 
confrontation, arrogance, judgment, a~d silence). The analysis thus consists of a 
description of Naomi’s situation (the restorying) and the identification of themes 

(classroom experiences a~d borders), 
" The authors deve!op ~he linger interpretation of Naomi’s story in the final passage 

the study. We learn about her caring for oilers (Paragraph 53) and the researchers’ sense 
of the hopelessness of her story (Paragraph 54). After fun,her reflection (and imerprem- 
tion), the authors uncovered strong inrages of Naomi in her story. The researchers saw 
her resistance as a source of strength that she could use to help h.er live with the isok~tioa 

she t~lt i~ her schooI (Paragraph 56). 

The Overall Writing Strudure 

We see in this article a flexibk-’, qualitative writing structure widwmt a distinct review of 

the literature and a ~vell-f~)rmed ~nethod discussion. The authors’ use of references and 
comments about narratiw:: research, ~hroughout the attide, add researeh i~teres~ to the 
study. For example, they emphasize early the importance of stoW for individuals to make 

meaning of their lives. "ll~ey focus on tt~e individual experiences of a single individual, 
mad they include c0[laboralion between the researcher and the parJcip;m~. Throughou~ 
the story, they highlight the context of Naomi’s workplace and use a lemporal sequence, 
illustrated by the chronological presentation of her story. TEe authors’ inclusion of strong 



method and research design content adds to the sophistication of this study. Although 
Naomi’s voice might have been heard through more direct quotes, this study has many 
layers of meaning and insight for narrative researchers and those ~mderstandit~g tl~e 
experiences of teachers in schools. 

KEY IDEAS THE CHAPTER 
Narrative research has emerged as a popular form of qualitative research. I~ has become 

a viable way to study teachers, students, and educators in educational settings. All of 
these individtmls have stories to tell about their experiences. Narrative inqc~irers describe 
{he lives of individuals, collect and tell stories about people’s lives, and write narratives of 
individual experiences. These qualitative studies focus on identifying the experiences of 
a singIe individual or several individuals and understanding their past, present, and future 
experiences. 

Nanative researc!~ers collect stories from individuals and retell or restoW the 
participants’ stories into a framework such as a chronology of the characters, the setting, 
the problem, the actions, and a resolution of those actions. In addition, the inquirer 
gather fieId texts and ft)rm them i~to themes or categories and describe, in detail, the 
setting or context i~q which tt~e stories are told. Throughout the research process, the 
researcher emphasizes collaboratio~ between the researcher and the participant. 

The steps ia conducting a narrative study are to identify a problem suited for 
narrative research: and to select o,~e or more participants to study. Researchers then 

collect stories from the participant about t~is or-her life experiences and retell the stow to 
form a chronology of evenm that may include the characters, setting, problem, actions, 
a~d resolution. Throughout this process, collaboration occurs with the participa,~t, and 
the stoW composed by the researcher tells of the participant’s life experiences. 
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USEFUL ~NFORMMION FOR PRODUCERS OF RESEARCH 

Individuals planning or conducting a narrative study can employ the steps in the 
process identified in this chapter.                         ¯ 
Consider the ~pe of narrative design yqu plan to u}e. Ask yourself the following 

questions: Who writes or records the sto~T? How much of a life is recorded and 

presented?. ~’ho. provides the. story?¯ Is a theoretical lens being used? Can narrative 
fbrm.s Be combined? 
The three steps used in restorying provide a structure for processing a transcript 
and developing a retelling of the participant’s story. 
As you lister~ to a participator’s story, consider some of the potential issues that 
may arise, such as whether tt~e story is authentic, whether data are distorted, 
whetl’mr individuals can tell the story, and who owns the stoW. 

USEFUL |NFORNATIION FORCONSUMERS OF ~ESEARCR 

Consumers can review the steps ir~ the researcl~ process in tl~is chapter to 
determine how- narratiw: inquirers conduct a study. 
The evaluation criteria discussed in this chapter can be used to assess the quality 
of a narrative study. 
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When narzative researchers conduct an !nquiry, they need to report that they have 

checked the accuracy of their findings. Look for reports about triangulating data, 
member checking, or providing disconfirming evidence for d~emes. 
The narrative journal article reported in this study provides one example of *~arra- 
rive research. It is used to identify the major characteristics of a narrative study 

and to model the co~qposition of a nalwative study. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES YOU MIGHI EXAMINE 

A major book to consult isthe text on narrative inquiw by Clandi~in and Con~eliy (2000). 
This text captures all aspects of narrative designs from learning to think narratively 
constructi*~g a story using the three~dimens~onal model to the types of field texts 
narrative researchers colIect. It also i~cludes information about composing a nmrative text 

and using the forms available in dissertations and books. See: 

Clandinin, D. J., & Connelly, F. M. (2000). Na,’~’ative ~nqz~iw: ExJ~erience a~d stoo, 

qualitative r~sea~vh. San Francisco: Jossey~Bass. 

Another useA~l book in ed~cation and teacher education is the book edited 
McEwan and Egan (1995). This volutne provides helpffd examples of specific narrative. 

studies in education. Exa~>ine: 

McEwan, ~., & Egan, K. (1995). Na~’~al~e #z teaching, /ea,’~*~g, a**d reseatoh. New 

Teachem College Press, Columbia University, 

Several journals have published excellent overviews of narrative research as applied 
to the field of education. One article often cited ~s the Connelly a~d C~andinin (t990) 

discussion on "Stories of Experience and Narrative l~quiry" in the 
Resea~vber. This article is especially good at identi~ing the procedures }~sed in conduct- 
ing a nan’ative study. Another article in the Educatioraal Reseat’chef is by Kathy Carte~" 
(1993) o~ "Tt~e Place of Story in the S;udy of {’eaching and Teacher Education." "Finis 
a~;ticle presents the pros and cons of studying the stories of teachers, such as the political 
context of stoW and the issues of gender’, power, ownership, and voice. A third article, by 
Kathleen Casey (1995/1996), titled "The New Narrative Research in Education," is 

i~ the Review of Research in £ducation~ This article addresses the histow of narrative 
research and Smweys many topics in narratNe research, such as various types (e.g., 
biographical reflections), isswes (e.g., plastic identities), and medmdological concerns 

(e,g., nuanced discussions of emotions). See: 

ConnelIy, F. M., & Cla~dinin, D. J. (1990). Stories of experience and narrative ir~qui~2. 

Educational Researcbe,; 1 ~5), 2-14. 
Carter, K. (1993). The place of a stow in the study of teaching and teacher 

Educa tiorml Researcbe~; 2~ 1 ), 5-12, 18. 
Casey, K. C1995/1996). The new narrative research in educado~. Review q[’Resea~cL~ 

" Education, 2I, 211-253. 

One entire issu~ of the jouma! 7>acbir~g a~d ’.t>acber ~ducation (Gudmundsdotli~, 

1997) addresses "Narrative Perspectives on Teaching agd Teacher Education." Inch t0ting 
major international writers on nar~ative research, this volume provides examples nf 



specific narrative studies as well as thoughtful discussions about topics that critique as 

welI as support na~:rative desigr~s. See: 

Gudmur~dsdottir, S. (1997). Introduction to the theme issue of "narra{ive perspectives on 
teaching and ~eacher education." Teaching and T¢acherk’dz.~catio*°t, 13(t), t-3. 

Outside the field of education, in the social sciences, am severaI books usef\fl to 
understa~ding narrative designs. Riessman (1993) provided t~.oughtful procedures for 
analyzing ag.d reporting narratives, Jossetson and Liebtich (t993) provided a six-volume 

series on the study of narrative lives, and Cortazzi (1993) also included systematic 
approaches to narrative analysis. Examine: 

Riessman, cZ K. (1993). NarraI~ve analysis. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 

Josselson, R., & Lieblic1~, A. (Eds.), (1993). The t.zarv’atig~e sta~dy qf/i~2~s Cv~l. 1). Thousar~d 
Oaks, CA: Sage. 

Cortazzi, M. (1993). Narralive a~za{ysis. London: Farmer Press. 
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Go to our COlnpanion Website at www.prenhatl.comicreswell to: 
asseas your understandi~g of chap{er content with Multiple-Choice Questions, 
apply what you’ve learned with Essay Questions, 
practice your msemch skills with interactive Building Research Skills exercises, and 
broaden your knowiedge of research with Web Links to ~-esea~ch topics on the 
Internet’.~ 
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Qualitative 
Characteristics 

(03) 

A qualitative problem 
requires exploration 
and understanding. 

The quaEtative 

purpose statement 

and research 

questions are broad 

and general. 

PART III Research Dcosigi~s 

A Marginal Story as a Place of Possibility: Negotiating Self 
on the Professiona~ Knowledge Landscape 

Abstract 

(01) Drau’fng o*~ a tu’oo’ear sti¢d.l,jbcusing on leacher fdentiO, and 

" izg~t/on within dive,we school landscap~<q u’e o.x~lo,w the edi~catiue 

misedz~cati~.’e qualigies q/’ re.~o,~ses as loM &rot~£,b one teacber~ stow. 

reconstructDzg a~d n?akilzg meaning of this sloW through the co~?c~tua] 

Co~teI~’, ~ M, (Ig~.~Z Tuacber~ prqfiessiona[ knou..’ledge landscapes, New 

]brk: Teacbe~w Cbllege Prc’ss~ we co~zsider bow tbL~ teacberk identiO~ 

u,bicb we understated narraliuels~ as "sto~3; tc~ li~.,e l~).,’~sbape6, and is 

shape< u,itbit~ the in- ai~(1 out-qf-class,wom p&ce.~ on bar school 

lar~clsccqm 7bro%qb a fina/ rele#i~g q/ this ~arrcwtit’e, we pc(v close 

atge~ttion to the response u’hicb en¢e~ged fiont each of these.fitndamenml~)~, 

d~f~,rcnt places and ~c.’e c~x’amine tMs leucber~ ~legoli61tio77 of bet stoo~ lu 

Ii~:e t0: in re/atio~ to a school sloO, of i/icl~lsiol?. This./~ctls ewzc~b/~,s ~s to 

name borders of pou.’e~; judgment a~cl sile~7c< arid "borde,vrossi~vgs" 

£4r~zalcfi~< G. (Ed~). (19_90). Ma/ei~g./~cg makin,q soul - Itacigncto taros: 

Bond, k., & Weg~zxtoc& .1. (19~72. A [twdition thai l’~as no name 

the de~elopme~l <~ ])eople, ./amilies, and cos~musHlies. New York.. 
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aBSWR~aCW Fieldnotes are a vital part of ethnographic research, yet 
little attention has been paid to the practical details of note-taking. 
Exactly how does an ethnographer decide what to write about? This 
article uses fieldnotes from various sources to show that, irrespective 
of any formal strategies for note-taking, researchers’ tacit knowledge 
and expectations often play a major role in determining which 
observations are worthy of annotation. A greater understanding of 
these dynamics could complement existing trends in reflexive 
ethnography by increasing insight into the note-taking process. 

KE ~: w o ~ ~ s : ethno~lraphic methods, field notes, qualitative methods 

Introduction 

At first glance, writing fieldnotes seems deceptively straightforward. Go to a 

research site, see what happens, then write it down. But this simple descrip- 

tion raises a fundamental question: when typing up notes, exactly what does 

the researcher choose to annotate.> Decisions made at this juncture of the 

research process may have a prolbund impact on the final ethnographic 

report. This article explores some of the taken-for-granted assumptions 

involved in writing fieldnotes. 

Over time, ethnography has become increasingly self-conscious (Clifford, 

1986; Emerson, 1983, 1987). Many scholars have examined the relation- 

ships between ethnographers and their subjects (Clifford, 1986; Woolgar, 

1988) and ethnographic texts and their readers (Atkinson, 1990; Woolgar, 

1988}. Comparatively little attention has been paid to fieldnotes (Emerson et 

al., 1995; see also Garfinkel and Sacks, 1970}. Most of the extant research 

has been either taxonomic (Ottenberg, 1990: Sanjek, 1990a) or philosophic 

(Clifford, 1990; Sanjek, 1990b), but not pragmatic. Fieldnote tutorials rou- 

tinely neglect practical consideration of the issues involved in note-taking, a 

particularly noteworthy absence in light of ethnography’s fundamentally 
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subjective underpinnings. Van Maanen (1988) provides an eloquent state- 
ment of the problem: 

To put it bluntly, fieldnotes are gnomic, shorthand reconstructions of events, 
observations, and conversations that took place in the field. They are composed 
well after the fact as inexact notes to oneself and represent simply one of maw 
levels of textualization set off by experience. To disentangle the interpretive pro- 
cedures at work as one moves across levels is problematic to say the least .... 
Little wonder that fieldnotes are the secret papers of social research (pp. 2 2 3-4). 

Given that writing is traditionally seen as the linchpin of ethnographic 

inquiry (see Geertz, 1973}, it is important to understand how Van Maanen’s 

’many levels of textualization set off by experience’ affect the note-taking 

process. 

Emerson et al. (1995), the only monograph-length treatment of fieldnotes 

to date, provide much valuable information but treat the selection of experi- 

ences for annotation as a process guided by explicit instructions. As such, they 

gloss over the taken-for-granted mechanisms involved. I aim to show how 

these mechanisms, operating within formalized instructions for ethnograph- 

ic scholars, affect the content of fieldnotes. 

DATA 
I employ data from two sources. First, I use fieldnotes from my ethnography of 
public space interaction (Wolfinger, 1995); second, I draw upon ethnograph- 
ic data produced by others, both published and from graduate classes. 

Where do fieldnotes come from? 

When in the field, ethnographers are already deciding what to write about. 

What do they notice? What do they choose to focus their attention upon? 

What do they subsequently recall? Of what they remember, what do they 

choose to document in their notes? In what detail? 

I begin with an example that reveals the complex relationship between a 

researcher’s experiences in the field and his or her experiences at the type- 

writer or word processor. From a student ethnography of supermarket check- 

out queues: 

The most populous line unfortunately had only two people in it, one of whom 

was waiting for the last of her groceries to be bagged and so was not someone I 

felt I could rely on to contribute significantly to my ’setting’. I became slightly 

disappointed at the slimness of my pickin’s [sic] but forged ahead, resolved to 

make the best of it and also a bit amazed at myself for the degree of preliminary 

planning and concern I was manifesting. Why didn’t I just get in line and start 

watching people? A single minute would be more than enough time to produce 

material to fill pages if I simply gave that minute the opportunity to impress itself 

upon me. 

This ethnographer spent a lot of time deciding what to watch. How much of 
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his equivocation occurred at the time he conducted his observations and h ow 
much was recreated when typing up his notes.) The last line in the excerpt 

suggests the latter: the concern of ’fill[ing] pages’ is specific to the process of 
writing fieldnotes. How did his deliberation influence his data collection: did 
he treat the checkout queue he subsequently entered as a different phenome- 
non because it only had two people in it.) Did this influence emerge when he 
went through the queue or did he just impute it afterwards when typing up his 
notes.) Speculation could continue, but I think the point has been made: what 
the ethnographer does at the word processor and what he or she does in the 
field have a meaningful interaction. This idea is not lost on Emerson et al. 
(1995: 60-1), who describe how ethnographers may let understandings 
unfold in the course of writing fieldnotes. However, they focus on the rhetor- 
ical rather than the substantive implications. How does the process of textual 
recreation actually affect ethnographers’ experiences, as depicted in their 

notes.) 
Ethnography places much discretion in the hands of the researcher. 

Symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969), social setting analysis (Lofland and 
Lofland, 1984) and grounded theory (Charmaz, 1983; Glaser. 1978: Glaser 
and Strauss, 1967) - three common theoretical warrants for ethnography - 
argue against the use of field research methods for testing preconceived 
hypotheses. Instead, these perspectives advocate letting one’s experiences in 
the field guide a study’s focus. While in the field, researchers presumably iden- 
tify certain phenomena as interesting and worthy of annotation. They there- 
fore must exercise discretion in deciding what should be documented in their 
fieldnotes. The sources of this discretion are explored in the following sections 

of this article. 
Three practical considerations often shape the course of note-taking. First, 

a researcher will sometimes be able to take notes while in the field. Many field- 
work texts advocate this practice (Berg, 1989; Emerson et al.. 1995; Goffman, 
1989; Lofland and Lofland, 1984; Schatzman and Strauss, 1973). These pre- 
liminary notes generally form an outline when the researcher sits down at the 
end of the day to type out complete notes. Second. the focus of an ethno- 
graphic investigation typically narrows over time (ttammersley and Atkinson, 
1983; Spradley, 1980), obviously influencing what a note-taker chooses to 
describe. Third, note-taking may be influenced by the perceived audience 
(Emerson et al., 1995). Within these broad constraints, however, an ethnog- 
rapher will still have to decide exactly what should be annotated. 

The role of tacit knowled(le in the creation of fieldnotes 

I contend that tacit knowledge is perhaps the most important consideration in 

determining how particular observations are deemed worthy of annotation. 

Ethnographers use what Harold Garfinkel (1967: 78) calls the documentary 

method of interpretation when they choose to record an observation: 
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Social objects . . . are the products of complicated judgements in which an 
’underlying pattern’ is built up from a temporally qualified succession of appear- 
ances .... Aspects of the process may be brought to consciousness, for example, 
when we struggle to ’make out’ what somebody is doing or ’form hypotheses’ 
about it (Heritage, 1984: 86). 

In other words, all social actors actively strive to make informed decisions 
based upon their background knowledge, knowledge that is, in the words of 
Garfinkel (1967) ’seen but unnoticed’ (p. 118). This includes ethnographic 
note-takers. Although it has been suggested that ethnographic writing 
depends upon taken-for-granted knowledge (Ely et al., 1991: Emerson, 1983; 
Kleinman et al., 1997: Pelto and Pelto, 1978), this idea has not been explored 
thoroughly or has been examined only in specific contexts such as conversa- 
tion analysis (Watson, 1996). 

The relationship between tacit knowledge and fieldnotes becomes apparent 
in considering an example. The following fieldnote describes Spradley’s 
(1980) summons to a grand jury: 

There were rows of spectator benches, all made of heavy dark wood, oak or 
walnut, to match the paneled walls. The rows of benches went for more than 
twenty-five feet until they met a railing that seemed to neatly mark off a large 
area for ’official business’.... At the right of the area behind the railing were 
twelve high-back Feather chairs behind another railing. A large oak table with 
massive chairs all faced toward a high lectern whid~ I took to be the judge’s bench 
(p. 74, emphasis added). 

In the last line of this excerpt, Spradley identifies a structure as the judge’s 

bench. How does he know this? He has background knowledge from three 

sources: he presumably has some previous exposure to courtrooms, he knows 

he has been summoned to the grand jury, and he has recorded other observa- 

tions (of benches, railings, and a jurors’ box) indicating the likely presence of 

a judge’s bench. Thinking back to his time in the field, his observations res- 

onate with his background knowledge to produce the identification of ’judge’s 

bench’. This is a particularly useful example because Spradley himself assists 

in the argument I propose: by writing ’which I took to be the judge’s bench’, he 

acknowledges the interpretive process involved in making an ethnographic 

observation. Furthermore, Spradley’s analytic sell-consciousness shows that 

the processes of interpretation and identification involved in any ethnograph- 

ic study can be examined by the researcher. In this instance, it is curious that 

the judge’s bench was apparently more difficult to identify than any other part 

of the courtroom. Did this reflect the importance Spradley attributed to the 

judge in the ensuing legal proceedings, his uncertainty regarding the judicial 

role in a grand jury hearing, an unexpectedly small lectern, or something else 

entirely? Presumably only Spradley knows for sure, but either way the answer 

might tell us more both about the grand jury and how he went about describ- 

ing his experiences there. 
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Tu,o stratetlies for u ritin l fieldnotes 

When ethnographers type up their fieldnotes they inevitably must make deci- 

sions concerning the order in which they will document what happened in 

the field. Different techniques may be employed, and it is my position that the 

strategy adopted will influence the ensuing data by determining how tacit 

knowledge is used in the depiction of people, places and events. 

Emerson et al. (1995: 48) describe two methods for writing fieldnotes. They 

are not nmtually exclusive, but simply represent two practical approaches to 

the note-taking process. I will describe these two strategies, then suggest how 

each might produce different data depending upon an ethnographer’s tacit 

knowledge and beliefs. 

STRATEGY ONE: THE SALIENCE ttlERARCHY 
In sitting down to record notes, ethnographers can start by describing what- 
ever observations struck them as the most noteworthy, the most interesting, 

or the most telling. What might comprise one of these salient episodes.> An 
example from an ethnography of phone sex ’chat line’ employees: 

The phone monitors consistently refer to the callers as losers and sometimes as 
psychos. We answer the phones by releasing mute buttons for our headsets and 
some monitors use the mute buttons to ridicule the callers while they are still on 
the line with them. The most common practice is to talk to the caller and quick- 
ly press the mute button and say ’fucking loser’ and then return to the caller. 

This excerpt conveys an interesting piece of ethnographic information - I 
assume it is interesting because I found it to be so - so its author may well have 
been intrigued when she selected it for annotation. Ethnographers may be 
prepared to describe a number of such events when they sit down to write 
fieldnotes. These incipient data comprise what I will refer to as a salience hier- 

archy.~ What makes an observation salient is highly subjective and depends 
upon the particular research context. Nevertheless, several rules of thumb 

apply and each demonstrates the role of tacit knowledge in writing fieldnotes. 
Deviant cases often lead to salient data. Cases may be deviant in at least two 

ways. First, they may strike researchers as deviant with respect to their tacit 
expectations. For example, in his study of rural communards, Bennett Berger 
(1981) only mentions sexual practices that might be seen as deviant by soci- 
ety at large. He doesn’t waste time describing the monogamous sex lives of 
cohabiting adults. Thus Berger’s background knowledge influenced what he 
perceived as salient. The aforementioned description of phone sex workers 
ironically provides a subtler example of this point. The discovery that workers 
disparage their customers may have seemed noteworthy simply because the 
ethnographer presumably entered the setting fully aware of how important 
client relations are to the atmosphere of any retail business. 

Tacit knowledge may also be developed in situ, so that a case may seem 
deviant just with respect to others observed. These other cases form the 
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contrasts - in other words, the background knowledge - that lead to the iden- 

tification of certain cases as deviant. This is a desirable occurrence because it 

can contribute to the development of theory (Katz, 1983). In my study of 

public space interaction, I found that pedestrians often looked at each other 

and exchanged pleasantries after narrowly averting a collision. One time a 

pedestrian addressed me without looking. I found this anomaly interesting 

and accorded it additional consideration in my fieldnotes: 

I looked at him (at his face, that is) and said ’sorry’ He did not look back at me 

in mumbling a response, which was something like ’alright.’ His expression did 

not change when he said this. In retrospect, the apparent depth of his preoccu- 

pation or reverie rendered this exchange memorable - I was struck by it at the 

time. 

This fieldnote may not have been written had the pedestrian manifested a 

more usual reaction to the near-collision. 

An interaction’s boundaries (temporal, spatial, or otherwise) or absence 

thereof might also render it memorable. In my study of public space interac- 

tion, a memory temporally and spatially contiguous to many others was often 

less memorable than one occurring on, for instance, an otherwise empty 

street. In the latter case, there’s simply less mental fodder present to cloud 

one’s memory when typing up fieldnotes. 

Ethnographers frequently choose to record a particular observation 

because it stands out. Observations often stand out because they are deviant, 

either when compared to others or with respect to a researcher’s existing 

knowledge and beliefs. Either way, background knowledge influences which 

cases are chosen for annotation. 

STRATEGY TWO: COMPREHENSIVE NOTE-TAKING 
An alternate strategy for recording notes is to systematically and comprehen- 
sively describe everything that happened during a particular period of time, 
such as a single trip to the field. Systematic can mean a couple of different 
things. One place to start is with a generalized list of concerns, such as that 
provided by Lofland and Lofland ( 19 8 4:4 8): 

Who is he? 
What does he do? 
What do you think she meant by that? 
What are they supposed to do? 
Why did she do that? 

Why is that done? 
What happens after 
What would happen if 
What do you think about 
Who is responsible if 
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Spradley (1980: 78) provides a similar list: 

1. Space: the physical place or places 

2. Actor: the people involved 

3. Activity: a set of related acts people do 

4. Object: the physical things that are present 

5. Act: single actions that people do 

6. Event: a set of related activities that people carry out 

7. Time: the sequencing that takes place over time 

8. Goal: the things people are trying to accomplish 

9. Feeling: the emotions felt and expressed 

Another strategy is to organize one’s note-taking temporally: start at the 
beginning and end at the end (Emerson et al., 1995). Many social settings 
have their own unique time-tables (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983) and 
these can facilitate note-taking by serving as outlines. Note-taking that 

attends to the rhythms of its subjects may be more attentive to members’ 
meanings, a generally desirable objective in ethnography (Emerson, 1983). 

The comprehensive method of note-taking also has the advantage of forcing 
an ethnographer to recreate events in the order they really happened. This 

can aid in the recall of details that might otherwise have been forgotten. 
Cognitive psychology shows that people tend to retain information in specific 
’knowledge structures’ (Abelson, 1981; Schank and Abelson, 1977). It fol- 
lows that remembering one aspect of an event might trigger recall of an entire 
sequence. One text on ethnographic method, cognizant of this, offers the fol- 
lowing advice: 

Concentrate on the first and last remarks in each conversation. Conversations gener- 

ally follow a logical sequence. That is, a certain question elicits a certain 
response; a certain remark provokes another; a certain topic leads to a related 
one. If you can remember how a conw’rsation was initiated, you can frequently 
follow it through to the end in your own mind (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975: 62; 
original emphasis). 

Similarly, Berg (1989: 73) encourages ethnographers to take notes on the 

sequence of events. 

How does tacit knowledge affect note-taking when using the comprehensive 

method? In recounting entire segments of time spent in the field a researcher 

will often describe events that might otherwise seem too mundane to anno- 

tate. These data may later turn out to be valuable, because they can provide 

the contrasts that allow an ethnographer to identify deviant cases. Whether 

or not they are identified as such, these cases will form the background 

knowledge that guides subsequent note-taking. Methodological self-aware- 

ness increases because researchers can make their tacit knowledge explicit. 

In my ethnography of public space I described several interactions that 

’didn’t happen’. This sort of material becomes useful when compared to 
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interactions that did happen, because it allows a researcher to develop the cri- 

teria for defining an event in any given social setting. Here is an example of an 

interaction that didn’t happen, that I would not have noted had I just been 

using the salience hierarchy method: 

I came to a halt at a red light, still on the curb. Across the street, I saw two stu- 
denty looking women. They were obviously poised to cross over to my side of the 
street when the light turned green. They were positioned far to my right. I looked 
over at them.., to assess whether an interaction was forthcoming - whether 
either I or they would end up negotiating some sort of passage .... It quickly 
became apparent to me that no ’passage negotiating’ was going to take place. 
We were too far apart laterally (somewhere between ten and fifteen feet), and 
this was very apparent to me as I stood still and saw them standing still. Thus, 
by being still I had the opportunity to assess their intended courses (which they 
followed), and they presumably had the opportunity to assess mine. The light 
soon turned green and we all passed, far apart, without exchanging glances. 
The two women had been talking to each other the entire time. 

By describing non-interactions, I made explicit some of the criteria for defin- 

ing an interaction in public space. Another example, from a student ethno- 

graphy of a supermarket: 

I move along to the produce area where there are a number of people sorting 

through the apples, bananas and veggies. I am struck by how normal it all is .... 

No one is particularly interested in the doings of anyone else. Fruit and vegeta- 

bles are occupying almost everyone’s attention fully. Two young women, dressed 

in Melrose Ave. style, sweep through the scene, moving rapidly and talking in 

quiet but rushed voices. No one but me seems to even notice. The setting is 

almost languid. 

By documenting omissions, ethnographers convey a more comprehensive 
depiction of a research site, allowing them to gain valuable insight into the 
background knowledge that guides subsequent note-taking. This in turn may 
prove useful in better understanding how and why events take place. 

Condusion 

Fieldnotes are an oft-neglected yet fundamental part of ethnography. They 

serve the crucial role of connecting researchers and their subjects in the writ- 

ing of an ethnographic report. Often an ethnographer spends enormous 

amounts of time writing notes. For these reasons field notes may take on a 

unique sacredness (~ackson, 1990a, 1990b; Sanjek, 1990b). As Freud might 

put it. we cathect our notes - they become part of us. Therefore it is important 

to understand the processes underlying their creation and how these process- 

es can affect ethnoaraphic texts. 

The advent of reflexive ethnography has drawn attention to the relation- 

ship between researchers and their subjects, and that of texts and their read- 

ers. Moreover, it is well known that prose inevitably embodies the author’s 
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tacit convictions; consider, for example, Howard Becker’s (1986) pithy remark 
in his book on writing for the social sciences: ’You have already made many 

choices when you sit down to write, but you probably don’t know what they 
are’ (p. 17). Fieldnotes, given their importance to ethnographic scholarship, 

deserve the same self-scrutiny that other prose is routinely subjected to. 
Fieldnotes inevitably reflect the ethnographer’s background knowledge, or 

tacit beliefs. In this article I have described some of the ways in which back- 
ground knowledge might affect the construction of ethnographic notes, par- 
ticularly subsequent to the decision to employ either the salience hierarchy or 
comprehensive strategies of note-taking. This decision represents one com- 
monly taken-for-granted feature of ethnography that can easily be made 
explicit. Within each of these approaches reside more subtle choices. At this 
juncture the researcher’s tacit knowledge affects which observations will be 
recorded in fieldnotes. By recognizing some of the assumptions involved, 

ethnographers can develop a more thorough understanding of their note- 
taking and ultimately of the social worlds they study. 

NOTES 

1. With apologies to Sheldon Stryker (1980), who gives this useful term an entirely 
unrelated meaning. 
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Qualitative research design can be complicated depending upon the level of 
experience a researcher may have with a particular type of methodology. As researchers, 
many aspire to grow and expand their knowledge and experiences with qualitative design 
in order to better utilize a variety of research paradigms. One of the more popular areas 
of interest in qualitative research design is that of the interview protocol. Interviews 
provide in-depth information pertaining to participants’ experiences and viewpoints of a 
particular topic. Often times, interviews are coupled with other forms of data collection in 
order to provide the researcher with a well-rounded collection of information for 
analyses. This paper explores the effective ways to conduct in-depth, qualitative 
interviews for novice investigators by expanding upon the practical components of each 
interview design. 

Categories of Qualitative Interview Design 

As common with quantitative analyses, there are various forms of interview 
design that can be developed to obtain thick, rich data utilizing a qualitative 
investigational perspective (Creswell, 2007). For the purpose of this examination, there 
are three formats for interview design that will be explored which are summarized by 
Gall, Gall, and Borg (2003): (a) informal conversational interview, (b) general interview 
guide approach, and (c) standardized open-ended interview. In addition, I will expand on 
some suggestions for conducting qualitative interviews which includes the construction 

of research questions as well as the analysis of interview data. These suggestions come 
from both my personal experiences with interviewing as well as the recommendations 

from the literature to assist novice interviewers. 



Informal Conversational Interview 

The informal conversational interview is outlined by Gall, Gall, and Borg (2003) 
for the purpose of relying "...entirely on the spontaneous generation of questions in a 
natural interaction, typically one that occurs as part of ongoing participant observation 
fieldwork" (p. 239). I am curious when it comes to other cultures or religions and I enjoy 
immersing myself in these environments as an active participant. I ask questions in order 
to learn more about these social settings without having a predetermined set of structured 
questions. Primarily the questions come from "in the moment experiences" as a means 
for further understanding or clarification of what I am witnessing or experiencing at a 
particular moment. With the informal conversational approach, the researcher does not 
ask any specific types of questions, but rather relies on the interaction with the 
participants to guide the intew’iew process (McNamara, 2008). Think of this type of 
interview as an "off the top of your head" style of interview where you really construct 
questions as you move forward. Many consider this type of interview beneficial because 
of the lack of structure, which allows for flexibility in the nature of the interview. 
However, many researchers view this type of intervie;v as unstable or unreliable because 
of the inconsistency in the interview questions, thus making it difficult to code data 
(Creswell, 2007). If you choose to conduct an informal conversational interview, it is 
critical to understand the need for flexibility and originality in the questioning as a key 
for success. 

General Interview Guide Approach 

The general interview guide approach is more structured than the informal 
conversational interview although there is still quite a bit of flexibility in its composition 
(Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003). The ways that questions are potentially worded depend upon 
the researcher who is conducting the interview. Therefore, one of the obvious issues with 
this type of interview is the lack of consistency in the ;vay research questions are posed 
because researchers can interchange the way he or she poses them. With that in mind, the 
respondents may not consistently answer the same question(s) based on how they were 
posed by the interviewer (McNamara, 2008). During research for my doctoral 
dissertation, I was able to interact with alumni participants in a relaxed and informal 
manner where I had the opportunity to learn more about the in-depth experiences of the 
participants through structured interviews. This informal environment allowed me the 
opportunity to develop rapport with the participants so that I was able to ask follow-up or 
probing questions based on their responses to pre-constructed questions. I found this 
quite useful in my interviews because I could ask questions or change questions based on 
participant responses to previous questions. The questions were structured, but adapting 
them allowed me to explore a more personal approach to each alumni interview. 

According to McNamara (2009), the strength of the general interview guide 
approach is the ability of the researcher "...to ensure that the same general areas of 
information are collected from each interviewee; this provides more focus than the 
conversational approach, but still allows a degree of freedom and adaptability in getting 
information from the interviewee" (Types of Interviews section, para. 1). The researcher 
remains in the driver’s seat with this type of interview approach, but flexibility takes 
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precedence based on perceived prompts from the participants. You might ask, "What 
does this mean anyway?" The easiest way to answer that question is to think about your 
own personal experiences at a job interview. When you were invited to a job interview in 
the past, you might have prepared for all sorts of CUlWe ball-style questions to come your 
way. You desired an answer for every potential question. If the interviewer were asking 
you questions using a general interview guide approach, he or she would ask questions 
using their own unique style, which might differ from the way the questions were 
originally created. You as the interviewee would then respond to those questions in the 
manner in which the interviewer asked which would dictate how the interview continued. 
Based on how the interviewer asked the question(s), you might have been able to answer 
more information or less information than that of other job candidates. Therefore, it is 
easy to see how this could positively or negatively influence a job candidate if the 
interviewer were using a general interview guide approach. 

Standardized Open-Ended Interviews 

The standardized open-ended interview is extremely structured in terms of the 
wording of the questions. Participants are always asked identical questions, but the 
questions are worded so that responses are open-ended (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003). This 
open-endedness allows the participants to contribute as much detailed information as they 
desire and it also allows the researcher to ask probing questions as a means of follow-up. 
Standardized open-ended interviews are likely the most popular form of interviewing 
utilized in research studies because of the nature of the open-ended questions, allowing 
the participants to fully express their viewpoints and experiences. If one were to identify 
weaknesses with open-ended interviewing, they would likely identify the difficulty with 
coding the data (Creswell, 2007). Since open-ended interviews in composition call for 
participants to fully express their responses in as much detail as desired, it can be quite 
difficult for researchers to extract similar themes or codes from the interview transcripts 
as they would with less open-ended responses. Although the data provided by 
participants are rich and thick with qualitative data, it can be a more cumbersome process 
for the researcher to sift through the narrative responses in order to fully and accurately 
reflect an overall perspective of all interview responses through the coding process. 
However, according to Gall, Gall, and Borg (2003), this reduces researcher biases within 
the study, particularly when the interviewing process involves many participants. 

Suggestions for Conducting Qualitative Interviews 

Now that we know a few of the more popular interview designs that are available 
to qualitative researchers, we can more closely examine various suggestions for 
conducting qualitative interviews based on the available research. These suggestions are 
designed to provide the researcher with the tools needed to conduct a well constructed, 
professional interview with their participants. Some of the most common information 
found within the literature relating to interviews, according to Creswell (2003; 2007) 
includes (a) the preparation for the interview, (b) the constructing effective research 
questions, and (c) the actual implementation of the interview(s). 



Preparation for the Interview 

Probably the most helpful tip with the interview process is that of interview 
preparation. This process can help make or break the process and can either alleviate or 
exacerbate the problematic circumstances that could potentially occur once the research 
is implemented. McNamara (2009) suggests the importance of the preparation stage in 
order to maintain an unambiguous focus as to how the interviews will be erected in order 
to provide maximum benefit to the proposed research study. Along these lines Chenail 
(2009) provides a number of pre-interview exercises researchers can use to improve their 
instrumentality and address potential biases. McNamara (2009) applies eight principles to 
the preparation stage of interviewing which includes the following ingredients: (1) 
choose a setting with little distraction; (2) explain the purpose of the interview; (3) 
address terms of confidentiality; (4) explain the format of the interview; (5) indicate how 
long the interview usually takes; (6) tell them how to get in touch with you later if they 
want to; (7) ask them if they have any questions before you both get started with the 
interview; and (8) don’t count on your memory to recall their answers (Preparation for 
Interview section, para. 1). 

Selecting participants. 

Creswell (2007) discusses the importance of selecting the appropriate candidates 
for interviews. He asserts that the researcher should utilize one of the various types of 
sampling strategies such as criterion based sampling or critical case sampling (among 
many others) in order to obtain qualified candidates that will provide the most credible 
information to the study. Creswell also suggests the importance of acquiring participants 
who will be willing to openly and honestly share information or "their story" (p. 133). It 
might be easier to conduct the interviews with participants in a comfortable environment 
where the participants do not feel restricted or uncomfortable to share information. 

Pilot testing. 

Another important element to the interview preparation is the implementation of a 
pilot test. The pilot test will assist the research in determining if there are flaws, 
limitations, or other weaknesses within the interview design and will allow him or her to 
make necessary revisions prior to the implementation of the study (Kvale, 2007). A pilot 
test should be conducted with participants that have similar interests as those that will 
participate in the implemented study. The pilot test will also assist the researchers with 
the refinement of research questions, which will be discussed in the next section. 

Constructing Effective Research Questions 

Creating effective research questions for the interview process is one of the most 
crucial components to interview design. Researchers desiring to conduct such an 
investigation should be careful that each of the questions will allow the examiner to dig 
dip into the experiences and/or knowledge of the participants in order to gain maximum 
data from the interviews. McNamara (2009) suggests several recommendations for 
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creating effective research questions for interviews which includes the following 
elements: (a) wording should be open-ended (respondents should be able to choose their 
own terms when answering questions); (b) questions should be as neutral as possible 
(avoid wording that might influence answers, e.g., evocative, judgmental wording); (c) 
questions should be asked one at a time; (d) questions should be worded clearly (this 
includes knowing any terms particular to the program or the respondents’ culture); and (e) 

be careful asking "why" questions (Wording of Questions section, para. 1). 

Examples of useful and not so useful research questions. 

To assist the novice inte~’iewer with the preparation of research questions, I will 
propose a useful research question and a not so useful research question. Based on 
McNamara’s (2009) suggestion, it is important to ask an open-ended question. So for the 
useful question, I will propose the following: "How have your experiences as a 
kindergarten teacher influenced or not influenced you in the decisions that you have 
made in raising your children"? As you can see, the question allows the respondent to 
discuss how his or her experiences as a kindergarten teacher have or have not affected 
their decision-making with their own children without making the assumption that the 
experience has influenced their decision-making On the other hand, if you were to ask a 
similar question, but from a less than useful perspective, you might construct the same 
question in this manner: "How has your experiences as a kindergarten teacher affected 
you as a parent"? As you can see, the question is still open-ended, but it makes the 
assumption that the experiences have indeed affected them as a parent. We as the 
researcher cannot make this assumption in the wording of our questions. 

Follow-up questions. 

Creswell (2007) also makes the suggestion of being flexible with research 
questions being constructed. He makes the assertion that respondents in an interview will 
not necessarily answer the question being asked by the researcher and, in fact, may 
answer a question that is asked in another question later in the interview. Creswell 
believes that the researcher must construct questions in such a manner to keep 
participants on focus with their responses to the questions. In addition, the researcher 
must be prepared with follow-up questions or prompts in order to ensure that they obtain 
optimal responses from participants. When I was an Assistant Director for a large 
division at my University a couple of years ago, I was tasked with the responsibility of 
hiring student affairs coordinators at our off-campus educational centers. Throughout the 
inte~v’iewing process, I found that interviewees did indeed get off topic with certain 
questions because they either misunderstood the question(s) being asked or did not wish 
to answer the question(s) directly. I was able to utilize Creswell’s (2007) suggestion by 
reconstructing questions so that they were clearly assembled in a manner to reduce 
misunderstanding and was able to erect effective follow-up prompts to further 
understanding. This alleviated many of the problems I had and assisted me in extracting 
the information I needed from the intew’iew through my follow-up questioning. 



Implementation of Interviews 

As with other sections of interview design, McNamara (2009) makes some 
excellent recommendations for the implementation stage of the interview process. He 
includes the following tips for interview implementation: (a) occasionally verify the tape 
recorder (if used) is working; (b) ask one question at a time; (c) attempt to remain as 
neutral as possible (that is, don’t show strong emotional reactions to their responses; (d) 
encourage responses with occasional nods of the head, "uh huh"s, etc.; (e) be careful 
about the appearance when note taking (that is, if you jump to take a note, it may appear 
as if you’re surprised or very pleased about an answer, which may influence answers to 
future questions); (f) provide transition between major topics, e.g., "we’ve been talking 
about (some topic) and now I’d like to move on to (another topic);" (g) don’t lose control 
of the interview (this can occur when respondents stray to another topic, take so long to 
answer a question that times begins to run out, or even begin asking questions to the 
interviewer) (Conducting Interview section, para 1). 

Interpreting Data 

The final constituent in the interview design process is that of interpreting the data 
that was gathered during the interview process. During this phase, the researcher must 
make ’~sense" out of what was just uncovered and compile the data into sections or 
groups of information, also known as themes or codes (Creswell, 2003, 2007). These 
themes or codes are consistent phrases, expressions, or ideas that were common among 
research participants (Kvale, 2007). How the researcher formulates themes or codes 
vary. Many researchers suggest the need to employ a third party consultant who can 
review codes or themes in order to determine the quality and effectiveness based on their 
evaluation of the interview transcripts (Creswell, 2007). This helps alleviate researcher 
biases or potentially eliminate where over-analyzing of data has occurred. Many 
researchers may choose to employ an iterative review process where a committee of non- 
participating researchers can provide constructive feedback and suggestions to the 
researcher(s) primarily involved with the study. 

Conclusion 

From choosing the appropriate type of interview design process through the 
interpretation of interview data, this guide for conducting qualitative research interviews 
proposes a practical way to perform an investigation based on the recommendations and 
experiences of qualified researchers in the field and through my own personal 
experiences. Although qualitative investigation provides a myriad of opportunities for 
conducting investigational research, interview design has remained one of the more 
popular forms of analyses. As the variety of qualitative research methods become more 
widely utilized across research institutions, we will continue to see more practical guides 
for protocol implementation outlined in peer reviewed j ournals across the world. 
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A new book on qualitative data analysis needs no apology. By comparison with the 

numerous texts on statistical analysis, qualitative data analysis has been ill-served. 

There is some irony in this situation: even a single text might sui~]ce for the 

standardized procedures of statistical analysis; but for qualitative analysis, oft-noted 

for the diffuse and varied character of its procedures, we might reasonably expect a 

multiplicity of texts, not just a few. Teaching a course on methods makes one 

especially aware of this gap. This book is my contribution to filling it, and I hope it 

will encourage--or provoke--others to do the same. 

A contemporary text on qualitative data analysis has to take account of the 

computer. The days of scissors and paste are over. While those steeped in traditional 

techniques may still harbour suspicions of the computer, a new generation of 

undergraduates and postgraduates expects to handle qualitative data using the new 

technology. For better or worse, these students will not give qualitative analysis the 

same attention and commitment as quantitative analysis, if only the latter is 

computer-based. This book is written primarily for them. I hope it may also be of 

some interest to other researchers new to qualitative analysis and to those using 

computers for this purpose for the first time. 

Although the methods presented here assume the use of specialist software to 

support qualitative analysis, those seeking an introduction to individual software 

packages must look elsewhere (for example, Tesch 1990). My intention is to 

indicate the variety of ways in which computers can be utilized in qualitative 

analysis, without describing individual software applications in detail. No one 

application--including my own package, Hypersoft--will support the whole range 

of procedures which can be employed in analysing qualitative data. The researcher 

will have to choose an application to support a particular configuration of 

procedures, and one of my aims is to permit a more informed choice by identifying 

the range of analytic tasks which can be accomplished using one software package or 

another. 

The challenge of developing a software package to analyse qualitative data has 

been a useful stimulus to clarifying and systematizing the procedures involved in 
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qualitative analysis. It has also allowed me to write a text informed by what we can 

do with the computer. In my view, the advent of the computer not only enhances, 

but in some respects transforms traditional modes of analysis. 

The book is based on my experiences as a researcher and teacher as well as a software 

developer. My research has involved a variety of qualitative methods, including 

observation, in-depth interviewing and documentary analysis; and through it I have 

learnt some of the procedures and paradoxes of qualitative analysis. As a teacher, I 

have become convinced of the merits of’learning by doing’, a perspective which has 

informed the skills-based methods course I have taught over the last few years with 

my colleague, Fran XXlasoff. For those interested in skills acquisition, a text which 

provides a variety of task-related exercises and small-scale projects for students 

would be an invaluable asset. But this is not my aim in this book. Experience of 

teaching qualitative methods has also persuaded me of the value of a clear and 

uncomplicated introduction providing essential background kmowledge and helping 

to structure the learning experience. This is what I hope this book will do. 

A text introducing computer-based qualitative data analysis may need no 

apology, but my decision to illustrate analytic procedures using everyday material-- 

mostly humorous--probably does deserve some explanation. The shortest 

explanation is that it works. Methods courses are notoriously dull. Pedagogical 

devices which work well enough for substantive issues can fail to engage students 

sufficiently in a course on methods. Students quickly tire of reading about methods, 

when what they want is to acquire and practise skills. In recent years I have been 

involved in teaching a methods course which aims to stimulate student interest and 

maintain motivation. One lesson I have learnt in teaching this course is that the 

problems students work on should be interesting and entertaining as well as 

instructive: that methods can be fun. We have used everyday material and 

humorous examples in our methods course, and it never fails to stimulate students’ 

interest and engage their attention. I think this is a question of Mohammed coming 

to the mountain, rather than the mountain coming to Mohammed. It is better to 

introduce qualitative analysis on students’ terms, rather than one’s own. Students 

unfamiliar with research find familiar examples reassuring. They can relate to the 

material without effort. Because they can relax and even enjoy the substantive 

material, they can concentrate better on procedures and process. If students can 

easily grasp research objectives, and quickly become familiar with the data being 

analysed, they are more likely to find qualitative analysis a manageable and rewarding 

challenge. 

In this book, I have mainly used humour as the medium through which to 

discuss the methodological problems of qualitative data analysis. Apart from offering 

light relief, humour is a subject we can all relate to. V!~hereas substantive issues are 

likely to be of minority interest, humorous exemplars are accessible to all. "g~e can 
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analyse humour from any number of perspectives--anthropological, linguistic, 

psychological, sociological and so on. This is a significant advantage in a text which 

is addressing methodological issues germane to a number of subiects and disciplines. 

Humour might be thought distracting, but in fact I want to reduce the distractions 

which can derive from using substantive topics and issues as exemplars. By using 

humour as the subject of analysis, I want to ensure that attention remains focused 

on how to analyse data, and not on what is being analysed. Needless to say, the 

examples used are not intended to be taken too seriously. My mMn examples, from 

Victoria Wood and W’oody Allen, are chosen for their entertainment value rather than 

any academic import. 

Two other advantages accrue from using humour as a subject for analysis. 

Humour often turns on ambiguities in meaning, and therefore raises some of the 

central problems in analysing qualitative data. In particular, it precludes a merely 

mechanical approach to analysing data. Humour is also an experience which suffers 

fi’om dissection: analysis kills humour, just as surely as vivisection kills the frog. This 

underlines the limits (and limitations) of analysis, which can describe, interpret and 

explain, but cannot hope to reproduce the full richness of the original data. 

Familiarity with the data is also important because it is a prerequisite of qualitative 

analysis. This presents a problem in teaching qualitative analysis, which typically 

deals with large volumes of data. My ’solution’ is to teach analytic procedures 

through very limited sets of data, with which students can become thoroughly 

fanfiliar. Although this has drawbacks, I think it gives more feel for what qualitative 

analysis is about. It avoids students being overwhelmed by a mass of material, and 

gives them more confidence that they can analyse data eff}ectively. It also helps to 

focus on method, and counter the almost fetishistic concern with the sheer volume 

of material produced by qualitative methods. Using limited data in this way may 

seem like dancing on the head of a pin; but, after all, it is learning the dance that 

matters, and not the pin. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Q. ~rhat colour is snow? 
A. White. 

To most of us, the answer ’wh ite’ may seem satisfactory, but to an Eskimo it would 

seem a joke: Eskimos distinguish between a wide variety of ’whites’ because they 

need to differentiate between different conditions of ice and snow. So it is with 

qualitative data analysis: in a recent review of the field, Tesch (1990) distinguishes 

over }brty types of qualitative research (Illustration 1.1). Just as the Eskimos 

distinguish varieties of white, so researchers distinguish varieties of qualitative 

analysis. There is no one kind of qualitative data analysis, but rather a variety of 

approaches, related to the different perspectives and purposes of researchers. To 

distinguish and assess these dif~brent perspectives fully would be a formidable and 

perhaps rather fruitless task, particularly as the boundaries between different 

approaches and their relation to what researchers actually do when analysing data is 

far from clear. But is there a basic core to qualitative research, as there is a basic 

colour ’white’, from which these different varieties are derivative? 

Different researchers do have different purposes, and to achieve these may pursue 

different types of analysis. Take a study of the classroom, for example. An 

ethnographer might want to describe the social and cultural aspects of classroom 

behaviour; a policy analyst might want to evaluate the impact of new teaching 

methods; a sociologist might be most interested in explaining differences in 

classroom discipline or pupil achievement--and so on. Different preoccupations 

may lead to emphasis on different aspects of analysis. Our ethnographer may be 

more interested in describing social processes, our policy analyst in evaluating 

results, our sociologist in explaining them. This plurality of perspectives is per~bctly 

reasonable, remembering that social science is a social and collaborative process 

(even at its most competitive), in which (for example) descriptive work in one 

project may inspire interpretive or explanatory work in another (and vice versa). 
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ILLUS TRA TION 1.1 

DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
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case study 
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Sou~ve Tesch 1990:58 

Given the multiplicity of qualitative research traditions, one might reasonably wonder 

whether there is sufficient common ground between the wide range of research 

traditions to permit the identification of anything like a common core to analysing 

qualitative data. On the other hand, the very notion of ’qualitative’ data analysis 

implies, if not uniformity, then at least some kind of family kinship across a range 

of different methods. Is it possible to identify a range of procedures characteristic of 

qualitative analysis and capable of satisfying a variety of research purposes, whether 

ethnographic description, explanation or policy evaluation is the order of the day? The 

relevance and applicability of any particular procedure will, of course, depend 

entirely on the data to be analysed and the particular purposes and predilections of 

the individual researcher. 

Having identified a multiplicity of perspectives, Tesch manages to reduce these to 

three basic orientations (1991:17-25). First, she identifies ’language-oriented’ 
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approaches, interested in the use of language and the meaning of words--in how 

people communicate and make sense of their interactions. Second, she identifies 

’descriptive/interpretive’ approaches, which are oriented to providing thorough 

descriptions and interpretations of social phenomena, including its meaning to 

those who experience it. Lastly, there are ’theory-building’ approaches which are 

orientated to identifying connections between social phenomena--for example, how 

events are structured or influenced by how actors define situations. These 

distinctions are not water-tight, as Tesch herself acknowledges, and her classification 

is certainly contestable. No one likes to be pigeon-holed (by some one else), and 

nothing is more likely to irritate a social scientist than to be described as 

atheoretical! However, Tesch does suggest a strong f~tmily resemblance between 

these different research orientations, in their emphasis on the meaningful character 

of social phenomena, and the need to take this into account in describing, 

interpreting or explaining communication, cultures or social action. 

Thus encouraged, we can look for a basic core of qualitative data analysis, though 

not in some consensus about research perspectives and purposes, but rather in the 

type of data we produce and the way that we analyse it. Is there something about 

qualitative data which distinguishes it from quantitative data? And if qualitative data 

does have distinctive characteristics, does this also imply distinctive methods of 

analysis? My answer to both these questions is a qualified ’yes’. In Chapter 2 I 

distinguish between qualitative and quantitative data in terms of the difference 

between meanings and numbers. Qualitative data deals with meanings, whereas 

quantitative data deals with numbers. This does have implications for analysis, for 

the way we analyse meanings is through conceptualization, whereas the way we 

analyse numbers is through statistics and mathemaics. In Chapter 3, I look at how 

we conceptualize qualitative data, including both the articulation of concepts 

through description and classification, and the analysis of relationships through the 

connections we can establish between them. 

I said my answers were qualified, ~br though we can distinguish qualitative from 

quantitative data, and qualitative from quantitative analysis, these distinctions are 

not the whole story. We can learn as much from how meanings and numbers relate 

as we can from distinguishing them. In social science, number depends on meaning, 

and meaning is informed by number. Enumeration depends upon adequate 

conceptualization, and adequate conceptualization cannot ignore enumeration. 

These are points I take up in Chapters 2 and 3. My aim is to introduce the objects 

and methods of qualitative analysis, as a basis for the subsequent discussion of 

procedures and practice. 

It is easy to exaggerate the differences between qualitative and quantitative 

analysis, and indeed to counterpose one against the other. This stems in part from 

the evolution of social science, most notably in its efforts to emulate the success of 
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the natural sciences through the adoption of quantitative techniques. The 

fascination with number has sometimes been at the expense of meaning, through 

uncritical conceptualizations of the objects of study. Nowhere is th is more apparent 

than in the concepts-indicators approach, where specifying the meaning of concepts 

is redticed to identifying a set of indicators which allow observation and 

measurement to take place--as though observations and measurement were not 

themsdves ’concept-laden’ (Sayer 1992). The growing sophistication of social 

science in terms of statistical and mathematical manipulation has not been matched 

by comparable growth in the clarity and consistency of its conceptualizations. 

Action breeds reaction. In response to the perceived predominance of 

quantitative methods, a strong undercurrent of qualitative research has emerged to 

challenge the establishment orthodoxy. In place of the strong stress on survey 

techniques characteristic of quantitative methods, qualitative researchers have 

employed a range of techniques including discourse analysis, documentary analysis, 

oral and life histories, ethnography, and participant observation. Nevertheless, 

qualitative research is often cast in the role of the junior partner in the research 

enterprise, and many of its exponents feel it should have more clout and more 

credit. This encourages a posture which tends to be at once defensive of qualitative 

methods and dismissive of the role of the supposedly senior partner, quantitative 

research. 

Beneath these rivalries, there is growing recognition that research requires a 

parmership and there is much to be gained from collaboration rather than 

competition between the different partners (cf. Fielding and Fielding 1986). In 

practice, it is difficult to draw as sharp a division between qualitative and 

quantitative methods as that which sometimes seems to exist between qualitative 

and quantitative researchers. In my view, these methods complement each other, 

and there is no reason to exclude quantitative methods, such as enumeration and 

statistical analysis, from the qualitative toolkit. 

Reconciliation between qualitative and quantitative methods will undoubtedly be 

encouraged by the growing role of computers in qualitative analysis. The technical 

emphasis in software innovation has also encouraged a more flexible and pragmatic 

approach to developing and applying qualitative methods, relatively flee from some 

of the more ideological and epistemological preoccupations and predilictions 

dominating earlier discussions. The development of software packages for analysing 

qualitative data has also stimulated reflection on the processes involved, and how 

these can be reproduced, enhanced or transformed using the computer. The 

development of computing therefore provides an opporttlne moment to consider 

some of the main principles and procedures involved in qualitative analysis. I 

outline the general contribution of the computer to qualitative analysis in 

Chapter 4. In doing so, I take account of how computers can enhance or transform 
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qualitative methods. Th is is a topic I address explicitly in Chapter 4, but it also forms 

a rectlrrent theme throughout the discussion of analytic procedures in the rest of the 

book. 

On the other hand, software development has also provoked concerns about the 

potentially damaging implications of new technological forms for traditional 

methods of analysis. Some developers have emphasized the potential danger of the 

software they themselves have produced in facilitating more mechanical approaches 

to analysing qualitative data, displacing traditional analytic skills. This concern has 

highlighted the need to teach computing techniques within a pedagogic framework 

informed by documented analytic principles and procedures. Paradoxically, 

however, existing accounts of qualitative methodology and research are notoriously 

deficient in precisely this area. Burgess (1982), for example, in his review of field 

research, complains that there are relatively few accounts from practitioners of the 

actual process of data analysis or from methodologists on how- data analysis can be 

done. The literature is littered with such complaints about the lack of clear accounts 

of analytic principles and procedures and how these have been applied in social 

research. Perhaps part of the problem has been that analytic procedures seem 

deceptively simple. The conceptual aspects of analysis seem frustratingly elusive, 

while the mechanical aspects seem embarrassingly obvious. Thus Jones suggests that 

qualitative data analysis involves processes of interpretation and creativity that are 

difficult to make explicit; on the other hand, ’a great deal of qualitative data analysis 

is rather less mysterious than hard, sometimes, tedious, slog’ (Jones 1985:56). 

The low status and marginality of qualitative research generally have fostered 

defensive posturing which emphasizes (and perhaps exaggerates) the subtleties and 

complexities involved in qualitative analysis. It has also led to a heavy emphasis on 

rigorous analysis. The resulting analytic requirements can seem quite intimidating, 

even to the experienced practitioner. There has also been a tendency to dress 

methodological issues in ideological guise, stressing the supposedly distinctive 

virtues and requirements of qualitative analysis, by contrast with quantitative 

methods, for example in apprehending meaning or in generating theory. At its 

worst, this aspires to a form of methodological imperialism which claims that 

qualitative analysis can only proceed down one particular road. As Bt~man (1988) 

argues, more heat than light has been generated by the promulgation of 

epistemological canons that bear only a tenuous relation to what practitioners 

actually do. To borrow an apt analogy, we need to focus on what makes the car run, 

rather than the design and per~brmance of particular models (Richards and Richards 

1991). 

This lacuna has been made good to some extent in recent years (e.g. Patton 1980, 

Bliss et al. 1983, Miles and Huberman 1984, Strauss 1987, Strauss and Corbin 

1990), though not always in ways accessible to the firsttime practitioner. This book 
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is one more attempt to help plug the pedagogical gap referred to above. The focus is 

on the engine rather than on any particular model. My assumption is that the 

practical problems of conceptualizing meanings are common to a range of different 

perspectives. For example, the interpretive approach of Patton (1980) emphasizes the 

role of patterns, categories and basic descriptive units; the network approach of Bliss 

and her colleagues (1983) focuses on categorization; the quasi-statistical approach of 

Miles and Huberman (1984) emphasizes a procedure they call ’pattern coding’; and 

the ’grounded theory’ approach of Strauss and Corbin (1990) centres on a variety of 

different strategies for ’coding’ data. Despite the diff}erences in approach and 

language, the common emphasis is on how to categorize data and make connections 

between categories. These tasks constitute the core of qualitative analysis. 

Perhaps more than in most other methodological fields, the acquisition of 

qualitative analytic skills has been perceived and presented as requiring a form of 

’learning by doing’ (Fielding and Lee 1991:6). As most methods courses remain 

wedded to formal pedagogies, this perspective may explain some of the difficulties 

experienced in teaching qualitative methods. However, my own experience suggests 

that even a course stressing skills acquisition through research experience and 

problem solving requires some sort of framework indicating the variety of skills and 

techniques to be acquired. WTith qualitative data analysis, even this is deficient. 

Practitioners have been reluctant to codify or even identify their analytic 

procedures, and in a field which stresses the subjective sensibilities and creativity of 

the researcher, have generally been suspicious of a ’recipe’ approach to teaching 

qualitative methods. 

Of course ’recipe’ knowledge is devalued in our society--at least amongst academic 

circles. Even so, recipes, by indicating which ingredients to use, and what 

procedures to }bllow, can provide an important foundation for acquiring or 

developing skills. No one would pretend, of course, that learning a recipe is the 

same thing as acquiring a skill. Baking provides a relevant analogy, for it requires a 

knack which only experience can impart, as anyone who bakes bread will know; like 

qualitative analysis, baking also permits creativity and the development of 

idiosyncratic styles. But though the skilled analyst, like the experienced chef, may 

eventually dispense with the recipe book, it remains nevertheless a useful pedagogical 

device for the newcomer to the art. 

A recipe book provides a guide to practice rather than a rule book. Although I 

have tried to write this book in a constructive rather than didactic manner, it is all 

too easy to slip from the language of ’can do’ to that of ’should do.’ It is not my 

intention to lay down ’rules’, so much as show what can be done with qualitative 

data. Nevertheless, my own values and inclinations no doubt intrude, and I shall try 

to make these explicit at the outset. 
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First of all, I take a rather eclectic view of the sources of qualitative data. The 

association of qualitative data with unstructured methods is one which I challenge in 

the following chapter. Problems of conceptualization are as important in surveys as 

in any other research methods, and problems of interpretation and classification are 

as important to survey data as in any other context (Marsh 1982). 

Secondly, I take a similarly eclectic view of qualitative analysis. Analysis aimed at 

describing situations or informing policy seems to me no less legitimate and 

worthwhile than analysis geared to generating theory. I also assume that we may be 

as interested in identifying and describing ’singularities’, in the sense of unique 

events or cases, as in identifying and explaining regularities and variations in our 

data. Throughout the book, I assume that qualitative analysis requires a dialectic 

between ideas and data. We cannot analyse the data without ideas, but our ideas must 

be shaped and tested by the data we are analysing. In my view this dialectic informs 

qualitative analysis from the outset, making debates about whether to base analysis 

primarily on ideas (through deduction) or on the data (through induction) rather 

sterile (Chapter 5). This dialectic may be less disciplined than in the natural 

sciences, where experiment and quantitative measurement provide a firmer basis for 

examining evidence; but the search for corroborating evidence is nevertheless a 

crucial feature of qualitative analysis (Chapter 14). It is also a vital element in 

producing an adequate as well as an accessible account (Chapter 15). 

Thirdly, I take a pragmatic view of analytic procedures (cf. Giarelli 1988). My 

main aim is to give a practical introduction to analytic procedures. The book 

describes a range of procedures we can follow for managing data (Chapter 6), 

reading and annotating (Chapter 7), categorizing (Chapters 8, 9 and 10), linking 

data (Chapter 11), connecting categories (Chapter 12) and using maps and matrices 

(Chapter 13). While these procedures are presented sequentially, in practice the mix 

and order of procedures adopted in qualitative analysis will vary. The choice of any 

particular permutation of procedures depends upon factors like the characteristics of 

the data, the objectives of the project, the predilections of the researchers, and the 

time and resources available to them. 

If we consider qualitative data analysis (somewhat misleadingly) in terms of a 

logical succession of steps leading from our first encounters with the data through to 

the production of an account, then the various steps considered in this book can be 

depicted as in Figure 1.1. Because of its importance in conceptualizing data, three 

chapters are devoted to the tasks of categorizing, and a further two chapters to ways 

of malting connections between categories. The intervening step (Chapter 11) is 

concerned with linking data, as an innovative technique for overcoming the 

fragmentation of data produced by categorization, and providing a firm basis for 

identifying conceptual connections between categories. 
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ANALYSIS 

15 J Producing an account 

13 Using maps and matrices 14 ! �~roborating evidence 

! 

| 11 I Linking data 
10I Splitting and splicing 

/ 
8-10J Categorizing data 

9 1 Assigning categories 

J 
7 1 Reading and annotating 

81 Creating categories 

6 I Managing data 

5 Finding a focus 

DATA 

Figure I.i The steps involved in data analysis-~hapter by chapter 

As my aim is to provide an accessible and practical guide to analytic procedures, 

have avoided burdening the text with references to related work. With respect to 

existing literature, the three chapters on categorizing data and the preceding chapter 

on reading and annotating draw mostly on the work of Strauss (1987) and Strauss 

and Corbin (1990), though I have made no effort to remain within the restrictive 

confines of grounded theotT. Patton (1980) and Becket and Geer (1982) also review- 

the main an~ytic procedures involved. The discussion of associating categories and 

mapping data ill Chapters 12 and 13 draws upon work by Bliss and her colleagues 

(1983) and by Miles and Huberman (1984). The related discussion of linking data 

derives mainly from my own work, although I am indebted to Sayer (1992) for an 

epistemological review of the relevant isstles. The chapter on corroborating evidence 

draws on work by Becket and Geer (1982). None of these texts relates analytic 

procedures to computing techniques, and for further discussion the reader should 

re~?r to the works by Tesch (1990) and Fielding and Lee (1991). 

Finally, a word on language. The prolit}eration of different research styles and 

software packages has led to marked inconsistencies in the terminology used by 

qualitative analysts. For example, when bits of data are demarcated in some way 
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the purposes of analysis, I call these bits of data ’databits’, but in other texts they 

may be referred to as ’chunks’, ’strips’, ’segments’, ’units of meaning’ and so on. I call 

the process of classifying these databits ’categorizing’ but in other texts it is variously 

described as ’tagging’, ’labelling’, ’coding’ and so forth. In the absence of linguistic 

consensus, the best one can do is to choose terms which seem appropriate, and 

define these terms as clearly as possible. Accordingly, I have included a glossary of 

the key terms used in the text. 



Chapter 2 
What is qualitative data? 

Compare the following reports of a game of soccer (Winter 1991). 

Wimbledon 0 Liverpool 0 There was more excitement in the Selhurst car park 
than on the pitch... 

Here we have both a quantitative result, and a qualitative assessment of the same 

game. Which do we care more about--the result, or the game? The points, or the 

passion? Which we find more important or illuminating will depend on what we are 

interested in. If we are team managers or fanatical fans, we may care more about the 

result than about how it was achieved. If we are neutral spectators, then we may care 

more about the quality of the game than about the result--in which case the match 

report confirms our worst fears of a no scoring draw! In social research as in 

everyday life, our assessment of quantitative and qualitative data is likely to reflect 

the interests we bring to it and the use we want to make of it. 

We use quantitative data in a whole range of everyday activities, such as shopping, 

cooking, travelling, watching the time or assessing the Government’s economic 

performance. How long? How often? How much? How many? \ge often ask and 

answer questions such as these using quantitative data. 

Suppose I take 30 minutes to jog 5 miles to a shop and spend £5 on a litre of 

Chilean wine and 100 grams of Kenyan green beans. My behaviour may seem 

somewhat eccentric, but the terms in which it is expressed--minutes, miles, 

pounds, litres and grams--are entirely familiar. Each of these is a unit of 

measurement, in terms of which we can measure quantity. How do we measure 

quantities? \Ve can count the coins or notes. ",XTe use a watch to tell the time. 

weigh the beans on a weighing machine. \Ve can use a milometer to check on 

distance and a measuring jug for volume. In each case, we have a measuring device 

which can express variations in quantity in terms of an established scale of standard 

units. But what is it that varies? We use minutes to measure time, miles to measure 
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distance, pounds to measure expenditure, litres to measure volume and grams to 

measure weight. Time, distance, expenditure, volume and weight can be thought of 

as variables which can take on a range of different values, gTe don’t always agree on 
how to measure our variables--we could have used kilometres, dollars, pints and 

ounces. But the important point is that for each of these variables we can 

confidently measure numerical differences in the values they can adopt. This is 

possible because we can establish a unit of measurement agreed upon as a common 

standard which is replicable, i.e. it can be applied again and again with the same 

results (Blalock 1960). 

While ’quantities’ permeate our everyday life, they are most likely to be used in a 

physical or physiological context, where measurement in terms of standard units is 

well established. We readily accept conventional measures of time, space and 

weight. Even in a physical context, though, we make qualitative as well as 

quantitative assessments. Is the bus dirty? Is the meal appetizing? Is the view breath- 

taking? These involve assessments for which we either cannot or do not use concepts 

which can be measured in quantitative terms. In a psychological or social context, 

we are much more likely to rely on qualitative assessment. Is this person 

sympathetic? Is this city exciting? Is this book interesting? These are areas where we 

tend to rely on qualitative assessment rather than on some quantitative measure. 

By comparison with qu.antities, qu.alities seem elusive and ethereal. \Vge often use 

’quality’ as a measure of relative worth, as when referring to a ’quality performance’ 

or ’a person of quality’, or asking whether something is of good or poor quality. 

Suppose I have iust watched a film and I am asked what I thought of it. gThat was 

the film like? My evaluation will refer to the qualities of the film. Was it 

entertaining, or profound? Did it make me laugh or cry? \~as the plot plausible? 

\~Tere the characters convincing? \~as the acting good? Was the script well crafted? 

These questions are all concerned with what I made of the film. But my evaluation 

of the film cannot be separated from how I understood and interpreted it. Quality is 

a measure of relative value, but based on an evaluation of the general character or 

intrinsic nature of what we are assessing. What was the story? What was the point of 

the film? What values did it express? Did the film achieve what it set out to do? In 

short, what did the film mean to me? 

Whereas quantitative data deals with numbers, qualitative data deals with 

meanings. Meanings are mediated mainly through language and action. Language is 

not a matter of subjective opinion. Concepts are constructed in terms of an inter- 

subjective language which allows us to communicate intelligibly and interact 

effectively (cf. Sayer 1992:32). Take the very idea of a film. The word derives from 

the Old English word ’filmen’ meaning a membrane, and in modern usage has been 

extended to include a thin coating of light-sensitive emulsion, used in photography, 

and hence to the cinema where it refers rather to what is recorded on film. The 
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meanings which constitute the concept ’film’ are embodied in changing social 

practices such as the drive-in movie or the home video. \Vhat it may mean to make 

or see a film has changed considerably over the past twenty years. My somewhat 

dated dictionary defines films in terms of cinemagoing and has not yet caught up 

with "IV movies, never mind the video recorder. Because concepts are subiect to 

such continual shifts in meaning, we have to treat them with caution. 

Meaning is essentially a matter of making distinctions. When I describe a film as 

’boring’, fbr example, I am making one or more distinctions: this situation is 

’boring’ and not ’exciting’ or ’stimulating’ or ’interesting’ or ’amusing’. Meaning is 

bound up with the contrast between what is asserted and what is implied not to be 

the case. To understand the assertion that a film is ’boring’, I have to understand 

the distinction being drawn between what is and what might have been the case. 

Meanings reside in social practice, and not just in the heads of individuals. Going 

to the movies expresses meaning, just as much as does reviewing them. The--’social 

construction’ of a night out at the cinema is a complex accomplishment in terms of 

meaningful action. The cinema itself is not just a building, but one designed and 

constructed for a particular purpose. Showing a film in the cinema is the 

culmination of a complex sequence of meaningful actions, including the whole 

process of producing, making, distributing and advertising the film. My ’night out’ 

at the cinema is a comparable accomplishment, predicated upon social practices in 

the form of transportation (I have to get to the cinema), econornic exchange (I have 

to buy a ticket) and audience behaviour (silence please!). 

Such social phenomena are, in Sayer’s words, ’concept-dependent’: unlike natural 

phenomena they are not impervious to the meanings we ascribe to them (1992:30). 

The film industry, the entertainment business, the transport system and the ’night 

out’ are social practices which can only be understood in terms of the meanings we 

invest in them. To vary a stock example, when one billiard ball ’kisses’ another, the 

physical reaction that takes place is not affbcted by any meaningful behaviour on the 

part of the billiard balls. But when one person kisses another, the reaction can only 

be understood as meaningful behaviour. The natural scientist may worry about 

what it means when one billiard ball kisses another, but only about what it means to 

the scientist (e.g. in terms of force, inertia, momentum). The social scientist also has 

to worry about what the kiss means for the persons involved. 

As my example of the film suggests, in dealing with meanings we by no means 

need to confine our attention to text. On the contrary, we should note the richness 

and diversity of qualitative data, since it encompasses virtually any kind of data: 

sounds, pictures, videos, music, songs, prose, poetry or whatever. Text is by no 

means the only, nor is it always the most effective, means of communicating 

qualitative information; in an electronic age, art and design have become powerful 

media tools. The importance of image as well as text is not merely an aspect of 
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contemporary culture; the art historian Michael Baxandall (1974) comments that ’a 

painting is the deposit of a social relationship’. Qualitative data embraces an 

enormously rich spectrum of cultural and social artefacts. 

WThat do these different kinds of data have in common? They all convey meaningful 

information in a form other than numbers. However, note that numbers too 

sometimes convey only meanings, as, fbr example, when we refer to the numbers on 

football jerseys, car number plates, or the box numbers in personal ads. It would be 

absurd to treat these numbers as numerical data, to be added, subtracted or 

otherwise subject to mathematical manipulation. But it is not always so easy to 

distinguish between the use of number as a descriptor of quality and its use as a 

measure of quantity. This is particularly true where, for convenience in 

manipulating data, we use numbers as names. It is then all too easy to forget that 

the numbers are only names, and proceed as if they ’meant’ more than they do. 

Often, for example, response categories in an interview are coded by number. This 

may be convenient for the analysis. But if we forget that these numbers are really 

just names, we may analyse them as though they conveyed more information than 
they actually do. In distinguishing between quantitative and qualitative data in terms 

of numbers and meanings, we have to avoid the fallacy of treating numbers as 

numbers where they are used only to convey meaning. 

By comparison with numbers, meanings may seem shifty and unreliable. But 

often they may also be more important, more illuminating and more fun. If I am a 

boringly meticulous jogger, I may use a pedometer to measure the distance I jog, a 

watch to measure my time, and the scales afterwards to measure my weight. For 

each concept--distance, time, weight--we can measure behaviour in terms of 

standard units--yards, minutes and pounds: ’I jog 3,476 yards eve~- day, in 20 

minutes on average, and I hope to lose 51b after a month’. However, I happen to 

know- that with jogging this obsession with quantitative measurement is 

counterproductive: it adds stress and reduces enjoyment. I also know that by 

replacing f~tt with muscle, I am liable to g~n rather than lose weight! Therefore, I 

prefer to measure my jogging in qualitative terms: ’I jog until I am tired out. By the 

end of the month I hope I’ll feel fitter.’ Short of conducting some medical tests, 

there are no quantitative measures in terms of which to quantify my exhaustion, or 

my fitness. But I can describe my exhaustion, and I can compare how much fitter I 

feel now than before I began to jog. Although I could use quantitative measures 

(e.g. my pulse rate) as a way of assessing my fitness, these may not provide a very, 

meaningful assessment of how fit I feel. 

It would be wrong to assume that quantitative data must take precedence over 

qualitative data simply because it involves numbers. Take the ever topical question 

of weight watching. There are various ways we can weight watch. ~e might use the 

scales and measure how many kilos or pounds we weigh. This is a quantitative 
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measure, but it doesn’t tell us how the weight is distributed, nor how a particular point 

in the scale translates into overall appearance, gTe might prefer to rely on how we 

look, whether ’fat’ or ’thin’ or maybe ’just right’. These are qualitative iudgements, 

but in a social context these may be the judgements that count. If we do not 

measure data in quantitative terms, it may be that (at least for the moment) we lack 

the tools necessary to do the job. Or it may be that we simply prefer qualitative 

assessments because they are more meaningful, if less precise, than any quantitative 

measures. 

Take colour as an example. For most purposes we are content to use a fairly crude 

classification based on a very limited colour range. If we are buying (or selling) 

paint, though, we may want a more sophisticated classification. And if we are using 

colour in an industrial or scientific context, we may want more precision: a 

spectrophotometer measures the amount of light reflected or transmitted across the 

visible spectrum, allowing colours to be measured precisely in terms of their 

wavelengths. However, the mathematical specification of a colour does not reveal 

how it will look to different obsetwers in variable light conditions; although 

measurement is more accurate, it is less useful for everyda,v purposes than cruder 

methods which rely on visual classification (Varley 1983:134-5). 

Because qualitative assessments are less standardized and less precise than 

quantitative measures, there are areas of social life where we do attempt to establish 

the latter. Money is the medium through which we measure equivalence in market 

transactions, though in contrast to physical measures, confidence in currencies can 

collapse completely. Qualifications are another medium used to measure educational 

achievement, though here also ’inflation’ can undermine confidence in established 

standards. Attempts to measure educational performance, intelligence, health status, 

social adjustment, quality of life and so on in quantitative terms are dogged by 

suspicion that these do not capture the ’quality’ of psychological or social aspects of 

lifb. For example, compare the following statements on educational achievement. 

’Only, 5% of British employees in ’Education is what survives when what 
commercial and clerical work have has been learnt has been Ibrgotten.’ 
educational qualifications above A- 
level standard.’ 

In reducing educational achievement to a quantitative measure, do we neglect or 

overlook altogether what is important about education--its quality? 

This tension between quantitative measures and qualitative assessment is also 

apparent in social research. On the one hand, qualitative data is often presented as 
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’richer’ and ’more valid’ than quantitative data. On the other hand, it is often 

dismissed as ’too subiective’ because assessments are not made in terms of 

established standards. In practice, this implies an unnecessary polarization between 

the different types of data. We have to consider the reliability and validity of whatever 

measures we choose. But as is often the case, the existence of a dichotomy has 

tended to polarize not only thinking but people (Galtung 1967:23). Qualitative 

data has become narrowly associated with research approaches emphasizing 

unstructured methods of obtaining data. 

Qualitative research has become a t~tshionable term to use for any method other 

than the survey: participant (and non-participant) observation, unstructured 

interviewing, group interviews, the collection of documentary materials and the 

like. Data produced from such sources may include fieldnotes, interview transcripts, 

documents, photographs, sketches, video or tape recordings, and so on. What these 

various forms of research often have in common is a rejection of the supposedly 

positivist ’sins’ associated with survey methods of investigation, most particularly 

where data are elicited through closed questions using researcher-defined categories. 

A grudging exception may be allowed for open questions in a questionnaire survey, 

but in practice---for the sake of purity, perhaps--data from this source are often 

ignored. The hallmark of qualitative data from this perspective is that it should be a 

product of’unstructured’ methods of social research. 

However, it is not very helpful to see qualitative data simply as the output of 

qualitative research. Distinctions between different methods are as hard to draw as 

distinctions between types of data! For example, we might contrast the survey as a 

method involving the collection and comparison of data across a range of cases, with 

the single case study approach more commonly associated with qualitative methods. 

However, in recent years there has been an upsurge of interest in ’multi-case’ (or 

’multi-site’) fieldwork methods, eroding the force of the case study/survey 

distinction. Moreover, the survey itself can be used as a data collection instrument 

within the context of a case study; for example, we might survey teacher opinion as 

part of a case study of a particular school. 

Another distinction sometimes drawn between qualitative and quantitative 

methods is that the former produce data which are freely defined by the subject rather 

than structured in advance by the researcher (Patton 1980). ’Pre-structured’ data are 

taken to involve selection from a limited range of researcher-defined alternatives, for 

example in an observation schedule or multiple choice questionnaire. With subject- 

defined data, the length; detail, content and relevance of the data are not 

determined by the researcher, but recorded ’as spoken’ or ’as it happens’, usually in 

the form of notes or tape recordings. 

However, it is difficult to draw such a sharp divide between these methods. 

Observations may be more or less ’structured’ without falling clearly into one type or 
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another. Similarly, between the ’structured’ and ’unstructured’ interview are a 

variety of interviewing forms which resist such ready classification. Take open and 

closed questions in interviewing as an obvious example. With the closed question, 

the respondent must choose from the options specified by the researcher. With an 

open question, respondents are free to respond as they like. But these alternatives 

are not really so clear-cut. For example, questions which indicate a range of response 

categories may still include the option: ’Other--please specify’. And even the most 

non-directive interviewer must implicitly ’direct’ an interview to some extent if it is 

to cover certain topics within the time available. It would be naive to discount the 

role played by the researcher as participant observer or unstructured interviewer in 

eliciting and shaping the data they obtain. 

The point is that any ’data’, regardless of method, are in fact ’produced’ by the 

researcher. In this respect, the idea that we ’collect’ data is a bit misleading. Data are 

not ’out there’ waiting collection, like so many rubbish bags on the pavement. For a 

start, they have to be noticed by the researcher, and treated as data for the purposes 

of his or her research. ’Collecting’ data always involves selecting data, and the 

techniques of data collection and transcription (through notes, tapes, recordings or 

whatever) will affect what finally constitutes ’data’ for the purposes of research. 

A method of data collection may in any case produce various .types of data. The 

most obvious example is the questionnaire survey, where we can design a wide range 

of questions, more or less ’open’ or ’closed’, to elicit various types of data, The same 

holds true of fieldwork methods, such as document searches or observation; while 

the data produced through these methods may be predominantly qualitative in 

character, there is no reason to presume that it will be exclusively so. Sometimes of 

course we simply do not get the kind of data we expected. 

What’s the main difference between 
students of 1960s and the 1990s? 
Thirty~ years. 

What result would you get if you laid 
class of 30 students, average height 
5’5", end to end? 
The~-’d all fall asleep. 

In practice, research often involves a range of methods producing a variety of data. 

We would do better to focus on the data which has been produced, rather than 

implying rigid distinctions between styles of research and methods of data collection. 

If qualitative research is equated with the use of unstructured methods, it follows 

that qualitative data is there~bre seen as ’unstructured’. The difference between 

’structured’ and ’unstructured’ data turns on whether or not the data has been 
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classified. Take the example in Illustration 2.1 of structured and unstructured 

responses to a question about the use of closed questions in an interview. 

ILLUSTRATION 2.1 

STRUCTURED AND UNSTRUCTURED RESPONSES TO THE 

QUESTION ’WHAT ARE THE MAIN ADVANTAGES AND 

DISADVANTAGES OF CLOSED QUESTIONS IN AN 

INTERVIEW?’ 

&r~ct~red response Unstructured response 

¯ Closed questions expedite the 
interview for both interviewer and 
respondent 
¯ Closed questions expedite later 
processing of data 
¯ Closed questions improve reliability 
¯ Closed questions convey more exact 
meaning by defining the range of 
appropriate responses 
¯ Closed questions improve reliability 

Well, it can put people ot~ not being 
able to answer in their own words. But 
the important thing is that people may 
not be able to answer as they’d like. 
Answers to open questions are more 
likely to reflect a person’s mvn thinking 
--to be more valid. It’s much better to 
analyse the data afterwards, even if it’s 
more time-consuming. Of course time 
is of the essence, especially when you’ve 
had the kind of medical problems I’ve 
had over the last year. I had that 
operation in January, etc. etc. 

The structured response has been classified, for the data is divided into separate 

statements denoting distinctive advantages of closed questions, relating to the 

conduct of the interview, the ease of data processing and the communication of 

meaning. By contrast, the unstructured response is descriptive but unclassified: the 

response covers a range of points--not all of them relevant--which are not 

organized and presented as distinctive elements. 

Lack of structure is evident in the characteristic volume and complexity of much 

research data: in those apparently endless pages upon pages of fieldnotes; in the 

varied mass of documentary materials; in those lengthy and lavish interview 

transcripts. Such data may often lack structure, but this can be a problem as much 

as a virtue. The idea that qualitative data is mainly ’unstructured’ is useful, if this is 

taken not as a definition but rather as an imperative for an~ysis. Although 

unstructured data may not be classified, it can be classified and indeed one of the 

main aims of qualitative analysis is often to do iust that. ~hile a lot of qualitative 

data may be unstructured, it is misleading to define qualitative data as 

’unstructured’ data. Is a response less ’qualitative’ because I classi~ my observations? 

Suppose I am asked to describe the colour of my hair. Is my response less 
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’qualitative’ if I (sadly but honestly) select ’grey’ from a list of alternatives, than if I 

write ’grey’ in the space provided? 

Ironically, in defining qualitative data in terms of unstructured data or a 

particular family of research methods, qualitative analysts underestimate the 

significance of qualitative data across the whole research spectrum. They ’also 

underestimate the concern amongst other research traditions with problems of 

meaning and conceptualization (Fielding and Fielding 1986, Bryman 1988). Rather 

than counter-posing qualitative and quantitative data in this way, it makes more 

sense to consider how these can complement each other in social research (Giarelli 

1988). 
To do so, let us look in more detail at different levels of measurement in social 

research. Here I am taking measurement in its broadest sense, as the recognition of a 

limit or boundary,. As Bohm (1983:118) has argued, this is also its most ancient 

sense, as in the idea of a ’measured’ action or response which acknowledges the 

proper limits to behaviour. Measurement referred to insight into the proper nature 

of the phenomenon; if behaviour went beyond its proper measure or limit, the 

result would be ill-health--or tragedy. Such limits can be recognized through 

qualitative assessment as well as specified more precisely through quantitative 

measures. Indeed, the specification of precise proportion was initially a subsidiary 

element of measurement, of secondary significance, though it has since supplanted 

the more general notion of recognizing the proper limit or boundary of some 

phenomenon. 

When we look at different levels of measurement, we find that numbers and 

meanings are relaed at all levels. A concept is an idea which embraces a number of 

observations which have characteristics in common. \~’hen we bring observations 

together as having some significance in common, we count them as belonging to the 

concept. The word count derives from the Latin ’computare’, with the roots ’com’, 

meaning together, and ’putare’ meaning to calculate or reckon. (The term computer 

derives from the Latin ’computare’). Counting therefore has a double meaning. XgTe 

use it to refer to significance, as in the expression ’that observation doesn’t count’; 

and we use it to refer to enumeration, as in the expression ’count the observations’. 

So conceptualization even at the most elementary level is informed by number. And 
even at the most elementary level of enumeration, counting depends on the 

meaning of what we ’reckon together’. 

The first step in recognizing a limit or boundary is to give a description of 

something, k~Then my daughter describes ’what happened at school this afternoon’, 

she is telling a story about a unique sequence of events. Much of the qualitative data 

produced through fieldwork methods or open-ended interview questions may be of 

the same narrative form. We describe by focusing on the characteristics of something 

--perhaps a person, object, event or process. No explicit comparison need be 
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My a’fternoon 

] 

at school 

Fi~,ure 2. i Describing a bit of data as a ripple in the flow of experience 

intended: we can be interested in recognizing and denoting something as a 

’singularity’, in the sense of a unique bit of data. A singularity can also mean something 

unusual, rare, or even extraordinary--in other words, something which ’stands out’ 

as worthy of attention. Think of how a figure stands out against the background of 

a painting. Perhaps more appropriately, think of a ripple or eddy in a flowing stream 

(Bohm 1983:10). In describing a singularity--such as observing what happened 

today at school--we identify, a ripple in the stream of experience (Figure 2.1). 

A singularity is a single constellation of observations which constitutes the 

identity of a person or object, or the history of a unique event (or sequence of 

events). But like the ripple in the stream, it cannot be abstracted from the wider flow 

of experience in which it is implicated. The figure depends upon the background; to 

recognize an exception, we have to understand the rule. Description depends on 

recognizing patterns of events. For example, what is this ’school’ where this unique 

sequence of events occurred? What is a ’teacher’ and what does ’doing maths’ mean? 

"gre identify things---events, processes, even people--by attending to their 

characteristics, and by recognizing the boundaries which separate these ’things’ from 

the flow of experience in which they are implicated. For this to be possible, these 

characteristics have to be stable over time. ~/e have to compare observations 

between different bits of data, and classify these observations according to their 

distinctive characteristics. 

For example, to recognize something as a ’school’ we have to have some measure 

of agreement on a set of characteristics which define the boundaries of what can or 

cannot count as a ’school’. We may think of it as a building designed or used for a 

particular purpose; or as a social institution with a characteristic set of social relations, 

and perhaps even a characteristic ’ethos’. In describing something as a ’school’, we 

implicitly classify it as belonging to a group of observations which we have named 

’schools’. This demarcates the concept ’school’ from other kinds of observations, 

such as ’hospitals’, ’banks’ or ’swimming pools’. A concept is an idea which stands 
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Schools 

Figure 2.2 Category relating two similar observations 

for a class of objects or events. Where we fail to reach a measure of agreement on 

how to define these boundaries, conflicts may arise. This happens, of course, when 

teachers ’define’ school as a place to work but children treat school as a place to 

play. 

It follows that our observations are concept-laden abstractions from the flow of 

experience--and we should be wary of taking these products of our thinking as 

enjoying an existence independent of it. \X/e have no independent access to reality 

apart from our conceptualizations of it. That does not mean that reality or 

experience is reducible to how we observe it--as though, if we were all to shut our 

eyes, the world would disappear, Experience is mediated but not determined by the 

concepts we use. 
We can think of this conceptual process as ’categorizing’ data. In Figure 2.2 two 

similar observations in the stream of experience are related in terms of a unifying 

categotT. Clearly categories can refer to a potentially unlimited series of similar 

observations. 

Even at this level of measurement, where we are only defining the limits or 

boundaries of objects or events, we are implicitly using both qualitative and 

quantitative measures. To answer the question ’what counts as a school’ we refer to 

our idea of what a school is, i.e. to the meaning of the concept. But these meanings 

are typically articulated in relation to a number of observations (or experiences) 

through which we define the boundaries of our concept. Concepts are ideas about 

classes of objects or events: we decide whether to ’count’ an observation as belonging 

to a category, in terms of whether it fits with a number of similar observations. We 

compare this observation with similar examples. So we are already ’counting’ in 

both senses of the word, if the meanings we ascribe to an object or event are stable over 

a range of experience. 
W~hen we categorize data in this way, we make a distinction between this 

observation and others. We want to know what makes this observation ’stand out’ 

from others. Often this is through an implied contrast--e.g, this is school, not 
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home; where we work, not play. For most purposes, we do not bother to make rigid 

and complete distinctions, so long as we can make some reasonably rough and ready 

decisions about what ’belongs’ where, gThen Eve said ’here’s an apple’ to Adam, she 

wanted him to recognize it for what it is: an apple. She named the fruit an ’apple’ to 

signify that it has certain characteristics: according to my dictionary it is a ’rounded 

firm edible juicy fruit of a tree of the genus Mal¢zs’ or ’any of various similar fleshy 

many-celled fruits’. ’Edible and juicy’ was probably enough for Adam. The category 

’apple’ signifies these characteristics, more or less vaguely defined. The categories we 

use may be vaguely defined, but we don’t worry unduly so long as they ’work’ 

us. \~e want to know that the apple is juicy and edible, not dry and inedible. 

Our categories can be ’fuzzy’ and overlapping. For most purposes, we may think 

of schools as a set of purpose-built buildings. But a school can also double as a 

community centre, a sports facility, and during elections as a voting centre. For 

parents educating their children at home, part of the house may function as ’school’ 

for part of the day. And there may be little agreement on what a school does. For 

some it may an institution for imparting skills and certi~ing achievement, for 

others it may be little more than a giant child-minding institution. A concept can 

convey very different connotations. So the distinctions we draw in describing 

something as a school may vary according to context. 

Categorizing at this level therefore involves an implicit and loosely defined 

classification of observations. Categorizing brings together a number of observations 

which we consider similar in some respects, by implied contrast with other 

observations. But the boundaries are not tightly defined, and we are typically vague 

about the precise respects in which we dift}zrentiate our observations. This means 

that in assigning something to one category, we do not automatically exclude it from 

others. XXZe discount other possibilities, rather than exclude them altogether. For 

example, in counting certain observations as ’schools’, we discount other categories 

such as ’community centres’, but we do not explicitly exclude them as possibilities. 

So counting how many schools there are tells us nothing about how many 

community centres there ma,v be. In this sense, our categories are inclusive rather 

than exclusive. We focus on whether or not to include an observation within the 

category (e.g. to count it as a school) rather than whether in doing so we exclude the 

observation from other categories. In Figure 2.3, for example, our observations are 

related to two different categories, ’schools’ and ’community centres’. 

At a more sophisticated level of classification, we can differentiate more explicitly 

between observations. Typically, we can do this where we can identify some 

characteristics which observations have in common, the better to understand what 

distinguishes them. We may want to distinguish clearly between ’apples’ and ’pears’, 

for example, as different varieties of fruit. Here the concept ’fruit’ becomes a 

variable, whose values are ’apples’ and ’pears’. A variable is just a concept which 
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Figure 2..3 Categorizing using inclusive categories 

varies in kind or amount. This type of variable is often called a ’nominal’ variable 

because its values (or categories) are ’names’ rather than numbers. 

xg!ith nominal variables, the values we use must be mutually exclusive and 

exhaustive. ’Mutually exclusive’ means no bit of data fits into more than one 

category. For example, suppose we classified a box of apples according to colour, 

and assumed that the apples are either red or green. ’Colour’ is then our variable, 

with two values ’red’ and ’green’. W’hat if we encounter some apples which are red 

and green? Our values are no longer mutually exclusive. ’Exhaustive’ means you can 

assign all your data to one category or another; there’s nothing that won’t fit 

somewhere into a given set of categories. Suppose we encounter some yellow- apples 

lurking at the bottom of the box. Our categories no longer exhaust all possible values 

fbr the variable ’colour’. To make our values exhaustive and mutually, exclusive, we 

would have to add new" categories for the yellow- and red/green apples. 

Classifying in this way adds to our information about the data. For any bit of 

data which we assign one value, we can infer that we cannot assign the same bit of 

data to other values of the same variable. Our categories have become exclusive. For 

example, suppose our categories refer to ’primary’ and ’secondary’ schools. ’Schools’ 

becomes our variable and ’primary’ and ’secondary’ its mutually exclusive values. 

The observations can no longer be assigned to either category (Figure 2.4). If we 

encountered another bit of data which fits our variable but not our values, such as a 

’middle’ school, then we would have to modify our classification to keep it exclusive 

and exhaustive. 

At this level of measurement, we have adopted a more rigorous measure of both 

the qualitative and quantitative aspects of our data. At a conceptual level, our 

criteria for categorizing (or counting) a school as either primary or secondary have to 

be clear: they cannot be fuzzy, and overlapping. As these categories are both values of 

the variable ’schools’, we are also clear about what they have in common. In terms 

of counting numbers, if we add our observation to one category, we automatically 
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Primary Secondary 

Schools 

-- Includes ...... Excludes 

Figure 2.4 Nominal variable with mutually- exclusive and exhaustive values 

exclude (or subtract) it from another. We can now consider the proportion of our 

observations which fall into any particular class. This advance in counting 

numerically is only possible, though, because of our advance in what counts 

conceptually as belonging to one class or another. \~Te have defined our classes more 

comprehensively (so they are exhaustive) and more precisely (so they are exclusive). 

Sometimes we can put values into a rank order. For example, we may, distinguish 

schools in terms of some idea of educational progression, and rank primary schools 

as more elementary, than secondary, schools. If we can order values in this way’, we 

can convert our nominal variable into an ’ordinal’ variable, so-called because it 

specifies an order between all its values. A common example of ordinal variables in 

social research can be fbund in the ranking of pret}zrences, or where we ask 

respondents to identify the strength of their feelings about various options. Ordinal 

variables give us still more numerical information about the data, because we can 

now indicate how one bit of data is higher or lower in the pecking order than 

another (Figure 2.5). 

From a quantitative perspective, we can now rank these values along a continuum. 

If primary schools fall below middle schools on this continuum, we can infer that they 

also fall below upper secondaries. But for this ranking to be meaningful, it must also 

make sense from a qualitative perspective. In the case of schools, the idea of 

educational progression provides a conceptual rationale for distinguishing an order 

in terms of the degree of progression exh ibited by different schools. 

To progress to higher levels of measurement, we have to improve or refine our 

conceptualization of the data. \Vhat is a school? Can we classify schools into 

primaries and secondaries? Are primaries more elementary than secondaries? Each of 
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Primary 

Schools 

¯ <~ ... Secondary 

Includes ...... Excludes 

Less than ,~ Greater than 

Figure 2.5 Ordinal variable indicating order between observations 

these questions raises conceptual issues which must be satisfactorily resolved if we 

are use a higher level of measurement. The same applies to measurement in terms of 

standard units. A standard unit is one which defines fixed limits to the intervals 

between different possible values of a variable, which can be thought of as different 

points on a scale. Concepts which can be measured in this way are called ’interval’ 

variables. (If the scale happens to have a fixed point, such as zero, we call it a ’ratio’ 

scale). For example, a ruler fixes intervals in terms of inches or centimetres, or some 

proportion thereof. Fixed intervals allow us to measure the ’distance’ between 

different values, such as the difference between something 4 cms and something 10 

cms wide. Once again this adds to the information about our data, this time 

specifying in numerical terms the distance between different values. For example, in 

Figure 2.6 our observations are measured in terms of variable ’age at ent .ry to 

school.’ 

Measurement in terms of standard units is often presented as the core of scientific 

method. But note that quantities mean nothing in themselves--except perhaps to 

the pure mathematician. That is not to disparage the power of mathematics, which 

obviously has been a crucial tool in scientific development. What tends to be 

overlooked is the critical role of qualitative concepts in interpreting the 

mathematics. Although we take this type of measurement for granted in the 

physical world, it depends upon long-established conceptual conventions 

underpinned by sophisticated theoretical relationships between categories. For 

example, a metre was initially established by social convention but is now defined in 
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Age at entry to schoot 

Fi~,~re 2.6Interval variable with ~ixed distance between values 

terms of the distance travelled by light in 0.000000003335640952 seconds 

(Hawking 1988:22). This measurement depends upon conceptual assumptions 

about the nature of light. Quantitative measurement applied to the wodd can only 

be achieved on the basis of qualitative assessment. With many everyday physical 

measures, such as of distance, time or temperature, we may have only a vague (and 

perhaps erroneous) notion of the qualitative concepts upon which they are based: 

we take these measures for granted. In social research, with relatively few well- 

established measures, we cannot afford to do likewise. 

~X/~e can rarely establish in social research comparable conventions fixing the 

distance between values (or categories), let alone specify this distance with accuracy. 

Measures in social research such as those of age and income are the exceptions 

rather than the rule. Social scientists do not have standard units in terms of which to 

measure things like poverty, health or quality of life. The prime reason is that we 

cannot agree in the first place about the meaning of what we are trying to measure. 

For example, the definition of poverty remains a bone of contention between a 

variety of rival political and academic perspectives. Many of the concepts used in 

social research are similarly contestable. 

Qualitative assessments can easily become eclipsed by standard measures, which 

seem to offer simple but powerful tools for quantifying data. But despite their 

undoubted appeal, standard measures which ignore qualitative meaning can easily 

mislead. Let us consider a couple of simple exm~nples, age and family size. These may 

easily but mistakenly be taken as quantitative variables whose meaning is self- 

evident. Take a mother who is forty }rears old and has three children. Surely here we 

have such clear-cut quantitative data that we can focus quite legitimately on the 
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quantities and not the ’qualities’ involved? Perhaps. But we are assuming that ’years’ 

are of (sufficiently) equal length and therefore bear a consistent relation to the 

length of a life. If our mother was an ancient Roman, the number of years lived 

might bear no consistent relation to the length of her life. The Romans used a lunar 

rather than a solar calendar, and had to continually adjust the year by adding in 

extra days. The calendar was in such a mess by 47 BC that Caesar made the year 

445 days long (Coveney and Highfield 1991:43)! The variable ’years old’ in fact 

expresses a quite sophisticated classification, one which is a cultural product 

reflecting the culmination (to date) of a long and complex political and scientific 

process. If this example seems obscure, then consider contemporary Japan, where 

years of age are reckoned prospectively rather than retrospectively--a Japanese baby 

during the first year is reckoned as a one-year-old. We can all tell (or lie about) how 

many years old we are, but only because (and insof~tr as) the calendar has become 

established as a standard measure of the passage of time. 

What about the number of children? This too depends upon common, taken-fbr- 

granted assumptions about what it means to ’have children’. But with the growth of 

single parent families and ’step’ relationships, and technological advances in the 

shape of artificial insemination and test tube babies, this has become problematic. In 

this changing cultural context, our common understanding of what ’having a child’ 

means has become less definite. It may be necessary, for example, to distinguish 

clearly between biological and social relationships. For example, we might define 

’having children’ as ’giving birth to a child’ (effectively excluding men f’rom having 

children!). But in some circumstances, even this may not be sufficient. Redmond 

O’Hanlon (1988) recounts the story of a social scientist trying to establish for social 

security purposes the number of child dependents in an Amazonian village. The 

hapless researcher was confounded by two women claiming to have given birth to 

the same child! Before we can determine how many children a mother has, we have 

to achieve a common understanding of what this means. If we intend to make 

quantitative comparisons, we must first make certain we are comparing ’like with 

like’ by achieving a consistent qualitative interpretation of what it means to ’have a 

child’. 

X~le must therefore look behind the numbers, to what the information we have 

means and how it can be used. In other words, we must identify the appropriate 

level of measurement for the data. If we ignore the level of measurement, we can 

easily think we know more about the data than we actually do. For example, in the 

university where I work the grading and marking scale in Illustration 2.2 is in 

operation. 
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ILLUSTRATION 2.2 

EXAMPLE OF A GRADING AND MARKING SCHEME 

Grade Ma& 

A 75-100 

B 65-74 

C 55-64 

D 50-54 

E 45-49 

F 35-44 

G 0-34 

The dif~}erent bands refer to qualitative differences in performance. For example, 

grade A means ’excellent’. But what do the marks mean? Note that the grades refer 

to bands of marks of unequal size (Illustration 2.3). 

Although we have a numerical scale from one to one hundred, we do not have 

standard units. Compare two essays marked ten and thirty with another two essays 

marked fifty and seventy. The former are in the same grade--that is, have the same 

meaning, ’bad fail’--the latter are separated by two grades, and therefore have 

different meanings. As marks in some grades are given more weight than marks in 

others, it would be misleading to average marks to determine overall performance. Yet 

once performance is measured in terms of marks, the temptation to do just that may 

be overwhelming, even if the interpretation of such an average must be obscure! 

ILLUSTRATION 2.3 
GRADES WITH DIFFERENT MARK BANDS 

Grade Mar~ band 

G 35 
A 25 

B&C&F 10 

D&E 5 

To interpret data in social research, it may be more important to use meaningful 

categories than to obtain precise measures. As a category ’forty years old’ is not 

especially meaningful (except perhaps to forty-year-olds!) and age data organized 
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into different categories by ’years’ may be very hard to interpret, Therefore we may 

prefbr to reclassify ’years’ data in terms of age groups e.g. ’under twenty-fives’ etc. 

which are more meaningful, even though we cannot then measure just how old 

those in each age group are. 

Problems of interpretation are pervasive in any science, whether we are thinking 

of ’strange attractors’ in physics, ’black holes’ in astronomy or the ’nuclear family’ in 

social science. Numbers are never enough: they have to refer to concepts established 

through qualitative analysis. XgThile quantities are powerful precisely because of the 

complex mathematical operations they permit, they mean nothing in themselves 

unless they are based on meaningful conceptualizations. In other words, social 

science (and science for that matter) without qualitative data would not connect up 

with the world in which we live. 

If it is folly to disregard the problems of meaning in science, it is also folly to 

discount the contribution of numbers in analysing qualitative data. When 

A.E.Maxwell, the Senior Lecturer in Statistics at the Institute of PsychiattT in the 

University of London, wrote about ’Analysing Qualitative Data’ three decades ago, 

he explained to his readers that his book could have been called ’Chi-Square tests’ 

(Maxwell 1961). At that time, it was taken for granted that qualitative analysis 

meant the statistical analysis of variables which were not an~enable to more 

quantitative measurement. Now, we take for granted precisely the opposite: that no 

book on qualitative data analysis will be concerned with the statistical analysis. This 

shift in paradigm has had some virtue, for it has placed more emphasis on the 

meaning and interpretation of data through the processes of description and 

classification. However, this emphasis also exaggerates distinctions between 

alternative methods which ought more properly to be viewed as partners than as 

competitors. 

It may indeed be difficult if not irrelevant to count examples, if our data is 

entirely descriptive and we are analysing singularities rather than looking for 

patterns within our data. However, as I suggested earlier, even ’singularities’ are 

likely to be embedded in a language full of more or less implicit coraparisons and 

classifications. My daughter cannot tell me what happened at school today without 

thera. Classification is not just a product of structured interview schedules; it is the 

stuff of everyday thinking. One of the main aims of analysis may be to recognize 

and make explicit the classifications used by subjects. Another raay be the 

development of the analyst’s own classification of the data. But once data has been 

classified, it can be counted. 

Enumeration is implicit in the idea of measurement as recognition of a limit or 

boundary. Once we recognize the boundaries to some phenomenon, we can 

recognize and therefore enumerate examples of that phenomenon. Once we know 
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what a ’school’ is, we can count schools. Indeed, it may be hard to describe and 

compare qualities entirely without enumerating them. To identify a boundary to 

our concept of a ’school’, we may need to consider more than one example. If for 
many examples we can recognize some characteristics commonly associated with 

this concept, then we may have more confidence in assigning this category. The 

development of categories is rooted in repeated observations, and this entails 

enumeration of what data does or does not ’fit’. Therefore enumeration is not a 

luxury extra, but integral to how we classify data. 

Statistics is just another form of counting. However, statistical procedures often 

require assumptions about the probability of obtaining responses which can only be 

satisfied when using random samples, typically through the survey method. WThere 

we have satisfied these assumptions, there is no reason why we should not adopt the 

appropriate procedures, whether for testing for associations between variables or 

generalizing from a random sample to a larger population. Where we have not 

satisfied these assumptions, we can still use statistics to examine the quantitative 

aspects of our data, for example, to be more rigorous in recognizing or creating 

classification schemes. Some simple statistical procedures, }br analysing frequencies 

and cross-tabulations, may prove useful in analysing even the most idiosyncratic and 

unstructured data. This use of’quasi-statistics’ (Becket and Geer 1982) can enhance 

the rigour and power of a qualitaive analysis--providing always that we keep in 

mind just what the numbers mean. 

It is more useful to define qualitative data in ways which encourage partnership 

rather than divorce between different research methods. In suggesting that 

quantitative data deals with numbers and qualitative data deals with meanings, I do 

not mean to set them in opposition. They are better thought of as mutually 

dependent. Number depends on meaning, but in a sense meaning also depends on 

number. Measurement at all levels embraces both a qualitative and a quantitative 

aspect. However, the nature of this relationship changes as we move up the 

measurement hierarchy. The more stable and fixed the meanings we can assign to 

data, the more we can use with confidence the elegance and power of mathematics. 

The more ambiguous and elastic our concepts, the less possible it is to quantify our 

data in a meaningful way. We can use a T’ai-chi T’u diagram (Figure 2.7) to 

symbolize this relationship, as this depicts a dynamic balance of apparently opposing 

forces (cf. Capra 1983:119-120), in this case qualitative and quantitative. 

The diagram reflects the mutual dependence of both types of data. It indicates 

that meanings cannot be ignored when we are dealing with numbers, and numbers 

cannot be ignored when we are dealing with meanings. Each complements the 

other, though at lower levels of measurement questions of meaning are uppermost, 

while at higher levels of measurement, questions of number loom largest. 
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unstructured data 

Quantitative data deals with nmnbers 
Qualitative data deals with meanings 

This includes the meanings of those we are researching 

Meaning is expressed through actions as well as text (or images) 

Meanings are not a prerogative of unstructured methods or 

Meanings and numbers are important at all levels of measurement 

Numbers must be based on meaningful conceptualizations 

Meaningful conceptualization is informed by numbers 

Fig~re 2. 7 Quantitative and qualitative data in dynamic balance 



Chapter 3 
What is qualitative analysis? 

You can’t make an omelette without breaking eggs. And--to extend the aphorism-- 

you can’t make an omelette without beating the eggs together. ’Analysis’ too involves 

breaking data down into bits, and then ’beating’ the bits together. The word derives 

from the prefix ’ana’ meaning ’above’, and the Greek root ’lysis’ meaning ’to break 

up or dissolve’ (Bohm 1983:125 and 156). It is a process of resolving data into its 

constituent components, to reveal its characteristic elements and structure. Without 

analysis, we would have to rely entirely on impressions and intuitions about the data 

as a whole. While our impressions and intuitions certainly have their place in 

analysing data, we can also benefit from the more rigorous and logical procedures of 

analysis. 

Like the omelette, the result of this process of breaking down and beating together 

is something quite different from what we started with. But that is not surprising, 

since, after all, the aim of analysis is not just to describe our data. We want to 

describe the objects or events to which our data refers. Such description forms the 

bedrock of any science. And often we want to do more than describe: we want to 

interpret, to explain, to understand--perhaps even to predict. We want to know 

how, and why, as well as what. The way we do that is to analyse our data. In doing 

so, we go beyond our initial description; and we transform our data into something 

it was not. 

Description lays the basis for analysis, but analysis also lays the basis for further 

description. Through analysis, we can obtain a fresh view of our data. \~e can 

progress from initial description, through the process of breaking data down into 

bits, and seeing how these bits interconnect, to a new account based on our 

reconceptualization of the data. We break down the data in order to classify, it, and 

the concepts we create or employ in classifying the data, and the connections we 

make between these concepts, provide the basis of a fi’esh description (Figure 3.1 ). 

The core of qualitative analysis lies in these related processes of describing 

phenomena, classifying it, and seeing how our concepts interconnect. Let us look at 

each of these processes in turn. 
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Describing 

Qualitalive 
analysis 

Connecting 

Figure 3.1 Qualitative analysis as a circular process 

DESCRIPTION 

To describe is ’to set forth in words’, to ’recite the characteristics’ of a person, object 

or event. Description has a low status in social science. Descriptive studies can be 

contrasted unfavourably with more analytic and theoretically oriented research, as 

though description is a ’low level’ activity hardly worth attention. This is somewhat 

ironic, since description permeates scientific theoty and without it theories could 

have neither meaning and nor application. Ironically, the physicists, who spend 

much of their time absorbed in efforts to ’describe’ the origins and evolution of the 

universe or the characteristics of the ’subatomic’ world, seem to have no such 

aversion to description; indeed, they seem to approach the task with relish. 

The first step in qualitative analysis is to develop thorough and comprehensive 

descriptions of the phenomenon under study. This has become known as ’thick’ 

description (Geerz 1973, Denzin 1978). In contrast to ’thin’ description which 

merely states ’facts’, Denzin suggests that a ’thick’ description includes information 

about the context of an act, the intentions and meanings that organize action, and 

its subsequent evolution (Denzin 1978:33). Thus description encompasses the 

context of action, the intentions of the actor, and the process in which action is 

embedded. Qualitative analysis often aims to provide ’thorough’ descriptions (to 

adopt a more apt adjective than ’thick’) in each of these areas. Thinking of 
observation as an abstraction from the flow of experience, these various aspects of 

description can be depicted as in Figure 3.2. 
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Intentions 

Process 

Fi~,~re 3.2 Three aspects of description in qualitative analysis 

CONTEXTS 

The need to take account of contexts is a recurrent theme in qualitative analysis. 

Contexts are important as a means of situating action, and of grasping its wider 

social and historical import. This can require detailed descriptions of the social 

setting within which action occurs; the relevant social contexts may be a group, 

organization, institution, culture or society; the time frame within which action 

takes place; the spatial context; the network of social relationships, and so on. 

Suppose we want to understand the role of personal ads in dating behaviour. W~e 

may want to describe the relevant social contexts, including the normal patterns of 

dating behaviour, the advertising medium, how personal ads are submitted, and so 

on. These patterns of interaction may be specific to particular spatial contexts-- 

compare urban and rural settings, or New York and the Isle of Skye. They may also 

vary over time, for example, reflecting changing social mores about marriage and 

promiscuity. To understand the role of personal ads in dating behaviour, we may 

therefore include much complex detail about apparently ordinary and perhaps even 

seemingly superficial aspects of social settings. 

In a more literal way, contexts can also be seen as a key to meaning, since 

meaning can be conveyed ’correctly’ only if context is also understood. This is most 

obviously true of pronouns where the meaning depends entirely on information 

already given or known from the context--such as the meaning of the word ’this’ at 

the start of this sentence. But communication in general involves inferring meaning 

from the context in which it occurs (Sperber and Wilson 1986). W~hen I say ’coffee?’ 
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to my wife at 11 a.m., she may infer that I am asking her to make, or that I am 
offering to make, or that I have just made her, a cup of coffee. The meaning of my 

question may be clear from the context in which it is asked--whether I am empty- 

handed, headed for the kitchen, or have a cup of coffee to hand. 

Mostly we take context as given. Communication errors can occur when a 

’wrong’ context is assumed, sometimes with humorous results. Take the exhortation: 

’leave your clothes here and spend the afternoon having a good time’--which 

appeared on a sign in a laundry in Rome. \~qthout knowledge of the context, we 

might mistakenly infer that we are being exhorted to strip off" and ’have a good 

time’. However, knowing the context obliges us to infbr a rather more pedestrian 

meaning! 

Although it is convenient to write about taking account of ’the’ context of 

communication, this may be misleading. There is not just one context, but many. 

Take that cup of coffee, for example. In the cultural context of tea and coffee 

breaks, my offer fits a normal and taken for granted pattern of behaviour. Imagine I 

had offered a whisky instead! Or take the social context. My wife’s inference only 

makes sense if we are at home. If we were out shopping, she would take my 

statement as an offer to buy a coffee, not to make it. And is the coffee to be a gift, or 

subject to some sort of economic exchange? 

The meaning of a communication often depends, therefore, on knowing the 

relevant context(s) in which it is made. Note that we communicate through action 

as well as words. IfI take the coffee to my wife and leave it with her, and take mine 

into my study, I communicate a quite different meaning than if I put both coffees 

on the cof~be table and sit down on the sofa obviously expecting a chat. Despite the 

old aphorism that ’actions speak louder than words’, social scientists sometimes 

write as though the world were inhabited by creatures who only speak or write. 

They don’t smile, scowl, spit, slam doors or communicate meaning in the many 

other ways which we experience in our daily lives. Communication through action 

is no less interesting, effective or bizarre than communication through language. 

(Anyone who has watched how soccer players communicate with each other after 

one of their team mates has scored a goal will know what I mean.) 

Since meaning can vary with context, communication can convey more than one 

meaning. Take the story of Jack and the Beanstalk, for example. In a literary 

context, this can be understood as a straightforward children’s tale of Jack’s 

adventures with the giant at the top of the beanstalk. In a psychoanalytic context, the 

story can acquire a deeper meaning, in which Jack’s adventures convey some key 

stages or tasks in the development of the ch ild’s psyche (Bettelheim 1991:183-193). 

Thus the exchange of the cow for magic beans symbolizes the end of oral 

dependency and expulsion from an infantile paradise; and the phallic beanstalk 

symbolizes social and sexual development, which when used to resolve oedipal 
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conflicts with the father (the giant in the story), leads finally to development as a 

mature and independent human being. Considered as a symbolic representation of 

the problems a child must solve on the road to maturity, each detail of the story 

acquires another meaning. Jack steals successively a bag of gold, a hen that lays 

golden eggs, and a golden harp. Each represents a higher stage in development--the 

harp for example symbolizing progress from material to aesthetic concerns. (I 

hesitate to suggest a symbolic meaning fbr the clima~x of the story, when Jack cuts 

down the beanstalk.) 

Such meanings need not--indeed, Bettelheim argues, must not--be explicit 

the child to absorb the underlying message of this and other fairy-tales. Advertising 

is another medium in which the symbolic character of communication may be more 

significant than the explicit content of the message. In this case, the ’hidden’ 

message may be intentional: the advertiser deliberately plays upon our identification 

with certain characters, or the positive associations invoked by particular images. 

Here, contexts are consciously designed to evoke multiple meanings. But in general, 

communication occurs in a variety of indeterminate contexts, and multiple 

meanings remain implicit rather than explicit. Feminism has made us acutely aware, 

for example, of the meanings implicit in communication considered in the context 

of gender. Apparently ’innocent’ language--such as the preferential use of the 

masculine pronoun ’he’--conveys a meaning which only becomes evident when the 

context of gender is rendered explicit through criticism. 

This situation may seem unsatisfactory, since it makes meaning contingent on 

how we choose to observe it. By shifting contexts, we can undermine or alter the 

original or intended import of a communication. For example, take the fbllowing 

sign at the entrance to a Bangkok temple: ’It is forbidden to enter a woman even a 

foreigner if dressed as a man.’ Despite the lack of grammar, it is obvious that this 

means that women-even if they are foreigners and dressed as men--are forbidden to 

enter the temple. If we shift from a religious to a sexual context, however, we can 

introduce a new and more humorous interpretation, in which it is women rather 

than temples we are forbidden to enter. Is this new interpretation a 

misinterpretation? Yes--if we were foolish enough attribute this meaning to the 

sign-writer. No--if we attribute it to the reader. This new- interpretation is not 

’wrong’ even though it does not coincide with the meaning intended by the sign- 

writer. It is a perfectly reasonable and legitimate interpretation; and indeed, we may 

imagine a (male) traveller, oblivious of the religious context, understanding (if not 

acting upon) the sign in just this way! 

Communication of meaning is an action which requires--at a minimum -- 

#8212;both an initiator and a receiver, and neither has a monopoly on the meaning 

of what passes between them. The contexts of initiator and receiver are both 
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relevant to understanding, and meaning is therefore not a fixed ’thing’ but always 

subject to negotiation between observers. 

It is comf’orting to realize that the situation I am describing has its parallel in 

modern physics, where the ’reality’ that is observed cannot be separated from the 

context of the observation and the action of the observer. Space and time have 

become conditional on the speed and position of the observer in relation to the events 

being observed. This does not preclude or deny a reality separate from our 

observations of it. But reality in physics is no longer a realm about which we can 

obtain information independently of the observer. If you find this hard to believe, 

imagine an astronaut watching a colleague playing darts while orbiting earth. To the 

astronaut, the dart travels a few metres, while to the observer on earth it travels 

several miles; and since the speed of light is constant, and light takes longer to reach 

the earth observer than the astronaut, not only does the dart’s flight occur at a 

different time, but also the time it takes seems shorter to the astronaut than to the 

observer on earth. 

However, this does not mean that observations are arbitraW. Although 

observations of the same event by different observers may no longer agree, 

observations are related in the sense that once an observer’s speed and position are 

known in relation to the event, we can establish how that event will be seen by the 

observer (Hawking 1988:22). In other words, interpretation depends on context, 

but this does not preclude an objective appraisal of how events are interpreted. 

Now imagine a game of darts (on earth this time) being played in the local pub, 

in a siN" quiz show, or in a professional darts tournament. The significance of a 

throw- may vary dramatically according to the contexts in which it is made. For the 

amateurs in the pub, it may be no more than a bit of fun. For the contestants, it 

may be an opportunity to enjoy the limelight. For the professionals, it may be 

humdrum routine, or perhaps a critical turning point in their career. Although the 

meaning varies according to context, if we knew the relevant contexts we could 

provide an objective description of the game. 

In qualitative analysis, our position and procedures parallel those of physics even 

if our measurements lack a similar precision. Meaning depends on context, and has 

to be related to the positions and perspectives of different observers. We can make 

mistakes in attributing particular meanings to particular observers, but the biggest 

mistake would be to imagine that meaning can somehow be understood 

independently of the contexts in which it is observed. 

INTENTIONS 

Ambiguity of meaning is a pervasive characteristic of communication, most 

dramatically demonstrated in the language of humour. Parody, puns, double- 
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ente,~dre, irony--humour often works by conveying an implicit message. If this 

message doesn’t register with its recipient, then the humorist fails to communicate his 

or her meaning successfully. We don’t get the joke. (This is different from seeing 

the joke, but not finding it fimny.) In humour, there is no recovery from this 

disaster, and the joke falls flat. But in social research, we can always ask humorists to 

explain themselves. 

In qualitative analysis there is a strong emphasis on describing the world as it is 

perceived by diiff}erent observers. For some, this is the hallmark of the qualitative 

approach, distinguishing it from supposedly ’positivist’ social science. Setting aside 

this ideological debate about ’legitimate’ methods, we can certainly acknowledge 

that qualitative analysis is usually concerned with how actors define situations, and 

explain the motives which govern their actions. Though as researchers we may 

develop our own concepts for analysing these actions, we want to ensure that this 

relates to intentions of the actors involved. 

If we were studying dating and mating through the personal ads, then it would 

obviously be useful to describe the intentions of the advertisers in submitting ads 

and of respondents in replying to them. The intentions and perceptions of subjects 

often enjoy a privileged position in qualitative research, because of the access they 

can give us to the meaning of action for particular observers. But this does not 

entail that meaning is reduced to a personal matter. For example, the meanings of 

our personal ads can be examined through a variety of contexts, including the ’rules 

of the game’, its cultural significance, its social organization and its psychological or 

economic rewards as well as its personal meaning for participants or audience. Often 

our description of these various facets may depend on what the subjects of our 

research can tell us about them. But there are also other sources which~through 

observation and experience~may give access to the meanings invested in social 

action. 

There is another sense, too, in which meaning cannot be reduced to a personal 

matter. If meaning is inherently ambivalent and context-dependent, we cannot rely 

on our subjects’ intentions as an unequivocal guide to interpretation. Our subjects 

perceive and define situations, including their own intentions, according to their 

understanding of their own motivations, and of the contexts in which they act. 

Neither motivations nor contexts are self-evident, and we have to allow- for the usual 

mix of ignorance and self-deception, delusions and lies. We may sometimes behave 

as rational actors whose actions are governed by knowledge, but we also sometimes 

behave as social actors whose actions are dictated by drives, impulses, appetites, 

instincts and intuitions. Alongside the conscious intellect we must recognize the 

subconscious will. The Freudian division between id, ego and superego emphasizes 

the inconsistencies and contradictions which characterize the human personality and 
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shape human action. Perhaps nowhere is this more evident than in the potential for 

misunderstandings, confusion and conflict associated with dating and mating. 

~Te also know that strong social forces---obsequiousness towards power, pressures 

for conformity, fears of embarrassment or conflict--can distort behaviour and 

disguise individual motivations. On a more positive note, deception and denial can 

also derive from more generous qualities--such as politeness, civility, and the desire 

to protect others. Perhaps a mixture of these motives explains why those who 

exercise power rarely receive an undisguised reaction from those on its receiving 

end. 

Thus we cannot rely on subjects to give a rational account of their intentions, nor 

can we infer intentions unequivocally from their behaviour. Neither in action nor in 

intention can we find an unequivocal guide to interpreting behaviour, and such 

interpretations are therefore inherently contestable. The communication of meaning 

is always negotiable. 

PROCESS 

Since meaning is negotiable, it can also evolve and change over time. An orientation 

to process is the th ird characteristic we noted of qualitative description. Qualitative 

research often seeks to illuminate the ways individuals interact to sustain or change 

social situations. Qualitative data may sometimes be produced through snapshot 

methods, such as a one-off survey; but more typically they are a product of data 

collection over a period, such as the material produced through participant 

observation or successive interviewing. Unlike the snapshot survey, these methods 

produce data which can illuminate more directly the interactions and 

interconnections between action and consequence. The data is descriptive of social 

relationships and interchanges which unfold in the succession of actions and events 

in which the actors are engaged. 

The significance of process in qualitative analysis is also exemplified in interactive 

methods through which qualitative data is often produced. Data collection can itself 

be conceived as an interactive process through which the researcher struggles to 

elicit meaningful interpretations of social action. Analysis often proceeds in tandem 

with data collection, rather than commencing on its completion. The resulting 

analysis is contingent in character, since it in turn stimulates and is modified by the 

collection and investigation of further data. The researcher meanwhile becomes a 

participant in his or her own research project, for their own interpretations and 

actions become a legitimate object of subsequent analysis. Information on the 

researcher’s own behaviour and thinking, in the fbrm of fieldnotes, memos, diary or 

whatever, can become a vital source of data for the analysis. 
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The idea of process is bound up with the idea of change, and the circumstances, 

conditions, actions and mechanisms through which change comes about. Let us 

return to the example of dating and mating through the personal ads. \’ge may be 

able to identify a number of stages in the process, from first thinking of putting in 

an ad, through submitting the ad, receiving a reply and making initial contact, to 

subsequent rejection--or romance. Or we can identify and examine the evolution 

of events in terms of key incidents, such as the first quarrel or first kiss. \~e can ~bcus 

on the complex interplay of factors which produce a particular result. By describing 

this process, we can obtain a sense of how- events originate and evolve, and their 

shifting significance for those involved. Process refers to movement and change over 

time. In place of a static description, we can develop a more dynamic account of 

events. 

The temptation to divide process into different stages or phases is a strong one, 

but not always appropriate (cf. Strauss and Corbin 1990:156). Phasing tends to imply 

a product or end-point as the culmination of process: for, example, either rejection 

or romance. However, process need not imply progress towards a conclusion, but 

simply a significant change in the pattern of events. 

I suggested earlier that action is a medium for communicating meaning. But it 

would be wrong to reduce action to the meanings which it may import. This would 

imply that we live in the world entirely through our minds, whereas the reality is 

that we live predominantly through our bodies. "g~e have a physical presence in the 

world, which commits us to action independently of what that action means or how 

it may be interpreted. If I fall asleep during a seminar, it may mean by accident or 

design, an embarrassment or an insult. Or it may be that I am just tired. To survive, 

we have to ea, sleep and attend to a variety of bodily ftmctions, such as keeping 

warm. \~e may or may not invest these activities with a variety of meanings, but act 

we nlust. 

Indeed, we are condemned to act throughout limb, if only in opting between a 

series of limited choices, the character of which may be beyond our control. XXZe 

may act on impulse, or through force of habit. We should not assume that all 

behaviour is purposeful, especially when we know- how difficult it can be to establish 

any clear sense of purpose. This point is often made in a political context, where 

policy-making is often perceived as a process of ’muddling through’ rather than 

rational action. It is easier to agree on what to do than why to do it, and many 

policies attract consensus because people can agree over means despite confusion or 

conflict over ends. 

The other side of this coin is the familiar problem of ’unintended consequences.’ 

Pregnancy is a classic example where the result mW not have been anticipated or 

intended in the original act. Like true love, the paths of life rarely run smoothly. 

Promises are broken, ambitions unfulfilled, dreams shattered. We find 
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opportunities and rewards where we least expect them. Even if our purposes are 

clear, it does not follow that we can anticipate all the consequences of our action, 

nor that our actions will secure the intended consequences. Thus President 

Gorbachev initiated policies in the Soviet Union which culminated in its demise, a 

result which was far from his original intentions. 

In focusing on process, then we shift attention from context and intention to 

action and consequence. In doing so, we need to take account of the material as well 

as social conditions and consequences of behaviour (Sayer 1992:33). The evolution 

of the Soviet Union into a Commonwealth of Independent States is affected by 

material conditions, such as the abundance of nuclear weapons and the shortage of 

~bod, as well as by nationalist ideologies and ethnic rivalries. Such material factors 

are not independent of how society produces and perceives them, but neither are 

they reducible to their social significance. IfI die of hunger, I die. 

Meanings are context-dependent 

Meanings are al~vays negotiable bemTeen different observers 

In social science we can ask subjects ~vhat they mean 

Subjects intentions are not always a reliable guide to interpretation 

Process involves analysing changes over time 

Change can be analysed through phases, key incidents or the 

complex interplay of factors 

Material as well as social factors affect change 

Qualitative description is likely to encompass all these elements in its effort to 

provide an adequate basis for interpretation and explanation of social action. One 

distinctive feature of description is its integrative function. By summarizing data, for 

example, we strip away unnecessary detail and delineate more clearly the more 

central characteristics of the data. Moreover, it is in pulling together and relating 

these central characteristics through a reasoned account that description acquires its 

unity and force. The terms of a description may have little meaning except as 

integral aspects of the story as a whole. We ’tell a story’ about the data, and use a 

range of techniques--such as summarizing events, focusing on key episodes, 

delineating roles and characters, setting out chronological sequence~to construct an 

illuminating narrative. 
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CLASSIFICATION 

Interpretation and explanation are the responsibility of the analyst, and it is his or 

her task to develop a meaningful and adequate account; the data merely provide a 

basis for the analysis, they do not dictate it (Burgess 1982). This requires the 

development of a conceptual framework through which the actions or events we are 

researching can be rendered intelligible. To interpret is to make action meaningful 

to others, not just or even necessarily within the terms used by the actors 

themselves. To explain is to account for action, not just or necessarily through 

reference to the actors’ intentions. It requires the developraent of conceptual tools 

through which to apprehend the significance of social action and how actions 

interrelate. 

We can grasp the nature of this task more readily if we imagine it is like the 

completion of a iigsaw puzzle. (A more apt analogy might be a three-dimensional 

puzzle, such as one of those wooden blocks which come apart with deceptive ease 

and fit together with frustrating difficulty, since we can represent time and process 

through the third dimension.) The only point of taking the puzzle apart, of course, 

is to find a way of putting it together again. The finished puzzle represents the 

results of our research, and through it we can identify diffbrent }~tcets of social action 

and their mutual connection. Qualitative analysis involves more than fitting the bits 

together, however. Our data start as a seamless sequence, from which we ourselves 

must first of all cut out all the bits of the puzzle. We must cut them out in ways 

which correspond to the separate f~tcets of the social reality we are investigating, but 

which also allow us to put them together again to produce an overall picture. 

How do we do jigsaws? There are some pieces of puzzle which are so unique that 

we can see straight away their place in the picture. These exceptions apart, 
classification is the key to the process. Before I can fit a piece into the puzzle, I have 

to assess its characteristics and assign it to some category or another. This bit is a 

comer, that’s an edge, this blue bit is sky, that brown bit is earth, and so on. The 

categories we use are organizing tools which allow us to sort out the heap of bits 

according to relevant characteristics. Gradually, all the blue bits together may make 

the sky, the brown bits the earth, the green bits a forest, and so on until we have 

built up a complete picture. The categories through which I initially organize the 

bits--flat-edged, blue, brown and green--lead on towards a new classification-- 

sky, earth, forest--in terms of which I can finally describe the picture. 

~ithout classifying the data, we have no way of knowing what it is that we are 

analysing. Nor can we make meaningful comparisons between diffbrent bits of data. 

It would be wrong to say that before we can analyse data, we must classify it, for 

classifying the data is an integral part of the analysis: it lays the conceptual 

fbundations upon which interpretation and explanation are based. This process is 

not unfamiliar, fbr classification is part and parcel of the processes of practical 
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Table 3. ! Implicit classifications in everyday, life 

Designated class Other classes 

Bus 
Town 
To buy 

Slippers 
Shoe shop 

Other forms of transport 

Other forms of settlement 

Other forms of acquisition/exchange 
Other types of footwear 
Other kinds of shop 

reasoning in everyday life, though (hopefully) social scientists may bring a more 

rigorous and systematic approach to it. For example, when I take the bus into town 

to buy slippers in a shoe shop, my action is based on a whole series of (implicit) 

classifications (’-[-’able 3.1). These (implicit) classifications allow us to make sense of 

our experience and communicate intelligibly about it. 

Since I suggested classification can be seen as a form of practical reasoning, let us 

take a practical problem as an example. Suppose we want to find a prospective partner, 

and decide to use the ’Lonely Hearts’ column in our local newspaper. In 

Illustration 3.1, I have taken some examples from a current edition of my local 

newspaper, replacing the original box numbers with fictional names. How can we 

choose a likely prospect?. We might rely on impression and intuition, and make a 

selection on this basis. But being social scientists, let us opt for a more systematic 

approach. 

Illustration 3.1 Personal ads 

GOOD-LOOKING 
professional male, 44. into 
most sports, theatre, eating 
out and flying, wishes to meet 
sincere, caring, mature lady, 
30-50, tbr friendship, 
possible romance. [Alex] 

GORGEOUS GEMINI seeks 
sexy. Sagittarian, for ~hn nights 
out; no expense spared for £2. 
00; who could resist; hope I’m 
still 26 before you answer; 
photo appreciated. [Pat] 

GORGEOUS (immodest or 
deluded?) single professional 
t~male, 22, seeks single, 
professional, handsome hunk 
to restore my faith in human 

PUSSYCAT seeks tomcat for 
exchanging pedigrees. Must 
be well groomed, tame and 
handsome, aged between 18- 
27. Would like nights out, 
friendship and cosy nights in 
No scrooges please] [Alice] 

LONELY TALL dark male, 
24, seeks fun loving, non- 
smoking female of similar age 
who enjoys cinema, music, 
sports, nights out and in, for 
possible romance. Photo 
appreciated. [Neil] 

LIFE BEGINS at 40. Are you 
fit? Glamorous granny seeks 
grandad to go out and show 
them how to jive or stay in 
and babysit and find romance. 
[Leslie] 



nature; photograph pret~rred 
but not essential. [Morag] 

SLIM 34 year old female, 5 
8 tall, reasonably- nice 
looking, seeks tall handsome 
gent ~vho likes eating out and 
socialising Must have good 
sense of humour and like 
children. [Fiona] 
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SCORPIO NL4LE tall, slim, 
handsome and fun loving, 
seeks good looking 
professional female for nights 
out, wild times, romance and 
fun. Photo please. [Alistair] 

Even in this small selection of ads there are some surprises. For example, Morag 

tells us she’s single; we can presume that not many of those advertising in the 

personal columns would tell us otherwise! On the other hand, Pat doesn’t tell us 

whether s/he is male or female. Someone may be in for a shock. Perhaps gender 

doesn’t matter to Pat, though most of the other advertisers seem to think it does! 

Most of the information supplied by these erstwhile suppliants is qualitative; 

some, such as age, is quantitative. Incidentally, this balance of information offered 

in the personal columns mirrors that available in most other areas of social life. The 

qualitative data gives us information about a whole range of ’qualities’, such as 

whether the individual is ’sincere’, ’sexy’, ’fun-loving’ and so on. Much of this 

information is straightforwardly descriptive: it allows us to form an idea of the 

individual’s character and interests. 

The personal ads are literally ’unclassified’; but in order to choose a mate we can 

sort the data according to relevant characteristics, i.e. we can classify it. The first 

thing we might do is assign individuals to various categories, according to character, 

interests or the like; for example, this one is ’lonely’, that one ’likes eating out’; this 

one is ’glamorous’, that one ’likes nights out’. By sorting the information into 

different categories, we carl make comparisons between cases much more effectively. 

If we want someone interested in sports, for example, we can identify all those who 

like sports, and then compare them. Or we may want to discount all those who }~tll 

within a particular category, for example, such as those who suggest a photo would 

be appreciated. We may be interested in all those who belong to a particular 

category or combination of categories, such as those who express interest in ’possible 

romance’. There is no obvious limit to the number of categories, and no reason why 

they shouldn’t overlap. You can enjoy as many hobbies as you like, and if you like 

’fun nights out’ or ’cosy nights in’ that certainly doesn’t preclude any other activities 

(only hinted at) of which politeness prohibits mention. Few advertisers frankly 

admit to an interest in sex! 

We can picture categorization as a process of funnelling the data into relevant 

categories for analysis (Figure 3.3). The data loses its original shape, but we gain by 

organizing it in ways which are more useful for our analysis. 
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I have chosen a straightforward example, but categories may have to be more 

sensitive to capture the subtleties of the data. For example, the style of the ad may 

be as revealing as the content. How can this be categorized? gThat do different s .tyles 

convey? And are there oblique messages which the advertisers are trying to convey? 

Just asking these questions is sufficient to underline that categorization is a 

conceptual process. It involves ideas and it requires thought, sometimes a great deal 

of it. 

Once the data has been organized into categories, we can retrieve it in a variety of 

ways. We may want to find someone who has a number of characteristics we find 

desirable in a prospective mate. W-e may want to exclude anyone with a 

characteristic or combination of characteristics we dislike. We want to restrict our 

search to those individuals who share a particular set of characteristics. From a 

practical point of view, categorizing the data allows us to make comparisons more 

effectively and hence locate individuals who seem most likely to fit the bill. From a 

research point of 

.Sports Arts 

: .’:? .’.’: ?: ::>9?);.qi::-. ?Z.:: 

Romanco 

Figure 3.3 Categorizing as a method of funnelling data 
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view, we are more likely to be interested in the overall picture which emerges of the 

dating and mating game. As we shall see, classifying the data therefore lays the basis 

for making new connections between different bits of data. 

So far we have used inclusive categories: we have created categories to include all 

those who are sporting, fun-loving or whatever. For some data we may want to 

develop a higher level of classification. Suppose we are particularly interested in how 

our advertisers describe their personal appearance. XXle might begin by using 

categories based on these descriptions, such as ’tall’ or ’glamorous’. Although these are 

both aspects of appearance, they relate to dif~brent dimensions: physical and 

aesthetic. \~Te can group all the other adjectives which ’belong’ to these dimensions: 

’short’ is a physical description, ’gorgeous’ an aesthetic one; and so on. \~Tithin each 

,dimension, we may begin to sort the categories into groups: for example, ’gorgeous’ 

and ’glamorous’ may be taken as indicators of ’good looks’, while ’not bad looking’ 

may suggest something rather less becoming, perhaps ’plain’. We may also define 

the boundaries between categories more precisely, identifying clearer guidelines for 

allocating data to one category or another. Additional data may oblige us to make 

further refinements to our categories: for example, ’fairly attractive’, may not fit any 

existing category and require a new one. Logically, I might also identify a category 

’ugly’, though regardless of their physical appearance few advertisers are likely to 

present such a personal description! While we would certainly be rash to take an 

advertiser’s description at face value, by classifying the data in this way we can begin 

to distinguish effectively amongst their subiective aesthetic assessments. 
Eventually, through a more rigorous process of conceptualization, we may be able 

to classify some of the data at the nominal or ordinal levels. Such variables allow us 

to classify data in a more coherent and systematic way, since classification tells us not 

only what falls within categories but also something about the boundaries between 

them. 

Starting with two inclusive categories, the clarification and definition of related 

concepts can result in the identification of nominal variables with exclusive and 

exhaustive values. As Figure 3.4 suggests, this process is one of distinguishing and 

grouping categories. To define the limits of categories more precisely, we must first 

conceptualize the relationship between them more clearly. Distinctions between 

categories can only be drawn by relating the categories in terms of some underlying 

concept. Moving through these different levels of measurement requires increasing 

conceptual rigour. 

Some data we can immediately classify at a nominal level: gender is an obvious 

example. \Vge can treat gender as a nominal variable with the mutually exclusive and 

exhaustive values; unless you are hermaphrodite, you cannot be both ’male’ and 

’female’, at least in a biological if not in a social or psychological sense. Nor can you 
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be awthing else. Notice, though, that we can treat gender as a nominal variable 

only within a given conceptual context. 

~Te may even construct an ordinal variable, distinguishing for example those for 

whom a photo is ’essential’, those for whom it is ’preferred but not essential’ and 

those who do not want one at all. In other words, we can rank the individuals 

according to the degree of interest they profess in receiving a photograph; Alistair 

expresses more interest than the others in our example. This classification gives us 

information about what falls within categories, the boundaries between them, and 

how the categories are ordered in relation to each other. 

Classification is a conceptual process. When we classify, we do two things. 

don’t just break the data up into bits, we also assign these bits to categories or classes 

which bring these bits together again, if in a novel way. Thus all the bits that 

’belong’ to a particular category are brought together; and in the process, we begin 

to discriminate more clearly between the criteria for allocating data to one category 

or another. Then some care gories may be subdivided, and others subsumed under 

more abstract categories. The boundaries between these categories may be defined 

more precisely. Logic may require the addition of new categories, not present in the 

data, to produce a comprehensive classification. Thus the process of classifying the 

data is already creating a conceptual framework through which the bits of data can 

be brought together again in an analytically useful way. 

Self-satisfaction apart, there is no point in re-inventing the wheel. If I could bring 

an existing classification scheme to bear on this data, for example one based on a 

culturally and psychologically rooted theory of beauty, then I would do so. 

Conjuring up concepts is challenging work, and there is little point in adding to the 

burden by refusing to sharpen existing tools. Naturally, such tools must be 

appropriate, or adapted, to the task in hand. 

Note that classification cannot be neutral; it is always classification fbr a purpose. 

In classifying this data, I am guided by the practical purpose of finding a prospective 

partner. I want to make comparisons which will allow- me to select the most 

promising amongst these advertisers. As a social scientist, I will be guided by my 

research objectives. Since I can only achieve these objectives through analysing the 

data, this is (or should be) an interactive process, in which my research objectives are 

in turn guided by conceptual clarification I achieve through classifying the data. 

Graphic forms of representation can provide an appropriate set of tools for 

constructing classification schema, such as those depicting logical relations of 

hierarchy and subordination between concepts. Returning to our personal ads, we 

can show in this wW some of the concepts used in analysing how advertisers present 

themselves (Figure 3.5). 

The connections between the concepts are ’formal’ in the sense that they refer to 

logical relations of similarity and difference, or inclusion and exclusion, rather than 
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Plain 
Good 

looking 

If related 
and exclusive 

Plain 
Good 
looking 

Appearance 

exhaustive 

Good 
looking 

Appearance 

Figure 3.4 Derivation of nominal variables with exclusive and exhaustive values 

any ’substantive’ connections between them. The latter re~brs to connections such as 

causality and can connect things which are formally quite unrelated, such as the 

relationship between a dog and a lamppost. To consider the latter, we have to turn 

to the ways we can analyse substantive connections like causality. 

Classifying involves breaking up data and bringing it together 
again 

Classifying the data lays the conceptual foundations for analysis 

Classification is a familiar process of practical reasoning 

Categorizing and retrieving data provides a basis for comparison 

Redefining categories can produce more rigorous conceptualization 

Classifying should always be guided by research objectives 
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i 
interests 

! 

Self 

physical 

i 
objectives 

aesthetic    J 

I 

Fig~re 3.5 Formal connections between concepts 

MAKING CONNECTIONS 

According to Alvin Toffler, we are so good at dissecting data that we often forget 

how to put the pieces back together again (Coveney and Highfield 1991:296). This 

problem only arises, however, if we tbrget that description and classification are not 

ends in themselves but must serve an overriding purpose, namely to produce an 

account of our analysis. Concepts are the building blocks of our analysis. In 

qualitative analysis, the first task is to make these building blocks. But building 

requires more than blocks. The blocks must be brought together. Connecting 

concepts is the analytic equivalent of putting mortar between the building blocks. 

Classification lays the foundation for identifying substantive connections. But now- 

we are no longer concerned about similarities and differences between the blocks. It 

doesn’t matter whether one block looks like another or not, what counts is how (or 

whether) the blocks interact to produce a building (Figure 3.6). 

How can we identify substantive connections? One common method is through 

identifying associations between different variables. Once the data is classified, we 

can examine regularities, variations and singularities in the data. In studying the 

personal ads, we may find that those who describe themselves as good-looking tend 

also to express particular interests, such as an interest in forming romantic 

attachments. If so, we have identified a ’patern’ within the data. By studying such 

correlations between diffbrent categories we can build up a picture of our data which 

is both clearer and more complex than our initial impressions. We can begin to fit 

the different parts of the jigsaw together. For example, we may, find that the sports- 

lovers are looking tbr company, the arts-lovers are looking tbr companionship, the 
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Figure 3.6Formal and substantive connections between building blocks 

ftm-lovers are looking for romance and the home-lovers are looking fbr partners. By 

looking fbr such patterns, we can find fresh perspectives on the data. 

Where we find regularities, we can also find variations and exceptions. Perhaps 

some of our sports-lovers just want company, but others are looking fbr something 

more serious. We can compare them, and perhaps identify some common factors 

which could ’explain’ this variation. For example, perhaps all the sports-lovers are 

men, and that may explain why they are reluctant to suggest (or admit) they want a 

more serious relationship? By examining the association be~-een different variables, 

we can begin to identify, connections between them. 
Perhaps only one of our sports-lovers wants a partner. We can study this 

exception to the rule. We have already considered the search for singularities, in our 

hunt for that paragon of all virtues who fulfils our wildest dreams of a potential 

mate. In social research as in life, there are key moments, individuals, and episodes, 

whether because they epitomize a theme or stand out as exceptions to it. \Vge may 

have noticed these at first glance, but once the data is classified, we can examine 

more precisely the connections between ’key’ episodes and the patterns they 

exemplify or contradict. ~rhat exactly are the characteristics of our ideal mate? And 

how many of these characteristics does s/he share with other individuals in our sample? 

Just how typical or exceptional is our singularity? 
Gradually our data acquire a new complexion, as we build up a clearer picture of 

the main characteristics, good and bad, of the advertisers in our san~ple, and the 

associations between them. \~Te can enhance our identification of patterns in the 

data by analysing the frequencies with which characteristics occur, and even by 

cross-tabulating different characteristics. Once data have been categorized they can 

be counted, and data which can be enumerated can be analysed statistically, if only 

at a simple level. This provides one means of identifying or confirming regularities 

and variations within the data. We can infer connections between concepts by 

examining how categories combine. Are fun-lovers also art-lovers? Do more men 

than women like sport? Can we differentiate between different types, in terms of 

clusters of characteristics? And do these different types attract similar types, or are 

they looking for opposites? Through this kind of analysis, we can ’interrogate’ our 

data (Richards and Richards 1991) and explore the connections between our 

categories. 
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This approach to connecting concepts is powerful enough in its way, but it 

examines relationships as though they were external and contingent. ~re may or 

may not find that art-lovers are also fun-lovers. And if they are, we are no nearer to 

understanding why this connection apparently exists between them. I say 

’apparently’ because, of course, we have to allow for the possibility of spurious 

correlations and intervening variables. The association of one variable with another 

is not sufficient ground for inferring a causal or any other connection between 

them. In eff}ect, we have to interpret numbers in terms of meanings. Only if we can 

identify an intelligible meaning does the numerical correlation between different 

variables acquire significance. 

In qualitative analysis, we can at least return to the data to see whether such a 

connection can reasonably be inferred. For example, suppose we observe that most 

male advertisers receive replies from women, while most women advertisers receive 

replies from men. In other words, there is a high correlation between the gender of 

the advertiser and the gender of the respondent. Now, following the approach 

outlined above, we could check whether there is any evidence in our data explaining 

why these events (the advert and the reply) should be correlated in this way. And of 

course, we are likely to find such evidence in the expressed sexual preferences of 

advertisers and respondents. But in any case, we would have no difficulty in 

accepting this correlation as evidence of a significant connection between the events 

of advertising and receiving a reply. The reason for our lack of difficulty or doubt is 

that we can readily supply a very plausible explanation of the nature of this 

connection. This explanation refers to the power of the sex drive and the force of 

attraction between the opposite sexes. We could throw in some cultural f~ctors too, 

such as the repression of homosexuality or the powerful influence of prevailing social 

expectations encouraging heterosexual relationships. These factors can account for 

the pattern in our data, and give us confidence that we are inferring a genuine 

connection between events. 

XX~hat kind of explanations are these? If they also depend on recognizing some 

regular conjunction of events, then we face an infinite regress, where correlations 

between variables must be perpetually re-analysed in terms of correlations between 

other variables. For example, we could cite the regularity with which men and 

women live together as evidence of sexual attraction--but then this regularity in 

turn would require explanation. However, our explanation is couched in different 

terms. In citing the force of sexual attraction, we are identifying a force familiar to 

us all by virtue of our nature as human beings. The sexual drive is an integral part of 

the human make-up---even when it is repressed. As such, it is a power (or a 

susceptibility) which acts as a causal mechanism in producing particular and 

identifiable effects (such as pregnancy). From this perspective, cause is related to 

capabilities and liabilities; instead of being external and contingent, it is internal and 
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necessary to the subjects of our study (cf. Sayer 1992:103-116). gTe can understand 

how things happen if we can attribute them to the inherent capabilities and 

liabilities of social actors, be they individuals, agencies or whole societies. For example, 

we could also attribute the pattern of male-female connections to the capabilities 

inherent in certain types of media and advertising. Other media and forms of 

advertising (e.g. in gay magazines) might produce rather diff}erent results. In terms 

of such capabilities and liabilities, we can reach a qualitative understanding of how 

events are connected. 

Although I have implied that we first look fbr regularities or variations, and then 

consider how they might be connected, this is a curiously indirect way of identifying 

how things interrelate. It is not that regularities are irrelevant, for they can provide a 

guide to analysing connections, even if potentially misleading and far from 

conclusive. However, the search for regularities has to be considered as a wW of 

assisting rather than substituting for the analysis of connections between events. In 

the first instance, a qualitative approach implies analysis of the inherent capabilities 

and liabilities of social actors, and how these interact to produce particular effects. 

A concern for capabilities in turn requires an analysis of social structure. By this, I 

mean the social roles, identities, agencies and institutions which create a network of 

interdependent relations between actors. These may have a decisive effect in creating 

or reducing capabilities for action. My power to influence events is subject to a variety 

of opportunities and constraints, reflecting my various identities (husband, father) 

and roles (lecturer, researcher), my status as an employee, the decision-mal(ing 

structure of my department and university, and so on. These relations may be 

variously economic, social or personal in character, but they all interact in ways 

which govern my actions and determine or influence my choices. 

x~-e can use graphic tools to represent chronological or narrative sequences within 

the data, contributing to the construction of an overall case study (Figure 3.7). 

Another connection between concepts is through structural or causal analysis. For 

example, we may have some ideas about what makes fbr successful contacts. These 

can be easily graphed, at least where only a few factors are involved (Figure 3.8). 

Graphic representation is an especially appropriate method for qualitative analysis 

(cf. Miles and Huberman 1984), for it provides an effective way of coping with 

complex interactions, indicating the key concepts employed and their inter-relation. 

Pictures provide a powerful tool for capturing or conveying meaning. 

How we analyse our data will reflect the hunches or hypotheses which inform our 

research. This is so, regardless of whether our chief purpose is the development of 

academic theory or the evaluation of a particular policy. Nor does it matter 

particularly if we have developed some theoretical ideas prior to analysis, or develop 

hunches and hypotheses through analysis of the data. Either way, we cannot classify 

or make connections without developing some more systematic ideas about the 
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Figure 3.7 Connections between chronological or narrative sequences 
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Figure 3.8 Causal connections between concepts 

data. Indeed, our overriding concern will be the development of an overall view of 

our data. 

In this respect, we need to extend our analogy from blocks and mortar to include 

a plan of what we are constructing. Depending on our aims and the stage of our 
research, this plan may be simple or complex, implicit or explicit, dimly perceived 

or closely articulated. It makes a diffbrence if we are constructing the equivalent of a 

simple wall or a complicated palace. But even the equivalent of a wall imposes some 

discipline and direction, with one block being placed on top of another; otherwise 

the result will simply be a chaotic mess. The analysis must be informed at least by 

some sense of what our overall research objectives may be. 
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If we think of theory simply as an idea about how other ideas can be related 

(Dixon et al. 1988:23), then theory can provide the design through which we can 

construct our wall. It can provide the necessary direction and organizing framework 

through which to bring together the different concepts used in our analysis. A sense 

of direction or design implies a role for theory in conceptu~izing experience, in 

much the same way as our concepts convey meaning (Sayer 1992:49-65). For 

example, we may entertain a theory that dating and mating through the personal 

ads is related to either very extrovert or very introvert behaviour. This is a 

psychological conceptualization of behaviour, by comparison with alternative 

theories which might stress, for example, the influence of social or spatial t~ctors. 

On the other hand, we can also think of a theory as a complex system of ideas 

through which we conceptualize some aspect of experience. Such theories are the 

equivalent of a palace, and as we all know, theories of this type in social science have 

a similar scarcity value. Ideologies and prejudices can accommodate (or deny) the 

inconsistencies and contradictions which characterize our everyday thinking. A 

complex system of ideas that conceptualizes experience--that’s soraething else! A 

system is a set of logically interconnected parts which together constitute a whole. A 

few loosely related propositions about causal interconnections do not constitute a 

theory in this sense, though they may contain elements of one. A problem with 

complex systems of ideas is that they often relate concepts which are poor 

conceptualizations of experience. More attention is given to ’systematizing’ ideas 

than to conceptualizing experience--a characteristic most familiar in the more 

quantitative disciplines such as economics. 

The traditional emphasis in qualitative research has been on generating theories 

rather than testing them. This reflects a concern with developing adequate 

conceptualizations of the social world before we develop elaborate theories. As Bliss 

(1983) puts it, we are often at the stage where the problem is to know what the 

problem is, not what the answer is. The qualitative analyst is cast in the role of a 

discoverer who unearths problems, identifies indicators and formulates hypotheses 

rather than investigating predetermined problems within an established theoretical 

framework (Becket and Geer 1982). This image is an attractive one, providing we 

do not insist that our discoverer faust completely disregard any existing raaps of the 

ground being explored! Also, in social research the dMding line between 

formulating and testing theories is barely discernible (Sayer 1992: 204). It is 

difficult to separate the process of discovering theory from the process of evaluating 

it. Much of the task of qualitative analysis is not just to develop conceptualizations 

but to examine their adequacy in the light of the data. 

Given its predominantly exploratory character, and its emphasis on the problems 

of meaning and conceptualization, qualitative analysis is more likely to result in the 

construction of walls than the creation of palaces. It can enrich our descriptions of 
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Figure .3.9 Qualitative analysis as a single sequential process 

the empirical world and sharpen our conceptual tools, even if it does not result in 

highly abstract theories. Even so, it is important in qualitative analysis to be 

theoretical and systematic, in the sense of articulating and working towards some 

overall objectives rather than just trying to muddle through. The over-riding 

objective of analysis is to produce an intelligible, coherent and valid account. 

In classifying we establish logical connections between categories 

Once categorized, we can look for patterns in the data 

Statistics can help identify singularities, regularities and variations 

Regularities can be suggestive but not conclusive evidence of 

connections 

To establish connections requires a qualitative analysis of 

capabilities and liabilities 

Capabilities can be analysed in terms of social structure 

Graphic representation is useful in analysing concepts and their 

connections 

Theories can contribute direction and order to the analysis 

I have presented these various aspects of analysis sequentially, as though analysis 

proceeded straight through the various facets of description and classification to 

connecting concepts and producing an overall account (Figure 3.9). 

However, analysis is iterative and is better represented by a spiral than a straight line 

(Figure 3.10). 

To change the analogy somewhat, we can compare qualitative data analysis with 

climbing a mountain to see the view. First of all, we must insist that our mountain rises 

above the plain world of common sense to afford a more ’scientific’ perspective. The 

common sense world tends to take meanings for granted; it tends to reify the social 

world, i.e. to treat as ’things’ structures and relationships which are produced and 

sustained through meaningfiJ.l social action. Social science is redundant if it does not 

transcend a common sense view of the world--we cannot interpret or explain social 

action without also critically evaluating it (Sayer 1992:39- #8211;40). 
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Figure 3.10 Qualitative analysis as an iterative spiral 

This requirement accepted, we can allow our mountain to be of any size and 

shape: the small hill of a short undergraduate project, or the precipitous peak of a 

large-scale research project. The latter may present some absorbing technical 

difficulties manageable only by an experienced team, but for the most part much the 

same tasks are required of both novice and expert. In both cases, our interest is in 

the view, and our purpose in climbing the mountain is to obtain it. The mountain 

is climbed bit by bit, and while we are climbing, we focus on one step at a time. But 

the view we obtain is more than the sum of the sequence of steps we take along the 

way. Every so often, we can turn and look to the horizon, and in doing so we see the 
surrounding country from a fresh vantage point. It is the climb that makes this 

possible, but we only obtain a fresh perspective if we remember to look as well as 

climb. 

We can push this analogy a little further. By looking, we obtain fresh views, not 

just of the surrounding country, but also of the path we have just taken, and of the 

climb ahead. ~Te may see the path we have taken so far in a new perspective, as 

detail is lost and new patterns emerge. Or looking ahead, we may plan, given a 

closer view, to take a different route from that first intended. \~Te may find some 

bits of the climb easy and straight-}brward, others difficult and requiring 

considerable care. ~Te may have to take devious paths, not always going straight or 

always going up; at times we may even retrace our steps. This climb, with its 
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circuitous paths, its tangents and apparent reversals, and its flesh vistas, reflects the 

creative and non-sequential character of the analytic process. Progress may be slow 

and laborious, but it can be rewarded with some breath-taking revelations. In 

practice, of course, weather conditions may obscure the view--reflecting the 

contingent character and potential frustrations of any analysis: unforttlnately 

nothing can guarantee results! Not even a computer. 



Chapter 4 
Introducing computers 

’No one is completely unhappy at the ~hilure of their best friend’ 
(Groucho Marx) 

Computers make good friends. No matter how stupid, dull or dumb we may feel, we 

can still feel smarter than our computer. Computers can do many things, but they 

cannot think--and we can. Unfortunately, that also means the thinking is up to us, 

A computer can help us to analyse our data, but it cannot analyse our data. This is 

not a pedantic distinction: we must do the analysis. 

I am writing this book with the help of a computer. I don’t write in the same way 

with a computer as I do without one. For one thing, as I write I am much more 

careless over spelling and punctuation than I would be if I were using pen and 

paper; I know it will be easy to correct errors afterwards. The powerful editing 

facilities allow me to bash on regardless; I can change things later if I want. In fact, I 

can easily move whole passages of text around, altering the sequence and sense of 

what I write now in the light of what I write later. The software I am using supports 

an ’outlining’ facility which allows me to structure and restructure my text. So I no 

longer need to write sequentially; I can outline a structure for the book and flesh 

out the various parts of this skeleton with detail as I please. I can continually arrange 

and rearrange the body of text in a systematic way. 

A new technology supports a new way of writing. The computer cannot think, 

but it can help me to think, and even to think differently from how I used to think. 

Some things I have always done, I can now do quicker, and more efficiently; such as 

correcting mistakes. Some of things I now do, such as continually restructuring the 

text, I wouldn’t dream of doing without the computer. In general, we can think 

about the computer as helping in these two ways: in enhancing what we already do, 

and in opening tip new possibilities. 

First let us consider how the computer can enhance what we do. 

Our first consideration must be how to record our data’. There are various ways 

in which the computer can make this task more reliable and efficient. Keyboard 
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skills can speed up the process of inputting data. Editing facilities allow mistakes to 

be easily located and corrected. More sophisticated technology, such as scanners, 

may allow data to be read into the computer without typing. Laptop computers 

allow data to be input ’in the field’ and then transferred to the desktop. The day has 

not yet come when computers can record data directly f’rom audio, but even present 

progress represents a significant advance over pen and paper or the traditional 

keyboard. 

The computer provides an excellent medium fbr storing data. As qualitative data 

is notoriously voluminous, this is an important contribution to managing data 

efficiently. The vast filing cabinet is replaced by the small box of disks. The sheer 

volume and variety of data which can be conveniently stored fbr analysis is 

increasing exponentially. Optical storage technology will allow notebook sized 

computers to carry millions of pages of information. Improvements in capacity and 

compatibility are rapidly extending computer access to stores of graphic, audio and 

video as well as textual information. Computers also facilitate access to stores of data 

held elsewhere, Disk data can be readily transported from one location to another, 

whether physically or by phone, facilitating collaborative research and cooperative 

use of data. Computers with notebook-sized satellite receivers already (as I write in 

1991) allow communication between computers without connecting wires. 

Computers provide notably efficient filing systems which allow quick and easy 

access to data. Files can be opened, closed, copied, printed, created and amended by 

a few simple procedures. Through hierarch ical file systems users can manage data in 

a logical manner. Files can be located together within folders, folders within folders, 

in a systematic and meaningful order. That lost file, crucial of course to the whole 

analysis, should be a thing of the past. Unlike us, so long as it continues to function 

the computer never forgets. That mislaid file can be readily located using the 

computer’s list or search f~tcilities. 

Of course, this paradise has pitfalls, and it will be a per~bctionist indeed who does 

not sometimes f~tll into them. A hierarchical system facilitates but does not compel a 

logical approach to filing. It is as easy to delete files as to create them. And 

computers sometimes break down. However, the ease with which data can be copied 

provides a crucial safeguard against major disasters. Beyond its utility in backing up 

files, efficiency in copying data has a special significance for qualitative analysts 

concerned to retain their original data in pristine condition. In days gone by, 

copying files for use in analysis was a time-consuming chore. Now files can be 

copied in seconds, and bits of data can be repeatedly reproduced as often as required 

for analysis. 

The indexing of data was another laborious chore which dissipated the energies 

and taxed the enthusiasm of the most committed pen- and- paper analyst. Every time 

a file was copied or a bit of data reproduced, a thorough approach required 
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recording of an index of information such as title, location, and date. Now the 

computer can automatically index information of this kind. 

These aspects of managing data may seem trivial; they are anything but. Given 

the sheer volume and complexity of qualitative data, failure to manage the data 

efficiently means failure to analyse tire data effectively. It may be that some of the 

aims (perhaps it might be better to say ’ideals’) of qualitative analysis can only be 

achieved now computers have provided efficient methods which eliminate much of 

the tedium and time-consuming chores involved in managing data. This is perhaps 

one reason why the introduction of computers has been associated with renewed 

calls for rigour in qualitative analysis. 

At the core of qualitative analysis lies a twofold task: to select a bit of data, and 

assign it to a category. This has become known as ’coding’ data (more on that later). 

In the far-off days when I was working on my Ph.D., this involved copying bits of data 

on to cards, and filing each card under an appropriate category,. If the data had to be 

filed under more than one category--then tough! No, there were no xerox machines 

or other labour-saving devices available in those days. The computer now allows this 

task to be accomplished with amazing rapidity. Most of the software packages 

designed for qualitative analysis provide procedures for coding data quickly and 

easily. 

There are, of course, significant variations in what the software offers (Tesch 

1990). Let us consider some of the ways a computer can make life easier. It can make 
it a simple matter to select the relevant bit of data, whether by line number or (more 

appropriately for qualitative analysis) by selecting meaningful bits of text. It can 

record automatically the text location, the file reference, and any other information 

you want to note about this bit of data (e.g. who is speaking). It can keep an up-to- 

date list of categories from which you can easily choose those you want to assign to 

the data. It can store the selected data and category (or categories) automatically in a 

new and easily accessible file together with all the other relevant information. It can 

allow ready access to all the data previously assigned to a particular category or 

categories. It can retrieve all the data assigned to a particular category or 

combination of categories, and file or print out the results. In these ways, the 

computer can enormously enhance the speed and thoroughness with which data are 

coded and retrieved. 

Computer enhancements 

Recording and storing data 

Filing and indexing data 

Codins~ and retrievins~ data 
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Although ’coding’ has become an accepted term for categorizing data, it has 

misleading connotations and is singularly inappropriate for qualitative analysis. In 

common usage, ’codes’ are legal statutes arranged to avoid inconsistency and 

overlapping. They can also refer to symbols used for brevity (or secrecy) in place of 

ordinary language. Both usages are relevant in the use of ’coding’ as a term for 

analysing data resulting from research where structured responses can be assigned 

unambiguously to pre-defined categories. But neither usage is appropriate for 

qualitative analysis, where much of the data is unstructured. In categorizing 

unstructured data, inconsistencies and overlaps are unavoidable, since at least in the 

initial stages of analysis, categories are inclusive rather than exclusive. As for the use 

of codes (i.e. brief symbols) in place of categories, advances in computing 

technology have rendered this procedure redundant; it is now possible (and in some 

respects, desirable) to categorize data with terms whose meaning is immediately 

intelligible. X~le may retain ’coding’ as a term fbr replacing full category names by brief 

symbols, but we should not confuse this with the analytic process of creating and 

assigning the categories themselves. 

The term ’coding’ has a rather mechanical overtone quite at odds with the 

conceptual tasks involved in categorizing data. This arises from the association of 

coding with a consistent and complete set of rules governing the assignment of 

codes to data, thereby eliminating error and of course allowing recovery of the 

original data simply by reversing the process (i.e. decoding). Qualitative analysis, in 

contrast, requires the analyst to create or adapt concepts relevant to the data rather 

than to apply a set of pre-established rules. It is ironic that one of the foremost 

exponents of a theoretical approach to qualitative analysis should also have 

popularized the language of ’coding’ as a way of describing this process (Strauss 

1987; Strauss and Corbin 1990). 

This may seem an unduly long digression, but it can be justified if it signals some 

of the dangers which have been ascribed to the introduction of computers in 

qualitative analysis. But before considering some of the potential drawbacks of the 

computer, let us look at some of the ways in which it promises to transform the 

analytic process. 

The computer is a powerful tool for searching data. Even a simple word- 

processing package will have facilities for finding all examples of a user-specified 

’keyword’ (or ph rase). More sophisticated procedures will allow an analyst to search 

fbr related forms or synonyms, and use wild card characters and exclusions. Even 

using the simplest search procedure it is possible fbr an analyst to read through the 

data in a variety of ways. One of my colleagues aptly describes this as taking different 
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Fig.re 4. ! A link between text held in separate locations 

’cuts’ through the data. Reading the data in a sequential way then becomes only one 

possibility amongst many. 

Using the computer’s search t)tcilities, we can not only read the daa diffbrently, 

we can extract information from the data relevant for our analysis. \re can find out 

how often a keyword appears in the text. We can list intbrmation about where each 

keyword appears. XXTe can extract the contextual data for each ke?wcord: for example, 

a nmnber of characters either side of the keyword, or each sentence or paragraph in 

which it is located. 

Search procedures are useful not only with unstructured data, but also with data 

which we have categorized in some way. We can search the categorized data for all 

the bits of data assigned to a category or combination of categories. We can organize 

these searches on logical lines, to test out various hunches or hypotheses we may 

have about the data. ~e can compare how one category varies with another and 

check for associations between them. For some analysts, the ability to interrogate 

data and revise conceptualizations th rough searching and retrieving categorized data 

promises to introduce a new flexibility and rigour into qualitative analysis (Richards 

and Richards 1991). 

The computer also allows us to create new pathways through our data. Using the 

computer we can create links between different parts of our data. Let us take an 

example which is very simple to understand. Suppose you want to check on what I 

mean by ’links’ in a glossary of concepts used in the text. In this book you would 

have to turn to the glossary and look up the word ’links’. Using the computer, I can 

create a computer link between the word ’links’ in the text and the word ’links’ in 

the glossary, so that you can go directly from one to the other just by selecting the 

word ’links’ in the text. 

This kind of link is known as a ’hypertext’ (or ’hypermedia’) link, and with it you 

can do all sorts of clever tricks, linking information in one place with relevant 

information held elsewhere in the data. Early visionaries believed hypertext systems 

would transform the way we handle information, liberating us from traditional 

logical and sequential forms and permitting a more creative and associative reading 
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of texts. Many people have found hypertext intriguing, but it has one critical 

limitation: most people still read books, not computers! 

Nevertheless, hypertext links are very useful during qualitative analysis, even if we 

cannot incorporate them into a printed report of our research (Cordingley 1991). 

For example, we can link data indexes directly to the relevant data, so that it can be 

located easily. We can link categories used in the analysis to a dictionary of 

definitions, so that we can always have direct access to how a category has been 

defined. We can link any ’bits’ of data we are analysing to the part of the text from 

which they have been extracted, so that when making comparisons between 

different bits of data we can always check on the data in its original context. ~re can 

link summary results of analysis (e.g. a cell in a cross-tabulation table) with the data 

to which the summary refers. 
Linking data provides a powerful tool for identifying empirically relationships 

between diffbrent parts of the data. \~Te can link data which seems related in some 

way; for example, we might link actions to consequences; or premises to 

conclusions. Or we might link actions which seem inconsistent, or assumptions 

which seem contradictory. We can then compare all the bits of data which have 

been linked in some way, and perhaps refine our analysis or infer some connection 

between categories from the results. Linking data in this way provides a powerful 

method of grounding connections between categories in an empirically based 

analysis of relationships within the data. Linking can also provide a useful tool for 

narrative description and the analysis of processes within the data. 

The results of qualitative analysis ,,nay be persuasively presented and vividly 

documented, while the procedures upon which these results are based remain 

cloaked in mystery. The sceptical reader is therefore unable to review critically the 

relation between the original data and the final results. Computer-based analysis 

offers the prospect of new standards in the reporting of qualitative research. The 

computer can be programmed to take note of all the main decisions made during 

analysis. For example, the evolution of key concepts can be ’audited’; so that instead 

of being presented with a conceptual fair accompli, readers can see for themselves 

how concepts have been created, adapted or refined through the analytic process. 

Because the computer can audit the analysis, the analyst can account more readily 

fbr the main strategies pursued and shifts in direction which have occurred as the 

analysis unfolds. \~Thereas earlier studies tended to present a pre-packaged finished 

product, ready-made for consumption, a computer-based approach allows the 

analyst to chart the interplay between data and concepts and preserve some sense of 

other analytic possibilities. 
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Computer transformations 
Searching and interrogating data 

Electronic links between data 

Auditi ng analysis 

In the evolution of poliw, the solutions of one generation become the problems 

of the next. The computer has provided some solutions for qualitative analysts, 

particularly with regard to managing and coding data efficiently. It also provides a 

new set of tools, in the form of facilities for searching and linking data. gThat 

problems can we anticipate will follow the use of computers for qualitative analysis? 

Or are these problems already upon us? 

One point is plain; reservations about computer-based analysis are not 

attributable simply to the prejudices of those who believe that because computers 

are for counting they have no role to play in qualitative analysis. Anxiety is not 

confined to the prejudiced. Indeed, those contributing to software development 

have been amongst the most vocal in emphasising the drawbacks as well as the 

potential of computer-based analysis. 

One problem is that the computer may become for this generation what the 

motor car was to the last. One of my relatives was so obsessed with his car that he 

would not walk to the shop at the end of our road--a distance of some 100 yards. 

In the same way, people may become so obsessed with the computer that they 

forget that there are other technologies, e.g. pen and paper. Analysis then reduces to 

what the computer can do; if the computer cannot do it, then it no longer gets 

done. The technology, takes over from the task, and data which cannot be analysed 

by computer are ignored. 
The problem of expecting too much of the computer also finds expression in 

unrealistic expectations of the volume of data wh i ch can be analysed. The computer 

may be able to handle an enormous volume of data; but the analyst may not! 

Another reservation often expressed is that use of a computer can encourage a 

’mechanistic’ approach to analysis. In th is nightmare scenario, the roles of creativity, 

intuition and insight in analysis are eclipsed in favour of a routine and mechanical 

processing of data. All that is required of the analyst is to provide the computer with 

a catalyst, in the form of a list of categories which can be readily put together 

through a brief review of relevant literature and a quick scan through the data. The 

computer can then break the data down into bits, and put these bits together again. 

All that remains is to write up the results. 

In contrast to the vices of this mechanistic manipulator of data, we could set the 
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virtues of the dedicated and dextrous theoretician. But it is enough to emphasize the 

conceptual character of categorization: categorizing data is never a ’routine’ process. 

The computer cannot break the data down into bits, or put the bits together again; 

only the analyst can do that. There are limits, therefore, to how ’mechanistic’ even 

the most atheoretically inclined analyst can be. If this provides some comfort, there 

remains a danger that an obsession with the technology, and technique will blind the 

analyst to the crucial conceptual problems and assumptions of his or her research 

(Seidel 1991:112-113). 

There are more radical criticisms of the role of the computer. For example, it is 

sometimes argued that the computer encourages ’data fragmentation’. Computer- 

based analysis can be likened to dissection--to the irony of trying to understand the 

living by dissecting the dead. Instead of studying the data in situ, the data are 

’fragmented’ into bits and the overall sense of the data is lost. A related complaint is 

that the computer encourages a quantitative mentality orientated to ’computing’ 

frequencies and cross-tabulations in place of more qualitative forms of analysis. But 

these criticisms relate more to the continuing contest between rival epistemologies 

than to the role of the computer/net se in qualitative analysis. 

It should be clear by now that these problems lie less in the technology, than in 

the use (or abuse) we make of it. There is no need to throw out the (technological) 

baby with the (unrealistic expectations) bathwater. All that is required is to retain a 

sense of proportion about the role of the computer; to recognize its limitations; and 

to keep a firm focus throughout on the analytic as well as the technical tasks to be 

accomplished. 



Chapter 5 
Finding a focus 

A Zen story tells of an American professor interested in Zen who was once visiting 

Nan-in, a Japanese master. Nan-in invited the professor to take tea. He filled the 

professor’s cup; but instead of stopping when the cup was full, he carried on 

pouring. The tea overflowed; but Nan-in continued to pour. X~lhen the professor 

remonstrated, Nan-in said: ’Like this cup, you are full of your own opinions and 

speculations. How can I show Zen unless you first erapty your cup?’ (Zukav quoted 

in Praverand 1984:14). 

In less dramatic form, the injunction of the Zen raaster is comraonplace in the 

literature on qualitative analysis: beware of bias! Do not let assuraptions blind you 

to the evidence of your data. Avoid preconceived ideas. Before you start to analyse 

your data, make sure your cup is empty. 

These exhortations seem eminently reasonable. To produce an account, we have 

to search, select, and summarize data. \re also have latitude in choosing which 

analytic procedures to use as well as what problems to address and how to interpret 

results. There is no lack of opportunities for bias in selecting and interpreting our 

data. All the more important, therefore, that in qualitative analysis we do not 

’impose’ our ideas upon the data. 

However, the exhortation to beware of bias should not be interpreted as an 

injunction against prior thought. The scientist and the Zen master in fact }bllow 

different routes to diffbrent kinds of knowledge. In Zen, religious revelation is the 

aim, intuition and insight the path to it. In science, systematic knowledge is the aim, 

and observation and inference the way to achieve it. While the world as experienced 

by the mystic may perhaps accord with the world as analysed by the modern 

scientist (Capra 1983), their purposes and paths differ. The scientist who ’empties 

his cup’ is a scientist no longer. He may be more open to religious experience; but 

he is no longer equipped for scientific analysis. 

In short, there is a difference between an open mind and erapty head. To analyse 

data, we need to use accumulated knowledge, not dispense with it. The issue is not 

whether to use existing knowledge, but how. Our problem is to find a focus, without 

committing ourselves prematurely to a particular perspective and so foreclosing 
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options for our an~ysis. The danger lies not in having assumptions but in not being 

aware of them; in qualitative analysis we should try to suspend beliefs in familiar 

convictions and examine evidence in a new and critical way (Edson 1988). 

Finding a focus is not something we consider as an afterthought, once we have 

embarked on our research and already produced our data. It is a process initiated in 

the very moment we first conceive of a research project. It is more or less explicit in 

the articulation of our research objectives, in the design of the project, in the kind of 

data we have decided to collect and what we anticipate doing with it. As we begin to 

analyse our data, we need to review (and perhaps revise) our analytic focus given the 

implications of earlier decisions for the development of our analysis. 

One way of finding a focus fbr our analysis is to reflect upon the data we have to 

analyse. What kind of data has the research produced? Sometimes, we don’t get what 

we expected. Even if the data does conform to our initial expectations, we have to 

be sure that our focus is in tune with the data. We need to know what we are going 

to analyse. At this stage, this is more a matter of forming some general impressions 

and intuitions, than making a detailed study of the data. 

Let us explore this through the example of humour. Suppose we have chosen as 

our subiect the humour of a pre-eminent comedienne, Victoria Wood. Following 

up our interest in dating and mating, Illustration 5.1 is a sketch in which Sheila 

hopes to find a mate through video dating. Victoria is discussing with Sheila some 

of the (un)likely prospects they saw on her videotape. 

Looking at our example, what kind of data is this? The first point we may note is 

that we are dealing with text rather than video. Although this sketch is the basis for 

a performance, we have only the text befbre us. There are aspects of humour, to do 

with visual clues, timing, and setting, which we cannot analyse unless we have access 

to the complete performance. This immediately draws some boundaries around 

wha we can achieve in our analysis. 

ILLUS TRA TION 5.1 

’THE LIBRARY’ 

Victoria 

Sheila 

Victoria 

Sheila 
Victoria 

So who did you fancy? 

Oh I’m no judge of character, Victoria. 

Do you think I am? I’ve had my drive 

tarmacked eight times. 

Give me your views on Rodney. 

Well, Rodney had white towelling socks, didn’t 

he? Which in my book makes him unreliable, 

untrustworthy and prone to vaseline jokes. 

Mark... 
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Sheila The solicitor. 

Victoria He was OK~but, as he says himself, he does a 

lot of conveyancing so that’ll be seventeen 

phone calls just to meet him for a cup of coffee. 

Sheila I was rather taken with Simon--the 

Dmaecologist. 

Victoria No--too inhibiting. You can’t flirt with 

someone who can visualise your Fallopian 

tubes. 

Sheila Now Malcolm what do you think he meant 

by ’lively social life’? 

Victoria Drink. 

Sheila He wants a breezy, uninhibited companion. 

Victoria To drink with. 

Sheila And what do you think he meant by ’life 

peppered with personal tragedy’? 

Victoria Hangovers. 

Source: Wood 1990:39 (abridged) 

What kind of humour is this? Well, it is not slapstick comedy, nor joke-telling. 

The humour is woven into an ordinary conversation between two women discussing 

men. The conversation is ’ordinary’, but the images are ’extraordinary’--the drive 

tarmacked eight times, the seventeen phone calls. The subject may be mundane, but 

the style is distinctive, with an obvious leaning towards hyperbole. There is also a 

deflationary element to this humour, with male pretensions punctured by Victoria’s 

cynical comments. This sketch has an obvious target. Even on a first and superficial 

impression, then, we can identify some lines for analysis. "g~e could explore the use 

made of the contrast between the ordinary setting and the extraordinary images, or 

how the humour targets certain victims. Even at this stage, our general knowledge 

of the data can shape our thinking, suggest some main themes, and impose some 

parameters on our analysis. 

Why analyse this kind of humour? To answer that question, we have to ask 

another: why humour in the first place? Bet)bre we plunge headlong into the 

analysis, this is the point at which to reflect upon our reasons for undertaking the 

research. This is a useful exercise, even if means going over old ground. No matter 

how- well thought out our initial research aims, in the interim, our ideas may have 

developed or changed. Why are we interested in humour? Are we simply interested 

in what makes people laugh? Are we interested in how the humorist achieves her 

effects? Are we interested in the substance of humour--the general social 
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expectations and assumptions it reveals, or the particular groups it targets? Do we 

want to look at humour from a philosophical, psychological, sociological, 

anthropological, semantic or literary perspective, or some combination of these? 

Addressing or re-addressing such basic questions can help to develop a focus for the 

analysis. 

Another way of finding a focus is through a review of the decisions we have made 

in selecting material fbr analysis. ~/hy have we selected the particular sites, 

individuals or events we have included in our observations? If they are in some way 

’typical’ or ’exceptional’, then how are they ’typical’ or ’exceptional’--and why is 

this important? Why choose Victoria XXlood as an example? How, if at all, is 

Victoria X~lood ’representative’ of a wider population? Is it because she is successful? 

Does it matter that she is a woman? Is it important that she is a contemporaW 

comedienne? Is it significant that she works in television and radio as well as in 

print? How we answer these questions may help to focus our analysis. For example, 

we might concentrate on issues of gender, taking Victoria Wood as a significant figure 

amongst contemporary female humorists. Thinking through the reasons we have 

selected our data can give us clues about the direction our analysis should take. 

We also have to think about our potential audience: who is going to read the results 

of the research, and what would be interesting or usefi~.l to report? \Ve can ask 

ourselves bluntly: who cares? If we are conducting a study of gender and humour for 

a television network, for example, we might identify a rather different set of analytic 

interests and concerns, than if we are hoping to produce a Ph.D. in media studies. 

\Ve also have to ask ourselves another blunt question: so what? Trying to anticipate 

wha our audience may value as a worthwhile analysis can help to shape our 

thinking even at a preliminary stage. In some cases, such as policy-oriented research, 

it may be possible or indeed necessary to discuss research aims and analytic 

objectives with others with a stake in the project’s outcomes. 

Questions to help find a focus 

What kind of data are ~ve analysing? 

How can ,aTe characterize this data? 

XvVhat are our analytic objectives? 

XvVhy have we selected this data? 

How is the data representative/exceptional ? 

XvVho wants to know? What do they want to know? 

Rather than start the analysis from scratch, we also need to consider what 

resources we can call upon. In trying to clarify our interests and aims, we may want 
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tO reflect upon our own experience of humour. For example, one factor stimulating 

my own interest in the humour of Victoria Wood was the laughter one of her 

sketches provoked when we watched it during a discussion of interviewing in a 

methods class. Humour is part of everyday life, and we probably all have our 

favourite humorous programmes, books, anecdotes and incidents. Reflection on 

personal experience can be a rich mine of insights and ideas which may prove useful 

in directing our analysis. 

The general culture may provide another rich source of ideas for analysis. There is 

a ’non-academic’ literature on humour, to be found in newspaper reviews, comedian 

biographies and the like. There may also be non-literary sources, such as radio and 

TV interviews. I write in a city which is fortunate to have an annual book festival 

devoted to literary issues, such as the social functions of humour. Academics 

thankfully have no monopoly over the dissection of humour. Indeed I suspect 

discussion of what was ’funny’ or ’not funny’ on last night’s TV may run the 

weather a close second as a topic of everyday conversation. 

As we have seen, accumulated knowledge need not refer only to the results of 

previous research and scholarship. But undoubtedly the academic literature may 

prove one of the most useful sources of analytic strategy. This is because previous 

research or scholarsh ip may have examined issues in a thorough and systematic way. 

Some of the concepts and relationships observed or hypothesized in previous work 

may suggest questions which require further exploration. Of course, replication is 

seldom on the agenda in social science research, since novelty has a strong career 

value; and it is even less likely to commend itself to qualitative researchers. On the 

other hand, plagiarism is rife. In a research context, it makes sense to ’borrow’ freely 

from other authors, providing we acknowledge our sources and subject their ideas to 

a critical assessment through examining evidence. 

In this case, we could review the existing literature on humour. Fortunately, 

computer-based bibliographies now allow us to track down relevant literature 

through a few interactive exchanges at the computer terminal. \~e can locate 

immediately all the texts catalogued under humour, or related subjects such as wit 

or comedy. We can explore other parts of the bibliography, using search facilities to 

find texts which include relevant words in their title, such as ’laughter’. Our search 

may take us across different disciplines, for example, to texts on the psychology or 

anthropology of humour. It may take us through the nooks and crannies of the 

bibliography to unsuspected texts. 

V!~e may begin with an eclectic approach to the literature, but we must quickly 

sort out what texts seem promising and which seem irrelevant. Here we cross our 

first Rubicon, for the literature tends to be organized along disciplinary lines. Do we 

adopt a literary approach, and explore issues of style, idiom and the use of irony? Do 

we take a linguistic view, and investigate the communication of humorous intent 
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through language? Do we want to take a psychological, anthropological or 

sociological perspective? Do we want to confine ourselves to a particular perspective, 

or attempt a more inter-disciplinary analysis? No doubt our background, training 

and inclinations will influence this decision. But we should try to articulate, as 

clearly as possible (and on paper), our reasons for deciding one way or another. In 

these reasons, we may find some clues to how we may begin to analyse the data. 

As an example of the value of literature in sign-posting dif~brent directions fbr the 

analysis, consider the comments in Illustration 5.2 on women’s comedy, taken from 

an article by Merrill in a recent collection exploring perspectives on women and 

comedy (Merrill 1988). In the space of one short article, we have a rich range of 

potential topics for analysis. These statements and questions may spark off any 

number of ideas about how to proceed. We can identify some questions or even 

some hypotheses which can be explored through our analysis. 

ILLUS TRA TION 5.2 

COMMENTS ON FEMINIST HUMOUR 

Because humor depends upon a perception of events or behaviour as 

unexpected or incongruous, the individual who publicly points up such 

inconsistencies risks making a statement about the status quo. 

Consequently, satire, irony and comedy pointedly directed can wield 

enormous social and political power. 272 

Because of conventional sex roles, women have had to be practical; pragmatists 
rather than idealists. The mundane day-to-day business of li~ has been women’s 
domain... Women’s comedy is infused with these realistic associations. 274 

...the point-of-view represented in feminist comedy is one that af*]rms women’s 
experience, rather than denigrating it... Oppressive contexts and restrictive values 
would be ridiculed, rather than the characters who are struggling against such 
restrictions. 275 

Comedy- depends on perspective. A certain aesthetic distancing or tension 
between empathy and judgement is needed for one to view the irrational or 

incongruous as comic. 276 
Tomlin’s characters display insight and integrity which allmvs them to be self- 

critical without being self deprecating. 277 
Comedy is both an aggressive and intellectual response to human nature and 

experience...(feminist humor) addresses itself to women and to the multiplici~ of 
experiences and values women may embody. 278 

Humor addressed to women; comedy that recognizes the value of female experience 
may be an important step in developing a culture that allows women to self-critically 
question the stereo.types that have governed our lives. 279 

Source. Merrill 1988 
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For example, here are some questions about V-ictoria Wood’s humour which we 

might ask inspired by the comments in Illustration 5.2. 

Is it infused with ’realistic associations’? 

Does it affirm women’s experience, rather than denigrate it? 

Does it ridicule oppressive contexts and restrictive values? 

Do Wood’s characters display insight and integrity, being self-critical 

without being self-deprecating? 

Does it address itself to women, their values and experiences? 

Does it allow women to question self-critically the stereotypes that have 

governed their lives? 

We can also identify some questions about humour in general rather than women’s 

humour in particular, xg!Te could frame these in the form of hypotheses (Figure 5.1). 

The virtue of expressing questions in this form is that it focuses enquiry on the 

nature of the concepts employed and on the character of the relationships between 

these concepts. For exan~ple, in formulating these hypotheses, should we distinguish 

the ’unexpected’ and the ’irrational’ from the ’incongruous’, as Merrill does, or are 

these merely variants of the same concept? \Vghat does an ’aesthetic distance between 

empathy and judgement’ mean? How would we recognize one if we saw it? By 

t~brmulating hypotheses, we t~brce ourselves to clarify our concepts, because we have 

to think in terms of how these concepts can be observed or measured. 

The same is true of relationships between concepts. Take the hypothesis relating 

’congruity’ and ’humour’. What is the nature of this relationship? Is ’incongruity’ a 

cause of humour, as I have implied, or merely a condition of it? And if ’incongruity’ 

is a cause of humour, does it require as a condition an ’aesthetic distance between 

empathy and judgement?’ 

One article is hardly an exhaustive review of the literature; but already we have 

acquired some sense of what questions we might ask, and what we could look for in 

the data. 

Resources to help find a focus 

o Personal experience 
° General culture 
° Academic literature 

In developing a focus we are less concerned with the detail of individual concepts 

and relationships than with the identification of general themes. What are the 
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Incongruily 
J Humour 

Pointedly 

directed 

humour 
J 
] 

Social & 
political power 

Incongruity Comic 

Figure 5.I Deriving hypotheses about humour from the literature 

central issues for the analysis? From the various questions we address and resources 

we can call upon, we need to select those which look most promising. ~Te have to 

consider what we can hope to accomplish in the time available. ~Te also need to 

consider whether our main themes can be related, to produce a reasonably concise 

and coherent analysis. 

Keeping with our example of humour, let us briefly consider some general themes 

for analysis, and how these ,,night be related. 

Even a cursory glance through the literature is enough to indicate the crucial role 

attributed to incongruity in humour. Incongruity can be achieved through a variety 

of techniques, such as exaggeration, puns, or the unexpected transposition of 

characters or situations. Incongruity involves a disruption of expectations: a 

situation is suddenly not what it seemed. We can recognize incongruity in Victoria’s 

exaggerations about the tarmac and the phone calls. Incongruity is also the stuff of 

everyday jokes, for example in stock question- and- answer routines where 

misunderstanding produces an unexpected reply. 
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Transposition: Doctor: ’I’m afraid I Pun play: A man was ~vorried about 
can’t diagnose your complaint. I think his sex life. ’t tow often should I have 
it must be drink.’ Patient: ’All right sex, doctor?’ he asked. ’Infrequently,’ 
then, I’ll come back when you are said the doctor. ’Is that one word or 
sober.’ two?’ asked the man. 

The references to health and sex in the above examples raise another theme. 

Catharsis--wh ich we can think of as humour giving an outlet to repressed emotions 

--is another often-cited aspect of humour. Laughter giving emotional release can 

act as a social as well as a psychological safety valve. Topics which tend to be anxiety 

laden or taboo--sex, race, work, health, death--provide excellent sources of comic 

material. The more sensitive or sacrosanct the subject, the greater the effect. This is 

the province of the ’sick’ joke, which may gratify even as it appalls us. But cathartic 

humour can also have a more positive aspect. 

’Is sex dirty? Only when it’s done ’Don’t knock masturbation--it’s sex 
right’ (Woody Allen) with someone I love’ (Woody Allen) 

Criticism is another ingredient we can readily recognize in humour. This aspect is 

emphasized in Merrill’s discussion of women’s comedy. Humour can deflate, or 

denigrate. It can puncture pretensions. In the form of subversive satire, it can mock 

the vanity and ridicule the vice of the powerful. Lives have been lost because of 

witticisms ’out of season’. But humour can also function as a means of oppression, 

of maintaining the status quo. Merrill (1988:270) cites a study by Rose Laub Coser 

of jokes in a psychiatric institution, which found a hierarchy of humour: those with 

power could publicly enjoy a joke at the expense of those without--but not vice 

versa. Nor is it always the powerful who seek to confirm the position of the 

powerless. Telling jokes against oneself can be a form of social defence, through 

which one denies any threat of disruption to established order. Merrill (1988:273) 

goes on to discuss comediennes whose humour is based on self deprecation, 

ridiculing and demeaning themselves and other women. 

Who are the targets or victims of criticism? Andrew Brown (1991) reports that the 

wave of humour currently (i.e. in 1991) sweeping southern England has as its target 
the ’Essex Girl’ (and ’Essex Man’), apparently representative of a newly emergent 

stratum of the working class with high household incomes. 
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How can you tell the difference between Essex Girl and a supermarket trolley 

(the supermarket trolley has a mind of its own). 

How does an Essex Girl turn on the light afterwards? She kicks open the car 

door. 

What did the Essex Girl ask when told she was pregnant? ’How do you know 

it’s mine?’ 

This humour has a savage streak, and Brown comments that these are jokes which 

’no one would dare to tell’ against traditional targets of humour. As social mores 

change, so do social scapegoats. A recent example was an intended joke made by a 

panellist on a satirical "I~/- programme when asked to explain the difference between 

four people, one of whom was black. The comment ’\Vgell, one of them is coloured’ 

was greeted with a stony silence on all sides, and the panellist had to be rescued from 

his embarrassing predicament. Colour is no longer a ’funny’ issue. 

Despite its penchant for disrupting expectaions, humour may function to 

confirm rather than undermine stereotypes. \~omen as a butt of humour often 

involves confirmation of male conceits: the fbmale as sexually avaricious, the wife as 

a pain in the neck. The Essex girl is stereotyped as brainless, promiscuous, and 

incredibly stupid. The doctor is wpecast as a drunk. Men with white socks are 

stereotyped as unreliable, untrustworthy and prone to vaseline jokes. Humour 

trades in such stereotypes, affirming rather than subverting existing values. 

Finally, we can ask how humour treats its victims. Are we invited to laugh at 

them, or laugh with them? Is there, as Merrill suggests, a ’distance between empathy 

and judgement’, such that criticism is softened by empathy? Or are the victims 

subjected to umnitigated ridicule? Is comedy self-critical without being self- 

deprecating? Is humour critical without being cruel? 

Main themes in analysis of humour 

Disrupting expectations: incongruity 

Releasing emotions: catharsis 

Affirming or subverting values 

Laughing with or at victims 

Trading in stereovpes 

xX/-e have identified a number of themes which can form the main threads of our 

analysis (Figure 5.2). 

Now we can consider how these can be woven together. For example, we could 

distinguish between style and substance in humour, drawing a contrast between 
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Stereotypes 

Incongruity 

Figure 5.2 Main themes for analysing humour 
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Fixz~re 5.3 Integrating themes around issues of style and substance 
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process and content (Figure 5.3). How are humorous effects achieved? And what are 

the subjects of humour? Around this distinction we can organize the various themes 

we have discussed so far. 

These ideas may seem vague, but that is not unreasonable given that we have not 

yet undertaken a detailed analysis of our data. Finding a fbcus is not, of course, a 

single stage in the development of our mlalysis. It is not something which is 

completed befbre we begin. It is a recurrent task, which informs the whole analysis 

from start to finish. The important point is that our analysis throughout should be 

animated by an endeavour to identi~ and develop key themes, to which all the 

individual details of analysis can be related. We need to set boundaries, and map out 

the main features of our topography, or we can easily get lost in the mass of data. 



Chapter 6 
Managing data 

Piles of papers spilling from the desk across the floor and strewn over every available 

surface: such is the archetypal image of the qualitative analyst at work. Of course, 

this shrewd paragon of academic virtue knows exactly where everything is and can 

always find a particular paper within moments: the supposed chaos is more 

apparent than real. This image is com}brting, but hardly credible. In the real world, 

a chaotic mass of papers spread across the room is a recipe for confusion, error and 

frustration; finding that particular paper raay take not raoments but hours or even 

days. In practice, therefore, the analyst depends on storing and filing data in an 

organized and systematic way. In any case, the image of the paper-strewn room has 

been superseded by that of the desktop computer. The data which once occupied a 

room now occupies a small disk no larger than a thick notepad. The scramble 

through endless papers is replaced by the search through innumerable files held on 

the computer. 

Good analysis requires efficient management of one’s data. The opportunities for 

error are, in Gibbon’s words, ’various and infinite.’ Data must be recorded fully and 

accurately, and that may be easier said than done, as anyone who has tried 

transcribing audio tapes can yetiS. For example, try to decipher a group interview 

with a dozen very animated respondents, all speaking rapidly in broad dialect and 

sometimes several speaking at once! Apart from ’technical’ difficulties, there are 

problems in ensuring data is of consistently high quality where observations have 

been directed at more subtle aspects of social interaction. 

Take the sketch in Illustration 6.1 for example. The dialogue can be recorded 

with relative ease, but we may also want to record other details, such as what Thelm 

and Pat are wearing (bikini ’overalls’ over their everyday clothes), what they are 

doing (chain-smoking while supervising the baths) and other aspects of their 

interaction apart from the dialogue. The more complex the data, the more risk that 

some information will be overlooked or not recorded accurately and that as a result 

the quality of the data will be uneven. Our first concern, therefore, is to check the 

data for accuracy and to look for possible gaps and inconsistencies. Where the 

data is of uneven quality, it may be possible to ’repair the damage’ by further 
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research. ~rhere this is not possible, our anxieties and reservations about the quality 

of the data should be recorded for future reference. 

ILLUSTRATION 6.1 

’TWO ATTENDANTS AT A TURKISH BATH’ 

I~at 

Thelm 

])at 

Thelm 
Pat 

Thelm 
Pat 

Thelm 

My God, if her burn was a bungalow she’d never 

get a mortgage on it. 
She’s let it drop. 

I’ll say. Never mind knickers, she needs a safety. 

net. 

She wants to do that Jane Fonda. 
That what? 

That exercise thing--nemobics. 

\Klhat’s that? 

Our next-door does it. We can hear her through 

the grate. You have to clench those buttocks. 

Do you? She’ll never get hers clenched--take two 

big lads and a wheelbarrow... 

Source: Victoria Wood 1985:107 

Since some of this data is held in video rather than text format, we need to find ways 

of recording such data for analysis. Unfortunately computer storage of significant 

amounts of video data is not yet possible, though the computer can cope with static 

images (e.g. pictures and diagrams) providing substantial memory resources are 

available. However, most of the software available at present for analysing data is 

oriented to analysing text, and while some can accommodate graphics, analysis is 

still based on textual description of the material. This translation of pictures into text 

is also likely to pose problems for achieving a consistent and complete recording of 

relevant data. 

Data should be recorded in a format which facilitates analysis. Decisions made at 

this stage can have repercussions later. Suppose we have conducted some interviews 

and we have to record responses to a large number of open-ended questions. Do we 

file the data as a complete interview for each case, or as a set of responses for each 

question? The former allows the interview to be recorded and read as a whole, but 

inhibits ready comparison between related responses; the latter facilitates 

comparison between responses, but makes it difficult to see the interview as a whole. 

Fieldwork notes pose similar problems. Do we file the data chronologically, by 
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setting, by source or by topic? Whatever basis we choose for filing data, it is likely to 

facilitate analysis in some directions and inhibit it in others. 

In filing the data, we ’already have to address issues which are fundamental to our 

analysis. "grhat is the focus of our research? If we are conducting a case study, then 

what constitutes the case? If we intend to make comparisons across a number of 

cases, what is the ’population’ we are studying? Our answers to these questions will 
determine what we can say about our data at the end of the day. 

A decision need not be difficult just because it is fundamental. We may have no 

problem in deciding what constitutes a case, for example, where our data results 

from a set of unstructured interviews, and our research aim is to analyse the 

perceptions and attitudes of our respondents. Each respondent can be regarded as a 

’case’ and each interview filed under a reference to the appropriate case. Matters 
become more complicated where our data derives from a variety of sources, and our 

analysis has multiple foci, such as groups and agencies as well as individuals. 

How should we record the material for our analysis of humour? How we answer 

this question depends on what we want to draw conclusions about at the end of the 

analysis. Do we want to discuss and compare each of the TV programmes, for 

example? Or do we want to focus our inquiry on each of the several sketches which 

taken together constitute a programme? If we split the data up into sketches, it may 

be more difficult to relate the data to the overall programmes. \re may lose 

important information about how one sketch leads into another, how sketches of 

different types are put together, and so on. On the other hand, if our main interest 

is in how the humour works within individual sketches, there is no point in filing 

the material by programme. This will make it more difficult to make comparisons 

between the diffbrent sketches. 

Fortunately, these are not either/or decisions. One virtue of the computer is that 

it may provide f~cilities for refbrmatting data. For example, we may decide to file by 

programme, but still be able to reformat the data so that we can take the sketches as 

our basic cases--or vice versa. "g~e can amalgamate files to make new ones, bringing 

all the relevant sketches together to make a programme file; or we can disaggregate 

files, splitting programme files up to make files for their constituent sketches. If one 

reformatting procedure is simpler than another, this may influence our initial 

decision about how to file the data. As well as considering the central focus of the 

analysis, we also have to consider the ease and efficiency with which we can file and 

reformat the data. We may opt for sketches as our basic cases because they are 

convenient in terms of length and content; by comparison, programmes may be too 

complex and unwieldy. Decisions in terms of convenience can be justified if they 

coincide with or at least don’t contravene our analytic interests. 

In f’ormatting data, we must ensure that the data is fully referenced. This may 

mean no more than specifying a reference for each case included in our study: 
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’Sketch01’ or ’Programme01’ for example. However, we may want to reference the 

data more fully, by including details of who recorded the data, how, when and 

where it was recorded, and so on. This information may provide important 

contextual material and may also be useful if we want to make comparisons between 

cases in terms of how the data was obtained. For example, we may want to compare 

sketches we have seen ’live’ in the theatre with those seen on video or those which 

we have only read, but not seen performed. Nevertheless, unless this refbrence 

information may illuminate the data in some way, or promises to provide a useful 

basis of comparison, there is no point in recording it. 

As well as reference information about cases, we may also want to record 

reference information about the data in each case. \~e might reference the ’Turkish 

Bath’ sketch as ’Case 001’, and record some further information about when, where 

and how this was observed. But in addition to information about the case, we also have 

information about the data itself. We know who is speaking at any one point in the 

data, and can therefore record the source of the data as it varies through the case 

material. Most interview data will contain at least two sources--the respondent and 

the interviewer. Other forms of data--group discussions, meetings, informal 

conversations--may include several sources. Referencing the data by source is 

useful, but only if it sheds light on the data, or provides a basis for future 

comparison. If we have no interest in ’Pat’ or ’Thelm’ as individuals, we may 

dispense with the information about sources and concentrate entirely on the 

dialogue itself: 

The computer has a capacity to locate and retrieve information which is 

remarkable by human standards. For example, we can ask it to collate all the 

contributions which Pat (or Thelm) makes to the dialogue. The computer can hunt 

through all the cases ~br contributions which Pat has made, and record these in a 

separate file. 

The computer can also improve our efficiency in managing data. The trick is to 

file information only once, and then obtain access to it as required. If we file 

information about different speakers (e.g. ’S1 is Pat, $2 is Thelm’) then we can 

reference the data more economically and retrieve the full reference whenever 

required. Anyone who has obtained qualitative data through a standardized 

questionnaire will immediately see the value of this facility. The questions can be 

filed once, and then it is sufficient to record a brief reference (e.g. Q1) for the data. 

The full question can be displayed on screen as required. Take Illustration 6.2 as an 

example. 

ILLUSTRATION 6.2 

RECORDING DATA FULLY BUT INEFFICIENTLY 
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Interviewer Maybe you think it’s not worth being 

qualified as there are so few jobs in 

Liverpool... ? 

Jeanette There is lots of’jobs. The Government ~vants 

to keep us une~nployed so ,ve won’t smoke 

on the buses... I could have been in a film 

but it was boring... 

Interviewer W’hat film ~vas that? 

Jeanette Documentary on child prostitution. 

Interviewer You’ve actually been a prostitute? 

Jeanette Yeah but it was boring. The sex was all right 

but they kept wanting you to talk to them... 

Interviewer Is there much sleeping around amongst 

young people? 

~./Iade No, it’s boring. 

Jeanette It’s like for your Mums and Dads really, isn’t 

it? 

Made Like drinking. 

Interviewer Don’t you and your, er, mates drink? 

Jeanette We used to drink battery acid. 

Made But it burns holes in your tights. 

Interviewer Do you sniff glue? 

Jeanette That’s for snobs, really, isn’t it? 

~VIarie Grammar school kids sniff glue. 

Jeanette We sniffburning lino. 

Saurce: Victoria Wood 1985:25-26 

(abridged) 

If this was one of a set of interviews, they can be recorded more efficiently by 

recording all the full reference information in separate files. For the sake of 

efflcien©T, we may want to record questions in a standard form even though the way 

they are asked may vary slightly from interview to interview. If the variation is 

trivial, it can be safely ignored (]illustration 6.3). 

ILLUSTRATION 6.3 

FILING REFERENCE iNFORMATiON--QUESTiONS AND 

SOURCES 
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Q1 Not ~vorth being qualified as there are so few jobs? $I interviewer 

Q2 Is there much sleeping around amongst young people? $2 Jeanette 

Q3 Do you drink? $3 Marie 

Q4 Do you sniffglue? 

There is no point in filing separately information which only appears once in the 

text, such as the questions about filming and prostitution. These may be properly 

regarded as part of the data. By filing repetitive information separately we can record 

our data much more economically. We can still have access immediately to the full 

reference: if we have forgotten that Q1 is about qualifications and jobs, we can ask 

the computer to display Q1 in full. So the loss of intelligibility, which may seem a 

significant problem on paper, in practice is negligible (Illustration 6.4). 

ILLUSTRATION 6.4 

DATA FILED EFFICIENTLY 

Q1 $2 

s1 

$2 

s1 

$2 

There is lots of jobs. The Government wants to 

keep us unemployed so we ~von’t smoke on the 

buses... I could have been in a film but it was 

boring... 

What film was that? 

Documentary on child prostitution. 

You’ve actually been a prostitute? 

Yeah but it was boring. The sex was all right but 

they kept wanting you to talk to them... 

No, it’s boring. 

It’s like for your Mums and Dads really, isn’t it? 

Like drinking. 

We used to drink batteu acid. 
But it burns holes in your tights. 

That’s for snobs, really, isn’t it? 

Grammar school kids sniffglue. 

We sniffburning lino. 

There is obviously a trade-offhere between efficiency and intelligibility. However, 

the computer, by giving us instant access to the appropriate reference information, 
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Folder 

Folder                              Folder 

Folder holding files 

containing data 

Fig~re 6..I Case documents kept in a hierarchical file system 

Folder holding files 
containing data 

helps to improve the ~brmer without unduly sacrificing the latter. \Vhere we want to 

trea questions as part of the data, however, obviously they must be recorded fully. 

Apart from reference data, we may have other information about the case which 

we want to record. For example, the interviewer in the above dialogue is male. 

Suppose we want to record this as a ’~tce-sheet’ variable (so-called because this kind 

of background infbrmation is often recorded on the first page of an interview). XX/e 

should only need to record such information once. Then, when we want to analyse 

all cases where the interviewer is male, the computer can identify, these cases for us, 

and create a subset within the data. 

It will probably be most convenient if all this information--the case references, 

the data references and the ’facesheet’ variables, and the data itself~is held 

separately by the computer, but filed together in one place. How can it be held 

separately and yet kept together? The computer operates a hierarchical filing system, 

which allows files to be ’nested’ together within ’folders’. So cases can be kept in 

folders, with the data and related information stored in a family of documents or 

files within the folder (Figure 6.1). 
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Stack of cards 

Data held in fields on each card 

Figure 6.2 Data stored in f~elds on a card-based filing system 

The hierarchical file system will be familiar to anyone remotely acquainted with a 

computer. Perhaps less familiar is an alternative method of storing data, based on 

cards rather than files (Figure 6.2). Here data can also be stored ’separately and yet 

together’, with a case being held on a card and the data, facesheet variables, etc., 

stored on ’fields’ within the card. The card is the equivalent ofa tblder, and the field 

is the equivalent of a file. However, the card/field system is a very flat hierarchy, as 

it is not possible to nest cards within cards, as one can nest folders within folders. 

On the other hand, the card/field system has advantages which can make our 

analysis much more efficient. Fields are designed for managing databases rather than 

word processing. Compared with files, they allow- the analyst to control and 

manipulate information more effectively. For example, we can tell the computer to 

display the information held at particular places in the field. Suppose we want to 

check on the gender of the interviewer, and we have stored information about 

gender on the th i rd line of our field containing ’facesheet’ variables. ~’e can instruct 

the computer to display the third line of the field, and it will tell us that in this case 

the interviewer is male. gTe can make these instructions very specific, and we can 

choose to do a variety of things with the data: for example, we can instruct the 

computer to ’copy the first character of the third word of the fourth line’. Th is gives 

us a very powerful tool for managing informaion, because we can ask the computer 

to do jobs (like looking up the in~brmation held on the third line of the %cesheet’ 

variables field) which we would otherwise have to do ourselves. 

Xa~e have already touched on this facility in relation to data re~brences, where we 

can store re}}erence information common to all cases in one file, and then instruct 

the computer to display, this information as required. Instructing the computer 

perhaps sounds unduly intimidating, since it usually means nothing more 

complicated than choosing from a menu list. The menu might contain an item 
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’Show the full reference for the selected question’--or words to that effect-- 

typically menu items are rather less verbose. 

Another area where this facility can save work is indexing cases. Rather than 

compiling our own index of cases, the computer can do it for us. If we decide to 

amend a case reference, the computer can locate the appropriate reference in the index 

and amend it accordingly. We don’t have to do a thing. A case index is useful, of 

course, for keeping track of data; but with the computer, we can also use it to locate 

cases immediately within the filing system. Once again, the computer does the work, 

and we no longer have to rummage through the filing cabinet looking for the right 

file. 

One way of making data more manageable is to reduce it. This is another 

procedure which provokes a certain amount of anxiety amongst analysts. If we can 

reduce the amount of data we have to work with, then we can concentrate on what 

is important and our analysis should become more efficient. There is little point in 

reading through more than once any data which is clearly irrelevant to the analysis. 

Why not eliminate it--or at least, summarize it? The reason lies in a natural 

reluctance to ’tamper’ with the data, and concern over what may or may not 

become relevant as the analysis unfolds. Today’s irrelevant digression may contain 

tomorrow’s illuminating insight. This uncertainty encourages a natural caution 

when it comes to dispensing with data. 

Once again, the computer can come to our rescue. Using the computer, we can 

reconcile our interest in efficiency with our concern over relevance; we can reduce 

the data without risk. Data which is clearly irrelevant at the outset of the analysis 

can be summarized; a page of tangents can be reduced to one pithy synopsis. The 

computer allows us to do this ’without risk’, because we can instantly locate or 

restore the original data if we wish. This is possible because the computer can make 

a direct connection between our summary and the original data, assuming that we 

always work with a copy of the data and keep the original material stored on a 

separate disk. 

The virtue of summarizing data is not only in the greater efficiency with which 

we can subsequently deal with the data. Summarizing is not just an investment: it 

can have an immediate pay-off, for it also obliges us to consider the question of 

relevance at the very outset of our analysis. In deciding whether or not data is 

’relevant’ we have also to decide what it is (it)relevant for. The purposes and 

parameters of the analysis are implicit in these decisions, and we can clari~ them by 

considering carefully the criteria upon which decisions about relevance are based. 

From this point of view, there may be analytic benefits from summarizing data 

irrespective of how much data we have or how relevant it all appears. It is only if we 

ignore the underlying analytic issues that summarizing may seem a tedious and 

mechanical chore. 
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This eulogy extolling the virtues of managing data on the computer must be 

coupled with a warning and a reservation. The reservation relates to the memory 

limitations of existing card/field systems, which can require compromises in how 

data is stored. The card/field system offers more control over the data, but it is not 

designed to handle the massive volumes of data typical of qualitative research, and 

the amount of data which may be stored in any one field may be limited. 

The warning is a f)tmiliar one: data held electronically must be ’backed up’ in case 

something goes wrong. The analyst’s nightmare of a crashed hard disk, with all data 

lost, can and does happen. The only saf?guard is to ensure that all the data held on 

disk has been copied. The time this takes is trifling; the discipline it requires is 

tremendous! 



Chapter 7 
Reading and annotating 

According to Edmund Burke, ’to read without reflecting is like eating without 

digesting’ (quoted in Peter 1982). Reading and annotating are processes which aid 

the ’digestion’ of our data. Although I discuss them separately, they are two facets of 

the same process of absorbing information and reflecting upon it. Reading our data 

is akin to ’reading’ a situation 48212;it is a process of interpreting what the data 

may mean (Sayer 1992:35-6). This process should not be reduced to the 

indispensible task of recognizing the meaning of the symbols through which 

information is conveyed. It encompasses integration--relating various parts of data 

to other parts, or to the data as a whole. It involves assimilation--relating the data 

to previous knowledge. It requires retention and recall~storing the understanding 

we gain through reading in an accessible form. And it culminates in communication 

--the use we make of our reading in producing an account (cf. Buzan 1982:28). If 

reading and annotating the data are to contribute effectively to our analysis, we have 

to consider how each of these elements can be facilitated and sustained. 

READING 

\Ve cannot analyse our data unless we read it. How well we read it may determine 

how we well analyse it. Reading in qualitative data analysis is not passive. \Ve read 

to comprehend, but intelligibility is not our only nor even our main goal. The aim 

of reading through our data is to prepare the ground for analysis. We can compare 

the action of reading the data with a bit of gardening. By digging over the ground, 

we loosen the soil and make it possible for the seeds of our analysis to put down 

roots and grow. It may help to have some fertilizer (organic, naturally) in the shape 

of a few ideas; the fruits of our digging may not be seen straight away, but when the 

results do show, the resulting shoots will be stronger and more profuse. 

How do we read in an active, or perhaps one should say, an ’interactive’ way? 

One technique is to develop a set of questions to ask of the data. These need be no 

more than the interrogative quintet ’Who? What? ~hen? Where? 

questions wh ich are the stock-in-trade of any analyst. Th ese questions can lead in all 
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sorts of directions, opening tip interesting avenues to explore in the data. The 

emphasis should be on exploration of potential themes and topics, but not entirely 

without some discipline or direction. ’So what?’ is another stock question which is 

always worth asking, since it forces us to consider why some aspect of the data seems 

so interesting. 

A further source of ideas can be identified in the substantive issues with which the 

researcher is concerned. These substantive concerns usually reflect the researcher’s 

disciplinary perspective and the kind of problems with which they are working. A 

psychologist or an economist may have quite different substantive concerns from a 

sociologist, for example. 

A good example of how substantive concerns can help in generating ideas is 

provided by Bogdan et al. (1982). These authors identify a variety of areas in which 

ideas can be generated reflecting distinctively sociological concerns: 

Settings: describing the setting/context 

Definitions: perceptions of situation, objects 

Processes: sequences, changes, transitions, turning points 

Activities: regular patterns of behaviour 

Events: specific happenings or incidents 

Strategies: how people get things done 

Relationships/structure: friendships, cliques, coalitions, etc 

Anselm Strauss (1987) provides another example, in his suggestion of a ’paradigm’ 

in terms of which to analyse data. The paradigm alerts the analyst to theoretical 

issues which can inform the analysis: 

Conditions 

Interactions 

Strategies and tactics 

Consequences 

These are sociological preoccupations with analysing social processes. \re might 

draw up a different checklist if we were interested in, for example, the processes of 

policy implementation. The ~bllowing checklist is derived from a review of the 

extensive literature on ~)ctors influencing the success and t~ilure of policy 

implementation (Sabatier 1986): 

Causal adequacT 
Financial resources 
Legal powers and constraints 
Political/interest group support 
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Official/bureaucratic commitment 
Social/economic environment 

There is no particular virtue in one checklist over another; one checklist is merely more 

or less fruitful than another in generating ideas for the analysis. Their value and 

relevance depends upon the preoccupations of the analyst and the nature of the data. 

None of the checklists we have mentioned, for example, seems especially relevant to 

our analysis of humour. 

Even if we plagiarize other checklists, we have to construct one which is 

appropriate to our own purposes. Suppose we draw up a checklist for analysing 

humour on the basis of our earlier discussion of finding a focus. It might look like 

this: 

Humour checklist 

Incongruity 

Catharsis 

Values 

Victims 

Stereotypes 

We can look out for these aspects of humour in the data. This may be helpful, but 

we should also be mindful of the contingent character of any checklist and the need 

to adapt it to the data. 

As an example, take the conversation in Illustration 7.1. Our checklist may alert 

us to different aspects of the humour of this sketch. An element of incongruity is 

evident, for example, in the unexpected use of bricks and tumbler driers to get to 

sleep; and in the sandwiches filled with soap powder and coconut matting. The 

checklist also suggests some interesting questions. Beattie and Connie are the 

ostensible ’victims’ of this humour, but who do they represent? Does their gender 

matter? Is it significant that they are working (obviously secretaries) ’in the office’? 

And are they being ridiculed or is the criticism softened by empathy? ~hat values 

are targeted through this shifting preoccupation with sleeplessness, deodorants, diet, 

and dress? And are these values affirmed or subverted? Is there an element of 

catharsis here, for example in the reference to ’body odour’? 

ILLUS TRA TION 7.’1 

’IN THE OFFICE’ 

Beattie You look tired, Connie. 
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Beattie 

Connie 

Beattie 

Connie 

Beattie 

Connie 

Beattie 

Connie 

Beatde 

Connie 

Beatde 

Connie 

Beatde 

Beattie 

Connie 

I couldn’t get off last night... I even had Dick 

throw a brick at my head to stun me but... 

Have you tried jamming your head in the 

tumble-drier and switching on? 

No? 

It worked for me. Then of course the body gets 

accustomed. 

Like deodorants. They work for a certain 

amount of time and then bang--people are 

backing away with handbags over their noses. 

You’re not ponging too badly at the minute, 

Connie. 

I’ve had my armpits stripped. A peel-off paste. 

Quite simple to apply though it has marked my 

cork flooring... 

What’s in your sandwiches? 

Soap powder. I think it’s these drugs I’m on. 

Quite nice though. What’s yours? 

Coconut matting. I’m doing the high fibre. 

Did you watch the news? 

The nine o’clock? 

Yes. Nasty blouse. 

We stayed up for News at Ten. Three bangles 

and a polo-neck, thank you. 

No, her ears are in the wrong place for a polo- 

neck. 
You need to be Princess Di, really. 

They’ve got the length of bone, haven’t they, 

royalty? 

&urce: Victoria Wood 1985 3314 (abridged) 

Checklists can help but they can also inhibit. Part of the charm of the dialogue is 

in the language and the delivery. This delights in a different way from any discussed 

on our list: the kind of humour that resides in a recognition of authenticity--that 

that’s just how things are. Perhaps we can think of this in terms of a ’creative’ 

humour, did it not seem closer to a form of parody. Reading the data means rethinking 

and redeveloping our ideas. 

Another useful technique for generating ideas is transposition. This involves 

asking ’What if’ questions. What if this dialogue was between two men? What if the 
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women were management rather clerical workers? What if the setting was a hospital 

rather than an office? Such transpositions can clarify the assumptions implicit in the 

situation and the dialogue, and our own reaction to it. They can generate quite new 

perspectives on the data. Would this sketch be less convincing and authentic were it 

presented as a dialogue between two male doctors in a hospital, and if so, why? 

Transposition is a form of comparison, and this is another resource in responding 

creatively to the data. We can compare different sketches, fbr example: how does the 

’In the Office’ sketch compare with the ’Turkish Bath’ sketch? The similarities and 

differences between the two sketches mW be suggestive. But we can also stimulate 

our thinking by making comparisons outwith the data, such as with other types of 

humour, or situations which we ourselves have found amusing. Nor is there any 

need to confine ourselves to relatively analogous experiences; there is a place too for 

’far-out’ comparisons, as Strauss and Corbin (1990) put it. 

Free association is another technique of value in literally setting the mind free of 

fixed assumptions and encouraging a more sensitive and critical response to the 

data. Take the key elements in the above dialogue: sleeplessness, odour, diet, dress-- 

and free associate. Write down all the images that spring to mind. With humour, 

this is an especially useful exercise, for its power often lies in the whole baggage of 

assumptions and expectations which we as audience bring to bear. 

In reading data we should be aware of the need to shift our focus between 

different levels within the data. xg!Te may use our attention as a telescope, considering 

the universe as a whole, or as a microscope f’Lxed on a particular detail. Thus we can 

think about the sketch overall, or the use of one line or even one word within it. Of 

course we cannot attend to all the data in equal detail--we need to be selective, 

focusing on what seems ’outstanding’, fbr example in the shape of key characters or 

especially funny lines. Thus we might take the discussion of the news as a ’key’ 

point in the sketch, as it makes explicit the contrast between the supposedly serious 

world of public aff~tirs and politics and the apparently ordinary--or petty?-- 

concerns these women profess. 

I say ’supposedly’ and ’apparently’ because we should be wary of first 

impressions; it is not at all clear that in making this contrast between the serious and 

the trivial, we are intended to endorse the former at the expense of the latter. This, 

of course, is the male stereotype of a female world, obsessed with the mundane and 

ignorant of vital public concerns. There is a converse stereotype, which contrasts the 

male’s obsession with the vain and vacuous world of politics with the female’s 

involvement in the real and personal issues of everyday life. This brings us neatly 

back to the contrast between the female comic who ridicules women, and the 

feminist comic who encourages women to think critically about the stereotypes that 

govern their lives (Merrill 1988). 
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As well as shifting focus, we can stimulate our thinking by shifting sequence. By 

this I mean reading through the data in various sequences, and not adopting a single 

and ’linear’ approach. There may be circumstances in which a linear reading is useful 

if not indispensable--especially when looking at the unfolding of an historical 

process within the data. But often the sequence in which data happens to be stored 

is fairly arbitrary. Cases may be ordered, fbr example, according to when individuals 

were interviewed, or alphabetically. Yet the analyst remains wedded to an arbitrary 

order, and this may encourage bias, since almost inevitably attention may focus on 

those interviews (or in our example, sketches) which happen to come first. 

Incidentally, the computer may help to counter this bias by providing facilities fbr 

reading and analysing the data in random order. 

Shifting sequence may involve more, though, than simply reading through 

material in a different order. Using the computer’s search facilities, we can take 

different tacks through the data, focusing on key words or phrases and reading 

around these to produce a different perspective. This opens up a variety of pathways 

through the data. For example, we could take ’Victoria’ as a key word, and explore 

the way Victoria Wood appears as herself in these sketches. We could pick up on 

issues like sleep or diet and ask the computer to look for other examples. Note that 

in doing so, it is essential to search for the terms used in the data, and not the terms 

in which we may have been thinking about it. A search for other examples of’pong’ 

may have more success than a search for ’body odour’! This is another virtue of 

shifting sequences in this way: it encourages the analyst to become familiar with the 

language used in the data, and acquire some sense of which terms are rare and which 

are prevalent. 

XX~e may be able to set up quite sophisticated searches for a family of related 

terms; if not, we can look sequentially for each member of the family. Either way, 

searches of this kind have inherent limitations, because the computer can only do 

what it is told. Since we cannot devise exhaustive searches for every item, we can 

never be sure that we have fbund all the relevant data that pertain to a topic. For 

example, there may be many interchanges about diet where the word itself is not 

mentioned explicitly. Nevertheless, as a springboard for thought and a guide to 

analysis, this can be a very useful way of exploring the data. 

I have discussed briefly a number of techniques for reading data in an interactive 

way. These have not exhausted all possibilities, but readers can look for further 

guidance to discussions by Buzan (1982), Riley (1990) and Strauss and Corbin 

(1990). 
The richness of qualitative data demands an equally rich response from the 

analyst. These techniques can provide a surprisingly straightforward and rewarding 

way of opening up lines of thought and lubricating the analysis. \Vithout such 

lubricant, the analysis may not go very far. 
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Techniques for interactive reading 

The interrogative quintet 

The substantive checklist 

Transposing data 

Making comparisons 

Free association 

Shifting focus 

Shifting sequence 

ANNOTATING DATA 

Elizabethan gallants or inns-of-court men carried ’table-books’ about with them, to 

note down interesting anecdotes, witty jests, memorable remarks and the like 

(Wilson 1936:xli). The qualitative analyst likewise needs a version of the 

Elizabethan table-book, or perhaps of its modern equivalent, the Filofa~x, to help him 

or her to annotate their data. Annotating goes hand in hand with reading the data. 

We need to record our observations and ideas about the data in order to prepare the 

ground for further analysis. And we need to record them now, while we have them; 

and not even five minutes later, when that flash of insight has literally flashed out of 

existence! 

Using field work techniques and even interviews, much of our data may take the 

form of notes. Annotating data involves making notes about the notes. To 

distinguish the two, we can call our notes about notes ’memos’. Memos may relate 

to any aspect of the data. They may record pedantic points of information---or 

brilliant leaps of imagination. They can encompass a panoramic sweep of the data, 

or pinpoint minutiae. It doesn’t matter. They are simply a useful way of enriching 

our analysis. 

It may be helpful to think of memos as essentially private, like diary entries. 

don’t have to justify them to anyone. \~Te may record our first impressions of the 

data: ’I laughed here’; ’This isn’t funny’. \~’e may put down a jumble of confused 

ideas. \~’e may ask na’ive questions. Memoing should be a creative activity, relatively 

unencumbered by the rigours of logic and the requirements of corroborating 

evidence. Memos should be suggestive; they needn’t be conclusive. 

There are some tasks for which memos are particularly well suited. One is to 

comment closely and critically on the quality of the data. Suppose I didn’t find a 

sketch funny, but the TV audience laughed uproariously. Was it a live audience? 

These are points worth noting. If the data is uneven, where are the strong and weak 

points? Where do we have most confidence in the data? \Vhere is there evidence of 
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bias? Memoing is another road to ’thorough’ description: V!hat is the context? 

"grhat is meant? "grhat happens? Can we clari~ or elaborate on the data? Answering 

these questions provides a basis for well grounded interpretation. 

Memoing can also be more analytic. V!hat is this sketch about? Is this dialogue 

typical? Why is that a ’key’ episode? Here we can bring into play the reading 

techniques outlined above, with the aim of stimulating ideas and developing new 

lines of inquiry (Illustration 7.2). 

ILLUSTRA TION 7.2 

USING MEMOS TO OPEN UP LINES OF ENQUIRY 

Data 
Meraos 

Beattie What’s in your sandwiches? 

Soap powder. I think it’s these 
drugs I’m on. Quite nice though. 
What’s yours? 

’Drugs’--we are not told what 
drugs, but I imagine valium etc. 
rather than cocaine. The implicit 
reference is surely to drug 
dependency. The humour is in 
the effects--not just eating soap 
powder sandwiches, but ~inding 
them ’quite nice’! This is an 
example of incongruity--~ve 
don’t expect people to eat and 
enjoy soap powder sandwiches 
What kind of incongruity? Not 
exaggeration. Absurd, 
unbelievable. 

Why soap powder--a hint of 
domesticity here? 

How should we record memos? The back of an envelope will do! But there are 

more reliable methods. Suppose as we are reading through some data we want to 

add a memo. On paper, we can either write the memo on the same sheet as the data 

--perhaps in the margin---or we can write it on a separate sheet. Neither method 

may seem very satisfactory. If we write on the same sheet, we make a clear 

connection between the data and our memo, but we mW feel unduly intrusive and 

in danger of disrupting the flow of information. And suppose we change our minds 

and decide our comment is no longer appropriate, perhaps even misleading? On the 

other hand, if we write on a separate sheet, we leave the data undisturbed, but then 

the connection between our comment and the data is less apparent. We may 

overlook the comment, or lose it. Perhaps the paper clip provides a partial solution: 
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we can write our comment on a separate sheet, and clip it to the sheet with the data. 

But this is a clumsy method of doing what the computer can achieve with elegance. 

This is another way in which the computer allows us to keep things ’separately 

and yet together’. Using the computer, we can file our memo separately, leaving the 

data undisturbed, while at the same time linking our memo directly to precisely that 

part of the data we are commenting on. Then when we are analysing that part of the 

data, we can ask the computer to locate and display our memo. Or if we are reading 

our memos separately, we can ask the computer to locate and display the part of the 

data we are commenting on. We can keep the data pristine, without losing the 

connection between data and memo; the computer allows us to do both. In 

Illustration 7.3, for example, I have used an asterisk to link memos to particular 

points in the data. By selecting the word preceding the asterisk, the computer can 

immediately locate the appropriate memo which may be filed elsewhere. Similarly, 

by selecting the memo nmnber, the computer can immediately locate the data to 

which the memo refers. 

ILLUS TRA TION 7.3 
LINKING MEMOS AND DATA 

Data                                   ~Iemos 

Connie Like deodorants* They work for a 
certain amount of time and then 
bang ~8212;people are backing 
away with handbags* over their 
noses. 

1. I remember ho~v we used to jeer 
at ’S.T.’ in primary- school. Body 
odour is a taboo topic--hence 
that advert whispering ’B.O.’. So 
the humour here is cathartic. 

2. Also element of ’incongruity’ in 
sudden handbag retreat. This is 
stuff of ~:arce--a ’ludicrously 
improbable event’. Is farce one 
aspect of incongruity? Note that 
’handbags’ underlines ’body 
odour’ as a female preoccupation. 

Beataie You’re not ponging* too badly at 3. We don’t expect people to 
the minute, Connie.               make frank comments on how we 

smell. And what kind of 
reassurance is this? ’Ponging’ is 
good--’smelling’ wouldn’t work 
nearly as well; in fact it might not 
work at all. Why not? 
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Another advantage in recording memos this way is that we can retain the 

spontaneity which is a feature of creative endeavour. Without the computer, a 

separate memo might mean writing out the date, the references for the file and the 

data, and perhaps even extracts from the data being commented on. With the 

computer, we can escape this chore and concentrate entirely on recording what we are 

thinking. 

Don’t be misled by my reference to spontaneity in memo writing. "We should not 

confuse spontaneity and simultaneity. Like Archimedes and Newton, we can expect 

ideas to make a sudden and unexpected appearance. But ideas rarely come on cue. 

There is no need to panic if we are not overwhelmed by stimulating insights the 

moment we work through part of the data. They may come later--in my experience 

usually when they are least welcome, in the wee small hours of the morning! Hence 

the back of the envelope. 

We can relate our memos to the data. How do we relate them to our analysis? If 

we have to explore an unknown desert island, one thing we might do, as we traverse 

the island this way and that, is draw a map. We may want to acquire some sense of 

the island’s topography--to outline its main physical features, to locate barren and 

fertile areas, to identify various paths across it--and to find the hidden treasure. 

However crude it may be, our map becomes our guide to further exploration. Much 

the same applies to exploring data. By mapping out our observations and ideas, we 

can provide a guide for further and more systematic analysis. 

A map is a diagram based on our memos. It integrates disparate elements to make 

a common theme; it pulls together different themes to make a composite picture. 

Graphic representation allows us to see and question the connections between 

dif~brent parts of the whole. At this stage, it is a tentative business, oriented to 

puzzles and possibilities, not to a finished product. 

Suppose we want to map out our memos of the ’In the Office’ sketch. "We might 

consider how various aspects of the sketch relate to the idea of humour as 

incongruity or catharsis (Figure 7.1). 

Through mapping we can relate data systematically to particular ideas. Suppose we 

want to explore the use of incongruity a bit further. In one of our memos, we 

noticed a farcical element in the data. We can connect all the elements in the sketch 

which rely on farce for effect. We can use the same technique to map our ideas to 

data across different cases. Take the dialogue about the news. This evokes several 

stereotypes of women: they don’t take public and political issues seriously, being 

immersed in mundane everyday concerns; they are obsessed with appearance-- 

clothes, hair, make-up; they are prone to gossip at the expense of other women. \ge 

can begin to see ways of analysing this data in terms of stereotypes in humour. 

~hen we encounter similar examples in other sketches, we can recognize them 
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~Sleeptessness 

Figure ZI Relating data to key themes 

more readily,. Here for example is Kitty drinking her fifth cream sherry and talking 

affably to Morag: 

’If I was Prime Minister, and thank goodness I’m not, because I’ve been 

the length and breadth of Downing Street and never spotted a decent wool 

shop. But if I were, I would put a hot drinks machine into the Houses of 

Parliament and turn it into a leisure centre. The income from that would 

pay off the national debt, and meanwhile we could "all meet in Madge’s 

extension.’ 

(Victoria Wood 1985:112) 

Already we are on familiar ground: the important eclipsed by the mundane, 

political issues domesticated (Figure 7.2). 

As well as relating particular ideas to data, we can begin to sketch out possible 

relationships between ideas. For example, suppose we relate the stereotypes about 

women to the use of farce. We might map out the values which are assumed in this 

sketch--a series of stereotypes about women, some but not all of which are ridiculed 

through farcical images (Figure 7.3). 

Note that these diagrams rem~n close to the data, though they begin to point 

beyond it towards some ways of analysing the information. Note also how open- 

ended this mapping is. It is exploratory and suggestive~drawing out the threads of 

analysis, rather than organizing or classifying data in any systematic way. 
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Within case 

Farcical 
elements 

Stunning brick 

Head in tumble-drier 

Handbag retreat 

Eating so~p powder 

Eating coconut matting 

Across cases 

Domesticating 
politics 

Dress Jsense m Turkish 
I 

bath 

Downing Street 
wool shops 

Parliament in 
Madge’s extension 

Figure Z2 Mapping ideas to data within and across cases 

Kirsty 
monologue 

Female 

stereotypes 
Can’t sleep 

Worry about 

body odour 

Ridiculed Depending 
through on drugs 

larce 

Diets 

Female Trivialize Gossip about 

stereotypes serious issues other women 

Figure Z3 Relating two ideas 

Obsessed 
with appearance 

Annotating data is a way of opening up the data, preparing the ground for a more 

systematic and thorough analysis. But the task of generating and developing ideas is 

not confined to one particular stage in the process. Even once we have embarked on 

a more organized and disciplined analysis, through categorizing and linking data, we 
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may return again and again to the freer and more creative mode of annotating. In this 

way we can continue to capture the impressions, insights and intuitions which 

provide us with fresh perspectives and new directions for analysis. 



Chapter 8 
Creating categories 

’We think in generalities, we live in detail’ 
(Whitehead quoted in Peter 1982:493) 

We have to interpret our data in order to analyse it. But analysis can go beyond 

interpretation. We can try to create conceptual tools to classify and compare the 

important or essential features of the phenomena we are studying. This involves a 

process of abstracting from the immense detail and complexity of our data those 

features which are most salient for our purpose. For example, the chemist focuses 

not on ’water’ but on H20, stripping away the many connotations of the term to 

isolate those characteristics essential for analysis (Brooks and ~rarren 1967). 

Abstraction is a means to greater clarity and precision in making comparisons. ~re 

can focus on the essential features of objects and the relations between them. 

However, it is important to remember what we are abstracting from. The Taoist 

Chuang Tzu wrote: 

Fishing baskets are employed to catch fish; but when the fish are caught, 

the rnen forget the baskets; snares are employed to catch hares, but when 

the hares are got, men forget the snares. Words are employed to convey 

ideas, but when the ideas are grasped, men forget the words. 

(Quoted in Capra 1983:36) 

Abstractions are powerful means of making comparisons, but we must also 

remember their origins and limitations. 

In making comparisons, it is helpful to distinguish between two forms of relation 

between objects or events (cf. Sayer (1992:88). On the one hand, we can identify 

’substantial’ relations of connection and interaction, g~hen we laugh at a joke, for 

example, there is a substantial connection between the joke and our laughter. On 

the other hand, we can identify purely ’}brmal’ relations of similarity and difference 

between things. Thus we can distinguish between jokes and laughter, as diffbrent 
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types of phenomena. This type of comparison involves categorizing phenomena 

according to their similarities or differences. In this and the following two chapters, 

I focus on how we can categorize qualitative data, before considering issues raised by 

substantive connections. 

In this chapter, I shall look at the problems of generating categories for the 

analysis. In the ~bllowing chapter I turn to the issues raised in assigning these 

categories to the data. Then in Chapter 10, the last dealing with categorizing data, I 

consider how we can ’split and splice’ categories--in other words, subdivide or 

integrate categories as ways of refining or focusing our analysis. Naturally, we have 

to create categories be~bre we can assign them, and we have to assign them before 

we can split or splice them. But despite this logical precedence, in practice we may 

find ourselves shifting backwards and fotwards between these different aspects of 

categorizing data. 

The very quality of qualitative data--its richness and specificity--makes for 

problems when we try to make comparisons between observations. For what are we 

comparing? There are no standard categories in terms of which to compare 

observations. Indeed, there are no clear boundaries as to what constitutes an 

observation. 

To compare observations, we must be able to identify bits of data which can be 

related for the purposes of comparison. How can this be done? The answer is 

deceptively simple. In principle, we could organize the data by grouping like with 

like, so that any observation which seems similar to or related to others can be 

grouped with those observations. V!e can put all the bits of data which seem similar 

or related into separate piles, and then compare the bits within each pile. \Ve may 

even want to divide up the items in a pile into separate ’sub-piles’ if the data merits 

further differentiation. \Ve can then compare observations within each pile or sub- 

pile, looking for interesting similarities or dit}}erences within the data. \Ve can also 

make comparisons between the different piles or sub-piles, again looking for 

patterns or variations in the data. 

However, this procedure begs two important questions. First, what is an 

observation? We referred above to ’bits’ of data, but how are these bits to be 

identified or distinguished from the rest of the data? There must be some criterion or 

criteria which allow us to distinguish one bit or observation from another. Second, 

how can an observation be judged similar to or related to some other observations? 

Why put a bit of data into one pile, but not into another? Because they are alike, or 

related? But things are not just alike or related--they are alike or related in some 

respect or another. Although we may say that observations are alike or related 
without explaining why this is so, nevertheless there must be some respect or other 

in terms of which this judgement is made. If we distinguish between an employer 

and an employee, for example, we implicitly refer to a variety of social and 
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economic features which characterize the difference between them. Distinctions are 

always conceptual as well as empirical--they reflect some criterion or criteria in 

terms of which observations are distinguished and compared. In data analysis, we 

can try to make explicit (or at any rate, as explicit as possible) the conceptual criteria 

in terms of which distinctions are made between observations. 

Grouping data in this way therefore involves developing a set of criteria in terms 

of which to distinguish observations as similar or related. Typically, this is done 

through the development of a set of categories, with each category expressing a 

criterion (or a set of criteria) for distinguishing some observations from others, as 

similar or related in some particular respect(s). The development of a set of 

categories allows the data to be organized through a variety of different distinctions. 

Data within each category can then be compared. If necessary, further distinctions 

can then be drawn within each category to allow for a more detailed comparison of 

data organised within a set of sub-categories. Conversely, data assigned to different 

categories can be compared and interrelated to produce a more encompassing 

analysis of the data. This process can continue until the analyst is satisfied that all 

relevant distinctions between observations have been drawn, and observations can 

be compared effectively in terms of an established category system. 

In categorizing data, we are not simply bringing together observations which are 

similar or related. A comparison is already implied in the adoption of a particular 

category. The data is being classified as ’belonging’ to a particular group and this 

already implies a comparison between this data and other observations which do not 

’belong’ to the category in question. Categorizing involves differentiating between 

the included and excluded observations. The process of categorization may seem 

akin to naming observations, and in the literature is sometimes referred to as 

’labelling’ data and categories are sometimes referred to as ’labels’. However, this 

may be confusing and misleading if we think of ’nanking’ in terms of proper names 

rather than classes of objects. We may name a baby ’Rebecca’ and this name 

distinguishes her from her siblings ’Katie’ and ’Paul’. However, nanking here simply 

aims to provide a label sufficiently unique (for practical purposes) to designate an 

individual person. It is not a label which stands for a class of objects--it is not a 

concept. There is a role for labelling in this sense of designating names for unique 

bits of data, as we shall see later. But where we are ’labelling’ in order to group data, 

it may be less confusing to use the term ’categorization’ for this process of making 

and applying distinctions within the data. 

Creating categories is both a conceptual and empirical challenge; categories must 

be ’grounded’ conceptually and empirically. That means they must relate to an 

appropriate analytic context, and be rooted in relevant empirical material. 

Categories which seem fine ’in theory’ are no good if they do not fit the data. 

Categories which do fit the data are no good if they cannot relate to a wider 
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conceptual context. We could say that categories must have two aspects, an internal 

aspect--they must be meaningful in relation to the data--and an external aspect-- 

they must be meaningful in relation to the other categories. 

It is not by accident, therefore, that we refer to creating categories in the plural. A 

category cannot be created in isolation from the other categories we want to use in 

the analysis. When we devise a category, we are making decisions about how to 

organize the data in ways which are useful for the analysis--and we have to take 

some account of how this category will ’fit’ into this wider analytic context. It is 

usual, there}bre, to think in terms of generating a set or list of categories through which 

to organize comparisons between observations. The formal relations between the 

categories are important in defining the relation between any particular category and 

the data. In generating categories, therefore, we have to think systematically and 

logically as well as creatively. 

How does one begin to generate a category set? This is a question which 

researchers have had some difficulty in answering, in part because there is no single 

or simple answer. Obviously the methods of generating a category set will reflect the 

type of data being analysed, and also the aims, inclinations, knowledge and 

theoretical sophistication of the researcher. The theoretically-inclined participant 

observer with voluminous field-notes and the policy evaluator with a set of open- 

ended interview responses to analyse may have quite different starting points and quite 

different resources upon which to call. The theorist may be able to draw upon 

existing theoretical perspectives. By contrast, the policy evaluator is more than likely 

to generate a category system around an established set of policy issues, and specific 

categories may already have been anticipated in the methods used to collect data. 

That said, there are some considerations which may apply to the generation of 

categories, whatever the specific aims and circumstances of the analyst. This becomes 

clear if, rather than trying to characterize and contrast dif~brent approaches, we 

consider instead the common resources which can be utilized in any approach to 

generating a category set. 

One source of ideas for generating categories is the data itself. Qualitative 

methods often involve the acquisition of data which cannot be accommodated 

within pre-existing categories. This is, indeed, usually part of the rationale and 

justification for using a qualitative approach. It is assumed that the researcher 

cannot establish all (or perhaps any) of the important categorical distinctions at the 

outset of the research. In some forms of research, such as participant observation or 

ethnography, the analyst may be reluctant to adopt any prior conceptions before 

entering the field, and may therefore depend almost entirely on inferring distinctions 

from the data. In less unstructured research, though some categories may be 

established in advance, these may still require confirmation in the data, while other 

categories or subcategories may be derived from distinctions suggested in the data. 
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Even with a relatively structured technique, such as a structured interview schedule 

with open-ended questions, all the responses produced cannot be assigned to 

categories in a&ance of analysing the data. At the very least the adoption of a pre- 

existing set of categories requires confirmation that these are indeed the important 

distinctions within the data. In any case, these distinctions are more than likely to 

be preliminary rather than exhaustive. Further differentiation within each category 

will almost certainly draw upon distinctions made within the data. 

Thus distinctions within the data can generate new categories, or contribute 

significantly to refining or modifying the original categories. Amongst those using 

qualitative techniques, there is usually a strong emphasis on creating categories based 

on distinctions in the data, most especially where these are recognized or used by the 

research subjects themselves. Qualitative research is often concerned to elucidate the 

ways in which subjects experience and perceive situations and events. It would 

certainly be difficult if not impossible to convey these experiences and perceptions 

without taking account of how the subjects themselves distinguish situations and 

events. 

At the same time, qualitative researchers often employ observational methods 

which may produce data inconsistent with how subjects experience, perceive or 

explain events. A subiect’s ’explanations’ of events may involve assumptions or 

preconceptions which s/he only dimly recognizes, if at all; and ’explanation’ can 

serve a variety of purposes, including self-justification and exculpation, which have 

little to do with providing an accurate or truthful account. Thus some distinctions 

may be drawn by the subjects of the research, while others may be suggested by the 

data, though not recognized explicitly or even implicitly by the subjects themselves. 

Categories should not be imposed upon the data arbitrarily; the categories 

adopted should reflect the data. The distinctions established through categorization 

should be meaning~’ul in terms of the data being analysed. However, reflecting the 

data does not mean that categories merely reproduce distinctions which are made or 

are apparent in the data, although these distinctions can sometimes provide some 

useful ideas for categorization. A ’reflection’ (i.e. mirror image) involves a new view 

of the data--that of the researcher; and this view can only emerge through 

’reflection’ (i.e. thought) on the part of the analyst, since the distinctions drawn 

must be those of the analyst, and related to the overall direction and purpose of the 

research. Distinctions must serve some analytic purpose which the analyst brings to 

the data. The actor acts; the analyst analyses--this is integral to their respective roles 

as subject and researcher. This dictum is not the whole truth, for its inversion may also 

be applicable---the actor may also analyse and the analyst may also act. But the 

analyst cannot escape responsibility for the analysis, which must be based on his or 

her own ideas about the data. 
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Categorization of the data requires a dialectic to develop between categories and 

data. Generating and developing categories is a process in which one moves 

backwards and forwards between the two. It is this interaction of category and data 

which is crucial to the generation of a category set. To try to generate categories in 

the absence of both these resources would be premature. Although we can consider 

these as separate resources, in practice the generation of categories is an interaction 

between the two. For example, even if we have not read a single line of data, any 

ideas we have prior to the analysis must still anticipate the kind of data we will want 

to analyse. 
A rich source of ideas for categories can be ~bund in the questions in terms of 

which the research originated and developed. These questions, perhaps vaguely 

formed and ’poorly articulated at the outset, may already have been considerably 

redefined and reformulated by the time the final stage of data analysis has been 

reached. The process of research, whether through interviewing, documentatT 

analysis, or observation, inevitably involves selecting data. This selection is made by 

the researcher in terms of what seems significant, puzzling or problematic, and the 

criteria used in selecting data can provide a rich source of ideas for generating a 

category system. 
In documentary analysis, for example, the criteria for selecting documents, or for 

focusing on particular extracts, should reflect the issues on which the researcher is 

seeking evidence. There must be some criteria for inclusion and exclusion of 

documentary data, even if these are broadly defined and refer mainly to the 

boundaries rather than the substance of the subject being researched. With 

interviewing, the researcher will have some idea in advance of what questions to ask 

and which topics to pursue~no matter how non-directive the interviewer may be, 

the interview has to be conducted with some research purpose in mind. "glith 

observation, the observer must make decisions about which sites, situations and 

events to observe. Often these decisions will be affbcted by the data emerging from 

observation and new priorities will develop through the course of the research. In 

each of these approaches, initial or emergent issues, more or less explicitly defined 

by the researcher, will provide some guidance to the categories worth developing in 

the analysis of data. While, in the nature of qualitative research, such questions are 

not likely to be either comprehensive or exhaustive, they may nevertheless provide a 

vital starting point for generating categories for analysis. 

The process of finding a focus for the analysis, and reading and annotating the 

data, leads on naturally to the creation of categories. In practice, a sharp distinction 

cannot be drawn between these processes. The techniques we discussed earlier for 

generating ideas also provide fertile ground for the generation of categories. 

However, compared with browsing and annotating data, creating a category set 

requires a more disciplined and systematic approach. Ideas must be sifted, their 
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import assessed, their relevance evaluated. Some may be discarded. Others may 

suggest key concepts through which to understand the data. 

Resources for generating categories 

Inferences from the data 

Initial or emergent research questions 

Substantive, polioT and theoretical issues 

Imagination, intuition and previous knowledge 

Any or all of these resources can be brought to bear in the task of generating 

categories t)br analysis. It is not possible to predict in advance which will prove most 

useful in developing a category set. That will depend both on the richness and 

complexity of the data being analysed, and the range and relevance of the experience 

and ideas which the researcher can bring to the analysis. 

Suppose we want to derive a category set from our ideas on humour. Through our 
initial efforts to find a focus for the analysis, we identified some key ideas to use in 

the analysis: 

Incongruity 

Catharsis 

Values 

Victims 

Stereotypes 

These ideas were inspired by a prior reading of the relevant literature, and their 

relevance to our analysis has been established through our review and annotation of 

the data. Do they provide a useful basis for distinguishing dif~brences and 

similarities in the data? We have found sufficient elements of the different styles of 

humour to be confident in the general utility of these ideas. We can treat them 

tentatively as the first approximation of a category set through which to analyse the 

data. 

At the same time, we may want to modify the categories in the light of our 

kmowledge of the data. We might note an element of exaggeration in the sketch ’In 

the Office’, in the references to tarmacking the drive eight times, or receiving 

seventeen phone calls. There is also an element of transposition, where the women 

discuss dress instead of the news. We may want to modify our categories in the light 

of these observations, by adding to our list or perhaps by incorporating them as 

elements of existing categories. For instance, we could see both exaggeration and 
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Table 8. ! Alternative category lists 

Detailed category list Broad category list 

Sleeplessness 

Odour 
Diet 
Drugs 
Dress 
Gossip 
Frivolity 

Health 
Appearance 
Character 

transposition as interactive elements in incongruous humour, the latter confirming 

our expectations only for the former to confound them. 

Incongruigv (exaggerating, transposing) 

Catharsis 

Values 

Victims 

Stereowpes 

xXlhile ,~mnotating the data, we noted the role of stereotypes in creating humorous 

eff}ects. The humour invoked stereotypical views of women’s problems with 

sleeplessness, diet, drugs, their concerns with appearance and body odour, and an 

inclination to frivolity and gossip. We may therefbre want to develop some 

categories to capture the kind of stereotypes being used. There is no one way to 

categorize this data: we must chose between diffbrent alternatives. When we create a 

category based on the data, we address the general question: ’What is this data 

about?’. We also address more specific questions inspired by our analytic concerns: e.g. 

’How is this funny?’ ’What kind of stereotypes are used here?’ Categories express 

ideas about the data. The categories we use will reflect the kind of questions we ask. 

For example, we could try either of the two category sets listed in "-[-’able 8.1 

The first list of categories is longer and more refined; the second is shorter and more 

general. One list stays close to the data; the other is at one remove, already implying 

an implicit categorization (Figure 8.1) 

We might amend our category set to incorporate these ideas, for example by 

including the shorter, more general categories in our category list: 

Incongruity (exaggerating, transposing) 

Catharsis 

Creativity 

Values 
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Odour 

Dress 

Diet 

Drugs 

Sleeplessness 

Frivolity 

Gossip 

Appearance 

Health 

Character 

Fig~re 8. ! Alternative category lists for analysing female stereot-ypes 

Victims 
Stereotypes (appearance, character, health) 

There are at least three questions we might ask of this list of categories. ~rhat do 

these categories mean? Is this list sufficiently refined? And what about relationships 

between the categories? Let us take each of these points in turn. 

First, let us take the question of what the categories mean. We noted above that 

categories must denote bits of data, and relae this data conceptually to the wider 

analysis. The meaning of a category is therefore bound up on the one hand with the 

bits of data to which it is assigned, and on the other hand with the ideas it expresses. 

These ideas may be rather vague at the outset of the analysis. The meaning of a 

category is something that evolves during the analysis, as we make more and more 
decisions about which bits of data can or cannot be assigned to the category. To 

make these decisions, we need not just a category but also a developing set of criteria 

in terms of which we can decide when and where to assign the category to the data. 

In other words, we should always try to define and redefine our categories by 

specifying and modifying the criteria for assigning them to the data. Without such 

criteria, our analysis may seem arbitrary and impressionistic. At the same time, we 

must recognize that any definitions we develop at the outset are liable to be rather 

general and contingent in character. In defining categories, therefore, we have to be 

both attentive and tentative--attentive to the data, and tentative in our 

conceptualizations of them. 

Take the category ’catharsis’ as an example. We introduced this category to refer 

to humour which involves some sort of emotional release, and related it to topics 

which are anxiety-laden or even taboo. Now we need to ’operationalize’ this 

category in terms of observations in the data. Xg/e might start with sex and violence 

as subjects which are often sensitive issues. ’Often’ is not ’always’ and not all 

re~brences to sex and violence will be ’cathartic’. We might also start to think about 

what ’sensitivity’ involves. Suppose we try to make preliminary ’definitions’ of the 

main categories we have created so }~tr (Illustration 8.1). 
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This is only a starting point. Our ’definitions’ are notably vague, reflecting the 

rather abstract nature of the categories we have chosen. 

ILLUSTRATION 8.1 

PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS OF CATEGORIES 

Incongruity 

Catharsis 

\/alues 

Victims 

Stereotypes 

Include any data where expectations are disrupted. 

Disrupted expectations are not always humorous. Identi~- 
elements involved in humorous disruption: farce, absurdity, 
exaggeration. 

Include any data which can be seen as sensitive in some way. 

Possible topics: sex, violence. 

Sensitivity: associated with discomfort, embarrassment, 
humiliation, guilt. 

Include any data which relates to the affirmation or subversion of 
social values. 

Include any data where humour has an identifiable human target, 
but only where this target may be representative of a wider group 
or institution. 

Include any such targets, regardless of whether or not the humour 
ridicules or criticizes with empathy. 

Include any data which seems to invoke stereotypical images. 

A stereotype is an ’unduly fixed’ image which may or may not be 
accurate but is applied regardless. 

Note that not all ~Lxed images are stereotypes. 

must be ready to extend or modi~ our criteria as the data demands. We shall 

therefore return to the problem of defining categories when we consider the process 

of assigning them to the data. 

Meantime let us turn to the question of whether our initial category list is 

sufficiently refined. Our category set is short, and the categories are very general. Is 

this satisfactory? Should it be nearer eight categories, than eighty, or eight hundred? 

There is no single answer to this question. Data analysts who emphasize the 

importance of’grounding’ categories in the data sometimes advocate a ’line-bydine’ 

approach to generating categories (see Strauss 1987). Perhaps more accurately, this 

is a ’bit-by-bit’ approach where each bit of data can be as small as a single word. 

Each bit is considered in detail, to identify aspects which may be relevant to the 

analysis. The significance of a bit of data can be considered by contrasting it with 

other bits, by imagining this bit in alternative contexts, or by drawing on relevant 

theoretical or policy issues. In this way a variety of distinctions may emerge, some of 
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which may eventually prove fruitful in analysing the data. The aim is to generate 

theory which is fully grounded in the data. Once categories have been developed in 

this detailed way, the analyst can identify the most relevant categories for fiJ.rther 

elaboration, and finally proceed to a more integrated analysis around the core 

categories which emerge from this process. 

By contrast, it is possible to begin with categories which are based on a general 

comprehension of the data and proceed to a fuller and more detailed categorization 

(Jones 1985). The emphasis here is on a ’holistic’ approach, attempting to grasp 

basic themes or issues in the data by absorbing them as a whole rather than by 

analysing them line by line. Broad categories and their interconnections are then 

distilled from a general overview of the data, before a more detailed analysis fills in 

and refines these through a process of subcategorization. This approach is more 

feasible where the analyst already has a fair idea of what s/he is looking for in the 

data. 

Most data analysis probably falls some way between these two extremes. Perhaps 

the most flexible approach is to develop ’middle-order’ categories, which draw some 

broad preliminary distinctions within the data (cf. Becket and Geer 1982). Often 

these distinctions may be based on fairly common sense categories, around which the 

data can be organized quite effectively, without implying commitment to any 

particular theoretical approach. This approach also fits well with policy-oriented 

research where a policy agenda already provides a source of categories for analysis. 

Once the data has been organized into broad categories, the analysis can move in 

either direction, towards more refined distinctions through subcategorization or 

towards a more integrated approach by linking and integrating the ’middle-order’ 

categories. 

A middle-order approach offbrs a flexible compromise which allows the analysis 

to develop in a more detailed or holistic way as time and inclination permits. A 
middle-order approach is also attractive if the data, although qualitative, is not 

entirely lacking in structure. Policy issues and programme conditions in evaluative 

research, for example, can provide a framework for generating a middle-order 

category set which can already be anticipated in the identification of ’key issues’ 

used in collecting data. Our choice may be as much influenced by our confidence in 

the organizing power of our initial categories as by any considerations of time or 

purpose, significant though these may be. For example, if our ideas from other 

sources at the outset of data analysis are very limited, we may find a bit-by-bit 

approach applied to at least part of the data is most useful in generating categories 

for the analysis. 

None of these approaches has a monopoly of virtue, and whether one takes a 

holistic view, begins with middle-order categories or starts with a bit-by-bit analysis 

must be a question of pragmatism rather than principle. There is no sense in 
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undertaking a bit-by-bit analysis, for example, if time does not permit such a 

detailed and laborious approach, with the result that some parts of the data are 

never properly analysed. Where time is tight, a middle-level or holistic approach 

may provide a better method of selecting data for categorization. On the other hand, 

a bit-by-bit approach may be better suited to data analysis where the overriding aim 

is to use the data to generate theory rather than bringing it to bear on existing policy 

or theoretical concerns. 

In any case, the contrast between these different approaches can be overdrawn, 

since we are only discussing where to begin. In categorizing the data, the analyst has 

to work at each of these levels. A holistic approach has still to be rooted in the data, 

through middle-level categories and bit-by-bit analysis. A middle-level approach has 

to be geared from the start to the development of a more detailed and integrated 

analysis. With a bit-by-bit approach, the analyst must become more selective and 

integrative in subsequent phases of the analysis. 

One good reason for adding categories to a set is to ensure that our category list is 

sufficiently comprehensive. Obviously the length of a category list will depend in 

part on the range of issues and the breadth of the data being analysed. However, we 

can also add categories by developing a more refined category set. Would this not 

save time going over the same material again later to make further distinctions 

within it? Or would a more extensive category set depend on making further 

subdivisions than seems desirable at this point in the analysis? 

Why not make distinctions now, if it saves us work later on? If categories are too 

broad, too much data would be included within each category for useful 

comparisons to be possible. The data would cover too many distinctive topics, and still 

require further diffbrentiation along the broad lines which we can already identify as 

relevant at this point in the analysis. XXZhy not assign the data immediately to the 

more refined category, reducing two operations to one? XXZhy produce an enormous 
and unwieldy mass of data under a single category, if the data can already be more 

diffbrentiated amongst several? 

Against a concern with efficiency, however, we must balance the issue of 

confidence. The introduction of more refined distinctions at this stage should only 

contemplated if we are confident that these distinctions are sufficiently grounded 

conceptually and empirically to form a useful framework for analysis. In general, we 

may prefer to use broad categories at the outset to avoid prejudicing subsequent 

analysis and perhaps even precluding particular lines of development. It is 

important not to close off options at this stage by making distinctions which are not 

based on a thorough review of all the relevant data. This will only create more work 

later on. ’Errors’ in initial categorization also exact a price in terms of subsequent 

efficiency. 
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There are advantages in leaving the task of refining categories until later. One is 

that all the data for a category can be brought together and examined as a whole 

before deciding upon any refinements. This may be useful in identifying the weight 

attached to particular issues and establishing the connections between them. A 

detailed inspection of the data may suggest a rather different way of refining the 

analysis. Rather than make precipitate judgements at this stage, it may be better to 

wait until all the data has been categorized under the broad category. The main 

purpose of a middle-order category set is to make possible a more detailed 

inspection of the data by extracting and ordering observations through some broad 

preliminary distinctions. 

Another difficulty with using too many detailed categories is simply remembering 

all the relevant categories in terms of which the data can be distinguished. So long as 

categories are broad, this need not be a major problem, as it will generally be fairly 

obvious whether the data can be distinguished under one heading or another. But if 

a category list becomes lengthy through being excessively detailed, it may be 

difficult to recall all the relevant distinctions when working through the data. An 

unduly long and cumbersome category list would be difficult to apply to the data. 

The degree of refinement at this stage in the analysis may therefore reflect the 

volume of data to be analysed and the degree to which categories can be readily 

identified. In developing an initial category set, we may as well take account of 

distinctions which are already clearly relevant, providing always that this does not 

preclude the possibility of developing the analysis later on in a variety of directions. 

Obviously the degree of refinement required is difficult to determine, since we have 

to balance some competing considerations in devising an initial category set. How 
this balance is struck may affbct the reliability, efficiency and flexibility of the 

analysis. Too few categories, and later flexibility may be ensured, but at a high price 

in terms of efficiency, since distinctions still have to be made which could have been 

applied in the initial categorization. Too many categories, and efficiency may be 

enhanced, but at the expense of reliability and later flexibility. Striking a reasonable 

balance is a raatter of judgement, reflecting the range, complexity and volume of 

data to be differentiated (Figure 8.2). 

Returning to our categories for stereotypes, we must weigh up the virtues of using 

a more or less refined list. The more refined, the more categories we shall use. A 

single sketch has generated several possible categories~drugs, diet, etc.--and we 

have to beware of being overwhehned by the sheer number of similarly refined 

categories generated by the data, which includes many other sketches. We may 

benefit by using the more general categories--health, appearance and character-- 

which also express more interesting conceptual distinctions. Even these distinctions 

could be dispensed with, if we opted instead for a very general category 

’stereo.types’. But at this level of generality, we may be overwhelmed by the sheer 
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Few 

Number of categories 

Flexibility 
~ficiency and reliability 

Confidence Volume 
in categories of data 

Figure 8.2 Weighing up the degree of refinement in initial category set 

Many 

volume of data which would be categorized under such a general category. At a 

minimum we may want to differentiate between different kinds of stereotypes, and 

we may ’also start to refine other categories to produce a much more extensive 

category list (Illustration 8.2). 

At this point, we can turn to our third question and consider relationships 

between the categories we use. This raises two basic issues. First, are categories 

inclusive or exclusive? And second, how many levels of classification do we want to 

use? 

ILLUS TRA TION 8.2 

DEVELOPING A MORE EXTENSIVE CATEGORY LIST 

Catharsis-sex 
Catharsis-suffering 
Catharsis-other 

Incongruity-exaggerating 
Incongruity-transposing 
Incongruity-other 
Values-confirming 
Values-subverting 
Victims-ridiculing 

Victims-empathizing 
Stereotype-appearance 
Stereotype-health 
Stereotype-character 

Categories can be either inclusive or exclusive. If two categories are inclusive, then 

we can assign them both to the same bit of data without being inconsistent. If two 

categories are exclusive, then we can only assign one or other to the bit of data. 

Categories which are exclusive are always related in some way to an underlying 
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r sex 

Style     L Incongru’ty     t .      . 
L ~ransposlng 

Humour -- 
__._j--- Confirming 

F Values ----j L._ Subverting 
Substance --~ Victims ~ Ridiculing 

L Stereotypes 7 ~-- Empathizing 

I r Appearance 

~-~ Health 

L Character 

Fig.re 8.3 Developing a more refined category list 

concept or overarching category. In Figure 8.3 I have differentiated between 

inclusive and exclusive categories by using different ways of depicting the way 

categories interrelate. I have used a long bar with short arms to bracket those 

categories which are inclusive, and a short bar with longer arms to indicate those wh ich 

are exclusive. Thus the category ’victims’ includes two exclusive categories 

’ridiculing’ and ’empathizing’, while the category ’stereotypes’ embraces three 

categories which are inclusive. Because the categories ’victims’ and ’stereotypes’ are 

inclusive rather than exclusive, we could assign ’ridiculing’ and ’appearance’ to the 

same bit of data. It doesn’t matter how you choose to depict these diffbrent relations 

between categories, so long as they are consistently noted in some way. 

Second, we have to consider levels of classification. Figure 8.3 already involves 

t:bur levels of classification, with some categories ’nested’ within others. But in terms 

of our category set, some of these levels can be deemed redundant when it comes to 

categorizing the data. There is simply no point in using the category ’humour’--nor 

of distinguishing between ’style’ and ’substance’. These are distinctions which may 

be useful conceptually, but have little analytic power when it comes to organizing the 

data. They do not discriminate sufficiently between different aspects of the data. At 
most we ,,night opt for a couple of levels, using the subcategories of style and 

substance, and their own subcategories. It is important to keep track of these 

different levels of classification, and the easiest way to do this is graphic 

representation. Some computer packages provide facilities to support this aspect of 

analysis. 
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Although conceptually our classification includes different levels, in practice we 

can operate as though we have an undifferentiated category set. Th is is more efficient 

since it saves categorizing the data at different levels. We do not want to have to 

assign overarching categories, where we have ’already used the relevant subcategory. 

For example, if we have used the category ’appearance’ then we don’t need to assign 

its overarching category, ’stereotype’. \Ve know anyway that the data assigned to 

’appear ance’ also belongs to the category ’stereotype’. Suppose later on we want to 

compare all the data implicitly assigned to the category ’stereotype’? How can we if 

we have not assigned the category? The computer provides a simple answer, since it 
allows us to locate or combine all the bits of data assigned initially to the separate 

subcategories. 

In developing our category list, therefore, we can include only the most refined 

categories. To proceed in this way using a single category list is simpler and more 

efficient, but there are two requirements we must meet. Combining categories later 

on is only possible if we use a unique specification for each category in our category 

set. Our initial category set must therefore contain no duplicates. We have to designate 

each subcategory uniquely, and not assume that the computer will differentiate 

between two identical subcategories which belong to different overarching 

categories. 

The second requirement is that our categories must be exhaustive. Where the 

subcategories are exhaustive, there is no need to include the over-arching category in 

the list, since it is entirely included within the subcategories. \Vhere the categories 

are not exhaustive, a residual category is required to pick up data which cannot be 

assigned to the appropriae subcategories. This decision may be taken in establishing 

an initial list, but the question of ’exhaustion’ is one which really can be answered 

only in relation to the data. At any point, we may have to amend our list if we 

encounter data which does not fit within the existing subcategories. In practice, 

there~bre, it may be convenient to use an overarching category, such as ’stereotype’, 

as a residual category for data which cannot be readily assigned initially to one of its 

subcategories. This allows us to retain flexibility in the development of the analysis 

and avoid premature judgements for the sake of efficiency. 

So far, we have looked at the resources upon which we can draw in creating 

categories, and the issues which arise in creating an initial category list. To conclude 

this discussion, let us consider some common injunctions applied to the process of 

creating categories. This process can take a variety of forms, depending in part on the 

purpose of the research and in part on the time and resources available for the 

analysis. "g~hile qualitative data analysis is not an endeavour subject to ’rules’, there 

are several points worth considering in developing a category system. These provide 

some general guidelines which can be adopted (or adapted) as appropriate, rather 

than an established set of procedures to be followed mechanically. 
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Categou development requires the analyst to become thoroughly familiar with 
the data, and it is worthwhile acquiring this familiarity at an early stage in the 

analysis. Although this may seem a rather innocuous point, in practice becoming 

thoroughly familiar with the data can prove quite an onerous undertaking. When 

observations are voluminous, as is often the case with qualitative data, the 

temptation to take short-cuts is considerable. Given the constraints imposed on 

research budgets and timetables, and the limited aims of some data analysis, some 

short-cuts may also be to some extent unavoidable. However, time spent becoming 

thoroughly absorbed in the data early in the analysis may save considerable time in 

the later stages, as problems are less likely to arise later on from unexpected 

observations or sudden changes in tack. 

Perhaps the most common injunction to would-be analysts is that data must 

always be considered in context. One of the major concerns of qualitative analysis is 

the observation of opinion or behaviour within a ’natural’ setting. From this 

perspective, meaning depends upon context, and the interpretation of action or 

opinion must take account of the setting in which it is produced. An observation 

cannot be fully understood outwith the context in which it is made. To consider 

this fully, it is often essential to regard the researcher as part of the context being 

studied. This is obviously relevant in interviews, where the respondent is responding 

to some sort of stimulus on the part of the interviewer. It is also relevant in 

observational research where the researcher interacts socially with the subiects of the 

study. How subjects perceive and respond to the observer can then have a 

significant effect on what they say or do. The researcher’s own actions and 

perceptions therefore become part of the social interaction, and need to be observed 

and analysed as such. 

The injunction to consider context may seem somewhat paradoxical, however, 

since fbr the purposes of comparison, it is necessa~- to abstract data from its 

immediate context, and consider it from a point of view which transcends that 

context and allows the data to be compared with observations made in a diffbrent 

context. For example, a stereotypical comment may be made in the context of 

specific sketch, and yet I may want to compare these stereotypical comments across 

a range of different sketches. These observations must therefore be abstracted from 

their immediate context. However, confirmation is required that these comments 

can be meaningfully compared. In practice, this confirmation can be established 

partly through comparing how stereotypical comments have been used in different 

contexts. We saw earlier how much observation depends upon implicit classification, 

or, in other words, implicit comparisons. Thus comparison is itselfa useful method 

of identifying and understanding the specific context within which observations 

occur. This does not remove the tension between analysing meaning in context and 

analysing it through comparison, but it does imply that both processes are necessary 
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for an adequate elucidation and interpretation of the data. This is why categories 

have to be meaningful both internally, in relation to the data understood in context, 

and externally, in relation to the data understood through comparison. 

A third point concerns alternative ways of categorizing observations. Our 

category set cannot be entirely arbitrary, for it must make sense of the data. But 

there is no single set of categories waiting to be discovered. There are as many ways 

of ’seeing’ the data as one can invent. Any distinction has to be considered in 

relation to the purpose t?br which it is drawn. \Vith respect to that purpose, it may 

be more or less useful, but one distinction cannot be considered more or less valid 
than another independently of the reasons why it is made. It is better to be 

profligate in producing alternative categories than to foreclose analysis by adopting 

one particular set too early on in the analysis. 

A related point is that flexibility in extending, modifying and discarding categories 

is important in developing an effective category system. The fit between data and 

categories is subject to continual adjustment. Flexibility is required to accommodate 

fresh observations and newT directions in the analysis. Categories may be extended or 

modified to cope with data which does not quite fit, but at some point categories 

which cannot cope with the range and complexity of the data must simply be 

discarded in favour of more promising alternatives. It is also likely that the analysis 

will shift in emphasis or direction as initial assumptions are modified in the light of 

the data. New categories may be needed which more accurately reflect the changing 

aims of the analyst. 

Categories can be considered, not just in terms of the data but also in terms of 

their connections with other categories. While the same observations may be 

categorized in several dii~}erent ways, reflecting dif~brent aspects of the analysis, too 

much overlap between categories leads to an inefficient and cumbersome analysis. 
As far as possible, categories reflecting the same dimension of the analysis should 

not overlap unduly. If categories do overlap, then this should reflect significant 

differences in the distinctions being made about the data. 

Developing categories usually involves looking forwards towards the overall 

results of the analysis as well as looking backwards towards the data. It is worth 

working towards a holistic view-, even if this may not be feasible at the outset. It is 

not the case that a more holistic view- will somehow simply emerge from an 

accumulation of detailed categorization. Perhaps if we plant a sufficient number of 

individual trees, we do create a wood, but to see the trees as a wood still requires a 

shift of vision. To pursue the analogy, it is also necessary to plant trees whose type 

and location are related, for otherwise there will be no wood but simply a jumble of 

scattered trees. Therefore it is as important to consider the relation between 

categories as it is to consider the relation between a particular category and the data. 
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The process of developing categories is one of continuous refinement. Inevitably, 

the criteria for including and excluding observations, which may be rather vague at 

the outset, become more precise during the course of the analysis. These criteria 

need to be set out as clearly as possible if observations are to categorized in a reliable 

way. It is worth trying to spell this out as far as possible at the outset. If nothing 

else, this will indicate where ambiguities exist which one can try to clarit~T or remove 

during the process of categorizing observations. Decisions about what to include 

and exclude are themselves part of the process of clarifying the criteria involved. In 

developing categories, therefore, it is useful to keep track of the criteria which are 

being adopted in making such decisions. Recording these criteria provides a running 

commentary on how a category is being used and provides a basis for developing a 

more precise statement of what distinctions are being drawn. Where the research is a 

cooperative activity and more than one person is involved in analysing the data, this 

is essential if categories are to be applied on a consistent and uniform basis. But 

much the same point applies even where only one analyst is involved, since even 

here there is a need to secure a consistent approach and avoid arbitrary and ad hoc 

decisions. 

Since categorizing observations is a crucial phase in data analysis, there is some 

virtue in regarding this as a public rather than private activity. In other words, we 

may consider how decisions about categorizing data can be explained and justified 

to others. This can help to sharpen our approach and ensure sufficient rigour in 

decisions about categorization. It may also help to clarify the relationship between 

observations, interpretation and the overall results of the analysis. \ge may be better 

placed to explain why a particular tack has been taken in analysing the data, why 

some distinctions have come to be regarded as crucial while others have been 

discarded, and just how comparisons resulting from categorization are rooted in the 

available evidence. 

Some common injunctions in creating categories 

Become thoroughly familiar with the data 

Al~vays be sensitive to the context of the data 

Be flexible--extend, modi~ and discard categories 

Consider connections and avoid needless overlaps 

Record the criteria on which category decisions are to be taken 

Consider alternative ways of categorizing and interpreting data 

The categories that we create become the basis for organizing and conceptualizing 

our data. Categorizing is therefore a crucial element in the process of analysis, and as 
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well as considering how to create categories, we also have to consider the issues 

involved in assigning them. This will be the focus of the following chapter. 



Chapter 9 
Assigning categories 

Having established an initial category set, we can turn to the task of categorizing the 

data. For clarity I consider these as distinct activities. In practice, there is no need to 

develop a complete category set in advance of categorizing the data. As the ensuing 

discussion makes clear, the process of assigning categories will almost cert~nly lead 

us to modify whatever categories are employed at the outset. 

What does categorizing the data involve? At a practical level, it involves the 

transfer of bits of data from one context (the original data) to another (the data 

assigned to the category). The bits of data are not actually transferred: they are 

copied, and the copy filed under the appropriate category (Figure 9.1) 

The data 

[A bit of da,a} 

~s copied and then 
transferred from its 

original context and 

filed under the assigned 

category or categories 

Assigned categories 

A bit of data 

Figure 9. ! Categorizing data--1 

The mechanical aspects of this process are so simple--copying and filing --that 

it is no surprise that computer software has been designed to facilitate (his task. The 

conceptual aspects are more complex--but more of that later. Meantime, let us give 

our computer a bit more work to do by complicating the mechanical process a little. 

We may want to note where the categorized bit of data is in the text, so that we can 

return to the right place in the data after a break. We may want to assign more than 

one category to the data. We may want to file some reference information, such as 

the case reference, or reference information (e.g. question, source) about the 

particular bit of data being categorized. We may want to file the exact location of 

the data in the original text. ~’e may want to denote our bit of data in some way, 

perhaps suppfying a brief synopsis ourselves or using the first few words as a way of 
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The data 

A bit of data} 
is copied and then 
transferred |tom its 
original context and 
filed unde{ the assigned 
category or categories. 

Assigned categories 

A bit of data 
Case reference 
Data references 
Text location 
Databit index 
Date Analyst 

Figure 9.2 Categorizing data--2 

Young Love: Two 

Gall: Do you know the facts of 

life? 

Carl: Some of them. 

Gail: 

Carl: 

Which ones do you know? 

Gravy. I know how that’s 
made. I know where my r 

mam’s apron is,       j 

,, 

Figure 9.3 Categorizing data--3 

Assigned categories: Tranposing 

Databit index: Gravy I know. 

Gravy. I know how that’s 
made. I know where my 
mam’s apron is. 

Case ref: Young Love: Two 
Data ref: Carl 
Text location: Chars 90-150 
Date: 1.4.91 Analyst: 

indexing the data. ~Te may want to record the date at which this category was 

made. We may even (in joint research) want to record which analyst has done the 

categorizing (Figure 9.2). 

Though in essence our task remains a simple one, we have managed nevertheless 

to produce a fairly formidable set of requirements. To fulfil these requirements each 

time we want to categorize a bit of data is a rather long and tedious process 

(Figure 9.3). 

Time spent on mechanical routines is time wasted. Fortunately, computer 

software is available which can automatically accomplish most if not all of these tasks, 

leaving the analyst to concentrate on the task of selecting categories to assign to the 

data. 

Before we leave the mechanics of categorizing data, there are some other aspects 

worth noting. Assuming any addition~ information can be recorded automatically, 

the mechanical task of categorizing reduces to two selections, xa/~e must select a bit 

of data, and we must select a category (or categories). The computer ~lows these 

selections to be made with the minimum of physical effort. No more rummaging 

around for that mislaid category list. The computer will present the list whenever we 

need it. No more copying data and categories by hand--the computer will copy any 
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selection for us. Incidentally, this facility makes the use of ’codes’ in place of 

categories rather redundant. The rationale for using codes is to abbreviate category 

names and so reduce to a minimum the task of writing (or typing) out long names. 

The drawback is the loss of intelligibility. Such codes are no longer required, 

although there may still be some virtue in abbreviating category names to make 

them shorter, providing they remain intelligible. 

Another software facility to support the process of categorization is ’linking’ 

through Hypertext procedures. \~e shall consider the use of Hypertext ’linking’ to 

analyse substantive relations within the data in a later chapter. Meantime, we should 

note that linking can give us immediate access to information which may be useful 

in assigning categories. For example, suppose we have a ’dictionary’ containing 

conceptual ’definitions’ of the categories we are using. By ’linking’ the categories in 

our list to the categories in our dictionary the computer can give us direct access to 

our current definition for any category. We can also locate empirical examples of 

bits of data which we have previously assigned to the category. Both of these 

contribute to the meaning of our category, and the ability to review quickly the 

current definition and previous assignations of any category can help make 

categorization a more efficient and reliable process. 

Let us turn now to some of the conceptual issues which arise when we assign 

categories to the data. The first question we encounter involves deciding what 

constitutes a ’bit’ of data. Again, there is no ’right’ answer to this question. ~e may 

want to categorize words, lines, sentences or paragraphs. Sometimes computer 

software may limit our options, for example where bits of data are identified 

through line numbering rather than free selection within the text. \~hatever we 

decide, we should aim }br some consistency in the size of the bits we categorize, 

especially if we want to assess later the weight of evidence supporting our analysis by 

considering the number of bits we have assigned to a category. At the same time, we 

need to be flexible, and take account of the varying character of the data. A long 

sentence may contain more ’bits’ than a short paragraph. Grammar can only serve as 

a rule-of-thumb guide to selecting bits. Since ideas can be expressed succinctly or 

expansively, the number of words is less important than the meaning they convey. 

The underlying consideration should be the relevant ’unit of meaning’ which is 

conveyed by content rather than form. Does the bit of data present an intelligible 

and coherent point which is in some sense self-sufficient, even if we cannot fully 
grasp its meaning out of context? We may look for natural breaks and transitions 

within the data--often but not invariably reflected in its grammar--which 

distinguish one ’unit of meaning’ from another. This process of breaking up the 

data is inevitably to some extent arbitrary. But just as we would look askance at a 

jigsaw puzzle where some of the pieces were very small and some very large, so we 
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are entitled to expect some consistency in the divisions which are drawn within the 

data. 

To illustrate this process, let us look at a letter ostensibly written by Vincent Van 

Gogh to his brother Theo (Illustration 9.1), but actually one of ten written by 

Woody Allen (1978) in his article ’If the Impressionists had been Dentists’ (see 

Appendix 1). 

ILLUS TRA TION 9.1 

TWO WAYS OF IDENTIFYING ’BITS’ OF DATA. 

[)ear Theo Dear Theo 

[Will life never treat me decently? I am 
wracked by despair! My head is 
pounding.] [Mrs Sol Schwimmer is 
suing me because I made her bridge as 
I felt it and not to fit her ridiculous 
mouth.] [That’s right! I can’t work to 
order like a common tradesman.] [I 
decided her bridge should be 
enormous and billowing ~vith wild, 
explosive teeth flaring up in every 
direction like fird] [Now she is upset 
because it won’t fit in her mouth!] 
[She is so bourgeois and stupid, I want 
to smash her.] [I tried forcing the false 
plate in but it sticks out like a star 
burst chandelier.] [Still, I find it 
beautiful. She claims she can’t chew! 
What do I care ~vhether she can chew 
or not!] [Theo, I can’t go on like this 
much longer!] [I asked Cdzanne if he 
would share an office with me but he 
is old and infirm and unable to hold 
the instruments and they must be tied 
to his wrists but then tie lacks accuraW 
and once inside a mouth, he knocks 
out more teeth than he saves.] [What 
to do?] 

[Will life never treat me decently? I am 
wracked by despair! My head is 
pounding. Mrs Sol Schwimmer is 
suing me because! made her bridge as I 
t~lt it and not to fit her ridiculous 
mouth. That’s right! I can’t work to 
order like a common tradesman. I 
decided her bridge should be 
enormous and billo~ving with wild, 
explosive teeth flaring up in every 
direction like *ire! Now she is upset 
because it won’t fit in her mouth! She 
is so bourgeois and stupid, I want to 
smash her. I tried tbrcing the thlse 
plate in but it sticks out like a star 
burst chandelier. Still, I find it 
beautiful. She claims she can’t chew! 
What do I care whether she can chew 
or not!] [Theo, I can’t go on like this 
much longer! I asked Cdzanne if he 
would share an office with me but he 
is old and infirm and unable to hold 
the instruments and they must be tied 
to his wrists but tie lacks accuraW and 
once inside a mouth, he knocks out 
more teeth than he saves. What to do?] 

Vincent Vincent 

So~rce: Woody Allen 1978:188 

No doubt we could argue over the fine detail of these decisions; the break 

between one bit of data and another is a matter of judgement, and alternatives 

might be equally plausible. However, there is some consistency in how the data is 
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broken down within each example, and a sharp contrast between the two. In the 

first example, bits are narrowly defined in terms of relatively small ’units of meaning’ 

with the break between one bit and another often--but not always--demarcated by 

the end of a sentence. Each bit conveys a distinct element within the narration. In 

the second example, bits are defined more broadly in terms of larger ’units of 

meaning’ which embrace distinct episodes within the text, the first concerning the 

lamentable business of Mrs Schwimmer’s bridge and the second the frailties of 

C&anne. 

Although I have presented a clear division between dif~brent bits of data, it is 

possible to overlap the dif~brent bits, so that one bit starts within another. In 

Illustration 9.2, }br example, the second bit of data, demarcated by the double 

brackets, overlaps with the first. 

ILLUS TRA TION 9.2 

OVERLAPPING BITS OF DATA 

[Will life never treat me decently? I am wracked by despair! [[My head is 

pounding.] Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me because I made her bridge as I 

felt it and not to fit her ridiculous mouth.]] 

Xg!henever we divide data into bits in this way, meaning is lost because the data is 

abstracted from its context. This is true, regardless of the size of the bits of data we 

identify-. For example, the import of the episode with C&anne can only be 

understood fully in the context of the preceding account of the incident with Mrs 

Sol Schwimmer. Even if we had taken the whole letter as our bit of data, this can only 

be fully understood within the context of the series of letters which Vincent writes 

to his brother Theo. This loss of meaning is inescapable. On the other hand, the 

bits of data also acquire a new meaning, in relation to other bits of data with which 

we implicitly or explicitly compare them. 
Our choice between alternative methods of breaking up the data may be dictated 

by how" fine-grained we want our analysis to be, and how" narrowly or broadly 

focused our categories are. We may be concerned not to include too much 

information within a single bit of data, leading to a proliferation of assigned 

categories for each databit. On the other hand, we may be reluctant to adopt too 

narrow an approach, if this means we lose some sense of the overall meaning of the 

data. \Vghen we break the date up too finely we may lose important contextual 

information about the data. Th is problem is less severe where the computer allows us 

to retrieve instantly the context of any bit of data, but we will still want to respect 

the ’integrity’ of the data. However we choose, once having chosen a particular path 
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we ought to follow it as consistently as we can right through our analysis of the 

data. 

This does not mean, though, that we have to categorize every bit of data. Even if 

we have previously summarized our data and eliminated some of’the dross’, there may 

still be parts of the data which turn out to be less relevant than expected as the aims 

and direction of our analysis become more }bcused. There is no point in 

categorizing data which is not clearly relevant to the analysis as it develops. 

So }~tr we have only considered how to identify bits of data through judgements by 

the analyst which take account of irreducible ’units of meaning’ in the data. This 

approach respects the integrity of the data and also ensures that bits of data are 

meaningful both internally and with respect to the analysis. Another approach is to 

allow the computer to create bits of data for us. For example, we could simply 

divide up the text on an entirely arbitrary basis, asking the computer to demarcate 

bits of data by a specified number of characters or lines. This would certainly ensure 

consistency in the size of databits, but at the expense of intelligibility. However, we 

can use this facility, more selectively, by focusing on target ke,vwords or phrases in 

the text, and asking the computer to extract all the bits of data which contain the 

specified target. The size of these extracts may be specified in different ways, 

according to the number of characters or lines before or after the target text, or (less 

arbitrarily) to include the sentence or paragraph in which it occurs. For example, the 

computer could extract for us all the sentences which contain the word ’C&anne’. 

This method of generating bits of data is quick, but it also has limitations. The 

boundaries which demarcate bits of data are arbitrary, even where the computer 

extracts the contextual sentences or paragraphs. The analyst no longer defines the 

appropriate ’unit of meaning’, and has to make do with whatever results the 

computer produces. This disadvantage can be offset somewhat, if the computer 

allows us to retrieve the original context and modify the boundaries of the bits of 

data it has extracted as appropriate. The time gain may depend on how- selective we 

can be in checking contexts and adjusting the boundaries of bits of data 

retrospectively. 

Another drawback of this approach is that it identifies ’units of meaning’ entirely 

in terms of key words or phrases in the text. These are unlikely to be the only bits of 

data relevant to the analysis as a whole, or even to the particular aspect of the 

analysis in which we are interested. Thus the computer cannot pick up any 

discussion of C&anne where he is not explicitly mentioned in the text. Generating 

bits of data automatically is unlikely to exhaust all possibilities, and may therefore 

be better regarded as a way of complementing rather than substituting for judgements 

by the analyst. 

Let us now turn to some of the problems of assigning categories. This is likely to 

prove the most challenging but also the most rewarding aspect of analysing the data. 
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In general, it will involve going through the data case by case in a systematic way, 

and deciding whether and how bits of data should be categorized. This requires 

considerable concentration, in order to ensure that all the appropriate categories for 

all the data have been considered. Though the computer allows the mechanical 

aspects of this task to be performed expeditiously, so that all the analyst has to do is 

select the data and the appropriate category or categories, it is also likely, even with 

the aid of the computer, to prove a }~tirly long and demanding process. 

Suppose we try to categorize the letters from Vincent to Theo. Let us try to 
identify- the decisions we may have to make in order to assign a category to a bit of 

data. To do this, we must separate out and discuss sequentially decisions which in 

practice may be simultaneous and mutually dependent, or taken in a different 

order. 

As we are focusing on the process of assigning categories, let us assume that we 

have already devised some general categories with which to begin the analysis. As a 

convenient starting point, let us use some of the categories we created earlier in 

relation to the sketches by Victoria Wood. A preliminary category list might include 

the categories in Illustration 9.3. 

ILLUSTRATION 9.3 

A PRELIMINARY CATEGORY LIST 

Catharsis-sex 
Catharsis-sufl~ering 
Catharsis-other 

In congruity-exaggerating 
Incongrui~-transposing 
Incongruity-other 
Values-con*irming 
Values-subverting 
Victims-ridiculing 

Victims-empathizing 
Stereo~pes 

Let us assume that these categories have been reviewed in the light of the data, and 

confirmed as a reasonable basis from which to launch our analysis. 

The first thing we have to decide is where to begin. The overwhelming 

temptation is, of course, to begin at the beginning. \~e have ten letters from 

Vincent to Theo--why not begin with the first and then analyse each letter in 

chronological order? To ’begin at the beginning’ seems so natural that we may take 

for granted our rationale justifying this decision; indeed, we may not realize we have 

already taken a decision. However, the rationale lies in the chronological order of 
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the data. There may be elements in the sequence of events which are significant to 

our analysis. To understand the evolution of action and its history we should respect 

the order in which events are narrated by Vincent. 

Although often characteristic of fieldwork notes and documentary material, not 

all data has a chronological order which justifies a decision to ’begin at the 

beginning’. For example, for data which has been collected through a one-off survey 

of respondents, a chronological order may apply to the data within each interview, 

but not between the interviews. It may be entirely arbitrary whether one starts with 

one interview or another, if random or pragmatic factors determined the order in 

which interview data was collected, transcribed and filed. There is a natural 

tendency to file such data in some ’meaningful’ sequence, perhaps numerical or 

alphabetic, for ease of retrieval. We must be careful not to invest the essentially 

arbitrary order in which cases are filed with an unwarranted significance. 

This point is not entirely trivial, as bias can arise simply from continually 

encountering some data more frequently because it is located first in some arbitrary 

--perhaps numerical or alphabetical, but not chronological---order. Those with 

names headed by a letter late in the alphabet will know all too well the injustices 

attendant on coming last in some convenient but arbitrary order. For data organized 

in this way, we may adopt the injunction: never begin at the beginning! Using the 

computer, we may be able to ensure that our analysis is based instead on a genuinely 

random sequence of cases. 

The allure of working in sequence is as seductive in its way as the temptation to 

start at the beginning. Surely it is plain common sense to work through the data 

systematically, i.e. sequentially? But again, we should be aware that we are making a 

decision to analyse the data in this, and not some other way. There are alternatives. 

For example, we may have sui~]cient familiarity with the data, and feel sufficiently 

focused in our analysis, to analyse data in a selective rather than sequential way. Xg/e 

could focus on the analysis of responses to key questions. Or we could use the 

computer’s search facilities to locate within the data key text significant for the 

analysis. Another option is to search through memos to locate key ideas. Whichever 

way we choose, categorizing the data can proceed through a variety of selective 

paths, rather than slavishly following the sequential route. 

Our first decisions, therefore, are where to begin, and whether to analyse selectively 

or sequentially. In this case, let us begin at the beginning, and analyse the data in 

sequence. 

Now let us decide how to break up the data into bits. To simplify matters let us 

select between the two options we outlined earlier. Shall we opt for individual 

points or whole episodes? Suppose we choose the former, perhaps because we want 

to develop a more fine-grained analysis. As there are less than a dozen fairly short 
letters in all, we can afford to develop a more detailed breakdown of the data. 
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Once we have opted for a more or less detailed breakdown of the data, we can 

turn to the problem of selecting and categorizing individual bits of data. Let us treat 

the first three sentences as our first ’bit’ of data. 

[Will life never treat me decently? I am wracked by despair! My head is 

pounding.] 

There are three sentences here, each expressing a different point. Why treat this as 

one bit and not three? The latter would be equally plausible if we required a still 

more detailed analysis. But the three points are closely related and can be taken to 

express a common theme; they describe Vincent’s state of mind. They express his 

mental anguish and physical suffering at the unfairness of life. In this sense, they can 

be seen as one ’unit of meaning’. By contrast, there is a sharp break in meaning 

between these sentences and the following sentence, which moves on from a 

description of Vincent’s state to an explanation of what has happened. At this stage, 

it seems reasonable to treat this as a single bit of data. Later on, if need be, we can 

subdivide the data again if this seems required by further analysis. 

Now that we have selected our first ’bit of data’, let us for convenience call it a 

’databit’. A, some point, we must categorize this databit. This need not be done 

immediately. We could collect other databits, and then assign them to categories. If 

we proceed in this way, it may be convenient to index the databits we collect, so 

that we can identify and locate them more easily. We could label this first databit 

’wracked by desp~r’, for example, and use this label in an index of databits. An 

alternative which may be quicker though less intelligible is to allow the computer to 

index databits automatically, for example by using the first few words or characters 

of the databit. Either way, we should be clear that indexing or labelling the databit 

is not an equivalent of categorizing it. As I suggested earlier, we can think of a label 

as a proper name which denotes the individual databit. It does not identify it as a 
member of a class of objects. 

The advantage of this approach is that we can make clearer comparisons between 

databits before we assign categories to them. The disadvantage is that in making 

such comparisons, we lose sight of the contexts from which the databits are taken. 

The computer allows us to retrieve contexts readily, but on balance it may be 

preferable to categorize the data in context, and then consider comparisons between 

the databits. 

Let us consider whether and how to categorize this databit. On the face of it, it 

has nothing to do with the humour in Vincent’s letter, which resides more 

obviously in his aesthetically inspired disfiguration of Mrs Schwimmer and his 

complaints of C&anne’s incompetence. First of all, we need to check whether we 
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have annotated this data. Suppose we have ’already made a memo reading as in 

Illustration 9.4. 

ILLUSTRATION 9.4 

CHECKING MEMOS PRIOR TO CATEGORIZING DATA 

The letters open with Vincent’s statement of despair. Does this not 

immediately suggest a stereotype of the artistic temperament, prone to 

exaggerated emotions? Is there not an element of self-pity suggested here in 

Vincent’s complaint about life’s unfairness--to him? (It hasn’t been very 

fair to Mrs Sol Schwimmer.) Look out for similar displays of temperament. 

This memo suggests a possible categorization in terms of temperament. Also, we 

need to read the databit in context. Vincent’s despair is a result of Mrs Sol 

Schwimmer’s search for legal redress following her disfigurement. If Mrs Sol 

Schwimmer’s suit is reasonable, is Vincent’s despair unreasonable? The databit takes 

on new meaning, if we recognize the absurdity of the action which has precipitated 

it. It is no longer just an ’innocent’ statement of how Vincent feels. It is an 

expression of Vincent’s fundamental folly in complaining because he cannot act as 

he likes regardless of the consequences for others. 

xg!Te can run through our list of categories, and consider whether there is a 

category, which obviously suggests itself at this point. \~Te have a short category set 

(at least to start with) so there is no problem checking through all of it. But with a 
longer list of categories, it would obviously be more efficient to concentrate on likely 

prospects and discount non-contenders. \~Te may, be able to divide our list into 

probables and improbables, possibles and impossibles; and then consider whether 

any of the probables or possibles applies. 

From our short list, the category, ’stereo,types’ is one possibility. But we should 

also consider other possibilities, not as yet included in our current category set. Our 

memo mentions ’stereotypes’ but it is also more precise: it suggests that this is a specific 

stereotype, one which invokes the image of the over-emotional artist. Should we add 

a category ’temperament’ to our category set and assign it to this databit? To make 

this decision, we must consider the existing category set and reflect upon the virtues 

and drawbacks of extending it. 

Since we have a short and relatively undifferentiated category list, let us add 

’temperament’ to it. But before we assign this category, we should consider how we 

are using it. As we are categorizing our very first databit, there are no previous 

empirical examples to refer to. ~e must therefore concentrate on conceptual 

clarification of the category. This could take the form of a first attempt at defining 
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the category in terms of criteria which may govern its assignation. Illustration 9.5 

contrasts two such ’definitions’. 

It should be apparent that these ’definitions’ involve different conceptualizations 

of the category ’temperament’ and would result in their assignation to different sorts 

of data. The first definition is more general and 

ILLUS TRA TION 9.5 

CONTRASTING DEFINITIONS 

’TEMPERAMENT’ 

OF THE CATEGORY 

Temperament--Use this category for any expression of emotion, regardless of 
whether or not we ,vould judge this ’extreme’ or ’unreasonable’. Although we are 
interested in temperament as an aspect of stereotyping, our first trawl through the 

data should collect all examples reflecting some aspect of temperament with a view 
to subsequent dit~rentiation. 

Temperament--Use this category for any expression of emotions ,vhich might be 
regarded as ’extreme’ and/or ’unreasonable’ and thereIbre illustrative of an artistic 
stereotype. Be careful not to include expression of emotions typical of an ’ordinary’ 
rather than ’artistic’ temperament. 

requires less judgement on the part of the analyst. The second definition is more 

focused, but therefore requires a finer judgement about what data ’fits’ the category. 

On a first run through the data, we may be tempted to stick with the more general 

definition and avoid more difficult judgements until we can view all the data 

assigned to the category. On the other hand, our interest is in the use of stereotypes 

and we may want to confine our attention to this aspect of the data from the start. 

The choice between dif}brent definitions requires a fine judgement on the part of 

the analyst. 

As well as defining the scope of the category, we shall have to consider in more 

detail the criteria for its assignation. In this databit, Vincent explicitly states that he 

is ’wracked by despair’. The data may not always be so helpful. Suppose we 

encounter a bit of data where there is no explicit statement concerning Vincent’s 

emotional state, but there are reasonable grounds for inferring from his behaviour 

that he is governed by an artistic temperament? For example, take the bit of data in 

a later letter (Ilhtstration 9.6). 

ILLUS TRA TION 9. 6 

INFERRING AN EMOTIONAL STATE FROM BEHAVIOUR 

As if that was not enough, I attempted some root-canal work on Mrs 

\~ilma Zardis, but half-way through I became despondent. I realized 
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suddenly that root-canal work is not what I want to do! [I grew flu.shed and 

dizzy. I ran from the office into the air where I could breathe! I blacked out 

for several days and woke up at the seashore.] V!Then I returned, she was still 

in the chair. I completed her mouth out of obligation but I couldn’t bring 

myself to sign it. 

We may want to assign the category ’temperament’ to this databit also. If so, we 
may amend our definition accordingly by adding the fbllowing criterion: 

Use ’temperament’ even where there is no explicit statement of emotions, 

where there are reasonable grounds for inferring an emotional state from 

Vincent’s behaviour. 

If we cannot judge clearly in terms of existing criteria whether or not to assign a 

category, we may want to extend or modify our criteria in the light of the new data. 

Returning to our initial categorization, we have now selected a databit and also a 

category. Our next decision concerns whether or not other categories might also be 

assigned to the databit. We may discount other categories, but we should do so 

consciously and not simply assume that one category exhausts all possibilities. For 

example, is there a cathartic element in the reference to Vincent’s suf~bring through 

life’s iniquities? Cathartic humour offbrs emotional release by making a joke of 

situations which make us uncomfbrtable because they are unpleasant, threatening, 

embarassing. We may doubt whether this criterion applies to Vincent’s suffering-- 

do we obtain ’emotional release’ because his suffering is ridiculed? On the other 

hand, his suffering is certainly unpleasant. To be on the safe side, perhaps we should 

assign the category ’suffering’, while noting our doubts for later analysis. The 

suffering Vincent goes through is ridiculed because of the incongruity in presenting 

a dentist with an artistic tempermnent. In this case, there is also an element of 

’transposing’ in this data. We could assign the category, ’transposing’, to indicate 

this aspect of incongruity. Again, we have to define our terms and indicate the criteria 

for assigning the category. 

We are ready for our first categorization. Now we can hand over to the 
computer, which should be able to finish the ob in a matter of seconds. Most if not 

all of the tasks involved should be accomplished automatically once we have selected 

a bit of data and the relevant categories. The mechanical aspects of categorization 

should be so straightforward that they do not distract attention from the conceptual 

issues. The exact format through which this information is stored will vary with the 

9-pe of software used, but it is reasonable to expect computer software to hold most 

or all of this infbrmation in some shape or form. Some software packages may allow 

you to access this information directly, while with others you may need to ask the 
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computer to retrieve it for you before you can look at it. Illustration 9.7 is an example 

of the information which might be held by the computer for our first databit. 

Categorizing the data is anything but mechanical, for it requires a continual exercise 

of judgement on the part of the analyst. This judgement concerns not only how to 

categorize the data but also whether and how to modi~ categories in view of the 

decisions being made. As we encounter more data we can define our categories with 

greater precision. It is important to note and reflect upon decisions to assign--or not 

to assign--a category, especially where these decisions are problematic, and to use 

this as a basis fbr defining criteria for inclusion and exclusion more explicitly. Even 

an established category set is not cast in stone, but subject to continual modification 

and renewal through interaction with the data. 

ILLUS TRA TION 9. 7 

DATA STORED FOLLOWING CATEGORIZATION OF A 

DATABIT 

Index 

Databit 

Categories 

Case 

DataRefl 

DataRef2 

Date 

Analyst 

Text location 

Corllrllent 

Will life never 

Will life never treat me decendy? I am wracked by despair! My 

head is pounding 

Temperament Transposing Suffering 

Letter01 

Vincent 

Theo 

19.1.91 

Ian Dey 

Vincent’s letters Letter01 characters 1-80 

’Suffering’ should involve ’emotional release’ through ridicule 

etc.~oes this databit meet this criterion? 

We seem to have spent a surprisingly long time over one bit of data. However, 

the first stages of any initial categorization of the data are bound to be rather slow 

and tentative. It is a case of learning to walk before we can run. As we progress with 

categorizing, our decisions should become more confident and more consistent as 

categories are clarified, ambiguities are resolved and we encounter fewer surprises 

and anomalies within the data. This should improve considerably the speed and 

efficiency with which we can categorize the data. 

General decisions in assigning categories                                  ] 
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XvVhat generally constitutes a ’bit’ of data? 

XvVhether and what to use as an initial categmT set? 

Where to begin? Cases by order or randomly? 

Whether to categorize sequentially or selectively? 

Specific decisions in assigning categories 

What constitutes this ’bit’ of data? 

Are there any relevant memos? 

How does the context affect the meaning? 

Are aW categories probables/possibles? 

Which is the most likely category? 

What are examples assigned to this category? 

What is current definition of this categoLy? 

Is this consistent with assigning this categmT? 

If there is ambiguity, can the category definition be modified? 

Should we assign this category? 

Further decisions in assigning categories 

Should we assign other categories? 

Should we create a new category? 

Let us conclude this discussion with an illustration of how the first letter could be 

categorized (Illustration 9.8). It should be obvious by now that there is no one ’right 

way’ to do this. The categories we use all not ’right’ or ’wrong’ but simply more or 

less equal to the task. I have already assigned the categotT ’temperament’ to the first 

databit. I have also devised new categories for other bits of data in this letter. Whell 

the humour relies on stereotypical images of artistic work, I have referred to this by 

the category ’task’. W~here the humour relies on catharsis through the emotional 

release associated with our fears of the dental chair, I have referred to this by the 

category’s uffering’. 

In categorizing this letter, I have modified or refined some of our original 

categories, and ignored others. I have focused on incongruity and catharsis as well as 

stereotypes as these are prominent elements in the humour. However, these 

categories have been adapted to suit the character of the data. I have not explored 
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the less central but perhaps no less interesting question of who the intended ’victims’ 

of \Voody Allen’s humour may be, and what values if aW he may be affirming or 

subverting through his humorous presentation of artists as dentists. Thus this is one 

possible categorization, and it is by no means exhaustive or conclusive. 

For illustrative purposes I have numbered the databits in these examples, but it 

doesn’t really matter how the databits are identified so long as the computer can 

recognize each databit uniquely. 

By now, in addition to our original data, the computer should hold the following 

information: 

1. A list of categories which we can access, modify and extend at any time. 

2. A record of how each category has been and is currently defined. 

3. A databit assigned to a category or categories, with all other relevant 

information. 

~rhat do we produce through this process of categorization? Arguably the most 

important product of categorization is a category set which is conceptually and 

empirically ’grounded’ in the data. Categories are created, modified, divided and 

extended through confrontation with the data, so that by the end of this initial 

categorization we should have sharpened significantly, the conceptual tools required 

fbr our analysis. 

Three new resources are also created for the analysis through this first 

categorization of the data. First of all, categorization extracts from the mass of data 

those observations which can be distinguished with respect to a 

ILLUS TRA TION 9.8 

CATEGORIZING VINCENT’S FIRST LETTER 

Da~abi~s Ua~egodes 

1. Will life never treat me decently? I am Temperament Transposing Suffering 
wracked by despair! My head is 
pounding. 

2. Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me 
because I made her bridge as I f~lt it and 
not to fit her ridiculous mouth 

3. That’s right! I can’t work to order like 
a common tradesman. 

4. I decided her bridge should be 
enormous and billowing ~vith wild, 
explosive teeth flaring up in every 
direction like fir!! 

Task Transposing 

Task 

Task Transposing 
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Catexod~ 

5. Now she is upset because it won’t fit 
in her mouth! 

Suffering 

6. She is so bourgeois and stupid, I want Temperament 
to smash her 

7. I tried forcing the false plate in but it Task Sufl~ering 
sticks out like a star burst chandelier 

8. Still, I find it beautiful. She claims she Task Sufl~ering 
can’t chevv! What do I care whether she 
can chew, or not! 

9. Theo, I can’t go on like this much 
longer! 

10. I asked Cdzanne if he would share an 
office with me but he is old and in~rm 

and unable to hold the instruments and 
they must be tied to his wrists but then 
he lacks accuracy- and once inside a 
mouth, he knocks out more teeth than he 
saves. 

Temperament 

Incongruity Suffering 

11. What to do? Not assiFned. 

specific criterion or set of criteria, the latter becoming increasingly explicit. The 

extracted data can now be inspected in detail, with a view to making further 

distinctions within the data or between these and other data. Secondly, this first 

categorization produces some ideas about whether and how to subcategorize the 

data. Finally, we should have clarified the boundaries bem-een categories, and begun 

to develop some ideas about possible connections between them. Therefore 

categorization not only involves producing the data in a t~brmat convenient for further 

analysis; it can also contribute materially to the ideas needed to develop further 

comparisons both within and between categories. 

Categorizing data is a powerful tool for organizing our analysis, both conceptually 

and empirically. Prior to categorization, the data is organized through our methods 

of collection and transcription rather than the ideas and objectives which inform 

our analysis. Once the data is categorized, we can examine and explore the data in 

our own terms. There is an irony inherent in this process, for in order to compare 

data within or between categories, we have to abstract the data from the context in 

which it is located, gqthout abstraction, comparison is not possible. And yet one of 

the most powerful injunctions of qualitative analysis is that data should be analysed 

in context. How can these contradictory requirements be reconciled? The computer 

provides a partial reconciliation, by allowing us to retain direct access to the context 

from which the data has been abstracted. Thus we can compare all the databits 
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assigned the categou ’temperament’, while still being able to see each databit in 

context. Unfortunately we cannot accomplish these requirements simultaneously. 

But the ability to see the data one way, and then another, is perhaps the nearest we 

can hope to come to coping with this paradox. 



Chapter 10 
Splitting and splicing 

The first thing we may do after creating and assigning categories to the data is 

consider ways of refining or focusing our analysis. To do this, we can shift attention 

from the ’original’ data itself to the data as reconceptualized through the results of 

our labours. By this point, we have reorganized our data (or at least some of it) 

around a category set, which we may have created, modified and extended during 

our preliminary analysis. In the process we have also ’produced’ a (probably very 

large) nuraber of databits which have been assigned to one or raore of the various 

categories used in our analysis. Therefore we can now organize and analyse our data 

in terms of the categories which we have developed. This shift in focus has been 

described as a ’recontextualization’ of the data (Tesch 1990), as it can now be 

viewed in the context of our own categories rather than in its original context. 

Depending upon the software we are using, in order to view the data in this new 

context we may have to ’retrieve’ the databits which we have assigned to a particular 

category or categories. Most packages for analysing qualitative data involve a ’code 

and retrieve’ process whereby codes (i.e. abbreviations for categories) are initially 

attached to bits of the data, and then these codes can be used to retrieve all the 

databits to which they have been assigned. In packages where codes are simply 

attached to the text, it is essential to retrieve the data in this way before we can have 

a look at it. Some software, though, allows you access to all the databits assigned to 

a particular category or categories without having to go through a retrieval process. 
This is achieved by copying all the databits to a separate file or files during 

categorization, so that as categories are assigned to the bits of data, the daabits are 

simultaneously reorganized under those categories. This obviates the need to retrieve 

databits before we can examine the results of our categorization. 

The format in which categories and databits are held is also likely to vary with the 

software we use. We may, for instance, put all the databits assigned to a category or 

categories together into a single file, or store each databit separately under its 

assigned category or categories and use the computer’s search facilities to locate all 

examples belonging to a specified category or categories. But whatever the particular 

format, the important point is that we now want the computer to present our data 
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in terms of the categories used in our analysis. For example, we want to be able to 

look at all the databits which have been assigned to a particular category 

(Illustration 10.1). 

ILLUSTRATION 10.1 

COMPARING DATABITS ASSIGNED TO DIFFERENT 

CATEGORIES 

Category’ i Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5 

Databit 1 Databit 2 Databit 1 Databit 3 Databit 4 

Databit 7 Databit 3 Databit 5 Databit 5 Databit 6 

Databit 9 Databit 4 Databit 7 Databit 8 Databit 9 

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. 

Returning to our example of Vincent’s letters, let us take as an example the 

category ’suffering’. We can now look at all the databits which have been assigned 

this category during our initial analysis (Illustration 10.2). 

This bald list ofdatabits has its drawbacks. By abstracting the data f’rom its original 

context, there is an obvious danger of misunderstanding or misinterpretation. For 

each databit, though, we may also hold information about the case to which it 

belongs, the date when it was categorized, the original context from which it comes 

and so on. This information may be vital to our interpretation of the data. 

ILLUSTRATION 10.2 

DATABITS ASSIGNED TO THE CATEGORY ’SUFFERING’ 

1. Will life never treat me decently? I am wracked by despair! My head is 
pounding. 

2. Now she is upset because it won’t fit her mouth! 

3. I tried forcing the false plate in but it sticks out like a star burst chandelier. 
4. She claims she can’t chew~ 

5. Then he lac~ accuraW and once inside a mouth, he ~oc~ out more teeth 
than he saves. 

6. I grew flushed and dizzy. I ran i}om the ofi]ce into the air where I could breathd 
I blacked out for several days and woke up at the seashore. 

7. When I returned, she was still in the chair. 
8. God~ I have not a penny lei~ even for Novocaind Today I pulled a tooth and 

had to anesthetize the patient by reading him some Dreizer. 
e~c. e~c. 
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Using Hypertext linking, whenever necessary we can re-examine the databit 

within its original context. Suppose, for example, we forget what is meant by ’it’ in 

the databit ’now she’s upset that it won’t fit her mouth’. \ge can go directly to the 

original text and check what ’it’ refers to--the ’billowing bridge’. If we have become 

thoroughly familiar with our data, we may find that the occasions when we require 

to do so are surprisingly rare. "gre are not likely to forget that ’billowing bridge’ in a 

hurry! 

Nevertheless, in abstracting databits in this way we suffer a significant 

information loss. What do we gain by way of compensation? \Ve gain the 

opportunity to think about our data in a new way. XX/e can now make comparisons 

between all the different databits which we have assigned to a particular category. 

can compare the databits assigned to one category with those assigned to another. On 

this basis, we can further clarify our categories and contribute to developing the 

conceptual framework through which we can apprehend our data. This process is 

likely to involve two main tasks, which I have called ’splitting’ and ’splicing’ 

categories. Splitting refers to the task of refining categories by subcategorizing data. 

Splicing refers to combining categories to provide a more integrated 

conceptualization. Let us consider each in turn. 

SPLITTING CATEGORIES 

I described categorizing as a process of drawing distinctions within the data. This 

process is twofold. We divide up the data into bits, distinguishing one bit from 

another; and we assign a databit to one or more categories, distinguishing it thereby 

from daabits assigned to other categories. In other words, categorizing involves 

subdividing the data as well as assigning categories. 

With subcategorizing, we may no longer need to subdivide our data in quite the 

same way. Subcategorizing can be done using the existing databits without further 

subdivisions within our databits. We can split up our category into a number of 

subcategories which we can then assign to the databits which already belong to that 

category. The process of splitting up a category into subcategories is not just 

conceptual. It involves assigning the various databits to appropriate subcategories, 

and is therefore grounded in our analysis of these databits. However, we do not need 

to make any further subdivisions within databits as opposed to distinctions between 

them. 

On the other hand, it is most unlikely that our initial categorization will have 

exhausted the distinctions we can draw within the data. If our data is at all 
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voluminous or complex, it will almost certainly be necessary or desirable to develop 

further distinctions within the databits themselves. This will be especially true if we 

have chosen to undertake a very broad brush analysis on our first sweep through the 

data. But even if we have adopted a fine-grained approach, there may be particular 

parts of the text which we have deliberately categorized in a general way, leaving 

further refinement for a later stage in our analysis. 

Not all categories will require or merit subcategorization. Subcategorizing will 

depend in part, too, on how far at this point we can identify some central concerns 

around which the analysis will revolve. By this stage, it may be possible to identify 

some areas where the further analysis is likely to prove most interesting and 

rewarding. \~e may be a bit clearer about the directions in which to go, even though 

there ,,nay still be some blind bends and cul-de-sacs on the route ahead. It ,,night 

still be a matter of following up hunches and hypotheses, but these may by now be 

more informed, while some entertained at the outset may by now be discarded. 

Subcategorizing may therefore focus on those themes and issues which are emerging 

as the most significant for the analysis. 

In relation to Vincent’s letters, suppose we have become especially interested in 

the categories ’task’, ’temperament’ and ’suffering’. Following our initial 

categorization, we have decided that the bulk of our data falls within these 

categories, whereas other categories have proved much more marginal to the 

analysis. It has become clear that Woody Allen’s humour in these letters relies 

mainly on the use of particular forms of incongruity--transpositions of task and 

temperament--and cathartic humour related to our fears of the dentist’s chair. 

Let us stay with the example of the category ’suf~bring’ (Illustration 10.2). 

Suppose we want to develop subcategories which permit a more refined analysis of 

the cathartic elements this category conveys. Let us look there}bre at the databits we 

have assigned this category in more detail. To keep things simple, let us cheat a little 

and imagine that these are all the databits assigned this category. This is necessary, 

for the whole point of categorizing is to ground our conceptualization in an analysis 

of all the relevant data. 

Where do subcategories come from? As with categories, they express our ideas 

about the data. We can therefore look for inspiration to the data, and to the meanings 

and significance of the category we are using. The data is now organized in the form 

of relevant databits, while our ideas are reflected mainly in our category definition. 

But subcategories don’t spring forth fully fledged from the databits, without our 

first having to recognize them and accord them significance. And they don’t simply 

express ideas about categories, without reflecting also how these can apply to the 

data. As with categories, creating subcategories is an interactive process. 

The first thing we might notice about these databits is that some refer to 

Vincent’s own experiences, while others refer to the experience of his patients. The 
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databits 1 and 6 both refer to V-incent’s mental and physical suffering--headaches, 

suffocating, blackouts--which the author ridicules through exaggeration; hence the 

absurd image of V-incent waking up on the seashore after a blackout lasting several 

days. The other databits refer not to Vincent’s own suffering, but to the suffering he 

inflicts on his patients. 

We could distinguish between these, fbr example by distinguishing between 

’dentist suffering’ and ’patient suffbring’. Again we have to be careful how we define 

our terms. We could use ’patient suff}ering’ to ret)}er to aW suff}ering experienced by 

patients, or only to suffering inflicted by Vincent and other dentists upon them. It 

is important to determine as clearly as possible how we intend to use our 

subcategories. 

Even if it makes sense to subcategorize the data, we have to decide whether it is 

worthwhile conceptually to do so. Does the distinction relate to or illuminate our 

main conceptual concerns? As it happens, we noted earlier some questions about 

victims of humour, and whether they are treated with sympathy or subjected to 

ridicule. If we wanted to pursue this line of enquiry, then this might justify the 

introduction of our subcategories from an analytic point of view. On the other hand, 

we may have already categorized the data according to who are the ’victims’, for 

example using the categories ’dentists’ and ’patients’. This subcategorization would 

then be unnecessary. Instead of subcategorizing the data, we could simply retrieve 

all the databits where either dentists or patients were identified as the ’victims’ who 

suffered. 

If the subcategories make sense, and seem valuable analytically, we still have to 

decide whether it is practically useful to subcategorize the databits. If we really had 

only eight databits, of which only two were deviant in terms of our main interest, then 

we might simply take note of the point without going to the trouble of actually 

subcategorizing the daa. There are too few examples to require a formal division of 

the data into separate categories. Recalling and applying our distinction between the 

databits can be done in a matter of moments. There are always going to be some 

distinctions which, though not irrelevant conceptually, are too marginal in terms of 

the databits to justify subcategorization. If, on the other hand, there were far more 

databits--as would probably be the case in practice--then it might be useful to 

assign the databits to subcategories, where the data can be re-examined in a new 

context. In other words, it might be useful to take all the databits about ’patient 

suffering’ and look at them separately. 

In categorizing and subcategorizing we not only make distinctions, we also 

preserve them. The value of subcategorizing databits may depend on what we can 

do with the results. In this respect, we may not only want to compare databits 

within a subcategory; we may also want to compare databits between subcategories. 

Suppose we suspect that much of g~oody Allen’s humour relies on some 
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incongruity in task or temperament which results in torture being inflicted upon the 

patient. In this event, we may anticipate a possible comparison between the databits 

we have assigned to the categories ’task’ and ’temperament’ and the databits assigned 

to the subcategories ’dentist suffering’ and ’patient suffering’. ~X/’e won’t be able to 

make this comparison unless we so subcategorize the data. 

Our distinction between ’dentist suffering’ and ’patient suffering’ was prompted 

initially by comparison between the databits, and confirmed by reference to our 

conceptual concerns. Now let us tW to reverse this process, and start with some 

ideas about the category ’suffering’. There may, be several different distinctions 

which occur to us in relation to this category. "gle can distinguish between physical 

and mental suffering, ~br example. Or we can ~bcus on the kind of ’suffering’ we 

associate with the dental chair, and reflect on its various aspects, such as the physical 

pain and discomfort, the (hopefully temporary) disfigurement, the more subtle sense 

of entrapment, the embarrassing invasion of personal space, or the appalling 

vulnerability to the dentist’s drill. (No, I don’t like going to the dentist!) 

These distinctions make sense, but do they relate to the data? A review of the 

databits confirms that we can indeed distinguish between different forms of 

’suffering’ experienced by patients. For example, Mrs Sol Schwimmer seems to 

suffer in a number of ways. We can presume she suffers discomfort as Vincent 

’forces’ the false plate in; she suff’ers disfigurement because it ’sticks out like a star 

burst chandelier’; and she suffers disability because she ’can’t chew’ as a restllt. Mrs 

Wilma Zardis, on the other hand, suff’ers the fate of being left for several days ’in 

the chair’--a fate which plays at once upon our sense of entrapment in the dental 

chair, and our dread of delay while we are trapped there. C&anne meanwhile 

’knocks out teeth’, behaviour which certainly implies discom}brt and perhaps even 

subsequent disability and disfigurement. It certainly seems that the kind of 

distinctions we can draw- conceptually have some relevance to the data. We could 

proceed to subcategorize ’suffering’ into a number of subcategories, which are both 

conceptually, and empirically, grounded. Using ’discom~brt’ to refer to either 

physical or mental suffering, and including ’disability’ as an additional diraension, 

we can identify three subcategories which might prove useful in the analysis 

(Illustration 10.3). 

We could make finer distinctions than these, distinguishing, for example, 

between physical and raental discomfort, or within mental discorafort between 

entrapment, vulnerability, and the violation of personal space. Why not include 

these distinctions? 

ILLUSTRATION 10.3 

SUBCATEGORIES OF ’SUFFERING’ 
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One obvious reason might be that they are not empirically grounded in the data. 

However, the distinction between physical and mental discomfort does apply to the 

data, as we can see from the example of Mrs Zardis trapped in the dental chair, gThy 

should this distinction be less significant than the distinction we also noted between 

discomfbrt and disability? This is not just a question of how many databits are 

assigned to a particular category or subcategory, xX~-e also have to consider the 

conceptual significance of our distinction. The subcategory ’disability’ acids a new 

dimension to our analysis of’suffering’ whereas the subcategory ’entrapment’ would 

add a new dimension to our analysis of mental discomfort. Because ’suf~bring’ is nearer 

to the core categories in our analysis, its various dimensions are more analytically 

significant than distinctions between types of mental discomfort, which is a category 

much further fi’om the heart of our analysis. Unless we want to explore this avenue 

in detail, and place a particular emphasis upon it in the analysis, it may be more 

economical to collapse the various distinctions we could draw into the single 

category ’discomfort’. 

Taking this point a bit further, we might be inclined to include the subcategory 

’disability’ even if it had no empirical instantiation. There may be occasions when 

the absence of instances is as interesting and important as what is to be found in the 

data. Those familiar with the literature on agenda setting and ’non-decisions’ will 

know that the exercise of power may be more apparent in the issues not discussed 

and the decisions not taken. With humour, the use of innuendo and irony may 

similarly depend precisely upon what is not said, but only implied. In addition, 

logic may sometimes lead us to look for observations which we do not expect to 

find. On conceptual grounds, we may want to include categories because they are 

integral to a logical classification. XX/~e could justify the inclusion of ’discomfort’ in 

our list of categories, even if we could not find an empirical instantiation of it. This 

is because we may t~}eel that any classification of the kind of’suffering’ inflicted at the 

hands of the dentist could not be complete without recognizing this dimension; if 

Woody Allen does not use it, that in itself may then tell us something about the 

data. 

This point suggests a useful distinction between ideas and data as sources of 

categories and subcategories. Sometimes we can afford to dispense with empirical 

reference for a particular category or subcategory, but we cannot afford to disregard 

its conceptual significance. It is essential that categories make sense conceptually, 
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but not essential that they must have a direct empirical reference. Being empiric~ly 

grounded does not mean that in a mechanical way there must always be empirical 

instances for every category. A category can be relevant empirically if it reveals 

something important about the data, even where empirical instances of that category 

are few or even non-existent. At least in relation to particular categories, empirical 

relevance does not require empirical instantiation. 

Note that in subcategorizing the data, we have used distinctions which have not 

been explicitly recognized or acknowledged by the subjects themselves. The 

distinctions we have used are suggested by the data, but they are not drawn in the 

data. Here again, empirical grounding should not be taken to mean some slavish 

obligation to reproduce only those distinctions which are meanin~’ul to actors as well 

as analysts. 

Though our subcategory list--arguably--makes sense conceptually and seems 

relevant empirically, we have not considered whether it also makes sense 

analytically, i.e. in terms of what we want from the analysis. Is there any point in 

distinguishing these subcategories? Here we have to consider the broader thrust of 

our analysis. Suppose we become interested in the interplay of the incongruous and 

cathartic aspects of humour. Different aspects of ’suffering’ may then acquire 

significance because they allow a more detailed examination of the interplay between 

the two. For example, the ’knockabout’ image of C&anne with instruments tied to 

his wrists provides the element of incongruity which makes the knocked out teeth 

humorous and therefore cathartic. In general, we may be more convinced that 

cathartic and incongruous humour intertwine, if we can show that this point holds 

for the dif~brent subcategories of torture as well as for the category as a whole. 

Unless we can identify some analytic purposes of this sort, there is no point in 

subcategorizing the data just ~br the sake of it. We should ’play around’ with the 

data, certainly, but by this stage our playing around should be informed by a more 

definite sense of purpose. 

Note that the subcategories we have identified are inclusive rather than exclusive. 

In assigning one subcategory to the data, such as ’discomfort’, we do not exclude the 

possibility of also assigning either of the other subcategories. We should not assume 

that subcategorizing involves the identification of logically distinct and mutually 

exclusive and exhaustive categories. Although our distinctions are more likely to 

approach this ideal, there is no reason to stipulate this as a requirement of 

subcategorization. In so far as qualitative data analysis involves an initial exploration 

of previously u nconceptualized data, we may be modest in our expectations of what 

can be achieved. It is perfectly in order to adopt a set ofsubcategories which, like our 

categories before them, are designed to be inclusive rather than exclusive. Earlier I 

suggested that the patient whose teeth are knocked out may suffer (potential) 

disfigurement or even disability as well as (immediate) discomfort. Does it matter 
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Figure 10.1 Levels of subclassification of the subcategory ’suffering’ 

that our categories are not exclusive? No. What counts is whether we pick up all the 

databits where we think there is an element of disfigurement, disability or 

discomfort, or some combination of the three. 

Within each of these subcategories, we may wish to develop a further set of 

subcategories to accommodate still filrther distinctions within the data. For the 

category ’suffering’ we can easily identify several filrther levels of subclassification 

(Figure 10.1). 

There is no limit to the levels of analysis we can develop other than our ability to 

draw distinctions between one databit and another. The more subcategories we use, 

the more refined or ’delicate’ (Bliss et al. 1983) our analysis. Since no two databits 

are identical, there are always going to be dif~brences between one databit and 

another. There is virtually no limit, there~bre, to the subcategories we could create 

for analysing the data. However, we need only note those differences which are 

conceptually relevant and practically useful from the point of view of further 

analysis. Subcategorizing can let you see differences which would otherwise remain 

buried or blurred; but too many distinctions can lead to unnecessary fragmentation 

and loss of focus (Miles and Huberman 1984:222). The databits need only be 

reorganized around our subcategories if this is going to make a difference to the 

comparisons we can make within our sub-categories and between them and other 

categories. 

Issues in subcategorizing databits 

Do the subcategories make sense conceptually? 

Are they instantiated empirically? 

Are the subcategories empirically relevant? 

Are the subcategories useful practically? 

Do the subcategories look useful analytically? 
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I have concentrated on the conceptual aspects of subcategorizing, because the 

mechanical aspects are so straightforward. The computer can streamline most of the 

mechanical aspects of subcategorizing data. The process should require no more 

than selecting the relevant data or databits and the appropriate subcategory or 

subcategories. For consistency, we should keep a list ofsubcategories and select from 

it as required. If we are subcategorizing data without subdividing databits, then all 

we have to do is assign subcategories from our list to the relevant databits. For the 

databits under the category ’suff}ering’ we might assign subcategories as in 

Illustration 10.4. 

ILLUSTRATION 10.4 

SUBCATEGORIZED DATABITS FOR THE CATEGORY 

’SUFFERING’ 

4. She claims she can’t 
chew! 

3. I tried forcing the false 
plate in but it sticks out 
like a star burst 
chandelier. 

5. then tie lacks accuracy 
and once inside a mouth, 
he knocks out more teeth 
than he saves. 

7. ~’hen I returned, she 
was still in the chair. 

8. God! I have not a 
penny left even for 
Novocaine! Today- I 
pulled a tooth and had to 
anesthetize the patient by 
reading him some 
Dreizer. 

3. I tried forcing the 
false plate in but it 
sticks out like a star 
burst chandelier. 

Now suppose that as well as distinguishing between databits, we also want to 
subdivide data within databits. For example, the databit 

[I tried forcing the false plate in but it sticks out like a star burst 

chandelier.] 

could be subdivided in the light of our subcategories to distinguish the dif~brent bits 

of data (Illustration 10.5). 
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ILLUS TRA TION 10.5 

SUBDIVIDING DATABITS BETWEEN SUBCATEGORIES 

Disco~nfort Disf!~.re~nem 

I tried forcing the false plate in    but it sticks out like a star burst chandelier. 

If we had initially used broader distinctions within the data, for example treating 

the whole episode with Mrs Sol Schwimmer as a single databit, then the scope for 

making further distinctions within the data at this stage would obviously be that 

much greater. 

The rationale for making further divisions between bits of data depends upon much 

the same factors as those we considered in relation to categorizing the data in the 

first place. If our databit is too extensive we may end up assigning too many 

subcategories to the databit, and the relation between the databit and the 

subcategory may be obscured by the presence of irrelevant data. It is certainly 

convenient if there is an immediately transparent relation between subcategory and 

databit and this may only be possible through subdividing the databit. On the other 

hand, we may be reluctant to subdivide data too far lest we lose important 

contextual in~brmation. Fortunately, this problem is reduced for subcategorized as 

for categorized data by the ability of the computer to locate the data immediately in 

the context from which it has been taken. 

Subdividing databits does not require the assignation of subcategories, since we 

can subdivide databits using existing categories. In other words, we can split databits 

without splitting categories. We can think of this process as recategorizing rather 

than subcategorizing the data. How far we recategorize databits may depend on just 

how broad brush our initial analysis has been. If we have used very general, common 

sense categories in our initial analysis and assigned correspondingly large bits of data, 

we may want to recategorize in terms of more specific categories and more narrowly 

defined bits of data. This may or may not go hand in hand with splitting our initial 

categories into subcategories. 

SPLICING CATEGORIES 

\~Then we splice ropes, we join them by interweaving different strands. XX/hen we 

splice categories, we join them by interweaving the different strands in our analysis. 

We split categories in a search for greater resolution and detail and splice them in a 

search for greater integration and scope. The fewer and more powerful our 

categories, the more intelligible and coherent our analysis. 
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The most straightforward example of splicing categories is simply the reverse of 

splitting them. Suppose we had begun with a fine-grained analysis involving the 

categories ’disability’ ’discomfort’ and ’disfigurement’. Then we could splice these 

categories together by integrating them under the over-arching category ’suffering’. 

Like splitting categories, splicing is likely to be an increasingly focused activity. \Vge 

do not want to include every strand in our analysis. \~Te want to concentrate our 

efforts on the central categories emerging from our preliminary analysis. How do we 

decide what is central? As always, we have to pay heed to both the conceptual and 

empirical relevance of the categories we have employed so far. Conceptual relevance 

can be established in terms of our main interests and objectives as these emerge from 

our preliminary analysis of the daa. By this stage our ideas may be taking shape and 

we may be able to identify, the main directions in which we want the analysis to go. 

Ideas which seemed interesting at first may no longer seem so; while other issues, 

apparently marginal at first, may now assume centre stage. The data provides the 

anvil upon which we can shape and sharpen our ideas. Some categories may apply to 

the data much more effectively than others. This is likely to be evident in the 

amount of data which is encompassed by our categories. Those which become 

central are likely to encompass most of the data, while those which become 

marginal may be weakly represented in the data. 

Likely--but not necessarily. We have to avoid a mechanical approach and allow 

en~pirical relevance pride of place over empirical instantiation. We must judge 

whether the extent to which a category is represented in the data indicates its 

relevance to our understanding of the data. A small point may mean a great deal. For 

example, imagine we have a scene of two people meeting, and one person is holding 

something and pointing with outstretched arm towards the other. XgThat the person 

is holding may matter a great deal in our interpretation of the scene. Is it coke-~or 

cocaine? Some points, apparently small details in themselves, may be pivotal to our 

comprehension of the rest of our data. 

Nevertheless, it would be a strange analysis which failed to encompass the bulk of 

the data upon which it is based. The small point can only be pivotal if we have also 

grasped the rest of the scene. Then and only then can we understand its 

implications. So although not all our central categories need to be richly represented 

in the data, some must. Overall, we can expect the categories which are central to 

encompass the bulk of the data. 

Once we have selected the main strands of our analysis, we can begin to 

interweave them. Here we shift from making comparisons within categories to 

making comparisons between them. How can such comparisons be made? 

At a conceptual level, when we first create our categories we may already have 

identified, implicitly or explicitly, some possible relationships between them. Recall 

our discussion ofhumour, and the logical relationships which we identified between 
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Figure 10.2 Initial relationships between categories 

the various categories we created. When we create and define categories, we have to 

consider the boundaries between them. We also have to consider whether the 

relationships between categories are inclusive or exclusive, and the different levels of 

classification in our category, set. Even before we begin our analysis, therefore, we 

may have a rough idea of some of the logical relationships between the categories we 

are going to use in our analysis (Figure 10.2). 

V!e need to think in terms of a category set rather than an unrelated and 

haphazard collection of individual categories. When we assign categories, we may 

have to reconsider the boundaries of categories and relationships between them. 

Applying our ideas more systematically or to new data may oblige us to adapt old 

categories or adopt new ones. All this contributes to the emergence of new conceptual 

comparisons and connections between our categories. "g~e can map out these 

changes in our category set as they develop. We can also indicate which are the 

more important aspects to emerge from our analysis of the data (Figure 10.3). 

Once we have categorized the data, we are in a better position to review the 

boundaries and relationships between the categories used in our classification. \Ve 

can do this by comparing systematically the databits which have been assigned to 

the categories used in our analysis. To do this we need to examine the databits 

which we have assigned to each category. The computer should allow us to retrieve 

the databits for any combination of categories in which we are interested. 

As an example, let us take the category ’task’. We have used this category to 

categorize data expressing stereotypical images of work. Suppose we have also used 

another category, ’occupation’, to refer to general differences between the two 

occupations. Drilling a tooth or painting a canvas is a task, while the amount of 

income this generates is an occupational characteristic. Now we want to clarify the 

connection between our categories ’task’ and ’occupation’ and how these relate to 

our interest in the style and substance of’g~oody Allen’s humour. 
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The first thing we may want to consider is whether or not the distinction between 

these categories is worth making, Have the categories discriminated ef~bctively 

between databits in a way which contributes to our analysis? This question can be 

posed at both conceptual and empirical levels. Conceptually,, we may doubt whether 

the distinction we have drawn makes much sense, at least in the terms in which we 

have drawn it. \~e began with the category, ’tasks’ to capture differences between 

occupational tasks because these dii~}erences made an overwhelming impression on 

our first encounter with the data. It was very obvious that Vincent entertained 

conceptions of his dental tasks inspired by artistic concerns and quite at odds with 

the tasks we expect dentists to perform. Closer analysis during categorization obliged 

us to create another category, ’occupation’ to encompass other occupational 
differences to be found in the data. 

Now we may doubt whether this conceptualization is very satisfactory, as ’task’ may 

be more logically regarded as one aspect of occupation. In other words, we might be 

better to regard ’task’ as a subcategory of’occupation’ rather than regarding them as 

two categories of equal status (Figure 10.4). 
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If we want to make this change, it is not enough to change the place of categories 

on the map. ~re must also change the name of the categories assigned to the data. The 

category ’occupation’ must now be assigned to all the databits, including those 

previously assigned only to the category ’task’. The category ’other than task’ must 

be assigned to all the databits which were previously assigned to ’occupation’. 

Fortunately the computer can facilitate this task by automatically finding the 

relevant databits and renaming the categories assigned to them. This should be as 

easy to accomplish as our initial categorization, or we may, be encouraged by 

technical constraints to be less flexible than we should be in the subsequent 

development of our analysis. In other words, it should be as easy to correct our 

mistakes as it was to make them in the first place! 

Although we have clarified our distinction conceptually, we may still doubt its 

empirical value. Does it distinguish usefully between our databits? To compare the 

categories, we must look at the databits which we have assigned to each category 

(Illustration 10.6). 

Here we may receive some reassurance from the fairly even distribution of the 

data between the two categories. This suggests that differing conceptions of task are 

more central to the analysis than the various other occupation characteristics which 

we have rather crudely lumped together under the ’other than task’ category. At this 
point, we may decide that it would be worthwhile discriminating more effectively 

amongst these databits, perhaps dividing occupational characteristics into such 

aspects as recruitment, remuneration, retirement etc. where expectations clearly 

differ as between dentists and artists! On the other hand, the empirical power of our 

category ’task’ may encourage us to focus on this data instead and set aside (at least 

for the moment, and possibly for good) any further differentiation amongst other 

occupational characteristics. At any rate, we may want to retain the category and not 

collapse it into a less diffbrentiated category such as occupation. 

ILLUS TRA TION 10.6 

COMPARING DATABITS BETWEEN CATEGORIES 

Other ~han rusk Task 

1. I can’t work to order like a common 1. I made her bridge as I felt it and not 

tradesman,                            to fit her ridiculous mouth! 

2. (C&anne) is old and infirm and 

unable to hold the instruments and 

they must be tied to his wrists. 

2. I decided her bridge should be 
enormous and billowing, with wild, 
explosive teeth flaring up in every 
direction like fir!! 
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Other than ~ask Task 

3. Once again I am in need of funds I 
know what a burden I must be to you. 
but who can I turn to? I need money 
for materials! 

4. I have not even a penny left for 
Novocaine! 

5. (Gauguin) is a fine dentist who 
specializes in bridgework 

6. (Gauguin) was very complimentary 
about my work on Mr Jay Greenglass 

7. Greenglass was adamant and ~ve 
went to court. There was a legal 
question of ownership, and on my 
lawyer’s advice, I cleverly sued for the 
whole tooth and settled tbr the filling. 

8. Well, someone saw it lying in the 
corner of my ofi]ce and he wants to 
put it in a show! They are already 
talking about a retrospective! 

9. (Toulouse-Lautrec) longs more than 
anything to be a great dentist, and he 
has real talent 

10. (Toulouse-Lautrec is) too short to 
reach his patients’ mouths and too 
proud to stand on anything. 

3. I find it beautiful She claims she can’t 
chew! What do I care whether she can 
chew or not! 

4. I took some dental X-rays this week 
that I thought were good. Degas saw 
them and was critical. He said the 
composition was bad. All the cavities 
were bunched in the louver left corner. 

5. I explained to him that’s how Mrs 
Slotkin’s mouth looks, but he 
wouldn’t listen! t ][e said he hated the 
frames and mahogony was too heaW. 

6. I completed her mouth out of 
obligation but I couldn’t bring myself 
to sign it. 

7. I am working almost exclusively 
with dental floss now, improvising as I 
go along, and the results are exciting! 

8. I filled his lower seven, then 
despised the filling and tried to remove 
it. 

9. my old friend Monet refuses to work 
on awthing but veu very large 
mouths 

10. Seurat, who is quite moody, has 
developed a method of cleaning one 
tooth at a time until he builds up what 
he calls ’a full fresh mouth.’ It has an 
architectural solidity to it, but is it 
dental work? 

So far we have considered in the light of our retrievals whether and how to divide 

these categories. Now we may want to consider what kind of relationship holds 

between them. We can look at all the databits which we have assigned, not just to 

one or the other, but to both categories. We can do this by inspecting the databits 

assigned to each category to see whether there are any duplicates. With substantial 

amounts of data, this process would be very time-consuming and we may use the 
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computer to speed the process up by looking for us. This involves boolean 

retrievals, which we shall consider in Chapter 12. Meantime, as we can see even 
without the help of the computer, it so happens that there are no databits which 
have been assigned to both these categories. Sometimes negative results can be very 

positive! This particular result suggests that we have been able to distinguish clearly 
in the data between occupational characteristics related to ’task’ and occupational 

characteristics ’other than task’, even though initially we regarded these as inclusive 
rather than exclusive categories. We may want to check this by a thorough review of 
the data; but if we are satisfied that these databits can be divided unambiguously 

between the two categories, then we can reasonably regard them as exclusive rather 
than inclusive (F igure 10.5). 

V!e can now treat ’occupation’ as a nominal varible, with two categories which 
are exclusive and exhaustive. 

V!e have considered whether or not these categories are exclusive, because this 
question fairly jumped out at us from our retrieval of the data. Suppose a few 
databits had been assigned to both categories. It would still be worth asking whether 
these categories could be regarded as exclusive rather than inclusive. We would want 

to check whether the databits assigned to both categories could not be split between 
them, for example by dividing the databits. In general, we may, want to review 

whether the relation between categories is inclusive or exclusive whereever the 
pattern of databits show-s fbw if any databits assigned to the categories in 
combination. If we can develop nominal-~or perhaps even ordinal--variables by 
developing on our initial categorization, we sharpen our conceptualization of the 

data and provide a better basis for subsequently examining connections between 
categories. 

So far we have focused rather narrowly on the conceptual and empirical 
relationship between ’task’ and ’occupation’. We can also consider how to splice 
categories from a wider analytic view-point. How- do these categories contribute to 
our overall analysis? (Figure 10.6) 
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Along with ’temperament’, we introduced these categories to capture something 

of the substance of \Vgoody Allen’s humour in the stereotypes which he uses of 

dentists and artists. In subscribing to stereotypes we accept unduly fixed (and often 

false) images whose comfortable familiarity makes them easy targets of burnout. The 

dentists Woody Allen presents are moody, poverty-stricken, and impractical; and in 

these respects, they conform to our stereotypical image of the artist. However, 

befbre we give undue weight to this category, we may reflect further upon its 

applicability. Does the data we have retrieved really sustain this conceptualization? 

On reviewing the databits assigned to ’task’ (Illustration 10.6) we may begin to 

entertain doubts. The databits are certainly concerned with differences between 

artistic and dental work, but it is less obvious that they also reflect stereotypes of 

artistic and dental tasks. When we associate artists and poverty, for example, we 

know that we are accepting a common image of artistic endeavour which may be 

misleading--hence the stereotyping. However, some of the databits we assigned to 

the category ’task’ do not really invoke this kind of f’~xed imagery. They merely 

express the characteristics of artistic work~such as the priority of aesthetic 

considerations--which look ridiculous when transposed to a dental context. Take 

Seurat’s method of cleaning one tooth at a time. Seurat’s artistic method involved 

painting by placing individual dots of colour on the canvas. Transposed to a dental 

setting, this technique assumes an absurd character. However, although we may 

acknowledge that artists tend to develop individual styles and techniques, this hardly 

constitutes a ’stereotype’ of artistic work. The same is true of specialization, 

improvization, revision, and signing or displaying artistic work. All become rather 

ridiculous when transposed to the dental context, but none really expresses 

’stereotypes’ in the sense of a fixed and possibly false image of what artists are about. 

At this point, we might wa~t to retrace our steps, and consider where this 

category came from. It emerged initially in our analysis of Victoria "g~ood’s ’In the 

Office’ sketch, with its succession of stereotypical images of women’s concerns over 

diet, dress and so on. Then when we considered Vincent’s first letter, the image of 

the depressed artist confirmed the relevance of stereotypes, which we went on to 

divide between ’temperament’ and ’task’, before including other occupational 

charactistics. If we review how we defined these categories, we find no clear 

distinction drawn between stereotypical and non-stereotypical characteristics. This 

may have been partly because the category ’stereotype’ was not defined with 

sufficient clarity. 

Stereotype: Include any data which seems to invoke stereotypical images. 

A stereotype is an ’unduly fixed’ image which may or may not be accurate 

but is applied regardless 

Note that not all fixed images are stereotypes. 
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Although we noted that not all fixed images are stereotypes, we didn’t spell out 

any criteria for distinguishing between ’fixed’ and ’unduly fixed’ images; nor did we 

figure out how to categorize any data which fitted the former rather than the latter. 

Also, many of the databits assigned to temperament and to occupational 

characteristics ’other than task’ do seem stereotypical--our dentists are poor, moody 

and volatile. As our databits often relate to temperament as well as task, perhaps the 

stereotypical element in the former has coloured our interpretation of the latter? 

We can see now how first impressions combined with indirect support from 
related evidence could lead to our interpretation of the category ’task’ as an aspect of 

stereotyping. By retracing our steps, reviewing our definitions and reassessing our 

category assignments, we give ourselves the space to reflect critically upon this 

interpretation, and if need be to modify or discard it. 

This reinterpretation of the category ’task’ as dealing with occupational 

differences rather than occupational stereotypes has wider implications for our 

analysis. It shifts our attention from substance to style. Instead of invoking or 

depending on stereotypical images, the databits assigned to the category ’task’ rely 

rather on the absurd results of transposing characteristics from one occupation to 

another. It is through the incongruity of these images that "groody Allen achieves his 

humorous effects. 

Before we consider the implications of this reassessment, let us consider how we 

can choose between rival interpretations of the data. Our first interpretation was 

sufficiently plausible that we could work with it over a period, and yet we now want 

to discard it in favour of one which may give a quite different tenor to our results. 

Perhaps at this point we might be tempted to curse qualitative data analysis and 

invoke a plague on all interpretations. On the other hand, we may derive some 

confidence from the fhct that we have been able to discriminate between diffbrent 

interpretations. By confronting the evidence critically, by making our categories and 

decisions as explicit as possible, and by retaining scepticism even with regard to 

categories central to our analysis, we have given ourselves the space to review and 

recant. We have not simply looked for confirmation of our initial categories by 

accumulating as much evidence as possible in their support. In short, when we 

review our categories in the light of our retrievals, we should be looking for 

confrontation with the data rather than confirmation of our categories. 

If we accept this reinterpretation, then we have to modify our analysis 

accordingly. First we have to review- all the databits assigned to the sub-categories of 

stereotype, to distinguish those which are stereotypical from those which are not. 

This will require us to be more precise about what we mean by a ’stereotype’ and 

what criteria we can use for assigning the databits to the different categories. Thus we 

may distinguish between stereotypical and non-stereotypical images in terms of 

whether or not the assumption involved is reasonable. For example, it is not 
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Figure 10. 7 Revising analysis with minimum disturbance 

unreasonable to assume that an artist paints; but it is unreasonable to assume that an 

artist is poor. It is not unreasonable to assume that an artist works sometimes out of 

doors, but it is unreasonable to assume that an artist will be emotionally volatile. This 

criterion allows us to differentiate between ’fixed’ and ’unduly, fixed’ images. 

Suppose we find that almost all the databits assigned to the category ’task’ are not 
stereotypical. We may, decide to absorb those which do invoke stereotypes under 

’temperament’ and ’occupational’ and discard the subcategories ’task’ and ’other 

than task’ altogether. We also need to check that the databits assigned to the 

category ’temperament’ and ’other than task’ all fit our stricter definition of a 

stereotypical image. 

We have to decide what to do with those residual databits which we no longer 

want to characterize as stereotypical. ~re could create a new category or categories 

for those databits which no longer ’belong’ to the subcategories of stereotype. XgTe 

could create a new category ’not stereotypes’, or simply call these ’residual’ or 

’problem’ databits. Or, as they deal with differences between artists mid dentists, 

whether of temperament, occupation or task, we could simply create a new category 

called ’differences’. But we may want to recategorize them in some way, if only as a 

temporary expedient, the alternative being to dispense with them altogether. 

As the computer can identify all the databits assigned to our sub-categories, the 

mechanics of recategorizing the data should be very straightforward, whether it 

involves adding categories to databits or replacing old categories with new ones. 

These are tasks which can be accomplished by the computer automatically once we 

have made the relevant decisions. This leaves us free to concentrate on the wider 

implications of our reinterpretation. 

Suppose we try to map out the relationships between our new categories, and 

consider their implication for our analysis overall (Figure 10.7). In particular, we 

may ask what to do with our residual category, ’differences’, and whether the 

category ’stereotypes’ retains the importance we attached to it in our analysis. How 

should we integrate such newly coined or newly defined categories into our analysis? 

A reflex reaction might prompt us simply to treat the categories ’differences’ and 

’stereotypes’ as subcategories of ’substance’. This involves minimal disturbance as it 

requires the least adjustment to our previous thinking. 
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However, we cannot consider the question ’where should this category go?’ 

without also considering the question ’why should it go there?’. The conceptual 

distinction we have drawn between stereotypes and differences may be clear enough, 

but its analytic significance remains obscure. This may become clearer if we 

recollect the other categories we previously included in our analysis of the substance 

ofhumour--’victims’ and ’values’ (Figure 10.8). 

V!ith each of our previous categories we addressed some related questions whose 

answers could make a significant contribution to our understanding of the 

substance of the humour. 

Victims -Who are the victims of the humour? 

Values What values are affirmed or subverted? 

Stereotypes What stereotypes are invoked? 

The question ’What diffbrences are referred to?’ hardly carries the same analytic 

import. Unlike victims, values and stereotypes, in substantive terms these 

characteristics are incidental rather than integral to the achievement of humorous 

effects. 

It may seem that we have gone up a blind alley. In any route through our analysis 

there are likely to be several such cul-de-sacs. All may not be lost, however. Before we 

despair of integrating the category ’differences’ into our analysis, we should consider 

whether the data it ’contains’ relates to any other aspects of the analysis. There are at 

least two possibilities worth exploring. One would be to consider whether the 

differences we have noted may illuminate our questions about victims and values. 

For exan~ple, is gZoody Allen poking fun at various artistic or professional values 

through his transposition of occupational characteristics? If we can answer questions 

like this in the affirmative, then we may still be able to learn something about the 

substance of his humour from our differentiation of occupational characteristics. 
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Another possibility--perhaps more promising~would shift our focus from 

substance to style. We may decide that our interest lies less in the occupational 

characteristics themselves than in the incongruous effects of their transposition. 

Instead of invoking or depending on stereotypical images, the databits assigned to 

the category ’difference’ rely rather on the absurd results of transposing 

characteristics from one occupation to another. It is through the incongruity of 

these images that XXloody Allen achieves his humorous effects. 

To check out these possibilities, we can look at empirical as well as conceptual 

relationships between our residual category ’differences’ and other categories used in 

the analysis. For example, we can check how often those databits assigned to 

’dif~brence’ have also been assigned to ’transposing’, ’empathizing’ and so on. Suppose 

it turns out that all the ’difference’ databits have also been assigned to the category 

’transposing’, because they involve a transposition between the characteristics we 

associate with artistic and dental work. For example, in the image of a dentist 

autographing his work the incongruity arises from a straight transposition of 

occupational characteristics. 

From this point of view, we could perhaps consider whether the use Woody Allen 

makes of ’differences’ illuminates some aspect of incongruity as a form of humour. 

The fact that these transpositions depend mainly on familiar occupational 

characteristics may further illuminate the manner in which V!~oody Allen achieves 

his comic effects. Comedy is culturally dependent and transposition therefore 

requires ready recognition of what is being transposed. If we felt this aspect was 

important enough, we could perhaps justify retaining ’differences’ as a category in 

our analysis. However, we might reconceptualize this as an aspect of style, for 

example recaegorizing these databits under the new category ’fan~iliar’ to indicate 

those transpositions which depend upon ready recognition of just what is being 

transposed. Be~bre doing so, we could check all the databits which have been 

assigned to ’transposing’ but not to ’differences’ to see whether these might also be 

categorized as ’familiar’ or ’unfamiliar’. \~Thether we introduce or retain such 

categories would then depend on how effectively they discriminated between 

different aspects of transposition. 

Overall, what began with a reinterpretation of a relatively minor subcategory, 

’task’, has led us to make a major shift in analytic emphasis. The importance of the 

category ’stereotypes’ has been weakened, and with it the role of ’substance’ rather 

than ’style’ in our analysis (Figure 10.9). 

Attention has shifted to the role of ’incongruity’ and in particular of ’transposing’ 

in achieving humorous effects. At the same time, we have sharpened our conception 

of ’stereotypes’ and can have more confidence in the empirical relevance of our 

analysis. 
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Figure 10. 9 Shifting the analytic emphasis 

In splicing categories, we clarified relationships between categories, but we have 

not reduced the overall number of strands in our analysis. This might seem 

retrograde--surely in splicing categories, we want to reduce the number of separate 

strands? Yes, indeed. But splicing is t~ot just a question of bringing categories 

together. We also have to consider the relevance and boundaries of the categories 

themselves. We must first identify clearly the separate strands, if we hope to weave 

them together e~}zctively in our analysis. 

A cynic might comment that we could have avoided all this trouble by thinking 

more clearly in the first place. But if we could think clearly enough in the first place, 

we wouldn’t need to retrieve and analyse our databits at all. By categorizing the 

data, we provide an empirical testing ground for our conceptualizations. By 

comparing the databits within and between categories, we can clarify the boundaries 

and relationships between our concepts. 

Issues in splicing categories 

How central are the categories analytically? 

How are they distinguished conceptually? 

How do they interrelate? 

Are they inclusive or exclusive? 

Are they of the same status or super/subordinate? 

What steps in analysis led to their emergence? 

How have category definitions evolved? 
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Does evidence of retrievals support these definitions? 

How much data do the categories encompass? 

How well do they discriminate amongst databits? 

How much overlap is there bet~veen categories? 

How do categories contribute analytically? 



Chapter 11 
Linking data 

Categorizing the data allows us to compare observations in terms of relations of 

similarity ,and diftbrence. Of any two observations, X and Y, we can ask if they are 

similar or different. How are they the same, or how do they differ? This is powerful 

stuff; categories are the conceptual building blocks from which we can construct our 

theoretical edifices. But they also have limitations. In breaking up the data, we lose 

information about relationships between different parts of the data. We lose our 

sense of process--of how things interact or ’hang together’. To capture this 

information, we need to link data as well as categorize it. 

To recall a distinction made earlier, linking data involves recognizing substantive 

rather than formal relations between things. Formal relations are concerned with 

how things relate in terms of similarity and difference~how far they do or do not 

share the san~e characteristics. Substantive relations are concerned with how things 

interact. Things which are connected through interaction need not be similar, and 

vice versa (Sayer 1992:88). For example, in formal terms we can distinguish 

’dentists’ and ’patients’ as two distinct categories, based on differences between these 

social roles. However, there is a substantive connection between these two roles, 

despite the formal differences between them. Dentists have skills and patients need 

treatment. Indeed, one cannot be a dentist without a patient, or a patient without a 

dentist. To understand these social roles, we have to recognize the substantive 

relation that exists between them. 

Sayer (1992:88-89) distinguishes between relations which are ’internal’ or 

’necessary’ and relations which are ’external’ or ’contingent’. The relation between 

dentist and patient is internal or necessary in the sense that one social role 

necessarily presupposes the other. An external or contingent relation is one which may 

exist but need not do so. For example, dentists need to make a living, but how this 

is financed and whether or not the patient pays for treatment at the point of service 

is a contingent relation between the two. A dentist cannot practise without a 

patient, but a dentist can practise without receiving direct payment from the patient. 

Where the patient has to pay at the point of service, this establishes a substantive 

but contingent connection between patient and dentist. Clearly, contingent 
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Figure 11. ! Single hyperlink between two bits of data stored separately 

relations may be as significant as necessary relations in understanding how things 

interrelate. 

In categorizing Vincent’s letters, we have explored the formal character of XgToody 

Allen’s humour--for example, his use of incongruous images created by the 

transposition between dentists and artists, and the element of cathartic humour in 

his treatment of patients. ",Xle have not examined the substantive connections 

between these diftbrent aspects of humour. For example, is there a connection-- 

internal or contingent--between the two types of humour we have identified? How 

can we begin to answer this question? 

In relation to categorizing data, the computer facilitates a traditional 

methodology; in relation to linking data, the computer transforms it. The ’links’ we 

can now make electronically between one bit of data and another have only become 

practically possible with the advent of the computer. I shall refer to these electronic 

links between bits of data as ’hyperlinks’. These simply could not be achieved by 

paper and pen, or even xerox machine. Indeed, it is only with recent software 

developments, and in particular the availabiliLv of electronic card index applications 

with Hypertext facilities, that the tools could be created for analysing data in this 

way. These facilities are still not commonly available amongst the range of packages 

produced for analysing qualitative data. 

Let us look first at what a hyperlink between two bits of data looks like. In 

practical terms, a hyperlink involves an electronic connection between the two bits 

of data, so that whenever we want to, we can go directly from one bit to the other. 

If we take two bits of data, X and Y, then whenever we encounter X we can go 

directly to Y (and vice versa). \’9"e could compare our hyperlink to a piece of string 

which we sellotape to two cards holding separate bits of data and stored in separate 

locations, perhaps even separate filing cabinets. \~e know from the existence of the 

string that there is a hyperlink between the two cards, and by following the string 

we can go from one directly to the other (Figure 11.1). 
This is a simplified view. In practice, we may attach many strings to each bit of 

data, each string attached to other bits of data held on other cards or files. There is 

no limit (at least in theotT) to the number of strings we can attach, making a set of 
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Figure 11.2 Multiple hyperlinks between bits of data stored separately 

pathways within the data, with each pathway incorporating a chain of links between 

different bits of data (Figure 11.2). 

In conceptual terms, the resulting complex of pathways may be more perplexing 

than illuminating, if we fail to distinguish between the different strings attaching 

diffbrent bits of data. Retaining the visual image, we have to colour code the strings 

if we are going to disentangle the different paths and not become contused by twists 

and turns and overlaps amongst the different strings. It is not enough just to make 

an electronic link: we also have to describe it. 

Like categorizing, linking therefore has a conceptual as well as a mechanical 

aspect. We make hyperlinks between two bits of data only if we think they are 

linked conceptually in some way. For example, suppose we want to note the 

substantive relations between dentists and patients discussed earlier. We could do so 

using the links ’treat’ and ’pay’ as in Figure 11.3. 

In this respect, linking is akin to categorizing. For the sake of clarity and 

consistency we need to create a list of links which we can assign to the links we 

observe between bits of data. Like our category set, our link list ought to be 

conceptually and empirically ’grounded’--conceptually in the ideas and objectives 

which inform our research, empirically in the observations we make of 

interrelationships within the data. ~re can devise links in much the same way as we 

devise categories--by deriving them from our initial questions and interests, and!or 

by inferring them from the data. Again we may be influenced by theoretical concerns, 

substantive interests, practical policy problems, or rely mainly on generating ideas 
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Treat 

1 
Dentists 

] 
Patients 

Pay 

Dentists Patients 

Fi~,~re ! !.3 Linking dentists and patients 

through our interaction with the data. Like our category set, we may make a list of 

links in advance and modify it as we go along, or we may prefer to derive it directly 

from the daa. However we proceed, the links we devise ought to meet both our 

conceptual and empirical requirements. There is no point in devising a link which is 

fine in theory but has no practical application; nor is there any point in making 

links which do not relate to the overall analysis. 

Like our category, set, we also have to decide how long our links list should be. 

This again will depend upon the volume and complexity of our data and the 

conceptual aims of our analysis. Unlike our category set, though, our links list can 

be very short, confined to only a few items or perhaps even (dispensing with a list 

altogether) to a single item. We could not base a categorical analysis upon a single 

category, but we could confine our analysis of relationships to a single link, such as 

causality. On the other hand, if we identify too many links, we may be overwhelmed 

by the complexity of relationships which we can observe within the data, and lose 

consistency and coherence in our analysis. 

Potentially, there are as many links as there are transitive verbs in the English 

language. A transitive verb is an archetypal link which connects a subject and an 

obiect. When we parody, satirize, lampoon, mock, or ridicule something, we 
establish a relation between ourselves and the (unfortunate) object of our attentions. 

In practice, only a subset of possible relationships is likely to be of interest to the 

analyst. Our link list will reflect our preoccupations--if we are mainly interested in 

how meaning is communicated, for example, we will focus on different links than if 

we want to account for social action. Amongst social scientists, one common 

interest is in causal relationships, where X causes Y (or Y is caused by X). But 

causality, is only one, if the most obvious, of many possible links (Illustration 11.1). 

"g~e may be interested in the intelligibility of social action, for example, and devise a 

range of links such as explanation, exculpation, rationalization and so on. \~’e may 

look for consistency or contradictions within the data, looking for areas of mutual 

support or opposition. Or we may, on theoretical grounds anticipate more specific 

connections, and observe through linking how far these are evident in the data. For 
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creates laughter in an 

ILLUSTRATION 11.1 

POSSIBLE LINKS 

X explains Y 

X exculpates Y 

X rationalizes Y 

X supports Y 

X opposes Y 

X amuses Y 

X bores Y 

X praises Y 

X criticizes Y 

etc. etc. 

In creating a link list, we must obviously take account of the data. Let us take as an 

example the sketch ’The library’ we considered earlier. Suppose we are interested in 

how Victoria \~7ood achieves her humorous ef~bcts in this conversation. In the 

sketch one male character after another receives rough treatment from Victoria. 

’Debunking’ involves exposing a reputation as false, and this fits perfectly the cynical 

comments with which Victoria greets each contender. ’Debunking’ is an interesting 

link because it relates to humour as criticism--our tendency to laugh at faults and 

failings, to mock vanity and ridicule pretension. Suppose we use this as the link 

between our databits. We might observe several such links within the data 

(Figure 11.4). 

In each case, we have an image presented which is then punctured by a 

debunking comment. As the images get grander, the comments become more biting. 

We could bring out this cumulative effect by adding further links, this time to 

capture the way the sketch proceeds towards a climax through a process of repetition 

and progression. For example, we could link the shift from Simon to Malcohn as a 

progression--Victoria’s comments acquire more bite~while the next two 

comments reinforce this effect through repetition. By linking data, we can examine 

more et}}ectively the process as well as the substance of humour. Since links are not 

exclusive, there is no implication here that this is in any way an ’exhaustive’ analysis. 

\~Te may observe other links within the data. It is a question of identifying links 

which we find interesting given our analytic inclinations. 
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Debunked by 

i 
Rodney had white towelling socks 

i 
Mark the solicitor 

Simon - the gynaecologist 

Malcolm - what do you think he meant 
by a livery so(;ial life" 

t 
He wants a breezy, uninhibited companion 

What do you think he meant by ’life 
peppered with personal tragedy" 

I 
Which in my bookmakes him unreliable, 

untrustworthy and prone to vaseline jokes. 

He does a lot ol conveyancing so that’ll be 
seventeen phone calls just to meet him for a 
cup ol coltee. 

No - too inhibiting. You can’t flirt with someone 
who can visualise your Fallopian tub~s. 

Drink 

To drink with 

Hangovers 

Fig,~re ! !. 4 Observing the link ’debunked by’ between databits 

Linking data 

Links must be labelled 

Use a links list for clarity and consistency 

Use a limited links list to reduce complexity 

Ground links conceptually and empirically 

So far, we have proceeded as though linking data and categorizing data were two 
quite distinct activities. This may be a bit misleading. It is true that we can identify 

links without having categorized the data. In the ’debunking’ example, we identified 

links between bits of data which we had not explicitly categorized. However, the 

data has to be categorized at some point if we are to understand what it is we are 

linking. In practice it may, be convenient to undertake these tasks together. 

Although linking and categorizing are separate tasks, each complements the other 

(Figure 11.5). 

If categories are the building blocks of the analysis, links can provide the mortar. 

Or in a more fanciful image, if categories keep the analysis afloat, links can sail it 

along to a successful conclusion. Let us return to Vincent’s letters, and see how 

linking data can be incorporated into our analysis. 

Suppose we want to examine the connections between incongruity and cathartic 
humour in Vincent’s letters. To do this we shall link as well as categorize the data. First 

of all we have to decide on what constitutes a ’bit’ of data. Once again we have to 

choose between a more or less detailed breakdown of the data. This time, though, we 

are linking data as well as categorizing it. gZe shall therefore pay more attention to 

the internal dynamics of the text. In general, we can expect to identify links within 

as well as between sentences, reflected in the use of link words like ’because’, ’but’ 
and so forth. Conjunctions can reveal a range of links--causal, contradicto.ry, 
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Categories 

"l Databit 

Figure Ii.5 Linking and categorizing complement each other 

Mrs Sol Schwimmer is 
suing me 

I 
because I made her bridge as I 
felt it end not to fit her ridiculous mouth! 

Figure lI. 6Linking two databits 

additive and temporal (cf. Bliss 1983:156). Take the second databit we 

distinguished on categorizing the data as an example. 

[Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me because I made her bridge as I felt it and 

not to fit her ridiculous mouth.] 

In categorizing the data earlier, we ignored the distinction between the two parts of 

this statement, and treated them as one bit of data. XXle simply categorized the databit 

under ’transposing’ and ’tasks’ as an example of incongruous expectations of what 

dental work requires. Now we may want to distinguish the two parts of the 

statement, which Vincent dif}}erentiates into cause and effect by using the 

conjunction ’because’: 

[Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me] [because] [I made her bridge as I felt it 
and not to fit her ridiculous mouth.] 

Once we start looking for links, the distinction between making the bridge and 

being sued may seem more significant. Vincent’s despair does not arise directly from 

making a bridge to suit himself rather than the patient, but rather as a result of 

being sued in consequence. Linking data may therefore encourage us to use a more 

detailed breakdown of the data, though it does not require this of us. There is no point 

in making distinctions just for the sake of it. It only makes sense to distinguish between 

Vincent’s action in making the bridge as he ’felt it’ and Mrs Sol Schwimmer’s 

decision to sue if this may possibly prove pertinent to our analysis. 
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Suppose we want to characterize the hyperlink we have made between the 
databits in Figure 11.6. ~That kind of link is this? The data offers us a clue, in the 

use of the conjunction ’because’ to connect the two parts of the statement. \Vge 

could regard this as an example of action and consequence, where the ’action’ refers 

to Vincent’s bridge-building activities and the consequence is Mrs Sol Schwimmer’s 

suing him. Causal connections refer to events ’out there’ in the real world of social 

action. Here we have Vincent’s report on those events. Does this give us enough 

information to justify characterizing this link as causal? We have to rely on 

Vincent’s interpretation: he says Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing because her bridge 

doesn’t fit. He doesn’t offer any alternative explanations, for example that Mrs Sol 

Schwimmer has litigious inclinations and sues every dentist she encounters--though 

this may be so. On the other hand, we may consider that Vincent’s interpretation 

has a plausible ring, for we can recognize it as conforming to an established pattern, 

where the action (malpractice) has this result (litigation) as a possible (and perhaps 

even probable) consequence. 

Attributing a link between databits is like assigning a category to a bit of data: it 

is a matter of judgement. We ’observe’ links within the data; but we will not find 

them unless we look for them, and we have to be wary of finding what we are 

looking for, regardless of the data. Even though Vincent claims a causal connection 

between the two, we have to assess the plausibility of his claim, and weigh the 

evidence in its support, before we can characterize this link as a causal one with any 

confidence. Where there is no certainty, there is a risk of error. Here we must 

balance the error of }’ailing to characterize this as a causal link (if it is one) against 

the error of so characterizing it (if it is not). 

The closer we stay to the data, the less prone we become to error. Suppose we 

characterize this link as explanatory rather than causal. \~Te can take Vincent’s 

explanation at face value, without worrying unduly whether the causal assumptions 

he makes (or implies) in his explanation are in }~tct true. Xg/hatever actually 

prompted Mrs Sol Schwimmer to sue, we can be reasonably confident that this is 

Vincent’s explanation of it. Of course, we cannot be sure that it is his only 

explanation. There may be other factors Vincent .simply hasn’t bothered to 

mention. Perhaps the}, are recorded in other letters which we have not discovered. 

Nor can we be absolutely certain that Vincent isn’t lying to his brother, and 

inventing some plausible reason why Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing him, in order to 

disguise the real one. Or it may be that Vincent is sincere, but deceiving himself. 

Staying close to the data may reduce the possibility of error, but it does not 

eliminate it altogether. 

In this instance, let us opt to characterize this link as explanatory rather than 

causal (Figure 11.7). \Vge lack corroborative evidence for the events Vincent describes, 

and this should encourage a certain caution in the inferences we make. In any case, 
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Mrs Sol Schwimmer is 
suing me 

Explains 

because I made her bridge as I 
felt it and not to fit her ridiculous mouth! 

Figure lI. 7An explanatory link between two databits 

we are dealing with fictional letters rather than real documentary evidence, and can 
therefore concentrate on the internal characteristics of the data rather than their 

veracity. 

Suppose we now try to categorize both parts of the statement. First we have to 

think about appropriate categories. The second part of the statement is no problem, 

for in making the bridge ’as he felt it’ Vincent works as an artist rather than a 

dentist. ~re can assign this the categories ’transposing’ and ’task’. What of the first 

part? If we take this as evidence of’patient suffering’, indicated by the decision to sue, 

we can see the results of our analysis in Figure 11.8. 

Mrs Sol Schwimmer is 
suing me 

Explains 

because I made her bridge as I 
felt it and not to fit her ridiculous mouth! 

Figure 11.8 Linking and categorizing two databits 

The same information is displayed in a different format in Table 11.1, where I 

have added a reciprocal element to the link between the two databits. This allows us 

to identify a direction in the relationship, though obviously this does not apply to 
all links (e.g. contradiction). 

The link we have established between these two databits suggests there may 

indeed be a connection between incongruity and cathartic humour. First we have a 

hint at cathartic humour, in the reference to Vincent being sued by a patient-- 

implying that something has gone badly wrong. Then we have Vincent’s 

explanation, which reveals his incongruous conception of what is required of a 

dentist. This example should therefore encourage us to look for any further evidence 

of connections between the two types of humour. 

The link we have just made was very straightforward. Conjunctions such as 

’because’ make explicit reference to links within the data. Can we also reasonably 

infer such links even where they are not explicitly stated? For example, can we 
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Table 1 I. ! Result of linking and categorizing two databits 

Databits 

1. Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me 

2. because I made her bridge as I felt 
it and not to fit her ridiculous mouth. 

Categories 

Patient 
Suffering 

Transposing 
Task 

Links 

Explained by 2 

Explains 1 

Explains 

Will life never treat me decently? ~ am 
wracked by despair. My head is pounding, 

Mrs Sol Schwimmer ~s 
suing me, 

Fi~,ure 11.9 Inferring an explanatory- link between two databits 

regard Vincent’s despair as a result of his being sued, even though he does not make 

an explicit link between the two? 

[Will life never treat me decently? I am wracked by despair! My head is 

pounding.] 

[Mrs Sol Schwirnmer...] 

It seems plain that Vincent intends his statement about being sued to be understood 

as an explanation of his physical and mental suffbring, even though he doesn’t make 

this explicit (Figure 11.9). \~Te can legitimately in}}er this meaning from the context, 

although other interpretations are possible--for example Vincent could simply be 

making two quite independent statements without meaning to imply any link 

between them. In making such inferences, therefore, we must proceed with caution, 

and recognize that our grounds are less secure than when a link has been referred to 

explicitly in the data. 

Our second databit, Mrs Sol Schwimmer’s litigation, is now linked to two other 

databits--as an explanation of Vincent’s despair, in turn explained by Vincent’s 

artistic endeavours (Table 11.2). We can link one bit of data to as many others as 

we like. 

There is no reason why we should confine links to bits of data which appear 

sequentially in the text. For example, we may decide that Vincent’s despair is 

linked, not only to the episode with Mrs Sol Schwimmer, but also to his experience 

of sharing an office with Cdzanne. Here again linking encourages us to pay more 

attention to the internal dynamics within the data, and differentiae between parts of 

the data we previously regarded as a whole. W~e might therefore also record the links 

noted in Table 11.3. 
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Table I1.2 Multiple links between databits 

Databits Links 

1. Will life never treat me decently? I am wracked by 
despair! My head is pounding. 

2. Mrs Sol Schwimmer.is suing rre 

3. because I made her bridge as I felt it and not to fit her 
ridiculous mouth. 

Explained by 2 

Explains 1 
Explained by 3 

Explains 2 

Table lI.3 Linking non-sequential databits 

Databits Links 

1. Will life never treat me decently? I am wracked by 
despairf My head is pounding. 

12. I asked C~zanne if he would share an office with me 
but he is old and infirm and unable to hold the instru- 
ments and they must be tied to his wrists 

13. but then he lacks accuracy and once inside a mouth, 
he knocks out more teeth than he saves. 

Explained by 2 
Explained by 13 

Explains 13 

Explains 1 

Because Vincent precedes h is account of Cdzanne with another outburst --’Theo 

I can’t go on like this much longer’--we can be more confident in linking this 

episode to his opening con}}ession. Sometimes, however, it is not at all obvious how 

to link data, even where the databits we want to link are in sequence. Take the 

statement ’I can’t go on’ in the middle of Vincent’s letter, as an example. Does this 

statement conclude the previous account of bridge building, open the new one on 

C&anne, or both? Or take Vincent’s concluding statement ’\~’hat to do?’ Does this 

refer to C&anne’s incompetence, to his own legal problems, to his despair, or to a 

culmination of all three? The fact that links may bridge separate parts of the data 

makes matters more complicated rather than less. 

As with assigning categories, we may want to spell out as far as possible the 

criteria we use in making a decision between these options, so that this can guide us 

over future judgements. For example, we may decide to restrict a link to the 

preceding data, unless there are empirical grounds for linking it to other databits. "gre 

may have more confidence that Vincent is referring to C&anne’s incompetence, 

which he has just been discussing, than to the bridge-building episode. If we use 

proximity as a guide, then we should include this in the criteria we use in 
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ExptanatorYiinks 

Witl life never treat me decently? ~ am wracked by despair! My head is 

pounding. 

Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me 

because | made her bridge as ~ feR it and not ~o fil her ridiculous mouth 

That’s right! ! can’! work to order like a common tradesman 

i decided her bridge should be enormous and billowing with wild explosive 

teeth flaring up m every direction like fire! 

Now she’s upset because it won’t fil in her mouth 

She is so bourgeois and stupid, 

I want to smash her 

~ tried forcing the false plale ~n 

but it sticks out like a star burst chandelier. 

Still, i find it beautiful She claims she can’t chew! What can I care whether 

she can chew or not! 

Figure 11. l 0 Explaining Mrs Sol S chwimmer’s litigation 

determining whether and how to link data. On the other hand, we may be especially 

interested in ambiguity of meaning, and how one statement can link to other parts 

of the text. In that case, we may take inclusion of all potential meanings as a guide 

to our linking. 

In any case, sometimes we may want to adopt an interpretation deliberately at 

odds with that of our subiects. To digress for a moment, let us look at how the 

episode with Mrs Sol Schwimmer could be analysed in terms of explanatory" links, 

but looking at possible explanations in the data for her litigation. Although Vincent 

is apparently exasperated at her action, and finds it absurd, we can identify a 

number of reasons in Vincent’s account why Mrs Schwimmer might resort to 

litigation. To do so, we must opt fbr inclusion rather than proximity as our rule fbr 

linking databits. For convenience I have presented these links graphically 

(Figure 11.10). 

Exactly how the results of linking are recorded m~d displayed by the computer 

will depend on the software being used. 

This analysis is governed by m’o decisions. First, our decision to characterize the 

links as explanatory rather than causal. Second, our decision to adopt an ’inclusion’ 

rule, permitting a link to be inferred even if not referred to explicitly in the data, 

and regardless of whether or not the databits are sequential. Obviously different 

decisions could produce a very different analysis. It is therefore important to record 
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our reasons for making decisions and not simply putting them into effect without 

explanation. Justice must not only be done--it must be seen to be done. 

Assigning links 

Look out for link words in the data 

Only identi~ links pertinent to the analysis 

Stay as close as possible to the data 

Use caution in inferring links 

SpecificT ’rules’ governing link decisions 

The mechanics of linking data should be as straightforward as those of 

categorizing. Once each bit of data has been selected and a link chosen, the 

computer should be able to do the rest. It should be possible to link data prior to 

categorizing, while categorizing or after categorizing. What do we produce through 

linking databits? In practical terms, the computer can store for each databit any 

information about links we have made between it and other databits, and what 

those links are called. The particular format used does not matter, so long as the 

computer stores the relevant information in a practical way. This should allow us, 

on analysing our databits, to go directly from a databit to any other databit linked to 

it. ~Then we come to analysing databits, therefore, we can display information not 

just about the categories to which they belong, or the context from which they are 

drawn, but also the other databits to which they relate. 

Earlier we looked at an example of the information which might be held by the 

computer for our first databit, gTe can now extend this to include information 

about the links with other databits (Illustraion 11.2). It doesn’t matter how the 

databit is indexed--I have just taken the first three words of each databit as an index 

--so long as the computer can use the index to locate any linked databits. There 
should be no practical limit to how many links we can record for any particular 

databit. 

ILLUSTRATION 11.2 

INFORMATION HELD ON LINKED DATABITS 

Index Mrs Sol Schwimmer 

Databit Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me 

Categories Transposing Occupation 

Case Letter01 
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DataRefl Vincent 

DataRet2 Theo 

Date 1.4.91 

lamalyst Ian Dey 

Comment Is ’occupation’ assigned correctly? 

Links Explains ’Will life never’ 
Explained by ’Because I made’; ’Now she’s upset’; ’I tried tbrcing’; 
’But it sticks’; ’Still I find’ 

From an empirical point of view, we can weave a complex web of links between 

different bits of data. How does this help us conceptually? I shall consider this 

question in more detail in the next chapter. Meantime, let us conclude by noting two 

contributions which linking data can make to our analysis. 

One way linking can help our analysis is in the description of singularities. By 

recording each link in a chain of events, we can observe chronological or causal 

sequences, making it easy to extract from the data a series of events and the 

relationships between them. Linking thereby allows us to give a dynamic account of 

what has happened. Let us take another of Vincent’s letters as an example. 

Dear Theo 

I think it is a mistake to share offices with Gauguin. He is a disturbed 

man. He drinks Lavoris in large quantities. Xg~hen I accused him, he flew 

into a rage and pulled my D.D.S. off the wall. In a calmer moment, I 

convinced him to try filling teeth outdoors and we worked in a meadow 

surrounded by greens and gold. He put caps on a Miss Angela Tonnato 

and I gave a temporary filling to Mr Louis Kaufman. There we were, 

working together in the open air! Rows of blinding white teeth in the 

sunlight! Then a wind came up and blew Mr Kaufman’s toupee into the 

bushes. He darted for it and knocked Gauguin’s instruments to the 

ground. Gauguin blamed me and tried to strike out but pushed Mr 

Kaufman by mistake, causing him to sit down on the high speed drill. Mr 

Kaufman rocketed past me on a fly, taking Miss Tonnato with him. The 

upshot, Theo, is that Rifkin, Rifkin, Riftdn and Meltzer have attached my 

earnings. Send whatever you can. 

Vincent. 

In Figure 11.11, this incident out-of-doors is presented through a number of links 

in a chain of events which again culminate in litigation. To elucidate this simple 

episode, I have used only two links, conditional and causal, but obviously more 

links might be required to identify relationships within a more complex sequence of 
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ConditiOn 
L Cause ,,~,. 

There we were, working together in the open air! 

Then a wind came up and blew Mr Kaufman’s toupee into the bushes, 

He darted for it and knocked Gauguin’s instruments to the ground 

Gauguin blamed me and tried to strike out 

but pushed Mr Kaufman by mistake, causing him to sit down on the high-speed drift 

Mr Kaufman rocketed past me on a fly, taking Miss Tonnato with him. 

The upshot, Theo, is that Ri|kin, Rifkin, Rifkin and Meltzer have attached my 
earnings. 

Figut’e Ii.1I Conditional and causal links in the tale of Kaufman and Tonnato 

events. In this way, linking can be used to establish connections between the 

different elements in a singularity. 

Another aim in linking data is to provide an empirical basis for connecting 

categories, xg!Then we look for possible relationships between categories, we can do so 

on the basis of our observations of links between the databits. Each time we link two 

databits, we also connect the categories assigned to those databits. For example, in 

linking Vincent’s bridge building and Mrs Sol Schwimmer’s suing, we also connect 

the categories assigned to the former with the categories assigned to the latter. 

Returning to our interest in the connection between incongruous and cathartic 

humour, we can identify various examples where these two types of humour are 

connected through links we can observe in the data. Figure 11.12 shows two 

examples from the out-doors incident we have just discussed. 

Note that the two links differ, one being conditional and the other causal. You 
may recall that in our earlier discussion, we opted for explanatotT rather than causal 

links between the episodes discussed by Vincent in his first letter. Each of these 

different links nevertheless connects the categories which we have used to explore 

incongruous and cathartic humour. Whether incongruous actions and events 

condition, cause or explain cathartic humour, exemplified in the various modes of 

suffering inflicted on patients, we have here some fi~.rther evidence that there may be 

a connection between the two (Figure 11.13). 
Some of the links are between transpositions of task and patient suffering, while 

others are between transpositions of temperament and patient suffering. This 

underlines an important point about the open-ended relationship between linking 

data and connecting categories. 
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Conditions 

There we were. working 
together in the open air! 

1 
Transposing Task 

/ 
causing him to sit down 
on the high-speed drill. 

Patient suffering 

Causes 

Gauguin blamed me and tried to 
slrike oul, but pushed Mr Kaufman 
by mistake 

Figure ! !. !2 Connecting incongruous and cathartic humour 

Dalabit 
Link 

Category 
Connection 

Figure ! !. !3 Linking data and connecting categories 

causing him to sit down on 
the high-speed drill. 

Patient suffering 

. Databit 

Category 

The links we observe between dil:ferent bits of data establish connections between 

the categories we assign to that data. But as we saw earlier, our categories may be 

subject to continual refinement and revision through the process of analysis. Having 

observed links between different bits of data, it remains an open question which 

categories these links will connect. How we answer this question is taken up in the 

next chapter. 



Chapter 12 
Making connections 

Imagine a snapshot of an athlete clearing a hurdle. XXlhat can we tell from our 

snapshot about what is happening? Although we have only a static image, we will 

have some idea of what has just happened, and what is going to happen. We may 

not understand the law of gravity, but we do have sufficient grounds fbr inferring that 

what goes up must come down. All the same, we would be happier with a succession 

of images which provide more direct evidence of what is going on. A videotape 

would do nicely. Then we would be in a much better position to answer the 

question ’what happens next?’ Qualitative data often provides us with just this sort 

of direct evidence about the dynamics of what is happening. 

How can we analyse these dynamics? One way involves analysing data into 

categories which capture the main elements of social action, and then noticing and 

documenting how these categories interconnect. For exan~ple, suppose we have 

three successive images of our athlete. In the first, the athlete is poised to jump or 

has just sprung into the air. In the second, the hurdle is cleared. And in the third, the 

athlete has landed on the other side. We could categorize these as three actions-- 

jumping, clearing, and landing. Suppose we find these actions tend to recur 

together in the data, and in a regular sequence. If we find the data conforming to 

this pattern, we may conclude that there is a connection between them. 

What is the probability, we may ask, of finding these three categories associated 

in a regular sequence in the data? How often is jumping succeeded by clearing the 

hurdle? How often is clearing the hurdle followed by landing? If these actions are 

connected, then the probability is high that we shall observe them in the expected 

sequence--unless other factors intervene. And here, of course, we must 

ackmowledge that it is not enough just to jump--our athlete must jump high 

enough to clear the hurdle. We may find many--perhaps even a majority of~ 

examples in the data, where the jump is not high enough, the hurdle is not cleared, 

and there is no happy landing on the other side. We must therefore introduce as a 

condition or intervening variable, that the jump reaches a certain height. Then we 

can check the data to see if our observations match our expectations. 
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This way of analysing dynamics infers connections from the regular association of 

categories in the data. This is because our categories break up the data into a 

succession of images or events, and then somehow we have to find a way of putting 

them together again, gTe could call our athlete David Hume, after the Scottish 

philosopher who wrestled with this problem of how we can connect together what 

we experience as separate impressions. Hume’s answer--that we can infer causation 
from the constant conjunction of impressions--was not very diffbrent from the way 

of connecting categories we have just considered. This indirect procedure 

connecting categories stems from fragmenting the data into a succession of discrete 

impressions or events in the first place. 

If we link as well as categorize our data, we can offset this initial fragmentation of 

the data and provide more direct empirical grounds for making connections 

between categories. We no longer have to base our analysis on separate events, for as 

well as distinguishing these events we can also link them. Suppose we link our 

observations of ’jumping’ to ’clearing the hurdle’ and our observations of ’clearing 

the hurdle’ to that of ’landing’. We could call the first link ’going up’ and the 

second link ’coming down’. Now when we want to connect the categories ’jumping’ 

and ’clearing the hurdle’ we can find all the data where we have already linked our 

observations. ~e no longer need to infer between categories on the basis of 

concurrence, for we have already observed and recorded the corresponding link in 

the data. 

This contrast between inference and observation can be overdrawn, for 

observation itself involves an element of inference. When we watch the videotape of 

our athlete ascending and descending, we make the inference that it is the athlete 

who is moving, and not the hurdle. This inference is, of course, entirely reasonable, 

but it is no less an inference for that. Think of those movies where we are supposed 

to think a stationary car is moving, because we see moving traffic behind the car. 

Special effects rely on our ability to make mistaken in}}erences. Anyone who has 

mistakenly in}}erred that their own (stationary) train is moving because a train 

alongside is pulling out of the station will know that we cannot always trust our 

senses in real life. We also have to make sense of the information they provide. 

How we make sense of connections is rooted in reasoning based on our 

observation and experience of links and how they operate. We can think of links as 

the sort of ’connecting mechanisms’ (cf. Sayer 1992) between events which we 

experience in everyday life---why the door bangs when we slam it; why the light 

comes on when we operate the switch; why eating satisfies our hunger. \Vge connect 

these things because we understand the links between them. If the light does not 

come on, we do not revise our thinking to take account of this ’irregularity’--we 

change the bulb. Of course, our reasoning may be mistaken--perhaps the fuse has 

blown. And it may be more or less sophisticated. At a common sense level, we 
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Event X EventY 
] 

Associating events Linking events 

Figure 12. ! The difference between associating and linking events 

~ow what jumping is because we have had experience of it. We have also 

experienced and observed the effects of gravity. At a more abstract level, we kmow that 

energy is needed to counter gravity--energy provided through the act of jumping. 

We kmow that once that energy, is exhausted, gravity will reassert itself~and the 

athlete will return to the ground. On conceptual grounds, therefore, we can make a 

connection between the different actions. We can show that David Hume jumped 

the hurdle, without relying on an inference connecting two previously unconnected 

events. Our explanation is couched rather in terms of what jumping involves: it is 

through understanding the link between energy and gravity that we can connect 

these events with confidence. 

On the other hand, our identification of links is itself influenced by the regularity 

with which events are associated. If things (on earth) fell any which way, rather than 

in one direction, would we have discovered gravity? If people didn’t laugh at jokes, 

would we know they were funny? Moreover, our interest in understanding links is 

rarely to enjoy a moment of pure intellectual satisfaction; it is related to practical 

tasks. "We usually want to avoid mistakes and exploit opportunities, to better 

influence or control future events. For example, comics who f~il to make their 

audience laugh may want to learn why their jokes fell flat. Here again, our concern 

is with the regular association of one thing with another, even if only to break that 

association and change future events. 

We can contrast these different approaches pictorially as in Figure 12.1. 

Associating events involves identifying the events as occurring together. Linking 

events implies an interaction between them. 

Despite the sometimes rather acrimonious debates which take place between rival 

epistemologists, from a pragmatic point of view neither of these approaches has a 

monopoly of wisdom. Just as meaning and number are different but mutually 

dependent, so too are association and linking as a basis for establishing connections 

between things, g~e can draw another T’ai-chi T’u diagram to symbolize this 

relationship (Figure 12.2). 

The regular association of events provides a basis for inferring possible 

connections between them, but subject to conceptual confirmation 

through establishing some links or connecting mechanisms which operate between 
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Fi~,~re 12.2 Association and linking as mutually related means of establishing connections 

them. The conceptual identification of links provides a basis for identi~ing 

connections between events, but subject to empirical confirmation through regular 

association between them. At the extremes, as our T’ai-chi T’u suggests, we may rely 

almost entirely on one rather than another--but for the most part, establishing 

connections depends on elements of both approaches. 

Let us return to our analysis of humour, and consider each of these approaches in 

turn, starting with inference from the association of categories. 

CONNECTING THROUGH ASSOCIATION 

Suppose we suspect a relationship holds between two of our categories. Let us take 

’temperament’ and ’suffering’ as examples. For simplicity’s sake, let us question 

whether there is a causal relationship between these categories, such that episodes 

where Vincent (or another dentist) displays an artistic temperament result in 

’suffering’ being inflicted on the patient. We see intimations of this already in the 

first letter, where Vincent seems excited by his aesthetic.achievement (we could argue 

that his language betrays his excitement) with the bridge, while his antipathy to Mrs 

Sol Schwimmer leads to the rather aggressive outburst ’I could smash her’. His 

patient, as we have seen, suffers in several ways as a result of his attentions. Can we find 

similar examples in the data? 

Suppose we have categorized the data under the two categories: ’temperan~ent’ and 

’suffering’, restricting the first to dental displays of artistic temperament, and the 

second to the experience of suffering by dentists or patients. Once the data has been 

categorized, we can no longer observe directly how these categories might be 
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Table 12. ! Concurrence between categories 

Temperament 

Assigned 

Not assigned 

Assigned 

Databits 

Databits 

Suffering 

Not assigned 

Databits 

No data 

connected: we have organized the data into distinctive and separate categories. 

However, we can compare the data assigned to the two categories, and look for 

evidence of a possible connection between them. 

To compare the categories, we need to retrieve all the databits which have been 

assigned to one category, but not the other. ~re can also retrieve all the databits 

which have been assigned to both categories. This gives us a cross-tabulation in 

Table 12.1. One virtue of cross-tabulating the data in this way is that it obliges us to 

take account of all the databits which do not meet our criterion. This data which 

shows no concurrence between the categories is no less important than the data 

which does show- concurrence. 

In three of the ’cells’ of this table we have a list of databits which fulfil the 

conditions of our retrievals. The first cell, for example, contains all the databits 

which were assigned to both ’temperament’ and ’suffering’. Note though that the 

last cell contains no data, as there can be no retrieval for data which has not been 

assigned to one or other of our categories! This means that there are limits to what 

we can do with our cross-tabulation--for example, we cannot total the data and 

work out proportions for all the rows and columns. 

These retrievals do let us do three things (Table 12.2). First, we can see how 

many databits have been assigned to either or both categories. Second, we can 

compare the databits within the first cell, which contains the data where the 

categories concur, looking for evidence of connections between those databits 

assigned to both categories. Third, we can compare the databits across the different 

cells. Is there any difference between those databits where both categories have been 

assigned, and those where only one category has been assigned but not the other? 

In cross-tabulating databits, it may be more convenient to refbr to them by an 

indexing title (here I have used the first words of each databit) rather than the 

whole databits, which can be listed separately (Table 12.3) or retrieved as required by 

the computer. 

Comparing the databits within the first cell, we can see that where ’temperament’ 

and ’suffering’ have both been assigned to a databit, the data does tend to confirm a 

pattern whereby artistic temperament results in patient torture. By contrast, where 
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Table 12.2 Comparing databits between the different cells 

Suffering 

Temperament Assigned 

Assigned Gauguin blamed me 
(Toulouse-Lautrec) too proud 

I Iove her 

Not assigned Gauguin had his knee 

Not assigned 

Gauguin flew into 

No data 

Table 12.3 List of indexed databits 

Index Databit 

Gauguin blamed me 

(Toulouse-Lautrec) 
too proud 

llove her. 

Gauguin had his knee 

Gauguin flew into 

and tried to strike out but pushed Mr Kaufman by 
mistake, causing him to sit down on the high-speed 
drill. 

to stand on anything. Arms over his head, he gropes 
around their lips blindly, and yesterday, instead of 
putting caps on Mrs Fitelson’s teeth, he capped her 
chin. 

I was looking down into her mouth today and I was 
like a nervous young dental student again, dropping 
swabs and mirrors in there. 

on Mr Nat Feldman’s chest with the pliers around the 
man’s upper right molar. 

a frenzy! He held my head under the X-ray machine 
for ten straight minutes and for several hours after I 
could not blink my eyes in unison. 

only one category or the other is assigned, we have examples where there is no 

connection between the two. The first is an example of ’suffering’ which doesn’t 

result from ’temperament’, and the second is an example of ’temperament’ resulting 

in ’suffering’, but experienced by Vincent himself rather than a patient. If we have 

categorized the data to differentiate between ’patient suffering’ and ’dentist suffering’, 

then we can incorporate this category into our cross-tabulation by further retrievals. 

Let us look for a moment at the character of the retrievals on which these cross- 

tabulations are based. \Vge have used two different types of retrieval. First, we have 

used a retrieval which has asked the computer to collect all examples where the 

categories ’temperament’ AND ’suffering’ have been assigned to a databit. Note that 
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Table 12. 4 Boolean operators for category retrievals 

For each databit, decide whether 
categones are 

Boolean operator 

Both assigned ’X’ AND ’Y’ 
Only one assigned ’X’ NOT ’Y’ 
Either assigned ’X’ OR ’Y’ 

this means BOTH categories have been assigned and it excludes those where only 

one OR the other has been applied. In our other retrieval we asked the computer to 

collect all examples where one category BUT NOT the other has been assigned to 

the data. Using ’X’ and ’Y’ for our categories, we can see that our retrievals are based 

on the following operations: 

retrieve all ’X’ AND ’Y’ 
retrieve all ’X’ NOT ’Y’ 

These are often called ’boolean’ operators after the nineteenth century logician, 

George Boole, who first distinguished them. There is another operator we may find 

useful as a basis for retrievals: 

retrieve all ’X’ OR ’~P 

This would allow us to retrieve all the data which has been assigned to either of two 

different categories. For example, we could retrieve all the databits assigned to 

’dentist suffering’ and ’patient suffering’. Notice that in ordinary language, we tend 

to use ’and’ rather than ’or’ when we refer to retrieving all the databits for each of the 
categories--meaning ’all X and all Y’. Confusion arises if we think about the results 

of the retrieval--which will include all ’X’ and all ’Y’--rather than the decisions on 

which it is based. To avoid confusion, we need to consider how the retrieval 

’operates’ on each databit. It is this decision which we must be clear about: i.e. do 

we include this databit or not? The boolean operators provide a logical basis for 
deciding on inclusion or exclusion in terms of how our categories have been 

assigned (Table 12.4) 

Cross-tabulations based on such retrievals involve looking for connections where 

categories do or do not concur. The evidence these retrievals produce is embedded 

within each databit. The databits within each cell have no relationship to each 

other, other than that they have been assigned to the same category or categories. 
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Table 12.5 Retrieval based on categories assigned to proximate bits of data 

Suffering 

Temperament Proximate Not proximate 

Proximate Databits Databits 
Not proximate Databits No data 

This has limitations, for what if there are relationships between databits which have 

been assigned to non-concurring categories? We may want to look for evidence 

where categories may not concur, but are nevertheless close to each other in the data. 

For example, we could look for categories which have been assigned to consecutive 

databits, or categories which have been assigned to databits which fall within a 

certain distance of each other in the data. This distance could be defined in terms of 

a number of characters, a paragraph, section or even a whole case. Using either 

sequence or proximity as a condition for our retrieval, we can produce a cross- 

tabulation of all the databits which have been assigned to one or other categories 

and do or do not fulfil this condition. For example, in Table 12.5 we have a cross- 

tabulation of categories where they have been assigned, not to the same databit, but 

to one falling within a specified distance. Of course, a condition of proximity 

includes all the databits where categories are concurrent, overlapping or consecutive 

within the data. \Ve could even impose the requirement that categories should have 

been assigned to the data in a certain order. 

So tar we have made no comment on the numerical aspects of our cross- 

tabulaion. As well as assessing the databits we have retrieved, we may also take 

account of the number ofdatabits accumulated in each cell (Table 12.6). For example, 

if virtually all the databits are concentrated in the first cell, and display the suspected 

association between categories, then we will doubtless feel more confident in 

inferring a connection between the categories than if the converse holds true, and 

only a small minority of databits are located in the first cell. For each category, we 

can consider the proportion of databits which is associated with the other category. 

Table !2. 6 Retrieval based on categories ’temperament’ and ’suft~ring’ assigned to proximate 
bits of data 
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Suffering 

Temperament Proximate Not proximate 

Proximate 16 5 
Not proximate 7 No data 

From "Fable 12.6 we can tell that most of the databits (sixteen) assigned to the 

categories ’temperament’ and ’suffering’ fell within a defined distance of each other 

(however that was defined). These databits were ’proximate’. However, there were 

seven databits assigned to ’temperament’ which fell outside this distance, as did 

another five assigned to ’suffering’, so twelve databits were not proximate. To 

consider whether this pattern constitutes evidence of a connection between the 

categories, we still have to return to the original data. 

Some retrieval procedures 

Concurrence--do databits concur? 

Overlap--do databits overlap? 

Sequence--are the databits consecutive? 

Proximity--are the databits within a given distance? 

Precedence--does one databit precede another? 

So far we have considered retrievals in relation to the data as a whole. Depending 

on the nature of our data, we may also be interested in relating our retrievals to the 

cases which form the basic units of our analysis. For example, we could take each of 

Vincent’s letters as a case, and consider whether we can identif!! relationships which 

hold across some or all of these cases. Perhaps we may be interested in drawing some 

conclusions about the content and construction of the letters. This example may 

seem rather fatuous, but in relation to interview data or observations of different 

agencies, we may well want to analyse our data in terms of cases. 

What information do we have about our cases? Well, for each category we have 

used in our analysis, we can tell whether or not we have assigned the category to 

that case. W~e can also tell how often we have assigned the category to the case. 

Taking ’temperament’ and ’suffering’, for example, we can produce a table indicating 

whether and how often each of these categories has been assigned to each of 

Vincent’s letters (Table 12.7). In effect, we treat category assignation as a case variable. 

Our categories express ideas about differences and similarities within the data as a 

whole, but treated as case variables, they can express values for particular cases. For 
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Table 12. 7 Categories analysed as case variables 

Cases Temperament Suffering 

Letter 1 5 4 
Letter 2 2 2 
Letter 3 0 1 
Letter 4 0 1 
Letter 5 3 t 
Letter 6 3 1 
Letter 7 2 3 
Letter 8 3 2 
Letter 9 3 3 
Letter 10 1 2 

Table 12. 8 Cross-tabulating categories as case variables: ’temperament’ and ’sufl’ering’ in 
Vincent’s letters (N=10) 

Suffedng 

Temperament Assigned Not assigned 

Assigned 6 1 
Not assigned 2 1 

example, the category ’temperament’ expresses the idea that transpositions of 

temperament are a distinctive element in the data, and our definitions and databits 

contribute to elucidating and developing this idea about the data. But the category 

’temperament’ as a case variable tells us whether or not the category ’temperament’ 

has been assigned to each letter. If this information is to be useful, we have to ensure 

that it is meaningful to treat category assignations as features of cases. Does it make 

sense, for example, to regard ’temperament’ and ’suffering’ as features of our letters 

rather than as concepts applied to the data as a whole? 

If we proceed in this way, we can create a dataset through which we can explore 

regularities and variations across cases. I shall return to the use we can make of data 

matrices in the next chapter. Meantime, it is sufficient to note the extra dimension 

this approach adds to our mlalysis of the association between categories. ~/e can now 

identify fbr each case which categories have been assigned to that case, separately or 

in combination. \~e can look fbr evidence of whether or not variables are 

associated. Do they covary! Table 12.8 shows how the results might look for the ten 

letters from Vincent to Theo. 
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Notice how this cross-tabulation compares with that in Table 12.2, where we hM 

no figure for the final cell--you may recall that when analysing the data as a whole, 

there can be no retrieval for data which has not been assigned to one or other of our 

categories. \Vghen analysing variables across cases, though, we can complete the final 

cell, which gives the number of cases where neither variable has been assigned to the 

data. Now we can complete totals and proportions for all the rows and columns in 

our cross-tabulation. \~’e can compare the proportion of cases where ’temperament’ 

and ’suff}ering’ concur with the proportion where they are assigned separaely, or are 

not assigned at all. If we have satisfied the conditions for statistical tests--which 

may require a minimum number of randomly selected cases--we may even conduct 

tests of the significance of any association we observe between the variables. Essentially 

this involves matching the observed values in cells with the values we would expect 

if there were no association between the variables. 

In looking for associations, we may be interested in a number of different 

possibilities, and not just evidence of a high positive correlation between two 

variables. We may look for precisely the opposite---a high negative correlation, so 

that high values for one variable, are associated with low values for another. We may 

also be interested in changes in values~whether more or less of one value for a 

variable raises or lowers the values for another variable. 

X high Y high 

X high Y low 

X higher Y higher 

X higher Y lower 

These are only some of the associations we may be able to identi~ (cf. Miles and 

Huberman 1984:225-6). 

Our analysis need not be confined to categories regarded as variables whose 

values express the number of times the category has been assigned to each case. We 

can incorporate variables giving background characteristics of the case---often called 

’facesheet’ variables because such background data may be recorded on the front 

page of an interview or set offieldwork notes. These variables, expressing perhaps the 

age and gender of a respondent, the size and location of a site, or the type and 

functions of an agency, may then be related to the variables emerging from the 

categorical analysis. The latter may also assume a more sophisticated form, if we can 

identify connections between categories and integrate them in terms of some 

underlying variable. 

For example, suppose we have analysed the data in terms of three subcategories of 

’suffbring’--’discomfort’, ’disfigurement’ and ’disability’--and we find that 

(contrary to the evidence of the first letter) these are rarely if ever assigned to the 
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same case. We may want to record which of the categories have been assigned to 

which cases. If we are satisfied that these subcategories are conceptually distinct, 

then we could regard them as values of the underlying variable ’suffering’ and assign 

these values accordingly. We could then discriminate between cases in terms of the 

variable ’suffering’ and relate this variable to others in our analysis. Of course, the 

values for our variable must be exhaustive as well as exclusive, so we might include a 

value such as ’other’ (or ’awkward’ might do as well) for any cases, such as our first 

letter, where the categories are assigned in combination. 

The identification of variables with exclusive and exhaustive categories might 

itself be regarded as a major achievement of categorization. From a conceptual point 

of view, this requires a clear distinction between the boundaries of individual 

categories which can be grouped under an overarching category. The categories 

must not only be ’exclusive’; they must also relate to and express the concept embodied 

in the overarching category,. This is a task which I alluded to in discussing the 

problems of ’splicing’ categories. The computer can support this conceptual task by 

providing quick access to category definitions and the results of assignment 

decisions. From an empirical point of view, we must check that one and only one 

value can be---or has been--assigned to each case. The computer can help by 

allowing us to look for and deal with ’overlaps’ where more than one value which 

we want to regard as exclusive has been assigned to a case. For example, it could 

locate for us those databits from the first and any other letters where more than one 

of the values (’discomfort’, ’disi~gurement’ and ’disability’) has been assigned to the 

case for the variable ’suffering’. ~e can then check whether our initial assignment was 

reasonable, and if so assign this a residual value such as ’other’. Providing there are 

not too many ’others’ our variable may still prove a useful way of discriminating 

between cases. 

A simpler but less conceptually rewarding method of generating values is to note 

the number of times a category has been assigned to a case. In Table 12.2 we 

assumed our variables would have two values, either assigned or not assigned. But 

what if we have assigned a category to several databits for each case? For aW 

category, we can treat the number of assignations as a value for each case, and then 

use this as a basis for our cross-tabulations. The computer can easily identify these 

values for us, and provide information about the frequencies with which categories 

have been assigned to cases as well as the basis for cross-tabulating variables. 

Some qualitative analysts may feel very uncomfortable with some of the 

procedures we have just discussed. There is a strong aversion to numbers in some 

quarters, and a reluctance to accept that numerical considerations influence 

qualitative judgements. Nevertheless, it is difficult to see how, in practice, it is 

possible to identify associations between categories or assess the strength of 

relationships without recourse to a numerical evaluation. If we are looking for 
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substantive connections between categories which are ’contingent’ i.e. not true by 

definition, then we should be concerned to make an empirical (and numerical) 

assessment of our evidence. If we want to claim that transpositions of temperament 

result in infliction of suffering on patients, we want to know whether and how far 

the evidence supports this connection. 

Of course, within the context of qualitative analysis, an enumeration of this kind 

is not the whole story by a long shot. The cells in a qualitative evaluation are never 

mere numbers. The numbers summarize our category decisions, and express 

information about databits in aggregate form. Associations between categories are 

suggestive not conclusive evidence of connections between categories. For one 

thing, the existence of an association is not sufficient evidence that such a 

connection exists. We need to look beyond the evidence of association, to a 

qualitative account of how and why the categories may be connected. Moreover, the 

existence of a regular association may be misleading. There are many occasions 

where we identify, connections between events regardless of regularities (Sayer 1992: 

131). For example, as I write these lines (in March 1992), the poor performance of 

the Conservative Party in the current election campaign is widely attributed to the 

’grey’ personality of the incumbent Prime Minister. In everyday life, we identify 

connections through analysing the capabilities and liabilities of actors, not merely 

nor perhaps even primarily through some regular association between events. The 

existence of such regularities is not irrelevant, but it is indirect and inconclusive 

evidence of connections between categories. For direct evidence of whether or not a 

connection exists between categories, therefore, we must still look closely at the data 

on which the numbers are based. 

CONNECTING WITH LINKED DATA 

One reason qualitative analysts have relied--rather surreptitiously, perhaps -- 

#8212;on quasi-quantitative assessments may be the lack of more direct methods of 

identifying connections between categories. By allowing us to make hyperlinks 

between different bits of data, the computer has now opened up new and more 

direct ways of connecting categories. Let us look at how we can use linked data to 

connect categories more effectively. As we are considering the most recent 

innovations in computer applications for qualitative analysis, it may be some time 

before software supporting these procedures becomes widely available. 

First let us recall that linking data has a mechanical and conceptual aspect. The 

mechanical aspect refers to hyperlinks created between different databits. The 

conceptual aspect refers to the identification of the nature of the link between the 

databits--e.g, is it causal, explanatory or whatever. Linking allows us to treat our 

databits as individual points in a complex web of relationships, rather than as 
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Figure I2.3 Following a trail of links through the data 

Fig~re !2. 4 Two trails of links through the data 

unrelated bits of data. ~rhat does this mean in practice? Hyperlinks allow us to do 

two things. First, we can follow hyperlinks through the data, going from one databit 

to any of the others linked to it, and so on until our links are exhausted or we reach 

full circle and start again. Instead of browsing through the data sequentially, or 

selectively through keywords, or categories, we can browse through the data using 

the links we have created between the databits. We can therefore focus our attention 

on the relationships between diffbrent parts of the data, and peruse more effectively 

the processes which unfold within it (Figure 12.3). 

In Figure 12.3 I have presented only one pathway through the data. We can 

identi~ as maW different pathways as we have identified different types of links. In 

Figure 12.4 I have overlaid the first pathway with another, representing a different 

link between the databits. 
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Figure 12.5 Following a trail of different links through the data 

In Figure 12.4 I have presumed that in browsing through databits our pathways 

are dictated by the type of link we are following. However, we may also browse 

through the databits following (or rather, constructing) a pahway composed of 

different types of link (Figure 12.5). 
All this looks like a frightful mess! In practice, the analyst following a trail of links 

will not see the entanglements which arise as his path criss-crosses the data. This is 

because the focus is always on the previous or the next step, so that the pathways 

followed through the data remain invisible unless we deliberately try to plot them. 
And plot them we can, for another thing we can do with electronic links is 

’retrieve’ them, or rather retrieve all the databits which have been linked together in 

some way. We can then examine and compare all the linked databits collected 

together through our retrieval. For example, we can look at all the causal links we 

have made between databits, xa/Te can then compare these causal links, and examine 

more thoroughly the basis on which we have linked the data in this way. 

Fortunately, our retrievals can be presented in more orderly fashion. Figure 12.6 

shows the causal relationships between databits as a ’chain’ of links. Sometimes 

there are ’missing’ links in the chain where there has been no link noted between the 

databits. 

If each databit represents a unique event in the data, then we can also use this 

procedure to identify the main strands linking events. Our purpose is descriptive 

rather than conceptual. Such descriptive work may be an end in itself or it may lay 

the foundation }br an assessment of how categories can be connected. 

Suppose for example we want to tell the stoW of Vincent’s affair with Claire 

Memling, and we have linked together the bits of data which constitute the main 

elements in this story (Figure 12.7). We may have categorized these databits under 

’Memling’ so that we can retrieve only those links pertaining to this story. For 
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Figure 12. 6A ’chain’ of causal links in the data 

simplicity’s sake, let us suppose that all the links we have noted between the databits 

are ’chronological’ in character, though other links could also be retrieved. Our 

retrieval produces all the relevant databits and the links between them. 

These databits do not appear consecutively in the data; in fact the Claire 

Memling story is told over a couple of letters, with a third letter intervening between 

them. Nor are all the links we have noted in consecutive order. Life is not like that. 

~re often come across explanations of some event sometime after it has appeared to 

puzzle us in the data. By retrieving links, we can abstract from the diversity and 

digressions of the data and make connections between the main elements in the 

story. 
~*e can compare data we have linked one way with data we have linked in other 

ways. In this way, we can explore and re-examine the types of links we have 

observed within the data. By comparing within and between these different types of 

link, we can clarify our understanding of the different processes we have observed. 

This may be particularly useful where we can compare causal or chronological links 

with explanatory ones. For example, suppose we had Claire Memling’s version of 

events in Vincent’s surgery, and perhaps even ~ eye-witness account given by 

Vincent’s assistant. From these various sources we can construct a chronological 

sequence of events. We could then compare these chronological links with Vincent’s 

explanations of what happened, which we can also link to the same events 

(Figure 12.8). 

So far we have used linked data to identify connections between ’singularities’ in 

the data. We can also used linked data to identify ’patterns’ by establishing 

connections between categories. In the Claire Metaling story, Claire suffers 

Vincent’s advances, but suppose we are interested in whether there is a pattern to 

the suffering experienced by patients. 
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Claire Metaling came 
in last week tor an 
oral prophylaxis 

I had sent her a postcard 
telling her it had been six 
months since her last 
cleaning even though it 
had only been four days. 

Later I had my arms 
around h~r. showing her 
the proper way to brush. 
The sweet little fool 
was used to holding her 
brush still and moving 
her head from side to s~de 

give her gas and ask 
her to marry me. 

l 
And she laughed! Yes, Theo! She 
laughed at me and then grew angry! 
Do you think I could rinse for a man 

like you? What a joke! I said, "Please, 
you dont understand.’ She said, ’1 
understand quite well! i could never 
rinse wilh anyone but a licensed 
orthodontist! Why, the thought that I 
could rinse here! Get away from me! 
And with that she ran out weeping 

I was looking down into ~ 
her moulh today and Iwas I 
like a nervous young dental I 
studenl again, dropping I 
swabs and mirrors in there. J 

We both took a little gas. 
When the moment seemed 
correct I looked her directly 
in the eye and said, ’Please 
rinse 

~ 
Yes. it’s true. The ear 

on sale at Fleishman Brothers 
Novelty Shop is mine. 

Figure 12. 7 Retrieving chronological links in the Claire Metaling story 

We can look for connections between categories on the basis of hunches and 

hypotheses which have emerged from our analysis so far. Or we can explore the 

databits using links, to look for evidence of possible connections. When browsing 

through the linked databits, we can look at how they have been categorized. Can we 

detect any emerging patterns in how- linked databits have been categorized? For 

example, suppose we search causal links between databits. Do we find that most of 

the ’cause’ databits have been assigned to a common categoLy or categories? Do we 

find that most of the ’consequence’ databits also share a common category or 

categories? Then we have evidence suggesting a possible connection between these 

categories. 
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t laminlove J 

I 
I had sent her a postcard telling 

her it had been six months since 1 
her last cleaning even though it | 
had only been four days. 

I 
I was looking down into her mouth 
today and I was like a nervous young 
dental student again, dropping swabs 
and mirrors in there 

Later I had my arms around her, 
showing her the proper way to brush. 
The sweet little foot was used to 
holding her brush still and moving 
her head from side to side. 

Next Thursday I will give her gas and 
ask her to marry me. 

When the moment seemed correct I I 

looked her directly in the eye and 
said, ’Please rinse’ 

Claire Metaling came 
in last week for an 
oral prophylaxis 

Vincent dropped his 
swabs and brushes in 
her mouth 

around her 

They both took a 
little gas 

Ih 
Vincent asked er to 
’rinse’ 

And she laughed! Yes, Theo! She 
laughed at me and then grew angry! 
’Do you think I could rinse for a man 
like you? What a ioke!’ I said, ’Please, 
you don’t understand.’ She said, ’1 
understand quite well! I could never 
rinse with anyone but a licensed 
orthodontist! Why, the thought that I 
could rinse here! Get away from me!’ 
And with that she ran out weeping. 

~ected his l 

advances and ran outI 

weeping           j 

Figure 12.8 Vincent’s explanations linked to chronology- of events in the Claire Memling 
story 

We can also use retrieval procedures in an exploratotT way to identify possible 
connections between categories. If we retrieve the information about which 

categories have been assigned to linked databits, we can use this to identify possible 

connections between categories. If’Z’ is our link then this involves retrieving all the 

databits linked by ’Z’: 

Retrieve all ’Z’ links (and look at the variation in categories) 
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Table IZ9 Identifying connections between categories for databits assigned to category 
’suffering’ and databits linked to these by the link ’caused by’ 

’X’ ’X’ databits ’Y’ databits ’Y’ 
categories categories 

Transposing 
Temperament 

Gauguin blamed me 
and tried to strike out 
but pushed Mr Kaufman 
by mistake, 

causing him to sit down Suffering 
on the high-speed drill. 

Transposing    (Tou!ouse-Lautrec) is and yesterday, instead Suffering 
Temperament too proud to stand on of putting caps on Mrs 

anything. Arms over Fitelson’s teeth, he 
his head, he gropes capped her chin. 
around their lips 
blindly, 

This approach is very exploratory, and we could also explore the data from the 

opposite direction by retrieving all the databits categorized under ’X’ OR ’Y’ (recall 

that this means all the ’X’ and all the ’Y’ databits) and then look for links between 

them: 

Retrieve all ’X’ OR ’Y’ (and look at the variation in links) 

This procedure may prove useful because it allows us to focus on different ways in 

which the categories we are interested in may be connected. A number of different 

links exist between the two categories, and we can compare the frequency and 

content of these links as another way of analysing the character of the relationship 

between the categories. 

If we have a large volume of data assigned to a particular link, we may want to be 

more specific (and efficient) by specifying further conditions for our retrieval. For 

example, we could specify which ’X’ or ’Y’ categories we are interested in: 

Retrieve all ’X’ with a ’Z’ link (and look at the variation in ’Y’ categories) 

Retrieve all ’~ with a ’Z’ link (and look at the variation in ’X’ 
categories) 

For example, suppose we want to explore the factors which are connected with 

’suffering’. We can do this by treating ’suffering’ as our ’Y’ category and ’caused by’ 

as our ’Z’ link. We can then retrieve all the databits which have been assigned to 

category ’Y’, and all the databits linked to these by link ’Z’. By examining the 

categories assigned to these linked databits, we may identify possible connections 

between categories. In Table 12.9, it is clear that most ’X’ databits have been 

assigned to the categories ’transposing’ and ’temperament’. 
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Transposing Gauguin was in the Gauguin had his knee Suffering 
Occupation midst of an extraction on Mr Nat Fetdman’s 

when I disturbed him chest with the pliers 
around the man’s upper 
right molar 

Transposing Gauguin flew into a He held my head unde~ Suffering 
Temperament frenzy! the X-ray machine for 

ten straight minutes 
and for several hours 
after I could not blink 
my eyes in unison. 

Transposing I love her. i was looking dropping swabs and Suffering 
Temperament down into her mouth mirrors in there. 

today and I was like a 
nervous young dental 
student again, 

So far we have focused on retrieving links in an open-ended way, and exploring 

evidence of possible connections. By combining link and category retrievals, we can 

establish connections in a more direct way. gTe can ask the computer to retrieve all 

the data where databits assigned to category ’temperament’ have been causally linked 

to databits assigned to category ’suffering’. 
With this retrieval, we cannot compare different categories or links, but we can 

list and examine all the databits which have been linked in this way. \ge can 

examine the internal evidence of a connection between categories by considering the 

links between the databits that these categories have assigned to, 

Retrieve all ’X’ with a ’Z’ link to ’~ (look at internal evidence of databits) 

We can use this retrieval to evaluate whether the empirical links between the 

databits assigned to these categories justify the inference of a conceptual connection 

between categories X and Y. Any such inference can be empirically grounded in the 

observed links between databits. 

Connecting categories through linked data 

Retrieve all ’Z’ links (look at variation in categories) 

Retrieve all ’X’ OR ’Y’ (look at variation in links) 
Retrieve all ’X’ with a ’Z’ link (look at variation in ’Y’ categories) 

Retrieve all ’Y’ ,vith a ’Z’ link (look at variation in ’X’ categories) 

Retrieve all ’X’ with a ’Z’ link to ’Y’ (look at internal evidence of 

databits) 
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Table 12. !0 Connecting ’X’ categories ’tranposing’ and ’temperament’ to ’Y’ category 
’suffering’ through causal links between the databits 

’X’ categories: Transposing 
Temperament 

’Y’ categories: Suffering 

I am in love 

I was looking down into her mouth 
today and I was like a nervous young 
dental student again 

As she sat in the chair, the draining 
hook in her mouth, my heart 
thundered. I tried to be romantic. I 
lowered the lights and tried to move 
the conversation to gay topics. We 
both took a little gas. When the 
moment seemed correct, I looked her 
directly in the eye and said ’Please 
rinse’ 

Theo! I want to die! I see my face in 
the mirror and I want to smash it! 
Smash it! 

Claire Metaling came in for an oral 
prophylaxis. 

dropping swabs and mirrors in there 

And she laughed. Yes, Theo! She 
laughed at me and then grew angry~ 
’Do you think I could rinse for a man 
like you? What a joke!’ I said, ’Please, 
you don’t understand.’ She said, ’1 
understand quite well! I could never 
rinse with anyone but a licensed 
orthodontist! Why, the thought that ! 
could rinse here! Get away from me! 
And with that she ran out weeping. 

Yes, it’s true. The ear on sale at 
Fleishman Brothers Novelty Shop is 
mine. I guess it was a foolish thing to 
do but I wanted to send Claire a 
birthday present last Sunday and 
every place was closed. 

Returning to the Claire Memling story, Table 12.10 presents the results of a 

retrieval with ’transposing’ and ’temperament’ as our ’X’ categories, ’causes’ as our 

link and ’suffering’ as our ’Y’ category. 

In considering the basis for inferring a connection between the categories 

’tranposing’ and ’temperament’ on the one hand, and ’suffering’ on the other, we 

can now examine causal links we have observed between the databits assigned to 

these categories. Examining links is not just a matter of finding out how many such 

links there may be. We may also want to consider whether these links express the 

conceptual connection we are postulating between the categories. 

This involves checking both the categorization of the databits and the link 

between them. For example, why have we categorized Vincent’s premature letter to 

Claire as ’suffering?’ Is it reasonable to infer that an early return to the dental chair 
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will be experienced as ’suffering’ by the patient? We have to check whether this 

inference conforms to the criteria we have used in assigning the categou ’suffering’. 

xa/That about the causal links we have recorded between these databits? Have we 

reasonable grounds for linking these databits? In each case, we have evidence of 

Vincent’s mood (’in love’, ’nervous’, ’heart thundering’ ’I want to die’). But is it 

reasonable to infer a causal link between this mood and the corresponding event? 

There are some hidden premises in these links: it is the premature postcard, the 

dropped instruments, the request to ’please rinse’, and the ghastly birthday gift 

which result in ’suffering’ for the patient. Is it reasonable to attribute these actions 
to Vincent’s moods? XgTe must look for evidence in the data to confirm or contradict 

our assumptions. Connecting categories may therefore require a re-examination of 

earlier decisions. One advantage of retrieving linked data is that each link can now 

be reconsidered in the light of other examples. 
Another way of examining the internal evidence is to look for consistenW across 

subcategories. If we have previously subcategorized ’suffering’ into ’patient’ suffering 

and ’dentist’ suffering, we can check whether the link between databits holds for 

each subcategotT as well as for the overarching category. If it does, we may have 

more confidence in the connection we are inferring between the categories. If it 

does not, then we may have to refine our analysis and consider whether the 

connection exists between one or more subcategories rather than the overarching 

category. In examining the links between subcategories, we also have to examine the 

internal evidence of a connection. 

For example, suppose we subcategorized the last databit, referring to Vincent’s 

ear, as an instance of ’patient suffering’ as well as ’dentist suffering’. To see it as 

’paient suffering’ we have to assume that Vincent did send his ’birthday present’ to 

Claire--though we are not told how it ended up in the Novelty Shop. X~e also have 

to assume that Claire sui~}ered as a result. These are not unreasonable assumptions, 

and these nuances of meaning are a vital part of the text. Nevertheless, we have to 

acknowledge the in}}erences involved in assigning categories and links to the data. 

In considering the connection between categories, we also have to review the 

conceptual intelligibility of the relationship we are examining. If we claim a causal 

connection between the categories ’temperament’ and ’suffering’, just what are we 

asserting? Reviewing the evidence, we might reflect on the respective capabilities and 

liabilities of Vincent and his patients. We might consider that Vincent’s capacity to 

inflict suffering is inherent in his role as a dentist, with the technical and 

professional power to dictate the form and course of treatment. The patients by 

contrast are predominantly consigned to a passive role, vulnerable to Vincent’s 

whims and predelictions. Those who resist (Mr Greenglass and Ms Memling) do so 

by escaping from the dentist-patient relationship. Thus we can understand the 

connection between Vincent’s volatile temperament and patient suffering in part as 
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a consequence of the imbalance in power arising from their respective social roles. In 

this way we can try to establish and account for the causal connection between the 

two categories. 
Finally, what of the connection between incongruity and cathartic humour? The 

causal mechanism connecting these two categories (via ’temperament’ and ’suffering’) 

centres on the dentist-patient relationship. However, we also have to consider 

whether the categories may be connected in other ways. For example, does cathartic 

humour which focuses on t)~ars of the paient role depend for its effbctiveness--as 

humour ~8212;on the creation of incongruous images and absurd behaviour? Is 

there a necessary connection between the two? Is there a contingent relation, such 

that we laugh more readily at suffering in an incongruous context, but we might 

laugh all the same? Do we laugh more readily at incongruity, when catharsis adds a 

certain spice to the proceedings? Or is there no connection between the two at all? 

Having established that there are some connections between transpositions of 

temperament and patient suffering, these are issues which we can explore through a 

thorough qualitative assessment of the data. 

To offer one exan~ple, consider the connection between Vincent being ’like a 

nervous young dental student again’ and his ’dropping swabs and mirrors’ in 

Claire’s mouth. Does the incongruous image of Vincent as a nervous young dental 

student make it easier for us to enjoy a laugh at the unfortunate result for Claire? I 

think it does: if this incongruous image is removed, the event is less obviously 

humorous. This interpretation is further reinforced by another incongruous image, 

for Vincent exaggerates to the point of absurdity in claiming to drop impossibly 

large objects into Claire’s mouth. The lack of realism reassures us that this episode did 

not occur as narrated, and this makes it easier to find it funny. Now suppose 

Vincent had dropped his swabs and mirrors on the floor, rather than in Claire’s 

mouth. Once again, we may doubt whether this would have a similarly humorous 

effect. The cathartic element seems important in giving a comic edge to the 

incident, at least as it is narrated on paper. Now imagine a film version of this event. 

On screen, it would be impossible (without special effects) to drop swabs and 

mirrors into Claire’s mouth. However, the floor may do just as well, for on screen we 

may identify more fully with Vincent and empathise more readily with his 

embarrassment and clumsy gaucherie towards Claire. Here too, the effectiveness of 

the humour may reside in its cathartic effect in relation to our own fears of 

embarrassment and humiliation. 

The technique we have used to explore this example is not unfamiliar-- we 

discussed ’transposing data’ as a technique to enhance the interactive reading of 

text. The same techniques can contribute to elucidating the existence and character 

of connecting mechanisms. 
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Each of the procedures we have considered in this chapter depends on combining 

evidence of empirical association between categories with a conceptual appraisal of 

connecting mechanisms. The difference between them lies mainly in precedence and 

priority. The procedure for analysing association between categories puts regularity 

first on the agenda, but then requires conceptual appraisal of the data to confirm 

whether or not connnecting mechanisms are operating. The procedure fbr analysing 

categories connected through linked data puts the conceptual appraisal of 

connecting mechanisms first, and then requires some assessment of the regularity 

with which these occur in the data. XXlhile neither approach has a monopoly of virtue, 

connecting categories through linking data has advantages worth noting. First of all, 

it allows for information about possible connections between bits of data to be 

observed directly during the initial analysis of the data, rather than trying to identi~ 

these post hoc following observed association between categories. Secondly, it allows 

this evidence to be recorded systematically, so that it can retrieved and analysed 

thoroughly and comprehensively. By comparison, to go beyond observations of 

associations between categories without the evidence of linked data, we may once 

again have to fall back on impressionistic and unsystematic procedures characteristic 

of more traditional analysis. 



Chapter 13 
Of maps and matrices 

A novelist can take ten pages to describe a scene which a film can convey in a single 

image. Text is a useful vehicle ~br presenting in}brmation, but often pictures can 

per~brm the same task more succinctly. Moreover, pictures may correspond more 

closely to how we actually think (Buzan 1989). XXlhere we are dealing with complex 

and voluminous daa, diagrams can help us to disentangle the threads of our 

analysis and present results in a coherent and intelligible form. We may not want to 

accept the claim that ’you know what you display’ (Miles and Huberman 1984:79); 

but we can readily recognize the virtues of displaying what we do know in the most 

effective manner. Text can be a tedious and tiresome way of expressing information 

which could be encapsulated in a few lines and boxes. This is especially so when we 

are trying to convey sequentially, through text, information which is more easily 

grasped simultaneously through diagrams. 

Diagrammatic displays are not just a way of decorating our conclusions; they also 

provide a way of reaching them. By contrast with the flat and linear trajectory of 

text, diagrams provide us with a multi-dimensional space in which to think about 

our data. Because this space is multi-dimensional, information can be summarized 

within it which would otherwise be dispersed across a long sequence of statements. 

In Figure 13.1, for example, we can only see one bit of the textual information, and 

none of the connections between the dozen different bits of in}brmation. But we 

can see all the information distributed spatially at a glance, and also see some of the 

connections between the diff}erent bits of data. 

Diagrams are especially useful when we have to think through such complexities 

as the relationships between categories (or variables) and the ways in which 

processes permeate the data. By trying to construct diagrams, we can force ourselves 

to clarify, the main points in our analysis and how these interrelate. But diagrams 

can also help with more mundane tasks, such as making comparisons between 

categories, or identifying gaps in the data. This is because they can allow us--or 

perhaps, oblige us--to think more systematically, more logically, and even more 

imaginatively about our data. 
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Information 

ordered 
sequentialty 
through text 

Same information 
distributed spatially 
using diagram 

Figure 1.3. I Te×tual and diagrammatic displays of information 

Diagran~s are not immune to the problems which can afflict text. Overburdened 

with detail, they can become cluttered. Overburdened with complexity, they can 

become inaccessible. In using diagrams, the watch-words ’simplicity’ and ’clarity’ 

have much to commend them. Diagrams can also be very seductive. They can 

tempt us to impose an order on the data, perhaps for the sake of simplicity and 

clarity, which is neither adequate nor accurate. We can therefore add ’relevance’ and 

’appropriateness’ to our list of watchwords. Precisely because they are such powerful 

tools fbr condensing data and comparing categories, diagrams must be handled with 

care. 

In this chapter I shall consider two sorts of diagrams we might use: matrices and 

maps. A matrix means a rectangular array of data in rows and columns, though it 

can also mean a womb or a place where a thing is developed (Concise Oxfbrd 

Dictiona~- 1976:674). Both meanings are apt; the latter tells us what we can 

accomplish through a matrix, namely the development of our analysis; and the former 

tells us how it can be accomplished, namely by systematic organization through 

cross-tabulation of our data. Maps are less structured representations of selected 

features of our analysis, which can be used both to denote significance (giving 

prominence by putting something ’on the map’) and to relate the different elements 

of our analysis. 

MATRICES 

We can use matrices to compare information across cases. For example, Table 13.1 

shows how we can analyse information about the letters Vincent has written to 
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Table 13. ! Comparing information across cases 

Cases Writer F~ecit~ient 

letter ! Vincent Theo 
letter 2 Vincent Theo 

Table 13.2 Matrix with non-exclusive values 

Cases Episodes Dentists Patients 

letter 1 Billowing bridge Vincent Mrs Schwimmer 
C~zanne’s infirmity C~zanne Unknown 

letter 2 Degas discord Vincent Mrs Slotkin 
Root-canal Degas Mrs Zardis 
despondency 

Theo. For the sake of simplicity I have confined the table to only two of the ten 

letters. We can see at a glance that there is no variation in the data. From a 

statistical standpoint, this absence of variation would be depressing. But from a 

qualitative perspective, sometimes ’no news is good news’. We may, be as interested 

in identifying regularities, or singularities, as in patterns of variation in the data. 

In this instance our matrix is a testament to the futility of presenting meaningless 

information in a pretty way. But we can include within our matrix any background 

information which raay seem relevant to the analysis. For example, we may want to 

include information about where and how we obtained the data about each case. 

We may want to include sorae of the main characteristics of each case, such as the 

age and gender of respondents, or the location and type of sites we have researched. 

By bringing together information of this kind in a raatrLx, we can gain a better 

overall grasp of the quality of our data, make a more comprehensive assessment of 

our sources, become more sensitive to possible strengths and weaknesses of the data, 

and identify any glaring gaps or inconsistencies in our data collection. 

~e can use a matrix to display potentially interesting information about the 

content of the data (Table 13.2). Some of this material may be noted in our 

summaries of each case. Note that we needn’t assume that our ’variables’ have 

unique or exclusive values. We can list in each cell a number of values for the 

variable in question. Thus we can include all relevant information about each case in 

the appropriate cell. In the second letter, for example, the letter refers to two male 

dentists (Vincent and Degas) and two female patients (Mrs Slotkin and Mrs 

Zardis). 
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Table 13.3 Using a matrix to explore variation in the data 

Cases Episodes Dentists Patients 

letter 1 Billowing bridge Vincent Mrs Schwimmer 
Cezanne’s infirmity Cezanne Unknown 

letter 2 Degas discord Vincent Mrs Slotkin 
Root-canal Degas Mrs Zardis 
despondency 

letter 5 Gauguin disturbed Vincent Miss Tonnato 
Open-air dentistry Gauguin Mr Kaufman 

letter 8 Knee-chest extraction Vincent Mr Feldman 
Head in X-ray Gauguin 

Notice that the matrix also includes an instance where the name of the patient is 

unknown. It would be easy to overlook or discount this and simply pick up only 

instances where the name (and gender) is given. However, we may then gain a quite 

different impression of the data. Neither would be unreasonable. The important 

point is the virtue of being as explicit as possible about the criteria we use fbr 

allocating values to the cells in our table. 

By organizing the data in this way, we can produce a useful overview of the main 

features of each case. We can then compare cases more effectively and also look for 

possible singularities, regularities and variations within the data. For example, suppose 

we pursue the question of who are the victims of Woody Allen’s humour. We would 

surely notice that all the dentists in these first letters are male, whereas, where the 

information is available, the patients are female. In fact all the dentists in these 

letters are male, while most but not all of the patients are female. The fact that the 

dentists are all male is a regularity which we might relate to issues of power and 

professionalism. W~hat of the variation in the gender of female patients? If all the 

patients had been female, we might have been tempted to contrast their role as 

passive victims with the professional and overpowering role of the dentist. But some 

of the patients are male. Using our matrix we can explore the significance of this 

variation, fbr example by relating it to the episodes narrated in the letters 

(Table 13.3). 

I have added to the matrix two letters where male patients figure in Vincent’s 

stories. Once we relate these to the episodes narrated in the letters, we may observe 

that in both stories the male patients are far from passive. The episodes themselves 

are only indexed in the matrix, where excessive detail may. impede overall 

comprehension. But using the computer, we can easily retrieve the original text if 

required. 
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[In a calmer moment, I convinced (Gauguin) to try filling teeth 

outdoors and we worked in a meadow surrounded by greens and golds. 

He put caps on a Miss Angda Tonnato and I gave a temporary filling to 

Mr Louis Kaufman. There ~ve were, working together in the open air! 

Rmvs of blinding white teeth in the sunlight! Then a wind came up and 
blew Mr Kaufrnan’s toupee into the bushes. He darted for it and knocked 

Gauguin’s instruments to the ground. Gauguin blamed rne and tried to 

strike out but pushed Mr Kaufman by mistake, causing him to sit down 

on the high-speed drill. Mr Kaufman rocketed past me on a fly, taking 

Miss Tonnato with him. (Letter 5)] 

Mthough Mr Kaufman gets the worst of it, he is far from passive and indeed it his 

action in darting fbr the toupee which leads to catastrophe. Mr Feldman is even less 
passive. 

[(Gauguin) was in the midst of an extraction when I disturbed him. He 

had his knee on Mr Nat Feldman’s chest with the pliers around the rnan’s 

upper right molar. There ~vas the usual struggle and I had the misfortune 

to enter and ask Gauguin if he had seen my felt hat. Distracted, Gauguin 

lost his grip on the tooth and Feldrnan took advantage of the lapse to bolt 

from the chair and race out of the office.) 

Contrast this incident involving Mr Feldman with the cosy intimacy conjured up in 

the Claire Metaling story or the passivity of Mrs Zardos waiting patiently for her 

dentist to return. This variation in the data is suggestive and might encourage us to 

look closely at different roles in which ~roody Allen casts his rome and female 

patients. 

As well as identifying regularities and variations, our matrices can draw our 

attention to singularities in the data. One of these is the Claire Memling story, 

where the male-female relationship assumes its own peculiar dynamics. The 

associations with entrapment and vulnerability we noted earlier acquire a particular 

resonance when Vincent is vibrant with sexual passions. Although the Claire 

Memling story is a singular episode, not repeated with other patients, we may see it 

as encapsulating some of the themes which animate other parts of the data, and 

therefore worthy of particular emphasis. 

So far we have used our matrices to complement the analytic work we have 

accomplished through categorizing the data. But we can also use a matrLx to 

comprehend the results of our categorization. We could choose, for example, to 

display our databits by case and category. If we did this for our first letter, the result 

might look something like Table 13.4. 
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Table I3. 4 Databits by case and category 

Case Temperament Occupation Suffering 

letter 1 1. Will life never 1. Mrs Sol Schwimmer is 
treat me decently? suing me because I made 
I am wracked by her bridge as I felt it and not 
despair! My head to fit her ridiculous mouth. 
is pounding. 2. That’s right! I can’t work 
2. That’s right! I to order like a common 
can’t work to order tradesman. 
like a common 3, I decided her bridge 
tradesman, should be enormous and 
3, She is so billowing with wild. explosive 
bourgeois and teeth flaring up in every 
stupid, I want to direction like fire! 
smash her 4, It sticks out like a star 
4. Theo, I can’t go burst chandelier. Still, I 
on like this much find it beautiful. 
longer! 5. (C~zanne) is old and 
5. What to do? infirm and unable to hold 

the instruments and they 
must be tied to his wrists 

letter 2 etc. etc. etc. 

1. Now she is upset 
because it won’t fit 
in her mouth! 
2. I tried forcing the 
false plate in but it 
sticks out like a star 
burst chandelier. 
3. She claims she 
can’t chew! What do 
I care whether she 
can chew or not! 
4, (C~zanne) lacks 
accuracy and once 
inside a mouth, he 
knocks out more 
teeth than he saves. 

A problem with this approach may be immediately apparent. If we insist on 

preserving its full detail, our matrLx is quic!dy overloaded with data. We may 

there~bre prefer to summarize the data, ~br example by using only databit indices 

within the matrix (Table 13.5). 

Now we can compress more data into our matrix, perhaps at the expense of 

immediate intelligibility--although on screen we can compensate for this by using 

the computer to retrieve data as required. We can make comparisons across rows or 

columns and also gain a better overall sense of the data. Contrast the use of 

’temperament’ in the first couple of letters with those which follow, for example. 

The use of transpositions of ’temperament’ to create humorous effects is uneven. 

Compare this with the other transpositions, which are far more pervasive. And there 

is always some element of ’suffering’ by patients in each of the letters included in 

our matrix. 

Our matrix is still fairly cumbersome, and with many cases and categories, we 

may still very rapidly find ourselves ’overloaded’ with data. There are limits to how 

much information we can absorb at any one time. Matters are eased somewhat by 

the computer’s ability to handle many columns and rows, presenting on screen only 

those in which we are currently interested. But if we have a lot of material, we may 

opt ~br an even more abstract way of summarizing the data, by reducing it to 
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Table 13.5 Data indices by case and category 

Case Temperament Occupation Suffering 

letter 1 1. Will life never treat 1. Mrs Sol Schwimmer 
2. That’s right! I can’t is 
3. She is so bourgeois 2. That’s right! I can’t 
4. Theo, ~ can’t go 3. I decided her bridge 
5. What to do? 4. it sticks out like 

5. (CL=zanne) is old 
and 

letter 2 

1. Now she is upset 
2. I tried forcing the 
3. She claims she 
can’t 
4. (C~zanne) lacks 
accuracy and 

1. When he left, I 1. I took some dental    1. When I returned, 
2. ~ attempted some 2. I completed her she 
root-canal mouth 

letter 3 1. Once again I am 
2. I am working almost 

letter 4 1. (Gauguin) is a fine 
2. I filled his lower 
3. someone saw it lying 

1. Today I pulled a 

1. tried to remove it 

Table !3. tiThe number of assignations of each category by case 

Case Temperament Transposing Suffering 

letter 1 5 
letter 2 2 
letter 3 0 
letter 4 0 
letter 5 3 
letter 6 3 

5 
2 
2 
3 
5 
3 

4 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 

numbers. For example, Table 13.5 could then be reduced to the information in 

Table 13.6. 

The int}erences which we drew from Table 13.4 about the use of diffbrent 

categories could equally be made on the basis of Table 13.6. Indeed because the 

detail has been eliminated and the data reduced to numbers, the points we noted 

earlier emerge with greater clarity. 

It may seem strange, in a qualitative analysis, to introduce numbers as a means of 

data reduction. However, whenever we make a qualitative judgement about the data 

by assigning a category to the data, we also create numerical data. For we can 

enumerate the qualitative decisions we make and relate them to the cases we are 

analysing. We can count the number of times we have assigned any category to the 
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data. Only preiudice would prevent us from using this information if it can help us 

to identify patterns within the data. 

On the other hand, we are faced with a matrix whose meaning has been reduced 

to whether or not a categou has been assigned to the data. The interpretation of 

this information depends entirely upon the decisions we have made in creating 

categories and assigning them to the data. XX/’e may be wary, theretZbre, of drawing 

conclusions on the basis of such limited evidence. Any intZbrences we can draw about 

regularities and variation in the data must reflect the confidence we can place in our 

initial conceptualizations. The matrix can be useful, but we may need to return to 

the original data as often as possible, for confirmation of patterns apparent within 

the data or to reexamine and modify our earlier judgements, xXqth its t?)tcilities t?br 

searching and retrieving data, the computer should make it possible to do so with a 

minimum of fuss. 

If our variables describe properties of cases, we may be able to ’recode’ these values 

to make a more meaningful classification. Suppose, for example, that it made sense 

to think of the degree to which these letters rely upon stereotypes of artistic 

temperament. Then we might ’recode’ our data to discriminate between those 

where Woody Allen relies heavily on artistic stereotypes and those where he doesn’t 

use them much if at all. We might distinguish two or more values of the variable 

’temperament’, such as ’high’ and ’low’. To recode the data in terms of these values, 

we would need to identify a cut-off point above which the existing values would be 

recoded as ’high’ and below which they would be recoded as ’low’. Of course we 

also have to decide whether to record values which are at the cut-off point itself as 

’high’ or ’low’. Deciding where to make a cut-off point is a conceptual and 

empirical problem. Empirically, we may be influenced largely by the pattern of 

existing values. Is there a natural break in the data? Does some subdivision of the 

range of values (e.g. midway) give a useful distinction between ’high’ and ’low" 

values? Conceptually, we have to be sure that it is meaningful to describe some 

values as ’high’ and others as ’low’. These are of course relative terms, and we have 

to consider the context in which they are made. If stereotypes of artistic 

temperament are used five times in the space of a short letter, can this reasonably 

described as ’heaW’ usage? 

By reducing the number of values, we not only summarize the data but also 

render it more intelligible. We translate numbers into meaningful values. Our 

measurement may be less exact, but our classification is more useful. The matrix in 

Table 13.7 shows one possible recoding of the values in Table 13.6. 

V!~e can see at a glance the patterns of usage for some of the main categories in 

our analysis. On the other hand, these patterns are a product of a series of decisions 

we have made in interpreting the data through categorizing and recoding it. \ge 

must therefore avoid any presumption that in some sense they really exist in the 
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Table 13. 7 Recoding data to express more meaningful values 

Case Transposing Temperament Suffering 

letter 1 high high high 
letter 2 low low low 
letter 3 not assigned low low 
letter 4 not assigned moderate low 
letter 5 moderate high low 
letter 6 moderate moderate low 

Table 13.8 Analysing subcategories as separate variables 

Case Disability Discomfort Disfigurement 

letter 1 assigned assigned assigned 
letter 2 not assigned assigned not assigned 
letter 3 not assigned assigned not assigned 
letter 4 not assigned assigned not assigned 
letter 5 not assigned assigned not assigned 
letter 6 not assigned not assigned assigned 

data, rather than as a result of how we have observed and analysed the data for our 

own purposes. 

As well as recoding values, another path to data reduction is through reducing the 

number of variables. This can also improve the intelligibility as well as the economy 

of our analysis. For example, we can see from Table 13.6 that most of the values 

assigned for ’suffering’ are exclusive i.e. for most cases, only one value has been 

assigned to that case. The table would be more intelligible and meaningful if we could 

name these values. However, we can only do so if the values are exclusive. Suppose 

we have subcategorized ’sut}}~ring’ into three subcategories, ’discomfbrt’, ’disability’, 

and ’disfigurement’. Because these subcategories are not exclusive (all three occur in 

the first letter) we cannot analyse them as separate values of the variable ’suffering’. 

\re would have to analyse them as separate variables, as in Table 13.8. 

This is hardly the most economical or intelligible way to present the data. As 

there is only one case where more than one subcategotT has been assigned, we could 

accommodate this exception by introducing an additional subcategotT, such as 

’multiple’. Then we could treat each of the subcategories as values of the 

overarching variable ’suffering’ (Table 13.9). 

This is not ideal, for we are assigning values in terms of more than one dimension, 

something all the books warn us not to do! We are distinguishing between those 

cases where only one aspect of ’suffering’ is apparent, and those where more than one 
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Table 13,9 Recategorizing variables as values of ’suffering’ 

Case Temperament Occupation Suffering 

letter 1 high high multiple 
letter 2 low low discomfort 
letter 3 not used low discomfort 
letter 4 not used moderate discomfort 
letter 5 moderate high discomfort 
letter 6 moderate moderate disfigurement 

Table 13. lO Frequencies for the variable ’suffering’ 

Suffering Count Percentage 

disability 0 0 
discomfort 4 66.7 

disfigurement 1 16.7 
multiple 1 16.7 

not assigned 0 0 

aspect is in evidence. And where only one aspect is evident, we are also 

distinguishing the type of ’suffering’ which is inflicted on the patient. If at all 

possible, we should avoid such composites and analyse variables in terms of a singe 

dimension. Logically, we could do so in this case by adding values for all possible 

combinations, such as ’discomfort and disfigurement’, ’disfigurement and disability’ 

and so on. But the conceptual complexity this produces is not commensurate with 

the data, as only very few cases have been assigned to more than one subcategory. In 

short, it is not worth the conceptual effort. It is better to be forbearing, to accept the 

compromise of a composite variable, and use a dustbin category such as ’multiple’ 

for the residual values which don’t fit the main dimension. 

The virtue of reducing values and variables is that we can increase the focus of 

our analysis. It is a bit like a drawing. By eliminating detail, the artist can render more 

effectively and dramatically the main features of his subject. The emerging image 

may. also clarify the relationship between dif[brent elements in the picture. \~e can 

use our matrix to explore these relationships by visual inspection, but a further 

process of abstraction may also prove invaluable. For any variable, we can analyse 

the frequencies with which values occur, as in Table 13.10. 

We can also cross-tabulate variables to identify possible relationships between 

them (Table 13.11). 

We can use frequencies and cross-tabulations of variables to identify patterns 

holding in the data. For example, we might be tempted to conclude fi’om 
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Table 13. !1 Cross-tabulating ’occupation’ and ’sufi~ring’ 

Suffering Occupation 

high moderate low 
disability 

discomfort 1 1 11 
disfigurement 1 

multiple 1 

Table 13.11 that where letters rely heavily on transpositions of ’occupation’ patients 

tend to experience various forms of ’suffering’; whereas when reliance on 

transposing ’occupation’ is low, patients tend to experience a particular form of 

’suffering’, i.e. ’discomfort’. We may be tempted, but of course we would be wrong 

to draw any such conclusion. First, there is simply not enough data to merit any 

such inference. However, this is a peculiarity of my example, rather than a 

characteristic of qualitative analysis, where the problem is usually that we have too 

much rather than too little data to work with! Second, any evidence of possible 

relationships in the data is at best suggestive rather than conclusive. We still have to 

return to the data to examine evidence in detail. Nor should we forget that our 

cross-tabulation is an artefact of how we have analysed the data. 

Each cell of the matrix results from a complex process of decision-making. This 

process includes the creation of memos and categories, the demarcation of databits 

and their assignment to categories, the splitting and splicing of categories, and the 

translation of categories into variables together with any subsequent recoding. For 

example, tbr the category ’temperament’ we have memos recording our initial ideas 

about the use of stereotypes; we have our initial category definition and how- that 

evolved over time; we have the databits which have been assigned to that category; 

we have the reassessment of the relationship between this category and others. If we 

were to include all this detail, then our matrix would quickly become more 

meaningful in parts but less intelligible as a whole. The computer can help us to 

maintain a reasonable balance between individual and overall intelligibility by 

allowing quick access to all the relevant decisions and data which culminate in a 

particular value being assigned to a particular cell. 

Using matrices to make comparisons 

Analyse background information, case content and categories 

Reduce data through indices and category assignations 

Recode values and recategorize variables 

Analyse variable frequencies and cross-tabulations 
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Concept 
Relationship 

Figure 13.2 Map of relationship between t~vo concepts 

0i 

C 

!3.3 Map of complex relationships between four variables 

MAPPING 

’The Admiralty sent HMS Beagle to South America with Charles Darwin on board 

not because it was interested in evolution but because it knew that the first step to 

understanding--and with luck--controlling--the world was to make a map of it.’ 

(Jones 1991). Whether or not the Admiralty had such insight, making maps is 

certainly a useful way of making sense of data. Because they deal with the 

relationship between one point and another, maps are particularly useful in 

analysing the connections between the categories we have used in our analysis. 

Unlike matrices, maps do not conform to any particular ~brmat. The 

geographer’s map of an area will differ significantly from a five-year-old’s map of her 

house, but they may both prove useful representations of reality. We can devise all 

sorts of ways of mapping data--we are limited only by our imagination. Drawing 

maps can be fun as well as illuminating, though there is a temptation to get carried 

away with the task and become needlessly elaborate. 

For mapping, we require only two things. First, we need some way of 

representing the ’points’ of our analysis. Second, we need some way of representing 

relations between these points. Let us start with a simple map with which we are 

already well acquainted--the diagram of a relationship between two concepts 

(Figure 13.2). We have represented each concept by a box, and the relationship 

between them is represented by a line. What could be simpler? Yet we can use such 

simple tools to represent quite complex relationships between the concepts used in 

our analysis (Figure 13.3). 

In Figure 13.3 we have represented in a simple diagram quite complex 

relationships between four concepts, g~e have shown that concept A is related 
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Figure. 13.4The history- o£the universe through time 

Source: adapted ~}om Hawking 1988:138 

directly to concepts B and C, but not directly related to concept D; and that concept 

A is indirectly related to concept C through concept B, and to concept D through 

concept C and through concepts B and C. Concept B is related directly...and so 

on! By mapping, we can express in a few symbols what would otherwise take many 

words. 

As well as symbols representing points and relationships, we also have to provide 

the information needed to interpret our maps. Take the diagrams in Figure 13.4 

example. The diagram on the left might be taken for a rounded egg, or a slightly 

flattened ball; perhaps a geographer might take it as globe. Without the interpretive 

labels, no one (I presume) would take this as a map symbolizing the whole history 

of the universe through time! 

Incidentally, Hawking’s argument is that the universe can be both finite and 

without boundaries; and that the origin and end of the universe can be singularities 

(i.e. unique events) which nevertheless obey the laws of science. These ideas are 

neatly conveyed in a diagram of a finite space without edges; and although two- 

dimensional or three-dimensional representations of four-dimensional space-time 

may be inadequate in some respects, they do help to make intelligible concepts 

which it might otherwise be difficult if not impossible to grasp. 

If the whole history and future of the universe through time can be reduced to a 

single ellipse, then we can certainly use simple graphic tools to express complex 

ideas, especially as we can also add to our toolbox in useful ways. 
XXZe can introduce a variety of shapes to represent different types of concept. For 

example, we can use squares to represent events, circles to represent people, ovals to 

represent conditions. We can also use various thicknesses of line around boundaries 

and use dit}}erent patterns within them (Figure 13.5). The computer’s graphic 

facilities make it easy to devise a range of symbols to represent various elements in 
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Figure 1.3.5 A small selection of symbols based on computer graphics 

our analysis. There is no limit to the range and variety of representational devices we 

can employ, other than our own imagination and the need to present a clear and 

intelligible picture--uncluttered by excessive variation. Figure 13.6, for example, is 

a map of Vincent’s first letter, showing some of the key concepts and relationships. 

Circles have been used for people, diffbrentiated by patterns between dentists and 

patients; boxes have been used fbr ’events’ (psychological as well as social), 

differentiated between our main categories by vertical and horizontal lines; and 

ovals have been used to express consequences. 

Figure I3. 6-Differentiating concepts through different shapes and patterns 

This diagram shows the main features of Vincent’s first letter in terms of the 

categories central to our analysis. The dentists involved are Vincent and C&anne. 

Through the transpositions of’occupation’ and ’temperament’ these dentists display, 

’suffering’ is inflicted on the patients. We also have something of a vicious circle 

here, because Mrs Sol Schwimmer reacts by suing Vincent and exacerbating his 

depression. 

We can easily incorporate more detail in our map, for exan~ple by differentiating 

between subcategories as in Figure 13.7. 

Maps involve location of one point in relation to another, but they may also 

convey information about size as well as position, xa/~e can use the size of the shapes 

we use to tal~e convey information about the scope of different categories. By scope 

I mean the organizing power of the category, or its applicability to the data, in terms 

of the number of times we have assigned the relevant category to the data. In short, 

how many databits have been assigned to the relevant category,? This may, tell us 

nothing of the conceptual significance of the category, but it does tell us just how 
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13. 7 Incorporating detail by including subcategories 

Di~abiiity 

Fig.re 15. 8 Adiusting for the empirical scope of categories 

much data the category has embraced. We must decide }br ourselves the conceptual 

implications of variations in scope. 

If we adjusted Figure 13.7 to take account of the scope of the categories, we might 

produce Figure 13.8 instead. 

Now the scope of the categories is reflected in the size of the shapes which 

represent them. Twice as much data has been assigned to the category ’discomfort’ 

as to the other subcategories of ’suffering’, so it appears as twice their size on the 

map. 
Issues of scope may (or may not) be trivial in relation to a single case, but if we 

generalize across all our cases the differences may assume a greater analytic 

significance. To compare the scope of different categories, we have to have some 

sort of standard in terms of which to make comparisons. As noted earlier, we cannot 

use the total number of databits as a basis for comparison, because this number is 

essentially arbitrary. Instead, we can relate the number of databits to the number of 

cases, which is a f’Lxed number unaffected by the complexity or progress of our 
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Figure I3.9 Mapping relationships for all cases 

analysis. Using the computer, we can represent the scope of our categories in terms 

of a standard scale, such as the average number of times we have assigned a category 

to a case. This allows us to make graphic comparisons between the scope of the 

different concepts employed in the analysis (Figure 13.9). 

We can see that transpositions of ’temperament’ have marginally more scope than 

those of ’occupation’. We can also see that of our subcategories of’suffering’ most 

data have been assigned to the category ’discomfort’, with ’disability’ and 

’disfigurement’ figuring much less in the analysis overall than in the first of 

Vincent’s letters. 

So far we have only mapped out the broad outlines of our analysis, making no 
attempt to dif~brentiate, for example, between the strength and type of dif~brent 

relationships. However, before we go on, let us look }br a moment at other ways in 

which we could map out the scope of our categories. In Figure 13.10 we have 

aligned categories, producing a bar chart, so that differences in scope are more 

readily apparent. 

Another means of indicating scope is through overlapping shapes as in 

Figure 13.11. This provides a handy way of indicating differences in scale which 

might otherwise be less clear because of variations in the shape. Although the 

computer can ensure that the areas within the boundaries of a circle, oval, and 

rectangle (or whatever shapes are used in the analysis) are to scale, the difference in 

area between different shapes may be less obvious to the reader. 

xa/~e can incorporate information about the scope of our categories in our 

representation of the different levels of classification in our analysis. In 

Figure 13.12, for example, we can compare the scope of the central categories in our 

classification of the data. 
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Figure 1.3.10 Comparing differences in scope through a bar chart 

iDisA = DL~bility 
iDisF 

Disc ~= Dis~omto~t 

Figure 1.3.11 Using overlaps to indicate scale 

This method of graphic representation could be extended to other categories as 

required. For example, we could also represent the scope of the subcategories of 

’suffering’ or ’stereotypes’, or the overarching categories such as ’incongruity’ or 

’catharsis’. Notice though that if we indicate the scope of overarch ing categories, the 

reader cannot gain any indication of the scope of any subcategories; whereas 

including infbrmation on the scope of subcategories also indicates the scope of the 

overarching categories (Figure 13.13). 

By giving the scope of the most refined categories in our map we allow the reader 

to assess the significance of the overarching categories. On the other hand, we may 

make it less easy to assess at a glance the relative scope of categories at the same level 

of classification. We could of course simply give the scope of all categories included 

in the analysis, whatever the level of classification, providing our categories are few 

and this does not over-complicate our presentation. 

Mapping categories 

Shapes and patterns can represent different types of category 

Size can represent differences in empirical scope of categories 

Alignment can be used to compare differences in empirical scope 

Differences in scope need only be represented for the most refined 

categories 
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iscom!or! 

Figure 13.12 Adjusting for scope in presenting classification scheme 

So far we have concentrated on shapes, but what about the lines which connect 

these shapes? \¥’e can also use these lines to represent diiCfbrent types ,and strengths 

of relationship between categories. Some of these dit}}erences may be conceptual and 

some empirical. \~’e have already discussed the logical distinction between exclusive 

and inclusive relationships between categories, which we represented with the 

annotation in Figure 13.14. 

The relations of inclusion and exclusion are central to categorization, but as we 

have seen in discussing linked data, this may not exhaust our interest in 

relationships within the data. We may want to use our maps to represent other 

relationships, such as causal or explanatoiy links. Unlike relationships of order, in 

mapping such relationships we must also take into account questions about the 

direction and reciprocity. 

In the diagran~s (Figures 13.6 to 13.9) in which we mapped out some central 

relationships between categories, we tailed to indicate the type of direction of the 

relationsh ips being represented. If we wanted to outline a causal connection between 

categories, we failed to do so. These diagrams could only make sense if we made two 

assumptions which remained implicit. One assumption was that the reader would 
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Figure 13.13 Adjusting scope of most refined categories 

Inclusive Exclusive 

j Subcategory Category    L Subcategory Subcategory 
Category ....... ]~ 

L~ Subcategory 

Figure 13. !4 Distinguishing exclusive and inclusive relationships 

infer (in the absence of any other information to the contrary) that the relationships 

being described were causal. Another assumption was that the reader would ’read’ 

the map from left to right, as though it were text, and therefore take the categories 

on the left as ’precedent’, not only in our map but also in the data. To ensure a 

correct interpretation, our map needs to include information allowing readers 

(including ourselves) to understand the relationships being described 

(Figure 13.15). 

Figure 13.15 now spells out the different relationships between categories and 

also the direction of the causal relationships. We have distinguished between the types 

and direction of relationships between categories, but what of the strength of 

different relationships? 

First of all, let us ’unpack’ Figure 13.1 5 a little by distinguishing between the 

relationships between ’occupation’ and ’temperament’ as causes and ’suffering’ as a 

consequence. Although we have presented ’occupation’ and ’temperament’ as 

interactive causes, we can distinguish between them. Is ’suffering’ caused by 
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Figure 1.3.15 Making relationships between categories more explicit 

Occupation 

Dentists    ..-’"" Patients 

Temperament 

Figure 1.3.16 Representing strength of different causal relationships 

transpositions of ’temperament’, transpositions of ’occupation’, or some 

combination of the two? Using linked retrievals, we can identify whether and how 

often each of three possibilities occurs in the data. The retrievals ’temperament-- 

not occupation’ and ’occupation--not temperament’ would give us the separate 

relationships and the retrieval ’temperament--occupation’ would give us the scope 

of the link where the two categories are combined. "gre can then map the results of 

the different retrievals as in Figure 13.16. 
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Occupation 

Occupation 

Temperament 

Disfigurement 

Discomfort 

Occupation 

Temperament Discomfort 

Figure 13. ] 7 Comparing strength of relationships between categories 

In Figure 13.16, we can compare not just the scope of the categories, but also the 

scope of the causal relationships between them. Thus the strongest relationship is 

between ’suffering’ and transpositions of ’occupation’ and ’temperament’ in 

combination, while of the separate relationships the ’occupation-sui~}ering’ 

connection is weaker than the ’temperament-suffering’ connection. 

Using the same procedure, we can map out the relationships between the 

categories ’occupation’ and ’temperament’ and each of the sub-categories of 

’suffering’. In Figure 13.17 we can see that there is a stronger connection between 

the category ’occupation’ and the categotT ’discomfort’ than there is between 

’occupation’ and ’disfigurement’. The connections with ’discomfort’ generally have 

more scope than the connection with ’disfigurement’, and strongest of all is the 

scope of the connection between the categories ’occupation’ and ’temperament’ 

combined and ’discomfort’. In this way we map out connections between key 

categories and compare the scope of the connections between them. So far the 

mapping we have done has been quite uncomplicated, but if we put these various 

strands together we can handle quite complex relationships (Figure 13.18). 

Now we have produced a diagram which looks as complicated as a map of the 

London Underground! If our computer supports it, then we too can use colour to 

differentiate the different connections. In the Underground, of course, trains can 

travel in both directions, and if need be, we might extend or amend our map to take 

account of reciprocal relationships or feedback. For example, in Figure 13.19 the 

connection between ’temperament’ and ’suffering’ is presented as reciprocal by 

drawing arrows pointing in each direction. This tells us that the relationship works 

both ways--that sometimes the ’suffering’ Vincent inflicts on patients ends up 

exacerbating his own temperamental moods and behaviour. 

If possible, though, it would be preferable to ’unpack’ this reciprocal relationship, 

so that we can identify the strength and character of the connections involved. For 
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Figure I3. I8 Integrating connections between categories 

Occupation 

Patients 
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Figure 13.19 Representing reciprocal connections between categories 

example, we know that Vincent’s moods resulted in part from the litigation initiated 

by Mrs Sol Schwimmer, and by Claire Memling’s rejection of his advances. 

could incorporate this as a feedback loop, as in Figure 13.20. 

In identifying causal connections, we also need to take account of whether 

relationships are ’positive’ or ’negative’. We can easily incorporate this information 

in our map (Figure 13.20). 

X~hereas we observe an increase in suffbring as a result of transpositions of 

’occupation’ and/or ’temperament’, the ensuing action by patients has a negative 

effect on Vincent’s temper. 
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Occupation 

Dentists ..’"" +_~ Patients 

++ 
Temperament                      L~ Reject+o 

Fi~o++re !3.20 Identifying positive and negative categories 

Using lines to represent connections between categories 

Length of line can represent the .type of relationship 

Arrows can represent the direction of the relationship 

Positive and negative signs can indicate the value of the 

relationship 

Line thickness can represent the empirical scope of’the relationship 

As well as a key to the meaning of our shapes and lines, we can provide additional 

information in order to interpret these maps. In order to compare the distance 

between two points on a map, we need to know its scale. Otherwise we may be able 

to tell that one distance is nearer or further than another, but we won’t be able to 

judge what this means in terms of metres or miles. To complete the picture, 

therefore, we need to know what these differences in scope actually mean, for 

example, in terms of the average number of categorized or linked databits which 

have been assigned to a case. We (or rather, the computer) have to use some sort of 

scale in terms of which to translate a number into a shape or line of appropriate 

dimensions. Does a single line represent an average of one link per case, or ten links 

per case, or what? W’hatever the scale--and we may have to adjust it according to the 

volume of categorized or linked data we are dealing with~if we make it explicit 

then the reader can interpret our map accordingly. 

Although we have focused on causal connections, mapping can also be used to 

explore other relationships. Take the concurrence of categories, for example. 

Suppose we are interested in how often our two main categories, ’incongruity’ and 

’catharsis’ concur in the data. We can map out how far the two categories concur, 

and how far they may have been assigned separately to the data. In Figure 13.21 I 
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Incongruity 

Catharsis 

Incongruity 

Catharsis 

Fig~re !3.2! Representing concurrence between categories 

have presented two possible outcomes. In one, not much over half the examples of 

cathartic humour we have noted in the text concur with those of incongruity. In the 

other, every example of cathartic humour concurs with an example of incongruous 

humour. But there are elements of incongruity which don’t concur with cathartic 

humour. From this kind of mapping we can learn something about the relationship 

between the two types of humour. Suppose we find that in }~tct all the examples of 

cathartic humour also involve elements of incongruity. This suggests that an 

element of incongruity may be an essential condition of cathartic humour. Looking 

back at our data, we can explore this possibility and see whether this proposition is 

borne out by the way the two types ofhumour interact. 

For example, take Mr Kaufman’s unfortunate accident with the high speed drill. 

The humour in this scene is certainly cathartic--it releases emotions connected with 

fear of the suffering we associate with the dentist’s drill. ~hat role does incongruity 

play? Well, the patient doesn’t suffer in any ordinary way, and perhaps if he had-- 

perhaps if he had sat in the dentist’s chair, and suffered pain from the drill while 

having a filling-- we would have not found the scene amusing. But Mr Kaufman’s 

dental work is being done out of doors, and while the drill inflicts suffering it does 

not do so in the usual orifice. These elements of incongruity are reassuring -- 

#8212;this is a fantasy, not the real thing. \~Te can laugh at another’s suffering, 

precisely because we know that he is not really suffering. In short, without the 

incongruity, there might be no cathartic release. 

On the other hand, we can look at the data where we have obsetwed incongruity 

without catharsis. For instance, Vincent says he couldn’t bring himself to sign his 

root-canal work he did for Mrs Zardos. Unlike his absence for several days due to 

depression, this does not involve any cathartic element. The humour lies only in the 

incongruous image of a dentist signing his work as though he were an artist. This is 

amusing in its own right without reliance on the release of any emotional 
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undercurrents. We may conclude from th is example that, while cathartic humour may 

’fan the flames’, it is not essential to ignite the spark of humour arising from 

disrupted expectations. 

But these are only two examples. Our mapping may be suggestive of a 

relationship between the two categories, but in order to examine and elucidate that 

relationship we have to conduct a more thorough exploration of the data. 

Fortunately the computer through its efficient search and retrieval facilities can 

make this task an easy one, mechanically if not conceptually. Indeed, within an 

interactive environment, the computer may provide automatic access to the data 

which is represented by the graphic images on our map. 

Another relationship we may want to map out is how- categories connect over 

time. We may want to kmow how an author organizes a succession of images to 

achieve a comic effect; how interaction unfolds over time between different actors or 

agencies; or how- expectations evolve and attitudes alter in the light of accumulating 

experiences or new information. For questions such as these, it ma,v be useful to 

map out the data from a chronological perspective. 

For example, suppose we are interested in the effects of social interaction with 

other ’dentists’ on Vincent’s feelings. This is a ’sub-plot’ which figures less forcefully 

than the dentist-patient interactions we have already discussed, but which 

nevertheless contributes to the overall humour of the letters. Vincent has several 

dealings with Gauguin and we may decide to map out the Vincent-Gauguin 

interaction as it evolves over time. We tried something of the sort in presenting the 

Claire Memling story. However, we can map out the succession of events more 

ei~}ectively if in addition to lines and boxes, we utilize more explicitly an additional 

element in our diagrams, namely space. We can use space to represent time 

(amongst other things) and by doing so map out ’events’ (psychological as well as 

social) in a more illuminating way. Figure 13.22 shows the history of Vincent’s 

interaction with Gauguin, arranged by time and divided between the social events 

and Vincent’s }}2elings at the time. This chronological sequence could be further 

refined and if sufficient information is available we could even differentiate between 

units of time. 

By mapping it out in this way, we can display more clearly the succession of 

events which makes up the Vincent-Gauguin story. We can also see more clearly the 

way Vincent’s feelings unfold as various incidents follow his decision to share offices 

with Gauguin. To do so we have presented a series of databits in chronological 

sequence---and not necessarily, incidentally, in the sequence in which they appear in 

the text. We could use the same procedure with categories as with databits, to set out 

chronologically the relationship between different elements in our analysis just as we 

have set out the different elements in the Vincent-Gauguin story. 
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Figure 13.22 Using space to represent time 

Time 

The computer can aid mapping by providing a set of graphic tools ideally suited 

for the task. "gre have also used the computer to map to scale the scope of the categories 

we have used in our analysis. There are other ways in which the computer may also 

be able to assist us in mapping. I have emphasized the role of mapping in making 

inferences from data, but mapping can also lead us back to the data as we draw out 

(literally) relationships which we have not yet observed. Mapping contributes to 

conceptual clarification which can encourage us to think about the data in new 

ways. One important function of the computer is to facilitate a close interaction 

between concepts and data. 



Chapter 14 
Corroborating evidence 

’Inquiry is rooted not in abstraction, deduction, and formalism but 

rather in the dynamics and demands of judgement, argument and 

lived conduct’ 

(Giarelli 1988) 

In 1952, two young men, one of them armed, were cornered by the police on the 

roofofa confectionary warehouse in Croydon which they were trying to rob. One of 

the young men, Derek Bentley, gave himself up immediately. ~rhen Detective 

Constable Fairfax asked the other, Chris Craig, to give up his gun, Derek Bentley 

allegedly shouted to his friend ’Let him have it, Chris’. Chris Craig then shot and 

killed PC Sidney Miles before being overpowered. In the subsequent trial, the words 

’let him have it’ were interpreted as an incitement to murder, and although Derek 

Bentley did not fire the shot, he was hanged for the crime. Ironically, the 16-year- 

old Craig was too young to receive a similar sentence, and served ten years in prison 

instead. 

The case became a scandal, not least because the 19-year-old Bentley had a mental 

age of 11, and the jury’s strong plea for mercy was ignored. Much of the subsequent 

controversy turned on whether or not Bentley had actually said the fatal words, and 

whether, if he did, they were incriminating. Craig always maintained that no such 

words were spoken, a claim supported later--twenty years later--by one of the 

policemen on the roof that night. The same words had been shouted by an 

accomplice (also hanged) in a similar incident only twelve years earlier. Did the 

police and prosecutors fabricate evidence in the light of their knowledge of the 

earlier case? And even if Bentley said the phrase attributed to him, how should it be 

interpreted? As an incitement to kill, or as a plea to pass over the gun? In the haste 

to secure a guilty verdict (the trial lasted only two days) Bentley’s mental state was 

never considered. The authorities were concerned to repress early signs of a post-war 

youth rebellion, wh ile the murder of a ’bobby’ in those days was an outrageous crime. 
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Did the pressure for punishment persuade them to override the requirements of 

justice? (Empire Magazine 1991, Trow 1992). 

What happened? What was said? What was meant? These are the same questions 

we have to address in weigh ing the evidence produced through qualitative analysis. 

If the sociologist or the biographer is like a detective, and collecting data is like 

detection, then analysing data is akin to the culminating stages of the criminal 

justice process. It has the same potential for abuse, and therefbre requires similar 

safbguards. Unfortunately, whereas in criminal justice the adversarial roles of 

prosecution and &fence can be allocated to diffbrent people, in qualitative analysis 

the analyst often has to play both roles. 

To pursue our analogy, let us consider the potential for abuse in qualitative 

analysis, and then consider some of the safeguards we can build into the process. We 

can identify several potential abuses in our account of the Derek Bentley case. These 

are: 

Fabricating evidence 
Discounting evidence 
Misinterpreting evidence 

Let us consider each in turn. 

Fabricating evidence is not a f~tult which we normally associate with qualitative 

analysis. We tend to proceed on the presumption that we can rely on the good faith 

and honourable conduct of those responsible. However, a similar presumption until 

recently pervaded public attitudes in Britain to the police and the criminal justice 

system, only to take a fearful battering t~bllowing a series of cases of corruption and 

miscarriages of justice. We ,,night be more inclined to give the benefit of the doubt 

to scientists rather than policemen, but in the scientific world, unfortunately, the 

falsification of evidence is also not unknown. 

The reason is that the supposedly ’neutral’ and ’objective’ observer is a myth. 

Scientists, like policemen and public prosecutors, have their own agendas and their 

own interests to consider. They have careers to foster, prejudices to protect, 

deadlines to meet, prestigious prizes to pursue. Fame and fortune for one scientist 

can mean tragic failure for another, sometimes even with fatal consequences. For 

example, Max Theiler won the Nobel Prize for medicine for developing a vaccine 

against yellow fever; his rival, the eminent scientist Hideyo Noguchi, died of the 

disease in his attempt to prove Theiler wrong. Noguchi did not fabricate evidence, 

but some suspected him of committing a micro-biologists’s equivalent of hara-kiri 

when he could not find the evidence he needed to support his own views (Dixon 

1991). With so much at stake, to some scientists a little falsification may seem a 

small price to pay for ensuring a more satisfactory outcome! 
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There is no reason to suppose that social researchers are somehow immune from 

pressures such as these. Perhaps their careers are less illustrious and their prizes are 

less tempting! On the other hand, perhaps their opportunities to fabricate or falsify 

evidence are even greater. There are two main checks on the fabrication or 

falsification of evidence. One is the normative assumptions and ethical code of the 

research community. The other is the t}ear of being found out. While the former 

may be as strong amongst social researchers as amongst any other research 

community, the latter is undoubtedly weaker. To be ’fbund out’ requires replication, 

and in qualitative analysis this is notoriously difficult to achieve. Unlike the 

physicists, who could try to replicate the research of colleagues claiming to have 

produced cold nuclear fusion in a test tube (and show that the supposed scientific 

breakthrough was a laboratory, error) the results of most qualitative analysis mostly 

have to be taken on trust. Replication is often not a practical proposition. Aside 

from the pervasive preference amongst socials scientists for doing ’original’ research 

rather than replicating the work of others, replication of most qualitative studies 

would require an impractical commitment of resources and effort. 

The rare efforts that have been made to replicate earlier research are not exactly 

encouraging. Bryman (1988:74-6) notes two cases in which the results of classic 

anthropological studies (by Lewis and Mead) were later hotly contested upon 

subsequent ’replication’ by other researchers. These replications were themselves 

controversial, since though they produced quite contradictory results, in practice 

they could not replicate the original studies in terms of both time and place. Indeed, 

in so far as qualitative studies aim to be sensitive to factors embedded in a specific 

time and place, it is difficult to see how such replication could be achieved. 

In place of ’external’ replication by other research, then, the qualitative analyst 

must perforce rely on ’internal’ replication of his or her own research. By ’internal’ 

replication I mean that colleagues can inspect the procedures through which 

evidence has been produced--at least in principle--and check whether using similar 

procedures they achieve similar results with the data. There may be no direct 

parallel for the recent checks on whether proper procedures have been followed in 

the production of criminal evidence (e.g. testing to see whether notes ostensibly 

written during interviews have been added to afterwards). For one thing, qualitative 

research is noted for its lack of established procedures and agreed canons governing 

the conduct of enquiry. But the principle of ensuring that such procedures as are 

followed can stand up to scrutiny can be applied. The computer makes this more 

possible than previously, because it facilitates recording of successive stages in the 

transformation of data and easy access to the data in its original form. 

I noted earlier that the qualitative analyst may have to play all the roles in the 

analytic drama. Ideally, internal replication involves making the research open to 

outside scrutiny, Of course, other researchers may be too preoccupied with their 
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own work to bother with checking over the work of someone else. Physicists may 

work on nuclear fusion, but the results of qualitative research are rarely of such 

outstanding theoretical or practical importance as to attract such critical attentions. 

In any case, many qualitative studies are presented with insufficient discussion of 

methods to allow for replication should anyone be interested. Perhaps in th is respect 

the student undertaking qualitative research for an examined thesis is in the 

’privileged’ position of having an audience as interested in the methods used as in the 

results produced. 

At least where colleagues are collaborating on a research project, it can involve 

one analyst ’replicating’ the results of another. Often, though, the qualitative analyst 

is a solitary figure, condemned to replicate his or her own findings, This is less of a 

paradox than it seems, if the replication in question involves new or additional data 

against which to judge the value of an initial result. Obviously one way of ensuring 

this is to obtain fresh data. This is not unreasonable in qualitative research, where 

data analysis may begin as soon as the first data is collected, rather than after data 

collection has been completed. An alternative procedure is to split the data, so that 

the results of a preliminary analysis with part of the data can then be replicated with 

the remainder. For example, the results from half the cases can be checked against 

the results of the other half. At least this goes some way towards testing whether one 

can replicate the original results. 

An explanation of variations in results more acceptable than fabrication or 

falsification of evidence can be found in different interpretations of data. Here we 

shift from deliberate suppression of uncongenial evidence to unwitting neglect or 

misinterpretation of the data. In other words, we shift from the sins of commission 

to the sins of omission, which if morally more comtbrtable may still have equally 

damaging consequences fbr the analysis. The trouble is, of course, that we tend to 

see what we want to see, and hear what we want to hear. It is easy to be unduly 

influenced by the presumptions and prejudices with which we begin our analysis. As 

Miles and Huberman (1984) comment, rather cynically, ’most people are rotten 

scientists, relying heavily on pre-existing beliefs, and making bias-ridden 

judgements’. We tend to make more of the evidence that confirms our beliefs, and 

pay less attention to any evidence that contradicts them. This is a particular problem 
in qualitative analysis, because of the volume and complexity of the data. Because the 

data are voluminous, we have to be selective--and we can select out the data that 
doesn’t suit. Because the data are complex, we have to rely more on imagination, 

insight and intuition--and we can quickly leap to the wrong conclusions. 

As we search for illuminating singularities, we can easily become fixed on some 

striking but misleading images in the data. The most superficial impressions may 

carry conviction so long as they provide a plausible account of the data. And the 

more vivid the impression, the more plausible it may seem. Miles and Huberman 
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describe ’plausibility’ as the ’opiate’ of the intellectual--perhaps rather unfairly, 

since anyone can fall for a plausible account. But ’plausibility’ can be a seductive 

prize, the pursuit of wl~ich distorts our analysis. Fact is stranger titan fiction, 

precisely because fiction has to seem plausible to the reader--with none of the 

messy conflicts, contradictions, and irritating ’anomalies’ of real life. For example, 

the script writers t?br the film ’Let Him Have It’ based on the Bentley case changed 

certain facts to produce a more plausible account. Bentley’s t?)tther was a university 

graduate, but in the film becomes a cockney. Bentley hardly knew Craig, but in the 

film they become buddies. Awkward facts become plausible fictions. Seduced by the 

allure of providing a plausible account, we may ourselves produce fictions which 

conveniently ignore the more awkward and less easily accommodated facts in our 

data. 

There are several ways in which we can reduce the errors associated with 

neglecting data. Of these, probably the most important is to look for corroborating 

evidence. Just how much evidence does support our impressions? I think of this as 

the ’name three’ gambit, because when my children claim that ’evetTone has one’, a 

favourite and effective response is to say ’name three.’ The salience of some parts of 

the data may be out of all proportion to the evidence overall. If we can assess the 

weight of evidence underpinning our analysis, then we can at least make a critical 

assessment of the empirical scope of our insights and intuitions. 

As we have seen, the computer can provide procedures for enumerating the 

degree of empirical support for the categories and connections we have identified in 

our analysis. This is playing the numbers game, but it would be foolish to discount 

such evidence as irrelevant simply because it is not properly ’qualitative’. Numbers 

can be a useful corrective to initial impressions; the point is not to discount them, 

but to recognize that they may not tell the whole story. Suppose, t?br example, that 

we have hit upon stereotyping as an illuminating aspect of humour, largely 

influenced perhaps by the preeminence of stereotypes in our initial encounter with 

the data. Does the evidence warrant the significance we may be inclined to attach to 

this category, as a result of its dramatic impact in the early phases of our analysis? If 

the category turns out to have only marginal significance in the rest of the data, then 

this will emerge through an enumeration of the relevant databits. We may be able to 

assess the weight of evidence case by case, or in the data as a whole. The frequency, 

with which we have assigned the category will indicate its empirical scope. If we do 

find that the scope of the categotT is surprisingly slight, then we may wish to 

reassess its significance for our analysis overall. 

Lest this seem an unduly mechanical approach, I should add that we need to take 

account of the quality of the evidence, and of its conceptual significance, as well as 

its empirical scope. One reputable witness may be worth a dozen unreliable ones. 

The police testimony against Derek Bentley had greater weight than Craig’s 
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testimony, not just because there were more of them, but also because they were 

regarded, perhaps mistakenly, as more reliable witnesses. From a more dispassionate 

standpoint, we might argue that Craig had less to gain in supporting Bentley than 

the police had to gain in accusing him. gTe might also note a bias towards accepting 

the voice of authority, the solidarity and collaboration of the police in presenting 

the case, and the formal and public setting in which evidence was given--all }hctors 

which may encourage greater scepticism about the reliability of the police evidence. 

With the benefit of hindsight, we could also note other occasions in which police 

perjury has been instrumental in securing convictions. All these considerations 

reflect upon the ’quality’ of the police evidence. Finally, we may want to accord 

greater weight to the testimony of the policeman who twenty years later admitted that 

Bentley had not spoken that night. Here we have an example where a lone voice 

may have more credibility than all the rest put together. 

In corroborating evidence, therefore, we need to think critically about the quality 

of the data (cf. Becker and Geer 1982). Did we observe an event at first hand, or 
hear about it second hand? Did we obtain the data unprompted, or in response to a 

question? I noted eadier the problems of relying on Vincent’s account of events in his 

surgery. But much of the data we analyse is just what people have told us. Here are 

some of the questions we might ask of any observation. 

Qualitative data is typically of uneven qualit,v~and hence the importance of 

taking quality into account. If we have made all our observations ourselves, and 

made them repeatedly; and had the same observations confirmed by other, 

disinterested and unbiased and trustworthy observers, in neutral circumstances--we 

are probably not doing qualitative research. 

Checking the quality of data 

Is it a product of our own observation, or a result of hearsay? 

Have any other people made or reported the same observation? 

In what circumstances ~vas the observation made or reported? 

How reliable are those making or reporting the observation? 

What motivations may have influenced how the observation was 

reported? 
XXThat biases may have influenced how the observation was made 

or reported? 

Suppose we were interested in Vincent’s letters, not as an example of Woody 

Allen’s humour, but as an account of his relationships with patients and other 

dentists. The evidence of these letters may give us some insight into Vincent’s view 
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of these relationships, but we would hesitate before accepting this as an accurate 

account. The letters themselves suggest that Vincent, a volatile, self-centred person 

given to sudden moods of elation or depression, may be a most unreliable witness. 

~re would surely look for corroboration, perhaps in other letters written by Vincent 

himself, or in recollections of the patients and dentists he mentions, or in the 

accounts of other observers, befbre we drew any firm conclusions about the events 

which Vincent describes. 

In assessing quality, we have to beware of our own biases. Do we tend to accept 

uncritically the word of authority-~or are we perpetual sceptics who can never 

accept an explanation if it is proferred by the powers that be? Do we tend to pay more 

heed to our own sex, race, nationality or whatever, and suspect the word and 

motives of others? Are we making rational or emotional judgements? In criminal 

justice, the art of prosecuting or defending may turn more on swaying prejudices 

than confirming or disconfirming facts. For example, take the description of Bentley 

as ’an epileptic nineteen-year-old’, a point given prominence in reviews of the case. 

Why include the information that Bentley was an epileptic? This is presumably 

intended to colour our judgement of the case, regardless of any relevance Bentley’s 

epilepsy may or may not have for the facts at issue. In assessing quality, we must be 

careful to give due weight to evidence, and discount information which may 

influence our judgement even though it is not relevant to the case. 

Apart from assessing the ’integrity’ of the data, we can also check on whether and 

how far an observation has been supported by other observations. The support 

offered by other observations may be more persuasive if these are genuinely 

independent and there is no possibility of ’collaboration’ between sources. Of 

course, we may be lucky to find such independent sources, though by building 

independent measures into our research design, we can improve our prospects of 

doing so considerably. 
As well as the quality of our data, we may also want to take account of its 

conceptual significance. \~’e can justify giving extra salience to part of the data in 

conceptual terms even if this is out of proportion to its empirical scope. There may 

be turning points in our analysis, provoked perhaps by a stray remark or a sudden 

revelation, which alter our whole conception of what is going on. When Vincent 

cuts off his ear, we don’t start to search the data for similar examples! Yet this is an 

incident which casts all the preceding events in a very different light. The san~e may 

be true of an apparently happy marriage in which one of the partners suddenly leaves 

for another lover. The whole relationship may be reinterpreted in the light of a 

single event whose significance stretches backwards as well as forwards in time. 

Some events do merit more weight than others in our interpretations. However, like 

Liza Cody’s detective, Anna Lee, we must be careful not to decide too soon in an 

investigation just what information will turn out to be important (Cody 1991). 
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Few would dispute that the allegation that Derek Bentley uttered the phrase ’Let 

him have it, Chris’ was a point of key significance at his trial, xa/Thile we may doubt 

the quality of the data, it would seem foolish to doubt its import. If Bentley spoke 

these words with the intent to incite, the case against him was cast iron. By 

comparison, other evidence seems to pale into insignificance. On the other hand, 

rather than simply accepting the obvious, we have to justify assigning conceptual 

significance to some parts of the data and not others. Take the fact--uncontested-- 

that Bentley gave himself up as soon as the would-be thiet~ were cornered by the 

police. Perhaps the drama of the alleged statement eclipsed a point of equal if not 

greater significance. ’Actions speak louder than words’ is an aphorism curiously 

neglected in this case. If Bentley had resisted arrest, the allegation that he incited 

violent resistance by Craig would be more convincing. But Bentley immediately 

gave himself up, an action at odds with then encouraging Craig to resist. We could 

make a case that the unambiguous and uncontested evidence that Bentley 

surrendered was more significant than the ambiguous and contested (but more 

dramatic) evidence about what he said after doing so. 

This suggests another tack which we can pursue in seeking corroborative 

evidence. As well as examining the weight, quality and significance of the evidence 

in support, we can also look for inconsistent or conflicting evidence. The evidence 

that Bentley gave himself up is not consistent with and perhaps even contradicts the 

evidence that he encouraged Craig to resist. This is just the kind of innocuous data 

that we are inclined to overlook in the heat of the moment--the excitement of the 

chase and the thrill of the kill! Carried away by our inventions--or perhaps just 

relieved to have made some sense of the data--the last thing we want to do is 

undermine our own convictions. That’s why det~}mce is rarely entrusted to the 

prosecution! However, the hapless analyst who can only rely on his or her own 

resources, must make the best of it and accept the self-discipline required to do both 

jobs. 

The computer can help a bit by making it easy to look t~br counter evidence. 

Instead of retrieving only those databits which support our analysis, we can also 

retrieve those which are inconsistent with or contradict it. We can produce negative 

evidence as easily as positive evidence. Suppose for example that we have mapped 

out the concurrence between incongruity and catharsis, and having collected some 

additional data our result now looks like the diagram in Figure 14.1. 

Some of the data no longer fits our previous argument that incongruity is an 

indispensable element in cathartic humour. We can retrieve the databits using a 

boolean search of the form ’X NOT Y’ (’Catharsis NOT incongruity’) to pick up these 

counter examples and examine them. We may have to modify our earlier argument 

in the light of this data. Or we may find that without the catalytic ingredient 

supplied by incongruity, cathartic humour falls flat, thereby providing some fi~.rther 
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Incongruity 

Catharsis 

Figure 1~.1 Concurrence between categories 

indirect support for our initial view. Exceptions do sometimes prove rules. At any rate, 

by focusing on exceptions, extremes, or negative examples, we can counter the 

inclination to look only for evidence that confirms our views. 

The computer can also help us to confront data more effectively, by making it 

easy to analyse the data in different ways. We can do this by randomizing cases-- 

where appropriate-so that we no longer allow an arbitrary, order to dictate our path 

through the data. If we always start in the same place, our initial impressions will 

always be the same and as a result some observations will loom larger than others. \ge 

can reduce this bias by starting at random points or following selective rather than 

sequential paths through the data. Both these procedures can help offset the 

tendency to concentrate attention on some parts of the data at the expense of 

others. 

Encouraging confrontation vdth the data 

Enumerate the amount o~" data 

Evaluate the qualiv of the evidence 

Assess the conceptual significance of the data 

Look for exceptions, extreme or negative examples 

Follow different pathways through the data 

The procedures we can follow- to militate against neglecting data are relatively 

straightforward. All this really requires is a certain amount of self-discipline. The 

computer makes it easy to handle the mechanical aspects. By contrast, the problem 

of misinterpreting our data is much harder to deal with. 
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Even if we have confronted all the evidence, we may still ’misinterpret’ our data. 

~re can see the words ’let him have it’ as either an encouragement to pass over the 

gun, or as an incitement to use it. If one of these interpretations is correct, the other 

is wrong. Supposing Bentley spoke those words, what did he mean by them? Even if 

Bentley said he meant Craig to hand over the gun, can we believe him? We cannot 

know for sure, because this interpretation was clearly so much more in his own 

interest than the other. We would expect Bentley to lie if necessary to protect 

himself from the gallows. 

In interpreting this case, we are liable to make one of two errors. If we believe 

Bentley told the truth, we may make an error in accepting his explanation. If we 

believe Bentley lied, we may make an error in rejecting his explanation. Whichever 

interpretation we choose, we run the risk of error. Suppose we decide to reduce the 

risk of error by assuming that Bentley would lie to protect his own interest, though 

not otherwise. In trying to reduce the probability of error in one direction, we 

merely increase it in another. Once we suspect that Bentley might lie to protect 

himself, we increase the risk that we will mistakenly reject his account. 

If the interpretation we choose is at odds with what actually happened, we 

’misinterpret’ the data. g~hen does an interpretation become a ’misinterpretation’? 

There may be some reluctance to admit the possibility of ’misinterpreting’ data, on 

the grounds that there is no such thing as an ’obiective’ account--we’ll never know 

what really happened. All we have are different interpretations, and these are 

inevitably subjective. This assumes that each interpretation may have its own 

merits, but none can claim superiority over the rest--one interpretation is as good 

as another. The problem with this approach is that it eliminates the possibility of 

error, and therefore of making and learning from our mistakes. It eliminates 

progress and reduces social research to a useless exercise in story telling. \~’hile we do 

want to ’tell a story’ about our data, it is not just any story, but one which we can 

claim is valid. My dictionary defines ’valid’ as ’sound’, ’def}ensible’, and ’well- 

grounded’ and despite the more technical interpretations of validity in social 

science, this is as good a definition as any. A valid account is one which can be 

defended as sound because it is well-grounded conceptually and empirically. If it 

doesn’t make sense, then it cannot be valid. If it fails to account for the data, then it 

cannot be valid. 

To produce a valid account, we need to be objective. This refers to a process, of 

which a valid interpretation is the product. Being objective does not mean being 

omniscient--it doesn’t mean we can know ’what really happened.’ It means 

accepting the canons which govern rational inquiry as a basis for realizing 

conclusions which are reasonable. It means taking account of evidence without 

forcing it to conform to one’s own wishes and preiudices, and accepting the 
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possibility of error. Errors in analysis matter, even if their consequences may be less 

dramatic than errors in the criminal justice. 

How does the criminal justice process deal with the possibility of error? One way 

is to ensure that where there is doubt, different interpretations of the data are 

considered. Hence the role of the prosecution and the defence. A second is to 

suspend judgement as long as possible, and at least until each of these 

interpretations has been fully considered. A third way is to accept one interpretation 

--’guilty’--in prefbrence to another--’innocent’-~only if it is beyond reasonable 

doubt. 

These are three related ways in which we can minimize the risk of error and 

misinterpretation of the evidence. One is to entertain rival interpretations of the 

data. Another is to suspend judgement as long as possible. A third is to refrain from 

judging bemTeen rival interpretations until we can chose one ’beyond reasonable 

doubt’. And in line with the presumption of innocence in criminal justice, the test of 

being ’beyond reasonable doubt’ should be more stringent for those interpret=ions 

with the most significant theoretical or practical consequences. 

Entertaining different explanations is a way of keeping an open mind. As I said 

earlier, an open mind is not an empty head. Some analysts recommend an approach 

which seems to come dangerously close to fitting the latter description. It is 

suggested that the best approach to evidence is to avoid developing ideas 

’prematurely’, until one is thoroughly familiar with MI the evidence. This tabula rasa 

approach is dangerous because it leaves the analyst prone to all manner of prejudices 

and preconceptions, which are no less powerfi~.l for remaining subliminal. It is better 

to make ideas and values explicit rather than leaving them implicit and pretending 

that they are not there. The ei~brt to devise alternative accounts is a more ei~}ective 

safeguard against preconceptions than trying to maintain a conceptual vacuum, 

which one’s prevailing prejudices may rapidly fill. 

The ta&da rasa approach reminds me of the story of a detective who was 

following a suspect along a street at night, and the suspect dropped something in 

the gutter at a dark point in the road. Finding this action suspicious and suspecting 

that some vital evidence had been dispensed with, the detective decided to look for 

it. However, it was too dark to see awthing at that point, so he moved further down 

the road to where there was a street-lamp, and looked for the evidence there! The 

detective is like an analyst who insists on using preconceived ideas to analyse his 

data. He will never find what he is looking for. It would be far better to get down 

on his hands and knees and feel around in the dark. Indeed, it might even be better 

to have no light at all, so that his eyes can adjust to the darkness, rather than be 

blinded by an adjacent light which prevents him from developing a ’night vision’. 

In other words, if we rely on preconceived ideas, we may look for our evidence in 

the wrong place. One can feel the force of this story, but before we decide to 
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abandon light (i.e. ideas) altogether, there is another option to consider, in which the 

detective takes out a torch and immediately finds the evidence he is looking for! The 

problem here is not the light, but the fact that it is fixed, and fixed in the wrong 

place. The detective grubbing around in the dark has a better chance of finding the 

evidence, but all the same his chances are not that high. The most effective way of 

finding what we are looking for, is not to dispense with light, but to make sure we 

can use our light flexibility and direct it where it is most useful. And that means 

using rather than dispensing with ideas. 

Our first task, then, is to ensure that we consider alternative interpretations. 

need, therefore, to devise alternative accounts. How successfully we can do this 

depends on our imagination. In assessing the Bentley case, we have so far considered 

only two interpretations--either Bentley denied any intention to incite, and he told 

the truth; or Bentley denied any intention to incite, but was lying. Let us look at 

some alternative interpretations. 

Suppose Bentley wanted to play the hero, but lost his nerve at the last moment. 

He gave himself up, and told Craig to hand over the gun. But afterwards, he wanted 

to claim his part in the murder of the policeman. In this case, he might lie and claim 

his words were an incitement to violence, when they were nothing of the sort. ~e 

might be more inclined to doubt him if he claimed he was inciting Craig than if he 

denied it. 

Now suppose Bentley was torn between giving himself up and fighting it out. 

Suppose part of him wanted to resist arrest, but another part of him wanted to give 

in. These inner contradictions found expression in a form of words which expressed 

both Bentley’s conflicting wishes simultaneously. Neither at the time, nor in 

retrospect, could Bentley decide clearly what he meant by them. The ambiguity was 

the thing. 

Now suppose Bentley, with a mental age of 11, was incapable of knowing one 

way or another what the words meant. Perhaps he just parrotted a phrase which was 

part of a ’make-believe’ game he was playing, without distinguishing fact from 

fantasy and recognizing the potentially serious consequences of what he was doing-- 
or saying. 

Finally, suppose the police invented these words, in order to nail Bentley for the 

crime. They chose an exhortation which was deliberately ambiguous, because 

morally this was more comfortable than attributing to Bentley something 

unambiguous, such as ’Shoot!’ The words ’let him have it’ let the police offthe hook 

(a little) because it was the interpretation by the court which condemned Bentley, 

rather than the words themselves. 

~e have developed--invented--a number of different interpretations, and by no 

means exhausted all the possibilities. Conspiracy theorists have suggested, for 

example, that there was a third person on the roof, who shouted the fatal phrase; or 
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that the police shot their own colleague, and tried to cover up by shifting the blame. 

Even if these interpretations seem fanciful, we still have to consider the evidence 

before we can dismiss them. For example, evidence that Craig’s gun was fired, and 

that the bullet from that gun killed PC Miles, might rule out the possibility of the 

police covering up for their own mistake. In fact the bullet from Craig’s gun was 

never t~bund. Therefore we cannot rule out this interpretation entirely. 

While we may entertain some interpretations only to immediately discount them, 

we should beware of dismissing out of hand alternative interpretaions which are 

reasonable (rather than fanciful) and consistent with the evidence. In Bentley’s case, 

the defence was accorded only twenty seconds in the judge’s summing up for the 

jury. In the interest of t:~ir play, we would expect as much time to be devoted to the 

defence’s case as to the prosecution’s. Once again, the analyst has another role to 

don, this time to emulate the judge in summing up the evidence on either side. This 

summing up cannot be done if a single interpretation of the evidence has already 

been preselected. 

Identifying different interpretations of the data may seem a daunting task, but in 

fact it is an integral part of the process of analysis. In annotating the data, we 

pinpoint various possibilities for analysis. In categorizing the data, we make 

judgements between different ways of classifying the data. In linking data, we make 

judgements about how different bits of data are related. In splitting and splicing 

categories, we make iudgements about how categories can be related or refined. In 

connecting categories, and in using maps and matrices, we explore alternative ways 

in which the data can be integrated. Throughout our analysis, we are playing around 

with ideas, trying out possibilities, making judgements. The analysis can be 

presented as a route through a series of options to arrive at a particular conclusion or 

set of conclusions. 

Figure 14.2 shows two different possible routes through the analysis, each 

arriving at diffbrent conclusions. We could think of these two routes as two cycles 

through the data. 

Qualitative analysis is essentially an iterative process, involving repeated returns to 

earlier phases of the analysis as evidence becomes more organized and ideas are 

clarified. It is not a ’one shot’ affair where by some lucky chance we can expect hit 

bull’s eye on our first attempt. We need to fire several arrows, and see which if aW 

land nearest to our target. In effect, we try out alternative accounts, and consider 

which of these accounts comes closest to describing or explaining our data. 

Corroborating evidence is the ’final’ stage of this process, but to corroborate 

evidence we have to retrace our route through the previous stages. 

xa/~e shall consider in a moment the kind of criteria which may influence us in 

weeding out weaker interpretations and narrowing our choice to those which make 

most sense of our data. 
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Annotating 

Categorising 

Splitting/splicing 

Connecting 

Corroborating __ 

I I I1 LJ~ Annotating ’~ - 

Categorising 

Splitting/splicing 

Connecting 

Corroborating 

Figz~re 14.2 Two routes through the data, arriving at difl’erent results 

Just as the criminal justice process culminates in a decision about guilt or 

innocence, analysis is supposed to result in some conclusions. In both cases, we do 

not require these conclusions to be certain. It is enough that they should be ’beyond 

reasonable doubt’. \~e cannot ’verify’ facts or explanations in the way that we can 

verify the outcome of an arithmetic sum. We are dealing with probabilities rather than 

certainties--no matter how certain we feel that we are right. No ~ct or explanation 

is incontrovertible. The most we can hope for is to present the best possible account 

of our data. Even this may not account for all the facts. We may have to settle for an 

explanation which accounts for raost of them. 

In statistics, we can measure ’reasonable doubt’ in terms of some agreed standard 

of probability,. We may decide that if the probability of making an observation by 

chance is less than 1 in 100 or i in 1,000, then it is reasonable to assurae that the 

observation is not simply random. But what standards can we employ in an~ysing 

qualitative data? There is no obvious answer to this question, though there may be 

some pointers we can note. 

The more complex our interpretation, the less convincing it may seem. \Vge tend 

to prefer simple explanations over more complex ones--not just because they are 

easier to grasp, but also because they are more powerful. A complex explanation is 

more likely to be case-specific, and less likely to apply to other data. A complex 

explanation is also less likely to fit readily into other ideas and theories we may have. 

As well as being more powerful, a simple explanation is less likely, to go wrong. Like 

machinery, the fewer the moving parts, the less likely it is that our explanation will 

break down. Also it is less likely to require constant maintenance. Simplicity can be 
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seductive for all these reasons, though we should be wa.ry lest we fall too readily for 

its appeal 

A related point concerns credibility. Complex explanations can suffer a 

’credibility gap’ as we are required to accept more and more parts in order to iustify 

the whole. On the other hand, when a simple explanation stretches our credulity too 

far, we may opt for a more complex account. Take the business of Craig’s bullet, for 

example. Suppose the bullet could easily have been lost in the labyrinth structures of 

the warehouse root: Then the simple explanation that the bullet was lost may be more 

credible than the complex explanation, that Craig never fired the bullet at all and 

there was a police cover-up. On the other hand, suppose it is almost impossible to 

believe that the bullet could have been lost. Then we may be inclined to a more 

complex account, because the simple explanation that the bullet was lost strains our 

credulity too far. 

Another consideration is the internal coherence of our explanations. Does the 

machinetT actually work? Are our explanations internally consistent? Do they make 

sense overall? How many conflicts and contradictions do they accommodate or 

resolve? And how much mess do they make as a by-product? We are all familiar with 

the ’explanation’ which raises more questions than it answers. Despite claims to the 

contrary, we usually prefer explanations which reduce rather than increase the 

number of issues which remain unresolved. At any rate, we expect some 

improvement in our ability to handle old problems, even if in resolving these we 

pose a set of fresh questions. 

We have considered earlier the problems of neglecting evidence. Another factor 

influencing our choice may be the empirical scope and completeness of diffbrent 

explanations. How well do they account for the evidence at our disposal? How 

many loose ends do they tie up? Is our explanation sufficiently wide in scope to 

include most of the data? As we have seen, empirical scope need not be a decisive 

issue for any one part of our analysis. But overall, our explanations will be more 

convincing if they include the bulk of our data. 

In choosing between rival explanations, we may also be influenced by their 

conceptual significance for current ideas and contemporaiT theories. Here again, 

our prejudices may incline us in one direction rather than another. The arch-critic 

may find irresistible the exciting prospect of debunking established theotT. The arch- 

conformist may look for comfortable explanations which can fit into established 

concepts and explanations. 

Another factor which may influence our judgement is the practical significance of 

our explanations. In social science, the ultimate test of any explanation is practical, 

and any explanation which has practical also has moral implications (Giarelli 1988). 

If one explanation promises to have a more acceptable practical import than 

another, then other things being equal we may be more inclined to adopt it. 
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Practical import cannot be separated, of course, from value judgements, since we 

have to consider who will benefit (or suffer) and why. In the Bentley case, the 

’incitement’ explanation suited the authorities who were keen to punish the murder 

of a policeman, but could not hang Craig because he was too young. The practical 

significance for the authorities was the deterrence through exemplary punishment of 

violent crime. For the defendant, the practical significance of the ’incitement’ 

explanation was death. This conflict of interests is recognized in the criminal justice 

process, which attempts to afford through the initial presumption of innocence a 

measure of protection for the defendant. Though perhaps honoured in the breach in 

Bentley’s case, the presumption of innocence is a way of protecting individuals from 

potential injustice. The equivalent in research terms is to advance a ’null hypothesis’ 

that no relationship exists, unless we show otherwise ’beyond reasonable doubt’. 

Research results can also harm individuals. Where this is the case, we may also apply 

a more stringent requirement about the level of reasonable doubt we can tolerate. 

Practical concerns may therefore make us insist on a higher rather than a lower level 

of confidence in our conclusions. 

Choosing between rival explanations 

Which explanation is simpler? 

Which explanation is more credible? 

Which explanation is more internally coherent? 

Which explanation has greater empirical scope? 

Which explanation has the greater conceptual import? 

Which explanation has the more acceptable practical import? 

Naturally, the answers to these questions may not be clear or consistent, and the 

analyst--like the jurist--may be left to choose in terms of a balance of conflicting 

probabilities. While we may never be certain that our judgement is correct, at least 

we can reduce the chances of error. 

Fortunately, in this task of arbitrating between alternative explanations, our 

lonely analyst can finally appeal to others fbr assistance. Pursuing our analogy with 

the process of criminal justice, we have cast our analyst in the role of prosecuting 

and defending la~wers, and even of the judge in summing up. But there is no need 

for the analyst to play the part of the jury,. The jury provides an audience before 

whom the whole courtroom drama is performed, and it has the responsibility for 

finally judging between the conflicting accounts. For the qualitative analyst, the 

equivalent of the jurors may be colleagues, supervisors, academic rivals, external 

examiners, research contractors, policymakers or even the subjects themselves. Any 
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research has to address a variety of audiences which will ultimately determine the 

value of the analysis. 

Since the analysis ultimately has to convince others, there may be some virtue in 

involving others in the analysis. Here we depart from the formal procedures of the 

courtroom, where the jury is condemned to silence until delivering a final verdict. In 

qualitative analysis we may want to involve our ’jury’ in earlier stages of the analysis, 

and not simply leave it to evaluate the final product. Our subjects may be able to 

comment on the authenticity of our accounts. Our colleagues may be able to 

suggest different interpretaions. Supervisors may suggest inadequacies in the 
coherence of our explanations. Research contractors may refbcus our attention on 

the issues of greatest theoretical import. Policy-makers may emphasize the practical 

significance of under-developed aspects of the analysis. 

This traffic is never one-way, and it may pose problems as well as giving guidance 

to the analyst. Different constituencies have different interests, and are likely to give 

guidance accordingly. By trying to please everyone, we can end up pleasing no one. 

Ultimately, we have to remain responsible for the analysis--within any constraints 

imposed by academic requirements or contractual arrangements--and treat advice 

sought from other sources as precisely that: only advice. 

Suppose we sought a&ice f’rom the ’subjects’ of our research, Victoria g~ood or 

\X/oody Allen, about our analysis of humour. No doubt if they could spare us the 

time, we would learn a great deal from what they have to say. It would be 

interesting to learn whether they would acknowledge the role of incongruity and 

catharsis in humour, for example. There may be aspects of their humour which we 

have missed altogether. Their own accounts of their work may be very illuminating. 

However, suppose that they are also very critical of our analysis. As creaive people, 

this is not how they think of humour at all. In fact, they may argue that to analyse 

humour in this way may impede creativity. It is therefore a useless and pointless 

exercise. Such an unsympathetic response from the subjects of our research would 

be quite reasonable. Our analysis is not geared to their interests and experience as 

creative writers. 

While we can learn from the subjects of our research, and modify our analysis 

accordingly, we cannot allow them to become its final arbiters. Even if our account 

makes no sense to the subjects of our research, even if they fail to recognize the 

relevance of our interpretations, even if they reject the value of our explanations, we 

are entitled to persevere with our analysis. The validity of our account does not 

depend on acceptance by those who are subject of it. Indeed, a critical account 

which reinterprets social processes and events may be deliberately set against the 

current preconceptions of those who are subject to the research. Take gender 

stereotyping for example. The social scientist concerned to identi~ gender 

stereotypes in humour cannot allow subjects the final say over whether and how 
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they utilize stereotypes. The ’emancipatory’ role of research indeed requires the 

social scientists to say things which the subjects of the research may reject. There is 

no ’emancipation’ involved in telling people what they already know, or confirming 

what they already believe. 

I have emphasized the ’critical’ role of the analyst, because it is sometimes 

suggested that a good test of an analysis is whether or not it is credible to the 

subjects of the research. This may be true, but it is not the whole truth. In so far as 

qualitative analysis aims only to describe the experiences and perspectives of subjects 

of the research, this is a fair point. For exan~ple, if we want to describe how Woody 

Allen sees his own work, then we should have to do so in terms which XgToody Allen 

can recognize. If XgToody Allen rejects our description, then we have no alternative 

than to revise it in the light of his criticisms. However, in so far as our qualitative 

analysis goes beyond description, to provide an explanation of Woody Allen’s 

humour, it need no longer rely on describing humour in his terms. 

While the analyst remains responsible for ’summing up’ the analysis, and in the 

process may weigh the evidence, outline alternative interpretations and suggest 

certain conclusions can be drawn, it is the ’jury’ which ultimately assesses the value 

and credibility of the analysis. In the policy-making context, many a research report 

reputedly lies on the bottom of a dusty shelf, its contents, no matter how apparently 

worthwhile to the researchers, happily ignored by those who commissioned the 

research. Nor is publication any guarantee of attention. Our juu may be composed 

of a variety of different audiences, and it is a sad but inescapable fact of life that 

their response to our analysis may be dictated as much by its style as its substance. 

\~Te may be reluctant to ape the latter who ’plays to the gallery’ to win his case. But 

it would be equally unreasonable to refuse to present our case as persuasively as 

possible. The problems of presenting our analysis ~brm the subject of next chapter. 



Chapter 15 
Producing an account 

’The novel is the most effective instrument for a criticism of society 

and social arrangements that we possess’ 

(Allan Massie 1991) 

What you cannot explain to others, you do not understand yoursel£ Producing an 

account of our analysis is not just something we do for an audience. It is also 

something we do for ourselves. Producing an account is not iust a question of 

reporting results; it is also another method of producing these results. Through the 

challenge of explaining ourselves to others, we can help to clari~ and integrate the 

concepts and relationships we have identified in our analysis. The techniques of 

producing an account --drawing diagrams, tabulating tables and writing text--are 

similar to those we have used already in analysing the data. To produce an account, 

we have to incorporate these disparate elements into a coherent whole. In doing so, 

we can reassess the shape and significance of the separate parts. \X/Then we write, for 

example, the discipline of producing an account which is ordered, sequential and 

detailed can stimulate our thinking in fresh and original ways. 

Producing an account is therefore another tool in our analytic tool-kit. As the 

ultimate product of the analytic process, it provides the overall framework fbr our 

analysis. We can also produce ’interim’ accounts at various stages in the process. Its 

value lies in the obligation it imposes upon us to produce an accessible and acceptable 

report of our analysis. For an account to be accessible, it has to be clear and 

coherent, unencumbered by needless digressions, convoluted arguments and 

distracting detail. For an account to be acceptable, it has to be convincingly 

grounded conceptually and empirically, so that it both makes sense in itself and 

makes sense of the data. 

W~e have already indicated some of the features of such an account in the 

previous chapter on corroborating evidence. An account is the equivalent of 

’summing up’ in a trial before the jury reaches its verdict. ~e have to confront all 

the evidence, not just the bits that fit our analysis. We have to consider alternative 
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interpretations, not just select the one that suits us best. But we cannot simply 

reproduce the evidence and arguments in all their detail; we have to select and 

summarize. Nor can we give all the evidence equal weight; we have to stress some 

points at the expense of others. And we cannot review the evidence and arguments 

in the disjointed and haphazard way in which they may have come to our attention; 

we have to present the salient elements of our story in an orderly and systematic 

manner. 

Any social researcher worth his or her salt will be stung by Alan Massie’s 

celebration of the novel as the most effective instrument of social criticism. For 

where does that leave social research? It would be hard to deny that research reports 

rarely make easy reading. This may be a feature of the obligations they entail with 

regard to presenting evidence. On the other hand, some researchers may feel that 

the substance of their report is more important than its style. They may feel their 

job is to complete the research; what happens to the results is someone else’s 

problem. One can sympathize with this view-, while noting its dangers. The price of 

virtue may be too high, if it creates barriers to the fertile exchange of information. If 

the results of research are worthwhile, why make them inaccessible? 

In making our account accessible to others, we may take a leaf from Massie’s 

book and employ some of the techniques involved in ’telling a story’. Story-telling is 

an art form, usually with three basic ingredients: a setting, characters and a plot. All 

these ingredients are likely to figure in any account produced through qualitative 

analysis. "g~e have a ’setting’ in which we have collected our data, whether in the 

general social context of our interviews and observations, or the particular site(s) 

where we have undertaken our fieldwork. XXZe have ’characters’ in the shape of 

’actors’ who may be our informants or respondents, or the individuals or agencies 

we have observed. And we have a ’plot’ in the shape of the ’social action’ in which 

they are involved, which may be their individual life histories, or their interaction in 

various social or institutional contexts. How can we describe our settings, develop 

our characters and present our plot in ways which engage our audience? 

Consider how each of these different ingredients can contribute to the creation of 

a good stoW. One contribution is through vivid and convincing description of the 

setting. This provides an authentic context in which characters and plot can unfold. 

Another is the ability to empathize with one or more of the characters. The story, 

then engages our attention by making us care what happens to the characters. A 

third is the evolution of the plot towards some sort of climax or resolution. The 

story becomes a ’drama’ which g~ips our attention through uncertainty about the 

outcome. Dramatization need not involve exaggeration; it depends on our sympathy 

with the characters and their situation, and our uncertainty about how this will 

finally be resolved. 
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An analysis is ultimately concerned with human situations and social processes. 

Each of these ingredients in story-telling (and no doubt there are others) can be used 

to make our analysis more accessible, perhaps as much to ourselves as to an outside 
audience. This is not just a matter of making our analysis accessible in the sense of 

an ’easy read’; it is also about engaging the moral attention and interest of the 

reader, and hence enhancing the human value and impact of our analysis. It is a way 

of returning our analysis to its roots in a world of practical human and social--and 

not merely abstract academic--concerns. 

Appropriately, enhancing an account through story-telling techniques is more a 

question of improving quality than adding quantity. To describe a setting vividly 

and convincingly need not take endless pages of detailed description. Consider the 

classic beginning of a fairy-tale: ’Once upon a time’. This short phrase, resonant 

with magical and mystical associations of a world long passed, sets the context of the 

story in a time ’other than our own’; as Bettelheim (1991) suggests, it immediately 

sets the story in ’psychic space’ rather than in the real everyday world. To stimulate 

sympathy for characters, it is necessary only to recognize them as human beings, 

rather than dehumanized ’actors’ embodying some abstract set of psychological or 

social characteristics. In practical terms, we may, for example, use real or fictional 

names instead of case numbers. We may write our story in an active rather than 

passive mode, with real subiects taking action, not just being acted upon. To create 

a concern for outcomes, we need only pay heed to the uncertainties of the story as it 
unfolds, and avoid foreclosing through the benefit of hindsight choices and 

dilemmas inherent in social action. This may mean, for example, using incidents 

and anecdotes to reveal themes, befbre identifying and commenting upon them, 

rather than the reverse. 

A good story is like a journey, in which we travel with the characters through the 

intricacies of the plot, to arrive at a conclusion. The evolution of the plot is as 

integral to the story as the final resolution. Indeed, in many respects it is the journey 

that counts, rather than the destination. In this respect, also, we may learn from 

story-telling in reporting on our analysis. Analysis is also like a journey, and its 

conclusion can be reached and understood only by travelling on it. This does not 

mean that we must reconstruct every step of the way. The original journey was, no 

doubt, full of the usual blind alleys, switch-backs, short-cuts which proved to be 

long cuts, and so on. But having finally discovered the right path to our conclusion, 

we need to mark that path for those that we would have follow and arrive at the same 

destination. 

To trace our journey, or at least the main routes we have followed, and the major 

choices we have made, we need to have kept an ’audit’ of our account. That means 

we have to keep track of the decisions we have taken at various points in our 

analysis. ~e have been making such decisions from our initial search for a 
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Fig~re !5. ! The whole is greater than the sum of the parts--1 

conceptual }bcus right through to our final efforts to produce an integrated account. 
This includes our first creative encounters with the data when reading and 

annotating, our efforts to conceptualize the data through categorizing and linking, 
our attempts to identify relationships between concepts through matrices and 
mapping, and our ’testing’ of ideas and evidence when searching ~br corroboration. 

If we have noted our decisions at each stage in the process, we should have a wealth 

of material to draw upon in auditing our account. 
For example, take the evolution of categories which we have used in the analysis. 

By keeping a ’dictionary’ of category definitions, we not only increase the efficiency 

and reliability with which we can assign categories during the analysis. We also 
provide an interesting record of how that category has evolved during the analysis. As 
we encounter new data and add new criteria to govern their assignation, the 
boundaries of the category become less permeable and the concept it expresses 
becomes more transparent. Or perhaps we find that we cannot develop a set of 

criteria, sufficiently distinctive and internally coherent to justify the continued use 
of the category, and amend (or discard) it accordingly. This conceptual evolution 
involves a succession of ’close encounters’ with the data and it is the reasoning 
provoked by these encounters which shapes the final outcome of our analysis. In 

other words, the product--a particular conceptualization--is embedded in the 
process we have followed; and we cannot account for the product without also 
explaining the process. 

Stories are also accessible because the separate elements of the story blend 
together into a satisfying whole which is more than the sum of the individual parts 

(Figure 15.1). 
The story is not just a juxtaposition of individual parts, for these have to be 

organized in a way which makes it in some sense holistic and indivisible. The story 
moves us in its entirety. This requires an integration of the various elements, so that 

the story acquires an intelligible shape, just as--to ressurect an earlier analogy--the 
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Figure 15.2 The whole is greater than the sum of the parts--2 

bricks and mortar are brought together to form a building (Figure 15.2). The plan 

of the building has its parallel in the plan of the story. The story line has to follow 

this plan in unfolding the tale in a logical way, so that shifts from one element of 

the story to another are strategically related to realization of the overall plan. 

In producing our account, we may also benefit from developing a plan. Just like 

most buildings, most plans may follow a standard format. Our design may include 

an introductory hallway, some public rooms where most activity is concentrated, 

one or more bedrooms we can relax in or sleep in, and perhaps even a bathroom or 

two fbr cleaning up or waste disposal! There is nothing wrong with a standard 
design, and it still leaves plenty of leeway for interesting layouts and distinctive 

fbatures. But designs should be adapted to the functions of the building and the 

materials and resources available fbr its construction. 

With regard to functions, we have to adapt our design to suit the nature of the 

audience, and in particular the time, resources and attention which we can 

reasonably expect them to devote to our report. This may vary widely, depending on 

whether we are addressing the subjects of the research, an academic audience, 

funders, policy-makers or perhaps even a wider public. Our purpose in addressing 

each of these audiences may vary from giving a general overview of selected aspects 

to giving a full and detailed account of the analysis, and the character of our account 

may vary accordingly. 

There is no point in constructing an elaborate edifice if our guests can only be 

expected to stick their heads through the front door. This may be the most we can 

expect in some cases. For example, if we are reporting our conclusions to policD 

makers who have very fi~.ll agendas, and can only spare a very limited amount of 

time on our report, then we can hardly insist that they bury themselves in the 

intricacies and detail of our analysis. The most we can expect is that they. will take 

the time to consider a clear and concise summary, of the main points. Of course, 

even if they have no time to inspect it themselves, our busy guests will still want to 

know that the whole construction has been completed. 

Even in a clear and concise summary of the main points of our analysis, we may 

want to avoid reducing our report to a set of apparently firm conclusions. Once 

research ’findings’ become public, they can be used for a variety of purposes over 

which we as analysts have little if any control. We may therefore be wary of 
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pressures to produce ’results’ which can be used without due qualification, heedless 

of their tentative and contingent character. Like the phrase ’data collection’, the term 

’findings’ is really grossly misleading, with its implication that we have only ’found’ 

what was already in the data simply waiting to be discovered. If this was the case, 

qualitative analysis would be as straightforward as collecting rubbish. And if we were 

to adopt this approach, rubbish is all we might be able to produce! As I have 

emphasized throughout this book, the results of our analysis are shaped by the 

conceptual tools we create and adapt for use in examining the data. Our ’facts’ are 

produced through our conceptualizations. As Bohm (1983) has noted, the root of 

the word ’}~tct’ is ’that which has been made’ as in manufacture--our ’facts’ 

therefore depend on how our perceptions are shaped by our thinking. Even in 

summarizing briefly the main points of our analysis, we should be watT of simply 

reporting a series of conclusions as ’facts’ and thereby investing our results with a 

spurious value they do not merit. 

As well as function, we need to consider the materials at our disposal. Most likely 

these will be far in excess of the space we have available, even in a very full report of 

our analysis. Sigmund Freud may have written twenty-four volumes, but most of us 

have to be somewhat more modest in our ambitions, and confine ourselves to a 

single--and reasonably slim--volume. The shorter the report, the more disciplined 

we have to be in producing it. Basically, we have to be ruthless in retaining our 

focus on the key elements in our story. This does not mean that all embellishments 

and elaborations must be excised, for they may contribute significantly to our 

portrayal of setting, character or plot. We have to strike a balance between depth 

and detail on the one hand, and breadth on the other. Better to tell one story well, 

than to attempt several tales, and end up telling them all badly. We not only have to 

focus on the key elements in our stow; we also have to ensure we have sufficient 

space to do justice to our narration. 

Research is essentially an exercise in selection. If we still harbour any lingering 

illusions on this point, the discipline of producing an account of our analysis should 

dispell them. Interesting themes, colourful incidents, and intriguing anecdotes may 

have to be excised, simply because they are not sufficiently important and central to 

merit inclusion in our account. It may be very difficult to contemplate leaving things 

out. But as Patton (1980:429) notes, if we spare ourselves the agony of selection we 
simply impose upon our audience the agony of having to plough through all the 

things that were not omitted and should have been. 

Perhaps the easiest way to facilitate this process of selection is to consider our 

analysis as a tree-shaped diagram. The main thrust of the analysis forms the trunk of 

the tree, with subsidiary themes forming the branches and the so on until we clothe 

the tree with leaves which provide the necessary colour and detail, xa/~e can create 

our tree graphically, but we can give substance to our representation by 
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Figure I5.3 Tree diagrams representing different analytic emphases 

summarizing the main and subsidiary themes of our analysis in writing, until we 

have reached a sufficient level of detail to allow decisions to be made about the 

direction and emphasis we want to develop. 

Once again our design must take account of the materials to hand. Take our 

analysis of style and substance in ~Xloody Mlen’s humour. We could construct 

several different trees, depending on the way our analysis has un}blded and the 

varying emphasis we may have placed on different themes. Suppose in our analysis 

we found the distinction between style and substance was of comparatively minor 

importance; this could be represented by our first tree in Figure 15.3. If our analysis 

divided sharply and evenly between these two aspects, this could be represented by 

the second tree. In contrast, our third tree represents an emphasis on one aspect and 

a relatively minor role for the other. 

By outlining the shape of our analysis in this way, we can see at a glance the trade- 

off involved in including or excluding different aspects of the analysis. We would 

place far more emphasis on the style-substance distinction in the second case than in 

the first. "g~e might even dispense with the distinction altogether in the third case, 

and concentrate our attention on issues of style which occupy the bulk of our 

analysis. But before taking any drastic steps, we may want to elaborate on our 

diagram by drawing in subsidiary, aspects of the analysis. 

Suppose the third tree comes closest to representing the shape our analysis has 

actually taken. Again the way our tree develops will reflect the varying emphases in 

the way our thinking may have developed. In Figure 15.4 we can contrast the first 

tree, where the main subsidiary branch is relatively undeveloped, with the second 

tree, where despite being less significant it still bears a considerable weight. ~ale may 

be more inclined to prune the ’style’ branch in the first instance than in the second. 

We can develop these tree diagrams to whatever level of detail is required to 

summarize the main strands of our analysis. We can also focus on particular 

branches and review the concepts and relationships stemming from them in much 

the same way. 
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Fi~,ure 15. 4 Tree diagrams indicating different analytic emphases 

We may be able to base our diagrams on work we have already done in mapping 

our data. Indeed, as we have seen, the computer allows us to draw to scale the 

empirical scope of categories used in the analysis, so that our assessment of the analytic 

importance of aW ’branch’ of our analysis can be based on weighing its empirical as 

well as conceptual significance. 

These diagrams can aid us in organizing our analysis as well as selecting its main 

lines and deciding where pruning may be required. Another approach to selecting 

and organizing the main lines of analysis is through progressive summarizing. Again 

we can start by summarizing the main theme of our story, and progress from there 

through summaries of subsidia~ themes. Tuing to give a very brief summary of a 

theme is a usefi~] method of focusing on and explicating what is crucial to our 

account. It is another method of assessing significance by identifying and isolating 

critical features, though in words rather than pictures. This may also help 

to integrate our analysis by indicating possible ways of connecting the various 

strands in our thinking. Although summarizing along these lines may be less direct 

and logical than using diagran~s, language can also be richer in resonance and 
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associations, and lead us to make (or stumble upon) connections in ways we might 

not otherwise have anticipated. 

This brings us to another aspect of story-telling, the use of language. This can be 

one of the most engaging aspects of a story. The overall style of a story may be 

inappropriate to an an~ytic report, though as I suggested earlier we can use some 

elements of story-telling to improve our presentation. But we can certainly learn 

from the language of story-telling. One t}2ature of story-telling language which we 

can borrow is its directness. To be successful, the author has to ’make a connection’ 

with his or her reader. To make that connection, the author must communicate 

effectively, with language unencumbered by needlessly technical terms and 

unnecessarily obtuse expressions. Plain and simple, crisp and to the point. It is well 

known that it is hardest of all to write stories for children. This is because the 

clearest and most economical language is also the most difficult to achieve. This is 

partly because when we write, we are often trying to do more than just 

communicate effectively with our audience. We may want to dazzle them! Or 

perhaps we want to cloak our lack of self-confidence in language, hiding the 

suspected poverty of our ideas and the vagueness of our thinking behind an 

impenetrable barrier of obscure terminology! Language can serve social as well as 

psychological ends, and in an academic context, this can encourage the use of 

needless jargon, as a way of establishing one’s credentials as a member of an 

exclusive club. The Oxford Dictionary (1976:578) defines iargon as follows: 

’jargon n. Unintelligible words, gibberish, barbarous or debased language; 

mode of speech fhmiliar only to a group or profession; (arch.) twittering 

of birds’ 

Perhaps the irony is unintended, but one suspects the author meant to imply that 

debased language is a particular prerogative of the professions! 

By focusing above all on telling our story, we may be able to keep such abuses in 

check. Using simple and direct language is one way of establishing clear 

communication. Another aspect of story-telling language is the use of metaphor. We 

are in the middle of a metaphor at this moment, in which I am applying one idea 

--’telling a story’--to another--’producing an account’--to which it is not literally 

applicable. Using metaphors can enrich an account by conveying connotations 

which elaborate on and illuminate our basic meaning. To ’tell a story’ has 

connotations--some of which I have already tried to indicate--which are not- 

conveyed by the expression ’producing an account’. To ’tell a story’ is to do 

something vital and interesting, perhaps even exciting. By comparison, ’producing 

an account’ sounds far more pragmatic and pedestrian, even pedantic. The one is an 

activity we associate with novelists, the other we associate with accountants. The 
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story-telling metaphor is an apt one (I hope), in so far as we want to stress the 

human and social aspects of our analysis, which may get lost in an unduly dry and 

abstract ’account’. 

Because they invoke such associations, metaphors can take on a life of their own, 

not only adding a vibrant touch to our account, but also opening up new 

connections between concepts and suggesting novel ways of integrating our analysis. 

Because it can convey multiple connotations, a metaphor may be able to pull 

together various disparate analytic strands in a succinct and accessible way, vivid and 

yet concise. 
All the same, we have to be careful in our use of metaphors, and not just to avoid 

mixing them! Qualitative data analysis is concerned with conceptual clarification 

and the careful specification of meaning. If we are using metaphors, we should do so 

consciously, paying attention to their conceptual implications. Unlike analogies or 

similes, where our reasoning must be made explicit, a metaphor invites concealment 

of the basis of comparison. But metaphors can raise inappropriate as well as 

appropriate connotations, and so contribute to confusion rather than clarity. For 

example, there are aspects of ’telling a story’ which cannot be applied to the task of 

’producing an account’. For one thing, stories can be fictional with all the freedom 

and licence that this implies. If the metaphor is applied inappropriately, the 

consequences could be quite unacceptable. We must therefore beware misleading 

connotations, and only use a metaphor within explicit and clearly defined limits. In 

this instance, the application of our story-telling metaphor is restricted to a concern 

with making our account more accessible. To apply it to the other half of our 

agenda, producing accounts which are acceptable, would be quite inappropriate, for 

the grounds tbr assessing the acceptability of stories and analytic accounts are very 

diffbrent. 

While some of the techniques of ’telling a story’ can make an account more 

accessible, in other respects they can make it more obscure. A story is not an 

analysis. It aims to describe, perhaps to enlighten--but not to analyse or explain. For 

example, the fairy story engages the child’s interest and empathy, and through 

dran~atization of external events can give the child an intuitive, subconscious 

understanding of how to deal with inner experiences in order to develop. But as 

Bettelheim says, ’one must never "explain" to the child the meanings of fairy tales’ 

(1991 : 155). Spelling out the moral of the tale destroys its magic. The purpose of the 

story is to enrich experience, not to dissect or analyse it. 

Because stories are forms of art or entertainment, they are not an appropriate 

medium for analysing social action. Stories tend to gloss over characters and events, 

which are introduced primarily to serve a dramatic purpose. ~e do not question 

where the fairy godmother comes from in Cinderella--her function in the drama is 

clear enough. The drama itself is presented as a linear sequence of events, without 
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worrying unduly about the comrections between them. Why does the shoe fit only 

Cinderella’s foot? Because that is what fits the story line. The story works as an art 

form, not as an explanation of events (cf. Burgess 1982). 

In producing an account, therefore, we have to treat as problematic what in 

stories only serve as props. Because we are dealing with human beings with particular 

biographies, and social processes which are historically specific, we can learn from 

the techniques of story-telling. However, we must also take care to avoid its pitfalls, 

fbr otherwise our account may obscure more than it reveals. Story-telling techniques 

can be used to enhance analysis, but not as a substitute for it. Our choice of 

techniques must be guided by the object of our research and our purpose in 

presenting an account (Sayer 1992:262). Our overriding concern must be to 

produce an account which is adequate as well as accessible. 

Engage interest through description and dramatization 

Trace the evolution of our account 

Develop overall coherence 

Select key themes 

Use simple language 

Make concepts and connections explicit 

Before we leave the issue of accessibiliv, I must recommend a book by Becket 

(1986) on writing for social scientists for a fuller discussion of issues (including the 

use of metaphors) which I can only touch on here. As well as noting some of the 

qualities of good writing, such as the avoidance of abstract nouns, passive 

constructions and the like, Becker emphasizes the importance of reviewing and 

editing what you have written. Why use twenty words when two will do? We may use 

twenty words in our first draft, as we struggle to express some bashful idea through a 

process akin to free association or brain storming. But there is no excuse for 

retaining those twenty words, once the idea has been brought to light and we have 

had an opportunity to revise our thinking (and writing) to render it more precise 

(and concise). Unless you are one of those rare geniuses like Mozart whose 

compositions come original and complete in every detail, redrafting is essential to 

eliminate the needless repetition and unnecessary clutter associated with creative 

writing. 

If editing--and re-editing--offers the key to using clear and direct language, the 

computer offers the key to editing. As Becker suggests, the computer can change the 

way we think and write. This is because the editing facilities it provides are so 

powerful. Because the ’on-screen’ text can be amended instantly and with ease, the 
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computer encourages a freer and more spontaneous flow of ideas. Becker also points 

out that the computer privatizes the production of a draft, making it a less public 

exercise, and therefore less subiect to the kind of anxiety familiar in ’writer’s block’ 

and similar psychological afflictions which can impede the writing process. 

On the computer, the first draft we produce ’on-screen’ loses its permanent and 

immutable character, and we can therefore feel free to experiment with ideas and 

language, knowing that later we can tidy up the good stuff and cut out the rubbish. 

Later may only be moments later, for the computer allows us to write and edit in one 

process. The text no longer has the tLxed character it acquires when ’stored’ 

physically rather than electronically, so redrafting need no longer await the 

completion of an initial draft. Insertions and deletions can be made in the on-screen 

text which automatically adjusts to accommodate any alterations. 

For example, I carried out many editing operations in writing the previous 

paragraph. Sometimes I struggled to find ways of completing a sentence, and tried 

out several alternatives before deleting those I liked least. Several times I reduced the 
length of a sentence because once completed I could see how to express the idea 

more succinctly. I also reordered the sequence of sentences in the paragraph to 

improve the continuity of the text and the logical flow from one idea to the next. I 

have incorporated these editing operations into my writing so that they have now 

become second nature. This is not how I used to write at all. Far from impeding the 

creative flow, this frees me from the inhibitions which arise when technological 

constraints condemn us to live with what we have just written without the 

possibility of instant revision. 

X~Zhat applies within a sentence or paragraph applies to the text as a whole. Text 

can be edited and reordered with ease across the whole document. We can carry on 

writing as ideas occur, confident that we can reassess later their appropriate position 

in the text. As well as encouraging creativity, some computer software also supports 

a more logical and organized approach to producing our account. For example, the 

package I am using offers an ’outlining’ t~tcility which allows me to organize the 

whole document in terms of a series of headings and subheadings. This shows at a 

glance the underlying logical structure of the document, and allows me to amend it 

with ease. I can shift the position of sentences, paragraphs, sections and even whole 

chapters with no more than a couple of quick commands--simply selecting the 

relevant heading, and moving it to the desired position. This facility supports a 

blend of styles which reflect the full complexity of our thinking process. Instead of 

writing an account in sequence from start to finish, we can create an overall 

structure and then ’fill in’ the detail in any order we prefer. Instead of committing 

ourselves to an overall structure at the outset, which then imposes constraints upon 

the writing process, we can continually adapt the structure of our account in 

response to ideas which emerge through writing. The computer supports a genuine 
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Dialectical 
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Fig~re !5.5 Difi~rent writing strategies--sequential and dialectical 

dialectic between the sequential reasoning of sentence construction and the holistic 

logic of structuring the document overall. 

In Figure 15.5 I try. to convey the difference between this and an orthodox 

writing strategT for a document with four sections. In practice, the computer does 

not require us to adopt one particular strategT but lets us shift backwards and 

forwards between them. 

Finally, the computer can also aid our writing in more pragmatic ways. Providing 

we invest in learning the necessary skills, the keyboard is much quicker than pen and 
paper. Depending on our software, it may also support a range of facilities for 

checking spelling, numbering sections and pages, creating tables, inserting graphics, 

indexing and the like which all improve the efficiency and effectiveness with which 

we can produce an account of our analysis. The computer saves us time, though this 

may not mean we spend less time at the computer. Its facilities allow us to do things 

we otherwise would not contemplate. But if we spend as much time producing our 
account as before, that time is likely to be spent much more productively. 

PRODUCING AN ACCEPTABLE ACCOUNT 

\re have to produce an account which is acceptable as well as accessible. What is 
acceptable will depend on the purpose of our account and the nature of the 

audience. The requirements of a doctoral thesis differ from those of an academic 

journal, or a research report for a policy-making agency,. The first step in producing 

an acceptable account is to clarify these requirements and ensure that the style, 

structure and substance of our account meet them successfully (Dixon et a[. 10987: 

216). While the length, format and substance of our account will vary according to 
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whether we are producing a three page summary for policy-makers or a three 

hundred page thesis, there are some general criteria we have to address irrespective 

of how we report the results of our analysis. 

xg!That criteria does an ’acceptable’ account have to meet? \Vge can employ the 

three standard criteria for any analytic work. Is it reliable? Is it valid? And how 

representative is it? These criteria are really quite simple, as we can see if we take the 

example of telling the time. If my watch is reliable, it will be consistent, going 

neither fast nor slow. If my watch is valid, it will tell the right time. If my watch is 

representative, I’ll know that other people (in a particular population) share the 

same time. An acceptable account has to convince its audience that it can meet each 

of these criteria. Let us consider each in turn. 

The essence of reliability is consistency through repetition. Suppose my watch is 

wrong. It may be unreliable, or simply set at the wrong time (i.e. invalid). If I want 

to kmow whether my watch is reliable, I need to make repeated observations of the 

time. If I set it accurately and then, after an interval of say fifteen minutes, it is no 

longer accurate, then I know it is unreliable. If it is accurate, can I infer that it is 

reliable? In practice, I might --#8212;but not if my life depended on it! The 

interval may be too short to show up error. Or it could be that my watch is very 

erratic, sometimes going too fast and sometimes too slow, and by pure chance was 

again telling the right time. If I can obtain consistent results over repeated 

observations, at wider intervals, then this will give me more confidence that my 

watch is reliable. Notice how much harder it is to be positive than negative. It may 

take many repeated observations to acquire confidence in the watch’s reliability, but 

only one negative observation to undermine it. 

If our research is reliable, then others using the same procedures should be able to 

produce the same result. The trouble arises because analytic procedures are typically 

ill-defined, and replication by others is in any case a difficult if not impossible task. 

I suggested earlier that in corroborating evidence, we have to undertake ’internal 

replication’ to test the reliability of our analysis (cf. Shimahara 1988). We may 

obtain some assurance in this way that we at least can reproduce the same results by 

using the same procedures on other parts of our data. But how do we assure others 

of the reliabili ty of o ur analysis ? 

Suppose I want to vouch for the reliability of my watch, but cannot let others use 

it to make repeated measures. Not surprisingly, the}, are liable to become suspicious 

of its reliability. How could I convince them otherwise? My only option is to 

explain to them how the watch works, and convince them that every precaution has 

been taken to ensure that it works as expected. In other words, I would have to 

explain the principles of the measurement I am making, and what steps if any I have 

taken to eliminate or reduce potential sources of error. Depending on how my 

watch (or clock) operates, I may have to explain the mechanics of a pendulum or 
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the vibrations of a quartz crystal. Reliability is not primarily an empirical isstle at all, 

but a conceptual one. It has to be rooted in a conceptual framework which explains 

why in principle we can expect a measuring instrument to produce reliable results. 

The empirical aspect comes later, when we check repeatedly to see whether in 

practice these results are achieved. Here, in the absence of repeated observations, all 

we can do is check that our ’apparatus’ is in good working order. 

If we cannot expect others to replicate our account, the best we can do is explain 

how we arrived at our results. This gives our audience the chance to scrutinise our 

procedures and to decide whether, at least in principle, the results ought to be 

reliable. The crucial procedures will be those we have fbllowed in categorizing or 

linking data, but we may also explain the procedures we have followed in 

summarizing data, splitting and splicing categories, making connections and using 

our maps and matrices. It may be useful to lay these out in algorithmic form 

(Figure 15.6). 

Figure 15.7 shows how this can be done for the overall decision-making process 

we have followed throughout our analysis. Using a similar approach, we can also 

detail the substantive decision-making which has governed our conceptualizations 

of the data, and the connections we have made between concepts. ~e can improve 

internal reliability by ensuring our conceptualizations relate closely to our data, by 

testing them against a variety of data sources. 

As well as outlining our procedures, we can try to identi~ possible sources of error. 

For example, what about ’mistakes’ in categorization? As the assignment of 

categories involves judging in terms of a range of criteria, which may be vaguely 

articulated and which may also change over time, the opportunity t~br error is 

obvious. Some data which should be assigned to a particular category may have been 

overlooked. Other data have been assigned inappropriately, xX~-e could call these the 

sins of commission and ommission. Similar sources of error can be t~bund in linking 

data and looking at connections between categories. There are procedures for 

reducing such errors, for example, through repeating the process of categorizing the 

data. The computer through its search facilities can help to locate data which may 

have been overlooked in our initial categorization. The converse error, of assigning a 

category (or a link) mistakenly to the data, can be identified through critical 

assessment of the results of category retrievals. 

We may correct such errors, but if time does not permit a full-blooded 

reassessment, we may settle for an estimate of the degree of error, by taking a sample 

of categories or databits and checking the accuraw with which categories have been 

assigned. 

In assessing the potential for error, we can also call upon the procedures for 

corroborating evidence which are relevant in identifying sources of error. In looking 

at the qualiv, distribution and weight of evidence under pinning our 
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Fig.re 15.6Decision-making laid out in algorithmic form 

categorizations, we can observe the weaknesses as well as the strengths of our 

evidence. By presenting the degree of empirical support for our categories, our 

audience can iudge for themselves the strength of our evidence and the potential for 

error. The computer can help us to do this by cross-tabulating category variables or 

mapping out the empirical scope of our concepts and the connections between them. 

Qualitative analysts have been notoriously reluctant to spell out even in the 

vaguest terms the decision-making processes involved in their analysis. They have 

been reluctant to admit of the possibility of error, preferring to present only such 

evidence as supports rather than contradicts their analysis. They have tended to rely 
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Fig.re Ifi. 7 Procedures for assigning categories in algorithmic form 

instead (perhaps unwisely, given our discussion of fabricating evidence!) on the 

audience’s trust in the integrity of the analyst. This makes even the most cursory, 

scrutiny of the reliability of their procedures impossible. But the time spent on laying 

out our decision-making processes is not wasted if it gives our audience an insight 

into our analytic procedures and enhances their confidence in our results. 

Turning now to validity, I defined a valid account as one ’which can be defended 

as sound because it is well-grounded conceptually and empirically’. There is a 

paradox here, of course, for how do we know that an analysis is well-grounded 

empirically, if our only access to that data is through the analysis? \Vge have no 

’independent’ access to data other than through the concepts used in our analysis. 
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The observations we have made have been informed throughout by our 

conceptualizations. No more than in any other form of research can qualitative 

analysis provide some kind of ’privileged’ access to ’how things really are’ 

independently of our ways of thinking about them. 

Before we despair, however, or abandon ourselves to an unalloyed subjectivity 

(which for a social scientist is much the san~e thing), let us take heart from our example 

of time. \~Te can accept without qualms the idea that my watch is ’valid’ if it tells the 

fight time. And how do we tell the ’fight’ time? To check the validity of my watch, I 

rely on other measurements of time. In my case, I watch the sL~ o’clock news, or I 

phone the speaking clock. If the time on my watch is consistent with the time as 

measured by other ’instruments’ like the speaking clock, I am happy to accept it as a 

valid measure. This is so, incidentally, even though I have no idea of what time 

’really’ is. The common sense view of time is that an interval between two events 

would be the same for all observers. This does not fit with my psychological 

experience of time (I find the hour in which I give a lecture tends to pass very 

quicldy, but the hour in which I listen to a lecture passes very slowly!). Nor does it 

fit with the modern physicist’s view, where time is not separate from space, each 

observer has his own measure of time, and identical clocks carried by different 

observers won’t necessarily agree (Hawking 1988:18-22). 

This process of checking the validity of my watch is more complex than it might 

at first appear. Let us consider it more closely. Suppose I have a digital watch with a 
range of functions. To check the time, I look at my watch and read off a set of 

numbers. What have these numbers got to do with what time it is? The answer may 

be--nothing. I could be looking at the date, or the time that I have set the alarm to 

wake me up tomorrow morning. The first thing I have to be sure of is that the 

numbers I’m looking at are about what time it is, and not about something 

completely different. If my watch only has one function, then of course I can be 

pretty sure. But even so, this assumes that I have at some point set the watch so that 

it will tell the time. If my niece has in the meantime got hold of my watch, and 

treated it as an interesting toy rather than a measuring instrument, I may be misled. 

If the reading I make doesn’t ’fit’ with the reading I’d expect if my watch was telling 

the time, I may begin to doubt its validity as a measure of time. This fit (or lack of 

it) between our observations (the numbers) and our concept (’telling the time’) is aptly 

called the ’face’ validity of a measure. We have to decide whether ’on the face of it’ 

the observation is consistent with the concept. In the case of the watch, this may be 

so straightforward that we tal~e it for granted. But in qualitative analysis, the fit 

between observations and concepts may be far less obvious. 

Once I’m satisfied that my watch is telling the time, I want to know if it’s the 

’right’ time, and I check it against the time given by the speaking clock. In making 

this comparison, I am implicitly assuming that telling the time with my watch is 
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consistent with telling the time by the speaking clock. WTe are both referring to a 

common-sense view of time, not one which might be relevant psychologically or in 

astrophysics. Incidentally, if I was navigating at sea and dependent on satellite 

signals to determine time, I would be better relying on astrophysics than on the 

common sense view (Hawking 1988:33). I am also assuming a common frame of 

refbrence, such as British Summer Time. In other words, in checking validity I have 

to consider whether my concept of time is consistent with that employed by other 

measures. If my concept proves inconsistent--fbr example, if I have fbrgotten to 

switch to British Summer Time--then I may again doubt the validity of my 

measuring instrument. Of course, I could instead doubt the validity of British 

Summer Time, but such immodesty would be unbecoming. We have to accept the 

authority of established concepts unless we have very good reasons to do otherwise. 

This fit (or lack of it) between the concepts we are using and previously established 

and authoritative concepts is called ’construct’ validity. 

Finally, I can check that the two measurements are consistent. If my measurement 

does prove consistent with the measurements obtained from other indicators, then I 

can be confident that my own instrument is a valid measure. This fit (or lack of it) 

between n~easures provided by different indicators is called ’criterion’ validity. In the 

case of the speaking clock, I have such confidence in its efficacy as a measure of time 

that I would not seek any further confirmation from other sources. The situation in 

social science is usually less clear-cut, because we cannot obtain established 

indicators through a simple phone call, and where indicators do exist they are often 

less authoritative. Think only of the problems in measuring class, intelligence, 

power, staus or job satisfaction. Nevertheless, where we can find a reasonable fit 

between our own measurements and those derived from established indicators, we 

can have more confidence that we have devised a valid measure of the concept we 

are interested in. 

In qualitative analysis, where we are often trying to break new ground and create 

new tools of analysis, we are more likely to be interested in the ’face’ and ’construct’ 

validity of our account. In the absence of satisfactory ’measures’ achieving 

confidence through consistency in measurement is a less likely prospect. The ’face’ 

validity of our account turns on the fit between our observations and our concepts, 

and this is something we can be more confident about. The whole thrust of 

qualitative analysis is to ground our account empirically in the data. By annotating, 

categorizing and linking data, we can provide a sound empirical base for identifying 

concepts and the connections between them. Other interpretations and 

explanations of the data may be possible, but at least we can be confident that the 

concepts and connections we have used are rooted in the data we have analysed. But 

how can we create a similar degree of confidence in others? 
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WTe can do this by demonstrating how the concepts and connections we have 

identified are grounded in the data. This involves more than throwing in a few 

anecdotes and illustrations to exemplify the meaning of a concept or a connection. 

This is not irrelevant, for we do have to show how our account applies to the data. 

But it is not enough. ~re need to be more systematic in considering the fit between 

our ideas and our data. \’gTe can do this by comparing the criteria we have employed 

in categorizing and linking with the data, noting and discussing borderline, extreme 

and negative as well as straightfbrward or typical examples. If the data is at all 

voluminous, then we cannot consider every bit of data in detail; but by considering 

notable exceptions as well as examples we can provide a more thorough review. As well 

as how our ideas apply to the data, we have to consider how far they apply. To do 

this, we have to consider frequency as well as content. Have we found one example, 

or many? Are examples concentrated in a single case, or spread evenly across cases? 

The computer can help us to answer such questions by making it easy to summarize 

information about the volume and distribution of our data. While the assumptions 

required for statistical analysis may not be satisfied by the way the data has been 

collected and analysed, it is still possible to obtain a useful descriptive overview in 

summary form. 

These comments apply most especially where we claim to identify ’patterns’ 

within the data. ~There we are dealing with ’singularities’, frequencies are irrelevant. 

However, we can at least improve confidence in the validity of our account by 

considering carefully the quality of our sources, and also by cross-referencing our 

observations from a range of sources. Otherwise we become unduly dependent on 

limited data of doubtful validity, such as Vincent’s account of his relations with 

Gauguin or Claire Memling. Here again, our case will be strengthened if we remain 

open to diffbrent interpretations of the data (e.g. that Vincent has a lively 

imagination and a tendency to blame others for his problems) than if we simply 

exclude them from consideration. 

Let us look at an example. Suppose we want to argue that women tend to be 

presented as passive patients, in contrast to the male patients and of course to the 

dentists themselves. Is this a valid account? First we can explicate our concept of 

passivity by looking at how we have defined the relevant category and some 

examples of how we have categorized the relevant data. Then we can look at a 

borderline example, and also some negative examples. Finally, we can consider how 

far the data supports our analysis. 

xa/~oody Allen exploits the vulnerability we feel when ’trapped’ in the dentist’s 

chair. Does he do so in a gender-neutral way, or does his humour betray some 

implicit sexual stereotypes? \Vge can examine this question by considering the way he 

depicts patient responses to the rather bizarre dental practices which they encounter. 

Here we find some striking images, such as that of Mrs Zardis sitting passively in 
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Table 1_5. ! Databits assigned to categories ’active’ and ’passive’ 

Passive Active 

Mrs Schwimmer lets Vincent make her 
bridge as he felt like it. 

Mrs Zardis remains in her chair while 
Vincent is absent for several days. 

Vincent reads Dreiser to anesthetize a 
male patient. 

Mrs Fitelman lets Toulouse-Lautrec 
cap her chin. 

Claire lets Vincent bring her back 
early. 

Claire lets Vincent drop swabs and 
mirrors in her mouth. 

Claire lets Vincent put his arms round 
her to show her how to brush. 

Mrs Schwimmer sues Vincent. 

Mr Greenglass refuses to let Vincent 
remove tooth. 

Mr Greenglass sues Vincent. 

Mr Feldman takes advantage of 
Gauguin’s distraction to bolt from his 
chair and race out of the office. 

Claire Menling finally resists Vincent’s 
advances and runs out weeping. 

IMr Kaufman darts for his toupee 
when it is blown off by the wind during 
open-air surgery.J 

the dental chair for several days waiting for Vincent to return from his blackout by 

the seashore, or Mr Feldman taking advantage of Gauguin’s distraction to bolt from 

his chair and race out of the office. The contrast between these portrayals could be 

taken as evidence of sexual stereotyping. To examine this issue, we categorized 

patient responses according to whether they seemed ’active’ or ’passive’. Xg!e took 

passive responses to refer to lack of action by patients in situations which could be 

regarded in some way as provocative. This lack of action implied a submissiveness 

on the part of patients, either in the sense of a lack of assertiveness concerning their 

own interests, or in the sense of a lack of ,any opposition to the indignities they 

suff’ered. By contrast, an active response involved an overt response to direct or 

indirect provocation, either implying assertiveness concerning the patient’s own 

interests or some resistance to the impositions they experienced. Using these 

criteria, databits were assigned to these categories as in Table 15.1. 

Most of these examples could be assigned to either category with reasonable 

confidence. The patients either accept treatment which is provocative, or they resist 

it in some way. Sometimes responses were divided into more than one element, as 

with Mrs Schwimmer and Mr Greenglass, allowing us to recognize where a patient 

both accepts and resists treatment as distinct responses. 

A borderline case is that involving Mr Kaufman, where although the patient is 

’active’ in retrieving his toupee, this is indicative of assertiveness on his part rather 
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Table 1_5.2 ’Passive’ and ’active’ responses by gender 

Gender Passive Active 

Male ! 4 
Female 6 2 

(N = 13) 

than any overt resistance to provocative action. However, the situation--open-air 

dentistry--could be regarded as provocative and Mr Kaufman if not resisting this at 

least actively looks after his own interests. As our criteria included assertiveness as 

well as opposition, on balance we decided to assign the category ’active’ to this 

databit. 

Another borderline case arises when Vincent gives Claire Memling gas before 

asking her ’to rinse’. Is this another example of passivity in the face of Vincent’s 

advances? Possibly. We may hesitate to categorize it in this way, though, since this 

may have been a legitimate part of Claire’s treatment, and what was unusual was 

that Vincent joined her--as he says, ’We both took a little gas’. Because the action 

refers primarily to Vincent, on balance, we decided to exclude this from our 

categorization. 

We have summarized the relationship between patient gender and ’active’ and 

’passive’ responses in Table 15.2. We can see that ’passive’ responses are found 

predominantly amongst female patients, while ’active’ responses are found 

predominantly amongst male patients. The vast majority of the males are ’active’ 

while the vast majority of the females are ’passive’. Unfortunately, the number of 

examples is too low for this cross-tabulation to be more than suggestive. 

Of the thirteen examples, three are exceptions to the gender stereotyping pattern. 

It is worth considering these exceptions in more detail. Of the two women 

responding actively, one is Claire Memling who is finally provoked into rejecting 

Vincent’s advances and ’runs out weeping’. Compare this with the response of Mr 

Feldman, who takes advantage of a lapse to break free and ’races our’--without 

weeping. The other is Mrs Schwimmer, who sues Vincent over the ’billowing 

bridge’, but only after treatment is completed. Compare this with the example of 

Mr Greenglass, who also sued but only after refusing treatment--he was ’adamant’ 

that Vincent could not remove his tooth. Finally, the gender of the ’passive’ male is 

mentioned almost incidentally--’I had to anesthetise the patient by reading him 

Dreiser’--receiving so little emphasis that we might have overlooked this example 

had we not been looking for it in the data. Overall, these exceptions are fairly weak 

and do not create a strong ’counter-impression’ to the main pattern. 
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Table 15.3 Distribution of responses by case 

Letters ’Active’ ’Passive’ 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 

How strong is that pattern? If we look at the frequency and distribution of these 

examples, we find a reasonable spread across the data, with no concentration in 

particular cases (Table 15.3). ’Active’ and ’passive’ responses are woven through the 

letters, with only- the final letter making no reference to patient response at all. 

XXlhile this suggests a gender-stereotyping pattern is woven through the letters, if 

we look at the data in terms of patients rather than responses, we find the picture is 

not quite so clear. For example, three of the sLx examples of ’passive’ responses 

amongst women relate to one patient, Claire Memling. We also find that in the case 

of two patients, Claire Memling and Mrs Schwimmer, initial passMty eventually 

turns into an ’active’ response. That leaves only two examples, Mrs Zardis and Mrs 

Fetelman, where female patients (and not just their response) are unambiguously 

’passive’. 

Nevertheless, the balance of evidence does suggest a gender-stereotyping pattern 

of responses. The most clear-cut and dramatic examples in the data all tend to 

confirm this pattern, while as we have seen the negative evidence is less clear-cut and 

dramatic. Overall, we may reasonably conclude that \Voody Allen has portrayed a 

gender-stereotyped view in his depiction of patient responses. 

Although this example refers to very little data, the principles involved can easily 

be applied to more extensive data, without unduly extending the length of the 

analysis. Obviously the more data is involved, however, the more we may- have to 

select and summarize the data, while still providing sufficient information to 

validate our interpretations. Unfbrtunately, the technological limitations of 

traditional forms of publication impose constraints which mean we cannot 

reproduce the interactive environment of a computer-based account. Ideally, we 

should be able to link summaries to databits, and databits to context, so that at any 

time readers can check for themselves the validity of our interpretations by accessing 

the original data in context. If accounts were stored on disk, the reader could have 
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full access to all the data on which our analysis is based. By electronically linking 

our summaries and interpretations to the relevant data, our audience could then 

check for themselves any doubtful (or especially interesting) points in our analysis. 

So long as producing an account depends only on traditional forms of publication, 

we have to accept limitations which in principle may be overcome following the 

advent ofdesktop computing. However, this vision of a future in which the research 

community exchanges disks as well as papers, and accounts can be validated in a 

fully interactive medium, cannot be realized without the development and 

standardization of the relevant software. 

Meantime let us return to our present problems of validation, and consider the 

issues posed by ’construct’ validity. These refer to the fit (or lack of fit) between the 

concepts used in our account and those already established in the relevant field. If 

we have used concepts which are congruent with those employed successfully in 

other analyses, our audience ,,nay have greater confidence in the validity of our 

account. If we have spurned the conceptual tools currently available in favour of 

inventing our own, we can expect a more sceptical response. Even the scientific 

community likes to keep originality on a lead--unless its problems have become so 

pressing that a complete sh ift in paradigm is required. Before we dedicate ourselves 

to revolutionizing current paradigms, however, we ought to recognize the 

circumstances in which such changes can occur. Einstein’s relativity theory 

explained empirical discrepancies which were inexplicable within the framework of 

Newtonian physics, and made some fresh predictions which could be tested against 

evidence. Theories in social science do not have such explanatory and predictive 

power. Often in place of explanation and prediction, we have to make do with 

insight and speculation. To our audience, these qualities, valuable though they may 

be, will rarely constitute an overwhelming case for changing the way they think. 

There is much to be said, therefore, for working with established rather than original 

concepts. The task of testing and honing these concepts through empirical enquiry 

is no less valuable than that of creating new conceptual tools. 

In practice, qualitative analysis may well involve a mix of these two tasks, 

depending on the fit between our data and the concepts we employ at the outset. To 

validate new- concepts, we can still consider their congruence with established 

thinking. If our concepts are inconsistent with established thinking, we have to 

accept a sterner test of their validity, if not in terms of their explanatory and 

predictive power, then at least in terms of the significant insights and understanding 

they afford. Much the same point applies to ’c~iterion’ validity. If our observations 

are inconsistent with the results produced through other measu.res, then we have to 

be particularly careful to ensure that our confidence in them is not misplaced. 

Qualitative analysis is often castigated as being too subjective, and as Patton 

comments: 
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To be subjective means to be biased, unreliable and irrational. Subjective 

data imply opinion rather than fact, intuition rather than logic, 

impression rather than confirmation (Patton 1980:336) 

Those taking this view tend to equate objectMty with achieving distance from the 

data through formal measurement and quantification, but as Patton goes on to 

remark ’distance does not guarantee objectivity, it merely guarantees distance’. The 

problems of objectivity lie mainly in how we conceptualize data, and as I suggested 

earlier, this issue arises at all levels of measurement. To quote Patton again: 

’numbers do not protect against bias, they merely disguise it’. This overstates the 

case, however, as numbers can help reduce bias, though they are not a sufficient 
protection against it, just as reliable measures may not be valid ones. As Shimahara 

(1988) comments, validity and reliability of research are crucial to all social research 

regardless of disciplines and the methods employed. 

Finally, let us turn to the problems of representation. Even if my watch gives a 

valid reading, this result can be generalized only to a particular population. The 

’right’ time in Edinburgh is not the same as the ’right’ time in New York. In telling 

the time, we take for granted the population to which we are referring--those that 

live within the same time zone. But in producing an account, we need to consider 

carefully to whom our account refers. 

It is helpful to distinguish two aspects of ’generalization’ which are sometimes 

confused. The first involves the process of induction, whereby we infer a general 

proposition on the basis of our empirical observations. Generalization in this sense 

refers to the theoretical process of developing concepts and connections. The second 

involves the process of applying our theory to a wider population. This refers to 

ascertaining the empirical circumstances in which our theory may hold true. In both 

cases, we ’generalize’ on the basis of the available evidence; but in the first sense, we 

inter a general statement about the data, and in the second, we apply that statement 

beyond the data on which it is based (Figure 15.8). 

To contrast these two aspects of generalization, compare problems of generalizing 

about artistic stereotyping in Vincent’s letters and in \’9"oody Allen’s humour. In our 

analysis of Vincent’s letters, we used the evidence of Vincent’s moodiness and 

volatile behaviour to infer a generalization about the use of artistic stereotypes. This 

was generalization about the data, and to consider whether or not it is justified, we 

have to examine the data on which it is based. For example, we might wonder 

whether it is Vincent himself, as a specific historical individual, whose temperament 

is being ridiculed, rather than that of artists in general. On the other hand, the 

letters do refer to other artists, like Gauguin, Seurat and so on, who seem to behave 

in a similar vein. On this basis, we may justify our generalization about artistic 

stereotyping. The problems of generalizing about artistic stereotyping in XX;oody 
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Figure 15. 8 The two aspects of generalization 

Allen’s humour, though, are quite different. We can say next to nothing about 

artistic stereotyping in Woody Allen’s humour, because we have only analysed one 

example of it. It may be that this is a unique case. Unless we can claim that our data 

is somehow representative of Woody Allen’s humour, we cannot generalize about it. 

Qualitative analysis often provides a better basis for inferring generaliza tions than 

for applying them. This is because qualitative data usually refers to a limited 

number of cases, or perhaps even a single case. Focusing in this way gives the 

researcher an opportunity to do a thorough analysis, thereby providing a solid basis 

for inference. However, it does not provide a good basis for applying these inferences 

to a wider population. The cases may be insufficient in number to justify such 

generalization. They may also have been selected on a non-random basis, precluding 

the use of sampling techniques to justify generalization beyond the confines of the 

original sample. 

Some analysts see this weakness as laudable, doubting the ability of social research 

to produce generalizations which cml apply in any circumstance regardless of 

context (Patton 1980:279). This seems suspiciously like making a virtue out of 

necessity. Nevertheless, there may be some saving grace in the ability of qualitative 
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analysts to identify the context in which their inferences are made. Th is can provide 

a key to elucidating the conditions under which a generalization can be expected to 

hold. 

For example, it is hardly surprising to find artistic stereotyping in an article titled 

’If the hnpressionists Had Been Dentists’. However, we also found evidence of 

gender stereotyping, and as this is less ’context-specific’ it is more likely to be located 

in other areas of \~’oody Allen’s humour. The use of transpositions of occupation 

and temperament are likewise ’context-specific’, but the underlying use of 

incongruity may be less so. The same is true of the relationship we observed between 

incongruity and cathartic humour, which we might also expect to hold in other 

contexts. Indeed, we could tbrmulate this as a hypothesis which we could test 

through further research. For example, we could suggest as a hypothesis that 

incongruity is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition of cathartic humour. Or, 

less ambitiously, we could confine ourselves to the hypothesis that cathartic humour 

is often associated with an element of incongruity. 

In producing an account, it is important to acknowledge the conditions under 

which our generalizations may hold true. As a basis for generalizing beyond our data, 

qualitative analysis is more likely to be suggestive than conclusive. On the other 

hand, in so far as our inferences are well grounded in our analysis of the data, at 

least we can be more confident that our suggestions are worth pursuing. 



Chapter 16 
Conclusion 

I have presented qualitative data analysis as a logical sequence of steps, from our first 

encounters with the data through to the problems of producing an account 

(Figure 16.1). This sequence reflects the logical relationship between dif~brent 

phases in the analytic process. We cannot categorize or link data unless we have first 

read and annotated it; we cannot connect categories unless we have first categorized 

and linked the data; we cannot produce an account without first categorizing and 

linking the data. 

Figure 16. l Linear representation of analysis 

However, although qualitative analysis is sequential in this sense, in practice we 

rarely proceed in a direct line from our first encounters with the data to our 

conclusions. This representation implies that we have a clear sense of direction from 

the outset, and this determines a straight-forward path from our data to our results. 

It is more realistic to imagine qualitative data analysis as a series of spirals as we loop 

back and forth through various phases within the broader progress of the an~ysis 

(Figure 16.2). 

Figure 16.2 Loop representation of analysis 

This representation emphasizes the interdependence of procedures used in the 

analysis. In reading and annotating data, for example, we anticipate the tasks of 

categorizing and linking the data. While making connections between categories, we 
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Figure 16.3 Analysis as an iterative process 

review our initial links and categories. At any particular phase in our analysis, we 

may return to re-reading the data or look forward to producing our account. Thus 

qualitative data analysis tends to be an iterative process (Figure 16.3). 

The various ’stages’ of research which we have presented in logical sequence may 

be better thought of as recurrent ’phases’ through which the analysis passes. Analysis 

is therefore akin to a spiral which turns through successive cycles, each (hopefully) 

at a higher level as more evidence is accumulated and concepts and connections 
become clearer. 

Why present analysis as sequential if in practice it is iterative? One reason is that 

my account of analysis has been constrained by the medium through which I have 

presented it. The use of text imposes a linear and sequential mode of explanation 

which is not always appropriate to what is being explicated. As I suggested in 

Chapter 13, maps and matrices can help offset this uni-dimensional character of 

text, creating a multi-dimensional space in terms of which to present the multiple 

facets of social action. But we still depend on text to add the necessary depth and 

density to what we have to say. 

The use of different tools and procedures may create inconsistencies in our 
account, but the tension between them can be useful. As X~qnston Churchill said, 

’consistency is a virtue of small minds’. In qualitative data analysis, we have to come 

to terms with a series of paradoxes. Thus we want to use existing ideas, but not 

prejudge the data. We want to break the data up into bits, but also to analyse it as a 
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whole. We want to consider data in context, but also to make comparisons. V!e want 

to divide data into categories, but also to consider how these relate. \Ve want to be 

comprehensive, but also selective. We want to analyse singularities, but also to 

generalize. V!e want our accounts to be accessible, but also acceptable. V!e want to 

be rigorous, but also creative. 

In response to these paradoxes, researchers have tended to emphasize one 

approach at the expense of another, producing rigidities which can only impede the 

creative process. Thus qualitative data is opposed to quantitative data, qualitative 

analysis to quantitative analysis, thick description to thin description, grounded 

theories to deductive theories, analysing data in context to comparison, analysing 

correlations to identifying connections, narrative accounts to analytic ones, and so 

on and on. Researchers opt for one side or the other of these dichotomies, and then 

engage in a critical demolition of the alternative approach. Often this is 

accompanied by a token ackmowledgement of the latter, as though finally reluctant 

to dispose of’the enemy’ which provides a foil for the favoured approach. 

Where such paradoxes abound, it is not surprising to find researchers taking up 

positions and converting methodology into an ideological battlefield: 

...it is well known that, while reason embraces a cold mediocrity, our 

passions hurry us ~vith rapid violence over the space which lies bem-een 

the most opposite extremes. 

(Gibbon 1960:164) 

While the heat generated by such ideological disputes may be warming in its way, it 

does not aid a cool and dispassionate appraisal of methodological options. 

To clear away the debris associated with these ideological clashes is beyond the 

scope of this introduction. In any case, I believe such one-sided ideologies bear little 

relation to what researchers do in practice. It is not practically possible, for example, 

to adopt a tabuia rasa approach to data analysis. It is not practically possible to 

proceed as though meanings can be understood in context, without also making 

comparisons---or vice versa. And even the most resolutely qualitative approach cannot 

entirely ignore the quantitative aspects of analysis. 

Throughout this book, I have preferred to stress the interdependence and mutual 

enhancement of apparently opposing approaches. Numbers can be useful in 

analysing meanings. Categorizing can contribute to identifying meaning-in-context. 

Patterns can help to isolate and understand singularities. Linking and associating can 

both contribute to analysing connections. Accounts can incorporate both narrative 

and analytic elements. It makes little sense, in my view, to emphasize one approach 

at the expense of the other. For example, an emphasis on grounding theory in an 
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empirical analysis of the data tends to discount the conceptual significance of the 

ideas we bring to the analysis, and the wider ideas we have to relate it to. 

This view is based in part on a practical orientation to analysis. If we think in 

terms of an analytic toolkit, it makes more sense to consider ’all the available tools 

and not leave one half of the toolbox locked. It is only fair to add that this approach 

may seem heretical in some quarters, where purity of procedure takes precedence 

over a more pragmatic perspective. My own view is that epistemological and 

ontological arguments are more useful if they examine knowledge as a practical 

accomplishment~how research works in practicc~than if they indulge in 

prescriptive wrangles about how we really ought to proceed. Bryman (1988:124) 

likewise questions ’the role of programmatic statements in relation to the pursuit of 

good social research’. He suggests that research methods are probably much more 

autonomous and adaptable than some epistemologists would like to believe. 

The computer itself may fall foul of such prescriptive perspectives on what 

qualitative data analysis ’ought’ to be. The advent of the computer has produced 

partisan responses, with some regarding it as a panacea for all ills and others 

castigating it as a dehumanizing threat to ’all that is warm and cuddly in human 

nature’ (Pfaffenberger 1988:10). These responses feed off each other, as claims that 

the computer can do everything encourage scepticism amongst those who think it 

can do nothing--or at least, nothing worthwhile. Neither view is appropriate in the 

context of qualitative analysis. The more extravagant claims for the computer relate 

to its ability to replace human enquiu and analysis with artificial intelligence. The 
advent of ’expert systems’ has given a new lease of life to these ambitions, as has 

research on neuron networks. However, expert systems depend upon the existence of 

stable knowledge systems governed by identifiable rules--two characteristics notably 

lacking in relation to qualitative data analysis (Pt?)tf[bnberger 1988:64-77). Research 

on neuron networks looks more promising as a means of emulating human pattern 

recognition, but it may be some years (or decades) bet?bre its potential is realized, 

and even then it remains doubtful whether computers based on neuron networks 

can emulate the insights and intuitions characteristic of consciousness and 

judgement (Penrose 1990:507-514). 

Meantime, the current generation of software provides a set of procedures which 

can replace or facilitate the mechanical tasks involved in analysing data, but not the 

creative and conceptual tasks that this requires. In this respect, the concerns of those 

analysts wary, of the quantitative and mechanical character of the computer seem 

somewhat misplaced. The ability to handle these aspects of analysis more efficiently 

and effectively can only enhance qualitative analysis. Traclitional methods of 

handling data created a yawning gap between ideals and practice, simply because the 

procedures involved were so cumbersome, tedious and time-consuming. The advent 

of fast, efficient and eminently manageable techniques for handling data facilitates 
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the achievement of traditional ideals. For example, it is now more feasible to reach a 

’saturation’ point, where all the relevant data have been incorporated into the 

analysis. To assess the strength of data supporting any particular conceptualization 

is now a much more straightforward matter. Auditing the analysis has become a 

much more manageable task. The computer supports a more complex and 

comprehensive analysis than was previously possible. 

The real issue is not so much whether the computer will replace thinking, but 

how- it may shape it. Here, the new- technology off}~rs real advances, most obviously 

in its powerful search facilities, and in the ability to create Hypertext links between 

different bits of data. Neither may be an unmitigated blessing, as text retrieval 

systems may encourage misplaced confidence in the computer’s ability to identify 

relevant data (Pfaffenberger 1988:52-6), while Hypertext procedures may 

encourage excessive complexity in the analysis (Cordingley 1991). However, both 

these facilities can support ways of thinking about data which were difficult if not 

impossible using traditional methods. Search facilities support a more rigorous and 

theoretically driven process of ’interrogating’ data, exploring and testing for 

connections between concepts through more or less sophisticated forms of data 

retrieval. Hypertext facilities provide ways of overcoming the fragmentation of data, 

mitigating if not eliminating some of the dualisms characteristic of qualitative 

analysis, such as the tension between analysing data in context and through 

comparison. Of these dualisms, perhaps the most significant is the fragmentation of 

data into bits which we nevertheless want to interrelate. Through electronic linking, 

we can at least partially overcome this fragmentation. ~e can observe, record and 

store links between bits of data, which can then be retrieved as a means of 

examining substantive connections between categories. Here again, the computer 

offbrs a significant advance in flexibility and rigour by comparison with what was 

possible using traditional methods. 

Of course, what the computer offers, and what we do with it, may be two 

diffbrent things. It may be that, in our enthusiasm for handling large volumes of 

data, or our fascination with the technology, we let the tool define the task, rather 

than allowing the task to dictate our use of the tool. As John Seidel puts it, we 

should be aware of what the computer can do to us, as well as for us (1991:116). But 

problems arise when the analyst is mechanical, not the computer. The computer 

cannot think for us, and not much good will come of it if we entertain unreasonable 

expectations of what it can do. If the computer is to be used rather than abused, it 

must be understood in the context of the analytic tasks required of us, the an~ysts. 



Appendix 1 
’If the Impressionists had been Dentists’ (Woody 

Allen 1978) 

Dear Theo 

"glill life never treat me decently? I am wracked by despair! My head is pounding. 

Mrs Sol Schwimmer is suing me because I made her bridge as I f?lt it and not to fit 

her ridiculous mouth. That’s right! I can’t work to order like a common tradesman. 

I decided her bridge should be enormous and billowing with wild, explosive teeth 

flaring up in eveiy direction like fir!! Now she is upset because it won’t fit in her 

mouth! She is so bourgeois and stupid, I want to smash her. I tried forcing the false 

plate in but it sticks out like a star burst chandelier. Still, I find it beautiful. She 

claims she can’t chew! What do I care whether she can chew or not! Theo, I can’t go 

on like this much longer! I asked C&anne if he would share an office with me but 

he is old and infirm and unable to hold the instruments and they must be tied to his 

wrists but then he lacks accuracy and once inside a mouth, he knocks out more 

teeth than he saves. What to do? 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

I took some dental X-rays this week that I thought were good. Degas saw them 

and was critical. He said the composition was bad. All the cavities were bunched in 

the lower left corner, I explained to him that that’s how Mrs Stotkin’s mouth looks, 

but he wouldn’t listen. He said he hated the frames and mahogony was too heaW. 

~/hen he left, I tore them to shreds! As if that was not enough, I atempted some 

root-canal work on Mrs XX/ilma Zardis, but half-way through I became despondent. 

I realised suddenly that root-canal work is not what I want to do! I grew flushed and 

dizzy. I ran from the office into the air where I could breathe! I blacked out fbr 

several days and woke up at the seashore. When I returned, she was still in the chair. 

I completed her mouth out of obligation but I couldn’t bring myself to sign it. 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

Once again I am in need of funds. I know what a burden I must be to you, but 

who can I turn to? I need money for materials! I am working almost exclusively with 

dental floss now, improvising as I go along, and the results are exciting. God! I have 
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not even a penny left for Novocaine! Today I pulled a tooth and had to anesthetize 

the patient by reading him some Dreiser. Help. 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

Have decided to share office with Gauguin. He is a fine dentist who specialises in 

bridgework, and he seems to like me. He was very complimentary about my work 

on Mr Jay Greenglass. If you recall, I filled his lower seven, then despised the filling 

and tried to remove it. Greenglass was adamant and we went to court. There was a 

legal question of ownership, and on my lawyer’s advice, I cleverly sued for the whole 

tooth and settled for the filling. \~ell, someone saw it lying in the corner of my 

office and he wants to put it in a show-! They are already talking about a 

retrospective! 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

I think it is a mistake to share offices with Gauguin. He is a disturbed man. He 

drinks Lavoris in large quantities. When I accused him, he flew into a rage and 

pulled my D.D.S. off the wall. In a calmer moment, I convinced him to try filling 

teeth outdoors and we worked in a meadow surrounded by greens and gold. He put 

caps on a Miss Angela Tonnato and I gave a temporary filling to Mr Louis Kaufinan. 

There we were, working together in the open air! Rows of blinding white teeth in the 

sunlight! Then a wind came up and blew Mr Kaufman’s toupee into the bushes. He 

darted for it and knocked Gauguin’s instruments to the ground. Gauguin blamed me 

and tried to strike out but pushed Mr Kaufman by mistake, causing him to sit down 

on the high speed drill. Mr Kau}~nan rocketed past me on a fly, taking Miss 

Tonnato with him. The upshot, Theo, is that Rifkin, Rifkin, Ri}ldn and Meltzer 

have attached my earnings. Send whatever you can. 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

Toulouse-Lautrec is the saddest man in the world. He longs more than anything 

to be a great dentist, and he has real talent, but he’s too short to reach his patients’ 

mouths and too proud to stand on anything. Arms over his head, he gropes around 

their lips blindly, and yesterday, instead of putting caps on Mrs Fitelson’s teeth, he 

capped her chin. Meanwhile, my old friend Monet refuses to work on anything but 

very, very large mouths and Seurat, who is quite moody, has developed a method of 

cleaning one tooth at a time until he builds up what he calls ’a full, fi’esh mouth’. It 

has an architectural solidity to it, but is it dental work? 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

I an~ in love. Claire Metaling came in last week for an oral prophylaxis. (I had 

sent her a postcard telling her it had been six months since her last cleaning even 
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though it had been only four days.) Theo, she drives me mad! \Vild with desire! Her 

bite! I’ve never seen such a bite! Her teeth come together perfectly! Not like Mrs 

Itkin’s, whose lower teeth are forward of her uppers by an inch, giving her an 

underbite that resembles that of a werewolf]. No! Claire’s teeth close and meet! 

~rhen this happens you know there is a God! And yet she’s not too perfect. Not so 

flawless as to be uninteresting. She has a space between lower nine and eleven. Ten 

was lost during her adolescence. Suddenly and without warning it developed a 

cavity. It was removed rather easily (actually it f}ell out while she was talking) and 

never replaced. ’Nothing could replace lower ten’ she told me. ’It was more than a 

tooth, it had been my life to that point.’ The tooth was rarely discussed as she got 

older and I think she was only willing to speak of it to me because she trusts me. Oh, 

Theo, I love her. I was looking down into her mouth today and I was like a nervous 

young dental student again, dropping swabs and mirrors in there. Later I had my 

arms around her, showing her the proper way to brush. The sweet little fool was 

used to holding the brush still and moving her head from side to side. Next 

Thursday I will give her gas and ask her to marry me. 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

Gauguin and I had another fight and he has left for Tahiti! He was in the midst of 

an extraction when I disturbed him. He had his knee on Mr Nat Feldman’s chest 

with the pliers around the man’s upper right molar. There was the usual struggle 

and I had the misfortune to enter and ask Gauguin if he had seen my felt hat. 

Distracted, Gauguin lost his grip on the tooth and Feldman took advantage of the 

lapse to bolt from the chair and race out of the office. Gauguin flew into a frenzy. He 

held my head under the X-ray machine }br ten straight minutes and for several 

hours after I could not blink my eyes in unison. Now I am lonely. 

Vincent. 

Dear Theo 

All is lost! Today being the day I planned to ask Claire to marry me, I was a bit 

tense. She was magnificent in her white organdy dress, straw hat, and receding 

gums. As she sat in the chair, the draining hook in her mouth, my heart thundered. 

I tried to be romantic. I lowered the lights and tried to move the conversation to gay 

topics. We both took a little gas. When the moment seemed correct, I looked her 

directly in the eye and said, ’Please rinse’. And she laughed! Yes, Theo! She laughed 

at me and then grew angry! ’do you think I could rinse for a man like you!? What a 

joke!’ I said, ’Please, you. don’t understand’. She said, ’I understand quite well! I 

could never rinse with anyone but a licensed orthodontist! g;hy, the thought I 

would rinse here! Get away from me!’ And with that she ran out weeping. Theo! I want 

to die! I see my }’ace in the mirror and I want to smash it! Smash it! Hope you. are 
well. 
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~¢’incent, 

Dear Theo 

Yes, it’s true, The ear on sale at Fleishman Brothers Novelty Shop is mine. I guess 

it was a foolish thing to do but I wanted to send Claire a birthday present last 

Sunday and every place was closed. Oh, ~rell. Sometimes I wish I had listened to 

~tther and become a painter. It’s not exciting but the life is regular. 



Appendix 2 
Software 

The reader looking tbr a review of software fbr analysing qualitative data should 

consult the book on this subject by Renata Tesch (1990). For a very brief summary 

of the main packages available, see also Fielding and Lee (1991). 

Hypersoft, a software package developed by the author, is based on Hypercard and 

requires Hypercard 1.2 or 2.0 and Macintosh (system 6.05 or later). Many of the 

procedures discussed in the text are supported by Hypersoft. 

~Vianaging data: Hypersoft uses a card-based environment, with linked indexes and 

facilities for referencing cases, recording facesheet variable values and references 

within the data (e.g. to questions/sources). 

Reading and annolaling: Hypersoft supports procedures for linking memos and 

summary synopses to data. Keyword and key-word-in-context searches include 

extraction of sentences or paragraphs, and extraction of data between two user- 

defined delimiters e.g. all the answers to a particular question. The package does not 

support sophisticated searches (e.g. using synonyms, wild card characters etc.). 

Categorizing:" Hypersoft provides a simple procedure for categorizing data, 

automatically filing relevant contextual information (case, data references etc.). 

Databits are filed on separate cards, with facilities for browsing, recategorizing, 

subcategorizing and annotating. A ’dictionary’ is provided fbr accessing and auditing 

conceptual definitions of the categories used in the analysis. 

Linking: Bits of data can be linked before, during or after categorizing, using a 

simple procedure for linking any two bits of data. 

Connecling: The retrieval procedures in Hypersoft are the basic boolean operators: X 

AND Y; X OR Y; X NOT Y. More sophisticated procedures (e.g. proximity, 

precedence) are not available. Conditions can be imposed on category retrievals, by 

case and data references or facesheet values. In addition, the package supports an X 

LINK Y retrieval, where X=data assigned to an X category or categories; LINK=a 

specified link, e.g. ’causes’; and Y=data assigned to a Y category or categories. Other 

forms of linked retrieval are not available in this version. 

Mapping: Hypersoft supports mapping of retrievals to scale, including linked 

retrievals, with areas proportionate to the average assignment per case. Drawing 
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facilities allow rectangles, circles and ellipses to be drawn to an adjustable scale. The 

full range of Hypercard graphic tools is also available. The card-based environment 

limits mapping to screen size. 

Corroborating: Values for facesheet variables and for category assignations can be 

recorded in a dataset, for fiJ.rther analysis or export to a statistical package. 

Hypersoft can produce frequencies and simple cross-tabulations. 

Producing an account: The package does not provide word-processing facilities. 

Fields are provided ~br notes, comments etc., but it is assumed that research reports 

will be produced using a word processing package. Procedures are included 

exporting data, tables, and diagrams to text-only files. 

Many of the packages currently 
available (April 1992) are distributed 
by Renata Tesch. For up-to-date 
information, contact: 
Renata Tesch 
Qualitative Research Management 
73425 Hilltop Road 
Desert Hot Springs 
CA 92240, USA 
Tel (619) 329-7026 

For further inibrmation about 
Hypersoft, contact: 
Ian Dey 
Department of Social Policy and Social 
Work 
AFB, George Square 
University of Edinburgh 
Edinburgh EH8 9LL 
Scotland 



Glossary 

Associating categories the process of identifying correlations between categories as 
a basis for inferring substantive connections. 

Bit ofdata a part of the data which is regarded as a separate ’unit of meaning’ for 
the purpose of the analysis. 

Categorizing data the process of assigning categories to bits of data. 
Category a concept unifying a number of observations (or bits of data) having 

some characteristics in common. 
Category definition a set of criteria governing the assignation of a category to a bit 

of data. 
Classification a process of organizing data into categories or classes and identifying 

formal connections between them. 
Code an abbreviation of a category name. 
Coding the process of identifying codes for category names. 
Concept a general idea which stands for a class of objects. 
Connecting categories the process of identifying substantive connections by 

associating categories or linking data. 
Dambit a bit of data which is copied and filed along with similar bits of data, for 

the purposes of comparison. 
Formal connection a relationship of similarity or difference between things e.g. X 

and Y belong to the same category. 
H)~erlink an electronic link between two bits of data. 
Index a list identifying a series of items (such as cases or databits). 
Link a substantive connection between two bits of data--the conceptual 

interpretation of a hyperlink. 
Linking data the process of identifying substantive connections between bits of 

data as a basis for identifying substantive connections between categories. 
Map a diagram representing the shape and scope of concepts and connections in 

the analysis. 
Mapping data the process of translating the results of retrievals into a graphic 

format. 
Matrix a rectangular array of rows and columns for organizing and presenting 

data systematically. 
Measurement defining the boundaries or limits to a phenomenon. 
Pattern observations or relationships which occur ~}equently in the data. 
Q~alitative data data which deals with meanings rather than numbers 
Q~antitative data data which deals with numbers rather than meanings. 
Retrieval a process of compiling all the data under some category or combination 

of categories, for purpose of comparison. 
Singularity a single constellation of observations which constitute the history of 

a unique event (or sequence of events.) 
Splitting the process of identifying subcategories and subcategorizing data. 
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Ssolicing the process of identi~ing formal connections between categories. 
Substantive connection an interactive relationship between things e.g. X causes Y. 
7]~eo~I a system of ideas which conceptualizes some aspect of experience. 
Variable a concept which varies by kind or amount. 
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Culture, Researcher Posi io ality: Working 
Through Dangers Seen, O seen, O  oreseen 

This author introduces a framework to guide researchers into a 

process of racial and cultural awareness, consciousness, and posi- 

tionality as they conduct education research~ The premise of the 

argument is that dangers seen, unseen, and unforeseen can emerge 

for researchers when they do not pay careful attention to their own 

and others’ racialized and cultural systems of coming to know, know- 

ing, and experiencing the world. Education research is used as an 

analytic site for discussion throughout this article, but the framework 

may be transferable to other academic disciplines. After a review of 

literature on race and cukure in education and an outline of central 

tenets of critical race theory, a nonlinear framework is introduced 

that focuses on several interrelated qualities: researching the self, 

researching the self in relation to others, engaged reflection and rep- 

resentation, and shifting from the self to system. 

Keywords: critical race theory; culture; epistemology; race; research 

ebates, discussions, and perspectives on who can and 
should conduct research with and about people and com- 
munities of color are somewhat common in educational 

discourse (of. Banks, 1998; Scheurich & Young, 1997; Til]man, 
2002). Ti~man, }br instance, r~sed the questions of who can and 
shouk{ conduc~ research with and about A~rican Americans. I~ike 
T~llman, I do not belie~ tMt researchers must come from the racial 
or cultural community unde~ study m conduct research in, with, 
and about tha commur~ity. It seems that researchers ir~stead should 
be actively engaged, thoughtfill, and ~)~.hright regarding tensions 
that can surface when conducting research where issues of race and 
culture are concerned. Moreover, it is impo~ant that researchers 
possess or are pursuing &eper racial and cultural knowledge about 
themsdves and the communi~ or people under stud),. ~Vhem 
mdal~zed kr~ow]edge is concerned, %turn (2001) wrote, 

In a race--conscious society, the development of a positive sense of 
racial/ethnic identity not based on asstuned superiority or in~brior-- 
icy is an important task for box}~ [italics added] White people and 
people of color~ The development of this positive identity is a life- 

long process that o~i:en requires z~’eand~g ~he ~isi~.~rzz~r~io~ and 

smreot),pes [italics added] we have internalized not only about oth- 
ers, but also about ourselves. (p~ 53) 

In other words, some researchers and people of color may have 

been what I call kidnapped into believing that they are in}brior 

and thus concentrate on negative attributes of people and 

munities of color. Where cultural kno’Medge is concerned, what 

matters in Tillman’s (2002) assessment is "whether the researcher 

has the cultural knowledge to accurately interpret arid validate the 

experiences" (p. 4) of others in a study. 

In this article, I introduce a t~?~m~ework to guide researchers in a 

process of racial and cultural consciousness as they conduct educa- 

tion research. The framework reiects practices in which researchers 

detach themselves fkom the research process, particularly when they 

reject their raci;~Jized and culturgd positions]icy in the research 

process. I argue that. it may be necessat7 fi)r researchet:s to consider 

dangers seen, tmseen, and mafbreseen in conducting research. Those 

conducting studies that have an explicit i}gcus on race arid culture, in 

addition to studies that do not necessarily have race and culture at 

their core, may find the frmnework usefial. By seen dangers, I mean 

the dangers that can explicitly emerge as a result of the decisions 

researchers make in their studies. Unseen dangers are tIlose tIlat are 

hiddem covert, implicit, or invisible in the research process. For 

instance, if the researdier is riot conscious of dangers that may sur- 

~Cace in a study, they are unseen by him or her. Unfi.)reseen dangers 

are those that are tmanticipated or mapredicted in a research project 

based on the &cisions that researchers make in the research process. 

Specific examples of these dangers will be discussed later in tills arti-- 

cle, with special attention placed on issues of race and culture.~ 

In the process of conducting research, dangers can emerge 

when and if researchers do not engage in processes that can cir-- 

cumvent misinterpretations, misinfbrmation, and misrepresenta- 

tior~s of individuals, commurfities, institutior~s, and systems. The 

proposed fi’amework attempts to guide and assist, researchers in 

working through these dangers. As discussed later in this article, 

when researchers are r~ot mindful of the enormous role of their 

own and others’ racialized positionality and cultural ways of 

kiaowing, the results can be dangerous to communities and indi- 

viduals of color. In short, I argue that dangers may emerge that 

researchet:s can see or cannot see and that they cannot amicipate, 

predict, or expect in the research process. 

This article rests on several ir~terrelated premises grounded in 

the research, theory, and practice of other scholars: 

People of color historically have been misrepresemed, 

exploited, silenced, and taken ~br granted in education 

research (DilJard, 2000; Stanfidd, 1995). 
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Some education researchers have given privileged status to 
dominant, White voices, beliefs, ideologies, and views over 
the voices of people of color (Gordon, 1990; Tillman, 2002). 
Researchers’ multiple and varied positions, roles, and identi- 
ties are intricately and inextricably embedded in the process 
and outcomes of education research (Chapman, 2007; 
[adson--Billings, 2000; Stanle> 2007). 

For these reasons guides and framework.s are needed to (a) con- 
tribute to and extend the discourse about researchers’ rolm, rmpon- 
sibilities, and position~ity; (b) ~ssist and empower researchers 
the process, production, and outcomes of inquiry; ~md (c) hold 
researchers morn accountable to the commnnities and people with 
whom they conduct research. Consequently, the proposed f~ame- 
work attempts to guide researchers from various racial and cukurd 
backgroun&---White researchers and researchers of 
deeper levels of awareness and consciousness in conducting educa- 
tion research. How can researchers work through dangers seen, 
unseen, and un~)reseen in the practice of their inquiV, especially to 
do justice to issues of race ~d culture? 

The framework and discussion that i}9llow are grounded in 
two int.erconnecmd bodies of literature: {a) research on the color 
and culture line and (b) critical race theoU, These bodies of lit- 
erature provide an important historicd backdrop and lens to help 
elucidate the complex nature of race and culture in the process 
and outcomes of c(mducting education research. The next sec- 
tions consider these bodies of work. 

Research on the Co,or and Culture Line 

Dating back m Du Bois’s (1903) and \’~loodson’s (1933) scholarship, 
a growing and important body of theory and research points suc- 
cinctly to issum of race (e.g., G~arammn, 2003; ~g, 1991; Lee, 
Lomotey, & Shujaa, 1990; C. Lewis, 2006; Siddle-~ZZalker, 1996; 
Tyson, 1998) and culture (e.g., Ball, 2000; De]pit, 1995; Gay, 2000; 
F{i~iard, 1992; Howard, 2001; kizartT, 2006; Jmnes, 2004; Mort’ell 
& Duncan-Andrade, 2002) in education research. In sho~, this body 
of literature has provided alternative epistemologies, and method- 
ologies for studying people of color ~d their multiple and varied 
identities and experiences. The need to extend wha we know and 
how we know it where people of color are concerned is grounded in 
a r~i7 tMt Di~ard (2000) convindngly explained: People of color 
am not Ng,~ite people with pigmented or colored skim Thdr expefi- 
encm are shaped by {among other qtm]ities) their racial, ethnic, and 
c~tur£ heritage. Cruz (2001 ) mNnt£~ed tha scholars of color have 
had to "cm=e and develop almrnaive spaces and metho&logies for 
the study of their communities" {p. 658) to more fially and appro- 
pfi=dy ~pture ~d represent ~ved experiences ~(mg populations 
of color. This body of work is ~ast in terms ofbrea&h and depth, bm 
fi)r the purposes ofth is article I will foc~xs on three central and rdated 
themes that have emerged fi’om my review of the ~terature: (a) Ns- 
rupting and extending notions of norrndi7, (b) disrupting deJ]cit 
discourses and beli&, and (c) disrupting and extending the socioe- 
conomic sta~s (SES) ration~e. 

Dis~’upd~g¯ and Extena}’ng* ~,%dons 

To an extent, research on the color and culture line has ques- 
tioned, challenged, problematized, and disrupted dominant and 
hegemonic notions of what is categorized, conceptualized, and 

accepted as "normal" in educational practices (cf. C}~apman, 
2007; Milner, 2007a; Morris, 2004) and in education research 
(cf. Dillard, 2000; Scheurich & Young, 1997; StanlW, 2007). The 
reD, nature and sources of %cceptable" knowledge construction 
and representation have bee~ examined, critiqued, and analyzed 
(Dil]ard, 2000; Lorde, 1982, 1984; Tare, 1997). Questioning 
what it means to experience and ]~ve in a world that does not 
necessarily find the views, prefbrences, and experiences among 
people of color to be "normal," "acceptable," or "valid" is a recur- 
rent charge ~)r some who engage in research about race and cul- 
ture (c£ Dillard, 2000; Gordon, 1990; Stanfidd, 1995). The 
dominant and oppressive perspecti~ is that XX&ite people, their 
beliefs, experiences, and epistemologies (Scheurich 
1997) are ohen viewed ~ "the norm" by which others are compared, 
measured, assessed, and evaluated (Foster, 1999). For instance, 
in terms of practice, students of color in scMols on all levels (ki’om 
pre-K to gradt~te or profhssion~ school) are often placed in mme- 
di~ courses to "catch up" or ’~li~v up" to a norm ~or which the modal 
is their k~ite classmatm. Res~.rch su~ests that people of color m 
experience a &ffbrent vpe of"norn~" life and that excelbace can 
;rod does emerge in multiple and varied forms: People and commu- 
nitim of color ti’om all walks oflitb can be and are successti~l (Morals, 
2004). in short, tMm g v~ue ~d promise in people who have had 
a range ofexperiencm in 1life; d{~bmnt, in this sense, dora not neces- 
sarily mean deticit or deficient (Ford, 1996; Milner, 2007a). In short, 
~ong with the authors of this body of work I ague ff~r a &eper, 
morn contextualized look a race and culture tha gore be}~)nd the 
dichotomy of normal and abnormal. 

N otions of norm~ity, where racialized and cultural "others" 
are viewed as negative, are the results 
knowing. To clarit?, Ladson-Billings (2000) explained how epis- 
temologies encompass not only ways of ~owiag ~d perceiving 
the world but also systems of knowing the world. The systems 
that guide educational inquiW mW portray certain groups of peo- 
ple, particularly people and communities of color, in deficit and 
deficient terms (Ford, 1996; Stan~eld, 1995). I,adson-Billings 
suggested that racialized s}<stems of knowing can make it difficult 
for researchers and others to iaterpret or conceptualize a situation 
in a corrm~unity of color as normal, particularly when researchers 
do not understand how s>qstems of knowing can marginalize and 
objecti~" people of color. Diffbrent from the White majority, 
this sense, is often perceived as insufficient or substandard. In 
sum, one theme from research and theory on the color and cul- 
ture line is a fbcus on disrupting and exteadiag what it means to 
be "normal." 

I_)isru.gting De2qcit D#cou,~ses and Be/iefa: 

Research on the color and culture line also has disrupted and shed 
light on deficit, discourses and beliefs, particularly where people 
of color are concerned, in the study and representation of people 
and communities of color. Haberman (2000) stressed that "lan- 
guage is not an innocent reflection of how we think. The terms 
we use control our perceptions, shape our understanding, and 
lead us to particular proposals for improvement" (p. 203). 
Moreover, Dil]ard (2000) chaIlenged researchers to rethink 
meanings of constructs in education research, and she conceptu- 
alized an enda~’kened epistemology rather than an eniigi;~tened 
one--building on the pivotal work of t)minist theorist Patricia 



Hill Collins (2000). The idea is that epistemologies need to be 

"colored" and that the research community may need to be 

exposed to theories, perspectives, views, positions, and discourses 

that emerge from the experiences and points of view of people 

and researchers of color. 

Clear~y, there is a cognitive dimension to deficit discourses. 

other wor&, defidt discourses may su rlCace fi’om the belief systems and 

thinking of researchers, teadaers, practitioners, and policy makers. 

This bo@ of research highlights the tensions in how researchers have 

perceived and discussed people ofcobr; it at.tempts to hold resea_rdlers 

(more) accountable for their views and the ways in which they 

cuss, act upon, and share them (d{ Ford, 1996; Milner, 2007b). 

Research and theo~7 on the color and culture line a~so disrupts and 

extends the SES rarionale, which is often used to explain issues of 

injustice, racism, inequiry, and oppression--to inclu.de issu.es of 

ra.ce and culture. To be clear, SES does matter and is an important 

issue to consider in education research. The point in the literature 

is that SES does not necessarily account i})r all of the inequitable 

situations in which people find themselves, both wkhin and out- 

side the field of education. That is, race, culture, and gender, 

among other factors, may play central and independent roles in 

how people live and experience life, both inside and outside edu- 

cation (irvine, 1990; Ladson-Billings & Tare, 1995; Lareau & 

Horvat, 1999; \Veis & Fine, 1996). Because, to some, race is su.ch 

a taboo topic in education research (see Tatum, 1992, for more on 

this subject), SES ~?amewor~ are often used as analytic tools to 

construct and deconstmct evidence in research, lit may seem incon- 

ceivable to some tIlat race, f~r instance, still has such a profound 

influence on how people experience and live in the world. Put sim- 

ply, compelling evidence suggests that people’s situations are 

shaped by more than mere SES (cf. Ladson-Billings & Tae, 1995). 

\Veis and Fine (1996) discovered that \Vhite and African 

American ~’poor" ~md "working-class" men described their expe- 

riences in very different ways. The authors considered the differ- 

ent ways in which their participants conceptualized their 

experiences, writing: ~q’he groups under consideration, \Vhite 

and African American men, lodge critique dif}brently because of 

their different historic.., locations that encourage them to expe- 

rience and see the world in particular ways" (p. 513). Although 

the participants in the study were all from lower SES back- 

grounds, their racial and cultural experiences were quite differ- 

ent, which caused them to think and to talk about the reasons f’or 

their economic stares, realities, situations, and experiences very 

dii}brently. In her research, Fordham (1993) outlined some of the 

implicit assumptions associated with race and gender both in 

higher education and in public schools. She maintained that 

whereas women (f’rom a more general perspective) had to work 

harder to be "taken seriously" in the academy, an African 

American woman in tile academy had to disassociate hersdf 

"fi’om the image" (p. 22) of being different (or being what some 

would classify as "loud"). She stressed that African American 

women often used "silence" and "invisibility" to garner power as 

well as acceptance. Fordham, like Ladson-Billings and Tare 

(1995) and \Veis and Fine, suggested that it is essential to under- 

stand the cukure and history of people of color and women in 

conducting education research and to understand that SES may 

be an important but not sufficient consideration in the process 

and outcom es of conducting research. 

Similarly, bell hooks (1994) made it explicit that Black t)male 

teachers carry with them gendered experiences mad perspectives 

that have been (historically) silenced and margi nalized in the dis- 

courses about teaching and learning, In some regards, particularly 

in more contemporary times, teaching has been viewed as 

’~women’s work," but female teachers of color and their world- 

views have ofien been left out of the discussions-------even when race 

and equity were at the top of the agenda. 

In sum, although SES is irr~portant to consider and to include 

in educational study and analyses, race and culture are also 

important to consider in the stu@ of people, perspectives, expe- 

riences, and spaces. Such research carl provide a model ~lr other 

studies that attempt to capture, interpret, explain, and describe 

varying perspectives and viewpoints in education research. In 

short, this body of literature has provided research, analytic, and 

conceptual frames for researchers interested in and concerned 

about the educational experiences of people of color. 

Critical Race Theory’ 

Critical race theory emerged fi’om critical legal studies when 
Ladson-Billings and Tare (1995) introduced it into education in 
a Teacher’s (-]ol~ege Record article and attempted to advance 
research and theory where issues of race were concerned.2 Ladson- 
Billings ~md Tare argued that race was undertheorized in educa- 
tion and that although studies existed in the field of education 
that examined race, the field suf~;ered from a lack of conceptual 
~md am@tic tools to discuss race, operationdize it, and move the 
field f’orward. According to "~k-)sso (2005), critical race theo~7 "draws 
from and extends a broad literature base of critical theory in law, 
sociology-, history, ethnic studies and women’s studies" (p. 71 ). 
Solorzano and ~2)sso (200 l) asserted that critical race theo~7 "chal- 
lenges the dominant discourse on race and racism as it relates to edu- 
cation by examining how educational theory,- and practice are used 
to subordinate certain racial and ethnic groups" (p. 2). 

In&ed, scholars in education have recognized the promise and 
utilio, of critical race theory in education, and their work has made 
nleaningfu] contributions to what is known about race in education 
(d: Duncan, 2005; Lynn, 2004; Parker & Lynn, 2002; Tam, 1997). 
For tile purposes of this stride, I elaborate on three central tenets or 
features of critical race theo~7, although others exist:3 (a) the 
ingrained nature of race and racism in socieV and thtk~ in education 
and education research; (b) the importance of narrative, counter- 
narrative, and the naming of one’s own reality in education; and (c) 
the centrali~ of interest convergence in education. 

One tenet of critical race theoW is the postulatkm that race and 
racism are endemic, pervasive, widespread, and ingrained in soci- 
ety and thus in education. From a critical race theoW perspective, 
race and racism are so ingrained in the ~bric (Ladson-Billings, 
1998) of society th= thW become normalized. Individuals from 
various racial and ethnic backgrounds may find it diNcult to even 
recognize the salience, permanence, effects, and outcomes of 
racism because race and racism are so deeply rooted and embed- 
ded in our ways and s}<stems of knowing and experiencing life. In 



short, because race and racism exist in society, they also are pre- 
sent and prewllent in education and in the research and practice 
of education. People in society make up the education system, 
and thus education research and practice are also infiltrated with 
matters of race and racism. Lopez (2003) explained that "rather 
than subscribe to the belief that racism is an abnormal or unusual 
concept, critical race theorists begin with the premise d~at racism 
is a normal and endemic component of our social f~bric" (p. 83). 
Further, to be "American" and "normal" are often equated with 
’X;hiteness ~both outside and inside the United States" (Jay, 
2003, p. 3). Critical race theorists attempt to expose racism and 
injustice in all its ~brms and facets; they attempt to explain the 
implicit and explicit consequences of systemic, policy-related 
racism; and they work to disrupt and transform policies, laws, 
theories, and practices through the exposure of racism. 

importance of .A,~ ar~,ative and Counter-..A,~ ar~,ative 

A second tenet of critical race theory in education is the impor- 

tance and centrality of narratives and counter-narratives,~ or 

stories~par ticularly stories "told by people of color" (Lop~, 2003, 

p. 84). From critical race theoo~ perspectives, knowledge can and 

should be generated through the narratives and counter-narratives 

that emerge from and with people of color. Critical race theorists 

argue that narrati~ and counter-narrati~ should be captured by the 

researcher, experienced by the research participants, and told by 

people of cobr. Critic~ race theou’s adv~cement of the narrative 

and counter-narrati~ centralizes race t})r the knower and fi~r the 

known. In other words, race and racism am placed at tI~e center of 

the narrative and counter-narrative in cfitic~ race thcotT. 

Thus, as Ladson-BiHings and Tare (1995) explained, "A 

theme of’naming one’s own reality’ or ’voice’ is entrenched in the 

work of critical race theorists" (p. 57). Solorzano and Yosso 

(2001) explained that critical race theoD~ in education works to 

~;challenge... dominant ideology" (p. 2) and to centralize %xpe- 

riential hmwledge" (p. 3). Emphasis and value are placed on 

knowledge construction, on naming one’s own reality, and on the 

multiple and varied voices and vantage points of people of color. 

Communities of color are empowered to tell stories of}en much 

diffk’rent from the ones that have been portrayed in the past 

(Chapman, 2007). 

DNson and Rousseau (2005) described the import~ce of voice 

and narrative in their review. They wrote that voice concerns "the 

assertion and acknowledgement of the importance of the pet:sons] 

~d communiV experiences of people of color ~ sources of~owl- 

edge" (p. 10). Similarly, Ladson-Billings (1998) wrote that ~the use 

of voice or ~naming }~tlr reality’ is a way that critical race theory 

lin~ .!brm and subslance [it~ics added] in scholarship" (p. 12). 

Indeed, the stories of those considered by the dominant culture 

(and others) to be at the bottom---in many instances, students of 

color and researchers of color~"illustrate how race and racism 

continue to dominate our society" (Bell, 1992, p. 144), Such nar- 

ratives need to be told but ofien have been dismissed, trivialized, or 

misrepresented in education research. 

A third tenet of critical race theory in education is interest conver- 
gence. According to Donnor (2005), interest convergence is "an 
analytical construct that considers the motivating factors.., to 

eradicate racial discrimination or provide remedies for racial 
injustice" (pp. 57-58). Bell (1980) insisted that "Whites may 
agree in the abstract that blacks [and other people of color] are 
citizens and are entitled to constitutional protection and that 
racial segregation is much more than a series of quaint customs" 
(p. 522) yet still believe that injustice can be "remedied effectNely 
without altering the status of whites" (p. 522). People in power 
are often, in discourse, supportive of research, policies, and prac- 
tices that do not oppress arid discriminate against others as long 
as the>--those in power---do not have to alter their own systems 
of privilege; they may not want to give up their own interests to 
fight against racism, confront iniustice, or shed light on hegemony. 
Power and interests are connected. Ddpit (1995) explained that 
"those with power are t~i’equently least aware o~:L~r least willing to 
acknowledge--its existence. Those with less power are often most 
aware of its existence" (p. 24). Quite often, those in power are not 
interested in having to negotiate or question their own privilege to 
provide opportunities to empower people of color or to "level the 
playing field." Ladson-Billings (2006) maintained that it is unfiair 
and inconceivable to expect all students to finish their education in 
the same place (at the same peribrmance level) because some 
students---such as African American and Latinoia students and 
students from lower SES backgmunds~do not begin their educa- 
tion in the same place, In other words, how can socieo~ arid edu- 
catot:s expect students to arrive at the same place when d~ey do not 
begin their education at the san~e place? 

Lopez (2003) expL’dned that "\Vhites will tolerate arid advance 
the interests of people of color only when they promote the self- 
interests of \Vhites" (p. 84). Moreover, he goes on to assert that 
"racism always remains firmly in place but that social progress 
advances at the pace that White people determine is reasonable 
and judicious" (p. 84). By way of an interest convergence exam- 
ple, Ladson-Billings (1998) explained: 

Originally, the state of Arizona insisted that the King Holiday was 
too costly and there:(bre :(;died to recognize it :(br state workers and 
agencies. Subsequendy, a variety of ASFican American groups and 
their supporters began to boycott business, proib.ssional and social 
~uncdons in the state of Arizona. When the members of the 
National Basketball Association and the National Football League 

suggested that neither the NBA ~db-Star Game nor the Super Bowl 
would be held in Arizona because of its ~ilure to recognize the King 
Holiday, the decision was reversed. (p. 12) 

Ladson-Billings’s analysis of the state’s reversed decision exem- 
plifies the concept of interest convergence. The state of Arizona 
did not wan,. to lose revenue; it wanted to increase revenue and 
was willing to compromise and negotiate to satis~ its interests. 
In this sense, the interests of Blacks (arid others) who supported 
and advocated for the Martin Luther King holiday converged 
with the interests of the state that supported and advocated 
increased revenue. The sacrifice that is necessary,- ~br real social 
change is to take place is often painful Taking serious strides 
toward racial, social, and economic justice is often too difficult 
for people in power in our country (and possibly the world) 
because it means that they may have to give up something of 
interest to them: their systems of privilege and their experience of 
life (Bell, 1980; Ladson-Billings, 2000). The problem is that many 
worry about how change can threaten their own interests, position, 
status, and privilege (Bell, 1980) and perhaps the systems of 



privilege and interests tllat their children, grandchildren, and 

fi.tture generations may reap in the fiature. As Gordon (1990) 

asserted, it is dii-}~cult for a group of people to critique and work 

to change and transform tile world when the world works for that 

group of people. Thus, as Bell maintained, "The interest of blacks 

[and other people of color] in achieving racial equality will be 

accommodated only when it converges with the interests of 

whites" (p. 523). 

It is in these three tenets of critical race theory and in the 

research and theory about race and culture tllat [ have situated 

seen, unseen, and unforeseen dangers in conducting education 

research. Such dangers arise particularly when researchers do not 

consider, negotiate, balance, and attend to the complex nature of 

race and culture in their research. \Vith discussions of these two 

bodies oftheoU and research established, I now shift to a discus- 

sion of examples of racialized and cukural dangers that can show 

up in conducting education research. 

Dangers in ~ducation Research 

In this section, I discuss dangers seen, unseen, and urdi)reseen in 

(a) color- and culture-blind research in P---I 2 educational settings, 

(b) color- and culture-blind policy and docmnent analyses, and 

(c) teacher education research. Although I focus on three 

ent sites where dangers manifest, it is important to note that dan- 

gers can and do materialize in a number of other research 

contexts. The ideas and examples may be transferable to other 

research disciplines, approaches, contexts, and sites. 

The research ]ke~aum suggests that, in practice, studen~ ]earning 
oppo~tunkies may be hindered when teachers ~ail to consider 
their own and thdr students’ rada] and cnkural backgrounds in 
their P-12 work and instead adopt color- and culture-blind 
belie~, ideologies, and practices (Johnson, 2002; A. E. Lewis, 
2001 ; Mil her, 2007a).5 In Audre Lorde’s (1982) view, ~nd~vidn- 
als who adopt color- and cukure-blind ideologies believe they can 
overeome and "conquer it [racism and disc~imin=ion] by ignor- 
ing it" (p. 81). Moreover, color-blind and culture--b]~nd teachers 
often do not possess the raci~ and cultural knowledge necessaU 
t~r pedagogical success with highly diverse students,6 especially 
students who are often placed on the margins of teaching and 
learning. Researchers have ~bu~d that cultural and racial conflicts, 
incongruences, inconsistencies, and mismatches exist between 
teachers and students in the classroom that can hmit students’ 
learning opportunities (Banks, 200 l; Ford, 2006; Foster, 1997). 

Similarly, in education research, the adoption and practice of 
color-blind and culture-blind research epistemologies and 
approaches can potentially lead to the dangers of exploitation and 
m isrepresentation of individuals and corn munities of color. For 
instance, sociologist Amanda Lewis found in a 200l study that 
many teachers and adults re~hsed to discuss or ac~mwledge the 
ever-present social and institutional race-related matters in thei r 
mostly ~q-,ite school. When a student off color, Sylvie, brought 
up racist experiences, the teachers in the community ignored her 
concerns and rationalized that she was "playing the race card" 
(Lewis, 2001, p. 788). The adults in the context adopted a color- 
blind approach to their work and lives. Multicultur~ researcher 

James Banks (2001) explained that % statement such as q don’t 
see color’ reveals a privileged position that refuses to legitimize 
racial identifications that are veU important to people of color 
and that. are ofi.en used to justify inaction and perpetuation of the 
status quo" (p. 12). For the adults in the Lewis study, the idea was 
that issues of race and culture were not important in the learni ng 
environment because most of the students, teachers, and parents 
in the context were \Vhite. From a critical race theoW perspec- 
tive, race and racism are endemic and ingrained in education-- 
even in mostly White contexts. Critical race theorists assert that 
issues of race should be placed front and center in research. 
Moreover, from a critical race theory perspective, Sy]vie offered a 
counter-narrative to what Stanley (2007) called the ~master nar- 
rative" (p. 14) in the school and communi~< 

~hat would have surfaced in the results oft}re Lewis study had 
the researcher told only one side of the story, particularly the story 
of the dominant group? From a critical race theory perspective, 
counter-narratives are needed to interrupt and disrupt voices of 
the dominant group. Indeed, SyMe needed to name her own real- 
i~. Thus an epistemok~gy of color- and culture-blindness in the 
Lewis (2001) study could have resulted in dangers seen, unseen, 
and unforeseen. ~ share here dangers tllat may surf;ace }~)r the 
researchers, for the readers or consumers of the research, and also 
for the corrmmn ities or particiDmts in the research. Ulti mate]y, 
~ argue that researchers may need to be mindfid of these dangers 
for all groups involved (the researcher, the consumer of the 
research, and the research participant). For instance, 

An obvious and seen danger is the adults’ avoidance of 
radalized issues in tile study. \Vithout interrogating their 
tematic beliefs about race and its Jr’relevance or unimpor- 
tance, it would be difficult fbr them to understand or be 
exposed to SyMe’s experience. 
An unseen danger might have occm’red if the researcher had 
adopted a color- and culture-blind epistemolo,w and 
approach to the research and thus nedected to study and to 
share SyMe’s point of view about tile goings-on in the learn- 
ing envimmnent and communiD~. Consumers of the research 
study would be priW only to a storyline that silenced tile 
voices of’those in tile minoriV. The danger would be in what 
was not reported, based on what was not seen and what was 
not privileged in tile study. 
Had [~wis not "heard" or reported SyMe’s story, an unfi)re- 
seen &roger might have emerged. Moreover, had Lewis stud- 
ied only \~,qdtes in tile school, practitioners such as teachers 
and principals who read the Lewis article might have devel- 
oped belief~ about what happens and what is essential to con- 
sider in mostly g~hite contexts. For instance, readers of the 
research might come to believe that. divet:sig training and 
race- and culture-oriented profession~ development are not 
necessaU in mostly V~’hite schools or that race does not mat- 
ter in such contexts. These dangers are often un~)reseen 
where matters of race and culture are concerned in the 
research process. 

In sum, seen, m~seen, and unforeseen dangers may show up when 
researchers and educators adopt and implement a color- ;rod culture- 
blind approach in their research ofP-I 2 educational sites. 



Co/~’o> and Cultu~’e-B~’ind Policy and Document 

Dangers c~ also sur}~ce in poliQ" and docmnent analyses. 

According to I~a&on-Billings and Tae (1995), critical ~ace theoU 

can and should be nsed to anal~¢~e policy and policy-related materi- 

~s and &cuments. For instance, race-consciotm po~Q~ an~yses 

Anderson, 2007; Linn & NVelner, 2007) are irr~po~ant in studying 

the special education and gilled education mfbrral processes. Gifi.ed 

education researcher Donna Ford (2006) mNntNned that over the 

past 20 years, little progress has been made rdative to demogaphic 

changes in gifted education: Black and Hispanic stu&nts tend to be 

grossly underrepresented in gibed education progr~s ~d over- 

represented in special education (A~iles, Khngner, & Tare, 2006; 

Blanchett, 2006; O’Connor &: Fernan&z, 2006). The unacknow]- 

e@d prev~ence of race and racism m~es it di~cult fbr researchers 

to become aware ofdispropo~ionate representation, which is ofxen 

inherent in policies that schools use to place and track students. 

In short, the research suggests that when msmrchers do not "see 

color or culture" or at least acknowk’dge that race matters in their 

analyses of policy-minted documents, there may be ’~ignored dis- 

cfiminatou institmional practices toward students of color such as 

higher suspension rates for At:rican American males" 

2002, p. 154). In terms of school once mtbrrals, disciplinaV mfer- 

rM data reveM a disproportionate n~ber of~?ic~ Nnefican 

dents and students from lower SES backgrounds who am 

to the o~ce fi)r disciplinaV problems (Ford, 1996; McCard~y 

Hoge, 1987; Wu, Pink, CrMn, & Moles, 1982). Ovet~vhelmingly, 

the ~nNngs in the literaure are straighti})m~ard in the sense that 

most disdplinaV referrals originate in the classroom, and more 

times than not, the mfbrrMs are disproportionatdy ~r students of 

color and students i}om k~wer SES backgrounds. Davis and Jordan 

(1994) analyzed data from the National Education Longitudinal 

Stu@ of 1988, administered by the Nation~ Center ~r Education 

Statistics. The researchers en@oyed a avo-stage, stratified, random 

sample of 25,000 eighth graders in 1,000 schools across tI~e conn- 

t~~. Davis and Jordan reported a conaectkm between discipline and 

Black male achievement in middle schools. They asse~ed: "The 

time teachers spend handling disciplinm)~ problems is time taken 

away fi’om instruction; Black male achievement s~rs as a 

(p. 585). Clm@, when students am not in the classroom because 

disciplinaV approaches and policies that take them out of tI~e class- 

room, such as in-school and out-o~Sschool suspension ~d expulsio~ 

policies, they sut~k:r academically. 

Similarly, Skiba, Michael Nardo, and Peterson (2002) ana- 

lyzed disciplina~~ documents of 11,001 students in 19 middle 

schools in a large, urb~m Midwestem public school district dur- 

ing the 1994----1995 academic year. Skiba et al. reported a "differ- 

ential pattern of treatment, originating at the classroom level, 

wherein At:rican American students are reik:rmd to the office ~r 

infractions that are more subjective in interpretation" (p. 317). 

In other words, if an ~}ican _&nerican student "talks back" or 

~’mouths oi~> to a teacher, the teacher may interpret this beha~ 

ior as completely disrespectful and intolerable. However, students 

may be behaving in this way because of peer pressure~not want- 

ing friends to see them as weak. Disrespect or malice may not be 

at the core of the students’ actions. The Skiba et al. sin@ pointed 

out that students of color received harsher punishments for mis- 

behavior than did their White counterparts. In another set of 

studies, Skiba, Peterson, and Williams (1997) reported that "even 

in a district with a high proportion of Aft’lean American students, 

Afkican Americans were refbrred to the of}ice significantly more 

frequently than other ethnic groups (p. 313). 

From a research perspective, there are unforeseen dangers in pof 

iQ- anal?<ses that ignore raci~ized and cultural patterns. \Vithout a 

direct ~cus on the racialized and cultural practices of teachers and 

administra.tot:s in referring students to the office or to special edu- 

cation, dangers could materialize that would make it difficult f{)r 

policy changes to occur--changes that could benefit learning and 

achievement among students of’color. Indeed, dangers seen, unseen, 

and mafbreseen may stab’ace when researchers adopt color- and 

culture-blind polioT and document an@es. Some examples folbw: 

A seen clanger can emerge if poliQ- or &~ctm~ent analyses did 
not critically ex~m~ine daa in terms of radal patterns. Staed 
di~erently, what if researchers blamed students akme tbr their 
suspensions and expuMons and refi.tsed to critically examine 
the policies and procedures of the teachers, adm inistrators, 
school, district, or state in terms of racial disproportionality 
and disparities? 
An unseen danger is the role that teachers and administrators 
play in the referral process. Tea.cher and administrative voices 
and practices are unheard and unseen in many documents-- 
they or thdr patterns of practice often are not included in the 
documents under analysis. Thus there are unseen dangers in 
what is not seen, the absence of such data and the absence of 
such analysis. The blame, again, is placed on students; the 
teacher and administrative data are missing, unseen. What 
roles and responsibilities do teachers and administrators have 
in the cultural tensions that may emerge in the classroom and 
school? \V]~at policies are in place to protect students from 
being abused by ~’stems that blan~e them (soldy) ~{)r all of 
what happens in the classroom and school community? 
An unk~)reseen danger may be the development, mainte- 
nance, and implementation of policies tm&r which students 
continue to be suspended and expelled on the basis of color 
and culture-blind policy analyses. Undersubstamiated gener- 
alizations, misnomers, stereovpes, and biases may occur 
from reading the findings i}orn such studies and analyses. 
Readers may assume that certain groups of students are trot> 
blemakers and that stricter policies are needed to reprimand 
and "control" certain students and to ~’correct" their non- 
compliance. Some groups of students mW thus be treated like 
prisoners, as Noguera (2003) expl~’dned. Thus students of 
color are often misunderstood, exploited, abused, and tar- 
geted for not being just like their administrators and their 
teachers’ own biological children. 

In sum, seen, unseen, and unlCoreseen dangers may show up when 

researchers and educators take a color- and culture-blind approach 

to policy, and doctm~ent analyses. 

In addition to dangers that can emerge from color- and culture- 

bhnd P-12 classroom or school research and from cobr-blind pol- 

icy and document analyses, dangers can surf;ace in teacher 

education research. Because teacher educators often serve the dual 

role of providing instruction to teachers and to studying their own 



teaching practices and the learning of reachers, &ngers can show 
up in complex wa}<s.7 1 will discuss these experiences and dangers 
of practice and inquiry concurrently. Although the importan ce of 
sm@ing race and culture in teacher education is well documented 
(Kailin, 1994; lCdng, 1991; Sleeter, in press), the nature of that 
study carl be dangemuso Tile demographic dMde rationale is pre- 
sent in much of the literature that makes a case fi)r the preparation 
of teachers fbr the diversiV they will ~ce in P-12 educational con- 
texts (cf. Gay & Howard, 2000; Zumwalt & Craig, 2005). These 
demographic divide data include gender, race, ethnicity, and 
socioeconomic backgromad. Citing &xta from the National Center 
ti3r Education Statistics (2003), Zumwalt and Craig wrote: 
’%lthough tile student population is increasingly diverse, 1999 to 
2000 &xta indicate that public school teachers were pm&)minantly 
~{,qlite, non-Hispanic (84%). Of tile remaining proportion, 7°8% 
were African American, 5.7% Hispanic, 1.6% Asian American, and 
.8% Native _&nerican" (p. 114). Never before have public school 
teachers in the United States been faced with tile chaJ]enge of meet- 
ing the needs of so many diverse learners, yet the teaching force is 
White, monolingu~, mad middle class. 

One danger in teacher education is an overemphasis on the 
education of White teachers and a neglect of the education of 
teachers of color. Quite often, teacher education programs are tai- 
lored largely to meet the needs ofg~hite female teachers (Gay, 
2000); teachers of color, as well as male teachers, are ofi.en left out 
of policies, procedures, planning, courses, curriculum, and 
instruction of content. \Vhere curricular materials were con- 
cerned in her stu@, Agee (2004) explained that "the teacher edu- 
cation texts used in the course made recommendations for using 
diverse texts or teaching diverse students based on the assump- 
tion that preservice teachers are White" (p. 749). Thus the cur- 
riculum and instruction in teacher education, in large measure, 
mirrors that of public schools (Dixson, 2006). In teacher educa- 
tion, curricula and instruction are ofi.en tailored to meet tile needs 
of White teachers; in public schools, curricula and instruction are 
often design ed to m eet the n eeds of White students. From a crit- 
ical race theory perspective, the interests of White teachers take 
precedence over those of teachers of color, which is a danger in 
conducting teacher education research. In other words, the inter- 
ests of White teachers and teachers of color often diverge rather 
than convergence in teacher education research. Researchers priv- 

ilege tile experiences, needs, and interests of\N~hite teachers, arrd 
teachers of color are ofi.en ignored. 

In addition, many teachers in the teacher education classroom 
refi,se to participate in discussions about race and culture° The 
result can be what Ladson-Bi]lings (11996) called %ilence as 
weapons." For an AfEcan ~nerican teacher educator, discussions 
about race ~md culture can be silently interpreted as tile professor’s 
~putting for~.h a particular political agenda" (Ladson-Billings, 
1996, p. 79). Such silence can result in a &nger that is unseen-- 
or in this case, unheard. Similarly, in my own teaching arrd 
research, despite my best efforts to provide space where race and 
culture were at the top of the curricula and instructional agenda in 
teacher education, I observed preservice teachers shut down corn- 
pletely during class discussions---particularly when the topic was 
race and racism in the P-12 classroom (Milner, 2007b). This 
silence, ~’abeit counterproductive, can also be perceived as a danger 
that is seen and can thus be attended to in tile teacher education 

classroom. That is, the teacher educator actually can see the lack of 
engagement anmng the teacher candidates and can work to address 
their silence and lack of engagement. However, the most impor- 
tant unseen danger is in what is not stated in tile classroon>---that 
is, when silence ensues during discussions. 

An example of an unforeseen danger occurred when a preset- 
vice teacher met. with a teacher educator and declared that. she had 
decided that she wanted to teach in a private, mostly \Vhite 
school because she wanted to teach in a P-12 community where 
parents actually "care" about their students. Apparendy, tile pre- 
setwice teacher misinterpreted discussions about parental involve- 
ment in communities where some students of color attend 
schools: The teacher inferred from the course that parents in 
urban schools simply do not care about their children. Such a stu- 
dent response is an unforeseen danger that was certainly not 
anticipated or predicted in the development or enactment of the 
go~s and expectations of the course curriculum or the discussion; 
it is a danger of teaching arrd researching race and cukure in 
teacher education tllat is un~)reseen. In sum, dangers in teacher 
education practice and research can take many fbrms: 

A seen danger in teaching and researching about race and cul- 

ture in teacher education is teachers’ resistance (Tatum, 

1992) and silence in the fa.ce of important inf~)rmation about 

racism, injustice, and inequity. For instance, seen dangers 

may be teachers’ silence in discussions of racism in the P-I 2 

classroom, especially when tile teachers believe they are being 

~rced to think in a certain way (c£ Ellsworth, 1989). 

An unseen danger is the perpetuation of negative stereotypes 

about certain groups of students and their situations by 

teacher education researchers. Reining and solidiiS/ing nega- 

tive stereotypes about certain groups of students is a danger, 

one tIlat is often unseen by teacher educators and researchers 

(Milner, 2007b). Teachers may exhibit racist behaviors in 

their classrooms based on their ~%amed" bdiet~ ~md assump- 

tions (B. Cross, 2003) about B---12 students that they actually 

learn in the teacher education classroom through instruction 

that has the best of intentions. Teacher education researchers 

cannot see tile racist belief~s, but they are dlere; these bdief~s 

may mani~st themselves in the teachers’ actions in their P-12 

classrooms with their students. 

Unforeseen dangers in teacl-~er ed ucadon teaching and research 

may surface when teachers misinterpret the needs and patterns 

of culturally ~md radally diverse students arrd conclude that the 

students are incapable of learning or that the students’ parents 

do not care about their children. Teacher educators do not 

foresee these misinterpretations when the), devebp the goals 

and expeaations for the cotmse, not" are they necessarily able to 

study these matters in order m address them, 

Now that I have outlined examples of some potential dangers-- 

seen, unseen, and unforeseen--the discussion carl shill to an 

introduction of a framework that can assist researchers in work- 

ing through such dangers. 

A Framework of Researcher Racial and 

CulturM Positionality 

[n this section, I outline a framework i})r researchers to guide 

them in working through seen, unseen, and unforeseen dangers 



in the practice of their inquiry: researching the self, researching 

the self in relation to others, engaged reflection and representa- 

tion, and shifting from self to system. It is important to note that 

the qualities and features of the framework are not linear; they are 

interrelated.~" 

Researching tfi, e Self 

A t~rst tk’aure of this framework is the importance of researchers’ 

engaging in evolving and emergent critical race and cultural self- 

reflection2 Cfitic~ race theorists (c£ Ladson-Bil~ngs &Tae, 1995; 

Parker & LF~n, 2002) and other racially and cukurdly sensitive 

researchers and theorists (eft Gordon, 1990; Tillman, 2002) assert. 

that scholars may need to critique current situations to ch~ge and 

tmns~)m~ the world. I ar~.e tha researchers in the process of con- 

ducting research pose racially and cukurally grounded questions 

about themselves. Engaging in these questions can bring to 

researchers’ awareness and cor~sciousr~ess known (seen), unkr~ovm 

(unseen), and una_nticipated (unformeen) issues, perspectives, epis- 

temologies, and positions. Un&rstandably, some researchers may 

recogrfize the impo~an ce of racial and cukuml introspectior~ during 

the process of research but may not know where to begin. The 

ffmnework ass~es that ms,archers mW find it ~cuk to en~ge in 

this ~,pe of reflection, especially among s&olars who historically have 

adopted cobr- and cnlmm-blind ideologies, bdieEs, epistemobgies, 

and practices N their quest to be objective in their inqNfies. Thus 

the ffan~ework has been devdoped to assist researchers with a wi& 

range of experiences in working through tensions of race and cul- 

ture in their research, both those with less and more experience. 

Indeed, Cored ~’est (1993) explained that it is difficuk to work i})r 

emancipation on behalf of others (and to work to solve problems 

with ~d on b&~ofothers) instil people (or in this ~se researchers) 

am emancipated themsdves. Moreover, as Dillard (2000) suggested, 

each time a researcher engages in research, he or she is (re)search ing 

himse~’or hersega~ over again, in addition to sm@ng something 

or someone else. In what types of questions can researchers engage 

to work throngh dangers seen, unseen, and nnfomseen? Hem am 

some possibilities: 

\~%at is my racial and cukural heritage? How do I know? 

In what way~ do my racial and cukural backgrounds influ- 

ence how I experience the worM, what I emphasize in my 

research, and how I evaluam and interpret others and their 

experiences? How do I know? 

How do I negotiate and balance my racial and cultural salves 

in socieo" and in my research? How do i 

~g,]~at do I bdie~ about race and culture in society and edu- 

cation, and how do I attend to my own convictions and bdiefs 

about race ~d cukum in my research? k~y? How do I ~ow? 

What is the historical lanc~cape of rny rack~ and cultural 

identiV and heritage? How do I know? 

X~{%at am and have been the contextual nuances and r~ties 

tha help shape my racial and cukuml ways of knowing, both 

past and present? How do I know? 

What racialized and cultural experiences have shaped my 

research decisions, practices, approaches, epistemologies, 

and agendas? 

Researchers’ engaging in this process of reflection regardless of 

their particular study could bring to thei r consciousrmss explicit, 

hidden, or unexpected matters, which can have a bearing on an 

entire research study. The nature, depth, and meanings of (and 

answers to) the questions posed above may change, erode, and 

emerge as researchers come to know themsdves, their situations, 

and their experiences in a new, expanded, or diffbrent way. That 

is, the answers to the questions may change, but the charge to 

question-------to engage in processes that. reiect the exploitation, mis- 

interpretation, and misrepresentation of people and communi- 

ties of color--remai ns the sam e. 

Researci)ing the Sd./’i,~ Relation to Others 

A second feature of the framework is fi-~r researchers to reflect 
about themselves in relation to others~in this case, the commu- 
nities and people ir~volved in their research studies~and to 
acknowledge the mukiple roles, identities, and positions that 
researchers and research participants bring to the research process 
(Alridge, 2003; Chapman, 2007; Ladson-Billings, 2000; 
Ti]lman, 2002). By way of reminder, Banks (1998) and Tillman 
(2002) stressed that researchers’ devdopment of cultural ~aowl- 
edge is critical in the research process. In their view, who con- 
ducts research with people and commu nkies of color matters less 
than what the researchers ~ow about the people and communi- 
ties ur~der study. From a critical race theoU perspective, the 
researchers’ interests can overshadow the interests of those par-- 
ticipating in research, interests are negotiated in this second 
ture of the framework in pursuit of what critical race theorists 
interest convergence. Issues of power am understood to be rela-- 
tion~, and researchers understand the tensions inherent ia their 
own interests and power in relation to the people and communi- 
ties under study. The nature of reality or of our trud~s~° shapes 
and guides our ways and systems of ~owing and our epistemo- 
logical systems of knowing (Ladson-BiHings, 2000). Questions 
~)r researchers to consider include the following: 

What are the cultural and racial heritage and the historical 
landscape of the par~.icipants in tI~e stu@? How do I know? 
in what ways do my research participants’ raci~ and cukur~ 
backgrounds influerme how they experience the world? How 
do I know? 
What do my participants believe abom race ~d culture in 
society and education, and how do they and I ater~d to the 
tensions inherent in my and their convictions and beliefs 
about race and culture in the research process? gqay? How do 
I know? 
How do I negotiate and balance my own interests and research 
agendas with those of my reseat& participants, w~ch may be 
inconsistent with or diverge from mine? How do I kr~ow? 
~q~at are and have been some social, political, historica], and 
contextual nmmces and m~itim that have shaped my msmrch 
pa~icipants’ racial and cultural wa>~ or systems of knowin g, 
both past and present? How consistent and inconsistent am 
these m~ities with mine? How do I ~ow? 

Truth, or what is real and thus meaningful and "right," for 
researchers and participants, deper~ds on how they have experi- 
enced the world. Researchers can acquire evidential truth in 
research when they value and listen to the sd£ to others (Nieto, 
1994), and to the self in relation to others (Milner, 2007a). 



To clari~}r, tl~ere is a fikering that occurs when, for instance, 
people read a mysteU novel or when they listen to the local news 
about the goi ngs on in a pa~ticula~ corn munity. People typically 
put on their filters or their interpretive lenses to separate ~act 
fi’om fiction o~ to disentangle the implicit biases i~here~t in the 
presentation o~ ideas, stories, phi]osophies, and experiences. 
Academic knowledge construction and deconstcuction involve 
similar filtering: Multiple and varied perspectives about the same 
phen om ena can b ring about u nderstan din gs that advan ce a field 
or d~scipline or that present dangers to individuals and commu- 
nities in a field or discipline (Banks, 1998). Where issues o~race 
and cukure are concerned, researchers may be ~;aced with the 
~nordinate task of represem.h~g themselves and others in confl 
ing wws. 

For example, the ]life wo~ld f}gr an African American researcher 
may be filled w~th situations of racism, profiling, and injustice ....... 
thus enabling or disabling that researcher’s effbrts to understand 
and to interpret the particulars of a situation w~th research par- 
ticipants in a way that is qu~te diffbrent from that of a researcher 
outside the group. In this sense, it can be advantageous or disad- 
vantageous ~b~ the researcher to be of the s;m~e o~ similar race and 
culture as research participants. Thus the second feature of t.his 
fi’amework suggests that researchers think about themselves 
tel=ion to others, work through the commona]ities and tensions 
that emerge fi’om this reflection, and negotiate thdr wws of 
~owi~g with that of the community or people under study. 

E~gag~d Ref-]ecdo~ avd Rep,’ese~g-ado,:, 

A third fbature of this fkamework is what i c~] engaged reflection 
and mpresentaion: researchers an d pa~icipants en gage in reflection 
together to think through what is happening in a particular rmearcb 
communiV, wi~h race and cukum placed a the core. From a criti- 
cal race theoU perspecti~v, narrati~s and counte>narrati~s acre- 
ally can contribute to policy, research, and theory (Iadson-Bil]ings, 
2004; ~dson-Bi~ings & Tate, 1995; Morris, 2004; Parker, 1998; 
So]orzano & Yosso, 2001). Momo~c, from a celtic;3 race theoU 
perspective, interests can be negodaed, validated, and understood 
i~ this fbature of the framework. NK~at is most central to ~his fbature 
am representation and shared perspectives. In te~ms of representa- 
tion, both researchers’ and research par~idpants’ voices, perspec- 
tives, narratives, and counm>~arratives are represented i~ the 
h~terpretation ;rod findings of a study. In this sense, one voice o~ na> 
mt~ve is not privileged over another. [n cases of disagmemem, as to 
the interpretaion of wha is occurring in a research stud),, 
researchers’ and pa~icipants’ narrati,~s are both presented as point 
and counterpoim, or narrative and counte>narmfive. Such an 
approach, where narrative and counter-narrative am both repre- 
sented in the findings of a stud,,,’, can actually add a layer of evidence 
to comp]emem, what is known. The point ~s that researchers and 
participants in a study may interpret an experience or an interaction 
h~ ,vD~ d~t~’rent ways, depending on the life worlds, phenomeno- 
logically spe~_king, of those conducting and in~)lved in the research. 

By wW of example, consider m’o diffbrent interpretatkms of 
the same classroom interaction. I~,ine and Fraser (1998) 
described an interaction between a student and teacher by bor- 
rowing J~es Vasquez’s notion of"warm demanders" to refer to 
teachers of color "who provide a tough-minded, no-nonsense, 
structured, and disciplined classroom environment k~)r kids 

whom society has psychologically and physically abandoned" 
(Irvine & Fraser, 1998, p. 56) 

’;That’s enough of your nonsense, Darius. Your sto,T does not 
sense. I told }~su time and time again that you ,r,a~st stick to the t[mme 
I gave }m~u. Now sit down ?’ Darius, a first grader wing desperately to 
tell his story, procee& slowly to his seat wkh his head hanging low. 
(p. 56; quoting Irene "g’~ashing’ton, an/ffiican ~amxerican teacher o~" 

23 years) 

A re, searcher and a participant in a r~;earch stud), may interpret the 
classroom situation above veU differently. A researcher obsepAng 
the interaction between Irene Washington and Datives might inter- 
pret or conceptualize the interaction something to this effect: 

The teacher is horribly mean to and uncaring about the student. 
She does not demonstrate care for the students because she yd is at 
Darit~s, the student, and makes him feel as if his story is not good 
enough. Moreover, she silences Darius, and he is not able to share 
his story. Teachers similar to Irene Washington need to be educ;~ted 

to honor the voice and perspectives of students regardless ofwhar 
the students produce. 

In short, the researcher might criticize upon the teacher’s 

approach and believe that the teacher has it all wrong in terms of 

educating Darius and possibly his classmates. If the teacher were 

interviewed, however, she might insist: 

Because ~ care deeply f{~r all my students, I understand quite well 
the necessity to help Darius learn. [ n-rust help Darius understand 
how to develop his theme to help him.. succeed in the classroom~ [ 
understand that what happens in my classroom has great conse-- 
quences fbr what may happen to Darius outside the classroom. If 
Darit~s does not learn, he may end up in obliteration (drug abt~se, 
prison, or even death). I want to prepare Darius to be successful 

because I believe education will be his ticket to success."-"- 

Obviousl> the hypothetical researcher and teacher conceive 

and interpret the classroom situation differently. Engaged reflec-- 

tion and representation suggest that it is the researcher’s respon- 

sibility to listen to the voices and perspectives of those under 

stu@ (in this case, for d~e teacher to talk through a researcher’s 

observation) to provide compelling, fNr evidence. In situations 

where the researcher and participant disagree, it is critical for 

the researcher to report both the narrative (in this case, the 

researcher’s interpretation of a classroom interaction) and the 

counter-narrative (the teacher’s explanation) or vice versa. 

Such an approach can be essential in the stu@ of people and 

communities of color because it prevents the researcher’s voice 

from overshadowing the voice of the researched, and vice versa. 

Indeed, tl~e conflicting interpretations between a researcher’s sys-- 

tem of knowing and the participant’s way of kmowing can be an 

asset: There are lessons grounded in the different ways in which 

the teacher and researcher interpret the situation. The tensions in 

the interpretation and explanation are ~brms of data in themsdves 

and can be beneficial and useful to consumers of the research. 

Readers learn something about how different people understand, 

interpret, live, function, and are represented in socieV. Engaged 

reflection and representation are con nected to what Lorde (1984) 



declared as ~%arning how to take our differences and make them 
strengths" (p, 112), 

A ~{3urth feaure of this framework is the suggestion that researchers 
conte×tualize and ground their personal or individualistic, new and 
expanded consciousness to t~e into consi&ratkm historic, poeti- 
cal, social, economic, mdal, and culturM realities on a broader scale. 
Shifting the process ofinquitT from the more personalized levd to 
consider pollW, instimtionM, systemic, and collective issues is 
important in this framework. In the practice of research, researchers 
take into consideration, ~)c example, how history and politics shape 
their raciali~ed and cultural systems of ~owing and those of the 
research partidpants. From a ccitic~fl race theoU perspective, issues 
of race and racism need to be situated ~n the broader context, not 
just on an i~dMdu~zed or personM level. Lopez (2003) wcom that 
~racism is perceived as ~m individual or irrational act in a world tha 
is otherwise neutral, rational, and just .... It positions racism at the 
indMdu~ level and ignores other wa?<s in wl~ch it ~nctions ia soci- 
ety" (p. 69). Thus several questions c~m prove helpful as researchers 
shift from the self to the s~stem: 

\~O~hat is the contextual nature of race, racism, and culture in 
this study? In other words, what do race, racism, attd culture 
mean in the comm unity under study and in the broader com- 

munio~? How do ~ ~ow? 
What is known socially, institutionally, and historically 
about the community and people under study? In other 
words, what does the research literature reveal about the 
corrm~unity and people under stu@? And in particular, 
what do people fi’om the indigenous racial and cultural 
group write about the community and people under study? 
Why? How do I know? 
What systemic and organizational barriers and structures 
shape the community ~d people’s experiences, locNiy and 
morn broadly? How do I know? 

Shifting from the self to the system allows researchers to work 
through the danger of rejecting the permanence attd pervasive- 
hess of race and racism because they, individually, do not see 
themselves as racists or contributors to injustice, inequity, or 
oppression. If on an individual level racism does not seem to exist 
or to occur, it may be unlikely that the individual researcher will 
research the salience of race and racism in what Rios (1996) called 
the cultural context attd ultimately work to fight against it 
because racism is being perceived at the individual rather than the 
systemic and institutional level. 

Scheurich and Young (1997) outlined several t{)rms of racism: 
individual racism, which operates both overdy and covertly; insti- 
tutional racism; societ~ racism; and civilizational racism, "out of 
which emerges epistemo]ogical racism" (p. 5). Indeed, under- 
standing individual }~)rms of racism and cultural oppression is 
important because individuals can change racist systems, institu- 
tions, societies, and civilizations. However, as legal scholar Cheryl 
Harris (1993) explained, it is ~the .~.)’s~,’~s [italics added] of dom- 
ination that work against so many" (p. 1791) and can contami- 
nate what is known and how it is known about people arid 
communities of color. Thus this ~ature of the framework may 

help researchers situate their research in a broader context, shift- 

ing it from the more person~ or individualistic level to broader, 

more systemic ones, 

In conclusion, a recurrent theme of this article is that matters of 
race and culture are important considerations in the process of 
conducting research. Such considerations are important for 
researchers, research participants, and consumers of research,~2 
Dangers seen, unseen, and unforeseen can sur~ce in policies and 
practices attd in varying contexts--in mostly White contexts, in 
largely homogeneous~:~ contexts, and in highly diverse settings. 
Researchers, in particular, are challenged to work through dan- 
gers and to reconsider their own and others’ racialized arid 
rural positionality in conducting research, It is important to note 
that the presentation of this framework is not meant to suggest 
that there are not scholars already engaging in the process of racial 
and cultural int.rospection in their research, nor is it to suggest 
that this is the only frmnework that can assist researchers in the 
process. Rather, I offbr this framework as one that can serve as a 
heuristic to both novice and experienced researchers interested 
(and uninterested) in issues of race and culture in the process and 
outcomes of research. 

~n terms of research, the f’ramewc~rk can be usefi~.] to 
researchers serious about interpreting and representing people 
attd corrmmnities of color in ways that honor those contmunities 
and in ways that maintain their integrity, In terms of practice, 
hope that f;~culty and students in education research courses and 
in their own research studies will engage and critique the frame- 
work. In particular, the next generation of doctoral students and 
scholars, among others, can change and advance the research lit- 
erature in wws that validate attd give voice to people who have 
often been silenced, misinterpreted, misrepresented, and placed 
on the margins. I-low education research is conducted mW be just 
as important as ~’;]~at is actually discovered in a study. Moreover, 
who conducts the research, particularly what they know, and the 
nature of their critical racial and cultural consciousness--their 
views, perspectives, and biases--may also be essential to how 
those in education research come to know and know what is 
laaown. Finally, the fi’amework mW be transfbrable to disciplines 
attd areas of study other than education research, l am hopeful 
that researchers in education and in other disciplines will consider 
these important issues and will work to transform the nature and 
practice of research, one study at a time. 

NOTES 

lAccording to many scholars, race is socially, legally, politically, arid 
historically constructe& "][’he meanings, messages, results, and conse- 
quences of race are developed and constructed by human beings. 
Genetically and biologically-, indivi&,als are more the same than they are 
di~rent. According to Nakkula and Toshalis (2006), 

There is no biologically sustainable reason .,"’or establishing "races" 

as distinct subgroups within the human species .... Race is a con-- 

cept created in the modern era as a way of drawing distinctions 

between people st~ch that some might benefit at the expense of 

others, (p. 123) 

Racism has to do with discrimination based on race. Inherent in racism 
are notions of power and privilege, and racism occurs both implicidy and 



explicitly (Scheurich & ~%ung, 1997)~ Culture can be defined as a group 
of people who possess and share deep-rooted connections such as values, 
beliefs, languages, customs, and norms. Yet culture is not a static con- 

cept, "a categoU ~br conveniendy sordng people according to expected 
values, belid~, and behaviors" (DFqson & Genishi, 1994, p. 3)~ Rather, 
culture is dFq~amic and encompasses other concepts tha~ relate to its cen- 
tral meaning. The supplemental categories that make up culture include, 

but are not limited to, identity (race and ethnici~), class, economic sta- 
tus, and gender. 

2Critical race theoU is a movcmen~ (cf. Ddgado & S~c~ancic, 2001 ) 
that grew out of legal studies. In an article published in {Z~ba~ ~duca~ian, 

William F. Tare (1994) was the first to employ critical race theory in 
e&~cation as he reflecmd on his dementaU e&~cadona] experiences in a 
successi~[ urban Catholic school and considered tensions related to the 
expression of and responses to his voice in the academy. The movement 
in education is especially concerned vdth analyzing policy to shed light 

on the h~man condition in education and beFm~nd. 
3See the work of M&on-Billings (1998) mad Dk~son and Rousseau 

(2005) f{~r a more exM~sdve list ofmne~s of critical race theoU in education. 
4It is important to note that there is an important and growing body 

of theory and research that already uses narrative in education (cf. 
Clandinin & Connd[y, 1996; He, 2002; Phil[ion & Connd[y, 2004). 
A difference between this important body of work and critical race the- 
ory’a advancement of the narrative and counter-narrative is the central- 
ity of race ibr the [~aower and the lmown. In other words, in critical race 
theoU, race and racism are placed at the center of the narrative and 
counter-narrative. 

5Although not discussed in the previm~s section on critical race the- 
ory, critical race theorists are also skeptical of the color-blind argument. 

~’I understand that eveH person represents racial, cultural, and ethnic 
diversi~, although White people usually ae classified as the norm and oth- 
ers are consi&red dNerse. I understand that there is a great deal of c~ver- 
sity among people t}om every racial, cukural, and ethnic baclground. 
Howe~vr, £{~r the purpose of this discussion and due to page restrictions, I 
am defining radgOly, cukura[[y, and ethnically diverse g:co~ps of people as 

those groups that are not ~;hite or Europecm ~Mnerica~. 
7Some teacher education resear&ers engage in what they may call sel~- 

study to investigate their practices in tea&er educaion. Sd~-smdy involves 
teacher educators’ systematic examination o~their own pmcdces to inrprove 
their work (~ tamZkon & Pinnega, 2000; M&on.-Billings, 1996). 

*For discussions of racial identity development among adolescents 
and adults, which may extend and complement this disct~ssion, see ~he 
work of W. E. Cross (1991), Hdms (1995), Phinney (1989), and 

Tatum (1992). 
~My notions of reflection have been inspired by the work of Freire 

(1998). 
*°I understand that there are mukiple moral and philosophical argu- 

ments about the nature o~ truth. For instance, supporters of relativism 
may argtm that ~ruth is socially constructed or that there are muldple 
answers to questions and problems, or muldp[e truths, depending on the 
situation. On the other hand, supporters of absolutism mW bdieve and 
argue that there is a truth that can be discovered. They may argue that 
there is a correct answer to questions or problems. I argue that i~ is in ~he 
pursuit of truth (whether relatNe or absolute) that one can come to lmow 
and understand situations, experiences, and phenomena more ~i~lly. 

t ~Resear&era have a range of views about how to address the represen- 
tation of conflicting, confimring, and diacon~rming evidence be~veen the 
rese~¢&er and resea& paddpants. There is dearly a range ofw~ys to ~ink 

about these important issues of representation that dese~e continuous 
exanrination and discussion. 

t2~t ~S important to note that, among other f~ctors, issues of gender, 
language, and socioeconomic status (SES) are also critical to consider in 
discussions such as the one presented in this article. Because of page 

restrictions, I ibcused on race and culture in i~-~vor of depth over breadth. 
It is conceivable that furore discussions will include such matters omit- 
ted in this ardde. 

~3I use the term ho;~oge:~eo~s loosely here to rei~r to the reality that 
some schools have less variance than others in SES and ethnic diversity. 
[ realize and acknowledge that there is no such thing as a homogeneous 
classroom. Even in classrooms where students come ~)om die same SES 
group and share the same ethnic background, they vdll have di(~b.rent 
learning styles, values, beliei~, experiences, and behaviors. 
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JOSEPH BATHANTI 

ttxe sum mer of 1976, the bicentennial year 

-- the year I would leave my hometown of 

Pittsburgh for good in the fail to work in 

a North Carolina prison as a vxsTa vo!- 

unteer -- 1{ was employed as a laborer, a hod carrier to be pre- 

cise, by my uncle Leo, one of my mother’s brothers, a wealthy 

brick contractor. A millionaire, kite family whispered. My pay 

was $a.75 an hour, by far the highest wage I had ever earned. 



On my application to ws’ra (Volunteers in Service to 
America) I had listed Montana as my number-one choice for a 
}oh !ocation, simply because Montana struck me as grand and 
unfathomable. However, because I fit the ’,’generalist" rubric -- 
meaning that I had no specific skill of any kind -- I’d fetched 
an assignment at Huntersvi(le Prison, deep in the Carolina 
country twelve miles north of Charlotte. 

I had applied to vista not because t knew it was what I 

wanted to do, but because the list of)obs t couldn’t stomach 
doing was so ponderously long. Smoldering in me as well was 
the desire to leave Pittsburgh, not because I felt trapped or 
nursed a grudge against the city -- on the contrary -- but be- 
cause I was sure that leaving was the right thing to do. As if 
i had received a spiritual imprimatur. Had I been rejected by 
v ~STa, my friend David Friday and [ planned to buy brand-new 
Harleys, throttle them cross-country to California, sell them 
in the Golden State for a grubstake, and see what happened. I 
also had half a dozen law-school applications stacked on my 
bedroom desk. My mother salivated over them, but I never 
filled them out. 

Taut summer i was taking my last course toward comple- 
tion of a master’s degree in English from the University of Pitts- 
burgh, where I had, a mere twelve months earlier, earned my 
undergraduate degree in English literature. The class was Latin 
American Literature, taught by Harry Mooney, my advisor, whom 
1 idolized. He was a ,951 graduate of Pittsburgh Central Catholic 
High Schoo[, from which I had graduated in ,971. 

In the seventies Latin American literature was esoteric. 
The world had not yet been hyphenated. My family was still 
Italian, though soon, without realizing it, we would become 
"Italian-America n s," the benefits of which I’m still not su re I’ve 
reaIized, I had never heard of the canonical Latin American 
writers: !orge Luis Borges, Julio Cortfizar, Carlos Fuentes. l’d 
never even heard of Gabriei Garcia Mfirquez’s One Hz~ndred 
~ars of Solitude, considered by, many to be the greatest novel 
of the twentieth century. I was three credits shy of a master’s 
degree in literature, and t had never heard of the greatest novel 
of the twentieth century. That was just the tip of the iceberg of 
my ignorance. 

Prior to laboring for my uncle, I had been fired from my 
previous two jobs: driving a delivery truck for a flower shop and 
moving boxes at a toy warehouse. I’d decided that I wanted to 

be a writer, but of course I didn’t know what that entailed or 
how you arranged to become one. I had taken one undergradu- 
ate creative-writing class at Pitt -- Advanced Poetry Workshop 

~- and had emerged from it with a sheaf of benighted verse that 
my professor had been kind about critiquing, though I now 
imagine him reading a couplet or two aloud to his colleague~ 
for laughs. Nevertheless I had fabricated for myself, at least in 
my mind, an identity as a writer.. 

More than anything, i wanted someone to pay me to read 
books. ’Ihat was the position I was looking for. In fact, I had 
lost my job at the toy warehouse because I had built a hide-out 
fi’om enormous boxes in the top rack of shelves, up against the 
warehouse ceiling, and I’d perched there, five stories above 
the concrete floo~; reading Dostoyevsky (i made it all the way 

through The Idiot before the ax fold and eating lunior Mints 
and deviled crab from Munch’s iunch truck until it was time 
to punch out and head for beer at Sam and Ann’s Bar. 

I don’t suppose I wanted the job laboring for my uncle, 
but among my relatives, carrying a hod for Uncle Leo at least 
one summer was a rite of passage, the measure of your back- 
bone. Even my father had labored for Leo when he was on 
strike from the mill. So I told myself a durable tale, something 
cobbled together to mythologize what was sure to be agony: 
that carrying a hod (w1~atever that was) was none and honest, 
keenly romantic~ that working construction was men’s work, 
outside, under the sun, no shirt, khakis, clodhoppers, and a 
Pirates baseball cap. t had been an athlete all my [ire and was 
in terrific shape. What’s more, I was twenty-two years old, a 
grown man by anyone’s calculation, a chap who clearly fit the 
Hemingway code and could handle whatever hardship a day’s 
wages blew his way. I might suffer internally, but I would never 
cry out. 

his essay "The Myth of Sisyphus," Albert Camus re- 
minds us that the gods "had thought with some rea- 

son that there is no more dreadful punishment than futile and 
hopeless labor." This rang witheringly true to me, even the first 
time I’d read it as a sixteemyear-old, and it was what I sought 

to escape by leaving Pittsburgh in the fall. In the meantime I 
would work construction. 

My first day was unbearable, much worse than t could 
have imagined, a textbook lesson in humility. My strength, 
stamina, and intelligence -- in other words, my superior- 

ity -- ended up not being worth a bent nail. Stepping onto 
the job site that first day at 6:45 AM, I had no idea what a hod 
was, even though the word had been embedded in my family 
lexicon, seared into my unconscious. According to Webster’s, 
a hod is "an open box attached to a long pole in which bricks 
or mortar are carried on the shoulder." t find this an oversim- 
plified definitfon, but adequate. "l-he box is really a wedge that 
you load with bricks or mortar, then assume the sharp weight 
of on your trapezius, balancing t he entire affair with a poie the 
length of a hoe handle. You then totter across the pocked and 
Iittered job site toward the bricklayers, who are screaming at 
you to "hurry the fuck up!" 

I loaded my first hod full of oozing mortar, situated my- 
self at the hod stand, and stepped away with it on my shoul-- 
der. It was precisely like having a hundred pounds of concrete 
loaded onto your spine. I staggered like a drunkard for a mo- 
ment, mortar spilling over my face and torso, then managed to 
get the hod back onto the stand before I toppled. I took a few 
more cracks at it, the bricklayers yapping unmercifully for me 
to hustle, but I just couldn’t carry the contraption. The phys- 
ics of it were too befuddling, not to mention that i lacked the 
necessary Herculean strength. I found a couple of five-gallon 
metal buckets, shoveled them full of mortar, took one in each 
hagd, and humped mud like that al! day under the blistering 
sun. My attempt to transport bricks in the hod was equally 
pathetic, so I ended up using brick tongs, a clamped span of 
ten brk:ks in each hartd. 
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Of course, the bricklayers and the other laborers made ftm 
of me, Leo’s nephew, the sissy college kid. The day was sheer 
misery. By quitting time at 3:30, I felt as ifI had been worked 
over by a squad of nuns, t didn’t know how I’d be able to last 
the summer. But more than anything, I was terrified I’d have 
to quit. The disgrace of admitting defeat would have been too 
much to bear, a deathblow to my early manhood. Day by day, 
.lurch by lurch, I got the hang of it and became an adequate 

¯ laborer. I even developed the kind of masochistic affection for 
the job that runners sometimes feel upon finishing a race that 
nearly kills them. 

After going steady all day with the hod, I’d drive home in 
my sodden work clothes, take a shower, and eat supper with 
my parents -- one less night we.had left together under the 
same roof. My father, a millwright on the open hearth at Edgar 
"fhomson Steel Works, the first steel mill Andrew Carnegie had 
opened in America, had been home since 4:3o. A swell cook, 
he had supper on the table when my mother, a seamstress at 
the Brooks Brothers tailor shop, barged in from the bus stop, 
laden with packages and a chip on her shoulder. Like me, she 
bristled at authority. 

Wednesday evenings I showed up, still in my mortar- 
encrusted clothes, at Pitt for my three-hour seminar with Dr. 
Mooney, the high priest of literature, who bought his pristine 
shirts, suits, and blazers at Brooks Brothers. My mother might 
have basted his cuffs or hemmed his trousers, His club ties 
matched his argyles, and his wingtips shone. Half glasses sit- 

ring at the tip of his long nose, he fulminated and sighed and 
theatrically read aloud iong passages from the texts, which he 
called "miracles of compression" and "marvels of economy." Six 
foot five and as willowy as Prince Myshfdn in iT~e Idiot, he was 
gentle, a purist, unabashedly wed to literature. It seems obvi- 
ous to me that Dr. Mooney was my inspiration for becoming a 
teacher, though as I sat in his qlass back then, clad in the hon- 
est filth of my peasant forebears, the thought of wearing his 
robes or possessing even a jot of his intellect was as foreign to 
me as the books on-my syllabus. 

The other grad students were much older than I, PhD 
candidates whose vocabularies were exquisitely superior and 
intoxicating. They stared at me as ifl were a janitor instead of 
a working-class hero. Cowled in brick and mortar dust, I never 
tblt i belonged among them any more than 1 felt at home among 
the bricklayers and carpenters, plumbers and electricians. 

Some evenings I htmg out with my best friends, neighbor- 
hood kids I’d known all my life and gone to Catholic school 
with. We were like brothers, rng love for them complete. Finally 
old ¯enough to drink legally after all those years of using fake 
ms and frequentir~g dives in the university district that would 
have served toddlers if they’d been tall enough to plunk their 
pennies on the bar, we’d split a cheap pitcher at Lou’s Lounge 
or Taylor’s. I can’t remember a thing we said, just the sound 

of their voices. Or, ill was feeling maudlin and profound be- 
cause the muse was teasing me -- along with the fact that I 
was always secretly in love and tongue-tied and jilted in the 
bargain - i’d drive to the dark, smoky Mardi Gras bar, play 
sad sor~gs by Graham Nash and Ioni ¯Mitchell on its kaleido- 

scopic jukebox, and drink exactly two Cold bottles of Schmidt’s 
of Philadelphia. Laboring kept me in a state of constant thirst. 
Beer had never tasted so good. 

On Sunday mornings I ptayed softball in an industrial}eague 

against teams from worn-out steel neighborhoods across the 
Allegheny River. I had p~t together a team t called the "Deer," 
comprised of those same old friends, some of whom played well 
and some of whom didn’t. The team was a lark, a kind of ab- 
surdist flourish to mylast summer in Pittsburgh, where playing 
baseball had meant more to me than anything else, even more 
than books. Becoming a ballplayer had been my first dream, but 
it finally faded on those run-down, treacherous fields, littered 
with glass and gravel, playing against guys who looked more 
like hung-over defensive linemen than basebalt players. They 
grunted as they rocketed boozy homers over rusty chain-link 
fences and into the dingy cobblestone streets of Beechview and 
Carrick. They beat us to death and talked shit in the bargain: 
the Deer, whatever the hell that meant, in our foppish, too-nice 

uniforms. Egotistically orchestrating my own swar~ song, I kept 
stats and played as if my life depended on it. We won three 
games the erttire summer. 

Most nights I stayed home. My father read the newspaper 
while my mother sat with needle and thread. (She had taken up 
quilting.} ~he TV would be on. Eventually it would put them to 
sleep. Jimmy Carter was running for president. Gerald Ford was 
a good guy; Nixon, deposed and disgraced, was, in the words 
of my mother, "a sneat{y bastard." i’d sit and have ice cream 
with them and a cup of tea. Already I’d begun to despise televi~ 
sion. Then !’d climb the stairs to my bedroom, which was still 
decked with the prizes of my boyhood: trophies and pennants, 
the mammoth poster of Babe Ruth above my bed and, orbiting 
it, small cameos ofMuhammad Ali, Roberto Clemente, Ernest 
Hemingway, and F. Scott Fitzgerald. °Ihe requisite crucifix lent 
a pious air. Congregated atop my dresser were statues of the 
Blessed lVlother, the Sacred Heart, and Saints Joseph, Francis, 
and Anthony. 

I climbed between the immaculate sheets -- my mother 
still made my bed -- and read about the boiling heat of Gar- 
cfa Marquez s Maco do, where characters thrive on meals 
of damp soil, spit butterflies, and levitate; where a "very old 
man with enormous wings" plummets to earth one day and is 
locked in a chicken coop; where the unearthly and the inex- 

plicable are married to the mundane. I’d been unable to fin- 

ish Carlos Fuentes’s 7heDeath ofArtemio O’uz, It had made 
rue fed as if jagged pieces of metal were grinding inside me. 
Latin American literature was like LSD: disorienting, spirit- 
ing me offto the reahn of magical realism -:~ an esoteric term 
in 1976. These literary hallucinogens rhode me want to write, 
though i ,~ever did. Maybe I’d scribble on a bar napkin that 
wouldn’t make it out of my pocket. But in the main I read the 
Latin Americans and fel! asleep early, sometimes chancing a 
cigarette iu the bedroom of my boyhood, though my mother 
would give me hell about it the next day. Wheat’s this VISTA 

bullshit artywtV? She was brokenhearted that I was leaving. 
My father was too, though he said nothing (thank God), as 
was his wont. 
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morning I had to get up at 5:30 and 
drive to the job site in my black 

VW Beetle with no reverse and work under the merciless sun 
carrying hods of brick and mortar. Real worlc 

I was preparing, I thought, to walk away from my past. [ 
was glad to be leaving to volunteer for WSTA, though the joy- 
ous anticipation I felt when contemplating my escape from 
home and family filled me with guilt. How odd I must have 
seemed to my dear parents in those last days of my life as an 
only child. (My older sister, Marie, had married six years earlier.) 
I was the first person in my family ever to walk into a college 
classroom. And now, by God, I was getting a master’s degree 
in English iiterature -- whatever that was -- and traipsing off 
to volunteer in a prison five hundred miles away. 

Fridays after work I drove straight home and left my bat- 
tered boots at the back door with the three other pairs already 
queued on the stoop. Around the table in the kitchen were my 
dad, then only sixty-one; my godfather, Paul Pagano; and Paul’s 
son-in-law Ronnie Villani. 

Paul was a cement finisher, the son of a cement finisher 
who had emigrated from Napoli and my dad’s eldest sister, Vin- 
cenza. At age seventeen he was drafted into the navy. Weeks 
later he boarded the USS Nortk Carolina, Battleboat 55, the 
most decorated seafaring vessel of World War n, then raced 
across the Pacific to join the fleet for the invasion of Japan -- 
though the bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
while he was en route. 

Ronnie had grown up on Lenora Street, behind Latimer 
Field. He’d played for Pete D’Imperio’s famous ’64 City League 
single-wing football champs at Westiughouse High, the only 
white kid on the allJblack team, the only white kid in his all- 
black graduating class. All-city tackle. Stronger than Samson. 
Big and hairy and beneficent, with beautiful teeth. He worked 
heavy construction, carried sheetrock up and down eighty 
stories, all day, with his bare hands. 

Quiet and steady, my dad rose daily in the dark, packed 
my lunch, scribbled my name in pencil on the brown bag, 
brewed a thermos of coffee for me, and often left a few bucks 
on the front seat of my vw. By the time I stepped on the site 

at 6:4.5 -- wearing his boots and gloves, his hat with his name 
on it -- he’d long since been punched in and was sweating at 
the mouth ofa biast furnace or belted to a boom-crane gantry 
high above the Monongahela River. 

I wanted to be like these men. And Dr. Mooney, too. 
The {bur of us were shiftless and brown. Crosses on chains 

glinted on our tanned chests. Along with his cross Ronc~ie 
sported the tribal horn to ward offthe mgdocchio, the evil eye. 
On the table gleamed¯ the bottle of Black Velvet, twinkling 
amber iri the late-afternoon sun like a holy icon. Squat bottles 
of cold Iron City rested in front of each of us to chase the shots 
we canted neatly into cordial glasses. Piled on a platter were 
provolone and salami, dives and tomatoes, fresh Sicilian bread 
my dad had purchased at dawn at Rimini’s down on Larimer 
Avenue. A cast-iron, vat of ltot sausage and peppers, my dad’s 
specialty, simmered on the stove. The screen door was .open. 
The summer birds sang in Italian. 

When I disappeared fi’om that kitchen thirty-five years 
ago and walked onto a North Carolina prison yard, into the 
new, unlikely life that awaited me, I left behind the harrow- 
ing necessity of sweating and punishing my body to score a 
paycheck, a tradition in my family as tar back as anyone can 
reckon. 1 ever~tually became a teacher and a writer, a man with 
soft hands, pressed shirts, and clean shoes that I no Ionger had 
to leave at the back door. The dream of my ancestors -- when: ::.:. 

they’d hobbled onto those ships along Italy’s impoverished 
coast, possessed only of tools, bread, and the clothes on their 
backs -- was that I and my brethren would never know what 
William FauIkner calls "the old thrill and the old despair of a 
penny more or less." [ don’t know how to bethankful enough 
that I stumbled into this life of boo|{s. It is a catechism lesson 
in undeserved grace. 

Yet the instinct toward manual labor, that Calvinist bent 
of mortifying the flesh, still nags me. I find myself addled with 
a sense of unworthiness if I do not submit daily to a ritual of 
self-imposed physical hardship. Other than the usual house 
maintenance -- the occasional coat of paint; regular grass cut- 
ting, weed eating, and snow shoveling; efforts to keep the cars 
roadworthy -- how does the garden-variety English professor 
sublimate the guilt arising from his suspicion that a life of the 
mind, unleavened by blue-coitar toil, is nnt quite enough, that 
it leads, perhaps, to a spirituaI quandary? 

I run every day, regardless of geography or weather. I pray 
reflexively as I log the miles, as if storing up indulgences -- as 
instructed by the nuns who savagely taught me -- to whittle 
time off my stay in purgatory. Rumaing is no-nonsense work 
without a whir of glamour: often punishing, most of the time 
uncomfortable, and glorious in not~so-obvious ways. Ever the 
poet, Saint Paul said it nicely in z Corinthians: %Vherefore we 

labor, that, whether present or absent, ?re may be accepted of 
Him." The worst indictment I ever heard from my father was 
when he would say of another man, "He’s so lazy he stinks." 

My dad, Pa~l, and Ronnie: they smiled when I appeared 

at the threshold on Friday afternoons. 2hese were my people, 
and, strolling into my parents’ kitchen, grimy and happy that 
my week with the hod and the grad students was over, I had 
become a manovale, a real worker, like the men of my family. 
My dad jumped up and fetched me a beer. Paul poured me 
a shot. Ronnie clapped me on the back -- it was like being 
smacked with a sack of mortar -- and proclaimed, "My man." 

They laughed and asked how the he[l I was going to make 
it on the two grand a year I’d be earning as a v~sTa vdunteer~ I 
couldn’t have learned too much with all that college. ~Ihen they 
really laughed. 1 laughed too. i didn’t know how the hall I’d make 
it. In just a few weeks I’d be on a prison yard. I’d have a Cuban 

roommate whose father was locked in one of Castro’s iails. I’d 
tour death row and the gas chamber. I’d [~ll precipitously in love 
with a woman from Georgia and marry her fourteen months 
later. I’d begin the labor that i’d engage in for the rest of my limb: 
the sustained toi!, the real work, of writi,~g, i’d wandered out of 
one world, through a secret portal, and lurched into another. 

Together we lifted the shots -- Saluto ~ threw them back, 
and chased them with an Iron.                           ¯ 
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ABSTRACT HOW should researchers reflexively evaluate ways in 
which intersubjective elements transform their research.) The process 
of engaging in reflexivity is full of muddy ambiguity and multiple 
trails as researchers negotiate the swamp of interminable decon- 
structions, self analysis and self disclosure. This article examines 
how researcher-explorers from a range of research traditions have 
negotiated this swamp in practice, by drawing on examples of their 

reflexive experience. ’Maps’ are offered on five variants of reflexivitg 
namely: {i) introspection; (ii) intersubjective reflection; {iii) mutual 
collaboration; (iv) social critique; and (v) discursive deconstruction. 

The diversity of practice suggests competing, though also overlap- 
ping, accounts of the rationale and practice of reflexivity. In a critical 
celebration of the richness of reflexivity, this article aims to demon- 
strate how each way of approaching reflexivity offers different 
opportunities and challenges. It is hoped that the maps provided will 

enable researcher-explorers to choose their preferred route through 
the swamp. The discussion section, along with a ’meta-reflexive 
voice’ threaded throughout, highlights the critical issues at stake 
when attempting reflexive analysis in practice. 

~E v w o ~ ~ s : critical analgsis, intersubjectivit~, methodological evalua- 

tion, rqflection, reflexivit~q, researcher’s experience 

Without some degree of reflexivity any research is blind and without purpose. 

(Flood, 1999: 35) 

Prolo#ue: evolving reflexivit9 

Reflexivity in qualitative research - where researchers engage in explicit self- 

aware meta-analysis - has a long history spanning at least a century. It has 

moved from introspection towards critical realist and subjectivist accounts, 
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and more recently towards highlighting the socio-political, post-modern con- 

text through deconstructing the research encounter. Although not always 

referred to explicitly as reflexivity the project of examining how the 

researcher and intersubjective elements impinge on, and even transform, 

research, has been an important part of the evolution of qualitative research. 

Critical self-reflexive methodologies have evolved across different qualitative 

research fields in a story of turns and shifts. 

I need to give an account qf this story of how the use of reflexivity has evolved. Yet 

I am all too aware of offering a partial, simplistic account - my understanding, my 

construction. Ho~v can it be anything else? Where to start? But a context is still 

needed - one that pa~s due homage to [;e~ names and the hisWrical shifts vvhile 

remaining suJylcientl~ Jluid to acl;nowledge how earl~ genres are still in use even as 

contempora~2~l critiques of critiques proliferate .... And, in malting this rhetorical 
move, have I inoculated myself enough against li[;el~ protests that I am distorting 

history and oJy’ering too incomplete an account... ? 

Early anthropological ’realist tales’, where researchers conscientiously 

recorded observations in an effort to prove their scientific credentials, have 

gradually given way to more personal ’confessional tales’ where researchers 

describe decisions and dilemmas of their fieldwork experience. With this 

movement, most evident from the 1970s, comes a growing ’methodological 

self-consciousness’. The ethnographic critique of ethnography (led by writers 

such as Clifford and Marcus, 1986) pushed qualitative researchers into a ’new 

paradigm, placing discovery of reflexivity at the centre of methodological 

thinking’ (Seale, 1999: 160). 

The concern of ethnographers and anthropologists (among other qualita- 

tive researchers) to unravel how their biographies intersect with their inter- 

pretation of field experiences led, initially, to highly subjectivist accounts of 

fieldwork. In such research, fieldworkers portrayed themselves as infiltrating 

a group and then reporting on their experiences as an ’insider’. Other 

researchers, on a more objective mission, sought to increase the integrity and 

trustworthiness of their findings. Through critical reflection, they used reflex- 

ivity to continually monitor, or even audit, the research process. As the 

research process is made transparent, they argued, personal experience is 

transformed into public, accountable knowledge. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) 

explain: 

Transactions and the ideas that emerge from [the research process].., should 

be documented. The construction of analytic or methodological memoranda 

and working papers, and the consequent explication of working hypotheses, are 

of vital importance. It is important that the processes of exploration and abduc- 

tion be documented and retrievable. (p. 19 ~) 

In these ways the full research history (insofar as there is space to give it) is 

offered as both a confessional tale (Van Maanen, 1988) and a transparent 

account of the research. But these uses of reflexivity, to offer better, more 
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committed (thus ’truer’?) accounts as part of trying to affirm the validity of 

the research, were quickly challenged as regretful backward glances at posi- 

tivist ideals. Post-modern researchers began to seek a more radical relativism 

as they embraced the negotiated and socially constructed nature of the 

research experience. Attempts were made to erode the researcher’s privileged 

position - an explicit and particular critique of earlier imperialist and colo- 

nialist anthropologies (for example, Clifford and Marcus, 1986). Greater 

attention was placed on how ethnographers, for instance, stood at the mar- 

gins between two cultures (Barthes, 1972), decoding and reinterpreting the 

host culture for the home culture. 

Concerns about the unexamined power of the researcher led to an emer- 

gence of feminist versions of reflexivity - for example, Wilkinson (1988) and 

Reinharz (1992). These aimed to reframe power balances between partici- 

pants and researchers. Hertz (1997), for instance, urges researchers to be 

aware of their own positions and interests and to explicitly situate themselves 

within the research. She argues that researchers are 

¯.. imposed at all stages of the research process - from the questions they ask to 

those they ignore, from who they study to who they ignore, from problem for- 

mulation to analysis, representation and writing - in order to produce less dis- 

torted accounts of the social world¯ (p. viii) 

Today, ’narratives of the self’ have proliferated. In works such as Kondo 
(1990), reflexive feminism and cultural critique converge (Marcus, 1994). At 
the same time the sociological, structuralist turn in writings continues as 
researchers concentrate on the discursive and macro-sociopolitical forces 
shaping research narratives. ’Self-reflexivity unmasks complex political/ideo- 
logical agendas hidden in our writing’ (Richardson, 1994: 523). The 

researcher ’appears not as an individual creative scholar, a knowing subject 
who discovers, but more as a material body through whom a narrative struc- 

ture unfolds’ (Brunet, 1986: 150). 
The last couple of decades has also seen a surge of interest in ethnographic 

and sociological writing itself. Writers (notably Geertz, 1988) have argued 
for less authoritative texts in favour of self-critical ones that explicitly 
acknowledge any text is partisan, partial and fundamentally bound to the 
social context and rhetorical genres. Parody, irony and scepticism are evident 
in self-reflexive experimental writing forms (for instance, Ashmore, 1989 and 
Tyler, 1987) seen as better able to represent a post-modern world. Trying out 
different evocative representations enables researchers to relate differently to 

their material. 
In terms of current practice, it could be argued that reflexivit}: in its myri- 

ad forms, is now the defining feature of qualitative research (Banister et al., 
1994). Most qualitative researchers will attempt to be aware of their role in 
the (co)-construction of knowledge. They will try to make explicit how inter- 
subjective elements impact on data collection and analysis in an effort to 
enhance the trustworthiness, transparency and accountability of their 
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research. The debate resides largely between qualitative researchers of differ- 

ent theoretical persuasions who lay claim to competing accounts of the 

rationale and practices of reflexivity. 

Introduction 

From this brief - and all too neatly constructed - history, it is clear that reflex- 

ivity in its multiple guises, has a firm place within the qualitative research 

agenda. As qualitative researchers engaged in contemporary practice, we 

accept that the researcher is a central figure who influences, if not actively 

constructs, the collection, selection and interpretation of data. We recognize 

that research is co-constituted, a joint product of the participants, researcher 

and their relationship. We understand that meanings are negotiated within 

particular social contexts so that another researcher will unfold a different 

story. We no longer seek to eradicate the researcher’s presence - instead sub- 

jectivity in research is transformed from a problem to an opportunity (Finlay, 

2002). In short, researchers no longer question the need for reflexivity: the 

question is how to do it. 

When it comes to practice, the process of engaging in reflexivity is perilous, 

full of muddy ambiguity and multiple trails. To what extent should 

researchers give a methodological account of their experience? How much 

personal detail can be disclosed and what forms can it take? ttow are 

researchers to represent a multiplicity of voices while not hiding themselves? 

In some ways, embarking on reflexivity is akin to entering uncertain terrain 

where solid ground can all too easily give way to swamp and mire. The chal- 

lenge is to negotiate a path through this complicated landscape - one that 

exposes the traveller to interesting discoveries while ensuring a route out the 

other side. Researchers have to negotiate the ’swamp’ of interminable self 

analysis and self disclosure. On their journey, they can all too easily fall into 

the mire of the infinite regress of excessive self analysis and deconstructions 

at the expense of focusing on the research participants and developing under- 

standing. Reflexive analysis is always problematic. Assuming it is even possi- 

ble to pin down something of our intersubjective understandings, these are 

invariably difficult to unfold, while confessing to methodological inadequacies 

can be uncomfortable. 

In this article I look at how researcher-explorers from a range of research 

traditions have negotiated the perils of the swamp by drawing on examples of 

their reflexive experience. I offer, as it were, a typology of ~vhat seems to be 

occurring in contemporary practice. Maps are offered on five variants of 

reflexivity namely: (i) introspection; (ii) intersubjective reflection; (iii) mutual 

collaboration: (iv) social critique, and (v) discursive deconstruction. This new 

way of conceptualizing reflexivity~ shows different routes through the swamp 

depending on researchers’ aims and focus. 

As with any typology, the borders overlap and researchers may well employ several 
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maps simultaneously. I am all too avvare of the problems of oJ’[,bring this inevitably 
incomplete typology as a straw man to be l¢no&ed down. Still, I persevere, l see a 

need to be dearer about ddJybrent practices so people can mal;e an inJbrmed choice, 
one that is consistent with epistemological and methodological commitments. I 

remember well my o~vn confusions and tensions as a novice researcher who sought 

diJ’!brent options (beyond the literature of my narrow yield) Jbr how to fulfil the 
expectations to be reflexive. Also, I want to challenge you, the reader, to see beyond 

your usual position. I w,ant to cut across typical understandings - whereby certain 

versions of reflexivity are favoured as being attached to particular theoretical posi- 

tions - and to show more of the shared enterprise of the broad sweep of qualitative 

research. 

I hope that the maps offered here, along with the accounts of various reflex- 
ire journeys, will enable researcher-explorers to better choose their preferred 
route through the swamp. Also, to help tease out the critical issues at stake I 

offer a ’meta-reflexive voice’ presented in italics. The issues raised here are 
taken up again in the final discussion where I argue that each variant of 
reflexivity carries its own strengths and weaknesses, and offers particular 
opportunities and challenges. 

Refle2civit9 as introspection 

When Maslow (1966) asserted ’there is no substitute for experience, none at 
all’ (p. 45), he pointed researchers towards the value of self-dialogue and dis- 
covery. Those researchers who begin their research with the data of their 
experience seek to ’embrace their own humanness as the basis for psycholog- 
ical understanding’ (Walsh. 1995: 335). Here, researchers’ own reflecting, 
intuiting and thinking are used as primary evidence (Moustakas, 1994). 

Moustakas (1990) describes this process in terms of forming the research 
question: ’The task of the initial engagement is to discover an intense interest. 
a passionate concern that calls out to the researcher’ (p. 27). ttis major phe- 
nomenological work on loneliness, for instance, began at a critical time in his 
life when he was faced with a problem of whether or not to agree to major 
heart surgery that might restore his daughter to health or result in her death. 

’The urgency of making a critical decision plunged me into the experience of 
feeling utterly alone... I became aware that at the center of my world was a 
deep and pervasive feeling of loneliness’ (p. 91). 

In a different mood, Moustakas (1990) describes the process of internal 
search through which meaning is discovered (what he calls ’heuristic 
research’), in relation to his research on delight: 

I may be entranced by visions, images and dreams that connect me to tW ques- 
tion. I may come into touch with new regions of myself, and discover revealing 
connections with others .... If I am investigating delight, then delight hovers 
nearby and follows me around .... Delight becomes a lingering presence .... It 
opens me to the world in a joyous way and takes me into a richness, playfulness 
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and childlikeness that move me freely and effortlessly. I am ready to see, feel, 
touch, or hear whatever opens me to a fuller knowledge and understanding of 
the experience of delight. (p. 11) 

As another example, Murphy (1987) offers his personal, anthropological 

account of how being paralysed resulted in his loss of self: 

From the time my tumor was first diagnosed through my entry into wheelchair 
life, I had an increasing apprehension that I had lost much more than the full 

use of my legs. I had also lost a part of my sell It was not just that people acted 
differently toward me, which they did, but rather that I felt differently toward 
myself. I had changed in my own mind, in my self-image, and in the basic con- 

ditions of my existence. It left me feeling alone and isolated.., it was a change 
for the worse, a diminution of everything I used to be. (p. 85) 

In addition to examining one’s own experience and personal meanings for 

their own sake, insights can emerge from personal introspection which then 

form the basis of a more generalized understanding and interpretations. 

Reflections are assumed to provide data regarding the social/emotional world 

of participants. As Parker (1997) reminds us: ’We need to be aware of ourselves 

as the dreamers.., unlike instances of other people telling us their dreams, 

we understand and share, partially at least, at some level, the story’ (p. 488). 

A powerful example of this comes from Rosaldo (1989) in his influential 

anthropological study of Ilongot head-hunting. Here he drew on his personal 

experience of bereavement (the death of his wife) to make sense of the rage 

people felt ~vhich pushed them to head-hunt. Similarly, Abu-Lughod’s experi- 

ence (see Hertz, 1997) of learning to live as a ’modest daughter’ within a 

Bedouin comnmnity offers an example of how generating experiential data 

can contribute to a broader analysis - in this instance of women’s modesty 

and veiling practices. 

It was at this moment, when I felt naked before an Arab eider because I could not 
veil, that I understood viscerally that women veil not because anyone tells them 
to or because they would be punished if they did not, but because they feel 
extremely uncomfortable in the presence of certain categories of men. (Cited in 
Bolak, ] 997: p. 98) 

An example of this process also occurred in my own phenomenological 

research into the lifeworld of the occupational therapist: 

On one occasion I was observing an occupational therapist work with a client 

who was suffering from the final stages of lung cancer. Although I was supposed 

to only observe, I found I could not stop myself becoming involved (by asking the 

patient questions and even intervening at a practical level). ~hen I reflected on 

my behaviour, I understood it was my active need to be involved - to do some- 

thing. I also recognised my own sensitivity as an asthmatic, witnessing someone 

with breathing problems dying of a lung disease. Once I recognised this, I could 

then see the occupational therapist was experiencing similar identifications 

with some of her other patients. Previously I had interpreted the therapist as 

being im~olved with fairly superficial, ’irrelevant’ tasks - now I could see these 
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tasks had a meaning for her: they were as much for her as the patient. By exam- 

ining my own responses I could better understand hers. (Finlay, 1998a: 454) 

The use of personal data is also picked up by psychodynamic researchers 

who explore how unconscious fantasies can be mobilized in research encoun- 

ters. Kracke’s anthropological work (see ttunt, 1989) with South American 

Indians provides a good illustration of how competition with father images 

and castration anxieties became important themes. On noting how the tribe 

openly expressed feelings and fantasies normally disguised in Western cul- 

tures, Kracke was confronted by his own fantasy life: 

Even now, in intense periods of working though conflicts, I find myself practi- 
cally redreaming the dreams that were told to me by ]ovenil or Francisco [his 
participants] - if not literally in the manifest content of my own dreams, at least 
taking a very important place in the latent content. I am sure at some level I was 
seeking something like this when I chose to work with South American Indians 
in the first place .... But the point here is the degree to which the experience was 
integrated into my personality - through my transference to ]ovenil and... 
others. (pp. 32-3) 

These examples show the value of using introspection and being reflexive about one’s 

own personal reactions. Being preoccupied by one’s own emotions and experiences, 

however, can sl¢ew findings in unjbrtunate directions. Perhaps ’sl¢ew’ is the wrong 

word here as it suggests a right path f!’om which one has deviated. On the other 

hand, the researcher’s position can become unduI~ privilqed, blo&ing out the par- 
ticipant’ s voice. As researchers, we need to stril¢e a balance, sFiving for enhanced self 

mvareness while eschewing navel-gazing, b~stead, with reflexive analysis, the selJl in 

m~ view, should be exploited onI~ while it remains purposeful to do so. 

Ultimately, reflexivity should be ’neither an opportunity to wallow in sub- 

jectivity nor permission to engage in legitimised emoting’ (Finlay 1998a). The 

challenge for researchers using introspection is to use personal revelation not 

as an end in itself but as a springboard for interpretations and more general 

insight. In this sense, the researcher moves beyond ’benign introspection’ 

(Woolgar, 1988: 22} to become more explicit about the link between knowl- 

edge claims, personal experiences of both participant and researcher, and the 

social context. This essential message carries through into the second variant 

of reflexivity which argues against individual subjectivity dislocated from 

research relations and in favour of intersubjective reflection. 

Reflexivity as intersubjective reflection 

The genre of reflexivity as intersubjective reflection has grown significantly in 

the last decade, ltere, researchers explore the mutual meanings emerging 

within the research relationship. They focus on the situated and negotiated 

nature of the research encounter and, for those of a psychodynamic persua- 

sion, how unconscious processes structure relations been the researcher 

and participant. The process here involves more than reflection - instead, a 
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radical self-reflective consciousness (Sartre, 1969) is sought where the self-in- 

relation-to-others becomes both the aim and object of focus. 

Research by Ballinger and Payne (2000) into falls experienced by older peo- 

ple highlights how the researcher can be viewed by the patient participants as 

a ’professional with some kind of authority and influence’ - a presentation 

which would impact on subsequent interactions. In their own case, they 

noted when the researcher approached the fieldwork she 

... appeared w’ry similar to that of a health professional She dressed smartly, 
wore an identity badge and accessed patients through attending nurse hand- 
overs and reading medical notes. She asked patients to sign a formally worded 
consent lbrm and then proceeded to ask about the event that had brought the 
individual into hospital. (p. 577) 

When an analysis of discourse was carried out, these observations enabled 

them to see how and why participants seemed engaged in a project to 
counter negative professional evaluations that they were mentally or 
physically frail. 

ttere, in another extract from my phenomenological research on the exper- 

ience of being a therapist, I explore some complex relationship dynamics 
which seemed significant: 

Jane was much more reticent and reserved. She did not initiate any disclosures, 
which in turn made me much more active. I felt pushed to ask more questions 
and I became (reluctantly) much more directive. In the process I ended up ask- 
ing what was for me an unusually large number of closed questions. Did I sense 
a vulnerability in her and, by asking closed questions, was trying to protect her 
from disclosing too much? Interestingly, Jane, more than any of the other ther- 
apists, got me disclosing more to her. She took the initiative to ask me questions, 
and I obliged, partly in my desire to share something with her in return. I also 
felt a need to confide in her. From the first moment I felt drawn to her as a ther- 
apist and as a beautiful woman. Somehow I wanted a part of her niceness and 
nurturing - perhaps even be her client? At the same time I could see that her 
general ’niceness’, combined with her controlling quality (with her asking me 
questions) and lack of sell-disclosure, were all effective defences in stopping me 
from pushing/challenging her. Jane and I together seemed to be engaged in an 
exercise to stop me probing too much. (Finlay. 1998b: 241) 

Psychodynamically orientated researchers would also recommend the use 

of self-reflection while embracing a variety of psychoanalytic techniques such 

as dream analysis and interpretation of fantasies as research tools to enable 

researchers to become aware of the emotional investment they have in the 

research relationships concerned. In their research on subjectivity and crime, 

Hollway and Jefferson (2000) utilized reflexivity along with their narrative 

method using psychoanalytic interpretations. Jefferson. for example, describes 

his sense of rapport and identification with Tommy, one of their participants: 

A big reason for this good rapport, I felt, stemmed from our both being members 
of big families. He never knew that about me, but listening to him talking about 
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his family produced points of identification which to some extent bridged our 
class, educational and work differences, probably enabling me to be a better, 
more informed listenen His clean, tidy, well-kept house (unlike some we 
entered), his active involvement in community affairs, including running a local 
kids’ football team . . . facilitated my identification with him .... In short, I 
enjoyed interviewing Tommy because I liked him; and I liked him because we 
had things in common. (Hollway and Jefferson, 2000: 65) 

Jefferson goes on to describe how he used his subjective feelings along with 
theory to probe his participant’s account: 

Our theoretical starting-point was undoubtedly important in alerting us to the 

contradictory nature of Tommy’s account, but so too was my subjective feeling 

on reading it; how disiunctive it felt to my experience .... It might be objected 

that my memories are no more reliable than Tommy’s and that I am projecting 

on to him my own feelings about unpleasant aspects of my childhood. This pos- 

sibility can be tested against Tommy’s text .... Our judgement is that they are 

present in the detail but shorn of the emotion which would naturally accom- 

pany them. It is that accompaniment that I feel I know and can use empathically 

here¯ (Hollway and Jefferson, 2000: 66) 

Psychodynamic researchers remind us to explore how conversation or text 
affects us and to reflect on what we bring to it ourselves. In particular, they see 
unconscious needs and transferences as mutually structuring the relation- 
ship between researcher and participant. As Hunt (1989) notes, the inner 
worlds of researchers structure 

¯ . . their choice of setting, experience in the initial stages of fieldwork, and 
the research roles they assume. The transferences that are situationally 
mobilized in the fieldwork encounter have implications for the questions 
researchers ask, the answers they hear, and the materials they observe... Most 
important transferences structure the researcher’s ability to develop empathic 
relations with those subiects who provide the essential source of sociological 
data. (p. 81) 

In her work on the police, Hunt (1989) identifies how her status as an 

unwanted female outsider raised a number of unconscious issues which then 

impacted on the research relationship: 

Positive oedipal wishes also appeared to be mobilized in the fieldwork encounter. 
The resultant anxieties were increased because of the proportion of men to 
women in the police organization and the way in which policemen sexualized so 
many encounters .... The fact that I knew more about their work world than 
their wives also may have heightened anxiety because it implied closeness to 
subjects. By partly defeminizing myself through the adoption of a liminal gen- 
der role, I avoided a conflictual oedipal victory. That the police represented lbr- 
bidden objects of sexual desire was revealed in dreams and slips of the tongue 
¯.. the intended sentence ’Jim’s a good cop’ came out instead ’Jim’s a good cock.’ 
In those words, I revealed my sexual interest in a category of men who were 
forbidden as a result of their status as research subiects. In that way, they 
resembled incestuous objects. (p. 40) 
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Speaking as a therapist myself I have to admit to often drawing on this type of 

reflexivity. It is second nature to examine my own motivations as a way of under- 

standing another. I probe the therapeutic relationship and my own counter-transJ&- 

ences to reveal something more. Yet, at another level l can see the problems underly- 

ing the realist assumptions and the impossibility of the task of gaining access to 

motivations vvhich are, by definition, hidden. Isn’t it problematic to simply import 

therapeutic techniques into the research encounter without question? And who am 

I, simply by dint of my training, to be so sure when interpreting another’s world? I 

am uncomfortable about the povver I assume when explaining others’ motives. 

Such examples highlight the value of exploring the research relationship as 

well as the challenges. The difficulties of gaining access to personal (and pos- 

sibly unconscious) motivations should not be underestimated while the com- 

plex dynamics between the researcher and participant adds a further layer of 

opacity. To accomplish such a feat, it could be argued, requires a ’superhuman 

self-consciousness’ attainable only through intensive psychoanalysis (Seale, 

1999). In reply, researchers interested in exploring intersubjective dynamics 

defend their mission to explore the co-constituted nature of the research look- 

ing at both inward meanings and outward into the realm of shared meanings, 

interaction and discourse. These themes also provide the focus for researchers 

interested in collaborative enquiry. 

Reflexivit~j as mutual collaboration 

Researchers making use of reflexivity as mutual collaboration are found 

using a broad range of methodologies, from humanistic new paradigm and 

co-operative inquiry research (e.g. Reason. 1988; Heron. 1996) to more soci- 

ological, discursive and feminist research approaches (e.g. Wilkinson, 1988; 

Banister et al., 1994; Potter and Wetherell, 1995; Yardle}: 1997). These 

wide-ranging research methodologies are linked by the way they seek to enlist 

participants as co-researchers and vice versa. 

Recognizing research as a co-constituted account, adherents of participa- 

tive research argue that as research participants also have the capacity to be 

reflexive beings, they can be co-opted into the research as co-researchers. At 

the very least this involves participants in a reflexive dialogue during data 

analysis or evaluation. Smith (1994) cites an example of how utilizing par- 

ticipants’ interpretations resulted in him confronting, modifying and honing 

his own interpretations. 

Co-operative inquiry approaches, on the other hand, apply reflexivity more 

completely. Here researchers, simultaneously participants in their own 

research, engage in cycles of mutual reflection and experience. A fascinating 

reflexive study of interactive interviewing by Ellis et al. (1997:21) provides 

insights into how a research relationship develops and shapes the findings 

produced. In this exploration of the researchers’ experience of bulimia, they 

describe their work as ’sharing personal and social experiences of both 
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respondents and researchers, who tell.., their stories in the context of a 

developing relationship’: 

Lisa and I are masters at intellectualizing bulimia. Through our conversations, 
I have moved beyond a literal interpretation of bulimia as being only about thin- 
ness to thinking about how eating disorders also speak to personal longings. 
But, it always has been hard for us to focus on emotional issues. I have come to 
see this as a relational problem to which we both contribute .... Bulimia is about 
mess. Lisa and I talk about it, study it, analyze it, and WE DO IT! As perfection- 

ists.., we craft exteriors that contradict the mess in our lives. Still I know what 
goes on ’behind the closed doors’ in Lisa’s life, because I know what goes on 
behind my own closed doors. (pp. 12 7-8) 

Drawing on research by Traylen into the role of health visitors, tteron (19 9 6) 
describes a co-operative inquiry where the co-researchers/co-participants 
engage in a reflexive dialogue about their research process: 

Just when we were feeling so confident the group was thrown into confusion, 
uncertainty and depression .... We were swamped by the enormity of the task 
and scared about whether we would be able to make sense of it all .... The 
group’s pre-occupation with action had, I think, something to do with avoiding 
the key issue of our lack of clarity about the health visitor’s role, which had 
always been present hovering in the wings. I had no idea how we were going to 
address this. All I could hang onto at this stage was the thought that if the group 
could hold this chaos for long enough perhaps something would emerge. 
(p. 149) 

While these studies are to be valued for their collaborative, democratic, 

inclusive spirit, critics reject the pronounced element of compromise and 

negotiation which could potentially ’water down’ the insights of single 

researchers. In reply, collaborative researchers argue that dialogue within a 

group allows members to move beyond their preconceived theories and sub- 

jective biases towards representing multiple voices. Hailing (1999) makes this 

point in his discussion on a dialogic study on forgiveness he carried out in 

collaboration with a group of post-graduate students: 

Working in dialogue and comparing personal experiences and the interviews 
with each other aflowed us to come to a rich, collective understanding of the 
process of forgiving another.... Freedom infuses the process with a spirit of 
exploration and discovery, and is evident through the group members’ ability 
to be playful and imaginative with their interpretations. Trust provides the 
capacity to be genuinely receptive to what is new and different in the others’ 
experiences and expressions and accounts for respect toward each person’s 
descriptions, interpretations, and stories. 

Similarly, Barry et al. (1999), in their study on teamwork and doctor- 

patient communication, argue for the need to represent multiple voices: 

There are multiple voices in this area of applied health care research: the 
patient, the doctor, the pharmacist, the academic, and the educator. Maw 
research proiects speak with only one of these voices .... Using reflexivity to 
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uncover the different agendas of each team member helps us to avoid biasing 

the data toward one w)ice. (p. 4] ) 

Reflexivity, here, moves from bein# an intellectual exercise into bein# of direct, prac- 
tical use, and in this way I can value the results. However, I have to wonder (!" the 

collaborations are necessary. Aren’t many of the discussions, conflicts and debates 

ones which would often occur with in-depth personal reflection anyway? And, in the 

end, with collaboration are the multiple voices even heard or are you simply left ~vith 

one authorial account? I also worry about the supposedly e~alitarian rhetoric w, hich 

disguises what are often essentially unequal relationships. I 1;now I have played this 
,qame and have attempted ~o le,qitimate my research using ’participant validation’ or 

the ’positive responses of the academic community’ to buttress my arguments. 

Collaborative reflexivity offers the opportunity to hear, and take into 

account, multiple voices and conflicting positions. While the notion of shared 

realities finds favour with many researchers, some still challenge an egalitar- 

ian rhetoric where it disguises essentially unequal relationships. It is this last 

issue which is taken up in the fourth variant of reflexivity. 

Reflexivity as social critique 

One particular concern for researchers using reflexivity as social critique is 

how to manage the power imbalance bet~veen researcher and participant. 

They openly acknowledge tensions arising from different social positions, for 

instance, in relation to class, gender and race. As Wasserfall (1997) explains: 

... the use of reflexivity during fieldwork can mute the distance and alienation 

built into conventional notions of ’objectivity’ or objectifying those who are 

studied. The research process becomes more mutual, as a strategy to decon- 

struct the author’s authority (p. 152) 

In their feminist account of researching Asian’ women’s experience of 

childbirth, Marshall et al. (~ 998) probe how they were centrally implicated in 

the representation of their research participants. In particular they acknowl- 

edge how this involved some selective silence on their part when it came to 

writing up their research: 

We have used accounts.., to point to care where the woman is viewed and 

treated on the basis of ethnic grouping .... But additionally, in these extracts 

there is a singling out of black nurses. This raises the issue of what to do when 

working with marginalized accounts which themselves reproduce prejudicial 

viewpoints and evaluations. Our decision to date has been not to report these 

aspects of the accounts. (Leaving silenced aspects of the accounts that we do not 

want to hear?) . . . These tensions around the representation of ’experience’ 

were and are central for us as researchers. In adjudicating between what and 

what not to write up we could be accused of taking the political-moral high- 

ground.., this sort of ’suppression’ results in a misunderstanding of power... 

and hence, prevents opportunities for countering oppression which currently 

exist. (p. 128) 
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From his social constructionist perspective, Gough (1999) explores his use 

of humour to breach the ’detached researcher’ stance. In the following 

extract, Gough (called Bren) uses his data to reflexively examine his sense of 

discomfort on somehow ’colluding with the lads’ - his participants. The sub- 

sequent analysis provided valuable data for his broader critique of ’Men, mas- 

culinities and discourse’: 

Jack: . . . people look to label because it makes them feel safer.., they think 

they know where they stand and they can control, but it’s a lot more 

complex... 

Bren: Psychologists are the worst offenders! ]group laughter] 

Jack: Yeah... 

Glen: the media, the Guardian and psychologists on Channel 4! ]group 

laughter]. 

I suppose the use of humour helps to suggest the illusion of ’norm al’ conversa- 

tion, with the researcher temporarily colluding as one of the ’lads’, albeit in this 

case one limited to one-line questions and interiections. This particular example 

could indicate a degree of self-deprecation, perhaps in an effort to reduce power 

differentials, or perhaps more likely, to create distance between myself and (the 

maligned) psychologists, hence appearing liberal or sophisticated (either way 

attempting to endear myself to the participants). Perhaps such occasional con- 

tributions give the impression of participation, thus rendering temporarily the 

otherwise peculiar position of polite interrogator less salient. It is also possible 

that humour is attempted as a defense in the light of anxiety or discomfort 

around my ’difference’ (as researcher, tutor, outsider) and ’using’ the partici- 

pants for data. 

Similarly, reflectin g retrospectivel}; Willott ( 1998) examines the individual, 

social-political and research implications of being a feminist researcher 

researching men: 

There is a tension between being a researcher and being a feminist. As a femi- 
nist I want to see a change in the patriarchal relations between men and 
women. I would like this change to extend to my relationships with the research 
participants, but found it difficult to challenge directly. As a researcher I was 
careful to nurture relationships, to avoid stepping over invisible lines in which 
these relationships might be jeopardized, and to ’enter sympathetically into the 
alien and possibly repugnant perspectives of rival thinkers’. (p. 183) 

While much reflexive research focused on social critique arises out of the 

social constructionist and feminist literature, researchers of other theoretical 

persuasions also pick up these themes. My own phenomenological research 

on the life world of therapists is a case in point. Here I was confronted with the 

macro-social dimensions influencing my personal interactions: 

[With one of my participants,] I found myself feeling irritated with what I saw 
as a cold, mechanical approach, one that was inappropriate in a therapist. I 
found twself being uncharacteristically challenging with him. I pushed him to 
get an emotional response. Then, towards the end of interview he gave it to me 
and he spoke, quite painfully, about how difficult it was to handle certain emo- 
tions and how he had to cut off from them at work. I then felt guilty for having 
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been so insensitive and forcing such disclosures. Reflecting on this I wondered 
about the extent to which I set all that up with my initial assumptions. To what 
extent did he produce behaviours, both the mechanical and emotional, because 
I was inviting it?... 
Having engaged in reflexive analysis... [I concluded] that I had probably influ- 
enced my inlbrmant. In addition, I came to understand that the multiple, 
contradictory ideologies around in our culture also had a considerable influence 
and that emotions reflect our ideologies .... For one thing I suspect my inform- 
ant had internalised the same messages I have about ’acceptable’ gender 
behaviour. But I also saw that he would have been exposed to other ideologies, 
for instance, how as professionals we should be empathetic/emotional, as well 
as professional and in control of our feelings. My negative reactions probably 
reflected the society within which the occupational therapist practised and had 
to struggle. In this way, my reflections (about my own assumptions, society’s 
ideas and my informant’s inconsistent presentation) becmne part of the 
research data I needed to take note of and analyse. (Finlay, 1998a: 4:54) 

Several thoughts occur to me as I reflect back on this analysis. ’I Jbund myself being 

uncharacteristicall~ challenging.’ Look at this statement - a classic use of rhetoric! 
Yet in my defense, it is understandable why I felt the need to distance myself from 
this slightly nqative behaviow: I am reminded how di.!Jicult it can be to reveal per- 

sonal fragilit~ and methodological inadequacy. I am also reminded about the need to 
continue ~o be reflexive about one’s own reflexive anal,qsis. And so we enter the loop 

of interminable &constructions. Is it destructive in that it draws attention awa~ 
from participant to researcher? On the other hand, we surely must be alert to under- 

l~ing power issues - both at a micro and macro level- and the researcher cannot be 

outside the system. Yet the system is not fixed, nor is the position of the researche~; 

given the diverse, even conflicting, positions which emerge through interaction. It’s 

the complexity of the shifting and negotiated positions which is interesting. 

Reflexivity as social critique offers the opportunity to utilize experiential 

accounts while situating these within a strong theoretical framework about 

the social construction of power. A particular strength with this account is 

the recognition of multiple, shifting researcher-participant positions. The 

task of deconstructing the author’s authority however, carries associated 

costs. As with the previous variant, preoccupations with egalitarianism can 

divert attention away from other, possibly more pertinent, issues and can 

result, paradoxically in a strategy which lays claim to more authorit}: Such 

rhetorical strategies are the focus of the final variant of reflexivity 

Reflexivity as discursive deconstruction 

In reflexivity as discursive deconstruction, attention is paid to the ambiguity 

of meanings in language used and how this impacts on modes of presenta- 

tion. ttow, researchers ask, can we pin down and represent the dynamic, mul- 

tiple meanings embedded in language.> Woolgar (1989) suggests one route 

forward is to juxtapose ’textual elements such that no single (comfortable} 
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interpretation is readily available. In this scheme, different elements manifest 

a self-referring or even contradictory relation with one another’ (p. 8.5). In his 

thesis on ’Wrighting sociology of scientific knowledge’ - a classic example of 

ironic reflexivity - Ashmore (1989) plays upon and parodies the circmn- 

stances of the production of his doctoral thesis by interspersing entertaining, 

fictional dialogues with literature reviews and dialectical critique: 

It is not enough to take reflexivity as one’s topic .... It sets out to be a mode of 
inquiry. The self-destructive solution of noninquiry in which paradoxical prob- 
lems are outlawed, and only the others suffer, is no solution at all. Indeed, by 
showing and displaying and talking around its own socially constituted nature, 
its own textuality and its own paradox, instead of always and only talking of 

these things, it can talk of other things .... Celebratory practical reflexive 
inquiry is wrighting beyond the tu quoque. And it must be shown, not told. 
(p. 1 ~ O) 

Researchers inclined towards social constructionism focus more explicitly 

on deconstructing the language used and its rhetorical functions. As Edwards 

(1997) explains: 

Factual and fictional stories share many of the same kinds of textual devices lbr 

constructing credible descriptions, building plausible or unusual event 

sequences, attending to causes and consequences, agency and blame, character 

and circumstance. (p. 232) 

Researchers for this tradition would notice how both participants and 

researchers are engaged in an exercise of pre~entmg themselves to each 

other - and to the wider community which is to receive the research. 

Other post-modern researchers have focused on reflexive writing itself in 

terms of textual radicalism. Lincoln and Denzin (1994) explain how textual 

experimentation reflects a move towards a post-modern pluralism, which 

qualitative research needs to reflect. Here, there is ’not one "voice", but 

polyvocality; not one story but many talks, dramas, pieces of fiction, fables. 

memories, histories, autobiographies, poems and other texts’ (p. 584:). In such 

a spirit, Harvey (forthcoming) utilizes poetry in order to represent the ambi- 

guity and multiplicity of meaning that seemed to be at the core of what he 

was encountering in his research on organisations, managers and their 

employees: 

’Here One Minute .............. ’ 

Go for it! 
Capture the moment! 

Be strong! 
Take no prisoners! 

Do the business! 

Prove ,~ourself! 
Prioritise! 

not coping 

live the lie 

keep stum 

bite tongue 

doing just enough 

as become pissed off 

distressed 
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Manage it! deskilled 
Be empowered ! delayered 

Feel the year! gone. 

Harvey goes on to explain how the poem better captures the ’starkness and 
bluntness’ of his participant’s delivery and the ’raw emotion of his talk of the 
culture he found himself part of (and colluding with)’. Through the poem 
Harvey was able to avoid sanitizing the research encounter and his own 

reactions. 

I can enjo,tj creative textual presentations and radical deconstructions though I 
vvould resist the nihilism inherent in some pieces. There has to be some balance 

between criticall~j &constructing and taking it so far as to lose all meaning. Some 

post-modern pieces seem so intent on conybunding readers they lose their research 

context. And then it can become a game. Perhaps, in the end, I am Ji~rced to ’come 

clean’ and acknowledge my less-relativist (critical realist?) position, one which 

attempts to capture, something of a ’real’ story while acknowledging its partial, ten- 

tative status. 

Post-modern researchers employing reflexivity to deconstruct have the 

opportunity to be creative and powerfully thought provoking if they find a 

balance so as not to lose all meaning. ’Exposing the construction of a text’, 

argues MacMillan (1996) ironically, ’could be viewed as undermining the 

strength of its own position, since deconstruction can clearly be applied to 

itself, with the researcher’s analysis deconstructing (decomposing) before the 

ink has dried upon the page!’ (p. 16). 

Discussion 

Reflexivity, then, can be understood in a multitude of ways according to the 

aims and functions of the exercise at stake and the theoretical or method- 
ological traditions embraced. In terms of aims, reflexivity can be understood 
as a confessional account of methodology or as examining one’s own person- 
al, possibly unconscious, reactions. It can mean exploring the dynamics of the 
researcher-researched relationship. Alternatively, it can focus more on how 
the research is co-constituted and socially situated, through offering a cri- 

tique or through deconstructing established meanings (Finlay, 2002). The 
functions of reflexivity shift from employing it to offer an account of the 
research to situating the researcher and voicing difference; from using reflex- 
ivity to interpret and understand in terms of data analysis to attending to 
broader political dimensions when presenting material. 

In terms of theoretical and methodological commitments, the ’social cri- 
tique’ and ’discursive deconstruction’ variants favoured by post-modernists, 
social constructionists and sociologists stand in opposition to the more per- 
sonal and individual stance of ’introspective’ phenomenological and psycho- 
dynamic researchers. At the same time, feminists and other socially minded 
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researchers would embrace several of the variants valuing both the experien- 

tial and critical dimensions. The attention paid to critical, relativist values in 

some variants offers a stark contrast to the realist intentions of some essen- 

tialist or methodologically focused accounts. The style adopted in ’intersub- 

jective reflection’ can be more descriptive (as with phenomenological 

accounts) or explanatory, when psychodynamic interpretations come into 

pla}: Decisions about which variant of reflexivity to embrace need to take into 

account these different epistemological values and assumptions. 

Taken as a whole, in its various guises, we can understand that reflexivity 

has the potential to be a valuable tool to: 

examine the impact of the position, perspective and presence of the 
researcher 
promote rich insight through examining personal responses and interper- 
sonal dynamics 
open up unconscious motivations and implicit biases in the researcher’s 
approach 
empower others by opening up a more radical consciousness 
evaluate the research process, method and outcomes 
enable public scrutiny of the integrity of the research through offering a 
methodological log of research decisions. 

(Finlay, 2002) 

However, as we have also seen, reflexivity is not without its critics or its pit- 

falls. In offering a methodological account, researchers, in their quest to 

promote the integrity of the research, need to grapple with the problematic 

spectre of having a single, ’true’ account. Does the process of explicitly situat- 

ing researchers inevitably produce a better account or might it function as an 

unwitting strategy to claim more authority? When researchers focus on their 

own experiences, as in the case of reflexive ’introspection’. the researcher’s 

voice may eventually overshadow the participant’s. Likewise, in reflexivity as 

’intersubjective reflection’ and mutual ’collaboration’, assmning it is even 

possible to unravel such complex dynamics, focusing on the interpersonal 

process may shift attention away from the phenomena being studied. In a dif- 

ferent way, researchers using reflexivity to deconstruct or as ’social critique’ 

have to grapple with shifting subject positions and slippery meanings as they 

strive to find a balance between profitable deconstruction and nihilism. 

Overall, it seems that different researcher-explorers entering the swamp lay 

claim to competing, sometimes contradictory, accounts of the rationale and 

practice of reflexivity. Thus. the debate begins. Each way of approaching 

reflexivity has opportunities and costs; its strengths and limitations. The task 

is to do the reflexive analysis well, whichever mode or modes are embraced. 

So which is best? Surel~ the pertinent, and probabl~ obvious, issue is how well the 

reflexive analysis is done? Introspection and intersubjective reflection without criti- 

cal self-analysis, focused on how the self impacts on the research, is of limited value 

and open to the charge of self-indul,qence. Collaborative reJlexivity which doesn’t 
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reveal conflicting voices and which la&s a well-grounded critical rationale can 

rhetorically camouJlage inequalities present. In reflexivity as social critique, it is 

naive, if not disingenuous, to pay lip-service to the power dimension by assuming a 

fixed and knowable subject position. The Jbcus, instead, needs to be on the diverse and 
shifting positions mutually adopted. Finally, nihilistic discursive deconstruaions, 

taken too .tan can lose the capacity to evoke and be thought provoking. 

Is this ’objective’ analysis of strengths and weaknesses simply ’spin’- a rhetorical 

device to legitimate my typology? I have tried to indicate how I value all the variants 

- and perhaps this is a fair assessment. I have also, I think, come ’clean’ about my 

preference for introspection and intersubjective r(Jlection. However, I will not be 

pushed into saying these are the ’right’ ways of practising reflexivity - they just fit 

my way of working. Multiple options are needed to reflect diversity in qualitative 

methodologies and in order that different voices can be heard. Multiple options also 

allow us to relate to research material in ~lJ&ent ways. Am I persuading you?... 

Two particular problems confront researchers whatever their preferred 
method of reflexivity. First, there is the problem of the rhetorical fimctions 

(Potter and Wetherell, 1995) of reflexivity. Researchers’ apparent openness 

and attention to multiple dynamics can, in fact, disguise the partial and 
emergent nature of their findings. Preoccupations with collaboration and 
egalitarianism can result in claims which disguise the inequalities actually 
present. Paradoxically, attempts to critically evaluate and deconstruct 
become, themselves, rhetorical strategies to claim authority and credibility. 
Here, researchers ’claim their stake’ by acknowledging their interests, 
stemming for example from their gender and social class, before others can 
point to ’bias’. Or, researchers who offer their participants transcripts of the 
interview towards collaboratively discussing findings may proceed to suggest 

that because they have engaged in ’reflexivity’ and ’participant validation’, 
their study is to be trusted. Of course, stronger, more reflexively critical, 
pieces of research make no such claims and emphasize the contingent, 
partial, tentative and emergent qualities. The fact remains, reflexivity has its 

limits. 
The second major criticism levelled against reflexivity returns us to the 

swamp analog~: Dangers of infinite regress, with researchers getting lost in 
endless narcissistic personal emoting or interminable deconstructions of 
deconstructions where all meaning gets lost, remains an ever-present threat. 
DeVault (1997) suggests a balance where personal revelation is only useful if 
links are made to analyse its relevance in terms of the broader study: 

I am generafly enthusiastic about the reflexive turn in sociological writing, and 
I feel impatient with charges that personal writing is ’self-indulgent’ or ’narcis- 
sistic.’ Still, I sometimes worry that the recent emphasis on the personal may 
signal a retreat from the attempt to interpret a wider social world.., it has some- 
times provided an excuse for spending more time at my computer than in the field. 
In each particular case, then, it seems important to consider what a personal 
dement does in an analysis and how it contributes to a larger project. (p. 225) 
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Such questions confirm the challenges and contradictions inherent in the 

reflexive task. Researchers need to be aware of the critical issues at stake. They 

need to leave room to explore the relevance of their position in producing 

(imperfect, partial) knowledge. In addition, pragmatic considerations, such as 

the intended audience for the published research, will strongly influence the 

style of reflexivity adopted and depth of personal disclosure. The nature of the 

positivist hegemony still makes it difficult to publish qualitative research and 

researchers, with an eye to academic credibility, are often pushed to limit their 

subjective analysis with all its muddy ambiguity. Even where reflexive 

exploration is valued, accounts are invariably strangled by constraining word 

limits set by academic journals. 

Researchers are, in effect, damned if they do and damned if they don’t. It is 

the task of each researcher, based on their research aims, values and the logic 

of the methodology involved, to decide how best to exploit the reflexive poten- 

tial of their research. Each researcher will choose their path - a perilous path, 

one which will inevitably involve navigating both pleasures and hazards of 

the marshy swamp. For all the difficulties inherent in the task, to avoid reflex- 

ive analysis altogether is likely to compromise the research. The swamp beast 

still needs to be confronted as MacMillan’s (1996:15) reflexive poem captures 

so eloquently: 

Reflexivity. like hypnotherapy, has various levels. 

Some dabble near the surface, 
dipping into reflexive moments, flirting with the images evoked in the reflection, before 

returning to the safety of the mundane. 
Others attempt to confront the fear of the monster lurking in the abyss 

by descending into the deeper realms of reflexivity. It is those who 

confront the beast 
who will truly know what is there, in the dark beyond... 
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NOTES 

Numerous typologies have, of course, been published. Two particular notable, 
and often referenced, typologies are the ones by Marcus (1994) and Wilkinson 
(1988). Marcus (1994) identifies four ’styles’ of reflexivity: 1. Self-critique and 
personal quest; 2. Obiectiw" reflexivity as a methodological tool; 3. Reflexivity as 
’politics of location’; and 4. Feminist experiential reflexivity as the practice of 
’positioning’ (of standpoint epistemologies). Wilkinson ( 1988) offers her feminist 
distinction between personal (i.e. subjective factors), functional (as related to 
one’s researcher role) and disciplinary (looking at the place and function of the 
particular research proiect) reflexivity. 
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What is Qualitative Research Analysis? 

Qualitative research involves the analysis of text or pictorial data to develop 

descriptions of the central phenomenon under study (Creswell, 2008; Johnson & 

Christensen, 2008). 

Qualitative researchers immerse themselves in data and avoid imposing assumptions on 

the data. 

By asking specific questions of the data, categories and patterns emerge through the 

process of analysis (Creswell, 2008). Multiple strategies may be utilized during this 

process. 

Analysis as an Emerging Process 

In qualitative research, the research process is dynamic in nature. Creswell (2008) calls 

qualitative research an "emerging process" because the researcher continuously refines and 

revises the process of inquiry and analysis throughout the study. These revisions are 

intentionally made as the researcher reflects on the research process and the status of data 

analysis. With this in mind, it is important to note that strategies for analysis may be revised or 

altered during the study. 

Interim Analysis 

Qualitative data analysis is an ongoing and nonlinear process. The iterative process of data 

analysis throughout a qualitative study is called interim analysis (Johnson & Christensen, 2008). 

During this process, the data is sorted and analyzed multiple times. To begin the interim analysis 

process, read the entire data set to develop a holistic appreciation. Next, read the data again 

with an exploratory approach focused on identifying topics in the text. At this stage, start 

looking for topics which emerge from the text. Your focus at this point should be on developing 

a range of topics as opposed to the specific meaning of each topic. Write your topics in the 

margins of your transcripts. Read for reoccurring topics and identify clusters and regularities. 



The cyclical process of interim analysis should be repeated multiple times. Ongoing interim 

analysis will, in time, lead to "successively deeper, fuller waves of analysis" (Miles and 

Huberman, 1994, p.86). 

Memoing 

Memoing is a strategy to employ throughout a study. Memoing is the process of recording 

notes and reflections during the course of qualitative research. "Memos are notes the 

researcher writes throughout the research process to elaborate on ideas about the data and the 

coded categories" (Creswell, 2008, p. 642). The goal of memoing is for the researcher to write 

memos to the self about insights and thoughts on the data. It is like keeping a journal about 

your research project. The memos become additional data to be analyzed (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2008). A guide for memoing is included at the end of this document. Having a guide 

for the memoing process can add consistency and organization. This can be especially beneficial 

because one of the primary reasons for memoing is to direct the inquirer’s development of 

ideas and prevent paralysis in the writing and analysis process in the face of large amounts of 

data (Creswell, 2008). 

Coding and Developing Category Systems 

Labels describing a segment of text in the analysis of qualitative data are called codes 

(Johnson & Christensen, 2008). During the coding process, the researcher intentionally sorts the 

text into like segments and labels the segments with codes. A master list of all codes is compiled 

and the codes are continuously reviewed to avoid redundancies or overlaps. Eventually, the 

codes are folded into themes (Creswell, 2008). 

Inductive and A Priori Codes 

Both inductive and a priori codes will be utilized in the analysis. Codes developed before 

examining the data are called a prior codes (Johnson & Christensen, 2008). A priori codes for 

this analysis will come from the literature on college student success and stage-environment fit 

theory. They will include: academics, wellness, engagement, developmental experiences, 

developmental needs met, and developmental needs not met (see Appendix D: A Priori Coding 

Matrix). Codes developed as the researcher examines the data are called inductive codes 

(Johnson & Christensen, 2008). In addition to the a priori codes, the data in this study will be 

coded inductively. After the initial coding of the data, the data will be summarized and 

organized. The codes will be continuously refined and revised throughout the process of 

analysis. 

Creating Hierarchical and Other Category Systems 

Codes and categories can be related to one another through the creation of hierarchical 

levels (Johnson & Christensen, 2008). Some codes or ideas are more general than others and, as 

such, codes can be related vertically. For example, the code literature could have multiple 

sublevels including fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and play. Creating hierarchical category systems 

with codes can help the researcher identify patterns and connections. A hierarchical category 

system is just one way of representing a relationship among categories or codes. The nature of 

relationships in qualitative research can be broadly defined (Johnson & Christensen, 2008). In 



addition to hierarchical relationships, the segmented and coded data may be organized in 

matrices to allow relationships among categories to emerge. 

Matrices and Showing Relationships Among Categories 

Matrices involve placing segmented data into a grid or other spatial format to explore 

data systematically (Johnson & Christensen, 2008; Miles & Hubberman, 1994). Placing 

segmented data into categorized rows or columns in a grid may help relationships emerge 

among categories. Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest that matrices are a useful tool to help 

researchers identify relationships during the analysis stage as well as show relationships in the 

final presentation of findings. 

Validating Findings 

Validating findings is a critical part of the qualitative research process (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2008; Creswell, 2008). Corroborating and validating findings and interpretations 

does not occur at the end of the research process; rather, determining the accuracy and 

credibility of findings and interpretations should be an ongoing and continuous process 

spanning from data collection through analysis and through the study write-up (Johnson & 

Christensen, 2008). Qualitative researchers propose that all research is interpretive in nature 

and, as such, the validation of findings is essential to establishing trustworthiness and credibility 

(Creswell, 2008). Qualitative researchers must be self-reflective about their role in the research 
process including their interpretations and findings. Furthermore, trustworthiness and 

credibility are enhanced when a qualitative researcher reflects on "his or her personal and 

political history that shapes his or her interpretation" (Creswell, 2008, p. 266). This reflection 

commonly occurs in a statement of positionality. Utilizing specific strategies to validate 

qualitative findings and accounts, including triangulation and external audit, lends further 

credibility to the research study. 

Triangulation 

Triangulation is a strategy for validating findings in qualitative research. Through 

triangulation, evidence from multiple data sources, individuals, or types of data is corroborated. 

"The inquirer examines each information source and finds evidence to support a theme. This 

ensures that the study will be accurate because the information draws on multiple sources of 

information, individuals, or processes" (Creswell, 2008). The goal of the triangulation process is 

to find evidence in all data sources to support themes and descriptions. 

External Audit 

An external audit occurs when a person outside of the study conducts a review of the 

study (Creswell, 2008). This person, or auditor, evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of the 

study then provides clear communication back to the inquirer about the study. Auditors 

evaluate whether or not study findings are sufficiently grounded in the data, if themes are 

appropriate, if research decisions and methodology are sound, if strategies for analysis are well- 

employed, and if strategies for validating findings increase credibility (Schwandt and Halpern, 

1988). 
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The Future of American Colleges May Lie, Literally, 
in Students’ Hands 

Scott Carlson 

Caleb Kenna Ibr The Chronicle Review 

Bea Carbone works on a ring in the blacksmithing shop at the Lemelson Center at Hampshire College, in Amherst, Mass. 

A friend of mine who works at Saint ,]ohn’s University and the College of Saint Benedict, in 

Minnesota, recently told me a story: Her book group read Anna Lapp6’s Diet for a Hot 

Planet, one of many recent books to focus on the vulnerabilities of the industrial food system 

and the threats posed by climate change. The book’s treatment of the topic held few 

surprises, and the solutions offered were equally well-worn and deceptively simple: Buy 

fruits, vegetables, and meats locally, and cook them at home. 

My friend’s big surprise came when the students in the group started talking about the 

solutions--and found themselves stuck: "Almost all the students said they didn’t know how to 

cook," she told me, "and even the young, single adult employees in the group admitted they 

lacked both the know-how and motivation." 



What makes this story even more poignant is its setting: at sibling colleges founded by 

monasteries, where self-sufficiency and sustainability were once a central ethic, as outlined 

in the Rule of St. Benedict. The Benedictine women and men here, along with many of the 

older alumni, can still remember when they milked cows, plucked chickens, and picked 

potatoes grown on the monasteries’ surrounding land. Bread, furniture, preserved food, 

ceramics, and other daily necessities were produced by monks, sisters, and students on the 

campuses. While some remnants of that life still exist, much of it is gone. 

I can’t help being reminded of that story when in my daily work as a Chronicle writer I hear 

the chorus of complaints about the state of higher education. You’ve heard them, too: Higher 

education is broken; it needs reinvigoration and reinvention to get students out the door and 

on their own as soon as possible. Lawmakers say colleges need to make students employable 

and to create jobs. Some critics say colleges should use technology to scale up; others go so 

far as to bemoan the physical campus as an unnecessary, expensive burden in an online 

world. In that cultural and economic climate, liberal-arts colleges have been at pains to 

articulate their usefulness. They have emphasized that they teach students how to think, how 

to be engaged, world citizens--not merely how to do a job. 

I agree that a liberal-arts education provides those intangibles. But maybe it’s time that 

instruction--at least at some colleges--included more hands-on, traditional skills. Both the 

professional sphere and civic life are going to need people who have a sophisticated 

understanding of the world and its challenges, but also the practical, even old-fashioned 

know-how to come up with sustainable solutions. 

The problems that today’s college-going generation will face in the future are enormous--and 

the stagnant economy is just the beginning. Climate change, fossil-fuel constraints, rotting 

infrastructure, collapsing ecosystems, and resource scarcities all loom large. Meeting those 

challenges will require both abstract and practical knowledge. For example, some scientists 

have fretted over the world’s limited supplies of rock phosphate, which is used in agriculture. 

Because we live in a country that has more people in prison than in farming, most people 

could not tell you that phosphorus is one of the three vital nutrients needed to grow food 

crops, nor could they name the other two, potassium and nitrogen (the latter of which is 

produced mostly by burning finite fossil fuels). Even if students never work in agriculture, 

such knowledge could help them as aspiring businessmen, future policy makers, or mere 

citizens. 



Certain colleges, specifically "work colleges" like Warren Wilson College, Deep Springs 

College, and the College of the Ozarks, have long-established curricula that blend manual 

skills with a liberal-arts education. But there may be room for more--especially at a time 

when some people question the practical value of a college degree. These days a number of 

colleges, particularly those in rural settings, are financially troubled and need new, 

marketable niches that separate them from the pack. Instead of ~iewing the physical campus 

as a burden, why not see it as an asset, even beyond the aesthetic attractions of the quad? 

With some imagination, couldn’t these colleges use their campuses and rural settings to train 

students in valuable hands-on skills? 

It’s already happening at some institutions, particularly those oriented toward sustainability. 

In the green dorm at the University of Vermont, students can teach other students in "guilds" 

devoted to sewing, canning, composting, beekeeping, and other skills. L. Pearson King, a 

junior environmental-studies major, taught his peers how to carve spoons in a woodworking 

guild last year. "It’s kind of trivial, but it’s also cathartic and kind of fun," he says of the 

project, and the students in his group were immensely proud of their work. "To be active in 

the creation of an item forms a completely different relationship with that item." 

At Dickinson College, students like Claire Fox, who just graduated with a double major in 

international studies and environmental studies, can get a practical education on the 

college’s 18o-acre working farm. "It truly enhanced my education," says Fox, who had never 

had contact with agriculture before leaving suburban New Jersey to go to Dickinson. "I walk 

away from college as a different person compared with some of my peers who didn’t have 

that experience." And she walks away employed: She landed an internship in sustainable- 

development work in Costa Rica with the School for Field Studies. SFS told her that her work 

on the farm was the critical component of her application. 

At Unity College, in Maine, students have had a hand in constructing some of the college’s 

buildings, tending its garden, and working on renewable-energy projects out in the field with 

Michael "Mick" Womersley, an associate professor of human ecology. A former maintenance 

engineer in the British Royal Air Force, Womersley tells his students that a lot of relatively 

simple projects, like installing a $42 programmable thermostat in a home, can make a big 

difference in energy use, yet few people bother. Why? 

"A lot of us are bred out of actually doing things," he said when I met him at a Maine sheep 

farm, where he was setting up wind-measurement equipment with the help of two students. 



"I find that is a big failing of the sustainability movement--we are so busy talking about 

things, but there is a ton of stuffto do." 

Or consider Green Mountain College, a once-troubled institution in rural Vermont. Green 

Mountain, which now lands at the top of national rankings of sustainable colleges, has torn 

up a portion of its athletics fields to start a small farm that trains students in both cutting- 

edge and old-fashioned techniques in growing food without the help of petroleum. That 

means using and maintaining human- and animal-powered machines, using solar energy in 

innovative ways, learning the importance of crop rotations and animal manures, and, of 

course, getting the basics of growing carrots and tomatoes. 

The professors there routinely tie the skills taught on the farm to the sustainability lessons in 

the classroom. "Many educational institutions pride themselves on preparing students to 

lead a life of inquiry," writes Philip Aekerman-Leist, an associate professor of environmental 

studies who founded the college farm, in Up Tunket Road: The Education of a Modern 

Homesteader, a book about building his home and farm in Vermont. But "few actually 

challenge and support students to embrace the ecological questions and immediately begin 

living the possible solutions--not later but in the midst of the educational experience itself." 

Thomas Maughs-Pugh, dean of the faculty and a professor of education at Green Mountain, 

connects the attention to practical skills to John Dewey, another Vermonter. Dewey was well 

known for advocating the incorporation of practical skills, like cooking or sewing, into 

everyday education. He was hoping to produce not chefs or tailors, but people who could 

grasp the bigger picture. 

"If you are going to understand the world you live in, you need to understand how it got that 

way in a very practical way--you need to solve the problems that humans have been trying to 

solve for lO,OOO years," Maughs-Pugh says. "The goal was to engage people with addressing 

the fundamental occupations of humanity--dealing with food, shelter, heat--and gain insight 

into how humans have solved these problems or addressed these problems, and what the 

limitations are." 

People are quite aware that they are out of touch with the things that make their lives go, and 

as a result, you see a resurgence of interest in practical skills: Home gardening and raising 

chickens, for example, have become trendy again in the last few years, perhaps helped by the 

economic collapse and the embrace of local food. Etsy, a Web site focused on artisanal, 

handmade items, and the so-called "maker movement," which has a techie focus, both have 



helped to spread a D1Y ethic. Bookshelves are stocked with titles like Making It: Radical 

Home Ec for a Post-Consumer World and Made b!J Hand: Searching for Meaning in a 

Throwawa~j World. Even in politics, voters seem to flock to people who consciously project a 

veneer of authenticity through practical skills. And so we get Sarah Palin, the elk hunter and 

frontier woman; Joe the Plumber, the straight-talking Every~nan; and George W. Bush, the 

brush-clearing rancher. 

There is a darker side, too. Postapocalyptic flicks like The Road and Contagion and 

numerous zombie stories like The Walking Dead have become tremendously popular, 

allowing people to face the anxiety of civilizational collapse from the safety of Netflix. (The 

real-life breakdown of cities like New Orleans and Detroit is more unsettling.) 

Derek Larson, an associate professor of environmental studies and history at the College of 

Saint Benedict and Saint John’s University, gets his students to imagine the future by reading 

teehno-utopian and postapoealyptie fiction. James Howard Kunstler’s World Made b!J Hand, 

which describes America after an influenza pandemic and an oil shortage, left them shaken. 

"I asked each of them, ’What skills would you have that would be applicable in that world?’" 

Larson says. "And they all said, ’Nothing.’ They were actually kind of despairing at this. They 

said, ’I’d die. What would I be able to do? I would have no valuable skills.’" When the 

environmental-studies curriculum went through a revision recently, he says, students made 

one request: Include more practical and hands-on learning. 

A grounding in the way things work provides resourceflflness and resilience--for individuals, 

communities, even nations. "One of the things that made Americans so formidable during 

World War II was that when the equipment broke down, there were enough farm boys 

around who were able to get the equipment up and running again," Wes Jackson, an 

agricultural geneticist and rural activist, noted in an interview many years ago. "The 

Germans, on the other hand, had excellent engineering and specialization, but the run-of- 

the-mill German did not know how to fix the equipment. So that was that." 

The popularity of Matthew Crawford’s Shop Class as Soulcraft is another sign of a hunger for 

these skills. An unlikely best seller, the book is a philosophical treatise on the connection 

between thinking and doing, the dignity of manual labor, and its value in modern society. 

Crawford, who earned a doctorate in political philosophy from the University of Chicago and 

runs a motorcycle-repair shop, alluded to the anxiety we feel with the illumination of a 

"cheek engine" light when we have no skills to address it. And he posited that self-reliance is 



crucial to emancipation from mindless consumerism. (Eighty years ago, Aldous Huxley’s 

Brave New World depicted a populace enslaved by consumerism, discouraged from fixing 

things. "Ending is better than mending," their hypnopaedie proverb said.) 

Work colleges have long met that anxiety by teaching the rewards of self-reliance. "When 

people ask me, ’What do you get out of the work program?’ I say, ’Skills, maybe. Confidence, 

absolutely,’" says Ian Robertson, dean of work at Warren Wilson College, where students are 

required to put in hours as woodworkers, farm hands, janitors, carpenters, cooks, 

landscapers, and anything else the college needs to operate, in exchange for room and board. 

Students at the college, he says, have a "swagger." Administrators there like to tell of a 

snowstorm in 1993, when the students fired up the tractors to dear the roads and took over 

the dining hall to keep essential services up and running, while everything around them shut 

down. "After graduation, I see students that then go to start farms, build furniture, start 

baby-clothing companies--they just see possibilities," Robertson says. "They have enough 

skills, imagination, and stick-to-itiveness to know how to do it." 

Innovation and advanced manufacturing are often cited as panaceas for our economic 

doldrums. President Obama hopes for an increase in the training of young scientists and 

engineers and has high hopes for America’s penchant for invention. "We can be the ones to 

build everything from fuel-efficient cars to advanced biofuels to semiconductors that we sell 

all around the world," he has said. "That’s how America can be No. 1 again." 

Richard Sennett hears that kind of talk and wonders how America would pull it off. Sennett, 

a professor of sociology at New York University and the London School of Economies and 

Political Science, has written extensively about manual skills and the work world in books 

like The Craftsman. He lauds the German education system, which has more effectively 

blended practical skills with on-the-job training. 

"And they don’t make the distinction between the liberal arts and skills," he says. "If you 

become a master electrician in Germany, you will probably read the great classics of German 

literature as part of your education .... The notion is that the better educated you are, the 

better you will be as a worker, the more self-respect you’ll have, and so on." 

Compare that with the American system, which is "geared up for a service economy, where 

the idea is that people are going to prosper by getting farther and farther away from the 

world of skilled craftsmanship," he says. The higher-education elite doesn’t value it. 



"Can you imagine Harvard requiring shop class?" he says, chuckling. "To me the real issue is 

that neglected zone of what happens in junior colleges, community colleges, and trade 

schools--how to raise the game there, how to make that a more productive site for 

craftsmanship." 

Robert Forrant, a professor of labor and industrial history at the University of Massachusetts 

at Lowell and a former factory-floor machinist, also has his doubts--but from watching his 

students. Most science and engineering students that he teaches do not have "a serious 

enough regard for the way things get made and the way that things arrive on our kitchen 

table to eat in the morning," he says. 

Instead his students see themselves as designers, divorced from the dirty work of making. 

"Somehow we have this notion that we are going to be this country that has all the idea 

people--that all the Steve Jobses of the world will live in the United States," Forrant says. 

"From my vantage point, looking at history, that’s rubbish .... To somehow think that you can 

dream something up without really understanding what it takes to make it flies in the face of 

reality." 

He tries to hammer home the lessons of history: Look at the pioneers of the computer 

industry, who were guys tinkering with machines in their California garages. The craft- 

brewing industry, which took off after homebrewing was legalized in 1978, saw 12-percent 

sales growth from 2009 to 2010. The organic-farming movement is in some ways an 

outgrowth of the back-to-the-land movement of the 196os and 197os. Although most people 

imagine that the future depends on sci-fi technologies, most of the technologies that make 

our lives possible today are fundamentally very old. The steam turbine, the internal- 

combustion engine, the diesel engine, the induction electric motor, and the Haber-Bosch 

process, which fixes nitrogen as fertilizer, were all invented more than lOO years ago. Ha- 

~loon Chang, a University of Cambridge economist, contends that the electric washing 

machine, which came into use in the early 2oth century, changed the world far more than the 

Internet did. 

A key to innovation may be not just understanding some of these technologies but playing 

around with them as well. Stuart Brown, a renowned expert on play and education, has 

pointed out that companies have found that the most adept and innovative engineers are 

people who played with their hands when they were young, building and dismantling things. 



Forrant says that even if his students just want to go into white-collar work, he emphasizes 

that they need to have some understanding of practical skills: "When I talk to them, I say, 

’Look: When you are a manager someday and you have a problem on the shop floor, do you 

want to go down there and be a moron, or do you want to go down there and actually know 

what you are talking about?’" 

At Hampshire College’s Lemelson Center, design, innovation, and making are intimately tied. 

The center features a machine shop with lathes, milling machines, bar benders, saws, 

welding equipment, and other tools. Blacksmithing and bike-frame building are popular 

courses at Hampshire. 

The shop is meant to be a place where students in disciplines as different as engineering, 

theater, and environmental studies can go to try out their ideas. "You just can’t teach all the 

little nuances that come up when you’re designing and building something yourself," says 

Colin Twitchell, an inventor and entrepreneur who is the center’s founding director. 

One of the shop’s unexpected benefits has been the way it has strengthened the college 

community, with engineers and artists helping one another with their work. "You get this 

broad spectrum of people together, they talk, and there is a real exchange of perspectives that 

you can’t get any other way," Twitchell says. 

Hampshire’s shop has even been a hub for students from other colleges. Several years ago, 

Sam Merrett, a motormouth environmentalist and bona fide grease monkey from Oberlin 

College, built his first biodiesel reactor with a friend from Hampshire in that shop. 

Today he is the sort of entrepreneurial alumnus that any liberal-arts college would love to call 

its own. His business--Full Circle Fuels, which started in a defi~nct gas station on the edge of 

town in Oberlin, Ohio, and recently expanded with another shop in Hudson, N.Y.--converts 

diesel cars to run on straight vegetable oil. He has won fellowships and grants to start his 

shop, Merrett has converted cars and trucks for major businesses, and he worked with the 

state to develop Ohio’s first vegetable-oil fuel pump. He was working on a 90o3 Volkswagen 

when I met him on a summer afternoon to talk about how he got started. 

Again, it was a marriage of liberal arts with practical skills. Oberlin’s environmental-studies 

program introduced him to the problems of fossil fuels and the notion of alternative fuels. 

But Merrett, who says he was always eager to get out of the classroom, initially got his 

practical skills from the college’s ragtag bike co-op, where students like him were handling 



wrenches for the first time, fixing up junker bikes, and welding bike frames together to make 

floats for town parades. The bike shop gave him the confidence to build biodiesel reactors 

and eventually tinker with his family’s car, and his business took off from there. 

Merrett feels that he is a dear example of why a student needs practical arts with liberal arts. 

"In terms of how I think about the world, how I think about the impact of my work on the 

world, and why I care about what I am doing, the education was immensely valuable," even if 

it doesn’t help him day to day in a mechanic shop, he says. At a tech school, he would have 

missed out on that. "The idea of martsdng the two is so appealing to me, because I do think 

that just a liberal-arts education doesn’t leave me in a great position, either. It’s limiting, just 

as a tech-school education is limiting." 

It was reunion week when I met Merrett in Oberlin, and he said that some of his former peers 

who were coming back seemed a bit lost. They had spent their college years learning about, 

say, sustainable agriculture or urban food deserts, and they left college all fired up to tackle 

those issues. 

"But they don’t know the first thing about how to screw together wood to build a raised bed," 

he said. "In some ways, it leaves you in a place where you feel powerless to get involved." 

Scott Carlson is a senior reporter for The Chronicle. 



OBSERVATIONS 

WRITING FIELD NOTES 

Write the date, time, and location of your fieldwork 

Number pages so that you can keep track of your notes 

Record of specific details and facts (Who was there? What happened? What did 

you 

notice?) 

Approximate transcriptions of conversations and language 

Record sensory details and images (What do you see? What’s the setting? How 

might you describe the scene to someone not there?) 

Write down as much as possib/e! You never know what might become important 

later. 

Include conditions of color, weather, light, shape, time, season, atmosphere, and 

ambiance. 

Write down specifics! Note the time something happens, what a sign says, etc. 

When you’re listening to people speak, write down their words. Specific words, 

phrases, and language can be very important. (If you write "conversation about 

food," there are hundreds of things that could mean. Don’t expect your memory 

to be perfect.) As much as possible, write down or tape record (with permission) 

conversations word for word. Create a glossary of insider phrases and words. 

Pay attention to nonverbal cues as well. How do the people in your community 

use body language? How do people understand/interpret body language? 

Describe what you see. What are people wearing? How do they adorn their 

bodies? How is the area you’re in decorated? 

Write down your sensory impressions. What can you hear? What do you smell? 

Tastes, textures, smells, and sounds can be just as important as what you see. 

Map the space you’re observing. Having a map that shows you the layout of the 

area and tracks people’s movements can be extremely helpful to refresh your 

memory and to help others understand your site. 
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This article explores the concept of a ~positive university’. Whilst positive education is becoming a better known 
concept, particularly applied to secondary schools, and positive organizational scholarship is further assisting the 
understanding of positive institutions, it is usef)l to examine the university as a special institution, in its entirety 
beyond a circumscribed focus on student academics (e.g. student motivation) or student well-being (e.g. well- 
being oF medical students). In this article, we will sample the relevant evidence to date From positive psychology 
and posifive organizational scholarship and apply it to five key environments of the university: Classroom and 
formal learning environments (c.g. curriculum, academic achievement), social environments (e.g. student 
relationships), local community and external organizations (cog. volunteerism), faculty and administration work 
environments (e.g. employee stress) and residential environments (e.g. student well-being). Specific recommen- 
dations are provided for each context with reference to five routes to wall-being: positive emotions, engagement, 
relationships, meaning and accomplishment. 

Keywords: positive education; positive organization; academic success; happiness interventions; higher 
education; positive psychology; well-being 

Positive Educatiot~ has been defined as ’education for 
both traditional skills and happiness’ (Seli~an. Ernst, 

Gillhmn, Reivich, & Linkins, 2009). We offer a broader 
definition as we believe that education is broader than 
skills, and needs to emphasize the importance of 
learning environments. Hence. the working definition 
for Positive Education for this article is ’the develop- 

ment of educational environments that enable the 
learner to engage in established curricula in addition to 
knowledge and skills to develop their own and others’ 
wellbeing’. In this article, we apply the concept of 
positive education to the tertiary sector, the institution 
of the university. This includes not only the educa- 
tional context, but also the generation of knowledge 
through research, the star*" and students engaged in 
those endeavours, the existing organizational climate 

and culture, and the communities in which the 
organization exists. The emergence of a positive 
university requires an expansive systemic level under- 
standing of tertiary institutions, one that extends 
beyond traditional, transactional understandings of 
the teacher ~earner relationship. 

A positive university needs to be a positive 
institution, inso[:ar as its activities enable key stake- 
holders to utilize positive traits (e.g. strengths) in the 
service of individual, joint and collective goals. 
Furthermore, this should be done in such a way so as 

to increase positive emotions, meaning and engage- 
ment and decrease men tal illness (e.g. stress, depression 
and anxiety). This is the context in which positive 
education will be enabled. However, as Schreiner, 
H;uhne, Hetzel, and Lopez (2009) point out, a 
strengths-based educational approach at the tertiary 
level will quickly descend into Ihddism unless it is 
informed by relevant, fields of scholarship, such as 
education, psychology, social work and organizational 
theory and behaviour. 

The challenge and the opportunity 

Historically, universities have sought to create cultures 
of excellence and peak performance. Whilst, prima 
l:acie, these would seem to be consistent with positive 
psychological principles and practices, in many cases, 
university environments continue to report significant 
student dropout rates and levels or psychological 
distress. 

Some guidance for the development of positive 
universities can be gained from recent work conducted 
within the secondary school context. For example, 
Seligman et al. (2009) argue that well-being should be 
taught in secondary schools for three primary reasons: 
(i) as an antidote to depression, (ii) as a vehicle for 
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increasing life satisfaction and (iii) to improve learning 
and generate creative thinking. We believe these 
reasons also have relevance in tertiary education 
contexts, albeit applied within an expanded systemic 
lYamework that encompasses the whole organization 
(i.e. staff and students). 

Universities seem appropriate places to explicitly 
and implicitly address the well-being needs of its 
constituents and situate those efforts alongside its 
traditional teaching and research activities. The science 
of well-being itself is of growing scientific interest 
to universities. For example, Cambridge University’s 
Institute of Well-Being is an inter-disciplinary Institute 
dedicated to advancing the scientific understanding of 
well-being and applying this new knowledge to help 
people and institutions develop their full potential. The 
Institute defines well-being as positive and sustainable 
characteristics which enable individtmls and organiza- 
tions to thrive and flourish (Well-Being Institute, 
University of Cambridge). Well-being is a dynamic 
concept that includes su[~ective~ social and psycholo- 
gical dimensions as well as health-related behaviourso 
Universities and schools have similar capacities for 
cultivating prosperity, which we understand as wealth 
and well-being for the nation. The educational benefits 
of well-being seem clear (Seligman et al., 2009) and a 
meta-analysis of positive psychology interventions 
conducted by Sin and Lyubomirksy (2009; ~=4266) 
suggested that such interventions significantly enhance 
well-being and decrease depressive symptoms. 

Given the high striving ct~lmre of most universities, 
it is easy for individuals (both students and staff) to 
neglect social relationships, emphasize extrinsic moti- 
vation (e~go grades/promotion) over intrinsic interest 
(i.eo learning/innovation), work excessive hours and 
engage in other patterns of behaviour that diminish 
well-being over both the short and long term (e.g. drug 
use, inadequate sleep). As such, there would seem to be 
an opportunity for positive psychology to enhance the 
experience of campus life by influencing the develop- 
ment of a higher edt~cational culture that understands 
the psychosocial determinants of well-being (e.g. 
positive emotions-traits-institutions) and seeks to 
create conditions that cultivate well-being in students 
and staff. 

Growing evidence suggests that the cultivation of 
well-being might be beneficial within university envir- 
onments. For example, a meta-analysis conducted by 
Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener (2005) suggested that 
happy people are more successful at work, have more 
satisfying relationships and better health status. Whilst 
most universities seek to develop the positive attributes 
o1" graduates (to equip them for life in a changing 
modern world), many traditional tertiary education 
practices are at odds with contemporary models of 

education and evidence emerging from the scientific 
study of well-being. With the increased internationa- 
lization of research and education, the tertiary context 
is becoming even more complex and cross-cultural 
considerations are becoming an increasingly important 
aspect of" campus life. 

Well-being practices 

Well-being has been conceptualized in several ways, 
with definitions identifying an array of different 12acets, 
including emotional, subjective, psychological and 
social dimensions (e.g. Keyes, 2007; Rath & Hatter, 
2010; Ryff & Keyes, 1995). Given ihat ihere is 
emerging evidence of the components of well-being~ 
such as positive emotion, engagement, relationships, 
meaning and accomplishment (PERMA; Seligman, 
2011), it is possible to propose an initial l’ramework for 
the cultivation of well-being within the university 

context (Table 
While the ~business’ of universities (i.eo the produc- 

tion and dissemination of knowledge) is somewhat 
unique among organizations, their structure, cultural 
dynamics and basic operation make them somewhat 
similar to other more commercially lk)cused organiza- 
tions. As such. the organizational change and devel- 
opment literatures are as relevant to a university as 
they are to a retail bank or a transportation company° 
One positive organizational change and development 
approach reported extensively in that literature that 
has particular relevance to the present discussion is the 
appreciative inquiry (AI) approach (Srivastva & 
Cooperrider, 1999). AI, consistent with the philosophy 
of positive psychology and positive education, is 
encompassed by the 4-D Model (i.e. Discovery, 
Dream, Design and Delivery). This model is one 
useful starting point for any tmiversity considering the 
integration and application of positive psychology or 
positive education. 

As with most organizational change, the movement 
towards positive education at the tertiary level would 
require strong, committed leadership. Most especially, 
t.his would involve some modelling of the principles 
underpinning the approach, including a clear direction 
and vision, authentic relationships, open communica- 
tion and an array of other behaviours that would help 
to cultivate a climate of positivity across a university° 
In so doing, a university is more likely to be become 
’positively deviant’, or act in ways that substantially 
deviate from what is typically done to improve human 
experience wit.bin tertiary institutions (Cameron, 
Dutton, & Quinn, 2006). Should a university become 
a truly positive institution, the people associated with it 
are likely to become more engaged, make greater use of 
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Table ~. Well-being activities across live key contexts within universities. 

Classroom Social Local community Faculty/administration Re,qdential 

Positive emotions Curriculum development     ,~ Strengths-fbcused social 
using PP constructs (e.g. gra- events 
titude)                      ¯ Savoring activities in 
Positive mood inductions (e.g. groups 
using humour at start of ¯ Aspirational dinners 
classes, music) 
Creativity exercises 

Movie screenings with 
positive psychological 
content (e.g. ’I {appy’) 
Voluntary work actMties 
integrated into course 
work 

Integrate PP principles into 

team development activities 

Run in~;~rmation se,~sions to 

teach staff about positivity 

ratios 

Implement ’strengths spotting’ 
amongst residents 
Make available cro.~s-cultural 
educational material on sources of 
well-being 

Engagement Teach students about flow and 

what promotes it 

Encourage exercises that cul- 

tivate flow 

Commence classes with simple 
mindfulness training exercises 

Support flow-inducing 
social groups (e.g. dance 
classes, chess or book 
clubs) 
Mindfulnes.~ meditation 
groups 

Sponsor flow-inducing 

community groups 

(e,g. community gardens) 

Run free seminar,~ and 

talks on the importance of 

flow and absorption 

Recognize and reward work- ~, Residential events for increasing flow 
place initiatives designed to     (e.g. African drumming) 
enhance flow and engagement ~ PP information nights 
Recommend practice.~ for 
making meetings, .~eminars 
more engaging 

Relationships Design strength,~-based group ¯ Implement programmes 

assignments                    &m ~ncoura~e random 

Encourage study groups based acts of kindness 

on PP principles             ,~ Positive mood inductions 

Offer parenting workshops 
on active constructive 
responding 
Sponsor I’amily days to 
enhance connectivity (e.g. 
picnic days) 

Recognize and reward work 
output at the team level (as 
opposed to the individual 
level) 

Celebrate national holidays to pro- 
ulote cross-cultural learning 

Hold cuhural awareness sessions 

Display flags, maps, emblems of 

different nations 

Meaning 

Accomplishment 

Develop curriculum that 
allows students to connect 
with strengths and values 
Get students to contribute 
ideas for curriculum 
Use student suggestions in 
curricuhtm development 

Implement assessments 
jbr learning, as well as assess- 
ments ~ learning 

Assess levels of Social 
Capital 
Develop social values from 
’bottom-up’ 
Invite cross-campus input 

Acknowledge individuals 
who positively contribute 
to campus life (i.e. 
’positive energizers’) 

Promote the notion of the 
university as a virtuous 
organization 

Give awards %r 

outstanding contributions 

to community life 

Encourage job crafking to help ® Enable residents to tangibly express 
staff develop congruent career the values of the residence 
paths 
Build more flexibility and 
choice into job descriptions 
Tap more into intrinsic 
motivation of stall (e.g. team 
innovation day) 
Infuse performance appraisal 
systems with PP approaches 
(e.g. AI) 
Train people leaders (aca- 
demics and general staff) in 
PP principles and coaching 

Offer evidence-based coaching to 
enhance academic per%finance 
Residential goal setting in relation to 
enhancing lif) on campus 
University recognition of achieve- 
merits made by residents in enhan- 
cing well-being of themselves and 
others 
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their strengths, experience more positive emotion and, 
just as importantly, achieve higher levels of academic 
success (Huebner, Gilman, Reshley, & Hall, 2009). 

"Fable 1 proposes a framework for buikting Positive 
Universities based on the PERMA model (Seligman, 
2011). Five key aspects of nniversity life are consid- 
ered: (1) classroom and formal learning enviromnents, 
(2) social environments, (3) local community, 
(4) faculty and administrative work environments 

and (5) residential environments. We have chosen 
these contexts to ensure that our recommendations are 
contextualized and tangible. It should be noted that the 
scope of this endeavour makes it difficult to rely on 
randomized controlled trials to validate the approach. 
However, enough support can be garnered from the 
education, positive psychology, management and 
positive organizational scholarship literatures to 
advance this as a good initial framework for the 
proposed endeavotm 

Posit5,e education in .[brmaI teaching em,ironments 

Formal teaching environments within the tertiary 
sector have significantly changed in the past 20 years. 
Key drivers of change include the increased 
internationalization of the tertiary sector, increased 
use of inl~>rmation and comm unica tion technology and 
competitiveness regarding teaching quality demanded 
by the ’student consumer’. Whilst Positive Education is 
on the rise in secondary schools (Seligman et al., 2009), 
it appears to be less present in the tertiary system. If the 
Australian experience is representative of global 
trends, then positive psychology has yet to be 
integrated into "Snainstream’ psychology~ with courses 
offered largely as ’special topics’ at the postgraduate 
level. 

Whilst explicit, specific activities related to positive 
psychology can be taught and embedded within 
curriculum. McGrath and Noble (2010) point out 
that positive teacher student or lecturer student rela- 
tionships can contribute significantly to students’ well- 
being, pro-social behaviours and learning outcomes° 
They also suggest increasing intrinsic motivation by 
simply having fun with. students (e.g. through the use 
the humour or games) and by providing students with 
some opportunity for autonomy and choice in assign- 
ments and discussions about the way they would like 
their learning environment to be created. 

Table 1 presents a range of simple examples of 
suggested activities that could be implemented in 
l~rmal teaching environments that are consistent with 
the ethos of positive education. For brevity, only a 
selection of these examples is discussed in more detail. 

Culti~,ation of positive emotion 

Increases in well-being are likely to produce increases 
in learning because positive mood produces broader 
attention (Fredrickson & Branigam 2005: Rowe et 
2007), more creative thinking (Estrada, Isen, & Young, 

1994; Isem Daubman, & Nowicki~ 1987) and more 
holistic thinking (Isen, Niedenthal, & Cantor, 1992). In 
contrast, negative mood narrows the f.ocus of attention 
(Bolte, Goschke, & Kuhl, 2003) and leads to more 
critical and analytical thinking (Kuhl, 2000). Whilst 
both are important, educational institutions heavily 
emphasize critical (rather than creative) thinking, and 
the negative mood often associated with l~rmal 
education settings (e.g. lecture theatres) would seem 
to create an imbalance towards critical thinking. There 
are a myriad ways to induce positive mood within these 
settings, including beginning lectures or tutorials with 
relevant musical content, using film or interesting 
literature to bring material ’to life’, and/or through the 
use of humour and actively encouraging it. 

Mh~dfidness praczices 

One option [’or enhancing the quality of student and 
staff experience across a university is via the use of 
exercises or the provision of facilities that st~pport the 
cultivation of mindfulness. Mindfulness can be 
enhanced in many ways and practiced whilst engaged 
in a wide variety of personal and professional activities 
(f’or examples see Nakai & Schultz, 2000) either inside 
or outside formal teaching environments. Potential 
opportunities [’or developing mindfulness might 
include beginning lectures or tutorials wit.h short 
awareness exercises (e.g. body scans, focused breath- 
ing) or providing individuals with dedicated spaces to 
practice more structured, formal forms of practice (e.g. 
’quiet’ rooms for meditation practice). Encouragingly, 
the philosophy, principles and practices of mindfulness 
are beginning to inform curriculum development at 
both tertiary and secondary levels. For example, in a 
secondary school intervention students reported 
reduced negative affect, greater emotional awareness 
and emotional regulation, along with increased feelings 
of" calmness, relaxation and sell-acceptance compared 
to controls (Broderick & Metz, 2009). In addition, 
mindfulness has been successfully incorporated into 
t.he formal training of medical students and led to a 
range of positive outcomes (I’or an example of such a 
programme, see Hassed, de Lisle, Sullivan, & Pier, 
200%. 

Strengths use in group assigmnents 

Linley and Harrington (2006) suggest that knowing 
and using strengths can have a positive effect on 
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teamwork and team outcomes. Group work assign- 
ments are of’ten set in tertiary education based on the 
premise that students must learn to work together, 
with people from diverse backgrounds. One way to 
help ’scaffold’ students for these tasks is to use 
strengths assessments such as the VIA (Peterson & 
Scligman, 2004) or Realise2 (CAPP. 2010) and to help 
students understand which strengths might be most 
usefully employed during group work. 

Positive edueatiot~ and sodal et~vironments 

University campuses are enormously social places 
where very diverse groups of people come together 
and interact in a variety of settings (e.g. sports venues, 
bars, religiot~s associations, academic clubs, book- 
shops). As such, there are numerous opportunities for 
the formation of enriching, supportive relationships, 
which McGrath and NoNe (2010) argue can enhance 
educational culture (e.g. greater pro-social bchaviour), 
student experience (e.g. increased intrinsic motivation) 
and lead to better academic outcomes° Given the 
highly social nature of university life and the strong 
relationship that exists between social support and 
well-being (Haidt, 2006: Seligmam 2002), universities 
seem to be ideal settings for the systematic promotion 
of positive relationships and generation of ’social 
capital’. 

According to Prilleltensky and Prilleltensky (2006), 
social capital refers to collective resources (including 
civic participation, norms of reciprocity, community- 
l~cused organizations, etc.) that enhance community 
capacity to create structures of cohesion, support and 
trust. In organizational contexts, social capital is 
positive if it supports people to at.rain higher order 
goals that represent growth and flourishing at the 
individual, group and organizational level (Baker & 
Dutton, 2007). For example, group dynamics research 
st~ggests that interpersonal acts of generosity, kindness 
and other l~)rms of positivity can create expansive 
emotional spaces that enhance collective effort (Losada 
& Heaphy, 2004). 

Table 1 presents examples of campus-based activ- 
ities that are consistent with the positive education 
ethos of increasing and teaching well-being. Some of 
these activities will now be disct~ssed in more detail. 

St,’a~egie.s’ /br enha,win~g kindness 

Introducing a campus-wide kindness strategy has the 
potential to enhance social relationships and emotional 
experience. Whilst the literatures dedicated to under- 
standing kindness and related concepts (e.g. general- 
ized reciprocity) have yielded surprisingly few targeted 
interventions (Peterson & Seligman. 2004), the 

importance of kindt~ess within university cot~texts has 
recently been recognized (Clegg & Rowland, 2010). 
According to Clegg and Rowland ~2010), it is not ’out 
of place’ to talk about kindness in higher education 
because the cognitive components of intellectual 
development are no less important than the embodied 
and experiential components. As such, there is an 
argument, to be made for encouraging students and 
staff to look for opportunities to engage in acts of 
kindness or generalized reciprocity (i.e. ’paying it 
forward’). Buchanan and Bardi (2010} conducted an 
experiment designed to establish the effects of acts of 
kindness on life satis~:action. Participants aged 18 60 
took part on a w)luntary basis. They were randomly 
assigned to perform either acts of kindness, acts of 
novelty, or no acts on a daily basis for 10 days. Their 
life satisfaction was measured before and after the 
10-day experiment. As expected, performing acts of 
kindness resulted in an increase in life satisfaction. It 
should be noted, however, that attempts to prescribe or 
regulate kindness are likely to diminish the impact of 
such acts (by making them routinized). As such, the 
implementation of a kindness strategy may be best 
addressed at the organizational level, through the 
adoption of values and agreed practices that increase 
the probability of kindness towards other people 
(Clegg & Rowland, 2010). 

Flow-inducing social groups 

Flow is prototypical of the Engaged Life and has been 
described as a subjective state associated with total 
absorption in an activity, a loss of reflective self- 
consciousness, temporal distortion (i.e. the subjective 
sense of time ’stopping’) and the emerging of action 
and awareness (i.e. being at "one’ with the activity; 
Csikszentmihalyi, 1997)o Importantly, flow has been 
associated wit.h heightened feelings of subjective well- 
being (e.g. competence, satisfaction, enjoyment). Given 
flow research indicates that certain pre-conditions are 
needed R~r []ow to occur (i.e. equilibrium between skill 
and challenge, short-term goals, availability immediate 
feedback, task choice), the theory provides practical 
guidance for those interested in enhancing the quality 
of students and staff in educational contexts. This 
makes the identification of ’flow-based activities’ both 
appropriate and practical, and may involve utilising 
flow principles to enliven existing group activities {e.g. 

class debates) or to inform the introduction of novel 
group based activities (e.g. on-campus dance classes). 
Furthermore, the theory and its principles can also be 
used by teachers to help students take a different 
perspective on their learning experience and acquire 
knowledge that may help them to change that 
experience R)r the better. 
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The practical challenges of implementing a positive 
social agenda across campus will be broad and often 
unanticipated. A key way to overcome resistance and 
maximize autonomy will be to provide broad frame- 
works into which campus participants, particularly 
students can add to and "~color in’. Involving student 
organizations in these programmes from the outset will 
be a key implementation issue. 

Positive edneatiot, in the Ioeal community 

The original idea of a university was to not only to 
produce knowledge, but also to disseminate knowl- 
edge, and not only in the classroom. That is. a 
university is a social institution that can and should 
play a significant role in the local community° The 
notion of a virtuous organization is particularly 

relevant here (Cameron et al., 2006) and based on 
the definition of a virtuous organization, we would 
propose that to claim the status of a "positive 
university’, a university would need to show that it: 
(a) is morally good, (b) has human impact and (c) 
creates social betterment. 

Research supports the growing interest in w)lun- 
teering and the associated positive benefits for those 
who engage in it. For example, the ’Do Good 
Live Well Survey’ (see the report at http:/iwww. 
dogoodlivewell.org, Do Good Live Will Survey, 
2010) of 4582 adults (over 18 years of age) found 
that 41% of residents of the USA engaged in unpaid 
service activities (not including giving money or 
donations), with a quarter doing so through workplace 
sponsored community events. Of those who {lid 
voltmteer, 68% reported that this activity has made 
them feel physically healthier. 

A further example of a well-being initiative in the 
community is the Good Mood Safari (2009; see http:ii 
www.goodmoodsal:ari.com.au) in which the University 
of Wollongong and Life Line South Coast, NSW, 
developed a positive psychology outdoor tourist 
experience, which involves positive psychology 
experiential learning in major tourist destinations of 
the region. This clearly located well-being initiatives in 
the local community. 

Faenlty and administratio~t work environments 

Across universities, the focus of faculty staff may vary 
significantly. For instance, for some academics, the 
primary focus will be research, whilst For others it 
might be teaching, academic governance, administra- 
tive roles or some blend of these. Similarly. the roles of 
administrative or non-academic staff can vary greatly 
and range from running the university recreation and 
sports lhcilities to overseeing major capital budgets or 

even dealing with the unique needs of international 
students° Within this context, a positive university 
would be proactive and responsive to its workforce, 
which brings the notion of a resilient organization into 
focus. Suttcliffi: and Vogus (2006) state that the 
literatures that address organizational resilience are 
those that examine organizational learning and adap- 
tation, dynamic capabilities and high reliability orga- 
nizing. A resilient organization will flexibly rearrange 
or transfer knowledge and resources to deal with 
situations as they arise. Hence, a positive university 
will not only address academic and well-being issues, 
but the resilience of the organization as a whole. Given 
that universit.ies are base(] on long held traditions, 
there may be more effort required to transform 
organizational cukures to those that are well-being 
based, unlike startup organizations well known for 
well-being initiatives such as Google and Zappos. 

"Fable 1 summarizes a range of suggested activities 
that could be implemented in university workforces 
consistent with positive education principles. A notable 
inclusion is evidence-based coaching for the enhance- 
ment of academic performance and professional func- 
tioning more generally. The field of coaching has 
advance(! considerably in the past decade (for a 
review, see Grant & Cavanagh, 2011) and recent studies 
indicate that evidence-based coaching is an ef[bctive 
means of supporting professional development within 
educational settings (e.g. Grant, Green. & Rynsaardt, 
2010; Green, Grant, & Rynsaardt, 2007). The inclusion 
of evidence-based coaching in this fi’amework is highly 
appropriate as it is increasingly considered a form of 
applied positive psychology (Grant. & Cavanagh, 2011 }. 

Positive edneation and the residential environmems 

Residential environments have been included within 
this article due to the central place they occupy in 
many students’ experience of university life. Many of 
the world’s best universities have residential [:acilities as 
central to their operations. Indeed within the 
Australian context, the number of residential beds 
aligns closely with the ranking of the quality of the 
university° In many ways, the original residential 
college drawn from Oxford and Cambridge traditions 
captures the essence of the university idea. Emphases 
of excellence, strengths and, virtue abound in these 
contexts, to develop individuals with meaning and 
purpose. With financial challenges on universities, 
these ideals may have been significantly diluted to 
cost effective student housing with [?w if any of the 
value add of the peer support and social inclusion of 
the residential environment. In our view, a positive 
university will include great emphasis on residential 
environments because of their ability to impact the 
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whole student, and link alumni to the university in a 
life-long fashion. 

Table 1 illustrates are range of suggested activities 
that could be implemented in residential environments 
that. are consistent with the positive education philo- 
sophy of increasing and teaching well-being. For some 
residences, this will be a formalization of what already 
exists. For other residences, significant cultural change 
will be required to remove undesirable practices 
the over use of alcohol) at~d support adjustment to the 
increased global student mobility diversifying the 
cultures represented within residence. 

Implement ,s’trengt~#s .~pottit~g amot~gst residents living 
in University housit~g 

Through the use of strengths assessment and a 
strengths-discussion withi~ the reside~tial environ- 
merit, students can be taught to cultivate the skill of 
identifying other residents’ strengths in action. 
Creating social opportunities to share and complemen- 
tary parmer around strengths will also assist students 
to develop ’strengths-colored glasses’ (Clifton, 
Andersom & Schreiner, 2006, p. 73). This also helps 
to foster tolerance and an appreciation for difference, 
together with creating a sense of camaraderie, 
collaboration, teamwork and a powerful sense of 
relatedness and belonging. 

The practical implementation of these ideas will not 
be without its significant challenges. Many residential 
enviromnents within universities are traditional and 
are overseen by Boards of Directors. Dealing with 
these board members and explaining to them the 
benefits of positive education will be paramount. 
’Pastoral care’ is a well-known term, and in many 
ways positive education brings the scientific evidence 
base and structure to this long tradition. The creation 
o[" a positive university and the associated implementa- 
tion of positive practices as outlined in this article will 
ultimately depend on the level of commitment by the 
leadership team. 

A new example of a positive residence is at the 
University of Wollongong, NSW, Australia, where 
they are currently building and planning a university 
residence of 550 residents that is to be based entirely on 
positive organizational and positive educational prin- 
ciples. This residence (sometimes referred to as college 
or dormitory) is to have flourishing as its key purpose, 
and will include implicit and explicit education in well- 
being evidence. Moreover, residents will receive a 
cornprehen.s’ive studet~t fi~ness evaluation (examining 
physical and mental fitness) and also residents will 
receive personal flot~rishing coaching, which will 
include strengths coaching based on the Realise2 
(CAPP, 2010). The use of positive computing 

technologies will also be implemented, at~d medical 
students will be paired wit.h all international students 
as personal health mentors. The unit will include 
explicit use of positive leadership principles as 
described by Cameron (2008). Residential program- 
ruing will be designed by residents within the para- 
meters of Seligman’s Well-being Theory, i.e. PERMA. 
Student well-being, student retention, graduate out- 
comes and academic performance will be benchmarked 
against other university students living in residence and 
not living in residence. 

Conclusion 

A sample of positive education-based evidence has been 
applied to key contexts of a university, using pleasure, 
engagement, positive relationships, meaning and 
accomplishment as a core organizit~g principle. The 
purpose has been to start a conversation regarding the 
concept of a positive university, together with expand- 
ing the concept of positive education. Different 
universities may select different contexts and different 
positive education evidence and practices to draw from. 
Research into positive education needs to extend to 
tertiary educatiom and not just in the formal teaching 
enviromnent but include the whole organization. 
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7 Turning In upon Ourselves: 
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and Reflexivity in Case 
Study and Ethnographic 
Research 
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University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Every version of an other.., is also the construction of a "self." 

--James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture 

A 
ll researchers are positioned. Whether Barbara McClintock study- 

ing genetic transpositions in corn, Renato Rosaldo describing 
headhunting among the Ilongot t~ibes, or Robert Connors trac- 

ing the rise and fall of discourse modes, researchers are positioned by 
age, gender, race, class, nationality, institutional affiliation, historical- 
personal circumstance, and intellectual predisposition. The extent to 
which such influences are revealed or concealed when reporting data is 
circumscribed by the paradigms and disciplines under which we train, 
work, and publish. 

All researchers are positioned whether they write about it explic- 
itly, separately, or not at all McClintock’s feeling for the organisms she 
investigated was never part of he( scholarly papers, but was disclosed 
in Evelyn Fox Keller’s book about the influences of gender, academic 
training, and situational circumstances on the researcher’s work. In corn- 
position studies, Connors’s discussion of the methods and methodol- 
ogy of doing historical research is best depicted in his essay "Dreams 
and Play," where he demonstrates how the historian negotiates the per- 
sonal and cultural preconceptions that shape such scholarship. Connors’s 
essay provides methodological insights that are unavailable in any of 
his other articles on the historical movements or legacies within the fields 
of composition and rhetoric where his data are presented without their 
intellectual journey. 
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For ethnographers, writing about how we are positioned is part 
of the data. We are trained to keep field notes on how we negotiate en- 
trance into a cornmmnity, how we present ourselves to our informants, 
how we think our informants perceive us--in addition to writing about 
what we think is linguistically and socially significant in the culture 
under investigation. Some ethnographers have published their personal 
insights separately as field experiences (Powdermaker; Rabinow; R. 
Rosaldo; Sanjek; Wax; Wolf), while others have integrated subjective 
factors of doing fieldwork into their final ethrtographies (Chiseri-Strater, 
Academic Literacies; Fishman; Perl and Wilson; Shostak; Taylor and 
Dorsey-Gaines). Whatever the presentational choice, I argue in this es- 
say that readers of ethnographies should approach them critically: they 
should understand what researchers were positioned to know and what 
they were not positioned to know--and why. 

The concept of positionality includes the ethnographer’s given 
attributes such as race, nationality, and gender which are fixed or cul- 
turally ascribed. Such attributes require textual disclosure when they 
affect the data, as they always do to some degree. For example, a unique 
collection of essays called Arab Women in the Field: Studying Your Own 
Society provides good examples of how the fieldworkers--positioned 
as Arab women studying indigenous cultureswwere restricted in their 
data access and in their researcher roles because of their gender (Altorki 
and E1-Solh). While the ethnographers studying their home cultures 
four~d that being natives held certain advantages, they disclose the ways 
in which gender shaped how they were seen by others in the culture 
often as single, American-educated, Westernized women. One of the 
key points of this collection of essays is the importance of foregrounding 
the influences of the fieldworker’s persona: "The manner in which the 
fieldworker presents her or his "self"... is a major aspect of the ethical 
implications of fieldwork" (20). This collection of essays suggests that 
disclosure of fixed or ascribed personal attributes is not optional but 
rather an integral part of the data.~ 

Positionality is also shaped by subjective-contextual factors such 
as personal life history and experiences, as revealed in the reflexive ac- 
count by Renato Rosaldo in Culture and Truth. In his book, Rosaldo dem- 
onstrates how the accidental death of his first wife, Michelle, while con- 
ducting fieldwork in the Philippines, increased his understanding of 
the practice of head_bursting among a native tribe there. Previously 
Rosaldo had lived among this llongot tribe and, with his wife, had stud- 
ied their headhunfing practices (M. Rosaldo). Yet it was not until after 
Michelle Rosaldo’s death that he began to understand headhunting as a 
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response to intense grief and rage over the loss of a close relative. 
Rosaldo’s revised insights into this initially impenetrable cultural prac- 
tice reveal how personal history--in this case with respect to death and 
loss--can affect positioning as a researcher and subsequent reposition- 
ing. Rosaldo writes that "nothing in my own experience equipped me 
even to imagine the anger possible in bereavement until after Michelle 
Rosaldo’s death in 1981. Only then was I in a position to grasp the force 
of what Ilongots had repeatedly told me about grief, rage, and 
headhunting" (R. Rosaldo 19). Ethnographers need to refle~ upon and 
write about how their situatedness or their terministic screens--to evoke 
Burke’s phrase--~’luence an understanding of their data. 

This essay will explore how the ethnographer’s stance-position- 
location affects the entire ethnographic process: from data collection, 
theory construction, and methodological understanding, through the 
creation of the narrative voice and overall writing of the ethnography. 
As has been suggested, researchers are always positioned, but disclo- 
sure of that positionality has not always found its way into the final 
ethnography. And while there are now a wide range of studies avail- 
able to illustrate the kinds of choices that ethnographers have made with 
respect to positionality, I have elected to illustrate these points with the 
qualitative work I know best: my own. 

To illustrate what happens when a case study researcher does not 
position herself with respect to her informants or the context as part of 
her data, I turn to my early work, a set of case studies t completed more 
than a decade ago called "Composing in Context: Revision Strategies of 
Freshman Writers," what I might now describe as quasi-qualitative re- 
search.2 In this work I report on the ways that six students learned to 
revise in their freshman writing courses. I argue that the "instructional 
context is one of the tools necessary to understanding the revision pro- 
cess," but in fact I never visited my h-dormants" writing classrooms ex- 
cept to seek student volunteers (35). I seldom talked with them about 
their writing course "context"; instead, our weekly interviews focused 
on a list of prestructured questions about the students’ revision pro- 
cesses (e.g., What changes did you make in this draft and why?). The 
omission of actual classroom description might be att~-1buted to the cog- 
nitive paradigm under which I designed this study, or it may be due to 
the convention of evoking generic writing classrooms in much of the 
early work on composing processes. While many studies on students’ 
composing processes published around that time were similarly 
decontextualized (see Bridwell; Perl; Pianko; Sommers), at.least those 
researchers did not claim "context" as the key insight to student writing. 
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And yet context was the key to understanding these students" re- 
vision processes. But not necessarily the classroom context, since I did 
not gather data there. Rather, the researcher-informant relationship be- 
came an additional context where we explored much more than the 
vision process. Three of these students’ personal stories are dramatic 
enough to have stayed with me. One student had been anorexic and her 
long narrative paper--"My Diet Toward Death"--depicted her diffi- 
cult recovery and continued struggle with this disorder. Another stu- 
dent, whom I labeled the "reluctant reviser," wrote his way out of play- 
ing college football on a full scholarship at our university through a 
series of essays about his constant injuries and subsequent fear of being 
hurt. Still another student, whose mother had died from cancer the year 
before, used her freshman course to develop a better understanding to- 
ward the loss of her mother and her sense of being more adult than 
most of her peers. Our researcher-informant discussions, which often 
touched on personal connections between myself and these students, 
most likely affected how they began to see paper topics and their poten- 
tial and realized choices in revising particular papers. Our relationship 
also gave them an additional interested audience for overhearing their 
decisions about changing both their texts and their actual lives. 

Yet like many case study researchers in the early 1980s, influenced 
at that time by cognitive studies on writing processes (Flower and Hayes; 
Rose), I reserved no space to describe the researcher-informant relation- 
ship or to include my own subjective reactions to these students" writ- 
ings. Instead, I displayed my "findings" on a large pullout chart which 
depicts the growth of revision from "base level" to levek~ 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
What I really learned about revision strategies of freshmen is included 
in one line in my "Results" section, where I suggest that "revision, as a 
process of changing writing, encourages students to write about per- 
sonal change" (60). End of insight. By situating myself--both in my re- 
search approach and text--as objective and detached from my infor- 
mants, I actually distorted my data through omissions about my research 
context and my researcher self. My rereading of this earlier research 
shows that objectivity and detachment in reporting data are neither 
possible nor desirable because many important insights about students’ 
revision processes were excluded from my findings on that topic. 

This initial type of case study work done by composition research- 
em --whom Stephen North ca||~ "the Clinicians" (197) hasbeen gradu- 
ally replaced by the work of those who are influenced far more by an- 
thropology, phenomenology, feminist theory, and critical ethnography 
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than by cognitive science. This change of direction in studies of writing 
processes and Literacy is thoroughly traced in an extended article by 
Cathy Fleischer, who describes her own teacher-researcher development 
as one of learning to "conduct research with rather than on our students" 
(109, emphasis in original). Clearly my early case studies were conducted 
under what is now considered the positivist medical, industrial, or ag- 
ricultural research model that limits the kinds of questions asked, the 
designs used to answer questions, and the kinds of findings reported 
(Mishler). Such a research paradigm did not demand or even welcome 
dialogic or discursive reflections about either the process or product of 
my research. 

In ethnography, however, a major goal of the research process is 
self-reflexivity--what we learn about the self as a result of the study of 
the "other."3 To achieve a reflexive stance the researcher needs to bend 
back upon herself to make herself as well as the other an object of study. 
Or as Barbara Myerhoff and Jay Ruby describe it, subject and object 
fuse (2). Turning in upon ourselves as researchers makes us look subjec- 
tively and reflexively at how we are positioned. Turning in upon our- 
selves prevents us from removing our selv(es) from our research pro- 
cess, from our connections with our informants, or from our written 
translation of data to text. 

The issue at stake here becomes one of just how much of our 
selv(es) is needed to guide the reader tl~ough the narrative about the 
other(s). What do readers need to know and understand about the 
situatedness of the researcher and influences that affect her or his per- 
spective that are relevant to an understanding of the informants in the 
culture under investigation? How much self-reflexivity is valuable to 
readers as a way of understanding the ethics and methodology of the 
research context? How are choices about self-disdosure made both on 
and off the page? Such questions about positionality haunt the ethnog- 
rapher throughout the research process since, as Clifford Geertz has 
explained, positioning oneself during the field experience is subse- 
quently connected to positioning oneself in the written ethnography: 
"Finding somewhere to stand in a text that is supposed to be at one and 
the same time an intimate view and a cool assessment is almost as much 
of a challenge as gaining the view and making the assessment in the 
first place" (10). 

While there is no formula for locating onesel/within this deLicate 
ethnographic terrain, I would suggest that we take no more risk in adopt- 
ing subjective and reflexive roles as researchers than we would in pre- 
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senting ourselves as objective and detached, a stance that most 
postmodernist fieldworkers would reject. Recently Ruth Behar, author 
of Translated Woman, an engaging and subjective ethnographic portrait 
of Esperanza, a Mexican street peddler, has written about the inclusive 
impulse that drives some feminists and minorities as well as others to 
personalize their research: "What is drawing me and, I believe, other 
scholars to write personally is a desire to abandon the alienating 
’metalang-uage’ that doses, rather than opens, the doors of academe to 
all those who wish to enter" ("Dare" 1). Moreover, unmasking relevant 
aspects of ourselves within our texts signals to our readers that neither 
we nor those we describe are "typical or representative" individuals 
from a culture, but rather "situated" individuals within a particular 
"time, place and social context" (Karamcheti 8).4 Those aspects, then, of 
our researcher selves- our relationships with our informants and the 
research contexts specific and local to our study--wiLl call for some 
measure of disclosure. 

To consider how positionality affects the entire ethnographic pro- 
cess, I will turn to my own study, Academic Literacies, as an ethnography 
for scrutiny. In highlighting some of the important contexts for this stud3~ 
I will try to show how the researcher’s positioning relates to (1) theory 
construction, (2) methodological disclosure, (3) development of the nar- 
rative voice, and (4) writing of a polyphonic text. Whi]e some of these 
factors are rhetorical ones, they are all inherently connected with how 
the researcher is actually situated in the field, not just on the page. 

Positionality and Theory Construction 

An analysis of the data collected for Academic Literacies illustrates how a 
complex factor such as gender can drive theory and encourage reflexiv- 
ity. Unlike the self-aware ethnographers of Arab Women in the Field, I 
was ir~tially unconscious of my engendered researcher position and how 
it might affect my view of classroom interactions and my relationship 
with my informants. When gender issues gradually emerged as central 
to my study, I could not ignore them and slowly began to reflect on the 
ways that my data were being sifted through my terministic screen~-- 
by my role as female ethnographer and feminist. As I took on the per- 
spective of my irtformants (Anna and Nick) on classes in their majors, I 
began to record gender-related (but not gender-specific) differences in 
language use and classroom interactions. In my ethnography, I employed 
no particular rhetorical trope to illustrate my growing awareness of gen- 
der-related issues except through narrative d~dosure of its spiraling 
significance to all aspects of my study. 
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My first hint of the impact of differences in men’s and women’s 
learning patterns began during the collaborative writing projects un- 
dertaken in Donna Qualley’s prose-writing classroom. In their journal 
entries, both male and female students expressed tension over loss of 
control, need for ownerslxip, and struggle for power while co-authoring 
their papers. Yet it was not until Carlos, a student in Donna’s class, wrote 
in his journal that he was "turning into a woman" (29) because of his 
collaborative pa~-~ership that I began to think more critically about dif- 
ferences in male and female learning styles. As I read about women’s 
epistemological development and reflected further on this issue, I be- 
gan to see collaboration as a mode of working that came more easily for 
many female students, mainly because of cultural models and expecta- 
tions. Certainly it was true for Donna and me that, as we began to work 
together more closely, we found collaborative inquiry supportive and 
empowering. To illustrate the startling differences I saw between two 
ways of learning---collaborative and autonomous--I reprinted Carlos’s 
journal entries side by side with those of his partner so that readers 
could interpret for themselves whether or not these two students ap- 
proached the collaborative project with very different "ways of know- 
ing" (28-30). It was a rhetorical decision on my part to share with my 
readers how I was reading my data and to open these ideas about gen- 
der and learning styles to further interpretations. 

Theories about differences between men’s and women’s learning 
and discourse styles spilled over into my fieldwork and interviews with 
informants. When I started to transcribe tapes of reading and writing 
groups, for example, I realized that Nick, working with Carlos and two 
women, including Anna, dominated the talk throughout the session. In 
my analysis of the taped transcripts, I discovered that Nick not only 
talked more, but he interrupted and disagreed with the women in the 
group while at the same time he supported all of Carlos’s topics (90- 
91). Since these findings reinforce much of the research by linguists on 
mixed-sex conversations, I continued to search, test out, and confirm 
gendered patterns of discourse in classroom settings outside the prose- 
writing classroom,s 

My gradual awareness of Nick’s linguistic dominance in Donna’s 
class repeated itself in our own interpersonal relationship. In listening 
to our taped interviews, I came to realize how hard Nick worked to 
wrestle the floor from me and that he felt free to interrupt me as well. 
When I called his attention to this by playing a tape of our conversation 
for him, he explained our competing styles of talk not as a "biological" 
difference, but as a "social" difference caused by women’s mothering 
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and nurturing roles. Nick and I never fully agreed about the source of 

male dominance and female mutedness in conversation, but our dis- 
cussion allowed us both to be more aware of differences and suggested 

discourse styles as a topic for us to co-investigate. At one point when I 
wrote about the differences between us, Nick read my manuscript and 

jotted in the margins, "Yes, I can be a real prick about it," which left me 
with a sense that self-awareness may not be enough to encourage change. 
At still another point in our work together, Nick was clearly frustrated 
by an inability to understand a short reading assigned from Women’s 
Ways of Knowing. He came to our interview filled with disbelief and 
anger: "What is this new women’s way of knowing? Why is it that I 
can’t figure out the difference between separate and connected think- 
ing? What the hell does it mean? Separate from what? Connected with 

what?" he demanded (89). 
It was not until I followed Nick into his political science course, 

however, that I witnessed a context where his male dominance and com- 
bative presentational style were appreciated. For Nick, the talk in this 
seminar was what I called a "risky dialectical merry-go-round." To par- 
ticipate, he suggested, "You have to have some balls to stand up in that 

class and say something" (125). 
And yet by the end of our semester of attending this class together, 

Nick was able to concede that this agonisti¢ discussion style might not 
be so easy for women students because some of the commentary in class 
depended upon sports figures and battle metaphors that could be of- 
fensive to or outside the experience of some women. And it was Nick 
who reported to me that a woman student was "’seriously crying her 
eyes out" one night after the political science seminar, crying over hav- 
ing been interrupted throughout the class discussion. This experience 
made it possible for Nick to see how women students might take class- 
room discussions far more personally than he did. 

Through a comparative analysis of oral discourse and presenta- 
tional styles in other classrooms, I recognized how strongly I felt about 
the importance of nurture and support for students in all college class- 
rooms. My ability to piece together these feelings did not come easily 
because I did not and could not have anticipated the ways in which 

gender-related discourse and pedagogical beliefs shaped and affected 
my perspective on other college classrooms. My gender and training as 
a wri~ng teacher positioned me to resist the noninteractive pedagogies-- 
like agonistic debate and strict lecture format--used in other disciplines. 
Thinking about possible changes for the political science and art history 
courses would not have been possible without my students" own 
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gendered perspectives on what kind of learning was valued in thei~ 
majors and how these approaches affected their potential as learners. 
David Bleich has suggested that collaborative relationships between 
informants and researchers should shape our work: "The ethnographic 
researcher has to enlist the subjects of study as partners, as posers of 
questions, as people who can see and change their own experiences 
through interaction with "outside" but politically interested teacher-re- 
searchers" (182). 

Positionality and Methodological Disclosure 

Ethaographies that omit the methodology of doing fieldwork disap- 
point me, because this information can reveal what a researcher was 
positioned to see, to know, and to understand. The omission of the field- 
work experience also hides the conflicts and tensions that all research- 
ers inevitably face and can learn from. The only direct way for a reader 
to obtain information about how positioning affects methodology is for 
the researcher to write about it. Increasingly, ethnographers who research 
literacy and learning are including more information about their field- 
work. Andrea Fishman’s Amish Literacy is a notable example of meth- 
odological disclosure. She writes that "doing ethnography is not at all 
like reading ethnographies" (206), implying that the neat narrative prod- 
uct does not at all resemble the disorderly research process. In the meth- 
odology section of Academic Literacies, "The Handwork of the Field In- 
vestigator" (183-97), I share how I desig-ned and conducted my study 
through its various stages not so that others will imitate my design, 
organization, or analytic categories (since that is impossible), but to share 
some aspects of how I was positioned to gather my data--that is, how I 
chose my informmnts, conducted my interviews, analyzed my transcripts, 
discovered patterns, and grounded theories. 

Aside from writing a separate chapter about methodology, re- 
searchers can use other ways of disclosing positionality throughout the 
ethnographic text. In my study, I included descriptions of how other(s) 
perceived me as the researcher, in.formation derived from the profes- 
sors whose classrooms I visited and from students in those settings. As 
a researcher, I presented myself as an older, white, middle-class, female 
doctoral student interested in undergraduate students" perspectives on 
writing and learning within the disciplines. While my role as student 
allowed me rapport with my informants, my status as graduate student 
in composition marked me as powerless for some of the professors whose 

classrooms I studied and who saw composition as a marginalized disci- 
pline (if in fact a discipline at all) within the academy. 
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Professor Adams, the political science professor in my study, was 
unabashedly amazed that I wanted to research student writing in the 
disciplines. He never understood, for example, why I came to his semi- 
nat when my informant, Nick, sometimes did not. And he was never 
clear about what I was actually using as my source of data, even though 
he saw me writing field notes and gave me permission to tape-record 
specific sessions of his c!ass and to read some of his students" papers. 
When Adams and I met for lunch after the data had been collected, he 
mainly used that time to complain about university writing require- 
ments, problems with students" grammar, and the overall decline in stu- 
dents’ cultural literacy. However, the art history instructor, Professor 
Hall, who initially cautioned me that she taught "art history, not writ- 
ing," warmed to me over time so that by mid-semester she called upon 
my expertise to help her design and respond to student assignments. 
She also asked me to tutor a student failing her course because of poor 
writing skills. When Hall gave me samples of her own professional ar- 
ticles, she re~li~.ed in a reflexive way that she was not "born" knowing 
how to write art history and that her style had developed over time. She 
concluded that "if professional writers of art history go through a pe- 
riod of apprenticeship, then surely si-udents need practice in how to 
write and think about the discipline as well" (70). By the end of the 
study, Hall accepted me as a literacy expert and altered her course sylla- 
bus and assignments quite dramatically to reflect what we had learned 
together. In spite of this success, throughout my field study in all the 
depoa tments outside of English, I often felt more like someone who 
taught a service course than a scholar in an academic disdpline.~ Most 
of this feeling was due to other professors’ lack of understanding about 
what takes place in a university writing course or in composition stud- 
ies as a field. 

Even my descriptions of other classrooms revealed my sense of 
holding an outsider position. Here is my cool version of my initial meet- 
ing of Professor Adams: "Professor Adams enters. He’s tall and bald- 
ing. After he places his tea mug at the head of the table to mark his 
place, he then leaves" (120). If Adams seemed to mark his territory in 
his political science seminar, in Hall’s class I felt totally anonymous: 
"Adopting the perspective of a student, unkfitiated into art history, I 
wildly write my field notes in semi-darkness. The noise of the slide 
machine weighs on the afternoon air, not enough to interfere with [Pro- 
fessor] Hall’s voice but obvious enough to indicate there is a mechani- 
cal accompaniment to her talk" (58). Such descriptions helped locate 
me as dependent upon the insider information that my informants even- 
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tually shared with me because they were positioned as students in fields 
different from my own. 

With my colleague Donna Qualley, whose prose-wri~a~g classroom 
I used as my entry into the study, I shared disciplinary training and 
educational philosophy. The time I spent researching her classroom ul- 
timately resulted in her being the most receptive reader of the many 
drafts of my study. In my methodology section, I acknowledged that 
Donna read not only the many transcripts of interviews I had with her 
students, but also my field notes as well, correcting them as needed. For 
instance, she was willing to be described as a "nurturing" teacher, but 
did not see herself as a mother figure in her classroom (see Academic 
Literacies 24 if). My conversations with Donna during my research made 
me aware of what I was best positioned to understand: how students 
read, write, and talk in other disciplines. Our conversations also under- 
scored what was foreign and unfamiliar to me: particular disciplinary 
practices such as slide presentations, for example. 

Donna’s students, who readily folded me into their classroom as 
a "researcher and writing teacher," often wrote about how they made 
sense of my role(s). At one point Connie wrote in her collaborative jour- 
nal about my interrupting their group work. She said that "it was good 
in a way" to have to explain things to me, but also that "much time was 
wasted" because the group felt they had to review everything "so that 
Elizabeth could understand it" (9). At another point, Angie included 
references to what she saw as my "thesis" in her response to Richard 
Rodriguez’s essay. Angie wrote in her own piece called "Monkey Read, 
Monkey Think": 

Indeed we do borrow ideas from other people, and we even form 
some of our opinions by reading the opinions of other people. 
We see the world through our past experiences. An example 
would be Elizabeth’s thesis on the recurrence of words and ideas 
in ou~ class. The use of this concept was applied by many stu- 
dents after our workshop but not before. (Academic Literacies 22) 

The observations of how others see us (whether accurate or not, since 
Angle had mistaken the topic of my study) afford good data on how we 
are positioned, data that we could obtain in no other way. 

Both of my informants~Anna and Nick~read late drafts of my 
case studies about them, then commented on and corrected what I had 
written. While Nick commented on the product, saying that I had con- 
structed "a fairly accurate portrait" of him, Anna said that she felt 
"weird" reading about herself because the case study was so "reveal- 
ing." Revealing how the researcher works with his or her informants 
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within specific contexts (in class, outside of dass, during the wri~-~g 
process, after the study is over) is important because it shows how close 
the lens was held and how it shapes the reader’s willingness to trust 
and believe the ethnographic account. 

Positionality and the Narrative Voice 

There are many rhetorical choices for inscribing positionality within an 
ethnography, so many options in fact that some ethnographers with tra- 
ditional anthropological training feel attacked and confused by new ways 
of writing ethnographieso In contrast, other ethnographers welcome 
"hybrid" forms of "cultural representation" which reveal ethnography’s 
potential as "modernist collage" and as "subversive critique" through a 
series of "dialogues, impositions and inventions" (Clifford 13-17). In 
order to draw attention to my positioning in relationship to my student 
informants and to the artificial act of writing about them, I included 
some of my personal journal entries in my final ethnography.7 These 
entries, shown as quite distinct from my field notes, help establish the 
irttersubjectivity between my informants’ Lives and mine. The follow- 
irtg journal entries position me with respect to Anna: 

Anna as both me and not me. Anna as an idealized younger version of 
myself, literate but not always articulate, artistic but seldom confident. 

As ethnographer I enter a world of sttbjectivity trying to put into words, 
what I cannot always say in words .... 

As a writer I worry over how to represent psychological time and space 
on the linear page. Where to begin and where to stop.., how to break 
out of, or into, formal writing. In writing, my words serve as bound- 
aries for her events, her images that struggle to remain mute. This trans- 
lation of Anna’s silent meaning becomes my own issue as I write. (Aca- 
demic Literacies 33) 

The narrative voice of the journal entries established a tone of doubt, of 
tentativeness about both doing and writing ethnography. It constructed 
the ethnographer as a kind of secondary character, guiding the reader 
throughout the study. Not every researcher may want to disclose the 
messiness of making meaning of her data. My decision to contrast my 
field notes with personal journal entries disrupted any attempt at creat- 
ing a ¢orffident, authoritative narrative persona. Instead, I both con- 
structed and highlighted a narrative voice that relies on intuitive hunches 
and changing perspectives about the research. Linda Brodkey suggests 
that such a seLf-conscious and "critical" narrator helps the reader see 
tbat "al! stories, induding their own, are told from a vantage point" (71). 
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Locating oneself assertively and deliberately within a text reflects 
ethical, rhetorical, and theoretical choices on the part of the researcher. 
But not every reader will be convinced by or even be interested in this 
disclosure; some readers will think it self-indulgent to give too much 
attention to factors of positionahty. The fear of constructing too large a 
role for the researcher is that such subjectivity may cause readers to 
question not only the textual voice of the researcher but the actual find- 
ings being reported about the "other"--data which are, of course, the 
reason for doing ethnography in the first place. This tension over un- 
veiling the researcher’s role is well illustrated in a review of my book, 
Academic Literacies, in which Gaff Often-Brown finds herself reacting quite 
strongly to my position within the text.~ And as she begins to question 
my textual location, she also begins to question my ideas, data, and theo- 
ries. She writes: 

The author’s presence looms large: she is a self-aware artificer 
shaping the patterns of her informants’ hves into a text; she is a 
participant in their byes, becoming their friend and, on request, 
offering pedagogical advice as a writing specialist to their pro- 
lessors. Because the author herself plays such a dynamic role, the 
reader’s response to her persona and strong personal voice may 
influence the response to her ideas. (24-25) 

Often-Brown goes on to suggest that some parts of my book seemed to 
her at first "self-indulgent and irritating" because they called attention 
to the writer-narrator too much. And while she ultimately finds herself 
applauding my "honesty and intensity" as well as my "thoughtfulness 
and dedication," she may have because of what she interprets as the 
invasive voice of the narrator--merely p~hed the book aside. 

Many contemporary ethnographers, particularly feminists con- 
cemed with representation of differentials in power structures, readily 
acknowledge their role as narrators writing about the other. They are 
conscious of constructing, not merely representing, the other as seen in 
more traditional foundationalist ethnography. Yet much agonizing con- 
tinues over the professional risks involved in self-disclosure. John Van 
Maanen and others critique denuded ethnographers for foregrounding 
themselves while the findings about the other slide into the background. 
Margery Wolf, in agreement, cautions feminL~t ethnographers against 
toying with new ways of writing texts, suggesting that the techniques 
of reflexivity, subjectivity, and polyvocahty which are now being cel- 
ebrated by postmodernis~s may be used against women to devalue their 
work "as tentative and self-doubting" (135).9 
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Development of the tentative, seLf-doubting, reflective, and po- 
tentially intrusive narrator must be, then, a deliberate rhetorical choice 
as well as one that reflects the researcher’s actual positioning within her 
field research. For example, while it is now possible for me to return to 
my earlier case studies on the revision process and be reflective about 
what was left out, it would be impossible to rewrite them in a reflexive 
way since I never collected data on differential issues of power and gen- 
der, personal relationships with my informants, and the ethical and 
political responsibilities of the research. At the time, recording subjec- 
tive data was simply not part of my ongoing research process, and self- 
reflexivity was not then one of the goals of my study. 

Positionality and Writing the Polyphonic Text 

Closely connected with creating the serf-scrutinizing and contempla- 
tive narrator is another rhetorical technique that reveals the researcher’s 
location. As writing teachers, often times studying writing classrooms, 
we are in a situation to construct a polyvocal text by folding our infor- 
mants’ voices into our own. By drawing on the multiple written and 
spoken texts of our informants, the narrator can avoid to some degree 
colonizing or dominating the ethnographic narrative. We can open our 
texts for students to speak for themselves and create a polyphony of 
informant voices. 

My studea~t informant, Nick, offered a wide range of oral and 
written texts to choose from in shaping his case study. Where I based 
my earlier case studies only on assigned papers shared with me by my 
informants and on our taped interviews, with Nick I had additional 
data sources: his writing in two very different courses, prose writing 
and political science; his personal and academic journals; his peer group 
assessments and seLf-evaluations; my field notes from two of Nick’s 
courses; tape transcripts of Nick talking in two courses; our weekly 
hourlong interx4ews for more than a year of working together; and many 
of Nick’s drawings, scribbles, and caricatures completed in his classes. 
As researcher, I felt it my responsibility to stretch my text to include as 
many of Nick’s texts as possible to illustrate his complicated literacies 
and to discuss how I gained access to them. 

I Wrote about Nick initially by marking the researcher-informant 
boundaries between us as formal and distant. I also recorded my sense 
of breakthrough and repositioning when he allowed me to read his per- 
sonal journal, which recorded aspects of his everyday Life that I would 
not otherwise have had access to. 
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Polyvocality in an ethnography creates a different kind of textual 
validity than one mediated by the urdvocal narrative. Since the reader-- 
not just t_he researcherphas access to the textual data (at least part of it) 
that help inform theories and conclusions, he or she thereby assumes 
responsibility along with the researcher for figuring out how theories 
are being drawn. Sources for data triangulation also become dearer: 
when I suggest, for example, that writing for Nick is a kind of role play- 
irtg in which he poses in many different garbs for different audiences, 
Nick’s own texts corroborate this, as do the responses of others to his 
work. My theory of role playing is based on two sources: the feedback 
of his prose-writing teacher, who writes or~ one of Nick’s drafts that 
"you are trying to keep me out, keep me at a distance with bravado and 
flash," and his peer group’s request that he define his own "role" more 
clearly in one of his papers (94). And I have many data where Nick 
himself admits that writing is a kind of performance for him and that 
once a text is written, he never revises it. From many different sources-- 
all readily available to the reader--I conclude that for Nick writing is a 

kind of staged performance. 

The field of composition studies has developed what Gesa Kitsch and 
others call "methodological pluralism," with many of us now shuttling 
back and forth between literary studies and the social sciences, as well 
as &awing on the interdisciplinary resources of cognitive science, de- 
velopmental psychology; feminist and critical studies, education, folk- 
lore, history, and anthropology. With such methodological diversity 
within a field, we need to be critically aware ot the epistemological 
stances which guide our work. While neither polyvocality nor sel.f-re- 
flexivity nor methodological-theoretical disclosure and, in fact, noth- 
ing---can ensure epistemological validity, the use of these discursive strat- 
egies more accurately conveys the dialogic way that ethnographers learn 
from their informants and from their field experiences. And in spite of 
some critiques of narcissistic self-representation in ethnographies, the 
stance of turning in upon ourselves as researchers seems a fitting one 
~or those of us in composition studies who have always had to question 
our methods and methodologies. When ethnographic fieldworkers ac- 
cept the challenge of researching literacy, it seems both ethically respon- 
sible and rhetorically sound for them to disclose their positions within 

the research process and in the resultant written text. 
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Notes 

1. Since I drafted this chapter, another very useful collection of essays 
on gender and writing ethnography has been published. See Women Writing 
Culture, edited by Ruth Behar and Deborah Gordon. 

2. This study, published by the New England Association of Teachers of 
English in The Leaflet, is based on my 1981 master’s thesis of the same title. 

3. My thanks to colleague Donna Q~_l~11ey for her help in distinguishing 
between reflection and reflexivity. As she points out in "Writing and Reading 
as Reflexive Inquiry," to be reflective does not demand an "other," while to be 
reflexive demands both an other and some self-conscious awareness of the pro- 
cess of self-scrutiny. 

4. For an insighthal ctiscussion of issues of w~tting about the other, see 
Indira Karamcheti’s review of an ethnography wherein she questions the si- 
lertcing of informant voices in anthropology, particularly non-Western voices. 
While I disagree with Karamcheti’s conclusions, I find her discussion very help- 
fu!. 

5. At the time I was conducting research for Academic Literacies, two 
books proved most usefu! in considering language differences among men and 
women: Francine Wa Puxum Frank and Paula A. Treichler, Language, Gender, and 
Professional Writing: Theoretical Approaches and Guidelines for Nor.sexist Usage, 
and Barcie Thorne, Cheris Kramarae, and Nancy Henley, Language, Gender, and 
Society. If I were doing this research today, I would also include Deborah 
Tannen’s research on gender and conversational difference (e.g., Gender and 
Discourse). 

6. The one exception to this was the field of outdoor education, a major 
that shared common epistemology and pedagogy with composition studies. I 
always felt quite at home in these classes. 

7. My decision to keep a personal research journal throughout this project 
reflects my desire to separate some of the subjective and reflexive feelings I 
had from the data collected in my field notes. There is an obvious overlap or 
blur between these two 14rids of records, and I found that keeping them in 
separate notebooks helped me sort through both kinds of data. 

8. Overall the review is quite favorable, and I appreciate Often-Brown’s 
critique and the care with which she read my book. 

9. In spite of Wolf’s critique of subjectivity, polyvocaLity, and other ex- 
perimental styles in writing ethnography, her own book, A Thrice Told Tale, is 
an example of a postmodem text. She gives three different versions of the same 
data. One tale is a short story, "The Hot Spell," based on the same experiences 
~ecorded in her field notes from Taiwan, which make up the second section of 
her book. The final telling is her academic article, "The Woman Who Didn’t 
Become a Shaman," published in the American Ethnologist. In addition to her 
three tales, Wolf provides extended reflective commentary about all of her texts, 
which shows her own investment in reflexivity, subjectivity, and positionality. 
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4 "Everything’s Negotiable": 
Collaboration and Conflict 
in Composition Research 
Russel K. Durst and Sherry Cook Stanforth 
University of Cincinnati 

A 
researcher sits in a first-year composition class, observing and 
jotting down field notes, occasionally taking part in discussion. 
His collaborator, who is also the teacher, stands at the blackboard, 

leading a lively classroom conversation. On this day the teacher focuses 
on two Studs Terkel profiles; she wants students to contrast Mike 
LeFevre, a caustic but witty steelworker in a dead-end job, with Stephen 
Cruz, an idealistic Mexican American who gives up a successful corpo- 
rate career to farm and to teach in a small college. In an attempt to pro- 
voke critical analysis, the teacher makes the following assertion: 

Cruz just quits, leaves it all behind for the farm. He won’t buy 
into your magic formula for personal happiness because he’s tired 
of being labeled a minority. Yes, he holds a good position, but in 
the eyes of the company, Cruz is no better than (she makes a quot- 
ing gesture with her hands) "a good working nigger." 

The researcher at his seat squirms a little over his colleague’s choice 
of language. And yet the students appear undisturbed, and discussion 
proceeds apace. After class, however, the collaborators argue heatedly 
about the teacher’s use of the "N" word. He says it is a word which 
could easily be taken out of context, capable of alienating, outraging, or 
deeply hurting individual students. He refers to an experience from his 
own undergraduate days when a teacher used an ethnic slur several 
times in a lecture. He had been offended and shocked, yet felt power- 
less to protest in what seemed to be a class full of indifferent students. 
She points out that the word came from the assigned text. She draws on 
feminist theory, insisting that teachers cannot hide behind polite and 
tidy language, especially in a class where students are asked to chal- 
lenge their own cultural assumptions. He refers to some very real prob- 
lems which have occurred in multicultural classrooms, suggesting that 
she did not contextualize the reference sufficiently; students, especially 
African Americans, might easily misconstrue her usage as insensitive, 
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even racist. She, on the other ha~nd, claims confidence in her relation- 
ships with individual students and refers to past teaching experiences 
where she made a whole host of ethnic slurs the center of discussion. 
Both struggle to maintain the role of collaborative partner. Eventually, 
after some days of discussing the matter with each other and with col- 
leagues, she agrees that certain words should only be used in class with 
very careful bracketing; he admits to overreacting initially. They resume 
the collaboration, each finally understanding a little better what the other 
was ~ying to say. 

What complicated this dispute is the fact that these were not just 
two friendly colleagues collaborating. Key differences in status, power, 
and experience separated the two. He is a tenured professor, veteran 
researcher, and director of the composition program in which she teaches. 
She is a graduate student and teaching assistant pursuing work in com- 
position. As they argued their respective cases, he found himse]:f in- 
stinctively pulling rank. Suddenly their individual roles began to blur; 
they shifted from collaborative partners to senior researcher and junior 
researcher, to professor and graduate student, to program director and 
less experienced teacher. Such shifting made for a complex and multi- 
layered discussion. 

The foregoing conflict took place between the two of us, co-au- 
thors of this chapter, during a two-quarter-long study of students and 
student-teacher interaction in a first-year English classroom. Together, 
we were hwestigating ways in which students and teacher understand 
and negotiate ground rules underlying academic discourse. The study 
focused on the development of students’ critical reading, writing, and 
.thinking and on their understanding of the teacher’s expectations. As 
part of the research, Russ, el sat in on Sherry’s class, regularly meeting 
one-on-one with a group of case study students from the class and col- 
lecting and examining all students’ writing. The two of us also met 
throughout the project to discuss the course in general, writing assign- 
merits, class activities, and the progress and problems of particular stu- 
dents. 

It was while reflecting on this larger research project about stu- 
dents’ writing development that we began to see another story unfold- 
ing. This story told about the varying degrees of institutional authority 
represented by a program director, a graduate teaching assistant, and 
undergraduate students--and the problems that such status roles posed 
for reading qualitative data. We had embarked upon the collaborative, 
classroom-based study with what we thought were the best of reasons. 
For Sherry, the project offered the chance to work with an experienced 
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faculty member who could provide both a significant research opportu- 
nity and insights about her own teaching. For Russel, the project in- 
volved an opportunity to study the classroom of one of the deparbaLent’s 
most innovative teachers. It was a chance to work closely with and give 
research experience to a talented student specializing in composition 
studies, and providing such experience is an important part of the job 
for faculty teaching in a doctoral program. The project also made sense, 
given the impetus in composition studies to undermine traditional no- 
tions of hierarchy and power relations (Bullock, Trimbur, and Schuster; 
Mortensen and Kitsch) and to encourage collaborative projects (Bruffee; 
Ede and Lunsford). 

However, our conflict over language, and other situations that 
took place over the course of the project, helped to illustrate for us the 
very complex nature of our collaboration, a complexity we had not fully 
understood at the outset of the study and one not often articulated in 
published discussions of collaborative research. Such discussions tend 
to be exceedingly sanguine about the appeal of collaboration. Hudelson 
and Lindfors, in an early book on collaborative inquiry in language edu- 
cation, describe the pieces in their collection as "positive, strong, warm, 
upbeat" (ix). Other published discussions of collaborative research simi- 
larly emphasize the positive, feel-good aspects of such work. In an en- 
thusiastic defense of collaborative scholarship, Roen and Mittan extol 
the virtues of collaboration as multiperspectival, rigorous, ful! of heu- 
ristic value for researchers and for readers, and more enjoyable than 
solo study. The authors do point out that collaboration can "lead not to 
dialogue but to misunderstanding and acrimony," can be "vulnerable 
to conflicts in personality type and work habits," and is "not... im- 
mune from such social and political concerns as gender and status dif- 
ferences" (295-96). But, as in the Hude~on and Lindfors book and in an 
essay by Roen and McNenny, Roen and Mittan quickly move past such 
caveats to sing the praises of collaboration. Advocates of collaborative 
research, like those of collaborative writing and learning in the class- 
room, cite social constructionist theories of language and development 
(Bakhtin, Vygotsky) to support the view that working together, besides 
being politically progressive, is beneficial to learning. Indeed, the term 
collaboration appears to have achieved ’lkeyword" status in composition 
research, in that it "seems never to be used unfavourably" or to be inter- 
rogated critically (W’flliams 66). 

We began our work together examining the inner workings of a 
classroom. But as our research progressed and as the political complexi- 
ties of our collaborative activity became more evident, studying scenes 
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of instruction evolved into an examination of the politics of studying 
scenes of instruction. In this chapter, while acknowledging its benefits 
and unique strengths, we would like to examine in greater detail some 
of the tensions involved in classroom-based collaborative research. We 
focus in particular here on negotiations of power and authority in a 
collaboration between colleagues at different levels of the academic hi- 
erarchy, using examples from our own collaboration. Our purpose is 
not in any way to discourage or disparage collaborative research. Rather, 
in presenting a less celebratory, more critical, and, we believe, more re- 
alistic picture of such research, we hope to raise awareness of the com- 
plex politics and the sometimes overlapping, sometimes conflicting roles 
which affect collaborators who study classrooms. We argue that conflict 
or "dissensus" (Karis; Trimbur) can in fact be a critical and even pro- 
ductive part of the collaborative process. Because an important aspect 
of the complexity of collaborative research involves making sense of 
the differences in collaborators’ perspectives, we will each consider our 
roles in the collaboration, framed by a jointly authored discussion. We 
will conclude by presenting some reflections about preparing for and 
dealing with problems and conflicts that might arise during collabora- 
tion. 

Sherry Cook Stanforth’s Perspective on the Collaboration 

"Could you give me a couple of days?" I asked him after our initial 
discussion. "I’d really like more time to think about it." For a graduate 
student in the field of composition studies, the invitation to do collabo- 
rative classroom research with the director of frestunan English seemed 
almost too good to be true, except for one small detail: many of the 
actions under scrutiny would be my own. Despite the confidence I had 
built over four years o~ teaching and presenting work at academic con- 
ferences, I worried about a "collaboration" where my classroom iden- 
tity would be fully exposed to someone who played an important role 
in my professional development. I took my first graduate course in the 

field from Russel. He guided one of my research projects; he acted as 
my academic adviser; he wrote my recommendations. His title was 
"Director of Freshman English" and mine was "Graduate Assistant." 
How could I forget, when acting as a kind of writing authority for twenty- 
two students, that traditionally my collaborator had served as my evalu- 
ator? This addition to my classroom audience complicated my struggle 
to fulfill the role of "effective teacher." As usual, Russel would super- 
vise and respond to my professional performance. But in this situation, 
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he was a "partner" who first watched and scribbled notes in ayellow 
legal padmthen returned to his office to render "my" experiences into 
text. 

As a teacher who emphasizes dialogic participation, I have grown 
to appreciate how sitting in a circle makes it difficult for anyone to hide. 
Such a classroom structure recalls the theoretically charged vocabulary 
of negotiated authority, polyvocality, egalitarianism, demarginalization, 
pluralism, Bakhtinian heteroglossia. As we face each other’s "alien 
word[s]" (Roen and Mittan 293), we must decide how, or if, we will 
respond w.i.’th our own. This interaction forms the basis for relationships, 
identified by Edelsky and Boyd as "the one constant feature" in col- 
laborative work. Negotiators are constantly confronted by surprises, and 
before arriving at their common goal they must forage through a "jumble 
of thorns and roses" (5). 

But traditionally, institutional settings have resisted alien words, 
and as a student and a teacher, I have often experienced those uncom- 
fortable situations where the circle-of-equals philosophy won’t do. Au- 
thority ultimately shapes itself to the organizational context surround- 
ing collaborators--in this case, the English department, where 
performance evaluation and decision making occur daily. Varying lev- 
els of identification and commitment to the perceived interests of that 
organization, along with the agendas which have been informed by 
superordinate groups (Cheney and Tompkins 2-3), imply a hierarchy 
between the director who has a hand in designing the curriculum, the 
teaching assistant who has been "chosen" to interpret and carry out 
that curriculum--and the students who must fulfill its requirements. 

My job teaching English 102 required that I guide my students 
toward analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating arguments on political 
and cultural topics. Drawing on class discussion, assigned reading, and 
journal entries, students were to write short essays and a self-reflexive 
research project--all of which critically examined the beliefs and values 
informing their own and other positions within complex sodal discourse. 
In my ideal class, I visualized myself as facilitator of a decentra|i~.ed 
classroom where my (mostly white, conservative) students carefully 
considered the alien word. At the end of the quarter, my writers would 
leave the circle shuddering at positivism, ready to expose rhetorical 
manipulation, and they would never, ever tune in to Rush Limbaugh 
again. 

But I faced the reality of Students like Joshua writing about women 
who refused to know their God-given role in life--that of the happy 
homemaker. Mindy, Jan, and Stephanie fixated on the "gross injustice" 
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of affirmative action and the "overboard" political objections of Ad-rican 
Americans. The heated discussion which followed a classroom visit from 
the director of A_ffirmafive Action confirmed my suspicion that the three 
had a strong following. In yet another discussion, Karen mentioned that 
her AIDS-infected uncle "deserved to die." I struggled with the silence. 
Russel waited, pencil poised--and somewhere in my periphery, a hand 
waved eagerly. What I thought would be a challenge to Karen’s views 
turned out to be Donald’s "making sure" that she didn’t mean that all 
people with AIDS deserved to die. After all, his research project was 
about AIDS-infected hemophiliacs as victims of discrimination, and his 
initial thesis--his rhetorical emphasis~designated that they were the 
"innocent" AIDS sufferers. 

Ken, who told me in a conference that his father was homosexual, 
chose not to partidpate at all in the discussion. Jack, who wrote his first 
paper about the struggle to repress his homosexuality and his suicidal 
tendencies, chose not to participate in the discussion either. Nor did 
Jeff, a minority prelaw student who told me in a conference that he 
wanted to fight social injustice, choose to participate in the discussion. 
And Katie and Chelsea passed up a golden opportunity to draw on 
Gordon Allport’s group-norm theory of prejudice (from Rereading 
America), despite the fact that it had served as a key citation in their 
recent essays. 

I do not remember exactly what I contributed to the discussion. It 
seems I made a weak attempt to balance the silence, said something to 
the effect that "we need to remember that not everyone holds that par- 
ticular view about homosexuality." Authority issues compelled their 
resistance and my confusion about making space for students’ voices. 
That day especially, I was torn by the realization that teachers cannot 
make students say what they think students might be thinking. Neither 
can they always say what they themselves are thinking; I had a fear of 
shutting down participation. What kind of power would that be, turn- 
ing my "critical thinking" on students to model an involved 
counterargument? Many of them were deeply grounded in a religious 
faith which did not encourage deviance from so-called traditional val- 
ues. They complained to me about the "liberal" agenda in the textbook. 
They felt angry and threatened, and I learned that after class they would 
gather for coffee, bash the textbook and its assignments, and find cons 
sensus with one another. 

The experience of teaching untidy social discourse in front of one’s 
supervisor was an emotional and intellectual challenge for me: it not 
only compelled me to seek an "appropriate" or "fair" balance of student 
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voices, it also demanded that I understand my own place within that 
discourse~ and teach composition effectively. Sometimes, I completely 
forgot that I was in that room leading students to "reread America" so 
that they could become more compelling writers. I could only react to 
what I knew about each of them as thinkers and believers--people 
shaped by their life experiences, confronting a curriculum which re- 
quired them to challenge that shaping process, both individually and 
socially. 

It is interesting that much of a teacher’s ide~ntity is inextricably 
bound to her own sense of being able to effectively control situations 
such as the ones mentioned above. What, finall3~ was my "partner" think- 
ing? Who would I be as the teacher? That all-important question of "What 
work will we do today?" gained a complexity when Russel entered my 
classroom. As I walked the line between theory and practice, my per- 
ceptions of my own role blurred, and sometimes my teaching became a 
performance aimed at two significantly different audiences. I was on 
the boundary, both teacher and student. What if Russel did not agree 
with a particular decision or act? What if he chose not to support me? 
Would he fully perceive my agenda? Would he "accurately" translate 
that agenda when he sat down to write about what happened in the 
classroom? 

My collaborator’s participation in small group activities, his fre- 
quent mee~ngs with case study students, his access not only to their 
written work but to my evaluative feedback--all served to increase my 
awareness of the "imbalance" in our professional experience. Because I 
feared coming across as unappreciative, I hesitated to raise even the 
most respectful challenge of his role in my classroom, a role which sig- 
nificantly contribut4d to students" learning. When confronted with op- 
portunities to assert my own authority as teacher I often remained si- 
lent. Once, in a conference, my student Amy mentioned with some 
frustration that Russel had firmly steered her away from a topic she 
really wanted to w~fite about: military cover-up of extraterrestrial life. It 
crossed my mind then that I probably would have handled the confer- 
ence differently. Amy and I would have entertained a discussion about 
audience issues and assignment goals as they related to her chosen topic. 
Ultimately, though, my role was governed by my sense of what collabo- 
rating should be with a senior col.league: better not to say much about 
the incident and to keep pushing forward. 

Such situations imply a tangle of audience issues. Russel’s research 
data would be determined in large part by the relationships he man- 
aged to build with the students and with me. We, in turn, could not help 
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but be influenced by the authority he represented. And when faced with 

the dilemmas and unpredictable moments inherent to teaching compo- 
sit-ion, I found myself struggling to feel like a "collaborator" rather than 
a "subject." There is something very personal about how teachers ulti- 
mately translate and encourage critical ideas, how we build a classroom 
community. I tried once, in a journal entry, to explore this feeling of 
vulnerability: 

He is the researcher reading me as I read my students--who are 
also reading me. I remember at the begh-ming of fall quarter sens- 
ing what evaluative criteria might be used to gauge my class- 
room performance and thinking, "Russel and I are different. He 
will be watching for a structure, terminology, a kind of science-~ 
and I will be encouraging boundary reformulation, creative deft- 
n~tions and intuition." 

Experimentation of any khnd involves risk, and I found myself 
wondering about a reading which would be "cast from above" (Edelsky 
and Boyd 7). I knew that in our project the translation of experiences 
and situations both inside and outside the classroom would evolve into 
an epistemological product. It would, to draw on Thomas Newkirk’s 
discussion of ethics in qualitative research (this volume), go through a 
series of "renderings" until it represented a text of "real power" about 
the activity of all parties involved. How, finally, would my story get told? 

Russel Durst’s Perspective on the Collaboration 

The button on my bulletin board reads, "Question Authority." But in- 
creasingly in my professional life as a college professor and, in the last 
few years, composition program director, I find myself in the role of au- 
thority. In this situation, it is not so easy to "fight the power," as Public 
Enemy puts it in Spike Lee’s Do the Right Thing. In terms of developing 
curriculum, hiring and evaluating faculty, sched~_,Hng, setting program 
policies, working with new graduate assistants, assessing students, help- 
ing to resolve student-teacher disputes, deriding who gets money, and 
representing the program both within and outside the university, I fre- 
quently face issues of authority and how best to exercise it. As director, 
my impulse is as much as possible to share power--and the responsi- 
bility that accompanies it--with my colleagues who teach in the com- 
position program. This approach comes in part from my experience and 
ideology as a composition teacher who attempts to decentraliT.e the lo- 
cus of authority in the cla.~sroom, to push students to take greater and 
greater responsibility for their own development as writers. As a 
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researcher, my impulse is similar. I have been engaged in numerous 
collaborative research and writing projects, always with colleagues who 
are peers as well as good friends. These collaborations are among my 
most satisfying professional experiences. There have been some con- 
flicts and disagreements, to be sure. However, conflict and disagree- 
ment are part of the collaborative process, can indeed be quite helpful 
at times, and my overall experience of collaboration has been a very 
positive and productive one. 

It was in this context of a history of successful and enjoyable col- 
laborations that I talked with Sherry about working with me on a study 
of students" developing analytic abilities and the teacher’s role in that 
development in freshman English. I knew I wanted to study a freshman 
English class, and my original plan was to do the research myself, with 
the teacher and the students serving as the subjects of the study. But my 
research orientation was changing at this ~ne, as I began to move to- 
ward a less hierarchical way of doing research, an approach that was 
beginning to receive a good deal of attention in composition studies. 
Motivated by Sandra Harding’s pioneering work in feminist inquiry, 
Gesa K£rsch’s discussion of this approach in the context of composition 
studies, and Hull and Rose’s work with basic writing students, I re- 
solved to try a more participatory and egalitarian form of research. In 
this new (to me) approach I would work closely and collaboratively 
with a teacher-researcher, instead of observing from "above." I would 
get to know students in a different way as well, tutoring them and par- 
ticipating in the class, rather than just interviewing them and examin- 
ing their written work. I would also focus more, in a self-reflexive wa~ 
on my own assumptions and opinions as a researcher, teacher, and ad- 
rninistrator, rather than assuming the detached, pseudo-objective stance 
of the traditional empiricist. Coming from a background as a tradition- 
ally trained psycholinguistic researcher, and never having done a class- 
room-based, qualitative study before, I was intrigued by this new ap- 
proach, which seemed both more humane and far better contextualized 
than other approaches to studying what went on in writing classes. I 
resolved to try it out. 

Sherry was an obvious choice for a collaborator. With a back- 
ground in composition studies, creative writing, and folklore, she was 
well respected in th~ depa~ h~Lent and known for desigrting interesting 
classroom activities and assignments, which many others would bor- 
row. She had already given a number of papers at national conferences. 
She had distinguished herself in virtually all the courses we offer and 
was looking for research experience. Having just read a piece by Roen 
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and Mittan (professor and graduate student, respectively) enthusiasti- 
cally advocating collaborative scholarship, I felt very encouraged about 
the project. 

However, to mn extent that I had not fully realized, this was still 
"my" study, which I had conceived, was directing, and had asked Sherry 
to take part in. It was not as fully collaborative as projects I had worked 
on with faculty colleagues (though I have found that one never knows 
at the outset just how collaborative~in terms of shared work and como 
mitment--a project is going to be; work roles often evolve). As director 
of the wri~-~g program of which Sherry’s class was a part, and as her 
professor and mentor, I brought a considerable amount of authority to 
the project, more than I was initially aware of when I asked her to col- 
laborate. Further, I brought in even more authority by virtue of being 
the observer of her teaching performance; there is a measure of "silent" 
power simply in being the one who enters a class and takes note of 
what goes on there. My main research agenda in observing Sherry’s 
class was to examine how students responded to, made sense of, re- 
sisted, and engaged with classroom activities and explanations. 

At the same time that I was observing Sherry’s class sessions, I 
was also visi~ng the classes of the new graduate teaching assistants, 
critiquing and giving them feedback on their teaching, a very different 
kind of observation. Somewhat to my surprise, I found myself falling 
into an evaluative as opposed to interpretive or research-oriented stance 
in Sherry’s class. My field notes, in which I tried to record as much as I 
could about what was happening in class, occasionally reflect this evalu- 
ative perspective, which was usually positive but sometimes negative. 
For example, a little more than halfway into the first quarter, regarding 
the "Author of the Day" activity, in which each student picked a day to 
read something, anything, they had written, I made the following com- 
ment: 

Author of the DaykWu read a poem she’d written in 7th grade 
about the boy she liked, real "moon, June, spoon" kind of stuff. 
Yuck. I really question the value of this activity. Most of what I’ve 
heard in this class and in others that have started doing it has 
been real junk, not just average but awful, the worst rhyming 
verse, the most banal sentiments. 

Sherry had introduced this activity into the depar t~ent (adapted 
from Donald Daiker of Miami University), and many other teachers had 
begun using it, but I was beginning to have doubts about how students 
were approaching "Author of the Day." However, in my discussions 
with Sherry concerning the research project, I generally avoided making 
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these evaluative comments because I did not want her to think she was 
being judged constantly on her teaching. We concentrated on issues con- 
cerning the research, mainly having to do with how students were mak- 
ing sense of the curriculum, class activities, and writing assignments. 
But I did feel I was holding back somewhat and not being completely 
frank about my perceptions of the class. The problem here is that I was 
having a hard time separating out my different roles. My own multiple 
agendas, the different positions I hold in my professional life, and the 
varying perspectives these positions require were complicating my read- 
ing of the class and the teacher. 

As a researcher investigating classroom dynamics, it was not ter- 
ribly important that I had doubts about "Author of the Day." However, 
these doubts were not completely irrelevant to the research either. I 
sensed increasingly that many students were taking the activity rather 
lightly; they were generally afraid to risk much self-disclosure in their 
pieces or significant departure from the class norms that had been es- 
tablished; they were churning out bland, formulaic, unchallenging texts. 
I viewed this trend as indicating a form of resistance to the critical re- 
flection and risk taking Sherry was trying to encourage in the class. As a 
program director and teacher, I wondered whether these students were 
really doing college-level work in their "Author of the Day" pieces. It 
occurred to me that the fact that "Author of the Day" was an un~aded 
assignment probably had a lot to do with how students approached the 
task; it’s no secret that most students give higher priority to graded work. 
For me, then, all of these perceptions were interesting and a part of the 
picture of the class I was developing. But I was uncertain about how 
to or even whether I should---discuss these program-related misgiv- 
ings with my collaborator. In the end, we did discuss the issue briefly, 
and Sherry explained and defended her use of the activity. Yet once again 
I felt as if I were rewarding Sherry’s generosity in letting me into her 
class and her willingness to work with me on the project by providing 
another gratuitous critique of her teaching. Once again, we were no 
longer collaborative partners, and I had moved, rather ambivalently but 
by my own choice, into the role of authority figure. 

Power and Authority in Collaborative Research 

Historically, English departments have been wary of collaborative work, 
departing as it does from traditional models of humanistic scholarship 
and posing problems for tenure and promotion decisions. Even in the 
social sciences and education, where collaborative work is more com- 
mon, published discussions of the nature of such work and how to carry 
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it out are extremely rare. Examination of five major guides to qualita- 
tive research reveals very little on collaboration. For example, Bogdan 
and Bilden, who entertain one of the most extensive discussions, in- 
clude nothing specifically about collaboration, and only about one page 
on what they call "team research," providing commonsense advice about 
keeping lines of communication open and making clear each person’s 
role in the project (202-03). Because of this lack of extended critical dis- 
cussion, those wishing to engage in collaborative research have largely 
had to come up with their own guidelines and approaches. 

One recent discussion of collaborative inquiry focusing specifi- 
cally on power disparities is an essay by Carole Edelsky and Chris Boyd, 
university researcher and elementary teacher, respectively. As a re- 
searcher, Edelsky refuses even to place herself in the position of evalu- 
ating and critiquing the teachers she collaborates with. She will work 
only with teachers she perceives to be outstanding, arguing that "if the 
teacher and I are supposed to be peers---co-researchers--then I cannot 
be in a position to want to improve her practice" (9). Edelsky’s refusal 
to critique arises in large part out of a desire to put her collaborator at 
ease about opening up her classroom to a nationally known researcher. 
And indeed, Boyd says, "The initial impact of this research project on 
my teaching shocked me. I was frozen; I couldn’t teach" (10). An ac- 
complished teacher who had herself published work on whole language 
teaching, Boyd had been friends with Edelsky even before the study; 
and yet the reality of letting the researcher into her class, along with the 
expectation that they would be doing research, initially "had an almost 
paralytic effect" on her teaching (9). 

Apparendy Boyd was able to work through her initial paralysis, 
and the two went on to have a satisfying collaboration. However, 
Edelsky’s mnwillingness to consider being critical of her co-researcher 
points to problems common in classroom-based collaborative research. 
On the one hand, such a policy may deflect some of the anxiety that can 
develop when a researcher enters a teacher’s class to observe. And in 
attempting to removb herself from the "superior" university professor/ 
"lowly" classroom teacher dichotomy, Edelsky showed a genuine re- 
spect for her collaborator and for teachers in general. On the other hand, 
her anticrifical stance raises important questions about the nature of 
collaborative research. How can a researcher truly know, before the col- 
laboration, that she wil! find nothing to be critical of in the collaborator’s 
classroom? Is it really possible, or even desirable, not to be critical in a 
project which demands careful analysis of the people being studied, as 
well as self-scrutiny and reflexivity on the part of the researchers them- 
selves? Can the "higher-status" and "lower-status" collaborators really 
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assume a "we’re all just friends here" stance and leave deeply entrenched 
power differentials at the classroom door? Such a stance would seem to 
ignore an important aspect of the relationship between the collabora- 
tors, a relationship which should itself be critically interrogated as part 
of a qualitative research project. 

In our collaboration, we found the distribution of authority very 
much affected, but not completely determined, by our respective posi- 
tions in the English department hierarchy. Both of us exercised different 
kinds of authority in the study; though a graduate student, Sherry was 
not completely subordinate or without voice. As the classroom teacher, 
she was in a very real sense an expert..She had a much more detailed 
understanding of what was happening in class, what the purpose of an 
activity was, and how particular students were doing than did Russel, 
the participant-observer. Her knowledge and her authority--were criti- 
cal in the collaborators" making sense of students’ patterns of develop- 
ment as well as overall classroom dynamics. She also established au- 
thority by being assertive about her own position on issues, as in our 
discussion of the "Author of the Day" activity, and by negotiating power 
rather than letting Russel impose his own views and plans on the project. 

This is not to deny the authority possessed by Russel, with his 
greater institutional power and experience in the field. It is only to sug- 
gest that we struggled i_n our collaborative research to establish what 
Henry Giroux calls a "border pedagogy." Such a pedagogy "provides 
educators with the opporVanity to rethipk, the relatior~ between the cen- 
ters and the margins of power" and "challenges those institutional and 
ideological boundaries that have historically masked their own relations 
of power behind complex forms of distinction and privilege" (247). While 
Giroux uses the term "border pedagogy" to refer to teacher-student in- 
teractions in the classroom, we think the concept can be extended to 
describe the pedagogical component of our own collaborative process. 
In situations where our differing degrees of status and power could not 
help but take the foreground, we struggled, in the words of Mortensen 
and Kitsch, to achieve "a dialogic model of authority, one which infuses 
authority with ethics" (557)~ Our collaboration has provided us with an 
opport~-tity to interrogate these issues of authority and institutional 
hierarchy. Without denying our differing degrees of status and power, 
we view our work together, and collaborative work in general, espe- 
daily that between colleagues with varying degrees of power, as an 
opportunity to move away from a traditional notion of authority as au- 
tonomous, role governed, and inflexible. Collaborative work offers 
chances to experiment with a feminist-inspk-ed view of authority as, at 
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least in part, negotiable, committed to building community, and sensi- 
tive to the well-being of all participants (Schweickart). 

Our collaboration also allowed us to examine the closely related 

issue of gender and power. In a sense, our roles recapitulate traditional 
power relations, with a subordinate woman and a more powerful male 
authority figure. But one can also view the collaboration as an attempt 
to challenge the conventional gender hierarchy by offering a "less pow- 
erful" woman research experience that would empower her as a gradu- 
ate student specializing in composition. Recently the field of composi- 
tion has heard calls for replacing autonomous authority in teaching with 
an "ethic of care" (Noddings), a more collaborative institutional model 
wl’dch involves opening up and negotiating issues of power and au- 
thority rather than ignoring or exploiting them. Researchers willing to 
apply such an ethic not only in their interactions with the individuals 
they study, but also in their work with "unequal" collaborators are well 
positioned to challenge and revise the longstanding tradition of inequal- 
ity between institutional members~ 

71 

Where Conflict and Collaboration Converge 

In order to develop models of research which allow for the kind of 
"nonhierarchical, empowering, and emancipatory" collaboration 
Edelsky and Boyd envision, we need first to acknowledge even criti- 
cally appreciate ~ituations which are hierarchical, subordinating, con- 
straining (or, as Boyd herself suggested, "paralytic") (9). Mortensen and 
Kirsch’s call for "rethinking notions of objectified, stable, autonomous 
authority" between students and teacher in the composition classroom 
can help us consider what it would mean to rethink collaborative re- 
search in composition (557). A redistribution of rhetorical power means 
not only that collaborators’ differing perspectives would need to be in- 
terrogated as part of a study, but also that the students being "researched" 
would have a greater voice than has traditionally been the case in com- 
position inquiry. Researchers’ interpretations of students and teachers 
would have to compete with their interpretations of themselves. 
Storytelling would get untidy, unwieldy. (In our classroom study, we 
tried as much as possible to let students speak for themselves, but that 
is a subject for another essay.) 

Discussing resistance in the humanities toward collaborative work, 
Roen and Mittan point out that collaboration can also mean treasonous 
cooperation with an occupying enemy and that, partly for this reason, 
many in the academy find it "frightening, unfamiliar, dangerous even" 
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(303). While it is dispiriting to think that one’s collaborator could actu- 
ally be "an enemy occupying one’s country," the comparison suggests 
that researchers may hold a space they feel compelled to protect from 
border crossers. It was not until the two of us shared a classroom con- 
text (one in which we both had very significant--but different--invest- 
ments) that we began addressing the oft-hidden ties between the con- 
cepts of power, collaboration, and "enemy." Before cross-collaborators 
can work "synergistically" (Roen and Mittan 302) the enemy element in 
power ought to be considered. How is a "frightening, unfami!iar, even 
dangerous" territory defined not only by newcomers to the field, but by 
veterans? Not only by junior colleagues, but by senior colleagues? In 
other words, what specific dynamics alter what it means to work to- 
gether such that participants must vie for balance and control of their 
researcher roles? 

We support recent calls in the field for an increase in collabora- 
tive research, but those considering collaboration should be aware that 
they risk conflict, threats to their power, dangerous questions, intru- 
sions, and the general unpredictability which often characterizes such 
work. Roen and Mittan, like Ede and Lunsford, Edelsky and Boyd, 
Hudelson and Lindfors, and others who advocate collaboration, are part 
of the larger move in academia to consider and even celebrate "other" 
knowledge (see Sullivan, this volume). Thus, in their "rnhni-handbook 
for co-conspirators," Roen and Mittan offer some practical suggestions: 
(1) make collaboration a normal par~ of your work; (2) don’t be afraid to 
approach others about collaborating; (3) leave ego out of it; (4) choose 
your collaborators carefully; and (5) learn from the example of other 
successful collaborative teams. 

Yet before implementing these suggestions, one might consider 
more carefully the complex nature of authority. Mortensen and Kitsch 
argue that power differences "endlessly shift within and across social 
contexts" (558), whether we choose to acknowledge them or not. In the 
face of such shifting, Roen and M/t-tan, citing "political and economic 
realities of life in academic depa ,-ta-~ents" (302), speculate about the pros- 
pects for broad acceptance of collaborative work in a field that still valo- 
rizes individual accomplishment. However, we suggest that these reali- 
ties will only begin to change when researchers themselves critically 
address the political dimension of their collaborative relationship. For 
us, this scrutiny yielded several alternative ways of conceptualizing and 
carrying out collaborative research. 

As one way of dea!ing with the political dimension, we have 
learned the importance of what we call grounding for power in such 
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research. Ede and Lunsford have emphasized the need to establish dearly 
defined roles for "junior" and "senior" collaborators. This defining pro- 
cess may be an excellent starting point; nevertheless, it does not address 
the complexity of identifying the boundaries where those roles can (and 
often should) be challenged. Just as we have tried to overcome the indi- 
vidualist ethic to "do it myself because I’ll get the job done quicker, 
better, righter, etc.," so too as junior and senior collaborators we have 
struggled against an uncritical acceptance of institutional and social roles. 
For the senior partner in a collaboration, grounding for power might 
include reexamining one’s own sense of professional authority, negoti- 
ating boundaries previously not considered, inviting a kind of partici- 
pation which may exceed the expectations of the junior colleague. In 
other words, the senior colleague is responsible for assisting the junior 
colleague in a kind of authority building. And while it is easiest to name 
the junior partner as the "marginalized" voice, in the end such labeling 
may do little to serve emancipatory goals for collaboration. Our experi- 
ence has taught us that the junior partner, too, needs to ground for 
power--by admitting her own accountability for having a voice in the 
research. This move to establish a firm footing in the research can in- 
volve negotiating boundaries that seem intimidating but can ultimately 
help one to gain entr@e to the field. In other words, the junior col.league 
is responsible for assisting the senior colleague in a kind of authority 
balancing. 

In addition, our trust and respect for one another strengthened-- 
and our research efforts improved--when we were able to talk openly 
about the problems of collaboration. Newkirk (this volume) suggests 
that senior researchers are often responsible for "seductions" of the 
people they do research "on" and "with" and for breaches of trust when 
the researcher makes critical judgments without providing opportuni- 
ties for response. Likewise, Boyd’s "paralysis" may reflect the tendency 
for junior partners to resign themselves to the low end of an opposi- 
tional role. A project which admits the reality of institutional power will 
produce the kinds of situations often labeled uncomfortable~because 
they are honest. These concerns relate to the notion of standpoint epis- 
temology, where research is grounded in an examination of how all par- 
ticipants "understand and represent their lives" (Wood 14). A stand- 
point posture which begins at the point of opposition seems a more 
appropriate means of developing a foundation of trust and respect not 
only between students and researchers, but also between co-research- 
ers wishing to inquire into "the conditions that cultivate distinct under- 
standings" in a given rhetorical situation (16). 
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Moreover, we were able to refine our methods of negotiation by 
admitting, rather than dismissing, the role of ego in a collaborative 
project. It is easy enough, as Roen and Mittan argue, to "believe that 
everything generated.., is collective" (305). But what is harder to relin- 
quish, finally, is rhetorical ownership. Behind every ego is a rhetor who 
believes in a particular salience, an ethos, an argument. Co-authorship 
can be granted, but a real challenge to collaboration comes when the 
goals of the research can be reappropriated in responseto the "collec- 
five" understanding. Partners, even "unequal" partners, who attempt 
to negotiate these understandings make their work more fully collabo- 
rative. In "reciprocal ethnography," a term coined by feminist-folklorist 
Elaine Lawless, careful attention to such points of exigency produces a 
"multi-layered story" which ’’balances text and interpretation" (39). In 
other words, the cons~-uction of knowledge becomes much more than 
whether or not the researcher "got it right" (37). Instead, practice based 
on reciprocal understandings wilikngly complicates a final product by 
embracing heteroglossia. An experienced researcher confronted with a 
less theoretically sophisticated perspective on the part of a subiect or 
collaborator can dismiss it or work to attribute it to the research context. 
Likewise, a iunior researcher experiencing either confusion or irdormed 
disagreement can either remain silent (and therefore in "good stead") 
or risk possible conflict. 

Finally, when we thoughtfully questioned examples from success- 
ful collaborative efforts, we were led to see what could be successful 
about our own. While we do not suggest that an oppositional stance is 
the only useful way to position oneself with regard to collaborative in- 
quiry, we suggest that there is much to be gained by looking carefully 
and critically at existing work as it relates to one’s own collaborative 
dynamic. Collaboration which "comes naturally" may sound promis- 
ing, but if it ignores or dismisses what can be "unnatural," unpleasant, 
problematic, or institutionally difficult about such research, then im- 
portant aspects of the collaborative work may go unexa~i-xined. 

Our. research partnership began with Russel’s plan to study 
Sherry’s classroom, but developed over time into a study of the politics 
of classroom-based research. We have come to understand that to look 
at a scene of instruction is to look politically. Throughout this experi- 
ence, we continue to find that, as collaborators, we are constantly revis- 
ing our relationship with one another. We have struggled to understand 
each other and ourselves as writers, readers, evaluators, teachers, men- 
tors, leaders, and learners. Our conflict over the use of a racially charged 
term in the classroom, for example, took both of us by surprise, and in 
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order to move forward together we had to practice what we were trying 
to teach students: to negotiate the often implicit ground rules underly- 
ing classroom activity. There have been times, even while composing 
this chapter, when our two voices could not become one. Ultimately, 
though, We have come to view this dissensus--and the subsequent un- 
derstandings that have developed from itmas an important part of our 
work together. 
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There are two basic types of education research: descriptive research and experimental research. Each type 
answers different research questions and uses different research designs to collect data. 

DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DESIGNS 

Descriptive research is used to answer descriptive research questions: What is happening? How is something 
happening? Why is something happening? 

Examples: 

¯ What is the average number of staff development hours per year for teachers in the United States? 
¯ What is the association between student-teacher ratios and student achievement in the state’s elementary 

schools? 
¯ How does instruction differ among teachers in the district who receive different amounts of staff 

development? 
¯ Why do teacher qualifications influence instruction? 

Descriptive research designs include the following: 

° Simple descriptive 
¯ Comparative descriptive 
° Correlational 

A simple descriptive research design is used when data are collected to describe persons, organizations, settings, 
or phenomena. For example, a researcher administers a survey to a random sample of teachers in the state in order 
to describe the characteristics of the state’s population of teachers. 

With a comparative descriptive design, the researcher describes two or more groups of participants. For example, 
a researcher administers a questionnaire to three groups of teachers about their classroom practices. The 
researcher chooses the three schools because the schools vary in terms of the amount of professional development 
that they provide to teachers. 

A correlational research design is used to describe the statistical association between two or more variables. For 
example, a researcher measures the student-teacher ratio in each classroom in a school district and measures the 
average student achievement on the state assessment in each of these same classrooms. Next the researcher uses 
statistical techniques to measure whether the student-teacher ratio and student achievement in the school district 
are connected numerically; for example, when the student-teacher ratio changes in value, so does student 
achievement. The researcher can then use the student-teacher ratio to predict student achievement, a technique 
called regression analysis. When there is more than one predictor variable, the technique of multiple regression 
analysis produces a multiple correlation that is used for prediction. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DESIGNS 

Experimental research is used to answer causal research questions: Does something cause an effect? For 
example, does a low student-teacher ratio cause higher student achievement? 

Experimental research designs include the following: 



¯ True experimental (randomized trials) 
¯ Quasi-experimental 

In experimental research, the researcher manipulates or varies an independent variable and measures its effects on 
one or more dependent variables. In a true experimental design, the researcher randomly assigns the participants 
who are being studied (also called the subjects) to two or more comparison groups. Sometimes the comparison 
groups are referred to as treatment and control groups. Participants in the treatment group receive some type of 
treatment, such as a special reading program. Participants in the control group do not receive the treatment. 

For example, at the beginning of a school year, a researcher randomly assigns all classes in a school district to 
have either a low student-teacher ratio (small class, the treatment group) or a normal student-teacher ratio (large 
class, the control group). At the end of the school year, the researcher measures each student’s achievement using 
the state assessment and compares the average achievement of students in the two sizes of classes. In this 
example, class size is the independent variable because class size is being varied or manipulated. Student 
achievement is the dependent variable because student achievement is being measured. 

In a quasi-experimental design, the researcher does not randomly assign participants to comparison groups, usually 
because random assignment is not feasible. To improve a quasi-experimental design, the researcher can match the 
comparison groups on characteristics that relate to the dependent variable. For example, a researcher selects from 
a school district 10 classes to have low student-teacher ratios and 10 classes to maintain their current high student- 
teacher ratios. The researcher selects the high-ratio classes based on their similarity to the low-ratio classes in 
terms of student socioeconomic status, a variable that is related to student achievement. 

Data and Data-collection Strategies 

TYPES OF DATA: QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE 

In quantitative research, the data are numbers and measurements; in qualitative research, the data are narrative 
descriptions and observations. Other differences are that qualitative research occurs in more natural and less 
controlled research settings than does quantitative research, and qualitative research often uses special methods to 
collect data, such as case study and ethnography. These methods reflect the philosophy of qualitative research, 
which emphasizes in-depth descriptions of persons, behaviors and contexts. 

With regard to research designs, correlational, experimental and quasi-experimental designs usually collect 
quantitative data. Simple descriptive and comparative descriptive designs collect either type of data. When both 
quantitative and qualitative data are collected in the same study, the approach is called mixed methods. 



I ntrod uction to Qualitative Research 
from Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Co/lector’s Field Guide 
By Natasha Mack, Cynthia Woodsong, Kathleen M. MacQueen, Greg Guest, and Emily Namey 

What is qualitative research? 

Qualitative research is a type of scientific research. In general terms, scientific research consists 
of an investigation that: 

¯ seeks answers to a question 
¯ systematically uses a predefined set of procedures to answer the question 
° collects evidence 
¯ produces findings that were not determined in advance 
¯ produces findings that are applicable beyond the immediate boundaries of the study 

Qualitative research shares these characteristics. Additionally, it seeks to understand a given 
research problem or topic from the perspectives of the local population it involves. Qualitative 
research is especially effective in obtaining culturally specific information about the values, 
opinions, behaviors, and social contexts of particular populations. 

What can we learn from qualitative research? 

The strength of qualitative research is its ability to provide complex textual descriptions of how 
people experience a given research issue. It provides information about the "human" side of an 
issue - that is, the often contradictory behaviors, beliefs, opinions, emotions, and relationships of 
individuals. Qualitative methods are also effective in identifying intangible factors, such as social 
norms, socioeconomic status, gender roles, ethnicity, and religion, whose role in the research 
issue may not be readily apparent. When used along with quantitative methods, qualitative 
research can help us to interpret and better understand the complex reality of a given situation 
and the implications of quantitative data. 

Although findings from qualitative data can often be extended to people with characteristics similar 
to those in the study population, gaining a rich and complex understanding of a specific 
social context or phenomenon typically takes precedence over eliciting data that can be generalized 
to other geographical areas or populations. In this sense, qualitative research differs slightly 
from scientific research in general. 

What are some qualitative research methods? 

The most common qualitative methods are observations and interviews. Each method is particularly suited 
for obtaining a specific type of data. 

° Observation is appropriate for collecting data on naturally occurring behaviors in 

their usual contexts. 

¯ Interviews are optimal for collecting data on individuals’ personal histories, perspectives, 
and experiences, particularly when sensitive topics are being explored. 

What forms do qualitative data take? 

The types of data these methods generate are field notes and transcripts. 
¯ Field notes are notes the researcher takes during observations. 
o Transcripts are records of interviews. 



Important Research Terms 
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qualitative research - Research in which the data are narrative descriptions or observations. In most qualitative 
research, there is an emphasis on the influence of context. 

Example: 
A researcher observes how teachers deliver instruction related to different reading curricula in two different schools. 
The researcher also interviews the teachers to understand their approaches to the different curricula and how their 
approaches might be influenced by school characteristics. 

quantitative research - Research in which the data are numbers and measurements. In quantitative research, 
there is an emphasis on control of the variables in the study. 

Example: 
A researcher randomly assigns students to different reading curricula. At the end of the school year, the researcher 
examines the students’ scores on a reading achievement test to determine whether the different curricula had 
different effects on reading. 

descriptive research - A type of research that has the goal of describing what, how or why something is 
happening. 

experimental research - A type of research that has the goal of determining whether something causes an effect. 

research questions - The question that a research study is designed to answer. Research questions include: What 
is happening? How is it happening? Why is it happening? Is something causing an effect? (note: Qualitative 
research may not have a specific research question; it’s goal may be to describe or explore a phenomenon, setting, 
or activity.) 

research design - The plan for how data will be collected in a research study. The research design should be 
appropriate for the research question that the study addresses. Research designs include simple descriptive, 
comparative descriptive, correlational, experimental and quasi-experimental. 

data - Factual information gathered as evidence for a research study (quantitative research utilizes primarily 
numerical data; qualitative research may utilizes primarily textual data but it may use other forms of data including 
numerical data or visual data such as pictures or videos) 

data analysis plan -The plan for analyzing data in a research study. In a quantitative research study, the data- 
analysis plan provides details on statistical procedures. In a qualitative research study, the data-analysis plan 
provides details on coding procedures. 

Example: 
A researcher conducts case studies of four University programs that received recognition for their effectiveness in 
preparing undergraduates. The sample is purposive because the programs were chosen based on their recognition. 

population and sample - The population is all individuals or entities belonging to the group that is being studied. 
Example: All students in North Carolina. 

sample - A subset of individuals or entities from a population. Example: Forthe population of all students in 
North Carolina, the 4th-grade students in the eastern half of the state would constitute a sample of the 
population (but not a random sample). 



random sample - A sample that is randomly drawn from a population so that each member of the population has 
an equal probability of being chosen for the sample. 

purposive sample - A sample of participants selected for a research or evaluation study based on the information 
that they can provide related to the study. 

independent variable - in experimental research, the variable that the researcher varies or manipulates to 
determine whether it has an effect on the dependent variable. 

Example: 
As part of an experiment, a researcher randomly assigns teachers in a large elementary school to receive one of 
three types of professional development: (1) a class on instructional strategies, (2) a training program on how to 
increase student motivation, or (3) a teacher discussion group. The researcher measures the differences in 
achievement gains among the students of the three teachers. The independent variable is professional 
development. 

dependent variable - The variable that is measured in a study. In an experimental research study, the dependent 
variable is affected by the independent variable. In a correlational research study, the dependent variable is 
associated with one or more other variables. 

Example: 
Experimental research study: 
A researcherrandomly assigns teachers in a large elementary school to receive one of three types of professional 
development: (1) a class on instructional strategies, (2) a training program on how to increase student motivation or 
(3) a teacher discussion group. The researcher measures the differences in achievement gains among the students 
of the three teachers. The dependent variable is student achievement gains. 

random assignment - The assignment of participants to comparison groups using chance procedures so that every 
participant has the same probability of being selected to a group. 

subjects - The participants whose behavior is examined in a research study. 

comparison groups - The groups of participants who are being compared in a study, either based on different 
group characteristics or on having different treatments. 

treatment group - The program, policy or practice that is being studied through research or evaluation. Treatments 
are often interventions of some type such as a special reading program for high-achieving students. In an 
experimental research study, the treatment is the independent variable. 

control group - The group of participants in an experiment who do not receive the treatment that is being studied. 

narrative descriptions - Verbal descriptions of the information obtained from qualitative research such as 
descriptions of interview results. 

observation - The collection of data by documenting the occurrence of events in a setting. Observation is a 
common method of data collection in qualitative research. 

observation protocol - The plan for conducting observations of an event or behavior, including the frequency and 
duration of observations, and the definition of what will be observed. 

interviews - A data-collection method in which the researcher asks questions of individuals or groups and records 
the participants’ answers. 



interview protocol - The planned questions and accompanying probes asked during an interview. Structured 
interview protocols ask specific objective questions in a predetermined order. Unstructured interview protocols ask 
open-ended questions and the order depends on interviewees’ answers. 

fieldnotes - Notes the researcher takes during observations. 

transcripts - Written records of interviews. 

case study - A data collection method in which a single person, entity or phenomenon is studied in depth over a 
sustained period of time and through a variety of data. 

Example: 
A researcher conducts a yearlong case study of a college program that was awarded a grant to improve co- 
curricular activities. The researcher documents the processes used to implement the grant, interviews students and 
administrators, observes staff development, and measures student engagement before and after the grant was 
awarded. 

ethnography - A data-collection method in which information is collected about a group of individuals in their natural 
setting, primarily through observations. 

Example: 
A researcher uses ethnography to study the challenges that face three beginning teachers at one elementary 
school. The researcher observes and documents the teachers in their classrooms, on the playground, in the 
teachers’ lounge, at staff meetings, at parent conferences and in staff development sessions. 

mixed methods - The use of both quantitative and qualitative data-collection strategies in the same study. By 
providing more and different types of information related to the same research question, this approach can increase 
the reliability and applicability of research conclusions. 



WHAT IS ETHNOGRAPHY? 
© 2010, 2011 American Ethnography 

SOME DEFINITIONS 

eth.nog.ra.phy ~-n. the scientific description of the customs of individual peoples and cultures. 

The New Oxford American Dictionary 2nd Edition. 

: the study and systematic recording of human cultures ; also : a descriptive work produced from such research 

Merriam- Webster Online 

"[Ethnography has a] goal, of which an Ethnographer should never lose sight. This goal is, briefly, to grasp the 
native’s point of view, his relation to life, to realise his vision of his world. We have to study man, and we must 
study what concerns him most intimately, that is, the hold life has on him. In each culture, the values are 
slightly different; people aspire after different aims, follow different impulses, yearn after a different form of 
happiness. In each culture, we find different institutions in which man pursues his lifeqnterest, different 
customs by which he satisfies his aspirations, different codes of law and morality which reward his virtues or 
punish his defections. To study the institutions, customs, and codes or to study the behaviour and mentality 
without the subjective desire of feeling by what these people live, of realising the substance of their 
happiness--is, in my opinion, to miss the greatest reward which we can hope to obtain from the study of man." 

Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922) by Bronislaw Malinowski. 

"Ethnography consists of the observation and analysis of human groups considered as individual entities (the 
groups are often selected, for practical and theoretical reasons unrelated to the nature of the research 
involved, from those societies that differ most from our own). Ethnography thus aims at recording as accurately 
as possible the perspective modes of life of various groups." 

Structural Anthropology (1963), by Claude L~vi-Strauss. 



"The word ’ethnography’ has a double meaning in anthropology: ethnography as product (ethnographic 

writings--the articles and books written by anthropologists), and ethnography as process (participant 
observation or fieldwork). The product depends upon the process, but not in any simple A>B relationship. In 
constructing ethnographies, anthropologists do more than merely ’write up’ the fieldnotes they record as part of 
the process of doing fieldwork. If ethnographies can be seen as the building blocks and testing grounds of 
anthropological theory, ethnographies and the ethnographic process from which they derive are also shaped 

and moulded by theory. 

As a written account, an ethnography focuses on a particular population, place and time with the deliberate 
goal of describing it to others." 

"Ethnography" by Roger Sanjek in Encyclopedia of Social and Cultural Anthropology (2002), Alan Barnard and 
Jonathan Spencer (eds.). 

"A research method located in the practice of both sociologists and anthropologists, and which should be 
regarded as the product of a cocktail of methodologies that share the assumption that personal engagement 
with the subject is the key to understanding a particular culture or social setting. Participant observation is the 
most common component of this cocktail, but interviews, conversational and discourse analysis, documentary 
analysis, film and photography, life histories all have their place in the ethnographer’s repertoire. Description 
resides at the core of ethnography, and however that description is constructed it is the intense meaning of 
social life from the everyday perspective of groups members that is sought." 

"Ethnography" by Dick Hobbs in The SAGE Dictionary of Social Research Methods (2006), Victor Jupp (ed.). 



"From one point of view, that of the textbook, doing ethnography is establishing rapport, selecting informants, 

transcribing texts, taking genealogies, mapping fields, keeping a diary, and so on. But it is not these things, 
techniques and received procedures that define the enterprise. What defines it is what kind of intellectual effort 
it is: an elaborate venture in, to borrow a notion from Gilbert Ryle, "thick description." 

What the ethnographer is in fact faced with--except when (as, of course, he must do) he is pursuing the more 
automatized routines of data collection--is a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, many of them 
superimposed upon or knotted into one another, which are at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit, and which 
he must contrive somehow first to grasp and then to render. And this is true at the most down-to-earth, jungle 

field work levels of his activity; interviewing informants, observing rituals, eliciting kin terms, tracing property 
lines, censusing households ... writing his journal. Doing ethnography is like trying to read (in the sense of 
"construct a reading of") a manuscript--foreign, faded, full of ellipses, incoherencies, suspicious emendations, 
and tendentious commentaries, but written not in conventionalized graphs of sound but in transient examples 
of shaped behavior." 

The Interpretation of Cultures by Clifford Geertz (1973). 



WHAT IS AUTOETHNOGRAPHY? 
from Autoethnography: An Overview 

Autoethnography is an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and 
systematically analyze (graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural 
experience ( ethno ). 

As a method, autoethnography combines characteristics of autobiography and ethnography. 

When writing an autobiography, an author retroactively and selectively writes about past 

experiences. Usually, the author does not live through these experiences solely to make them 

part of a published document; rather, these experiences are assembled using hindsight. In 

writing, the author also may interview others as well as consult with texts like photographs, 

journals, and recordings to help with recall. Most often, autobiographers write about 

"epiphanies"--remembered moments perceived to have significantly impacted the trajectory of 

a person’s life times of existential crises that forced a person to attend to and analyze lived 

experience, and events after which life does not seem quite the same. 

When researchers do ethnography, they study a culture’s relational practices, common values 

and beliefs, and shared experiences for the purpose of helping insiders (cultural members) and 

outsiders (cultural strangers) better understand the culture. Ethnographers do this by 

becoming participant observers in the culture--that is, by taking field notes of cultural 

happenings as well as their part in and others’ engagement with these happenings. An 

ethnographer also may interview cultural members, examine members’ ways of speaking and 

relating, investigate uses of space and place, and/or analyze artifacts such as clothing and 

architecture, and texts such as books, movies, and photographs. 

When researchers do autoethnography, they retrospectively and selectively write about 

epiphanies that stem from, or are made possible by, being part of a culture and/or by 

possessing a particular cultural identity. 

]0 



February 1, 2012 
2he New York ~I~mes 

Why a Liberal Arts Education Matters 

By VEDIKA KHEMANI 

Well, what is it going to be: engineering, medicine or commerce? 

Most 12th-grade students in India are faced with this question, as they struggle to fit 
themselves into one of a few narrowly defined boxes. Heaven forbid someone might enjoy 
reading both Newton’s laws and Plato’s dialogues! Plato is clearly a waste of time with no 
practical, remunerative value. Or is it? 

I grew up in Kolkata, India, and came to the United States as a freshman to study physics at 
Harvey Mudd College in Claremont, Calif. Harvey Mudd is a unique liberal arts college 
which specializes in science and engineering, while also honing its graduates to be well read 
in the humanities and social sciences. While taking intensive physics and mathematics 
classes, I also studied history, economics, linguistics, philosophy and creative writing. I am 
now" pursuing a Ph.D. in theoretical physics at Princeton University. 

Based on my experiences, I wanted to advocate for the value and necessity of a broad, liberal 
education rich in both technical subjects and the humanities. 

The pragmatic attitude taken by most Indian students and parents is certainly understandable 
in a country where millions of students regularly compete for scarce college placements and 
job opportunities. The entrance requirements at Indian universities have steadily risen, with 
certain premier colleges in New Delhi posting the mind-boggling admission cutoff of 99 
percent last year. 

In this high-stress setting, students want to study whatever ~vill land them a job, creating a 
college experience much more akin to "technical training" rather than intellectual 
exploration. However, I believe it is precisely today’s environment with a rapidly expanding, 
educated working class in India that makes an interdisciplinary liberal arts education all the 
more necessary. 

In a global world dominated by so-called knowledge workers, the ability to communicate 
effectively and work well on a team is imperative. But besides raw technical ability, how do 
you develop the myriad other skills needed to distinguish yourself and excel in your job? 
How can you learn to inspire people so they want to work towards the sales goals you’ve set? 

As a start, try an oratory class and read speeches given by paradigm-changing leaders. To 
learn the brevity, precision and charisma needed to write a funding proposal for your dream 
project, try a creative writing class. To incorporate vastly different perspectives from your 



team members, try classes in psychology and philosophy. These may help you understand 
where they might be coming from. 

And nothing could be more practical than the humanities. 

As the story goes, when three blind men felt an elephant, one concluded it was flat like a 
wall, another thought it sharp like a spear and the last was sure an elephant was thin like a 
snake. All were correct in their own way, just incomplete. 

The ability to synthesize different perspectives into the big picture is far more powerful than 
narrow expertise in any single field. The social sciences offer perspectives from vantage 
points separated by time, place and socie~. Drawing and painting offer perspectives on what 
perspective even means. Critical thinking is the logical result of being able to simultaneously 
synthesize multiple ideas in one’s mind. 

Real-world problems rarely ever have textbook solutions. More than anything, the purpose of 
a college education is to learn how to think critically and what questions to ask. Liberal arts 
colleges aim to mold their students into well-rounded, well-informed global citizens with a 
wide skill set -- whether it is through elective or voluntary courses that push specialized 
students to be broader, or general requirements that force every graduate to know at least 
something about certain subj ects. 

In the throes of our current economic crisis, all conventional strategies for success are moot. 
All the more reason for a liberal arts education that creates resilient people who can invent 
creative solutions and alwa~vs have new ways by which to try things differently. 
As Albert Einstein said, "Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is 
limited; imagination encircles the ~vorld." 



What are the Liberal Arts? 
From The Alexandria Society http:,//Z’osmopolis, com/ 

Based on the types of studies that were pursued in the Classical world, the Seven Liberal Arts 
became codified in late antiquity by such writers as Varro and Martianus Capella. In 
medieval times, the Seven Liberal Arts offered a canonical way of depicting the realms of 
higher learning. 

The Liberal Arts were divided into the Trivium ("the three roads") and the Quadrivium 
("the four roads"). 

The Trivium consisted of: 

Grammar 

Rhetoric 
Logic 

The Quadrivium consisted of: 

Arithmetic -- Number in itself 

Geometry -- Number in space 

Music, Harmonics, or Tuning Theory -- Number in time 

Astronomy or Cosmology -- Number in space and time 

The medieval Quadrivium thus followed the division of mathematics made by the 
Pythagoreans. Recently, mathematics has been defined as "the study ofpattems in space and 
time," which veu much resembles the ancient Pythagorean understanding of mathematics. 
There were other important studies in medieval times. For example, philosophy was often 
envisioned as a metastudy that united all branches of knowledge. 



IDST 301: The Junior Transfer Seminar 

American Colleges and Universities 

Course Overview 
This course will examine American colleges and universities from a variety of perspectives ranging from 

the individual (student) experience to the role of higher education in larger social systems. Students will 

read interdisciplinary texts and engage in experiential learning activities exploring multiple facets of 

higher education such as: 

Faculty 

Teaching, Learning and Curriculum 

College Students 

Organizations, Leadership and Governance 

Higher Education Policy 

The course will explore various types of institutions in American higher education such as community 

colleges, historically black colleges and universities, private liberal arts colleges, and research 

universities. Students will compare the unique needs of these varying institutions as well as the diverse 

populations they serve. The course will explore the lived experiences of students in higher education as 

well as the demographic make-up of the college student population in the United States. Differences 

among various campus subgroups, including differences related to age, gender, race, religion and sexual 

orientation, will also be explored. Readings, activities and class discussions will consider student growth 

and development during college, the effects of educational environments on student learning in college, 

and best practices for student success. 

In addition to reading relevant literature and research on American colleges and universities in multiple 

frameworks (historical, political, educational, psychological, and social) students will collect qualitative 

data and reflect on their own experiences as participants in higher education. Specifically, students will 

explore questions such as "What is the value of a liberal arts education?", "What is the role of diversity 

in higher education?" and "What does it mean to be a member of a community of scholars?" Through 

field work experiences, students will collect and organize qualitative data from members of the 

University community. For the final project, students will analyze the research data they have collected 

from interviews and observations as well as reflect on their participation in higher education. Students 

will report research findings in a 5-8 minute class presentation. 

Junior Transfer Seminar 
This course is designated as the Junior Transfer Seminar. The Junior Transfer Seminar program was 

designed to help junior transfer students make a successful transition to the University. All students who 

register for this course are junior transfer students. The goal of this seminar is to give new transfer 

students the opportunity to work closely with an instructor in a small-class environment and to meet 

other transfer students. This seminar will emphasize class discussion as well as learning in creative ways. 

The seminar is also designed to help students refine their communications skills, including the ability to 

speak clearly and write persuasively, as well as build critical thinking and research skills. Participating in 

this seminar may help transfer students build a network of peers with the common experience of 

transferring. This support system can help smooth their transition to the University. 



General Education Requirements 
This course fulfills EE, experiential education, and SS, social science, general education requirements. For 

information on the General Education requirements, please visit Academic Advising 

(http://advising.unc.edu/) and see the Making Connections Curriculum overview on The Undergraduate 

Curricula website: http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Curriculum/Curriculum_Overview.html. 

Research Intensive Course 
This course is designated as a research intensive course. Over half of the course is devoted to students 

conducting original research and presenting research conclusions. You may use this course toward 

earning the Carolina Research Scholar designation on your transcript. For more information on the 

Carolina Research Scholar program and to register, visit 

http ://www. u nc.ed u/d e pts/o u r/st ude nts/st ud e nts_crsp, htm l. 

Required Readings: Readings for the course include selections from books, journal articles, and on-line 
resources. All readings are posted on Sakai. You must print the readings. Complete the assigned reading 
BEFORE class. Take notes as you read. Bring the printed readings and your notes to every class. Expect 
that on occasion these notes will be collected by the instructor. 10 points of your final grade will be 
earned by completing these reading notes. 

Recommended Readings: 

Dembo, M. H. (2007). Motivation and Learning 

Management Approach. New York: Routledge. 

Strategies for College Success: A Self- 

Patton, M. O.. (2001). C~ualitative Research and Evaluation Methods. Thousand Oaks, California: 
Sage Publications. 

Field Work 
Students will complete two hours of field each week. This field work will focus on collecting qualitative 

data from interviews with members of the University community and from on-campus observations. 

Each week, students must complete one interview or one observation. In total, students will complete 

30 hours of field work over the course of the semester. The final paper and presentation for this class 

will analyze the qualitative data in an autoethnography. 

By the end of the semester, students will have completed 10 interviews and 5 observations all within the 

University community. 

In terviews 



Students will use the interview protocol attached to this syllabus as a starting point. Students may 

choose to add to this protocol, but they cannot deduct from it. You must take notes or record each 

interview. (Before recording an interview, ask permission!) Students will interview: 

:~. A faculty member in their major {or intended major) 

2. A faculty member not in their major {or their intended major) 

3. A staff member in academic services {The Learning Center, The Writing Center, Academic 

Advising, The Math Help Center, etc.) 

A staff member who works on campus in student affairs {The Dean of Students, Residential 

Education, The Campus Y, Career Services, Counseling & Wellness Services, etc.) 

5. A person on campus who was the first person in their family to attend college. 

6. Someone who studied abroad as an undergraduate. 

You will decide whom to interview for interviews 7-:~0. You may choose to interview individuals from a 

group you are personally or academically interested in. For example, you may interview: 

¯ A student who is working on undergraduate research. 

¯ Someone who works at the hospital. 

¯ Astudent-athlete. 

¯ Agraduate student. 

¯ A student who writes for the Daily Tar Heel. 

¯ A fellow transfer student. 

¯ A scholar, artist, musician or actor currently working on campus. 

Observations 
Students will complete 5 on-campus observations. Each observation must be at least 30 minutes. You 

must take field notes for the duration of your observation. You should not participate in the activity you 

are observing. Your role is to watch the scene and take descriptive field notes. Students can pick their 

observation locations based on their interests. Here are some suggestions: 
¯ The Pit at lunch time. 
¯ The first floor of the Undergraduate Library. 

¯ Astudent organization meeting. 
¯ An on-campus cultural event (play, concert, film). 

¯ Agalleryin the art museum. 

¯ A scholarly guest lecture or forum. 

¯ An athletic event. 
¯ A research lab. 
¯ A book reading at Student Stores. 

FulJ:illing the Two Hours per Week Fieldwork Requirement 
You must spend two hours per week on fieldwork. You will need to record your time in a log (found at 
the end of this syllabus). The time you spend on fieldwork can include: 

- interviewing 

- observing 

- scheduling interviews 

- organizing data 

- transcribingfieldnotes 



Final Project & Presentation: The Autoethnography 

Your final project and presentation will analyze the data you have collected over the course of the 

semester in an autoethnography. Autoethnography is a form of social science research in which the 

researcher synthesizes data collected from observations and interviews with their own lived experience. 

Your authoethnography must include: 

A Statement of Positionality (Who are you? Where are you from? How do these things influence 

the way you analyze the data?) 

A section on methodology (Who did you interview? What questions did you ask? What did you 

observe? When and for how long?) 

A discussion of the themes that emerge from your data. 

Direct quotes and descriptions from your interviews and observations. 

A story: What is the story that links this data together? 

Your lived experience: describe your experience collecting this data, participating in this class 

and transferring to Carolina. 

Authoenthographies are written in the first, person narrative and explore the author’s lived experience 

during the research process. To complete this assignment successfully, you will need to describe your 

experience and use the data. If you do just one or the other, you will not fulfill the assignment 

requirements. 

You may write your autoethnography in narrative form (at least 10 double-spaced pages). Or, you may 

choose to present your autoenthography in a visual, electronic or web-based format. For example, your 

autoethnography may be a video, multimedia presentation or a webpage. If you choose an alternative 

format, please discuss your plans with your instructor beforehand. Remember that you still must weave 

in direct quotes and descriptions from your interviews and observations. 

Each student will make a 5-8 minute presentation on their research-based autoethnography. 

Class Format 

This course meets two days per week (Tuesdays and Thursdays). On Tuesdays we will focus on discussing 

interdisciplinary readings on higher education. You should come to class on Tuesdays: 

1. with a printed copy of the reading, 

2. having completed the assigned reading for the day, 

3. and with at least one-page of notes on the reading (expect notes to be collected by the 

instructor). 

Classes on Tuesdays will be devoted to lectures and seminar discussions concerning the readings. 

Thursdays will be devoted to developing your skills as a qualitative researcher through workshops and 

collaborative learning activities. On Thursdays you should come to class: 

1. with a printed copy of the assigned reading, 

2. having completed the assigned reading for the day, 

3. prepared to discuss your field work experiences, 

4. with your plans for keeping your research project moving forward, 

5. and with questions or concerns regarding your research. 



Mid-term and Final Exams 
The mid-term and final exams will focus on content from the required readings and class lectures. The 

exams may include short answer essays questions and multiple choice questions. To perform well on the 

exams, students should complete all required reading, come to every class meeting, and take thorough 

notes. 

Transfer Success Group 
All students in this course are invited to participate in the Transfer Success Group. This group will meets 

once per week for one hour. The group will discuss transition issues, questions and concerns. Skills for 

success at Carolina will be shared. Additionally, representatives from Academic Advising, the Learning 

and Writing Centers, as well as additional services on campus will visit the group. The group will meet for 

the first 8 weeks of the semester to help you get off to strong start at Carolina. 

Grades 
Your letter grade is determined by total number of points you earn. 

Points can be earned from the following class components: 

Reading Notes 10 
Fieldwork Log 5 

Midterm Exam 15 
Final Paper 35 
Final Paper Presentation 20 

Final Exam 15 

This table shows the percentage of points required to get each letter grade: 

94-100 = A 86-89 = B+ 76-79 = C+ 66-69 = D+ 

90-93 = A- 83-85 = B 73-75 = C 60-65 = D 

80-82 = B- 70-72 = C- Lessthan 60 = F 

Class Policies 
Academic Honesty 

The Honor Code is in effect at all times to ensure the integrity of our learning experiences. In accordance 

with the Honor Code, students must sign a pledge on each paper and exam to state that they have 

complied with the Honor Code. For our exams, this means that you take them without the help of notes, 

books, other people or any other kind of external aid. It also means that you take steps to reduce the 

possibility of others’ cheating by protecting your own examination paper from the view of others. 



Electronic Devices 
Turn off and put away all electronic devices before class begins. Please do not look at or use any 

electronic devices for the duration of the class period. This includes, but is not limited to, cell phones, 

laptops, iPods, MP3 players, and PDAs. For cell phones, please turn them off; do not just set them to 

vibrate. If you have a special situation that requires use of an electronic device in class, please see me 

with your documentation, and we will make arrangements. 

Late Papers 
The deadlines for submitting papers are listed on the course calendar, and they are posted on 

Blackboard. If you anticipate some conflict with a paper deadline, then submit EARLY. Late submissions 

will be accepted, but there will be a 2-point deduction for each day that they are late. The deadline for 

late papers is 4:59 PM on the last day of class. 

Final Exam ,Schedule 
The class will take the final exam at the time assigned to us by the University. If you have two exams at 

the same time or three exams within 24 hours, you must see an academic advisor or assistant dean in 

Academic Advising for an exam excuse form if you wish to reschedule the final exam. 

The Writin~ Center 

The Writing Center is an excellent resource on campus to support your development as a writer. If you 

have never gone to the Writing Center, I encourage you to make an appointment for a face-to-face 

session with a Writing Center tutor. The Writing Center is not a proofreading service, but a tutor will 

gladly discuss your plans for your autoethnography as you begin working on the assignment. You can 

make an appointment online: http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/ 

For students working with Disability Services: Please see the instructor as soon as possible to discuss any 

alternate arrangements. 



Week 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Tuesdays 

interdisciplinary Readings 

on Colleges and Universities 

8/21 

8/28 Reading Due: 

2. What are the Liberal 
Arts and Why a 

Liberal Arts 

Education Matters 
2. College at Risk 

9/4 Reading Due: 

Bucking Cultural Norms, Asia 

Tries Liberal Arts 

Thursdays 

Focus on Qualitative 
Research 

9/11 Reading Due: 

Articles and Video on 9/11 
and Higher Education 

9/18 Reading Due: 

1. Real Work, The Sun 
Magazine, February 

2012 

2. A Matter of 
Degrees, One Day: 

Teach for America 
Alumni Magazine 

9/25 

MID-TERM EXAM 

8/23 Reading Due: 

Types of Educational 

Research 

8/30 Reading Due: 

1. On Writing 

Fieldnotes 

2. Tips for Writing 

Fieldnotes 

No Reading Due 

10/2 Reading Due: 

1. The Future of American 

Col/eges May Lie, 

Literally, in Students’ 

Hands 

2. The University Gazette - 

Inmate Education 

10/9 Reading Due: 

Emerging Adulthood 

10/16 Reading Due: 

Young Adulthood 

9/6 Reading Due: 

Qualitative interview design: 

A practical guide for novice 

investigators. 

9/13 Reading Due: 

Ethnographic Designs 

(Creswell pages 472-496) 

9/20 Reading Due: 

Narrative Research Designs 

(Creswell pages 511-532) 

Activities and Assignments 

9/27 Reading Due 

An autoethnography on 

learning about 

autoethnography 

10/4 Reading Due: 

1. Strategies for 

qualitative data 

analysis 

2. Turning In: 

Positionality, 

Subjectivity, and 

Reflexivity 

10/11 Reading Due: 

Reflexivity in Research 

10/18 FALL BREAK 

Start 2 hours of field work 

Introductions 

2 hours of field work 

2 hours of field work 

In-class workshop on how to interview 

for qualitative research (Thursday) 

2 hours of field work 

8 2 hours of field work 

Sign-up for Presentation Date 

9 2 hours of field work 

Review Rubric for Final paper 

2 hours of field work 

2 hours of field work 

Memoing during class (Thursday) 

2 hours of field work 

Review for Mid-Term (In-class 
Tuesday) 



10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

10/23 Reading Due: 

Academic Self-Management 

(Dembo) 

10/30 Reading Due: 

Academic Motivation 

(Dembo) 

11/6 Reading Due: 

Learning from Lectures 

(Dembo) 

11/13 Reading Due: 

Towards a Positive 
University, Journal of 

Positive Psychology 

11/20 PRESENTATIONS 

10/25 Worksheet Due: 

Statement o.f Positionality 

Worksheet 

11/1 Reading Due: 

Qualitative Data Analysis 

Pages 31-56 

11/8 Reading Due: 

Finding Your Story: Data 

Analysis 

11/15 Reading Due: 

Race, Culture, and 
Researcher Positionafity: 

Working Through Dangers 

Seen, Unseen, and 

Unforeseen 

11/22 NO CLASS - 

THANKSGiViNG 

No reading Due 

15 11/27 PRESENTATIONS 11/29 PRESENTATIONS 

16 12/4 PRESENTATIONS 

Review for Final 

Fieldwork Log Due 

Final Paper Due 

12/6 Reading Day: 

Study for 

(Thursday) 

2 hours of field work 

In-class writing workshop on 

statement of positionality (Thursday) 

2 hours of fieldwork 

In-class workshop on coding data 

(Thursday) 

2 hours of fieldwork 

In-class workshop on creating 

categories and themes from codes 

(Thursday) 

2 hours of fieldwork 

Review Presentation Rubric and 

Expectations (Thursday) 

2 hours of fieldwork 

Presentations 

2 hours of fieldwork 

Presentations 

Presentations 

Review for Final 

Fieldwork Log Due 

Final Paper Due 



Interview Protocol 

Things to Record in Your Field Notes: 

¯ The full name of the person you are interviewing. 

¯ A description of the scene (Where is the interview taking place? What are the sounds, sights, 

smells of this location?) 

Who the interviewee is (a student, professor, administrator, artist, researcher, etc.). 

o If interviewing a staff member, ask for a business card. 

® If interviewing a student, write down their major and year of study. 

Questions: 
o Tell me about your experience as an undergraduate student. 

o What barriers or obstacles have you overcome on your path to earning your undergraduate degree? 

What is one recommendation you have for a student new to Carolina? 

o What do you think is the value of a liberal arts education? 

o What do you think is the role of diversity in a liberal arts education and at a research university? 

What do you like most about being at Carolina? 

Remember to: 

- Address faculty and staff respectfully. Use titles (Mr., Mrs., Dr., Professor) when sending emails to 
schedule an interview and during the interview. 

- Ask permission before recording an interview. 

- Say "thank you for your time" at the conclusion of the interview. 

Interviews must be done in person (not by email, phone or skype). 



Week Date(s) Activities Time spent on activities 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

Total = 30 Hours 





From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 7:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Re~inding a degree 

Degree Recission.docx 

Hi Bobbi, 
The attached document reflects some preliminary research into the circumstances under which institutions revoke degrees and the procedures they use. We can 

discuss where you’d like me to go from here when you’ve had a chance to review this. 

Cheers! 

Erika 



Notes toward a Memorandum of Understanding Concerning Degree Recission 

Institutions can, and do, rescind a degree under the following circumstances: 

if the institution determines that an individual provided false information or has withheld 

requested information on the admission application 

if the student has defaulted on financial (or other university) obligations (e.g., failing to repay 

loans to the institution after graduation) 

if a degree was issued in error (e.g., listing the wrong major or degree) 

if it is determined that the student had not fulfilled all graduation requirements 

if it is determined that the student acquired the academic credential by deceit, fraud, or 

misrepresentation (e.g., falsified data for an MA thesis) 

Several institutions have published procedures for notifying appropriate parties of the circumstances 

that may warrant rescinding a degree, providing the students with the opportunity for a hearing and due 

process, and for insuring that the action is legal. The degree must be rescinded by the same authority 

that awarded it, meaning that the Chancellor (on behalf of the Boards of Trustees) may need to act on 

the recommendation. 

Penn State Guidelines 

Occasionally, cases arise in which it is necessary to rescind a student’s degree to correct an 

administrative error. The two most common circumstances are: 

¯ A degree was issued with an error, such as listing the wrong major or wrong degree. The mistakenly 

awarded degree must be rescinded in order for a new and correct degree to be awarded. 

¯ A degree was issued, but the student had not fulfilled all graduation requirements. 

Because the dean is the recommending officer when granting degrees, the dean is also the appropriate 

officer when rescinding degrees. Requests to rescind degrees must come from the dean of the college. 

Colleges should consider a rescission the "last resort." For example, a course substitution may be a 

better remedy than rescinding a degree. 

If a degree rescission is necessary, the college must inform the student and make arrangements with the 

student for the return of the diploma. 

In the case of rescinding a degree so that it may be replaced with a corrected degree, the following 

information must be provided in writing by the college dean to the University Registrar: 

¯ What was the nature of the error that resulted in the degree being incorrectly granted? (i.e., What 

happened and why does the degree need to be rescinded/replaced?) 

¯ When and how was the student informed of the rescission/replacement? 



¯ Does the student currently have a diploma that reflects the error? If so, what arrangements have been 

made for the return of the erroneous diploma? 

¯ What will the student’s new degree reflect? (i.e., correct major, correct degree) 

In the case of rescinding a degree because it was awarded in error, the following information must be 

provided in writing by the college dean to the University Registrar: 

¯ What was the nature of the error that resulted in the degree being granted? Why was the student 

placed on the degree list? What has changed that justifies the rescission? 

¯ When and how was the student informed of the rescission? 

¯ Does the student currently have a diploma that must be returned to the University? If so, what 

arrangements have been made for the return of the diploma? 

Following approval of the request by the University Registrar, the Registrar’s office will: 

¯ Remove the degree conferred message from the student’s transcript and if a corrected degree is being 

awarded a new degree conferral message will be posted to the transcript. A corrected diploma will be 

ordered and mailed to the student. 

¯ Corrected copies of a transcript will be sent to all recipients if transcripts were distributed prior to the 

amendment being made to the student’s record. Transcript logs are purged after one year. Corrected 

copies of transcripts are not possible if more than one year has elapsed 

University of Houston 

Degree Revocation 

Academic integrity rests with all members of the university community, and academic decisions are 

based upon trust between faculty and students. The university’s award of academic credit and degrees 

is its certification of student achievement. If students acquire their academic credentials by deceit, fraud 

or misrepresentation, they deceive not only the university but also those who may eventually rely upon 

the knowledge and integrity of the university’s graduates. Such misconduct may not be discovered until 

the student has left the university or received a degree. In such instances, the university reserves the 

right to revoke degrees, decertify credit and rescind any University of Houston certification that 

warrants that the student successfully completed course work or requirements for a degree. Decisions 

to take such actions will be made only after careful consideration of all the available evidence. 

Procedure 

1. Upon receipt of a charge that a degree recipient improperly entered the program or improperly 

completed or failed to complete the course work or requirements for a degree at the University of 

Houston, the Dean of the college in which the degree was awarded shall appoint an investigatory panel 



consisting of at least three faculty members. The panel shall determine if there is reasonable cause to 

believe the charges against the degree recipient. 

1.1 The degree recipient shall be notified of the investigation. 

1.2 The degree recipient shall be afforded 60 days from notification of the investigation to supply any 

material appropriate to the charge and such material shall be provided to the panel. 

1.3 The panel may obtain any material deemed relevant to the investigation. All university departments 

and offices shall cooperate with the panel. 

1.4 The investigation shall be conducted in a confidential manner. 

1.5 The panel shall file a report and recommendation to the Dean. 

2. If the Dean, after reviewing the report of the investigatory panel, finds that there is reasonable cause 

to believe that the degree recipient improperly entered the program or improperly completed or failed 

to complete the course work or requirements for a degree, the Dean shall notify the office of the Senior 

Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost and request that a hearing be conducted. 

2.1 Upon receipt of such notification from the Dean, the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs shall 

convene an ad hoc hearing panel to consider the case. The panel shall be composed of seven tenured 

faculty members, none of whom shall be from the college from which the degree recipient received a 

degree. Tenured faculty who hold administrative appointments shall not be members of the panel. 

2.2 The panel shall be charged by the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs to hear the case and 

determine whether the degree recipient improperly entered the program or improperly completed or 

failed to complete the course work or requirements for a degree. 

2.3 The panel members will select a hearing officer who shall correspond with the degree recipient and 

direct the proceedings hearing. The panel will also entertain written requests to excuse panel members 

at this time. 

2.4 The panel will set a hearing date, providing at least 60 days notice of the hearing to the degree 

recipient. At this time the university will also provide the degree recipient with the names of the panel 

members. Both the degree recipient and university shall exchange copies of all information to be 

introduced at the hearing as well as a list of anticipated witnesses to be utilized at the hearing at least 

30 days prior to the hearing. The panel will also entertain written requests to excuse panel members at 

this time. 

2.5 The degree recipient shall have the right to have an advisor present, who may be an attorney, to 

participate in the hearing. In the event that the degree recipient is represented by an advisor, the 

university may also be represented by counsel who may also participate in the hearing. 

2.6 The formal rules of evidence shall not apply to the proceedings. Any participant who becomes 

disruptive or engages in harassment may be asked to leave the hearing. 



2.7 The panel, at its discretion, may conduct a pre-hearing conference with the degree recipient. The 

degree recipient may be accompanied by an advisor. 

2.8 The Dean of the college in which the degree was awarded shall present the charge at the hearing, 

including the material considered by the investigatory panel. 

2.9 The degree recipient shall be afforded an opportunity to present any and all relevant evidence, 

including the cross-examination of any witnesses presented by the Dean. The panel members may 

question the witnesses. Opening and closing statements by the Dean, the university’s attorney and the 

degree recipient and/or the advisor will be allowed. 

2.10 The panel will provide for the hearing to be recorded by tape recorder or stenographer. A copy of 

the recording shall be provided to the degree recipient or the advisor at their own cost upon request. 

2.11 After hearing the case, the panel shall render a decision regarding the allegation. If the panel finds 

by the greater weight of the evidence that the degree recipient engaged in misconduct concerning the 

degree, certification or course work, the panel shall recommend an appropriate sanction to the senior 

vice president for academic affairs. 

2.12 Sanctions may include revocation of the degree, decertification of credit and/or rescission of 

certification. 

3. If the panel finds against the degree recipient, the degree recipient may file an appeal to the Senior 

Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost within 15 days of the panel’s decision. 

3.1 Appeals must be in writing. The Dean of the college in which the degree was awarded will be 

afforded an opportunity to respond to the appeal in writing. A copy of the Dean’s response will be made 

available to the degree recipient. 

3.2 The only grounds for appeal are procedural error, findings of fact not supported by the greater 

weight of the evidence, or discovery of substantial new facts not available at the time of the hearing. 

3.3 The Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost shall consider the appeal prior to acting 

upon the recommendation of the hearing panel. If no appeal is made or if the appeal is denied, the 

Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs shall then act upon the panel’s findings and recommendation. 

3.4 In reaching a decision, the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost may review all or 

any part of the proceedings and shall then make a recommendation to the President for appropriate 

action. 

4. If the President determines that degree revocation or any other sanction provided herein is 

warranted, the degree recipient’s official transcript will be corrected to reflect the sanction. A corrected 

transcript will be forwarded to all individuals and entities who were sent an official transcript after the 

degree was initially posted to the transcript. 



5. If at any time during the proceedings the responsible body or person finds in favor of the degree 

recipient, the charges will be dropped and no further record shall be made. All documents collected in 

reference to the charges will be placed in a sealed file in the office of the Senior Vice President for 

Academic Affairs and Provost. 

Louisiana State University Policy 2314 

Rescission of Awarded Degrees 

Effective Date: 4/21/2010 

Responsible Office: Office of Academic Affairs, approved by Council of Academic Deans 

This policy outlines the process and procedure for determining whether a degree previously awarded by 

Louisiana Tech University and the Board of Supervisors of the University of Louisiana System should be 

rescinded (or revoked). The process and procedures are to ensure requisite due process for the affected 

graduate. They also ensure that standards of fundamental fairness and academic integrity are upheld. 

:1.The rescission process is initiated by the Dean of the appropriate College at Louisiana Tech University. 

The Dean shall make a preliminary finding of reasonable grounds to believe that there exists either (a) 

academic and/or research misconduct in satisfying the degree requirements, and/or (b) a material 

misrepresentation of credentials or degrees acquired. 

2.The Dean shall notify the President and the Vice President for Academic Affairs in writing of his/her 

intent to initiate proceedings and the grounds for such action. 

3.The Dean shall prepare a formal letter of notice to be sent to the graduate/respondent and his/her 

attorney or representative, if known, outlining the Dean’s intent to initiate degree rescission 

proceedings. The letter shall advise the recipient (a) that a hearing will be held to determine whether 

there is sufficient cause for rescission of the degree; (b) the date and time of the hearing; (c) the 

circumstances and preliminary evidentiary findings; and (d) the opportunity to have an attorney or other 

appropriate representative present. A copy of this Policy shall also be provided. The notice shall be sent 

by certified mail, return-receipt-requested, or by courier (FedEX, UPS, etc.) with signature receipt 

requested. 

4.The initial hearing for the graduate/respondent shall be held at Louisiana Tech University and 

scheduled promptly but no fewer than twenty (20) calendar days after the sending of the letter notice. 

The hearing may be rescheduled by the Dean upon the written request of the graduate/respondent 

showing good cause, at a time reasonably suitable for those individuals involved. A subsequent 

rescheduling shall be only upon a showing of extraordinary circumstances approved by the President. 

5.The graduate/respondent may expressly waive his/her right to a hearing and voluntarily surrender 

his/her degree. A waiver and surrender may be made at any time during the process. The waiver must 



be made in writing in a form approved by the President. The approved form will be included with the 

original letter of notification. 

6.The hearing shall be held before the Vice President for Academic Affairs and two (2) members of the 

tenured faculty of Louisiana Tech University designated by the President, taking into consideration any 

expertise needed under the circumstances. The Dean, an attorney representing the University, an 

attorney (or other appropriate representative) representing the graduate/respondent, and the 

graduate/respondent. The hearing shall be closed to the public and limited to persons with a material 

interest, as determined by the presiding officer, in the process, including witnesses during their 

testimony. 

7.The Vice President for Academic Affairs will act as the presiding officer for the hearing. The hearing 

shall be initiated with a presentation by the Dean (or his/her designee, if approved by the Vice 

President) of the relevant information which warrants the rescission. The graduate or his/her attorney 

or representative may make a statement and offer relevant information in response to the presentation 

by the Dean. The rules of evidence for a judicial civil proceeding shall not be applicable, but there shall 

be due regard for the reliability and trustworthiness of the information presented. Upon conclusion of 

the hearing, the panel will decide whether (a) the information presented supports a rescission of the 

degree or (b) the rescission proceedings should be dismissed for insufficient evidence of the matter 

charged. Panel deliberations may be in executive session. The panel may, upon specific request 

demonstrating need, also recess the proceedings for a reasonable, but definitive, time to allow 

additional investigation by the Dean and further response by the graduate/respondent. 

8.If notice to the graduate/respondent is not achieved by the procedures set forth above and other 

reasonable means (including U.S. Mail without return receipt and examination of Louisiana Tech 

University records for information which could reasonable lead to knowledge of his/her whereabouts 

(such as contact with indicated relatives), after consulting with legal counsel, the presiding officer shall 

fully document the reasonable efforts that have been taken to notify the graduate/respondent in 

accordance with due process requirements, and the hearing shall occur in his/her absence. Only reliable 

and trustworthy information may be presented to establish a prima facie case against the 

graduate/respondent, and a full record, including transcript, shall be maintained. 

9.The panel decision shall be by majority vote and communicated in writing by the Vice President for 

Academic Affairs. Voting members of the panel will include the two (2) faculty members and the Vice 

President for Academic Affairs. A dissenting or concurring opinion may be issued. A copy of the 

decision shall be forwarded, promptly and usually within ten (10) business days of the hearing, to the 

graduate/respondent or his/her attorney (if they appeared at the hearing), the Dean, and the President. 

The decision shall contain a summary of relevant facts found by the panel and a conclusion explaining 

why there is sufficient cause to revoke the degree. The decision shall be sent to the 

graduate/respondent or his/her attorney by certified mail, return-receipt-requested, or by courier 

(FedEx, UPS, etc.) with signature receipt requested. A transcript of the hearing shall also be forwarded. 



10.Within ten (10) calendar days of receipt of the panel decision, the graduate/respondent may appeal 

to the President if the panel recommended rescission of the degree. In the appeal, the panel decision 

will be reviewed based upon the record; and, in addition, the graduate/respondent will be afforded an 

opportunity to contest the panel decision orally and in writing. A transcript of the appeal shall be 

maintained. The President shall determine who shall be present at the appeal and the manner of 

proceeding in light of the nature of the appeal. 

11.1f the President finds that the rescission of the degree is warranted, he/she shall make a 

recommendation to the University of Louisiana Board of Supervisors to rescind the degree. A copy of 

the request shall be sent to the Dean and the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Notice, by copy of the 

request, shall be sent to the graduate/respondent or his/her attorney in the same manner as the notice 

of the panel decision. 

12.The review by the President shall be limited. Upon a determination (a) that there has been 

substantial compliance with the process and procedures and (b) that the record supports the decision of 

the panel and Vice President for Academic Affairs, the President shall recommend that the Board of 

Supervisors take final action to rescind the degree. In exceptional circumstances, the President may 

remand the matter for additional evidence or explanation as he/she deems appropriate. If the 

President finds that the requisite determinations have not been established, the proceeding may be 

dismissed. 

13.1f the President recommends to the Board of Supervisors that the degree be rescinded, the 

graduate/respondent or his/her attorney shall be timely notified in writing that they may submit a 

written opposition to the Board and shall be notified of the date of the Board meeting at which the 

matter will be considered. Any written submission by the graduate/respondent or his/her attorney 

must be received at least ten (10) calendar days prior to the Board meeting. The decision of the Board 

of Supervisors shall be based upon the record, without further evidence or oral appearances, and is 

final. Notices shall be transmitted to the Dean, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, President, and 

the graduate/respondent or his/her attorney in the same manner as for other notices above. 

14.Once the decision of the Board of Supervisors is communicated to the President, the Vice President 

for Academic Affairs, and the graduate/respondent or his/her attorney in the same manner as for other 

notices above, the Vice President for Academic Affairs will communicate if actions are required to 

physically rescind the degree. The Vice President for Academic Affairs will order the University Registrar 

to: 

a. send a request to the graduate/respondent or his/her attorney in the same manner as for other 

notices above, requesting return of the diploma provided to the graduate/respondent at 

commencement; 

b. reverse the degree-posting and date on the official transcript and in all other pertinent education 

records maintained in the student information system (current and/or archive); 



c. post a general comment on the student’s electronic record indicating rescission action and date of 

Board decision; 

d. and, load any admissions, registration, or transcript holds as required by the case. 

For a compendium of legal issues surrounding degree recission, see Mary Ann Connell, "The Right of 

Educational Institutions to Withhold or Revoke Academic Degrees," Twenty-Sixth Annual National 

Conference on Law and Higher Education, Stetson University College of Law, Feb. 21, 2005. 

http://www.stetson.edu/law/conferences/highered/archive/2OO5/RevokeDegrees.pdf . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gil, Karen M <~kgil@emaiLunc.edu’- 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:26 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-> 

FW: REVISED AAU Survey on Undergraduate Student Objectives and Assessment 

Report Draft Final 10232013.pdf 

Bobbi 

Thank~ 

K~ren M. Gil, Ph.D. 

DeaiL College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pede~sen DL~tmguished P~ofe55.:)~ of Psychok)gy 

Cg ~ 3100 

Univers~t:y o[ Nort:h (:~o~h-~a a[ Chape~ I-t~] 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-.33.00 

919-962-3082 

919-962-2408 fax 

I~gil(~?email.unc.edu 

From: AAU Staff [mailto:AAU_LISTMAIL@aau,edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 2:18 PM 
Subject: REVISED AAU Survey on Undergraduate Student Objectives and Assessment 

To: AAU Chief Academic Officers, Arts & Sciences Deans 

From: AAU Staff[" 

Date: October 25, 2013 

Subject: REVISED AAU Survey on Undergraduate Student Objectives and Assessment 

C: Council on Federal Relation~ Public Atlhirs Network 

Attachment 

Please use the attached REVISED survey report, rather than the version sent last week. The charts in the revised version have been adjusted slightly as a result of 

correcting the response froln one private university, which was mista]cenly coded as punic. None of the conclusions aJce Mt’ected by this change. Below is the 

updated te~’d of the original memo. 

EaJdier this year, AAU surveyed our member institutions about their efforts to define and assess undergraduate educational objectives. We wanted to better 

understaa~d the extent to which our member institutions are establishing educational objectives, what pressures they face in undergraduate student assessment, and if 

and how they are using parlicular national assessment instruments and tools. 

The attached report summarizing survey responses was written by AAU stall’. We hope you find it useful, but we ask that you keep it as an internal, non-public 

document for now. We will prepare a press release and develop a plan to strategically disseminate recommendations from the report in the near future, but we 

wanted yon to be able to see the report in advance. 

Thi~,- seven AAU member institutions (62 percent of the U.S. membership) responded to "the snrvey, including 23 public universities and 14 private universities. 

The survey responses showed that AAU members are rapidly expanding their etlbrts to assess and improve unde~raduate engagement and learning. The vast 

majority of the institutions responding to "the survey u~ quantitative data (such as time-to-degree and graduation rates) to measures s~tudent success; use stadent 

surveys to determine "the qua]ity of students’ experience; establish specific educational objectives for their undergraduates; and/or use a variety of tools to assess 

student lem]fing. The survey also found that uuiversities are devoting significant statt’and financial resources to these eitbrts. The report contains numerous 

anecdotes and examples. To encourage participation, AAU has protected the anonymity of the universities that responded. 

Thank you to all of the institutions that responded to the survey. If you have any qneslions, please contact Mollie Benz Flounlacker at mollie ber~@aau.edn or 

Josh Trapani at Josh Trapani(&aau.edu. 

End of Document 

Please visit ns at ww~,~aan ~eclu and follow us on Twitter at @AAUniversides. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alperin, Marc J <alpefin@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:48 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Seim, t taa~ey E <hseim@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu>; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@emml.unc.edtv>; 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Goodmm~, Paula < pgoodman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: System-rode minor in Marine Sciences 

Dear Bobbi, 

The Undergraduate Program Workgroup tasked with developing academic collaborations to enhance coastal and marine education across all UNC system campuses 

will have ~ te~econference meeting 

’%~mester ~n residence program that wouR~ 

courses [o cout~[ [()ward their 

~t wokdd be very helpfu~ to me to have a meeting w~th you, ErH<a, and Nick before the te]econ[:erence to better understand the admin~strsLive constraints, both 

with regards ~o our sLudents geLting rnajoriminor credit [:or nomUNCCH courses, and w~th regards to enro~k~g studenLs from other campuses in our courses. 

On a somewhat d~fferent matter, there ~s strong interest within Marine Sciences to offer an optiona~ ~aboratory component to MASC :[0:1. (Le., MASC I01[.) that 

could be used to satisfy the PX requirement, ~ wotJ~d ]H<e to get some feedback as to whether th~s ~s something that wotJ~d be supported by the administration, 

.... Marc 

Marc Alperm 

z]202B Venable Ha~l 

Department of Marine Sciences 

University of North Carolh~a 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599- 33(;43 

(919) 962-5184 

(919) 9[,2--1254 (fax) 

~m~ Bobbi Owen [mail~:owenbob@unc,edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November ~l, 2013 3:33 PN 
Te~ Alperin, Marc 
Ce~ Seim, Ha~ey E; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika~ Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Goodman, Paula 
Su~ject~ Re: Sys~m-wide minor in Marine Sciences 
Thanks, Marc. I am cc’ing Paula Goodman to find us time to meet in the near future (likely next week). 

In order to join an online consortium first you need online courses which was a problem w~th the Portuguese (aka Klingon) consortium~ 

Bobbi 

On 11/22/2023 2:57 PM, Alperin, Marc J wrote: 

I agree that it is important to talk about this. (’.an you suggest a few times that work for a meeting? 

The initial charge from Chris Brown gave a deadiine o~ Nov I3 ~or the Work P~an, and FebiMar for the finaI report. ~t doesn’t seem poss~Me ~:o 

meet the Work Plan deadIine 

Below is the latest from Chris Fine,H, Chair of the Academics Work Group, on the charge for this commiLtee. It seems that we are Lo deveIop s 

mff~or in Maline Sdences based on online courses d~str~buted arnong the different UNC campuses. 

All, 

As promised, I would like to convey some guidance that I received from Chris Brown regarding our charge. Chris was very clear that he wanted 

us to be creative in our approach, and that he wanted us to think broadly about how we might collaborate to bring excellence and efficiency to 

undergraduate offerings in marine science. Chris mentioned specifically the notes from the marine science retreat (COMAR notes), 

distributed earlier and appended below, that offer suggestions for some ideas that we might pursue. 

One common theme that has been expressed at every stage of this process is "finding efficiencies". To that end, you’ll notice reference in the 

COMAR report to the "language consortium model". The guiding principle of the "language consortium" is that technology allows us to offer 

language courses in a distributed manner so that not every campus needs to have expertise in every language. For example, UNCW doesn’t 

have expertise in Klingon but our students can take courses in Klingon taught online from another UNC school where that expertise exists. In 

this manner the consortium works more efficiently because UNCW did not have to develop our own expertise in Klingon. This type of 

consortium has great appeal among UNC-GA and the Board of Governors, and seems to be working to the benefit of our students (Maggie, 

please correct me if I am misrepresenting the goal of the consortium). I believe thB type of consortium underlies the system wide marine 

science minor that is proposed in the COMAR notes. If courses can be distributed online, then not every campus needs to develop expertise. 

We might have to think creatively about how to provide opportunities for labs and other experiential learning that cannot be delivered 

online; but perhaps much of the content could be delivered that way. 

Please take this information into consideration while you think about potential programs that could be developed. I have gotten a couple of 

responses to my initial emails. Please keep your ideas coming. 

Chris 

4202B VenaMe Nail 

Department of Marine Sciences 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ NH~, NC 27599-.33{X) 

(93.9) 962--5184 (voice} 

(919) 962-1254 (fax) 

~= Bobbi Owen [maUto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
SeBt= Friday, November 08, 20~3 2:57 PM 
Te= Alperin, Marc ~ 
¢~= Seim, Ha~ey E; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Guskiewicz, Kevin N 
S~bject= Re: System-wide minor in Marine Sciences 
Glad to talk, and probably important to do so. 

Carolina has specific rules about its curriculum and access to classes - and this may present some challenges given SACS accreditation. 



Hopefully the proposal due November 13 (!) has specific language about course equivalencies because, as you know, not all courses 

are created equal. Nick Siedentop and Erika Lindemann should be included in any meeting (and are more important than me). 

For example, UNC-Chapel Hill would not award a minor unless at least half the courses were taken as UNC-Chapel Hill courses (3 of 5) 

and there are grade requirements, too, and we would not award a minor to someone who was not admitted to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Anyone teaching courses would have to have a faculty appointment (a challenge currently in some of our fields sites) and 

"volunteers’’ are not possible. We do not have any undergraduate certificates and will not approve any (sorry if you were thinking that 

might work). Graduate certificates are fine. 

Bobbi 

On 11/8/2013 2:33 PM, Alpedn, MarcJ wrote: 

Dear Bobbi, 

I want to give you a heads-up that there is an initiative being promoted by GA to develop a UNC system-wide minor in 

Marine Sciences. I don’t have any idea how the minor would work. 

The idea came from an independent review (AAAS) of UNC marine and coastal activities. The system-wide minor was 

prominent on an action matrix created during a recent Coastal and Marine Science Planning Retreat. A working group 

with representatives from all campuses with marine science activities was set up last week and charged with drafting a 

proposal due on Nov 13. 

I want you to know that this is going on since the College obviously has a say in academic programs involving its units. I 

would be glad to meet with you or provide more information if you think that’s necessary. 

Best regards, 

Marc 

Marc Alperin 

4202B Venable Hall 

Department of Marine Sciences 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3300 

(919) 962-5184 (voice) 

(919) 962-1254 (fax) 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean fo< Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel HiM, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bohhi Owe~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R~ McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

U~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 12:41 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu~>; Asbuw, Phillip Keith <philAsbury@unc.edu:~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

SAP 

Ctn-is (and Phil) - 
I write to remind us -- in 2014 -- to solve the problem created by 
students in the Dental Hygiene Certificate Program who do not get 
grades, or an?- mark of satisfactol~- progress, for that program. 
Seems like a no grade grade, like SP or PS or ??? ~vould ~vork. 
We might also explore other non-grade bearing registrations such as the 
required leadership courses in all three ROTC uints to be sure something 
is entered to verify participation (or lack). 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educatinn, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@ unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

grad coach document 

Learning Center Graduate Coach Staffing Possibilities.docx 

To help illustrate where incoming board funds might go,.. 

Does using the phrase "replacement staffing strategy" to describe how and why we’re asking for funds work for you? I’ll remind them we’ve had 3 positions cut in the past few 

years and we’re looking for a sustainable way to continue to deliver high quality programming and direct service in the continued tight budget climate. Developing a cadre of 

trained grad students provides a flexible foundation we can build upon until the University is able to send more permanent funds our way. I can reference the successful WC model. 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 



Learning Center 
Graduate Coach Staffing Possibilities 

Justin 

Kari 

Marc 

Omar 

p ,~: ,<> g ,~:~-,,,, ~.:,,,, ~ 

Coaching 
ADHD/Groups 
Coaching 
ADHD/Groups 
Coaching 
Test Prep 
Coaching 
Peer Tutoring 

Kristen 

Kristen 

Kristen 

Mary 

Parents’ 
Council 
Trust (Paley) 

State 

(lapsed salary) 

State 

repeat 

Test prep 
income 
repeat 

S~ppor~: 
Student Coaching Christina Trust 

Reading Mini- 

course 

Student Coaching Robin Trust 

Study Groups 

Student Coaching Robin Trust 

Workshops 
Student Coaching New staff Trust 

Social Media 

Outreach 

Student Coaching New staff Trust 
Web materials 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shackelford. Douglas <DouglasShackelford@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February. 25, 2014 10:44 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: congrats and question 

Yes, rll serve on it. 

Doug 

Douglas A. Shackelford 
Dean 
Meade H. Willis Distinguished Professor of Taxation 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3490 
McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3490 

919-962-3232 (office) 

919-962-1300 @~x) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(i3unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februapf 25, 2014 9:42 
To: Shackelford, Douglas 

Cc: Owen, Roberta (Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office) 
SubJect: congrats and question 

Eli Doug - 
I hope this quick note :finds you well - and know that you are busily picking up the reins of KFBS - congrats on that appointment where I know you will do well! 

’]7he Undergraduate Admissions AdvisoW Committee has, per the Faculty Code, two deans from professional schools who serve on the committee [’or a three-year rotating term This is a 
committee appointed by the chancellor. Gary Marchionini (SILS) rotates offthis year; Kristen Swanson (Nursing) continues (she replaced Bill McDiarmid, Educ) 

Would you be willing to sepCe? The group meets 5-6 times/year and is chaired by the dean of the College and staffed by Steve Farmer and his admissions team If there is a conflict you 
could send a designee but you would be expected to attend yourself generally 

Please say yes! Current nrenrbership and reports to Facul~ Council from the past several years (since 1996) are on the Faculty Governance website (see: 
http ://facc~un. unc. ed~"~c~mnrittees-2/app~inted-c~mmittees/undergraduate-admissi~ns-c~nm~itte~/ ). 
There are three subgroups, one for talent (includes student-athletes), one for disabilities, and one for transfer students. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen, Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education College of Arts and Sciences CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
PHONE: 919 843-7773 
DRAMA PHONE: 919 962-2483 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:27 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Cowell, GlyNs S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kim, Hosun <hosunk@email.unc.edu>; 

Jarausch, Hannelore <hljaxaus@email.unc.edu>; Furry, Nina M <FOURIRE@email.unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@emaJl.unc.edu~; 
Lmagston, Richaxd E <relangs@email.nnc.edu-d Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@emml.unc.edu% Weaver, Cim~amon S 
<cinnamon weave@unc.edu>; Hams, Loft <lo~@unc.edu>; Chambless, Amy Francesca <achamble@email.unc.edu>; Babcock, Robert 

Ga.w <rbabcock@email.unc.edt~-; Grillo, Luca <lgrillo@email.unc.edt~-; Wegel, Tin <wegel@email.unc.edt~-; Noel, Rob 
<mb@unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R <ga~ lloyd@unc.edt~-; Joyner, David Monaghan <davidjoyne@nnc.edu>; Setnone, Sem~ 

~-~semone@emafil.nnc.edu:>; Zhou, Yi <5~izh@ad.unc.edu>; Badr, Farida All Abbas <tbad@e~n~fil.unc.edu>; Pruvost, Valdrie Cdline 
<pruvost@email.unc.edu~ 

Haven~ Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu;,; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu;,; Owen, Bobbi A <owentx~b@unc.edu;, 

Meeting Notes, Feb. 21, 2014 

2014-2-21 FL Placement Meeting.doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thank you again for meeting with me on }february 2:[ to updat~:_~ us on your e[forts to redesign your departmenta~ foreign language exams. You deserve 

consideraMe apph~use for taking on this project. 

~ have attached a draft o~: Lhe notes from our rneetin£. If you see rnisinfoRT~adon or corrections that need to be made, p~esse make them ~n track--changes and 

return Lhe document to me. 

Severa~ people who were not at the meeting are a~so ~ncluded in tNs message so that they can be updated on tMs initiative, 

Please ~et me know ~f you have questions. And thm~k you again for your excellent work on behalf of our students, 

Edka 

Office 919-84:~- 7772 

F~m: Lindemann, Erika 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ ~0, 20~4 ~2:~3 PN 
To: Seck, Namarame; Cowell, Glynis S.; Kim, Hosun; Jarausch, Hannelore; Fur~, Nina 
’Harris, Loft; Chambless, Amy ~rancesca; Babcock, Robe~ Ga~; Grillo, Luca; Wegel, ~n; Noel, Rob; Lloyd, Ga~ R; Joyner, David Nonaghan; Semone, Sean 
~c: Haven, Ben 
Su~ject: RE: FL Placement Exam Update, ~b. ~3, noon, Steele 3020 
Sew~ra~ people hsw~ back-to.-bsd~ meetings/classes on Feb. 

water. 

Best wishes, 

Er~ka 

The Ur~vers~ty 

L)~fi~:~:: 919~ 8..:~3- 7772 

F~m= Lindemann, Erika 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 9:52 AM 
Te= Seck, Namarame; Cowell, Glynis S.; Kim, Hosun; Jarausch, Hannelore; Fur~, Nina 
’Harris, Loft; Chambless, Amy Francesca; Babcock, Robe~ Ga~; Grillo, Luca; Wegel, ~n; Noel, Rob; Lloyd, Ga~ R; Joyner, David Nonaghan; Semone, Sean 
~¢~ Haven, Ben 
Su~je;t~ RE: FL Placement Exam Update, ~b. ~3, noon, Steele 3020 
Apologies for writing too quicMy on a Monday morning. I intended to assure those of yo~J who are not using webCape exams that tMs meeting wH~ also be of 

interest to you. You w~H want to know how other ]angt~ages are hand~k~g their placement exams and how placement e’.<am scores w~H need to be reported ~n 

[uture semesters, a procedure that wH~ change i]1 fa~l 2014 

Best, 

Edka 

A~:~:od,.~te D~.an 

Offi~:~:: 919~ 84:-b 77::2 



From: Lindemann, Erika 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 9:4-5 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; Cowell, Glynis S.; Kim, Hosun; _larausch, Hannelore; Furry, Nina M; Hsiao, Li-ling; Langston, Richard E; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Weaver, Cinnamon S; 

’Harris, Lori’; Chambless, Amy Francesca; Babcock, Rober~ Gary; Grillo, Luca; Wegel, -On; Noel, Rob; Lloyd, Gary R; .loyner, David Monaghan; Semone, Sean 
Cc: Haven, Ben 
Subject: FL Placement Exam Update, Feb. :~3, noon, Steele 3020 

Greetings All, 

Thanks very much for participating in the Doodle poll and for responding promptly. Thursday, February :13, from 3L2-:lpm, appears to be the best time for most 

people. The meeting will be held on the third floor of Steele Building in room 3020. The purpose of the meeting will be to update one another on the progress you 

have made for moving our foreign language placement exams from webCape to an alternate format. Please mark your calendars. We look forward to seeing you 

then. 

Best regards, 

Erika 

(:.’,~li~~:.: ,~:i !-}-.~i .~-?772 



Foreign Language Placement Exam Meeting 

February 21, 20:14 

:12 p.m. - :1:00 p.m., Steele 3020 Conference Room 

Present: Robert Babcock (Classics), Valerie Bernhardt (German and Slavic Languages and Literatures), 

Glynis Cowell (Academic Advising), Luca Grillo (Classics), Lori Harris (Asian Studies), Ben Haven 

(Undergraduate Curricula), Hannelore Jarausch (Romance Languages), David Joyner (OASIS), Stephen 

Katsaounis (Office of the Registrar), Hosun Kim (Romance Languages), Erika Lindemann (Undergraduate 

Curricula), Rob Noel (OASIS), Sean Simone (OASIS), Cinnamon Weaver (Classics), Tin Wegel (German and 

Slavic Languages and Literatures), ¥i Zhou (Asian Studies) 

Erika Lindemann welcomed the group. David Joyner, Rob Noel, and Sean Simone, representing OASIS, 

offered assistance with Sakai test site set-up and putting together best practices. 

Tin Wegel discussed ongoing progress with the German Placement Exam 

The exam will be developed over the summer. It is s modeled on a design that Wegel put 

together for the German School at IVliddlebury College. 

~ The exam will have a writing component, listening comprehension component, and will be 

current with cultural topics. GSLL plans to make the exam longer than what they currently have. 

They are still interested in a speaking component, but interviews would be difficult to conduct 

given the time frame. 

The plan is for the exam to be implemented in spring 20:15. Normingthe exam is planned for fall 

20:14. 

Hosun Kim and Glynis Cowell discussed ongoing progress with Spanish Placement Exams 

The Department of Romance Languages and Literatures has tasked project groups, made up of 

four or more graduate students, with the creation of item pools to test vocabulary, grammar, 

and listening comprehension. Team members will create and categorize all item pools by the 

end of the spring 20:14 semester. Once pools are created and categorized, Romance Languages 

will randomly select questions from each pool to create the exams. This will be done over the 

summer. Focus groups will then be formed to test the levels of the exams. The department has 

plans to pilot the program during the fall 20:14 semester. 

Two exams will be offered. Students who have completed levels :1 and 2 in high school will take 

Exam :1. Students who are native speakers, or who have taken high school levels 3 and 4, or 

have completed advanced placement courses, will take Exam 2. Depending on the scores, 

students will place into SPAN :100, :105, 203, 204, or will satisfy the language requirement 

entirely. 

Hannelore Jarausch discussed ongoing progress with the French Placement Exam 

They will use existing quizzes (but not the final exams), building on testing materials that they 

currently have in first- and second-year courses. Both instructors developing the placement test 

(Nina Furry and Valerie Pruvost) have experience delivering tests online with Sakai. 

There will be a listening comprehension component and meaning comprehension will be 

included as well. There is not enough focus on meaning in the current test. They expect to do 

some norming in fall 20:14. 

Lori Harris and Yi Zhou discussed ongoing progress with the Chinese Placement Exam 



All placement testing is currently done in one in-person visit the day before classes start. 

One of the biggest problems building the Chinese Placement Exam involves character sets. 

According to Rob Noel, exams using Chinese character sets will probably work in Sakai, but he 

recommended using Roman characters for file names. Noel, who has experience building the 

Arabic placement exam (most recently updated in December 2013), has offered his assistance. 

David Joyner can also help with this process. 

The other problem involves content. Some high schools only teach speaking skills, ignoring 

character reading and writing. Others teach all three. There is no consistency for what is taught 

across high school Chinese curricula. 

The project to develop a placement exam in Chinese is just beginning. 

Farida Badr is continuing work on a placement exam in Arabic, a project begun by Charles 

Joukhadar in consultation with Rob Noel. 

Bob Babcock, Luca 6rillo, Cinnamon Weaver discussed ongoing progress with the Classics Placement 

Exam 

The Department of Classics is satisfied with their placement results. They don’t need a spoken 

component. The most recent iteration of the test for grammar and reading comprehension was 

created three to four years ago. 

The department would like assistance with the migration of the current exam to Sakai. David 

Joyner has offered to assist them. 

The students do not receive credit for the placement exam; it is considered a diagnostic test. A 

teaching fellow is responsible for administering a second exam, which determines credit. This 

exam is only for those who understand Latin at a high level but who have not taken AP, other 

advanced courses, or have no official record of their coursework. The department is satisfied 

with the current second exam. 

Currently, the exam is administered through a homegrown system. WebCape operates as the 

portal. A student initiates the exam through WebCape, and is then routed to an in-house 

system to take the placement test. Once WebCape is gone, students will no longer have a way 

to access the exam. With help from OASIS, Sakai could replace this system. The teaching fellow 

could be assigned to work with OASIS. Barring any unforeseen issues, the new system could be 

online by summer 2014. 

OASIS discussed Sakai authentication 

Students will need access, even though they will not have an ONYEN yet. With Sakai, anyone 

with an ONYEN would be able to access the test site instantly. The department would have to 

manually add any student without an ONYEN; however, there are ways to make these exams 

public or open access as well. What’s more, departments can restrict access by certain dates or 

a range of IP addresses (so that only specific computers can access Sakai). Departments can also 

set the parameters to allow students to take the test more than once or limit test-taking to one 

instance (make it non-repeatable). 

Spreadsheets will be used to transfer test data from Sakai to ConnectCarolina. Data validation 

can be done using MS SharePoint, currently used for giving credit to native and experiential 

speakers of a foreign language. 

Lindemann briefly reviewed the placement exam process with the group. 

Currently, grades are sent on Excel spreadsheets to the Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

(OUC). OUC reviews and signs off on them and routes the spreadsheets to the Office of the 



University Registrar. They are then posted by hand to students’ records in ConnectCarolina. As 

of fall 2014, the OUC will no longer play the role of intermediary in this process. Departments 

will be responsible for sending these scores directly to the Office of the University Registrar. 

Changes in procedures will be explained in a memo to be sent this summer by Erika. Deadlines 

to get test data to the Office of the Registrar are October 1St for summer and fall exam results 

and February :1St for results (and corrections) since the October report. 

Spreadsheets with exam results need to be accurate and will need review. Each department 

needs to have a designated approver for the grades. 

Dean Owen has agreed to fund the WebCape exams for one more year (2014-2015), after which 

time exams must be provided via some other method, in most cases on a Sakai platform. 

Departments will have to work directly with the Registrar’s Office from now on. Thanks also go 

to OASIS for their help to departments in moving these exams to Sakai. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 10:16 AM 

Schmitt, Stephmaie <sschmitt@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

FW: Dual degree programs 

.Just an 

Prof. 

provR~ed Prof. Caldwe~l w~th some ~nformation (~;ee below) and informed her ~f abe ha~; add~tkmal queations she ~;hould contact Stepharfie 

Best, 

N~ck 

F~m: Siedentop, Nicholas 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2024 ~0:~3 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas 
Subject: Dual degree programs 

Dear Prof. Caldwell, 

My colleague Ben Haven tells me you are interested in learning more about dual degree programs and the process for creating dual degree programs. In most 

cases, proposals for a dual degree program involve an undergraduate program and a graduate program that have already been approved and implemented. For 

example, the College recently approved a dual degree program in Contemporary European studies (B.A.) and political science (M.A.); both the B.A. degree 

Contemporary European Studies and the M.A. degree in political science were already established and approved degree programs. 

In the next edition of the Undergmduete Bulletin (2024-20~5) l’ve included a new section about dual bachelor!graduate degree programs. See text below, 

including a list of approved programs. 

A few other items to highlight: 

The University encourages dual p~og~ams in appropriate disciplines to provide exceptionally strong students with substantive educational 

opportunities that enhance the quality of these students’ experiences. 

~ Policies and approval process are available on The Graduate School website (http:/]handbook.unc.edu/admiss~on.html) which states: 

"An undergraduate student admitted into a master’s degree program as part of a dual bachelor’s-master’s program must meet all the policies and 

guidelines for both the undergraduate and graduate degrees. For additional information about course credits, admissions, and funding, please see the 

Guidelines for Duel Beche/or’s-Mester’s Degree Progrems at (~/~.~.~.~.~.9J.~.~j~.~j.~.~.[~g.~.~¢J~.~.~.~.E~[~E~2~Q[~.$~p.~.[~ 

~ All policies and guidelines governing both g~aduate and undergraduate programs must still be met - admissions, credit hours, course credit 

transfer, graduation, etc. 

Minimum of ~50 credit hours required (~20 undergrad + 30 graduate) with no overlap. 9 graduate credit hours toward a 30-hour master’s may be 

taken while the student is an undergraduate, but may not count toward the bachelor’s degree. 

If you have additional questions about undergraduate!graduate degree programs, you should contact Stephanie Schmitt in the Graduate School. 

Best wishes, 

Nick 

Undergraduate Bulletin Text 

Dual Bachelor/Graduate Degree Programs 

The University offers several dual bachelor-graduate degree programs. The programs currently offered are listed below. The requirements for the bachelor’s 

degree must be completed within eight semesters of study. The requirements for the graduate degree can be completed in as few as two additional semesters, 

for a possible total of ~0 semesters of study. For information about the requirements and application process, please consult the relevant academic unit in this 

bulletin. 

* Computer science (B.S.-M.S.), College of Arts and Sciences 

* Environmental science and engineering (B.S. or B.S.P.H-M.S. or M.S.P.H.), Gillings School of Global Public Health 

* Contemporary European studies and political science (B.A. -M.A.), College of Arts and Sciences 

* Information science (B.S.I.S.-M.S.I.S or M.S.L.S.), School of Information and Library Science 

* Linguistics (B.A.-M.A.), College of Arts and Sciences 

* Mathematical decision sciences and statistics and operations research (B.S.-M.S.), College of Arts and Sciences 

* Romance languages: Franco-Arab studies (B.A. -M.A.), College of Arts and Sciences 

* Romance languages: French and francophone studies (B.A.-M.A.), College of Arts and Sciences 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 l T 919.962.58~9 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Constance Relihan <relihco@anbum.edu;, 

Wednesday, Febrnary 26, 2014 10:49 AM 

Lmnbom,Alm~ <Alan.Lambom@colostate.edu-~; Bicker~ Gene <bickers@usc.edu>; Braeutigam, Ronald 

<braentigam@northwestem.edu>; Ehm~ann, Stephen <sehnnann@gwu.edu>; FeMman, Richard <richard.t~ldman@rochester.edu>; 

Green, Bill <wgreen@miami.edtr~; Hamilton, Donna <dhamil@umd.edu>; Houston, She <shousto@bgsu.edu-~; Hughey, Richaxd 

<iph@ucsc.edu>; Jolly; Laura <ljolly@uga.edu>; Laughlin, Karen <klaughlin@fsu.edu>; Loizeaux Beth--~ebloiz@hn.edu>; Ma~r, 

Bernard <bamai@nfl.edu>; McMaster, Robert <stein094@umn.edu>; Mullen, Michael <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>; Nisbet, Mary 

<mnisbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@nnc.edu>; Robbins, Charles <charles.robbins@stonybrook.edu>; Sawrey, 

Barbara <bsawrey@ucsd.edu>; Stallings, Lyn <nndergradstudies@amefican.edu>; Vevea, Jack <jvevea@ucmerced.edu>; Adams, 

Milton <jma@virginia.edu>; Agnes DeFranco <adefranco@uh.edu~; Amy Burkert <~akl l@andrew.cmu.edn>; Amy Goodburn 

<agoodburnl@nnl.edu~; Andria Costello Staniec (costello@syr.edu); Ann Kenimer <a-kenime@tamu.edu>; Baker, Lee 

<ldbake@duke.edu~; Barbaxa Altmann <baltmann@uoregon.edu~; Ben Withers <bwithers@ukT.edu>; Beth Ingram <beth- 

ingrmn@niowa.edu;,; Bette Bottoms <~bbottoms@nic.edu;,; Hnghes, Blanche <Blanche.Hughes@colostate.edu~; Carol Barr 

<cbarr@provost.umass.edu-~; Carolyn de la Pefia <ctdelapen~ucdavis.edu>; Cathy Koshland <vptlapi~a)berkeley.edtr~; Charles Tncker 

<ctucke@illinois.edn>; Colin Potts <oue@gatech.edu>; David Harris <provos~tufts.edu>; Dennis Freeman <t?eeman@mit.edu>; Dennis 

Groth ~<tgroth@india~a.edu>; Donald Feke <dlt:4@ca~se.edu~; Elizabeth Dooley <Elizabeth.Dooley@mail.~u.edu>; Elliot Vittes 

<Ellio@uciledu>; Greg Heilema~ <heileman@ece.unm.edu>; Crreg Jackson <greg:iackson@rutgers.edu>; Harry Elmn c/o Lisa Bilgen 

<bilgen@stanford.edu>; Helen Doerpinghaus (doerp@sc.edu); Holden Thorp <thoip@wus~tl.edu>; Hugh Page <thpage@nd.edu’>; Jacque 

Fetrow <i~tro~iis@wfu.edu>; Janice Mnrdoch <janw@clemson.edu>; JeffKeith <jeff keith@byn.edu>; Pickering,Kathleen 

<Kathleen.Shennml@colostate.edu>; Laxry Abraham <l.abraham@austin.utexas.edu>; Lisa MacFarlmae --~acadelnic.affairs@unh.edu>; 

Lynn Zimmerman <jlzimme@elnory.edu>; Matffredi, Juan <ma~lfredi@pitt.edu>; Maxtha Bradley <Maxtha.Bradley@utah.edu>; Ma~~ 

Wack <~mwack@wsn.edu~; Matthew Santirocco <matthew.santirocco@nyu.edu>; Michael Grant <michael.grant@colomdo.edu>; Monica 

Brockmeyer <mbmckmeye@wayne.edu>; Pat Turner <ptume@college.ncla.edu>; Panl Dosal <pdosal@usf.edn>; Rachel Holloway 

(rhollowa@v~t.edu); Robert Pm~gburn <pangborn@psu.edn>; Sharon Salinger <salinge@uci.edu~; Steve Brint <steven.brin~ucr.edn>; 

Steve Dandaneau <dandaneau~ksu.edu>; Suzanne Austin <seaustin@uab.edn>; Taylor, Ed <edtaylor@u.washington.edn>; Timothy 

Renick <trenick@gsu.edu>; Wayne Carlson <caxlson.8@osn.edtr~ 

Atwood, L~ <Liz.Atwood@colostate.edu>; Alissa Beideck (abeideck@bu.edu); Allison MacKenzie (mackenziea@usf.edu); Allyson Tant 

(allyson.tan@gatech.edu); Amy Cooper (acoope@wayne.edu); Angelina Pasley (apasley@ucdavis.edu); Angle Cochran (angie- 
cochran@uiowa.edu); Ann Blanchard (a.blaaachard@ugs.utah.edu); Arlene Tabag (ambag@aa.ufl.edu); Ashley Selfridge 

(ashley@umd.edu); Beatriz Pina (b.pina@mimni.edu); Bobbi Venture (bventur~2@ucmerced.edu); Chrishna Ruiz (cmiz2@uic.edu); Chi-isty 

Moore (cmgallag@indiana.edu); Daphne Fa~r-Lealj~ (dfl@northwestern.edn); Denise Griggs (griggsd@wfu.edu); Dorothy Slnith 

(dorothy@k-s*ate.edu); ElaAne Pritchaxd (pritchmd.90@osu.edu); Gall Hignight (ga~l.hignight@duke.edu); GoAl McNabb 

(gmcnabb@ncsd.edu); Georgia State UniversiF (viceprovost@gsu.edu); Helen Brewster <helen.brewster@unh.edu>; Jake Hayden 

(jakeh@uwj~o.edu); Jason Casey (jason.casey@austin.utexas.edu); Jeanne Bowen (jbowenl@nd.edu); Jeannie Holt (jmhol@wsu.edu); 

Jennifer Cole (jennifer.cole@colomdo.edu); Joseph Snilmann (suilmann@unm.edu); Jnmaita Jackson- Stoner (jjackson3@nnl.edu); KaAthlyn 

Kayer (kkayel@gwu.edu); Kathleen Langhmma (km132@uw.edn); Kelly Smiamski (ksmiaroski@provost.umass.edu); Kirsten Thompson 

(kirstenthompson@byu.edu); Lisa Miller (millerl@pitt.edu); Li~ Siddens (lisa.siddens@wusfl.edu); Li~ Stagnone (lstag@mit.edu); 

Atwood.Liz <L~.Atwoo@colos~te.edu~; Mackenzie Alutti (mtZaluifi@ucsc.edu); Madina Bmmmer (madina.bramme@ucr.edu); Maggi 

Va~os (mvanos@l;u.edu); Ma~uela Friedmmm (mi’riedmmm@college.ncla.edu); Marcella Ta~ona (marcella.tanona@tul?ts.edu); Marcy 

Ludorl’(ludorf@uab.edu); Maxy Whitehead (mwhitehd@nga.edu); Meg Mattson (megm@uoregon.edu); Melanie Wheeler 

(mm’hee01 @syr.edu); Melinda Schaeffer (mschaefr@illinois.edu); Melissa Capello (Incapello@jhu.edu); Monica Gaxcia 

(mmgarcia@berlceley.edn); Myra Hem?" (myra.hen~@rochester.edu); Nadine Greenstein (nadine.greenstein@stonybrook.edu); Nonna 

Suarez (norn~a.snaxez@ucf.edu); Patu Ya~rborongh (yaxborop@mailbox.sc.edu); Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Paula 

Clark <clarkps@auburn.edu>; Roxanne Eyre (reyre@uci.edu); Smadra Chavarria (schavarria@tamu.edu) 

RE: A Couple of Qnestions for my Colleagues in the Reinvention Center UVP Network 

Reinvention colleagues policy’ summary.pdf 

Deaf Colleagues-- 

"i’harlk you ~or the responses to my two qw~stkms, R ~s dear flom the ~rfformath:m ~ received that we are al~ strugg]~rlg w~th both of the ~ssues ~ rabed: how to cope 

with wesLher--related closures and how Lo encourage our sLudents to graduate in four years. 

~ have sLtached here a document that summarizes the ~nforr~?ation ~ received. Please ~et Rle kRow if I Rlay ever be of help to you----there ~s no doubt ~n gly Rl~nd 

that we need each other~ 

Have a good dav~ 

Constat~ce 

F~m~ Cons~nce Relihan 
Nentl Friday, February 14, 2014 10:02 AN 
T~ ’Lamborn,Alan’; Bickers, Gene; Braeuti~am, Ronald; Ehrmann, Stephen; Feldman, Richard~ Green, Bill; Hamilton, Donna; Houston, Sue~ Hu~hey, Richard; Jolly, Laura; 
Laughlin, Karen; Loizeaux, Beth; Malt, Bernard; NcNaster, Robert; Nullen, Michael; Nisbet, Mary; Owen, BobN; RobNns, Charles; Sawrey, Barbara; Stallin~s, Lyn; Vevea, 
Jack; Adams, Milton; A~nes De~ranco; Amy Burke~; Amy Goodburn; Andria Costello StaNec (costello@syr.edu); Ann Kenimer; Baker, Lee; Barbara Altmann; Ben W~thers; 
Beth In,ram; Be~e BoSoms; Hu~hes,Blanche~ Carol Baru Carolyn de la Pe~a; Cathy Koshland; Charles Tucker; Colin Po~s; David Harris; Dennis Freeman; Dennis Groth~ 
Donald ~ke; Elizabeth Dooley; Elliot Vies; Gre9 Heileman; Gre~ 3ac~on; Harry Elam c/o Lisa Bil~en; Helen Doerpin~haus (doerp@sc.edu); Holden Thorp; Hu~h Page~ ]acque 
Fetrow; ]anice Nurdoch; Jeff Ke~th; P~cker~n~,Kathleen; Lar~ Abraham; Lisa NacFarlane; Lynn Zimmerman; Nanfredi, Juan; Nartha Bradley; Na~ Wack; Na~hew Sant~rocco; 
N~chael Grant; Nonica Brockmeyeu Pat Turner; Paul Dosal; Rachel Holloway (rhollowa@~.edu); Robe~ Pan,burn; Sharon Sal~n~er; Steve Brint; Steve Dandaneau; Suzanne 
Austin~ Taylor, Ed; ~mothy Renick; Wayne Carlson 
~e~ A~ood,Liz; Alissa Beideck (abeideck@bu.edu); Allison MacKenzie (mackenziea@usf.edu)~ Allyson Tant (allyson.tant@gatech.edu); Amy Cooper (acooper@wayne.edu); 
Angelina Pasley (apasley@ucdavis.edu); Annie Cochran (ang~e-cochran@ubwa.edu); Ann Blanchard (a.blanchard@u~s.u~h.edu); Arlene Taba~ (ataba~@aa.ufl.edu); Ashley 
Selfridge (ashley@umd.edu); Beatriz Pina (b.pina@miami.edu); Bobbi Ventura (bventura2@ucmerced.edu); Christina Ruiz (cruiz2@uic.edu)~ Chrism Moore 
(cmgalla~@indiana.edu); Daphne ~air-Lea~ (dfl@no~hwestern.edu); Denise Gri~gs (gri~gsd@~u.edu)~ Dorothy Smith (dorothy@bstate.edu); Elaine Pritchard 
(pri~hard.90@osu.edu); Gall Higni~ht (~a~l.hi~nNht@duke.edu); Gall NcNabb (~mcnabb@ucsd.edu); Georgia State Universi~ (v~ceprovost@gsu.edu); Helen Brewster ; Jake 
Hayden 0akeh@u~o.edu); Jason Casey 0ason.casey@austin.u~xas.edu); Jeanne Bowen 0bowenl@nd.edu); JeanNe Holt 0mholt@wsu.edu); Jennifer Cole 
0ennifer.cole@colorado.edu); Joseph Suilmann (suilmann@unm.edu); Juani~ Jac~on-Stoner ~jac~on3@unl.edu); Kaithlyn Kayer (kkayer@gwu.edu); Kathleen Lau~hman 



(km132@uw~edu); Kelly Smiaroski (ksmiaroski@provost.umass.edu); Kirsten Thompson (kirsten_thompson@byu.edu); Lisa Miller (millerl@pitt.edu); Lisa Siddens 
(lisa.siddens@wustl.edu); Lisa Stagnone (Istag@mit.edu); Atwood,Liz; Mackenzie Aluffi (mfaluffi@ucsc.edu); Madina Brammer (madina.brammer@ucr.edu); Maggi Vanos 
(mvanos@fsu.edu); Manuela Friedmann (mfriedmann@college.ucla.edu); Marcella Tanona (marcella.tanona@tufts.edu); Marcy Ludorf (ludorf@uab.edu); Mary Whitehead 
(mwhitehd@uga.edu); Meg Mattson (megm@uoregon.edu); Melanie Wheeler (mrwhee01@syr.edu); Melinda Schaeffer (mschaefr@illinois.edu); Melissa Capello 
(mcapello@jhu.edu); Monica Garcia (mmgarda@berkeley.edu); Myra Henry (myra.henry@rochester.edu); Nadine Greenstein (nadine.greenstein@stonybrook.edu); Norma 
Suarez (norma.suarez@ucf.edu); Patsy Yarborough (yarborop@mailbox.sc.edu); Paula Goodman (pgoodman@email.unc.edu); Paula Clark; Roxanne Eyre (reyre@uci.edu); 
Sandra Chavarria (schavarria@tamu.edu); Sarah Meussling (sjeffer@bgsu.edu); Shirley Robinson (shirley.robinson@mail.wvu.edu); Tangela Derico (tderico@emory.edu); 
Terri Runyon (terri.runyon@uky.edu); University of Southern California (ugp@usc.edu); University of Virginia (jwt5z@virginia.edu); Vickie Youngblood 
(vickie.youngblood@ncsu.edu); Virginia Tech University (undergraduate@vt.edu) 
Subject-" A Couple of Questions for my Colleagues in teh Reinvention Center UVP Network 

Good rvlornin~, Everyone! 

I apologize for intruding inLo your Valentir~e’s Day, but I an~ hoping that the collected wisdom ot: the ~roup might help n~e on a couple o1: very different issues. 

First, this winter has been a challenge for many of our campuses~ Some of us don’t typically have a sing]e day during which our campuses are closed because of 

snow, and yet this year we have faced multiple "snow days." Consequently, my question is: What is your university’s policy regarding make up sessions for time 

{ost because of weatherorelated class cancellatio~s? 

On a separate topic, I know thaL several of yo~r institutions have implemer~ted ~finish in four~ programs in order’ to boosL graduation rates~ If you have such a 

program, I am interested to learn abo~t it. Specifically, how many students ~3artidpate in the program, what incentives do you ~3rovide for their ~3articipation, and 

how does the graduation rate of students who begin the program compare to your student body as a whole? 

Thanks for any information you are wi]Hng to share. { w~l happily d~gest and summarize the responses ~ receive and report back to the group. 

~ssoc~ate Provost for Ur~dergrad~.~aLe Studies 

Professor of ER~lbh 

rel~hco@auburn.edu 



F eed b a c k fr o m M e m b e rs of t h e Re nv e ~ ti=~,o ~ Ce ~ t,er’s UV P N et wo r k 

Q; What is your university s 

related ~las:s ~an~el~at:~ons 

o,: weather icy regarding make up :,,,ess~,o’ns for tiptoe !ost: because f~: o 

Case Western Reserve 

Case Western ReseHe University does not have a formal poIicy (or: recommended practice)for makin8 

up time due to a sinsteoday weather c!osure, We leave it: to ~the fac:u~tv member to dec~d !! wh.ether or 

not to sch,edule an extra make-up session in the even ng or on a weekend day). Very few :faculty 
members act,u:a~iy schedul.e a,n extrasessi:o n,. however~ 

We do have a formal policy that: appiies for lengthier closures (e,:g,:, due to =e::’.tens~v:e :weather damage, 

or a pandemic situation). 

Colorado State 

In terms of weather events, i’ve peste:d below the longu~ge~from the A.codemic F~cu./ty end 

AdminiStrative Professionals Mo:nuo~ that o:ddresses .student c!oss atten.dance po~:m’es. You’ll notice that 

e:dverse weather ~ssu..~s when the university is open ore not addressed in university parley. This issue 

come up before. The bottom fine. is that university p, ot~’cy does not require o fo~cutty member to gr~nt 

excused absence if u student mLsses o doss due to ~ndeme,,.~t weother. This is one of those coses where 
we would hope thut if u student t~od o compefiing reoson for not making i"t to doss, soy he/she lived in 

the mountains when very heavy snow was foiling there, that the professor would al!ow the student to 

make up missed work.. Unj~ortunutdy, it wou~d be very d~ficuit to make this a policy with even 

"i " " i " upp~ cut, on und the umvers.~ty has chosen not to do so. When the umvers~=ty is open students ore 

expected to ettend desses us e mutter of poficy. 

~.~4o4 Class Attendance Reguiat~ons {lost revised May 3, 201I} 
Ins.tru.ctors and departments are responsible for establ;shin8 atten.dance pal c~es for classes and 

n Univers~tv-sanctioned exam:i::nations. These policies ~m~ust accommodate student participat:ion i 
extracurricular/co-curricular activities. Students must inform their !nstructors prii:or to the anticipated 

i absence and take the initiative to make up m’,issed work in a t~.mely fashion. Instructors must make 

reasonable efforts to enable students to make up work whi .oh must be accomplished under the 
!nstruct:or’s supervision (e.g., examinations, laboratories). In the event of a conflict in regard to this 
policy, individuals may appeal us’, ng established University procedures~ 

For the purposes of this regulations, Un:~iversity.osanctioned activities inciude ,competitions, events and: 

professiona! .......... meeti::ngs in which students are offic:ia!ly reipresenting the i:~nstitution. App opnate 
n °                  : sa ct~oned activities i~nc:tude 

a.= Intercollegiate ath!et:ics; 

b, Coileg:iate clu b sport:s and cam pe=t~:tions; 
c. C:onferences and workshops recognized by the Uni~versiity not related to academics; 
d. Commitments on ibehalf of the University (ASCSU, band, etc.); and 
e. Professiona 1 .activities recognized by the UniversitV related to academics. 



Feedback from: Memb ers of the-°vn,’m e[n :t[on: Center"" UVP Network 

Department heads or their de=signated representatives must approve sanctioned profess~ onal and 

~ date program departmental act~v~t~es..~ Other sanctioned ac~ v~~es must be approved by the approp 

d rectori on record with the ul.~ .s on~vi i of Student .... Affairs offices or the Department: of Athteticso 

Recent: Memo sent to, the faculty:: 

RE: .Sche du te .for Un de: ram d u ate, M ake up ~,~ ion~ 

Due to .inclement weathe6 the severe weather pol.,.,cy ~o.rced the: university to cancel c!esses to ensure the 
safety oJ:j~gculty and students, The odmm~str.at.on wifl remain ~ftexib@ and try to empowers@tufty with 
the tools, time :end dossrooms to make up missed c@ss periods. 

It: is =up to th,e discretion o]:the instructor how ~best to make up missed ucodemic work, which: may include 

con s otide tin g me teriut d u tin g t h e ram :u:in in g p erio ds, s c he ~du t in g £ n o ddi rio n o ! m ok e up p e,: ~ o d, or 
wo. kmg with ClT or your SchooYs ~T support contuct to develop content j~or on onhne makeup .session. 

CiT con provide o consuttont to =help with ptonning your online moke up course,~ 

Vis it h tip :/icit~ du ke,: e d u/e me rg e n c~es/ or co n toot c~’ !: @ duk e. e du for m ore . nIo rm ot~on, 

lj~ ins tructo rs choose :to, s ch e du le odditionot m eke up pe riods, ms:tructo, s sh ou:!d be:         ~ to 

schedule c@sses in u way that creates conflicts with: existing: or other make-up c@ss periods. Ther6fore, 
we recommend that mstructo., s use the some time p,e:~od~{or their course during t:he designated make up 

d:uy. 

Please :in/orm your students as soon us poss~be about the upprouch you w£t fake, 

Undergruduu:te C@sses Cenceted on Wednesdey Jonuury 29 
Wifl be mode up on Su:turduy Murch 22 

Undergreduute C@sses Cunce’@d on We:dnesdu.y Aj:temoon Februery 12 

2 ~ Wi!! b e m =u de up .on Sun duy Afte rn oon Febru ory 3’ .... 

Undergruduute~ C@sses Cunceled on Thursduy Februory 13the’ 
Wifl be m~de up on Saturday M~rch 29~ 

Undergruduote C@sses Cunceied on Friday February 1.4 

Will be mode up on Friday April 25~ 
In order to,fu,c htute end exped.~:te your makeup c@ss period pt,euse submit your request vie emofl in the 

!ottowing ~ormut to tcscheduter@’~duke.edu o:s soon o~ possible but no toter th,e:n Februurv I9, 2014, 

Some mukeup ctusses mey not be p@ced in the seine ~oce:bon where the cless .~s presently ess~gned, but 
we wilt ettempt ~to ussign the c@ss to its present loce=tion.= .Students cannot request spuce [or .u’ makeup 
cluss s ess ~ on; th is m.u s t be re q u este~ d b y thee de ss :n stru cton 



Feedba ¢ k f om Members of the Reinvention Cente  UVP Network. 

As long as we remain ;within the :set window of class days r~equir~ed by the state, we .do not make: u~p days: 

lost for weather (usually hurricanes in our case but we, too, had a snow day this year). 

U n ire rs it: o f Co !o ra d =o~ B o u ld e r 
At CU Boulder, we a~k faculty to just :5kip :the missed materi.al, as, for example, ’when we had those 
mass~ -e floods. Some faculty get irate but we: come down on the side of student accommodat.on 

We don’t: add extra days, we just: expect ;faculty to make up the: work necessary to m:e.et course 
objectives via assi~gnmentso We have: iooked into this. extensively and there is no specific rule/law 
requiring: us to do otherwise (unless you have some: specia iiy accredited program ). 

Universlb/’: of lllin:":ois~:Urbana=      ~ ~Cham ain 
The University of Illinois at UrbanaoChampaign does not make up class days lost to weather. We a~so 
have a Iong:ostanding practice of cancelling classes on!ly iin the worst: of circumstances, and we probably 
average one cancellation day per five years. It: helps that we are h:ighiy residential, and that both the 
ca m pus a nd the towns a re wel! eq~u i:pped to deal with sn 

U e!:y£:..r...~_t.y: of Iowa 
We don’t have: an explicit makeup policy. We’ve: only had one cance!lation day in ~t:he past three years~ 

However, we did have a week of missed class due to flooding in Summer 2008. At that time, we 
cance!led some da:sses that hadn’t yet started and, ! believe, provided faculty with advice about: how to 
use technology to make up lost: class time. We would probably follow the same procedure if we had 
signiificant: time missed due to weat:her. We would provide faculty with options (Saturday: meetings, 
recorded lectures, out of classassig~nme~nts)and                        ask them to                       use ~their best judgn ent= in making sure that 
all the appropriate material was covered. 

The Universit:y of Nebraska~Lincoln doesn’t have a policy rega rding: weathero:re fated ca ncellations, 

year we haven’t experienced ~the misery of cold weather cancellations that everyon.e else has:, but 

past ~n:st uc:tors have been expected to make up lost cIasses w~tnn the: rema ning class s.ess~ons. 

instructors have "delivered" missed classes via the: learning management system, Biackboard~: 

:This 

in the 

Many 

UNC has an Adverse Weather" po:l[c:y with (3} condi’i~ n "~~hr..                          ~ostaff!adverse~." ~:~ ..... 

U~niversit:y of Virgin ia 
UVA does not have a po~iicy on and have rarely missed days in the past:, We did just miss 

two days last week due to the snow, a Th~ursday and a Friday, which generally means one day out of the 

3: [P a £ e 
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~ 2 2014 

se:mester wo~t:h of classes. 

policy~ 

Faculty will determine how to adjust their syllabus and class, but: we have no 

Q: If you, r in "’" "" " ° h s~u~lon has a ~n~s in four program~ how many students part~dpate ~n the p~rogram, 
what [nce:nt~ves do you provide for the~::: pa~:~c:~pat:~on, and ho:w does the graduation rate of students 
who begn :the program com:pa~:e to your: :student body as a :whole:?: 

Ca.se Weste r n Rese ~e 

No program. 

Co I: ora,d o St:a t e 

No program~ 

0 u r m ~ :j o r i. ! t,,~ ~ t ire h ~ s be e n o u r d e g re e m a p p ~: n g p ~ og r~ m, w h ic h we ~fi r st p i lo ted i n 2 0O4 ~. T h is h a s 
proba bly been our most e~:fect~:~ve strategy for ~m prov ng retention a nd grad uation whi!~e a Jso reducin~ 
excess hours taken by students {for which Florida now penalizes st:udents =when they h~t :155% of 

req u i red h o u rs ;fo r t h e d eg r e e u n Je ss th ey co m p let:e a d o u hie m a]o r )~. It gives st u d e nt:s a ~4- ye a r p i a n fo r 

each major: {Engineering takes 5 years) with identified miJestones as well as a suggested term by term 

p tog ra m of st:u d es. Yo u ca n se e t h is at t h e fo l i owi ng ~i n k =~= h tt ....:.., www,a ca d e m ! c- u i de.fs u .e:# u:. (Clio k 

on the little M to see t:he maps for each 

To see some of the impact: of mapping, 4-year graduation rates for the :2,000 cohort: were 44.3%.. For the 

2008 cohort, the 4oyear rate is 60.9% or a 16.6% improvement... The 6-year rate improved over that time 

as wei~l., from 68% to 78%~ :We have seen a steady increase each year since mapping :was impJemented, 

and we anticipate continued .gains over the coming years:. 

i n te rm s of t he re d u ct io n 
Abele~ 

in excess hours, here is some data co!leeted by our former Provost, Larry 

began mapping t:h:ere were a Imost 8,000 students with :~20 hours or more who wer:e 

to graduate, a bo~ut 30.2% of the students, by 20~1 t:he perc:entage had dropped to 

about &~..2%. By some measures the drop was: to .5%, but: ~%: is the closest to appies to appJes 

comparison that is avai[abie~. 

At the same time: ~the perc:ent:ag:e of st:udents g:radua=ting with excess hours also decreased.: This: 

is harder to calculate because the stat:e changed: the defintion of "’e:xcess hour" from ~$5% of 

degree eq u~rements to 1~0’% so an exact comparison = i:. not possib:/e without rerunn ng all of 

the data but: there was: a significan~t dec:rease~. 



F,e=edback from Members of the Reinvention Center’s UVP Network 

We also i:mpiem~ented a "De:g:ree in Three:" program in 20,02 ,or so. This program provides ad.ded 

advising :support and priority registration for students wishing to accelerate their progress. 

While it: is not: aggressively marketed at: this point and has not attracted huge numbers of 

st u d e n ts,: it ha s m a d e a sma !1 co nt: ri b utio n to 

of par~tc pa nts grad uat ng in 4 yea rs or less, 

proved .&year graduation rat:es, with about 85% 

re i ’ s a bit o f d ata o n t h i s p tog ra m, 

2008 co h o rt (n = 89,) 
% g ra d u a te d          .hi 3 y ea rs o r I,e :ss 

% graduated in 4 years or less 

% other 

47,2% 

38,2% 

14,,6:,o ’~’ 

2,009 co h o rt (n := 13 g) 

% g ra.d u a te,dni 3 y e a rs o r le ss 

% graduated n .4 years or less 

% stii! enrolled 

% other 

55.8% 

29,7% 

2.2% 

Un~Flonda 
See attachme nts 

Unlversl of Ili~no     .--Chlc:a.~: 

Universlt of Iillnols--Urbana,-~Cham a~ :~n 
No finish in four program at: e:ither ins~lt:u~!on 

~We h av e a fo ~u r-yea r g: r a d u atio n p ia n, A l m o st ev e ry st: u,d e n t is a u to ~ma t ica l iy p ut int: o ~t h e p I a n ,, a nd we 

have advisors tai[k to tlh=em about their plan. We started doing this last summer. Prior to that, students 

signed a "fo r " .......... u i.-year graduat::.~on plan:" 90% of our students signed it, :and then 80% of ;t:h=em imme=diat.ely 

forgot about: i~t. Our goal is to embed the idea of graduating: in four int:o the miindset of students. The 

on!y students not:: on the plan are: in a few majors that: have s,h. requirements that exceed 120 s,h. That 

being said, we don’t have ~good data on o~ur student:s who take !onger than four years 

U niver~ of Nebraska 
In terms of finish in :four :programs, rec:ently UNL re.qui~red all deg:~re=e programs to b,e 120 credit: hours 

and we are now heavily promoting the idea o’f "you can g:r~aduate : ~ n four yea by a~,erag)ng 15 credit 

hours per semester: Our university system (all four campuses)has a four-year graduation guarantee but 

it’:s n.ot heavily adve~ised and " ’ J:ts not a fo rma I progra m that stude nts sign u p for. Ba sica J Jy if a student 

follows the four year plan for a specific major and makes good prog:ress, they are guarant:eed that the 
courses they need will be available to them~ Jfa ~=equ~red course is not ava JabJe, a substitut:e will be 

i accommodated to enable him/her to graduat:e ~n four years. 

SIP’ a g e 



UNCoChapel has no formal program for ~graduating in four years but: does emphasize the fact: that this is 

a fouF-year year University. We have a reverse incentive .... :students who can graduate in four years (and 

as many summers as they: want inctuding the one after a supposed May graduation)can graduat:e with 

: n depth}. Students who two ma~ors and a mino~ or two m ~.nors and one majo (three a~eas of study: i 

can’t g~aduate w~th a singie major and no m~nors~ It :~s surp~Bing how many students rise to that 

challenge. :We have excellent: g:~aduat:ion rates-~ g0% in 4 ~ea~s: and 90% in 5 (which is the fact: although 

the number shows up as 6- very few students graduate after 5). They have gone up in recent yea~s and 

! think the emphasB: on being: a 4-year school he~ps. We do not have engineering:, so no actual 5-year 

programs, 

We: also push dual bachelors/masters degrees for advanced students who can use =AP credit wisely and 

get a BA/MA or: BS/MS in 5 years~ No over a pp~ng credits aire ~nvol..,,.ed but st,udents start the ma..sters 

programs (duly= ad mitted to them) before getti ng their bat:ca la ure ate degree:)~: 

Of o u r ro u g h ly 15,000 u n de: rg tad ~u ate s, a bo u t 10,000 a r e 

required to graduate in 8 semesters (not: including summer:s}, The policy 

i/ ¯ / ...... here: http: co llege.artsandscienc~es:w~rginia.edu academi!c~ost:and~ng 

in :t:h e Co liege of Arts a nd Scie nceso 

is 

~Th y e : are 

h ~s policy does not a pply 

u n d e rg ra d u a t es, t: h e vast: m a ~o ~y 

penalty or incentive either way°] 

n the oth~er schools, F:or example, in engineering, almost 3,000 

n 8 semesters.: but a few will take an extra semester or two (no 

So t.i ~!s is not: an incentive based system and our 6oy,ear graduation rate is: 93%. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ross, Mashie Elizabeth <mamie r@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:59 AM 

Tre~lini, Carol P <caxolztre~lini@med.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~; Schmitt, Stephanie <sschmitt@email.unc.edu>; 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Asbu~, Phillip Keith <phil asbury@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~yopp@unc.edtr~; 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; Lloyd, Gary R <gaxy lloyd@unc.edu> 

Hunt, Andrew <hunm~@ema~l.unc.edt~-; Goodman, Paula <pgoodm~@email.unc.edu>; Madill, V~lerie S <madill@email.unc.edu> 

Implementation of Pofft-Bacc Status in ConneclCaxolina 

Good morning, 

Below is a link to a Doodle Poll for the meeting described below. Please fill it out at your earliest convenience: 

https:!!doodle.com!fvf5mwdb4vcpmr7y 

Thank you, 

MarNe E. Ross 

Executive Assistant to the University Registrar 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:106 SASB North Campus Box 2:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2:100 

T - 9:19-962-9839 

All- 

This is a meeting to finalize the decisions on the creation and implementation of a distinct post-bacc status in ConnectCarolina. This new status will help to address 

a number of current problems (especially around grading) and is also necessary to facilitate the development and growth of new post-bacc programs through both 

the Friday Center and Summer School. If anyone else should be invited, please feel free to forward this notice to them. Thank you and I look forward to the 

discussion. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:108 SASB North Campus Box 2:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2:100 

T - 9:19-962-8289 

F- 9:19-962-:1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <uic~siedentop@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 27, 2014 10:31 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Lindemanu, Erika <ulinde@email.uuc.edu>; Oweu, Bobbi A -~oweu~x~b@unc.edu> 

RE: SecuriLy Audit 

2.27.2014 security access memo.docx 

Chris, 

Attached is a draft of a memo I can send to the DUS listserv requesting the narnes ot: t:aculty members and instructors (not staff) who need access to studen[ data 

ConnectCaro~ina. We asked them to provide me with the person’s name, role/titk, onyen, and P~D. Do you need their onven and PID? 

A~so, p~ease feel welcome to edit the memo ~f it does not accurately reflect the nature of this project. 

Best, 

Nh::k 

Nkhoks Siedentop 

Curdcukm D~rector 

Office of Undergraduate Currkuk 

Campus Box 3504 J Chapel Hill NC 27599-.3504 ~r 919.962.5819 

**Confidentia~iW notk:e: ]b~s ema~ messsge, i~lcludJt~g an~, s~:tachments, is for the sole use of intended redpient{s) and rosy co~l[:ait~ confiden~:~a~ snd priv~kged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, d~sdosure, or distribution is proh~Nted.** 

F~m= Lindemann, Erika 
8ent~ Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 9:19 AN 
Te~ Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
$ubject~ N: Securi~ Audit 

FYI 

A:;:;o,’~ate De.:n ~:or U~dergr.: d~ate 

F~m= Lindemann, Erika 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 12, 2014 4:17 PN 
Te~ Deric~on, Chris~pher P 
¢¢~ Knight, Ira; Owen, Bobbi A; S~edentop, N~cholas J 
SubjeCt~ RE: SecuriN Audit 

Hi 

Thanks for your message and d~e additiona~ ~n[:ormation. N~ck and I wi~ discuss how best to get th~s ~n[:orrnation for you, though it wN probaMy have ~o wait until 

next week. Weq~ probably contact our DtJSes and ask them to send us the names of program d~rectors, undergraduate adu~sors, d~rectors of mh~ors, ~nd other 

faculty (but not staff) who need access to student data. Iql keep you posted. 

Stay safe and warm~ 

E r~ ka 

O~f~ce: 9:~9- S.:1% 7772 
tax 9~9.-9k;2-k;SS8 

F~m: Deric~on, ChrisMpher P 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 2014 ~0:28 AN 
To: Lindemann, Erika 
Co: Knight, Ira; Owen, BobN A 
Subject: RE: Securi~ Audit 
~ belkve both. We are trying to determine which [:acu~W members should have an additional rok tha~ would require access to d~e Advisor Center or S~udent 

Servkes Center (Student)~ I have no ~nterest h~ removing anyone’s access who has ~ kg~timate need to view a student’s record for advising purposes, so ~f 

agree that both groups wouJd need to see student data; I th~nk ~ would want both ~sts~ If a faculty member ~s not on e~ther list and currently has ~ccess to student 

data {beyond their own dasses, whk:h can be ~ziewed in Faculty Cen~:er), ~ am pknning to remove their access ~:o ~:his informatb:)n, si~lce they would no~: have 

legitimate educational ~nteresL 

Thanks for d~e qukk response on this request. 

Chris 

Chd~.d:opher Derickson 

Assistant: Provost .gx Uni~ersity R~-_~gistrar 

The University of Nord~ Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-2:1.C~ 



~ .- 919-.962-8289 
F-919-962-1655 .............................. 

From= Lindemann, Erika 
Sent= Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:23 AM 
To~ Derickson, Christopher P 
(~c= Knight, Ira; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject~ RE: Security Audit 
Chris., in your original message you requested a ~st of ’ffaculW advisors." Do you mean ~:he ~aculty members who do their ~dv~s~ng ~n the ~nd~vMua~ 
departrnents/schools/curr~cu~a, or ~:acuky members who work b~ Academic Advising? The forme~ is a pr’oject we could organize, and the ~atter is sorned~b~g Lee 
May csn p~’ov~de. 
Thanks, 
Er~ka 

~’-ax: 9:~9.-962- 

~= Owen, Bobbi A 
8e~t~ Tuesday, Februa~ ~, 20~4 ~0:42 
Te= Deric~on, Chris~pher P 
6¢= Lindemann, Erika; Knight, Zra 
$~bject~ Re: Securi~ Audit 
Paula has fl~e DUS lisl and ~exis the chai~. Lee may [br advisors and ?Stephaaie Schmitt lbr DGS. 

Cold he~ bu’t no snow unlike Chapel 

BobN 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea~l for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:25 AM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(?~unc.edu> wrote: 

Erika and Bobbi 

My office has launched a massive review of security roles on campus with the goal of cleansing up student records access as quickly and accurately as 

possible. We have determined that there is not a good model for removing access for users, pa~tJ, culmly when a user’s role changes on campus. The first 

phase will ibcus on security roles for all faculty, since these are relatively stlaightlblw-aid with the possibilities generally involving t:aculU center acces~ 

advisor center access, and adlninislralive access ibr chairs (incluNng associate chairs if possible) and directors of undelgraduate stadies. Can I ldndly 

request the most recent list you have for all the chairs, directors of undergraduate studies, and (if possible) t:aculW advisors. Based on this review, we will 

begin to make the appropriate adjustments to any users’ profiles that we can confirm have changed since their original access was granted. I would be 

happy to provide updates to your office if this would be helpfi~l. 

Thanks for any assistance yon can provide. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assis~nt Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:02 PM 

Ariel, Yaakov <yariel@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Deborah J ~djjones@eraail.unc.edtr~; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; 

Roush, Chris <croush@eraml.unc.edtr’~; Scarry, Clara MaJcgaret <scarry@eraail.unc.edtr-~; [ indemalm, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu>; 

ttaven, Ben <bhaven@email.anc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu> 

Academic Affairs Cora~nittee’s General Education Requirements Survey 

Dear Curriculum Committee Members, 

As we discussed at Tuesday’s meeting, the Academic Affairs Committee of the Executive Branch of Student Government is in the process of revising their General 

Education Requirements Survey. The goal is to learn more about how the Carolina community feels about the current "Gen Ed" system. The link below is the 

student version, but the committee will also be creating a faculty version based on feedback they receive from various parties, including this Curriculum 

Committee. 

The Academic Affairs Committee would greatly appreciate the members of the Curriculum Committee taking the survey and providing any feedback they may 

have in the comments section. This feedback can include, but is not limited to format changes, additional questions, and comments regarding the soon-to-be- 

created faculty survey. Also, please indicate that you are a member of the curriculum committee in the comments section. This will help Lee to recognize which 

completed surveys are from the Committee members. 

Here is the link to the survey: h[tps://www.surveymonkey.com/s/JC7TRMQ 

Thanks for your participation, 

The Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol_tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 20:14 4:57 PM 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@ unc.edu> 

Re: Undergraduate course on clinical research 

Dear Erika- 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you on this~ This particular proposed course strikes me as a lot more robust than the standardized patient initiative, though I think you would 

want to see a syllabus or full outline of the course that would describe both the classroom and clinical research activities. I think the course potentially could be very appealing and 

valuable to students hoping to go to reed schook I would leave it to your judgment as to whether the planned classroom and clinical activities represent the type, level, and extent 

of academic work that would warrant giving course credit. 

What is the current status of the standardized patient initiative? Are there undergraduate students who are working as standardized patients for course credit? 

Thanks-- 

Carol 

From: <Lindemann>, Erika Lindemann <u__[!..n_d__e_._@.__e_._m_a__!]_._..u_.n__c_.__e_.d__#.> 

Date; Monday, February 24, 2014 9:50 AM 

To; Carol Tresolini <carol tresolini@med4Jnc.edu> 

Cc; Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Undergraduate course on clinical research 

Dear Carol, 

Dr. Sam McLean, Associate Professor of Anesthesiology and Emergency Med~ck~e, wants to d~scuss w~th me estaM~shing a dinh::al research course k)r our 

undergraduates. 14~s erna~l message rem~nded me of your concerns about ICMU 40L a course tha~ raised serious reservations about g~ving undergraduate s~udents 

academic credit for serving as "patient fad~itators" or "standard~zed patients." Before [ pursue my conversation w~[h Dr. McLean.----we rneet next Monday----] would 

appredate know~ng ~f you see any red flags in h~s description of the course he wants to set 

A~I ~ know about the course at th~s point ~s contained in h~s ema~[ message to me (wNch [ have h~s permission to forward to you) and the attached artide~ Though 

set:ring up an undergraduate course in t:he School of Medicine would be diffk:u~t:, ~ am more concerned to know what cautions I shouk[ raise wit:h Dr. McLean and 

hope that you can adqse me. ff a phone conversation would be easier, you can reach me on Mondays, Tuesdavs, and Wednesdays at 919-~3.-7T72. 

Thanks for your advice, 

Er~ka 

~fiorrnat~o~L ~t~nv ~su~hor~zed ~ ev]ew~ use, d~sc]o:~ure, o~ dk~tr~but~o~ ~s prohibited/~" 

F~= NcLean, Samuel A 
Se~t= Sunday, Februa~ 23, 20~ 6:56 PN 

Te~ Lindemann, Erika 
S~bject~ Undergraduate course on clinical research 

Dear Dea~] Lindemam]: 

I am intems~d in meeting ruth you to Nscuss an undergmd~te cour~ fl~at I mn hoping to set up. I would like ~ get your general thoughts as well ~ info~ation about 

how I might proceed. 

In bfet; the coupe woNd tbcus on roaching the p6nciples a~d conduct of clinical re~amh. The cour~ woNd include nN only Nd~tic conmnt but N~ ~4-10 hours a 

week of woN on actual clinical rese~xch stones in the ~nedicN center (e.g., ~memng Nt~ents tbr s~dies, consenting Nfien~, enrolling patient~ aM perforating 

inter’Jew evaluations). The cour~ woNd be year-long and NNaps 2 - 4 credit horns each semester. I would like m o~r the course in the sophomore year; the 

course would be ~rgeted to s~dents interested in a heNfl] ~iences career. S~dents could continue on as voluntee~ in the program, or won on indepen&nt mseaxch 

projects (for credit or not tbr credit) in subsequent years. 

The course wotfld be simil~ in geneM orgmfizafion m~d goNs m courts that am now o~md at a num[~r of universities incluNng the Universi~ of Pennsylvama. the 

UNve~i~ of Michig~, and UC San Diego. Such courts have many benefits for s~dents, including geeing them ex~sure to clinicN seNng~ learNng how clinical 

m~a~h s~dies are peffo~ed "on tl~e ground", and helping them to gmn t~e ex~fiences and s~lls that they need to be success~l in gaining entrance to medical 

school and other graduate health sciences schools (e.g. see a~ched). 

I’d ~ ve~ gratetgl Ibr your advice. Is there ~meone who keeps your calendax that I could won wifl~ to set up a time to meet? 

Sincerely, Sam 

samuel NcLean, N0, NPH 
Associate Peo~essoe o~ Anesthesiology and Emergency Nedic£ne 
V~ce Cha~c, Research, Department o~ Anesthesiology 
Attending Physician, Department o~ Emeegencg NedLcLne 
University o~ North Carolina, Nedical School ~ing C, Chapel Hii1, NC 27599-7~ 
Aaesthesiologg Research: 
TRYUMPH Research Group: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:58 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Fwd: APT policy change 

Fyi, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hatf~y~ 
Sen~ from m,y wireless device 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: APT policy change 
From: "Panter, A. T." <panter@ad.unc.edu> 
To: "McLaughlin, Richard M" <rmm@email.unc.edu>,"Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@emaiLunc.edu>,"Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES@email.unc.edu>,"Hartlyn, 
Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Rich, 

Thanks for your note and for articulating these concerns. The APT Committee will discuss these comments at our next meeting (March 12th). 

All best, 

Abigail 

A. T. Panter 
panter@unc.edu 

From: <McLaughlin>, Richard M <rmm@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, February 27, 2014 at 5:45 PM 

To: "chairs only@listserv.unc.edu" <chairs only@listserv.unc.edu>, "A. Panter" <panter@ad.unc.edu>, "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@email.unc.edu>, "Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen" <RHODES@email.unc.edu>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Cc: "McLaughlin, Richard M" <rmm@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: APT policy change 

Dear Chairs, Deans, and Abigail, 

I write to forward a thoughtful email from a senior colleague, 
Jon Wahl, that was sent to the Department of Mathematics 
faculty as part of our internal dialogue about the newly announced APT 
policy. 

Jon served for 3.5 years as an elected APT member at the inception of APT 
in 2003, and his perspective is highly valued in our department. Based on 
our internal discussion, Jon’s email accurately reflects the sentiment of many 
of my colleagues in Mathematics. Jon has authorized me to share his email 
with you. 

In private discussion with Jon, his sincere opinion is that this change can 
easily scare off legitimate "NO" votes on tenure and promotion, and thereby 
lower the standards for the most important decision of the faculty. Clearly, 
this unintended possible consequence must be avoided. 

I wanted to make a couple of additional points. I can completely understand 
the APT committee’s goal to get more information for important decisions such 
as these. I want to echo Jon’s sentiment below that the most important element 
of the tenure and promotion process should be the Chair’s letter. I understand 
from hearing Abigail’s discussion at the last Council of Chairs meeting that 
recently some Chair’s letters have not been sufficient in explaining no and 
abstain votes. It would seem that the logical next step would be to develop 
guidelines for Chairs to follow and correct the process. Letters deemed lacking 
in some way could also be sent back to the Chair for clarification. Going all the 
way into the depths of the departmental ballots seems like a dramatic step with 
a clear potential for unintended consequences, e.g., disturbing the anonymity 
of the tenure and promotion process. I’ve asked around (but not done a thorough 
study), and I have not identified this practice at other universities. It seems 
prudent to know if other universities, especially Research I, have adopted 
this practice of justifying votes on ballots, either yay, or nay, or abstain. 

What is is the charge and authority of the APT committee? While elected, 
it seems like a powerful authority of APT to unilaterally modify the tenure process. 
It makes more sense for APT to raise a critical issue for a faculty vote. Based on 
my polling of Mathematics faculty, this recommendation would be soundly 
defeated, with a strong array of arguments backing up their vote. 

I and my colleagues value the important work of the APT committee. 
In this instance, the APT committee simply needs more information and 
broad faculty input about such a critical element of University self-governance. 



I strongly advise APT members to slow down and get this issue right, and to 
consider intermediate correction steps for any perceived flaws in the process. 

Sincerely, 

Richard M McLaughlin 
Chair of Mathematics 

Richard M. McLaughlin 
Professor and Chair, Department of Mathematics 
Carolina Center for 
Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC, 27599 
office: 919-962-9816 
fluids lab1 : 919-843-8900 
fluids lab 2:919-843-3483 

rmm@email.unc.edu 
http :/!amath.unc.eduipeople!richard-mclaughlin! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wahl, Jonathan M" <imwahl~.email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [math-tenuredfaculty] Outrageous APT Policy Change 
Date: January 27, 2014 1:18:12 PM EST 
To: The math-tenuredfaculty mailing list. <math-tenuredfaculty~b.listserv.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: "Wahl, Jonathan M" <imwahl~.email.unc.edu> 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’ll be away for the faculty meeting where the Provost’s note on APT Policy 
Change will be discussed, so I wanted to weigh in now with an e-mail. 
There must have been a major change in the nature of the APT 
(Appointments, Promotion, and Tenure) committee since I served 
on it for 3 and a half years after its inception in 2003. It is difficult 
to imagine those initial committees trying to force faculty to "justify" 
no votes. When files came forth from the relevant Dean’s committee 
for consideration, the Chair’s letter was the key document. Its purpose 
was to explain in detail the credentials of the candidate, the strengths 
and weaknesses of the case, and the reasons why people voted for or 
against. (Of course, if too many had voted against, then the case 
would never have made it up to the APT.) This letter provided the 
framework in which APT members could read the whole file. Most 
letters from chairs were pretty clear, and an overwhelming percentage 
of promotions were approved. Some of us were occasionally surprised 
that some weak cases drew unanimous positive votes from departments. 
But I do not recall a single case in which no reasons were offered by the 
chair for "no" votes. Sometimes the reasons could have been spelled out 
better, but one assumed the chair was trying to downplay dissatisfaction 
with the candidate. I cannot recall any APT committee member seeking 
more information on "no" votes. So, as a purely practical matter, it is hard 
to see how the Policy Change can assist the APT, if it is functioning 
properly. 
But for me the more serious aspect is the presumption that "No" votes 
need to be justified formally. Is the default position on promotion and tenure 
that you should say "Yes," and you have to justify--presumably in writing--- 
that you are not convinced of the candidate’s worthiness for a lifetime position? 
And how does a faculty member "justify" a "No" vote---is it okay to simply say 
"1 am not convinced of the candidate’s worthiness for a lifetime 
position/professorship"? Do they want more? Are written remarks on 
the ballot (even assuming they could be made anonymous) part of the 
candidate’s file and subject to subpoena by a disgruntled faculty member? 

Of course, every chair wants to know why colleagues are positive and why 
they are negative about a candidate. I wonder whether the new policy is 
partially due to a suspicion that there are "No" votes that can not be justified 
because they actually result from bias of one kind or another. 

Best, 
Jon 



Director of Communications 

Candidate Evaluation Form Based on Interview 

Interviewer: Date: 

Candidate Name: 

1. What are your overall impressions of the candidate? Do you think they could succeed in this role? Discuss 

strengths, weaknesses, etc.: 

2. Assess the candidate’s knowledge and understanding of the challenges and opportunities facing public higher 

education: 

3. Did the candidate demonstrate an understanding of university communications issues, policies and objectives? _ 

4. Did the candidate demonstrate an ability to work with third parties, both within the university and outside it? __ 

5. Assess the candidate’s ability to manage a communications team, including time management, handling of 

deadlines and ability to delegate tasks as needed: 

6. Other observations and comments: 

Please return the completed form to Kim Killeen, CB 3100, CAS Dean’s Office, within 5 days of the interview. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:30 AM 

Brooks, Jocelyn S <jocelyn_brooks@unc.edu> 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Dept. 3235 New position 

LC Asst. Director official description.docx 

Hi Jocelyn, 

Finally ready to go! I’ve attached a position description here. 

Glad to amend as needed. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc~edu 

From: <Brooks>, Jocelyn S <~~c~edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:51 PM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabeis~}ur~r_.edu> 

Subject: RE: Dept. 3235 New position 

I just warited b touci~ base again and Iind out ~f you have questions fer me about creatin,,~ this description I am giad to help if needed. 

Thank you, 

Jo(:e~yn 

919.843.6851 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town 

Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 2:30 PM 

To: Brooks, Jocelyn S 

Subject: Re: Dept. 3235 New position 

Thanks for the making this easierl I’ll try to get something back to you this week. 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Interim Learning Center Director 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 

From: <Brooks>, Jocelyn S <~ I)rook.s@u~’~c.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 11:22 AM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" 

Subject: Dept. 3235 New position 

Hi Kim, 
I am ready to create the new position for your department. Please review the sample that have attached and the form for completion. The sample is the 

description for Theresa Maitland. I hope it’s hopeful. If you need more info let me know and I will do my best to help. Also, if I sent this to you in error please 
forward to the appropriate person. 

Thank you, 

<!--[if !vml]--x!--[endif]--> 

Jocelyn S Brooks, MBAIHuman ResourceslOollege of Arts & Sciences Business CenterlUNO-Ohapel Hill 

100 Howell HallI CB#305q(O) 919.843.6851 (F) 919.843.35311 



NEW POSITION DESCRIPTION: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, LEARNING 
CENTER 

Please complete the following 

Position Working Title: 
Supervisor Name: 
Position Summary: 

Principal Functions: 

for the requested position. 

Assistant Director, The Learning Center 
Kimberly Abels 

The Assistont Director provides supervision for severol 

stoff end oversees program operations in the Learning 

Center. These programs include cornerstone operations 

including peer tutoring, test prep, reading support, and 

workshop development and delivery that serve students. 

Supervisory duties include support ond review of 

individuol stoff members os they carry out progroms 

and general duties and contribute to Learning Center 

goals. Program oversight includes collection, assessment, 

and reporting of program data. The Assistant Director 

reports to the Director of the Learning Center and 

supports her in helping stoff execute the Learning 

Center’s mission and reach program gools. 
Percentage Description: 
Effort: 
25%       Program/staff supervision 

Meets weekly with direct reports to 

support program development and to 

problem-solve as needed 

Provides oversight for daily staff 

activities such as individual meetings 

with students, projects, committee 

work, handout/technology 

development, etc. 

Backstops and aids program leaders 

when needed in execution of 

programs 

Participates and leads staff meetings 

and collaborative proiects 

Tracks and analyzes program and 

staff data to provide assessment 

overviews and forecasts to director 

Collaborates with the director on new 

initiatives, program development, and 



Education Requirements: 

Qualification & 
Experience 
Requirements: 

Proposed salary range: 

50% 

25% 

direction 

Incubates new students supports and 
services 

Outreach, Planning, Program Support 

Designs (or aids in design), maintains, 

and monitors social media, web 
presence, and technology projects 

Develops and delivers Learning 
Center workshops and programming 
to student audiences (e.g. Summer 
Bridge, Covenant, 

sororities/fraternities, etc.) 

Represents the Learning Center as 
needed in collaborations with other 
campus units and on University 
committees 

Monitors Learning Center/test prep 
provider partnership and coordinates 
with test prep provider to problem 
solve and troubleshoot where needed. 
Review course offerings, schedules, 
registration, data collection, and 
program evaluation data 

Student Support 

Provides individual support to students 

via Learning Center appointments and 

online modes 

Participates in Learning Center e-tools 

initiatives and social media presence 

o Creates web content (handouts, 
videos, program descriptions) 

Keeps current in the field of learning 

support and participates in the field 

Possess a master s degree in special education, counseling, psychology or 
related field. Ph.D. or Ed.D. preferred 
At least 5 five years of experience in a 4-year college or university 
providing academic or student support services. The preferred candidate 
will also possess leadership and program oversight and development 
experience. 

$60,000 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hornstein, Donald T <dhornste@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 5, 2014 6:30 AM 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu>; Langbauer, Laurie <llangbau@email.unc.edu>; 
Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; 
Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; 
Owens, David W. <owens@sog.unc.edu>; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Hunter, Carol <cfhunter@email.unc.edu>; Raphael-Grimm, 
Theresa <raphaelg@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; 
Chenault, Elizabeth <chenault@email.unc.edu>; Bechtel, Andy 
<abechtel@email.unc.edu>; Juffras, Diane M <juffras@sog.unc.edu>; Porto, James V Jr 
<Jim_Porto@unc.edu>; Ives, Timothy J. <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>; Persky, Adam 
M <apersky@unc.edu>; Estroff, Sue 15; <sue_estroff@med.unc.edu>; Cuddeback, Gary 
Steven <cuddeback@mail.schsr.unc.edu>; Demore, Nancy 
<nancy_demore@med.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Steponaitis, 
Vincas P <vin@unc.edu>; Cairns, Bruce A <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu>; Palmer, Mary 
H <mhpalmer@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparker@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, 
Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu> 
Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
<Anne_Whi snant@unc, edu>; ’nominatingcommittee@ sakai.unc, edu’ 

RE: Nominating Committee Materials for 3/5 --Scholarship and Financial Aid 
Committee matters 

If possible, I’d appreciate the Committee postponing the Scholarship and Financial Aid Committee until I can arrive (late, I’m afraid, 
after yet 
another snow makeup day class, around 10:20). But in addition to nominating myself (current Chair) to continue, I’d very much like 
to suggest Jan Yopp 
and Patrick Conway as additional nominees. See everyone later, and apologies again for needing to be late, Don Hornstein 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 11:16 AM 
To: Langbauer, Laurie; Huber, Evelyne H; Boxill, Jan; Panter, A. T.; Rennet, Joy J; Owens, David W.; Alexander, G. Rumay; Hunter, 
Carol; Raphael-Grimm, Theresa; Kmmer, Lloyd S; Chenault, Elizabeth; Bechtel, Andy; Juffras, Diane M; Porto, James V Jr; Ires, 

Timothy J.; Persky, Adam M; Estroff, Sue E; Cuddeback, Gary Steven; Hornstein, Donald T; Demote, Nancy; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Steponaitis, Vincas P; Cairns, Bruce A; Palmer, Mary H; Parker, Patricia S; Perrin, Andrew J 

Cc: Ferrell, Joseph S; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; ’nominatingcommittee@sakai.unc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: Nominating Committee Materials for 3/5 

Greetings, 

This is a quick reminder that we will meet tomorrow, March 5, 2014 from 9-1 lam in 239A!B Hanes Hall. Please remember to bring 

your folders back with you for the next two meetings. I will have copies of the worksheets for those who were unable to attend the 

first meeting. 

Second meeting--tie up loose ends and develop suggestions for: 
Committee on Appointments, Promotions, and Tenure<~s:iisakai.ur~c.edulaccess/cor~tent/~iTe757afa-b0fTo40ge-g200o 
572d22b9313d/2014%20Nor~nati~%20Commi~eei20140103 A~PTWrksh~’INAL.pd~-- Abigail Panter 
Educational Policy C~mmittee<~s~//sak~.m~c.ed~/access/c~r~te~V~/7e757afa-b~7°4~e°~2~-572d22b9313d/2014% 
20NominNir~g%20 Commii~ee/20140103 ~;P CWNsh~F~NAL.pdf>--Theresa Raphael-Grimm 
Committee on Fixed-Term Facu~ty<~s://s~ai.~c.edu/access/~nte~rt/~/7e757afa°b~-4~e°82~-572d22b9313d/2014% 
20Nommadng%20Committeei20140103FXTWNshtgD4AL..R_~_~-- Adam Persky 
Committee on the Status of W~men<~s:L/sak~.u~c.edu/access/con~e~~t~£~.~p/7e757a[~a~b~[7°4~e.~2~572d22b9313d/2014% 
20Nominating%20Commit~ee/20140103 CSWWNsht FINAL.pd[’>-- Nancy Demore 
Research C~mmittee<~s:~4/sakai.~nc.ed~/access/c~ent/~/7e757afa-b~U-4~8e°~2~°572d22b9313d/2014%20No~m~ralin~% 
20Committee/20140103RESWNshtFINAL.~>--Gary Cuddeback 
University Copyright C~mmittee<h~1ps://s~ai.tmc.ed~/access/c~n~en~/gr~p/7e757afa°b~[7-4~8e-82~-572d22b93~3d/2~14% 
20Nomil~ating%20Com~cfft~ee/20140103 CPRWNsNFI~NAL.~>-- Carol Hunter 
Buildings and Grounds C~mmittee<ht~s://sakai.~nc.edu/access/~ntent/group/7e757afa°b~-4~e-82~-572d22b9313d/2014% 
20Nominating%20Comrrdttee/20140103B GCWrksh~’INAL.~f>-- David Owens 



Scholarships, Awards, and Student Aid Committee<~s:iisakaiamc.ed~/accessicon~en~/gr(mpiTe757afaobO~o408eo8200o 
572d2269313 di2014%20N omina~i~!g%20 Commi~cei20140103 SAWWNsh~FINAL ~-- Donald Homstein 
Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissi~ns<1~ps:~4/sakai.m~c.edu/access/c~Ner~t/gr~u~/7e757afa~b~7°4~8e°82~o 
572d22b9313d/2014%20No~mna~mK%20Co~i~teei20140103U ADWrksl~t~NAL.~f>-- Bobbi Owen 
Faculty Weffare Committee<~s:i/sakai.~mc.ed~/accessicoNer~?Te757N~obOfTo408eog200o572d2269313d/2014% 
20Nominati~~g%20Commi~ee/20140103FWCWNsh~tFINAL.I~d[~-- Tim Ives 
Community and Diversity C~mmittee<~r~ps://sakai.unc.edu/access/c~nter~g/gr~up/7e757aga°b~7-4~e°~2~-572d22b9313dJ2014% 
20Nominati~%20Comm~l~eei20140103DIVW~ksl~t~IN;S&.~P-- Rumay Alexander 
Faculty Information Technology Advisory Committee<~s:iisNiai.unc.edu/accessicontem~iTe757afa-b0fT-40ge-g200- 
572d22b9313d/2014%20Nominati~N%20Commil~eei20140103FITACWNsl~IFINAL.p~_;g>-- Jim Porto 
Committee on Financial Exigency and Program Change<~s :!isakN.unc.edu/access/corr~enti~/Te757agaob0f?o408eo8200o 
572d22b9313d22014%20Nomma~ing%20Co~i~teei20140103FEXWrksl-~tF’IN~&.pdf>--No chair 
As always, please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Carr Building 
CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stricklmad, Jamie Linens <linens@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:25 AM 

Adam~m, David ~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Jndy <jadamson@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@emaiLunc.edu>; 

Chaanbers, Jan ~m~c@emai].unc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@emml.nnc.edu-~; Comell, Jelt?ey Blair <jeffcomell@unc.edu>; Dooley, 

Ray <rdooIey@email.~mc.edu>; FisheIl, Julie <tishelI@email.unc.edu>; Friedrich, Peter <peterfri@emml.unc.edu>; (?ib~m, Julia 
<gibju@ema~l.unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C <haj@unc.edu>; Kable, Gregory A <gkable@email.nnc.edu>; King, James K 

~-jkking@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ma:d]eld, Adam Michael --~maxfield@email.unc.edt~-; Navdlinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; O’Bfien, 

Karen <obrien@unc.edu:>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtc,; Patrick, John <jpcuomo@email.nnc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. 

<kaperldn@email.unc.edt~-; Perry, Mark E <mpeny9@email.unc.edu>; Pollock, Rachel E <costume@e~naiLnnc.edu:>; Rolleri, Michael 

<mrollefi@email.unc.edu~; Turner. Craig <c~vt4885@email.unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel <anversen~ema~l.unc.edu>; Williams, 

Kathy <khmllia@email.unc.edu>; Zhua~g, Jia~n <jzhuang@emaiLunc.edu;, 

FW: General Ed Facully Survy 

~alversen.vcf 

Dear All, 

The Lambden Administration and the Curriculum Review Board 
are conducting a student and faculty review of general education 
requirements to help shape academic planning at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The Academic Affairs Committee, in conjunction with the Executive 
Board Officers, has created two general education requirements surveys. 
One of these surveys was created for students, and the other for faculty members 
The goal is to gather student and faculty public opinion 
regarding the general education requirements currently in place. Your 
input has real potential to change these requirements for the better. 

Please note that particular general education requirements 
will not be immediately cut or drastically altered. These surveys are purely informational for the time being. 
Here is the link to the survey: 
Faculty Survey: https:iidocs.google.comiforms/d/1M4yObkLvd2SLXSNzObEOc7Belqi_ewlC8oyBg38Yoliviewform 

The survey is brief and shouldn’t take too much of your time. Thanks for your attention to this. 

Best, 

Adam 
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Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 
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Hiqh Level Talkin.q Points 

More than half of the students who take the SAT are not prepared for college. And, even 
among those who are ready, many low-income and minority students do not take 
advantage of the opportunities they have earned. 

¯ The College Board is committed to taking these issues head on and announced plans to 
move beyond delivering assessments to delivering opportunity for students so they will 
be better prepared to succeed in college and career. 

As part of this, the College Board is redesigning the SAT to focus on the few things that 
evidence show matter most for college and career readiness. 

The redesigned SAT will be clearer and more open than any in the College Board’s 
history. Students and teachers will know what is covered on the exam. 

The redesigned SAT will support the practice of excellent work in our classrooms and 
the College Board will work with teachers and college faculty to design course 
frameworks and modules for use in grades 6-12. 

The College Board will promote analytical writing throughout our assessments and 
instructional resources and will sponsor a recognition program for the best student 
analytic writing modeled after the Pulitzer Prize. The Atlantic magazine has agreed to 
publish the winners. 

Recognizing that the culture and practice of high priced test preparation drive inequality, 
the College Board is partnering with Khan Academy to provide free test practice to the 
world for the redesigned SAT. 

o For students who will take the current SAT, the College Board will partner with 
Khan Academy to provide sample test forms to support their efforts at providing 
free resources for students and families. 

The College Board will also ensure that every income-eligible student who takes the 
SAT will directly receive four fee waivers to apply to college. This initiative builds on the 
College Board’s recent outreach to provide college-ready, low-income students with 
customized, targeted support for the college application 3rocess. 

Overview on the Redesiqned SAT 

The first administration of the redesigned exam will take place ~n spring 2016. 

The redesigned exam will: 

Have three sections - Evidence-Based Reading and Writing, Math, and the Essay. 
Return to the 1600 scale. The essay will provide a separate score. 
Be approximately three hours, with an additional 50 minutes for the essay. We will 
finalize precise timing through research. 
We will offer the redesigned SAT both in print and by computer in select sites in 2016. 



Details on the Chanqes 

The College Board will release a full test spec document on April 16. 

Command of Evidence: Students will be asked to support answers with evidence and 
analyze a wide range of sources, including literature and literary non-fiction, science, history 
and social studies. They will also be asked to analyze written passages in a variety of 
content areas to make sure that the ideas are developed, organized and expressed logically 
and correctly. 

2. Relevant words in context: "SAT words" will no longer be vocabulary students may not 
have heard before and are likely not to hear again. Instead, the SAT will focus on words that 
derive their meaning from the contexts in which they are used. 

Essay analyzing a source: Students will be asked to analyze a source document. The 
essay question will be shared in advance and will remain consistent; the source document 
will change. The essay portion of the writing section will no longer be required. Two major 
factors led to this decision. First, while the writing work that students do in the reading and 
writing section of the exam is deeply predictive of college readiness and success, one essay 
alone historically has not contributed significantly to the overall predictive power of the 
exam. Second, feedback from member admissions officers was split; some found the essay 
useful, many did not. 

Math focused on three key areas: The math section will focus on the few areas of math 
that evidence shows most contribute to student readiness for college and career training. 
The exam will focus on three essential areas: Problem Solving and Data Analysis; the Heart 
of Algebra; and Passport to Advanced Math. 

Problems grounded in real-world contexts: Students will engage with questions and 
problems that are grounded in real-world contexts, including science, social science, and 
career. 

Analysis in science and social studies: The redesigned SAT measures reading, writing, 
and math skills in science, social studies, and other disciplines. Students will be asked to 
analyze both text and data in science and social studies contexts. These are skills that they 
need for college and career. 

Founding Documents and Great Global Conversation: Every time students take the 
SAT, one of the passages they encounter will be one of the Founding Documents of 
America or a text from the Great Global Conversation they inspire, such as the Declaration 
of Independence, the U.S. Constitution and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s I Have a Dream 
speech. 

No penalty for wrong answers: The College Board will remove the penalty for wrong 
answers - and go to the simpler, more transparent model of giving students points for the 
questions they answer correctly. This move to "rights-only" scoring encourages students to 
give the best answer they have to every problem, and not to fear a penalty for making a best 
effort. 



Key Shifts of the SAT RedesicLn_ 

Current SAT 

Reading and writing sections do not 
require students to cite evidence, Students 

select answers to demonstrate their 
understanding of texts but are not asked to 

support their answers. 

Source documents do not represent a wide 

range of academic disciplines. While many 

different types of text might appear on any 
SAT, there is no requirement that students 

encounter scientific or historical sources. 

Vocabulary focused on words that are 
sometimes obscure and not widely used in 
college and career. These words, while 
interesting and useful in specific instances, 
often lack broad utility in varied disciplines and 
contexts. 

The essay measures students’ ability to 
construct an argument based on their 
background and experiences, Since 
students are not given source material, there 
is no way to verify the accuracy of their 
argument or examples. 

Math section samples content from a wide 
range of high school-level math. There are 
often only one or two questions on each topic 
and students need to cover a great deal of 
math to be prepared for all topics. 

Calculator permitted for full math section. 
It is difficult to assess students’ sense of 
numbers, their fluency in calculation, and their 
ability understand concepts rather than plug in 

Redesigned SAT 

Evidence-based reading and writing. 
Students will support answers with evidence, 
including questions that require them to cite a 
specific part of a passage to support their 
answer choice. 

Source documents originate from a wide 

range of academic disciplines. On every 

SAT, students will encounter source texts from 
science, history, and social studies, analyzing 

them the way they would in those classes. 

Vocabulary focused on words that are 
widely used in college and career. The 
exam will focus on words such as synthesis 
and empirical whose specific meaning 
depends on the context. 

The essay measures students’ ability to 
analyze evidence and explain how an 
author builds an argument to persuade an 
audience. Responses will be evaluated 
based on the strength of the analysis as well 
as the coherence of the writing. 

Math section draws from fewer topics that 
evidence shows most contribute to student 
readiness for college and career training. 
Students can study these core math areas in 
depth and have confidence that they will be 
assessed. 

Calculator permitted on certain portions of 
the math section. The calculator can be used 
where most appropriate, but the no-calculator 
section allows greater assessment of students’ 



the answers, understanding, fluency, and technique. 

Reading and writing does not require data 

analysis. The reading and writing section 

does not often include passages from science 
and social studies with graphs and tables; 

questions rarely require students to both read 

text and analyze data. 

Source documents drawn from texts that 
are not widely recognized and publicly 
available. Students have no idea before they 
take the test what the reading passages will be 
about. 

Scoring deducts points for incorrect 
answers. Students get ¼ point deducted for 
incorrect answers; no points deducted for 
omitted answers. 

Essay is required. 

Score scale of 2400. 

SAT available on paper only. 

Students asked to analyze both text and 
data in real world contexts, including 
identifying and correcting inconsistencies 
between the two. Students will show the work 
they do throughout their classes by reading 
science articles and historical and social 
studies sources. 

Each exam will include a passage drawn 
from the Founding Documents or the Great 
Global Conversation. Students read from 
either a founding document such as the 
Declaration of Independence or from the 
conversation they inspire in the United States 
and around the world, such as Lincoln’s 
Gettysburg Address or King’s" I Have a 
Dream" speech. 

Scoring does not deduct points for 
incorrect answers (rights-only scoring). 
Students are encouraged to select the best 
answer to every question. 

Essay is optional. 

Score scale of 1600 with separate score for 
Essay. 

SAT available in paper and digital forms. 



Questions & Answers 

"VALUE" OF COLLEGE BOARD ASSESSMENTS 

Q. There are so many standardized tests out there. What will set the redesigned College 
Board assessments apart? Why should I invest in administering them to my students? 

The redesigned assessments are at the core of a broader opportunity agenda. 

The redesigned SAT will be... 
o focused on the few things that evidence show matter most for success in college and 

career.., and will reflect and reinforce the key skills and knowledge that students are learning 
in their best courses. 

¯ useful. Everything students encounter on this exam should be widely applicable to their work 
in college and career training opportunities. 

¯ clear and open. We are going to tell everyone what is on the exam. We will release the full 
specifications for the exam along with extensive sample items for each section on April 16 
and there will be freely available practice materials through Khan Academy for those who 
take both the current and the redesigned SAT. 

The redesigned SAT is part of a commitment by the College Board and our members to move 
beyond delivering assessments to delivering opportunity. To ensure that assessments are not a 
stopping point, but that the results propel students into the opportunities they have earned, we 
will provide... 
o access to AP courses for those students who are ready. 
¯ four college application fee waivers for income-eligible students. 
o SAT fee waivers for income-eligible students. 

Q. Why are you changing the SAT? 

Our members have called on us to change the SAT and go beyond assessment to deliver 
opportunity. 

Less than half of the students who take the SAT are college ready, and that statistic has 
remained constant over time. Even among those who are ready, the majority of low-income, 
high-achieving students do not apply to the colleges within their reach. 

Our goal is to support college readiness and success for more students and to make sure that 
those who are prepared take full advantage of the opportunities they’ve earned through their 
hard work. 

Because a test alone can’t change student outcomes, assessments such as the SAT must be 
integrated with rigorous classroom instruction, and through their results, propel students to 
greater opportunities. The redesigned SAT will reward productive use of classroom time and a 
focus on rigorous course work. 

Q. What do you mean by "career ready?" 

Students graduate from high school with the knowledge and skills needed to qualify for and 
succeed in the postsecondary job training. 



ALIGNMENT AND USE 

Q. What subjects will the redesigned assessments cover? 

The revised SAT will have three sections: Evidence-Based Reading and Writing, Math and the 
Essay. 

Reading and Writing: Students will be asked to support answers with evidence and analyze a 
wide range of sources, including literature and literary non-fiction, science, history and social 
studies. Students will also be asked to analyze, edit, and revise texts in a wide variety of content 
areas. 

Math: Will focus on the few areas of math that evidence shows most contribute to student 
readiness for college and career training. The exam will focus on three essential areas: problem 
solving and data analysis; the heart of algebra; and passport to advanced math. 

Essay: Students will be asked to read a source document and write an analysis using evidence 
drawn from the text. The essay question will be shared in advance and will remain consistent; 
the source document will change. 

Q. Will there be a science section? If so, how will it align to the Next Generation Science 
Standards? 

The redesigned SAT measures student proficiency in reading, writing, language, and math 
within science contexts. The reading and writing section will focus on evidence, asking students 
to analyze a wide range of sources including science. Students will also be required to edit and 
revise scientific text and data - including data in tables, graphs and other formats. In math, 
students will be asked to solve problems and analyze data within real-world situations, including 
science, social science and career contexts. 

Q. How will colleges compare scores on the redesigned SAT to scores on the current 
SAT? 

The College Board will provide colleges with a concordance that shows how the two sets of 
scores compare. 

Q. What are the "Great Global Conversations?" 

This term refers to texts written not only in the United States but internationally on issues related 
to human rights, freedom, and the basic values of the Founding Documents. We are taking a 
global perspective to make sure our passages are accessible to both U.S. and international test- 
takers. 

Q. How will the College Board assessments align to Common Core or state (VA, TX) ELA 
and Math standards? 

The focus of the assessments is to measure what is essential for college and career readiness, 
not any one set of standards. The College Board assessments measure the knowledge and 
skills that research shows to be essential for college and career readiness and success - which 



overlaps with the research that has been used to develop the CCSS and other state standards 
focused on college and career readiness. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES & COST 

Q. What question types (eg, constructed response, technology-enhanced, etc.) will be 
included in the redesigned assessments? Do you have exemplars of the new items 
students can expect to see on the redesigned assessments? 

We are committed to making the test specifications - including question formats and sample 
items - open, transparent and publicly available. Included in these formats are constructed 
response items; shorter, student-produced items; and selected-response items. We will provide 
the first set of sample questions and additional information on April 16. 

Q. Will the redesigned assessments be on the same score scale as the current 
assessments? 

No, we will report scores on the redesigned assessments on a 1600 score scale that is 
comprised of scores earned on the evidence-based reading and writing section and the math 
section, both of which will report scores on an 800 scale. The essay will provide a separate 
score. 

Q. How long will the redesigned SAT be? 

The length of the test will be approximately three hours, with an additional 50 minutes for the 
essay. We will finalize precise timing through research. 

Q. At what times during the year will the redesigned SAT be administered? 

There are no current plans to change the timing of the SAT test dates. 

Q. Can students use calculators on the redesigned SAT? How is the calculator policy 
changing? 

A calculator will be allowed on one of two sections in the redesigned SAT Math Test. 
Calculators are important mathematical tools, and to succeed after high school, students have 
to know how to use them effectively and appropriately. But the no-calculator section makes it 
easier to assess students’ fluency in math and understanding of math concepts. It also rewards 
well-learned technique and number-sense. 

Q. Will the assessments have an option for online or computer adaptive? 

We will offer the revised SAT both in print and by computer in selected sites. 

Q. How much will the exam cost? 

While we are still determining the exact cost of the exam, it will not cost more than the current 
exam. We are committed to keep the exam affordable and accessible through fee programs. 

O. Will going to rights only scoring affect scores/validity of the test? 



No. We have conducted research to ensure this change will not differentially impact any groups 
of students over others. This move to "rights-only" scoring encourages students to give the best 
answer they have to every problem, and not to fear a penalty for making a best effort. 

SAT vs. ACT 

Q. Are you just trying to catch up with ACT? 

The College Board is a non-profit, membership organization with a renewed commitment to 
delivering opportunity for students. This commitment means that the redesigned SAT will... 
o be connected to instruction in unprecedented ways. 
¯ help identify students who have fallen behind so that we can help them before it’s too late. 
o be connected to opportunities for students to apply to college, access fee waivers and take 

AP courses when they are ready. 
o be part of a transparent approach including freely available test specifications and practice 

materials so every student will know what to expect on the day of the test. 

The College Board is making a commitment to increase the college and career readiness of all 
students by offering a solution that goes well beyond simply administering another test - and 
well beyond what is offered by the ACT. 

Q. Are you changing the test to have questions that are similar ACT? 

No. The ACT measures across a large domain, while the redesigned SAT will measure fewer 
things much more deeply. For example: 
o In the reading and writing section, students are asked to analyze a text not only to 

demonstrate their understanding of the text, but to explain the reasons supporting their 
answers. 
In the math section, students are asked to respond to multistep problems that are presented 

in real-life contexts, like those they will encounter in college and in their careers. 

The SAT will be part of a transparent approach including freely available test specifications and 

practice materials so every student will know what to expect on the day of the test. 

Q. Is this just another ploy to increase your revenue? 

The College Board is a non-profit organization with a renewed commitment to goals that are 
clear, measurable and consequential. Working alongside our members, we are committed to 
moving beyond delivering assessments to delivering opportunity for students. All revenue is 
reinvested into our programs aimed at expanding opportunities for all students. What we are 
doing in this new agenda is not focused on increasing revenue, but increasing college and 
career readiness. 

Q. The ACT is easier than the SAT for some students. Is the SAT getting easier? 

Whether a particular test is viewed as easier or harder depends more on the student’s 
preparation than the qualities of the test itself. 

The redesigned SAT will be... 



¯ focused on the few things that evidence show matter most for success in college and 
career.., and will reflect and reinforce the key skills and knowledge that students are learning 
in their best courses. 

¯ useful. Everything students encounter on this exam should be widely applicable to their work 
in college and career training opportunities. 

¯ clear and open. We are going to tell everyone what is on the exam. We will release the full 
specifications for the exam along with extensive sample items for each section on April 16 
and there will be freely available practice materials through Khan Academy for those who 
take both the current and the redesigned SAT. 

Q. High-achieving students who don’t ’test well’ do better on the ACT. Will this change? 

While that claim isn’t research-based, we believe the redesigned SAT will provide the 
opportunity for every student to demonstrate their practice and hard work. 

The redesigned SAT will be... 
o focused on the few things that evidence show matter most for success in college and 

career.., and will reflect and reinforce the key skills and knowledge that students are learning 
in their best courses. 

¯ useful. Everything students encounter on this exam should be widely applicable to their work 
in college and career training opportunities. 

¯ clear and open. We are going to tell everyone what is on the exam. We will release the full 
specifications for the exam along with extensive sample items for each section on April 16 
and there will be freely available practice materials through Khan Academy for those who 
take both the current and the redesigned SAT. 

Q. ACT has always been a curriculum test; SAT is a logic or reasoning test. What are you 
saying the SAT is now? 

The redesigned SAT is an achievement test. 

The redesigned SAT will be... 
o focused on the few things that evidence show matter most for success in college and 

career.., and will reflect and reinforce the key skills and knowledge that students are learning 
in their best courses. 

o useful. Everything students encounter on this exam should be widely applicable to their work 
in college and career training opportunities. 

o clear and open. We are going to tell everyone what is on the exam. We will release the full 
specifications for the exam along with extensive sample items for each section on April 16 
and there will be freely available practice materials through Khan Academy for those who 
take both the current and the redesigned SAT. 

Q. Will the new test come closer to ACT in terms of not discriminating against low- 
income students? 

Years of research have consistently demonstrated that the SAT is a valid predictor of first-year 
college success for all students, regardless of gender, race or socio-economic status. 



We pre-testing each question and gather statistics by race and ethnicity to make sure questions 
are fair to all kids, regardless of race or ethinc background. 

Further, there is no research that supports the claim that any particular group scores better on 
the ACT than the SAT. 

The redesigned SAT will be... 
focused on the few things that evidence show matter most for success in college and 
career.., and will reflect and reinforce the key skills and knowledge that students are learning 
in their best courses. 

o useful. Everything students encounter on this exam should be widely applicable to their work 
in college and career training opportunities. 
clear and open. We are going to tell everyone what is on the exam. We will release the full 
specifications for the exam along with extensive sample items for each section on April 16 
and there will be freely available practice materials through Khan Academy for those who 
take both the current and the redesigned SAT. 

The redesigned SAT is part of a commitment by the College Board and our members to move 
beyond delivering assessments to delivering opportunity. To ensure that assessments are not a 
stopping point, but that the results propel students into the opportunities they have earned, we 
will provide... 
¯ access to AP courses for those students who are ready. 
o four college application fee waivers for income-eligible students. 
~ SAT fee waivers for income-eligible students. 

WRITING 

Q. Essay went from 25 minutes at the beginning of the test to 50 minutes at the end of 
the test. Isn’t that a disincentive for students? 

We’ve worked with K-12 educators and college faculty to design a test that is a fairer measure 
of writing because it provides all students the same source material on which to base their 
answers, gives them more time to read and plan their essay and maintains the same essay task 
from test to test. In preparing to take the essay section, students will be practicing the work they 
will need to do in college - to analyze source materials and understand the claims and 
supporting evidence. 

Q. Is the College Board reversing its stance on writing with an optional essay? 

The College Board remains committed to writing as an essential skill for college and career 
success. While the essay on the SAT will be optional, we will continue emphasize the 
importance of analytical writing throughout the SAT and all of our assessments and instructional 
resources. 
o We will require document-based analysis in all of our AP classes and assessments, where 

there is more time and space for extended writing. 
o In our efforts with teachers on 6-12th grade courses, we will weave analytical writing 

throughout student work in English, science, history, social studies and the arts. 

Q. Why did you decide to make the essay optional? 



Two factors contributed to this decision to no longer require the essay: 
o First, while the writing work that students do in the reading and writing section of the exam is 

deeply predictive of college readiness and success, one essay alone historically has not 
contributed significantly to the overall predictive power of the exam. 
Second, feedback from member admissions officers was split; some of them found the 
essay useful, and many did not. 

Q. What is the financial impact of essay optional? Will the College Board save money? 
Will students who take the optional essay pay more? 

The College Board will not save money through this decision, and students who elect to take the 
essay will pay nominally more than students who elect not to take the essay. 

COLLABORATION 

Q. How were teachers involved in the redesign process? 

Over the past year, we’ve listened to and worked with teachers and educational leaders in K-12 
and postsecondary education. Members of these communities have helped shape the exam, 
review items and test forms and advise on other technical issues. Their advice and counsel 
factored heavily into our decision to better align the SAT with rigorous classroom work. 

Q. Was there collaboration with both K-12 and higher education? 

Yes. We’ve conducted extensive listening tours among members of the K-12 and higher 
education communities and those groups are well represented within the working groups and 
committees that have helped shape the exam. The redesigned SAT is built on the advice and 
counsel of admissions and financial aid officers, school counselors and teachers in K-12 and 
higher education as well as students, parents and educational leaders. 

TRANSITION 

Q. You said you’re providing free practice materials for those students taking the 
redesigned exam. What about those students who will be taking the current exam for the 
next two years? 

Through our partnership with Khan Academy we will provide a range of sample test items for 
use by those students who will take the current SAT. 

Q. Can students take both the current SAT and the redesigned SAT and see which score 
is higher? 

When the College Board switches over to the redesigned SAT in spring 2016, the current SAT 
will no longer be offered. However, some students will take the SAT before that time and then 
take the redesigned SAT later. Because the exam and score scale are changing, we 
recommend that these students send all scores, allowing colleges to use those that are most 
favorable to the student. Keep in mind that some colleges require students to send all scores. 



Q. What is the timeline for the transition to the new assessments? In previous 
communications, you said that a redesigned PSAT/NMSQT would be offered in the fall of 
2015. Is this still true? 

The first administration of the revised SAT will be spring 2016. 

The PSAT/NMSQT will change together with the SAT and is planned to launch in October 2015. 
This schedule will allow students to take the redesigned PSAT/NMSQT before the redesigned 
SAT. We are working closely with our co-sponsor, the National Merit Scholarship Corporation, 
to release an assessment and scholarship resource that will ensure that students are able to be 
recognized for and take advantage of the opportunities they have earned. 

Q. Will the SAT Subject tests being changing too? 

There are no plans to change the SAT Subject Tests at this time. 

Q. How will you help campuses implement changes related to the redesigned SAT? 

We’ve formed dedicated teams to support campuses nationwide as they get ready for the 
redesigned SAT. The top priorities for operational implementation are to release -- as quickly 
as possible -- the file format for new score reporting; to develop concordance tables; and to 
collaborate directly with leading IT vendors. 

TEST OPTIONAL 

Q. Bates College recently released a study calling into question the use of the SAT in the 
admissions process. How do you respond to the study’s findings and to others who say 
all schools should be test optional? 

The predictive validity of college entrance exams like the SAT is an essential part of the 
admissions equation for the vast majority of colleges and universities in this country. The SAT is 
among the most rigorously researched and designed tests in the world and dozens of internal 
and external studies show that the SAT is a valid predictor of college success for all students. 

In nearly all validity studies, high school GPA and SAT scores in combination are shown to be 
the best predictors of college success. The College Board continues to advocate for a variety of 
factors to be considered in the admissions process and high-quality research including our own 
shows that neither the SAT nor high school GPA should be used alone when making 
admissions decisions. 

It’s important to note that test-optional schools are our members and our partners. We respect 
the decisions they make about their admissions processes and we will continue to listen to our 
members, evolve our programs and work to expand access to opportunity for all students. 



Classroom Funding Sources 

Facilities Services has a recurring annual fund for classrooms. This account is used for repairing (not replacing) damaged 
classroom chairs and/or tables but not replacing window blinds and curtains. 

In receipt-supported buildings, the customer funds the cost of classroom furniture repair/replacement. These facilities do 
not qualify for use of the Facilities Services’ recurring account. 

When ITS receives a call through the Classroom Hotline, it will submit a work request using the account number for any 
work qualifying for the account. Facilities Services will verify that the work request meets the definition of the classroom 
account and that sufficient funds are available to cover the requested work and will get back to ITS if there are any issues. 

ITS funds repairs to chairs/desks that the Facilities Services account cannot cover. However, the ITS account does not 
have the budget to completely replace all existing seating in any particular GPC classroom. 

Expenses that do not fall under the ITS FAC 7110-601F account: 
-flooring 
-chalk/white boards 
-blinds/shades that need to be replaced 
-walls painted 
-desks/chairs replaced, stools added for instructors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Draft of E~na~l to Departments 

Elnail to Acad Depts re Seats.doc 

Hi Bobbi 

Attached is a draft of the email I will be sending out to academic departments to request seats for first-year and transfer students for the fall term. Please let me 

know if there are any edits you wish to make. I hope to get this out by the end of the day on Friday, or next week at the latest. 

Thanks for your help. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

Phone: (9:19) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!/advising.unc.edu 



Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer 

students this summer. I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of 

seats are available for these students this fall. 

As you may recall, we have released seats for courses appropriate for first-year students throughout the 

fourteen sessions of New Student Orientation during the past six summers. We have also successfully 

set aside seats in a handful of classes for transfer students, who typically register in April and May, 

following registration by our continuing students. Coordinating this effort with academic departments 

and the Registrar’s Office has made this process run smoothly and has resulted in the majority of our 

incoming class successfully creating a full fall schedule. 

This summer, first-year students will be registering from home after attending an orientation session on 

campus, resulting in a longer and hopefully less stressful registration period for them. We will, however, 

continue to release seats for them so that seat availability is as equitable as possible. 

Please confirm the following by March 26: 

On the attached table, the courses and numbers of seats for first-years and transfers (if 

applicable) that we request for reserve capacities. If there are other courses in your department 

appropriate for inclusion, please let me know. 

The contacts for your department I have included in this email. 

YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO ANYTHING WITH THESE COURSES AND NUMBERS IN CONNECTCAROLINA. I 

will coordinate that effort with the Registrar’s Office. 

For every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be 

responsible for setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. We will take control of 

only the courses/sections on the table--courses for the Seat Release Schedule--therefore, you may 

want to set aside some seats in other courses for transfer students, keeping in mind that junior transfers 

will typically enroll in upper-division courses as opposed to General Education courses. 

Please note that by June 18, when registration for first-years begins, the waitlist function will be turned 

off if a waitlist currently exists. Turning the function off enables first-year students to add to the 

waitlists, while prohibiting students on the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for each first-year 

registration period. Waitlists will continue to be active through the first week of the fall semester. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have. Thank you in advance for helping 

us meet the academic needs of our first-year and transfer students. I look forward to hearing from you 

soon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muller, Eric L <emuller@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 6:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

"legacy" 

Hi Bobbi, 

That sure was a boatload of work you presented today. Big progress -thank you! As Bob, Molly, and I were walking out, I said to them that whereas often this 

committee feels like watching a glacier move down a mountain, I felt like I had witnessed a burst of global warming today. 

During the bandying-about of terms (in lieu of "legacy" classrooms) that might connote what we mean, I jotted down the word "non-conforming." Maybe a way to 

cast this is that there are currently lots and lots of GPCs that "conform" to the model we’re shooting for, which is one of central/registrar control, and then there’s a 

bunch of GPCs that for historical reasons are currently "non-conforming." This terminology has the added benefit of expressing the hope that these wayward 

classrooms will come home into "conformity" with the system. 

"Non-conforming" also seems more palatable than "derelict" or "deviant." (Or "rogue," as Bob H suggested.) © 

See you around... 

--Eric 

Eric L. Muller 

Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-7067 

-and- 

Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 

316 Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9968 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 7:51 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nic~siedentop@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr~ 

RE: question re: report forNick Siedentop 

Okay. Great! 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 5:40 PM 

To; Strizheus, Yulia 
Cc; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Re: question re: report for Nick Siedentop 

Nick was doing it for me and I am sorry that I didn’t make that clear. 

No toes were harmed. I want to be sure that the reports he is pulling and the ones the College is using are getting the same result. 

Bobbi 

On 3/5/2014 5:36 PM, Strizheus, Yulia wrote: 

~3.:_~bbi--~:_~arli~:_~r this week Nick Siedent.:_~p reached out ~:o me requesting an upda~:ed w~r~k~n of a report: ("{::o~ege Undergraduate Majors," ate:ached) 

thaL you’d g~ven h~rn ~ast Fall. ~ assumed it wou~d be okay to give ~m an updaLed version (the "StudenLMa]ors’~ attachment)~ I’ve since learned from 

Tammy that I should have consulted you first for permission to provide N~ck with the report, Could you follow up w~th me and N~ck to approve th~s 

(retro-active~y) or to advise us what we should do ~f th~s is somethh~g you wou~d not have ~pproved? Please let me know ~f you need me to do 

anything to follow up on this. I am rea]~y sorw if ~ stepped on your toes in m~king th~s assumption without consulting you first. 

Yulia 

~rem: Strizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 5:29 PM 

Te: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Subject: RE: Report request 

N~ck, sorry, we cmYt gr~nt you this access to ASR. ~t turns out that department m~nagers are the only ones who can gr~nt access, m~d they can only give 

you ~ccess to the reports they themselves can ~ccess. With that sa~d, it ~ooks ~ike the access you DO have was g~ven to you by P~u~a Goodman, who 

was only able ~:o provh~e you with reports For your department. Moving Forward, your SAD will haw~ to give you the report you requested from me. 

~n a m~nute Vm going to send a foilow.-up email to you and to [~obbi ~:o c]arify somethh~g e~se. 

Yules 

~rem: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 5:02 PM 

Te: Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: RE: Report request 

Thani~s for checidng w~th the ASr~ point person. -Nk:k 

Nk:holas ~;k~den~:op 

Curdcukm~ Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 ~ Chapel H~, NC 27599-3504 I T9~9.962.5819 

*~Confidenti~l~ty notice: Th~s ema~ message, includh~g ~ny attachments, ~s for the sole use of ~ntended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged informatk~n. Any unauthorized revk~w, use, disck~sure~ or distribution is prohibited.** 

F~; Strizheus, Yulia 
~eBt~ Tuesday, March 04, 2054 4:59 PM 
T~= Sieden~p, Nicholas 
S~bjeet= RE: Report request 
You’re welcome. Vm here to he~p, so I don’t m~nd the pestering, e~ let me check about getth~g you access to the other reports. ] am not our ASR point 

person so I don’t want to make any promises. VII get back to you w~:h an answer soon. 

YS 

~rom: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 4:53 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Report request 

Th~nks, Yurts. This ~s great. 

] haven’t used the Arts and Sciences Reporting tool in the past. This afternoon ~ logged in but only see financial reports and state fund reports, not 

student enrollment reports. Do you ha~e time ir~ the ne’,<t few days to show me what reports you have access to? I can come over to your office. I"d 

fike to i~now ~:h~s system so 

Chee~s, 

N~ck 

F~= Strizheus, Yulia 
$eBt= Tuesday, March 04, 20~4 ~:09 PM 
Te= Siedentop, Nicholas 
S~bjeet= RE: Report request 

N~ck, ~ere’s the report that ASR (Arts & Sciences P~eporting) ~enersLed fo~ me, T~e dates are automsL~cslly set to go ~ack to 2009, buL ~ th~nk the report 

car be programmed to go back as far as 200~-2002~ ~ don’t usually pul~ th~s k~nd of thin~ up, so ~ didn’t see how to pull up ~UST the FTE and not the 

he~dcount as well If it is ~mportant for you that these be separated, please let me know. I might ask the OAS~S folks for help at that point. 

Something that was sa~d recently made me th~nk you m~ght have access to this already. Do you ever go h~to the Arts & Sciences Reporting? Just 

wonderh~g. Of course, I am happy ~:o help regardless. 

Yulia 

~rem: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 20~4 12:16 PM 



To: Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: RE: Report request 

Thanks, 

Yesterday I came across the attached report which 8oM.~i Owen gave me last Fall; I believe it came from the SADs retreat materials. This is exactly 

what the Department of Political Science is requesting. Since this is not my report, I don’t want to distribute it without permission from the 

Offic~-:~iperson who gen~-_~rated th~-_~ reporL But i[ th~-_~ Colle~[e produces this report every year~ perhaps it should be senl: t:o all d~-:q:~artment chairs (and/or 

posted on the College’s intranet.) 

Cheers, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curricuk~m Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3504 I T 9:19.962.58:[9 

~Confidentiality notice: This enlaif message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of in~ended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.*~ 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Se~t; Tuesday, March 04, 20:[4 :[1:48 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas 
$,,bject," RE: Report request 
Nick, I think I can Bet these to you today. 

Yulia 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Monday, March 03, 20:14 9:22 AM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: RE: Report request 

Any luck t:iBurin~ out how to ~enerate the report below for the other departments.," Also, the Department of Political Science would like the FaJ~ 20:[3 

figures for their department. 

Cheers, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director’ 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-350-~1 J T 9:J9~962~58:19 

*~Confidentiality notice: This email messag;e, including; any attachments~ is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

priviF’_~ged i~formaLion. Any unauthorized 

From; Siedentop, Nicholas 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 20:[4 :[0:42 AM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
$~bject; RE: Report request 
Biology 

Economics 

Global Studies 

History 

Peace, War, and Defense 

Political Science 

Public Policy 

Sociology 

Nid~olas SiedenLop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 9:19.962.5g:19 

**Confh:~-_mtialky ~otk:e: This ~-_~mail message, including any attachm~-_~nts, is for the sole use of inLend~-_~d recipient(s) and mav co~l:ain ~:onfid~-_~ntial and 

privile~-_~d information. Any unauthorized revF_~w, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent," Friday, February 28, 20:[4. :[0:37 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas 
S~bject: RE: Report request 
OASIS provides these reports, but I think we can pull it ourselves here in the Dean’s Office too. Before doin.g so, I ~ust need to .get approval. Can you 

tell me all of t h~-’_~ d~-:q:~ar[men[s you’ll waist reports for]~ 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Friday, February 28, 20:14:10::15 AM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Report request 

Yulia, 

Thanks for speaking with me this morning. To follow-up on our conversation, this is the report that Dean Hartlyn provided the department chair in 

Political Science back in January 20:13. I’d like to know who provided this report to Dean Hartlyn so that he/she can provide the same figures for other 

departments in the College. 

College Undergraduate Majors (Headcount and FTE) 



Political 699 67875 693 676.25 676 66450 739 731.75 673 668.50 651 643.75 
Science 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

Bobbi Owen 
Senio: Assooiate Dean for Ur~dergraduate Eduoation, and 
Michael R. HoVaugh Distinguished Pzofessor ef Dramatio Art: 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 9i9 843-4775 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Thursday° March 6, 2014 11:33 AM 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@emoil.unc.edtp; MctMe, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Crray process 

K~xen (and Tmnmy) - 
’][’he weather delayed us once again, I am son?~ to report. We have rescheduled for 3-5 Monday March 17 and I will not leave campus until the letters and dossiers are 

ready to traaasmit ,so m-o of them can be effective July 1. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished P~efesser ef Dramatic A~t 

University ef North Carelina a~: Chapel HiM 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone~ 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



Ce: 

Subject: 

Cliue, Alexis L <Pdexis Cliue@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:43 AM 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Oweu, Bobbi A <oweubob@unc.edu>; McHaJe, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edtr~; GuskJewicz, 

Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jona’than <hartlyn@uuc.edu>; Reid, Dee ~deereid@unc.edu>; Rhode~ Terry Ellen 

<RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Stfizheus, Yulia <~s~trizh@e~nail.unc.edu>; Killeen, Kim <lddlleeu@unc.edu>; Pittmm~, Jax~ <Jan Pitm~an@uuc.edu> 

uext week 

As you know, UNC spring break is next week (March 10-14). Karen is planning on being away from the office but if you need 

something from her, she will still be checking email, just sporadically. Below is the schedule for the Senior Associate Dean handling 

urgent matters in Karen’s absence: 

Monday, March 10th -- Kevin (he will be here in South building) 

Tuesday, March 11th- Bobbi (she will be in her Steele building office) 

Wednesday, March 12th - Friday, March 14th - Jonathan (he will be here in South building but may spend some research time in his 

Hamilton Hall office) 
Terry will be out for the National Humanities Conference in D.C. through Wednesday but back in the office on Thursday and Friday. 

Tammy will also be around all next week, either here in South or in Howell Hall. 

Alexis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perreira, Krista <perreira~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 7, 2014 8:55 AM 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; apante@smtp.unc.edu 

Re: summer suppo(t for attending RI classes 

Thank you Bobbi and Donna, 

We had talked about two new collaborations initiated ruth The Summer School. Firs% we have started a summer GRC program. Second, we have initiated this 

summer school award program for research intensive coursc completion. We’ll definitely make sure that the summer school program is set up in a way fl~at does not 

hufft stadents’ financial aid. 

Thank~ 

Krista Pel~eira, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean 

Office for Undergraduate Rese~:rch(OUR) 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Departanem of Public Policy 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Office Phone:919- 962-1600 

Fax: 919-962-5824 

On Mar 7, 2014, at 8:35 AM, "Bickibrd, Donna M" <dbickti~rd@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi: 

I’m glad you like the newsletter -we’re working on updating the appearance of it and hope that the next version is in the new template. 

The summer school award is the funding that comes from Summer School. Jan Yopp initiated this project with us as a result of some conversations 

their Advisory Board was having about developing ways to encourage more students to have research opportunities during the summer. Summer 

School is providing the funding and we are managing the process. I’ll check in with her and with Scholarships & Student Aid to make sure there are no 

hiccups with this. 

Donna 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, Mlarch 07, 2014 8:06 AM 

To-" Perreira, Kdsta; Bickford, Donna IVl; apanter@smtp.unc.edu 
Subject; summer support for attending RI classes 

Krista - 

Your newsletter has interesting and impo~x~t information in it. Perhaps we talked about paying for the summer school tuition for 20 students but I don’t 

remember clearly so write to be sure that you me coordinating this efibrt to award up to 20 students tuition for summer school courses with the Office of 

Scholarships and Student Aid. Any award you give for this purpose might interfere with eligibiliD’ for aid - and you cannot support s~dents who are not in 

good s~nding so need to coordinate with advising. 

V,,~hat is the fimding ~urce? 

Bobbi 

h~ps~//~m:~m~c~ed~/students/~mding-~pp~rtm~t~/summer-award-~br-research-intensive-c~urses/? 

mm som’ce=wys[ja&utm meditm~=em~fil&utm campaign=2 24 2014e-ne~,sletter 

Bebbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean fo~ Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dra~’atic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phene: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jerome Maeckelbergh <theatermacke@telenet.be> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 1:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Crowdfunding project tbr the international conference "Wood and Cmavas" 

DearBobbi, 

On invitation of OISTAT’s Architecture Commission and Technology Commission, an international conference "Wood and Canvas (and rabbit glue) in the Modern World" is organized in 

Antwerp, Belgium, by the York University from Canada, in collaboration with theatrEurope vzw, from 13 to 15 June 2014. 

This conference aims at the following objectives: 

¯ Research to stimulate contemporary technical resources to support existing historic theatre technology and facilitate its use where possible. 

¯ To suggest solutions for the raised issues inherent in theatres with remains of heritage theatre technology and a remaining raked floor. 

¯ A major theme of the conference is to suggest methods that this historic yet highly flexible systems can offer in order to be used in contemporary theatre productions This heritage 

machinery, especially in the unjustly disregarded understage, has much more to offer than a historic Baroque scene change. This will be demonstrated in a scale model 1:10. 

¯ A "hands-on" workshop with a 1:4 scale model where participants can figure out how drums and pulleys must be rigged to manipulate flybars, understage chariots and elevators. 

Crowdfunding for scale models: 

We count on donations for financing the material costs for making scale models containing copies of wooden historic theatre machinery. Those costs alone are estimated at 6000 

Registrations: http://woodandcanvas.info.yorku.ca 

Donations: http://~,theatreurope, eu/Donations 

Linkedln group: Bourla Schouwburg 

Facebook: Bourla Schouwburg 

Twitter: @Bourlaschouwbur 

Contact theatrEurope: Jerome Maeckelbergh, theatermacker(~pandora.be 



Director of Instructional Innovation 
Office of Undergraduate Education, College of Arts and Sciences 

The Director of Instructional Innovation in the Office of Undergraduate Education in the College of Arts 
and Sciences is responsible for improving teaching across the College, in particular in large gateway 
courses. Working closely with the departments and curricula and units in Undergraduate Education, the 
Director will promote and implement new initiatives and programs that bring together a diverse group of 
faculty at various stages in their careers and across many disciplines. Interaction and close collaboration 
with the Center for Faculty Excellence (CFE) will be critical concerning course redesign and evaluation 
initiatives. Experience with faculty development programs, knowledge and background using and 
evaluating evidence-based, active-learning teaching methods, familiarity with current technologies that 
can be used in a variety of disciplines, and a commitment to inclusivity in the classroom are all central to 
the position. 

Duties of the Director of Instructional Innovation include: 
Fostering the development of innovation and excellence in teaching by 

Bringing together faculty interested in strengthening their teaching, including efforts for 
redesigning a course, peer-observation, curriculum development, adding technology, 
~vriting educational grants, etc. 

® Publicizing resources and opportunities that exist or are being developed for faculty, 
including CFE services, diversity training, brown bag lunches, etc.) 

~ Exchanging information and ideas about teaching and learning opportunities and the 
challenges on campus by representing the College of Arts and Sciences at monthly 
meetings of the CFE’s Teaching and Learning Group. 

Coordinating course redesign efforts and applications for research grants that support innovation 
and excellence in teaching, such as AAU, HHMI, and NSF-WIDER, etc. which involve course 
redesign. 

~ Serving as the liaison for teaching and learning initiatives that may overlap. 
~ Collaborating with the Graduate School to improve the teaching skills of teaching fellows 

and assistants. This effort should focus on leading recitation sections and developing 
engaged learning activities for groups in large lecture courses. 

Developing evaluation mechanisms (perhaps with committee review) for 
~ Monitoring and evaluating course redesign efforts 
o Reviewing proposals for competitive College-based and other funds related to improving 

pedagogy, including funds to travel to national meetings related to pedagogy, grants for 
course redesign, and/or resources to enhance courses. 

Collecting evidence of transformative teaching across the College that can be published in journals 
on the scholarship of teaching and learning and used by various offices to promote UNC state- 
wide, nationally, and internationally. 

Qualifications: The position reports to the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education is open 
to faculty members in the College of Arts and Sciences with tenure or on a fixed-term at the rank of 
Senior Lecturer (or above) with experience developing and incorporating instructional innovations in 
courses, administering programs, and demonstrated effectiveness working collaboratively with faculty 
colleagues. The position carries with it a stipend and release from one course. 

Last revised January. 10, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 3:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Clemmons, .la~n <jclem@email.unc.e&~ 

I~NV: Honor Cords at graduation 

Hi Bobbi, 

Do you I,;no;.v who has dominion ow-’.l the decision to aliow various [~ro~ ps of f~raduates to inck.lde cords as part of’ their ol:ficiai regaiia’? 

] h a n ks. 

J asol] C~emmons 

Associate Director for Curricuium. RecrLlitl]]er~t a~]d Operatiens 

Honors Carolina 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 35;L0 

Urfive~sity o~ North Caroiina a~ Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599-35:[.0 

Tei: 9:L9843.7756 Fax: 93.9.962.1548 

i.~.i Description: Description: Hor;e~s Carolina bsr3 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent= Friday, March 07, 2014 11:42 AM 
To: Clemmons, Jason 
Subject= Honor Cords at graduation 

~ie has, e received quite a l:~w in¢-tuiries f~’om all s~rts of’groups wanting "their" students ~o wear cords at- graduation (most recently ik~r vetermas), gecaase 

it was m)’ ~mderstanding t~aat the [--[onors thesis studetats were the on[)’ ones m~thodzed to wear "[--[ot~or Cords," I ~aave cotathmed to refer questJot~s on 

rials issue to yo~r office but, in a]] honesg~, [ don’t really know w[ao has ow~aershJp of this issue~ 

CaI~ you help c~arJ [}’? S~ould [ direct ~:~ese ~c~u~ries else~vhere? 

~a~a Ro[~erts-Coleman 

O[fice of the University [~egJstrar, UNC.-Chapel Hill 

’T~i: 9~9--96z.-986~ ~s~x: 9~9-962.-3~49 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 7:31 AM 

Clemmon~ Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu"~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: Honor Cords at graduation 

ilnage001 .j pg 

No idea. Check ruth Ly~m Blanchard re service scholars who wear them or Ron Strauss who is chair of commencement committee. Be sure you want to know the 

answer before asking the quesl~ion. 
Bobbi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 3:55 PM, "Clemmons, Jason" <jc!em(i~em,dl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

Do you kt~ow who has dominion over tt~e decision to allow various g~oups of grad~ates to include cords as part of ti]eir official 

]hanks, 

Jason 

Associate Director for Curricult.m-~, Recruitment, and Operations 

Honors Caroiina 

225 Graham Memorial. CB# 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hiil 

Chapei Hill. NC 27599..35~_0 

Tel: 91198A3 7756 Fax 9:[.9 962 3.548 

~image001 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 11:42 AM 

To: Clemmons, Jason 
Subject: Honor Cords at graduation 

%re have received qui~e a fbw inquiries fk’om all sorts ofg[oups wanthag "t~mir" stude~ats to wear co[ds at graduat-ioz~ (most recei~tly 

veterans), Because ~t was nV understanding that the Honors thes~s st~dents were the only ones authorized to wear "Honor Cords," i have 

cot~timmd to refer questions on t~a~s issue to yo~r office but, in a]] honest’, [ don’t reall)’ know w~ao has ow~aership of this issue~ 

C~ you help d ari~}’? Should I d~r ect these i~q uir ~es elsewhere? 

~oan Ro[~erts- Coi~mar~ 

Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel 
3~oo SASB North, CB #z~oo, C]aap~i Hili, NC 
"[’el: 9t9.-9(iz-g£6~ F’a:c 9t9-962- 3349 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z-deereid@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:03 AM 

Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.m~c.edu>; Carlstein, Edward -~edear@email.unc.edu>; Anselmo Lastra <lastra@cs.unc.edu>; Bautch, 
Victoria L <bautch@unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M <nnm@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu~>; 
Ha~da, S udhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; G-ittennan, Daniel P <danidg@email.unc.edu> 

Spurn Kim Weaver <spulTk@email.unc.edt#,; Hyde, Ruth F <mtl! hyde@unc.edu>; McDaniel, Dennise P <dmcda~nie@email.unc.edtg-; 
Mingo, Latasha <qmingo@email.mm.e&~-; Fholer, Marie A <fholer@email.unc.edw,; Inma~, Rhonda L <-~rhonda inman@mm.edu>; Loftin, 
Beverly <bey 1963@physics.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <-~thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gil, Ka]~en M <q,:gil@email.unc.edt#,; Shona Gillies 
-ciroskg@nus.edn.sg>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
<har~lyn@unc.edn>; Kmmedy, Shannon <sham~on.kmmedy@nnc.edu>; Rhodes, Te~w Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edn>; McHale, 
Tmnmy J <tmchale@email.nnc.edu> 

US News Graduate School Rankings 

Dear Colleagues, 

The US News and World Report 2015 edition of America’s Best Graduate Schools came out today and includes 2014 rankings for Chemistry, Statistics, Computer 

Science, Biology, Mathematics, Physics and Public Affairs (which seems to cover several units in the School of Government, School of Public Health and the 

College). Here’s a link to UNC’s announcement including information that may be of interest to your units. 

Best, 

Dee 

Dee Reid 919.843.6339 

Director of Communications 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

deereid~unc,ed~ 
Web: ~e.unc.edu 

YouTt~be; ~out u be.cor[~usedU NCColle~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Henry Taylor <henryt@educationwebinars.org> 

Tuesday, March 11,2014 10:18 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Rights of Students with Disabilities in Higher Education 

GoodMorning, 

Failure to provide appropriate accommodations tbr students with disabilities could land your institution in legal hot water. 

While post- secondmy institutions a,e not subject to IDEA requirements, specific obligations under the ADA and section 504 cam 

open up even greater liabilib’. 

Register for" Preventing Your College or University from Making Costly Mistakes Regarding its Accommodation of 
Disabled Students" on Apt 02, 2014 at I PM EST, to learn expert strategies for complying with your reslx~nsibilities under 

Section 504 and the ADA. 

What you will learn: 

Which students you aace (aa~d azen’t) required to provide accommodations tbr under Section 504 
Practical policies you should put in place today to ensure ADA/Secfion 504 complia~ce 
Fool- proof risk management strategies to protect your institution from litigation 
Surprising troths about your legal- obligations to disabled students under FERI°A and HIPPA 
The most common mistakes post- seconda~" institutions ma£e in providing accommodations and pragmatic solutions for 
avokting them 

Space is limited, so register today to reserve your spot in fllis information and strategy-packed session on Section 504 and ADA 
compliance. 

CLICK tlERE TO REGISTER. 

Use discount code " CK20 " to get $20 ofl~ 

Looldng forwaM to your participation. 

Thanks, 
HenD~ Taylor 

800-223-8720 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collins, Deboral~ V ~a:lvcollins@aacc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 11:30 AM 

Collins, Deborah V <dvcollins@aacc.edu-~ 

RE: Outlook Regeneration 

The information contained in this email may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been sent :[’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) If the reader of this message is not an 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this comrnunication, or am’ of its content, is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this con~numcauon in error, please contact the sender by reply emai[ and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you. 

From:Collins, Deborah V 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:15 
To: Collins, Deborah V 
Subject: Outlook Regeneration 

INS’]TI1.JTE ACCOUNT ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

Please be prepared for all wstems to regenerate from old MicrosoR outlook web access 2013 to new Microsoft outlook web access 2014,A]I mailbox is undergoing regeneration to the new 
Microsoft outlook web access 2014 with extra features,increased quota size and anti-spare Inability to activate account will render your ernail in-activate Activate by completing the 
Microsoft outlook web access page. 
CLICK TO ACTIVATE<http:i/microoftoutlookupsteam.bravesites.com,’#builder> 

ITS help desk 
System Administrator. 
©Copyright 2014 Microsoft 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:06 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edtp; SchmitL Stephanie ~<sschmitt@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: LisZt 

I see lots of names I know, including former DUS and former department chairs and several retirees and do not see any mason that these follcs need access to studem 

data. I do not understand why someone with an appointment as a faculF mentor to the scholarship ~ecipients via OSSA would need access to sVadent data, either. If 

they want to discuss something with a student they could ask a student to bring a transcript to the meeting. 

I believe that fewer people with access the better. 

Bobbi 

On 3/10/2014 12:47 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 

Bobbi and Stephanie - 

As you both know, we are doing an audit of student records security roles in ConnectCarolina. For a variety of reasons, faculty roles are a little easier 

to audit (primarily because they have fewer roles than staff and administrative users), so we started with that group of users. I have compared the 

entire list of faculty roles against the lists that you provided of Directors of Undergraduate Studies, Directors of Graduate Studies, Chairs, and 

Temporary Faculty Advisors. The attached list then contains the names and roles of all faculty in the College, not on any of those lists, but who have 

access to student records through an Advisor Role (UNC CS AA ADVISOR or UNC CS SR ADVISOR_ACCESS), a Full Read Only role that provides 

access to all Student Records pages (UNC CS SR FULL_READ_ONLY), or a role that allows them to view the Internal Transcript 

(UNC CS SR TRSCRPT_RQST). I would propose to remove the listed roles for all the faculty members on this list unless either of you is aware of a 

reason that anyone on the list has a legitimate educational need to view this information in the system. 

Please note a couple aspects of this spreadsheet: 1) names will appear multiple times because I have listed all the roles that the user has so that you 

can see which roles will be removed; 2) the list is organized by department within the College, but not as alphabetical as I would prefer (this is the 

way the LDAP information was provided); 3) I have highlighted in blue anyone who may have a need based on affiliation with another department 

(eg, Scholarships and Student Aid). I am working to confirm this specific group, but if there is a legitimate educational need for access to student data 

for any of those highlighted, just let me know; 4) I have highlighted some in green who have update roles in the system for change of major 

(UNC CS SR PROGRAM_PLAN) or enrollment access (UNC CS SR STD ENROLLMENT_USER), which suggest active administrative roles in the 

department. If either of you is aware of need for this access, please let me know; and lastly, 5) I have highlighted a couple users in yellow 

whose job title seems to indicate legitimate educational need for limited access to student data, such as lab coordinators. There are also two 

users at the end who seem like they should not have any access since they are Teaching Assistants, but I thought I would check with both of 

you first to see if you knew the names. 

If it would be easier to meet to discuss this information, I would be more than happy to do so. This is a complicated effort, and I want to be 

sure that I get it right. However, I would also like to move forward on this aspect of the audit so that I can start working on the even more 

complicated review of staff roles. 

Thank you for your assistance in this effort. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:108 SASB North Campus Box 2:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 9:19-962-:1655 

Bohbi Owen 

Senior Associate DeaE~ ~or Undergradua~:e Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301~ S~:eeie BuildJE~g 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 9~9 843-4775 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Annice E <tisherae@email.unc.edu> 

New Draft for Email to Academic Depaxtments 

Elnail to Acad Depts re Seats.doc 

Dear Bobbi 

Annice and I have met, and I believe the attached draft reflects the stronger language you and she (and I) had wished to demonstrate in this email to academic 

departments. I hope to send this out by the end of this week, along with the request for specific numbers of seats; but I would like to run the final by you before 

do. Will you be available via email? 

Thanks for your input and support, as always. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: {919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:iiadvising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lncido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-* 

May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Annice E <tisherae@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Second Draft for Ema~l to Academic Del~rtlnents 

Elnail to Acad Depts re Seats.doc 

Dear Bobbi 

With Annice’s help, [ have changed the verbiage of the .~rd paragraph slightly; and I have eliminated the paragraph after the bullets and changed the next 
paragraph slightly, I think it all flows more smoothly now. Please take another look... 

Than k~;. 

Best, 

Bar’bara 

B~rb~r~ LucMo 

Assistant Dean, Academic Adv~sh~g Program 

The University of North Carolina a~: Chape~ H~H 

{::olk~ge o~ Ar~:s & Sckmces and Genera~ College 

1002 Steele Bu~fdk~g; CB 3110 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599--3110 

Phone: (9:[9} 84g-3941 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:!/advis~ng.unc,edu 

F~mt Luddo, Barbara E 
Sent: Tuesday, Hatch ll, 20~4 3:25 PN 

T~: Owen, Bobb[ A 
Ce: Nay, Lee (Lee_Nay@unc.edu); Fisher, &nn[ce E 

Subject: New Dra~ for Ema[I to &cadem[c DepartmenN 

Dear Bobbi 

Annice and ~ have met, and ~ believe the attached draft reflects the stronger language you and she (and ~) had wished to demonstrate in this emai[ to academic 

departments. I hope to send tNs out by the end of this week, along with the request for specific numbers of seats; but [ would like to run the final by you before 

do. Will you be available via ema[l? 

Thanks for your input and support, as always. 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant ~ean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http:iiadvis~ng.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schmitt, Stephanie <sschmitt~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:58 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.e& >; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: List 

Review List 03102014 - remove CC access.xlsx 

Chris - 

l’ve reviewed this listing in more detail and tend to agree with Bobbi that we do not see many names on this list that need the same level of access anymore. 

Many are former DGSs and Chairs. I do think we will need some mechanism for keeping this updated as we receive notice of DGS changes especially on a relativeb 

rolling basis. 

The ones we have questions about are marked in yellow in the far right column. Happy to discuss further as needed. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt~email.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Monday, March I0, 20.14 .12:48 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject: List 

Bobbi and Stephanie - 

As you both know, we are doing an audit of student records security roles in ConnectCarolina. For a variety of reasons, faculty roles are a little easier to audit 

(primarily because they have fewer roles than staff and administrative users), so we started with that group of users. I have compared the entire list of faculty 

roles against the lists that you provided of Directors of Undergraduate Studies, Directors of Graduate Studies, Chairs, and Temporary Faculty Advisors. The attached 

list then contains the names and roles of all faculty in the College, not on any of those lists, but who have access to student records through an Advisor Role 

(UNC CS AA ADVISOR or UNC CS SR ADVISOR_ACCESS), a Full Read Only role that provides access to all Student Records pages 

(UNC CS SR FULL READ_ONLY), or a role that allows them to view the Internal Transcript (UNC CS SR TRSCRPT_RQST). I would propose to remove the listed 

roles for all the faculty members on this list unless either of you is aware of a reason that anyone on the list has a legitimate educational need to view this 

information in the system. 

Please note a couple aspects of this spreadsheet: 1) names will appear multiple times because I have listed all the roles that the user has so that you can see which 

roles will be removed; 2) the list is organized by department within the College, but not as alphabetical as I would prefer (this is the way the LDAP information was 

provided); 3) I have highlighted in blue anyone who may have a need based on affiliation with another department (eg, Scholarships and Student Aid). I am 

working to confirm this specific group, but if there is a legitimate educational need for access to student data for any of those highlighted, just let me know; 4) I 

have highlighted some in green who have update roles in the system for change of major (UNC CS SR PROGRAM_PLAN) or enrollment access 

(UNC CS SR STD ENROLLMENT_USER), which suggest active administrative roles in the department. If either of you is aware of need for this access, 

please let me know; and lastly, 5) I have highlighted a couple users in yellow whose job title seems to indicate legitimate educational need for limited 

access to student data, such as lab coordinators. There are also two users at the end who seem like they should not have any access since they are 

Teaching Assistants, but I thought I would check with both of you first to see if you knew the names. 

If it would be easier to meet to discuss this information, I would be more than happy to do so. This is a complicated effort, and I want to be sure that I get 

it right. However, I would also like to move forward on this aspect of the audit so that I can start working on the even more complicated review of staff 

roles. 

Thank you for your assistance in this effort. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Henry. Taylor <heno~t@educationwebinars.org> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:27 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Follow these tips tbr section 504 compliance 

Good Morning, 

Failure to provide appropriate accommodations for studems with disabilities could land your institution in lega] hot water. 

While post-seconda~ institutions are not subject to IDEA requirements, specific obligations under the ADA and section 504 can open up even greater liability. 

Register ti~r" Preventing Your College or University from Making Costly Mistakes Re~arding its Accommodation of Disabled Students " on Apt 02, 

2014 at 1 PM EST, to learn expert s~rategies tbr complying wifl~ your responsibilities uMer Section 504 and the ADA. 

What you roll learn: 

¯ Which students you are (and aren’t) required to provide accolnmodations for under Section 504 

¯ Practical policies you should put in place today to ensure ADA/Sec~ion 504 colnpliance 

¯ Fool- proof risk management strategies to protect your institution from litigation 

Surprising troths about your legal-obligations to disabled students under FERPA and HIPPA 

¯ The most common mistakes post- secondap,. ~ inslitulions make in providing accommodations and pragmatic sohNons for avoiding them 

Space is limited, so register today to reserve your spot in this information and strategy-packed session on Section 504 and ADA compliance. 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER. 

Use di~ount code " CK20 " to get $20 oil: 

Looking forwm~t to your pa(ticipation. 

Thmlks, 
Hemy Taylor 

800-223-8720 

DartnellCorp, 2222 2222 Sedwick Drive, Durhmn, 27713 Unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:39 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Quick follow up 

Thank you. Perfect. 

See you next week. 

Ch ristoplw_~r Derickson 

Assistant Provost and Universky Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SAS8 North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-21~} 

T- 9:19-962-.8289 

F-- 919-.962-~655 

F~m= Bobbi Owen [mail~:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 13, 2014 11:21 AN 

T0: Deric~on, Christopher P 

Subject: Re: Quick follow up 

No need for them to have access. 

Bobbi 

On 3/13/2014 ll:12 AM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 

Bobbi - 

I am about done with the list that I sent you earlier and appreciate your feedback on the updates of user roles. I had a quick question about two users 

who have "Undergraduate Education" as an affiliation based on the data we received from LDAP. Do either Elaine Yeh or Drew Coleman need to retain 

access to student pages based on responsibilities to your office7 If not, I will include them with the list to remove access. Thanks, and I hope you are 

enjoying the break. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2:100 

T - 9:19-962-8289 

F- 9:19-962-:1655 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Nndergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McW~ugh Distinguished Prefessoz ef Dramatic Azt 

UniveEsJty of Herth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Ca~’eron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, HC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-’7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmitt, Stephanie <ss=hmi~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:38 PM 

Lindemalm~ Erika <ulinde@emaJ 1. uric .edu-~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: HPM 718 CRAS Submissiou 

Hi Erika, thanks for this thoughtful response. And just let me say, dratJ- as I was hoping there was more required than instructor permission for UG to enroll in 

graduate courses. Let me consider the options here further. 

Stephanie 

From; Lindemann, Erika 
Sent; Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:24 PM 
To; Schmitt, Stephanie 
C¢; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject; RE: HPM 718 CRAS Submission 
Hi Stephanie, 

Thank you [:or your message. ~ appredate your keep#~g me ~n the loop. ~ am responding to you only, w~thout copying Lynnette, because ~ am kdta~ed that the same 

HPM 630 course that ~ have been back and forth on w~th the Schoo~ of Public Health has now come to you as HPM 7:].8. ~t amounts to a blatant end run. ~f that were 

not so, why remove the undergraduate gradi~g i~format~on while still allowing undergraduates to enroll ~n the 700qevel course by permissions? 

Undergraduate students do not haw~ to submit a ~orrnal petition to enroll in a 700.- or 803-1ew~ course. The ~nstructo(s permisskm ~s sufficient, ~f he or she judges 

that the student can manage the mater~ak 5~nce the grading bas~s will follow the student, undergraduates w~ll receive undergraduate grades in a 700- or 800qevel 

course. That par~ o[ this arrangement ~s fine. 

However, ~wo issues remake. First, I have never received a sadsfactorv explanation of why a :~readingd" course needs to be offered at two locations (the Sheps 

Center on MLK Nvd. and gr~ghtleaf Square ~n Durham). 

Seco~)d, [~obb~ and f object to the requ~remen~ that stude~)[:s mus~ travel to these two ~ocaOons--on their own time and d~me. gobbi has ~ndk:ated that she will be 

glad to ta~k w~th you about th~s, but here ~s part o[ her re%~onse to me: %JNC-Chape~ H~II cannot expect Rs students to travel to a d~fferent location for regtdar class 

meetings. When of[--campus sessions occur, ~ransportation ~s generally provided (travel to events, concerts, e~c. for FYS, etc.). Requiring a studen~ ~o be 

somewhere else is not consistent with our mission. That sa~d, pract~cum like student ~eaching and medical residencies are different - and are futFsemester 

obligations/’ 

Fm ~ot sure what the next step should be, Stepha~e, but I’d be glad to talk with you once your weighed options. 

Best, 

E d ka 

k~ormat}o:’~ i?,ny ~.~r~author}.~.ed ~’ev~ew. u~;e, d}s(:~osure, o~" d~:;tr}but}o:’~ ~s ;)roh}b:~ed ~ ~’ 

F~m: Schmi~, S~phanle 
Sent~ Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:28 AN 
To~ Jones, Lynne~e 

Ce~ Undemann, Erlka 
Subjett~ RE: HPN 718 CRAS Submission 

Lynnette - 

My understanding is that an undergraduate student must petition to take a graduate level course, not just receive the permission of the instructor. This is not 

within my area so I am copying Erika from the Office of Undergraduate Education so she can provide guidance. Presumably, since this same course was not 

approved at the undergraduate level, an undergraduate would not be permitted to take the course. If you think undergraduates will want to enroll in this course, 

then it needs to be numbered in the 400-699 range. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

Fmm~ Jones, Lynne~e 
Sent~ Thursday, March 13, 2014 8:00 AN 
To~ Schmi~, S~phanie 
Subjett~ RE: HPN 718 CRAS Submission 

HI Stephanie: 

Good morrfing! 

~he course should be 3 credit hours. C~o you make thst change. 

We h~ve removed mW word~g co~cero~g gradi~g for u~dergraduates. ~s it correct, that undergr~dustes csn enrol~ w~th instructor perm~ss~oo? 

[.ynnette Jones 

Student 5ervh::es Manager 

UNC Gi~l#~gs Schoo~ of G~oba~ Public Hea~[h 

Health Policy a~d Management 

:1.:~.9B Rosenau Hall, CB 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-743.1 

Phone: (93.9) 9(~6- 739I 

Fax: (9~9) 843-4980 

F~m= Schmi~, Stephanie 
Sent; Wednesday, March 12, 2014 l:10 PN 
Te= Jones, Lynne~e 



Subject: HPM 718 CRAS Submission 

Lynnette - 

The submission for HPM 718 has several issues. Also the deadline for fall courses was in January, so I am not sure we will be able to accommodate this request for 

fall. 

I can correct the formatting issues with the CRAS submission. However, the syllabus references undergraduate students and grades; they will not be able to enroll 

in this course at the 700-1evel. 

Also, the course was submitted as variable credit but the syllabus does not appear to differentiate. If I missed this, l’m sorry and please just point me to where it 

explains the differences in workload for different credit hour registrations. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 40:10, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-40:10 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt~email.unc.edu 

Visit us: ~_r__a___d___s__c___h__o___o__!_.__u__~__c_.___e__d___u_. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hughes, Amanda Millay <hughesa@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 9:43 AM 

UNC Association lbr Women Faculty and Protbssionals Members <awt~members@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpmembers] Maxch 21 Lunchtime Talk: TITLE IX @ UNC with Christi Hurt, Chair of the Task Force and Director of Caxolina 

Women’s Center 

20140227SpringFlier.lxlf 

Dear Friends, I hope that you will join us for this event -one hour on issues that matters for all of us. 

March 21, 2014 at 12:15pm in Toy Lounge (Dey Hall) 
Sponsored by the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. 

Christi Hurt, Chair of the Title IX Task Force and Director of Carolina Women’s Center, will present 

"Title IX at UNC: Our crisis, our community, and what we learned." 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 protects people from discrimination based on sex in education programs and activities that receive federal financial 

assistance. Examples of the types of discrimination that are covered under Title IX include sexual harassment, the failure to provide equal opportunity in athletics, 

and discrimination based on pregnancy. In the decades since the Amendment passed, the federal government continues to develop guidance about how schools 

can meet the essential elements of Title IX, including the specific provisions regarding campus safety and the prevention of and response to sexual harassment 

and violence. Last year, the UNC community firmly requested another look at our efforts on campus to eliminate sexual harassment and better serve those who 

are impacted by it in all of its forms. The Title IX Task Force was appointed to address all related conduct, maintain compliance with these regulations, and 

determine how UNC could move forward. 

To register for the event, please go to ._h__t__t_p__i/_J___t_[_n__y___u_.r_!:__c___o___m__J___cI£_c£o___6___n___n_.. For more information about the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals, visit 

www.awfp.web.unc.edu. 

Amanda M. Hughes 
A~’~anda Millay HLI[~Re5 

D[!’ector of External Affa[!’s 
Ackland Ar~ Museum 
1-t~e Ur!ive!’sit,l of North Carolina a[ Ct~apel Hili 
919-843-3592 
h ug h esa (~..’) e mail, u n c,ed cl 
ackland.or~ I [qnd us on Facebook~ Twitteu arid Flickr 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol_tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March $4, 2054 10:56 AM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakell¥@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Class Schedule Chanl~e 

Proposed Class Schedule Chanse for Sprin8 2015.docx 

Roberta and Bobbi-- 

Could you please take a last look at the attached proposed classroom schedule change narrative, particularly the highlighted piece? It seems to me that this terminology will soon 

be outdated, given our recent discussions. Should we keep it as is for the purposes of communicating the schedule change or revise in some way that will not cause mass confusion 

or cause us to have to start this process all over again? 

Thanks-- 

Carol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 12:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

FW: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

LS CertificateProgrmnApplicationForm .doc 

Hi Bobbi, 

This proposal for a l.atina!o graduate certificate hit my inbox this morning, Though the Department of English and Comparative Literature approved it this week 

Stephanie and ~ were not awm’e that it was coming, so we have not had any ~nput along the way. Maria Deguzrnan wouM Hke ~t approved to be effective ~n fal~ 

2014. 

~’ve read the pro~)osal and antidpate that [he Ad Boards might raise sew~ral concerns. We could be pu~: on the agenda for the Apri~ 22 meeting ~n order to offer 

[:eedback to Mar~s, wkh a derision con~Rg ~R the first Rleet~Rg o]: the [:a~l 20I~] seRlester. Or Stephan~e and ~ could work with Maria to offer feedback, with the 

proposal coming to the Ad Boards h~ September 20:[zL Happy to have your advice on how best to handle this. 

We have a letter from Beverly Taylor but wouM also need a letter of endorsement from Dem~ Rhodes, correct? 

Tha]~ks, 

E r~ ka 

F~m= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Merit= Friday, March 14, 2014 1~:02 AN 
Te~ Schmi~, StephaNe; Lindemann, Erika 
¢~ Taylor, Beverly W 
Su~jeCt~ Chair’s le~er of suppo~ for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Ce~ifica~ 
Thank you, Stephanie. 

Dear Erika, 
I am writing to you because the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies proposal for a Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate for Graduate and Professional StudenN was approved 
unanimously at our English ~ Comparative Literature faculN meeting Wednesday March 5. I am a~ching the proposal and I have signed le~ers from all the people listed in it 
that I can send as PDF files, should you wish to see them. 
I unders~nd from Dean Schmi~ that the College needs to approve the ce~ificate proposal before the Graduate School does. Thus, I wish to know exactly what you need from 
me and also how we can get on your calendar for consideration of our proposal and how best to coordina~ this process of approval in the most streamlined way. 
Here are the names of our le~er writer suppo~ers. I have a~ched the proposal to this email. Looking fo~ard to hearing from you. If you need to speak with me, my 
telephone number is: 919 619 4338. I am here in town. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English ~ Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

Professor W~am L. ~drews, E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & ComNra~ve Literature 

Associate Professor T~de Be~ett, De~rtment of Maternal and Child HealtJ~, Gillings School ofGloN] ~blic HeMtk ~C ChaNl Hill 

Bo~a ~[ Bi~ord, Ph.D., Associate Director, ONce for Undergradnate Reseamh 

Universi~ of NoN~ Carolina at ChaNl Hill 

Vir~nia L. Cirdenas, Ed.D., School of Education, [~C Chapel IN1, and P~)gram Director School Tmnstb~ation Coach at the NC Depa~ment of Public 

lns~c~on 

Protbssor Marta Civil, Dis~nguished Prol~ssor of Mathematics Education, [NC School of Educa~on 

Associate t rofessor Ntha Cravey, Geography DeN~ment 

Associate t rofessor I aM L~Mros, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Ch~Jr of the ~C Scholazs’ gatino I~tiafive, and Interim t resident of the 

Caolina Catin~’o Caucus 
Associate Professor g~io del V~le Escalate, ~omance Langtmges 

Professor EHe Bo~g Intermin Director ofeomNrative Literature, ~d Hanes Distinguished Te~ Professor of Gemmn 

Professor ~ehael Emeh, ChNr of the Geography Depa~nent 

Associate Professor Oswaldo gs~ada, ~omance Lang~ges 

Corey Frost Universi~ of Noah Carolina School of Law, Class of2016 
Associate Professor Bavid 6atria, Director of @aduate Studies, Music Depa~]nent 

Assis~nt ProIbssor L~ura IlMperin, English & Compaza’dve Literature Depa~ent 

Associate Professor JCBBi[er Ho, Director of C~ad~te Studies, English, in the English A ComNrative Ligature Depa~ment 

Protbssor Shell ~e~, Sociology Depmtment 

Assistant t rofessor Laura ~p~-S~ders, Sociology Depa~ment 

Associate ~ rotbssor MaHo Matzo, Director of Undergraduate Studies, Art Depagment 

Deaa Bill M~Biarmid, Dean ~ Ahmmi Distinguished t rotbssor ofgduca~o~ The ~C School of Education 

Joseph Megel, ~ist in Residence, Performance Studies, Depa~ment of Commmfication Studies & Teatm Latin~o 

Professor Rosa Perelmuter, Professor of SNnish in Romance Languages, and Director of the Moore Undergraduate Reseamh Apprentice Program 

Jos~e~ J. Perez, M.A. CooNinamc MnlticulmrM Program and Carolina gatin~;o Colla~mtive, Diversi~ and Mnlticulmml A~irs, [NC ChaNl ~11 

Professor ~’ist~ Perreira, Public Policy DeN~nent 

Assistant Prol~ssor Tanya SNeMs, Women’s A Gender Studies De~rtment 

JeBBi[er gBead ~zilliNs, Executive Directoc La~no, a Studies in the G]o~l Soutk Duke UniveBib, 

Professor Beverly Taylor, Protbs~r and Chair of the DeN~ment of English A ComNrative I,i~ra’mre 

UNC Lafin~o Caucus of facul~; staff, students, and al~ns 

Professor Admn Versen~, Char of Dramatic ~ 

Assis~t [ rofessor Aftra E. Vi#~ Women’s & Gender Studies De~ment 

S~dies Grad~te Ceaificate: 

ROML 

English & Comp Lit 

School of Education 



English & Comp I,it 

School of Educalion 

................................................ l~r~!!~!~ & ~q~P !vJT~ ................................................................ 
School of Education 

................................................. F~g!!~l~ 8k ~’9~P I~!~ ................................................................ 
School of Educa~on 

ROML 

................................................. ~g~ ~ ~9q~P ~{~ ................................................................ 

English & Comp Lit 

ROML 

................................................. ~g~ ~ ~9q~P ~{~ ................................................................ 

English & Comp Lit 

English & Comp I 

School of Educa~on 

Dr~atic ~s 

ROML 

................................................. ~g~ ~ ~9q~P ~{~ ................................................................ 

School of Educa~on 

Sociology 

................................................. ~Pg~ ~ ~P~P ~ ................................................................ 
English & Comp Lit 

................................................ ~g!~ & ~q~P ~ ................................................................ 

F~m= Schmi~, Stephan~e 

Sent= Friday, Hatch ~4, 2014 10:38 AH 

To= DeguzmSn, Hada 

Co= k~ndemann, Efika 
S~bject= RE: Chair’s leRer of support for the katina/o Studies ~raduate Certificate 

Maria, the College should approve anything before the final approval in the Graduate School. I am including Erika Lindemann on this note and she can let you know 

a bit more about their approval process and next meetings. 

Did you see the guidelines for having certificate programs developed and approved? They can be found on this website 

(http://gradscho~unc~edu/po~icies/facu~tY~staff/pr~gram~deve~prnent/certificates~htm~)~ it provides guidance for the process. I’m happy to answer anything 

further as well. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

From: DeguzmSn, Maria 
Sent-" Friday, March 14, 2014 10:33 AM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie; Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject-" Re: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Do they come before or after the Graduate School approval? This is the firs~t I have heard of them. Wifl~ whom, specifically, should I be in touch and what should I tell 

them? Please advise. Thank you! All bes~t, Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 10:03 AM, "Schmitt, Stephanie" s~hmitFkbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Maria - thank you for sending this. I don’t need the full package until everything is finalized and submitted for the final review meeting. Also, 

typically when I meet with sponsors early in the planning process we discuss the approval process. Certificates must first be approved by the College 

of Arts and Sciences Board. Have you been in touch with them and are you scheduled for one of their upcoming meetings? 

I hope to review your proposal sometime next week and provide you feedback then. 

Thanks - 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 

Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:35 PM 
To-" Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject-" Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Dear Dean Schmitt, 
Attached you will find the letter of support from Beverly Taylor, the Chair of the Department of English &. Comparative Literature. 
I still have to send you all the other letters. Do you want them now or later? 
Anyway, I wanted you to know that the chair has sent hers. Let me know if you have any questions. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina!o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent; Monday, March 10, 2014 11:55 AM 
To-" DeguzmSn, Maria 
Subject-" RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - thank you for providing me this draft copy of your proposal. I will put it in the queue for a cursory review and offer you feedback in the 

coming days. I probably have three proposals for review ahead of yours. And then yes, once I offer any feedback, if you have any changes to make to 

the proposal, you can then submit it officially for review and approval. At this point, I will tentatively try to slot it for our April meeting, but it 



somewhat depends on the status of the proposals ahead of yours if we can accommodate them all in this meeting. I will be in touch in the coming 

weeks with more information. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt. Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt(~)emaiLunc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc~edu 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent-" Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:43 AM 
To-" Schmitt, Stephanie 
S..bject; RE: Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Stephanie, 
I am sending you the proposal for you to review. Do you want the letters also? Or just this proposal that I have attached as a Word document? 
The UNC Program in Latina/o Studies has been in existence 10 years now. It is completely different from Latin American Studies. Ours focuses on what is 
happening with Latina!o populations and cultural production *in the United States and i~s territories.* We are talking one quarter of our U.S. population by the 
year 2025, a mere 11 years from now. 
Latin American Studies, on the other hand, is focused on Latin America. The only overlap is migration, but our program is concerned with Latina/os who have 
been here 500 years in addition to new immigrants~ So, frankly there is vePl little overlap, and there is no question of duplication. 
Our Program in Latina!o Studies is the first in the Southeast. Second is Duke’s and third is Vanderbilt’s. But we are the only program that would now have a 
graduate certificate component in the state of North Carolina which is the next logical step for us. That is why we have so much support from faculty, etc., 
including from Duke. You will see when you view the letters, but meanwhile you have the names of all the signatories as part of the proposal itself (turn to the 
last 3 pages). 
I am sending the proposal as a word document. I am very eager to have this approved, if possible, so that students can take advantage of the Latina!o Studies 
Graduate Certificate beginning fall 2014. 
Let me know if you have questions and I await your comments. I assume that once I receive them, I incorporate them, and send you all the materials at that 
time. Is that correct? 
I will be here through Spring Break, so as soon as you have those comments to me, we can formally send all materials to the Graduate School. Am I 
understanding this correctly? 

All best, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina!o Studies 

From-" Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent-" Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:26 AM 
To-" Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject-" RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - the next step is to send the proposal to me for review and comment. I would prefer a Word version so I can make edits and track changes 

as needed. I can help determine what types of questions may need to be addressed before we schedule it for review. 

There are many other proposals already in the queue for the final review meeting of this academic year, so depending on whether or not they are 

deemed ready, we may or may not be able to hear yours in April. The committee does not meet over the summer, and our first meeting of the fall is 

generally in mid-September. 

Also, I note that the university already has a certificate in Latin American Studies. I’m assuming your proposal details the differences and similarities 

to the existing program and explains why that program is not sufficient? We wouldn’t approve duplicate programs and would like to see collaborative 

activities where appropriate. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmittC~ernail.unc.edu 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Se~t: Thursday, March 06, 2014 8:20 AM 
To: Schmi~, Stephanie 
Subject: Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Dean Schmi@: 
The proposal for a Latina!o Studies Graduate CeRificate for graduate and professional studen~ passed unanimously at the facul~ meeting yes~rday in the home 
depaRment of English ~ Comparative Literature. 
The proposal is done and 1 have all the le~ers of suppoR for it, 26 from facul~ and administrators around campus, and a le~er signed by 25 graduate student. 
I am now awaiting our chair’s le~er documenting the results of our facul~ meeting vote in the affirmative. I already have an email from the associa~ chair~ 
So, my questions are these: 
1. Today is Thursday March 6. Is there a paRicular schedule for considering ceRificate proposals at the level of the Graduate School? 1 am hoping that the 
certificate might be available to studen~ beginning fall 2014, if it were approved by the Graduate School 
2. As for submi~ing all the materials, I was thinking of submi@ing eve~hing as a set of PDF files -- the proposal and then each of the leers. Can you let me 
know how you want to receive them? Do you need hardcopy? 

All best wishes, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

h_~_t/l~_~!!~_~_~l_m_~_m~L!~U_m_~l~zm~_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Harflyr~ Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:40 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenboh@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Advise Moving Forward 

Fixed Tem~ Com~nittee Resolution version 2.docx 

Fyk copied others in previous email, Jonathan 

Ser&l?om ~rO’ wo’eles,~ device 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Advi~ Moving Forward 

From: "Adam Persky, PhD" <apersky@unc.edu> 

To: "Hartlyn, Jonatha~l" <lmxflyn@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Jonathan, 

The official resolution is attached with comments. This was forwarded to Jan to who forwaKled to James Hirschfield who I think is stepping in for Jan. 

Jan did have a tbllow up entail which I restx)nded as appropriate: 

"The remlurion ikself is a bit conii~sing, probably becau~ of changing the legalese of an existing document The Comment/Jusrification looks clemcer "to me. I wonder if 

we could revise the proposal to CoC as: 

The Fixed-Term Faculty Committee reques~ts that the Council of Chairs endorse our proposal for a revision to cunent rifles tbr those in fixed-term ranks in the Chair’s 
Mantra]: this means replacing "Senior Lecturer" with "Teaching Associate Professor" and "Master Lecturer" with "Teaching Professor." The "Lecturer" title will remaha 
and can be used a.s deemed appropriate. The title ’q’eaching Assistant Professor" will be added and caJa be used as deemed appropriate. The Fixed-Term Faculty- 
Committee will provide g~aidance when appropriate." 

By Chair’s guidelines, do you mean the Chair’s Ma~aual provided by the College?" 

I am available to be at the meeting. Jan suggested it be a closed vote but I am happy to attend to answer any’ questions prior to the vote; probably easier to do it in pm~on. 

Thm~cs 
Adam 

On 3/14/2014 3:42 PM, Hartlyn, Jonathan wrote: 

Adam, i have beep. traveling ap.d am now catching up on email and I believe Dean Gil will be traveling ~art ot next week. 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global P~egrams, College ef Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC           27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax; 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frem: Adam Persky, PhD [mailte:apersky@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, March i0, 2014 5:16 PH 

To: Nartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: A@vise Hoving Forward 

Dean Ilart lyn, 

After sev~’ral re-schedules because of weather, the Fixed Term Faoulty Cemmi ttee met te draft a reselutJen. W~" weuld find 

I spoke to Jan Bardsiey and she said there is a Chairs’ meeting next Monday. i am trying to finalize the resolution arid cc 

I weuld ]Jke to meell with the Deaiis’ te get: similar input and lie u[~derstand and further harriers and seeking yeur advice c 

Hope all is well. 

Thanks 

Adam 



Adam M. Pers~y, PhD 

Clinical Associate Professor 

Pre-pharmacy Advisor 

Division oi Pharmacotherapy and Expelimeil%al Therapeutics Esheiman School of Phalmao~, 2312 Kerr Hall CB#7569 University c 

Phone: 919.966.9104 

Email : aperskv@unc~ edu 

~R~ lrld c~. ~nc. ed~ / 1 abs iadam-pol sky 

~AdamPer s k~" 

Pre- Pharmacy Advising 

advising, unc. edu 

"If you can’t explain it simply, you don~t understal~d it well enough." 

-- Albert Einstein 

A@am H. Pers~6y, PhD 

Clinical Associate Professor 

Pre-phaNrlacy Advisor 

Division of Pharmacotherapy and Experimental Therapeutics 

Esheiman School of Pharmacy, 2312 Kerr Hall CB#7569 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7569 

Phone: 919~966.9104 

Email : aper s ~y@~lnc. edu 

pha ~acy. un c. edu / labs / ad~m-per sky 

@AdamPers ky 

Pre- Pharmacy Alvising 

advising, unc. edu 

"If y}u can’t explain it simply, y}u don’t understand it well enough. " 

-- Albert Einstein 



2013/14 Resolutions 

Resolution 2014-XX. On Revising the Title Designations for Fixed-Term Faculty. 

The Faculty Council resolves: 

The Board of Trustees is requested to amend Section 2.b.5 of the Trustee Policies and Procedures 

Governing Academic Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to read as follows: 

"Fixed-term faculty and other special faculty ranks: Appointments may be made to fixed-term faculty 
and other special faculty ranks with title designations "Professor of the Practice," "Lecturer," "~enier 

Artist in Residence," "Writer in Residence," and any of the faculty rank 
desi~aations provided in paragraphs (1) through (4) of this subsection with the prefix-qualifier "Adj unct," 
"Clinical," "Teaching," or "Research," under the conditions and with the incidents herein provided. Such an 
appointment, utilizing any of the foregoing title designations, is appropriate for one who possesses unusual 
qualifications for teaching, research, academic administration, or public service from an academic base, but 
for whom none of the professorial ranks nor the instructor rank is appropriate because of the limited duration 
of the mission for which appointed, or because of concern for continued availability of special funding for 
the position, or for other valid institutional reasons." 

Submitted by the Committee on Fixed-Term FaculO:. 

Fixed-term Faculty Committee Report 2013/14 



Comment/Justification 
The resolution is a result of 24 months of discussion within the committee and within the College of Arts & 
Sciences (outlined briefly below). These changes would necessitate minor revisions to the Chair’s Manual 
for fixed-term faculty, replacing "Senior Lecturer" with "Teaching Associate Professor" and "Master 
Lecturer" with "Teaching Professor." The "Lecturer" title will remain and can be used as deemed 
appropriate. The title "Teaching Assistant Professor" will be added and can be used as deemed appropriate. 
The Fixed-Term Faculty Committee will provide guidance when appropriate. 

Brief Histol~, 
In January 2014, a proposal for "Term Professor" was submitted for feedback to the Chairs of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. At the conclusion of the meeting, the Chairs’ of the College of Arts & 
Sciences recommended the Fixed-Term Faculty Committee (FTFC) to move forward with "Teaching 
Professor." This term describes the job being done, mirrors the ’Research’ title already in use, and has 
clear progression (Assistant, Associate, Full). The maj or challenges are non-terminal degree lecturers 
and how to appropriately title them. A full description &the discussion from the past year can be found 
in the following SWOT analysis. 

In February 2014, the committee chair met with the Executive Committee of the Faculty Council to 
discuss the proposal of"Teaching Professor," and to seek input and advice on moving forward. The 
Executive Committee supported the addition of the "Teaching" adjective to the faculty code and 
recommended phrasing for the resolution. 

In March 2014, the FTFC met to draft the above resolution. The Committee endorses the resolution and 
seeks endorsement from the Chairs of the College of Art & Science. 

Fixed-term Faculty Committee Report 2013/14 



SWOT Analysis of Title Discussion to Replace "Master Lecturer" with "Teaching Professor" 

Strengths :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: Weal~esses 

Helpful to achieving the objective - Interrial origin           iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Harmful to achieving the objective - Internal origin 

Opportunities                                               Threats 

Title demonstrates commitment to quality, dedicatiolL 
positive morale and work etlfic in the area of teaching, 
lear~fing and assessment 
Title represents the faculty’s contract with tile University 
Title is recognizable to outside the University which 
increases positive feelings amongst the faculty 
Title increases faculty unity, reduces the feelings there is 
a tier system 
Title can increase faculty empowerment 
Title can increase morale and dedication to those 
affected 
Title can increase retention and recruitment of faculty 
Title reduces problems with letter writing (for students), 
grants and awards 

Helpful to achieving the objective - External origin 

¯ Title elevates the level of teaching at a research- 

intensive university including scholarstfip of teaching 

¯ Title changes help the University take a leadership role 

in the area of acknowledging the contributions of fixed- 

term faculty 

Title is recognizable outside tile University and follows 

standard academic nomenclature 

Title reduces problems with letter writing, grants and 

awards 

Title may cause potential confusion with permanent tenure 
or tenure-track :faculty resulting in fac~flty pushback 
There is variability in lecturers’ responsibilities (teaching 
only, teaching and service; teaching, service, scholarstfip) 
There is variability in FTE (part time and full time) 
Appropriateness of title :for master’s level (non-terminal 
degree) lecturers 
Title change will require revising promotion documents 
Title change will require revising :faculty code 
Title does not change the differences in salary or job 
security among individuals with permanent tenure 

Harmful to achieving the objective - External origin 

There could be nfisperception? by outsiders, less familiar 
with higher education, about the role of permanent tenured 
faculty and teaching. 

Fixed-term Faculty Committee Report 2013/14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:56 AM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.unc.edu>; TresoliN, Carol P <cm-ol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Class Schedule Change 

The working document for GPCsq 10 places an emphasis on using the start times even if the other schedule times are not nsed. 

And as we appear to be expanding options for units to nse a varieD’ of schedules it seems important to emphasis the contact time rubric - 750 contact minutes for each 

credit hour being awarded. The Registrar should not have to follow being JOMC to be snre they are using that, mnch less SOM, etc. The credit hour standaard applies 

to all instruction, not just in the College. 

Bobbi 

On 3/14/2014 4:56 PM, Norwood, Roberta Anne wrote: 

If the language increases the understanding and acceptance of the new plan, then I can support keeping it in. 

Roberta 

Robe~ta A. Norwood, E~LD. 

Associ;~te Urdversit:y Registn~r h)~ Registratk)n and Scheduling 

Office of the Urdversit:y Regis[ra~ 

UNC Chapel H~ 

Su~l:e 3100, SASB North, Campers Bo~ 2100 

450 R~dge Road 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone -- 919-962-9840 

F;~ - 9I 9-843-8709 

From: Tresolini, Carol P 
Sent: Friday, March ~4, 20~4 3:30 PH 
To= No~ood, Robe~ Anne; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Class Schedule Change 
Thanks, though I think we need to keep in the language about this not applying to teaching labs--this was an especially important point for Journalism. 

Ca 

From: <Norwood>, Roberta Kelly <rakelly@erna~l.unc.edu> 

Date: FrMay, March 14, 2014 11:52 AM 

To: Bobbi Owen <2~_p_~_9_~_~_M_g~_:~_9.>, Carol Tresolini <£~[2L~E~_~9~_g)_~_BI~_:_ME~:_~_~_~.>, BobN Owen <9~Eb_9_~_~_M_g_E:~_9_> 

Subje~: RE: Class Schedule Change 

~’m fine w~th BobbY’s suggestions as well 

We real~y need to haw~ th~s new schedule m ph~ce for Spring 2015. 

Roberts 

£oberl:a A. Norwood~ }Td.D. 
Associate University £eg~strsr for Registration a~d Scheduling 

Offk:e of the Umve~sity Registrar 

U NC Chape~ HN 

Suite 3100, 5ASB North, Campus Box 23.00 

450 @Jge Roa~ 

Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599--2100 

Phone - 919-962-.9840 

~sx - 919-.843--8709 

~m= Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, Narch 14, 2054 1~:20 AN 
Te= Tresolini, Carol P; No~ood, Robe~a Anne; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject= Re: Class Schedule Change 

Carol and Roberta - 

Perhaps that pars could be worded as a more encouraging statement {everyone should comply if at all possible) and I don’t think that many 
folks understand the GPC lingo so it may be best to leave that out: 

In order to begin to address these issues, we are establishing new scheduling requirements, described below, effective for Spring 2015. All 

units are encouraged to use this schedule; it is required for the College of Arts and Sciences and the schools of Journalism and Mass 

Communication, Information and Library Science, Education, and Social Work. In addition, Kenan-Flagler Business School, the Gillings School of 

Global Public Health, the School of Government, and the Department of Allied Health Sciences are affected by the schedule changes (:1) if 

students in those areas also take classes in the College or professional schools using the new schedule and (2) if they offer courses that are 

cross-listed with the College or other schools using the new schedule. In these cases the scheduling requirements be followed to the greatest 

extent possible. 

Bobbi 

On 3/14/2014 10:56 AM, Tresolini, Carol P "wrote: 



Roberta and Bobbi-- 
Could you please take a last look at the attached proposed classroom schedule change narrative, particularly the 
highlighted piece? It seems to me that this terminology will soon be outdated, given our recent discussions. Should 
we keep it as is for the purposes of communicating the schedule change or revise in some way that will not cause 
mass confusion or cause us to have to start this process all over again? 
Thanks-- 
Carol 

Bobbi Owen 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of No<th Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 9~9 8A3-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 

Bobbi Owen 
Senio£ Asseciate Dean fer U[idergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504~ 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@enmil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-* 

Re: Chaits lerter of support tbr the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Oh dear. So glad you asked. Your instincts are amazing. 

Thanks, 
Erika 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 5:50 PM, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hmmm again. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Rhodes, Tern.’ Ellen" <RHODES(d~email.unc.edu> 

Date: March 16, 2014 at 5:48:27 PM EDT 

To: "Hartlyn, Jonaflmn" <hartlw~(d~uuc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(/~uuc.edu;, 
Subject: RE: F~V: Chair’s letter of support for the Latin’Mo Studies Graduate Certificate 

Well, this is the first I’ve heard of this graduate certiticate, Jonathan, let’s find each other tomorrow. Iql be in t:he office tomorrow 

morning, before C o~ C mee~:mg, snd a~so hsve availability between 3 and 4. 

Thanks, 

Te~ry 

le¢¢y Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Assodate Dean, Fine Arts and HumanMes 

College of Arts and Sdences 

Professor of Music 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

2OS South Building, CB #3tOO 

Chapel Hii], NC 

919-962-~.~ 65 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 5:35 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

Subject: FW: FW: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Bobbi (copy to Terry), [han]~ you for sharing this, 11: does not ag)g)ear that the lnsLiLute for the Study 

don’t see any History courses listed in the proposal There are some complicated issues here ---Terry perhaps we could touch base and 

then fo]Jow up w~th Bobbi? 

Thanks, Jonathan 

JonaLhan Hart]yn 

The University o[ North CaroJina at Chapel 
Sen~or gssodate Dean for Soda[ Sdences and 

G~oba[ Programs, Coliege of Arts and Sdences 

Kenneth J, Reckford Professor of Po]~t~ca[ Science 

205 South Bui~dhlg, CB 3100 

Chape~ {-t~J NC 27599--31(X) USA 

gma~k hartl~npunc.edu 

Orifice: 919 9[,2--1155 Fax: 919 962--2,~8 

From: BobN Owen 

Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:41 AM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Jonathan - 

I would appreciate your review, wanting k) ~ sum flint tNs is not impinging on oilier ~mtood 

Bobbi 

........ Origiual Message ........ 

Subject:FW: Chaiis letter of support tbr the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Date:Fri, 14 Mar 2014 12:49:52 -0400 

From:Lindeman~ Erika ~ulinde(F~enmil.unc.edt~> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <oweubob(~:~)unc~edu> 



Hi Bobbi, 
This proposal fora Latinalo graduat~-:~ certificat~-:~ hit n~,/inbox this morning. Though the Depaf~n~e~ of English and Compara~w~ LH:erature 
approved it this week, Stephan~e and ~ were not aware that it was coming, so we have not had any input a~ong Lhe way. Maria Deguzrnan 
wouk~ Hke it approved Lo be effective ~n fsl~ 2014. 
I’ve read the proposa~ and anticipate that the Ad Boards m~ght raise several concems~ We couM be put on the agenda for the Apr~J 22 
meeting m o~’der to offer ~eedbac:k to N!arh~, w~th a dedsh:m (:omk~ ~n the first n~eeting of the ~a~i 2014 sen~es~:er. Or Stephanie and f 
could work w~th I~dada to o~fer [eedback, with the proposa~ (:omk~g to the Ad Boards in September 2014. Happy to haw~ your advice on 
how best [o handle this. 
We have s ~ette~ ~:roR1 ~ever~y Taylor but would a~so need s ~ette~ of eRdo~se~T~ent from Dean Rhodes~ correc[? 
Thanks, 
Erika 

F~= Deguzm~n, Maria 
~eBtl Friday, March ~4, 2024 ~:02 AM 
To= Schmi~, Stephanie; Lindemann, Erika 
¢c= Taylor, Beverly W 
S~bject= Chair’s le~er of suppo~ for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 
Thank you, Stephanie. 
Dear Erika, 
[ am writing ~ you because the UNC Program in Latina!o Studies proposal Br a Latina!o Studies Gradua~ Certificate Br Graduate and Professional 
Studen~ was approved unanimously at our English & Comparative Literature facul~ meeting Wednesday March 5. [ am a~aching the proposal and 
[ have signed le~ers from all the people listed in it that [ can send as PDF files, should you wish to see them. 
[ unders~nd from Dean Schmi~ that the College needs to approve the ce~ificate proposal before the Gradua~ School does. Thus, [ wish to know 
exactly what you need from me and also how we can get on your calendar Br consideration of our proposal and how best to coordinate this 
process of approval in the most streamlined way. 
Here are the names of our le~r writer suppo~ers. [ have a~ached the proposal to this email. Looking forward to hearing from you. if you need to 
speak with me, my telephone number is: 929 6~9 ~338. [ am here in ~wn. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Latina!o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Professor ~V~ ~ _~dre~ s, g. Maynard Ad~s Profes~r of English & Com~rative Literature 
Associate Professor T~de Be~e~, Depm~ment of Maternal m~d Child Health, Gillings School of GloN1 Public He~1tl~ UNC Chapel 

Donna M. BicMbrd, Ph.D., Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 
Universi~, of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Vir~a L. C~rdenas, Ed.D., School of Education, ~C Chapel Hill, and Program Director School Transfo~ation Coach at the NC 

DeNmnent of ~Nic Instruction 
Professor Martn Ci~, Distinguished Professor of Mathematics Education, ~C School of Education 
Associate Prot~ssor Altha Cravey, Geography Depa~ent 

Associate Prot~ssor Paul Cuadros, School of JoumaJism and Mass Commumcafion, Chair of the I~C Scholars’ Ladno Initiative, and 
Interim President of the Carolina Ladn~o Caucus 

Associate Prot~ssor Emi~o del V~e EscNante, Roma~ce Lang~ges 
Professor E~ic Do~g, Inte~in Director of Cotnpamtive Litera~m, and Hanes Dislinguished Te~ Professor of Gem~ 
Professor ~chael Emcl~, Chair of the Geography Depa6ment 
Associate Professor O~Ndo Es~ada, Romm~ce Lang~ges 
Corey Frost, Unive~i~ ofNo6h Caxolina School of Law~ Class of 2016 
Associate Professor Dn~d Garcia, Director of Gradnate S~dies, Music Depmlment 
Assistant Profes~r La~a HNpe~, English & Comparative Litem~re DeN~ent 

Associate Professor Jeweler Ho, Director of Graduate S~dies, Englis~ in the English & ComNmtive Literature DeN~ment 

Professor ShenTl ~e~, Sociolo~’ DeN~ent 
Assis~nt Professor Laura I~pez-S~ders, Sociology Depa(tment 
Associate Prol~ssor Mario Matzo, Director of Undergraduate Studies, A~ Depaxtment 
Dean N~ McDiarmid, Dean & Alumni Distinguished Prot~ssor of Education, The I~C School of Education 
~loseph Megei, ANst in Residence, Peffo~ance Studies, De~rtment of CommuNcation Studies & Teatro Ladn~o 
Professor Rosa PereN~uter, Professor of SNnish in Romance Languages, and Director office Moo~ Undergraduate Research Apprentice 

Program 
Josn~e~ & P~rez, M.A. Coordinatog Multiculmml Program and Cmolina Latina/o Collaborative, Diversi~~ and Multiculmral ~aJr~ UNC 

ChaN1 ~ll 
Professor ~ista Perreira, ~Nic Policy DeNgment 
Assistant Profes~r T~ya SNelds, ~Vomen’s & Gender Studies DeNnment 

Jeerer Snend ~Vfl~nms, Executive Director, Latino/a S~dies in ~e Glo~l South, Duke Unive~i~~ 
Professor Beverly Taylor, Professor and Chair ofd~e DeN~ment of English & ComNrative Literature 

UNC Latin~o Caucus of facui~, staff, students, and Nu~nns 
Professor Adam Versen34, Chair of Dramatic ~t 
Assis~nt Prot~s~r ~iana E. Vi~, Women’s & Gender Studies Depa(tment 

Lis~ of gin&rote students who have signed flae petition tbr fl~e approval offlae I~C Cha~l Hill Latina/o Studies Gmd~te CeNficate: 
Sarah Booker ROML 

CIitti~t Clark English & Comp Lit 

Tommy Ender School of Education 

~mmie F~is English & Comp Lit 

Enfily Freeman School of Education 



Becka GaJco~ick English & Comp [,it 

Lorena Gatlin School of Education 

Gale Greenlee English & Comp Lit 

Stephanie Konle School of Education 

Francisco Laguna Correa ROML 

Bethany Lmn English & Comp Lit 

Erin Lodeesen English & Comp Lit 

Christine Maxlinez ROML 

Rachel Norman English & Comp Lit 

Mafia Obm~do English & Comp [,it 

Hannah Palmer English & Co~np Lit 

Hilla~ Parkhouse School of Education 

Lanra Pates Dramatic Arts 

Thomas Phillips ROML 

John Ribd English & Comp Lit 

George Stackpole School of Education 

Holly Straut Eppsteiner Sociology 

Dmght Tanner English & Comp Lit 

Susan Thananopavam English & Comp Lit 

Sarah Workman English & Comp Lit 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 10:38 AM 
To: Deguzm~n, Maria 
(::c: Lindemann, Erika 
Subject: RE: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Maria, the College should approve anything before the final approval in the Graduate School. I am including Erika Lindemann on this note 

and she can let you know a bit more about their approval process and next meetings. 

Did you see the guidelines for having certificate programs developed and approved? They can be found on this website 

(http://gradsch~.unc.edu/p~icies/facu~t~-staff/pr~gram-deve~pment/certificates.htm~). It provides guidance for the process, l’m 

happy to answer anything further as well. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 10:33 AM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie; Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject: Re: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Do they come betbre or alter the Graduate School approval? This is "the first I have heard of them. With whom, specifically, should I be in 

touch and what should I tell them? Please advise. Thank you! All best, Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Max 14, 2014, at 10:03 AM, "Schmitt, Stephanie" <~.@_!_n_j_ .~_.~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Maria - thank you for sending this. I don’t need the full package until everything is finalized and submitted for the final 

review meeting. Also, typically when I meet with sponsors early in the planning process we discuss the approval process. 

Certificates must first be approved by the College of Arts and Sciences Board. Have you been in touch with them and are 

you scheduled for one of their upcoming meetings? 

I hope to review your proposal sometime next week and provide you feedback then. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:35 PM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Dear Dean Schmitt, 
Attached you will find the letter of support from Beverly Taylor, the Chair of the Department of English & Comparative Literature. 
I still have to send you all the other letters. Do you want them now or later? 
Anyway, I wanted you to know that the chair has sent hers. Let me know if you have any questions. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina!o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 11:55 AM 
To: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject: RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - thank you for providing me this draft copy of your proposal. I will put it in the queue for a cursory review and 

offer you feedback in the coming days. I probably have three proposals for review ahead of yours. And then yes, once I offer 

any feedback, if you have any changes to make to the proposal, you can then submit it officially for review and approval. At 

this point, I will tentatively try to slot it for our April meeting, but it somewhat depends on the status of the proposals 



ahead of yours if we can accommodate them all in this meeting, I will be in touch in the coming weeks with more 

information, 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt@-)email.unc.edu 

Visit us:gradschool.unc.edu 

From= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent= Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:43 AM 
To= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject= RE: Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Stephanie, 
I am sending you the proposal for you to review. Do you want the letters also? Or just this proposal that I have attached as a Word 
document? 
The UNC Program in Latina!o Studies has been in existence 10 years now. It is completely different from Latin American Studies. 
Ours focuses on what is happening with Latina!o populations and cultural production *in the United States and its territories.* We 
are talking one quarter of our U.S. population by the year 2025, a mere 11 years from now. 
Latin American Studies, on the other hand, is focused on Latin America. The only overlap is migration, but our program is concerned 
with Latina/os who have been here S00 years in addition to new immigrants. So, frankly there is very little overlap, and there is no 
question of duplication. 
Our Program in Latina/o Studies is the first in the Southeast. Second is Duke’s and third is Vanderbilt’s. But we are the only program 
that would now have a graduate certificate component in the state of North Carolina which is the next logical step for us. That is why 
we have so much support from faculty, etc., including from Duke. You will see when you view the letters, but meanwhile you have 
the names of all the signatories as part of the proposal itself (turn to the last 3 pages). 
1 am sending the proposal as a word document. 1 am very eager to have this approved, if possible, so that students can take 
advantage of the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate beginning fall 2014. 
Let me know if you have questions and I await your comments. I assume that once 1 receive them, 1 incorporate them, and send you 
all the materials at that time. Is that correct? 
I will be here through Spring Break, so as soon as you have those comments to me, we can formally send all materials to the 
Graduate School. Am 1 understanding this correctly? 
All best, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 

From= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent= Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:26 AM 
To= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject= RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - the next step is to send the proposal to me for review and comment. I would prefer a Word version so I can 

make edits and track changes as needed, I can help determine what types of questions may need to be addressed before 

we schedule it for review, 

There are many other proposals already in the queue for the final review meeting of this academic year, so depending on 

whether or not they are deemed ready, we may or may not be able to hear yours in April. The committee does not meet 

over the summer, and our first meeting of the fall is generally in mid-September. 

Also, I note that the university already has a certificate in Latin American Studies. I’m assuming your proposal details the 

differences and similarities to the existing program and explains why that program is not sufficient? We wouldn’t approve 

duplicate programs and would like to see collaborative activities where appropriate. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt@-)email.unc.edu 

Visit us:gradschool.unc.edu 

From= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent= Thursday, March 06, 2014 8:20 AM 
To= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject= Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Dean Schmitt: 
The proposal for a Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate for graduate and professional students passed unanimously at the faculty 
meeting yesterday in the home department of English & Comparative Literature. 
The proposal is done and 3[ have all the letters of support for it, 26 from faculty and administrators around campus, and a letter 
signed by 25 graduate students. 
3[ am now awaiting our chair’s letter documenting the results of our faculty meeting vote in the affirmative. 3[ already have an email 
from the associate chair. 
So, my questions are these: 
1. Today is Thursday March 6.3is there a particular schedule for considering certificate proposals at the level of the Graduate School? 
3[ am hoping that the certificate might be available to students beginning fall 2014, if it were approved by the Graduate School. 
2. As for submitting all the materials, 3[ was thinking of submitting everything as a set of PDF files -- the proposal and then each of the 
letters. Can you let me know how you want to receive them? Do you need hardcopy? 

All best wishes, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 



Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

http:!/www.linkedin.com!in/mariadequzman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stricldand, Jamie Linens <linens@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 9:34 AM 

Adam~m, David ~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Jndy <jadamson@emaJl.unc.edu:~; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.e&t>; 

Chaanbers, Jan ~m~c@emaiLunc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@emml.nnc.edu>; Comell, Jelt?ey BIaAr <jeffcomell@unc.edu>; Dooley, 

Ray <rdodey@email.~mc.edu>; Fishdl, Julie <tishelI@email.unc.e&t>; Friedrich, Peter <peterfri@emml.unc.edu>; Gib~m, Julia 
<gibja@emml.unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C <haj@unc.edu>; Kable, Gregory A <gkable@email.nnc.edu>; King, James K 

~-jkking@enm~,l.unc.edu>; Ma:d]eld, Adam Michael --~maxfield@email.unc.edt~-; Nav~Jdnsl9~, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; O’Bfien, 

Karen <obrien@anc.edu:>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtp,; Patrick, John <jpcuomo@email.nnc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. 

<kaperldn@email.unc.e&~-; Perry, Mark E <mNny9@email.unc.edu>; Pollock, Rachel E <costume@e~naiLnnc.edu:>; Rolleri, Michael 

<mrollefi@email.unc.edu~; Turner. Craig <c~vt4885@email.unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel <anversen~emaAl.unc.edu>; Williams, 

Kathy <Id~mllia@email.unc.edu>; Zhua~g, Jiav~n <jzhuang@email.unc.edup, 

I%V: REMINDER - DEADLINE APPROACHING 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 8:51 AM 
To: CAS_dpt_cr DDD 
Co: CAS_dpt_cr Mgrs 
Subject: REMINDER - DEADLINE APPROACHING 

The enciosed call only serves as a reminder and is being sent to the department and curriculum Ct~airs with a copy to tt~eir administrative managers. 

Piease remind your faculty of the deadiine, Thanks 

Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS - DUE MARCH 28~ 2014 

The College of Arts and Sciences has committed a total of $60,000 for the academic year July I, 2014 through J une 30, 2015 to encourage and fund the 

development of interdisciplinary teaching and research initiatives in the three areas listed below. The proposals submitted must be for the support of 

primarily college faculty initiatives and must include more than one university department. 

¯ Conferences. Grants are available to support on-campus interdisciplinary conferences that will benefit the research and/or teaching of College 

faculty in two or more units. Proposals that specify how the support has the potential to advance interdisciplinary research and/or teaching on 

campus on a more sustained basis will be more competitive. Grants ordinarily will not exceed ~:I0,000. 

¯ Research initiatives. Grants of up to SJ~O,O00 are available as seed money to teams of two (2) or more faculty that develop interdisciplinary 

research initiatives. Any such initiative must have a clear rationale and a demonstrable goal and outcome(s). Projects with a strong potential for 

external funding will be especially competitive. Faculty may use a grant for research support, including summer salary and benefits. 

¯ Team teaching initiatives. Grants are available to teams of two (2) or more faculty that wish to develop interdisciplinary undergraduate or graduate 

courses. Proposed course(s) must be offered during the regular academic year and must be taught at least twice. The chairs of the units in which 

the faculty team members are appointed must approve the course(s) and teaching schedules of the faculty involved. The grants, which may not 

exceed $16,000, may be used in a variety of ways (e. g., salary and benefits for graduate assistance, supplies, travel expenses, or summer salary 

and benefits for the faculty). The size of the awards will vary according to the needs of the applicants. 

Selection Process 

A selection committee of five (5) tenured faculty members appointed by the Dean from various departments in the College will review all interdisciplinary 

proposals for the academic year 20:14-20:15. On or about May ~, 20~4, the committee will advise the Senior Associate Deans as to the merits and level of 

funding the committee recommends for the most competitive proposals. Grants will be awarded as of July I, 2014 and funds must be spent by May 31, 

2015. Faculty awarded grants will report to the Dean on the use and outcome(s) of their grant no later than June 30, 20~5. 

The Interdisciplinary Initiatives program will be assessed in the spring of 20~5. 

Application Process 

Only proposals from tenured or tenure-track faculty or senior lecturers will be considered. Proposals must contain a project description and rationale (no 

more than ~,500 words total) to be funded by the grant as well as a one-page budget. All proposals must be written in jargon-free, non-specialized 

language and also carry an endorsement from the chairs of the unit(s) in which the faculty who submit the grant are appointed. 

The deadline for Interdisciplinary grants proposals is March 28, 2014. Proposals MUST be submitted electronically to Alexis Cline, ~_[~g_[~__~[j_~_~£~_~_9_~:_~_~_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: Facul~ Access Restrict List 

Let me check with Stephen to see if we can limit their access to just their department If not, 1 agree that we have to wait until row level (department level) access 

is put in place, I probably won’t get to this until tomorrow, but I will be sure that we have a sokJtion by end of week, 

Cf~ristoph~:_~r Derickson 

AssisLant Provost & Liniversity Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SAS8 North Campus Bo× 2100 

Chapel EH~, NC 27599.-21~} 

T- 919-962--8289 

F-- 919-962-1655 

From: gobbi Owen [maiko:owenbob@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, Mamh 17, 2014 12:31 PM 

T~: Derickson, Christopher P 

suNect: Re: FW: Faculty Access Restrict List 

The student can run it themselves - in her presence. 

I did not anticipate this use with departmentally based advisors. Can the use be restricted to COMP Sci majors? 

Sorry you are under the weather. 

Bobbi 

On 3/27/2024 20:~2 AM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 

Th~ first ~qvest to resto~ ~ccess to student d~ta. Fm out s~ck today (g~eat thin,rig), but can fo~ow up tomorrow on how best to handle these. For 

$~arters~ { w.:)u~d think any requests wo@d need to be approwHJ a~ ~:he Dean ~evel, bu~ if you donk want these al~ ~o run ~hrough you, just let me 

ChrisLopher Dedckson 

Assistant Provost & University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB Nor~:h Campus Box 2100 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-2:KX? 

T-, 919-962-8289 .............................. 

F- 9~9-962d655 

From: Smith, Charles E 

Sent: Monday, March ~7, 20~4 20:07 AM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Subject: Faculty Access Restrict List 

Got this Remedy request in over the weekend. I believe it has something to do with the Faculty Access Restriction that you informed me of last week. 

Remedy Request: 272222~ 

Name: Diane Pozesfsky 

Onyen: pozefsky 

I have lost my access to tarheel tracker for students. I had it until recently. (I believe that I lost it when the pages for student search changed names.) I 

am one of 4 advisers for undergraduates in our department and need the access ASAP as advising begins for us on Monday. 

~ 95 pozefsky Diane Pozefsky Research Professor Computer Science UNC_.CS._AA_ADVISOR 

~96 pozefsky D ane Pozefsky Research Professor Computer Sc ence UNC CS SR FULL READ_ONLY 

I am going to suggest having them take the tar heel tracker class as they have not taken this training. 

Do you have any suggestions? 

Charles 

Charles Smith 

IT Training Coordinator 

Office of the University Registrar 

b!~;l!E.e.-.gb~.r~.~=~.~.~.:~.@~. 

Follow the Registrar’s Office on: ~ 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HoVaugh Distinguished P~ofesser e~ Dramatio Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3@11 Steele Building 

Chapel Hill, NC           2~599-35@4 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 9i9 843-4775 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Futrell, Betty S <bfurrell@email.unc.edtr-- 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:44 PM 

Adam~m, David vadamsond@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Judy <jadamson@email.unc.edtr>; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.e&t>; 
Ch~unbers, Jan ~janc@email.unc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu--; Comell, Jeffrey Blair ~<jelTcorndl@unc.edu>; Dooley, 
Ray <rdooley@email.unc.edu>; Fishell, Julie <fishell@email.unc.e&t>; Crra~memann, Hannah <hgra~memann@unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C 
<haj@unc.edt~>; Gibson, Julia --~gibju@email.mm.edu>; Kable, GregoU A --~gkable@email.unc.edu>; Maxfiel& Admn Michael 
qna.-d]eld@en~ail.unc.edu>; Navalinsk31, David B <~lbnav@email.unc.edu>; O’Brien, Kaacen ~obfien@mm.edu>; O~,en, Bobbi A 
<:owenbob@unc.edu>; Patrick, John ~jpcuomo@email.unc.edu>; Perldns, Kathy A. -qmperkin@email.unc.edt~>; Perry, Mark E 
qnpe .rry9@email.mm.edu>; Pollock, [~_achel E <costume@email.unc.edu>; Rollefi, Michael <:mrollefi@email.unc.edu>; Williaa~s, Kathy 
<khwillia@email.unc.edu>; Zhnang, Jiwun ->jzhuaa~g@email.unc.edu> 

Fall Textbooks 

Textbooks Order Form(l).pdf 

Fall textbook requests are due March 28 but I will need them by the 26th to get them processed and delivered to the Bookshop. You can order online and give me a 

copy if you prefer. If you do not need a text just send me an email. PLEASE let’s try to win the $500 award for the Graduate students (as we have for the past 5 

years).. Attached is a book request form. 

Thanks 



I $TU T 
STO E$ 

Return to: 

STUDENT STORES 

TEXTBOOKS 

CB# 1530, DANIELS BUILDING 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-1530 

Phone: (919) 962-2432 

AIt. Phone: (919) 962-8123 

Fox: (919) 962-3334 
Emoil: fexfbook@un¢.edu 

Web: sfore,unooedu/textbooks 

By di~cfJon of the P~vo~, oil facul~ ~embers ~usf p~vide Studeflf ~o~s wffh o list of te~books ~o be used in upcoming ~r~s, 

Professor: 

Email: ................................................................................................................................................. Phone: .................................................................................................................................................. 

Course Abbreviation & Number: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

List Individual Sections: Total Quanfi~ Requested: 

2, Author: ISBN: 

Title: 

Edition: PubJisher: 

CheckOne: [] Required []Optional 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Author:                                            ISBN: 

Title: 

Edition: Publisher: 

CheckOne: [] Required []Optional 

Comments: 

UNC Student Stores Textbook Depodment * store.unc.edu/textbooks ¯ 919-962-2432 ¯ ~ex|book@unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Color coding on cha~t 

It should be the entire list. I was color coding for courses that were on the list for both Spring 2013 and 2014. Yello~v was same class but not same instructor. Gold was same class and same 
instructor. I thought I put a key on the chart, but obviously I didn’t. 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost & University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB NortJa Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o~venbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 12:40 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Color coding on chart 

Chris - 
What does that yellow and gold mean on the chart in the s-a folder? 
All the dates say 2142 in the far left column so I am using the entire chart for my calls 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

April 21st? 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 4:10 PM 
To: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

Sorry, but march 24 is not possible for me. Is there another date that might work? 
bobbi 
On 3/17/2014 3:49 PM, Whisnant, Anne Mitchell wrote: 

Hi gobbi, 

That would be great. Would you like to possibly come to FEC to do this at the March 24th meeting 

sometime during the 4-5pm hour? 

Cheers, 
Anne 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu.] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Cc: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

Should I be planning an update for FEC this spring? 
Bobbi 
On 10/10/2013 2:58 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

Dear Jan - 

I am embarrassed to write but am determined to tie up loose ends. Last spring I did an 
update for FEC about the progress toward meeting the recommendations in the report 
and promised that I would send a matrix when it was complete. Well is was complete 
in February and I am finally (!) sending it to you. There were more than 100 
recommendations made in 5 reports - so we are all busy! 
Much has occurred since - and I hope you will let me come back to update it once 
again. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

Yes, let’s put that down as the time. We usually have Jim with us for the first hour. Will be back in touch closer to the 

date. 

Cheers, 
Anne 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 4:19 PM 
To: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

That works. 4-5? 
Bobbi 
On 3 / 17/2014 4:18 PM, Whi snant, Anne Mitchell wrote: 

April 21st? 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu.] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 4:10 PM 
To: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

Sorry, but march 24 is not possible for me. Is there another date that might work? 
bobbi 
On 3/17/2014 3:49 PM, Whisnant, Anne Mitchell wrote: 

Hi gobbi, 

That would be great. Would you like to possibly come to FEC to do this at the March 24th 

meeting sometime during the 4-Spm hour? 

Cheers, 
Anne 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Cc: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: FEC Response Matrix 

Should I be planning an update for FEC this spring? 
Bobbi 
On 10/10/2013 2:58 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

Dear Jan - 

I am embarrassed to write but am determined to tie up loose ends. Last 
spring I did an update for FEC about the progress toward meeting the 
recommendations in the report and promised that I would send a matrix 



when it was complete. Well is was complete in February and I am finally 
(!) sending it to you. There were more than 100 recommendations made 
in 5 reports - so we are all busy! 
Much has occurred since - and I hope you will let me come back to update 
it once again. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:14 AM 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@emaJl.unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edtr~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr~; GuskJewicz, 

Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edtr~; Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Council of Chairs ~neeting to,no,row on Fixed Term Facul~ Resolution 

Fyi, Jonathan 

Yo#a~han ~art~ 
Sem fi’om my wireless device 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Com~cil of Chairs meeting tomorrow on Fixed Term Faculty Resolution 

From: "Hirschfield, Jan~es" <jhirsch[~a)email.unc.edu> 
To: "Persky, Adam M" <apersl~ @unc.edu> 

CC: "Bardsley, Janice B" <lmrdsley@email.unc.edu>,"Haxtlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Dear Adam, 

At the Council of Chairs’ meeting today there was consensus that the Council of Chairs could not endorse Resolution 2014-XX. On Revising the 
Title Designations for Fixed Term Faculty. Certainly there were a few Chairs who felt the council could support the resolution, but most did not 
support an endorsement. 

A concern was raised that in the brief hislory section it was deduced that at the close of the January meeting of the Council of Chairs, the Council recommended that 
FTFC move forward with ’°Teaching Professor". Many felt that this was not a consensus that had been reached, and that there is slill concern for the word Teaching 

and concern for the word Professor. There remains significant apprehension that using this terminology, for fixed-term faculty would create the impression that tenured 

faculty and professors do little teaching. 

Ultimately, since there was not agreemem on what would be acceptable designations, and we were very unlikely to be able to achieve anything other than a split vote 

at best, the Council opted not to endorse the resolution. 

Respectfully, 

Jim Hirschfield 

Acting Chair, Council of Chairs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel <anversen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:23 AM 

Strickland, Jamie Linens <linens@email.unc.edu-~; Gmnnemann, Hanna]~ <hgram~emalm@ unc.edu>; Smiley, Sarah E 

< sslniley@email.unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C <haj@unc.edu>; Ada~son, David <adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Judy 

<jadamson@email.unc.edu>; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@elnail.unc.edu>; Chambers, Jan <janc@email.unc.edu>; Coble, McKay 

<acoble@email.unc.edtc,; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcomell@unc.edu>; Dooley, Ray <rdooley@email.unc.edu:>; Fishell, Julie 

<fishell@email.unc.edu>; Friedrich, Peter <peterfri@email.unc.edt~,; Gibson, Julia <gibju@email.unc.edu>; Kable, Giego~y A 

--~gkable@email.unc.edu;,; King, James K ~kking@email.unc.edu~; Max_field, Adam Michael <maxfield@email.unc.edu;,; Navalinslcy, 

David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu~; O’Brien, Karen <obrien@tmc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu>; Patrick John 

<jpcuomo@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@email.unc.edu~; Perry, Mark E <mperry9@email.unc.edu~; Pollock, Rachel E 

--~costume@email.unc.edu>; Rolleri, Michael <mrolleri@email.unc.edu>; Turner, Craig <c~x~4885@email.unc.edu;,; Willimns, Kathy 

<khwilli~email. unc.edtv~; Zhuang, Jiayun <jzhuang@email. unc.edu-~ 

NEtt Challenge Graa~ts 

Dear All, 

I only received notice of this yesterday. The deadline is, obviously, quite soon. If anyone is interested in pursuing this please let me know and I will do my best to 

assist. 

Best, 

Adam 

internal Call for Proposals 

NEH Challenge Grants 

internal deadline 

March 21, 2014 

We apoiogize for the very short turrbofour~d however, the ORO was only recent/y mode aware of this opportunity *Please distribute to your chairs and faculty* 

NEH challenge grants assist institutions in developing sources of support for humanities programs, and fundraising is an integral part of the long-term planning 

that challenge grants require. Persons raising the funds as well as those who will be directly responsible for the humanities programs should be fully involved in 

the planning from the outset. Grant recipients must raise, from nonfederal donors, three times the amount of federal funds offered. HBCUs, Tribal Colleges and 

Universities, and two-year colleges, however, are required to raise only two times the federal amount. 

Bridging Cultures 

NEH welcomes proposals that respond to NEH’s Bridging Cultures initiative. Such projects could focus on cultures internationally or within the United 

States. International programs might seek to enlarge Americans’ understanding of other places and times, as well as other perspectives and intellectual 

traditions. American programs might explore the great variety of cultural influences on, and myriad subcultures within, American society. These programs 

might also investigate how Americans have approached and attempted to surmount seemingly unbridgeable cultural divides, or examine the ideals of 

civility and civic discourse that have informed this quest. In connection with a focus on civic discourse, projects might explore the role of women in 

America’s civic life as well as the civic role of women in other cultures and regions of the world. 

Standing Together: The Humanities and the Experience of War 

NEH also welcomes proposals for projects that focus on the history, experience, or meaning of war and military service. Humanities disciplines such as 

history, literature, philosophy, and the study of religion can deepen our understanding of war and military service both historically and in our own time. 

The study of the humanities can also lend perspective to veterans’ understanding of their military service and can facilitate veterans’ return to civilian life. 

All projects supported by NEH must be informed by scholarship and insights from the humanities. 

More information about this special encouragement is available here. 

All applications will be given equal consideration in accordance with the program’s evaluation criteria, whether or not they respond to the Bridging 

Cultures or the Standing Together initiative. 

NEH also welcomes plans to strengthen the technological infrastructure of humanities institutions, thereby enhancing the applicant institution’s ability to use 

new technologies in research, education, preservation, and public programming in the humanities. Such plans can be supported through challenge grants. 

Challenge grant funds may be used, for example, to purchase equipment and software, renovate computing centers devoted to the humanities, and purchase 

databases. Through income from a technology endowment an institution can enhance its technological capacity by supporting maintenance and upgrades of 

equipment, software, and data; licensing fees; salaries of technical staff; faculty and staff training in uses of digital technology; and other ongoing expenses 

associated with using digital technology in the humanities. 

Activities supported: 

Challenge grant funds (both federal and nonfederal together) must enhance the humanities in the long term. Challenge grant funds should not merely replace 

funds already being expended on the humanities, but instead should reflect careful strategic planning to strengthen and enrich the institution’s humanities 

activities and commitment to the advancement of knowledge and understanding of the humanities. Institutions may use challenge grant funds to meet both 

ongoing and one-time humanities-related costs, provided that the long-term benefit of the expenditure can be demonstrated. Award recipients might use federal 

challenge grant funds, as well as funds raised for matching, for purposes such as the following: 

* salaries and benefits for humanities faculty and staff; 

* acquisitions for collections; 

* faculty, teacher, and staff development; 

* research fellowships; 

* lecture or exhibition series; 

* visiting scholars or consultants; 

* publishing subventions; and 

* programs for preserving and conserving collections. 

* Through direct expenditure, grantees could use challenge grant funds to support 

* capital expenditures, such as the purchase, construction, or renovation of facilities (see "Special requirements for construction and renovation projects" in 



Section IV below); 

¯ acquisitions for collections; 

¯ the purchase of equipment and software; and 

¯ fundraising costs (totaling no more than 10 percent of all challenge grant funds--that is, federal funds plus matching funds). 

Expenditures not eligible for support 

Challenge grant funds, federal or nonfederal, may not be used for 

¯ one-time or operating expenditures with minimal long-term impact; 

¯ recovery of indirect costs; 

¯ support for projects eligible for short-term grants from other NEH programs; 

¯ scholarships or stipends for students below the graduate level; or 

¯ programs or facilities designed for activities outside the scope of the humanities, such as the creation of art works, the performing arts, science education, 

non-humanistic aspects of the social sciences, or public policy advocacy. A proposal for a "Center for the Arts," for example, must clearly demonstrate how the 

facility serves the humanities as well as the arts. Components of projects that deal with the visual or performing arts are eligible for NEH challenge grant 

funding only if they enhance the interpretation or analysis of the artistic form in question, using critical, historical, theoretical, or other humanities-oriented 

perspectives. Similarly, proposals in the social sciences must explain their significance for the humanities. 

Mode of expenditure: 

The financial arrangement by which challenge grant funds are expended should be appropriate to the nature of the humanities-related costs and the long-term 

impact of the expenditure. Funds may be 

invested in permanent endowments, the income from which supports ongoing and recurring costs such as salaries, honoraria for visiting scholars, fellowships, 

and maintenance; 

spent directly on one-time capital costs for items that have inherent longevity, such as facilities (new construction or renovation), equipment, and 

acquisitions; or 

invested in "spend-down" or "depleting" funds that provide income over a predetermined time (no less than ten years, no more than twenty-five years), 

during which both income and principal are spent in support of humanities activities. Spend-down funds are particularly appropriate for programs that are 

long-term but not permanent. 

To view the full solicitation please click on the link below. 

http://www.neh.gov/files/grants/challenge-grants-may-.1- 2014-edit.pdf 

NEH deadline: May 1, 2014 

ORD deadline: March 21, 2014 

Number of applications per institution: 1 

Limit on Number of Proposals per Ph 1 

Eligibility Info: 

With the exception of elementary and secondary schools (public or private) and school districts, any U.S. nonprofit institution (public agency, private nonprofit 

organization, federally recognized Indian tribal government) working wholly or in part with the humanities may apply for a challenge grant. Affiliated institutions 

(for example, a university museum) should consult with NEH staff on questions of separate eligibility. Institutions that support research, education, preservation, 

and public programming in humanities disciplines are eligible to apply for an NEH challenge grant. NEH will not review late, incomplete, or ineligible applications. 

NEH generally does not award grants to other federal entities or to applicants whose projects are so closely intertwined with a federal entity that the 

project takes on characteristics of the federal entity’s own authorized activities. This does not preclude applicants from using grant funds from, or sites and 

materials controlled by, other federal entities in their projects. Challenge grantees may not use funds from other federal entities to match NEH Challenge 

Grants. 

Institutions may apply for only one NEH challenge grant in a calendar year. An institution is eligible to apply for a subsequent challenge grant beginning in 

the third year after the closing date of its most recent NEH challenge grant. For example, if a grant closed in 2012, the institution that received the grant 

may not apply for a subsequent challenge grant until 2015. 

Anticipated Funding Amount: Lower: ~75,000.00 - Upper: ~;500,000.00 

NEH will offer successful applicants a matching grant. The requested grant amount should be appropriate to the humanities needs and the fundraising capacity of 

the institution. Requests for more than 5500,000 are unlikely to be funded at that level. Note that the program encourages requests for smaller grants for sharply 

defined purposes. 

Fundraising 

NEH challenge grants assist institutions in developing sources of support for humanities programs, and fundraising is an integral part of the long-term 

planning that challenge grants require. Persons raising the funds as well as those who will be directly responsible for the humanities programs should be 

fully involved in the planning from the outset. Grant recipients must raise, from nonfederal donors, three times the amount of federal funds offered. 

Release of federal funds 

NEH typically offers the federal portion of a challenge grant in four annual installments, but the grantee may take up to sixty-eight months to raise funds 

for matching. NEH releases federal funds according to a pattern that permits donations in anticipation of a challenge grant from as early as five months 

prior to the application deadline. The grant schedule also allows donations that count toward the match in the grant’s fifth year, after all the offered 

federal funds have been released. NEH releases federal funds in the first three annual installments only when matched in accord with the required three- 

to-one ratio. In the grant’s fourth year, however, NEH can release the offered federal funds when matched only one-to-one, leaving the remaining two 

parts of the required three-to-one match to be raised in the fifth and final year. This pattern allows time at the end of the grant to finish the match and 

collect outstanding pledges. 

Matching Grant Sample Release Schedule: 



linked image001 5C85FBA1-E5FD48B1-89FA-6DF103F6F41F.png 

Matching Funds Information: 

Eligibility of gifts: To be eligible for matching, gifts may not derive from the grantee institution itself, it is inappropriate for an institution to shif~ internal budgets 

or reallocate internal funds for matching purposes, All matching pledges and gifts must be new--that is, given (and pledges fulfilled) during the challenge grant 

period. The majority of gifts eligible for matching must be restricted--that is, donations made explicitly in response to or in anticipation of the challenge grant. 

Donors of restricted gifts must be aware that their gifts will be used to fulfill the match of an NEH challenge grant and that their gifts will be used to support the 

purposes outlined in the approved challenge grant application. Unrestricted gifts--that is, gifts donated without limitations on their use--may be eligible for 

matching, but the donor must have made the gift within the grant period, and the total of such unrestricted gifts may not exceed the federal portion of the 

challenge grant. Some types of gifts, such as real estate, earned income, planned giving, and in-kind gifts, are subject to special limitations. Discounts on 

contracted goods and services, as well as contributions from federal sources, are not eligible for matching. 

NOTE: More detailed information on eligible gifts and the mechanics of challenge grant administration can be found in the booklet Administration of NEH 

Cha!!enAeGrapts, which may be obtained from NEH’s website, the NEH Office of Grant Management, or the NEH Office of Challenge Grants. Program staff strongly 

encourages applicants to consult this booklet if they plan to solicit and collect eligible matching gifts in anticipation of receiving an NEH challenge grant. 

~There is a team on campus interested in applying. If we receive multiple applications and if teams decide a collaboration is not feasible, ORD will facilitate an 

internal review to determine which team will move forward.~ 

In order to meet NEH’s May 1, 2014 deadline, please submit the following information in ONE document (Word or PDF) to Ashley Mattheis, Research Associate, 

mattheis@email.unc.edu by no later than March 21, 2014: 

1. 3-5 page project summary 

2. Preliminary budget 

3. Letters of commitment from sources of matching funds 

4. CV(s) of Pl(s) (please limit to four pages each) 

5. Names of three internal (to UNC) faculty who could speak knowledgeably about the project (and who are not named on the project). Please do not 

include the names of deans or chairs on this list. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with questions at !~__a__t__t:!!_e_,_[A_@__e_!~__a_!!_.___u___n_g_:_e_,__d__L~ or 962-7503. 

Ashley Mattheis 
Research Associate 

The Office of Research Development (ORD) 

A Unit of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 307 Bynum Hall, CB # 4012 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

Ph) 9:19-962-7503 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McNay Art Museum <daniela@mcnayart.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@uuc.edu:~ 

Distinguished Lecture: June Ha~rove: "Gloria Victis’." From Defense to Revenge 

Distinguished Lecture: June Hargrov~ 
Gloria Victis! From Defense to Revenge 
Sunday, March 23, 2:00 pro, Chi~go L~ctur~ Ha~ 
Purchased w~th donations made in celebration of ~lliam 
d. CNego’s 20 years as Director, Mar~us-dean-Antonin Merd6’s 

Gloria Vi~tis~ commemorates France’s crusNn~t bss in the 
Franco-Pruaaian War of 1870. June Hargrove, Professor of 
Nineteenth-Oentu~ European Painting and Sculpture, Unive~i~ of 
Maryland, d~scuases Merc~e’s heralded career in ~he contex~ of ~he many 
monumenis made ~ffer the war, comparing his memori~ to those of 

contemporaries, including Auguste Rodin, A~exandre FNgui6m, and 

Louis-Ernest Bamas. 

Hat,trove received the Chevalier of the Order of the Ads and 
Letters from the French Government and was awarded the 2013 

Distinguished Teacher of A~ Histo~ AwaN by the College A~ Association 

~Ot her scholarship and passion for ~eacNng. 

Th~s ~ecture ~s a program of the Louis A. and Frances B. Wagner Lecture Series 
TJckeN for McNay members tree, nonmembers $10~ educators and studen~ w~ta an LD. 
$5 Scholarships avai~able tot ~,,~o SAY Si studenN. Resewe space by going online at 
mcnavaR.ticketleap.com, calling 210 505.1768. or e-mailing educatbn@mcnaya~.org. 
Registration deadline: March 21, neon. 
Image credit: Marius.-Jean-.Antonm Merci6, G/ozia Victis~ (G~ofy of the Vanquished). a~[er 

1879 Bronze. Collection of the McNay A~ 
Museum, Museum purchase with donations made in celebration of William J Chiego’s b/verity years as director. 

Forward email 

This email was sent to owenbob@email.unc.edu by daniela.oliver@mcnsyart.orq 
Update Pi~file/Emaj! Address Instant i~mo,,’al witil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Policy. 

McNay Art Nuseum :: P:210.824.5368 6000 North New graunfels :: San Antonio :: TX :: 78209 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:51 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

EPC 

I can actually be there for at least part of the time tomorrow. My other meeting has been rescheduled for 11am. See you tomorrow. 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Bfien, Karen <obrien@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:04 PM 

Nixon, Thomas J <tommy nixon@unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel ~nversen@email.unc.edu-~ 

S’trickland, Jamie Linens <linen@email.unc.edu-~; Gmnnemann, HannaJa <hgram~emmm@ unc.edu>; Smiley, Sarah E 

< ss~niley@email.unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C <haj@unc.edu:>; AdaJnson, David <adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Judy 

<jadamson@email.unc.edu>; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@etnail.unc.edu>; Chambers, Jan <janc@email.unc.edu>; Coble, McKay 

<acoble@email.unc.edtc,; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcomell@unc.edu>; Dooley, Ray <rdooley@email.unc.edu;>; Fishell, Julie 

<fishell@email.unc.edu>; Friedrich, Peter <peterfri@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, Julia <gibju@email.unc.edu>; Kable, Giego~y A 

--~gkable@email.unc.edu;,; King, James K ~kking@email.unc.edu~; Maxfield, Adam Michael <maxfield@email.unc.edu;,; Navalinslcy, 

David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Patrick John ~:jpcuomo@email.unc.edu~; Perkins, Kathy A. 

<kaperkin@email.unc.edu;,; Perry, Mark E <mper~’9@email.unc.edu>; Pollock. Rachel E <costume@email.unc.edu>; Rolleri, Michael 

<mrolleri@email.unc.edu>; Turner. Craig ~:cw~t4885@email.unc.edu>; Williams. Kathy <khwillia@email.unc.edu>; Zhuang, Jia~vun 

<jzhuang@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Drama ONine 

Hi, Everyone, 

Thanks, Tonzmy ! 

I think the tutorial will be of interest to the faculty in Dramatic Art. One useful feature of Drama Online for both facul~z and students, for instance, is that you can search for monologues and 
scenes and filters results Drama Online also includes visual aids that may be useful for teaching, study, and/or rehearsal The interface allows individuals to almotate, highlight etc. as well. I 
believe Drama Online carries play texts and supplemental books that we teach but are not available in other databases, and students could benefit from their online availability and from 
saving on textbook expenses. As you put together you book orders for Fall 2014, you might peek at the offerings in Drama Online. 

If you would like to provide input, feel free to send your comments to Librarian Tommy Nixon: <tommy nixon@unc.edu>. Our positive feedback will enable this resource to be a candidate 
for purchase by the UN-C Libraries at the end of the year. 

All best, 
Karen 

Karen O’BrieJ~ Ph.D. 
David G. Frey Fellow in Dramatic Art 
Assistant Professor 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Profile: http ://unc.a cademia edu/KarenOBrien 

Affiliate Faculty: 
Curriculum in Contemporary European Studies 
Curriculum in Global Studies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ns"~un, Thumas J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:07 AM 
To: Versenyi, Adam Nathanie[ 
Cc: Strickland, Jamie Linens; Grannemann, tlannah; Smile?’, Sarah E; Haj, Juseph C; Adamson, David; Adamsun, Judy; Bettin, Jade R; Chambers, Jan; Coble, McKay; Curnell, Jeffrey Blair; 
Duuley, Ray; Fishell, Julie; Friedrich, Peter; Gibson, Julia; Kable, Gregury A; King, James K; Maxfield, Adam Machael; Navalinsky, David B; O’Brien, Karen; Owen, Bobbi A; Patrick, John; 
Perkins, Kathy A; Perry, Mark E; Pollock, Rachel E; Rolleri, Michael; Turner, Craig; Williams, Kathy; Zhuang, Jiayun 
Subject: RE: Drama Online 

[)ear Dramatic Art Facul~’, 

Fur thuse interested, below are some times & instructions ~2~r a tutorial of I)ralna Online. 

Best, 

Tummy 

********************* 

Hellu Tummy, 

Thanks for sending out this information tu yuur facul~ members and for helping tu set up some demonstratiuns 

I’m flexible, but tu get the ball rolling here are sume suggested times: 

Friday 10:00am EST 
Monday 2:30pro EST 
Tuesday 12:00pro EST 

For anyone interested, at the intended meeting time, please go to the following link: 
***https:/i]oin.me/k’/lcycaldwell 
and dial in via the nunther below: 
Phone nurnber: 617 395 4096 
Participant Code: 0292423*** 

Let me l~ow if this will workt Kthese are inconvenient times for anyone interested in a demonstration, I’m happy to adjust the above tinms or offer something different. 

Cheers, 
Kyley 

Kyley A. Caldwell 
Account Manager 
U.S. and Canada 



Churchill Archive and Drama Online 
T: ÷ I 6173954056 
F: ~ I 6173546875 
kcaldwe[l@pcgplus corn 
www churchillarchive.com 
w~v.dramaonhnelibrary.com 

Tomm?, Nlxon 
Subject Librarian for Classics, Dramatic Art, & English/Comparative Literature Davis Library-, CB#3922 Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
208 Raleigh Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27515-8890 
Phone: (919) 962-3808 
Fax: (919) 962-5537 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nixon, Thornas J 
Sent: Tuesday-, March 18, 2014 12:43 PM 
To: Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel 
Cc: Strickland, Jaruie Linens; Grannemann, Hatmah; Srniley, Sarah E; Haj, Joseph C; Adamson, David; Adaruson, Judy; Bettin, Jade R; Chambers, Jan; Coble, McKay; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; 
Dooley, Ray; Fishell, Julie; Friedrich, Peter; Gibson, Julia; Kable, Grego~ A; King, Jarnes K; Maxfield, Adaru Michael; Navalinsky, David B; O’Bricn, Karen; Owen, Bobbi A; Patrick, John; 
Perkins, Kathy A.; Perry, Mark E; Pollock, Rachel E; Rolleri, Michael; Turner, Craig; Williams, Kathy; Zhuang, Jiayun 
Subject: RE: Drama Online 

Your trial is available here: httl~://www.dramaonlinelibrarv.com/and it ~vill lurl until Jurle 9. 

Dear Dramatic Art Facul~, 

As Adam mentioned, ~ve currently have a trial that runs until Jur~e 9 of the new Drama Online database. The trial link is above and the title list and brochure from Bloornsbury are attached. 
All titles on the list should be incorporated into the database by June. 

I shall contact the representative to see if she might set up a couple of times for a tutorial, if anyone is interested -- it’s simply a matter of linking to a site & dialing in for a COlaference ca 11. 
The trial is active now, and the tutorial is, of course, optional. I would certainly appreciate your input. If the response is positive, then I shall put it forward as a candidate for year-end, one- 
time money 

Best regards, 

Tonzmy 

Tonzmy Nixon 
Subject Librarian for Classics, Dramatic Art, & English/Comparative Literature Davis Libra13z, CB#3922 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
208 Raleigh Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27515-8890 
Phone: (919) 962-3808 
Fax: (919) 962-5537 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Versenyi, Adam NatJ~aniel 
Sent: TuesdaT, March 18, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: N~xon, Thomas J 
Cc: Strickland, Jamie Linens; Gram~emann, Halmah; Smiley, Sarah E; Haj, Joseph C; Adamson, David; Adamson, Ju@; Bettin, Jade R; Chambers, Jan; CoNe, McKay; Comell, Jeffrey Blair; 
Dooley, Ray; Fishell, Julie; Friedrich, Peter; Gibson, Julia; Kable, Gregory A; King, James K; Maxfield, Adam M~chael; Navalinsk)’, David B; O’Brien, Karen; Owen, Bobbi A; Patrick, John; 
Perkins, Kathy A; Perry, Mark E; Pollock, Rachel B; Rolleri, Michael; Turner, Craig; Williams, Kathy; Zhuang, Jiayun 
Subject: Drama Online 

Dear All, 

Karen has been in contact with Tommy Nlxon in Davis Library about the database I)rama Online. The Library has access to Drama Online on a trial basis Karen and Tommy are offering to 
set up demonstrations of the database. They should be comact shortly. 

Best, 

Adam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Patrick Akos Report? 

Harold does not have the Akos repo(t. 

Cheers! 

Erika 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwaMed message: 

From: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard(tbunc.edu> 

Date: March 19, 2014 at 9:40:58 AM EDT 

To: "Lindemanr~ Efika" <_~_d_i!~_.d_e_@ernail.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Patrick Akos Report? 

Hello Erika, 

I have searched my documents and have not been able to find a report that Patrick Akos produced. I will keep looking ariel will Jet you know asap if I 

find ai~’thing. 

]’a kl:_! care. 

Harold 

From: Undemann, Erika 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:02 PN 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subjeet: Patrick Akos Repot? 

Hi Harold, 

I’m working on a project for Bobbi, who asked me to ask you if you could ~ut gout hands on a re~ort that Patrick Akos ~roduced (probably in 2008-~, 

though I don’t have a ~recise date) when he chaired the ASPSA. Any leads? 

Thanks, 

Erika 

Office: }E{9-847~- 7772 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Elliot Vittes <elliot@ucf.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:37 AM 

Johnson, Kathy Elizabeth <kjobnso@iupui.edu> 

Atwood,Liz <Liz.Atwood@ColoState.EDU>; Lamborn,Alan <Alan.Lamborn@ColoState.EDU>; Amy Burkert 
(akll@andrew.cmu.edu); Amy Goodburn (agoodburnl@unl.edu); Andria Costello Staniec (costello@syr.edu); Ann 
Kenimer (a-kenimer@tamu.edu); Barbara Altmann (baltmann@uoregon.edu); Barbara Sawrey (bsawrey@ucsd.edu); Ben 
Withers (bwithers@ulcy.edu); Bernard Mair (bamair@ufl.edu); Beth Loizeaux (ebloiz@bu.edu); Bette Bottoms 
(bbottoms@uic.edu); Bill Green (wgreen@miami.edu); Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Carol Barr 
(cbarr@provost.umass.edu); Carolyn de la Pefia (ctdelapena@ucdavis.edu); Cathy Koshland (vptlapf@berkeley.edu); 
Charles Robbins (charles.robbins@stonybrook.edu); Charles Tucker (ctucker@fllinois.edu); Colin Potts 
(oue@gatech.edu); Constance Relihan (relihco@auburn.edu); David Harris (provost@tufts.edu); Dennis Freeman 
<freeman@mit.edu>; Dennis Groth (dgroth@indiana.edu); Donna Hamilton (dhamil@umd.edu); Ed Taylor 
(edtaylor@u.washington.edu); Elizabeth Dooley (Elizabeth.Dooley@mail.wvu.edu); Elizabeth Whitt 
(ewhitt@ucmerced.edu); Elliot Vittes <elliot@ucf.edu>; Greg tteileman (heileman@ece.unm.edu); Greg Jackson 
(greg.jackson@rutgers.edu); Harry Elam (bilgen@stanford.edu); ttelen Doerpinghaus (doerp@sc.edu); ttolden Thorp 
(thorp@wustl.edu); ttugh Page <hpage@nd.edu>; Hughes,Blanche <Blanche.ttughes@ColoState.EDU>; ]acque Fetrow 
(fetrowjs@wfu.edu); Juan Manfredi <manfredi@pitt.edu>; Karen Laughlin (klaughlin@fsu.edu); Keith ]eft 
(jeff_keith@byu.edu); Larry Abraham <l.abraham@austin.utexas.edu>; Laura Jolly (ljolly@uga.edu); Lee D. Baker, Ph. D. 
<ldbaker@duke.edu>; Lisa Macfarlane (academic.affairs@unh.edu); Lyn (Virginia) Stallings <vstalli@american.edu>; Lynn 
Zimmerman (jlzimme@emory.edu); M. Beth Ingram (beth-ingram@uiowa.edu); Martha Bradley 
(Martha.Bradley@utah.edu); Mary Nisbet (mnisbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu); Mary Wack <mwack@wsu.edu>; Matthew Santirocco 
(matthew.santirocco@nyu.edu); Michael Grant (michael.grant@colorado.edu); Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>; 
Milton Adams <jma@virginia.edu>; Monica Brockmeyer (mbrockmeyer@wayne.edu); Nelson Bickers <bickers@usc.edu> 
(bickers@usc.edu); Patricia A. Turner <pturner@college.ucla.edu>; Paul Dosal (pdosal@usf.edu); Pickering, Kathleen 
<Kathleen.Pickering@ColoState.EDU>; Rachel Holloway (rhollowa@vt.edu); Richard Feldman 
(richard.feldman@rochester.edu); Richard Hugbey (rph@soe.ucsc.edu); Robert McMaster (mcmaster@umn.edu); Robert 
Pangborn (pangborn@psu.edu); Ron Braeutigam (braeutigam@northwestern.edu); Sharon Salinger (salinger@uci.edu); 
Stephen Ehrmann (sehrmann@gwu.edu); Steve Brint (steven.brint@ucr.edu); Steve Dandaneau (dandaneau@ksu.edu); 
Sue Houston <shousto@bgsu.edu>; Suzanne Austin (seaustin@uab.edu); Teri Elkins Longacre (elkins@uh.edu); Tim 
Renick (trenick@gsu.edu); Wayne Carlson (carlson.8@osu.edu) 

Re: Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) joins the Reinvention Center 

Kathy, 

Welcome to this very, urn, welcoming and constructive group! I am a newcomer from last year, and they immediately put me to 
work, allowing me to be part of the planning process. If there is anything with which I can help, please let me know. 

Elliot 

Elliot Vittes, Ph.D. 
Interim Vice Provost and 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, FL 32816-0086 
Phone: 407-823-2373 

From: <Lamborn>, Alan <Alan.Lamborn@ColoState.EDU> 

Date: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 at 6:29 PM 

Cc: "Johnson, Kathy Elizabeth" <kjohnso@iupui.edu>, "Atwood,Liz" <Liz.Atwood@ColoState.EDU> 

Subject: Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) joins the Reinvention Center 

Dear Li V~~ Network Colleagses, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Manfredi, Juan J <manfredi@pitt.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:23 AM 

Lambom,Alan <Alan.Lamborn@ColoState.EDU>; Amy Burkert (ak11@andrew.cmu.edu); Amy Goodburn (agoodburnl@unl.edu); 

Andria Costello Staniec (costello@syr.edu); Ann Kenimer (a-kenimer@tamu.edu); Barbara Altmann (baltmann@uoregon.edu); 

Barbara Sawrey (bsawrey@ucsd.edu); Ben Withers (bwithers@uky.edu); Bernard Mair (bamair@ufl.edu); Beth Loizeaux 

(ebloiz@bu.edu); Bette Bottoms (bbottoms@uic.edu); Bill Green (wgreen@miami.edu); Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; 

Carol Barr (cbarr@provost.umass.edu); Carolyn de la Pe~a (ctdelapena@ucdavis.edu); Cathy Koshland (vptlapf@berkeley.edu); 

Charles Robbins (charles.robbins@stonybrook.edu); Charles Tucker (ctucker@illinois.edu); Colin Ports (oue@gatech.edu); 

Constance Relihan (relihco@auburn.edu); David Harris (provost@tufts.edu); Dennis Freeman <freeman@mit.edu>; Dennis Groth 

(dgroth@indiana.edu); Donna Hamilton (dhamil@umd.edu); Ed Taylor (edtaylor@u.washington.edu); Elizabeth Dooley 

(Elizabeth.Dooley@mail.wvu.edu); Elizabeth Whirr (ewhitt@ucmerced.edu); Elliot Vittes <Elliot@ucf.edu>; Greg Heileman 

(heileman@ece.unm.edu); Greg Jackson (greg.jackson@rutgers.edu); Harry Elam (bilgen@stanford.edu); Helen Doerpinghaus 

(doerp@sc.edu); Holden Thorp (thorp@wustl.edu); Hugh Page <hpage@nd.edu>; Hughes, Blanche 

<Blanche.Hughes@ColoState.EDU>; Jacque Fetrow (fetrowjs@wfu.edu); Karen Laughlin (klaughlin@fsu.edu); Keith Jeff 

(jeff_keith@byu.edu); Larry Abraham <l.abraham@austin.utexas.edu>; Laura Jolly (Ijolly@uga.edu); Lee D. Baker, Ph. D. 

<ldbaker@duke.edu>; Lisa Macfarlane (academic.affairs@unh.edu); Lyn (Virginia) Stallings <vstalli@american.edu>; Lynn 

Zimmerman (jlzimme@emon/.edu); M. Beth Ingram (beth-ingram@uiowa.edu); Martha Bradley (Martha.Bradley@utah.edu); Mary 

Nisbet (mnisbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu); Mary Wack <mwack@wsu.edu>; Matthew Santirocco (matthew.santirocco@nyu.edu); Michael 

Grant (michael.grant@colorado.edu); Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>; Milton Adams <jma@virginia.edu>; Monica 

Brockmeyer (mbrockmeyer@wayne.edu); Nelson Bickers <bickers@usc.edu> (bickers@usc.edu); Patricia A. Turner 

<pturner@college.ucla.edu>; Paul Dosal (pdosal@usf.edu); Pickering, Kathleen <Kathleen.Pickering@ColoState.EDU>; Rachel 

Holloway (rhollowa@vt.edu); Richard Feldman (richard.feldman@rochester.edu); Richard Hughey (rph@soe.ucsc.edu); Robert 

McMaster (mcmaster@umn.edu); Robert Pangborn (pangborn@psu.edu); Ron Braeutigam (braeutigam@northwestern.edu); 

Sharon Salinger (salinger@uci.edu); Stephen Ehrmann (sehrmann@gwu.edu); Steve 8rint (steven.brint@ucr.edu); Steve 

Dandaneau (dandaneau@ksu.edu); Sue Houston <shousto@bgsu.edu>; Suzanne Austin (seaustin@uab.edu); Ted Elkins Longacre 

(elkins@uh.edu); Tim Renick (trenick@gsu.edu); Wayne Carlson (carlson.8@osu.edu) 

Johnson, Kathy Elizabeth <kjohnso@iupui.edu>; Atwood, Liz <Liz.Atwood@ColoState.EDU> 

Re: Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) joins the Reinvention Center 

Dear Kathy, 

Welcome!Thisis byfarthe groupthat has helped methe mostin my regularVPjob. 

Juan. 

Juan J, Manfredi 

Professor of Mathematics 

Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies 

University of Pittsburgh 

From: <Lamborn>, Alan <AlanJ_amborn@ColoState.EDU> 

Date: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 at 6:29 PM 

To: "Amy Burkert (akll~andrew.cmu.edu)" <akll~andrew.cmu.edu>, "Amy Goodburn (agoodburnl~un!.edu)" <agoodburnl~un!_edu>, "Andria Costello Staniec 

(_c___o__s__t___e_!]__o____@___s_y£:__e___d___u_)" <_c___o__s__t___e_!!_9___@___s_y__r:__e___d___u_.>, "Ann Kenimer (_a_:_l_£_e___qLm___e___r___@___t__a___m____u_:__e___d___u_.)" <.a__:_[£_e__n__Lm____e___r___@__t__a____m____u_:__e___d___u_.>, "Barbara Altmann (._b__a__!_t___m____a___q__q___@____u__o___r__e_g__o___q_.__e___d___u_)" 

<baltmann@uoregon.edu>, "Barbara Sawrey (bsawrey@ucsd.edu)" <bsawrey@ucsd.edu>, "Ben Withers (bwithers@uky.edu)" <bwithers@uky.edu>, "Bernard 

Mair (_bamair@ufl.edu)" <bamair@ufl.edu>, "Beth Loizeaux (ebloiz@bu.edu)" <ebloiz@bu.edu>, "Bette Bottoms (bbottoms@uic.edu_)" <bbottoms@uic.edu>, "Bill 

Green (wgreen@rniami.edu)" <wgreen@miami.edu>, "Bobbi Owen - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (0wenbob@unc.edu.)" 

<owenbob@unc.edu>, "Carol Barr (cbarr@provost.umass.edu)" <cbarr@provost.umass.edu>, "Carolyn de la PeSa (ctdelapena@ucdavis.edu)" 

<£_t__d___e_!__a_£__e___q_a____@___u__£_d___a___v_!_s__.__e___d___u_.>, "Cathy Koshland (_v_p___t_La_p___f____@___b___e___r_[£_e_Le_z:__e__d__9_)" <_v_p___t_!_a__p___f____@___b___e___r_[£_e_Le_y_.___e__d__9_>, "Charles Robbins (£-h-~-a-~]~-e--s-:~~-~---b-~-b-~[-n---s-~--@---s--t---~---q~~-b-~-r--~---~-~-k-:--e--d--~~)’~ 

<cha rles.robbins@stony___b__r__o___o__l_£.__e___d___u_.>, "Charles Tucker (._c__t_9__c___k__e___r___@__[!]_[_n___o__Ls_:__e___d___u_.)" <.c___t__u__£1_£_e__r____@__jL[Ln___o_!__s__.__e___d___u_>, "Colin Potts (_o___u___e____@_g_a___t__e__c___h__.___e__d___u_.)" 

<oue@gatech.edu>, "Constance Relihan (~elihco@auburn.edu)" <relihco@auburn.edu>, "David Harris (provost@tufts.edu)" <provost@tufts.edu>, Dennis 

Freeman <freeman@mit.edu>, "Dennis Groth (dgroth@indiana.edu)" <dgroth@indiana.edu>, "Donna Hamilton (dhamil@umd.edu)" <dhamil@umd.edu>, "Ed 

Taylor (edtaylor@u.washingtomedu)" <edtaylor@u.washington.edu>, "Elizabeth Dooley (Elizabeth.Dooley@mail.wvu.edu)" 

<Elizabeth.Dooley~mail.wvu.edu>, "Elizabeth Whirr (ewhitt@ucmerced.edu)" <ewhitt@ucmerced.edu>, Elliot Vittes <E!~!ot@ucf~edu>, "Greg Heileman 

(._h___e_!J__e____m___a___n____@___e___c__e__.___u___q__m__:__e___d___u_.)" <._h___e_!L_e___n_!_a___n____@___e___c__e__:__u___q__m___.__e___d___u_.>, "Greg Jackson (g__r__e_g:j__a__c__[£s___o___q___@___r_9__t_g__e__r__s_:__e___d___u_)" <g__r__e_g:j__a__c__[£s___o___q___@___r_9__t_g__e__r__s_:__e___d___u_>, "Harry Elam 

(bilgen@stanford.edu)" <bilgen@stanford.edu>, "Helen Doerpinghaus (doerp@sc.edu)" <doerp@sc.edu>, "Holden Thorp (thorp@wustl.edu)" 

<thorp@wustl.edu>, Hugh Page <hpage@nd.edu>, "Hughes, Blanche" <Blanche.Hughes@ColoState.EDU>, "Jacque Fetrow (fetrowjs@wfu.edu)" 

<fetrowis@wfu.edu>, Juan Manfredi <rnanfredi@pitt.edu>, "Karen Laughlin (klaughlin@rsu.edu)" <Maughlin@fsu.edu>, "Keith Jeff (jeff keith@byu.edu)" 

<jeff keith@byu.edu>, tarry Abraham <l.abraham@austin.utexas.edu>, "Laura Jolly (lioll¥@uga.edu)" <liolly@uga.edu>, "Lee D. Baker, Ph. D." 

<Ld___b__a__l_<___e_£___@____d___u__k___e_:__e___d___u_.>, "Lisa Macfarlane (.-a--c-~-a-~-d---e---m--j~£~--a--f---f~-a-Lr--s~--@-~-u-~-n---h-:~-e-~-d-~-u-~)’~ <academic.affairs@unh.edu>, "Lyn (Virginia) Stallings" <.v___s__t__a_L[L@___a___m____e__r_j__c__a___n__.__e___d___u_.>, "Lynn 

Zimmerman (jlzimme@emory.edu)" <jlz!mme@emory:edu>, "M. Beth Ingrain (beth-!ngram@u!owa.edu)" <beth-!ngram@uiowa_edu>, "Martha Bradley 

(Martha.Bradley@utah.edu)" <Martha.Bradley@utah.edu>, "Mary Nisbet (mnisbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu)" <mnisbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu>, Mary Wack 

<mwack@wsu.edu>, "mat[hew.santirocco@nyu.edu" <matthew.san[irocco@nyu.edu>, "Michael Grant (rnichael.grant@colorado.edu)" 

<michael.grant@colorado.edu>, Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>, Milton Adams <jma@virginia.edu>, "Monica Brockmeyer (mbrockmeyer@wayne.edu)" 

<__m____b__r___o__c__[£_m____e__y__e___r___@____w___a_z_n___e__.__e___d___u_.>, "Nelson Bickers <_b__[_c___k__e___r__s___@___u___s__c_:__e___d___u_> (_b__[_c___k__e___r__s___@___u___s__c__.__e___d___u_)" <_b__Lc__~_e___r__s___@__.___u___s__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Patrida A. Turner" <p__t___u__r__n___e___r___@__£__o_!]__e_g__e_:__u__c__[_a__.__e___d___u_.>, "Paul 

Dosal (E_d___o__s__a__L_@____u__s__f__.__e___d___u_)" <p_dosal@usf.edu>, "Pickering, Kathleen" <--K--a--t---h-]--e---e---q-.~-P--!~£-k-~-e---r!~-n-g~--@----C---~-L~---S--t--a--t---e--.--E---D---U-->~ "Rachel Holloway (_r__h___o__[!__o_A_a____@___v__t_:__e___d___u_.)" 



<rhollowa@vLedu>, "Richard Feldman (richard.feldman@rochester.edu)" <richard.feldman@rochester.edu>, "Richard Hughey (rph@soe.ucsc.edu)" 

<rph@soe.ucsc.edu>, "Robert McMaster (mcmaster@umn.edu.)’’ <mcmaster@umn.edu>, "Robert Pangborn (pangborn@psu.edu)" <pangborn@psu.edu>, "Ron 

Braeutigam (braeutigam@northwestern.edu)" <braeutigam@northwestern.edu>, "Sharon Salinger (sali~nger@uci.edu)" <salinger@uci.edu> "Stephen Ehrmann 

(sehrmann@gwu.edu)" <sehrmann@gwu.edu>, "Steve Brint (steven.brin[@ucr.edu.)" <steven.brint@ucr.edu>, "Steve Dandaneau (dandaneau@ksu.edu)’’ 

<._d__a___n___d___a___n___e__a__9___@__lS__S___u__.__e___d___u_.>, Sue Houston <_s__h__9__u___s__t_9___@_.___b_jg_s___u__.__e___d___u_.>, "Suzanne Austin (_s__e__a____u__s__t_kn____@____u__a___b__:__e___d_9_)" <._s__e___a___u._s__t_j__n____@___u___a___b__.__e___d___u_>, "Teri Elkins Longacre (._e_!_lS_j__n___s___@__.__9__h__:__e___d___u_)" 

<elkins@uh.edu>, "Tim Renick (~EAr~[gk@. gsu~Ad~)" <~[gn!ck@. gs~:gd~>, "Wayne Carlson (Farlson.8@osu.edu.)" <carlson.8@osu.edu> 

"Johnson, Kathy Elizabeth" <kjohnso@iupui.edu>, "Atwood,Liz" <Liz.Atwood@ColoState.EDU> 

Subject: Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) joins the Reinvention Center 

Akm 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Cliue, Alexis L <Alexis Cliue@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:07 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RItODES@email.uuc.edu>; 

ttaxtlyn, Jonathau <hartlyn@unc.edw~; Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@em~fil.unc.edu> 

SADs today 

Good morning, 
Some of you have already given me agenda items for today’s SADs lneeting but if you have any additional items, please 

I adjusted the schedule so you could attend forward them to me by 3:00 p.m.                         . 
the University Awards for the Advancement of Women which is at the Campus Y at 3:00 p.m. 
Thanks 
Alexis 

9t9-962-3082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stricklaa~d, Jamie Linens <linens@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:29 AM 

Adam~m, David ~adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Judy <jadamson@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.edu>; 

ChaJnbers, Jan ~m~c@emaiLunc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@emml.unc.edu-~; Comell, Jelt?ey Blair <jeffcomell@unc.edu>; Dooley, 

Ray <rdooley@email.unc.edu>; Fishell, Julie <tishell@email.unc.edu>; Friedrich, Peter <peterfri@emml.unc.edu>; Gib~m, Julia 
<gibja@ema~l.unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C <haj@unc.edu>; Kable, Gregory A <gkable@email.unc.edu>; King, James K 

~-jkking@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ma:d]eld, Adam Michael --~maxfield@email.unc.edt~-; Naw2linsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; O’Brien, 

Karen <obrien@anc.edu;>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtc,; Patrick, John <jpcuomo@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. 

<kaperldn@email.unc.edt~-; Perry, Mark E <mpeny9@email.unc.edu>; Pollock, Rachel E <costume@e~nail.unc.edu;>; Rolleri, Michael 

<mrolleri@email.unc.edu~; Turner. Craig <c~vt4885@email.unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel <anversen~ema~l.unc.edu>; Williams, 

Kathy <khmllia@email.unc.edu>; Zhuang, Jia.vun <jzhuang@email.unc.edu~; Akin, Andrea <andreaakin@unc.edu>; Aldn, Stephen 

<stakin@unc.edu>; Coon, Doug <dwcoon@emafil.unc.edu>; Futrell, Be~’ S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu~; Reklis, Heidi 

<hreklis@email.unc.edu~; Martinez, Scott F <sm5150@emaiLunc.edu>; Meaaza, Jeffrey <meanza@email.unc.edu~; Shefter, Kathryn P 

<kshefle@email.unc.edu-~; Grannemann, Hannah <hgra~nemmm@unc.edu>; Johnson, Aline ~line.johnson@unc.edu>; Mahan, Connie 

<cmaha~@email.unc.edu-~; Payne, Stacy <shpayne@email.unc.edu>; Wales, .lenny Admr <jwales@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [business managers[ SIGN UP TODAY: 26th Annual Carolina Blood Drive, Tuesday, June 3rd. Dean E. Smith Center 

2014 UNC Flyer.pdf 

From: Katrina CoNe [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:42 PM 
To: UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] SIGN UP TODAY: 26th Annual Carolina Blood Drive, Tuesday, June 3rd, Dean E. Smith Center 
PLEASE FOR~ARD IN" YOUR UNIT: 

Registration is nnw open! Visit www.m~c.e~h~lood to sign up to donate blood or volunteer fnr the 26th annu’,fl Carolina Blood Drive scheduled for 

Tuesday, Jmie 3rd fi’om 7~,m. - 6p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. Our goal is to collect 850 units of blood in one day ! Details can be ~bund on the 

attached poster. Please print and hang in your area to raise awareness. 

The Carolina Blood Drive has a rich histo~. It is one of the lnngest running, largest one day American Red Cross blood drives held on a college 
campus along the East Coast. We encourage you to share this oppo~Vanity with co-workers and friends in the communiU to help us reach our goal. There will be 

free parking at the Slnith Center for donors that day. 

We look forward to seeing you at the Drive and impacting thousands of panents lives tln’ough your genemsiU. Join us for this important public service event at UNC- 

Chapel Hill, 

Carolina Blood Drive Committee 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

business managers as: linens~;email.unc.edu. To unsubscfibe ~nd a blank 

emaJl to leave- 34414027- 20848870.9cdea 121 fl b971 f3bc2e0c32t3605640@li stserv, uuc.ed u 



Tuesday, June 31 7 aomo o 6 p.m. I Dean Eo Smith Center 

FREE pa~king at the Smith C÷nt÷~ and a 

Donating o~ volu ntee~[ng, is conside~’ed work time a~ U NC (~xii£h                                        ~,,,:~,,...~,’r ,~-.:~:-,.... ,,<:.~,,~,~,-’<~ ....... ,##,,~.~,;,/,} - so help 
e~ssu~e the blood suppl~ doesn’t take a summe~ vacatio~-~ and come do~-~ate! 

Community ~s welcome! 

Walkdns will be accepted the day of the @ive~ but appointments are strongly encouraged, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cliue, Alexis L ~dexis Cliue@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:41 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: BGG Letters to Dean 

I told Tammy it appears from previous years no different but.., soreT Bobbi. 
From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, lvlarch 20, 2014 .t0:38 AM 

To; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject; Re: BGG Letters to Dean 

This is the fifth time I have done this- and the first this request has been made. 

I will do this - but it will take a bit of time. 

Bobbi 

On 3/20/2014 9:24 AM, Cline, Alexis L wrote: 

t ti Bobbi, 
Tammy wants us to include more detail in these individuals letters regardii~g why these particular four people rose 
to the top of the pool what made them stand out from the others? She also wants us to wovide more detail on 
how the candidates were reviewed, what were they reviewed for, and then explain the process in evaluating them. 
Tammy also thilNs we should say how mmay were nominated. She said, "At~’I" will need to rely on Bobbi’s letter 
when evaluating them for the term professorship". She dkln’ t feel that there was enough information in the letter 
for APT to make that decision. 
Can you also take out the second paragraph that talks about the stipend and research fund? Karen will include that 
in her letter and it’ s not necessary for APT to know anyth~ about the money and research ftmdiug. 
Does that make sense? Thanks Bobbi 
Ale,s 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Nndergraduate Education, an@ 

Michael R. McW~ugh Distinguished Prefesso~ ef Dramatic A~t 

UniveEsJty of Herth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Ca~’eron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, HC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-’7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Barbara S <b anderson@unc.edu7 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:48 AM 

The arc t~culty mailing list. <asc lhculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ thcul~] Malawi/Chichewa Language Workshop 

Introduction to Malawi: A Workshop on Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture. 

When: Thursdays - March 27~, April 3rd, April 10~h & April 17~h from 5:30 pm -7:30 pm. 
Location: UNC ..C.~i[[i...n..g~.~..c~h.~9~.~..~.f.~.C.~I.9..~r.a)-.P..t.~.I..i.~.~£~h, Room TBD. 
This four-part workshop will focus on introductory Chichewa greetings and linguistics, medical interview vocabulary, and cultural 
sensitivity in health services for UNC students, staff and faculty plalming research, service or internships in Malawi. Workshop 
sessions cover elementary language construction, health and cultural training, as well as brief presentations on the history, geography, 
politics and economy of Malawi. Participants will be provided soft copies of readings and basic language material. Dinner will be 
provided. Attendance at a milfinram of 3 sessions is required. 
Space is limited - please register by emailing Mamie Harris at malawi@unc.edu. Also contact Mamie for additional 
questions or concerns. 
<! -- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endifl--> 
This workshop is sponsored by the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases (http:iiglobalhealth.unc.edui) and the 
UNC African Studies Center (hltp:iiafrica.unc.eduimdex.asp) 

<!--[if !vmll--> <!--[endifl--> 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

A~r~can St~ldies Cent~’~, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

h t: t:p : //africa. unc. edu/ 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Versenyi <anversen@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:17 PM 

Strickland, J~anie Linens <linens@email. unc.edw~ 

Grannemann, Hanuah <hgra~uemaam@unc.edu-~; Smiley, Sarah E <ssmiley@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C <haj@unc.edu>; Adamsou, 

David <adamsond@emoJl.unc.edt~>; Adamson, Judy <jadamson@email.unc.edu>; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@e~nail.unc.edtt>; Chambers, 

<janc@email.unc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@elnail.unc.edu>; Comell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edtt>; Dooley, Ray 

<rdooley@elnail.unc.edu>; Fishell, Julie <fishell@email.unc.edt~,; Friedrich, Peter--~peterffi@emofil.unc.edu>; Gibson, Julia 

<gibju@email.unc.edu>; Kable, Gregol3~ A < glcable@elnail.unc.edu>; King, James K <jlddng@ema~l.unc.edu>; Maxfiel& Adam Michael 

<maxfield@enaail.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B <~dbnav@ema~l.uuc.edu>; O’Brien, Karen <obrien@unc.edu~; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@unc.edu~; Patrick, John <jpcuomo@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@ernail.unc.edu>; Perry, Mark E 

<mpevog@enaail.unc.edu~; Pollock, Rachel E <costume@email.unc.edu>; Rolleri, Michael <mrolleri@emaAl.uuc.edu>; Turner, Craig 

--~c~/r4885@email.unc.edtc,; Williams, Kathy <khwillia@email.unc.edu>; Zhuang, Jiayun <jzhuang@email.unc.edu> 

Summer Wriling Crroups 

Dear All, 

A reminder that registration for the joint Center for F:aculty Excellence and Institute of the Arts and Humanities Summer Writing Groups is filling up fast. If you are interested 
in increasing your productivity on a writing project this summer please consider this opportunity. 

Eor more information: http://cfe.unc.edu/pdfs/SummerWritinclGroups20:t4.pdf 

The direct link for registration is: https://apps.research.unc.edu!/events!index.cfm?event=events.eventDetails&event key=:t7F4A98D829D6¢39DES89BB68:t7:t493:IOBgA¢gE4 

Best, 

Adam 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Adam Versenyi <anversen@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:00 PM 

Strickland, Jomie Linens <linens@email.unc.edw~ 

Grannema~m, Hanna]~ <hgrannema~m@uuc.edu>; Smiley, Sam]~ E <ssmiley@email.unc.edu>; Adamson, Judy <jadamson@emaJl.uuc.edu>; 

Bettiu, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.edtp; Chambers, Jo~ <janc@email.uuc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@e~nail.unc.edu>; Fishell, Julie 
<fishell@ema£unc.edt~>; Gibsom Julia <gibju@em~il.uuc.edu>; O’Bfien, Karen <obrien@uuc.edtp; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@uuc.edtc,; Perkin~ Kathy A. <kaperkiu@email.unc.edu>; Pollock, Rachel E <costume@emoil.uuc.edu>; Williams, Kathy 

<khwillia@email.uuc.edu>; Zhum~g, Jiayun <jzhtm~g@email.unc.edtp 

BRIDGES- -Academic Leadership for Women 

arlversen,vcf 

Dear ~£1, 

FYi, 

Adsn 

BRiDGES-Academic Leadership for Women is accepting applications for the fall 2014 prosram. The application deadline is May 1, 
2 

I:[ you weuii d l[ike te s~eak with semeene about BRIDGES, pl[ease centact Annette Madden at 962-i] 23 ox madde~@emaii[ .unc.edu. 

Fer mo~e infermat:ien about BRIDGES or to apply, visit cur Web site: 

http : / / fridaycent er. unc. eduibridqes 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Adam Versenyi 

Versenyi 

Adam 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dramatic Art, CB#3230 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

E-mail: anversen@email.unc.edu 

Adjunct Professor of Global studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Lachonya </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=LACHONYA WILLIAMS (LDWILLIA)> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:12 AM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edu"~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edu> 

Update to Fiscal Year 2013/’2014 S~J~" Increase Guidelines 

Please see the message below regarding changes to the salary ir~crease gu~de[~r~es. These changes are effective immediately. Contact your Dea~’s Office HR 

Consu~tar~t ~f you hsve questions about the cha[~ges to the policy. As a best practice, you should coRsuJt with ~our NR Consultant prior to submitting requests for 

any salary ~creases. 

Thank you 

FROM: Jessica Moore, Sr. Director, Classification and Compensation, Office of Human Resources 

Gwen Burston, Director, Academic Personnel 

The University hasjust received notification regarding updates to the Fiscal Year 2013/2014 salary increase guidelines from UNC General Administration (GA). 

These updates affect both non-faculty and faculty employees. 

Non-Facul~ increases 

This change will permit a State-funded salary increase to be processed and coded as "equity" when it is determined appropriate to increase an employee’s salary 

to obtain better alignment (in GA’s terms, equity) with the external labor market. This means moving an employee closer to or at ~00% of an established market 

rate (for SPA) or a reference rate (for EPA non-faculty), increases that would exceed these thresholds would not be able to be accomplished as equity under these 

new criteria, so there is a break point. 

This is a substantive change in GA’s procedures, since previously equity was only permitted for increases that were supported by the need to pay employees more 

equitably in relation to other similarly situated employees. We are grateful for this increased flexibility, and effective immediately, you can code proposed 

increases that fall within these specific circumstances as "equity." This should not result in any change in how you are handling similar increases on non-State 

funds. 

When processing a State-funded increase in this circumstance, you should reference in the supporting justification that the employee is receiving an equity 

adjustment in relation to the external labor market. 

The ~~~£s have been updated to reflect this change and remain available on the OHR wed site. Likewise, we have also 

Please communicate this change to those within your areas of responsiNlity who would be affected. As always, if you have any specific questions, please feel free 

to contact your assigned OHR Classification and Compensation Consultant on any non-faculty questions. 

FaculW increases 
The current salary guidance for the Academic Personnel Office (APO) does not allow the University to justify faculty salary increases, using State funds, on the 

basis of "market adjustments," "market rates," or "market studies." 

However, the Academic Personnel Office has been notified by GA that effective immediately, APO can accept those reasons from the schools and units as 

justification for State-funded faculty salary increases. However, we are still not to use the terms "market adjustments," "market rates," or other "market" 

terminology in the actual requests submitted to GA. APO is to submit these requests with "equity" as the justification, but we can maintain in our notes the fact 

that these are equity increases ~ased on a market study, market rates, etc., and this will ~e an acceptaMe justification to GA should they ask us for additional 

justification information. 

For the schools and units, this will not result in a major change in your work with faculty salary increases. If you want to use "market" as the justification for an 

increase, you can, but when we submit it to GA we will note it as an "equity" increase and retain in our notes that the increase was an equity increase based on a 

market study. We will then provide that information to GA should questions arise on the basis of the increase. 

Please contact Gwen Burston directly in the Academic Personnel Office if you have questions a~out faculty increases. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gingher, Marianne B <mbging@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:19 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: phone calls 

I already kne~v’. 
Got an email yesterday afternoon licom Kotzen expressing his joy and amazement, and also reminding me that I said I had a colleague interested in teaching a class in sketch comedy ~vriting 
who he’s eager to meet! So happy for these four. 
Thanks for everything, Bobbi! 
Oh yes, I a supposed to document my BGG leave this past fall. Is there a deadline? An?’ guidelines for what’s expected in the report? 
Cheers, 
Marianne 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o~venbob@nnc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 10:41 AM 
To: Ackerman, Zoe Claire; Ackeiraan, Zoe Claire; Conway, Patrick J; Gmgher, Marianne B; Sajib Huq; Jeffrles, Carolyn Damelle; Lange, Marc B; Mucha, Peter J; Patel, Keel; Owen, Bobbi A; 
Goodman, Paula 
Subject: phone calls 

The four new profs have been called. 
All of them are really happy 
Bobbi 

Bubbi Owen 
Seniur Assuciate Dean for Undergraduate Educatiun, and Mxchael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carulina at Chapel tlill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Camerun Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 11:39 AM 

Gil, Kaacen M <kgil@emaJl.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; tla(tlyn, 

Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edtr>; 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

I:W: Facul .ty Chair profile? 

Karen and SADS, 

Please see enclosed request from .am@ Perrin to write a story about him running for faculty chair (The School of Medicine has written a story about Brace Cairns candidacy and is 
encouraging its facul~z to vote, etc.) The University Gazette already has written a balanced story about both candicates, including a q and a. 

Writing a story about And,v’s candidacy would be perceived as an endorsement and we’ve never done that before Please advise 

Dee 

Dee Reid 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Andrew J Pendn [mailto:andrew perrin(~unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 8:29 AM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Sutzject: Faculty (;hair profile? 

Good morning Dee - I hope all is well with you. 

I’m writing to ask whether there might be a way :[’or the College to do some sort of profile on me as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty As you might have seen, the School of Medicine is 
doing a three-part series on Bruce Cairns, who is also a candidate (http :i/news unc h ealthc are. org/som-vital-signs/2014/march-20/commitment-to-servic e-bruce-cairn s-runs-for-faculty-chair). 
What do you think? 

Thanks much, 
Andy Perrin 

Andrew J Perrm - andrew perrin@unc edu - http://perrin socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology - k 1 (919) 962-6876 Director, Carolina Seminars Program - 
http://c aro linaseminars, unc edu UniversiD" of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 5:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-* 

letiers to complete 

BGG Letters to Dean.docx; Floyd-Wilson nolnination Gray telm chair Oct 2013.pdf; Kolzen CombinedBGG2013.pdf; Lindsay 

Nominalion.pdf; Waters nolnination FINAL.pdf 

To complete at home. 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michae[ R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB�� 3504, 3011 Steele Braiding 

214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cline, Alexis L <Pdexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:41 AM 

Gil, Ka~en M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Reid, Dee ~<teereid@ unc.edu>; Guskiemcz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edtr~; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

<hartlyn@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RttODES@email.unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@unc.edu>; Lmag, Andrew <alang@unc.edu-~; Jung, Shontel <sjungl@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Agenda itelns 

Good morning, 

SADs is scheduled for this at’ternoon at 1:30 pm Please send me your agenda items by 12:30. Thanks 

Alexis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tiflhny D -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN TCLARKE> on behalf of 
Hartlyn, Jonathan </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOttF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN HARTLYN> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Clmke, Tiflhny D <tiflhny clarke@unc.edu> 

Mtng w~’ Deans Hartlyn and Andrews next The or Thu/URGENT 

Dear Charlene, 

I would like to verit~ some basic intbnnation about your courses. In order to do so, I ask you to schedule a 30 minute meeting with me on Tuesday, September 13 or 

Thursday, September 15. You may do ~ by contacting Tiflhny Clarke (~email.unc.edu in ~e Dean’s once at your earliest convemence a~ detemfine a meeting time. 

Please bring wifl~ you a comple~ list of all courts you taught since you have been at [~C-Ctt, beginning ruth the Summer Session I of 2007 through to Summer 

Session II of2011. List all courses, including inde~ndent studie~ directed reading~ honors courts, and summer ~hool courses. 

’I’ha~ yo~ 

Jonath~ 

.Jonathan Nartlyn 

The Un~vers~tv of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

SenR~r Associate I:}e~n for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth ]. Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~[ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~h hartlyn@unc.edu 

O[fice: 9~.9 962-1~.{~5 }:ax: 9~.9 962-2~)8 

Tiffany Clarke 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-31~ 

919/962-6903 

tclarke@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 11:53 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.V.~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 
regester@email uric edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 
http://www istor, or~/abuut/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

h 

Title: Uncle Tom and Mr. Charlie: Metaphysical Pathos in the Study of’Racism and Personal Disorganizatiun 
Author(s): John D McCarthy; William L. Yancey 
Suurce: American Journal o:[" Suciology, Vul 76, No 4 (Jan., 1971 ), pp 648-672 
Publisher(s): The University u:[" Chicagu Press 
Stable UR!,: http://www.istur.or~istable/2776433 
Abstract: The comnnonly held hyputhesis the Negro Americans are very likely to experience "crisis of identi~" and exhibit low self-esteem is questiuned. After a brief descriptiun ufthe 
prevailing view, several majur theuretical statements explaining the assumed state uf affairs are presented. The third section reviews a variety uf empirical evidence revealing cunsiderable 
ambiguity uver, if nut directly challenging, currently held assumptions. The cuncluding secuon presents a series uf alternative perspectives which suggest hyputheses which cunflict thuse 
derived from the traditiunal pusition. 

These records have been pruvided thruugh JSTOR (http://www.istur.or~). 

Ifyuu have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:i/www.istur.ur~iactiun/shuwCuntactSuppurtFurm) and let us know huw we can help yuu 

For more infurmation abuut JSTOR, please visit http://about.jstur.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http:/,,’w~vw.[stor.orR/actio~,’showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 
support@j stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of I~A~, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic co~tmiV use digital technologies to presenre the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions @ttp:i/www.]stor.orgipage/i~oiabout/policies/terms.]sp) I Privacy Policy (http://www.]stor.or~ipa~e/in%/about/policies/privacy.[sp) I Accessibili~ 

(http ://~vw~v. ]stor. org/pageiinf o/about/policies/accessibiliW. [sp ) 

(c)2000-2011 ITHA~X. All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITHAKA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

reference@unc.edu 

Thursday, December 1,2011 3:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Onefile:Always the tragic Jezebel: New Orleans, Katrina, and the layered discourse of a doomed southern city 

Academic OneFile 

Bibler, Michael P. "Always the tragic Jezebel: New Orleans, Katrina, and the layered discourse of a doomed southern city." Southern Cultures 

14.2 (2008): 6+. Academic OneFile. Web. 1 Dec. 2011. 

Document URL 

http:/igogalegroup.comipsii.do?id=GALE%7CA179736077&v=2.1 &u=unc_main&it=r&p=AON E&sw=w 

Title: Always the tragic Jezebel: New Orleans, Katrina, and the 

layered discourse of a doomed southern city 

Author(s): Michael P. Bibler 

Source: Southern Cultures. 14.2 (Summer 2008): p6. 

Document Type: Critical essay 

Full Text: 

[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
Consider the following narrative: Just before the disaster hit New Orleans, authorities urged every able 
citizen to leave at once. Those with means fled to safer ground outside the city, while the recalcitrant 
and the poor stayed behind. Then, almost immediately, the disaster struck, spawning terror and chaos 
and sending city leaders scrambling for a plan. They sealed of all the roads and waterways and 
forbade anyone to enter or leave New Orleans without a pass from the governor. Officials in the 
outlying parishes had orders to shoot anyone who "crossed the line." This probably sounds to many 
people like Katrina’s harrowing collision with New Orleans in 2005. It is, in fact, the second half of the 
1938 Belle Davis film, Jezebel. A Canal Street patrol the week after Katrina Department of Defense 
photograph by Sergeant Michael J. Carden, U.S. Army. 
Consider the following narrative: Just before the disaster hit New Orleans, authorities urged every able 
citizen to leave at once. Those with means fled to safer ground outside the city, while the recalcitrant 
and the poor stayed behind. Then, almost immediately, the disaster struck, spawning terror and chaos 
and sending city leaders scrambling for a plan. They sealed off all the roads and waterways and 
forbade anyone to enter or leave New Orleans without a pass from the governor. Officials in the 
outlying parishes had orders to shoot anyone who "crossed the line." And authorities in the city began 
transporting everyone who needed help to a centralized location to the west--a place where recovery 
would prove harder, not easier. Gunfire and smoke fouled the night air as armed police guarded the 
more affluent neighborhoods. Search and rescue teams painted eerie symbols on the doors of 
houses so the dead could be counted and collected later. Compounding the tragedy, it was clear from 
the outset that none of this would have happened if the leaders of New Orleans had heeded warnings 
about the city’s shoddy infrastructure. Because they didn’t take proper steps to avoid it, a disaster of 
this scale had become inevitable. 
[Image Omitted: ZI-0GZO-2008-SUM00-1DSI-8-1 .JPG ] 

This probably sounds to many people like Katrina’s harrowing collision with New Orleans on August 
29, 2005. It is, in fact, the second half of the 1938 Bette Davis film, Jezebel. Set partly in 1853, 
Jezebel fictionalizes the yellow fever epidemic that devastated the city in that year. The last time I had 
seen this film before Katrina, I was still living in New Orleans, my home for eleven years until 2004. But 
when I showed it to my Southern Literature seminar in Virginia just two weeks after Katrina, the scenes 
I had forgotten surprised and frightened me. At the time, I had two close friends staying with me--New 
Orleans natives who had evacuated the city for the first time in their lives. So I went to the screening of 
Jezebel hoping for a little Hollywood escapism. Instead, as the epidemic gripped the city, I found 
myself watching a black-and-white reenactment of what I had just witnessed on the 24-hour news. This 
seemed more than mere coincidence. 
[Image Omitted: ZI=0GZO-2008-SUM00-1DSI=9=I .JPG ] 

But how can an almost seventy-year-old film, sensationalizing an event eighty-five years prior, so 
accurately reflect the details of a present-day disaster? As I watched the film wind to its conclusion, 
began to realize: the film wasn’t depicting something analogous to Katrina as much as it was almost 
predicting Katrina. For in both cases, Jezebel and the media coverage of 2005 construed these trag=c 
events as the inevitable results of the actions (and inactions) of the city and the people of New Orleans 
during the time leading up to these events. In hindsight, even close hindsight, New Orleans--and in 
Jezebel’s logic, the South as a whole--must hold responsibility for the terrible things that befall it. The 



post-Katrina discourse of a perpetually doomed southern city evokes a myth that suggests a pattern in 
which New Orleans will succumb to tragedy over and over again. Each catastrophe that strikes this 
particular piece of the American South, therefore, becomes a horrific repetition, the same anticipated 
cycle of destruction. And we cannot help but see Katrina as something out of Jezebel. 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
A number of scholars have discussed the complex web of sociological, political, and environmental 
factors that so disastrously exacerbated Katrina’s impact on New Orleans, including social stratification 
and poverty, white flight and segregation, evacuation strategies, wetland conservation policies, and an 
inept, if not criminally negligent, federal response. (1) Multiple cultural narratives also contribute to the 
ways in which Americans have tried to assess the complicity of New Orleans in its own catastrophe. 
Looking at these layers of narrative through Jezebel and other representations both of the city and the 
South, we can view much of the discourse from Katrina’s aftermath as having been shaped by a 
centuries--long American perception that New Orleans is destined for a tragic ending--a myth that the 
city itself has done little to dispel. 
The predominant image of New Orleans--the very thing that the city has historically exploited because 
it is so appealing to tourists--is of a place defined as much by death and disorder as by its cultural 
difference from the rest of the nation. It is has been viewed, alternately, as backwards, foreign, corrupt, 
and decadent, especially because of its French, Spanish, and African heritage, its exaggerated 
legacies of voodoo and spirit possession, and its unique histories of racial and cultural mixing. It is the 
only U.S. city, with the possible exception of Washington, D.C., where cemeteries are a major tourist 
destination, and the city’s reputation as a kind of American netherworld is so alluring that soon after 
Katdna, seats on Gray Line’s bus tours of the urban destruction wrought by "America’s Worst 
Catastrophe" began selling out astoundingly fast, suggesting that the late-nineteenth-century view of 
New Orleans as the "Necropolis of the South" may be making a comeback. (2) Ultimately, Jezebel is a 
means to understanding this mythic, tragic image of the city, for the film’s account of the 1853 yellow 
fever epidemic lays bare the pattern of civic distrust, blame, and neglect historically attributed to both 
New Orleans and, to a certain extent, the entire region. If Jezebel eedly prefigures Katdna, it is not 
because Katrina is an example of history repeating itself. Rather, the film shows us that Katrina’s 
aftermath might be better understood as a tragic realization of the long-standing fiction that has been 
told about New Orleans. 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
[Image Omitted: ZI-0GZO-2008-SUM00-1DSI-13-1 .JPG ] 

Jezebel follows the story of wealthy belle Julie Marsden as she systematically ruins her own life and 
the lives of those around her. Jezebel is the biblical queen who slaughters the prophets and compels 
the Israelites to worship false idols. Derived in part from this, the common understanding of a "jezebel" 
is of a wanton woman who defies the traditional, patriarchal codes of morality and female sexuality. 
Accordingly, Julie drives away her fiance, Preston Dillard, by flouting the rules of their elitist white 
society; and when she tries to win him back a year later--despite the fact that he has now married a 
woman from the North--she begins to transgress more than just the genteel codes of a decadent 
aristocracy. She becomes a "wicked" woman who tries to destroy his marriage and ultimately causes 
the death of her other love interest, Buck Cantrell, when Pres’s brother kills him in a duel on her 
account. Interwoven with this narrative, the second half of the film traces the cause of the yellow fever 
epidemic to the city government’s refusal to improve the sewage and drainage system of New 
Orleans--as was indeed the case in 1853. (3) The film thus marks not only Julie, but also the city itself 
as a "Jezebel" who has caused her own disgrace and terrible demise. Jezebel strictly blames the 
city’s white aristocracy, not the poor and black citizens of New Orleans, and there are other racial and 
gender dynamics of the film that do not precisely correspond to those that played out after Katrina--not 
least that in Jezebel the city is identified with a woman who is rich and white. Nevertheless, the film and 
Katrina share uncanny similarities. Virtually the same accusations voiced in Jezebel in 1938 were 
directed at the city of New Orleans sixty-seven years later during Katrina’s aftermath: They should have 
evacuated. They shouldn’t have been living in such a perilous geographical location in the first place. 
They knew this could happen but did nothing to prevent it. A city so lawless isn’t worth rebuilding. And 
SO on. 
[Image Omitted: ZI-0GZO-2008-SUM00-1DSI-14-1 .JPG ] 

As Jezebel implies, these attitudes are nothing new, and, indeed, they echo much older narratives 
about the city that date at least to Reconstruction. Historically, these cultural narratives treated New 
Orleans as substantially representative of the South--a claim clearly not as accurate for New Orleans 
today as it was in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Despite the city’s equally historical 
reputation as a place different from any other part of the United States, these broader regional 
depictions have strengthened and deepened the perception of New Orleans as a tragic city that has 
already sealed its own doom. 
The first of these older discourses about the region to which the film specifically refers is the myth of 



the Lost Cause. Spun by white southerners after the Civil War, the Lost Cause helped soothe feelings 
of defeat by sentimentalizing the Confederacy as "a glorious fight for virtue and liberty." The controlling 
premise of Lost Cause mythology is that the antebellum South had been an idyllic, organic society 
fighting to protect its "rights" and its way of life through noble sacrifice in the Civil War. Historian 
Charles Reagan Wilson explains this sacrifice: "The Confederates were sublime because they fought 
a war of principle, a war whose lesson was that one should follow conscience despite the risks of 
defeat." Thus, a core element of the Lost Cause was the martyrdom of fallen Confederate heroes in 
the name of honor and duty to their home. And this beatification of Confederate soldiers cast their loss 
as the result of circumstance rather than personal commitment. The Confederacy did not lose for lack 
of trying, proponents of the Lost Cause argued repeatedly, but because it simply could not match the 
greater military and industrial might of the North. According to historian David W. Blight, the Lost Cause 
offered a "conception of a victimized South, fighting nobly for high Constitutional principles [of 
individual rights], and defending a civilization of benevolent white masters and contented African 
slaves," a "civilization" that, because of its anti-industrialism and its uncompromising devotion to the 
cause, was doomed all along to be "overwhelmed by [the] superior numbers and resources" of the 
armies of the North. (4) 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
Although the common view is that North and South fought over slavery, Lost Cause ideology argued 
that states’ rights and the preservation of tradition were greater issues. Lost Cause advocates 
portrayed the antebellum South as a peaceful and benevolent civilization in which slavery was "an 
expression of a profound eternal truth, the need for order in society and in individuals." Slavery was 
part of God’s plan, they argued, to "rescue ... the Negro from savagery ... [and] train him in Christian 
civilization." This racist ideology was more than just nostalgia for an embellished notion of the South’s 
plantation past; it was also an attempt to redeem the South after Reconstruction through renewed 
subordination of African Americans. Believers in the Lost Cause borrowed from (and inspired) the 
images of conservative postbellum writers like Thomas Nelson Page to insist on the happiness and 
devotion of slaves and thereby convince their contemporaries both that African Americans had been 
better off under slavery, and that a new form of hierarchical relations was necessary to once again 
maintain the old social order. "The special concern of Lost Cause ministers," Wilson writes, "was the 
obstacle that postbellum blacks represented to the preservation of a virtuous Southern civilization." 
Thus, this virulently racist mythology enabled the South to reconcile with the North, because the South 
was no longer the aggressor, but rather the morally superior defender of its traditions and its way of 
life. At the same time it empowered southern whites to reassert their dominance over blacks through 
what was portrayed as a restoration of "time-honored institutions and [a] redeemed ... social fabric." 
Moreover, the ideologies of the Lost Cause quickly became part of a national mythology, not just a 
regional one. As Blight argues, "In the 1890s, Confederate memories no longer dwelled as much on 
mourning or explaining defeat; they offered a set of conservative traditions by which the entire country 
could gird itself against racial, political, and industrial disorder. And by the sheer virtue of losing 
heroically, the Confederate soldier provided a model of masculine devotion and courage in an age of 
gender anxieties and ruthless material striving. For those who needed it, the Lost Cause became a 
tonic against fear of social change, a preventative ideological medicine for the sick souls of the Gilded 
Age. It also armed those determined to control, if not destroy, the rise of black people in the social 
order." (5) 
Even as it invokes the mythology of the Lost Cause, Jezebel criticizes rather than celebrates the South 
for its devout commitment to the war and its inability to recognize the reality of future defeat at the 
hands of the better-equipped industrial North. The film does not take the step of criticizing the South’s 
racist social structures, itself exploiting black stereotypes, but Jezebel does critique the antebellum 
South’s dependence on slavery by suggesting that slavery was a key factor in the South’s anti- 
industrialism and, hence, lack of military power. Exaggerating this aspect of the Lost Cause myth, 
Jezebel maintains that the South’s decadent romanticism (i.e., its "nobility") and its refusal to 
modernize doomed the region before the first shot was fired. 
The film explores this ideology directly through Julie’s ex-fiance, Pres. When Pres tries to persuade 
the board of directors at his family’s bank to finance the Nashville-Pacific Railroad, the aristocratic 
board rejects the plan, signifying that the "gentry class cannot adapt to change" and holds fast to a 
"stagnant" world, as critic Ida Jeter argues. Later, when Pres has returned to the South with his 
northern bride, he nearly gets into an argument at the dinner table about the impending crisis with the 
North. Although loyal to the South, Pres admits that "in a war of commerce the North must win .... It’ll be 
the victory of machines over unskilled slave labor." Viewers know he is talking about both the Civil War 
and a "war of commerce." No one at the table is willing to hear Pres out, and when he is called away 
from Julie’s plantation minutes later, he promptly falls victim to the yellow fever epidemic caused by 
the very lack of vision he had been criticizing. Pres becomes the prophet killed like those whom 
Jezebel kills in the Old Testament. The film Jezebel is thus caught up in playing the "blame game" (to 



use a post-Katrina term). As Jeter notes, "it is not ignorance or complacency which has led to the 
destruction of the system. It is an internal corruption." (6) just as the entire South was to blame for its 
lack of preparedness and ultimate defeat in the Civil War, the film argues, New Orleans was directly to 
blame for its own public health disaster. 
[ILLUSTRATIONS OMITTED] 
The film returns to Lost Cause themes not only because its producers wanted to capitalize on the 
popularity of Margaret Mitchell’s novel Gone with the Wind (1936) and its long-delayed film adaptation, 
but also in part because Jezebel was a product of the Great Depression. Indeed, in 1938, the same 
year that Jezebel was released, Franklin Delano Roosevelt evoked some elements of the Lost Cause 
when he famously called the South "the Nation’s No. 1 economic problem." Part of the South’s 
problem at the time was that it had remained largely rural and agricultural while much of the rest of the 
nation had become urban-centered. The majority of farms in the South had continued to depend on 
the system of sharecropping that had replaced the antebellum slave plantation, either because 
farmers could not afford to buy tractors and other machines, or because cheap labor made those 
machines unnecessary. Consequently, Roosevelt sought to institute programs that would bring more 
technology to southern farms and industry to southern towns and cities. Once again, the implication 
was that the South had been predestined to feel the worst of the Depression because it had not 
adequately invested in its own mechanical and industrial future before the Depression hit. As historian 
Bruce J. Schulman writes, "The backwardness of southern agriculture was apparent to nearly all 
observers by the 1930s." (7) 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
[Image Omitted: ZI-0GZO-2008-SUM00-1DSI-21-1 .JPG ] 

As New Deal arguments about the South’s backwardness echoed the Lost Cause depiction of a South 
destined to suffer for want of modern industry, Roosevelt’s portrayal of the South as a burden or 
sickness that weakened the social and economic health of the whole nation also echoed race-based 
discourse from the post-Civil War era. While only tenuously tied to the Lost Cause visions of an 
organic southern society, this discourse dealt more exclusively with race relations in the region. In his 
famous "Atlanta Exposition Address" of 1895, Booker T. Washington argued that if African Americans 
didn’t start contributing more fully "to the business and industrial prosperity of the South," they would 
become "a veritable body of death, stagnating, depressing, retarding every effort to advance the body 
politic." Even if white southerners strove toward modernization, he argued, a black population mired in 
"ignorance and crime" would pull the whole region backwards towards death. This speech can be read 
as a comment on slavery, not on the black population itself. Washington was prodding southern blacks 
to use their new freedom to better themselves and participate as full citizens, something they clearly 
did not have an opportunity to do under slavery. A newly trained and educated black working class 
could thereby improve the South and the nation. But white supremacists seized on this image of the 
"body of death" offered by Washington and proliferated literal examples of that typology by lynching 
thousands of blacks in the name of purity and progress. As critic Felipe Smith argues, the white 
perception of black "ignorance and crime" fostered a widespread practice of regularly and publicly 
murdering blacks, especially black men, in the name of justice. The very image of the lynched black 
body thus became a larger symbol of the black population’s "body of death" and functioned as a visual 
rhetoric for the white-supremacist philosophy "that black deaths were the necessary precondition for 
white race survival in America." Lynching not only kept blacks submissive (also a goal of the Lost 
Cause, which, in VVilson’s words, viewed blacks as an "obstacle") with the constant threat of terrorist 
violence, it also provided "proof" that blacks in general were a "dead carcass" threatening to putrefy 
the entire white nation to which that carcass was "chained." The supposed "wounds" of the "injured 
body politic," Smith writes, were reproduced on "the body of the black condemned." (8) Where 
Washington used the "body of death" as a metaphor for the social stagnation that African Americans 
must avoid, white racists appropriated that image to describe the current status of southern blacks and 
justify violence against them. 
When Roosevelt spoke about the South’s backwardness in 1938, he was not laying the blame on 
southern blacks. On the contrary, the New Deal aimed to amend some of the racial inequalities 
entangled with the South’s economic inequalities, thanks in part to the efforts of Eleanor Roosevelt. (9) 
In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, however, it is quite easy to see all three of these narratives--the 
Lost Cause, the New Deal criticism of the South, and the "body of death"--converging into one. 
Echoing the spectacle of blackness so visible on television during the 1991 Los Angeles riots, the 
post-Katrina aftermath was largely framed as a spectacle of looting, violence, poverty, and death. As 
the national media portrayed black New Odeanians, these weren’t Americans struggling to survive, like 
we saw in New York on September n, but rather people who fell victim to their own collective 
negligence and lawlessness. (To be fair, some news media also portrayed stranded New Odeanians, 
although sometimes patronizingly, as victims of the [principally] white power structures responsible for 
the city’s economic and social disparity.) Shortly after the hurricane, many news outlets did challenge 



the shamefully belated and inept responses of George Bush and his administration. But as Katrina and 
the insufficient, poorly managed (many would say nonexistent) recovery effort fade from the media 
spotlight and from Americans’ memories, both the pre-Katrina power structures and the Bush 
administration continue intact and unchanged. What remains is the distorted image of a city that had 
not adequately prepared for the storm that everyone knew would one day hit. The city once again 
became the tragic Jezebel, this time a distinctly black one, who had a hand in her own demise. 
[Image Omitted: ZI-0GZO-2008-SUM00-1DSI-23-1 .JPG ] 

Although Jezebel identified the doomed city with the wanton and careless white belle, the coverage of 
Katrina conflated the city’s jezebel image with the predominantly black, almost riotous crowds at the 
New Orleans Convention Center. Yet this shift is still in keeping with the ways in which the 1938 film 
deals with the question of race. When Julie finally succeeds in driving away her devoted fiance, she 
does it by wearing a red dress to the Olympus Ball instead of the traditional white. Early in the film, the 
hot-headed Julie becomes angry at Pres because he refuses to leave an important bank meeting to 
attend her gown fitting. To retaliate, she convinces the dressmaker to sell her the red gown that was 
apparently reserved for a woman on Gallatin Street--that is, a prostitute. Soon after, as Julie prepares 
for the ball, she promises the dress as a hand-me-down to her enslaved handmaid Zette, who is the 
only one in the film who thinks the dress is beautiful. These scenes thus code Julie’s choice to wear 
the gown as an affront to aristocratic southern customs and the very codes of white femininity. The 
gaudy red dress (which actually looks black in the film) marks her as a wanton woman whose tastes, 
desires, and, by implication, behavior are also coded as black. While white southerners expected 
white "ladies" to remain sexually "pure" and chaste, they reinforced that notion by projecting notions of 
sexual promiscuity onto black women--sometimes even calling black women "jezebels." (10) In the 
visual rhetoric of the film, Zette’s admiration of the gown underscores the assumption that the signs of 
wantonness more properly belong on the bodies of black women than on whites. Later in the film, 
when Julie tries to win back Pres, Julie tries to reclaim the symbolic purity of both her whiteness and 
her femininity by putting on the white gown that she should have worn at the ball. As she gets dressed, 
she reminds Zette that this gown will never become a hand-me-down, clearly reasserting the boundary 
between white and black with silk, lace, and brocade. 
By way of their parallel to the film’s brazen ingenue, the city of New Orleans and the entire South 
similarly become coded in Jezebel as racially and morally inferior because of their almost depraved 
devotion to the anti-modern customs of their slavocracy. Indeed, the film intimates that the whiteness 
of the city leaders has been symbolically corrupted by their pervasive dependence on black labor; 
their unwillingness to work toward self-preservation parallels the inability of the film’s caricatured slaves 
to think and act for themselves. The linchpin for this parallel is Pres. Although Pres is a southerner, his 
rationality and business acumen are identified as northern in spirit. And through Pres’s northern wife, 
who is visibly surprised by, and uncomfortable around, Julie’s slaves, the tension between the North 
and the South also becomes one of race. While the film does not go quite so far as to invoke the black 
"body of death" (except perhaps in the shots of black fever victims being carted away to the fever 
colony on Lazarette Island), it nevertheless incorporates a blatantly racist discourse that conflates the 
South’s many failures--to listen to reason, to modernize its infrastructure, to prevent disease and war-- 
with the biracial composition of southern society. The whites in the film depend on their black slaves in 
every respect, and they are openly hostile to any suggestion that the white South would be better 
prepared for the future by learning to depend on machines and industry instead of slaves. Thus, just 
as Julie’s transgressive behavior at the ball constitutes a violation of her whiteness, the film 
surreptitiously suggests that the very presence of blackness makes even the white South somehow 
less white than the North. And this proximity to blackness regularly leads to ruin. Julie remains alone 
and must do penance for her actions by caring for Pres on Lazarette Island. The white men remaining 
in the city fatally continue to indulge in the leisure activities of drinking and dueling made possible by 
the work of their slaves, ignoring the fever raging all around them. And New Orleans becomes 
decimated by the epidemic it failed to prevent, tragically foreshadowing the even greater destruction 
that will affect the whole South in the looming Civil War. 
[ILLUSTRATIONS OMITTED] 
Much of the coverage of Katrina was infused with the same racist insinuation present in Jezebel that 
African Americans are the source of many of the city’s problems. Unlike the other southern cities of 
Gulfport, Mississippi, or Port Arthur, Texas, the predominantly black New Orleans even became 
something like a lynched body strapped to the nation. The news media offered many images of 
bloated, dead bodies floating in the water, and economists raised fears that the city could become an 
economic dead weight likely to slow down "every effort to advance the body politic" because of the 
larger sums needed to rebuild its infrastructure. By now, the racist scapegoating during Katrina is 
woefully familiar. Most notably, the (white) police of Gretna, Louisiana, threatened to shoot any New 
Odeanian (most of whom were black) who tried to cross the Mississippi River Bridge and enter the 
West Bank, as if all of those people were the source of ruin, not the victims of it. A well-known pair of 



photographs from major news services circulated together on the Internet--one photo capturing a 
young black man said to be "looting" a grocery store and the other capturing a white couple said to be 
"finding" the food they needed, for all we know in the very same store. White supremacists were quick 
to cite the disaster as "proof" of blacks’ supposed inferiority and natural criminality. Dennis Hastert, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, suggested that because the city will always be "vulnerable" 
in the future, it should be killed completely--"bulldozed"--and not simply rebuilt stronger and better. The 
ten-term Republican representative from Baton Rouge, Richard H. Baker, spoke as if the storm had 
been a refreshing act of vigilante justice, telling lobbyists: "We finally cleaned up public housing in New 
Orleans. We couldn’t do it, but God did." (11) 
Hastert of course backpedaled on his claim that the United States should destroy what also happens 
to be one of its largest and busiest ports, but as all of my friends who have been displaced across the 
country can attest, there remains a widespread feeling of resentment that American tax dollars will 
have to be spent bailing out people who "chose" to live in such a hazardous place. Blaming the people 
of New Orleans obscures real questions about racism and poverty that affect the entire nation. But 
there is something more at work here, for in the uncharitable logic of these layered narratives, the city 
and the people in need of assistance begin to look like a drain on public funds. The wounds inflicted 
on hundreds of thousands of New Orleanians have come to signify for many Americans--not just for 
self-avowed white supremacists--the wounds that those New Orleanians have now inflicted on the rest 
of the nation in terms of public financial support, thanks to Katrina. The violence Katrina inflicted on 
New Odeanians, in other words, became a different kind of violence that New Orleanians inflicted on 
their fellow Americans by failing to prevent the storm’s destruction. 
Even when race was not a prominent issue, the layered discourse of a doomed New Orleans still 
permeated the aftermath of Katrina. Fundamentalist Christians argued that the hurricane was God’s 
punishment for the city’s relative tolerance of homosexuality (reminiscent of Jezebel’s indictment of 
Julie’s implied sexual impropriety), while conveniently ignoring the extensive damage Katrina caused 
to the more sexually conservative state of Mississippi. Many federal officials, especially ex-FEMA 
(Federal Emergency Management Agency) director Michael Brown, laid the blame for the catastrophe 
squarely on the mayor, the governor, and the other local people on the ground, identifying the 
government of New Orleans and Louisiana as the problems that needed fixing-not poverty, racial 
inequality, the levee system, or nepotism and gross incompetence in the federal government. 
Unfortunate racist and sexist stereotypes followed Mayor Ray Nagin and Governor Kathleen Blanco in 
the immediate aftermath of the hurricane, echoing Jezebel’s conflation of southern tragedy with 
blackness and femininity. But, aside from the outrage caused by Nagin’s infamous pledge to make 
New Orleans a "chocolate city" once again, the criticism of Nagin and Blanco declined quickly. Indeed, 
as Mike Davis’s article in The Nation suggests, only Blanco’s and Nagin’s most liberal constituents 
persisted in challenging those officials after the storm (Nagin won reelection less than a year later, and 
Blanco chose not to seek reelection when her term ended in 2007) because of both leaders’ support 
for politically conservative rebuilding and redevelopment initiatives. (12) 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
Lamentably, as people look to local and state responses to the storm and the recovery, they also 
divert some of the attention and criticism from the Bush administration, which failed miserably in its 
response to the storm and, with Congress, has yet to empower any real recovery programs for the city 
or its displaced residents. Yet, where "ordinary" Americans talk about Katrina--some of my Virginia 
colleagues and my barber among them--a broader set of accusations dealing almost exclusively with 
the city itself continues to circulate in the form of rhetorical questions: Why didn’t the city build stronger 
levees? Why weren’t more people evacuated? Why didn’t the mayor and the police do more to protect 
their citizens sooner? Why were all these people living below sea level in the first place? Why don’t 
they all just relocate someplace safer? These questions frighteningly resemble the kinds of 
accusations sometimes thrown at victims of domestic abuse, again underscoring the identifications 
between the city and tragic images of femaleness and blackness. There are actually reasonable 
answers to all these questions, of course, not the least of which is the fact that the federal government 
had been reducing funding for levee projects and wetlands conservation for years. But underlying the 
questions themselves is the implication that the people of New Orleans were somehow complicit in 
their suffering. Ultimately, both Jezebel and the media coverage of Hurricane Katdna succinctly 
reiterate the loose collection of fatalistic stories once reserved more broadly for the South--and over 
the years, more narrowly applied to the black South and New Orleans in particular--straight out of old 
controlling myths. 
These arguments have emerged at other moments in the history of the city and the region. Writing 
mostly about late-nineteenth-century New Orleans, Memphis, and Atlanta, historian John H. Ellis 
records at length the crisis of the 1878 yellow fever epidemic and "the ensuing denunciation of 
southern cities in the national press as dens of filth, pestilence, and death." In George Washington 
Cable’s 1899 novella, The Entomologist, set during the same epidemic, an evangelical preacher 



sermonizes first about the importance of being a clean and responsible citizen, and secondly about 
the "pestilence" and "the hideous crime of a great city whose voters and tax-payers do not enable and 
compel it to keep the precept, ’Be thou clean.’" If newspapers at the time were denouncing southern 
cities (they seem to have attacked cities more often than states), Cable reflects the view--almost 
assuredly not his personal view--that the epidemic could even be blamed on the individual voter. 
Discussing a later New Orleans disaster in Rising Tide: The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How 
It Changed America, historian John M. Barry describes how the New Orleans "public relations machine 
turned outward" after the flood "in an extraordinary effort to convince the world that New Orleans had 
never been threatened by the Mississippi Rive¢’--even though the city had dynamited the levees 
before the flood and deliberately made about 10,000 people homeless as a result. Here was a tightly- 
controlled and largely successful attempt to ward off the same accusations and condemnations seen 
in the wake of the yellow fever epidemics in the late nineteenth century and, later, after Hurricane 
Katrina in 2005. Dynamiting the levees simply caused unnecessary damage and did nothing to lessen 
the flood, which had decreased naturally and caused less damage in the city than it had farther upriver. 
But by claiming that they had averted the flood, city officials drew attention away from any speculation 
that blowing the levees was wrong, or that they might have been responsible for making the city 
vulnerable in the first place with inadequate river management policies and levee systems. (13) 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
As these narratives about the inevitable, tragic downfall of New Orleans recur at key moments 
throughout the city’s history, they also heavily influence the direction of the city’s future, and even the 
future of the region’s other coastal areas. When FEMA closed its offices in New Orleans in 2006, for 
example, its explanation was not that recovery was complete, but that the city did not have an adequate 
plan for recovery. Apparently, rather than help the city draft a recovery plan, the agency has opted to 
abandon it to whatever fate might now befall it. The city, of course, is working on a plan, but as Mike 
Davis has documented, "While elected black officials protest impotently from the sidelines, a largely 
white elite has wrested control over the debate about how to rebuild the city." According to Davis, this 
"largely white elite" appears to be set on "shrinking the footprint of black poverty" by shrinking the size 
of the city itself. Thus far they have sought only to rebuild the infrastructure enough to protect those 
neighborhoods left intact by Katrina (most of them predominantly white) and leaving the damaged 
neighborhoods (especially the mostly black and impoverished Ninth Ward) more or less uninhabited 
and vulnerable to future flooding. (14) Here, again, officials treat future flooding as inevitable, and so 
do little or nothing to stop it, perpetuating the cycle of destruction implied in this Jezebelian myth of a 
doomed city. 
[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] 
The 2006 programs for hurricane preparedness across the South further revealed the morally suspect 
attitudes taken by federal and state governments. As Abby Goodnough reported in the New York 
Times, government agencies in hurricane-prone areas, using Katrina as a precedent, played horror 
stories and recordings of actual 911 calls to scare their citizens into preparedness for the summer 
hurricane season. "This save-yourselves approach comes after government agencies were 
overwhelmed by pleas for help after last year’s storms and strongly criticized as not responding swiftly 
or thoroughly enough to the public need. Now, officials have said repeatedly, only the elderly, the poor 
and the disabled should count on the government to help them escape a hurricane or endure its 
immediate aftermath." In other words, able-bodied people should heed Jezebel’s warning and plan on 
the worst not because the worst might happen to them, but because the worst will happen. And, sadly, 
because it will happen, the government has apparently decided simply to let it happen, effectively 
turning prognostication into self-fulfilling prophecy. Such laissez-faire attitudes are merely a 
continuation of the federal government’s diversion of funds that had been earmarked pre-Katrina for 
strengthening the New Orleans levees and continued underfunding of post-Katrina improvements to 
the levees (most still cannot protect the city above a Category 3 storm), as well as other aid. (15) With 
trends like these in motion, this idea of a doomed city--and to a lesser extent, a doomed South-- 
seems to have influenced a national script in which the forces most capable of preventing or 
minimizing the destruction caused by hurricanes will instead at least partially accept the notion of 
inevitable disaster, thus ensuring the damage will be worse. 
If we want to prepare better for future hurricanes, and if we want to make sense of the tragedy that 
followed Katrina, we need to reveal the assumptions underlying the layers of discourse that shape 
national assumptions about New Orleans and the South. Unlike portrayals of any other disaster-prone 
American city, the myth of New Orleans allows complacency toward--and even complicity with--non- 
intervention before, during, and after the next catastrophe. Americans don’t argue for very long about 
rebuilding Los Angeles when it is hit by yet another earthquake, and nobody blames Oklahoma City 
when a tornado tears through, or Boston when a Nor’easter blows in, or Fargo when a blizzard buries it 
in snow. But how much did the entrenched national image of a tragic New Orleans, such as we see in 
Jezebel, allow for the city’s collapse under Hurricane Katrina? Could it be that New Orleans became a 



burden after Katrina precisely because the myth said it was destined to become a burden all along? 
This has been the historic image of the South as a whole, and more recently it has become the image 
of the black South and the predominantly black city of New Orleans (pre-Katdna) in particular. If 
Americans continue to cast New Orleans in the role of the tragic Jezebel--as the city that is always 
headed toward destruction because of its decadence, its anti-modernity, and for many, its blackness-- 
when the city still faces imminent danger and present-day suffering, we will only perpetuate its 
vulnerability. By focusing on the inevitability of disaster, we slaughter the modern-day prophets whose 
science and experience foretell another real tragedy that nonetheless can be averted or minimized. 
We must dispel the myth and recognize finally how the city and the region--especially its sizeable 
numbers of now-displaced, poverty-stricken African Americans--are bound to the nation, not as a 
foreign dead weight that is fated to be and needs to be cut off or excised, but as a body of people 
whose life and prosperity are vital to our own. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bisese, Am~e <abisese@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~er@emml.unc.edu> 

CCO Mid-term F~,aluation 

AFAM 101 register.pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

Attached is a summary of preliminary course evaluations ,/ou received. 

Although the number of students responding was quite low, the comments which follow each set of questions help us to improve our role in providing students 

with the information they need to register, purchase books and access their courses. Please read all of the comments ,/our course received. We have found that 

sometimes a date or textbook reference was incorrect. If ,/ou find similar issues at an,/point during the course, please contact ,/our instructional designer. 

Whether or not ,/ou received a large number of course evaluations ,/ou ma,/want to take time to evaluate how ,/ou feel the course is going. 

As ,/ou ma,/be aware, Judith Benowitz will be out of the office for the next 6-8 weeks. If there is an,/thing I can do to provide assistance to ,/ou or ,/our students 

please let me know. 

As alwa,/s we thank ,/ou for teaching in the CCO program! 

Anne 

Anne Bisese 

Distance Learning Program Assistant 

and Student Services 

Friday Center for Continuing ~dueation 

919 -962 -264,5 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

black film <companiontoafricanamericanfilm@gmail.com> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 8:24 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@email.unc.edu> 

"Sylvia as a Wilting Flower and Lucy as a Broken Blossom: The Dialogic in Within Our Gates and Broken Blossoms" 

05novl2REGESTER ESSAY DfLAFT mrev.doc; STYLE- Wiley-Blackwell A COMPANION TO AFRICAN AMERICAN 

CINEMA.docx 

Dear Charlene, 

I have edited yonr essay for D-pos and minor stylistic changes. Please review and tell me if my recommended changes are acceptable. 

I know that you probably have a copy of the Wiley-Blackwell style information but I a~n ~nding it to you once more. The bibliographic form and including notes in the 
texts are important. 

1 [~ ...... oft You can ~ook at the changes through the "Markup section" under the "View" button of the 
Word ribbon. 

i) Please use Calibre 11 font; SPACING: Before 0 pt, After 10 p~; Line Spacing: 1~5 lines 

2) limit headings to two leve~s. They should be unnumbered. Levels of subheading should be 
distinguisked clearly, either by typing them in different styles (bold, italic) or by putting ~<A>’ 
beside the highest level, ’<B>’ beside the Next level, etc. 

3) do no~ type headings in all capital ie~ters or with different typefaces; ~lse capital letters for 
words in headings only where this is required (e.g. first word and tken any proper nouns). 

4) remow~ any page N~lmbers (I aK~ unable to perform this). 

T~’~ank you for following Hiley Blackwell~s above requests, 
in the quickly. 

best, 

mark 

it will make ou~r anthology get to press 

companiontoa~iica~m~nefica~Iilm~gmml.com 

Avant d’itnprimer, pensez fi renvironnetnent. 

Consider the environment before printing tiffs mail. 



STYLE" Wiley-Blackwell A CO  PANION TO AFRICAN A#IERICAN 
CINEMA 

Please prepare your manuscript in accordance with the following guidelines: 

¯ Each chapter should be submitted as a separate document 

¯ Please include the sequential number of each chapter in the document file name, starting with 

O0 for any preliminary sections, 01 for chapter one and so on 

o Where more than one document require the same number, differentiate them using i, ii, 

iii, etc - for example your table of contents might be OOi, acknowledgements OOii, and 

preface OOiii 

¯ The first document should include a full table of contents, incorporating subheadings if 

appropriate 

¯ The first page of the first document should indicate 

o The full title and subtitle of your book, in upper- and lower-case letters 

o Author name(s), including any initials, as you wish them to appear in the book and in the 

correct order 

o The word count of the entire book (inclusive of references and notes) 

o Up to 10 keywords 

Use American English spelling and punctuation conventions. If you are unclear about what this 

means, make a note for the copy-editor about the style you have followed on the first page of 

the first document 

Quotations of less than 30 words should be incorporated within the flow of the text and 

identified with "double quote marks". Longer quotations should be set apart from the main text, 

indented, and separated from the text on either side by one empty line 

Lists of publications which informed the writing of you book should be divided into References 

(where there is a specific citation or quotation in your text) and Further Reading. The term 

bibliography is ambiguous and should not be used 

Unless otherwise agreed, end notes, references, and Further Reading should be included at the 

end of each chapter, rather than collated at the end of the book 

Any third-party material which requires permission (text, tables, or figures) should be listed on 

the Permissions and Illustrations Log that your Project Editor will send you. This should include 

details of all rights cleared, source acknowledgments, and any credit lines requested by the 

copyright holder 

Your manuscript can submitted by email or by uploading to our FTP site (details on request) and 

should be provided as Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx) documents 

Please supply d up to 10 keywords for your book. They should be included on the first page of the first 

document in your manuscript. 

Keywords should be broad and thematic - they are designed to increase the "discoverability" and 

readership of your material when it’s sold as part of our online book programme. Terms can include: 

~ The general subject area of your book 



STYLE: Wiley-Blackwell A COMPAJ’~70N TO AFRICANAMERICAN CINEMA {PAGE } 

Specific topics covered 

The names of key figures mentioned or referenced in your text 

Specific geographic or national territories covered 

Specific chronological limits to the coverage, e.g. 1970s 

Keywords should not include the title. 

Wiley-Blackwell requires that you use an author-date citation system and follow the style recommended 

by the Chicago Manual of Style. 

References to primary and secondary sources should be made within the main text in 

parentheses: e.g. (Smith 1995) or "as Smith (1995) claimed" 

The names of all authors or editors should be listed, e.g. (Smith, Barnes, and Busby 1999), 

except where there are four or more authors/editors - in which case only the surname of the 

first named author/editor should be listed, followed by "et al.", e.g. (Smith et al. 2006), though 

this abbreviation applies to the in-text citation only 

If necessary, page numbers or other Iocators can be added after a comma, e.g. (Barnes et al. 

2001, 45-6) 

Full publication details should be included at the end of each chapter under the heading "References". 

These sections are included in your word allowance. 

All references listed in the References section must have been cited in the text. 

Where authors’ names are repeated spell out in full. 

Provide DOI numbers for as much content as possible so that the publisher can enable your references 

in the electronic versions of the work to facilitate online search (http://www.doi.org/). 

Please present your references in the following style: 

, Books 
Smith, Daniel. 2006. Book Title: SubtiHe. Place of Publication: Publisher. 

DocheFty, Jennifer, ed. 1999. Book Title: Subtitle, 3Fd ed. Place of Publication: Publisher. 

Smith, Daniel, and Jennifer DocheFty, eds. 2001. Book Title: Subtitle. Place of Publication: 
Publisher. 

Chapters from edited collections 

Cummings, Michael. 2020. "Chapter Title: Subtitle." In Book Title: Subtitle, edited by Danielle 

Smith, Abi Jones, and Nigel Porter, 00-00. Place of Publication: Publisher. 

Journal Articles 
Bennett, Wendy P., and Jon Brady. 2005. "Article Title: Subtitle." Journal Title, Volume Number: 

00-00. DO1:10.10786/598283. 

Multiple works from the same author and year 

Please differentiate by adding a letter after the year of publication, starting with "a". For 

example: 



STYLE: Wiley-Blackwell A COMPAJ’~70N TO AFRICANAMERICAN CINEMA {PAGE } 

Adams, Arnold. 2001a. "Article Title: Subtitle." Journal Title, Volume Number: 00-00. DOI 

Adams, Arnold. 2001b. Book Title: Subtitle. Place of Publication: Publisher. 

Websites 

Authoring Organization. 2009. "Title of Page, Document, or Article." Accessed Month Day. 

http://www.website.com/relevant page 

For advice on referencing other materials use the Chicago Manual of Style 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html first ensuring you click on the author- 

date option. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Library Reference <reference@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

FW: Article 

black faces white voices.PDF 

Research and Instructional Services, University Libraries 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3922, Davis Library Phone: 919-962-1151 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 email: reference@unc.edu 

From: Library Reference 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:40 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene 
Subject: Article 

Research and Instructional Services, University Libraries 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3922, Davis Library Phone: 919-962-1151 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 email: reference@unc.edu 



......... ack Faces,White Voices:The Po 

of Dubbing in Carmen 

tto Premi.nger’s film 
oAen considered: a 

Jones is 
!andmark bot!~ 

.: b{:,, hrst tradi:tion, relates to the history of~be opera 
upon ~vhi:,A~ Ca:rm~enJones is ~ ~~ 
.points out, C"arme~:,:~ m’:~try into the cag{.~n o~7Wc:stern 

..o s:~x.cral mvi.:sionist each operas gave rise r ~~. ~ ’m~erpmta.g~c~ ’ ........ : :~:ns~ 
of them gore groun.ding .a pa.mc @a.~: i ¯ = ~ of concer:~:]. 
d.:~e society aad culture that produced::: .... .......... it (!23-29)= ..... A. 
.pKduc~mn. m Moscow in ; 99., ........ .... : ~ 

=Carmen as a Je.. ~s:h Co:mmumst girl hghti.ng ~or the 
rights of :~h.c workers m a c,ga.rette ~act:or}~: Nazi pro- 
du.~..t~ons’=:. # ..... ig: the ~:bi.rties,~ however,"     .. ~ocused more on the 

threat o[~p=~::~.sv:, crime an=d misce~:ge:aa~ion..,As a text that 
exists in relation t.¢:~ both the original: Prosper M&im~e: 
sm~, ar!.d, to ~ar~ous p u’tions o.f C:armo~., C:am~e~, fones 
can be read as areco.n.figu.ra.tion:~~ ¯ ¯ a.....-- . ’ of race, class, and gen- 
de. .... i.ss~es that a~e ~drea.dy present m ~ts prewous guises=, 
l:ndee& lyH.cist Oscar Ha.mm.erstein emnced som, e awa.re~ 
n, ess of this ~r.adition whe]] he defm=~ded his reworking 
of the oF era as an all...., black m:us~c:a] by pomnng to the 
M.oor~sh m.~]ucnce o:~] Span1:s... . cu ture,. 

T~e second~, o~~ cour-:se, is the alLblack musical                                                                  p ro~ .... 

du{~:.tion~ As a ~lm, Carmen_]o,~.~.~ !s a 
~.l..~,,..black ~d.ms made i.n HoRyw{}od du.r~ng th.~=th.~,rt~..c~’-s 

and. forties such as [H:~e (~o ~re~.n Pastures (I93Y (:), Cabs% in gh e 
Sky (1943), and .Ston~7 ~$~ather (1. ~43).. Like those fi.lms~ 

. = . ...... ~ "=~ logic of segregation, one that (2am~enJone:~ adheres to a . .. ......... .~. 
:situates black re.p:resentat,ons wi.thm idealized, oRen 
ral .lan.ds:capes tl~at s} sten~ati.c~.> deny the presence of 

s~c:l.a! co~te:xt:.~ As Robert race relations or of any large:r "~ ~ 

Stare and Lomse S.peilce point out, such films literall.y 
cannot bear the presence .... ........ ofwhi::te face" ~ .... s, since the ap- 
pearanc:e of a sind.e white character wo@d puncture 
their depiction: of ~[antasy: .A.ppearmg near the start 
the cM]. rights m.ovement, C~m.nenJone, garnem.d some 
criticism, based on its inheritance o.fthe ~.-black music~ 
seg~egatio:.tfi.st tropes:, During pm:producnon, l: remmger 
and %ventieth Ce.n.m~-Fox :s:e.n~ the script to N~CP 
~president"Wa]ter:Wl~:te in an. effort to [k~restaR any criti- 

cism from the black communi:W. Although White: coul.d 
find :no specific scene or character that was objection- 

.able, he claimed tl=~at l-~e coO.d not snppnrt the: ~pmd.uc~ 
ti{m because the fi!:m..:~ basic premise deviated from his 
orga:ni.zation~s integrationist agenda: (Bogie, Doro.lh.7 
.Da:n&i~{qe .267-68).= 

Yet while Stam and Spence’s assertion apdy chara.c- 

_= ~ ’:" .............. .... it is unable to a.ddr~ss terizes. Camden c.m,a s m~age track, 
cer~m..pecu~ari.des of Ca:m~enJO,=u~s~s sonnd track, namely; 

; ) "    , : ~     ¯ ,. , ..... 
., ~ the dubbing o~" Dorothy .E andr~dge s,.Joe 

Harry Be!afonte’s singing vmces by pro~ssional and,. 

some c.~es, white opera si.ngc:rs, Of co=urse~ in itseR2 the 
dubbi.ng of an actor’s staging voice ]:s not u.na~u:~ m 
.H.oRy~ood films..For exa.m.pie~ it was= rumored [}}r years 
that A.ndy Willi:ams. had provided the sin:gi.n.g voice 
fbr ~Lauren Bacall~ character, Slim, i.n 7b Have and Have 
.?qo:~ (1945) (Bogda.novich :332), Li.kewise, Matin: .Nixo,~ 

made a :name for herself as the ofi2screen singing voice 

.......... ~ " 9 " ":’:~ ....... " 



The Politics of Dubbing 

’,Fisure I’,, From i’,e~ ~o right, Joe Adams~ D~ro~hy Dandridse, and Harry Bela.fon~e,:AI! three of ~h,ese pe~orm, ers had th:eir 
singing voices dubbed by ~,proI’ess~ona~’,. opera siingers,Wis¢onsin:: Center for Film and Theater ResearcK 

debatable, ~ ...... " ~~ ’ v:~: ...... , ~ ......... ~:~ "~ ~’ * 
" ....... * ""::" ::: ........... ~’ ..... "’ s::" ~:>r the 

~:,ra s practice of dubb:ing in m~si 

F rm~:de a:~,~ adeq, uat,c ,cx.p] 
s:~ me ..... o{: dubbing, it m@~::t=,. ..... exp.:, bin. ~he 

:,, ....... 

ia~gety knowna:.,"s a ~:P°pular~ :.~: disc: j oc:ke,~,:’ ~: ~: ~ I~: does :~ot,,~. 
cth~,:r voices :v’~.:.:". meal tbr the: :every= e.x:plain ~’:" a:’" ~ ..... 



Jeff Sm h 

of whom were km~wn to be accompfished music~d .per- 
!ormers.~ ItMeed., Otto Prem:mger ........ " ............... :... ~as well.:. aware of 
l)a~:dr=~ s musK:~: bac:kgmu~d m casting l~er as Carmen 
and even: helped Da.n&idgc Wlt}l her cabaret: act when. 

"~~ wa.~ com~:leted=. Bela~ome, o.~ the other 
harM, was a modera.tdy successti.fl calypso ar~t whose 

both E~an&Mge and .Beiaibnte were :kncwn as: popular 
musicia,~s, the decision ~o d~tb their voices tbr Carmen: 

Be~.a:onte =comidered "too black: to sing o~era? 
I:a this essay I will atte:mp~ ~o a,~we.rs ....... :" that: qtlesfi:o:~, a.s. 

well as m: e:~..pI~...,re ~ts :m~phca=n.ons !or th{xm:es 
represen:tation: m the cinema, In= exammm:g :thisqne:~: 
~io:a, 1 wi~: first work thmug[.~, some of the reasons given 

es    Dan: dg~; s ~o~c:{sm armen ....... 

.... Jones, :a~d th, e:,:~: [ will examine e:mdel’~ce from the film to 
see whether it supports or un.der~Mne:s these putative 
exl.:ta:natm,~s.: After examimng this evidence,: ! :wi!i the~. 
r~ ~o extrapoIatc some conclusio~:~s from this case study 

situating th.e h.lmmake~s " reaso ns R~:~r dubbing in 
:ti o n to m u: :~h bmade r the ories of rac ~:~ as ~he~. pertain 
bo:,& opera: and cinema:, 

:namra~ link bet~ee:n black 
a~~d black: voices, the dubbed .... ::~:: .......... ....... 

..... oi ....... ace were pear to :question ~e ve:w ~ategor.~, d~:at: cir- 

¯ ~a~o quite d:N?rent syste:n~ of ::race rela6o~:~s t:i:~.:a,:t am cot .... 
related: ~ith the: tecimologic~, separation of sound and 
image. On the: screen, Carmen ]~m:e~ ..... s ..... " pm~.::e~t.~ aa maa.ge of 
segregatmn alo,:~g the lines sketched .out by Stare and 

the ~.oi cos ofbfack and w h i t~=:’ effBrm e~ i.g. a man:ae r that 
................. ~s.:peeormers                             .perceived: as a                                  .P ec ui:ia k:md of 

racial= mtegrati.o~:~.. Bei;ore exa.~MMng.~ t~c m~phcatmns~ ..... 
~eatmcn:t of mcM: categories,... .               .:howe~mr,... ....... :: let: ..... 

:= ’ ~ ....... tilm s production histoW m oMer me bmefly m:m ~o the ’" ’ .. .. 
to exF. ic ~:e d~e p~.;~ F orted :reasons [br dubbing 

.B claR:mte s s,ln gm g vmces~ 

Dubbing Dandridge~ 
Cultu~l Hie~archiies in Carmen, jones, 

Bil!:::y Rose~ productions; of Carmen jones debuted 
Philadelphia:~: o~l i9 October 19.4:3..Even prior m ..... 
ipmd.uction, however, R.o:se pla~ted pubhcIu l:tems about: 

the play that sougSt to establish a iparticular co:n.text ibr 
C:arm:en f!:m.~.s reception. At the very outset, Rose ar- 
t:erupted to shape that context by walking a fine line 

be~veen showing fidelity to :~:l~e original Bizet: opera 
and highlighting the di..ffere~ces entailed-i.~ Oscar 
Hamm.erstei.n~: ~, ~.. :" . .. ~. .. ............ cc~nt.epaon, ofit as an all.:-,black musical. 
"i’his tension.~ which: would mark much of the back- 
grou~~d history :{~f Otto Prem~n.gers p:rc,dt~ctmn, of the 

.~.’~.4 trim, was already evidei~t m a i..94.2 New 
a: ~ ~              . :.’:: ~ 

.~j Hera:ld Tr~b~.~ne aot~c.e aIlnoun.c~ng Roses pr{.        ~ ect~ 
"CA.RMEN J ONES wil.l be presented with an all - 
Negm cast, but it will ~:aot be a swing~’ ..... ~ ...... ~-e.rsi.on of the 
opera.The: locale :wiil be transt~rred from S.t~am m South 
Ca:ro]i.na, and the .lyrics will be in. Negro di.dect?’ Of 

,, .#N...~ ~ ¯ m = "~ crucial mlporta:nce h¢.-~,:c la IK.ose~s .assertion that. Carmen 
¯ .,... .... ~.,,       ~ .~ ~    ~" ~.~ 

~’:.. ~.           ? , ... ~ ~ . .... flm:.~:s will m~t be a sw~ng version, :.~m~.~e it indicates 
~vo~e s desire to: preserve the operatic character ofBizet~s 

music while dra:sfically alteri.~;~g the opera,s semng and 
libretto, 

.After Carm.en_]on~:s s P.h!iaddp h,a premiere, however, 
imtial, ipress reports about t.hc produ.cn{~n mostly high- 
hghted the d..~ffere~.ce~ entailed in tKose s restaging of 
Bize~’s or:iginal.. While these :~e-F c.l ts ack~.o,~,.ledged: the 
use of Bizet:~s mus.~c, they also noted. ........ t}.~.,.:~~ ~" ~’mows" new 

libratio, Robert Russell Be:nnett~s new orchestM arra,~ge- 
men.ts, an:d d~e cast o~" more than a hundred Affican- 
American pcfform.ers.:When the production m.oved 

Broadway in ~De.cember 1.943., the reviews of Carmev,: 

percepncns of the pla.,. ~ s~ d.e- 
wa.tu:...n..~ ~mm its sc urce. Le~vis Nichols of the New York 
Times. for example, descri.bed the .musical as beautiful 

* ’ ~’:" ;" " ¯ color~ ga:y ballets, and sing-. done in every ~a}, w~th 
e:rs who sh~.g as though they me=a::nt it]’ But rather than 

=~ " : ......... :~ ~" = pro- simply e.numerate the :di.fi;erences b etwe.e..n 
ducfi.on and its source, a.s the iai.ti.ai press reports did, 
Nichol..~ " ~s emphasizes the co~mnu.ities., betx;=een.~ :din two, 

In a seco~~.d article tot the Timt:~ wrmen for i.~ Sunda} 
ph edi.tion, Nichols cm as,~zes that Hammerstein has not 

wmtten a par~:dy :i.n any sense"" and demons~ra:te:s the 
ways in which tl~e characters, musical numbers, an d nar- 
rative strucmres parallel one another m. B~.zets opera 

and Rose’s alt~...bl:ack m.usical. Don Jt:=::s4::~" .... becomes sire.. 
Joe, while Escanfillo tl~e Toreador becomes Husky:= Mi.l]er 
the prizefigh 

Perhaps because itp..urposelv.~, avoided the app ¢aran.ce 
" Kose s production, of Carm~.n..fl nes had a 

..... S"2 and succe:.::..st.ul ru.n, I~~ 1945.~ r~early m~o years aiter the 



The Poiitics of Dubbing 

balked at the idea of making: the movie with: 

£1.:~Negro ¢::ast~= :=1~: other words, a.~ter Oscar :pe:~b:rmed 
m::~ique job of t:urning an opera into, a.n 

ment, they wanted to mrn :it: back in:to an~ opera 

Atte.r at:tempt:~.~3 g t:o ge t .E. ~::la Kazan to di:rect a 
film: version o! Carmo@.nes, Kose tmally s:et:tled o,l ()tto 
P:mminger~ in a~: u~::~:dated letter to !..remmger, 
~: t~ d:med his terms fi::~r ft.. e f! ]m :vers~ on,, .................. 

demands that the fiim be made: in colo:r, tha~ :it wot,ld 

u:se Bizet: :’s music and an :aR-Nero ca:st.,: and :~h.;a.t i:~: would 
adhe:re to ~ammerst{;~i~’~:,,. stoW line and characte~:i:za 
6ore :fm:m the gma:dway pmdu~.tlo!~:, In excha:~g~; 

the ri.gh.~s to :a film version of Carmen:~N~,es, Rose wou ]d 
:rec~:~, e $300,000 a.~i~:~st: 1.0 percent: of the p:roducer s 

O~:.~ce ~Pre.minger ha,d, b::.~:e .... ~sta!!.{,d as p:mducer and 
director,= there mmai~ed the :sticky point of who to:: cast 
in the lead roles, Preilll:Ii get selected: l)orothy g andr~dg<~ 
and Harry BeIa~onte fbr the role~ o:f {..:.:..,armen and 

respectiv =el~::, bu t, according to the pressbook  hat 
fieth CentuW-~5;ox prepared t~br the ffi:m, Dandri~dge and 

’~ look::~ :ra:ther tha:n~ their Bel;aibnte wc~ cast for their 
musica! skills. In:: an item en.titled "Stagers to Spa:re 

Carmen: .I:~,flm,~,. the studio ciaimed: t}at Carmen ..................... =..flm:e~... . 
you~:~g:, romailtlc leads :with operatic voices~ 

I:a"remmger/:or the dects:!o:n m dub,: the press:book says 
tha:t substltunon o:~ op~:~ratic= voices :~or t:he voic=es of 

abled them to do a more natural :an~d beiievab:le: job 
/~:p:~y:nchmg the 

As was the case with the Broadway musical, 

go::tiate :~vo a~p~paremly: co.~trad:lctor}: dema:n.ds ::: ~=~v 
the films visu:al a::~~d aura.l ::.eg:rmes~, On. the one: hand, 

ec.o.~:!omic and. culmra! 

demands ~br rea!: :fi!m stars whose glamour would~ 
vide the ......... film with much" ot~="ms box o~ce apped.=,.As two 
:stum~:ing!~y beau:~fi~.l pe~:Brme:rs: ~who had previously ¯ . :, ¯ 

.p~.~:r~.:~d m MGMs Brtgh~~ Road (1.953), !,:~,andri~dge and 
Be ~a,:~:o~t:e supplied all the erotic energy nee~ded 

clarexl, I got: so excited: [ bur:ned a big: hole m the 
of my dress:, Yep, the. ,[i.~i[iii ig that: hot::" (Rippy,~ "Con> 



m :~ex.ual. heat ,did ~~o~ extend to the fiim=:~, sound track, 
which " " eschewed                    "hot’’" =~:~:: music in favor ofa per~b.rmance 
s:~,~.e based on ope:ratic con:vennon~..Th.~.s may have been 
do~:~e m :response to pressu.~e :[?om the Bizet estate, but it 
became an important aspect: o.f~c ~m.~ promotion ~md 
publicity, k nhke other d~,bbed peNormances i.n Holly- 

~’ 
’ ....:.. ~ ..... ~;. ~ ..... :~......~ .~.. ~ ".~. m~od .musicals, which were ~p~cali~. uncredite.d, the 

vmces of M=ari]yn Horn.e, ~Le Vern Hutchcrson., an:d: 
Marvin Hayes were featured m the film,s open:rag 
crec~.ts and were men.ti:oned i..n ne:a.~’ly all of the film,s 
~eviews~ By o en!:~ citmg the ...... ~-of clas.sical!", trained 
vo~ces m the film. Premmger an.d Twentieth Century- 
Fox: employed a rhetoric similar to that o~TBilly Kose in 
puo::~.~c:~.zmg his sh.o=xvTh~.: freqt..~m:t refer:e~.ce to the film,s 
use of opera.tic voices :served: to reassure auNen.ces 
C~a~rmes ’    remam.ed closely trod to the.: Bizet opera, a 
gesture comparable to .~vos{~: s public claims that his pro 
duction ~v.s not :a ~:swi.ng version," 

Still, Prcmmgcr:s =and Fox~ ms:~.stencc on operatic 
~ 

(~ ’ ~ ......... i~ :: ....... " " .... :’~" " " S vo~.c:es m :~a~me~~J0,~es t:.ltm.~teI~ tal.ters as an expla.na- 
t:ion: for the use of d~bbi.ng, sin.ce it cam~=ot expiain why 
som.e voices: were dubbed but others were not. It ex- 
plains. *~r example:, why Oiga James. a JmlhaM.-tramed 
op~ra stage.r0 ~ot ~:.l:y .ap.pear~ on-screen m the :mIe of 
C, ndy Lou but also s:,~gs the .part .hcrse:l~. It :does n.ot~ 
however, explain why Pearl Bailey was allowed to stag 
the role of ... t.a~:~k~e...By publi.cizi:~:~g Bailey~s aF.peara.nce 
m. (..armen~[one.s: and her own l~n!:mlt~m.!:e brand of                                                               ~:s"mg- 
ing, Premi~.ger and Fox beg an obvious question.. 

deny Da~d.r~.dge the right to stag the part m~ the groun& 
x o~:ce is not opera~ic when Bailey,. vmce is 

mamfestl}, even. less .operauc 
tmdubbed peNbrmance in : 

~!o~=:m.. also .poses problems ,or another ~..9mmonl~ cited 
reason ..... for dubbing,= :namel>~ that the vocal ranges.      ... 

B.ela:~on.tcs vmcc.s did not match that La~~dr:~dge s and    ~ - , 
required by the " ’~ ’ , parts:." This hypothesis su~ta:ces m some 
1a~er accotmts or" the film such as the ~!bmnto Eilm 

SocmW s program .:t~otes [o.r a 1:987 scmemng:" tho .. h 
D{.~,mthy Da.ndridge and Harry B:elafonte were both: 
pm:~ssion:al singers.,~ Bizet:s music ~o:u.l.d have been a bit 
too di~Tficu.it .[br them. As :a.n cx anatmn, th.~s th.eory 
has some: merit, since: i.t displaces. ........ ~. the question of 
........Da.ndr~dge"’ ....... :: "~, ’s a~~d Belatonte ~" ’ ’:s ~aining~ Eve~= i.f Premi.nger 

had used a popular musical :swIe in the [illii, he stir may 
have dubbed the voaces of the two leads with ....... singers.. . .. 
whosc-voices m.a.tch:~..d the range o[ the parts~ Here again, 

however, ’the vocal~ range h? po thes~s c am~:ot accom:~t for 
Pearl Baileys per~orma~ce I[1 the film. In adapting the 

v, ypsy.... ~ Song" ~from C~..~a:rme~:~. the key=. *br "Beat out Da~ 
Khyt~n :on: a Erum was lowered 
F#. m ~or to fi.t~ Ba~Icys.. vocal .ran.ge,:This agatha.... ..... be~ 
important question abcut the d~ifferential treatmem of 

Da:t~&idge and Basle=y. why deny Dandridge the right 
to stag the part of Carmen cm t:~: {:,, groun~ds t.hat h:er 

voice could not handle its demands but then accom- 
modate Pearl .Bailey by .lowe:rmg her number n ,:: a :. I}, an 
octave to fit the mage of her husk:y: 

In. sum:, the .p~.e~ailmg ex:p!:anatio~:~s ~70~7 the dubbing 
of Dandridge’s and Beiaibnte’s voices leave: much to be 
desi.md:~ They tmpmblematicaRy exp lain the specifics £br 

the mies ~of Carmen and Joe, bu.t they: do not explain 
:why: other parts and other ~pe:~brmers w~.~:r{~,- t~ate:d~ di~L~ 
ferentlg If Bizet’s estate ob~j:.ected to the use. of popu!ar 

objected to Ba~lcy .~. mcarnatmn of Fmnkie and her 7per-. 
~brmance of a number that is sung by Carmen: he:r:self:in 
the original,= In order m un.de :s~nd the reasom for the 
d:e:c~:.mn to .dub in Carmen ~jo~es, we must look eise- 

where to the: broade:~3 culmral .... s~ ....... ’ :’ .... ~" :a~mc ~atl.o~ ~.s o f blacM~.ess 
and wh, teness, p pular ’ era. ig~.lD.ce every 
argu:ment about: the reason to du=b circles back: to Pearl 
.Ba~ieys pertormance in Carmen ..!ones, I sub~;~llt that 

:. :~:::::~:: unstated, reasons :~hr dubbing can be found 
th.mt!gh an anaiysis of her :numbe:r and i:~s specific 
te:xmal t:hnc:tions. 

Making Se:n:se of the ":Rhythm":: Blackness 
and  oti¢is.m in, Catch jones 

Pearl. Bailey’s number, "Beat out Dat R.hythm on a 
~rum, De.gins w~th a medium sho~ of Carme.n m B 
Pastor~s =ca~, ~When Carmen hea,rs a drum solo begin 

offascreen,~: she t:u..r:m to ~al.k through a 
..... ¢:rc.w d chants, ~’~G.o ers:~ .~ Carmen nears the b:ar,~ the " ~ ,~ ~" 

Max," an act:,~n, that,:. :fblIowed by a brief., sh.ot: ot 
~Carmc:n,~’ ~": ~ who e~::~te.rs’ :[hmt o[g-scrcen and s~ts’ d,o~w.~n~ in ..... 
the ex~:rem.e right part of the CinemaScope fi’ame. Hav- 
ing estabiish~ed ~Carmen’s spatial ~ .... ~ :~=:: ....... .... posl.t;lo:m the film 

~.~o rove o~7 the drum.mi.ng with a sl~gh ~.!~. 
angle shot of jazz great Max Roach per{brining a 
driving, h+gh.ly s .... ...... ..... :" ~+ " 3 ;~:yncopate:d drum .............. pair of 

wmp ani mallets. Af}er a :cut back to th.e p revi~ us camera 
posi=tion, Roach completes his .. n rtuoslc       5 ~7 7:" ~ ....... 



The. Po’litics o~ Dubbing 

Research~ 

:.].~c. s~ra.@~ t.i~.~.rw ard 

bebop...         . 

dress i.s a re|ativcly d:cm~:l~e p.i~ik, a color that varies 
associations of :red::~:~ess with flames., flowers, and passion 
established earlier in d~e film, Fra:~kic~ dregs has a khak>. 

colored skirt~:: a purpl.e bodice, and t.hm straps tha~: 
p.os.c t|~e ch.aracter!s. bare :shoulders, 1:~:::~ addid~:m m ~:he 
dress., [:::ra.n.kie wears, la.~::W c:arri:~gs., a pe.a~! nec:klace:, a.:~~d. 
bracelet.s on: }~cr |eft .arm. The ]atte:r add a tou:ci-~ 



her ph.~4;~.cal. being. instead, it :is ’the "thump, thump, 
ba,.>~;, the bump, bump, bumping of the 

¯ 

songs chort~ s indicates, rhythm: is the 0n:ly element 
:needed to instill thi:s desire, :As lo~:~:~..g as the musicia;i~s 

ma~ out dat rhythm on a d~rum,’~’ Fran.km "don’t: need 
no rune a:~ 

’The llext sh~,~t"~= :~: ’ o~" the se:qum~ce begins wid;~ a match 
on action of Fra.n.kie turning toward the camera, which 
dxen tracks m as she walks to the right a~M hops upon 
the bar:Whh Frankie now seated, the camera pulls back: 
to re eal m{~mbers of t:..~:~:, crowd cont~nt.mg thmr dance 
nu mb er~. As a km.d of visual demonstratio n of the power 

of :rhythm, we see ~mly parks of thc dancers in the: ~):~re- 
ground, their shmm~}~mg and :s:haking limbs and torsos 

............. ..h~:: f~am~.The end of this shot is: once extending into t’~ ,~ ~= ~.~ 
again, marked by Fran.k~.~e s turn~ ,* ~~ a~..a? from th e :camera, a 

gem~.m that not only anticipates the cut but also marks: 
the .e:~:~d ofth:e c=ho~:aa,:~~ ’~ ..... s and; the start of the next; verse,: 

Shot s~:x ot th:.~:: ~equ:ence~ be:gins ,~.: a rever~e angle 
medium: s:hot of Fral~ie m the [oregrotmd and the :danc~ 
ers ~=~a.a:~ m.~ i~~: ~he bac~kground .... Here again,: Hammer- 
stc~n.s l’yr’:~cs for the song link: p r ~m~ t~v ~ ..... A8 i.can. 

ot ~a, enW million, tom-toms. with the dancer:s 
bo~Nly state as mm.ethmg :[~lt way dou-n deep inside 

................... ~ ~: . :~o * 
.~::~ ..,, my bon=es~ ...... As ... m.:nk~e starts to stag the song’s chorus 

:~bra second ti:me, shej~umps offthe bar and waNs up to 
~,the ba~:~dstand. The ca~nera .~bflows F:ran~e as sh e 

~ :~ ~ :a .............. ~’~ ............ pod,,tinned on tL<. left: part: of the frame in troat of Max 
tZoach s :drums. 

Shot: seven ~:s :also a reverse angle sh:¢:t that piac~es 
Fnnk..~e~: is the midd!e ground with she back of Max:s 
hea.d ~dsible i.n the fo:mgmm~d and the &,~:~ce-~s ~, i.~ik~le 

back.grc und, During the song s third: ve;rse~ Frank~e 
picks up a drumstick and briefly plays a!.ong wid~ Max;; 
on his hi-hat a~d tom-tom, In :~:his p e~ml.muate section. 

~ ’    ’ " .... ~." .... " br!ef moment to of the so~g:~, Pearl. Ba~Icy :~:s~ alhm.ed a .................... 
sh ,:~, ca.st~ her uniqu e vocal tai.ents du.rmg a caesura 
fbre the final chorus.As she roaches ~the :pht:ase ’~’storn 

’:~:’~’ = =~ vcc~ gro!!, a mus~ca! gesture ~vea.:tl:~er" Ba.fle~ adds ~a                     .~. 
.......... ................ ~ particularjazz a~d blnes sing.- that =n ot oMy reference~ a ............................. 
mg s¢!e ~ssociated with: ~peff0rmers like Lores 

":7 ..... ~~. ~aters but aim mte:rtcxtual!:y Bessie Snnth, a~M Ethel: "           ’: ’ 

re:f)~rences the song, .... Stor m Weath:~:r~: s~nger ~Le 
Home; a:~M. the i :943 a~..:.-bla.ck musical of the :same name,~ 

The sequence::. ....... tge:n com.e:~ to a dose as Fra~kie is ..PaRed~: 
off the bands~a:u:d and carried to the middle of the dance 
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floor. ~er the number!s big: finish, Fra~kie complete:s 
the song:~ .f!,~a! chorus and iaeafly collapses on the bar 
~hm:i. ecstat:ic exhausti on ~ 

As this description of the sequence in:Nca.te:s, .Pearl 
Bailey’s performance o[’ Beat out Dat ~ ymm brings 

m:,ether, g . several sigmitiers of""::blackness:" ~       ¯ "as ~" was under- 
st:ood within pos~ar American cu.ltum=The m.~:~e~:s~s 
consciously "’primitive" rhythm, the lyrics? references to 
~~can Ou.ngles~ the mid d.an.cing, the !mkage 
mt::s~cal a~:M boNly express.~veness, and the inclusion o~ 
obvq.om, ~f b.r~.eE elements of Aff~..can, Amer~can musical 
performance sw!es dI serve to link A~can-America.n 

culture with the culture .of.its origins, which, acco~ng 
to the song, may be [bun.d in the deepest regiom of the 
so.-=caIled dark con.tment. By con.Ibrming to the most 
obvious stereotypes about African American culture a..s 

earthier, more sensual., more fibertine, more 
out Dat ~~h.m" functiot~.s to establish fl~.~e exoticim-:~ 
and Ottmrness of A.ffman-’    ’ Amen’ can ~.:u.l- ’n..re ~ that                   :hes" ’" at 
the heart ofH[ammerstein~: prqiect. 

In. this respect, however~ Carmen nes ~s l.~.ttle &fief 
ent from its sou.rce~" A., s Susan McC.IaD,. points, out in her 
ex:ce~.ent analysis of Carme~,, both. the opera and Pros- 

per ermlee s sou.roe story c.vmcc a similar .......................... Intere.:st. 

the exoticism, and .otherness of both ~psy comte and 
the Fren.ch underclass. By simati.~~g Bizet: i~:i mla.tion to 

~.    . 
v" 

. ~ ’ i a ~ " the Orientaiism ~of Hugo, Flaubert, :and Bat.=dela, re, 
McClaU describes Carmen herself.~ a fi~re who brings 
together several ~=~ands of exoticism d~:at: are arfcul.ate.d 

along the lines ~f gender., ethnici=~; and alas::... Noting 
ppeals to Don Jo:s~ ~ eca.~ase sh.e offers him 

fiTeedom, fTrom, t:he strictu.re:s of ’bouNe o is ]i. item. M cClary 
ar.,uc.s that the o - ’ ’ . g .. peras ......... emphas~s on slumming,. . .. crime, 
and prostitution casts Carmen. as the dark seductress, a 
racialized and sexualized Other who leads Don 

......... (2:9-.43 down the path of se~’d.estruction ,.... .... ) 
A.s .McClary also notes, however, this in.terest in 

Other,~.ess not merely is :con.fi~7md to the opem~s cha.rac- 
terizations but in~r~7x~.s Bizet’s= use of different musical 
.~d.mms~ Much as m~,. br.mg, together ~e mus~- 
c~ discourses :ofopena. and Broadway. clas.sicai music and 
po.p, B~zet s: .opera ~.s situated within ;a sire.flat nexus 
contemporaneo=us styles and idiom.s .... According to 
McCla:ry.: "Carmen ~:evolved~ dramatically a.roun~d the 
encom~.ters among these discourses: bem, een high art 
and ..be’degraded entertainmem: nms!.c of the cabaret~ t ,~                            ~ ...... ~                                          .. 

.... . .... ~.... ...... . : ~ ....~.                 * be~veen the sentm~entaht}~ of ~ :~- ........ ~.~::ra: .tom,qua:. and the 



Figure 3~ ~L:~l.ke iBize:t’s Carmen, Carmen 
Jon~s i~ cha:ra:cterii~zed as a dark: seal{so- 

who leads joe dow~ ~he path of: self~ 
destructi:on.::Wiscon~in Center for F~I m 
and The~r Research, 

T}ms, i.n m3de~st;mding t}3e texma.1 t)nctio.~ 
o.u t: I...at R}aythm. which pa~.alie!~ the :Amcti.on o:~:. B,zets 
"Gypsy. .    ... So~,g’" m. its t:reat.me~.t {.if racial and gender... ......... 
s=u.cs, wc ca,~:, be~ter ut~.de=r.sta.nd why :xt :~:s Pearl Baiiey:g 

.c~.~....e o~r~ the som.~:d track .rather ~than that ofa cl.ass~cally 

sim, more than :an}~ otb{.::.:r c}~arac~e.r, nms~ bear tb.e bur- 

::~s both. she a~.~d .Max R~:~a.ch who ,~.ome ~o embody an 
md:~g~, n.o u:s ira.din o,~ o.g ..:~ tr ~. ca n.-Amer~ c.a.n mmic a!.Per- 

vc ~c.e :~hat: C-Tarm:e~,f!.,~ea: .ca~:t make any cla, m. toward, an 
a~:me~mc por~raval o~"black Am~.::r~ca.n 

°l.~h.~.,~, }lo*~ever, is: ~:~ot t:he case w.l.th Dorothy 
andrsdg~ s (~,.armen a.~:~d Ilarry Belafo~.~teSs Joe.As tb.c 
eras ... .... tragic couple, thmr ~.~ultural. stares p .. ..... ’.. arch:e~,p:al. ~’ "- ~ " ~ ’ ~ ...... ’ ...... 

. 7":: "~.,~. .’ ..... ~ ,~ .’ ’ v~:.i~h.i.n, the ca.n.o:n {~ W~ster~ m.~:~i¢.. :c~..:uld ~:aot be com.- 

mmised b} thes~ ..... p ........... ....... ~ u...:,e of popular.: ,.. . or0 more spec~hca!|y, 
Affican.=~,American :mu.sic:al s@cs:. By this point in the 
c,.pe~as h.~smr3~. ~ts original.. .... ~en.:se. of aIteriD 
~:~ ’ .... (’ .... " ..... in McClar ,s: words.., c~,..., m had d.,sappea~:e~d. .~ a.s : :~am,.~, y 
’~ ~ ~" ..... - the .... tandard opera reper- wo~ a perma.nem place m s=- ............ 
m.ry"’ (.~.2()). Through i~s canonizat:~.on C=~m.{...,~ t~ad 

.. ~ .3..3~:~...~ . 
come to s} ink.. cl..,ze. ~h.e virtuc~ and aesthetics 
.Et~.ropean culture rather than the ()rientalism a~:~d. 

¯ decade.~ce of gyi.~s~es and cabarets~ 
cul.tuFal pedigree a:nd the p~.es:~u~es’" ..... s ........ ~ :~:=glace~d~ on the 
pr:{-.dt.,v,~ion by Bizet’s estate, the dcc..~s~{~n m dub 

an:d Belalo~,.te.s voices ~,~ ith those of clas:si~. 
c.a.!Lv trained opera :s,ngers must have seem.e.d like a 



of Pearl Bailey w{th those: o:ft:~ed opera singers, 
J0~es establishes a c ul rural hierarchy of mt~si.cal styles 

.......................... p{:~or manc<~., ot c:]assical 

smgers~:.~ .~.. ~ ...... su. :F3ervenes .......... :upo~a the "natural" and "spon.tane.- 

.~, ........ ..... ...................... ................ 

mt~s~cal appears to have i:~flt:ten.ced the pet~orm.an.ces of 
even. the ~.~F era smgcrs,..Accordmg: to .Nl..c¢..M.ry; .M:a:rilyn 
Hc,:rne ~empi.oyed a thin, ~:edy sou.nd fb:r: C,a:rmet~: 

rather thaan, the mo:m~ ff~. bodied tone she t~.sed i:~:~ later: 
yea;rs ~fbr her Carmm;~. Moreover, i.n passages 
.:,he seguidi]la, Hor~3:e s~ng~ ~he a ’ . ..... . ................. : ....... . p~:,~rt m a deliberately: 

smearing tones rather ~han artic:ulating 

i a~ l M 
~: : :     ..~ . ~ ~: 

n ~ c a,r~ s 

Hor:n.e emplws: th.is :st~ le to p:res erve some: measure o~ 

p.mducem believed: was incapable o[ staging the part 
seco:~M, by m.avtchi.~g the style to a ci:~aracter: who by 

v~rme ~.~:~ her race and class back..>roun.d would lack ti~e 
aesthet~.c se.~3s:~b~.lig:.., t~c negotiate the             ~0;~:~:~3amen" .... ; .... ta=non.;...;. 7. of 

an. aria (132), 

ra~her strange dou: ble ar nc ulanc ~,,~ i.n its e~b:rts m ere ate 

:techno!o.:~),~ ............... more s~ecificNlg the playback technique 
’ g ............ common!} associated with filmed musicai, per~or: 

c ’ order to .produce the illusion, t:i;:~a:t class> 

...... h 
~D c rothy Dan dri dge, Harry Be.la tonte~ an d Diaham3 

training (b~:ea:thing.                      ,. technique, .diaphra. gin., ..... co 3tml, vocaI 
a.tt~ck~ and art:iculatioff} are used to c:mate the : .... 

untrame~ musicalpeff0rman.ce on the g~ou:.nds 
that the A;[i:ican.-Ame~ica:n. ~pe:rt~;)rme:rs :rod characters 
c.:otdd not h c c~:~,:p.cct.e~d to sound like :real opera: smge:rs 

.... w:c:rds, the: sin.germ: heaM on the: C.::a:rme~:, 

soulM nTack attempted.. ~ to Dmc~en~ " their                                :pe.Nc~man:ce.: : ..... 3- ....... . ..... ’- 

through the use. t tech;glqu es ...... associated with. the :pop 

...... 
~’~ ~;..e ~ ¯ ..~.. .... .=. ....... ~: if this de:s~v.=r~pt.~on, o:f vocal. :.sWl..e:s {~und m Carmen 

ca~e the :decision to dub Dandridge and Belat~onte 
pu::.duct~.on practices but rather ill relanon 

r’c" t work that attempts to: theorize particular con 
structiom of race and eth.niciD, (Bogle, %~c.ms,~ C.:o~:s,," 
,~., = ": .... ~. ~.~.. "* . ~ ~{" ~ ~ .... M,.~la:t:to~:~., (; r.~.~.p:s,: Slow Fa de ~o Black and ,’: ,’!akm, f 
Black," Di.ax~::ara,’ ..... :," ¯ Gt:wr.~erc:; Hall:; Hill; ..... .M.archetti; Mercer; 
Reid; Smith; Wallace, lm ~.s~b~hty Blm:s and Black Popular 
(7:ul~ure). In:deed:,. C:a~m:e~’~jom~:~:                     ~,:~:~:~.)~3.~s’" ..... s to ~be a.n         emblem- 
a’"nc ........ case    smd~’= for ~his wpe of critical enterp=rise, since 

demonstr:ates the need to theorize cultural idcnti~-in a 
way that ~- essenti.aHze <:..~.ocs n:o~ ktackness ~n terms 
of pa:rticular ......... aesthetic ~r:ms o:r cultu:~al practices,. 
,-. :. ........ ’ " ........ : ~: ....... : ’. ~’ ..... - b~.a.,.cs ~fits s:~..~c~:=a.] and ~ ealmg the .Meol.og~cal :"s- ..... " .... ~ : ’~ ":- ’ 
context~ C~mw~,J0~e:~ establishes a hie:~archy ofmusical 

a estheti c s that is c orreIa, t ed wi th bm ader n o ti o ns                           c:4:~ ’"race ......... 
and, through the use of him. tcchno!o~, em.ploy~ dub- 
bing to create a N.nd of phantasmic bo4~ that registers 
visu.dly :as bI.ack but s.ou.~.:~da wrote m terms of the 

" ’ " ....... " " "~ gh ip mate.r~al qualmcs ~ts vmce: Tbmu its man ............ .. ula- 
¯ ~ion of film ~:ound :~:echnolog3~, .Carme~~ !ones crea~es 

s<.=me.th.mg altogetl.~e~ unique m the hi.stoW of Holly.- 
w(md film’ a:n. al.l-black m.usica! that" " ....................... ¯ mm3es the voice 
ofwhite, European culture. 1.~:~ the n.ext and {in.al section 

¯ of tl~::is: es:sa> I wi}i briefly examine the cultural imp~ca- 
tions of this dis.!oca.do~ c[Ai.r,.can-Amer,.~.an’~ :~ ’ ’~’ " ..... : ........ "~- voices :and 

~ ..... , ,    ~ ~ . 

~=.~.can-~.Ame:r~can musical sWies, 

Folk Cultures, Politic:s, and Mi~nstrelsy::The 
Cultu~l Implications of Dubbing in Carmen.lones 

Although space limitations .p~eclude a d~orottgh explo- 

ra.~l.on of the cultural impli.cati~:~ns o~ L.armend~: ~es s treat- 
mcnt of racial is:s~:~es, let me briefly ad.dmss three ~ssu:es 
that connect the film v,.~.)th":" a larger ....... .pro~g.ram~ " <.:~f rcsea.rch 
c.n ~ac.M re ~resentanm~: the h~smr:).ca! contexts provided 
by carher a!!.-black musicals, the tradiuon o[; biackt.kce, 
and the emergence o.f th.e. civiI rights m~vcme:)~t.. I wil.l. 
begi.n, by discussing,... Carme:~~ Jo,:~.e~.:’s.          ’       ~:    " place within 
Hollywood’s production of aH--black musicals= and 
way it a.r~culates a tension, bet~ccn ~prm~m.vtsm a,~d. 
>oph.~sn.catmn: that is more generally chara.c.ter~..snc ofth.is 
h.lm c} cle, ).n essence,, the sp~t be~;veen vi:sual and aura] 
reg~sters .~n Carmen Jones. rcv.vals h(..~. B~zets t:am.ous 
tI:~ u s ~ c m. a s k s t h e s o u n. d t r a c k"s c o.n > t ~ u c ti o n. o f 
"~,m~eness’’- "    " by placing it under the rub,;ic of musical.’ " 

sophl:stlc, atmn, 

~ rmn.g aboutVi.n:centc M~nnelh s Cabin i~ the 5~ 
a :film that ~.s ro~:.gh..l~ contemp.ora~:~eous with the 
Broadway p:roductio:n o[ Carmet,:_]:~.m:.:.~, Jamcs Narcm~:re 



F.ert~ne.nt ~o our t,n:ders:~andinlg of 
Premmger:s fiimo The first of these is a ~ .:,stig~al tradi- 

o:~:~o ~..~.~or :~: c narrator, s .~.avmg to do with poor blac k~ 

m. rural Southern c omm:uaitie s" (Naremo~e 1:71 ), In his 
~.scussio~:~: of these tbl:~o:ric element:s, Nammo:re is 
to cmphasize,: :that th:ey have ................. nothing to do wi.tB :the 
md.~.ge~’~o u s c ul.m re~,:: ~:h:ey depi=ct and, :f!:,.rther, that these 

~,,=~ m:uhiplic:ity~ ofinca:rungs aud f0lk.io ri c disc ourses hay ¢~ a     .:.    . 
uses. The~i.~" nagc:s= * "~" of contented.~ rural m.ammies .and 
.papp~e~ may. have fed: the m:~agmat!ons ct ~hlte 
but ....................... a difi)reiat understanding o:;..;:: the ~as also 
instrm:nen:M to the iiberal, di.scou:~cs of the Popular Front 
a~ d the Works .~ regress Admi:nistra:~ion ~: i) escnbmg the 

tO~.K:,.y ~one of much art:~st::,c production du:rmg the 
¯ ~ 

t~ aces Depression, Narcmore pomt:s~ to its : +’ 
a.ls, I,eadbelI.~ recordmgs~ !e~t!st folk songs, John 

L.:0n~ and :Hu~ Green Past:urns (1.72) In (,arm~nflnes the 
en ce o:~~ ’~hh:~ ..... ~ folkt.oric :tr:admon:. is evident= during 

the first: half of the film, esp eci~y dm mg Ca~g~lllel:ls, vl:slt 

to her [~m:fiiy home, w here the rcm..nanu 1~[ mag,c .and 
v ood{.m: are fi:gured both as part of her :mamlineal heri- 
tage and as an omen., of her tragic demim 

The emphasis ~::,~:~ th:e fi.:..lkloric, h{.., xve~:e:~r, is [alanced 

...... =. ;~. .............. d..e ........... oi~ a upscale 
A.fr~ca~s~:~:~,, redolent of caf~: s~clety, Bmad~,va~- theate 

and the European avant-.~..,.., ..... .. g, arde’.. . ~. ,. ,. (Naremore !. 77)~ For 
Nammore, Mmnelh s mcorp ion of .A.:fr~can,st motifs 

....... ~ ~= = ....... .............. i, nm Cabin in ghe Sky. . ,. pmduc........cd~. ~ an. end p oduct in which 

bl.ackne:ss si~ified both’ wildness and 
sophimcatmn: (l79)~, On d~e o..~:~: hand:,, Cat m inghe Skys 
:fc~iMor,.c elements rich:tied blackness m terms o~ ..... a sm~pl;’: ..... ¯ 

pr~m~t~~.~sm; on. the other, i~ ~ 
,oclated blackness with. the: uptown eia:~, of jazz~ hlgh 

Cat:.~s is tlu~:’ Sk:} and other all-black musicais made 
Ho!.lgwood ccu!d .ha.,e it both. ways [y blending the 
denatured fan~tasy of the {iliIl:’s fblkloric e!ements with. 

ourgco~.s .... s ......... Urn.t: s reiatively elite~ 
:Broadway ethos" (Naremore i82) 

~. h..~...e Carm~,nJ~:.nes s treatmeat o[ blackness, augurs a 
,~mula:~: :s~!it bet:wee.~:~, wildness: an,d sopbi, sdcafion,: it does 

in :~he Sky, :the mflue:nc e offb~:loric elements can be re:!t 
m the fihn~ setfi.~:~g:, charact.eri.zati{ms:, an:d " 
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but .. nlikc .Cahn.,.       _h-hess aura of sophistic.ation 
derives both from the Afficamst sensibilities ...... e." v::ident" " ’ m 

sno;v=-stoppmg ~mmbcrs and from its 
ca.ted r~el.a.ti.o:nship m the original. Bizet opera.. The use 
of Bizet~ music estabhshes a cultur.al hierarchy shgh.d}. 
=different from the one ~bun.d in Cabin, one in which 
jazz i.s clearly located, on the side of primitivism, and 
opera on the side of.so.phisticatiot~.As the ~pressure 
the Bizet estate indicates, opera was more or less 
sumed to be the culturally and aestheticaR:y superior 
form, one m need ofpr;otectio.a f.:ron:~, the predations 
ver.riacuiar and popular.:, styles of music.: Moreover~. .............. . as l 
noted i.n my &s.cu~s~.on of"Beat out Dat ~hythm the 

: .... ’=:e= ~’ and Dorothy differential treatment of Pearl B.afl::..> s 
l)andr~dge s voices s.u~=esL that BiRy R.ose and Otto 
~Preminger were: a.ttemptmg a some~ ha~: :peculiar cul- 
tural b:M:anch:~g act, one intended to c.xplMt the local 
"~color" and e.x.otlc~sm of rural Afr~.can~AmerKan cul 
rare (voodoo, jazz, roadhoc~:ses,: sexuaiiw) while simuita- 

neousl ~ preserving the a.esd~.c.tic domma.nc~: ofopera..~ I.~ 
this rcs.pect, Carmenfl...n~:s shared ...... ~ .... ~. .. 
h ave it bo th ways. [ t c o uld revel m :t:l~:e :e:~.~ .................... te r ta~.~’ ’ ........ m ..... ~,e" ~.~ t 

values associated wifl~ black p~pular .performers hke 
Dan.&~dge~ [a.d.c% and Belafonte while e~}wmg the 

cultural pec~gme offered both by Bizet and by da .... 
cally t:rai~,ed~ opera smgc.rs. 

This~,.:.ens.e~ of a cultural t~ierarchy ,.~=~s= ~ ’~fu~.the., ...... reinforced 
by two complementaw hierarchies within the film.The 

f!.rst of these is evident in. the fil~m:~ treatment of the 
&v~s~o.n of speech and :sang.~ hflea crude ap:p.~oxima 
tioga= of vernacular language is evident within the 

dialogue and song lyrics, this example offolk culture is 
juxtaposed with the melodies, .harmonies, and orches- 
tration ofWeste:rn classical, music. It is within this split 
between, speech an,d song that the latter becomes a re- 
positoW of the values of high c.ulmr.:~ and 

wh ile th. e.c.)...f c r ..... mc.~r rctai ns the               ’~b ,~~. o~a der~: assoc ~at~ o ns wi th 
spontane~.t~., natural.hess, and fblk ex.p~.ession, Although 

th cse culm rai hierarchies m.ay be m~de~c od ~scursm:l~ 

there is an additional hierarchy established among the 
. .:: ........ ..... 

......~,....7 ~ ~. ’ ¯ 
.                         ~ :...~,.~ ......... ~: .... iflms Afncan-Amer~.can p.efforme~. As. James Bald~ m 

C;a~*menjones s de[:.~ctm~ of[~minine em6ci:m’~ a~d ma.le 

::: ~.alevolence ~.s .~ugh]y corrda.ted with the. skin tones 
f di Bald ~i the {af~-colore.d o its actors Accor ng to .: ~ 

ca:f~ .au iait comple~ons oi Dan&~d.gc and Belafonte 

¯ are exp.h.~:g!~- contrasted with the darker piD~.entations 



o~ PeaH Bailey .aad Brock: Peters~.~ such, the !~=~.rarchT~, 
.... ~ ~ ....... ̄ .a~M popular of’star and supporting pla.y~cr, operatic voice 

singing :swles is fi~rther correl.ated ~vi.th the light and 
dark :s~. to=.~:~es of Dandridge a.~d BaiIe;>: re.spe:ct~..ely. 
in dfis way~ their characte.rs, Carmen and Frankie, not 
~.)~ly :~.gmW ~.h~.~c:ne,::,.~:. a.n:d blackness through: their 
~ r ...... ~. 

: .... F.ertormance swles but embody it m d~..eir ~physlcal 
ap.pea.rance. 

In addifon ~:o :r~eaN~.g the ideo!ogicM nature ofi:950s 

................... ~ 

,"i ".’. 

,.~ } ’?~ 

musica! aesthetics Ca,rues £m~’.s also beas an interesting.g: 
relation, to the: practice of minstrels> In re:cent years 
mi:{a.str~elsy has be c ome a topic og mcreasm g .s:~.~a~ficance 
among critical theorists (Bean, Hatch, an=d MeN amara; 
~ k lI L " ~h R g" " ......... k~ s) For C!yd ¯ ," .’~" " ma o. ’ ar, In, t In. ’ 

mm,~trel sh~w i.s a pardctdarly revea.ling tSrm Ta:~lor,,the "~ ........ ’ ’: ~ .......... 

ofAmeric:an ~ cr,na=cula~ cultu,re becau:se of what it tell:s 

by ....... ng cDti ~ * fth d ~ " ~,. ’s        ¯ ¯ ’~ ~" ~ 0 . 

white: cukure, For others, particularly m film :studies, 
the minstrel show :) :~ 1.s important ~br its or~.gma:~o:n"    ~ 
character ~ pc..., that have: " ~ " . ........ . , ,.~,s dominated black poptflar c0.i- 
rare m succeeding decades., Spanni:ng a wMe raage of 

i h hi y f ..... " l ’ f d ¯ rep~esentat or:is, t, e .;stor ¯ o mmstrelsv :~as m ormc 

the public p .... ...................... : ~ers=~~nae of se.veral distinguished African 
:. ~ .~,: ").~ ..... ~ _-: American p.et~ormers such as Hattie McE amel, Mno.:s 

:a.:~M Andy; Louis Jordan, and. even Pu.bI~c ~ ’ .... . ’ ~ Enemys Fla:=vor 
Fla~,: For roll oth~:.rs., mms~els,, :s si~fi,---,’-~- derives ~om ............. s <. ’. ~,’ .:~ .. 

~ ~: g ~ ’g ...... 
~ ~ ~ ,, , , ,~.~’." ....... " . ......... ~..ace as biolog the ways in whlc:h :i~ destabilizes r-~- .... a     ical 

emi.v a~:M r:eve’~ds i:~s c.omtructedncss as a cu.lmra] cat~ 
e~{~rw.~.    ~ Blackl~.ce, like other kinds ........... o:f passing,= 
boundari.es m v. a~s mac.~ncss ¯ v ~.." that re.veal notio~:~s o:f~’ ’~ 
and ~’ ~’ "" " } -" f ’ ....... " .net o ..... ~. o ~.ca] . wa~eness to be. the p r~... d deol g 
proc..cs:,.,c,., and cu!mra] 

’~’ :~"=’ notably WhiIe CarmesJ~ s.~s is less reli.ant o~~ nfinstrel 
wpes. thaa :~ e~ ions all-black musica!~,, the te:ch.n.ologK:al 
scparadon ~" filmed image an.d sound offers something 
similar: to minstrelsy m the w:ay it ~reats race as a culmral 
c a~ego ry+Whex:e~ t:he miastrel show in:w:~lvcd pe~i:~ rm- 
ers who cloaked themse.lvc:,.~ in :slgm~ers ~’:"*" 

such as Cfi.alc:ct, costume, a.~d burnt cork,, the d:-abb.i,~g. ....... 

effect by seve.,:mg the link between voice and bo .Th 

tech~:~ologicai sepa.ratiot:~: of m~age and sound here 
ables a wlfite perib rmcr to sp.. ak thro ugh the b!ack body 
that ~.s seen on-screen, Mc,reover, through: the italicize:d 

................ :.~ea, d in the son~’ .lyr:ics an.d: m~,mcry of b!ack dialect 1 ...... ~ " ’ " 

Mar.~yn’ .... " Home’:    ’s ¯ .cc:M~ar~ .... sm cann :,= ot r~.h~.- vocal. lines ....... m 
some ct Carmen s arias, the.=d.ubbing in Carm~,’<":- "" ...... fl:"~m:,~a ....... 

creates the curions spe c tac [e of a black actress: voiced by 
s~nger t:ry:~ng:, to s~un:d 7black, By                 creating’ ...... ..... ~ a hy.~ 

bridized figure: m C;.~.rmen, Carmes loses mMermines 
the very pren.n~e that governed: Bd]y Roses and~ Oscar 
Ham merstei,~"     op              ail:-blac;k mu 
sical, More importantlg by ca!ling a:tte~tio:~l=: to its use 
dubbing: h:~ reviews, publicity materials, and even: the 
glm s credits ’the,melves, Carmes ~mes veritably ~aums 
its definition: of race as a culmrai rather tha:~:,, bioio4cal 

categor:y: 

Fmal]:}~; simat:ed within the historical con:text: of the 
C)rmesj0nex aim 

an importan t, albeit co:nflicted, :mlatiomhi p :to the bma:der 
structures o~ Ame:r~can. poiitics o[ the 1950s=. On its ~acc, 

as an all-black mu.sical~ Casn~.:.Jcn.e;~ would ~,cem to be 
. .... ~ ,:.     .. ~ politically: regressiwe~ ha.rkmg back to ..qoIlyx~ ood s ear- 

iier idealized images of:rural, black Iife and its denial 
racial prejudice, ec:o:m}mlc ex.p!o~:tat~on, a~ad aparthmd. 
This :~mt:asy becomes w : ......... .~ .................... 
actio:n moves to Chicago, reflecti:ng the broader patte 

.o.[TAffican. Am.e:rican migrad o:t~ to )~ orthern u rban cen 
tcrs du:rigg the post, var period:2Yet even in t:he C.t~.icago 

seque:nces Ca:m~esJc.ss~ cling~ to ~.ts a.]l-black:premise, ....... 
preser~: ~n.g the ill:talon, o~ a. seg~egate.d wo.rid: i.n ~which 
blacks ea~ oy a sep at;ate bu t e qual existen.ce as members 
of American. society, 

This dcsc ~ ~pnon o~ the :tflm.. h owever, applies only 

.l.ecoBmze the :~ar more com- 

plicated racial:P°htics~ that ................... were ev~.dent m. ........ the creation 
~:)f t~h:e sound tr:ack. This n.otioa that the somld track. 

Mar: ql H o rn e~ re c ~:7:~ 11 c ct~ ~:~ n o ) b.er                                                                                .:P articipati. .... .:. . . on in the 
film. A~t: th e time.=. H o.. rne was ...................... a nineteen-year-ol~d,., asp.. 
ing opera singer st~:ugOmg: to begin a career as a 
tbrmer within the Los A n.geies area~ When the .~ex~, ~s o f 
t~h e film adaptation o f Ca, m~.,~ 1~,. n~s [~.. ega~ to c.~rculate m 
Hollywood, Horne and her tri.e~rMs assumed that they 

~eed aot evea a u~io.n .tbr p*ra ts," kn:::" o:~i~g .... that the: film 
would adhere to Oscar ..... ’ .... " .’ ...... ’" .... . Hammerstem s conception of it 

. a~ bl~.~:~.- musical. Soon, however’, word began to 
s~read in= the Los A.~.geies music communiW that Fox 
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was looking ~br ipeoplc to ..... ~ 

~hcsc ~mcordm ~ wou ld be used: to du b ~he voices of" ~he 
a~m, Home and her 

......... Fc x de:sired Affican:.~Am:er:ican: stagers bu:t 

plcasa.mly s~ rpr.~s~d to fi~:~d: out: that~ mere: w:a:,~ 
color barrier~Whites could apply (22)~ :Horn.e then. 

~While Horne.’~ a~ecdote sugg<~s{s the kinds of:double 

pat,: on in black cu !rural producfio:n, her obse r~atio n that: 

the emergi~g poetics of the: period.: Although Carmen 

track~: its soraM track reflects: the ~rospect:s ofd~esegrega- 

si.xtms, :BLacks and whit:es could 

voices: co:uld m no,~diegetic a:~d: extradiege 

o:t the: Supreme: Cou~¢t:s !a..dmark decision i,~ B:roun~: 

commingling o~ races than:: it was a genuin.e 
t:l~rm of integr:atio:~:~, i:t is important to ~emember that 

: -.: : ~:~ ,:~ ~ .~ -:.- ~ ~.: ~. ~ ~- :.. ~.~:~ ..:.’ jones s perf~ormers ~ ~ewed. the sound 
track as a space: without col{~r barriers, one in which 

~==,.~embcrs~: ’~ " ot~" differem rac:es i:gteract in, h:armon> bot.h 

:~::~.aivc and kkopia~:~ it ~:~o.a.:~:ettle.i.css= speaks to certain 
Imca! asp,rations that: c,x~s~ed at the: time of the 
reIe ase, 

Conclusion 
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:Wendi Williams, a:n Affica:n-Amcri.can stager from the 
R.&B group For Real. But as the .production neared 
start &t:e. B:erry got c.:o~.=d, feet and .ce~ded. the vocal du:~es 
for !n:tmd~aq,.{~ Doro#~), Dandri~ge toWi~.:i:ams (F:reydkin).. 
This took care of the pmblem ~Br most of the singing 
s~:enes but did not address a crucial ~::c{~ne howxng 

sequence Berry wot, M have to pla?.Dandr~d:.m...: ... . ..g while 
l.)andr~dge was ~lay:mg Ca.rme~ ... More importan.0>: 
s~nce Dandri....e :smg~:.. her habanera number 
ko"~.,.~:~.e: )m fins sce~e~ someone would h:a.~. ;~:.:: to provide 
the vmcc of Dandndge! Ca.r:men~Xe:t whfle ~qR~an~: w~ 
undoubtedly the logma! c:a.:nd~da.te~ she, Iike .Da:~:Idr~dW 

herself, was not a cl.a:ssicaRy trained si~ger and did not 

production of Carm{~.@mes..... Fo:r ~h.is scrape of Dandrid:gei 
Bet ry pe ~orm :~ ~ g ..t.:.. :. a t s .Lm, e , the .film m a ke r~ ~emrne.d: 
to the source by using the film’s origin.al sound track 
and .Marflyn Horn:e’s original record.rag of the rune. 
Thro ugh th ~:~:,,~: seri es of histo.ricN: a~~d techn.ologi=cal co 
vol.utiom, Home coul.d bc heard once again su.pplyi.ng 
the off’screen ,..’~"~ for a tale.n.~ed Affican.-Amerl=can 

actress, the whi.te voice h.i~dden within the visible black 
bod:y. 

g,....en the &tlere=~c~.:~.:, be~veen the 

h..~:sto r~ cal an ~d ,cu! t:u ral .contexts o~ Carrot. n :Jot, m: a nd 
tm dudn~ .Doro thy .Dandn ~g:~:., the latter :h.l:~ n .hart:d] e~.:, t:he 
mformafio.n about ~ ’~ ~t..., use of dubbing i..r~ an en.tirely dif- 
k.rent ~y.~Whereas the use ot: dubbing in. C:arm~::n.Jon.~s 

was understood solely through the film’s receptio~-~ con-.. 
texts, ln:trodud~N Dorothy L)andrid:e a.dd.:~ a s:.li.~h0.~, re- 

Dandridge/Berry is about to begin. 
tot .Martha (xm!:~.d.ge..:. c:uts t..c~ a shot. ..... of the space a.4jacent 
to the :set .and :a medium ch~se.-up of a somM tcch:nician 
placing the needle on a vinyl recordi.ng of Marilyn 
H:or.~:~e s rendition ~of the so~:g.~Thus~ i.n Introduan2 Dof 
oghy i)a~,drid~e, the star of Carm~=.:nfl nesL:,:s clearly.: 
m be lip~.s}~.l~chmg her p~::~o.rmance rather than actuary 
staging.. Th.c conrem.~:orarv,.        .       ., him thus ackno~le=dges..., its 
tecimological. :siei.gl~t of hand i:~ this scene whiic para- 
doxicaRy conceali.~g it in :others. I.he ~,elf .mfl~.xive ::.:ouch: 

ere c, ontraasts    .c s ~ al]= : Rsl:oii o        . ~:oo . 

:~,tar power a.~::~.d prcs~.n:c.e suggested by 

mantes of Hep Hop ..... and 1. Got Rhythm. The film 



se,~:m~: to: sa~,     .a~.bat tools th~s~ Ho 
be,, See, :she was a talented singer a!! aiongi’ 1:,~. doing so, 
the film establishes a stral:~,ge double s~ndard: by ackaowt~ 

=edging ’== .... " "" :== ¯ 1o , ..... ....... the. tcch.n{,.~..= :~g% used m construct: Dandndges 

star persona as ....... Carmen Jones but concea!mg, the ~u~..~e.=s ~ of 

t.h,:..~": v..m:.U~. ’ ~ same tech.n olc gy to make it apF ca.~= that: Ha~le 
BcrD :~.s, :i:~~ :tact, a talente~d jazz 

............................... :’%: Yet, these further ironies.: aside~ what makes 
s~ch a sin gul a.:r e:xam~p le in ~:h.e hi:st o ry 

Hol~l>~vood’s use of dubbing i.s the degree to which 
a,~.sumpt~:om about :race, ~m, 

popular cultu~e. While Oscar Ha~mnerstei~ and Billy 
were praised fo r their m                        =~gem ous tran sformatm 

Bizet’s Carmes into an ail~bIack: stage :musical, the his- 

t~o:ry~ of t h e                   ~p ro. du c ~o:n sho w s that there .... ~ - 
¯ : ....... :* ~,~ ~: ~#~ ~ ~~ .~..:, . ~ ...... l.,m~ts about ............. how ’~ar~: ...... ~a:rmes....: ~..~ = d~.0se~:... ~..:.. :~ ~creatcrs cotfld =push 

in :the directio~ of po~puiar culture,: As such, the con- 
teI1:lporary e:xperience ot ’watching Ca:.:mwnJ~ Ones ............ :=;dvesg ..... 
.... acute impression~ of cultural :~,ch,~zophmma, The one an ~ " :"~ s~~ ................ 

................ k..os¢~, measured fii:l~ see:ms :sm~" wh,em it should be ~9 ~ ~ ="" ...... .":= ........ 

~..herc it should: be swinging,: note~,pe:~i:ct where it 

:should :be :~: ~=~ ......... ~’ ~ ’ : "’~ ............... ~n~ p~ ov ~sa to.U aad ::t~e:, Beyond that, :the: film: 
adaptation of Carmesjones empioyed stagers a.i~:d 

that b]urred .racial b:... un&rms 
and complicated t~.~.~ hb~ s artict~lation cfm:cM 

C,rmt~s..~.]c n~s m:~wit’tin:gly p.    . rcsen.tc~d tx~o seem.~ngly con, 
tradicm~, modds ot A mer~ can =race relanons m the 9 
one a separate:= bu~: equal :~antasy~. . .. tl~at, oMy Hciiy~,ood 
co,aid concoct, the other a dcsegregated~ ~x.tradmget~.c 
S= ~-~                                             . olc.es ?a~..:e that mixed the v : of biack :and =white per- 
’~ 

.......... S ........ tormer~ but also situated s ...... ̄ :"~:~ tho~e vo ices within establ ~:~:~: ::.::.~ d 
cultu.r~ hierarchies 

¯ ~ . . ,g 
r,~ ........... 

. , In tracin,g the culm:mi hl~:tor~ of Carmes,~ a 

~MTV p.oducnon b:ri:ags tl~:e lnsto~ y of the ope:m and 
d:~e Prosper Menmee story fi.fll c~ml~=~%~k.mg the Moor,sh 
,.nflt.~ence of~ ............... to its the MTV .... ~. ..... 

Child diva ~: " .... ~ " ........... Beyo.~ce ~mw.les m 

ventio~= of Ca~men as con.tempora~ urban~ ""n~p~:n.opera~~ . : } 

Tlns most recent chapter st~ggests that the emphasis 
on gender and eth.mc~-m ~:l~:e originN has never 
pie:rely disap pe, are;d, it simp!y ~ ,ets r~.aruct~iated ~:And se e.~. 
:. * ¯ :i:    * 

[g ’~~"’ 
"’~ : ’ ~ 

" 
~’ ’’~ ’: 

:’ 

ing that: the custo:dia.ns o~: h~gh c~km, e no ionger guard 
..~ ~ . ¯ 

.......................... ¯ .~’:> 
.,.,:,,:. ....... .: ¢.~ ..; ~ : ~7~ u::’ Ca.rmess~ s:tams so zealously~ one can only wonder ~ hat 

a swing of evm~: a caI.ypso C;.~rs~::n.: might have :been 
.like. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@digitalme&sures.com on behalf of 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <~oira cce@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 7:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Your Course Evaluation Results 

Comse Evaluation - AFAM 101 Section 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE I.pdf; Course Evaluation - AFAM 276 Section 001 BLACKS IN 

FILM.pdf 

Your Fall 2012 course evaluation results are attached. You may also access the report(s) electronically at: 

htt ps://vww~.digitalmeasu res.co m/Iogin/u nc/faculty . 
If you have any questions, please email us at oira_cce@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 10:06 AM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Regester, Cha~:lene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: NCBS Panel proposal 

Thanks Sheila I’ll work something out ruth this. Have fun while you are there! 

On Jan 3, 2013, at 4:50 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

Joseph and Charlene, 

I have just updated the document with nay paper description. I am 8 hours ahead in Uganda, so you should have it time to submit. Please catch any typos, 

if you can. I am writing on the run! 

My best, 

ssm 
<N CB SPanelProposal2013.docx> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email u nc.ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, January, 22, 2013 1:25 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Spruill, April R <april spruill@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

Thanks Charlene -- we’ll research tickets & hotel now -- thales for looking for potential host families. 
On Jan 22, 2013, at 8:36 AM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

> Dear Joseph: Currently, I don’t know of a family willing to host the student but I will tiN to think about families in the area. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> From: Jordan, Joseph F 
> Sent: Sunday, Jar~uary 20, 2013 3:01 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: RE: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 
> 

> yes -- although we will only be able to do one night -- so you should let me know whether you want to go the night before our presentation and then leave the evening of the presentation 
to return to chapel hill Or do you want to arrive on the day of the presentation and leave the next day 
> 

> By the way -- I have a student coming to fi-om Venezuela to be at the Stone (;enter for one month She’s a senior in jownalism there but will intern with us. I)o you know a ]hmily in chapel 
hill that might be interested in hosting her in a homestay?? 
> 

> Thanks t 
> 

> From: Regester, Charlene B 
> Sent: Sunday, JanuaW 20, 2013 8:14 ~M 
> To: Jordan, Joseph F 
> SubJect: RE: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 
> 

> Dear Joseph: Thanks for the acceptance letter I will register lk~r the c(mference but wil [ your office make my hotel reservation Please let me l~ow how I should proceed in this matter. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> Fr;~ Jordan, .l~ph F 

> Sent: Satnrday, Janua~" 19, 2013 7:56 ~M 
> To: Sheila Smith McKoy; Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: FW: 2013 NCBS CoN~rence Acceptance Letter 
> 

> 

> From: DO NOT ~PLY@allacadcmic.com [DO NOT ~PLY@allacadcmic.com] 
> Sent: Friday, Janua~ 18, 2013 3:32 PM 
> To: Jordan, Joseph F 
> Cc: aosei@desu.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Regester, Charlene B; ssmckoy@ncsn.edu 
> Subject: 2013 NCBS Corffe*ence Acccp~nce Letter 
> 

> Dear Joseph Jordan, 
> 

> ~ank you for yam abstract submission to the National Cotmcil for Black Studies 37th Annual Corffe*ence. On behalf of o~ Conference Program Co~m~ittee, it is my pleasme to inform 
yon that yam proposal titled, "~e Cultwal Politics of the Black Fihnic ~nage: The Struggle for an appositional Aesthetic" has been accepted for presentation at the 2013 corfference. The 
program schedule will be sent out soon. 
> 

> All presenters must make their pre-registration payment for the corfference by JanuaW 31 st, to ensure that yo~ name will appear in the confe*ence program (1. check nmnbers must be 
provided if paying by check; 2. American Express users: please include an additional $5.00 for fees). Please note that NCBS membership is strongly encouraged for all coherence presenters. 
If yon have alrea@ paid for membership and/or corfference registration, please disregard this portion of the letter. We will noti£v you as to when the date and time ofyo~ presentation will 
be posted on our website. 
> 

> Please register online by going to http://xvwxv.ncbsonline.or~/conference reaistrationl bv January 31, 2013 in order to take advantage of the discounted early- bird registration rates. 
Additionally, we ~ge you to make yaw hotel resel~’ations with The Westin Hotel-Doxvntown Indianapolis before 5:00 pm February" 8, 2013 to ensue the room/board rate ($134.00/day) and 
availabili~. To make your reservations with The Westin Hotel-Downtown, please call (800) 228-3000. 
> 

> Please make st~e the full ad&ess and phone number with e-mail ad&ess for EACH presenter is submitted, and that yo~ Usemame irffotmation is acct~ate. Yam nsemame iMormation will 
appear in the program exactly as you have entered it (no all caps please). We look forward to yot~ presentation at the 37th Atmual National Coherence of the National Council for Black 
Studies, March 13-16, 2013 in Ndianapolis, Ndiana. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Georgene Bess-Montgomew, Vice President, 
> Coherence Con~ittee Chair NCBS 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
jt) ordan@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Janua13125, 2013 1:08 PM 

Benowi~, Judith <benowi~@email.unc.edu> 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. 

<tia willimns@unc.edu> 

Form - CCO Summer courses 

Sent to Judith -CCO Summer 2013.pdf 

Dear Judith, 

Kindly see attached signed form pertaining to CCO Summer courses in the department. Thanks for working with us on these courses. 

Barbara and Charlene: 

If you have further questions kindly contact Judith. In addition, this is to confirm that Tia has reviewed overload issues but if you have further questions about this matter 
please get in touch with her. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .com 

Saturday, Janua~ 26, 2013 10:16 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jIjordan@email.unc.edu> 

aosei@desn.edu; Jordan, Joseph F <jljordm~@email.unc.edu>; Regester, ChMene B <regester@email.unc.edu-*; ssmckoy@ncsu.edn 

2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance letter 

Dear Joseph Jordan, 

Thank you for your abstract submission to the National Council for Black Studies 37th Almual Conference On behalf of our Colaference Program Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you 
that your proposal titled, "The African Diaspora’s Allegory of the Cave" has been accepted for presentation at the 2013 conference 

All presenters must make their pre-registration payment for the conference by FebruaW 15th, to ensure that your name will appear in the conference program (1 check numbers must be 
provided if paying by check; 2. American Express users: please include an additional $500 for fees). Please note that NCBS membership is strongly encouraged for all COlaference presenters. 
If you have alrea@ paid for membership and/or conference registration, please disregard this portion of the letter. We will notit) you as to when the date and time of your presentation will 
be pusted on uur website. 

Please register unline by guing tu http:i/www.ncbsunline orb/conference re~istratiunl by February 15, 2013 in urder tu take advantage of the discuunted early bird registratiun rates. 
Additionally, we urge yuu to make yuur hotel resep~’ations with The Westin t]otel-Duwntown Indianapolis before 5:00 pm February 8, 2013 tu ensure the roum/buard rate ($134.00/day) and 
availability. To make yuur reservations with The Westin Hutel-Duwntown, please call (800) 228-3000. 

Please make sure the full name, address, phone number and e-mail address [’or EACH presenter is submitted/entered intu the system (if nut entered, their name will NOT appear in the 
prugram). The panel schedule grid will be posted during the week uf January 28. We [uok furward tu yuur presentation at the 37th Annual Natiunal Conference of the National Cuunci[ fur 
Black Studies, March 13-16, 2013 in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Sincerely, 
Georgene Bess-Muntgomery, Vice President, Cunference Cummit~ee (;hair NC[3S 
Alfred Young, Co-Chair, Treasurer NCBS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc ,edu> 

Monday, JanuaO, 28, 2013 9:22 AM 

Regester, ChMene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Minor Cha~ges lbr AFAM 101 Online 

Charlene, 
l will add you to the most recent offering of APAM 101 in Sakai so that you can start thinkin9 about your revisions. If you can send me 
and Tyler ~itt~r (etritter@emaiLunc.edu) a summary of what you think is mo~ needed we can better determine if it is indeed a minor 

change or something more substantive. If the I~t~er, wdd need to check our budget and inslructionaJ designer’s workJoad for summer to 

make sure it’s doable. 

~udith 

,Tudith 
Progrem bev’elopment 

CB#1020 

Chepe~ Hill, ~C 27599 

Tel: 919.-962--6302 

Fex: 919-962-5549 
benowitz@email.unc.edu 

h~p://frid~yeenteF.unc,edu 
Embrace Diversil:y[ "We ~earn the mos~ From those who we have U~e ~east ~n common 
Joseph M. DeS~mone, Ph D. 
Director, Fran~ Hawkh% Kenan ~nst[tute of ~rivate ~nterprise 
UNC-.Chapel Hill 

F~m~ Re~es~r, Charlene g 
Sent~ Saturday, Janua~ 26, 20~3 9:21 AN 
T~ 8enowitz, Judith 
Su~jeet~ Ninor Chan~es for A~AN 101 Online 
Dear Ju6ith: A~r a~reein~ to teach the A~AN ~01 online, I know that I will need ~ make minor revisions to this course. Please forward appropria~ information 
these revisions so that I can meet the deadlines as I have some 3 conferences in the month of Narch and I want to make sure that I submit the necessa~ material in a timely 
fashion. ~anks much for workin~ with me. Sincerely, Charlene Re,ester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sakai@groups.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 28, 2013 9:29 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Site Notification 

Hello and welcome’. Judith Benowitz has added you to a UNC Sakai site 

To log in: 
1. Go to https://sakai.unc.edu and click the "Onyen Log In" button. 
2. Type your username (your Onyen) and password, and click Login 
3. You will "land" in your own personal My Workspace area. To go to your site, click on the site tab near the top of your screen (or in the "More" drop-down menu) 

Have a good day, 

UNC Sakai Support Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, Januao, 28, 2013 11:48 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Minor Cha~ges liar AFAM 101 Online 

Charlene, 

We’re hiring ~*, new instruc%~nal designer ?o replace ]essa and we hope she’ll be in place by ?he time you submit your revisions. Zf she 

isn’t, your course will be assigned to one of our current mmructional designers. In the meantime if you have any technical questions, 

pier, so con?act Tyler Ri¢ter (etritter@emaiLunc.edu) who replaced ~une Bk~ckwelder as the head of our instruc¢bnaJ design unit. 

~udith 
~udith 

Program bevelopme~t Speck~list 

(:g#1020 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 

Ye~: 

F~x: 9~9-9~2~5549 

h~p://fHdaycen*ee.unc.edu 

Embrace Diversity) "We ~ear’n d~e most from those who we have the ~east in common with/’ 
Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institut~ of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

F~= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 28, 20~3 ~:25 AN 

Te~ Benowitz, Judith 
Su~ject~ RE: Minor Changes for AFAM ~0~ Online 
Dear Judith: ~an~ so much -- this is the information that I needed. Also ~lease let me know who I will be working with because previously I worked with Jessa. Again, 
than~ much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 11:18 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Minor Changes for AFAM 101 Online 

4:h~*,r lone, 
Our summer course starts on the fir4 day of summer session 2 ~*,nd ends on the last d~y of summer session 

e×~ms, the same dates on ?he Regislrds websi?e i.e. Tuesday, tg, ay 14fl~ until Tuesday, July 23 

You should compress eve~hin9 into those ten weeks, e.g. doing two lessons/assignments per week or whatever wo~ks to include a~l of 

your’ content. Since youll have UNC students in the course, you should follow UNCs holidays c~ wee 

Hope this helps. 

~udith 
,Tudith genow~tz 
Program Development Speci¢li~t 
Uniwrsity of North C~ro~in~ ~t Ch~pe~ ~4iH 

Chapel Hill, t~(: 27599 

"Te~: 919-962--6302 

Fax: 9~9--962-.5549 

http:I/fridaycenter.unc.edu 
Embrace D~versH:y[ "We ~earn the most From those who we have the ~east ~n common 
Joseph M, DeS[mone, Ph,D, 
Director, Frank Hawldns Kenan h~s[itu~e o~ PFi~ate Enterprise 
UNG.Chapel Hill 

F~m~ Regester, Charlene B 
~ent~ Monday, ~anua~ 28, 2013 if:07 AM 
To~ Benowitz, Judith 
Subjeet~ RE: Minor Changes for AFAM %01 Online 
Dear Judith: I am familiar with the assignments and ~ams for the course, I guess what I need are the inclusive da~s, when it begins and ends, memorial day break, 4th of 
~uly break etc. I was under the impression that the course format would be ve~ similar to the Spring!Fall course but I now have to condense what is normally ~ught in 
wee~ to ten weeks. ~is is the more imporant information that I am seeking. ~an~ so much for your quick reply. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Minor Changes for AFAM 101 Online 

I’ve added you as a "coordinator" ?o the Spring 2013 AFA/~ :[0I course. Plec~e tread carefully particularly when viewing assignments and 

exams as th~s is a "IWe" course, Zt’s ~ust for viewing. 

Cheers, 



7’~d: 9~9-962~6:~02 

P’~x: 919@62-5549 

Embrace D~versity! "We ~earn the ~4ost from those who we have the ~east ~n common w~th." 
Joseph M, OeS[mone~ Ph.D, 
Direc[or, Frartk Hawkins Kenan [ns[itute of Private 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

From= Regester, Charlene B 
Se~t= Saturday, 3anuaw 26, 2013 9:21 AH 
T~= Benowitz, Judith 
S~bjeet= Hinor Changes for AFAH 101 Online 
Dear Judith: A~er agreeing to teach the AFAH 101 online, I know that I will need to make minor revisions to this course. Please forward appropriate information regarding 
these revisions so that [ can meet the deadlines as I have some 3 conferences in the month of Hatch and [ want to make sure that I submit the necessa~ mater~al in a timely 
fashion. ~anks much for working w~th me. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 18, 2013 3:23 PM 

CCO facnlty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] Carolina Courses Online - snmmer list of courses and insm~ctors 

smnmer liszt of courses #2.xlsx 

Please see the attached list. 

Carol Mc Donnell 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Uuiversily of North Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 
fax 919-962-5549 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
ccofac as: <a l~e~"mailto:mgester@email.unc.edn">regeste@email.unc.edu~a>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 
emal 1,~ <a href "mailto:leave-32773597-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64tiac286@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-32773587- 
20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eatB919b64t~c286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:06 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citatious 

Citations.e~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 
regester@email uric edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 
http://www jstor or~/pa~e/info/about/policies/terms jsp 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility 
Author(s): Anne Anlin Cheng 
Source: Representations, Vo[. 108, No. 1 (Fall 2009), pp. 98-119 
Publisher(s): Umversity of California Press 
Stable UR!,: http://wv,~,.jstor org/stable/10.1525/rep.2009 108 1.98 
Abstract: This essay tells the stop)~ of the per:Former Josephine Baker and the architect Adolf I,oos as a way to track an unexpectedly intimate dialogue between the making of the so-called 
"denuded modern surface" and the spectacle o:[’black skin at the turn of the twentieth century. This cormection in turn compels a reconsideration of the way we read (as) modern subjects 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.jstor or~) 

If you have an)’ questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww jstor or~/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more information about J STOR, please visit http:i/about j stor or~i 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (h_ttp://www.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 
support@j stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic cotnnmni~" use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. org/page/info/about/policiesiterms.j sp) ] Privacy Policy (http :i/www.j stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.j sp) ] Cookies 
(http:/iabout. istor.org/cookies-use) ] Accessibility (http:i/~vw~v.jstor.or~/paReiinfo/about/policies/accessibility.isp) 

(c)2000-2012 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITtIAKA(r) are registered trademarks of I’ItlAKA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mulcahy, David M - (mmulcahy) <mmulcahy@EIVlAIL.ARIZONA.EDU> 

Friday, FebruaD 22, 2013 6:02 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

2013 UFVA Conference Update 

The UFVA website is now accepting film, script, new media and workshop submissions for the 2013 UFVA Conference, to be held at Chapman University July 31 to August 3. 

Thanks to all for your patience as some behind-the-scenes web work was handled. 

A few specific pieces of infolrnation: 

1. Submissions for panel and paper abstracts have now closed; program acceptance information will go out to all who submitted by April 1. 
2. Col~ference registration ;vill begin March 15, 2013, through the Chapman University website A link to that site will be posted on the LTVA site as soon as Chapman makes it live 
Conference registration fees for Chapman are expected to be velTy’ similar to last year’s fees at Columbia College, Chicago 

I hope your semester is going well and hope to see you at Chapman! 

Best, 

,-. Michael 

Michael Mulcahy 
Associate Professor 
School of Theatre, Film and Television 
’]?he L’niversi~ of Arizona 

Conference Vice-President, 2012-13 
Universi~" Film and Video Association 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :following message to [istsep¢@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cowanand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 

signoff U[~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce- 32834471 - 61619811 @listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 6:19 PM 

atiJcan- and- at‘m- an~erican- s’tudi es- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

[a~ican- and- at’m- aanerican- s~mdies- facul~’] Transferring Videos frown VHS to D VD 

Digital Media Authorization Fo~m.docx.docx; Media Digitization Guidelines Procedures.docx.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 
I am sending information on transferring personal copies of videos from VHS to DVD. I thought this might be useful for faculty who have personal video collections on VHS, 
since most classrooms on campus no longer have VCRs~ Library videos may not be digitized. VHS tapes may be dropped off with staff from the Classroom Hotline team -- 
Steve Kirby (slkirby(.Oemail.unc.edu) or Mitchell Copeland (mitch copeland@, unc.edu). They both have offices in Peabody Hall. 
Best regards, 

Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 93.9-962-8225 
Fax: 93.9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@emaiL unc.edu 
hLtp://afriafam~unc~edu/ 

From-" Platz, Gina B 
Sent: Monday, March 04-, 203.3 3:3.4 PM 

To-" Caldwell, Kia L 
~¢; Kirby, Steve; Copeland, Mitchell W 
Subject; RE: Transferring from VHS to DVD 

Hi Kia, 

I have attached more information in this email in regards to the process for digitizing VHS tapes. If the tapes are owned by you, then we can digitize them for you 

to use in class. The only material we cannot digitize are items from the library. 

You can email directly Mitch or Steve from the Hotline team (cc: above) to work out a time to drop the tapes off. 

Let me know if you have any further questions - 

Thank you, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:/ihotline.unc.edu 

9:[9.962.:[450 (v) 

919~962~8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:10 PM 

To: Platz, Gina B 

Subject: Transferring from VHS to DVD 

Dear Gina, 
Winifred Metz suggested that I con~ct you. I would like to transfer a personal copy of a VHS v~deo to DVD to use in a class this semester. Would you be able to help me do 
this? 
Best regards, 
Kia Caldwell 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
h~p: //afriafam.unc.edu/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

a£rican- and- at’m- american- s~mdies- facul~" as: <a href "maJlto :~ege ster@etna~l.unc .edu ">~ege ster@etna~l.unc .edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 2:30 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Attention: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online, Summer Term 2013 

Registration starts March 18 

Please note: 

Studellts cmmot register in ConnectCarolina for CCO. All stt~den~s, includi~g UNC- CH full-time s~mde~ts, mus~ olticiall.5, register thrc~ugh the Frida?’ 

Center web registration site. 

The site below contains the program and registration information as well as the list of courses: 

http:/[www.fddaycemer.unc.edu/cp[cco[courses.htm~ 
You can now see your course in ConnectCarolina. From the m ain menu, select Self Service, then Faculty Center, then My Schedule. Students 

will start appearing on or after March 25. 

SAI~LAA is used for these courses. All students may not be in Sakai immediately upon enrollment so use ConnectCarolina for accurate totals. 

Section nmnbers and the number of spaces in each course (all 3 are cross listed) 
Section 990 - 15* spaces for UNC-CH full-time sVadems 

Section 991 - 10* spaces tbr off-campus students 

Section 992 1 space re,fred l~r m~iversity employees 
¯ In special circmnstances we will adjust this number depending on demand or the instructor or their departrnent’s preferences. 

Tuition: Stadents pay the University Cashier. Full-time students pay a~ axtdition tuition charge for these online courses. 

Waitlist: Once the sections axe Pull, we let additional students waiflist with the Friday Center. They will be added if spaces become avmlable. 

Permission to Enroll: Instructors do not need to give students permission to enroll during the regular registration period. Students need to register at the Friday 

Center site and be approved by our office. 

Late enrollment requests 
May 15, 2013 is the last day to register for classes. If s~dents contact you to add after this date, you should make a decision based on whether there is still time to 

make up missed work. We won’t add anyone after the last day tmless you give pem~ission in writing. 

Confirmin~ Registration to students 

Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will send E-mail notifications and mail written confim~ations to students. This includes how to access the course web 

site, how to drop a course, the CCO handbook, and other importaalt infomlafion such as how to pay tuition. 

Students who want to drop your course 

All students receive in[brmation ti~m us about how to drop a~d witMraw. So if students discuss this with you, please refer them to us at the Friday Center or 

contact us. Students must notil}’ us in writing (or emml) to drop a course or withdraw ti-om the tenn. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw form. 

http:i/fridaycenter.m~c.ed~icpicco/’index.htm 

Non-participafin~ students 

Report these students to the Friday Center office. We will contact these students to resolve any problems. 

Grade Rosters 

You roll submit your fing~ course grades in the ConnectC~rolina system. Our office will help you complete and submit grades if necessaacy.. 

Onyens and UNC-CH email 

If s~adents register late, some may experience a delay in accessing their course web sites. We urge new students to create their Onyens immediately so that our 

office can populate them into Sakai. Please refer students to our office if they have problems. 

Calendar for Summer 2013: 
March 18 Early registration begins 

May 13 Last day to cancel registration 

May 14 Courses start; Begin late registration 

May 15 Last day to add a course 

Mayl6 Last day to drop a course and receive a partial refund - 5 PM. No thiancial adjustuients or refm~ds of tuition for drops 

after this date. 

Holiday - Memorial Day 

Last day for UNC-CH undergrads to drop a course (no tuition adjustment) 
Holiday 

Last day of class 

Last day to withdraw (no tuition credit) 

Exams 

May 27 

June 18 
July 4 

July 23 

July 23 

July 25, 26 

CarolMcDonn~ll 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of Nol~th Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 
fax 919-962-5549 
[’-.ead our ~torJes at 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hie~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maAlto:leave-32838840-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32838840- 



20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eat~919b64t~c286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Call for Papers and Panels 

Unleashing the Black Erotic: 
Gender and Sexuality-Passion, Power, and Praxis 

The College of Charleston’s Avery Research Center and African American Studies 
Program 2013 Conference and Symposium 

September 18-21, 2013 

Historic Downtown Charleston 

I believe in the erotic and I believe in it as an enlightening force within our lives as women. ! have 
become clearer about the distinctions between the erotic and other apparently similar forces. We tend 
to think of the erotic as an easy, tantalizing sexual arousal. I speak of the erotic as the deepest life 
force, a force which moves us toward living in a fundamental way. And when I say living I mean it as 
that force which moves us toward what will accomplish real positive change.        -Audre Lorde 

By extracting the salacious, Lorde elevates the erotic from that which merely titillates the 
body to that which is essential, vital, and most paramount to our survival, our happiness, 
our fulfillment-our joy as humans. Lorde suggests that our abiliw to fully understand, 
embrace, and harness the power, beauty, and essence of the erotic is the key to our positive 
evolution as people. The question remains, however: can we unleash the erotic? 

As a Black woman, lesbian, feminist, mother, writer, and artist, Lorde articulates the 
power, beauty, strength of the feminine creative force, as well as the isolation, pain, and 
marginalization she often experienced due to her queerness and her blackness. Black 
scholars still wrestle with the ghosts of slavew, the mutilation of Black bodies, the 
dispensability of black life, and caricatures of black sexuality, ~from the grotesque, comical, 
to the hypersexualized-all the while confronting the politics of respectability which traps 
us with the binary opposition of our blackness and the erotic. By challenging and 
dismantling these binaries and limiting narratives, we can awaken, honor, and harness the 
passion, power, and praxis of the erotic. We see this time and space as ripe for articulating 
the wide, varied, and expansive nature of gender and sexuality, and the performance of 
both. 

We invite proposals from across disciplines. We are most interested in proposals that 
address aspects of the following topics: 

Black bodies in popular culture 
Black sexuality in television, fihn, and literature 
Queering the Black body in art and performance studies 

Iconic Black Queer motifs 



Sex and Sexuality and Black Faith 
Naughty, but nice: Black women and the politics of respectability 

Black Erotica, Romance Novels, Comic Books 
The Black Body and Public Health 

Hip Hop and the Hypersexuality of Black Women 
Alternative Modes of Black Love and Family 

The Politics and Economics of Porn 

Proposal deadline: May 10, 2013. 

The deadline for proposals is May 10, 2013; complete papers due by August 1, 2013. Please 

send all paper and panel proposals to t}iersons@cofc.edu with your name, institution, title, 

email address, presentation title and format, along with a 150 word abstract, brief bio, and 

recent cv. Please put "Unleashing the Erotic" in your subject line. Presentations will be 

limited to twenty minutes. 

For additional information, please contact Dr. Patricia Williams Lessane, Executive 

Director, Avery Research Center, at lessanepw@cofc.edu and Dr. Conseula Francis, 

Associate Professor, English Department and Program Director, African American Studies 

Program (AAST) at ffancisc@cofc.edu. 

Information regarding registration, lodging, and symposium schedule will be available on 
the Avery Research Center’s website beginning in May 2013. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@uationalhumanitiesceuter.org> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 1:29 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJ, humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhum~mitie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lorv~!natiouedhumanitiesceuter.org> 

REMINDER: Musicologist J~J, ro Moreno to speak at the Nationa] Humanities Center; Thursday, March 14 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Making Latin Ame~dcan Music ’Latin’ 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Thursday, March 14, 2o~3 - 5:oo p.m. 

During the 1970s, spurred by the international success of Latin American letters and a long tradition of antagonism with the US, intellectuals in 
Latin America insisted on conceiving the region as a culturally and politically unified totality. Against this background, this lecture examines first, 
the eruption in Latin America of popular, mass-mediated music made in New York City and, second, the tensions resulting from the interaction of 
newly arrived musicians from Latin America with more established immigrant groups. 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early modern 
and modern music theory and analysis, Musical Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction of Musical Thought in Zarlino, 
Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also published on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin-American 
popular music in the U.S. during the long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award nominations for 
recordings with the late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray Barretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed chamber music with 
guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. Vvhile at the National Humanities Center he is working on Syncopated Modernities: 
Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archival, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s precarious share in political 
practices during late capitalism. 

~lb reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~0) 54~-o66L ext. ~6, or mjohnson@nationalhumanidescenter.org 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, March 11, 2013 3:46 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Yoga, Love Songs, and Art-Inspired Theater in the Ackland’s Gallerie!! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 12 March, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Exhale...it’s Spring Break at UNC (= easier to park downtown)! 

Exptore the world of yoga in the beautiful setting of the Acktand during 

this hour-long session offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall. You’[[ practice a series of gentte yoga poses inspired by the art 

surrounding you. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortabte 

clothing that wi[[ at[ow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackiand members, $5 for non-members. 

Registration is limited. Click here to register online! 

Music in the Galleries: Community Love 

Jukebox, Vol. 2 
Sunday, 17 March, 2:00 PM 



Bring vinyl records, cassette tapes, 

CDs, iPhones, and/or iPods with 

recordings of the love songs you 

love to the Ackland. You’ll work 

with your fellow music-lovers and 

WXYC DJs to create a great "love 

mix." 

The p[aylist will be compiled and made available on the Ackland website, 

and selected songs and stories wiil also be woven together to create a 

Thursday Night Feature program on WXYC (89.3 FM). 

Free and open to the public. 

"Activated Art~" Returns to the Ackland! 
By popular demand, the Ackiand is 

i i~i again presenting "ekphrastic theater" 

in its galleries. Through an upcoming 

series of live theater performances 

entitled ACTIVATED ART, works of art 

in the Ackiand’s permanent collection 

may be experienced in unexpected and 

thought-provoking ways. 

Each performance of ACTIVATED ART 

comprises five original ten-minute 

plays, each inspired by a different work 

of art in the Ackiand Art Museum’s 

permanent collection. These plays 

"Widget" by Daniel Wallace construct dramatic narratives 

in Activated Art 2012 perceived in painting and sculpture, 

capturing the art works’ most essential 

nature. 

Learn more about ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 

(919.962.0216) through Ackland Museum Store today! 

Read More, Learn More, Love More 

~Aore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a fully- 

illustrated, 240-page catalogue with 

essays by consulting curator Claire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 

Jackson, and Dario Robieto, among 

others. It also includes additional 

materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sale, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa Goidvicht, and 

Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216 acklandstore@ uric. edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

For Members Only: SOUP2NUTS with 
i~ore Love Artist Dario Robleto 

Tuesday, 26 March, 6:00 PM 

"Soup to nuts" is an American English 

idiom meaning "from beginning to 

end." Ackiand members are invited to 

a simple, casual dinner-- starting with 

soup and ending with nuts, as you 

might expect!-- featuring a discussion 

by artist Dario Robleto, who will give 

us the "soup to nuts" of his creative 

process. 

This evening is our way of saying 

thank you to our Members for their 

ongoing support. 

Please bring your own wine to be 

served at your table. 

FREE; space is very limited. Members R.S.V.P. here. 



The first Soup2Nuts was organized at the Halsey 

Institute of Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. We 

are pleased to carry on the tradition at the Ackland. 

Special thanks to Ackland National Advisory Board 

Member Kate Nevin. 

Comin~ in April: Triangle East Asia 

The Ackiand is pleased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEAC) from 12-13 

April 2013. An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the coiloquium’s theme 

is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six papers wiil investigate different ways 

in which one art medium represents art of another medium, e.g. a 

painting about music or a film about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and re~ister online. 

Up¢omin~ Programs You’ll LOVE. 

Tea at Two: Paul Jones 

"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the A~ge of 

Digital Reproduction" 

Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

Charlotte O’Neal ("Mama C"): Spoken-Word and Music 

Performance 

Wednesday, 20 March, 4:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Pariah (201 1 ) 

Thursday, 21 March, 7:00 PM 

~ "Put a Little Heart Into Your Art" 

Sunday, 24 March, 2:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by 8enerous support from 

AcMand Art Museum members and friends like 
you. Become a member of the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York and Hon~= Kon~=. 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Frefs~ht Trafn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Hadassa Go~dvicht, Israeli, born 1981, and Anat Vovnoboy, Israeli, born 1982: Lullaby (video still), 2012; single- 

channel video. TRT: 51 minutes. Lent by the artists. 

Dario Rob[eto, American, born 1972: De]~fant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from 

soldiers’ letters sent home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon 

skeleton% World War II-era pigeon message capsules, dried flowers from various battlefields hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mournin8 dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and butler lead from various batt[efie[ds, various seeds, 

various seashe[[s, cartes de visites, gold leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, ~=[as% foam core, glue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, 

TX. 

Forward this email 

This emai[ was sent to regesLer@email,unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 

U#~at~ rs’r£fi]~/~maj] Address ~,nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" ! riva~¥ Po[icy~ 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3z}00 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3~00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: "One Place" Exhibit, Full Frame Lineups, Ethics Film Series, Unique Cl&sses, Special Issue of"Document" Online, and More 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

ONE PLACE: PAUL KWILECKI AND FOUR DECADES OF PHOTOGRAPHS FROM 

DECATUR COUNTY, GEORGIA I Major Exhibit to Open at CDS, Followed by Book Release 

March 18-July 27, 2013 1 Juanita Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries I Center for 

Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Trailways bus station, 1978. Photograph by Paul Kwilecki 

Though he ranks among the most important American documentary photographers of the 

twentieth century, Paul Kwilecki is also one of the least well known A major new exhibit of 

his work at the Center for Documentary Studies features selected photographs from a 

forthcoming book of the same name One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of 

Photographs from Decatur County Georgia. Edited and with an introduction by CDS director 

Tom Rankin and coedited by Iris Tillman Hill, One Place is published by CDS in partnership 

with the University of North Carolina Press. (Click link for more information and a 

slideshow.) 

Tom Rankin will give a presentation and sign copies of the book on April 25, 6-9 p.m., 

Center for Documentary Studies. 

Kwilecki was born and lived his entire life in Bainbridge, Georgia, running the family 

hardware store, raising a family, and teaching himself howto use a camera. Over four 

decades, he documented life in his community, making hundreds of masterful and intimate 

black-and-white prints. "Decatur County is home," Kwilecki said, "and I know it from my 

special warp, having been both nourished and wounded by it." 

FULL FRAME NEWS I Festival Announces Complete Program Lineup and Opening Night 

Film 



Still from Gideon’sA~myof public defender Brandy Alexander at her client’s arraignment in Clayton 

County Court. Photograph courtesy of HBO Documentary Films. 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival has announced its full program lineup of new 

feature and short films as well as the Opening Night film, Gideon’s Army, Dawn Porter’s 

critically acclaimed documentary that follows the personal stories of three young public 

defenders in the Deep South 

Full Frame’s Invited Program features 24 films screening out of competition; the NEW 

DOCS Program features 51 titles that are eligible for the Full Frame Audience Award and 

juried prizes--36 features and 15 shorts from across the US. and around the world, 

chosen from more than 1,200 submissions. "Some films are showing for the first time 

anywhere, while other titles have received accolades at other prestigious festivals," said 

director of programming Sadie Tillery. "In the end, I simply hope these exceptional works 

will resonate with audiences as genuinely as they have with me." 

See the full lineup of films, including short descriptions, here. 

Times and venues will be posted online on March 14; individual tickets will go on sale on 

March 25; the festival runs from April 4-7. Check fullframefest.orq for information and 

updates. 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies 

FREE SCREENING / New Zealand Film Brother Number One is Next in Ethics Film Series 

Monday, March 18, 7 p.m. I Grifflth Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West 

Campus / 125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

Image from Brother Number One 

Brot,~er Number One is a haunting New Zealand documentary on the torture and murder of 

New Zealand "yachtie" Karry Hamill by the Khmer Rouge in 1978. The film follows the 

journeys of Hamill’s younger brother, who travels to Cambodia to retrace Karry’s steps, 

speaking to eyewitnesses, perpetrators, and survivors 

Duke’s annual Ethics Film Series features works that provide popular and accessible 

vehicles for discussing ethics around a particular theme--this year, "love and justice" 

Refreshments, snacks, and parking passes are provided; panel discussions with faculty 

members follow the screenings. 

The Ethics Film Series is sponsored by Duke’s Kenan Institute for Ethics, Screen/Society, 

and Center for Documentary Studies 

UNIQUE CDS CLASSES, REGISTER NOW / Ramble and Write with Duncan Murrell, Art of 

the interview with Barbara Lau 

Center for Documentary Studies 1 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 



South 1st Street, Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Photograph by Vincent Cianni. 

We’re excited about these two upcoming CDS Continuing Education classes; some spots 

left, register now: 

The Fl~neur and the Writer: Documentary Writing and the Psychogeography of Place 

Saturdays, March 23 to April 20, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 

Join CDS writer in residence Duncan Murrell on long rambles through Durham 

neighborhoods in search of the overlooked and forgotten--people, histories, art and 

architecture, engineering and infrastructure, folktales, power, politics, and the psychologies 

of neighborhoods Return to the classroom and turn the raw material into reportage, 

essays, poetry, multimedia narratives, or whatever seems appropriate For mere 

information and to register click here. 

Oral History interviewing: Learning to Collect Community Stories 

Wednesdays, March 27 to May 15, 6:30-8:30 p.m. 

Conducting effective interviews is a powerful tool that documentarians use to elicit stories 

about the past and the present Learn the art with folklorist and oral historian Barbara Lau, 

director of the Pauli Murray Project at the Duke Human Rights Center. As renowned oral 

historian Alessandro Portelli famously observed, "Oral sources tell us not just what people 

did, but what they wanted to do, what they believed they were doing, and what they now think 

they did." For mere information and to register click here. 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special Spring 2013 issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur Countv, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphy winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENT 

Monday, March 18, 7 p.m. / Free screening of Brother Number One, part of the Ethics Film 

Series / Griffith Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus / 125 Science 

Dr, Durham, North Carolina 



http://vww~ cdspo rc h.o rcl/a rch ives/16525 

UPCOMING EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibitslupcoming-exhibits 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:/idocumentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 

~ eaaag~ sent to ~&’,,~ster~’~em~il,u,~e,edu by 

~ 317 W. r~e~grew Street 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



Men’s ACC Tourname~t 

.Marcl  Madness 2013: Get into the game[ 

March is just another 33 days to some, bul for Carolina lhns, it’s aH about baskckhalL 

Tournament t~d~el:s may be limff:ed, bt~ ~here are numerous ways you can jok~ in 

the exeffement and l%d like you’re part of the team. If one of our Car~lina teams 

[heir way to your area, you’ll bare an opportunffy to groet tt~e players and lt~e coaches 

..... and thak% better than arty seat you cart buy. 

Show your Tar Heel prh]e and Tm’n Greensbon:~ Blue for 

the ACC M~;n’s Basketball Tournament, March 14--17, 

Tar tleds will tat~e on the winner of 

(Clemson or Flo~9~a State) on Friday, March 

atthe Greensboro Coliseum during khe second round 

tIotel send-off% from The Pro-xJm try in Greet~s bot’o will occur approxima ~ely I hour 

and 30 minutos before each game the me~ pla)< 

CongrabflaSons to the women’s basketball team for finishing second in the ACC 

Tom-namcnt this weekend! (}ur Tar Heels t~ow as~it NCAA tom:nament bids; the 

b ract~et will be revealed o~ Mon day, March 18, at 7 p.m. on ESPN. 

You’ll find all ~e posLseason kourname~t fan information and how you can support 

both team s a s they journ ey through th e ACC and NCAA bra ekets. I~ff0rma fio~ abou 

Nn gaIherk~gs, send--agl~ {i~om Chapd tti]] and @ore host hotels will be updatod 

reNflarly as khe teams advance. Mna[ cven[ times and details will be posted at 

a]nmn~.tmc.eduima ~vhmadness, so be sure to check the s~?bsite daily. 

Stay informed about team send-oft~ and return even ts k~ Chapel Hill. Ore’ March 

Madness email list will be usd exclusively to announce debtib regarding Nrt eveng 

related 1o basketball t,:,mtname~ts. 

Ca~’t make it to the game? Cheer on the Hee~s with a erowd~ 

Carolina Clubs m’otmd [:be gkfl)e will host game--viewi~g proxies throughotR March 

Madness. Mud flae dub nearest you Lojdn in on the tim. 

All ~a~ eve~{:s are sponsored by [he General Alum~i Assocla[h)m The 

Rams Chub and the athletic departme~t, Questions? Contact 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

newstudents@nnc.edu 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Call for Cmolina Summer Reading Progr~m Discussion Leaders 

Dear Faculty and Staff: 

Please consider joining us as a discussion leader for the Carolina 
Surnmer Reading Program The program invites all first-year and transfer 
students to read a book and participate in small group discussions 
facilitated by faculty and staff volunteers ~vith college teaching or 
group facilitation experience. 

"Home" by Toni Morrison will be the 2013 surmner reading book. "Home" is 
the stow of a man who joins the army to escape his too-small world, 
leaving behind his cherished and fragile little sister, Cee. After the 
war, his shattered life has no purpose until he hears that Cee is in 
danger. 
Fur additional informatiun abuut "tIome" and the authur, please visit the 
Carolina Summer Reading website at http :i/summerreadin~ web.unc, edu 

Ifyuu are interested in serving as a discussiun leader, please cumplete 
the online sign-up form at 
http://summerreadin~.web.unc.edu/discussion-leader-resuurces/Yuu are 
welcome tu fi~cihtate a gruup on your own or cullaborate with a UNC-C[I 
faculty member, staffmember, or student. The priurity date ~2~r signing 
up tu serve as a discussion leader is April 1, 2013. 

Yuu will be nutified electrunically by April 8, 2013 if you are selected 
to serve as a discussion leader Discussiun leaders will be provided a 
free paperback cupy of "Hume." Fur informatiun about the Carolina Summer 
Reading Discussion sessiuns, please visit 
http://summerreadin~.web unc.edu. ~Ihroughuut the sun-aner, the Carolina 
Sun-aner Reading website will be updated with inter-disciplinary materials 
tu assist yuu in planning and cunducting your sessiun. 

In addition, we are interested in invulving the UNC cummunity thruugh 
prugramming related to the themes explured in "Hume." If your 
department plans tu oiler related programming, please contact New 
Student & Carulina Parent Prugrams at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Thank yuu for your cuntinued support of this exciting intellectual 
endeavor! 

Regards, 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
newstudents@unc.edu 
919-962-8304 

This email is sponsored by: Ncw Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

smamo@med.unc.edu 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Hearing Rese~xch Study 

We are cun-ently recruiting 65-85 year olds with normal hearing, and no 
histoly’ of ear problems The research study will consist of two or three 
visits of one to t~vo hours each There may also be other long-term 
studies that you qualit) for Participants will sit in a souaadproof room 
and listen to sounds presented over headphones Participants will be 
compensated for their time at a rate of $15 per hour. 

The purpose of this research study is to obtain a better understanding 
of hearing The research stu@ takes place in MacNider Hall (next to the 
Health Sciences Librauv). 

If you are interested in participating in the research study please 

contact Sara Mamo at smamo@med.unc.edu. 

IRB#: 11-2363 

Title: Electrophysio]ogica[ and Psychophysica[ Measures of AuditoW 

Temporal Processing 

IRB: Biomedical 

Approved: 11/27/2012 

This email is sponsored by: OHNS 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORiV~AfI’IONAL: Measuring your health & wellness 

Do you know your numbers--cholesterol, blood pressure, blood glucose? 
Knowing these numbers can help you evaluate your current health status 
and can be used to encourage health?’ lifes~les. This reformation can 
also prevent future illnesses and aid in early disease detection ~vhen 
treatment is usually more successful. For more information about health 
screening please visit http://hrunc.eduibenefits/wellness-programs/. 

This email is sponsored by: Employee Wellness Committee 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

benefits@unc.edu 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:59 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: 2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo 

TO: All Faculty and Staff 

This is a special invitation to all Carolina faculty and staff to learn 
more about the many health and wellness offerings available to them as 
UNC-Chapel Hill employees, both on campus and in the community, during 
the 2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo This event, sponsored by the Work 
Well, Live Well Cormnittee and the Office of Hun~an Resources, ~vill be 
held this Wednesday, March 13, from 11 a.m. until 2 pm. at the Rams 
Head Recreation Center The expo will feature an array of resources from 
across campus and throughout the greater Triangle area, with over 75 
participating exhibitors representing all aspects of healthy living: 
fitness, recreation, preventative care, nutrition, financial health, 
community programs and many more! 

We have planned a number of special activities for participants to 
er~joy, rlhere will be health screenings, cooking demonstrations, sample 
exercise classes, and giveaways throughout the duration of the expo. A 
complete event schedule is available at 
http:i/hr.unc.edu~files/2012/11/2013 -exposked pd:t~ This is considered a 
work-time event, so employees must have their supervisor’s approval [’or 
time away from their regular responsibilities I hope that you will take 
part ~n as many of the day’s activities as possible 

UNC-Chapel Hill is cotmnitted to supporting you as you strive to improve 
your overall health and wellness and evaluate your current health 
status I apprecmte your support of this 

effort and hope that you will be able to join your colleagues on March 
13 

To fred out more about the 2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo, please 
contact Kim Andrews at 962-6008 or visit 
http://hr unc.edu/benefits/wellness-proarams/ 

Brenda Richardson Malone 
Vice Chancellor for tIuman Resources 

This email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

tchivilei@dentisq~ry.unc.edu 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: paNcipants needed tbr the fibro~nyalgia study 

The D~,~’C Center for Neurosensory Disorders is conducting a research stud?’ 
investigating the biological factors that may cause fibromyalgia We are 
looking for females with fibromyalgia to palticipate. 

Individuals who meet the stu@ criteria will participate in a minimum of 
3 and a maximum of 4 experimental sessions lasting 1 to 2 hours each 
Stu@ procedures include psychophysical tests, sleep monitoring, and 
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

You must be bet~veen the ages of 18 and 64 and not have diabetes, 
epilepsy, hyperthyroidism, drug or alcohol abuse, chronic respiratory 
diseases, high blood pressure, heart disease, kidney failure, pieces of 
metal in your body, an implanted cardiac device, and have not required 
huspitalizatiun ~2~r a psychiatric disorder within the last 6 munths. 

Yuu should not participate if you are pregnant, nursing a baby, 
currently invulved in urthudontic treatment, chemutherapy ur radiatiun 
therapy. 

Peuple who cumplete aH data cullectiun aspects will be paid $290. 

Please contact us if you are interested in learning more about uur stu@ 
(Biomedical IRB number 08-2005, date of apprnval 11/27/2012) 

If interested or fur further infurmation please cuntact: Irma 
Tchivi[eva, i’,/fD, at 
(919)537-3291, chivilei@dentisty uric edu 

This email is spunsured by: The Regiunal (;enter for Neurusensury 
Disorders 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Dental Schuo[ 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass emaih Tu set yuur iN2~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

I~’OI~VI2\L NOTICE: Director, Institute of African American Rese~rch 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

The search committee for the director of the Institute of African 
American Research is pleased to armou~ace that three candidates have 
accepted our invitation for campus interviews The following open 
forums have been schedule for a presentation and question and answer 
session. 

March 19th - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

March 21 st - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living R~om - Graham Memorial Hall 

-R oom 011 

March 26th - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

The topic lbr theses forum will be ""Potential and Possibilities for the 
Institute for African American Research" 

We hope you will join us and take the time to complete a short online 
evaluation form a~er their visits. Your opinions will be invaluable to 
the committee members in preparing a report for the Associate Provost 
for Academic Initiatives. 

’]?he candidate’s curriculum vitaes and a link to the ewlluation form are 
available at the ~k~llowing site 

http : //provost. unc. edu/announcements/open-positions/openposltions 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Off’ice of the Excecutive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Authentication Services Outage March 12, 2013 

Dear Colleagues, 

Today at approximately 1 : 15 PM the campus experienced an outage of 
several servers that are tasked with authentication and access for 
applications used by the Umversi~z. This outage aIt’ected Exchange 
email, network drives, and Share Point among others. ITS personnel 
responded immediately to the outage and ~vere able to restore the 
affected servers at approximately 2:30 PM. 

~Vhile the outage has been resolved, steps are being taken to ensure 
the circumstance that lead to the temporary failure does not 

reoccur I 
apologize for any inconvenience caused by this outage. 

Best Regards, 

Stan \Vaddel[, (;ISSP, CiCIS(), P£/2P, ABD 
Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor [’or IT Infrastructure and CTO 
919-843-5684 
ITS Manning, #5707 
211 Manning Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Remember, UNC-CH will not ask you to reveal your account password via 
the phone or email. If you receive an email or phone request for that 
iN2~rmation, the request is a phishing attempt 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

vetstudy@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:31 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Opportunity for Veterans 

Are you a veteran who served in Iraq or Afghanistan? Or do you kno~v 
someone who is? 

UNC has a research stu@ opportunity for OEFiOIF/OND Veterans who have 
traumatic brain injuries and posttraumatic stress disorder This 
research study is being conducted by the Department of Psychiatry at the 
Universi~z of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, School of iVledicine arid is 
funded by the Department of Defense. 

This research stu@ involves Veterans using an iPod Touch. to practice 
techniques for improving attention, memo~z, and planning skills. 
Veterans will be paid $250, and a participating family member or friend 
will receive $100 for initial data collection at UNC Afterward, there 
will be in-home support sessions to help Veterans practice these 
techniques. Six months later, Veterans will be paid another $250 and 
the family member another $100 for follow-up data collection at UNC. 
Veterans will also get to keep their iPod Touch after the research 
stu@ is completed. 

For more information or if you are interested in participating, please 
contact our office at 919-972-7461 or vetstudy@unc edu. 

IRB #: 11-1292 

Approval body: Biomedical 

Approved on: 07/20/2012 

Modification approved on: 03/05/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

I~’ORMAL NOTICE: Correction - Director, Institute of African Atneric~ Rese~rch 

We apologize for the broken link in the previous email 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

The search committee for the director of the Institute of African 
American Research is pleased to armou~ace that three candidates have 
accepted our invitation for campus interviews The following open 
forums have been schedule for a presentation and question and answer 
session. 

March 19th - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

March 21 st - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living R~)om - Graham Memorial Hall 

-R oom 011 

March 26th - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

The topic lbr theses forum will be ""Potential and Possibilities for the 
Institute for African American Research" 

We hope you will join us and take the time to complete a short online 
evaluation form after their visits. Your opinions will be invaluable to 
the committee members in preparing a report for the Associate Provost 
for Academic Initiatives. 

’]?he candidate’s curriculum vitaes and a link to the ewlluation form are 
available at the ~k~llowing site 
Director, Institute of African American Research 

’]?he search committee ~2~r the director of the Institute of African 
Aruerican Research is pleased to anno~mce that three candidates have 
accepted o~tr invitation for campus intel~’ie~vs. The following open 
forums have been schedule for a presentation and question and answer 
session. 

March 19th - 3:00 - 3:45 - Orauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

March 21 st - 3:00 - 3:45 - Grauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

March 26th - 3:00 - 3:45 - Orauer Living Room - Graham Memorial Hall 
-Room 011 

The topic for theses forum will be ""Potential and Possibilities for the 
Institute for African American Research". 

We hope you will join us and take the tirue to coraplete a short online 
evaluation form after their visits. Your opinions will be invaluable to 
the committee members in preparing a report for the Associate Provost 
for Academic Initiatives. 

The candidate’s curriculum vitaes and a link to the evaluation form are 
available at the following site 

http ://provo st.unc.eduiopen-positionsi 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Excecutive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32865813-61871612@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edn> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:03 PM 

a~iJcan- ~d- a~?o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thculty <al]fic~- and- afro- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~fican- aaad- ~l’ro - ~anerican- s~dies- facultyl [~ll-college- faculty] WebEvent Reminder: Mm 20 - Due Date: Proposals for Summer School 

Online Courses 2014 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Due Date: Proposals for Sunwner School Online Courses 2014 
Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 
Time: Unspecified 

Description: Proposals fi’om no more than five full-time faculty members will be selected. ’l’he program will provide the faculty members selected with the resources, including time with an 
instructional designer and assessment expert, to develop courses that provide a stimulating learning environment and achieve desired learning outcomes. Faculty selected will receive a 
$3,000 stipend paid in second summer session 2013. In spring 2014, faculty also will receive a contract to teach their courses online that summer. 

To gain the skills needed to develop an online course, faculty selected will take two online courses, Mi~y 13-June 28, through the (;enter for Faculty Excellence The courses will run four 
weeks each and will require four to six hours of time each week. [n fall 2013 and in spring 2014, facul~ will receive support and assistance from CFE staff as needed. ’l’hat assistance might 
include decisions about which technology tools to use to deliver specific content or to make the class more interactive CFE also offers support :[’or assessment and evaluation of online 
courses. 

E[~IG]BIMTY: Fund-time faculty can apply to adapt into an online setung a course they have already taught face to face. For this project, faculty should not propose to convert courses 
already offered through Carolina Courses Online or a new course that would require School approval or departmental and Administrative Board approval in the College. Experience in 
teaching online courses is not required. Teaching assistants are not eligible to apply, even though they teach in Summer School 

Faculty can propose to teach a course developed as a part of the 2 ~ 2 Initiative through the L’niversity of North Carolina Online Courses available are listed at 
http://online.northcarolina edu/subiectlistc php. Faculty’ can also seek guidance from CFE in preparing their proposals. 

APPLICATION: Each applicant should complete the ]2~rm at the end of this information It must be signed by the applicant’s chair or dean. Supporting material such as syllabi for the 
exisung face-to-face course can be included. Send completed applications to I)ean Jan Yopp, Sun.her School, 134 E Franklin Street, Room 200, Campus Box 3340, Chapel tlill, NC 27599-3340, 
or jyopp@emaikunc.edu 

March 20, 2013, in the Sun~ner School office 

SELECTION: Applications that have the following will be viewed more fiavorably: proposal from full-time faculty (either 9- or 12-month appointments); content adaptable to an online 
learning enwronment (a course that requires specific laboratory eqmpment would not); expected enrollments of 12-20 students; and a course that satisfies General Education requirements 

Five faculty members will be selected, and all applicants will be notified by March 26. Selection will be made by a con~nittee that includes representatives from the College of Arts & 
Sciences, the Center for Facul~ Excellence and Summer School. 

Feb. 25, 2013 RFP ruade available to L~C-Chapel Hill faculty 
March 20 Deadline for applications in Smmner School office 
March 27 Notification to all faculty members who apply 
MayiJtme Faculty take two online cottrses through CFE 
July Cottrse developruent stipend paid in two installments 
Fall 2013    Faculty determine course delivery methods 

Spring 2014 Faculty migrate course online; get surcaner teaching contract 
Sunnier 2014 Courses taught through Sunwner School 

SUSTAINABILITY: With knowledge of how to construct and teach online courses, ~aculty ruembers can continue to teach the specific course developed or convert/create another online 
cottrse offering. Their work will add to the depth and breadth of online courses at UNC-Chapel Hill. Faculty will retain rights to the courses they develop. 
Courses selected and iraplemented could becorue palt of a tmit’s sttmmer offerings in subsequent years. The list of surmner 2013 courses can be viewed at 
http ://surumer. unc. edu/ courses/2013-online-cour sesi. 

Please direct questions to Dean Jan Yopp at jyopp@eruail.unc.edu. 

Powered by- WebEvent(tra) 
http://www.webevent.corrb’cs/r/pbpublish 2.71 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: regester@email.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 10:04 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

CORIT~ECTION: Noted Scholars from Canada, China~ Israel, Gin:many among speakers at upcoming NHC conference March 21-22, 

2013 

Note: in our previous mes~ge, there was an error in the registration url, please visit 

http://www.nationalhumanitiescenter.orq/news/2013springevents.htm#conference to register for this event. 

.~.iI Inline image 1 

March 21 - 22~ 2013 

at the National Humanities Center 

Speakers** 

Keynote Address: Michael Ignatieff, Toronto U niversRy and Harvard Kennedy School 

Daniel Bell, Tsinghua University 
Anat Biletzki, Tel Aviv University and Quinnipiae University 

Christopher Browning, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jem~ Bethke Elsht~l, University of Chicago and Georgetown University, 
Catherine Gallagher, University, of California - Berkeley 

Hans Joas, Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies and University of Chicago 

Ben lgdeman, Yale University 
Thomas Laqueur, University of California - Berkeley 

Robert Post, Yale University Law School 

Wmlg Hui, Tsinghua University (concluding speaker) 
Richard Wilson, University, of Connecticut 

David Wong, Duke University 

One of the most striking features of the eontemporaW world is the extraordinaW variety of situations that are claimed to invol ve human rights 
issues. But do we know what human rights are? Can we describe the difference between human rights and other Mnds of rights? Do vve have 
an adequate understanding of rights, and of humans, as they are conceived in cultures around the world? 

The full range of issues surrounding human rights cannot be grasped by the language of statutes, treaties, declarations, or conventions; nor can 
human rights be reduced to on-the-ground negotiations. A more durable and productive understanding would require a reflective approach 
based on a thick description of historical, philosophical, and cultural t:actors. Humm~ Rights m~d the Humanities will seek to bring the vast 
resources of the humanities to bear on the understanding of this, one of the central issues of our times. 

Humml Rights mid the Humanities ~11 seek to underscore the contribution of the humanities to an understanding of human rights and to 
stimulate and support fresh thinking on this subject by humanistic scholars. 

A registration fee of $20 ($10 for seniors and students with valid ID) provides entW to all sessions and meals. The keynote address by Michael 
Ignatieff on Thursday, March 21, is free and open to the public. 

For further details or to register for the conference, contact Martha Johnson at (919)549-o66~ (x~98) or 

mjohnson@nationalhumanitieseenter.org or visit http:/!www.nationalhumanitieseenter.org/news!2olgspringevents.htm#eonferenee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:55 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu; spnc@duke.edu 

FW: Strategic corporate research conrse this summer & jobs in the labor movement for graduating seniors 

message- footer.txt 

Dear Colleague: 

Last year I wrote to you about the Strategic Corporate Research course that is held 
each summer at Cornell University. With a new crop of students having arrived for the 
2012-13 school year, I thought I would remind you about this class and ask if you know 
of any students who would be interested in the sort of education and training that would 
prepare them for a career in the American labor movement or working with community 
organizations with pro-labor values. The course will be held from June 9-14, 2013, with 
a registration deadline of May 17th. The course is co-sponsored by Cornell School of 
Industrial and Labor Relations and the AFL-CIO Center for Strategic Research. A partial 
course description is below. 

This is a well-respected and long-standing course that has served as an excellent 
stepping stone for students who are interested in working as researchers in labor unions. 
In the first ten years of the program, we have placed more than 300 students in top 
research positions in unions across the United States. Application details are available on 
the Cornell University website [1]. We are seeking to get timely notice to students who 
are making plans for the summer. 

Will you help pass the word to students, colleagues, and friends who might be 
interested in this course on Strategic Corporate Research? The registration 
deadline is Hay 

Scholarships are available based on need if taking the course for credit. For more 
information, you may also contact Kate Bronfenbrenner at (607) 254-4749 or 

scrsu mmer@, comell.edu. 

Sincerely, 
Dan Marschall 
AFL-CIO Policy Department and 
George Washington University 

[1] Cornell: www.sce.cornell.edu~ss/programs.php 

Course description 

ILRCB 4080 Strategic Corporate Research 

Despite enormous challenges in organizing and bargaining in a rapidly changing global 
economy, this is a time of great opportunity for and innovation by U.S. unions and their 
allies. With a resurgence of action among working people, there has been a new level of 
inventiveness in campaigning, evident in recent union organizing and bargaining campaign 

victories such as: 

-- large, successful strikes by teachers in Chicago and by clerical members of the 
International Longshore and Warehouse Union in the Long Beach/Los Angeles area-- 
proving that when used strategically, the strike is still a powerful weapon for labor; 

-- the rising up of low-wage workers in rank-and-file community-based campaigns in 
companies and industries, such as Walmart and fast food, car wash workers, domestic 
workers, and taxi drivers--firms and workers many thought would be the last to organize; 

-- continued big wins among workers such as 3,000 security guards organized by SEIU 
32BI in Philadelphia and the first contract win for the nearly 60,000 airport security 

workers, members of AFGE; and 

-- ongoing efforts such as the heroic struggle of BCTGM workers at American Crystal 
Sugar in the Red River Valley in North Dakota--locked out since August 2012 and still 
fighting. 

These victories came about because of a combination of grassroots rank-and-file 
mobilizing and leadership development, and escalating actions in the workplace and 
broader community--but fundamental to all these campaigns was careful strategic 
research. 

Unfortunately, the U.S. labor movement today is facing a critical shortage of trained 
organizing, bargaining, and campaign staff with strategic research training who 
understand both corporate structure and finance and union campaign strategies. To help 

meet this need, the AFL-CIO asked the Cornell School of Industrial and Labor Relations 
ten years ago to develop a one-week intensive credit course on strategic corporate 
research for graduate students and upper-level undergraduates interested in working 
with the labor movement upon completion of their degrees. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:05 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: LRAN 2013 - Call tbr PaMs and Workshops 

LfLA.N 2013 Call for Propels and Workshops.pdf; message- footer.bet 

Labor Research Action Network 
LRAN 2o13 - Call for Panels and Workshops 
Explore the intersection o.f cutHng-edge labor research and innovative worker organizing campaigns at the national Labor Research Action 
Network Conference in June. 
The Labor Action Research Network will be having its third annual conference in Georgetown Washington D.C on June ~8- ~9. The annual 
LRAN conference is an opportunity for labor leaders, activists, academies and supporters to think creatively and daringly about the future of 
the labor movement. 
We are now accepting proposals for panel speakers, roundtable discussions, and workshops on topics including (but not limited to): 

Organizing: Board Elections, Non-Board Campaigns, and Alternative Forms 
Best Practices in Comprehensive Organizing Campaigns 
Research on Private Equity 
Strike Strategies 
State and Policy Issue Campaigns 
International Campaigns 
Organizing contingent workers 
Organizing in Right to Work for Less States 
Immigrant Worker Organizing 
Approaches to Labor Law Reibrm 

This is a space to question fundamental assumptions, propose new pathways and challenge one another to create strategies that propel our 
movement forward. We are calling on organizers, leaders, academies, researchers and other participants of some of the innovative campaigns 
and exciting struggles of the past year to share their insights. 
Sessions (roundtable discussions and workshops and panels) during the conference will be in ninety minute time blocks. Proposals should be 
designed to fit that time and leave space ibr questions and engagement with participants. 

Please email proposals to Erin Johansson at ~ohansson@amerieanrightsatwork.org no later than March 29th. If you require assistance with 
travel costs in order to attend, please email Erin Johansson at ~johansson@amerieanrightsatwork.org and indicate whether you need funding 
for travel, lodging or both. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Update: Authentication Services Outage March 13, 2013 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing you today to inform you that we are continuing to 
experience the issues associated ~vith yesterday’s authentication sel-,zer 
failures. The problem resurfaced early this morning and has been 
intermittent throughout the day. These outages continue to have the 
potential to effect Exchange email, network drives, and Share Point 
among others. Since the issues are occurring sporadically, the symptoms 
are presenting themselves intermittently and may not be obsel-,zed by all 
computer users. 

We have escalated our support request with our software provider, 
Micrusuft, and are wurking diligently tu resolve the situatiun as 
expediently as possible. Yuu can check the Informatiun Technulugy 
Services (ITS) hume page at http://its.unc.edu for status updates 
regarding these ur other services un campus. Thank you in advance for 
yuur patience. 

Best Regards, 

Stan \Vaddel[, (;ISSP, CiCIS(), P£/2P, ABD 
Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor for IT Infrastructure and CTO 
919-843-5684 
ITS Manning 
211 Manning Dr 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Remember, UNC-CH will nut ask yuu to reveal your account password via 
the phune ur email. Ifyuu receive an email ur phune request fur that 
iN2~rmation, the request is a phishing attempt 

This email is sponsored by: Infurmatiun Technulugy Services 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

3/14/2013 6:02:48 PM 

sonia.colin@email.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FW: funding available for summer school books + supplies 

FW: funding available for summer school books + supplies 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

sonia.colin@email.unc.edu 

FW: funding available for summer school books + supplies 

3/14/2013 6:02:47 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

sonia.colin@email.uncoedu (sonia.coln@email.unc.edu) 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:03 PM 

sofia.colin@emaJd.unc.edu 

FW: funding avaJdable for summer school books + supplies 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 9:22 AM 

To: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject; RE: funding available for summer school books + supplies 

Dear .lanken: This is to inform you that I have several books held under my name at the 13ulls Head that I would like to purchase with the summer money. These books are 
currently being held under my last name. If you need the name of the books that I intend to purchase I can provide but it will take a me a few days because currently I am not 
on campus. Will send Sonia a copy of this message. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 12:23 PM 

Co-" Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N.; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" funding available for summer school books + supplies 

Dear Colleagues teaching Sum~ner School, 

To assist your preparation for and teaching of summer school, there is $230 on hand for each of you to purchase books or other teaching technologies. Please contact 

Sofia Colon (~S2!)_i~:_c_’~?!R_n_C~2__n_)__e_d_:__u__~_c_:__e__d_~!) with your request, mad coW me as well. Please do by tile last of March so that we can be sure that the Inoney will be 

av~lable. 

Sincereb; 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Ai?o-American Studies 

Depaxtment of Ai’rican and Ai~o-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Ufiversity of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about ~ny publications: 

http :/iww~,. umass .edt~/u repress’title/ray ford- w- logan- at~d - dilemma- african- american- intellectual 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/k’ooks:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu:bool~P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edu:bool~P00723 



March 14, 2012 

Dear 

We invite you to consider for publication the attached manuscript, THE JOSEPHINE BAKER 

CRITICAL READER, edited by Mae G. Henderson and Charlene Regester. As editors, we 

have selected the major critical treatments of this iconic figure, categorized the selections 

according to theme and genre, provided abstracts of each essay, and secured reprint permissions 

from the authors (some have referred us to their publisher). We also include a timeline, 

t]lmography, discography, and comprehensive bibliography. 

We note that this Reader is unprecedented, and will make available, for the first time -- under 

one cover - a range of cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural scholarship to students and scholars 

of popular and culture. We have [bcused primarily on essays written from the last quarter 

century, and believe that such a volume will provide a unique resource that will advance not 

only the fields of popular and media studies, but the emergent field of Baker Studies in the 

academy. 

If, perchance, you are not interested, we would very appreciate it if you would suggest more 

appropriate presses to which we might submit this manuscript. We are also enclosing postage 

for the return of this manuscript to the [bllowing address should you not be interested: 

[Return address] 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Mae G. Henderson 

Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

hr@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <mgester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: ULEAD Application Period Extended 

FROM: Verita iVlurrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources has extended the application period for 
its Umversity Leadership Education and Development (L,%EAD) program, 
which helps University managers strengthen quality leadership 
competencies and skills through collaboration, strong CUl~dcululn and 
knowledgeable faculty. Applications will now be accepted through Friday, 
March 22. 

For more information on the program, including eligibility and a video 
featuring recent ULEAD graduates, visit 

http ://hr. unc. edu/trainin~-ta~ent-deve~pment/specia~ized-pr~rams-and-res~urces/u~ead/. 

The program is designed to help high performing, highly motivated 
managers meet the challenges of the changing higher education 
enviromnent. If you want to become a stronger leader, advance in 
your career or simply learn innovative techniques that will enhance the 
performance of your unit, consider enrolling in ULEAD. This program 
provides an opportunity to develop the skills necessary to understand, 
embody and model the mission, vision, values and goals of the 
Umversity. 

ULEAD pamcipants are nominated by their managers to take part in a 
rigorous curriculum composed of several core classes, a comprehensive 
assessment, peer coaching and team projects that are designed to have a 
significant impact on improving institutional effectiveness. (;lass 
topics include crucial conversauons, negotiation, leading change, 
strategic thinking, appreciative leadership and the business of higher 
education 

This program is free for all participants, but only a limited number of 
applicants are accepted. Applications will be accepted through March 22, 
and are available online at 
http://hr.unc.edu/[‘~rm-~nder/training-and-ta~ent-deVe~opment-f~rms/ulead-app~ication-fonn/ or by contacting William Frey (will frey@unc.edu) in Ot]R at 962-9685 

This email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~’OI~VI2\L NOTICE: Administrative Review of Leslie C. Strohm, JD, Vice Chancellor & General Counsel 

MEI~IORANDkrM 

DATE: March 14, 2013 
TO: Members of the L~NC-Chapel Hill Faculty, Stafll Students and Alumni 
FROM: H. Holden Thorp 

RE: Administrative Revie~v of Leslie C Strohm, .rD, Vice Chancellor and 
General Counsel 

I am pleased to invite your participation in the review process on 
b eha if of the committee appointed to review- the pelformance of Leslie C. 
Strol~m, JD, Vice Chancellor and General Counsel. 

This review, required by University regulations, will focus on Ms 
Struhm’s performance during the five years since her last review The 
cummittee consists uf: 
*    Barbara K Rimer, DrP[I, Dean and Alumni Distinguished Prufessor, 
Gillings Schuol uf Global Public Health (Cummittee Chair), 
* Gena Carter, BS, Seniur Director, Employee and Management Relations, 
OI]R 
* Glenn Geurge, ]D, Chief of Stafi; Senior Vice President and General 
Cuunsel, UNC Health Care System 
*    Junathan Hartlyn, PhD, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
Global Prugrams & Kenneth J. Reckfurd Professor of Political Science, 
(;AS 
*    Steve Lemer, PhD, Member, UNC Buard of Trustees; Blue Hill Group 
(Founder and Managing Partner) 
* I)wayne Pinkney, Phi), Vice Provost, Finance & Academic Planning 
* t~rin Schuettpelz, BA, Chief of Stuff& Umversity Secretary 
* Start Waddell, CISSP, C/C[SO, PMP, ABD, Interim Assistant Vice 
Chancellor for IT Infrastructure & CTO 

The cummittee invites yuur comments on Ms. Struhm’s leadership. It is 
important for the cummittee to understand how Ms Strohm is viewed by 
her peers at UNC-Chapel Hill and as a colleague and citizen of the 
University community. ’]’he primary respunsibility of the review committee 
~s tu serve as a cunduit and urganizing mechanism ~2~r feedback 
cuncerning Ms Strohrn’s perfurmance. 

In that context, we encourage you to contribute to this review in the 
following difl~rent ways: 
1. SHARE YOUR COMMENTS YVITH THE COMMITTEE AT THE SCHEDL~LED OPEN SES SION 
on April 15, 2013 ~nm 9:00-11:00 in room 105 South Building 
If you wish to meet with the conm~ittee, please contact Ramona Womble in 
the Chancellor’s Office at: (919) 962-7237, orby email at: 
LSAdmin Review@~c.edu and she will schedule a 15-minute session. While 
all comments received during these sessions will be kept strictly 
cor~fidential, a master list of attendees will be retained as part of Ms. 
Strohm’s personnel file. Requests to meet must be received no later than 
April 11, 2013. 

2. PROVIDE \VRITTEN COIk£~ENTS TO THE CHAIR (email or postal or campus 
mail). The review conm~ittee will treat your comruents as strictly 
confidential. However, by- law, all written commnnications, whether paper 
or email, become a cor~fidential part of Ms. Strotmfs personnel file and 
as such, are open to examination by- her. Oral communications (by 
telephone or in person) and the committee’s notes generated froru these 
conversations do not become part of Ms. Strohm’s personnel file, but ruay 
be reflected in the conm~ittee’s report without identifiers. If’you wish 
to provide oral comments, please contact the Chair or any rueraber of the 
committee. University regulations prohibit consideration of anonymous 
letters in the review process. All written comments should be sent by 
April 5, 2013, to: Dean Barbara K. Riraer, cormnittee chair c/o Ramona R. 
Womble, 103 South Building, CB # 9100, or by email at: 

LSAdmin Review@unc edu 

3. You may speak with any of the committee members privately by 
telephone or in person Oral communications (by telephone or in person) 
and the committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not 
become part of Ms Strohm’s personnel file. The deadline for meeting 
with committee members is April 5, 2013. 

Thank you very much for your help in this important task. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

bpearson@med.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 9:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Seeking women who are 1 yem postpartum .... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking health?’ women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
follo~ving categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression in the past, but not after childbirth 
3. Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients This 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $150 compensation upon completion. 

For more irfformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB# 07-1353 
CTRC# 2649 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nofify.unc.edu on behalf of 

mot1~erbabylab@unc .edu 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: [Research Study]ARE YOU PREGNANT OR HAVE YOU DELIVERED RECENTLY? 

Help us learn more about the effects of natural hormones and 
relationships between mother and baby. 

UNC Mother Infant Research Studies is looking for mothers who have NOT 
used any legal or illegal drags (alcohol, nicotine, cocaine, opiates, 
etc.) during pregnancy and their newborn infants to participate in 
research studies. There are currently two ongoing studies that involve 
participation of mothers and babies at around 2 to 4 weeks postpartuna. 

* Mother IN’ant Study participation includes: 
*Brain Imaging (2vIRI) of sleeping infant’s brain at 2 to 4 ~veeks old 

Ma~mum 30 minutes with NO SEDATION, NO RADIATION 
EXPOSUR F~@I hour) 

*Interviews, questionnaires and two short computerized tasks 

for mother@~l.5 hours) 

* Maternal Imaging Study participation includes: 
*Brain hnaging (£/;RI) of mother’s brain at 2 to 4 weeks postpartum 
and again at 6 months postpartum with NO R~kDIATION EXPOSURE (-,1.5 
hours) 
*Questionnaires lk~r mother 
*Infant Developmental Assessment at 6 months 

-Mother will have one blood sample, two saliva samples and one hair 
sample taken 
-Baby will have saliva samples taken with a noninvasive cotton swab 

**The two stu@ visits may be done on same or different days :for those 
who are interested in both studies ** 

**We will pay $100 lk~r the Mother Infant Sturdy and $200 for the 
completion of the Maternal Imaging Stu@** 

To see if you are eligible, please call (919)966-2549 or email 
motherbabylab@unc.edu 

UNC Mother Infant Research Studies 
www motherbabylab corn 

Biomedical IRB Study iN\trrlber: 08-1092 & 05-2986 
Approved 3/21/2012 & 7/17/2012 

This eraail is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://rav.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~v!ATIONAL: Update: Authentication Services Outage March 14, 2013 

Dear Colleagues, 

I wanted to send a brief note to you regarding the issues we were having 
over the past two days. Today the eft?cts we were noticing have 
apparently subsided and ~ve are no~v operating in a stable fashion The 
support team has narro~ved in on the potential causes for the outages and 
has taken progressive actions to reduce the occurrences of down time. 

We continue to work with Microsoft to make sure ~ve have all the 
reformation required to fully diagnose and permanently repair the 
software flaw that caused the problems For now-, we are guardedly 
optimistic that the environment is stable. Barring a recurrence of the 
outages, this should be the final update on this particular set of 
issues. Thank you for your understanding while we worked to restore 
stability 

Best Regards, 

Start Waddell, CISSP, CiCISO, PMP, ABD 

Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor for IT Infrastructure and CTO 

919-843-5684 

ITS Manning Suite 5707 

211 Manning Dr ((2[3 3420) 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Remember, UNC-CH will not ask you to reveal your account password via 
the phone or emaih If you receive an email or phone request for that 
irfformation, the request is a phishing attempt. 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HistoP! ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, March 19 at 7pro for 

a film screening and discussion with former Black 

Panther Charlotte O’Neal, the subject of the film 

"Mama C: Urban Warrior in the African Bush." 

Following the film screening there will be a 

reception and discussion with Charlotte O’Neal 

and film director, UNC Women’s and Gender 

Studies Professor Joanne Hershfield. 

This event is free and open to the public. Let us 

know you’re coming via #_ELa__[[ or _F___a__c_’_&_b___o_£__k_]. 

March ~.9 at 7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

"Mama C: Urban Warrior in the African Bush" 

Film Screening and Discussion 

Mama C: Urban Warrior in the African Bush tells the 

story of Charlotte O’Neal--or Mama C as she is 

known--poet, musician, visual artist, spoken word 

artist and ex-member of the Kansas City Slack 

Panther Party. Mama C, whose life was formed 

growing up in the artistically and politically vibrant 

atmosphere of the African American community in 

Kansas City, KS, has lived for the past forty years 

in the Tanzanian village of Imbaseni. 

This event is co-sponsored by UNC Department of 

Music; North Carolina State University African 

American Cultural Center; UNC African Studies 

Center; UNC Center for Global Initiatives and Ackland 

Art Museum. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center,,. 

2 events on Wednesday March 27: 

3:30pro, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus) 

"We Will Shoot Back: Armed Resistance in the 

Mississippi Freedom Movement" Book 

Discussion with author Akinyele Omowale 

Umoja. The notion that the civil rights movement 

in the southern United States was a nonviolent 

movement remains a dominant theme of civil 

rights memory and representation in popular 

culture. Yet in dozens of southern communities, 

Black people picked up arms to defend their 

leaders, communities, and lives. In We W#lShoot 

Spring 2013 Prograr~ 

Agenda 



Back: Armed Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom 

Movement, Umoja argues that armed resistance 

was critical to the efficacy of the southern freedom 

struggle and the dismantling of segregation and 

Black disenfranchisement. 

7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

"Spies of Mississippi" Film Screening and 

Discussion 

*Spec/a/ Sneak Preview F//m Screening and 

discussion with film producer Dawn Porter A little- 

known chapter of American history, the frightening 

world of anti-civil rights espionage is presented in 

the film Spies of Mississippi. Replete with eerie 

accounts of the informants, infiltrators, and agent 

provocateurs who worked in the shadows to 

undercut the movement, the film is personalized 

with the inspiring stories of relentless civil rights 

crusaders who lived under the ever-present 

shadow of the state spy apparatus. 

Both events are co-sponsored by the UNC-Chapel 

Hill Chapter of the NAACP and Black Workers for 

Justice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32875904-61973447@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 12:11 PM 

a~iican- a~d- a~o- a~nericaa~- studies- thcul~ <afiica~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Admiuislrative Managels <asmgrs@listse~,~.unc.edu>; Fisher, Annice E <fisheme@email.unc.edu>; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 

<raanurphe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

[a£ricaaa- and-afm-america~- s~dies- faculb’] [all-college-faculty] New Staff’and Services for Traaasfer Students 

admi~}ish"adve managers. 

De~r Co~easues: 

~ am delighted to a~ou~ce two new appointments ~n the Office of Undersraduate Education as part of o~Jr expanded services for transfer st~dents. 

Annice F~sher is the new Transfer Sit, dent ~:oord~natar and w~] serve as part af the Undergraduate Rel:en[~on [:eam Rachae~ Murphev-Brawn has been promo[:ed 

from Academic Advisar ta 5emor Advisor for Transfer Studen~:s ~n the A(:adem~c Adv~s~t~g Pragram. 

Anrfice previously worked h~ Housing and Residential Education at Carolina, where she oversaw assessment and d~e department’s academic collaborations (L~ving-. 

[earnh~g Communities, Mead with Hee~s, Scholar-~n-Residence and Education 318: Peer Leadership in the Universky Environment Course), She a~so has worked at 

the University of Arizona. She has a Master of Education degree from Iowa State University and an undergraduate degree from the kJn~vers~ty of ~l~hso~s. 

Rachael has been an Academic Advisor at UN(: fro~r~ 200(~.-08 at~d aga~t~ s~nce 2010. She has twice been the redpient af the M~d~el-Shaw Excellence ~n Advising 

Award She has an undergradt~ate degree from Portland Sta~:e Urdversity, and MA. and Ph.D. degrees ~n po~Ri(:a~ sdence [rom Carolina. She has been an ~nstructar 

and a PosLdocLora~ Research Fellow at UNC, and a Research Scholar st Duke University. 

We are p~eased to have their services available in the SLeeVe Bu~ld~ng. 

Best regards, 

Bobbi Owen 

SenR~r Assodate Dean, Undergradua[:e Educal:~an, and 

M~chae~ R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: afiica~- and- afh~- american- sm dies- Dcull-~listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

a£ficm~- aaad-al’ro-aanefican- s~dies- facully as: <a href "tnaJlto:~egeste@etnafil.unc.edu">~egeste@etnafil.unc.edu</a>. 







iXi steves-00 jpg 

::X:: Rick Stev¢s 

i~i Pha nt°m -rcb’al-a Jbe~t JPg 

9 AM -Visions of Gerr~any: Bavaria 

From the old world charm of castles, 
fortresses and gardens to the 

Mediterranean flair el the Bedensee, the 
"German Riviera" and ,:he drama of 
Germany’s highest peak at Zugspi[ze. 

10:30 A~,~ - Rick Steres’ Europe Trave~ 
Skills 
30 years of travel experience is distilled 
into this new special, beautifully filmed on 
location along his favorite ’classic’ loop of 
Amsterdam, Germany’s Rhineland, Italy’s 
Riviera, Venice, the Swiss AIps, Paris 
and London. 

I P~ - Rack Steres’ Delicious Europe 
Travel guru Rick Steves takes you on a 
whirlwind tour el the tastes of Europe 
from flesh seafood to fine dining & more! 

1:30 P~’~ - Great Perforr~ances: 
Phanton~ of the Opera at Roya~ Albert 

HalI 
Enjoy the sumpk~ous Victorian splendor 
of this amazing evening, as this dazzling 
original production recreates the jaw- 
dropping scenery & special effecls set to 
Lloyd Webber’s haunting score. 



5 P~,~ - Osca~ Hammerstein ~l - O~t of 
~y Dreams 
Celebrateone of the most acclaimed 
~ydc~s~s of th~ 20~h century, a ma~ who 
worked ~n the theater for ever 40 years, 
writing the ~y[ics for over a thousand 
popular songs & many Hollywood fih~ 
SCOres. 

The Piano Guys 6:30 P~’~ - Piano Gays: Live at Red 
Butte Garden 
Filmed at a sold-out conceal in a shinning 

outdoor venue, YouTube sensatio~ The 
Piano Guys, featuring Steven Sharp 
Nelson on cello and Jen Schmidt on 
piano, offer ~ew songs and fan favorites 
all showcasing thewow factor that sets 
~heir performances apad. 

::~:: The Tenors 

i~i Highclere Castle 

8 P~.~ - The Tenors: Lead With Your 
Heart 
Victor Micallef, Clifton Murray, Remigio 
Pereira and Fraser WaltePs have inspired 
millions with their rich harmonies & 
pewe~u~ SOngS. 

9;30 P~- Secrets of HighcJere Castle 
In its heyday, Hi.ghclere was the social 
epicenter of Edwardian England. Known 
by millions ~eday as a symbol eI~he 
runaway PBS hit Downton Abbey, see 
how all the inhabitants lived up close in 
this new special, from ~he aristocrats who 
enjoyed a life of luxury.’ to the army of 
servants toiling "below stairs." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu:> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 6:42 PM 

class- cemer-list@duke.edn 

SAVE OUR STATE - Scholars Speak Out at Forum on Thnrs. March 28 at Stafford School of Public Policy -- please tbrwm-d rudely 

Scholars Speak Out flyer - for 3-28.pdf; message-footer.txt 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JOIN US FOR AN EMERGENCY IF()RUM 
Scholars from across the Triangle are joining together in this ~mprecedented forum to reach out to the pubic with information about how current 

policy p~posals wiB damage NoNh Carofina for decades to come. Laws already passed and in the works will impede economic recover, restrict 

democracy, stifle critical thoughL and midercut a centmw of refoimis to promote oppo~mfitv, widely shared prospeiJtv, mid the common good. T~s radicN 

U-tu~ in policy demands public sc~tMy and discussion, wlfidl the fb~mm a~s to encourage. 

M  rch 27, 20 3 
Sa   %rd Schoo  of P A?Hc Polcy 
FREE AND OPEN TO T~E PUBLIC 

Moderator: Dr. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC Chape~ 

Panelists: 

William H~dd~ng Carter 111, University Professor of Leadership & PuNic Policy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

D~. ~ather~ne Cha~mn, Associate Professor of History, North Carolina Central UnNers~ty 

Dr. Willie Jennings, Assodate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke D~v~nity Schoo~ 

Dr. Robert Korstad, Kevin D. Gort:er Professor of P@iic Policy and History, D@<e UniversH%’ 

Dr. David Jolly, Associate Professor and Chak, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Helen ~add, Edgar T= Thompson Distinguished Professor of Pubic Policy and Economics, Duke University 

Nancy Mackean, Wtfam H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

Dr= Gunther Peck, Fred W= Shaffer Associate Professor of History and PuNk Policy, Duke University 

****** Panelists wll speak for 5 minutes each, take questions from the press, and then open the floor to discussion 

S~,~O~SOREL~ ~: SCIIOI:.,ARS g(Hi :% P~iOG~iESSIVE NC 

http:i/sites.duke.edu/spnci 
SPNC IS AN ORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE FROM INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION ACROSS ~74E STATE WHO AHE C O IVlIVlITTED TO USING TIKE BEST AVAILABLE 

RESEARCH KN OWLEDGE TO FOSTER INFORMED CONVERSATIONS ABOUT NORTH CAROL [NA’ S HISTORY AN[) CU RR~’NT P[~BLIC POLK¥ CHALL [:NGES 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edw, 

Friday, March 15, 2013 7:13 PM 

spnc@duke.edu; class- center-lis~@duke.edu 

SAVE OUR STATE - Scholars Speak Out at Forum on Thnrs. March 28 at Stafford School of Public Policy -- please tbrwaxd rudely 

message- footer.txt 

LAST version had date error: piease forward this one instead: 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JOIN [.~S FOR AN ~ " ~" ~ ~ LMI~RGLN(A ~F()RUM 
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

Scholars from across the TNangle are joMMg together h~ tNs tmprecedented forum to reach out to the pubHc with information about hmv current 

policy proposals will damage NoNh CaroHna for decades to come. Laws already passed and in the works will impede economic recover, restrict 

democracy, s~ifle cfiticM thought, and ~dercut a century of reforms to promote oppo~uMty, widely shared prosperity, ~d the common good. TNs radicM 

U-tu~ in policy demands public sc~tMy and discussion, which the f~rum a~s to encourage. 

I h u r~ d a v, M a rc h 2 8, 2 013 a t 5: 0 0 p, m, 
Moderator: Dr. Jacquelgn Dowd Hall Julia Cherry Sprui[l Professor of History, UNC Chapel 

Panelists: 

William Hodd~ng Carter 111, University Professor of Leadership & Public Policy, University of North CarolMa at Chapel Hil~ 

Dr. Katherine Charron, Associate Professor of H~story, North Carolina Central University 

Or. W~l~ie Je~gs, Associate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity Schoo~ 

Dr. Robert Korstad, Xevin D. Gor~er ProI~ssor of Public Policy and H~story Duke University 

Dr. David Jolly, Associate Professor and Chair, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Helen Ladd, Edgar ~. Thompson Distinguished Professor of PuMic Po~ic~ and Economics Duke U~iversiW 

Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

Dr. Gunther Peck, Fred W. Shaffer Associate Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

****** Panelists will speak for 5 minutes each, take questions from the press, and then open the floor to discussion 

a~ford Schoo~ of P~b~c * w Poh%,, Room 04 
The Sa~h~rd Sehool is on Duke’s West Can~pus, a~ the corner of Towev~iew Road and Scie~ce Dri~e~ PavMa~ a~,aihd~le ~ the Bry~u~ CoaXer, 120 Scienee 

Dr. (oleo Mock away). 

SPNC IS AN ORGANIZATION OF PBOPLB FROM INST[TUT IONS OP HIGHBR BDUCATE)N ACROSS THE STATE WHO ARR CO MMEVrBD TO USING TltB BEST AVAILABLE 

RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE TO FOSTER INFORMED C ONVERSA~I~ONS ABOUT NORTH CAROLINA’ S HISTORY AND CURRENT PUBLIC POLICY CHALLENGES. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Friday, March 15, 2013 7:16 PM 

Nancy MacLean <nm~cy.maclean@duke.edu> 

SAVE OUR STATE - Scholars Speak Out at Forum on Thurs. March 28 at Sanford School of Public Policy -- please [brward widely 

LASr vers;on had date error: ~iease forwz~rd th;s one instead: 

SCHOLARS SPEAK. OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JOIN ITS F()R A N L ~ ~ LRG LN (.A F()RU M 
FREE AND OPEN TO T~E~ ~.J~L~(.~ 

Scholars from across the TNangle are joh~g together ~ tMs m~precedented fo~m to reach out to the pubic with info~ation about how current 

poHcy proposals will damage Noah Carolina for decades to come. Laws already passed and M the works will ~pede economic recover’, restrict 

democracy, stifle critic~ thought, and ~dercut a centu~ of refoms to promote oppo~uMtv, widely shared prospe~ty~ ~d the common good. TMs radic~ 

U-tm’n in policy demands public sc~tiny and discussion, which the fo~ aims to encourage. 

Thursday, M~rch 28, 2(U3 at 5:00 
Moderator: Dr. Jacqueiyn Dowd Hail, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC Chape~ 

Panelists: 

William Nodding Carter 111, University Professor of Leadership & PuNic Policy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Katherine Charron, Associate Professor of History, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Willie Jennings, Associate Professor of Theology and B~ack Church Studies, Duke Divinity Schoo~ 
Dr. Robert Korstad, Kevh~ D~ Gort:er Prot~ssor of Public Policy and H~story, Duke U13~vers~Ly 
Dr. DavM Jo~lg, Associate Professor and Chair, Public Hea~th Education, North Carolina Centra~ University 

Dr. Helen Ladd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Professor of Public Policy and Economics, Duke University 

Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

Dr. Gunther Peck, Fred W. Shaffer Associate Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

****** Panelists will speak for 5 minutes each take questions from the press, and then open the floor to discussion 

Sa~ord ,.. choo~ of P~b~ic Po~icy~ Room (~4 

Dr, (~me block 

http:iisites.duke.edu/spnci 
SPNC IS AN ORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE FROM ENS~TUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCA~ON ACROSS ~AE STATE WHO ARE COMMITTED TO USING THE BEST AVAILABLE 

RESEARCH KN OWLEDGE TO FOSTER INFORMED CONVERSATIONS .A~B OUT NORTH CAROL [NA’ S HISTORY AN[) CU RR~’NT PUBLIC POLI~ Y CHALL [:NGES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC School of Edncation <slate unc.edu@createsend4.com~ 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 4:42 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Dean’s message; Malloy, Fi~gerald honored; more in Carolina Slate 

Educators will be facing a wave of tech-sawy students 

coming to their classrooms. It’s time to prepare .... 

Carol Malloy (Ph.D. ’94), a retired member of the 

School of Education faculty, will be honored with a 

lifetime achievement award by the National Council of 

Teachers of Mathematics, ,, [Raad more] 

Aci~ieve Their 

GiiL 

ser,~ice of L~ARN 

Jill Fitzgerald, retired professor of literacy at the School 

of Education, has been selected as a 2013 Fellow of 

the American Educational Research Association .... 

[Read moral 

s u rvey 

Four School of Education programs were ranked 

among the top 16 in their fields in graduate school 

rankings published by US News & World Report .... 

[Read re, ore] 

~ Jab!; :]i~’dde Bamis (A£g Ed ’9!} MEal ’g3? rib,’mad rhedrnarit 

~ Wriat’s in a name’? Ur:werslt,t shifts to "BAEd " 



~ J~rnes d Gaiiaghet givari N £.:~ Oid Nor[b, Sh~te 

Teachers who want to bring the Amazon rain forest into their classrooms can 

now do so using new free-of-charge lesson plans published online by LEARN 

NC ... [Raad m.~)re] 

A consortium including LEARN NC has been awarded a grant to help create a 

curriculum for grades 6-8 that uses geospatial technology to integrate 

humanities content with science, technology, engineering and mathematics 

skills.... [Read more] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 3:58 PM 

~reensociety-announce@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; fihn-video <film-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program <literature@duke.edu>; 

ami- faculb,@duke.edu 

**Pre-register for PINA, starting Monday! --> re: 3D Cinema Aesthetics events--3/22 lecture ÷ 3/29 screening of PINA (3D 

dance/performance docmnentaxy for Pina Bausch, by Wim Wenders)! 

Dear All, 
Pre-Registration for the the special 3D screening of PINA will be open for Duke faculty, students, and staff starting at 9am on Monday, March 18th, on the registration website 
at: http://events.du ke.edu!3DPina. 
(For more info about the event, see http://tinyurl.com!Pina3D-NC, or read more below. See also http:!/tinyurl.com/Duke3DTalk, for info about Prof. Barbara Klinger’s public 
talk on 3D aesthetics.) 
Each individual may reserve one ticket for the screening with his or her Duke email address (while supplies last!) - to be picked up at the door on the night of the screening. 
There will also be seats available for free bus transportation to and from the screening venue in Raleigh, on the night of the screening, for the first 64 people who check the 
requisite check-box during the pre-registration process. (Buses will leave from East Campus at 6:30pro on March 29th, and will be back at East Campus by 10:30pro that 
night.) 
The pre-registration window will *close* at 8pm on Monday, March 25th, and reserved seating is limited to the first 170 members of the Duke commuNty who respond - so 
don’t wait too long to reserve your ticket! 
Best regards, 
Hank 
p.s.: See below for the original announcement about the events: 

*Please distribme widely* 

Dear all, 

Please mark your calendars for 2 extraoldina~ 3D Cinema events - coming up on Friday, March 22nd & Friday, March 29th - hosted by the FHIiAMI 

Thinking Cinematics working group & Screelv’Society: 

-- The first is a lecture on 3D Aesthetics by Prof. Barbara K~nger, President-Elect of the Socieo,for Cinema and:VIedia Studies (SCMS) and Interim 

Chair and Professor of the Department of Communication and Cnlture at Indiana University, Bloomington. The lecture will take place in the Richard White 

Auditorimn, at 4pro on Friday, March 22nd. [See: http://tinvurl.comiDuke3DTalk ] 

-- The second event is a special 3D screening of \¥im Wenders’s ground-breaking 2011 dance/performance documentary, Pina, which has not 

previously screened in 3D in the Triangle axe& The screening will take place at 7:30pro on Friday, March 29th, in the WRAL 3D Theater at the NC 

Museum of Natural Sciences, in Raleigh. [See: http://tinvurl.com/Pina3D-NC] 

Both events are fiee and open to the public. [See below for flyers and Inore info’.] 

Reservations & Transportation for March 29th: 
The webpage for the 3D screening of Pina (at htlp://tin,vurl.com/Pina3D-NC), will soon contain a link to a Pre-Registration website for the screening, where Duke 

faculty, students, and s~affmembers will be able to reserve a seat for the screening (and optionally, too, a seat on a free shuttle from Dnke to the screening venue in 

Raleigh, and back). The Pre-Registration "window" will be l~om March 18th to March 25th, inclusive - unless the seats sell out before March 25th. Tickets for 
seats reserved via pre-registmtion will be set aside and given out at the door on the night of the screening. AIler March 25th, all unreserved ~ats will be available on 

a "first come, first served" basis, with general admission (non-reserved) tickets distributed at the door on the night of the screening, while supplies las~ .... 

All tickets tbr the screening (both reserved tickets for Duke people, and general admission tickets for the public) are lYee, but members of the Duke community are 
encouraged to regiffter in advance (during the 1~ re-Registration window). 

I hope you will be able to join us tbr these exciting events! 

Best regards, 

Hank Okazald 

ScreewSocieF coordinator/programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Screen!Society and 
FHIiAMI’s Thinking Cinematics 

working grot~p present: 

Friday March 22, 4pro: 
Pub|ie Lecture on 3D Aesthetics 

by Pro~: Barbara Klinger 

([ Niversity of Indiana. Bloomington) 



== Download PDF Flyer ] More Inlb == 

== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info == 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensociety 

Screen/Society events are coordim~ted and co-sponsored 
by the Program in ~he ~r~s ~!’the ~4oving Image (/b~I) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32880000-62041232@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 9:53 PM 

a~iican- ~d- a~?o- americaJ> s~udies- thcul~ <afldc~- and- afa> amefic~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~Jcm~- a~d-~l’ro-mnerican- s~dies- faculty] SAVE OUR STATE - Scholars Speak Out at Forum on Thurs. March 28 at Sanford School of 

Public Policy -- please fom.ard widely 

Please forward 
MARCH 28th 5 p,m. 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JO IN US FOR AN EMERGENC3: FORUM 
FREE AND OPEN TO T~E PIJBL~(? 

Scholars fl:om across the Tfi~gle are jo~ng together in this unprecedented tb~m to reach out to the public with intb~ation about 

how curreut po~cy proposals will damage No~h Caro~na for decades to come. Laws Mready passed and in the works wi~ ~pede econonfic 

recover, restNct 

democracy, stifle critical thought, and ~dercut a ceuturv of reforms to promote oppo~mfity, widely shared prosperity, m~d the common good. 

This radical U-tm~ in policy demm~ds public sc~tiny and discussion, which the fo~m Mms to encouPage. 

I h~rsda~, March 28, 2013 a* 5:00 p~m 
Moderator: Dr, Jacq~e~g~ Do~d Hall, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC Chape~ 

Panelists: 

W~ll~am Hmdding ~arter ~ University Professor of Leadership & Public Polic% University of North Carolina at 

Chapel 
B~, Kmthe~ne Cha~n, Associate Professor of History, North Carolina Central University 

D~, W~ll~e ~enn~ngs, Assodate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke D~vh~itV School 

Dr. Robert Korstad, Kevin D. Gutter Professor of Public Policy arid t-t~story, Duke University 
Dr, David 1oily, Associate Professor and Chair, PuNic Health Education, North Carolina Central University 
Dr. Helen kadd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Professor of Public Policy and Economics, Duke University 

Nancy Mactean, William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 
Dr. Gunther Peck, Fred W. 5haffer Associate Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 
****** Panelists wili speak for 5 minutes each, take questions from the press, and then open the floor 
discussion 

~. a~o~ dSchoo~       of PsMic Po~icv,~ Room 04 
The San~))rd Sclmol is on D~ke’s West: (?ampuls, ~ ~:he co~er o~’ Tm~ervie~ Road and Science D~:~ve, Parking a~ Mlable 

120 Science Dr. (o~e bh~ck away). 

http:/isites.duke.edu/spnci 
SPNC IS AN ORGANIZA:H ON OF PEOP [,E VROM INSTITUTION S OF H[GHER EDUCATION ACROSS THE STA’[~’ WHO ARE COMMrI’TED TO US[N G THE BEST AVAI[,ABLE 

RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE TO ?~’OSTER INFOI~M ED CONV?ERSA~n ON S ABOUT NORTH CARO L[NA’S ltISTORY AN[) CU RI~d~’NT PUBLIC POLICY C HAI,LEN GEN. 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

africa]~- and-afro-americm~- studies- faculW as: <a hreD"mailto:reges*er@email.unc.edu">reges*er@email.unc.edu</a>, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The University of North Carolina Press <beth lassiter~unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

New in paperback from UNC Press--Atiican American Studies 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

African Am÷titan Studies 

Cooking in Other Women’s Kitchens 
Domestic Workers in the South, 1865-1 {460 

"[~n] exce~len~ new history o~ A~rica~ American ceoks in the U.S, South2 

nar~atbes, a~d other documents, each embedded in the text where ~t will be 

most meaNngfuL Featuring ~ear@ 100 pages of ~ew matedN, the enhanced e~ 

il~um~natin~ the journey a hb~toda~ takes ~n uncoverin~ these stories, 

Schooling the Freed People 
Teaching, Learning, and the Str~ggle for Black Freedom, 1861-1676 

Rona~d E. B~tchart 

"The crowning achbvemen~ of a veteran scholar.... Will be ~he benchmark by 
which a[~ e~het work ~n ~h~s area of hk;tory w~l be judge~J 2 
-Lone S~r Nook Review 

For the Freedom of Her Race 
Black Women and Electoral Politics in Illinois, 1877-1932 

Lisa G. Materson 
Migrating wome~ become active ~r~ mkSwestem a~t nat~o~a~ party 

"’[’h~e is an ~mpreemw~ werk e~ ssholarsNp asd an ~mpertant 
¯ --Rebecca [(~wards, Vassar 

UNC Press 



116 S. Boundary St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOILMAL NOTICE: Antivirus Software on personally owned devices 

March 18, 2013 

Greetings; 

In response to customer feedback about Symantec antlvirus software and 
the changing needs of the University, the decision has been made to 
change vendors for antivirus software. To comply with the D~,~’C-Chapel 
Hill license agreement with Symantec, all UNC-Chapel Hill-provided 
Symantec antivirus soft~vare MUST be removed from your personally owned 
devices bef,are the Symantec license expires on August 1, 2013. 

Although you may use an?- antlvirus program on your personally owned 
devices, Information Technology Services (ITS) has tested and recommends 
some free options that are available from the Shareware site at 
shareware.unc edu The recommended so~ware is fi’ee to all UNC-Chapel 
Hill students, facul~ and staff and can be retained on your 
personal [y-owned device even after you leave UNC-Chapel Hill. 

As the University license with Symantec ~s set to expire soon, you are 
required to remove Symantec and install a replacement antivirus software 
program as soon as possible, tlelp documentation to guide you through 
the uninstaH process for Symantec and the installation of the new 
antivirus software is available and listed below 

The recommended anuvirus product for Windows devices is: 
* Microsoft Security Essentials 
* 

https://h elp unc.edu/help/mi~ration-~]~om-symantec-t o-microsoft-antivirus/ 

The recommended antivirus product for Apple Macintosh devices is: 
* ClamX Antivirus 
* https://help unc.edu/help/clamx-antivirus/ 

If you have an?’ questions or encounter any problems as you make this 
antivims switch, please call 962-HELP for assistance 

Sincerely, 

Ramon Padilla Jr. 
Associate Vice Chancellor, 
Deputy Chief Information Officer, 
And Intcrim Information Security Officer 

ITS Matming, Suite 5700 
Campus Box 3420 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3420 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Selwices 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, March 18, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: MFA Thesis Exhibit, Zeiffunk Radio Awa;ds, Will Grossman Photo Competition, Full Frame Schedule/Tickets, Special Issue of 

"Document" Online, mid More 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

MFA iN EXPERIMENTAL & DOCUMENTARY ARTS THESIS EXHIBITION / First Graduating 

Class Showcases Their Work 

March 22, 2013, 5-7 p.m. opening; 7-10 p.m. film premieres I Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 318 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Images from the MFA I EDA 2013 thesis exhibition and website 

Less than tw’o years ago, Duke University welcomed fifteen students into the newly 

launched MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program. Works by the graduating 

Class of 2013--ranging from installation and performance to film and photography--are 

featured in the MFA’s inaugural thesis exhibition, MFA I EDA 2013. The series of 

screenings, openings, and presentations that comprise the exhibition kicks off with an 

opening reception in the Power Plant Gallery and film premieres in the Full Frame Theater. 

Both sites are in the newly renovated Power Plant building on the American Tobacco 

Campus in downtown Durham 

The program of events will continue with additional film premieres on March 24, and other 

openings and events will take place through March and April at venues across Durham To 

view work from MFA I EDA 2013 and for a detailed schedule, go to mfaeda2013.org. 

Congratulations to the Class of 2013!: 

Eric Barstow I Marika Borgeson I Philip Brubaker I Laura Doggett I Wolfgang Hastert I 

Braxton Hood I Elizabeth Landesberg I Peter Lisignoli I Annabel Manning I Lisa McCarty I 

Laurenn McCubbin I Natalie Minik I Jolene Mok I Talena Sanders I Joel Wanek 

MFA I EDA 2013 is supported by the Center for Documentary Studies, the Department of Art, 

Art History & Visual Studies, the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image, and the Office of 

the Vice Provost for the Arts at Duke University. Additional support provided by Ellen 

Cassiffy and Frank Konhaus and the Cassflhaus Collection, Casbah Durham, and The 

Carrack Modern Art. 

ACCOLADES FOR "GROUNDWORK" RADIO SPECIAL / CDS Audio Show Among Best- 

Selling Public Radio Broadcasts in 2012 



Mural facing downtown’s City Hall, Occupy LA. Photograph by Aymae Sulick for the Groundwork project. 

For the second year in a row, a Center for Documentary Studies production placed in the 

annual Zeitfunk Awards. which recognize standout show’s and producers among the tens of 

thousands of audio pieces licensed by Public Radio Exchange (PRX), public radio’s largest 

online distribution marketplace. 

"Groundwork," the one-hour radio special produced by CDS audio director John Biewen and 

a team of freelance producers, was the second most-licensed and third most-playlisted 

public radio broadcast in 2012 from PRX. 

Hosted by NPR Weekend Edition’s Scott Simon, "Groundwork" told stories from six diverse 

places around the country about how American democracy works at the local level on 

issues that also resonate at the national level--fracking, civil rights, immigration, and more. 

Episodes were produced by John Biewen, Maria Martin, Karen Michel, and Jon Miller. Go to 

groundworkproject org for more information and to listen to the broadcast. 

FIRST ANNUAL WiLL GROSSMAN MEMORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION / Winners To 

Be Announced at Opening Reception 

Saturday, March 23, 6-8 p.m. / Through This Lens Galled/! 303 E. Chapel Hill St., Durham, 

North Carolina 

Sunbeam, Durham, 1974. Photograph by Will Grossman 

The Will Grossman Memorial Photography Competition was established this year by family 

and friends of the late Durham, North Carolina, community activist and artist. The 

competition will be held annually in remembrance of Grossman and to promote 

photography in North Carolina’s Triangle region 

The theme of this year’s competition is "The Triangle," and amateur and professional 

photographers were invited to submit entries made within the past five years in Durham and 

surrounding counties. Judges include Center for Documentary Studies director Tom 

Rankin; Kirston Johnson, curator of Duke University Libraries’ Archive of Documentary Arts; 

and Frank Konhaus, a photographer and well-known collector. 

Winners will be announced at7 p.m. during an opening reception (6-8 p.m.} at Through 

This Lens; selected works will be on view at the gallerythrough May4. 

Will Grossman’s black-and-white silver gelatin prints of 1970s Durham, North Carolina, are 

housed in Duke University’s Archive of Documentary Arts in the David M Rubenstein Rare 

Book & Manuscript Library. 

REMINDER: FULL FRAME TICKET SALES BEGIN MARCH 25 



Photograph by Leon Godwin 

Tickets to some films and events at the upcoming Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 

(April 4-7) will sell out Recommended game plan to ensure getting tickets to films you 

want to see: 

1) Decide which films you want to see/events you want to attend: complete schedule + short 

descriptions 

2) Purchase tickets to those films and events starting March 25 at 11 a.m.: 

*Online (up until two hours before showtime) at store.fullframefest.orq 

*By phone or in-person at the Duke University Box Office (through March 29), 919-684-4444 

Tickets will also be on sale at the Full Frame Box Office from April 3-April 7, and there’s a 

Last Minute Line as a final option--remaining seats will go on sale fifteen minutes before 

showtime at individual screening venues. 

For complete ticket-sale information, including FAQs, click her~e. 

NEW SPECIAL iSSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special Spring 2013 issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photoc~raphs from 

Decatur County, Georqia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphv winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Friday, March 22, 5 -10 p.m. / Kick off of MFA I EDA 2013, the inaugural MFA thesis 

exhibition / Power Plant Gallery, Power Plant building, American Tobacco Campus / 135 

Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://mfaeda2013.orq 

Saturday, March 23, 6-8 p.m. /Will Grossman Memorial Photography Competition opening 

and winners announcement / Through This Lens / 303 E. Chapel Hill St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http: fiwvvw, cdsporch, orq/archives/17 204 



Monday, March 25, 11 a.m. ! Full Frame tickets go on sale 

http:ll~^,~,wv.fullframefest, orqlpassesticketslticketsl 

Thursday, April 4 through Sunday, April 7 / Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 

http://fullframefest.org 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies i 

1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslupcoming-exhibits 

MORE/~,OUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentar’cstudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http://w’vw~.cdsporch.or¢l 

Friends ofODS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

khanh nguyen@med.unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORb&kTIONAL: Got PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation Iicom depression, 
anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with normal functioning or intel?ersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstmal syndrome (PMS) and 
qualit}g for research studies conducted by the UNC Center for Women’s 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE iX~ED WOMEN WHO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstmally but not after the onset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may quali~ :[’or research studies that give you diagnostic :[’eedback 
on your symptoms and medical ewduations You may also qualify :[’or 
treatment studies and studies providing up to $520 in compensation 

If you would like to participate, call Khanh (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC ),dental Health Specialists at 
REX! 

The research study is IKB #05-3000 This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical [R[3 on 11/7,"12 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Caxolina Performing Arts Special Sta£f Discount 

Carolina Performing Arts is offering a special Buy One Get One Free 
discouaat to all UNC Facul~ and Staffmembers on tickets to remaining 
Rite of Spring at 100 performances. The Rite of Spring at 100 
celebration concludes with three ~vorld premieres, a U.S premiere and 
rare programs not performed in decades. 

Please visit the link below for more infolrnation or call the box office 
at 919-843-3333 and use discount code BOGOROS on the main ticketing 
screen (do not login with your Onyen, simply enter the discount code in 
the field provided). 

Please note that some performances may be sold out and all tickets are 
issued on first-come first-sel-,ze basis 

www.carolinapefformingarts.org/all-per~2~rmances/ 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Performing Arts 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIV~kL NOTICE: Director of Academic Suppo~nt Program for Student-Athletes 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

We are pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Michelle Bro~vn, who 
has an outstanding record of success in leading academic support 
services with student-athletes, as director of the Umversity’s Academic 
Suppolt Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), effective May 6, 2013. She 
was selected follo~ving a national search led by a committee chaired by 
Dr Steve Matson, dean of the Graduate School. 

Dr Brown will lead a talented ASPSA staff that serves the Umversity’s 
nearly 800 student-athletes. Those colleagues include four associate 
directors, a learning specialist, a reading, ~vriting and learning 
specialist, five academic couaaselors, and a tutor coordinator They are 
joined by six part-time learning assistants (whu are graduate students, 
an undergraduate alunmus, a local schou[ teacher and a professional 
tutor) and 57 part-time tutors (who are graduate students, local school 
teachers, and retired faculty) 

Dr. Bruwn has more than 15 years ofprofessiunal experience working with 
student-athletes, must since 2005 as director of the Student-Athlete 
Center [’or Academic Excellence and associate athletic directur for 
academics and student services at Flurida Atlantic Umversity. She was 
associate director of the academic excellence center, as well as 
assistant director uf campus-wide advising and academic support services 
[’or first-year students, at Florida Atlantic. She has demunstrated 
strong leadership skills, spearheaded several new initiatives, and 
implemented a data-driven appruach in encouraging the academic and 
personal well-being of student-athletes 

Dr Brown earned her Bachelur ufArts degree in Internatiunal Studies 
and French with magna cure laude honurs in 1992 at West Virginia 
Umversity, where she played Dlvisiun I vuHeyball as a scholarship 
student-athlete and received all-conference honors Between her 
sophomore and j uniur years, she earned a certificate in French at the 
Universiti de Paris, Sorbonne. While pursuing her Master uf Arts degree 
in Frencl~,Teachers of F.nglish tu Speakers uf Other Languages (TESOL), 
she received a second certificate in French from the Universiti du 
Quebic ’ Chicuutimi She completed her Ed D in higher education 
adrainistration at Florida Atlantic in 2002 while working full tirae. 

Dr. Brown’s perspective as an accoraplished academic and successful 
a&ninistrator who has competed as a student-athlete makes her an 
excellent fit for our University. She has the professional and personal 
experiences to wurk effectively with o~tr faculty, adrainistrators, 
student-athletes, and athletic departracnt colleagues. Her hiring marks a 
significant milestone toward making the changes in the ASPSA that 
Chancellor Thorp announced last August as part of the carapus-wide steps 
we have taken to strengthen the relationship between academics and 
athletics. At that time, the chancellor emphasized the opportunity to 
move forward in ASPSA with a fresh perspective, building on his 
conversations involving College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gil, 
Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham, and the Board of Trustees. 

\Vhen Dr. Brown arrives, the program will raove to the Office of the 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost from the College of Arts and 
Sciences, where the program has been housed since the early 1980s. This 
change reflects the iraportant role that ASPSA plays in advancing the 
academic mission of the entire University, as well as the recorrm~ended 
growth in the program resulting frora a strategic planning process 
completed in 2011. Dr. Bro~vn ~vill report directly to the provost, the 
Universi~’s chief academic officer. She will also convene the Provost’s 
Roundtable, a working group that will bring together colleagues from 
across the University who are responsible for fostering the academic 
success of student-athletes 

The shift in reporting responsibili~ definitively addresses the proper 
separation of academic and athletic responsibilities for 
student-athletes because the provost is ultimately responsible for 
academic oversight across the entire campus It follows Chancellor 
Thorp’s removal last fall of a secondaw dotted reporting line from the 
ASPSA to the athletics department. Our pluns for the ASPSA alrea@ had 
been informed by ideas from the faculty and were consistent with 
recommendations for all LEx,-C campuses in the 2011 Task Force on Academics 
and Athletics report commissioned by President Tom Ross President Ross 
since directed all L,~’~’C chancellors to take steps to ensure that academic 
support services and tutoring for student-athletes are under the pul-,zie;v 
and responsibility of Academic Affairs or another appropriate unit 
outside the athletic department The athletics department will continue 
to fully Ihnd the ASPSA. 



As we announce Dr Brown’s selection, we recognize the work of dedicated 
faculty, staff, and achninistrators in the College to promote the 
academic success of all students, including student-athletes. We also 
acknowledge the contributions of I)ean ttarold Woodard, who became interim 
director of ASPSA last year and has served ably in that role, even as he 
has continued to fulfill his other duties in the College. 

Please join us in welcoming Dr. Brown to Carolina. She is excited about 
the opportum~ to contribute to our campus community. 

Sincerely-, 

Bl"dce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

and 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

This email is sponsored by: Offices of the Executive Vice Chancellor & 
Provost and Undergraduate Education 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

prcboxoilice@unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Special Oiler for Parents 

PlayMakers Repertory Company’s THEATRE QUEST 

An exciting program for middle school students, THEATRE QUEST allows 
budding actors the opportunity to stu@ an alTay of disciplines and 
train with professional theatre artists. 

This summer students can explore: 

The Principles of Acting 
Shakespeare and Stage Combat 
Acting for the Camera 
Musical Theatre I - Solo Showcase 
Musical Theatre II - ShowStoppers[ 

Join us for one week or all five! 

Classes are Mon - Fri in the Cenber for Dramatic Art from 10am - 5pro. 

And as a SPECIA[~ OFFER, UNC Faculty and Staffmembers with children 
enrolled in the program will be eligible for early drop of fin the 
mornings begirming at 9am. For more iNk~rmation, please visit our 
website www playmakersrep.org/theatrequest or email jwales@unc edu 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

unc.children’s.reseaxch.study@unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 10:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: $40 Infm~t EEG Reseaxch Study 

$40 Infant EEG Research Study - 4 to 12 months 

For more infolTnation about the research study, Developmental Change in 
ERE Responses, please visit our site. 

http ://www.med. unc edu/psvch/research/healthy-volunteers 

If you are interested in participating in an EEG research study, please 
click on the link below-. 
http ://clipper med.uaac edu/phv/hea lthvvolunteers forml cfm <--Click to 
begin! 

UNC Biomedical [R[3# 12-0816 

Approval Date 5/10/12 

Anna Evans 

919.9669987 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InJ2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

dasims@live.tmc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 10:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Want a body fat analysis? 

BODY FAT ASSESSMENT FOR BLACK WO2vIEN Does your spring time resolution 
include getting your body ready for bathing suit season? Then this study 
may be for you[ For a research study, ~ve are evaluating if the Bod Pod, 
a body composition device, is as accurate as underwater weighing for 
validity in adult black ~vomen. We are testing the unit on healthy adult 
black women between 19 and 39 years of age. You must not be 
claustrophobic and must be ~villing to submerge your whole body, 
including your head, underwater. This study requires one visit to the 
labs in Fetzer Gym at D2",!C in Chapel Hill for one hour. In return, you 
receive a state-of-the-art body composition analysis plus information 
about how- to safely improve your body composition profile. For more 
information, please email the primauv investigator at 
dasims@live.uaac.edu. Biomedical IRB #13-0800; Approved March 07, 2013. 

This email is spunsored by: Exercise and Sport Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 18, 2013 10:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIKMATIONAL: University Au,ards for the Advancement of Women 

On behalf of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and the 
Offices of the Chancellor, the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost, 
and the Carolina Women’s Center, you are cordially invited to a 
reception honoring recipients of the eighth armual University Awards for 
the Advancement of Women. The reception will be held on Thursday, March 
21, at 1:00p.m in the Anne Queen Facul~z Commons in the Campus Y 
Chancellor Holden Thorp will present each recipient with a framed 
certificate and monetaW award. Please join the campus community in 
celebrating the contributions of these outstanding individuals: 

Facul~ - Dr. Jelmy Ting, Microbiolo~z and Irmnuaaology 

Staff- Kelli Raker, Student Wellness 

Student - Camille McGirt, Health Policy and Health Management Major 

If you plan to attend, please respond to the Office of University Events 

at uncevents@unc.edu by Tuesday, March 19. The program will begin 

promptly at 1 p.m. Light refreshments will be served. 

This email is sponsored by: Off’ice of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlk~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Tropiano <joumaloffilmm~dvideo@gmail.com~" 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadline tbr Review of Espy 

’][’hat’s perfectly fine---thanks so much! 

Steve 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 12 00 PM, Regester, Charlene B <legester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Steve: Just returned from Spring Break and I attended two conferences during the break, therefore, I am a little bit behind. Will review the previously forwarded essay 
"Remnants of Colonial Mentalities in Hollywood (Western) l:ilms about Africa: The Constant Gardener" by the end of this week. I apologize for delay. Sincerely, Charlene 

Regester 

Stephen Tropiano, Editor 

Journal of Film and Video 

Ithaca College LA Program 

3800 Barbara Blvd. Suite 305 
Los Angeles, CA 90068 

ioum~Joffil~na~dvide°~gmM.c°~n 
1-800-280-7709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beclcy Bartlett <BBartlet ~ala-choice.org> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:51 AM 

Becky Bartlett <BBartletV~ala-choice.org> 

Tom Radko ~Radko@ala-choice.org> 

[SPAMlsabbatical announcement 

Dear reviewers: 
h~ the interest of efficiency, I’m coutacting you as a group to let you know that I’m taking a fbur-month sabbatical, 
sta~h~g April 1. I will be back in the once At~gust 1. In my abse~ce, Tom Radko (~_@~[g_z~h~_:_~!N) ~,ill be 
handlhN the film section of Choice. In my absence~ please ~?el flee to contact him i f you hax:e a concern about an 
assignmem, a review, or m~?~hing else related to Choice. 
Before I lem~e I pl~ to ~end o~rt for review ali titles flaunt I have been holding pending completion of ot~tsmnding 
assignments. Accordingly, if you receive an announcement of an assignment 
wilI have extended the deadline to accommodate whxtcver assignment you pmsen@ 
Please let me know i f you ha~,e concerns about any of the above. I will be m the office through Mamh 29, 
Best, and with thanks t~r your cominued com~bmion to Choice, 
Becky 
Rebecca ~m Bartlett 

t [mn~d~ies Editor 

Choice 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Kids’ Programs, Perfonnmaces, & Final Weeks of"More Love" 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

See More Love - Only Two Weeks Left! 

More Love is in its final days 
at the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take our 

word for it... 

"...one of the biggest and most 

chat[engin8 shows of the year .... In air 

sincerity, this exhibition might wet[ 

make you ct% as wet[ as 8tow." 

-- Chris VitieU.o, IndyWeek 

ixii 

Come see (or see again!) the exhibition our visitors are catting: 

"a pleasure to behold" 

"surprising1, interesting, 

touching" 

"very excitin~j, l:ascinatin~j, 

lnterestin~j" 

"the talk of the town" 

More Love: Art, Politics, 

and Sharing since the 

1990s 

On view through Sunday, 31 March. 

Free admission! 

Tea at Two: Paul Jones 
"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of 

Digital Reproduction" 



Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

Free for Ackland members, $10 all others. 
RSVP required; register now online~ 

What do [ight-weight~ tong-lasting batter|es, 

Match.com~ 4chan, Kittehz, SnapChat, 

Skype, Open Source software, Wikil,eaks, 

and texting have to do with love and art? 

They all, put very contemporary twists on 

Waiter Benjamin’s "The Work of Art in the 

Age of Mechanical Reproduction" and the 

subtitle of the ~Aore Love exhibition: "Art, 

Pol,itics, and Sharing since the 1990s." 

Paul Jones is the director of ibibtio, a 

contributor-run, digita[ I.ibrary of publ.[c 

domain and creative commons media in the 

Office of information Technol,ogy Service at UNC-Chapel, Hill.. He is al.so 

Cl,inical, Associate Professor in the School. of Information and Library 

Science (SILS). 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechse~ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

Charlotte O°Nea| (’°Mama C"): Spoken-Word and 

Music Performance 
Wednesday, 20 March, 4:00 PM 

A former member of the Kansas City Black Panther Party~ "Mama C" was 

greatly influenced in her early years by that city’s jazz~ blues, and gospel.. 

She integrates elements of that experience in her music and poetry~ 

along with African beats and hip-hop vibe. 

Free and open to the publl,c. 

This event is co-sponsored by UNC Department of Women’s and Gender 

Studies; UNC Department of Music; North Carol,ina State University 

African American Cultural, Center; UNC African Studies Center; UNC 

Center for Gl,oba[ Initiatives; and the Ackl,and Art Museum. 

KIDS wil| LOVE these Ackland Programs! 
Click the [inks below for details 



Fishin~ for Love: An Ackland-Kidzu Workshop 

Thursday, 21 March, 4:00 - 5:30 PM 

Family Day: "Put a Little Heart Into Your Art" 

Sunday, 24 March, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Kite-Making Workshops at the Ackland Museum Store 

Saturday, 6 April ~ Sunday, 7 April 

Ackland Film Forum: P~ri~h (2011) 
Thursday, 21 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 1 23 E. Franklin St, downtown Chapel Hill 

A world premiere at the 2011 Sundance 

Film Festival, the contemporary drama 

Pariah is the feature-length expansion of 

writer/director Dee Rees’ award-winning 

2007 short film Pariah. Seventeen-year 

old Alike (pronounced AhoLEE-Kay) lives 

with her parents and younger sister in 

Brooklyn’s Fort Greene neighborhood. 

While quietly but firmly embracing her 

identity as a lesbian, she wonders how 

much she can confide in her family. Alike 

strives to get through adolescence with 

grace, humor, and tenacity -- sometimes 

succeeding, sometimes not, but always 

mo\dng for~¢ard. 

Presented by the Carolina Women’s Center as part of its 2013 Gender 

Week programming, which has the theme "Mapping the Margins." 

Admission: FREE to students with a valid university or high school ID, 

$4 for all others. 

Ackland The Ackiand Fiim Forum is made possible, in part, with 

....... Film 
support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 

Forum Catharine Boyer. 

Logo North CaroUna PubUc Rad~o-WUNC ~sthe ~ 
Official Media Sponsor of the Ackiand Film 

Forum. 

"Activated Art" Returns to the Ack[and 
Performances begin Friday, 5 April. 

Tickets on sale now! 

"Widset" by Danie[ War[ace 

in Activated Art 2012 

By popular demand, the Ackiand is 

again presenting "ekphrastic 

theater" in its galleries. Through 

an upcoming series of live theater 

performances entitled ACTIVATED 

ART, works of art in the Ackiand’s 

permanent collection may be 

experienced in unexpected and 

thought-provoking ways. 

Learn more about ACTIVATED 

ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your 

tickets in person or by phone 

(919.962.0216) through 

Ackland Museum Store today! 



For Members Only: SOUP2NUTS with 
More Love Artist Dar~o Robleto 
Tuesday, 26 March, 6:00 PM 

"Soup to nuts" is an American English 

idiom meanin~ "from be~innin~ to 

end." Ackland members are invited to 

a simple, casual dinner-- startin~ with 

soup and ending with nuts, as you 

might expect!-- featurin~ a discussion 

by artist Dario Robleto, who will ~ive 

us the "soup to nuts" of his creative 

process. 

This evenin£~ is our way of sayin~ 

thank you to our Members for their 

on~oin~ support. 

Please bring your own wine to be 

served at your table. 

FREE; space is very limited. Members RSVP here. 

The first Soup2Nuts was organized at the Halsey 

Institute of Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. We 

are pleased to carry on the tradition at the Ackland. 

Special thanks to Ackland National Advisory Board 

Member Kate Nevin. 

Lookin~ Ahead,.. 
Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 26 March, 19:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 

Films by Yoko Ono: Fly (1970) 
and No. 4 (Bottoms) (i 966) 
Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 
"Last Look" Tour of A~ore Love 
with Amanda Hughes 
Saturday, 30 March, 9:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by ~enerous support from 

AcMand Art Museum members and friends like 

you. Become a member of the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an email to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 

x 120 cm), edition of 3.0 Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist 

and Lehmann Maupin GaUery, New York and Hon8 Kons. 

Jean Metzinser, French, 1883-1956: Londscope, 1904; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: My Best Thin8 (video sti{~), 2011; disita{ video. TRT: 1:39:1 7 minutes. 

© Frances StaFk. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Rivane Neuenschwander, Brazilian, born 1967, and Sersio Neuenschwander, Brazilian, born 1961: Love Letterfno~, 

2002; sins~e-channe~ video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 22 seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

Dario Robleto, American, born 1972: Deffent Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (putp made from 

sotdiers’ fetters sent home and wife/sweetheart totters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier piseon 

sketetons, Wortd War II-era piseon messase capsutes, dried flowers from various batt[efietds, hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mournin8 dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and butter lead from various batt[efietds, various seeds, 

various seashe[ts, cartes de visites, gold teaf, silk, ribbon, wood, 8lass, foam core, 8rue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Imase courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, 

TX. 

Yoko Ono, boFn in Japan, 1933: Stil{ from Fly (1970). TRT: 0:25:00. 

Forward this email 

This emafl was sent to regesLer@email.unc.edu by esbowles@ernail.unc.edu :: 

Update F rofile/Email Address ~.nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Polic% 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:39 PM 

Class <al?am276springl 3@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[afam276spring13] Paper II Guidelines AFAM 276 

Afam 276 Paper IISpring2013.doc 

See attached Paper II guidelines for AFAM 276. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

You are currently subscribed to alhm276springl 3 as: regester~b~em~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 60430680.6ca2c3c0941056ea81d6361531b4f5c5&n T&I afam276 springl3&o 32888892 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-32888892-60430680.6ca2c3c0941056ea81d6361531 b4f5c5(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

~med.unc.edn 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Clinical Research Study for Kids with Autism, Asperger 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released a 
repolt in April 2012 stating that approximately 1 in 88 children (1 in 
54 boys and 1 in 252 girls) in the United States has an autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD). 

Autism, Asperger’s Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not 
Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) are classifications of ASD. Currently, 
there are no drags approved to treat the core symptoms of these 
conditions 

That’s why researchers are conducting the ConnectMe clinical research 
studies. The CormectMe clinical research program includes three studies 
that are evaluating the safe,z, tolel-abili~z, and effectiveness of an 
lnvestigational drug on social interaction and communication skills in 
children with autism, Asperger’s Disorder, or PDD-NOS. What we learn 
from these studies may help to develop treatment options for children 
with these conditions in the future. 

Your child may be eligible if he or she: 
* Is 6 to 12 years old 
* Has autism, Asperger’s Disorder, or PDD-NOS 
* Is verbally fluent or uses some phrase speech 

To learn more about these studies, v~sit 
http://wwwaned.unc.edu/ps~ch/aspire/current-studies-1/autism-studies/connectme-9~/connectme-91 

This confirms that an [RB Authorization Agreement with Copernicus Group 
IRB has been executed to rely on their IRB for continuing oversight of 
this study This IRB Authorization Agreement is executed in accordance 
with UNC-Chapel }{ill IRB policy, which addresses agreements for deferral 
of IRB review from one institution/IRB to another. 
Biomedical ]RB; E×piration I)ate of Approva[ by External IRB: 4/16/2013 
RE: Agreement to Rely on External IRB 
IRB Study #: 12-1322 

This email is sponsored by: ASPIRE Research Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if%/.unc.edu on behalf of 

culbert@tmc.edu 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Ackland Art Museum Course Development!Course Enhancement Grants 

The Ackland Art Museum offers funding to suppolt either new courses that 
directly engage ~vith the Museum’s collection or revisions to existing 
courses that engage ~vith the collection. The Ackland’s objective in 
oIt’ering these funds is to further integrate its collections into the 
academic curriculum of the Umversity. This year, the Ackland 
especially encourages course proposals that target the Museum’s 
collection of Asian art, but welcomes proposals in other areas as well. 

The maximum grant available is $10,000. Grants are available to faculty 
in any discipline Tenured or tenure-track faculty, fk’{ed term faculty, 
or lecturers may apply for these grants The Ackland’s expectation is 
that the courses developed ~vith these Ihnds will be taught three or more 
times. The course should be taught for the first time during or before 
the 2014-2015 academic year, and at least twice more within the next 
five years. 

Applicants should submit: 
*A brief description of the course’s objectives, its relationship to the 
applicant’s teaching and research interests, the course’s significance 
for the curriculum, the type of course (e.g. first year seminar, honors 
seminar, undergraduate lecture course, graduate course), and estimated 
course enrollment The description should include a discussion of the 
role that works of art will play in the course and the relevant ot~iects 
or area(s) of the Ackland’s collection 
*Proposed budget and planning timeline Budget may include expenses 
such as: instructor salary; graduate student assistance; supplies, 
course materials, and research related expenses 
*Letter of support from the applicant’s department chair 
*2-3 page CV. 

Applications are due April 15, 2013 
Recipients will be notified May 3, 2013 
Funds will be available after July 1, 2013 

Submit applications to: 
Ackland Art Museum 
Academic Programs: Course Development/(2ourse Enhancement Grants 
CB#3400 

This email is sponsored by: Ackland Art Museum 

"INFORA4ATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ka~gun@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 8:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: UNC Diabetes Study is recruting for patients 

The I_,~!C Diabetes Care Center is now- era-oiling adult volunteers into the 

FLAT-SUGAR research stud?’. 

FLAT-SUGAR (FLuctuATion reduction ~vith inSUlin and Glp-1 Added togetheR) 
addresses whether, on a background of basal insulin and metformin, the 
replacement of rapid-acting insulin (meal tune insulin) with exenatide 
(Byetta) will decrease glycemic variability (including hypoglycemia) in 
middle aged and older individuals with T2DM and additional risk factors 
for cardiovascular disease 

This is a 10 month long study that patients will be on basal insulin and 
mettbrmin background treatment and assigned to either Byetta or 
rapid-acting insulin arm. There is not a placebo(inactive drag) arm in 
this stu@. AI [ of the stu@ medications are already FI)A-approved and 
will be provided free of charge. ’]’here will be total 10 site visits and 
8 telephone visits 
throughout the study. 

In return for their participation, patients will receive comprehensive 
care via regular health checks and medical testing, access to fi-ee 
diabetes medications and blood glucose testing equipment as well as 
compensation for your time and traveb 

You may be eligible if: 
- You are age 40-75 years old 
- You have type 2 diabetes 
- You have had a cardiovascular event, or at risk for one 
- You are currently taking basal insulin 

For more inll~rmation, please contact: 

Name: tlandan Kaygun, PhD, CRC 
Phone Number 
Email Address: kaygun@med unc edu 
Institution: UNC Diabetes (;are (;enter 

This sin@ (study# 12-1314) was approved by UNC Bio-Medical IR[] on 
7,’31/2012 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORA4ATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

lgbtq@tmc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:48 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Advocacy Award Notninations 

The LGBTQ Center is pleased to announce the call for nominations for the 
LGBTIQ Advocacy A~vard. This a~vard recognizes contributions to or 
advoca cy on behalf of the LGBTIQ cormnunities at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Individuals who are graduating and who have 
contributed in one or more of the following ways are eligible for 
consideration: 
&#61607; Elevated the status of LGBTIQ-identified persons and/or allies; 
&#61607; Helped to improve campus or cormnuni~z policies affecting 
LGBTIQ-identified persons; 
&#61607;    Enhanced visibility’ and awareness of LGBTIQ issues. 
One undergraduate and one graduate/professional student will receive the 
LGBTIQ Advocacy Award The awardee will be honored at Lavender 
Graduation on Sunday, at 4pm in Upendo Lounge located in SASB 
North 

To nominate someone for the LGBTIQ Advocacy Award, please complete the 
online application and emai[ it to 

_i~email unc edu or mail to CB#5100 (self-nominations will not be 
considered) Nominations may be submitted until 12 noon on Monday, 

Contact                        ~email. unc edu or 
if you have quesuons about the award or nomination 

process 

This email is sponsored by: LGBTQ (;enter 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

mstefl~n@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:08 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Reservations for Metnorial Hall, Ge~md Hall and Historic Playmakers Theatre 

B egirming at 8:00am on Monday, April 1, 2013, requests to resel~ze 
Memorial Hall, Gerrard Hall and Historic Playmakers Theatre for 
University departments and officially-recognized UNC-CH student 
organizations for the 2013-2014 academic year (September 2013-August 
2014) will be accepted from the online request fO1Tll found at 
www.carolinaperformingarts.org/venue-rental-information. Please visit 
this page for more information, including information about cost. 

Reservation requests for dates during this time period that are 
submitted before 8:00am on Monday, April 1, 2013 will not be accepted or 
considered. If you do not receive a return e-mail with a date st.amp 
after 8:00am, you must resubmit your request. Accepted reservation 
requests are filled in the order in which they are received 

All events must be scheduled at least thirty days in advance. Due to 
high demand, groups will be allowed a maximum of one Friday or Saturday 
use of Memorial Hall per semester 

For more information or to inquire about the availability of specific 
dates before placing a request, please contact Mark Steffen at 

m steffen @era ail.unc.edu or 962-0957. 

This email is sponsored by: OflSce of the Executive Director for the 
Arts 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 20, 2013 11:30 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

March Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, you are receiving this newsletter because you are a State Health Plan member and this newsletter 
contains important information about your health benefits. We recently revised our distribution list to 
reach out to more members. If you are receiving a duplicate copy of this newsletter, please don’t 
unsubscribe as it should only be a one-time duplication. Don’t forget to add 
communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may onsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

This emafl was serlt to regesLer(~lemaikur~c.edu by communication@nctreasurer.com :: 
Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Address ~nstant renqovalwith SaFeLJnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue i Suite 300 Raleigh i NC 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:14 PM 

McMillan, Tim <’~m 1 @ema~l.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <b~lassi@email.unc.edu> 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@uuc.edu> 

FYS 2013 Brochure - AAAD seminars 

African, Africau AmericmL aud Diaspora Studies.doc 

Dear Professors McMillan, Regester, and Selassie, 

Students use the First Year Seminar (FYS) fall brochure during registration to select their FYS. Most parents also see the brochure and are quite impressed with our 

FYS offerings. If the information in the brochure is complete and accurate, students will understand the activities and goals of the FYS that they have enrolled in, 

and thus we increase the chances that each of our FYS will be a great experience for the students and for the instructor. 

It is useful to include the following components in your description of your FYS: 

¯ describe your seminar in terms that a high school senior will understand 

¯ indicate why your seminar is exciting and interesting 

¯ describe what students will be doing and what you expect from them 

¯ if your topic sounds complicated, assure students that no prerequisites are required 

The text for the 2013 brochure is attached. Please use "track changes" to update your course description and biography. We have already added some edits with 

our goals in mind. Undo any of our edits by reentering the original text if you do not agree with them. If you have any questions, contact me via e-mail 

(reznick@unc:edu) or phone (962-9720). The edits also include suggestions from our new Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars whose name will be announced 

soon ! 

~ To meet our printer’s deadline, please return your corrected copy as an email attachment to Nick Siedentop (nick_siedentop@unc.edu} no later than Friday 

March 29, 2013. If your department has multiple FYS offerings, please look at your neighbors’ seminars but only make changes for your seminar. 

> If you have no changes to make, please reply to Nick (nick siedentop@unc.edu} with a quick message: "No changes needed." Your reply will confirm that 

we have your correct email address and that our edits are acceptable. 

We greatly appreciate your participation in crafting an excellent FYS that will help make the first year of college a wonderful experience for our first-year students. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

J. Steven Reznick 

Professor, Department of Psychology 

Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences (through June 2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nofif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Courses in Stress & Pain Management in April 2013 

Are you looking tbr a ne~v way to deal with stress, anxiety, pain, and 
difficult interactions with others? 

Do you want to learn how to slow down and enjoy your life? 

Mindfulness can make a difference’. 

The UNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-body awareness that will teach you how 
to slow down and set priorities while remaining calm, focused and 
relaxed in the midst of a busy litE. These practices will enhance your 
body’s natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind’s 
clarity and insight. 

This program Jk~llows Jon Kabat-Zinn’s model and is offered by the 
Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical Medicine 
& Rehabilitation). 

For detailed information about our basic foundation courses, visit the 
Program on Integrauve ~/ledicine website at 

http://www.med u nc.edu/phyrehab/pim/mindlh~ness-pro~ram/basic-foundation-course-mind~u~ness-based-stress-reducti~n 

UPCOMING SPRING 2012 F(KJNr)AT[ON MIN’£)VULNI{SS COURSES: 

1) WI~DNESDAY MORNINGS, 9:30am-12:00pm, beginning APRIL 3 (required 
orientation) through MAY 29, 2013, taught by Susan ttead at Chapel Hill 
Doctors Integrative Health (;enter 

2) W~;DNI~SDAY EVI~N[NGS, 6:00pm-8:30pm, beginning APRIL 3 (required 

orientation) through MAY 29, 2013 taught by Susan ttead at the 

Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

For inJkmnation about upcoming course schedules, tuition, and tuition 
reductions for research parucipation, visit our website at 
http://www med.unc edu~,phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program To register for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the registration form 
at the link above as welh 

Questions? Contact the Program by phone at 919-966-8586 or by email at 
mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

rebecca bramlett@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMI~kTIONAL: 2013 Faculty- Staff Cmnpafign 

Dear Carolina Colleague, 

Please join me in supporting Carolina during the 2013 Faculty-Staff 
Campaign to enrich the University and help sustain our excellence. 

Private gifts are an investment in the University and provide a critical 
source of amaual revenue (http://gounc.edu/Hn78Z). Last year, 1,775 
faculty and staff members contributed more than $1.58 million to support 
funds all over campus. To continue this commitment to Carolina’s 
success, please help us reach our 2013 goal of 1,800 faculty and staff 
members contributing $1 6 million to support schools, units and 
programs 

Your support makes a difference each and every day at Carolina, and you 
can give a tax-deductible gift to the area on campus that means the most 
to you-be it scholarship or fellowship support, research, campus 
programs, the Employee Assistance Fund or a fund that directly supports 
the area in which you world 

There are many reasons to make a gift to Carolina 
(http://go.unc.edu~,RfSp9) Visit http://annualfund.unc edu/facu[tvstaff 
to learn more about the campmgn and to see an honor roll of last year’s 
campaign donors. To make a one-time giR now or to set up payroll 
deduction, go to http://~ivin~.unc edu/~ift or use the employee gift 
form (http: //~o.unc.edu/zSJ9I)) 

Thank you for evewthing that you do for Carolina. I hope you’ll make 
2013 another exceptional year for the Faculty-Staff Campaign 

(io Heels! 
Rebecca Bramlett 
Director of Annual Giving 

2012 t~’ACULTY-STAFF CAMPAI(]N ttONOR ROLL: http://Zo unc.edu/a7Z60 

MAKEA (IWT: http://giving.unc.edu/gift 

This email is sponsored by-: V Chancellor-University Advancement 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

lgbtq@tmc.edu 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Advocacy Award Nominations (Clarification) 

An earlier version of this message ~vas unclear in its procedures for the 
nomination process Please refer to revised submission instructions: 

LGBTIQ Advocacy Award: Nominations needed 
Nominations due Monday, April 8th, 5 pm 

The LGBTQ Center is pleased to announce the call for nominations for the 
LGBTIQ Advocacy A~vard. This a~vard recognizes contributions to or 
advoca cy on behalf of the LGBTIQ cormnunities at the Universi~ of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Individuals who are graduating and who have 
contributed in one or more of the following ways are eligible for 
consideration: 

* Elevated the status of LGBTIQ-identified persons and/or allies; 
* Helped to improve campus or community policies affecting 
LGBTIQ-identified persons; 
*    Enhanced visibility and awareness of LGBTIQ issues. 

One undergraduate and one graduate/professional student will receive the 
LGBTIQ Advocacy Award The awardee will be honored at Lavender 
Graduation on Sunday, May 5th at 4pro in Upendo Lounge located in SASB 
North 

To nominate someone for the LGBTIQ Advocacy Award, please complete the 
online application available on our website (lgbtq.unc.edu) and either 
submit online, email to }emaiknnc.edu or 
mail to CB�15100. 

Nominations may be submitted until 12 noon on Monday, 
Self-nominations will not be considered. 

Contact                ~r)emaikunc.edu or 
questions about the award or nomination process 

if you have 

This email is sponsored by: LGBTQ (;enter 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 7:58 AM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu-~; Fall, Alassa~e <at~ll@email.nnc.edu~; McMillm~, Tim <tjml @ema~l.unc.edu>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol~email.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A ~<smutima@ema~l.unc.edu>; Regester, Chaxlene B 

<regeste@ema~l.unc.edu~; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrncke@email.unc.edn>; Porter. 

Robert S <rpo(te@email.unc.edu>; C~J~dwell, Kia L <ldcaldwe@email.unc.edt~-; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lism~za@email.unc.edu>; 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 

<barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

summer school reminders 

Deax Colleagues, 

Here axe a reminder and a suggestion from the summer school that I pass on to you verbatim: 

Please remember that if faculty know in advance that they must miss more than one class, they are to contact you so that alternate axrangements cm~ be made 

to cover those classes. Their summer stipend is to be prorated and the difference paid to the TA or other faculty member who will be taldng on those teaching 

days. This require~nent would not apply to faculty ~nembers who suddenly become ill while teaching the course. In any case where a ihculty member is gone, 

alternate anangements need to be ~nade and Sum~ner School notified. 

Please enconrage thculty to develop course flyers that describe their courses. These pieces can be sent to us electronically and attached to the course 

descriptions on onr web site. 

You can send the flyer to me, and I’ll pass it on to the summer school. I will also be posting our ofl~rings on the department website. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Jmaken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North C~xolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 
Click on a link lbr inibnnation about my publications: 

ht~tp:/) uncpress.unc .edtt/books/T- 8059.html 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travelocib’ <noreply@qemailserver.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Tell Us About Your Recent Sales F.xperience 

As we strive to provide the best possible customer service, we’d love to get your feedback on your recent experience with our Sales Customer Care Center. 

Please take a moment to complete this short survey to let us know how everything went! To take the survey, Click here. 

Don’t worry - your survey responses will only be used as research to improve our Sales Customer Care Center. We promise not to use this information to market to you 
directly. 

We truly appreciate your assistance in helping us improve. 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <uic~siedentop@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema?d.unc.edu> 

RE: FYS 2013 Brochure - AAAD seminars 

Thanks, Charlene. I included your bio and made the changes to the description. Your department is officially changing names on July I, 2013, so Iql list it as the 

"Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies." 

{::beers, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

O~ce of tJndergradu~te Curricul~ 

(::ampus Box 3504 J (::hapel Elil~, NC 27599-.3504 ~r 919.962.5819 

**Con[identia]i~:y notice: ]h~s ema~ rnesssge, includ~t~g any s~:tachrnents, is for the sole use of intended recipient{s) and rosy con[:ak~ confiden~:~a~ snd priv~h~ged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, d~sdosure, or dis[dbudon ~s prohibited.** 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:32 PM 
Te~ Siedentop, Nicholas J 
S~ject~ RE: ~S 2013 Brochure - ~D seminars 
In response to your queries for the Freshman Seminar -- I a~empted to add the bio section needed for my course. As for the changes to the class description, I accept your 
suggestions. A~ached are additions changes and I hope you can access the document. Please let me know if you have received this material. By the way -- our depa~ment is 
going to change the name -- however, in the document I left it as is because I am not cer~in when this name change will become permanent. ~an~ for your assis~nce. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas .I 

Sent= Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:13 PM 
To= McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B; Selassie, Bereket H 
Co= Siedentop, Nicholas .1 
Subject= FYS 2013 Brochure - AAAD seminars 

Dear Professors McMillan, Regester, and Selassie, 

Students use the First Year Seminar (FYS) fall brochure during registration to select their FYS. Most parents also see the brochure and are quite impressed with our 

FYS offerings. If the information in the brochure is complete and accurate, students will understand the activities and goals of the FYS that they have enrolled in, 

and thus we increase the chances that each of our FYS will be a great experience for the students and for the instructor. 

It is useful to include the following components in your description of your FYS: 

¯ describe your seminar in terms that a high school senior will understand 

¯ indicate why your seminar is exciting and interesting 

¯ describe what students will be doing and what you expect from them 

¯ if your topic sounds complicated, assure students that no prerequisites are required 

The text for the 2013 brochure is attached. Please use "track changes" to update your course description and biography. We have already added some edits with 

our goals in mind. Undo any of our edits by reentering the original text if you do not agree with them. If you have any questions, contact me via e-mail 

(reznick@unc.edu.) or phone (962-9720). The edits also include suggestions from our new Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars whose name will be announced 

soon ! 

)~ To meet our printer’s deadline, please return your corrected copy as an email attachment to Nick Siedentop (nick~siedentop ~C~unc.edu} no later than Friday 

March 29, 2013. If your department has multiple FYS offerings, please look at your neighbors’ seminars but only make changes for your seminar. 

~ If you have no changes to make, please reply to Nick (nick s!edentop@unc.edu} with a quick message: "No changes needed." Your reply will confirm that 

we have your correct email address and that our edits are acceptable. 

We greatly appreciate your participation in crafting an excellent FYS that will help make the first year of college a wonderful experience for our first-year students. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

J. Steven Reznick 

Professor, Department of Psychology 

Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences (through June 2013) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cline, Alexis L <:Alexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:23 AM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtp 

[casdiversity] Agenda and materials tbr next weeks’ breakfast 

Diversity Plan 2009.pdf; 2013 College Diversity Assessment Report FINAL.pdf; Faculty DL Brealdhst-3-28-13.pdf 

This message is being sent to all College of Arts and Sciences Diversity Liaisons on behalf of Dr. Patricia Parker, Director, Faculty Diversity Initiatives 

Dear Colleagues, 

Senior Associate Dean, Terry Rhodes, and I look forward to the Diversity Liaison Visioning Breakfast on Thursday, March 28, 2013, 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., in the 

University Room at Hyde Hall. During the past three months, I have had the pleasure to meet with many of you in one-to-one meetings and learn about the 

innovative diversity initiatives your units already have in place. The Breakfast will be an opportunity for all of us to convene in one space to share, learn, and 

network. 

I have attached a copy of our agenda. Please note that several senior administrators representing the major initiatives supporting diversity and inclusion efforts 

across campus will be joining us: Vice Chancellor for Research, Barbara Entwisle (Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity), Executive Vice Provost, Ron 

Strauss (Target of Opportunity Hiring), Vice Provost for Diversity and Multicukural Affairs, Taffye Clayton, and Equal Employment Opportunity/ADA officer, Ann 

Penn. This will be a panel presentation with the opportunity for conversation, so please come with questions for the panelists. 

There are three documents that provide background for our work, which I would like for you to review before the Breakfast: 

1. Your unit’s response to the College’s 2012 Diversity Survey 

2. The College of Arts and Sciences Diversity Task Force Report 

3. The University of North Carolina Diversity Plan Report 2009-10 

Please ask your unit chair for a copy of your unit’s 2012 Diversity Survey report. The other two documents are attached, and we will also have copies of these 

available in your packet of materials at the Breakfast. 

Thank you for serving your unit and the College in this capacity. I look forward to seeing you next week and continuing our work together. 

Best regards, 

Pat Parker 

Aie×is 
Executive Assistant to the Dean 
Universib/of North Carolina at Chapei 

Co~ege of Arts & Sciences~ Dean B O#ice 

205 South Building 

Chapel I--li~i, NC 27599 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: regealer@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id=49927260.61689427bge0c21 da402d7aaIOb799cT&n=:T&l=casdiversits,&o=32899130 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-32899130-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402dTaaf0b799c72~ilistserv.unc.edu 
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Sent: 
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Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:01 PM 

a~iJcan- a~d- a~i’o - a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

Administrative Managers <asmgrs@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[aYricaaa- and-afm-america~- s~dies- faculty] [all-college- facul~] FROM THE DEAN’S OFFICE: New Appoint~nents for Firs~t Year 

Seminars and Undergraduate Research 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen is being sent to all faculty in the College, with an information copy to administrative 

managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to announce two new leadership appointments, effective July 1. Krista Perreira will be Associate Dean and Director of the Office for 

Undergraduate Research, and Drew Coleman will be Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars. 

Krista Perreira, Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Public Policy, has been on the UNC faculty since 2001. Her expert 

research and teaching focus on health policy issues affecting children and adolescents, especially in the Latino/Latina immigrant population. She has 

numerous publications to her credit and has advised and mentored many undergraduate and graduate students engaged in research. Among other 

honors, she is the 2010 recipient of the Phillip and Ruth Hettleman Prize for Artistic and Scholarly Achievement. She has a Ph.D. in health economics from 

the University of California at Berkeley, a master’s of public health from Yale University, and a B.A. in health economics, policy and administration from 

Pomona College. 

Krista replaces Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology, who is retiring after 14 years as the founding director of the Office for Undergraduate Research. Pat 

made our program into a national model. We will celebrate and thank her at a reception on April 15, at 5:30 p.m. at the Carolina Club. 

Drew Coleman, the Jaroslav Folda Distinguished Term Associate Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching in the Department of Geological 

Sciences, has been on the UNC faculty since 2001. He is an award-winning teacher and adviser, and a recognized expert on the geology of the 

southwestern United States. He teaches popular first year seminars that involve exploration of geological gems in Yosemite. He is the recipient of the 

Class of 1996 Excellence in Advising Award and the Sitterson Freshman Teaching Award. He previously taught at Boston University and has doctoral and 

master’s degrees in geology from the University of Kansas, and an undergraduate degree in geology from Texas Tech University. 

Drew replaces Steve Reznick, Professor of Psychology, who has been an outstanding leader of First Year Seminars for two consecutive terms. 

All of us in the Dean’s Office are grateful to Pat and Steve, and look forward to working with Krista and Drew. 

With mv best regards, 

gobbi Owen, 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

and the Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

all-college-l?aculty as: afi-ican- and- afro- american- studies- thc~fl~’(i~lis~serv .t mc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

a£ficm~- aaad-al’ro-aanefican- s~mdies- faculty as: <a href "tnafilto:~egeste@etnafil.unc.edu">~egeste@etnafil.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

joy king@med.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM;’kTIONAL: Research Study 

This email was approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Biomedical IRB on March 12, 2012. IRB Study # 10-1741 

The L~,-C Department of Psychiat~z is currently seeking people ~vho have a 
diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder to participate in 
a research stu@ The purpose of the study is to understand how 
Cognitive Remediation can help improve cogintive function in people with 
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder ~vho are also taking lurasidone 
(Latuda), a recently approved antipsychotic medication. During the first 
8 weeks of the study, subjects are transitioned to lurasidone and 
tapered off their current antipsychotic. Subjects who enter the stud?- on 
lurasidone ~vill remain on lurasidone Once stabilized on lurasidone, 
subjects are randomized to cognitive remediation (an adaptive 
computer-based cognitive training program) or a control condition 
(non-adaptive computer-based exercises). 

The study will last approximately 8-9 months and visits will teke place 
at the UNC STEP Research Clinic at the North Carolina Psychiatric 
Research Center (NCPRC) in Raleigh. 

Study-related benefits include study medication, routine laboratoW 
testing to assess general health, ECGs, physical exams, and compensation 
[’or time and elii)rt Travel to the NCPRC will be reimbursed 

Patients may quali(y if they: 
* Are 18-55 years of age 
* Have a diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder 
* Are taking or could benefit from taking lurasidone (Latuda) 
* Are able to attend at least 2 visits per week to complete the 
cognitive training sessions once stabilized on lurasidone. 

Subjects may be eligible to participate in 2 companion studies that use 
functional magnetic resonance ~maging (INIRI) and electroencephalograph?’ 
(EEG). These studies will be performed at UNC Hospitals 

If you are interested in learning more about the study, or to make a 
referral, please contact Joy Watson at or 
j oy.n watson@dhhs.nc.gov 

This email is sponsored by the LrNC Department of Psychiatry and the STEP 
clinic at NCPRC. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Are you the caregiver of a middle schooler? Help with a UNC Research Stud!! 

Help ~vith a Research Stud?,! 

We want to know how caregivers and adolescents talk to one another about 
alcohol! 

Who can palticipate?: Any adolescent in 6th- 8th grade can participate 
with a caregiver who is over 18 years old and a legal guardian. (One 
adolescent & caregiver per family only-.) 

What would we do?: Adolescents and their caregivers answer questions 
separately on a computer about things like how you talk to one another, 
parenting, personali~ traits, alcohol and drug use, and beliefs about 
alcohol. Adolescent and caregiver ans~vers are kept confidential from 
each other We will also ask you to have a conversation about a family 
vacation, a stressor, and adolescent alcohol use as you would at home. 
The study will take about 1 hours. 

What would we get?: Both adolescents and careglvers receive $20 ($40 

total per family) and are entered into a drawing based on chance in 

which each subject has equal odds of receiving a Kindle Fire[ 

Where is the study?: Our research lab is on the UNC campus. Appointments 
can be scheduled during after school hours or on weekends! 

If you are interested in parucipating: 
contact us at (919) 843-7075! 

For more infonnation: http://uncstudy.~w~rdpress.com 

This stu@ has been approved by the UNC non-biomedical Institutional 
Review" Board 
(Stu@ # 12-1368; approved 8/15/2012). 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/Mw.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

wnwesg.@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@em~fil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: SMOKERS WANTED FOR STUDY 

We are currently looking for cigarette smokers bet~veen the ages of 18 
and 40 to participate in a study exploring the role of attention in 
nicotine addiction Your participation would require you to come to our 
laborato~z in Davie Hall on the University of North Carolina campus and 
complete attention-related tasks on the computer for about 1 hour. For 
your participation, you will be cnmpensated with S10/hour 

If you think you may be interested in participating AN-D ARE NOT 
CURRENTLY TAKING PSYCHOACTIVE MEDICATIONS please send ari e-mail to 
vm~vest@email.uaac.edu and include the following information: 

1 Name 
2. Are you a smoker? 
3. It’yes, Average number of cigarettes smuked/day 
4. E-mail address 
5. Times which are generally best fur you tu participate 

’]?hank you, 
Dr. Vicki W. Chanun 
Dept. of Psychology 

’]?his study titled "Smoking, Familiarity, and Attentiun" has been 
approved by the UNC Behaviural Institutional Review Buard (IRB) (study 
#07-1639; appruved 3/13/2013) 

This email is sponsored by: Dept. uf Psycholog3, 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent tu thuse who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emaib To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign intn MyUNC at http:/,’my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 9:04 PM 

A/kicaJ~ Ameficm~ Histou Workshop <aJhm@listserv. unc.edu> 

[athm] Fwd: Call tbr ProposaJs: Whose Beloved Communi~?: Black Civil and LGBT Rights Movements 

Subject: Call tbr Proposals: Whose Beloved Community?: Black Civil and LGBT Rights Movements 

Please forward to your s~dents and colleagues. 

Whose Beloved Community?: Black Civil and LGBT Rights Movements 
An international conference at Emory University, March 27-29, 2014 

Call for Proposals: Review of proposals begins June 17, 2013. Notification of acceptance will be no later than 

September 15, 2013. 

The role of Black lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people in both race-based and sexuality-based civil rights 

movements is frequently rendered invisible as a result of prevailing national narratives that present (presumed white) 

LgBT communities and (presumed straight) Black communities as opposing forces. In recent years, however, an 

increasing number of scholars and activists have produced work seeking to make visible the vital points of intersection 

and contention among the U.S. Civil Rights movement, the LGBT equality movement, and Black LGBT communities. This 

work is shaped by questions related to identity formation, intersectionality, tokenism, marriage equality, the role of 

religion and "respectability" in African American communities, the emergence of the South as a center of Black LGBT life 

in the U.S., HIV/AIDS and its continuing effect on African American communities, the proliferation of a prison-industrial 

complex unprepared for its LGBT population, and the appropriation of the civil rights movement by the right. This 

conference seeks to make visible and critically engage the points of convergence and divergence between these two 

historic, overlapping, yet distinct social movements that continue to transform civil society, law, and the academy. 

We encourage paper and panel proposals on a wide range of topics including, but not exclusively encompassing, the 
following: 

The legacy of the Civil Rights Movement 

Identifications and disidentifications with "movements" 

Black LGBT leaders and popular figures, historical and contemporary 

Literary, artistic and popular culture engagements with Black LGBT identities 

Inclusion and marginalization of transgender and bisexual identities in Black LGBT communities/politics 

Intersections with other post-1960s civil rights movements (other racial groups, people with disabilities, women, 

etc.) 

Black LGBT activism in relation to work in other LGBT communities of color 
Racial diversity in White-led LGBT organizations 

Law and politics 

Black queer politics of space 

Public health 
Memory, mourning, trauma, and resilience 

Black LGBT families 

Marriage equality movements 

Sexuality and respectability 

Class and elitism 

Sexism, classism, and other "isms" in the Black LGBT movement 
Black masculinity in LGBT communities 

Black feminism in LGBT communities 
Intergenerational issues 

Intersections between public advocacy/policy and academia 

Intersections of U.S. Civil Rights with Black queer Atlantic political movements 

The future of Black queer studies 

Teaching Black LGBT history, Black queer studies, etc. 

Black LGBT university populations 

LGBT issues and Historically Black Colleges and Universities 

Each submission must include a cover page with paper titles, presenters, their affiliations, and a current email contact, 

along with a maximum two-page c.v. of each presenter. For individual papers, please submit an abstract of no more than 

250 words. For panels, submit an overall abstract of no more than 500 words and individual paper descriptions of no 

more than 250 words each. Please submit materials via email to Whose.beloved,community@emow.edn. 

This conference is generously supported by the Arcus Foundation and Emory University. 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
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a~iJcan- ~d- a~o- anerica~- studies- thcul~ <afiJc~- and- afar- americ~- studies- l’aculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- aaad- ~l’ro - ~anerican- s~mdies- faculty] Sgate budget could include closing campuses 

http://www.wrak com/tmc- system- could- lose - campuse si 12252716/ 

UNC system could lose campuses 
By Cullen Browder 

Tags: U~’,.!C S,ist~-~, Tim ~of~ 

RA/EI6H, N.C. -- Lawmakers are considering the possibility of eliminating one or two 

campuses in the University of North Carolina system, a top Senate budget-writer said 

Thursday. 

Gov. Pat McCrory called for a $135 million cut in funding for the UNC system in the 2013-14 

budget proposal he rolled out on Wednesday. 

As lawmakers began reviewing the spending plan Thursday, Sen. Pete Brunstetter, R- 

Forsyth, co-chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, said he and his colleagues 

are more concerned about how money for higher education is spent than the actual size of 

the appropriation. 

Lawmakers want to trim duplicative programs across UNC campuses, which Brunstetter said 

could reduce the overall system’s footprint. 

"1 think our members definitely envision that there could be some consolidation between 

campuses, and we might need to go from 16 down to 15, 14, something like that," he said. 

The university campuses in the system include UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina State 

University, North Carolina Central University, Fayetteville State University, East Carolina 

University, UNC-Greensboro, North Carolina A&T State University, Winston-Salem State 

University, the UNC School of the Arts, UNC-Charlotte, UNC-Wilmington, UNC-Pembroke, 

Elizabeth City State University, Appalachian State University, UNC-Asheville and Western 

Carolina University. 

Brunstetter didn’t elaborate on which campuses might close. 

UNC President Tom Ross expressed concern Wednesday at the size of the proposed cut, 

which comes after $400 million in cuts in recent years. The consolidation proposal appeared 

to catch system administrators off guard, and Ross issued a statement that didn’t directly 

address the issue. 

"The university system remains committed to operating more efficiently and to doing its part 

to ensure North Carolina’s economic competitiveness and high quality of life," Ross said, 

calling UNC campuses "some of the state’s most valuable assets." 

"We recognize that we must do more with less and remain accountable to state taxpayers 

and policymakers," he said. "As outlined in our new strategic plan, we are taking steps to 

further streamline operations, improve instructional productivity and quality and refine and 

focus academic missions to meet current and future state needs." 

Raeann George, a senior at N.C. State, said she is more concerned with steep tuition 

increases for out-of-state students that McCrory suggested to make up for the decrease in 

funding. 



"It’s a little troublesome," George, who is from Missouri, said the idea to raise tuition by up to 

12.6 percent. 

"If it’s going to be even more expensive to come out here, it’s just going to make it more 

difficult," she said. "1 feel like people who might be thinking about applying from out of state 

might not want to." 

Members of the Legislative Black Caucus railed against UNC cutbacks, as well as legislative 

elections that will fill the system’s Board of Governors with Republican appointees. 

"That’s going to hurt the quality of education, the quality of teaching, the quality of research, 

the quality of everything that’s in these institutions," Rep. Mickey Michaux, D-Durham, said 

of continued funding cuts. 

Republicans argue, however, that they value the state’s universities - only with a new view 

on value. 

"1 do think you’re going to see a good, hard, honest look at the way the university conducts 

its business, the way resources are allocated and the way money is spent," Brunstetter said. 

--~li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
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AtkicaJ~ Ameficm~ Histo~ Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

Africa~ American History Workshop <a£am@listserv.unc.edu~> 

[afam] Monday, History Colloquium: Heather Thomppson, 

Thompson.pdf 

Monday March 25 Cart 229 at 12 noon 1:30 pill 

Heather Thotnpson (Histoly Departtnent of AfI~can American Studies, Department of History, Tetnple University) 

"Attica, Attica, Attica! Fronl The Possibilities of Prisoner Rebellion to tile Problem of l~mitive Justice Policy" 

Cookies and light reffestmlents will be seI~ed. 

Professor Thompson, leading historian of mass incarceration, is writing the first comprehensive histol)." of the Attica Prison Rebellion of 
1971 and its legacy (Pantheon Books, fbrthcoming). Her articles on the sources and consequences of mass incarceration have appeared in 
the Journal of American Histoly, Labor: Studies in Worldng-Class Histories of the Americas, Criminology and Public Policy, Dissent, and 
the New York Times. 

Professor Thompson will also lead a History Colloquium Graduate Seminar "Mapping Murder and Mayhem: The Histolian’s Dilemlna," Monday March 25, Can- 229 at 10 a~ll 11:30 am 

In tile evening, she will take do a public talk oIganized by the CLASS Center: 

"How Mass Incarceration Affects Us All - And What We Can Do About It" 

Followed by’ a panel on local and state efforts to address the crisis featuring Lym~ Burke, formerly incarcerated and now an attorney; 
Daryl Atkinson, staff attorney at Southern Coalition for Social Justice and co-founder of the North Carolina Second Chance Alliance and; 
Dennis Gaddy, 
Executive Director of the Community Success Initiative and Criminal Justice Committee Chair for the NC NAACP. 

Bill Rowe of the North Carolina Justice Center will moderate. 

Location: Fill "Garage" at Joim ttope Franklin ttumanities Institute, Smith Warehouse, Bays 4 & 5~ Durham 
(114 S. Buchanan, near the corner of Buchanan and Main, access from Maxwell Street). 
Near Main St. bus stop and easy parking. 

Sponsors: The CLASS Center (Center for the Stu@ of Class, Labor, and Social Sustainabili~,), the Duke Center for Civic Engagement, 
the Duke 
HistoD’ Department, the Duke Human Rights Center@FI tI~ and the Sanford School of Public Policy 

****** Please RSVP to CLASS-Center@duke.edu 

<ul> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

haney@email.unc.edu 

Friday, March 22, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Interprofessional Teaching Approaches to Quali~" and Safe~ 

Interprofessional Teaching Approaches to Quality and Safety 

How safe is the care you provide? Ho~v would you describe the safety 
culture at your agency? Is the CUlTiculum you provide preparing health 
care professionals with the knowledge, skills and attitudes to improve 
the safety of our health care system? What answers could you provide for 
the tragic circumstances in the death of Lewis Blackburn, a teenager who 
sought routine hospital care but died four days later because of 
preventable errors? Led by nationally renowned leaders in safety 
education, this institute will help develop competencies related to 
quality and safety that can transfolrn how you focus on safety, educate 
learners, or how you do your work. Join members of various health 
disciplines to explore the most recent evidence in the critical field of 
patient quality and safety’. 

In this interactive, immersive experience you will model with each other 
how to work as an effective team through innovative learning activities 
that will include simulatiun, a variety of experiences built on 
reflective practice, unfulding case studies that include videos - all 
designed to help yuu build a tuol kit tu apply in your local setting. 
You will have time to apply strategies to impruve lnterprufessional team 
wo~k, comm umcauon and systems uf care. Whether you work primarily as a 
practitioner or an educator in an academic or health care setting, you 
will leave this prugram with skills for applying important principles of 
quality and safety in your work setting. 
Overall learning objectives: 
-Apply methods to improve communication among interprufessional teams 
-Practice effective teamwork strategies designed to improve patient 
safety 
-Discuss ways to ~mprove systems of care that will result in less 
medical and health errors 

Faculty: I)rs Gwen Sherwood and Carol I)urham 

Gwen Sherwood, PhD, RN, FAAN 
Professor & Assuciate Dean for Academic A:ffairs 
Schuol of Nursing 
The University uf North Carolina at Chapel tlill 

Gwen D. Shel~vood, PhD, RN, FAAN is Professor and Associate Dean for 
Academic Affairs at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Nursing. Dr. Sherwood is co-investigator on Phases I, II, and 
III of the award wim~ing Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) 
initiative funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to transform 
nursing curriculum to prepare nurses in quality and safety for 
redesigned health care systems. She is nursing leader for the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University Inter-professional 
Patient Safety Education Collaborative to measure effectiveness of 
teaching modalities for interdisciplinary teamwork training involving 
nursing and medical students. 

She participates in the annual Telluride Science Institute on 
interprofessional education with the University of Illinois at Chicago 
and is a meraber of the National Patient Safety Foundation Research 
Coramittee. She is co-editor of the International Textbook on Reflective 
Practice. She has been a leader in developing nursing education across 
borders, working with nursing faculty in China, Thailand, Macau, Mexico, 
England and Kenya. 

She is Past President of the International Association for Human Caring 
and is serving a second term as Vice President of Sigma Theta Tau 
International Honor Society for Nursing. 

Carol Fowler Durham, EdD, RN. ANEF 
Clinical Professor 
Director, Education-Innovation-Simulation Learning Envirorm~ent (EISLE) 
School of Nursing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Durham has been involved in nursing education for over 29 years. 
Through more than a decade of simulation experience she has developed 
immersive clinical experiences for a variety of learners including 
undergraduate nursing students, nurse practitioner students, practicing 
RNs, LPNs, and nursing assistants. Additionally, she collaborates with 
schools of pharmacy and medicine to develop interprofessional 
simulations. She was one of the simulation experts tbr the National 
League of Nursing and Laerdal Medical project ~vhich created the 
Simulation Ilmovation Resource Center. Dr Durham has been involved in 
Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) as a core faculty since 
its begilming 



More more information please visit: http ://www. cvent, com/diqcq4gp 
or call the office at 919-966-3638. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Lifelong Learning 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m~/.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InJk~rmation". 
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Friday, March 22, 2013 10:33 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculty@listserv.unc.edu~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

(genera]facultyI Faculty Govemm~ce News, v. 7.6 

FaculDT Governance News 
Issue 7.6 

~,iarch 22~ 2013 

From the Office of Facalty Governance 

~oo-o4 Carr BuiIding, UNC-CH Campus Box 9:17o 

Phone (919) 96~-a 146 

Fax (9~9) 96~-5479 

Contact: Anne Whisnant 

The Office of Faculty Governance publishes Faculty Governance News approximately monthly. Send information to be considered for inclusion to Anne Whisnant. 

For immediate news, "Lik~e" our page on Facebook or "Follow Us" on Twitter (@ UNCFacGov). 

Faculb’ Comlc~ resolutions all online 
Faealty CoancH has been busy tMs ~’ear~ passJ0g qui~e a number’ of vesoludons on issues from syllabi req airemen ts to guidelines ff~t’ b~dependen~ s~udies. All 

approved resolutions are posted here. 

Final FacMb~ Council/General Faculb" meeting is April ~th 

The year’s final Fac~ky Co,nell meeting (whM~ is also tradkionally a meeting of the General Faculty) will take p~aee Friday, April ~2, Ro~3, h’om 3:00 to 5:00 pm 

in tke Hitehcock Room at the Stone Center. All faculty rnembers are invited to a~end. As always, we*ll be live-tweeting the meeting with the hashtag #FacCouncil 

from our aecoun~ @ UNCFacOovo 

FaeMb" elections Ap~l 15-2R; voter gnfide onlhle soon 
The ammal faeult~’w~de electh:,ns for Faculty Council and the eleven eleeted standing committees of the faculty wiI] ~ake place Ap~i115-~R v~a electronic bMh)t 

emailed ~o a~I members of ~he VotinR Faculty. 

Although there is no election tiffs year for Chair of the Faculty, there will be important elections for crucial policymaking bodies including FaculO- Council; the 

Educational Policy Commktee; Faculty Athletics Committee; earnpus-level Appointments; Promotions, and Tenure Committee; and Faculty Executive Committee. 

We’ll have our annual Voter Guide available in early April, both on the web and in the University C;azett~?. Then, watch your email on April ~Stb fbr the link to your 

individualized ballot. Faculty participation in elections has been trending upward in recent years - let’s keep that going! 

Nominate a facul~T colleague for the Thomas Jefferson Award (deadline April ~st) 
The (acuity Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards b~vites yoav nominations fl~t’ the ~o~3 Thomas deffe~’so~ Award. Established b~ ~96b this 

awat’d ~s given annually to "that member of the academic cormna nity who through persona~ influence and perl~t’ma nee of duty in teaching, writing, and 

scholarship has best exemplified the ]deals and objectives ogTbomas Jefferson." An~" active member’ of ~he facuky ]s eligible, inel ading those pavthqr, ati~g in the 

pbased-vetit’ement program. Full informatk~n about the awat’d (ineludb~g a list of pas~ recipients and d~reetions (or how to submi~ a nomina don) ~s available here 

on the Faculty Governance website. The deadline fbr nominations is this Apl’il l, ~o18. The award will be presented at the September, Ro13 Fac~ky Council 

meeting. 

AWFP’s Maw Turner Lane Award nomination deadline is March "~9th 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals invites nominees for the Mary Turner Lane award to be presented to a woman who has made an outstanding 

contribution to the lives of women on the UNC-.Chapel Hill campus. The nomination deadline is March "~9, ~o~g. This year’s recipient will be honored at the 

annual AWFP Spring Luncheon, now set [’or May 2, 2ol3. Full details on the award and instructions on how to nominate someone are here. 

Know of a faculfy colleague who has died in the last year? 

The Office of Faculty Governance is compiling our annual remembrance of deceased facul~;y, to be posted online a~d read aloud at the April Faculty Council 

meeting. If you know of a current or retired fhcuky colleague who has died since April ao1% please send the person’s name and a link to any obituary you may 

know of to Katie Turner in our offlee (katie turner@une.edu). Thank you. 



Scholars for a Progressive North Carolina will hold public forum, March 28, 5:oo 
pro, at Sanford Scliool, Duke 

Scholars h’om across the Triangle are have fbrmed Scholars fi>ra Progressive North Carolina, an organization of people fi’om institutions of higher education across 

the state who are committed to using the best available research knowledge to foster informed conversations about North Carolina’s history and current pnblic 

policy challenges. On Thnrsday~ March 28, 2Ol3 at 5:00 pro, SPNC will hold a free public’ fornm to discuss how laws already passed and in the works in the North 

Carolina General Assembly will, according to their press release~ "impede economic recovery, restrict democracy, stifle critical thonghL and undercut a century of 

reforms to promote opportunity~ widely shared prosperity, and the common goody 

Moderator: Dr. JacqueIyn Dowd Hall, Julia Chewy Spruill Professor o~" History, UNC Chapel Hill 

Panelists: 

William Hodding Carter III, University Profk-ssor of Leadership & Public Policy; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Katherine Charron; Associate Professor of ttistory, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Willie 3ennings, Associate Professor of TheoloD, and Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 

Dr. Robert Korstad, Kevin D. Oorter Professor of Pnblie Policy and History, Duke University 

Dr. David 3olly, Associate Professor and Chair, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Helen Ladd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Profi~ssor of Public Policy and Economies, Dnke University 

Dr. Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Poliey, Dnke UniversiD’ 

Dr. Gunther Peck, Ft’ed W. Sbaffer Associate Professor of History and Pablic Policy, Duke Univet’sity 

Panelists will speak for5 rainntes each, take questions from the pt’ess, a~d then open the floor to discasskm. Inff)rmation is online at http://sites.duke.edu/spne/. 

Noah Carolinas Vision Coalition im4tes ~ignatures on petition regarding commumeatmns ~th UNC Board of Gove~ors 

The North Carolina Vision Coalition, a group of faculty, staff; and students fl’om UNC system schools that has been meeting together since last fhll; has asked us to 

circulate the following invitation: 

"Do you want to protect the public natnre of UNC? Do yon value transparency and democracy in pnblie institutions? The Board of Governors will be making many 

decisions ~n comi~g mon ths ~hat will impact the future off al~ campuses of the UNC sys~era. If you believe that faculty, staff a ~d stnde~ts should bare mot’e 

opportunities ~o pt’ov]de h~ put on UNC’s fu ture, please consider sighting oa r r,eti6om We welcome signa ~ures from faculty, s~aff, students, alums, and eommn~ity 

metN>ers." You can fi~xd the petition here: Democratize the IJniversitv of Nm~h Carolina- Students staffand faculty oftheNC Vision Coalition petition. 

### 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

generalfacnlb, as: mgester~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n T&I generalfaculty&o 32907138 or send a blmak email to 
leave- 32907138- 55209169.5839ac6dSf510ac4c9823 de 128a864d4,@]istserv.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 10:07 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

comm@listserv.unc.edu 

[generalfaculty] Faculty Governance News, v. 7.6 

FaculW Governance News 

Issue 7.6 

March 22, 2013 

From the Office of Facalty Governance 

2OO-O4 Cart Building, UNC-CH Campus Box 917o 

Phone (919) 962-a ~ 46 

Fax (9~9) 962-5479 

Contact: Anne Whisnant 

The Office of Faculty Governance publishes Facuky Goveruanee News approximately rnonth]y. Send iufbrmation to be considered for iuc[usion to Anne Whisnant. 

For immediate news, "Like" our page on Facebook or "Follow Us" o~ Twitter (@ UNCFacGov). 

Faculb’ Com~c~ resolutions all online 
Facalty Coandl has been busy this ~’ear, passJ0g quite a number’ of resolutions on issues from syllabi req airemen ts to guidelines ff~t’ ~ndependent sh~dies. All 

approved resolutions are posted here. 

Final FacMb~ Council/General Faculb" meeting is April ~th 

The year’s final Facuky Council meeting (wMeh ~s also tradkionally a meeting of the General Faculty) will take place Friday, April ~2, 2o~3, fl’om 3:00 to 5:00 pm 

in tke tlitchcock Room at the Stone Center. All faculty mernbers are invited to attend. 

As always, we’ll be Iive--tweeting the meeting with the hashtag #FacCouneil from our account @UNCFacGov. 

FacMb" elections Ap~l 15-2a; voter gmide onlhm soon 

The ammal facuh:~’w]de electkms for Faculty Council and the eleven ejected standing committees of the faculty w~J] take place April 15-~R 

emaiJed to MI members of the Voting Faculty. 

Althoagh thet’e is no election this year fl:,r Chair’ og the Faculty, there will be important elections fi)r ct’adal polk:ymakh~g bodies incIading Faculty Comxeil; the 

Educational Policy Commktee; Faculty Athletics Committee; earnpus-leve[ Appointments, Promotions, and Tenure Committee; aud Faculty Executive Committee. 

We’ll have our annual Voter Guide available iu early April, both on the web and in the University Gazette. Then, watch your emai[ ou April *sth fbr the link to your 

iudividualized bMlot. Faculty participatiou in electious has been trending upward in receut years - leVs keep that going! 

Nominate a faculty colleague for the Thomas Jefferson Award (deadline April ,st) 

The [’acuity Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for the 2o13 Thomas Jefferson Award. Established in 1961, this 

awat’d ]s given annually to "that member of the academic cormna nity who through persona~ influence and perl~t’ma nee of duty in teaching, writing, and 

scholarship has best exemplified the ]deals and objectives of Thomas Jefferson." An~" active member’ of ~he facuky is eligible, inel ading those parthqr, ating in the 

phased-retit’eme~t program. Full informatkm about the awat’d (including a list of pas~ recipients and directions for how to submi~ a nomim~ fion) ]s available here 

on the Faculty Governance website. The deadline for nominations is tMs ApriI l, ~ola. The award will be pt’esented at the September, 2olg Faculty Council 

meeting. 

.AWFP’s Ma:~, Turner Lane Award nomination deadline is March a9th 
The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals invites nominees for the Mary Turner Lane award to be presented to a woman who has made an outstanding 

contribution to the lives of women on the UNC-.Chapel Hill campus. The nomination deadline is March "~9, ~o~3. This year’s recipient wil] be honored at the 

annual AWFP Spring Luneheon, now set [’or May 2, 2ol3. Full details on the award and instructions on how to nominate someone are here. 

Know of a facultT colleague who has died in the last year? 

The Of{ice of Faculty Governance is compiling our annual remembrance of deceased facull;y, to be posted onlh~e a~d reacl aloud at the April Faculty Council 

meeting. If you know of a curren ~ of retired faculty colleague who has died s]0ce/kpr]l 2o12, r,]ease sen t the person’s name and a link to a~y obitaary you may 

know of to Katie Turner in our office (katie turner@unc.edu). Thank you. 



Scholars for a Pro~ressix~e North Carolina will hold public forum, March 28, 5:oo 
pro, at Sanford Scliool, Duke 
Scholars from across the Triangle are have formed Scholars for a Progressive Nortt~ Carolina, an organizatiou of people f?’om institutions of higher education 

across the state who are committed to using the best aw~ilable research knowledge to foster informed con~-ersations abont North Carolina’s history and enrrent 

public policy challenges. On Thursday, March :zS, 2o~3 at 5:oo pro, SPNC will hold a free public forum to discuss how laws already passed and in the works in the 

North Carolina General Assembly wilI~ according to their press release, "impede economic reco~’ery, restrict democracy~ stifle critical thought, and underent a 

century of reforms to promote opportnnity, widely shared prosperity, and the common goodY 

Moderator: Dr. JaequeIyn Dowd Hall, Julia Chet’t’y Spruill Professor o~" Histor}’, UNC Chafe] HiI~ 

Pa~te[ists: 

William Hodding Carter Ill, University Profk’ssor of Leadership & Public Policy; University of Nortt~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Katheriue Charron; Associate Profcssor of History, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Willie 3enniugs, Associate Professor of Theo]oD, aud Black Church Studies, Duke Di~inity Set~oo] 

[Yr. Robert Kors~ad, Ke,:in D. Oor~er Professor of Pnblie Policy and History, Duke 12rnb:ersity 

[Yr. Dav-id 3olly, Associate Pro~bssor and Chair, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central Univ’ersi~y 

[Yr. Helen Ladd, Edgar ’F. Thompson Distinguished Profi~ssor of Public Policy and Economies, Dnke Univ’ersity 

[Yr. Nancy MacLean, William It. Chafe Professor of History and Public Poliey, Dnke Univ’ersiLv 

Dr. Gunther Peek, Ft’ed W. Shaffer Associate Professor of History and Pablie Policy, Du]~e lJni~’et’sity 

Panelists will sI~eak for 5 minutes each, ta]~e question, s fl’om the pt’ess, and then ope~ ~he floor to discussio~. Information o~l]~e a~ http://sites.duke.edu/spne/. 

North Caroli~a Vis~o~n Coalition im4tes ~ignatures on petition regarding commumcatmns w~tl~ UNC Board of Governors 
The North Carolina Vision Coalitiou, a group of faculty, staff; and students f?’om UNC system schools that has been meeting together since last fh[l; has asked us to 

circulate ~he following invitation: 

"Do you want to protect the public nature of UNC? Do yon value transparency and democracy in pnblie institutions? The Board of Governors will be making many 

decisions in coming months ~hat will impact the fi~ture o[’aI1 campnses of the UNC sys~emo If yon believe that ~;tenlty, staff and students should have more 

oi~portuuities ~o pt’ov]de i~ fret (m UNC’s ft~ ture, i~lease consider sighting oa r r,eti~iom We welcome signa ~ures from faculty, s~aff, students, alums, and eommu~it3, 

members." You can [i~d the petition here: Democratize the IJniversitv of North Carolina- Students staffand faculty oftheNC !~’ision Coalition petition. 

~, -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=552~9169~5839ac6d5f51~ac4c9823de128a864d4&n=T&~=genera~faculty&o=329~9~~9 or send a blank 

email to leave-32909059-55209169.S839ac6dSf510ac4c9823de128a864d4@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-329:13995-6240:1956@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 20:13:1:42 PM 

africa n-a nd-afro-a merica n-studies-faculty <africa n-a nd-afro-a merican-studies-faculty@ listserv.u nc.edu> 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] CWC Faculty Scholar Talk: Emily Burrill 

<ul> 

<li> - You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: <a href="mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu<!a>~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <timsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 5:13 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] New Instructor Bulletin 

Bulletin- V 1 ON o 1.pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Attached is a copy of the new Instructor Bulletin. 

As it says in the first paragraph, I hope you are making plans to join us for the instructor Appreciation Banquet on April 17. 

Enjoy the picture of our blooming Bradford pear trees around the Friday Center. Too bad they won’t still be in bloom for the banquet, but it will still be a 

memorable evening. 

Hope to see you on the 17th. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 
919-962-5549 (fax) 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edtf’>regeste@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-32915550-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edff’>leave-32915550- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu<,’a~ 



The Instructor Appreciation Banquet is back after missing a year due to budget cuts. We hope you 

and your guest will join us! The festivities begin at 6 pm in the atrium of the Friday Center, and we 

shoukf be finished by 8:30. The highlight of the evening will be the presentation of the Friday Center 

Excellence in Teaching Award to one of you. You should have received an invitation via email, and if 

you have not responded yet, please do so as soon as possible. If you have not received an invitation, 

contact Katie Meersman at 919-962-2593 or meersman@email.unc.edu. 

New Di ay Staff 
Speaking of Katie Meersman, 

we’d like to welcome her 

to the Communications and 

Instructional Design (CID) 

unit at the Friday Center. 

Katie has taken over many 

of the courses and duties 

of Lynn Davis, who retired 

last summer. Jakia Salam, a 

senior instructional designer, 

will also be joining us 

on April 15. Jakie will be 

tackling some new projects 

in addition to taking on 

the courses that had been 

assigned to Jessa Bliss, who 

left us for another posi- 

tion last fall. In the Credit 

Programs unit, we welcomed 

Denys Hannon as our new receptionist late last 

summer replacing Donzella Richardson. 

Brad[ord pears surround the Friday Center parking lot 

System at ( ar li a 

As part of its shift to Peop]eSoft as the 

enterprise computer system for this campus, 

Carolina is preparing to roll out the new human 

resources and payroll system at the end of the 

year. While this means big changes for us, we 

hope it will be a seamless shift for you. We’ll 

keep you informed as the switch happens, but 

hopefully you’ll notice only improvements. 

that PhD? 

If you will be earning your PhD this spring or 

at the end of the summer, please let us know 

in advance, because that changes your status 

as an employee and we must reflect that in our 

system. It is much better for us to handle this 

before it happens than to find out in June that 

you graduated in May. If you are graduating, 

congratulations! 



As you make plans for summer vacation and some well-earned rest and relaxation, please 

renrember to keep your students and us informed of your plans. For Self-paced Courses 

instructors: If your address will change for where we send SPC assignments, let us know 

both your temporary address as well as the dates you will be there. For CCO instructors: 

If you will be away from your conrputer or have slower response times to students, please 

notify your class, and let us know, too, so that we can advise students who call us with 

questions or concerns. 

As many of you know, Chancellor Holden Thorp and Provost Bruce Carnw will both be 

leaving their positions this summer. Searches are underway to find new senior officers 

for this campus. We hope that their replacements will be supporters of non-traditional 

students and distance education programs. 

The University cut its ties to the content management system Blackboard on December 

31, 2012, and all online courses have been shifted to Sakai, an open-source platform. 

From our perspective, that shift went smoothly and all courses seem to be running well 

in Sakai. If you run into problems, please let your instructional designer know. 

Spring at Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32915758-62401956@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 6:01 PM 

a~iican- ~d- a~o- a~nericaJa- studies- thcul~ <afiic~]~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican-aaad-~l’ro-~anerican-studies-facully] Fwd: Randall Kennedy discusses fl~e Civil Rights Movement March 28, Duke Law- 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dnke Law Events <news-evems@law.duke.edn> 

Date: March 25, 2013, 3:00:48 PM EDT 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RandNi Kennedy discusses the Civil Rights Movement--March 28, Duke Law 
Reply-To: Duke Law Events <news-event ~s~]aw.duke.edu> 

Achlevernents oF t!~e Civil Righls Movement 
this 



Copyrigh~ © 20f3 Du~e La’,¢’ Schoo~ All rights ~÷served. 

f!ie!]d of Duke Law School. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32916112-62401956@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              7:53 PM 

afdcan-and-afro-american-studies-faculty < afdcan-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu > 

[african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] FW: You are invited to... A Critical Pedagogical Workshop, 

Dear Colleagues, 
I thought this workshop might be of interest to faculty in our department in light of our curriculum discussions during last Friday’s retreat. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

~!~J_~_@_~m~_L!~[D_~[ 
http;/!afriafa m~ u nc~ed u/ 

From; @email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 1:09 PM 
To-" Social Movements Working Group 
C¢:           pgmail.com; ~                    _~gmail.com; 
Subje~:t-" [smwg01] FW: You are invited to... A Critical Pedagogical Workshop, 

pgma corn; 

Hello friends and colleagues, 
Please join us for this pedagogy workshop and pass on to others interested in teaching strategies. RSVP by 

Best, 

Please forward widely...workshop is for geographers and non-geographers alike! 

"But that’s just natural (right?)!" 

Teaching Critical Geography to Skeptical Beginners 

A Collaborative Pedagogical Workshop 

How can we explain concepts through concrete activities? 
How can we make theoo~ accessible? 

How can we fhink like beginners in designing our classes? 
_Ubw can we make ’the critical~un? 

How can ~ve turn student resistance into teaching moments? 

When: 3:30-5:30, F~iday, APRIL 5, 2013 

Where: Saunders 220 (the colloquium ~pace) 

Limited ~pace/ Please RS~/~° to Autumn (autho~re!~emaiL unc. edu) by April 1st 

Join us for food, caffeine, games, and geography ! 
No preparation or experience required 

Open to graduate s~udents and I~aculU fiom any depa~lment 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 as: klcaldwe(a)emaiLunc~edu To nnsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32913729-5886908.830d649343f5517beT0e865ecbdd8dca2~listserv.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<lul> 
african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: <a href="mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ferfility@mc.edn 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy women needed for pregnm~cy research stu@! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for sturdy activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at w~v.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: OBiGYN 

This email is sponsored by: 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:43 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOPdVIATIONAL: Spring 2013 Carolina Arts & Sciences tnagazine online now 

The spring 2013 issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine is now 

available online at ore- new Web site, http://magamne college.unc.edu. 
We’re experimenting with responsive design, which should make it easier 
to view on varied devices including desktop computers, tablets, mobile 
phones, etc 

Click on the tab "Web Exclusives and Multimedia" to see companion video 
content that complements the print edition of the magazine 

This issue of the magazine highlights creative teaching and learning in 
the College ofAlts al’~d Sciences in a series called "Learning 2.0: 
Hands-on research, interactive technology and community engagement" 
Stories include: 

* Intro to entrepreneurship (super course) 
* Interactive psychology instruction 
* Physics inside out 
* When literature and history leap off the page 
* What’s your dilemma? 
* Learning about Lumbees 
* Champion of undergraduate research 
* Engaged learning: Spanish in the Professions (video) 
* Classroom is community 
* Inspiring a ’spirit of inquiry’ 

Other features: 

* Guiding China’s Gilded Age: ttelping a giant rethink its urban upheaval 
* Hark the Sound, a feature (with video) on UNC’s master bell ringer 
* A New Era for Jewish Studies: A new major, more faculty, private 
support 
*    Liberal Arts Leader: Rachel Burton (women’s studies’96), partner and 
co-founder of Piedmont Biolhels 
*    Making Waves: New generator allows researchers to study rogue waves, 
tsunami s 
*    Painting the Town, a Q&A with Chapel tIiH muralist Machael Brown 
(bachelor of fine arts ’77) 
*    World of Good, a profile of social entrepreneur in residence Dennis 
Whittle 

To keep up with other news from the College of Arts and Sciences: 

Web: htt p :i/college.uric. edu 
Facebook: http :/,,’wxaa~’. fa c eb ook. c om/UNC. Collcg e 
Twitter: http :i/twitter.corr~’unccollege 
YouTube: http://youtube, cora/user/UNCCollege 

This email is sponsored by: College of Alts and Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your it~formational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at htm://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Success (via Twitter) <i-ertrfgre rzn¥%hap.rqh-d0587@postmaster.twitter.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:23 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

UNC Student Success sent you an invitation 

UNC Student Success has invited you to join 
Twitter[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

chancellor@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 12:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: From the Chancellor: Update on the Campus Conversation about SexuaJ Assault 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Our ongoing conversation about sexual assault represents one of the most 
important issues I have faced at Carolina And rightly so. 

It is clear that our students, both men and women, are passionate about 
this issue. In our conversations over the past two months, our campus 
cormnunity has raised meaningful questions: How- can we address the root 
causes of sexual assault? How we can better support students who 
experience sexual assault? What is the most appropriate way for the 
University to handle these complex issues? 

I hear your concerns, and I share them 

One issue that has attracted your attention is an Honor Court case 
inw)lving a student who has spoken out about sexual assault issues on 
campus In connection with that case, we understand that a claim of 
retaliation may have been filed with the U.S. Department of Education’s 
Office for Civil Rights against the L’niversi~’. 

For several weeks, the University has grappled with how best to respond 
to a public claim of retaliation against the L’niversi~ while 
maintaining the autonomy and integrity of our tlonor Court proceedings 
and the privacy of the individuals involved. Recognizing the potential 
conflicts that may exist by allowing both processes to conunue, we have 
asked the Student Attorney General to suspend the Honor Court proceeding 
pending an external review of these allegations of retaliation The 
Umversity takes all allegations of retaliation seriously, whether 
against an individual or an institution, and this allegation is no 
exception. 

In the meantime, we will continue our important work to address the 
issues of sexual harassment and sexual violence that affect all college 
campuses. For several weeks, we have participated in a period of 
community engagement and education. Throughout this process, the 
University has continued a long tradition of encouraging students to 
exercise their right to speak out. That’s how most important social 
change occurs. The University will continue to encourage frank and 
candid dialogue araong our community raerabers and to create a safe space 
for that conversation. 

We brought one of the nation’s leading experts on this issue to Carolina 
in January. Gina Smith has since met with dozens of campus groups and 
talked with hundreds of students. She wanted to hear directly from you, 
and your input has been valuable in helping her identify- ways to improve 
how sexual assault cases are handled by- the University. 

These conversations are iraportant. They keep your concerns top of mind 
as we address these challenges. 

I’ve said before that our system is not perfect -- but it’s important to 
recognize that we have made many significant and positive improvements 
in recent years. Most recently, we hired two new staffmembers to 
investigate sexual assault coraplaints and provide students with the 
compassion, support and resources they need if a sexual assault does 
occur. 

We continue to look for additional ways we can address your concerns in 
a responsible and meaningful way. 

As we move forward, we will continue to seek your input and ideas. We 
will continue to cooperate with investigations into our handling of 
sexual assault cases and our campus security program. And we will 
continue to do everything we can to support our students. 

Thank you for being part of the positive changes we are making. If you 
have additional ideas or concerns regarding these matters, do not 
hesitate to contact me personally or to submit your feedback to our 
online suggestion box at the Campus Conversation website Refer to 

http ://campusconversation. web. unc. edu/suggestion-box/. 

Sincerely, 

Holden 

Related Links: 
Resources for students who experience sexual assault: 

http ://tiwurl com/cactx5 3 



Key Facts, FAQ, Background on Sexual Assault Complaints, Reporting 
Options, Campus & Communi~ Resources & the Honor System: 
http ://tim/’url com/dvtox4x 

UNC response to Office for Civil Rights request: 
http://tim/’url corn/bms7asd 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Office oJ the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

The Final Days of"More Love" - Be a Part of The!! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Final Days! See Nore Love by Sunday! 

More Love is in its FIVE final 

days at the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take our 

word for it... 

"...one of the biggest and most 

chat[enging shows of the year .... In at[ 

sincerity, this exhibition might weft 

make you cry, as wett as grow." 

-- Chris Vitietto, IndyWeek 

to behotd," "fascinating, interesting," and "the tatk of the town"! 

"Last Look" Tour of 

More Love 

Saturday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Led by Amanda Hughes (Director of External Affairs, Ack[and Art 

Museum). 

Come 

see 

(or 

see 

again!) 

the 

exhibit 

our 

visitor: 

are 

ca[ling 

pl.easut 

Crick for Museum & Store hours. 

AcMand Film Forum: Films by Yoko Ono 



Fly (1970) and No. 4 (Bottoms) (1966) 

Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

In connection with its exhibition More Love, the Ackiand wiii screen two 

16mm experimental films by Yoko Ono, whose work is also featured in 

the exhibition. Learn more. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

:i~:i Ackland The Ackiand Film Forum is made possible, in part, with 
Film 
Forum support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 

Sma Catharine Boyer. 

North Carohna Public Radio WUNC is the Offida[ Media    I I 

Sponsor of the Acktand Film Forum. 

Performances begin Friday, 5 April 2013. 

Tickets are on sale now! 

By 

"The Last Word" by Dana Coen in Activated Art 2012 
theater 

entitled ACTIVATED ART, works of art in the Ack[and’s permanent collection may 

be experienced in unexpected and thought-provoking ways. Learn more about 

ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 



(919.962.0216) through the Ackland Museum Store today! 

Designed for kids ages 5-12, these 

workshops provide a Tyvek kite and a 

wide assortment of materials for 

decorating it. Finished kites go on display 

in the Museum Store’s gallery space! 

Saturday, 6 April 

First session: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Second session: 1:00 - 3:00 PM 

Sunday, 7 April 

First session: 12:00 - 2:00 PM 

Second session: 2:30 - 4:30 PM 

REGISTRATION INFO HERE! 

A~’t £dve~’~t~res: Greek 

Saturday, 6 April 

Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

The Ackiand is pteased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEa, C)from 12-13 

April 2013. An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chapel HiU, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the coiioquium’s theme 

is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six papers wiii investigate different ways 

in which one art medium represents art of another medium, e.g. a 

painting about music or a film about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and register online. 

Lookin~ Ahead,~. 
Ackland Film Forum 

The Munchuriun Cundidute (John Frankenheimer, 1962) and 

Pull My Duisy (Robert Frank 8 Alfred Leslie, 1959) 

Tuesday, 2 April, 7:00 PM 



THANK YOU! 
The AcMand’s exhibitions and public prosrams are 

made possible by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art 

Museum members and friends [ike you. Become a 

member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 114 inches (46 x 120 

cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist and Lehmann 

Maupin Gallery, New York and Hon~ Kon8. 

V}s}tors to More Love: Art, Potitics, ond Sharif~ since the 1990s, seen 

with Jim Hodses’ You, (1997); Hadassa Goldvicht and Anat Vovnoboy’s, 

Lullaby (2012); Tracey Emin’s I Think It’s in My Head (2002); and Chris 

Johanson’s Untitled (Fillin~ Up Time) (2012). 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. #) Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Rivane Neuenschwander and Sergio Neuenschwander: Love Lettering, 2002; sing[e-channel video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 

22 seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

Mi[ton Avery, Devilish Nude, 1962; oi[ on canvas board. Ack[and Art Museum, Bequest of Charles and Isabel Eaton. 

Bucci Painter, Greek, Attic, 6th century B.C.: Vessel (Neck Amphore) wfth Apollo, Leto, and Artemis. c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, black-figure ware. Ackland Art Museum, Ackiand Fund. 

Forward this email 

This ernai[ was sent to regesLer@email,unc.edu by esbowles@ernaiLunc.edu :: 

U#dat# Profi]#/~m~j]Address instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 10~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC 27599-3400 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:15 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edtv~ 

comm@li story, unc.edu 

[generaJfaculty I Reminder: Noms for 2013 Thomas Jefferson Award (Faculty award) due April 1 st 

To the General Faculty: 

Just a reminder that nominations for the 20:[3 Thomas Jefferson Award (a top award for a UNC-Chapel Hill faculty member) are d~e April :].st. Full information ~s in 
the or~g~na~ (:a~ for norninat~ons, included bek)w, 

ges~: regards, 

F~m: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Wednesday, ~brua~ 27, 2013 1:47 PN 

To: 9eneralfacu]N@lisNe~.unc.edu 
Subject: Nomination period open for 2013 ~omas Jefferson Award (FaculN award) 

Februar~ 27, 2013 

To: The General Faculty 

Dear Colleasues, 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Desrees and Special Awards invites nominations for candidates for the 2013 Thomas Jefferson Award. 

This award, established in 1961, is 8iven annually to "that member of the academic community who throush personal influence and performance of duty in 

teacNns, writins, and scholarship has best exemplified the Meals and objectives of Thomas Jefferson." Any active member of the faculty is eligible, indudin~ 

those participatin~ in the phased-retirement prosram. 

Full information about the award (includin~ criteria, eligibility, a list of past recipients, and directions for how to submit a nomination) is ~.~_[~g_~_~.~_.~[~__~_~__~b_~. 

Faculty Governance website. 

The deadline for nominations is April 1, 2013. The award will be presented at the September, 2013 Faculty Council meeflns. 

The chair of the Committee on Honorary Desrees and Special Awards this year is Prof. Lloyd Kramer from History. Please contact Prof. Kramer or Dr. Anne Whisnant 

in the Office of Faculty Governance at 9~9-962-1671 or anne whisnan~@unc.edu if you have questions about the award or the nomination process. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regester(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n=T&l=generalthculty&o=32919878 or send a bla~k emaJl to 

lemze-32919878- 55209169.5839ac6d511510ac4c9823de128a864d4(tblistse rv.unc.edu 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hurt, Chiis~d <chris~dhuri@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:42 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center raonthly aJmouncement <cwc announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] Mary Turaer Lane Awards 

Hieveryone! 

if you haven’t already, please take a moment to submit a (brief!) nomination for the Mary Turner Lane award, given annually by the Association for Women Faculty and 

Professionals. Details below. 

Thanks, 
Christi 

Call for Nomhlations 

2013 Mary’ Turner Lane Award 

We invite norainations for the Mary Tinnet Lm~e Away& given m~nually by the Association for Woraen Facul~ and Professionals to a woraan who has raade an 

outsta~ding contribution to the lives ofworaen on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

"Outstanding contribution" is interpreted broadly, touching all ayeas of the lives ofworaen, including students, faculF, #tafl~ and adrainistmtors, on our carapus. It 

includes, but is not liraited to, achieveraents that enhance woraen’s lives through the ~llowing: scholarship, teaching, leadership, health ~rvices, social ~rvices, political 
activisra, proibssional advanceraem, prograJn developraent, a~d sta~" supix~rt. 

The award is naraed to honor Ma~ director of the Curriculura in Woraen’s Studies and the first recipient of the award. 

The nomination deadline is Friday, March 29, 2013. Please subrait your noraination online at http]iaw~p.web.unc.edu/ma~v-mrner-la~e-awa~vFsubrait-a-nomi~afio~/ 

This year’s recipient will be honored at the annual AWFP Spring Luncheon to be held May 2 at the Carolina Irm. 

Pas~t Recipients of the Mary. Turner Lane Aw~acd include: 

2012 Catherine Maacshall 

2011 Adaora Adimora 

2010 Etta Pismao 

2009 Laurie McNeil 

2008 Elmira Mmagura 
Turner Laae, tbunding 

2007 Jan Boxill 

2006 Dimm Kjervik 

2005 Bernadette Gray-Li’dJe 

2004 Linda Dykstra 

2003 Sue Estroff 

2002 Anne Dellinger 

* Marsha Collins 

* Noelle Granger 

1997 Laurie Charese 

1996 Jane Brown 

* Carol Reuss 

1994 Barbara Harris 

*    Margaret Anne O’Connor 

1992 Laura Gasaway 

1991 Beverly Whita£er Long 

1990 Shirley Weiss 

1988 Judith Wegner 

* Mary Ellen Jones 

* Patricia Wallace 

1986 Mary’ Turner Lane 

* date unknown 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:23 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: Study for healthy women - blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in a research 
stu@ that offers moneta~- compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This study involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one 
blood draw. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to 
grow in other areas of the bo~dy. Symptoms fi-om this may cause the 
individual severe pmn, irregular bleeding, and irffertility. Currently, 
the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is through 
laparoscopic surgeW. The purpose of this research stu@ is to identi(y 
biomarkers in the blood that may also be present in the lining of the 
uterus By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, we can 
compare them to women suffering from endometriosis and analyze the 
correlation between the two. The goal of this study is to develop a 
blood test to diagnose endometriosis in a less invasive way. If you are 
interested in participating as a healthy sutzject, please feel free to 
contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproduc tire@gin ail. com. 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in 
Endometriosis;" approved 1/8/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

~cidd.unc.edn 

Tuesday, 8:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: Teens needed for Research! 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are looking to recruit adolescent males 
between the ages of 9 and 18 and a caregiver to participate in a 
research study. 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone for an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible to participate, each caregiver and adolescent ~vill be first 
invited for an approximately 3-3.5 hour visit at our offices in 
Carrboro 
During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete interviews 
and questionnaires, as well as three computer-tasks: one is a memow 
game, one involves recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking at 
pictures, and one involves measuring where you look when seeing 
pictures, as well as provide a small blood sample. Compensation for 
this visit is approximately $60, and this visit is available on 
Monday, Wednesday or Friday mornings. 

Following this visit, the caregiver and adolescent may elect to take 
part in a second study and can be scheduled fi~r two brain scans (up to 
90 rain each) Compensation will be $45 [’or each scan 

If you are interested ~n r~articmating, or if you have any questions, 
please contact                by replying to this email or by phone at 

This study was approved by the Biomedical IRB at UNC Chapel Hill 
11-1403) on 8/11/201 h 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~dfy.unc.edu on behalf of 

forum office@nnc.edu 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIL~VLiKTIONAL: Nominalions Open for Employee Forum Communi .ty Award 

Employee Forum Community (Three Legged Stool) Award 

Nominate a colleague at 
http://forum, unc. edu/emp loyee-forum-community-awar d/ 

Purpose 

The Employee Forum Commum~ Award (also known at the Three Legged Stool 
Award) is designed to recognize distinguished contributions by 
individuals who work to promote cooperation and collaboration among 
faculty, staff, and students. 

Eligibility 

AW member of the faculty, staff~ or student body of the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill is eligible to be nominated and to vote 
for this award, except current members of the Employee Forum Recognition 
and Awards Committee 

Criteria for Nnmination 

Nominees should be individuals who inspire creativity; promote harmoW 
and partnerships within the University community; inspire teamwork, 
cooperation and participation; demonstrate new approaches to current 
processes; encourage, mentor and build bridges; form alliances to work 
collectively; or any other significant comanuniW building activities. 

Administration 

Nominations (not to exceed 250 words) will be accepted from an?’ member 
of the University community. When submitting nominations, please include 
the name of the nominee, how to contact the nominee (campus box number, 
phone, emai[ address), your name and contact information, and the 
specific reasons you are nominating this individual The Recognition 
and Awards Comanittee is responsible for reviewing the nominations and 
selecting the recipient. The award will be presented at the annual June 
retreat meeting of the Employee Forum 

To submit a nomination by mail, please send to: Fot~.m~ Cormnunity Award, 

Employee Fol~n Office, 134 East Franklin St., Room 207, Campus Box 

#3488. 

Past wirmers include: 

Nominate a colleague at 
http://forum, uric. eduiemp loyee-%1~n-conwntmity-awar c£ 

This email is sponsored by: Employee Forum 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational ruass 
eruail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



/ 

The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histoey j 

2 FREE Sneak Preview 
Events TODAY, 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TODAY for 2 Preview Events! 

3:30pro, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus): 

"We Will Shoot Back: Armed Resistance in the 

Mississippi Freedom Movement" Book 

Discussion with author Akinyele Omowale 

Umoja. The notion that the civil rights movement 

in the southern United States was a nonviolent 

movement remains a dominant theme of civil 

rights memory and representation in popular 

culture. Yet in dozens of southern communities, 

Black people picked up arms to defend their 

leaders, communities, and lives. In We WillShoot 

Back: Armed Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom 

Movement, Umoja argues that armed resistance 

was critical to the efficacy of the southern freedom 

struggle and the dismantling of segregation and 

Black disenfranchisement. 

7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room: 

"Spies of Mississippi" Film Screening and 

Discussion 

*Special Sneak Preview Film Screening and 

discussion with film producer Dawn Porter A little- 

known chapter of American history, the frightening 

world of anti-civil rights espionage is presented in 

the film Spies of Mississippi. Replete with eerie 

accounts of the informants, infiltrators, and agent 

provocateurs who worked in the shadows to 

undercut the movement, the film is personalized 

with the inspiring stories of relentless civil rights 

crusaders who lived under the ever-present 

shadow of the state spy apparatus. 

Both events are FREE and open to the public. Let 

us know you’re coming via email or Facebook! 

Events are co-sponsored by UNC Chapter of the 

NAACP; Black Workers for Justice; Theta Omk:ron 

Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

April 4 at 7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

Conversation with Christina Sue, author of 

"Land of the Cosmic Race: Race Mixture, 

Racism, and Blackness in Mexico" and Laura 

Lewis, author of "Chocolate and Corn flour: 

History, Race, and Place in the Making of "Black" 

Mexico" and photo exhibition of "la Costa Chica" 

Spring 2013 Prograr~ 

Agenda 



a new collection by photographer and scholar 

Wendy Phillips. 

Land of the Cosmic Race is a richly-detailed 

ethnographic account of the powerful role that 

race and color play in organizing the lives and 

thoughts of ordinary Mexicans. 

Chocolate and Corn Flour explores the history and 

contemporary culture of African descended 

Mexicans in the agricultural village of San Nicolas 

on the southern Pacific Coast of Guerrero (the 

Costa Chica). 

La Costa Chica photo exhibit explores the 

communities of "La Costa Chica" along the Pacific 

coast of Mexico from 1999 to present, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean for Natural and Mathemafical Sciences <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 9:19 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@..emml.unc.edu> 

Arks and Sciences facul~ invited to shaxe their thoughks on teaching at Caxolina 

Dear Arts and Sciences Faculty Member: 

As undergraduate enrollments have increased over the past ten years, the University has had to rely more on large lecture classes in order to provide sufficient capacity 

in introductoly courses. 

In September 2012, Dean Karen Gil asked me to assemble a task force to evaluate and make recommendations about how the College can support faculU members 
and academic units in their eit’orts to enh~mce the educational experience in all our courses, but paxticularly in laxge lecture courses. 

We now kmow that s~tudent learning can be substantially improved through interactive in-class insmictiona] methods, regular strident tEedback and time on task, and 

specific kinds of technology-driven learning techniques. These methods work especially well with diverse groups of stndents who approach coursework with varying 

levels of preparation. We know these things not just fioln the literature, but from the experiences of faculU members and students on this campus. 

The task force needs your input to better understand the prolnising work already being done on campus in this area, as well as some of the obstacles our facalty 

members may encoanter as they work to develop their teaching. The survey results will be used to inform decisions aboat faculty, sapport and policy directions and to 

es~blish a baseline for their future evaluation. 

I greatly appreciate your willingness to participate in this important survey. The survey should take between 7-10 minutes to complete. 

Please tbllow this link to the Survey: Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL into your internet browser: https:/iunc.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEnginei?Q SS=etl8gFS8B~NPRFX 9tlC9MItalXofs33& =1 

The data generated froln this survey will be incorporated into the Task Force ~ s report to the Dean. All responses axe confidential; no individual will be identified in any 

subsequent reports, presentation~ or publications. This survey is conducted with IRB approval. 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates you taldng time to complete the survey. As an incentive, participants who choose to include their email address in the final survey 
question will be entered into a random drawing to receive a new Apple ipad. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Crimmins 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Natural and Mathematical Sciences 

Follo~v the lil~ to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 9:57 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJaliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afdM~m] Sidney Min~ at Duke April 3 

Minlz.lxlf 

You are currently subscribed to alTdatiim as: regester(a)email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 32923416 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32923416-32361607.26892fl’ebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25,@]istserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 10:25 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,ema~l.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Jet Magazine / October 1966-October1969 
Loan Author: 
TN:     1925717 

The item that you requested has alTived 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Libraly. 

THE DL~ DATE IS 4/19/’2013 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? Yes 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It*; S/SPECIAL INS ~f~[~ 17,.12 T[ONS: 
4 MICROt;IJ_.M REELS 

RENI~WAL S MAY B E REQUESTED V~ THE ON~.INE RE@JEST S YSTEM. 
Logon to your accost, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" option and lk~llow the instructions. 

ILB Stuff 

Inter[ibra~, Bo~owing 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:02 PM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Exploring the Human BraJ~More Big Ideas’. Lecture series begins April 11 

What’s the Big idea? E×ploring the Human grain--More Big ideas! 

Seats are still available for the Friday Center’s popular What’s the Big Idea? lecture series. Many attendees requested a follow-up to last spring’s series on the 

topic of the human brain. So this spring, the Friday Center will offer four new presenters sharing their work in areas of brain research not covered in the 2012 

lectures. 

* April 11: Stroke 101, David Huang, 7-9 pm 

* April 25: Dance for Parkinson’s... Exploring the Brain’s Movement Potential, Glenna Batson, 7-9 pm 

* May 2: Brain Development in Infancy and Childhood: Genes, Gender, and Risk for Mental lllness, Rebecca Knickmeyer, 7-9 pm 

o May 9: Autism across the Lifespan: A Forty-Year Perspective from the UNC TEACCH Autism Program, Laura Grofer Klinger, 7-9 pm 

Admission is free for students. Each lecture is ~;10, or you can attend the entire four-lecture series for ~;30. All programs are held at UNC-Chapel Hill’s Friday Center 

for Continuing Education. 

Students should pre-register by email or phone: conradj@email.unc.edu or call 800-845-8640. Registration information for the general public is available at the 

What~sthe Big !dea Webpage. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

enrichment as: r__e)g__e_~_e_gl_’_a_i_l_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d_t_t. To unsubscribe send a blank ema~l to !.e..~.~.y..e..-..~.2...9~2~4~2..2.4..-~4~..7-8..~.6~2...5..~.b.~..7~7-4..[2~..2.4~5..~.‘.3..c~b~b..~.~.~.b1~.~:a~.~).~@.!~2u~.~.~.u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32924657-62491318@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 1:01 PM 

a2[iican- ~d- 8212o - a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul ,ty <article- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- and- ~l’ro - ~nerican- studies- faculty] Emergency Gathering of F acnl~ Tomorrow 

Dear colleagues: 
We’re asking everyone in ~he academic community who is concerned abou~ ~he new legislature’s actions to attend ~his Ibrtml and stk~nd with us. The press will covering ~he 
event, so the turnout be read as an ~nd~cator of how widespread the concern is~ 

Please come ~f you agree on the danger we’re fa@~g~ ro ensure that we have a ~arge enough space, please RSVP asap if you haven& already on this pacje of SPNC’s webs~te: 

h~p://s~tes.duke‘edu/spnc/2~I3/~3/~/save..~ur..state..sch~ars..speak..~ut.~n.n~i¢h..car~]inas..ne~.directi~n/ 
Lastly, ~f you believe, as we de, ~hat the danger ~s g~eat~ PLEASE PERSONALLY INV~ 5-~0 peeNe you know who might not otherwise have heard about the event, We need as 
large a group as possible ~ send a message that w~H echo m Raleigh a~d promo~ more organizing around the state. 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JOIN US FOR AN ENERGI NCY FORUN 

Scholars from acro~ the Triangle are joining together in this unprecedented forum to reach out to the public with information about how current 
policy propo~ls will damage Noah Carolina for decades to come. ~ws already pas~d and in the works will impede economic recovew, 
restrictdemocracy, stifle critical though~ and undercut a centuw of reforms to promote oppo~uniW, widely shared prosperiW~ and the common qood. 
This radical U-turn in policy demands public scrutiny and discu~ion, which the forum aims to encourage. 

Thursdag, Narch 28~ 20~3 at 
Noderator: Dr. Ja¢quely~ Do~d Hall, ]ul~a Cher~ Spruill Professor of Histo~, UNC Chapel Hill 
Panelists: 
W~iliam Hodd~g Ca~er III, UniversiW Professor of Leadership ~ Public Policy, Univers~W of Noah Carolina at 
Chapel 
Dr, Katherine Charred, Associate Professor of H~sto~, Noah Carolina State Univers@ 
Dr. WiNe 3e~BiBgS, Associate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke D~v~ni~ School 
Dr. Robe~ Korstad, KevhR D. Goiter Professor of Public Policy and Histo~’, Duke Univers~ 
Dr. David Jolly, Assodate Professor and Chair, Public Health Education, Noah Carolina Central Univers~W 
Dr. Helen Ladd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Professor of Public Policy and Economics, Duke University 
Br. Nancy Na¢Lea~, Will,am H. Chafe Professor of Histo~ and Public Policy, Duke Unh~ersi~ 
Dr. G~ther Peck, Fred W. Shaffer Associate Professor of Histo~ and Public Policy, Duke University 
****** Panelists will speak for 5 m~nutes each, take questions from the press, and then open the floor to 
discussion 
Sa~ford Schoo~ of Pub~c Po~cy, Room O4 
The ~mff~rd Sc~o~ is o~ Duke’s West Can~s, at the corner of T~werv~e~ R~d a~d Science Dr~ve, FRE~ PAR~ING IN SANFORD LOT 
ON SCieNCE 

h~p: / I sites.duke.edu l spnc / 
SPNCIS AN ORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE FROM INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION ACROSS THE STATE WHO ARE COMMITTED TO USING THE BEST AVAILABLE 
RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE TO FOSTER INFORMED CONVERSATIONS ABOUT NORTH CAROLINA~ HISTORY AND CURRENT PUBLIC POLICY CHALLENGES. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

africa~-and-afa~-american-studies-faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:regesle@email.unc.edu">regesle@email.unc.edu~Va-*. 



The Carolh a 
Women’s Center 

Our mission is to create an 
inclusive education and work 

environment where gender is not a 

barrier to success, difference and 
diversity are celebrated, and 

everyone is safe to live, learn, 

teach, and work without threat of 
harm or unequal treatment. 

Stay Connected 
Learn more about the CWC at 

htt:p: / /womenscen ter.unc.edu, 
where you can subscribe to our weekly 
listserv and view our online calendar. 

Support Our Work 
If you believe in the CWC’s vision of a 
more diverse, inclusive, and equitable 
Carolina and value high-quality co- 
curricular programming on gender- 
related issues, consider a gift in 
support of our work! Learn more or 
make an online donation at: 
http://wom enscenter.unc.edu!gifts- 
giving. 

April 2013 Event Calendar 

Sexual Assault Awareness Month (SAAM) 
kicks off on Monday, April 1st with The Clothesline Project at 

UNC. This is a display that will be up in Polk Place from April 1-3 and 

consists of clotheslines strung across the quad with t-shirts designed by 

survivors of sexual violence used to help raise awareness about sexual 

violence and show support for survivors. SAAM 2013 will also feature 

a number of events throughout 

April, including 

- "I’m a Survivor" benefit 
concert for the OCRCC 

- Film Screenings 

- Human Trafficking 

Awareness Week 
.......................................................... ~~.x.,~ ................................................................... 

- Various workshops and trainings 

We can all make a difference when it comes to preventing sexual 

violence and creating a supportive community-- please join us! Also, 

consider becoming Haven, One AcL and/or Safe Zone trained! See the 

entire SAAM event schedule at http://saam.web.unc.edu/ZO13- 

saam-event-schedule/and join the Facebook event! 

4/4: Gender Equity in the Workplace 

229 Hanes Hall, time TBD 
Are you worried about your gender affecting your employment in the 

future? loin the Carolina Women’s Center and Carolina’s Career Center 
for a presentation on gender equity in the workplace. We will bring 

light to gender issues faced during interviews, negotiating raises, and 

the glass ceiling. Ann Penn of UNC’s Equal Opportunity Office will be 

the guest speaker, and additional women professionals will be in 

attendance to share their personal experiences and answer 

questions. See attached flyer. 

Sponsored by Carolina Career Services with the Carolina Women’s Center 

4/29: Elder Care Resources workshop 
12:15-1:15 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
loin the Carolina Women’s Center for a brown-bag seminar on elder 

care resources in general as well as specific to Orange County. Pam 

Tillett, a representative from the Orange County Department on Aging, 

will lead a presentation and discussion. Be on the lookout for more of 

the CWC’s work/life balance workshops! Bring your lunch. 

Registration at http:/!www~surveymonkey~com!s!HNCWNKF is 

appreciated! 

Sponsored by the Carolina Women’s Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORN~kTIONAL: Network Outage 03-27-2013 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing you to shed some light on the network outage that occurred 
today At 1 : 10PM the campus experienced a set of network interruptions 
that aft?cted a number of services on campus including Voice over IP 
(VoIP). The interruptions were brought on by a hardware failure on a 
campus core router We replaced the offending module and restored 
services approximately 30 minutes later. VoIP services were do~vn during 
the event, but this outage was strictly the result of network issues. 

We have submitted the outage information to Cisco and will work with 
them to understand the conditions leading to the failure. 

Best Regards, 

Start Waddell, CISSP, CiCISO, PMP, ABD 

Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor for IT Infrastructure and CTO 

wk 919-843-5684 

ITS Manning Suite 5707 

211 Manning Dr ((2[3 3420) 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Remember, UNC-CH will not ask you to reveal your account password via 
the phone or emaih If you receive an email or phone request for that 
irfformation, the request is a phishing attempt. 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Up&ite Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

childhear@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Child Paxticipaaats Needed for Hearing Study 

The Human AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting 
children between 5-13 years old to help us learn more about how children 
hear in noisy environments. 

During the testing, your child will sit in a sound-treated room and will 
listen to sounds presented over a speaker. Your child ~vill be asked to 
indicate when the?- hear sounds by touching a picture on a touch-screen 
monitor or by repeating back words. The sounds we use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratory is required Each visit lasts about 
one hour You will receive $15 per visit and ~ve will give you parking 
passes if you drive to the lab 

Ifyuu are interested please email childhear@med.unc.edu. 

The principal investigatur ~2~r this study is Luri Leibold, PhD, 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 

This research study has been approved by the University ufNurth 
Carulina at 
Chapel Hill’s Biumedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 06-0840. ’]’he 
title ~2~r this IRB research study is "Listening in Nuise for Children 
and Adults". The most recent appruved IRB modification date is 1/17/2013 

This email is sponsured by: Allied Health Sciences 

This email is spunsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~KTIONAL: UNC Research Opportunity 

The D~,~’C Department of Psychiatry is conducting a research study to find 
out more about mental illness If you have had any of the following 
symptoms in the past few months, are between 12-35 years old, are 
willing to participate in a randomized clinical trial receiving either 
Omega III supplement or placebo, and have not been diagnosed with 
bipolar illness or psychosis, you may be eligible to participate in a 
stud?- in the tS-ime Research Program. You may be eligible to receive licee 
stud?’ related medical evaluations and monetary compensation. 

* Have you noticed frequent and confusing coincidences? 
* Are you worried that others are talking about you or laughing at you? 
* Do you think that others are tly’ing to hurt you? 
* Do you have trouble thinking or concentrating? 
* Would you rather be alone than with friends? 
* Sometimes when you hear something do you mistake it for something it’s 
not? ttow about something you smell or see? 

Do you have a family member with a pwchotic illness such as 
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and are having recent troubles 
with school, work, or friends? 

Visit us at our website www.PRIME.unc.edu and click on ’Simple Survey’ 

The Pr~j ect is funded by the National Institute of Mental ttealth 

08-1448 

November 12, 2009 
Cowanittee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects 
The BioMedical IRB 
University of North Carolina 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:05 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32929833-62527856@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:57 PM 

a2[iican- and- a2[?o - an~erican- studies- thculty <al~ican- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- and- al’ro - american- studies- facultyl [all-college- faculty] UNC College Ca2lendar: April Diversions 

Ready for a break from tests and taxes? Check out the delightful distractions on our April calendar. 

April :I-4: Celebrate David Amram, a festival honoring the legendary musician, composer, conductor and storyteller who has collaborated with Thelonious Monk, 

Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Jack Kerouac, and more. Free and ticketed events. 9:19.923.:1270. http://iah.unc.edu/events/calendar/20:13/davidarnrarn 

April 2: Parr Center panel discussion: Is Healthcare a Human Right? :12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:i!parrcenter.unc.edu 

April 2: Chasing Ice, a film on the Earth’s changing climate by National Geographic photographer James Balog. Free. Registration required. Discussion after the film 

with director Jeff Orlowski and UNC geologist Jose Rial. 5:30 pm, Mandela Auditorium. FedEx Global Education Center. -h--t--t-p-.:-~-~-~--:-u---n---c-:--e---d-.u--~---C--h---a---s-!--n-1g!-c---e-- 

April 3-2:1: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents Cabaret. Ticket info and special events: http:!iplaymakersrep.org 

April 4: Dooman River, a film by Zhang Lu, which highlights the friendship and tensions between two boys, an ethnic Korean and a North Korean defector. Q&A 

with filmmaker Lu to follow. 7 pm, Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. 9:19.843.0:129. http:i!www.carolinaasiacenter.unc.edu 

April 4: Music on the Porch: Our State, Carolina Songs Showcase. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Forum, Franklin Street. http:/icsas.unc.edu 

April 5-2:1: ACTIVATED ART at The Ackland: Five original plays that offer innovative ways to experience visual art, in the galleries that inspired them. Works by UNC 

faculty Dana Coen and Marianne Gingher and others. Tickets: ~;:10 at The Ackland Museum Store on Franklin Street or at 9:19.962.02:16. httP;i/www.ackland.org 

April 5: UNC music professor Annegret Fauser will discuss Music in the U.S. During World War II, research based on her new book. 4 pro, Hyde Hall Incubator Room. 

http:iigwc.web.unc.edu 

April 5: Works by UNC composers Allen Anderson, Stephen Anderson, Stefan Litwin and Lee Weisert. 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. Tickets: ~:15 general admission;5:10 

UNC students, faculty, staff. 9:19.962.:1039.._h__t__t_p__~L’_/___n_!_u___s_!__c_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. 

April 6: ConvergeNC: A festival of free Southern music with bands Mipso, Some Army, Hiss Golden Messenger, Turchi and more. Food trucks offering BBQand other 

snacks. 3:30 pm, Bell Tower Amphitheater behind the Stone Center and Genome Sciences Building on South Road. http:!/convergeNCfest.com 

April 7: UNC Wind Ensemble and U NC Symphony Band. 3 pro, Memorial Hall. ~;:15 general admission; ~;:10 UNC students, faculty, staff. 9:19.843.3333. 

http://rnusic.unc.edu 

April 8 and 10: New faculty microtalks, where 2:1 faculty members in their first and second years at UNC will give brief, informal talks on their work in the 

humanities, arts or social sciences. 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm each day. Hyde Hall University Room. _h___t_t_p_jJ__/_!__a___h_:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_. 

April 9: Parr Center Lecture series. Art Pope: The University and the Community. :12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. !~ttp;!iparrcenter.unc.edu. 

April 9: Dianne Kirby of the University of Ulster in the United Kingdom discusses Religion and the Cold War. 4 pm, Hamilton Hall 569. k.larres@unc.edu 

April 9: J UNC alum ay Leutze discusses his book Stand Up That Mountain: The Battle to Save One Small Community in the Wilderness Along the Appalachian Trail. 

5:30 pm, Tate-Turner-Kuralt Auditorium. http:i/www.ie.unc.edui 

April 9: Water in our World lecture by artist Buster Simpson, who has been involved for more than 40 years with water conservation. Hanes Art Center. 6 pm. 

April :1:1: American studies professor Philip Gura reads from his new book Truth’s Ragged Edge: The Rise of the American Novel, 3:30 pro. Bulls Head Bookstore. 

http:!iwww.facebook.com/bullsheadbookshop 

April :1:1: Roberta Orsi Landini discusses The Clothes, The Palace, The Court: Images of Power in :16th Century Florence. 5:30 pm, Hanes Art Center, room :12:1. 

April :12-:13: Triangle East Asia Colloquium, featuring faculty from UNC, Duke and NC State. Ackland Art Museum. http:!!www.ackland.org 

April :13: Holocaust Histories: New Directions in Scholarship and Teaching, the UNman Family Seminar with UNC historian Christopher Browning. 9::15 a.m. to 4:30 

pm. Cost and registration: http:iihumanities.unc.edu 

April :14: One-man show: Yosi Rakover Speaks to G-d, with David Mandelbaum of the New Yiddish Rep theater company. 3 pro, followed by a reception to celebrate 

the :10th anniversary of the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies. Friday Center for Continuing Education. ~pl//~nc:~clu/ccjs 

April :14: German Enemy Aliens in the Land of the Sky: World War I German Internment Camp in Hot Springs, NC. Featuring a documentary film by Appalachian State 

professor Kevin Kennedy and a reading from novelist Terry Roberts. 4 pm http:iiwww.unc.eduincgs 

April :15: Celebration of Undergraduate Research, presentations by student researchers. :1 pro. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. h[tp:iigo.unc.eduiWk83M 

April :16: Parr Center lecture series: Jamie Bartram: Water in our World. :12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. _h___t__t_p__:_/_i_p__a___r__r__c___e__n___t__e___r:__u___n__£:__e___d__u__ 

April :17-:19: Nobel laureate Jean Marie Le Cl~zio, the prolific French author, will discuss Interculturality in the Arts at a series of events at Duke and UNC. Schedule 

and details: http:i!interculturalityandarts.wordpress.com 

April 18: Author Josipa Roksa discusses her book Academically Adrift, 3 pm, Kresge Foundation Common Room, Graham Memorial. http:!!iah.unc.edu 

April 21: Andrew Kahrl of Marquette University discusses The Sunbelt’s Sandy Foundation: Coastal Development and the Making of the Modern South for the 

Hutchins Lecture. 4:30 pm, Hyde Hall. http://csas.unc.edui 

April 22: The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Beginnings of Biblical Interpretation, a lecture by James Kugel, Bar-Ilan University. 7:30 pm, Friday Center for Continuing 

Education. http:J/unc.eduiccjs 

April 23: Parr Center lecture series: Niklaus Steiner: What Kind of World Do We Want to Live In? :12:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:!/parrcenter.unc.edu 

April 23: UNC Symphony Orchestra performs Brahms Symphony No. 3 and Shostakovich Symphony No. 9.7:30 pro, Memorial Hall. ~;:15 general admission;5:10 UNC 

students, faculty, staff). 9:19.843.3333. http:i!music.unc.edu 

April 24-28: PlayMakers’ PRC2 series presents "Spring Training," a meditation on Stravinsky’s "The Rite of Spring" by spoken word ensemble UNIVERSES. Tickets and 

in fo: ._h_t_t_12_:~p_!_a__y__n)__a__l_£e__Es_r_e_£_:9__r_~I 

April 25: Music on the Porch: Ben Wiley Payton and Logie Meachum. 5:30 pro, Love House and Hutchins Forum, Franklin Street. http:/!csas.anc.edu 

April 28: North Carolina Jazz Repertory Orchestra presents Blues and the Abstract Truth and Big Band Monk. 3 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. 9:19.962.:1039. 

http:iimusic.unc.edu 

April 28: UNC Baroque Ensemble performs Baroque in English: Music by Purcell, Handel and others. 7:30 pm, Person Recital Hall. 9:19.962.:1039. 

ONGOING 

Through April :14: Your Turn to Burn, solo exhibitions by UNC Master of Fine Arts students. AIIcott Gallery, Hanes Art Center. 

http:iiart.unc.edu/News Events/Events/CCM3 03943:1 

MORE WAYS TO CONNECT: U 
NC Events Calendar: _h___t_t_B2/_i___e__v___e___n__t__s_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u- 

W 
e b: ._h_t_t_p_~J_/_c__9_J_L_e_g_e_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u- 

Magazine: http:iimagazine.college.unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p:!/www.facebook.com!U N C.College 



Twitter: http:/itwitter,comiunccollege 
YouTube: ~-h--t--t-~--~/-/----w-~--w-~--w-~/~-~-~-u---t~-u-~-b---e--.~£-~----m--/-~-u---s~-e---r/-~-U--~-N-~-C---C---~-~[!~-e-g.-e-- 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: afiica~l- and- afro- american- sm dies- ihcull-~)listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 

</ul:~ 

africa~-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: <a hre~"mail’to:reges"te@email.unc.edu">reges"te@email.unc.edu-5"a-~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIKMATIONAL: Study for healthy women 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research 
studies. Several opportunities are available that oiler monetaW 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~D 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 

The ultimate goal of this research is to better understand the factors 
that allow implantation to occur so that we may improve clinical 
outcomes of fertility patients. If you are interested, please feel free 
to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproductive@gmail.com This stud?, takes 7-8 we&s to complete, with 
a total of around 10 visits to our clinic 

Biomedical IRB study #08 - 1967, approved 05/01/20 ] 2. 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlk~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 8:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: BRIDGES--Academic Leadership for Women 

BRIDGES--Academic Leadership for Women is accepting applications for the 
program. The application deadline is 

If you would like to speak with someone about BRIDGES, please contact 

~email.unc.edu. 

For more information about BRIDGES or to apply, visit our Web site: 
http :i/I¥id avcenter.unc edu/bridges 

This email is sponsored by: Friday Center for Continuing Education 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 8:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Free Admission for Students: Big Idea Series 

Students will receive free admission to this special edition of the 
"What’s the Big Idea?" lecture series that explores the complexity and 
capabilities of the human brain Lectures ~vill be held from 7 to 9 pm at 
the Friday Center. Students should preregister by calling 919-962-2643 
or e-mailing cunrac~i@email.uaac.edu Please plan to present a student I.D 
upon admission 

Series Schedule: 

April 11: David Huang, director of the UNC Healthcare Comprehensive 
Stroke Center, will examine stroke types, how the?- happen, treatments 
available, and what doctors and patients can do to prevent future 
strokes. 

April 25: Glenna Batson, a researcher with the Translational Science 
(;enter at Wake Forest University, will discuss the efficacy of &race 
promoting functional and cognitive improvements and the impact of dance 
as therapy for people with Parkinson’s disease. 

May 2: Rebecca Knickmeyer nfthe Carolina Institute for Developmental 
Disabilities will explore the rapid maturation of cognitive and motor 
skills in the first two years of life, what neuroimaging has revealed 
about the structural brain changes during this period of development, 
and factors that impact brain development and risk for mental illness. 

May 9: Laura Grofer Klmger, executive director nfthe ’I~;ACCH Autism 
Program, will discuss the changing nature of autism across the [ifespan 
of TEACCH and across the developmental lifespan as well as the growing 
need for services and cotranunity support that is paralleling the 
increased rate of diagnosis 

For more information, visit http ://[~rida ,vcenter unc.edu/pdep/wbi. 

This email is sponsored by: Friday Center ~2~r Continuing Education 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/&w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infurmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ocdtreatment@unc.edu 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVC~kTIONAL: OCD Treatment Stud~v 

Are you ar~xious about germs, mistakes, harm, numbers, or uaapleasant 
obsessive thoughts? Do you have problems with compulsive checking, 
washing, asking for reassurance, or repeating rituals? 

If have been experiencing any of these problems for the past year and 
are 18 years of age or older, you might be eligible to participate in a 
research study on therapy for Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). We 
are testing the effectiveness of a psychological intelwention for OCD. 
The treatment that we are testing is offered at no cost through a 
research study being conducted by the UNC-Chapel Hill OCD/Ar~xiety 
Disorders Clinic The study will include 16 sessions of 
cognitive-behavioral therapy and will not require you to go on any 
medication, or change any existing medication 

For more information, please contact the study coordinator, 
at: 

’]7he UNC 2mxiety and Stress I)isorders Clinic 
Chapel Hill, NC 

ocdtreatment@unc.edu 
All emails are confidential 

Non-Biomedical IRB# 11-1544 "Psychosocial Treatment of OCD" 

Approval date: August 29, 2012 

Expiration Date: August 28, 2013 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32933626-62564248@listser~’.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:12 PM 

a~iican- a~d- a~- americaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~ican- a~nd-al’ro-american- s~mdies- faculty] Video of Yesterday’s Forum by Scholars for a Progressive North Cmolina 

Dear All: 
I am sending a link to the video of yesterday’s forum. There was a standing-room only crowd and the event was covered in the local media. 
http://sa nford.capture.d u ke.ed u/Pa nopto/Pages/Viewer/Defa ult.aspx?id = :149d3f6:l-373e-4446-gf64-ad6cgba998d3 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 929-962-8225 
Fax: 9:t9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

atiican- a~d- ath~- american- studies- thcul~ aa: <a href "maJlto: rege ste@ema~l.unc .edu">regeste@ema~l.unc.edu~a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Robbe~ Reporied near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT C~x~ROL1NA: Robbery Reported near Campus 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating the belated report of a strong-arm robbe~’ which occurred around 3:30 a.m. Sund ay, March 31, in a parking lot near off West Rosemary Street near South 
Columbia Street. The victim, who was not affiliated with UNC, was approached by two black males ~vho shoved him against a car and demanded his watch and cash The suspects then fled 
the scene on foot heading ~vest No weapons ~vere reportedly seen 
The t~vo suspects were described as around six feet tall with average builds; one was wearing a doo-rag 

Chapel Hill Police reported Monday morning that they are asking anyone with infolrnation about this incident, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro-U2x,-C CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at ~v,a~v.crimestoppers- 
chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (aleltcarolina.uaac edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 911 in,mediately to report any and all suspicious activity on 
campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~ through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu&o/doci1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnum~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public S~fe~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce-32939598-62665237@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:23 PM 

a~iican- and- a~?o- american- studies- thcul .ty <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu>; ssMgrs@listserv.unc.edu; faHumMgrs@listserv.unc.edu 

[aYrlcan- and-afro-american- studies- faculb~] [social- sciences-thculty] I~W: Call for Applications - Southern Oral History Program Director 

SOHPjob description - final.docx 

The attach~-_~d message is being sent on behalf of Pro[essor James Leloudis, Chair of ~:he Search O:~mmil:tee for this pos~tkm, to a~ faculty ~n the humanities and 
social sciences, with an kfformat~on copy to respective sdm~nisLrat~ve managers. 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

social - scie nc e s- facnlb~ as: <a href "mailto: arid can - and- afro - american - studie s- facul~@li slserv, unc.edu">afii can - and- a£ro - american- studie s- 

facnl~@lislserv.unc.edu%’a~. <ul~ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

atiican- and- ath~- american- studies- thcul~ as: <a bref "maJlto: rege ste@emaJl.unc .edu">regeste@emaJl.unc.eduWa>. 



Call for Applications 

Director, Southern 0ral History Program 

Center for the Study of the American South 

The Center for the Study of the American South, within the College of Arts and Sciences, seeks 
to appoint a new director of the Southern Oral History Program, effective July 1, 2013. Tenured 
associate and full professors are invited to apply. 

Founded in 1973, the Southern Oral History Program is one of the most distinguished programs 
of its kind in the nation. Its students and faculty have built a collection of more than 5,000 
inte~’iews with men and women from all walks of life--from mill workers to civil rights leaders 
to future presidents of the United States. The SOHP also has been a leader in the innovative use 
of digital technologies to make those materials available to scholars and lay audiences 
worldwide. Over the years, SOHP projects on industrialization, civil rights, the women’s 
movement, and regional politics have redefined scholarship in those fields, and have secured 
maj or financial backing from foundations, government agencies, and private donors. Today, the 
program’s alumni occupy leadership positions in universities and colleges, museums, and 
scholarly organizations nationwide. 

The director’s responsibilities include intellectual leadership in developing research initiatives 
that open new lines of scholarly inquiry; supervision and mentoring of professional staff, 
graduate research fellows, and undergraduate interns; collaboration with academic departments 
and curricula to promote training in oral history methodology at the undergraduate and graduate 
levels; engagement with external constituencies through projects that connect oral history 
research to public life; fundraising to support research and outreach activities; budget 
management; and collaboration with campus partners--the University Library, the Southern 
Historical Collection, the University of North Carolina Press, the Carolina Digital Humanities 
Initiative, and others--to build an expanding archive of oral history interviews and to develop 
new technologies that improve access to those materials for end-users. The Southern Oral 
History Program is housed in the Center for the Study of the American South, contributes to the 
Center’s primary mission of studying the South in all its diversities, and participates in other 
Center initiatives where appropriate. 

Candidates should have a strong record of historical scholarship that utilizes oral sources; a 
demonstrated ability to develop programs that engage non-academic audiences, address 
community needs, and advance the university’s mission of public service; and the interpersonal 
skills required for successful work with campus partners, external constituencies, and private and 
foundation donors. 

Candidates should submit a c.v. together with a letter that details their interest in the directorship 
of the SOHP and qualifications for the position. Letters should be addressed to James Leloudis, 
Professor of History and chair the search committee. The committee’s preference is to have 
materials submitted electronically to Dana Di Maio, Administrative Manager and Events 
Coordinator at the Center for the Study of the American South: ddimaio@email.unc.edu. The 
deadline is April 19 at 5:00 p.m. Please direct questions about the position to James Leloudis at 
843-7754 or leloudis@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 1:34 PM 

Class <al?am276springl 3@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[afam276spring13] FW: regiS_ration for Fall 2013 courses 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [krjanken@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] registration for Fall 2013 courses 

Deax Colleagues, 

Please remind students in your class "that the subject code for our courses tbr the Fall 2013 semester will be AAAD aJ~d not AFRI or AFAM. (Language courses retain 

their subject codes.) This is importa~t I’ve heard t?om some students that they cannot find our depar~anent courts in the online regislration process. 

Kenneth 

Kelmeth R. Ja~nken 

Professor of Afro-Americm~ Studies 

Dep~:rtment of Afiican and Afio-Americmi Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universib~ ofNoNa C~olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 
Click on a link lbr intbnnation about my publications: 

http:/, uncpress.unc .edu/books/T- 8059.html 

!~t_!m:{_U~:~__d__r:~:_e_~=~=_e__d_3~__b___?~?_l_~_&0__!_~_7___S___0_ 

You m’e currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~:e_g__e_~_t__e__r_(_a2__e__Lr_~j_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:__e__c~_~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edw~u?id=3236~6~7~26892ffebebb25~4dbed~42d~c3de25&n=T&~=af~at:am&~=32938626 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32938626-32361607.268921t’ebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25(?~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to ali~m276 spfingl3 as: regester,,kbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http://~ists.mac~edu~’u?id=6~43~68~.6ca2c3c~94~56ea8~d636~531bAI3c5&n=T&~=~al‘am276 spring13&o=32940265 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32940265-60,430680.6ca2c3c09,41056ea81d636153 lb,4tSc5(a~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 1:34 PM 

class <alhm05 l@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[afam051] FW: registration for Fall 2013 courses 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [krjanken@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] registration for Fall 2013 courses 

Deax Colleagues, 

Please remind students in your class "that the subject code for our courses tbr the Fall 2013 semester will be AAAD aJ~d not AFRI or AFAM. (Language courses retain 

their subject codes.) This is importa~t I’ve heard t?om some students that they cannot find our depar~anent courts in tbe online regislration process. 

Kenneth 

Kelmeth R. Ja~nken 

Professor of Afro-Americm~ Studies 

Dep~:rtment of Afiican and Afio-Americmi Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universib~ ofNoNa C~olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 
Click on a link lbr intbnnation about my publications: 

http:/, uncpress.unc .edu/books/T- 8059.html 

You me currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~:e_g__e_~_t__e__r_(_a2__e__Lr_~j_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:__e__c~_~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edw~u?id=3236~6~7~26892ffebebb25~4dbed~42d~c3de25&n=T&~=af~at:am&~=32938626 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32938626-32361607.268921t’ebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25(?~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afam051 as: regester, kbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.mac.edu,’u?id=603,43625.~977e4Uda,4e828ea9c52426671881 d&n=T&l=atiam051&o=329,40269 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32940,~6%603436z5.~977e l.f7da l.e8z8eagc524,~6b71881 d(a~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32940547-62665237@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:10 PM 

a~iican- a~d- a~- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~ican- a~nd-al’ro-aanerican- s~mdies- facul .tyI [all-college-facul~] FW: CORRECTION/UNC College Calendar: April Diversions 

Due to a typographical error, we published the incorrect date for the Hutchins Lecture with Andrew Kahrl. The correct date is April :12~, not April 21. Correct 

information appears be~ow~ We apologize for the error and the inconvenience. 

Ready for a break from tests and taxes? Check out the delightful distractions on our April calendar. 

April ~-4: Celebrate David Amram, a festival honoring the legendary musician, composer, conductor and storyteller who has collaborated with Thelonious Monk, 

Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Jack Kerouac, and more. Free and ticketed events. 9~9.923.~270..~£j~Z~#_~_:A~9:_#_~_~Z_~g_#_Q~#Z_£~J_#_£_~#_[Z~_}Z_~#_g]_#_~_~_[~_~. 

April 2: Parr Center panel discussion: Is Healthcare a Human Right? ~2:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:!!parrcenter.unc.edu 

April 2: Chasing Ice, a film on the Earth’s changing climate by National Geographic photographer James Balog. Free. Registration required. Discussion after the film 

with director Jeff Orlowski and UNC geologist Jose Rial. 5:30 pm, Mandela Auditorium. FedEx Global Education Center. http:iigo.unc.edu/Chas[ng[ce 

April 3-2~: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents Cabaret. Ticket info and special events: http:i!playrnakersrep.org 

April 4: Dooman River, a film by Zhang Lu, which highlights the friendship and tensions between two boys, an ethnic Korean and a North Korean defector. Q&A 

with filmmaker Lu to follow. 7 pm, Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. 9~9.843.0~29. b~£j//www.carol[naasiacenter.unc.edu 

April 4: Music on the Porch: Our State, Carolina Songs Showcase. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Forum, Franklin Street. http:!icsas.unc.edu 

April 5-2~: A~IVATED ART at The Ackland: Five original plays that offer innovative ways to experience visual art, in the galleries that inspired them. Works by UNC 

faculty Dana Coen and Marianne Gingher and others. Tickets: ~0 at The Ackland Museum Store on Franklin Street or at 9~9.962.02~6. http:!/www.ack[and.org 

April 5: UNC music professor Annegret Fauser will discuss Music in the U.S. During World War II, research based on her new book. 4 pm, Hyde Hall Incubator Room. 

April S: Works b7 UNC composers Alien Anderson, Stephen Anderson, Ste~an Litwin and Lee Weisert. 8 pro, Hill Hall Auditorium. Tickets: 5~S general admission;5lO 
UNC students, ~acult7, staff. 9~9.962.1039. http:!/music.unc.edu 
A~ril 6: ConvergeNC: A ~estival of free Southern music with bands Mi~so, Some Arm7, Hiss Golden Messenger, Turchi and more. Food trucks offering BBQ and other 
snacks. 3:30 pro, Bell Tower Amphitheater behind the Stone Center and Genome Sciences Building on South ~oad. htt~:~cop~rg~Cfe~:~Rm 
April 7: UNC Wind Ensemble and U NC Sgm~hon7 Band. 3 ~m, Memorial Hail. ~5 general admission; ~IO UNC students, ~acult7, staff. 9~9.843.3333. 
http~/music.unc.edu 

April 8 and lO: New faculty microtalks, where 2~ faculty members in their first and second years at UNC will give brief, informal talks on their work in the 

humanities, arts or social sciences. 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm each day. Hyde Hall University Room. http:iiiah.unc.edu 

April 9: Parr Center Lecture series. Art Pope: The University and the Community. ~2:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:i!parrcenter.unc.edu. 

April 9: Dianne Kirby of the UNvers[ty of Ulster in the UNted Kingdom discusses Religion and the Cold War. 4 pm, Hamilton Hall 569. ~:]~£.[~f!~p_~_~.~.O~ 

April 9: J UNC alum ay Leutze discusses his book Stand Up That Mountain: The Battle to Save One Small CommuNty in the Wilderness Along the Appalachian Trail. 

5:30 pm, Tate-Turner-Kuralt Auditorium. http:!!www.imunc.edui 

April 9: Water in our World lecture by artist Buster Simpson, who has been involved for more than 40 years with water conservation. Hanes Art Center. 6 pm. 

http:iiart.unc.edu 

ApMI ~: American studies professor Philip Gura reads from his new book Truth’s Ragged Edge: The Rise of the American Novel, 3:30 pm. Bulls Head Bookstore. 

April ~1: Roberta Ors[ Landini discusses The Clothes, The Palace, The Court: Images of Power in ~6th Century Florence. 5:30 pm, Hanes Art Center, room ~2~. 

April ~2-~3: Triangle East Asia Colloquium, featuring faculty from UNC, Duke and NC State. Ackland Art Museum..~j~_:~_9_~[~_p_~_:R[~ 

April ~3: Holocaust Histories: New Directions in Scholarship and Teaching, the UNman Family Seminar with UNC historian Christopher Browning. 9:15 a.m. to 4:30 

pm. Cost and registration: http:i!humanit[es.unc.edu 

April ~4: One-man show: Yos[ Rakover Speaks to G-d, with David Mandelbaum of the New Yiddish Rep theater company. 3 pm, followed by a reception to celebrate 

the ~0th anniversary of the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies. Friday Center for Continuing Education..~R]Z~9_P_~:3~[~_~ 

April ~4: German Enemy Aliens in the Land of the Sky: World War I German Internment Camp in Hot Springs, NC. Featuring a documentary film by Appalachian State 

professor Kevin Kennedy and a reading from novelist Terry Roberts. 4 pm http:i!www.unc.eduincgs 

April ~5: Celebration of Undergraduate Research, presentations by student researchers. ~ pm. Frank Porter Graham Student Union. h[tp:iigo.unc.eduiWk83M 

April 16: Parr Center lecture series: Jamie Bartram: Water in our World. ~2:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. http:iiparrcenter.unc.edu 

April ~7-~9: Nobel laureate Jean Marie Le Cl~z[o, the prolific French author, will discuss Interculturality in the Arts at a series of events at Duke and UNC. Schedule 

and details: ~D~//intercultura[it~andarts.wordpress.com 

April ~8: Author Josipa Roksa discusses her book Academically Adrift, 3 pm, Kresge Foundation Common Room, Graham Memorial. http:!![ah.unc.edu 

April 22: The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Beginnings of Biblical Interpretation, a lecture by James Kugel, Bar-Ilan University. 7:30 pm, Friday Center for Continuing 

Education. http:iiunc.edu!cc~s 

April 23: Parr Center lecture series: Niklaus Ste[ner: What Kind of World Do We Want to Live In? ~2:30 pm, Gardner Hall 08. ~B~[R~_[_[_~_D_~_~£:_~_~_~:~O_9. 

April 23: UNC Symphony Orchestra performs Brahms Symphony No. 3 and Shostakovich Symphony No. 9.7:30 pm, Memorial Hall. ~5 general adm[ss[on;~O UNC 

students, faculty, staff). 9~9.843.3333. http:!!music.unc.edu 

April 24-28: PlayMakers’ PRC2 series presents "Spring Training," a meditation on Stravinsky’s ’~he Rite of Spring" by spoken word ensemble UNIVERSES. Tickets and 

info: http:/iplaymakersrep.org 

April 25: Music on the Porch: Ben Wiley Payton and Log[e Meachum. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutch[ns Forum, Franklin Street. htt~/icsas.unc.edu 

April 28: North Carolina Jazz Repertory Orchestra presents Blues and the Abstract Truth and Big Band Monk. 3 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 9~9.962.~039. 

b~Dii!music.unc.edu 

April 28: UNC Baroque Ensemble performs Baroque in English: Music by Purcell, Handel and others. 7:30 pm, Person Recital Hall. 9~9.962.~039. 

http:iimus~c.unc.edu 

ONGOING 

Through April ~4: Your Turn to Burn, solo exhibitions by UNC Master of Fine Arts students. AIIcott Gallery, Hanes Art Center. 

MORE WAYS TO CONNE~: 

UNC Events Calendar: http:i!events.unc.edu 



Web: http:iicollege.unc.edu 

Magazine: -h---t--t-E[/-/-~-n-1-a-~g~-a--z-~-n-~-e--~-c---~-~]--e-K-e--.--u---q-c--~---e--d---u-. 
Facebook: 

.-h--t--~-£-.~~--/-AA--w---.-f-.-a-~-c---e--b---~---~--~5-:~-c---~---m--/----U-~-N-~--C--.~-C---~-]~[-e-~g--e- 

Twitter: http:!itwitter.comiunccNlege 

YouTube: http:/!www.youtube.com!user/U NCCollege 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

all-college- ~acul ty as: ati-icau- and- afro- american- studies- fac~fl~’(i~listserv,tmc,e&~. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

--~/ul> 

a£ricm~- aaad-~l’ro-~xnerican- s~mdies- facul~" as: <a href "~na~lto:~egeste@e~na~l.unc.edu">~egeste@e~na~l.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolifl/.unc.edu on behalf of 

rbegalle@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Ch~xlene B <regester@emuil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY - ACL INJURY 

Title: The Efi?cts of a Previous Internal Knee Derangement Injury on 
Lower Extremi~z Biomechanics during Fuaactional Tasks. 

The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a 
research stu@ to examine lower extremi~ movement patterns after 
sustaining an ACL injury, knee meniscus injury, or combined ACL/meniscus 
iNury In addition, healthy physically active individuals with no prior 
history of knee injury are needed for this research stu@ 

If you meet the criteria, you will participate in a single testing 
session that takes place in the Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 

You may be eligible for this research study, if you meet the following 
criteria: 

Previously InI ured Subjects: 
* Between the ages of 7-50 
* ttave surgical confirmation of either an 

1) Isolated ACL injury 
2) Isolated meniscus injury 
3) Combination ACL & meniscus iNury 

* L’nilateral (one side) surgery ~k~r this injury 
* Surgery was no longer than 10 years ago 
* tIave full medical clearance greater than 6 months ago 
* Cun-ently physically active 

1 ) 30 minutes physical activi~ / 5 times per week OR 150 total 
rains/week 
2) Partake in jogging/running as a regular form of exercise 

* ttave not experienced a musculoskeletal injury within the past 6 months 
that limited physical actlvi~ for more than 2 days 
*    ttave no known history of vestibular or balance disorders 

ttealthy Su~iects: 
* Between the ages of 7-50 years 
* No previous history nf knee injury, including surgery 
* Have not experienced a musculoskeletal injury within the past 6 months 
that limited physical activity for more than 2 days 
*    Have no known history of vestibular or balance disorders 

For additional information about this research study, please email 
* Rebecca Begalle at rbegalle@email.anc.edu 

Or call the Sports Medicine Research LaboratolN at 919-962-7187. 

Department of Exercise and Sports Science 
Biomedical h~stitutional Review Board 
Study # 11-1386 
Approved 11/15/2012 

This entail is sponsored by: Exercise and Sport Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" entail will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infornration". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Hunter Rawlings Panel to Convene April 19 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Umversity will convene a panel of distinguished leaders in higher 
education and athletics for the first time next month to consider the 
role of athletics in the life of Carolina This idea originated in a 
report produced last year by a Faculty Executive Con~mittee, and I ~vas 
pleased to accept that advice 

We previously announced that the panel chair would be Hunter Rawlings, 
president of the Association of American Universities, which represents 
62 leading research universities including Carolina A former nniversity 
president and successful student-athlete, Dr. Rawlings spoke here last 
fall about the future of research universities (See 
http:/itin,vurl.com/cc~umTk on YouTube) tie is a member of the 2,merican 
Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Joining him on the panel are: 

* James [)elan?’, longtime commissioner of the Big Ten Conference and a 
former NCAA enforcement ol![icer, tte holds bachelor’s and law degrees 
from Carolina, where he was a tri-captain on the men’s basketball team. 

* Bob Malekoff, associate professor and sport studies chair at Guilford 
College and a 12~rmer athletics director and head coach He has written 
about athletics and sports management at the collegiate and professional 
levels 

* Amy Perko, executive director of the Knight Cotmnission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics, and previously an NCAA employee and athletics 
administrator at the University of Kansas She earned academic honors as 
a Wake Forest student-athlete. 

* Patricia Titmnons-(ioodson, former associate justice of the N.C. Supreme 
Court who holds two UNC-Chapel Hill degrees and served on the N.C. Court 
of Appeals. She serves on Guilford College’s Board of Trustees. 

On Friday, April 19, I will address the panel, which will meet from 1 
p.m to 3 pm in the Carolina Inn, Hill Ballroom South. We’ve invited 
five other speakers as part of a roundtable discussion: Jay Bilas, ESPN 
broadcaster, attorney and a former Duke basketball player, as well as 
UNC colleagues Bubba Cunningham, director of athletics; Joy Rennet, 
Faculty Athletics Cormnittee Chair and clinical associate professor of 
allied health sciences; Jay Srr~ith, professor of history; and Richard 
Southall, associate professor of sport administration and director of 
the College Sport Research Institute. The campus conmxunity will also 
have an opportunity to share corcanents. 

I don’t expect this panel to solve in a short time what the Knight 
Coramission has been addressing for more than 20 years. But this is a 
good opportunity to engage in a conversation that could lead to new 
ideas for best practices moving forward. I xvill leave it up to Dr. 
Rawlings and the panelists to decide how to proceed xvith this xvork after 
the first meeting. 

The issues we face here are not unique to Carolina, and we hope other 
campuses around the nation will benefit in some way from the panel’s 
work. 

Sincerely-, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

diversi~@unc.edu 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Ammal UNC Diversi~" Awards 

Please join Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and Vice Provost TaIt~e 
Benson Clayton at a reception honoring the recipients of the almual 
University Diversity Awards. The reception will be held on Tuesday, 
April 16, at 3:00 p.m. in the Pleasants Family Assembly Room of Wilson 
Libraly. Provost Bruce Carney’ will speak on behalf of the Universi~. 

Join us in celebrating the contributions of these outstanding 
individuals who have shown a commitment to advancing diversity’ both on 
campus and in the community: 

* Undergraduate Student Award--Katie Savage, Undergraduate Junior, 
Psychology 

* Graduate/Professional Student Award--Arianna Timko, Master Student, 
Rehabilitation Counseling and Psychology Student 

* Student Organization A~wird--School of Social Work Black Student Caucus 

* Staff Award--Lisa Freeman, Assistant Director, Housing and Residential 

Education 

* Faculty Award--Paul Cuadros, Assistant Professor, School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication 

* Department Award--Carolina College Advising Corps, Office of 
Admissions 

* Alumni Award--Dr Brian McKinley" Jones Brayboy, Professor, Arizona 
State Universi~ 

* Comanunity Organization Award--Blue Ribbon Youth Leadership Institute, 
Chapel Hill, NC 

* Community Member Award--Florence Siman, Director of Health Programs, 
El Pueblo 

Seating is limited. To RSVP, please respond to Mrs Margie Scott at 
mscott@email.~c.edu by Friday, April 5. Light refrestwaents will be 
served. 

This email is sponsored by: Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational ruass 
eruail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

cwc@unc.edu 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:56 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Sexual Assault Awareness Month 2013 

Sexual Assault A~vareness Month (SAAM 2013) kicks off on 2vlonday, April 
1 st with The Clothesline Project at UNC. This is a display that will be 
up in Polk Place and that consists of clotheslines strung 
across the quad with t-shirts designed by survivors of sexual violence 
used to help raise awareness about sexual violence and show support 
SUl-,zivors. 

SAAM 2013 will also feature a number of events throughout April, 
including a benefit concert, fihn screenings, ~vorkshops and trainings, 
and Human Trafficking Awareness Week. We can all make a difference 
when it comes to preventing sexual violence and creating a supportive 
communi~z-- please 1 oin us! Also, consider becoming Haven, One Act, 
and/or Safe Zone trained! 

See the entire SAAM event schedule at 
http://saamweb.unc edui2013-saam-event-schedulei. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Women’s Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

stepbystep@unc.edu 

Monday, April 1, 2013 10:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Step by Step: Message Evaluation Survey 

The Step loy Step study is currently recruiting healthy participants to 
complete an online questiolmaire evaluating tailored health messages 

You may be eligible to participate in this research study if you are: 

* Female 
* Between 40-65 years of age 
* Willing to participate in an online sur~ey that may take up to 60 

minutes to complete 

To determine if you’re eligible for this study, please click the 
following link: 
https://unc qu altrics.co~rdSE/?SID SVOSRJv0iwV20nHO5 

Eligible participants who complete the questionnaire will receive a 
$1500 gift card to Amazon.com. 

For more information, contact Leanne Kaye at: stepbystep@unc edu 

Approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB: EXEMPT 1/10/2013 
UNC IRB# 13-0037 
Sponsored by: Lineberger Cancer Center 

This email is sponsored by: Lineberger Cancer Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your i~[’ormational rnass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:51 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Memorial Tribute to Chinua Achebe 

From: Ainehi Edoro [mailto:aee6@duke.edu] 
Subject: Memorial Tribute to Chinua Achebe 

Join the Duke University community in a memorial tribute to the African literary icon, Chinua Achebe, who 
passed away on March 21, 2013. Professor Maurice Wallace and Professor Wahneema Lubiano will share brief 
personal reflections on Achebe. Members of the audience will get the chance to read passages from Achebe’s 
works that have special resonance. 

African philosopher and cultural theorist, Kwame Anthony Appiah, eulogizes Chinua Achebe: 

"it would be impossible to say how ’Things Fall Apart’ influenced African writing. It would be like 
asking how Shakespeare influenced English writers or Pushkin influenced Russians." 

Thanks, 

Ainehi Edoro 
Phd Candidate 
English Department 

April 4 

5 pm 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25 &n=T&l=afriafam& o=32944922 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32944922-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce-32945644-62707244@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Greenway, Ryan <greenway@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 11:02 AM 

atiican- and- at~o- ameficm> studies- thculty <afiican- and- afa)- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

asmgr@listserv.uuc.edu; asddd@lislserv.uuc.edu 

[african-and-afro-american- s~dies- faculb"] fall-college-faculty/Important - Ammal Repaint open for faculty 

College Annual Report Faculty ManuaLpdf 

This message is being sent to aft faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences with a copy to unit chairs/directors and administrative managers. 

The College Annual report system is now open for faculty to summarize their activities and accomplishments. Please complete your report, including stewarding 

private funds, by April 26, 201~. 

Please bookmark the address -- https:iicar.oasis.unc.edu!car!. Contact OASIS if you cannot access the system. 

The remainder of this email includes sections on the purpose of the Annual Report, details on stewardship, instructions on accessing the system, and how to get 

help using the system. 

Description/Purpose of the Arts & Sciences Annual Report 

All faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences are required to prepare an annual report of some of your activities and accomplishments for their department or 

curricula for the period May 1, 2012 to April 30, 2013. These reports are used for a variety of assessment and evaluation purposes within your units, but they are 

also an important component of the units’ required report to the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Details on Stewardship 

You may also be prompted to complete a tab labeled "Stewardship." This section is included if you have received funding from private sources. 

Your contributions last spring helped the Arts and Sciences Foundation produce nearly 600 letters to our generous College donors. This annual "stewardship 

report" explains how the fund was used, and includes information about the fund’s investment performance. Donors often respond with a thank-you note in 

a ppreciation. 

if you have questions about the Stewardship section, please contact one of the following staff members at the Arts & Sciences Foundation: 

Del Helton, del.helton@unc.edu 962-8216 

Jim Magaw, jim.magaw@unc.edu, 962-6123 

Joanna Cardwell, j__o__a___n___n___a_:_c__a___r__d____w___e__[L~__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_~ 962-8342. 

We very much appreciate your assistance with another round of outstanding stewardship letters! 

Instructions for Accessing the Annual Report and Stewardship Section 

Follow the instructions below to access the Annual Report System online. Details on resetting your id!password are contained in the "Your Onyen" section, and 

contact OASIS with system problems. 

1) h ~tps://car.oasis.u nc.eduica ri 

2) Login with your onyen and onyen password 

3) You can access the Stewardship system through a tab on the Annual Report. 

*For responses from years prior to 2010/2011 - ~-_!!_s_[~!1!5_q.i___S__Kg_~__§,_!1~.. 

Your Onyen 

Website: http:!!onyen.unc.edu 

Your ONYEN is the first part of your email address, e.g. for an email address of jdoe(at)email.unc.edu your ONYEN is "jdoe" without the quotes. 

If you lose or forget your ONYEN password, you can get a new one by taking your UNC One Card (or another picture ID) to IT Response Center at Wilson Library suite 

300. It is not possible to recover your old password and for security reasons, you can get a new password only with a picture ID. 

If you have forgotten your ONYEN you may look it up by selecting the "Forgotten Onyen" button and supplying your last name and your PID. 

How to Get Help Using the Online System 

The attached help document explains the design and navigation for the system (new as of academic year 2010/2011). 

Please contact OASIS for additional help. 

Thank you for completing your annual report in the online system by Friday, April 26, 2013. 

Kind regards. 

Ryan 

Ryan Greenway 

MSIS, PMP, MESA candidate (2013] 

D~rector of Fman ce 
B usiness Operat~m~ s, (;o~lege of Arts & Sc~e~ces 
University of North Caro~i~a at Chapel H~]I 
CB 3056 
office - 9~9.962.9275 
mo~dk: -. *;1 *L619A,307 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
all-college- ISculty as: ati-icau- and- afro- american- studies- thmflrv(/~listserv ,t mc,e&~. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
a£fican- and-al"ro-aanefican- s~dies- facul~" as: <a href ",na~lto:mgeste@e,na~l.unc.edu">mgeste@e,na~l.unc.edu</a>. 
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Ove~oview 

The online College annual report system has been redesigned for the 2010-2011 reporting period. 

primary goal of the redesign was to make it easier for reporters to enter data into the system. 

The general work flow of the application will be: 

1. sign on 

2. verify onyen, reporting period, departmental affiliations 

3. answer questions on 9 pages 

4. upload your CV 

5. mark your report as complete 

6. review your report 

7. sign out 

A 

https://apps4.oasis.unc.edu/car Once you click on that link, you will be presented with the following 

Iogin screen: 

Provide your onyen and password to access the annual report system 

Page 2 of 9 



After a successful sign on, you will be sent to the first page in the system, the profile page: 

The profile page presents some information that you, the reporter, must verify. Make sure that the 

onyen, the current year and the home/primary department is correct. You can easily change your 

primary department with the radio buttons. 

All departments in the "Affiliated Units" section will be able to view your report. You do NOT need to 

fill out a report for each department. 

In the example above, the reporter with an onyen of lerch is doing a report for the 2010-2011 reporting 

period and is affiliated with 2 departments. Note how the OASIS department is selected as the primary. 

Page 3 of 9 



The faculty/reporter part of the system consists of several pages, all with the navigation buttons "Back" 

and "Save and continue". Choosing "Back" will save any changes and send you to the previous page. 

"Save and Continue" will save any changes and send the reporter to the next page. 

Here is an example of what the buttons look like (keep in mind that these buttons are at the bottom of 

each report page): 

Sections of the report are also provided (right side menu) to navigate to any page within the report. 

Using these links will save the work you have already done on the current page. 

Page 4 of 9 



The annual report system will Iogout automatically after 30 minutes of inactivity and your work will 

not be saved. Remember to save your work before moving to another task. 

Also, a pop up dialog will appear when only 5 minutes remain: 

If you anticipate that an answer to a question(s) may take longer than 30 minutes, it may be necessary 

to draft the reply in a word process or text editor. Replies can be cut and pasted from the word 

processor. 

Page S of 9 



College of Arts Scie  .ces: R.epo °t System 

The majority of the pages in the report system are in a question and answer format. Publications, 

creative activities, teaching, university service, internal funding, professional activities, public service, 

unit questions, and comments are all question/answer pages. 

Replies to the questions are in one of several formats. 

1. A small text box for numeric and short text answers (#6 below), 

2. A larger, multi-line text box for more lengthy answers (#8 below), or 

3. Radio button selections (#7 below). 

6, Numb~!:..g{..{g.!7,3q:e.E. _qra:duate ~udent coaut~:~ors:. 

Did e:ny und:e.rgradu:e:tes yo, u supee¢ise present o,r perform their wor.~z ~r. an off-camp:us me.e~mg 
or venue this yea¢~ 

If yes, p~ease fi~ the event(s) b.ei::o.w w~th: the n:ames of the ~ud::ents belo:w each went 

Once the questions have been answered, you may click one of "Back" button, "Save and continue" 

button, or one of the direct-to-page links. Any of these will save your work. 

Page 6 of 9 



The attachment page allows you to attach uploaded files to your report. At this time, the only 

attachment required is your current CV, although your department may require other documents: 

To add an attachment, click on the "(+) Add Attachment" link on the upper right hand side of the page. 

You will see the following: 

Use the browse button to locate your CV file on your computer. Enter a description such as "My CV for 

2010-2011" and then click the "Save" button. Please note that there is a limit on the size of the file you 

wish to upload of 2000 Kilobytes (2 Megabytes). This should accommodate most CVs in Microsoft Word 

or PDF format. 

Page 7 of 9 



The status page allows you to indicate whether or not you are have completed the annual report: 

Click the appropriate choice of "In Progress" or "Complete" and then save the choice by clicking "Save 

and continue". This status is used to inform your department and the college that you are done with 

your report for the current reporting period. It should be noted that you are still able to make changes 

to your report even if it is marked as "completed". You may amend your report until the system closes 

according to the schedule released by the Dean’s Office. 

The summary page is a reporting page that summarizes all your input into the system for the given 

report period. An image/link is provided to download the summary in PDF format: 

Click the image on the page to download a pdf version of your report. Your report summary is viewable 

online at anytime even when the reporting period is closed. The "save to pdf" option is provided in case 

you want a file/print version of your summary. 

If a technical issue arises or if you have some question regarding the system, some links are provided 

near the bottom of every page in the system: 

Page 8 of 9 



Clicking on the "Request for help" link will produce an email that is sent directly to us (Oasis). If you see 

an error message, please copy and paste it into the email along with some description of what you were 

trying to do (I typed in my response to the questions and clicked the save button and bam there’s an 

error message). If you have a question on how to use the system please ask that in your email. 

If you have feedback regarding the system itself, click the "Feedback" link. This will send an email to 

Oasis management who will address your comments or concerns. 

A link is provided on the upper right hand corner of all pages. Clicking it will present you with a choice of 

"Quitting" or "Signing Out": 

The distinction is explained in the box. The bottom line is that if you plan on doing some more work on 

the annual report system, choose "quit" instead of "sign out". 

Page 9 of 9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32947462-627072d4@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 2:53 PM 

a~i-ican- and- a~- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJcaa~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Administrative Maa~age~s <asmgrs@lislserv.unc.edu> 

[africaaa- and-afix3-americaa~- s~dies- facul~’] [all-college-faculty] l:~]v~: IN VITATION - College of Arts aa~d Sciences Spring Recognition 

Reception - April 23, 2013 at 5:00 p.m. 

This message is being sent to all faculty in the College, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

The College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s office will host its Annual Spring Recognition Reception to recognize Academic Advising Award 
winners, Faculty who will retire at the end of the academic year, and Faculty who have received outstanding National honors from outside of 
the university during the 2012-2013 academic year. The reception will take place on Tuesday, April 23, 2013 at 5:00 p,m, in the 
University Room at Hyde Hall. 

If you plan to attend, please RSVP to me (._a_J__e_.__x__Ls______c__[L_n___e___@_R_n___c_:___e___d___u_) by Friday, April 12th. 

Alexis 

Alexis Cline 
Executive Assist~nt to the Dean 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences, Dean B O[~ce 
205 Soud-~ Building 
Chape~ H~ NC 27599 
(9~9) 962-3082 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: afiicaai- and- af?o- american- sm dies- Ihcull>~a)listserv ,unc,edu. 

41> -- You are currently subscribed to 

africaa~-and-afa~-american-studies-faculty as: <a hreD"mailto:regesle@email.unc.edu">regesle@email.unc.edu<Va-~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

benefits@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: FY13 Leave Retninder 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs, 
Office of Human Resources 

There are only a few months left to schedule the use of your FY13 leave. 
FY13 leave is only available for use through June 30, 2013, and balances 
not used by July 1 will be forfeited. The five days of FY13 leave were 
given by the General Assembly to all permanent leave-earning 
employees who ~vere employed by the University on July 1, 2012. 

The intent is that all employees awarded FY13 leave be allowed to use 
this leave As stated in the policy, retroactive timesheet adjustments 
are not allowed. If an employee could have used this special leave 
earlier in the year, but chose not to, they camaot go back and replace 
special leave for other prior approved use of leave such as sick leave, 
vacation leave, etc. 

July 1 is always a bus?’ time for retirements and the Benefits Orifice has 
received inquiries about FY13 payouts ]2~r employees retiring effective 
July 1. rl]ae law only allows lump-sum payouts of unused leave when an 
employee is unmediately retiring after termination of employment with 
the State If the retirement effecuve date is July 1, employees can 
receive a lump sum payout for unused FY13 leave if their separation date 
is effective anytime between June 1 and June 30. L’nused leave caunot be 
paid out for any other type of separation or ]2~r delayed retirements. 

Please contact your Benefits Consultant with an?" questions at 

benefits@unc edu or 919-962-3071. 

This email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

freshstart@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 1:23 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

IN FOPd’VLAfI’IONAL: Struggling ruth your weight? Are you looldng for a FRESH Stast? 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition want to compare diets in an 
18-month weight loss research stud?’. The FRESH Start Study is currently 
recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are overweight (BMI>30) and otherwise 
healthy. Please go to http://FreshStartStudy com to see if you may be 
eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for 
Health) Start Study 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
* Private nutrition counseling sessions (in-person and by phone) 
* Group nutrition workshops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
* Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
* Gift bags containing healthy foods 
* Possible weight loss 
* You will not be asked to take any medication 
Compensauon is a total of $300, provided at 6 months ($50), 12 months 
($50), and 18 months ($200) 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or 

send an email to freshstart@unc.edu 

This stud?" has been reviewed and approved (03/25/2013) by the UNC 
Biomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Stu@ Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Bo@ Weight 
Funded by: NIDI)K (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Nutrition 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- ertrfgre rzn~,.hap.rqh- d0587@postmasterXwitter.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

UNC Student Snccess is still waiting tbr you to join Trotter... 

UNC Student Succ÷ss is still waiting for you to join 
Twitter._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

newstudents@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 7:58 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: Call for 2013 Week of Welcome Event Proposals 

It will soon be time to welcome new first-year and transfer students to 
Carolina this fall. The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
(NSCPP) invites the Umversity community to submit 2013 Week of Welcome 
(WOW) event proposals 

Week of Welcome (WOW) kicks offTar Heel Beginnings, intentionally 
designed fall programs seeking to introduce new- first-year and transfer 
students to the expectations, resources, and involvement opportunities 
during their first semester at UNC-Chapel Hill. Throughout WOW, ne~v 
first-year and transfer students are invited to attend a diverse array 
of academic and community-building programs to help students through 
their transition to the Carolina community. The four programmatic 
elements of WOW include: 

* I~’namic Learning: The intellectual exploration of existing and 
emerging knowledge through the use of critical thinking, creativity, 
irmovauon, and communication skills that develops life-long learners 
with the capacity to address real-world problems. 

*Honor: The fortitude, courage, and character to stand by personal and 
community principles. The willingness to sacrifice short-term personal 
gain fi~r the good of long term goals and the good of the commumty 
Holding oneself to congruency between ones values and everyday actions 
and interactions. Exemplifies ethics, integrity, fairness and respect 
for others. 

*Personal Responsibility: The ownership of one’s actions and 
cotmnltments through ongoing reflection and engagement with others, ~n 
order to develop self-awareness, interpersonal skills, wellness, and 
resiliency. This process allows one to achieve authenticity, balance, 
and a sense of purpose, which provides a path towards a congruent 
wholehearted life 

*Community Engagement: The commitment of an individual to develop 
cross-cultural perspecuves. To actively engage in local and global 
cotmnumties as a result of a sense of responsibility 

In order to be included in WOW, programs must meet the following 
critcria: 
1. The program must be sponsored by a University school, college, 
depaltment, or registered student organization. 
2. The program must have clear learning outcomes and connect to at least 
one identified WOW prograramatic eleruent. 
3. The program must be an inclusive and accessible event that fosters a 
welcoming envirot~ment for all new students. 
4. The program must be specifically- targeted toward new first-year 
and/or transfer students. 
5. Special priority will be given to programs that involve collaboration 
between student organizations and/or campus offices/departments. 

Please follow the steps below to submit a WOW 2013 event proposal: 
1. For your reference, the 2012 WOW schedule is located at 
http :i/nscpp. unc. edu/sites/nscpp.unc.eduifiles/2012%20WOW%20Schedule.pdf 

2. Full consideration will be given to all prograru proposals submitted 
by Monday, April 15th at 11:59 pro. Program proposals must be submitted 
through the online forru located at 
htt~://nsc~.unc.edu/formsi2013-week-welcome-event-~ro~osal-universitv-colle~esschoolsde~artments.html. Please note that Sunday, August 18th fiom 4:00pm-11:00pro is reserved for 
Residential Coram~mity Floor Meetings, New Student Convocation and Fall Fest related activities, and Monday, August 19th from 1-3pru is reserved for the Carolina Sunm~er Reading 
Program Discussions. Event proposals during these timeframes will not be accepted. 

3. Once you have submitted your event proposal, you will be contacted by 
New Student & Carolina Parent Programs staff or Tar Heel Beginnings 
Board Student Co-Chairs to clarify an?- questions, provide insight on the 
details of your event, and discuss the most appropriate timing for the 
event within the context of the overall WOW schedule. 

4. Please note that all departments and student organizations hosting a 
WOW event are responsible for completing all event facility reservations 
and related facility costs, as well as abiding by all University 
policies and procedures. 

5. Once the event has been accepted, please fur~vard your confirmed event 
facility reservation(s) to newstudents@u~c edu. 

For additional information or questions, please contact New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc edu or 919-962-8304. 

Sincerely, 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 



This email is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

"INFOR~/iATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pret’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:21 AM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <Mdebra@email.unc.edu->; Fail, Alassa]~e <at~]l@email.nnc.edu>; McMillm~, Tim <tjml @email.unc.e&~>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola~email.unc.e&~>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Cha]-lene B 

<regeste@email.unc.edu>; Lanbert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia 

L <klc~J, dwe@email.unc.edu>; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Wells, 
Chris <cjwells@emaiLunc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

FW: Retention of course syllabi in summer 

Colleagues teaching s~mmer schook 

P~e~e t~e Ne memo ~low t)~m~ Deans Gil and Yopp and scud me your summer s?-~[ab~ses no later thau ~he first day ofdas~s~ 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

ProR:ssor of Aflo.-/~eHcal Studies 

I)epamr~ent of Ati%m~ and Ai}o.-Ame~icm~ Studies 

109 t-~ a~tle Hall, CB# 3395 
l J ~ia’ersity of N ord~ C a’ol ma 

(9I 9) 962-1519 

(9I 9) 966-2694 
Click on a link ~Sr infbm~ation al:x~m my p~b~ications: 

h ttp :/ /ww~L umass.ed~ umpress tit~e/ra yfb N- a- ~g~- and- N~*~ma- aNcan- ame~can- inm~ec~ M 

http:/, uncpress.unc .ed~N)ok,¢T- 8059.himl 

From: Jennings, Jeane~e 

The following email is sent from Dean Karen Gil in the College of Arts & Sciences and Dean Jan Yopp in Summer School: 
Please be aware that Faculty Council resolution 2012-11, approved on Oct. 5, 2012 by Faculty Council and by the Administrative Board on October 30, 
2012, includes guidelines for providing, collecting and archiving syllabi for undergraduate and graduate courses, including Summer School courses. The 
resolution states that "a syllabus must be provided to students no later than the first day of class and is retained by the respective department or 
educational unit of the University for a period of at least four years." The full resolution is available online at: .h___t__t_p__i/_Lf__a___c___c__o___u___n___.__u__r3_c__.__e___d___u_L_w__ _p_: 

As the Summer School administrator in your unit, you should work with your department chair to ensure that this requirement is followed and a syllabus for 
each course taught in summer 2013 and going forward is on file within your unit and kept for the mandated four years. 
If you have any questions, please contact Dean Jan Yopp in Summer School at iyopp@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colol~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:24 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Reimbursement Received 

Good morning Professor Regester 

So good news. No I don’t need a copy. Appreciated you let me know. 

Thanks, 

Sonia 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 20:t3 :t:I:22 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Reimbursement Received 
Dear Sonia: This is to let you know that I did receive the reimbursement for the Chicago SCMS conference today. If you need a copy for your records, I can forward. Thanks 
much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:t3 2:09 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: books 

Ok, I will charge towards the Craver Fund. After this purchases, your balance at the Craver tired is $107.75. 

Have a nice travel, see you next week 

Sonia 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:t3 2:07 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: books 

Dear Sonia: I had some money left in the Craver Funds -- I think in the amount of $:t58.95. This can be used for the books. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:t3 2:04 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: books 

Thank you. I need to know fioln which account I cmi charges these books. You already use the tot~] amount for the summer school wish list. 

Sonia 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:t3 2:03 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: books 
Dear Sonia: Yes, they probably belong to me. Thanks much. By the way, I received my credit card statement and will make a copy of the baggage fee on the return journey of 
my Chicago trip. Will give this to you next week, headed to Washington, DC tomorrow. Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:t3 1:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: books 

Hello Professor Regester 

I have 2 books at my office, but not sure if they belongs to you. 

"Precious Cha rm" 

"Go West Young women" 

Are they are yours? 

Thank you, 

[ ii.~.iI old well b ..... 

Sonia Colon 

Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kapur, Geeta Nadia <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

Article 

http~//www~news~bserver~c~m/2~3/~3/3~/279243~/iudqe-unc~fai~ed-harassed-h~usekeeper.htm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ritter, E Tyler <etritte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 12:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.ema]l.unc.edu> 

Re: Snmmer CCO Cour~ [,inks (tixed) 

Charlene, 

The weeks can span 7 days--we like to give our students weekend days as well as weekdays since many of them have fidl-time jobs. 

Tyler 

On Apr 3, 2013, at 11:58 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tyler: Whenever you have a chance I was working on the summer schedule but was unclear about the actual number of days in the week for which the 
students are responsible for completing assignments. During the year, I think the week extends from Monday to Sunday (or something like this). Please let me 
know when you have a chance so that I can assign the appropriate dates for each week. We may to look at a previous summer schedule. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Ritter, E Tyler 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: Summer CCO Course Links (fixed) 

Hi Charlene, 

Here are [he corrected Nnks again. I wilt be in the off:ice until around 2 pm [oday and then traveling to a conference for the rest of the week. ~ can ta~k 

h~ between sessions, though, ~f we don’t get 

emaH or ~n a documenL If they are scattered throughout a ~ot of the text, though, using the track changes win be important. 

Talk to you ~ootL 

Tyler R~tter 

Associa[e D~rector for Communica[~on and Instructional Design 

The WHNm~ and ida FFidag Center for Co~?[inuing Education 

University of North CaroNna at Chapel 

I00 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-.I020 

Phone: 9 I9-~43--583~ 

g-.mall: etdtter@email.unc.edu 

fridagcenter.unc.edu 

F~m~ Ri~er, E Tyler 
Sent~ Monday, March 2B, 2013 11:49 AN 

T~ Re~es~r, Charlene B 
Su~jeet~ RE: Summer COO Course Un~ (fixed) 

H~ ChaHene, 

There were some errors in the or~gina~ URI.s ~ sent you. The corrected Nnks are below. 

Th~nks[ 

Tyler 

F~m~ Reges~r, Charlene B 
Senti Tuesday, March 19, 20~3 3:58 PN 
T~ Ri~er, E Tyler 
Subjeet~ RE: Summer CCO Course Lin~ 
Dear Tyler: Will do so in the n~ day or so. ~an~ for providing this information so that I can get sN~ed on revisions. I look fo~ard to working with you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Ritter, E Tyler 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Summer CCO Course Links 

Hi Charlene, 
Here are the links to the most recent AFAM ~01 CCO pages. The deadline for submitting minor revisions for summer is April 15. Instructions for 

sending minor changes are at -h--t--t-p--:j-j---f--r-Ld-~-a-~y--c-~-e-~-n--t---e--r--~~-u-~-n--c-~~--e-~-d-~-u-j---f~-a--c---u-~~-t~y/---r~-e--v-~Ls-j~-n-K.~-h--t-~-m--~L-#---m--~~-n-~Q--r.~ It would be great if you could also verify that all external links 

are working on the course pages. 

Course Files: 

Home Page: http:iifridaycenter.unc.eduiccoiafam201sp13/index.html 

Schedule: http://fridaycenter.unc.eduicco/afarnlO1sp13!schedule.html 

Lesson 1: ..h..t..t~p.~i/./~.r.Ld..a.~y.c.~.e.~.n..Le.~..u-n..c.:~.e.~.d.~.u./~.c..c...~j.~[~L[~EQ~:~b~! 

Lesson 2:~.t.~...~f~r1g~.~.c...e..~t.~e..r.:~y~c..~.e...d.~y~.c~..L~m£~.~.s.~3..~e...s..s.~..~.~...2..:~h..Lm..1 

Lesson 3: http:llfridaycenter.unc.edulccolafamlO1sp1311essonO3J~tml 

Lesson 4: http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/cco/afamlO1sp~3/lessonO4.html 

Lesson 5: http:/ifridaycenter.urlc.eduicco/afam101sp23ilessonO5.html 

Lesson 6: http:i!fridaycenter.unc.edu!ccoiafam201sp13/lessonO6.1"~tml 

Lesson 8: http~//fr!daycenter#nc.edu/ccoJafam~O1sp3:3/lessopOSJ~tm! 

Lesson 9: http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/cco/afamlO1sp~3/lessonOg.html 

Lesson 10: http:i!fridaycenter.unc.edu!ccoiafam201sp13/lesson10.l’~tml 



Lesson 11: http:/!fridaycenter.unc.edu!cco/afam101sp13/lesson11.htrnl 

We have a new senior instructional designer, Jakia Salam, who will be joining us mid-April. She will be working with you this semester, but you can 

send your revisions to my attention since she’ll still be getting settled around the time of the revision deadline. Let me know if you have any 

questions. I know that you will enjoy working with Jakia. 

Tyler Ritter 

Associate Director for Communication and Instructional Design 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-843-5836 

E-mail: _e_ ~__r ~__t_t__e_ £@ e__m__a_j_[_.. _u_ .n_ c_._ e__d_.u_. 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32953978-62762353@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 3:56 PM 

a~iJcan- a~d- a~- americaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Adminis~trative Managers <asmg~s@lifftserv.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y qnayl@email.unc.edu> 

[aYrlcaaa-and-afro-america~-s~dies-facul~’] [all-college-facul .ty] Two New Assistant Deans in Academic Advising 

The enclosed message from Associate Dean Lee May is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with an information copy to administrative 

managers. 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am pleased to announce the appointment of two new Assistant Deans for the Academic Advising Program. Their considerable knowledge and experience will 

strengthen advising services for student-athletes and all students at Carolina. 

Andrea Caldwell is an award-winning Academic Advisor who has worked at U NC since 2006, as an Advisor and Senior Advisor. She previously worked at 
Duke University, the University of South Carolina and the University of Illinois. She won an Outstanding New Advisor award from the National Academic 

Advising Association {2009), and the University’s Minor MickeI-Shaw Award for Excellence in Advising (2008 and 20:12). She has an M.S. in higher education 
administration from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and a B.S. in management information systems from Winston-Salem State University. She 

began her new role on April 1. 

Spencer Welborn has extensive e experience in both academic advising and academic counseling for student-athletes. He has been an Academic Counselor 
in UNC’s Academic Support Program for Student Athletes since 2008. Prior to that he was an Academic Advisor to student athletes at the University of 

Miami. He is knowledgeable about NCAA Division I policies and regulations, and UNC’s undergraduate curriculum and academic policies. He has an M.S. in 

education and sport administration from the University of Miami and a B.S. in business administration from Elan University. He begins his new position on 

April 8. 

I look forward to worldng with Andrea and Spencer in these new positions as we continue to strengthen our academic advising services for all. 

Sincerely, 

Lee May 

Associate Dean and Director 

Academic Advising Program 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 
all- college - facully as: african- and - afto- american- studies- facultv(c-~listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

atiican- a~d- ath~- american- studies- thcul~ aa: <a bref "mailto: rege ste@email.unc .edu">regeste@email.unc.edu~a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:58 PM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-> 

l?d~: Mentoring rl~fining- Cleating Eflbctive Mentoring Practices for Junior Faculty of Color, Tue, April 9 @ 3pm, Gerrard Hall 

Dear Alexis: This event occurs when my class meets on Tuesday from 3:30 until 6:20pro. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Cline, Alexis L [Alexis_Cline@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 20:t3 4:26 PM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject-" [casdiversity] FW: Mentoring Training- Creating Effective IVlentoring Practices for Junior Faculty of Color, Tue, April 9 @ 3pro, Gerrard Hall 

Dr. l?atricia Parker asked that I forward the below ~nessage to all of the College’s Diversity Liafisons. 

Diversib" in tli~er Education: 
Creating Effective Mentodng Practices for Juror Facui~ of Color 

Tues~y, April 9 

3p~n 5pm 

Gerard HNI, UniversiD~ gfN orth Carofina a[ Chapel t ~ 

Register at https.~(~unc.qualtrics.comA$~?SID=SV blKb913gaNtp9,[i 

TNs seminax ~ssion is Nrt of~e Chancellor’s 21 s~ Centu~ Vision on "Divemity in Higher Education" and is the tNrd ofa three-pa~, interactive series 

initiated to create spaces tbr scholam to di~uss the role of diversity in education, access, and re,arch. The seminar is meant to explore a~d share 

initiative~ protnising practices, strategies aimed at sup~Nng juNor facul~ m~d emerging diverse schol~xs. The seminax will provide a space to discuss 

developing and s~engthening a culture of mentoring ~ad creating ~ inclusive environment witNn unit ~ad dep~nents at UNC. 

You are currentJy subscribed to casdiversity as: reges~er(~)emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?idM9927260.61689427b9e0c21da402dTaaf0b799c7&n f&l casdiversity&o 32954207 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32954207-49927260.6168942769eOc21da402d7aafOb799cT(tblistserv.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

saliwstudy@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIKMATIONAL: Recruiting 2-4 year olds for Research Study 

We need you! 
We are CUlTently looking for 2-4 year olds and their mothers to 
participate in our research study about sensor?- experiences, hormones in 
saliva, and play We are looking for children between 2-4 years old 
with either typical development or an autism spectrum disorder. 

What is involved? You will complete some questionnaires about your 
child’s development You and your child will participate in play-based 
developmental and sensoW assessments, and ~ve ~vill take saliva samples 
from mother and child during behavioral assessments. The time commitment 
ranges from 3-4 hours (1 trip to Chapel Hill/Carrboro can be expected) 

Why participate? You ~vill receive a summaW of the results of your 
child’s developmental and sensory assessments and a gas card for $35. 

For more information or if you are interested in participating in this 
research study, please call us at 919.843.4531 or email us at 
salivastudy@unc.edu. We are happy to tell you more about our project and 
answer any questions 

This research study is funded by North Carolina Translational and 
Clinical Sciences Institute @2R461205) The principal investigator is 
Dr. Lauren Little. This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNC 
Biomedical Insitutional Review Board ([RB #13-0988, Approved 3/13/2013) 

This email is sponsored by: Allied Health 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inl2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

paprocki@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORiVLikTION,M~: Relationship Anxiety Study 

Do you find yourself woiT~ving about your relationship more than you 
think is necessaw? The UNC Couples Lab is seeking participants for a 
research study examining how- couples communicate when one partner has 
relationship-based anxie~ If you (or your partner) frequently and 
repeatedly needs to "check in" about the status of your relationship, or 
if you feel that you are often suppressing the urge to do so, you may be 
eligible to participate in this study To participate, both you and your 
partner must be 18 years of age or older, speak English, and have been 
in a committed relationship for at least 3 months Both members of the 
couple must be willing to participate 

In this study, you and your partner would first complete a set of 
questionnaires online, in the comfort of your home. This ~vould take 
appruximately 1 huur Next, yuu and your partner wuuld meet with a 
graduate student couples therapist at the UNC PsychulogT. Clinic for one 
session, lasting 2 - 2.5 hours. During this sessiun, yuu will discuss 
your cummunication patterns and huw relatiunship-based ar~xiety has 
affected your interactions. Yuu will alsu learn a set uf skills tu more 
effectively communicate with each uther. Finally, twu weeks aRer this 
session, your participation in the study wuuld conclude by completing 
another set uf online questionnaires, again taking appruximately 1 hour. 

As a cuuple, yuu will be compensated :[’or yuur time with a $40 Amazun 
gift certificate (for the online questiunnaires) and with $80 in cash 
(fur the clinic session). 

For more infurmation, please email the study courdinator, Christine 
Paprucki, at: 

relatiunship study@unc.edu 

This study is funded by the American Psycholugical Fuundatiun 

Nun-Biomedical IRBff 12-1179 
"Reassurance-Seeking in Romantic Relationships" 
IRB Appruval [)ate: 1/14/13 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology Department 

"INFORAlATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 12:22 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Sammy Davis, Jr. - The FBI .... 

Order Confirmation 
Order #i 03-1781957..3392253 

Hello c/salter}e regeste~ 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is preparing 

it for shipment. Your estimated delivery date is below If you would like to view the status of your order or make 

any changes to it, please visit Your Orders on Amazon com. 

Yew es~.imated detive!y date is: 
Tuesday, April 9, 2013 - 
Wednesday, April 10, 2013 

Standard Shipping 

Charlene Regester 

103 Corbin Hill Circle 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

United States 

Sammy Davis, Jr ~ The FBI Files 

~Xsr ~au ei i~wes ~i,~atior~ ~, Fed ~u~i; 

Sold by Amaze~ corn LLC 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Total Before Tax: 

Estimated Tax: 

Order Total: 

If you need further assistance with your order, please visit Customer Service 

$19.99 

$19.99 

$3.99 

$23.98 

$0.00 

$23.98 

Thank you for shopping with us. 
Amazon,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32959500-62813648@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <’klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:34 PM 

a]~iican- ~d- a]~o - a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiic~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican-a~d-~l’ro-~nerican-studies-facul~’] Fwd: Randall Kennedy discusses fl~e Civil Rights Movement April 8 & 9, Duke Law 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: Duke Law Events <news-evems@law.duke.edu> 

Date: April 4, 2013, 2:53:26 PM EDT 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Rand’all Kennedy discusses the Civil Rights Movement--April 8 & 9, Duke Law 
Reply-To: Duke Law Events <news-events(&law.duke.edu> 

Achleven!enl:s o~ t!]e Civil Righls Movement 

l:rierld Of Duk,9 I..aw 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

prcboxoilice@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 8:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: PlayMakers Oilers Special Faculty/Stail’Discount to Cabaret 

PlayMakers RepertoW Company is offering a faculty/staff discount of 10% 
off tickets to our production of the Tony Award-wirming musica 1 Cabaret. 

Enter the tantalizing world of The Kit Kat Klub in 1930s Berlin, ~vhere 
beguiling, self-destructive chanteuse Sally Bowles lives with no thought 
for tomorrow. Onstage no~v through April 21 st. 

For tickets call our Box Office at 919 962 PLAY (7529) 

For more information, visit 
http ://w~v.plavmakersrep.orgitickets/faqstaffdisc 

This emai l is sponsored by: PlayMakers RepertoW Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 8:59 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

IN FOIKMATIONAL: Two Diversi .ty Education Opportunities for April 2013 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs will be offering two diversi~z 
education opportunities in April The first is the third and last 
session in our three-part seminar series for this academic year The 
second is a workshop being offered through the UNC Human Resources 
Training and Development department Please see below for full 
descriptions. For dates, times, and registration links, please visit 
www uric edu/diversity/detevent s htm 

Diversity in Higher Education: Creating Effective Mentoring Practices 
for Junior Faculty of Color 
This seminar session is part of the Chancellor’s 21ST Centta-y Vision on 
"Diversi~ in Higher Education" and is the third of a three-part, 
interactive series initiated to create spaces for scholars to discuss 
the role of diversity in education, access, and research The seminar 
will explore and share initiatives, promising practices, and strategies 
aimed at supporting j unior faculty and emerging diverse scholars. We 
will discuss developing and strengthening a culture of mentoring and 
creating an inclusive environment within unit and departments at UNC. 

Diversi~ in the Workplace ]2~r Supep~isors 
This workshop provides tools and resources to effectively cotmnunlcate 
with your employees concerning diversity issues. 
* Learn strategies on how valuing diversity improves employee 
satisfaction and productivity 
* Begin understanding the framework for diversib" at the University 
* Develop shared language for mutual respect; model effective tactics 
for mutual cooperation and communication 
* Become familiar with some of the initiatives, programs and services 
offered on campus with a diversity focus 
* Learn ways of becoming and encouraging your staff to become more 
involved with Carolina’s diverse communities 

This email is sponsored by: I)iversity and Multicultural Affiairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your inl2~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 9:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Call for Nominations - UMA Mm~ager of the Year Aw~xd 

The Universi~ Managers Association (L~’~IA) is now accepting nominations 
for the 2013 Manager of the Year Award. 

Selection is based on Umversi~z career accomplishments, both within and 
beyond normal job responsibilities, or a specific accomplisl~nent made 
within the past twelve (12) months that has been of major significance. 

Any current D~,~’C-Chapel Hill facul~ or staffmember may submit a 
nomination. With the exception of current krMA Board members, 
nominations are open to all permanent, full-time managers with two or 
more years of University sel-,zice The nomination form is available on 
the I~4A website at http://uma.web unc.eduiawards/ 

Nominations will be accepted through Monday, April 22. 

The Manager of the Year Award winner will be announced at the UM~. Annual 
Meeting, to be held at 3:00pm on Wednesday, May 22 in Hyde Hall 

For more information, please contact Christine Stachowicz, UMA Vice 

President, at 962-0157 or christine@ unc edu 

This email is sponsored by: L’niversity Managers Association 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Friday, April 5, 2013 5:39 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Your Am~on.com order of"Sammy Davis, Jr. - The FBI..." has shipped! 

Shipping Confirmation 
Orde ,,10,:,-Ir .... ur~.~o 2~,ao 

Helto charlerte regester, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d like to knew that we shipped your item and that this completes your 

rrn,,nu, ge ether erders, pleu, se visit )~£~£.Q2YJb’.[~ on Amazen cem. 

Yo.:tr estilr:sted delivery d~te is: 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 Charlene Regester 
103 Corbin Hill Circle 
Chapel Hill, N.¢. 27514 
United States 

’(our package is being shipped by USPS and ti~e tracking number is 92,11990100!30127982040 Depen@~9 on ti~e ship speed 

you chose, it may tal,;e 24 hours for your tracking number te return any information. 

Shipme~l Det{qls 

Sammy Davis, Jr, - The FBI Files 

{’}old b},,/~,maaen.com 

$19.99 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

rotai Before Tax: 

Shipment Tetal: 

Paid by CreditCard: 

$19.99 

$3.99 

S2398 

$23,98 

$23.98 

If you need further assistance with your order, please visit Cdstomer Servica. 

We hope to see you again soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 2:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Information, Identity of Suspect in Area Va~dalisms 

INFOR2vIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Informataon, Idemi~ of Suspect in Area Vandalisms 

UNC Police and Chapel Hill Police are paltnering with the local cormnumty in their ongoing investigations into recent acts of vandalism / graffiti at numerous locations. In most cases, graffiti 
in bright pink paint caused significant damage to local property’. Areas vandalized were widespread, including New East and Mclver Residence Halls, campus monuments and landmarks, 
vehicles and buildings in the vicini~z of the Swain lot parking area on north;vestern campus, and the Chapel of the Cross on Franklin Street. Video surveillance cameras at the Swain Lot 
yielded the photos shown at the follo;ving links: 

http ://tinyurl.comicna exee 
http :/itinvurl corrdccatvpx 
http :i/tinvurl com/bsgqhrq 
http:/itinvurl com/bszzti s 

UNC Public Safety’ is asking anyone with information ;vhich may aid in these investigations to please call either UNC Police Ilavestigators at (919) 966-2120, call the Chapel Hill Police at (919) 
968-2760, or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to CrimeStoppers online at 
www.crimestoppers-chcunc.org 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnuaai~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of’Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

benefits@unc.edu 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIKMATIONAL: 25th Armu~] Carolina Blood Drive 

TO: All Facul~z/Staff 

FROM: Carolina Blood Drive Conm’attee 

EveW two seconds, someone in the US needs blood That someone could 
be your family member or friend. About 38 percent of the population is 
eligible to donate blood; ho~vever, only three percent actually do In 
celebration of the 25th annual Carolina Blood Drive, we hope you will 
join us Tuesday, June 4, from 7 am. to 6 pm. m the Dean E. Smith 
Center as we strive to help those in need of the gift of blood. Over the 
past 24 years, the stammer Carolina Blood Drive has collected 21,786 
units of blood, affecting as many as 65,358 lives. Be a part of this 
historic event as we continue our tradition of giving. 

For details, online registratiun, donor eligibili~" and information on 
dunating duuble red cells, visit www.unc.edu/bloud ur call 919-(¢)5-3045 
[’or an appointment. 

Dour prizes include football and basketball tickets, autugraphed 
basketballs, :footballs and UNC Student Stures items. Thuse who donate 
will receive a 25th anniversary Carulina Blood Drive t-shirt. After 
giving, donors may chuuse fi*um delicious refreshments provided by local 
businesses, including pizza, sandwiches, coukies and inure. Eligible 
duuble red cell donors will also receive a special gift In additiun, 
all presenting donurs are autumatically registered tu win a $1,000 gift 
card frum the Carulinas Regiun uf the American Red Cross Free parking 
is available at the Smith Center 

Please take time uut tu help patients who so desperately need you. The 
Carolinas Region provides lifesaving bloud to patients in 103 huspitals. 
Appruximately 1,600 peuple need tu give bloud ur platelets each week day 
to meet hospital demands. For UNC-Chapel Hill empluyees, ume spent 
donating is considered wurk time, with permission from a supervisor. 

This email is sponsured by: Carolina Bluud Drive Committee 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32967973-62916912@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edn> 

Snnday, April 7, 2013 11:03 PM 

aJ~iican- ~nd- aJ~?o - a~nericaJ~- s~tudi es- thcul~ <afiic~J~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- aaad-~l’ro-~anerican- sVddies- facul .lyI [~ll-college-faculiy] WebEvent Reminder: Apr 12 - Due Date: A~ts and Sciences Grants for 

Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Due Date: Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 
Date: Friday, April 12, 2013 
Time: Unspecified 

Description: ’]’he College of Arts and Sciences has committed a total of $60,000 for the academic year July 1,2013 through June 30, 2014 to encourage and fund the development of 
interdisciplinary teaching and research initiatives in the three areas listed below. The proposals submitted must be for the support of primarily college faculty initiauves and must include 
more than one umversity department. 

Conferences. Grants are available to support on-campus interdisciplinary conferences that will benefit the research and/or teaching of College faculty in two or more units. Proposals 
that speci~ how the support has the potential to advance interdisciplinary research and/or teaching on campus on a more sustained basis will be more competitive. Grants ordinarily will not 
exceed $10,000. 

Research initiatives. Grants of up to $10,000 are available as seed money to teams of 2 or more faculD" that develop interdisciplinary research initiatives. An?’ such initiative must have a 
clear rationale and a demonstrable goal and outcome(s). Prolects with a strong potential for external funding will be especially competitive Facul~ may use a grant for research support, 
including summer salary and benefits. 

Team teaching initiatives Grants are available to teams of 2 or more facul~ that wish to develop interdisciplinary undergraduate or graduate courses. Proposed course(s) must be 
offered during the regular academic year and must be taught at least twice. The chairs of the units in which the faculty team members are appointed must approve the course(s) and teaching 
schedules of the faculty involved The grants, which may not exceed $16,000, may be used in a variety of ways (e g., salary and benefits :[’or graduate assistance, supplies, travel expenses, 
or summer salary and benefits for the faculty). The size of the awards will vat,), according to the needs of the applicants 

Selection Process 

A selection committee of five (5) tenured facuhy members appointed by the Dean from various departments in the College will review all interdisciplinary proposals :[‘or the academic year 
2013-2014. On or about May 1, 2013, the cotmnittee will advise the Senior Associate Deans as to the merits and level of funding the committee recommends for the most competitive 
proposals. Grants will be awarded as of July 1, 2013 and funds must be spent by May 31, 2014. Faculty awarded grants will report to the Dean on the use and outcome(s) of their grant no 
later than June 30, 2014. 

The Interdisciplinary Initiatives program will be assessed in the spring of 2014. 

Application Process 

Only proposals from tenured or tenure-track faculb" or senior lecturers will be considered. Proposals must contain a project description and rationale (no more than 1,500 words total) to be 
funded by the grant as well as a one-page budget. All proposals must be written in jargon-free, non-specialized language and also carry an endorsement from the chairs of the unit(s) in 
which the faculty- who submit the grant are appointed. 

The deadline for Interdisciplinary grants proposals is April 12, 2013. Proposals should be submitted electronically to Alexis Cline, alexiscline@unc, edu 

Powered by WebEvent(tm) 
http://www.webevent .comYcs/r/pbpublish 2.71 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-i~aculty as: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.tmc.edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: regester@emaihanc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@noli~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, April 8, 2013 3:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VlATIONAL: Sat, April 13 Science Expo impacts on Cameron Ave 

ATTENTION LrNC STI~rDENTS Ai~D F~PLOYEES: 

A portion of Cameron Avenue and several Cameron Avenue parking lots will 
temporarily close for the Morehead Planetarium and Science Center’s 
Science Exposition festivities on Saturday, April 13, 6 a.m. - 6 pm. 
Set-up for this Science Expo will begin on Friday, April 12 as early as 
12 noon, with one parking lot closing at 5:30 p.m. for the event 

Beginning 6 a.m. until approximately 6 p.m on Saturday, April 13, 2013, 
Cameron .Avenue will be restricted from South Columbia Street to Raleigh 
Street. No through traffic will be allowed during this time, and buses 
will be re-routed. Only- Science Expo vendors with valid Science Expo 
permits and NG3 / ALG permits will be allowed access from Raleigh 
Street, and even thuse vehicles will be prohibited from entering Cameron 
Avenue from the South Columbia Street end. 

For more information, a map detailing traffic access along Cameron 
Avenue and access tu permit parking areas adjacent to the Science Expo, 
and informatiun un public parking :[’or the event please visit the 
folluwing website: 

http://bit.ly/121qyf6 

Fur mure informatiun on the Science Expo, visit the Murehead Planetarium 
website at: 

http:i/bit.ly/124[‘3 bJ 

or the ufficial Science Expo website at: 

h ttp :/ /www.ncsciencef estivah ur~/ 

Please note that, in addition to the Science Expo, the UNC Spring 
Fuotball Festivities will take place frum 11 a.m. until approximately 5 
p.m. or 5:30 pm on Saturday, April 13. These festivities start at 11 
am at the Bell Tower Park and conclude with the spring game, which 
will start at 3 p.m. Parking in the Bell Tower Deck and surrounding luts 
will be reserved for the spring game at a cost of $5 per vehicle while 
space allows. For more information on the Spring Football Festivities, 
visit the official Athletic Department website at 

www.goheels.com 

That~ You, 
UN-C Public Safety- 

This email is sponsored by: UN-C Public Safety- 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean for Natural and Mathematical Sciences <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:20 AM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Reminder: ShaJce your thoughts on teaching at Carolina 

Dear Arts and Sciences Faculty Member: 

Please remember to share your thoughts on teaching at Carolina. (The original request to complete a survey went out Mal~ch 27 and is pasted below). The survey 

should take between 7-10 minutes to complete. Don ~t forgek as an incentive, participants who choose to include their email address in the final survey question will be 

entered into a random drawing to receive a new Apple ipad. 

Please fi~llow this link to the Survey: Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL into your internet browser: https:i/unc.quaBrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q SS=et18gFS8BmjPRF~9tlC9MHalXofs33& =1 

Sincerely, 

Mike Crimmins 

Senior Associate Dean for Natural and Mathematical Sciences 

Original email sent 3/27 by Mike Crimlnins, Senior Associate Dean for Natural and Mathematical Sciences 

As undergraduate enrollments have increased over the past ten years, the University has had to rely more on large lecture classes in order to provide sufficient capacity 

in introductory courses. 

Iu September 2012, Dean Karen Gil asked Ine to assemble a task force to evaluate and make recommendations about how the College can support faculty melnbers 

and academic units in their efforts to enhance the educational experience in all our courses, but p~icularly in laxge lecture courses. 

We now know that s~dent learning cm~ be substaJ~ti~ly improved thiough interactive in-class iustmctionaJ~ methods, regular student feedback and time on taslc~ and 

specific kinds of technology-driven learning techniques. These methods work especially well with diverse groups of students who approach coursework with varying 

levels of preparation. We know these things not just from the literature, but from the experiences of faculty members and students on this can~pus. 

The task force needs your input to better understand the promising work already being done on campus in this area. as well as some of the obstacles our faculty 

members may encounter as they work to develop their teaching. The survey results will be used to inIbrm decisions about tkculty support and policy directions and to 

establish a baseline tbr their fi~ture evaluation. 

I greatly appreciate your willingness to participate in this important survey. The survey should taJce between 7-10 minutes to complete. 

The data generated from this survey will be incolporated into the Task Force ~ s report to the Derek. All respouses me confidenti~J4 uo individued will be identified in any 

subsequent reports~ presentations, or publications. This survey is couducted with IRB approvo1. 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates you taking time to complete the survey. As an incentive, paNcipants who choose to include their email address in the final survey 

question will be entered into a random drawing to receive a new Apple ipad. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Crimmins 

Senior Associate Dean for Natural and Mathematical Sciences 

Follo~ the link to opt ont of fiatnre emails: 

Click here to uns~bscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce-32970632-62950889@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@em~Jl.unc.edn> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 12:29 PM 

a~iican- and- a~o- a~neficm~- studies- thcul~ <afiica~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican-a~d-~l’ro-~nerican- s~dies- facully] ECHO Health Dispa~ties Seminar 

Seminar Flyer April2013.1xtf 

Dear Colleagues: 
I am sending the flyer for a presentation that I will give with Vijaya Hogan (UNC, Public Health) and our colleague Edna Araujo from Brazil for the ECHO Seminar this Friday. 

Best regards, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
[~p://afriafam.unc.edu~ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 
africa~- and-afar-american- studies- faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">reges~te@email.unc.edu~Va-~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:21 PM 

Department lislserv ~afriafam@ist~rv.unc.edu~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] Save the date: April 30 

Dear’ Colleagues, 

You are invited to a reception in honor of Chancellor P~olden lhorp and Provost Bruce Carney, Here are details: 

Date: Apdt ~0, 4,OOpm-B~:~Opm 
Location: The Carolina Club. 

The reception is sponsored by the Carofir~a Black Caucus and the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe currently subscribed to afi-ia~am as: regester~em~fil.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?i~32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbedO42dlOc3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 32972293 
(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32972293-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 6:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police File Chaxges for False Report of Recent Sexual Assault 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLIN2~: Police File Charges f,ar False Report of Recent Sexual Assault 

The U2",!C Department of Public Safety has charged a non-UNC student with filing a false report about an alleged sexual assault earl?- Saturday morning (April 6) on the UNC campus. 

No Alert Carolina notification was made in the wake of the alleged incident because there was no in~minent threat to the University community and because issuing such a notice would 
have compromised the integrity of the investigation. 

The Department of Public Safety takes all reports of sexual assault seriously, ho~vever a thorough investigation determined that the testimony provided by the repolting part?- ~vas false, and 
charges were filed on Monday @pril 8). 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnumty about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

leah schrubbe@med.unc.edu 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Pefimenopausal Wo~nen Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at UNC is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (,women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioration and to louver cardiovascular risk during the 
menopause transition. 

WE i"~EED WOMEN" ~rblO ARE: 

1) bet;veen 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular,,’ absent menstrual cycles or 

hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may qualif~y for a research study providing up to $1,425 in 
compensation. 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This sturdy is 
conducted by David Rubinow, M.D and Susan Girdler, Ph.D, UNC 
Department of Psychiatry 

The research study is IRB #10-0542 This emai[ was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical ]R[3 on 5/13/2010. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nofif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

karen mori@dentist~y.unc .edu 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:42 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Do you have jaw-pain? 

The I_,~,~’C Regional Center for Neurosensory Disorders is conducting a 
research study investigating the biological, psychological, and genetic 
factors that may cause Temporomandibular Muscle and Joint Disorder 
(TMJD). We are looking for volu~ateers ~vith chronic pain in the face arid 
jaw. 

Participation ;vill include 1 clinic appointment lasting 3 hours During 
that time participants fill out various questionnaires and receive a 
clinical exam and sensor?’ testing. 

You must be between the ages of 18 and 44, and not have diabetes, 
epilepsy, hyperthyroidism, drug or alcohol abuse, chronic respirator?- 
diseases, high blood pressure, heart disease, kidney failure and have 
not required hospitalization for a psychiatric disorder within the last 
6 months. 

You should not participate if you are pregnant, nursing a baby, 
currently involved in orthodontic treatment, chemotherapy or radiation 
therapy. 

People who complete all data collection aspects will be paid $90. 

For more information about the study, visit the website at 
http ://w~vw oppera, or~ 

Please contact us if you are interested in learning more about our stu@ 
(Biomedical IRB number 05-2255). 
If interested or for further information please contact: 
(919) 537-3622 Approved by the Biomedical IRB 5/15/2012 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Dental Research 

This email is sponsored by: The (;enter :[’or Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research (;enter 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: National Undergraduate Research Week 

Dear Carolina Community: 

National Undergraduate Research Week is April 15-19, 2013. I am 
delighted that undergraduate participation in research on our campus is 
at an all-time high, thanks to the hard ~vork by our undergraduates, 
mentorship by faculty’, postdoctoral scholars and graduate students, and 
leadership ti’om Carolina’s Office for Undergraduate Research (OL’R). 

Please take this opportunity’ to visit the OUR website 
[http ://www.unc. edu/depts./our] and plan to participate in the upcoming 
campus-wide Celebration of Undergraduate Research. Learn more about the 
Carolina Research Scholar Program, research-intensive courses, 
innovative research-exposure courses with Graduate Research Consultants, 
and other initiauves. 

I am confident that Carolina undergraduates will continue to make 
important contributions to answering some of the defining questions of 
our time. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office for L’ndergraduate Research, on behalf 
of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

caacbyshi@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:22 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Recruiting Expectant Mothers, Mothers, Fathers, & (kandmothers for Focus Groups 

Mothers and Others: Family-based Obesity Prevention for Infants and 
Toddlers seeks African American expectant mothers, mothers, fathers, and 
grandmothers to learn about their preferences for educational materials 
that promote healthy infant ~veight 

Who is eligible? 
African American expectant mothers, mothers, fathers, or grandmothers 
who 
- Have a health?’ child/grandchild 0-18 months of age, and 
- Are willing to travel to a central meeting location (Chapel Hill or 
Durham) 

What ~vill be asked? 
In a group discussion we will ask questions about infant feeding and 
care, including questions about 
- Sources of educational iNkmnation, 
- Educational materials that we have developed, and 
- Preferences for receiving educational materials and/or information. 

Will I be compensated? 
Yes. You will receive a light meal and a $25 gift certificate. 

Focus groups will be held in the early evening the week nf April 29th 

Where can I get more information? 
Contact Kenitra Williams, Assessment Team Leader, at (919) 843-1277 or 
email at kenitra williams@unc.edu. 

Mothers and Others: Family-based Obesity Prevention for Infants and 
Toddlers (Phase I) was approved by the Non-Biomedical IRB at UNC Chapel 
HilI(]RB# 
12-0510) on 4,’29,’2012. 

This email is sponsored by: (;enter for Women’s Health Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/&w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

yotmgl@med.unc.edu 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:42 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Type 2 diabetes? Need assistance gaining better control’? 

Do You Have Type 2 Diabetes? 
The LRx,-C Diabetes Care Center is currently seeking volunteers to 
participate in a research stud,v to assess the potential role of more 
intensive periodic monitoring by use of continuous glucose (CGM) in type 
2 diabetes 
The length of the study is approximately 6 months and visits ~vill take 
place at the l~Pq(2 Diabetes Care Center. 

Stud?- related benefits at no cost to you include, related lab testing, 
physical exams, glucose monitoring and compensation for your time and 
travel. 

You may qualii~ if’you: 

* Are 18-70 years of age 
* Have had a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes :[’or at least 6 months 
* Are currently not taking any insulin 
* tlave an HbAlc level between 75-9.0 % 

For more m[’ormation please call: 
Dr. Laura Young at (919)957-5683 or e-mail Dr Young at 
youngl@med.unc, edu 
This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care (;enter 
IRB Study # 12-0899 
Apprnved by Biomedical IRB on 1/03/2013 

This emaif is sponsored by: Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 9:06 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Explore the Human Brain- -Series begins "this Thursday, April 

What’s the Big idea? E×ploring the Human grain--More Big ideas! 

This Thursday, April 11, the Friday Center’s popular What’s the Big Idea? lecture series begins. This exciting series explores the complexity and power of the 

human brain, featuring four leading experts in treatment and research. 

* April 11: Stroke 101, David Huang, 7-9 pm 

o April 25: Dance for Parkinson’s._ Exploring the Brain’s Movement Potential, Glenna Batson, 7-9 pm 

o May 2: Brain Development in Infancy and Childhood: Genes, Gender, and Risk for Mental Illness, Rebecca Knickmeyer, 7-9 pm 

~ May 9: Autism across the Lifespan: A Forty-Year Perspective from the UNC TEACCH Autism Program, Laura Grofer Klinger, 7-9 pm 

Admission is free for students. Each lecture is .~10, or you can attend the entire four-lecture series for ~;30. All programs are held at UNC-Chapel Hill’s Friday Center 

for Continuing Education. 

Students should pre-register by email or phone: conradj@email.unc.edu or call 800-845-8640. Registration information for the general public is available at the 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

em’ichmem as: re~ester({~email.t~nc.edu To tmsubscribe send a blank email to leave- 32974555-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24eTb8btk:87a2f0f(E~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:13 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Quali~ Assura~ce Survey tbr Connect Carolina 

Dear Colleague: 

As part of the eflbrts involving the upcoming launch of the HR and Finance portions of ConnectCarolina (ht~://ccinfo.unc.edu) in Janumy 2014, the project sponsors 

commissioned a quality assurance (QA) assessment of the project. This assessment included dozens of interviews ruth key campus sIakeholders to "take the pulse" of 

the project, to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of project activities, and identi~ opportunities for improvement. 

Part of the QA eltbrt includes soliciting teedback regaxding the project ti~om the user community to understand expectations a~d determine hi~w well the 

CoimectCaxolina efforts have been communicated. A brief questionnaire has been prepared to help detennine the effectiveness ofConnectCarolina ettbrts and 

pla~ning. Please take a few minutes of your time to answer this brief questionnaire. Your answers roll be anonymous unless you chi~ose to disclo~ your identity as part 

of the questionnaire. Your participation is extremely important to the QA eltbrt and will aid the Universi~, in achieving a successful launch of the new ttR and Finance 
adlninis~ative systems. 

The questionnaire is located at https://unc.qualtrics.conv’SEi?SID SV eE9eP15Snl7TurX. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:14 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

1@;: Nientoring Training- Cleating Effective Mentoring Practices for Junior Faculb" of Color, Tue, April 9 @ 3pm, Gerrard Hall 

Dear Walter: I appreciate your assistance -- I have a class that meets from 3:30 -6:20pro and so I cannot make it all. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Mentoring Training- Creating Effective Mentoring Practices for Junior Faculty of Color, Tue, April 9 @ 3pro, Gerrard Hall 

Dea~ Chadene, 

MV apologi*-’_~s for the llate reply. I just realized, this morning, th~;~: the mentoring tn;in~ng ew~mt was today ~;~: 3 pro, ~ wil~ try hard ~:o m~;ke it~though my class ends 

[:his Mtert~oor~ at 3:3.5 pfr~ a[)d ~’fr~ not sure where Gerrard HN] ~; in prox~rmty to the St:one Center, f’]I ah;o h~;ve to leave a bK: before 5 pm 

Best, 

Wa~Ler 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, April 0% 20~3 ~:18 PN 

To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: ~: Mentoring Training- Creating Effective Mentoring Practices for Junior Facul~ of Color, Tue, April 9 @ 3pro, Gerrard Hall 
Dear Rucker: This is the faust announcement received from the Diversi~ Program for this upcoming event. Please let me know if you can a~end in my absence. ~an~ much 
for all of your assisNnce. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Cline, Alexis L [Alexis_Cline@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2023 4:26 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: [casdiversity] FW: Mentoring Training- Creating Effective Mentoring Practices for Junior Faculty of Color, Tue, April 9 @ 3pro, Gerrard Hall 

Dr. Patricia Parker asked that I forward the below message to all of the College’s Diversib’ I ,iai~ns. 

Diversi~- i HiBer Education: 

Creating Effective Mentodng Practices for JuMor Facui~ of Color 

Tues~y~ April 9 

3pm 5pro 

Genard H~J1, Universi~~ ~#North Caro~na a~ Chapel ~ 
RegisWr at https./5/u, mq~altric.s’.com~k3?S1D=SV blKbgI3Ra:V@9Ji 
TNs seminaz ~ssion is Nrt of~e Chancellor’s 21 s~ CentuU Vision on "Divemity in ttigher Education" and is the tNrd ofa three-pa~, interactive series 
initiated to create spaces tbr scholam to di~uss the role of diversity in education, access, and re,arch. The seminar is meant to explore a~d share 
initiative~ promising practices, strategies aimed at sup~Nng junior t~ulty m~d eme~ing diverse scholars. The seminaz will provide a space to discuss 
devdoping and s’~enUthening a culture of mentofing and creating an inclusive enviromnent witNn unit and depa~unents at I~C. 

You are cmrently subscribed to casdiversi~" as: £e_g__e_~_e__r_(_a2__e_Lr_tj_a_i[:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu,’u?idM9927260.61689427b9e0c21da402dTaaf0b799c7&n I&l casdiversi~&o 32954207 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32954207-49927260.61689427bge0c21 da402dTaaf0b799c7(?~)listsmw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 12:37 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

Spring at the Ackland: Live Theater, Film, and More! 

By popular demand, the Ackland is 

again present~n~ "ekphrastic 

theater" m ~ts 8atter~es throush a 

ser~es of [lye theater performances 

entitled ACTIVATED ART. Come 

experience wor~ of art in the 

Acktand’s permanent collection in 

unexpected and thou~ht-provokin~ 

ways! Learn more. 

8:00 PM 

Thursday, 11 Aprii, 8:00 PM 

Saturday, 13 April 8:00 PM 

Sunday, 14 April, 6:00 PM 

Friday, 19 April, 8:00 

Saturday, 20 April, 6:00 PM 

Sunday, 21 April, 8:00 PM - SOLD OUT 

*A discussion with the playwrJoohts [ollows Friday’s performances. 

As performances take place in the galleries, seating is very limited. 

Buy your tickets in person or by phone (919.962.0216) through the 

Ackland Museum Store today! 

Ackland F~lm Forum: 

Tuesday, 9 April, 7:00 PM 

Mohamed Diab’s C~iro 678 is a bl.unt but 

powerfu[ portrait of three women of varyin8 

socia[ backsrounds rebettin8 asainst the 

sexual harassment endemic to that country’s 

cutture. A[thou£h the firm veers uneasily 

between character study, socia[ criticism and 

visitante action, it nonethetess sheds 

important [isht on a rarely depicted subject. 

Presented as the finat firm of the "Cinema of 

the Gtoba[ Middte East" series and sponsored 

by Art/Istam, the Carohna Center for the 

Study of the Middte East and Mustim 

Civitizations, the Duke-UNC Consortium for 

Middle East Studies, and the Media Resources Center at UNC-Chapel Hilt. 

Co-presented by the Gtoba[ Film Institute. 

Free and open to the public. 

This screening will be held at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin St, 

downtown Chapel Hill. 

~ 
T he Ackiand Film Forum is made possibte, in part, with 

support from Ruby Lerner, with 8iris in honor of Catharine 

Boyer. 

North Carolina Pubhc Radio WUNC is the ~ 
Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and Film I :~° 

Forum. j 



The Ack[and is pleased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEAC) from Friday, 

12 ApMI, through Saturday, 13 

April An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chape[ Hit[, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the co[[oquium’s theme is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six 

papers wilt investigate different ways in which one art medium 

represents art of another medium, e.g. a painting about music or a film 

about photos. 

Keynote Address: Friday, 12 April, 6:00 PM 

Ackland Art Museum 

"Mixing Media, Chinese Painting and Architecture: Problems in 
Methodology" 

Jerome Si[berge[d, Princeton University 

The colloquium is free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and re~ister online. 

Opening Reception: 

Wednesday, 17 April 

6:00-8:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Every spring, the Ack[and presents an 

exhibition of the most contemporary 

of contemporary art: a show by UNC- 

Chapel Hi[Us graduating MFAs! 

This year, the exhibition, entitled 

Sincerely Yours, illuminates ways in which contemporary art can separate 

genuine expression from strictly sentimental or sardonic connotations, 

revealing sincerity to be a subversive strategy. 

The exhibition’s eight contributors--the 2013 Master of Fine Arts 

candidates at The University of North Carohna at Chapel Hilt--employ this 

mode to confront both persona[ and proscribed issues and engaging 

timely topics such as social prejudice, sexual confinement, capitalist 

hegemony, outmoded forms of expression, and estrangement from one’s 

cultural roots and the natural environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely Yours~. 

Se~-~or N~sht: Con~r~t% Cta~ of 2013! 
Thursday, 18 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Free admission! 

As part of Senior Week, UNC-Chape[ Hit[ 

seniors are invited to Senior Night at ..... 

the Ackland. Enjoy food, drinks, music, 

and impressive artwork as you mingle 

with your feUow seniors. 

Sponsored by Student Friends of the 

Ack[and, the Class of 2013 Senior 

Marshals, and the Ack[and Art Museum. 

Save the 
ACKLAND SPRING LUNCHEON 



Thursday, 2 May, 11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Gather with members and friends of the 

Ack[and to celebrate a wonderful year of 

exhibitions and events. 

Tickets on sale Thursday, 11 April., at the 

Museum Store. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ackl.and’s exhibitions and publ.ic programs are made possibl.e by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an email, to the editor. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Bonks of the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. ¢) Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Min Qiji (b. 1580), A Puppet Theater, n.d., co[or print. I[[ustration for the nove[ The Story of the Western Chomber. 

George Jenne, American, b. 19 73: Spooky Understonds (video stiff); digitat high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 min. 

Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc,edu by esbow]es@~mAl.L~n%~dA :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 2:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Job Posting - Associate Vice Chancellor tbr Resea~cch - Research Development 

Please feel free to forrvard this announcement to anyone who may be qualified for and interested in the position. 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invites applications and nominations for the position of Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (AVCR), Office of the 

Vice Chancellor for Research. 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) seeks a dynamic and collaborative Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (AVCR). As a member of the Vice 

Chancellois cabinet, the AVCR advises the Vice Chancellor in strategic planning tbr resea~cch development and participates in the design of new reseaxch and 

administrative initiatives and strategies. The AVCR advances the resea~cch mission of the University by promoting research excellence, creating research par~merships in 

the public and private sectors, supporting the development of interdisciplinary research teams, and developing and nurturing the research workforce. 

UNC is a highly collaborative and international research environment. It is routine for researchers to collaborate on research projects across academic bonnchries, and 

the Universi~l also partners ruth a large and diverse group of outside organizations in the United States and mound the world. This approach reflects the University’s 

emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching and scholmship between and an~ong the health, natural and social science~ as well as the axts and hulnanities. A major goal is to 

grow and diversify the porttblio. 

Preference roll be given to those who currently hold or would quali~’ for a faculb~ position at UNC Chapel Hill. The position requires a terminal degree in an academic 

or professional discipline, a track recol~l of extramural funding as a Principal Investigator and a minimum often years of professional experience. 

The successfnl candidate will have a sophisticated understanding of the role and importa~ce of sponsored reseaJcch in a modem, entrepreneurial, research-intensive 

universiU. This may be evidenced by experience as a researcher and thculty member, a history of successful leadership within higher education, governmental agencies, 

tbandation~ or other settings with robnst reseaJcch activity. The AVCR will be a person of high energy and high personal integrity, will exhibit a strong commi~anent to 

service, possess outstanding communication and interpersonal skills, excel tx~th as a leader and a team member, and have a record of proven managerial success. 

Candkhtes should apply online at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/pos~ti~Ns/21830. Applications tnus~t include a cover letter that addresses their qualifications for the 

position, a current curriculum vitae, a statetnent of administrative philosophy and/or vision for advancing resea~cch development and training and the names, addresses, 

and telephone nmnbers of three professional references. References will not be contacted until candidates have reached the final round of consideration. 

Nominations may be addressed to Dr. Steve Matson, Chair, AVCR Search Committee, CB# 4010, The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-4010, or smatson~No.unc.edu. Consideration of candidates will begin on April 22, 2013~ Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. The 

expected start date is July 1, 2013. 

The University of North Carolina is an equal opportunity employer and encourages applications from members of minority groups and women. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 3:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC April Meeting - TOMORROW 

Hi Tenure-Track and Tenured Black Faculty. See attached note. I hope your semester is winding down on a very positive note. 

Continued Success, 

Debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enduge. Explore. Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

"You wil! never re~ch your destinotion if you stop ~nd throw stones ot evew ~og thot barks," 

W. Churchill 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with ta9 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC April Meeting - TOMORROW 

Hi Members. Our final meeting will be held tomorrow, Tuesday, at :12:30 p.m. in Union 2422. 

As the last business meeting, we will discuss any, and all, issues that need our attention. ;) 

We will celebrate each other and those who have achieved milestones at the "Appreciation Reception" on April 30. (Members will receive invitations.) In addition, 

the CBC leadership team and the Department of African and African American Studies crafted a private VIP (non-CBC members) list for this event. 

Hope to see you tomorrow! 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

._w__w__w__:__u___n___c_:__e_d_u_/__c___b___c. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-32979437-62986021@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edn> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:03 PM 

a~iican- ~d- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <al~c~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~fican- aaad-~l’ro-~anerican- s~dies- facul .lyI [~ll-college- faculty] WebEvent Reminder: Apr 12 - Deadline for RSVP: College of Arts and 

Sciences Spring Recognition Receplion 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Deadline for RSVP: College of Arts and Sciences Spring Recognition Reception 
Date: Friday, April 12, 2013 
Time: Unspecified 

Description: The College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s office will host its Annual Spring Recognition Reception to recognize Academic Advising Award winners, Faculty who will retire at 
the end of the academic year, and Faculty who have received outstanding National honors fi-om outside of the umversity during the 2012-2013 academic year. ~Ihe reception will take place 
on Tuesday, April 23, 2013 at 5:00 p.m in the University Room at Hyde Hall 

If you plan to attend, please RSVP to me (alexis cline@unc.edu) by Friday, April 12th 

Ale×is 

Powered by WebEvent(tm) 
http://www webevent com/cs/r/pbpublish 2.71 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to al~ican-and-afro-american-studies-facul~ as: regester@email unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- ertrfgre rzn~,.hap.rqh- d0587@postmasterXwitter.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:39 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

UNC Student Snccess is still waiting tbr you to join Trotter... 

UNC Student Succ÷ss is still waiting for you to join 
Twitter._ 



The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~! ] 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgmne~Q@indiana.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

BFC/A NEH program - November 2013 

BFCA NEH compiled.pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

I am happ,/to report that the Black Film Center!Archive was awarded a National Endowment for the Humanities Digital Humanities Start-up Grant for our 

November 2013 conference and workshop program, "Representing Earl‘/Black Film Artifacts as Material Evidence in Digital Contexts." Thank you for ‘/our support 

of this proposal last September. 

Can you confirm that ,/ou are still available to participate in the November events as a conference panelist and workshop participant? Frida,/, November 1S is the 

date under consideration for the full-day conference, with the workshop to follow on Saturda,/. For ,/our reference, I’m attaching some compiled sections from the 

proposal document, including a draft agenda and the list of participants confirmed at the time of submission. There is a brief statement of the scope of ,/our panel 

on page 33. 

I very much look forward to working with you on the program this year. I’ll be in contact again soon when program planning begins in May. In the meantime, please 

let me know if I can provide any further information. 

Best, 

Brian 

Brian Graney 

Archivist 

Black Film Center/Archive 

Indiana University 

812.855.6041 

www.indiana.edu/--bfca 
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Representing Early Black Film Artifacts 
NEH Digital Humanities Start-Up Grants, Level I 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Bernstein, Matthe~v - Emory UniversiDT 
Cowan, V~qlliam - Indiana University Bloomington 

Field, Allyson - University of Cali~brnia, Los Angeles 
Francis, Terri - Yale University 

Graney, Brian - Indiana llniversity Bloomington 
Horak, Jan-Christopher - University of Cali[brnia, Los Angeles 
Kerr, Leah - Independent Archivist 

Klinger, Barbara- Indiana University Bloomington 
Lupeck, Barbara Tepa - Independent Scholar 

Martin, Michael T. - Indiana University Bloomington 

Mashon, Mike - Moving Image Section, Library of Congress 

Muhammad, Khalil - Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library 
Regester, Charlene - lIniversi~T of North Carolina a Chapel Hill 
Stewart, ]acqueline - Northwestern University 

Stoeltje, Rachael - Indiana llniversity Bloomington 

Waller, Gregory - Indiana University Bloomington 
XValsh, John A. - Indiana University Bloomington 
White, Dana - Emory University 



Representing Early Black Film Artifacts 
NEH Digital Humanities Start-lip Grants, Level I 

ABSTRACT AND STATEMENTS OF INNOVATION AND HUMANITIES SIGNIFICANCE 

Abstract 
The study of"race movies," the early motion pict, wes produced for black audiences in the first decades of the 20t~l 

century, presents an ideal humanities context fbr framing important questions bearing on the digital representation of 
film artithcts as material evidence: How must we reevaluate and amend ctwrent best practices for digitization of 

motion picture film which by design omit or obscure physical attributes of the original artifact?; Wnaat digital tools 

might be ttwned to maconventional uses in representing original film artit~cts as static images lbr dose examination 
and study?; And how might this representation of film as a material object offer a conceptual bridge for integrating 
audiovisual media within a wider network of related visual and textual documentation? The Black Film 

Center/Archive (BFC/A) at Indiaua llniversity proposes in this I.evel I Digital Hurnanities Start-lip Grant to explore 
these questions by convening an interdisciplinary group of scholars, moving image archivisLs, and technology 

specialists in digital humanities for a two-day conference and workshop to be held in Bloomington, Indiana, in 
November 2013. 

Statement of Innovation 

Even in light of new scmmiug system s capable of rn ore fully representing film’ s materiali~, published digit~ation 
guidelines have not addressed this as a goal of surrogation, maintaining an emphasis on cinematic information 
independent of its physical carrier. The project proposed by BFC/A, by redefining how the film object is 

represented, opens exploration of how this shift in conception might drive extension of exisl~ng tools for media study 
towards developm ent of a m ore fully integrated f?amework for the presentation and analysis of moving images and 
related documentation. 

Statement of Humanities Significance 

The conference and workshop will engage participants in articulatiug the new methodologies aud questions emerging 

through scholarship in black-audience film studies; in establishing the technological groundwork necessary to enact 

these modes of iuquiry through representation of critical material evidence; in setting a course for development of 

tools supporting research and pedagogy; and in promoting the broader application of these approaches to other 

hmnauities discipliues--in partictdar to other marginalized m edia c~ltures with rich histories of material practice. 



Representing Early Black Film Artifacts 
NEH Digital Humauities Start-Up Grants, Level I 

NARRATIVE 

Innovation in the Humanities 

In a 2011 article, ]acqueline Stewart proposed a challenging new avenue fbr the study of early bla&- 
audience motion picture film--an area marked by its scaacci~, of extaut do~xtmentation--by identifying unmined 
evidentiary value in what "we can learn from the singularity of each print.., and what any existing print might teach us 
about the cir~.xtlation, exhibition, aud content of movies in this under-documented film culture. Indeed, when we 
think of each print as a unique artifact, we are encouraged to reconsider what we think of as a film’s ’content. ’" * 

Reconsidering how we define the content of a film print beyond the attdiovisual information recorded withiu 
the frame, encompassing all of its physical characteristics, markings, and structures as a material artil~ct, introduces a 

series of questions bearing on the representation of film as a digital object: 

¯ How must we reevaluate and am end current best practices for digit~ation of motion picture film which by 

design omit or obscure physical attributes of the original artifact? 
¯ X’Vhat tools, such as tiled, multi-resolution image processors, might be turned to unconventional uses in 

representing original film artifacts as static images for close examination and study? 
¯ And how might this representation of film as a material object offer a conceptual bridge for integrating 
audiovisual media in digital platforms within a wider network of related visual and textual documentation? 

The study of"race movies," the early motion pictures produced for black audiences in the first decades of the 
20’~ century, presents an ideal humanities context fbr framing these questions. The many independent producers and 

distributors, often regional in scope and short-lived, left behind little documentary evidence from which to 
reconstruct the terrain of the race movie circuit. Of the hundreds of black-audience films produced since 1905-- 

most notably by Oscar Micheaux--only a small percentage of original film prints are known to exist. Those that 
survive are often in fragmentary form or iu markedly different versions, demanding close comparative analysis against 
other prints and documents ~videly dispersed across various institutions, including local censorship records, film 

script.s, newspaper accounts, aud prom otional images. Further, historians of bla&-audience film have a strong record 

of engaging with its material ~mre, and of observing the unintended influence on critical thought of past 
technologies for film reproduction. 

The Black Film Center/Archive (BFC/A) at Indiana University proposes in this Level I Digital ttumanities 
Start-Up Grant to explore these questions by convening an iuterdisciplinary group of scholars, m tying image 

archivists, and technology specialists in digital arts and humanities for a two-day conference and workshop to be held 
in Bloomington, Indiana, in November 2013. The conference program will engage participants in discussing and 

articulating the new methodologies and questions emerging through recent scholarship in early black-audience film 

studies and their broader application to other marginalized media cultures with rich histories of material practice, 
such as early cinema and experimental film. The workshop will continue the previous day’s agenda by establishing 

the technological groundwork necessary to enact these modes of inquiry, through reevaluation of existing best 
practices and capture technologies for digitization of original m otion picture film artifacts; through dem onstrations 

and assessments of existing open-source tools lbr presenting and analyzing moving image materials online; and 
through experimental approaches to integrating film among other forms of documentation in dynamic structures for 
discovery, presentation, and analysis. 

Environmental Scan 

The identification of original motion picture film prints as bearing significant material evidence for study and 
analysis is lbund in Paolo Cherchi Usai’s Burning Passions: An Introduction to the Studd" of Silent Cinema (1994) and Harold 

Brown’ s Ptgsical Characteristics of Ea~]~, Film as Aids ~o Identi.fication (1990), which reproduce short lengths of film as still 

images to document the infbrmation revealed on the film surt~ce and beyond the lfame. This understanding of film is 

See Appendix: References 
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common among archivists who work routinely with original artifacts, but has not been embraced by film historians to 
whom access to original prints is rarely granted. 

Even in light of widely-adopted scanning system s capable of representing original film artifacts m ore fully in 
their materiality, recent guidelines for digitization of motion picture film published by the National Archives and 

Records Administration (NARA, 2012) and by the International Federation of Film Archives (FIAF, 2012) do not 

address this as a goal of surrogation, maintaining traditional emphasis on the pure cinematic infbrmation withiu the 
frame, independent of the physical m edia. Further statements of best practices are in developm ent by the Audio 

Visual "Working Group of the Federal Agencies Digitization Guidelines Initiatives, offering an opportunity through 
this project to develop and present alternate strategies for their consideration. 

The emphasis on the cinematic information within the flame has also prevailed in the recent development of 

digital platfbrms aud tools supporting film aud media s&olarship, induding important work in automated content 
analysis and ~4sualization by Yuri Tsi~,ian at Uni~,ersity of Chicago; Lev Manovi& at University of Califbrnia, San 

Diego; Mark Wqlfiams and Michael Casey at Dartmouth College; and Adelheid Heftberger at the Austrian Film 

Museum. As Heftberger (2012) noted of her experience on the Digital Formafism project, "film scholars and 
computer scientists are rarely interested enough in a film’s material qualities and production context. There seems m 

be a pervasive tendency to regard film as pure content." 
Other recent developments in film and media study online include tools to segment moving images into 

meaningful units, enriched with annotations (EVIA Digital Archive); and platforms to unify the presentation of 
m tying im ages with related documentation (llniversi~~ of Ilfiuois llrbana-Champaign’s "Re-Framing the Onliue 

Video Archive"). The project proposed by BFC/A, by redefining how the film object is represented in digital form, 
opens exploration of how this shift in conception might drive extension of existing tools for media study towards 

development of a more fully integrated, relational framework for the presentation and analysis of moving images and 
related documentation. 

History and Duration of the Project 

While the current project is a new initiative and has no history of prior funding, the approach it outlines is a 

product of recent work with the Richard E. Norman Collection at BFC/A. Normau, a black-audience film producer 

and distributor active in the first decades of the 20rh century, left behind a comprehensive body of textual and visual 

records documentiug his activities and those of his colleagues in the race movie circuit, along with an array of 

survivh~g film prints and negatives, many fragmentary. With significant recent h~terest in the collection, BFC/A 

prioritized enhaucing research access and began dis~.,tssions with interested scholars. Inspired by the lJniversiD; of 

North Carolina at Chapel ttill project, Going to the Show, which took an hmovative approach to encoding and mapping 

data about early Africau American moviegoing, we considered how a digital initiative rooted iu the Normau 

Collection might take its direction not from established practice Ja~ digital library building, but from the complex 

questions posed by scholars working most closely with this and related resources. ¼~hen considering the multiple 

versions and incomplete fragments of film prints; the dues they bear through edge and frameline annotations, 

physical cuts and breaks, traces of human and mechanical actors on the artilhct; the context established through 

related documents such as distributor field notes and local censor reports; and the obstacles to tmderstanding present 

in standard representations of these works in digital contexts, we recognized the need for a more comprehensive 

assessment of the scholarly and technical issues tmderlying such a project. As priorities for amended best practices, 

tool extensions, and new software development emerge through the reporting phase of this project, BFC/A and our 

partners within Indiana ldniversiD~ and across institutions will seek funding for continuing work m~der a Level II 

project. 

Work Plan 

For the 2013 conference and ,vorkshop, BFC/A seeks funding to support travel, accommodations, and 

honoraria fbr 12 participants; event pla~ming; website de~,elopment; and, ~4deography and transcription services. 
The proposed agenda, including the names of confirmed participants, is attached in Appendix B. (Note: NEH 
funding will not be applied to support the participation of Mike Mashon, Head, Moving Image Section, Library of 
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Congress; fimding for Mr. Mashon ~vill be arranged independent of the grant budget, either by Library of Congress or 
by Indiana University Libraries.) 

Begim~ing in May 2013, the Project Director and BFC/A staffwill begin planning f6r the conference and 
workshop: reserving venues on campus, consulting with participants, coordinating travel and accommodations tbr 

visiting presenters, and contracting videography and other event staffing services. ~’orking with a contracted ~vebsite 
developer, the Project Director will oversee the creation ofa confbrence website, induding a wiki for program 

planning and an Omeka installation for later use in disseminating conference presentations. Through the spring and 
summer, the Project Director and BFC/A staff will configure the wiki for conl~rence and workshop plamaing, 

providing advance readings and engaging participants in discussion under the direction of the I.ead Scholar and the 

Project Advisory Board. Following the conference in November 2013, these parties will continue to use the wiki tbr 

evaluation of the conference outcomes and for drafting the project white paper. BFC/A staffwill obtain 
transcriptions from the video recordings of the conference proceedings and conduct video processing and descriptive 

work in the A~motamr’s ~’orkbench (AXVB) open-source application. [Ipon completion of this work, the Project 
Director and website developer will upload and map conference content from AWB to Omeka for public access. 

Staff and Advisory Board 

As Project Director (10%), BFC/A Archivist and Head of Public and Technology Services Brian Graney will 

oversee all aspects of project management, conference planning, and website development, tte will conduct this 

work with support from independent contractors for website development, videography, and transcription; and from 

BFC/A’s student and hourly staff, including the Assistant to the Archivist (10%) and the Programming Assistant 

(5%). The project’s I.ead Scholar (5%), BFC/A Director and Professor of Arnerican Studies and Cornmunication & 

Culture Michael T. Martin will work with the Project Director, Project Advisory Board, and conference participants 

to develop the program, guide advance research and dis~,tssion, and report on project outcomes and 

recommendations. Other tmiversity staff at the Office of Research Administration and the College of Arts and 

Sciences ~vill assist ~vith grant managern ent, conference planning, and technical support for website administration. 

The role of the Project Advisory Board will be to oversee the development of the conference program and 

~vorkshop design; to recommend resources and tools for review and assessment; to guide discussions with 

participants in advance of the conference; and to oversee the evaluation of project outcomes and make 

recommendations for ongoing work. A list of Project Advisory Board members is included in the Biographies 

section. 

Final Product and Dissemination 

The proceedings of the first day oft he conference will be videotaped, transcribed, indexed for subject 

access, and made available through a dedicated public ~vebsite hosted by BFC/A. This web publication will enhance 
discoverability and use of program video by employing an open-source Omeka plugin tbr segmenting and a~motating 
video online, newly-developed at IU by Associate Director of Digital Library Software Development William Cowan 
through a previous NEH Digital Humanities Start-lip Grant. Select presentations from the conference ~vill also be 
published in a special section of Black Camera, an academic journal published by BFC/A and IU Press. 

Project staff and participants ~vill pursue opportunities to disseminate the project results and to continue 

discussions of the core issues at conferences including the almual meetings of the Society for Cinema and Media 
Studies, the Association of Moving Image Archivists, the Socie~ for American Archivists, the Association of College 

and Research Libraries, and the Digital Library Federation Forum. 
A white paper on the project, to be made available through NEH, on the BFC/A project ~vebsite, and 

through IU ScholarWorks, will include a summary and analysis of conference proceedings; a detailed account of the 
workshop activities and discussions, induding assessments of relevant open-source tools; recommendations for 

development of extensions to existing tools and of ne~v tools as required; recommendations for best practices in the 
digital representation of motion picture film artifacts for material study; and an outline of priorities for undertaking 
limited-scale proof-of-concept projects. 
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BIOGRAPHIES 

Principal Project Staff 

Project Director Brian Graney is Archivist and Head of Public and Technology Services for the Bla& Film 

Center/Archive at Indiana University Bloomington. He has specialized in audiovisual preservation and access 

issues at archives including the UCIA Film & Television Archive, New Mexico State Records Center and 

Archives, and Northeast Historic Film, where he served as lead project stall’ on the development of a digital 

audiovisual collection and interface based in a custom configuration of the open-source CollectiveAccess 

platform. He is a co-tbtmder and cxtrrent President of the Board of the independent non-profit, The (;enter tbr 

Horn e Movies, and a former Director of the Board (2005-2009) of the Association of Moving Image Archivists. 

Lead Scholar Michael T. Martin is Director of the Bla& Film Center/Archives, profb~ssor of 
Communication and Culture and American Studies and adjunct professor of Lath1 American and Caribbean 

Studies at Indiana University Bloomington. He is the editor-in-chief of the film journal, Black Camera. His 

publications indude editor/co-editor of Re&ess.fi~r Historiccd Injustices in the United States: Siavery, Jim Crow, and 

Their Legacies; Studies ~f Development and Change in the Modern HTorld; Cinemas of the Black Dia.s~ora; and a two- 
volume work, New Latin American Cinema. His work has appeared in Film Quarterly, the O~arterly Review of Film and 

Ddeo, Research in African Literatures, the Journal ~’Latin American Cultural Studies and Framework. He also directed 

and co-produced the award vvimling feature documentary on Nicaragua, In the Absence of Peace. 

Project Advisory Board 

~"orking with the Project Director and Lead S&olar, the Project Advisory Board will oversee the development 

of the conference and workshop agendas; recommend resources and tools for review and assessment; lead 

discussions with invited participants in advance of the conference; oversee the evaluation of project outcomes; 

and recommend priorities for ongoing work. 

Will Cowan, Associate Director for Digital Library Software Development, IU Libraries Digital Library 

Program, Indiana llniversity Bloomington 

Allyson Nadia Field, Assistant Professor of Film and Media Studies, Ilniversity of California, Los Angeles; Co- 
Chair, Oscar Micheaux Society, Society for Cinema and Media Studies 

Jan-Christopher Horak, Director, UCLA Film & Television Archive, University of California, Los Angeles 

Leah Kerr, Independent Archival Consultant; Former Director of Collections, Ma}mae A. Clayton Library and 

Museum 

Jacqueline Stewart, Associate Professor of Radio/Television/Film and African American Studies, 
Northwestern University 

John A. Walsh, MLS Program Director and Assistant Professor of Library and Information Science, Indiana 
University Bloomington 
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DATA .~tANAGEMENT PLAN 

Expected Data and Period of Retention 
Principal data to be produced over the course of this project includes audiovisual recordings of con[b~rence and 

workshop proceedings, transcriptions from those recordings, and the project white paper. All project data will be 
made publicly available within six months of the 2013 conference and workshop and retained permauently at Indiana 

University. 

Data Formats and Dissemination 

Event proceediugs will be recorded to DVCAM tape aud transferred to H. 264/MPEG-4 standard files in accordance 

with ISO/IEC 14496, Coding ofaudio-visuaI objects. Both the text transcriptions produced from the recordings and the 

project white paper will be written to PDF/A-1 file format in accordance with ISO 19005-1:2005, Document 

Management Electronic document file format for long term preservation Part I: Use of PDF 1.4 (PDF/A- I). 

For ~vide dissemination of the event proceedings and for enhanced discoverability of individual presentations, BFC/A 

will employ the open-source Omeka platform and the Annotator’s "Workbench (AX,VB) plugin recently developed at 

Indiana University by project advisor Will Co,van. The project MPEG-4 files ~vill be uploaded to AWB; divided into 

segments according to presentation; associated with descriptive metadata to include the corresponding text 

transcriptions for each video segment; and ingested for delivery through the Omeka installation hosted at the 

dedicated event website. (AXVB ~vork files ~vill be exported and saved as METS-compliant .awx XML.) This approach 

~vill enable video browsing by presenter and topic, and full keyword access to presentation content. The Omeka 

database of presentations and transcriptions will be shared as open content through an ODC Public Domain 

Dedication and License (PDDL). 

The project white paper will also be disseminated online at the dedicated event website and shared as open content 

through the IUScholarV~orks digital repository (https://scholarworks.iu.edu/dspace/). 

Data Storage and Preservation of Access 

Following the completion of video digitization work by the Education and Production Services unit of the Indiana 

University Radio & Television, the original tape-based DVCAM masters will be stored on-site in the BFC/A’s 

environmentally-controlled archival vault. 

All MPEG-4, XML, and PDF/A-1 files generated through the project will be will be stored using the Indiana 

University Scholarly Data Archive (SDA; https://pti.iu.edu/storage/sda), a distributed storage service capable of 

holdiug up to 15 petabytes of data that is centrally supported across mirrored tape silos in Bloomington and 

Indianapolis. All data will be indexed in the IUScholar’Works repository, which provides a user-friendly interface for 

the organization, context, and discoverability of data stored in SDA. This combination of IUScholarWorks and SDA 

provides mirroring, redundancy, media migration, access control, file integrity validation, embargoes, and other 

security-based services that ensure the data are appropriately archived for the life of the project and beyond the 

project if necessary. As experts on research preservation and access, the IU I.ibraries manage this service on a day-to- 

day basis. 

14 
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APPENDIX B: PROPOSED CONFERENCE AND WORKSHOP AGENDA 

All listed speakers are confirmed except as noted. 

DAY ONE - Conference 

8:30 AM-9:00 AM: Coffee 

9:00 AM-9:30 AM: Welcome and Introduction 

9:30 AM-11:00 AM: Panel One: Generations of scholarship in the study of early black film 

Histories of early black-audience film scholarship and the observed influence of past technological 

developments in access and presentation. 

Moderator: 

Greg Waller, Department of Communication and Culture, Indiana University - Bloomington 

Pall el: 

Matt Bernstein, Department of Film and Media Studies, Emory University 
[Hnconfirmed historian] 

[Hnconfirmed media archivist] 
Dana White, Graduate Institute of Liberal Arts, Emory University 

11:00 AM-I 1:15 AM: Break 

11:15 AM-12:45 PM: Panel Two: Reconceptualizing the film artifact as an object for study 

Examining the character of film ~vorks significant to early black-audience film as they exist as fragments, 

versions, and variants, and how they constitute material evidence apart from their time-based moving image 
essence and within a network of related visual and textual documents. 

Moderator: 

Rachael Stoeltj e, IU Film Archive, Indiana University- Bloomington 

Panel: 

Jacqueline Stewart, School of Commuuication, Northwestern University 

Mike Mashon, Moving Image Section, MBRS, Library of Congress 
Leah Kerr, Independent Archivist 

J. Christopher Horak, UCLA Film and Television Archive, University of California - Los Angeles 

12:45 PM-2:45 PM: Lm~ch 
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2:4.5 PM-4:15 PM: Panel Three: The Race Movie Circuit and the Web of Evidence 

The race movie circuit as a network ofperforrners, producers, distributors, investors, theaters, and 

audiences; requirements for establishing relationships between bodies of extant materials held across 

archives; means of presenting and discovering limked data geographically, chronologically, and thematically. 

Moderator: 

Barbara Klinger, Department of Communication and Cult, we, Indiana University - Bloomington 

Panel: 

Allyson Field, School of Theater, Film, and Television, University of California, Los Angeles 
Barbara Tepa Lupack, Independent Scholar 

Charlene Regester, Department of African and Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina - 
Chapel ttill 

[Unconfirmed digital humanities specialist] 

4:15 PM-4:30 PM: Break 

4:30 PM-5:30 PM: Closing Roundtable 

Moderator: 

Michael T. Martin, Black Film Center/Archive, Indiana University Bloomington 

8:00 PM: Evening Keynote 

Khalil Gibran Muhammad, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library 

DAY TWO - Workshop 

"Workshop Co-Chairs: 

Will Cowan, Digital Library Program, Indiana University 
John A. Walsh, School of Library and Inlbrmation Science, Indiana University 

Brian Graney, Black Film Center/Archive, Indiana University 

8:30 AM-9:00 AM: Coffee 

9:00 AM-9:15 AM: Welcome and Introduction 

9:15 AM-10:30 AM:      Motion Picture Capture and Representation 

Presentation and evaluation of existing frame-integrity motion picture scmming systems, best practice 

documents for image capture, raw and processed file formats, and tools for representing digital content. 

10:30 AM-10:45 AM: Break 
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10:45 AM-I 2:00 PM:     Tools and Platforms for Analysis, Annotation, and Contextualization 
Demonstrations of existing tools under consideration fbr application and extension, including TILE 1.0 

Text-Image Linking Environment and Annotator’s \Vorkbench; and reviews of relevant digital humanities 
projects including Going to the Show and Digital Formalism. 

12:00 PM-I:00 PM: Lunch 

1:00 PM-2:00 PM:        Closing Discussion 

RevisilTing the m ethodologies and humanities questions examined throughout Day One to m ore closely assess 

the ~xlrrent technical landscape and its capacity to support research and teaching in this area; enumerating 
and priorit~ing needs for continuing research and development. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

UNC Athletic Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

2013 Carolina Football Season Tickets 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!L~:[~.’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this emaJl. Questions or comments may be sent to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Mindfulness Course for Adolescents 

Who Says Adolescents Can’t Be Mindful? 

This spring L~,-C is offering a mindfulness class for adolescents, age 

12-18. Based on Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (2vIBSR) and tailored 
to adolescents, the empirically-based curriculum for this course, 
entitled Learning to BREATHE, was developed by mindfulness 
expert/clinical psychologist Dr. Patricia Broderick and has been 
endorsed by Jon Kabat-Zinn. 

Research in mindfulness indicates that this program may help students 
improve focus, enhance self-confidence, and provide a basis ibr 
developing positive coping and time-management skills. 

"These skills can help teenagers navigate effectively through a time in 
life that can be confusing, filled with uncertainties, and exceedingly 
stressful These life-skills form the basis for building successful 
relationships, beginning with oneself." Jon Kabat-Zinn, founder of 
M-[3SR, from forward of Learning to BREA~II IE 

Dates: Wednesdays, May 8 - June 12, 5:15 - 6:45pm. 

ORIENTATION FOR TEENS AND PARE,’~I’S: ),day 1, 7:00-8:00 pin 

Location: Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg, Room 500; School of Social Work, UNC 

Registration Fee: $295 

Participants in the associated research study will receive a $15. Amazon 
gift card for each of three online questionnaires completed (total of 
$45) The online questionnaire takes approximately 20 minutes, and must 
be completed the evening prior to the first class, after the third 
class, and again al~er the final class 

The class will be taught by Dr. Karen Blmh, an experienced mindfulness 
instructor and educator with 18 years formal classroom teaching 
experience with children and adolescents. Dr. Bluth’s research is 
focused on improving adolescent and family well-being through 
mindlhlness interventions She began practicing mindfulness when she 
was an adolescent. 

To register, complete the following and return using the information 
below: (Registration deadline is February 1, 2013) 

Participant Name 

Address 

Birthdate Phone 

Email 

Parent NaraeiPhone 
/ 

Parent email 

Include $295 payment: 
1 ) Check: Make payable to: P_MR/Medical Fund, & on Memo line, write 
"Mindfulness". Mail check along with this completed form to postal 
mailing address below. 

2)Credit Card To make a secure payment, please call 919.966.8586, with 
your credit card information (For security- reasons, we do not accept 
credit card information by email) 

EMAIL: mind fu lness@med unc.edu 
F.A2x2: 919-843-5452 
PHONE: 919-966-8586 

POSTAL MAILING ADDRESS: 
Mindt’ulness Course, Program on Integrative Medicine Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation CB# 7200, L,~’C School of Medicine Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-7200 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 



that they do want to receive mass email. To set your in]2~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv~ .unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOt~MATIONAL: Administrative Review of Juliam~ Tenney, JD 

DATE: April 10, 2013 

TO: Members of the L~NC-Chapel Hill Faculty, Staff~ Students and Alumni 

FROM: Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor tbr Research and David Parker, 
Associate Vice Chancellor & Deputy General Counsel 

RE: Administrative Review- of Juliam~ Tem~ey, JD, Institutional Research 
Compliance and HIPAA Privacy Ofl~icer and Director, Institutional 
Research Compliance Program 
I am pleased to invite your participation in the review process on 
behalf of the committee appointed to review the performance of Juliann 
Tenney, JD, Institutional Research Compliance and HIPAA Privacy Officer 
and Director, Institutional Research Compliance Program 

’]?his review, required by Universi~ regulations, will fi~cus on Ms. 
Tenney’s performance during the five years as Institutional Research 
Compliance and H[PAA Privacy Officer and Director, Institutional 
Research Compliance Program. ’1"he committee consists of: Chair, Robert P 
Lowman, Lacy Farrell, Ju@ Culhane Faubert, Mary Beth Koza, I)aniel K 
Nelson, Mary Elizabeth Reiss, and Stan Waddell. 

The committee invites your comments on Ms. Tenney’s leadership, 
management, and oversight of the Research Compliance Program It is 
important for the committee to understand how Ms. Tenney is viewed by 
her peers at UNC-Chapel ,’fill and as a colleague and citizen of the 
University community. ’]"he primary responsibility of the review committee 
~s to serve as a conduit and organizing mechanism fi~r feedback 
concermng Ms. Tenney’s performance. 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following ways: 

1. StIARE YOUR COMMt~IN~S WI~I][J T[tE COMMffT~I][~IE AT THE SC[tEDULED OPEN SESSION 
on April 30, 2013 from 1:00PM-3:00PM. If you wish to meet with the 
committee, please contact Jennifer Pruitt in the Associate Vice 
Chancellor’s Office at: (919) 962-7757, or by email at: 
j ennifer~mitt@unc, edu and she will schedule a 15-minute session. \~"hile 
all comments received during these sessions will be kept strictly 
comfldential, a master list of attendees will be retained as part of Ms. 
Tenney’s personnel file. Requests to meet must be received no later than 
April 26, 2013. 

2. PROVIDE \VRITTEN COIk£~ENTS TO THE CHAIR (email or postal or campus 
mail). The review conm~ittee will treat your comments as strictly 
confidential. However, by- law, all written communications, whether paper 
or email, become a cotffidential part of Ms. Tetmey’s personnel file and 
as such, are open to examination by- her. Oral communications (by 
telephone or in person) and the committee’s notes generated from these 
conversations do not become part of Ms. Tenncy’s personnel file, but may 
be reflected in the conm~ittee’s report without identifiers. If’you wish 
to provide oral comments, please contact the Chair or any meraber of the 
committee. University regulations prohibit consideration of anonymous 
letters in the review process. All written comments should be sent by 
April 30, 2013, to: Robert P. Lowman, committee chaff c/o Bob Lowraan, 
301 Bynttm Hall, CB # 4100, or by email at: lowman@unc.edu 

3. You may speak with any of the conmfittee members privately by 
telephone or in person. Oral communications (by telephone or in person) 
and the committee member’s notes generated from these conversations do 
not become part of Ms. Tenney’s persom~el file However the committee 
will prepare a written surmna~ of all oral communications received and a 
separate list of persons who have spoken with committee members. Both 
the summa~z and the list will become parts of Ms. Tenney’s persom~el 
file The deadline for meeting ~vith con~mittee members is 3:00PM on April 

30, 2013. 

Thank you ve~ much fbr your help in this important task. 

Committee Chair: 
Robert P Lowman 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Research 
Research Professor, Department of Psychology 
301 Byntun Hall, CB#4100 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599-4100 
(919) 962-0656 
lowman@unc, edu 



Commitbee Members: 
Lacy Farrell 
UNC HCS Privacy and Legal Support Officer 
Patient Advocacy Officer 
UNC Health Care System 
CB# 
(919) 966-%15 
Lacy Farrell@unchealthcare.org 

Judy Culhane Faubert 
Assistant Universib" Counsel, University Counsel 
110 Byntm~ Hall, CB# 9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-7483 
faubelt@email.unc.edu 

Maq- Beth Koza 
Director, Envirotwnent, Health & Safety 
1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB#1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 
(919) 843-5913 
MBKoza@ehs.unc.edu 

Daniel K. Nelson 
Director, Office of Htm~an Research Ethics 
Professor of Social Medicine 
Adjunct Professor of Pediatrics 
316 Carrington Hall, CB#7097 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7097 
(919) 966-5883 
danielt~elson@unc, edu 

Maq- Elizabeth Reiss 
Vice President, Compliance and Ethics Officer, RTI International 
Research Triangle Park 
3040 East Cornwallis Road, Post Office Box 12194 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2194 
(919) 541-7435 
mreiss@rti.org 

Start Waddell 
Interim AVC of Infrastructure and Operations 
Chief Teclmology Ofticer 
211 Manning Dr., CB# 3420 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3420 
(919) 843-5684 
stan waddell@unc edu 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and General Counsel 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:58 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

I~’ORIVDkL NOTICE: Carolina Family Scholmship Application - 2013 

Dear Carolina Faculty- and Stall; 

The Uik-C-Chapel Hill Family Scholarship committee is pleased to almounce 
that the Fall 2013 scholarship applications for children of L~NC-Chapel 
Hill employees are no~v being accepted. To apply, go to 
www.unc.edu/familyfund and select the Scholarship Application & Rene~val 
Application option on the left side of the screen (it may take a minute 
to retrieve the application) 

This need-based scholarship fired ~vas created by Carolina employees to 
provide financial support to the children of otu- full-time colleagues to 
attend ANY of the 16 UNC campuses as well as any of the accredited 
con~munity and technical colleges in North Carolina. 

PLEASE NOT[~: 
*    Applicants must file the necessary financial aid forms with the 
institution they wish to attend and notify the Office of Scholarships 
and Student Aid at UNC-Chapel tlill with the contact infi~rmation fi~r that 
instituuon’s financial aid office, as well as provide a detailed 
summary of the financial aid package offered by that institution. 
* The application deadline is June 1, 2013. 

For previous press about the scholarship, see 
http : // vazett e. unc. edu/archiv es/O9aprO1/fundrai sing.htm[ 

Respec fful [y, 

UNC-Chapel Hill Family Scholarship Fund comanittee -- 
www unc.edu/familyfund 

Have questions? 
Contact: Sharon P. Glover 
ITS Customer Relations 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

voice: 919- 445-9317 
email: glover@unc.edu 

Interested in supporting the Carolina Family Scholarship? 

Want to help children of Carolina employees go to college? Check out 
www.unc.edu,f’amilyfund to alwange for a $1 (or more) weekly 
tax-deductible payroll deduction or a one-time donation of an?" amount. 

Respectfully, 

UNC-Chapel Hill Family Scholarship Fund committee -- 
www.tmc.eduifamilyfund 

Have questions? 
Contact: Sharon P Glover 
ITS Customer Relations 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

voice: 919- 445-9317 
email: glover@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Development/Scholarship Offices 

This email is sponsored by: ITS Customer Relations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 11, 2013 7:01 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Venus Play at UNC this week 

Please tbrwaacd to iuterested mad studems and colleagues. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: regester(&email,unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lis±s.unc.e&gu? 
id=32361607.26892fl}bebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25&n=T&l=afriat?am&o=329g4773 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32984773-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbedO42dlOc3de25~)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 11, 2013 8:17 AM 

Class <al?am276springl 3@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[afam276spring13] t~f: Venus Play at UNC this week 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, April II, 20:t3 7:00 AN 
To= Department listserv 
Subject= [afriafam] Venus Play at UNC this week 

Please forward to interested and students and colleagues. 

You are currently subscribed to atkial?am as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
.... Fo unsubscribe click here: http:/ilis~s.unc.edw’u? 

. . ~.. id=32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3de25 &n=T&l=afriat:am&o=32984773 

,. . (It may be necessa~cy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a bla~lk email to leave-32984773-32361607 26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25~)listserv unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to afam276spring 13 as: regester~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 60430680.6ca2c3c0941056ea81d6361531Mf5c5&n T&I afam276 springl3&o 32984984 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32984984-60430680.6c~2c3c0941056ea81 d6361531 b4f5c5(a)listserv, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 6:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Carrboro Police investigate assault on RR "tracks 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Carrboro Police investigate assault on RR tracks 

The Carrboro Police Department is seeking information about a reported assault that occurred on the railroad tracks that run behind Harris Teeter and Estes Park Apartments The assault 
occurred sometime during the early morning hours of Thursday, April 11. 

The suspect described as a male, approximately 6 feet tall with a thin build, race ua~nown assaulted a woman (not a L~,-C student) who was ~valking alone 

This general area is frequented by many Carrboro residents, including UNC students. Police encourage people to avoid walking alone at night, be a~vare of your surrouaadings, inform others 
as to your plans and to call 911 for help, if needed 

Anyone with any information on this incident should call Sgt. Webster at (919) 918-7417. 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnum~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of 

haney@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Asian Scholars Writing for Publication 

Asian Scholars ;Vriting for Publication: 
From Basics to the Logical Development of the Literature Review 

There is new updated infolrnatiun regarding this institute for UNC-CH 
faculty, students, and staff Please contact the office for new updated 
informatiun at 919-966-3638 

This institute is designed to help Asian scholars in the health 
professions develop articles that excite and inspire readers and can be 
published in English journals. By the end of this program, participants 
will be able to: 
*Describe a process of scientific writing in English 
*Write logically in English 
*Describe the process of integrative literature review 
*Demonstrate skills in succinct abstract writing 
*Describe the process of writing to publication 

Participants are encouraged to come with ideas about manuscripts, and 
time will be given lk~r writing and/or individual assistance/editing by 
Dr Yeo and st~t’f. Participants will have the opportunity to have a 
tour of the University of North Carolina Hospitals and dialogue with 
hospital nurses as a way of better understanding U S health care. 

SeonAe Yeo, PhD, RNC, FAAN 
Associate Professor 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill 
School of Nursing 

Dr.Yeo is an Associate Professor, The University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill School of Nursing. Prior to moving to the United 
States in 1981, she graduated from St Luke’s College of Nursing and 
earned her PhD from the University of Tokyo, Graduate School of 
Medicine. She has had a long successful career in the American academic 
environment. She has published over 50 papers in top-tier peer-reviewed 
journals Also, as a scholar of English-as-a-second-language, she has 
mastered a way to process logical development in English and is expert 
in the skills needed to work with editors to achieve the best outcome of 
ever?" paper. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Lifelong Learning, School of 
Nursing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:19 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

cornm@listserv.unc.edu 

[generalfaculty] Faculty Governance News, v. 7.8 

Facul~ Governance News 

Issue 7.8 

April 11, 2o13 

From the Of[lee of Facuky Governance 

2oo-o4 Cart Building, UNC-CH Curer, us Box 917o 

Phone (919) 962-a ~ 4(~ 

Fax (9’9) 96~-5479 

Contact: Anne Whisnant 

The Office of Faculty Governance publishes Faculty Governance News mouthly. Send information to be cousidered for inclusion to Anne Whisnant ou Monday 

before an issue is scheduled to appear. For immediate news, "Lik~e’ our page on Facebook or "Follow Us’ on Twitter i(a;UNCFacOovl. 

FaeMty Co,moil & General FacM~ to meet Friday, April ~2; new time: apm 

Friday, April ~2 brings the fi~xaI Faculty Council meeting of the 2or a-~3 academic year; as is our traditkm, this meeting is also a meeting of the General FaeMty, 

and aH faculty members are especiMl~" encouraged to atte~xd. D*m to ewe~l:s related 1:o a spe~ial Boa~’d ofGove~’novs n~eeting ~:his F~’iday, we have 

moved l:he Faculty Council ~nee{i~g {i~ne one ho*~r ea~die~’, {o 2=00 pn~. ~,gs usual, the meeti~xg will he in the Hkehcock Room at the Stone Cea ter. 

The agenda and all materials are now online here. Highlights of Friday’s meeting include saying farewell to Chancellor Thorp aud Provost Carney; discussing the 

annual reports of the Cornmktee on the Status of Women and the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty, voting on four resolutions, aud considering proposals for 

reform of the Honor System. 

We’ll be live-tweeting under the hashtag #FacCouncil from @ UNCFacOov. Follow along! 

FacMb- Elections 2oi3 are next week (April 15-22)~ 

The 2o13 Faculty Eleetioas will be co[~ducted by eleetro[~ie survey next week. AH members of [heVoting Faculty w~]] reeei~’e their i[~dividuafized, unique ballot by 

emMI early" Monday morning, April ~5~h. Voter’s w~ll have ua ti] mid sight on Monday, April a2 to cast ballots, and results will he announced o~ April 26th. Th~s 

year’s full Voter Information Guide with sho~ s~atements from ~ear]y all of the candidates, is now online. If you believe ~’ou are eligible to vote sad do 

receive a ba]lot on Monday morning, please eo[x[aet Amxe Whisnaat in our office (anne whisnant@unc.edu). 

FacMD~ invited to contribute to Habitat for Hmnanib~ house in honor of Thorps 

This spriug, the UNC Habitat for Humanity chapter is building a home for a local family in honor of Patti and Holden Thorp. The Thorps have beeu stroug 

advocaies and fiteilitators [?or Habitat in the Chapel ttill eommuniiy. The chapter wishes to recognize their ouisianding service and positb:e impact and invites you 

to support this endeavor. The cost io sponsor ihis house is Sao,ooo. Your contribution will buy nails, painL wood, or shingles for a family actively pursuing a 

brighter future, a place to call borneo If you would like to join in this expression of appreciation and support of the Thorps, please send a check to: 

UNC HaMtat [or Humanity 

FPG Union, Box 38 

Cha pe] Hill, NC 27514 

Or go to http:i/www.razoo.com/storyiSpring-Itouse-To-ttonor-The-Thorps to donate online. Your douation is tax deductible under the University of North 

Carolina tax exemption code of 56-60o1393. The UNC Habitat fbr Humani~- Chapter will recognize you personally fbr your douation. All donors will be 

reeoguized iu a special book presented to the Thorps at the ]muse dedication, and will be featured on a sponsorship banner at our spring Blitz Build. 

Forum on the role of athletics at Carolina to be held April ’9 

Carolina will convene a panel of distinguished leaders in higher education and athletics on April I9 to consider the role of athletics in the li[> of Carolina. The idea 

of a panel originated in a report produced in 2o12 by a Faculty Executive Committeeo Full details on the forum may be found here. 

The panel will meet from 1 p.rn. to 3 p.m. ]n the Caroliaa Inn, Hill Ballroom South. 

The panel chair is Hunter Rawl]ngs, pcesident of the Assodatkm of America a Uaiversities. He will be joined by James Dela ay, a UNC aluminas who was 

commissioner of the Big Ten Conference and a forrner NCAA enforcement officer; Bob Malekoff, associate professor aud sport studies chair at GuiKord College and 

a %rmer athletics director and head coach who has written about athletics and sports management at the collegiate and proff’ssioual levels; Amy Perko, executive 

director of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics; and Patrieia Timmons-Goodson, former associate justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court and 

a UNC alumna. The event will also f?’ature a roundtable with five other speakers: Jay Bliss from ESPN, Bubha Cunningham (UNC’s athletics director), Joy Rennet 

ichair of UNC’s Faculty Athletics Committee), Jay Smith (Professor of ttistory), and Richard Southall (Associate Professor of Sport Administration, director of 

College Sport Research Institute). 



Commencement weekend events: how to pa icipate 

Commencement Weekend 2o13 is coming up! Faculty are invited to be involved. Full h~f?~rmation is coming online at http:iicommencement.unc.edu/, Key things 

you need to know: Saturday; May 11tl~ is the P~.D, hooding ceremony; and commencement is Sunday, May 12tl~. Faculty are invited to partMpate in both events -- 

either wi{h or without regalia. 

The DoetoPal Hoodi~g ceremony will take p~ace on Saturday~ May ~L a~ ~o a.m. i~ the Dean Smith Cen~er. The featured speaker will be Dr. Dan Ariely, ,games 

B. Duke Pro~ssor of PsyeholoKv and BehaviorM Eco~omics at Duke University. Dr. Arie]y received his mas~er’s degree and doctorate in cognitive psyehology 

from Carolina. His reseat’oh has tra ~sformed our undet’s~a~ding of huma~ decisio~-mak~ng. During the ceremo~y, each grad uate will be eMled to the stage to 

receive the doetot’al hood from his or her advisor’. 

Non-hoodiug [acuity memt)ers who wish to march in the academic pt’oeessio~]aI should arrive at the Smith Coulter (e~]tt’anee D) no later than 9:3o a.m. a~]d 

cougregate in the Press Room on the lower [eve[ (take elevators or stairs down to t}~e first floor). MarshMs will direct you to the line-up site. Read more 

information about the hooding ceremony here. Parking will be available in all the lots around the Smith Center. 

II~aiversity Comme~xeen~ent is on Sunday, May 12 at 9:3o a.m. in Kenan Stadium, where it will be held raiu or shiue. If it rains during the ceremouy, the 

ceremony may be shortened; in the event of dangerous severe weather, it will be caneelled. This year’s speaker is S{eve Cas% co.-founder of American Online. 

Faculty par{icipating in the proeessionaI should park in the new Bell Tower deck and gather on the second floor of the Kenan Football Center at 9:oo aom. From 

there, Faculty Marshal Valerie Ashby will lead the Neulty processional. 

### 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=552~9169.5839ac6d5f51~ac4c9823de128a864d4&n=T&~=genera~facu~ty&~=329889~8 or send a blank 

email to leave-32988908-55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellorsearch@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVL~kL NOTICE: Celebrate Our Chancellor-Elect Frida55 April 12, at 4 p.m. 

Dear Carolina Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Umversi~z of North Carolina’s Board of Governors is scheduled to 
elect Carolina’s 1 lth chancellor during a special meeting on Friday, 
April 12, at 2 pm. 

Details will be reported on ~vww.unc.edu shortly after the election. 

You are invited to help us celebrate this important day for the 
University Come greet the Chancellor-Elect at a campus reception 
Friday, April 12, at 4 p.m in the FedEx Global Education Center, 
located at 301 Pittsboro Street 

(For our staff employees, attendance will be cunsidered work time You 
are encuuraged to seek advance approval from your supervisors.) 

I hope tu see you at the reception. 

Sincerely, 

Wade Hargruve, (;hair 
Chancellur Search Committee and the Umversity’s Buard of Trustees 

This email is spunsured by: Board of Trustees 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

hoplab@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: PAID Brain Imaging Rese~rch Study 

We are currently recruiting health?- volunteer participants for 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (t\~I) and brain wave (EEG) 
studies of the neural mechanisms of attention and performance. 
Participants should be 18-30 years of age, wifla 20/20 (or 
corrected-to-20/20) vision, and should have no known history of 
neurological injuW or disease. Participants will receive financial 
compensation for their time. 

For I~-ther information, please contact the Hopfinger Lab at 
(919)-843-4930 or hoplab@unc.edu. 

Department of Psycholo~z at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill This stud?- has been approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional 
Review Buard (IRB) (study ¢¢09-0535; approved Feb 11, 2013) 

This email is spunsored by: Psychulogy. 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent tu thuse who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set your irfformatiuna[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 3:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange Coun~ under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",!TY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
tl~reatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapi~vwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University ~vill not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado ~vatch since the status of those often change frequently during a ~veather 
event. Ira new ~veather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch aI’ter a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the ~veather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the Universi~" to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.for Women Facully & Professionals 

Friday, April 12, 2013 7:45 AM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] Invitation, AWFP Spring Luncheon 

AWFPSpringlnvite2013.pdf 

Hello colleagues, 

What an exciting time at UNC[ 

We hope you will join us at our spring luncheon, Thursday May 2, 20213 at the Carolina Inn. Please see the announcement, attached, and join us in 

spreading the word. Registration is available on the AWFP Website: http:i/awfp.web.unc.edt~i 
We’ll look forward to seeing you there, 
Kim Strom-Gotffried 
AWFP President 

,? 

9 

9 

You me subscribed to this list, awfpall, because you have been identified as a female facul~ or professional smtl’member who is eligible to join or pm~ticipate ~n 

activilies sponsored by the UNC Association for Wo~nen Faculty and Professionals. We use this general list ve~ spa2dngly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor thioughout the year. If you would like to be unsubscribed, please e~nail anne whisnant@unc.edu. 



THE ASSOCIATION FOR 

WOMEN FACULTY AND PROFESSIONALS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF .NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

INVITES YOU TO OUR 

ANNUAL MEETING AND SPRING 

THE KEYNOTE, 

.PROF. 

LUNCHEON 

"ETHICAL ACTION IN TRYING TIMES," 

WILL BE DELIVERED BY 

.KI.M STROM.-GOTTFRIED 

$25 FOR MEMBERS/$30 FOR NON-MEMBEtLS 



PLEASE RSVP BEFORE APRIL 20TH 

Yes, I l~ouId Like to dttend.dld£PP’s dnnua! Meeting and SDring Luncheon 

NAME: 

SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

CAMPUS ADDRESS: 

EMAIL" 

PHONE NUMBER: 

Register one of two ways: 

BY MAIL - 

PLEASE SEND THIS FORM WITH 

A CHECK PAYABLE TO AWFP TO: 

RHONDA GIBSON 

AWFP TREASURER 

CAMPUS BOX #3365 

OR ONLINE 

MAKE YOUR PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD 

AT: 

http://aw~.web.unc.edu 

(Payment through PayPal will register 

you for the luncheon.) 

WIy Payment Includes the Following." 

............. $25 FOR MEMBER LUNCH ............. $30 FOR NON-.MEMBER LUNCH 

__ $55 SPECIAL: INCLUDES DISCOUNTED LUNCH AND 
2013--14 AN NUAL MEMBERSHIP 

Reservations and cancellations must be received no later than April 26th. 

Cancellations after this date will. not receive a refund. 

For questions about registration, e-mail: gibsonr@email.unc.edu. 
For information about AWFP visit: awfp.web.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Friday, April 12, 2013 10:13 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculty@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[generalt:aculty] Ulxtate: Faculty Council/General Faculty ~neeting for today POSTf~ONED till April 26th 

To: All Faculty 

From: Office of Faculty Governance 

We wanted to let you know that in light of today’s events surrounding the announcement of the new Chancellor, Chair of the Faculty Jan goxill announced late last 

night that the Faculty Council and General Faculty meeting see ~or [odav will be POSTPONED until Friday, April 26, 2013. it will be held that day at the usual time, 

3:00 to 5:00 p.m. We will post an announcement soon about the location. 

Meanwhile, we invite all faculty members to join the campus community at the reception welcoming the Chancellor-Elect this afternoon at 4 p.m. in the FedEx 

Global Education Center, located at 30:1 Pittsboro Street. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: _r__e_g_e_b~_e_!_,~t~b_e___n_)__a__i_!:__u___n__c_2_e___d__t! . 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=32990693 or send a blank eraa~l to 

leave-32990693- 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4~listser~,.unc.eda 



~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Diane Lucas <membe~@unc4v.org> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 1:26 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@emaiLunc~edu> 

"iqle UNC-TV e-Guide 

The UNC-I%’ e-Guide - Since 20021 

Dear Charlene, 

The warm weather is finally here! As the 
~emperature hea~s up, so does Saturday i.~.i [.~oc Mar~in 

night en UNC-TV. with a fresh ~h~e-u~ ~8 
response to v~ewer requests. The Caf~, a 
brand new comedy ser~es set in a seaside 
town ~akes over the 8:30 PM s~oL Each 
hea~-warming episode sees all se~s ef 
co~odul characters pop h~ and out of the 
car6, ~nclud~n9 old school friends and people from al~ walks of I~e. At 9 
PM, Doc ~artin brh~gs us classic comic-drama with Mad~n C~uses 
the t~tle role as the brash "Doc" Matin E]]ingham who finds h~mself 
back home ~n a Cornish v~age after Ms illustrious medical career 
London goes awry. The townspeople are no~ used to the doc~or’s Munt 
epin~ons and insensitive manners, often ~ead~ng le mayhem h~ 
town of Po~wenn. At 10 PM, the ’dramedy’ Death i~ Paradise stars 
Ben M~e[ as no-nonsense london Metropolitan Police De~ective 
~nspecler R~chard Poole. You can sti~ enjoy your o~d favorites toe, w~th 
the veneraMe As Ti~e Goes By stil~ in ~ts fam~h~r 8 PM spot, while 
Keeping Up Appearances moves to Thursdays at 11 PM, and 
Wa~t~ng for God on Wednesdays at 11 PM. 

North Carolina NowSpotlight 

St. Andrews Pipe Band 
Maria Lundberg takes us to Laurinburg, Nodh Carolina, to St. 
Andrews University, a four-year liberal arts institution steeped in 
Scoftish history. The university is also home to the St. Andrews 
Pipe Band, recognized as one of the top pipe bands in the Eastern 
United States. The students in the band are not only learning to 
become proficient in playing the pipes but ~hey are also preserving 
their Highland Scottish heritage. Catch all the fun on North 
Carolina Now, Friday, April 12, at 7:30 PM! 

12, at 9:30 PM 
Internationally renowned, multi~pla~inum recording artis~ Josh G[oban, 
performs songs from his most recenl aJbum reJease All That Echoes 
(Reprise} as well as ether popular favor~tes~ Possessing one of 
most outstanding a~d instantly recognizaMe voices in music, singer, 
songwriter and actor Josh Groban is a Jr~ple~hreat who has 
entertained fans across the globe w~th his mu~fi-platinum a~bums and 
DVDs (over 25 million so~d worldwide), e~ectrffying ~ve pedormances, 
and comed~c film and television appearances. Aft That Echoes was 
recently named ~he number one album on the N~elsen SoundScan 
charts, se~ng 145,000 cop~es ~n its first week. 

North Caro{ina IBookwatch: Stanley Riggs 
Sunday, April 14, at 12 PM 
Host DG marlin interviews one of the autho~ of The Batde forNor~h 
Caro~,ina’.s Coast, a book {eatur~ng {our experts on coastal dynamics 
examining issues thai threaten th~s national [~asu~. According 1o ~h~ 
autho~, the Noah Carolina bamer islands are not permanent. Rather, 
they ~re Mghly moM~e piles of sand that are hspacted by sea-~eve~ rise 
and major storms and hurricanes. Our presen~ development and 
managemenl policies fer these changh~g islands are in dh’ect confl~d 
w~th their natural dynamics. Revealing the urgency of the 
envkonmental and economic proMems fsc~ng coasts~ Noah Carolina, 
~h~s essentia~ book offers a hopeful vision ~er the coast’s future if we 
are willing to adapt to the barriers’ ongoing and natura~ processes. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Ken Burns’ Centra~ Park Five 
i~i burn-centrsi-pa rk.jpg 

Tuesday, April 16, at 9 PM 
This brand new documentary recounts the 
true story of five black teenagers 
wrongfully convicted of raping and beath~g 
a 28-year~M wh~e woman who became 

known as the Central Park Jogger~ The ~nck~ent sparked a public 

outc~ over random, senseless violent acts, popularized the term 
"w~ld~Rg" and lapsed ca~ls for New Yolk ~o reinstate ~he death penalty. 
Sa[ah Burns, the daughter o~ documentary fi~mmaker Ken Bums, was 

s~x at the time of the inc~denl, but used ~1 as the bas~s for her 
Lmde[graduate thes~s about racism and med~a coverage. L~ter, her 
outrage ~ed her ~o drop plans ~o a~teRd law schoo~ and instead to write 
a book on the five wrongly accused teenagers. 

Saving the Ocean 
Thursday, April 18 & 26, at 9:30 PM 
Swordfish are magnificent, specialized predators. Yet most of what we 
know about them is how to ki~ them. We vak~e them a~mosl entirely 
only after we’ve turned them into meat. We miss ~most aH of whet 
there is to appreciate about ihem as animals. Even in such ~ntimate 

contact-----as fish we catch, and as food we take h~to our bodies--we 
mnderstsnd a~most notMng about them. In th~s two-ps~ special, Csrl 
Sa[~na goes to sea w~th some of ~he ]as~ [emain~ng swordfish 
harpoonem to experience firsthand one of the worM’s mos~ sus~a~naMe 
fisheries and to find out why swordfish are the wodd’s best b~gd~sh 

comeback sto~. 

IB~etchley Circle - Series Premiere! 
:: [:~:] :: Bletchley Circle 

Sunday, April 21, at 10 PM ...... 
This new three-part series, follows Susan,                         -- 
Millie, Lucy and Jean, ordinary women wi~h 
exlraordinary ability to break codes, a sMU 
honed during Work~ War ~ when they 
worked undercover at B~etcMey Park, site of the United Kingdom’s 
ma~n decryption estaM~shment. Now, ~n 1952, the four have [e~urned to 
c~vi~an ~ife, keeping their ~ntel~gence work secret fl’om a~, ~nchJd~ng family 
~nd fdends. A sedes of ghastly murders targeting women, however, 
reunites the team as ~hey set out to decode the pa~tern behind ~he cdmes. 

Market Warriors - in Liberty, NO! ×i liber~ijpg 
Monday, April 22, at 9 PM " 

See if Kevin Bruneau, John Bruno, Miller Gaffney and Bob Richter find some local 
luck in Randolph County’s sem~annua~ L~be~iy Antiques Festival Host Mark 
~a~berg’s chaHenge~ to find a 20th~entury Amedcan ~tem from among the 400 

dealers, takes a d~fficult turn with time crunches, stubborn dealem, snd wet 
weather working aga#lst the p~ckers. And if ~he pickers p~que your curiosity, consider trying your luck a~ this 
weekend’s Libedy Antiques Fesfiva~ 

~artha Stewart’s Cooking School 
Sunday, April 28, at 1:30 PM 
h~spired by the eponymous bes~oselling book, Martha Stewart’s Cooking School gives home cooks a 
culinary master class with Martha herself. Each week, she will demonstrate classic cooking techniques and 
basics. Using her signature step-by-step, how-to teaching process, Martha illustrates cooking fundamentals 
~hat everyone should know: from roasting and poaching ~o b~aising and blanching. In addition, Martha shales 
tips in every 30-minute episode, inspMng and educating home cooks everywhere. In this episode, Martha 
shares her secrets for creating fantastic soups. 

FRONTLINE: Never Forget to Lie 
i.~.i irony!tt.jpg 

Tuesday, April 30, at 10 PM 
Over the course of his 50-year career, filmmaker Marian Marzynski has 
occss~ona~y turned his cameras on h~mself snd Ms sto~ of surviving the 
Holocaust, which cla~med the life of Ms father and millions of other European 
JewsJn Ms latest fih~, Marzynski returns 1o Poland and 1he Jewish gheltos of his 

childhood. B~t this time, he is not a~one. In "Never Forget to Ue," Marzynski chronicles the poignsnt, psinful 
recolledions o~ ethel child surv~vors. The film [escues haunting p~eces of the past wh~le exploring ~he confl~ct~n9 
feelings abou~ national cultural and religious identity that mark many survivom. 

Eariy Years Are Learning Years¢3 Celebrate 2013’s Week of the Young Child ’ April 14-20 

Celebrate the 2013 Week of the Young Child at the Wake County Regional Libraries. UNC-TV’s Read-a-roe 
and Betsy from PBS KIDS Betsy’s Kindergarten Adventures will welcome children eight-years-old and 
younger with storytelling, singing, puppet shows, book making, puppe~ ct~dts and more. You could also win a 
liten~cy gift basket at the end of Week of the Young Child flora one of the 18 V’vhke Counlv Regional 
Libraries with youth services and its bookmobile. Parents who check out five books for their child during the 
Week of the Young Child are automatically entered ~o win. 

Week of the Young Child Library Events: 

Sunday, April t4, at 2 P~ 
Cameron Village Regional Library, 1930 Clark Ave., Raleigh 919-8564~710 



From 2:30-3 PM, meet UNC-TV’s Read-a-roe! 

East Regional Library, 946 Steeple Square Ct., Knightdale 919-217-5300 
South East Regional Libraqi, 908 7th Ave., Garner 919-662-2250 

Eva PerP¢ Regional Librarf, 2100 Shepherd’s Vineyard Dr., Apex 919-387-2100 
Meet UNC-"FV’s Betsy fl’om Betsy’s Kindergarten Adventures! 

Nodh Regional LibraIy, 7009 Harps Mill Rd., Raleigh 919-870-4000 
From 7:30-8 PM. meet UNC-TV’s Read-a-roe and Betsy from Betsy’s Ki~dergarten Adventures! 

Wednesday, April t7, at 7 PM 

West Regional Librai¥, 4000 Louis Stephens Dr., Caiy 919-463-8500. 

Frem 7:30-8 PM, meet UNC-TV’s Read-a-tee and Betsy fl’om Betsy’s Kindergarten Adventures! 

Thanks to all our partners--Wake Association for the Education of Young Children, Wake County Regional 
Libraries, Me~di~h College and Wake Technical Community College! Please contact you[ local library for more 
infermation and to register. Visit ~w~iwakeaeyc.org or v~,,*a,~iuncb.orgicententicalendar for details on these and 
other Week of the Young Child events. For more information, contact UNC-TV’s PreK-12 Director Pamela 
at 919-549o714& 

As always, thank you fer watching and supporting UNC-TV. 

Warm Regards, 

Diane Lucas 
Directer of Programming & Education Sere, ices 
Member Suppe~ted UNC-TV 

[.~ :: Fo,o,~u~.~ow o,~ .~:: Fo,o,~,u~.~c-Wo,~ 
Facebook! Twitter! 

Forward this message to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change yeur email preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Tar Heel 10-Mile Race to Impact Campus, Sat, 4/20 

ATTENTION LrNC STI~rDENTS Ai~D F~PLOYEES: 

In close paltnership with the Town of Chapel Hill and the University of 
North Carolina, Endurance Magazine is staging the 2013 Wells Fargo Tar 
Heel 10-Miler and the Fleet Feet Sports 4+ Mile Run on the morning of 
Sattu-day, April 20, 2013, begimaing and ending on the Lpq(2 Campus. With 
thousands of athletes participating in this event, race marshals, town 
officials, and University officials will be temporarily closing some 
area roads and diverting traffic between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m. 

With NC-DOT approval and support, Raleigh Road will be completely closed 
to traffic bet~veun Country Club Road and the intersection of Route 
15/501 from 7:00-10:00 am Please avoid the intersection of Routes 54 
and 15/501 on the race morning if’possible. 

PLEASE NOTE: South Road (between Raleigh Street and Country Club), 
Raleigh Road, and Stadium Drive will remain closed 

Many other roads along the course will be closed and then re-opened on a 
rolling basis as the runners pass by. Mnst road closures will occur 
between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m Police and course momtors will be 
positioned at each intersection on the course Vehicles will not be 
allowed on the course once that section ofrundway has been closed. 
Detours and alternate routes will be enabled by police, public works, 
and course marshals. Impacted roadways (in order of’their temporary 
closing) are Franklin Street (eastbound); Raleigh Street, Battle Lane, 
and Boundary Street; the (iimghoul neighborhoods, Greenwood Road, and 
Laurel ttiH. 

Parking for participants is in S-11 zoned lots along Skipper Bowles 
Drive on southern campus (near the Dean E Smith Center). Tral!fic on 
Route 15/501 near Manning Drive and on Manning Drive north to Ridge Road 
is expected to be heavy from 6:40 to 7:10 a.m. 

Vehicles must be removed by 4:00 a.m (through 10:00 am) from the 
Stadium Drive and Loudermilk I, ots, from Ridge Road S3-Zone street 
spaces, and from all South Rund and Country Club Road metered spaces. 
Vehicles remaining in these areas after 4 a.m. will be towed at the 
owncr’s expense of $150.00 ($100.00 tow-fee and $50.00 ticket). 

For additional lot restrictions, altcrnate student parking, and fttrther 
race irffom~ation, please visit the link on the L~N’C Public Safety main 
homepage: 

http:i/www.dps.unc.edu 

For more information on the race course, official detours, and other 
logistics, visit the event website: 

http :/;’www.tarheell 0miler .c on~J 

Further questions can also be directed to Endurance Magazine at: 
10miler@enduranceraag. c om. 

Thank You, 
UNC Public Safety 

This email is sponsored by-: UNC Public Safety 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Public Safety 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email. To set your reformational mass 
email preference, sign into IVIyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina ONce of Girl Planning <giftplanmng@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 8:43 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.eduh 

Top 5 Estate Plmming Myths 

ToP 5 ESTATE PLANNING MYrHS: 
ISCONCEPTION5 ABOUT ESTATE PLANNING 

Myth I: Estate planning is only for the wealthy. Everyone has an 
estate, regardless of their financial status. Ensuring your life’s work is 
passed on to the next generation enables you to improve the lives of 
people and charitable organizations that are important to you. Learn more. 

Myth 2: Creating a legacy gift is a complicated process. Actually, it is 

quite easy, such as through beneficiary designations or amending an 

existing will or living trust. Learn more. 

Myth 3: Planned Gifts do not fit into my financial strategy. The 

Carolina Annuity can bolster your retirement income, with substantial tax 

benefits and a secure, fixed lifetime income at competitive rates. Learn 

more. 

Myth 4: Legacy Gifts must be millions of dollars to make a 
difference at Carolina. These have a tangible and profound impact 
regardless of size. Carolina has received numerous gifts of $! 0,000 to 
100,000 that have enriched students’ lives through financial aid, research 
and service learning programs. Learn more. 

Myth 5:Estate Gifts are not as important as annual gifts. Carolina 
relies on both kinds of gifts to assure our long range success. Legacy 
donors have an enduring connection to everyday life at Carolina. Learn 
more. 

[ ::.~,~ The University of North 
:: Carolina atChapel Hill 

Carolina Office of Gift Planning 

PO Box 309 . Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0309 

800.994.8803 ¯ 

703535427 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Faculty Governance <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 15, 2013 2:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Faculty Elections Ballot 

April 15, 2013 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Welcome to the 2013 UNC-Chapel Hill faculty elections! This message is being sent to you because you are a member of the UNC Voting Faculty. 
The annual faculty elections are one of the best ways for you to influence policy on a host of issues affecting the university ~ s core research, 
teaching, and service missions. 

Balloting opens today and closes on Monday, April 22, 2013 at midnight. To be sure that your ballot is tabulated, please observe the deadline. 

Candidate Information: A full voter guide on the Faculty Governance website includes statements and biographical information for all candidates 
for all positions. You will also be able to access this guide from within the ballot. 

To Vote: 

Please click the link below to access your ballot. Your ballot is unique to you and may be used only once. 

Link to the Official Ballot Site: 2013 Faculty Ballot 

Or, paste this link into your browser: https:!!unc.qualtrics.comNVRQualtricsSurveyEngine/? 
Q_SS=9Ky63YLVBFpc0Gp_5uxebELH DVVtlW5L&_=I 

Some additional points about voting: 

All of the positions for which you are eligible to vote will appear in a series. You may vote for fewer than the number of positions to be filled. 
You will not be able to change any of your votes once you have completed the survey and submitted your ballot. 
If you have technical problems accessing the ballot site, please email: FacultyGovernance@unc.edu for assistance. 
The election results will be announced in an email to all faculty on Friday, April 26, 2013. 

Thank you for helping keep faculty governance strong at UNC! 

Joseph S. Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 
jsferrelCb.email.unc.edu 

Anne Mitchell VVhisnant 
Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 
anne whisnant@unc.edu 



The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~! ] 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 15, 2013 2:00 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] New option, CCO-Blended 

CCO Instructors: 
We would like to expand the opportunity for some courses offered through Carolina Courses Online (CCO) to include a modest face-to-face component. 
These would be blended or hybrid courses, hence we are referring to them as CCO-Blended. 
This will be a pilot project, and we are requesting proposals for 3-5 CCO-Blended courses to be offered in spring or summer 2014. While it may be 
possible to convert an existing CCO course to CCO-Blended, we initially are looking for new courses that are not being offered already as CCO courses. 
To submit a proposal the interested faculty member or advanced graduate student should check first with the departmental chair before contacting us. 
Once the Chair approves of the idea, the instructor should submit a proposal similar to the typical proposal for a CCO course giving a detailed outline of 
the material to be covered including a draft first lesson as well as the way in which the face-to-face portion of the course will be handled. Specific mention 
should be included about how the face-to-face portion will improve the course over a purely online version of the same course. Chair-approved proposals 
should be submitted to Ms. Judith Benowitz at the Friday Center by July 1, 2013. 
As to logistics: 

In general 80/20 is the rule we will be following for determining the proportion of these courses that need to be online. The face-to-face portion 
should be no more than 20% of the courses or perhaps one or two in person sessions during a semester. 

We will pay the standard $4,000 to the instructor who develops the course; the stipend for teaching it will also be the same - $5900 for TA’s, 
$6150 for regular faculty. 

CCO-Blended courses will have their own section numbers and we are working on these with the University Registrar. 
Classroom space for the face-to-face portion of each class will be requested by the academic departments through the regular process of setting 
up classes on campus. Because space during the day is at a premium, it will be likely that space will be available only in the evenings after 5:00, 
but evening meetings make sense for non-traditional students. There is no space available at the Friday Center for CCO-Blended. 

While it may seem as though CCO-Blended courses will be taken primarily by students at Carolina because of the face-to-face component, we 
have found that nearly 50% of the students taking CCO courses each semester live within about an hour’s drive of Chapel Hill excluding UNC 
students. Hence the appeal of CCO-Blended courses should be much broader than just campus students. 

We are offering the CCO-Blended option for several reasons but the primary one is because research into online education over the last ten years has 
consistently found that blended courses are a highly effective delivery format. Online courses done well can be as effective as typical face-to-face 
courses, but blended or hybrid courses tend to be better or more effective in terms of learning outcomes. Additionally, research indicates that students 
prefer blended courses over purely online or face-to-face courses. We’d like your help in giving CCO-Blended courses a try at Carolina. 
Please direct any questions to me at 919-962-2644 or ~L_m_______s__a__0__f__o_r___d_@__u___q_c__.___e___d___u_. 
We look forward to hearing from you! 

Tim 
Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 
Associate Director for Credit Programs 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Adjunct Associate Professor 
School of Information & Library Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #:[020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
919-962-2644 
9:[9-962-5549 (fax) 
<ul > 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.nnc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu<;,’a~~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~’’mai~to:~eave-32999686-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79~2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’>leave-32999686- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, April 15, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVD\L NOTICE: Volunteers for Carolina Family Scholarship 

Dear Carolina faculty and staff; 

An email was recently sent out announcing that applications for the 
Carolina Family Fund scholarships for the 2013/2014 academic year are 
now being accepted. 

The Carolina Family Scholarship is a need-based scholarship for children 
of full-time L2q(?-Chapel Hill employees The scholarship provides 
financial support for our children to attend ANY of the campuses in the 
UNC system, as well as state community and technology colleges. 

The scholarship selections are made by a committee which changes 
membership eveW year, and consists of two faculty and two staff 
members. It is led by a representative from the UNC-Chape[ Hill Olfice 
of Scholarships and Student Aid 

We are looking :[’or two facul~ and two staffmembers who would be 
willing to commit to two 1-hour meetings to review 
and select the scholarship winners for the coming academic year. 

Please email me at glover@unc edu if you are interested in 
w~lunteering to be on the committee which will meet during the month of 
June. 

More information about the Carolina Family Scholarship can be found at 
www.unc.edu/familylhnd and 

http ://~azette unc edu/archives/09apr01/fundraisin~.html 

Thank you! 

Sharon 

Sharon P Glover 
ITS Customer Relations 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-445-9317 

This email is sponsored by: Scholarships and Student Aid 

This email is sponsored by: ITS Customer Relations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Press <enotice@nncpress-nnc.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Save hundreds on the landmark New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture 

Having trouble viewing this email? http:,//www.uncpress.unc.edu 

NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOUTHERN CULTURE 
"Tiffs set represents a solid improveme~t on a celebrated work, 

The i~d~ddual-~)km~es [are:] esse~fiaL" 

Use the promotion code 01NESCSET to save over $300 on the 
hardcover set or almost $200 on the paperback set, with free shipping. If 
you already have a few of the volumes and would like to complete your 
set, we’re offering the same 30% discount on individual volumes. 

The Encyclopedia q~Southeer~ Cultmv was first published in 1989. Hailed as a 
landmark, it was the first reference book to dea] exe]~sively with an ~M-~eriean legionaI 
cuikum. Since then, globaiization, economic transformations, arid okher euRural shiRs have 
profoundly changed the South. Over 2o yearn later, khis thoroughly revised and updated 
edition of the o~gina[ ~flects these changes and the n~.vest scholarship about the ~gion. 
.... Now, with the publication of the fiual two volumes, The Ne~,~ 

~.~.~ 1~ E~e~elopedia of Southe~ C~l~re eontai~s 24 volumes 
based on the thematic sections of the origi~al. 
With this diseour~t, you can order khe fu~] set at 88~ ~-~ 
hardeoYer or at g4~)o ~r~ paperback, with fix~e shipping. To 

receive the discounk on the set or or~ individual volumes, order 
at our site and enter promotion code o~ENCNET at 

I cheekout. 

VisR ore’ websike to learn more abo~k khis special ofi)r and ko 
place your order. 

24-volume hardcover set: $800 (originally $1,150) 
24-volume paperback set: $400 (originally $590) 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu; 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

MFA Show O~ns, UNC Seniors Celebrate, m~d Gregory Sale Return!! 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

18 April ~o 26 May 2013 
Opening Reception: 

Wednesday, 17 April 

6:00-8:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

UNOChapel Hit[’s Art Department! 

Every spring, the Ackiand presents 

an exhibition of the most 

contemporary of contemporary art: a 

show of work by the graduating 

Master of Fine Arts students from 

This year, the exhibition, entitled 

Sincerely Yours, illuminates ways in 

which contemporary art can separate 

genuine expression from strictly 

sentimental or sardonic 

connotations, revealing sincerity to 

be a subversive strategy. 

The show’s eight contributors--the 

2013 Master of Fine Arts candidates at The University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hil.i--empioy this mode to engage timely topics such as serial 

prejudice, sexual confinement, capitalist hegemony, outmoded forms of 

expression, and estrangement from one’s cultural roots and the natural 

environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely Yours,. 

Se~ior N~yht: Cong~rat% Cl~ss of 2013! 
Thursday, 18 April, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Free admission! 

As part of Senior Week, UNC-Chapei 

Hill seniors are invited to genior Night 

at the kckland. Enjoy food, drinks, 

music by WXYC DJs, and impressive 

artwork as you mingle with your fellow 

seniors. 

Sponsored by Student Friends of the 

Ack[and, the Class of 2013 Senior 

Marshals, and the Ack[and Art Museum. 

ACKLAND S~:~RING LUNCHEON 
Thursday, ~ May, 11:~0 AM - ~:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Special Guest Speaker: Artist 
× 

Gregory Sale from the recent 

exhibition ~ore Love 

We invite you to gather with friends of 

the Ackland to celebrate a wonderful year 

of exhibitions and events. Following 

lunch, this year’s graduating MFAs from 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s Art Department wiil be available in the Ackiand’s 



gaLLeries to talk about their work on view in the exhibition SincereLy 

Yours,. 

Tickets are $50, of which $25 is deductible. Buy yours at the AckLand 

Museum Store, in person or by phone at 919.962.0216. 

Thursday, 18 April, 7:00 PM 

Las Abuelas de Plaza de I~ayo and the Search for 

Identity 
This film by C.A. TuggLe (UNC-ChapeL 

HILL, School of JournaLism and Mass 

Communication) teLLs the story of an 

Argentinian human rights organization 

of grandmothers committed to finding 

their Lost grandchildren, who they 

believe were stolen by their country’s 

government some 30 years ago. At 

least 10,000--and some estimate as 

many as 30,000-- dissidents of the military dictatorship were kidnapped, 

tortured, and kiLLed during Argentina’s Dirty War from 1976-1983. Las 

AbueLas has Located more than 100 missing grandchildren, many who had 

no knowledge of their true identities. 

Tuesday, 23 April, 7:00 PM 

I Have Always Been a Dreamer 

FiLmmaker Sabine Gruffat (Art 

Department, UNC-ChapeL HILL) 

presents a v~suaL essay about 

gLobaLization and urban ecology 

that Looks at two cities in 

contrasting states of 

development: Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates, and Detroit, Michigan, 

USA. ALthough these cities 

represent two different economic 

eras (Fordist and Post-Fordist), both v~v~dLy iLLustrate the effects of 

economic monocuLtures and the arbitrary consequences of geopoLiticaL 

advantage. I Have Always 13een a Dreamer documents politicaL, cuLturaL 

and economic change white tracing the ways each city’s development is 

tied to technologies of communication, production, tabor, and 

consumption. 

Swain Lot FiLm FestivaL: Festival Shorts 
Part I: Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 

Part I1: Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

The annual festival of student 

films at UNC, now in its second 

year of partnership with the 

Ack[and FiLm Forum, is a juried 

show of the best works 

produced in 2012-13 by the 

media production students in 

the Department of Communication Studies at UNC-Chape[ HILL. 

Location: ALL screenings at Varsity Theatre, Franklin Street, 

Downtown Chapel 

Tickets: Students free v~th valid university or high school 

ID, $4 for all others. 

~ 
T he AckLand FiLm Forum is made possible, in part, with 

support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of Catharine 

Boyer. 

North CaroLina PubLic Radio WUNC is the 

Official Media Sponsor of the Ack[and FiLm 

Forum. 

THANK YOU! 
The AckLand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 

AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 



Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Camii[e Pissarro, French, 1831 -1903: The Bonks o]~ the Ofse, Neer Pontofse, 1876; oi1 on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

George Jenne, American, b. I 973: Spooky Understends (video stilt); digita[ high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 min. 

Courtesy of the artist. 

William Thomas, Red, 2013; printed b{anket, 80 in. x 60 in. Courtesy of the artist. 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oi1 on canvas. Ack[and Fund. ¢~ Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Forward this email 

"]’his emeil was sel~t to regester@emaiLunc.edu by ._es_.b_9?_w_l._e_s_@_.e_r.n__a_i_l=~_L_n_.c_=e_.d_ ~. :: 

Update ProfiletEmail Address fastant remova[with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gloria Howell <volunteer@unctv.org> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Are you ready to join the UNC-TV team? 

Volunteer with UNC-TV & join the Iurfi 

l i~ Volunteer&Join 

"RACE TO THE FINISH" 8= VOLUNTEER WITH UNC-TV FROM JUNE 1-9, 2013 
To register now, just click here and fill out a short online form. 

Greetings and Happy Spring! 

Just in time for your Springtime enjoyment, UNC-TV is looking for         ~i [object Object] 
volunteers to help out during Race to the Finish, our ’mini fundraising I : 
drive’ from June 1-9. Volunteers are needed to answer phone calls from I 

contributors who support UNC-TV’s programs and services. What a great 
way to meet up with o d friends, make new friends and support pub ic 
television in North Carolina at the same time. I hope your schedule permits you to join us 
and I sincerely look forward to seeing you during our Race to the Finish. On your mark, get 
set and go - volunteer with UNC-TV! 

Also, don’t forget to like UNC-TV Volunteers on Facebook or follow UNC-TV’ Volunteers on 
Twitter! 

To register now, please click here, or simply send an email to 
~i volunteer.jpg 

volunteer@unctv,orq. For more detailed information about volunteering at 
UNC-TV, visit our website .g.[L~:~t,.~.Eg or call toll free :[-877-549-3222. Please 
feel free to share this information with your friends, family, co-workers and 
neighbors. We invite them to join us as well! A confirmation of your 

assignment will be made prior to the event and please note that a photo ]:D is required when 
volunteering with UNC-TV. 
Do your part, walk, run or drive to UNC-TV and help us reach our fiscal year end goal as we 
Race to the Finish! 

Warm Re~ga rds, 

gloriasigjp:J 

877-549-3222 
Gloria L. Howell UNC-TV Volunteer Services Director 

Forward this message to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your preferences. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOILMAL NOTICE: Message from tl~e ChaJacellor: Announcement On New Title IX Coordinator Position 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

As we continue our campus conversation about the issue of sexual 
assault, I want to update you on the positive steps the University is 
taking to strengthen our policies and procedures and expand the 
resources available to students. 

An important part of our work includes making sure ~ve have a dedicated 
team in place to help us address the challenges that face Carolina -- 
and all umversities -- regarding issues of sexual harassment, 
discrimination and violence. 

With that in mind, we have created a new position for a full-time Title 
IX Coordinator, and we will begin a national search for a candidate to 
fill that role permanently In the meantime, I am pleased to announce 
that Christi tlurt, director of the Carolina Women’s Center, has agreed 
to serve in that position on an interim basis. 

Ms. Hurt is a Carolina alumna (B.A. ’93, M.P.A ’98) who demonstrates a 
lifelong commitment to preventing sexual violence and supporting those 
who experience it. Her background includes work on the local, state and 
national level in nonprofit organizations that advocate 12~r an end to 
gender violence. She is attuned to issues of diversity and inclusion and 
well positioned to steer Carolina’s efforts with a firm and steady hand 
that is sensitive to all members of our campus communib’. In this new 
role, she will lead our initial efforts to improve the campus climate, 
ensure we have effective resources in place 12~r students, faculb" and 
staffwho are affected by sexual harassment, discriminatinn or violence, 
and implement policies and practices that are prompt, equitable and in 
compliance with federal mandates including Title IX. She will report to 
Ann Perm, the director of our Equal Opportunib’/ADA Office, and have 
regular communication and "dotted line" reporting to the Ol!fice of the 
Chancellor 

Ms. Hurt will wofl~ closely with several Deputy Title IX Coordinators 
across campus. We previously announced the appointment of Ew 
Quimbaya-Winship as Deputy Title IX Coordinator in Student Afi’airs (Ew 
also serves as the Student Complaint Coordinator) We expect to appoint 
additional Deputy Title IX Coordinators in areas such as Hmnan Resources 
and Athletics. These individuals will be designated front existing 
Universib" personnel and will ser~,~e as an important resource to help 
educate, train and support campus cormnunib- members. 

VV2xat is Title IX? 

For those of you unfamiliar with Title IX, it is a federal law that 
prohibits sex discrimination in educational programs and activities at 
most schools, colleges and ~fiversities. Title IX is COlTmronly associated 
with the concept of gender equib" in athletics - a goal that has 
suppolted the growth and strength of women’s athletics programs. In 
really, Title IX is far broader in its scope and protections, including 
a prohibition on sexual harassment, sexual violence and all forms of 
sexual misconduct. 

University Involvenrent in Sexual Violence Cases 

Under Title IX, the University (and any college or universib" that 
receives federal funding) must have a process in place for responding to 
allegations of sexual discrimination, harassment or sexual violence. 
Placing these responsibilities under the auspices of an educational 
institution is a sensitive subject. Many people feel that coraplaints of 
sexual violence should be handled exclusively by the police. 

Let me be clear: Individuals are encouraged to report criminal behavior 
to local law enforcement 

However, even when local law enforcement is involved, universities are 
required to provide an alternative process for resolving complaints 
within our commuinty. Our processes are designed to provide the affected 
individuals with more support and resources than they might find in the 
criminal justice system. 

Looking Ahead 

We continue to work diligently to make sure our policies, training, 
processes and resources are designed to best serge our students, faculty 
and staff. As part of that effort, ~ve brought Gina Smith, a leading 
expert on sexual assault issues, to campus in February Over the past 
two months, she has been a regular presence on our campus Ms. Smith has 
met with numerous groups and individuals in an effort to seek feedback 



from a broad cross-section of our commum~ Your candid responses and 
willingness to openly engage in frank conversation on these difficult 
issues has framed her understanding - and in turn, our understanding - 
of our challenges, strengths and campus climate so that we may best 
assess, revise and improve the way we respond to these issues. 

In the coming weeks, Ms Penn will appoint a task force to review 
student-on-student complaints of sexual harassment or discrimination, 
including sexual misconduct. The task force will be chaired by k/Is. Hurt 
and will include representativ-es from our students, faculty, staff and 
connnunity. 

The task force will begin meeting next month with a goal of finishing 
its review and presenting recommendations before the fall semester 
begins in August. I want to thank the future task force members in 
advance for the work and time commitment they will dedicate to this 
important issue for our campus corrmmni~’. 

We will continue to promote and add to the information available on this 
issue at our Campus Conversation About Sexual Assault website, 
http:i/campusconversation.web.unc.edu/. I especially encourage you to 
review the key facts/frequently asked questions article featured in this 
liti<, http:i/campusconversation.web.unc.edu/faq/. It details Uni-,~ersity 
personnel and resources available to help students in all aspects of 
this issue. I also want to remind you about where to find the current 
Universi~ policy, http:i/campusconversation.web.unc.edu/polic¥/. 

As the semester draws to a close, I want you to know that we remain 
laser focused on addressing these issues and doing cvet?~thing we can to 
make Carolina a safe and welcoming place for you and everyone else who 
calls Carolina home. 

Sincerely-, 

Holden 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

haney@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Salivmy Corlisol Bioscience Traiuing 

Salivaly Cortisol Bioscience Training 

The UNC School of Nursing Biobehavorial Laboratory will present an 
overview in Salivary Bioscience evaluating cortisol and hormones linking 
stress and health. Join us for a discussion of saliva collection method 
survey and demonstration 

At the conclusion of this workshop you will understand: 
-the practical aspects of saliva sample handling, collection, and stu@ 
design 

-sample processing and the basics of salivary enzyme immunoassay 

-sahvary cortisol as a stress biomarker: the awakening response, 
diurnal variation, and momentary acute stress reactivity 

-the integration of sahvary analytes into behavioral, developmental, 
and health science research 

Discussion Topics and hands-on training: 
Oral Fluids as Biological Specimens 
R esearch Design and Sampling Schemes 
Measuring Saliva Analytes 
Salivary Analyte Data 
Sample Preparation 
Side-by-Side Training in running the Cortisol assay Side-by-Side 
Training in running Alpha Amylase assay Cortisol and Alpha Amylase 
Discussion 

For more information about training please visit: 
http ://www.cvent com/d/ycqffl 
To find out more about Biobehavioral Lab please visit: 
http://www.b bl unc. edu/ 
Call the lab with questions at 91 9-966-7598 

This email is sponsored by: Biobehavioral Lab, School of Nursing 

"INFORSlATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

phonlab@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:51 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOPd’VLAffIONAL: Paxticipants ueeded for a liuguis~tics experiment 

Participants are needed tbr a research study that involves either 

* learning to recognize patterns in an artificial foreign language, or 

* learning to recognize objects in an artificial category (eg., 
birthday cakes ti’om a fictitious country). 

The purpose of this research stu@ is to uaaderstand how people learn the 
characteristic patterns in a language, and to see whether they 
do it using the same learning processes that are used for learning 
non-linguistic patterns. 

The stu@ lasts half an hour and pays $7. Participants should be at 
least 18 years old, have English as their first language, no diagnosed 
speech or hearing disorders, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
The study takes place in a lab on the UNC campus It involves computer 
and paper-and-pencil tasks. Participants’ privacy wil [ be protected by 
not recording their names, so that all of the data is collected 
anonymously. ]£ interested, please email phonlab@unc.edu. 

(This study, #12-0375, was approved by the non-biomedical [RB on March 

16, 2012, valid through March 15, 2013.) 

This emai[ is sponsored by: Department of Linguistics 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your infi~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Updated Message from Chancellor Thorp: Title IX Position Announcetnent 

Note: Some campus community members may previously have received an 
incomplete version of this message Below is the full communication. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

As we continue our campus conversation about the issue of sexual 
assault, I want to update you on the positive steps the University is 
taking to strengthen our policies and procedures and expand the 
resources available to students 

An important part of our work includes making sure we have a dedicated 
team in place to help us address the challenges that face Carolina -- 
and all universities -- regarding issues of sexual harassment, 
discrimination and violence. 

With that in mind, we have created a new position J2~r a full-time Title 
IX Coordinator, and we will begin a national search [’or a candidate to 
fill that role permanently. In the meantime, I am pleased to announce 
that Chris ti Hurt, director of the Carolina Women’s (;enter, has agreed 
to serve in that position on an interim basis 

Ms Hurt is a Carolina alumna (BA. ’93, M.PA. ’98) who demonstrates a 
lifelong commitment to preventing sexual violence and supporting those 
who experience it tier background includes work on the local, state and 
national level in nonprofit organizations that advocate for an end to 
gender violence She is attuned to issues of diversity and inclusion and 
well positioned to steer Carolina’s efli~rts with a :firm and steady hand 
that is sensitive to all members of our campus community. In this new 
role, she will lead our initial efl2~rts to improve the campus climate, 
ensure we have effective resources in place for students, faculty and 
staff who are affected by sexual harassment, discrimination or violence, 
and implement policies and practices that are prompt, equitable and in 
compliance with federal mandates including Title IX. She will report to 
Ann Penn, the director of our Equal Opportunity/ADA Office, and have 
regular communication and "dotted line" reporting to the Office of the 
Chancellor. 

Ms Hurt will work closely with several Deputy Title IX Coordinators 
across campus. We previously announced the appointment of Ew 
Quimbaya-Winship as Deputy Title IX Coordinator in Student Affairs. (Ew 
also set~es as the Student Complaint Coordinator). We expect to appoint 
additional Deputy Title IX Coordinators in areas such as Huraan Resources 
and Athletics. These individuals will be designated from existing 
University personnel and will selwe as an iraportant resource to help 
educate, train and support carapus conm~uni~ raembers. 

YVhat is Title IX? 

For those of you unfamiliar with Title IX, it is a federal law that 
prohibits sex discrimination in educational prograras and activities at 
most schools, colleges and universities. Title IX is conwnonly associated 
with the concept of gender equity in athletics - a goal that has 
supported the growth and strength of woraen’s athletics prograras. In 
reality, Title IX is far broader in its scope and protections, including 
a prohibition on sexual harassment, sexual violence and all forms of 
sexual misconduct. 

University Involvement in Sexual Violence Cases 

Under Title IX, the University (and any college or university that 
receives federal funding) must have a process in place for responding to 
allegations of sexual discrimination, harassment or sexual violence. 
Placing these responsibilities under the auspices of an educational 
institution is a sensitive subject. Many people feel that complaints of 
sexual violence should be handled exclusively by the police. 

Let me be clear: Individuals are encouraged to report criminal behavior 
to local law- enibrcement. 

However, even when local law enforcement is involved, umversities are 
required to provide an alternative process for resolving complaints 
within our community. Our processes are designed to provide the affected 
individuals with more support and resources than they might find in the 
criminal justice system. 

Looking Ahead 

We continue to ;vork diligently to make sure our policies, training, 
processes and resources are designed to best serve our students, faculty 
and staff As part of that effort, we brought Gina Smith, a leading 



expert on sexual assault issues, to campus in February. Over the past 
two months, she has been a regular presence on our campus. Ms Smith has 
met with nmnerous groups and individuals in an effort to seek feedback 
from a broad cross-section of our community. Your candid responses and 
willingness to openly engage in frank conversation on these difficult 
issues has framed her understanding - and in turn, our understanding - 
of our challenges, strengths and campus climate so that we may best 
assess, revise and improve the way we respond to these issues. 

In the coming weeks, Ms. Pem~ will appoint a task force to review our 
policy and process for handling student-on-student complaints of sexual 
harassment or discrinrination, including sexual misconduct. The task 
force will be chaired by Ms. Hurt and will include representatives from 
our students, faculty-, staff and comnrunity. 

The task force will begin nmeting next month with a goal of finishing 
its re’,~iew and presenting recommendations before the fall semester 
begins in August. I want to thank the future task force members in 
ad’,~ance for the work and tinre commitrnent they will dedicate to this 
important issue for our campus conwnunity. 

We will continue to pronrote and add to the information available on this 
issue at our Campus Conversation About Sexual Assault website, 
http://campusconversation.web.unc.edu/. I especially encourage you to 
review the key facts/frequently asked questions article featured in this 
link, http:/icampusconversation.web.unc.edu/faqi. It details University 
personnel and resources available to help students in all aspects of 
this issue. I also want to renrind you about where to find the current 
University- policy, httl~://caml~usconversation.web.unc.edu/~olicvi. 

As the semester draws to a close, I want you to know- that we remain 
laser focused on addressing these issues and doing everything we can to 
make Carolina a safe and welcoming place for you and evelwone else who 
calls Carolina honre. 

Sincerely, 

Holden 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of Faculbl Governance <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Faculty Elections Ballot REMINDER 

Hello Professor Regester, 

Our survey software has determined that you haven’t yet voted in the 2013 UNC faculty governance elections. There’s still time! The elections are 
open until midnight on Monday, April 22nd. Please take a few minutes to respond - it’s easy! 

Your unique linkto the ballot is riqht here 

You may also past the following link into your browser: https://unc.qualtrics.com/VVRQualtricsSurveyEngine/? 
Q_SS=9Ky63YLVBFpc0Gp_5uxebELH DWtlW5L&_=I 

These links, plus a link to our voter guide, are also included in the original email you received on April 15 (shown below this note for your 
reference). 

Consider that: 

Over 100 of your colleagues have agreed to run for positions. 

The positions being voted for make decisions related to faculty appointments, promotions, and tenure; policies for undergraduate education; 
faculty hearings and grievances; and the granting of honorary degrees. 
The outcome of many races in past years has been decided by only a few votes. 

Last year, just over 41% of eligible faculty (1508 people) voted, for the highest percentage turnout since 1997. In the first days of this year’s 
elections, just over 580 faculty members have already participated. 

Your vote matters! Faculty governance has deep roots at Carolina, and a robust turnout makes a powerful statement about the faculty’s continued 
engagement in campus decision-making While we can’t go back to the days of weekly all-faculty meetings in the chancellor’s dining room, you can 
still be involved. Please cast your ballot today. 

Thank you! 

The Office of Faculty Governance 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-962-2146 
http:i/faccoun.unc.edu 

April 15, 2013 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Welcome to the 2013 UNC-Chapel Hill faculty elections! This message is being sent to you because you are a member of the UNC Voting Faculty. 
The annual faculty elections are one of the best ways for you to influence policy on a host of issues affecting the universityL;s core research, 
teaching, and service missions. 

Balloting opens today and closes on Monday, April 22, 2013 at midnight. To be sure that your ballot is tabulated, please observe the deadline. 

Candidate Information: A full voter quide on the Faculty Governance website includes statements and biographical information for all 
candidates for all positions. You will also be able to access this guide from within the ballot. 

To Vote: 

Please click the link below to access your ballot. Your ballot is unique to you and may be used only once. 

Link to the Official Ballot Site: 2013 Faculty Ballot 

Or, paste this link into your browser: https://unc.qualtrics.comNVRQualtricsSurveyEngine/? 
Q_ss=gKy63YLVBFpc0Gp_5uxebELH DVVtlW5L&_=I 

Some additional points about voting: 

¯ All of the positions for which you are eligible to vote will appear in a series. You may vote for fewer than the number of positions to be filled. 
¯ You will not be able to change any of your votes once you have completed the survey and submitted your ballot. 
¯ If you have technical problems accessing the ballot site, please email: FacultyGovernance@unc.edu for assistance. 
¯ The election results will be announced in an email to all faculty on Friday, April 26, 2013. 



Thank you for helping keep faculty governance strong at UNC! 

Joseph S. Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 
jsferrel(~,email.unc.edu 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant 
Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 
anne whisnant@unc.edu 



l;rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B ~;,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)9 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:51 PM 

sonia.colin@email.unc.edu 

FW: Notice of Direct Deposit frown UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

From: ACH.Payments@unc.edu [ACH.Payments@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 17, 20:~3 7:21 AM 
To." Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html!3avascript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

4/17/2013 6:51:10 PM 

sonia.colin@email.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

sonia.colin@email.unc.edu 

FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

4/17/2013 6:51:01 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

sonia.colin@email.uncoedu (sonia.colin@email.unc.edu) 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

sonia.¢oli,,,"~ @emsii. u nc~ed u 
#S50 5~i~1 R~.-SOL.V~.-.-R.iDRAecipNotFo,~.nsd; not @~und ## 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:51 PM 

sonia.colin@email.unc.edu 

FW: Notice of Direct Detx~sit ficom UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/JmTa~ript 

From: ACH.Payrnents@unc.edu [ACH.Payments@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April :t7, 20:t3 7:2:t AN 
To: Regester, Charlene 13 
Subject: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains htrnl!Javascript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

kblaine@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Type 2 Diabetes Study...a few spots open...email or c~11 tochy’. ! ! 

Learn to Thrive with your Diabetes[ 
Do you or someone you know-: 
*have type 2 diabetes that is not under optimal control? 
*have had diabetes less than 15 years? 

If your answer is yes..you may qualit) for the Thriving with Diabetes 
Research Study This research study involves attending a 2.5 hour class 
once a week for 8 consecutive weeks at the Highgate Specialty Care 
Center in Durham. You will receive health and diabetes management 
education and a small amount of monetaW compensation for your 
participation in this research study 

If you would like to learn more about the research stu@ and find out if 
you quail(y, please call 919-957-5668 or email kblaine@med uric edu 

This research study received approval from the UNC Off’ice of Human 
Research Ethics Biomedical IRB on 3/06/13. 
IRB STUDY # 11-0333 

This email is sponsored by: Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your int’ormationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In][~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chaxacellor@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: Location chaaages to Mmray Hall for first meeting of the Rawlings panel 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

On April 1, I sent you a campus-wide email about a meeting this Friday-, 
April 19, that will launch the work of a distinguished panel of higher 
education and athletics leaders who will consider the role of athletics 
in campus life The panel is chaired by Hunter Rawlings, president of 
the Association of American Universities. 

The meeting is from 1 p.m to 3 p.m. We have moved the location to 
Lecture Hall G202, Murray Hall, to better accomnmdate interest in this 
discussion. This room is located next to the brick arch~vay where Murray 
Hall and Venable Hall meet. Both are part of the Carolina Physical 
Science Complex. Members of the campus cormnuni~z will have an 
opportunity to share public comments after invited speakers and I 
address the panel. 

For details, please see the stoW on the University’s homepage, 
www.unc.edu under Campus Updates. 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

nctracs~unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:53 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <mgester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Did you know about the UNC Protein Expression ~d Purification Core Facility? 

The Protein Expression and Purification (PEP) core facility specializes 
in the production of pure, fimctional proteins for use in academic 
research programs. We have many modes of operation, from fully 
independent prRiect execution and/or full scientific collaborator 
through acting as an extension of your lab, where users can come in and 
work; only paying for consumables and equipment time This non-profit 
facility is available to evelTone at UNC 
There are a number of ways that the PEP core can help advance research 
in your lab, some of which you may not have realized or thought were too 
expensive 

* Production of multi-milligram amounts of highly pure protein can 
enable a varie~z of biophysical, biochemical, irmnunological, and 
strucmral research avenues. 

* Is your lab spending a lot of money on recombinant commercial 
proteins/enzymes’? We have the capabili~" to produce a wide variety’ of 
protmns sold by commercial vendors, including polymerases and cell 
culture addiuves/growth factors Basically if you buy it there is a 
good chance we can make a lot more for much less 

* Generation of unique reagents like the addition of functional tags to 
your protein, generation of tetrameric cellular staining reagents, and 
the creation of stably expressing eukaryotic cell lines. 

* Access to PEP expertise: Consultation, training, and funding proposal 
writing/preparation services available 

Please visit the website for additional information on how the facilib" 
can help your research program 

Website-. http ://w*vw m ed.unc edu~,csb/P EP/ 
Additional Contact Ink~ 
Director -Michael J. Miley Ph.D 
Email - mjm~ley@email.unc edu 
Phone - 919-843-7174 

This email is sponsored by: School of Medicine 

"INFORklATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infurmation". 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33017943-63304526@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edn> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:03 PM 

a~iJcan- ~d- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJc~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- aaad-~l’ro-~anerican- s~mdies- facul .tyI [~ll-college- faculty] WebEvent Reminder: Apr 26 - Deadline: Faculty Input to Amm~l Repo~t 

Syfftem 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Deadline: Facul~ Input to ~/Smnual Report System 
Date: Friday, April 26, 2013 
Time: Unspecified 

Description: The College Annual report system is now open :[’or faculty to summarize their acuvities and accomplishments. Please complete your report, including stewarding private funds, 
by April 26, 2013. 

Please bookmark the address -- https:i/car oasis.unc.eduicar/ Contact OASIS if you cannot access the system 

The remainder of this email includes sections on the purpose of the Annual Report, details on stewardship, instrucuons on accessing the wstem, and how to get help using the system. 

Description/Purpose of the Arts & Sciences Annual R eport 
All faculD" in the College of Arts and Sciences are required to prepare an annual report of some of your actiwties and accomplishments for their department or curricula [’or the period May 1, 
2012 to April 30, 2013. These reports are used for a varieD" of assessment and evaluation purposes within your units, but the?’ are also an unportant component of the units’ required report 
to the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Details on Stewardship 
You may also be prompted to complete a tab labeled "Stewardship." This section is included if you have received funding from private sources 

Your contributions last spring helped the Arts and Sciences Foundation produce nearly 600 letters to our generous College donors This annual "stewardship report" explains how the fund 
was used, and includes information about the fund’s investment performance. I)onors often respond with a thank-you note in appreciation. 

If you have questions about the Stewardship section, please contact one of the following staff members at the Arts & Sciences Foundation: 

De[ tlelton, del.helton@unc.edu, 962-8216 
Jim Magaw, jimmagaw@unc edu, 962-6123 
Joanna Cardwel[, joanna.cardwell@unc.edu, 962-8342 

We very much appreciate your assistance with another round of outstanding stewardship letters! 

Instructions for Accessing the Annual Report and Stewardship Section 
Follow the instructions below- to access the Annual Report Systera online. Details on resetting your id/password are contained in the "Your Onyen" section, and contact OASIS with systera 
problems. 
1) https :i/c ar. oasis.unc, edu/car/ 
2) Login with your onyen and onyen password 
3) You can access the Stewardship system through a tab on the Annual Report. 
*For responses from years prior to 2010/2011 Historical Systera. 

Your Onyen 
Website: http://onyen.unc.edu 
Your ONYEN is the first part of your email address, e.g. for an cmail address ofjdoe(at)email.unc.edu your ONYEN is "jdoe" without the quotes. 
If you lose or forget your ONYEN password, you can get a new one by taking your I~rNC One Card (or another picture ID) to IT Response Center at Wilson Library suite 300. It is not 
possible to recover your old password and for securi~ reasons, you can get a new password only with a picture ID. 
If you have forgotten your ONYEN you may look it up by selecting the "Forgotten Onyen" button and supplying your last narnn and your PID. 

How- to Get Help Using the Online System 
The attached help document explains the design and navigation for the systera (new as of academic year 2010/2011 ). 
Please contact OASIS for additional help. 

Thap, k you for completing your annual report in the online systera by Friday, April 26, 2013. 

Kind regards. 

Ryan 

Ryan Greenway 
MSIS, PMP, V2BA candidate (2013) 
Director of Finance 

Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919962.9275 
mobile- 

Po~vered by WebEvent(tm) 
http://www.webevent.col~’cs/r/pbpublish2 71 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-facul~z as: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: regester@email.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Friday, April 19, 2013 9:37 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

April Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2#_b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

this email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu bv communication@nctreasurer.com i 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 2:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange Coun~ under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",!TY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
tl~reatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapi~vwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University ~vill not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado ~vatch since the status of those often change frequently during a ~veather 
event. Ira new ~veather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch aI’ter a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the ~veather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the Universi~" to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.for Women Facully & Professionals 

Friday, April 19, 2013 4:24 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] Time to register’. AVVFP Spring Luncheon 

AWFPSpringlnvite2013.pdf 

Hello colleagues, 

There’s just one more week left to register for the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals spring luncheon, to be held on Thursday 

May 2, 2013 at the Carolina Inn. Please see the announcement, attached, and join us in spreading the word. Registration is available on the AWFP 

Website: http://awfp.web.unc.edu/ 

We’ll look forward to seeing you there, 

Kim Strom-Gotffried 

AWFP President 

Kim Strom-Gottfried, Ph,D,, LISW 

Smith P, Theimann, Jr, Distinguished Professor of Ethics and Professional Practice 

UNC School of Social Work 

CB # 3550, 325 Pittsboro St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919-962-6495 

f~AX: 919-962-0890 

You a~ce subscribed to this list, awt~all, because you have been identified as a t~male thculty or professional staJt’member who is eligible k~ join or pa~icipate in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Wo~nen Faculty aud Professionals. We use this general list ve~ sporlugly only to iuvite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor thioughout the year. If you would like to be unsubscribed, please elnail anne whisnaut@unc.edu. 



THE ASSOCIATION FOR 

WOMEN FACULTY AND PROFESSIONALS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF .NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

INVITES YOU TO OUR 

ANNUAL MEETING AND SPRING 

THE KEYNOTE, 

.PROF. 

LUNCHEON 

"ETHICAL ACTION IN TRYING TIMES," 

WILL BE DELIVERED BY 

.KI.M STROM.-GOTTFRIED 

$25 FOR MEMBERS/$30 FOR NON-MEMBEtLS 



PLEASE RSVP BEFORE APRIL 20TH 

Yes, I l~ouId Like to dttend.dld£PP’s dnnua! Meeting and SDring Luncheon 

NAME: 

SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

CAMPUS ADDRESS: 

EMAIL" 

PHONE NUMBER: 

Register one of two ways: 

BY MAIL - 

PLEASE SEND THIS FORM WITH 

A CHECK PAYABLE TO AWFP TO: 

RI---IONDA GIBSON 

AWFP TREASURER 

CAMPUS BOX #3365 

OR ONLINE 

MAKE YOUR PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD 

AT: 

http://aw~.web.unc.edu 

(Payment through PayPal will register 

you for the luncheon.) 

WIy Payment Includes the Following." 

............. $25 FOR MEMBER LUNCH ............. $30 FOR NON-.MEMBER LUNCH 

__ $55 SPECIAL: INCLUDES DISCOUNTED LUNCH AND 
2013--14 AN NUAL MEMBERSHIP 

Reservations and cancellations must be received no later than April 26th. 

Cancellations after this date will. not receive a refund. 

For questions about registration, e-mail: gibsonr@email.unc.edu. 
For information about AWFP visit: awfp.web.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

prcboxoilice@unc.edu 

Friday, April 19, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: PlayMakers Oilers Special Facul~/StaffDiscount to Spring Training 

PlayMakers is offering a 10% discount to UNC Faculty and Stafffor the 
World Premiere of SPRING TRAINING, created and performed by acclaimed 
international musical/spoken ~vord ensemble UNIVERSES 

Acclaimed international musical/spoken word ensemble D~,~’I~,’ERSES returns 
to PRC2 to take on The Rite of Spring as a springboard to investigate 
rites of passage. They’ll bring their unique talents to an exploration 
of Stravinsky’s groundbreaking composition and create a daring 21st 
century soundtrack on ritual and revolution. Be there as cultural 
barriers are broken ane~v. 

SPRING TRAINING is a co-commission by PlayMakers and Carolina Pelforming 
Arts as part of the Rite of Spring celebration. 

For Tickets, call 919-962-7529 

For more information, visit www.playmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

taylores@emaikunc.edu 

Friday, April 19, 2013 8:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Spring & Summer Children’s & Fmnily Programs at NC Botanical Garden 

Interested in nature/science activities this spring and summer? The 
North Carolina Botanical Garden oilers wonderful learning opportunities 
for children and families to COlmect with the natural world, including: 

NATURE PA1NTIN’G WITH ;VATERCOLOR (for ages 7-11) 
Nature’s ~vonders inspire artists of all ages. Join us as we explore 
sketching in the garden and producing watercolor paintings of our 
discoveries. Several nature themes will be focused on as we learn to 
transfer our sketches to watercolor paper, compose our images, and add 
color with watercolor A collaborative project will be included in our 
work together and will be hung at the Garden for all to enjoy 

NATURE TALES: STORYTINIE IN" THE G~X~RDEN (IEr ages 3-5) 
Join us Thursday mornings to listen to nature-themed books and enjoy 
hands-on explorations in the gardens. 

NA~I1YRE F, XPLORF,[~S SU]VISAER CA?,/FP @~r ages 4-11) 
Weeklong sessions include hands-on activities, nature hikes, science 
experiments, games, stories, and craft projects. 

Please visit our website for more information and to register online: 

http :i/ncb;.unc edu/for-c hildren-and-families/. 

Elisha Taylor 
Coordinator :for Children’s and Family Education 
North Carolina Botanical Garden 
’]?he Universi~" nf North Carolina - Chapel tIiH 
Mailing Address: CB 3375 ] Chapel tqil[, NC 27599 
GPS: 100 Old Mason Fann Rd ] Chapel tqil[, NC 27517 
919 962.0522 ] Fax: 919.962.3531 
ncbg.unc edu 

This email is sponsored by: North Carolina Botanical Garden 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/&w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infurmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif),.unc.edu on behalf of 

nctracs~unc.edu 

Friday, April 19, 2013 8:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Orientation for New Clinical Research Personnel 

Orientation for New Clinical Research Persomael 

The UNC Office of Clinical Trials, NC TraCS Institute and the 
Network of Clinical Research Professionals (NCRP) present a four part 
orientation strongly recommended for all clinical research personnel who 
are new to UNC or ne~v to research. 

The objectives are to introduce research persomael to the UNC offices 
involved in clinical trials, discuss the federal and local regulations 
governing conduct of research, and provide an overview of best practices 
utilized in the implementation of clinical research. 

The four part series will cover: 
- Overview of the IRB 
- Study implementation, Consent Process, and Good Clinical Practices 
- Contracting, COI, ClinicalTrials.gov, and Investigating Drug Set, rice 
- Clinical Trial Management, tlospital Accounting, and Budgeting 

For more information about the series, please visit: 
http://tinyurl.com/bom~5 fa 

For more information about NC TraCS programs and sep~ices, call us at 

919.966.6022, emai[ us at nctracs@unc.edu, or visit us online at 
tracs.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Off’ice of Clinical Trials 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, April 19, 2013 9:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: More on the Sequester 

TO: Deans, Directors, Department Chairs and All Faculty 

FROM: Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor for Research 

SUBJECT:    More on the Sequester 

Sequestration-the 85 billion across-the-board federal spending cuts in 
federal fiscal year 2013 - went into effect a month and a half ago, and 
as a campus, we are beginning to see some of its effects. With respect 
to research funding, federal and other awards to the university were 
consistently ahead of last year up to the end of February, but since 
that time, we have fallen a bit behind. We are hearing of cuts to some 
ongoing awards In addition, there are new and competing renewal 
pr~iects that reviewed very well (top 10%) but have not yet been 
awarded. I am hoping that the federal agencies are in a position to 
move ahead with these awards now that the Continuing R esolution has been 
signed, although it is possible that uncertainty, will continue through 
the end nfthe federal fiscal year (September 30) 

In practicality’, over time we’ll likely see effects across Carolina’s 
research community including undergraduates, graduate students, 
post-doctoral scholars, stafl’~ and faculty. Interestingly, where we may 
be seeing the most impact is on our PhD programs. [\/~y information is 
spot~" and not systemauc, but I am hearing from a number of sources 
that next year’s cohort of PhD students may be smaller. I am pleased 
that departments, 
programs, and faculty are carefully calibrating the commitments they are 
making to graduate students As a faculty member and PI, I ]’eel a 
special obligation to our students--a feeling that I am proud to say is 
widely shared on this campus. I plan to do everything I can to protect 
our students from the impact of budget cutbacks at the federal level,and 
I urge you to do the same. That said, the decisions being made now may 
affect the size of PN) programs going forward, and it will be tmportant 
to plan carefully. Postdocs are also vulnerable, and I ask you to keep 
their needs in mind as well. 

Carolina’s research program is central to its overall mission of 
research, teaching and service. Given that trends in funding at the 
federal level are expected to be flat at best, my office is taking steps 
both strategically and operationally to better diversify our portfolio 
as we also maintain our competitive strengths. To succeed, we will all 
need to work together. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@uo~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, April 19, 2013 9:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: Administrative Review of Emily Kass, Director of the Ackl~d Art Museum 

FROM: Carol Tresolini, Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives 

April 18, 2013 

RE: Administrative Review of Emily Kass, Director of the Ackland Art 
Museum 

On behalf" of the committee appointed to review the performance of Emily 
Kass, Director of the Ackland Art Museum I am pleased to invite your 
participation in the review process. 

The con~mittee is being chaired by Peter "¢~qaite, Chair, Director, NC 
Botanical Garden. Other members include 
Katharine Lee Reid, Ackland National Advisory Board member, Terry 
Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean :For the Arts and Humanities and Professor 
of*Music, Bernie Herman, Chair and Professor, American Studies, Lyne~se 
Williams, Associate Professor, Art and Gordon Merklein, Executive 
Director of Real Estate Development. 

As required by University regulations, the Provost has requested a 
review of Ms Kass’ performance as Director of the Ackland Art Museum 
over the last five years. Areas fi~r review include vision, long-range 
planning, day-to-day management of the Center, and leadership in 
actualizing the ideals and goals of the (;enter. The committee invites 
your comments on these and related issues. It is important for the 
comnnittee to learn how her performance as director is viewed by 
students, stall; and facul~ at UNC-Chapel Hilh 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following different 
ways: 

1. The committee has scheduled an open session to receive comments 

May 3 - 2:00-4:00 - I(N-D South Building 

If you wish to meet with the comnnittee, please contact Debbie Stevenson 
in the Ofl~ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
(debbie stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), and she will schedule a specific 
time (usually about 10-15 minutes) within that trine period. 

All requests should be received no later than April 29, 2013. 

Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
cotffidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Ms. 
Kass’ personnel file. 

2. You may provide written comments to ff~e chair or other committee 
members. The review cormnittee wilf treat your conm~ents as strictly 
confidential. By law, all written cormnunication - whether on paper or 
by email - becomes a comfidential part of persotmel file. As such, 
cormncnts are open to examination by her. University regulations 
prohibit considerations of anonynlous letters in the review process. All 
written comments should be sent to: Dr. Peter YVhite, c/o Debbie 
Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing 

debbie stevenson@unc.edu 

3. You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee 
merabers. Oral conm~unications (by telephone or in person) and the 
committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not become part 
of Ms. Kass’ personnel file but may be reflected in the cormnittee’s 
report without identifiers. 

The deadline fbr submitting comments regarding Ms Kass’ performance to 
the committee is 2~lay 17, 2013. 
Thank you veiy much for your help in this impoltant task 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Excecutive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibla~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 22, 2013 11:55 AM 

Regester, Chm-lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Fihn Daily / July 1966 
Loan Author: 

1940137 

The item that you requested has al~cived 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Library. 

THE DI~ DATE IS 5/15/2013 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? Yes 
2) Renewals allowed? No 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It~; S/SPECIAL INS rill{ 17(2 T[ONS: 
1 MICROt;ILM REEL 

REN~WAL S MAY B E REQUESTED V~ THE ON~.INE RE@JEST S YSTEM. 
Logon to your accost, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" option and lk~llow the instructions. 

ILB Stuff 

Interlibra~ Bo~owing 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 1:22 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaMwe@email.unc.edn>; Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, BarbaJca S 

<baxbara anderson@unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAII~.UNC.EDU>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.~mc.edu>; Porter, 

Robert S <rporte@email.unc.e&~>; Hildebra~d, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu-~; McMillaJL Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 130 Meeting 

Program Learning Goals and Major & Minor Requirements June Revision.doc 

L’.ea r Colleagues, 

Urffortunately, I wilt not be in attendance at this meeLing----partly as a Lhe result of a schedule conflict. White [ know many of you are eager to work out a commor~ 

set of themes for AgAD 130, ~ have many rn~sg~vh~gs about this process and the intended outcome. The tast tkne ~ took part h~ an effort of this nature (e.g., creating 

"master" syl[ab~ for core courses ~n a department at an R~), we quickly devolved ~nto a ser~es of ego-driven ’qntel]ectua] shoving matches" about which content 

areas and themes were most h~ortant and the ensuh~g chaos contributed to our chair being forced to step down. h~ the end (and with a new chair and DUS), we 

decided thai: facu[[:y at a R~. sholJ[d be allowed to teach the content they want as long as they had clearly stated learning object~w~s ~n t:heir syHab~ that correlated to 

Lhe deparLmenLal learning goals set by the UndergraduaLe Studies Committee and voted on by the full [:acu[W (see attached document). 

g]so, ~nstead of requiring faculty to ’YeLrain" Lhemse]ves, another approach wokdd be to reduce the number of facu[W assigned to teach AAAD ~30, enlarge 

enrollment caps (and reduce the number of sections), and employ graduate teaching assistants~ One section of 240 students in AAAD :[30 per term wouM not 

impact our enro]~ments and would free us to teach a sufficient number of u~per-divis[on courses to satisfy our majors--some of whom strugg]e to find enough 

400+ lew~ courses offered m our departme[~L 1:o graduate in four years. We woukt need fewer peoph~ to teach AAAD I30 (perhaps 3 or 4 on a rotation) and the 

course could always be taught ~r~ a pdrne reg~s[ratkN? slo[~]/[H at ].~.a. Recitatk?ns could be planned for one day each week on Fridays or Mondays, ~ would 

personally vokmteer to teach s 240--300 student section of AAAD 130 on the condition that ~ had a suffidenL number of graduate teaching assistants. 

Clearly, Lhe idea mentioned above b not on Lhe table. As such, ~ am noL ready Lo commit to having more curriculum meeL~ngs and discussions about ~AAD I30. Two 

prior ~terations of the curriculum!academic ~ffairs committee (Fail 201:1 and Spring 2012) ta~ked through some of the s~me ~ssues we have been d~scussh~g for the 

past few weeks. While I understand that th~s may be one of the first t~mes the department has had meeth~gs and de~berat~ons of this nature, ] find th~s process 

highly meffh::~ent, cumbersome, and ~rustrating. Par~: o~ ~:h~s ~s due ~:o ~:he fact tha~: we have conth~ua~V pu~: ~:he cart before the horse m most matters related to the 

curriculum. Instead of workff~g out what common themes should be LaughL in ~AAD I30 (or Lhe thematic concentration areas ~n the major), we need to more fully 

Lease out what Lhe ~earn~ng goals are for our curriculum. These should come from Lhe departrnerWs mission sLatement. From those ~earn~ng goals, the academic 

affairs committee can d~stN ~earnh~g objectives ~nd outcomes that should ~ppear in the range of core courses. ~t ~s around those de~artmenta~ learning go~ls and 

core course ~earn~ng objectives m~d outcomes that all e~se ~n the curriculum should be derived. Th~s is the process mmW academic un~ts----.perhaps beyond 

{::aroima--engage in dudng curriculum rev~sh:m. 

Good h~ck in your de~iberaL~ons on Wednesday. 

Best, 

Walter 

Ali’ican & ~:o-.~*m~eHcan Studies 

107 Ba[de Hall 

Chapel Hill NC 2759%3395 

~Ie.co~rusite/(kwaltem~cke];’ 

F~m~ Caldwell, Kia k 
Sent; Sunday, April 21, 2013 12:39 PN 
T~ Regester, Charlene B; Anderson, Barbara S; Hall, Per~ A; 3anken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C; Por~r, Robert S; HiMebrand, Reginald ~; NcNillan, Tim 
Subjeet~ Re: A~D 130 Neetin9 

Dea~ Colleagues, 

We will meet this Wednesday, April 24 from 11:00 am to 12:30 pm. I will ask Tmvis to book a room and will send that information soon. 

Best, 

Kia 

On Apr 19, 2013, at 10:41 AM, "Caldwell, Kia L" <Mcaldwe(i~emaiLunc.edn> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Since a doodle poll could become a little complicated, I thought it might be easier to see if everyone is available to meet next Wednesday from 10:30 to 12:00 
or 11:00 to 12:30. Please email me to confirm your availability. 

Our discussion will focus on developing core themes for AAAD 130 that everyone would build their syllabus around. Please also bring your suggestions for 
course topics, readings, and films to our meeting. 

Eunice supports the idea of having core themes as a way to ensure that all of our majors have core competencies regarding social, political, and cultural 
processes in African American and other African diaspora communities. 

Best regards, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph,D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9::!.9-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-269~. 

http:!!afriafam.unc.edu! 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; Anderson, Barbara S; Hall, Perry A; .lanken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C; Porter, Robert S; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
C¢: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Future AAAD 130 Curriculum Discussions 

Dear Colleagues, 
At the end of yesterday’s faculty meeting, Eunice asked Kenneth and I to follow up with faculty who will teach AAAD 130 to determine what our next steps 

should be. Yesterday, several faculty members expressed interest in meeting before the fall to discuss AAAD 130 in a bit more detail. In our small group 
discussion yesterday we talked about four key themes that the course could potentially focus on: Slavery; Abolition and Emancipation; Culture, religion, and 
spirituality; and the twentieth century black freedom struggle. In addition, race and gender (and class) could probably be woven throughout the course. 

Kenneth and I thought it might be useful to meet soon to discuss potential approaches and resources to teaching about these core themes in the course. In 
preparation for the meeting, we are asking everyone to bring a list of books, films and other resources that you think would be relevant to the themes outline 
above. I will send a doodle poll by the end of the day tomorrow to set up the meeting. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe(~Oemail, u nc.ed u 

http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



I. Program Learning Goals 
The goal of the AAAS major and minor is to equip students with the necessary- critical 
and analytical skills and tools to interpret and engage histories, cultures, social 
conditions, positions, and ideological responses of Africans and African-descended 
peoples in a global context. 

Students will be able to: 
1. demonstrate an understanding of the cultural, socio-political, and historical 

formations, connections, conditions, and transformations evident throughout the 
African World. 

2. identify, critique, and appreciate the intersections between race, class, gender, 
ethnicity, and sexuality from the historical and existential perspectives of African 
and African-descended peoples. 

3. implement interdisciplinary research methods and methodological perspectives 
applicable to advanced study, community development, and public service. 

II. The Structure of the New AAAS Major 

The major in African American and African Studies will consist of 36 credit hours. All 
majors must take 12 hours of Core Conrses: AAAS 2201: "Major Readings in African 
American & African Studies," AAAS 3310: "Global Perspectives on the African 
Diaspora," either AAAS 4545: "Intersections: Approaches to Race, Gender, Class, and 
Sexuality," or AAAS 3440: "Theorizing Race," and AAAS ~88 S~ni~ R_~h 
S~mina~i! preferably in sequence. Majors must also complete an additional minimum of 
24 hours, with 18 hours in one of four Cognate Areas: 

1. Representation & Performance 
2. Social Issues, Community Development, & Public Service 
3. Histories, Cultures, Languages, & Literatures 
4. Race, Ethnicity, Gender, & Sexuality 

Students must complete a Breadth Requirement of 6 hours of courses from among 
offerings in the three outside Cognate Areas. In the case of courses listed under multiple 
Cognate Areas, students cannot receive simultaneous credit for a course listed in their 
primary Cognate Area and for the breadth requirement. Breadth requirement courses 
must be unique and should not be courses which can be selected from the primary 
Cognate Area. Moreover, the 24 hours must satisfy the Distribution Requirement: a) 3- 

6 credit hours at the 2000-level; b) 3-6 credit hours at the 3000-level; c) 15 credit hours at 
the 4000/5000-level. All maj ors must complete a minimum of 15 credit hours at the 
4000/5000 levels outside of the Core Courses. A maximum of 6 hours in 
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individual/independent studies and/or courses from outside of the Department can count 
towards the maj or. 

All students taking African languages courses at or above the 2000-level, with the 
excepti on of 224 l, must first satisfy the 1000-1 evel foreign language requirement: 1101 
through 1103. Though not a departmental requirement, AAAS majors are strongly 
encouraged to satisfy- the foreign language requirement with an African language. 

III. Cognate Areas & Tentative Course Structure 

A. Representation & Performance 

1. 2251 : Introduction to African Literature 
2. 2XXXIn~6du~fi6n~6Afri~an~m~fi~nE~etatut~ [new- crosslist with English 

281] 
3. 2253: Introduction to Caribbean Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 

4. 22~0 ~mmduefi~n ~Blae~P~pula~C~ltu~e [new course proposal] 
5. 2288: Bebop to Doowop to Hiphop 
6. 3244: Survey of African and African-Derived Music in the Western World 

7. 3342H: Music, Religion, and Ritual in Africa 
8. 3451 : Themes in Francophone African and Caribbean Literature [proposed/re- 

envisioned from 451] 
9. 33~6 ~S~ndCultu~e~!nAfr!ea~nd~heD!a~p0~a [proposed/re-envisioned from 

AAAS 376: African American Art] 
10. 4378: History of Jazz [moved to 4000-level from 300-level] 
11. 4460: Theories in Afficana Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 460] 
12. 4551: Topics in Afficana Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 551] 
13. 4571: Black Visual Culture and Popular Media [title change] 
14.4XXX: Studies in African American Literature [old crosslist with English 582] 
15. 4584H: Literature and Modern Experience in Africa 

B. Social Issues, Community Development, & Public Service 

1. 2218: Black Urban Experience 
2. 3230: Black Women: Culture and Politics [to be crosslisted with WS] 
3. 2261: Black-White Behavior 
4. 2290: Black Youth 
5. 2291: The Black Family 
6. 2327: Introduction to African Politics [moved to 2000-level from 300 level] 
7. 3XXX: History of Modern Africa [old crosslist with History 350] 
8. 3361: Psychology of the Black Experience 
9. 5189s: Community Development: Field Research and Seminar [title change] 
10.3XXX: History of South Africa [old crosslist with History 575; likely to be a 

3000-level course from 500-level] 
11.3 Civil Rights & Bla~ Pow~ [new crosslist with History] 
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12.4XXX: Black Politics [old crosslist with Political Science 504] 
13.4515: Ethnicity, Development and the State in Sub-Saharan Africa 
14. 4561: Topics in Afficana Psychology 
15. ~5~0 TheoriZing Co[oniaI~sm a~d ~h~ Post~olonial [new course proposal] 
16.                                           [new course proposal; level to 

be determined] 
17.                                                   [new course proposal; 

level to be determined] 
18. *4545: Intersections: Approaches to Race, Gender, Class, and Sexuality 
19. *3440: Theorizing Race 

C. Histories, Cultures, Languages, & Literatures 

1. 2367.01: African American Voices in U.S. Literature 
2. 2367.02: Black Women Writers 
3. 2251 : Introduction to African Literature 
4. 2XXX: Introduction to African American Literature [new crosslist with English 

Z81] 
5. 2253: Introduction to Caribbean Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 

351] 
6. 2XXX: African Americans in the Age of Slavery [old crosslist with History 

323.01; changed to 2000-level from 300-level] 
7. 2XXX: African Americans from Emancipation to the Present [old crosslist with 

History 323.02; changed to 2000-level from 300-level] 
8. ~ Civil ~gh~s & BIa~Pow~ [new crosslist with History] 
9. 3XXX Slav~N!n~h~U S [new crosslist ~vith History] 
10.3    Bl~ Wrm~n in ~h~ U S [new crosslist with History] 
11.3XXX F~Bla~ in ~h~ Am~b~II~m U S [new crosslist with History] 
12.3XXX: History of Modern Africa [old crosslist with History 350] 
13.3XXX: History of Islam in Africa [old crosslist with History 541; likely changed 

to 3000-level course from 500-level] 
14.3XXX: History of South Africa [old crosslist with History 575; likely changed to 

3000-level course from 500-level] 
15.3 AfriCan Religions [new crosslist with Comparative Studies 324] 
16. 3342H: Music, Religion, and Ritual in Africa 
17. 3376 ~S ~nd Cultu~e~ !n Afr!ea and ~he D!a~p~a [proposed/re-envisioned from 

AAAS 376] 
18.3~5~ ~h~m~s !n F~an~oph~ ~fr!~an and Car!bbean E!~at~ [proposed/re- 

envisioned from AAAS 451] 
19. ~60 ~h~ofi~ in Nfr~na Ei~atu~ [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 460] 
20. ~551 Top! ~g in Affi~ana E! ~e~atu~e [proposed/r e-envi si on ed from AAA S 551 ] 
21. 4527: Pan-Africanism and Nationalism 
22.3XXX: Topics in African American History [old crosslist with History 555.01] 
23.4XXX: Readings in African American History [old crosslist with History 555.02] 
24. ~ ResearCh in African A_m~fi~an History [new crosslist with History] 
25. ~ R~adings in ANcan Hi~o~ [new crosslist with History] 
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26 4    Research in AfriCan HiStoPV [new- crosslist with History] 

27 ~65 ~opi~g !n AfriCan Diaspora S~ud!~s [proposed/re-envisioned from 565] 

28 4571: Black Visual Culture and Popular Media [title change] 
29 4XXX: Studies in African American Literature [old crosslist with English 582] 

30 4584H: Literature and Modem Experience in Africa 
31 5485.01: Southern Africa: Society & Culture [5000-level for grad/undergrad] 

32 5485.02: Western Africa: Society & Culture [5000-level for gradiundergrad] 
33 5798 S~ud~ Abroad in AfriCa and ~h~D!aspo~ [5000-level for gradiundergrad; 

proposed-re-envisioned from 485.02, 485.04, 705.02, 705.04] 

D. Race, Ethnicity, Gender, & Sexuality 

1. 2367.02: Black Women Writers 
2. 2261: Black-White Behavior 
3. 2291: The Black Family 
4. 3 Slav~ G~nd~ andRa~in~h~tlami~orld [proposed/re-envisioned 

from 243; move to 3000-level from 200-level] 
5. 3230: Black Women: Culture and Politics [proposed/re-envisioned from 230; 

move to 3000-level from 200-level] 
6. 3XXXBI~kWOm~nin~h~US [new-crosslist with History] 

7. 4515: Ethnicity, Development, and the State in Sub-Saharan Africa 
8. 4527: Pan-Africanism and Nationalism 
9. 4~35 ~6pieSin Blae~Magculini~ [new course proposal] 
10. "4545: Intersections: Approaches to Race, Gender, Class, and Sexuality 

11. *3440: Theorizing Race 

DEPENDING ON THE TOPIC, THE FOLLOWING COURSES CAN BE LISTED 
UNDER MULTIPLE COGNATE AREAS: 
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III. Sample Major Curriculum Plan 

AAAS MAJOR 

CORE COURSES 
AAAS 2201 3 hrs 
AAAS 3310 3 hrs 
AAAS 4545 or 3440 3 hrs 
AAAS 4788 3 hrs 

12 hrs 

COGNATE AREA 
AAAS 2000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 3000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 3000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 

18 hrs 

BREADTH REQUIREMENT 
AAAS 4/5000 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000 3 hrs 

6 hrs 

Freshman Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 1101 

Spring Semester 
AAAS 2201 

Sophomore Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 2XXX 
AAAS 2XXX 

Spring Semester 
AAAS 3310 
AAAS 3XXX 

3 hrs [Optional] 

3 hrs [Core Course] 

3 hrs [lSt Cognate Area Course] 
3 hrs [2nd Cognate Area Course] 

3 hrs [Core Course] 
3 hrs [3rd Cognate Area Course] 
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Junior Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 4i5XXX 
AAAS 4i5XXX 

Spring Semester 

AAAS 4i5XXX 
AAAS 4i5XXX 

3 hrs [4th Cognate Area Course] 
3 hrs [ 1 st Breadth Requirement Course] 

3 hrs [2nd Breadth Requirement Course] 
3 hrs [5th Cognate Area Course] 

Senior Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 4545 or 3440 
AAAS 4i5XXX 

3 hrs [Core Course] 
3 hrs [6t~ Cognate Area Course] 

Spring Semester 
AAAS 4788 3 hrs [Core Course/Capstone] 
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IV~ The Structure of the New AAAS Minor 

The minor in AAAS consists of 15 credit hours which must include 6 credit hours of core 
requirements (AAAS 2201 and 3310) and a minimum of 9 credit hours at the 3000-level 

or above. 

AAAS MINOR 

CORE COURSES 
AAAS 2201 
AAAS 3310 

3 hrs 
3 hrs 
6 hrs 

ADDITIONAL COURSES 

AAAS 3000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 

9 hrs 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 33030138 - 63447246@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edn> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:03 PM 

a~iJcan- ~nd- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afldca~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~fican- aaad- ~l’ro- ~anefican- s~dies- facul .tyl 1~11- college- faculty] WebEvent Reminder: Apr 23 - 5 p.m. Eastern Time (US and Cm~ada) 

Time ; College of Arts and Sciences Spring Recognition Reception 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: College of Arts and Sciences Spring Recognition Reception 
Date: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 
Time: 5 pm. - 6:30 p.m Eastern Time (US and Canada) Time 

Description: The Dean’s Off’ice will host its Annual Spring Recognition Reception to recognize faculty who will retire at the end of the academic year, and faculty who have received 
outstanding National honors from outside of the University during the 2012-2013 academic year. The reception will be held on Tuesday, April 23rd from 5:00 pm-6:30 pm at Hyde Hall in the 
University Room. 

Powered by WebEvent(tm) 
http://www webevent com/cs/r/pbpublish 2.71 

--- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to afi’ican-and-afro-american-studies-faculW as: regester@email unc.edu. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:07 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Spring L~mcheon, Family "I SW," and More! 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

ACKLAND SPR~NG LUNCHEON 

Thursday, 2 May, 11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Special Guest Speaker: A~st 

Gre~o~ Sale from the AcMand’s 

recent exh~Nt~on More Love 
’~here ~s often a compulsion in my 

artwork to e[idt ~nt~macy, to bHn~ 

people tosether, to foster love for the 

other, and to accept love for ourselves. I 

am just t~in~ to ~et at th~s th~n~ of 

love, whether I can describe ~t or not. I 

want to know it. In part that’s why I have 

come to these artistic strategies that ~ 

use to unravel and question someth~n~ as 

amN~uous and as ~ndefinab[e as love." 

-- Grego~ Sale 

We invite you to gather with friends of 

the Ackiand to celebrate a wonderful year of exhibitions and events. We’ll 

also hear from multimedia artist Gregory Sale, whose prints, buttons, 

and signs on Franklin Street were some of the most talked-about 

artworks in our recent exhibition, 

More Love. 

FoLlowing lunch, this year’s graduating MFAs from UNC-Chapel Hill’s Art 

Department wilt be available in the Ack[and’s galleries to talk about their 

work on view in the exhibition Sincerely Yours,. 

Tickets are $50, of which S25 is deductible. Buy yours by April 29 at 

the Ackiand Museum Store, in person or by phone at 919.962.0216. 

Dr~oat~’~er (2Ol 2, .%bine Gruf~t} 
Tuesday, 23 April, 7:00 P~ 

Varsity Theatre, Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

Fitmmaker Sabine Gruffat (Art 

Department, UNC-Chapel HILL) 

presents a visual essay about 

giobaiization and urban ecology 

that looks at two cities in 

contrasting states of 

development: Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates, and Detroit, Michigan, 

USA. Although these cities 

represent two different economic 

eras (Fordist and Post-Fordist), both vividly illustrate the effects of 

economic monocuitures and the arbitrary consequences of geopolitical 

advantage. 

Tickets: Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for 

all others. 

~ 
The Ackiand Film Forum is made possible, in part, with 

support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of Catharine 

Boyer. 

North Carolina PuNic Radio WUNC is the ~ 

Official Media Sponsor of the Ackiand Film 

Forum. 



De-stress Before/During Exams with an Art Workshop 

Art ~ la Carte allows you to de-stress this exam period by making art in a 

fun environment! 

Learn more about Art ~ la Carte classes with charcoal, collage, and 

monoprints as the medial Re~ister online. 

Slow Art Day 

Saturday, 27 April, 11:00 AM- 2:00 PM 

Slow down! We look too fast... The 

premise of Slow Art Day is simple: when 

we slow down to look at art, we really 

see it. 

Come to the Ackland this Saturday for a 

"slow look" at pre-selected works of art. 

After viewing the works for 10 minutes 

each, we’ll stroll over to Spanky’s 

Restaurant and enjoy conversations 

about the experience over lunch. 

Museum admission is free (as always). Participants pay for their own 

lunch. 

Family Day; ~1 Spy W~th My L~ttle Eye~o/° 
Sunday, 28 April, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 
Have you ever noticed a 

detail in a painting that no 

one else saw? This week, 

come and play ’1 spy" with 

us in the galleries, make an 

artwork inspired by a detail 

you spied, and join us for 

Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 

PM. 

Build museum memories 

with the children in your life 

at the Ack[and’s monthly Family Day! Come for a little white or stay for 

the whole afternoon -- it’s FREE! 

**Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children 

ages 4 to 8 years old. ** 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 

Yours,---the 2013 Master of Fine 

Arts candidates at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

---engage timely topics such as 

social prejudice, sexual 

confinement, capitalist hegemony, 

outmoded forms of expression, and 

estrangement from one’s cultural 

roots and the natural environment. 



Learn more about Sincerely Yours. 

Ackland Film Forum 

Swain Lot Film Festival: Festival Shorts 

Part I: Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 

Part I1: Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Luodscope, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Gregory Sale, American, born 1961: Love for Love buttons (ten thousand campaign-style buttons with 

phrases corresponding to drawings). Part of a social engagement project commissioned by Ackiand Art 

Museum comprising poetry workshops; text-based drawings on paper developed with local 

collaborators; a selection of drawings from Love Buttons, Love Bites, 2008; gifting and exchange of 

buttons; signage and drawings presented in community contexts in Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and 

Hiiisborough; collaborations with community organizations, area artists and poets, museum-goers, and 

public partidpants. 

Albert Bierstadt, American~ 1830-1902: Blue ~lountuin end Luke, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on 

board. Gift of Charles Tare. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understonds (video still); digital high definition video. TRT 

00:21:27 min. Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this ernail 

rhea emsil wss sent to regester@email.unc,edu by _e__s__b__o___w_]_e__s__@__e_tt!_a_i]:_u___n__c:__e__d__u_ :: 

Update Profi]e/Emai] Address ~nstant removalw[th SaFeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :~0:~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 7:14 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 

<baxbara anderson@uuc.edu:~; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Janken, Keuneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Porter, 

Robert S <rtx~rter@email u ~c.e& >; Hildebra~d, Regiuald F <hildebr@email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 130 Meeting 

Wa Ire r, 
It is disappointing to hear that you are unwilling to engage in a collective discussion about AAAD 130, particularly since you developed the sample syllabus. I think that some of 
your suggestions might be reasonable and workable under normal circumstances. However, as you know as a member of the curriculum committee last year, as well as in 
your role as a faculty member, the past two years have been extraordinarily difficult. I believe it is a testament to the strengths of the department and our leadership that we 
have emerged from the crisis in the way that we have. The new curriculum is the result of many years of discussions that have taken place in the department, including in the 
graduate studies committee. The core courses are an outgrowth of these long-term discussions that began before you joined the faculty. 
As you noted, curricular discussions can be very contentious; however, that does not mean they should not occur. In today’s climate of increased accountability and scrutiny in 
higher education, it is imperative that university faculty (including those at Rls) develop coherent and meaningful curricula. These issues are intensified for fields such as 
African American Studies, ethnic studies, and women’s and gender studies. 

I am confident that faculty in our department will not allow our conversations to devolve into "intellectual shoving matches." Infighting and mean-spiritedness are not things 
that characterize how faculty in our department operate. 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe~email.unc.edu 

http: //afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 1:22 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Regester, Charlene B; Anderson, Barbara S; Hall, Perry A; Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S; Hildebrand, Reginald F; McMillan, Tim 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 Meeting 

Dear’ Colleagues, 

Unfortunately, I will not be in attendance at d~is meeting---- partly as a the result era schedule conflict. While I know rnany of you are eager to work out a common 

set of themes for AAAD :1.30, ~ have many m~sg~vh~gs about this process and the intended outcome. The last t~me ~ took part h~ an effort of this nature (e.g., creatk~g 

"master" syllabi for core courses h~ a department at an R1}, we qu[cMy devolved h~to a series of ego-driven "~ntellectual shoving matches" about which content 

areas and themes were most ~mportant and the ensuing chaos con~:dbuted to our chak bering forced to step down ~n the end (and with a new chak and Dug), we 

decided that faculty at a R1 should be allowed Lo Leach the content they wanL as ~ong as they had clearly stated learning objectives h~ their syHab~ that correlated to 

the departmental learning goa~s seL by the Undergraduate Studies CommiLtee and voted on by the full faculty (see attached document). 

A~so, ~nstead of requking faculty to "retrain~’ themselves, another approach wouM be to reduce the mJmber of faculty assigned to teach AAAD I30, enlarge 

enrollment caps (and reduce the mJmber of sections), m~d employ graduate teaching assistants. One section of 240 students in AAAD :1.30 per term wou~d not 

impact our enro~h~ents and wouM free us to teach a suffident number of upper-divb~on courses to satisfy our majors--some of whom struggle to find enough 

4(X~ leve~ courses offered ~n our department to graduate ~n four years. We would need fewer peopk~ to teach AAAD 130 (perhaps 3 or4 on a ro~:atkm) and ~:he 

course could always ~e taught b~ a prime registration s~ot----T~H sL 11a. Recitations could be pbnned for one day each week on FHdays or Mondays, ] would 

personally volunteer to teach a 240-300 studenL section of AAAD 130 on Lhe condition Lhat ~ had a sufl:ident numbe~ of graduate teaching assistants~ 

CleaHy, the ~dea mentioned above ~s not on the table. As such, ] m~ not ready to commit to having more curriculum meetings and d~scussions about AAAD 130. Two 

prk~r ~:erations of the currh::uiun~/academic affairs committee (~:a~l 2011 and Spring 2012) taiked through some of the same ~ssues we haw~ been d~scuss~ng for the 

past Jew weeks. WMle I understand that l:h~s may be one of the first l:knes the department: has had meeBt~gs and de]~beratk~ns of tMs nature, ~ find th~s process 

higMy ir~effident, cumbersome, and frustrating. Part of tNs ~s due to the fact Lhat we have contkma~fy put the cart before the horse in most matters related to the 

curr~cufum. Instead of working out what common themes should be taught in AAAD ~30 (or the thematic concentraLion areas ir~ Lhe major), we need to more fully 

tease out what the learnh~g goals are for our curriculum~ These should come from the department’s m~ssion statement. From those learnh~g goals, the academic 

affairs committee can d~st~]l learning objectives m~d outcomes that should appear in the range of core courses. ]t ~s around those departmental ~earn~ng goals and 

core course learning objectives and outcomes tha~: a~l else ~n the currh::uh~m should be derived. ]h~s is the process many academR: un~ts~perhaps beyond 

Carolina--engage in during curricuh~m revision. 

Good luck in your deliberations on Wednesday. 

Best, 

Walter 

Associate 

,,\fricaa~ & A[?o-Ame~c~m Studies 

UN(. -.C~u~pel Hill 

107 Battle 

Cku~pel It,ll, NC 27599-3395 

~ e com/site/chavalte~cker/ 

F~m: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, April 2~, 20~3 ~2:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; Anderson, Barbara S; Hall, Per~ A; 3anken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C; Porter, Robert S; Hildebrand, Reginald ~; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: A~D ~30 Meeting 

Deaz Colleagues, 

We will meet this Wednesday, April 24 fiom ] 1:00 o~ ~ ]2:30 pm. I will ask Tmvis to book a room o~d will seud that in[o~ation soou. 



Best, 

Kia 

On Apr 19, 2013, a’t 10:41 AM, "Caldwell, Kia I/’ <k|caldwe(a)eraail.mac.edu> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 
Since a doodle poll could become a little complicated, I thought it might be easier to see if everyone is available to meet next Wednesday from 220:30 to 222:00 

or 2222:00 to 222:30. Please email me to confirm your availability. 
Our discussion will focus on developing core themes for AAAD 2230 that everyone would build their syllabus around. Please also bring your suggestions for 

course topics, readings, and films to our meeting. 
Eunice supports the idea of having core themes as a way to ensure that all of our majors have core competencies regarding social, political, and cultural 

processes in African American and other African diaspora communities. 
Best regards, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9229-962-8225 
Fax: 9229-962-2694- 

http: !/afriafam,unc,edu/ 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, April 228, 20223 2:38 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; Anderson, Barbara S; Hall, Perry A; Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C; Porter, Robert S; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
¢:¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Future AAAD 2230 Curriculum Discussions 

Dear Colleagues, 

At the end of yesterday’s faculty meeting, Eunice asked Kenneth and I to follow up with faculty who will teach AAAD 2230 to determine what our next steps 
should be. Yesterday, several faculty members expressed interest in meeting before the fall to discuss AAAD 2230 in a bit more detail. In our small group 
discussion yesterday we talked about four key themes that the course could potentially focus on: Slavery; Abolition and Emancipation; Culture, religion, and 
spirituality; and the twentieth century black freedom struggle. In addition, race and gender (and class) could probably be woven throughout the course. 

Kenneth and I thought it might be useful to meet soon to discuss potential approaches and resources to teaching about these core themes in the course. In 
preparation for the meeting, we are asking everyone to bring a list of books, films and other resources that you think would be relevant to the themes outline 
above. I will send a doodle poll by the end of the day tomorrow to set up the meeting. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #=3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9229-962-8225 
Fax: 9"19-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif%<unc.edu on behalf of 

cam arizmendi@med.unc.edu 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation Iicom depression, 
anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with normal functioning or intel?ersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstmal syndrome (PMS) and 
qualit}g for research studies conducted by the UNC Center for Women’s 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE iX~ED WOMEN WHO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstmally but not after the onset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may quali~ :[’or research studies that give you dmgnostic :[’eedback 
on your symptoms and medical ewduations You may also qualify :[’or 
treatment studies and studies providing up to $520 in compensahon 

If you wou]d like to participate, call (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC Mental Health Specialists at 
REX! 

The research study is IRB #05-3000 This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical ][[<[3 on 11/7,"12 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" emai] will on]y be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: UNC Dental Faculty Practice 

The Dental Faculty Practice is offering D~,~’C employees and their 
immediate families a 20% discount on new-patient comprehensive exam 
appointments and the associated x-rays taken that day. We are steps 
a~vay from your office or clinic door You will be seen by the dentists 
that are teaching the future dentists of North Carolina Because the 
Practice provides both general and specialized dental care, each 
individual patient’s oral health needs will be deteremined after seeing 
a dental practitioner for a comprehensive diagnosis. Call the reception 
desk at 919-537-3939 and identify yourself as a UNC employee 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Dental Faculty Practice 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

bpearson@med.unc.edu 

Monday, April 22, 2013 8:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Seeking women who are 1 yem postpartum .... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking health?’ women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
follo~ving categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression in the past, but not after childbirth 
3. Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients This 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $150 compensation upun completiun. 

Fur mure irffurmation, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Cummittee on the Prutectiun uf the Rights uf 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutiuna[ Review Buard. IRB# 07-1353 
CTRC# 2649 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent tu thuse who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emai]. To set your irfformatiuna[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of 

forum office@unc.edu 

Monday, April 22, 2013 9:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPAVIATIONAL: Employee Forum Com~nunity Awaxd & Peer Recognition Aw~rds 

The Employee Forum is soliciting nominations from all staff members f,ar 
its annual Peer Recognition Awards. 

These a~vards are open to an?- UNC-CH staff member (permanent, full or 
part-time) ~vho deserves recognition in one of the following categories: 
* Back Office Activi~: Someone who ~vorks behind the scenes. 
* Big Bud@: Someone who has taken the time to mentor a fellow employee 
* Call of Du~: Someone going well above and beyond the expectations for 
the job. 
*    Cungeniality: Someune who improves the office morale and is a pleasure 
to be around 
* Customer Service: Someone ~vho serves the University on the front 
lines. 
* Milestone: Someone working on campus for more than 20 years. 
* Rookie: Someone who has worked on campus more than 3 months but less 
than 1 year. 
* Self-Improvement: Someone who has accomplished a personal, academic 
and/or professional goal. 
*    Unsung tteel: Someone who serves the community and makes a posiuve 
unpact. 

To submit a nomination for aW of the categories above, please go to 
http :,’,’forum.unc.edu/awardsi 

The deadline to submit is has been extended to Friday, May 3rd at 
5:00pm. Awards will be presented at a ceremony in tlyde tIall on ’]2aursday, 
May 30th. Winners will receive a small monetary gift along with a signed 
certificate. For more infi~rmation about these awards please contact 
Chris Meinecke, Employee Forum Recognition and Awards Committee (;hair at 
919-962-6830 or meinecke@email uric edu 

Employee Forum Community (’13~ree Legged Stool) Award 

The Employee Forum Community Award (also known at the ~Ihree Legged Stool 
Award) is designed to recogmze distinguished contributions by 
individuals who work to promote cooperation and collaboration among 
faculty, staff, and students. Nominees should be individuals who 
inspired creativi~; promote harruony and partnerships within the 
University corcanunity; inspire teamwork, cooperation and palticipation; 
deruonstrate new approaches to current processes; encourage, mentor and 
build bridges; form alliances to work collectively; or any other 
significant communi~ building activities. 

Any CUl~ent ruember of the faculty, staff or student body of the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is eligible to be noruinated 
and to submit nominations for this award (except current members of the 
Employee Forum Recognition and Awards Conwnittee). 

To learn more about this award and to submit a nomination, please go 

here: http:i/forum.~c.edu/employee-forum-communits~-award/ 

The deadline to nominate has also been extended to Friday, May 3rd at 
5:00pra. 

The award will be presented at the Annual Employee Forum Retreat in 
June. Winners will receive a signed certificate and be recognized on a 
plaque that will be displayed in the Forum Office. 

This email is sponsored by-: Employee Forum 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ma~rt@med.unc.edn 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:48 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects 

11-0803: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects (MOSES). 

SUBJECT: INFOPd~SXTIONAL: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects 

Ozone is a common air pollutant. The level of ozone in t2ae air during 
warmer seasons in many parts of the cotmtry can be as high as 007 parts 
per million (ppm) or even higher for a short period of time. 
Several recent studies have reported that exposure to ozone air 
pollution may increase risk of heart disease These reports have raised 
concern about whether the amount of ozone allowed to be in the air ~ve 
breathe should be lowered. The U S Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) needs additional information from studies of people like you 
(health?’, between the ages of 55 and 70) to better understand how ozone 
might affect the heart and blood vessels 

Subjects must be health?’, nonsmokers, with no heart disease or other 
chronic health problems Pregnant or nursing females are excluded 
Study participation will include 11 visits a 3 month period, with 3 
v~sits requiring an overnight stay in a local hotel These overnight 
sessions will also include 3 visits in a row to the research lab. 

Interested individuals may call 919-966-0759 or send an email to the 
following link for additional information: marrt@med.unc.edu 

Approved April 19, 2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 
IRB# 11-0803 

This e-mail is sponsored by the UNC Center for Environmental Medicine, 
Asthma and Lung Biology and is :funded by the ttealth Effects Institute 

This email is sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Perfom~ing Arts <emafil@info.camlinaperformingarts.org> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:30 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Teaching with the Arts ] Join us liar a workshop and exclusive preview 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Carolina Performing Arts and ~.~:~’~.I3.~?.K~ invite you to our 

first-everintensiveworkshopon teachingwiththeperforming 

Theworkshop on MaylSwill connectfaculty memberswith 

Carolina Performing Arts staff and with Joy Kasson, the Andrew 

W. Mellon Distinguished Scholar for Carolina Performing Arts to 

explorehowupcoming performancescan be usefultofaculty 

acrossdisciplines. 

¯ Aconfidential preview of the 2013-14 season 

¯ Identification of academic themes 

¯ Discussion of collaboration and creativity 

¯ Presentation of best practices for teaching with the 

performing arts 

¯ Outlined proceduresforincorporating performancesas part 

of an academic class 

¯ Ideas forfaculty-led activitiesto enrich the campus 

reception of performances 



We have already identified a number of possible themes found in 

two or more performances in the upcoming season, including 

African-American History and culture, American roots 

culture and music, spirituality across global cultures; 

virtuosity; and African history and culture. If your fall or 

spring teaching addresses these we would love to have you join 

us, 

Tf yOU do not yet know how your teaching could connect with 

the performing arts, but are interested in learning more, we 

encourage you to attend and explore the possibilities! 

The workshop has limited space, so please sign up early. Lunch 

will be provided. ]If you have any questions or would like 

additional information, please email .loy Kasson at 

Bring performers from a diversity of cultures Send your students to performances and 
and performance practices to your rehearsals to witness the artistic process of 

classroom to share their experience and performers from around the world and 

knowledge with your students, across disciplines. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 1 l:l 5 AM 

class <alhm05 l@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[atZam051] FW: Navigating the Research University - seats still avmlable! 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R [krjanken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 i0:13 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [affiafam] FW: Navigating the Research University - seats still available! 

From ~he Office of S rodent St~cccss... 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:07 AM 
Subject: Navigating the Research University - seats still available! 

Dear Colleagues: 

If you have any students who are struggling to meet their potential at Carolina, encourage them to enroll in EDUC 130 this summer! 

Please read the information below. Students find this course very helpful and seats fill up quickly! 

Thank you. 

EDUC 130 

NAVIGATING TIlE RESEARCH UNIVERSITY 

2013 Summer Sessions 1 & 2 

MW 1:15-2:45 

1 academic credit, graded 

Course Description 
This course will provide students with knowledge to succeed at a research university. Students will consider what it mea~s to have a liberal axts education and will 

lem~ about tnotivation, resiliency, and self-advocacy. Students will reflect on their current work toward academic success and their path to graduation. 

Course Ovelwiew 

¯ ~I!ais course will provide students with knowledge requisite for success at a resea~;ch university. 

¯ Students u~ill explore tl~e value of a liberal arts education as w-ell ~s sur~-ey edttcational theories of academic ~notivation, resiliency, aaad self-advocacy. 

¯ ~I!arough critical thin,king, thoughtful analysis, mad writing, students will exmnine the roles ofrcseaxch, diversily a~d engagement in a community- of scholars. 

The conrse material will be presented within a framework of students’ current work toward academic success mad their path to degree atlaimnent. 

Who should register for this course? 
’Ibis course is open to all undergraduates who would like to enhance their academic experience at the University. In pa(ticular, undeclared students and transfer students 
may find this course especially helpful. This course is also recommended for any student attending summer session with am academic eligibility status of IP or PR. 

Cynthia Demetriou. Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention. Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building. CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inforrnation. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: regester(d~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://~ists.unc‘edwt~?id:::3236~6~7.26892~[1bbebb25~4db~d~42d~c3de25&n=:T&~=a~Hafan~&~=:33~3268~ 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33032681-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042dl 0c3de25~;listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to a£am051 as: !:_e_g_e__~t__e_r:~)__eji_n__:a_i_l_:__u__r_~_£:_e_~t___u_. 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-33033154-60343625.~977e41Tda4e828eagc52426b71881 d(a)~listserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Give the Daily Tax Heel Your Input’. 

Help us improve the Daily Tar Heel newspaper by completing a short 
anonymous survey. This survey is voluntary and the decision ~vhether or 
not to participate has no effect on your relationship ~vith IYNC-CH. If 
you provide your email address, you ~vill be entered into a drawing based 
on chance with equal odds of winning one $100 Southern Season gift card. 

Use the link below to take our online survey to share your opinions 
about how the Daily Tar Heel can better sel~’e you 

https://unc qualtrics.colr~SE/?SID SV 8HdYxhhpzkaaeA1 

The survey should take no more than 10 minutes. Please complete the 
survey by 2vlay 1, 2013 Thank you 

Ifyuu have any quesuons ur concerns, you may email dthsurvey@unc edu 

This email is sponsured by: Daily Tar Heel 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur in]k)rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

meley woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study paxticipauts suffering from anal or rectaJ pain for aaa~J fissure stu@ 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motili~z Disorders is now 
recruiting participants age 18 or older and &#8804; 75 to participate in 
a research stu@ of a ne~v drug named diltiazem for treating patients 
with anal fissure. 

The stu@ is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the L~,-C CTRC clinic 
and a phone call visit. 

You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and 
less than 75 years, and suffering from anal or rectal pain during or 
after a bowel movement Participants will receive all tests associated 
with the study at no cost and will receive up to $425 for completing the 
study. 

For more infurmation about this trial, please contact: 
Meley Woldeghebriel(meley woldeghebriel@med uric edu) 
919-%6-8328 

This study VEN307-AF-001 received [RB approval from the Aspire IRB 
#27018966IBS3002 un December 27, 2012 

This emai[ is spunsored by: UNC Center [’or Functional GI and Motili~" 
Disurders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. Tu set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <n- ertrfgre rzn~,.hap.rqh- d0587@postmasterXwitter.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 2:12 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

UNC Student Snccess is still waiting tbr you to join Trotter... 

UNC Student Succ÷ss is still waiting for you to join 
Twitter._ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 
Wednesday, April 24, 2013 6:56 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

...... ~nlazot~ o0m~: ........................................................................................................................................................ 

Dear charlene regester, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 
your recent purchases? It’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 

button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

See all shipments awaiti~ zour feedback 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 

completing these steps: 

1. Go to 
2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 
3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 

on the right. 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 29455800 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: 

regester@email.unc.edu 



Evaluation for AFAM 051 

The following evaluation is being provided to gather feedback on how I might improve the 

course. Please complete when you have a chance and submit in class or on the day of the 

Final Exam. Your feedback will be very helpful to revising the course. Keep in mind that I 

will be the only person reading your comments so I am looking for honest evaluations. You 

do not need to write your name on the evaluation. Thanks for your participation and I look 

forward to incorporating your opinions in the future development of this course. 

What did you like or enj oy about the class? 

What did you not like or enjoy about the class? 

What readings were most helpful for understanding the topics discussed? 

What readings were least helpful for understanding the topics di scussed? 

What films did you like? 

What films would you recommend eliminating? 

Did you find the reading groups effective? 

Did you learn from and enjoy the discussions? 

Did reading the novels that became films helpful for understanding the larger topic of racial 

passing? 

What specific recommendations do you have to improve the class? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ferfility@mc.edu 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy women needed for pregnm~cy research stu@! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for sturdy activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at w~v.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 8:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: New Socia] Sldlls Group for Teenagers and Young Adults 

We are pleased to announce the next session of our group-based social 
skills clinic for teenagers (15+) and youaag adults. This clinical 
service consists of 8 hour-long ~veekly sessions, ~vith the next session 
scheduled to begin in mid-June and meets on Mondays at 4p. This clinic 
is offered through the Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 
(101 Renee Lynne Court, Can-boro, NC 27510). All major insurance 
providers are accepted. 

Sessions will be led by a psychologist and trainee and will focus on 
improving social cognition (understanding the intentions of others) and 
improving social skills. The class is open to those with a fOlynal 
diagnosis that impacts their social abilities (such as an autism 
spectrum disorder or ADHD) as well as to those simply wishing to improve 
their social skills. Because much of the class relies on back-and-forth 
between class members, participants must have sul!ficient verbal skills 
to participate in a group setting. Sessions will have up to 12 
participants. 

Potential patients or caregivers please contact Twyla Peoples at 
919-843-1529 or Tv,~qa peoples@cidd.unc.edu for more iN2~rmation about 
scheduling and registration. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Institute for Developmental 
Disabilities 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:41 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Faculty Council & General Faculty Meeting, This Friday (FedEx Global Center, 3pm) 

To: Members of the General Faculty 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you know, we cancelled the Faculty Council / General Faculty meeting originally set for April 12th due to events surrounding the announcement of 

Carol Folt as Chancellor-Elect. ~ wanted to let you know that the reschedu~ed meeting will be held THIS Friday, Apri~ 26° 2013, from 3:00 - 5:00 pm 

{n a new ~ocation for us, the Nelson ~andela Aud{tor{um at the FedE× Globa~ Education Center, 

All members of the faculty are invited to attend this important meeting, which will include consideration of a resolution on proposed reforms to the Honor 

System that have been in development for several years. 

The complete agenda, with all resolutions and supporting documents is available here. 

We hope to see many of you on Friday. Please don’t hesitate to contact our office with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Whisnant 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170 -- 203 Cart Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=552~9169~5839ac6d5f51~ac4c9823de128a864d4&n=T&~=genera~facu~ty&o=33~41618 or send a blank 

email to leave-33041618-55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 1:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: TralYic & Transit Detours for Columbia Street Closure 

South Columbia Street Construction, May 13 - August 13, 2013 

Due to the DOT’s South Columbia Street ~videning project, all traffic and 
Chapel Hill Transit will be detoured. 

South Columbia Street will be one-~vay (northbound) from Fordham 
Boulevard towards Manning Drive Southbound traffic will be detoured 
along Maiming Drive: 
www. dps. unc. edu/NewsLinks/SoColumbiaWeb/Surmner l 3.pd£ 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will need to adjust service: 
www.townofchapelhill org/Modules/ShowDocument aspx?documentid 18484 

CHT will hust informatiun sessiuns at the UNC Student Uniun (The Pit): 

* Friday, April 26th l~um 10 am - 1 pm 
* Wednesday, May 1st l~um 10 am - 1 pm 

The sessiuns will pruvide customers with an oppurtuni~" tu ask CHT staff 
questiuns regarding service changes related to the NCDOT pr~iect. Yuu 
may also email chtransit@tuwnufchapelhill urg or call 919~485-R]DE 
(7433). 

More info and other prujects: 

www.townufchapelhill org/mdex.aspx?page 2169 

This email is spunsored by: Department of Public Safety 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Charles Merzbacher <merz@BU.EDU> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 2:46 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Converting Grad Students from MA to MFA 

Hi John-- 

Yes, at BU, we have a two-tiered program. All incoming Production grad students start out on the same track. At the end of the first year of our 2/2.5 year program, 

we evaluate students and determine who should complete the MFA and who should get a Masters. in instituting this system about five years ago, we were trying 

to put into place a model that followed the way PhD programs work. As is so often the case, the protocol has worked better in theory than in practice. I would be 

happy to discuss our experience with you. It’s a long story. 

Best Regards-- Charles 

Charles Merzbacher 

Associate Professor 

Department of Film & Television 

Boston University 

Office: 704 Commonwealth Ave., Room 404A 

Phone: 617.947.7971 

On 4/25/13 10:26 AM, "John Douglass" <john.stephen.douglass@GMAILCOM> wrote: 

Do any of you have both an MA and an MFA program that allows students having started one degree path to convert to the other? I’d like to discuss it 

with you if you do. 

John 

John Douglass, Director 

Film & Media Arts Division 

School of Communication 

American University 

4400 Massachusetts Ave, NW 

Washington, DC 20016-8017 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L 

(Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 2:48 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edu.* 

ILE: Summer School AFAM 101 

Dear Ken: Thank you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Summer School AFAM 101 

Dear Charlene, 
I just hearst fl,)m stumbler school Dean Ja~ Yopp. You section of AFAM 101 will be caacd]ed on May 7 ifarom~d 10 mo~e students do not ems~]l m it. Ili make an 

announcement in my class tomom)w ak~m~ it being available, ~u~d you can ask other colleagues l,) d~ the s~m~e. But I don’t think there is ranch more to d,), 

m~lb~tunatdy. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
P’ro~i~ssor of Argo- A~nerican Studies 

Dep~u’m:~en[ of Al~cat* and 

109 Ba~tle t ~alE Ct3~ 3395 
l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.ardina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
Click on a link ibr inIbrmafi, m a~:~ut my p@~bca*ions: 

h~://wubv.umass.edu/umpres~’titleirayfoN- w-log~- m~d- d~emma- ~icm~- ameficm~-intellec~l 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.edu/bool~PO0780 

h~p://undpress.nd.edu/bool~PO0723 

Fmm~ Regester, Charlene 
Sent~ Thursday, April 2S, 2013 ll:2S AM 
To~ 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subjeet~ RE: Summer School AFAM 101 
Thank you for the update. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:51 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Summer School AFAM 101 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

The situation in z’d~AM 101 tr,)nNes me, too. Only one of the sections has 

a~y~bing I can do a~x~ut ~bis situation, lflhey were at 1he same time, we co~fld shnfl~e 

stu&n~s will em~ll after flaey see ~heh Spring grades I hope 

Kem~efla 

Ke~meth R. J~mken 

Profhssor of’Afto-American Studies 

Depa~men~ of A fii ca n m~d A fio -America~ S tudi es 

109 Balfle Ha~L CB# 3395 
University of’NorJ~ C~’olina 

Chat el [ {all NC .... 9, . 3 ,~ 
(9I 9) 962-1519 (voice) 

(9I 9) 966.-2694 (fhx 
Click on a link tbr in.tbmaafion six?u{ my pubJ [cations: 

h~p:,"/w~v.umass.edw’umpress,’titleirayib~d-w-loga~-and- cl~ma- aNcan- anefican-intellecmN 

h~p:i/uncpress.unc.edw’N~og~"I’- 8059.html 

h~p:/,/undpress.nd.edw’book,’P00780 

http:/i undpress.nd.ed~ibook, P00723 

Fmm~ Reges~r, Charlene B 
Senti Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:36 AM 
T~ 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subjeet~ Summer School AFAM 101 
Dear Professor 3anken: Currently my AFAM 101 class for Summer Session I has low enrollment and I need additional studenN in order to make sure that my class is not 
canceled. Please let me know if additional students will be enrolled. Thanks much for your assistance in this ma~er is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



~rom: 

~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Diane Lucas <membem@unc4v.or,g> 

Thursday. April 25, 2013 3:31 PM 

RegesteL Charlene B qegester@email.unc.edu> 

"iqle UNC-TV e-Guide 

The UNC-I%’ e-Guide - Since 20021 

Dear Charlene, 

Revisit a classic this Friday night at 9:30 
:....:::.~:.:: Carousel 

PM, as we present Live from Lincoln 
Center--Rodgers & Nammerstein’s 
Carouse~ with the New York 
Philharmonic. Now a beloved classic, 
Ca,~ouse~ with music by R~chard Rodgers 
and book and Lyrics by Oscar 
Hammerstein I~as ha~ed by T~me Magazh~e as "the best musical 
of the 20th Century ? Based on Hungarian p~aywdght Ferenc Moln&¢s 
1909 p~ay, U~om, Rodgers and Hammerste~n’s Catouseltransfers the 
sto~ from Europe to the Ma~ne coastline and revolves 8round the 
tragic romance between carousel barker B~ly Bige~ow and mi~ worker 
Ju~Je Jordan. The musica~ includes such hJgM~ghts as "~ ~ Loved You," 

"June ~s Busl~n’ Out A~ Over," and "You’ll Never Walk Alone." 

North Carolina Community 
Co~lege Series: Pam~ico 
Community College 

Tonight .(Thursday 4/25) at 7:30 PM, Rick Sullivan heads towards 
the coast to visit Pamlico Community College in Grantsboro. PCC 
offers courses ol s~udy in fields such as Allied Health, Arts and 
Sciences, Business Technology, Corrections Education and 
various Technology fields. The North Carolina Community College 
System is currently celebrating its 50th anniversary. See more ol 
our NC Now Community College features here. 

eponymous best-selling book, Martha Stewart’s Cooking Schoo~ 
gives home cooks a culinary master class with Martha herself. Each 
week, she will demonstrate classic cooking techniques and basics. 
Using her s~gnalure step-by-slop, how-to leaching ~rocess, Ma~tha 
~ustrates cooking fundamentals 1hat everyone shouk~ know: from 
roasting and poacMng to braising and blanching. ~n addition, Ma~ha 
shares ~ps in every 30~m#~u~e episode, #~spidng and educating home 
cooks everywhere, h~ this ep~sode, Madha shares her secrets fer 
creating f~ntasfic soups. 

FRONTL1NE: Never Forget to Lie 
Tuesday Apd130, at 10 PM 
Over the course of his 50-year career, 
filmmaker Marian Marzynski has 
occasionally turned his cameras on 
himself and his sto~ of surviving the 

Holocaust, wMch cls~med the ~ife of h~s father snd m~ll~ons of other 
EuropeaR ~ews.h~ Ms la~est fi~rn, Ma[zynskJ returns to Poland and the 
Jewish gheltos of his cMIdhood. But th~s time, he is not a~one. In 
"Never Forget to Ue," MaEynsk~ chronicles the poignant, pa~nfu~ 
recollections of other child suwivors. The film rescues haunting pieces 
of the past while exploring ~he conflicting fee~ngs about national, 
cultural, and religious ~dentity thal mark many surv~ve[s. 

NATURE: Legendary White Stallions 
Wednesday, May I, a~ 8 PM 
This is the story of the world4amous Lipizzaner stallions.----flora their 
origins in ancient times to the ah~qost unknown drama of their rescue 
in 1945. The program begins at ~he Spanish Riding School in Vienna, 
where the white stallions perform an impressive display of beauty and 
power that celebrates a perfect hamqony between horse and rider, 
movements originally intended for use in war. 

a 
1 3~ 

h s~ 
b ri ................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



High Point University Presents: 
:....:::.~.:: high-~einqp~ 

~ntrepreneurship & #movation in North 
Carolina with Governor Pat McCrory 
Thursday, May 2, at l0 PM 
NoMb CaroI]na’s reputation for 
established bus{nesses from ac~oss 
country and giobe {s unparalleled. ~ut 
th~ sam~ suppoM and environment available for Tar Hae~ entrepreneu~ 

and lhei~ home-~rown ventures? No~th Carolina Governor Pa[ McGro~’ 
and severa~ M~hly ~egarded bus~ness ~eaders, ~nc~ud~ng racing CKO 
and bush~essman Richard ChHdress, w~H solve as panelists in an 
ent~ep~eneu~ship ro~ndtaMe d~sc~ss~on presented by High Point 
University and Bus~ness Nodh Carolina magazine. 

Great Performances: Paul Taylor Dance Company in Paris 
Friday, May 3, at 10:30 PM 
Paul Taylor is the last living member of lhe panlheon tha~ created 
America’s indigenous ar~ of modern dance. At an age when most 
artists’ best work is behind them, Taylor continues to win acclaim for 

the vibrancy, relevance and power of Isis recent dances as well as his 
classics. Recorded during the Taylor Company’s 2012 performances 
at the Theatre National de Chaillot in Paris, this new program presents 
two of Taylor’s enduring masterworks. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : ::::::: ::~ ;, :::,-~::::::, : :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Constitution USA with Peter Saga~ 
:: ::~:] :: Peter 8agal 

Tuesday, May 7, at 9 PM 
Peter Sagal takes to the road for a fresh 
arrd surprising journey ~hrough tire 4,418 

words -- and 27 amendments -- Hra~ 
made America. BreatMng new ~fe into the 
t~ad~tiona~ civics ~esson, Peter Sagal, host 

of NPR’s popular quiz show "wail Wa~ ._ Don’t Tell Me" ~ravels across country on a Halley Davidson ~o find 

out where the Const~lufien ~ives. how ~t works and how it doesn’t _. how ~t unites us as a nation, and how ~t has 
heady torn us apa~.Watch a preview c~p he~ 

independent Lens: Soul Food Junk{e 
Thursday, May 9, at 10 PM 

Filmmaker Byron Hurt grew up eating lots of soul food: grits and scrambled eggs covered with cheese, buttered 
biscuits smothered with gravy, bacon, collard greens seasoned with ham hocks, fried pork chops and more. In 
~his Iilm, Hurt sets ou~ on a historical and culinary journey to learn more abou~ the soul Iced tradition arrd its 
relevance to black cultural identity. Through candid inter, clews with soul food cooks, historians, and scholars, 

as well as with doctors,family membeB, and everyday people, the film puts this culinary tradition under the 
microscope to examine both its positive and negative consequences. 

Jake Shimabukuro: Life on Four Strings 
::~:: Jake Shimabukuro 

Friday, May 10, at 10:30 PM 
This intimate documentary gives viewePs a singular glimpse into Jake 

hirnabukuro, ukulele ~ir[uoso, but also Jake, the young boy who grew up in a 
modest apartment to a single mother and un.~uspectingly rose to internatienal 
stardom. Jake began playing the ukulele at age four, when Isis mother gave him the 
instrument. He irritially gained local recognition in the late 90s as pad of the music 

trie Pure Heartr Then in 2006, a YouTube vide,.) of Jake pelformin.( George Harrison’s "Wbile My Guitar Gently 
Weeps" blasted his selo career into overdrive. His video became one of YouTube’s first viral hits, now at over 11 
million views. As they say, the rest is history. 

Secrets of the Dead: Cavemen Co~d Case 
Wednesday, May 15, at 10 PM 
hs El Sidm, a remote, mountainous region of Northern Spain, a tomb of 49,000 year-old Neandedhal bones 
discovered, leading to an irrvestigation to solve a double mystery: How did this group of Neanderthals die? And, 
could the fate of this group help explain Neandelthal extinction? Scientists examine the bones-----buried over 65 
feet below ground--and discover signs that tell a shocking story of hew this group of six adults, three 
teenagePs, two children and a baby may have met their death. Some bones have deep cuts, long bones are 
cracked and skulls crushed~islinct signs of cannibalisrn. Was il a result of ritual or hunger? Neanderthal 
expeds are adamant that they were not bloodthirsty brutes. Will this investigation challenge their views? 

The Ghost Army 
Tuesday, May 2I, a~ 8 PM 
The Ghost Army ~ecounts a secret missionthat was a iuxtaposition of the absurd and deadly r During W’orld 
War U, the 23rdHQ Special Troops used inflatable tanks, sound effects, and impersonation restage a traveling 
road show of deception, with ~he German army as ~he audienceMany of ~he men were a~tists, irrcluding some 
who earned postwar fame, such aslashion designer Bill Blass. Tire documentary features irrtervie,A~s with 19 
veterans efthe unit, as well as General Wesley Clark (rot), former Commander of NATO, andother expeds. 
Emmy award winning actor Peter Coyote narrates. 

iXi North Carohna If you love North Carolina Weekend, why not become a part of it? We are 

Weekend Iookin.( to viewe~ like you to submit vacation phetes from aroulld N )~h Carolina 
to be used in the open~ng of the weekly show~ Between now and May 28th, ema~ 
your favorite NC vacation photo to 141~119~!@~D.£~i~£g. with your name, phone 
number and informafien about when and where the photo was taken. If we cheese 
your photo, we will contact you before using ~t. We can’t wait to see aH the fun 

you’ve been havh~g around this beautiful state of ours~ 



Your Schools 10i Parent Engagement Conference - Finish Well 
Where: Montgomery Commu~ity College (1011 Page St Troy, NC 2737i) 
When; Saturday, Apri~ 27, 2013 fro~ g AM - 12:30 PM 

Join Read~a-roo’s PB$ KIDS pal, Martha Speaks I0~a ’l~leet and Greet’ oppodunity jus[ 
before the conlerence from 0@ AM. Padicipate in workshops conducted by UNC-TV trainers 
Nanette Ausby and Angels W~lson Nev~ome and UNC-TV volunteer Marshall Newsome. 
The workshops will be conduc[ed Irom I0:15 AM ~o 11 AM and 11:15 AM to 12:00 PM 
Participants will get a snapshot of various PBS and UNC-TV educational resources, such 
as UNC-TV Learni~.qMedia, that can be used as easy educational tooL~ to promote summer 
learning and 1un interactions for families or other groups. 

::~:: Mar~ha 
Speaks 

All activities are linked to the Common Core standards and promote Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math (STEM), along with general literacy. Come in empty-handed and leave with a variety of resources that can 
be readily used by parents or othe[s lo help the children. Door prizes available! 

As always, thank you for watching and supporting UNC-TV. 

Warm Regards, 

Diane Lucas 
Director of Programming & Education Services 
Member Suppo~led UNC-TV 

Facebook! Twitter! 

Forward this message to a fdend. 
Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view ’ty.~,.b..!(~[~j~)2.of this message.                             April 2013 

Mapping monuments 
A new UNC d~g~tat co[[ectbn, 

Commemorative Landscapes of 

North Caroth~a, ~s creat~n~ an 

onhne portrait of the state’s 

Mstorg through monuments, 

shrines and pub[ic art, UNC 

Mstor~an F~tz Brunda~e ~s the 

schotar[y ad’~se~ to the project. 

Details 

Global MA approved 
The College of Arts and Sciences will offer a new graduate program expected to 

sta~t in fag 2014. Ti;e maste* of art~.~ in ~.oba[ studies will combine academic studies 

wiLh practical international experience, making it aLUactive to sLudents interested 

acquiring knowledge and ski[Is that are relevant to today’s global economy. 

~ Bloom elected to American Academy of Arts 8t Sciences 
Kerry B[oorn, Thad L. Bey[e Distinp, uished Professor of Biok~g’!, has been elected 

to the American Acaderny of Arts and Sdences, one of the nation’s oldest and most 

presE~gious honorary societies and a [eadmg center for independent pobcy researcM 

DeEai{s 

~ McAnany ~ns a Guggenheim 
Patdc~a M~nany, Kenan Eminent Professor of Anhmpo[ogy, has been awarded a 

Guggenhehn Fe[k~wsh~p to support her research on Ma’!a cultural heritage from 

h~stor~ca[, ethical and phflosophk:a[ perspectives. ~3.~} 

~ Sahle ~ns a Massey Award 

Eun~ce SaM.e, assodaEe pro~essor and chair of the department of Aflican and 

Afro-American studies, has won a 20~ 3 b,~asse~ Award ~er D~sdn~u~shed Se~ v~ce. one 

of the hNhest honors awarded by the University. She was recogmzed fo~ 

extraord*nae! leadership as chair durh~g a challenging time. 

~ Thorps ~n Bill Little Award 
Ho[den and Patti Th(r have mco~ved the *~ 

D~stk~{~dshed Se*~k:e ~:o ~:he (:e[[e~ of Arts and Sc~e*~*::es~ He[den was recognized ~or 

being an innovative chance{[or and Pntt~ for bong a chamNon of the arts. The award 

was presented by Dean Karen G~[ and Arts and Sciences Foundation Board Chab V~cki 

Craver. 

~ Kenan Trust $5M for Hill Hall g~ves 
~!..~..y}!~.~:~!.~.>..from the Wffham R. Kenan J~. Charitable Trust w~[{ launch an 

extensive renovation of the musk: department’s H~[i HaIL Total cost ~s esth’nated at 

S15 million, with S5 m~[[*on corn*rig from the Office of the Provost, and the rernah~h~g 

55 m~R~on Eo be raised by the CoRege of Arts and Sdences. 

Liberal arts led to medical career 
Vh~cent Kopp, a pediatric anesthesbiog~st at the UNC School of Medicine, 

majored m Enghsh and rehgbus studies at Carolina. Kopp trains medical students 

based on knowledge he amassed not only as a sdent~st, but aiso as a lifelong learner 

who credits a strong humamt~es education as the foundatk)n for h*s career. ~!~.~ 



fhis message was sent to regesteF@emsil uF:c edu from: 

UNC Z:oiie(~e o~ .&r~s & S{:::ef~ces ~ UNC South Bs::::dk~g ~ (}hape~ ~-{::::::, NC 27599 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inger S.B.Brodey <paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 6:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-> 

GI,OBAL CINEMA GRADUATION PARTY 

View invitation: 
~ffv~/.paperlesspost com!events/4065868- 

cd872fe5/re plies/77814744-396ff03f 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

GLOBAL CINEMA GRADUATION PARTY 
Friday, May 10th from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM 

716 Gimghoul Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Rod r)aperlesspost~.pagedessgosLcem to ~’our address book ~o ens~;~e ~’eu receive all fu~;~e emails from Paperiess Post 

in "four index Click here to seep ~eceivin~ emails from Pagsrless Post ~c~uding i~witat~ons 8~d cards 

V~ev~ the P~spadess Post ~[]}t~_~7__~9]]~ 

~ Facebook ~ Twi~ar 

~G~t iPhone App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Summer Course iu Stress & Pain Management-Register Today! 

Are you looking for a ne~v way to deal with stress, anxiety, pain, and 
difScult interactions with others? 

Do you want to learn how to slow down and enjoy yotu- life? 

Mindfulness can make a difference’. 

The UNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-bo@ awareness that will teach you how 
to slow down and set priorities while remaining calm, focused and 
relaxed in the midst of a busy life. These practices will enhance your 
bo@’s natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind’s 
clarity and insight. 

This program Jk~llows Jon Kabat-Zinn’s model and is offered by the 
Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical Medicine 
& Rehabilitation). 

For detailed information about our basic lbundation courses, visit the 
Program on Integrative X/ledicine website at 

http://www.med u nc.edu/phyrehab/pim/mind~ness-pro;ram/basic-foundation-course-mind~u~ness-based-stress-reducti~n 

UPCOMING SUMMI~;R 2013 FOUNDATION MINDFULNt~;SS COURSE: 

1)~IIJESDAY & Tf;rURSDAY MORNING S, AJNE 25 - JULY 27, 2013 
Time: 9:30am-12:00pm 
Instructor: Karen Bluth 
Location: UNC Wellness Center at Meadowmont 
*Participants registered for this course will meet twice a week on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays for 4 weeks 

For information about upcoming course schedules, tuition, and tuition 
reductions for research pamcipation, visit our website at 
http://www med.unc edu~,phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-pro~ram To register for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the registration form 
at the link above as well. 

Questions? Contact the Program by phone at 919-966-8586 or by email at 
mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational ruass 
eruail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif),.unc.edu on behalf of 

stephm~ie.miller@cidd.unc.edn 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:35 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Male Teens needed for Research! 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are looking to recruit adolescent males 
between the ages of 15 and 18 and a caregiver to participate in a 
research study. 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone Ibr an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible to participate, each caregiver and adolescent ~vill be first 
invited for an approximately 3-3.5 hour visit at our offices in 
Carrboro- on a MONZ)AY, "¢,~DNESDAY or FRIDAY morning. 
During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete interviews 
and questionnaires, as well as three computer-tasks: one is a memo~ 
game, one involves recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking at 
pictures, and one inw~[ves measuring where you look when seeing 
pictures, as well as provide a small blood sample. Compensation for 
this visit is approximately $60, again this visit is available on 
Monday, Wednesday or Friday mornings. 

Following this visit, the caregiver and adolescent may elect to take 
part in a second study and can be scheduled fi~r two brain scans (up to 
90 rain each) Compensation will be $45 [’or each scan 

If you are interested ~n participating, or if you have any questions, 
please contact Stephanie Miller by replying to this email or by phone at 
(919)-533-9305 

This study was approved by the Biomedical IRB at UNC Chapel Hill 
11-1403) on 8/11/201 h 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:38 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriaJ?am] Reminder: Almua] Report dea]ine 

Dear Colleagues, 

The deadline for the Annual Report is today. Each of us received notification from the College about the Annual Report a few weeks ago. If you have not completed your 
report, kindly do so by the end of the day. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to ai’riathm as: regester(a)email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.ed~lu?id 32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriathm&o 33047608 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33047608-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042d10c3de25~b, listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Friday, April 26, 2013 1:09 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculty@listserv.unc.edu~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[genelali:acul .ty] 2013 Faculty Elections Results Posted 

To the General Faculty 

Dear colleagues, 

I wanted to let you know that 2013 Faculty Elections results are now posted to the Faculty Governance website here: http:iifaccoun.unc.edu!electionsi2013- 

elections-results/ 

As you’ll see, we saw a record turnout again this year, with 43.8% of eligible voters casting ballots (1605 voters in all, as compared with 1508 last year). The voting 

division with the highest percentage turnout was once again the School of Government, where 88% of voters cast ballots. The School of Education ran a close 

second, with 78.2% turnout, and the University Libraries posted an outstanding 66.9%. We’ll soon be putting up some other interesting statistics from our analysis 

of the turnout, and will let you know when those are available. 

Meanwhile, thank you all for participating, and very best wishes for a good end to the spring 2013 semester. 

Best regards, 

Anne Whisnant 

¯ -- You are cuireutly subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regesier(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lisis.unc.edu/u?id=55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=33049165 or send a blank email to 

leave-33049165- 55209169.5839ac6d5£~ 10ac4c9823de 128a864d4(?~listserv.uuc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Friday, April 26, 2013 6:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - Pro[Essional Development Series 

CBC Pro Dev 5.17.13 Flyer.pdf; CBC Professional Developlnent Series PUBLIC.pdf 

Hi Faculty. I want to make sure that you are aware of the pioneering effort taking place on Friday, May 17th. In partnership with the Center for Faculty Excellence, 

the Caucus is offering a workshop to help us better understand and navigate our position as Black employees here at UNC. The workshop will be facilitated by 

Black professionals and the only participants will be Black. 

Here is the blurb sent to all dues-paying Caucus members: 

The Professional Development \Vorkshop I is now open! (See attached) The slots are limited so please register asap. 

I mn excited becm~se this workshop is a first,of-its-kind offering. The suppo~l frotn the Provost, CFE, KFBS, SPIt, and 
HR is demonstrative of campus leaders who are truly committed to our well-being and happiness. The first workshop 

will be led by experienced Black facilitators and the participants ~vill be Black. Thus, Vegas Rules apply and I eN)ecl a 

great discussion filled with honesty and directness that will foster RE~ML solutions. In addition, the bonding that should 
develop among the participants will be empowering. 

If you are interested in participating or have recommendations for other colleagues to attend(and we do want faculty!!), please send me a note asap. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:[9.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no re,son to fear the wind." 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



In partnership with the Center for Faculty Excellence, the CBC offer a series of customized 
professional development workshops to enhance critical workplace competencies. Members 
are invited to participate in the first workshop that is focused on Relationships & Partnen~hips. 

Workshop [ Goals and Topics: 
¯ Identification of-the special chal]enges and opportunities that 

Black faculV and stuff [:ace across campus 

* Examine how race a~d gender afD_~ct the ability to com~ect 

a~d bttild partnerships within m~d ot,tside of o~e’s trait 

¯ Lear,~ core skills a~d pract:ices needed to be cffeci:ive h~ t:he 

ligh t: o:~: t:h ese ch alkmgcs a~d oppormniti es 

¯ Communica i:io,~ skills ~br buildin g corm ectiom an d 

relationships 



UNC 
CA ROLINA BLACR ~’;A~?C~.~4 

The Carolina Black Caucus "CBC" (aka Black Faculty and Staff Caucus) will offer a 
series of customized professional development workshops to enhance the critical 

workplace competencies to be effective at UNC-Chapel Hill. A CBC workgroup* met 

on December 11, 2012 with the Center of Faculty Excellence "CFE" to define the 
particular training and education focus. 

At this session we affirmed that Black faculty and staff face unique challenges and 
has special opportunities to serve. These challenges cannot be overcome nor the 

opportunities realized, if faculty or staff are isolated from each other or potential 
allies and partners. The university, like most large research universities, is a very 

decentralized organization and we tend to work within our specialties. 

Unfortunately, this seemingly unintentional behavior can foster a silo environment. 
Accordingly, the need to bring people together across job and disciplinary lines is 

ever-present Therefore, we outlined the following objectives for the CBC 
Professional Development Series: 

1. Identify and respond to professional development needs for Black employees 

through a carefully targeted training and coaching initiative. 

2. Increase networking and partnerships across campus. 

3. Promote and enhance the utilization of the Center for Faculty Excellence and 

the Office of Human Resources services by program participants. 

4. Celebrate the talent and commitment Black employees bring to UNC’s overall 

operations and its teaching, research, and service missions. 

The entire CBC membership will be invited to participate in a 

Relationships/Partnerships" workshop to initiate the Series. 

Spring 2013 - Community Workshop I: Relationships!Partnership 

Identification of the special challenges and opportunities that Black faculty 

and staff face across campus 

Examine how race and gender affect the ability to connect and build 

partnerships within and outside of one’s unit. 

Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective in the light of these 

challenges and opportunities 

o Communication skills for building connections and relationships 
® Networking skills for linking to those outside and within the unit 



Spring 2013 - "Coaching Pilot" 

Identify -15 CBC members to participate in a pilot cohort; application-only 

The cohort will receive specific standardized assessments and/or coaching 

for 12-18 months. 

The pilot may include 360° feedback an individualized professional 

development plan, and offerings from CFE, Human Resources, and additional 

non-UNC resources 

Fall 2013 - "Workshop" II 

Invited CBC members will participate in a "Giving & Receiving Feedback" 
workshop. 

Focus on the barriers that often restrict two-way communication for 

minorities 

Focus on negotiation skills for needed resources, professional development 

opportunities, and promotion and advancement 

Focus on successful methods of messaging (including verbal and non-verbal 

techniques) 

Spring 2014 - "Communi _ty Workshop" II! 

The entire CBC membership will be invited to participate in a "Balance & 

Boundaries" workshop. 

Focus on the identification and management of additional demands that 

come with minority status 

Focus on holistic living -- maintaining fitness and good health 

Focus on strategies that allow one to set limits and say "no" with confidence 

and limited guilt 

*The Summary of the CBC working group conclusions is attached to this proposal 

**Note: The workshop details - including objectives, title, facilitator, and logistic - are TBD 



Dec. 11, 2012 CBC Work Group Meeting Summary 

Participants 
Dr. Alassane Fall, professor, African and Afro-American Studies 

Victoria Hammett, School of Pharmacy; CBC Steering Committee 

Dr. David Kiel, CFE Leadership Coordinator, host and recorder 

Verita Murrill, Office of Human Resources; CBC Steering Committee 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute; CBC Steering Committee 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, professor, Exercise and Sport Science; CBC chairperson 

Earnestine Taylor, The HR Group, Consultant and Trainer 

Key Summary Comments: 

1. "There is a sense for a Black person on campus that you are assumed to be less than 

competent until you prove yourself, so there is an extra burden to establish 

credibility in whatever meeting or setting you find yourself at the university." 

2. "If a Black staff or faculty wants to be promoted they may feel they have to do more, 

look better, and be extra-qualified (more degrees, certificates, etc.). Adding to the 

pressure is the fact that we are in a ’do more with less’ environment." 

3. "Black faculty and staff may find that assertive behavior on their part is labeled 

aggressive. Despite the obvious historical and contemporary inequities that exist, 

when Black staff call attention to problems with diversity, or work for positive 

change they are at a risk of being accused of’stirring things up’." 

4. "African American and other minority staff members need to have a higher EQ 

(Emotional Intelligence) if they want to be successful in this environment_" 

5. "In addition to being willing to reach out to others, other needed skills include being 

willing to adapt to change; and the ability to create community among Black faculty 

and staff, and to build coalitions across groups." 

6. "Because our society still tends to be segregated in terms of race, religion, class and 

ethnicity in terms of neighborhoods, worship, and social networks, people may feel 

awkward around those who are different from them in the workplace. This may 

lead to the minority staff member failing to get the feedback they need to be 

successful, and a sense that among minority staff and faculty that they don’t really 

know ’the rules of the game’ in terms of getting ahead and getting things done." 

7. "How can one be ’true to one’s self’ and still connect with others? There are many 

dimensions to these questions and challenges that special for Black staff, faculty and 

staff and faculty for other minority groups." 

8. "The new faculty member lacks a network that can not only reduce personal 

isolation and loneliness but also have practical value, knowing experts across 

campus that can come to your course. So networking and relationship development 

opportunities are important, perhaps essential." 

Five "Buckets" of Necessary Skills and Competencies: 

The Work: developing technical skills and the ability to go beyond the narrow job 

description and to be seen as a bridge builder, a contributor to the organization, and 

a leader 



Professional Development: understanding the institution; having a path for self- 
development, seeking out new skills, developing a strategy for being active and 
assertive and having that accepted in the organization 
Relationship Building: knowing how to reach out to others, to be mentored and give 
mentoring, to build a network, and to be a team player and a coalition builder. 
Managing the Personal: being respected, establishing credibility, being comfortable 
with your stance and image, feeling and seeming authentic 
Balance and Boundaries: knowing how to manage the additional demands that come 
with minority status, maintaining fitness, health, a fulfilling personal life, setting 
limits and saying "no," being able to negotiate effectively for what you need. 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

baublet@gmail.com on behalf of 
Labor and Working-Class HistoU Association <lawcha@duke.edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 7:44 PM 

lawcha- constang~:duke .edu 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

The Labor and Working-Class History Association (LAWCHA) is pleased to announce its impending national conference, "Rights, Solidarity & Justice: Working People 
Organizing, Past and Present" June 6-8, 2013 in New York City. (Bee the attached flier). More than 90 panels, roundtables and workshops will explore past struggles and 
contemporary challenges faced by working people in a global contexL Opening and closing plenary sessions with speakers ranging from Frances Fox Piven, Richard Wolff, Bill 
Fletcher, Jr. and Saket $oni to John Wilhelm, Ruth Milkman and a panel of activists will examine the current crises and new directions for the labor movement. 

See the website: www.lawcha.orq!annualconference for the full proqram and reqistration information. 

JOIN US FOR THE CONFERENCE. IT WILL BE AN EXCITING PROGRAM. 

In solidarity, 
Shel Stromquist 

President, LAWCHA 

.~iI Inline image 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

newstudents@unc.edu 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Call for 2013 Family Weekend Programs 

Dear Faculty and Staff; 

The Oftice of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is pleased to 
amaounce that Family Weekend 2013 will take place on Friday, September 
27 - Sunday, September 29 UNC Family Weekend is full of tradition, 
excitement, and Tar Heel spirit. As we prepare for Family Weekend 2013, 
the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs strives to sho~vcase 
our campus con~munity by providing families with opportunities to learn 
about Carolina, explore the campus commumty, stay informed about campus 
life, and connect with faculty and staff. 

In an effort to highlight the academic and co-curricular components of 
our Carolina community, we invite you to participate in Family Weekend 
by hosting an educational seminar, open house, specialized tour or other 
related programming. In addition, if you already have an event, exhibit, 
or other activity planned during September 27-29, please contact us so 
we can discuss opportunities to include the event in the Family Weekend 
schedule. 

To get involved, please e-mail Samantha Young, Coordinator of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu with the 
program details no later than May 24, 2013 at 5:00pro. 

Thank you for your support of Family Weekend, Carolina students, and 
their families! 

Sincerely, 
The Orifice of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

This email is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: Study for healthy women - blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in a research 
stu@ that offers moneta~- compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This study involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one 
blood draw. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to 
grow in other areas of the bo~dy. Symptoms fi-om this may cause the 
individual severe pmn, irregular bleeding, and irffertility. Currently, 
the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is through 
laparoscopic surgeW. The purpose of this research stu@ is to identi(y 
biomarkers in the blood that may also be present in the lining of the 
uterus By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, we can 
compare them to women suffering from endometriosis and analyze the 
correlation between the two. The goal of this study is to develop a 
blood test to diagnose endometriosis in a less invasive way. If you are 
interested in participating as a healthy sutzject, please feel free to 
contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproduc tire@gin ail. com. 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in 
Endometriosis;" approved 1/8/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIKMATIONAL: Study for healthy women 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research 
studies. Several opportunities are available that oiler monetaW 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~D 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 

The ultimate gual uf this research is to better understand the factors 
that alluw implantation to occur su that we may impruve clinical 
outcomes uf fertility patients. If you are interested, please feel free 
tu cuntact us fur more information at 843-8621, or 
uncrepruductive@gmail.com This stud?, takes 7-8 we&s tu complete, with 
a total uf aruund 10 visits to uur clinic 

Biomedical IRB study #08-1967, approved 04/26/2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Repruductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformatiunal mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlk~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 29, 2013 10:00 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] Spring 2013 grade rosters 

2013 Spring ONcia] Grade Memo.doc 

Grade rosters are now available in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center. 

Please see the attached official memo from the University Registrar, 

Final grades are due 72 hours after the scheduled final exam. 

Tips for grading in ConnectCarolina 

¯ Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 

¯ If you are teaching a course at the 400 level or above, please check to see if a student is at the graduate level. If so, they should be assigned a 

graduate grade. 

¯ Check to make sure you can see your Class Rosters for Spring 2013. 

¯ Enter the grades for sections 990, 99:1, 992 (you may not have students in all 3 sections). 

¯ You must use the "Change Class" button to switch between sections 990, 991 & 992. 

¯ Set the status to Reviewed and then Save. Then change to Approved when you are ready for the final approval, then save. 

¯ CCO courses cannot be taken PASS!FAIL. 

¯ If you need help with this process, my office will be happy to assist you. 

Carol Mc Donnell 

Student Sel~ices Manager 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 
t{ead our st~l’ie~ at 
fdda~’center.unc.edu/stor~e s 

<ul > 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.nnc.edu">mgester@email.unc.edu<~,%~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~’’mailto:~eave-33~55463-2~38447~87a466e36d8e79~2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’>leave-33~55463- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listsela~.unc.edu</a> 



TH E U N IVER.SIT’~ 

NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAISE L HILL 

CHA.PE[ HILL, NC 

F 919.962,.666~ 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: All Teaching Faculty 

FROM: Gary Lloyd, Associate University Registrar 

RE: Spring Term Grades 

DATE: April 26, 2013 

Our University is now entering another electronic grading period. The purpose of this communication is to 
provide you with information that is usually sent at this time. 

Grades should be entered no later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To 
facilitate the timely reporting of grades, please follow this schedule for entering and approving your grades: 

¯ Exams scheduled on Tuesday, April 30 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, May 3. 
. Exams scheduled on Wednesday, May 1 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, May 4. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, May 3 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday May 6. 

o Exams scheduled on Saturday, May 4 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday May 7. 

~ Exams scheduled on Monday, May 6 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday, May 9. 

,, Exams scheduled on Tuesday, May 7 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, May 10. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, May 3. 

To assist with grading, the Office of the University Registrar’s hours of operation will be business days, 
Monday- Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm through May 10, 2013. Additionally, you may find our training 
document on grading useful, ~istrar.unc.edulacademic-serviceslqradeslenterin-~g_rades-in- 
connectcarolina-faculty-center/. 

The 72 hour deadline for submittinq Grade Rosters is critical. We must be able to reliably determine 
who will graduate on May 12th and who may need to attend Summer School, either to graduate in August or 
to re-establish academic eligibility. 

Submitting Grades 

Every registered student (those that appear on your grade roster) must have an appropriate grade 
~(no blanks~. If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been 
attending classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" (for undergraduate students only) must be assigned. 



Use a Post-Semester Registration/Drop/Add Form to remove or add a student to a course after the 
Official Grade Rosters have been generated for the semester. 

One of the advantages of an electronic grading system is that the instructor of record can enter 
grades by computer/internet from anywhere in the world. By doing so, his/her digital signature is 
recorded as having assigned and approved the grades. The instructor of record is responsible for 
approving the grade for their classes. 

When Assigning Grades 

o The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can be found online 
at http://registrar.unc.edu/files/2012/03/CCM3_031480.pdf. You may use the Comment Section of 
the IN/AB reporting form should you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading policies and grade 
definitions: http://re‘qistrar.unc.edu/academic~services/p~~icies~pr~cedures/university-p~~icy- 
memorandums/upm-24-the-qradinfl-system/. 

o Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course under the PS/D+/D/F 
option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for their performance. The computerized grade 
table will convert grades of "C-" or better to "PS." 

o Only the appropriate grades for a student will appear in the drop down selection. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the final examination and 
could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. This would be appropriate for an 
undergraduate student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as 
well as missing the exam. You may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting form should 
you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination and there is the 
possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was taken. The "AB" is computed as an 
"F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is 
changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. 
For graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is 
not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not complete some 
other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the assignment was completed. The 
"IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, 
an "IN" is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned 
grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first course(s) of an 
approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The Honors Program usually runs for the 
duration of at least two semesters (Junior and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent grade 
is not assigned until completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is 
assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must be changed to the 
appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade Change Form. 



Should you have a pending or possible judicial Honor System violation, please enter a grade of "IN" 
(or incomplete) on the Grade Roster so you may save and approve it for posting. The Office of 
Student Conduct will contact the Registrar’s Office and have the incomplete grade changed to "NG" 
until the case has been resolved. If you have questions about Honor System Actions and how to 
report a possible Honor System violation, please visit: http://studentconduct.unc.edu/faculty for 
further information. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Grade Rosters or on an 
Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change temporary grades to permanent grades by 
completing the Official Grade Change Form within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been 
changed to an "F*", a dean’s signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

recycling@facililies.unc.edu 

Monday, April 29, 2013 10:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: Student Move-Out Donations 

Don’t Ditch It. Donate it! 

If you’re moving out of a residence hall or apartment, you may discover 
that you’ve collected a lot more stuff than you amved with You may 
decide not to keep some items, but remember that your "trash" may be a 
non-profit’s treasure’. By making a conscious choice to donate your 
unwanted items at move-out, you become part of a campus and community 
collaboration to support local non-profits, reduce your carbon 
footprint, strengthen the reuse economy, and presel~’e resources. Last 
year, UNC students kept 16 dumpsters’ worth of useful goods out of the 
landfill’. Read the donation guide below to help build on that success 
this year. 

Moving out of on-campus housing? Find your residence hall’s donation 
station: 

Housing and Residential Education, the Office of Waste Reduction and 
Recycling (OWRR), and Triangle Residential Options for Substance Abusers 
(TROSA) are partnering again to collect usable items from donation 
statmns inside the on-campus residential communities. TROSA will use 
the donations within their furnished residences and will sell surplus 
rtems to benefit their non-profit comprehensive treatment and work 
training programs. 

Donation Stations open on April 26th. Students may donate: 
Appliances 
Athletic Equipment 
Bedding (will be donated to Paws4Ever) 
Carpet 
Cleaning Supplies 
Clothing 
Electronics (broken electronics are accepted and will be recycled) 
Fund (unopened, nonperishable) 
Furniture 
School and OBfce Supplies 
Shoes 
Toiletries/Personal Items (unopened) 

Futon frames and other scrap metal should be placed outside at 
designated Bulk?" Waste recycling sites (identified by an orange cone, 
next to trash dumpsters). Do not dispose of futun frames, carpet, 
cardboard, or other recyclable materials in the trash dumpsters or 
open-top rolloffs. 

Please remember that individuals are not permitted to cnter or remove 
items from dumpsters or remove items from donation stations. The unly 
groups pemfitted to remove items from dumpster sites and donation 
stations are TROSA, O\VRR, and Housing. 

Visit OWRR’s Student Move-Out Guide to find out where your residence 
hall’s dunation station is located and learn more about TROSA: 
http://www.wastereduction.unc, eduiCampusRec¥clingiResidenceHallRecyclingiStudentMove-outGuide. 

Moving out of off-campus housing? Visit the Student Reuse Rodeo! 

During studunt move-out, Orange County Solid Waste Management will opun 
a temporary donation drop-off site--- the Student Reuse Rodeo--- in the 
Hargraves Community Center parking lot on 2vhtchell Lane. Dunations will 
be accepted Tuesday, May 7 - Friday, May 10, from 9 a.m. to 2pan. 

Students (and others’.) may donate these used but useful goods: 
clothing, small furniture and usable housewares in good condition to 

the PTA Thrift Store to support local families and schools 
cell phones (and chargers if possible!) to the Compass Center for the 

benefit of women and families 
working computers and computer accessories will be collected for job 

training programs 
unused school supplies such as notebooks, pens, pencils, glue sticks, 

rulers, book bags and back packs in good condition for the Hargraves 
Center "Back to School" programs 

unopened food, personal care items and clean reusable cloth bags to 
the Interfaith Councih 

Representatives from these organizations and Orange County’ Solid Waste 
Management will staff the drop-off site to share information, accept and 
sort materials, and take them away at the end of each collection day. 
Please do not bring items that are not listed here, nor should you leave 
items outside the collection hours The goal is to reduce move-out waste 



while supporting reuse in our community! Questions about move-out waste 
reduction? [gmai[ recycling@orangecoun~’nc.gov or visit 
http:i/oran<ecountync.~ov/recvclin~/news.asp¢¢moveout :[’or additional 
donation options 

If you have any questions regarding move-out donations, please contact 
the UNC Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling, (919) 962-1442, 
recycling@fac, unc edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edn and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <fountain~unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What critical issues did you explore as a graduate student? 

Graduate School News and Research 
Having trouble reading this email? View it in ,/our browser. Not interested? Unsubscdbe instantl‘i 

You are receiving this emaiI because you are 8 graduate abJmnus of UNC-Chapei Hill or donor/friend of The Graduate School. 

Not interested? Unsubscdbe 

The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

C£# 4010, 200 Bynum Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.4010 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, April 29, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: New Di rector, Julia ttarper Day Award, "flidden in PlaJm Sight," Upcoming CE Classes, Special Issue of’°Document" Online, 

and More 

I ii.~.iI CDSICenterfor D ...... taryStudies ] 

CDS NAMES NEW DIRECTOR/Award-Winning Historian Wesley C. Hogan Will Succeed 

Tom Rankin 

The Center for Documentary Studies. Photograph by Joel Mora. 

Excerpted from a story that first appeared in Duke Today: 

Wesley C. Hogan, a historian widely honored for her documentary work on the civil rights 

movement, has been named the new director of the Center for Documentary Studies at 

Duke University. She begins her appointment on July 1. Hogan will be only the third director 

of CDS, which was founded in 1989 as the first university-affiliated institution in the United 

States dedicated solely to the legacy and continuing practice of the documentary arts 

tradition. 

Hogan, who has a Ph.D and master’s degree in U.S. history from Duke, is currently a 

professor at Virginia State University, a historically black college where she has taught 

since 2003. Hogan was co-director of the Institute for the Study of Race Relations at VSU for 

three years and led the Petersburg Civil Rights History community project for more than five 

years 

Hogan’s documentary roots are grounded in twenty years of interviewing social activists in 

both her scholarly and her community work In particular, developing deep relationships 

with veterans of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) "reshaped me," 

Hogan said. "They taught me to create a relational environment in which we can hear 

everyone’s story. Documentary work plays a central function in society at large. It determines 

who we can see, literally, and thus who we care about and cannot ignore," she said. Her 

book from this work, Many Minds One Heart: SNCC’s Dream for a New America, won the 

Lillian Smith Book Award, the Scott-Bills Memorial Prize in Peace Studies, and the Library of 

Virginia Nonfiction Award 

Hogan will succeed TomRankin, who has directed CDS since 1998 Under his leadership, 

CDS has built its reputation as an internationally recognized documentary arts institution 

Rankin will remain on the faculty at Duke, where he directs the MFA in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts program. 

"CDS is in a prime position to be the leader in visual and multimedia literacy in the 21st 

century," said Hogan. "It is such an honor to be able to build on the work of Tom and Iris 

Tillman Hill," CDS’s founding director. 

To read the Duke Today story in its entirety, click here. 

2013 JULIA HARPER DAY AWARD I Graduating Senior Hannah Scott Wins Annual 

Documentary Prize 



Left to right: Erik, Hannah, Frankie, and Fred Scott. Image courtesy of Hannah Scott. 

The Julia Harper Day Award was created by the Center for Documentary Studies in 1992 in 

memory of the young woman who was CDS’s first staff member, a writer and photographer 

of real accomplishment. This $500 award goes to a graduating Duke University senior who 

has demonstrated excellence in documentary studies and contributed significantly to CDS 

programs. 

This year’s award goes to Hannah Scott, a sociology major and Certificate in Documentary 

Studies graduate who grew up on a burley tobacco farm in southern Ohio With professors 

Katie Hyde and Alex Harris’s guidance, Hannah brought her interests and the skills she 

developed at CDS together in V£#?e Still Here, a multimedia project completed for the 

spring 2013 Capstone Seminar, the final required certificate course Hannah will earn 

Graduation with Distinction honors with the project, a story about her family’s farm and a 

refreshing look at what it means to be rural in a changing world "The strength of her deeply 

personal portrait reflects an ability to pose difficult questions, address controversial topics, 

and navigate the dual roles of participant and observer," said Katie Hyde 

Hannah will attend grad school at Ohio State University, where she’ll study rural sociology 

with a concentration in agricultural communication. 

HIDDENIN PLAIN SIGHT/New Photo Exhibit Explores Historical Sites in Durham 

Monday, May 6: Exhibit opens 

Tuesday, May 14, 6 p.m.: Opening reception I Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

1110 Main St.: McPherson’s Hospital. Photograph by Jack Anderson 

Photographer MJ Sharp, a CDS instructor, did an independent study with undergraduate 

student Jack Anderson that culminated in Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of 

Durham’s Vital Past, on view in the CDS Porch Gallery through August 31. Sharp explores 

the world at night in her work, as does Anderson. "We talk like two old crusty sailors about 

shooting at night," says Sharp," and I’ve been out on the sea just a little bit longer." 

Anderson says that he "began this project with the goal of documenting the process of 

gentrification in the city, but it has a evolved into a more targeted examination of particularly 

significant historical sites in Durham that have declined through neglect or abandonment 

These places deserve more respect than they have been given; this exhibition attempts to 

help us remember them The homes, workplaces, schools, and hospitals that we have 

forgotten are highlighted here in order to recall both the beauty they once had and the 

function they once served." 

UPCOMING CONTINUING ED CLASSES IN THE DOCUMENTARY ARTS 



We’re pleased to offer these unique workshops, two of which will be held on-site at the 

Center for Documentary Studies, and one of which will be offered online. 

Copyright issues for Documentarians 

Saturday, May 11, 10 a.m.-12 p.m. 

Copyright is an increasingly important--and sometimes treacherous--subject for 

documentarians, who are both owners and users of copyrighted works. Learn about issues 

of copyright, fair use, and how the law affects documentary artists in this workshop led by 

layover Jennifer Jenkins, director of Duke’s Center for the Study of the Public Domain, where 

she heads its Arts Project, which analyzes the effects of intellectual property on cultural 

production More information and register here. 

Animation in Documentary: A Hands-On Introduction 

Saturday and Sunday, May t8-19, t-5 p.m. 

This two-day workshop will provide a hands-on introduction to two animation techniques: 

2D, using Adobe Photoshop and After Effects; and stop-motion, using a variety of cameras. 

Led by filmmaker and animator Francesca Talenti, students will practice making simple 

animations with both techniques, and will come away with a good sense of what it takes to 

make a complete animated scene. More information and register here. 

It Starts with the Story: Creative Nonfiction for Documentarians 

Mondays, May 20 to July 8, 6-8 p.m. ONLINE 

This online class led by writer Deavours Hall will address documentary writing as a genre, 

focusing on how to shape and edit the stories you feel passionate about telling. In addition 

to written texts, the class will also consider the interplay of words and images by looking at 

illustrated texts and sensory images Students will have weekly readings and short 

assignments, with the goal of a completed work by the end of the course. More information 

and register here. 

NEW SPECIAL iSSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special spring 2013 issue of Document the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur County, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary’: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS!Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphy winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, May 14, 6 pro. / Opening reception for Hidden in Plain Sight¯ Architectural 



Reminders of Durham’s Vital Past / Center for Docu mentary Studies / 1317 W Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwwv cdspo rch. o rcl/a rc hives/18172 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http://documentarystudies.duke.edu!exhibits/current-exhibits 

April 26, 2013-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 20!3 / University Gallery, Center 

for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu!exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 14-August 31,2013 / Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vita! 

Past ! Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies ! 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:flw’ww.cdsporch.orglarchivesl18172 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Perch http:flwww.cdsporch 

Friends efCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

~ ;~essaf:le re.geste~.~mail.unc.edu b’f IIm@duke.ed[i 
¯ fc:. D.:;curr ;l~rv St i ! I Duk.~! U v sily ...~].7~.~(,~ ............... , 

Durham, NC 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~vard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

mcap@med.unc.edu 

Monday, April 29, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Does your child have frequent stotnach aches? 

Does your child have frequent stomach aches? Would you like to learn new 
ways to manage your child’s stomach aches? 

Researchers at UNC are conducting a study evaluating different methods 
for parents to manage child’s stomach aches. 

You may be eligible it’: 
-Your child is between ages 7 and 12 
-Your child has chronic stomach aches 

If you enroll in this research study: 
-Parents will receive three 30 minute training sessions 
-Parents and children complete five su~weys over the course of one year 
-Parents receive $150/children $25 

No change in medication is needed. You or your insurance will not be 
billed 

For more information, please contact: 
Christina Campbell 
mcap@med.unc.edu 

Biomechca[ ]RB #11-1d64 
Approved by UNC-CH Binmedical [R[3 4/16/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Depamnent of Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaib To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emait preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, April 29, 2013 8:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafl.unc.edu> 

INFORiV~AfI’IONAL: Caxolina Daftly Health Stu@ 

Are you interested in learning how to meditate? 

Science has shown that meditation improves people’s health and 
wellbeing. Help L~NC researchers discover how it works. 

For this research study, we need people who are: 
- between 35 and 64 years old 
- not engaged in regular meditation practice 
- willing to learn meditation 
- fluent in written and spoken English 
- interested in making health?’ life changes 

Participation includes: 

- Three lab sessions (2-hour lab visit and 1 -hour online surveys) 
at Baseline, 3-months, and 18-months later. 
- Three lab visits for blood draw (15-minutes) 
- Urine sample and a 5-minute resting heart rate recording during 
the three lab visits. 
- Daily, online, brief reports [’or 11 weeks, and I week prior to 
18-month follow-up. 
- Attending a 6-week Meditation Workshop (1-hour per week) 
- Quarterly reporting [’or 18-months (5 times), telling us about 
your health behaviors, emotions, and daily activities 
- The workshops will be audio-recorded [’or quali~ assurance and a 
5-minute task in the lab sessions is video-recorded. You are not 
eligible for this study if you do not wish to be recorded 

We wil[ pay up to $640 ~2~r completion of the study. 

This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Fredrickson and has been 
approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics Non-Biomedical IRB, 
study 12-1376, approved April 19, 2013. 

For more information or to register please visit www.unchealthstu@.com 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:06 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33060291-63758923@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:08 AM 

aJ~iJcan- ~d- aJ~o - a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJc~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- aaad-~l’ro-~anerican- s~dies- facul .ty] [~ll-college- faculty] UNC College Calendar: May you enjoy the end of the year 

To help you chill before the humidity sets in, here are highlights from our May calendar: 

May 2: Carolina Science Caf~ and the Water in Our World initiative explore WHs|n My Water, a discussion about environmental toxins in drinking water. With 

NCSU biologist Heather Patisaul. Free, 6 pm, Top of the Hill, Back Bar. http:iiwww.moreheadplanetarium.or~ 

May 2: Swain Lot Film Festival Shorts: Part 2 of the annual UNC student film festival, featuring the juried show of the best works produced in 20:~2-13 by media 

production students in the department of communication studies. Students admitted free with valid university or high school ID; ~4 for others. Tickets are 

available at the Varsity Box Office. 7 pm, Varsity Theatre, Franklin Street. 919.843.3687. Part 2 is May 9 see below.._h__t__t_p__~i_i___w____w____w___.__a___c_l_<_]__a___n___d_:__o___r~ 

May 5: Free screening of the new documentary about NC author Elizabeth Spencer, Landscapes of the Heart. 4 pm and 6::[5 pm, Hanes Art Center. 

http:/!elizabethspencerdocumentary.orgi 

May 8: Art for Lunch: UNC art history doctoral candidate Joanna Gohmann discusses A Cosmic Dog fight: Contesting World Order in Oudry’s ’The Dog that Carried 

the Dinner Basket for his Master.’ Free to Ackland members and UNC One Card Holders; ~5 for all others. You may bring your lunch. 12 noon, Ackland Art Museum. 

RSVP: .h..t..t..~;~./~a-c.~[<.]~a..~n-d..~.w..~e..~b..~u..~n..~c..~.?..d-u.~[..a.~.d.~[kR~[~Z~9~[~J.~.~.~~ 

May 9: Swain Lot Film Festival Shorts: Part 2 of annual student film festival, see May 2 above. 7 pm, Varsity Theatre, Franklin St. 919.843.3687. 

http:/!www.ackla nd.org 

May :1:1: Curators’ Tour of Sincerely Yours, MFA student exhibit. 3 pm, Ackland Art Museum. 9:19.843.3687. http:iiwww.ackland~or~ 

May 12: Commencement! Congratulations to the Class of 2013 and many thanks to our colleagues who helped them fulfill their academic goals. U 
NC Events Calendar: _h___t_t_#2/_i___e__v___e___n__t__s__=_u___n___c_:__e___d___u- 

Magazine: http:iimagazine.college.unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p:!/www.facebook.com!U N C.College 

Twitter: ht tp:/itwi ~ter.comiunccollege 

YouTube: http]//www:yo u t u be.cor!! use r/UNCCo[!e~e 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-l?aculty as: afi-ican- and- afro- american- studies- thc~fltv(i~lis~serv.tmc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

a£ficm~- aaad-al’ro-aanefican- s~dies- faculb" as: <a href "tna~lto:~vgeste@etna~l.unc.edu">~vgeste@etna~l.unc.edu</a>. 



Think Fast Forum: The Boston Maratho_~ Bombh~g 

The Boston Marathon bombing an d ks 

af[emmth -- the week that stat’[ed wRh 

deadly explosions and eroded with a manhunt -- have left us with mmnswered questions 

about home--grown t~rrofism, religious extremism, the prossures (d the :a4-bour news 

cycle and political sh’ugg]es as far away as Cheehnya. I~ the wake d these evertts, we 

wo~ader how nornml yotmg men become "radicalized," howj,-xm:na]ists can hold 1:o tkuJr 

p~s~fessionaI standar{~ against competition from soda] india, and how we ea~ create 

Fo~" more information, eli& here. Question, s? Call (910) 062-3574 or emai] am> 

]ouise_aguiar @m3c.edm 

A]mnni ]~rograms, eommmfieadons and set’vices are not a lithe item h} fl}e Univerail5 

budget but are hmdcd by {ZeA member dues, If you thhak this mission of se~qng 

!:Miversity and keepi~g alumni informal and invo]ved is impoY~mt, membership is 

yore Join {oday 1o support CaroUna mad to receive vahmbb be~ael?ts m~d services m~d a 





,Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

UNC-’R/<membei~@unc4v.org> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 11:03 AM 

RegesteL Chadene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FRONTLINE Schedule Update 

Xi UNC-TV NewsFlashi 

%i FRONTLiNE 4-30 

FRONTL1NE 4;30 Schedule Change: 

"Top Secret America - 9/11 to the Boston Bombings" 

In the wake of the Boston Marathon bombings, Americans are asking why the country’s intelligence 
agencies failed to prevent the devastating attack. Now, reports indicate that even though the ClA 
and FBI had been warned about one o~ the bomMng suspects, ~oth men s~H managed ~o e~ude 
America’s secudty net. Have the hundreds of billions of dollars spent s~nce September 1 lth on 
counte~errorism effo~s h~ Amedca made us safer? 

FRONTUNF will bring your audiences a definitive look at this timely, urgent question on Tuesday, 
April 30, at 10 PM, in To# Secret America - 9/I 1 to the Boston Bombings, an updated ve~[on ef 
Top Secret A~eHca, h~ which Pulitzer Prize-winning repo~er Dana Pdest traces the journey from 
9/11 to the Marathon bomMngs, examines effo~s to ~mprove ~nformation shsdng among federM 
agencies ~asked w~h keeping us safe, aRd investigates the sec[e~ history of the twelve-year battle 
against terror~sm. Watch a videe preview c~p ef tMs program her~ 

Top Secret A~erica~ 911t to the Boston Bombings will replace the previously announced Never 
Forget to Lie, which will now air on Tuesday, May 14, replacing ~he scheduled rebroadcast of 
Cliff hanger. 

Join the UNC-TV Community! 

Get the latest News. 

Unsubscribe or chan~e your email preferences. 

powered by CONVIO ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East mad Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai157.us4.mcsv.net~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:57 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

SUBMIT TODAY! Travel Grants ti~om ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply foB the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be engiaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitingi! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:57 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Make Note: The Month of May at the Acklm~d 

MAY 
ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

EVENING FILMS 
X:: 

Part I: Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 

Part I1: Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

The Swain Lot Fil,m Festival. is a two-night cel,ebration of ill,ms by the 

media production students in the Department of Communication Studies 

at UNC-Chapel, Hil,L See the ful,l, schedul,e on the Ackl,and Fil,m Forum 

Facebook page. 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. FrankUn 

~ Ackland Street, Downtown Chapel. Hil,L 
Film Tickets: Students free with valid university or high 

~ school ID, $4 for all others. 

North Carol,ina Publ,ic Radio WUNC is 

the official, media sponsor of the 

Ackl,and Fil,m Forum. 

FOR KiDS 8: FAMiLiES 
Art Adventures: S~ulpture 

Saturday, 4 May, 1:00-2:30 Phi 

Six- to 9-year-ol,ds are invited to come 

for a guided view of art in the Ackl,and’s 

gal,l,eries, fol,l,owed by hands-on art 

making using newl,y-l,earned techniques. 

Material,s are provided. 

Learn more ~t reqister. 

See the ful,l, summer schedul,e! 

Drawing for Tweens 

Saturday, 11 May, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Ten- to 13-year-ol,ds have their own fun in the gal,l,eries! 

Learn more ~t reqister. 

Family Day: "’Ordinary to Extraordinary" 

Sunday, 26 May, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Join us for an afternoon of invention and creativity as we transform 

ordinary material,s into extraordinary creations! Learn more and see the 

ful,l, summer schedul,e of Famil,y Dags. 



ADULTS: LOOK AND LEARN IN OUR GALLERIES 
Art for Lunch 

Wednesday, 8 May, 12:00-I :00 PM 
"A Cosmic Dog Fight: Contesting{ Wortd Order in Oudry’s The Do~ that 
Carried the Dinner B~sAet ~or his ~ster" 
Joanna M. Gohmann~ KFess Graduate Intern, Ack[and AFt Museum, and 
Ph.D. Candidate in AFt Histo~ UNC-Chape[ 

Fo[[owin8 the talk, the five-minute film "Discovering Oudry," by Tarienne 

Mitchell (2013 Kress Library and Information Science Fe[[ow), Joanna 

Gohmann, and Christopher Reed (2013 Kress Education Fellow) wit[ be 

screened. 

Curator~’ Tour: 

Saturday, 11 ~my, ~:00 P~ 

Kim 8obier and RusseU GuUette pro~de a 8uided xdew of this year’s 

exhi bition. 

~.~..~.9.~.~..~.h~:~.~.~h..~.’.t 
Tuesday, 14 May, 5:30-7:~0 PM 

Join the Chapel Hi[[-Carrboro Youn8 Professionals Network for food, 

drink, networkins, and art! Works of art (no matter where you find them) 

can prompt 8rear conversations and inspire new connections. In three 

minFexerdses, [earn with Ack[and Art Museum senior staff members how 

to talk to anyone, anywhere usin8 what you see around you. 

Learn more & re~ister! 

STEAMPUNK at the Store! 



Steamworks: Art, Stories, & 
Adornments 

10 May through 13 July 2013 

This spring, the Ackland Museum Store 

celebrates Steampunk, and its imaginative 

reworking of "the Steam Age", through 

works of art in a variety of media, including 

textiles, metals, insects, paper, and the 

written word. Learn more! 

Steamworks Programs: 

Friday, 10 May 

6:30-8:30 PM- Opening reception 

7:00 PM - In-store performance by 

Kathartne Whaien 

Thursday, 23 May, 7:00 PM 

Talk and book signing with John Claude 

Bem~s, author of The Clockwork Dark 

trilogy. 

Tuesdays, 14 ~nd 28 M~y, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The best yoga deal in town continues through the summer! 

Registered yoga teacher Jeanne Marshaii leads you through a series of 

gentie yoga poses inspired by the art in the gaiiery. Beginners are 

wetcome and yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortabie clothing that 

allow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackland members I $5 non-members. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. Re~ster online. 

On V}ew through Sunday, 26 May: 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 

Yours,---the 2013 Master of Fine 

Arts candidates at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

---engage timeiy topics such as 

social prejudice, sexuality, capitalist 

hegemony, outmoded forms of 

expression, and estrangement from 

one’s cuiturai roots and the naturai 

environment. 

Learn more about Sincerely Yours~. 



THANK YOU! 
The Ackl.and’s exhibitions and publ.ic programs are made possibl.e by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news7 Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Luodscupe, 1904~ oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue ~lountu#n und Luke, 1857-1862~ oil on paper, mounted on 

board. Gift of Charles Tare. 

Elw~ra Pawlikowski, Steumpunk House, pen and watercolor. 

Mike Libby, Tory Flummue Blue, mixed-media sculpture. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understunds (video sti|l)~ digital high definition video. TRT 

00:21:27 min. Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this email 

rh~s emsil wss sent to regester@emsil.unc,edu b~’ _e__s__b__o___w_]_e__s__@__e_tt!_a_i]:_u___n__c:__e__d__u_ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :10:1 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:57 PM 

Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T <mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Clark, Chris Jude 

<chriclar@email.unc.edu>; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M <gcorbie@med.unc.edu>; Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye 

<dilworth@email.unc.edu>; Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu>; Godley, Paul Alphonso <paul_godley@med.unc.edu>; 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparker@email.unc.edu>; Price, Charles R 

<cpricel@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Searles, 

Lillie L <lsearles@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

May 17 Workshop on Building Relationships and Partnership for Black Faculty and Staff 

BlackCaucus_May17.pdf 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

I am writing to let you know about an upcoming workshop of potential value to black faculty members who have an interest in leadership. The Center for Faculty Excellence is 

partnering with the Carolina Black Caucus (CBC) to present a workshop for Black faculty and staff on Building Relationships and Partnerships. Please see the attached flier. 

The idea for the workshop arose from a focus group of black faculty and staff members held for the CBC about professional development needs. The main workshop leader is 

Angela Bryant, an outstanding North Carolinian who is not only an national expert on diversity and leadership development but also an attorney, a current state senator and 

former UNC trustee. I am hoping your schedule will allow you take advantage of this special opportunity lO:OOa.m-3:OOp.m, on May 17 at Hyde Hall. Lunch is included. 

Register at: http:!/tinyurl.com/cbc-workshop 

Also, Please forward to your faculty colleagues you think might be interested. 

Thankyou. 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 
http:i!cfe.~nc.ed~!aboutikieL html 



In partnership with the Center for Faculty Excellence, the CBC offer a series of customized 
professional development workshops to enhance critical workplace competencies. Members 
are invited to participate in the first workshop that is focused on Relationships & Partnen~hips. 

Workshop [ Goals and Topics: 
¯ Identification of-the special chal]enges and opportunities that 

Black faculV and stuff [:ace across campus 

* Examine how race a~d gender afD_~ct the ability to com~ect 

a~d bttild partnerships within m~d ot,tside of o~e’s trait 

¯ Lear,~ core skills a~d pract:ices needed to be cffeci:ive h~ t:he 

ligh t: o:~: t:h ese ch alkmgcs a~d oppormniti es 

¯ Communica i:io,~ skills ~br buildin g corm ectiom an d 

relationships 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

meley woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IBS-D Research Study seeks subjects betweeu 18-70 Years Old 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motilib~z Disorders is now 
recruiting participants aged 18-70 years old to participate in a 
research study of the a new drug LX1033 for treating diarrhea 
predominant Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). 

The stu@ is 10 weeks long and requires 5 visits to the UNC CTRC clinic. 

You may be eligible to participate if you are between 18 and 70 years of 
age and have been diagnosed ~vith diarrhea-predominant Irritable Bowel 
Syndrome (IBS-D). Participants ~vill receive all tests associated with 
the study at no cost and will receive up to $375 for completing the 
study 

Fur mure informatiun about this trial, please contact: 
Meley Wuldeghebrie] 
UNC Center fur Functional GI and Motility Disorders 
919-%6-8328 
meley wuldeghebrieI@med.unc.edu 

This stu@ received IRB appruva] on 02/24/2012 from the UNC 

Office uf Human Research Ethics, IRB stu@ # 12-0173. 

This email is sponsured by: UNC (;enter fur Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

"INF’ORMATIONAL:" emai] will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your in[’ormatiuna[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 11:40 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] CCO Deadlines tbr Submitting Course Materials tbr Fall 2013 

Hi All, 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course in Fall, 2013. 

1) June 1st is the deadline for new course authors/instructors to submit all of their materials to Tyler Ritter (etritter@email.unc.edu). it is also the deadline for any 

returning instructors who are doing major revisions, if you haven’t spoken to me or your instructional designer about a major revision for fall and you’re not 

already on contract to do so,, it’s too late to start the process now. A major revision is one in which you make changes to more than one-quarter of your current 

content and requires a proposal, your department chair’s written approval, and a contract for the work. 

2) June 1st is also the deadline for returning instructors to submit any book changes along with isbn numbers. If you haven’t already spoken with your instructional 

designer or me about book changes and the resulting changes to your course Web pages, it’s too late to make the change now. Usually, a change in books results in 

revisions that are more substantive, i.e. major changes as stated in #1 above 

3) July 15th is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes they need to make to update their courses for the new semester. 

These include changes to the course schedule of lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; checking links; adding information about yourself (for new 

instructors) and any other minor changes you feel might be necessary. Please submit these changes to your instructional designer. I’II be sending out another 

reminder on June 15th about these minor revisions and will attach a list of instructional designers and their contact information. 

Please refer to the online Faculty Handbook at the link below to review instructions for submitting a new course or for "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional 

Designer:" 

http:/!fridaycenter.unc.edu/faculty!revising...CCO.html 

You should send your revisions directly to your instructional designer and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional Designer" in 

the online Faculty 

Hand book .-h--t--t-p--~j--N-d-~-a--~--c---e--n-~-t--e-~r~.--u-~-n-~-c--.--e-~-d-~-u-~-~-.-a-~-c---u-~-t--~j---r--e-~}--s-~h~!~ 

Thanks very much! 

Cheers from Judith, and everyone else in Credit Programs and CID (Communication and 

Instructional Design) 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

.b_.e__.n__o_.w__!~.z__ .@__e_._m_.a_ i_!_. q__n_l~_:.e__d_.u__ 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 
Joseph M. DeSirnone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "ma]lto:leave-33066234-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33066234- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79112eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu<,’a~; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 11:48 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVI;ZkL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Update on C~anpus Response to Sexual Assaults 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

As the semester winds to a close, I write to share an update about the 
progress of our campus conversation on sexual assault issues There are 
three key points: 

1. This is an extremely important issue for Carolina 

We are committed to doing evewthing we can to create a safe environment 
for the people who live, study and work at Carolina VVhen people commit 
sexual assaults, sexual misconduct or other acts of violence, we must 
provide all who are affected ~vith the care, suppolt and resources they- 
need. We also provide a process for investigating and adjudicating 
complaints that is fair to everyone inw~lved. 

2. We are taking additiuna[ steps to ~mprove and enhance uur existing 
prucedures, and that work will cuntinue this summer. 

We cuntinue tu review our policy and procedures ~2~r handling sexual 
assaults after making several significant changes uver the past two 
years tu enhance these efforts. 

For example, the Student Grievance Cummittee that a4judicates sexual 
assault cases is represented by an equal number - six - uf students, 
faculty and staff’. Each hearing panel that cunsiders a case has one 
student, une faculty and une staff representative. We created three new 
positiuns to respond tu sexual assault claims, pruvide students with 
additional suppurt and resources, and lead our Title IX cumpliance 
effurts. We alsu brought Gina Smith, a national expert un sexual 
assault, to campus to identi~ ways we can cuntinue tu impruve how we 
handle these issues. 

There is still work to be dune. Ann Penn, Directur uf our Equal 
Oppurtunib’/ADA Office, today announced the appuintment of a 21 -member 
task force that will review uur process fur handling student-un-student 
complaints uf harassment, sexual miscunduct and discrimination. The task 
force includes students, faculty, staff and a lucal expert who represent 
the many voices uf uur University cummunity. ’]?he task force will start 
meeting this month, continue working over the s~tmmer and make 
reconmaendations to Ms. Petm. 

For details about the task force and its membership, go to the 
anno~acement on the University’s homepage, 

http ://www. unc. edu/campus-updates/task-f orce-reviews. 

3. If you experience a sexual assault, you may pursue criminal charges 
with the police in addition to - or instead of- pursuing cases through 
the University. 

There has been much discussion about whether sexual assault complaints 
should be handled by the University or by law erfforceraent agencies. The 
Universib- is required by federal law to provide a process for 
investigating and deciding these cases. Students may pursue criminal 
charges with the police in addition to - or instead of- pursuing cases 
through a University process. We encourage students to contact the 
police and pursue criminal charges. The Office of the Dean of Students 
can support and assist survivors in making that decision or pursuing the 
University’s grievance process. In addition, there are a host of 
reso~trces available at Carolina and in our communib- to assist you, 
regardless of whether you file a formal repolt. You may find a list here 
http ://campusconversation.web.unc. edu/r esourc es. 

Finally-, I want to thank you for your concern and support on this 
important issue You have made your voices heard, and we are listening. 
I appreciate your eit’orts to make sure Carolina addresses the issue of 
sexual assault in a positive and constructive way. 

Holden 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 11: 56 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[genemlt~cul~] Commencement weekend reminder lbr t~culty--join us’. 

To: UNC General Faculty 

From: Chair of the Faculty Jan Boxill & Faculty Marshal Valerie Ashby 

Dear UNC Faculty Colleagues: 

We write to remind you to join us for the joyous events of Commencement Weekend 2013 on Saturday, May 11thand Sunday, May 12th. 

Our students’ accomplishments are remarkable, and their friends and families value our roles as teachers, mentors and scholars. Commencement honors our 

collective commitment to learning and building a sense of community within our University. You’re invited to participate in both events wearing academic regalia, 

but you are welcome regardless. 

The Doctoral Hooding ceremony will take place on Saturday, May 11, at 10 a.m. in the Dean Smith Center. During the ceremony, each graduate will be called to the 

stage to receive the doctoral hood from his or her advisor. The featured speaker is Dr. Dan Ariely, James B. Duke Professor of Psychology and Behavioral Economics 

at Duke University. Dr. Ariely received his master’s degree and doctorate in cognitive psychology from Carolina. His research has transformed our understanding of 

human decision-making. 

Non-hooding faculty members who wish to march in the academic processional should arrive at the Smith Center (entrance D) no later than 9:30 a.m. and 

congregate in the Press Room on the lower level (take elevators or stairs down to the first floor). Marshals will direct you to the line-up site. Parking will be 

available in all the lots around the Smith Center. More information about the hooding ceremony is available here. 

University Commencement will be held, rain or shine, on Sunday, May 12 at 9:30 a.m. in Kenan Stadium. If it rains during the ceremony, the ceremony may be 

shortened; in the event of dangerous severe weather, it will be cancelled. Faculty participating in the processional should park in the new Bell Tower deck and 

gather on the second floor of the Kenan Football Center at 9:00 a.m. From there, Faculty Marshal Valerie Ashby will lead the faculty processional. 

This year’s Commencement speaker is Steve Case, co-founder of America Online and CEO of Revolution, an investment firm that has backed more than two dozen 

companies, including LivingSodal, Zipcar, AddThis, Everyday Health, FedBid and Echo360. He co-founded The Case Foundation with his wife Jean in 1997 to unite 

the principles of entrepreneurship, innovation and technology to identify, test, prove and scale ideas and models designed to create exponential impact in solving 

social challenges. 

The ceremony will honor our graduating students and the following outstanding recipients of honorary degrees: Steve Case; Bernard Flatow, Davie Award Winner 

and cultural ambassador to Latin America; Joel Fleishman, UNC alumnus, scholar and philanthropist; Freeman Hrabowski, President of University of Maryland, 

Baltimore County; and Mary Pope Osborne, UNC alumna and author of many children’s books, including The Magic Treehouse series. 

Many of you have attended Commencement in the past, and we welcome you again. For those who have yet to participate in this venerable academic tradition, 

please join us. We look forward to seeing you there. 

More information about Commencement is available at httt%/~!commencement.unc.edu!. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jan Boxill, Chair of the Faculty 

Valerie Ashby, Faculty Marshal 

LiriivergitV oi: North Carolir~a ~ CJ~a~e~ ~-~ 

Cht~pe~ ~, NC 2759~ 9~.70 

http:[ifaccoun.unc.edu~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculb~ as: regestet,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.m~c.edu/u?id 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n T&I generalf~culty&o 33066333 or ~nd a blm~k email to 

leave-33066333- 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de 128a864d4,@;listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA Conference Travel Grants <info asme&scholars.ovg@mail50.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 1:21 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DEADLINE EXTENDED to Friday, May 3 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

Due to high demand, we have extended the application deadline to Friday, 
May 3._ 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply for the ASf~A Travel Grant: 

¯ Applicants must be engaged in ongoing study of the Middle East er Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitin£~! adjunct; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

¯ Each grant may be used te cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

¯ Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and un-published 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

¯ Prefessors!post-docs must submit a brief letter ef reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

¯ Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

¯ The application deadline is Friday, May 3. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202-429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.orq 

www.asmeascholars.org 



U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website vwvw.asmeascholars org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletic Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

2013 Carolina Baseball Postseason Ticket Requests 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!L~:[~.’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this emaJl. Questions or comments may be sent to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaa-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI[LMATIONAL: TYPE 2 DIABETES 

DO YOU HAVE TYPE 2 DIABETES? 
If so, you may- qualig~¢ to participate in a clinical research stud,v 

The LSqC Diabetes Care Center is now elwolling adult volunteers into a 
Type 2 Diabetes Research study. 

This is a long term research study of an investigational medication that 
will be added to your standard of care diabetic medications. 
You will receive either the investigational medication or a comparator 
medication ( placebo inactive substance) during the stu@ 
The study is looking for patients at high risk for cardiovascular 
events 

*    Your participation may require up to 17 office visits to the research 
site and 9 phone visits over a three-year period 

You may be eligible 12~r the research study if you: 
* have type 2 diabetes 
* have heart disease 
* are having trouble controlling your blood sugar 
* aged over 50 years 

If you are eligible you may receive diabetes care through the research 
study doctor, diabetes testing supplies, and sturdy medication. 

If you are interested in this clinical trial and believe you may be 
eligible, or :[’or more information please contact: 

(iai[ t;uller CCRC 

Clinical Research Coordinator 
UNC Diabetes (;are (;enter: 919 957 5679 / gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRB Biomedical Approval on 03/04/2013 from the UNC 
Office of ttuman Research Ethics, IRB study # 13-0983. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popnlar Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edn> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 12:53 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

May update t?om the PCA/ACA 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association /American Culture Association 

May Update 
1 May 2013 

SUBJECT: May Update from the PCA/ACA 
Greetings from the PCA/ACA! Spring has sprung, and though the 2013 
conference has just passed, we’re already gearing up for the 2014 meeting in 
Chicago. Take a break from your work revising this year’s paper for publishing 
to think a bit about what you’ll be presenting in the Windy City next year. And 
while you’re at it, take a glance through this month’s newsletter. 

There’s a lot here, but it’s great stuff, so please take a look. 

News in this emai~: 
0. Calls for Papers - Regional conferences and dates 
I. Summer Writers’ Workshop applications are due 15 May 
2. Now hiring - g,vo PCAiACA jobs available 
3. 2012 PCAiACA Award winners - official list 
4. Thanks for taking our survey! 

0. Calls for papers for upcoming affiliated PCA conferences: 
Can’t wait until next April to do more PCAiACA work? We can’t either! Here 
are some other places to get your conference on: 

Calls for Papers 
Midwest PCA/ACA (St. Louis, 11 Oct) Deadline Extended: 15 May 
Northeast PCAiACA (Vermont, 24 Oct) Deadline: 10 Jun 
Mid-Atlantic PACA (Atlantic City, 7 Nov) Deadline: 14 Jun 
PCA South (Savannah, 3Oct) Deadline: 15 Jun 

Conferences you could attend .p....~....A....9...f.~..~....a.~&a...d....a.=~..N..L.a.~.a.~.r..a.~..F...a..!J..s..=~..9...-.J~J~N~£2~ 
PCA of Australia and New Zealand Brisbane. 24-26 June 
International PCA Warsaw, 22-26 July 
EU Pop, Turku, Finland, 31 July - 2 Aug 
I, Summer Writers’ Workshop Applications now availaNe 

Applications now availabM, due May 15th 
PCA/ACA Summer Writers’ Workshop 
New York 0niversity 
16-23 June 2013 
Join PCA/ACA for summer in New York! Take part in our first writers’ 
workshop, an intensive weeklong experience where you can begin a new 
project or develop a work in progress. 

For more information, .v_j_s_i_t___th__e__ .w_e_b__s_[_te_ 

2. NOW HIRING, TWO PCA/ACA JOBS AVAILABLE 
Applications due 1 June 2013 

Executive Directod Events 
The PCAiACA invites applications for the position of EDiEvents for one 
5-year term (July, 2013 to June, 2018)~ The EDiEvents is responsible for 
all planning of events, including the annual conference, as directed by the 
Executive Director Oversight Committee, and serves as the PCA;ACA 
liaison to the hotel during annual PCAiACA conferences. She/he 
coordinates with the Executive Director/Operations (PCAiACA’s chief 
financial officer), and submits annual conference financial reports. The 
ED!Events does not set PCAiACA policy~ 



The position is part=time; benefits not inc&~ded. The stipend is 
competitive The contract includes standard 90-day probationary period 
and contract renewal is subject to annual evaluative reviews. The 
ED/Events may not serve successive terms. The successful candidate 
should be experienced in event planning and personnel management of 
at least a medium=sized academic conference or organization and have a 
demonstrable commitment to and activity in the PCAiACA, and be able to 
work well with people and under pressure. 
Applications should include a letter of interest, a statement of purpose, 
and a current CV. Applications should be submit-led electronically to 

Joy Sperling, President, PCAtACA (Sperling@denison.edu) by 1 
June; 2013. The PCA/ACA is an EOE employer. Further information is 
available upon request. 

Executive Director/Operations 
The PCAiACA invites applications for the position of EDiOperations for 
one 5=year term (July, 2013 to June, 2018. The EDiOperations is the chief 
financial officer of the PCAiACA and is responsible for the management 
and oversight of all PCAiACA fiscal matters as well as long- and short- 
term financial planning, investments, and the preparation of an Annual 
Financial Report, as directed by the PCA/ACA Executive Director 
Oversight Committee. She/he coordinates with the Executive 
Director/Events (PCAiACA’s annual conference management and 
planning). The ED!Operations does not set PCAiACA policy. 
The position is part-time: benefits not included The stipend is 
competitive. The contract includes standard 90-day probationary period 
and contract renewal is subject to annual evaluative reviews. The 
EDiOperations may not serve successive terms. The successful 
candidate should be experienced in financial management, be versed in 
hotel contract negotiation for and oversight of at least a medium-sized 
academic body or organization, have a demonstrable commitment to and 
activity in the PCAiACA as an officer or board member, and be able to 
work well with people and under pressure. 
Applications should include a letter of interest, a statement of purpose, 
and a current CV. Applications should be submitted electronically to 
Joy Sperling, President, PCAIAOA (Sperlin~lt~.denison.edu) by t 
June, 2013. The PCAiACA is an EOE employer. Further ~nformation ~s 

availaMe ~uest 

Congratulations to th~s year’s ~vvard w~nners~ In c~se you missed them at the 
COR~F~Rce, here ~[e ou[ hoRo[ees; 

Ray ~nd P~t ~ro~e Award Best S~gie W~rk: 

David Thomson 
The Gig Screen: The Stool of the Mov/e~ 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux 2012 
Ray and Pat Browne Award Best Edited Collection: 
Chris York and Rafiel York 
Comic Books and the Cold War, 1946-1962: Essays on Graphic Treatment of 
Communism, the Code and Social Concems 
McFarland 2012 
Ray and Pat Browne Award Best Reference/Prima~ Source Work: 
Sianne Ngai 
Our Aesthetic Categories: zany, cute, intemsdng 
Haward University Press 2012 

Susan Koppelman Award Best Anthology, Multi-Authored, or Edited Work in 
Feminist Studies: 
Alma Garcia 
Contested Images: Women of Color in Popular Culture 
AltaMira Press 2012 

Emily Toth Award Best Single Work in Women’s Studies: 
Donna Knaff 
Beyond Rode the Riveter: Women of WoHd War II in Ameflcan Popular Graphic 
Art 
University Press of Kansas 2012 

John G, Oawe~ti Award Best Textbook/Primer: 
Timothy D. Taylor 
The Sounds of Capitalism: Advertising, Music, and the Conquest of Culture 
The University of Chicago Press 2012 

Peter Rollins Film Award Best Documentary: 
Jonathan Gayles 
VVhite Scripts and Black Supermen: Black Masculinities in Comic Books 
2012 



Russe~ B, Nye Award Outstanding Articie published ~n The Jo~n~ of 

J~l~a Mason 
Ligh¢ for Light~ S~ke : Thomas Kinkade and d?e Meanin~ of Style 20 f2 
Willia~ E. Brig~an Award Outstanding Graduate Student Paper in Popular 
Culture Presented at the National Conference: 
Bdan Welesko 
"Interstitial Reality: SeHice Tunnels, Steam Pipes, and Glitches in Constructed 
Works" 2012 
Car~ Bode AwardOutstaBd~Bg A~cle published in The Jouma~ of America~ 

Sed#ca/ Fake News ~nd/es Amedcen Pdidcd Discourse 20~2 
William M. Jones Award Outstanding Graduate Student Paper in American 
Culture Presented at the National Conference: 
Christian Eicock 
"The Psychedelic Movement Beyond the Sixties: Continui~ and Discontinuity" 
2012 

Electronic Reference Award 2(~12: 
Berg Fashion Library 
U RL: http://wvwv.berc fashionlibrary.com/ 
Berg Publishers 

PCA/ACA Lifetime Service Award: 
Felicia Campbell 
President’s Award for Exemplary Service: 
Trish Cunningham 
Joe Hancock, Brendan Riley, Jennifer Tebbe-Grossman, Ro Conforti, and Bruce 
Drushel. 

4. Thanks for taking our survey! 
Our sincere thanks to the 958 of you who took the time to fill out our post- 
conference survey, We look forward to using your responses as we strive to 
make the conference even better next year. 

We’ll be reaching out by email to the two lucky respondents who won the $50 
Amazon gift cards. 

Thanks again! 

If you have questions or concerns please email 
Brendan Riley or Joe Hancock 

Interim Executive Team 
PCAiACA 

_b___r_iLe_y_@c_,__o__Lu__~__e___d____q II ~[b_b__3___3__@drexel.edu 

Join Our Mailin9 List 

Forward this email 

"lIhis email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by ._b_E[[_e_~__@c__o_j_u___n)_=_e__d__u_. 
Update Profile/Email Address }’natant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue i Chicago i ][L :: 60605 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmmakers.com> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 8:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

I,eam Final Cut Pro X, Important Lighting Techniques a~d Network 

Read this messaqe in a web browser 

i~i Never Stop Learning. Never Stop Networking. 

Learn Final Cut Pro X, Important Lighting Techniques and Network 
Share and broadcast your projects, reels, and work in the Video Showcases at 
StudentFilmmakers.com and HDProGuide.com 

Join Award-winning Director/Editor, 
Diana Weynand, for Final Cut Pro X 
Live Online 

Rev Up Transmedia invites you to join best selling 
Author and award-winning Director/Editor, Diana 
Weynand, for Final Cut Pro X LIVE ONLINE. Learn 
how to edit, mix, and share your projects using FCP 
X - and all from the comfort of your home or office. 
Join us Nay 20-24th - from 9:00am-J_:00pm PST. 
Introductory price: $129.00. Enroll by Nay 10th for an extra $30.00 
discount. Can’t attend live? Enroll and access the archived course for up to 
two months. Why wait? Become a faster and more creative editor now. 

Re~3ister Now for New Final Cut Pro X 
Workshop in Manhattan, NYC 

Thursday, May 9, 2013, 7:00pm-9:OOpm 

You Will Learn: 

Considerations before you shoot. 
What formats will work and what will slow you 
down. 
How to store your video files for import into FCP X. 
The new terminology. 
Get answers to these questions: What is an event? What is the 
story/ine? What happened to exporting? Where is the viewer 
window? 
Importing files into your event. 
FCP X importing abilities make working with your files much easier 
and faster. 
Organizing your clips. 
How to work with the timeline. 
The timeline is magnetic. The audio tracks appear to be gone. It 
looks too simple but it’s the same thing you’ve always had.only 
better. 
Effects, Titles and Basic Color Correction. 
All of the additional programs from Final Cut Studio have been 
combined into FCP X. 
Exporting your project. 
Exporting within FCP X has more features than before and they are 
quite easy to use. 

Don’t Miss NYPV’s "Agora Phobia" 
Seminar on Monday, May 20, 
Manhattan, NYC 

Learn tips and techniques for expanding, 
diversifying, and growing your videography business 
and profitability. Video distribution has exploded in 
the last few years. Businesses who thought they 
never needed wide video exposure (or were 
intimidated by it) are realizing they NUST enter this new 
"Agora" ("Narketplace") to stay competitive. However, there just doesn’t 
seem to be enouqh quality video production companies to supply the 

Broadcast and Share 
Your Films, Videos 
and Projects 

"Dark Internet 

short film 

"What You Seek is 
Seekinq You" music video 

"Clear. Obscure" 

"LAPSE" A Film 
by Anthony Haden Salerno 

"It L&ste Ljipaai / 
The Last Lapwinq Eqq" 



demand. That’s where you come in. 

Scayl HD Email for Filmmakers 

We’re excited to share Scayl HD email with 
filmmakers because it is the new easy way to send 
the largest video files directly, faster, more privately 
and securely. Scayl is "Email without Limits". Please 
download it here: www.scayhcom. Thank you all for 
friending, liking us on Facebook and Twitter and 
most of all for using Scayl. Please do let us know 
how to improve. Learn how Scayl works here: 
www.scayl.com,/how-does-scayl-work. :If you need 
service support this is the link: scayI.zendesk.com/home. Thanks again 
filmmakers. 

Annual Red Rock Film Festival 

Located by Zion National Park, the international 
Annual Red Rock Film Festival has a mission to 
encourage "film that portrays the human race in a 
positive light." It is an artist’s retreat for film, 
cuisine, workshops and parties with approachable 
professional people. This emerging festival 
supported by the St. George Convention and 
Tourism Office is held every November in Southern 
Utah. From action sports to foreign features, the 
festival is just a 90 minute drive North of Las Vegas, offering a breathtaking 
location to see film in the warm part of Utah. Submit your film at 
www.red rockfil m festiva hcom. 

Register for New Peter Stein, ASC 
Advanced Cinematography Workshops 

www.studentfil m ma kers.com!workshops 

~’-’i Peter Stein, ASC 

Lighting for a Handheld Flashlight Scene 
Workshop with Peter Steinr ASC 
Learn tecl-lniques for- achieving flashlight effects for scenes. 
Saturday, May 18, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 
Pro ram Details I Re~ister to Attend 

Creating a Scene with Shadows Workshop 
with Peter Steinr ASC 
Learn best practices for- creating drama with shadows. 
Saturday, June 22, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 
Proqram Details I Reqister to Attend 

Creating a Moonlight Scene Workshop 
with Peter Steinr ASC 
Learn various techniques to simulate moonlight. 
Saturday, .July 20, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 

Proqram Details I Reqister to Attend 

Lighting a Candlelight Scene Workshop 
with Peter Steinr ASC 
Learn advanced methods for candeiight effects. 
Saturday, Aug 17, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 

Proqram Details I Reqister to Attend 

Lighting for Mood with Peter Stein~ ASC 
Create various characters and ambiances with light. 
Saturday, Sept 21, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 

Pro ram Details I Re~ister to Attend 

Screen Directionz Coverage and Shot Listinq 
Workshop with Peter Stein~ ASC 
Learn essential concepts for shooting narrative films. 
Saturday, Oct 19, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 
Program Details I Reqister to Attend 

Composition and Camera/Actor Choreoqraph¥ 
Workshop with Peter Stein~ ASC 
Learn techniques for creating emotions that draw your audiences in. 
Saturday, Nov 16, 2013, l:00pm-5:00pm 

Proqram Details I Reqister to Attend 

loin us at the StudentFilmmakers.com and HDProGuide,com 

ship 

Ani mation 
"The Helpful Dead" 

Subscribe to 
StudentFilmmakers 
Haqazine 

Print Subscription 
Diqital Subscription 

HDProGuid ..... 



New York Workshop Studio. 

Join the Largest Online Network of Film and Video Makers Today 
htt p://networkinq.st udentf:il m ma kers.com/ 

For Advertising and Sponsorship Opportunites, contact: 

StudentFilmmakers.com 
:1.5.23 Broadway, Suite it307, New York, NY ~.00~0, 2:t2,255.5454 

Kim Edward Welch, Publisher/Editot-in-Chie~ 
.]ody Micheile Solis, Senior ~ditor 

To be unsubscribed from the May 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
Unsubscribe r e~lester@..email.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 1:13 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: New Course Proposal 

Hi Charlene, 

I agree with your points. Let me know if you want me to ask Eunice about your course. At the 400-level, it would probably have 20-25 students. I’m not sure what the 
currant em~ollment caps are. 

Best, 

Kia 

Ou May 2, 2013, at 12:35 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kia: Thanks for your response, my concern is that I hope some of the women in the department are teaching some of the upper level courses. This impacts 
the department in two ways -- first, it indicates that what we teach is not valued and second, we are left teaching the introductory courses that lead to large 
enrollments which limits our ability to produce scholarship. You can leave my course as is but T hope in the future that T will be allowed to teach upper level 
courses as I feel that I have the experience to do so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:49 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: New Course Proposal 

Charlene, 
The levels for proposed new courses were decided by the Academic Affairs Committee and Eunice. We were trying to get a mix of courses at the 200, 300 and 

400 level. If you would like for your course to be at the 300 or 400 level, please let me know and I can ask Eunice to look at it again. It would also be helpful to 
have a rationale explaining why you think it should be placed at a different level. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 929-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
httD://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Tuesday, April 30, 2013 7:07 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject= RE: New Course Proposal 

Dear Kia: Thank you but I am wondering why all of my classes only qualify for the 200 level -- this will be a very sophisticated class. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:59 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: New Course Proposal 

Dear Charlene, 
I am writing to let you know that your proposed new course "Black Women in Cinema" will be considered for approval as a 200-level course when you submit 

the full proposal in the fall 2013. 
Best regards, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldweCOemail.unc.edu 
http:!!afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newslette@mlliamhbunchcpa-mail.corn on behalf of 

William H Bunch <scarson@mlliamhbunchcpa.com> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.~,ema~,l.unc.edu> 

Employers: Highlights of the IRS Volunta# Worker Classification P~gmm 

Having trouble seeing this email? View this email in your web browser. 

.~iI Click f ....... info 

o 

Hi, Charlene. If you have any questions about this week’s articles, please call us at (919) 929-0595 

Employers: Highlights of the IRS Voluntary Worker Classification Program 

Copyright (c) 2013 

The IRS has made changes in its Voluntary Classification Settlement 
Program (VCSP), which allows employers to reclassify independent 
contractors as employees at a lower tax cost. More businesses are now 
eligible. A deadline is coming up on June 30 for employers who want to 
apply for the VCSP but didn’t file the t~quired 1099 forms for affected 
workers. Here are the details of the program, along with how the discounted 
taxes are calculated and possible unforeseen implications of participating. 

IRS Report: When it Comes to Paving Taxes, Many Colleges Fail 

The majority of tax exempt colleges and universities significantly 

underreport their taxable income, according to a new report issued by the 
IRS after it audited 34 institutions. Some of the areas where income isn’t 
reported involve fitness centers, sports camps, advertising, facility rentals 
and golf courses. The IRS also found problems in how compensation was 
reported for some highly paid individuals. Here’s a look at the report findings, 
along with a list of schools with the biggest endowments. 

Copyright O 2013 

QuickBooks=Have it YOUR way! 

’1 thought QuickBooks Pro had Time Tracking, but I can’t find it anywhere!" 
In QuickBooks, there are hidden features that may need to be turned on or 
off. Users can even customize program defaults and the way the desktop 
looks. Make your QuickBooks software do just what you want it to do... 
Copyright O 2013 

Attractin~ and Keepinq Customers Requires Repetitive Contacts 

~ The demands of operating a business never leave enough time to strengthen important 

relationships and reinforce your company’s value. Landing prospects and keeping 
customers requires continual nurturing. Here are some tips to help with this critical 

function. 
Copyright © 2013 

Spin E-Mail Messaqes into Gold 

~ The Internet is one of the best marketing tools available. But you can’t take full 

advantage of it until you build a database of e-mail addresses. Here are nine pointers to 
help keep your list under control and up to date. 

Copyright O 2013 

Ex4und manager sentenced to prison for insider trading 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 02 May 2013 1759.51 GMT 

II 



S&P nears 1 L600 boosted b data ECB move 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 02 May 2013 17.54.59 GMT 

Citi taps wealthy family clients to boost private bank 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 02 May 2013 1742.15 GMT 

Bi¢! insurers warV of enterin¢! new Obamacare markets 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 02 May 2013 17:35.12 GMT 

SAC fund to adopt claw-back provision, beef up compliance 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 02 May 2013 17:14:49 GMT 

View report 

No saved articles= 

~iI Click f ...... iafo 

"To ensure compliance ~ith the Circular 230 requirements imposed by the Internal 

Revenue Sel~ice, we inform you that any tax adx~ice contained in the communication 

(including an), attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of(i) avoiding pen’,titles under the Internal Revenue Code or 

proinoting, marketing or recommending to another pm’ty any transaction or lnatter 

addressed in fliis communication." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cline, Alexis L <Pdexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:32 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtr~ 

[casdiversity] Notes and follow up from Diversity Breakl~st 

Diversi~ Best Practices-Final.docx; Panel and Presentalions-Final.docx; DL’s Suggested Next Steps-Fina].docx 

This message is being sent to the Diversity Liaisons, College of Arts and Sciences from Pat Parker 
Hello Everyone, 
Along with Senior Associate Dean, Terry Rhodes, I want to thank you for your attendance and participation at the Diversity Liaison Breakfast 

on March 28. 
As promised, I am sending you the notes harvested from our discussions, organized into three documents: 
¯ Diversity Best Practices (as reported by Diversity Liaisons on the post-it notes) 
¯ Notes from the Panel Presentation and General Discussion 
¯ Next Steps Suggested by Diversity Liaisons (shared after the last roundtable discussion) 
I hope the best practices and other information emerging from our breakfast meeting will be useful for your units’ conversations about 
creating new diversity initiatives or continuing the momentum from existing ones. Please let me know if I can be of assistance as you 
consider ways to move forward with diversity initiatives in your unit. 
In the meantime, we are tentatively planning the next gathering of the Diversity Liaisons for the fall semester. The conversations and notes 

from the visioning breakfast will be important starting points for setting the agenda for that meeting. I will be back in touch soon with dates 
and more information about our fall gathering. 
It has been a pleasure working with each of you this spring semester. I’m looking forward to continuing our work in the fall. 

Best wishes, 
Pat Parker 
Director, Faculty Diversity Initiatives 
College of Arts and Sciences 

You are cmrently subscribed to casdiversity as: [:e_g__e_~_e__r_(_a2__e__~__r_~j_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?idM9927260.61689427b9e0c21da402dTaaf0b799c7&n I&I casdiversi~&o 33072510 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33072510-49927260.61689427bge0c21 da402d7aaf01)799cT(tblistserv.unc.edu 



College of Arts and Sciences Diversity Liaisons’ Visioning Breakfast 

March 28, 20:13 

Notes on Best Practices 

Harvested from Post it Notes 

Composition: What are your unit’s best practices in terms of recruitment, pipeline/outreach; 

retention? 

Frank Baumgartner, Political Science: Build pool; be aggressive w/post doc and targeted 

hiring programs. 

Jennifer Ho, English: Make use of target of opportunity hiring and recruiting faculty 

through Carolina Post-doc for faculty diversity. 

Laura Miller, Math: Conduct summer workshops for written exam preparation; re- 

review diverse candidate applications (grad and faculty levels) 

Alex Miller, Chemistry: 1) Liaisons from diversity committee sit on all searches. 2) There 

is a dept. diversity website. 3) On campus recruiting: UNC Pls visit HBCUs to establish a 

pipeline. Invite HBCU Pls to UNC 

Sabrina Burmeister, Biology: In terms of recruitment, ensure that search committees are 

mindful of biases that affect underrepresented candidates 

Nilay Argon, Statistics and Oper. Research: When a new faculty member is hired, we do 

our best to help him/her to find a place to live, daycare arrangements, and we arrange 

their house hunting visits, etc. 

Patrick Conway, Economics: a) participate in minority professor mentoring program; b) 

work with colleagues of color during search process 

Climate: What are your unit’s best practices in terms of mentoring; meaningful conversations; 

cultures of inclusiveness? 

Sarah Dempsey, Communication Studies: We developed department principles of 

community that specifies commitment to diversity. 

Frank Baumgartner, Political Science: Mentors plan to build a critical mass for informal 

mentoring; some problems still. 

Sabrina Burmeister, Biology: regular women’s faculty meetings --) social networking and 

sense of support ---) generates ideas for changing climate in department as a whole 

Alex Miller, Chemistry: 1) we have a vice chair for diversity; 2) we are working on 

composition as a way to change climate. 

Prepared by Alexis Cline and Pat Parker {PAGE 



Jennifer Ho, English: unofficial mentoring of junior faculty and part time faculty of color, 

but no official program; general spirit of inclusiveness 

Curriculum: What are your unit’s best practices in terms of Innovative classroom strategies for 

inclusiveness; inviting diverse speakers? Diversifying the curriculum? 

Frank Baumgartner, Political Science: New faculty --) New courses. Speakers= potential 

hires for talks 

Jennifer Ho, English: Not sure, but I believe my colleagues (many if not most) tackle 

issues of "diversity" (race, gender, sexuality, ability) in their syllabi. 

Laura Miller, Math: project based learning in math (not a universal practice, however); 

clickers 

Alex Miller, Chemistry: 1) focused on active learning pedagogy, as this helps retain 

URM’s. 2) Pedagogical coordinator hired 3) New lecturer hires 4) Faculty mentoring 

program. 

Sabrina Burmeister, Biology: mainly, expanding use of teaching technologies that are 

more inclusive. E.g. clickers allow everyone to respond and participate. 

Education: What are your unit’s best practices in terms of speakers; bias workshops? 

Frank Baumgartner, Political Science: Not much to report; ongoing efforts diversity 

committee reports and hiring 

Laura Miller, Math: Women in math days w/K-:12 students. 

Sabrina Burmeister, Biology: inviting male faculty (in small groups) to join women’s 

faculty lunches to discuss issues 

Nilay Argon, Statistics and Oper. Research: We started to hold a lunch with female 

graduate students and postdocs to educate them about opportunities for women in 

academia. 

Research: What are your unit’s best practices in terms of researching diversity-related topics? 

Sabrina Burmeister, Biology: Showing outcomes for future faculty diversity based on 

current faculty hiring (use of simulations). How long will it take to get gender parity if 

hiring is 50:50? 

Frank Baumgartner, Political Science: New faculty--) New research. No effort to affect 

existing faculty research agendas. 

Jennifer Ho, English: Individual faculty incorporate diversity in their own research 

agendas 

Alex Miller, Chemistry: Not our role? 

Prepared by Alexis Cline and Pat Parker {PAGE } 



From Kathy Roberts, American Studies (could not attend breakfast) 

Curriculum: 

Most significantly, increasing student diversity in our American Studies classes. And 

strategies for how to encourage productive class engagement on potentially difficult 

topics-for my American House class, for example, that includes such things as systemic 

discrimination in lending practices; and classism inherent in housing reform movements, 

such as New Urbanism. In my American Landscapes course, for example, the topic of 

Black land loss in the South is very poignant. 

Composition (Retention) 

The need for work-place flexibility for faculty; need to open a conversation about how 

to create a more flexible arrangement for tenure-track and fixed-term faculty. 

Prepared by Alexis Cline and Pat Parker {PAGE 



College of Arts and Sciences 

Faculty Diversity Liaisons’ Breakfast 

March 28, 2013, Hyde Hall 

Notes from Presentations and General Discussion 

Terry Rhodes’ Welcome 

Under the leadership of Dean Gil, The College of Arts and Sciences has made enhancing 

diversity a top priority in a number of ways: Dean Gil appointed a Faculty Diversity Task 

Force to study best practices and make recommendations. The College has fulfilled 

several key task force recommendations including the appointment of Pat Parker as 

Director of Faculty Diversity Initiatives in the College, and all of you have been 

appointed Faculty Diversity Liaisons by your departments. The Dean has expressed the 

College’s commitment to diversity in public presentations and on the College web site, 

and the College web now includes a Diversity section that highlights the achievement of 

diverse colleagues and students. 

Dean Gil also has encouraged all of the College’s academic departments and programs 

to be proactive in the recruitment and retention of faculty from diverse backgrounds, 

through regular faculty searches, as well as the Provost’s Targeted Hiring Programs and 

the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity. 

During the past year alone, one third of new tenured and tenure-track faculty joining 

the College (11 of 33 new faculty), were from under-represented populations, including 

5 African Americans, 3 Latinas/os, 2 American Indians and :~ Asian-American. Nearly 

one-third (10) of the new tenured and tenure-track faculty hires were women. 

Nearly all (about 86%) of the units searching for new faculty interviewed diverse 

candidates. 

During the past three years, nearly two-thirds of the units hiring in the College 

participated in the Targeted Hiring Program, successfully hiring :15 new faculty from 

under-represented populations through that program alone. 

One-third of the College’s academic programs also hired fellows from the Carolina 

Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity. 

We realize we still have more to do. By working together strategically in your units and 

across the College, we will continue making progress. 

Patricia Parker’s Overview: 

It’s been a pleasure to meet with you in our one-to-one conversations. I think I’ve met 

with almost everyone here. I am excited about the work we will do together. 

Our goals for today are to 

Prepared by Dee Reid and Pat Parker 



Network and learn from each other so that you have ideas to take back to your unit 

Set some goals that reflect a collective vision for diversity in the College. 

ORAL REPORTS FROM CHECK-IN EXERCISE: 

Table 1: We talked about overcoming the perceived hurdle concerning different 

understandings of the word diversity. Some departments have international diversity and may 

not perceive a need to increase diversity in other ways. 

Table 2: Music has hired several faculty members from diverse backgrounds in recent years. 

Before then, there was very little diversity. This resulted from a concerted effort to advance 

faculty diversity. Chris Putney noted that there is very little racial diversity in his field (Slavic), 

and that’s a challenge. 

Table 3 (Sciences): Reported that gender was a big challenge in some areas, though there has 

been some progress. 

Table 4: Noted it’s not just about hiring, but also promoting and retaining. 

Table 5: Noted that mentoring was important, and that diversity needs also to address power 

and justice issues. 

PANEL DISCUSSION 

Barbara Entwisle (see HANDOUTS distributed): We’re trying to create a community of scholars 

and a network of support. 

Ron Strauss: Targeted Hiring Programs 

Began in 2000; goal: to diversify the faculty; diversity is "anything that is missing" in 

your area. 

We have hired 106 faculty through the program since 2000:86 are still here. (Those who 

are no longer here mostly left because they were recruited by competitive peers.) 

Once faculty are hired in this program, they are treated like everyone else, with no 

reference to targeted hiring. 

Taffye Clayton, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs: We are expanding our portfolio now to 

include faculty diversity through collaboration, convening, consulting, and engaging leadership 

Prepared by Dee Reid and Pat Parker 



to promote successful practices. "Institutional leadership at the highest level is very important." 

Our office can create and support opportunities, focus on faculty diversity via recruitment, and 

offer educational opportunities to enhance diversity. 

Ann Penn talked about Equal Opportunity guidelines. 

ORAL REPORTS FROM BEST PRACTICES ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS: 

Table 6: Taffye Clayton emphasized the importance of integrating diversity strategies at every 

step of the search process: the ad, the charge, the committee; and evaluate what’s missing in 

terms of scholarly interests, etc. The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs has resources 

and can present workshops on various issues. 

Table S: Geography reported that they had a diversity committee at every level. Geography, 

Women’s Studies, and Public Policy reported successfully using Targeted Hiring Program. 

Table 4: City and Regional Planning noted that the composition of faculty has changed; having 

more women has changed the climate. City and Regional Planning recently hired an African 

American Ph.D. from their program to a tenure-track position. 

Table :3 (Sciences): In Chemistry, a Diversity liaison serves on every search committee and 

reviews minority files. 

Table 2 (Arts and Classics): Classics reported there are few minorities in the field (about 4% of 

PhDs). They proactively mentor minority students to get them interested as majors, minors, 

prosective PhDs. Music has increased diversity in recent years, hiring Asian and African 

American women. 

Table I: Frank Baumgartner (Political Science), reported successful use of Targeted Hiring 

Program and Postdoctoral program. "We tell postdocs they will get a job interview for a tenure- 

track position by the beginning of the 2nd year. We try to get an early commitment from them 

before they go on the market. We recently hired a new faculty member this way." 

Prepared by Dee Reid and Pat Parker 



Suggestions from Diversity Liaisons for Next Steps: 

Have a conversation with the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research on the 
possibility of increasing minority post-doc stipends, as well as the number of those 

awards 

Continue working with CAS and Dean Gil to encourage and support units in utilizing the 

target of opportunity hiring program 

Support initiatives for recruiting graduate students of color, for example, increasing the 

opportunities for funding minority fellowships 

Devise possible online training or promotion materials that highlight the target of 

opportunity hires and success stories or simulations of post docs 

Continue the discussion of how to consider diversity - focusing on specific departments’ 

needs and underrepresentation, The target of opportunity hiring program is a model. 

Better advertise postdoc program (e.g. identify places where applicants in sciences will 

see it. Also, work to tailor the program to better fit the sciences and make it more 

flexible 

Target and apply for federal funding (e.g., Advance Grant) 

Share best practices widely for departments to emulate 

Seek funding to encourage the creation of special diversity education events for faculty 

and staff (workshops, symposiums, etc.) 

Create events to encourage a diverse population to come to campus, helping with the 

"pipeline" and raising visibility (festivals, symposiums). 

Mentor minority undergraduates; be proactive. (Mentoring is crucial in disciplines in 

which the fundamental problem is the pipeline) 

Improve curriculum in terms of diverse offerings (for example, in DDA: African 

American, African, & Asian Theatre) 

Create faculty and student research projects on diversity-related topics with community 

outreach and inter-institutional collaboration. 

Notes from March 28, 2013 DL Breakfast; Prepared by Alexis Cline and Pat Parker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

nctracs~unc.edu 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Emerging Company Showcase Highlights 14 UNC Spin-offs 

CHAPFL INLL - Fourteen startup companies based on innovations at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will present at the armual 
Emerging Company Showcase. 

One of seven new scientific firms presenting at the showcase, Novocor 
Medical Systems, has developed an innovative chilling device to rapidly 
induce therapeutic hypothermia, a tactic commonly used to protect 
against brain injury in cardiac al~est victims. Novocor founders Ton?’ 
Voiers and Andrew DiMeo, PhD, recently talked about their company and 
the idea of academic innovation at a TED2vIED 2013 collective experiment 
called "The Hive" 

In addition to Novocor’s medical device, the sho~vcase ~vill feature other 
scientific firms poised to market new discoveries related to air 
quali~, epigenetics, brain drug delivery, targeted oncology drugs, 
cataract surgery and solar power. 

The showcase features an additional seven firms in the technologic/social 
track, tackling such varied topics as tobacco control and prevenfion, 
educational course material design, misleading website and email 
identification, environmentally friendly portable toilets, medical 
equipment donation, mapping applications and quality swim lessons 

"UNC is committed to translating knowledge into practical benefit 
whenever possible to serve the people of North Carolina and beyond. The 
~nnovatlon process starts with ideas that go through an often 
challenging process of making them tangible and valuable. The fourteen 
companies in the Emerging Showcase are exemplars of taking great ideas 
and creating startups to realize the potential of the ideas. I am 
excited about the dlversi~" of ideas and the very talented teams behind 
them," said Judith Cone, UNC special assistant to the chancellor ]2~r 
innovation and entrepreneurship. 

The showcase is sponsored by Carolina KickStart, part of the North 
Carolina Translational and Clinical Sciences (NC TraCS) Institute; 
Innovate@Carolina; the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise; the UNC 
Office of Technology Development; and RENCI, the Renaissance Computing 
Institute. 

"The showcase gives us a chance to shine a spotlight on promising 
companies spinning out ofl~rNC," said Don Rose, Ph.D., director of 
Carolina KickStart, which is part of the NC TraCS institute, home of 
UNC’s Clinical and Translational Science Awards from the National 
Institutes of Health. "It also provides an opportani~" for promising 
young companies to connect with potential investors, local entrepreneurs 
and experts, and selwice providers frora around the Triangle." 

Companies in the scientific track are: BioDeptronix, EpiCypher, 
NeuroNano Pharma, Novocor, NovoLipid, Rhexis Instrun~ents and Sol 
Organic. Companies in the technology/social track are: Counter Tools, 
CourseFork, GoPhish, MEDScheme, Sanitation Creations, TerraHub and 

To learn more about the showcase, contact Andy Kant at 

akant@emaih m~c.edu 

This email is sponsored by: NC TraCS 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

uncpelvichealth@ med.unc.edu 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Bowel Control Probletns? ’][’he ’LIFE’ Stu@ may be right for you! 

Accidental bowel leakage or fecal incontinence (FI) isn’t often talked 
about, but there are 15 million American women of all ages with this 
condition. Women ~vith irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) often experience 
FI as 
well 

Dr. Catherine Matthews and Dr. Ellen Wells at L~NC Pelvic Health are 
conducting a research study for a new, investigational vaginal insert 
for the 
control of FI. The insert is non-surgical and does not contain drugs or 
hormones. It resides in a similar position as a diaphragm or tampon 
Like a diaphragm, the device can be removed by the patient at an?- time. 
While in the vagina, the device supports the rectum in a way that may 
control bowel leakage Stu@ participation lasts a minimum of 7 weeks 
with an optional extension. Some reimbursement is provided to study 
participants. 

You may be eligible to participate in the LIFE sturdy if you experience 
accidental bowel leakage or FI and: 

-Are female and between 19 and 75 years of age 
-tIave a history of leakage for at least 6 months 

Speak with a sturdy coordinator at 919-843-2574 or emai[ us at 
uncpelvichealth@med.unc.edu 

To: Catherine Matthews, Obstetrics and Gynecology 

From: Biomedical IRB 

Approval Date: 3/07/2013 

Expiration [)ate of Approval: 2/24/2014 

RE: Notice of [RB Approval by Full Board Review 

Submission Type: Initial 

Study #: 13-0961 

Study Title: LWE: LlvSure for Fecal Incontinence A clinical ewduation 

of the LivSure vaginal bowel control (VBC) device for the treatment of 

fecal incontinence in women 

This email is sponsored by-: L~’~’C’ Pelvic Health (UNC Women’s Care) - Dr. 
Catherine Matthews & Dr. Ellen Wells 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.ed~ and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 8:34 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results: May 05, 2013 

Lo,~in to view your 

funding search Feb 08 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Columbia University 
Graduate School of Journalism 

Cr~ft Research Fund Exhibition Resee~rch 

Sponsor: 
University of North Carolina at Asheville 
Center for Craft, Creativity and Design (CCCD) 

Sponsor: 
University of North Carolina at Asheville 
Center for Craft, Creativity and Design (CCCD) 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: May 05, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 11:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: came~Tcinematogmphy’pedagogy issue 

We still teach film for a few reasons (though Linda Brown would probably be able to ans;ver this better than I, since she’s in that track). 

First, there are still professional jobs which shoot film. Not many, and they are disappearing But it is still a skill that some television and feature shows want 

Second, the students still want it 

Third, there are some who feel that certain aspects of lighting is still best taught on film -- metering and other things. I know that there are some programs that teach that on still film, and 
then do video 

From a post production point of view, ;ve’ve long ago left film. The labs are no longer equipped to deal ;vith it in the way we needed and no one is now editing on film or, in nearly 100% of 
cases, finishing on film 

Norman 

Mistyped un my iPad 

On May 5, 2013, at 8:09 PM, "Sheila Schroeder" <Sheila Schrueder@DU.HDU> wrote: 

>All, 
> I’d like to hear the collective wisdom from this gruup on a cameraicinematography/pedagugy issue. 
> Some context :first: 
> We are a relatively small major with about 25-35 students majuring in Film Studies and Production. Some nun-majors and minors alsu take uur courses. We teach film histow, theury, ethics 
and pruductiun in the major, often all in a single class 
> 

> We’re trying to figure uut what camera technology to use at what level and we’re having a bit of a debate. Given limited resources/faculty/classes, ! lean tuward using uur cinematugraphy 
course to train students fur the careers they will hupefully find themselves in sume day It’s my contentiun that these situations will be using digital video in 99% of cases. I knuw of 0 uf our 
grads in the last 10 years actually shuoting on film 
> 

> I wuuld love to hear frum others whether you teach film in your cinematography cuurses and tu educate me on why film is crucial to this course. Besides my rationale that students will nut 
be shooting film as a career, it seems to me that teaching lighting/storytelling in a cinematograph?" course for digital videu cameras is also a unique skill and shuuld, then, be paired with 
digital cameras. 
> 
> I’m not oppused at all to teaching a film course, but given the lack uf resuurces, teaching it every other year as an elective would be uur better uption 
> ’l’houghts would be appreciated! 
> 

> Peace, 
> Sheila 
> 
> 

> Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
> University of Denver 
> Departraent of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
> Director of Graduate Studies 
> 2490 S. Gaylord St. 
> Denver, CO 80208 
> 303.871.4701 

> sschroed@du.edu 
> 

> www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
> www.facebook, comAvoodstockwest 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsec,~@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listserv.alnerican, edu: 
> 
> signoff UFVALIST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listservgdistserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw, american edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

indus~indus.org 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:12 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

SPECIAL INVITATION TO INDO-GLOBAL EDUCATION SUMMIT 2013 

Dear Dr. Charlene Regester, 

SPECIAL IEE’ITATION TO INDO-GLOBAL EDUCATION SL*’EvIIT 2013 

Greetings and good ;vishes! 

The Government of Andhra Pradesh, the Federation of AP Chambers of Commerce and Industry-, and the Indus Foundation are jointly organizing the sixth edition of the Indo-Global 
Education Summit on academic collaborations and student enrollment We are pleased to invite you and your institution to the Summit 2013 to be held in the fbllowing cities: 

New Delhi (India Habitat Centre): November 9, 2013 
Hyderabad (Marigold by Greenpark): November 11, 2013 
Chennai (Vivanta by Taj Com~emara): November 13, 2013 
Bangalore (Le Meredien): November 15, 2013 
Pune (Le Meredien): November 18, 2013 
Mumbai (¥Vorld Trade Centre): November 20, 2013 

ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS: The Sunm~it 2013 will have sessions on collaborative research programs, joint / dual degree programs, twinning & transfer programs, faculty & student 
exchange programs, study- abroad in India programs, distance education programs, vocational education programs, and other academic partnerships. There will be one-on-one meetings 
between representatives of foreign universities and those of Indian institutions for forging academic collaborations. 

STUDENT RECRIJITMfiNT: There will be sessions for recruitment of Indian students :[’or undergraduate and graduate programs. Foreign university representatives will have one-on-one 
meetings with Indian students and parents 

’]?he Summit 2013 is specifically designed for chancellors, presidents, vice-chancellors, provosts, deans, researchers, faculty, enrollment / recruitment officers, and their executive-level team 
members. 

ttIGItLI(JttTS OF SUMMKf’ 2013 

* Most comprehensive educational event of its kind ever held in India 
* Biggest networking event for leaders in education from India & other countries 
* Convergence ol!who is who of the huge Indian educational system 
* Participation by an estimated 1,000 top Indian and foreign universities 
* Major Sessions on academic collaborations with Indian institutions 
* Recruitment sessions involving one-on-one meetings with Indian students 
* Attendance of several thousand students interested in studying abroad 
* Visits to well established and reputable Indian institutions in Bangalore 
* Awards for educational excellence to Indian and foreign institutions 
* Awards for eminent educationists o:[" India and other countries 
* Awards for research excellence to Indian and foreign scientists & researchers 
* Awards for teaching excellence to faculty of Indian and foreign institutions 
* Extensive media coverage for the Suwanit during and after the event 

SPECIAL INVITATION: The special invitation entitles you and your institution to a substantial discount on the fees, provided registration is done by July 31, 2013. 

We look forward to your participation in the Sunwnit 2013 in all or some cities. Fttrther details of the Suramit including the special registration form ~vill be sent upon hearing from you. 

Thanking you and ~vith warm regards, 

Mr. C.D.Arha, IAS (Retd.) 
Furmerly Secretary, GoveltWrlent of India 
Chairman, The Indus Foundation 

The Indus Foundation 
308, 3rd Floor, Mallik Chambers 
Hyderguda, Hyderabad-500029 

Tel: 91-9989670178 
F,-mail: indus@indus.urg 

http://wxvw.indus.org 

The Indus Foundation Inc. 
23 Koster Blvd., Suite 8B 
Edison, New Jersey- 08837 
USA 
Te1:(732) 205-9810 
Fax:(732) 205-9811 



l~’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.co~n Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaila~nc.edu> 

charlene regeste~; did ’Sammy Davis, Jr. - The FBI Files’ tneet your expectations? Review it on Amazon.corn 

So, charlene regester, how did this item meet your 

expectations? 

Sammy Davis, Jr. - The FBI 

Check out amazomcom!ryp to find past purchases to review. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexander Street Press <marketing@alexanderstlvet.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 10:17 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2,000+ Films: Explore and Save Today 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Free Access to Thousands of Films 

Dear Charlene, 

Here is your opportunity to bring exclusive, high-caliber resources 
to your film studies program at an amazing value. Learn more 
about how you can browse more than 2,000 documentaries, 

feature films, shorts, and silent movies and over 1,000 film 
scripts for free! 

And the best part: if after viewing the films, you think they are right 
for your students, you can save up to 60% on packages of three 
or six collections. Tell your librarian about this special offer, 
because it will only last for a limited time. 

Film studies at Alexander Street include Silent Film Online; New 
World Cinema: Independent Features and Shorts, 1990- 
Presentj Filmakers Library Online: Asian Studies in 

Video;and American Film Scripts. 

Experience these teaching and learning tools for yourself: 

Silent Film Online 

%:: Request Free Trial 

Access for unlimited simultaneous users on or off campus. 
Synchronized, searchable transcripts. 
Permanent URLs for easy citation. 
Full integration with your LMS. 

Clip-making functionality for building and sharing playlists. 
Easy viewing and sharing on any mobile device. 

Explore all this content and functionality today, for free--just click here! 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Kemp 
Director of Customer Relations 
Alexander Street Press 

BeSocial: [] [] [] [] 

i~i Al~<ander Stree~ Press Footer 

Alexander Street Press 
3212 Duke Street 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would like to fo~wald this mes.sa..’!e to .someo~:e else, please Click Here, 

If you wouki prefer tsot fo receive falth(÷r messa,~tes from this setsder, piease Click Here and co sf "r yoa~ ~eq~ est ~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 3:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Reminder: Freedom Coming, Freedom For All 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the N.C. African American 
Heritage Commission. Don’t forget to add michelleJanier@ncdcr.gov to your address book so we’ll be 
sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u__0__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Student Documentary Awards and Exhibit; Photographer Edward Ranney; Anytown, USA Screenings 

[ ~:N ~: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

2013 JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN STUDENT DOCUMENTARY AWARD WINNERS / Three 

Undergraduates Receive Funding for Summer Projects 

A prison where the Gestapo kept Jewish citizens of Frankfurt during V¢~ll. Photograph by 2012 JHF 

Student Documentary Award winner David Mayer, whose grandfather was taken to this prison or one very 

similar that has since been destroyed 

While many of CDS’s awards are national or international in focus, we also support an 

annual award for Triangle-area undergraduates who wish to pursue summer-long 

documentary projects involving oral history, photography, film or video, and/or writing This 

year marks the twenty-third anniversary of the John Hope Franklin Student Documentary 

Awards. Established in 1989, the awards are named for the noted scholar John Hope 

Franklin, professor emeritus of history at Duke University, in recognition of his lifetime 

accomplishments and his dedication to students and teaching. 

All three of the 2013 John Hope Franklin Student Documentary Award winners are rising 

seniors who share an interest in preserving and sharing individual stories and experiences 

for their own singular importance and as a way to illuminate larger issues 

Congratulations to: 

Phoebe Ora DeKornfeld, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: Stories/Histories of the 

Women at the Bwaita Fistula Clinic, Litongwe, Malawi [oral history and audio] 

Madeline Miller, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: The Nursing Home Is a Personal 

Space, Mebane North Carolina [oral history and audio] 

Jacob Tobia, Duke University: The LGBT Community" in Memory and Action, Johannesburg 

and Cape Town, South Africa [oral history, audio, and photography] 

RENOWNED PHOTOGRAPHER WILL GIVE TALK ON DUKE CAMPUS 

Tuesday, May 7, 1 p.m. / Perkins Library, Room 217 /411 Chapel Dr., Duke University 

West Campus / Durham, North Carolina 



Moray, 1975 Toned gelatin silver print by Edward Ranney. 

Award-winning photographer Edward Ranney will give a presentation on his forty-plus-years 

of work documenting natural and man-altered landscapes; the talk is free and open to the 

public. His work of the 1970s in the southern Andes of Peru resulted in the book 

Monuments of the tncas, which was reprinted in an expanded edition in 2010. Since 1985, 

Ranney has dedicated himself to a comprehensive photographic survey of pre-Columbian 

sites along the Andean Desert Coast. His recent work with Lucy R. Lippard in the Galisteo 

Basin, near Santa Fe, New Mexico, was published in Down Countrv. Other books include 

Stonework of the Maya, Prairie Passage, and Pablo Neruda’s Heights of Macchu Picchu. 

Ranney, recipient of Fulbright, Guggenheim, and National Endowment for the Arts 

Fellowships, has had individual exhibits at the M useum of Modern Art in New York, the Art 

Institute of Chicago, the University of New Mexico Art Museum, and the Centro Cultural of 

Miraflores in Lima, Peru, among others. 

This event is cosponsored by Duke Libraries and the Center for Documentary" Studies. 

CHILDREN AND THE EXPERIENCE OF ILLNESS I New Exhibit by Young Patients and 

Duke Student Mentors 

Duke North Hospital I First Floor, Hand Gallery 1 2301 Erwin Rd., Durham, North Carolina 

Busy day at the hospital. Photograph by Rosalie Forman (student mentor) in collaboration with Marcus 

Earls, age 9 (patient at Duke Hospital). 

Photographs and an exhibit produced by patients at Duke Children’s Hospital and their 

student mentors will be on viewthrough May 14, 2013 The students were undergraduates 

in Children and the Experience oftffness, a class at the Center for Documentary Studies 

taught by documentary photographer and pediatrician John Moses. 

ANYTOWN, USA FILM SCREENINGS / Continuing Ed Student Videos Made in Scotland 

Neck, North Carolina 

Friday, May 10, 8 p.m. / Outdoor screening ! Scotland Neck, North Carolina 

Friday, May 24, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco 

Campus / 318 Biackwell St. / Durham, North Carolina 



From Winged Invasion The Blackbirds of Scotland Neck by Lisa Sorg 

Students in CDS’s annual Anytown, USA continuing ed class produce and edit videos 

related to a small town in North Carolina. This year’s class, taught by filmmaker Randolph 

Benson, focused on the town of Scotland Neck, and each of the eleven students created a 
short film on a topic of their choice Students will screen their films at two separate public 

events; one in Scotland Neck, the other at the newly renovated Power Plant building on the 

historic American Tobacco Campus in downtown Durham. The 2013 videos will be posted 

at a later date; to view Anytown, USA videos from spring 2012, from Star, North Carolina, 

click her~e. 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF: DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special spring 2013 issue of Document. the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur County, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoclraphv winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, May 7, I p.m / Edward Ranney presents a life in photography / Perkins Library, 

Room 217 / 411 Chapel Dr, Duke University West Campus i Durham, North Carolina 

http://www cdsporch.or~q/archives/18178 

Friday, May 10, 8 p.m./Anytown, USA student film screenings I Scotland Neck, North 

Carolina 

AND 

Friday, May 24, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant building, American Tobacco 

Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:flwww, cdsporch or~qlarchivesl18147 

Tuesday, May 14, 6 pm. / Opening reception for Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural 

Reminders of Durham’s Vital Past / Center for Docu menta~¥ Studies I 1317 W Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 
http:llwvwv cdsporch, orq/archives/18172 

EXHIBITS 



March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs #om 

Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http://documentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits 

April 26, 2013-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 2013 / University Gallery, Center 

for Documentary Studies 11317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#bevon~d 

May 6-August 31,2013 / Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vital 

Past/Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http://vwvw cdsporch.org/archives/18172 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CB$ Porch http:flw’ww.cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:/!documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

[~i 
Facebook J [ ii.~.iI CDS Porch ~ ~’~Y?.i Friends of CDS j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

leah schrubbe@med.unc.edu 

Monday, May 6, 2013 8:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Pefimenopausal Wo~nen Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at UNC is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (,women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioration and to louver cardiovascular risk during the 
menopause transition. 

We’re Looking For Women ;Vho Are: 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or 
hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,425 in 
compensation. 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is 
conducted by David Rubinow, MD. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC 
Department of Psychiatry. 

The research study is IRB #10-0542. This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

angela ldbi~Q@med.unc.edu 

Monday, May 6, 2013 8:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Heathy female subjects aged 30-59 needed for research study. 

HEALTHY FEMALE SUBJECTS AGF.D 30-59 5,~EEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDY 

The Center for Functional GI & Motility Disorders is seeking Healthy 
Subjects as a comparison group for a research study investigating 
irritable bowel syndrome. 

Participation involves one visit lasting approximately 4-5 hours. 
Subjects will complete various health and psychological questionnaires 
and a breath test to measure lactose malabsorption and small bowel 
bacterial overgrowth. In addition, a blood sample will be drawn to 
measure genes that may relate to pain sensitivity 

Participants will be paid $100 for completing the study. 

To be eligible, you must be; 

1. Female 
2. In general good health with no history of gastrointestinal or bowel 
problems. 
3. Between the age o1!30 - 59 years of age 

For more inJk~rmation on how to sign up please visit: 
www. un cm edresearc h. com/ibssmdy 
Or call 919-843-9755 

Biomedical Research Study IRB #01-1397 / CTRC-1846 

Approved fi-om 07/13/2012 - 07/13/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Center :[’or Functional GI & Motility 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your inlk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

nsdlab@unc.edu 

Monday, May 6, 2013 8:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Participaaats Needed: Tactile Information Processing Stu@ 

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED: The Tactile Information Processing Study is a 
research stu@ designed to conduct assessments to measure how 
individuals recognize touch 

DO YOU QUALWY? 
We are looking for healthy males and females between the ages of 18 and 
70 who: 
* Are Caucasian or African American 
* Are fluent English speakers 
* Have normal vision and hearing or vision/hearing impairments that are 
corrected to ~vithin normal limits. 

Palticipants will undergo a series of tests to measure ho~v they 
recognize tactile input. Participants may be asked to complete 
self-evaluation questionnaires and a cognitive assessment 

These tests can take from 30 minutes to 2 hours to participate. 
Participants may be called back [’or an additional two hours of testing 
Testing will be completed on UNC Chapel Hill Campus in MacNider or 
Bondurant Hall Participants will receive $20.00 per hour [’or 
participating in this study (up to $80). 

If you are interested in participating please reply to this email, or 
email nsdlab@unc edu, and indicate the days and times you may be 
available. In addition, please include your name, age, race, occupation, 
education level, and contact information in your response 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review 
Board: 04-1531 on 05/25/2012. 

This email is sponsored by: Biomedical Engineering 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Monday, May 6, 2013 9:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: Universi~" Teaching Awm~ts 

TO: Facul~, Start; and Students 

FROM: Dr Pamela Joyner, Chair 
University Committee on Teaching Awards 

SUBJECT: Teaching Award Nominations 

As we prepare for Spring graduation, please consider nominating 
deserving teachers for the 2014 University Teaching A~vards. This is a 
particularly good time to reflect on the past year (or years) and 
remember teachers who have really made a difl?rence. All members of the 
Carolina communi~z are encouraged to nominate candidates for the 2014 
awards 

The awards provide us with a way to acknowledge the central role of 
teaching at UNC-Chapel Hill by recognizing outstanding teachers and 
mentors Some awards are available to graduate teaching assistants and 
staff, as well as to professors Specific categories are shown below. 

--Board of Governors’ Award for Excellence in Teaching, given to a 
tenured faculty member on each campus for excellent and exceptional 
teaching at the undergraduate level over a sustained period of time 
(eg., most of a career) 

--Distinguished Teaching Awards for Post-Baccalaureate Instruction (4 
awards), given to facul~ members for exceptional teaching of graduate 
students, inside and outside of the classroom 

--Awards to Faculty for ]Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching: F~ve 
Tanner Awards, one Friday Award and one Sitterson Award, given to 
full-time faculty members (Details of each of these awards can be found 
at http ://provost.unc.edu/teachin~-awards) 

--Tanner Awards to Graduate Teaching Assistants (5 awards), g~ven to 
graduate teaching assistants for excellence in undergraduate teaching 

--Mentor Award lk~r Lifetime Achievement, acknowledging lifetime 
contributions to teaching, learning and mentoring beyond the 
classrooru. It is not limited to traditional facul~’. Noruinations for 
this award should focus on the candidate’s long-terru impact on students. 

--Chapman Faruily Teaching Awards: Tr~ree or four Chapman Family Awards 
are given to full-tirue faculty- members for excellence in undergraduate 
teaching. 

Please read the award requirements carefully to determine eligibili~ 
and provide comraents in the noruination that will help the committee 
understand why yore nominee is the best candidate for the award. 

Specific examples of particular ways in which the noruinee has made a 
difference are especially efl~ctive. The conm~ents will become palt of 
the nominee’s depaltmental persotmel file. A nomination letter or 
statement nmst be included or the submission is invalid and will not be 
considered. 

Nominations are accepted year round, but there are deadlines to obser,~e. 
October 1 is the deadline for nominations for the awards to be announced 
in spring 2014. (Trois allows time for the coramittee to review the 
nominees, collect additional itfformation about their teaching and 
reconm~end witmers to the Chancellor.) 

Please subruit all nominations online at 
http :/,,’provost unc. edu/teachin~-awards 

Thal~ you for your help in recognizing excellent teaching at Carolina, 
and congratulations to all students graduating this Sunday. Well done[ 

This email is sponsored by: Oflhce of Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, May 6, 2013 10:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Caregivers and middle schoolers needed for a UNC Research Stud!! 

Help ~vith a Research Stud?,! 

We want to know how caregivers and adolescents talk to one another about 
alcohol! 

Who can palticipate?: Any adolescent in 6th- 8th grade can participate 
with a caregiver who is over 18 years old and a legal guardian. (One 
adolescent & caregiver per family only-.) 

What would we do?: Adolescents and their caregivers answer questions 
separately on a computer about things like how you talk to one another, 
parenting, personali~ traits, alcohol and drug use, and beliefs about 
alcohol. Adolescent and caregiver ans~vers are kept confidential from 
each other We will also ask you to have a conversation about a family 
vacation, a stressor, and adolescent alcohol use as you would at home. 
The study will take about 1 hours. 

What would we get?: Both adolescents and careglvers receive $20 ($40 

total per family) and are entered into a drawing based on chance in 

which each subject has equal odds of receiving a Kindle Fire[ 

Where is the study?: Our research lab is on the UNC campus. Appointments 
can be scheduled during after school hours or on weekends! 

If you are interested in parucipating: 
contact us at (919) 843-7075! 

For more infonnation: http://uncstudy.~w~rdpress.com 

This stu@ has been approved by the UNC non-biomedical Institutional 
Review" Board 
(Stu@ # 12-1368; approved 8/15/2012). 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/Mw.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, May 6, 2013 10:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

IN FORIVLA2I’IONAL: Ins~titute of African America~ Resea~rch Position A~mouncement 

The Oftice of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost is pleased to 
announce the appointment of Prot?ssor Karla Slocum as Director of the 
Institute of African American Research (IAAR), effective July 1, 2013. 
Dr Slocum is an anthropologist whose research focuses on globalization, 
place, rural lifeways, and race and histoW as the?- relate to groups 
within the Ati’ican Diaspora Her strong record of scholarship, 
long-standing relationship ~vith the IAAR and its 2vloore Undergraduate 
Research Apprenticeship Program, commitment to forging interdisciplinaW 
comaections, and broad familiari~z with African Diaspora studies all 
position her well to provide sound and energetic leadership for the 
IA~A~R 

The mission of the IAAR is to facilitate, support, and promote research 
being dune by schulars of African American and Diaspura studies in every 
discipline. It encourages and creates space ~2~r innovative, 
interdisciplinary interactions and collaborations and alsu is cummitted 
to the serious engagement ufpublic policy issues, particularly tu those 
confronting black North Carolinians, as well as thuse cunceming African 
Americans thruughuut the United States and African descendants in the 
Diaspora We look forward to working with Dr. Slocum as she engages, 
expands, and strengthens the broad cummunity of schulars uf African 
American and Diaspura studies at UNC-Chape[ tIill and beyund. 

This email is spunsored by: Office uf the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Pruvust 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Andrew Millians <mam2@NP.EDU.SG> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 1:25 AM 

UFVALIST- E@I,ISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: came~oJ’cinematogmphy’pedagogy issue 

When I stared teaching cinematography classes at our school a number of years ago we were shooting nearly all of our projects on 16mm. My education and experience was 
almost exclusively on film so it was a good fit. 

Over the years, though, we have shifted away from film completely as has the local industry (I teach in Singapore). During and after this trsnsition I’ve come to the conclusion 
that I would rather teach my students the right way to light and shoot for HD rather than devote my time to using film to establish the finer points of cinematography. (I’ve dealt 
with everything from the P2 to the Sony F3 to the RED since I’ve been here.) I teach color temperature, depth of field, management of exposure, etc. utilizing the cameras 
they use throughout our course and will see in the industry. I frankly don’t buy into the idea that film is a more effective way to do this. If anything, I’d rather the students 
equate the discipline required to shoot film with cinematogrsphy as a whole, not just a specific format. (My students hate me for it but I still make them go out with an analog 
sekonic meter for their initial projects even though they’re shooting on a P2.) 

While I obviously respect what film can do, the interesting thing is that since we’ve gone full HD I’ve found our quality of work as generally improved. The good students 
continue do it the right way (metering, measuring focus, calibrating monitors, etc.) and are now able to see their work as they go along. The two years that we shot final year 
projects on RED blew the previous years shooting on film out of the water quite frankly. 

Andrew Millians 
Ngee Ann Polytehcnic 

Ei]Sh~;ila Schroeder --.-05/0(~;/2013 "} 1:09:22 AM..--.All, t’c~ like to he~r the,~ (:ott~,~ctiv~,~ wisdom from Ihis ,qroup on a c~-~m~,~r~icinemato~lrsphy/p~;d~-~!~o!~y issu 

From: Sheila Schroeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> 

~ U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV AMERICAN EDU 

Date: 05/09/2013 11:09 AM 

S[ibi~;cl camera/cinematography/pedagogy issue 

Ser!t by University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> 

All, 

I~d ~ike to hear the oollectJve wisdom from Lhis g~oup or~ a came~a/oinemaLography/pedagogy issue. 

Some context first: 

We are a relatively small major with about 2b-35 students majoring in Film Studies and Production. Some non-majors and ~’inors 

also take ouroourses. We teaoh film history, theory, ethios and produotioi~ ir~ Lhe major, often all :in a sJr~gle class. 

We’re trying to figure out what camera technology to use at what level and we’re having a bit of a debate. Given limited 

resou<ces/faculty/classes, I lean toward using ou< cinematography course to t<ain students fo< the careers they will 

hopefully fired Lhemselves ir~ some day. it’s my contentior~ Lhat these sJtuaLions will be using digital video in 99% o[ cases. 

I know of 0 of our grads in the last 10 years actually shooting on film. 

I WOL]]d 3ove to hear from others wheLher you teach [ilm in yoL]r cinematography courses and to educateme orz why film is 
orucia] Lo this oourse. Besides my raLionale that sLudents will ~zoL be shooti~zg [ilmas a career, it seems to me that 
teaching lighting!storytelling in a cinematography course for digital video cameras is also a unique skill and should, then, 
be pai<ed with digital ca~’eras. 

I’m not opposed at all to teaching a film course, but given the lack of resources, teaching it every other year as an 

elective would be our bette< option. 

Thoughts would be appreciated! 

Peace, 

Sheila 

Sheiia E. Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 

DepartmenL of Hedia, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gayiord St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303.8’71.4701 
sschroed@du.edu 

www.facebook.com/woodstockwest 

This list at AU <:an b~" subscribed to hy serzding the" following n~’ssage to I ists~’rv@iistserv.am~’rican.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You ca~ ]eaw~ a list: by sen<Ji[ng the ~o]]owi[ng command to listserv@]istserv.amerJcan.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posti ng Messages : 



You can post: messages to the ] i st by sen(ii[~g an e-mail Lo UFVALIST-L@] J sLsei[v.america[~.edu 

NOTICE: 
This message may contain privileged/confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, please delete it immediately and notify the sender. This list at 

AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@lis~tserv.aJnerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-I. Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and 

last nan~e.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv<~listse~x.american.edu: signoffUFWELIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 

nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-maJl to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 101, sec. 002 in Summer School 2013 

F, xr~cted~ perhaps~ But stilI 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~t~ Studies 

Dep~rtmet~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m St~dies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 
l 5~fiversily of NotS C.aro~iua 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 
Click on a link ibr intbrmati, m a~:~ut my publications: 

/ 

[!~![~_?()’_~!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ ) http;c/’E~dpress.nd.edu, book’[ 00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

F~m~ Reoes~r, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:05 PN 
To= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: AFAN 101, sec. 002 in Summer School 2013 
Dear Ken: This is expec~d and thanks for the notification. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM 101, sec, 002 in Summer School 2013 

Dear Charlene, 

I hate writing this emaJl. Dne to low enrollment, the S ummer School is cancelling AFAM 101, sec. 002. The other course that you are scheduled to teach is still on, so 

you will be teaching only one course ins~tead of two. There will be some paperwork for you to sign in the next couple of days. 

Regretl~lly, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall CB# 3395 
University of North C~Jcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intbnnation about my publications: 

Jattp]/undpress.nd.edtv’booL/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McNillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 
<regester@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 
< barbara_anderson@unc.edu > 
RE: Proof from Occasions Engraving, 63047, Wed. 

OK. I will send the change it. Thanks for responding so quickly. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:40 PM 
To; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; Regester, Charlene B; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: Proof from Occasions Engraving, 63047, Wed. 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for all that you done as we gear up for graduation! 

Tim is right. If we can, kindly let us have his name as, Charles D. Watts, Jr. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McMillan, q]m 
Sent= Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:31 PM 
To; Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Regester, Charlene B; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject= RE: Proof from Occasions Engraving, 63047, Wed. 

Hi Margret-- 

Check with EuNce, but I believe that Mr. Watts told us that he either likes to be called Chuck Watts or Charles D. Watts, Jr. -- I’m not sure if we can add that "D." but if we can 
I think it would be a good move. 

Thanks for all your work on this. 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent; Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:25 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Regester, Charlene B; Hildebrand, Reginald F; McMillan, Tim; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject; FW: Proof from Occasions Engraving, 63047, Wed. 

Second one. Is it OK? 
Best, 
Margaret 

From: Occasions Engraver [to.occasions@gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4-:10 PM 
To; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject; Re: Proof from Occasions Engraving, 6304-7, Wed. 

Hi Margmet, 

Hew is fl~e proof for the ac~lic award we are engraving for you on this order &s well. Please review and reply ruth any changes or the go ahead for this aco~lic a~-ard 

and we will proceed with the order and call you when everything is ready tomorrow no later than 3pro. 

thanks, Lewis Hilbert 

Signs Now ~- Occasions Engraving 

T 919-929-0702 F 919-929-1997 

Online at u~,.OccasionsEnamvin~.com AND www.SignsNow353.com 

1322 Fordham Blvd #5 - Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Mon-Thur 9:00 - 5:30, Fri 9:00 - 5:00, closed on weekends 

On Tue, May 7, 2013 at 9:35 AM, Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Lewis, 
Three of the committee members have approved it, so you can go forward. [t looks great. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Occasions Engraver [to.occasions@gmail.com] 



Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 6:42 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject; Proof from Occasions Engraving, 63047, Wed. 

Hello Margaret, 

I have attached a proof for the order we are working on for you. Please review your proof carefully and reply m this em all with any changes or the go 

ahead. 

This is only" for the plaque, I will send m~other prooftbr the acrylic tomorrow if you like the~ font styles. 

Please review your proof carefully, makhig sure everything is correct (spellhig, punctuation, placement, etc.)! 

Signs Now ~ Occasions Engl’aving of Chapel Hill will not be responsible for errors fliat were overlooked by file customer in the prooting process. 

We pros~de 2 rounds of proofs with each order, additional proofs (that are not due to our error) will be billed for design time. 

Note: the proof is not interactive, if you want to print it out then you can use a pen to check the approved box. 

If you have any questions about your order please don’t hesitate to ask or call during normal business hours. 

thmlks, Lewis Hilbert 
Signs Now ~- Occasions Engraving 

T 919-929-0702 F 919-929-1997 

Online at ~v.OccasionsEngmving.com AND w~x~v.SiansNow353.com 

1322 Fordham Blvd #5 - Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Mon-Thur 9:00 - 5:30, Fri 9:00 - 5:00, closed on weekends 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Rulon Matley Wood <Rulon.Wood@M.CC.UTAH.EDU> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 7:09 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Information on Film Production Majors 

Dear Colleagues, 

My name is Ru Wood, and I’m a professor at Westminster College in Salt Lake Ci~z, Utah 

We are in the process of developing a film production major proposal and would like to include information related to numbers of projected majors 

I was ;vondering if four or five of you would be willing to write a brief narrative statement describing the development and growth of your respective programs? If possible, could you 
mention ho;v many students you started ;vith and later growth 

We realize that the context of your program may be quite different from ours, but we are interested in information related to programs of any size and makeup. 

We don’t need awthing too detailed, and information can even be somewhat anecdotal. Essentially, ;ve are tlTing to make an argument that film production degrees will be of interest to 
undergraduate students and that other programs are doing well in terms of em-ollments. 

If you’d be willing to help me out, it would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks in advance. 

Please feel free to send any responses to my regular email at rwood@westminstercollege.edu 

-ru 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :following message to [istsep¢@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cowanand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 

signoff U[~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

lungs~unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy Infants, Children & Teens Needed for Research Study on Lung Function 

Objective: Compare a new- form of lung function testing (MBW) to 
currently available lung function testing (spiromet~, or PFTs) 

Subjects: health?’ infants, children and teens aged 4 months to 21 years, 
with no history of lung disease 

Study Activities: participants will undergo a brief physical exam, then 
perform multiple breath washout (MBW) lung function testing, which 
consists of normal breathing of a gas mixture tlzrough a facemask or 
mouthpiece, and spirometric lung function testing, which consists of 
deep breathing maneuvers using equipment that 
measures airflow. The visit should take 1 - 2 hours 

Compensation: $20 Target gift card, parking costs 

If interested, contact Jessica Pittman, MD, MPH at lungs@unc edu ur 

(919) 966-1055 

’]]his message & study appruved by the UNC Human Subjects IRB - Stu@ # 
09-1260, Appruved 7/23/2012 

This email is spunsored by: Pediatrics 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur inlk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

clinic.scveening@unc,edu 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 8:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Affordable Assessments 

Our clinic provides comprehensive evaluations for: 

* Learning disorders (children and college students) 
* Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (children and college 
students) 
* Mood and Anxiety’ Disorders (children and adolescents) 
* Giftedness 
* Early admission to kindergarten 

PLEASE NOTE: We do not perform assessments for autism spectrum 
disorders. 

We sel-,ze the cormnuni~ with high quality and affordable services (we 
offer reduced fees based on income). Our assessments are conducted 
either directly by licensed psychologists or PhD student therapists or 
postdoctoral fellows under the supervision of licensed faculty" 
psychologists 

Psychological evaluations are conducted at our off-campus location on 
Finley (3 oil Course Road with readily available adjacent parking. 

To set up a time for an initial screening please contact us at our 
website at http:i/clinic.unc.edu/initial-contac t/or by email at 
clinic.screening@ un c edu. 

Please be aware that if the inlbrmation you provide indicates there may 
be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person is 
in danger, we will need to respond as required by state law. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychology Communi~ 
Clinic. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology. 

"INF’ORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/&w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCall, Scott <smccall@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 12:17 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Waiter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~; Fall, Alassa~e <a~idl@email.unc.edu>; Lisa~a, Esther Mukewa <li~I~a@emaJd.unc.edtr~; 
Pier, David <dpie@email.unc.edu> 

Your New CCI Computer! 

Good day, 

You were eligible to order a new computer as part of AFAM’s 2013 Carolina Computing Initiative (CCI) deployment. Your computer is finally here and being 

prepared for setup! We will distribute computers between Thursday, May 9 (tomorrow) and Thursday, May 16. It is very important that you read this entire email 

so that we can schedule an appointment to setup your new computer. 

There are six available time slots each afternoon; two each hour at 2:30, 3:30 and 4:30pm. Please schedule a time when you can be present, as you will need to 

Iogin with ONYEN credentials multiple times. If you do NOT need any data transferred from your current computer... We will use the scheduled time to disconnect 

your old computer (if a desktop), and setup the new. If a complete data transfer is requested (e.g. applicable programs, software, documents, etc.), we will begin 

the transfer process at the appointment time and complete setup on the following morning. A general outline of the transfer process follows FYI: 

~) We meet at the time requested (2:30, 3:30 oe 4:30, Non - Thues only). 

2) We remote ±nto the new computer (set up ±n Howell Hail/OASIS) from the old machine ±n your office. 

3) You 1ogin with ONYEN credentials, and we kickoff PC-Mover software on both computers. 

4) Data ls transferred over the network, overnight (2 to 5 hours average, depending on slze of data). 

5) The new computer ls delivered/setup the following morning ASAP (typically between 9-11am). Schedules are more flexible 

the mornlng after, but you also must be present for lnltlal log-ln to the new computer. 

NOTE: You will NOT be able to access your computers (even remotely) durlng the transfer process, and some programs may 

require additional follow-up before 1OO% functional (e.g. entering valid licensing info.). 

Your time and attention to this is much appreciated. Please visit the following link to select your appointment time: http://doodle.com/k5cdaxfq7fesrdra. Simply 

include your name, and whether or not you need data transferred by writing "TRANSFER" or "NO TRANSFER" next to your name. Click "Save" to the far right of the 

entry form to confirm the appointment. Feel free to contact me with any questions or problems with the link. 

Best, 

Scott McCall 

CCI Deployment Coordinator 

Ph: 919-201-8533 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy ~;cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 2:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

The International Symg~sium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy - "Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Norl~h- South Relations within the FlY’ (Rome; 

June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 
(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

~% j_t_’_a_ JY__-__c__u_ J_t__u__r__a__[_d_ j~_ J £ E La__£ y _~_o__[_~_f_~_r_~_r_~_ ~, R [ g 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming International symposium and Young Leaders’ WeeMong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in 
partnership with other prestigious organizations. The inlormafion attached below provides further details on the programs provided at these events. We would be extremely 
grateful il this announcement could be shared with other interested parties by forwarding the information provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD} 
Kurf~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vww~.cu It u r aid ip!~[~#cy~ rg 
into@cult u raldiplomacy.org 
See what the ICD is doin~./-Click Here 

Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Today? Click Here 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
The Symposium ~s hosted by the Honorable Francesco RuteiiL Pt~sident of the 

www.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
Italy’s vast a~isfis and sultural heritage has alk~wed the country to use Cultura~ D~plomasy Mghly effesfive~y as a foreign policy too~ since its uNfication in the Eighteenth 
Centuq. As one of the founding member states of the European Union, Italy has typically been a key mediator in political and economic negotiations regarding integration 
within Europe. ~t has been ca~ed upon once again to take on this role during the current state of severe economic and polNcN crises throughout the region. 
The Symposium on Cultural Dipbmacy in Italy will place emphasis on the ways ~n which the sount~¥ has d~recfly and indirectly used Cultural Diplomacy as a ton to improve 
its standing and relations w~th other countries, pa~icu~arly w~th regard to ~ts use of Cultura~ DiNomacy measures in past international negotiations, as wel~ as the potential for 
its utilization in the future as a possible means of improving the financiN state of the country= 
Padicular emphasis will be placed on the aM~ity N successful Cultural Diplomacy tactics to ameliorate relations between Northern and Southern Europe in order to overcome 
the current economic and polifisa~ crisis, as well as on how Cultural Diplomacy ooukJ be used internally to alleviate the long=standing italian Nodh=South Divide. 
Symposium Locations 
Based in Rome, the Conference will be hosted at a number of impodan[ pNNcal, Mstofic, and cultuta~ locations across the c~[y, and will consist of excursions [o the county’s 
top institutions and landmarks. Featured locations during the ~)nference will include: the italian Parliament, the ~talian Foreign Minist~, The Dante Al~ghieri S )ciety the 
European Commission in Rome, the Coliseum, Sistine Chapel, and Vatican City, in addition to various foreign embassies and governmental institutions. 

Padidpation in the Conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, adis[s, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, human 
rights activists, historians, young profess~onNs, and students, as well as other ~ndividuals interested ~n ~taly, Europe, international relations, global politics, and re~ated fields 
from across the world. 

Speakers during the Conference will inchJde leading d~gnitar~es, heads of state, ministe~;, pN~iic~ans, d~plomats, academics, authors, human rights activist, journalists, 

authors, and ad~sts, as we~ as figures and expels from internafiona~ politics, economics, the cultural sector, diplomacy, and civil society and private sector representatives 

from around the world. These speakeB wi~ include a large number of individuals from the ~CD Adviso~ Board. To ~eam more about the ~CD Adviso5, Board, please click here. 

Speakers for the Symposium include: 

* Adele Chatfield Taylor - President and CEO, American Academy in Rome 

* AntoNo Paolucci - Director, Vatican Museum; Former MiNster N Culture 

* Alessandro Nas~ - Secretary General, Societ# Dante A~gMeri 

* Arab. Bruno Bottai - President, Sodet~ Dante Al~ghied 

* Emmanuele Emanuele - President, Fondazione Roma; PresMent, Fondazione Mediten’anea 

* The Hon. Francesco Rutell- Former Deput,¢ Prime Minister of ~tal,¢; Former Mayor of Rome 

* Franco Fratt~n~ - Former M~nister of Foreign Affai~; of Italy 

* G~ovanna NeMndr~ - PresMent, MA~I Museum; Former Minister of Culture of Italy 

* Giovanni Puglisi - Dean, ~ULM University; Italy; President, Italian Commission UNESCO 

* Naurizio Fio~lli - Deputy Genera~ Attorney, Italian State 

* Paolo Baratta - PresMent, the International Biennale, Venezia 

* Paolo Peluffo - SecretaN General, Nafiona~ Committee for the National Unity Celebrations 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Suppo~ng National and Imemational Governance" 
(Ber~n, Bucharest, Rome, £6~3shington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; Ma,¢-duly 2013) 

~.i-s-c~.or# 
The Intemat~onN oymposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is ~he wodd’s leading and largest event in the ~ieM of Cultural Diplomacy. The oymposia 2013 wil~ include large-scale 

events exploring the Potential for CulturN DiNomacy in Supporting National and ~nternafiona~ Governance. The events w~ take Base ~n d~fferent cities throughout the months 

of Ma,¢ - July 2013. 

The follow~nq Events w~ll take place dudnq May - July 2013: 
Symposium on Cultura~ D~plomacy ~n Germany 

"How did BeNin became ~ Muldcultural Example? Berlin as a Case Study for Embracing German Cultural Plurality" 

(BeNn; May 19th - 22nd, 2013) 



vwv’w.kulturbr£=cken.de 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Levant 
"Levan~ Cradle of Cultural Diplomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd o 25th, 2013) 
www.l-e-v-a-n-t 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Human Rights 

(~erlin; M~y 27th - June ~st, 2013) 

v~.bhrc.de 

"The Appfica~on of Cultura~ Diplomacy h~ Fostering Relators withh~ ~e Asia Pacific" 
H~ld Parallel to the A~-Pacific W~eks Conference Berlin 2013 

(~erlin; June 07th - 09th, 2013) 
~.as~a-pac ffic-conference.org 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 
"italian Cultural Diplomacy & No~-South Rela#ons ~ithin the 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 
~.italy-cult u ra~diplomacy~on~eFence.o~g 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in A~ghanistan & Central Asia 
"Democracy, Development, ~nd Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia" 

(~e~lin; June 21st - 23rd, 
~.centralasia .orq 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the African Union 
"A#ican Perspec#ves: An African Vision [or Posi~ve Oew~iopments in Africa" 

(~er~n; June 26th - 28th, 2013) 
~.au-cu~t u rald~plomacv~onfer~nce.or~] 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 
"The Use of Cuttural Diplomacy by US Foreign and Defense A~encies: An Interdiscip#nary Exploration of its importance, Successful Applications, & Best 

~Nashington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

. Symposium on Cultural D~p~omacy ~n the European Un~on 
"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European iden#ty Regienal[v ~nd Glebafly 
(Brussels; July 3rd - 5th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cu~tura~ D~p~omacy in the UK 
"Cultural Diplomacy ~roughout the Commen~e~lth of Na#ons: Intema#onal Co@oration across S# Continent" 
(London; Ju~y 10~h - 12th, 2013) 

~.u k-cultu rald~plomacy~onfe[ence.org 

Fo#hceming Conferences 
(~erl~n, Brussels, Washington DC. & New York C~ty; June-July, 2013) 

~Jcdwlf.or# 
The ICD Young Leade~" Fo[ums are ~ntemational ne#~o[ks o~ like-minded young individuals with an ~n~e[est 
Over the pBst decade, the ~CD Young Leade~’ Forums have g[own to become one of Europe’s ~Brgest independent cultura~ exchBage organizations, hosting progrBms that 
facilitate interBdion 8mon# young ~nd~v~dua~s of 811 cultural, academic, and pt~fess~ona~ backgrounds from 8cress the world. 

We are cu[renfiv accepfinq applications for the follow~nq conferences: 
Eu[ope Meets Ch~a: A Fo[um fo[ Young Leaders 

(~erlin, JuaeSth--£th, 2013) 
~Jcd-emc.orq 
Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 

(Berli£; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 
~.~cd-africa.org 
The USA Meets Europe: A Fo[um fo[ Young Leaders 
(Washington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

~vJcd-usame.org 
The Europe ~eets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, July 1st -5th, 2013) 

~ Jcd-emr.org 
Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels; Ju~y 3th - 7th, 2013) 

To apply, p~ease c~ick HERE 

What is Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VlATIONAL: Construction to Impact Campus Roads Starting Monday, May 13 

ATTENTION LrNC STUDENTS AiN~D F)~PLOYEES: 

Numerous construction projects will impact area and campus road~vays 
during Summer, 2013, and beginning as early as next Monday, IVfay 13 
Motorists, transit riders, and pedestrians should take time to educate 
themselves regarding affected areas, impending lane and roadways 
closings, alternate routes, and transit detours, and access to parking. 

South Coltunbia Widening -- due to the DOT’s South Columbia Street 
widening prqiect, traffic on South Columbia Street will be one-way 
(northbound) from Fordham Boulevard towards the LrqC Campus and Manning 
Drive frum May 13, 2013 through August 13, 2013. Outbuund (southbound) 
traffic will be detuured along Manning Drive Tu see a map of alternate 
traffic patterns, lk~r infurmation on transit detuurs, or for information 
un access to summer semester parking, visit the fulluwing link: 
http://bit.ly/17vOtw8 

East Camerun Avenue -- Camerun Avenue will be clused to through traffic 
beginning Monday, May 13 due to OWASA water main replacement 
construction between Columbia Street and Memuria[ Hall The project is 
expected to be cumpleted by August 14 (Exceptiun: Camerun will open 
for a Memorial Hall event on May 16 only)During the balance of’the 
prulect, tra:ffic and bus service will be re-routed via Suuth Culumbia, 
Franklin, and Raleigh Streets. Fur a brief portiun uf the pruj ect, 
access may be temporarily blucked tu the Swain Lot, and NG1 permits will 
be honored in the Nash Lut (N7 Zune). Further informatiun regarding 
periodic water uutages in campus buildings, "RU" Ruute and "Saturday T 
Route" transit detuurs, ur access to parking areas alung Cameron Avenue, 
please visit the folluwing link: 
http://bit.ly/YuLala 

Stadium ]-)rive - Access to Stadium Drive from South Road will be blocked 
Munday, May 13 through Monday, May 27 [’or an UNC Electrical Distribution 
prqiect crussing the roadway at that locatiun. Motorists and $4 permit 
holders needing access to this area shuuld access Stadium Dr~ve from the 
south, via Ridge Road For more informatiun, visit the :[’u Huwing link: 
http://bit.ly/10rasD7 

OFF CAMPUS: 

Major construction projects are also irapacting roadways in the Town of 
Chapel Hill and Carrboro, including an NCDOT project to iraprove sections 
of Smith Level Road in Carrboro (ongoing tl’uough June, 2014), Morgan 
Creek trail construction which will close the eastern end of Culbreth 
Road (June ttnough August, 2013). For more information on the scope of 
the town projects and resulting traffic and transit detours, please 
visit the following link: 
www.t owno fchapelhill, org/tr affic 

or see the "Snnm~er Road Construction Flyer" at: 
http://bit.lyi18s58B5 

Thatf~ You, 
UN-C Pulqic Safety 

This email is sponsored by-: UNC Public Safe~ 

"INFORNIATIONAL:" email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your infbrmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyLrqC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 8:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORb,~kL NOTICE: UNC-CH Patent and Invention Policy Update 

Effective April 22, 2013 at1 updated version of the L~,-C Patent and 
Invention Policy was The updates do not reflect any changes in policy. 
The?’ were made solely to clarify’ process and procedure The most 
notable changes are as follows: 

(i) Section IV ~vas modified to make clear that the transfer of rights to 
an Invention occurs at the time the Invention is made, a change 
necessaly to address a technical, legal issue arising from the US 
Supreme Court’s decision in Stanford v Roche. 

(ii) The preamble was modified in order to ensure that the policy is 
read in its entirety. There has been some confusion over process and 
procedure with regard to inventor o~vned inventions, most notably that 
after reading the preamble, assumptions were made that use of University 
facilities were the only criteria for determining whether an invention 
was inventor owned In Section V, there are multiple criteria for 
determining whether an invention is inventor owned. These criteria are 
not new and remain unchanged 

(iii) A paragraph was added to the end of Section V describing the 
procedures to be fi~llowed in order to confirm that an invention is 
inventor owned. 

These procedures had been standard practice at UNC and had been 
published for many year as part of the L’niversity System Patent and 
Copyright Policy. However, they had not previously been reproduced in 
the UNC policy. Links to the policies may be Jk~und at 
http://otd unc.edu/PatInvPolicy php. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Technology Development 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Screen Editorial (Glasgow) <screen@alls.gla.ac.uk~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 7:35 AM 

Registration is open tbr the 23rd International Screen conference, "Cosmol~olitan Screens", University of Glasgow, 28-30 June 2013 

Debates about the national, the transnational, the global and the multi-cultural have permeated screen studies for decades. Organised by the editors of the journal Screen, the 

main theme of this year’s Screen conference will consider how such debates might be refrained through a serious engagement with theories of cosmopolitanism. 

Plenary speakers: 

~, Gina Marchetti (University of Hang Keng) 

~, Lisa Parks (UC Santa Igarbara) 

~, Laura Rascaroli (University College Cork) 

~, Philip Schlesinger (Universily of Glasgow) 

More information about the topic, schedule and papers: http://vvww..qla.ac.uk/services/screen/conference2013/ 
Fee: £176 (full) / £105 (student). Register at the following link (closes Friday 14 June): _S___S____C___2__0___l___3____Q_n__[[E_e____R__#gj_s_’_t_[’__a_!j£!). 
*l£ yau have a~y enquiries, please de ~?et repiy to this email but compose a ~ew email addressed to screen@..arts.gla.ac.uk. * 
Heather Middleton - Journal and Conference Administrator 

Direct line: +44 (0)141 330 5035 
Fax: +44 (0)141 330 3515 
Email: screen@arls.gla.ac.uk 
Screen 
Gilmorehill Centr~ 
University of Glasgow 
Glasgow 

G12 8QQ 
www.screen.arts.gla.ac.uk 

Screen available online at http://screen.oxfordiournals.org 
The University of Glasgow, charity number SC004401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

nctracs~unc.edu 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 7:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOI~v!ATIONAL: UNC Antibody Core Facili~ 

Did you know that... 
The Antibo@ Core Facility specializes in the production of monoclonal 
antibody-producing hybridoma cell lines Iicom mice, rats, and hamsters 
To date, the facili~ has successIhlly completed over 100 hybridoma 
proj ects. The facili~ can also produce large amounts of crude antibody 
in vitro for investigators as well as purit) both polyclonal and 
monoclonal antibodies from tissue culture media or ascites. This 
non-profit facility is available to evelyone at UNC. 

We realize that there are a lot of commercial vendors to choose from 
when you are looking to generate a novel antibody, so why work ~vith us? 

Our rates are competitive and our level of service and support is far 
superior to anything you will receive from a commercial company. We get 
intellectually invested in the project to ensure the best possible 
outcome. We work very closely with client labs to ensure that an 
antibo~dy that functions well in their assays and applications is 
developed. It is often these extra efforts that make the difference 
between success and failure. 

Please visit the website for additional information on how the facility 
can help your research program - 

Website-http://mabs.unc.edui 

Additional Contact Info 
Director - Michael J. ?,/hley Phi) 
Emafl - mimil ey@email.unc, edu 
Phone - 919-843-7174 

This email is sponsored by: NC TraCS 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your infi~rmational mass 
email pre[erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 8:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOP~MATIONAL: Healtl~y Volunteers Needed for Imaging Studies 

Would you or someone you kno~v like to participate in a medical imaging 
study, using the newest state-of-the-art equipment on UNC’s campus? 

The Biomedical Research Imaging Center (BRIC) is conducting a number of 
imaging studies. We are currently looking for healthy individuals to 
participate in these research studies. 

You may be eligible to participate in the study it! 
* You are over the age of 18 
* You are in generally good health 
* You are willing to complete a 10 minute screening questionnaire 
* You are willing to come to the BRIC facility for either an MRI 
or M~’PET scan 

To add yourself tu our database of healthy volunteers, wsit our 
website: 
http://www med.unc.edu/bric (Please click un the Volunteer tab at the 
tup ufthe page) OR call 919-843-9245 or 919-843-5420. Please mentiun 
the Healthy Volunteer Database when calling[ 

This study is being conducted by the Biomedical Research Imaging Center 
at UNC-Chapel }{ill. 

IR[3 Approval #13-0959 

Appruva[ Body: Biomedical 

Date uf Approval: 04/12,’201 

This email is sponsured by: Biomedical Research Imaging (;enter 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. Tu set your iN2~rmational mass 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai127.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:42 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CALL FOR PAPERS: 2013 Annual Conference 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pros�mr at the Conference. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduate sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outline of newand unpublished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name, 

C.V,s ca~ be submi~ed HE~. 

VIEW the Iis[ oF pap~t!s pres~ml:ed at ti~e 2012 Annual ASMEA C:on[erence HERE. Any questions or for mo!~t 

information, contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info~.ae~eaeeholare.org 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.or¢~ 

U nsubssribe regester@email.unc edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www.asmeascholars org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Cop~4dght (C) 2013 ASMEA All rights resemed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sockell, Charles W <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:50 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Pack for AFAM 276 

Hi Charlene, 

However you want to do this is good with me. The publisher requested royalties on the material is what make the pack expensive. So we can look at the options when we get your 

syllabus. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: <Regester>, "regester~email.unc.edu" <re~ester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:50 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Course Pack for AFAM 276 

Dear Chuck: Currently, [ am working on the syllabus for my AFAM 276 course pack. Will forward by email, either today or tomorrow. Also, [ think [ should consider printing a 
version that contains only the syllabus, bibliography, film lists, and units without the essays to cut down on costs for students. ]: only have some 14 students so we might be 
able to provide some two versions. Please note that my AFANI 101 will not have a course pack since the class was cancelled due to low enrollment. Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



face he,~e at UHC c~m~o~ 

but ~ ~m cor~fideot that 

me ~~ oppo~l~r~ty to see 

the context o’: a malor i-esc-’:..:cl unive:sity Caroiine ":ectdty -’:.’:e ol tiw" cutting edge of their 

[ ] s.tUd.-’--’i’:tS gettir:g whst the’,’ i-~eed from ti’:.-’--’ir ed:.lcstior: [’ A distu rbir:9 bc:o~< ei-~titb’_-’d ,:i.c~_;de,~;~, si~.~ 

progress in codege----sl d shout tie fsilure of msly Aisedc.’.-:r: colleges to provide tlsose col ditions 



;:eming our Advisory Boa~! r;ext fdii: .lane Plover ¢76} ai:d Joi:i~ Ellison: .iI~ 1’69 ar;e’ 72} .iar;e is the 

Oul~welcome ba.%R re.%e..’.’..tiol wiii tare place oil A:.i}%~:.ist 22 i~: Hyde Hall [his event is oper: to 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sentlowitz, Shaft <Shari.Sentlowilz@AM.SONY.COM> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 4:08 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Invitation to Sony Technology Open House: Digital Tools for Cinema, TV, Photography & Video Production Program, s May 21 & May 

22nd 

Dear Los Angeles Based UFVA Members: 
I would like to invite you and your colleagues to join me for a Sony Technology Open House: "D~7~z’,’.’~ 

Where: Sony Digital Motion Picture Center (DMPC) located on the Sony Pictures Lot #7. 

When? May 21 st 10 am to 7 pm please i~’:~:~@:’~i~ii:~:~i~" ii~=~?~i"~:~, for a time slot that works foryou 

May 22nd 10 am to 3 pm please J_"_~L~2~:!Z~2L!!?~):~2~. for a time slot that works foryou 

Who Should Attend? This event is open to all administration, faculty and staff of photography, television, digital media, and film programs. 

What Will I learn? Learn more about the newest additions to a full line of Sony tools ideal for your media program. We will introduce you to 

equipment perfect for each level of your program and help you determine which cameras are the best for your applications. Industry experts and 
Sony engineers will be on hand to demonstrate equipment and answer any of your questions. Find out more about the 
i:!:!:~.::<~:~.i:~:~ ~::~ :::: ::::::::::: ::: : : :, Sony Student Ambassador Proc[ram, and the Sony Education Ambassador Proc[ram 

What will I See and Do? This event is the perfect opportunity to "play" with some of the newest gear on the set of the DMPC as well as see 
footage shot with the cameras. Plus tour the DMPC and learn how the center can be an asset to your school’s program including hands-on training 
on Sony’s full range of Super 35mm cameras for you and your students and 4K workflow testing. 

Here is some of the gear that will be showcased: 

Full-Frame Super 35 Interchangeable Lens Camcorders: Ni::X.-i::ST00. i’..i i::.X-f: Si 00 

CineAIta Digital Cinema Cameras : 

XDCAM HD422 Camcorder: 

Fu~FFrame ~nterchangeaNe Lens Camcorder: i~.,iFX.-VG:I~:O0 
V’ii.die<:: .Jo~i.~i~"~-~.~:~iiii:’:;~ir~"~ B~~:~::::kii>~:~cii< ... All in one kit allowing students to shoot, capture, and edit on the go. Aside from the i--::;:.:::f:.i!..i’...iX !!:~:)!..i camera, 

the kit includes audio, editing, lighting and a Sony Tablet that can double as a teleprompter 

.¢~.~yC~;~:’~.t "ii’:r;~.~.~:.::ii-~: S~:,~:d~icf~.~~.~-: Recip,,ent of 20!3 TV Technoto#y M~¢’io Award! Tablets, smartphones and PCs harness the power of touch. 
Why not a live production switcher? Sony introduces the Anycast~ Touch live content producer with incredibly intuitive touchscreen control. 
Here’s a 6-input/5-output switcher, audio mixer and monitoring all in one. It is a robust broadcast solution that’s easy to master. 

Digital Photography: SLf--i,~99 Sony’s new flagship Alpha a99 24.3MP 35mm full-frame Full Frame interchangeable lens camera - and 
Sony Cyber-Shot il) :. i; C ..::::: :.:::i Full Frame Compact Digital Camera 

Action CAM : 

= ;:~ ==::~<~i ~;~ i~;~==::~i~:~:~i: .=.:: water resistant, ultra light tablet boasting the best of Sony 
Presentations: Several presentations will run throughout the day, join us for as many as you would like! If there is any special topic you are interested in 
please let me know 
REGISTER: ==i::’h;;:~:.~:,;,~,:~ ~.~.q:;~i~~;,iie~~ ii.~;;:~.~:,:~ - in order to have access to the lot you must register to attend. Shortly after registering we will send you 
directions to get on the lot! 
Thank you and I look forward to meeting you soon! 
Shari Sentlowitz :: ~4,-::-~:.-:.~ i.~,,.~-,~.-..p~-~,=-~ ,,’.~:,:,,,:.:.~,L ~:.:~.~c~,~-.~ ’~ ,i~L~ ,~. i ~:.~,~:~’ ~:.:i~:.-.~ ~-.:-~L ~ ~’~ ~-.~-,~: ~,~: ::~ ~.-..~.~.-..:~ ~,r ;~.:-:-~,~ ~,-: ~ sony.com/professiona~ ~ P 20~,930 6~92 ~ C 

20:[ 

TNs list at AU can be subscfi~d to by sending the following message to listsen,@listse~.amefic~.edu: subscribe UFV~IST-L Full Name ( Full N~e should ~ 

your firs~ and last n~e.) You can leave a lis~ by ~nding the follomng command to listse~@list~.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in ~@ 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding m~ e-mail to UFV~IST-L@lis~se~.mnefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nofify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: P~xticipants Needed: Relaxation Techniques and Performance 

The Center for Decision Research is recruiting palticipants for the 
follo~ving stud?’: 

Title: Relaxation Techniques and Pelformance 

Description: This stud?’ runs in two parts The first portion is a brief 
online survey that you can complete anywhere. 

The second portion will take place on campus at the Kenan-Flagler 
Business School For the second poltion, participants ~vill be asked to 
listen to a guided relaxation audio clip, complete a performance related 
task, and respond to a brief questionnaire. Throughout the second 
poltion of the study, participants ~vill be asked to ~vear a ~vristband 
that measures skin temperature. This is a non-invasive device, much like 
a watch or pedometer bracelet. 

Location: Part 1 : Online from any computer. Part 2:McColl Building R~om 
4AX)2/44(M-. 

Duration: 60 minutes tolal (Part 1:10 minutes, Part 2:50 minutes) 

Pay: $12 ***You will only be paid :[’or your participation aRer you have 
completed both portions of the study 

13-0948 

Exclusions: You must be at least 18 years of age to participate in this 
study 

Disclaimer: Due to scheduling and the participant limit fi)r this study, 
there is a possibility that you will not be able to participate in both 
parts. You will only be compensated for your time if you complete both 
parts of this study 

tIow to Participate: If you would like to pamcipate in this study, 
please email erin cooke@uric edu. You ~vil[ be sent a follow-up email with 
a link to the survey for Part 1 of the study. 
’]?he follow-up email with the survey link ~2~r Part 1 will be sent within 
a few days of the receipt ofyottr email. 

Approved by- the UNC Behavioral IRB on: 2/25/13. 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

aspire@nnc.edu 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: A Resemch Stud~v tbr Abili~ in Adolescents ruth Schizopl~enia 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research study involving 
children (ages 13 - 17 years) with schizophrenia We are currently 
looking to enroll adolescents who wish to take an investigational 
medication called Aripiprazole (Abilify.). Participants will start 
taking the medication if not previously started, and stop all other 
medications taken for their schizophrenia for a period of 4 to 6 weeks 
Participants will then gradually start or continue taking Abilify until 
a stable dose is reached for a period of any~vhere from 7 to 21 ~veeks 
Then participants ~vill take either placebo (fake medicine) or the actual 
medication for a period of one year. We hope that this investigational 
medication will improve functioning in individuals ~vith schizophrenia 

Participation will include: 
Up to 87 weeks participation with a pediatric psychiatrist 
Appointments may include any of the following: physical exam, diagnostic 
and cognitive assessments for child, parent questionnaires, and blood 
samples taken from your child 

Participants receive study medication or placebo (fake medicine), 
clinical evaluations, medical tests and physical exams at no cost, and 
be compensated $50 per visit Please note that all research studies 
involve risk to participants. 

For more irfformation, please call 1-800-708-0048 or emai[ 
asp~re@unc.edu. You can also check out our website at 
http ://www.med uric. edu/psy ch/research/aspire 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 02/06/2013 for 
IRB# 12-1225, A Long-Term Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, 
Placebo-controlled Study to Evaluate the R[~ficacy, Safety, and 
Tolerability of Aripiprazole (OPC-14597) as Maintenance Treatment in 
Adolescent Patients with Schizophrenia. 
PI: Lin S~kich, X/2[) 

This email is sponsored by : Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 10:24 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] summer CCO courses 

CCO Instructors- 

As I am sure you know, your CCO courses begin next Tuesday and your instructional designers are working furiously to have them ready. Our Student Services staff 

is also working just as furiously to help students register. Looks like a good summer ahead! 

Let me remind you that I’ll be checking enrollments in your courses midday on Monday, and any courses that do not have at least 3 students registered may be 

cancelled. I’ll be checking again on Wednesday around the noon hour, and any courses which do not have at least 6 students may be cancelled. If I do have to 

cancel your course, I will let you know as well as the students who have registered. I am hopeful that we get a lot of registrations over the weekend, and I don’t 

have to cancel any courses. 

Registrations for CCO courses always peak around the start of classes which may result in some students joining your course after classes begin next Tuesday. U NC 

allows late registration through the 15th. I know it makes more work for you when students join your class after it has started, but please try to work with these 

students and ease them into the class as best you can. 

After your class has been running for a while, if you have students who are not participating or who seem to have disappeared, please remember that you are 

welcome to contact our academic advisors about such students. Through HUPS (Helping Under-Participating Students) our advisors will call any students you bring 

to their attention and encourage them to become more active in your class. If the student is no longer interested in the class, our advisor will tell them how to 

drop the course. Our advisors will let you know the outcome of their communication with such students. You can contact our advisors via e-mail at .c___e___a___d__v__!_s_!__n_K_@__.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u- 
or give them a call at 919-962-3449 (Jennie Brooks and/or Margaret Stumpf). 

I hope your courses go well this summer. If you run into any problems, we are here to help. We appreciate your teaching through CCO! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #:1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~.020 

919-962-2644 

9:19-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul > 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu~;/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~’’mai~to:~eave-33~99959-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79~2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’>leave-33~99959- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 11:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Final Reminder: Freedom Coming, Freedom For All 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the N.C. African American 
Heritage Commission. Don’t forget to add michelle.lanier@ncdcr,gov to your address book so we’ll be 
sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 



Forward email 

rh~s email was sent to regester@emaiLunc~edu b~’ __m_j_c__h__e_!!_e_:!_a__n__Le_!~@_!~__c__d__c_[:g__o__v. :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Addiess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Piivao/Policy, 

North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources:: 109 East Jones Street i Raleigh IIC ::27601 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Have~, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:52 PM 

The fysinstmctors 1h112013 maS, ling list. <~/sins~tructors [~l12013@lis~t~rv.unc.edtr"~ 

[fysinstmctors fall2013] Great opportuniU tbr FYS instructors 

...... Sent on behalf of Assistant Dean Drew Coleman ...... 

Dear Instructors of Fall 2013 First Year Seminars (FYS): 

"Home" by Toni Morrison will be the 2013 summer reading book. "Home" is the story of a man who joins the army to escape his too-small world, leaving behind his 

cherished and fragile little sister, Cee. After the war, his shattered life has no purpose until he hears that Cee is in danger. For additional information about 

"Home" and the author, please visit the Carolina Summer Reading website at --h--t--t-[?-[[/---s--u---n-1--m--.-e-££--e--a---d--Ln--~--w---e---b--~--u---n--c-:--e---d-.-u-. 

I am writing to offer you an opportunity to link the Summer Reading Program with your FYS. Specifically, the students who enroll in your FYS can be assigned to a 

Summer Reading Discussion Group led by you. If the book’s theme has direct relevance for your FYS, encouraging your students to read it is an obvious asset. And, 

even if the theme is not directly relevant for your FYS, our FYS Summer Reading Discussion Groups have drawn very high participation rates and have provided a 

notably effective social and intellectual "icebreaker". Go for it! To 
participate, send an e-mail to .n_ .e_~_s_.t__u__d_~_n__t.s_~_~__n_..c__...e_ .d__u- with your name, contact information, course number (and section) by Friday May 31. If you plan to have a 

co-facilitator in the session (e.g., your GRC), send that person’s contact information too. Shandol Hoover will send you a copy of the book and in mid-August she 

will invite the students in your FYS to attend your FYS Summer Reading Discussion Group session. 

Drew Coleman 

Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars 

You are cnrrenfly sub~ribed to ~sinstructors fa112013 as: regester@emaiDmc.edu. 

To unsubscri be click here: ._h_ _t_t_~? ]_(_l_ ~ ~_t__s_:_t)__r_Lc_:__e__d___t_t:’___u_~! i__d______(~ __0_ __7_ ~_7___4___8_:__2_ __4_ __7_ __6_~__[?_1___0_ _1_~__8_ __7_ __8_ _~_L8_~)__0__! _)_ _1_ __c__0__ _4__~ __4___5_ __8_ _d_6___5_ __2_ __b_ _d__ __&__ __n_ ___i _I_ i__&_’_ [____l}_i~i _~_t__r__u___c__t~ ~!2~____f__a__l_! __2_ __0_ _l__=3____&_’_ __o_ ___~ :3__ _1_ _(_ }__0___6__4__! _). 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33100640-64072748.24766bf0 le878a8900 lc045458d652bd,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hawaii Universi~ International Conference <HUIC.noreply@us.emaildir2.com~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 6:21 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 HUIC Cont~rence on Arts, ttummaities and Social Sciences - May 10, 2013 

Hawaii Universi   Inter  ational Conferences 

2014 Hawaii University International Conferences 
On Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
January 4-6, 2014 

Ala Moana Hotel 

410 Atkinson Drive-2-:~.~°~ 
HUIC logo 

Honolulu, HI 96814 

Call for Papers/Proposal/Abstracts/Submissions 
Submission Deadline: July 31, 2013 

Visit our website I Submit via online form I Contact Us 

The 2014 Hawaii University International Conferences (HUIC) on Arts and Humanities welcomes and invites 

papers (in English only) from all areas and related fields. The conference will be held from January 4, Saturday to 

January 6 Monday, 2014 atthe Ala Moana Hotel, in Honolulu, Hawaii. 

The conference’s primary objective is to provide a platform for researchers, academicians and other professionals 

from all over the world to present research results and developments in their related fields Submitted conference 

papers will be peer reviewed. 

Arts and Humanities Topics/Focus Area: 

Original contributions on topics/areas of interest covered under broad areas but not limited to: 

TopicslAreas of interest: 

Anthropology ¯ Languages and Literatures 

American Studies ¯ Linguistics 

Archeology ¯ Military Science 

Architecture ¯ Music 

Art ¯ Performing Arts 

Art History ¯ Political Science 

Art Management ¯ Philosophy 

Communications ¯ Psychology 

Creative Writing ¯ Public Policy 

Dance ¯ Product Design 

Drama, Film, Television, and other Media ¯ Religion 

Economics ¯ Second Language Studies 

English and Modern Languages ¯ Sociology 

Ethnic Studies ¯ Social Sciences 

Folklore ¯ Speech!Communication and Translation 

Geography ¯ Theatre 

Graphic Design ¯ Urban&RegionaIPlanning 

History ¯ Visual Arts 

International Relations & Studies ¯ Women’s Studies 

Justice Administration/Criminal Justice ¯ Inter-disciplinary and other areas of Arts & Humanities 

Landscape Architecture 

Presentation formats: 

Call for Research Papers, Student Papers, Case Studies, Performance, Reports, and Theses. 

The conference language is in English. 

Please indicate the topic!area for which your paper is suitable. Each paper will be double-blind peer reviewed in the 

relevant area. 

Paper session is a 90 minute session. This session will consist of three to four presentations and will be divided 

equally betw’een the presenters. Laptop, LCD projectors, and Screen will be available for presentation. 

Workshop presentation is a full 90 minute session, one presentation. Laptop, LCD projectors, and Screen will be 

available for presentation. 

Poster session is a 90 minute open concept session with various presenters. This session allows attendees to 

interact with the presenters on a one-to-one basis. Supplies will be provided: Easel, Tri-fold Display Board (36X48 

inches), Markers, Push Pins, Tapes, Table, etc. 

Reviewers are selected from among the academic associates of the Institute and are not related to Institute 



academics and researchers An attempt is made to homogenize the review process and reviewer’s decisions are 

based on overall quality of analysis. In cases that the 2 reviewers have different opinions, the editor decides 

whether the paper is accepted or rejected 

All accepted submissions will be considered for publication in the conference proceedings (CD-ROM) which will be 

made available Papers Not Presented, are not considered for publication. 

All the accepted papers will be made known to the corresponding author through e-mail. 

Or send your abstracts or papers as an MS word/PDF attachment to the following Email-address: 

artshumanities@huichawaii.org along with a title page If you have not heard from us within 72 hours, please do not 

hesitate to contact HUIC 

The Conference accepts a limit of two contributed submissions per lead author 

Everyone is welcome to attend the conference If you wish to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. to chair a 

session, evaluate papers to be included in the conference program and proceedings, etc. 

Session Chairs are required to register for conference. 

Submitting a Proposal/Submission Procedure: via email or regular post mail 

1. Create a Title Page for your submission. The title page should include: 

Title of your paperlproposal 

Topics/Areas 

Presentation format: Papers, Workshop, or Poster 

Synopsis: A brief description of your paper or presentation (Brief description of your worklpaper) 

Name(s) of the author(s) 

Department(s) and Affiliation(s) 

Mailing Address(es) 

E-mail Address(es) 

ContactslPhone Number(s) 

Fax number(s) 

Corresponding/presenting author if different than lead author 

2 Formats and Guidelines 

Click here: Abstract/Prepesal GukJeline 

Or copy and paste the following address to your browser: 

h uich awaii o rq/assets!pro psal-s u bmissio n-formattxt 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 7:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

The International Syml~osium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy - "Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Nor~h- South Relations within the EU" (Rome; 

June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 
The Symposium is hosted by President Francesca Rutegi. President of the ICD 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
www.italy-cult u raldiNomacy -conference.orq 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We. are pleased to anneunse and bring to your attention our forthcoming International sympesium and Young Leaders’ Weekkmg Semina~.~, te be hosted by the ICD in 
partnership with other prestigious organizations. The information attached below provides further details on the programs provided at these events. We would be extremely 
grateful il this announcement could be shared with other interested pa~ties by forwarding the information provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (iCD) 
Kur~i~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vww~. c u It u r a I d i~_]_O__Ln___a_£y:__o__rg 

i n fo@£u!~u[~ Id!p[oma cy=R[g 
See what the ~CD is doing -Click Here 

Cultura! Diplomacy, How it Operates Today? _C__!]_c__k____H___e__r__e_. 

"ltalNn Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU’° 

(Rome; June 12~h - 14th, 2013) 
The Symposium is hosted by President Francesca Rutelli, President of the ICD 

www.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
Italy’s vas~ artistic and cultural heritage has assisted the country to practice Cultural Diplomacy effectively as a foreign policy tool for centuries already. In addition, ~he great 
cultural centributiens of Italy in the 20th century in the fiekts of the arts, music, cinema, and cuisine have made Italy a cultural icon for many states werldwide. As one of the 
founding member states of the European Union, Italy has traditionally served the role of a key mediator in political and economic negotiations regarding EU policies and, in the 
context of the urgent curren~ crises in the European Union, Italy has been called upon once again to take on this role. 
The Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy will present, expiate, and analyze Italy’s historic and current foreign relations, and will place emphasis on the ways in which the 
country has directly and indirestly used Cultural Diplomacy as a too] to improve its international standing and its relations with other ceuntries. Examples frem the puMic 
sector, private sector and civil society will be reviewed, with particular emphasis on the ability of successful Cultural Diplomacy practices to ameliorate relations between 
No,them and Southern Europe in order to overcome the curren~ c~isis and to alleviate the long-standing Italian North-South Divide. 
Symposium Locations 
Based in Rome, the Conference will be hosted at a number of important political, historic, and cultural locations across the city, Featured locations during the Conference will 
include: the Societ& Dante Alighieri, Senate della Repubblica, the Ara Pacis Museum, and the Mercati di Traiano. 

Symposium Participants ~ 
Partisipatien in the Cenference is open to gevemmental & diplomatic officials, academics, artists, journalists, civil seciety practitieners, private sector representatives, human 
rights activists, historians, young professionals, and students, as well as other individuals interested in Italy, Europe, international relations, global politics, and related fields 
from across the world. 

Symposium Speakers ~ 
Speakers during the Conference will include leading dignitaries, heads of state, ministers, politicians, diplomats, academics, authors, human rights activist, journalists, and 

artists. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the laD Advisory Board. To learn more about the laD Advisor,i Board, please click here. 

Speakers Ior ~he Symposium include: 

* Adele Chatfie~d Taylor - President and CEO, Amedcan Academy in Rome 

* Antonio Pao~ucci - Director, Vatican Museum; Format Minister of Culture of Italy 

* A~essandro Masi - Secte~aD’ General, Socie~& Dan~e Alighieri 

* Arab. Bruno Bottai - President, Societ~ Dante Alighieri 

* IEmmanuele Emanuele - President, Fendaziene Reran; President. Fondazione Mediterranea 

* The Hen. Francesca Rute~l- Former Deputy Prime Minister of Italy; Former Mayor of Rome 

* France Frattini - Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy 

* Giovanna Melandri - President, MAXXl Museum; Former Minister ef Culture of Italy 

* Giovanni Puglisi - Dean, IULM University; Italy; President, Italian Commission UNESCO 

* Maurizio Fiorilli - Deputy General Attorney, Italian State 

* Pao~o Baratta - President, the International Biennale, Venezia 

* Pao~o Peluffo - Secretary General, National Committee for the National Unity Celebrations 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supportin~ National and international Governance" 
(Berlin, Ankara, Istanbul. Bucharest, Rome, Washington, NYC, Brussels, Lenden; May-July 2013) 
www.i-s-c-d.or.q 
The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is the world"s leading and latges~ even~ in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The Symposia 201o t¢ill include large-scale 
events exploring the Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and International Governance. The events will take place in different cities throughout the months 
of May - July 2013. 

The followinq Events will take place durinq May - July 2013: 
Symposium on Cultural DiNomacy in Germany 
"How did Berli~ become a Mu~ticultural Example? Berlin as a Case Study for Embracing German Cultural Plurality" 
(BeNn; May 19th - 22rid. 2013) 



Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy in the Levant 
"Levant, Cradle of Cultural Diplomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd - 25th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Human Rights 
"To,yards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for a Collective Alliance in the Protection & Promotion of Human Rights 

(Berlin: May 27th - June 1st, 2013) 

* Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Asia Pacific 

"The Application of Cultural Diplomacy in Fostering Relations within the Asia Pacific" 
Held Parallel to the Asia-Pacific ~"eeks Conference Berlin 2013 

(Berlin; June 07th = 09th 2013) 
www.asia-pacific-conference.org 

® Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 
"italian Cultural Diplomacy & North=South Relations withth the 

(Reme; June 12th --- 14th, 2013) 
~vw.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia 
"Democracy, Development, and Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia" 

(Berlin: June 21st--- 23rd, 2013) 
~.centrahasia-confer~nce.d~ 

* Symposium on Cu~tura~ D~plomacy in the African Un~on 
"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Posidve Developmen~ in Africa" 

(~edin; June 26th = 28th, 2013) 
v~.au-cLdt u ~ald~plomacy~onference.or~ 

. Symposium on C~t~al Diplomacy in the USA 
"The Use of Cultural Diplomacy by US Foreign and Defense Agencies: An Interdisciptinary Explora~on of its fmpo~nce, Successful Applications, & Best 
Practices" 
(Washington D.C. & New Yo~k Ci[y; June 24th - 28[h, 20i 3) 

~Jcd-interna[ional-sy~nposiu m-usa.org 
. Symposium on Cultural O~plomacy in the European Un~on 

"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European identity Regionally and Globally 
(8~ssel~; July 3rd - 5th, 20~3) 

~.eu-cu~t u rald~plomacy~onference.org 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the UK 
"Cultural Diplomacy throughout the Commonwealth of Nagons: Intemagonal Cooperation across Six Continents" 
(London; July 10th - 12~h, 2013) 

~.u k-cu~t u raldiplomacy~onference.org 

FoX, coming Cot~ferences 
(~erlia, Brussels, Washington D.C. & New York City; June-July, 2013) 

The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international ne~works of like-minded young individual~ wi[h an intere~ in devebping, suppor[ing, and sus[aining in[e~cultural 
Over the past decade, the ~CD Yeung Leaders’ FonJms have grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultura~ exchange erganizatbns, hosting pregrams that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We a~e currently accep[ing appl~cafion~ for the following conferences: 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(~erlia, June5th -9th, 2013) 

Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 

(Berlin; June 24th--28t5, 2013) 
~Jcd-africa.or~ 
The USA Meets Europe: A Forum ~o~ Young Leaders 
(~shingten D.C~ & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 20~3) 

~.icd-usame.org 
The Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(~ru~sels, July 1st -5~h, 2013) 

~vJcd-emr.org 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum ~or Young Leaders 
(~us~el~; Ju~y 3th - 7th, 2013) 

~.icd-europe.org 
To app@y, please click HERE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, May 10, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: UNC employee discount for Morehead Smnmer Science Camps 

UNC employees who are parents of K-8 students are now eligible f,ar 
special employee pricing for the first week of Morehead Planetarium and 
Science Center Sun~aer Science Camps 

Register your child for any half-day camp scheduled during the first 
week @me 10-14, 2013) for only $95 per camp. Please check the Morehead 
Surmner Science Camps website for camp descriptions and other 
information 

http ://w~vw.moreheadplanetarium org/goicamp 

Please use "1STWEEK" as the promo code. 

DISCOUN~ LIMITATIONS: This special employee pricing carmut be combined 
with any uther discuunt (fi~r example, the Mi~rehead member discount 
cannot be applied tu the special empluyee pricing) It is valid fur the 
first we& of camp (June 10-14, 2013) unly. Special empluyee pricing is 
time-limited -- you must register between May 10 and May 31 tu receive 
this discount, and it carmut be applied to previuus registratmns 
Registratiun is limited tu those camp spaces currently available in the 
unline registrauon system 

This email is spunsored by: Murehead Planetarium and Science (;enter 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email. Tu set yuur infi~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 3:02 AM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sat May 25 09:48:30 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how- to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

https ://onyen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc id~’chpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your pass~vord, though you ~vill not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your pass~vord, it will ~vork for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sep~ices using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. Kyou don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your pass~w~rd, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu~,3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus DirectoW. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Monday, May 13, 2013 3:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Spring is Springing at the Ackland 

6M, Y AC KLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Young Professionals Network: 

~’Encounter, Engage, and Connect through Art~° 

Tuesday, 14 May, 5:30-7:30 PM 

Join the Chapel HitbCarrboro Young 

Professionats Network at the Acktand for 

food, drink, networkln~, and ~reat artl 

Wor~ of art (no matter where you find 

them) can prompt 1nterestln~ 

conversations and inspire new 

connections. In three mini-exercises-- 

~uided by Acktand Art Museum senior 

staff members--you’U team how to tatk to 

anyone, an~here usln~ what you see 

around you. 

Learn more ~ register! 

Family [)ay: "Ordinary to Extraordinary" 
Sunday, 26 May, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 

Build 

museum memories with the children in your life at the Ack[and’s monthly 

Famity Day! 

Have you ever made something extraordinary out of everyday objects? Join us 

for an afternoon fuji of imagination as we transform ordinary materials, like 

paper cups, binder dips, and atuminum foil into extraordinary creations! Be 

inspired by tares of inventions and innovations during Story Time at 3:00 and 

4:00 PM. 

**Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 4 



to 8 years old.~* 

Steamworks: Art, Stories, ~ 

Adornments 

Through 13 ,July 2013 

This spring, the gallery at the Ackland 

Museum Store celebrates Steampunk, 

and its imaginative reworking of "the 

Steam Age" ([ate 18th through ear[y 

20th centuries), through works of art in 

a variety of media, inc[uding textiles, 

meta[s, insects, paper, and the written 

word. Learn more. 

Thursday, 23 May, 7:00 PM 

The 2013 Piedmont Laureate discusses his trilogy The Clockwork Dark. 

Learn more. 

Yoga ~-~ the G~[[eries 
Tuesdays, 14 and 28 May, 12:00-I:00 PM 

The best yoga deal in town continues 

through the summer[ 

Take a break from your day and 

explore the world of yoga in the 

beautiful setting of the Ack[and! The 

hour-long session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshal[ wiK provide an opportunity to 

practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in the gaKery. 



Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortable 

clothing that wi[[ allow you to stretch. 

Free for Ackland members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited, so place register online! 

0~ View thorough Sur~day~ 26 ~4ay: 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 

Yours,----the 2013 Master of Fine 

Arts candidates at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hi[[ 

---engage timely topics such as 

social prejudice, capitalist 

hegemony, outmoded forms of 

expression, and estrangement from 

one’s cultural roots and the natural 

environment. 

Learn more about Sfncerely Yours,. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubhc programs are made possible by generous support from Ack[and Art 

Museum members and friends like you, 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Bucd Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, 

black-figure ware. Ackland Fund. 

Albert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue Mountain and Luke, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on board. 

Gift of Charles Tale. 

Mike Libby, Tory Flammae Blue Sculpture and Bee. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understands (video stilt); digital high definition video. TRT 00:21:27 

min. Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 

Uj~date ProfilejEmailAddress [nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art IVluseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3zt00 



Tebclasses 

>> ,, ,:\i]i]Jtiolia] Resources 

"£~ood People, Bad 

"Make Sure Yore" Resume 

"M~d~e 3o Se(xmds Work 

>> ~ More Articbs 

YOu are irtvited to attend kl:xe Ree~o~it North 

Ca~ol~a Ahm~i-Only Ca~eer Fai~~, hosted by the 

[JNC General Alumni ,’~ssoch~tion in eollahora tion ~4th 

MyWorkster and North Car~)lirta State UniversiEy. 

This spcchd m tfili--eolleg,_~, a] umni-,-mly eareer Jhir will 

be held at the MeKimmon Conli’rertce Certter 0 Iol 

Gorman St, Raleigh) on N.C. Stake’s campus, 

Thursday, June 6, from :H a,m, .-- 3 p.m~ 

Ther~z are more than 2o schools participating Jn this 

even [:, a~d we expee [: [:o have upwards of 75 top 

employet~ who are looki~g to r~,eruit graduates from 

the lmr~icipating eolleges and universities. Don’t miss 

this oppo~iuni [y to land yore" dream job. 

To register for this eyelet, visit hirerabigh.eve~tbrite.eom. 

If you have question, s, please contact Linda Conldi~ the G-?~\’s certified career coach, at 

(9~9) ~ 6~-;<~49 or li~da_con]dh~@unc.edu. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::: ::::::::: :::: ::::: ::: ::::::: ::: ::::: :::: :::: :::::: ::::~: :::~::: :::: ::: ::::::: ::::! ::: ::! :: i :~: ::::! ::: ::: ::::t ::: ::t ~: ::~::::! ::~ ::~::::! ~::::t 

The GAA’s Ab toni Career Services is t~ow on ’I’~vgJ:er. Follow us foc career tips, advice, 

articles a~d more a k [w~tte~°, corn !OAA.___CareerCoae 1~. 

J~)IN <)~I{ (]I{<)~ F ON LINI<I’ [)IN 

Network with ot}~er Tar Heels using our Lh~kedln Grot~p. 



A comp]~me~ tary career coaching sess~o~ is included with eve~T OAA membership. 

Thal’s a ~2;15o value for only ~2;45 0n addilion ko all the okher greal 

today and schedule art appoirttment with Linda ko hdp you with your resume, pra~p lk)r art 

interview or help yon become a more vNnal)le team player i~ your current organizafiom 

N o ma~:t~r where you are in your career, I5 ~da can provi&~ efge~Ri ve assistance, Call 

(9~9) 962--3749 or email 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Certificate in Doc Arts Project Presentations; Fifth Graders & Dnke Students Collabx~rate; First Book Prize in Photography 

Countdown 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

ANNOUNCEMENT: The CDS E-Newsletter Will Be Sent Every Other Monday Through Mid- 

August 

PUBLIC SHOWING OF DOCUMENTARY PROJECTS / CDS Certificate in Documentary Arts 

Grads Share Their Work 

Friday, May 17, 6:30 p.m. / Masher Museum of Art at Duke University / 2001 Campus Drive, 

Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Nick Pironio from his project Urban Chickens. 

Eleven continuing education students in the Certificate in Documentary Arts program at the 

Center for Documentary Studies will present their final projects to the public and receive 

their certificates at this upcoming event. A reception will follow at CDS 

Students enrolled in the certificate program create a substantial documentary work as part 

of the Final Seminar in Documentary Studies--photography, film and video, audio, 

multimedia, and writing projects that often move out into the world in the form of exhibits, 

installations, screenings, websites, and more. This spring’s seminar was taught by 

folklorist, filmmaker, and Iongtime CDS instructor Nancy Kalow To view images from the 

students’ projects, and for project descriptions, click here. 

FIFTH-GRADERS & DUKE STUDENTS COLLABORATE ON EXHiBiT / Class Project on 

Historic Plantation Site Culminates in Stories from Stagville 

Through June I Lilly Library, Duke University East Campus / 1348 Campus Dr., Durham, 

North Carolina 



Video still featuring Daijon McCathern iMovie made by Daijon McCathern, Javae Pollard, Takayla Harris, 

Tristan Lopez, and William Jackson 

Fifth-grade students in Lisa Lord’s classroom at Club Boulevard Humanities Magnet 

School in Durham, North Carolina, undertook a yearlong study of Historic Staclville, which 

contains the remnants of one of the South’s largest pre-Civil War plantations. The students 

worked with Duke undergraduates from Literacy Through Photography, a class at CDS 

taught by Katie Hyde A new exhibit on the Duke campus, Stories from Stagvitle, features the 

final product of this collaboration--iMovie stills and quotations, original writing, and archival 

materials. The powerful expressions and poignant writings in Stories from Stagvitte 

illustrate the young students’ complex questions and discoveries 

The Club Boulevard students visited the historic plantation site in Durham multiple times 

and also studied primary historical documents that included letters, photographs, and 

intewiews with surviving ex-slaves collected in the 1930’s by the Federal Writers’ Project of 

the WPA. Each fifth-grader then wrote about the life of one enslaved person through multiple 

perspectives--that of the enslaved person, that of a friend, and that of a slave owner. The 

Duke undergrads helped the students video-record their performances as they spoke their 

historical fiction, and teams of students then edited and sequenced their material to create 

iMovies. 

FIRST BOOK PRIZE IN PHOTOGRAPHY COUNTDOWN / Previous Winners Highlighted in 

Months Preceding Publication of Legendary 

2002 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Larry Schwarm and the cover of his book On 

Fire. 

This biennial prize offers publication of a book of photography, a $3,000 award, and 

inclusion in a website devoted to presenting the work of winners of the prize. Each year a 

significant and innovative artist, curator, or writer in photography is chosen to judge the prize 

and write an introduction to the winning book In 2002, renowned photographer Robert 

Adams, the prize’s inaugural judge, selected Kansas-based photographer Larry Schwarm 

to win the first prize competition for his series of color images capturing the dramatic prairie 

fires that take place in his native state each spring. Schwarm’s On Fire, first published in 

2003, is in its second printing. 

In 2012, Deborah Willis selected Gerard H. Gaskin to win the latest prize in this important 

series celebrating American photography Gaskin’s book Legendary: Inside the House 

Ballroom Scene will be published in fall 2013. 

To learn more about the CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography and to view 

photos from On Fire and Legendary, click here. 

NEW SUMMER 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the summer issue include an interview with 

outgoing CDS director Tom Rankin, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival award winners, 

a tribute to the first graduating class of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here¯ 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, May 14, 6 p.m / Reception for Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of 

Durham’s Vital Past i Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, 

North Carolina 

http:fldocumentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#hidden 

Friday, May 17, 6:30 p.m. / Project presentations by Certificate in Documentary Arts 

graduates I Nasher Museum of Art / 2001 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:llwww, cdsporch oqqlarchivesl18170 

Friday, May 24, 7 p.m. / Screening of films by continuing ed students in the Anytown, USA 

class / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 

Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fvwvw cdsporch.orglarchivesl18147 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia ! Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies ! 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fdocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibits!current-exhibits#one-place 

April 26, 2013-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 20!3 1 University Gallery, Center 

for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/!docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 / Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vita! 

Past I Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:fdocumentarystudies.duke.edu!exhibitslcurrent-exhibits#hidden 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CBS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CD$ Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.org 
Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

~ ;~essaf:le re#este~.~mail,u~c,edu b’f IIm@duke,ed[i 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~vard To A Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Waggy <ecusurvey@qualtrics.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Diversity education: Request your pa~4ficipation in a stu@. 

Dem Colleague, 

We contacted you earlier to request your participation in a study to learn about the effectiveness of diversity education at the undergraduate level fi~om the perspective 

of faculty members engaged in such instructional efff~rts. We hope you axe wrapping up the Spring semester and might have a line more time to consider providing your 

input to this survey. If you have not yet completed the survey, we would be very grateful for your participation in this study about your experiences, practices and 

recommendations regai~ting teaching an unde~mduate course ruth diversi~ content!diversi~ course. 

We request consideration of your input by Monday, May 20th, 2013. 

This study has been approved by our institution[; s review boaxd in the oltice for Human Research Integrity. For your convenience, the unique survey link developed for 

you is being re-sent to you. You can access the survey using the following link: 

Follow this link to the Smwey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 

https://ecu.quaJtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?O~SS 3K2kgbqVfdPTjzTODNQa87bDtas5Yp& 1 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 

Please note the link is developed uniquely for you and you will be able to participate only one time. While we encourage you to complete the survey upon initiation, you 

can save the intbrmation if neces~ .ry and complete the survey mthin up to 3 days of beginning to taJae the survey. 

If you know of colleagues at your institution teaching an undergraduate course with diversib~ content, but have not received the invitation to pa~icipate in this study, 

please inform us and we will be able to send a sur~’ey link to them to request their participation in the study. 

Thank you for your help and contribution toward advancing knoMedge regarding best practices in undergraduate diversib’ education. 

Very, sincerely, 

Priti P. Desai PhD, MPH, CCLS 

Principal Investigator 

Assistant Professor, CDFR 
East Carolina University 

Greenville, NC, 28590 

desaip(~ecu.edu 

252-328-2866 

Amy McMillan, DBA 

Associate Prot~ssor, College of Business 

mcmillana@ecu.edu 
Megan Waggy, BA 

Graduate Assistant 

wag~ym 12~students.ecu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Monday, May 13, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

I~’ORIVDkL NOTICE: Carolina Family Scholmship Application - 2013 

Dear Carolina Faculty and Staff, 

The UN-C-Chapel Hill Family Scholarship committee is pleased to almounce 
that the Fall 2013 scholarship applications for children of UNC-Chapel 
Hill employees are no~v being accepted. To apply, go to 
www.unc.edu/familyfund and select the Scholarship Application & Rene~val 
Application option on the left side of the screen (it may take a minute 
to retrieve the application) 

This need-based scholarship fired ~vas created by Carolina employees to 
provide financial support to the children of our full-time colleagues to 
attend ANY of the 16 UNC campuses as well as any of the accredited 
con~munity and technical colleges in North Carolina. 

PLEASE NOT[g: 

*    Applicants must file the necessap), financial aid forms with the 
institution they wish to attend and notify the Office of Scholarships 
and Student Aid at UNC-Chapel Hill with the contact irfformation :[’or that 
tnsutution’s financial aid office, as well as provide a detailed 
summap), of the financial aid package offered by that tnstitution. 

* The application deadline is June 1, 2013. 

For previous press about the scholarship, see 
http : // vazett e. unc. edu/archiv es/O9aprO1/[‘undrai sing.htm[ 

Respec fful [y, 

UNC-Chapel Hill Family Scholarship Fund cotranittee -- 
www unc.edu/familyfund 

Have questions? 
Contact: Sharon P. Glover 
ITS Customer Relations 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

voice: 
email: glover@tmc.edu 

Interested in supporting the Carolina Family Scholarship? 

Want to help children of Carolina employees go to college? Check out 
www.unc.edu/famil?’fund to al~ange for a $1 (or more) weekly 
tax-deductible payroll deduction or a one-time donation of an?" amount. 

Respectfully, 

UNC-Chapel Hill Family Scholarship Fund committee - 
www.~mc.eduifamilyfund 

Have questions? 
Contact: Sharon P. Glover 
ITS Customer Relations 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

voice: 
email: glover@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Development/Scholarship Offices 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Development/Scholarship Offices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Monday, May 13, 2013 9:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Review the Facul~ and Staff Sur~’ey Results 

Dear Faculty and Staff: 

A few months ago, I asked for your feedback about how the University is 
doing with setting goals, leadership, communications and 
decision-making, both in your own departments and schools, as well as 
across the entire campus We now have the survey results, and I 
encourage you to take some time to review them The?’ are posted on the 
Carolina Counts website at 
http://carolina count s.uaac edu/assetsifiles/Or~anizationa l%20Effectiveness%20 Survev%20Results.pdf. 

In general, your views of the University’s vision, and the people and 
processes we have in place to fulfill it, are as strong as ever - and 
even more positive than you indicated in our initial 2010 survey. 
Three-~2~urths ufyuu believe that Carulina has buth a cumpelling vismn 
and the talent needed for future success Your confidence in thuse two 
areas is greater now than it was three years ago, and that makes me 
incredibly pruud of what we have accumplished tugether. 

Here are a few other takeaways from the survey results. Most of you - 79 
percent - would recommend Carolina as a place to work, and 66 percent of 
you believe this is a highly effective organization You’ve said that 
even thuugh we du a guud job with decision-making, at the University 
administratiun level as well as in your uwn areas, we can make that 
process smuother and faster, and I agree. We’ll cununue to work on that 
as I cumplete my tenure as chancellor. We’ll also share these results 
and the cuntext with Chancellur-Elect Carul Fult. 

Yuur feedback pruvides guidance fur making Carulina an even better place 
to work. The survey data reflect more than 3,000 responses - a strung 
response rate uf 28 percent from uur 11,000 permanent faculty and staf[~ 

Since we started the campus-wide efii~rts tu improve operatiunal 
effectiveness thruugh the Carulina Cuunts initiative, we have tried to 
be as transparent as pussible. Cust-saving measures are highlighted on 
the Carulina Cuunts website, http:/icarulinacounts.unc edu. In addition, 
thanks to the eftorts of Mike Pati[, executive director uf Carulina 
Cuunts, a new OpSmart application will let any permanent University 
empluyee with an Onyen and passwurd examine the results uf the 2013 
employee sm’,~c?" in more detail. You can examine results by unit (carupus, 
school, division or department) and compare that information with other 
units on campus in great detail if you wish, by logging in at 
http://opsmalt.unc.edu/app/welcorue.php. 

Carolina’s success is due to your dedication and hard work. The results 
of this survey confirm ~vhat I alrea@ knew: It is the people here ~vho 
make the diffcrence. I ~vant to thank you for all that you do to make 
Carolina the special place it is for our students and North Carolinians. 

Sincerely-, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jack Lerner <jacklerner@GMAIL.COM> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:24 PM 

UFVAI~IST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

IDA is seekiug a Director of Educationg~ Programs 

Director of Education A,mouucement.doc 

Dear all, 

I thought the below job announcement (also attached) might be of possible interest to those on this list, or someone you 
know. Feel free to spread the word far and wide, and to email me with any inquiries. 

Best, 

Jack Lerner 

Jack Lerner 
Clinical Associate Professor of Law 
Director, USC Intellectual Propenty & Technology Law Clinic 
University of Southern California Gould School of Law 
USC Annenberg School of Journalism 
699 Exposition Blvd. Room 425 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 
+ 1-213-740-9013 
+ 1-213-740-5502 fax 

ilemer@law.usc.edu 
http:fliptlc.usc.edu 

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

The International Documentary Association (IDA)is seeking a Director of Educational Programs to oversee the operation and expansion of its educational 
and professional development programs serving documentary filmmakers at all professional levels. The Director of Educational Programs is responsible for 
conceptualizing, developing, and implementing IDA’s education curriculum to serve the needs of documentary filmmakers. The Director of Educational 
Programs will work closely with the Executive Director and the Programs and Events Manager. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

¯ Interface with Board, program staff and strategic partners to develop and implement a cohesive educational initiatives strategy. 

¯ Develop ongoing comprehensive curriculum for new and existing educational programs. 

¯ Oversee programming of Doc U, IDA’s ongoing series of seminars and workshops. 

° Create co-sponsored programs with organizational partners in New York, Washington DC, and San Francisco. 

¯ Develop and oversee distinct online learning opportunities for documentary filmmakers. 

¯ Create program descriptions for use in promotion and fundraising. 

¯ Develop strategies for new mentorship initiatives. 

¯ Oversee integration of educational programs and content into the organization’s communications strategies. 

¯ Provide ongoing evaluation, analysis and reporting to ensure program goals are being met. 

¯ Ensure that educational programs are accessible and inclusive. 

Qualifications and Requirements: 

¯ Bachelor’s degree in Film, Media or Educational Fields; Master’s degree preferred. 

¯ Strong understanding of the needs and best practices in the documentary education field. 

¯ Experience designing professional development curriculum. 

¯ Minimum 5+ years experience in a leadership role. 



¯ Strong organizational, writing, and research and skills. 

¯ Teaching and/or public speaking experience. 

¯ Media production or development experience. 

¯ Ability to work independently and as part of a team 

¯ Ability to balance multiple projects and effectively set priorities 

To apply please send a resume with cover letter to jobs@documentary.oN by May 31,2013. 

Please include DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS in subject line. No phone calls please. 

The International Documentary Association is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the ti~llowing message to listserv@listserv.amedca~.edn: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the follomng command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



!- 
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international documentary association 

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 

The International Documentary Association (IDA) is seeking a Director of Educational 
Programs to oversee the operation and expansion of its educational and professional 
development programs serving documentary filmmakers at all professional levels. The 
Director of Educational Programs is responsible for conceptualizing, developing, and 
implementing IDA’s education curriculum to serve the needs of documentary 
filmmakers. The Director of Educational Programs will work closely with the Executive 
Director and the Programs and Events Manager. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

Interface with Board, program staff and strategic partners to develop and 
implement a cohesive educational initiatives strategy. 

Develop ongoing comprehensive curriculum for new and existing educational 
programs. 

Oversee programming of Doc U, IDA’s ongoing series of seminars and 
workshops. 

Create co-sponsored programs with organizational partners in New York, 
Washington DC, and San Francisco. 

Develop and oversee distinct online learning opportunities for documentary 
filmmakers. 

Create program descriptions for use in promotion and fundraising. 

Develop strategies for new mentorship initiatives. 

Oversee integration of educational programs and content into the organization’s 
communications strategies. 

Provide ongoing evaluation, analysis and reporting to ensure program goals are 
being met. 

Ensure that educational programs are accessible and inclusive. 

Qualifications and Requirements: 

o Bachelor’s degree in Film, Media or Educational Fields; Master’s degree 
preferred. 

3470 Wilsb.,i,,"e Blvd,~ S~,dt<-,’,- 980 



¯ Strong understanding of the needs and best practices in the documentary education field. 

o Experience designing professional development curriculum. 

¯ Minimum 5+ years experience in a leadership role. 

o Strong organizational, writing, and research and skills. 

¯ Teaching and/or public speaking experience. 

o Media production or development experience. 

o Ability to work independently and as part of a team 

o Ability to balance multiple projects and effectively set priorities 

To apply please send a resume with cover letter to jobs@documentary.org by May 31, 2013. 

Please include DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS in subject line. No phone calls please. 

The International Documentary Association is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:06 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] students registering late 

CCO Instructors- 

As is usually the case on the first day of classes, registrations for your summer CCO courses are coming in strong with our staff having registered more than 100 

students in the last 24 hours. As I mentioned to you in my message on Friday, the University allows late registration through tomorrow, so there will be students 

joining your CCO courses just as there are students coming in late to your classes in the classroom. We know this makes extra work for you, but I do ask that you try 

to ease these students into your CCO courses as best you can. 

While we may often think that late registrants simply did not get their act together on time, there do seem to be some issues with students paying their tuition 

this semester before being allowed to register. Student Accounts which collects the tuition is being very strict this term about not letting students register unless 

they pay their tuition upfront. Some students have had that problem in the past, but this semester it seems to be affecting more students. I’m not making excuses 

for students who register late, but there are some extenuating circumstances of which I want you to be aware. 

And, as always, the University computer systems take time to process student registrations and get them active in Sakai for your courses. Hence a student may 

register tomorrow, the last day to register, but that student may not be active in Sakai until Friday or even Monday. Unfortunately, there is nothing we can do 

about this. 

Let me try to end on a more positive note. It is a gorgeous day in Chapel Hill after a wonderful commencement on Sunday. The sun is shining and he sky is Carolina 

blue from horizon to horizon. Thanks for teaching a CCO course! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph. D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<lJ> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: ~a hre~"mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emaJl.unc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to <a l~-ef "mailto:leave-33111171-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu" >leave-33111171- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

maggiegrm~t@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Now Accepting Applications for 2013-2014 CWC Faculty Scholars 

The Carolina Women’s Center is now accepting applications for its 
Faculty’ Scholars Program for prRiects to be funded in the 2012-2013 
academic year. Many thales to the Office of the Provost for its ongoing 
support of this program 

The Faculty~ Scholars Program provides an excellent opportunity for three 
Faculty- members to receive funding (up to $10,000) to suppolt a 
scholarly prRiect that is related to the priorities of the Carolina 
Women’s Center. Please take a look at the document found on our website 
(https://womenscenter unc.edu/our-work/research/facultv-scholars/) for 
information about how to apply. 

Please contact Joanne Hershfield, Interim Director of the Carolina 
Women’s (;enter, at hershfld@email.unc.edu or 843-5620 if you have any 
questions or would like more information We look forward to receiving 
your application by July 15th. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Women’s Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Received. Thanks! 

d 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:49 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Dear Deborah: I do plan to attend the workshop on Friday and I prefer Tuna or Turkey. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, klay 14, 2013 10:02 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Hi Workshop Participants. We are getting closer to Friday and I hope you taken some time to start reading through the pre-work. ;) 
One of the most effective ways to increase skills in building relationships and partnerships within and across race, gender, cultural or other social status 
differences is to learn from our mistakes or lost opportunities; that is, those moments in an interaction when we have a sense that we might be missing 
something or that we might have been misunderstood. We encourage you to jot down a particular challenging situation for yourself {or someone you 
know at UNC) that has greatly affected your ability to be "the best you can be." Is there a scenario in in which you ended up wondering what didn’t work 
or what might have been done differently? 
In addition, I am writing to inform you of the lunch choices. Please let me know if you prefer tuna, turkey or a veggie sandwich. Feel free to respond back 
to me directly before Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Thanks! 

It’s going to be a GREAT day! 

Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 @drstroman 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fe#r the wind°" 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

regester@emad.unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:41 PM 

New Students 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear Participating Students: If any new students have added the class I would like to welcome you to the class. Please be reminded that participating in the discussion 

forum is part of your grade and I look forward to worldng with you over the summer. Having read your introductions, I hope that this coulee roll be rewarding. When 

participating in the discussion forum please be respectful of your peers and pay attention to ~pos or poorly written posts. As you proceed through the course please 

adhere to the deadlines mentioned in the lesson plans. Again, if you have any questions or problems contact me by email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

This forwarded Inessage was sent via The University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM101.990.S 113" site. To reply to this Inessage click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 101.990.S 113. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

project.arch@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 8:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Seeking Female Teens Ages 12-16 for Research Study 

Parents and Mental Healthcare Providers: 

Researchers are currently seeking female participants (ages 12-16) for 
an important stu@ of adolescent friendship and development called 
Project ARCH (Adolescents’ Relationships, Coping, and Health) 
Specifically, we are seeking teenagers who have ever been assessed or 
received treatment for depressed mood, anxiety, or other mental health 
concerns. 

Participants would complete questionnaires and discuss several 
teen-oriented topics with a friend. We can schedule visits to our 
near-campus location on Finley Golf Course Road any afternoon or evening 
during the week and anytime on the weekend. Participants earn up to 
$365.00, parents earn $75.00, and best friends earn $7500 for 
pamcipating. We also offer driving reimbursement for king-distance 
participants. 

For more iNk~rmation, please contact our Scheduling Coordinator at 
919-636-9777 or by email at project arch@unc.edu. 

’]?his research stu@ (IR[3#07-0929) was approved by the UNC-Ctl Behavioral 
IRB on X/lay 17, 2011. 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 8:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Give us your opinion about taking pills m~d enter ~o win a $200 VISA Gift Card! 

Researchers from the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health and the 
School of Medicine are looking for vohmteers to participate in an 
online survey to learn about what it is like to take pills eveW day. 
The survey should take you no more than 15 minutes to complete. Pending 
your completion of the survey, you may elect to be entered to win a $200 
VISA Gift Card. Please click the following lil~ if interested ha 
participating: https://unc qualtricscom/SE/?S~D SV 54s2GdDi9xNuC1D 

All research on human volunteers is revie~ved by a committee that works 
to protect your rights and ~velfare. If you have questions or concerns 
about your rights as a research subject you may contact the 
Institutional Review Board at (919) 966-3113 or by email to 

IRB subjects@unc.edu. 

IR[3 approval number: 13-1403; Biomedical; Approved with e×empt status 

5/14/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Family Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaib To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

maggiegrm~t@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 8:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Now Accepting Applications for 2013-2014 CWC Faculty Scholars 

The Carolina Women’s Center is now accepting applications for its 
Faculty’ Scholars Program for prRiects to be funded in the 2013-2014 
academic year. Many thales to the Office of the Provost for its ongoing 
support of this program 

The Faculty~ Scholars Program provides an excellent opportunity for three 
Faculty- members to receive funding (up to $10,000) to suppolt a 
scholarly prRiect that is related to the priorities of the Carolina 
Women’s Center. Please take a look at the document found on our website 
(https://womenscenter unc.edu/our-work/research/facultv-scholars/) for 
information about how to apply. 

Please contact Joanne Hershfield, Interim Director of the Carolina 
Women’s (;enter, at hershfld@email.unc.edu or 843-5620 if you have any 
questions or would like more information We look forward to receiving 
your application by July 15th. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Women’s Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - TOMORROW 

Carolina Black Caucus Workshop I Checklist: 

1. Facilitators- DONE 

2. Location- DONE 

3. Delicious Lunch- DONE 

4. Agenda & Engaging Content- DONE 

5. Awesome Participant Gifts- DONE 

What’s missing? YOU. 

We look forward to seeing you tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. at Hyde Hall (across from Four Corners restaurant on campus - near Franklin Street). Please feel free to dress casually. 

We will also have two special guests who will stop by to share words of support - Dr. Valerie Ashby, chair of the Chemistry Department; and Wayne Blair, university ombudsman. 

Thanks again for your attendance at this pioneering event. 

Harambee, 

debby 

From: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 10:02 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Hi Workshop Participants. We are getting closer to Friday and I hope you taken some time to start reading through the pre-work. ;) 
One of the most effective ways to increase skills in building relationships and partnerships within and across race, gender, cultural or other social status 
differences is to learn from our mistakes or lost opportunities; that is, those moments in an interaction when we have a sense that we might be missing 
something or that we might have been misunderstood. We encourage you to jot down a particular challenging situation for yourself (or someone you 
know at UNC) that has greatly affected your ability to be "the best you can be." Is there a scenario in in which you ended up wondering what didn’t work 
or what might have been done differently? 
In addition, I am writing to inform you of the lunch choices. Please let me know if you prefer tuna, turkey or a veggie sandwich. Feel free to respond back 
to me directly before Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Thanks! 

It’s going to be a GREAT day! 

Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 @drstroman 

www~unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no re#son to;fear the wind." 

::.~.i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

wnwesg.@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@em~fil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: SMOKERS WANTED FOR STUDY 

We are currently looking for cigarette smokers bet~veen the ages of 18 
and 40 to participate in a study exploring the role of attention in 
nicotine addiction Your participation would require you to come to our 
laborato~z in Davie Hall on the University of North Carolina campus and 
complete attention-related tasks on the computer for about 1 hour. For 
your participation, you will be compensated with S10/hour 

If you think you may be interested in participating AND ARE NOT 
CURRENTLY TAKING PSYCHOACTIVE 2vIEDICATIONS please send at1 e-mail to 
vm~vest@email.uaac.edu and include the following information: 

1 Name 
2. Are you a smoker? 
3. If yes, Average number of cigarettes smoked/day 
4. E-mail address 
5. Times which are generally best for you to participate 

’]?hank you, 
Dr. Vicki W. Chanon 
Dept. of Psychology 

’]?his study titled "Smoking, Familiarity, and Attention" has been 
approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) (study 
#07-1639; approved 3/13/2013) 

This email is sponsored by: Dept. of Psycholog3, 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaib To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/~’my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



Labor and Working Class History Association Presents 

From the Kingsbridge Armory struggle for decent paying jobs in the Bronx to the effort to pass a 

living wage law covering New York City subsidized development projects, labor unions, commu- 

nity groups, and faith based organizations have struggled to build a living wage movement. The 

panelists will explore the effort to create this movement and the obstacles they have confronted, 

and assess the significance of this effort. 

Chaff Jeff Eichler Retail Organizing Project, 2004-2012 

Ava Farkas Living Wage NYC Campaign, 2009-2012 

Edison Bond, Jr. Ella Baker Fellow, Micah Institute, New York Theological Seminary 

Desiree Pilgrim-Hunter Northwest Bronx Community and Clergy Coafition 

Michael Yellin LRA Consulting 

Graduate Center for Worker Education 
25 E~roadway, New York, NY 10004 

7th Floor, Room 7-10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 8:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Professional Development Workshop 1 - THANK YOU! 

CBC Workshop I Attendees .xlsx 

Wow! Thanks again for your participation. What an impactful day of learning and sharing. I think we all also agree that the connections made are invaluable to the strengthenir 

of our community. 

Action Items: 

PLEASE- 

2. Send a "you should have been there" email to a friend. This helps to build our community and also promotes the support for more customized learning environments at 
Carolina. If you aren’t a member of the Caucus, please join us at www.unc.edu/cbc 

3. Stay in touch with one another. Invite someone to meet for coffeeioj over the summer and academic year. Note: I attached the participant list to this email. 

4. Consider sending a note of "thanks" to our administrators and facilitators. (UNC: Eric Muller - emuller@email.unc.edu, Holden Thorp - holden@unc.edu, Bruce Carney- 

bruce@unc.edu, Barbara Rimer- brimer@unc.edu, Jim Dean -jim_dean@kenan-flagler.unc~edu, and Brenda Malone - brenda_malone@unc~edu; Visions: Angela 

Bryant - bryantahsd@earthlink.net and Rick Penderhughes - rickp@visions-inc.org) 

5. Continue to believe in yourself and our community. ;) We are powerful and loving! f really loved hearing every one state why they love being Black. 

I will be in touch with the compilation of feedback. 

Have a joyful and restful weekend! 

Harambee, 

debby 

919.843.0336 @d~troman 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to [e#r the wind." 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 3:01 AM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sat May 25 09:48:30 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how- to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

https ://onyen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc id~’chpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your pass~vord, though you ~vill not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your pass~vord, it will ~vork for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sep~ices using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. Kyou don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your pass~w~rd, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu~,3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus DirectoW. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 3:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Professional Development Workshop 1 -THANK YOU! 

CBC Workshop I Evaluation Form SUMMARY RESULTS.pdf 

Hi. Attached find the summary of the feedback. 

Thanks again for your participation! 

debby 

P.S. Be mindful of the velvet screw! :) 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, May :17, 20:13 8:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC Professional Development Workshop 1 - THANK YOU! 

Wow! Thanks again for your participation. What an impactful day of learning and sharing. I think we all also agree that the connections made are invaluable to the strengthenir 

of our community. 

Action Items: 

PLEASE- 

2. Send a "you should have been there" email to a friend. This helps to build our community and also promotes the support for more customized learning environments at 

Carolina. If you aren’t a member of the Caucus, please join us at www.unc.edu/cbc 

3. Stay in touch with one another~ Invite someone to meet for coffee!oj over the summer and academic year. Note: I attached the participant list to this email. 

4. Consider sending a note of "thanks" to our administrators and facilitators. (UNC: Eric Muller - emuller@emaiLunc.edu, Holden Thorp - holden@unc.edu, Bruce Carney - 

bruce@unc.edu, Barbara Rimer- brimer@unc.edu, Jim Dean -jim dean@kenan-flagler.unc.edu, and Brenda Malone - brenda malone@unc.edu; Visions: Angela 

Bryant - bryantahsd @earthlink.net and Rick Penderhughes - rickp@visions-inc.or~) 

5. Continue to believe in yourself and our community. ;) We are powerful and loving! ! really loved hearing every one state why they love being Black. 

I will be in touch with the compilation of feedback. 

Have a joyful and restful weekend! 

Harambee, 

debby 

919.843.0336@drstroman 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



CBC Workshop I Evaluation Form Summary Results 
"Relationships and Partnerships" - May 17, 2013 

Hyde Hall - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 pom. 

16 Attendees (12 faculty/4 staff) 

1. Please rate the overall experience and value of this workshop to you personally by circling one of the 
numbers on the scale below: 1 - Not helpful 5 - Extremely helpful 

4.9 (14 respondents) 

Please rate the overall experience and value of this workshop to you in your department!unit by 
circling one of the numbers on the scale belo~v: 1 - Not helpful 5 - Extremely helpful 

4.6 (14 respondents) 

3. The lectures, concepts, and activities that were most useful were: 

Evaluating TiNT (5) audiences as well as ~valking through actual exercises of identifying and 
taking action in situations; realizing how we are part of both 
Getting to know the other members 
Discussion with the ombudsman (4) - Really great information; need an entire workshop with 
him 
Small group discussions (2) 
Internal oppression (4) 
Coping mechanisms and tool box 
All sessions were helpful (3) 
Alternative behaviors to oppression 
Very useful because these are things that we can take with us and implement 
Modem "isms" 
Guidelines and the exercise (3) - I valued the overall process but the opening activity set the tone 
Pre-readings 
And vs. But 

Please 
o 

o 

o 

o 

list any lecturers, concepts, or activities you would have eliminatedorshortened in time: 
Because you did well connecting evewone, eliminate the earliest introductions/activity 
We left a great session right before lunch and would have loved to continue during lunch 
Length and pacing just about right 
Less elaboration on concepts and more time for group application of the concepts (and 
clarifying, as necessary) (2) 
None (9). I wish we had more time to cover all the topics included in the packet 
Shortened (slightly) "ism" discussion 
Started workshop earlier to maximize "alert time" 



CBC Workshop I Evaluation Form Summary Results 
"Relationships and Partnerships" - May 17, 2013 

Hyde Hall - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

5. As a result of this workshop experience, 

a. I will change my thinkingby: 
¯ Not making a target group feel less when I am considered in the non-target group 
¯ Being more sensitive to other’s feelings 
° Considering strategies andtools 
° How to react to situations 
° Not avoiding tough situations 
° Reflecting more on my own behavior and the things I can control 
¯ Being aware of impacts of"isms" 
° Employing alternatives to internalized oppression 
° Making time for multiple aspects of my career track 
° Embracing my strengths 
° Being more positive about myself and my community- - warts and all 
° Understand that I am in TiNT groups 
¯ Intent and Impact 

b.I will change my feelings by: 
° Being even more "powerful" in my mind 
° Recognizing my beauty and intellect 
° Openingup more 
¯ Focus energy on tools to create change now, rather than waiting for some strategies 
° It will help me to continue to be positive 
° Acknowledging them 
° Realizing that many of our racial experiences are universal 
° Being more positive and assertive with others in a professional way 
° Oppression. I am not powerless 
¯ By better application and understanding 
° Not internalizing my situations and understand the issues are bigger than me, but I can do my 

part to address and help resolve 

c. I will change the way I do things by: 
° Focusing more energy on myself/target group and less energy on the non-target group when 

trying to impact change 
° Being more open-minded 
¯ Implement tools and strategies on both targeted and non-targeted sides 
° Increase self-reflection 
° Analyzing the situation to determine what levels of oppression are present and consider my part 

before responding 
° Reviewing the material provided and making it applicable to the work environment 
° Seeking more support 
° Continuing to spread the message of equity, diversity, and equal opportunity 
° Projecting the confidence I feel/need to fake from time to time 



CBC Workshop I Evaluation Form Summary Results 
"Relationships and Partnerships" - May 17, 2013 

Hyde Hall - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Don’t down talk myself and my abilities 
Reflecting again on what I learned 
Communicating more and more directly 
Alternative behaviors 

I appreciated most that the facilitators: 
¯ Validated our feeling without judging 
° Humor and energy 
° Willingness to let small group drift and find/predict the next step authentically (2) 
° Extremely thorough (2) 
° Were knowledgeable of the material and willing to be flexible and responsive to the group 
° Were genuine and open; non-intimidating and well prepared; accomplished professionals 
° Stimulated conversation and thought provoking info 
° Were responsive to the questions and comments of the group (2) 
° I appreciated all the facilitators and their contributions 
° Allowed people to voice their opinions 
° Flexible 
¯ Knovdedgeable about academia 
° Did not "teach down" to us 

I might have had a better experience if the facilitators had: 
¯ Summarized after our break groups reconvened (2)~ shared some of the discussions 
¯ Started off at 8:00 a.m. © 
° The experience was worthwhile as it proceeded 
° Allowed a bit more time for group interaction 
° Given an afternoon break 

As a follow-up to this workshop experience, I would like to: 
° Explore other "isms" and how they impact communities and workplaces 
¯ Have time to reflect on all of the materials 
° Take more! 
° Attend other workshops in the future (4); on how Blacks can continue to engage with each other 

to offer support 
¯ Be able to participate in other Caucus activities (2) 
° Participate in another workshop where time is devoted to developing specific strategies to 

change oppressions at the various levels 
¯ Reconvene to determine the advantages of implementation (2); meet soon 
° Connect with more Blacks 



CBC Workshop I Evaluation Form Summary Results 
"Relationships and Partnerships" - May 17, 2013 

Hyde Hall - 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Describe how this workshop assists or does not assist the Caucus in strengthening our community 
at UNC-Chapel Hill? 

¯ Creates community (2) 
¯ Allows "us" to help each other collectively address and solve issues 
¯ Show visibility 
° Gives us strength 
° Confidence 
° Creates relationships and partnership across the university 
° Connections (5); Establishing networks across units; allowed us to meet colleagues; Helps me to 

know what is happening with others of color on campus 
° Empowering us as individuals 
° Provides skills to able to function appropriately in the work environment 
° Great opportunity for reflection that can lead to real change in actions that can produce proactive, 

affirming systems 
° Providing an information source, outlet, and opportunity for members to grow and learn together 
° Should be repeated for all Caucus members, then the entire community 
¯ Allows us to see that we are not alone in some of the issues we face and that there are ways we 

can support one another and help address issues 

Sponsors: 

Center for Faculty Excellence 
The Office of the Provost 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
School of Public Health 
Office of Human Resources 

Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
c bc inf o l @unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 11:07 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

2013 BAR Award Nominations 

BAR AWARD NOMINATIONS :: DEADLINE MAY 31, 2013 

The Harvey E Beech Outstanding Alumni Award was established to recognize outstanding African=American alumni who have been stellar leaders 

within the University community and/or within their local community The Beech award has three (3) categories: 

Young Alumni: Nominee must be age 40 and under 

Trailblazer: Nominee must be a member of the classes of 1952 -72 

Overall Achievement: Nominee can be any age, from any class, degree or profession 

The planning committee is pleased to announce the renaming of the Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award in honor of Hortense K McClinton, Carolina’s 

first African-American professor. She was hired in 1966 as a lecturer in the School of Social Work. 

The Hortense K. McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award will honor a faculty or staff member, past or present, who has made outstanding strides 
in educating and developing Carolina’s undergraduate, graduate or professional students (nominee does not have to be an alumnus). 

CHok here to download the nomieatio~ form, 

For each award, the following selection criteria will be taken into consideration, but will not be limited to: 

Attendance and support of the Black Alumni Reunion 

Community service on local, state, national or international level 
Support of Carolina 

Work with AfricamAmerican children, teens and or senior citizens 
Work with current Carolina students 

Recipients will be honored during the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet on Friday, Nov. 8, 2013, and must be present to receive 
the award (~’.[~f..~.~J.~.[~’L~:~’~):~). 

Questions? 
Email .D...r~..,.[.a..b..e..L.S..9.~.t..h..%r.~.9.&£t..’..8..2.., BAR nominating chair 

BENNETT COLLEGE SELECTS UNC ALUMNA AS PRESIDENToELECT 

Bennett College has appointed Rosalind Fuse-Hall ’80 as the college’s 17th president She has nearly 25 years of experience in higher education, 

having served as chief of staff to President James Ammons and interim executive director of Title III Programs at Florida A&M University. Prior to her 

tenure at FAM U, she served as executive assistant to the chancellor at NCCU; as the secretary to the board of governors for the UNC System; as an 
associate dean in the UNC College of Arts and Sciences and as director of minority affairs at St. Lawrence University (~’.~.J’?.[.9.~:~..L~.~:#.9.9). 

YOU’R~ ~NVIT~II3 TO B~CO~B A GAA ~I~IB~R 

Alumni programs, communications and sep/ices are not a line item in the University budget but are funded by GAA member dues. If you think this 

mission of serving our University and keeping alumni informed and involved is Lmportaat, membership is for you. .J.~.=!~.~.LL’g.~.~&" to support Carolina 
aad to receive valuable benefits and services and a subscription to the digital and prLet versions of the Carolina Alumai Review. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’regester’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’regester’ was chaaged on 
Monday, May 20, 2013 at 1:09 PM 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windo~vs Computer with your new 
Onyen pass~vord if it is connected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
UNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any quesuons please contact the ITS tleip Desk at 919-962-ItE[2 or 1-866-9622~457. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:58 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] New Instructor Bulletin 

Bulletin- V 10No2.pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Attached is the most recent version of the Instructor Bulletin, and we’re delighted to showcase Dan Anderson as the 2013 winner of the Friday Center Excellence in 

Teaching Award. I wish all of you were close enough to Chapel Hill to attend our annual Instructor Appreciation Banquet, where Dan received his award, because 

we really do thank you for your efforts in teaching CCO courses. 

Let me also note the brief article on CCO-Blended. We think having some CCO courses that have a face-to-face component will be positive both for the instructors 

and the students, and we welcome proposals from any of you for this pilot program for next year. 

I hope your summer is going well. If you have trouble opening the attachment or would prefer a paper copy, just let me know. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul > 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.nnc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu~;/a~~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33131252-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33131252- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



The evening of April 17 was a gala 
one at the Friday Center as nearly 
eighty instructors, guests, and staff of 
Friday Center programs gathered for 
the annual Instructor Appreciation 
Banquet. Everyone enjoyed a buffet 
dinnel; and our director, DI: Robert 
Bruce, spoke about "The Distance 

Education (R)evolution." The 
highlight of the evening was the 
presentation of the Friday Center 
Excellence in Teaching Award to 
Dr. Daniel Anderson, Professor of 
English at UNC-Chapel Hill. Dan has 
taught evening sections in Part-time 
Classroom Studies since 2007, and 
his students give him enthusiastic 
evaluations every, semester. 

Dr. Daniel Anderson is presented with the Friday Center Excellence in 
Teaching Award by Rob Brace, Director. 

The UNC Board of Governors has selected a new 
Chancellor for UNC-Chapel Hill following the 
resignation of Chancellor Holden Thorp last fall. 
Dr. Carol FoR will assume the chancellorship 
on July 1 as Dr. Thorp becomes Provost of 
Washington University in St. Louis. Dr. Folt 
currently is Interim President of Dartmouth 
College as well as Provost. Her background is in 
environmental sciences and she has served on the 
faculty at Dartmouth since 1983. The search for a 
new Provost to replace Dt’. Bruce Carney, who also 
resigned last fall, begins in earnest now that the 
Chancellor has been named. 

Earlier this spring, a request for proposals went 
out to all Carolina Courses Online (CCO) instruc- 
tors and chairs of all departments currently 
offering courses through CCO. Proposals were 
requested for new CCO courses to be offered in a 
"blended" format. In this format, instructors would 
develop online courses that include as much as 
twenty percent face-to-face instruction on campus. 
The request has generated some excitement 
and several instructors have contacted us about 
submitting proposals. We are looking for three to 
five CCO-Blended courses to be offered in spring 

or summer 2014 as a pilot. If you have questions or 

would like a copy of the RFP, please contact Tim 

Sanford, tim_sanford@unc.edu or 919-962-2644. 

Summer 
If you will be out of touch from your students this 
summer for any length of time, it is ve~T important 
that you let your students and our office know. You 
may not think your students pay attention to your 
whereabouts, but thw contact us quickly if they 
don’t hear from you within a reasonable period of 
time. For those teaching correspondence courses, 
if you will be at a different address for part of the 
summer and wish to receive assignments at that 
address, please let us know of the address and the 
dates we should use it. We’ll tu to work with you 
so that you can enjoy your summer vacation! 

$taff Retirement 
While we are pleased for he1; we are ve~T sor~T that 
Margaret Stumpf, one of our academic advisors, 
is retiring as of May 31. Margaret started with us 
in 196S as an English instructor in what was then 
called the Evening College, and she has stayed 
with us all this time also teaching English courses 
through Self-paced Courses and serving as aca- 
demic advisor. Our students will miss her as much 
as we will, but we wish her well and thank her for 
the wonderful service she has provided. A search 
for her replacement is underway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 3:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assaults Reported Near Cmnpus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assaults Repolted Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating a series of assaults occurring this past ~veekend on Franklin Street 

Shortly after 8 p.m. on Friday, May 17, a man was reportedly assaulted by four males (one white male; three black males, all in tee-shirts) in the area of the Carolina Colt’ee Shop on Franklin 
Street Chapel Hill Police have arrested one suspect in that incident and are continuing the investigation. A woman also reported Saturday morning that, when leaving the Pita Pit at 115 East 
Franklin Street at around 1:30 a.m. Saturday, she had been shoved / knocked to the ground by three black males No weapons were seen in either incident 

In a third incident, three black males and one white male reportedly approached and assaulted a male victim near Gumby’s Pizza on West Fral~lin Street at around 1:30 a.m. Sunday The 
suspects were described as being in their late teens or early twenties No weapons ~vere seen. 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone ~vith infolrnation about these incidents, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC 
CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at ~v,a~v.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~ through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www.alertcarolina.unc edui~oidoc/1395/158078/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

jared minkel@med.unc.edn 

Monday, May 20, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Depression, Genes m~d Brain Reseaxch Stud?" 

Depression, Genes and Brain Research Study 

You may be eligible for a collaborative UNC/Duke Umversity research 
study if you are 18 - 50 years old and you experience symptoms of 
depression, but do not currently take medication for depression 
Symptoms of depression can include feeling sad or blue and losing 
interest in activities, people, or things that you once enjoyed. 

We are conducting a research study on ho~v genes and brain activity 
affect recovery from depression. The stud?’ involves a clinical 
interview-, blood draw for genetic testing, and an MRI brain scan. In 
addition, qualified palticipants receive 15 sessions of talk therapy. 
Qualified participants ~vill receive up to $120 in total compensation 

If interested, please contact Jared Minkel at 919-684-6182 or 
jared minkel@med.unc.edu to determine if you quali[~,! to participate in 
this research stu~d.y. 

The ’Imaging Genetic Predictors of Psychotherapy Outcomes in Unipolar 
Depression’ Study (IR[3 # 11-2537) was approved by the Duke University 
Health System Institutional Review Board on 1/25/2012 The Principal 
~nvestigators ~2~r this study are Dr. Gabriel Dichter and Dr Mi~ria 
Smoski 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

childhear@med.unc.edu 

Monday, May 20, 2013 8:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Adult Participants Needed for Hearing Research Sm~ 

The Hunaan AuditoW Development Laborato~ is currently recruiting adults 
between 18-30 years old to help us learn more about how children hear in 
noisy environments 

During the testing, you will sit in a sound-treated room and will listen 
to sounds presented over earphones or through a speaker. You will be 
asked to indicate ~vhen you hear sounds The sounds we use are not loud. 

One or two visits to the laboratoW is required. The visits last about 
one hour. You will receive $15 per visit. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med.unc, edu. 

The principal investigator ~2~r this study is Lori Leibold, PhD, 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 

This study has been approved by the Universi~ of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study¢¢ 06-0840 The 
title for this Biomedical IRB study is "Listening in Noise for Children 
and 
Adults" The most recent approved Biomedical IRB modification date is 
1/1T2013 

This email is sponsored by: Department of AHied Health Sciences 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:53 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

May Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

Th s eros wss sent to regester@ema ~ nc ed by commun caton@nctreasurer,com i 

UI~d~te Prof[lej~ma[[~cld£~ Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[iv~cy PoJjc~, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Andrea Meyer          ~GMAIL.COM> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 7:30 PM 

UFVAI~IST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

2013 Princess Grace JustFihns Documentary. Awards 

I received this ema~l fro,n the NationaJ~ Alliance for Media Arts and Cultare and thought it might be of interest to UFVA me,nbers m~d their students. 

All the bes~t, 

Andrea Meyer 

UFVA Home Office 

NAMA C. org -- The Princess Grace Foundation-USA and the Ford Foundation are partnering to present the 2013 Princess Grace JustFilms Documentary Awards. 

This prestigious grant supports documentary fihn projects in social justice areas that are either a) thesis projects by students, or b) fihnmakers’ final projects at media 

arts centers. 

In this year of the Awards prograa~, the funding emphasis will be on suppoNng films made by Native/Indigenous Peoples of the An~ericas. In generaJ~, this includes Inuit 

people, Alaskan Natives, American Indians, Native Hawaiians, First Nations, Mdtis, and indigenous peoples of Mexico, the Caribbean, Central America, and South 

America. 

Typically, grants have ranged from $7,500 to $30,000. Nominations for the Princess Grace JustFilms Documentary Awards are submitted by Deans/Department 
Chairs in coNunction with the t~ulty of established U.S. colleges and universities, or directors of non-profit media arts ovgaJtizations with structured film production 

programs that the Foundation has invited to apply. 

The deadline to apply is June 1,2013 (postmark date). Visit this page -- httl~:i/www.pgfum.or~/~rants- prograxn/grant- applications -- and look tbr the documents 
pertaining to the 2013 Princess Grace Jus~’ilms Documentary Award for the Application, Guidelines, and a Budget Worksheet. 

Application materials include the follomng. Please download the Application Guidelines for specifics on what each item entails: 

Signed and dated application (available online) 

Resume of nominee, including filmography 

At least m-o samples of nominee’s work 

Project description 

Brief Arfis~t Statement 

Impact statement 

Treatment 

Itemized budget 

Any adNtional items you feel would be of interest to the panel 

This list at AU cm~ be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.americ~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

hr@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: 25th Amm~J Carolina Blood Drive 

FROM: Carolina Blood Drive Comrmttee 

We need YOD~ help for the 25th annual Carolina Blood Drive on June 4, 
from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Dean Smith Center! If you have not made 
your appointment yet, please consider giving the gift of life to ensure 
patients get the life-saving blood they need. 

For details, online registration, donor eligibility and infolrnation on 
donating double red ceils, visit www.unc, edu/blood or call 919-605-3045 
for an appointment. 

Door prizes include D~,~’C football and basketball tickets, an autographed 
basketball and football and more. Those who donate will receive a 25th 
anmversary Carolina Blood Drive t-shirt donated by the American Red 
Cross. After giving blood, donors may choose from refreshments provided 
by local businesses including pizza, sandwiches, cookies and more. 

Eligible double red cell donors will also receive a special gift. In 
addition, all presenting donors are automatically registered to win a 
$1,000 gift card from the Carolinas Region of the 2,merican Red Cross 
Free parking is available at the Smith Center. 

Every two seconds, someone in the US needs blood to survive. One 
donation -- one pint of blood -- can help save up to three lives. Please 
take this opportunity to give the gift of life at the Carolina Blood 
Drive on June 4 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Blood Drive Committee 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



A,M I C A N 

In the richest country on Earth, 
millions of families have been left out in the cold. 

American Winter is a documentary film directed by Joe and Harry Gantz. 

otorco 
at 

usic 
Durham, NC 

all 

Doors and Food Trucks @ 6:15 

Show @ 7:00 

Brief Panel Discussion @ 8:30 

$10 suggested donation 

HOSTED BY THE 

nurth carolina 

& the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ferfility@mc.edu 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy women needed for pregnm~cy research stu@! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for sturdy activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at w~v.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 1:56 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Mesage from tl~e Chancellor: Appointment of a Provost 

Dear Faculty, Staff and Students: 

Chancellor-Elect Carol Folt and I have exciting news to share about the 
University’s leadership transition James (Jim) W Dean, Jr., dean of 
Kenan-Flagler Business School and a longtime faculty member, will serve 
as the next executive vice chancellor and provost starting July 1 The 
University’s Board of Trustees approved our joint recon~nendation earlier 
today 

The excellent ~vork of the campus search committee led by- Kristen 
Swanson, dean of the School of Nursing and Alumni Distinguished 
Professor, was a critical factor in bringing the selection process to a 
successful conclusion on schedule The committee conducted a thorough 
national search that attracted a strong candidate pooh 

Jim will succeed Bruce Carney, who has been provost since 2009 and is 
preparing ~2~r a well-deserved return to the facul~ and his research 

The execuuve vice chancellor and provost is the Universi~’s chief 
academic officer and oversees the professional schools, the College of 
Arts and Sciences, the L’niversity Library, and a number of other 
academic-related units. 

Chancellor-Elect Folt asked me to share this statement about Jim’s 
selection: 

"Jim is an accomplished scholar and outstanding educator. He is 
respected widely for his visionary leadership of Kenan-Flagler Business 
School and for the innovative and interdisciplina~ approaches he takes 
to ensure excellence in research, education and public service As the 
chief academic officer, his deep knowledge of the University’s strengths 
across schools and commitment to providing an outstanding education ]2~r 
our undergraduate, graduate and professional students will assist me ~n 
engaging the enure community in building a bright future." 

Jim has per~2~rmed with distinction since joining the faculty in 1997 He 
was appointed dean in 2008, and he has successfully positioned 
Kenan-Flagler as a leading global business school that is a valued 
nrember of our campus community and a raajor contributor to the welfare of 
North Carolina, the nation and the world. He previously set’,~ed in 
Kenan-Flagler’s top acaderaic position, senior associate dean for 
academic affairs, for a year. He was associate dean of Executive 
Development from 2002 to 2007 and associate dean of the *IBA Program frora 
1998 to 20O2. 

Jim is a professor of organizational behavior and a Sarah Graham Kenan 
Distinguished Scholar. His other experience included sel~’ing as prograra 
director of the National Science Foundation research program, 
Transformations to Quality Organizations, jointly sponsored by the 
goverl~ent and the private sector. He was an examiner for the Malcohn 
Baldrige National Quality Award for six years. Leadership, 
organizational change, strategic decision making, international 
nranagenrent, and organizational performance improvement are the focus of 
his research, teaching and consulting. He has published in many of the 
top academic and business journals. Jim lives in Chapel Hill with his 
wife Janet Babilon Dean. 

An interim dean will be announced in the near future, along with plans 
for a search corrmrittee to identify Jim’s successor. We are working 
together toward a seamless leadership transition in South Building and 
the start of the Folt adrainistration in July. 

Please join me in congratulating Jim on his appointment. 

Sincerely-, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



I t’s {.[me [,-x root {~)r yore’ home team! Your UNC 

General A]umrff Association a]or~g wRh The Rams 

Ch]b invite yot~ to ioin %l]ow Tar Heels at Tobacco 

Road Sports Care in Durham prior to UNC’s ACC 

Basal)all Tom’~mmen~ games. We w~]] meet fbom 5-6 

p.m. on {;~day and Satucday [,-~c a cash bac and happy 

honr specials. 

The Diamond tteels a re set to play C]emson (m 

FHday, May ~4, at 7 p.m. arid NdZ S~ate on Satnrday, 

:May 25, at 7 p,m, at Durham Bu]ls Athletic Park. 

Diamond Heels 

We hope to see yon ir~ the stands durhig this year’s ACC Tournament in Durham. 

from in ~he Univet’sity bridget bnt are fundcd by GAA member dues~ If you think 

mission of serving ore" UniverstU and kueping alumni hfformed and it~volved is 

import:ant, membe*M~p is {br you. Join k~day t:(~ support Carolina and to receive 

valnable benefits and services and a subscription to the digffal and pHn ~ versions of the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: Appointment of a Vice Chancellor for Information Technology 

IVlay 23, 2013 

Dear Faculty, Staff and Students: 

I write to share an update about our vacant vice chancellor for 
ilfformation technolo~z position. In consultation with Chancellor Thorp, 
Chancellor-Elect Folt, other administrative colleagues, and with the 
approval earlier today of our Board of Trustees, ~ve have appointed Chris 
Kielt to the job, effective July 1. 

We have been pleased with the collaborative approach that Chris has 
taken as the interim vice chancellor in leading the Information 
Technology Systems (ITS) unit since he assumed those duties in Februaw 
with Larpy Conrad’s departure to the University of California at 
Berkeley 

Chris has proven exceptionally effective in his interim role, and I am 
confident that he has the skills we need to lead and protect the 
University’s complex information technology infrastructure in the 
future. 2/faking this move now is important as we push for a seamless 
transition in South Building when the Folt administration begins in 
July. 

The vice chancellor and chief information officer oversees all 
administrative and academic computing services and initiatives from 
telephones to academic support, as well as IT security, an increasingly 
important issue. The position also is responsible for managing 
ConnectCarolina, the major campus-wide effort to streamline and 
integrate the computing systems that manage student information, human 
resources, payroll and finance. 

You may recall that Chris came to the L’niversi~ last fall as the 
associate vice chancellor for administrative systems and business 
transformation from Stony Brook University, where he was the chief 
m[’ormation officer He has more than 25 years of higher education 
administrative experience, including nver two decades at Yale 
University, where he worked in several roles including deputy chief 
information officer overseeing ITS application development, client 
support, systems infrastructure and information security. 

Chris brought with him impressive expertise in large-scale enterprise 
resources platming implementations and project management. That 
knowledge already has proven to be a major asset as the University 
continues to convert the human resources, payroll and finance systems to 
PeopleSoft, the software supporting Com~ectCarolina. His appointment now 
will help us stay on schedule with those implementation plans. 

Please join me in congratulating Chris as he takes on these expanded 
duties. 

Sincerely-, 

Bl~dce W. Carney 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletic Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 10:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Post Season Carolina Baseball 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!L~:[~.’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this emaJl. Questions or comments may be sent to: 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu:, 

Monday, May 27, 2013 12:33 PM 

class- center-lisV~:duke.edu 

FW: LAWCttA Cont~rence: Program Available, Online Registration Ends JUNE 3rd 

message- footer.txt; message- footer.txt 

This wilt be an amazing conference. Registration? fee waivers are available Lo Lhose who could not otherwise pay {~120 regular; $70 student a~d retiere). The 

conference website also lists low-cost accommodations~ 

Subject: LAWCHA Conference: Program Available, Online Registration Ends JUNE 3rd 
Hello, 
The 2013 Labor and Working-Class Histo~’ Association Coni~rence, "Right~ SolidariW, Justice: Working People Organizing, Past and Present" will be taxing place 

ti~m June 6- 8, in New York City. We have an exciting program plmmed, including fihn screenings, two public plenaries, a guided tour, and over 90 roundtables, 

workshops, and presentations planned. 
You are invited tt~ join us! Plenaries are open to the public, but attendance to our regular panels requires registration. Online registration ends on June 3rd. so hurry and 
take advantage of the quick and easy registration process available at the !.:..A~..W~..C.‘.!2L..~..2~.~...C..‘~?.~.~..e.1:e...r.Lc..e..~!~..e~g.i.~s...t..ri’.a.~i2~1.~!~. Onsite registration roll be only be available 

via cash or check. 
Also, please note that on Saturday, June 8th, one-day registration will be avai|able starthig at S2~. 

For more reformation: 
- LAWCHA.or~/AnnualConference 

- @~ts, Solidarit,,l, Justice Program (PDF) 

- AffbMaNe Accommodations in NYC 

Thank you for your time, and we hope to see you in New York! 
Sincerely, 

Ryan M. Poe, for the Programming Committee 

Labor and Working-Class tlistory Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, May 27, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Background Checks for Staff of Residential Programs Serving Minors 

TO: Vice Chancellors, Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 

FROM: Bruce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: May 27, 2013 

RE: Background Checks for Staff of Residential Programs Selv’ing Minors 

Recent issues involving alleged harm to minors (persons under the age of 
18) on some other college campuses have highlighted for us our 
responsibility to provide a safe and secure enviromnent for minors we 
welcome to campus ]n August 2012, therefore, I charged a special 
University task furce led by Vice Pruw~sts Carol Tresulini and Taf[~ye 
Bensun Clayton tu catalug existing Uinversity-spunsured ur third-party 
prugrams that bring minurs to campus, examine prucesses for appruving 
such programs, identify best practices for these programs, and develup 
recummendations regarding Uinversity pulicies and prucesses fi~r 
overseeing programs fi~r minors. As part uf its work, the task force has 
cunducted an initial survey to catalog Umversity programs serving 
minurs who are not current UNC-Chapel Hill students. Su far, we have 
learned of inure than 125 such programs, sume residential and sume 

nun-residential; visit 
https://provost.unc.eduifiles/2013/04/Final-Minurs-on-the-Campus-infurmation-12-6-2012.pdf tu see a listing uf these programs. ’]’he task ~k~rce’s work continues in earnest, and I expect that 
we will adopt a comprehensive policy later this year along with uther recummendations tu strengthen the practices uf these programs The pulicy being developed is intended tu implement 
new safeguards ~2~r any programs (camps, academic enrichment, etc.) that serve minors, whether uperated directly by a University department or by an outside third party that uperates such 
a program using Umversity facilities 

Pending develupment of the full policy, the task force has made an 
initial recommendatiun, which I have accepted, tu require that any 
overnight residential prugram that serves minors cunduct comprehensive 
criminal backgruund checks for all program staff; whether paid ur 
w~lunteer This requirement is fur all residential programs serving 
rain ors (hereafter "Residential Prugrams") that are conducted on or a~er 
June 1, 2013 I expect that background checks will be required fur all 
paid and vulunteer staff uf all programs serving minors--whether 
residential ur non-residential--in 2014 

Specific guidelines are as follows: 

1 ) Frequency, Timing, and Applicability of background checks 

A) EveW Residential Program must have documentation of a background 
check performed within the last year (measured frora the last day of the 
program) on each program staff raember, whether paid or volunteer. 

B) Background checks must be conrpleted prior to a program staff member 
having any contact with rainors as part of the Residential Program. 

C) This annual check applies to currently- active University faculty, 
staff; volunteers, or interns who will serve as program staff in a 
Residential Progranr, regardless of any prior background check(s) that 
have been conducted by the University. This means that in some 
instances, a new- background check on an existing University faculty 
member, staff member, volunteer, or intern raay need to be conducted with 
the OHR Background Check unit. 

2) Costs and Scope of background checks 

A) The Residential Prograra will be responsible for bearing the cost of 
all required background checks. 

B) The backgrou~ad check must be equivalent to the one performed by- the 
University on its prospective employees. 

i) UNC-CH Departments that sponsor a Residential Program must use 
the standard background check process operated by the University’s 
Ofihce of Human Resources (OHR)to satisfy the background check 
requirement for any current University employees, students, or 
volunteers. The University’s newly revised Background Check Form 
includes a specific category for checks related to protection of 
minors 

ii) Programs operated by an outside third party using University 
facilities will satisfy this background requirement using a 
qualified background check vendor of their o;vn selection that is a 
member of the National Association of Professional Background 
Screeners. The University does not conduct nor take responsibility 
for 



background checks for third-party entities or organizations, tlowever, 
if the 

outside enti~ does not otherwise have an arrangement in place with 
an outside background check vendor, OttR has arranged [’or referral 
to the Universi~’s background check vendor (Castle Branch), which 
can 
provide information on available services. As a courtesy to the 
University, Castle Branch has agreed to conduct background checks to 
satisfy 
the University’s Residential Programs requirement. Interested palties 

may call Castle Branch/CertifiedBackground.com at 
888-666-7788 (extension) 
or send email to candyh@certifiedbackground.com and reference 
background check package code L~F32. 

C) Regardless of the source of the background check, any such check must 
include the following elements: 

i) nationwide federal courts criminal convictions; 

it) national sex offender registry; 

iii) criminal convictions in all states and counties whcre a staff 
member has previously lived or worked; 

iv-) a residential history check to confirm that a program staffmember 
has truttffully disclosed all prior cities and cotmties of residence; and 

v) if the program staff member’s responsibilities include transporting 
minors participating in the residential program, a mandatory driver’s 
license check. 

3) Reviewing the results of a background check 

A) Outside third-party- residential programs 

i) The responsibility- for vetting program staff for outside entities is 
entirely the responsibili~z of that enti~z and its management. If the 
outside third-party entity’ or its management has questions or concerns 
about the results of an?’ program staff member’s background check, they 
should consult their o;vn in-house human resources professionals or legal 
counsel tbr advice as 
appropriate. 

it) The University does not have a role or responsibili~z in reviewing 
or interpreting background check results ibr individuals of such outside 
third-party entities. 

B) LTniversi~z Residential Programs 

i) If proposed program staff are found to have prior criminal 
convictions, Umversity- Departments must contact their assigned 
Employment and Staffing Consultant in OHR for assistance in reviewing 
these situations 

C) Effect of certain convictions or violations 

i) An?’ proposed program staff member whose background check reveals 
prior criminal convictions that involve a sex offense, crimes against 
children, or a serious violent crime involving assault or injury to 
others may not be permitted to have contact with minors in Residential 
Programs 

it) Proposed program staff members whose duties including driving and 
who demonstrate a past pattern of serious driving-related convictions 
may not be permitted to drive minors as part of their duties. 

4) Reporting on completion of background checks 

A) Outside, third-party Residential Programs 

i) A representative of the University department that authorizes use of 
University" facilities for the program or sponsors the program must 
register the program via an online registration system, available at 
http://ehs.unc.edu/minors/2013 shtml and verify that background checks 
have been completed 

B) University Residential Programs 

it) The sponsor of the program must register the program via an online 
registration system, available at http://ehs unc.edu/minors/2013.shtml 
and veri~ that background checks have been completed 

I ask for your diligence in ensuring the prompt and comprehensive 
adoption of these new requirements xvithin your areas of responsibility. 
To that end, please assure that this memorandum is distributed to all 
individuals xvho have involvement in operating or platming any University 
Residential Programs serving minors within your areas of responsibility. 
If your department or unit sponsors or facilitates the use of University 
facilities for outside third-palties operating a Residential Program 
subject to these recommendations, please provide this information to 



these entities in a timely manner and ensure that these entities comply 

If you have any questions regarding these new background check 
recommendations or the task force’s work, please contact Vice Provost 
Carol Tresolini or Vice Provost Taffye Benson Clayton 

cc: Carol Tresolini 
Ta[’l)e Benson Clayton 
Task Force membcrs 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reznick, Steve <reznick@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:47 AM 

The fysins~ructors spring2013 mmling list. <g/sinstructors spring2013@listserv.tmc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr>; Williford, Lynn E <lynn willitbvd@unc.edtr>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu>; 
Muller, Eric L < emulle~@email.mm.edu> 

[~sinstructors spring2013] Course EvaJuation Report 

12-13 sp evaluation totals.pdf 

Dear Instructors Who Taught a First Year Seminar (FYS) in Spring 2013, 

I assume that you have reviewed your FYS Evaluation Report. If not, please follow the instructions on http:iioira.unc.eduiinstitutional-effectivenessicarolina- 

course-evaluations-online[. As you know, we now use a FYS evaluation form that we designed to provide relevant information about our seminars. And, by using 

the same form for all of our FYS, we have a broad normative basis to help us interpret our feedback. A copy of the spring 2013 evaluation totals is attached. 

1. Participation Rate: Congratulations to David Pfenning, Paul Roberge, Jacqueline Hagan, and Michele Berger for demonstrating the Gold Standard: 100% response 

rates. More broadly, 16% of FYS had response rates in the 90s, 41% had response rates in the 60% 70% or 80’s, and 42% had response rates below 60%, for an 

overall average response rate of 66%. This is a notable contrast to our fall 2012 response rate of 78% and a slight improvement in our spring 2012 response rate of 

63%. Blocking off class time for course evaluations and asking students to bring their laptop to class definitely helps, but we should try to find additional strategies 

for encouraging course evaluation participation in our spring FYS. 

2. Overall Assessment: Our Overall Assessment scores were very impressive with a strong consensus of "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" that our spring 2013 FYS were 

excellent, students learned a lot, and instructors were effective. The means for these questions were virtually identical to the means for fall 2012. 

3. Prerequisite: One of the most challenging aspects of teaching a FYS is to cover an advanced topic without requiring a prerequisite, and 18% of our students had 

some concern about this. If your FYS evoked any concern, please consider possible modifications in your course materials and/or in your course description. A 

course description that includes a clear view of what students will be doing enhances the probability that the students who enroll will be appropriately prepared 

to thrive in your FYS and enjoy it. 

4. The Instructor: Responses were notably positive, with highest scores for instructors who showed enthusiasm for teaching, treated all students with respect, and 

interacted positively. Lower scores emerged regarding clear communication of what was expected; providing helpful, timely feedback; using class time efficiently; 

expressing ideas clearly; and recognizing individual differences. This pattern remains consistent. Our students are very impressed with us, but some of us could 

improve our syllabus, our plans, and our communications. 

5. The FYS: Responses were mostly positive regarding the students’ deep understanding, challenge to think deeply, encouragement in critical thinking, and 

becoming aware of current issues. Homework assignments, in-class activities, experiencing creative accomplishment, and establishing social relationships with 

classmates evoked somewhat less enthusiasm, suggesting that we could aim for better communication to help our students understand our strategies for 

enhancing their academic experience and helping establish their social connections. 

6. Comments: The comment sections evoked a few barbs, but mostly positive praise for instructors and some specific constructive ideas about improving our FYS. 

If you have concerns about how to interpret your course evaluation and use this information constructively, please seek professional advice at the Center for 

Faculty Excellence. Thank you for your participation in the FYS Program and for helping us keep the FYS Program excellent. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Reznick, 

Professor, Department of Psychology; Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences (until 7/1/13) 

cc: Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Undergraduate Education 

Lynn Williford, Associate Provost for Institutional Research and Assessment 

Nick Siedentop, Curriculum Director 

Eric Muller, Director, Center for Faculty Excellence 

You are currently sub~ribed to fysinstrucmrsspfing2013 as: Le_g_e__s__t_~:r_~__e!_n__~,i!_:~_,~?___c_:_e_~t___u_. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edtgu?id=56313715.b205145286175117266e417d0ccebl lde&a=T&l=l}’smstructors spri!~g2013&o=33153107 

(It may be necessmT to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave- 33153107- 56313715.b205145286f5117266e417d0cceb I I de(~listsenz.unc.edu 



Total FYS Evaluations Sent: 1574 
Responses Received: 1035 

Spring_2013 Response Rate: 65.8% 

Overall Assessment 

Neither 
Not Strongly 

Applicable Disagree 
Disagree Disagree 

(0) (1) 
(2) Nor Agree 

(3) 
1 This FYS was excellent. 1 35 85 154 360 395 
2 learned a lot from this course. 1 16 62 96 404 451 
3 The instructor was an effective teacher= 1 21 58 94 369 483 

4 
The instructor was one of the best l have had at 

6 51 120 288 270 296 
UNC, fully deserving of a teaching award. 

5 would recommend this FYS to my friends. 2 56 93 120 316 440 

Strongly 
Responses Mean Agree (4) 

Agree (5} 

General Questions No Somewhat Yes 
~Was this FYS effective without a prerequisite? [    48 i 133 ] 842 

Responses 

Not 
Strongly 

This Instructor: 
Disagree 

Agree (4) Responses Mean 
(2) Agree (5) 

2 used class time efficiently. 68 443 403 
3 evaluated my work fairly. 55 422 424 

)rovided me with helpful, timely feedback on my ........................................................................................................................................................................ 
4 

:)erformance. 
60 408 414 

5 was available for individual help if l needed it. 12 412 505 
6 expressed ideas clearly. 64 420 429 

used relevant examples to explain or ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
7 

demonstrate concepts. 
28 389 521 

8 handled questions well. 34 431 478 

9 
effectively encouraged students to participate in 

38 336 561 
class= 

10 showed enthusiasm for teaching this class. 12 271 714 
11 treated all students with respect. 14 305 665 

12 
recognized and was sensitive to individual 

26 340 520 #i30 
d life ren ces in the abilities of stud e nts. 

13 interacted positively with firstyear students. 9 309 633 

Neither 
Not       Strongly                                            Strongly 

This FYS: Applicable Disagree 
Disagree Disagree 

Agree (4) Responses Mean 
(0) (1) 

(2) Nor Agree Agree (5) 
(3) 

1 included well planned, effective in-class activities. 2 30 113 135 397 355 

2 
challenged me to think deeply about the subject 

2 9 36 76 402 505 
matter. 

3 encouraged me to work with my classmates and 4 13 63 120 386 443 

Applicable 
(0) 

1 

1 
5 

8 

24 
1 

3 

2 

2 

1 
1 

14 

1 

Strongly 
D is ag red 

(1) 

2O 

2O 
25 

36 

6 
18 

9 

13 

16 

2 
12 

21 

18 

Neither 
Disagree 

Nor Agree 
(3) 
87 

98 
99 

104 

73 
101 

76 

75 

79 

32 
34 

106 

49 



:)romoted my critical thinking about issues raised 
2 8 26 76 393 523 

5 had homework assignments thatwere helpful. 13 35 93 188 387 315 

6 
contained a workload that was appropriately 

3 30 86 107 432 373 

7 
included helpful materials for reading, viewing, 

6 11 36 82 430 459 

helped me become aware of current issues in 

9 
led me to a deeper understanding of the subject 

1 8 25 53 357 586 

10 
taught me academic skills that I will use in other 

2 22 90 168 336 411 

11 
improved my ability to express myself and 

3 19 70 153 367 417 

12 
creativeaccomplishment. 

4 27 89 177 329 403 

13 
allowed metoworkwith my instructorand 

5 17 50 112 408 433 

encouraged me to establish social relationships 

What grade do you expect to receive in your FYS? 
A 416 40.9% 
A- 295 29.0% 
B+ 138 13.6% 
B 122 12~0% 
B- 28 2.8% 
C+ 9 0.9% 
C 7 0.7% 
C- 1 0.1% 
D+ 0 0.0% 
D 0 0.0% 
F 0 0.0% 



Save the Date: Homecoming 201,.. I Nov. 8-1 (. 

Every ’Par" Heel has a stoW to tell. Join as, Nov. 8-1o, ~or Homecoming 2o<:L Relive some of 

yore" g~-eatest memories on campus. After all it’s 

A]~um~ Milesto~e Mixer at ’Fop of the HilFs Bad< Bar 

Carolh~a bad)ec~e a~d all flw fixings at the Bell Tower Ta]]gate 

Celebrate a Caroli~m victo<v a~ ~he official Postgame P~p~, at The Carolina I~ 

Resem’e your hotel room today, and get ready for registratlo~ ~o ope~ ~n A[~g~st at homeeomir~g.m~e.edu. 

Black AI mrmi R~_~union Student ’I’clcvisiorl (S’I~7) Reunion 

Band Alumni Rmm%n Class of ~988 Rennio~ 

Kcnan--Flagbr Business School C~ass of ~993 RemJon 

Kappa ~qpha Thea~ ~qurmme Reur~ion C~ass of 1998 Reu~%n 

School ~[ Medicine A]um*fi Retmion Class o[ 2003 Reun%n 

School of Nm’s~ng Alunmt Rein}ion <:]ass ol" ~oo8 Rmm%n 

Alumni activi{ies such as class reu*xions, cornmunications a*xd seiwices arc not a line item i~ the University budget hut are 

funded by {3~4 member dues. If you think this missio~ of sm~qng our UnivetsiU and keeping ah~m~i irtfbt~ned and 

i~wJved is impm%nt, members]Jp is for you. ,]oh~ today to suppm~ Caroli~a and to receive valuO)le benefks and servbes 

and a subscrlpt%n to the (figital and prb t w~rs%ns of the <)arodir~a ,4h~raM Revf~v. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

TEACCHReseaxch@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Research Opportunity for Children and Adolescents ages 8 to 14 

Research Opportunity for Children and Adolescents ages 8 to 14 

Researchers in The University of Nolth Carolina Chapel Hill in 
collaboration with the TEACCH Autism Program are conducting research 
with individuals between the ages of 8 and 14 years. We are looking 
for participants to play three computer games that will help us 
understand how individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder learn 
differently that1 individuals with typical development. 

Time commitment: 
Participants will be asked to attend two sessions for this research 
study lasting 1 5 hours each (3 hours total). Participants will receive 
$15 for each session. 

Separate sessions will be held at the TEACCH Autism Center in Carrboro, 
NC and on the UNC campus in Dr. Jennifer Arnold’s language processing 
lab 

If you are interested in participating in our research study please 
contact Patrick Powell or Allison Meyer at (919) 843-5259 or at 

TEACCH Research@reed unc.edu. 

IRB Number: 12-1868 
Approving Bo~d.y: ’l’he Universi~,’ of North Carolina Biomedical IRB 
[)ate Approved: October 9th, 2012 

This email is sponsored by: UNC TEACCH Autism Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

freshstart@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 8:32 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

IN FOPd’VLAfI’IONAL: Struggling ruth your weight? Are you looldng for a FRESH Stast? 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition want to compare diets in an 
18-month weight loss research stud?’. The FRESH Start Study is currently 
recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are overweight (BMI>30) and otherwise 
healthy. Please go to http://FreshStartStudy com to see if you may be 
eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for 
Health) Start Study 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
* Private nutrition counseling sessions (in-person and by phone) 
* Group nutrition workshops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
* Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
* Gift bags containing healthy foods 
* Possible weight loss 
* You will not be asked to take any medication 
Compensauon is a total of $300, provided at 6 months ($50), 12 months 
($50), and 18 months ($200) 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or 

send an email to freshstart@unc.edu 

This stud?" has been reviewed and approved (03/25/2013) by the UNC 
Biomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Stu@ Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Bo@ Weight 
Funded by: NIDI)K (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Nutrition 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 4:44 PM 

Joseph Jordan <jtjordan@email.unc.edn> 

I~E: What’s Up With Our Volume?? 

Edited Collection.doc 

Dear Joseph: I will see you on Friday but in the meantime I created a list of steps that need to be taken in order to assemble the volume. I think that this list should be reviewed to assist in 
the process. Hopefully, it will be helplhl. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Joseph Jordan [jgjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: What’s Up With Our Volume?? 

ok -- we can meet here at 11 am friday 
On May 28, 2013, at 1:54 PM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

> Dear Joseph: We can meet either day at 11 am -- just let me know what day works best for you and where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 

> 

> From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:43 PM 
> To: Regester, Charlene B 
> Subject: Re: What’s Up W~th Our Volume?? 
> 

> fi-iday the 31st and the 7th work for me 
> On May 28, 2013, at 1:41 P,N~ Regester, Charlene B wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Joseph: I don’t teach on Fridays but I have office hours between 1 and 2pm. Do you want to try to meet on a Friday and ask Sheila to attend. If so, let me know what works for you 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 12:57 PM 
>> To: Regester, Charlene B 
>> Subject: Re: VV2~at’s Up With Ore Volume?? 
>> 

>> definitely. I don’t want to lose whatever raoracntum we are able to establish. Let me know when you are free. 
>> On May 28, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Joseph: I was waiting to hear from you. Cul~ently, I ara teaching first session sunwner school but will be around when it ends. Let me know if you want to meet. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

>>> From: Joseph Jordan [ji~ordan@cmail.tmc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 11:08 AM 
>>> To: Rcgester, Charlene B 
>>> Subject: What’s Up With Our Volume?? 

>>> Are You Still Interested’.’??? 

>>> Joseph Jordan, Director 
>>> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
>>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> (919) 962-9001 
>>> j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Joseph Jordan, Director 
>> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> @19) 962-9001 
>> jt] ordan@email.ua~c.edu 
> 

> Joseph Jordan, Director 
> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> (919) 962-9001 
> jfjordan@email uric edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-~.)01 

j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 



Edited Collection: 

I. Establish overarching theme for the volume 

II. Compose the introduction - who will write the introduction 

III. Explain how this work contributes to evolving scholarship; why is it significant; 

IV. Identify someone who will edit the essays; will each contributor consult their own editor 

to make sure that the essay is appropriate for the volume 

V. Who will submit to various presses; respond to various presses with letter writing; 

VI. Most edited collections only have two editors - who are editors and who will be the lead 

editor; will the work load be equally shared; 

VII. What if we have to pay for editors - who will pay and how will these costs be shared 

VIII. What about pictures for each essay - how will they be secured, who will pay for photos, 

etc. 

IX. How will other essays be collected for the volume - will you invite contributors, contact 

people personally, create a call for papers 

X. Establish deadlines; when will the essays be due; when do you plan to submit to a press; 

once the work is sent out for review who is responsible for the changes; who will make 

decisions about which essays are included and excluded 

XI. What kind of press do you want to secure to publish the essays - university press, 

commercial press, is the collection to be sponsored by the Stone Center? Create a list of 

presses to which you intend to submit - presses frequently want a hard copy and 

electronic copy; to reproduce these essays and put into a bound volume it costs money 

- who will pay for these costs? 

XII. Contributors will need to sign an agreement for submitting the essay - who will compose 

the agreement? 

These are concerns that I think need to be established prior to developing an edited collection. 

We can discuss them during the meeting. Once decisions have been made, I think we need a 

letter in writing confirming the consensus of the group. This is being created to avoid problems 

that might occur as I have seen examples where editors disagreed on various aspects midway 

through the project. It is my belief that if we give some of these issues consideration early in the 



process it will eliminate difficulties later. You can let me know what you think during our 

meeting. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: Study for healthy women - blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in a research 
stu@ that offers moneta~- compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This study involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one 
blood draw. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to 
grow in other areas of the bo~dy. Symptoms fi-om this may cause the 
individual severe pmn, irregular bleeding, and irffertility. Currently, 
the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is through 
laparoscopic surgeW. The purpose of this research stu@ is to identi(y 
biomarkers in the blood that may also be present in the lining of the 
uterus By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, we can 
compare them to women suffering from endometriosis and analyze the 
correlation between the two. The goal of this study is to develop a 
blood test to diagnose endometriosis in a less invasive way. If you are 
interested in participating as a healthy sutzject, please feel free to 
contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproduc tire@gin ail. com. 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in 
Endometriosis;" approved 1/8/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

bpearson@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Pregnant wotnen interested in breasffeeding 

Are you or someone you know pregnant? 

If so, would you be willing to help L~,-C researchers better understand 
the relationship between postpartum mood, breastfeeding, and infant 
well-being? 

Pregnancy and the postpartum period is a time of great transition in a 
woman’s life. Researchers from L~NC departments of Psychiat~ and 
Obstetrics are hoping to understand the complex relationship between 
postpartum depression, breasttEeding, and infant well-being 

Are you: 
Between 18 and 45 years old? 
Pregnant? 
Planning on breastfeeding your baby? 

If so ......... please call Brenda at 843-8084 or email 

bpearson@med.unc edu 

Or go to: http:i/i mp/14tCyPN 

All research study visits and medical ewduations related to this study 

will be provided at no cost to participants This study requires 4 

visits to UNC and 9 phone visits $465 compensation for completion of 

all stu@ visits. 

Approved 12/28/2012 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of 
Human Su~iects Biomedical Institutional Review Board 
IRB Sturdy #12-2061 "MMI" Mood, Mother and Infant Stu@ 

This email is sponsored by: Obstetrics and Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:47 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Study for healthy women 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research 
studies. Several opportunities are available that oiler monetar,v 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~D 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 

The ultimate gual uf this research is to better understand the factors 
that alluw implantation to occur su that we may impruve clinical 
outcomes uf fertility patients. If you are interested, please feel free 
tu cuntact us fur more information at 843-8621, or 
uncrepruductive@gmail.com This study takes 7-8 we&s tu complete, with 
a total ufaruund 10 visits to uur clinic Volunteers must be available 
during nurmal business huurs 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #08-1967, approved 04/26/2013 

’]?his email is spunsored by: Reproductive Endocrinolugy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. Tu set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

@med.unc.edu 

Thursday, 8:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Type 2 Diabetes Study...a few spots open...email or c~11 today’.!! 

Learn to Thrive with your Diabetes[ 
Do you or someone you know-: 
*have type 2 diabetes that is not under optimal control? 
*have had diabetes less than 15 years? 

If your answer is yes..you may qualit) for the Thriving with Diabetes 
Research Study This research study involves attending a 2.5 hour class 
once a week for 8 consecutive weeks at the Highgate Specialty Care 
Center in Durham. You will receive health and diabetes management 
education and a small amount of monetaW compensation for your 
participation in this research study 

If you would like to learn more about the research stu@ and find out if 
you quail(y, please call            or email      ~)med unc edu 

This research study received approval from the UNC Off’ice of Human 
Research Ethics Biomedical IRB on 
IRB STUDY # 11-0333 

This email is sponsored by: Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your in[’ormational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlk~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 8:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: UNC Research Study Oppo~nity 

The D~,~’C Department of Psychiatry is conducting a research study to find 
out more about mental illness If you have had any of the following 
symptoms in the past few months, are between 12-35 years old, are 
willing to participate in a randomized clinical trial receiving either 
Omega III supplement or placebo, and have not been diagnosed with 
bipolar illness or psychosis, you may be eligible to participate in a 
stud?- in the tS-ime Research Program. You may be eligible to receive licee 
stud?’ related medical evaluations and monetary compensation. 

* Have you noticed frequent and confusing coincidences? 
* Are you worried that others are talking about you or laughing at you? 
* Do you think that others are twing to hurt you? 
* Do you have trouble thinking or concentrating? 
* Would you rather be alone than with friends? 
* Sometimes when you hear something do you mistake it :[’or something it’s 
not? ttow about something you smell or see? 

Do you have a family member with a pwchotic illness such as 
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and are having recent troubles 
with school, work, or friends? 

Visit us at our website www.PRIME.unc.edu and click on ’Simple Survey’ 

The Pr~j ect is funded by the National Institute of Mental ttealth 

08-1448 
November 12, 2009 
Con~nittee on the Protection of the Rights of Human SubJects The 

BioMedica[ IRB Universi~ of North Carolina 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[‘erence, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

vanessa white@dentist~’.tmc,edu 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: HIV Myth Busters 

The team in the Community Outreach, Dissemination, and Education office 
at the L~,-C Center for AIDS Research launched a new- website aimed at 
reducing the spread of misconceptions about HIV/AIDS through "busting" 
of myths, appropriately named HIV Myth Busters 

The HIV Myth Busters project was created in an effort to compile 
circulating myths into a constantly updated database, in which users and 
visitors to the website can submit myths they’ve heard either 
anonymously or by email, and "bust" them by providing the hard facts 
from some of the top HIV/AIDS specialists at L~NC Chapel Hilh 

HIV Myth Busters strives to g~ve answers to these myths in a manner that 
anyone can understand; from most advanced scientists to the middle 
school student searching to find out if something they heard in school 
is true. We hope this project can be a tool used to reduce the 
widespread occurrence of misconceptions and the stigma that surrounds 
it. 

We plan to continue to update the website with new and interactive 

content to better engage the users, as well as continue to seek new 

myths to "bust". 

Visit the website at http:/ihivmythbusters.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: UNC (;enter for AIDS Research 

"INFORMATIDNAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Policy Developtnent, Approval and Publication (PDAP) 

To: All University Facul~z, Staff and Employees 

From: Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Bruce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost 
Leslie Strohm, Vice Chancellor and General Counsel 

DaM: May 30, 2013 

Re: Policy Development, Approval and Publication (PDAP) 

In order to ensure consistency and clarity among policies of the 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Chancellor and Vice 
Chancellors have approved the following policy on "Policy Development, 
Approval and Publication" (PDAP): 
http://policies.unc edu/policies/pdap/. ~Ihe PDAP defines three general 
types of policies at the University--University Policies, Administrative 
Policies, and Departmental Policies--and specifies processes for review 
and approval for each policy ~’pe. 

All University Policies will be posted on a central website, 
http://policies.unc edu. This site uses WordPress, the University’s 
enterprise web content management system, and will replace the 
Universi~’s old policy webpage, 
http://wwwuncedu/campus/policieshtml In addition to serving as the 
online repository for all Universi~" Policies, the site also includes 
links to Administrative Policies posted on the websites of individual 
University departments 

To ensure that University Policies and Administrative Policies remain 
current, the PDAP requires each L’niversity Policy and each 
Administrative Policy to have a designated "responsible Universi~ 
officer" to periodically review" the policy There is also a recommended 
policy template to be used on a going forward basis when new policies 
are created or existing policies are substantially revised: 

http ://policy sites un c edu/files/2013/05/Policy-Template docx. 
Questions concerning the PDAP should be addressed to the Ol!fice of the 
Provost (919-962-1091; dpinkney@unc.edu) or Office of Universi~" Counsel 
(919-962-1219; will tricomi@unc.edu). 

This email is sponsored by: Chancellor’s Office, Office of the Provost & 

Office of Universi~ Counsel 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, May 31, 2013 7:20 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

MEMO.pdf 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll To access your pay information, go to 
http ://finance. unc. edu/controlleripavroll-services/ 
(Please nnte the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log [n under Quick Links. After you 
lngin using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payrolh 

Please note that your leave information is now being prnvided tn ynu in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amnunts are your leave totals as of the end 
nfthe prior month. 

Attached is a paycheck notice regarding political activities of 
EPA employees. 

Thank you 

Payroll Services 
The Umversity of North Carnlina at Chapel Hill 



Paycheck Notice 
Political Activities of EPA Employees 

University employees who wish to run for or hold any elective or appointive 
public office are subject to regulations adopted by the Board of Governors. For many 

types of office, the regulations require that before becoming a candidate for or occupying 
the office, the University employee must make certain disclosures and receive various 
approvals on a prescribed schedule or risk losing University employment. A copy &the 
full text of the Board of Governors’ regulations, as ~vell as a copy of the complementary- 
regulations issued by the Board of Trustees, may be obtained at the Office of the 
University Counsel, 110 Bynum Hall, 222 East Cameron Avenue, 962-1219. Advice 
concerning the interpretation and application of the Policies may be obtained from the 
Vice Chancellor and General Counsel. 

{00010056.DOC} 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Odom, Ron Hugh Jr <ronodom@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 8:26 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: New CCI latop 

I’m sta~lding outside Battle now but the door is locked at the moment. 

Ron 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 29, 2013, at 11:30 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron: Let’s meet around 8:30am. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Odom, Ron Hugh Jr 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 10:25 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: New CCI latop 

No problem. I can meet you as early as 8am and fl~e data transfer will not take long. An,vtime before 11 am is good for me. 

Ron 

From: <Regester>, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:13 AM 

To: Ron Odom <ronodom@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: New CCI latop 

Dear Ron: The best time for me to meet will again be on Friday morning -- however, I have a meeting at 11am but I could delay/postpone the meeting if 
necessary, Let me know if this works, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: Odom, Ron Hugh Jr 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: New CCI latop 

Dr. Register, I have fixed the issue with the wireless adapter on yonr new computer. Let me know the best time to come back m~d I will re-transfer your 

data from your old computer to the new one. Son)’ for the delay. 

Ron Odom 

OASIS 

919-883-7415 

Howell Hall, room 8 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:54 AM 

Grades for Essay I 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Charlene Regester 

Deax All Participating Students: Your essays have now been graded. If you snbmitted an essay according to the deadline you should have received a grade for your 

essay. If you submitted an essay on time m~d have not received a grade from me, please contact me. Pay attention to the comments fola~-arded and consider these 
comments M~en developing your future essays for the course. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM101.990.S113" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 101.990.S 113. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)<unc.edu on behalf of 

khanh nguyen@med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation Iicom depression, 
anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with normal functioning or intel?ersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstmal syndrome (PMS) and 
qualit) for research studies conducted by the UNC Center for Women’s 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE iX~ED WOMEN WHO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstmally but not after the onset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may quali~ :[’or research studies that give you dmgnostic :[’eedback 
on your symptoms and medical ewduations You may also qualify :[’or 
treatment studies and studies providing up to $520 in compensahon 

If you wou]d like to participate, call (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC Mental Health Specialists at 
REX! 

The research study is IRB #05-3000 This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomechca[ ]IRB on 03,’26/2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" emai] will on]y be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

saliwstudy@unc.edu 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIKMATIONAL: Recruiting 2-4 year olds for Research Study 

We need you! 
We are CUlTently looking for 2-4 year olds and their mothers to 
participate in our research study about sensor?- experiences, hormones in 
saliva, and play We are looking for children between 2-4 years old 
with either typical development or an autism spectrum disorder. 

;Vhat is involved? 
You will complete some questionnaires about your child’s development 
You and your child will participate in play-based developmental and 
sensor?- assessments, and ~ve will take saliva samples from mother and 
child during behavioral assessments. The time connnitment ranges from 3-4 
hours (1 trip to Chapel Hill/CalTboro can be expected). 

Why participate? 
You will receive a summary of the results of your child’s developmental 
and sensory assessments and a gas card :[’or $35. 

For more information or if you are interested in participating in this 
research study, please call us at 919.843.4531 or email us at 
salivastudy@unc.edu. We are happy to tell you more about our project and 
answer any questions 

This research study is fnnded by North Carolina Translational and 
Clinical Sciences Institute @2R461205) The principal investigator is 
Dr. Lauren Little. This study has been reviewed and approved by the UNC 
Biomedical Insitutional Review Board ([RB #13-0988, Approved 3/13/2013) 

This email is sponsored by: Allied Health 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlk~rmation". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:04 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Message l’rom Chief JeffMcCracken: June 19 Emergency Drill 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jefl’McCracken: June 19 Emergency Drill 

June 4, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

As part of our ongoing efforts to enhance campus safety, we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Library, on Wednesday June 19, between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m. Our Department of Public 
Safety is coordinating the exercise, which will include local law enforcement and response agencies. 

The drill will focus on ho~v the University works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 
located facility. 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Librar,v. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis Library, will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit sel~zice will be re-routed IVluch of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, actors will portray gul~aen, hostages and victims to simulate the University’s response to an actual emergency on campus. Police officers will be stationed around the 
perimeter ufthe emergency drill area, which will be clearly marked with barricades and signs e×plaining that a drill is in progress Emergency vehicles and personnel will be visible in and 
around the library area, and unifurmed respunders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a wurld where bad things occasiunaIly happen. Recent natiunal events such as the Buston Marathon bumbing show the importance uf this kind of emergency 
preparatmn You only have to scan the headlines tu see examples uf tragedies un college campuses, and we haven’t been immune un uur campus. It’s crucial that we are prepared to deal 
with a worst-case scenariu. That’s why emergency plarming exercises are a key part uf the University’s efforts to enhance campus safety. As a result of what we learn during regular siren 
tests and emergency drills, the University cuntinuously updates cummunicatiun plans 

Yuu’ll receive more details and reminders abuut the drill in the coming days. Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc edu [’or the latest informatiun about this drill and other impurtant informatiun 
about campus safety 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken, Director of Public Safety 

Abuut Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message tu inform the campus connnunlty about a situatiun that is nut an emergency, but is expected to be uf 
significant interest tu the campus An Informational Message is une ufthree tiers uf communication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren actlvatiun for a significant emergency And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
eflk~rts. Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

frank tomasulo ~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 2:53 PM 

Jou Cavellero <jcavalle@uark.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu-~ 

First submissiou tbr UFVA paper prize awaJcds 

W~Jlz with Bashir.doc 

Hi, Jon & Charlene. Attached is our first submission. I’ve looked it over and it appears to comply ~vith all the stated guidelines 

and specifications. 

If either or both of you wish to submit a paper, we’ll have to work out some sort of recusal arrangement but, if not, then please 

read and evaluate the attached paper. 

As in the past, I ;vould suggest a 0-100 numerical rating scale for each entry. 

I hope we receive a few more submissions! 

Best, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City Colle~qe of New York, City University of New York 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

~med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Individuals with Peripheral Neuropathy Needed for Balance Reseaxch Study 

Do you have peripheral neuropathy in your lower extremity or know 
someone who does? 

We are currently recruiting people ~vith peripheral neuropathy to 
participate in a research study intended to examine the influence of 
sensation on balance 

Subjects will come to the InterdisciplinaW Human Movement Research 
Laborato~’ OR the Seymour Center in Chapel Hill. Subjects will have 
their lower extremity sensation assessed and as well as complete static 
and dynamic balance tests 

This research study is being conducted within in the Division of 
Physical Therapy at UNC-Chapel Hill Free parking is provided at buth 
locatiuns. 

You or someone yuu know may be eligible ifyuu: 
* have been diagnosed with bilateral peripheral neuropathy at least 
six months agu 

* are able tu walk withuut someone assisung yuu (canes, walkers 
etc. are acceptable) 

* no uncuntrulled cardiorespiratory or metabolic diseases 

* no i~iury ur surgery that has impaired sensation in the luwer 
extremity 

This research stud?,, Influence of Lower Extremity Sensatiun un Balance 
in Stroke and Bilateral Peripheral Neurupathy: A Pilot Study (]RB 
#12-1213), has been approved by the UNC Biumedical Institutional Review 
Buard un 6-18-2012. 

For more m[’ormatiun ur to schedule an appulntment, please cuntact 

at (919)966-9797 or       ~med.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Division of Physical Tr~crapy at UNC-Chapel 
Hill. 

This email is sponsored by-: Division of Physical Therapy 

"INFORAlATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

I~’OI~VlAL NOTICE: Service Order Freeze of AT&T Services for 52 Catnpus Buildings 

All, 

Information Technology Services - Con~munication Technologies is 
implementing an AT&T service order freeze for all moves, adds, and 
changes (MAC’s) of AT&T phone sel-,zice lbr the UNC locations listed 
below. This service order freeze is necessaw to support the D2,~’C-Chapel 
Hill transition from AT&T Centrex to Verizon Business Hosted IP Centrex 
(Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP) telephony sel-,zices. The service 
order freeze will begin on Monday, June 10, 2013 and will remain in 
place through Monday, November 11, 2013. New phone requests during this 
timeframe will be accepted (and ~vill be completed with a ne~v VolP 
phone). Other requests for changes that require coordination with AT&T 
will not be accepted, as they will jeopardize the efibrt to migrate 
approximately 5,000 phones away from the AT&T database and over to the 
Verizon Business database. 

Please note that this freeze does not impact all of campus, but only 
those buildings listed below. 

Note that the following 5 buildings listed have already been converted 
to Vo[P. They are included now only to include a small group of numbers 
that did not change with the original building conversion. 

We appreciate the patience and support of all of our campus and UNC 
HeMthcare customers during this time We understand that this 
restriction presents challenges to some of our customers, and we 
apologize ]2)r the inconvenience As previously stated, we can continue 
to honor requests for new phone lines with Verizon Business VoIP 
Repair and voicemail requests will continue to be supported ahmg with 
most requests to move phones within campus buildings. 

Please contact 962-HELP and select option 1 for Telecomanunications to 
consult with an analyst for questions and planning. 

Additional inforraation on the transition of phones to Vo]P can be found 
at the following website: its.unc.edu/voip. 

Campus Buildings List where the set’,~ice order freeze ofAT&T ser,~ices 
will apply: 

EDS (Elect Dist Svc Ops Ctr) 
Facilities (Horney) Construction Shop 
General Store Room 
Horney Annex 
Surplus ProperW Warehouse 
Art Smdin Bldg 
Homey Bldg 
Ail~oort Office 
EHS Hazardous Materal Facility 
Cogen Facility Storage 
Energy- Services Bldg 
MBRB 
Health Affairs Bookstore 
Taylor Hall 
Glaxo Mol Lab 
Bercyhill Hall 
Med Sch Bldg Trailer 52 
Med Sch Wing C 
Clinic Wir~g B1 
Radiology Res 
LinebergerCRC 
Ma~z Ellen Jones (FLOB) 
Med Research Bldg B 
ThurstonBo~vles 
Trailer 46 
Trailer 49 
Med Sch Wing B 
Med Sch Wing D 
Neuro Science Research 
Bondurant Hall 
MacNider Hall 
Trailer 47 
Med Sch Wing EF 
Bumett-Womack 



Bioinformatics 
Health Science Library 
House Library 
Davis Library 

Wilson Librar,f 
Dubose Home 
Meadowmont Loude~ilk Hall 
McLean Hall 
Kenan Center of NC 
McColl Business Sch 
H~ 54 East 
Gen A~fin Bldg 
School Leadership Training Center 
Ba~ of ~erica 
McGavrn-Greenberg 
Rosetla~ 
Environment, Health, and Safeb" 
Ma~ing Hall 

Thank you, 

Cheri Beasley 
IT Manager 
ITS - Cormnunication Technologies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3800 (office) 
(cell) 

CheriBeaslcy@unc. edu 

This email is sponsored by: Irffom~ation Technology Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

JNWatson@unch.unc.edu 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 9:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Research Study 

This email was approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Biomedical IRB on 5/15/2013. IRB Study # 13-0005. 

The L~,-C Department of Psychiat~z is currently seeking people ~vho have a 
diagnosis of maj or depressive disorder, without psychotic symptoms, to 
participate in a research stu@. The purpose of the study is to 
determine if adding asenapine to an antidepressant in patients who have 
a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without psychosis, who have not 
fully responded to at least 6 weeks of treatment with the antidepressant 
alone, results in improvement of depressive symptoms. 

Patients may qualit) if they: 
*are 18-65 years of age 
*have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without Psychotic 
Symptoms 
*continue to have depressive symptoms even though they are being treated 
with an antidepressant 

The study will last 6 weeks, and visits will take place at the UNC STEP 
Research Clinic at the North Carolina Psychiatric Research Center 
(NCPR C) in Raleigh. 

Study-related benefits include study medication and related psychiatric 
care at no cost. Subjects will be compensated for time and efl~rt 

If you are interested in learning more about the stu@, or to make a 
referral, please contact Joy Watson at 919-733-5229 or 

JNWatson@unch.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

asthmastudie s~ med.unc .edu 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORNIATIONAL: Individu~Js with mild aJlergic as~thma 

Vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, kale and cabbage are 
particularly rich in a plant chemical called sulforaphane (SFixr) which 
boosts production of certain "defense" enzymes that increase the 
activity’ gene expression of antioxidant genes in the nose. In animals, 
the chemical protection from SFN helps prevent diseases associated with 
imqammation and cancer among others, and this is currently being 
studied in humans. Young broccoli sprouts have a particularly high 
level of SFN compared to other foods. 

The purpose of this research stu@ is to see if we can measure these 
changes in allergic, astl~natic volunteers treated with broccoli sprout 
homogenates (BSH) or a placebo homogenate. This will be done by 
obtaining a series of "nasal lavages" or rinses of the nose with salt 
water, as well as superficial biopsies of the inside lining of the nose, 
and collecting sputum cells from your lungs. Using these samples, we 
will measure the amount of proteins and the amount of inflammation in 
the nose and and lungs and compare the results when you are g~ven a 
broccoli sprout homogenate "shake" (high in SFN) or a placebo "shake" 
(which is low in SFN) during 3 days during 2 different study sessions 

Study requirements include: 
* You must be between 18 and 50. 
* You should be a healthy nonsmoker, and have allergies and mild 
asthma, but not require daily medications to control your asthma. 
* You should not be pregnant or nursing. 
* You should not have intolerance of or aversion to broccoli 

Participation will up to 10 weeks, and will require 7 visits lasting 30 
rain to 3 -1/2 hours. 

For additional iN2~rmation and a link to the study consent form, please 
go to http://www.med unc.edu/cemalbistudiesi 

Interested individuals may send an email to marrt@med.unc.edu or call 
(919) 966-0759 to contact the study coordinator 

Approved 02-2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB 11 
13-0056 

This e-mail is sponsored by the L~x,-C Center for Environmental Medicine 
and Lung Biology. This study is funded by the National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS). 

This email is sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

mduclos~med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Network of Clinica] Rese~xch Professionals 

1. Do you conduct Human Subjects Research at UNC? 
2. Are you new to conducting Human Subj ects Research? 

If you answered yes to either of these questions, then the I_,~,~’C Network 
of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCRP) is here to help you. 
Purpose 

The purpose of the UNC-NCRP is to promote excellence in the conduct of 
clinical, social, behavioral, and translational research through 
education, professional development and mentoring programs. 

The UNC-NCRP is a peer group that includes all research personnel on 
campus The group’s goal is to increase awareness and communication of 
best practices through educational seminars, resources, mentoring and 
networking programs. 

Sign Up and Receive Best Practices, Did You Know Series -- and More 

Membership is not required, but if you do research here on campus then 
you will want to be a part of the UNC-NCRP [istserv The listserv is a 
forum to increase communication between the various research entities at 
Carolina. Through the listserv, a variety of in]2~rmation will be shared 
that includes a DID YOU KNOW SERIES, updates fi’om the IRB (Institutional 

Review Board), OCT (Office of Clinical Trials), CTRC (Clinical and 
Translational Research Center), and other research units; iN2mnation 
about educational opportunities offered through UNC-NCRP and other 
groups; social networking events; and information about best pracuces. 

To join the listserv, visit our website at www uncncrp org and do sign 
up! 

Seminars, Standard Operating Procedures - and More 

The UNC-NCRP Steering Committee was formed in November 2011 and has been 
working on several projects that were identified as needs for the Human 
Sut~iects Research community here on campus. During this time, we have 
begun our educational seminars, eg., Clinical Research 101: Who’s Who 
at UNC? To learn about upcoming seminars, visit our website 
www.ancncrp.org. We look forward to improving research at UNC at Chapel 
Hill! 

The NCRP Steering Cormnittee 

This email is sponsored by: TraCs 

"INFORSlATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 3:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOILMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Update on Outside Review of Retalialion Allegation 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

In March, we commissioned an independent, outside review- follo~ving 
public allegations that the University- retaliated by bringing an Honor 
Court charge against a student based on statements made about our 
response to sexual assault incidents and issues on campus. 

We want to share new information with you about the results of this 
inquily 

The review -- conducted by Barbara Lee, a nationally recognized expert 
in handling sexual harassment grievances and a human resource management 
professor at Rutgers University- -- found no evidence that the University’ 
retaliated against the student. 

This has been a difficult situation ~2~r the students involved, and it 
has led to me to carefully reexamine two issues: (1) how we can continue 
to protect our students’ right to free speech, and (2) the Honor Code 
provision dealing with disruptive or intimidating behavior that was the 
basis of the original charge. 

This review brought into sharp focus concerns about this particular 
Honor (;ode provision. As a result, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
Winston Crisp consulted with campus colleagues, including Richard Myers, 
the chair of the Committee on Student Conduct and a professor in our 
School of Law, and Faculty’ Chair Jan Bo×iH about this issue. Vice 
Chancellor Crisp recommended that no student should be charged with 
violating this section of the Honor Code until the Committee on Student 
Conduct can adequately evaluate the provision. 

I agree with Vice Chancellor Crisp, and this change will take effect 
immediately Honor System charges involving this provision of the Honor 
Code, including the case in question, will be dismissed. 

This action is not a challenge to the important role of students in our 
Honor System, but is intended to protect the fi-ee speech rights of our 
students. 

The Honor Systera is a Carolina tradition that dates back more than 100 
years. 
We are one of the last universities in the nation with a student-led 
Honor System, and our students have invested an impressive amount of 
effort in sustaining this tradition. 

This situation has raised important issue that will deserve fulther 
discussion. \~2~ile I will not be here to take part in those discussions, 
I am confident that all of you will work together to help develop 
solutions that work for the whole Carolina community. 

Sincerely, 

Holden 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

jwales@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Sumtner Camp at PlayMakers 

PlayMakers Repertory Company’s THEATRE QUEST 

An exciting program for middle school students, THEATRE QUEST allows 
budding actors the opportunity to stu@ an alTay of disciplines and 
train with professional theatre artists. 

This summer students can explore: 

The Principles of Acting 
Shakespeare and Stage Combat 
Acting for the Camera 
Musical Theatre I - Solo Showcase 
IVlusical Theatre II - ShowStoppers[ 

Join us for one week or all five. But act quickly - only a few spaces 
le[’t! 

(;lasses are Mon - Fri in the Center for Dramatic 2,~rt from 10am - 5pro. 

And as a SPECIAL OFFER, UNC Faculty and Staffmembers with children 
enrolled in the program will be eligible ~k~r early drop offin the 
mornings beginning at 9am. For more m[’ormation, please visit our 
website www.playmakersrep.org/theatrequest or email jwales@unc.edu. 

This emai l is sponsored by: PlayMakers RepertoW Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m~v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: TYPE 2 DIABETES 

DO YOU HAVE TYPE 2 DIABETES? 
If so, you may qualify’ to participate in a clinical research device 
study 

The L,i~!C Diabetes Care Center is no~v e~olling adult volunteers into a 
Type 2 Diabetes Research study 

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness, safe~ 
and tolerability of ITCA 650 in patients with type 2 diabetes and to 
compare those effects to the effects of ITCA placebo 

In this study all subjects will have an investigational drug/device 
combination called ITCA 650 or ITCA placebo placed just under the skin 
of the abdomen (lower part of the belly). 
An investigationa[ drug or device is one that is currently being tested. 
It has not been approved by the U.S. Food and Drag Administration (FDA) 
for sale in the United States 

Your participation is approximately 47 weeks (almost one year): up to 4 

weeks to determine if you are eligible for the study, 39 weeks of sturdy 

treatment, and 4 weeks of follow-up. 

You may be eligible for the research study if you are: 
* aged between 18-80 years 
* have type 2 diabetes 
* using diet and exercise alone or on sul]2mylurea (SU) or 
thiazolidinedione (TZD) monotherapy or a combination of at least two of 
the following types of drugs for your ~pe 2 diabetes: SU, ~[ZI) or 
metfonnin 
*    having trouble controlling your blood sugar 

If you are eligible you may receive diabetes care through the research 
sturdy doctor, diabetes testing supplies, and study medication. 

If you are interested in this clinical trial and believe you may be 
eligible, or ]2~r more in:gormation please contact: 

Gall F~fller. CO’Re’ 

Clinical Research Coordinator 
UNC Dabetes Care Center: 919 9575679 / gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRB Biomedical Approval on 10/22/2012 from the UNC 
Office of Human Research Ethics, IRB study # 12-1722. 

This email is sponsored by-: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 1:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Orange Coun~ under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",!TY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
tl~reatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapi~vwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University ~vill not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a tornado ~vatch since the status of those often change frequently during a ~veather 
event. Ira new ~veather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch aI’ter a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the watch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for 
potential serious weather conditions. 

If the ~veather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more iN2~rmation refer to http://wwwalertcarolina.unc.edu/go/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the Universi~" to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Nntification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of infi~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

cts2014@ad.unc.edu 

Monday, June 10, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Neuroimaging decision-tnaking study now ~ecruiting pea~ficipu~ts 

Do you drink alcohol rarely, heavily, or moderately? 

We are conducting a study to examine the role of age and alcohol use in 
the decision-making process. Your participation would require you to 
come to the University of North Carolina campus for a ~-3 hour 
session. For your participation, you will be compensated with $15/hour. 
The experimental session will consist of completion of questionnaires, 
the collection of a saliva sample, and a computerized task. The 
computerized task will be conducted in a magnetic resonance imaging 
(2vIRI) scanner 

You are eligible if: 
1. You are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
2. You have no known psychiatric or neurological problems 
3. You are NOT taking psychoacuve medications 
4. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
5. You have NEVER sought treatment for a substance use disorder 
6. You are NOT pregnant or breasffeeding 
7. You are a native English speaker 
8. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
9. You do NOT have a fear of enclosed spaces 
10. You are right handed 
11. You do NOT have tattoos above the shoulders 
12. No metal in your body that you can’t take out 

If interested, please contact us at 919-962-8340 (mention the su[~iect 
line of the e-mail if you call) 
or e-mail cts2014@email.nnc.edu with the following information: 

~mail address 
Phone number 
Best time to be contacted 

This study titled "Alcohol Consumption, Decision Making, and 
Development" has been approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional 
Review" Board (IRB) (study # 11-1067, approved 5/3/2013). 

This email is sponsored by: Dept of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

leah schrubbe@med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 10, 2013 8:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Pefimenopausal Wo~nen Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at UNC is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (,women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioration and to louver cardiovascular risk during the 
menopause transition. 

We’re Looking For Women ;Vho Are: 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or 
hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,425 in 
compensation. 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is 
conducted by David Rubinow, MD. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC 
Department of Psychiatry. 

The research study is IRB #10-0542. This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

jacovely@ehs.unc.edu 

Monday, June 10, 2013 8:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Safety Awareness Month 

The I_,~,~’C department of Environment, Health and Safety is proud to support 
Safety A~vareness Month in North Carolina State Government. North 
Carolina Governor, Pat McCrory, has proclaimed June as the month to pay 
special attention to safety. You can read his proclamation at 
http://ehs unc.edu/ehs/docs/safety~roclamation pd£ 

The North Carolina Office of State Personnel is focusing on four aspects 
of safety: Slips, Trips and Falls; Muscle Inju~-; Driving Safely; and 
Safety at Home and Work. You can read about all four at 

http://www osp.state.nc.usiSupportiSafetv/index htm. 

Slips, Trips and Falls 
More than 4,000 state workers have been injured from tails over the last 
three years. It’s likely that many more were inlured but were too 
embarrassed to report the incident. These falls have resulted in human 
suffering, time away i~om work and, in some cases, an inability to 
return to work. Here are some interesting facts: North Carolina has 
spent more than $35 million over the last three years on i~juries due to 
flails, and the dollars are growing Mitre than 1,300 workers missed time 
from work The I)epartment of Labor has falls listed in the top-flour 
causes of inluries ~2~r all North Carolina work ers. Mitre than 60 
percent of all falls happen to state workers walking on the same level 

Con-anon ways to avoid falling are: Watch where you are walking Do not 
text while walking. Clean up beverage spills immediately or guard the 
hazard until it is cleaned. Alert authorities if floor is slick or 
stickier than normal, and wear appropriate shoes that provide support. 

Lifting, Twisting, Bending, Sitting and Awkward Static Postures. 

’]?he number two cause of injuries :[’or state workers is from lifting, 

twisting, bending, sitting and awkward static postures. 

See http://www.youtubecom/watch’?v DN7vOIQWR~Q&NR l&feature endscreen 
how to set-up your office. Note: if your keyboard is on your desk, and 
your chair is raised to put yourself in a neutral posture with the 
keyboard, then your feet must be supported with a footrest or two reams 
of paper. Proper office set-up can reduce minor aches from sitting. 

For sedentaW workers, tiy having a little fun at work. Just put on 
this video http://~vwa~,.youtube.congwatch?v NoORyduZdOo 
to relieve those shoulder and wrist aches. Just renrember: Do not 
overextend any muscle group; slow shoulder rolls are best at first. If 
any of these activities hurt, then nrinimize or stop the nrove. 

For nrore videos on avoiding nmscular injuries, go to 
http://w~vw, osp.state.nc.us/Support/Safety/index.htm 

Driving Safely 
State workers were involved in thousands of wrecks in fiscal year 2011, 
with eraployees being found at fault in 1,680 of these wrecks. DOT 
workers while standing in safe zones during road construction were 
killed due to distracted and tired drivers. Please keep your cars in 
good working order to prevent accidents. Slow- down when you approach 
road workers to avoid injuries. _Major distractions to drivers are 
talking on the cell phone, eating, shaving and putting on make-up. See 
the information below about driving safely to learn why our brains can’t 
handle multi-tasking safely. 

The myths behind multitasking-Distracted Driving FAQ’s 
http://www.youtube.com/~vatch?v LKzq2x-z7Y 

Why Cell Phones are a Distraction 
http://w;vwvoutube.com/watch?v s 8L’PLK&N-o A 

Teclmology Solutions to Reduce Liability of Cell Phone Distracted 
Driving Crashes 
http ://media.beac onlive, colr~viewitem?bckt 100216 

Employer Traffic Safety Program 
http~//~vww.nsc ~rg/safetyr~ad/Emp~yer%2~Traffic%2~Safety/~ages/Nati~na~H~me.aspx 

Defensive Driving Training 
http://wwwnscorg/safety road/DefensiveDriving/Pages/defensive driving.aspx 

Safety at Home and Work 
For more information about home and work safety, click on the links 
below. 

Home Fire Escape Plan 
http ://;vw;v.~s~.state.nc.us/Supp~rt/Safetv/~reventi~n%2~Fi1es/H~me%2~Fire%2~Escape%2~P1an.pd~‘ 



National Safety’ Council Emergency Facts 
http://www ~sp state~nc~us/Supp~rt/Safetv/Preventi~n%2~Fi~es/NSC-2~13NSM-EmergencvFacts.pdf 

Poison Prevention for Children, Unintentional Medicine Poisoning 

http ://www.nsc. org/safeW home/horn ean drecreationaIsafetv/poisonin g/Pa~es/Poisonin g. aspx 

Summer Safety 

http://wwwnscor~/safeW horn eiSa few Observances/Paces/Summer Safety/aspx 

For more inJ2~rmation about safety, go to 
http://www.osp.statencus/Support/Safety/index.htm For specific 
iN2~rmation about campus safety issues, go to the Environment Health and 
Safety" website at http:i/ehs.unc.edu. 

Mary Beth Koza, Director of Enviror~nent, Health and Safety 

This email is sponsored by: Em’ironment, Health and Safe~ 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m’g.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, June 10, 2013 9:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOP~MATIONAL: Paxticipants Needed: Effective Cotnmunication and Task Performance 

Effective Commumcation. Tasks and Performance 
50 minutes long 
$11 
Location: Kenan Flagler Business School, McColl 4402/4404 

To register visit our website at: ~vw~v.c4dr unc.edu/experiments 

You will be participating in two studies during this session 

We are studying individual differences in commumcation skills You will 
be asked to complete brief writing and reading comprehension tasks. We 
will also investigate how emotions influence task outcomes 

IR[3:12-2127 and 13-2079 
Exclusions: You must be at least 18 years of age to participate in this 
study 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on May 14th, 2013. 

This email is sponsored by: (;enter for Decision Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

childhear@med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 10, 2013 9:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: 5 to 13 Year Olds Needed for Hearing Research Study 

The Human AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting 
children between 5-13 years old to help us learn more about how children 
hear in noisy environments. 

During the testing, your child will sit in a sound-treated room and will 
listen to sounds presented over a speaker. Your child ~vill be asked to 
indicate when the?- hear sounds by touching a picture on a touch-screen 
monitor or by repeating back words. The sounds we use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratory is required Each visit lasts about 
one hour You will receive $15 per visit and ~ve will give you parking 
passes if 
you drive to the lab. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med uric edu. 

The principal investigator for this study is Lori I,eibuld, Ptff), 
Department ufAllied Health Sciences. 

This sturdy has been appruved by the University ufNurth Carulina at 

Chapel Hill’s Biumedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 06-0840. ’]’he 

title for this Biumedical IR[3 study is "Listening in Nuise for Children 

and Adults". The most recent appruved IRB modi[’icatiun date is 5/20/13 

This email is sponsured by: Allied Health Sciences 

This email is spunsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass emaih Tu set yuur iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:55 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Save the Date! MEM ttealth Inequalities & Justice Conference 

Hea]th- Juslice- Confelence Save-the-date.pdf 

This fall conference at UNC may be of interest. See details below. 

Begin lbm’a~ded message: 

From: "Chua, Jocelyn kim" <ilchua@email.unc.edu> 
Date: June 11,2013 8:15:33 AM EDT 

To: For the Moral Economies of Medicine working group <moraleconmed@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [moraleconmed] Save the Date! MEM Health Inequalities & Justice Conference 

Reply-To: "Chua, Jocelyn Lim" <jlchua@email.unc.edu> 

The Moral Economies of Medicine Working Group and UNC Center for 
Bioethics 

Announce: 

"Comparing Approaches to Health Inequalities and Justice: A 

Dialogue on Theonj’, Method, and (Inter)-Disciplinaritg 

Key Note Address & Merrimon Lecture: 

Ruth R. Faden, PhD, MPH 

Philip Franklin Wagley Professor of Biomedical Ethics and 

Director, Johns Hopkins Berman Institute of Bioethics 

Friday, October 4, 2013: 4:30- 6pm 

In Rosenau Auditorium 

Conference: 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 

9am - 5:30pm in Hyde Hall 

Save The Date Flyer with List of Speakers and their Affiliations Attached. 

Please circulate widely. 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists,unc.edu/u?id=32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33200215 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the liue is broken) 



or send a blank emafil to leave-33200215-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbedO42dlOc3de25~b~listserv.unc.edu 



SAVE THE DATES 

2013 Merrimon Lecture & Health Justice Conference 

Friday, October 4, 2013: 4:30- 6pm in Rosenau Auditorium 

The Merrimon Lecture: Ruth R. Faden, PhD, MPH 
Philip Franklin Wagley Professor of Biomedical Ethics and 

Director, Johns Hopkins £erman Institute of Bioethics 

Saturday, October 5, 2013: 9am- 5:30pm in Hyde Hall 

"Comparing Approaches to Health Inequalities and Justice: A 
Dialogue on Theory, Method, and (Inter)-Disciplinarity 

Conference Speakers: 

Paula Braveman, MD, MPH 

Professor of Family and Community Medicine 

Director, Center on Social Disparities in 

Health 

University of California, San Francisco 

Paul Brodwin, PhD 

Professor of Anthropology 

University of Wisconsin- 

Milwaukee 

Adjunct Associate Professor of Bioethics and 

Medical Humanities 

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Debra DeBruin, PhD 

Director, Center for Bioethics 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

University of Minnesota Medical School 

Sarah Horton, PhD 

Assistant Professor of Anthropology 

University of Colorado, Denver 

Rosalina James, PhD 

Acting Assistant Professor of Bioethics and 

Humanities 

University of Washington 

Carla Keirns, MD, PhD, Msc 

Director, Program on the History of Medicine 

Assistant Professor of Medicine and Preventive 

Medicine 

Stony Brook University 

Paul Kelleher, PhD 

Assistant Professor of Medical History 

& Bioethics 

U niversity of Wisconsin--Madison 

Nicholas King, PhD 

Director, Measurement, Ethics, and 

Decision-making Collaborative 

Assistant Professor of Social Studies of 

Medicine 

McGill University 

Eva Feder Kittay, PhD 

Distinguished Professor of Philosophy 

Stony Brook University 

Barbara Koenig, PhD 

Professor of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

Institute for Health & Aging 

University of California, San Francisco 

Carolyn Rouse, PhD 

Professor of Anthropology 

Princeton University 

Jennifer Prah Ruger, PhD 

Associate Professor of Public Health, 

Medicine, and the Graduate School of Arts 

and Sciences 

Adjunct Associate Professor of Law 

Yale University 

Janet Shim, PhD 

Associate Professor of Social and Behavioral 

Sciences 

Institute for Health & Aging 

University of California, San Francisco 

Co-sponsored by: 

Center for Bioethics, School of Medicine Merrimon Lectureship, College of Arts and Sciences, 

Institute for Arts and Humanities, Moral Economies of Medicine Working Group, Department of Anthropology, 

Department of Social Medicine, Center for Health Equity Research, Department of Philosophy, and 

Parr Center for Ethics 

At the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

joeflorence@unc.edu 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Carolina Performing Arts 13/14 Season Priority PresaJe 

Carolina Performing Arts’ 13/14 season features a ~vide varie~ of 
world-class artists including Maceo Parker and George Clinton with 
Parliament Funkadelic; Lyle Lovett and John Hiatt; Lang Lang; Academy of 
St. Martin in the Fields with Joshua Bell; and Bila Fleck and Abigail 
Washburn, among man?’ others. 

For the first time, Carolina Performing Arts is making subscriptions and 
single tickets available to UNC - Chapel Hill faculty-, staff and 
students on June 12, one week before the?’ go on sale to the general 
public. 

In addition to this exclusive priority’ presale period, faculty- and staff 
can save tap to 35% on packages and student tickets are only $10 

For more information or to purchase tickets, please visit 
www carolinapefformingarts org or call the Memorial Hall Box Office at 
919-843-3333 Box Office hours are 10am to 6pm, Mi~nday through Friday, 
with special Saturday hours in June 

We look forward to seeing you at Memorial Hall this fall! 

This email is sponsored by: Executive Director for the Arts 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Up&ite Personal In]k~rmation". 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~unent Health and Safety <no reply@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 6:32 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

El)iS Compliance Notice 

Hi Charlene, 

This is a notification that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https:i/itsapps.unc.edu/EHS/for details. 

Thanks 

Environment, Healfll And Safety 



Omaha... Here comes Carolina! 

X:: ©WS ’Bound 

St]ndaL Jurm 16, at TD AmoHtrade Pa[’k, Since the to~ma]:nent ]s {]ouble elimination, 

UNC and N.C. State a]:e joJ~]ed h} Omaha by ,~’lJssiss[ppJ State, OPego~] State, Indiana, 

}~)uisvil]e, UCI,A arui :[,S{:i, Vbw the totm~a~ent b~’aeket hem 

Contact the U.N(: Ticket Off]ca at (800) ?22-EEEL, 

8:30 a.m..-- 4 p.m. (EDT). The ~ieadl[r[e to 

tickets ~s ~oo~] oB Thursday, June 

G-ather at Boshamex" Sta4ium to wish the Diamond 

Heals ~4ood luck buforu ~he)~ head to ()nmka. 

Diamond Heeis 

Fhns can stop by the Holiday I~m Omaha for 

semi-of Is buo~l]mJ~]g 2.5 hom~ ]~]:’Jot" to {’a(:]~ :4sine. The ~’st tea~ 

&m&~’~ ,1 ~me :~ 6, ~}ok[ ~s R~" "(k~ Heels" gffeaways and to sod~lize with 

Heals. Foo~t and bevel’ai@s Will be av;J~abb {T)p pu]:’ehasu JB the [m[e]’s l’est;tm’al]t} Tile 

Unio[~ Pizzeria a~]d Sp(xts Bar. 

WoJJ Series, foIJow the G-~UX o~ Facebook and Twitbr, 

in the !:Mive~’sit5, budge[ but am fm~ded by (;-:~k member dues. If you t}Jr~k this mission 

of sd’vi]<4 out" University,’ a~d keepin:4 aJu]m][ i~fbm~ed and involved is impor[m]t, 

r[]er[]be]2~hip is fix’ you. Joha to{by to s@po]l: Ca]:olhaa {rod to re(.dve ~,alt]ahle be~efits 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <fountain@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 6:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The UNC-Chapel ttill Graduate School needs your feedback 

Dear Charlene Regester: 

The Fountain is an annual publication of The Graduate School of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through 
this magazine, we showcase the many achievements of graduate students and alumni - as well as developments in 
graduate education at Carolina and beyond. 

You have a vested interest in graduate education and we value your thoughts on how we can further enhance The 
Fountain. Please provide your input in a survey that should take no more than 5 minutes to complete. All responses are 
anonymous and will be treated confidentially. 

Simply click on the link below, or cut and paste the entire URL into your browser to access the survey: 
https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID= SV_0C3hetRN kG FtRSz 

Thank you in advance for participating in our survey. Your feedback is very valuable to us. 

Sandra 

Sandra Hoeflich, PhD 
Associate Dean for Interdisciplinary Education, Fellowships and Communication 
The Graduate School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

::X:: UNC Graduate School 

You are receiving this email because you are a graduate alumnus or alumna of UNC-Chapel Hill or a donor/friend of The Graduate School. 
Not interested? Unsubscribe 

The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 4010, 200 Bynum Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-40:t0. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view ?~L~!~..!(2.{]!.£!}..of this message,                          May-June 2013 

Leading, advocating, ~nsp~Hng ~ 
D~stin~uished historian Jacque[ine Oowd 

Halt, founder of the Southern Or~[ History 

Program has won the Mary Turner Lane 

Award for outstandm8 contributions to the 

twos of Ca~okina women. ~’er fou~ 

decades. Halt has advocated for women 

khrou~h her research, professiona[ 

I.eadership. keachh~ mentorh~ and 

service. Detaiks 

~ Undergrads ~n major journal 
Work entirety designed, m~p[emeated and int~p~ ~ted by UNC under~rad~ates 

I~as been #ub[~si~ed in 3iochem~s~W and hi~Ni£hted on the ~ourna[ web pa~e. Under 

the ~uidance of UNC chemist Kex4n Weeks. students Nicholas Watts, Roll OXane and 

Eva Archer developed a m~jor RNA genome model.. Deta~.s 

LGBT legislators advance rights 
The presence of national [e£iskators who are 

openly {esbian, ga% bisexual or transgender, 

has a direct h’npac:t on pro-LGBT ~egis[at[on 

around the wor[d~ accordin~ to research by UNC 

poUtical, sdent[st Andrew ReynoMs. His stud2, 

published in American Po~itica~ Science 

Review, includes the most comprehensive 

database o~ open LG~T nationa~ 

represen Lateen worldwide. 

~ EPA using senior’s research 

Ann So[tan ’13 ~s interested m environmental policy and farming. She combined 

the two fo~ her senior honors ~.~..E#~.~.[~b. showing that so[at a~rays could save 

Ca[iforma dairy farms sigmficant energy, water and money, white towering their 

carbon foot#tint. EPA is ush~g her data to make new policy recommendations. 

~ BrooMy~ bees are busy 
Senior geography major Kate Grady spent last summer studv~n~ urban 

~ on the roofLops o~ Brooklyn, The Summer Undergraduate Research 

Fellowship that supported he~ work was especially meaningful to Grady, a Carolina 

Covenant Scholar. She tired on her own ~n New York and took her first plane trip to 

!~et there. 

New Videos 

Events Calendar 





S~bject: 

FY~ Carolina <FYICaroli~m@.) unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 13, 2013 4:05 PM 
Rege~er, Charlene B <regester~:emaiLunc.edu> 
Research hooks u~dergraduates/Team bfinga hearing to NW’Heela Omaha bound-June FYI Carolina 

June 

Before Margo Williams enrolled in Pwchology 395, she had no idea a single course would draw on both her majors, allow 
her to contribute to important research on young children and cement her career choice. The Charlotte native, who 

--graduated in May, will soon start working as a research assistant in a UNC lab, while applying to Ph.D. programs in clinical-- 
psychology. "it’s a reaMife application of what we’re baming in other classes," says Williams. "It’s an amazing experience." 

Jm;~es ~J~=r~) W D~nn .u ; a Iongtkne 

faculty member and dean of Kenan- 
FJsgJer Business School has been 
appointed as the next executive 

~’:~e~t has been named vice 
chancellor and chief information 
officer. Both appointments beg~n 
July 1. 

Surgeons at UNC Hen@ Care 

recently peRormed the first-ever 

child Three-yeaFold Grayson 

Clamp from CharlofJ:e was born with 

could not hear 

the !00th a nniversa ry of the bold 
Frenci~ ballet, "r~e Rite of :?pi n’7 

revisited and re-interpreted the 

garnered attention from around ti~e 
world 

The Financial Times ranked UNC 

--world and No 4 in the United States -- 
for its customized leadership 
developmen~ and business 
educstion programs that help 
organizatiorls address business 
challenges. 

Barbara K. Rimer, dean of UNC’s 

outstanding contributions to fighting 
cancel. This award represents the 
society’s highest honor. 

Loren Si~ealy; a rising junior on [he 
Norris Carolina field hockey team, 

recognition of her academic ariel 
athletic success. Shealy, a finance 

througi~ which she a~ends Duke in 
addition to UNC. 



UNC’s of~iciai Facebook site has a 
rapidly expanding audience and 
month surpassed 200,000 fans. 

--Please visi~ >:aceb~’.,’sk to keep up -- 
witi~ the iatest news and information 
and connect with eti~er Tar Heels 

Tile top-seeded Tar Heels earned 
their 10th trip ,to the College World 
Series on Monday with a 5-4 win 

--eve~ the Seuti~ Carolina GamecocKs.- 
Visit G,,H~=A~.som to feiiow the 
team irl Ornai~a. 

5}593 or v~:ite. C;~iic¢ Of Uni~efsity Communicstie:-:s 2 i0 Pi!!SbO:O St.. Ci3,tpel Hiil. NO 27599-8.:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

"_c}email.tmc.edu 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Participants needed: 6 weeks Exercise Trafining Research Study. 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research 
Study. 
The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a 
research study to examine the effects of an exercise program on 
individual with medial knee displacement. 
This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions 
of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks 
according to which group you will be assigned and how you will respond 
to the exercise program. 
Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 
* Movement and bony alignment screening 
* Bony aligmnent measures with ultrasouaad 
* Lower extremity flexibility measurement 
* Muscle strength measurement 
* 3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
* 18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes). 
* Foam roller exercises 
* Stretching exercises 
* Muscle strengthening 
* Functional movement exercises. 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research 
Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall. You may be asked to return for another 
testing after 4 to 6 weeks from the completion of the post-test 

You are eligible ~2~r this study if: 
* You are female, age between 18 and 28 years 
* You have no injury in the lower extremity’ at a time of testing. 
* You are acm’e (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes 
each) 
* You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or lifting. 
* You did not participate in the exercise training study in within the 
past 3 months. 
*    You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred 
within the past 6 months that limited physical actlvdy for more than 2 
days. 
* You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
* You are not pregnant 
For additional inforraation about this study, please contact: 

~email.mxc.edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB #13 -1370) was approved by the Office of Hunxan Research 
Ethics Bionredical Institutional Review Board on June 13th, 2013. 

This unrail is sponsored by: Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" unrail will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infornration". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibraty Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, June 14, 2013 9:18 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,ema~l.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Alone with me 

Loan Author: Kitt, Eartha 
TN:     1961262 

The item that you requested has al~dved 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Library. 

THE DU~ DATE IS 9/9/2013. 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? No 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’~IS,/SPECIAL INST[~UCT[ONS: 

RENI{WAL S MAY B E REQUESTED VIA THE ONLINE REQUEST S YSTEM. 
Logon to your account, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" option and follow the instructions. 

ILB Stall" 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



Sent: 

To: 

Suh.iect: 

UNC-CH Inteflibrary Borrowing-~uncilh@email.unc.edu:, 

Friday, June 14, 2013 9:18 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has arrived 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature, 1958 alrd 1959 
Loan Author: 
TN: 1962454 

The item that you requested has alTived 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Libra,7. 

THE DU~ DATE IS 7,’31/2013 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? No 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It~ISiSPECI/,L INSrIRIX2~[IONS: 
tlANDLE WFI’It CAR~Z 

REN~{WALS MAY BE [Z[gQUESTI{D VL% THE ON~.INE RE@JEST SYSTI{M. 
Lugun to your accost, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" uption and lk~lluw the instructions. 

Inter[ibra~ [3u~owing 
Munday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no body@ noli fy. unc. edu 

Friday, June 14, 2013 11:39 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,ema~l.unc.edu> 

FORMAl, NOTICE: Message from the Chm~cellor 

Dear Carolina community: 

Last night’s storm claimed the life of one of our students, Xuezhou Nan, 
a 20-year-old senior ticom Cary Julia, as she was known, 
was fatally injured by a falling tree on Franklin Street. 

It is so hard to lose one so young, especially in such a terrible, 
random and tragic event. I hope that all of you, Julia’s fellow Tar 
Heels, will keep her family and friends in your thoughts at this sad 
time. 

Counseling resources are being made available to the students most 
immediately affected by her death. Students who feel the?’ need 
assistance may call Counseling and Wellness Services at (919) 966-2281 
during regular operating hours. Employees may contact the Employee 
Assistance Program at (877) 314-5841. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 11:11 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

Live Music, Fmnily Fun & Open }louse 

ACKLAND ,,    MUSEUM 

Sunday, 16 June, 2:00 PM 
Free and open to the public. 

The Father’s Day edition of Music in the Galleries brings the 

jazz- and blues-inspired music of Tea Cup Gin to the Ackland. 

Tea Cup Gin creates and performs original material drawing from an 

eclectic mix of influences, including \dntage jazz standards, torch songs, 

ragtime and delta blues, tin pan alley classics, chanson, cabaret, and 

show tunes. 

See the Ackland in a Whole New Light! 

Thursday, 20 dune, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Light refreshments and tours of the art in its new light! 

Art at the Ackland is looking a little brighter 
these days, with colors more vivid and true to 
what the artists intended. It’s because of the 
tremendous gift of 400 energy-efficient LED 
lights, now installed in every gallery at the 
Museum. 
Come celebrate this generous gift of LED 
lights from UNC-Chapel Hill student 
organization Renewable Energy Specia[ 

Projects Committee (RESPC), and learn more about this technotogy from 
representatives of local manufacturer Cree, Inc. 
See the difference LED bulbs make by clicking this video from Cree! 

}~©~.-’{~ ~ ~’ . ,.., ,,,~...~ . ~..,".,, @ 

Tuesday, 18 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Art-inspired yoga at a great price! 



This hour-long session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall provides an opportunity to 

practice a series of gentle yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Ackl,and. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortabl,e 

cl,othing that wil,l, al,l,ow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

Space is limited; register online! 

We’re proud that our visitors 

frequently l,eave positive-- 

even glowing--comments 

about their experiences with 

our security guards. Learn 

more about the connections 

that two of our guards have 

to the Ack[and’s art in thins 

University Gazette piece. 

Sunday, 23 June, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Beat the heat at the Ack[and Art 

Museum! Create summer hats 

and fans to use outside or inside, 

and cool, off in the gal,l,eries 

l,ooking cl,osel,y at art. Join us for 

Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM 

to hear tal,es of summertime fun. 

Adding to the Mix 6: Raymond 

Jonson’s Abstract Naught (1930) 

This exhibition expl,ores two divergent themes-- 

l,andscape conventions of the American West and 

serial, artistic production--using the recentl,y 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New 

Mexico artist Raymond Jonson as a focus. Learn 

Strangeness considersdiverse responsesinAmerican arttothe "uncanny" 

home, aswe[l,asdomesticarchitecture’s ro[ein definingthe boundaries 

between oursel,vesand theoutsideworl,d. Learn more. 

ContemporaryArtfrom the PermanentCoUection 

enamel., and mixed-mediatapestry, for 



Last-minute shopping for that special guy in your tile? Come to the 

Ackland Museum Store for a wide setection of gifts and greeting cards! 

Beginning Thursday, 27 June: 

Monday-Saturday 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sunday 12:00 PM-5:00 PM 

Thursday evening hours wi[[ resume on 29 August 2013. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends [~ke you. 

Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today_!_ 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an emai[ to 

the editor. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: 

Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Ralph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untftled 

(Hand on Door), from The ~omnambulfst, 

1969; getatin silver print. Gift of Gene 

Thornton. 

Mike Libby, Bee, 2011. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: 

Abstract Naught, 1930; air on canvas. Acktand 

Fund. © The Raymond Jonson Correction, 

University of New Mexico Art Museum, 

Atbuquerque. 

Eugene Grasset, French, 1841-191 7: June, 

from Les Mars, 1895; color wood engraving. 

Forward this email 

rh~s email was sent to regester@emsil.unc,edu by _e__s__b__o___w_]_e__s__@__e_L!!_a_iLu___n__c~__e__d__u_ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[01 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 17, 2013 11:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief JeffMcCracken: Emergency Drill at Davis Library 

on Wednesday 

INFORIvIATIONAL ME S SAGE FROM ALERT CAROL IN2~: Message from Chief Jeff McCra cken: Emergency Drill at Davis LibraW on Wednesday June 17, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 
This is a reminder message that we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Library on Wednesday, June 19, between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m. 

Our Department of Public Safety’ is coordinating the exercise, which will include local law el~forcement and response agencies 

The drill will focus on ho~v the University~ works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 

located facili~. 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Libraw. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis Libra~ will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit service will be re-routed Much uf Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, acturs will purtray gunmen, hostages and victims to simulate the University"s respunse to an actual emergency on campus. Police ufficers will be statiuned around the 
perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be clearly marked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress Emergency vehicles and personnel will be visible in and 
around the library area, and unifurmed responders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a wurld where bad things occasionally happen. Recent national events such as the Boston Marathon bumbing show the importance uf this kind of emergency 
preparatmn You only have to scan the headlines tu see examples uf tragedies un college campuses, and we haven’t been immune on our campus. It’s crucial that we are prepared to deal 
with a worst-case scenariu. That’s why emergency plarming exercises are a key part of the University’s efforts to enhance campus safety. As a result of what we learn during regular siren 
tests and emergency drills, the University cuntinuously updates cummunicatiun plans 

Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu fur the latest informatiun about this drill and other important information about campus safe~. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jell" McCracken, Director of Public Safety’ 

About Informatiunal Messages: The University sends an Informatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informatiunal Message is one of three tiers of communicatiun under the Unlversity"s revised emergency cummunications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinmng danger AND notification will nut comprumise law enforcement efforts 
Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 17, 2013 11:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

CORRECTION -- INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCracken: Emergency 

Drill at Davis Librmy on Wednesday 

Please note the Emergency Drill is scheduled for this Wednesday, June 19, at Davis Library. 

INFORIvIATIONAL ME S SAGE FROM ALERT CAROL IN2~: Message from Chief Jeff McCra cken: Emergency Drill at Davis Library on Wednesday June 19, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

This is a reminder message that we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Library on Wednesday, June 19, bet~veen 7 am and 2 p.m. 

Our Department of Public Safe~ is coordinating the exercise, which ~vill include local la~v enforcement and response agencies. 

The drill will focus on how the Universi~z works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally 
located facility’. 
During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Library. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http:i/hours, lib.unc.edu~’. 

The area surrounding I)avis Library will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit service will be re-routed Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, actors will portray gunmen, hostages and victims to simulate the University"s response to an actual emergency on campus. Police officers will be stationed around the 
perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be clearly marked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress Emergency vehicles and personnel will be visible in and 
around the library area, and uniformed responders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a world where bad things occasionally happen. Recent national events such as the Boston Marathon bombing show the importance of this kind of emergency 
preparatmn You only have to scan the headlines to see examples of tragedies on college campuses, and we haven’t been immune on our campus. It’s crucial that we are prepared to deal 
with a worst-case scenario. That’s why emergency plarming exercises are a key part of the University’s efforts to enhance campus safety. As a result of what we learn during regular siren 
tests and emergency drills, the University continuously updates communication plans 

Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu for the latest in [’ormation about this drill and other important information about campus sa[’e~. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken, Director of PuNic Safety’ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informatiunal Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Unlversity"s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continmng danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibrary Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, June 17, 2013 4:20 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,ema~l.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Rejuvenate! It’s Never Too Late 

Loan Author: Kitt, Eartha 

TN:     1961265 

The item that you requested has al~cived 

You may p~ck ~t up at the Circulation Desk at Da~’is Library. 

THE DL~ DATE IS 9,’9/2013. 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? No 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It~; S/SPECIAL INS T[{17C T[ONS: 

RENI{WAL S MAY B E REQUESTED VIA THE ONLINE REQUEST S YSTEM. 
Logon to your account, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" option and follow the instructions. 

ILB Stall" 

Interlibra~ Borrowing 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caroline Francis <members@unc-a,.org> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 5:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

There’s Still Time to Make a DittErence! 

Your support helps make it all possible! 

UNC-TV is racing toward an important budget 
deadline and we continue to walk a tightrope. 

3une 30 - the end of our fiscal year - is fast 
approaching, and we still need the financial 
support of every member and viewer to help us 
meet our overall private support goal of 
$10,900,000 for the year. 

This belongs to you... 

This Belongs ToYou 

If you have already made a contribution, we are 
very grateful for your support. If not, please 
take a moment to simply click here now to 
make your gift securely online to keep the programs and services you cherish 
coming for another year. 

Thanks for helping UNC-TV walk the tightrope as we count down to the end of our 
fiscal year and for your support of public television in North Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Francis 
Director of Development 

P.S. - You can also help us by forwardinq this email to a friend and asking them to 
support UNC-TV. 

ilXiI 
Click here to donate now!      ] 

Unsubscribe from receiving email, or change your email preferences. 

d byCONVlOi 

nonprofit s~l~vare 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolifl/.unc.edu on behalf of 

sberrill~hillips@denis~y.unc.edu 

Monday, June 17, 2013 8:25 PM 

Regester, Ch~xlene B <regester@emuil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Dental Implm~t Study 

Do you need dental implants? 

Are you missing all of your teeth or most of your lower back teeth? It" 
so, you may be eligible to receive free dental implants. To learn more 
about a current research study being done with dental implants and ho~v 
to participate, contact: 

General and Oral Health Center 
2040 Old Dental Building 
School of Dentistry,, CB#7455 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-537-3424 
http://v, as, w ~ohealthcenter. corn 

This research sturdy was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB: 03/22/2012 

UNC ]Y~B# 11-2539 

This email is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your inlk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

uncpelvichealth@ med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 17, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Bowel Control Probletns? ’][’he ’LIFE’ Sin@ may be right for you! 

Accidental bowel leakage, or fecal incontinence (FI) isn’t often talked 
about, but there are 15 million American women of all ages with this 
condition. Women ~vith irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) often experience 
FI as well 

Dr. Catherine Matthews and Dr. Ellen Wells at D2",!C Pelvic Health are 
conducting a research stu@ for a new-, investigational vaginal insert 
for the control of FI. The insert is non-surgical and does not contain 
drugs or hormones. It resides in a similar position as a diaphragm or 
tampon. Like a diaphragm, the device can be removed by the patient at 
an?’ time ;Vhile in the vagina, the device supports the rectum in a ~vay 
that may control bowel leakage Stu@ participation lasts a minimum of 
7 ~veeks with an optional extension Some reimbursement is provided to 
study participants. 

You may be eligible to participate in the LIFE sturdy if you experience 
accidental bowel leakage or FI and: 

-Are female and between 19 and 75 years of age 
-Have a history of leakage for at least 6 months 

IRB #: 13-0961 
Approved by Biomedical 
Approved on 03/07/2013 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Pelvic Health (UNC Women’s Care)- Dr. 
Catherine Matthews & Dr. Ellen Wells 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francis, Conseula A <FrancisC@cofc.edu;, 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 4:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

FW: Unleashing the Black Erotic Cont~rence Acceptance 

...... Forwarded Message 

From: Conseula Frmrcis <francisc@cofc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 18 Jun 2013 15:47:15 -0400 

To: <llamarwilson@gmail.com>, <hendersm@email.unc.edu>, <hgmelton@ncsu.edu>, <regester@rmail.unc.edu> 

Subject: Unleashing the Black Erotic Conference Acceptance 

Dear All-- 

Thank you for your submission to the 2013 Avery Research Center Unleashing ~he Black Erotic conference. On behalf of the conference cotranittee, it is 

my pleasure to inform you that your panel proposal "Visionary Poetics: Imag(in)ing the Black Erotic" has been accepted for presentation. The 

conference will take place on Sept. 18-21 at the College of Charleston’s Avery Research Center for African American History and Culture. Conference 

details (including hotel and registration information) will be available in fire next week or so. Please see the Avery website 

(http:! / www.avery.cofc.edu) for details. 

Each panel has been scheduled for an hour ~rd twenty nrhrutes. Each panelist has 15 minutes for his or her presentation, which will leave 15 minutes 

for Q&A. A 15-minute presentation translates to no more than 8 type-written pages (1 inch-margins, Times New Roman, 12 point font). Please be 

mindful and respectful of your co-panelists’ time. 

Unleashing the Black Erotic promises to be a lively, engaging, and intellectually provocative gathering. In addition to presenters from a variety of 

disciplit~es and around the globe, Joan Morgan will deliver the keynote address; Kaila Story, Marlon Bailey, Farah Jasmine Griffin, and Treva Lindsey 

will present on the State of the Field; and E. Patrick Johnson will grace us with a on_e-man performance. 

Please let me know if you have any questions (or if you’ve decided not to attend the conference). We look forward to seeing you in September. 

Conseula Francis, PhD 

Conference Co-Organizer 

Director, African American Studies 

Associate Professor, English 

College of Charleston 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief JeffMcCracken: Emergency Drill at Davis Library 

today (June 19) 

Subj ect: INFOR~SXTIONAL ME S SAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCracken: Emergency Drill at Davis Libra,’ today (June 19) 

June 19, 2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

This is a reminder message that we’ll conduct an emergency drill today (June 19) at Davis Libraly until 2 p.m 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Libraw. I encourage you to use other campus libraries during this time if possible. You can find infolrnation about 
the hours for each campus library at http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis Libra~ will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit sel-,zice will be re-routed Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be 
routed down Country Club Road. There will be access to the Cobb parking deck. 

The drill will fucus un how the University’ works with local emergency respunders if there is an actual emergency on campus, particularly if the simatiun uccurs in a high-traffic centrally 
located facility. 

During the drill, actors will portray gur~nen, hostages and victims tu simulate the Umversity’s response tu an actual emergency on campus Police ol!ficers will be stationed aruund the 
perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be clearly ma~ked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress. Emergency vehicles and persunnel will be visible in and 
aruund the library area, and uniformed responders will react as the?" wuuld in an actual emergency. 

Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu fur the latest informatiun about this drill and other important information about campus safe~. 

Sincerely, 
Chief Jeff McCracken, Directur ufPublic Safety 

About Infurmationa[ Messages: The University sends an Infurmationa[ Message tu infurm the campus cotmnun~ about a situatiun that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
s~gnificant interest tu the campus An Infurmationa[ Message ~s one ufthree tiers uf communication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren actlvatiun for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 
Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, June 19, 2013 10:26 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

June Edition of Member Focus 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan, Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

Th s eros wss sent to regester@ema ~ nc ed by commun caton@nctreasurer,com i 

Update Prof:iie/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter <susm~ne@compm~ioncamp.net> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 1:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Review Attached 

Book%20Review%20for°/~20ChoiceThe%20Cinelna%20m~d%20Its%20Shadow[ 1 ].doc 

Hi Charlene, 

It is correct now, but I was able to reword the correct version so that the essay is now at 190 words. 

Susanne 

On 6/19/2013 11:41 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Sorry, that I could not respond sooner but I was 0iving an exam yesterday from 3-dpm. Attached is a revised version and if the sentence in 
question is still not correct, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [susanne@companioncamp.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, June :iS, 20:t3 2::t8 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re: Review Attached 

Hi ChMene, 

The sentence I have highlighted is an intmducto~ clause--not a sentence. If you will revise it and send it back to me, I’ll try to condense the essay to 190 
words, if you’d like. 

Susmme 

On 6/18/2013 2:00 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached book review. It is supposed to be no more than 190 words but my version is 194 words so I am hoping 
that this won’t be a problem. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif),.unc.edu on behalf of 

stephm~ie.miller@cidd.unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Male Teens, e~n $ for Research! 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are looking to recruit adolescent males 
between the ages of 15 and 18 and a caregiver to participate in a 
research study. 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone lbr an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible to participate, each caregiver and adolescent ~vill be first 
invited for an approximately 3.5 hour visit at our offices in 
Carrboro- on a MONZ)AY, "¢,~DNESDAY or FRIDAY morning. 

During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete inter~,iews 
and quesuonnaires, as well as 3 computer-tasks: one for memory, one :[’or 
recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking at 
p~ctures, and one for measuring where you look when seeing 
pictures. 

Compensation fi~r this visit is AT MINI),4UM $60 

Following this visit, the caregiver and adolescent may elect to take 
part in a second stu@ and can be scheduled :[’or two brain scans (up to 
90 min each). Compensation will be $45 for each scan. 

If you are interested in participaung, or if you have any questions, 
please contact Stephanie Miller by replying to this email or by phone at 
(919)-533-9305. 

This study was approved by the Biomedical IRB at UNC Chapel Hill (IRB# 
11-1403) on 8/11/2011 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your infi~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Enterprise Application GovernaJ~ce 

To: Deans, Directors, Department Chairs, Facul~, Staff and Students 
FROM: Bruce W. Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
RE: Enterprise Application Governance 
DATE: June 20, 2013 

I write concerning two important governance structures related to 
campus-wide processes related to ConnectCarolina, the Enterprise 
Application System that is currently used for Campus Solutions 
(Admissions, Scholarships and Student Aid, and Student Records and 
Registration) and which will be extended to Human Resources (HR) and 
Finance in January 2014. 

An executive steering committee is responsible for the overall 
~mplementation. It consists of four people: the Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost (Bruce Carney/James Dean effective July 1,2013), 
Vice Chancellor for Human Resources (Brenda Makme), Vice Chancellor :[’or 
Finance and Administratinn (Karol Kain Gray), and the Vice Chancellor 
for Information Technology and Chief Informatinn Officer (Chris Kielt). 

There is also an important oversight committee that was formed in 2011 
after the initial deployment of ConnectCarolina to address the on-going 
development of the core administrative applications at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
The Enterprise Applications Coordinating Committee (EACC) was created 
initially to assist with steering the development and enhancement of 
Admissions, Student Records and Registration, Scholarships and Student 
Aid, Cashier and related areas and offices who depend on processing via 
ConnectCarolina (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions application). This 
nnpormnt group is in the process of being reconfigured to include t;% 
and Finance processes. The Cowanittee is currently chaired by Bobbi 
()wen, Distinguished Professor and Senior Associate Dean for 
Undergraduate Education. 

Committee members currently include: 

* Chris Derickson, Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
* Stephen Farmer, Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate 
Admissions 
* Chris Kielt, Vice Chancellor for Irffom~ation Tectmology and Chief 
IrKormation Officer 
* Steve Matson, Dean of the Graduate School 
* Shirley Olt, Associate Provost and Director, Office of Scholarships & 
Student Aid 
* Roberta Kelly, Chair of the "operational" group related to EACC which 
functions as a campus-wide forurn 
* Kcvin Seitz, Associate Vice Chancellor for Finance 
* Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost and Director, Office of 
Institutional Research and Assessment 

ITS persotmel involved with Enterprise Applications, including Maribel 
Carrion, attend meetings as ad hoc, non-voting members. 

Work on the HR and Finance portions of the PeopleSoft implementation is 
moving ahead well. Therefore, we wish to expand the membership of the 
EACC this sunm~er to include representatives from Finance and Human 
Resources to assist with steering the work needed to maintain and 
enhance those PeopleSoft modules supporting those areas. 

It is important to note that EACC is charged with developing priorities 
for and monitoring the strategic initiatives associated with all 
UNC-Chapel Hill administrative systems activity- related to Admissions, 
Scholarships and Student Aid, Student Records and Registration, Finance 
and HR/Payroll. Departments and schools are responsible for consulting 
with the Committee concerning plans the?- may be considering for their 
individual units that may touch upon the EACC’s purview. 

Thank for your continued cooperation in this vital campus-wide endeavor 
and for embracing the enormous possibilities from this project I 
welcome questions and/or suggestions you might have as do members of 
EACC and the Executive Steering Committee 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"IN~FOR~SkTIONAL:’’ email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email. To set your ilfformational mass 
email preference, sign into IVlyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 



"Update Personal Information" 



Join us this 

~%ur [TNC Oenera] :\|umni Assodafion, The Rams dub a~ad 
[~ Tar Hsels 

Coh[rnbia CaEolina (tub are eo-.sponso[irg a TaE Heel pn>game ..... 

Sour:ix Carolina fbot:bal] ganeo ?he pregame party will b,_~ held at 

Seaw~l]’s or~ Rosewood DHve. Come s~a’e 

aN Ra meses. Special i;niversity guest appeaivmces will 

incln d e radio color cornmen ~ttov a n d Assodate A~hletics 

Director Rick Sbinbacber ’93o EveiT,me will receive fi:m "(k~ E,_~els" giveaways and 

have a chance to win gtvat door prizes. 

The pal), vq]l include a bur[d: ~qtl’t cbick~[~ breast tenderloin with bon,_~y mustard, pit- 

cooked pulled--pork barbecue, w’ild dee, green beans, r4Is and asso~ed cooMes, 

brown tes and banat~a pnddi%, h~n3ot~ade, tea a3d water a> also i~3ehdcd, A cash bar 

a,itb be available [))r alcoholic bev,_~rages. 

Advance regktration is required. Please don’t delay -- space is 

[icketipregame parb’ package: July 25 a[ 5 pan, (EST) 

part), or31),: Aug. 22, at 5 pore. (}’:ST) 

~%u may purchase game tickets ($60 each) within3 [he UNC block wI3en you register 

t:i3e pr,_~ga[~e part), by ,July 25. (~ane fieke~:s are ~ot sold sepa’ately. 1[ you do 

not ~sl:~ ko attend ~he pt’egame party and wish ~o pnrchase game ~i&ets only, please 

contaR the UNC Ticket Office a{: (800) 722--HEEl., 

The GL<\ does ~aot coordinate group t]:avd 1)a&ages (air and 3~ ~tels) to away fo.tba]] 

gain :~s. Visit ,’k[~ body Travel fi)[" travel package infortnation. 

Contact gameparty~anc,edu or call (939) 843-53 zS. 

itena h) the [;t3iversity b*ldget b*lt are ftmded h), (;.A<%. member dues. Ifyot~ tbirtk this 

mission of sem’ing our Unive~sib~ a~ad keel)trig alumni infbrmed and involved is 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 2:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVD\L NOTICE: Message from the Chm~cellor: Accrediting Agency Decision 

Dear Carolina Community: 

Over the past year, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
Cormnission on Colleges (SACSCOC) has been reviewing the University’s 
compliance with accreditation requirements in light of past academic 
irregularities in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Earlier today, I was notified that the SACSCOC Board of Trustees has 
decided not to sanction the University. The University remains fully 
accredited and in good standing with SACSCOC We will be asked to 
provide a monitoring report by next June on continued progress with our 
academic procedures in the department 

We are veW pleased with this decision Throughout this process, the 
Universi~" has been treated fairly by SACSCOC We have provided 
iN2~rmation, responded to all questions, taken necessary actions, and 
documented the comprehensive reforms that we have put in place over the 
past two years because of issues related to the unprofessional and 
unethical actions of two former department employees. 

We are confident the sweeping changes we have made, based on the results 
of seven internal and independent, outside reviews or invesugations, 
will prevent any recurrence of these irregularities 

For more information about SACSCOC and this issue, visit the 
Umversity’s accreditation website, http:i/oira.unc edu/accreditationi. 

As a ~2~unding member of SACSCOC, we are committed to an accreditation 
process, led by colleagues from our peer campuses in the region, that 
ensures accountability and strong academic standards Under Chancellor 
Folt’s leadership, I’m confident that Carolina will bring our response 
to SACSCOC to a successful conclusion 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33229646-64436502@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:30 PM 

a~iJcan- a~d- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thculty <afiJc~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- aaad- ~l’ro - ~anerican- s~mdies- facultyl [~ll-college- faculty ] F RO M THE D EAN: S A CS Update 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. The Chancellor’s message below was sent earlier to 

the Carolina community. 

### 

Dear Faculty and Staff, 

Enclosed is an important announcement from Chancellor Thorp about action taken by the University’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and 

Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC), in light of past academic irregularities in the department of African and Afro-American studies. 

We are pleased with the outcome. The SACSCOC Board of Trustees has decided not to sanction the University. Carolina remains fully accredited and in good 

standing. 

Our thorough response to the issues has resulted in multiple reforms and best practices that are making the College and the University stronger. I share the 

Chancellor’s confidence that the University will bring our response to SACSCOC to a successful conclusion. 

With my regards, 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean 

### 

Subject: Message from the Chancellor: Accrediting Agency Decision 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 

Dear Carolina Community: 

Over the past year, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) has been reviewing the University’s compliance 

with accreditation requirements in light of past academic irregularities in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Earlier today, I was notified that the SACSCOC Board of Trustees has decided not to sanction the University. The University remains fully accredited and in 

good standing with SACSCOC. We will be asked to provide a monitoring report by next June on continued progress with our academic procedures in the 

department. 

We are very pleased with this decision. Throughout this process, the University has been treated fairly by SACSCOC. We have provided information, 

responded to all questions, taken necessary actions, and documented the comprehensive reforms that we have put in place over the past two years 

because of issues related to the unprofessional and unethical actions of two former department employees. 

We are confident the sweeping changes we have made, based on the results of seven internal and independent, outside reviews or investigations, will 

prevent any recurrence of these irregularities. 

For more information about SACSCOC and this issue, visit the University’s accreditation website, http:!/oira.unc.eduiaccreditation/. 

As a founding member of SACSCOC, we are committed to an accreditation process, led by colleagues from our peer campuses in the region, that ensures 

accountability and strong academic standards. Under Chancellor Folt’s leadership, I’m confident that Carolina will bring our response to SACSCOC to a 

successful conclusion. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-l?aculty as: afi-ican- and- afro- american- studies- thc~fl~’(i~lis~serv.tmc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

a£ficm~- aaad-~l’ro-~anefican- s~mdies- faculty as: <a href "tnafilto:~egeste@etnafil.unc.edu">~egeste@etnafil.unc.edu</a>. 



To~ 

Subject: 

Diane Lucas <membe~@unc4v,oLg> 

Thumday, June 20, 2013 4:29 PM 

RegesteL Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

The UNC-TV e-Guide 

The UNC-I%’ e-Guide - Since 20021 

Dear Charlene, 

The end of our fiscal year is just around the corner and we are 
ceunting down the days as we attempt to reach eur year-end geal by 
June 30th. For a]] of those who have made a contribution th~s year, we 
thank you~ For those of you who have not had s chsnce, ~t is easy snd 
secme to jus~ click here and do Jt dght now~ 

Lasl week we had our slaff meeting and showed previews of seine of 
the PBS and UNC-~ odg~nal productions coming ~n the next year. 
Everyone was so excited by the quality of ~he p[ograms and we look 
forward le presenting them to yeu [n 1he near future. We’ve go1 some 
great shows comh~g Lip [n the next few weeks, so without fu~her 
delay, here they are~ 

W~d Photo Adventures: W~d Horses 
Thumdsy, June 20, at 9:30 PM- TONIGHT~ I ~ h ........ 

tot-banks jpg 

Sedes host and profess~ona~ wildlife      I 
photographer Doug Gardner has had over I 

20~000 of h~s ~mages published ~n 
magazines, books, ca~e ~dsrs, newspape[s 
and nume[ous o~he[ projects ac[oss the 
g~obe. Join DOU~ 8s he v~sits the Outer Banks of Nodh Carolina to 
documenl the wild SD~n~sh horses akmg these remote beaches w~th 
natu[e photographer Jared Lloyd. 

H~gh Point University Presents: Seth God#~ 
Thursday, Ju£e 20, at 10 PM -TONIGHT~ 
HPU president Nido Qubeh~ chats w~th bestsell~ng autho[ and 
marketing pioneer, Seth God~n. Godk~ discusses what he cal~s the 
new "connection economy," encouraging entrepreneurs to find 
somethh~g remarkaMe to se~ to one key group ~nstead of se~ling an 
average product to the masses. He also pushes the next generation of 
~eaders ~o stop fo~owing and s~a~t leading. Named one of the top 2I 
speakers for the 21st century by Successful Meetings magazine, 
God~n draws on Ms best-selling books and yearn of changing the 
~andscape of marketing. Godin has also founded seve[a~ companies, 
~nck~dh~g Yoyodyne, wMch p~oneered permission marketing, and 
Squ~doo, wMch is among the 100 most v~s~ted websites ~n the United 

States. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

To the ~4anor Born 
Saturdays, at 8:30 PM 
Like a humor-filled Downton Abbey, [e~urn to Grantleigh Manor as 

and Jenna EIfman. "American Mas~e~s" chronicles the life and career 
of this legendary entertainer and comedy queen in this film featuring 
new audience Q&A, classic dips and interviews with Julie Andrews, 
Tim Conway, Har~ey Korman, and Tracey UIIman. 

W~th daring portrayals of glamorous women, dumb broads and goofy 
gids, Carol Burne~t used laughter to smash ste[eotypes and became 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

an American te[evisien icon. Her en~tage fearlessness ~nsp~red such 
performers as Tracey U[[man, E~en DeGeneres, Kdstin Chenoweth, 



stiff upper lips give way to stiff gin drinks and loose lips in this classic 
Britcom Recent widow Audrey ForbesoHamil~on (Penelope Keith) 
learns her late husband bankrupted her beloved Grantleigh Manor, 
controlled by her family for feur centuries. Sparks fly as nouveau dche 
supermarket magnate R~cha[d DeVote (Peter Bow~es) becomes new 
lord of ~he manor. Laugh as the two ~rade w~y barbs and w~th all the 
co~odu~ characters, ~nc~ud~ng "Mrs. Poe," "Muddlesome MaE[’ and 
Belie the beagle. 

Biographica~ Conversations with Henry Frye {Part 2) 
Sunday, June 23, at 6 PM 
Born on a farm in Richmond Coun’ni in 1932, Henry Frye gFew up w~th 
e~even siblings, strict but loving parents, and a dgorous dai~y schedule 
tha~ taught Mm the value of hard work and d~scip~ne. Armed with 
those skills as we~l as a keen ~ntell~gence, young Henry was 
vaJedictorian of h~s high schooJ ciass, and then enrolled st Noah 
Cal~lina A&T in Greensboro. In co~ege, Henry Frye meJ his sou~ 
mate, and future wFe, E ShMey TayJor. Four years after graduating 

from UNC Jaw school in 1959, Mr. F~e became one of the first African 
Americans in the south to sewe as 8n Assistant US Attorney. Later in 
life, a~er se~’~ng in the s~a~ehouse ~br eleven years and the state 
senate for two years, he became the first African Amedcan to s~t on 
the Noah CaroJ~na Supreme Coud in 1983, and the first to sere as 
chief justice in 1999~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Roya~ Memories: Prince Charles’ Tribute to the Queen          -- 
Sunday, June 23, at 8 PM 
The Prince of Wales shares memories and recalls events from Queen 
Elizabeth ll’s public arid private life. Drawing on archive news ree~s and 
never-before-seen home movies and photographs, The Prince ~eflects 
back on Her Majesty’s 60 year reign - both as the Great Britain’s 
Queen and as his own mo~he[. H~ghligMs ~nclude private c~ne camera footage, taken on Coronation day behind 
the scenes al Buckingham Palace, wMch shows Her Majesty juggling 1he dua~ role of mother and Queen as 
she w~Iks along the cor~ido~ of Buckingham P~Iace and poses fo~ off~cial photographs, all of which g~ve the 
v~ewer a f~scinafing insight into the I~fe of the Roy~I F~miIy. 

Annie: ~t’s The Hard Knock Life, Fro~ Script to Stage 1~:: anniejpg 
Friday, June 28, at 9:30 PM 
It’s been 35 years since the little orphan Annie first stepped foot onto a Broadway 
stage. For’ Annie’s return to Broadway, tMs documentary ofters a memorable beMnd ~he 
scenes look at everf step of a s~ngle Annie production number, through the earliest 
phases of discussion among the creative team, rehearsals with actors, to opening n~ght 
on Broadway. V~ewers ate ~nlroduced ~o the work of ~he actors who play the orphans and ~he professionals who 
#npact, shape and contrJbule to the [~nal production on stage. 

Secrets of Henry Vlil’s Paiace 
Sunday, June 30, at 8 PM 
Hampton Coud is the ultimate Royal pleasure palace - it embodies the indulgent arid grandiose kingship buil~ 
by Cardinal Vvblsey and developed by Henry VIII. Through its rooms you can chall King Henry VIIl’s decline 
from fit young warrior to bloated womanizer. You can also retell the vivid stories of the ladies who became his 
queens. La~er, William and Mary would move to Hampton Cou~t and demolish half of ~he Tudor palace ~o 
replace it with an e>:quisite baroque palace, making Hampton Court one of the most unique palaces in the 
world. A true palace of pleasure and now a now thriving tourist location, we scratch beneath the brick and 
stone to unveil an abundance of ad and stories that bring Hampton Cou~t alive. 

As always, ~hank you for watching and suppoding UNC-TV. 

V~a r m Regards, 

Diane Lucas 
Director of Programming & Education Services 
Member Suppe~led UNC-TV 

Facebook! Twitter! 

Forward this message to a friend. 

Unsubscribe or change yeur email preferences. 

d By Convio 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 5:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Mes~ge t~om Chancellor Holden Thorp: Accrediting Agency Decision 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

:>~i FY1 Carolina - News for Alumni, Parents, and Friends of the Universi’o! of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Message from Chancellor Holden Thorp: Accrediting Agency 
Decision 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 

Dear Carolina Community: 

Over the past year, the Southern Association of Oolleges and Schools Commission on 

Colleges (SACSCOC) has been reviewing the University’s compliance with aeeredit~tion 

t~quiremen~s in light of past academic irregularities in the Department of African and 

Afro=@neriean Studies. 

Earlier today, I was notified that the SACSCOC Board of Trustees has decided not to 

sanction the University’. The University- remains fully accredited and in good standing 

with SACSCOC. We will be asked to provide a monitoring report by next June on 

continued progress with our academic procedures in the department. 

We are very pleased with this derision. Throughout this process, the University- has 

been treated fairly by SACSCOC. We have provided infoxznation, responded to all 

questions, taken neeessat)’ actions, and documented the comprehensive reforms that we 

have put in place over the past two yems because of issues related to the tmprofessional 

actions of two fot~ner department etnployees. 

We are eonfident the sweeping changes we have made, based on the results of seven 

internal and independent, outside reviews or investigations, will prevent any recurrence 

of these irregularities. 

For more information about SACSCOC and this issue, visit the University’s 

websil:e. 

As a founding member of SACSCOC, we are committed to an accreditation process, led 

by colleagues from our peer campuses in the region, that ensm~s aeeountabili~ and 

strong academic standards. Under Chancellor Folt’s leadership, I’tn confident that 

Carolina ~fill bring our response to SACSCOC to a successful conclusion. 

Holden Thorp 

~:h:i Caioiba Onlin~ is tof siumnl, parrmts of currrmt stu@mts ::t~d fdet~ds of the Unwer@:f [brough 

questions or share comments, e-msi: ~:~.[[~g::ig~J2~?.~t~J:[L~%.~, telephone, (9!9) 982-8593 or ,,.dt¢, Office of 

University Communications; 2!0 P~tNbo~o S[, Chape~ H~ll, NC 27~,99..L,2’I0 if you qon’t’,,,~n[ to receive these e- 

Z03535427 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 6:22 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affM?am] Depaxtmenal Newsleetter-- Second Reminder 

Dear Colleagues, 
This is the second reminder about your submissions to the newsletter. Remember the deadline is July 15. 
Thanks, 
Margaret 

You a~e currently subscribed to al~iafam as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i&32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 33230532 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33230532-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042d10c3de25~b, listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

joylyn daNel@meda~nc.edu 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVF\TIONAL: $20 for Participation in Time to Conceive Focus Group 

Researchers at the Universi~ of Chapel Hill want to learn more about 
advertising strategies targeting women who are trying to get pregnant 
They are looking for ~vomen aged 25-40 who are plamaing to become 
pregnant within the coming three years, are currently pregnant, or ~vho 
have a child three years of age or younger to participate in ari 
hour-and-a- half conversation about advertising, led by study team 
members You’ll be asked to look at and read advertisements, and share 
what you think about them. Evelything will be COl~fidentiah 

If you participate in the full focus group, you will receive a $20 
check. 

If you have questions or you want to sign up, please contact Joylyn 
Daniel at joylyn daniel@med.unc edu 

The principal investigator fur this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, iVfPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Universi~" of Nurth Carulina 

This study, Time to Conceive Focus Gruup, and this message have received 
approval frum the UNC Biumedical Institutiunal Review Buard on 6/3/2013, 
study # 11-1424 

Joylyn Daniel 
M.D Candidate, (;lass uf2016 
UNC Chapel ttiH School of Medicine 
Time to Conceive Research Study 

4007 Old Clinic Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
http ://www.med mac.edu/timetocunceive 

This email is spunsored by: Department of Obstetrics and (iynecolugy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih Tu set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

recycling@fac.unc.edu 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOf~MATIONAL: Recycling Facilitator Trainings 

Confused about what you can recycle? Want to reduce ~vaste in your 
workspace? Interested in learning more about UNC’s compost programs? 

The Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling is now offering a Recycling 
Facilitator (ReF) Training designed specifically for UNC staff and 
faculty. This one-hour, interactive training will cover the basics of 
UNC waste reduction and recycling programs, present current composting 
opportunities, debunk recycling myths, discuss green purchasing options, 
and answer all waste-related questions The training can be tailored to 
fit your work enviromnent condition (office, lab, event space, dining, 
shop, or other). 

If you are interested in scheduling a training seminar for your office, 
department, or professional organization, please contact Natalia 
PosthiH (Natalia.posthiH@fac uric edu, 919-962-4699). 

Additionally, t~w~ public sessions are currently scheduled and 
registration can be found at http:/itinvurl.com/kxsavta (June 27) and 
http://tinvurlcom/lcgpnzha (July 29). 

To learn more, visit www wastereduction unc edu or call (919) 962-1442 

Thanks for recycling! 

Natalia Posthill 
R ecycling Coordinator, Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
http :i/wastereduc ti on unc. edu ] www.twitter.com/UNCRecycles 
(919) 962-4699 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

deatman@unc.edu 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <mgester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Director of the Carolina Union 

I am pleased to announce the appointment of Crystal King as the next 
Director of the Student Affairs Carolina Union. Ms. King currently 
serves as the Associate Executive Director of University Unions at the 
University of 
Texas at Austin and has a wealth of experience ~vorking with student 
union operations and student activities In her current role, Ms. King 
has the direct responsibility for managing the building operations of 
four student life facilities (Hogg Memorial Auditorium, Student Activity’ 
Center, Student Services Center and the Texas Union) on campus. Other 
positions held on the UT Austin campus have included serving as Director 
of the Student Activity Center, Associate Director of Student Programs 
and Assistant Director of Student Programs. Ms King is certified as a 
LEED Green Associate and has substantial experience with planning and 
executing facility renovations While in her role as the Director of 
the Student Activity Center, she managed a $68 million construction 
project [’or a 149,000 square ]2~ot University Unions facility. 

In addition to her experience with facility and union operations, Ms. 
King also has experience working with student programs and activities at 
two institutions. She managed the Student Events Center at UT Austin 
and served as the Program Director of Student Life at St. Edwards 
University. 

Ms King received her bachelor’s degree in English from the University’ 
of Memphis and her master’s degree in College and University" Student 
Personnel Achninistration from the University of Texas at Austin. 

Ms King’s start date is Monday, July 29, 2013 and we look forward to 
welcoming her to the Carolina family 

Bettina Shuford 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

This email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of the VC. for Student Aft’airs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/Mw.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ferfility@mc.edu 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy women needed for pregnm~cy research stu@! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for sturdy activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at w~v.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Judifll <benowi~z@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, Jnne 24, 2013 9:18 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] Reminder re Fall 2014 CCO Minor Revisions 

fall 2013 assignments Judith.docx 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course this Fall. 

July 15th is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes to update their courses for the new semester. 

These include changes to the course schedule of lesson and assignment dates for the new semester, updating broken links, and any other 

minor changes you feel might be necessary. Don’t forget to review tests and exams for the course as well. Please note that it is too 

late to submit textbook changes or anything more than minor revisions at this point. 

See the attached list for your instructional designers. You will be receiving an email from your assigned instructional designer soon, if 

you haven’t already, with links to the most recent course documents and instructions for submitting your minor revisions. You should send 

your revisions directly to your instructional designer and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional 

Designer" in the online Faculty Handbook (http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/faculty/revisin9 html#cco-minor). Most important: please use 

the Track Changes tool in Word to distinguish your changes from the original; otherwise, your instructional designer will not be able to 

edit your course. 

We welcome all of the new instructors teachin9 this comin9 fall and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will 

all enjoy teaching your online course and will actively engage with your students throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any 

questions or need our help in any way. Your instructional designers’ email addresses are below: 

Make it a great Fall semester! 

Cheers from Judith, and CID (Communication and Instructiona Design) and everyone else in Credit Programs 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

h~r p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 

Joseph M. DeSirnone, Ph.D. 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a href "tnailto:regesEe@email.unc.edu">regester@em~fil.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

em~fil to <a l~ef "mai~t~:~eave-33236894-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79~2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.ed~’’ >leave-33236894- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919664fcc286@listserv.nnc.edn</~> 



Fall 2013 CCO Instructional Designer Assignments 

Case¥ Liston 
liston@email.unc.edu 

ANTH 277 

COMM 242 

COMP 380 

DRAM "120 

ENGL "128 

FREN 101 

GEOL 101 

GEOL 105 

MATH 381 

MATH 551 

PHiL 155 

PHYI 202, sec 1 and 2 

SOCI 412 

S P",A N 101 

SPAN 203 

SPAN 405 

Bill Ferris 
bferris@email.unc.edu 

ARTH 151 (ART 151) 

AR~S 356 (ART 356) 

COMM 249 

DRAM 284 

ENGL !25" 

HIST 140 

HIS~ 276 

LING 10! 

POLl 100 

POLl 101 

POLl i50 

POLl 239 

PSYC 101 

PSYC 245 

SOCI i12 

SOCI 122 

SOCI 130 

SOCI 415 

SOCI 422 

Jakia Salam 
salamj@email.unc.edu 

AAAD i0i (A F R I 101 ) 

ANTH 102 

ANTH i42 

ASTR 101 

ASTR 101L 

CLAR 245 

COMM 120 

COMM 1170 

ENGL 121 

ENGL 123 

GEOG 120 

GEOL 159 

HIST 367 

MUSC i43 

POLl 271 

REU 122 

RELI 140 

Katie Meersman 
meersman@email.unc.edu 

BUSI 106 

COMM 100 

ENGL 130 

ENGL 206 

GEOG 259 

GLBL 210 

HIST 127 

IN LS 200 

MUSC 121 

MUSC 146 

&~&.~ ~ ~ "~ ~ ....... .~ ....... ~-~ 

REEl 203 

SOCI 101 

SOCI 250 

SOCI 469 

red = new #.,,’L~,~." ~’-’-~ ,.    .," ~.,’.’.~,,~.,,.,’,, ,,.,,,~.,,,,,~.,’ e ~ese~ves not yet offered in Sakai bold = text issues 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College ofA~ls & Sciences <college@unc.edn> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 5:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

Life- ChaJ~ging Opportunitie s 

Dear Alumni and Friends, 

Four years ago when I decided to come to Carolina, I also 

joined a family, a family of exceptional people committed to 

translating academic excellence into action. Students are 

surrounded by intelligent, passionate, kind, driven people for 

four years, both inside and outside the classroom. 

My major is environmental studies with a minor in city 

planning. I’ve had incredible opportunities to apply my studies 

in both South Africa and the Research Triangle. One day I 

was learning things in a classroom, the next I was applying 

that knowledge to real-world situations and making those 

situations better in substantial ways. That is what Carolina has 

taught me to do. Next year I will take these experiences to Asia 

as part of the Luce scholars program, continuing my work on 
sustainable city planning and urban design. 

.~,~.’:: Will Leimenstoll, Classof 2013 

At Carolina I was lucky enough to serve as the student body president, and I saw firsthand that the 

opportunities we are given as students are often made possible by the support of dedicated alumni 

and friends of the College. That was eye-opening for me--realizing how many people love this 

place and are willing to support it with their time and money. Next year, that will be me! 

Student experiences are vitally connected to private giving. And I can promise you that gifts made 

to the College of Arts & Sciences are put to the very best use to create opportunities for students. 

As student body president and on behalf of Carolina’s students, thank you for caring so deeply 

about this place and for wanting to give us life-changing opportunities. 

Please consider making an annual gift this year to the College of Arts & Sciences. Not only does it 

mean the world to students, it helps to give students the world. That is the truth, and we can’t thank 

you enough for it. 

Click here to read the latest college news and to make your annual gift online. Gifts made by June 

28, 2013, count for this fiscal year. 

Sincerely, 

W~II Leimenstoll 
Class of 2013 

Give Now 

This email is for alumni and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences You can contact the Annual Fund Office at the College 

with questions or comments at colle,qe@unc.edu, 919.962.1682 or write to us at UNC College of Arts and Sciences, CB#6115, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6115. 

If you don’t want to receive these e-mails in the future, 

703535427 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ddevans@med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 24, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOP~MATIONAL: Are You Expecting ’][’wins’? 

This is a bilingual message. Please see below for Spanish. 
Este es un mensaje bilingle Por favor, vea abajo para el espaqol 

Are you or is someone you know expecting Twins? 

The Early Brain Development in Twins Stu@ is a research stud?- at the 
Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We are currently recruiting 
women expecting same sex twins for this study 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third trimester) 
- $50 for the prenatal ultrasouaad 
- $50 per child for each postnatal visit (potential total of $950). 
- Reimbursement ~2~r mileage and parking 
- Free testing to detennine/cor~firm your twins are identical or 
fraternal 

We need yuur help! By participating in this study yuu will be helping 
impruve our understanding about normal brain and cognitive development 
in twins Please share this message with friends or family 

To learn more about this study please call Dianne Evans at (919) 
843-2389. You may alsu call toll free using (866) 849-0541. Or you may 
send an emai[ to Dianne Evans@med.unc.edu with yuur name, phone number 
and times that yuu can be reached 

This is a confidential study: we will not share your email address with 
anyone outside ufthe study Visit our website at 
www.earlybrainresearch org and click un "Twins" [’or more infurmation. 

The principal investigator fur this study is Juhn Gilmore, MD, UNC 
Schoul uf Medicine, I)epartment of Psychiatry & Co-Investigatur, William 
Goodnight, MD, School of Medicine, I)epartment of Obstetrics and 
Gyneculogy. 

The Early Brain Development in Twins Study, Sturdy #03-0898, and this 
message have received appruval from the UNC Bio Medical IRB un 3/4/13. 

?Esta usted o alguien que conoce esperando gemelos? 
E1 estudio del Desarrollo Teraprano del Cerebro en Geraelos es un estudio 
de investigacisn que esta conduciendo la Universidad de Carolina del 
Norte en Chapel Hill. Estamos reclutando a mujeres que estan esperando 
geraelos del raisrao sexo para que participen en el estudio. 

Los Participantes recibirraan: 
1 ultrasonido prenatal (durante el tercer triraestre) 
$50 por su ultrasonido prenatal 
$50 pot cada niqo por cada visita postnatal (una suma potencial de 

$950) 
Rerabolso del millaje y estacionamiento 
Una prueba gratis para deterrainariconfirraar si sus geraelos son 

idinticos o fraternales 
[Necesitamos su ayuda[ A1 participar en este estudio usted ayudarma a 
mejorar nuestro entendimiento sobre el desarrollo normal del cerebro y 
de cognicisn en los gemelos. Por favor comparta este mensaje con sus 
araigos y familiares. 

Si desea aprender mas sobre este estudio por favor comurwaquese con 
Dianne Evans vraa telifono al 919) 843-2389 sin costo al (866) 849-0541, 
o por correo electrsnico a Dianne Evans@med.m~c.edu con su nombre, 
numero telefsnico, y el tiempo que es mejor para poder de comanicarnos 
con usted. Este es an estudio cor~fidencial: no compartiremos su correo 
electrsnico con seres fuera del estudio. 

Visite nuestra pagina de web para mas informacisn 
www.earlybraim-esearch.org y haz c lic "Twins." 

E1 principal investigador de1 estudio es Jolm Gilmore, MD, Departamento 
de psiquiatrica y el Co-investigador del estudio es William Goodnight, 
MD, Departamento de Obstetricia Ginecologma 

E1 Estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro en Gemelos y este mensaje 
ban recibido aprobacisn del UNC Bio-Medico IRB, Estudio #03-0898, 
3/4/13 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatly 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 



that they do want to receive mass email. To set your in]2~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv~ .unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

Dianne Evans@med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 24, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOIT~VlATIONAL: Are you or sotneone you know pregnm~t? 

This is a bilingual message. Please see below tbr Spanish. 
Este es un mensaje biling]e Por favor, vea abajo para el espanol 

Are you or is someone you know pregnant? 

The Early Brain Development Stu@ is a research study- at the 
Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We are currently recruiting 
pregnant women as normal controls. 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third trimester) 
- $50 for your prenatal ultrasound 
- $50 for each postnatal visit (potential total of $500) 
- Reimbursement ~2~r mileage and parking 

We need yuur help! By participating in this study yuu will be helping 
impruve our understanding about normal brain and cognitive development. 
Please share this message with friends and family. 

To learn more about this study please call Dianne Evans (919) 843-2389 
or at (866) 849-0541 (Toll Free), or send an email tu 
ddevans@med.unc edu with your name, phune number and times that you can 
be reached. 

This is a confidential study: we will not share your email address with 
anyone outside ufthe study Visit our website at 
www.earlybrainresearch org and click on "Normal Controls" for more 
infonnatiun 

’]?he Principal Investigator for this study is Juhn Gilmure, MD, UNC 
S chuol of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry & the School of Medicine, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 

The "Early Brain Development in High Risk Children," Study, #02-1057, 
and this message have received approval fi-om the UNC Bio Medical IRB on 
2/7/13. 

This email is spunsored by: Department uf Pwchiatry 

Esta embarazada? Conoce alguien que este embarazada? 

E1 Estudio del Desat~ollo Temprano de1 Cerebro es un estudio 
de investigacisn realizado por la Universidad de Carolina del Norte en 
Chapel Hill. En la actualidad buscamos mujeres embarazada para 
este estudio. 

Las participantes reciben: 
-1 ultrasonido prenatal gratis (durante el tercer trimestre) 
-$50 para tu cultrasonido prenatal 
-$50 para cada visita postnatal (suma posible de $500). 
-Reembolsaraos lo gastos de viaje y estacionaraiento 

[Necesitamos su ayuda! A1 participar en este estudio usted ayudara a 
mejorar 

nuestro cntendimiento sobre el desat~ollo norraal y cognitivo del 
cerebro. Por favor, comparte este mens~ie con sus amigos y familia. 

Si desea averiguar mas sobre el estudio, por favor llama Jennifer Prater 
(919) 843-5902 or Dianne Evans (919) 843-2389 llama ~atis al (866) 
849-0541 o envie un correo electronico a Jennifer Prater@raed.~c.edu o 
ddevans@med.unc.edu con su nombre, numero de telefono y horarios en los 
que podemos contactarle. 

No compartiremos su correo electronico con personas ajenas a esta 
investigacion. Para 
obtener mas informacion, visita nuestro sitio en lnternet 
www.earlybraim-esearch.org y hace clic en "Nolrnal Controls." 

E1 investigador principal de este estudio es John Gihnore, 1rID, 
Departamento de Psiquiatrma y Departamento de Obstetricia Ginecologma de 
la Escuela de Medicina, ambos pertenecientes a la Universidad de 
Carolina del Norte 

E1 estudio del Desarrollo Temprano de1 Cerebro y este mensa~e 
iheron aprobados por la Junta de Revisisn Institucional de la 
Universidad de Carolina del Norte en Chapel Hill (Uix-C), estudio 
#02-1057, 2/T13. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry. 



This email is sponsored by: Psychiatly 

"INFOR~/iATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pret’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

meley woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 24, 2013 8:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study paxticipants suffering from anal or rectaJ pain for aaa~J fissure stu@ 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motili~z Disorders is now 
recruiting participants age 18 or older and &#8804; 75 to participate in 
a research stu@ of a ne~v drug named diltiazem for treating patients 
with anal fissure. 

The stu@ is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the L~,-C CTRC clinic 
and a phone call visit. 

You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and 
less than 75 years, and suffering from anal or rectal pain during or 
after a bowel movement Participants will receive all tests associated 
with the study at no cost and will receive up to $425 for completing the 
study. 

For more information about this trial, please contact: 
Meley Woldeghebriel(meley woldeghebriel@med uric edu) 
919-%6-8328 

This study VEN307-AF-001 received [RB approval from the Aspire IRB 
#27018966IBS3002 on December 27, 2012 

This emai[ is sponsored by: UNC Center [’or Functional GI and Motili~" 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

uncpelvichealth@ med.unc.edu 

Monday, June 24, 2013 9:18 PM 

Regester, Ch~xlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~v!ATIONAL: Do you have an overactive bladder? 

Overactive bladder (nAB) is a common problem that affects more 
than 38 million Americans. This condition can interfere with a 
wide 
range of daily activities, as it causes both urinal’ urgency 
and 
Iicequency. Typically, anticholinergic drugs are used to treat 
nAB, but 
little is kno~vn about the effects they might have on your mental 

health. 

Dr. Elizabeth Geller at I_,~,~’C Pelvic Health is conducting a research 
study that will keep track of your cognitive function while using a 
con~mon treatment drug, Sanctura X~. This trial will provide personal, 
quality care fi-om highly trained research specialists. You may qualil}’ 

for the study if you: 

*Are a woman over 65 years of age 
*Have been diagnosis with overactive bladder 
*Are interested in trying medication for this condition 

All medication given in this study will be free, and some compensation 
will be provided 

For more in]k~rmatlon, call (919)-843o8259 or email 
uncpelvichealth@med.unc.edu 

IRB # 13-1352 

I~B APPROVED BY: BIOMF.DICAL 

IRB APPR©V~;]-) ON: 4/18/2013 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Pelvic Health 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

emolsson@unc.edu 

Monday, June 24, 2013 9:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: INFOI~VIATIONAL: Hypertension T~eatment Study 

Do you have high blood pressure? Are you not currently taking 
medication to control your blood pressure? 

Researchers from the UNC School of Medicine are conducting a study to 
examine the effect of using plasma renin levels to guide medication 
treatment for hypertension Plasma renin is an enzyme in the blood that 
plays a role in the regulation of blood pressure. By determining 
whether your plasma renin levels are high or low- (with a blood draw), ~ve 
may be able to determine your hypertension sub~pe and get your blood 
pressure under control more quickly, and with fewer medications. 

You may be eligible to participate if: 
*    You have a recent blood pressure measurement (from a doctor’s office 
or hospital visit) of&#8805; 160 systolic OR &#8805; 100 diastolic 
* You are 18 years of age or older 
* You are not currently taking any blood pressure medications 
* You are not currently pregnant or trying to become pregnant 
* You do not have diabetes (requiring medication), coronary artery 
disease or kidney disease 
* You have no known allergies to sulfonamide 
* You have no history of gout 

If you choose to participate, you will receive fi-ee medication to treat 
your high blood pressure (standard, approved drugs) and a home blood 
pressure monitor to keep. 

If you would like more irfformation, please contact Emily Olsson at 

(919)843-5234, or email emolsson@unc.edu. 

IRB #12-1133 

A Pilot Sturdy of Plasma Renin Activi~ Guided vs Generic Combination 

Therapy for ttypertension 

Approved by UNC Biomedical IRB on 7/5/2012 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Family Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass ennaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter <susanne@companioncamp.net> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 7:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Essay tbr Review 

PassingBlood Dimnonds, Rubies, & Pearls.doc 

Hi Charlene, 

Here is the edited documem. You had used "you," "individuals," and "one" to refer to people. I changed tJ~em all to "individuaJs" to be consistent. Also, there were 

some longer sentences that I shortened to add clarity. 

I hope this helps’. 

Susflnne 

On 6/26/2013 11:42 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Currently, attached is an essay that I presented at a conference. In actuality, I presented it not really as a paper but as a talk based on an outline. 
One of the conference administrators suggested that I should submit for a paper competition so I have spent the last couple of days trying to make it seem more 
like a paper in order to submit to this competition as the deadline is Friday. It appears rather fragmented. With more time, I probably could have improved the 
work but I just finished summer school and I am exhausted. But anyway, if you have time please review the essay. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

aspire@nnc.edu 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: A Research Study for Children Who Have a Developmental Delay 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research study involving 
children (ages 1 - 4 years) who might have an autism spectrum disorder 
or developmental delay, but have not been diagnosed yet The goal of 
this stu@ is to identii~ a screening tool that uses gene expression 
patterns to help predict an autism diagnosis. There are no treatments 
involved in this stu@. 

Participation will include: 
* 1-2 visits at our clinic 
* One blood draw 
* A meeting with a doctor; the doctor ~vill complete a physical exam and 
ask families about their child’s medical history 
*    A comprehensive diagnostic evaluation by trained clinicians who will 
make a diagnosis 

Participants receive evaluations, physical exams, and parking at no 
cost, and will be compensated $75 per visit Please note that 
research studies involve risk to participants. 

For more iNk~rmation, please call 1-8(~0-708-0048 or email 
aspire@unc edu. You can also check out our website at 
http://www.med.unc.edu/psych/aspire 

Approved February 4, 201 3, by the Office of Human Research Ethics 

Biomedical 

Institutional Review Board IRB #13-005h 

This email is sponsored by: UNC School of Medicine: Department of 
Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no/fify.unc.edu on behalf of 

hporter@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 8:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: 65 to 85 Year Olds Needed for Hearing Research Stud?" 

HEARING RESEARCH STD~bY 

We are cun-ently recruiting 65-85 year olds with normal hearing, and no 
histoW of ear problems The research stu@ will consist of 2-to-12 
visits of one hour each. There may also be other long-term studies that 
you quali~ fbr. Participants will sit in a soundproof room and listen 
to sotmds presented over headphones Participants will be compensated 
for their time at a rate of $15 per hour 

The purpose of this research stu@ is to obtain a better understanding 
of hearing The research stu@ takes place in MacNider Hall (next to the 
Health Sciences Librauv). 

If you are interested in participating in the research stu@ please 
contact Heather Porter at hporter@med unc.edu. 

The principal investigator Jk~r this study is John Grose, Phi), Department 
of Otolaryngology/ENT. 

’]?his sturdy has been approved by the University o:[’North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Stu@# 11-1113 
’]?he titl e for this study is, "Temporal masking and speech recognition in 
the aging auditory system: US-Brazil". ’]"he most recently approved 
modification date is 5/31/2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Otolaryngology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlbrmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

freshstart@unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 8:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOf~MATIONAL: Straggling with your weight? 

Struggling ~vith your ~veight? 
Are you looking for a FRESH Start? 

Researchers at UNC’s Depaltment of Nutrition want to compare diets in an 
18-month weight loss research stu@ The FRESH Start Study is currently 
recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are overweight (BMI>30) and othel-~vise 
health?-. Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be 
eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutmns for 
Health) Stalt Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
* Private nutrition counseling sessions (in-person and by phone) 
* Group nutrition workshops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
* Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
* Gift bags containing healthy ~2~ods 
* Possible weight loss 
* You will not be asked to take any medication 
Compensation is a total of $300, provided at 6 months ($50), 12 months 
($50), and 18 months ($200). 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext 27 or 

send an email to freshstart@unc edu 

This study has been reviewed and approved (04/04/2011 ) by the UNC 
Biomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Study Title: A Novel I)iet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Body Weight 
Funded by: N[DDK (1 R01 I)K085109-01 ) 

This emai l is sponsored by: Nutrition 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Wednesday, Juue 26, 2013 9:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOILMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Equal Oppo~uuiiy/ADA Office News 

Dear Facul~z, Staff and Students: 

Carolina has a longstanding commitment to providing equal opportunity 
and access to all students, faculty and staff in an envirounaent that is 
free tlcom discrimination or harassment. For the last seven years, we 
have been fortunate to have Aim Penn, director of the Equal 
Opportunity/ADA Office, overseeing the University’s comprehensive 
efforts to meet these objectives. Ann has worked tirelessly to 
strengthen and implement Carolina’s policies in these areas, and we 
appreciate her dedicated service. 

Ann plans to retire from the University on August 1 after nearly 30 
years overseeing compliance and equal opportum~ programs, primarily in 
university settings Be~2~re coming tu Carolina in 2006, she directed 
similar campus-wide programs at Case Western Reserve and Kent State 
universities ~[~ter wurking as a cumpliance offer with the U.S. 
Department of Labur. 

Our Equal Opportunity/ADA Office wurks tu ensure access and equity in 
our academic programs as well as uur empluyment practices. Ann has led 
the implementatiun uf our Non-Discrimination Pulicies and the Policy on 
Prohibited Harassment and Discriminatiun, which includes prnvisiuns for 
cumplaint invesugatiuns and resulutiuns as wel [ as campus educatiun 

Thruugh Ann’s leadership, the University has strengthened its 
recruitment prucesses and training prugrams fur faculty and staff and 
for those who serve on uur search committees. In many instances, these 
procedures have been transfurmed frum paper-based to online systems, 
which has greatly enhanced uur ability to audit Carulina’s many 
compliance efli~rts. 

The Equal Oppurtunity/ADA Office also is instrumental in assuring 
cumpliance with federal and state laws and regulations concerning Title 
IX (the federal law that pruhibits sex discriminatiun in educational 
prugrams and activities at most schuols, colleges and universities) and 
Sectiun 504 of’the Rehabilitation Act (the federal law that protects 
individuals with disabilities). 

As you know, the Universi~" has held a serious campus-wide conversation 
about sexual assault and is working to strengthen our policies and 
procedures and expand the resources available to students. As part of 
those efforts, Cl~isti Hurt, interinr Title IX coordinator, is leading a 
22-nrember task force charged with iraproving the way the University 
responds to sexual nrisconduct. That work, which is continuing throughout 
the summer, falls under the supelwision of the Equal Opport~ity/ADA 
Office. 

When Carol Folt begins her tenure as chancellor, she will appoint an 
interim director to continue the crucial work of the office and build 
upon the many valuable contributions Arm has nrade. I truly appreciate 
all that Ann has done for our University. 

Sincerely-, 

Holden Thorp 

This entail is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Campus Bicycle Master Plan 

UNC-CH Creates a Bicycle Master Plan 

The University is developing a plan to shape the future of our campus 
biking environment 

We want you to participate[ 
Take our bicycle sur~ey at http://go.unc.edu/Xg6q7 It’ll only take 5 
minutes. 

Go to the bicycle master plan website at http://dps.unc edu/bikeplan to 
cormnent on an interactive WikiMap located at http://~o.unc edu/dg~.)3F and 
access other links of interest to the biking community. 

The goals of the plan include: 
* Making a safe place for everyone to ride - regardless of ability 
* A bicycle network that will utilize both on- and off-street facilities 
through campus and link to off-campus routes 
* Assessment of bicycle parking and other programs and policies to 
support bicycling 
* Developing recommendations/projects for a connected bicycle network 

The planning effort is led by Facilities Planning in partnership with 
Public Safety. The designer for the bike plan is Toole Design Group 
The bicycle plan is being developed concurrently with one ~2~r the Town 
of Chapel Hill, so that there is seamless ~ntegration between the two 
plans 

Project Schedule 
* Sun~ner 2013: Obtain campus input through http:/i~o.unc.edu/d903F 
* October 2013: Obtain input through campus open house 
* December 2013: Plan complete 

With your help, we can make UNC as good a place :[’or biking as it is for 
basketball! 

This email is sponsored by: Public Safety 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobodv@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

~emaiknnc.edu 

Thursday, 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Nominations for Gordon H. DeFriese Award - Deadline 

The nomination form, with the nominee’s cun-iculum vita, career 
development plans in aging, statement on how- the award would be used, 
and two letters of support, must be received by the Institute on Aging 
by 5 p.m. on Monday,             Please send all documents t; 

Institute on Aging, 720 IVlartin Luther King, Jr. Blvd, CB 
#1030, UNC at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1030, or via email: 

@u~c edu The application is available online at the 
Institute on Aging website, 

The Institute on Aging is pleased to announce that it is accepting 
nominations for the Gordon H. DeFriese Career Development in Aging 
Research Awards These armual awards were established to recognize Dr. 
DeFriese’s 40-year distinguished career in the development of and 
conduct of research to improve the quality of lives of older North 
Carolinians, and especially to his unwavering commitment to developing 
and supporting the careers of his colleagues. Four awards: TtIREE :[’or 
junior tenure-track faculW and ()N~24 :[’or a doctoral student will be 
awarded in the fall of     An account will be set up within the K)A to 
support awardees’ research activities 

All nominees must have demonstrated evidence of research interests in, 
and contributions to, the field of aging that are related to an?’ of the 
following areas: medical sociolog3,, primary health care, rural health 
services, health service uti lization behavior, dental care, nursing, 
medical self-care, health status measurement, cost effectiveness and 
cost-benefit analysis of health policy and programs, and health 
promotion/disease prevention All award recipients are expected to be 
involved in the activities of the Institute on Aging by participating in 
research, education, or service proj ects that are of interest. Thus, all 
nominees must submit their curriculum vitae, a statement of intent about 
career development plans in aging, and how the award would be used. 

Junior Tenure-Track Faculty’ Award: To be eligible for the junior 
tenure-track facul~ awards of $5,000 each, nominees must be employed at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill as full-time junior 
faculty on the tenure track. Faculty should also demonstrate investment 
in aging through scholarly contributions, including a developing record 
of significant publications, research grants, and teaching influence. It 
is also desirable that nominees show evidence of contributions to 
professional organizations or cormnunity groups that enhance the quali~ 
of life of older people in North Carolina or within the Southeast. 
Letters of support are required from nonrinees’ colleagues who are 
knowledgeable about their aging-related interests and activities. 

Doctoral Student Award: To be eligible for the student award in the 
amotmt of $1,000, individuals nmst be enrolled as active, full-time 
doctoral students at the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and 
planning to take coursework or to work on their dissertations during the 

academic year. Doctoral student nominees should demonstrate 
interest in aging as evidenced by- aging-related coursexvork, internships, 
participation in research projects, and manuscript production. It is 
also a plus if nominees show evidence of participation in aging-related 
conferences and professional organizations. Letters of support are 
required from student nominees’ i~acul~ or field mentors who are 
knowledgeable about their aging-related interests and activities. 
htw ://www. a~ina.unc, edu/fundin~&hd/. 
The nomination form can be found on the IOA Website at the link below. 
Once on the link, scroll down and click on "Download the Nomination 
Form". 

http:i/www.aging.tmc.eduifundingighd/ghdinfo.html 

This email is sponsored by: Institute on Aging 

This email is sponsored by: Institute on Aging 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:06 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Friday, June 28, 2013 10:55 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07... and 1 more item(s). 

Order Confirmation 
Order #! 07..2832397-6627459 

Order #~ 07-1511855@096203 

Hello c/salter}e regeste~ 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’ll let you know once your item(s) are shipped. Your estimated delivery date 

is below. If you would like to view the status of your order or make any changes to it please visit Yeur Orders on 

Amazon com. 

Your purchase has been divided into 2 orders. 

You~" estimated deiively date is: 
Friday, July 5, 2013 - 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Yow si~ippi~g speed: 
Standard 

Youl older wiil be se!~t to: 
Charlene Regester 
205 N. Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
United States 

Order #! 07-151 ! 85%9096203 

Piaced oi-~ Fr}dsy June 28, 20!3 

Fermodyi (Pack of 12} 07 Vials (FineiL :rap & Weak) 

Sold by eSteres~LLC 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Total Before Tax: 

Estimated Tax: 

Order Total: 

You~ estimated deiively date is: 
Friday, July 5, 2013 - 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Standard 

Youl older wiit be se.qt to: 

Charlene Regester 
205 N. Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
United States 

$19.99 

$19.99 

$0.00 

$19.99 

$0.00 

$19.99 

Sot~t t)y \;v’a.satch Beauty 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering from Amazon oom 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Total Befo[~ Tax: 

Estimated Tax: 

Order Total: 

Thank you for shopping with us 

Amazon.com 

$19.95 

$19.95 

$0.00 

$19.95 

$0.00 

$19.95 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 10:59 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 

<regester@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry 

A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara_anderson@unc.edu> 

Critical analysis of Black in Latin America PBS documentary series (articles attached) 

Christina Sue and Tanva Golash-Boza--More Than a Hidden Race.pdf; Wendy Roth--Blackness in the Dominican Republic.pall; 

Maria Elena Diaz--Cuba The Next Revolution.pall; Chinvere Osuji--Race and Race Mixure in Brazil.pall 

Hi All, 
I am forwarding a message and commentaries about Henry Louis Gates "Black in Latin America" documentary series. 

Best, 

Kia 

The latest issue of Latin American and Carib bean Ethnic Studies features tour essays that critically a~alyze Henry Louis Gates’ PBS documenta~~ series, Black in 

Latin America, and situate the series in the conte:~ of Latin Americanist scholarship on race and ethnicity. I have attached the tour essays (in case you haven’t seen 

them). 

Attachments: 

-Christina A. Sue a~d Ta~ya Golash-Boza, "More than ’A ttidden Race’: The Complexities of Blackness in Mexico and Peru," Latin American and Caribbean 

Ethnic Studies (2013): 76-82. 

- M~aSa Elena Diaz, "Cuba: The Ne:~ Revolution?," Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies (2013): 83-87. 

-Wendy D. Roth, "A Single Shade of ’Negro’: Hen~ Louis Gates’ Depictions of Blackness in the Dominica~ Republic," Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic 

Studies (2013): 92-96. 

- Chinyere Osuji, "A Racial Paradise? Race m~d Race Mixture in Her~-Louis Gates’ Brazil," Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies (2013): 88-91. 

Reena N. Goldthree, PhD 
Assistant Professor 

African and African American Studies (AAAS) 
Dartmouth College 

Email: Reena.N.Goldthree@dartmouth.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~m@amazon.com~ 

Friday, June 28, 2013 1:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw~ 

Your Am~on.com order of"Lamaur Bone Marrow Conditioner" has shipped! 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order ~I 0i’-15 ~ ~ 855~9096203 

Helto charlerte regester, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d like to know that Wasstch Beauty shipped your item and that this 

shipment or rrlu~nage oti~er erders, plea.se visit ~:~.g~d.~JL~[r.-’J.t~L~. on Amazonx;om 

Yo.:tr estimated delivery d{~te is: 

Friday, July 5, 2013 - 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Charlene Regester 

205 N. Graham St. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 22816 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 9405511201080161240,179. Depending on the sNp speed 

you chose, it may t~ske 24 hours for your tracking number to return any information 

Lamaur Bone Manow Conditioner $19.95 

item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handiing: 

[otal Before Tax: 

Shipment Total: 

Paid by Visa: 

$1995 

$0 00 

$19.95 

81995 

We hope to see you again soon! 

Amazo~l.com 

Rooks 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

reges~ter@emaiLunc.edu 

Friday, June 28, 2013 1:06 PM 

Upcoming July 4th Holiday 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear All Participating Students: This is to let you know that I will be out of town next week during the July 4th Holiday but will return July 5th. During this time, I will 

check email inadvertently so you may experience a slight delay in receiving a limely response but I will respond as soon as I can. Hope you hm~e a good and safe 

holiday. Please try "to keep up with ~he readings mad discusaion forum. 

Finally, your Jubilee essay is due July 8th. Please adhere to previous guidelines provided regarding producing a good essay. Prior to the deadline tbr the Jubilee essay, I 

will send aaaother ema~l reminder. 

Sincerely, Chadene Regester 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM101.990.S 113" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 101.990.S 113. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 3:06 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault Reported Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Assault Reported Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police is investigating a report of a larceny and assault which occurred arouaad 2:45 am Friday, June 28, in the general area of Church St and Lindsay St. The victims, a male and 
a female, were walking on Church St when a black four door sedan occupied by four black males pulled next to the victims One suspect asked to use the female victim’s cell phone, which 
she provided. ~en the suspects tried to drive off with the phone, the male victim reached into the suspect vehicle and grabbed the phone but in the process was dragged along the street. 
He was treated at the scene by EMS for minor injuries 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone ~vith infolrnation about these incidents, please call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC 
CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at ~v,a~v.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~ through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www.a lertcarolina.ua~c.edu~’~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continmng danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 5:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Ora~ge County under ~vere thunderstorm warning 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Services has issued a SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WARNING IN ORANGE COUNTY. 

Remain alert for approaching storms. 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Sel-,zice website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
Count?’ athttp://alerts.weather.gov/cap/w~vaatmget.php?x NCC135. 

If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrboro, the University ~vill activate the emergency sirens A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Ser,Ace The University ~vill activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safety’ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email 

For more information refer to http://www.a~ertcar~ina.uncedu/~/d~c/1395/1~75683/Ab~ut-T~rnad~-Warnin~s-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Umversity’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest ~vay for the University to notiI}’ you That’s ~vhy email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Umversity’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, June 28, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: UNC Research Study Oppo~nity 

The D~,~’C Department of Psychiatry is conducting a research study to find 
out more about mental illness If you have had any of the following 
symptoms in the past few months, are between 12-35 years old, are 
willing to participate in a randomized clinical trial receiving either 
Omega III supplement or placebo, and have not been diagnosed with 
bipolar illness or psychosis, you may be eligible to participate in a 
stud?- in the th-ime Research Program. You may be eligible to receive li’ee 
stud?’ related medical evaluations and monetary compensation. 

* Have you noticed frequent and confusing coincidences? 
* Are you worried that others are talking about you or laughing at you? 
* Do you think that others are tly’ing to hurt you? 
* Do you have trouble thinking or concentrating? 
* Would yuu rather be alune than with friends? 
* Sumetimes when yuu hear something do you mistake it for something it’s 
not? ttow about something you smell or see? 

Do you have a family member with a pwchotic illness such as 
schizuphrenia ur schizoaffective disurder and are having recent troubles 
with school, work, or friends? 

Visit us at our website wwwmed.unc.edu/psych/research/prime/hume and 
click un ’Simple Survey’ 

[[’he Pruj ect is fun ded by the National Institute of Mental Health 

08-1448 

November 12, 2009 

Cummittee on the Protection of the Rights of ttuman Sut~iects 

The BioMedical IRB Umversity of North Carolina 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformatiuna[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

green ca~unc.edu 

Friday, June 28, 2013 8:34 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORiV~AfI’IONAL: Green C~ program brings fresh local fruits ~d vegetables to our community 

Are you interested in supporting local farmers? How about helping 
people in underserved con~munities get health?’ food? Do you want to have 
fresh North Carolina veggies delivered to your workplace? If you 
answered yes to any of these questions, then keep reading to learn more 
about the Green Cart program. 

Green Cart is a program of the UNC Center for Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention. We coordinate and evaluate programs to bring 
lo~v-cost boxes of fresh North-Carolina Gro~vn timits and vegetables to 
lower-income and underserved con~munities in the triangle area. We also 
provide nutrition education, cooking demonstrations, and recipes to help 
customers create healthy meals. Here is ho~v you can support the Green 
Cart program: 
- Volunteer to help with box packing, delivery, cooking demonstrations, 
and customer sales. 
- Sign-up to receive a weekly box of produce delivered to your workplace 
through our partner program, the Veggie Van. Sales of regular-priced 
Veggie Van subscriptions help subsidize the cost of the Green Cart 
community-supported (i.e low-cost) boxes Veggie Van delivers to 
various locations across campus. We are currently taking summer orders 
through July 3rd, so sign-up today 
- Help us to identi[~,! communities that could benefit from the Green Cart 
program. We work with churches, day care center, housing communities, 
health clinics and other organizations located in food deserts or that 
serve a large lower-income population. 

For more information, contact green cart@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Center [’or Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, Jnne 30, 2013 8:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email .unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Flooding on campns 

INFOR2vIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Flooding on campus 

Ton-ential rainfall in the area has caused flooding in several spots on campus, including the Pit and the basement of Granville Towers. There is also standing water and flooding in Ram 
Village, several residence halls (including Kenan, McIver, Stacy and Mangum) and other areas on campus and in the surrounding neighborhood. 

Individuals should avoid ;valking or playing in flooded areas or through moving water. Use a stick to check the fimmess of the ground before ;valking. 

Do not drive vehicles through any flooded areas. If road;vay is blocked, seek an alternate route Avoid dr~ving if possible. 

Move any belongings to higher ground if they are in danger of getting wet. Report all flooding on campus to Facilities Sel-,~ices Customer Service at 962-3456. This will assure proper dining 
and prevent the risk of health problems. 

Students living off-campus who have been displaced because of flooding should contact the Department of Public Safety at (919) 962-8100 or 911 for help 

A flash flood warning remains in effect f;ar Orange Coun~ until 9 pm Please continue to use caution until the danger of flooding has passed 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnum~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of’Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 3:19 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Ridge Rd closed at the intersection with Count~ Club Rd from Highway 

54 west 

INFORIvI_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Ridge Rd closed at the intersection with Countly Club Rd from Highway 54 ~vest 

To ~vhom it concerns, 

Ridge Rd at the intersection with Country Club Rd from Highway 54 west is closed due to a fallen tree that is leaning on a po~ver line due to the overnight inclement stormy weather. Ridge 
Rd can still be accessed from Manning Dr 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts 
Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Inti~rmational Message t~om Aleri Caxolina Campus Flooding Update 

Informational Message from Alert Carolina Campus Flooding Update 

Crews from Facilities Ser,Aces and outside water removal companies worked tba-ough the night and all day today in response to Sunday night’s flooding follo~ving heavy rains. More than 60 
buildings on campus were afl’ected, but most had been drained, cleaned arid reopened by the end of the day, including all residence halls. 

Buildings in lo~v-lying areas were most severely affected by flooding, and some remain closed for repairs: 
Student Recreation Center 
First and ground floors of Venable and IVlurray Halls 
Some athletic facilihes at Kenan Stadium, Carmichael Arena and Fetzer Hall 

Cre~vs also cleaned roof and storm drains, cleared trees and prepared emergency generators in the event of further storms and flooding tonight. Scattered downpours are expected in the area 
tonight and Orange County remains under a flash flood watch until 6 pm Tuesday (July 2). 

Individuals on campus are encouraged to check for flood-related damage and to repolt it to Facilities Services at (919) 962-3456. 

The UmversiK~ contmues to post updates, mcludu~g from the Town of Chapel Hill, on the Alert Carolina w’ebsite. 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

~med.tmc.edu 

Monday, 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Group therapy for binge eating disorder & Yoga series 

1. Balance Group for Binge Eating Disorder 

Over 20 ~veeks ~ve will explore the role of binge eating in your life and 
how to practice the balance needed to overcome it. Mindl’ulness based 
practices will be used throughout the group to strengthen your a~vareness 
of your thoughts as they relate to binge eating. Emotion regulation 
skills and awareness of the body will be inter~voven to increase emotion 
identification and ho~v to move through feelings as they arise. We will 
also focus on our relationships with one another in the group to help 
strengthen your relationship with yourself and ~vith others in your life. 

Please Visit our website for additional information about the group and 
contact information if you would like to schedule an intake evaluation. 

Website: 
http ://www. med unc. edu/psvc h/eatin~disorders/patient-care- 1/~ruup-th erapi es/the-balan ce-~roup 

2. Gentle Yoga [’or Bo~dy Acceptance 

Designed for peuple who feel that they are uver their health?’ weight 

range 

A beginner’s yoga and mindl~l stretching class for wumen and men who 
fee[ that they are uver their health?" budy weight range. In this class 
we will practice breathing techniques, meditation, mindfulness and 
gentle stretching tu reconnect the heart, mind and budy We will use 
these techniques to practice riding the waves of emotion that are 
passing through us all the time and cultivate acceptance, [uve and 
appreciation for our budies. 

Please Visit our website for additiun information abuut the yuga series 
and cuntact informatiun if you wuuId like to participate. 

Website: 
h ttp ://www. med unc. edu/psyc h/eatin~disorders/patient-care-1/~ruup-th erapi esi~ent le-’~’u ~a-for-b o dy-ac c eptance 

This email is spunsored by: UNC (;enter ufExceHence for Eating 
Disurders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

angel%ldbiy@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 1, 2013 8:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPd’V~A~TIONAL: Recruiting Women with Diarrhea Predominant Irritable Bowel Syndrome for Research 

We are looking for adult women with a specific type of irritable bowel 
syndrome (IBS) to join a research stu@ assessing a potential ne~v 
medication for IBS 

The RESTORE 5 Stu@ will last for up to 8 weeks and involve about 5 
clinic visits. 

You may be able to take part in the RESTORE 5 Study if you: 

* Are a woman 18 - 65 years of age 
* Have had symptoms of IBS (including abdominal pain/discomfort and 
diarrhea) 
for at least 6 months 

* Have loose or water?, stools > 25% of the time and hard or lumpy 
stools < 

25% of the time 

To pamcipate in this trial, you must NOT: 
* Have been diagnosed with: 
a Crohn’s disease 
b. Ulcerative colitis 
c Diabetes meilitus 
d. Lactose malabsorption 
e Malabsorption syndromes 
f Celiac sprue 
* Be pregnant or planning to become pregnant 

Qualified participants will receive study-related care including 
comprehensive physical exam and investigationa[ stu@ drag at no cost. 
Monetary" compensation for study visits will be provided. 

If you would like to hear more about the stu@, please contact the I~2NC 
research team: 
Angela Kibiy, RN; 2/2PH 
919-537-3841 
Angela kibiy@med.unc.edu 
Biomedical IRB Research Stu@~ 13-1598 
Date of Approval: 06/21/2013 

This email is sponsored by-: Center for F~ctional GI & Motili~" 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

benefits@unc.edu 

Monday, July 1, 2013 8:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPAVIATIONAL: Reminder: State Health Plan Benefit Year Change 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Senior Director, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

As a reminder, the State Health Plan Board of Trustees approved a change 
in the benefit year to a ca lendar year (Jan. 1 - Dec 31). To transition 
to the calendar year benefit period, the current benefit period will 
only last six months: July 1 - Dec 31, 2013. As a result, employee 
deductibles and out-of-pocket maximunas will be reduced by one-half 
during this shortened benefit period. The deductible and out-of-pocket 
maximums will reset to the full amounts ~vhen the ne~v calendar year 
benefit period begins on Jan. 1, 2014 

For more information about the State Health Plan, please visit 
www.shpnc.org. 

NEW PLAN OPTIONS FOR 2014: ’l’he State Health Plan has proposed new plan 
options that would be effective Jan 1, 2014 The specific changes and 
premiums associated with the new options will be cotranunicated this fall 
during a second annual enrollment period. 

This email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of Human Resources 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, July 1, 2013 11:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

From: Bettina Shuford, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Alt’airs 
Re: Director of Accessibili~ Resources and Sel-,zice Annouaacement 

I am pleased to announce the appointment of Tiffany Bailey as the next Director of Accessibili~ Resources and Sel-,zice Tiffany cun-ently serves as the Assistant Director in the office and 
was selected to serve in this ne~v role after going through a national search process. 

Prior to coming to UNC in 2010, Tiffany ~vorked in the Ofi)ce of Disability Services as an Assistant Director at UNCG and also served as 
a Coordinator for Residential Education on the same campus. In her last ?’ear at UNCG, Tiffany served as the Interim Director of Disabili~ 
Services. 

In addition to her breadth of experience, Tiffany is also veiN involved with the Association of Higher Education and Disabili~z (AHEAD) at the state level. She ha s served in various 
leadership roles within the state association, including serving as president of the association tlcom 2010 to 2011 Tiffany received her bachelor&#39;s degree in Communications, with 
emphasis in Public Relations, from Western Illinois University Her master&#39;s degree is in Student Affairs in 
Higher Education from Colorado State Umversity. 

Tiffany will begin the new Director role immediately. 

This message is sponsored by: Ofi)ce of the V.C for Student Affairs 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:32 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw~ 

Your Amazon.corn order of"Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07..." has shipped! 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order ~I 0 i’-283239%6627459 

Helto charlotte regester, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d like to knowthat eStores-LLC shipped your item, and that this 

shipment or rnu~nage oti~er erders, plea.se visit ~:~.g~d.~JL~[r.(J.t~L~. on Amazonx;om 

Yo.:tr estimated delivery d{~te is: 

Friday, July 5, 2013 - 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Charlene Regester 

205 N. Graham St. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 22816 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 94055102008308699!2802. Depending on the sNp speed 

you chose, it may t~ske 24 hours for your tracking number to rerun1 any information 

~ Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07 Viafs (F soiL mp & $19.99 
We a k) 
Sold bv eStores LLC 

item Subtotal: $1999 

Shipping & Handiing: $0 00 

[otal Before Tax: $19.99 

Shipment Total: $I9,99 

Paid by Visa: $1999 

We hope to see you again soon! 

A mazo~’l.~:o m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 10:47 AM 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 

<barbara_anderson@ unc.edu> 

Review of Gates’ Book on Blacks in Latin America 

Rahier on Gates Latin American book 2013.pdf 

Colleagues, 

Here is a critical review of Gates’ book on Blacks in Latin America. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Perfom~ing Arts <emafil@info.camlinaperformingarts.org> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 11:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Buy Your 13-14 Season Tickets Today - Good Seats Are Goiug Fast 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

All tickets are now on sale for the 13-14 season at Carolina 
Performing Arts. Get the best seats at the best price with the 

~’~u[[d Your OwW~ Ticket Packa~ 
To help you plan your order, 

~i Why Subscribe? 

Carolina Performing Arts features a wide The More You Choose, The More You Save: 
variety of world- class a rtists, ~ ....... 
The 13-14 season includes everyone from 

i i~i TheMoreYou Oh ..... TheMoreYou Save 

Maceo Parker and George Clinton with 
Parliament Funkadelic to Lyle Lovett and 
John Hiatt; Lang Lang to Trombone Shorty; 
B~la Fleck &Abigail Washburn to Joshua Bell 
and Academy of St. Martin in the Fields. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 6:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Greetings from Chancellor Carol Folt 

Dear Students, Facul~z, and Staff: 

I just spent my first two days at Carolina as your new chancellor, and 
eve~zwhere I go I can sense the optimism and belief in our Universi~’s 
promising future. 

I recorded a video message for the campus community to introduce myself 
and to share some thoughts about the weeks ahead. I hope you will take a 
few minutes to watch; the video is posted on the University’s YouTube 
channel at http://voutu.be/P.rlO{Ktml01U and on the homepage, www.unc edu. 

There is something special about America’s great public umversities. 
The?’ are the best investment in our nation’s future The?- educate the 
majority of college graduates. ’l’heir great faculties produce the 
research and ideas that will improve lives, open doors, and be a force 
for good in the world. 

The passion for [earning and creating new knowledge, the special 
commitment to excellence paired with access and opportunity for students 
of North Carolina, and the strength to innow~te for evepf generation 
runs deep on this campus We are not simply teaching students what we 
already know; we are giving them the tools to create what will be. 

I want to learn from all of you I wou]d like you to tell me two things 
you love most about Carolina and two things you want to be even 
stronger Send your responses to WelcomeCaro[@unc edu. While ! cannot 
respond to every email, I promise to read them all. 

Thank you for your dedication to our extraordinary University. I am 
deeply honored to be your chancellor 

Sincerely, 

Carol L Fort 
Chancellor 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:24 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Study for healthy womeu 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research 
studies. Several opportunities are available that oiler monetar,v 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~D 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 

The ultimate goal of this research is to better understand the factors 
that allow implantation to occur so that we may improve clinical 
outcomes of fertility patients. If you are interested, please feel free 
to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproductive@gmail.com This study takes 7-8 we&s to complete, with 
a total of around 10 visits to our clinic Volunteers must be available 
during normal business hours 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #08-1967, approved 04/26/2013 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:33 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: Study for healthy women - blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in a research 
stu@ that offers moneta~- compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This study involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one 
blood draw. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to 
grow in other areas of the bo~dy. Symptoms fi-om this may cause the 
individual severe pmn, irregular bleeding, and irffertility. Currently, 
the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is through 
laparoscopic surgeW. The purpose of this research stu@ is to identi(y 
biomarkers in the blood that may also be present in the lining of the 
uterus By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, we can 
compare them to women suffering from endometriosis and analyze the 
correlation between the two. The goal of this study is to develop a 
blood test to diagnose endometriosis in a less invasive way. If you are 
interested in participating as a healthy sutzject, please feel free to 
contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproduc tire@gin ail. com. 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in 
Endometriosis;" approved 1/8/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

adam~iacks@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Stroke Survivors Needed for Speech Research Stud?" 

We are currently recruiting stroke survivors with speech or language 
difficulties (ie. aphasia) to participate in a research stu@ 
investigating the effects of listening to noise on speech. 

The study consists of three 1-2 hour sessions, including 1) a 
comprehensive speech and language evaluation, 2) one session to test the 
effects of listening to noise on speech production, and 3) one brain 
imaging session to obtain current MRI scans. 

Participants who complete all parts of the study will receive $55 This 
research study is being conducted in the Center for Aphasia and Related 
Disorders and the Biomedical Research Imaging Center at D~,~’C-Chapel Hill. 
Free parking is provided. 

You or someone you know may be eligible if you: 
* have experienced an ischemic stroke at least six weeks ago 
* have speech or language problems resulting from the stroke 

This research study, "Auditory masking effects on speech fluency in 
aphasia and apraxia of speech" (IRB ��10-0503), has been approved by the 
UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board. The most recently approved 
IRB modification date is 03/18/2013 

For more information or to schedule an appointment, please contact Adam 
Jacks, Ph.D, CCC-SLP at (919) 966-9464 or adam jacks@med.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Allied ttealth Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Sonja Haynes Stone Center Fall 2013 Calendar of Art and Film Events 

For more info on events, visit us at www.unc.edu/depts/stonecenter or email 
stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. All events are Free and Open to the Public 

unless otherwise noted. 

September 12 at 7 pro, Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum 

Exhibition Opening Reception and Artist Talk 

This Story Has Not Yet Been Told...The Work of Tim Okamura 

Progressive Youth #1 

Oil, mixed media on canvas 76"x60" 

2011-12 

Saint and Sinner 

Oil and mixed media on canvas 72"x48" 

2011 

This Sto1>’ Has" Not get Been Told is comprised of paintings created within the last decade 
that have emerged from Tim Okamura’s life-long fascination with the emotional and 
expressive power of the human form and his intense interest in the juxtapositions of 
different people in their familiar environments. Okamura uses a realist approach to painting 
that incorporates the mark-making and spontaneous language of spray-painted graffiti, 
collage, and iconograhic ’signage’ in attempts to weave the nuances of relationships of 
ethnicity, social identity, and inner-city cultures into his subjects’ stories, as captured on 
canvas. 



This Story Has Not Yet Been TOM... The Work of Tim Okamura will be on exhibit at the 
Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum from September 12 through 

November 29, 2013. 

September 19 at 7 pm, Hitchcock Multi-purpose Room 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film - Double Feature 

Clara Como El Agna 
Dir: Fernanda Rossi/~hort/US/Spanish with English Subtitles/12rain./2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction film about the tales and half-truths 
that surround the Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl with kinky, blond hair and gray 

eyes. Tired of being teased by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures into the magical 
waters of the bioluminescent bay to change her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 
Dir : Terence Nance!~eature/US~English/9 3 rain./2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful sense of humor, Terence Nance’s 
highly acclaimed and explosively creative debut feature, An Oversimplifica#on of Her 
Beauty, documents the relationship between Nance and a lovely young woman as it teeters 
on the divide between platonic and romantic. Utilizing a tapestry of live action and various 
styles of animation, Nance explores the fantasies, emotions, and memories that race 
through his mind during a singular moment in time. 

September 26 at 7:00 pro, Stone Center Auditorium 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts l&2 
Dir: Philippe Niang/Feamre/~rance/French with English Subtitles/part 1: 90m#t, part 2: 

90 rain./2012 

Toussaint L ’Ouvermre is the long-awaited, two-part action-packed epic film, depicting the 
life of the Haitian leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful slave revolt in world history, 
defeating Napoleon Bonaparte and winning independence from France. Known for his 
military genius and political acumen, L’ Ouverture established Haiti as the first black nation 
in the western hemisphere and the first Black free nation as well. The success of 
L’ Ouverture and the Haitian Revolution rocked the institution of slavery throughout the 

"New World" of the Americas. 



October 3 at 7 pm, The Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

The Sapphires 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady days of tile late :60s about a quartet 
of young, talen.ted aboriginal stagers from a remote Aboriginal mission. Plucked from 
obscurity, the four spirited women with powerhouse voices - called "][’he Sapphires - are 
given the opportunity to entertain Americat~ troops in Vietnam. Catapulted ot~to the world 
stage as A ust~ aha s answer to the Supremes, their journey oi.~ discoveD’ offers them not only 
tile chance to show off their musical skills, but find love and togetherness, experience loss 
and tmderstand their idemities as black womer~. 

The Sapphires, respired by the remarkable true stoD’ of writer Tony Briggs’ mother and 
three aunts, is a combination of comedy, heart and romar~ce and an un.beatable soul music 
soundm~ck, set against the racial and social upheaval of the late 1960s. 

October 8 at 7 pro, The Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Studlife 
Dir : (’~ampbell X /Feamre/Trinidad + Tobago, UK /English/90 min./2 012 

JJ, a Black-British lesbian, is best friends with Seb, who is white and gay. The two are 
practically inseparable, but when JJ falls head over heels for the beautiful and bewitching 
Elle, jealously rears its head and the friendship comes under threat. Funny, hip, sweet and 
true, Studlife is a celebration of modern, multicultural London, and a romantic comedy 

with both a difference and universal resonance. 

October 10 at 7 pro, The Hitcheock Multipurpose Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Middle of Nowhere 
Dir : A va Du Vernay / Fe amre/US !English/1 O0 min./2 012 

As Ruby (Emayatzy Corinealdi) tides a bus through the inner city streets, she wills herself 
to push away memories that crowd her. Four years earlier, she was a medical student 
married to the love of her life, Derek (Omari Hardwick). Now, she makes her way to the 
maximum-security prison on the outskirts of town where Derek now resides. A s the couple 
stares at an eight-year prison sentence, Ruby must learn to live a life marked by shame, 
separation, guilt and grief. But through a chance encounter and a stunning betrayal that 
shakes her to the core, Ruby is propelled in new and frightening directions of self- 



discovery. 
(Winner Sundance 2012 Best Director; Gala Award, 2012, Los Angeles Film Festival) 

November 1 at 7 pro, The Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

1912, Breaking the Silence, Chapter 3 
Dir: Gloria Rolando ,Documentary/Cuba, Spani~h ~ ith English subtitles/58 min.,gO13 

The final installment of the 3-part series, this film by Gloria Rolando of the Cuban Film 
Institute (ICAIC), explores the history &the Partido lndependiente de Color (PIC) or 
Independent Party of Color in Cuba and the situation &black Cubans once the Island of 
Cuba achieved its independence in 1902. The film covers some &the key events in the 
history of the Afro-Cuban struggle for recognition and rights, and follows, step by step, the 
path taken by the black movement in Cuba since colonial times. 

spor~.so:~ed b%.~ tb.e " s ’ ~ ~ Arm <,~ ~.£.~k ~t {k)’NC ~t (i{3 ape1/i--l{ii 1I. 

November 5 at 3:30pm, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus) 
"What Are You Doing Here? A Black Woman’s Life in Liberation in Heavy 
Metal" Book Discussion with author Laina Dawes 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black women musicians and fans navigate the 
metal, hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly thought of as inclusive spaces 
and but fail to address the race and gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

November 5 at 7pm, Stone Center Hitchcock Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

A Baud Callled Death 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in the early ’70s formed a band in their 
spare bedroom, began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a single in the hopes of 
getting signed. But this was the era of Motown and disco. Record companies found Death’s 
music-- and band name--too intimidating, and the group were never given a fair shot, and 
disbanded before they even completed one album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary 
and epic family love story, A Band Called Death chronicles the incredible fairy-tale 
journey of what happened almost three decades later when a dusty 11974 demo tape made 
its way out of the attic and found an audience several generations younger. Playing music 
impossibly ahead of its time, Death is now being credited as the first black punk band 

4 



(hell...the first punk band!), and finally receiving overdue recognition as true rock pioneers. 

November 14 at 12 Noon, The Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film - Lunch and a Movie 
Series 

¯ Sign up on our Facebook page 24 hours before lhe screening and we’ll have a free 

lunch waiting jbr you.t 

Zanzibar Soccer Queens 
Dir: Florence Ayisi /Feature/AJ~ica, Zanzibar/Swahi# with English subtitles / 52 rain./ 

2007 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim women use soccer as their vehicle for 
liberation and creativity in a conservative society. While the film focuses on women, their 
desire for self-fulfillment and empowennent speaks to marginalized people everywhere. 

The film uses interviews and imagery to show how soccer strengthened the women both 
physically and emotionally. Interviews with some Muslim men, who object to women 
wearing sports clothing and playing in front of both genders, provides a glimpse into the 
risks, and the sacrifices made by these women. In the end, the viewer realizes that risk and 
sacrifice are often necessary to achieve a greater good. 

November 14 at 12 at 7 pro, The Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Fihn 

Re-emerging: The Jews of Nigeria 
Dir : Jeff L ie berman/Documentary/US, B!? geria/E~glish 9 3 rain./2 012 

RE- EMERGING: 7he Jews of Nigeria is a journey into the heart of Igboland and into the 
lives and culture of the Igbo people. Like many in Nigeria, Shmuel consistently heard that 
the Igbo people were once Jews. When an Internet car6 opens in his town, he begins to 
research this further and starts a journey that eventually leads him to a community of 
thousands of Jews. Yet, despite the Igbo Jews’ passionate commitment to Judaism with few 
resources, they are often met with outside scorn, family rej ection and violence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, July 8, 2013 1:08 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~v!AL NOTICE: Message Wafiting Indicator on VolP Phones 

All, 

Power outages that occurred over the past week likely impacted the 
Message Waiting Indicator (MW-I) on Voice over IP (VoIP) phones. This is 
due to the fact that the VoIP phones will reboot when power is returned 
following a power loss, and a reboot resets the Message Waiting 
Indicator light. 

It is recommended that customers with a VoIP phone check for new 
voicemail messages and contact our office to reset your NB,VI if you 
notice that your indicator light is not ti~nctioning properly. We can be 
reached via a Reme@ ticket that can be submitted at 962-HELP, or, 
www.help.unc.edu. 

Note that this applies only to customers with a VoIP phone - legacy 
Centrex phones do not apply 

Additional in]k)rmation on Message Waiting Indicator lights on VoIP 
phones can be found on our website at: its unc.edu/voip. 

Thank you, 

Cheri Beasley 
IT Manager 
ITS - Communication Technologies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919 962 3800 (office) 

(cell) 
Cheri Beasley@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: ITS-Communication Technok~gies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

~denlis~.unc.edu 

Monday, 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Dental hnplm~t Stud~v 

The GO Health Center is currently recruiting participants to take part 
in a dental implant research study. 

You may be eligible to participate in this research study if you: 
*are between the ages of 21 and 80 
*do not require antibiotics prior to dental treatment 
*are currently missing teeth on both sides of your lower jaw 
*have implants as a future treatment need 
*are not pregnant or nursing 
*do not have active infectious diseases such as hepatitis, HIV or 
tuberculosis. 

To learn how you can be in this research study or to become part of our 
pauent registry, please visit our website at 
http ://www. ~ohealthcenter. corn or contact us at 919-537-3424. 

*If you are currently a patient of any dental clinic within the UNC 
School of dentistry, please consult with your dental health provider 
prior to enrollment in this study. 

General and Oral Health (;enter 
2040 Old Dental Building 
School of Dentistry, CB#7455 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

This study was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB: 

UNC ]Y~IS# 11-2539 

This email is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)<unc.edu on behalf of 

khanh nguyen@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 8, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation Iicom depression, 
anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with normal functioning or intel?ersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstmal syndrome (PMS) and 
qualit) for research studies conducted by the UNC Center for Women’s 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE iX~ED WOMEN WHO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstmally but not after the onset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may quali~ :[’or research studies that give you dmgnostic :[’eedback 
on your symptoms and medical ewduations You may also qualify :[’or 
treatment studies and studies providing up to $520 in compensahon 

If you wou]d like to participate, call (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC Mental Health Specialists at 
REX! 

The research study is IRB #05-3000 This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomechca[ ]IRB on 03,’26/2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" emai] will on]y be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, July 8, 2013 8:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVC~kTIONAL: Teens needed for study 

We are recruiting adolescents age 13-18 to participate in a research 
stud?’. We are testing an intervention that ~vill require the adolescents 
to be part of a group that ~vill meet for a once a week class for 6 
weeks. Adolescents ~vill receive up to $100 for participating in this 
study. 

Please contact Dr Karen Bluth at bluth@med.unc.edu for more 
information 

This study has been approved by D~,~’C Biomedical IRB stud?- #13-1162 on 
4-26-2013 

This email is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine, Dept of 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, July 8, 2013 9:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy Fetnales 18-50 yrs old Needed for Research Study 

If you are a healthy menstruating woman between ages 18-50 and not 
plalming pregnancy in the next 3 months, you may be eligible to 
participate in a research study that will use cells from your uterus to 
learn more about infections in women. You may be reimbursed tap to 
$100-$200. 

Please contact Lisa at L~NC at 919-843-2721 or 
healthywomenstudy@gmail corn if you may be interested. 

U2x,-C Biomedical IRB #10-1072 
UNC Biomedical IRB approval date: 4/15/2013 
Study Title: Assessment of HIV Shedding in the Female Upper Genital 
Tract 

This email is sponsored by: Obstetrics and Gynecology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

project.arch@unc.edu 

Monday, July 8, 2013 9:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Seeking Female Teens Ages 12-16 for Research Study 

Parents and Mental Healthcare Providers: 

Researchers are currently seeking female participants (ages 12-16) for 
an important stu@ of adolescent friendship and development called 
Project ARCH (Adolescents’ Relationships, Coping, and Health) 
Specifically, we are seeking teenagers who have ever been assessed or 
received treatment for depressed mood, anxiety, or other mental health 
concerns. 

Participants would complete questionnaires and discuss several 
teen-oriented topics with a friend. We can schedule visits to our 
near-campus location on Finley Golf Course Road any afternoon or evening 
during the week and anytime on the weekend. Participants earn up to 
$365.00, parents earn $75.00, and best friends earn $7500 for 
pamcipating. We also offer driving reimbursement for king-distance 
participants. 

For more iNk~rmation, please contact our Scheduling Coordinator at 
919-636-9777 or by email at project arch@unc.edu. 

’]?his research stu@ (IR[3#07-0929) was approved by the UNC-Ctl Behavioral 
IRB on X/lay 17, 2011. 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

hearinglab@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 8, 2013 9:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: 5 to 13 Year Olds Needed for Hearing Research Stud?" 

HEARING RESEARCH STD~bY 

We are currently recruiting listeners for a hearing research stu@ 

Your child may be eligible to participate in this research stu@ if: 
-he or she is between the ages of 5-13 years old 
-he or she has normal hearing 
-he or she has no history of ear problems 

The purpose of this research study is to obtain a better understanding 
of hearing 
Participants will sit in a soundproof room and listen to sounds 
presented over hea@hones The research study will take approximately 
1-2 sessions of one hour each and takes place in MacNider tlaH (next to 
the Health Sciences Library) Your child will be compensated for his or 
her time at a rate of $15/hour 

If your child is interested in participating in this research study 
please contact us at hearinglab@med.unc.edu 

This study has been approved by the Universi~ of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study¢¢ 86-0059 The 
title for this IRB study is "Devek~pment and Plasticity in Normal and 
Impaired Ears". The most recent approved IR[3 modification date is 
7/1,’2013. 

This emai[ is sponsored by: Otolawngology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, Jnly 9, 2013 2:50 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] "Water in Our World"--Call for Proposals 

Dear CCO and SPC-online Instructors, 

The Friday Center is currently developing a self-guided online course that will be free to the public. The course content will support UNC’s pan-campus water theme for 2012- 
2014: "Water in our World" and will demonstrate the far-reaching importance of water, viewed through the lenses of a variety of disciplines. 

The course will consist of four to five modules, each covering a specific topic related to water. We would like to include modules from the physical and social sciences, as well 
as art, literature, and any other areas of study that may apply. 

We are inviting you to submit a brief proposal outlining a plan for creating a water-themed module (similar in length to one to two lessons in a typical CCO or SPC course). We 
welcome, and encourage, you to draw from content already covered in your Friday Center courses if it is relevant to the theme. However, if you are interested in exploring 
water-related topics not covered in your Friday Center course, that is fine too. 

The Friday Center will provide design support for creating the online content, which we hope to be particularly rich in interactive and multimedia content. Each module will 
include an optional self-quiz and resources for expanded learning. There will be no enrollment process or guided instruction--this course is strictly self-guided and for 
enrichment purposes only (no credit will be granted). 

A stipend of $2,500 will be paid for authoring each module. If you would like to be considered for this project, please submit a brief one-page proposal by August 30, 2013. 
You will be notified of selection by September 13 and draft content will be due two months after that--on November 8. 

We hope that you will take advantage of this creative opportunity for innovation and service to the community. If you have any questions, please contact Tyler Ritter at 
etritter_~email.unc.edu or 919-843-5836. Otherwise, please send your proposals to me and I will share them with a committee that we’ll form to choose the modules. 
We look forward to reading your proposals! 
Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

h~rt p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 
Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 
Joseph Iv]. DeSimone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@etnail.unc.edu">regester@ema~l.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bg> 

ema~l to <a h~’’ma~lto:~eave-33286~26-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79I2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’>leave-33286~26- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

~med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Geues and Brain Resemch Study 

You may be eligible for a collaborative l~qC/Duke Umversity research 
study if you are 18-50 years old and you have never suffered from a 
psychiatric disorder, such as depression 

We are conducting a research stu@ on genes and brain activity and are 
looking for healthy adults. The study involves a clinical intel~’iew, 
blood draw for genetic testing, and an MRI brain scan. Qualified 
participants will receive up to $120 in total compensation 

If interested, please contact at or 
.~med unc.edu to determine if you qualiI) to participate in 

this research study 

The "Imaging Genetic Predictors of Psychotherapy Outcomes in L’nipolar 
Depression" Sturdy (IRB # 11-2537) was approved by the Duke Medicine 
Institutional Review Board on          The Principal investigators for 
this study are Dr. Gabriel Dichter and Dr Moria Smoski. 

th-o00033714 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Psychiatry & Duke Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

prcboxoilice@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: PlayMakers Oilers Special Facul~/St~£f Discount to SYC’s Sweeney Todd 

PlayMakers’ Summer Youth Consel-,zatory presents Sondheim’s SWEEix,~Y TODD, 
the Demon Barber of Fleet Street. D2",!C Faculty and Staff can purchase 
discount tickets by calling t2ae PlayMakers Box Office at 919.962.7529. 

Music, melodrama, murder - and the worst pies in London’. SWEEix,~Y TODD 
tells the infamous tale of a bloodthirs~z Victorian barber seeking 
revenge on villainous Judge Turpin ~vith the assistance of his amorous 
accomplice, daf~ pie-maker Mrs. Lovett. Featuring Stephen Sondheim’s 
legendary, lyrical wit and musical storytelling, S~veeney Todd is an 
entertaining, surprising, and often hilarious theatrical thriller. 

For more information, visit http://plavmakersrep or~isweenevtodd 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

"_c}email.tmc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:48 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL 6-week Exercise Tr~fining 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research 
Study. 
The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a 
research study to examine the effects of an exercise program on 
individual with medial knee displacement. 
This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions 
of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks 
according to which group you will be assigned and how you will respond 
to the exercise program. 
Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 
* Movement and bony alignment screening 
* Bony aligmnent measures with ultrasouaad 
* Lower extremity flexibility measurement 
* Muscle strength measurement 
* 3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
* 18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes). 
* Foam roller exercises 
* Stretching exercises 
* Muscle strengthening 
* Functional movement exercises. 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research 
Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall. You may be asked to return for another 
testing after 4 to 6 weeks from the completion of the post-test 

You are eligible ~2~r this study if: 
* You are female, age between 18 and 28 years 
* You have no injury in the lower extremity’ at a time of testing. 
* You are acm’e (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes 
each) 
* You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or lifting. 
* You did not participate in the exercise training study in within the 
past 3 months. 
*    You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred 
within the past 6 months that limited physical actlvdy for more than 2 
days. 
* You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
* You are not pregnant 
For additional inforraation about this study, please contact: 

}email.mxc.edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB #13 -1370) was approved by the Office of Human Research 
Ethics Bionredical Institutional Review Board on 

This email is sponsored by: EXSS 

"INFORMATIONAL:" unrail will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infornration". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

leah schrubbe@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Pefimenopausal Wo~nen Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at UNC is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (,women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioration and to louver cardiovascular risk during the 
menopause transition. 

We’re Looking For Women ;Vho Are: 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or 
hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,425 in 
compensation. 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is 
conducted by David Rubinow, MD. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC 
Department of Psychiatry. 

The research study is IRB #10-0542. This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ndollar@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Victor M~xsha]l Travel Awa~rd to attend 2013 Gerontological SocieU ~nual meetin 

The Institute on Aging is pleased to announce a one-time travel award 
for one D~,~’C CH graduate student or post-doctoral fellow to attend the 
Gerontological Society of An~erica 66th annual meeting in New Orleans, LA 
from November 20-24, 2013. See http ://www.geron orgiannua 1-meetin~ for 
more information about this meeting. The funds must be applied to travel 
expenses to attend this meeting This award was established to recognize 
Dr. Marshall’s contributions to aging research. 
If you plan to apply for these travel funds, please go to 
http://www.aging.unc edu to download the cover sheet The cover sheet 
and related materials must be received by Norma Dollar at the Institute 
on Aging by August 8, 2013, 5pm If you have questions about the 
submission process, please call Ms. Dollar at (919)966-9444. 

This email is sponsored by: Institute on Aging 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

dduarte@unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:45 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: UNC Co~nmuniu Music School 

Dear UNC colleagues, 

The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Music is 
pleased to announce the inaugural season of the UNC Cormnumty Music 
School (UNC-CMS) in Fall 2013 Our goal is to eurich our community and 
contribute to the cultural fabric of the region by offering music 
education and opportunities of the highest quality’. 

I~rNC-CMS will receive ongoing contributions from our distinguished 

Department of Music faculty~, both in terms of instruction and guidance. 
Housed in the state-of-the-alt classroom facilities of the beautiful 
Kenan Music Building, we provide an exceptional atmosphere for students 
of all ages to explore, develop, and refine musical expression We mast 
you will find our faculty and curriculum to be an outstanding artistic 
resource for years to come 

We invite you to explore our school and course offerings (in piano, 
w~ice, guitar,composiuon, and music experience) on our website: 
https://music uric. edu/c ommunity/schoo k 

All the best, 

Derison Duarte 
UNC-CMS Director 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Music 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ndollar@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Nominations for Gordon H. DeFfiese-Deadline Extended 

DEADLINE EXTE~NDED TO AUGUST 16TH - 5PM 
The Institute on Aging is pleased to announce that it is accepting 
nominations for the Gordon H. DeFriese Career Development in Aging 
Research Awards These armual awards were established to recognize Dr. 
DeFriese’s 40-year distinguished career in the development of and 
conduct of research to improve the quality of lives of older Nolth 
Carolinians, and especially to his unwavering commitment to developing 
and supporting the careers of his colleagues. Four awards: THREE 
junior tenure-track facul~ and ONCE tbr a doctoral student will be 
a~varded in the fall of 2013. An account ~vill be set up within the IOA to 
support awardees’ research activities 
All nominees must have demonstrated evidence of research interests in, 
and contributions to, the field of aging that are related to any of the 
fi~llowing areas: medical sociology, primaW health care, rural health 
services, health service utilization behavior, dental care, nursing, 

medical self-care, health status measurement, cost effectiveness and 
cost-benefit analysis of health policy and programs, and health 
promotion/disease prevention. All award recipients are expected to be 
inw)lved in the activities of the Institute on Aging by participating in 
research, education, or sepdce proj ects that are of interest. Thus, al] 
nominees must submit their curriculum vitae, a statement of intent about 
career development plans in aging, and how the award would be used. 
Junior Tenure-Track Faculty’ Award: To be eligible fi~r the junior 
tenure-track facul~ awards of $5,000 each, nominees must be employed at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill as full-time junior 
faculty on the tenure track. Faculty should also demonstrate investment 
in aging through scholarly contributions, including a developing record 
of significant publications, research grants, and teaching influence. It 
is also desirable that nominees show evidence of contributions to 
professional organizations or community groups that enhance the quality 
of life of older people in North Carolina or within the Southeast. 
Letters of support are required from nominees’ colleagues who are 
knowledgeable about their aging-related interests and activities. 
Doctoral Student Award: To be eligible fi~r the student award in the 
amount of $1,000, individuals must be enrolled as active, full-tune 
doctoral students at the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel tIill and 
planning to take coursework or to work on their dissertations during the 
2013-2014 academic year. Doctoral student nominees should demonstrate 
interest in aging as evidenced by aging-related coursework, internships, 
participation in research projects, and nranuscript production. It is 
also a plus if nominees show cvidence of participation in aging-related 
conferences and professional organizations. Letters of support are 
required front student nominees’ faculty or field mentors who are 
knoxvledgeable about their aging-related interests and activities. 
The nomination form, with the nominee’s curriculum vita, career 
developnrent plans in aging, statement on hoxv the award would be used, 
and txvo letters of support, nmst be received by the Institute on Aging 
by 5 p.m. on Monday-, July 15, 2013. Please send all doctunents to Nancy 
Jetflcins, Institute on Aging, 720 Maltin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., CB 
#1030, UNC at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1030, or via emaih 
nancy_ienkins@anc.edu. The application is available online at the 
Institute on Aging website, http://www.aging.unc.edu/fundin~/ghdi. 
The noraination forra can be found on the IOA Website at the link below. 
Once on the link, scroll down and click on "Download the 2013 Nomination 
Form". 

http:i/~vw~v.a~ina.unc.eduifundin;&hd/~hdinfo.html 

This email is sponsored by: Institute on Aging 

This email is sponsored by: Institute on Aging 

"INFORNLA.TIONAL:" email ;vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNbrmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"LTpdate Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 5:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

2013-2014 Carolina Women’s Basketball Season Tickets Now On Sale 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!~[~,’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~i.,’~#~.!3:~.~,[r3£.#!:.t~,[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

sjeremi~med.unc.edu 

Friday, July 12, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Participants needed tbr a research study investigating biofeedback softwaxe 

Are you interested in participating in a research stu@ that is 
investigating the effectiveness of a new biofeedback software program? 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is evaluating a 
novel software program to be adopted for use in biofeedback therapy for 
the treatment of accidental bowel leakage We are currently recruiting 
individuals who are experiencing episodes of accidental bowel leakage to 
participate in this research stu@. 

Participation includes having a catheter inserted into the rectum to 
test software that will be used for a new anal rectal manometry and 
biofeedback device No clinical or diagnostic tests or therapies ~vill 
be done 

Participants will be paid $100.00 for cumpletion of the research study, 
which will last appruxhnately une hour 

Fur informatiun un how tu participate, please call Stefanie Twist at 
919-843-6961 or emai[ at sjeremia@med.unc.edu 

Biomedical IRB Study# 12-2299 

Appruved 12/23/2012 

This email is spunsored by: Center :[’or Functional GI & Motility 
Disurders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass emaih Tu set yuur inlf~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Marketplace <marketplace-messages@amazon.corn> 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 4:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

chaxlene regester, will you rate your traJ~sactions at Amazou.com? 

Hi charlene regester, will you please take a minute to share your experience? 

Lamaur Bone Harrow Conditioner (New) 

From Wasatch Beauty 
~-.~ ’~ ~ ~: 4-." :: ~ ~ ! L~ !, hv ~ ?." .:24-." :: ~ !,: .:: ~’:~ :)." .% .:::: L." :~ .~’ - .:: ~’:~ :)." :: 0...:::: L." :~ .~ 

How did the seller do? 

~:~q~.~!@~ - Item delivered on time, was as described, great customer service (if contacted) 

Z had a 

Does the product meet your expectations? 
.%t~..~!:~...~ ~,d .e.y~:..%!:.c..;q~..~.~.~ 

Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Fine/Limp & Weak) (New) 
Seller note: brand new in the box or sealed packages from the manufacturer!! 
everyday LOW SALE prices!!! 

How did the seller do? 

[~N¢;e~ler~ - Item delivered on time, was as described, great customer service (if contacted) 

~....#...a..#...~..~!.i.tLe..Le...~..t...~£.e..~:Le..#..e...e.. ..... 

Does the product meet your expectations? 

.~:!.~..~ ~.~..~’~i~:..%!:~) ~.~.~.~ 

Helpful Links 

View Order Details I Ce~tacttheSeiler I ViewSeiler Profile I Feedback 

~ .e...~.!.!..~!.~.~..~.~i.~i.~..~#~.~..~##Ab~ 

Having trouble? 
If you have trouble with the links above, you can leave feedback by completing these steps: 

1. Go to 
2. You’ll be prompted for a log-in. 
3. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all the orders that need feedback. 
4. Find the order on the list and leave feedback. 

If you have questions regarding a transaction, we advise you to check with your seller for 
details. To view your latest transactions, go to "/our Account. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~unent Health and Safety <no reply@nnc.edu~ 

Saturday, Jnly 13, 2013 6:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Message ti~om Environment, ttealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Charlene, 

This is a notification that you have EHS training and/or Medical Surveillance that needs to be reviewed. Please visit the ,secured server at https:i/itsapps.unc.edtvEHSi 

and login with your University Onye~/Password for details. 

This email is sponsored by: Enviromnent, Health And Safety 

UNC-CH Enviro~maent, Health and SaI~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <auto- communication@amazon.corn> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 10:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Your e-mail to eStores-LLC 

Here is a copy of the e-mail that you sent to eStores-LLC. 

Order ID 107-2832397-6627459: 
1 of Fermo@l (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Fine/Limp & Weak) [ASIN: B000OBFZ6Y] 

............. Begin message ............. 

Hello, 

We’ve been contacted by a customer regarding the order identified below. 

Order#: 107-2832397-6627459 
Item: Felrnodyl (Pa ck of 12) 07 Vials (Fine/Lunp & Weak) 
Reason: Where’s My Stuff ? 

Details: Customer still haven’t received her order Estimated delively date is between Friday, July 5, 2013 - Wednesday, July 10, 2013 There’s no tracking reformation. Please send a status 
update to the customer. 

Tu respund to this customer, please reply to this e-mail ur visit your seller accuunt at the ]2~lluwing link: 

Sincerely, 
Customer Service Department 
Amazon.corn 

............. End message ............. 

For Your Inl2~rmation: Tu help arbitrate disputes and preserve trust and safe~, we retain all messages buyers and sellers send through Amazun cure fur twu years. This includes your 
response tu the message abuve. Amazon.corn uses :filtering technulugy tu protect buyers and sellers from possible fraud Messages that fail this filtering will nut be transmitted. 

We want you tu buy with cunfidence anytime you purchase pruducts un Amazon cure Learn mure abuut Safe Online Shopping 
t!odc]d=5~; [ ~?,,i_) and uur safe buying guarantee (~,: www rm? ~z,~.~? c,~.mi,~.~l?,ei~’i~:~al,~.m~ ~ di~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com Customer Service <cs-reply@amazon.com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 11:18 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

A Message from Amazon Customer Service 

Yo~.~rAccount I .~mazon.com 

Message From Customer Service 
Hello, 

Looking at your order, I see that it was placed with eStores-LLC, ,3 seller on our website. I’ve sent your h~quhy rega[dh~g your order # 107-2832397-6627459 for Fermody~ 

(Pack of 12) 07 V~als (F~ne/Limp & Weak) io the seller on your beha~ and notified them that you still haven’~ [ece~ved you[ package. You’ll receive a copy o~ this e=mail 

short~y. 

You can a~so v~ew any e-malls sent 1o sellers h~ Your Account here: 

https://~.amazon.com/gp/communicafion-managedoutbox.html 

P~ease give seHe[s two bus~ness days to [espond. ~n most cases, you’~ receive a [ep~y much sooner. AH seUer orde[s ale covered by our A-to-z Guarantee. I wH~ make a 

follow up on th~s order and will check ~f seller will respond. If they aren’t able to respond, ~ will file a c~sh~ ~n your behalf. P~ease click on the ~llk below to lesm more 

about 1he A-to-z Guarantee~ 

http://~.amazon .com/help/a-to-z-guata ntee 

I hope this he~ps. We look fo~srd to seeing you again soon. 

Best regards, 

Achilles 

Did ~ solve you~ problem? 

Your feedback ~s he~ping us build Ea~h’s Most Customer-Centr~c Company. 

Thank you. 

A~aZO~,CO~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eStores-LLC - Amazon Marketplace <017gz4bzs7hy4kw@maxketplace.mnazon.com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 11:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: An inquiry ti~om one of our customers 

Order ]D 107-2832397-6627459: 
1 of Fermo@l (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Fine/Limp & Weak) [ASIN: B000OBFZ6Y] 

............. Begin message ............. 

We could not track from USPS corn, it could be lost in the mail or being returned to us for some reason, other~vise you should have received by now 

We just refunded your account in full and started investigation process ~vith USPS.com 

It ~vill take about 2 weeks, and ~ve will get back to you when we hear from USPS.com. 

Thank you so much and so SOlT~V for the inconvenience. 

Kate, eStores-LLC 

--- Original message --- 

Order ID 107-2832397-6627459: 
1 of FelTnodyl (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Fine,Limp & Weak) [ASIN: B000OBFZ6Y] 

............. Begin message ............. 

tIellu, 

We’ve been cuntacted by a custumer regarding the order identified below 

Order#: 107-2832397-6627459 
Item: Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Fine/].imp & Weak) 
Reasun: Where’s My Stuff ? 

Details: Custumer still haven’t received her urder. Estimated delivery date is between Friday, July 5, 2013 - Wednesday, July 10. 2013. ~I1qere’s nu tracking irfformatiun Please send a status 
update to the custumer. 

To respond tu this custumer, please reply tu this e-mail or visit yuur seller account at the following link: 

Sincerely, 
Custumer Service Department 

............. End message ............. 

For Your Information: To help arbitrate disputes and preserve trust and safety, we retain all messages buyers and sellers send ttnough Amazon.corn for two years. This includes your 
response to the message above. Amazon.corn uses filtering tectmology to protect buyers and sellers from possible fraud. Messages that fail this filtering will not be transmitted. 

We want you to buy with confidence anytirne you purchase products on Amazon.com. Learn rnore about Safe Online Shopping 

[cummMgrTuk:A 1 OAX6EDHT2RN2] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <payments- message@amazon.com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 2:43 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Refund on order 107-2832397-6627459 

Hello, 

We’re writing to let you know we processed your refund of $19.99 for your Order 107-2832397-6627459 from eStores-LLC. 

This refund is for the following item(s): 

Item: Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Free/Limp & Weak) 
Quantity,: 1 
ASIN: B000OBFZ6Y 
Reason for refund: Account adjustment 

Here’s the breakdo~vn of your refund for this item: 

Item Reti~nd: $19.99 

We’ll apply your rei~and to the ibllowing payment method(s): 

Visa Credit Card [expiring on 10/201@ $19.99 

We’ve processed a refund k)r the above order in the amount of $1999 The refund should appear on your account in 2-3 days if issued to a credit card. 
Refunds issued to a bank account D’pically take 7-10 days to reflect on the account balance. 

Have questions about our refund policy? 
Visit our tlelp section for more information: 

http://www.am azon corn/refunds 

We look forward to seeing you again soon 

Sincerely, 

Amazon.corn 
We’re Building Earth’s Most Customer-Centric Company 

Note: this e-mail was sent from a notification-only e-mail address that cannot accept incoming e-mail. Please do not reply to this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 15, 2013 7:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

BakerProposal4 

BakerMichigm~Proposal4[ 1 ]%20(1 )[ 1 ].doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:06 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Men needed tbr research sin@ 

Men - 

Are your pants starting to get a little snug? Are you looking for a way to improve your health, your appearance, or your fitness? 

Researchers at the Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are currently recruiting overweight men for REFIT: the Rethinking Eating and FITness trial. 

REFIT is a no-fee research study testing a new weight loss program designed specifically to help men improve their eating and exercise to lose weight. The 12-~veek program has been 
designed to meet men’s unique needs and will be delivered through a combination of online and in-person sessions to fit your busy schedule 

Parhcipants will receive gold-standard body fat measurements and diet analysis as part of the program. Participation will require at least 3 visits to the UNC Weight Research Center in 
Chapel Hill Free parking will be available. 

If you are interested in learning more about REFIT, please visit www.refitstu@ org or call us at (919) 966-5852. 

The "REFIT: Testing the efi)cacy of the Rethinking Eating and FITness intervention for men" study (IRB#13-1548) was approved by the UNC-CH Non-Biomedical IRB on May 10, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Health Behavior 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

bpearson@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Seekiug wotnen who are 1 year postpartum... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking health?’ women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
follo~ving categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression in the past, but not after childbirth 
3. Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients This 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $150 compensation upon completion. 

For more irfformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB# 07-1353 
CTRC# 2649 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Iuvitation to New Student Convocation 

Ju~ 16,2013 

TO:    All Faculty 

FROM: James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

RE: New Student Convocation- August 18, 2013 

Please join Chancellor Carol Folt and me :[’or New Student Com’ocation and 
a Tar tteel Beginnings welcome on Sunday, August 18, 2013, at 7:00 pm in 
the Dean Smith Basketball Arena. 

Carolina is poised to welcome nearly 4,000 first-year and transfer 
students :[’or Academic Year 2013-2014. Convocation is our chance to 
introduce new students to the vibrant intellectual life of our 
University. This year’s featured speaker will be UNC Professor of 
History tteather Williams, a scholar of Afi-ican Americans in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and author of tIelp Me To Find X/ly 
People:The A[‘rican American Search ~k~r Family Lost in Slavery Professor 
Williams’ address will be a complement to the Summer Reading 
Program book, Toni Morrison’s ttome 

After Convocation concludes, the evening conunues with a Tar Heel 
Beginnings pep rally. This is our chance to share some of Carolina’s 
favorite traditions with the new members of our community. Please plan 
to stay for this part as well, to learn a cheer or two, and meet some of 
our Tar tIeel student-athletes 

We request that members of the faculty ~vear academic regalia and 
participate in the formal procession. Please plan to arrive at the 
Smith Center by 6:30 p.m. and meet in the Skipper Bowles ttall, for 
robing. Parking will be available in the Koury Lot adjacent to the 
Smith Center. 

Please RSVP to Jane Sraith at 919-962-0045 (or email janesmith@~mc.edu) 
by August 9th. 

Let’s help our new Carolina students get off to a great start on their 
undergraduate education and show them a warra welcome. Thank you. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

childhear@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Adult Participants Needed for Hearing Research Sm~ 

The Hunaan AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting adults 
between 18-30 years old to help us learn more about how children hear in 
noisy environments 

During the testing, you will sit in a sound-treated room and will listen 
to sounds presented over earphones. You will be asked to indicate when 
you hear sounds by touching a picture on a touch-screen monitor. The 
sounds ~ve use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratory is required. The visit lasts about one hour. 
You will receive $15. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med uric edu. 

The principal investigator for this stu@ is Lori Leibold, Phi), 
Department of Allied Health Sciences. 

This sturdy has been approved by the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 06-0840. ’]’he 
title [’or 
this Biomedical IRB study is "Listening in Noise for Children and 
Adults" The most 
recent approved IRB modification date is 7/15/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 7:55 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

July Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

this email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by communication@nctreasurer.com i 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 9:44 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

TECtINICAL CORRECTION TO TABLE OF CONTENTS FROM EARLIER MAILING 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

this email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by communication@nctreasurer.com i 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Brigid Maher <bmaher@AMERICAN.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 9:59 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Reminder, after UFVA, check out iDIVlJka! 

The iDNAa Call for Papers is up. In your spare time this summer (yes, trying to be 
funny), why not start thinking about a possible liqhtninq talk to submit to the 2013 
conference? 
The eleventh annual International Digital Media and Arts Association Conference 
will be held November 6-8, 2013 in Laguna Beach, California. iDMAainvites you to 
share your thoughts and work in digital media and arts. 

The deadline for accepting submissions for panel proposals and presentations is 
midnight, Sunday, September 1, 2013. To ensure rich dialog and exchange, we ask 
that presentations conform to 20 slides, 20 seconds per slide format. (See the link on 
Lightning Talk format for more information). Authors interested in organizing panels will 
need to submit single word file containing an abstract and vita for each panel 
participant. 

The conference will include keynote speakers, lively pecha kucha presentations, a juried 
art exhibition highlighting creative research in interactive media and digital arts, topical 
discussions focused both on future of digital media in the industry and also evolving 
pedagogies in academia~ 

Call for Papers and Projects," 
While we welcome papers and projects whose focus is on "the future," we are equally 
interested in papers and projects that question and subvert this idea of what lies before 
us. From disruptive technologies to neo-luddite practices, the conference wants to 
examine all sides of our unquestioning inclination to privilege "progress" and to look 
forward. Where is it that we are hurrying to arrive-and do we really want to arrive 
there? This year’s conference theme is both a celebration of that which we build and 
study that brings about this halcyon future, and a joyous, subversive questioning of 
those practices and beliefs that underlie this impulse to look forward. 
Creative research that demonstrates the convergence of different disciplines, media, 
cultures, and technologies is particularly encouraged. The conference will contain 
several tracks of programming that expand on the conference theme in the following 
areas: 

art and design (process talks, history of digital art, algorithmic art, motion 

graphic design, video game design/theory/research, data visualization) 

edo~ation (pedagogy, curriculum, software-as-service, digital humanities, 

promotion and tenure, digital media and arts pedagogy/curriculum) 

narrative (electronic/digital/interactive literature, transmedia storytelling, 

motion graphics/comics, second screen viewing, narrative and sense-making) 

media pralines (mobile, advertising and pr, augmented reality, natural user 
interfaces, interaction!experience design, privacy in the 21st century, citizen 

journalism, social media activism) 

All abstracts will be refereed for acceptance and should report on the results of creative 
or research projects that explore innovative areas of new media and will be posted as is 
on the conference website. 
Submission guidelines: 
i. Submit your abstract (maximum 500 words) online 
(i iii:, :.:::.:::..~,~,i:ol n :~.::~..:i.:,..:c,I’:"~:’i.::~r~dir:!ii:’::)’ i (.=(.=) as a word document by midnight, September 
I, 20~3. Panel proposals should be submitted as one file. 
2. All abstracts should follow the formatting conventions found in the latest edition of 
the Chicago Manual of ~tyle (documentary note), include keywords and a bio (maximum 

100 words). 
3. Authors will be notified via email of their submissions’ status by approximately 
September 9. 
4. Authors should confirm attendance by October 6~ 
5. To be reviewed for possible publication in The Journal of the International Digital 
Media and Arts Association selected conference proceedings, accepted papers of no 
more than 3500 words must be submitted in their final form (as a word document using 
your last name in the file name) by December 21. Details forthcoming at 

http :/!www.idmaa .orgiidmaa2013/. 
Click the link below to submit your abstract now, 

We look forward to your participation. 

Best, Brigid Maher 

Associate Prot}ssor 

Associate Division Director, Film and Media Arts Division 

Program Director, Digital Media Skills Graduate Certiticate 
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Producer and Director of The Mmna Sherpas 
For production updates follow us on Facebook’. 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~z.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listserv@lis~tser~’.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, JuditA <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Janken, Keuneth R <k~janken@email.unc.edu*; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Revisiug AAAD 130 for the Friday Ceuter 

Thanks, .E:.unice. Tim and .Eunice, I bok fox’ward to hea~ing f~om you when you have the 

dhee~s 1o 

Judith B~mowit"z 

CB#1020 

Ch~pe~ Hill, NC 27699 

Tek 91%962-6302 

F~x: 9~9-962.-6549 

h~p://feid~ycen*ee.un¢.edu 
Embrace D~versity~ "We ~earn the most from those who we have the ~east ~n common 
Joseph M, DeSimone, 
Director, Fra~k Hawkins genan ~nst~tute of Private Er~terprise 
UNC-Chapel 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:12 PN 

T~ Benowitz, Judith 
~e~ Janken, Kenneth R; NcNillan, ~m; Regester, Charlene B 
Su~j~t~ Revising ~D 130 for the Friday Center 
lm~nee~ High 

HiJudith, 

I have spoken to Tim about the above-cited matter. Tim has indicated that the revisions will be a collaborative project between him and Charlene. I have told Tim about the 

deadlines (March 1, 2014 - for Summer - and June 1, 2014 - for Fall 2014). 

will leave the three of you to continue the conversation about the revisions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

motlaerbabylab@unc .edu 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regesler, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Pregnaur? Participate in a UNC research study about Baby Braiu Developmeut 

UNC is elwolling women ~vho are pregnant, or ~vho have recently given 
birth to participate in a research stu@ about the effects of cigarette 

smoke on baby brain development. To participate you must: 

* have smoked cigarettes during your pregnancy, OR 
* hved with a smoker during pregnancy 

Participation will be about 5 hours over the course of 3 visits to UNC. 
You will earn up to $175. 

Call us at 919-843-3419, email us BabyBrain@unc.edu, or visit our 
webpage: 
https ://www.med. unc edu/psv ch/m~therbabv~ab/research/babv-brain-dev e~pment-studv 

Perinata[ Nicotine and Audito~ Evoked Potentials in Earl?’ Infancy 
IRB number: 11-2482 
Approved: 6/29/12 
Biomedical IRB 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

epap@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~VIAL NOTICE: External Professional Activities for Pay (EP,~d~) 2012-2013 

Ju~ 16,2013 

TO: Deans, Directors, arid Department Chairs 
School/Division HR Officers 
All EPA Faculty- and Non-Faculty employees 

FROM: Chancellor Carol Folt 

SUB.rECT: External Professional Activities for Pay (EPAP) 2012-2013 

All External Professional Activities Jk~r Pay (EPAP) requests for FY 
2012-2013 should have already been submitted into the online AIR system 
pursuant to the Board of Governors’ Policy on External Professional 
Activities. 

The Umversity, through the OflSce of University" Counsel, collects and 
reports External Professional Activities for Pay as required in the 
Board ol!G ovemors’ Policy on Conflict of Cowanitment 
Chttp://www.northcarolinaedu/research spunc/index php?p~ vb&node id 176), Regulations on External Professional Activities 12~r Pay" by Faculty and Non-Facul~ EPA Employees 
(http://intranetnorthcarolina.edu/docsile~al/policymanual/300.2.2 1%5BR%5D pal0, and UNC Chapel }{ill Policy on Individual Conflicts of Interest and Commitment 

Ch ttp ://www. unc. edu/campus/poli cies/IndividualsCO IPo licy. pdf ). 

Please continue to use the online AIR system (http:i/air unc.edu) to 
submit your EPAP requests for FY 2013-2014. 

Please direct any questions to Roberto Cofresi, Office of Umversity 
Counsel, at 843-9953, or email epap@unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: OflSce of University" Counsel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

OTSHC study@unc.edn 

Tuesday,            8:49 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Healthy Adult Volunteers Needed For Research Study 

Health?- adults are needed tbr a research stu@ looking at social 
cognitive and functional deficits in schizophrenia. Participants can 
earn up to $65 by completing a battery of tasks and questionnaires 
involving mood, memory, emotion perception, empathy, and role plays. 
This assessment involves one visit that will last tap to 4 hours You 
will receive $15/hr for your participation and you will be reimbursed up 
to $5 for travel costs 

To be eligible for the stu@, the individual should: 

1. Have no history of serious mental illness or an autism-spectrum 
disorder 
2. Be between the ages of 18 and 65 
3. Not have a diagnosis of a serious neurological disorder (i.e. 
seizures, multiple sclerosis) 
4. Not have a history of serious head iNury 
5. Not have a history of substance dependence currently or in the last 3 
months 
6. Not have a sensory limitation including visual (e.g, blindness, 
glaucoma, vision uncorrectable to 20,’40) or hearing (e.g. hearing loss) 
impairments that interfere with assessment 
7. tIave no history of mental retardation (i.e. IQ<70) and be able to 
read at a 5th grade level or above 
8. Be proficient in English 
9. ttave no family history of a psychotic disorder among first degree 
relatives 

If you would like to learn more about this study, please contact 
(Phone: 919-N3-5262 or emaik OTSHC study@uric edu) 

This research study (IRB #13-1704) was approved by the UNC-Ctl 
Non-Biomedical 
IRB on 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://rrlv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cline, Alexis L <Pdexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:15 AlVl 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[ca~tiversity] Invitation 

P~actingtheArtotHo slingReport.lxlf 

This message is being sent to all diversity liaisons in the College of Ar~s and Sciences 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope you are enjoying the summer and finding time for restoration before the fall semester. The date of our next gathering will be Wednesday, August 14th from 

g:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. in Hyde Hall. Our plan is to build on the momentum from the Spring 2013 breakfast meeting. Our discussion will be guided by two 

internationally known facilitators trained in the Art of Hosting, an acclaimed open systems approach to organization change. (See attached report/. 

These two facilitators will engage us in strategic planning and visioning~ We have invited your department chairs to participate as welk Even if you were not able to 

attend the breakfast meeting in the Spring, it is important to join in the conversation as the College moves forward with creating and implementing a vision for 

increasing faculty diversity. More information will 

Please RSVP to Alexis Cline at alexis cline@unc.edu by July 30th. 

Best, 

Pat Parker, Director 

Faculty Diversity Initiatives 

=== 

You are cunenfly subscribed to casdiversi~ as: re~ester~%rnail.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.tmc.edu/u?id~992726~6~689427b9e~c2~da4~2d7aaf~b799c7&n T&I casdiversity&o 33309871 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33309871-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402d7aal’0b799c7,~;listserv.unc.edu 





We would like to thank the people who took time out of their busy days to sit with us to talk 

about their experience at an Art of Hosting training. We also are grateful to the many 

colleagues in the Art of Hosting community in Minnesota who also impress us with their insight, 

wisdom, and commitment to improving their practice through interactions, helping us better 

understand their experience with use of this approach at supporting change. We also would 

like to thank Leah Lundquist for her feedback, Ahna Minge for her research support, and Mary 

Lou Middleton for her expert editing. Finally, the Bush Foundation provided financial support for 

a portion of the research time spent on this project. 
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Purpose ef this Report 

To many in the Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter (hereafter, Art of 

Hosting (AofH)) community of practitioners, their first encounter with this practice came in a 

three-day workshop. This intensive training experience focuses on a number of engagement 
techniques, practical design frameworks, and theories (which many call the "worldview"). Most 

significantly, this practicum invites participants into deeper engagement with the Art of Hosting 
practice. 

In this report, we explore practicing the practice because, in our research, we have found 
significant and nuanced dimensions to Art of Hosting stewards’ use of the concept of "practice." 

The Art of Hosting training workshop emphasizes the importance of doing the work routinely 

(i.e., like doctors practice medicine) and, doing it repeatedly in order to build skill (i.e., like 
practicing the piano). Yet, the workshop is also an invitation to engage more deeply in practice, 

viewing it as an ongoing stance (i.e., the way yoga is a lifelong practice for people). The 
invitation to practice in the Art of Hosting is not merely just to try out things and build skills in the 

workshop, but to enter into new relations by actively seeking opportunities to practice and by 

building relationships with others involved in cultivating it. This ambition is articulated clearly in 
the four-fold path, which is increasingly recognized as a key framework differentiating Art of 

Hosting from other deliberative processes. 

This report focuses on exploring how this intention is experienced by a group of workshop 

participants. We draw upon interviews with sixty-four people, six to eight months after they 
attended workshops in Minnesota, USA in 2011, and interviews with the five community 

stewards or trainers involved in those sessions. It also is informed by the authors’ own deep 

engagement with the AofH practitioner community which has emerged in Minnesota since 2011; 
all three of us have participated in the training and incorporated the practice into our teaching 

and community engagement work, including one of us apprenticing and core hosting at 
subsequent training workshops. Through our engagement, we have kept detailed notes and 

used the relationships built to inform the account of this ethnography. 

The structure of the report is that we 

first explain more fully this research 

setting. We then consider what 

training participants say about how 

they are practicing the Art of Hosting 

practice. We include their articulated 

barriers and sources of inspiration and 

engagement. To frame this analysis, 

we rely heavily on what stewards and 

hosting team members articulate is 

the intent of the workshop. At the 

Stews ~"ds 

Individuals at the local and global levels who 

cultivate and advance the Art of Hosting practice 

and community by offering their insight, 
resources, and experience. 

A group of people previously trained in the Art of 

Hosting that is called on to design and carry out 
training workshops. 

conclusion of the report, we share two kinds of harvest from our research. The first are 

suggestions about how to support learning about the Art of Hosting through the workshops and 



other training or practice opportunities. The second are observations about sustaining and 

strengthening the Art of Hosting practices and community of practice, 

Because international stewards seek cross-fertilization of ideas and experiences to create an 

emerging understanding within our community, we hope this account can provide insights to 

help us all continue to refine and improve the growth of the international Art of Hosting 

community. 

 ntroduction to the Art of Hostin£ 

The Art of Hosting contains a range of engagement techniques well recognized in the field of 

facilitation and participatory democracy. Explicitly, the Art of Hosting and Harvesting 

Conversations that Matter focuses on engaging the resources and intelligence of diverse groups 

of stakeholders to make progress on shared challenges. It is based on the assumption that we 

humans have enormous untapped wisdom and resilience; and that sustainable solutions can be 

created when we share that wisdom with each other. While Art of Hosting resembles other 

approaches to whole systems change (Holman, Devane & Cady, 2007; Wheatley & Frieze, 

2011; Block, 2009), there are a few unique dimensions which differentiates this approach from 

others. 

First, while many community engagement processes focus on producing equal social relations 

among diverse participants, the Art of Hosting brings together a range of group process 

techniques: Peer Circle Process (Baldwin & Linnea, 2010; Baldwin, 1998), Open Space 

Technology (Owen, 1997), World Caf6 (Brown & Isaacs, 2005), Appreciative Inquiry 

(Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987), and others, like Storytelling, Proaction Caf6, and Harvesting 

developed within the community of practitioners (See Appendix I). 

Secondly, these techniques are applied through practical frameworks that help support the 

actual implementation in larger community engagement processes. For example, holistic 

design processes, such as the 6-Breaths and Chaordic Stepping Stones, which include 

attention to needs, purpose & principles, invitation, limiting beliefs, and implementation support, 

in addition to mere meeting logistics and agendas are featured in the workshop. Importantly, 

the techniques and practical frameworks are not owned by an institution or copyrighted. Rather, 

they come from our international community of practitioners committed to sharing them. Like 

open source computer engineers who collaborate freely and share intellectual property to 

improve the internet programmers who share code (Lerner & Tirole, 2001), Art of Hosting 

practitioners freely share the process techniques and framework which effectively supports 

change within complex human systems. 
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This open source 

approach is consistent with 

the third distinguishing 

feature of the Art of 

Hosting, the worldview. 

Most broadly, this theory 

assumes an individual’s 

knowledge and way of 

knowing is shaped directly 

by their social position 

(Mann & Kelley, 1997). It 

also stresses that systems’ 

abilities to develop new capacities or properties are created through an unpredictable, yet 

structured process called emergence (Holman 2010; Hazy, Goldstein & Lichtenstein, 2007). 

This worldview is grounded in the articulation and development of the Four-Fold Practice. 

Finally, it is also further developed by our emphasis on a larger community of practitioners. 

Regardless of experience, we try to cultivate a novice-mind set. We work with others to co- 

create and blend experience in the workshop design. While each covers similar topics, the 

design is unique and crafted the day before the three-day session begins. In the workshop, 

there are no explicit leaders who command authority; rather it focuses on creating learning 

experiences. Invited immediately into a community, workshop participants teach techniques to 

the larger group, with coaching and support from hosting team members. Hosts and 

participants experiment and reflect on what happens to deepen our practice, improve it and our 

understanding of it. 

Research Settir  , Methods & Sample 

This report grows out of a larger study of Art of Hosting practice. It emerged out of a unique 

state-wide initiative, InCommons, jointly developed and implemented by Minnesota’s land grant 

university, statewide media, religious, and cultural institutions, and regional foundations 

(Sandfort & Bloomberg, 2012). Art of Hosting training is one of the ways in which InCommons 

is encouraging and supporting courageous leadership to engage communities and solve 

problems across diverse geographic areas, socioeconomic groups, and issues. While the 

training is free to participants, they were asked to donate three days of their time to work in 

supporting community gatherings that are consistent with InCommons’ goals. 

During the summer of 2010, a working group of staff from the InCommons partner-institutions 

identified needs for capacity building around community engagement and facilitation. Because 

of the statewide scope and content of InCommons, the group wanted to identify a robust core of 

simple facilitation practices easily applied and adapted to changing circumstances. The Art of 

Hosting model emerged as a potent approach because its open source, international collection 

of techniques. During the fall of 2010, working group members sampled their own networks to 

identify potential applicants for a three day Art of Hosting workshop. While the training was free 



to participants, each was asked to donating three pro-bono days to doing gatherings consistent 

with the InCommons principles: agendas shaped with a clear purpose but no predetermined 
outcomes; discussion of significant social issues; use of evocative tools (art, metaphor, physical 

movement) to inspire creativity and engagement; hospitality demonstrated by removing barriers 
to participation; and attending to quality space and refreshment. 

In January 2011, three Art of Hosting 
stewards were joined by apprentices 

in developing the first InCommons 

AofH workshop, involving 34 people. 
A second workshop was held, with the 

same core and apprentice hosts, in 
April 2011 with another 30 participants.I 

The thoughts and opinions of 64 individuals 

who went through Art of Hosting training 
workshops were collected for this report. 

This report draws upon semi-structured interviews, 

100% of the participants from these two trainings, a total of 64 persons, plus interviews with the 

five stewards and hosts involved in creating these workshops. The interviews were audio 

recorded and conducted by multiple investigators six-to-eight months after the training 

workshops. The interviews explore how participants understand the Art of Hosting Practices in 

relation to the rest of their facilitation and leadership experiences. They also probe practitioners’ 

understanding of specific practices, investigate how they apply their learning in diverse local 

contexts, and ask them to articulate the results they observe. Interviews with core hosts and 

apprentices also explore their theories about how training participants would take up the 

practices and utilize them. To supplement the interview data, participants took a brief survey to 

document their demographic characteristics and current facilitation projects. 

As active members of the emerging Art of Hosting community of practitioners in Minnesota, we 

also drew upon participant observation. All three of us have been trained in the Art of Hosting 

and participated in community gatherings where practice is discussed and used: Jodi Sandfort 
has participated in planning and hosting Art of Hosting trainings and community of practice 

events in Minnesota, as well as using the approach in teaching and community engagement 
projects; Nick Stuber has actively participated in the community of practice, sharing his skills 

through hosting numerous community-based events; and Kathy Quick has incorporated parts of 

the Art of Hosting training practices into classes she teaches on public engagement methods. 
We have used our experience in the Art of Hosting community to help us identify and interrogate 

the taken-for-granted aspects of learning the practices and enhance the validity of our findings 
by collectively sustaining some distance from its claims and disciplined consideration of 

alternative accounts. We have compiled extensive fieldnotes on these experiences, 

intentionally using our positioning as participants in and researchers of the field setting to 
generate ethnographic knowledge. 

1 Since these initial offerings, additional Art of Hosting trainings have been held in the state, including 

three at the University of Minnesota (July 2011, January 2012, June 2012), three for a broad cross 
section of state-wide participants (October 2011, March 2012, April 2012) and others focused on 
particular professional or geographic communities (May 2012, June 2012, and three during the fall of 
2012). 
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Using NVivo, a qualitative analysis software program, we summarized the audio recorded data 

and applied inductive coding to all of the information. We analyzed the data by exploring initial 

themes and areas of congruence and divergence. Through multiple, iterative rounds of 

analysis, major themes were fleshed out, including how years of experience influenced 

understanding and use of the Art of Hosting techniques; barriers to practicing; conditions 

surrounding application in community engagement projects. 

Study participants were active in a variety of professional fields in the nonprofit, public, and 

private sectors, including: education, social services, youth, community organizing, intercultural 

dialogue, and economic development. The sample contained a seasoned group of individuals 

with over a third indicating that they had 21 years or more of facilitation experience. In addition, 

the sample was largely white (80%), female (70%), and highly educated (80% had a graduate 

degree or higher). Subsequent groups trained in the Art of Hosting in Minnesota during 2011 

and 2012 are more diverse, with fewer seasoned facilitators and more racial, gender, and 

education background variation. 

Our methodology in this study allows us to frame this report in relation to views articulated by 

the Art of Hosting stewards and other hosting team members we interviewed. We do so to 

make more explicit the tacit knowledge about the practice held by Art of Hosting trainers. We 

also think it is helpful to explore the degrees to which these espoused values are understood, 

integrated and applied by workshop participants. This will enable us to continue to refine our 

practicing of the Art of Hosting practice. 

 nderstandin£ the Practice: Learnin£s from the workshop 

Unlike many traditional facilitation trainings, Art of Hosting workshops are not oriented to a 

method of set of "best practices." Instead, it provides an introduction to skills, practical 

frameworks, and worldview. When asked what they most remembered from the training six to 

eight months later, many workshop participants referenced the techniques (Pro-action Caf6, 

Appreciative Inquiry, Open Space Technology, World Caf6, and Circle). The practicum element 

of the workshop--where participants learn engagement techniques through hosting and 

bringing real-life concerns as topics in Open Space Technology or Proaction Caf~--creates 

ability for participants to provide more concrete learning. Those who hosted a session in which 

a technique was introduced and practiced clearly recollected the specific technique from the 

session. As one participant said, ’1 remember doing the Proaction Care because I volunteered 

to head the demonstration up." Another participant recalled that during an Open Space 

Technology session he "...was able to have an issue of [his] own concern and passion and 

bring a group together around that [issue]; [it] was very helpful." Another individual recollected a 

World Caf~ conversation with fellow young professionals about "leadership" and "succession 

planning," two issues that he cared about and enjoyed exploring in the workshop setting. 

Actively working with the techniques, either as hosts or beneficiaries, enabled people to 

remember specifically how they are structured and what results. 



The core team’s practice of designing the activity flow for the Art of Hosting workshop 

immediately before implementation provides opportunity for customization and creativity. Yet, it 

also increases risk. In one of the workshops examined here, the first day’s opening--a check in 

circle--lasted considerably longer than originally planned, it was notable to participants, even 

six to eight months after the training, and was something many mentioned when queried about 

their recollections. Some were frustrated by the sheer length of the circle and questioned why 

the hosts did not shorten it or pause it and break for lunch. As one participant said, "[The 

opening circle] went on and on and on [...] it felt like we were so married to the process that 

nobody could say, hey lets just take a break and do our thing. And nobody called that question 

and it felt really weird." While voicing frustration with the duration of the circle, others also 

recognized its importance in establishing the tone for the training. Another recalled, "[I 

remember] how long [the circle] took, but also how exciting it was to be there with all those 

people who had so much experience facilitating. It was very much the creating of a community 

with that initial exercise. I really liked that." Another participant recollected that "the circle that 

was created and the community that resulted from that [were] collegial around content, learning, 

and support. That set the stage for the work Thus, while there are many benefits of immediate 

design and flexibility, participants’ accounts of this experience suggest workshop hosts should 

be explicit in sharing the rationale for their judgments about activity flow when unusual 

experiences unfold. 

Additionally, some participants did not walk 

away with concrete ideas of how they could 

incorporate the techniques into daily work. 

One person, struggling with this integration, 

concluded the techniques only were 

appropriate for bringing groups together for 

the first time; another thought it was best for 

"long-term engagement" but could not see 

the connection between his "task oriented" 

daily meetings. Overall, the design flexibility 

of the various techniques, and the 

foundational principle that engagement 

techniques can be assembled to match need and purpose was difficult for many participants to 

understand. Many spoke evocatively about the overall session, the skill of the hosts, and 

appreciation for the experience. However, few understood how the session was designed or 

that techniques should be applied nimbly to presenting situations. When confusion over 

workshop design was expressed, some participants attributed it to limitations in the training 

materials; as one seasoned facilitator, used to more conventional curriculum-based trainings 

said, there was a "lack of clearly laying out the array of different methods and how to apply 

which one to different situations." Other more novice facilitators described themselves as 

"concrete" and "practical" thinkers (thereby distinguishing themselves from the "touchy-feely" 

experiential learning process) desired a flow chart or other schematic tool to help them make 

choices among techniques when designing participation events. 
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As noted earlier, a significant portion of this sample was seasoned facilitators, in terms of years 

of experience, formal education, and age. Many of these participants were aware of the 

techniques in the Art of Hosting found it quite helpful, "a nice package" and good "refresher" in 

the variety of tools which can work in different environments. 

The stewards and trainers interviewed in this study expected that workshop participants would 

be able to recount and describe the engagement techniques. All agreed that the techniques 

were a relatively easy place to start one’s engagement with the Art of Hosting approach. The 

appeal is the straight-forward description (available in the book), and low barriers in terms of 

technical description or specialized tools for implementation. Yet, stewards and trainers all 

agree the techniques--in and of themselves--were only the tip of the Art of Hosting iceberg. As 

Kerry said: 

There’s a big difference between implementing a tool with a group and having a deeper 

understanding of the tool. Like level one is, I can go out and do a world ca~ or an open 

space. Level two is, I know how to design a world ca~@ or open space into a project. Then 

I think there’s even another level, which is, I have enough understanding o~group 

process and o~ how communities work that I can start to adapt, meet people where 

they’re at, take them through a journey, and hold energy. Maybe another level is I can 

actually be teaching as I do that or actually making practices transparent, so you 

understand what I’m doing so that you can actually go do it. 

The stewards and trainers also felt the patterns of group dynamics taught at the workshop--the 

chaordic path, divergence and convergence, community of practice model--would be impactful. 

As one steward, Jerry said, "People can see themselves in [the patterns] pretty quickly if they 

had some personal experience... I used to think that participants would grasp the techniques 

more quickly, that they would say, ’1 can do world car6’ or ’1 can do circle,’ but I think those 

practices are far more nuanced and require far greater care to do well, and they’re harder than 

you think to do well." 

Interview participants did recall patterns, most specifically the chaordic path, but to a lesser 

extent than the techniques. After learning about the chaordic path in the training, a participant 

described a challenging project she was working on with a group of youth in which she 

struggled to keep focused and complete tasks on time. The chaordic path language, in her 

account, provided her a way to better understand the group dynamics, allowed her to describe 

the "dance between chaos and order" to participants and enable her to be more intentional in 

her interventions. Similarly, a seasoned facilitator said, "1 love the chaordic path. It is an 

elegant summary of so much of what I’ve been looking at over the course of my career." 

Another participant discussed how she sees a connection between her work as a consultant 

and chaordic path because she works to bring some order, but not destroy the creative chaos, 



to leaders at a major organization. She drew upon the chaordic path to demonstrate that the 

group needed to embrace the emergent space between chaos and order. 

Woddview 

More experienced participants could engage in elaborate discussions about the practical 

frameworks and potency of the worldview in our interviews. They understood Art of Hosting as 

an integrative, impactful approach that offers a way of understanding common themes among 

the disparate techniques of conventional facilitation trainings. One person remarked that the Art 

of Hosting is "spiritual because the [hosts] talk about a sacred intent that lasts a lifetime." While 

some discussed it in relation to other models they knew, they also generally expressed 

appreciation for the accessibility and openness of the Art of Hosting model. Quite a few express 

indebtedness because the whole package gave them a way to better understand the practice 

they had intuitively done for many years, without a particular language or overall worldview to 

enable them to communicate effectively with other practitioners. 

However, the less experienced facilitators did not express this appreciation or understanding of 

the Art of Hosting worldview. While the practical frameworks offered some insight in helping 

them to name and more effectively navigate group dynamics as they unfolded in practice, the 

larger concepts of complex adaptive systems seemed largely incomprehensible; instead, they 

focused on trying to understand the concrete techniques and struggled to grasp event design 

through an Art of Hosting approach, or 

how any one techniques could be 

useful in a particular situations. A 

veteran facilitator hypothesized that the 

Art of Hosting’s "circular [or holistic] 

worldview" makes it difficult for some 

people to understand, as many are 

familiar with a "linear worldview" in 

which "one method or approach is 

always [considered] the best." People 

are used to focusing on using a correct 

method rather than the more intuitive 

assessment of what is happening in a 

group setting. 

A handful of workshop participants also were explicit that their worldview differed significantly 

from that promoted by Art of Hosting. Because they see through the lens of identity 

intersections (race, class, gender, sexual orientation) and the accompanying power relations, 

they did not feel the workshop addressed these issues as directly as needed. More explicitly, 

they thought more dialogue about identity, power, and privilege inherent in the hosting role 

could deepen the impact of the workshop directly. While acknowledging the need for more 

dialogue around difference, Tuesday, a steward of the Art of Hosting community, also felt that 

more had to be done to bridge the "activist" worldview with working together for the betterment 

of the whole. She said, "we haven’t figured out racism, we haven’t figured out sexism, so as 
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you go forward that’s going to happen [...] so we need to figure out a way to stay together 

across that and through it and learn from each other." A number also questioned whether Art of 

Hosting deals with conflict in participatory situations, especially those with a high level of 

diversity, suggesting that it places a lot of responsibility on the shoulders of hosts without much 

overt guidance. 

A key message in Art of Hosting workshops focuses on the importance of practice. As noted 

earlier, the invitation to practice is multi-layered. The workshops invite people to learn 

techniques through practice, and suggest that one’s mastery and understanding of them will 

only improve with practice. As Toke, a steward involved in these trainings said: 

As a basic premise, these are arts that you can spend a lifetime in learning. If you’ve 

gone to 1-2 trainings, you are still learning. I am still a student of this even though I have 

been doing this constantly for 20 years. I want to temper the perfectionist in us all, 

saying we go to a training and then we need to be able to do everything. Impossible!~ 

It’s fike that with everything: practice makes the master, or makes mastery. 

Throughout the workshop, hosts communicate through their words and actions the sentiment 

that Art of Hosting practicing and learning are continuous, for the participants and themselves. 

When confronted with participant nervousness or fear about standing in front of the group or 
applying the techniques in new settings, they stress that repeated practice builds courage. As 

Rene, an apprentice host shared, "If people come out of the training...feeling inadequately 
prepared to really use these tools, what helps is a framework of, ’we’re practicing.’ I think that 

helps." In this way, the training is not merely a model of facilitation, but in itself an authentic 

enactment of hosting. 

Yet, our interviews with workshop participants reveal this emphasis on practice was difficult to 

embrace, particularly the open invitation to join the community of practitioners. Instead, a 

number of participants recounting much of their attention during the session focused on trying to 

ascertain how they were similar or different from others. Sometimes, they focused on 

professional identities, differentiating themselves from the "consultants" who attended. Other 

times, they discussed their difference in terms of sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, or politics. 

This discomfort, and constant questioning about the composition of training groups, suggests 

that trainers might try to find subtle ways of naming and reinforcing the strength gleaned from 

diversity in both training and the larger Art of Hosting community. 

the Practice° Describis£theapp ication 

Workshop participants appreciated the active learning model of the session and, as noted 

earlier, recalled particular techniques when they were involved as hosts or callers. However, a 

telling result of the workshop is in the stories told by training participants about using Art of 

Hosting as community leaders. In our interviews, more experienced facilitators found it easier 



than newcomers to call out particular facilitation techniques introduced in the training and 

recount how they had used them in their work. The applications were broad: community 

meetings about educational improvement, public health, rural sustainable development; 

organizational strategic planning sessions; and staff meetings. They had theories about how 

well particular techniques would or did work in different real or imagined settings. For example, 

they recognized ProAction Car6 as a "tangible" and "action-oriented" approach that could help 

individuals develop solutions to specific problems in ways that some other techniques, more 

focused on conversation for its own sake, did not. 

The practical frameworks shared in the workshop provide design considerations rather than 
providing step-by-step processes. For example, the design principle of "beginning with the 

harvest in mind" focuses hosts’ attention on artifacts that support collective meaning-making, 
rather than particular content or procedural outcomes. Similarly, the significance of clear 

purpose and powerful questions in shaping events is an invitation into a creative, interactive 

process of design. As one participant, reflecting upon training usefulness noted, "A well packed 
question acts as a strange attractor .... It attracts resources and energy into a system, field or 

organization." 

Nearly all workshop participants integrated some 

aspect of the Art of Hosting into their professional or 
personal lives. Those who did not directly apply a 

technique or framework discussed bringing them to 

future work. The three most popular techniques 
people employed included World Car6, Open Space 

Technology, and Circle, while harvesting was the 
most highly referenced framework. The application of 

the techniques was exceedingly varied. Some 

individuals used the "textbook" version of World Care 
or Open Space Technology, while others assimilated 

aspects of the techniques to align with the purpose 
and context of an engagement. Participants also 

detailed the dynamic process of adjusting techniques 

in anticipation of or in response to the context they 
were working within. Some encountered space or 

time constraints, such as the way a room was 
organized or running out of time during a World Caf~. 

Others tweaked techniques in response to the input or reactions of stakeholder participants. 

The use of techniques or frameworks in designing a process was not only contingent upon an 
engagement’s contextual factors or goals, but also an individual’s own degree of deep learning, 

what we have represented elsewhere as "metabolizing" (Quick, Sandfort, & Stuber, 2012). 

Those who deeply metabolized the learning, often were more seasoned facilitators, displayed a 
level of comfort and faith in bringing the Art of Hosting to their work. 
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Cases of App~ioation 

An interviewee, Bridget, highlighted the use of a participatory process which combined elements 

of two techniques taught in the Art of Hosting workshop. The content focused on foot and 

mouth disease and involved public health, veterinarians, and food producers to explore U.S. 

current response systems. 
Conference planners had wanted to 
craft a meeting which allowed 

participants to go more deeply into 
content than conventional meetings. 
Bridget suggested Art of Hosting 
techniques because of the planners’ 
goals of allowing participants to share 
responsibility for generating ideas and 
make the conference more inclusive. 
The design created more uncertainty 
and created worries in some planners 
that "vested interests would hijack the 

conversation." Yet, she recounted that 
she had pushed back, encouraging 
the planning team to "trust the wisdom 
of the group." 

The conference began with a keynote 
address about outbreak and response 
to foot and mouth disease in England 
in the 1980s. Then, participants were 
asked in small groups to identify what 
they had heard that would be most 
significant now, if we confronted the 
same challenge. People who identified 
the first eight issues hosted small table 
dialogues probing more about the 
issues. Participants moved to another 
table to delve more deeply into the 
topic, exploring how the challenge 
could be addressed and assessing 
champions and dissenters. There was 
a third, "spontaneous round" organized 
by the planners over the lunch hour 
because of the quality conversation 
occurring. In reflecting on this 
conference, and comparing it to a 

Ky~e described a project in a small town where a 
network of human service agencies wanted to 
engage different ethnic and racial group in annual 
planning. Traditionally, the meeting ran 
conventionally, with a pre-estab~ished agenda, yet 
the leaders wanted more robust engagement in 

wor~ed w~th one leader ~athe~ than a who~e 
come,tree. Re noted the trust they shared enabled 

were appropriate because ~’they pu~l people ~nto an 
experience,,, rathe~ than k~nd of pushing the~ 
away." He spent t~me engaging the ~eader during the 
design to create a real~y good question. About f~fty 
people attended the session and engaged ha three 
~ounds of questions~ each exploring a new 
d~mens~on ~o the p~ann~ng p~ocess. Afterwards, the 
~eade~ felt she got more ~nformat~on t~an ~n the past~ 
and a forma~ eva~uat~on ~evea~ed that the 
established a sense of ownership an~ mo~e 
connection among participants when compared with 
pdo~ app~oaches~ 

Robin 

Robin described using Open Space, but with a twist, 
in her work with a private sector c~ient, Her client had 
liked the general approach when she’d suggested it, 
but decided to discard some of its features° They 
omitted the discussion of ground ru~es and limited 
the overall duration due to time constraints, so that 
whi~e she began with Open Space, they ended up 
with something with a rather different shape, 
Observing, °’You have to figure out how much you 
a~e go~ng to sacrifice of the method and ca~v~ng out 

h~p~ement had worked we~ ~ ~n this context, but 
wondered aloud how much can be "~mmed" from a 
me~hod before ~t is no longer that me~hod. 

similar one focused on antibiotics six month earlier in a conventional format, Bridget reflected, 
"The foot and mouth disease forum had a higher level of energy and engagement. They leaned 



into the conversation more in the spring." Indeed, the evaluations she had done of both 

conferences found that participants expressed a higher level of commitment to moving the 
decisions forward from the meeting using Art of Hosting techniques. 

In this account and those highlighted in the side boxes, participants discuss the iterative nature 

of engagement design. Planning occurs. But it is shaped significantly by the facilitator’s own 

comfort with the techniques and ability to adapt them to the setting, and navigate the 

relationship among people. Another training participant, Dana, had a contrasting experience 

when she tried to bring Art of Hosting techniques to a strategic planning session of one of her 

community organizations’ volunteers program. This particular group, focusing on tree planting, 

was comprised of individuals who loved to do the work and were resistant to forward-looking 

planning. She tried to introduce a few Art of Hosting techniques during the design phase, and 

even went to the full strategic planning meeting intending to use Open Space Technology. But 

at the meeting, it became clear this was not going to work. So she scaled back and resorted to 

a more conventional process with post-it notes. When asked about this, she attributed it to 

participants who do not like "process." "It just goes back to these forestry guys who are more 

comfortable being out in trees than sitting around a board table." Their reactions surprised her 

because "we all dig in the dirt together" and have good relationships. Despite the strong 

relationships she had with them, she was unwilling to push them to engage in a more 

participatory process because it would go against the prevailing norms of interaction. 

The experiences of Dana, Bridget, Robin, and Kyle suggest the importance of the facilitator’s 

own comfort with participatory processes. Facilitators must be willing to assert their judgments 

about appropriate processes. Our analysis suggests that presenting issues, relationships with 

others, and ultimately the facilitator’s own assessment of the approach iteratively shape this 

judgment. In interviews, participants shared assessments of when Art of Hosting approach 

would not work citing limitations in working with diverse groups, low-income rural people, 

politically conservative audiences, or in projects focused on quick products. And yet, other 

interviewees shared examples of successful Art of Hosting-inspired projects sharing these same 

characteristics. This discrepancy highlights the significance of facilitator’s own worldview about 

whether or not the approach is worthwhile. 

Without fundamentally understanding and accepting the techniques, patterns, worldview, and 

iterative nature of design, it is difficult for people to actually practice the Art of Hosting approach. 

This is a baseline condition. Then, as the examples above suggest, practitioners must develop 

judgment about how to use that knowledge in particular settings. The differing experiences of 

Bridget and Dana in trying to apply and adapt the practices point to the voluntary aspect of 

hosting, hinge upon the facilitator’s own comfort with participatory processes. Bridget highlights 

the iterative nature of engagement design, describing planning, adjustment, and ultimately 

success in implementing hosting approaches. Her account--as she describes pushing back 

against her colleagues’ skepticism about hosting, encouraging them to "trust the wisdom of the 

group"--is not an assertion about what she knows will happen, or her post hoc analysis of what 

did happen, but rather a statement of belief--trust--in the practices. Dana, on the other hand, 

had similarly strong interpersonal relationships with the people with whom she was working, but 

was unwilling to push through their discomfort with "process." 
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Thus, using hosting knowledge is not just a matter of belief in the techniques or the courage to 

use them. Reading the features of the presenting context for facilitation--including whether 

people in the room do or don’t like "process," as well as the timing, professional norms, and the 

openness of supervisors or work settings described by the study participants--is critical. For 

example, in negotiating with her client and helping to host a meeting, Robin "figured out" how to 

move from implementing Open Space Technology as she had been trained, to modifying it so 

much that it had a "totally different shape." She went on to evaluate positively the effectiveness 

of the facilitation design they had used, even as she questioned whether they had "trimmed" so 

much from the method that it could no longer properly be called Open Space. Her vivid account 

suggests that experiencing facilitation serves not just as a way to use the skills or support 

retention of the knowledge acquired in training. It is also an opportunity for ongoing learning 

and reflection about what the techniques do. 

When applying the workshop training, participants drew upon their knowledge of a setting, 

integrated it into the context, and in so doing transformed or modified the technique. This active 

adjustment is illustrated in many other accounts of how they chose a particular techniques or 

approaches in response to a context, their evaluative statements about how it worked, and their 

stories of adjusting, hybridizing, borrowing from, discarding, mashing up, and inventing 

techniques from the training, previous knowledge, and the presenting context. While the 

workshop format reinforces the legitimacy of this, by its own just-in-time creation of the hosting 

team and emergent experiences, making this explicit could benefit some participants who do not 

see or understand these dimensions the first time they experience them. 

Multiple opportunities to practice this type of situated learning through trying out and observing 

the consequences of applying the knowledge in different settings was critical to our study 

participants’ learning. Their memory of different techniques from the workshop was much more 

acute if they had tried them out in a project or issue they were grappling with in their work or 

other aspects of their lives. This outcome is reinforced by stewards’ commitment to ongoing 

practice, exemplified by Toke’s describing himself as "still a student even though I have been 

doing this constantly for 20 years." Seeing oneself as a continuous student, not only cultivates 

humility, but also keeps the learning and application fresh. 

Active engagement in situated learning was particularly visible among veteran practitioners. 

They recounted using knowledge acquired through the training in the variety of issue areas and 

did not just recall the technique; they also had developed theories, or sometimes questions, 

about how it would work for particular conditions or purposes. They might attribute success or 

failure to features of the context or how well suited their approaches ended up being to it, or 

attest that they had not yet used a technique introduced through the training because it did not 

suit the contexts in which they work. For example, several practitioners were intrigued by Open 

Space Technology or ProAction Caf6 and eager to try these techniques, but had not yet found 

"the right setting" for it. In these cases, the barrier to using their knowledge is not whether they 

metabolized it; they understand and accept it. Rather, they have not judged it appropriate for 

the problems they have faced. 



Stewards and hosts interviewed for this project expect this type of variation, stressing their 

sense that "one Art of Hosting [training] not a practitioner make" and that not everyone is 
"ready." Jerry asserted that making "little changes" in a familiar environment and in their 

"personal" practices is fairly easy, a step that is "nonthreatening" for the individual and for the 
people with whom they interact. It also reflects the essential belief in the need for individuals to 

change, as he said, "if you’re not different, you can’t ask others." 

Participants with less experience understood intellectually the ideas of ongoing learning, of 

continually practicing, and of renewing practices, but they found it challenging to enact. 

Although they seemed prepared to learn the discrete techniques or practical frameworks 

presented during the training, when interviewed months later, few said they were hosting as an 

ongoing practice or discipline. Most attributed their lack of implementing hosting techniques to 

external constraints, such as an unsupportive boss, a hierarchical organization, decision- 

oriented professional norms, or pressure to default to familiar approaches due to urgency. Yet, 

notably, the veteran practitioners discounted the centrality of these factors as explanations for 

why people do or do not use Art of Hosting. They pointed, instead, to the individual’s internal 

willingness to take the risk and try. As a steward, Tuesday, said: 

[The workshop] is just a kick-off to the practice. The practice had to come....Some people 

are willing to go experiment and practice. Not everyone has that nature. This practice is 

built on personal courage and stepping into the fire, and people need different things in 

order to be able to do that, readiness being one of them. But it really is about putting 

your big girl panties on and giving it a shot. " 

They were in agreement that one source of that courage to put on your "big girl panties" is 

working with others in a co-generated community of practice. 

community 

At the Art of Hosting workshop, 
participants are introduced to the 

community of practice. Many recounted 
meeting people with whom they 

subsequently built relationships and 

collaborated to enhance ongoing projects 
or one-time events, such as meetings or 

conferences. Once they had started with 
a face-to-face interaction, many found it 

easy to make subsequent connections. 

For example, two participants followed 
up and started an interfaith dialogue 

circle, bringing together Muslim and 
Catholic immigrant and refugee women, 
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after their training workshop. A number of young professionals used the workshop to initiate an 

effort to engage their generation in state-wide policy leadership. Others used an email listserv 

to recruit people to assist in emerging projects or study groups. Many participants appreciated 

the opportunity to have meaningful conversation with others and remembered insights they 

gleaned from those interactions at the workshop long after the event. As one individual 

recounted, "from participating in the training, I have connected with people who I am still 

maintaining relationships with today and who are doing really fascinating and interesting 

projects where they have asked me to engage on it using Art of Hosting." They also were 

willing to use technology-enhanced communications when they build off of the relationships first 

established face-to-face. They wanted to stay connected to members of the community by 

having periodic opportunities to practice the methods and engage with one another. 

Yet at the same time, not everyone felt themselves "at home" in the community. One individual 

felt disconnected from the participants at a workshop because the majority of people were 

fulltime, "professional facilitators," while he identified himself as a practitioner in a specific policy 
field. Because of the size of the workshops, not everyone can interact. Some recounted that at 

later meetings of the community of practitioners they found it difficult to remember whether or 
not they actually had a meaningful connection with a particular person. Numerous new 

practitioners felt intimidated, disoriented, or envious about how to become a community 

"insider." 

Stewards recognized some of the feelings of unease, confusion, and disorientation felt by the 

newcomers to the Art of Hosting unfamiliar with how the community of practice constitutes and 

sustains itself. Tuesday said: 

One of the fimitations of the AofH is that if you don’t have strong boundaries and you 

have permeability that lets people in sometimes that’s hard to figure out how to access. 

It’s fike there’s no clear doorway in. I continue to hear that about AofH. So for me, it’s 

very permeable: "Come on in, you’re welcome? Want to be part of the community? 

Great, you’re part of the community!" But I’ve heard other people say, "But how do I 

interact with AofH? You don’t have an organization, you don’t have an 

info@artofhosting, right? I don’t get it." It’s kind of hard to get. That is a major 

limitation. In can be hard to get, because you’re looking to get your arms around 

something that doesn’t necessarily have these boundaries. Sometimes it’s actually a 

barrier to accessing. 

The particular language used to describe the Art of Hosting approach is part of what makes this 

distinction. Some participants made a direct connection between using the language and being 

"part of the club." In fact, when asked to identify weaknesses in the Art of Hosting, both 

newcomers and stewards identified the community’s rarefied language, as a problem or 

potential problem. Workshop participants described it as "new agey," "flowery," "academic," 

"hippie," or "touchy feely." Some expressed impatience with finding new words for familiar 

ideas, but more were concerned that the people they might host would find the language off- 

putting or confusing. One participant noted, ’1 don’t really think it’s helpful to use language that 



isn’t going to be commonly understood by someone who’s going to be with you just once or 

twice." Commenting about "harvesting’--the term that our study participants most frequently 

mentioned as a potential problem--several people remarked that they might do it, but would 

never describe it to others that way because they perceived people would be uncomfortable 

with the word or not understand it. To a lesser extent, participants identified discomfit with the 

term "mate." There was some discomfort with the term because it is not commonly used in 

American English to describe a friend or companion (even though it was explained to originate 

with Australian Art of Hosting practitioners). At the January 2011 cohort workshop, some of the 

participants engaged in an extended rift of puns and jokes on the sexual connotations of mate 

and mating, which may also be a reason for some people’s discomfort with the term. 

Regardless of their discomfort with the term, participants readily acknowledged the importance 

and benefits of working with a co-facilitator. Yet, even the training hosts and stewards 

recognized that the language can be a barrier to communicating with people who are unfamiliar 

with the practice. Yet, at the same time, they stressed, as said by one, "creating a new 

language can also be powerful in terms of helping people get a new concept." Some training 

participants agreed, recognizing that language helps to establish means of communication 

within a community that can help increase insight and deepen awareness. 

In the Art of Hosting workshop, people also are first introduced to the international community of 

practitioners. Reflecting upon it in our interviews, many participants felt this international 

community was positive, and helping them to understand the larger potential of the practices. 

Notably, however, only a small fraction actually reported participating in these international on- 

line conversations. Having the state-wide effort in Minnesota symbolically connected to a 

larger, international "movement" helped legitimate it in some participant’s minds without 

requiring them to engage, themselves, at that level. 

Instead, relationships with members of the state and local communities felt more rewarding, less 

risky, and very tangible. Beginning in January 2012, a local steward and other trainers began 

convening a group interested in developing and nurturing a regional community of practice, 

involving people trained in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, and South Dakota. Over the 

first three meetings, approximately 50 participants co-created their understanding of the 

purpose, principles, etc., drawing upon the Chaordic Stepping Stones to guide the community 

formation process. 

These gatherings and relationships emerging through them among training participants have, to 

date, yielded a few things. First, they created a working, regional list of people actively 

interested in building a community focused on intersections of the Art of Hosting practice, 

important citizen projects, and authentic relationships. This list is a valuable resource. As part 

of InCommons, workshop participants are invited to practice hosting at numerous large-scale 

gatherings, including regional meetings on resolving state-budget, state-wide conversations 

about local government innovation, regional discussions of water quality, and nonprofit 

leadership. Individual community members, themselves, use the list to request hosting 

assistance; for example, people volunteered to host table conversations at an annual 
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conference between the University and County government, at community gatherings about tax 

policy because they were asked by others in the community of practice. 

Secondly, the group began to create trainings and opportunities for practicing hosting 

techniques. Two seasoned practitioners offered retreats focused on hosting one’s self, through 

circles and deep listening. Others called Proaction and World Care sessions to enable 

community members to bring and get input on projects or experiences using Art of Hosting 

techniques in their work. 

Finally, community members have crafted a formal process for developing Art of Hosting 
trainers in the region, responding to the growing demand for training since the first sessions in 

2011. In the tradition of the international community, trainings cannot be labeled Art of Hosting 
unless a steward is on the hosting team. Yet, as the practice continues to grow, and demand 

increases, there is reason to ask some workshop participants to consider whether or not they 

would like to take another step in this community, learning the practices, practical frameworks, 
and worldview more deeply to enable them to become workshop trainers. The process for this 

was developed by a local steward in deep consultation with others in the international 
community of practice to assure integrity in the call to participate. 

Yet, the process of building a community of practice takes time. It is also not linear and may be 

confusing. If someone wants to continue to be involved, but somehow missed some meetings, 

it can result in them not being included in subsequent email invitations. This dynamic is 

inherent in a self-organizing community and requires attention and care. 

One of the purposes of our research has been to support learning of and about AofH. The 

previous accounts describe what participants in Art of Hosting and Harvesting workshops 
understand and do. In this section, we share our harvest about our study’s implications for 

making the AofH workshops and other learning opportunities more productive. A premise of 

these observations is that hosting is not a straightforward task. There are multiple techniques or 
specific capacities that individuals might acquire, but hosting skillfully involves much more 

complex work than just applying facilitation techniques. As John Forester has said of skilled 

deliberative facilitation practitioners, they are: 

.... doing not just the pragmatic work or facilitating a discussion, but the critical 

pragmatic work of thinking through the procedural design, thinking through the pofitics 

and ethics, the normative structuring, of that discussion in the first place .... (Forester, 
20!2: 14, emphasis in original) 

The Art of Hosting community is, itself, very oriented to learning, identifying it as both an 

ongoing means and ends of hosting. This is encapsulated in the idea of practice being both 

object and action. In our research, stewards of the community often referred to hosting as a 

"practice," a life-long journey of exploration and commitment. From this perspective, to 

understand and deepen the practice you have to take action through continued learning and 



improvement; the act of practicing is simultaneously the act of learning. Through this process, 

individuals take up the knowledge of the Art of Hosting. 

In our analysis of the research data (Quick, Sandfort, & Stuber, 2012), we identified three 

processes through which learning is occurring: metabolizing, indigenizing, and co-generating. 
Each involves a type of transformation of knowledge, encapsulated in the adjacent diagram. 

We use the word 

,~,.~,.:~,~:~,:~!’.~;,:~,b,,::::~,~!:~~’.,,’-~4!ii~’ to describe 

the types of knowledge 

transformation within 

individuals that is 

embodied, in which the 

person takes in and 

transforms, absorbs, or 

discards knowledge. 

Metabolizing involves 

acquiring explicit and 

implicit knowledge through 

a variety of mechanisms, 

including formal training, 

assimilation of new 

knowledge with previous 

ii::::" n~:~,c:t ii c ii ~"~ql}ii, acquiring 

explicit and tacit 
knowledge 

I..:" ~,:~, ct ~i c i~ ,~~, ~!ilii, innovating, 

and sharing with other 

practitioners 

M~:~,t~!~boh~:~h%i~,:: taking up 

knowledge into the individual 

practitioner. 

h".~, ~:.:~~!~.i~, ,~:~v~d%i:,~".~, g: exercising 

practical judgment, situating 

knowledge in contexts 

C o-9,~:m ~ ~%i~,~: renewing 

knowledge in a community 
of practice 

knowledge, and learning through practicing. It is not merely a cognitive process but also an 

evaluative one: as individuals are introduced to and try on new practices, they consider whether 

they work for their own personal style or needs. These processes are revealed in accounts in 

which people recall learning through training, their evaluative statements about whether or not 

they like or feel prepared to use different parts of the material, or their observations about what 

is hard, easy, or familiar to them about learning or using the approach. Metabolizing appears to 

be foundational in the sense that it is a baseline for other transformations of knowledge. 

Practitioners cannot facilitate without taking on--sufficiently understanding and accepting-- 

explicit and tacit knowledge about particular techniques and frameworks. 

h~’:~,~#’=,’.:;::,~,~.,~z.h’:~,g describes the types of transformation of knowledge in which practitioners develop 

situated judgment, which involves learning and exercising practical judgment about how to use 
their knowledge in particular contexts. The word draws attention to placing knowledge in a 

setting, integrating it into the context, and in so doing perhaps transforming or modifying the 
knowledge. These processes involve evaluating the context in which they will be facilitating and 

the likely consequences of different techniques, frameworks, or concepts. A form of learning in 

and on practice through reflection (SchSn, 1983; Forester, 1999), indigenizing is done in 

anticipation of, during, or following facilitating, and frequently involves adapting knowledge. 

These processes are revealed in accounts of how practitioners have chosen particular 
techniques or approaches in response to a context, their evaluative statements about how it 

worked, and their stories of adjusting, hybridizing, borrowing from, discarding, mashing up, and 
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inventing techniques, frameworks, and concepts from the training, previous knowledge, and the 

presenting context, 

Co.-.-~!iiii, e.n,e~’:,:~,¢h%i~, encapsulates the types of transformation of knowledge in which facilitators 

acquire, test, and co-generate new and renewed facilitation practices through participation in a 

community of practice. It is closely related to but slightly different from the "co-learning" term 

evoked by the study participants when they invite one another into training and into practicing 

together. Co-generating draws our attention to the renewal of the practices, not just of 

individuals’ learning. For many veteran or core practitioners of the Art of Hosting, learning is the 

practice and product, as reflected in Toke’s characterization of the work done in the community 

of practice as "practicing, practicing learning." Co-generating processes are revealed in 

accounts of how people are learning through training or subsequently working together, 

innovations or shifts in practices discovered through the community, and by explicit talk of "co- 

learning" and the community of practice. 

Recognizing these three aspects of learning to host can help the AofH community to enhance 

and sustain learning to host and harvest. Several implications for training and other 

opportunities to learn are notable: 

Practicing is key in all three types of learning. The repeated statements of a wide 

variety of people about the anticipated and observed value of learning through practice, 

combined with novices’ expressed thirst for more opportunities to practice, suggest that 

all need ongoing opportunities to host in order to sustain and develop the craft. Indeed, 

the dictionary definition of a "seasoned" practitioner emphasizes acquiring competence 

through action, trial, and habit, in other words through practicing.2 

The thirst for opportunities to practice in the AofH community is likely not just 

about skill development. Rather, in the Art of Hosting model, learning is 

practicing democracy. The ideals of getting together as a community to practice, to 

continue to acquire skills, to help one another, and to "practice learning," as one steward 

put it, speak to the practitioners’ intense desire to continue to learn, marked by an active 

cultivation of a beginners’ stance through the philosophy that "practice makes the 

master." In addition, however, it reflects what good hosting does, which is to support 

and sustain learning among the people being hosted. AofH does not have set of 

evaluative criteria for good hosting, but its practices and frameworks clearly imply that 

one of the motivations for hosting gatherings is to support learning, the creation of new 

understandings...At the moment, however, this is implied rather than explicit. Explaining 

that hosting is meant to facilitate learning--the discovery of new ideas, relationships, or 

resources--could be helpful for orienting hosts, hosting trainees, and participants alike 

to the work they will be doing together. 

2 Seasoned, adj.: Fortified by habit; acclimatized; familiarized with a certain mode of life or occupation; 

trained, disciplined. (Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edition, 1989; consulted online at oed.com on June 
27, 2012) 



More thoroughly narrating how the AofH workshops are organized, by design and 
in real time, could enhance learning. Our interviews show not everyone participating 
in the workshops understands the intent of a learning workshop and practicum. This 

likely contributes to confusion or reticence that some people experience in stepping up 
to learn by doing. Secondly, when training hosts or stewards need to improvise and 

adjust in real time, talking through that with the participants can help everyone to 

recognize how practitioners can and must "indigenize" hosting knowledge to suit 
emerging contexts. It can also diminish some of the sense that some people are 

hosting "experts" or that there is a "right" way to do things, which are barriers that 
numerous novice practitioners mentioned as standing in their way of learning hosting. 

Many people who contributed to this study have acknowledged that the AofH 
language is simultaneously alienating and meaning-making, pointing most 
frequently to "harvesting" and "mates." Acknowledging this in the training and 

community of practice could dispel the off-putting effect the language has on some 
potential practitioners, and also make visible the important meanings of the language 

that has been chosen. Good places to start would be with describing the purpose of the 
term "hosting" and how it is different from "facilitating," and with introducing the multiple 

meanings of "practice" for this community. 

This section is informed by both our research and personal experiences as members of the 

community of practice. These observations are not specifically about learning to host, but about 

cultivating and deepening the vitality of the community of practice and the hosting and 

harvesting practices themselves. They are meant to be starting points to spark further 

conversation and idea exchange to benefit the community. 

Continue to practice the practice. Be consistent in our actions and seek to live, 
with humility, the four-fold practice. A key theme in our research has been the 
identification of practice as both object and action. Many research participants 

expressed their desire for more opportunities to continue practicing the practice with 

members of the community. The four-fold practice offers guidance on how to 
purposefully and deeply engage as a hosting practitioner through being present, 

practicing conversation, hosting conversation, and co-creating with the community of 
practice. 

Keep the invitation for engagement open to participants, reaching out broadly 
when developing and living in the community of practice. Create open harvests. 
From events, integrative pieces of activity over time (like emerging CofP), and analytical 

pieces (like this report) allow others to understand and trust the invitation to 
engagement. 
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Share openly the stories of practice and community of practice. Stories serve as 

community. Yet, currently, 

stories are not sufficiently 
organized or accessible, 

especially to new training 
participants. Locally, in 

Minnesota, the emerging 

community of practice has 
attempted to organize the 

harvests and stories of 

workshops and hosted 
engagements. A growing community of practice at the University of Minnesota has 

created an online presence using Posterous, a blogging 

platform. The generators of the U of M space sought to "create something to send out 
post-training that would keep individuals inspired to deepen their practice." The site 

also contains the harvest of other workshop trainings held over the last year, including 
photographs, written posts, documents, and videos. The site contains links to other 

communities of practice around Minnesota and Art of Hosting resources. Members of 

the community are encouraged to engage with the site by blogging their thoughts or 
posting information. The site is not only a repository for information, but also a living 

and breathing entity with consistent information sharing. 

Formalization and rigidity of the community of practice. The emphasis on "co- 

learning" in the AofH community, in combination with the emphasis on lifelong learning 
and cultivating a novice stance, helps to de-center the authority of both more senior 

practitioners and of any particular canon of practices. However, study participants also 

clearly conveyed that there are hierarchies of power in this community of practice, 
arising both from broader societal dynamics (e.g., racism) and from dynamics peculiar to 

this community (e.g., the greater experience and investment of Iongtime members of the 
community relative to novices). Numerous study participants suggested the training 

needed to make more explicit how facilitation and learning--both generally and in the 

Art of Hosting specifically--are part and parcel of power relations. Helping facilitators to 
problematize these dynamics in their own practice and in the community may alleviate 

some of the barriers to identifying with the Art of Hosting community and practices, 
described above. 

Ideally, the community of practice is an environment through which metabolizing and 

indigenizing of knowledge can both occur, not a third or higher stage of development of 

facilitation or facilitators. However, in our study, some senior practitioners distinguished 

between those who wanted to "just" get good at particular techniques and others who 

want to transform themselves more fully by "step[ping] into the path.., shifting how they 

behave in the world." Layered with others’ emphasis on committing to the community of 

practice, and the placement of the community of practice as the fourth fold in the four- 

fold way, suggest it is the "ultimate" or final step. At the same time, the invitation to enter 



the community is so open-ended that, as Tuesday pointed out, the lack of a "clear 

doorway in" can make it "hard to figure out how to access" the community. 

Indeed, for some newcomers, these messages evoked feelings of inadequacy about 
being a "real" practitioner or full member of the community of practice, or confusion or 

envy about how to become an "insider." Their feelings are a potent reminder that 

reification of the community of practice and membership may make individuals feel 
unworthy to identify with it. 

The importance of co-revelation, in our research, we discovered, unsurprisingly, that 
people brought an array of worldviews to the Art of Hosting workshop. One common 

woddview is grounded in "activism," in which identity intersections and power dynamics 
inform people’s understanding of social interaction. This worldview is potent in targeting 

the corrosive oppression and inequity that is ever present in human society. It often 

leads to an unleashing of energy to challenge power dynamics, breakdown systems of 
inequity, and seek justice. At its core, the activism 

worldview is predicated on the "truth of difference." 
A differing woddview stems from the idea of 

aspiration, in that it focuses on commonality among 

people. It is rooted in the "truth of common 
humanity" and seeks to collectively work with all for 

the betterment of society. These two worldviews are 

often at odds with one another. This clash can, in 
some cases, lead to disruption or even destruction of 

beneficial work in our families, communities, and 
world. 

Tuesday Ryan-Hart spoke to this issue as we were 
concluding our research. At a community conference 

of nonprofit leaders held in June 2012, she called for 
the need to bridge these worldviews. She termed 

this bridging the process of "co-revelation," a 

"practice that would allow us to realize the potential of 
working in a way that both honors and yet transcends 

the ’truth of difference’ and ’truth of common humanity’ realities." To illustrate her point, 

she drew on the metaphor of a river, in which the two different woddviews are situated 
on opposite banks. Co-revelation invites people to "jump into the rive¢’ and create a new 

way of working together. In particular, she highlighted what can be learned from not 
essentializing others,’ inviting people to bring their whole selves and identities while 

engaging in work and relationships. We also can strive to recognize grace, and 

acknowledge that we and others are human beings who will make mistakes. We can 
move away from traditional models of power and experience power among. Finally, we 

can share work, jump into action and figure things out as it evolves rather than setting 
rigid preconditions. 
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The Art of Hosting workshops and community could benefit from actively integrating co- 

revelation as an idea to be discussed and an action to be practiced. This is especially 

critical as people use hosting to engage one another in deep, often complex work that 

invites a range of worldviews. The mixture of worldviews will inevitably lead to difference 

of opinion and in some cases conflict. However, we have to find a way to keep working 

together. Co-revelation pushes us to connect in a way that harnesses the best of 

difference and commonality, while also moving us beyond these two realities to a new 

level of engagement in the pursuit of developing relationships and achieving meaningful 

work. 
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F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soils, Jacqueline <j solis@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Inta~ to Davis Library for your First-Year Seminar AAAD 51 

Dear Professor Regester, 

My name is Jacqueline Solis. I am a librarian in Davis Library and the coordinator for our First-Year Seminar Scavenger Hunt program. You are a great library 

supporter and we always look forward to working with your students. If you already have library activities in Davis planned for them, this scavenger hunt may not 

be necessary. But please email me if you would like to schedule one for your class. Details below... 

Davis Library will again offer iPod-based scavenger hunts tailored to specific FYS course topics to introduce students to our main campus library. The scavenger 

hunt is a series of questions designed to take one class period in the library. We created this scavenger hunt for FYS courses because students in these courses 

tend to do subject-specific research that requires the use of Davis Library. We have become worried that many new undergrads report feeling that Davis Library is 

only for grad students or that it is an intimidating place. 

Feedback from two professors whose classes participated last year: 

"Both my students and I thought the Davis Library scavenger hunt was especially useful for the FYS. If you are still offering them, I would like to schedule 

two for my two different FYS this term." 

"My students really liked it. I asked them to ’vote’ for or against recommending this to other FYS groups, and the vote was unanimously in favor. They felt 

it was a good use of their time, and fun too. It lowered the barriers entering Davis library, and made it a lot easier for us, instructors, to send our students 

fact- and interpretation-hunting." 

Student comments included: 

¯ "1 learned how to search for a book in a specific location. I was worried about that, but now I feel confident enough to do it on my own." 

¯ "Davis Library is not nearly as intimidating as I had previously thought." 

¯ "1 learned how to search for books/journals/articles/headphones using the library website and the research desk." 

¯ "There are amazing resources and once you know how, it’s easy to navigate." 

For additional information and photos: ~h~t~t~[/~/~!~!~b~r~a~r~y~‘~u~n~c~e~d~/~!~n~s~t~r~u~c~t~/~s~c~a~v~e~n~g~e~r~h~u~n~t~ 

Jacqueline Solis 

Coordinator of Liaison Services 

Librarian for American Studies, Anthropology, Archaeology, Folklore, and Linguistics 

PO Box 8890 

Davis Library, CB# 3922 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-8890 

919.962.1151 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33312439-65315880@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:44 PM 

a~iJcan- a~d- ~- ~neric~J~- studi es- thcul~ <afiJc~- and- afar- america~- studies- facul ty@listserv, uuc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[~Yrlc~aa- m~d-afm-americ~- s~dies- facul~’] [all-college-facul~] I~NV: Help Ins~ling New Antivirus So~¥axei OASIS Monthly Friday 

Luuches 

The enclosed message from OASIS Director Andy Lang is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with a copy to administrative managers 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you may be aware, the University’s license for the Symantec antivirus product is expiring soon. As a result, evep)~one at UNC who is currently running a version of Symantec that was 
provided by the University needs to remove it and install the new recommended software (see https://help.unc.eduihelpiwhat-is-the-universitgs-recommended-anti-virus-so ~tware/) If you 
have not already removed Symantec antivlrus on your own and/or would like help with this, please read on 

To help you with this transition, we are hosting two events, one on J@ 26th an d another on August 30th (the last Friday of each of those months). On both of these days, we invite y nu to 
bring your laptop(s), and OASIS techs will clean the screen, vacuum and clean your keyboard, wipe down the exterior and make sure you have the very latest anuvirus software. 
Additionally, if you come between 11:30 and 1:30, we will be providing lunch during our monthly "last Friday" cookout (weather permitting). We’re eager to help you with this transition, 
and we’ll have people standing by all day to receive you and your laptop, no appointment necessaryt 

If you can’t make it to either of these events, we will, of course, assist you at any time with making the transition to the new antivirus software; simply contact us to schedule an appointment 
at http ://oasis unc. edu/remedv. 

An@ Lang 
Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Irfformation Sel~’ices College of Arts and Sciences University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
12 Howell Hall 
Campus Box 3056 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
Phone: 919-843-3962 
http:/ioasis.unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to all-college-faculty as: african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu. 

--- You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: regester@email.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:31 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[generalthculty] Message t~om Chair of the Faculty: Invitation to New Student Convocation 

Dear Facility Colleagues, 
i know you may have received the announcement below through the "informationaP’ email system, but I just wanted to encourage you to take a second look, and 

~:o consider joh~ng me~n regalia ~f you have ~t~for the faculty pro(:essk~nai a~: ~:he new student: convocation on August ~.8th. This ~s a very exdting event for the 
incoming students, and havb~g a s~grfi[:icant tmrnber o[: [:acu~W presen[ ~s a wonderful way to welcome them here. Fu[~ detai~s are bNow. Please note that an RSVP 

is requested by August 9th, 

Jan 
.lun 8oxifl 

Chnir of ~h~" 

Dirc’cto~, Pnn" (’~nrc’r fo~" Ethic~ 
Mexster i.~ctu~ ~C O~pexrtm~’?r of 

Uni~,~;sJtj: of North {:’,~rofina 

O~ape’l Hii~, ,~*C 27599 3!25 

(~t?ice P~~one: 9.19 962 ~2f,Z 

..... Origina1 Message ..... 

J~fly 16, 2013 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: All Faculb" 

FROM: Jmnes W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

RE: New Student Convocation- August 18, 2013 

Please join Chancellor Carol Folt and me tbr New Student Convocation and a Tar Heel Beginnings welcome on Sunchy, August 18, 2013, at 7:00 pm in the Dean 

Smith Basketball Arena. 

Carolina is poised to welcome nearly 4,000 first-year and transfer students for Academic Year 2013-2014. Convocation is our chance to introduce new students to 

the vibrant intellectual life of our UniversiF. This yeaYs featured sNaker will be UNC Professor of Histoly Heather Williams, a scholar of African Americans in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and anthor of Help Me To Find My People:The African American Search for Family Los~ in Slave~’. Proi~ssor Williams’ address 

will be a complement to the Summer Reading Program book, Toni Morrison’s Home. 

Af[er Convocation concludes, the evening continues with a Tar Heel Beginnings pep raJly. This is our chance to share some of Carolina’s favorite traditions with the new 

membeB of our communi~. Please plan to stay for this part as well, to lea~’n a cheer or two, and meet some of our Tar Heel student-athletes. 

We request that members of the faculty weaz academic regalia and participate in the lbnnal procession. Please plan to arrive at the Smith Center by 6:30 p.m. and meet 

in the Skipper Bowles tlall, tbr robing. PaJcking will be available in the Koury Lot adjacent to the Smith Center. 

Please RSVP to Jane Smith at 919-962-0045 (or email .lane smith@tmc.edu) by August 9th. 

Lefs help our new Carolina students get offto a great start on their undeigraduate education and show them a wazm welcolne. Thank you. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfacul~ as: regesler¢F~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lisls.unc.eda/u?id 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n T&I generalthculty&o 33312712 or send a blank emaJl to 

leave-33312712- 55209169.5839ac6d5£510ac4c9823de128a864d4(a)listse rv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Paul Mitchell Super Skinny... and 1 more item(s). 

r 

Order Confirmation 
Order #I 12-343(-;017.-4381844 

Order #412..4652724-1193869 

Hello ch~<le~’~e Iegeste< 
Thank you for shopping with us We’ll let you know once your item(s) are shipped. Your estimated delivery date 

is below. If you would like to view the status of your order or make any changes to it, please visit Your Orders on 

Amazon.com. 

Your purchase has been divided into 2 orders. 

Order #I 12-343~3017-4381844 

Piaced oi~ VVedl=esday: ..hliv } 7 20~ 3 

You~ estimated deiively date 
Wednesday, July 24, 2013 
Thursday, August 8, 2013 

Standard Shipping 

You~ o~der wiit be :~e.qt to: 

Charlene Regester 
205 N. Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
United States 

~ Paui Mitc~ell Foarnh’=g Pomade 51 oz $9.50 

Sot(J by I.A Beu~uty Products 

Item Subtotal: $9.50 

Shipping & Handling: $4.99 

Total Befo~ Tax: $14.49 

Order Total: $14.49 

Order #! 12-4652724-1192589 

P~iaced oil Wedrie,~daL July’ 17 2013 

Your" es[im-’.~ted deiive~y date 
Monday, July 29, 2013 - 
Monday, August 5, 2013 

Standard 

You~ o~dar wiit be s.e..’~[ [e: 
Charlene Regester 
205 N. Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
United States 

Paul Mitchell Super Ski!my Serum, ,5 loz 

t’{eaith and Besuty 

Sold [)~7 Beaut!/Shir~e 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Total Before Tax: 

Order Total: 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering from Amazon com. 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help 

$16.99 

$16.99 

$0.00 

$16.99 

$16.99 

Thank you for shopping with us 

Amazon.corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francis, Conseula A <FrancisC@cofc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 10:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Unleashing the Black Erotic Conference Registration Inli~rmation 

Hi Ch~clene-- 

The hotel info should be up now: http:/icont~rences.averv.cofc.edu/ 

Conseula Francis 

Director, Afi-ican American Studies 
Associate Prot~ssor, English 

College of Charles~ton 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 12:17 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <re~es~ter(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Conseula: This is to let you know that I just completed registration as a presenter at the upcoming conference but did not see hotel information. Has this 
information already been provided? If not, please let me know of your recommendations. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Francis, Conseula A [FrancisC@cofc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, July 01, 2013 I0:40 AM 

C¢-" Williams Lessane, Patricia 
Subject; Unleashing the Black Erotic Conference Registration Information 

Hey All! 

The registration site for the Urdeashing the Black Erotic conference is now live: 

https://secure.touchnet.com/C20590 ustores/web/prodact detail.jsp?PRODUCTID=197. 

Please note registration will remain open m~ttil September 9, 2013. Late registration will take place onsite only September 18-21, 2013. 

Please browse our website, http://averv.cofc.edu for conference details. 

Conseula Francis, PhD 

Associate Professor, English 

Director, African American Studies 

College of Charleston 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com7 

Thursday, Jnly 18, 2013 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Your Am~on.com order of"Paul Mitchell Su~r Skinny..." has shipped! 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order ~I 12-4652724-1193869 

Helto charlotte regester, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d like to knowthat Beauty Shine shipped your item, and that this 

shipment or rrlu~nage oti~er orders, please visit ~:~.g~d.~JL~[r.-’J.t~L~. on Amazanx;om 

Yo.:tr estilr:sted delivery d~te is: 

Monday, July 29, 2013 - 
Monday, August 5, 2013 

Charlene Regester 

205 N. Graham St. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 22816 

United States 

Your package is being shipped by USPS and the tracking number is 940011020088!8357! 1223. Depending on the sNp speed 

you chose, it may t~ske 24 hours for your tracking number to return any information 

Pauf Mitchell Skfpel Skinny Serum, 5.10z 
So:d b!/ Beaut:/ 

$16.99 

item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handiing: 

[otal Before Tax: 

Shipment Total: 

Paid by Visa: 

81699 

$0 O0 

$16.99 

$1699 

We hope to see you again soon! 

Amazo~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com7 

Thursday, Jnly 18, 2013 3:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Your Am~on.com order of"Paul Mitchell Foaming..." has shipped! 

Shipping Confirmation 

Helto charlotte regester, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d like to knew that LA Beauty Products shipped your item, and that 

this .shipment or manage other order.s, please visit "t’.~).g.L.{.~L~£!:~ on Amazon com. 

Your estilr:sted delivery date 

Wednesday, duly 24, 2013 
Thursday, August 8, 2013 

Charlene Regester 
205 N. Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
United States 

This shipment does not have an associated tracking or delivery confirmation number. 

Shipmer~t Details 

Paul Mitchell Foaming Pomade 5.1 az 

Seid by L£ ~-}eauty Pioduc[s 

Cendifion New 

$9.50 

item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Tetai Before Tax: 

Shipment Total: 

Paid by Visa: 

$9 50 

$4.99 

$1449 

$14,49 

81449 

Returns are easy. Visit our 

If you need fud:her assistance with your order, piease 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu-* 

Fmnily Day and Garden Beauty 

ACKLAND ,,,   MUSEUM 

Opening Reception 

Friday, 19 July, 6:30-8:30 PM 

In My Garden: The Pottery o]~ ~Aarsha 

Owen at the Ackl.and Museum Store 

presents beautiful, handmade stoneware 

vessels and objects suitabl.e for the smal.l. 

urban garden as wel.l, as the l.arge estate. The wide array of pl.anters, 

baskets, urns, "rocks," and birdbaths appear at one with nature, and wil.l. 

appeal to the experienced gardener and the novice al.ike. When moved 

indoors, their varied shapes, gl.azes, and pl.antings effortl.essl.y bring the 

"outside in." 

Al.l. p~eces in In ivly Garden are for sal.e, and al.l. proceeds support the 

Ackl.and Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Marsha Owen has been a professional, potter for over 30 years and has 

shown her work throughout the United States. She currentl.y Ives in 

Ral.eigh and teaches regul.arl.y at Cl.aymakers in Durham. 

In ~y Garden: The Pottery oJ’ I~tarsha 

Owen is on view through Saturday, 7 

September 2013. 

For more information, pl.ease contact the 

Ackl.and Museum Store at 919.962.0216. 

Sunday, 28 July, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public! 

Make wonderful, museum memories at 

the Ackl.and’s Jul.y Famly Day! 

This month, you’l.l, be inspired by artworks 

that are about pl.ace, whether that pl.ace 

is someone’s home, a beautiful. 

l.andscape, or an imaginary l.ocation. At 

the Creation Station, use watercol.or 

pencil.s to draw a pl.ace that is special, to 

you, then add water to make it into a 

watercol.or painting! Join us for Story 

Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM and hear 

stories about real. and imaginary pl.aces that have inspired artists through 

the ages. 

**Pl.ease note that Famil.y Day activities are recommended for chldren 

ages 4 to 12 years ol.d.** 

Tuesday, 30 July, 12:00-I :00 PM 
Art-inspired yoga at a great price! 



This hour-tong session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshal.[ provides the opportunity to 

practice a series of gentte yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Acktand. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortabl,e 

clothing that wil,l, a[l,ow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

Space is limited; re~ister online! 

Try something new for only $5 

(Free to Ackland Members!) 

Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 

practice known to reduce pain and improve 

your mental, and physical, bal,ance and wel,l,- 

being. This cl,ass uses gentl,e sun-styl,e 

chi routines that are safe, easy to l.earn, 

and suitabl,e for al,l, ages and fitness l,evel,s. 

Al,l, movements are done standing. Wear 

comfortabl,e cl,othes and supportive fl,at 

shoes. The class is taught by Joanne 

Marshall.l,, a certified yoga and tai chi 

instructor. 

Registration is filling fast! Sign up online. 

See these Ack[and-organized exhibitions during your Tennessee travel,s 

this summer and fail,. 

htore Love at Cheekwood in 

Nashville! 

Opens 20 September 2013 

Thornton Diai at Knoxville 

Museum of Art! 

Now through 25 August 2013 

Addin9 to the I~ix 6: Raymond Jonson’s "Abstract 

Naught’" (1930) 

This exhibition explores two divergent themes--l,andscape conventions of 

the American West and serial, artistic production--using the recentl,y 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New Mexico artist Raymond 

Jonson as a focus. Learn more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth and Westermann in 

Dialogue 

With works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 

Westermann as a starting point, In Pursuit of 

Strangeness considers diverse responses in 

American art to the "uncanny" home, as well, as 

domestic architecture’s rol,e in defining the 

boundaries between oursel,ves and the outside 

worl,d. 

Read the Chapel Hill News review. 

Contemporary Art from the 

Permanent Collection 



A sel,ection from the Ackl,and’s growing 

col,l,ection of contemporary art, the works on 

view present sharpl,y contrasting textures-- 

stainl,ess steel., high-gl,oss enamel., and 

mixed-media tapestry, for exampl,e--as wel,l, 

as myriad col,ors and shapes. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an email, to 

the editor. 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: 

Eerie Eye, 1996; antique slide projector, 

aluminum, computer keyboards, eye chart, 

neon, nine five-inch te[ev%ions, two nine-inch 

television% DVD piayer, DVD. Ack[and Fund. © 

1996 Nam June Paik. 

Raymond Jonson~ American, 1891-1982: 

Abstroct Nought, 1930; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. O The Raymond Jonson Collection, University of New Mexico 

Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Tracey Emin, ~lore Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. ¢~ Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Ratph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untftled (Hond on Door), from The Somnombulfst, 1969; 8etatin sitver print. Gift 

of Gene Thornton. 

Visitors viewin8 Rachel Howard’s Gtuttony (2002-2003). Household gross on canvas. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John L. 

Townsend Ill. 

Jutie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portroft os Dfrty Prfncess (detai[), 2004; oil on canvas. 4~:ktand Fund. © 

2005 Julie Heffernan. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 
_U_2_d__a__t__e__L~_o__fiLe.tg__m___a_[L_A__d__d__r__e__s__s. ~nstant removal with .S_a__f~..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_Lb_e_ ~’’ f_LrLv__a__c!_[LoJj_c_~. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: Cmnpus Nike Reuse-A Shoe Program Discontinued 

Since the spring of 2009, UNC Chapel Hill has had a successful 
partnership with Nike Reuse-A-Shoe, where the Office of Waste Reduction 
and Recycling (O~,R) collected used athletic shoes and Nike recycled 
them into athletic surfaces and playgrounds Since the program’s 
inception, ~ve have collected and recycled over five tons of athletic 
shoes. 

Unfortunately, Nike has decided that it is no longer sustainable for 
them to support the collection of athletic shoes for the Reuse-A-Shoe 
program outside of their retail locations This means that UNC-CHwill 
be unable to continue the collection of athletic shoes on campus, and 
will be removing the Nike Reuse-A-Shoe bins this stammer and sending a 
final shipment to Nlke. 

OWRR is searching to find a suitable alternative program for shoe reuse 
and/or recycling for the campus community We will noti(y the campus 
when this program is in place 

In the meantime, there are two ways you can recycle your shoes through 
the Nike Reuse-A-Shoe program: 

1. Bring up to 10 pairs of shoes to any Reuse-A-Shoe collection 
location, which can be found at most U.S. Nike and Converse retail 
stores Find your closest Nike retailer here: 
http ://www.nike.com/us/en us/sl/store-locator/ 

2. You can mai[ your shoes directly to Nike’s recycling facility Nike 
cannot pay for shipping costs, and to ensure that the shipping and 
collection of shoes doesn’t negatively offset the environmental benefit 
nf recycling, we encourage you to drop offyour shoes at a collection 
point if possible. 

United States Facili~: 
Nike Grind Processing 
3552 Avenue of Commerce 
Memphis, TN 38125 

This email is sponsored by-: Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, July 19, 2013 9:46 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] Summer 2013 CCO grade rolls 

Instructor grade roll notice by listserv.doc 

To Instructors teaching smnmer 2013: 
Grade rosters will be available in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center on July 23 after 6pm. 

Final grades are due 72 hours after the scheduled final exam. 
Every registered student mnst have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 

If you are teaching a course at the 400 level or abnve, plea~ check to see if a student is at the graduate level. If so, they should be assigned a graduate grade. 

Tips for gradin~ in CormectCarolina 
¯ Check to make sure you can see your Class Rosters tbr the correct term. 

¯ Enter the grades tbr sections 990, 991,992 (you may not have students m all 3 sections). 

¯ You ~nust use the "Change Class" button to switch between sections 990, 991 & 992. 

Grading: 

¯ Enter the grades with drop-down box. Then save. 

Set the status to Ready for Review and then Save. 
¯ Change to Approved when you are ready for the final approval, then Save. 
¯ Assigning tempora~ grades see below. Complete an IN/AB Report for Assig~unent of Temporary Grade and forward to Friday Center (see attached) if 

necessary. 

¯ CCO courses cannot be taken PASS/FAIL. 
° If you need help with this process, nay office will be happy to assist you. 

Please review, the University Registrar’s grading pnlicies and procedures at: 
http:i/re#strar.unc.eduiacademic-servicesigradesireporting-gradesi 

Carol McDo~mell 
Student Services Manager 

Tempora~ Grades- 

"iN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where tfie student took the final examination but did not complete some other course requirement. The student could 

pass the course if the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed ~Ls an "F" in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is 

changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks iuto the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will revert to an 

"F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared mthin one year from the original examination. 

"AB" Must be given to a s~dent who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but migN have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is 

computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is 

not cleared by the last day of class in the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the 

grade is not cleared within one year t~om the original examination. 

"FA" Failed mid absent t?om exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate student did not attend the exam and could not pass the course regardless 
of perforn~ance on the exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended tfie course or has excessive absences in tfie course, as well as 

missing the extort. 

Changing Grades 

To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a tempora~ grade, use the Official Report of Grade Change or Change of Telnpormy Grade Foim. 

The University Registrar must receive this completed form. [TemporaD~ grades of"IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" (Absent), tmless assigned in error, are recorded 

as a part of the official record, but are not reflected on a s~mdent’s external official transcript after conversion to a ~rmaneut grade.] 

"AB" Mnst be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is 

computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergradnate students, an "AB" grade is changed automafically to an "F*" if the grade is 

not cleared by the last day of class in the next regulaJc semester. For graduate staden~s, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the 

grade is not cleared within one year ftom the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate student did not attend the exam and could not pass the course regardless 

of perform~mce on the exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as 

missing the exam. 

Changing Grades 

To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a temporary grade, use the Official Report of Grade Change or Change of Temporary Grade Form. 

The University Registrar must receive this completed form. [Te~npora~ grades of"IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" (Absent), unless assigned in error, are recorded 

as a part of the official record, but are not reflected on a s~dent’s external official transcript after conversion to a Nrmanent grade.] 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu~a>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 

email to -~a href "mailto:leave-33318529-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64ti~c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33318529- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a:, 



UNC 
TI-IE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 

CENTER FOR CONTINUIN:G EDUCATION 

July 19, 2013 

Grade rosters will be available in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center on July 23 after 6pro. 

Final grades are due 72 hours after the scheduled final exam. 
Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 

If you are teaching a course at the 400 level or above, please check to see ifa student is at the 

graduate level. If so, they should be assigned a graduate grade. 

T’~n in ConnectCarolina 

Check to make sure you can see your Class Rosters for the correct term. 
Enter the grades for sections 990, 991l, 992 (you may not have students in all 3 sections). 
You must use the "Change Class" button to switch between sections 990, 991 & 992. 

Grading: 
Enter the grades with drop-down box. Then save. 
Set the status to Ready for Review and then Save. 
Change to Approved when you are ready for the final approval, then Save. 

Assigning temporary- grades - see below. Complete an 1NiAB Report for Assignment of 
Temporary Grade and forward to Friday Center (see attached) if necessary. 

CCO courses cannot be taken PASS/FAIL. 
If you need help with this process, my office will be happy to assist you. 

Please review the University Registrar’s grading policies and procedures at: 
http:i/registrar.unc.edu/academic-services/gradesireporting-gradesi 

Carol McDonnell 
Student Services Manager 

Temporary, Grades- 

"IN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where the student took the final examination but did 
not complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the 
assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade 
is not cleared by eight weeks into the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" 
will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one 
year from the original examination. 

Student Services 800-862-5669 fax 919-962-5549 



"AB" Must be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but 
might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in 
an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the last day of class in the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively 
assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate student 
did not attend the exam and could not pass the course regardless of performance on the 
exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended the course or has 
excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 

Changing Grades 
To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a temporary grade, use the Official 

Report of Grade Change or Change of Temporary Grade Form. The University Registrar 

must receive this completed form. [Temporary grades of "IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" 

(Absent), unless assigned in error, are recorded as a part of the official record, but are not 

reflected on a student’s external official transcript after conversion to a permanent grade.] 

"AB" Must be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but 
might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in 
an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the last day of class in the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively 
assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate 
student did not attend the exam and could not pass the course regardless of performance on 
the exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended the course or has 
excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 

Changing Grades 
To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a temporary grade, use the Official 

Report of Grade Change or Change of Temporary Grade Form. The University Registrar 

must receive this completed form. [Temporary grades of "IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" 

(Absent), unless assigned in error, are recorded as a part of the official record, but are not 

reflected on a student’s external official transcript after conversion to a permanent grade.] 

Student Services 800-862-5669 lax 919-962-5549 



Notes on Contributors 

SCOTT BALCERZAK is an assistant professor of fihn arid. literature in the Department 
of English at No,hem II]i~ois University in DaKNb, IL. He is the coeditor of Cinephilia 
in the Age ~fDNi~a/ Re[)roduction: Fi/m, P/easu~.’e, and Dig#a! Culture (Wallflower 
Press, 2009) and has written a~icles on film performance for such publications as The 
Journal c~/the ~idwest .~ ~oc/ern Language Association, Post Scr~l)t, and Camera 
Obscura. 

JONATHAN P. EBURNE is Josephine Berry Weiss Early Career Professor in the 
Humanities and Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature and English at the 
Pennsylvania State Universi~. He is the author of Surrealism and the Art of Crime 
(Cornell, 2008). 

FARI~S EL-DAHDAH received his Bachelor of Fine Arts and Architecture from the 
Rhode Island School of Design (’86, ’87) as well as his Master of Architecture in Urban 
Design and Doctorate of Design from Harvard’s Graduate School of Design (’89, ’92). At 
Rice, he teaches lecture courses on the history of architecture and studios in urban design. 
He is the recipient of the Arthur W. Wheelright Traveling Fellowship and his research 
has been supported by grants from the Graham Foundation, the Canadian Center for 
Architecture, and Petrobras. Recently, he co-edited "Roberto Burle Marx: Kunst und 
Landschaften" (2009) and participated in "Tributo/~ Niemeyer" (2009). He is currently 
preparing a monograph on Lucio Costa and organizing "The Complete Works of Oscar 
Niemeyer." His essays in architectural theory have appeared in a number of periodicals, 
such as "ANY," "Architecture Magazine," "Arquitectura Viva," "Assemblage," "Cite," 
"Casabella," and "Future Anterior." E1-Dahdah is also involved with the project of 
describing and organizing archives held by the Oscar Niemeyer Foundation and Casa de 
Lucio Costa, on the board of which he serves. 

TERRI GORDON-ZOLOV is Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature at The New 
School, where she teaches courses in ethics and literature, gender studies, and the 
aesthetics of the body. She has published on the cabaret, post-war film, and performance 
art in the Third Reich, and her translation of Jean Genet’s Elle was adapted for an off- 
Broadway production in the summer of 2002. She is guest editor (with Robin Rogers) of 



the June 2010 issue of gdS~Q (Women’s Studies Quarterly) on "Citizenship" and is 
currently working on a book-length study of restorative justice. 

MAE G. HENDERSON is professor of English and Comparative Literature at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Author of innumerable articles and essays 
on African American and feminist literaol criticism and theory, pedagogy, theatre, 
popular culture, travel, Afro-diaspora, and black cultural studies, she is also co-editor 
(with E. Patrick Johnson) of Black Queer Studies: A Critical Anthology (2005), editor of 
Borders, Boundaries, and Frames (1995), and co-editor (with John W. Blassingame) of 
the five-volume Antislavet;v Newspapers and Periodicals: An Annotated Index of Letters, 
(!8!7-!871 (!980-1984). She has also edited critical editions ofNella Larsen’s Passing 
(2002) and Gayl Jones’ I~hite Rat (1991). 

SIEGLINDE LENNE teaches American Literature at the University of Freiburg. She is 
the author of Vernacular Matters" in American Literature (Palgrave, 2009), Primitivist 
Modernism: Black Culture and the Origins of Transatlantic Modernism (Oxford UP, 
1998); "Diaspora Aesthetics: Exploring the African Dispora in the Works of Aaron 
Douglas, Jacob Lawrence and Jean Michel Basquiat" Exiles, Diasporas, and Strangers 
(2007); "Du Bois: Of the Coming of John" The Oxjbrd Companion to The Souls of Black 
Folk (2008); "Liberty: A Transnational Iconpar excellence" (2009). She studied at 
Berkeley and taught at Harvard. After teaching at the John F. Kennedy Institute at the 
Free University in Berlin, she took up her current position in the English Department at 
the Albert-Ludwigs University, Freiburg where she also initiated a surmner academy on 
creative writing: The Black Forest Writing Seminars. 

JANET LYON is Associate Professor of English, Penn State University. Author of 
ManiJbstoes: Provocations of the Modern (Comell 1999), she is currently at work on The 
Pe~jbct Hostess: Sociability and Modernism, from which the essay included in this 
volume is drawn. Essays in or forthcoming from ELH, Modernism/Modernity, Yale 

Journal of Criticism, D!ffbrences, Discourse; Global Modernisms (Oxtbrd UP), 
Cambridge Companion to American Modernism (Cambridge), ~(odernism, Inc. (NYUP) 

CHARLENE REGESTER publications include the single authored African American 
Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2010 book was nominated by the press to the NAACP Image Awards), Black 
Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the 



Pittsburgh Courier and Cali[brnia Eagle Vol. II (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010) and Black 
Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the 
Chicago Defender, Afro-American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New York 
Amsterdam News, Vol. I (Jefferson: McFarland, 2002). She contributed to The Black 
Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 Volume: Cultural Life Anthology eds. 
Howard Dodson and Colin Pahner (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, New 
York Library-Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, and ProQuest 2007). 

She serves as an editorial board member of the Journal of Film and Video and her articles 
have appeared in the, Film History, Film Literature Quarterly, Journal of Film and Video, 
Popular Culture Review, Popular Music and Society, Screening Noir, Studies in 
American Culture, and The Western Journal of Black Studies among others. 

JEANNE S CHEPER is an assistant professor of Women’s Studies at the University of 
California, I~ine. Her writing has appeared in African American Review, Camera 
Obscura, Feminist Studies, and Women and Performance. Currently, her book project, 
"Moving Perfbrmances," analyzes the relationship of race and performance practices to 
the politics of mobility and subjectivity in the early twentieth century. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

survey- noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com on behalf of 

enews@genewiz.com via surveymonkey.com <member@surveymonkey.com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 2:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tell us about your research to win an iPad mini(~ and custo~nize your email preferences 

Dear Charlene B, 

As a researcher working in the Life Sciences, we have selected you to participate in a questiounaire on current developments in DNA and Genomics services. Your responses will help 
GENE~rIZ fine-tune the email content we send, providing you ~vith the most relevent updates on our service oIt’erings and promotions. 

Provide your feedback today to be entered into a raffle to win your choice one of these prizes*: 
- fl~ad miin¢~ with WiFi 
- Kindle Fire HD 
- ASUS Google Nexus 7 Tablet 32GB 
- Samsung Gala~ Tab 2 WiFi 10.1-inch 
- Smalt Phone: Google Nexus 4 Unlocked 8GB 
- A $300 Amazon corn Gift Card 

As a bonus, 10 responders who volunteer to complete a few extra questions on DNA sequencing will be selected to win their choice of one of the ]2~llowing prizes: 
- Gene Synthesis coupon for 30% ofl’the standard base pair price for one synthetic gene 
- Sanger I)NA sequencing coupon for 10 free reactions 
- Squeezable G[ffNt(WIZ Wizard stress relief tool 
- GENT~\VIZ 2GB USB flash drive 

Click this link today to win[ 
https://wwwsurvevmonkev.com/saspx?sm Aafzsbe3bGVviEinbgVhs© 3d 3d 
This link is uniquely tied your email address Please do not forward this message. 

This questionnaire consists of 6 "core" questions and then asks follow-up questions which are tailored to your specific research interests. Research applications covered are: 
- DNA chining and gene synthesis 
- Sanger DNA sequencing 
- 2/lammalian cell/tissue culture 
- Cell line authentication by STR pro:filing 
- Next Generation DNA Sequencing (NGS) 
- Cancer Research 

We look foP~,ard to hearing from you! 
Kind Regards, 
G F.NF.WIZ, Inc. 
115 Corporate Boulevard 
South Plai~iel& NJ 07080 
w~v.genewlz corn 

* Raffle details: No purchase necessary, void where prohibited. Raffle winners will be randomly selected seven days after this questionnaire is corapleted. One selected questionnaire 
respondent will win their choice of one of the following items: iPad raini, Kindle Fire HD, ASUS Google Nexus 7 Tablet 32GB, Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 WiFi 10.1-inch, Google Nexus 4 
Unlocked 8GB, $300 Amazon.corn Gift Card. 10 repondents who coraplete the optional questions on DNA Sequencing will be selected to receive their choice of one of the following items: 
30% OffGene Synthesis coupon, Sanger DNA sequencing coupon for 10 free reactions, squeezable GENEWIZ Wizard stress relief tool, 2GB USB flash drive. Some restrictions apply to 
Gene Synthesis and Sanger Sequencing coupons, see offer for details. Winners will be contacted by email. 

Please note: Kyou do not wish to receive further cmails frora us, please click the link below, and you will be automatically removed front our mailing list. 

https://w~v.sup~eymonkeycom/optout.aspx?sm Aafzsbe3bGV~jEjnbgVhsQ 3d 3d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, July 19, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Technology Development Grm~t Program 

The Vice Chancellor for Research is soliciting proposals for a pilot 
program to support efforts to move uaalicensed University technology 
borne from research towards a validated commercial product or service. 
Two competitions will be held this academic year with deadlines of 
September 1, 2013 and March 1, 2014 Most proposals will be in the 
$5,000-$30,000 range and it is expected that four to six proposals will 
be funded during each competition. 

To be eligible, the Umversi~z technology must be patentable or 
otherwise licensable as copyright or tangible propelty. Preference ~vill 
be given to projects with an identifiable GO/NO GO endpoint such that 
the Principal Investigator and Office of Teclmology Development can: 

- Fill technical gaps prior to a Patent Review Comanittee meeting or 
respond to questions raised by a Patent Review Committee, OR 
-Respond to specific questions raised by external evaluators or 
potential licensees 

Examples include establishment of proof-of-concept, construction of a 
proto~’pe, validation or reproduction in a model of commercial interest, 
preliminary safe~" testing, etc Funding may be used within the 
umversity or may be used to engage a contract partner as needed. Funds 
may not be used to fund basic science or research that is not directly 
tied to any commercial application or licensing objective, nor may funds 
be used to cover patenting costs. 

Application Procedures 

Submit a brief (2-page) proposal with separate draft budget to Jo Ann 
Gustafson in the Office of the Vice Chancellor [’or Research 
(joann gustafson@unc.edu)by September 1,2013 or March 1, 2014. The 
proposal should describe the cotranercial applications of the technology, 
licensing discussions to date, an overview of the proposed stu@, and 
how the study will directly further the Universi~"s ability to 
commercialize the technology Review teams will be constructed after 
the applications are received so that the expertise needed is 
represented, but in general, the review teams will resemble Patent 
Review Committees in their makeup Every attempt will be made to 
provide a rapid response. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

regester@ema~l.unc.edu 

Monday-, July 22, 2013 2:00 PM 

l,ast Day of Class and Final Exam 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear All Paxticipating Students: Please note that our last day of class is July 24th and your Final Exam is due July 25th. When submitting your final essay, please adhere 

to the guidelines previously provided. Keep in mind that this is your final essay so you should t~’ to produce your best work as this essay may influence your final grade 
in the course. Finally, I appreciate your candid, honest, and thoughtful remarks in the di~ussion forum. Your reslyonses indicate that you have been thinking about these 

topics and reflect your abili~ to integrate knowledge acquired over the cour~ of the summer to tbrmulate subs~ntive responses. I look tbr~vaxd to reading your final 

essay and once it has been submitted, you will receive an email ti~om me noticing you that I have oIIiciafly received the essay. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North C~:rolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM101.990.S 113" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAMi01.990.S 113. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 22, 2013 3:05 PM 

thall@shaw.edu 

FW: 2013 MURAP Conference Announcement: "Race, EflmiciU, a~d Socia] Justice in the Intemet Age" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Fred <fmuhammad@SHAWU.EDU> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emml.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 MURAP ContErence Announcement: "Race, Ethnicity, as~d Social Justice in the Intemet Age" 

Thank you!!!! 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Munday, July 22, 2013 3:10 PM 
To: Hall, Fred 
Subject: FW: 2013 MU~/kP Conference Armouncement: "Race, Ethnici~, and Social A~stice in the Internet Age" 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Munday, July 22, 2013 3:04 PM 

To: Ihall@sha~v.edu 
Subject: FW: 2013 Nfr~rR_AP Conference Ammuncement: "Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice in the Internet Age" 

From: Samanthis Smalls [sqs3@duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 12:15 PM 
To: ccc-student-faculty@listserv uric edu; McCurley, Megan Andrea; Reavis, Allison; redick@unc edu; 2mdersun, Barbara S; Winfurd, Brandon Kyron Lenzie; Rybarc~k, Brian J; Faisun, 
Christopher D; Jacksun, Fatimah LC.; geethav@unc.edu; Moure, James Gregg; Eierce, Jackie; Jordan, Joseph F; Blau, Judith; Campbell, l.arty; King, l.arp), D; Lerea, l.eslie S; Taylur, 
Lorraine C; Williams, l.yneise E; mclamber@unc.edu; Willis, Rachel; Cullier, Shauna D; Reznick, Steve; Estroff, Sue E; Bosley, Will; Andrews, William L; Thurntun, Brendan Jamal; Regester, 
Charlene B; Price, Charles R; Struman, Deborah I.; Watts, Eric King; McNeil, Genna Rae; Williams, Heather A: Coleman, James; Buoth, Karen M; Berger, Michele T; Rutledge Fisher, 
R ebecka; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Rucker, Walter (2; Smith, t Jolly A; Junes, Marina Sabine; Murtell. Patrick: Guudlett. Clarissa: Murphey-Bruwn, Rachael A; 
Deburah Wahl@duke edu; teray@ncsu.edu; jrwyatt@uncg edu; Flinn-Juhnsun, Lauren; Nublit, George W; Stone, Lynda; Araki, Ku×ue; Rafferty, Rachel Marie; Steele, Jane; Mitchell, 
Denise; valerie wade; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden; Natalie Gwishiri; Kyera Singleton; Byrd, Brandon; Munley, Seana 
Cc: Perelmuter, Rusa; Murap 
Sut~iect: 2013 MURAP Conference Announcement: "Race. Ethnicity and Social Justice in the Intemet Age" 

Dear Faculty, Staff; MURAP A[’filiates, and Members ufthe Carulina and Neighboring Cummunity, 

The Muore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Prugram (MXJRAr, faculty, cuhurt, and staff curdially invite you tu our 2013 Conference, "Race, t:.thnicity, and Sucial Justice in the [nternet 

Age" 

19th Annual MURAP Conference Annuuncement 
Thursday and Friday, July 25-26, 2013 
9:00am -5:00pm 
Each year, the Muore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) culminates with an academic cunference. Invited scholars and select students present their research and 
engage with the entire student cuhort, faculty mentors, al umni, academic comanunity and the general public. This year’s program features three panels uf distinguished scholars, 
presentations from cmrent MURAP student scholars, and a MURAP almnni panel (please see attached conference schedule). 
Conference events will be held in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, on the campus of the Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The event is free and 
open to the public. 
ML~¢P aims to increase the number of ethnically diverse Pt~Ds in the social sciences, hunranities, and fine arts in the United States. Student fellows participate in an intensive ten-week 
prograru in which they are paired ~vith faculty mentors to develop a research project. The students attend weekly GRE review sessions and various workshops that prepare them for the 
rigors of graduate school. The progranr’s objective is to aid students in developing graduate-level work and proficiency and to encourage them to apply to graduate school in the target 
areas upon graduation. 
We are veW excited about our 2013 conference, which will address the various ways racially and ethnically diverse groups have used, and continue to use, the internet to effect social, 
political, and institutional change. We hope you will join us for two days of stinmlating presentations and thoughtful discussion. 
Samanthis Smalls, Conference Coordinator 
Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Prograru (MURAP) 
(919)962-6811 
sqs3@duke, edu<mailto:sqs3,@,duke.edu> 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, July 22, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Continuing Ed Fall Classes, Pop Docs Screening, First Book Prize Countdown, Student Videos 

[ ~:N ~: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

REGISTRATION OPEN FOR FALL 2013 CONTiNUiNG ED CLASSES 

Continuing Education students at work 

CDS offers Continuing Education classes in photography, film/video, audio, narrative 

writing, and other creative media for adults who are interested in learning or continuing to 

do their own documentary work. Registration is now open for fall 2013, with a number of 

established and new classes on offer (some online), including The Audio Postcard, 

Introduction to iPhoneography, Writing Documentary Nonfiction, Directing Your 

Documentary, Digital Camera Craft, and Documentary Street Photography, among many 

others. 

For class descriptions and schedules, and to register, go to cdscourses.orq. 

POP DOCS SCREENING / One=Night Only for Acclaimed Doc on Photographer G regory 

Crewdson 

Wednesday, August 7, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building / American 

Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

"Untitled (Ophelia)" by Gregory Crewdson from the Twilight series 



Pop-up screening! Our colleagues at the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival continue 

their program of year-round events with a special screening of director Ben Shapiro’s 

Gregory Cre~vdson: Brief Encounters. (Click link to view trailer.) 

An acclaimed photographer with the eye of a filmmaker, Gregory Crewdson’s meticulously 

composed, large-scale images are beautifully haunting narratives of small-town American 

life--moviescapes crystallized into a single frame. Staged with crews that rival many feature 

film productions, Crewdson’s photographs are inspired as much by his own dreams and 

fantasies as by the worlds of Alfred Hitchcock, David Lynch, Edward Hopper, and Diane 

Arbus. Shot over a decade with unprecedented access, Shapiro’s film bares the artist’s 

process--and it’s as mesmerizing as the images themselves.There will be a Q&A with the 

multi-talented Shapiro following the screening, who will be in Durham as a visiting 

instructor for one of our Audio Documentary Institutes. 

The screening is FREE and open to the public, seating is limited and first come, fLrst served. 

Doors open thLrty minutes prior to showtime. For information on parking, click here. 

2012 FIRST BOOK PRIZE COUNTDOWN CONTINUES / Spotlight on 2006 Winner Danny 

Wilcox Frazier 

Sale Barn Cafe, Kalona, 2005. Photograph by Danny Wilcox Frazier. 

In anticipation of the publication of 2012 CDS!Honickman First Book Prize in Photocjraphy 

winner Gerard H. Gaskin’s Legendary, we’re taking a look back at previous winners of this 

prestigious biennial prize, which offers, among other things, publication of a book of 

photography. 

This month, it’s freelance photographer and filmmaker Danny Wilcox Frazier, chosen as the 

2006 prizewinner by Robert Frank, one of America’s most influential photographers. The 

native Iowan’s black-and-white photographs in Driftfess: Photoc~raphs from Iowa show a 

changing Midwest of vanishing towns and transformed landscapes in the wake of failing 

rural economies and a vast exodus of people, resources, and services, taking viewers into 

the lives of the individuals who stayed behind and continued to live there Frazier’s Driftless 

was a New York Photo Award finalist for Best Photography Book of the Year and was 

featured in photo-eye, Photo District News, and Lens, the New York Times photo biog. 

In 2012, Deborah Willis selected Gerard H. Gaskin to win the latest prize in this important 

series celebrating American photography Gaskin’s book, Legendary: Inside the House 

Ballroom Scene, will be co-published in fall 2013 by the Center for Documentary Studies 

and Duke University Press, and an exhibit of his work will be on view at CDS. 

WATCH FOOD=THEMED DOCS ONLINE I Shorts by Continuing Ed and High School 

Students 

Still from Beef Is in My Blood by Cynthia Boteler and Angela Brockelsby: Bull City Burger and Brewery 

owner Seth Gross 

Each student in the recent Documentary Video Institute, offered every summer through our 

Continuing Education program, produced a video on the local food scene--this year’s 

theme The short documentaries were screened at the new Full Frame Theater in 

downtown Durham; click here to viewthem online 



Also available online: Food on Four Wheels, a documentary about two local food trucks 

produced, directed, edited, and shot by high school students in the Full Frame Documentary 

Film Festival’s annual School of Dec. Click her~e to view. 

NEW SUMMER 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online: 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the summer issue include an inte~Mew with 

outgoing CDS director Tom Rankin, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival award winners, 

a tribute to the first graduating class of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program, and more 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

UPCOMING EVENT 

Wednesday, August 7, 7 pm I Pop Docs screening of Gregory Crewdson: Brief Encounters / 

Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building /American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-October 5, 2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs 

from Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/!docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#on e-place 

April 26-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 20!3 / University Gallery, Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/!docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 / Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vita! 

Past I Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:lldocumentar~,studies.duke.edu!exhibitslcurrent-exhibits#hidden 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Porch http://w~/w.cdsporch 

Friends ofCDS http:l/documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

"fc:. D.:;curr ;l;~rv St ~ ~ I Duke :J v s~ly ...~].7~.~(,~ ............... , 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~vard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday-, July 22, 2013 7:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

What kind of future are you going to design? 

Dear Friend of Graduate Education at Carolina: 

What kind of future are you going to design? 

Carolina doctoral alumnus and best-selling author Dan Ariely asked new doctoral graduates this question in May. 

And truly, this is what Carolina graduate students are working toward every day: designing a better future. 

Learn more about UNC graduate students and hear Dr. Ariely’s Doctoral Hooding address in the Grad School News. 

What kind of future are you designing or have you designed within your career? Please share your thoughts with newsletter editor Deb Saine. 

Many thanks, 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson 

Dean, The (haduate School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

View the summer 2013 Graduate School newsletter. 

::N:: UNC Graduate School 

You are receiving this email because you are a graduate alumnus or alumna of UNC-Chapel Hill or a donor!friend of The Graduate School. 

Not interested? Unsubscribe. 
The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 4010, 200 Bynum Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: Ssanautec Antivims End of Life - July 30, 2013 

As announced previously, in response to customer t?edback about Symantec 
antlvirus software and the changing needs of the University, the 
decision has been made to change vendors for ant~virus software. To 
comply wit2a the L~NC-Chapel Hill license agreement with Symantec, all 
UNC-Chapel Hill-provided Symantec antivirus software MUST be removed 
from all computing devices (sel-,zers, laptops and desktops) before the 
Symantec license expires on August 1, 2013 Furthermore - Access to the 
Symantec servers will be blocked on July 30, 2013, per our contractual 
obligations to stop using the product 

For personally owned devices, Information Technology Services (ITS) has 
tested and recommends some free options that are available from the 
Shareware site at shareware unc.edu. The recon~mended software is free 
to all UNC-Chapel Hill students, faculty and staff and can be retained 
on your personally-owned device even after you leave UNC-Chapel Hill. 

The recommended anuvirus product [’or Windows devices is: 
* Microsoft Security Essentials 
* 

https://h elp unc.edu/help/mi~ration-~]~om-symantec-t o-microsoft-antivirus/ 
The recommended antlvirus product for Apple Macintosh devices is: 
* ClamX Antivirus 
* https://help.unc edu~,help/clamx-antivirus/ 

If you have any questions or encounter any problems as you make this 
antivirus switch, please cal[ 962-HELP ~2~r assistance. 

For university owned/managed computers, users should contact their 
departmental IT support staff for any questions regarding this 
transition. If you do not know who your departmental IT support person 
is, or if your unit does not have a departmental IT support person, 
please call 962-HELP [’or information about what you need to do [’or this 
transiti on 

UNC-Chapel Hill is transitioning to Microsoft System Center Endpoint 
Protection (SCEP) For Windows and Mac devices. Please refer to the 
following document for further information regarding how migration of 
antivirus so~ware is being handled. 
http :i/help.unc. edu&elp/what-is-the-universits~s-recomraended-anti-virus-software 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely-, 

Ramon Padilla Jr. 
Associate Vice Chancellor, 
Deputy Chief Information Officer, 
And Intcrim Information Security Officer 

This email is sponsored by: Irffom~ation Technology Services 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 22, 2013 9:35 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORM;’kTIONAL: Stress & Pain Mauagement Courses Offered Fall 2013 

Are you looking tbr a ne~v way to deal with stress, anxiety, pain, and 
difficult interactions with others? 

Do you want to learn how to slow down and enjoy yotu- life? 

Mindfulness can make a difference’. 

The L~,-C Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-body awareness that will teach you how 
to slow dowr~ and set priorities while remaining calm, focused and 
relaxed in the midst of a busy litE. These practices will enhance your 
body’s natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind’s 
clarity- and insight. 

This program Jk~llows Jon Kabat-Zinn’s model and is offered by the 
Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical Medicine 
& Rehabilitation). 

For detailed information about our basic foundation courses, visit the 
Program on Integrauve Medicine website at 

http://www.med u nc.edu/phyrehab/pim/mind~h~ness-pro~ram/basic-foundation-course-mind~u~ness-based-stress-reducti~n 

UPCO,V2ING FP, LL 2013 FOUNDATK)N MIND}:ULNESS COURSES: 

1) TtIUR SDAY EVI{N’[NGS, 6:00pro-8:30pro, begirming S EPTEMBER 5 (required 

orientation) through NOVEMBER 7, 2013 (skipping Halloween), taught by 

Paula tIuffman at Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social World) 

2) t:RIDAY MORN[N(IS, 10:00am-12:30pm, beginning SEPTEMBER 5 (required 
orientation on T~tURSDAY EVENING) through NOVI{,V2[3ER 1, 2013 taught by 
Paula tIuffman at Chapel ttill Doctors Integrative Health (;enter 

For information about upcoming course schedules, tuition, and tuition 
reductions for research parucipation, visit our website at 
http://www med.unc edu~,phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program To register for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the registration form 
at the link above as welh 

Questions? Contact the Program by phone at 919-966-8586 or by email at 
mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitaiton 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, July 22, 2013 9:58 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FOI~v!AL NOTICE: Voice Mail Message Waiting Indicator after a power outage 

All, 

Power outages occulted over the weekend at some UNC campus locations 
which are listed at the bottom of this email. As a reminder, power 
outages do impact the Message Waiting Indicator (M~VI) on Voice over IP 
(VolP) phones This is due to the fact that the VolP phones will reboot 
when po~ver is returned following a po~ver loss, and a reboot resets the 
Message Waiting Indicator light 

Where or when a power outage occurs, it is recommended that customers 
with a VoIP phone check for new voice mail messages and contact our 
office to reset your MW-I if you notice that your indicator light is not 
functioning properly. We can be reached via a Remedy ticket that can be 
submitted at 962-[IELP, or, www.help unc.edu. 

Note that this applies only to customers with a VoIP phone - legacy 
Centrex phones do not apply. 

Additional information on Message Waiting Indicator lights on VoIP 
phones can be found on our website at: its.unc.eduivoip 

UNC Campus locations that experienced a power outage this weekend are: 

Avery, Boshamer Baseball Stadium, Carmichael Auditorium, Center [’or 
Dramatic Art, Cobb, Eddie Smith Indoor Track, Eugene (i. Anderson Stadium 
(Women’s Softball Field), Everett, Fetzer Field, General Admin Annex, 
General Admin Bldg, ttenp)~ Stadium @’ield Hockey), ttooker Fields, Jackson 
Hail, Knapp - Saunders, McCaskill Soccer, Na~5~" Field, Parker, Paul Green 
Theatre, Quail Hill (Chancellor’s Residence), Quail ttill Cottages, 
Stacy, Stalling-Evans Sports Medicine Ctr, Teague, TV/Sat Truck Service 
Fetzer Fld, Van ttecke - Wettach, Van Hecke - Wettach Addition 

Thank you, 

Cheri Beasley 
IT Manager 
ITS - Communication Technologies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919.962.3800 (office) 
919.616.5535 (cell) 
CheriBeaslcy@unc. edu 

This email is sponsored by: Irffom~ation Technology Services 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Director, Caxolina Setninars Program 

Director, Carolina Seminars Program 

This is an internal search open only to current faculty members at The 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill The position is a 
secondary administrative appointment for a full-time faculty member. 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks a UNC-Chapel Hill 
faculty member to lead the Carolina Seminars Program 
(http:/i~vw~v.carolinaseminars.unc.edu), a campus-wide initiative 
established in 1990 through a generous gift from the Massey and 
Weatherspoon families. The mission of the Program is to bring scholars 
together from different departments and schools to study complex 
problems and issues, bridge disciplinary boundaries, and enrich academic 
discourse Its ~2~unders intended "[t]o bring into being a new 
~nstrument for interdisciplinary thought, cross-fertilization, stu@, 
discussion, and intellectual interchange without infringing or violating 
existing disciplinary structures; to make that instrument as 
spontaneous, self-starting, appropriately self-destructing, and 
self-governing as possible; to operate it as economically as possible; 
and to provide for it, where it succeeds, a path to growth." 

Professor R~el W. ~I}!son, Jr was the founding Director of the Carolina 
Seminars Program, which offered five Seminars in its first year. In 
1997, Professor James L Peacock became Director of the Program and 
gradually increased the number of Seminars to more than twenty annually 
Since 1995, the Carolina Seminars Program also has administered the 
Douglass Hunt Lecture program, which sponsors public lectures and events 
and which draws audiences fi’om the campus, local communities, and 
beyond. 

The Carolina Seminars Program annually solicits proposals for Seminars, 
which are required to meet a minimum of six times per academic year and 
maintain a high level of meaningful participation by seminar members. 
Seminar conveners submit a report of their activities in the spring each 
year and at that time may apply for continued funding for the following 
year. ~Ihe seminars draw speakers and participants fi’om UNC-Chapel tliH, 
other system schools, and colleges and universities across the state and 
nation and occasionally the globe. 

The Director of the Carolina Seminars Program will provide: 

1 .intellectual leadership in encouraging interdisciplinary examination 
of critical issues, soliciting proposals for new Seminars, assessing the 
value and contributions of the Seminars, and aligning the Serainars with 
the goals of the Academic Plan, and 
2.achninistrative leadership in publicizing the Program, administering 
the Douglass Hunt Lecture series, working with the half-time Program 
staff meraber, and deploying the financial resources of the Program. 

The Carolina Seminars directorship is a part-time secondary 
administrative appointment for a full-time faculty member. The Director 
reports to the Vice Provost for Acaderaic Initiatives and prepares and 
transmits an annual budget and annual assessrnnnts of the Program’s and 
Director’s activities. Appointmunt to this part-time adrainistrative 
leadership position is at-will. Compensation is in the form of an 
adrainistrative supplement to the base departmuntal salary. 

To apply, submit a letter of application and cv through the following 
website: http:i/www.unc.edu/provost/searches.htrah Nominations and 
inquiries may be made to Lyrm Blanchard, Carolina Seminars Search 
Conm~ittee Chair, blanchard@~mc.edu, (919) 843-7568. Deadline to apply 
is September 15, 2013 Review of applications will begin on September 
16,2013 Anticipated start date is Janual2,’ 1, 2014. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is actively committed to 
diversity. We strongly encourage applications from women, minorities and 
individuals with disabilities. The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Excecutive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Joe Brown <joe@STARSDO~VNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:43 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Reminder: (kad Studeut Events at UFVA Conference! 

Reminder! 

ETVA GRAD STL,~3ENT MEMBERS! 

If you’re attending the conference this year and would like to meet 
other grad student attendees while also learning how to get the most out 
of the conference consider the following t~vo events: 

1.) "Grad Students: How to Conference," 7:00 pm presentation on Tuesday 
July 30th (the night before the conference officially starts). Location, 
Marion Knott Studios 118. 

2.) "Grad Student ivlixer," 8:00 pm on Tuesday July 30th, "The District 
Lounge" at 223 West Chapman Ave http://www.thedistrictloun~eoran~e cure/ 

Hupe to see yuu all there[ 

Jue Bro*vn, MFA, MA 
Prufessiunal-In-Residence 
Diederich Cullege of Connnunicatiun 
Marquette University 
j oseph bruwn @marquette edu 

Stars Duwn to Earth Fihns 
j ue@starsduwntuearthfilms, corn 
763-360-8340 

University’ Film & Video Associatiun 
Board Member (2012-2014) 

Website: www.starsdowntoearthfilm s.com 

Blugs at: www.classlessthefihn.com /www greenearthcinema cum 

This list at AU can be subscribed tu by sending the folluwing message to listserv@listsep<american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~ first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listset~z@listselw.american.edu: 

signoff LT’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Joe Brown <joe@STARSDOWNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:21 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

2013 UFVA Graduate Studeut Fellowship Recipients! 

2013 Fellows Bios.pdf 

UFVA Members, 

’]7he UFVA Board of Directors is happy to present the 2013 UFVA Graduate 
Student Fellowship recipients! Please see the attached bio sheet to 
learn about this year’s feHowst 

Please also mark your calendars and consider attending the "UFVA Grad 
Student Fellows Creative Work & Research Presentation" on Wednesday, 
July the 31 st, at 1:30 pm (panel 3e) in room 121. 

Finally, keep this fellowship opportunity in mind when interacting with 
grad students at your home institutions. 

Additional information about the fellowship follows: 

The annual UFVA Grad Student Fellowship provides ]financial support for 
graduate students interested in attending the UF VA conference. The 
fellowship is meant to provide professional development opportunities 
for current graduate students working in the areas of media, :film, and 
production studies The fellowship is led by a UFVA board member and 
features a series of"fellows only" programs designed to further each 
fellow’s knowledge of media education, media production, and careers 
within higher education. Fellows gain inspiration, career furthering 
experiences, mentorship, and connections Fellows receive: registration, 
lodging in a shared dorm room, meals, and both a picnic and banquet 
ticket for the summer conference. 

Joe Brown, MFA, MA 
Professional-In-Residence 
Diederich College of Coramtmication 
Marquette University 
j oseph.v.br oxvn@marquett e.edu 

Stars Down to Earth Filras 
j oe@star sdowntoearttffihns, corm 
763-360-8340 

Univcrsity Fihn & Video Association 

Board Member (2012-2014) 

Website: www.starsdoxvntoeartl-dilms.com 

Blogs at: waa,w, classlessthefihn.com / xvwxv.greeneatthcinema.cor~ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to listserv@listser~,,.american.edu: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

DanielTemas@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:37 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Resea:rch Study for Irritable Bowel Syndrome 

RESE~/MRCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for IBS-D Stud?’ 

- Have you been diagnosed ~vith diarrhea predominant irritable bowel 
syndrome? 

If yes, then you may be eligible to participate in a research stu@ 
investigating the retreatment of Rifaximin in individuals with IBS-D 
You must be 18 years or older and ~villing to participate up to 51 weeks. 

You 1nay receive: 
* Investigational stu@ medication for IBS at no cost to you 
* Study-related care at no cost to you from a UNC Chapel Hill 
gastroenterology, doctor 
* Compensation for your time and travel up to $2200 

If you are interested in participating or want to ]earn more about this 
study and other studies, please call the study coordinator, Daniel 

Temas, at 919 -843 - 1003 or email Dan ie] Temas@med un c edu 

Thank you :[’or your interest in our stu~d.y! 

A Study to Assess Repeat Treatment F,[’ficacy and Safety of Rifaximin 550 
mg T]D in Subjects with Irritable Bowel Syndrome with Diarrhea (IBS-D) 
IRB #12-1336 
Submission approved by Compass IRB on 5/22/13 

This email is sponsored by: School of Medicine, Division of 
Gastroenterology and Hepato]ogy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

sgoto@email.tmc,edu 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Reseaxch participm~ts needed for The Effects of an Acute Integrative Therapeutic 

The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a 
research study to examine louver extremity movement and loading patterns 
in healthy young adults (between the ages of 18-26) before and after a 
brief exercise intervention. More specifically, leg flexibility and 3D 
movement patterns ~vill be assessed before and after instruction you on 
how to perform certain exercises Additionally, a taping inter~ention 
will also be performed to assess how it may alter movement. 

Two separate visits to the Spolts 2vledicine Research Laboratow would be 
required The first is a screening session to determine if you meet the 
inclusion criteria (15 minutes). Two measurements would be taken that 
will determine if you meet the requirements. Then a second session would 
be necessary for data collection (2 hours). The data collection session 
includes performing a variety of flexibili~" assessments as well as 3D 
motion analysis The motion analysis component includes a variety of 
very sport specific exercises, including squats, lunges, j ump landings, 
and single leg cutting. 

If you or someone you know meets the criteria ~2~r participation, please 
contact one of the investigators for more information and scheduling. 
EIigibiIi~" criteria ~2~r this research study are as follows: 

Inclusion Criteria: 
*Between the ages of 18-26 years old 
*Prior experience phying sports (high school, collegiate) that 
~ncorporate jumping, cutting, pivoting, side-stepping movements such 
as 
~n soccer, basketball, lacrosse, ~botball, etc. 
*Currendy physically active 

o30 minutes of moderate level physical activdy (running, 
sports) at 
least 3 times per week 

*No history of lower extremdy surgery 
*No musculoskeletal injury within the past 6 months that limited 
physical activity for more than 2 days 

Additional eligibility criteria are determined during the initial 
15-minute screening session 
Contact Information for additional irfformation about this research study 
is below. 

Rebecca Begalle, MS, ATC 
Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 
Departrnent of Exercise and Sport Science 

Phone: (919) 962-7187 
Email: rbegalle@email.unc.edu 

Shiho Goto, MA, ATC 
Neuromuscular Research Laboratory 
Departrnent of Exercise and Sport Science 

Phone: (919) 843-2014 
Email: sgoto@email.anc.edu 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Email: demique@live.unc, edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB # 13-2013) was approved by the Office of Human Research 
Ethics Biornedical Institutional Review Board on 

This email is sponsored by: EXSS 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ;vant to receive mass email. To set your reformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

aspire@unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Do you kmow a child who takes medication to help with his or her behavior? 

The ASPIRE Research program at the UNC-Chapel Hill’s Depar~nent of 
Psychiat~’ is looking for research study participants who: 
&#61607; Are 8-19 years old, 

&#61607; Are currently taking 
*Zyprexa 
*Seroquel 
*Risperdal. 
*Geodon. 
*Abilify 
*Saphris. 
*Fanapt 
*Latuda. 
*Invega 
*Symbyax. 

&��61607;    AND have gained weight while taking one of these medicines. 

We are looking at three different ways in order to reduce weight gain 
that is associated with these ~pes of medicines Research sturdy 
pamcipation will last up to 7 months 

All study-related evaluations and treatments are provided at no cost to 
participants. 
Compensation for participation is also provided SubJects would earn a 
minimum of $375 for completing the entire research study. 

If you are a doctor and think one of your patients might be eligible, 
please let them know about this research study. 

If you are a parent and you think this research study may be appropriate 
for your child, please contact us. 

For more infonnatinn: 
ASPIRE Research Hothne (1-800-708-0048) 
Email us at aspire@unc.edu. 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 3/11/2013 for 
IRB#08-1082 Improving Metabolic Parameters of Antipsychotic Child 
Treatment-Multi-site Study (IMPACT-MS) 
PI: Lin Sikich, _’viE) 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ferfility@mc.edu 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy women ueeded for pregnm~cy research stu@! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for sturdy activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at w~v.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Assault Reported On Campus 

Timely Warning: Assault Reported On Campus 

The UNC Department of Public Safe~ is investigating a report of an assault with sexual motives that occurred around 8:15 a.m. Thursday, July 25, at Carroll Hall on the UNC campus The 
victim, a female U~,~’C student, was walking from the intersection of Cameron Avenue and South Columbia Street when she noticed she was being follo~ved by an umdentified black male. The 
suspect is described as an early 20 year old thin black male, with shoulder length dreadlocks, medium complexion, wearing a black, red and ~vhite baseball cap with a royal blue "skull cap" 
underneath. He was also wearing long dark basketball shorts, dark short sleeved T-shirt, with a royal blue "two string" back pack The victim also reported that the suspect may have been 
wearing neon in color ear-buds Upon entering Can-oil Hall, the victim stated the suspect came from behind and "forcefully slapped" her on the buttocks. The suspect then fled the building 
last seen heading north toward South Road. 

UNC Police are asking anyone with information about this incident, please call UNC Police Department at 919-843-6165 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942- 
7515 Calls are confidentia 1 and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at www crimestoppers-chcunc, org. 

UNC Police also shared this information with the Chapel Hill Police Department. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~ through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www.a lertcarolina.uaac.edu~’~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOI~Yf ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cel[ phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti[~,! you That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Umversity’s 
Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 9:48 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Inti)rmational Message ti~om Ale(t Carolina: Police file charges for sexual battery 

Informational Message from Alert Carolina: Police file charges for sexual batter?- 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The U2XTC Department of Public Safety has charged a non-UNC student, Dontay Awt*vanne Rone, 20, of Chapel Hill, with two counts of sexual battery 

The first offense occurred June 20 at roughly 9:26 am when a female student *vas touched on her buttocks after being follo*ved tlcom Franklin Street to the Paul Green Theater on campus 

The second offense occurred at roughly 8:15 a.m. July 25. The victim, a female UNC stu dent, was walking from the intersection of Cameron Avenue and South Columbia Street *vhen she was 
allegedly followed by the suspect and assaulted by being touched on her buttocks when she went inside Can-oll Hall. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safe~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:25 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Hollywood Repolter/Jtme 1966 (Locating a fihn review for A Man Called Adam 
Loan Author: 
TN:     1940143 

The item that you requested has al~cived 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Libralw-. 

THE DL~ DATE IS 8/20/2013 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? No 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It~; S/SPECIAL INS ~I~[~ 17,,12 T[ONS: 

1966) starring Sarmny Davis Jr.) 

RENI{WAL S MAY B E [L[gQUESTED VIA THE ONLINE [L[gQUEST S YSTEM. 

Logon to your account, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" option and follow the instructions. 

ILB Stall" 

Interlibra~ Borrowing 
Monday-[~’riday 9 AM-5 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

IVFstudy@unc.edu 

Friday, July 26, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: Are you and your pa~tner having trouble getting pregnant and considering IVF? 

UNC Feltility Clinic is ~vorking on a research study for infertile 
couples who are considering IVF to help them conceive. Qualifying 
couples will receive an IVF cycle at a discounted rate 

Study Details: 
*    You and your partner will have a consultation appointment with a 
physician in our I~,~’C Fertility- Clinic to determine if you are a good 

candidate for IVF and for this stud?-. Note that this visit is considered 
part of routine medical care 
* Female partner must be <41 years old to participate in this study. 
* If you (your partner) are a good candidate for the stud,v, you will 
undergo an IVF cycle with ovarian stimulation and egg retrieval, with 
the same methods that we routinely use for IVF 
*    For the study, we will divide the eggs ~nto two groups - hall!will be 
fertilized immediately, and the other half will be fi-ozen and 
immediately thawed, and then fertilized. We will perform an embryo 
transfer using embryos derived from the freeze/thaw cycle 
*    Note that couples planning IVF with an egg donor may qualify for the 
study as well. Female partner must be <48 years old in IVF cycles with 
an egg donor. 

Benefits of parucipation: 
*    Enrolled couples will receive an I’~~" cycle at a discounted cost. 

To learn if you (your partner) would quali[~y for this study, call us for 
a consultation appointment at (919-%6-1150) or send an email to 
(IVFstudy@unc.edu) with your name, phone number and times that you can 
be reached. We will not share your email address with anyone outside of 
the study 

The principal investigator 12~r this stndy, "Clinical evaluation of egg 
cryopreservation", is Jennifer Mersereau, MD, Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecolog3~, University of North Carolina This study has received 
approval from the UNC Biomedical Institntional Review Board on 
12/16/2010, study # 10-1911. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Obstetrics and (3yneunlogy, 
University of North Carolina 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

UNC.Infant.Research@unc.edu 

Sunday, 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Infant EEG Research Study 

$40 Infant EEG Research Stud?- - 18 months and under. 

If you would like for your infant to participate in an EEG research 
study, please click on the link below 
http ://clipper.med unc.edu/phv/healthyvohmteers forml.cfin <--Click to 
begin and choose CIDD for the interested stu@’. 

The purpose of this research study is to investigate the use of 
electroencephalograph (EEG) in localizing regions of the human brain 
activated by visual and audito~z stimuli in infants. We ~vould like to 
study brain regions that are activated during various attention 
functions, decision making, and their developmental changes. 

For more iN2~rmation about our research lab, please visit our sites. 
http://www.cidd.unc.edu/Re~istrv/and http://www.nirl.unc edu/proiectsi 

nirl.unc@gmail com 
919966.9987 

UNC Biomedical IRB# 12-0816 
Approval Date 

This email is sponsored by: The Carolina Institute :[’or I)evelopmenta[ 
Disabilities at UNC 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Novotny Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 10:06 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Chapter 

Hi Charlene, 

Most definitel!! I’ll keep an eye out for your piece in a few weeks. 

Thanks much, 

Novotny 

On Mon, Jul 29, 2013 at 8:04 AM, Regester, Charlene B ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Novotny: Yes, will do but please give me a few weeks because currently I have just completed summer school and I am now in a rush to meet some other deadlines. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Chapter 

Hi Charlene, 

I apologize tbr being out of touch for so long. I finally had the opportuni~ to go back to your chapter and I really need tbr you to scale it down. At over 16,000 

words the piece is almost twice the word length (6,500 words including notes and bibliography). Given the scope of the piece I can work with you a bit on the 

length. If you could shorten it to between 7,000 and 7,500 words and send that draft I would greatly appreciate it. Thanks in advance. 

N ovotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Department of Radio, Television, & Digital Media 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

t:~x: 618.453.6982 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Department of Radio, Television, & Digital Media 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University-Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

tax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

prcboxoltice@unc.edu 

Monday, July 29, 2013 11:16 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: PlayMakers Offers Specia] FacultyiStatt’Discount Buy One, Get One 50% Off 

PlayMakers Repertory Company offers a special Facul~z/Staff discount on 
single tickets to all performances, but for 48 hours only, L~,-C Faculty 
and Staff can purchase One ticket at the Facul~iStaff discounted price 
and get another at 50% offthe Ihll price. This special offer is only 
available July 29 & 30. 

Our 2013/14 season includes Grarmny winner Loudon Waimvright III, 
Broadway hit THE MOL~x,~AINTOP, Tony-wilming Sondheim musical ASSASSINS, 
provocative storyteller Mike Daisey and much more! 

For more il~formation, visit 
http ://v~vw plavmakersrep.or~/tickets/faqstaft~isc 

To purchase, please call our Box Office at 919.962.PLAY (7529). 

This email is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]k~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33353286-65755493@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:17 PM 

a~iican- and- a~o- an~erican- studi es- thcul~ <afiican- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu>; Erteschik, ElaJme <elainee@email.unc.edt~- 

[a1"rican- and-afro-american- studies- faculty] [all-college- faculty] IAH Welcome Back Reception Aug. 22; Fall Dates and Deadlines 

The enclosed information is being sent on behalf of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with an information 

copy to administrative managers. 

### 

IAH Fall Dates and Deadlines 

August 22 - IAH Welcome Back Reception 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities invites all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences to ring in the fall semester with a faculty reception and welcome 

back party. Join us Thursday, August 22, from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Hyde Hall University Room for a light reception and help us welcome Chancellor Carol Folt and 

Provost Jim Dean. RSVPs are not required. 

More info: http:!/iah.unc.edt,/events/calendar!20:[3/welcomereception2013 

September 4 -lAB Grants Mentoring Workshop 

UNC faculty preparing grant proposals in the arts, humanities and qualitative social sciences are invited to attend a Grants Mentoring Workshop led by the Institute 

for the Arts and Humanities on Wednesday, Sept. 4 (with a follow-up session on Wednesday, Sept. 11), from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in Hyde Hall. If you will attend, please 

RSVP to Bryan Koen (bkoep~emaiLunc.edu) by Wednesday, Aug. 28. 

More info: http:!/iah.unc.eduievents/calendar!2013igrantsworkshop 

September 6 - Deadline for National Endowment for the Humanities 2013 Summer Stipend 

NEH Summer Stipends support individuals working full-time on a humanities project at any stage of development by providing $6,000 for two consecutive months 

of full-time research and writing. Faculty members teaching full-time at colleges and universities must be nominated by their institutions to apply for a summer 

stipend. At UNC-Chapel Hill, the Institute for the Arts and Humanities’ Faculty Advisory Board serves as the nominations committee. 

More info: http://iah.unc.edu/events/calendar/2013/nehsummer20:[4 

September 16- Deadline for 2014 King’s College Fund Proposals 

UNC faculty and graduate students from participating units may apply to the King’s College Fund for support for projects and collaborative events that advance the 

relationship between UNC and KCL. This program is supported by the Dean’s Office, the IAH and participating departments and programs in the College of Arts and 

Sciences. All proposals should be approved by the Chair of the faculty/graduate students’ department or curriculum. 

More info: http:!/iah.unc.edu/events/calendar/20:13/KCL2014 

September 26 - Deadline for 2014 Frederick Burkhardt Residential Fellowship 

The IAH announces for the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) the Frederick Burkhardt Residential Fellowships for Recently Tenured Scholars, supported 

by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. These fellowships support long-term, unusually ambitious projects in the humanities and related social sciences that will 

result in a major piece of scholarly work by the applicant. Burkhardt Fellowships support an academic year of residence at any one of the national residential 

research centers participating in the program and provide a stipend of ~75,000. UNC will provide the successful applicant an additional semester of paid leave as an 

IAH Fellow. 

More info: http:!/iah.unc.edu/events/calendar/20:13!2014burkhardt 

September 27 - Deadline for 2014-15 IAH Faculty Fellowships and and Digital Innovation Fellowships 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities offers UNC faculty members a unique opportunity: a semester-long, on-campus fellowship to work on projects for 

publication, exhibition, composition or performance. The fellowship centers on a weekly three-hour seminar at Hyde Hall where Fellows exchange ideas with 

eight to twelve peers from various disciplines over a shared meal. Application materials for IAH Faculty Fellowships and Digital Innovation Fellowships must be 

submitted online by September 27. All UNC tenured and tenure-track faculty in the arts, humanities and qualitative social sciences may apply for either the fall or 

spring semester. 

More info: http://iah.unc.edu/events/calendar/2013/2014fellowships 

October 1 - Deadline for Chapman Family Teaching Award 

Applications and nominations for the Chapman Family Teaching Award are due to the Provost’s office. The award, which honors excellence in undergraduate 

teaching, provides a semester’s leave at the IAH as a Faculty Fellow and a ~i0,000 stipend. 

More info: http://iah.unc.edu/events/calendar/2013/2014chapman 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

all-college-l?aculty as: ali-ican-and-afro-american-studies-thculty(i~lis~servnnc,edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

a£rican- and- al’ro - american- s~dies- faculty as: <a href "~naflto :lege ster@e~nafl.unc .edu" >lege ster@e~nafl.unc .edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

cuffee@med.unc.edu 

Monday, July 29, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM]~kTIONAL: Research Study for Type 2 Diabetes 

Have you had diabetes for less than 5 years? 
Is metformin the only diabetes medication you are taking? 

If so, you may be able to participate in a clinical research stu@ that 
is tlying to find the best combination drug treatment for type 2 
diabetes. 

The National Institutes of Health, in collaboration with 37 medical 
clinics, including the UNC Diabetes Care Center, is conducting the GRADE 
Study (The Glycemia Reduction Approaches in Diabetes: A Comparative 
Effectiveness Study) 

GRADE is a clinical trial designed for people living with diabetes. The 
goal of the study is to find the best combination drug treatment [’or 
diabetes. 

If you join GRADE, you will: 

- Come to the UNC Diabetes Care Center [’or four diabetes medical visits 
each year 
- Receive diabetes treatment, medicines and supplies at no cost to you 
- Receive physical exams and lab tests at no cost to you 

For more inlbnmition and to see if you might be eligible to join, please 
contact Juanita Cuffee at 919-957-5693 or juanita cuffee@med.unc edu 

UNC IRB # 13-1108 Approved: 7/24,’13 (Biomedical IRB) 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iN2)rmational mass 
email pre[erence, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc.edu, and se]ect 
"Update Persona] Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 8:26 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Breast cancer sm~ivors ueeded for research stu~ 

Are you a breast cancer survivor? Do you want to stalt a gentle exercise 
routine? 

Then the Step by Step research stud?’ might be right for you! 

Step by Step is a 12-week study designed for those breast cancer 
survivors who have completed treatment and who want to start a gentle 
walking routine. 

All program components are delivered online and designed to motivate 
participants to reach their exercise goals. 

The Step by Step research stu@ may be right for you if you: 

* Are a breast cancer surviw~r 
* Have completed treatment 
* Want to start a gentle exercise program 
* Willing to wear a free FitBit ~2~r 12 we&s 

To learn more, visit: http://stepbystepsmdy.or~ or email us at 
stepbystep@unc edu 

This study has been approved by the Universi~ of North Carolina 
Non-Biomedical [R[3 (IKB# 13-2370) on July 23, 2013 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Lineberger Cancer Control Education 
Program (R25 CA57726) 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 9:24 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[genemlt~cul~] Faculty Executive Committee statement in supiyort of Jan Boxill 

To: UNC Faculty 

From: Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Deputy Secretary of the Faculty, Office of Faculty Governance 

Dear Faculty Colleagues, 

The Faculty Executive Committee approved the following statement at its regular meeting on Monday, July 29, 20~L3: 

Steven Bachenheimer, Michael Gerhardt, and Laurie Maffly-Kipp {in absentia), join with the following current and former members of the UNC Faculty 
Executive Committee to express our full support for Jan Boxill throughout her leadership as Chair of the Faculty. We have complete confidence in her 
judgment and integrity. 

Signed: 

Steven Bachenheimer (Microbiology and Immunology) 

Michael Gerhardt (Law) 

Laurie Maffly-Kipp (Religious Studies) 

Mimi Chapman (Social Work) 

Gregory P. Copenhaver (Biology) 

Jean DeSaix (Biology) 

Louise Dolan {Physics) 

Jo Anne Earp {Public Health) 

Joseph Ferrell (Secretary of the Faculty, School of Government) 

Kevin Guskiewicz {Exercise and Sports Science) 

Susan Irons (English and Comparative Literature) 

Tim McMillan (African, African American, and Diaspora Studies) 

Suchi Mohanty (University Libraries) 

Leslie Parise (Biochemistry) 

Shielda Rodgers (Nursing) 

Vin Steponaitis (Anthropology) 

**Note the statement is also online here: http://facc~u~.unc.edu/2~13/~7/facu~ty-executive-c~mmittee-issues-statement-in-supp~rt-~f-ian- 

boxill/ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regestel,@,email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de128a864d4&n T&I genemlfaculty&o 33355243 or send a blank email 

to leave-33355243- 55209169.5839ac6d5f510ac4c9823de 128a864d4~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.co~n Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:19 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaila~nc.edu> 

charlene regeste~; did ’Fem~odyl (Pack of 12) 07 Vials (Fine/Limp & Weak)’ meet your expectations? Review it on Amazon.cam 

So, charlene regester, how did this item meet your 
expectations? 

Fermodyl (Pack of 12) 07 Vials 

..... (Fine/Limp&Weak) 

Felmodyl (Pack of 

(Fine/Limp & 

¢~ 

Ni Lamaur 
L;31sisgll ~}oRe ~/iarrow Col3(.litioRe.~ 

...... Bone i. :~ ii’i’::~:i i.i i" 
M ...... 

~~~ 

Conditioner SN~ by rating it 

Check out amazon.condl~p to find past purchases to review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

bpearson@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Jnly 30, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Seeldng women with depression who are 0-12 tnonths postpartutn 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant 
medication. 

This study is designed to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (rTMS), an FDA approved treatment for major 
depression in adults, for the treatment of postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and rTMS treatments related to 
this study ~vill be provided at no cost to patients Childcare may be 
provided. 

For more informatiun, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Appruved 7/08/11 by the Committee un the Protection of the Rights of 
Human Sut~jects Biumedical Institutional Review Board. [RB# 11-0894 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent tu thuse who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emai]. To set your irfformatiuna[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, July 31,2013 5:11 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 9:38 AM 

The fysinstmctors 1h112013 mailing list. <~.,sinstructors t~l12013@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

[fysinstructors th112013] Useful First Year Seminar Information 

.... sent on behalf of Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars Drew Coleman .... 

MEMO TO FALL 2013 FYS FACULTY 

Fall 2013 FYS Instructors: Here is some useful information that can help you offer an excellent seminar. 

Course Enhancement Funds: If you need FYS course enhancement funds, submit an application ASAP. Funds are limited this year, and we will probably run out of 

money. You must follow the rules in our Funding Manual and use our new on-line Course Enhancement Application: 

h ttp;iifys:~=~d uZfor-~u!~y/~pp~y:~o r- f~ d!~gi 
Registration: FYS Administration controls FYS enrollment during the summer and opens some FYS seats in each of the 14 Orientation sessions. Instructors can 

control FYS enrollment beginning on the first day of class (August 20) if they ask their department’s course scheduling officer to submit the appropriate request to 

the Registrar’s Office. When controlled enrollment is instituted, students encounter a blockage indicating "Permission of Instructor Required," which your course 

scheduling officer can overrule for students who have your permission to enroll. Some instructors take control of enrollment so that they can use a personal 

waiting list to determine which students have priority for seats that become available. Others take control because their FYS progresses too quickly to incorporate 

students who miss the first few sessions. In either case, please do your best to maintain maximal optimal enrollment. 

Course Evaluations: An FYS Course Evaluation Form will be administered electronically for all FYS students during the final two weeks of class. To administer the 

on-line form in class, please schedule 15 minutes of class time (as you did when we used the paper form), ask your students to bring their laptops, and devote that 

time to course evaluation, just as you would have done for a paper form. 

Acquiring an Assistant: The Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) Program can provide a graduate student with a stipend of ~750 in exchange for providing you with 

30 hours of assistance in transforming an FYS course project or assignment into a research project. GRC slots are limited, so please submit your application to the 

Office for Undergraduate Research ASAP, an no later than August 15. See their website for details. 

Acquiring a Substitute Teacher: University Career Services is eager to visit your FYS to present students an overview of the services that are available and 

encourage them to become active in their career development. If you need someone to fill in for you on a date that you may be out of town, contact Tim Stiles at 

Student Success Workshops: Undergraduate Retention and the Center for Faculty Excellence partner on a student success workshop series designed to enhance 

behaviors and habits key to success in college. As we move toward the fall 2013 semester, we invite you to consider including a Student Success Workshop for your 

FYS. The program has been highly successful over the past two years reaching more than 1000 students across 14 different academic departments. Email Candice 

Powell for scheduling and information. 

Meals with Heels: Meals with Heels is a program sponsored by Housing & Residential Education designed to offer on-campus residents and faculty the chance to 

get to know one another better over a free meal on campus. Connecting with students is a goal of our FYS Program, so FYS instructors should definitely take 

advantage of this opportunity. For example, offer special "office hours" at lunch time if requested, and point students toward Meals with Heels to make it happen. 

Scavenger Hunt in Davis Library: Davis Library offers a fun iPod-based scavenger hunt tailored to specific FYS course topics to introduce students to the academic 

library and help them feel comfortable using library resources. The scavenger hunt is a series of questions designed to take one class period in the library. 

Students overwhelming reported feeling more confident using Davis Library after the scavenger hunt. For scheduling information, details, and photos from last 

year’s activities: .h..t..t..p.~[~J.[.b..r~a..r..y...u...n~c..:.e~d...u.~..!.n...s..t.r..u~c..t.~.s..c~a..~p.~.~. 

You are currently sub~fibed to fysinstmctors fa112013 as: regesnter(E~email.unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: h~tp://~ist~.unc~edu/u?id=:64~72748.24766b~d~e878a89~c~45458d652bd&n=T&~=:~:‘~sins~ruct~rs [ial12013&o=33360135 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to [.e..a.5:.e..-.~3.~3.~..6~..!~..5..-.~}.4~7...2...7~4...8.:..2~4~7~@..b~!..~...e..8~7..~.~Q~!.1.~.~.~.~.~.~.~?s~2~)2u.~:~.~.~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 4:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORM_AI, NOTICE: University announces updated Emergency Notification Plan 

FORMAL NOTICE: Universit?- announces updated Emergency Notification Plan 

Dear Students, Faculty and Stalt’: 

As part of the ongoing effolts to keep Carolina as safe as possible, the Umversity has updated the Emergency Notification Plan to include notification of severe thunderstorm warnings for 
Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

When the National Weather Service issues a severe thunderstorm warning for Chapel Hill and Carrboro the Universi~ will alert students, faculty and staffthat conditions are favorable for a 
strong thunderstorm to produce dangerously large hail or high ~vinds, capable of causing significant damage. 

During this time please be on the lookout for threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings. 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so people are advised to check http://alerts weather.~ov/cap/w~aatmget php?x NCC135 for the most current information about 
Orange Count?-. 

For a list of services that you can use to subscribe to weather alerts visit http:i/www.weather~ov/subscribe. 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a severe thuaaderstorm warning since the status of those often change frequently 
during a weather event. Ifa new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh alert after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the notice as part of ongoing monitoring 
effi~rts fur putential seriuus weather conditiuns. 

If the weather service issues a turnadu watch fi~r Orange County, the University will issue a separate timely warning. If the weather set, rice issues a turnadu warning fur Chapel Hill and 
Carrburu, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A turnadu warning means that a tornadu has been spurted, ur that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a 
turnadu, accurding tu the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens fur a significant emergency or immediate health or safety threat, send a text message tu registered 
cell phunes and start uther notifications including campus emai[. 

Please take the time to review these changes so that yuu can do your part to make campus safety a priority. Yuu can view the updated nutificatiun poster unline at 
https://wv,~,.piersysbem cum/~u/duci1395/1184023 

Sincerely, 

Jeff McCracken 
Directur uf Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31,2013 9:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

BAR Challenge and Registration Update 

CAROLINA HOMEOOM~NG WEEKEND :: NOV, 7 o 19o 2913 

REGISTRATION OPENS IN AUGUST 

Registration for this year’s reunion will begin on Monday, Aug. 5. Once registration opens, please take a moment to review the 

registration guidelines before submitting your registration. This will help alleviate the most commonly made registration errors. Pricing for 
most reunion events will increase affer the registration deadline - 5 p.m. (EDT), Friday, Oct. 18 

GREEK AND MILESTONE CLASS CHALLENGE 

For 2013, the BAR Sponsorship Committee has created the NPHC Greek and Milestone Class Challenge. 

The NPHC Greek Organization initiative challenges all NPHC current undergraduate and graduate members, alumni, faculty and 
staff to participate raising funds equal to, or greater than, their respective founding year (eg. Alpha Phi Alpha - $1,906). 

The Milestone Class initiative challenges all alumni celebrating milestone class years - 1973 (40th), 1978 (35th), 1983 (30th), 

1988 (25th), 1993 (20th), 1998 (15th), 2003 (10th) and 2008 (5th) - to make gifts in the amount of their class year (e.g. $19.88). 

The challenge deadline is Friday, Oct. 4. For additional information, visit ~.!~:~’~£~!:~!~.~:~.~:~,~=!~L~j’?.9~.~:r=~.E.or email Letanya Love ’98 

at ~~durani.unc.edu. 

SOUVENIR JOU RNAL ADS 

Take this opportunity to commemorate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternity/sorority anniversary, celebrate an achievement 
or pay tribute to an alumnus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal. For additional information, visit 
~duE~ni.anc.edu,%arads or email ~une.eda. The submission deadline is 5 p.m. (EDT) on Friday, Oct. 4. 

Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships are not a line item in the University budget but are funded by GAA member dues. If you think this 
mission of serving our University and keeping alumni informed and involved is important, membership is for you. ~=~.’g!~?..~.~!~2Z to receive discounts on 

BAR events, support Carolina and to receive ~,2~!~.~=~!~..~9~3.9~!~t.~..~..~!#..~.[~,.~.~. and a subscription to the digital and print versions of the ~./~9.~[.t’~L~. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 1:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edu-> 

Cool Art tbr the Dog Days 

ACKLAND ,,,   MUSEUM 

Thursday, 8 August, 1:00-4:00 PM 
Every other month, the Ackl,and Art Museum 

invites members of the publ,ic to bring in a work of 

art for consideration by an Ackl,and expert. 

Curators may offer insight into the s|gnificance of 

the piece and its subject matter, as wel,l, as the 

techniques used by the artist and the work’s 

condition. 

Pl,ease note: the Ackl,and staff is unabl,e to authenticate or financial,l,y 

appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: cal,l, 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

Drawing for Tweens 

(forages 10 to 13) 

Saturday, 10 August 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 
Re!~ister! 

Drawing in the Galleries 

(for grown-ups) 

Saturday, 10 August 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Free and open to the publ,|d 

Try something new for only $5 

(Free to Ackland Members!) 
Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 

practice known to reduce pain and improve 

your mental, and physical, bal,ance and wel,l,- 

being. This cl,ass uses gentl,e sun-styl,e tai 

chi routines that are safe, easy to l,earn, 

and su|tabl,e for al,l, ages and fitness l,evel,s. 

Al,l, movements are done standing. Wear 

comfortabl,e clothes and supportive fl,at 

shoes. The cl,ass is taught by Joanne 

Marshal.l,, a certified yoga and tai chi 

instructor. 

Registration l,s filling up fast! Sign up online. 

Tuesdays, 20 and 27 August, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Our art-l,nspired yoga l,s the best deal l,n town! 



Space is limited; reRtister onlin!! 

This hour-tong session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall provides the opportunity to 

practice a series of gentl,e yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Ackl,and. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortabl,e 

cl,othing that wil,l, al,l,ow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

In A4y Garden: The Pottery of 44arsha 

Owen at the Ack[and Museum Store 

presents beautiful handmade stoneware 

vessels and objects suitable for the sma[t 

urban garden as welt as the large estate. 

The wide array of ptanters, baskets, urns, 

"rock/’ and b~rdbaths appear at one with 

nature, and wilt appeal to the experienced gardener and the nonce alike. 

When moved indoors, their varied shapes, glazes, and plantings 

effortlessly bring the "outside 

At[ pieces in In ~y Garden are for sal,e, and at[ proceeds support the 

Acktand Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Marsha Owen has been a professional potter for over 30 years and has 

shown her work throughout the United States. She currently lives ~n 

Raleigh and teaches regularly at C[aymakers ~n Durham. 

In ~y Garden: The Pottery o~ ~arsha 

Owen is on ~ew through Saturday, 7 

September 2013. 

For more information~ please contact the 

AcMand ~useum Stere at 919.962.0216. 

Now 0.,,’~ Vi~w 

Adding to the I~ix 6: Raymond Jonson’s "’Abstract 

Naught" (1930) 

This exhibition expl,ores two divergent themes--landscape conventions of 

the American West and serial‘ artistic production--using the recently 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New Mexico artist Raymond 

Jonson as a focus. Learn more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth and Westermann in 

Dialogue 

With works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 

Westermann as a starting point, In Pursuit of 

Strangeness considers diverse responses in 

American art to the "uncanny" home, as well. as 

domestic architecture’s rote in defining the 

boundaries between oursel,ves and the outside 

worM. 

Read the Chapel Hill News review. 

Contemporary Art from the 

Permanent Collection 



A sel,ection from the Ackl,and’s growing 

col,l,ection of contemporary art, the works on 

view present sharpl,y contrasting textures-- 

stainl,ess steel., high-gl,oss enamel., and 

mixed-media tapestry, for exampl,e--as wel,l, 

as myriad col,ors and shapes. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an email, to 

the editor. 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: 

Eerie Eye, 1996; antique slide projector, 

aluminum, computer keyboards, eye chart, 

neon, nine five-inch televisions, two nine-inch 

televisions, DVD piayer, DVD. Ack[and Fund. © 

1996 Nam June Paik. 

Raymond Jonson~ American, 1891-1982: 

Abstruct Nuu~ht, 1930; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. O The Raymond Jonson Collection, University of New Mexico 

Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Ralph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untitled (Hund on Door), from The Somnurnbulist, 1969; gelatin silver print. Gift 

of Gene Thornton. 

Visitors viewing Rachel Howard’s Gluttony (2002-2003). Household gioss on canvas. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John L. 

Townsend Ill. 

Ju[ie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portruit us Dirty Princess (detail), 2004; oil on canvas./k:k[and Fund. © 

2005 Ju[ie Heffernan. 
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Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter <susmane@compm~ioncamp.net> 

Thursday, Angust 1, 2013 2:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Review Attached Syllabus 

I’~kAD 230 Black Women in Cinema.docx 

Hi Charlene, 

Here is the edited document. Sounds like a fascinating class! 

Susanne 

On 8/1/2013 1:23 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Whenever you have a chance, please review the attached syllabus. Check for errors or any problems that you might find. Thanks much for your 
assistance and please let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AAAD 230 Black Women in Cinema 

Instructor: Charlene Regester 
Meeting Place: 

Spring 2014 
Meeting Time: Monday 3:30-6:20pm 

This course is designed to interrogate the diverse representations that black women have personified on screen, 
investigate the intersectionality between their off-screen lives and their on-screen performances, and explore 
what and how they contributed to the cinema industry. This examination will investigate both less well-known 
African American actresses in the early years of cinema as well as the more well-known actresses in 
contemporary cinema. Although this investigation intends to explore primarily black actresses, it will also 
illuminate the contributions of black women filmmakers who have contributed to the cinematic experience. 

The course will begin with an examination of black women performers who were popularized on stage and 
paved the way for those who made the transition to cinema~ This introduction will provide the background for 
interrogating the emergence of black screen actresses who appeared on screen from the early 1900s to the 
present. Specifically, the contributions of black women will be evaluated according to: 1) who these women 
were; 2) what they contributed to the black screen image; 2) how they functioned on screen; 3) what kinds or 
racial representations did they provide; 4) how they subverted these racialized representations; 5) what they 
contributed to black popular culture, etc. To identify and assess significant actresses in the last century of film 
history, actresses who emerge in each decade will be identified, their contributions to cinema will be examined, 
and the films in which they appeared will be introduced 

This class is a theoretical, critical and historical examination of the myriad contributions that black women 
have made to the cinematic experience. Moreover, theoretical concepts such as those advanced by Deleuze, 
Lacan, Freud, Fanon, and others will be introduced to serve as useful tools for analyzing how these women 
were positioned on screen~ Additionally, this course intends to examine how the black female body became a 
trope for examining race, sexuality, and modernity. While the class is designed to employ a chronological 
approach it will also institute a thematic approach to unravel the contentious history that black women endured 
as they were often problematized because of the race, gender, and sexuality. Organizing thematics guiding this 
investigation include: a) Black Stage actresses/performers who Impacted Screen Actresses; b) Early silent 
screen Black Actresses c) Black Actresses as trans-Atlantic Icons; d) Black Actresses During the Flapper Age; 

e) Black Actresses as Subservients; f) Black actresses as Entertainers/Political Activists; g) Black Actresses as 
Symbols of Maternali sin; h) Black Actresses as Sex Symbols; i) Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates; j) 
Black Actresses as Blackexploitiation Icons; k) Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists; 1) Black 
Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackness; and m) Black Women as DirectorsiFilmmakers. 

The instructional teaching method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, 
videos/dvds/films, and guest speakers. Two examinations (a mid-term and final) will be given during the 
semester. Students will be required to submit two (7-9 page papers in length) examining some aspect of the 
black woman’ s role in cinema. These papers must be completed by the stated deadlines and adhere to basic 
rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of Style or Chicago Manual of Style, etc.). Students will be 
required to submit weekly critiques of class screenings and conduct research for developing assigned papers. 

Required Texts: 
Brown, Jayna. Babylon Girls: Black Women Pe@)rmers and the Shaping, of the Modern (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2008). 
Mask, Mia. Divas on Screen: Black Women in American Film (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois 

Press, 2009). 
Regester, Charlene. African American Actresses: The Struggle for l~?sibi#~’, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2010). 

Secondary Texts: 
Bobo, Jacqueline, ed. Black Women Film and Video Artists (New York: Routledge, 1998). 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American 

Films (New York: Continuum, 1989). 



Bogle, Donald. Bright Boulevards, Bold Dreams: The Story of Black Holl)m, ood. (New York: One World 

Ballantine Books, 2005). 
Bogle, Donald. Brown Sugar: Over One Hundred Years of America’s Black Female Superstars (expanded 

edition) (New York: Continuum, 2007). 
Dunn, Stephane. "Baad Bitches" and Sassy Supermamas: Black Power Action Films. (Urbana and Chicago: 
University of Illinois Press, 2008). 

ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students are required to read all assigned ma~erials~ 
2. Students are required to view all fihns selected and assigned :for lhis course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on specified dates. 
4. Students are required to submit a one -page (non-graded) weekly critique of the fihn screened in class. Completing all weekly 
critiques will influence your final course grade. 
5. Students are required to submit an obituary lbr a deceased entertainer. 

GRADING: 
Paper I (25%), Paper II (25%), Mid-Term (25%), Final Exam (25%) 

A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D (63-66), D- (60-62), F (59 and below) 

COURSEPACK: 
In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack also has been compiled and contains relevant articles in addition to the 
materials introduced in class. 

EXAMS: 
There will be two scheduled exams (one mid-term and one final) that must be taken on the dates specified. No make-up exams will 
be given. 

ATTENDANCE: 
Attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: 
Class parlicipation is encouraged and will influence your :final course grade. 

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS: 
On Wednesday night from 6-8 pm films will be shown in the Undergrad Library for extra credit. All students are encouraged to 
attend some of these screenings as your attendance will influence your final grade in the class. 

TECHNOLOGY: 
Laptops are allowed for note taking pu~oses only. Please do not use your laptop for any other purpose. Cell phones, texting, and any 
other intrusive technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: 
All students are required to adhere to the Universi~’~s honor code policies and procedures. Every Student e~rolled in this course is 
expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

TAPING LECTURES: 
You are not allowed to tape lectures unless you have received the permission of the instructor. 

COPYRIGHT: 
Protected by common law copyrights law - copying is strictly forbidden. 

SYLLABUS MODIFICATION: 
The instructor reserves the right to re-order or re-arrange assigmnents, exam dates, fihns screened, or paper due dates where 
necessary. Students will be notified in class or by email in the event that such changes are made. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: 



Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities should contact the 
instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB 
North Building Suite 2126 disabili~services.unc.edu 



WEKLY SCHEDULE 

WEEK I - Black Stage Actresses Who Impacted Screen Actresses 
Early Silent Screen Actresses 
Madame Sul-Te-Wan 
Evelyn Preer 
Lucia Moses 

Screenings: Scar of Shame 

WEEK II - Black Actresses as Trans-Atlantic Icons 
Josephine Baker 

Screenings: Siren of the Tropics 

WEEK III - Black Actresses during the Flapper Age 
Nina Mae McKinney 

Screenings: Hallelujah 

WEEK IV - Black Actresses as Subse~v’ients 
Hattie McDaniel 
Louise Beavers 
Marietta Canty 
Butterfly McQueen 

Screenings: Gone with the Wind 

WEEK V - Black Actresses as Entertainers 
Lena Home 
Hazel Scott 

Screenings: Cabin in the Sky 

I Dood It 

WEEK VI - Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism 
Ethel Waters 
Claudia McNeal 

Screenings: Alember of the Wedding 
Pinky 

A Raisin in the Sun 

WEEK VII -Black Actresses as Sex Symbols 
Dorothy Dandridge 



Screenings: Tamango 

Carmen Jones 

WEEK VIII - Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates 
Ruby Dee 
Cicely Tyson 

Diana Ross 

Screenings: Sounder 

La@ Sings the Blues 

WEEK IX - Black Actresses as Black Exploitation Icons 

Tamara Dobson 
Pare Grief 

Screenings: Foxy Brown 

Coffj~ 

WEEK X - Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Halle Berry 
Angela Bassett 

Screenings: Color Purple 

Waiting to Exhale 
Monster’s Ball 

WEEK XI- Black Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackness 

Queen Latifah 
Monique 

Jada Pinkett 

Screenings: Set It Off 

Precious 
The Help 

WEEK XII - Black Women as Filmmakers 
Euzhan Palcy 
Kasi Lemmons 
Julie Dash 

Screenings: Sugar Cane Alley 

Eve’s Bayou 

Daughters" of the Dust 



AAAD 230 COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

The student should be able to master the following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to Black Women in Cinema/Black Women Stage Performers Who Paved the Way for Black Women to 
Emerge on Screen 

1. Identify early black womcn stage pcrformers. 
2. Explore the obstacles they faced as performers encountering a male dominated arena. 
3. Describe and discuss their performance style. 
4. Explain what and how they contributed to black theater pertbrmance. 
5. Explore how they transported representations of blackness ttuoughout tile diaspora. 

Black Actresses as Silent Screen Performers and Trans-Atlantic Icons 
1. Identify some of the first silent screen black actresses such as Madame Sul-Te-Wan. 
2. Discuss the dilemma that black actresses (such as Sul-Te-Wan) who worked in the white male dominated Hollywood industry" 

faced. Examine how these actresses negotiated the politics of their racial representations on and off screen. 
3. Examine why Josephine Baker has been characterized as a Trans-Atlantic icon. Explore to what cxtent her screen 

representation coincided with her off screen life. Identify how she was utilized by the (primarily) French cinema industry’ in 
to construct representations of blackness. Exalimle how she is constructed as a colonial figure on screen and assess the 
implications of this representation. 

4. Identify how Baker constructed black sexqaality in her screen representations and explore how her politics intersected wittl her 
screen representations. 

5. Examine how Baker became an embodiment of the trans-Atlantic aa~d as a traveling body; discuss how she was forever in 
search of a home. 

6. Describe to what extent Baker was dually positioned in that she created the stereotype while at the same time subverted the 
stereotype. 

Black Actresses During the Flapper Age 
1. Identify and describe black women who emerged in what has been characterized as tile flapper age. Explore how this period of 

feminism influenced the pelfbi~nances of black screen actresses. 
2. Examine the contradictions ofNina Mae McKinney’s on screen performances with her off screen life. 
3. Describe how the black woman is doubly coded in Halleh,jah as both an object of desire and derision. 
4. Identify the strengths as well as weaknesses of McKinnef s characterization in Hallelujah. 
5. Identify black women who appeared in Oscar Micheaux’s films (i.e. lIZithm Our Gates or Body and Soul) and compare these 

women to those who appeared in Hollywood productions to determine what they contributed to the black screen image. 

Black Actresses as Subservients and Entertainers 
1. Identify black actresses who were popula~ed as subse~vients in ttollywood productions. 
2. Examine why these roles were popularized and explore why black subselvients were deemed necessary to the construction of 

the white self. Describe the relationship that existed between the black maid and white mistress. Examine how the black 
subservient functioned on screen and provided personifications of blackness. 

3. Identify black actresses who appeared on screen primarily as entertainers. Examine why they emerged in the decade of the 
1940s. 

4. Explore why they viewed themselves as resistant entertainers who attempted to de~v "the social conscriptions imposed. Discuss 
how these artists saw themselves as political activists and how they sought to change the oppressive system they faced. 

5. Describe tile impact of black female entertainers such as Lena ttorne and ttazel Scott. 

Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism and Sexuality 
1. Identify black actresses who became symbols of Maternalism and assess how they constructed such representations on screen. 

Compare how these matriarchal figures were similar to or different from earlier representations of the black matriarch on 
screen. 

2. Discuss the contradictions associated with the black matriarch on and off screen. Explore how "the black matriarch provided 
representations of blackness. 

3. Identify black actresses who became sex symbols and assess how they were constructed on screen. Examine how these women 
constructed race on screen. 

4. Describe to what extent they internalized these representations of themselves and discuss tile impact these representations had 
on tile black screen image. 

5. Discuss how their off screen lives impacted their own screen representations. 

Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates and Black Exploitation Icons 
1. Name and identify black actresses who assumed strong and defiant roles on screen in the decade of the 1960s and assess why 

these women have been characterized as Civil Rights advocates based on their screen performances. 
2. Examine how and why these actresses conform to the social and political upheaval associated with the Civil Rights Era. 
3. Discuss how they were constructed on screen and analyze how they both confbml to as well as deviate t?om tile stereotype. 



4. Describe the implications of their representations for the black screen itnage. 
5. Identify fihns in which they appear and discuss why their films have been characterized as vehicles of the Civil Rights 

Movement. 
6. Identify actresses who represent black exploitation icons. 
7. Define black exploitation films and discuss the political significance of these fihns in the period in which they were produced. 
8. Identify the strengths and wea1~nesses of these films. 
9. Explain the appeal these films provided to non-black spectators and how audiences identified with these female protagonists 
10. Exan~ine how these black ac’ucesses were ambivalently constructed in that they both appealed to and repelled the patriarchal 

system in which they existed. 

Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists 
1. Identify black actresses characterized as stars in a later period of film histoly and assess how they constructed stardom. 
2. Discuss how they provided representations of blackness in their screen portrayals and examine what they contributed to the 

black screen image. 
3. Examine how the Color Purple provides a feminist critique of the black woman’s experience and explore audience reception to 

this film. 
4. Examine the complexity of the CoIorPurple as a film that promotes black feminism yet negates black masculinity. 
5. Identify how Whoopi Ooldberg challenged one dimensional views of black women in her role in The CoIorPurple. 
6. Examine how black women such as Whoopi Ooldberg and Halle BeiTy have become cross-over artists and assess what they 

have contributed to file black screen image. 
7. Explain the controversy that erupted surrounding Halle Being’s award winning peribrmance in ~onsler’s Ball and discuss the 

implications of her role for black female sexuality on screen. 

Black Actresses and Contempora~ Representations of Blackness/Black Women Filmmakers 
1. Identify contemporary black actresses who have contributed to the black screen image and describe the impact of their 

representations. 
2. Assess to what extent the black actress has contributed to improving the black screen image. 
3. Exaimne how black women attempt to liberate themselves from a masculimst discourse ill their screen representations and 

detei~nine if they are successful. 
4. Explain the complexity of the black woman’s representation in fihn such as Precious and discuss tile implications of these 

representations. 
5. Explore the implications of contemporary" representations of the black subservient in films such as The Helt) relative to their 

predecessors. 
6. Identify contemporary black women filmmakers and discuss how their representations of black women compare to "those 

produced by Hollywood. 
7. Discuss the filmmaking style and technique of black women fihranakers, examine "the themes developed in their films, and 

explore their significance. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter <susanne@compm~ioncamp.net> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 2:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu~ 

Re: Course Submission 

Course Submission Form.docx 

Hi Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanne 

On 8/1/2013 1:54 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the attached document as well. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Course Submission Form 

Short Title: This course examines African American women as actresses and filmmakers from the early 

1900s through the present who have contributed to the black cinematic experience over the last 

century. The course is historical, theoretical, and critical and will utilize several prominent theorists to 

deconstruct the black woman’s experience on screen. 

Long Title: This course is designed to interrogate the diverse representations that black women have 

personified on screen, investigate the intersectionality between their off screen lives and their on screen 

images, and explore what and how they contributed to the cinema industry. This examination will 

investigate both less well-known African American actresses in the early years of cinema as well as the 

more well-known actresses in contemporary cinema. Students will study the contributions not only of 

actresses but African American women as directors or filmmakers. This class is a theoretical, critical, and 

historical examination of the myriad contributions that African American women have made to the 

cinematic experience. 

Additional Course Request Details: 

To enroll in this course, it is recommended that the student enroll in the AAAD 250 Blacks in Film 1900 

to the present prior to taking this class on Black Women in Cinema. AAAD 250 provides the necessary 

background and history for enrolling in Black Woman in Cinema. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Thursday, August 1,2013 5:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Purchase Your Men’s Basketball Season Tickets Online and Save 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~.!!~[~-i.}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: ti.:;I..:~ts(#.~.iil,:s..:~du. 

To unsubscribe, ~]!£~.~&[~¢ or send an email to: unsubscribe-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

chmacellor@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: Announcement of Intemn Director for Equal Opportuni~/ADA Office 

Dear Carolina Community: 

I am pleased to announce that Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Brenda 
Malone has taken on the additional duties of supervising our Equal 
Opportumty/Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Office, effective 
today. I asked Vice Chancellor Malone to take on this when Aim Penn 
retired 
from the University at the end of July. 

This office’s work to ensure access and equity in academic programs and 
employment practices is integral to evewthing ~ve do at Carolina It is 
important to have a member of our senior leadership team directing those 
effolts, and there is no one more capable to take on that responsibility 
than Brenda Makme. Brenda’s background makes her uniquely qualified to 
build on Arm’s record of distinction in making Carolina a welcoming, 
inclusive community in which to work and learn. 

Later, I will appoint a committee to search ]2)r candidates to lead the 
EEO/ADA functions for the University. In the meantime, I am gratel~l to 
Vice Chancellor Malone for assuming this role [’or a critically important 
office that administers policies protecting equal opportunity and access 
to all students, faculty and staff in an environment that prohibits 
discrimination or harassment. 

For more information, refer to the University’s homepage, 
http ://www.unc.edu/campus-updates/m alone-to-over see-eq ual-oppor tunity -ac c ess/ 

Sincerely, 

Carol Folt 

Chancellor 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

meley woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 1,2013 9:34 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study paxticipants suffering from anal or rectaJ pain for aaa~J fissure stu@ 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motili~z Disorders is now 
recruiting participants age 18 or older and &#8804; 75 to participate in 
a research stu@ of a ne~v drug named diltiazem for treating patients 
with anal fissure. 

The stu@ is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the L~,-C CTRC clinic 
and a phone call visit. 

You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and 
less than 75 years, and suffering from anal or rectal pain during or 
after a bowel movement Participants will receive all tests associated 
with the study at no cost and will receive up to $425 for completing the 
study. 

For more infurmation about this trial, please contact: 
Meley Woldeghebriel(meley woldeghebriel@med uric edu) 
919-%6-8328 

This study VEN307-AF-001 received [RB approval from the Aspire IRB 
#27018966IBS3002 un December 27, 2012 

This emai[ is spunsored by: UNC Center [’or Functional GI and Motili~" 
Disurders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. Tu set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persunal Infurmatiun" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

Start with ART@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 1,2013 9:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOP3AATIONAL: Team Developtnent OpportuniU 

Study Name: Start with ART 

Description: Researchers at UNC would like to examine the responses of 
members of teams to digitized images of art compared to viewing the 
actual works of art. Teams can be of an?’ type and will qualify for this 
stud?’ if they share a common goal and have at least 4 and no more than 
10 team members Team members participating in the study will be 
requested to attend the Ackland Art Museum for two separate visits to 
view ~vorks of alt and talk about their responses. There will be a 
brief pre- and post-act~vi~ questionnaire done at the Ackland. The 
visits to the Ackland Art Museum will take 1 to 1 hours. Team members 
must be willing to attend the two separate visits Participants will 
receive a $10 iTunes gift certificate and parking vouchers. 

Eligibili~ Requirements: To take part in this study, you and your team 
members must agree to attend two visits to the Ackland Art Museum. You 
do not both have to be affiliated with UNC to pamcipate. You must be 
18 years or older, and you and your team members must speak and read 
English 

Researchers: Lori Evarts, Carolyn Allmendinger, Susan Pusek 

Email: Start with ART@uric edu 

To learn more about the study and/or participate, please :[’eel free to 

contact Lori Evarts at 919-966-9043 or email Iori evarts@unc.edu 

Reviewed by UNC Ot;%E IRB, Study # 12-2527, E×emption Category 2 (sur~ey, 
interview, public observation) 

This email is sponsored by: Gillings School of Global Public Health, 
Ackland Art Museum, N(2 TraCS Institute 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

JNWatson@unch.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 1,2013 10:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Research Study 

This email was approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Biomedical IRB on 5/15/2013. IRB Study # 13-0005. 

The L~,-C Department of Psychiat~z is currently seeking people ~vho have a 
diagnosis of maj or depressive disorder, without psychotic symptoms, to 
participate in a research stu@. The purpose of the study is to 
determine if adding asenapine to an antidepressant in patients who have 
a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without psychosis, who have not 
fully responded to at least 6 weeks of treatment with the antidepressant 
alone, results in improvement of depressive symptoms. 

Patients may qualit) if they: 
*are 18-65 years of age 
*have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without Psychotic 
Symptoms 
*continue to have depressive symptoms even though they are being treated 
with an antidepressant 

The study will last 6 weeks, and visits will take place at the UNC STEP 
Research Clinic at the North Carolina Psychiatric Research Center 
(NCPR C) in Raleigh. 

Study-related benefits include study medication and related psychiatric 
care at no cost. Subjects will be compensated for time and efl~rt 

If you are interested in learning more about the stu@, or to make a 
referral, please contact Joy Watson at 919-733-5229 or 

JNWatson@unch.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Unleashing the Black Erotic 
Sept. 18-21, 2013 

9/1% Thur~;~ay,--,9:30~, ~ 0:45 
Panel 1--Playing on My Beautiful Black Female Self...(Re)Claiming My Voice 
"I Really Need a Maid[": White Womanhood and the Play of the Black Female Domestic in 
The Help 
Kwakiutl L, Dreher 
U of Nebraska-Lincoln 

Black Female Agency and the Politics of Respectability in the Plays of Pulitizer-Prize 

Winner Lynn Nottage 

Renee Baron 

Th e ]uilliard Sch ool 

Mapping Sexuality in the Caribbean and in Diaspora: Loida Maritza Perez’s Geographics of 

Home and Junot Diaz’s The Brief Wondrous Lij~e of Oscar Wao 

Irline Francois 
Goucher College 

Sacred Sexuality: Spirituality in African American Women’s Texts 
Silvia Castro-Borrego 

University of Malaga 

9/t% Th~rsday---,~ t :0O-~g 2:t 5 

Panel 2--Black Sexualities in Film and Television 
Masculinity and True Blood 
Patricia Williams Lessane 

College of Charleston 

Denzel Washington 

Anthony Greene 

College of Charleston 

John Shaft: The Ultimate Sex Machine, Action Hero 
Rosalyn K. Mack 

U of Texas at Dallas 

Scandal: Twenty First Century Star-Crossed Lovers or Friends With Benefits 

Winsora Blanford 

The Desired and Dangerous Black Woman in Media, Literature, and Life 

Sharon D, Johnson 
Independen t Sch olaf/Writer 



9/1% Thursday--2:00o3:~5 

Panel 3--Black Queer Sexualities 
SONG 

Kristi Brian 

College of Charleston 

Scripting the Black Queer Body: Television, Authorship and Black Queer Characters on 
Black Cast Sitcoms 
Alfred L Martin 
U of Texas atAustin 

LGBT women 
Siobhan King Brooks 

Temple University 

James Baldwin, the Heterosexual; or the Limits of Strategic Essentialism in Black Queer 

Studies 

Vershawn Ashanti Young 

U of Kentucky 

4:00 KEYNOTE ~oa~ Morga~ 

NOTE: Concurrent Panels on Friday 
9/20, 
Panel 4--"Black is Beautiful": Black Women as Emblems of Social Change in 
Twentieth Century America 
"Black is Beautiful": Dorothea Towles Church, Lois Towles Caesar and the Desgregation of 
Beauty in America 
David Park 
U of North Texas 

The Pittsburg Courier’s Double V Girls: Beauty, Fashion, and Popular Culture as 
Instruments for Social Change 

Jennifer Bri@es 

U of North Texas 

Bathing Beauties, the Black Press and Beyonce: Black Female Sexuality and the Politics of 
Respectability 
Kim Gallon 
Muhlenber9 College 



Neither Showy Nor Loud: Embodying Respectability at Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities in the Early Twentieth Century 
Blain Roberts 
Cal State U, Fresno 

Panel 5--Black Sexualities in the Caribbean 
Mommy Shae She Bumpa On De Road: An Auto Ethnography of Motherhood and Sexuality 
in Trinidad Carnival 

Tia Cooper 
U of West Indies, St, Augustine Campus 

Dagger&: Politics of the Erotic in Jamaican Dancehall 

Lena Delgado de Tortes 

"The Deepest Life Force": The Erotic Drive Towards Life in Patricia Powell’s Pagoda 
Suzanne Uzzilla 
CUNY Graduate Center 

Norman Is You: Homosexuality in Calypso 

Alison McLetchie 

Claflin University 

9/20, Friday---,1 t :00~,t 2:15 

Panel 6--Black Sexualities and Genre Fiction 
Romance and Vulnerability 
Conseula Francis 

College of Charleston 

A World Built in Empathy: Touch as "Biological Conscience" In Octavia Butler’s Parable of 
the Sower and Dawn 
Elizabeth Pittman 
George Washington U 

Sister Souljah 

Kimberly Brown 

Virginia Commonwealth 

Panel 7--Sex and Society 
Media Literacy, Black Females, and Hypersexualized Depictions of Black Sexuality n 
Popular Culture: Implications on Adolescent Gender Identity and Sexual Development 

Erica M. Butler 



In Defense of Baby Mamas: A Feminist Call for the Deregulation of Black Female Sexuality 
Anika Maaza Simpson 

Morgan State University 

The Politics of Porn: African American Female Exotic Dancers--Nothing is Exotic About 

Risky Sexual Behavior 

]ohn L, Baker 

U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Sexual Healing: Examining the Nexus Between Common Mental Health Issues and 

Hypersexuality Among Black Wmen 

Deauna Fronenbewer 

9/20~ 
Panel 8--Interdisciplinary Perspectives 
Rethinking Sexual Violence and the Marketplace of Slavery: White Women, the Slave 

Market and Enslaved Women’s Sexualized Bodies in the Nineteenth Century South 
Stephanie ]ones-Rogers 

U of Iowa 

Goddess Bodies, Mortal Minds: The Intersectionality of Black Sexuality and Respectability 
Frenchie Davis 

Displaced Oshun Theory 

Ma rcia ]o n es 

The Erotic Subjectivity of Theory: Recovering the Subversive Corporeality of Black Women 
Intellectuals and Their Subjects 

Cameron Brickhouse 

Panel 9--Visionary Poetics: Imag(in)ing the Black Erotic 
Harvesting Cane: A Meditation on Poetics, Gender/Genre Border Crossing and Queer 
Female Sexuality 
L. Lamar Wilson 
UNC--Chapel Hill 

"Poised a Manicured Tootsie... and Commanded a Blow Boy": An Examination of Dororthy 
Dandridge’s (Hyper)Sexualization on Screen and in the African American Press and 

Mainstream Press 
Charlene Regester 

UNC--Chapel Hill 



Josephine Baker: The Photographic Image and The Erotic Imaginary 
Mae G, Henderson 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Erotic Subjectivity in Essex Hemphill’s Earth Life and Conditions 
Gene Melton II 

NC State U 

9/20, 
Panel lO--Women, Sex, and Hip Hop 
I Beez on the Battlefield: Using a Trans Hip Hop (Post) Feminist Lens to Assess Nicki Minaj, 

Hip Hop, and Black Womanhood 

j.n. salters 

U of Pennsylvania 

(Re)Claiming the Uses of the Black Erotic Through Rihanna’s Music Videos 

Marsha Horsley 

Indiana U, Bloomington 

Erotic Ambiguity: Janelle Monae’s Gender Performance as Liberatory Politics 

SaraEllen Strongman 

U of Pennsylvania 

Habeas Corpus in My Bowl: Blues and Body Politics in Hip Hop Culture 

Tiffany Austin 

Florida Memorial University 

Panel I 1--Narrating Black Sexuality 
Ayi Kwei Armah’s Poetics of Desire 
Fouad Mami 
University of Adrar, Algeria 

The Tactic of Transgression in Toni Morrison’s Sula 

Kirin Wachter-Greene 

U of Washington, Seattle 

Sexual Coming of Age n Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye 

Isabel Cristina Rodrigues Ferreira 

Universidade Federal de Lavras 

Kemeshia L. Randle 
U of Alabama 

White Men Can’t ]ump and Black Women Can’t Screw: Stockett Dexsexualizes The Help 



Desire as Anti-Black Violence 

Sabine Broeck 

9/2 ~1.~ 
Panel 12--Beyond the Marriage Industrial Complex: Emotionality, (Non) Normativity, 
Desire and Intimacy 
Treva Lindsey 

Brittney Cooper 

Rutgers University 

Yaba Blay 

Drexel U 

Esther Armah 

Kaila Adia Story 

U of Louisville 

9/2 ~I.~ 5;atarday- 
State of the Field Panel 

Treva Lindsey 
Kaila Story 

Farah ]asmine Griffin 
Marlon Bailey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

lamcini@med.unc.edu 

Friday, August 2, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Pregnant Latinas interested in a new study 

Are you pregnant and Latina? Do you kno~v someone who is? 

A new stu@ is looking for women who are pregnant and Latina/Hispanic 
who are planning to breastfeed 

Researchers at L~,-C have a new stu@ that focuses on hormones, mood, and 
stress in English and Spanish speaking Latinas. 

If you or someone you know is: 
*Latina 
"18 to 45 years of age 
*Pregnant 
*Planning to breastfeed 

Call Sandra[uz at 919-%6-2862 or email laracini@med uric edu 

All research study visits and medical ew~luations related to this stud?, 

will be provided at no cost to participants This study requires 2 

v~sits to UNC and 2 short phone interwews. $50.00 after each visit and 

$1000 gift cards al~er each phone intepdew 

Approved 6/5/13 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of 
Human SubJects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. [RB Study #13-0788 
Stud?, of Exposure to stress, Postpartum mood, Adverse life events, and 
Hormonal function among Latinas (SEPAH Latina) 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InJ2~rmation". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 3:04 AM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire 
at this date arid time: Sun Aug 18 13:09:41 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how- to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

https ://onyen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc id~’chpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your pass~vord, though you ~vill not be able to use your 
Owen to access any other Onyen-authenticated selwices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your pass~vord, it will ~vork for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sep~ices using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to logout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you will not be able to login 

If you think you might forget your pass~w~rd, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
quesuons again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu~,3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus DirectoW. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summer School <mail@mail.pnnchboM 

Monday, August 5, 2013 7:30 AlVl 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?,l.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Retirement Reception to honor Jacket EdwaJrds Gautier 35 years of service at UNC-Chapel Hill 

::N:: Punchbowl 

A friendly reminder for an upcoming event: 

Retireme~t Reception to [~ono~" Janet E{lwa~’~z~s Gautier’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 9:47 AIVI 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Fall Enrichment Courts from The UNC Friday Center 

Description: Description: Description: cid:image002.jpg@01CCFAEB.4F794D30 

Dear friend of the Friday Center, 

The fall Community Classroom Series courses are now open for enrollment. These small classes, taught by UNC faculty, staff, alumni, and community 

professionals, meet weekly for two-hour evening sessions at the Friday Center. The Center offers free parking, easy access, and comfortable classrooms. Each 

course costs 560. Click on course titles for more information or to register. Space is limited; early registration is recommended. 

The Cultural Heritage of the Ancient Greeks 

Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, September 25, October 2, 9, :16. 

The Basics+ of Digital Photography 

Two sections are offered: 

¯ Section :1: Tuesdays, 7-9 pm, October :1, 8, :15, 22. Enrollment is limited to 24. 

¯ Section 2: Thursdays, 7-9 pm, October 3, :10, :17, 24. Enrollment is limited to 24. 

Will Power: The Surest Way to a Better and Happier LiFe 

Tuesdays, 7-9 pm, October 1, 8, 15, 22. 

Write Your Life .................................. 

Tuesdays, 7-9 pm, October 1, 8, 15, 22. Enrollment is limited to 20. 

Retirement Planning TodayTM 

Two sections are offered: 

¯ Section :1: Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, October 2, 9, :16. 

¯ Section 2: Mondays, 7-9 pm, October 7, :14, 2:1. 

Zentangle® Workshop 

Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, October 2, 9, :16, 23. 

From the _P___a_g__e____t__o____F_j_hm__ 

Mondays, 7-9 pm, October 7, :14, 2:1, 28. 

Taking a Class with Leonardo da Vinci 

Mondays, 7-9 pm, October 7, :14, 2:1, 28. 

Aesthetics: Beauty in Art and Nature 

Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, October 9, 16, 23, 30. 

You Can Do It! ................................ 

Wednesdays, 7-9 pm, October 9, :16, 23, 30. 

Intermediate Digital Photography 

Tuesdays, 7-9 pm, October 29, November 5, :12, :19. Enrollment is limited to 24. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
enriclmaent as: regester(a~ema 1 u ~c edt To unsubscfibe ~nd a blauk emaJl to leave-33377196-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24e768bfc87a2gJf@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

connectcarolin~unc.edu 

Monday, August 5, 2013 12:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FOILMAL NOTICE: ConnectCaxolina Project Implementation 

To: University Conmauni~’ 

From: ConnectCarolina Finance and HIL’Payroll Executive Sponsors 
James W. Dean, Jr, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Karol Kain Gray, Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration 
Chris Kielt. Vice Chancellor for InIbrmation Technolo~z and CIO 
Brenda Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

Re: ColmectCarolina Project hnplementation 

Date: August 5, 2013 

The ColmectCarolina project team and hundreds of University staff have 
contributed immensely toward the goal of implementing HR/Payroll and 
Finance systems with a scheduled go-hve of January 2014 

However, at our monthly Sponsors’ status meeting on Thursday, August 1, 
the project team leadership presented information that led us to 
reconsider the current project go-hve of January 2014 After 
discussion, our decision was to postpone project go-hve. We do not 
take this step lightly, but feel it is essential in order to provide the 
highest quality system possible to the University community. 

We directed the project team leadership to analyze the work that remains 
to be completed and the estimated schedule and cost to complete it We 
have asked the leadership team to provide this information in three 
weeks. Once we receive and review the team’s report, we will determine 
an appropriate new go-live timeframe and communicate this to the 
University’ community. 

Due to the go-hve date moving, training will not be held in October 
through December of this year. ’l’he change management team will be in 
touch as soon as feasible with a new training schedule. We remain 
cotranitted to thorough and effective training in the new system 

We appreciate your patience and understanding, and sincerely thank 
evewone who has been involved in the project so far for the substantial 
amount of work already completed We look forward to continuing to work 
with you to make the project a success. 

Cc: Chancellor Carol Folt 

This email is sponsored by: Irffom~ation Technology Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, August 5, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Study for healthy women 

Reproductive Endocrinology at UNC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research 
studies. Several opportunities are available that oiler monetaW 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~D 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 

The ultimate goal of this research is to better understand the factors 
that allow implantation to occur so that we may improve clinical 
outcomes of fertility patients. If you are interested, please feel free 
to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproductive@gmail, cam 

Biomedical IRB sturdy #05-1757; apprnved 5/24/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

hr@unc.edu 

Monday, August 5, 2013 8:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FOI~LMAL NOTICE: Addition~J One-Time Leave for State Employees 

TO: All Employees 
FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Senior Director, Benefits & Work/Life Programs; 
Office of Human Resources 

The 2013 General Assembly awarded a one-time additional five days of 
special (vacation) leave effective July 1, 2013, to permanent full-time 
leave earning employees Since nine-month faculty do not earn leave, 
they are not eligible for this leave The leave will be pro-rated for 
part-time employees. 

The special leave, ~vhich is being referred to as FY14 leave, is being 
awarded as a one-time benefit, which must be used by Juaae 30, 2014. TI2vl 
has been modified to include this leave; you will see it titled "FY14" 
in T]~[\/I. Pray FYI 4 leave not used by June 30, 2014, will be forfeited 
FY14 leave will not be paid out upon separation unless the separation is 
due to retirement and the retirement occurs the day following the date 
of separation. ~Ihe FY14 leave should be used prior to exhausting earned 
compensato~ time (holiday comp, on-call comp, overtime comp, gap-hours 
comp, and travel comp), regular vacatinn leave and bonus leave FY14 
leave must be maintained and accounted for separately fi-om vacation and 
bonus leave 

The provisinns allow for this leave to be used retroacuvely to July 1, 
2013, only at the time of implementation. Because of the timing we will 
have different rules for this retroactive prnvision for SPA and EPA 
Non-Faculty in TIM 

SPA Emplnyees - TIM cannot make FYI 4 leave available retroactively, due 
to signofl~ that have already occurred ~2~r the previous bi-weekly pay 
periods. ~Iherefore, FYI 4 leave will be effective in TIM as of July 29, 
and T]N/I will not be able to accommodate any historical edit or 
historical move prior to July 29. If you need to charge leave used 
between July 1 and July 29 to FY14, contact your School/Division HR 

EPA Emplnyees - If you have not yet approved your July leave in TIM, 
adjustments using the FY14 leave can be made back to July 1 

Please read the policy for full details. The policy is available on the 
OHR website at http:iihr.unc.edu/filesi2013iOSiFY-leave.pd£ If you have 
any questions, please contact the Benefits Office at 962-3071. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

emily kee fe~@denlistry.unc .edu 

Monday, August 5, 2013 8:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Pathways of Vulnerability Study, IRB 10-0499 

The D~,~’C Center for Neurosensory Disorders is conducting a research stud?’ 
investigating the biological, psychological, and genetic factors that 
may cause painful conditions such as migraines, irritable bowel syndrome 
(IB S), pelvic pain, and fibromyalgia. We are looking for volunteers with 
these conditions to participate We are no longer recruiting healthy 
controls for this study. 

Participation will include 1 clinic appointment lasting 3 hours. During 
that time participants fill out various questiormaires and receive a 
clinical exam and sensory testing. 

You must be bet~veen the ages of 18 and 64, and not have diabetes, 
epilepsy, hyperthyroidism, drug or alcohol abuse, chronic respiratory 
diseases, high blood pressure, heart disease, ki&aey failure and have 
not required hospitalization for a psychiatric disorder within the last 
6 months. 

You should not participate if you are pregnant, nursing a baby, 
currently involved in orthodontic treatment, chemotherapy or radiation 
therapy. 

People who complete the study will be paid $90 for all aspects of the 
study. 

Please contact us if you are interested in learning more about our stu@ 
(Biomedical IRB number 10-0499). 
If interested or for further information please contact: 
(919) 537-3096. 
Or reply to this email 

This email is sponsored by: The (;enter for Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research (;enter 
Approved by the Biomedical IRB on 9/14/2012 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 

This email is sponsored by: School of Dentistry Center for Neurosensory 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

cha~:les~j ensen@denlistry.unc.edu 

Monday, August 5, 2013 9:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: OPPEIL~k STUDY - IRB 05-2255 

The D~,~’C Center for Neurosensory Disorders is conducting a research stud?’ 
investigating the biological, psychological, and genetic factors that 
may cause Temporomandibular 2vluscle and Joint Disorder (TMYD). We are 
ONLY looking for people with TMJD to participate. 

Participation will include 1 clinic appointment lasting 3 hours. During 
that time participants fill out various questiormaires and receive a 
clinical exam and sensory testing. Individuals who meet the stud?- 
criteria will be asked to complete brief health updates for the next 4-5 
years. 

You must be bet~veen the ages of 18 and 44, and not have diabetes, 
epilepsy, hyperthyroidism, drug or alcohol abuse, chronic respiratory 
diseases, high blood pressure, heart disease, kidney failure and have 
not required hospitalization for a psychiatric disorder within the last 
6 months. 

You should not participate if you are pregnant, nursing a baby, 
currently involved in orthodontic treatment, chemotherapy or radiation 
therapy. 

People who complete all data collection aspects will be paid $270 (this 
includes $90 for the clinic appointment mentioned above). 

For more information about the study, visit the website at 
http ://www oppera, or~ 

Please contact us if you are interested in learning more about our stu@ 
(Biomedical [RB number 05-2255). 
If interested or for further information please contact: 
(919) 537-3622. 
Or reply to this email 

Approved by the Biomedical [RB on 09/10/2012 

This email is sponsored by: The (;enter for Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research (;enter 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 

https:i/dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 

This email is sponsored by: School of Dentistry - Center for 
Neurosensory Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 9:37 AIVI 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Call tbr Fall 2013 - The University Re,arch Council (URC) 

URC Almouncement F- 13.doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly see the attached announcement pertaining to the Fall 2023 URC’s grants. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(a)email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646456.94d215el 724eab7c882d0cbtt]bM]bf&n T&l a:aad&o 33381808 

(It may be neces~ry to cut aM paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33381808-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbffl bail bf,@~listserv.unc.edu 



The University Research Council (UR(~ Fall 2013 

Small Grant Program 
(Deadline 5:00P~l~londay, September 30, 2013) 

Types of Grants Available 
Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. 

They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research-related travel, 
research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. URC grants 
cannot be used for travel to professional meetings. The Council encourages the use 
of URC grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or 
artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as photographs, drawings, 
figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. A faculty member may submit only one 
URC proposal each semester - either research or publication. 

Eligibility.. Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research 

professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, or inst,’actors) or be 
librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior 
applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award. The maximum award is $5,000. 

Application Procedures. Applications and instructions are available online. 

URC expects to send out award notices by December 1,2013. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Jennifer Pruitt (iennifer~ruitt@unc.edu), URC 
Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4100, 301 Bynum 
Hall. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE 

REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. 
FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Henderson, Mae G <~hendersm@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: CAI,L FOR APPLICATIONS: University Research Council SmaJl Grants Program--Sept 30 Deadline 

URC Almouncement F- 13.doc 

FYI - althoufih you’ve received this notice. Please note that grants can be 

used to cover the costs of reproductions and permissions~ Are you eligible? 

From: Taylor, Beverly W [mailto:btaylor@email.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Tuesday, August 06, 2013 4:13 PN 

T~ The doeNc mailin9 list 
Su~jeet~ [doeNc] ~: CALL FOR APPLICA~ONS: UniversiN Research Council Small Grants Program--Sept 30 Deadline 

Colleagues, please ~ke note of this fundin9 oppo~uni~. ~e deadline for applications is the end of September, wNch is hu~lin9 toward us. 

I hope you’re enjoying your last couple of weeks before classes begin. 

All best, 
Beverly 

The University Research Council (URC) - Fall 2013 
Small Grant Program 
Deadline - 5:00PM Monday, September 30, 2013 

Types of Grants Available 

¯ Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research- 

related travel, research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. URC grants cannot be used for travel to professional 

meetings. The Council encourages the use of URC grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

¯ Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as 

photographs, drawings, figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. A faculty member may submit only one URC proposal each semester - either 

research or publication. 

Eligibility. Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, or 

instructors) or be librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award. The maximum award is 

Application Procedures, Applications and instructions are available online. 

-h-~t--t--p--~:-/-/research~unc~edu-~--~--f--f-!~c---e--s--/-~v--!-c-~e--~-c-~h--~a---n---c--e--!]~--r-/---p---r-~9-gr---a-~-m--~s--~p--r--9~-e--c--t---s-~-s--e--r--v--j~c---e--s-~DATA RES VCRED GRANTS. 

URC expects to send out award notices by December 1, 2013. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Jennifer Pruitt (jenn!fer pruittC@unc.edu), URC Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4100, 301 

Bynum Hall. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE 

ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 

Ashley Mattheis 

Research Associate 

The Office of Research Development (ORD) 

A Unit of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 307 Bynum Hall, CB # 4012 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Ph) 919-962-7503 



The University Research Council (UR(~ Fall 2013 

Small Grant Program 
(Deadline 5:00P~l~londay, September 30, 2013) 

Types of Grants Available 
Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. 

They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research-related travel, 
research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. URC grants 
cannot be used for travel to professional meetings. The Council encourages the use 
of URC grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or 
artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as photographs, drawings, 
figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. A faculty member may submit only one 
URC proposal each semester - either research or publication. 

Eligibility.. Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research 

professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, or inst,’actors) or be 
librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior 
applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award. The maximum award is $5,000. 

Application Procedures. Applications and instructions are available online. 

URC expects to send out award notices by December 1,2013. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Jennifer Pruitt (iennifer~ruitt@unc.edu), URC 
Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4100, 301 Bynum 
Hall. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE 

REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. 
FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:09 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[?ac] 8/15 parking change at the Friday Center 

CCO Instructors- 

Please be aware that as of August 15 all visitors to the Friday Center will need to display a temporary parking permit on their vehicle if it is parked In a lot around 

the Friday Center. You may obtain a free permit at the registration desk on the first floor of the Center. There will be four 5 minute parking spaces in front of the 

building where you can leave your car while you come in and pick up a permit. If you know more than 48 hours in advance that you are coming here, let us know 

and we can arrange to have a temporary permit sent to you ahead of time via e-mail. Just let the person that you are coming to see know when you will be coming, 

and that person will request that a permit be sent to you. 

if you are coming to the Center to drop something off or pick up a form, you may use those same five minute spaces just to run in the building without getting a 

permit. 

This change is necessitated by the fact that employees using the commuter lot must now pay for a permit to use that lot. The temporary stickers are being 

implemented here to keep the commuters from parking here to avoid the cost of the permit. 

We hope this will not be anything but a minor inconvenience. However, please do get and display a permit or you may get a ticket and none of us want that to 

happen. 

Enjoy the rest of your summer! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mail~o:reges~te@etnail.unc.edu">regester@emafil.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bg> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave-33388217-20384470.87a466e36d8e79£2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33388217- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a:, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaigmresponse @amazon,corn> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 5:41 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing Dorothy Dandridge 

charlene regester, 

Are you ioeking for something in cur Drama Mevies & TV Shows department? If so, yeu might be interested in 

these items 

............ ~<.,,v.,~.~’....,’3, .," ~’ SInews 

Epath~ Merkarson (Acto-), Marcus C~d Franklin (Actor), George 

Wolfe (Director) I Format: DVD 

r~rice: $5.98 

/\lap I-4~;ie (Acre!), ~-[~;by Ja!;e (Acre!), Job!; M 8tahi (Direclar) I 

Format: DVD 

i.isl Price 814 98 
Price: $10,93 
Yo[~ S~w!: $405 (27%) 



Lerm-~ons {Director~ 

Pr~: 

..................................... 
Hslle Be~-ry (Acto0~ Bruce 

Format: DVD 

You Save: $592 

Jamas Msson (Actor), Joas Foqtsine (AcloO, Rob~[t Rosse~ 

(Oirecto0 I Ferma[: DVD 

List Price: 814 98 

P!~ce: $12.05 

You Save: $293 (20%) 

Find Great Oeals on ~il~ions of Items Storewide 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~e~317"~ 4:? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Dog and Cat Lovers Needed for Research Study 

Researchers at the US Environmental Protection Agency are developing 
new, simple tests to study common chronic infections that can affect 
humans and pets. They need your help to compare these new- tests to 
standard blood tests and to learn about how these infections are spread. 

Participation requires a single visit to the US EPA Human Studies 
Facili~ in Chapel Hill, where saliva and blood samples will be 
collected and palticipants will fill out a short questionnaire. The 
entire process should take less than one hour, and participants will 
receive a $75.00 payment for their time. 

For more information or to volunteer for this research study-, please 
contact recruitment staff" at 1-888-279-9353 or visit our webpage at 
www. epas tudies org. 

This research study was approved 7/31/2013 by the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill Office of’Human Research F, thics ([RB # 12-2600). 
For any questions about this research study, please contact the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Office of Human Research 
Ethics at 919-966-3113 and refer to study # 12-2600 

This email is sponsored by: U S Environmental Protection Agency 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inl2~rmation". 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Marketplace ~:marketplace-messages@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 10:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

chaxlene regester, will you rate your traJ~cfion at Amazon.corn? 

Hi charlene regester, will you please take a minute to share your experience? 

Paul Mitchell Super Skinny Serum, 5.1oz (New) 

How did the seller do? 

~:~q~.~!@~ - Item delivered on time, was as described, great customer service (if contacted) 

Does the product meet your expectations? 

.~.~.~..~!:~L ~ ~,d .e..y~:..~.!!.!:.c..;~..~.~.~ 

Helpful Links 

Y.i~.~..%~.~.!:..~,’.~.~.i! ~. I ~;i~!~ ~.~;.L~;~..e....~..e..!.!~.!: I ~i.e..~..~.!] .e..~..P.!:~J;i.!~. I ~..e....e..~.]~.~;.k..~.~.!i~. 

Having trouble? 
If you have trouble with the links above, you can leave feedback by completing these steps: 

1. Go to ww~,~,,.an~zon.ce, mifeedback. 
2. You’ll be prompted for a log-in. 
3. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all the orders that need feedback. 
4. Find the order on the list and leave feedback. 

If you have questions regarding a transaction, we advise you to check with your seller for 
details. To view your latest transactions, go to }:’.A}LL~},~;g~#.#.~?.!; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

patrick vernon@kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Have a Startup Idea? 

Have a startup idea? Wonder if it is feasible? Interested in joining a 
startup team? 

Launching the Venture, a class offered by Kenan-Flagler Business School, 
has been helping L~,-C grad students, staff and facul~ turn ideas into 
startups for 15 years. 

If you have a great idea or ~vant to join a startup team, please visit 
the Launch Connections ~vebsite to post your idea or your skills: 
www.launch.web.unc.edu 

Get counected at: ~vw~v.launch.web.uaac edu 
More about the class: www launch.unc.edu. 
Apply by Oct 6 at: www.launch.unc edu/apply. 
Launch (;lass ufficiaHy begins Munday, Octuber 21. 

Patrick Vernon. 
Clinical Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurship 
Executive Directur, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 
UNC’s Kenan-I:lagIer Business Schuo[. 

[aunch@unc.edu &#9642; twitter cum/unclaunch 

This email is spunsured by: Kenan-FIagler Center fur [~’mtrepreneurial 
Studies 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent tu thuse who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set your irfformatiuna[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



Unleashing the Black Erotic 
Sept. 18-21, 2013 

9/1% Thur~;~ay,--,9:30~, ~ 0:45 
Panel 1--Playing on My Beautiful Black Female Self...(Re)Claiming My Voice 
"I Really Need a Maid[": White Womanhood and the Play of the Black Female Domestic in 
The Help 
Kwakiutl L, Dreher 
U of Nebraska-Lincoln 

Black Female Agency and the Politics of Respectability in the Plays of Pulitizer-Prize 

Winner Lynn Nottage 

Renee Baron 

Th e ]uilliard Sch ool 

Mapping Sexuality in the Caribbean and in Diaspora: Loida Maritza Perez’s Geographics of 

Home and Junot Diaz’s The Brief Wondrous Lij~e of Oscar Wao 

Irline Francois 
Goucher College 

Sacred Sexuality: Spirituality in African American Women’s Texts 
Silvia Castro-Borrego 

University of Malaga 

9/t% Th~rsday---,~ t :0O-~g 2:t 5 

Panel 2--Black Sexualities in Film and Television 
Masculinity and True Blood 
Patricia Williams Lessane 

College of Charleston 

Denzel Washington 

Anthony Greene 

College of Charleston 

John Shaft: The Ultimate Sex Machine, Action Hero 
Rosalyn K. Mack 

U of Texas at Dallas 

Scandal: Twenty First Century Star-Crossed Lovers or Friends With Benefits 

Winsora Blanford 

The Desired and Dangerous Black Woman in Media, Literature, and Life 

Sharon D, Johnson 
Independen t Sch olaf/Writer 



9/1% Thursday--2:00o3:~5 

Panel 3--Black Queer Sexualities 
SONG 

Kristi Brian 

College of Charleston 

Scripting the Black Queer Body: Television, Authorship and Black Queer Characters on 
Black Cast Sitcoms 
Alfred L Martin 
U of Texas atAustin 

LGBT women 
Siobhan King Brooks 

Temple University 

James Baldwin, the Heterosexual; or the Limits of Strategic Essentialism in Black Queer 

Studies 

Vershawn Ashanti Young 

U of Kentucky 

4:00 KEYNOTE ~oa~ Morga~ 

NOTE: Concurrent Panels on Friday 
9/20, 
Panel 4--"Black is Beautiful": Black Women as Emblems of Social Change in 
Twentieth Century America 
"Black is Beautiful": Dorothea Towles Church, Lois Towles Caesar and the Desgregation of 
Beauty in America 
David Park 
U of North Texas 

The Pittsburg Courier’s Double V Girls: Beauty, Fashion, and Popular Culture as 
Instruments for Social Change 

Jennifer Bri@es 

U of North Texas 

Bathing Beauties, the Black Press and Beyonce: Black Female Sexuality and the Politics of 
Respectability 
Kim Gallon 
Muhlenber9 College 



Neither Showy Nor Loud: Embodying Respectability at Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities in the Early Twentieth Century 
Blain Roberts 
Cal State U, Fresno 

Panel 5--Black Sexualities in the Caribbean 
Mommy Shae She Bumpa On De Road: An Auto Ethnography of Motherhood and Sexuality 
in Trinidad Carnival 

Tia Cooper 
U of West Indies, St, Augustine Campus 

Dagger&: Politics of the Erotic in Jamaican Dancehall 

Lena Delgado de Tortes 

"The Deepest Life Force": The Erotic Drive Towards Life in Patricia Powell’s Pagoda 
Suzanne Uzzilla 
CUNY Graduate Center 

Norman Is You: Homosexuality in Calypso 

Alison McLetchie 

Claflin University 

9/20, Friday---,1 t :00~,t 2:15 

Panel 6--Black Sexualities and Genre Fiction 
Romance and Vulnerability 
Conseula Francis 

College of Charleston 

A World Built in Empathy: Touch as "Biological Conscience" In Octavia Butler’s Parable of 
the Sower and Dawn 
Elizabeth Pittman 
George Washington U 

Sister Souljah 

Kimberly Brown 

Virginia Commonwealth 

Panel 7--Sex and Society 
Media Literacy, Black Females, and Hypersexualized Depictions of Black Sexuality n 
Popular Culture: Implications on Adolescent Gender Identity and Sexual Development 

Erica M. Butler 



In Defense of Baby Mamas: A Feminist Call for the Deregulation of Black Female Sexuality 
Anika Maaza Simpson 

Morgan State University 

The Politics of Porn: African American Female Exotic Dancers--Nothing is Exotic About 

Risky Sexual Behavior 

]ohn L, Baker 

U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Sexual Healing: Examining the Nexus Between Common Mental Health Issues and 

Hypersexuality Among Black Wmen 

Deauna Fronenbewer 

9/20~ 
Panel 8--Interdisciplinary Perspectives 
Rethinking Sexual Violence and the Marketplace of Slavery: White Women, the Slave 

Market and Enslaved Women’s Sexualized Bodies in the Nineteenth Century South 
Stephanie ]ones-Rogers 

U of Iowa 

Goddess Bodies, Mortal Minds: The Intersectionality of Black Sexuality and Respectability 
Frenchie Davis 

Displaced Oshun Theory 

Ma rcia ]o n es 

The Erotic Subjectivity of Theory: Recovering the Subversive Corporeality of Black Women 
Intellectuals and Their Subjects 

Cameron Brickhouse 

Panel 9--Visionary Poetics: Imag(in)ing the Black Erotic 
Harvesting Cane: A Meditation on Poetics, Gender/Genre Border Crossing and Queer 
Female Sexuality 
L. Lamar Wilson 
UNC--Chapel Hill 

"Poised a Manicured Tootsie... and Commanded a Blow Boy": An Examination of Dororthy 
Dandridge’s (Hyper)Sexualization on Screen and in the African American Press and 

Mainstream Press 
Charlene Regester 

UNC--Chapel Hill 



Josephine Baker: The Photographic Image and The Erotic Imaginary 
Mae G, Henderson 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Erotic Subjectivity in Essex Hemphill’s Earth Life and Conditions 
Gene Melton II 

NC State U 

9/20, 
Panel lO--Women, Sex, and Hip Hop 
I Beez on the Battlefield: Using a Trans Hip Hop (Post) Feminist Lens to Assess Nicki Minaj, 

Hip Hop, and Black Womanhood 

j.n. salters 

U of Pennsylvania 

(Re)Claiming the Uses of the Black Erotic Through Rihanna’s Music Videos 

Marsha Horsley 

Indiana U, Bloomington 

Erotic Ambiguity: Janelle Monae’s Gender Performance as Liberatory Politics 

SaraEllen Strongman 

U of Pennsylvania 

Habeas Corpus in My Bowl: Blues and Body Politics in Hip Hop Culture 

Tiffany Austin 

Florida Memorial University 

Panel I 1--Narrating Black Sexuality 
Ayi Kwei Armah’s Poetics of Desire 
Fouad Mami 
University of Adrar, Algeria 

The Tactic of Transgression in Toni Morrison’s Sula 

Kirin Wachter-Greene 

U of Washington, Seattle 

Sexual Coming of Age n Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye 

Isabel Cristina Rodrigues Ferreira 

Universidade Federal de Lavras 

Kemeshia L. Randle 
U of Alabama 

White Men Can’t ]ump and Black Women Can’t Screw: Stockett Dexsexualizes The Help 



Desire as Anti-Black Violence 

Sabine Broeck 

9/2 ~1.~ 
Panel 12--Beyond the Marriage Industrial Complex: Emotionality, (Non) Normativity, 
Desire and Intimacy 
Treva Lindsey 

Brittney Cooper 

Rutgers University 

Yaba Blay 

Drexel U 

Esther Armah 

Kaila Adia Story 

U of Louisville 

9/2 ~I.~ 5;atarday- 
State of the Field Panel 

Treva Lindsey 
Kaila Story 

Farah ]asmine Griffin 
Marlon Bailey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <development@unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 10:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connections Online 

Csrolir:a Co:l~e~4:or:s - HighlighlJr~g i:o,,~, prJ,,,ele gMr~g is r:lakmg a 

difference at UNC 

Greetings fellow alumni and friends of Carolina, 

It is my pleasure to bring you our Summer 2013 issue of ~#J:£!!~3.# 

£~.#.~.e..~’~!:¢:#~..~.!!£.~. This is your source for news and updates 

about how priw~te giving is making a di[ference in the liw!s of 

Carolina’s students, faculty, staff and patients as well as in local 

communities~ across the state and around the globe 

I hope ew.~ryone is enjoying a fun--filled arld restful sumrrler break 

with family and friends There’s been a flurry of activity in Chapel Hill 

with summer campers, visitors, current and prospective students 

and ~heir families, as well as newly minted Tar Heels preparing for 

that amazing transition to college life, And of course~ our new 

chancellor, Carol Folt, tookthe helm July 1, 

As we prepare for ~he arrival of the Class of 2017. we want to take a 

few moments to thank you for all you do to make Carolina great for 

everyone, and to show you a few of the ways your gifts are working 

to make Carolina extraordinary. 

In this issue, you’ll hear from Chancellor Folt and some talented 

inventors who are literally bringing imagination to life. You’ll also 

meet a special little boy who experienced the miracle o~ hearing his 

father’s voice for the first time right here in our Children’s Hospital! 

We hope these features and stories will bring you a little ck)ser to 

some o~the people and prograrns that make UNC the bes[ place to 

teach, learn and discover. We couldn’t sustain the excellence that is 

a hallmark of Carolina without your suppo~, and we are extremely 

g ratefu I 

Feel free to share your comments and suggestions with us as well 

-rhanks for all you do to help make Carolina great. 

Julia S. Grurrlbles ’75 

Interim Vice Chancellor for University Advancement 

703535427 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 2:58 AM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expires soon. 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire 
at this date arid time: Sun Aug 18 13:09:41 2013 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how- to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

https ://onyen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc id~’chpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your pass~vord, though you ~vill not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~ices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your pass~vord, it will ~vork for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new Onyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.EDU domain It’you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sep~ices using the AD.UNC ED[J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. Kyou don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old Onyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password. [)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to [ogin 

If you think you might forget your pass~w~rd, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEI~’ORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Chal]enge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some Onyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

ht tp://help.unc edu~,3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus DirectoW. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directoly web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: TYPE 2 DIABETES 

DO YOU HAVE TYPE 2 DIABETES? 
If so, you may qualify’ to participate in a clinical research device 
study 

The L,i~!C Diabetes Care Center is no~v e~olling adult volunteers into a 
Type 2 Diabetes Research study 

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness, safe~ 
and tolerability of ITCA 650 in patients with type 2 diabetes and to 
compare those effects to the effects of ITCA placebo 

In this study all subjects will have an investigational drug/device 
combination called ITCA 650 or ITCA placebo placed just under the skin 
of the abdomen (lower part of the belly). 
An investigationa[ drug or device is one that is currently being tested. 
It has not been approved by the U.S. Food and Drag Administration (FDA) 
for sale in the United States 

Your participation is approximately 47 weeks (almost one year): up to 4 

weeks to determine if you are eligible for the study, 39 weeks of sturdy 

treatment, and 4 weeks of follow-up. 

You may be eligible for the research study if you are: 
* aged between 18-80 years 
* have type 2 diabetes 
* using diet and exercise alone or on sul]2mylurea (SU) or 
thiazolidinedione (TZD) monotherapy or a combination of at least two of 
the following types of drugs for your ~pe 2 diabetes: SU, ~[ZI) or 
metfonnin 
*    having trouble controlling your blood sugar 

If you are eligible you may receive diabetes care through the research 
sturdy doctor, diabetes testing supplies, and study medication. 

If you are interested in this clinical trial and believe you may be 
eligible, or ]2~r more in:gormation please contact: 

Gall F~fller. CO’Re’ 

Clinical Research Coordinator 
UNC Dabetes Care Center: 919 9575679 / gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRB Biomedical Approval on 10/22/2012 from the UNC 
Office of Human Research Ethics, IRB study # 12-1722. 

This email is sponsored by-: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

jared minkel@med.unc.edn 

Monday, August 12, 2013 8:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Depression, Genes, and Brain Research Study 

You may be eligible for a UNC/Duke Universi~z research study if you are 
18-50 years old and you experience symptoms of depression. Symptoms of 
depression can include feeling sad or blue and losing interest in 
activities, people, or things that you once enjoyed. 

We are conducting a research study on how genes and brain activity 
affect recove~z from depression. The stu@ involves a clinical 
interview, blood dra~v for genetic testing, and an \~I brain scan In 
addition, qualified participants receive 15 sessions of talk therapy. 
Qualified participants will receive up to $120 in total compensation. 
Additional il~’ormation can be found on our webpage at: 
http://canunc.edu/content/site/depression ~enes and brain study/. 

If interested, please contact Jared Minkel at 919-684-6182 or 
jared minkeI@med unc.edu to determine if you quali~ to participate in 
this research study 

’]?he ’Imaging Genetic Predictors of Psychotherapy Outcomes in Unipolar 
Depression’ Study (IRB # 11-2537) was approved by the Duke Medicine 
Institutional Review Board on 1/25/2012 The Principal investigators for 
this study are Dr. Gabriel Dichter and Dr Moria Smoski. 

th-o00033714 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

pamela~phillips@med.unc.edu 

Monday, August 12, 2013 8:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: teen study 

We are recruiting adolescents age 13-18 to participate in a research 
stud?’. We are testing an intervention that ~vill require the adolescents 
to be part of a group that ~vill meet for a once a week class for 6 
weeks. Adolescents ~vill receive up to $100 for participating in this 
study. 
Please contact Pamela Phillips at Pamela philhps@med uric edu for more 
information. 

This study has been approved by the D~,~’C Biomedical IRB on 4-26-2013, 
study #13-1162. 

This email is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

childhear@med.unc.edu 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Children Needed for Hearing Resea~eh Stud?" 

The Human AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting 
children between 5-13 years old for a research study to help us learn 
more about how children hear in noisy environments. 

During the testing, your child will sit in a sound-treated room and will 
listen to sounds presented over a speaker or through headphones. Your 
child will be asked to indicate when they hear sounds by selecting a 
picture on a computer monitor or by repeating back words. The souaads we 
use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratory is required. The visit lasts about one hour 
You will receive $15 and we will give you parking passes il’you drive to 
the lab. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med unc.edu 

The principal investigator for this research study is Lori Leibold, PhD, 
Department of Allied Health Sciences. 

This research study has been approved by the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Institutional Review Board: Study# 
The title for this IRB study is "Listening in Noise for Children and 
Adults" The most recent approved IRB modification date is July 30, 
2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your inl2~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:04 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Teen Study 

We are recruiting adolescents age 13-18 to palticipate in a research study. We are testing an intel~’ention that will require the adolescents to be part of a group that will meet for a once a 
week class for 6 weeks Adolescents will receive up to $100 for participating in this study. 

Please contact Pamela Phillips at Pamela philhps@med uric edu for more 
information. 

This study has been approved by the U~,~’C Biomedical IRB on 4-26-2013, 
study #13-1162. 

This message is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <dubcorp@m~Jler.memfirstneD 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:45 ,AM 

RegesteL Ch~xlene B <regesler@em~J4.unc.edu> 

Special Offers fbr fellow Campus Colleagues! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

img 

Club Members and to extend a preferred inida#on fee to join the Club for non-Carolina Club Members~ 

flm~4sh4~9 ~ ~ ~he Harvey Lobby are 4e ~;~ ~w~# an(~ w~ be co~pb~e by the e~x~ ef Au~B~st. We hepe ~h~a w~ prevk~e 
w~h eve~ mo~e ways to mee~ and ccmnect w~tb fliec~ds~ c~kmts and c<4b~ues wh~b e~ab~ yeu to work cemfe~ab~y 
sr~d e~fidsrfliy wMle you a~e away ~rom yoar home o~ 

The Cklb’s Beard of D~rec~o~% recerfl~y app uwd a ~d~c~ ,M~ u, $, a p~, me ,,h ~or UNC Faculty & 
Socbty dues, TMs ~s a $32 pe~ month sav~l~gs~ b-~ add~tbn, currsrfl C~ub Msmbe~s who w~sh ~o upgrade ~e Tdar~g~8 

We me p~oud ~o sn~ou~ce [hst The Csre~a C~# has begul~ se~v~l~g b~eakfast every Monday ~ Fddsy from 7:00@:00am. 
The ()~b now p~’ovK~ea a vsr~e~y el: break~ss~ efferent{ s ssd lhe Der~ecl memir~ ~ecs~e~ ~o~ bua~esa 

#~rou#h October 12th, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club with an inida#on fee of only 
(a $!50 savings). A~d as ~ welcome g~ft, ?ou w~ a~so recMve eu~ 20tb An~bers~, New ~v~embe~ Passport ef 
cemp~me~[a~’ effed~gs [e get you cor~c~ed ~e ~he CR~b. In addi#on, Carelina Club Members who sponsor New 
Members will receive $100 of Club Cash Dining Credits. 

b~£~/~E~#ZE)A[A=#]~Z£#_[#.com/Fi~es/Ubrary/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Mernbersh~E Brochure 2013.£#[ 

ht~p://membe[s.c~ubcorp.com/Files/LibraH/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Application 2013.pdf 

. Co~ac~ ou~ ~embe~sMp D#¢c[o~, Vat, dora Deeds ~92~ a~ 9t9@~2@021 or vandora.davis~ourclub.com 

~ V~sk ~s <m~e at ~w.carolina~lub.com. 

[e~bwsh~p. hs t.: ~3, ~h8 Ge~ers~ A~um~s[ Assodsfior~ made Ms vision a reality, 8r~d The Csro~a C~u~ was opened.Today. 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:34 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] online materials 

CCO Instructors- 

The brief message quoted below caught my eye recently in an e-mail discussion forum, and I asked Tyler Ritter, head of our Communications and Instructional 

Design Team, if she felt we were having such problems. She said she was aware of a few instances where students had published work from one of our courses on 

their portfolio sties and current students had plagiarized the material. Some of you have caught such behavior, and we applaud your vigilance. But, we are sure 

that some instances were not detected. We may not be able to keep former students from publishing their own work on their personal sites, but we can try to 

make it harder for future students to use that material to aid them when they take the course. 

in particular, we ask that you vary the exam questions in multiple choice and!or true!false exams in your courses to make it harder for students to cheat. This does 

increase the work for you we realize, but it also increases the integrity of the exam/course. If you would like to do more with your exams, please let your 

Instructional Designer know and that person will work with you to see what can be done. Even minimal altering of the questions can help. 

And, of course, we encourage you to be vigilant for material your students might pick up from others in an unauthorized way. 

Thanks for your help. We have nearly 600 students registered for your CCO courses this fall and it is still a week until classes begin! Should be a good semester. 

Tim Sanford 

"At our Universi~, we are faced with the issue of having our course material posted ~d sold out on the Intemet. We are finding m~swer keys, midtem~s and final exam 

questions and answers, student papers, etc .... As soon as we roll out the tnaterial it is up on the Intemet on sites such as Student of Fortune, Course Hero, ScribD, 

etc..." 

Timothy R. 5anford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccoti~c as: ~a hre~"mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emaJl.unc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br:~ 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave- 33414063- 20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eati5919b64fcc286@listserv. unc.edu">leave- 33414063 - 
20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@li stserv.unc.edu~ga> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 8:04 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Altbrdable Child Therapy & Testing tbr Kids and Co 

We can help with: 

*Social issues or conflicts with peers or parents 
*Anxiety and mood swings 
*Difficul~ paying attention in class or at home 
*Hyperactivity and off-task behavior 

*Sadness or irritability’ 
*Disruptive behavior and aggression 
*Assessments for kids, teens and college students for: learning disorders, ADHD, giftedness, mood and anxie~ disorders 

We are affiliated with the L~,-C-CH clinical psychology Ph.D. program. Evidence based treatment is provided by doctoral students under the supervision of licensed psychologists who are 
faculty members in the Department of Psychology 

Children and adolescents are see in our nearby off-campus location on Finley Golf Course Road with afternoon and evening appointments and readily available ac[jacent parking. 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Pa~icipants Needed for Alcohol Use and Atlention 

Stud?- Title: "Alcohol Use and Attention" 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) on 5/29/2013, 
Study No 09-0154; non biomedical 

Do you currently drink alcohol? 

We are currently looking for participants for a research stud?’ on attention and alcohol use Your participation would require you to come to our laboratoy in Davie Hall on the University of 
North Carolina campus and complete some questiormaires and cognitive tasks This stu@ will tak about 1-1.5 hours. 

For your participation, you will be compensated $10/hour. 

Stud?- requires participants to view- images and accurately detect visual targets. 

You are eligible if you: 

* Are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
* Are NOT taking illicit drugs 
* Are NOT taking psychoactive medications 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at UNC is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal women (,women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to louver cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition. 

We’re Looking For Women ~o Are: 

1) bet~veen 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ prm’~ding up to S1,425 in compensation 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D and Susan Girdler, Ph.D, UNC 

Department of Psychiat~z. 

The research study is IRB #10-0542. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010. 

This message is sponsored by: The Center fur Women’s Mood Disorders-Psychiatry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

leah schrubbe@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOILMATIONAL: Pefimenopausal Wo~nen Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at UNC is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (,women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioration and to louver cardiovascular risk during the 
menopause transition. 

We’re Looking For Women ;Vho Are: 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or 
hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,425 in 
compensation. 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is 
conducted by David Rubinow, MD. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC 
Department of Psychiatry. 

The research study is IRB #10-0542. This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept of Enviro~unent Health and Safety-<no reply@nnc.edu’- 

Wednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 6:44 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Message ti-om Environment, tlealth and Sa£ety: EHS Compliance Notice 

Charlene, 

Each employee is responsible to complete various trainings/complimace targets based on their individual position responsibilities and/or work environments. This is a 

nolificalion that you have EHS training and/or Medical Snrveillance that needs to be updated. Please visit https://itsapps.unc.eduiEHSi and with your login the wstem 

will prompt you to the issues that need to be addressed. Thank you for yonr prompt attention to the requirement. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health And Sat~ty 

UNC-CH Enviroimaent, Health and Sat~ty 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

919-962- 5507 Office 

919-962-0227 Fax 



Bring the spirit of Kenan Stadium on fl: e road. 

Join fellow Tat- Heels and get in the pregame spirit ~th a tailgate- 

style meal givea~va),s appearances by the Marching Tar Iteels 

and cheerleaders, a~d more~ J oin us for these p*’ega~ne parties: 

within the UNC block for each game~ YOu may purx-hase game tickeb~ when yo~ 

register’ R}~’ t:he pregame parl.yo Game tickets a~’e not sold separately and are available 

on a fit’st-come, first--set’veal basis~ Game ~i&eks may be purchased while supplies las~ 

or tmii] ihe deadline ]iste& If you do not wish to atiund the p~>game pa~:~[-)- and wish to 

purchase game ~Jekd:s only, please c.ont:ad the UNC T~cket ()filet at: (8oo) 722-.tIF, EL. 

Alumni activities, communications and set~iees at’e not a line item in the U nivm’sib 

b~dget b~t are fimded by GAA member dues. If you think this mission of se~wing 

Uniw~[~ity a*xd h:eepir~g alumni informed and h~volved ~s hnpo*t:ard:, membe~’ship 

you, Joh~ today to support Carolina and ~,:~ receive valuable benefits and services and a 

subse~p{Jon to the digital amI prh~t w~*~kms of the Caro!ina ,4h~rani 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 10:49 AM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Attbvdable Testing & Child Therapy 

We can help with: 

*Social issues or conflicts with peers or parents 
*Anxiety and mood swings 
*Difficul~ paying attention in class or at home 
*Hyperactivity and off-task behavior 

*Sadness or irritability 
*Disruptive behavior and aggression 
*Assessments for kids, teens and college students for: learning disorders, ADHD, giftedness, mood and anxie~ disorders 

We are affiliated with the LEX-C-CH clinical psychology Ph.D. program. Evidence based treatment is provided by doctoral students under the supervision of licensed psychologists who are 
faculty members in the Department of Psychology 

Children and adolescents are seen in our nearby off-campus location on Finley Golf Course Road with afternoon and evening appointments and readily available adjacent parking. 

Psychological services are also available for adults and couples in our on-campus clinic 

ALL CLINIC SERVICES ARE OFFERED FOR REDETCED FEES BASED ON INCOME 

For more inJ2~rmation please contact us at clinic.screening@unc.edu or visit: http://clinic.unc edu/. 

Please be aware that if the information you provide indicates that there may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person is in danger, we will need to respond as 
required by law. 

This emai[ is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychology Community Clinic. 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 10:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Pa~icipants Needed for Alcohol Use and Atlention 

Study- Title: "Alcohol Use and Attention" 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) on 5/29/2013, 
Study No 09-0154; non biomedical 

Do you currently drink alcohol? 

We are currently looking for participants for a research study on attention and alcohol use. Your participation would require you to come to our laboratory in Davie Hall on the University of 
North Carolina campus and complete some questionnaires and cognitive tasks This stu@ will take about 1-1.5 hours 

For your participation, you will be compensated $10/hour. 

Study- requires participants to view- images and accurately detect visual targets. 

You are eligible it! 

1. You are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
2. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
3. You are NOT taking psychoactive medications 
4. You have nurmal or currected tu nurma[ visinn 
5. Yuu are a nauve English speaker 
6. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
7. Yuu have nu known psychiatric ur neurulugical prublems 

If interested, please cuntact Monica at 919-%2-8340 ur e-mail cablab@unc.edu 

(mention the subject line uf the e-mail ifyuu call) with the fulluwing infurmatinn: 

Name 
[~Mail Address 
Phune Number 
Best time to be contacted 

’]7his message ~s sponsured by: Department uf Psychulugy 



Ind ulge in a New S~,a~ on 

Yomt General Ahmmi Association is excked ~o m~veil a new season office Beyond 

Sh>ne Wails series. These cven[s ~a]<o place throug]~ou[: [:he ’l’r[angle area for ~fou --. 

local almrmi in Wake, Orange and Din’ham counties. We hope to see you at one of these 

Extflore Top of ~:he HilPs (fistillcr)~ in downtown Chapel Hill [<@~3~ a tour, ~:asting and 

souvenir. IJgh[ rehvshmenb will be provided. TOPO is the only distille~7 in the South 

thak handcrafts and bottles iN own spirks li’om scratch using loo percenk local and 

organic N,(L ingredbn[s. 

V~det~ Choe.ola~e FactoU, i’s a bean-[o-bar chocolate factory. Dining the evening ,yolfIl 

tom" the [ackory, barn the process of chocola~ making aml ~mjoy a 

The Mo~mtain~) is acclaimed fi’om I,ondon to Broadway. Join the director of 

PlayMakcrs’ 7"t~e Mo~mtai~top and o[hen~ on the artistic stafffbr a l_~n~-show 

conversation and insigh ks a bout th e play. Then watch as flae play un fold s. 

Save the Da re: Upcoming Campus E~, (.n{ .... 

Commemorative Pro!t, ram C~,’h,’bra[ing L"nivecsity Day with ,James I.ek~udis II ’77 

U niversity Day / Chancellor% Installation 

I,ate Night W t a R~ ~y 

sider This: Th e G tea [ Demogra] ~hJc D isruptf on s wi [h ,James J£ ,h ~hnson ,Jr. 

The zzth Thnothy g. and Jane A. Bnrrtekt Semirtar for Academic Achievement 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:06 PM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Beginning September 24 - North Carolina Literary People: Conver~tions with River Writers 

In collaboration with UNC Press, the Friday Center will offer an educational series featuring North Carolina River Writers. The series will explore North Carolina’s 

mighty rivers--from the mountains to the coastal plain--and how these waters have inspired so many stories, novels, plays, and poems by our state’s writers. 

The series will consist of four sessions held at the Friday Center. In each session, the author will present a short readingl,lecture about his or her work, followed by 

an interview and discussion led by Georgann Eubanks, author of Literary Trails of North Carolina. 

The series features: 

¯ Tom Earnhardt, author of Crossroads of the Natural World 

¯ Jill McCorkle, author of LifeAfter Life 

¯ Randall Kenan, author of Let the Dead Bury Their Dead 

¯ Philip Gerard, author of Down the Wild Cape Fear 

Registration costs ~;20 per session, or $60 for the entire series. For full details or to register, please visit our website. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

e~mchment as: regester~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-33420228-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24eTb8bfc87a2f0t?~)listserv.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

cablab@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Participants Needed for Alcohol Use and Attention Study 

Stud?- title: "Alcohol Use and Attention " 
Approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review- Board (IRB) on 
05/29/2013 
Study #09-0154 
IRB: Non-Biomedical 

Do you currently drink alcohol? 
We are currently looking for participants for a research study on 
attention and alcohol use Your 
participation would require you to come to our laborato~z in Davie Hall 
on the University of North 
Carolina campus and complete some questiomaaires and cognitive tasks. 
The study will take about 1-1.5 
hours. For your participation, you will be compensated with $10/hour 
Study reqmres pamcipants to 
view images and accurately detect visual targets 
You are eligible if: 
1. You are between the ages of 18~40 years old 
2. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
3. You are NOT taking psychoacuve medications 
4. You have normal or corrected to normal vision 
5. You are a native English speaker 
6. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
7. You have no known psychiatric or neurological problems 
If interested, Please contact Monica at 919-%2-8340 or e-real[ 
cablab@unc.edu 
(mention the subject line of the e-mail if you call) with the following 
information: 
Name 
[~mai[ address 
Phone number 
Best time to be contacted 

Thanks! 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

cablab@unc.edn 

Wednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 8:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Participants needed for habit learning and addiction paid resemch s~dy 

The Boettiger Lab at L~x,-C Chapel Hill is conducting a research study to 
explore the role of habit learning in a ddiction. 
We are recruiting volunteers who are between the ages of 18 and 40 who 
either have no histoW of substance abuse or have a substance abuse 
history but are currently abstinent 
Your participation would require you to come to our laboratouv in Davie 
Hall onthe LrNC campus for t;vo separate sessions and complete 
learning-related tasks on the computer for about 2 hours for the first 
session and 1 5 hours for the second session 
You will be compensated with $10/hour for each session. 

Other requirements: 
o    No history of seizaare, head iRjury, loss of consciousness, or other 
known neurological problems 
o No psychiatric diagnoses (aside from substance abuse/dependence) 
o Not currently using any psychoactive drugs (including antidepressants) 
o Normal color vision 

If you meet these requirements and think you may be interested in 
participating please send an e-mail to: cablab@unc edu 

Please inctude the following information: 
tIabit Learning Study 
Best method & times to reach you 
Phone number 

Thank you, 
Cognition and Addiction Biopsychology Lab 

Department of Psychology 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-%2-8340 

This study titled "Association Learning and Unlearning in Addiction" has 
been 
approved by- the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) (sin@ 
#08-0997; approved 11/03/2011). 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infurmation". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Invitation to New Student Convocation 

August 15, 2013 

TO: All Faculty 

FROM: James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

RE: New Student Convocation- August 18, 2013 

Please join Chancellor Carol Folt and me :[’or New Student Com’ocation and 
a Tar tteel Beginnings welcome on Sunday, August 18, 2013, at 7:00 pm in 
the Dean Smith Basketball Arena. 

Carolina is poised to welcome nearly 4,000 first-year and transfer 
students :[’or Academic Year 2013-2014. Convocation is our chance to 
introduce new students to the vibrant intellectual life of our 
University. This year’s featured speaker will be UNC Professor of 
History tteather Williams, a scholar of Afi-ican Americans in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and author of tIelp Me To Find X/ly 
People:The A[‘rican American Search ~k~r Family Lost in Slavery Professor 
Williams’ address will be a complement to the Summer Reading 
Program book, Toni Morrison’s ttome 

After Convocation concludes, the evening conunues with a Tar Heel 
Beginnings pep rally. This is our chance to share some of Carolina’s 
favorite traditions with the new members of our community. Please plan 
to stay for this part as well, to learn a cheer or two, and meet some of 
our Tar tIeel student-athletes 

We request that members of the faculty ~vear academic regalia and 
participate in the formal procession. Please plan to arrive at the 
Smith Center by 6:30 p.m. and meet in the Skipper Bowles ttall, for 
robing. Parking will be available in the Koury Lot adjacent to the 
Smith Center. 

Please RSVP to Jane Sraith at 919-962-0045 (or email janesmith@~mc.edu) 
by August 9th. 

Let’s help our new Carolina students get off to a great start on their 
undergraduate education and show them a warra welcome. Thank you. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)<unc.edu on behalf of 

khanh nguyen@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:51 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation Iicom depression, 
anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with normal functioning or intel?ersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstmal syndrome (PMS) and 
qualit) for research studies conducted by the UNC Center for Women’s 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE iX~ED WOMEN WHO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstmally but not after the onset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may quali~ :[’or research studies that give you dmgnostic :[’eedback 
on your symptoms and medical ewduations You may also qualify :[’or 
treatment studies and studies providing up to $520 in compensahon 

If you wou]d like to participate, call (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC Mental Health Specialists at 
REX! 

The research study is IRB #05-3000 This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH Biomechca[ ]IRB on 03,’26/2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" emai] will on]y be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Metz, Winifred F <freddie@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, Angust 15, 2013 11:36 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Free Movies That Are Actually Good 

Hey Charlene, 

I’ve been using Snag since they were in BETA 7 yeaxs ago. 

They are good - but I’m sad that they went to a login service. Its s~ill free, which is great - but now you have to create a profile and login before you can actually search 

their cataJog. 

They just changed to this service a month ago. Before that, anyone could search a film title in their catalog and watch films online for free... 

Winifred 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 11:13 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

From: Joseph Jordan 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 11:19 AM 

To: Ajamu Dillahunt; Natalie Bullock Brown; Regester, Charlene B; Sheila Smith McKoy 
Subject: Fwd: Free Movies That Are Actually Good 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: The Nation Magazine 
Subject: Free Movies That Are Actually Good 
Date: August 14, 2013 11:08:15 AM EDT 

Reply-To: 

SNAGFILMS 



Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962n9001 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:17 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’regester’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’regester’ was changed on 
Thursday, August 15, 2013 at 2:16 PM 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windo~vs Computer with your new 
Onyen pass~vord if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
LcqC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special sep~’er drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any questions please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-#457. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute of African American Research <papeflesspost~papeflesspost.com> 

Thursday, Angust 15, 2013 2:17 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

IAAR Opening Symposium 

For: Regester, Charlene 

........... w!!! ......... 

View invitation: 
www.paperlesspost, com/events/4 768509- 

fdcf7a27irepliesi89303986-0f546927 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

IAAR Opening Symposium 
Thursday, August 29th from 4:30 PM to 6:30 PM 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room, VMIson 
Librar 

200 South Rd., Chapel Hill, NC 

Block ti~is sender from you! Papedess F~osi maii 

[] Facebook ~ l-wi~er 

~Get iPhone App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bui, Thao Nghi <tnbui@email.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:47 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: 1 hour flace-to-fiace per~nal consultation: regiS_ration conIinned 

Hi Charlene, 

It was very nice seeing you today! I’m just ema,,iling to confirm our Sa,,kai consultation on Monday, August 19, ~n Dav~s I.~brary Rm 8026~ Our meeting is set for 4pro 

but woukt you I~ke to meet i~ro~nd 3:30pr~ h~sl:ead? I have a meeting .:)~ cam~x~s that sh.:)uh~ e~d ~t 3~m ~nd after [:hat Iql just head over to Davis f_~brary. 

Plei~se ~et me k~l.:~w ~f 3:30pro works for yot~. f[ not, [~o worries. 

Thank you~ 

Thao Nghi 

F~m~ saka[suppo~@unc.edu [mailto:undN@abcs[gnup-ma[l.com] 

Sent: Thursday, ~ugust 15, 2013 3:20 PN 

T~: Regester, Charlene B 

SubjeCt: 1 hour face-~-face personal consultation: registration confirmed 

Charlene Regester: 

Thank you for registering for the l hour face-to-face personal consultation on Monday, August 19, 2013 starting at 4:00 PM. Since you selected the meeting location 

when you registered, it is only visible on your registration tbrm. Click here to view a copy of yore: regislradon ~brm. 

Registrati6~ ganc~llation~ g~6~td mad~ at l~as~ horn i~ Mvanc~: _Q_i.c_k___I_Le__Le__t_~_c_’.ta_!)_c_.e_l__.v_._o__~_~£._re_g.i~t._rz~_ti_9~b 

Sincerely, 

Sakai Support Team 

ITS Teaching and Learning Interactive (TLI) 

The University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Powered by www.ABCSignup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ma~ron@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: FREE STATISTICAL CONSULTING 

The I_,~,~’C Department of Statistics and Operations Research announces the 
availability of free statistical consulting. Our goal is to teach this 
important skill to graduate students, but you can get some free 
statistical assistance in the process. 

The course format involves clients giving a presentation about the data 
analytic problem at hand. This generates a question and answer dialog, 
which by itself has proven to be useful in helping clients formulate 
their ideas. Then typically one student is assigned to work on the 
actual data, with a final written report expected. 

In the past we have worked with a very wide range of clients, tlcom 
Masters students needing help with the statistical end of their 
dissertation, all the way up to distinguished professors. While there 
are limits to what can be done in the context of this course, some 
contacts initially made through this course have led to ongoing joint 
research, grant proposals and published papers in very d~verse fields. 

To sign up ]2~r this type of consulting, or to discuss this further, 
please contact Steve Marron, Department of Statistics and Operations 

Research, UNC, CB 3260, Emai[: marron@unc.edu. Additional information is 
available at the web address: 
http://www, star-or .unc. edu/c onsultin g/statis ti cal consultin~ 

This emai[ is sponsored by: Statistics and OR 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your inlk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@noiifl/.unc.edu on behalf of 

mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 9:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORiVLA2I’IONAL: Course in Mindful Eating for Weight Mm~agement 

Are you healthy but struggling with an unhealthy or conflicted 
relationship with food? This 8 week mindfulness course is an adapted 
version of the \{indfulness-Based Stress Reduction program originated by 
Jon Kabat-Zirm, with special emphasis on weight management The 
instluctor, Sasha Loring, M.Ed., LCSW, is a leader in the field of 
mindful eating, and the author of the book Eating with Fierce Kindness: 
A Mindful and Compassionate Guide to Losing Weight. In this course you 
will learn mindfulness skills to reduce stress and emotion driven 
eating, create a healing partnership between mind and body, and build 
the psychological resources needed for positive change 

This 8-week course is offered by the Program on Integrative Medicine, 
Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at UNC, and is 
scheduled to begin Monday, Sept 16, 6-8:30 p.m. Please see the 
following website for further details: 
https://www med.unc edu~,phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-pro~ram and follow the 
link to "Mindfulness, Stress Reduction & Transforming Your Relationship 
with Food". 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your in[ormational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inlk~rmation". 



Fl, onlt 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iuterlibr~xy Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 11:39 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

ILB Renewal Request 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: I’m Still Here : Colffessions of a sex kitten 

Loan Author: Kitt, Eartha 

TN:     1961263 

We have submitted a request for a new- due date of 9/8/2013. 
Please note this on the yellow sleeve around the item 
If we do not get what we requested, we will notiI~’ you. 

]LB Staff" 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis LibraD-, Room 223 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 2:00 PM 

Carolina Women’s Center monthly announcement <cwc_announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc_announce] CWC Weekly Update 

PR intern description.docx; Cyclicious 201312].pdf; 2013 DPS Bike Auction[2].pdf; september 2013 calendar.pdf 

Au,m~t 18 - 24 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

CWC News and Upcoming Events 

~__L__!]_(___e__’__t__t__Le_-_____C__~{__Qg_LL_b_~__a___c___e____b___o__o_]~ for updates throughou~ ~he week on campus feminis~ and gender equity programs and other 
opportunities and follow us on Twi~er! 

WELCOME BACK! We hope everyone has had a relaxing summer and are reenergized for the new semester! 
Be sure to check out the attached September event calendar (also found HERE) and stay tuned for other 
programs occurring throughout the month. Feel free to stop in at the CWC to say hello, hang out, or learn more 
about us! 

PR/Communications Intern Needed! 
We are seeking a student to asset with general public relations and communications. If interested, please see the attached position description. 

Otiler Campus and Commmfity Evmits a~id Oppo~°t~n.it~es 

Interactive Theater Carolina performance at WoW’s "Sex After Dark" 

Thursday, August 22nd, 7-9 pro, Carolina Union 

How would you convince a reluctant partner to wear a condom? We’ll present the scenario, you get to try out your solutions. 

Safe Zone Training Fall Dates 
The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, 

transgender, and queer community. The Safe Zone training is a four-hour program open to all UNC-CH community members. Below are the 

dates for the 2013/2014 Fall Semester: 
Wednesday, Sept. 4th 2-6pm 

Wednesday, Sept. 11th 3-7pro 

Tuesday, Sept. 17th 1-5pro 

Wednesday, Oct. 2nd 10-2pro 

Tuesday, Oct. 22nd 9a-lpm 

Friday, Nov. 8th 12-4pro 

If you would like to participate in Safe Zone training, please email Adrianne at adrigibi@email.unc.edu or via our website, ]gbtq.unc.edu (on the 

Safe Zone page, under the "Programs and Services" tab) 

LGBTQ Center Welcome Back Celebration 
~d Thursday, Ausust 22 , 4-6 pro, Kenan CommuniO/ (lawn behind Mclver Residence Hall) 

loin the LGBTQ Center and others in celebrating the ne~v semester, and getting connected with the diverse LGBTIQA, Two Spirit and Same 

Gender Loving communities at Carolina. Everyone is welcome[ Make new friends, eat great food, and have a blast! Vegan and Vegetarian options 

will be available. For more info, contact Danny DePuy at depuy@email.nnc.edu. 

Cyclicious 
Join UNC Public Safety, Student Wellness, Cyclicious, and The Bicycle Chain for Cycilcious in the Pit on Tuesday, August 20th from llam - 2pm. 
Learn about bike registration, hehnet fitting, bike maintenance, route finding, and more. See attached flyer for more detail! 

UNC Public Safety Bicycle Auction! 
September 12, 5:30-8:00 pro, bottom level of the Business School Deck 
Hundreds of bikes will be available for auction[ Viewing of the bikes will be from 4:30-5:30m; the auction will begin immediately thereafter. See 
attached flyer for more detail[ 



Social Justice Yoga (meets weekly) 

Thursdays; i2:15-1 pro, Rarn~s Head Gym (beginning September22nd) 

This class embodies the idea that what we think, say and do are all united. Join us in all levels flow class focused on healthy alignment of breath, 

body, mind and spirit. Become intimate with your own breath and body, participate more fully in the present, and respond with greater 

authenticity and integrity. Everyone is welcome (all levels and all students, staff and faculty). Please wear clothes that you can move in 

comfortably. 

For more information, contact Danny at depay@emaiLunc.edu or 919-843-5376. 

Embodied Movement: A dance-based support group for survivors of sexual violence 
When: September 24-October 29 
Time: Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30pm 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County P, ape Crisis Center is offering a dance-based support group for adult, female survivors of sexual assault and abuse. This 
group will provide the opportunity to use dance and discussion to share experiences and and engage in self-expression as survivors and 
women. We will discover new possibilities and resources for on-going recovery and healing. We will meet weekly on Tuesday evenings, 6:30- 
8:30pro, for 6 sessions beginning on September 24. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. For more information, please contact Programs Director Laurie graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as 
possible. 

Support Group for LGBTQ Survivors of Sexual Violence 
When: November 5, 12, 19, 26 and December 3, 10, 12, and 17 
Time: 6-Spin 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, LGBTQ survivors of sexual assault and abuse this fall. We will meet 
weekly on Tuesday evenings, 6 to 8pro, for {3 sessions beginning on November 5, with one session held on a Thursday evening. This group is an 
opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence in a safe and affirming space. This is a 
group for people of all gender identities and expressions. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. For more information, please contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or ]aurie@ocrcc.org as soon as 
possible. 

Healing through Art: A Support Workshop Series for Survivors of Sexual Violence 
When: September S, 12, 19, 26 
Time: 6-Spin 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange CounW Rape Crisis Center ~s offering an arts- and crafts-based support workshop series for adult, female-identified surv~vors of 
sexual assault and abuse. We will meet for 4 sessions on Thursday evenings, 6-Spin, starting Sept 5. Participants will have the opportunity to 
complete arts and crafts pro~ects that promote healing and self-care. We will offer several activities in which participants can take part, as well as 
time to process feelings that come up while completing these projects. This workshop is an opportm~ity to learn, share, and gain support from 
others with similar experiences of sexua~ v~olence and abuse. People of all levels of artistic abiliW are welcome. 
Please ~ote that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. For more information, please co~tact Programs 
D~rector Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. Screenings will be offered ~uly 29-August 21. 

Our help line is also always available anytime for support, information, and referrals: 24-hour help line: 9J.9o967~7273 or :1o866-935-4783 



i.~.i Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

cid:image002.jpg@01CD86AC.E 1405900 

The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 
difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 
150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc@uncoedu [ 919-962-8305 
h ttp: / /worae~scen ~er,un c.edu 

ptlon: 

~~Descri 



The campus-based Carolina Women’s Center is seeking a student intern to assist 

with general public relations and communications. Projects/tasks may include: 

Logo and brand redesign 

Monthly calendar redesign 

Maintenance of social media accounts (Facebook, Twitter) 
Creation of flyers for various CWC programs and events 

Update of our listserv template 
Website updates (WordPress) 

Other tasks associated with general publicity and increasing visibility of the CWC 

Our mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where 

gender is not a barrier to success, difference and diversity are celebrated, and 

everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal 
treatment. We serve students, staff, and faculty at UNC-CH through educational 

programming related to gender equity initiatives. 

Please send an email detailing your qualifications, availability, and why you are 

interested in working with the Carolina Women’s Center and think you would be a 
good fit to Maggie Grant at maggiegrant@unc.edu by September 4th, 2013. E-mail, 

call 919-843-2423, or stop by the CWC with questions. 

Carolina Women’s Center 

150 South Road, Suite 101 

Campus Box 3302 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 

http:/iwomenscenter.unc.edu 

T 919-962-8305 



It’s a celebration of Bicycle 

Transportation, featuring: 

Bike Registration 

Helmet and Bike Fitting 

Basic Bike Maintenance 

& Assessment 

Route Finding 

Bike Safety Guides 

And Win ~400 in ~ike Gear! 

For more information, visit: 

www’~cYcl !�!O US movement~o rg 

SPONSORED BY: 
CYCUCIOUS, UNC STUDENT WELLNESS, 

THE BICYCLE CHAIN, 

UNC PUBLIC SAFETY, AND THE RECYCLERY 



cycle Auction 

’s economical 
ecological 
convenient, 

and smart? 

The Department of Public Safety and APO will 
conduct its Annual Charity Bicycle Auction to 

benefit APO charities: 

Thursday, September 12, from 5:30- 8:00 p.m. 

in the Business School Deck (Bottom Level) 
Arrive or park at the back of the Bowles Lot (near the deck). 

(Viewing of the bikes w~ll be at the Business School Deck, 4:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m.; the auction will begin immediately thereafter) 

Hundreds of bicycles 
available for auction 
will be available for 

v~ew~ng! 



The Carolina 
Women’s Center 

Our mission is to create an 

inclusive education and work 

environment where gender is not a 

barrier to success, difference and 
diversity are celebrated, and 

everyone is safe to live, learn, 

teach, and work without threat of 
harm or unequal treatment. 

Stay Com~ected 
Learn more about the CWC at 

where you can subscribe to our weekly 
listserv and view our online calendar. 

S  pport Ore" Work 
If you believe in the CWC’s v~sion of a 
more diverse, inclusive, and equitable 
Carolina and value high-quali~ co- 
curricular programming on gender- 
related issues, consider a gift in support 
of our work[ Learn more or make an 
online donation at: 

September 20 3 Calendar 

9/5: First Thursdays Movie: The Secret Life of Bees 
3:00 - 5:00 pm, Carolina Women’s Center 
Take a break from your busy week and join us for popcorn and a 
movie! The 1st Thursday of each month, we’ll watch a film by, about, 
or for strong, talented women! September’s pick is The Secret Life o~ 
Bees (2008, aina Prince-Blythewood). Film suggestions are welcome! 
Advanced sign-up .~ERE is appreciated, but not required. 

9/9 - 13: Facilities Staff Appreciation Week 
Drop by the CWC to write a note or put together a thank-you bag for 

housekeepers, groundskeepers, and other facilities staff who work 

hard for us every day on campus! 

9/18: Money Matters: Financial Literacy for College 

Students 
12:15-1:15 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 

Join us for this brownbag workshop on everything you need to know 

about credit cards, budgeting, identity theft, and more! A 
representative from CESI will be here to answer all your questions. 

Snacks will be provided, but participants are encouraged to bring 

their lunch! This is part of a monthly series. Sign-up ~{E~{fL 

9/21:3rd Annual Call to Action Conference: Si Se Puede 
JUNTOS! 
10:00 am - 3:00 pm, Location TBA 
This conference will focus on the power of grassroots social 
movements lead by Latinaio students. The objective is to encourage 
participants to advocate as emerging leaders to address community 
concerns. The conference will create a safe space for participants to 
develop their areas of interest around social advocacy. 
Sponsored by the Carolina Latino Collaborative 

9/24: Safety Series: Campus Safety 101 
�:00-5:00 pro, Location TBA 

Have questions about what to do if you experience a theft on campus? 

Want to know how to increase your personal safety? Come learn 

small steps you can take to make campus a safer place for all of us. 

Join us for this monthly series led by the Department of Public Safety. 

Sign-up 

Apply to go on our Alternative Fall Break 
trip! We’ll be working with 
crisis intervention and prevention 
agency serving survivors of sexual 
violence and their Bar Outreach Project. 
For more info and to apply, check out our 
w~:b~i~e! The application is scheduled 
to go live on 8/19! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 2:21 PM 

CCO faculty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Delay checking CCO enrollmenLs 

For several reasons including the crash of the Friday Center website for several hours this morning, I am delaying my check of enrollments for the fall CCO courses 

until Monday morning. Let’s all cross our fingers (both hands) that registrations are very robust over the weekend! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

9J.9-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

ccofac as: <a href "tnailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">~egester@em~fil.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

em~fil to <a l~-ef "mailto:leave- 33432151-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf0919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu" >leave- 33432151 - 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu%/~> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 16, 2013 7:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - Crreetings! 

CBC Communications 8.16.13.pdf 

Hi Faculty. Welcome back to campus. Here’s the latest newsletter sent to Caucus members. (Apologies for duplication.) 

I hope you can join us at the Welcome Back reception on Friday. Dr. Folt will be there to share with us. 

Membership information can be found at www.unc.edu!cbc 

Note: Dr. Heather Williams, UNC Professor of History, will address the Class of 2017 at the Convocation on Sunday evening. Let’s be there! 

Have a great weekend! 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is dee#, there is no reason to[ear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CBC Activities 

"Welcome Back" Reception - This Friday, August 23 at 5:00 pomo Please respond 

to your invitation. Note: Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean will be in attendance. 

A great.fellowship to start the year! Come make a new friend and catch up on 

summer huppenings. 

Fall Semester Monthly Meetings - 2"d Wednesday oj~ the month at I2:00 p.m. 

(Union TBD) 

August- "Welcome Back" Reception 

September 11 

October 9 

November 6 

December 13 - Holiday Social 



Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfol~unc.edu Note: 

We have updated our membership database. To all Caucus members, please look for renewal 

information soon. New 2013 Policy: Online payments for membership only. 

The CBC’s 40th anniversary is in 2014. We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to former Chancellor Thorp for his support. If 

you are interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to 

cbcinfol@unc.edu Harambe! 

Congratulations! Dr. Heather Williams, UNC Professor of History, 

has been tapped to address the Class of 2017 at the Convocation 

on Sunday evening. Convocation is our chance to introduce new 

students to the vibrant intellectual life of our University. Williams 

is the author of Help Me To Find My People: The African American 

Search for Family Lost in Slavery. Her address will be a 

complement to the Summer Reading Program book, Toni 

Morrison’s Home. 

Dr. Karla SIocum is the new director of The Institute of African American Research! Slocum is an 

associate professor in anthropology and African and Afro-American studies. Her research focuses on 

globalization, place, rural lifeways, and race and 

history as they relate to groups within the African 

diaspora. For the past year, she has been a National 

Endowment for the Humanities Fellow and Resident 

Scholar at the School for Advanced Research in Santa 

Fe, N.M. Read more at: 

http~//glo ba I. u nc.ed u!~!~:~ ~b [o po !ogi st - ka rla-slocu m-wi I I-lea d-i nstit ute-of-a frica n-a me rica n- 

Eg~E~h!#st h~ ~b ~C)0y:2~ b ~d p uf 



Pleiades Ga|lery 
presents an arts community show 

TRUTH TO POWER: 
SOCIAL JU:ST~:C:E THROUGH 

V~SUAL ART 

Opening Reception 
Friday.~ August: £6 

6~9 pm 

109 E, Chapel Hill St,, Durham, NC: 27701 
pleiadesartdurham.¢om 919-797-2706 

"Truth to Power" is a juried group show of 29 selected NC artists joined by the ten member artists of 

Pleiades Gallery. The title, derived from a 1955 Quaker pamphlet, "Speak Truth to Power" illustrates a 

commitment to voicing our diverse truths to the systems and individuals who shape the society in 

which we live. 

Publishing Date! Friday, September 21 is the deadline for the next edition of the "Celebrating 

Carolina’s Diversity" e-newsletter. The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity (ACRED) 

sends a bi-annual electronic newsletter of issues that are important to our multicultural community. 

If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie 

Pierce @ japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and 

student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend is Nov. 7 - :10. If you have not done so already, 

please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We encourage you to 

join GAA to also receive significant discounts on reunion events. Continue to watch your email for 

event updates, http://alumni.unc.edu!artide.aspx?SID=:162 



Think Global! Niklaus Steiner, Director of the Center for Global Initiatives, is developing plans for the 

new academic year to encourage minority students to travel abroad. If you have any ideas to assist 

his very determined effort, please contact him. He has 

done a great deal of research and has been connecting 

with Black employees to gain our insight and feedback. 

nsteiner@unc.edu Thanks[ 

Advocacy 

Moral Mondays! (@MoralMondays) Yes, it is now a 

movement. Moral Monday has gone statewide. 
htt#:/!hamptonroads.com!2013/08/mora/-monday-protests-movin~-beyond-raleiAh Rev. Barber, the 
president of the North Carolina chapter of the NAACP, is- coordinating Moral Monday demonstrations in the 
state’s 13 Congressional districts. The first one was held in in Asheville, and it attracted thousands. 
Demonstrations are planned Aug. 19 in Charlotte. Originally MM was a series of ongoing, nonviolent 

protests at the North Carolina General Assembly that happened every Monday since April 29 (not 

including Memorial Day). The protests demonstrate a push back against an "extreme" agenda that 

"includes cuts to education, social programs and unemployment benefits; rejecting Medicaid 

expansion; new restrictions on voting and labor rights; and restarting the death penalty. We have had 

a number of UNC faculty and staff get arrested and hundreds (including students) have been 

atte nd a n ce. Key l i n ks: http :!/www.naaqanc.org~! a nd htt p://www, ncpo/icywatch.co m Stay i nfo rmed, 
get involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for you! Every person makes a difference. 

Political Redesign. "IT’S" been done before, so let’s pay attention and participate. It is critical that we 

stay involved and have our voices heard. 

htt : www.northcarolinahistor .or enc clo edia 532 entr 

STEM for Underrepresented Youth. From Dr. Jennifer Webster-Cyriaque DDS PhD, Associate 

Professor Department of Dental Ecology, School of Dentistry... 

On the closure of the UNC Chapel Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program (PCP): "The under representation of 
people of color in the STEM areas continues to be a challenge and UNC has been working to overcome this. I 
recently received notification that the UNC NC Math and Science education network pre-college program 

that targets minority middle and high school students will be closing aj~ter 27years. This program is critical 
to pipeline building and J~or many oj~ the students is a #rst exposure to mathematics and science research and 
the #rst opportunity to consider exploring math/science as a career." 

If you are interested in learning more and/or assisting in this important effort, please contact Dr. Webster- 

Cyriaque at j~#b#~E@email.unc.edu. 

Black Male Student Support. We are very proud of our students who continue to support the 

advancement of Black males on campus! Kudos to Kehinde Adeoti, Mycal Brickhouse, Jeremy Martin, 

and Michael Dyson -- the founders of "Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, Empowerment, and 

Success" (aka Carolina MALES}. MALES will host its inaugural conference this fall semester to 
promote graduation attainment, academic resources, and mental health strategies to their peers. 

Stay tuned for more details! 



Article of i nterest - William and Mary Aims to Atone for Role in Slavery 

By Lekan Oguntoyinbo 

He was known as Lemon. For years he toiled in the cotton fields owned 

by the College of William and Mary. The school used proceeds from the 

fields as financial aid for young White male students from poor homes. .... 

When the Virginia college sold the cotton fields in the early 1800s, 

Lemon was one of the few out of the 17 slaves who worked the fields 
redeployed to the college campus in Williamsburg. The others were sold. 

Lemon presumably worked there until his death in 1817. 

Little else is known about him. Not his last name or his survivors. 

But a few years ago when William and Mary, the nation’s second-oldest university and, for centuries, the 

leading intellectual champion of Southern causes, including slavery and segregation, decided to atone for its 

past deeds, college officials picked Lemon as a symbol. 

In 2009, seeking to address the wrongs against African-Americans, the college’s board of visitors passed a 
resolution acknowledging that William and Mary "owned and exploited slave labor from its founding to the 
Civil War and that it had failed to take a stand against segregation during the Jim Crow Era." Read more - 

http :iidiverseeducation. corn/article/53737/# 

Now To Fight Racia~ Bias When It’s Silent and Subtle 

Calvin Lai and Brian Nosek at the University of Virginia recently challenged scientists to come up with 

ways to ameliorate such biases. The idea, said Harvard University psychologist Mahzarin Ban@, one 

of the researchers, was to evaluate whether there were rapid-fire ways to disable stereotypes. 

Groups of scientists "raced" one another to see if their favorite techniques worked. All the scientists 

focused on reducing unconscious racial bias against blacks. Listen to the interview: 

http:/!www.nhpr.org/post!how-fight-racial-bias-when-its-silent-and-subtle 

End of the Su,,,,".’,,,,.’,,,,,,".’,,,,.’,,e~ 

exhibit ope~-~ed a seco,,,".’,,d phase o~ .,luCy i.~ Phase -~wo features original copies of the :l,3-~h 

Ame~sdme~st~,,. which outlawed sla~e,,,’°%,~ i~-.’,, the Lhsited States (except fo~" pt\anishme~-.’,,t for crime} 

http://www, neder.gov/nemoh/Seeou r E×hibits/Up~o mingE×hibits/Fre edom Co mi ng~ Freed o mforAII. 

aspx 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http:!/www.unc.eduicbc/~oinform.htm~ 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there 

are wounds to heal In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

~ M. Williamson 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ccps@unc.edu 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Learn more about punic service oppo~lunities at C~xolina 

Please make note of the various opporttmities to learn more about public 
service opportunities at Carolina in the upcoming academic year: 

Public Service Fair - The Public Service and Advocacy Committee of the 
Executive Branch of Student Goverl~ment at UNC-Chapel Hill is partnering 
with the Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce and the Carolina 
Center for Public Service (CCPS) to host the almual Public Service Fair 
on the UNC campus. For more infolrnation, visit 
http://ccps.unc, edu/eventipublic-servic e-fa m/ 

Plugging into Social Innovation Resource Fair - The CErBE at the Campus Y 
and CCPS will host a resource fair ~vith a number of campus and community 
partners Come and learn about plugging into social 
innovation at UNC and in the Triangle. For more information, wsit 
ht tp :/ic cps.unc edu/event/plu~in~-into-social-innovation/ 

Public Service News - CCPS publishes the Public Service News to keep 
students, faculty, staff and community members up-to-date on current 
public service resources, programs and volunteer opportunities. To join 
the PSN listserv, v~sit 
http://listsunc.edu/read/a[l forums/subscribe?name publicservice.. 

CCPS has a number o:[" opportunities for undergraduate and graduate 
students interested in public service and engagement, including the 
APPLES Service-Learning and Buckley Public Service Scholars programs and 
the Comanunity Engagement Fellowships. For more inJk~rmation see: 
http ://ccps.unc. edu/Jk~r-students/. 

For more information about the Carolina (;enter for Public Service, visit 
ccps.unc edu or contact ccps@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina (;enter Jk~r Public Service 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformationa[ mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infurmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

childhear@med.unc.edu 

Monday, August 19, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Adults Needed for Hearing Research Study 

The Hunaan AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting adults 
between 18-30 years old for a research study to help us learn more about 
how- children hear in noisy enviromnents. 

During the testing, you will sit in a sound-treated room and will listen 
to sounds presented over a speaker or through headphones. You ~vill be 
asked to indicate when you hear sounds by selecting a picture on a 
computer monitor The sounds ~ve use are not loud 

One visit to the laboratory is required. The visit lasts about one hour. 
You will receive $15. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med uric edu. 

The principal investigator [’or this research study is Lori Leibold, PhD, 
Department of Allied Health Sciences. 

This sturdy has been approved by the Universtly of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill’s Institutional Review Board: Sturdy# 06-0840. The title [’or 
this IRB research study is "Listening in Noise for Children and Adults" 
The most recent approved IRB modification date is 7/25/2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[’erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m~v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 7:44 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

August Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

This 
email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.ed~J by .c_9~_~_~_~_~__u__n_j_c__a__t_Lo_~_~__@_n__c_t_[_e__a__s__u__r__e_[:_c__o__~_~" :: 

Update Profile/Email Address ~’nsta~t removal with SafeUnsubscribeT~’ Privacy Policy. 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: I~C 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judson Fraley <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 12:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

2013 Carolina Postdoc University Reception 

View invitation: 
~ffv~/.paperlesspost com!eventsi4803789- 

ac01 a784/replies/89791379-7a619c54 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

2013 Carolina Postdoc University Reception 
Thursday, September 5th at 3:00 PM 

The Pleasants Room 
UNC V~ilson Library, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add ~aperj~po~t~C&~@agCrl~ssg¢~f:~gm to your 8ddress book [o enss;;e 5’eu recsive all fuL;;e emails from F’aperiess Post 

in your inbox Click here to seep ~ecei,/in~ emails from Pa..osHess Post iRcluding i!;vitations 8!;<! cards 

\dew the Pspeiless Post 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pittman, Jan <:Jan Pittman@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 2:48 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtr~ 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparke@email.unc.edtr~ 

[casdive~sity] Art of Hosting Follow-Up 

This message is being sent to Department Chairs and the Diversity Liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences on behalf of Pat Parker, Director of Facnlty Diversi~ Initiatives. 

Dear Colleagues, 

On behalf of Dean Karen Gil and Senior Associate Dean Terry Rhodes, thank you for attending the August 14t h convening of the College’s Diversity Liaisons and Unit 

Chairs. Our session, "Integrating Art of Hosling Methods in Diversity Work," provided us with an opportunity to network and learn together and gain new tools for 
engaging others. 

If you were not able to attend the session, please invite your colleagues to share their learning and experience. Also let me know what kinds of diversity education and 

networking opportunities you would like to attend in the future. 

If you were in attendance, please kindly complete the short survey tbund at the lbllowing i ~k 

Again, it is a pleasure worldng with each of you, and I look fola~-ard to seeing you again soon. 

Best regards, 

Pat 

VYo,:.>..Sd-,~d, ~!,_::- i ,\,’\",- i 

You are currently subscribed to ca~tiversi~ as. ~ e~.e. 

(It may be necessa~7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pittman, Jan <Jan Pittman@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 2:57 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtr~ 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparke@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE:[casdiversibl] Art of Hos~ting Follow-Up - Survey Link Corrected 

Colleagues, 
The previous link to the survey was i~correct. Please access the survey using the link below. 

Pat 

From-" Pittman, Jan 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:48 PN 
To-" ’casdiversit-/@listserv,unc,edu’; Cravey, Altha 3; Waters, Narcey L; CAS_Dpt DDD 
Co: Gil, Karen N; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Parker, Patricia S 
Subject-" Ar~ of Hosting Follow-Up 
This message is being sent to Department Chairs and the Diversity Liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences on behalf el’Pat Parker, Director of ]~’acu|ty Diversity Initiatives. 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

On behaJf of Dean Karen Oil and Senior Associate Dean ’Ferry+ Rhodes, thank you for attending the August 14th convening of the College’s Divelsib" Liaisons axed Unit 

Chairs. Our session, "Integrating Art of Hoffting Methods in Diversi .ly Work," provided us ruth an opportunity to network axed learn together and gain new tools for 

engaging othels. 

If you were not able to attend the session, please invite your colleagues to share their learning and experience. Also let me know what kinds of diversib" education and 

nemorking opportunities you would like to attend in the 

If you were in attendance, please kindly complete the short survey fonnd at the follomng link: b~m:i:wv, v,.sur’,~:v~r~o~l~.o,<,..+x~i~,~:>:C~K:’,17~9~. 

Again, it is a pleasure working with each of you, and I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Best regards, 

Pat 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversi~ as: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea~,e-33.:152508-47~272(70,61 (,8~<l.27bOet)c2 ,.,..,.,.,..,........_.....,....,...,,.......,, .............. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33453211-66591539@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:03 PM 

a2[iican- ~d- a2[~- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <al~c~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- mad- ~l’ro - mnerican- s~mdies- facul ,tyl 1~11- college - faculty] Message from the Dem~ 

The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to all faculty and staff in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

### 

Dear Faculty and Staff Colleagues, 

Welcome to the start of a new academic year. I am delighted that Chancellor Carol Fair and Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost ]ira Dean have assumed 

their new offices in South Building and have been reaching out to learn more about the College of Arts and Sciences. I’m sure VOU will give them a warm 

welcome when you see them. 

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your dedication to the College, and to update you on the achievements of the past year and news about the 

state budget. 

Your individual accomplishments are impressive. During 2012/13, many faculty in the College were recognized for extraordinary teaching, research and 

creative work. They won top awards and fellowships for creating knowledge and advancing solutions to the world’s big problems. Our faculty colleagues 

attracted more than S100 million in external contracts and grants for research. Our staff colleagues received highest honors for their professionalism and 

service to the campus and the community. Our students won distinguished scholarships and recognition for their research, entrepreneurship and 

community engagement. You can read about these achievements online at http:[/co!lege:unc#du_ 

The College also raised almost $40 million in private gifts from alumni and friends that will support faculty, students and programs for years to come. 

We also have been encouraging the use of innovative instructional technologies and techniques to make some of our large introductory courses more 

engaging and experiential. Thanks to leadership from faculty colleagues, the College recently won national recognition and support from the Association 

of American Universities to expand such efforts to enhance STEM education (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) on our campus. 

All of these endeavors have strengthened the College as we continue to face a challenging economic climate. The General Assembly has approved a 

2013/14 permanent state budget with cuts to higher education that will affect Carolina and the College. The new state budget does not provide for an 

annual pay raise for state employees; all eligible employees will receive an additional five days of vacation. Though management flexibility gives the 

University some discretion in how the budget reductions will be imposed, we do not know yet how the cuts will affect the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Additional 

details about the University’s state budget allocation will be available in the latest issue of the __U___rA’__v_{’__r_s__!_t2___G_’__q_g__e___t__t__e- (page 2). 

Despite the economic challenges, the College is stronger now than we have been since the recession began in 2008. We are pleased to welcome one of 

the College’s most talented and diverse groups of new colleagues and students. 

All of us in the Dean’s Office appreciate what you do every day for Carolina and the College. Your commitment to excellence is making a significant 

difference for our students, our campus and the wider world. We look forward to working with you for a successful year. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. 

Dean 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 
a£rican- mad-a£ro-mnerican- s~dies- faculty as:--~a hre~"maJ, lto:regester@emaJ, l.unc.edu">regester@emaJ, l.unc.edu<’a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

sgoto@email.tmc,edu 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:30 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: female partficitmnts needed for exercise tr~fining research 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research 
Study. 
The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a 
research study to examine the effects of an exercise program on 
individual with medial knee displacement. 
This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions 
of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks 
according to which group you will be assigned and how you will respond 
to the exercise program. 
Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 
* Movement and bony alignment screening 
* Bony aligmnent measures with ultrasouaad 
* Lower extremity flexibility measurement 
* Muscle strength measurement 
* 3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
* 18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes). 
* Foam roller exercises 
* Stretching exercises 
* Muscle strengthening 
* Functional movement exercises. 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research 
Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall. You may be asked to return for another 
testing after 4 to 6 weeks from the completion of the post-test 

You are eligible ~2~r this study if: 
* You are female, age between 18 and 28 years 
* You have no injury in the lower extremity’ at a time of testing. 
* You are acm’e (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes 
each) 
* You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or lifting. 
* You did not participate in the exercise training study in within the 
past 3 months. 
*    You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred 
within the past 6 months that limited physical actlvi~ for more than 2 
days. 
* You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
* You are not pregnant 
For additional inforraation about this study, please contact: 

* Shiho Goto at sgoto@email.~xc.edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB # 13-1370) was approved by the Office of Human Research 
Ethics Bionredical Institutional Review Board on June 1 lth, 2013. 

This unrail is sponsored by: Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" unrail will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infornration". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

patrick vernon@kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,ema]l.unc.edu> 

INFORIV~kTIONAL: UNC Stmntup Temns Need Your Sldlls 

Grad students, facul~z, staff and select undergrads.. 

You may have skills that could help a fellow Carolina ilmovator get a 
startup off the ground¯ Plus, you can get a valuable education about the 
startup process from one of the nation’s leading entrepreneurial 
business schools. 

Lauaaching the Venture, a for-credit course offered by the 
Kenan-Flagler Business School, is open to UNC grad students, facul~z, 
staff and exceptional undergraduate students 

Learn more and list your skills at: ww~ launch web uric edu 

Skills in highest demand: 
- Content writing 
- Programming/coding 
- Customer research 
- Design 
- Online research 
- HTML 

Patrick Vernon 
Executive Director, (;enter ]k~r Entrepreneurial Studies 
Clinical Assistant Professor 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
pvemon@unc.edu 

’]7his email is sponsored by: Kenan-Flagler Center for Entrepreneurial 
Studies 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imy.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InJk~rmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: SAVE THIS EMAIL (Impo~x~t Title IX contact i~ffonna~ion) 

Greetings Carolina Cornmtmity, 

Welcome back to campus and to the start of the fall semester. As we 
begin classes this week, we wanted to reinforce our message about 
Title IX Team and available campus resources and reporting options for 
cormntmity members. We are committed to gender equity on campus; the 
elimination of harassment based on gender, gender identity, and gender 
expression; and the prevention of all forms of sexual misconduct 

I continue to serve as the Interim Title IX Coordinator for the campus, 
and in that role I have centralized oversight of the implementation of 
Title IX education, prevention, resources, support, and responses to 
sexual misconduct across the campus. Ew Quimbaya-¥Vinship is our Deputy 
Title IX Coordinator/Student Complaint Officer and provides critical 
connectmns to support and reporting options ]2~r students If you have 
a question or concern, he is the first person you should call tie will 
make sure you receive the informatinn you need Please feel free to 
reach out with any questions or concerns. Our contact m[’ormation is 
attached below for your reference. 

To help create a safe community, we encourage everyone in our campus 
community to bring forward all allegations of discrimination, 
harassment, and sexual misconduct. We will provide reporting parties 
with clarity about reporting options as well as a range of support 
options. In an emergency, remember that you can reach the Department of 
Public Safety from any location on campus simply by calling 911. The 
University will always respect the privacy of a student who comes 
forward and address each student’s concerns in a manner that is 
sensitive to individual needs and preferences and considers community 
safety. 

Throughout the year, we will send email updates to the campus community 
to keep you informed about our policies, resources and prevenuon 
programs 

A list of campus and community resources can be found online at: 
http:/isafe.unc edu/resources/. Additional m[’ormation is also 
available at the Campus Conversatinn website, 
http ://campusconversation.web .unc. edu/. 

Wishing you a smooth start to a great year, 

Christi 

Christi Htut 
Interim Title IX Coordinator 

(919) 966-6754 
christihurt@unc, edu 

Ew Quimbaya-Winship 
Deputy Title IX Coordinator/Student Complaint Officer 
(919)843-3878 
eqw@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Diversi~ News and Updates 

UNC Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) is excited to announce its 
NEW look and upcoming events and opportumties 

Please visit our redesigned website at http ://diversitv.uaac edu. 
Designed to be more user friendly and informative, the new- diversity 
website has important information and more resources. Along with news 
and announcements, the site features a calendar of educational 
offerings, existing and new- programs and initiatives, research and 
reports--including the most recent Diversity Plan Report--and much more 

Please visit our homepage to sign tap for our diversity newsletters using 
the form in the left-hand column Remember to save the dates for our 
upcoming workshops and programs: Diversity and Hiring, The Call to 
Action Conference, and our first seminar of the semester, ’]’he American 
Indian tligher Education E×penence. 

If you would like to learn more about diversity at UNC, "like" us on 
Facebook at vavw.facebook.com~DMAUNC for daily campus and national 
diversity news. 

Lastly, we would like to encourage departments and units to add 
diversity-related events to the UNC Calendar, which features a new 
option for tagging events in a diversity category. This new feature 
allows for individuals to search for opportunities and events that 
celebrate, promote, and address diversity, inclusion, and culture. 

This email is sponsored by: I)iversity and Multicultural Affiairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

camcourse@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Complementmy, Altemalive & Integrative Health Caxe 

A 13-~veek seminar series entitled "Introduction to Complementaw, 
Alternative, and Integrative Health Care" will be held on Monday 
evenings, 6-8:45 pm, Mondays, August 26 - December 2, 2013 (with certain 
Mondays such as Labor Day and Fall break omitted). This sua-,zey course 
involves presentations by local expert practitioners on mind-body 
medicine (including mindfulness, hypnosis, Tai Chi/qigong, yoga), 
massage/bo@work therapies, herbal medicine, acupuncture, Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, homeopathy, aromatherapy, functional medicine, 
chiropractic, and shamanism, as well as discussions about challenges and 
opportunities for integration into mainstream health care. Cost is $200 
for UNC faculty and staff: cost for non-UNC commum~z members is $300; 
CE Credit is available upon request. To register, download course 
registration form from our website, 
https://www med.unc edu~,ph,vrehab/pim. Once on the website, the course 
will be listed under "Educatinn" then "Principals and Practices of 
Alternative and Complementary Medicine". Email completed registrauons 
to camcourse@med.unc.edu Please let us know if you are interested in CE 
credit. 

Please note: This seminar series is one aspect of an elective ]2~r-credit 
course for second year medical students and other health-professions 
graduate level students. Facul~ and staff who wish to take the credit 
course (which includes additinnal assignments and quizzes) can register 
through HBEtl 960 - "Principles and Practices of (;AM" and may be 
eligible J2~r free tuition 

Thank you[ 

Susan Gaylord, Ph.D 
Director, Program on ]megrative Medicine 
Research Associate Professor 
Dept. of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
UNC School of Medicine 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational ruass 
eruail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesdas~ August 21 2013 7:40 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

I~’OITLMAL NOTICE: Unauthorized website asking for your Onyen and Password 

To all Connect Carolina Users; 

ITS was made aware of an unauthorized website late yesterday 
afternoon calling itself Connect Carolina 2.0 that was asking 
users to 
logm in with their ONYEN credentials. This website/application 
has no 
affiliation with the university and is not authorized to ask for 
your 
credentials nor act on your behalil 

In order to protect our users, ITS has taken the follo~ving steps: 
(A) We have blocked access to this site from on campus 

(B) Any user that has entered their credentials into this site 
have had their ONYENS disabled. 

Users that have had their ONYENS disabled should contact 962 ttELP to 
re-establish their accounts. 

I wish to remind all users that you should NI{VF.R provide your ONYF.N 
credentials to an unauthorized third party, should that be via website, 
mobile application, telephone, or other medium If you are unclear or 
uncertain if you are doing so - I)ON’T. You can call 962 tI[{LP or email 

ITS Security at securiW@unc.edu to verify. 

Sincerely, 

Ramon Padilla Jr., MBA 
Associate Vice Chancellor 
Deputy Chief [nl’ormation Officer, 
and Interim Information Security Officer 

The University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
ITS Manning, Suite 5700 
Campus Box 3420 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3420 
(919) 843- 7724 
http://its.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Selvices 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities at UNC <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

~Vednesday, August 21, 2013 10:53 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Process Series Season Kickoff Reception 

View invitation: 
~ffv~/.paperlesspost com!eventsi4805127- 
d6006001/replies/89894907-75d8056a 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

Process Series Season Kickoff Reception 
Friday, September 20th at 6:00 PM 

UNC Hyde Hall 
176 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add _p__a_p__e_Zhe_~p_9__s__t_@~_a_pg_ELe__s__s_p_9:_s_f::_c__o_£n_ to your address book to e:?sti:’e you receive ,3ii futti:’e em,siis from Pspelless Post 

View the ~~’aperless ~~’ost privacy policy: 

[] Facebook [] Twi~er 

[]G~t iPhone App 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Assoc.for Women Facully & Professionals 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:44 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <awfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] FW: Announcement for "Pre~rving Your Intellectual Legacy" program Sept 12 

Kim 

Preservin~ Your Intellectual Legacy at UNC 
An Information Session for Faculty and Staff Nearing Retirement 
Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013 
3 - 5 p.m. I Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wi!son Special Co!lections Library 
Free and open to the public 
Information: Emily Silverman, Library Development, (919) 962-3437 

Retiring? Finding a home for your books and papers will be topic of Sept. ~2 program 

Retiring faculty and staff members with the question "What do I do with my books and papers?" can receive advice during a free program on Thursday, 

Sept. 12 from 3 to 5 p.m., in the Wilson Special Collections Library. 

Librarians and archivists will discuss ways to preserve your intellectual legacy by donating books, papers, research materials, and data to the UNC Library, 

or placing scholarly materials elsewhere when appropriate. Speakers will also introduce the resources available through the UNC Office of Gift Planning. O, 

& A will follow the panel discussion. 

Topics and panelists will be: 

¯ Preserving your scholarly work (papers, research materials, and data) - MegTuomala, University Archives 

¯ Managing and placing your personal book collections - Libby Chenault, Davis Library 

¯ Gift planning resources- Keith W. Cook, i.D., UNC Gift Planning 

RSVP by Sept. 4 to Emily Silverman, Associate Director of Library Development, (919) 962-3437 or essilver@email.unc.edu. Spouses and guests are 

welcome. This program is sponsored by the Friends of the Library, University Archives, and the Office of Gift Planning. 

Emily S, Silverman ® Associate Director of Library Development 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ P,O, Box 8890 

239 Davis Library, CB# 3900 . Chapel Hill, NC 27515 8890 

www.lib.unc,edu! ¯ 919.962.3437 ¯ essilver(~email.unc,edu 
Make a gift to the Library: fzLv_j_r_t~=_£Lr_L_c_=_e___d__u_/g_Lf__t_L[j__b.! 

Check your Carolina giving history: g_Lv_Lr_~2~:_u___n__c_~#__d___u_[2~Lf_t_Z’__b_Ls_t___o__r_~ 

You are subscribed to this list, a~pall, because you have been identified as a female facul~, or proi~ssional st~£f member who is eligible to join or paVticipate in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We u~ this general list very sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout fl~e 5,ear. If you would like to be unsub~ribe& please email anne whisnan~unc.edu. 



This document is a publication of Classroom Hotline at the University of North Carolina. 

It may be copied for individual or non-profit use. Please send comments about this publication to: 

CB# 3503, 08 Peabody Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3503 or to gina@email.unc.edu. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotlb~e@uncoedu 



Introduction 

This latest iteration of the General Purpose Multimedia classroom control interface has been 
designed with simplicity and transparency in mind. Human beings are naturally adverse to change, 
things that vary out day to day experience can be both inconvenient and unwanted. There are those 
changes though that we later find both intuitive and considerate. We hope this new interface 
simplifies teaching in a way that all the previous designs failed. 

Let’ s Talk... 

We would like to hear from you anytime you discover an opportunity for improvement to this 
facility. We’d also like to listen to you discuss ideas about what you’d like to try to achieve in the 
classroom and how improvements might better enable you to do so. And, of course, if you 
experience any difficulty, simply pick up the red HOTLINE phone. 

The HOTLiINE Phone 

To Report a problem in a in a room, just pick up the RE~I~ Phone. It will 
Automatically be connected to our office. We have many tools at our disposal that will allow us 
assist you remotely in most aspects of the classroom from the control interface, to navigation of the 
in-classroom computer. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~:~e@t.mcoedu 



* STRES S BUSTER* 
IF we cannot solve the problem over the phone, please specify whether or not 
the technician may interrupt your class to resolve the problem. 

The Touch Panel: Start Pages 

All available display sources have been added to the 

first page to simplify starting up your multimedia 

classroom. 

Seat count and Wireless Availability has been added for your reference. 

Wireless Availability only means that there is an access point (WAP) 

physically in the classroom. A wireless signal could still be accessible. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@uncoedu 



The Touch Panel: 

Main Menu Bar 

The Main Menu Bar accesses all 

of the devices in the room. 

An Overview 

Room Control Bar 

Source selection to 

LCD projector controls 

Additional light settings, shades, screens and 

individual LCD projector control available here 

Light preset controls added to 

every menu page. 

Program audio and 

microphone control buttons. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@uncoedu 



The Touch Panel: System Reset & Help Pages 

System Reset & HELP 
buttons 

The SYSTEM RESET BUTTON is located in the bottom left corner of every page. Press this button at the 

end of every event/presentation to "reset" the system to its default settings for the next user and to protect the 

life of the equipment. This will ensure that the system will operate properly for the next user. 

After pressing SYSTEM RESET (Figure 1), the video projector will turn off, as will each piece of equipment 

located inside the AiV cabinet. This is fully automated, so you do not need to turn the equipment off 

yourself. If you press SYSTEM RESET accidently, you have 10 seconds to press the screen again to abort 

the reset and continue as before. If 10 seconds pass without the screen being touched, the system will enter a 

two minute cool down period while it restores to the default settings. During this two-minute period, the 

system will not be usuable. 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hofli~:~e@tmcoedu 



The Help Pages: 

The Help pages have been expanded to add more detail when using the different components in the 

classroom. When in doubt just press the HELP Button for more information. 

Each Device Expands with many helpful hints to help you along the way. 

Of course if none of these help, use the RED Phone for more assistance 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@uncoedu 



The Main Menu: Display Source Control Buttons 

Probably the most important aspect to the control interface is the Display source control buttons. 

These buttons available on every device page provide for real time switching and display of your 

media source on the LCD projectors. 

Pressing either of these buttons 

while on your desired source 

page will display that source on 

the LCD projector. 

The Audio from the device will 

also be switched at that time. 

The LCD projector will turn on 

automatically and the window 

shades and screen will lower. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotlJne.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@uncoedu 



Display Source Control Buttons: Cont. 

After pressing either of these 

two buttons your source video 

and audio sources will be 

indicated. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@uncoedu 



The Main Menu: Multiple LCD projectors 

Some rooms have multiple LCD projectors. In these rooms two different display sources can be displayed 
simultaneously. 

In this example the Computer is 

being displayed on the Left 

Projector while the DVD is being 

displayed on the Right 

projector. 

The audio currently being 

played is from the DVD player. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@tmcoedu 



The Main Menu Bar: Computer Control 

Press the Computer button. 

1) Use SEND TO PROJ or SELECT VIDEO button to display the computer image. 

Logon to the computer using your Onyen and Onyen password. 

Using your USB Flash drive: 

Simply plug them into the USB slot in a computer, then navigate to "My Computer" and it should show up there. 
The extension cable is either on the desktop or in a drawer. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@uncoedu 



The Main Menu Bar: Laptop Control 

Press the Laptop button. 

1) Use SEND TO PROJ or SELECT VIDEO button to display the laptop image. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@uncoedu 



The Main Menu Bar: Laptop Control (Cont’d) 

Stress Busters 

1 .) Plug in your AC power adapter (optional), and turn your laptop on. 

2.) Attach the audio and video cables to your laptop. 

3.) Attach the net~vork cable to your laptop network adapter, if you want to connect to the network. 

4.) Toggle your display by pressing Function (Fn) and F7 together. This may be Fn and F5 depending upon 

laptop.) 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~:~e@t.mc~edu 



The Main Menu Bar: Laptop Control (Cont’d) 

Displaying a Mac Laptop 

Always set up your laptop in [he foilowir~g order: 

After you ~urn on your t~p~op, i~ th:~ ~m~9~ ~n your la~top screen do~s not automatically m~rror ~hrOUg~ 
~he projector try the f’ol[o~qing: 

Go to the Dock. Locate and .do~ubie d~ck on your ’~Sys~em Pregemn=ces," 
DouNe d~ck on "Displays" Preferences, 

One window will be on your laptop 
screen and wilil Iook iike the one shown 
at the lefL 
(~ote the words "C:olor LCD" at [he top of 
the. windiow, This window co~ntro4s the 
settings for your laptop screen.) Do 
make any chan::~es to this window. 

using ttle ~rackpad or mouse, move your poin:[er [o [he right side of your ~apt;op screen. 
Now, ~ook at: the projected imacj¢ and keep moving the mouse ~n[il you see t:he pointer or, the prolec~eu 

The second window will be on the projector 
screen (note the words at the top of the 
window wit be the name of the projector. 
This window controls me settings for the 
projected image,) 

Hove ~ne pointer to this window° There will 
be a tab labeled "Arrangement.,"’ Click or 
There w~ b.e a check box a~ the botLom of 
the "Arrangement" window labe}ed 

........... Make sure that box is checked, 

g~th images wi~l Ricker and jump for a second as the lapcop ~nd the projector 
synch ronize, 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmcoedu 



The Main Menu Bar: VCR 

Press to start: the VCR. 

1) Use SEND TO PROJ or SELECT VIDEO button to display the VCR image 

2) Rewinds a VCR tape 
3) Plays a VCR tape 
4) Fast Forwards a VCR tape 
5) Pauses a VCRtape 
6) Stops a VCR tape 
7) Ejects a VCR tape 
8) Displays a counter 
9) Resets the counter 
10) Enables an aux video source to be displayed though the front AV j acks 
11) Changes TV channels where available 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@t.mcoedu 



The Main Menu Bar: Blu Ray DVD Player 
Press to start the DVD/CD. 

1) Use SEND TO PROJ or SELECT VIDEO button to display the DVD image 

2 & 4) Scans backwards or Fol~vards 
3) Plays a DVD or CD 

5) Pauses a DVD or CD 
6) Stops a DVD or CD 

7 & 8) Skips backwards or forwards 

9) Ejects a DVD or CD 

10) Displays Search keypad 
11) Displays the DVD menu 

12) Menu navigation keys 

13) Displays DVD Player menu 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: bofli~e@tmcoedu 



The Main Menu Bar: DOC CAM 

The document cameras are used to display transparencies or printed documents. 

These cameras come in one of two varieties, Ceiling mounted & Desktop. 

Here is an example of 

Desktop Document Camera in the classrooms. 

The Power, Zoom and Focus 
Control s are located on the camera itself. 

light when turned On. 

Camera has a Green status 

Follow the same display 

instructions below to get the camera image up on the 

screen 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~3e@t.mcoedu 



Press to start the DOC 

1) Use SEND TO PROJ or SELECT VIDEO button to display the DVD image 

2) Zoom In and Out controls (FOR CEILING MOUNTED CAMERAS ONLY) 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmcoedu 



The Room Control Menu Bar: Environment 

Press to Access Classroom environment 

controls 

1) Power ON turns on LCD projector 
2) Power OFF turns on LCD projector 
3) IMAGE BLANK mutes mid unmutes the LCD projector image 
4) AUTO PC ADJUST adjusts the projector to the best computer image 
5) Screen Controls (Number of Screens varies by room) 
6) Shade controls (Where available) 
7) Individual Lighting controls (Number of available zones varies by room) 

*STRESS BUSTERS* 
WARNING!!! 

IF YOU TURN THE PROJECTOR OFF, IT CANNOT BE TURNED ON FOR 2 MINUTES! 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: ~:~otli~:~e@t.mcoedu 



The In-Class Computer: Using Remote Desktop to view 
your own PC 

Before you can connect to your office computer, you must change 
your settings to enable a connection from a remote user. You must 
first enable the Remote Desktop feature on your office computer so 
that you can control it remotely from the Network PC. 

I. Enabling your office computer to use Remote Desktop 

Right-click My Computer and choose Properties. You should get a box labeled System 
Properties that looks like the picture below. Click on the Remote tab. 

Sysi:em: 

17 icrosoft: Windows XP 

Professional 

Version 2002 

Service Pack 2 

Registered to: 

UNC 

UNC 

55274-640-0350767-23003 

Computer; 

I ntel(R } Penth.!m[R ) I’d 
processor 1600M Hz 

1:59 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmcoedu 



Check box Allow users to connect remotely to this computer. Write down your Full 
computer name and keep it for later use. If you would like to change your computer 
name you can click on the Computer Name tab to do so. Click OK. 

General Computer Name Hardware 

System Restore Auiomai’ic Updates ] Remo~e 

:~%::::~" Select the ways that ~his computer can be used from another 

:~ location. 

Remote 

~ Allow Remo~e Aeeie[.mee invks~iom ~o be sent ffem [hie eompu~e~ 

Wha~ i~Remote A~is~ence? 

Advanced... 

Full compute[ name: 

R OOM CH E CK-E PSILO N.depts,uno.edu 

Wha~ is Remote Desk~op? 

Fo~ use[s 1o connect [emotel~2 to this computer, the user account must 
have a password. 

Windows Fire~,all will be configured to allow Remote Desktop 
connections to this computer. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmcoedu 



Make sure the firewall does not block Remote Desktop by clicking on Start, then 
Control Panel. Click Security Center. 

Click Windows Firewall. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotl]ne@t~r~coedt~ 



,Se,~ the lates~ securib,, and 
in~ermahJon 

Chock for ~he I~es~ updates ~rom 
Windows 

Ge~ help abou~ 5ecuri~v Center 

Security 

The security settings on this comauter are managed by a network adminJstra~or 
because it is cart oF a domain (a group el: computers on a net~#ork). To help protect 
your computer, the administrator o1: this computer should do the 

. ]nstaJl and use a (:irev~alJ such as WJndows Firewall Jn Nicmso(:t Windows XP 
another firewall. 

o Set uE AutomatJc Updates to download and install critJcN updates au~omatJcally. 

o Install antJvJrus software and keee Jt turned on and uB to date. 

WhaUs new in Window, s to be[.r2 pro~ec~, my compu~.er? 

Make sure that the Don’t allow exceptions box is not checked. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmc.edu 



’Windows Firewall helps prolecI.your cornpuler by preYenting unauthorized users 
trom gaming access to your compuler lhrough the Inlemel or a network. 

This setting blocks all outside sources trom connecting to lhis 
cornputero with the e×ception ot those selected on the E×ceptions tab 

Selecl Ibis when you connecl to public net,,’~orks in less secure 
locations, such as airporls. Yeu will nol be notified when’Windows 
Fiiewall blocks~ programs. Selections Cn lhe E×ceplions I~b will be 
ignored. 

011 [no~ ~ecommended| 

Avoid using this setting. T urning off Windows Firewall may make this 
computer more vulnerable to viruses and intruders 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmcoedu 



Click on the Exceptions tab and check the Remote Desktop box. Then click OK. 

"v.!indows Firewall is blocl<ing incoming neI~ork connections, except for the 
p~ogr~m~ and Se~,~i~es selected belo,m. Adding exceNion~ a~lows Some programs 
~o work be~er b~t rnight increase you~ Security risk. 

Programs and Services: 

Name 

[] File and Printer Sharing 

[] Network Diagnostics for Windows XP 

[] Oracle Messenger 

Display a nol!ification when Windows Firewall blocks a program 

Whal: are the risks ot allo,Mnq exceptions? 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@tmc.edu 



II. Finding the IP Address of your office computer 

*Note: This section (Section II) is unnecessary if you wrote down your full computer 
name. Just make sure to leave your computer on. 

Click Start, then Run. 

Type cmd into the Open: field and click OK. 

~rnd 

A ~vindow ~vith a black background (DOS window-) will emerge. Type ipconfig and 
press Enter. The IP Address will be under the heading, Ethernet adapter Local Area 
Connection. it will be your first combination of four digits separated by three periods 

(i.e. 152.2.12.1). Write down the IP address and leave your computer on. It is 
recommended that you use your full computer name instead of 1P address. Because of the way the 
network operates, your IP address may change every once in a while but your full computer name 
will not. Check your IP address periodically to make sure it is the same as the last time you wrote it 
down. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotline@uncoedu 



III. Connecting to your office computer from the Classroom 

On the desktop of the classroom computer, double-click on the Remote Desktop icon. 

Type in the full computer name or the 1P address of your office computer and click 

Connect. 

Enter the User Name and password you would use to login to your office computer. A 
bar should appear at the top of the screen. You can use the push pin icon to auto-hide the bar. Also, 

by pressing the minus (-), you can minimize remote desktop and switch back to controlling the 
classroom computer. Make sure to disconnect when you are finished with class by closing the 
remote desktop bar. 

Please remember to practice the process before your first class. As always, call 962-6702 to 
schedule a demonstration of classroom equipment. 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: 



No image on screen LCD Projector is not on Press the ON button 

No audio Volume is not high enough Adjust the volume 

LCD Projector is turned on and 
Laptop display needs to be 

LAPTOP is selected, but no Press Function and F8 
laptop display 

toggled 

The screen is blank, but the LCD                                    Press the IMAGE BLANK button 
Image blank is on 

projector is on on the LCD PROJECTOR page 

Still no image on any of the Contact hotline for a replacement 
various modes (VC~ DVD, PC, Projector lamp may be burnt out 

etc. 
lamp. 

Turn up the volume on the laptop 
No sound is playing from Laptop,    Laptop audio output may be too 

and also verify that the volume on 
but still working on other menus low 

the amplifier is turned up 

No audio Source is not sent to a projector Select LEFT or RIGHT Projector 

ITS Classroom Hotline: 962-6702 Web Address: http://hotline.unc.edu Email: hotli~e@uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pittman, Jan <:Jan Pittman@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 3:35 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edu:~ 

CASDpt Mgrs <cas-dpt-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[casdivemib"] "No Agenda Lunches" and Newsletter Samlnarizing Notes from August 14th A(t of Hosting Worlcshop 

8-14-13 Newsletterl 6-finaJ.pdf 

This message is being sent to Department Chairs and the Diversity Liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences with a copy to department managers on behalf of Pat Parker, Director 

Faculty Diversity Initiatives. 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’m writing with three items of follow-up from last week’s workshop. First, as promised, Tuesday Ryan-Hart harvested notes from our August 14th 

gathering and organized them in a newsletter (attached) for us to share with colleagues and also to use as a point of reference as we begin to further 
integrate Art of Hosting tools into our work. 
Secondly, I am working with Senior Associate Dean, Terry Rhodes, to implement a series of "No Agenda Brown Bag Lunches" where Diversity Liaisons can 
gather for networking, support, and general conversations about diversity, equity, and inclusion. Several people mentioned wanting to meet more 
regularly, and this is one opportunity to get that started (thanks to Frank Baumgartner for the idea!). More details will follow on this. If you have more 
ideas about regular meetings, please let me know. 
Finally, please send me your ideas about what you would like to create for our next formal gathering of the whole group in the Spring. For example, we 
might feature a panel of Diversity Liaisons from the various units in the College. All ideas are welcome. Even if we don’t implement your idea for the 
Spring, this is an opportunity to harvest the wisdom of the group and plan for the future. 
With warm regards, 

Pat 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: rc.~::es.=.er,~&:mail ~lnc.ed~a. 

To unsubscribe click here: .=q~j:~:,, li~ts ~:c.ed~,~, fiqd= 1.’~;272 ~,(,~. ~, 16g9427b%(~c2 

(It mW be necesmU to cut and paste the aNwe URL if the line is broken) 



Welcome, Framing, Flow 

Karen Gil, Dean of the Colle~ 

of Arts and Sciences, welcomed ns to a 

is not for spectators~ 

Checking In 

poem to captnre onr responses. Some 

"This is an important 
moment, an important 
conversation 
a place to bring our 
questions 
excited for this strategy 
session.°° 

...a group that holds 
my heart 
wondering where is it, 
that this Art 
of Hosting could help 
us talk about diversity 
in diverse ways?" 

Car{ - Building on Success 

We lhen moved into a care aronnd 

building from the successes that we’ve 

had at the university in diversity work. 

We idenl~ied severn ~actors that 

were c~dcal for our snccessfi~l diversity 

work: 

¯ A challenge to the "way thin~" 

are done he~v - a disruption to the 

status quo and reco~ition of an 

opportuNV 

¯ Nnding openin~ in boundaies 

that separate us - cooperating and 

communicating with each other 

¯ NnNng Paculty/ad~nistradon 

and other resou~ves to showcase 

com~tment and di~vcted toward 

changv 

¯ Hard work and perseverance 
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In addition to identil’,ving what was present ffiat made the 

projects successful, we also identified several t:actors that were 

present in ourselves that contributed to this successthl work, 

including hope, discomfort, disruption, determination, 

motivation, dedication, justice, and anger. 

The second care focused on what we could take forward ~o 

help us with our work. Each table was invited to develop 1-2 key 

ideas to take tb~ward. 

¯ Building Shared Vision - How can we nurture a collective 

that trt~y works together? 

¯ Building Shared Ownership - (one on one, distributing the 

power and responsibifity ~6r diversity work) - What is path that 

we can build that is broad enough to to hold all people? 

¯ How do we use the tools of the university to make this 

work visible? Itow can we use st~cture to hold depariments 

accountable and negotiate for additional resou,ves? (acdon 

plans, official offices, etc.) 

° How can we create regular connection among the 

liaisons? 

COLLE( 

ProAction Caf~ 
The remainder of the afternoon was spent in a process 

called Pro-Action CMd, where we brought our ~eN world projects 

into the room and received each other’s insight, s~s, and wisdom 

about how to best do our work when we leave. The five projecm 

1. Enhancing minority applicant pool for new unde~N~’ad 

msea~vh pm~’am 

2. Help to develop a stmtegT for an NSF ~’ant to support 

NversiV initiatives on campus 

3. What wo~d meanin~ul change around diversity in my 

department look ~e? 

4. Itow to promote and support successful careers? 

5. What wo~d it lo& ~e if we (the uNversity 

community) had "peace" around S~ent Sam? 

It was valuable time in our ProAction Cal~. Conversation 

was spirited and lively! At the end of the dine, each "host" 

repo~omd out their next steps from their session, and then we got 

ready to leave the space. 

Checking Out 
True to the spirit of the entire day; we got thin~ moving 

with a check out of a sentence, phrase, or word. ~blks were 

im~ted to sham the impact of the today’s meeting on their 

practice. We asked: What of si~cance am I ta~ng from today 

into my Nversity work in the larger university? 

AUGUST 14, 2013 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 4:40 PM 

The fysinstmctors lidl2013 maS~ling list. <~/sinstructors [~l12013@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

[fysinstruc~ors fall2013] FYS class roster; level designation 

Dear FYS Instructors, 

The ConnectCarolina system calculates a student’s "level" by credit-hours earned, not by semesters completed, so you may see a few students on your FYS class 

roster listed as "Sophomore" or "Junior." But don’t worry. Students in their first or second semester of college (i.e., "first-year" students) have a positive service 

indicator on their record, in part to enforce enrollment restrictions on all FYS. Thus, every student in your FYS should be a true first-year student. 

If you wish to confirm a student’s level, please feel welcome to send me the student’s name and PID. 

Best wishes, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

You are cunently subscribed to ~sinstmctors fa~12013 as: _12e_g_e__~t__e_!~)__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln_c_:_e_~t___u_. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:iilists.unc.eduit~?id 64072748.24766bf01e878a89001c045458d652bd&n T&I fvsinstructors t~all2013&o 33460813 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33460813-64072748.24766b1~) 1e878a89001c045458d652bd,~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iuterlibm~-Borromng <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 5:09 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status Update 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: I’m Still Here : Confessions of a sex kitten 

Author: Kitt, Eal-tlaa 

TN:     1961263 

We have received a new due date of 9/1/13 from the lending librar,v. 
Please note this on tlae yello~v sleeve around the item. 

mB Staff" 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library,, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@notif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

lori evarts@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Team art activity" 

Study Name: Start with ART 

Description: Researchers at UNC would like to examine the responses of 
team members to digitized images of art compared to viewing the actual 
works of art. Teams can be of any type and ~vill qualil}’ for this study 
if they share a common goal and have at least 4 and no more than 10 team 
members Team members participating in the study will be requested to 
attend the Ackland Art Museum for t~vo separate team visits to view works 
of art and talk about their responses There will be a brief pre- and 
post-activity questiolmaire done at the Ackland The team visits to the 
Ackland Art Museuln ~vill take 1 to 1.5 hours. Team members must be 
willing to attend the two separate visits. Participants will receive a 
$10 gift card al’~d parking vouchers. 

Eligibility Requirements: 
To take part in this sturdy, you and your team members must agree to 
attend two team visits to the Ackland Art Museum 
You do not have to be affiliated with UNC to participate 
You must be 18 years or older, and you and your team members must speak 
and read 
English 

Researchers: Lori Evarts, Carolyn Allmendinger, Susan Pusek 

Email: Start with ART@uric edu 

To learn more about the study and/or participate, please :[’eel free to 

contact Lori Evarts at 919-966-9043 or email Iori evarts@unc.edu or 
Start with~ ~ART@unc.edu 

Rev~e*ved by UNC OtIRE IRB, Study # 12-2527, Exemption Category 2 (survey, 

~nterview, public observation) granted January 3,2013 

This email is sponsored by: Ackland Art Museum, NC ’ITraCS, Gillings 
School of Global Public ttealth, 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORiVhA2][’IONAL: Se~,Ang Students ruth Disabilities 

TO: All Faculty, EPA Non-Faculty and Staff Employees 

FROM: James W. Dean, Jr, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: August21, 2013 

RE: Serving Students with Disabilities 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to making 
its programs and facilities accessible to students with disabilities. 
Students who seek reasonable accommodation for disabilities are required 
to identify themselves to the Office of Accessibility Resources & 
Service whose staffwil[ inform and work with the students about the 
process to become eligible to receive assistance. 

The mission of the department is to work with faculty and staff to 
provide students with disabilities equal access to University services, 
programs, and activities. 

In an effort to assist their students, individual faculty members and 
departments or professional schools may want to provide accommodations 
to students who have not identified themselves to Accessibility 
Resources When approached by a student who seeks an accommodation 
based on a disability or temporary medical condition, please refer the 
student to Accessibility Resources who will work with you and the 
student to determine what, if any, accommodations would be reasonable, 
and assist with implementation. 

Proctoring Examinations - in addition to proctoring examinations as an 
accommodation ~2~r students with disabilities, Accessibility Resources is 
prepared to assist faculty in proctoring make-up examinations 
students who miss a scheduled examinations due to unforeseen medical 
reasons or in keeping with the new policy the observance of religious 
holidays (based on individual fi~culty examination make-up policy) 

The Ol!5ce of Accessibility Resources & Services is located in Suite 
2126 in the Student Academic Services Building (SASB), between the Rams 
Center and Morrison Residence Hall. The staff can be contacted at 

919.962.8300 (Voice or 919-711 [NC RELAY]), email at 
accessibility@unc.edu or through the web at 
http:/iaccessibility.unc.edu. 
Tiffany Bailey- is the Director. 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this matter. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:17 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: INFORMATIONAL: Diversi~ News aJ~d Updates 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: INFORML/kTIONAL : Divel-sity News and Updates 

From: nobody@noti~ unc.edu [nobody@notffy.unc.edu] on behalf of no reply@unc.edu [no reply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:30 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Sublect: INFORMATIONAL: Diversity News and Updutes 

UNC Diversity’ and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) is excited to announce ~ts 
NEW look and upcoming events and opportumties 

Please visit our redesigned website at http://diversiW.unc edu. 
Designed to be more user friendly and reformative, the new diversity 
website has important informution and more resources. Along with news 
and announcements, the site features a calendar of educutional 
offerings, existing and new programs and initiatives, research and 
reports--including the most recent Diversity Plan Report--and much more 

Please visit our homepage to sign up for our diversity newsletters using 
the fonn in the left-hand column Remember to save the dates for our 
upcoming workshops and programs: Diversity’ and Hiring, The Call to 
Action Conference, and our first seminar of the semester, ’]’he American 
Indian Higher Educution Experience. 

If you would like to learn more about diversi~ at UNC, "like" us on 
Facebook at vavw.facebook.com!DMAUNC for daily campus and national 
diversity’ news. 

Lastly, we would like to encourage departments and units to add 
diversity-related events to the L~!C Calendar, which features a nexv 
option for tagging events in a diversity category. This new feature 
allows for individuals to search for opportunities and events that 
celebrate, promote, and address diversity, inclusion, and culture. 

This email is sponsored by: Diversity and Multicultural Afi:airs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

ma~rt@med.unc.edn 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM)\TIONAL: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects 

11-0803: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects (MOSES). 

Ozone is a common air pollutant. The level of ozone in t2ae air during 
warmer seasons in many parts of the cotmtry can be as high as 007 parts 
per million (ppm) or even higher for a short period of time. 
Several recent studies have reported that exposure to ozone air 
pollution may increase risk of heart disease These reports have raised 
concern about whether the amount of ozone allowed to be in the air ~ve 
breathe should be lowered. The U S Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) needs additional information from studies of people like you 
(health?’, between the ages of 55 and 70) to better understand how ozone 
might affect the heart and blood vessels 

Subjects must be health?’, nonsmokers, with no heart disease or other 
chronic health problems Pregnant or nursing females are excluded 
Study participation will include 11 visits a 3 month period, with 3 
v~sits requiring an overnight stay in a local hotel These overnight 
sessions will also include 3 visits in a row to the research lab. 

Interested individuals may call 919-966-0759 or send an email to the 
following link for additional information: marrt@med.unc.edu 

Approved April 19, 2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 
IRB# 11-0803 

This e-mail is sponsored by the UNC Center for Environmental Medicine, 
Asthma and Lung Biology and is :funded by the ttealth Effects Institute 

This email is sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

cts2014@ad.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Neuroimaging decision-nMdng s~dy now recruiting p~xticipants 

Do you drink alcohol rarely, heavily, or moderately? 

We are conducting a research stud?- to examine the role of age and 
alcohol use in the decision-making process. Your participation would 
require you to come to the Umversity of North Carolina campus for a 3 
hour session For your participation, you will be compensated with 
$15/hour. The experimental session will consist of completion of 
questionnaires, the collection of a saliva sample, and a computerized 
task The computerized task will be conducted in a magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) scanner. 

You are eligible if: 
1. You are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
2. You have no known psychiatric or neurological problems 
3. You are NOT taking psychoacuve medications 
4. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
5. You have NEVER sought treatment for a substance use disorder 
6. You are NOT pregnant or breasffeeding 
7. You are a native English speaker 
8. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
9. You do NOT have a fear of enclosed spaces 
10. You are right handed 
11. You do NOT have tattoos above the shoulders 
12. No metal in your body that you can’t take out 

If interested, please contact us at 919-962-8340 (mention the subject 
line of the e-mail if you call) 
or e-mail cts2014@email.unc.edu with the following irfformation: 

f~mail address 
Phone number 
Best time to be contacted 

This study titled "Alcohol Consumption, Decision Making, and 
Development" has been approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional 
Review" Board (IRB) (sturdy #: 11-1067, approved 5/3/2013). 

This eraail is sponsored by: Dept. of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

clinic.sc~ening@unc,edu 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 8:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

IN FOPd’V~AfI’IONAL: Afibrdable Tesling & Child Therapy 

We can help with: 

*Social issues or conflicts with peers or parents 
*Anxiety and mood swings 
*Difficul~ paying attention in class or at home 
*Hyperactivity and off-task behavior 

*Sadness or irritability 
*Disruptive behavior and aggression 
*Assessments for kids, teens and college students for: learning 
disorders, ADHD, gii~edness, mood and anxie~z disorders 

We are affiliated with the I_,~,~’C-CH clinical psycholo~z Ph.D. program 
Evidence based treatment is provided by doctoral students under the 
supervision of licensed psychologists who are faculty members in the 
Department of Psychology. 

Children and adolescents are seen in our nearby off-campus location on 
Finley Golf Course Road with afternoon and evening appointments and 
readily available adjacent parking 

Psychological services are also available for adults and couples in our 
on-campus clinic. 

ALL CLINIC SERVICES ARE OFb~;RED F()R RE[3UCED }:EES BASE]-) ON INC()ME 

For more information please contact us at clinic.screening@unc.edu or 
visit http://clinic.unc edu/. 

Please be aware that if the information you prnvide indicates that there 
may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person 
is in danger, we will need to respond as required by state la~v. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychology Community 
Clinic. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology. 

"INFORSlATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

cablab@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~VIATIONAL: Now Recruiting Pm~5~cipants for Smoking Study 

Stu@ Title: Smoking, Familiarity, and Attention 
Approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review- Board (IRB) on 
07/15,,’2013 
Study # 07-1639 
IRB: Non-Biomedical 

We are conducting research aimed at discovering the 
neurobiological correlates of an attentional bias toward smoking 
stimuli in smokers in hopes of improving treatment options for 
people with substance abuse problems We are looking for both 
smokers and non smokers to participate in a research study 
examining the role of attention in addiction 

R equirements: 
- Between 18 - 40 years old 
- No history of neurological or psychiatric disorders 
- Not currently using any psychoactive drugs (including 
antidepressants) 

Participants will be paid $20 an hour for a study lasting about an hour 

To volunteer or for more inlk~rmation, please contact us at (919) 

962-8340 or cablab@unc.edu 

Thanks! 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your iNk~rmational mass 
email pre[~erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m~v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 5:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Men’s Basketball Season Ticket Reminder 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!~[~,’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~i.,’~#~.!3:~.~,[r3£.#!:.t~,[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

renuka kelapure@med.unc,edu 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Ana] P~in study 

UNC Mass Mailing List 

INFORMATIONAL: Study participants wanted fbr anal fissure stud?- (18 and 
older and less than 75 years). 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is now 
recruiting participants age 18 or older and &#8804; 75to participate in 
a research stu@ of a new drug named diltiazem for treating patients 
with anal fissure 
The stu@ is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the LRX-C CTRC clinic 
and a phone call visit. 

You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and 
less than 75 years, and diagnosed with an anal :fissure that has not been 
treated recently. Participants will receive all tests associated with 
the stu@ at no cost and will receive up to $425 for completing the 
study. 
For more information about this trial, please contact: Renuka 
Kelapure(Renuka kelapure@med.unc.edu)919-843-7892 

This stu@ (IRB #12-2219 received ]R[3 approval fi-om the UNC Office of 
Human Research Ethics on { 1-10-13}. 

This emai[ is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional G! and Motility 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your infi~rmational mass 
email pre[erence, sign into MyUNC at http://m~v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

Stephanie ~Vheeler@nnc.edu 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~LMATIONAL: Research opportunity for women who have had breast cancer 

Have you or has someone you know been diagnosed ~vith breast cancer and 
prescribed endocrine therapy pills (also known as anti-estrogen 
therapy), such as Tamoxifen or an Aromatase Inhibitor (eg., 

Femara/Letroxole, Aromasil~/Exemestane, or Arimidex/Anastrozole)? 

UNC researchers want to understand how women make decisions about taking 
these drags In particular we are interested in hearing from Ati’ican 
American ~vomen and women who decided NOT to take these medications or 
who stopped taking these medications early (before the end of the 
recommended 5 years). 

The research study includes a 30-45 minute phone intep¢iew and an 
optional follow-up focus group for selected patients Your 
participation will help us better design programs to support women with 
breast cancer as they make decisions about endocrine therapy All 
participants receive $20 upon completion of the intep~iew 

You may be eligible to participate ~£you: 
-Have been diagnosed with early stage breast cancer 
-ttave estrogen receptor positive or progesterone receptor positive 
breast cancer 
-Were prescribed endocrine therapy 
-Either started taking these drugs and stopped, OR never started taking 
these drugs after they were prescribed 

If you are interested and would like to find out if you are eligible to 
participate, please reply to this email or call Megan Roberts 

(919.966.7381, mclarke@unc.edu) or Diane Bloom (919201 9975, 
bloom diane@gmail.com). 

The principal investigator for this research study is: Stephanie B 
Wheeler, PhD MPH, Department of Health Policy and Management & 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

This research study has been approved by the University of North 
Carolina IRB (Biomedical IRB Approval Number, Date, Name: 12-1393, 
08/19/2013, Conducting patient focus groups and provider intet’,~iews to 
understand endocrine therapy (ET) initiation and adherence among breast 
cancer Sulwivor s). 

This email is sponsored by the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

This email is sponsored by: Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



The 12th Annual Timothy Bo and Jane A. Bumett 
Seminar for Academic Achievement 

Nov° ~9 ~--- 4:3o p.mo 

This seminar wi]~ fbcus ~]~ d~e science and art of seffZdetermination -- the ability to 
~.~.~ sh~:-on I::ield 

expkx’e drcams~ define goals m~d be in charge of one’s 

Five kuy steps in the selgde[erminadon process will be discussed, i~elnding: 

¯ Know yore’self and your envh-onment 

¯ Va] ue yourself 

¯ Plan 

¯ ].~xpeI~enq.e otl [(’.on~es ~![ld 

Speci[Se skralugies fur impleme~ling these skeps will be shared along with specific 

ideas on what pa~mts artd prof~’ssionab can do to promote the development of self-- 

dekermination skills in ycamg adults with ADItDiI 2), 

Sharon Held, Ed.D. is co--director of the Initiative tot SeIf.-Determinadon hi the College o[ Edncation at Wayne State 

Un ivers k-y (WS~ 0 in Detroit, Mich. Sh e h as been conduct~n g resea reh a n d development rela ted to selfUd eternJ n 

fbc students, wkh a nd witho u t disabi li ti es, Jbc tb e past 25 ye~ cs. Read mo re al- o u t Dc. N el d. 

Sponsorec{ l:~y [:he Lea ttt] [ng Center’s AI)t tI)![ I) Services ---. a Learnh~g (hinter Progt:am in the College of,’\rL< 3txt 

Sdenees -- and the UNC General Nurnni Association. 

Alumni activities, eomnmnicafions and sem4ees are not a line item in fl:~e Uuive~sity budget bnt are fimded by 

member dues. If you th ak [ a s ~}issh ~n ~d sem,ing ot~r UniversiV a ad keeping alnmnJ inlbrmed and involved 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORM2\TIONAL: Librmy Welco~ne 

Dear L~NC faculty members, 

Welcome back to campus! The Library staff and I look forward to ~vorking 
with you this year 

We invite you and your students to visit our newly redesigned website at 
http://librarv.unc.edui. We’ve kept important research functionality, 
while also streamlining access to some of the most-used areas of the 
site and making it easier to explore the libraries If you have 
questions or comments, we invite you to use the "Give Us Your Feedback" 
link at the bottom of the site. 

It is also my pleasure to share with you the Library’s new strategic 
plan, pusted online at http://bit.lyiUNCLibStratPlan2013. ~Ihis plan touk 
shape through cunversat~ons with duzens of UNC faculty members, 
researchers, students, administrators, staff, and friends We have 
identified as main themes: wurking with researchers at all levels 
thruughout the research lifecycle; suppumng transfurmatlve teaching 
and learning; and cuntributing to an informed and engaged community We 
hupe that the wurk uf this plan will tuuch many of you in a pusitive and 
cunstructive way ~n the coming years 

Finally, we wuuld like tu remind you of some links that may be of 
immediate use tu yuu at this point in the semester: 

* ~[’yuu have nut already submitted yuur cuurse reserves, here is huw to 

do su: http:/ilibrary.unc edu/reserves/reserve-request-[’orms/ 

* Online tutorials that intruduce yuur students to library research, 
including une about avoiding plagiarism, are here: 
h ttp : / /library. unc. eduiinstruct/tutorials/ 

* Librarians are ready tu assist yuu and yuur students unline and in 
person: http :/ilibrarv.unc edu/aslc’ 

With all best wishes fur a great year, 

Sarah Michalak 
University Librarian and Associate Provost for University Libraries 

This email is sponsored by: Universi~" Library 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Stone Center 25th 
Anniversary Season opens 
Sept. 12! Tim Okamura ArC 
Exhibition, Chante’ Moore 
Concert, zoth Anniversary 
Edition of Diaspora Film 
Festival and more 

Dear Friends, 

This fall the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on 

Carolina’s campus. The 25th Anniversary season 

kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told... " 

art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and 

Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on 

display from September :[2 through November 29, 

showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please join us for the exhibition opening reception 

featuring an artist talk by Okamura and DJ Bobby 

Drake on September :[2, 20:[3 at 7p.m. at the Stone 

Center. 

Following the exhibition opening, the Stone Center 

will host award-winning R&B songstress, Chante’ 

Moore for a special concert event on Saturday, 

September 14. Tickets are $25 in advance and on 

sale now. For ticket information (or to purchase via 

phone or in person) please contact the UNC Box at 

919-962-1449. Click HERE to purchase tickets 

online. 

We look forward to celebrating our 25th 

Anniversary with you this fall! 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 12, 7:00pro 

Exhibition Openinq Reception and Artist Tail< 

"This S’tory Has Not Yet Been 7bld...The Work of 77m 

Okamuya" 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been Told.." is comprised of 

paintings created within the last decade that have 

emerged from Okamura’s life-long fascination with 

the emotionally expressive power of the human 

form and an intense interest in the juxtaposition of 

people in their environment, 

An opening reception for the exhibition featuring an 

ari:ist talk by Okamura will be held on September 

:[2, 20:[3 at 7p.m. at the Stone Center. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, call 9:[9-962-900:[, 

or via our Facebook event paqe. 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



September 14, 8:00pro 

25th Anniversary Concert Event 

An Evening7 with Chante’ Moore 

Please join us on Saturday, September 14th at 8pm 

for a special Stone Center 25th Anniversary event! 

The Stone Center is honored to host award-winning 

and multi-talented songstress Chante’ Moore. 

Tickets are $25 in advance and $35 at the door. 

Tickets go on sale August 20 and can be purchased 

online, over the phone, or in person exclusively at 

the UNC Box office. You can call the box office for 

ticket information at 919-962-1449. Click HERE to 

purchase tickets online, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Angust 26, 2013 12:25 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Resources from the libra, 

CCO Instructors- 

The UNC Library has sent out some information on a tutorial about avoiding plagiarism, and I pass it along to you if you are looking for some information to share 

with your students. I have not been though the whole website, but it looks like some useful information. Here’s the link: 

http:/iwww2.1ib.unc.edu/instruc[iplagiarism/ 

Here is another site from the library where students (or you) can ask for assistance without having to make the trip to campus. 

http~//!! b ra ry.unc, e duiask] 

I hope your classes are off to a good start. We have over a thousand students registered for your CCO courses, and some are still trying to register today. Thanks for 

helping the latecomers get worked into your classes. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@etnail.unc.edu">regester@emafil.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bg> 

emafil to <a h~e~’’ma~lto:~eave-33483986-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79I2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’>leave-33483986- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a:, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 33484138 - 66821441 @listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 12:40 PM 

a~iJcan- and- a~o- a~nerican- studies- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Dykstra, Linda <ldykstra@unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[aYrlcan- and-afro-american- s~dies- faculty] [all-college-faculty] FROM THE DEAN’S OFFICE: Director of the Office of Distinguished 

Scholarships 

The enclosed announcement from Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen is being sent to all College faculty, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

TO: College of Arts and Sciences Faculty 

FROM: gobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

RE: Director of the Office of Distinguished Scholarships 

DATE: August 26, 2013 

The College of Arts and Sciences is seeking a new Director of the Office of Distinguished Scholarships, effective January 1, 2014. Linda Dykstra will complete her 

service in that position at the end of this Fall term. Under her leadership, for which we are most grateful, the University has been especially successful at 

increasing the number and competitiveness of our students who apply for such distinguished awards as the Rhodes, Truman and Luce scholarships, among others. 

Achieving these goals requires the involvement of students as well as members of the faculty and staff who serve on selection committees for the many awards, 

all of which have different criteria. The Director of the Office of Distinguished Scholarships is responsible for coordinating this activity, which includes recruiting 

and developing student applications, and enlisting the support of members of the faculty and staff. The Director reports to the Associate Dean for Honors Carolina, 

Professor James Leloudis. Honors Carolina and the Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence are within the umbrella of Undergraduate Education in the 

College of Arts and Sciences. 

The person who fills the position should hold the rank of tenured Professor in the College of Arts and Sciences. The position carries with it a stipend and release 

from one course. 

If you would like more information about the position or wish to nominate a colleague or self-nominate, please e-mail me at owenbob@unc.edu. Applications, 

including a letter of interest and curriculum vitae, should be sent to: Bobbi Owen, Undergraduate Education, CB #3504, 3011 Steele Building. The Search Committee 

will begin reviewing candidates on September 16, 2013. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

a£rican- and-a£ro-a~nerican- s~dies- faculty as: <a hre~"maJlto:regester@emaJl.unc.edu">regester@emaJl.unc.edu<’a>. 



Alun:mi of all ages -- come on over the }-_{.ill. 

The fldl semester <d Carolina College f, ar 

Li[elong La;arning begins om~ moa[h fl’om 

today. We hope you’l?join us this 

semes{er as s~? have at~ engaging lineup 

o Do you love the;tier? Make plates wiih 

us oft Sept. 27 for an Eve~h~g at 

PllayaMra kers f’eatm-in g a ped’orma n ee of 

The Mo~ntain top. 

~ Do you want to share a meal wflh one of 

[ iN C’s distin guisl’ted [aeu 

want to missjoi~ng m~ 

tame dlsc~ssi(m wbfle diaing at The 

Carolina Club. 

Discover the at~(:ient si k~ of the I)Mma 5an <bast, delight it~ the voi,-es of Sou[hem 

w~iters and arfish~ and delve irtto the sus~fimd)ility of dae Galapagos Islartds with our 

Passpo~’t I,ectmte series. 

~ E@)y several new events dais fhl] that are flee and open to the p~fl)lJc. Join us %t" a 

eomn~emora k~ ve p~"ogram ce]eb~’a tlng IJ~ verslty Day ah) ag wi[h the launch of 

a new lbrum called {?o~ide~ Tills.,. designed D explore issues of importance for our 

skate and the nation. 

Follow t}~e events thak kook place in the fall o[ 1863 as Fred Kiger ’74 leads our Ch41 

W’a~ se~’ies d u tin g the ~’5 o )’ear eomm em orati on. 

Visit our site for a complete listing of all we have in store flar you this flail. 

Become a G~’M’\ membe~° today to take advas~tage of discom~ts os~ tlmse 

Alumni activities, eommmaieations and services ars~ not a li~e item in fl~e Urtive~sRy 

budget but a~> lhnded by O:L:k member dues. If you daink this nJss~on of se~Mng our 

[ ~niversi ty a n d keeping ahem ni i rtfbrmed and irtvolved is impoAan t membership b lk)r 

you. Join today to snppor~ Carolina and to receive valuable benefiis and services at~d a 

subscription to the digital and p~%at versions ~xf the (~k~rogina Atumni Reuiea:. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolifl/.unc.edu on behalf of 

rbegalle@email.unc.edu 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:39 PM 

Regester, Ch~xlene B <regester@emuJd.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Adolescent Research Participants Needed 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board 
IRB#: 12-1885 
Renewal Approved: 8/20/2013 

Research Study in Adolescents with (ACL) and ~vithout (Healthy) a Histo~z 
of ACL Injury are needed! 

Title: The Effects of Anterior Cruciate Ligament lnju~’ and 
Reconstruction on Lower Extremi~ Biomechanics and Symmetw m 
Adolescent Athletes 

The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a 
research study to examine lower extremity movement and loading patterns 
in adolescent athletes (between the ages of 12-18) after sustaining an 
ACL injury with or without meniscus involvement. In addition, ttealthy 
physically acuve individuals between the ages of 12-18 with no prior 
histo~ of knee injury are also needed [’or this research stu~d.y. 

Testing will be performed in a single tesung session @2 hours) in the 
Sports Medicine Research Laboratory on the UNC campus. A detailed motion 
analysis report regarding movement and loading will be provided to all 
su~iects as well as key exercises to maintain or improve performance and 
prevent in) ury. 
If you or someone you l~ow meets the criteria for participation, please 
contact the prima~ investigator [’or more information and scheduling. 
Eligibility criteria for this research study are as follows: 

ACL Injured Subjects: 
* Between the ages of 12-18 years old 
* Sustained a unilateral (one side) ACL iN ury within the past 2 years 
* Surgical Intervention &#8805; 6 months ago 
* Completed supervised rehabilitation 
* Full medical clearance to participate in sport 
o    Currently participating in running, cutting, pivoting sports 2-3 times 
per week 
* tIave full medical clearance greater than 6 months ago 
* No current symptoms (no redness, swelling, pain) 
* No musculoskeletal ir~iury within the past 6 months that limited 
physical activity for more than 2 days 
*    No known vestibular or balance disorder that would make it difficult 
to complete testing 

Healthy Subiects: 
* Between the ages of 12-18 years 
* Currently palticipating in running, cutting, pivoting sports 2-3 tiraes 
per week 
* No previous histoW of knee injua~ 
* No previous histolN of lower extremity surgery or fractme 
* No nmsculoskeletal injuaN within the past 6 months that limited 
physical activity for raore than 2 day-s 
*    No known vestibular or balance disorder that would make it difficult 
to coraplete testing 

Contact Inforraation for additional information about this research study 
Rebecca Begalle, MS, ATC 
Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Phone: (919) 962-7187 
Email: rbegalle@email.unc, edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~ify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Monday, August 26, 2013 9:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIV~kL NOTICE: Welcotne Back Message from Chris Kielt, VC for IT and CIO 

As another academic year begins at Carolina, I welcome our new and 
returning students, and members of the faculty and staff. 

Carolina provides tremendous information technolo~z resources, including 
an excellent research and teaching network with outstanding Intemet 
connectlvi~ As you use IT resources, please remember that Carolina’s 
network is an extension of the Intemet with all the opportunities and 
risks that entails. 

This web page surmnarizes a few critical technology issues: 
http://its unc.eduiback-to-school 
Please take a moment to review them: 

- IT assistance 
- Using Sakai 
- Carolina IT policies including prutection of cupyrighted materials 
- Protecting yuur persunal computer 
- Stupp~ng spare and phishing 
- Filtering of spare and malicious email 

All uf us in Carohna’s In~2~rmation Technolugy Services wish yuu safe 
cumputing for a pruductive and satis[~,!ing year at Carolina. 

Thank yuu, 

Chris Kielt 
Vice Chancellor fur INk~rmatiun Technulogy and Chie[~ [nfurmation Officer 

This email is sponsored by: Infurmatiun Technulugy Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

asthmastudie s~ med.unc .edu 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:21 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOf~MATIONAL: Individu~Js with mild aJlergic aslhma 

Vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, kale and cabbage are 
particularly rich in a plant chemical called sulforaphane (SFixr) which 
boosts production of certain "defense" enzymes that increase the 
activity gene expression of antioxidant genes in the nose. In animals, 
the chemical protection from SFN helps prevent diseases associated with 
imqammation and cancer among others, and this is currently being 
studied in humans. Young broccoli sprouts have a particularly high 
level of SFN compared to other foods. 

The purpose of this research stu@ is to see if we can measure these 
changes in allergic, astl~natic volunteers treated with broccoli sprout 
homogenates (BSH) or a placebo homogenate. This will be done by 
obtaining a series of "nasal lavages" or rinses of the nose with salt 
water, as well as superficial biopsies of the inside lining of the nose, 
and collecting sputum cells from your lungs. Using these samples, we 
will measure the amount of proteins and the amount of inflammation in 
the nose and and lungs and compare the results when you are g~ven a 
broccoli sprout homogenate "shake" (high in SFN) or a placebo "shake" 
(which is low in SFN) during 3 days during 2 different study sessions 

Study requirements include: 
* You must be bep~,~een 18 and 50. 

* You should be a healthy nonsmoker, and have allergies and mild 
asthma, but not require daily medications to control your asthma. 
* You should not be pregnant or nursing. 
* You should not have intolerance of or aversion to broccoli 

Participation will up to 10 weeks, and will require 7 visits lasting 30 
rain to 3 -1/2 hours. 

For additional information and a link to the study consent form, please 
go to http://www.med unc.edu/cemalbistudiesi 

Interested individuals may send an email to marrt@med.unc.edu or call 
(919) 966-0759 to contact the study coordinator 

Approved 02-2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB tt 
13-0056 

This e-mail is sponsored by the L~-C Center for Environmental Medicine 
and Lung Biology. This study is funded by the National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS). 

This email is sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

ferfility@mc.edu 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Healthy women needed for pregnm~cy research stu@! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for sturdy activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at w~v.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Arme Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

bpearson@med.unc.edu 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Seekiug wotnen who are 1 year postpartum... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking health?’ women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
follo~ving categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression in the past, but not after childbirth 
3. Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients This 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $350 compensation upon completion. 

For more irfformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB# 07-1353 
CTRC# 2649 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@noli~.unc.edu on behalf of 
no- reply@unc.edu 

Mondw, August 26, 2013 11:29 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVDkL NOTICE: University" Teaching Awmv~s 

August 23, 2013 

TO: Faculty, Staff and Students 

FROM: Dr. Pam Joyner 
Uriiversity Tea chmg A~vards Con~mittee Chair 

SUBJECT:    Nominate an Outstanding Teacher, iVlentor, or TA 

Do you know of an outstanding teacher, mentor, or teaching assistant who 
has inspired you at Carolina? ~ao has helped you learn, gro~v, and 
become excited about your education? Who is an outstanding educator 
that deserves recognition? 

Each year, UNC formally acknowledges the central role of teaching and 
mentoring by recognizing faculty, staff and students. The University 
Committee on Teaching Awards offers numerous awards based on nominations 
by members of our university community 

Please take a moment to think of those who are deserving of these awards 
and nominate them via the website: 
http ://provost. unc edu/teachinv-awards. 

Please submit all nominations online 

No individual may receive more than one award. 

NO’I~*;: YOUR NOMINATION MUST INCLUDE A LETFER TELLING U S WIlY T[tIS TEACtjER 

DESERVES ~IXtE AWARD. W ONLY A NAiVfE IS SUBMiT’mr), IT IS INVAI.ID AND 

CAN’NOT BE CONSIDERED. 

You may address questions to me (919-962-0030/pam joyner@unc.edu or to 
Ms Debbie Stevenson in the Office of the Provost: (962-7882 / 
debbie stevenson@unc.edu ). 

The deadline Jk~r submitting nominations is October 1 

The committee xvill reviexv the nominees, collect additional information 
about their teaching and recon~’nend winners to the Chancellor. This year, 
we xvill select recipients for six ~pes of awards: 

Board of Governors Axvard for Excellence in Teaching: This award is given 
by the Board of Governors to a ten~ed faculty member on each UNC campus 
for excellent and exceptional teaching at the tmdergraduate level over a 
sustained period of time. 

Distinguished Teaching Awards for Post-Baccalaureate Instruction: Four 
awards are given to faculty members for exceptional teaching of 
post-baccalaureate students. 

Awards to Faculty for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching: Five Tanner 
Awards, One Friday Award, and Two Sitterson Awards are given to 
full-time faculty members. 

Tanner Awards to Graduate Teaching Assistants: Five Tanner Axvards are 
given to graduate teaching assistants for excellence in undergraduate 
teaching. 

Chapman Family Teaching Awards: Fottr Chapman Family Axvards are given to 
full-time faculty members for excellence in tmdergraduate teaching. 

Mentor Award for Lifetime Achievement: This award acknowledges lifetime 
contributions to teaching, learning and mentoring beyond the classroom 
and is not limited to traditional faculty If you nominate someone for 
this award, please focus on his or her long-term impact on students 

Thank you for your help in re~varding excellent teaching at Carolina! 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@no~if)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

no~eply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Performing A~s Special Activities Fund 

2013-14 Performing Arts Special Activities Fund Application Information 

What is the Performing Arts Special Activities Fund (PASAF)? 

The PASAF supports projects and activities that provide quality 
performing arts that enhance the creative and cultural environment of 
our University community and have significant impact on life and 
learning at UNC 

Projects are supported in all areas of the performing arts Priority is 
given to ne~v and ilmovative projects Projects that involve multiple 
units (departments, centers, curricula, programs, etc.) and that are 
inter-disciplinary are encouraged. We also encourage faculty and staff 
from all areas of the University to submit applications for prc~jects 
that include a component of the performing arts in any area of teaching, 
research, or service. 

Although the PASAF has no official ma×imum grant, awards are seldom made 
for amounts over $5,000. ’]’he PASAF may award partial grants. Previous 
PASAF funding does not guarantee support in any succeeding year Funds 
must be expended in the 2013-2014 academic year. 

Who may apply? 

Students, faculty and staff from recognized academic or achninistrative 
units may apply for funding ]£ a unit proposes multiple projects, the 
unit head must prioritize the proposed projects 

Funding criteria: 

* Artistic and programmatic quality 
* Relationship of proposed activities to departmental priorities, 
area of stu@, or research 
* Nature and extent of programmatic interpretation, education, or 
orientation efforts for the benefit of the proposed audience 
* Extent of impact, including the number of people served and 
efforts to broaden and/or dlversi~ your audience 
* Extent to which the project serves multiple campus audiences 
* Scarcity or availability of conrparable services within the given 
area, i.e., extent to which the project fills a gap 
* Managerial and fiscal competence, including the capability of the 
applicant to carry out the proposed activities 

Projects eligible for funding: 

The PASAF cor~mrittee ainrs to support projects that deruonstrate the 
highest level of aitistic integrity. The list below provides exainples 
of the types of projects that are eligible for funding. These are 
examples only, and funding is not limited to those listed. 

* Visiting perforruing artist and artist-in-residence activities 
* Public presentations and perfornrances 
* Coinnrissions, premieres, and subsequent performances of new works 
* Professional altistic development and training programs for 
perfornring artists, such as ruentorship and career development activities 
* Workshops, corKerences, publications, professional developnrent, 
technical assistance, networks, or on-line resources associated with 
performances 
* Projects that bring together diverse canrpus and local communities 
or that reach new audiences 

The following are not eligible for funding: 

* Major expenditures for the establisl~nent of ne~v student 
organizations 
* Expenditures that should reasonably be covered by department 
overhead 
* Reserve funds 
* Debt reductions 
* Activities restricted to an organization’s membership (fimded 
activities must be open to the university and the broader cormnunity and 
promoted as such) 
* Hospitality or entertainment costs for receptions, performances, 
or fimdraising benefits 
* Faculty or staff salaries 
* Static exhibitions 

Successfifl applicants will be asked to provide a brief report on 
outreach and impact follo~ving prRject implementation. To apply for 
support from the Performing Alts Special Activities Fund, submit a 



written application of no more than 4 pages that includes the following: 

* Goals and objectives of the project 
* Prqiect description 
* Audience to be sep~’ed, including number and demographic 
characteristics 
* Overall impact to the arts at UNC-Chapel Hill 
* Itemized budget, including persormel and non-personnel expenses, 
total prqiect costs, costs for which PASAF support is requested, and 
other sources of support 
* Department/Unit head’s signature of approval. (Multiple requests 
from a single ~it must be prioritized by the trait head.) 

Submit applications to the following address by 5 PM September 20, 2013: 

Carol Tresolini 
Vice Provost for Academic Initiatives 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
104 South Building 
CB #3000 
UNC Campus 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at htm://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33489212-66866406@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:37 AM 

a~iJcan- a~d- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- aaad-al’ro-aanerican- s~mdies- facul .ty] [all-college-faculty] FROM THE DEAN’S OFFICE: Changes Co~ning to State Health Pla~ 

Information Session Sept. 5 

The enclosed message is being sent to all College faculty and staff, and applies to those who are eligible for State Health Plan insurance coverage during 2014. 

### 

Date: August 26, 2013 

To: All Employees in the College of Arts and Sciences eligible for the State Health Plan insurance coverage during 2014. 

From: Laurie ]. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL SESSION FOR STATE HEALTH PLAN CHANGES COMING iN 2014 

The State Health Plan is making major changes to employee and dependent health insurance for 2014. Please join me and the Office of Human Resources Benefits 

staff for an informational session to be held: 

Thursday, September 5, 2014 

From: 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 

2420 Student Union 

Our University benefits representatives will be on hand to explain the changes expected and to answer all of your questions. Please plan to join us at this meeting. 

If you can’t make the meeting, a summary of the changes is outlined below: 

The State Health Plan is making major changes to employee and dependent health insurance for 2014. Please review the information below for specific 

information on the changes. 

The State Health Plan will introduce a new health plan option -a consumer directed health plan with a state-funded health reimbursement account -and make 

significant changes to the current PPO 80/20 Standard plan. The Basic 70/30 plan will change only its name (to the Traditional 70/30 plan); no plan features or 

benefits will change. 

For the 80/20 plan - which will now be called the Enhanced 80/20 plan -- changes include new and enhanced plan options, as well as surcharges on monthly 

premiums. The surcharges can be offset by wellness credits -- surcharges will be added to employee-only monthly premiums, and any wellness credits you earn 

can be used to reduce your monthly premium. Surcharges will not be added and credits cannot be earned for dependent coverage. 

There are three ways to earn wellness credits towards your premium: 

¯ attest to not smoking or participating in a cessation program 

¯ designate a Primary Care Physician in the enrollment portal 

¯ complete a Health Assessment prior to Oct. 31 

The State Health Plan will credit the employee-only monthly premium for each of the above items. For example, if an employee completes the Health Assessment 

- but does not designate a Primary Care Physician and continues to smoke -they will still receive a partial wellness credit. To receive the full credit -a $50 

reduction in your monthly premiums -you must complete all three wellness credit opportunities. 

The Consumer Directed Health Plan (CDHP) is a high-deductible medical plan that includes a health reimbursement account (HRA) to help offset the deductible. 

After the deductible is met, the plan will pay 85 percent of in-network costs. The surcharges and wellness credits noted above will also apply to employee-only 

CDHP premiums. 

What Can Employees Do Now? 

Employees can take the health assessment now and it will apply to their enrollment in October. The assessment can be completed online (at 

www.myactivehealth.com/nchealthsmart) or by phone at 800-817-7044 (press option 2). 

To take the assessment, you will need your current State Health Plan Subscriber ID. The assessment is a five-minute questionnaire about your medical history, 

lifestyle and preventive health. As part of the questionnaire, you will be asked your waist measurement, so you may want to have a tape measure handy. 

By completing the assessment, you will learn about your risk for developing a chronic health condition, and receive personalized action items to improve overall 

health a nd well-being. As an added benefit, if you complete the assessment early, you increase their chances of winning a free iPad~. Now through October 2013, 

monthly drawings for an =Pad wdl be held for all eligible State Health Plan members who have completed their health assessment. 

Employees can also designate a primary care physician for each covered member before enrollment begins. To do this, log in to https://unc.hrintouch.com and 

click on the Benefits icon, then click the View/Edit information link under Section 1 Medical. The primary care provider edit link is listed under the Medical icon. 

Click the edit link and follow the prompts from there. You can change your primary care provider at any time. A primary care physician can also be set by calling 

BenefitFocus at 855-859-0966. In addition to the wellness credits, the State Health Plan will be introducing incentives to reduce copays and other costs for healthy 

choices.....more details to come. 

Employee Communications 

The State Health Plan will send information directly to employees’ homes about the coming enrollment. This is expected to arrive in mid-September. In addition, 

both the August and September issues of HR Headlines will contain additional employee-focused information about the coming State Health Plan enrollment. 

¯ -- You m’e cu~rentl5 subscribed to 



all-college-l?aculty as: ati-icau- and- afro- american- studiea- fac~flB~i~listserv,tmc,edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 
a£rican- aaad-~l’ro-~anerican- s~dies- facully as: <a href "~na~lto:~egeste@e~na~l.unc.edu" >~egeste@e~na~l.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:35 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] "Water in Our World" Module Proposal Reminder 

Dear CCO online Instructors, 

This is a reminder that there’s still time to submit a proposal for our "Water in our World"self-guided online course. The deadline for submitting proposals is August 30th. See 

our original message below. You can contact Ms. Tyler Ritter if you have any questions. See her contact information is below. 

The Friday Center is currently developing a self-guided online course that will be free to the public. The course content will support UNC’s pan-campus water theme for 2012- 
2014: "Water in our World" and will demonstrate the far-reaching importance of water, viewed through the lenses of a variety of disciplines. 

The course will consist of four to five modules, each covering a specific topic related to water. We would like to include modules from the physical and social sciences, as well 
as art, literature, and any other areas of study that may apply. 

We are inviting you to submit a brief proposal outlining a plan for creating a water-themed module (similar in length to one to two lessons in a typical COO 
or SPC course). We welcome, and encourage, you to draw from content already covered in your Friday Center courses if it is relevant to the theme. 
However, if you are interested in exploring water-related topics not covered in your Friday Center course, that is fine too. 

The Friday Center will provide design support for creating the online content, which we hope to be particularly rich in interactive and multimedia content. Each module will 
include an optional self-quiz and resources for expanded learning. There will be no enrollment process or guided instruction--this course is strictly self-guided and for 
enrichment purposes only (no credit will be granted). 

A stipend of $2,500 will be paid for authoring each module. If you would like to be considered for this project, please submit a brief one-page proposal by August 30, 2013. 
You will be notified of selection by September 13 and draft content will be due two months after that--on November 8. 

We hope that you will take advantage of this creative opportunity for innovation and service to the community. If you have any questions, please contact Tyler Ritter at 

etritter@email.unc.edu or 919-843-5836. 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

h’l~p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

I~ead our ~ories ~ 

~Connect with us 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

-- Nenry David Thoreau 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to <a l~ref "mailto:leave-33489671-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64ti~c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33489671- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eati5919b64t~c286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Colleagues, 

The Johnston Center in Graham Memorial needs your help to maintain a 

comfortable teaching environment in our classrooms. Please pitch in by 

remembering to do the following: 

ALWAYS turn off the electronic equipment at the end of your class 

session; return the mouse to its cradle; and return the keyboard to the 

drawer. That way, everything will be ready to go for the instructor who 

follows you. 

If you are unfamiliar with shutting down the equipment in our 

classrooms, pick up the beige phone. Someone at the C~assroom Hot~ine 

wil~ be happy to he~p you. 

2. ALWAYS dean your whiteboards at the end of each class session. The 

next instructor to use your room wil~ be very gratefu~o 

3. ALWAYS make sure that ALL furniture is returned to its original position. 

And please, don’t remove furniture from any c~assroom. 

REMIND YOUR STUDENTS THAT FOOD AND DRINK ARE PROHIBITED IN 

ALL UNIVERSITY CLASSROOMS. Please ask your students to dispose of 

food items before they come to class. Trash pi~es up surprisingly fast 

when they don’t. 

Many thanks for your assistance. 

Best, 

James Leloudis 

Director, James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

Associate Dean for Honors 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <dubcorp@m~Jler.memfirst.net~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:22 PM 

RegesteL Ch~xlene B <regester@em~J4.unc.edu> 

Special Oilers ~br fellow Campus Colleagues! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

img 

pbas~d to annoyance seve~a~ new ameniOes for Carolina Club Members and to extend a preferred iniOadon fee 
to join the Club for non-Carolina Club Members! 

fur~:i.shil~gs il~ ~he Halve~i Lobby are i~ full sv@:g and wiJ~ be compb~e by th<s <rod of August. We hope ~h~s w~ provMe ~iou 

The Club’s Board 

Soc4el:y dbes. "~’~s 

Through October f2th, UNC Employees are invited to join The Carolina Club witi~ an initiation fee of only $~00, 
(a $!50 savings)./~.r:d as a wetcom8 gill, you will a~so ~eceb~ ou~ 20~h A~vers~¥ Naw Mem~e~ Pssspod of vadous 
comp~4men~a~y o~er~gs ~o ~e~ you corme(4e~ ~e ~he C~ab, In addition, Carotina Club Members who sponsor New 
Members will receive $100 of Club Cash Dining Credits. 

http://members.clubcorp.com/Files/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Membership Brochure 2013.pdf 

http://members.clubcorp.com/Files/Library/MemFac 14/MF14 Carolina Club Application 2013.pdf 

< 

Visit us olslir~e at www.carolina~lub,com. 

The late. Chanceitol Ci:dstophe.~ Foldi:sm etwisiotsed a gatheril2g p=a..e a ,~toll.=a ~s..=e~,; U~tvetstt¢ X~,.~tt¢. staff 
administrators scald excha~ge ideas across disciplines, sol,duct official basil~ess, and sommul~e it: fi’,~ spMt ol 



*initiat}oi~ fee of S250 is reduced to SI 00 durii~9 the offer period Active membeiship }l: the GAA is reqLliied to be e Mel~]ber of 

]he Caroii:~a Ci~lb, which cai~ be essily ~eciiiteted at the time of your eni-eilmerlt 

We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site. We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp. 

if you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:47 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[geueralti~cul~] C~11 for no~ninations: 2014 UNC Dis~dnguished Alumnus/a Awards/Deadliue 9/20,/13 

To: All Faculty 

From: UNC Office of Faculty Governance 

Dear Colleagues, 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary De~rees and Special Awards invites your nominations for Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus Awards to be presented at the 

October 12, 2014, University Day ceremony. These awards recognize UNC-Chapel Hill alumni/ae who have made outstanding contributions to humanity in any walk 

of life. 

The deadline for submissions is September 20, 2013. 

Nominees must be alumni of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This includes all persons who were registered for at least one full academic year as a 

student in residence in any college or school of the University. In general, anyone listed in the General Alumni Associa[ion’sA]umni Directory is eligible except 

members of the University faculty, staff, and administration. They become eligible two years after separation from the University. 

Full information about this award, including criteria, eligibility, and the process for submitting a nomination online, is available at the ._D__[_s__t_!__n_g__u__Ls___h___e__d_____A_!__u___n_!n___u___s___a___n___d__ 

_A__Lu___m____n___a____A____w___a__r___d__s___p____a_g__e_. of the Faculty Governance website. 

If you have any questions, please contact our office. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

i_s__t__e_r_r__e_!__@___e___m____a_!k_u___n__c__.___e__d___u_. 
Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

anne whisnant@unc~edu 

CI;~ 91.70, C:~:~ ~~:.~ihJi:~,% 200 

9J.9 952 2i45 {~ flit<" hl;~il! :US:I!~3~.’I’} :: 9i9 t%2 54?0 {fi~i 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJt~ulty as: regesteCa?email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.uuc.eda/u?id 55209169.5839ac6d5tS10ac4c9823de128a864d4&n T&I generalthculty&o 33493049 or send a bla~k emaJl to 

leave-33493049- 55209169.5839ac6d5£510ac4c9823de128a864d4(a?listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Henderson, Mae G <’hendersm@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

FW: University Re,arch Council Small Crrant Program 

20130827104948720.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Richardson, Mark [mailto:richardm(@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:58 AM 

To: The doefac mailing list 

Subject: [doefac] University Research Council Small Grant Program 

Dear Faculty, 

Please see the attached notice from the University Research Council (URC) regarding their Small Grant Program Please contact Jennifer Pruitt (jennifer pruitt@unc.edu) in the URC office 
directly with any questions. 

Thanks, 

Mark Richardson 
Administrative Manager 
Department of American Studies 
Department of English & Comparative Liberature UNC Chapel Hill 
210 Greenlaw Hall, CB # 3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
Voice: (919) 962-5483 
Fax: (919) 962-3520 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanncr@unc.edu [mailto:scanner(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: Richardson, Mark 
Subject: 

This E-mail ~vas sent from "R10061" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.27.2013 10:49:48 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



The Universi&. Research Council (URC) -Fall 2013 

Small Grant Program 
(Deadline"5:" OOPM Monday, September 30, 2013). 

: :-:i: Reseaieh.grants support:the Scier~fific, scholarly or artistic: .efforts.of faculty. They 
¯ ..:...i :. ".may beigs~d.~for costs.lSuch as-:eolieeting:pilot.data, reseai~ch-related:.travel,:reSearch 
:. :: ’ :’:: .:.i equipm~ni, or.supp.iies;..or tge ~dostS .0f smaller. Scaleproj eCts.URC ’grantscannot be 

:.i .__::: .:i.: :i. iU~;dlf~)r ~ra~.el.to p.rofess~onaI :me,e~ings;’.TheCouncii encot~ragesl the use..of URC. ¯ 
’:: : .::::.~ i :..:~~: ..:.,: ~a~ats as.a: St~pp{ngis~on~ to~ extramural :~up0,o~~ .: i ;~i:i.; i-.ii " :: :,i...:": :.ii i:,. ~: ";.. :....: :::,. :..: :.~: ..: ,. . 

" .... ,: ...Pub cation’ :: grants :: "": ":::i ’’: ": ’ ":: ’" ’ ": ’:~ : help p.ay :the :costs of publishing :" "": " " .scier!tlfi¢-¢:" " scholarly: .... : ’:"or artistic .: 

" ~~~k:.:Tlie?maybeused.t;:~yfor ::such [hingsasl~i~o~0graphs, drawings;figures 

or-tables~, or.pe~issions to reprin~:..A.ifacul~.member may.submit.only oneURC 
proposal:each semester:~ either researchor publication: " 

Applicants must hold a faeulty rank (tenure; tenure-t~ack, research professorial or 
clinical ranks, adjunct professors; lecturerS, or instructors) or be librarians -in :the. 
analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior applicants only for the 
purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award 
The maximum award is 

A~plication Procedures 
Applications and instructions are available online. 

http ://research.unc.edu!offices/vice-chancelloriprograms-projects-servicesi 
DATA RES VCRED GRANTS. 
URC expects to send out award notices by December I, 2013. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Je~mifer Pruitt (jennifer_pruitt@unc.edu), .URC 
Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4100, 30t Bynum 
HalI. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFUI~LY. FAILURE TO FOL- 

LOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE RE- 

JECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. 
FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

taylores@emaikunc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORIVD\TIONAL: Fall Child ~ Family Programs at NC Botanical Garden 

Interested in children’s + family nature/science activities this 
fall?http :/incbg.unc edu/for-children-and-familiesi 

The North Carolina Botanical Garden offers wonderful learning 
opportunities for children and families to connect with the natural 
world this fall, including: 

Bluets: Preschoolers Exploring Nature’. (ages 4-5) 
Learning comes naturally for 4 and 5 year-olds during this fun-filled 
series that encourages exploration and fosters a sense of wonder for the 
natural ~vorld Preschoolers will learn about the marvels of changing 
colors, flying seeds, and migrating animals through hands-on activities, 
nature ~valks, puppet shows, stories, crafts, and group play. 

Blazing-Stars: Afterschoul Nature Club (ages 6-8) 
Why do sume plants have thurns? ttow dues a frog survive the freezing 
winter? Children will explore these questions and mure during this 
after-schuol series fucused un how different adaptatmns cuntribute to 
the success and survival of variuus plants and animals ttands-un 
activities, envirunmenta[ games, and craRs make learning fun and 
engaging. 

Musaic Wurkshop: Pollinnturs in the Garden (ages 8-12) 
Local professiunal mosaic artist, Jeannette Brussart, will lead students 
in the design and creatiun uf a puHinator-inspired mosaic for the 
children’s Wonder Garden Children will participate in the design, 
creatiun, and hands-un making with glass and tile. 

Nature Illustration fur Kids (ages 8-12) 
Explore the art and science of the fall season in the gardens, furests, 
and wetlands during this unique class that combines nature illustratiun 
techniques and hands-un science learning. The class will spend time 
uutdours sketching, observing, and learning about the secret life uf 
turtles, silk moth caterpillars, fall wildflowers, leaf color change, 
and more. 

Nature Painting with Waterculor ~ Mixed Media (ages 8-12) 
Students will explore themes in nature thruugh ubservatiun and 
sketching. Ideas will be gathered outdoors and taken into our studio 
classroom. Finished paintings will be created using watercolor, pen & 
ink, watercolor pencils, collage, and other mixed media. 

Magic in the Garden - Family Special Event (ages 4 & up w/adult) 
The young and young-atdreart are invited to join us for an enchanting 
morning of family fan! Build magical homes for fairies and elves using 
natural materials, craft your own fairy wings, plant a raagical seed, and 
more. 

The Art of Balance: Beauty in the Bac~’ard (ages 6 & up w/adult) 
Participants will use natural raaterials to build their own mobile, 
suspended shapes and forras that rotate in space. Part of the process 
will include coraing to an tmderstanding of balance, in nature, in the 
home and in the cormnunity where we live and grow-. 

For more inforraation and to register online: 
http://ncb~.unc.edu/for-children-and-familiesi. 

Elisha Taylor 
Coordinator for Children’s + Family Education 
North Carolina Botanical Garden 
The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Mailing Address: CB 3375 ] Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
GPS: 100 Old Mason Farm Rd ] Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919 537.3770 ] Fax: 919.962.3531 
ncbg.unc edu 

This email is sponsored by: North Carolina Botanical Garden 

"INFORNL4TIONAL:" email ;vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyLWC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:29 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOPdMATIONAL: Study for healthy women - blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in a research 
stu@ that offers moneta~- compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This study involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one 
blood draw. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to 
grow in other areas of the bo~dy. Symptoms fi-om this may cause the 
individual severe pmn, irregular bleeding, and irffertility. Currently, 
the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is through 
laparoscopic surgeW. The purpose of this research stu@ is to identi(y 
biomarkers in the blood that may also be present in the lining of the 
uterus By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, we can 
compare them to women suffering from endometriosis and analyze the 
correlation between the two. The goal of this study is to develop a 
blood test to diagnose endometriosis in a less invasive way. If you are 
interested in participating as a healthy sutzject, please feel free to 
contact us for more information at 843-8621, or 
uncreproduc tire@gin ail. com. 

Biomedical [RB sturdy #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in 
Endometriosis;" approved 1/8/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:36 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] New Instructor Bulletin 

Bulletin- V 10No3.pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Attached is the new edition of the Instructor Bulletin for your reading pleasure. If you have trouble opening the attachment or prefer a paper copy, please let me 

know. 

I hope your fall CCO courses are going well. We have right at 1100 students enrolled, and I know they appreciate your efforts with them in your courses. 

Have a good Labor Day! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccoti~c as: <a hre~"mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emaJl.uuc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe seud a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mafilto:leave-33500242-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eati5919b64fcc286@listserv, uuc.edu">leave-33500242- 
20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@li stserv.unc.edu<ga> 



On July 1, Dr. James Dean 

became Carolina’s prow~st 

and executive vice chancellor, 

replacing Dr. Bruce Carney who 

returned to the faculty as a pro- 

lessor of physics and astronomy. 

Dr. Dean previously served as 

dean of UNC’s Kenan-Flagler 

Business School. 

You may be aware of the student 

stories the Friday Center uses to 

put a face on the many students 

we serve. This summer, we added 

Dr. Anne Hastings is one o[ several instructors profiled on the Friday 
Center website. 

longtime instructors Anne Hastings, Sociology 

(CCO and SPC, UNC); Dana Clark, Hospitality 

and Tourism Management (SPC, ASU); Lee 

Pedersen, Chemistry (SPC, UNC); Richard 

Krawiec, Creative Writing {CCO and SPC, UNC); 

and Jean Desaix, Biology (UNC). You can read 

the profiles at fridaycenter.unc.edu!instructors. 

If you would like to be considered for a similar 

profile, please contact Tyler Ritter at the Friday 

Center at tyler_ritter@unc.edu. 

We were delighted to receive many good 

proposals for our new CCO-Blended initiative, 

and we’ve identified five courses to be devel- 

oped over the next year. CCO-Blended courses 

~nclude a 

traditional CCO online format. Ram Neta will be 

offering PHIL 105, Critical Thinking, and Chris 

Wells will be offering MUSC 145, Introduction 

to Jazz, in spring 2014. Leif Tornquist will be 

offering RELI 236, Religious Things, in summer 

2014, Sally Morris will teach SOCI 115, Regional 

Sociology of the South, and Carmen Huerta- 

Bapat will teach SOCI 273, Social and Economic 

Justice, in fall 2014. We look forward to seeing 

how these blended courses go; we think they 

will be an excellent addition to CCO. 

Our CCO students are now contributing to a blog 

called "Student Voices" i!i:!~~!~i~~i~i!i~~;i~i~;iii 

~i~i;~i~i~ii). Each semester, we will select a few 
students to share their online learning journey. 

We encourage you to visit the blog and contrib- 

ute by leaving a comment. If you or one of your 

students would like to write an article for the 

blog, please contact our marketing specialist, Bill 

Ferris at bferris@email.unc.edu. 

Please be aware that there have been changes 

in Friday Center parking policies. As of August 

15, all visitors to the Friday Center are required 

to display a parking permit on their vehicle or 

they coukt be ticketed. Permits can be obtained 

for free at the reception desk inside of the 

main entrance to the Friday Center on the first 

floor. We apologize for any inconvenience, but 

the use of temporary permits for visitors has 

become necessary. 
co~t~m~ed o~ page 
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We have been doing a face-to-face 

orientation each fall for new students 

in Part-time Classroom Studies, 

and the timing of that session has 

always been an issue. Many stu- 

dents prefer a session earlier in the 

summer, but others aren’t back in 

Chapel Hill until the start of classes. 

To help with this issue, we have 

created a series of short videos that 

students can access whenever they 

need them. Friday Center Marketing 

Specialist Bill Ferris produced these 

for us and we were very pleased 

with the results. You can view them 

on the.                        ~ 

!~i~ii~i~i~ii. Please take a look at them 

and give us some feedback. 

~ew A~de~i~ Advisor ~t 

In the previous issue of the 

Instructor Bulletin we regret- 

fully announced the retirement 

of Margaret Stumpf as one of our 

academic advisors. Margaret’s career 

with the Friday Center started in 

196.5 as an English instructor in what 

Melissa Solomon (p~ctared right) w~th Friday Center D~rector Rob 

Bruce (center) and Assodate D~rector for Correctional Edacation Brick 
Oettinger (left). Wardrobe color is parely coinddentaL 

was then called the Evening College. We are very fortunate to have an excellent new academic advi- 

sor, Dr. Melissa Solomon, who is beginning to fill Margaret’s shoes in fine style. If you come to the 

Friday Center, please make time to say hello to Melissa. 

SP( Q~arter{y Student Rol{s 
Several SPC instructors have mentioned that it would be helpful to know which students remain 

active in their courses, especially those students who have not have made any recent assignment 

submissions. In the past we have sent out student rosters occasionally, but will now send rosters on a 

regular quarterly basis--February, June, September, and December. If you would like a roll for your 

SPC course more frequently or have a question about a particular student, please check with Kathy 

Morgan, kmmorgan@ email.unc.edu. 

If we have not heard from a student after 45 to 90 days, we do send them a letter. These letters 

remind them of their course and the amount of time they have left to complete it. The letters also 

encourage the students to become active again or to let us know if they no longer plan to complete 

the course. You are welcome (and encouraged) to contact your students in similar fashion to nudge 

them along. Self-paced Courses offer a great deal of convenience to students, but they can be easy 

to put off; some external motivation from time to time can be very helpful in pronrpting students to 

begin actively participating again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu:, 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 5:46 PM 

class- center- lis~v~:duke .edu; spnc- annotmcement@duke.edu 

FW: [povertycenter] Resolve to Fight Poverty Conference seeking student coordinators 

message- footer.txt 

See [~low abo~ an oppz~¢.unib ~.o get involved it} an l~oming evet}L the Resolve to Fight Poverty Conik:rence ~o be held at [ JNC. October 4-6.20 

Ma~’y ~’vin e 
Pr’o£Fam Associate 
UNC Center on PoveFty, Work asd Opportus~ty 

Phone: 919.445.0].82 

mirvine@email.unc.edu 
g.:Jlow the g~overty Cent:er on our webs~te, Facebook, and Tw~tter! 

The NafionM Student C~ign Against Hunger m~d Homd~ssness is ]ooNng for student interns and volunteers to work with us as co~pus coordina~rs 
this fall. We a~ reMly excited to work with you ~ host tlm Resolve to Fight Pove~ Coherence at UNC Clm~l Hill on Oct. 4-6. 
That’s oMy 4 wec~ away, ~ ore student leaders are launching earl), registration with a nafionM conference cMl tMs Sm~dav at 9pro EST to build 
momentum before we all come together in Oc~ber for the Re.lye to Fight Pove~ Conference. 

Students c~n RSVP for the conference c~ and si~l up to be a c~npus coordinator liere. 
More than 200 s~dents from across the country will travd ~ Cha~l Hill to get hands-on tainin~ on how to address ~ foot causes ofhu.~ and 
homelessness. Students will meet and lea~ from ~e mosl ~tive amd eftbctive community se~ice agencies, domestic hunger and homelessness 

o~amizations, a~d inmmational ~ve~y orgm~izations. 

Thanks, 

Irene CaAwell 
National S~dent CamNign Against Hunger m~d Homelessness 

Please note: This email message was sere from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming email. Please do not reply to this message. 

To send a message to the Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity, please send an email to povertycenter({gunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/li stsamc.ed/gu?id= 17402809.79cb I d26291 c I cc52bc6dde 13398c253&n=T&l=povert-vcenter&o=33496790 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blm~k email to leave-33496790-17402809.79cbl d26291 clcc52bc6dde 13398c253@listservamc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif),.unc.edu on behalf of 

stephm~ie.miller@cidd.unc.edn 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 8:22 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFOI~v!ATIONAL: Healthy adolescents needed for rese~:ch! 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are looking to recruit adolescent males 
between the ages of 15 and 18 and a caregiver to participate in a 
research study. 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone Ibr an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible, each caregiver and adolescent will be 
invited for an approximately 4.5 hour visit at our offices in 
Carrboro 

During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete inter~,iews 
and questmnnaires, as well as 3 computer-tasks: one for memory, one :[’or 
recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking at 
p~ctures, and one for measuring where you look when seeing 
pictures. 

Compensation ]2~r this visit is AT MINI),4UM $60 

Stud?, participation can also be completed in 2 shorter visits if 
necessary 

If you are interested ~n participating, or if you have any questions, 
please contact Stephanie Miller by replying to this email or by phone at 
(919)-533-9305 

This study was approved by the Biomedical IRB at UNC Chapel Hill 
11-1403) on 8/11/201 h 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaib To set your irfformationa[ mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:49 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.edu"~ 

[enrichment] What’s the Big Idea? Medical Mysteries -- Our popular series returns this October 

What’s the Big Idea? Medical Mysteries 

October 3, :10, :17, and 24 

7-9 pm 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The Friday Center will offer a new lecture series for fall, 2013 in its popular What’s the Big Idea? program on the topic of "Medical Mysteries." Four 
eminent UNC presenters will share their work in four different areas of medical research. We will explore many fascinating questions, including: 

How do researchers find the source of a new disease? 

How do researchers look for disease cures? 

What happens when a possible cure for a disease works in the lab and in animals but not in humans? 

Plan to join us on Thursday evenings, October 3, 10, 17, and 24. Lectures are $:10 each, or $30 for all four. 

Medical Mysteries: Topics 

Our Resident Microbes: What is Your Gut Microbiome Telling You? 

Thursday, 7-9 pm, October 3. Course #3129 

The microbiome is the community of microorganisms that live in or on the human body. According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI), there were eighteen publications containing the word "microbiome" in 2005. The number of microbiome scientific studies published in 20:12 

reached :1,5:16, and today there are over 4,000 publications in this field, many of which have had a major impact on human and animal health. Components 

of microbiome can be considered targets for drug development and have been associated with human diseases like obesity, inflammatory bowel diseases, 

and necrotizing enterocolitis. This presentation will introduce you to the terms "microbiome" and "microbiota" and will highlight the importance of a 

healthy gut microbiota. The talk will also define the most current scientific methods to analyze the human-associated microbiota and the effect of diet, 

nutrition, and other factors on the gut microbiota composition. 

M. Andrea Azcarate-Peril is an assistant professor of cell biology and physiology and director of the Microbiome Core Facility, School of Medicine, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Register 

Why Do We Get Old and What Does This Have To Do with Cancer? 

Thursday, 7-9 pm, October 10. Course #3130 

Dr. Norman "Ned" Sharpless will discuss the molecular biology of human aging. Particularly, he will discuss cellular defense mechanisms that prevent 
cancer, but in the performance of this beneficial function, cause us to grow old. 

Dr. Sharpless is a North Carolina native and graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill undergrad and School of Medicine. He is trained as a medical oncologist, and 

runs a basic science lab in the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center in the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Medicine. He is the Wellcome Professor of 

Cancer Research and Deputy Director of the Cancer Center. 

Register 

Nodding Syndrome: Potential Etiologies of an Enigmatic Disorder 

Thursday, 7-9 pro, October 17. Course #3131 

Nodding disease has emerged as an important public health issue in Eastern Africa over the last decade. This mysterious illness is devastating to those 

who acquire it, but we still do not understand what is causing it. We will investigate the evidence for the different etiologies of this unexplained disease 

and discuss their implications for treatment and control. 

Dr. Jonathan Juliano is an assistant professor in the Division of Infectious Diseases and the Curriculum of Genetics and Molecular Biology at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is an expert in tropical medicine and runs an active research program targeted at creating a better 

understanding of parasitic diseases of the developing world. 

Register 

Infections from Pets: Dogs, Cats, and Others 



Thursday, 7-9 pro, October 24. Course #3132 

There are millions of pet animals in the United States. This talk will focus on infections that can be acquired from pets and how to protect yourself from 

these infections. 

David Weber is professor of medicine, pediatrics, and epidemiology in the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Medicine and the Gillings School of Global Public 

Health. He is also associate chief medical officer of UNC Healthcare. 

Register 

Registration 

Each course is $10, or you can register for all four lectures for only $30. Payment must accompany registration. Make checks payable to the Friday 

Center. 

There are four ways to register: 

Online: register online 

Mail: Print out the ._r_~g!__s__t__r__a__t_-!_9___n____f__o__c_m__ and mail it to 

What’s the Big Idea? Fall 2013 
Campus Box 1020, The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-i020 

Fax: Print out the registration form and fax it to 919-962-5549. 

Phone: Call 800-845-8640 or 9:19-962-2643. 

If you have special needs to accommodate a motor or sensory impairment, please indicate your needs on the registration form. 

UNC-Chapel Hill uses an alternative to the Social Security number called the Personal ID (PID) to aid in keeping records for students and participants. If 

you do not have a PID, you will be required to enter your birthdate and gender so that we can assign you a PID. We appreciate your cooperation. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity. The University does not discriminate in offering access 

to its educational programs and activities on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual 

orientation, gender identity or gender expression. 

Cancellation and Refunds 

Cancellations received in writing by September 26, 20:13 will receive full refunds; this applies only to those who registered for the entire series of 4 

lectures. No refunds will be made after this date. Refunds cannot be given for individual lectures. 

¯ -- You ~e currently subscribed to 

enrichment as: rcgestcr~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-33503640-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24eTb8bfc87a2f0t?~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 33504212 - 66941816@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:49 AM 

a~iJcan- ~nd- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

CAS dpt cr Mgrs <cas-dpt-cr-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[aYricaaa- and-afm-americ~- studies- facul~’] [all-college-facul~] FROM THE DEAN’S OFFICE: Director for the Institute for the Arts and 

Hummfilies 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Terry Rhodes is being sent to all faculty in the College, with a copy to administrative managers. 

### 

TO: College of Arts and Sciences Faculty 

FROM: Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

RE: Director for the Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

DATE: August 29, 20:13 

John McGowan, who has directed the Institute for the Arts and Humanities since 2006, will complete his term at the end of June. As the Ruel Tyson Distinguished 

Professor, John will return to his full-time faculty role as an inspiring scholar and teacher in the Department of English and Comparative Literature. We are grateful 

for his outstanding leadership and administration of the Institute, including the expansion of faculty fellowships and leadership development; the encouragement 

of digital humanities, medical humanities, engaged scholarship and creative work; the cultivation of essential private support; and the stewardship of the vision of 

IAH founding director Ruel Tyson. There will be an opportunity to celebrate John’s achievements at the end of the academic year. 

Joy Kasson (American Studies) is chairing the search committee that will review candidates for the next IAH Director. Applications must be submitted by October 

15, 2013. Faculty members are encouraged to nominate colleagues who would be outstanding candidates for this position. Details are enclosed below. 

Director, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

The College of Arts and Sciences invites applications and nominations for the position of Director of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities (IAH). The IAH 

recognizes that the future of UNC as a vibrant institution depends on attracting, retaining, and enriching our most valuable resource: the faculty. The Director 

provides intellectual leadership for the diverse programs of the IAH supporting comprehensive faculty development, including the Faculty Fellows Program, the 

Academic Leadership Program, and an array of special events. Collaborating with colleagues including the IAH Executive Director and IAH Faculty Associate 

Directors, the Director ensures that the IAH will remain responsive to changing faculty needs and interests through new initiatives, events, and interdisciplinary 

collaborations. The Director will also meet regularly with the Institute Advisory Board and the Faculty Advisory Board, and will work closely with the IAH Director of 

Development to meet with donors locally and across the country, helping to raise funds for new programs and initiatives. The IAH is supported by the College, by 

its endowments and annual giving. Additional information is available on the Institute’s web site: http:iiwww.iah.unc.edu 

The new Director will be appointed for a term of up to five years. Candidates should currently hold the rank of full professor at UNC-Chapel Hill and have a 

distinguished record of scholarship and teaching. Administrative and/or leadership experience in an academic program is strongly preferred. 

Applicants should submit a letter explaining how their professional experience is relevant to this position, describing any past involvement with IAH programs or 

activities, and briefly summarizing their view of how the IAH might contribute to the future development of UNC and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Applications must also include a current Curriculum Vitae and the names of three people who can comment on the applicant’s qualifications for the IAH 

Directorship. The search committee also welcomes nominations of prospective candidates, who will then be contacted and invited to apply. Please send all 

applications and nominations to the IAH Director’s Search Committee via email to IAH Executive Director and search committee member Maria Wisdom at 

mwisdom@email.unc.edu. Applications should be submitted by October :~5, 20:~3. The search committee will conduct interviews later in the fall, and the new 

Director’s appointment will officially begin on July :L 

Members of the IAH Director’s Search Committee: 

Joy Kasson (American Studies), Chair 

Bill Andrews (English and Comparative Literature) 

Julia Grumbles (IAH Advisory Board) 

Jim Hirschfield (Art) 

Carmen Hsu (Romance Languages) 

Michael Kennedy (IAH Advisory Board) 

Don Lysle (Psychology) 

Bill Race (Classics) 

Douglas Shackelford (Kenan-Flagler Business School) 

Maria Wisdom (IAH Executive Director) 

Nadia Yaqub (Asian Studies) 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

all - college - t~cul~ as: aloft can- and- afro- am erican - st udies- lhc ul ts@)~listsen,, mac.edu. <ul> 

<li> =- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

a£ficaaa- m~d-afm-amefic~- studies- facul .ty as: <~a hre~"ma~lto:regeste@ema~l.unc.edu">regeste@ema~l.unc.edu<Ta>. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Memo To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses ONine Fall 2013 

Please take a few lninutes to revie~ your roster of students in Sakai and in ConnectCaroliua 

1- Are there ally students who have not posted to file discussion fortml or have not completed any quizzes or other necessary requirements? 

2- Are there any students missing from Sakai who are on your Co~mectCarolina roster? Remember that you may have students in all 3 sections 

- 990, 991 & 992. Or you may olfly have students in 1 or 2 of the sections. 

Dcltile we are still trying to insure that enrolled students are Co~mectCarolina and in Sakai, there may be some unresolved registration issues we 

are workhig with. However, it is inlportant that we lomw if you have students who are not participating so we can contact them hnmediately. 

Please contact me (carol mcdonnell~)~unc.edu) or Jody Cashion (iodv cashion@unc.edu). 

Note: Students who want m drop your com’se: All students receive inform ation from us about how to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss 

this with you, please refer them m us at the Friday Center. Students must notify us in writing (or email) to drop a course or withdraw from the 

term. Info can be found at the site below: 

._h_!t_p_; ~i ........................ d’_      _a_z _c__e_r_~! _e_ !_.__uj~ _c_:__e__d_~_~:!_c_y£/__c__c_’_~:!_d_rs~ I~N_’_a__r~_~ ~! Ei ! [!~1~_:[)~ g~. 

Caro! Mc Do, ncl! 

Student SelaTices Manager 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emml to -~a href "mailto:leave-33505437-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fi~c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33505437- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eafi5919b64ILc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Social Skills Group tbr Teenagers (16+) and Young 

We are pleased to announce the next session of our group-based social skills clinic for teenagers (16+) and yonng adults. 

This clinical service consists of 8 hour-long weekly sessions, with the next session scheduled to begin in on Monday, October 7th at 4p. This clinic is offered through the Carolina Institute 
for Developmental Disabilities (101 Renee Lynne Court. Carrboro, NC 27510). All major insurance providers are accepted 

Sesstons will be led by a clinical psychologist and trainee and will focus on improving social cogmtion and social skills The class is open to those with a formal diagnosis that impacts their 
social abilities (such as an autism spectrum disorder or ADHD) as well as to those simply ~vishing to improve their social skills. Because much of the class relies on back-and-forth between 
class members, participants must have sufficient verbal skills to participate in a group setting. Sessions will have tap to 12 participants 

Potential patients or caregivers please contact T~2~-la Peoples at 919-843-1529 or Twyla.peoples@cidd.unc.edu for more infolanation about scheduling and registration 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Inlhrmation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Research Opportuni~ tbr VeteraJ~s 

Are you a veteran who served in Iraq or Afghanistan? Or do you kno~v someone who is? 

UNC has a research stu@ opportuni~ for OEF/OIF/O5,~) Veterans ~vho have traumatic brain injuries and posttraumatic stress disorder. This research study is being conducted by the 
Department of Psychiatly at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, School of Medicine and is ti~nded by the Department of Defense. 

This research study involves Veterans using an iPod Touch to practice techniques for improving attention, memory, and planning skills. 
Veterans will be paid $250, and a participating family member or tidend will receive $100 for initial data collection at UN-C. Aflel-~vard, there will be in-home support sessions to help Veterans 
practice these techniques. Six months later, Veterans will be paid another $250 and the family member another $100 for follow-up data collection at UNC 
Veterans will also get to keep their iPod Touch. at’ter the research stu@ is completed. 

For more information or if you are interested in participating, please contact our office at 919-972-7461 or vetstu@@uaac edu. 

IRB #: 11-1292 

Approval body-: Biomedical 

Approved on: 06/12/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

shemll~hJllJp~@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Ch~xlene B ~regester@emuJ~l.unc.edu> 

INFOIhMATIONAL: Dental Implm~t Study 

The GO Health Center is currently recruiting participants to take part 
in a dental implant research study. 

You may be eligible to participate in this research study if you: 
* are between the ages of 21 and 80 
* do not require antibiotics prior to dental treatment 
* are currently missing teeth on both sides of your lower jaw 
* have implants as a future treatment need 
* are not pregnant or nursing 
* do not have active infectious diseases such as hepatitis, HIV or 
tuberculosis. 

To learn how you can be in this research study or to become part of our 
pauent registry, please visit our website at 
http ://www. ~ohealthcenter. corn or contact us at 919-537-3424. 

*If you are currently a patient of any dental clinic within the UNC 
School of dentistry, please consult with your dental health provider 
prior to enrollment in this study. 

General and Oral Health (;enter 
2040 Old Dental Building 
School of Dentistry, CB#7455 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

This study was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB: 03/22/2012 

UNC ]Y~B# 11-2539 

This email is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/&w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Infurmation". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, August 30, 2013 5:56 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33510325-66975850@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 11:48 AM 

aJ~iican- ~d- aJ~o - a~nericaJ~- studies- thculty <afiic~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- a~d- ~l’ro - ~nerican- studies- facultyl [~ll-college- faculty] UN C College Calendax: September Events 

We’re excited about the new academic year, new chancellor and provost, and new colleagues and students. We invite you to kick-start the Fall by exploring some 

of the special events on our September calendar: 

Sept. 3: Intervention in Syria? Problems, Prospects and Contexts, a roundtable discussion with scholars from history, law, communication studies, public policy, 

security studies, psychological operations and military logistics. 5 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. tamari@unc.edu 

Sept. 4-8: PlayMakers presents the world premiere of Surviving Twin, starring Grammy-winning singer-songwriter-storyteller Loudon Wainwright III, in memory of 
his father, the Life magazine writer Loudon Wainwright, Jr. Directed by Joe Haj. ~;15-$40. http:!/www.playmakersrep.orgi 

Sept. 5: Eminent southern historian William Ferris will talk about his new book, The Storied South, drawn from interviews with writers and artists from Eudora 

Welty and Pete Seeger to Alice Walker, Bobby Rush and C. Vann Woodward. 5:30 pro, Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Assembly Room. Photo exhibit at Center for 

the Study of the American South, 410 E Franklin St., opens Sept. 3 at 5:30 pro. liza terll@unc.edu 

Sept. 5-Oct. 3: Vollis Simpson whirligigs and metal works on exhibit at Hanes Art Center, Allcott Gallery. Reception Sept. 5, 6-8 pm. Gallery is open M-F, 8 am to 5 

pm. _v_a__!_e__n_t__@_.___e___m__a__!!_:g__n___c_:__e___d___u_. 

Sept. 6: Global Protests in Context, a panel of scholars will discuss protests around the world from Brazil to Cairo to Raleigh. 5:30 pro, FedEx Global Education 

Center, Mandela Auditorium. regina higgins@unc.edu 

Sept. 6: Harvard University music historian Kate van Orden presents the Pruett Lecture as part of the Carolina Symposia in Music and Culture. 4:15 pm, Person Hall. 

http~//m usic.u nc.edu ~ 

Sept. 6-7: Jabberbox Puppet Theater, Creative Writing Professor Marianne Gingher and Deborah Seabrooke present Unleashed! A wacky semi-adult puppet 

comedy adapted from a story by Creative Writing Director Daniel Wallace. 8 pm, ~;10-$12, The Arts Center, 300 E. Main, Carrboro. 

http:iiia bberboxpuppettheater.com/ 

Sept. 9: What Is the Social Ecology of Rape? A discussion with Rebecca May (Social Work), Beth Posner (Law) and John Sweet (History). 4 pm, Hyde Hall. Sexuality 

Stu dies. htt~//sexua!ityst udi es.unc.e d u/ 

Sept. 12: Military historian Richard Kohn discusses "Six Myths about Civil-Military Relations in the United States." 4 pm, Hamilton Hall 569..~!_a___u___s_:J__a_f£__e__s____@__g__m___a__!!:__c___o___m__ 

Sept. 12-13: How Jesus Became God, an Adventures in Ideas Humanities seminar featuring distinguished UNC religious studies scholar Bart Ehrman. $125, 

http:/ihurnanities.unc.edu 

Sept. 12: Reception for ongoing exhibition of The Awakening: Parallel Worlds, mixed media composite work of American Indian artist Alyssa Hinton. Reception at 

5:30 pro, exhibit runs through Dec. 6. FedEx Global Education Center. _h___t_t_p_jJ__/_flL_o___b__a__!_.__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_. 

Sept. 12: Cambridge University historian Ulinka Rublack discusses the costume books of Matthaeus and Veit Konrad Schwarz. 5:30 pro, Hanes Art Center 

Auditorium. cbrachma @emaiLunc.edu 

Sept. 12: U NC Faculty Jazz Trio, late-night jam featuring American standards and original compositions from the Stephen Anderson Trio. 9:30 pm, Kenan Music 

Building. http~!/music.unc.edu 

Sept. 15: J. Franklin Williamson, doctoral candidate in history, will discuss Myth, Memory and War Experience: German Public Mourning After Defeat, 1918 and 

1945, part of the N.C. German Studies Seminar Series. 5 pm, Hyde Hall. http:iiwww.unc.eduincgs 

Sept. 17: Russian historian Donald Raleigh will lead a Lunch and Learn discussion, 12:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3009. Register for boxed lunch by 

calling 919.962.0901. http://cseees.unc.edui 

Sept. 17: Ambassador Frank Wisher on "the United States and the Crisis in the Middle East." 5:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

klaus I a r r e s __@__g__m____a_!]_.__c___o___m__. 

Sept. 17: Creative Writing Director and author Daniel Wallace reads from his newest novel, The Kings and Queens of Roam. 5:30 pm, Wilson Library, Pleasants 

Family Assembly Room. liza terll¢~unc.edu 

Sept. 17: Carolina Wind Quintet. 8 pm, Gerrard Hall. Music. http:!imusic.unc.edu 

Sept. 18 - Oct. 6: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents The Mountaintop. A mysterious woman leads Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to confront his innermost 

thoughts and fears on the eve of his assassination. Tickets: 919.962.7529. -h---t--t/?-[/-L~-.-w----w----w---.-p--[-a--y---m----a---k--e---r--s--r--e-R.-9--r-g 

Sept. 20: Historian Erika Kuhlman, Co-Director of Women’s Studies at Idaho State University, discusses Transnational Cultures of Mourning: War Widows and Fallen 

Soldiers in World War I. Part of the Duke-UNC Gender, War and Culture Series. 4 pm, Hyde Hall, Incubator Room. http:i!gwc.web.unc.edu 

Sept. 20-21: Flying Erase Head, sound performances around experimental instruments, videos and constrained composition techniques. 8 pm, Gerrard Hall. 

http:/iprocessseries.unc.edu 

Sept. 26: Remembering the Wilmington Ten: African American Politics, Judicial Misconduct and the 1970s, with Kenneth Janken, Department of African, African 

American and Diaspora Studies. 4:30 pm, Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Assembly Room. http:/!south~unc.edui 

Sept. 26: Economist and U NC alumnus Peter Blair Henry, dean of NYU Stern School of Business, will discuss Turnaround: Third World Lessons for First World Growth. 

5:30 pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. http://global.unc.edu 

Sept. 28: UNC violinist Jennifer Curtis with colleagues Brent Wissick, cello, and Clara Yang, piano, and guest artist Michelle Farah, oboe. $10-$15, at the door. 8 pm, 

Hill Hall Auditorium.._h__t__t_p_;L’_/___n_!_u___s_!__c_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. 

Sept. 30: Is Rape Political? A discussion with UNC-G historian Lisa Levenstein and UNC-CH American Studies scholar Michelle Robinson and Southern Oral Historian 



Rachel Seidman. 4 pm, Hyde Hall. http:iisexualitystudies.unc.edui 

Sept. 30: UNC Economics Professor Emeritus Michael Salemi presents "Debt and Taxes," a discussion on economics designed for non-economists. 6 pm, Chapman 

Hall 211. Joseph diconcilio@unc.edu 

### 
U NC Events Calendar: . _h_ _t_ _t_ p_ _ ~ /_ Z _e_ _ _v_ _ _e_ _n_ _ _t_ _s_ _. _ _u_ _ _q _c_ _,_ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . 

Web: http:iicollege.unc.edu 

Magazine: http:!/maBazine.college,unc.edu 

Facebook: htt P:iiwww,facebook.com/U N C,College 

Twitter: http:i/twitter.corn/unccollege YouTu 
be: -h---t~-tR:-/-Lw----w----w---.~y---~---u--t--u-~-b---e-~‘--c-~9-~--m-Z--u--s---e-~/-~-U-~--N-~-C-~-C-£]~[-e-g--e- 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~dbed to 

all- college - faculb’ as: african- m~d - afto- american- studies- faculty(c%listserv .m~c.edtL <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

atiican- a~d- ati~) - american- studies- t~cul~ as: <a l~ref "ma~lto: rege ste@ema~l.unc .edu">regeste@ema~l.unc.edu~a>. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.cam <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, August 30, 2013 2:13 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

"Judge Priest" aJ~d more 

,:~h*~ten~-~ re.~leat,:~r, we have E~!::?.~]TQ~0.&Q~!.~!;i.~!~?...’i for you 

charlene regester, 

Amazon.cam has new recommendations for you based on items you purchased or told us you 

DVD ~ Will Rogers; Anita Louise; Tom Brown; Henry B. 

Wawlthall; David Landau; Rochelle Hudson; Hattie McDaniel; 
Stepin Fetchit 

List Price: $9.95 
Price: $8,~6 
You Save: $0,99 (10%) 

For anyone with a passion for vintage American cinema, it’s difficult to imagine a 

more spectacular or more deeply gratifying occasion than the DVD release of 
Ford at Fox: The Collection. This mega-box is like a film archive... 

by Adam Clayton Powell Ill 

List Price: $15.00 
Price: $~.~,~I 
You Save: $4.99 (33%) 

One reviewer wrote: Powell’s life story is amazing. Unfortunately, his 

contributions to the cause of civil rights have been lost in the media coverage 
that he brought upon himself. His flamboyant life style, absences from... 

A gtoien Lif<~ 
DVD ~ Bette Davis 

List Price: $19.99 
Price: $~L7,99 
You Save: $2,00 (10%) 

Classic film fans rejoice: A Stolen Life stars two Bette Davises in one grand, 

heart-wrenching melodrama. The iconic actress portrays twin sisters Kate and 

Pat: the first good and the other, if not exactly evil, a vain vixen... 

by Bellagio Italia 

List Price: $119.94 

Price: $59,99 
You Save: $59,95 (50%) 
Ships from and sold by 

Are you constantly wondering where all your music has gone? Do you wish you 

could neatly organize your DVD movie collection without taking up so much 

space? Is your CD player constantly skipping because your CDs are... !~. 

DVD ~ Angela Davis 

List Price-" $24.98 

Price: $:1.9,99 
You Save: $4.99 (20%) 

During the rise of The Black Power Movement in the 60 s and 70 s, Swedish 
Television journalists documented the unfolding cultural revolution for their 
audience back home, having been granted unprecedented access to 
prominent... ~4,e;~d move 



ii~!St~i~&~s    DVD ~ Will Rogers 

Will Rogers, Jr. stars as his famous father in this affectionate biopic that traces 

the beloved entertainer’s life, from his childhood on his father’s ranch and early 
attempts at a career as a rodeo performer to his success... 

by HandStands 

List Price: $~L4.99 

Price: $7,9~ 
You Save: $7.00 (47%) 

This smaller version of our popular DVD binders provides the same classic look 
of the large Bellaio Italia binders. Made with bonded leather, these small 

binders are designed with the look of high-end leather-bound books .... !~£..~!#. 

DVD ~ Jean Arthur 

List Price: $24.95 

Price: $1~.~ 
You Save: $4,96 (20%) 

In one of those plot devices so dear to writers of romantic comedy (in this case, 

the venerable Norman Krasna, of Wife vs. Secretary and Mr. and Mrs. Smith), 
financier Charles Coburn goes undercover as a shoe salesman in a... ~ead more 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 9:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

ILB BOOK DUE TOMORROW 

To: Charlene Regester 

Title: I’m Still Here : Confessions of a sex kitten 

Author: Kitt, Eartha 

Due Date: 9/1/2013 

TN: 1961263 

This ILB book is due tomorro~v. Please return it 
to the Davis Libra~ Circulation Desk promptly 

If you need a renewal, login to your ILB account NOW at 
https ://illiad.lib unc.eduinoci 

In flae main menu under ’Renew’ choose ’Interlibra~ Loan Material’ 
then click on this request number. To renew, simply click on the 
blue ’Renew Request’ on the top right side of the screen 

~LB Staff 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emMunc.edu 

Monday, September 2, 2013 4:33 PM 

Regester, ChMene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] UNC Home Football Paxking & Transportation Infonna 

ATFES,~2ION L2qC STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY: 

Certain lots are RESERVED for University of North Carolina home football games beginning this Saturday (September 7) and according to the following home game schedule: 

- Sept. 7 vs. Middle Tennessee State (12:30 p.m.) 
- Sept. 28 vs ECU (time, t b.a.) 
- Oct. 17 vs Miami (Thursday Night Game) 
- Oct. 26 vs. Boston College (time, t.b.a ) 
- Nov 9 vs Virginia (time, t.b.a ) 
- Nov. 23 vs. Old Dominion (time, t b.a.) 
- Nov 30 vs. Duke (,time, t.b a.) 

On home football Saturdays, vehicles mu st be removed tlcom designated reserved lots or risk being ticketed ($50 fine) arid towed ($90 - $100 fee). On these days, PLEASE DO NOT park your 
vehicle in the reserved game lots. If your vehicle is parked in a resel"ced football lot (see the link referenced below) on a home football Saturday, it will automatically be ticketed and / or 
towed beginning at 8 a.m. Alternate parking is available for employees, students, and hospital patients / visitors. 

NOTE: Separate communication will be sent out detailing parking and transit operations prior to the October 17 Thursday night home football game versus \{iami. 

To see the list of lots reserved on football home game days or for a list of alternate parking areas, visit the following link: 

http:i/bit.ly/TjZ3wk 

...or luuk for the [ink to UNC Hume Fuutbal[ Game Parking and Transportation frum the main PuNic Safety homepage: 

http://~vw~v, un c edu 

Must student residential luts will be used for foutball parking this year Therefure, nun-weekday permit holders shuuld check the signs closely and louk %r updates about alternate pafldng. 
Additionally, must of the traditional first-come, first-served ~veekend student parking areas (as well as uther parking luts) ~vill require a valid game day permit this season. 

The Dogwuud Deck will remain available Jk~r patients and visitors on hume game days 

Suuth Ruad will be restricted beginning four (4) huurs priur to game time and thruugh egress and will run one-way from Culumbia Street eastward toward Cunnt~ Club Road beginning ~fter 
hal:t-time. The restrintiun includes taxi cumpanies and dehvery vehicles. Only valid permits, buses, and emergency vehicles ~vill be alluwed onto Suuth Ruad. 

Raleigh Street frum Camerun Avenue to South Road will be restricted during ingress and egress beginning four (4) hours prior tu game rune Only valid pennks, buses, and emergency 
vehicles will be allowed unto Raleigh Street from Cameron Avenue tuward Suuth Ruad. Like the Suuth Ruad restriction, nun-permttted delivery vehicles and taxi cumpanies will be 
pruhibked. 

Ridge Ruad will be restricted frum the Manning Drive intersectiun beginning fuur (4) huurs print to game time and cuntinuing thruugh the end of egress Only valid pennks, buses, and 
emergency vehicles will be allo~ved untu Ridge Ruad from Manning Drive. Begirming 30-minutes prior tu the end o1! the game, the Cuuntry Club end of Ridge Road will also be restricted. 

UNC Public SafeW strongly encuurages %utball fans tu park and ride tu Kenan Stadium fur hume games Park and ride bus servtce is offered frum the NC 54 Friday Center Lot and frum the 
Dillurd’s end of University Mall beginning three (3) huurs prior tu a scheduled hume game kink-oK 

Park and ride service is also available from the Jones Ferry Road and Southern Village lots beginning ninety (90) minutes prior to game time. 

Parking in these areas is free, and round-trip set~zice is $5.00 on these routes. 
Patrons planning to seek public parking on campus should arrive no later than one (1) hour prior to game. The public parking locations fill quickly and are sometimes reserced for other 
special events. Unless othem’ise reserced, this year’s public parking locations include: (1) Manning Lot, (2) Jackson Deck, (3) Cardinal Deck, (4) South Chiller Lot, and (5) the Camuron- 
Graham Lot across from the Powur Plant on Cameron Avenue. 

If you have questinns concerning event parking, please call UNC Public Safety at (919) 962-3951. Fur further irfformation on transportation and parking for scheduled cvents on campus, log 
onto the Public Safcty website at: 

http:i/www.dps.nnc.edu 

...and visit the Events link. 

Further game day informatinn is broadcast on the Traveler’s Itfformatinn System station on game days at 1610 A~M in the immediate campus area. Also, for late-breaking bulletins, "’Like" the 
"L2qC Department of I’%lblic Safcty" Facebook page, or follow us on Twitter at "@L2qCDPS." 

Thauk You, 
UNC Public Safety- 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Public Safety 

INFORNL/kTIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to recetve mass email. To set your intbrmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking women with depression who are 0-12 months 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant medication. 

This study is designed to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), an FDA approved treatment for major depression in adults, for the treatment of 
postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and rTMS treatments related to this stud?’ will be provided at no cost to patients. Childcare may be provided. 

For more reformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 7/08/11 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board. IRB# 11-0894 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Persunal Infurmation 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judson Fraley <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:04 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw~ 

2013 Caxolina Postdoc University Reception Reminder 

ThL~ is a reminder thai 2013 Carolina Postdo,’: University R~s.’el;l:ion will tak~ 

Thursday, S~pt~!mbe[ 5ih at 3 00 PM at The Plea.%anis Room, UNC Wilson Libr~ry, Chap~fi 

k-lill, NC. This rec~!p~ii;ri is ~i; [eci;gniz~! and in~!odui.’e ih~! 2013 re,’:ipi~mt.~ o~ the Carolina 

Postdoc Program for Facuity Di~/ersitv. ~e Iooi,: forward to you ioining us 

I ~ii W,’l Attend ] ii.~.ii Will Not Attend 

~i~d Loeatio~ on: Google Maps 

2013 Carolina Postdoc University Reception 
Thursday, September 5th at 3:00 PM 

The Pleasants Room 
UNC Wilson Library, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add p_.a_p._e_rj_e_s_s_ _p_o_~.t~2~_s_;o_e_fj99}’_p_o__s_~:~9_[]1 to Vo~ii sddress book to ensure you receive all future emails fiom Paperiess Post 

i~ ~/ou:" inbo×. ~![.c_k__t_’_,~f~. to atop receivin2 emaila from ~~’aperless Post il:cludi~9 i:~vitations s:~d cards 

Facebook ~ 

Get iPhone App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce- 33521577 - 67121677@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:05 AM 

a~iican- and- a~o- american- studies- thcul~ <al~can- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Yopp, Jan Jolmson <jan yopp@uuc.edu>; Moseley, Erin S <Efin Moseley@unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael smith@unc.edu>; 

CAS dpt cr Mgrs <cas-dpt-cr-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[african- and-afro-american- studies- faculty] [all-college- facul~] FW: Maymester RFP for 2014 

Maymester Proposal Form for 2014.doc 

The enclos,:_~d message and attachmenL from Summ,:_~r School Dean Yopp are being sent to a~ College faculty, and to dep~;rLment and ct~rdcukm~ ch~;irs, w~th an 
information copy Lo admh~strative managers. 
### 
Dear Faculty Members and Depa~ment Chairs, 
Attached is the i~onnation for proposing Maymester coupes for 2014. Proposals are due in the Su~er School office by noon Tuesday, Sept. 24. Faculty members need 
to have fl~e chair’s approval. Proposals should be fo~a~’ded by the depa~ment chair and be limited to four proposals from each unit. ’lhat will allow continued breadth 
within the coupes off?red. 

Please consider Maymester courses cm’efully. ~Ihis summer we had to cancel 9 coupes, primarily for low enrollment. ’lhi~V-six office 45 comses approved were taught. 
Smden~ and thculty in the courses taunt expressed hi~ satisthction with fl~e structure aa~d outcotnes, based on a su~ey after Maymester 2013 ended. Maymester 2014 
will be the ei~th year that Maymester has been ofl~red. 
Please let me ~ow if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

~an Johnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919.962.8266 
Fax: 919.962.2752 

Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 
j2_gP_P_ ~ _e__m___a_jJ_:#__n_c_:__e_d__#. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: african- aud - afto- american- studies- facultv(c-41istserv .uuc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

atiican- and- aJh~- american- studies- thcul~ as: <a bref "ma~lto: rege ste@ema~l.unc .edu">regeste@ema~l.unc.edu~a~. 



SCHOOL 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 
RE: 

Academic Affairs Faculty 
Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 
September 3, 2013 
MAYMESTER PROPOSALS - SUMMER 2014 

For the three-week Maymester in First Session of 2014, classes begin Tuesday, May 13, 

and end on Friday, May 30. Classes meet ever?, day for extended periods, either 9:00 a.m.-12:15 
p.m., 11:30 a.m-2:45 p.m. or 1:15-4:30 p.m. Not all course fommts or subject matter may be 

suitable for such concentrated teaching and learning. Maymester funding comes out of a unit’s 

first summer session allocation. 

If you wish to teach a course that would work in a three-week period, there are steps to 
take immediately. PROPOSALS ARE DUE BY NOON ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 
IN THE SUMMER SCHOOL OFFICE. About 40 courses will be offered. Selection criteria 
may include balance across the curriculum, the students to be served, and, particularly, any 
special educational and pedagogical feature of the course that makes this offering an 
enhancement for undergraduate studies. Courses taught in any prior Maymester will be 
considered. The list of 2013 courses can be found at http:iisummer.unc.edu and click on 
"courses." Notification whether courses have been selected ~vill be made no later than October 2. 
To apply: 

1. Copy and complete the attached course proposal form. 

2. Present your proposal to your Chair/Dean for co-signature that this course is a good 
selection for a concentrated format. Be sure it has the two signatures before leaving it with your 

Chair or iDean. It is recommended that faculty submit proposals to Chairs or iDeans by Thursday, 

September 19, to allow time for approval and submission. 

3. The Chair or Dean will submit the course proposal to Jan Yopp, CB 3340, Summer School, 
at 134 E. Franklin St., Room 200. Each unit Chair or Dean submits a maximum of four 
courses and will determine in consultation ~vith your unit’s summer Administrator which 
courses are to be submitted. 

4.     Faculty members may teach only one course during this concentrated Maymester and 
may not teach any additional first session courses. They may teach one more course in the 
second session, June 19 to July 25, 2014. (Faculty members who are not teaching in Maymester 
may teach two courses total during the summer term, both in one session or one in each session.) 
Maymester faculty compensation is determined on the same credit hour basis as is the standard 
summer session. 

If you have any questions, please call Jan Yopp at 919.962-8266. 



PROPOSAL TO TEACH A COURSE IN MAYMESTER 2014 

[your name]                     (email) 
If team teaching, add extra instructor names and academic units: 

school/dept. 

Maymester would have 13 extended class sessions of more than three hours each, including the 
last day for a final examination. Not every course, such as a basic skills class, i.e. foreign 
language conversation, is suitable for this format; some adaptation is expected. If the course you 
propose to teach is in the approval process, or if you envision it having some off-campus 
component or additional class activities beyond the regular classes, also include the syllabus and 
related material describing the total educational experience. Any new course in the University 
must have the appropriate approvals in time for the course to be listed with the University 
Registrar in December 2013. Only those General Education requirements that are listed with 
your course in the 2013-14 Undergraduate Bulletin will apply for summer 2014. 

1. Title and number of the course (and cross-listings). 

2. Have you taught this course in a prior summer or Maymester session? 

When was your most recent summer offering, and what was the enrollment? 

3. Course information: 

a) Circle your preferred teaching block: 9:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m.; 11:30-2:45 p.m.; 1:15- 
4:30 p.m. 

b) Wha students would the course serve (level, majors, etc.)? 

c) How many students would you anticipate in the class? (A minimum enrolhnent of 12 
is needed for the course to be taught.) 

d) Is this course a required course for a degree within your unit? 

Does it satisfy a General Education Approaches or Connections requirement as noted 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin?            Which ones? 

e) Briefly give any highlights of this course that would make it an exciting, valuable, or 
distinctive offering for our students? 

4. By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certify that this course is 
suitable for adaptation to the three-week concentrated format and that the credit and grades 
earned for this course in the Maymester meet the usual standard in your Department/School. 

Signature instructor Signature Chair/Dean 

Dean or Chair should return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, CB 3340, 134 E. Franklin 
St., Room 200, by noon, Tuesday, September 24. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 10% OffLoudon Wainwright III Tickets at PlayMaker 

PlayMakers Repertory Company is offering a discouaat to all UNC Facul~’ and Staff for the world premiere of Loudon Wainwright Ilrs SURVIVING TWIN 

Tickets are almost gone, so call the PlayMakers box office to reserve yours. There are only 6 performances from Sept 4-Sept 8. 

For tickets, call 919.962 PLAY (7529). 

For more information, visit: http://w~vw plavmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Struggling ruth your weight? Are you looking liar 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition want to compare diets in an 18-month weight loss research stud?-. The FRESH Start Study is cun-ently recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are 
overweight (BMI>30) and othelavise healthy Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for Health) 
Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
* Private nutrition counseling sessions(in-person and by phone) 
* Group nutrition workshops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
* Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
* Gift bags containing health?- foods 
* Possible weight loss 
* You will not be asked to take an?’ medication 

Compensation is a total of $300, provided at 6 months ($50), 12 months(S50), and 18 months ($200). 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or send an email to freshstart@unc edu 

This stud?’ has been reviewed and approved(03/25/2013) by the L~,-C Biomedical IRE (10-0743) 
Study Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Body Weight 
Fuaaded by: NIDDK (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

’]7his email is sponsored by: I)epartment of Nutrition 

This message is sponsored by: Nutrition 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Therapy Group tbr Children with High-FuncfioNng A 

As part of a TEACCH research study, Chapel Hill TEACCH Center is offering a new intervention program for children ages 8 -14 with high-functioning autism and ar~xiety. "Fighting Worries 
and Facing Your Fears" is a group intervention model aimed at teaching both children and their parents strategies to cope with al~xie~ and fears. 

Participation will involve an initial screening visit to the Chapel Hill TEACCH Center located in Can-boro, NC ~vhere you and your son or daughter will complete some questionnaires and 
assessments. If your son or daughter qualifies, you will be invited to participate in a 14-week intervention called "Fighting Worries and Facing Your Fears" The intervention sessions will be 
for the children and at least 1 parent and will be led by Chapel Hill Clinic therapists. At the end of the 14-week intervention, we ~vill ask the parents to participate in a follow-up interview. 
Compensation will be provided to the family for participating in the screening sessions at the beginning and at the end of the intervention. The fee for group intervention sessions at 
TEACCH is $25 per session, for a total cost of $350 for this intervention package. Families that are unable to afford the full cost of the intervention may submit a financial assistance 
application 

If you are interested in participating in this research stud?-, or have any questions, please contact our Project Coordinator, Allison Meyer, at (919)-843-5259 or 
TEACCHResearch@med unc.edu. Please know that your participation in this research study is completely voluntary and confidential. 

This message is sponsored by: TEACCH Autism Program 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] New Courses in Mindfulness Staxting Soon-Register 

WHAT’S NE~¥V IN MINDN_rLNESS THIS FALL? 

UNC’s Mindfulness Program is excited to announce our upcoming courses this fall: 

1 ) Transforming Your Relationship with Food ~vith Sasha Loring 
*beginning September 16, 2013 

2) Mindfulness for Teens (ages 11-18) 
*beginning September 24, 2013 

3) Mindful Parenting 
*beginning October 1, 2013 

4) Four Foundations of Mindfulness with John OIT (for graduates only) 
*beginning October 23, 2013 

We also have 8-week Foundation Courses taking place: 

1) Fridays, September 5 (Thursday orientation)-November 2, 2013, 10:00am-12:30pm 

2) Tuesdays, Octuber 1-December 3, 2013 (skipping week of Thanksgiving), 6:00pm-8:30pm 

For more in~2~ visit https://wwwmed.uncedu/phyrehab/pim/ 

Questions’? Email mindfulness@reed uric edu ur call 919-%6-8586 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitatiun 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Who Says Teens Croft Be Mindful? 

UNC now offers a mindfulness class for adolescents, ages 11-18. Based on Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) and tailored to adolescents, the empirically-based curriculum for 
this course, entitled Learning to BREATHE, was developed by mindfulness expert/clinical psychologist Dr. Patricia Broderick and has been endorsed by Jan Kabat-Zirm 

Research in mindfulness indicates that this program may help students improve focus, el~ance self-confidence, and provide a basis for developing positive coping and time-management 
skills 

COURSE INFORMATION: 
-Orientation (FOR TEENS AND PARENTS): September 24. 2013 @ 6:15pm 

-Course Dates: Tuesdays, September 24 - October 29, 2013 

-Time: 6:00pm 6:30pm (free pizza); 6:30pm-8:00pm Class 

-Location: EliO River Unitarian Universalist Fello~vship, 4907 Garrett Rd, Durham, b,-C 

Registration Fee: $295 

For more information visit https://www.med uric edu/phvrehab/pim/mindfulness-pro~ram 

Questiuns? Email mindfulness@med.unc.edu or call 919-%6-8586 

This message is spunsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitatiun 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]brmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Breast cancer Snrvivors needed for research study! 

Are you or SOlneone you know a breast cancer survivor? 

The Step by Step research study is currently recruiting breast cancer survivors for a 12-week online study. The study is designed for those breast cancer survivors who have completed 
treatment and who ~vant to start a gentle walking routine All program components are delivered via email and designed to motivate palticipants to reach their exercise goals. 

The Step by Step research stud?’ may be right for you if you: 

*Are a breast cancer survivor 
*Have completed treatment 
*Want to start a gentle exercise program 
*Willing to ~vear a free FitY~it for 12 weeks 

To learn more, visit: http:/istepbvstepstudv org or email us at: stepbystep@unc edu This stu@ has been approved by the University of North Carolina IRB (IRB# 13-2370) on July 23, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Step by Step 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown Bag Lunch Series <~cyndem@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 3:15 PM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mmling list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.anc.edu-~ 

This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

All lunches are from 12 noon 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th 

Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/DepuO~ Title LV Officer 

A brief overview of recent l~deral guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to 

these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide an UlXtate on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, 

facul~ and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is Ii~r individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and 

questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October llth 

A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastes~t growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill and on other campuses. While this is good 

news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to 

graduate as well as experience significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, these s~Padents 

are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with ADHDiLD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will 

discuss the common issues these s~tudents encounter in college and resources available at UNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentioual or leanting di~bility will be discussed and existing options lbr obtaining an evaluation. We will also brainstorm efl~ctive ways to communicate with students 

to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

Novem bet l~th 

’][’he Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townshend, Associate Director of the Cemer for Student Success andAcademic Counseling, and Spencer Welbom, Assistant Dean, Academic 

A dvising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to- 

day and in-seaso~gout-of-season schedules of our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, their 

course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as researcl~ internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities 

in representing their team, their university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support services provided by the 
Universi .ly. 

December 13th 

MiMfulness and Meditation tbr Ourselves and Our Students 

with Dr. Dan Darnell, P~ychologist, Co~mse#ng and P~wchological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time tbr a presentation and discussion about what mindfulness is and how living 
mindfully e~flaances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

For fu(ther information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Delnetriou, Office of Undergraduate Educatio~ cyndem@email.unc.edu 

GaU Miller, Academic Advising, gmy.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, rake@email.tmc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Title IX Coordinator Open Forums 

FROM: Title IX Coordinator Search Cormnittee 

The Title IX Coordinator reports to the Equal Opportuni~ziADA/Title IX Officer with a dotted-line report to the Chancellor, and has primary responsibili~z for oversight of the University’s 
Title IX eft,arts The Title IX Coordinator will assist the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in achieving its goals of providing an open, diverse and inclusive learning and working 
enviromnent by monitoring the University’s compliance with Title IX regulations and requirements 

The search committee for the Title IX Coordinator position is pleased to almounce that three candidates have accepted our invitation for campus intervie~vs. The following open forums 
have been scheduled for a presentation and question and answer session This is an opportunity for the campus community to interact with the candidates and provide feedback as a part of 
the inter~dew process 

Ms. Clystal Coombes: Sept. 9, 2013, 3:00 4:00 p.m, FPG Student Union Room3408 

Mr HowardKallem: Sept 13, 2013, 3:00 4:00 pm., FPG Student Umon Room 3408 

Ms. Jayne Grandes: Sept. 18, 2013, 3:00 4:00 p.m., FPG Student Union Room 3408 

The topic for each forum will be "¥Vhat are the biggest Title IX challenges colleges and universities face today and what best practices do you recommend for addressing these challenges? 
What strategies would you suggest for Title IX prevention and education on campus and what experience do you have with these initiatives?" 

We hope you will join us and take the time to complete a short evaluation form after their visits Your opinions will be invaluable to the committee members in preparing a report [’or the 
Interim Director of the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office. 

The position description, cv/resumes and evaluation form for the selected candidates are available on the following website: http://equalopportumtv-ada.unc.edu/title-ix/title-i,~-coordinator- 
search/ 

This message is sponsored by: Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your mf~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolif)~.unc.edu on behalf of 

JNWatson@unch.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

INFORIVL~kTIONAL: Research Study 

This email was approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics 
Biomedical IRB on 5/15/2013. IRB Study # 13-0005. 

The L~,-C Department of Psychiat~z is currently seeking people ~vho have a 
diagnosis of maj or depressive disorder, without psychotic symptoms, to 
participate in a research stu@. The purpose of the study is to 
determine if adding asenapine to an antidepressant in patients who have 
a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without psychosis, who have not 
fully responded to at least 6 weeks of treatment with the antidepressant 
alone, results in improvement of depressive symptoms. 

Patients may qualit) if they: 
*are 18-65 years of age 
*have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without Psychotic 
Symptoms 
*continue to have depressive symptoms even though they are being treated 
with an antidepressant 

The study will last 6 weeks, and visits will take place at the UNC STEP 
Research Clinic at the North Carolina Psychiatric Research Center 
(NCPR C) in Raleigh. 

Study-related benefits include study medication and related psychiatric 
care at no cost. Subjects will be compensated for time and efl~rt 

If you are interested in learning more about the stu@, or to make a 
referral, please contact Joy Watson at or 

JNWatson@unch.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Pwchiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational raass 
eraail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Hypertension Treatment Study 

Do you have high blood pressure? Are you not currently taking medication to control your blood pressure? 

Researchers from the UNC School of Medicine are conducting a study to examine the effect of using plasma renin levels to guide medication treatment for hypertension. Plasma renin is an 
enzyme in the blood that plays a role in the regulation of blood pressure By determining whether your plasma renin levels are high or low (with a blood dra~v), we may be able to determine 
your hypertension sub~zpe and get your blood pressure under control more quickly, and with fewer medications 

You may be eligible to participate it! 
You have a recent blood pressure measurement (from a doctor’s office or hospital visit) of greater than or equal to 160 systolic OR greater thari or equal to 100 diastolic 
You are 18 years of age or older 
You are not currently taking any blood pressure medications 
You are not currently pregnant or t~Ang to become pregnant 
You do not have diabetes (requiring medication), coronaW artery disease or kidney disease 
You have no known allergies to sulfonamide 
You have no history of gout 

If you choose to participate, you will receive free medication to treat your high blood pressure (standard, approved drags) and a home blood pressure monitor to keep. 

If you would like more inf,armation, please contact Emil?’ Olsson at (919)843-5234, or email emolsson@unc edu 

This atudy has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board at UNC-CH on 07-05-2012. ~R[3��: 12-1133 

’]7his email is sponsored by: The UNC-Depariment of Family Medicine 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Family Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Subjects Needed tbr Pediatric Psoriasis S 

Research Subjects needed for Pediatric Psoriasis Research Study 

If you have or know- a child ~vith plaque psoriasis, they may be eligible to participate in a research stu@ evaluating a topical psoriasis medication in children. 

All study related visits, study medication and evaluations will be provided to eligible participants at no cost. Subjects will receive compensation for time and travel. 

For more information, please contact: 

Emily Olsson 
Phone: 919-843-5234 

Email: emolsson@unc.edu 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board at UNC-CH on 06-14-2013 IRB#: 13-1678 

This email is sponsored by: The U~,~’C-Department of Delrnatology 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC Dermatology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33528446-67162058@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:20 AM 

a~iJcan- a~d- a~- a~nericaJ~- studi es- thcul~ <afiJca~- and- afar- america~- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[aYrlcaaa- m~d-afm-america~- s~dies- facul~’] Jail-college-faculty] FROM THE DEAN: Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

The enclosed message from Dean Gil is being sent to all faculty, deans, directors and department!curriculum chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences, with an 

information copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

Bobbi Owen will complete a decade of outstanding leadership as Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education at the end of this academic year. As the 

Michael R, McVaugh Distinguished Professor she will return to a full-time faculty role in the Department of Dramatic Art. 

Bobbi’s extraordinary service has strengthened our senior team in the dean’s office and improved undergraduate education in major ways with the assistance of a 

wonderful team that she continues to build. Under her oversight, the First Year Seminar Program, the Office for Undergraduate Research and Honors Carolina have 

attracted national recognition and expanded their learning opportunities; Honors doubled its size. Bobbi was instrumental in transforming the undergraduate 

general education requirements. She encouraged strategic enhancements in the Academic Advising Program and the Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling that have provided more focused support for all students. These initiatives contributed to increases in our graduation and retention rates, which 

continue to be the highest for all UNC campuses and among the highest for major public universities nationwide. The Office of Distinguished Scholarships has 

helped students successfully apply for highly competitive awards resulting in more Rhodes scholarships at Carolina than any other public university in the past 

decade, and more Luce Scholarships than any public or private university. 

Bobbi is also helping us develop even more experiential learning opportunities for undergraduates. 

In addition to her responsibilities in the dean’s office and her continued scholarship and publication activity, she has served the entire University by overseeing 

the accreditation and review process, a massive undertaking. 

These are just a few examples of the impact Bobbi has made across our campus, and for which we are enormously grateful. We look forward to her continued 

accomplishments through June 30, 2014. 

Senior Associate Dean Kevin Guskiewicz is chairing the search committee that will begin reviewing candidates for the next Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education on October 1, 2013. This position reports directly to the Dean and is responsible for overseeing all of the programs in undergraduate 

education. The person who fills this role should hold the rank of tenured Professor in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

If you would like more information about the position or wish to nominate a colleague or yourself, please contact Kevin at g_u___s____@____e___m___a__!]_.___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_., 919.962.1165. 
Applications including a letter of interest and curriculum vitae should be directed to: Kevin Guskiewicz, College of Arts and Sciences, CB 3100, 205 South Building. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 
Lee G. Pederson Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

all - college - t~ul~ as: aid can- and- afro- am eric an - studie s- ~ac ul ty@li stserv, mac.e du. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

a£ricaaa- m~d-afm-america~- sVadies- facul~ as: <~a hre~"maJJto:regester@emaJJ.unc.edu">regester@emaJJ.unc.edu<Ta>. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Stone Center 25th 
Anniversary Season opens 
Sept. 12! Tim Okamura ArC 
Exhibition, Chante’ Moore 
Concert, zoth Anniversary 
Edition of Diaspora Film 
Festival and more 

Dear Friends, 

This fall the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on 

Carolina’s campus. The 25th Anniversary season 

kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told... " 

art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and 

Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on 

display from September :[2 through November 29, 

showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please join us for the exhibition opening reception 

featuring an artist talk by Okamura and DJ Bobby 

Drake on September :[2, 20:[3 at 7p.m. at the Stone 

Center. 

Following the exhibition opening, the Stone Center 

will host award-winning R&B songstress, Chante’ 

Moore for a special concert event on Saturday, 

September 14. Tickets are $25 in advance and on 

sale now. For ticket information (or to purchase via 

phone or in person) please contact the UNC Box at 

919-962-1449. Click HERE to purchase tickets 

online. 

We look forward to celebrating our 25th 

Anniversary with you this fall! 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 12, 7:00pro 

Exhibition Openinq Reception and Artist Tail< 

"This S’tory Has Not Yet Been 7bld...The Work of 77m 

Okamuya" 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been Told.." is comprised of 

paintings created within the last decade that have 

emerged from Okamura’s life-long fascination with 

the emotionally expressive power of the human 

form and an intense interest in the juxtaposition of 

people in their environment, 

An opening reception for the exhibition featuring an 

ari:ist talk by Okamura will be held on September 

:[2, 20:[3 at 7p.m. at the Stone Center. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, call 9:[9-962-900:[, 

or via our Facebook event paqe. 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



September 14, 8:00pro 

25th Anniversary Concert Event 

An Evening7 with Chante’ Moore 

Please join us on Saturday, September 14th at 8pm 

for a special Stone Center 25th Anniversary event! 

The Stone Center is honored to host award-winning 

and multi-talented songstress Chante’ Moore. 

Tickets are $25 in advance and $35 at the door. 

Tickets go on sale August 20 and can be purchased 

online, over the phone, or in person exclusively at 

the UNC Box office. You can call the box office for 

ticket information at 919-962-1449. Click HERE to 

purchase tickets online, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Older adult research participants needed 

We are looking for older adults to participate in research seeking to better understand how- ~ve engage with computer interfaces over extended periods of time 

Who: Older adults age 60 80 years. 
What: The purpose of this research study is to better understand the role of practice in a serial-reaction time task A serial-reaction time task involves responding to stimuli presented on a 
computer screen by pressing corresponding buttons on the keyboard. Participation ~vill take about 2 hours and subjects will be reimbursed tap to 205 for their time. 
"¢~ere: LrNC-Chapel Hill Campus, Davie Hall 
Contact:                                .2~llve.ua~c.edu) 
Kelly Giovanello (919) 843 -2117 (kgio@unc.edu) 

Study Title: The role of practice on a serial-reaction time task 
Study #: 13-0999 
Approval Date: 
Approved By: LrNC-Chapel Hill OFFICE OF HL2vIAN RE SE~x~RCH ETHICS 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:56 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Call for Nominations Burroughs Wellcome Fund 2013 CaJceer Awards for Medical Scientists 

The Career Awards for Medical Scientists (CAMS) is a reformulation of the B’¢~’s Career Awards in the Biomedical Sciences (CABS), ~vhich provided similar bridging postdoctoral and 
initial facul~ support to researchers in the basic biomedical sciences, including researchers who held the PhD only. The NKI introduced the new K99/R00 Pathway to Independence awards 
that provide bridging support similar to that of the CABS program In response, the B;VF CAMS program is focused on increasing the number of physician-scientists and keeping them in 
research. Candidates should have an MD., D.D.S., D.V M., or equivalent clinical degree. Proposals must be in the area of basic biomedical, disease oriented, translational, or molecular, 
genetic, or pharmacological epidemiolo~z research. 

As a general guideline, candidates should not be more than 120 months (10 years) past their most recent doctorate. Candidates must be committed to a full-time career in research and be 
citizens or permanent residents of the U.S. or Canada. 

BV~rF acknowledges that most postdoctoral level researchers will move to new- institutions to begin their independent research careers, and awardees may request to have their award 
transferred. Approval will be based on whether the move ~vill enhance the awardee’s scientific growth and development 

The Umversity may nominate five candidates for this award. Nomination of women and candidates from underrepresented minorities is particularly encouraged. Due to the limitation on 
submissions, central coordination of the universi~’s nominations for this award is necessaW. 

For additional information, visit the web page for this award at http://w~vw.bwfund.org/pa~esi188/Career-Awards-for-Medica1-Scientists/ 
which includes a link to the Burroughs Wellcome Fund’s award website 

To nominate a candidate for the Career Awards for Medical Scientists program, please send the following materials to the Office of Postdoctoral AIt’airs at opa@unc.edu (no hard copies, 
please): 

1) A nomination letter l?om the candidate’s postdoctoral advisor, addressed to Dr Mark Heise; 
2) A current copy of the candidate’s curriculum vitae; 
3) ~Ihree names of potential internal reviewers who could speak 
Knowledgably about the nominee’s research and three names of external references 
4) A summary of up to two pages of the research plan that would be 
proposed to the Burroughs Wellcome Fund. In accordance with material requested from the BWF, the summary should address the scope and significance of the postdoctoral research and 
the wo~k planned [’or faculty years. (To be submitted be~2~re the final October 1, 2012 deadline) 

We must have your nominations by Thursday, September 19th to be considered [’or the October 1 deadline. 

If you have questions or need assistance, contact Dr Sibby Anderson Thompkins, director of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, at sibby@email.unc.edu. Again, please share this 
announcement with facul~" in your unit who may wish to make a nomination. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Office of Postdoctoral Aft?airs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your inl2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 2014 Caxolina Summer Reading Program Book Nominations 

Dear Carolina community members: 

With the enthusiasm of a new fall semester still fresh, it seems too early to begin thinking about next summer and next fall. Yet, the 2014 Carolina Sunmaer Reading Program Book Selection 
Committee--comprised of facul~, stall; and students--~vill soon begin the process of selecting the 2014 Carolina Sun~mer Reading Program book. 

We invite all members of the U2x-C-Chapel Hill community to recommend books for our consideration Criteria for book selection include the following desirable qualities: 

Intellectually stimulating: stretching students’ minds, causing students to think about things they might not have thought about previously. 
Enjoyable, engaging, relatively short, and of current interest. 
Able to provoke interesting discussion. 
Appropriate for the level of maturi~ of incoming students. 
Having a theme or topic applicable to students’ lives (for example, societal, political, or ethical issues). 

Do you have a favorite book that meets these criteria? What book do you think will stimulate critical discussion among incoming Carolina students? To make your suggestion, visit the 
Carolina Summer Reading Program ~vebsite: http://surnmerreading.~veb unc.edu. Full consideration will be given to all book recommendations received by Monday, September 30, 2013. 

Thank you for participating in this exciting and intellectually stimulating program. 

Mim-ose Owin 
(;hair, 2014 Summer Reading Program Book Selection Comn~ttee 
Kenan Eminent Professor of English 

’]?his message is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:08 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Re.arch participants needed tbr The Effects of an Acute Integrative Therapeutic Approach to Altering Lower 

E~mmib~ Movement Patterns 

The L,~’C Department of Exercise and Spolts Science is conducting a research stud,v to examine lower extremity’ movement and loading patterns in healthy young adults (between the ages of 
18-26) before and after a brief exercise intervention. More specifically, leg flexibility, and 3D movement patterns ~vill be assessed before and after instruction on how to perform certain 
exercises Additionally, a taping intervention will also be performed to assess how it may alter movement. 

Two separate visits to the Sports Medicine Research LaboratolT would be required. The first is a screening session to determine if you meet the inclusion criteria (15 minutes) Two 
measurements would be taken that will determine if you meet the requirements. Then a second session would be necessa~- for data collection (2 hours). The data collection session includes 
performing a variety of flexibility- assessments as well as 3D motion analysis The motion analysis component includes a variety ofver,v sport specific exercises, including squats, lunges, 
jump landings, and single leg cutting. 

If you or someone you kno~v meets the criteria for participation, please contact one of the investigators for more information and scheduling. Eligibility, criteria for this research stud,v are as 
follows: 

Inclusion Criteria: 
*Between the ages of 18-26 years old 
*Prior experience playing sports (high school, collegiate) that incorporate jumping, cutting, pivoting, side-stepping movements such as in soccer, basketball, lacrosse, football, etc .. 
*Currently physically active 

30 minutes of moderate level physical activity (running, sports) at least 3 times per week 
*N0 history of lower extremity surgery 
*No musculoskeletal injury within the past 6 months that limited physical activity’ for more than 2 days 

Additional eligibility criteria are determined during the initial 15-minute screening session. 
Contact [rfformation for additional information about this research study is below. 

Rebecca Begalle, MS, ATC 

Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Phone: (919) 962-7187 

Email: rbegalle@email unc edu 

Shiho Ooto, MA, ATC 

Neuromuscular Research LaboratoW 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Phone: (919) 843-2014 

Email: sgoto@email.unc.edu 

Danielle E~ique 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Email: denrique@hve.unc.edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB # 13-2013) was approved by the Office of Human Research 
Ethics Biomedical Institutional Review Board on July 8th, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: EXSS 

INFORMATIONAL email xvill only be sent to ff~ose who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your infom~ational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Teen Study 

We are recruiting adolescents age 13-18 to palticipate in a research study. We are testing an intel~’ention that will require the adolescents to be part of a group that will meet for a once a 
week class for 6 weeks Adolescents will receive up to $100 for participating in this study. 

Please contact Pamela Phillips at Pamela~ohillips@med uric edu or 919-966-8586 for more information. 

This study has been approved by the L~,-C Biomedical IRB on 4-26-2013, stu@ #13-1162 

This email is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 

This message is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Studems with disabilities 

Disabilities affect all of us in some way, ~vhether we have a loved one living with a disability’, kno~v people hying down the hall who have one, or have experienced a disabili~z firsthand. 
Advocates for Carolina emphasizes the ideas that ’disabili~’ is a ~vord that should empower us and that our individual differences should be embraced. 

Advocates For Carolina is UNC’s first organization dedicated to disability’ awareness and advocacy work. 

For information on our General Body Meeting: 

Accessibili~z Resources & Service at the University- of North Carolina 
http :i/a ccessibility.unc, edu 

Like us on Facebook! https ://www.facebook. com/AdvocatesForCarolina 

For accommodations and more information contact: kcsavage@live unc.edu 

This message is sponsored by: Advocates For Carolia 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Have a sustamability idea that ueeds ~me additional support? 

Do you have an idea for a sustainability-related campus initiative, program, or project? Need some help identifying the next steps or overcoming existing barriers? 

The Sustainability Advisory Committee invites students, faculty, and staffto share innovative ideas to help advance campus sustainability. The Committee will review project proposals and 
provide direct guidance and feedback to promising, feasible initiatives At a minimum, the Con~aittee can facilitate and foster connections across disciplines and departments to broaden 
collaboration and support. 

The Sustainability Advisory Committee recommends long-term sustainability goals for the University and the means to achieve them and advises the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
and the Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration. Committee members broadly represent all campus constituencies; provide expertise in planning, operations, finance, academics, 
research, and student life; and bring familiarity’ with malay aspects of sustainability. 

Ideas and initiatives should advance knowledge of a sustainability-related topic or have a positive impact on campus practices and/or individual behaviors. Initiatives should seek to 
improve quality of life ands’or reduce university costs and environmental impact and encourage collaboration between departments or organizations. 

Send a short description (no more than 500 words) of the initiative that you think would advance sustainability on campus to sustainability@unc.edu. Submittals received by September 22 
will be considered at the next Committee meeting Late applications will be considered in the order they are received. Each submittal should focus on one specific initiative, but individuals 
and organizations are free to submit as many proposals as they wish. Members of the Committee, and key individuals as needed, will review submittals Sponsors of selected proposals will 
be invited to present more detail about their ideas at a future Committee meeting. 

Submittal should include: 
Infurmatiun about submitter (cuntact irfformatiun); role on campus (staff; student, faculty); and aW relewmt affiliation (campus urganization, division, academic department) 
Potential impacts that would result from the prupused initiauve or pruject, including potential 

Champiun ~2~r idea if identified (eg. student group, faculty member, department) 
Key stakeholders that would benefit 
Key barriers tu implementatiun if known (e.g. existing policies, lack of funding, lack of cuordinutiun, etc.) 
Estimated implementation and operating custs, ifl~uwn 
Timeframe and duration of prnj ect 

’]]his message is spunsored by: Sustainability Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Persunal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce-33535636-67198496@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:32 AM 

a~iican- ~d- a~?o- a~nericaJ~- s~tudi es- thculty <afiic~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edt~ 

[a2ricaaa- m~d-afm-americ~- s~dies- faculty] Jail-college-faculty] FW: Nominations for Dis~tinguished Pmt~ssorships in the College 

2013 Term Call for Nominations.pdf; College call.pall, Chay call.pdf 

TO: All Unit Chairs and Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences 

FROM: Jonathan Hartlyn and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Deans 

DATE: September 5, 2013 

SUBJECT: Nominations for Distinguished Professorships in the College 

Attached please find three separate calls for nominations for several distinguished professorships that the College will appoint as of July 1, 2014 or July 1, 

2015. 

The College will form two faculty selection committees, one for the Bowman and Gordon Gray distinguished professorships, and one for the two other 

types of distinguished professorships: permanent endowed professorships and term professorship in research and undergraduate education. 

Unit chairs or other faculty may submit nominations, and a faculty member may be nominated for multiple professorships. No faculty member may hold 

more than one of these professorships simultaneously, however. 

Please note that each nomination must be sent via email, as a single pdf attachment, to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office. Any questions about these 

professorships should be directed to her, who will consult with the appropriate person(s) to provide a timely answer. Alexis may be reached at 

alexis cline(_@unc~edu or919-962-3082. 

Details about eligibility, terms and the nomination process for each type of distinguished professorship may be found in the three attached documents. 

Please note that al__l nominations are due on the same day - each as a single pdf attachment sent via email -MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2013. 

Thanks, 

Jonathan and Bobbi 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: al]-icaa~- and- ~£ro- ~J nerica~- studies- lhc ul ty(a21istserv, unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
a£rican- mad-a£ro-mnerican- s~dies- faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu</a>. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Chairs and Faculty in the Division of the Humanities, College of Arts and Sciences 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 
September 5, 2013 

Request for Nominations for Distinguished Term Professorships 

in Undergraduate Education and Research in the College of Arts and Sciences 

You are invited and strongly encouraged to nominate an outstanding faculty member from the Division 

of the Humanities for a Distinguished Term Professorship in Undergraduate Education and Research in 

the College of Arts and Sciences These four-year term professorships recognize tenured faculty who are 

making exceptional contributions to undergraduate education at UNC-Chapel Hill. They also are 

intended to support and expand undergraduate research opportunities across the College; hence, the 

College allocates one of these professorships to each of the four divisions of the College. The term will 

begin on July 1, 2014. The closing date/or nominations is Monday, October 7, 2013. Note that there 

are four Distinguished Term Professorships in Undergraduate Education and Research in the College of 

Arts and Sciences, one in each of the divisions. The only one currently open is in the Division of the 

Humanities. 

Eligibility 
o Nominees must be tenured faculty in the Division of the Humanities, College of Arts and Sciences. 

o Faculty who currently hold another distinguished term professorship may be nominated only if that 

professorship terminates prior to the effective date of the Term Professorship in Undergraduate 

Education and Research. 
~ Faculty who currently hold a permanent distinguished professorship are ineligible. 

~ Former Term Professors in Undergraduate Education and Research are eligible for nomination 10 

years after the end of a previous term, provided they also meet the eligibility requirements above. 

~ Nominees must teach primarily in the division they will represent. 

Nominees must have 

o an outstanding record of research, scholarship or creative work, and teaching; 

o an outstanding record of and interest in mentoring undergraduate research, scholarship or 

creative work; and 

o evidence of commitment to expanding undergraduate participation in original inquiry both 

inside and outside the classroom. 



Previously unsuccessful nominations will not automatically be reconsidered; however, re- 

nominations are encouraged provided they include new and current supporting documentation(see 

Nominations section below). 

Terms 

Each Term Professorship in Undergraduate Education and Research has a four-year term and is not 

renewable (former recipients can be nominated 10 years after the professorship ended). 

Each recipient will receive 

o a $6,000 annual salary stipend, and 

o a $5,000 annual project fund (the uses for which include but are not limited to: instating a 

research component to an existing course; creating one or more new courses to teach research 

methodologies; traveling with undergraduate students to professional meetings; and developing 

programs to increase the number of mentors for undergraduates through collaborations with 

faculty colleagues, graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, staff, alumni, and members of the 

community). 

¯ Each recipient will carry a normal load; however, if he or she creates and teaches a new course or 

courses, the College will allocate $15,000 annually to compensate the recipient’s home department 

so that her or his regular courses may continue to be offered while the recipient holds the 

professorship. 

¯ Each recipient is expected to discuss his or her projects at an annual event sponsored by the Office 

for Undergraduate Research, and, on occasion, with members of the University administration and 

Board of Trustees. 

Nominations 

Nominations should be sent in the form of a single pdf document attached to an email, to Alexis 

Cline in the Dean’s Office at Alexis_Cline@unc.edu. 

Nominations may be made by department or curricula chairs on behalf of their units or by individual 

faculty in the College. 

o A chair normally may send forward only one nomination, chosen among recommendations from 

a chair-appointed committee charged with evaluating all eligible faculty in the unit and 

submitting recommendations to the chair. If a chair - typically of a larger department - finds 

that the qualifications of recommended faculty are so comparable that a second nomination is 

justified, he or she may submit two candidates in ranked order. 

o Individual faculty may nominate a department chair, another colleague, or themselves; these 

nominations should be limited to one per nominator and should be made in cooperation with 

the unit’s nomination committee when appropriate. 

Nominations must include, in the following order: 
o a persuasive nomination letter that 

includes a detailed explanation of the value and ongoing importance - to his or her 

department, the University and the profession - of the nominee’s mentoring of 

undergraduate research, scholarship, and/or creative performance, and 

is comprehensible to members of an interdisciplinary selection committee that may not 

include specialists in the nominee’s field; 

o a current and full curriculum vitae; and 

® the names, addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses (no actual letters with 

nomination) of four external referees who are in a position to evaluate the nominee’s 



qualifications for a distinguished professorship and who have expressed informally a willingness 

to write on the nominee’s behalf. 
¯ These referees may include colleagues from both UNC-Chapel Hill and other institutions. 
¯ After its initial review of all nominations, the selection committee or its designate from the 

Dean’s Office will request - for a selected subset of nominees only - letters from these 

referees. 

A selection committee composed of distinguished chaired faculty from the four divisions of the College will 

examine the nominations. The committee may request additional information for those nominees for whom 

reference letters are requested. After a full review, the committee will make recommendations to the Dean, 

who will announce the appointments. 

Please direct any questions about nominations to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office at 

Alexis_Cline@unc.edu or 919/962-3082. 

Nominations should be sent in the form of a single pdf document attached to an email, to 

Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office Alexis_Cline@unc.edu. 

***THE CLOSING DATE FOR NOMINATIONS IS MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2013.*~* 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Chairs and Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 
September 5, 2013 

Request for Nominations for Distinguished Endowed Professorships in the 

College of Arts and Sciences 

You are invited and strongly encouraged to nominate an outstanding senior faculty member for a small 

number of endowed professorships in the College of Arts and Sciences. These professorships recognize 

outstanding scholarship and teaching - at the undergraduate and/or graduate level - by senior faculty in 

the College. Appointments will be effective July 1, 2014 through the remainder of the recipients’ UNC- 

Chapel Hill careers. The closing date for nominations is Monday, October 7, 2013. 

Eligibility 
~ Nominees must be full professors in the College. 

¯ Faculty who currently hold a distinguished term professorship may be nominated, but, if 

selected, must relinquish the term appointment. 

~ Faculty who already hold a permanent distinguished professorship are ineligible. 

Previously unsuccessful nominations will not automatically be reconsidered; however, re- 

nominations are encouraged provided they include new and current supporting documentation 

(see Nominations section below). 

Terms 

These professorships are effective July 1, 2014 through the remainder of the recipients’ UNC- 

Chapel Hill careers. 

Each recipient will receive a $15,000 increase in base salary and a $10,000 annual research fund. 

Nominations 

Nominations should be sent in the form of a single pdf document attached to an email, to Alexis 
Cline in the Dean’s Office at alexis cline@unc.edu. Nominations may be made by department 

or curricula chairs on behalf of their units or by individual faculty in the College. 

o A chair normally may send forward only one nomination, chosen among recommendations 

from a chair-appointed committee charged with evaluating all eligible faculty in the unit and 

submitting recommendations to the chair. If a chair - typically of a larger department - finds 



that the qualifications of recommended faculty are so comparable that a second nomination 

is justified, he or she may submit two candidates in ranked order. 

Individual faculty may nominate a department chair, another colleague, or themselves; 

these nominations should be limited to one per nominator and should be made in 

cooperation with the unit’s nomination committee when appropriate. 

Nominations must include, in the followin.q order: 
o a persuasive nomination letter that: 

¯ explains the significance of the nominee’s scholarly and teaching achievements, and 
¯ is comprehensible to members of an interdisciplinary selection committee that may not 

include specialists in the nominee’s field. The College holds a new permanent Bowman & 

Gordon distinguished professorship for full professors who are past or current holders of 

the term Bowman & Gordon Gray professorships; nominations of faculty for this 

professorship should be designated as such by the nominator. 

® a current and full curriculum vitae; 

o a list providing the names, addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses of four 

external referees who are in a position to evaluate the nominee’s qualifications for a 

distinguished professorship and who have expressed informally a willingness to write on the 

nominee’s behalf (no actual letters should be submitted with the nomination). After its 
initial review of all nominations, the selection committee or its designate will request - for a 

selected subset of nominees only - letters from these referees. 

A selection committee composed of distinguished chaired faculty from across the divisions of the College will 

examine the nominations. The committee may request additional information from those candidates for 

whom reference letters are requested. After a full review, the committee will make recommendations to the 

Dean, who will announce the appointments. 

Please direct any questions about nominations to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office: 

alexis cline@unc.edu or 919/962-3082. 

Nominations should be sent in the form of a sinqle pdf document attached to an email, to Alexis Cline 

in the Dean’s Office at alexis ciine@unc.edu. 

~**THE CLOSING DATE FOR NOMINATIONS IS MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2013.*~* 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Chairs and Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 

September 5, 2013 

Request for Nominations for Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professorships in 

Undergraduate Teaching 

You are invited and strongly encouraged to nominate one outstanding faculty member for one of four 

Bowman and Gordon (3ray Distinguished Professorships in the College of Arts and Sciences. These five- 

year term professorships recognize excellence in undergraduate teaching by Carolina’s outstanding 

scholars. They also are intended to help retain the best teachers and scholars in the College and to 

support and enhance undergraduate teaching. These awards are made possible by the generosity of the 

late Mr. Bowman Gray, Jr. and Mr. Gordon Gray, former President of the University, as well as other 

members of the Gray families. Two Gray Professors will commence their terms on July 1, 2014; the other 

two Gray professors’ terms will start July 1, 2015. The closing date for nominations is Monday, October 

7, 2013. 

Eligibility 
o Nominees must be tenured faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

¯ Faculty who currently hold another distinguished term professorship may be nominated only if 

that professorship terminates prior to the effective date of the Gray Professorship. 

¯ Faculty who currently hold a permanent distinguished professorship are ineligible. 

¯ Former Gray Professors are eligible for nomination 10 years after the end of a previous term, 

provided they also meet the eligibility requirementsabove. 

Nominees must be teaching at least one undergraduate course during the current academic 

year (please check this requirement carefully before submitting a nomination). 

Previously unsuccessful nominations will not automatically be reconsidered; however, re- 

nominations are encouraged provided they include new and current supporting documentation 

(see Nominations section below). 

Terms 

A Gray Professorship term is five years and is not renewable. 

Each recipient will receive 

o an annual $10,000 salary supplement; 

o an annual S5,000 research/teaching fund to support activities as a Gray Professor; and 



o a semester’s leave at full pay to advance his or her research and teaching after the first year 

in the professorship. (The timing of this leave must be approved by the Gray Professor’s 

department chair.) 

The department will receive 50% of the recipient’s annual base salary up to $50,000 during his 

or her semester leave noted above. 

Nominations 
o Nominations should be sent in the form of a single pdf document attached to an email, to Alexis 

Cline in the Dean’s Office at Alexis_Cline@unc.edu 

Nominations may be made by department or curricula chairs on behalf of their units or by 

individual faculty in the College. 

o A chair normally may send forward only one nomination, chosen among recommendations 

from a chair-appointed committee charged with evaluating all eligible faculty members in 

the unit and submitting recommendations to the chair. If a chair - typically of a larger 

department - finds that the qualifications of recommended faculty are so comparable that a 

second nomination is justified, he or she may submit two candidates in ranked order. 

o Individual faculty may nominate a department chair, another colleague, or themselves; 

these nominations should be limited to one per nominator and should be made in 

cooperation with the unit’s nomination committee when appropriate. 

Nominations must include, in the following order: 
o a persuasive nomination letter that 

[] includes a detailed explanation of the nominee’s scholarship as well as teaching and his 

or her particular worthiness of a Gray Professorship, 

[] notes if retention is a consideration, and 
[] is comprehensible to members of an interdisciplinary selection committee that may not 

include specialists in the nominee’s field; 

o a current and full curriculum vitae; 

® a statement of teaching philosophy; 

o a statement of mentoring philosophy; 

o a list of courses taught to undergraduates for the last six regular semesters; and 

® a summary of teaching evaluations for two undergraduate courses taught in the past two 

years (these can include peer and student evaluations). 

A selection committee composed of current and/or former Gray Professors and some of Carolina’s 

outstanding undergraduate students will examine the nominations and observe the nominees’ teaching 

during classroom visits. After a full review, the committee will make recommendations to the Dean, who 

will announce the appointments. 

Please direct any questions about nominations to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office at 

alexis clJne@unc.edu or 919/962-3082. 

Nominations should be sent in the form of a sing/e pdf document attached to an email, to 

Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office at alexis_cline@unc.edu. 

***THE CLOSING DATE FOR NOMINATIONS IS MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2013.*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Thur~tay Night Football Game 

TO: All University Employees 

FROM: Brenda Richardson Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

On Thursday, Oct. 17, the Nolth Carolina Tar Heels will host the Miami Hurricanes for a nationally televised football game at Kenan Stadium, starting at 8 p.m. This Thursday night game, 
which will occur during Fall Break, is expected to attract a large crowd of fans on campus, starting in the at’ternoon. 

As con~municated last spring, the University *will not* alter the workday or close early. However, due to the expected increase in traffic on campus beginning in mid-afternoon, we do 
advise departments and super~dsors to be as flexible as possible in allowing employees to choose to ~vork a flexible schedule and avoid traffic and inconvenience. 

The Athletics Department and Department of Public Safety will provide additional information about the event, specifically regarding parking and transportation details and events in Chapel 
Hill, closer to the date of the game 

Employees who choose not to work their regularly scheduled hours on Oct. 17 because of this special event must make up the time or code leave for those hours. Several options will allow 
employees to be paid for these hours without undue hardship: 

-- Employees car1 ~vork the additional hours during that week, with management’s approval, by either coming in early, staying late, working a reduced lunch break or some combination of the 
above on the other four days in that same workweek (Oct. 14, 15, 16, 18) 

-- Employees can use available FY14 leave to cover the time. FY14 leave must be used be[~ore compensatory, vacation or bonus time. 

-- If FY14 leave is not available, employees can use any accrued compensatory time, or available vacation or bonus leave, to cover the hours if the?’ prefer. 

Second- and third-shift employees will be expected to work their usual schedule unless they ~2~llow their usual leave procedures. 

For additional information about work time and leave options, contact your School/Division HR Ol![ice. 

This message is sponsored by: Ol!fi ce of Human Resources 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:27 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Sept 11 meeting and the rest of the 2013-2014 calender 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below are details of our monthly meetings in 20:t3-2014. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sept. 11, GEC room 20~.0 
Oct. 9, Hyde Hall incubator room 
Nov. 13, Hyde Hall Incubator room 
Dec. 4, Hyde Hall Incubator room 
Jan. 15, TBA 
Feb. 12, Hyde Hall Incubator room 
IVlar. 19, Hyde Hall Incubator room 
Apr. 9, TBA 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(i~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu/u?id=65646456.94d215el 724eab7c882d0cbtt] bail bf&n=T&l=aaad&o=:33539169 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33539169-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbffl bafl bf,@listservamc.edu 



African American History and Visual Representations 

This course is designed to examine how African American History has been constructed through 

visual representation. The course intends to interrogate how visual representations have helped to 

shape African American history; at the same time the course is designed to reconstruct African 

American history through visual representations. A variety of media will be used to reconstruct 

this history and convey how African American history is mediated through visual representations 

including photographs, art, documentaries, feature length films, monuments, papers, primary 

documents, letters, court records, interviews, narratives, etc. 

The period of history to be covered in the course extends from the beginning of slavery, 

beginning in the 1400s through 1900. Although African American history has been reconstructed 

through the gaze of historians, seldom have historians documented how this history is shaped by 

visual images. Therefore, this course is designed to address the importance and significance of 

the power of the visual image to influence the development of this evolving history. 

Furthermore, this course will resurrect African American history by examining the significance 

of the influence of visual media in shaping its development. 

Because it covers an extensive period of history, the course will explore significant historical 

periods that constitute this history through visual representation. The course is designed to 

examine: 1) the beginning of slavery; 2) the Middle Passage; 3) the expansion of the slavery in 

the Americas and the Diaspora; 4) the slave experience in the US and plantation South; 5) Slave 

resistance both in the US and in the Diaspora 5) Free Blacks in the US, Black Involvement in the 

Civil War and Emancipation; 6) Abolition of Slavery; 7) Reconstruction, Black Codes, and 

Emerging Black Leadership in slavery’s aftermath, and Anti-Lynching Campaigns. These 

hi storical moments in African American history will be unveiled through readings, lectures, and 

vi sual representations to demonstrate how visual media have participated in shaping this history. 

Primary Texts: 

Creating Black Americans: African American History and lts Meanings, 1619 to the Present by 

Nell Ir~in Painter (New York: Oxford, 2007) 

From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans by John Hope Franklin and Evelyn 

Brooks Higginbotham (9th edition, Boston: McGraw-Hill Companies, 2010). 

African Americans in the Co[onia Era: From African Origins through the American Revolution 

by Donald Wright (3rd edition Wheeling: Harlan Davidson, 2010). 

Ar ’n ’t I a Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South by Deborah Gray White (revised 

edition, New York: Norton, 1999) 

Secondary Texts: 



American Cinema and the Southern Imaginary by Deborah Barker and Kath15"n B. McKee eds. 

(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 6, 2013 2:56 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Eve Carson Scholaxship 

The Eve Carson Scholarship is currently accepting applications! This honorable scholarship actualizes former Student Body President Eve Carson’s vision for a junior-year scholarship 
awarded to students, by students. We encourage all juniors who demonstrate passion, service, leadership, and transformative growth to apply 
(http://evecarsonscholarship.unc edu/apply/) We are also seeking nominations tlcom students and teachers all over campus Please send all nominations to 
evecarsonscholarship@gmail.com as soon as you can. 
Please email Caroline White at            ~gmail corn with an?’ questions. 

This message is sponsored by: Eve Carson Scholarship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC Friends of the Librao~ <rcanada@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:19 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Preserving Your Intellectual Legacy at UNC 

Preser~4ng your Intellectual Legacy at UN C 

What will you do with your personal reseaacch collections, papers and books? What will be yonr legacy at UNC? 

Please join us for a pmael discnssion 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 

3:00-5:00 p.m. 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

Topics and Speakers: 

Preserving your scholarly work (papers, research materials, data) 

Meg Tuo~noJa, Universi~" Archives 

Managing and placing your personal book collections 

Libby Chenault, Davis Library. 

Gift planning resources 

Keith W. Cook, J.D., Gift Planning 

RSVP requested by Friday, September 4 to: 
Emily Silvenno~ 

Libraxy Development 

(919) 962-3437 or 

essilver~email.unc.edu 

Spouses and guests are welcome. 

Sponsored by the Friends’ of the Library and the Office of Gifi Planning 

You received "this e-mail from the UNC Friends of the Library, CB #3920, Davis Libraxy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890. 
If you do not wish to receive future e-,nail of this type fro,n the Friends of the Libra,’, please reply to alumni(~unc.edu and include your full name, address a~d class 

yeaac or click this Unsubscribe Link. Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your infom~ation, including your e-mail address~ to anyone 

Ibr m~y purpose. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibm~-Borromng <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:28 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status Update 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: I’m Still Here : Confessions of a sex kitten 

Author: Kitt, Eal-tlaa 

TN:     1961263 

We have received a new- due date of 10/15/13 from the lending library 
Please note this on tlae yello~v sleeve around the item. 

mB Staff" 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Submit Your Academic Progress Reports in ConnectCarolina 

Dear Instructor, 
No one knows better than you that faculty-student interaction is key to undergraduate success. In order to take a strengths-based approach to encouraging student success, the former 
Academic Early Warning System is now called the Academic Progress Report System. The Academic Progress Report System in ConnectCarolina gives you the opportunity’ to communicate 
with students exhibiting signs of academic distress as well as to provide supportive feedback to all students. Updates to the system include options for instructors to share positive 
feedback with students as well as academic concerns This update broadens the range of feedback available for you to communicate to students through this system 

For the Fall 2013 semester, all instructors of undergraduate courses may submit an Academic Progress Report conwnent by logging on to ConnectCarolina from September 16 to October 7 
well in advance of the drop deadline for the semester on Monday, October 14, 2013. Instluctors may submit up to two of the following comments for each student e~olled in their course(s): 
Assiglwnent/Homework Performance 
Class Participation 
Quiz/Examination Performance 
YVr lting Skills 
General Concern 
Immediate Action Suggested 
Never Attended 
Intermittent Attendance 
Stopped Attending 
Keep tap Good Work 
Showing hnprovement 
Outstanding Performance 

Once a student is issued an academic progress report, he or she will receive notification by email and in ConnectCarolina. Students who receive academic progress reports are encouraged to 
reflect on their academic performance and, if necessap)~, take action in a timely manner. 

Students are also encouraged to: 
1.    Visit their instructor during faculW ol!fice hours or make an appointment with their instructor Discuss their progress in the course and opportuniues for further engagement 

2. Schedule an appointment with an academic advisor or attend academic advising walk-in hours. 

3. Utilize Universi~ resources designed to help them succeed. Students are provided a full list of resources. 

Academic advisors are notified of students’ Academic Progress Reports in the Advisor Notes system Undergraduate Retention staff, in the Office of Undergraduate Education, compiles 
reports of the students who have received academic progress reports and outreach to student groups 

encourage you to take advantage of this opportunity to provide students with early feedback on their academic progress in your course. 

This is especially important for students early in their undergraduate career. Academic progress report comments do not appear on official transcripts. 

Sincerely, 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

To submit an Academic Progress Report in ConnectCarolina: 
1. Between September 16 and October 7 go to Facul~ Center. 
2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 
3. Click on the "Academic Progress Repolt" lira: in the right corner. 
4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in 
the two columns that say "Academic Progress Report." 
5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 
Update Personal Infom~ation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Reporting Lost or Stolen Electronic Portable Devices 

To: University Faculty and Staff 

From: Karol Kain Gray, Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration 
Chris Kielt, Vice Chancellor for Information Teclmology and CIO 
Chief Jeff B McCracken, Director of Public Safety 

Re: Reporting Lost or Stolen Electronic Poltable Devices 

Electronic portable devices such as smart phones, USB drives, laptops, etc., carly with them an increased risk of being lost or stolen. As stewards of the University’s digital information, it 
is important that each of us exercise care and sound judgment in our use of University and/or personally-owned electronic portable devices that are used to conduct University business 
Previously-, the risk associated with a lost or stolen device was the monetary value of the unit; however, now the value lies in the personal and business information that is embedded in or 
accessible through use of the device. 

To ensure that University information is properly secure and in order to maintain the public trust, each of us is obligated to report lost or stolen electronic portable devices. As stewards of 
University information, we have an obligation that extends beyond property owned by the University, to include an?’ personally-owned devices that have been used to view-, access or store 
sensitive, University-owned data. The report of loss or theft of such a device should be considered an "incident" under the University’s Incident Management Policy (see 
http://its.uaac.edu/files/2012/O3/ccm1033423.pdf) and must be reported in the same maimer as an?’ other event involving risk to sensitive, University-o~vned data. 

If you experience the loss or theft of personal or state property’ that has been used to view, access or store sensitive University-owned data; 

1. Call the In~2~rmation Technology Services (ITS) Help Desk at 919-962-ttELP. 
2. Ask to submit a "critical" Remedy ticket to the ITS-Security group regarding a security incident 
3. Do not provide additinnal detail until you are communicating with an incident handler from the UNC-Chapel ttill In~2~rmatlon Security Office. 
4. Provide a telephone number at which you can be reached shortly thereafter. 
5. In addition, if you experience the loss or theft of any state property you are also required to file a report with the UNC-Chapel ttiH Department of Public S~[~ety’ at 919-962-8100. 

State law (NC General Statute § 114 15.1 ) requires that a University employee report the loss or theist of state property ".. as soon as possible, but not later than three days from receipt of 
the information or evidence of the lost or theft." NC General Statute § 114 15 1, in turn, requires a state agency to report misuse, loss or theft of state property within 1 () days. 

’]7he ITS Information Security Office maintains a number of documents, cited below, that claril}’ sensitive, University-owned data: 

¯ What is sensitive data? http://help.uncedu/help/what-is-sensitive-data/ 
¯ Is this device sensitive? https://help.unc.eduihelpisensitive-datai 

In addition to good stewardship of University information, there are legal requirements (e.g, HIPAA, NC Identity Theft Protection Act and others) that impose an obligation to report the 
unauthorized release of certain types of sensitive data that might accompany the loss or theft of a device. 

Your involvement is an important component of the protection of University digital information For additional iN2~rmation, please contact ITS-Information Security or the UNC Department 
o f Public Safety. 

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 

Note: An electronic version of this memo can be found at: http://www.uncedu/finance/fd/c/docs/2013 !ost stolen devices.pd~ 

This message is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration, Vice Chancellor for h~formation Technology’, Director of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 9:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

ILB BOOK DUE TOMORROW 

To: Charlene Regester 

Title: Rejuvenate’. : it’s never too late 
Author: Kitt, Eartha 
Due Date: 9/9/2013 
fiN: 1961265 

This ILB book is due tomorro~v. Please return it 
to the Davis Libra~ Circulation Desk promptly 

If you need a renewal, login to your ILB account NOW at 
_https ://illiad.lib unc.eduinoci 

In flae main menu under ’Renew’ choose ’Interlibra~ Loan Material’ 
then click on this request number. To renew, simply click on the 
blue ’Renew Request’ on the top right side of the screen 

ILB Staff 

In~erlibrat?" Borrowing 
Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

UNC-CH Inteflibm~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 9:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

ILB BOOK DUE TOMORROW 

To: Charlene Regester 

Title: Alone with me 

Author: Kitt, Eartha 

Due Date: 9/9/2013 

TN: 1961262 

This ILB book is due tomorro~v. Please return it 
to the Davis Librau Circulation Desk promptly 

If you need a renewal, login to your ILB account NOW at 
https ://illiad.lib unc.eduinoci 

In flae main menu under ’Renew’ choose ’Interlibrau Loan Material’ 
then click on this request number. To renew, simply click on the 
blue ’Renew Request’ on the top right side of the screen 

~LB Staff 

Interlibrary Borruwing 
Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ho, Jennifer A <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:08 AM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Today at 12 Noon 

If you scroll down you can see that you can unsubscribe (which is what l’m going to do because I also don’t recall signing up for this list serv) -- also, these emails are 
all being sent to the list serv so l’m not sure who the administrator is but you might want to change those settings so that we aren’t flooding email inboxes of everyone 
who didn’t seem to sign up for this list serv. 

--Jennifer Ho 
=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Dterature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
greenlaw Hall, C13#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
Jho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Reisner>, Howard M <howard reisner@med.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Reisner, Howard M" <howard reisner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, September 7, 2013 9:25 AM 

To: "The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list." <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

That makes two of us 
Howard Reisner 
Professor 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

From: Hamer, Robert M [ _h_ _a_ _ [ 3 _e_ _r_ _~_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject-" RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Why did I get this emaiF? I don’t recall signing up for any list server called %tudentsuccesslunches/’ 
Robert M~ Hamer, Ph,D. 
Pr’oh-:~ssor of Psychiatry aeg {~ios{:atistics 
33g Medk:a~ Scho.:)~ Wing £ 
Department of Psychiatry CB#7160 
Schoo~ of Med~dne 
The University of North Carolh~a 
Chapel H~] NC 27599 

Offk:e: 919 843 5508 
F~X: 959 966 5811 

F~m= cyndem@email.unc.edu [mail~:cyndem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, September 06, 2013 8:31 AN 
To= The StudenBuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject= Today at 12 Noon 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

12 noon -1:30 p.m., Hones H~!/ Room 239 

September 6eh      Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Quimbayo-Winship, Student Comp/oint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 
A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to 
these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, 
faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and 
questions tha~ will explore areas for growth. 

You are cu~ently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches ~s: howard misner.~med.unc.edu. 

(It mW be necesmD, to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

You are cu~ently subscribed to smdentsuecesslunches as: {ho~emml.une.edu. 

To unsubscri~ click here: hRp:/,"lists.une.edu/u?id=67 ] 56535.202dec253ad053dga2468eadc32bd77~n=T&l=studentsuceesslunches&o=3354747 g 

(It mW be neeesmU to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33547478-67156535 ~202dec253ad053dga24bgeadc32bd77a(a)lJstsm~.unc.edu 

You are cu~en~y subscribed to smdentsuccesslunches ~: mgestega~email.unc.edu. 



To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.unc.edu/u?id=:67158209.t~Tb1388d0e08791t568flt)43d3e35b&n=T&l=:smdentsuccesslunches&o=:33550242 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-33550242-67158209.1~I7b1388d0e0879Hi5681~M3d3e35b(a;listserv.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] HIV Prevention/ttealth Stu@ for Black Men Who Have Sex With Men 

HPTN 073: a HIV prevention and health study for Black gay/bi/queer men 

HPTN 073 is a research stu@ looking at the willingness of Black men who have sex with men to initiate and adhere to using the FDA approved drag Truvada as a form of pre-exposure 
prophilaxis (PREP) to help prevent their chances of contracting HIV. 

Along with the choice of taking this drug, research study participants will have counseling sessions with a social worker and be asked to complete tasks necessary for rotatine health 
assessments, including but not limited to HIV and STD testing. 

You may be eligible 
1. You are HIV negative or HIV status unknown 
2 You are Black, Caribbean-Black, or multi-ethnic Black 
3. You are a man ~vho has sex with men 
4. You are age 18 or older, and 
5. You are living in the Triangle Area of North Carolina 

Participants may receive tap to $475 for participating in the research stud?- over the course of the year. 

If interested, please contact Alex at 919-966-8353 or email us at mychoice@med.unc.edu. 

This research sturdy is titled "t;rPTN 073: ?re-Exposure Prophylaxis (PREP) Initiation and Adherence among Black Men who have Sex with Men (BMSM) in Three U.S. Cities" 

UNC Biomedical IRB 

IRB Research Study # 13-1556 

9/5,’2013 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:21 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Custom Regalia tbr Graduation Ceremonies 

UNC Student Stores is pleased to armounce a Custom Regalia sale September 24th and 25th; third floor of the Daniels Building. This is at1 opportunity for faculty and graduate students to 
be personally fitted for custom-made regalia and receive a 10% discount. A representative from Oak Hall Cap and Gown will be available from 9a.m. to 4p.m each day Samples will be on 
display. Please refer to our ~vebsite for details at ~vw~v.store unc.edu/customregalia. Please contact Catherine Stotts at chstotts@store.unc.edu with any questions 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Student Stores 

INF©RN~ka~TI©NAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:25 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] COPD Research Study 

Title of Stu@: Determine The Sustained effects on MCC and Clinical Tolerability of Inhaled Hypertonic Saline (HS) via Jet Nebulizer in Subjects with Chronic Bronchitis 

UNC Pulmonaw Medicine and the Cystic Fibrosis Center are conducting a research study to determine ~vhether the administration of inhaled hypertonic saline mist several times daily over 
two weeks produces a sustained improvement in mucus clearance in people with COPD/Chronic Bronchitis. 

If you meet the study criteria you will be eligible to participate in a study that involves a screening visit, 12 study visits, and two home treatment periods of t~vo weeks each. If you complete 
the stu@ you will receive $1250 compensation for your time and effort, plus parking and mileage. 

All study visits take place on the UNC Hospitals campus in the EPA building at 104 Mason Farm Rd. 

You may be eligible if you meet the following criteria: 

1. Age 40-80 years 
2. Not pregnant of planning on becoming pregnant during participation 
4. Produces (coughs up) mucus at least 2 days per week on average 
5. History of smoking now or in the past ( 10 years) 
6. No continuous daytime 02 use when at rest at night or only when active OK 
7. Requires < 10 mg of prednisone (or equivalent) per day chronically 
8. No histoW of intolerance to study medications (saline mist), and able to tolerate a short-acting beta-agonist like albuterol 

For additional information about the study please call or email Fred Fuller RN at 919-966-4350 or 

Fred [’uHer@med unc.edu 

’]7his email is sponsored by the UNC Cystic Fibrosis Center. 

I~B# 12-2602 
UNC Biomedical IRB approval on March 7, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Cystic Fibrosis Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Up&lte Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:24 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Fitness liar li~milies 

UNC Campus Recreation offers Kids ROCK (recreational opportunities for Carolina Kids) to help you and your chikt/children be physically active. 
Moving more can be a fun family actlvi~! For more information and to register for soccer and gymnastics ~vith the U2x,-C ~vomen’s varsi~ teams visit the Campus Recreation website: 
http :/icampusrec.unc.edu/special-events 

This message is sponsored by: Campus Recreation 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iuterlibmqr-Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:15 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Renewal Request 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Rejuvenate! : it!s never too late 
Loan Author: Kitt, Eartha 
TN:     1961265 

We have submitted a request for a ne~v due date of 10/7/2013. 
Please note this on the yellow sleeve around the item 
If we do not get what we requested, we will notify you. 

]LB Staff" 

InterlibraW Borrowing 

Davis Library, Room 223 

Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibro~-Borrowing <uncill~(~email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:17 PM 

Regester, Chm-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Renewal Request 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Alone with me 

Loan Author: Kitt, Eartha 
TN:     1961262 

We have submitted a request for a new due date of 10/7/2013. 
Please note this on the yellow sleeve around the item 
If we do not get what we requested, we will notiI}’ you. 

mB Staff 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, Room 223 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 Pivl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking Inlbnnation, Identity of Suspects in Student Store 

Lmcenies 

INFOR~4ATION2~L MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Seeking InX’olrnation, Identity of Suspects m Student Store Larcenies 

UNC Public Safe~z is looking for assistance in related investigations into a larceny on April 4, 2013 and an attempted larceny on August 30 of textbooks from the Daniels Student Stores on 
campus. Up to three suspects have reportedly stolen textbooks and then approached L~,-C students on campus and asked them to return the stolen books and give them the reimbursed 
money. Students approached in this manner should report the incident immediately to L~NC Police by calling 9-1-1 

The suspects have been seen on campus driving a van or light-colored SUW with a Florida license. One person of interest has been described as a black male, about 6 feet tall, with a stock5’ 
build. Student Stores surveillance cameras have yielded photos of suspects which can be viewed at the following link: 

http://bit, lv/1 ewSRhR 

UNC Public Safe~ is asking anyone with reformation which may aid in these investigations to please call UNC Police Investigator Matt Dodson at (919) 962-8176 or email him at 
"mbdodson@psafety.unc edu" or call the Chapel Hill Police at (919) 968-2760, or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and 
anunymous You can also submit infurmation to CrimeStoppers online at www.crimestuppers-chcunc org. 

About Informatinnal Messages: The University sends an Informatinnal Message to inform the campus cummunity about a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus 

Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



THURSDAY, SEPTEt£13ER ~!iI~ 2013 at 5:30 
Global FedEx Center. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~ Nelson Mandela Auditorium ~ 
30t Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, NC, 21516. Parking Available Omsite at 5:00 PM 

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUItLIC 

JOIN US FOR AN ENGAGING DISCUSSION 

SchoLars from area universities wiLL share insights on why North CaroLina became such a big national news story this summer: 
what did the state LegisLature do that prompted 900 protesters to be arrested and thousands more to join weekly raLLies? Why 
have so many people come together across old boundaries-age, race, reLigion,sexuaL orientation and more-in the NoraL Non- 

days movement? And what does history teLL us about how such movements have floundered in the past and how they can be 

sustained? What’s next for North CaroLina? 

SCHOLAR PANELISTS INCLUDE: 
Moderator: Jesse White, Jr., Adjunct Professor of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Kenneth (Andy)Andrews, Professor of Sociology, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Julia Cherry’ Spruill Professor of History, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Willie Jennin!ls, Associate Professor of Theology & Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 
Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History & Public Policy, Duke University 

Charles van tier Horst, Professor of Medicine, UNC-Chapel Hill 

SPONSORED BY: SCHOLARS FOI NORYH ~".~AROLINA"S FUYURE 
lIo Register: tttp://sites.duke.edWsncf 

For further inforr~ation, pIease contact: schoIarsNC@grnaiLcom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Healthy Adolescents Needed for Research! 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are looking to recruit adolescent males between the ages of 15 and 18 and a caregiver to participate in a research stu@ 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone for an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible, each caregiver and adolescent will be invited for an approximately 4.5 hour visit at our offices in Carrboro 

During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete interviews and questionnaires, as well as 3 computer-tasks: one for memow, one for recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking 
at pictures, and one for measuring ~vhere you look when seeing pictures 

Compensation for this visit is AT MINIML~A $60. 

Study participation can also be completed in 2 shorter visits if necessaly. 

If you are interested in participating, or if you have an?- questions, please contact Stephanie Miller by replying to this email or by phone at (919)-533-9305 or (919) 445-9362. 

This study was approved by the Biomedical IRB at U~,~’C Chapel Hill (IRB# 11-1403) on 8/11/2011. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

no reply@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:48 AM 

Regester, Cha, lene B <regester@email .unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] New and Expecting Moms!! 

Ne~v and expecting morns who smoked, lived with a smoker, or did not smoke during pregnancy needed for UNC research study 

The Baby Brain Development Stud,v Includes: 
-Interview & questionnaires 
-EEOo for baby at 4 months 
-Infant developmental assessment at 12 months 
-Hair and urine samples ficom morn 

Participants earn up to $175 

**Free Parking and Transportation to U~C for all appointments** 
**All information is confidential** 

Interested? Please contact us at: 

B abyBrain@unc, edu 
Or 
(919) 843-3419 
or visit ~vww.MotherBabyLab corn 

Biomedical IRB, IRB #11-2482, Perinatal Nicotine and Auditop)~ [~.voked Potentials in Early Infancy, Approved 6/29/12 

This message is sponsornd by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL ernail will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai[. To set your informational 

mass email preference, s~gn into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infon’nation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Adult Subjects needed for Research Study 

Smokers, Non-Smokers, Astl~natics, and Individuals with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) Needed for Research Project 
The Department of Pediatrics and the Center for Environmental Medicine, Astl~na, and Lung Biology at the Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are conducting a research project 

to investigate the effects of environmental tobacco smoke on the organization of the cells lining the respirator?- airways Healthy adult subj ects, both smokers and non-smokers, of both 
genders are invited to reply We are particularly interested in recruiting subjects who are non-smokers but who are passively exposed to envirol~mental tobacco smoke at home or in the 
workplace as well as individuals with asthma or cl~ronic obstructive pulmonary (COPD). Individuals accepted into the study will be compensated for 1-3 clinic visits occurring over a three 
month period. Clinic visits will involve consultation with investigators regarding recent tobacco smoke and other environmental exposures, a non-invaslve assay of nasal nitric oxide, a non- 
invasive sampling of the cells lining the nasal cavities, and submission of a urine sample(s). For further information contact Sally Ivins at 919-9(~5-7157 and refer to Biomedical approval-- 
01/04/2013 IRB Study #04-1111. 

This message is sponsored by: Pediatrics 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:20 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Administrative Review of Karen Gil, DemL College of A(Ls mad Sciences 

MEMOP,2XNDI~rM 

September 9, 2013 

TO: Members oft2ae U2X-C Chapel Hill College of Arts and Sciences 
Faculty, Statt; Students 

FROM: Jim Dean, Executive Vice Chancellor and tS-ovost 

RE: A&nmistratlve Revie~v of Karen Gil, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

I am pleased to invite your participation in the review process on behalf of the committee appointed to review the performance of Karen Gil, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

This review-, required by University regulations, ~vill focus on Karen Gil’s performance as Dean, College of Arts and Sciences over the past four years. The cormnittee consists of Dean Bill 
McDiarmid (Chair), Bill Andre~vs, Valerie Ashby, Shelton Earp, Carl Ernst, Louise Toppin, Christy Lambden and Kiran Bhardwaj As required by Universi~ regulations, this con~aittee will 
review areas of accomplishment as dean with respect to long-range planning, intellectual leadership, faculty and staff recruitment, retention and promotion, curriculum and program 
development, entrepreneurship, and the day-to-day management of the College of Arts and Sciences The committee invites your comment on these and related issues. It is important for the 
cormnittee to have some sense of how Dean Gil is vie~ved by her peers at UNC-Chapel Hill as a colleague and citizen of the Umversity Con~aunity 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following different ways: 

The committee has scheduled an open session to receive comments on the ]2~1 lowing date: 

September 27 9:00-11:00 Room 212 Peabo~dy Hall 
October 1 3:00-5:00 Room 212 Peabody Hall 

If you wish to meet with the committee, please contact Debbie Stevenson in the Office of the E×ecutlve Vice Chancellor and Provost (debbie stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), not later than 
September 23rd and she will schedule a specific time (usually about 10-15 minutes) within that time period. Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Dean Gil’s personnel file 

2. You may contribute to this review by providing written cotmnents to the Chair. Thereviewc~mmitteewi~treatyourcommentsasstrict~yconfidentiahI~wever~by~aw,a~written 
communication, whether on paper or by email, becomes a confidential part of Dean Gil’s personnel file and as such, is open to e×amination by her. Oral communication (by telephone or in 
person) and the committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not become part of Dean Gil’s personnel :file. If you wish to provide oral comments, please contact the (;hair or 
any member of the committee. University regulations prohibit consideration of anonymous letters in the review process. 

All written comments should be sent to: Dean Bill McDiarmid, c/o Debbie Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing debbie stevenson@unc edu 

3. You may telephone or meet privately ~n person with committee members. Oral communicatmns (by telephone or in person) and the cotranittee’s notes generated from these conversations 
do not become part of Dean Gil’s persormel :file but may be reflected in the committee’s report without identifiers. 

The deadline [’or receiving written comments is October 7, 2013. 

Thank you ve~ much for your help in this ~mportant task. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:58 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, September 17 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, September 17, between noon and 1 p m We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment ~vorks. 

During the test, anyone outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or ~vhile you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly. In an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, %Vhat You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http://www.a~ertuncedu/externa~/c~ntent/d~cument/~395/~255639/1/A~ertC~assr~mp~ster.pdf. 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a cummunicatiuns strategy that uses multiple ways tu reach students, faculty and stall’, as well as visiturs, lucal 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we launched Emergency Nutification Prutoculs that infurm the campus community using three types uf nutificatiuns Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning and Infurmationa[ Message. 

In a real emergency, we strongly encuurage students and employees tu use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are ukay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines upen fur emergency calls. ~Ihe Safe and Well list is especially helpful in cummunicating with family members whu are outside the emergency area. 

Yuu may also now access a mubile-friendly versiun ufthe Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarulina unc.edu/ 

About Informutiunal Messages: The University sends an Informutiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity abuut a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected tu be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informutiunal Message is one o17 three tiers of cummunicatiun under the University’s revised emergency cummunicutions plan Emergency Warning 
refers tu a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinmng danger AN[) nutificatiun will nut cumprumise law enfurcement 
efforts Spunsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Recruiting adult women with dia~hea predominant imtable bowel syndrome tbr research study 

We are looking for adult women with a specific type of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) to join a research study assessing a potential new- medication for IBS. 

The RESTORE 5 Study will last for up to 8 weeks and involve about 5 clinic visits 

You may be able to take part in the RESTORE 5 Stud?- if you: 

Are a woman 18 - 65 years of age 
Have had symptoms of IB S (including abdominal pain/discomfort and diarrhea) for at least 6 months 
Have loose or watew stools > 25% of the time and hard or lumpy stools < 25% of the time. 

To participate in this trial, you must NOT: 
° Have been diagnosed with: 

a. Crohn’s disease 
b Ulcerative colitis 
c Diabetes mellitus 
d Lactose malabsorption 
e. Malabsorption syndromes 
f Celiac sprue 

¯ Be pregnant or plalming to become pregnant 

Qualified participants will receive study-related care including comprehensive physical exam and ~nvestigational study drag at no cost. MonetaW compensatmn [’or study visits will be 
provided. 

If you would like to hear more about the study, please check out http:i/ibsstudv.com or contact the UNC research team: 

Angela Kibiy, RN, MPH 

919-537-3841 

Angela kibiy@med unc.edu 

Biomedical IRB Study: 13-1598 
Approved: 06/21/2013 

’];his message is sponsored by: Center [’or Functinnal G I and Motility Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your infi~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Administrative Review of Bob Blouin, Dem~ School of Phammcy 

IVIEMORANDErM 

September 9, 2013 

TO: Members and Associates of the UNC ChapelHill School of Pharmacy 
Facul~z, Staff, Students 

FROM: Jim Dean 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

RE: Administrative Revie~v of Bob Blouin, Dean School of Pharmacy 

I am pleased to invite your participation in the review process on behalf of the con~mittee appointed to review the performance of Bob Blouin as Dean of the School of Pharmacy. 

This review, required by University regulations, ~vill focus on Bob Blouin’s performance as Dean of the School of Pharmacy over the past five years. The committee consists of Dean Steve 
Matson (Chair), Bruce Cairns, Greg Copenhaver, Hal Kohn, Mary Roth McClurg, Victor Schoenbach, Carla YVhite and Jackie Zeeman. As required by Universi~ regulations, this cormnittee 
will review areas of accomplishment as dean ~vith respect to long-range plalming, intellectual leadership, facul~ and staff recruitment, retention and promotion, curriculum and program 
development, entrepreneurship, and the day-to-day management of the School of Phamaacy. The committee invites your con~ment on these and related issues. It is also important for the 
con~mittee to have some sense of ho~v Dr. Blouin is viewed by his peers at UNC-Chapel Hill as a colleague and citizen of the University Cormnuni~z. 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in any of the following different ways: 

Meet with the committee, in confidence, at the iN2~rmation-gathering session on the ]2~llowing date: 

September 16 3:00-5:00 1001 Michael Hooker Research Center 

If you wish to meet with the committee, please contact Debbie Stevenson in the Office of the E×ecutlve Vice Chancellor and Provost (debbie stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), not later than 
noon on September 13 and she will schedule a specific ume %sually about 10-15 mmutes) within that time period Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part o:[’Dr Blouin’s personnel file. 

Altematlvely, you may contribute to this review by providing written comments to the Chair. The review committee will treatyourcomanentsasstrictlyconfidentiahttowever, bylaw, all 
written communication, whether on paper or by email, becomes a cor~fidential part ofI)r Blouin’s personnel file and as such, is open to examination by him University regulations prohibit 
consideration of anonymous letters in the review process. 

All written comments should be sent to: Dean Steve Matson c/o Debbie Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing debbie stevenson@unc edu 

You may also telephone or meet privately in person with any committee member. Oral communications (by telephone or in person) and the committee’s notes generated from these 
conversations do not become part of Dr Blouin’s personnel file but may be reflected in the committee’s report without identifiers. 

The deadline for receiving written comanents is October 7, 2013. 

Thank you very much 12~r your help in this important task 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Peri-ImplaJ~tili s Study (Inflammation around implank~) 

Do you ~vant to participate in a Dental Implant Study? 

A research stu@ that will evaluate the effect of a locally delivered antibiotic 
around dental implant(s) is looking f,ar volunteers 

The study will last 6 months and require 3-4 study- visits Participants may receive tap to $150 for stud?’ completion. 

You may be eligible to participate in this research study if you: 
Have a minimum of one implant with inflan~mation and bone loss around the implant Bone loss will be confnrned by a dental examiner with an oral examination and the use of a recent (6 

months or less) x-ray. If" a recent x-ray is not available, an x-ray will be taken at the Screening visit 
At least 21 years of age and in good general health 

You will not be eligible to participate in this research study if you: 
Have a loose dental implant 
Are allergic to a tetracycline or minocycline 
Require antibiotics prior to dental procedures 
Have any active infectious disease such as hepatitis, HIV, or tuberculosis 
Have an unstable disease or condition 
Are undergoing treatment or have a condition or disease that affects healing 
Are taking any antibiotics 
Take chronic (defined as more than 13 days or longer) non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such as Ibuprofen or if you take >81 mg of Aspirin daily 
Use systemically administered steroids 
Have taken any investigational drug within 30 days of enrolling in this study or have participated in a dental clinical trial within 30 days of enrolllnent 
Have untreated advanced gum disease 
You or your partner are pregnant, nursing, or planning to become pregnant in the next 6 months 

To learn how you can be in this study, please call The (30 Health Center at 919-537-3424 or visit our website at http://www.~ohealthcenter.com/to become part of our participant registry. 

IRB # 13 - 1711, Approved by UNC Biomedical IRB 6/20/2013 
’]7his emai[ is sponsored by: Dental Research 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry, GO Health (;enter 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Accuracy and Privacy of Your Iuformation in the Online Campus Director, 

This is a request that you check your information in the online campus directory to ensure that it is current and accurate. This request is sent to you follo~ving census in the fall and spring 
semesters 

It is very important that your information is correct in the online campus directory (http ://directory.unc.edu ) which is part of CormectCarolina, the University’s integrated a&ninistrative 
system. Because CounectCarolina centralizes management of person information in one integrated system, any information in the directory is duplicated in all of the University’s 
administrative systems (e.g., payroll) 

You can also determine which information about you is visible in the online campus director?- by changing your privacy settings (see instructions below). 

To review- and update your directory information, please go to http://wwwunc.edu/myunc/, click on Update Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and login 
using your Onyen and pass~vord. You can also choose whether certain reformation is publicly viewable in the directory 

Your home and business addresses are explained below: 

Home address: This is your "permanent" address; as such, your home address is the address where your tax forms (W-2, 1098T, etc.) will be sent. You can designate this address as private 
or public 

Business address: This is your University work address and, by virtue of Umversi~z policy, is viewable by all You can update your business address but you caunot delete it 

Privacy 
You can change whether your home address and/or your home phone appears in the directory (ie., is public) or not by going to http://wwwunc.edu/myunc/and clicking Update Personal 
Information. 

If you need help using the online campus directory, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-t]ELP (962-4357). 

Your time and effort is appreciated. 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Stone Center 25th 
Anniversary Season opens 
this Thursday~ Tim 
Oka:mura A~ Exhibition + 
2oth Anniversary Edition 
of Diaspora Film Festi~-al 

Dear Friends, 

This fall the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on 

Carolina’s campus. The 25th Anniversary season 

kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told_ " 

art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on 

display from September 12 through November 29, 

showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please join us for the exhibition opening reception 

featuring an artist talk by Okamura and music by D3 

Bobby Drake on September 12, 2013 at 7p.m. at the 

Stone Center. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 19, 7:00pro 

Diaspora Festival of Black and independent Film, 

Double Feature: "Clara Como El Agua" and "An 

Oversimplification of Her Beauty" 

Clara Como El Agua 

Din Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English 

Subtitles/12rain. /2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction 

film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl 

with kinky, blond hair and gray eyes. Tired of being 

teased by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures 

into the magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to 

change her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 

Din Terence Nance/Feature/US/English/93 rain./2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful 

sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively 

creative debut feature, An Oversimplification of Her 

Beauty, documents the relationship between Nance 

and a lovely young woman as it teeters on the 

divide between platonic and romantic. 

25th Anniversary Chante’ Moore Concert 

cancelled 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Due to circumstances beyond our control, Ms~ Moore 

and her team were not able to travel to North Carolina 

to perform at this time. As you can imagine, our staff 

is very disappointed by this news, but we hope that 

you will understand and appreciate our desire to bring 

this to program to you. 

For those of you who have purchased tickets in 

advance, we will be in touch with you to schedule a full 

refund of your money. If you have any questions, we 

are happy to speak with you. You can reach us at 919- 

962-9001 or stonecenter@unc.edu. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Don’t miss Tim Okamura 
and Stone Center Director, 
Dr. ,Joseph Jordan on 
~NC :radio "State of 
Things TODAY at Noon! 

Dear Friends, 

Please tune-in TODAY at 12:00pm to __W____U__~___C___E_a___d_j__o__’__s_. 

i’_:_S__t__’_a__t~g__9__f____T__h__!£[l_s_’~], featuring an interview with Tim 

Okamura and our own Dr. Joseph Jordan. Okamura 

and Jordan will discuss "This Story Has Not Yet Been 

Told... The Work of Tim Okamura" art exhibition 

opening at the Stone Center tomorrow (Thursday) 

at 7pm. 

The Stone Center’s 25th Anniversary season kicks 

off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told... " art 

exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on 

display from September 12 through Rovember 29, 

showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please join us for the exhibition opening reception 

featuring an artist talk by Okamura and music by DJ 

Bobby Drake on September 12, 2013 at 7p.m. at the 

Stone Center. 

Be sure to check-out Dr. Jordan and Tim Okamura at 

12pm today on "State of Thinqs." You can listen Live 

HERE, 

We look forward to celebrating our 25th Anniversary 

with you this fall! 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 12, 7:00pro 

Exhibibon Opening Reception and Artist Talk 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been 7bld...The Work ofT-ira 

Okamuya" 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been Told.." is comprised of 

paintings created within the last decade that have 

emerged from Okamura’s life-long fascination with 

the emotionally expressive power of the human form 

and an intense interest in the juxtaposition of 

people in their environment. 

An opening reception for the exhibition featuring an 

artist talk by Okamura will be held on September 12, 

2013 at 7p.m. at the Stone Center. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, 

or via our ._F__’_a__q-__e___b__o___o___k___#__v__&0__t___p_]_a_(_L_e_:_ 

September 19, 7:00pro 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. 

2$th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Double Feature: "Clara Como El Aqua" and "An 

Oversimplification of Her Beauty" 

Clara Como El Agua 

Dir: Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English 

Subtitles/12rain, /2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction 

film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl 

with kinky, blond hair and gray eyes. Tired of being 

teased by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures 

into the magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to 

change her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 

Dir: Terence Nance/Feature/US/English/93 rain./2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful 

sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively 

creative debut feature, An Oversimplification of Her 

Beaut),, documents the relationship between Nance 

and a lovely young woman as it teeters on the 

divide between platonic and romantic. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:46 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu~" 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Do you have overactive bladder or urge urinary, incontinence? 

Overactive bladder (OAB) and urge urinats~ incontinence (UUI) are common problems that affect more than 38 ruillion Americans. These conditions can interfere with a wide range of 

daily activities, since they can cause urinary urgency, frequency, and urge-related leakage. 

Dr. Jemaifer YVu and Dr Elizabeth Geller at L~NC Pelvic Health are conducting 1-month long research studies that will help your overactive bladder or urge incontinence by using con~cnon 

FDA-approved treatment drugs. These trials will provide personal, quali~z care from highly trained research specialists 

You may qualify for a trial ffyou: 
-Are a woman over 65 years of age 
-Have been diagnosed with overactive bladder or urge incontinence 
-Are interested in trying medication for these conditions 

All medication given in this study will be fi-ee, and some compensation will be provided. 

For more information about the trials, please call 919-843-8259 or email uncpelvichealth@med unc.edu. 

IRB#: 13-1352 Biomedical IRB Approval on 4/18/2013 

IRB#: 13-2066 Biomedical IRB Approval on 6/7,’2013 

This message ~s sponsored by: UNC Pelvic Health 

INI~’ORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass emai[. To set your informationa[ 
mass email preference, stgn into MyUNC at http://m’g.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:53 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Seasonal Influe~a Clinics for Students a~d Employees 

Dear Faculty, Staff. and Students: 

The almual seasonal influenza clinics for students and employees begin on September 17, 2013. We encourage ever,vane to receive a flu vaccination. You can register no~v for an 
appointment or find a walk-in clinic near you by going to http ://flu.unc edu 

In addition to the campus wide flu clinics listed below, the Umversity Employee Occupational Health Clinic (UEOHC) is offering walk-in flu clinic located at 145 N. Medical Drive Walk-in 
clinics are being held Monday, Wednesday, Friday from 9:00 12:00 and 1:00 3:00 stalting September 16, 2013 to University employees (including the School of Medicine) ~vho are part of 
the University’s hnmunization Review Program. 

School of Medicine employees who camaot make it to the UEOHC on a walk-in flu clinic day may also make an appointment to receive the influenza vaccine any clinic day of the ~veek by 
using the online appointment schedule at https:i/itsapps.unc edu/L~OHC and selecting "hnmunization Review-New" from the drop do~vn menu. 

Please note that this year’s clinics have a new start and end time: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm, except for the Family Flu Clinic, ~vhich is 9:00 am to 3:00 pm. 

Employees withont Internet access should ask their supervisor or administrative assistant for help in making an appointment or consider visiting one of the seven walk-in clinics, also listed 
a t http ://flu.unc. edu/#schedule 

September 17, Medical Biomolecular Research Building, Second Floor Lobby (By Appointment) 
September 18, Frank Porter Graham Student Union, West Lounge (Walk-in) 
September 19, Murray/Venable tIaH, Second Flour Lubby, 2201 (Walk-In) 

September 24, Michael Huoker Research Center, Lower Level Atrium (By Appointment) 
September 25, Frank Porter Graham Student Union, West Lounge (Walk-in) 
September 26, Giles ttomey, Magnulia Room (By Appomtmen0 

October 1, Kuury Oral Health Sciences Building, Atrium (By Appuintment) 
Octuber 2, Frank Porter (iraham Student Uniun, West Lounge (Walk-in) 
October 3, (i enetics Medicine Building, Lobby (Walk-In), McCuH Grad Student Lounge (Walk-in) 

October 8, Person Hall, Recital Ruom (By Appuintment) 
Octuber 9, Frank Porter (iraham Student Uniun, West Lounge (Walk-in) 
Octuber 10, Genomic Science Building, Caf~ (Walk-In) 

Octuber 12, Family Flu Clinic Center :[’or Rehabilitation Care, (By Appointment) 
October 18, Frank Purter Graham Student Union, R oum 2518, t:.mpluyee Appreciatiun Day (Walk-in) 

November 19, Koury Oral ttealth Sciences Building, Atrium (Walk-in) 
Nuvember 20, Frank Purter Graham Student Union, West Lounge (Walk-m) 
November 21, Giles ttomey, Magnolia Ruum (Walk-m) 

Influenza (the flu) is a cuntagiuus resplratuW illness caused by influenza viruses It can cause mild tu severe illness, and at times can lead to death The best way to prevent the flu is by 
getting vaccinated each year. 

Because of parking and staff limitations, on-campus clinics are for Universi~ students, faculty and staff only. 

A Family Flu Clinic is scheduled for Oct. 12 at the UNC Center for Rehabilitation Care, which is now- in the old Borders Book Store across from Lowes Home Improvement at 15/501 and Sage 
Road. This clinic is for family merabers (children 4 years and older), retirees, volunteers and others who do not quali~- as employees or students. The hours are 9:00 am to 3:00 pro. 

Additional local clinics can be found by going to "Find a Flu Clinic" on the website of the American Lung Association, http:i/www.lungusa.orgilur~g-disease/iafluenzaiflu-vaccine-finder. 
This year many local and area pharmacies are offering flu vaccinations in cooperation with the State Health Plan (SHP), thus, there is no out-of-pocket expense for those insured by SHP or 
Blue Cross Blue Shield. Please check with your preferred pharmacy to see if it is part of this ne~v program. 

At University clinics, there is no charge for employees on the State Health Plan or for students and employees who are insured through Blue Cross Blue Shield, Paltners, Aetna, Humana 
Gold, SmnmaCare, Advantra Freedom, and Medicare Part B, but you must bring your health plan card and your UN-C One Card ID to the clinic. Employees and students not on the listed 
plans can also get a flu vaccination by paying $25. After receiving the vaccination, you will receive a form that can be filed with your health insurer. Please be sure to contact your health 
insurer to see if you can obtain reimbursement. 

The 2013/14 seasonal flu vaccine protects against tl-tree influenza viruses that research indicates will be most common during the 2013/14 season. 
http ://www. cdc.goviflu/about/season/upcoming.htm 

About two weeks after vaccination, antibodies that provide protection against influenza virus infection develop in the body. 

Sincerely, 

Mary- Beth Koza, Director, Envirotwnent, Health and Safety and Maly Covington, 2vgO, Executive Director, Campus Health Services 

This message is sponsored by: Environment, Health and Safety and Campus Health Ser,Aces 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.unc edu. and select 

Update Personal Infomxation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:56 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Participant Needed: Study of Work Team Productivi~ 

Study of Work Team Productivity 

Location: McColl 4402/4404 

Duration: 75 minutes 

Pay: $20 

IRB # 12-2224 

Title: Study of Work Team Productivity 

The purpose of this research stu@ is to evaluate the productivity of small 
work teams on a sequential interdependent assembly task. You will be 
assigned to teams of 3 to 4 persons. Each team will work to assemble as 
many miniature vehicles as possible during two 15-minute production runs. 

This study will take place in the Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab for 
approximately 60 to 75 minutes 

Because this is a team study, it is possible that if some participants do 
not sho~v up, ~ve will be unable to la.ln the experiment. In such cases, it 
may be possible that we can provide an alternative stu@ at the same rate 
of’pay ($15 per hour). 

Exclusions: The minimum age for participation is 18 years old. You may 
not participate if you were enrolled in BUSI405 in Spring 2013. 

Parking: ’]"he Kenan-Flagler Parking deck should be open J2~r free parking 
after 4pro, unless otherwise posted in the deck. 

Location: This study will take place in McColl 4402/4404 

IRB#- 12-2224 approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on 09/6/2012 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



fFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC News You Cm~ Use 

Tra~’on Part 2 Flyer 9.11.13.pdf; CBC Comlnunications 9.10.13B.pdf; CBC Communications 9.10.13A.pdf; 

RevisedMoralMondayFlyer SNCF 1.pdf 

Hi Faculty. We encourage your membership 

direct correlation to Black faculty retention} 
M embersh~p --www.unc,edu!cbc (~25!gr or S40/two-gears ~nduding a spec~a~ gift) 

Dues--paying members receive ALL CI~UCL[S (:ommun~c~[:k)t~s ~t~d comp~me~tary tR:kets to everd:s, 

Cord:~nued success to 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 
Eng’age, £~plore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to defiile reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a ser~-ant," --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:08 AN 
To: Stroman, DeboFah L 
Subject: CBC Hews You Can Use 
Hi Friends. SoFry fOF the delay in this e-newsletter. I had technical difficulties and ended up having to bFeak the files up. ;( 

1. OUF fiFst meeting is today at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3407). Lots to chat about including the ChancelloF’s commitment and 2013-14 initiatives. Come enjoy lunch 
with colleagues. And as always, bFing an associate with you. MembeFship infoFmation and 2-yeaF gifts will be available. 

2. BSM’s Part II of the TFayvon Martin PFOgFam Series is today at 5:30 p.m. (Upendo/SASB) PFofs. MeFedith ClaFk, Joseph Jordan, and Timothy McMillan will 
speak with special guest, Head TFack & Field Coach HaFlis MeadeFs. The focus is on the media and the image of Blacks in AmeFica. Note: PaFt III next week 
will featuFe Sen. Ellie KinnaiFd speaking on Voting Rights. 

3. Date Change! The NovembeF meeting is on the 13th (not the 6th). 
Have a great day! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

._w____w____w__:__u___n__£:__e___d___u_/_c___b___c. 
"When the root is deep, there ~s no reason toofear the wind°" 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 





Advocacy 

Thursday, September 19 at 5:30 p.m. - Scholars Speak Out! Moral Mondays! (@MoralMondays) 

(See attached flyer) 

Key links: http://www.naacpnc.org/and 

http://www.ncpolicywatch.com Stay informed, get 

involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for 

you! EVERY person makes a difference. 

Political Redesisno "IT’S" been done before, so let’s 
pay attention and participate. It is critical that we 

stay involved and have our voices heard. 

htt p://www.northcaro/inah !st ory.ors/encyc!oped!a! 
532/entry 

From Professor Jennifer Ho (English & Comparadve Literature): For anyone who missed it in the N&O or on 

NPR, Orson Scott Card has been named to the UNC TV board of 

trustees: http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~I3/~9/~9/3I8~4~4/c~ntr~versia~-auth~r-named-t~.htm/ Card is 
problematic not just for his homophobia but also for his not-so-latent racism (and I am not invoking the "R" 

word tightly). Ho’s letter to UNC TV (viewer@unCtVoOrq): 

To the management of UNC TV: 

I just learned today that Greensboro writer and resident Orson Scott Card has been named by the NC 

Legislature to serve on the UNC TV board of trustees. As you should be well aware, Card is an open opponent 

to same sex marriage and has made numerous anti-gay, anti-queer, and homophobic remarks over the years, 

using his cultural and political capital to further his anti-queer agenda. He has also most recently called Obama 

a "dictator" and used coded racial language of "urban gangs" to imply that there will be a coming race war of 

black hordes rising up against white citizens. (See the quote in context in this N&O article: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~3/~9/~9/3 ~8~4~4/c~ntr~versial-auth~r~named-t~.htm/) 

Although I am a relatively recent (10 years) resident in North Carolina, I am all too familiar with the history and 

discourse of racial antagonism and terrorism that has plagued this region. Card is part and parcel with a south 

that I thought was on the way out but seems to be ascendant, again. 

Which is one reason I will no Ionger support or pledge money to UNC TV. And I hope the management takes a 

good long hard look at its values and priorities. Because when you start to alienate English professors, you’re 

really not playing to your base. 



STEM for Underrepresented Youth~ From Dr. Jennifer Webster-Cyriaque DDS PhD, Associate 

Professor Department of Dental Ecology, School of Dentistry... 

On the closure o[the UNC Chapel Hill NC-]VISF, N Pre-College Program (PCP): "The under representation o[ 
people o[color in the STEM areas continues to be a challenge and U]VC has been worldn~7 to overcome this. I 

recently received hotlycation that the U]VC ]VC Math and Science education network pre-college program 
that targets minorit_y middle and high school students will be closing alter 27~vears. This program is critical 
to pipeline building and[or man~v o[the students is a ~rst exposure to mathematics and science research and 

the~rst opportunit~v to consider exploring math/science as a career." 

IJ: you are interested in learning more and/or assisting in this important effort, please contact Dr. Webster- 
Cyriaque at jwebster@email.unc.edu. 

Saturday, October S - 8lack MaLe Student Symposium. We are very proud of our students who 

continue to support the advancement of Black males on campus! Kudos to Kehinde Adeoti, Mycal 

Brickhouse, Jeremy Martin, and Michael Dyson -- the founders of "Carolina Men Advocating for 

Learning, Empowerment, and Success" (aka Carolina MALES). Taking the Reins: M.A.L.E.S. 

(Maximizing Achievement, Leadership, Excellence, and Scholarship) is a student-led effort to continue 

the momentum that has spread across campus to better address the academic needs of 

underrepresented male students. For more information contact Tony Patterson - 

tony_patterson@unc.edu 

Article of Interest - HBCUs Hit Hard by NCAASanctions 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association released its latest Academic Progress 

Rates (APR) for colleges and universities. The ratings are calculated using eligibility, 

retention, and graduation rates of student athletes. Teams that do not reach certain 

thresholds of academic success are penalized by the NCAA. 

Eighteen teams were penalized by being declared ineligible for postseason competition in the 20:13- 

:14 academic year. Of these :18 teams, :15 were teams at historically Black colleges and universities. 

While HBCUs are bearing the brunt of the most stringent sanctions, the NCAA states that the average 

APR rate for HBCUs has risen :15 points over the past two years. NCAA Executive Vice President 

Bernard Franklin, stated "Over time, these institutions will continue to flourish and meet the needs of 

their student-athletes." 

The sports teams facing sanctions at HBCUs are: 

Alabaraa State University: baseball, football, men’s basketball, women’s volleyball 

Florida A&M University: women’s volle~iball 

Grambling State University: men’s basketball 

Mississippi Valley State University: baseball, football, men’s basketball 

Norfolk State University: men’s indoor track, men’s outdoor track 

Savannah State University: football 

Southern University: men’s indoor track, men’s outdoor track 

University of Arkansas Pine Bluff: men’s basketball 



Flow To Fight Racial Bias When It’s Silent and Subtle 

Calvin Lai and Brian Nosek at the University of Virginia recently challenged scientists to come up with 

ways to ameliorate such biases. The idea, said Harvard University psychologist Mahzarin Banaji, one 

of the researchers, was to evaluate whether there were rapid-fire ways to disable stereotypes. 

Groups of scientists "raced" one another to see if their favorite techniques worked. All the scientists 

focused on reducing unconscious racial bias against blacks. Listen to the interview: 

http://www,nhpr.org/post/how-fight-racial-bias-when-its-silent-and-subtle 

Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http:!/www.u nc.eduicbc/joinforrn.htrn[ 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, 

there are wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." ~ M. Williamson 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CBC Activities 

First Meeting - Wednesday, Sept. 11 - 12:00 p.m. in Union 3407 

Fall Semester Monthly Meetings - 2na Wednesday of the month at 12:00 p.m. 

(Union TBD) 

October 9 

November I3 (Note: Date chan~te!) 

~ December 13 - Holiday Sodal 



3. Wednesday, September 11 - 5:30 p.m. Let’s Talk! The Black Student 

Movement’s Trayvon Martin Program Series - Part II "The Power of the Media 

and Being Black in America" will feature panelist professors: Meredith Clark, 

Joseph Jordan, and Timothy McMiilan and Head Track & 

Field Coach Harlis Meaders! (See attached flyer) 

Part III is September 18 ("Empower Yourself"). All 
meetings are in Upendo- SASB 5:30 p.m. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfo:[@unc.edu Note: 

We have updated our membership database. To all Caucus members, please look for renewal 

information soon. New 2013 Policy: Online payments for membership only. 



The CBC’s 40th anniversary is in 2014. We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to former Chancellor Thorp for his support. If 

you are interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to 

cbcinfol@uncoedu Harambe! 

FYI - The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizing-Against-Racism/) is very active and 

would also like to work with the Caucus to heal our nation. It is strongly 

recommended to attend one of the Anti-Racism Workshops by the Racial 

Equity Institute, LLC. Over 120 UNC employees have participated in this 

powerful training.., including President Tom Ross. 

htt~:!!rei, rac!a !equib!institute-or~/ 

Thursday, September 12 - 7:00 p.m. at the Stone Center. This fall 

the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on Carolina’s campus. The 

25th Anniversary season kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been 

Told..." an art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on display from 

September 12 through November 29, showcases the work of award- 

winning, Brooklyn-based artist Tim Okamura. The exhibition 

opening reception features an artist talk by Okamura and music by 

DJ Bobby Drake. 

Please attend and participate in the 5tone Center programs! 

Visit http://son,iahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/for more details on events. 

Social, Cultural and Historical Contexts of the Case 
of Trayvon Martin: Scholarly Insights: 

Thursday, September :[9 - 4:00 p.m. This panel 

discussion will examine the social, historical and 
cultural context and implications of the case and trial 

concerning the killing of Trayvon Martin. Speakers will be: Dr. James Coleman (UNC-CH, Department 

of English); Dr. Blair Kelly (NCSU, Department of History); Dr. Eleanor Seaton (UNC-CH, Department of 

Psychology); Dr. Karolyn Tyson (UNC-CH, Department of Sociology). http~//iaar.unc.edu!event!socia/- 
cu~tura~and~hist~rica~-c~ntexts~f~the~case~f~travv~n-martin~sch~arI~-!nsi~hts/ 



"Truth to Power" is a juried group show of 29 selected NC artists joined by the 10 member artists of 

Pleiades Gallery. The 

a 1955 Quaker 
Truth to Power" 
commitment to 
truths to the systems 

who shape the 

we live. 

title, derived from 

pamphlet, "Speak 

illustrates a 

voicing our diverse 

and individuals 

society in which 

Publishing Date! Friday, September 21 is the deadline for the next edition of the "Celebrating 

Carolina’s Diversity" e-newsletter. The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity (ACRED) 

sends a bi-annual electronic newsletter of issues that are important to our multicultural community. 

If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie 

Pierce at japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and student 

profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

Friday, October 11 - 8:00 pomo Carolina Performing Arts presents: THE WORLD COMES HERE: 

CELEBRATING THE PERFORMING ARTS AT 
CAROLINA! Secure your free ticket to this powerful 

event. The lineup is fantastic! This event, curated by 

Carolina Performing Arts, is presented as part of, and 

in honor of, the installation of Dr. Carol Folt as UNC’s 
11th chancellor. 

https:/!www.caro/inaperformingarts.org/ros perf se 

ries/cha ncellor-folt-installation/ 

The 2013-14 CPA season is incredible. Coordinate 

your calendars today! 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend is Nov. 7 - 10. If you have not done so already, 

please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We encourage you to 

join GAA to also receive significant discounts on reunion events. Continue to watch your email for 

event updates, http://alumni.unc.edu!article.aspx?SID=162 



Research Request. My name is Lori E. Harris and I 

am currently a second year graduate student in the 

School of Information and Library Science. I am in 

the process of writing my Master’s paper entitled: 
When and Where They Enter: African American 

Women and Their Use of Social Network Sites. My 

paper focuses on African American women and 

their information-seeking behavior as it relates to social network sites, with a primary focus on 

Facebook usage. As technology continues to change, how individuals utilize social networks also 

changes. As I am sure you are aware, research about the information-seeking behavior of African 

American women has been under-researched throughout the literature and as a researcher 

interested in this area I would like to increase our understanding of how African American women 

use social network sites and add to the current literature in this field. My Faculty Advisor is Dr. 

Claudia Gollop and my research study number is: IRB Study #:13-2935. Please contact me at 

lorihe@live.unc.edu to assist in my research before Monday, September 16. 

Durham Performing Arts Center (DPAC) 

Oct 29 - India.Arie 
The Soulbird Presents A SongVersation with India.Arie Arie’s 

fifth studio album 5ongVersation received rave reviews and 

marks her fifth #:1 on the Billboard R&B Album Chart and fifth 

top :10 debut on the Billboard Top 200. In between touring and 

............. writing music, India also finds the 

time to help promote causes 

ii/ close to her heart. She is an avid 
supporter of female 

empowerment, and is a US Ambassador for UNICEF. 

Oct 31 - John Legend (with special guest Tamar Braxton) 

Halloween is all treats this year when nine-time Grammy® 

winner John Legend makes his much anticipated return to 

DPAC. Legend is a nine-time Grammy® Award winning 

recording artist, critically-acclaimed concert performer, 

philanthropist/social activist, and was named one of Time 

magazine’s :100 most influential people in 2009. 



THURSDAY, SEPTE~EIER ’~9, 20~3 at 5:30 P~ 
Global FedEx Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

* Nelson Mandela Auditorium, 
30~ P~ttsboro Street, Chapel Hil~, NC, 275~6, Parking Available On-site at 5:00 PM 

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUSUC 

JOIN US FOR AN ENGAGING D~$CU$$1ON 
SchoLars from area universities wiLL share insights on why North CaroLina became such a big national news story this summer: 
what did the state legislature do that prompted 900 protesters to be arrested and thousands more to join weekly raLLies? Why 
have so many people come together across old boundaries-age, race, reLigion,sexual orientation and more-in the NoraL Non- 

days movement? And what does history teLL us about how such movements have floundered in the past and how they can be 
sustained? What’s next for North CaroLina? 

SCHOLAR PANELISTS INCLUDE: 
I~loderator: Jesse WNte, Jr., Director, Office of Economic and Business Development; 

Adjunct Professor of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Kenneth (Andy) Andrews, Professor of Sociology, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Willie Jennin~gs, Associate Professor of Theology & Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 

Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History & Public Policy, Duke University 

To Register: http://sites.duke.edu/sncf 
For further information, please contact: scholarsNC@gmail,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Unlimited Free Access to lynda.com for Faculty and Staff 

Unlimited free access to the online video training libraw lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and stafIi UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s libraly of more than 1,900 
software, career development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access Iicom any~vhere using an internet browser and Onyen login. 

To access lynda cam, go to the U~,~’C-Chapel Hill Lynda.com Sign-In [https://shib.bznda.com/Shibboleth sso/InCommon? 
providerId urn:mace:incommon:unc.edu&target https://shib.lynda.com/InCommon ] and log on with your Onyen and password. 

The service is free and is available to faculty and staff (U~,~’C-Chapel Hill’s license of lynda, cam does not currently include student access). 

For an overview of lynda.com and how- to use the service: 
-- Watch the introductoW movie about the service: http://wv~v.lyndacorrdhome/VideoPlayer.aspx?lpk4 73 
-- Watch a movie on how to use lynda cam: http://www.lynda.col~’Business-tutorials/Howaase-bzndacom/77683-2 html 

Information regarding system requirements and player settings for using lynda cam can be found on the UNC-Chapel Hill Lynda cam webpage: http:i/software sites unc.eduilvnda/ 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Ser,Aces 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy Volunteers Needed tbr Medical Imaging Study Database 

Would you or someone you know like to participate in a medical imaging study, using the newest state-of-the-art equipment on UNC’s campus? 

The Biomedical Research Imaging Center (BRIC) is conducting a number of imaging studies We are currently looking for healthy individuals to participate in these research studies 

You may be eligible to participate in the study if: 
* You are over the age of 18 
* You are in generally good health 
* You are ~villing to complete a 10 minute screening questionnatre 
* You are willing to come to the BRIC facili~ for eifl~er an MRI or IVIR/PET scan 

To add yourself to our database of health?- vohmteers, visit our website: http://v~vwmed.unc, edu/bric (Please click on the Vohmteer link) OR call 919-843-9245. Please mention the Healthy 
Volunteer Database when calling[ 

This study is being conducted by the Biomedical Research Imaging Center at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

IRB Approva 1 #13-0959 
Approval Body: Biomedical IRB 
Date of Approval: 4/12/2013 

This message is spunsored by: Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyris Lis~tManager <lyris-noreply@listserv.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

BLACKS1NFILMSPR 10: request to join private list 

List: blacksinfllmspr10 
Name: Sylvia 

Email: ashsc@mailbox sc edu 

A request Iicom ’ashsc@mailbox.sc.edu’ to join the private 
list ’blacksmfilmspr 10’ has been received 

Their subscription request ~vill not be activated until an 
administrator approves it 

To approve this member, send the following two line message to 
lyris@listserv.unc.edu 

login (enter your password here) 
member approve 67503479 

To reject (delete) this member, send the following two line message to 
lyris@ [istserv.unc.edu 

Iogin (enter your password here) 
member reject 67503479 

The following members are currently pending: 

* Member 37044677 (alice tully@mso umt.edu) 
* Member 42729534 (dday@premierecredlt.com) 
* Member 47438726 (jbutler@ersinc.com) 
* Member 51693102 (Sh elly Epke@c une edu) 
* Member 52497008 (pau[j@cwu.edu) 
* Member 61379744 (washi363@mailbo×.sc.edu) 
* Member 67503479 (ashsc@mailbox.sc.edu) 

To approve all these members with a single command, send the following 
two line message to lyris@listserv unc edu 

Iogin (enter your password here) 
member approve 37044677 42729534 47438726 51693102 52497008 61379744 67503479 

To reject (delete) all these members with a single cormmand, send the 
following two line message to lyris@listset’<unc.edu 

login (enter your password here) 
member reject 370,JA677 42729534 47438726 51693102 52497008 613797d4 67503479 

For yore information, the email subscribe request is displayed below: 

Froru: "Sylvia" <ashsc@ruailbox.sc.edu> 
To: lyris 

subscribe blacksinfilmsprl0 p~v Tyronel3t 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Stone Center 25th 
Anniversary Season opens 
TONIGHT.~ Tim Okamura 
A~ Exhibition + 9oth 
Anniversary Edition of 
Diaspora Fi|m Festival 

Dear Friends, 

This fall the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on 

Carolina’s campus. The 25th Anniversary season 

kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told_ " 

art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on 

display from September 12 through November 29, 

showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please join us for the exhibition opening reception 

featuring an artist talk by Okamura and music by D3 

Bobby Drake TONIGHT at 7p.m. at the Stone Center. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 19, 7:00pro 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film, 

Double Feature: "Clara Como El Agua" and "An 

Oversimplification of Her Beauty" 

Clara Como El Agua 

Din Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English 

Subtitles/12rain. /2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction 

film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl 

with kinky, blond hair and gray eyes. Tired of being 

teased by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures 

into the magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to 

change her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 

Din Terence Nance/Feature/US/English/93 rain./2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful 

sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively 

creative debut feature, An Oversimplification of Her 

Beauty, documents the relationship between Nance 

and a lovely young woman as it teeters on the 

divide between platonic and romantic. 

2Sth Anniversary Chante’ Moore Concert 

cancelled 

Due to circumstances beyond our control, Ms. Moore 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



and her team were not able to travel to North Carolina 

to perform at this time. As you can imagine, our staff 

is very disappointed by this news, but we hope that 

you will understand and appreciate our desire to bring 

this to program to you. 

For those of you who have purchased tickets in 

advance, we will be in touch with you to schedule a full 

refund of your money. If you have any questions, we 

are happy to speak with you. You can reach us at 919- 

962-9001 or stonecenter@unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Installation of Chancellor Caxol Folt 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

On Saturday, October 12, our University will celebrate 220 years of public higher education in America Universi~ Day honors our heritage as the nation’s first state universi~ by 
cormnemorating the 1793 placing of the cornerstone of Old East This year’s celebration is even more meaningtM because we will install Dr Carol Folt as Carolina’s 1 lth chancellor. 

The ceremony begins at 2 p.m. in Polk Place, on the steps of South Building, with a processional of faculty, students, stafJl; alumni, visiting dignitaries and other leaders begimaing at 1:30 
p.m. During the ceremony, our new chancellor will dehver an address about her vision for our great University. 

This is one of the most important days of the year at Carolina, arid the installation of Chancellor Folt affirms that Carolina is well positioned to meet the challenges of higher education in the 
21st century. I hope everyone in the Carolina con~munity will attend this historic ceremony and show their support for our ne~v chancellor. 

The University also will present Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus Awards to Stuart Bondurant, William Easterling III, Karol Mason, Todd Miller and Ga~’ Parr. In addition, Bruce Cairns, 
professor of surgery at Carolina, will receive the E&vard Kidder Graham Facul~ Service A~vard. Following the ceremony, there will be a reception in Polk Place. If rain is forecast, the 
ceremony will be moved to the Dean E. Smith Center. 

While the University Day ceremony is the centerpiece of Chancellor Folt’s installation, events to mark the occasion begin Thursday evening with a lecture on Carolina’s histow by faculty 
member James Leloudis. On Friday, three panel discussions on innovation, water and the future of the U.S. public research universi~ will be held in the afternoon, followed by a concert that 
evening curated by Carolina Performing Arts. And on Sunday afternoon, Folt Fest, the official student-only celebration to welcome Chancellor Folt to Carolina, will be held on Polk Place 

You can find details about all the installation events at http://instaHation.unc edu/. 

Sincerely, 

Low~y Caudill 
Chair, Universi~ Board of Trustees 

This message is sponsored by: Board of Trustees 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Title IX Coordinator Search Schedule Revised 

Revised Schedule for Title IX Coordinator Forums 

FROM: Title IX Coordinator Search Cormnittee 

The Title IX Coordinator Open Forum that ~vas scheduled for Wednesday, Sept. 18, has been cancelled due to one of the candidates withdrawing from the process. The remaining open 
forum for this position will be held tomorro~v, Friday, Sept. 13, tlcom 3~- p.m. in the FPG Student Union, room 3408. All students, staff and facul~ are invited to attend. 

Two finalists remain under consideration for this position For more information on this position, visit http ://equalopportunity-ada.unc.edu/title-ix/title-ix-coordinator-search/. 

This message is sponsored by: Equal Opportuni~z/ADA Office 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Learn to Lead StaffSustainability Etti~rts 

Sustainability is a core value and top-level priori~z at Carolina People who ~vant to learn ho~v to help their offices become more economically, environmentally and socially responsible can 
attend "Making the Workplace More Sustainable," offered by the UNC Sustainability Office and the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling. 

Based on feedback after last fall’s inaugural ~vorkshop, the course has been expanded to offer more time for participants to plan their next steps. The upcoming two-day training will be held 
Tuesday, September 24, and Thursday, September 26, tlcom 8:30 am - 12:30 pm, at the A&nmistratlve Office Building on Airport Drive. 

Participants will learn about sustainability goals and initiatives at UNC, become "green events" certified, and gain familiari~ with a Workplace Sustainability Assessment tool designed for 
work units at Carolina. The assessment tool helps people identify, measure, and promote opportunities related to sustainable purchasing; energy; transportation; water; waste reduction, 
recycling and reuse; food and events; and health and wellness. 

Register soon, space is limited. Read more. (link: http://hr sites uric edu/filesi2013i01/Human-Resources.pdf/ 
For more information, please contact Kristin Blank-’¢~qaite, Research & Outreach Manager of the Sustainabili~z Office, kristin.blank-~vhite@fac unc.edu. 

This message is sponsored by: Sustainability Office 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



It’s back and Ngger than ever  

Click hece ff~r a list of ~oo ways y -m -’.an be -~f servie:~ a[~ywhere in the world. Find out 

what the dub in your area is doirzg, orjoin our effoz Ls by volunteering on your own. 

If you have any qnestions abont ’Far Heel Sem~k:e Day oc how you ea[~ get im,o]ved, visiL 

ahmmi.une.ed~ffgoise~wecaro]~a or contact Maghcm Walker ’o8 at 

serveca ro]i n a @unc.ed u. Si g~ u p to serve rod ay~ 

Ahlmni activities, commm~icafiot~s at~d setMces are trot a hne ilum in the U~ivers~ty 

budget but are {kmde(I by (~AA n~ember (Iueso If you thi~k this mission of servk~g our 

University at~d keeping ahmmi i~fformed and i~avoNed is import~m ~, membership is ti:~r 

y,-xu~ J oin today t,-x st~pp,-x~ (?arolina a~d l:o receive valuable he~mfi ts and sexsqees and a 

subscription Lo the digital and p~Jnt versio~s of the <k~rol/na Ah*m~ff Review. 





Day ceremony. Please include appropriate biographical information and a statement in support of 

the nomination. Your statement should demonstrate that the nominee has made an outstanding 

Council=commissioned "Ad Hoc Committee on Athletics and the University," chaired by former 



Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 
formed 

Provost Jim Dean and Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham have formed the Student-Athlete 

Academic Initiative Working Group to examine current practices, procedures, policies and other 

factors that affect student-atMetes at Carolina. Read more online. 

Faculty Executive Committee ~ssues statement ~n 
support of Jan goxi[[ 

The Faculty Executive Cornmittee approved the following statement at its regular meeting on 

Monday, July 29, 2013: "Steven Bachenheimer, Michael Gerhardt, and Laurie Maffly-Kipp (in 

absentia), join with the following current and former members of the UNC Faculty Executive 

Committee to express our full support for Jan Boxill throughout her leadership as Chair ... 

Read online. 

DeadUne to order University Day regaUa, 9/20 

Faculty interested in ordering regalia for University Day must do so by September 20th. Late 

orders will not be accepted. If you are interested in ordering, please contact Catherine Stotts, 

Graduation Products Manager at Student Stores, at chstotts@store.unc.edu. 

Tanner Awards ca[[ for nominations 

Do you know of an outstanding teacher, mentor, or teaching assistant who has inspired you at 

Carolina? Each year, UNC formally acknowledges the central role of teaching and mentoring by 

recognizing faculty, staff and students. The University Committee on Teaching Awards offers 

numerous awards based on nominations by members of our university community. Please take a 

moment to think of those who are deserving of these awards and nominate them via the website. 

Ca[[ for non~inations for distinguished 
professorships in the college 

Below three separate calls for nominations for several distinguished professorships that the 

College will appoint as of July 1,2014 or July 1, 2015: 

~, 2013 Division of Humanities Call for Nominations 

~, 2013 Distinguished Endowed Professorships Call for Nominations 

~, 2013 Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professorships Call for Nominations 

Please note that each nomination must be sent via email to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office. 

Any questions should be directed to her. Alexis may be reached at alexis_cline@unc.edu or 919- 

962-3082. All nominations are due Octobe~ 7, 2013. 

Carolina Seminars Program seeks faculty director 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost seeks a UNC-Chapel Hill faculty 

member to lead the Carolina Seminars Program, a campus-wide initiative established in 

1990. The mission of the Program is to bring scholars together from different departments and 

schools to study complex problems and issues, bridge disciplinary boundaries, and enrich 

academic discourse. This is an internal search open only to current faculty members at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The position is a secondary administrative 

appointment for a full-time faculty member. For more information, click here. 

Anne Queen Faculty Commons coffee hours resume 

Coffee hours in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons resumed on Tuesday, August 20th and will 

continue until the end of the Spring semester on weekdays from 9-11am (except on University 

holidays). Faculty are welcome to enjoy freshly brewed Starbucks coffee, as well as an 



assortment of teas. Faculty who wish to reserve the Anne Queen Faculty Commons ... 

Read online, 

Blue Ram extends fa[[ hours 

The Blue Ram convenience store, located in the lower level of the Campus Y, offers a variety of 

snacks, coffee, cold beverages, microwavable options and many other useful items. Beginning 

Sept. 3, Blue Ram’s fall hours of operation will be extended; the new hours are: 7:30 a.m. - 9 

p.m. Mort. - Thurs. and 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. on ... 

Read online. 

University Compliance Line available for 
confidential reporting 

The University’s Compliance Line is an option for making a confidential, secure report to help the 

campus community identify and address compliance concerns about financial, research, HIPAA 

or Environment, Health and Safety ("El-IS’) matters on campus in a positive, constructive 

environment. This service is not maintained on the University’s systems or by University 

employees. Employees may file confidential reports online or by calling 1-866-29418688. 

Ca[[ for Facu[ty Cound[ a~enda topics 

The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovemance@unc.edu. 

Now Hirin~ FWS Events Assistant [I 

The Office of Faculty Governance is now hiring a work-study eligible student to assist with 

events. Read the full description below and see the posting here. Read online. 

UNC Faculty Governance by the numbers 

The first day of classes seems like a good moment to post a snapshot of campuswide faculty 

governance activity at UNC-Chapel Hill. Here are a few things you may not know...Read online. 

Upcoming Events 

~, September 12: Preserving Your Intellectual Legacy at UNC: An Information Session for 

Faculty, Staff, and Friends Nearing Retirement (see below) 

~, September 13: Leading Groups and Meetings 

~, September 17: Communication in the Classroom 

~, September 25: New PI Training: Roadmap to Research at Carolina 

~, September 26: Lambeth Lecture in Public Policy Ieaturing Iormer Gov. Jim Hunt: "North 

Carolina is Underinvesting in Education" 

~, September 27: Becoming a More Effective Mentor for Early Career Faculty 

~, September 27: What Does it Take to Be a Community-Engaged Scholar? 

~, September 27: MOOC Forum (see below) 

MOOC forum to be held for faculty 



UNC-Chapel Hill launched its first massive open online course 0V~OOC) on the Coursera platform 

on September 2~ Four additional UNC Coursera courses are planned to open in the coming year. 

In order to keep faculty informed about this new initiative, an open forum is being held for faculty 

members in the Pleasants Room in W~lson Library on Friday, September 27, from ... 

Read online, 

Ret:iring? Learn How t:o Find a Home for Your Books and 
Papers 

Librarians and archivists will discuss ways to preserve your intellectual legacy by donating 

books, papers, research materials, and data to the UNC Library, or placing scholarly materials 

elsewhere when appropriate. Q & A will follow the panel discussion. The event will take place 

Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013, 3 - 5 p.m. at Wilson Special Collections Library in the Pleasants 

Family Assembly Room. RSVP by Sept. 11 to Emily Silverman, Associate Director of Library 

Development, (919) 962-3437 or essilver@email.unc.edu 

We have migrated our "VVhat were reading" feature to our Facebook page and Twitter account so 

we can post things as we find them. Please "like" our page and/or follow us on Twitter 

UNCFacGov. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Friday, September 13, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORI~X.TIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at L~,-C is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal ~vomen (~vomen in the menopause transition period) to examine the predictors of who might 
benefit most iicom hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition 

We’re Looking For Women ~ao Are: 

1) bet~veen 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may qualify, for a research sin@ providing up to $1,525 in compensation 

For more inibrmation, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC Department of Psychiat~’. 

The research stud,v is IRB #10-0542 This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 9/01/2013 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatlT 

INFORMATIONAL email *viii only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, September 13, 2013 4:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@..ema]l.unc.edu> 

"In This Our Life [DVD]" and more 

charlene regester, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for gou based on i~ems you purchased or told us you 
own. 

DVD ~ Bette Davis 

Price: 

Scheming sibling Bette Davis plots to steal sister Olivia de Havilland’s fiance--not 

once but twice--in this grand soap opera-style drama from director John Huston. 

The cast includes George Brent, Charles Coburn, Dennis....i:~...!~Q.!i~ 

DVD ~ Clara Blandick 

List Price: $17.99 

Price: 
You Save: $3,00 (17%) 

After meeting beauty Fay Wray one Sunday afternoon in the park, aspiring 

dentist Gary Cooper has her stolen away by his best friend. Even though he 
can’t forget her, he marries another woman and attempts to move on with his... 

DVD ~ . ................................. 

List Price: $24,99 

Price: 
You Save: $~,2~ (33%) 

Slavery By Another Name challenges one of America s most cherished 

assumptions the belief that slavery in the US ended with Abraham Lincoln s 

Emancipation Proclamation by telling the harrowing story of how in the South, a 

new... 

by Will Rogers, Joseph H. Carter, Jim Rogers ............... 

List Price: $14,99 

Price: 

You Save; $3.24 (22%) 

Will Rogers was America. Part Cherokee Indian and former cowboy, he 

captivated audiences around the world with sparkling gems of wisdom cloaked 

in gentle and uproarious country wit and astonishing rope tricks. His colorful... 

VHS ~ Sonja Henie 

Price: $43,9S 
Ships from and sold by ~:.~L~U::;.i.:.~:::~i2.q~2., 

Sun Valley Serenade is a 1941 musical film starring Sonja Henie, John Payne, 

Lynn BaM and Milton Berle. It features The Glenn Miller Orchestra as well as 
dancing by The Nicholas Brothers and Dorothy DandMdge. Ted Scott... 



Price: $8.89 

Subscribe & Save Price: 

EXTRA VIRGIN ORGANIC COCONUT OIL Coconut oil is a natural energy source 

because it contains MCTs (medium chain) good fats the body uses to produce 

energy. As a dietary supplement, Coconut oil is a good addition to physical... 

:" .~:’ List Price: $19.97 
..... !~; i~::i},. Price: $/‘4,29 

~ You Save: $5.68 (28°/,o) 

An implausible and yet sublimely compelling romantic drama, with Ronald 
Colman as an amnesiac WWI soldier who leaves the hospital and begins a new 
life with music hall dancer Greet Garson. The two are soon married and 
Colman... ~!~1 

DVD ~ Flora R.obson ......................... 

Beautiful Clio Dulaine arrives in her New Orleans birthplace with one goal: to 
exact revenge on her father’s family, who exiled Clio and her mother to Paris 

years earlier. There she meets Texas gambler Clint Maroon, who is... I~ead r:~=re 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce-33580871-67510198@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:43 AM 

a2iiican- a~d- a21?o - a~nericaa~- studies- thcul~ <al~ica~- and- afar- america~- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

Coopec Nelia Resendes <resendes@email.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ton strauss@nnc.edt~-; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as- 

mgrs@unc.edu> 

Jamaican- and-afm-america~- s~dies- faculty] [a|l-college-facultT"] FW: FROM THE OFFICE OF THE PROVOST: UNC General Education 

Council Update 

GF, C Letter to UNCCampuses August2013.pdf 

ma~age~s. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: african- and - a~- american- studies- faculg~(Z~listserv .unc.e&. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 

atiican- a~d- ati~ - american- s~udies- t~cul~ as: <a bref "mailm:mgeste@en~ail.unc.e&~">mgeste@en~ail.unc.e&~a>. 



September 5, 2013 

Dear Colleagues, 

In April 2013, President Ross announced appointments to the three system-wide committees formed to assist with implementation of 

UNC strategic planning initiatives. The General Education Council, the Efficiencies Workgroup, and the e-Learning Workgroup arc 

comprised of faculty, deans, and chief academic officers nominated by Faculty Assembly and Provosts from each campus. As co- 

chairs of the General Education Council, we would like to share our charge, i~fformation on the activities of this council to date, and 

our plans for the future which include soliciting feedback from our colleagues across the UNC System. 

The General Education Council (GEC) is comprised of faculty and administration from each of the institutions in the UNC System. 

As a council, President Ross has charged us with undertaking a comprehensive review of existing general education architecture and 

recommending a limited set of student learning outcomes appropriate to all UNC institutions. The GEC is to also explore qualitative 

and quantitative methodologies appropriate to assessing these outcomes, and will make its first set of recommendations to President 

Ross by January 2014. 

In order to best accomplish our tasks, the GEC has balanced its membership across five subcommittees (Core Competencies, 

Engaging Experts/Quantitative Assessment, College Learning Assessment (CLA) Pilot, Qualitative Analysis, and Communications). 

As co-chairs, we developed charges and timelines, and appointed chairs for each of these subconwnittees in the early summer. Since 

mid-June each of the subcommittees has been working independently on their charges, and the Council held a follow-up meeting in 

Chapel Hill on July 30, 2013. 

Our first priority is to identify a short list of (five or fewer) core competencies to be shared across the general education programs of 

all UNC institutions. These shared learning outcomes will form only part of each institution’s general education program and be 

supplemented locally to address each institution’s mission. The Core Competencies Subcolmnittee will be sending a message in the 

near future outlining the background of their work and their initial recommendations, and asking for feedback and suggestions. 

Although there is no slow portion of your week, please make time to share your comments, suggestions, and concerns with the GEC 

through an online survey that will be made available, or through conm~unication to members of the GEC. The Faculty Advisory 

Council on Strategic Directions included recommendations for core competencies in Section II of its November 2012 report to the 

Strategic Directions committee. Those recommendations were discussed and endorsed by the Faculty Assembly, the Association of 

Student Govenwnents, the Staff Assembly, and at least 15 of the 17 campus senates. It is vital that the GEC’s recommendations are 

informed by this work and are vetted by the faculty, staff, and administration who support these programs. The GEC hopes to have 

recommendations ready to share with the campuses and the Faculty Asselnbly in October or November. 

Other subcommittees are working in parallel with the Core Competencies Subcommittee. The CLA subconLmittee is working with 

representatives from the five campuses (ASU, FSU, ECU, WCU, and UNCP) participating in the Collegiate Learning Assessment 

(CLA+) pilot this year, The Qualitative Assessment Subcommittee has recommended funding for an e-portfolio pilot in 2014 into 

2015, with a call for proposals to come this fall. GA has agreed to provide the necessary funding for this pilot. The Engaging Experts 

and Qualitative Assessment Subcommittees are working to identi~ existing methods of assessment in general education programs 

across the system as well as identifying experts, both internal and external, to develop assessment strategies that best reflect and 

support the student learning outcomes to be shared across the system. Finally, our Conmmnication Subconmfittee is organizing an 

infornmtional website (an Active Collab site at https:~<collab.northcarolina.edu/public/index.php?path in~b=7)ro/ec~s~eneral- 

education-counci[-f!~edbacl~2:/iles that will require you to log in using your campus credentials’) to provide updates on the work of the 
GEC as well as avenues for feedback to the Council. 

Though this council of thirty members has been charged with recommending a set of student learning outcomes appropriate to all 

UNC institutions to President Ross, it is important that its recommendations reflect the overall intentions and vision of the faculty of 

the constituent institutions of the UNC System, respecting each institutions identity and mission. We need your help to assure our 

recolmnendations reflect this. Thank you for your help in making this process work for all of us. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Lorden 
Provost, UNC Charlotte 
Co-chair, General Education Council 

Erin McNelis 
Associate Professor of Mathematics, Western Carolina University 
Co-chair, General Education Commil 



General Education Council Membership 

Campus Name 

ASU Marie Hoepfl 

ASU Paulette MaW 

ECSU Dipendra Sengupta 

ECU Purificalion Martinez 

ECU Austin Bunch 

ECU Andrew Morehead 

ECU Catherine Rigsby 

FSU Jolm Brooks 

NCA&T Scott Simkins 

NCCU Shawn Sendlinger 

NCSSM Bob Gotwals 

NCSU Hans Kellner 

NCSU Mike Mullen 

UNCA Patrick Bahls 

UNCA Kim Brown 

UNCC Kim Harris 

UNCC Joan Lorden 

UNC-CH Valerie Pruvost 

UNC-CH Abigail Panter 

UNCG Lisa Tolbert 

UNCGA Kate Henz 

UNCGA Suzanne Ortega 

UNCP Richard Gay 

UNCP Rachel Smith 

UNCSA **Mike Wakeford 

UNCW Jelmifer E. Horan 

UNCW Cara Cilano 

WCU **Erin McNelis 

WSSU Stephanie Dance Barnes 

WSSU Brenda Allen 

Discipline 

Professor of Teclmology 

Professor of English 

Professor, Mathematics and Computer Sciences 

Associate Professor of Foreign Spanish 

Senior Associate Provost 

Associate Professor of Chemistry 

Professor of Sedimentolo~7 

Dean of the University College 

Director, Academy for Teactfing and Learning 

Associate Professor of Chemistry 

Instructor of Chemistry 

Professor of English 

VC and Dean for Academic and Student Affairs 

Associate Professor of Mathematics 

Assistant Professor of Education 

Associate Professor of Mathematics 

Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

Senior Lecturer, Romance Languages 

Professor of Psychology 

Associate Professor of History 

Senior Director :for Policy and Funding Analy sis 

Senior Vice President :for Academic Affairs 

Associate Professor of Art 

Associate Professor of Chemistry 

Social Science 

Associate Professor of Political Science 

Professor o:f English 

Associate Professor of Mathematics 

Assistant Professor, Cell & Molecular Biology 

Provost & Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

e-mail Address 

hoepflmc@appstate.edu 

Inartypjw@appstate.edu 

dcsengupta @mail.ecsu.edu 

martinezp~)ecu.edu 

._B____U___N___C~A~4.~_c_-___c_,~:__e___d____u_. 
~:_I__Q__~___H__~_~_D____~ ~9 c u. edu 

rigsbyc(~!ecn.edu 

jibrooks(_~i!uncfsu.edu 

simkinss@ncat, edu 

ssendlin@nccu.edu 

gp_~: ~_5:_a___!_~i{_~_n___c_,_~__n__~:__e___d__~ 

hdkell nerc~’b~nc su.edu 

nfike.mullen(~i!ncsu.edu 

patrick.bahls ~,gmail.com 

kbrown~)unca.edu 

mkhams~;uncc.edu 

pmyost(~email.unc.e&~ 

panter(~!unc.edu 

lctolber~,uncg.edu 

kmhenz2~northcarolina.edu 

stortega¢~;n~rthca rolina.edu 

mchel.smith(tb~m~cp.edu 

wakefordm@uncsa.edu 

homnj ~,uncw.edu 

cilanoc(?huncw.edu 

emcuclis(thcmail.wcu.edu 

allenba@wssu.edu 



Key Dates on the General Education Council Timeline: 

(based on Strategic Directions Action Steps and GEC imposed interim deadlines) 

Deliverable/Milestone Planned Completion Date 

1. Identify at least one campus to pilot e-portfolio. Fall 2013 

2. Develop test protocols :for administering CLA Plus August 2013 

3. Send colmnunication to all campuses on GEC work and timeline August 2013 

4. Send out Request for Proposals for e-portfolio Pilot August 2013 

5. Send COlnmunication and request feedback from system on core September 10, 2013 
competencies. 

6. Pilot CLA Plus to Freshmen Fall 2013 

7. Preliminary recmmnendations on core competencies and value outcomes October 15, 2013 

8. Develop initial vocabulary and glossary of key definitions Mid-November 2013 

9. Bring recommendations to Faculty Senates and Faculty Assembly seeking December 2013 
endorsement before delivering to President Ross. 

10. Recommend list of core competencies and value outcomes. January 2014 

11. Analysis of CLA data (adnlinistmtive constraints, policies addressing January 2014 
shortcomings) 

12. Develop operational definitions, tools, and research design Januar), 2014 

13. Provide initial reconlmendations for quantitative and qualitative measures of January 2014 
student learning outcomes for the core competencies 

14. Pilot CLA Plus to Seniors Spring 2014 

15. Pilot e-portfolio approach to document student learning across general Spring 2014 
education and the major 

16. Propose tools and methodologies to measure core competencies. May 2014 

17. Pilot quantitative methods and develop test administrative protocols for use Fall 2014 
by the entire UNC system. 
18. Identify steps to scale project May 2015 

19. Bring to scale project September 2015 
20. Determine whether to adopt common e-portfolio platform & framework September 2015 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Free Tickets to PlayMakers’ THE MOUNTAINTOP for UNC Facul~/Staff 

PlayMakers opens the Mainstage season with Katori Hall’s THE MOUNTAINTOP, Sept 18-Oct 6. We would like our Universi~ commum~ to join us in kicking of the season, so we’re 
offering UNC Faculty and Staff a pair of free tickets to Opening Night (limited to the first 25 responders) 

Spend a historic night with Civil Rights icon Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., as a visitation from a mysterious woman leads him to confront his innermost thoughts and fears on the stormy 
evening before his assassination. This is a co-production with Triad Stage 

FOR MORE INFOPdvIATION: http :/i~vw~v.playmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

TO RESER\~ YOUR TICKETS: 919 962.PLAY (7529) 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emali. To set your intbrmatlonai 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 13, 2013 1:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Reminder: 2013 C. Felix ttarvey Award Proposals due September 27 

Faculty members are encouraged to submit proposals for the 2013 C Felix Har~ey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities: Applied Innovation of Humanities and Social Sciences Scholarly 
Expertise. 

The C. Felix Harvey A~vard to Advance Institutional Priorities seeks to recognize exemplaly faculty scholarship that reflects the University’s commitment to ilmovation. For 2013, the 
competition is again focused on innovative engagement and outreach 

The award will be given to the faculty member or members ~vhose proposed project best applies humanities and/or social sciences methods or approaches that directly and positively impact 
constituencies outside the University. To provide broad consideration across the eligible disciplines, projects should focus on at least one of these themes: technology, economic 
development, arts and culture or improvement of K-12 public education. 

The C Felix Harvey A~vard to Advance Institutional Priorities will be $75,000. The deadline for submitting proposals is Friday, September 27, 2013. 

Please click https://cPnal~ev web.unc edu to review the detailed program announcement and the online application. If’you have questions or need assistance, please email 
harveyaward@unc edu or call Mark Meares, Director of Corporate & Fouaadation Relations at 919-962-3420. 

This message is sponsored by: Ofl)ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 13, 2013 2:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Kenan - Biddle Crranks Avml able for Joint UNC- Duke Student Proj ects 

The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University are accepting applications for the fourth year of the Kenan-Biddle Partnership, Iimded by the ;Vflliam R. Kenan, Jr 
Charitable Trust and The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. The initiative is designed to protnote collaborative projects between students of these two great universities. 

Last year, the partnership a~varded 11 grants totaling $54,600 for projects ranging from Cancer Pro Bona Legal project to Health?’ Girls Engineering Change to NeuroCare. To read about the 
current and past grantees, visit studentaffairs duke.edu/kenan-biddle. 

The Kenan-Biddle Partnership grant protnotes student-initiated, inter-institutional projects designed to strengthen established collaborations or encourage new ones. Proposed projects 
may contribute to the scholarly or public service missions of both campuses. Each project proposal must have a student or students who serve as the project initiator. An appeal for 
proposals from both campuses will encourage collaborative alts, sciences and hunaanities projects that will positively affect both campus communities Each project must include at least one 
public exhibition, presentation or performance to bring the benefit of the grant to a broader community. 

The Kenan-Biddle Partnership is the latest in a growing list of positive collaborative efforts between the institutions The privately funded Robertson Scholars Program, for instance, was 
designed to be a catalyst for increased collaboration between students, faculty, and staff of the t~vo umversities. Since its inception in 2000, the merit-based scholarship program has allowed 
hundreds of top students to stu@ at both institutions and to take part in leadership development opportunities 

Other joint eIt’orts include the Nannerl O Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professorship, also co-funded by the William R Kenan, Jr Charitable Trust, and partnerships in a varie~z of 
academic and civic-minded programs locally and abroad 

Grants can be used flexibly for project support and/or materials. Grant requests should be for approximately $5,000; however, other amounts may be considered depending upon the scope 
and impact of the project. The grants run for the 2014 calendar year. Preference will be given to proposals made jointly by students from both institutions. The proposals will be reviewed by 
an advisory committee of students, faculty and administrators co-chaired by Carol P Tresolini, v~ce prow~st for academic initiatives at UNC, and Larry Moneta, vice president for student 
affairs at Duke 

Proposal applications may be submitted now through Oct. 11,2013. Decisions will be aunounced in November for a Jan. 1, 2014 start. Applicants should visit 
http://studentaffairs.duke.edu/kenan-biddle ~2~r more in[’ormation and application instructions. 

The William R. Kenan, Jr Charitable Trust was created in 1965 from the estate of alunmus William R. Kenan, Jr., a member of UNC’s class of 1894. The Kenan family’s ties to UNC date to 
1790 when James Kenan, a member of the Universi~"s first Board of Trustees, contributed $50 to the construction of Old East, the nation’s first state universi~" building. The Trust and 
related Kenan entities and family members collectively were the single largest donor to the University’s last major fundraising drive, the Carolina F~rst Campaign, committing nearly $70 
million. 

Named for the daughter of Duke Universi~" benefactor BenJamin N. Duke, ’]’he Mary Duke Biddle Foundation’s mission is to further and extend Mrs. Biddle’s life-long interests in religious, 
educational and charitable activities in New Yo~k City and the state of North Carolina Since its inception in 1956, The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation has awarded grants totaling 
approximately $36 million in support of the goals she endorsed and the values she exemplified. 
Duke contact, Chris Heltne, (919) 684-3576, chris heltne@duke.edu 
UNC contact, Make McFarland, (919) 962-8593, mike mcfarland@unc edu 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <~volunteer@unctv.org> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 3:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

NC State Fair Volunteers Needed! 

i i~ Volunteerwith UNC-TV! 

X:: NC State Fair Logo 2013 

Volunteer with UNC-TV at the North Carolina State Fair 

October 17-27, 2013 
Register now, by filling out a short form. 

Greetings! 

UNC-TV needs volunteers to help in our pavilion at the 
North Carolina State Fair in Raleigh October 17-27. 
Volunteers hand out bags and stickers, help kids with 
activities, dress up as costumed characters and act as 
guides for the characters. You also receive complimentary 
admission to the fair on the day you volunteer. 

i.~.i Volunteer with UNC-TV! 

What a great way to meet up with old friends, make new friends and support public 
television in North Carolina at the same time! We always have fun and make a 
difference! 

To register, please sign up online or send an email to volunteer@unctv.org. A 
confirmation of your assignment will be sent prior to the event Please note that you 
must be 16 years of age and bring a photo ID to volunteer. Directions to the NC 
State Fairgounds. 

For more information about volunteering at UNC-TV, visit our website unctv.org or 
call toll free 1-877-549-3222. Please feel free to share this information with your 
friends, family, co-workers, and neighbors. 

Also, don’t forget to like U NC-TV Volunteers on Facebook or follow U NC-TV 
Volunteers on Twitter! 

Looking forward to seeing you at the NC State Fair, 

[ i,’~.; Linda Patterson Linda Patterson 
....... UNC-TV Vo unteer Sen/ces 

1-877-549-3222 

:orward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or chanqe vour preferences, 

d by Blackbaud i 



nonprofit ~ftware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 13, 2013 4:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] UNC General Education Council Update 

UNC General Education Council Update 

September 5, 2013 

Dear Colleagues, 

In April 2013, President Ross announced appointments to the three system-wide committees formed to assist with implementation of L~,-C strategic planning initiatives The General 
Education Council, the Efficiencies Workgroup, and the e-Learning Workgroup are comprised of faculty, deans, and chief academic officers nominated by Faculty Assembly and Provosts 
from each campus. As co- chairs of the General Education Council, we would like to share our charge, information on the activities of this conncil to date, and our plans for the future which 
include soliciting feedback from our colleagues across the U~,~’C System. 

The General Education Conncil (GEC) is comprised of faculty and a&ninistration from each of the institutions in the U2",!C System. As a council, President Ross has charged us with 
undertaking a comprehensive review of existing general education architecture and reconnnending a limited set of student learning outcomes appropriate to all UNC institutions. The GEC is 
to also explore qualitative and quantitative methodologies appropriate to assessing these outcomes, and ~vill make its first set of recommendations to President Ross by January 2014 

In order to best accomplish our tasks, the GEC has balanced its membership across five subcommittees (Core Competencies, Engaging Experts/Quantitative Assessment, College Learning 
Assessment (CLA) Pilot, Qualitative Analysis, and Communications). As co-chairs, ~ve developed charges and timelines, and appointed chairs for each of these subconnnittees in the early 
sunnner. Since mid-June each of the subcommittees has been working independently on their charges, and the Council held a follow-up meeting in Chapel Hill on July 30, 2013. 

Our first priority is to identi~ a short list of (five or fewer) core competencies to be shared across the general education programs of all UNC institutions. ~Ihese shared learning outcomes 
will form only part of each institution’s general education program and be supplemented locally to address each institution’s mission The Core Competencies Subcommittee will be sending 
a message in the near future outlining the background of their work and their initial recommendations, and asking for feedback and suggestions Although there is no slow portion of your 
week, please make time to share your comments, suggestions, and concerns with the GEC through an online survey that will be made available, or through communication to members of the 
GEC. The Faculty Advisory Council on Strategic Directions included recommendations ]2~r core competencies in Section II of its November 2012 report to the Strategic Directions cowanittee 
Those recommendations were discussed and endorsed by the Faculty Assembly, the Association of Student Governments, the Staff Assembly, and at least 15 of the 17 campus senates. It 
is vital that the GEC’s reconnnendations are informed by this work and are vetted by the faculty, staff, and administration who support these programs. The GEC hopes to have 
recommendations ready to share with the campuses and the Faculty Assembly in October or November. 

Other subcowanittees are working in parallel with the Core Competencies Subcommittee The CLA subconnnittee is worldng with representatives from the five campuses (ASU, FSU, ECU, 
WCU, and UNCP) participating in the Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA~) pilot this year, The Qualitative Assessment Subcommittee has recommended funding for an e-portfolio pilot 
in 2014 into 2015, with a call for proposals to come this fall. GA has agreed to provide the necessary funding for this pilot The Engaging Experts and Qualitauve Assessment Subcommittees 
are working to identify existing methods of assessment in general education programs across the system as well as identifying experts, both internal and external, to develop assessment 
strategies that best reflect and support the student learning outcomes to be shared across the system. Finally, our Communication Subcommittee is organimng an informational website (an 
Acuve Collab site at: 

https://collab.northcarolinaedu/public/indexphp?path infi~ projects/~eneral-education-conncil-feedback/files 

that will require you to log in using your campus credentials) to provide updates on the work of the GEC as well as avenues ~2~r feedback to the Council. 

Though this council of thirty members has been charged with recommending a set of student learning outcomes appropriate to all UNC institutions to President Ross, it is important that its 
recommendations reflect the overall intentions and vision of the faculty of the constituent institutions of the UNC System, respecting each institutions identity and mission We need your 
help to assure our recommendations reflect this. ’]’hank you for your help in making this process work for all of us. 

For membership and timeline details, please visit: 

htt ps ://provost .unc.eduiannounc ementsiunc-system-general-education-council-up date/ 

Sincerely, 

Joan Lorden 
Provost, UNCCharlotte 
Co-chair, General Education Council 

Erin McNclis 
Associate Professor of Mathematics, Western Carolina University 
Co-chair, General Education Council 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 12:07 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Junior Faculty Development Awards 

TO: 2vfembers of the faculty who do not have tenure 

FROM: James W. Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Chair, Committee on Faculty Research and Stud?- Leaves 

SUBJECT: Junior Faculty Development Awards 

DATE: September 14, 2013 

The University is accepting applications this fall for Junior Faculty Development Awards paid from endowment income from IBM and R J. Reynolds Industries, Inc. The awards, up to the 
amount of $7,500, are to be expended during the period begimaing January 1, 2014, and ending December 31, 2014 

The following terms apply to these a~vards: 

A. Applicants must be permanent, full-time, salaried faculty members without tenure and must not have been proposed for tenure prior to the application deadline, Wednesday, October 9, 
2013. Early career tenure-track and fixed-term faculty members (including research assistant and associate professors, and clinical assistant and associate professors) may apply. 

B. Preference will be given first to persons holding the rank of Assistant Professor and then to persons holding the rank of Associate Professor. Individuals approaching a tenure decision 
will be seen as receiving unique benefits from a Junior Faculty Development Award 

C Applicants in their secund, third, or fuurth year uf service at the time of their application will be given preference over applicants with fewer than twu, or more than :[’our, years service. 

D. No person who has previously received a Junior Faculty Develupment Award will be eligible ~2~r a second award 

E. Funds frum the award may nut be used tu provide release time frum regular empluyment. For persons on nine-munth cuntracts, the award may be used to provide summer salary and fringe 
benefits; in this case the award will count toward the allowable limit for sun~ner salary (one-third ufbase salary). Summer salary will be subject to the usual deductiuns. Since the fringe 
benefit costs will be charged to the same accuunt as the salary, the entire amuunt uf the award cannot be paid as summer salary. 

F. Funds from the award may also be used ~2~r supplies, equipment, salaries of assistants (plus assuciated fringe benefits), travel, or tu assist with any other dimensiun of faculty 
development. 

G. Under nu circumstances will a faculty member on a nine-month cuntract who uses the Juniur Faculty Development Award fur summer salary be allowed to teach Summer Schuol or sep~e 
as an administrator in the Summer Schoul during the sun~ner in the year of the award 

Applications should cunsist of the following items, 

A. a signed introductury letter to the Chair ufthe Committee on Faculty Research and Study Leaves; 

B a brief narrative description of’the pruject tu be undertaken. In no case should more than two pages be submitted; 

C a brief proposed budget which cannot exceed $7,500. The budget shuuld list the kinds uf expenditures propused (e.g, salary, fringe benefits, travel, equipment, etc.), and should alsu 
indicate any other funds (e.g, NF,[I Summer Fellowships, University Research Council awards, etc) which will be used ur which are available :[‘or the support ufthe project; 

D. a c~trriculum vitae; 

E. a signed letter of endorsement frorrl the applicant’s department or c~trriculttrrl chair or, in the case of non-departmentalized schools, the dean of the school. THIS LETTER SHOULD NOT 
BE INC’LUDED WITH THE APPL IC’ATION PAC’KET, BLrF SHOULD BE SUB)�fiTTED DIRECTLY TO THE PROVOST’ S OFFICE, CB#8000, ATTN: GORDON JO ", ~rER. OR EMAILED TO 
Gordon@unc.edu. 

For Fall 2013, application documents will be submitted online using the Sakai system. Please submit a brief email to JFDA.Provost@unc.edu requesting access to the Sakai site, and be sure 
to include your ONYEN and UNC email address. Once you have access to the site, you should upload the above documents as soon as possible. The corrlplete application packet, as well as 
the letter of endorsement, must be received no later tl-lan 5:00 PM un Wednesday, October 9, 2013. Applications presented after that time will not be considered by the Conwnittee. 

Applications will be reviewed by the Committee on Faculty Research and Study Leaves. This Committee will be convened by the Provost’s Office. No written feedback on applications xvill 
be provided to individual applicants. 

Please contact Gordun Joyner in the Provost’s Office at Gordon@unc.edu or (919) 962-7061 if you have any questions about or problems with the application process. 

(Junior Faculty Development Awards revised 9-13-2013) 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 5:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: As~ult Reported at SECU House 

The UNC Department of Public Safety is investigating a report of a sexual assault that occurred the evening of Friday, Sept. 13, at the State Employees Credit Union (SECU) House on 
Mason Farm Road The suspect is described as a 30- to 40-year old Hispanic male, about 5-foot-4, with dark hair in a short buzz cut. He was last seen wearing khaki pants and a dark short- 
sleeved shirt. He has tattoos on his inner and outer left forearm and another tattoo on his upper right arm. He has a small scar on the left side of his chest. 

Anyone with information about this incident should call L~NC Department of Public Safety’ at (919) 843-6165 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-U2x,-C Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls 
are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit infolrnation to Crime Stoppers online at w~vw crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

UNC Police also shared this information ~vith the Chapel Hill Police Department, Carrboro Police Department and UNC Hospital Police. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in investigations into this incidents. Call 911 immediately to repolt an?’ and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http :/i~vw~v. aleltcarolina.unc edu 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s timely warmng notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti~ you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of iN2~rmation will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 





Institute of African American Research 
Fall 2013 Event Series 

August 29 
Voting Rights, Racial Justice, and Moral Mondays: 

Examining Civil Rights in the 21st Century 
Family Pleasants Room, Wilson Library 

5:00-6:30 PM 
This will be IAAR’s opening event under its new director, Professor Karla Slocum. The 
program will examine recent national rulings and state legislative changes in the context 

of civil rights concerns past and present. Focus will be specifically on developments 
regarding the Voting Rights Act, the Racial Justice Act, and the Moral Monday protests 
placed in the context of the Civil Rights Movement. Event speakers include UNC-CH 
Professors Kareem Crayton (School of Law-), Kenneth (Andy) Andrews (Sociology) and 
Isaac Unah (Political Science) as well as Provost James W. Dean, Jr. who will provide 
opening remarks. 

September 19: 
Social, Cultural and Historical Contexts of the Case of Trayvon Martin: 

Scholarly Insights 
4-6 PM 

Kresge Family Assembly Room, Graham Memorial Hall 
This panel discussion will examine the social, historical and cultural context and 
implications of the case and trial concerning the killing of Trayvon Martin. Scholars 
from sociology, literature, psychology and history will reflect on the case by lending their 
insights on race and American history, race and U.S. institutional structures, history and 
race in literary texts, and youth and racial discrimination. The program invites 
participation from the campus and community. 
Speakers: 
Dr. James Coleman, UNC-CH, Department of English 
Dr. Blair Kelley, NC SU, Department of History 
Dr. Eleanor Seaton, UNC-CH, Department of Psychology 
Dr. Karolyn Tyson, UNC-CH, Department of Sociology 

October 29: 
Building Research Partnerships in LinCS 2 Durham: 

The Journey, The Lessons, The Findings 
4-6 PM 

Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 
Linking Communities and Scientists for HIV/AIDS Prevention, known as LinCS 2 
Durham, is a collaborative, community participatory research project that strives to bring 
members of Durham’s African American community together with scientists to decide 
about research strategies for preventing HIV in the community. On this panel, scientists 
and community members who are engaged in the proj ect will discuss their research 
process as well as the project outcomes. Speakers will include representatives from some 
of the study’s partner institutions: FHI 360, North Carolina Central University, Durham 
County Department of Public Health, UNC Center for AIDS Research, UNC-Chapel Hill, 
LinCS 2 Durham Collaborative Council. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] The Carolina Postdoctoral Program tbr Faculty Diversity 

September 16, 2013 

To: Deans and Department Heads 
All Faculty Members 

From: Barbara Ent~visle 
Vice Chancellor for Research 

Subject: The Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity 

I am pleased to announce the availability of postdoctoral research positions for the 2014 Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity funding cycle. This program ~vas created in 
order to serve two yew important functions at Carolina. The first function is to attract postdoctoral fellows from underrepresented racial/ethnic groups to Carolina to prepare them for 
tenure-track faculty positions at the University of North Carolina and other research universities. The second function is to serve as a means for increasing faculty diversity within the 
University cornmunity 

Scholars for the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity are selected each year and are provided support for two years. The current stipend is $39,874 with $35,874 funded from 
the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and $4,000 from the partnering department 

The next class of the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity will begin July 1, 2014. We seek your assistance in making this a successful recruitment There are several ways in 
which you can help. First of all, you can help by advertising the program within your discipline and identi~ing possible candidates. A sample advertisement is available via the following 
web link http://researchunc.edu/carolina-postdocsidepartments-mentors/advertisin~/ 

In addition, you can help in the selection process. Once applications are received, we will 12~rward them to appropriate schools or departments and ask you to evaluate the applicant, identi~ 
a recommended candidate, and describe plans for incorporating the individual, if selected, into the culture of your department (i.e., mentoring strategy, and research resources) 

In addition, we will ask you for information regarding the availability of a faculty member in your department that might serve as a mentor to the applicant. If selected, a committee will review 
the applications and make a final recommendation in February 2014. Please note the application deadline will be Friday, November 15, 2013 with recotmnendations due no later than December 
1, 2013 

If you have any questions or need further information, please contact Program Coordinator Judson Fraley in the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs at jhli’aley@emaihunc edu You can also visit 
the program web page at http://research.unc edu/carolina-postdocs/index.htm 

Thank you for your help 

This email is sponsored by: Ol![ice of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] The Carolina Postdoctoral Program tbr Faculty Dive 

September 16, 2013 

To: Deans and Department Heads 
All Faculty’ Members 

From: Barbara Ent~visle 
Vice Chancellor for Research 

Subject: The Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity 

I am pleased to announce the availability of postdoctoral research positions for the 2014 Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty 
Diversi~ ti~nding cycle. This program was created in order to serve two vels’ important functions at Carolina The first I~action is to 
attract postdoctoral fello~vs from underrepresented racial/ethnic groups to Carolina to prepare them for tenure-track faculty positions at the University of North Carolina and other research 
universities. The 
second ti~nction is to serve as a means for increasing faculty &versity within the University community. 

Scholars for the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity are selected each year and are provided suppolt for two years. The current stipend is $39,874 ~vith $35,874 funded from 
the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and ~¢~,000 tlcom the partnering department. 

’]7he next class of the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty D~versity will begin July 1,2014. We seek your assistance in making 
this a successful recruitment. There are several ways in which you can help. First of all, you can help by advertising the program within your discipline and identifying possible candidates. 
A sample advertisement is available via the following web link 
http ://researc h.unc edu/carolina-postdoc s/departm ents-mentors/advertisin~/ 

In addition, you can help in the selection process. Once applications are received, we will ~2~rward them to appropriate schools or departments and ask you to evaluate the applicant, identi~ 
a recommended candidate, 
and describe plans for incorporating the individual, if selected, into the culture of your department (i.e, mentoring strategy and research resources) 

In addition, we will ask you for information regarding the availability of a faculty member in your department that might sep~e as a mentor to the applicant If selected, a cowanittee will review 
the applications and make a final recommendation in Februap)~ 2014 Please note the application deadline will be Friday, November 15, 2013 with recommendations due no later than December 
1,2013. 

If you have any questions or need further information, please contact Program Manager Judson Fraley in the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs at jhfraley@email.unc.edu. You can also visit 
the program web page at 
http ://researc h.unc edu/carolina-postdocs/index.htm 

Thank you for your help 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bounce-33591187-67611835@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Pittman, Jan <:Jan Pittman@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:57 AM 

a~iJcan- ~d- a~?o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <al]6c~- and- afro- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

cas-cpt- cr-mgrs@unc.edu 

[aYficaaa- and-afm-americ~- s~dies- faculty] [all-college-facul~] FW: Reminder: May~nester RFP for 2014 Due Sept. 24 

Maymester Proposal Form for 2014.doc 

The enclos,:_~d message and attachmenL from Sun~nl,:_~r School Dean Yopp are being sent to a~ College faculty, and to dep~;rLment and ct~rdcukm~ ch~;irs, w~th an 
information copy Lo admh~strative managers. 
~## 
Dear Facnlty Members and Depa~ment Chairs, 
Attached is the i~onnation for proposing Maymester coupes for 2014. Proposals are due in the Su~er School office by noon Tuesday, Sept. 24. Faculty membe~ need 
to have the chair’s approval. Proposals should be fo~-arded by the depamnent chair and be l~ited to tbur proposals t~om each nnit. ~at will allow continued breadth 
within the coupes off?red. 

Please consider Maymester courses cm’efully. ~[his summer we had to cancel 9 coupes, primarily for low enrollment. ’lhi~V-six office 45 com~es approved were taught. 
Smden~ m~d faculty in the courses taunt expressed hi~ satisfaction with the structure amd outcomes, based on a survey aYter Maymester 2013 ended. Maymester 2014 
will be the ei~th year that Maymester has been ofl~red. 
Please let me ~ow if you have any qnestions. 

Best regards, 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 

University of: North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9~9.962.8265 
Fax: 919.962.2752 

Nalter Spearman Pr’ofessoe 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of: North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 
j_Y_9£ P_ ~ _e_ _m___a_ jJ_:_t-_Ln_c_ :__e_d___t-_l. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-faculty as: all-colle~e-list-rccipients(~)listserv.unc.edu. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college-t~cul~ as: al’dcan-and-al}o-american-studies-lhculty@~listserv.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

a£ricaaa- m~d-afm-americ~- s~dies- facul .ty as: <~a hre~"ma~lto:regesle@ema~l.unc.edu">regesle@ema~l.unc.edu<Ta>. 



SCHOOL 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 
RE: 

Academic Affairs Faculty 
Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 
September 3, 2013 
MAYMESTER PROPOSALS - SUMMER 2014 

For the three-week Maymester in First Session of 2014, classes begin Tuesday, May 13, 

and end on Friday, May 30. Classes meet ever?, day for extended periods, either 9:00 a.m.-12:15 
p.m., 11:30 a.m-2:45 p.m. or 1:15-4:30 p.m. Not all course fommts or subject matter may be 

suitable for such concentrated teaching and learning. Maymester funding comes out of a unit’s 

first summer session allocation. 

If you wish to teach a course that would work in a three-week period, there are steps to 
take immediately. PROPOSALS ARE DUE BY NOON ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 
IN THE SUMMER SCHOOL OFFICE. About 40 courses will be offered. Selection criteria 
may include balance across the curriculum, the students to be served, and, particularly, any 
special educational and pedagogical feature of the course that makes this offering an 
enhancement for undergraduate studies. Courses taught in any prior Maymester will be 
considered. The list of 2013 courses can be found at http:iisummer.unc.edu and click on 
"courses." Notification whether courses have been selected ~vill be made no later than October 2. 
To apply: 

1. Copy and complete the attached course proposal form. 

2. Present your proposal to your Chair/Dean for co-signature that this course is a good 
selection for a concentrated format. Be sure it has the two signatures before leaving it with your 

Chair or iDean. It is recommended that faculty submit proposals to Chairs or iDeans by Thursday, 

September 19, to allow time for approval and submission. 

3. The Chair or Dean will submit the course proposal to Jan Yopp, CB 3340, Summer School, 
at 134 E. Franklin St., Room 200. Each unit Chair or Dean submits a maximum of four 
courses and will determine in consultation ~vith your unit’s summer Administrator which 
courses are to be submitted. 

4.     Faculty members may teach only one course during this concentrated Maymester and 
may not teach any additional first session courses. They may teach one more course in the 
second session, June 19 to July 25, 2014. (Faculty members who are not teaching in Maymester 
may teach two courses total during the summer term, both in one session or one in each session.) 
Maymester faculty compensation is determined on the same credit hour basis as is the standard 
summer session. 

If you have any questions, please call Jan Yopp at 919.962-8266. 



PROPOSAL TO TEACH A COURSE IN MAYMESTER 2014 

[your name]                     (email) 
If team teaching, add extra instructor names and academic units: 

school/dept. 

Maymester would have 13 extended class sessions of more than three hours each, including the 
last day for a final examination. Not every course, such as a basic skills class, i.e. foreign 
language conversation, is suitable for this format; some adaptation is expected. If the course you 
propose to teach is in the approval process, or if you envision it having some off-campus 
component or additional class activities beyond the regular classes, also include the syllabus and 
related material describing the total educational experience. Any new course in the University 
must have the appropriate approvals in time for the course to be listed with the University 
Registrar in December 2013. Only those General Education requirements that are listed with 
your course in the 2013-14 Undergraduate Bulletin will apply for summer 2014. 

1. Title and number of the course (and cross-listings). 

2. Have you taught this course in a prior summer or Maymester session? 

When was your most recent summer offering, and what was the enrollment? 

3. Course information: 

a) Circle your preferred teaching block: 9:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m.; 11:30-2:45 p.m.; 1:15- 
4:30 p.m. 

b) Wha students would the course serve (level, majors, etc.)? 

c) How many students would you anticipate in the class? (A minimum enrolhnent of 12 
is needed for the course to be taught.) 

d) Is this course a required course for a degree within your unit? 

Does it satisfy a General Education Approaches or Connections requirement as noted 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin?            Which ones? 

e) Briefly give any highlights of this course that would make it an exciting, valuable, or 
distinctive offering for our students? 

4. By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certify that this course is 
suitable for adaptation to the three-week concentrated format and that the credit and grades 
earned for this course in the Maymester meet the usual standard in your Department/School. 

Signature instructor Signature Chair/Dean 

Dean or Chair should return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, CB 3340, 134 E. Franklin 
St., Room 200, by noon, Tuesday, September 24. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: Urfiversity Will Test Sirens Tue~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, September 17, between noon and 1 pm during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safety- awareness campaign. 
No action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover in,mediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directoly. For more information about Alert Carolina, including audio 
samples of the siren tones and details about using the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to commumcate with family members outside the emergency area, see 
http://alertcarolina unc.edu. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
opens this THURSDAY 
night with a double feature 
of "Clara Como E1 Agua" 
and "A~ Overshnplificafion 
of Her Beaut)," 

Deal" Friends, 

Please join us this Thursday, September 19 at 7pm 

for the opening of the 20th Anniversary edition of the 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. The 

festival will screen a double feature of the short film 

"Clara Como El Agua" and feature length film "An 

Oversimplification of Her Beauty." 

Clara Como El Agua 

Din Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English 

Subtitles/12rain. /2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction 

film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl with 

kinky, blond hair and gray eyes. Tired of being teased 

by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures into the 

magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to change 

her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 

Din Terence Nance/Feature/US/English/93 rain,/2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful 

sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively creative 

debut feature, An Oversimplification of Her Beauty, 

documents the relationship between I’~ance and a 

lovely young woman as it teeters on the divide 

between platonic and romantic. 

This event is co-hosted by the Theta Pi Chapter of 

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 

The event is free and open to the public, There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

We look forward to celebrating our 25th Anniversary 

with you this fall! 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 26, 7:00pro 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Diaspora Festival of Black and ]Independent Film 

Screeninq 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English 

Subtitles/part 1: 90rain, part 2:90 rain./2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part 

action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the 

Haitian leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful 

slave revolt in world history, defeating Napoleon 

Bonaparte and winning independence from France. 

Known for his military genius and political acumen, 

L’Ouverture established Haiti as the first black nation 

in the western hemisphere and the first Black free 

nation as well. 

Don’t forget to stop by and check out "This Story 

Has Not Yet Been Told,,,The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe enough to interfere with normal functioning or 
interpersonal relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and qualify for research studies conducted by the UNC Center for Women’s Mood Disorders (David 
Rubinow, MD., Director). 

WE iNdEED WOMEN" ~rblO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the onset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualify for research stuches that give you diagnostic feedback onyour symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualify for treatment studies and studies providing up to 
$520 in compensation 

If you would like to participate, call (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both LPq(? Hospital and UNC iVlental Health Specialists at REX’. 

The research study is IRB #05-3000. ’]"his email was approved by the UNC-CII Biomedical ]R[3 on 03/26/2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Update: Additional One-Time Leave for State Employees 

TO: All Employees 
FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Senior Director, Benefits & Work/Life Programs, 
Office of Human Resources 

UPDATE: Based on campus feedback, we are changing the requirements under FY14 leave. Effective in,mediately, the following requirements apply to FY14 leave usage: 

-- An employee may choose to use special leave prior to regular vacation leave or bonus leave through December 31, 2013 E~t’ective January 1, 2014, or later, special leave must be used 
before regular vacation leave or bonus leave 
-- Employees may choose to use sick leave prior to special leave for any approved sick leave absence 
-- Special leave cannot be used before earned compensatoW time (holiday comp, overtime comp, gap-hours comp, on-call comp, and travel comp). 

The 2013 General Assembly a~varded a one-time additional five days of special (vacation) leave effective July 1,2013, to permanent full-time leave earning employees Since 9-month faculty 
do not earn leave, they are not eligible for this leave. The leave will be pro-rated for part-time employees. 

The special leave, which is being referred to as FY14, is being awarded as a one-time benefit to be used by June 30, 2014. The FY14 leave must be maintained and accouaated for separately 
from vacation and bonus leave Any leave not used by Juaae 30, 2014 will be forfeited. FY14 leave will not be paid out upon separation unless the separation is due to retirement and the 
retirement occurs the day following the date of separation See bullets above for usage roles. 

Due to this change, we are allo~ving another retroactivity period. Because of the timing of this change, different rules and deadlines will apply for SPA and EPA Non-Faculty in TIM. 

SPA employees will have a one-time opportunity to request that an?’ previously used FY14 leave be changed to vacation, bonus or sick leave (if the absence was an approved sick leave). 
Employees will have until Friday, Sept. 20, to make their requests and should contact their TIM Administrator to request a change. 

EPA employees will have until Monday, Sept. 30, to request that any previously used FY14 leave be changed to vacation, bonus or sick leave (if the absence was an approved sick leave). 

All employees should read the full policy for details. The policy is awiilable on our website at http://hr unc.edu/benefits/leave-and-holidavs/. 

If you have questions, contact the Benefits Office at 962-3071. 

This message is sponsored by: Ol!fi ce of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <’bferris@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:18 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Conversations ruth River Writers t~aturing Tom Eamhardt, September 24 at the Friday Center 

Torn Earnhardt~ author of Crossroads of the Natural World 

September 24, 6-7:30 PM. 

Tickets ~;20, or the entire River Writers Series for ~60. 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education, Chapel Hill 

Author Tom Earnhardt will discuss his new UNC Press book, Crossroads of the Natural World: Exploring North Carolina at the Friday Center. The session will include .................................. 

an overview of literature about rivers and a discussion of the importance of rivers to North Carolina’s ecology and identity. 

Tom Earnhardt, a lawyer by profession, is a committed conservationist and environmentalist. He is also the writer, co-producer, and host of the popular television 

program Exploring North Carolina, which airs on UNC-TV. 

For more information or to register, please see the Conversations wi[h River Wri[ers page. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

enrichment as: regester(~email,~mc.edu To unsubscribe ~nd a blank email to leave-33597635-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24e7b8bfc87a2tOii~i~listserv,mac.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.je~: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the University’s emergency sirens. The message coincided with the begmaing of the siren test. There may be delays in delively of campus-wide 
email. In an emergeacy, we plan to use all a~ailable communication methods including email as part of a multi-layered strategy to reach as many people, including those who may not be on 

campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For rnore information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Over All Clear 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens The message coincided with the end of the siren test. The sirens have sounded the "all clear" tone. That 
means resume normal activities. There may be delays in delive~z of campus-wide email In an emergency, we plan to use all available con~munication methods including email as part of a 
multi-layered strategy to reach as malay people, including those who may not be on campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Core General Education Competencies -- Requesting Your Feedback 

Dear UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty Colleagues, 

In accordance with the UNC System’s Strategic Directions report, "Our Time, Our Future," t2ae UNC System General Educatiun Council (GEC) has been charged with recommending a limited 
set of general education student learning competencies appropriate to all UNC System institutions. The Core Competencies Subcon~mittee of the GEC has created a short list of potential 
core competencies. 

We ask that you please complete a short survey indicating which three competencies you think most suitable for system-wide adoption To access this sua-,~ey, please log into the General 
Education Council Feedback site at https://collab northcarolina.edu/public/index.php?path info projects/general- education-council-feedback/files and select the "Core Competencies 
Survey" link at the top left of the page. 

Please complete this sua-,~ey by Wednesday, September 25, 2013. 

Core competencies are defined here as skills or behaviors that can be developed in diverse general education courses on every campus, rather than skills that are taught by a specific, 
narro~v set of disciplines or campuses The Core Competencies Subcommittee has reviewed relevant materials over the summer, including the list of competencies recommended for 
consideration by the "Faculty Visiun for UNC Strategic Directiuns" report (http:/i~vw~v.northcarolina.edu/reports/index.php?pa~e download&id 1637&inline 1) prepared last year by the 
Faculty AdvisoW Council (FAC) to the U~,~’C Strategic Directions Committee, the general education frame~vorks across the system, and literature on best practices in general education 
competency assessment. From this review, a short list of suitable competencies began to emerge. 

This short list of suitable competencies correlates well with employer surveys and literature on best practices in general education competency assessment. The list includes: 

Critical Thinking 
Critical Reading 
Written Cummunication 
Oral Cummunicatiun 
Informatiun Literacy 
Creative Thinking 
Global Learning 

The GEC asserts that any cumpetencies shared across the system must form only part uf each institution’s general educatiun prugram and would be supplemented lucaHy to address each 
institution’s mission. It is critical that any system-wide genera[ education pulicy be flexible and respectful ufthe unique missiun uf each campus, ufthe expertise uf each campus’s faculty, 
and of the unique backgruunds, needs, and aspiratiuns uf each campus’s students 

The Cure Competencies Subcommittee recugnizes that campuses and individuals use slightly different terminulogy, and phrasing fur similar cuncepts; therefure, we encuurage yuu to use 
the open response options on the survey to share yuur upiniuns uf what cumpetencies, in your own words, are cure. The Subcummittee chose to fi~lluw the phrasing used in the AAC&U 
VALUE Rubrics when writing the seven cumpetencies listed above This is not intended to be an endursement of the VALUE Rubrics, but rather an attempt to offer a starting place fur 
discussion as we determine huw these competencies might be defined fur UNC 

Once the survey is complete, the (;ore Cumpetencies Subcummittee will cunsider afl responses and make a recummendation :[’or five ur fewer system-wide core cumpetencies. The GEC will 
then share their recummendatiun with the UNC Faculty Assembly and Facul~ Senates/Cuunci[s on individual campuses in time fi~r cunsideration and discussiun at their Octuber ur 
Nuvember meetings. 

Thank you fur your time and feedback 

Sincerely, 

The Core Competencies Subcommittee of the GEC: 

Dr. Brenda Allen (WSSU), Chair 
Cara Cilano (UB,-C;\0 
Richard Gay (UNCP) 

Bob Gotwals (NCSSM) 
Joan Lordcn (UNCC) 
Paulette Marb" (ASU) 

Andrew Morehead (ECU) 

Valerie Provost (UNC-CH) 
Dipendra Sengupta (ECSU) 

Lisa Tolbert (UNCG) 

This message is spunsored by: Office of’the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Arrest made in SECU House Assault Investigalion 

INFORIvlATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: A1Test made m SECU House Assault Investigation 

The UNC Department of Public Safety arrested Rafael Sierra Gaona early Tuesday morning (Sept. 17) on charges of second-degree rape related to the incident occurring at the State 
Employees Credit Union House on Mason Farm Road Friday evening (Sept 13) 

This notice is an update to the previous Alert Carolina "Timely YVarning" message issued this past Saturday (Sept. 14): http://bit.lv/1 gu5DM8 

UNC Public Safety’ wishes to thank the University community~ and its partner la~v enforcement agencies for their assistance in bringing the suspect into custody. 

Continue to monitor Alert Caroluaa website (ale~tcarolina.uv.c.edu~ for any further developments m the investigation into this incident. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious 
actlvi~ on or near campus. For a list of safety~ tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http :/i~vw~v. aleltcarolina.unc edu 

ABOUT THIS E\SXlL: Campus-~vide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University- to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one ~vill always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University~’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Focus Group Study on Afi-ica~ Americm~ Women and Social Network Sites 

Project Title: "¢~qaen and ;Vhere The?’ Enter: African American Women and Their Use of 
Social Network Sites 

IRB #: 13-2935 

Participants are needed for a focus group research study that investigates the use of Social Network Sites (SNS) among African American women. This study is part of my master’s research 
project at The School of Information and LibraW Science at The Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC; is being conducted under the supervision of my faculty advisor, Dr Claudia 
Gallop; and was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, on September 3, 2013,Non-BiomedicalIRB Study #13-2935. 

In order to participate in the stu@ you must meet the follo~ving requirements: 

¯ Self-Identil}’ as an African American woman 
¯ Age range 18-99 
¯ Have used social network sites with a primary focus on Facebook 

Participants selected to participate in the study will receive a $25.00 gift card from either Wahnart or Target for taking part in this study. The estimated time of the focus group discussion will 
be approximately 1 ~/~ hours and will be conducted on the campus of L~,-C Chapel Hill in Manning Hall. Shou ld you wish to take part in the study please contact me no later than Wednesday, 

at or at @email.ua~c.edu At that time I will give those in&viduals selected to participate the exact date, time and room location of the study. 

Sincerely, 

, MSLS Candidate 
Graduate Student, School of Information and LibraU Science 
UniversW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 

@email unc edu 

Claudia Gallop, Phi), Facul~" Advisor 
Schoo[ of Information and Library Science 
UniversW of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 
919-%2-8362 
gollop@ils.unc.edu 

’]7his research has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. ’]’his is a N0n-Biomedical]R[3 Study #13-2935. 

This message is sponsored by: School of Information Librap)~ Science 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Litting the Cross-List Moratorium 

September 17, 2013 

Lifting the Cross-list Moratorium 
Memo from James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

A moratorium on cross-listing courses was put in place several years ago to allow for the migration of course catalog records from the legacy Student Ilfformation System (SIS) to PeopleSoft 
(Connect Carolina) The moratorium remained in effect after the migration to allow facul~ and administrators to evaluate the uses and effectiveness of cross-listing 

These discussions resulted in the development of new guidelines for appropriate uses of cross-listing courses Now that this process has been completed, the University has decided to lift 
the moratorium on cross-listed courses, effective immediately. 

Campus units may now begin submitting requests to add, revise, or inactivate cross-listed courses A separate communication from the Office of the University Registrar to designated 
system users ~vill provide guidelines and procedures for cross-listing courses in the Course Request Approval System (CRAS). 

This message is sponsored by: Oft)ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Participants Needed: Temn Computer Game 

Participants Needed at the Center for Decisions Research To register please visit our website at w~v.c4dr.unc.edu/experiments. 

**We will run this study all semester, it fills up quickly, if you do not get a spot please keep checking back! ** 

Team Computer Game 

The purpose of the research project is to understand the factors that 
influence how teams perform Participants ~vill play a networked computer 
game designed to engage teams of 5 people in the common task of 
discovering and destroying threats and opportunities in a defined external 
enviromnent. 

On the day of the stu@, you will participate in an experiment where you 
will complete a series of short tasks and surveys (in McColl, Room 4402). 
Teams will be video recorded during the task. 

Because this is a team study, it is possible that if some participants do 
not sho~v up, ~ve will be unable to laln the experiment. In such cases, it 
may be possible that we can provide an alternative study at the same 
rate of pay ($12 per hour). 

Location: McCoH 4402/4404 
Duration: 2 hours 
Pay: $24 
Exclusions: The minimum age for participation is 18 years old. 
Parking: The Kenan-FlagIer Parking deck should be open :[’or free parking 
after 4pm, unless otherwise posted in the deck. 

13-0809 - Approved by the UNC NonBiomedical IRB on March 7, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Decision R esearch 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

UNC vs Miami Game Note From Larry Fedora 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!L~:[~,’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this emaJl. Questions or comments may be sent to: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gene Melton <hgmelton@ncsn.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Powerlx~int Version 

Regester Presentation.pptx 

Dear Charlene, 

I have attached a coW ofyonr slides as a Pow-erpoint presentation. Please let me kmow if you’d like any changes. 

Best, 

Gene 

Gene Melton 
Senior Lecturer 
English Depaztmem 
North Carolina State Universi~ 
G124 Tompldns Hall 
Campus Box 8105 
Raleigh, NC 27695 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 25% Discount to see Wynton Marsalis at Memorial Hall for UNC Faculty and Staff 

Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) is offering a 25% discount for U2X-C Faculty and Staff to see Abyssinian: A Gospel Celebration featuring Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra ;vith Wynton 
Marsalis at U2X!C’s Memorial Hall. The performance also features Chorale Le Chateau, a 70-voice gospel choir, conducted by Damien Sneed. 

UNC Student tickets are $10. 

Please call the Memorial Hall box office at 919-843-3333 or visit us online for tickets and more int;armation: https:/i;vw;v.carolinaperformingarts.org/ros~erfseries/abyssinian-a-gospel- 
celebration-featuring-ia~-at-lincoln-c enter-orchestra-;vith-;wnton-marsalis/ 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Pert;arming Arts 

INFORNL4TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your int;armational 
mass email preference, sign into MyLWC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bisese, Am~e <abisese@emal.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:47 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccoPac] FA’ 13 Preliminary Evaluations 

Dear FA’ 13 CCO Faculb’, 

Please send the following message to your students encouraging them to complete the midterm evaluation. This evaluation helps us assess if we have provided the right 

kind of information to students to register and access their courses. 

Thanks, 

Am~e 

~mne Bisese 

Distance Learning Program Assistant 

and Student Services 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

919-962-26zl 5 

Dear CCO Students, 

The Friday Center Staffencourages you to take a tnoment to let us ki~ow how your course is going so far. You can use the link to log on with your PID to complete a 
preliminm-~-evaluation. Responses and comments are anonymous. 

Please send us your feedback by 11:55 pm on September 23rd. We roll combine your comments with those of your fellow students and share them with your 

instructor. 

Thanks! 

Friday Center Staff" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities at UNC <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 10:06 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emM.unc.edu-~ 

Process Series Season Kickoff Reception Reminder 

Ti~is is a rerrfinder l:h~.,t Process Series Se~.,san Kickoff Reception will l:ake place Friday, 

Sep e b r 20 ~ at 6:00 PM at UNC Hyde Hu, ll, 176 E F[anklin StreeL Chu, pel Hiii, NC. 

~!!:?: :i!): iii? !! ~!! .......... .... 

Add tNs eve~t~o yo~m ~’~ Google Calendar Outlook y Yahoo Calendar .~.~ iCal 

Process Series Season Kickoff Reception 
Friday, September 20th at 6:00 PM 

UNC Hyde Hall 
176 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from yo’dr Paperless [)ost maii 

Add paperlesspos[@~apeilesspost.corn ~o you~ ~d~ess bookto e!;s~:~e you receive a~ [ut~:~e ernst,s horn Papedess 

V~ew [he Pap~rless Post 

~ Facebook ~ Twi~er 

~Get iPhone App 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
opens TOMORROW night 
with a double feature of 
"Clara Como E1 Agua" and 
"An Oversimplification of 
Her Beauty" 

Deal" Friends, 

Please join us TOMORROW night at 7pm for the 

opening of the 20th Anniversary edition of the 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. The 

festival will screen a double feature of the short film 

"Clara Como El Agua" and feature length film "An 

Oversimplification of Her Beauty." 

Clara Como El Agua 

Din Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English 

Subtitles/12rain. /2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction 

film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl with 

kinky, blond hair and gray eyes. Tired of being teased 

by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures into the 

magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to change 

her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 

Din Terence Nance/Feature/US/Engfish/93 rain,/2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful 

sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively creative 

debut feature, An Oversimplification of Her Beauty, 

documents the relationship between Nance and a 

lovely young woman as it teeters on the divide 

between platonic and romantic. 

This event is co-hosted by the Theta Pi Chapter of 

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 

The event is free and open to the public, There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

We look forward to celebrating our 25th Anniversary 

with you this fall! 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 26, 7:00pro 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Diaspora Festival of Black and ]Independent Film 

Screeninq 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English 

Subtitles/part 1: 90rain, part 2:90 rain./2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part 

action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the 

Haitian leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful 

slave revolt in world history, defeating Napoleon 

Bonaparte and winning independence from France. 

Known for his military genius and political acumen, 

L’Ouverture established Haiti as the first black nation 

in the western hemisphere and the first Black free 

nation as well. 

Don’t forget to stop by and check out "This Story 

Has Not Yet Been Told,,,The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Are you interested in meditation? 

Science has shown that meditation improves people’s health and wellbeing Help UNC researchers discover how it ~vorks. 

For this research study, we need people who are: 
bet~veen 35 and 64 years old 
fluent in written and spoken English 
not engaged in regular meditation practice 

Participation includes: 
One 2-hour lab visit, inhaling either oxytocin or placebo nasal spray 
Three weekly 5-minute web-based surveys 
One 5-minute lab visit 4 weeks after the baseline session 

You should not be in this study if you: 
Are pregnant 
Are breastfeeding now or have been breastfeeding during the past three months 
Gave birth during the past six months 
Are actively tlying to get pregnant 

We will pay up to $120 for completion of the stu@. 

For more information, please visit www unco×ystudy.com 

This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Fredrickson and has been 
approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics Behavioral IRB, 
s tudy 12-2371, through 12/9/13. 

’]7his email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

This message is sponsored by: UNC PEP Lab 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Anal Pain study 

UNC Mass Mailing List 
INFORMATIONAL: Stud?- participants wanted for anal fissure stu@ (18 and older and less than 75 years). 
The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motili~ Disorders is no~v recruiting participants age 18 or older and 75to palticipate in a research study of a new- dlqag named diltiazem for treating 
patients with anal fissure. 
The study is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the UNC CTRC clinic and a phone call visit 
You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and less than 75 years, and diagnosed ~vith an anal fissure that has not been treated recently. Participants will receive all tests 
associated with the study at no cost and will receive up to ~-~25 for completing the stud?’. 
For more information about this trial, please contact: Renuka Kelapure(renukakelapure@med.unc edu)919-843-7892 
This stud?’ (IRB # { 12-2219} received IRB approval from t2ae U2x,-C Office of Human Research Ethics on {1/10/2013}. 

This message is sponsored by: Center of gastrointestinal diseases 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] A New Relationship With Food 

If binge eating or loss of control over eating is something that you struggle ~vith the Balance therapy group could oiler you the support you need to develop a more healthy relationship 
with food. 

Over 20 weeks we ~vill explore the role of binge eating in your life and how- to practice the balance needed to overcome it. MandIi~lness based practices will be used throughout the group to 
strengthen your awareness of your thoughts as the?’ relate to binge eating. Emotion regulation skills and awareness of the bo@ will be interwoven to increase emotion identification and 
how to move through feelings as they arise. We will also focus on our relationships ~vith one another in the group to help strengthen your relationship with yourself and ~vith others in your 

This group is open evely 5 weeks for new comers when openings are available Prior to beginning, an initial evaluation and an additional individual meeting must be completed with Colie so 
that she can get to kno~v you and your relationship with food 

After completing the 20 week group, you can choose to join The Graduates’ Group, an on-going process and support group for people in recovery ticom binge eating disorder who have 
completed The Balance Group. 

Group meets Thursdays from 3:30-5:00pm at UN-C in the Neurosciences hospital Group will be ~velcoming new comers September 26th and again on November 7th and eve~’ 5 weeks after 

Please contact Colie Taico, LCSW at 919-843-9207 or ctaico@med.unc.edu for more information. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Center of Excellence for Eating Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



REVISED VERSION 

AAAD 230 Black Women in Cinema 

Instructor: Charlene Regester 
Meeting Place: 

Spring 2014 
Meeting Time: Monday 3:30-6:20pm 

This course is designed to interrogate the diverse representations that black women have personified on screen, 

investigate the intersectionality between their off-screen lives and their on-screen performances, and explore what and 
how they contributed to the cinema industry. This examination will investigate both less well-known African American 

actresses in the early years of cinema as well as the more well-kmown actresses in contemporary cinema. Although this 

investigation intends to explore pmnarily black actresses, it will also illuminate the contributions of black women 
filmmakers who have contributed to the cinematic experience. 

The course will begin with an examination of black women performers who were popularized on stage and paved the 

way for those who made the transition to cinema. This introduction will provide the background for interrogating the 
emergence of black screen actresses who appeared on screen from the early 1900s to the present~ Specifically, the 

contributions of black women will be evaluated according to: 1) who these women were; 2) what they contributed to the 

black screen image; 2) how they functioned on screen; 3) what kinds or racial representations did they provide; 4) how 

they subverted these racialized representations; 5) what they contributed to black popular culture, etc. To identi~ and 

assess significant actresses in the last century of film history, actresses who emerge in each decade will be identified, 
their contributions to cinema will be examined, and the films in which they appeared will be introduced. 

This class is a theoretical,, critical and historical examination of the myriad contributions that black women have made to 

the cinematic experience. Moreover, theoretical concepts such as those advanced by Deleuze, Lacan, Freud, Fanon, and 
others will be introduced to selwe as useful tools for analyzing how these women were positioned on screen. 
Additionally, this course intends to examine how the black female body became a trope for examining race, sexuality, 

and modernity. While the class is designed to employ a chronological approach it will also institute a thematic approach 

to unravel the contentious history that black women endured as they were often problematized because of the race, 
gender, and sexuality. Organizing thematics guiding this investigation include: a) Black Stage actresses/performers who 

Impacted Screen Actresses; b) Early silent screen Black Actresses c) Black Actresses as trans-Atlantic Icons; d) Black 

Actresses During the Flapper Age; e) Black Actresses as Subservients; f) Black actresses as Entertainers/Political 

Activists; g) Black Actresses as Symbols of Matemalism; h) Black Actresses as Sex Symbols; i) Black Actresses as Civil 
Rights Advocates; j) Black Actresses as Blackexploitiation Icons; k) Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists; 1) 

Black Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackmess; and m) Black Women as DirectorsiFilmmakers. 

The instructional teaching method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videosidvdsifihns, and 
guest speakers. Two examinations (a mid-term and final) ~vill be given during the semester. Students will be required to 
submit two (7-9 page papers in length) examining some aspect of the black woman’s role in cinema. These papers must 
be completed by the stated deadlines and adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA iHandbook of Style or 
Chicago Manual of Style, etc.). Students will be required to submit weekly critiques of class screenings and conduct 
research for developing assigned papers. 

Required Texts: 
Brown, Jayna. Babylon Girls’: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the Modern (Durham: Duke University 

Press, 2008). 
Mask, Mia. Divas on Screen: Black Women in American Film (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2009). 

Regester, Charlene. African American Actresses: The Struggle for I~?sibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: h~diana 
University Press, 2010). 

Secondary Texts: 
Bobo, Jacqueline, ed. Black Women Film and Video Artists (New York: Routledge, 1998). 

Bogle, Donald. 7bins, Coons, Mulattoes, ~ammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films (New 

York: Continuum, 1989). 
Bogle, Donald. Bright Boulevards’, Bold Dreams: The Story of Black Hollywood. (New York: One World Ballantine 

Books, 2005). 
Bogle, Donald. Brown Sugar: Over One Hundred Years of America’s Black Female Superstars (expanded edition) (New 

York: Continuum, 2007). 
Dunn, Stephane. "Baad Bitches" and Sassy Supermamas: Black Power Action Films. (Urbana and Chicago: University 

of Illinois Press, 2008). 



ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected and assigned for "this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on specified dates. 
4. Students are required to submit a one -page (non-graded) weekly critique of the :film screened in class. Completing all weekly 
critiques will influence your final course grade. 
5. Students are required to submit an obituary, for a deceased entertainer. 

GRADING: 
Paper I (25%), Paper II (25%), Mid-Term (25%), Final Exam (25%) 
A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D (63-66), D- (60-62), F (59 and below) 

COURSEPACK: 
In addition to the texts required [’or this course, a course pack also has been compiled and contains relevant articles in addition to the 
materials introduced in class. 

EXAMS: 
There will be two scheduled exams (one mid-term and one final) that must be taken on the dates specified. No make-up exams will 
be given. 

ATTENDANCE: 
Attendance is mandatory and will i~ffluence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: 
Class participation is encouraged and will i~ffluence your final course grade. 

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS: 
On Wednesday night from 6-8 pm films will be shown in the Undergrad Library for extra credit. All students are encouraged to 
attend some of these screenings as your attendance will influence your final grade in the class. 

TECHNOLOGY: 
Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other purpose. Cell phones, texting, and any 
other intrusive technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: 
All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code policies and procedures. Every Student enrolled in this course is 
expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

TAPING LECTURES: 
You are not: allowed to tape lectures unless you have received the permission of the instructor. 

COPYRIGHT: 
Protected by common law copyrights law - copying is strictly forbidden. 

SYLLABUS MODIFICATION: 
The instructor reserves the right to re-order or re-arrange assigmnents, exam dates, films screened, or paper due dates where 
necessary. Students will be notified in class or by email in the event that such changes are made. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: 

Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities should contact the 
instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB 
North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



WEKLY SCHEDULE 

WEEK I - Black Stage Actresses Who Impacted Screen Actresses 
Early Silent Screen Actresses 
Madame Sul-Te-Wan 
Evelyn Preer 
Lucia Moses 

Screenings: Scar of Shame 

WEEK II - Black Actresses as Trans-Atlantic Icons 
Josephine Baker 

Screenings: Siren of the Tropics 

WEEK III - Black Actresses during the Flapper Age 
Nina Mae McKinney 

Screenings: Hallelujah 

WEEK IV - Black Actresses as Subse~v’ients 
Hattie McDaniel 
Louise Beavers 
Marietta Canty 
Butterfly McQueen 

Screenings: Gone with the Wind 

WEEK V - Black Actresses as Entertainers 
Lena Home 
Hazel Scott 

Screenings: Cabin in the Sky 

I Dood It 

WEEK VI - Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism 
Ethel Waters 
Claudia McNeal 

Screenings: Alember of the Wedding 
Pinky 

A Raisin in the Sun 

WEEK VII -Black Actresses as Sex Symbols 
Dorothy Dandridge 



Screenings: Tamango 

Carmen Jones 

WEEK VIII - Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates 
Ruby Dee 
Cicely Tyson 

Diana Ross 

Screenings: Sounder 

La@ Sings the Blues 

WEEK IX - Black Actresses as Black Exploitation Icons 

Tamara Dobson 
Pare Grief 

Screenings: Foxy Brown 

Coffj~ 

WEEK X - Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Halle Berry 
Angela Bassett 

Screenings: Color Purple 

Waiting to Exhale 
Monster’s Ball 

WEEK XI- Black Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackness 

Queen Latifah 
Monique 

Jada Pinkett 

Screenings: Set It Off 

Precious 
The Help 

WEEK XII - Black Women as Filmmakers 
Euzhan Palcy 
Kasi Lemmons 
Julie Dash 

Screenings: Sugar Cane Alley 

Eve’s Bayou 

Daughters" of the Dust 



AAAD 230 COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

The student should be able to master the following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to Black Women in Cinema/Black Women Stage Performers Who Paved the Way for Black Women to 
Emerge on Screen 

1. Identify early black womcn stage pcrformers. 
2. Explore the obstacles they faced as performers encountering a male dominated arena. 
3. Describe and discuss their performance style. 
4. Explain what and how they contributed to black theater pertbrmance. 
5. Explore how they transported representations of blackness ttuoughout tile diaspora. 

Black Actresses as Silent Screen Performers and Trans-Atlantic Icons 
1. Identify some of the first silent screen black actresses such as Madame Sul-Te-Wan. 
2. Discuss the dilemma that black actresses (such as Sul-Te-Wan) who worked in the white male dominated Hollywood industry" 

faced. Examine how these actresses negotiated the politics of their racial representations on and off screen. 
3. Examine why Josephine Baker has been characterized as a Trans-Atlantic icon. Explore to what cxtent her screen 

representation coincided with her off screen life. Identify how she was utilized by the (primarily) French cinema industry’ in 
to construct representations of blackness. Exalimle how she is constructed as a colonial figure on screen and assess the 
implications of this representation. 

4. Identify how Baker constructed black sexqaality in her screen representations and explore how her politics intersected wittl her 
screen representations. 

5. Examine how Baker became an embodiment of the trans-Atlantic aa~d as a traveling body; discuss how she was forever in 
search of a home. 

6. Describe to what extent Baker was dually positioned in that she created the stereotype while at the same time subverted the 
stereotype. 

Black Actresses During the Flapper Age 
1. Identify and describe black women who emerged in what has been characterized as tile flapper age. Explore how this period of 

feminism influenced the pelfbi~nances of black screen actresses. 
2. Examine the contradictions ofNina Mae McKinney’s on screen performances with her off screen life. 
3. Describe how the black woman is doubly coded in Halleh,jah as both an object of desire and derision. 
4. Identify the strengths as well as weaknesses of McKinnef s characterization in Hallelujah. 
5. Identify black women who appeared in Oscar Micheaux’s films (i.e. lIZithm Our Gates or Body and Soul) and compare these 

women to those who appeared in Hollywood productions to determine what they contributed to the black screen image. 

Black Actresses as Subservients and Entertainers 
1. Identify black actresses who were popula~ed as subse~vients in ttollywood productions. 
2. Examine why these roles were popularized and explore why black subselvients were deemed necessa~~ to the construction of 

the white self. Describe the relationship that existed between the black maid and white mistress. Examine how the black 
subservient functioned on screen and provided personifications of blackness. 

3. Identify black actresses who appeared on screen primarily as entertainers. Examine why they emerged in the decade of the 
1940s. 

4. Explore why they viewed themselves as resistant entertainers who attempted to de~v "the social conscriptions imposed. Discuss 
how these artists saw themselves as political activists and how they sought to change the oppressive system they faced. 

5. Describe tile impact of black female entertainers such as Lena ttorne and ttazel Scott. 

Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism and Sexuality 
1. Identify black actresses who became symbols of Maternalism and assess how they constructed such representations on screen. 

Compare how these matriarchal figures were similar to or different from earlier representations of the black matriarch on 
screen. 

2. Discuss the contradictions associated with the black matriarch on and off screen. Explore how "the black matriarch provided 
representations of blackness. 

3. Identify black actresses who became sex symbols and assess how they were constructed on screen. Examine how these women 
constructed race on screen. 

4. Describe to what extent they internalized these representations of themselves and discuss tile impact these representations had 
on tile black screen image. 

5. Discuss how their off screen lives impacted their own screen representations. 

Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates and Black Exploitation Icons 
1. Name and identify black actresses who assumed strong and defiant roles on screen in the decade of the 1960s and assess why 

these women have been characterized as Civil Rights advocates based on their screen performances. 
2. Examine how and why these actresses conform to the social and political upheaval associated with the Civil Rights Era. 
3. Discuss how they were constructed on screen and analyze how they both confbml to as well as deviate t?om tile stereotype. 



4. Describe the implications of their representations for the black screen itnage. 
5. Identify fihns in which they appear and discuss why their films have been characterized as vehicles of the Civil Rights 

Movement. 
6. Identify actresses who represent black exploitation icons. 
7. Define black exploitation films and discuss the political significance of these fihns in the period in which they were produced. 
8. Identify the strengths and wea1~nesses of these films. 
9. Explain the appeal these films provided to non-black spectators and how audiences identified with these female protagonists 
10. Exan~ine how these black ac’ucesses were ambivalently constructed in that they both appealed to and repelled the patriarchal 

system in which they existed. 

Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists 
1. Identify black actresses characterized as stars in a later period of film histoly and assess how they constructed stardom. 
2. Discuss how they provided representations of blackness in their screen portrayals and examine what they contributed to the 

black screen image. 
3. Examine how the Color Purple provides a feminist critique of the black woman’s experience and explore audience reception to 

this film. 
4. Examine the complexity of the CoIorPurple as a film that promotes black feminism yet negates black masculinity. 
5. Identify how Whoopi Ooldberg challenged one dimensional views of black women in her role in The CoIorPurple. 
6. Examine how black women such as Whoopi Ooldberg and Halle BeiTy have become cross-over artists and assess what they 

have contributed to file black screen image. 
7. Explain the controversy that erupted surrounding Halle Being’s award winning peribrmance in ~onsler’s Ball and discuss the 

implications of her role for black female sexuality on screen. 

Black Actresses and Contempora~ Representations of Blackness/Black Women Filmmakers 
1. Identify contemporary black actresses who have contributed to the black screen image and describe the impact of their 

representations. 
2. Assess to what extent the black actress has contributed to improving the black screen image. 
3. Exaimne how black women attempt to liberate themselves from a masculimst discourse ill their screen representations and 

detei~nine if they are successful. 
4. Explain the complexity of the black woman’s representation in fihn such as Precious and discuss tile implications of these 

representations. 
5. Explore the implications of contemporary" representations of the black subservient in films such as The Helt) relative to their 

predecessors. 
6. Identify contemporary black women filmmakers and discuss how their representations of black women compare to "those 

produced by Hollywood. 
7. Discuss the filmmaking style and technique of black women fihranakers, examine "the themes developed in their films, and 

explore their significance. 



African American History and Visual Representations 

This course is designed to examine how African American History has been constructed through 

visual representation. The course intends to interrogate how visual representations have helped to 

shape African American history; at the same time the course is designed to reconstruct African 

American history through visual representations. A variety of media will be used to reconstruct 

this history and convey how African American history is mediated through visual representations 

including photographs, art, documentaries, feature length films, monuments, papers, primary 

documents, letters, court records, interviews, narratives, etc. 

The period of history to be covered in the course extends from the beginning of slavery, 

beginning in the 1400s through 1900. Although African American history has been reconstructed 

through the gaze of historians, seldom have historians documented how this history is shaped by 

visual images. Therefore, this course is designed to address the importance and significance of 

the power of the visual image to influence the development of this evolving history. 

Furthermore, this course will resurrect African American history by examining the significance 

of the influence of visual media in shaping its development. 

Because it covers an extensive period of history, the course will explore significant historical 

periods that constitute this history through visual representation. The course is designed to 

examine: 1) the beginning of slavery; 2) the Middle Passage; 3) the expansion of the slavery in 

the Americas and the Diaspora; 4) the slave experience in the US and plantation South; 5) Slave 

resistance both in the US and in the Diaspora 5) Free Blacks in the US, Black Involvement in the 

Civil War and Emancipation; 6) Abolition of Slavery; 7) Reconstruction, Black Codes, and 

Emerging Black Leadership in slavery’s aftermath, and Anti-Lynching Campaigns. These 

hi storical moments in African American history will be unveiled through readings, lectures, and 

vi sual representations to demonstrate how visual media have participated in shaping this history. 

Primary Texts: 

Creating Black Americans: African American History and lts Meanings, 1619 to the Present by 

Nell Ir~in Painter (New York: Oxford, 2007) 

From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans by John Hope Franklin and Evelyn 

Brooks Higginbotham (9th edition, Boston: McGraw-Hill Companies, 2010). 

African Americans in the Co[onia Era: From African Origins through the American Revolution 

by Donald Wright (3rd edition Wheeling: Harlan Davidson, 2010). 

Ar ’n ’t I a Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South by Deborah Gray White (revised 

edition, New York: Norton, 1999) 

Secondary Texts: 



American Cinema and the Southern Imaginary by Deborah Barker and Kath15"n B. McKee eds. 

(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011). 



African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 240: 
African American Politics 

Course Description 
COURSE SYLLABUS 

This course is a survey of the issues, concepts, and themes prevalent in Black Political Life in the 
United States. We will approach the course from historical as well as contemporary perspectives. This 
course utilizes a two-pronged approach. At once, it considers African American political development in 
a linear fashion; examining the evolution of African American politics over time. At the same time, it also 
examines African American politics in relationship to the key institutions of the American political 
system. That is, how have African Americans interfaced with the executive, legislative, and judicial 
branches of government, and the bureaucracy in their political struggles? This is in addition to 
considering the role of domestic and foreign policy in Black political life. Given the political 
developments of the last several years, specifically the election of an African American to the U.S. 
Presidency, Black Political Life in the U.S. is also concerned with the current state of African American 
Politics. How have claims that we live in a post-racial era influenced African American politics and 
political development? 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

At the conclusion of this course, students will have accomplished the following: 

Increased their understand about the major issues and concepts in African American Politics 
Developed informed analyses and critiques of historical and contemporary phenomenon in 
African American political life. 
Developed their reading, writing, and critical thinking skills 
Established a knowledge base that enables them to confront conventional wisdom and explore 
normative debates in African American politics. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 

Rosalee Clawson and Eric Waltenburg, Legacy and Legitimacy: Black Americans and the Supreme 
Court (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008). 

Michael Dawson, Behind The Mule Visions: Race and Class in African-American Pofitics (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1995). 

Fredrick Harris, The Price of the Ticket: Barack Obama and Rise and Decline of Black Pofitics (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2012). 

Melissa V. Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen: Shame, Stereotypes, and Black Women in America (New 
Haven Yale University Press, 2011). 

Joy James, Transcending the Talented Tenth: Black Leaders and American Intellectuals (New York: 
Routledge, 1997). 

Ollie A. Johnson Ill and Karin L. Stanford, eds., Black Political Organizations in the Post Civil Rights 
Era, (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2002). 



J. Phillip Thompson Ill, Double Trouble: Black Mayors, Black Communities, and the Call for a Deep 
Democracy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005). 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Please Note: This outline is intended as a guide. It will be adjusted to accommodate the flow of the 
course. Students will be given sufficient notice of any changes in the course outline and readings. 

Week 1--Course Introduction 
¯ What is African American Politics? 
¯ Syllabus Overview 

Week 2--Contextualizing African American Politics: Theories, Philosophies, and the Quest for 
Freedom 

¯ The Declaration of Independence 
o Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, Query XIV--Laws, and Query XVIII-- 

Manners. 
¯ U.S. Constitution 
o Federalist Papers #39 
¯ W.E.B. Du Bois, "Of the Dawn of Freedom," The Souls of Black Folk, Chapter 2. 
° Abraham Lincoln, "Gettysburg Address" 
¯ Frederick Douglass, "What to the Slave is the Fourth of July" 

Week 3--Political Culture and Political Socialization 
° Charles Henry, Culture and African American Politics, Chapters 2 and 3. 
¯ Manning Marable, "History and Black Political Consciousness: The Political Culture of Black 

America," Beyond Black and White, Chapter 18. 
° John McWhorter, "How Hip Hop Holds Blacks Back" http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f- 

news/954473/posts. 
° Melissa Harris-Perry, "Righteous Politics: the Role of the Black Church in Contemporary Politics" 

Cross Currents, Vol. 57, Number 2, 2007. 

Week 4--Black Political Thought 
° Wilson Moses, Creative Conflict in African American Thought: Frederick Douglass, Alexander 

Crummell, Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Marcus Garvey, (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), Preface, introduction, and Conclusion. 

° Marable, "Black intellectuals in Conflict," Beyond Black and White, Chapter 14. 
¯ Melissa Harris-Lacewell, Barbershops, Bibles, and BET: Everyday Talk and Black Political 

Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), Chapter 1. 
° Christopher Bracey, Saviors of Sellouts: The Promise and Peril of Black Conservatives, from 

Booker T. Washington to Condoleezza Rice (Boston: Beacon Press, 2008), Chapter 1 and 
Chapter 9. 

Week 5-- Leadership 
° Kevin K. Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth 

Century (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), Introduction and Chapter 1. 
¯ Joy James, Transcending the Talented Tenth: Black Leaders and American Intellectuals (New 

York: Routledge, 1997), Introduction, Chapters 1-2. 

Week 6--Institutions, Political Organizations, and interest Groups 
¯ Ollie A. Johnson II and Karin L. Stanford, eds., Black Political Organizations in the Post Civil 

Rights Era, (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2002), Chapters 1-3, 5-7. 
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Week 7--Social Movements 
¯ Hanes Walton and Robert C. Smith, American Politics and the African American Quest for 

Universal Freedom, 6t" Edition, (Glenview, IL: Longman, 2012), Chapter 7. 

Week 8--Black Politics and the Courts 
¯ Rosalee Clawson and Eric Waltenburg, Legacy and Legitimacy: Black Americans and the 

Supreme Court (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008). 

Week 9--Midterm Exam 

Week 10--Race and Class 
¯ Michael Dawson, Behind The Mule: Race and Class in African-American Politics (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1995), Chapters 1-6. 

Week 11--Urban and Congressional Politics 
° Hanes Walton and Robert C. Smith, American Politics and the African American Quest for 

Universal Freedom, 6th Edition, (Glenview, IL: Longman, 2012), Chapter 11. 
¯ J. Phillip Thompson Ill, Double Trouble: Black Mayors, Black Communities, and the Call for a 

Deep Democracy, Chapters 1,3 and 4. 

Week 12--Race and Gender 
¯ Melissa V. Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen: Shame, Stereotypes, and Black Women in America 

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011 ). 
° James, Transcending the Talented Tenth, Chapters 3 and 6. 

Week 13--The Presidency and Presidential Politics 
° Ronaid W. Waiters, Black Presidential Politics in America: A Strategic Approach, Chapters 2 

and 3. 
¯ Pauia McClain, Niambi Carter, and Michael Brady, "Gender and Black Presidential Politics: 

From Chisholm to Moseiey-Braun," Journal of Women, Politics, and Policy, 27(1/2), 2005. 

Week 14 (Thanksgiving Week)--Barack Obama and Presidential Politics Continued 
¯ Fredrick Harris, The Price of the Ticket: Barack Obama and Rise and Decline of Black Politics 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), Chapters 1-3. 
° Film: Gerald R. Molten, Obama’s America 2016: Love Him, Hate Him, You Don’t Know Him 

Week 15--Post Race, and the Future of Black Politics 
° Book Review Essay Due 
¯ Fredrick Harris, The Price of the Ticket: Barack Obama and Rise and Decline of Black Politics 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), Chapters 4-6. 
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GRADING 

Your grade in this course is based on the four components listed below. Please note that you are 
required to do all assignments in order to pass this course. 

CLASS BLOG" 25%--The purpose of the blog is to encourage students reflect on course readings and 
to write frequently. In lieu of written reading responses, students are required to do blog posts that draw 
on the weekly readings and topics. Your blog posts can also engage with current events. On the most 
basic level, your blog posts should recall the issue, concept, or text, and your analysis. Tell readers, in 
your voice, what you think about the issue(s). Tell us what questions it raises. You are required to do 
ten posts throughout the semester and they should be 450-500 words long each. On the weeks that 
you do not write an original post, you should read the posts of others and respond to them. I will read 
the blog throughout the semester and comment your posts from time to time. Your initial posts should 
be on the blog by 11:55PM on Thursdays. However, you can post your replies later. Although your 
posts are not graded individually, they will collectively account for 25% of your grade in this course. In 
other words, you will receive a letter grade for the class blog at the end of the semester. 

BOOK REVIEW ESSAY: 25%--Students are required to write an analytical review of Melissa Harris- 
Perry’s, Sister Citizen: Shame, Stereotypes, and Black Women in America (Yale University Press, 
2011). It is due on the last day of class. This is not a book report. It is a critical review. On a basic level, 
you should provide a brief summary of the text, discuss its strengths, weakness, what it adds to our 
understanding about African American Politics, and what other texts and topics that the book should be 
in conversation with. I will follow up with a prompt later in the semester. Your essay is to be five double- 
spaced pages long (so you must be concise) and submitted on letter-sized paper (8.5 x 11) with 
printing on one side of the paper only. Please use Times New Roman, 12-point font and 1-inch margins. 
You should also include a cover page that says your name and course information as well as a "works 
cited" page at the end. Remember to give your essay a title. Finally, your essay should conform to the 
format guidelines from the Chicago Manual of Style. You can find the basic guidelines for Chicago at 
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html. 

MIDTERM EXAM: 25%--The midterm exam accounts for 25% of your grade in the course. The 
midterm will cover material from the first half of the course. Topics covered in lecture, texts, and guest 
speakers will be included in the midterm. Please bring one or two large blue books for the midterm 
exam. 

FINAL EXAM: 25%--The final exam for this class is scheduled for               . Everyone should 
arrive on time and prepared to spend the full three hours working on the exam. Please bring two blue 
books. The final exam covers material from the second half of the course (i.e. post midterm exam). The 
final exam accounts for 25% of your grade. 
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COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1 : Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name Tim McMillan 

Email address tjml@email.unc.edu 

Phone number 919-537-3381 

2. Submission Type: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-fist may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is m effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): AAAD Catalog number: 4XX 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

Theorizinq Race 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

Theorizing Race: Blackness, Whiteness and Beyond in the United States 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCaro/ina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

Theorizing Race, examines the evolution, transformation, and socio-political implications of the 
concept of race, particularly blackness and whiteness, in the United States. Blackness and 
whiteness as racial categories have operated in North America from the earliest colonial times but 
their meanings have shifted and continue to shift. 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarollna. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Prelcorequisites must be courses) { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): 

Examples: MUSC 122; B/OL 101 and 101L; PSYC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appearin the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarollna. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: Fall Year: 2014 

Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 
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7. Course credit hour type is: { FORMCHECKBOX } Fixed Enter hours: 3_ 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Variable Min hours: Max 

hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF classes provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

9. Repeat for credit: { FORMCHECKBOX }Yes { FORMCHECKBOX} No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Total Units Allowed: I Total completions allowed: / 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? { 
FORMCHECKBOX }Yes { FORMCHECKBOX} No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required!recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) 

Graded component { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Recitation Graded component { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Included and contributes, credit hour(s) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } No 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Lab Graded component { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

FORMCHECKBOX } Included and contributes } credit hour(s) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Separately numbered as. and contributes [ credit 

hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

\* Arabic \* MERGEFORMAT } 

Page { PAGE 



Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only_~licable 

Subject + catalog number: ~ 

For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http:flwww.unc.edu/depts/uc/docs/criteria_l 1-05-08.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
o Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 
required. 
For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 
the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 

= The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 
students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } English Composition and 
Rhetoric (CR) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Foreign Language (FL) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Philosophical and Moral 
Reasoning (PH) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Literary Arts (LA) 

~proaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes (PX) { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No (PL) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Social and Behavioral 
Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Social and Behavioral 
Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Visual and Performing Arts 
(vP) 
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Connections 

A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

{ FORMCHECKBOX }Communication intensive (CI) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } U.S. Diversity (US) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Global issues (GL) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } The World before 1750 (VVB) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } North Atlantic World (NA) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Beyond the North Atlantic 
(BN) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Experiential Education (EE) 
[choose one below]: 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 
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AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 
STUDIES XXX 

Theorizing Race: Blackness, Whiteness, and Beyond 

FALL SEMESTER 2014 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
Office: Battle Hall 305 

919-537-3381 
tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1 l0 & Wednesday 1:45-2:45 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION: AAAD 4XX, Theorizing Race, explores the evolution, transformation, 
and socio-political implications of the concept of race, particularly blackness and 
whiteness, mainly in the United States. Blackness and whiteness as racial categories 
have existed in the (proto) United States from the earliest colonial times but their 
meanings have shifted and continue to shift. The intersection of multiple European 
colonial powers with each other, with indigenous Americans, and with a variety of 
African peoples created complicated and ever-shifting racial dynamics. In the post- 
colonial periods the North American definitions of race expanded globally through 
imperialism and multi-national business concerns. 

What defines a person as black in the 21 st century is increasingly complex due to 

changing social norms, increased immigration and emigration, and a rapidly growing 
number of multi-racial and/or multi-ethnic individuals, immigration from Africa and the 
Caribbean have particularly problematized the meaning of black versus African 
American. Latino and Asian immigration has added another dimension to racial 
discussions in the United States about identity. Who is included in the definition &black 
is not only a matter of color and history but also of politics and cultural identification. 

Over the semester we will attempt to define, refine, and transform blackness as a category 
and as an identity in the United States and, to gain objective distance, in a variety of 
international and multi-cultural settings. It is impossible to discuss blackness without also 
discussing other racial and ethnic categories that are currently in use in the U.S., in fact, 
many scholars argue that whiteness and blackness define each other in a complementary 
fashion. After we have developed a framework for analyzing race we will then turn to 
discussions of race in literature, in popular culture, and in criminal justice to develop a 
class project which will become the basis for your research paper. 

Specific goals for the class are to understand the general notion of racial categorization as 
a human endeavor (both historically and comparatively), to examine the specific 
development of the parameters of race in the United States due to the institution of 
African and Native American slavery, to analyze the legal, political and social 
manifestations of racial categorization in the 21 st century, and to create frameworks to 

discuss the continued significance of race in a so-called post-racial era. You will be 



assessed through your critical writings on these issues and through your informed 
discussions in class. 

FORMAT: Thi s course will consist of lectures, readings, internet surfing, video viewing, 
guest lectures and discussion. We will start with a shared set of readings and films that 
we will then analyze by discussing the central, often contradictory arguments presented 
by the authors and film makers. We will explore the topics of blackness, whiteness, and 
race in general through fiction, film, history, politics, and social science. Class 
attendance, active and informed participation in discussions, and active and useful 
participation in the group project are critical to your success in this course. Students who 
do not participate in class discussions and/or in the group project will not succeed in this 
course. 

REQUIREMENTS: Your grade is based on a midterm and final exam, a 10-15 page 
analytical term paper (discussing the parameters of race in the 21 st century), and several 

short essays addressing the central theoretical and substantive concerns of the class. A 
great deal of student interaction and participation is required and will count for 20% of 
your final grade. It is critical that you be prepared for class before class begins. Please 
complete assigned readings (both print and web) before they are due in class. Make sure 
to consult the websites mentioned in class. Assigned readings that are on the web are 
noted in italics on this syllabus and can be accessed by going to SakaiTM 

PERSONAL TECItNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptopitablet to take notes 
and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. Because we only meet once a week it is very 
important that you not miss class. More than one absence must be explained to my 
satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university commitments are examples of 
satisfactory excuses) or your course grade will be lowered by a letter grade. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 

GRADING: 

Critical essays: 

Midterm exam 

Participation/Discussion 

Research paper 

Final Exam 

20% 

20% 

20% 

20% 

20% 

GILa, D1NG IS ON A STRAIGHT 10 PO1NT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 

89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. 



REQUIRED TEXTS: 

SAKA! 

Markus and Moya 

Miller 

Muhammad 

Painter 

Schuyler 

Toure 

links at Web Sites on SakaiTM 

Doing Race: 21 Essays for the 21~’t Century 

The Crucible 

The condemnation of Blackness 

The History of White People 

Black No J~Iore 

Who’s ~/?aid of Post-Blackness 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http:iihonor.unc.edui which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http:iiv,~.lib.unc.eduiinstructiplagiarismi 

The University of North Caro#na at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over l OO years. The system is the responsibi#ty of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the re~sponsibi#ty, lf you have 
questions about your re~sponsibi#ty under the honor code, please bring them to your 

insO’uctor or consu# with the office of the Dean of Students or the Inso’ument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 

and the Student Conl~ress, contains all po#cies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system, gour full participation and observance of the honor code is expected 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 

WEEK TOPIC READING 

1 Introduction/getting to know us Sakai 

2 21St Century Debates. Who is Black? Toure 
3 Is president Obama post-racial? Toure 

4 Inventing Race and Ethnicity Markus and Moya: Part 1 
5 Racing Difference Markus and Moya; Part 2 

6 Racing Identity Markus and Moya: Part 4 
7 Whiteness as a historical category Painter 
8 Whiteness as a racial category Painter 
9 Literary Race: Black No More Schuyler 
10 Literary Race: Turning Indians Black Miller 

11 The Race of Crime Muhamrnad 

12 The Crime of Race Muhammad 
13 Racial ambiguity in the 21 st century Sakai 

14 Student presentatious Sakai 

15 Student Presentations Sakai 

FINAL EXAM 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR - YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED 
OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL. ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON GRADING, ATTENDANCE, ETC. 



AAAD XXX (Sect 001) - MUSIC OF AFRICAN DIASPORAS - SPRING 2014 

Greenlaw 0101, Tu/Th 2:00 - 3:15 

Professor David Pier 
Office: 302 Battle Hall 

office hours T 3:15-5:00, or by appointment 

dpier@unc.edu 

OVERVIEW: In this course we explore a variety of musics that have been developed 
by people of African ancestry, living outside of Africa. In particular, we focus on 

musical genres that have been instrumental in the construction of diasporic 
identities. What exactly a "diasporic identity" is, is a difficult question which we will 

puzzle over as we go along. The course has three broad learning objectives: 

1. To acquaint you with historically important musical styles, in their aesthetics and 

social contexts, 

2. To expand your general knowledge of the geographies and histories of key African 

diasporic regions. 

3. To exercise your capacity to understand and evaluate abstract sociological 

concepts, including the concept "diaspora." 

GRADING 

Final grades will be determined as follows: 

Weekly Quizzes (Poll Everywhere) 20% 

One Reading Response Paper / Discussion10% 
Starter (600 words, due the day the reading 

is due) 

One listening exercise (pass/fail) 5% 

Midterm Exam 15% 

Final Exam 20% 

Essay (1900 words) (see topic below) 20% 

Class Participation 10% 

Optional Extra Credit concert report (500 + %l (optional) 

words + ticket stub) 
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I use the following assessment scale for final course grades: 

A= 92.95- 100 

A- = 89.95 - 92,94 

B+ = 87.95 - 89.94 

B = 82.95 - 87.94 

B- = 79.95 - 82.94 

C+ = 77.95 - 79.94 

C = 72.95- 77.94 

C- = 69.95 - 72.94 

D+ = 67.95 - 69.94 

D = 62.95 - 67.94 

D- = 59.95 - 62.94 

F = 59,94 and below 

DESCRIPTIONS OF ASSESSMENTS 

1. WeeMy Quizzes (20%). PLEASE READ CAREFULLY, Over the course of the 
semester, there will be a total of 12 quizzes. 6 of the quizzes are pre-scheduled, 6 
may happen either Tuesday or Thursday (you won’t know ahead of time). See 
schedule below. 

All quizzes will be administered via the internet Poll Everywhere system. To 

participate, you will need a laptop computer, or a cell phone." It is your 
responsibility to make sure that your cell phone number and email address 
are registered with Poll Everywhere. Answers entered from unregistered phone 
numbers and email addresses will not be accepted. 

There will be no makeups for quizzes. This means that there will be no makeups 
for illnesses, deaths in the family, sporting events, technological problems, or joining 
the course late. 

Each quiz will consist of 4 questions, and you can earn 0-4 points. At the end of the 

semester, you will have earned a total of 0-48 points. This score will then be 
converted according to the following table: 

40-48 20% (full credit) 

37-39 19% 

35-36 18% 

33-34 17% 

31-32 16% 

29-30 15% 
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...and so on. 

Please note that you can miss two quizzes and still possibly earn full credit on your 

final quiz grade. This is to make some allowance for the emergencies that will 
inevitably come up (illnesses, deaths in the family, malfunctioning cell phones or 

laptops, and so on). 

The quizzes are meant to incentivize you to keep up with the reading and listening 

assignments, and to attend class. Quiz questions may address the following: 

1. Important information and ideas from this week’s readings and/or lectures. 

2. Identifying musical tracks by ear (based on information given in the "track 

listing") 

3. Basic geography (locate a place we have been reading about on a map). 

2. Reading Response Paper / Discussion Starter (10%). This is a minimum 600- 
word response paper, to be electronically posted on Sakai before class on the day 
your assigned reading is due. Papers do not need to be turned in in hard-copy. 

The paper should perform the following functions: 

1. Give an overall summary of the author’s main argument and how s/he supports it. 

Include information that your fellow students will most likely find useful when it 

comes time to review for the Midterm and Final Exams. 

2. Highlight an issue in the reading for classroom discussion. You may want to 
phrase this in the form of a question (or questions) at the end of your paper. 

Grading will be based both on your writing and on your performance in class. The 
writing will be scored as follows: 

A- to A+ quality 

B to B+ 7% 

C to B- 6% 

D- to C- 5% 

F 4% 

no paper submitted 0% 

0-2 additional percentage points will then be added, based on your performance in 

the classroom as a discussion starter. 
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Excellent job in presenting your 

thoughts and questions in a way that 

ought to stoke classroom discussion. 

+ 2% 

Adequate (but not excellent) job in + 1% 
presenting... 

Inadequate presentation, or none at all    + 0% 

Thus, for example: a student turns in a paper that I deem to be of "B-" quality, and 
gives a presentation that is adequate but rather uninspiring. This would be graded: 

6% + 1% = 7% (out of a possible 10%). 

3. One listening exercise (5%, pass/fail). This is a take-home worksheet exercise 

that will require you to listen closely and repeatedly to a musical example, counting 

beats or performing other basic musical analyses. Since students come to this class 
with a range of backgrounds in music (or none at all), I ask only that you show an 

effort, and attempt to complete all the exercises onyour own (this is not group- or 
partner- work). Those submissions that show adequate effort will receive full 

credit: 5%. Date exercise is due will be announced. 

4. Midterm and Final Exams (15% and 20%). Each will be about 50% multiple 
choice (including true/false, matching, etc.), 20% short answer, and 30% essay(s). 

Please bring bluebooks, but do not bring scantrons. Exams can not be made up 

without an official excuse from the Dean’s office. 

5. Essay (20%). Write a minimum 1900-word essay in response to the following 
question: 

Is "African diaspora" a valid and useful concept? 

You of course do not need to adopt either an absolutely affirmative or absolutely 
negative stance on this question. The best papers will investigate both the strengths 
and potential problems/limits of this theoretical term, and consider how it might 
apply differently in different circumstances. Whatever stance you take, it should be 
clearly articulated in a thesis statement, appearing early in your essay. You should 
then support your thesis statement with clearly delineated arguments, drawing on 
evidence and ideas from our course readings. Obviously, you will want to focus on 
how music lends support to (or detracts from) a theory of "African diaspora." 
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Papers should be turned in in hard copy by 5:00 PM, Thursday 10 April. They may 
be submitted 

I will grade essays "holistically" using the rubric below. 

Does this writer... 

... demonstrate a nuanced understanding of "diaspora," as it 

has been variously defined in the course readings? 

... clearly articulate a stance (in a thesis statement), and 

proceed to support it with focused, well-organized arguments? 

... make good use of evidence and ideas from a variety of our 
readings about music and culture? 

... adhere to the technical standards of college-level writing? 
(e.g., proper citation, paragraph structure, sentence structure, 

spelling, etc.) 

no / somewhat / 
very much 

no / somewhat / 
very much 

no / somewhat / 
very much 

no / somewhat / 
very much 

6. Class Participation (10%). Students are expected to be attentive in class, and to 
make occasional contributions to class discussions. 6 or more absences from class 
will result in an automatic 0 in this category. Chronic distracting and 

inappropriate classroom behavior, such as online texting or game-playing, or 
chatting with friends during lectures, may lead to deductions in this category. 

7. Optional Extra Credit concert report (+1%). A student may optionally attend 
one pertinent concert during the semester (of African or African diasporic music) 
and write a 500-word essay about it to receive one extra point on her/his final 
grade. A ticket stub or the equivalent should be submitted along with the paper. 

DISABILITY SERVICES 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact 
of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss their 

needs. Students with documented disabilities should also contact the 
Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 
Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for 
exams and other in-class assignments. Please note that you do not need 
a doctor’s diagnosis of disability to request disability services. Visit the 
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internet address of this office at disabflityservices.unc.edu for more 
information. 

PLAGIARISM 

At UNC, plagiarism is "the deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, 

thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with submission 
of academic work, whether graded or otherwise." Students should guard against 

plagiarism in their own work and that of their group colleagues. Instances of 

plagiarism or other forms of cheating may result in serious grade deductions and 
possibly failing the class. 

The UNC honor code is here: 
http: / /honor.unc.edu /index.php ? option=com_content&view=article&id= l O6:honor 

syllabus&catid=43:facultycontent&Itemid= 148 

Additionally, please include and sign the following Honor Pledge on each 

assignment or test: 

"On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this 

assignment." 

CLASSROOM POLICIES 

Laptops are allowed, but please do not surf the web or text during class (see above, 
"Class Participation") 

Students generally call me Professor Pier or Dr. Pier. 

Always bring a copy of your assigned reading to class. 

COURSE MATERIALS 

1. Three books, available at the UNC bookstore: 

Richard Jankowsky, Stambeli: Music, Trance, and Alterity in Tunisia 

Jocelyn Guilbault, Governing Sound: The Cultural Politics of Trinidad’s Carnival 

Musics 

Elizabeth McAlister, Rata! Vodou, Power, and Performance in Haiti and its 
Diaspora 
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2. Reading Packet, also available at the UNC bookstore 

3. Readings downloadable via Articles+ (marked below with an *) 

4. Music tracks for listening posted on Sakai 

5. Track notes document posted on Sakai and regularly updated 

SCHEDULE OF CLASS TOPICS AND ASSIGNMENTS 

Minor changes may be made to this reading list. 

INTRODUCTION 

1Th 1/9 

2Tu 1/14 

2Th 1/16 

3Tu 1/21 

3Th 1/23 

4Tu 1/28 

4Th 1/30 

5Tu 2/4 

STh2/6 

Quiz 

Quiz 

Quiz 
(Tu 
or 

Th?) 

INTRODUCTION 

Early 20th c. Arguments based 

on New World "cultural 

survivals" or "Africanisms" 

Limits of "cultural survivals" 

arguments 

W.E.B. Du Bois’s 

political/aesthetic 
understanding of black 

identity 

Paul Gilroy’s "Black Atlantic" 

Recent Theorization of African 

Diaspora 

Music of the Sub-Saharan 
African Diaspora in North 

Africa 

Gershenhorn 59-92 and 
Herskovits Rebel Destiny, 4-21 

Kubik 203-227 

Du Bois, The Souls of Black 
Folk, xx-xx 

Gilroy, chapters I and 3 

*Patterson and Kelley, 

"Unfinished Migrations" 

"Commentary and Response" 

on Patterson and Kelley and 

Brubaker "The ’Diaspora’ 
Diaspora" 

Jankowsky 43-91 

]ankowsky 95-130 
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6Tu 2/11 

6Th 2/13 

7Tu2/18 

7Th 2/20 

8Tu2/25 

8Th2/27 

9Tu 3/4 

9Th 3/6 

10Tu 3/11 

10Th 3/13 

11Tu 3/18 

11Th 3/20 

12Tu 3/25 

12Th 3/27 

13Tu 4/1 

13Th 4/3 

14Tu 4/8 

14Th 4/10 

15Tu 4/15 

15Th 4/17 

Quiz 

(Tu 
OF 

Th?) 

Quiz 

Quiz 

Quiz 

Quiz 

(Tu 
OF 

Th?) 

Quiz 

(Tu 
OF 

Th?) 

Quiz 

(Tu 
OF 

Th?) 

Quiz 
(Tu 

OF 

Th?) 

Festival Performance in Haiti 

MIDTERM EXAM 

Attempts to "Nationalize" 
African Diasporic Styles, I. 
Cuba, Son 

II. Brazil, Candombl~ 

Ill. Brazil, Samba 

SPRING BREAK NO CLASS 

SPRING BREAK NO CLASS 

IV. Trinidad, Calypso and Steel 
Band 

Pan-African, Pan-Black 
Imaginaries, Past and Present. 

I. 19th c. Touring Singers 

Jamaica, reggae 

Jamaica, dub 

Jankowsky 131-203 

McAlister 1-55 

McAlister 59-111 

McAlister 159-207 

Guibault 1-38 

Guibault 39-90 

Guibault 91-134 

Guibault 135-202 

Guibault 203-end 

Erlmann 21-53 

Hebdige 1-54 

Veal 

Feld 

Weiss 

Ghanaian jazz 

Hip Hop nations: Tanzania 

Matory 149-186 

Hertzman 94-115; 146-168 

Moore 87-113 
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16Tu 4/22 Quiz Hip Hop nations: Brazil Pardue 

16Th 4/24 Exam Review 

17 FINAL EXAM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:58 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.edu"~ 

[enrichment] Seats Still Avmlable tbr "What’s the Big Idea? Medical Mysteries" Beginning October 3 

What’s the Big Idea? Medical Mysteries 

October 3, :10, :17, and 24 

7-9 pm 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The Friday Center will offer a new lecture series for fall, 2013 in its popular What’s the Big Idea? program on the topic of "Medical Mysteries." Four 
eminent UNC presenters will share their work in four different areas of medical research. We will explore many fascinating questions, including: 

How do researchers find the source of a new disease? 

How do researchers look for disease cures? 

What happens when a possible cure for a disease works in the lab and in animals but not in humans? 

Plan to join us on Thursday evenings, October 3, 10, 17, and 24. Lectures are $:10 each, or $30 for all four. 

Medical Mysteries: Topics 

Our Resident Microbes: What is Your Gut Microbiome Telling You? 

Thursday, 7-9 pm, October 3. Course #3129 

The microbiome is the community of microorganisms that live in or on the human body. According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI), there were eighteen publications containing the word "microbiome" in 2005. The number of microbiome scientific studies published in 20:12 

reached :1,5:16, and today there are over 4,000 publications in this field, many of which have had a major impact on human and animal health. Components 

of microbiome can be considered targets for drug development and have been associated with human diseases like obesity, inflammatory bowel diseases, 

and necrotizing enterocolitis. This presentation will introduce you to the terms "microbiome" and "microbiota" and will highlight the importance of a 

healthy gut microbiota. The talk will also define the most current scientific methods to analyze the human-associated microbiota and the effect of diet, 

nutrition, and other factors on the gut microbiota composition. 

M. Andrea Azcarate-Peril is an assistant professor of cell biology and physiology and director of the Microbiome Core Facility, School of Medicine, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Register 

Why Do We Get Old and What Does This Have To Do with Cancer? 

Thursday, 7-9 pm, October 10. Course #3130 

Dr. Norman "Ned" Sharpless will discuss the molecular biology of human aging. Particularly, he will discuss cellular defense mechanisms that prevent 
cancer, but in the performance of this beneficial function, cause us to grow old. 

Dr. Sharpless is a North Carolina native and graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill undergrad and School of Medicine. He is trained as a medical oncologist, and 

runs a basic science lab in the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center in the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Medicine. He is the Wellcome Professor of 

Cancer Research and Deputy Director of the Cancer Center. 

Register 

Nodding Syndrome: Potential Etiologies of an Enigmatic Disorder 

Thursday, 7-9 pro, October 17. Course #3131 

Nodding disease has emerged as an important public health issue in Eastern Africa over the last decade. This mysterious illness is devastating to those 

who acquire it, but we still do not understand what is causing it. We will investigate the evidence for the different etiologies of this unexplained disease 

and discuss their implications for treatment and control. 

Dr. Jonathan Juliano is an assistant professor in the Division of Infectious Diseases and the Curriculum of Genetics and Molecular Biology at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is an expert in tropical medicine and runs an active research program targeted at creating a better 

understanding of parasitic diseases of the developing world. 

Register 

Infections from Pets: Dogs, Cats, and Others 



Thursday, 7-9 pro, October 24. Course #3132 

There are millions of pet animals in the United States. This talk will focus on infections that can be acquired from pets and how to protect yourself from 

these infections. 

David Weber is professor of medicine, pediatrics, and epidemiology in the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Medicine and the Gillings School of Global Public 

Health. He is also associate chief medical officer of UNC Healthcare. 

Register 

Registration 

Each course is $10, or you can register for all four lectures for only $30. Payment must accompany registration. Make checks payable to the Friday 

Center. 

There are four ways to register: 

Online: register online 

Mail: Print out the ._r_~g!__s__t__r__a__t_-!_9___n____f__o_r_m__ and mail it to 

What’s the Big Idea? Fail 2013 

Campus Box 1020, The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

Fax: Print out the registration form and fax it to 959-962-5549. 

Phone: Call 800-845-8640 or 9:19-962-2643. 

If you have special needs to accommodate a motor or sensory impairment, please indicate your needs on the registration form. 

UNC-Chapel Hill uses an alternative to the Social Security number called the Personal ID (PID) to aid in keepin8 records for students and participants. If 

you do not have a PID, you will be required to enter your birthdate and gender so that we can assign you a PID. We appreciate your cooperation. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity. The University does not discriminate in offering access 

to its educational programs and activities on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual 

orientation, gender identity or gender expression. 

Cancellation and Refunds 

Cancellations received in writing by September 26, 20:13 will receive full refunds; this applies only to those who registered for the entire series of 4 

lectures. No refunds will be made after this date. Refunds cannot be given for individual lectures. 

¯ -- You ~e currently subscribed to 

e~mchment as: regester~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-33609947-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24eTb8bfc87a2f0t?~)listserv.unc.edu 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
opens TONIGHT with a 
double feature of "Clara 
Como E1 Agua" and "An 
Overs~npl~cafion of Her 
Beauty" 

Deal" Friends, 

Please join us this TONIGHT at 7pm for the opening of 

the 20th Anniversary edition of the Diaspora Festival 

of Black and Independent Film. The festival will screen 

a double feature of the short film "Clara Como El 

Agua" and feature length film "An Oversimplification 

of Her Beauty." 

Clara Como El Agua 

Din Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English 

Subtitles/12rain. /2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction 

film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican girl with 

kinky, blond hair and gray eyes. Tired of being teased 

by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures into the 

magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to change 

her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 

Din Terence Nance/Feature/US/English/93 rain,/2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful 

sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively creative 

debut feature, An Oversimplification of Her Beauty, 

documents the relationship between Nance and a 

lovely young woman as it teeters on the divide 

between platonic and romantic. 

This event is co-hosted by the Theta Pi Chapter of 

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 

The event is free and open to the public, There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

We look forward to celebrating our 25th Anniversary 

with you this fall! 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 26, 7:00pro 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Diaspora Festival of Black and ]Independent Film 

Screeninq 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English 

Subtitles/part 1: 90rain, part 2:90 rain./2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part 

action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the 

Haitian leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful 

slave revolt in world history, defeating Napoleon 

Bonaparte and winning independence from France. 

Known for his military genius and political acumen, 

L’Ouverture established Haiti as the first black nation 

in the western hemisphere and the first Black free 

nation as well. 

Don’t forget to stop by and check out "This Story 

Has Not Yet Been Told,,,The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] URC 2013 FALL ANNOUNCEMENT 

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH C©UNCIL FALL AYVARDS 
Deadline 5:00PM September 30, 2013 

Internal Small Grant Progam 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
sponsors a small grant program for faculty and professional librarians at UNC-CH Applicants must be employees of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill holding a faculty rank OR 
professional librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties 

There are two types of grants, Research and Publication A facul~z member may submit only one L’RC proposal each semester- either research or publication. The maximum total award is 
$5,000 to be used over a two year period. 

Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty to cover cost such as collecting pilot data, research related travel, research equipment or supplies, or the cost of 
smaller scale projects 

Publication grants help pay the cost for publishing scientific, scholarly, or artistic ~vork to cover cost for such things as photographs, drawings, figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. 

For more information click on the link provided http://researchunc.eduioffices/vice-chancellor/pro~rams-projects-services/data res vcred ~rants/ 

Contact Jennifer Pruitt, URC Coordinator, 962-7757 (jennifer pruitt@unc edu) :[’or questions 

URC expects to send out award announcements on December 1, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatinn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33610816-67722653@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:00 PM 

aJ~iJcan- and- at?o- a~erican- s’tudi es- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, uuc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[aYrlcan- and-afi~-american- studies- facul~’] [all-college-facul~’] FROM ’][’HE DEAN’S OFFICE: Second Notice Re Search for IAH 

Director 

This message ~rom Senior Associate Dean Terw Rhodes is being sent to all,acuity in the College, with a copy to administrative managers. 

I am writing to remind you of the upcoming October 15th deadline for submittal of applications for the position of Director of the institute for the Arts and 

Humanities. In addition to the information communicated about the position in the original announcement of August 29th, please note that the IAH Director holds 

the Ruel W. Tyson, Jr. Distinguished Professorship. 

Applicants are asked to email their applications (letter, cv and list of recommenders) as one single Word file or PDF file (with file name labeled with applicant’s 

last name) to Maria Wisdom at .m_ _._w_Ls_..d_0__m__@_.e__r~_a__[[.__u__.n_ .c_: .e__d__u_. 

Below is the message sent earlier: 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Terry Rhodes is being sent to all faculty in the College, with a copy to administrative managers. 

TO: College of Arts and Sciences Faculty 

FROM: Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

RE: Director for the Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

John McGowan, who has directed the Institute for the Arts and Humanities since 2006, will complete his term at the end of June. John will return to his full-time 

faculty role as an inspiring scholar and teacher in the Department of English and Comparative Literature. We are grateful for his outstanding leadership and 

administration of the Institute, including the expansion of faculty fellowships and leadership development; the encouragement of digital humanities, medical 

humanities, engaged scholarship and creative work; the cultivation of essential private support; and the stewardship of the vision of IAH founding director Ruel 

Tyson. There will be an opportunity to celebrate John’s achievements at the end of the academic year. 

Joy Kasson (American Studies) is chairing the search committee that will review candidates for the next IAH Director. Applications must be submitted by October 

:15, 20:13. Faculty members are encouraged to nominate colleagues who would be outstanding candidates for this position. Details are enclosed below. 

Director, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

The College of Arts and Sciences invites applications and nominations for the position of Director of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities (IAH). The IAH 

recognizes that the future of UNC as a vibrant institution depends on attracting, retaining, and enriching our most valuable resource: the faculty. The Director 

provides intellectual leadership for the diverse programs of the IAH supporting comprehensive faculty development, including the Faculty Fellows Program, the 

Academic Leadership Program, and an array of special events. Collaborating with colleagues including the IAH Executive Director and IAH Faculty Associate 

Directors, the Director ensures that the IAH will remain responsive to changing faculty needs and interests through new initiatives, events, and interdisciplinary 

collaborations. The Director will also meet regularly with the Institute Advisory Board and the Faculty Advisory Board, and will work closely with the IAH Director of 

Development to meet with donors locally and across the country, helping to raise funds for new programs and initiatives. The IAH is supported by the College, by 

its endowments and annual giving. Additional information is available on the Institute’s web site: h___t__t_#__Z~_[_w____w____w___.__[_a__h___.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__ 

The new Director will be appointed for a term of up to five years. Candidates should currently hold the rank of full professor at UNC-Chapel Hill and have a 

distinguished record of scholarship and teaching. Administrative and!or leadership experience in an academic program is strongly preferred. 

Applicants should submit a letter explaining how their professional experience is relevant to this position, describing any past involvement with IAH programs or 

activities, and briefly summarizing their view of how the IAH might contribute to the future development of UNC and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Applications must also include a current Curriculum Vitae and the names of three people who can comment on the applicant’s qualifications for the IAH 

Directorship. The search committee also welcomes nominations of prospective candidates, who will then be contacted and invited to apply. Please send all 

applications and nominations to the IAH Director’s Search Committee via email to IAH Executive Director and search committee member Maria Wisdom at 

mwisdom@emaiLunc.edu. Applications should be submitted by October :15, 20:13. The search committee will conduct interviews later in the fall, and the new 

Director’s appointment will officially begin on July :1, 20:14. 

Members of the IAH Director’s Search Committee: 

Joy Kasson (American Studies), Chair 

Bill Andrews (English and Comparative Literature) 

Julia Grumbles (IAH Advisory Board) 

Jim Hirschfield (Art) 

Carmen Hsu (Romance Languages) 

Michael Kennedy (IAH Advisory Board) 

Don Lysle (Psychology) 

Bill Race (Classics) 

Douglas Shackelford (Kenan-Flagler Business School) 

Maria Wisdom (IAH Executive Director) 

Nadia Yaqub (Asian Studies) 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all - college - t~cul~ as: aid can- and- afro- am eric an - studie s- lhc ul t-~(a)~li stserv, unc.e du. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Teen Mindfnlness Course Beginning Tuesday, 9/24/13 

Who Says Adolescents Can’t Be Mindful? 

Research in mindfulness indicates that this program may help students improve focus, enhance self-confidence, and provide a basis for developing positive coping and time-management 
skills This course is for adolescents, age 12-18 

Dates: Tuesdays, Sept 24 - Oct. 29, 2013 
*Parents required to attend first class ~vith teen for a short orientation. 

Time: 6:00pm 8:00pm (free pizza) 

Instructor: Kate Murphy 

Location: Erio River Unitarian Universalist Fello~vship (4907 Garrett Rd., Durham, NC) 

Registration Fee: $295 

For more information visit our website at http:/i~vw~v.med unc.edu/phvrehab/pim/mindli~lness-pro~ra~rdmindfulness-for-adolescents. 

Questions? Contact mindfulness@med unc.edu or 919-966-8586 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Minors on Campus 

To: All Employees 
From: Chancellor Carol L Folt 
Date: September 19, 2013 
Re: Minors on Campus 

UN-C -Chapel Hill welcomes many visitors to campus during the stammer, including young people who attend day and overnight camps that are sponsored by our employees, schools arid 
units. We ask that you review the infolTnation in this memorandum because we all have a responsibility to provide a safe and secure 
envirol~ment for these children. 

REPORTING: 
If any employee reasonably suspects a child has been abused or neglected by a parent, guardian or careglver, under North Carolina law, there is an obligation to report that suspicion to a 
county department of social 
services The telephone number of the Orange County Department of Social Services is 
919-249-2800 or919-968 -2000. Its web address is 
http://www co orange.nc.us/socsvcs/child pr otectlve services.asp. 

According to Orange County’s webs]re, 
"[r]eports of abuse and neglect are accepted 24 hours a day including weekends and holidays. If you are reporting a suspected case of abuse after hours, please call 911 and ask :[’or the on- 
call social worker" 

If there is a suspicion or observation of a child being harmed by anyone, Public Safety should be contacted by dialing 911 ]n addition, if an employee’s report involves another University 
employee, a report should also be made to the University’s Interim Equal Opportunity/ADA Officer, Brenda Malone (919-9(x4-3576) 

’]?RAINING: Units that sponsor or have residential/overnight programs that involve minors are required to train staffwho stay with minors in the overnight facility on the 
mandatory reporting requirement and to review the program’s safety and security policies and procedures. A brief description of how to recognize signs of potential child abuse and neglect 
and the reporting requirements may be found at this website sponsored by the North Carolina Department of Social Services; 
see http://www ncdhhs.govidss/cpsiabout.htm. 

In addition: 

* One organization that offers training resources is Prevent Child Abuse North 

Carolina; seehttp://www.preventchildabusenc.or~/index.c]hn?fuseaction cms.pa~e&id 1047. 

* The American Camp Associatioffs webs]re contains recommendations on 
various topics related to operating yo 
uth programs; see 
http://v, as’w acacamps org/knowledge. 

NO RETAI,]ATION: 
Under North Carolina la~v, persons who make reports to the county department of social services in good faith are iram~me from civil or 
criminal liability. Additionally, the University’s policy against retaliation also applies to this reporting. 

Recent events that are being reported in the national media remind us that good faith reporting of suspected child abuse and neglect is everyone’s responsibility. Please take some time to 
visit the ~vebsites and learn about this important issue and how to make the University’s campus a welcoming and safe place for children. 
This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33612554-67722653@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:58 PM 

atiJcan- and- at?o- a~erican- studi es- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, uuc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ng~s@unc.edt~>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@e~nail.unc.edu> 

[aYrlcan- and-afi~-american- s~dies- facul~’] [all-college-facul~] FW: Re~ninder/Search for Ne,’~ Senior Associate Deau for Undergraduate 

Educatiou 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of Senior Associate Dean Kevin Guskiewicz to all deans, directors, department and curriculum chairs, and faculty in 

the College, w~Lh an ~n~:orrnation copy to administrative managers. 

### 

This is a reminder that Senior Associate Dean Kevin Guskiewicz will begin reviewing candidates for the next Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education on 

October ~, 20~3. If you wish to nominate a colleague or yourself, please send an application including a letter of interest and curriculum vitae to: Yulia Strizheus, 

College of Arts and Sciences, CB 3~00, 205 South Building. Applications that have already been sent to Kevin Guskiewicz will be forwarded to Yulia Strizheus. See 

enclosed earfier message for add~dona~ details. 

F~m: Reid, Dee 
Sent= Wednesday, September 04, 20~3 9:20 
To= College FaculW; CAS_as DDD 
~c= CAS_as Hgrs 
Subject= FROH THE DEAN: Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Dear Colleagues, 

Bobbi Owen will complete a decade of outstanding leadership as Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education at the end of this academic year. As the 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor she will return to a full-time faculty role in the Department of Dramatic Art. 

Bobbi’s extraordinary service has strengthened our senior team in the dean’s office and improved undergraduate education in major ways with the assistance of a 

wonderful team that she continues to build. Under her oversight, the First Year Seminar Program, the Office for Undergraduate Research and Honors Carolina have 

attracted national recognition and expanded their learning opportunities; Honors doubled its size. Bobbi was instrumental in transforming the undergraduate 

general education requirements. She encouraged strategic enhancements in the Academic Advising Program and the Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling that have provided more focused support for all students. These initiatives contributed to increases in our graduation and retention rates, which 

continue to be the highest for all UNC campuses and among the highest for major public universities nationwide. The Office of Distinguished Scholarships has 

helped students successfully apply for highly competitive awards resulting in more Rhodes scholarships at Carolina than any other public university in the past 

decade, and more Luce Scholarships than any public or private university. 

Bobbi is also helping us develop even more experiential learning opportunities for undergraduates. 

In addition to her responsibilities in the dean’s office and her continued scholarship and publication activity, she has served the entire University by overseeing 

the accreditation and review process, a massive undertaking. 

These are just a few examples of the impact Bobbi has made across our campus, and for which we are enormously grateful. We look forward to her continued 

accomplishments through June 30, 2014. 

Senior Associate Dean Kevin Guskiewicz is chairing the search committee that will begin reviewing candidates for the next Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education on October 1, 2013. This position reports directly to the Dean and is responsible for overseeing all of the programs in undergraduate 
education. The person who fills this role should hold the rank of tenured Professor in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

If you would like more information about the position or wish to nominate a colleague or yourself, please contact Kevin at g_u___s__@__e___m___a__!]_.___u__n___c_:_e___d___u_., 919.962.1165. 
Applications including a letter of interest and curriculum vitae should be directed to: Kevin Guskiewicz, College of Arts and Sciences, CB 3100, 205 South Building. 

With my best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 
Lee G. Pederson Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
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FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

More 

Videos 

Events 



I ii’:@’iI iContact- Try It Free! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Football vs Virginia Faculty!Staff Offer 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~!~[~,’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~i.,’~#~.!3:~.~,[r3£.#!:.t~,[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:36 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@listscrv.unc.edu 

[generalt:aculb~] 2014 UNC Distinguished Alumnusia Awa:rds/No~n Deadline EXTENDED to 9,/23 

To: All Faculty 
From: UNC Office of Faculty Governance 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is the time of year to nominate deserving UNC alumni/ae for the 20:t4 Distinguished Alumnus/a Awards, which will be given next year on University Day. To facilitate your 
last-minute push on nominations, we’ve extended the deadline to the end of the day on Monday, September 23. Please see details below about how to submit a nomination. 

Sincerely yours, 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 
Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 
Office of Faculty Governance 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-962- J.671 (office) 

From: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 20:t3 3:46 PM 
To: generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu 
Ce: comm@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Call for nominations: 20J.4 UNC Distinguished Alumnus!a Awards!Deadline 9/20/:t3 

To: All Faculty 

From: UNC Office of Faculty Governance 

Dear Colleagues, 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus Awards to be presented at the 

October 12, 2014, University Day ceremony. These awards recognize UNC-Chapel Hill alumni/ae who have made outstanding contributions to humanity in any walk 

of life. 

The deadline for submissions is S~pt~mb~r 20, 20~.3. September 23, 20~13. 

Nominees must be alumni of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This includes all persons who were registered for at least one full academic year as a 

student in residence in any college or school of the University. In general, anyone listed in the General Alumni Association’sAiumni Direc~org is eligible except 

members of the University faculty, staff, and administration. They become eligible two years after separation from the University. 

Full information about this award, including criteria, eligibility, and the process for submitting a nomination online, is available at the .~_[[~£~_[f!_~__~_~_~9_9_[_~_9_~_ 

~[~_~_~_&_~_~_~£J}_~_~9 of the Faculty Governance website. 
If you have any questions, please contact our office. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

C~;~ 9~.;’0~ C:~:~ ~~:.~hjh~% 200 

9J.9 952 2i45 {~ ff~c<" ~:~:~ :u~:u~s~.’~-} :: 9i9 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:50 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfacul~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalt~ulty] Faculty processional at Univ. Day/Chancellor Folt Ins~llation: RSVP reques~ted! 

September 19, 2013 

Dear Colleagues: 

In keeping with longstanding University tradition, we invite you to join other members of the University community to celebrate the University’s 220th birthday on University Day, 
Saturday, October 12th. The celebration commemorates the laying of the cornerstone of Old East and the official founding of the University. This year’s festivities are especially 
notable because they mark the formal installation of Dr. Carol Folt as the University’s eleventh chancellor. 

The event (which will be broadcast live on UNC-TV) begins at 1:30 p.m. in Polk Place with music and at 1:45 a processional of faculty, students, staff, alumni, visiting 
dignitaries and other leaders. At the 2:00 p.m. ceremony Chancellor Folt will address the community and outline her vision for the University. 

If you have not previously joined the faculty procession on University Day, please do come this year. You are welcome to wear academic regalia if you have it, but also to 
participate without regalia. Participants in the faculty processional should meet at 1:00 at Memorial Hall (rain location: Smith Center). 

If you will process with us, the most important thing you need to do is to register by October 4th at http://go.unc.edu/Je97C. Advance registration will help greatly with 
planning and will entitle you to be sent, by email, a parking pass giving you access to the Bell Tower parking deck on October 12th. Only individuals who have registered and 
have an email parking pass will be allowed to park in the Bell Tower deck. Public parking and disability shuttles will run from the Smith Center beginning at 12:30pm. 

As we have since 1971, the University will take this day to present its Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus Awards. This year’s recipients are: Stuart Bondurant, professor and 
dean emeritus of the UNC School of Medicine; William Easterling III, dean of the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences at The Pennsylvania State University and founding 
director of the Penn State Institutes of Energy and the Environment; Karol Mason, U.S. Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Justice Programs; Todd Miller, founder and 
executive director of the North Carolina Coastal Federation, a nonprofit organization headquartered in Ocean, N.C.; and Gary Parr, vice chairman of Lazard Ltd., a global 
financial advisory firm. In addition, Bruce Cairns, professor of surgery at Carolina, will receive the Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award. 

Following the ceremony, there will be a reception in Polk Place. If rain is forecast, the ceremony will be moved to the Dean E. Smith Center. 

Find out more details about the event at http:/!installation.unc.edu!. We look forward to seeing many of you on October 12. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Boxill 

Chair of the Faculty 

Valerie Ashby 

Faculty Marshal 

UNC-Chapel Hill Office of Faculty Governance 

http:/!faccoun.unc.edu! 

919-962-2146 

¯ -- You are cmTently subscribed to 

genera]faculty as: re~este~)elnail.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eM&~T&l genera]facul~l&o 33613929 or send a blank email to 

leave-33613929- 66902437.0af4160b3368fafaTd 15b15c4c405eb4~listserv.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Alerting Campus Commnnity to be Watchfid tbr Convicted 

Ass~Alm~t 

INFOPdvlATIONAL \~%SSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Alerting Campus Communi~ to be WatchIifl for Convicted Assailant 

UNC Public Safety- is asking student and employees to be watchful for a potentially dangerous person often seen on North Carolina college campuses. Christopher Jermain Deas, 37, was 
arrested by UNC-Chapel Hill PuNic Safety’ in 2011 on charges of"assault on female" and trespassed from the campus Recently, this individual was charged and trespassed at U2x,-C- 
Greensboro, but he has been released on bond and is known to return to and frequent campuses He is thought to drive a Honda Civic (NC License "ZSP-3472"). A photo of the individual 
can be seen through the follo~ving link: 

http ://bit lvi1 ev36Vz 

Anyone believing they have seen Deas at L~,-C should not approach him but report the incident irmnediately to UNC Police by calling 9-1-1 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina uric edu) for any updates. Call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or near campus For a list of safe~z tips, 
see the following link thruugh the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~v.alertcarolina.unc.edu/~uidoc/1395i1762999/ 

About Informatiunal Messages: ’]?he University sends an Informatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity abuut a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected tu be of 
significant interest tu the campus 

Spunsored by the UNC Department uf Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Kevin Sei~ Nmned Interim Chief Financial Officer 

Dear Faculty and Staff; 

I have asked Kevin Seitz to serve as interim vice chancellor for finance and administration beginning October 1 since Karol Kain Gray is returning to her home state of New York to begin a 
career in the private sector, and I am veW pleased that he has agreed to assume this vital role. 

For the last three years as Carolina’s associate vice chancellor for finance, Kevin has been an excellent ste~vard of the University’s financial resources. Not only has he played a key role in 
the Budget Connnittee’s resource allocation process, he also has overseen Carolina’s treasuW functions and has worked closely with financial leaders at L~NC General Administration and 
the state’s Division of Fiscal Research He also has been instrumental in helping Karol make necessary changes in the Division of Finance and Administration within the past year. 

Carolina is benefil~ing from Kevin’s nearly 40 years of experience in finance and administration, all within higher education In addition to his work here, Kevin spent 31 years at the State 
University of New York at Buffalo, where he ~vas vice president for university services after serving as controller and director of administrative computing, and five years as East Carolina’s 
chief financial officer. There, he was head of many of the same finance and administration functions he will assume on an interim basis here. 

We will announce the search committee for a ne~v vice chancellor soon In the meantime, I am grateful to have such a capable leader in charge of the University’s finance and administration 
operations 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Folt 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics <reply-630@pacmail.emmarketinghq.net> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Video Message From UNC Head Coach Larry Fedora 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on ~:/~[~!~i~.,’..}, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ~)~(~.=:[0£~:~[).=:[. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglass Payne <alumni@unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

CCLL ] Register Now tbr Next Week’s Exciting Enrichment Programs 

Dear Cmolina alumni and fi~iends, 

Looking for just the right outing next week? Come join us in Chapel Hill for a varie~ of enriching programs. 

Thursday afte~aoon hear Jodi Magness, Kenan Dis~tinguished Professor of Religious Studies, speak on Late Roman and Byzantine Art and Architecture. The lovely 

Dalmatian Coast is filled with ancient sites that were occupied during late antiquity - the transition from classical antiquity and the Roman Empire to the middle ages. In 

this slide-illustrated lecture, Magness oilers a survey of ~me ofthe~ sites ~md how changes in styles of art and architecture reflect broader changes in ~cie .ty. 

http://bit.ly/PassportFall2013 

Thursday night take advantage of an opportanity to have dinner with Penny Abernathy, who holds the Knight Chair in Journalism and Digital Media Economics. 

Professor Abernathy is pa(ticipating in our Dinner with FaculF at 6:30 p.m. at The Carolina Club in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center at 106 Stadium Drive. This 

event is a rare chance to engage with Abernathy in a small group while enjoying dinner at the Club, where you Inay ask her any questions you might have about her 

work at The Wall Streetdournal, The New York Times and at UNC’s prestigious School of Journalism and Mass Communicalion. There is limited space remaining 

for this dinner, which is limited to no more than 11 paNcipants. If you ~xe interested, please see the link below for more information, http://bit.l’~/Dira~e~WithFacultv 

Friday night j oin us for an Evening at PlayMakers for The Mountaintop, a play which has been acclaimed from London to Broadway and won the Olivier Award for 

Best New Play. Enjoy the GAA’ s pre- show reception of hors d’oeuvres and rune while gaining insights about the play from its director and others on the artifftic stalt: 

Spend a historic night with Civil Rights icon Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., as a visitation from a mysterious woman leads him to confront his innermost thoughts and tEaxs 

on the s~tormy evening betbre his assassination, http://bit.lyithemountaintop 

For reservations, please call South Moore ’15 at 919-843-0790. 

Should you have any queslions, please do not hesitate to give me a call at 919-962-0313. 

With warm Ca~rolina wishes, 

Douglass Payne ’04, ’06 (MAT) 

Coordinator of Alumni Education and Travel 

htlp://alumni.unc.edwtravel 
UNC General Alanmi Association 

PO Box 660 

Chapel ttill, NC 27514- 0660 

(919) 962-0313 

(919) 962-0010 fax 
Alumni Travel Program (877) 962-3980 

YOU’RE INVITED 

Alumni programs~ communications and services are not a line iteln in the University budget but axe funded by G.A~A_ member dues. If you think this mission of serving 
our Universi~" and keeping alumni inibnned and involved is important, melnbership is for you. £~7!r~..!~?~t.~!5! to support Carolina and to receive w~uable benefits and 

services and a subscription to the digital and print versions of the Carolina Alumni Review. 

PRIVACY POLICY: 

The GAA does not sell information about you. including your email address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please 

let us know by sending an email to: gaa-online@unc.edu and include your fifll name, address and class year or use this link to unsubscribe: Unsubscfibe Link. 

703535427 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 2:30 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <qoorter@email.unc.edtr~; Mutima, Sinamenye A 

<smutim~r~em~Jl.unc.edtr’~ 

ILS: First Meeting of the Institutions], majols, ~xid community engagement committee 

HI all .... 

~ st~I haven’t heard from you about the first meeting of the ~ns~1tut1~na~ majors, etc‘ committee and am trying to scheduIe it on Wednesday. Could you please 

~:he Doodle Poll so I can see what t~rne wou~d work best for the most of us? Thanks. 

http:iidoodle.com!bebeqrqwqhvhugp3 

T~m 

~ M~Millan, Tim 
~Bt~ Thursday, September ~9, 20~3 ~2:~B PM 
T~ Nzon~ola-N~laja, Georges; Hildebrand, Reginald F~ Re,ester, Charlene B; Po~er, Robe~ S; Williams, Ronald; Fhunsu, Donato; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Lambe~, Michael C 

~ SaMe, Euni~e N 
~j~t~ ~irst Meetin~ of the ~nstitutional, majors, and ~ommuni~ engagement ~ommi~e 

Dear all -- 

It seems incumbent upon us to meet to begin planning the many issues with which we are charged. First is the student research conference that we must plan and 

then secondarily the Dunbar Stone lecture and the department picnic. Also, if you have any ideas of people to honor at graduation we need to identify them fairly 

quickly. 

I propose that we meet next Wednesday (September 26) from 11-noon. Please let me know your availability so I can arrange the meeting or look for an alternate 

time. 

Thanks. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(9~9)537-338~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 23, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Neuroimaging decision- ruaking s~t udy now recruiting paJ~ficipan’Ls 

We are conducting a research stu@ to examine the role of age and alcohol use in the decision-making process. Your participation would require you to come to the University of North 
Carolina campus for a 3 hour session. For your participation, you ~vill be compensated with $15/hour. The experimental session will consist of completion of questiomaaires, the collection of 
a saliva sample, and a computerized task. The computerized task will be conducted in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner 

You are eligible 
1. You are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
2. You have no kno~vn psychiatric or neurological problems 
3. You are NOT taking psychoactive medications 
4. You are NOT taking illicit drags 
5. You have NEVER sought treatment for a substance use disorder 
6. You are NOT pregnant or breastfeeding 
7. You are a native English speaker 
8. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
9. You do NOT have a fear of enclosed spaces 
10 You are right hand ed 
11. You do NOT have tattoos above the shoulders 
12 No metal in your bo@ that you can’t take out 

If interested, please contact us at 919-962-8340 (mention the subject line of the e-mail if you call) 
or e-mail cts2014@email.unc.edu with the fulluwing iilt’ormation: 

F~mail address 
Phone number 
Best time tu be cuntacted 

This study titled "Alcuhul Cunsumption, I)ecisiun Making, and Development" has been approved by the UNC Non-Biumedical Institutiunal Review Buard (IRB) (study #: 11-1067 appruved 
5,’3/2013). 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Dept uf Psychulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Persunal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

no reply@email.unc.edu 

Monday, September 23, 2013 12:07 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] UNC Dental Faculty Practice 

The Dental Faculty Practice is offering UNC employees and their immediate families a 20% discount on new-patient comprehensive exam appointments and the associated x-rays taken that 
day. We are steps away from your office or clinic door You will be seen by the dentists that are teaching the future dentists of North Carolina. Because the Practice provides both general 
and specialized dental°care, each individual patient’s oral health needs will be determined after seeing a dental practitioner for a comprehensive diagnosis Call the reception desk at 919-537- 

3939 and identi~’ yourself as a UNC elnployee. 

This message is sponsored by: Dental Faculty Practice 

~NFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that the?- do ;vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at ht~p ://my.uric edu~ and select 
Update Personal Information 
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AAAD ... 

Senegal through Visual Art, Literature, and Film 

Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Office: 304 Battle Hall 

Phone: (9119) 962-2347 

Office Hours: TBD 

COURSE MATERIALS 

Books available at the bookstore and the undergraduate library 
Additional materials to be provided by the instructor 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 

Senegalese society is at the crossroads &three major influences: the French colonial legacy, Sufi 

Islam, and modern western culture. These three sources interplay in various ways through 

artistic and literary expressions. This course aims to introduce students to the rich, complex, and 

diverse pictorial, oral and written productions by Senegalese artists, novelists, poets, and singers, 

through readings, music and films. It stimulates students’ critical thinking skills as they reflect on 

aspects of Senegalese society and culture. 

COURSE GOALS 

After completion &this course, students should be able to: 

1) Comprehend the origin and extent &French influence on Senegalese society and culture 

2) Understand the relationship between state/citizenship and religion in Senegal 

3) Understand the globalized nature of Senegalese society in the twenty-first century 

COURSE JUSTIFICATION 

Considering the growing interest in learning about Africa in general, this course gives students a 

regional perspective of African societies and cultures by focusing on one of the most 

multifaceted ones, Senegalese society and culture. 

TEACHING METHODOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY 

This course is intended to be interactive and student-centered. It consists of lectures, class 

discussions on the assigned readings, students’ presentations and movie screening followed by 

discussion. 
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ASSESSMENT 

The assessment consists of short essays based on the assigned readings, movies, and lectures; a 
midterm exam; final exam; and course project. 

COURSE PROJECT 

Each student selects a topic of his/her choice and searches the library, surfs the web, reads 

newspapers, or consults electronic media for information about that topic. This is an opportunity 

for students to gain in-dept knowledge of a particular aspect of Senegalese society. The question 

students must answer when elaborating on their topic is how their work helps them and others to 

understand Senegalese society and culture. Students must ackno~vledge their source(s) of 

information appropriately. Students present their findings to the class during the class 

presentations period. Their paper must be typed-written on font 12 and be 10 pages double- 

spaced long with 1 inch margin. Stylistic requirement for the paper must be APA or MLA. 

Typographical mistakes/errors, poor spellings, and grammatical faults will be penalized. 

GRADING SCALE 

Components and weight 

Attendance and participation: 10% 
Short essays: 15% 
Midterm exam: 25% 
Final exam: 25% 
Course project: 25% 

Grade rnbrics 

A+98-100 B+ 87-89 C+77-79 D+ 67-69 F 0-59 
A 95-97 B 83-86 C 73-76 D 63-66 
A- 90-94 B- 80-82 C- 70-72 D- 60-62 

ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION 

Students are expected to attend every single class and participate in all activities in the 

classroom. Attendance and active participation count for 10% of your final grade (see above). 

HONORCODE 

7he University of North Caro#na at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system 

and judicial system for over 100 years. 7he system is the responsibi#ty of students and is 

regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibi#ty. If you have questions about 
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your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with 

the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. 7his 

document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains 

all poficies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your.full participation and 

observance of the honor code is expected. 

PLAGIARISM 

Quote and cite any words that are not your own. If you paraphrase the words of another, you 
must still give proper attribution. Please use APA style for citation (http:iiwww.apastyle.orgi). 

TECHNOLOGY 

Students are not allowed to use their computers or smart phones during class lectures. The use of 

such devices during the class period can be a source of distraction while your full attention is 

needed. 

POTENTIAL CHANGES TO TOPICS AND READINGS 

Topics and reading assignments and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not 
matters related to grading. Notice of such changes ~vill be by announcement in class (or email 
notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 

ACCOMMODATION OF DISABILITIES POLICY 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability should 
contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, 
Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. 
Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

BREAKDOWN OF THE COURSE 

WEEK 1-WEEK 3: COUNTRY OVERVIEW 

Days Reading 

TBD Material to be provided by the instructor 

Topic 

Count~ ove~iew: map, 

geography, ethnic 

composition, political 

histo1% religion, and 

popular culture Political 

history, religion, and 

popular culture 

Notice Map test 
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WEEK 4-WEEK 6: SENEGAL THROUGH LITERATURE 

Days Reading 

TBD 

Topic 

Senegalese novel: 

Historical development and 

themes 

Senegalese poetry: 

Negritude movement and 

beyond 

Oral literature 

5~ [o~N a/efwr novel by ,%nega[ese female 

7he Ambiguous Adventure novel @ Cheikh 
H~w#dou Kane 
God’s" Bits <~/ Wood novel [~V Ousmane 

7he Beggars’ Strike [~V Senega#se jbma# 
writer ,4mina~a Sow ~Y 
Selecwd Poems by LeopoM Sedar Senghor, 
poet of the Ne~qtude Movement 

Notice Assignment 1 due 

WEEK 7-WEEK 9: SENEGAL THROUGH CINEMA 

Days Movies 

TBD 

Topic 

Sembene Ousmane: an 
critical observer of 
Senegalese society and 
advocate of gender 
equality and freedom of 
women 

Djibril Diop Mambety: 
Uncovering reality 
Mansour Sora Wade: 
Education through tales 

Notice Assignment 2 due 

( T e ctdo 
Xcda 

]Q~at Kir~e 
La petite Vendeuse de Soleil 

Le Franc 
Picc mi 
The price of forgiveness 
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WEEK 10-WEEK 12: SENEGAL THROUGH VISUAL ARTS 

Days Topic Reading 

TBD Art and crafts 

Reverse Glass Painting: 
An homage to Roberta 

Ann-Dunbar 

S~negal behind gauss: images of religion,s 

Nd~c(..~,e ,"/~ra~,~late~:(/~’om the l~’e~ch/. 
Davi,s Libra~?~ NK5435.$38 Y68 ]994 
ContemporaO~ art (?/SenegaL 
Ar~ L,ibra~3~ N7399.$4 C62 ]980 
Senegalese Glass Painting: Religious 
Themes in Ne 20N Century by Roberta 
Ann Dunbar 

Notice Assignment 3 due 

WEEK 13-15: SENEGAL THROUGH MUSIC 

Days Topic Concerts 

TBD Senegalese music: 

histo~ and current trends 
Hip Hop and RNB 

Religious songs 

Y(~ussou sVdo~a" (the ]ring (?f mbalaX) 
Pacotille 
Viviane 
Murid and Tijaniyya songs from S~ 
poetry 

Notice Midterm Exam 

WEEK 16-WEEK 17: CLASS PRESENTATION 

Days Topic Class discussion 

TBD Students presentations 

Notice l 0 page essay due 

Final exam 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
screens 2-pa~ epic drama 
Toussamt L’Ouveture" this 

Thursday at 7pm. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us this Thursday (September 26) at 7pm 

for the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Film screening of "Toussaint L’Ouveture." 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English 

Subtitles/part 1: 90min, part 2:90 min. /2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part 

action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the Haitian 

leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful slave revolt 

in world history, defeating Napoleon Bonaparte and 

winning independence from France. Known for his 

military genius and political acumen, L’Ouverture 

established Haiti as the first black nation in the 

western hemisphere and the first Black free nation as 

well. 

The event is free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

October 3, 7:00pro 

Screening 

The Sapphires 

Dir: Wayne Blair/Feature/Austra#a/English/103 

rain, /2012 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady 

days of the late ’60s about a quartet of young, 

talented singers from a remote Aboriginal mission, 

discovered and guided by a kind-hearted, soul-loving 

manager. Plucked from obscurity, the four spirited 

women with powerhouse voices - called The 

Sapphires - are given the opportunity to entertain 

American troops in Vietnam. Catapulted onto the 

world stage as Australia’s answer to the Supremes, 

their journey of discovery offers them not only the 

chance to show off their musical skills, but find love 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



and togetherness, experience loss and grow as 

women. 

Thn Okan~ura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for sale 

at the Stone Center. We have a very limited supply of 

"Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; and "The 

Ascension". Please contact Clarissa Goodlett at 

stonecenter@unc,edu for more information. "This 

Stow Has Not Yet Been Told...The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition is currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Participmats needed: Exercise Training Re,arch Study 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research Stu@. 
The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a research stud?, to examine the effects of an exercise program on individual with medial knee displacement 
This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks according to which group you will be assigned and 
how you will respond to the exercise program 
Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 

Movement and bony alignment screening 
Bony aligrmaent measures with ultrasound 
Lower extremity flexibility’ measurement 
Muscle strength measurement 
3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes) 
Foam roller exercises 
Stretching exercises 
Muscle strengthening 
Functional movement exercises 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall You may be asked to return for another testing after 4 to 6 weeks from the completion of 
the post-test. 

You are eligible ~2~r this study it’: 
You are female, age between 18 and 28 years. 
You have no i~iu~ in the lower extremity at a time of testing. 
You are active (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes each) 
You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or li~ing. 
You did not participate in the exercise trmning study in within the past 3 months 
You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred within the past 6 months that limited physical activity [’or more than 2 days. 
You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
You are not pregnant 

For additional information about this study, please contact: 

Shiho (i oto at sgoto@emai l.unc, edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB # 13-1370) was approved by the Office of ttuman Research 
Ethics Biomedical Institutional Review Board on June 11 th, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: EXSS 

INFORA4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set yota informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy women needed for pregna~cy research study! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s 
fertility’. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for stu@ activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily 
lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about 
this study, you can visit our website at www.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an emai[ to fertility@unc edu with your name, 
phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be 
kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing 
irfformation about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message with friends or family 

’]7he principal investigator for this study is Anne Z. Steiner, MD, ?,/fPtI, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University" of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review" Board on 3/14/2008, sturdy # 
08-0423 

’]?his message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

INFORMATIONAL email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your infom~ational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/irav.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NovotW Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edn> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:51 PM 

Eric Pierson <epierson@sandiego.edw~; Travis Boyce <travis.d.boyce@gmail.com>; Joseph Smith <smithj l@siu.edu>; Grimm, Kevin 

<kg 181506@ohio.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edn>; Angela Agnayo ~ajaguayo@siu.edu>; White, Theresa R 

<theresa.M~ite@csun.edtr>; Graves, Michael <mgmves@ku.edu>; Y Sims <yvonne.d.sims@gmail.com>; David Rossiaky 

<David.Rossia]u@gtnail.com>; Gerald Christian <gbutter@aurora.edu>; Joshua Phillips <joshaa.d.phillips@hotmail.com >; Ashley Farmer 

<fm~ner.ad@g~nail.com> 

Documenting the Black Experience Update 

Dear Contributors, 

I hope that this email finds you all well. I’m writing to npdate you on the s~atns of Documenting lhe Bh~ck Exl)e,qence. I have sere many of the essays to the coW 

editor and I am currently working with a tEw contributors "to bring their final drafts m completion. As soon as I receive those essays, I will send them to the coW editor 

and then to the con’mbutors tbr revisions. At this point. I mn on schedule to submit the mannscript by the December 15th deadline. Just betbre I do, I will be in touch 

for m~ updated No, since many of us have had m~my accomplishments during the course of this project. Thank you all tbr yon patmnce with this book. I think you will 
be veW proud to be a tmrt of the collection. 

Best, 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Ac’dng Chair 

Depaxtment of Radio, Television, & Digita] Media 

Afi-icana Studies Department (cross appointed) 
Connnunications Building- Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois UniversW- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:32 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] Core General Education Competencies: Feedback Deadline Tomorrow (9/25) 

To: All UNC-CH Faculty Members 

From: Office of Faculty Governance 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are sending out the email below at the request of the members of your UNC-Chapel Hill delegation to the UNC system Faculty Assembly. It appears 
that some people trying to respond to this "Core Competencies" survey last week had trouble with the link. We believe the problem has now been 
remedied, and you should be able to follow the instructions below, log in with your ONYEN, and respond as directed. We also provide an alternate link 
directly to the survey in case you have any problems with the link you are directed to follow. 

The deadline for filling out this very short survey is tomorrow, September 25th, and a robust response from Chapel Hill will be very helpful to the faculty 
committee working on these issues. Thank you for your time. 

Dear UNC Colleagues, 
In accordance with UNC’s Strategic Directions report "Our Time, Our Future," the UNC General Education Council (GEC) has been charged with 
recommending a limited set of general education student learning competencies appropriate to all UNC institutions. The Core Competencies 
Subcommittee of the GEC has created a short list of potential core competencies. 
We ask that you please complete a short survey indicating which three competencies you think most suitable for system-wide adoption. To access this 
survey, please visit the General Education Council Feedback site and select the "Core Competencies Survey" link at the top left of the page. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY TROUBLE WITH THE "FEEDBACK SITE" LINK, you may try going directly to the survey here. 
Please complete this survey by Wednesday, September 25, 201& 
Core competencies are defined here as skills or behaviors that can be developed in diverse general education courses on every campus, rather than skills 
that are taught by a specific, narrow set of disciplines or campuses. The Core Competencies Subcommittee has reviewed relevant materials over the 
summer, including the list of competencies recommended for consideration by the "Faculty Vision for UNC Strategic Directions" report prepared last year 
by the Faculty Advisory Council {FAC) to the UNC Strategic Directions Committee, the general education frameworks across the system, and literature on 
best practices in general education competency assessment. From this review, a short list of suitable competencies began to emerge. 
This short list of suitable competencies correlates well with employer surveys and literature on best practices in general education competency 
assessment. The list includes: 

1. Critical Thinking 

2. Critical Reading 

3. Written Communication 
4. Oral Communication 
5. Information Literacy 

6. Creative Thinking 

7. Global Learning 

The GEC asserts that any competencies shared across the system must form only part of each institution’s general education program and would be 
supplemented locally to address each institution’s mission. It is critical that any system-wide general education policy be flexible and respectful of the 
unique mission of each campus, of the expertise of each campus’s faculty, and of the unique backgrounds, needs, and aspirations of each campus’s 

students. 
The Core Competencies Subcommittee recognizes that campuses and individuals use slightly different terminology and phrasing for similar concepts; 
therefore, we encourage you to use the open response options on the survey to share your opinions of what competencies, in your own words, are core. 
The Subcommittee chose to follow the phrasing used in the AAC&U VALUE Rubrics when writing the seven competencies listed above. This is not 
intended to be an endorsement of the VALUE Rubrics, but rather an attempt to offer a starting place for discussion as we determine how these 
competencies might be defined for UNC. 
Once the survey is complete, the Core Competencies Subcommittee will consider all responses and make a recommendation for five or fewer system- 
wide core competencies. The GEC will then share their recommendation with the UNC Faculty Assembly and Faculty Senates/Councils on individual 

campuses in time for consideration and discussion at their October or November meetings. 
Thank you for your time and feedback. 
Sincerely, 
The Core Competencies Subcommittee of the GEC: 

Dr. Brenda Allen (WSSU), Chair 
Cara Cilano {UNCW) Andrew Morehead (ECU) 
Richard Gay (UNCP) Valerie Pruvost {UNC-CH) 
Bob Gotwals {NCSSM) Dipendra Sengupta {ECSU) 

Joan Lorden {UNCC) Lisa Tolbert (UNCG) 
Paulette Marry {ASU) 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 



generalfaculty as: rel~ester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=669~2437.~af416~b3368fafa7d15b15c4c4~5eb4&n=T&~=genera~facu~ty&~=33631586 or send a blank 

email to leave-33631586-66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15blSc4c405eb4@listserv.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:18 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] UNC Inthnt MRI Study looking for pariicipants 

The Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS) Network at L,2"4C is looking for participants! 

Currently, UNC is looking for research participants who meet the following criteria: 
Are between the ages of 0-6 months (expectant mothers are also eligible) 
Have no known genetic syndrome 
Have an older sibling who is typically developing OR diagnosed ~vith an Autism Spectrum Disorder 

Participation includes: 

Up to $100 in compensation for participation 
A comprehensive series of developmental assessments for the em-olled infant 
An ivlRI scan for the infant completed during natural sleep (NO SEDATION is used) 
A review of the MRI by a neuroradiologist and images of child’s brain from the scan 
All travel costs are reimbursed, and all sel~ices we provide are at no cost 

Participation entails: 
4 visits to Chapel Hill bet~veen the ages of 3 and 24 months to complete non-invasive developmental assessments and an IVIRI scan that occurs during natura 1 sleep 
Occasional phone calls and other non-invasive assessments completed at home between visits 
Follow up phone call at approximately 36 months of age 

To learn more, please contact the UNC IBIS Network at www ibisnetwork@gmail.com or (800) 793-5715, or visit www ibisnetwork.org for more information. 

Biomechca[ ]RB ��05-2321 approved 12/28/2005; renewed 9/23/2013 

Biomedical IRB #09-1642 approved 10/19/2009; renewed 6,’24/2013 

Best wishes, 

Heidi Bwant 
Social Clinical Research Assistant/Recruiter 
919-966-5278 
www.ibisnetwork.org 

Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 
UNC Chapel tIill Campus Bo× #3367 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3367 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

September Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 







Forward this email 

1his email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.ed=s by communication@nctreasurer.com :: 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt removaJ s’~itil Saf:eUnsubscribe" Privacy Polic% 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:59 PM 

~reen~ciety- annonnce@duke.edu; ami- faculty@dnke.edu 

Fwd: NC LAFF ] Chilem~ Film Screening - ’2qo" - Monday, Sept. 30 

NO film posterl .pdf 

FYI - here is a non- ScreerdSociety event that may be of interest! 

Best regards, 

Hm~k 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: Jennifer Prather <iprather@duke.edu> 
Subject: NC LAFF I Film Screening - "No" - Monday, Sept. 30 
Date: September 24, 2013 3:56:40 PM EDT 
To: "literature@duke.edu" <literature@duke.edu> 

The 2013 NC Latin American Film Festive! presents 

No 
a film by Pedro Larrain 

based on a play by Antonio Sk~rmeta 

Nominated, Academy Award, £est Foreign Film (Chile) 

Monday, September 30, 2013 

7.00 PM 

Carolina Theatre 

Durham, NC 
free & open to the public 

introduced by local independent filmmaker Rodrigo Dorfman, 

direc[or of "Occupy the Imagination: Tales of Seduction and Resistance," "Monsieur Contraste," "One Night in Kernersville," and "Generation Exile" 

After fifteen years in power, the result of a military coup on September 11, 1973, Chilean dictator General Augusto Pinochet, whose reign was marked 

by quashing any opposition through intimidation, violence, and murder, is pressured by his international allies to hold a referendum on his 

leadership. A "yes" win would mean eight more years of a Pinochet rule, while a "no" win would mean free elections. 

Pinochet, through intimidation, vote rigging, and what he believes is true support since the Chilean economy is doing well, believes there is no way 

he can lose. The referendum campaign will last 27 days leading up to the October 5, 1988 vote, with each side getting 15 minutes of uninterrupted 

television air time each day for their campaign. 

The "no" coalition decides to hire Ren6 Saavedra (Gael Garcia Bernal), a young, brash advertising executive to spearhead their campaign, which 

causes problems because his boss, Lucho Guzm~n, is an advisor to Pinochet. With scant resources and constant scrutiny by the despot’s watchmen, 

Saavedra and his team devise an audacious plan to win the election and free their country from oppression. 118 minutes. In Spanish with English 

subtitles. 

Watch the trailer: http:!/www.youtube.com!watch?v=lOeiw BJPas 

IMdb: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2059255/?ref =fn al tt 1 

See the full schedule for the 2013 NC Latin American Film Festival: http://latinamericancaribbean.duke.edu/outreachifilm-festival/2013-nc-latin- 

american-film-festival 

The NC Latin American Film Festival is organized by The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke 

University and made possible through funding by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, US Department of Education, and the Duke University Provost Office. Co-sponsors: 

Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies and the Carolina Theatre of Durham. 



iii i~~:,.:~ii: hokazak@duke.edu 

=i~?~,~!ii: i==iii~: http:iiami.du ke.eduiscreensociety 



has 

to break 
ghettos 

American 

the "potential 
out of the usual 
that keep Latin 
cinema walled off 

from non-Hispanic territories... 
..."[A] delicious ~atthew 

~einer-style eye for period 
detail." 

- David Fear, 
Time Ou~ IVew Yofl~ 

When Chilean military dictator Augusto Pinochet, facing international pressure, 

calls for a referendum on his presidency in 1988, opposition leaders persuade 

a brash young advertising executive, Ren6 Saavedra (Ga61 Garcia Bernal), to 

spearhead their campaign. With scant resources and constant scrutiny by the 

despot’s watchmen, Saavedra and his team devise an audacious plan to win 
the election and free their country from oppression. Dir: Pablo Larrain (Chile). 

118 minutes. Spanish with English subtitles. 

The NC Latin American Film Festival is organized by The Consortium in Latin Amedcan 
and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Ca~ofina at Chapel H~ and Duke 
Unive~si~ and made possible through funding by the And~ew W, Mellon Foundation, US 
Department ot Education, and ~he Duke University Rovost Office. Co--sponso~s: Duke 
Center for Latin Amedcan and Caribbean Studies a~xJ the Carolina Fheabe of Durham, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:59 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM AI,ERT CAROLINA: Chief JeffMcCracken Updates Cmnpus About Alert Carolina 

INFORtvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chief Jeff McCracken Updates Campus About Alert Carolina 

Dear Students, Faculty- and Staff, 

With the successful test of the University’s emergency sirens and text-message delivery last week, I wanted to thank the campus communi~z for supporting our safety awareness campaign, 
Alert Carolina 

We conduct tests of the emergency sirens eveW semester because our sirens and related text messages are the quickest way to communicate with people during an actual emergency. 
During the Sept 17 test, text messages were sent to 41,000 unique cell phone numbers registered to students, faculty and stafi; with 90 percent of the siren activation messages delivered 
within 3.5 minutes. That means 688 messages, on average, were delivered per second We also sent 55,000 email messages to the campus conzmunity, with 90 percent of them received within 
about 17 minutes. 

In an actual emergency, the sirens would sound if an armed and dangerous person was on or near campus, a major chemical spill or hazard had been reported, a tornado warning ~vas issued 
for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area by the National Weather Service, or the Department of Public Safety’ determined that a different emergency warranted sounding the sirens. If the sirens 
sound during an emergency, people should go inside or take cover immediately, close ~vindows and doors, and stay until the "all clear" message sounds. Eve~- classroom on campus 
displays a poster outlining what people should do if the Umversity issues an emergency notification (see alertcarolina.unc.edu), and we are in the process of printing additional posters for 
all our campus buildings 

The University-’s Alert Carolina System Protocols, adopted in August 2011 arid revised this fall, outline the different ~zpes of notification: Emergency, Timely Warning, Ilaformational and 
Adverse Weather (see http://www.alert.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1184039). We modified the protocols this fall to group all adverse weather situations together unless a tornado warning is 
issued ~2~r Chapel Hill and Can-boro. In that situation, the sirens would sound so people could take cover immediately. 

I hope you’ll take some time to review all the m[’ormation on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina unc.edu. In addition to details about the different types of communication, there are 
frequently asked questions about campus safety and how to report something suspicious or what to do if you’re concerned about a fellow student or a co-worker 
(http://www.a~ertcaro~ina unc.edu/~o/doc/~395/~94646/~uesti~ns-and-Answers-Ab~ut-Campus-Safew) 

You play a big role in helping us keep Carolina safe, so thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken 
Director of Public Safety 

About Informutional Messages: The University sends an Informutional Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informutional Message is one o17 three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicutions plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:23 PM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <mgester@emal.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Online Reseacch Study: Help Us Understand ttow to Talk about Fecal Incontinence 

UNC Center for Fnnctional GI and Motility Disorders is seeking individuals who are 18 years or older and have fecal incontinence (also known as accidental bowel leakage) at least once a 
month for the past six months for participation in an online study 

Participants will remain anonymous while in the focus group and all information will be kept confidential. Participants will complete questionnaires about the severity’, histolT and quality of 
life impact of their bowel leakage and participate in one 2-hour moderated online discussion group. 

Palticipants will be asked to provide all the words they know for fecal incontinence and discuss whether the?- are embarrassing, appropriate, or difficult to understand, and to answer and 
discuss other questions relating to fecal incontinence as a healthcare issue. 

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE IF YOU ARE: 

18 years or older 
Have access to the internet and are able to 
use a computer and type fluently on a 
keyboard 
Have fecal incontinence at least once a 
month for the past six months. 

You will be paid $25.00 for participation. 

For additional information, please go to this web page: 
http://w~vw uncmedresearch com/FITstudy 

Biomedical IRB Study 12-0898 
Approved: 06/28/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Functional (31 and Motility Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email *viii only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Free Admission tbr Students: Big Idea Series 

All students presenting valid student identification will receive free admission to the latest "What’s the Big Idea?" lecture series: Medical \~zsteries. Lectures ~vill be held at the Friday 
Center licom 7-9 pm on the following dates 

October 3, "Our Resident Macrobes: What is Your Gut Microbiome Telling You?" presented by M. Andrea Azcarate-Peril, assistant professor of cell biology and physiology and director of 
the Microbiome Core Facility, School of Medicine 

October 10, "¥Vhy Do We Get Old and ~Vhat Does This Have To Do with Cancer?" presented by Dr. Norman "Ned" Sharpless, the Wellcome Professor of Cancer Research and Deputy 
Director of the Cancer Center. 

October 17, "Nodding Syndrome: Potential Etiologies of an Enigmatic Disorder" presented by Dr. Jonathan Juliano, assistant professor in the Division of Infectious Diseases and the 
Curriculum of Genetics and Molecular Biology. 

October 24, "Infections from Pets: Dogs, Cats, and Others," presented by David Weber is professor of medicine, pediatrics, and epidemiology in the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Medicine 
and the Gillings School of Global PuNic Health. He is also associate chief medical officer of I_,i~’C Healthcare 

Full details are at http:i/l¥idavcenter.unc edu/pdep/wbi Student reservations should be sent to conradj@email.unc.edu. 

This message is sponsored by: Friday Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:31 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Social Skills Group tbr Teenagers (16+) and Young Adults 

We are pleased to announce the next session of our group-based social skills clinic for teenagers (16+) and young adults. This clinical service consists of 8 hour-long weekly sessions, with 
the next session scheduled to begin in on Monday, October 7th at 4p This clinic is offered through the Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities (101 Renee Lynne Court, Carrboro, 
NC 27510). All major insurance providers are accepted. 

Sessions will be led by a clinical psychologist and trainee and will focus on improving social cognition and social skills The class is open to those with a formal diagnosis that impacts their 
social abilities (such as an autism spectrum disorder or ADHD) as well as to those simply ~vishing to improve their social skills. Because much of the class relies on back-and-forth between 
class members, participants must have sufficient verbal skills to participate in a group setting. Sessions will have tap to 12 participants 

Potential patients or caregivers please contact Twyla Peoples at 919-843-1529 or T~2~-la peoples@cidd.unc edu for more information about scheduling and registration. 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 

INFORNLA_TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUN(? at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] 10% Offto The Mountaintop at PlayMakers 

PlayMakers is ott’el-irig a 10% discount to all L~,-C Faculty and St~nff for the Regional Premiere of THE MOL~,~2AINTOP by Katori Hall, onstage now through October 6 

Spend a historic night with Civil Rights icon Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr, as a visitation from a mysterious woman leads him to confront his irmennost thoughts and fears on the storm?- 
evening before his assassination. 

TO PURCHASE DISCOUNTED TICKETS, call 919.962.PLAY (7529). 

For more information, visithttp://www playmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
screens 2-pa~ epic drama 
Toussamt L’Ouveture" 

TOMORRO~V at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us tomorrow night(September 26) at 7pm 

for the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Film screening of "Toussaint L’Ouveture." 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English 

Subtitles/part 1: 90min, part 2:90 min. /2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part 

action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the Haitian 

leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful slave revolt 

in world history, defeating Napoleon Bonaparte and 

winning independence from France. Known for his 

military genius and political acumen, L’Ouverture 

established Haiti as the first black nation in the 

western hemisphere and the first Black free nation as 

well. 

The event is free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

October 3, 7:00pro 

Screening 

The Sapphires 

Dir: Wayne Blair/Feature/Austrafia/Engfish/103 

rain, /2012 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady 

days of the late ’60s about a quartet of young, 

talented singers from a remote Aboriginal mission, 

discovered and guided by a kind-hearted, soul-loving 

manager. Plucked from obscurity, the four spirited 

women with powerhouse voices - called The 

Sapphires - are given the opportunity to entertain 

American troops in Vietnam. Catapulted onto the 

world stage as Australia’s answer to the Supremes, 

their journey of discovery offers them not only the 

chance to show off their musical skills, but find love 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



and togetherness, experience loss and grow as 

women. 

Thn Okan~ura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for sale 

at the Stone Center. We have a very limited supply of 

"Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; and "The 

Ascension". Please contact Clarissa Goodlett at 

stonecenter@unc,edu for more information. "This 

Stow Has Not Yet Been Told...The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition is currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emall.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:41 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Regester, Charlene B 
<regeste@email.unc.edw~; Porter, Robert S <rporte@ema~l.unc.edw~; Willia~n~ Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato 
<dthunsu21@unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Institutional, majors, m~d community engagement comtnittee tasks 

[)ear cotmnittee -- 

Thanks [’or such a productive and collegi al meeting. 

Action items below 

1 ) }{ere is the doodle poll for time/dates for the major’s reception that Ron suggested (and has agreed to spearhead) 

http://doodle.com/xd8 h34s6sk f436uq 

I just noticed that there is a joint BS2{’NAACP meeting that Wednesday evening (at which I am a panelist) so that will probably not be a good night. 

2) Please poll your classes about possible maJor/minor participation in the March conference so we can see if we need to open invitations more broadly. Also, see if there are major conflicts 
with the March I date. 

3) I am working with Travis to update the Major/minors listserv so we can contact them directly. 

4) Please forward aW possible candidates for the Dunbar/Stone lecturer on the theme of Dimensions of the African Diaspora. 

Once again, I appreciate your thoughtful contributions and I look forward to working with you over the semester. 

Tirn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:55 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Turn Raleigh Blue: NCSU Pregame 

UNC GAA 

.~iI Thank you! 

Join us tiffs season when 
the Tar Hers are on the 

road. View upcomhlg away 

gain e p attics here. 

CONNECT WITH 

@U~CGAA 

.~iI Facebook 

UNC vs. N.C. State 

SATURDAY, NOV. 2 i RAI,EIGtt 

PARTY: 2.5 HOIJRS PRIOR TO KICKOFF ] KICKOFF: TBA 

Let’s bring the spirit of Kenan Stadium on the road. 

Join fellow Tax Heels and get in the pregmne spirit with a tailgate- 

sVle Ineal, giveaways, appearances by the Marching Tar Heels and 
cheerleaders, and more. The pregame party will be at PNC Arena 

Hospitality Tent 11 (located at the northeast end of the arena). 

The cost to attend is $25 per person and $12 per chiM (ages 4- 

12). General Alumm A&s’oc~a~c n and/or Rams Club members 

receive a $5 discount off the pregame party price. 

>> LEARN MORE AND REGISTER ONL1NE HERE TODAY << 

Advance registration is required. Don’t delay space is limited. 

NEED A GAME TICKET? Your GAA has secured a lhnited number of tickets within 

the UNC block. You may purchase game tickets ($65 each) when you register for the 

pregame prow by Sept. 30. Game tickets are not sold separately and are available on a 

first-come, first-served basis. If you do not wish to attend the pregame party, and wish to 

purchase gmne tickets only, please contact the LEqC Ticket Office at (800) 722-HEEL. 

This event sponsored by your UNC General Alumni Association and The Rams 

Club. 

YOU’RE INVITED TO BECOME A GAA MEMBER 

Alumni activities snch as cl&ss reunions, communications and services are not a line item in 
the University budget but are thnded by GAA member dues. If you think this mi ssion of 
~rving onr IJniversi~ and keeping a] umni informed a~d involved is importuner, membership 
is for you. Join to&y to support Carolina a~d to receive valuable benefits and services 
a~d a subscription to the digital and print versions of the Carolina A lumni Review. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 4:34 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@emaJl.unc.edu~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@ema~l.unc.edu-~; Regester~ Charlene B 

<regeste@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu>; Willimn~ Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, DonaR~ 

<d~unsu21@unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@emaikunc.edu~’; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Institution01, majors, m~d communi~" engagement committee tasks 

[)ear con~rnlttee - 

(Apologies if you’ve alrea@ received this -- my email is a little wonky today) 

Thanks for such a productive and collegi al meeting. 

Here is the doodle poll ~2~r time/dates for the rnaj or’s reception that Ron suggested (and has agreed to spearhead.) 

http://doodle.com/xdSh34s6sk:N36uq 

I just noticed that there is a joint BS M/NAACP meeting that Wednesday evening (that [ am speaking at) so that will probably not~ be a good night. 

Please poll your classes about posstble major/minor participation in the March conference so we can see if we need to open invitations more broadly. 

I am working with Travis to update the MaJor/minors listserv so we can contact them directly. 

Please lk~ward any possible candidates for the Dunbar/Stone lecturer on the theme of Dimensions of the ~frican Diaspora. 

Once again, I appreciate your thoughkt~ul contributions and I look forward to working with you over the semester. 

Tim 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaigmresponse @amazon.corn> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Globalization and the American South 

charlene regester, 

Are you looking for something in our History books department? if so, you might be interested in these items. 

Globsiization and the Amelican South 
by James C Cebb, Wi:::am Stueck 

List Price: 823 95 

Price: $18.67 

You Saw!: $538 (22%) 

by James(} Cebb 

List Price: 818 95 

Price: $14.11 

You Saw!: $454 (26%) 

Ust Price: 819 99 

Ust Price: 886 80 

27 ............................................................................................. 

List Price: 886 80 

You Save: $32.73 (38’Yo) 

L~st Price: $19.95 

Price: $1 

You Save: $2,14 (12%} 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Concussiou Assessment Tools Study 

Researchers in the Matthew Gfeller Center for Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Inju~’ Research Center are conducting a research stud?- examining the validity and reliabili~ of computerized 
cognitive tests used for the assessment of concussion You may qualify’ if you are between the ages of 18 and 25 and exercise (cardiovascular or resistance/strength training) three or more 
days per week for at least 30 minutes each time 

The research study involves four testing sessions The first t~vo testing sessions will be two days in a row and the second t~vo testing sessions will be two ~veeks later, and ~vill also be two 
days in a row-. For example, if you came in on September 1, you ~vould come back on September 2 and again on September 15th and 16th. Each testing session ~vill take about 45 minutes to an 
hour and will consist of a series of paper and pencil and computerized cognitive tests, which assess memo~, concentration, reaction time, etc. 

If you think you qualify and are interested in participation, please contact the research team at tbicenter@unc.edu to set up a time to discuss the study further. Thank you for your time and 
interest. 

Approved by the Biomedical IRB (#12-1812)ori 12/20/2012 until 12/19/2013. 
Sponsored By: Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

This message is sponsored by: Exercise and Sports Science 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Couples Therapy at UNC 

The I_,i~’C Department of Psycholo~z has current therapy openings for committed couples! 

Our Couples Clinic provides services for a ~vide range of relationship issues including: 

o Relationship Distress 
o Relationship Enhancement 
o Sexual Dysfunction 
o Couples Experiencing individual physical or mental health problems 
o Couples experiencing societal discrimination 

The Couples Clinic offers effective psychological interventions with reduced fees based on income. Treatment is provided by doctoral students under the supervision of licensed clinical 
psychologists. We welcome same gender couples, members of ethnic minority groups, interracial couples, and couples in which the ages of the two partners are quite different. 

B ecause ~ve are a training clinic we can take a limited number of couples at a time, so inquire soon if interested, as the clinic can fill up quickly We will likely select cases for the clinic within 
1-2 weeks of this e-mail announcement, and initial appointments will be scheduled for mid to late October 

Couples therapy is available on I_,i~’C campus at our Evergreen House clinic, and also at our off-s~te clinic on Finley Golf Course Road (with ample ac~jacent parking). We oiler day time and 
evening appointments. 

Our community clinic is also currently screening :[’or adult individual therapy and child therapy at this time. 

If interested, send an e-mail to: 

clinic.screening@unc edu 

to schedule a phone screening. You can also visit our website at: clinic.unc.edu for more information 

Please be aware that if the information you provide indicates that there may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person is in danger, we will need to respond as 
required by state law 

’]7his email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Pwchology Community Clinic 

This message is sponsored by: Dept of Pwchology Community Clinic 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAL] Concussion Assessment Tests Study: The Effect of Attention Deficit t Iyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Stimula~t 

Medications on Scores 

Researchers in the Matthew Gfeller Center for Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injuw Research Center are conducting a research stu@ examining the effects of attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) and stimulant medications on concussion assessment tests in physically active individuals. You may qualify if you are between the ages of 18 and 30 and you exercise 
(cardiovascular or resistance/strength training) four or more days per week for at least 30 minutes each time. You do not need to have ADHD to participate in the study 

The research study involves tl~ree testing sessions You ~vill report to the Matthew Gfeller Center for Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Inju~z Research Center on three occasions 7-9 days 
apart. Each testing session will take approximately 40-60 minutes and you will be asked to complete cognitive assessments (memow, concentration, reaction time, etc) and a balance 
assessment. If you have ADHD you will be asked to refrain from taking your prescribed stimulant medication for 24 hours prior to the first t~vo testing sessions The research team will work 
to accon~modate your schedule. 

If you think you qualiI}’ and are interested in participation, please contact the research team at alittlet@live unc.edu to set up a time to discuss the study further Thank you for your time 
and interest. 

Approved by the Biomedical IRB (#13-1085) on 9/10/2013 until 9/9/2014. 
Sponsored By: Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

This message is sponsored by: Exercise and Sports Science 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
screens 2-part epic drama 
Toussamt L’Ouveture" 

TONIGHT at 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONIGHT at 7pm for the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and Independent Film screening of 

"Toussaint L’Ouveture." 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English 

Subtitles/part 1: 90min, part 2:90 min. /2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part 

action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the Haitian 

leader. L’Ouverture led the first successful slave revolt 

in world history, defeating Napoleon Bonaparte and 

winning independence from France. Known for his 

military genius and political acumen, L’Ouverture 

established Haiti as the first black nation in the 

western hemisphere and the first Black free nation as 

well. 

The event is free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

October 3, 7:00pro 

Screening 

The Sapphires 

Dir: Wayne Blair/Feature/Austrafia/Engfish/103 

rain, /2012 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady 

days of the late ’60s about a quartet of young, 

talented singers from a remote Aboriginal mission, 

discovered and guided by a kind-hearted, soul-loving 

manager. Plucked from obscurity, the four spirited 

women with powerhouse voices - called The 

Sapphires - are given the opportunity to entertain 

American troops in Vietnam. Catapulted onto the 

world stage as Australia’s answer to the Supremes, 

their journey of discovery offers them not only the 

chance to show off their musical skills, but find love 



and togetherness, experience loss and grow as 

women. 

Thn Okan~ura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for sale 

at the Stone Center. We have a very limited supply of 

"Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; and "The 

Ascension". Please contact Clarissa Goodlett at 

stonecenter@unc,edu for more information. "This 

Stow Has Not Yet Been Told...The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition is currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Message ficom the Cha~cellor: Appointment of a Vice Chancellor for Development 

Dear Carolina Community: 

I am pleased to announce that alunmus David Routh, a veteran corporate executive with extensive connections to philanthropy at Carolina as a staff member and volunteer, is our new- vice 
chancellor for development. I selected him after a national search and the work of a search committee led by Lowry Caudill, chair of the Universi~is Board of Trustees, which approved the 
appointment today He will begin work October 14. 

David is managing director for U.S. Trust/Bank of America Private Wealth Management in Raleigh and has spent the last 17 years serving individuals, families and their charitable interests, 
including colleges and nniversities, private foundations and charitable trusts 

David brings to our leadership team a umque combination of fundraising expeltise, collaborative leadership, passion and aspiration for Carolina. He already knows a great deal about our 
development efforts on campus, and he has deep experience in the private sector that will be invaluable in leading our engagement with almnni and friends. He is the right person to lead 
University development. 

In his new role, David will be our senior development officer and oversee an outstanding Office of University Development stafi; which works closely with campus fundraising oftices and 
affiliated foundations that support schools, the College of Arts and Sciences and other umts. 

David was director of gift planning in the Office of Umversity Development for three years during our last major I~adraising campaign, Carolina First, ~vhich raised a record $2.38 billion. He 
has engaged extensively as a volunteer for the U~,~’C Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center as a member of the Board of Visitors and chair of the Capital Campaign Planning Committee. 
He also has held leadership positions to support the work of the UNC Parents Council. He graduated from Carolina with Phi Beta Kappa honors in 1982 with undergraduate degrees in 
economics and religious studies. Fur inure infurmation abuut I)avid and his appointment, refer tu the Universi~"s homepage story un www.unc.edu 

David succeeds Julia Grumbles, who completed her nearly yearlong term as interim vice chancellur earlier this month. I am grateful fur all that she has dune fur development at Carolina. She 
pruvided outstanding leadership in her wurk with fundraising prufessionals in the central develupment ol!fice and across the campus She was instrumental in helping me tu start my wurk 
with donors across North Carulina and the United States who are eager tu invest in and suppurt our University’s future 

Sincerely, 

Carul L Fair 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Ada~n Clayton Powell Biography 

AAAD 130. sylS 13.doc 

Thanks much, Charlene. I have attached my AAAD 130 syllabus. After the semester is over I can tell you what worked and what didn’t. 

From; Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Thursday, September 26, 2013 ~.:39 PM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Adam Clayton Powell Biography 

Dear Reg: As a follow up to our conversation please see the biography on Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.: 

King of the Cats: The Life and 71mes of Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. by Wil Haygood (New York: Amistad Press, 2006). 

It is available in our library. Would love to talk after you have read this book. Will be in touch. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

-Reg 



Office: 210 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: Wed. 9-12 
Fall 2013 

UNC-CH Prof. Hildebrand 
hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 

AAAD 130 

This course will introduce students to some of the ideas, events, individuals, and organizations 
that have played major roles in the ongoing process of shaping the contours of the history, 
cultures and identities of Africans in the Western hemisphere, from the landing of the first slave 
ships through the election ofBarack Obama as President of the United States. By its very nature, 
a course with a scope that is this broad cannot be comprehensive, but engaged students will 
develop a thoughtful understanding of the meaning and complexity of essential themes in the 
black experience. Much of the straightforward information will be delivered in lectures, but 
class discussions of complex issues will also be an important part of the course. Students will 
read and assess a textbook on the African Diaspora, a slave narrative, an extended essay by a 
writer from Antigua, and the memoir of a black professor from Columbia University who 
retraces the j ourney of her forebears across the Atlantic in an effort to understand the multi- 
faceted significance of that voyage. Particular attention will be paid to Pan African political and 
cultural developments like Negritude, the Universal Negro Improvement Association and the Pan 
African Conferences that were held between 11900 and 11945. We will view a film on black 
Martinique in the 1930s and also discuss segments of documentaries on the cultural and political 
significance of Muhammad Ali and Bob Marley. Haiti and Brazil will provide essential 
perspectives on the black experience. In addition, Ghana recurs as a site and a symbol, because 
it was a major entrepot for the slave trade, the nexus of Pan Africanism under Kwame Nkrumah, 
and it became the final resting place of W.E.B. Du Bois. Overall, it is the objective of this 
course to provide students with a basic framework for understanding the evolving meanings of 
the term A~ican American. 

The requirements include: two exams (20% & 25%), a cumulative final examination (30%), and 
a reflective book review. (4-6 pages, 25%) All students are encouraged and expected to 
participate in class discussions. 

The following books are required: 

Douglass, Frederick 
Gomez, Michael 
Hartman, Saidiya 
Kincaid, Jamaica 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass: An American Slave 
Reversing Sail: A History of the African Diaspora 
Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route 
A Small Place 



October 

Schedule of Classes 
(subj ect to adjustment) 

August 20: Introduction to the Course 

22: Origins of the Slave Trade 
a. Gomez, chapter 4 

27: The Mechanics of the Slave Trade 

29: View: The Old African Blasphemer 

September 3: The Great Dispersal/Creation of the African Diaspora 
a. Gomez, chapter 5 

5: The Development of Slavery in North America 

-Cases of Virginia and South Carolina 
-Slavery in U.S. Constitution 

10: The Formation of ’Afro-American’ Cultures 

12: North American Antebellum Slave Community 
a. Gomez, chapter 6 

17: North American Antebellum Slave Community 
a. begin reading Douglass Narrative 

19: Discussion of The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass 

24: Emancipation in the United States and Its Aftermath 

26: TBA 

1: **** First Exam**** 

3: The Haitian Revolution 
a. Gomez, chapter 6 

8: Emancipation Elsewhere in the Diaspora/Jamaica, Cuba and Brazil 
a. review Gomez 6 

10: Forcibly Roiling Back the Promise of Emancipation in U.S. 
The Nadir: The last decades of 19th Century through the beginnings of 20th 



November 5: 

7: 

15: Resurgent Radicalisms/Competing Philosophies 

W.EB. Du Bois and N.A.A.C.P.v. Marcus Garvey and U.N.I.A 
a. Gomez, chapter 7 

17: The Pan African Movement in the 20th Century 

a. review Gomez, chapter 7 (view film, Sugar Cane Alley) 

22: Negritude (Aime Caesar) and The Negro Renaissauce 
a. review Gomez, chapter 7 (view film, Sugar Cane Alley) 

24: Discussion of Sugar Cane Alley (Martinique), directed by Euzhan Palcy 

a. begin reading A Small Place 

29: Discussion of A Small Place (Antigua) by Jamaica Kincaid 

30: Black Brazil - Abdias do Nascimento, Benedita da Silva, Orfeu 

**** Second Exam **** 

Martin Luther King, Jr., U.S. Civil Rights Movement 1954-1965 
a. begin reading, Lose Your A4other, by Saidiya Hartman 

112: Malcolm X - Black Nationalism / Muhammad All in Africa 

14: INDEPENDENCE! In the Caribbean and Africa 

-Kwame Nkrumah and Ghanaian Nexus 

119: Bob Marley / Soul to Soul 
view and discuss segments of these two documentaries 

Roots, Afrocentricity, and Creolite 

Extended office hours re Hartman paper - no class meeting 

Concluding class and summary of themes of the course 
**** Hartman Papers due in class **** 

21: 

26: 

December 3: 

**** FINAL EXAM, THURSDAY, 12 DECEMBER 8AM **** 



ADDENDUM 
1. Attendance is expected, but ultimately is your responsibility. This is not the 4th grade. 

2. Students are encouraged to take notes in any way, or with any device, that will be 
effective and not distracting or disruptive. Computers are permitted and welcome. 
Watching students read or send emails, texts or other kinds of messages during class is 
annoying and a nuisance. It is also more obvious than you may think. You should not 
come to class on those days when you know that 75 minutes is going to be too long for you 
to pay attention. 

3. It is my responsibility as instructor to provide comments and clarity concerning grades. 
If the reason you received a grade is unclear, or seems unfair, you are encouraged to talk 
with me during office hours or at another time that may work better for your schedule. 

4. The lack of intellectual integrity will make this whole exercise a pointless useless waste 

of time. Your own sense of integrity should suffice, but we are all expected and required to 
adhere to the University’s Honor Code, and indicate so by signing the pledge on all work. 

For more information see honor.unc.edu 

5. Assignments and deadlines are subject to adjustment. Grading criteria and scales are 
not. 

6. Accommodations will be made for any documented disability. This is a routine matter 
with which students should feel comfortable. Confidentiality will be respected. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] University Teaching Awards 

S eptember 26, 2013 

TO: Facul~, Staff and Students 

FROM: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

SUBJECT: Umversity Teaching Awards deadline quickly approaching 

DEADLINE OCT©BER lst!!! 

Do you know of an outstanding teacher, mentor, or teaching assistant? ~Vho has inspired you at Carolina? Who has helped you learn, grow, and become excited about your education? 
Who is an outstanding educator that deserves recognition? 

Nominate a faculty member, stafl; or graduate student for an award’. 

Each year, UNC formally acknowledges the central role of teaching and mentoring by recognizing faculty-, staff and students. The University’ Committee on Teaching Awards offers 
numerous awards based on nominations by members of our unIversi~z community. 

Please take a moment to think of those who are deserving of these a~vards and nominate them via the website: 

http ://provost. unc edu/teachin~-awards. 

Please submit all nominations online 

No individual may receive more than one award. 

N©’I~*;: YOUR NOMINATI()N MUST INCLUDE A LET~[I4R ’I]~;LLING US WHY TItIS TEACHER DESERVES THE AVvSXRD. IF ()NLY A NAME IS SUB?,/f[T~IED r[’ IS INVAJ_,]I) AN’[) 
CANN©T BE C©NSII)ERED 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Kenm~-Flagler Business School Dean Search 

The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invites nominations and applications for the Dean of the Kenan-Flagler Business Schooh As a part of the nation’s oldest public university, 
Kenan-Flagler is consistently ranked as one of the world’s leading business schools, is kno~vn for its excellence in research, a commitment to global relevance and an ambitious pursuit of 
ilmovative new programs and mediums UNC Kenan-Flagler is unique in its breadth, with highly ranked undergraduate and graduate programs and innovative olt’erings in online and global 
education. All of the school’s programs are ranked among the top 20 in the country, with several amung the nation’s very best. 

Reporting to Provost James Dean, the folrner dean of Kenan-Flagler, the Dean is the chief academic and administrative officer of the business school, responsible for oversight and quality 
of all of the school’s academic and research programs The Dean ofUNC Kenan-Flagler ~vill have overall responsibility’ for defining the school’s strategic priorities; recruiting and 
maintaining a faculty of excellence; providing strategic guidance to its portfolio of global programs; attracting excellent students; creating collaborative opportunities with other schools and 
departments within the Umversity; and enhancing productive relationships with alumni, donors, and local, national and international communities. 

The successful candidate will have the vision, talent, and energy to build on UNC Kenan-Flagler’s legacy of academic excellence and provide an environment for faculty, students, staff and 
alumni to continue to make a profound impact in business and society. The Dean will be a champion of the school as a con~munity of scholars, teachers and leaders and will be seen as the 
school’s leading supporter of its core strengths and values The new Dean ~vill lead a dynamic and ilmovat~ve academic culture that lives by its core values of excellence, leadership, 
integrity, community and teamwork 

Candidates coming Ii’om academia will have an earned doctorate, a distinguished research and publication record, college teaching experience, and attainment of tenure as a full professor or 
its equivalent. Nonacademic candidates will demonstrate an appreciation for, and understanding of, academic scholarship and research, as well as proven senior executive officer experience 
in a complex organization. 

Fur mure detailed information please visit the ~k~lluwing webpage. 

http ://pruw)st.unc edu/open-pusitiuns/ 

All applications and numinations will be held in the strictest of cur~fidence. Review uf potential candidates will begin immediately Applicatiuns shuuld include a formal letter of interest and 
curriculum vitae Please email applications and numinations tu: 

Email: unc-k~sdean@korn ferry.corn 
Kum/Ferry International 

’]7he University of North Carulina at Chapel Hill is an equal upportunity employer and is strongly and actively cotranitted to diversity’. 

This message is sponsored by: Ofihce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

See, Do, Create, Experience: Sahmat at the Ackland 

NEWS FROM THE 

UPCOM}NG PROGRAMS through October 1 5 

Art a la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC 

StudeNts 
Select Fridays, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Bring a friend and start your weekend 

creatively with a relaxed, handsoon art class 

designed exclusively for Carolina students. 

Begin at the Ackland, and go behind the 

scenes to see works of art that are not 

currently on pubhc view. Examine the 

techniques and effects that other artists 

have achieved, then go to a studio in Hanes 

Art Center to try your hand at creating 

works of art to take home. Sessions are 

designed for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Instructor: Allison Tierney 

Cost: SI0 per class; all materials provided. Take your art home with 

you! ~.{:~2[.~N!}~ as space is limited. 

Friday, September 27, 4:00-7:00 

The Acktand’s current exhibition is The Sahmat Collective: Art and 

Activism in India since 1989; in Hindi, the word sahmat means 

"togetherness." Design and make a cot[age working together with other 

students in the class, and deride together which piece you’[[ take home as 

a memento. 

Friday, 4 October, 4:00-7:00 PM: 

Found Book Art 

Friday, 11 October, 4:00-7:00 PM: 

Digital Photography 

Learn more! 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Mondays, September 30 & October 14, 12: 00-1 : O0 PM 

Free to Ackland Members I $5 non-members 



Take a break from your day and 

explore the world of yoga in the 

beautiful setting of the Ack[and! The 

hour-long session offered by registered 

yoga teacher Joanne Marshall provides 

an opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art 

at the Ack[and. Register here. 

Art For Lunch: S~hmat’s Theatrica~ Or~g~n~ 
with Afroz Taj and John Ca~dwe[l 

Wednesday, O~ber 2, 12:00-1:00 PM 

FREE. As spa~e is limited, RSVP requested. 

In this [unchtime talk, Afroz Taj and John Ca[dwell (both UNC-Chape[ Hill, 

Asian Studies) wi[[ explore the centrabty of theater for the artist and 

act~ost collective Sahmat and its creative output. They w~[[ look at the 

exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since ~989 ~n 

the context of theater, from Safdar Hashmfs street theater to the 

"performance" of artwor~ hke Art on the Move and the auto-Hckshaw 

poet~ of Slogans ~or Communal Harmony. 

BYO bag lunch (yes, people do!) and enjoy an hour of inspiration and 

information about art currently on view at the Ack[and. 

~.~.:: 

"Art on the Move~ at Festff~ll! 

Transform your bicycle into a work of art promotin8 

social justice 

Sunday, 6 October 

Free and open to the public. 

Taking inspiration from the fail exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and 

Activism in India since 1989, the Ack[and Art Museum is presenting "Art 

on the Move" at Festifa[[ in downtown Chapel Hit[. 

People of at[ ages are invited to build moveable sculptures on their bikes 

(BYOBike!) with help from Paperhand Puppet Intervention and The Scrap 

Exchange. Following the original "Art on the Move" project by the Sahmat 

collective in India, participants are encouraged to build artworks that 



reflect the|r vision of soda[ just|co. 

Prizes! Free to enter! All ages welcome! 

Click here for details about When, Where & What to Brin~! 

Members’ Sale and "5 & 10" at the Ackland 

Museum Store! 
Thursday, October 10, throu~lh Sunday, October 13 

Durin!~ the fall Members’ Sale at the Ackland Museum Store, current 
Ackland Art Museum Members may take 20% off all re!~ularoprice 

merchandise (consigned items not included). Members only will receive 

an additional I07~ discount on specially marked-down items in the Store. 

All may shop the Store’s limited-time "S & $10" section, in which all items 

are priced at $5 or $I0. No further discounts apply. 

The Ackland Museum Store is located at the corner of Franklin and 

Columbia Streets in downtown Chapel Hill 

Store Hours: 

Monday - Wednesday: 10:00 AM - §:30 PM 

Thursday: 10;00 AM - 8;30 PM 

Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

~s~c ~n the Galleries: ~nd~an Dance 
Sunday, 13 October, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

At this aU-a~es program, marvei at the dancin~ of three talented UNC 

student troupes: UNC Ek Taal, a dance troupe that mixes ciassicai Indian 

dance with modern dance; Bhangra Elite, who spedaiize in the popuiar 

bhan~raostyle of traditionai Indian dandn~; and the Tar Heel Raas, who 

perform traditionai forms of Indian dance from the western part of India. 

UNC Ek Taal 

As a part of each performance, members of the ensembies wiii 

demonstrate key features of their art forms-and invite audience 

members to try them out! 

"Art of BoJlywood~’ at the AckJa~d F~m Forum: 

D~ Ch~hte He~ (Farhan Akhtar, 2001) 

Tuesday, 15 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Free w~th student ID; $4 all others. Tickets available at the Varsity 

Theatre Box Office. 



Set in modern Mumbai, this coming-of-age 

comedy-drama fotWws the rives of three 

young men-Akash, Sameer, and Sid-in 

their romantic (and sometimes not-so- 

romantic) adventures. The wortd of art 

mrmeates the firm in a number of ways, 

including visits to exhibitions and operas, 

as wet[ as a romance between Sid, a 

~ainter, and an order woman and art- 

[over. This "new wave" Bottywood firm has 

a mix of traditionat song-and-dance 

etements, as wet[ as more contemporary musicat numbers. 

In Hindi wl Engtish subtitWs. 185 min. The first of four screenings in the 

Acktand Firm Forum’s "Art of Bottywood" firm series. 

Now e~ V~ew; The ~hrn~ 

De[hi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance 

against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in 

India using a Obrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the 

group organized for U.S. audiences, 

The Sahmat Collective features work 

by more than 60 contemporary Indian 

artists. 

A wide variety of public programs 

enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fat[! Click here for more info. 

~nd~a Bazaar at the 
AcNand Museum Store 
In conjunction with The Sahmat 
Collective at the Acktand Art 

Museum, the Museum Store wit[ 

present india Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifutty designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Most of the businesses 

represented in India Bazaar are 

owned by young Indian 

entrepreneurs whose works, white 

reflecting their tocat cutture, are 

redefining the concept of Indian 

design. 

Goods range from cotorfut textiWs 

and jewetry, to handcrafted journats and paper, to items for the home. 

At[ items are for sate, and at[ proceeds support the Acktand Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education programs. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Ima£es: 

Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmf/~emorfal, The Makfn~ oflnd% January 1, 2004. 

Pushpamata N., 44othefland wfth Om F~a.~ and Trfshu~ (detait), 2009, di£itat print. 

Forward this email 

This emai[ was sent to regesLer@email.unc.edu by esbowles@ernail.unc.edu :: 
._U_9__d___a_t__e___r!Ro__fjj_e_LE_[&a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_gjjb_A" !__rj_v__a__c_Z_~_o_[Lcx~ 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC School of Education <slate unc.edu@cmaJll .com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:53 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Dean’s message; Reading program success; Alumni Awards event; MORE 

Budget cuts, and the slashing of teachers’ incentives 

make for difficult times for schools of education. Yet 

we continue to make great progress in service, 

research and instruction that make a difference in 

students’ lives... [Read more] 

The School of Education will host its annual Alumni 

Awards dinner in conjunction with a daylong research 

symposium exploring the topic "Education for a New 

Era" on Nov 16. Four alumni and James Gallagher, 

senior scientist emeritus and former director of the 

Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute, will 

be honored.... [Read more] 

Aci~icve Their 

Giit. 

tec~che~s: A 
ser,~ice of 
NC 

A new literacy webcam coaching strategy developed 

by a team led by faculty member Lynne Vernon- 

Feagans has been shown to help struggling 

kindergarten and first-grade readers in rural 

classrooms keep pace with their peers... [Ra~d 

Schools again separate 

Fifty years after the March on Washington, the nation’s 

schools are more segregated than they were in the 

late 1960s Faculty member Dana Thompson Dorsey 

explains why, and what needs to be done , [Re~d 

more] 

Looking9 for a creative spar[k? Sawyer says, Practice! 



Stuck in a rut? Trying to generate some new ideas? 

Keith Saw~/er, our Morgan Distinguished Professor in 

Educational Innovations, has some tips for you .... 

We’re working on the next edition of the Carolina Slate 

newsletter, and we want your news for Class Notes! 

Send us announcements of new jobs, awards won, 

retirements, or whatever you would like your 

Schoolmates to know. Click the link to go to the easy- 

to-fill online form... [:: ia.ss Notes fo~m] 

]ransitions by i-,’_li-ai youth subject of fiee Judit~i Meece webinar 

KelL~!y [~’ull r~ePder {rvl {-."d. ’02) ,~2:[~s [e ~cher e[ Year honor 

Da~y TaF Heel: ’UNC educstion minor flourishes’ 

Fen Er~!~h hor~ored as ’liv~r~!~ ~a!~end; by NCPEA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Fall 2013 Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine now online 

The fall 2013 issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences, the alumni magazine of L~,-C’s College of Arts and Sciences, is no~v available online at http://magazine.college.uaac edu 

Click on the tab "Web Exclusives and Multimedia" to vie~v companion video content that complements the print edition of the magazine. 

Features include: 

Front Porch Portal: Center for the Study of the American South celebrates 20 years. 
Exploring Joara : Tl~ree UNC alums discover oldest European settlement m the interior U S (EXTRA V~DEO COix,~2ENT) 
Guan~juato Counections: Students experience the global South through internships, selwice learning. 
Dream Catchers: Burch Fellows gain experience by chasing their aspirations 
Biomedical Engineering: Undergrads tackle real-world problems in fast-growing job field 
Pete Seeger Remembers: An interview excelT)t from Bill Ferris’ new- book, "The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Altists." 
New- Writing Faculty: Creative writing professorships honor Walker Percy, Margaret R. Shuping 
Voracious Eater: Caribbean’s native predators unable to stop aggressive lionfish. 
Stop Hunger Now: U2",IC aluna Rod Brooks is working to eradicate world hunger, one meal at a time (EXTRA V~DEO COix,~2ENT) 

To keep tap with other news from the College of Arts and Sciences: 

Web: http ://college.uric. edu 
Facebuok: http://www.facebuuk.cum/UNC Culle~e 
Twitter: http ://twitter cum/unccolle~e 

YuuTube: http://vuutube, cum/user/UNCCo H e~e 

’]7his message is spunsured by: College ufArts and Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



The Carolina 
Women’s Center 

Our mission is to create an 

inclusive education and work 

environment where gender is not a 

barrier to success, difference and 
diversity are celebrated, and 

everyone is safe to live, learn, 

teach, and work without threat of 
harm or unequal treatment. 

Stay Commcted 
Learn more about the CWC at 

where you can subscribe to our weekly 

listserv and view our online calendar. 

S  pport Ore" Work 
If you believe in the CWC’s v~sion of a 

more diverse, inclusive, and equitable 

Carolina and value high-quali~ co- 

curricular programming on gender- 

related issues, consider a gift in support 

of our work[ Learn more or make an 

online donation at: 

October RELATIiO NSHI P 
VIOLENCE AWARENESS 
MONTH,~ The purpose of RVAM is 

to promote public awareness of 
relationship violence and provide 
communities and 

individuals with 

information on how 

to prevent and 

respond to physical 

and emotional abuse between 
partners. Find det:ails on UNC RVAM 

events at: 

http://rvam.web.unc.edu! 

October 2013 Calendar 
10/2: CWC Faculty Scholar Presentation: Dr. Nadia Yaqub 
2:30-3:30 pm, Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Dr. Nadia Yaqub, Associate Professor of UNC’s Department of Asian Studies, 

is working on a database documentary about BaytAtfal al-Sumud, an 

innovative social program created and run by Palestinian women to care for 

the orphans of the 1976 siege and destruction of the Tal al-Za’tar 

neighborhood of East Beirut. In this talk, she will discuss the role of 

Palestinian women in the 1968-82 Palestinian Revolution in general and the 

conditions that gave rise to the need for BaytAtfal al-Sumud. 

10/8: Screening of "Studlife" (Campbell X, 2012) 
7:00 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
]], a Black-British lesbian, is best friends with Seb, who is white and gay. The 

two are practically inseparable, but when ]] falls head over heels for the 

beautiful and bewitching Elle, jealously rears its head and the friendship 

comes under threat. Funny, hip, sweet and true, Studlife is a celebration of 

modern, multicultural London, and a romantic comedy with both a difference 

and universal resonance. Sponsored by the Stone Center with the Carolina 

Women’s Center and LGBTQ Center 

10/11: Screening & Discussion: "Laramie Inside Out" 
(Seckinger, 2004) 
7:00 - 9:00 pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
In October 1998, Wyoming college student Matthew Shepard was brutally 

beaten and left to die. The horror of this murder pushed Laramie into the 

media spotlight and sparked a nationwide debate about homophobia, gay- 

bashing and hate crimes. Laramie Inside Out is a testament to the bravery of 

small-town queers everywhere who choose to stay home and fight the good 

fight, where their existence is radical and changing the world. 

Sponsored by the Dept. of Women’s & Gender Studies with the Provost’s 

Committee on LGBT(~ Life, Sexuality Studies, Carolina Women’s Center, Dept. of 

Communication Studies 

10/16: Money Matters: Maximizing Money for Your Budget 
12:15-1:15 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 

loin us for this brownbag workshop where we’ll discuss many ways to save 

money and tips on creating a budget! A representative from CESI will be 

here to answer all your questions. Participants are encouraged to bring their 

lunch! This is part of a monthly series. Sign-up 

10/25: Orgasm? Yes, Please! 
7:00 - 9:00 pm, Great Hall 
Orgasm? Yes, Please! provides an educational, inclusive, and practical look at 

various aspects of sexual health and relationships, including: anatomy; 

communication; STIs; condom negotiation; and overall wellness. It is 

intended to have a sex-positive focus and to emphasize the positive qualities 

of sexuality (pleasure, emotional intimacy, good communication), while still 

providing information on how to reduce risk of negative sexual health 

outcomes. Raffle items have been generously donated by Cherry Pie. 

Sponsored by Student Wellness, Project Dinah, Interactive Theatre Carolina, 

and the Carolina Women’s Center 

10/29: Safety Series: Intro to Self-Defense 
4:00-5:00 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 

Get an introduction to realistic self-defense tactics and techniques led by a 

trained UNC DPS representative. Sign-up ~tE~E. 



RSVP 

Questior~s? Contact Maggie Grant at 

maggiegrant@unc, edui843-2423 



_ __ CAROLINA 
WOMEN’S CENTER 



STUDIES Produced In association with the Southern Black Film and Media Consortium. ~l~d 



STUDIES Produced In association with the Southern Black Film and Media Consortium. ~l~d 



DRAFT 

MINUTES OF THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 25, 2013 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Present: Kenneth Janken, Esther Lisanza, Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (Chair), David Pier, Robert Porter, 

Charlene Regester, Walter Rucker, and Mamarame Seck 

Excused: Kia Caldwell (On Research Leave) 

This was the first meeting of the committee, which met in the new Faculty Lounge on the third floor of 

Battle Hall. The chair opened the meeting at 11:00 am, and two agenda items were retained for 

discussion: (1) Drafting of the department’s strategic plan, and (2) approval of new course proposals. 

1. The Strategic Plan 

As indicated in the terms of reference for each committee by the department chair, the committee has 

as one of its tasks to work "on the department’s strategic plan in consultation with Dr. David Kiel and 

the Chair." The committee chair proposed as a procedure having two or three committee members 

work with David Kiel and Eunice Sahle on the first draft, which will then be examined and amended by 

the committee before a final draft is presented to the full department faculty for its review and 

adoption. Mamarame and Walter volunteered to join Georges in the working group for the first draft of 

the strategic plan. 

2. Approval of New Course Proposals 

In introducing this agenda item, the chair called attention to the need to remove from our course listing 

those courses that have not been taught for several years, as we add new ones. New course proposals 

were submitted by five colleagues: Charlene Regester, Ron Williams, Tim McMillan, David Pier, and 

Mamarame Seck. After deliberating on each of the proposals, the committee made observations and 

took decisions as follows: 

2.1 Charlene Regester: Black Women in Cinema 

The committee welcomed this proposal as not only enriching the African American/Diaspora component 

of our curriculum, but also strengthening our course offerings on gender. Noting the importance of the 

course and the need to have more women teaching 300-400 level courses in the department, the course 

was approved, and it was agreed to move it from the 200 to the 400 level. 

2.2 Charlene Regester: African American History and Visual Representations 

This course is being proposed as an introductory course in African American history, in addition to what 

is being taught in AAAD 130 (Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies) and AAAD 231 

(African American History since 1865). It is an interdisciplinary course requiring the contribution of 

scholars with different specializations in African American and Diaspora Studies. Since it is still at the 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



conceptual stage, the committee invites interested colleagues to join Charlene and Robert in developing 

it for next year’s submission. 

2.3 Ron Williams: African American Politics 

This is proposed as AAAD 240, which already exists as "Afro-American Leadership Styles." Since the 

proposed course description goes way beyond leadership styles, this is actually a new course, and one 

that fills an important gap in our curriculum. The committee welcomed this addition, and decided to 

adopt the proposed course in place of African American Leadership Styles, which has not been taught in 

recent times. However, the proposal needs to be modified as follows: (1) The syllabus needs to be 

rewritten for a 200-level course; and (2) The number of required texts needs to be reduced accordingly, 

the current 7 being excessive for such a course. 

2.4 Tim McMillan: Theorizing Race: Blackness, Whiteness and Beyond in the United States 

The committee agreed that this was an excellent course proposal, but expressed concern with the 

subtitle, which might limit a future instructor with respect to course content. While Tim may still offer 

his course on blackness and whiteness in the fall of 2014, the catalogue description of the course should 

be broad enough for different approaches to theorizing race in the United States. The course is 

approved, but without its current subtitle. 

2.5 David Pier: Music of African Diasporas 

This proposal was approved, and it was agreed that the course be taught at the 400 level. 

2.6 Mamarame Seck: Senegal through Visual Art, Literature, and Film 

Since we already have a course on "Senegalese Society and Culture" and given the committee’s concern 

on limiting course content (as in the case of "Theorizing Race"), it was decided that the course be 

broadened to the whole region of West Africa to become "West Africa through Visual Art, Literature, 

and Film." The course was approved, as modified. 

2.7 Course Submission Form and Syllabus 

Since all course proposals have to be submitted to the University by October 15, all the documents 

should be returned to the committee chair by October 8. In addition to taking into account the 

recommendations made by the committee, each proposal must be submitted as follows: (1) A Course 

Submission Form in electronic format; and (2) A Syllabus containing all the relevant syllabi requirements 

as per Eunice’s circular of August 16, 2013. 

With no other business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 12 noon. 

GNN 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33651386-68016035@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:05 PM 

aJ~iJcan- and- aJ~o - an~erican- studies- thculty <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- and- al’ro - american- studies- facultyl [all-college- faculty] UNC College Calendm: Foreign policy talks, lively a~s and new chancellor 

celebration 

You’ll find a plenty to harvest on our October events calendar, with highlights and links below. 

Oct. 1: Live bluegrass banjo concert with Jim Mills. 12 noon, Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Assembly Room. 919.962.7105. http:i!librar%unc.edu 

Oct. 1: Syria -- The Wider Implications, a discussion with U NC Political Science Professors Timothy McKeown, Navin Bapat and Stephen Gent, and doctoral students 

Bryce toidolt, Elizabeth Menninga and Chris Watt. 7:30 pro, Murray G202. http://college.unc.edu/2013/og/18!syriapanel/ 

Oct. 2: UNC eminent historian William Ferris will read from his book, The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists, 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop. 919.962.5060. 

mckay@unc.edu 

Oct. 2: European Foreign Policy in the Malting, with EU Ambassador Joao Vale De Almeida. 1 pro, FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. 

K.larres@unc.edu 

Oct. 2: Author Ron Rash presents the Thomas Wolfe Lecture, 7:30 pro, Genome Sciences G-IO0. http://college.unc~edu/20~3/og/22!ronrash/ 

Oct. 4-5: Celebrating Congo: a festival bringing musicians, film artists and speakers together. Part of Festival on the Hill. Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 

.h...t..t.p...../J..w....w....w...:.s..~J.&a....m...~Lv...u..~.~..r.gL.~.k..[~.u~.~1@.~.~L~:~.~b.~.m!. 

Oct 5-6, I0-13: The Uncanny Valley, a new play by UNC Communication Studies Professor and filmmaker Francesca Yalenti. 8 pm; Sunday 2 pm. Swain Hall II0, Black 

Box Theater. 919.962.1449. ~12 at door; ~i0 online at http:!/etix.com. 

Oct. 7: (How) Can We Talk About Rape? A discussion with Druscilla French, Foundation for Mythological Studies, Barbara Friedman (UNC JOMC) and Kumi Silva (UNC 

Communication Studies). 4 pro, Hyde Hall nanc~,s@ernail.unc.edu 

Oct. 7: Lincoln and American Jewry, with Gary Zola, Hebrew Union College. 7:30 pro, Friday Center. http:i!jewishstudies.unc.edu/ 

Oct. 8: UNC eminent historian William Ferris will discuss his book The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists. 2:30 pro, Alumni Center. 919.962.3574. ann- 

louise .aguiar@unc.edu 

Oct. 8: Gambling with Armageddon: The Cuban Missile Crisis from Hiroshima to Havana, with Professor Martin Sherwin, George Mason University. 4 pro, Hamilton 

Hall 569. K.larres@unc~edu 

Oct. 8: Visual artist Saya Woolfalk will discuss her science-fiction-inspired works. Reception 5 pro. Exhibit through Nov. 1. Hanes Art Center, Alcott 

G a lle ry. h tt p://a rt. u nc. e d u/eve nt/gall ery-ta I k-sa ya -woolfalk/.v___a_!__e___n__t_!__n___e____@____u___n__c__:__e__d___u__ 

Oct. I0: UNC Symphony Orchestra in concert performing Svoboda, Dvorak and Mussorgsky. ~15, 919.962.1039.7:30 pro, Memorial Hall. _h___t_t_p_~/__/___m____u___s_!_c__.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_ 

Oct. 12: Celebrate University Day and the installation of Chancellor Carol Folt. 2 pm, Polk Place. There will also be a lecture on Carolina’s history Thursday Oct. 10 by 

U NC History Professor James Leloudis and three panel discussions and a free Carolina Performing Arts event Friday Oct. ii. Details htp:!iinstallation.unc.edu 

Oct. 13: UNC cellist Brent Wissick with visiting artists, performing sonatas and trios by Mendelssohn. 3 pro, Person Hall. http:!!music.unc.edu 

Oct. 13: Duke historian Codnna Kahnke discusses Gendered Violence in Pop Literature. 5 pro, Hyde Hall. http:i!unc.edu/ncgs 

Oct. 15: Ms. Behaving: How NC Women Make History, a summit on women’s issues including three panel discussions co-sponsored by the Southern Oral History 

Program and Women AdvaNCe. 9 am to 5 pro, Carolina Club. Registration required, http://co!le~e:unc.edu!2013/og!20/womensumm!t/ 

Oct. 15: Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture: Kevin Everson. 6 prn, 121 Hanes Art Center. http://art.unc.edu 

Oct. 15: UNC Wind Ensemble and Symphony Band. $15, ~10. 919.843.3333.7:30 pm, Memorial Hall. http:i!music.unc.edu 

Oct. 22: Oil and Politics: The Oil Crises of the 1970s and Beyond, with Professor David Painter, Georgetown University. 4 pm, Hamilton Hall 569. IClarres@unc.edu 

Oct. 24: Football and Civil Rights: A Story of Two Ground-breaking Coaches, with author Sam Freedman, Columbia University School of Journalism. 4:30 pm, Carroll 

Hall, Freedom Forum. 919.962.5665. csas@unc.edu 

Oct. 25: Implementing Human Rights to Eliminate Inequalities in Water and Sanitation, a presentation by UN Special Rapporteur Catarina de Albuquerque. 5:30 pro, 

FedEx Global Education Center, Mandela Auditorium. dnalls@med.unc.edu 

Oct. 25-26: UNC artist Roxana Perez-Mendez presents a multimedia installation and performance on colonialism in America, En Mi Espejo, Veo Tu Cara. 8 pm, 

Morehead Planetarium..h___t_t__p___~/__/__p_r__9_£_e__s___s__s__e__£j_e___s_:_9__n__c__:_e___d___u__Z 

Oct. 30: Foreign Policy and National Security, a conversation with Thomas Donilon, former National Security Advisor to President Obama, and Barton Gellman, 

Pulitzer Prize winning journalist and author. Moderated by Professor Hodding Carter, former State Department spokesperson during the Carter administration. 

5:30 pro, Genome Sciences Building, G-IO0 auditorium, deereid@unc.edu 

### 

UNC Events Calendar: http:iievents.unc.edu W 
e b: ._h_t_t_12~f_/_c__9_J_[_e_g_e_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u- 

Magazine: httP;i/m a ga zi n e.co!lege:unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p:!/www.facebook.com!U N C.College 

Twitter: http:/itwi[ter.comiunccollege 

YouTube: h[[p://www.youtube.com!user/U NCCollege 



* -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college- fiacul ty as: ati-icau- and- afro- american- studiea- fac~fl~’(i~listserv,tmc,edu. <ul> 

-eli> -- You are cu~ently subscfi~d to 

~/ul> 

a£ficm~- and-al~-amefic~- s~dies- facN~" as: <~ l~ef "~na~lm:mgeste@e~na~l.unc.edu">mgeste@e~na~l.unc.edu~’~. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, September 27, 2013 4:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Stu@ for healthy women- blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?- ~vomen to participate in a research study- that offers monetaW compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,79 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This stu@ involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one blood dra~v. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to grow in other areas of the bo@ Symptoms from this may cause the 
individual severe pain, irregular bleeding, and infertility Currently, the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is through laparoscopic surgeW. The purpose of this research study is 
to identiI}’ biomarkers in the blood that may also be present in the lining of the uterus. By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, ~ve can compare them to women suffering 
from endometriosis and analyze the 
correlation between the two. The goal of this stu@ is to develop a blood test to diagnose endometriosis in a less invasive ~vay It’you are interested in participating as a healthy subject, 
please feel free to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or uaacreproduct~ve@gmail.com 

Biumedica[ IKB study #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in Endumetriusis;" approved 1/8/2013 

’]7his message is spunsured by: UNC Dept of OB/GYN 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your inll)rmational 
mass emai] preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Persunal Infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil,unc.edu 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:08 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION FOR APPLICANTS: C. Felix Harvey Award Call for Concepts 

Important notification to all faculty who have applied or plan to apply to the 2013 C. Felix Harvey Award: 

IP YOU HAVE ALREADY SUBMITTED YOUR APPLICATION FOR THIS YEAR’S HARVEY AWARD Aik~) HAVE NOT RECEIVED AN EMA~L C ONF IRiMFb,-G THAT IT WAS RECEIVF~, 
PLEASE CONTACT THE HARVEY AWARD AT FLa~RVE YAWARD@LrNC. EDU OR CALL (919)962-9600. 

FOR THOSE SU~2vIITFING YOUR APPLICATION TODAY, IP AFTER SUBMITTING YOU DO NOT RECEIVE AN EMAIL CONFIRMATION RECEIPT WITHLN IIqE HOUR. 

PLEASE CONTACT US AT HARVEYAWARD@UNC.EDU OR CALL (919)962-9600 AND WE WILL BE FL4PPY TO ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR SUBMISSION. 

Proposals fbr the 2013 C Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities: Applied Ilmovation of Humanities and Social Sciences Scholarly Expertise are encouraged and ~vill be 
a ccepted through the end of the day today. 

The C. Felix Harvey A~vard to Advance Institutional Priorities seeks to recognize exemplary faculty scholarship that reflects the University’s COlnmitment to ilmovation. For 2013, the 
competition is again focused on innovative engagement and outreach 

The award will be given to the faculty member or members ~vhose proposed project best applies humanities and/or social sciences methods or approaches that directly and positively impact 
constituencies outside the University. To provide broad consideration across the eligible disciplines, projects should fbcus on at least one of these themes: technology, economic 
development, arts and culture or improvement of K-12 public education. 

The C Felix Harvey Award to Advance Institutional Priorities will be $75,000 The deadline for submitting proposals is today, Friday, September 27, 2013 

Please click https://clharvey web.unc edu to review the detailed program armouncement and the online application. If you have questions or need assistance, please email 
harveyaward@unc edu or call Mark Meares, Director of Corporate & Foundation Relations at 919-962-9600. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of’the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaik To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



SB-FMC "The Consortium" 
Meeting Minutes 

September 27, 2013 
10:00am start scheduled (I joined via phone at 10:24) 
11:40am end 
Host Site: International Civil Rights Center & Museum 
Street Greensboro, NC 27401 - Host: Bamidele Demerson 

134 South Elm 
Executive Director 

4 Individuals participated via Conference Call 

Attendees: 

Chandra Guinn cguinn@duke.edu Duke University 

Joseph Jordan jfjordan@email.unc.edu Duke University 

Sheila Smith McKoy ssmckoy@ncsu.edu North Carolina State University 

Tara Green ttgreen@uncg.edu UNC-G 

Yvonne Wellborn ywelbon@bennett.edu Bennett 

Natalie Bullock Brown ascensionproductions@yahoo.com St. Augustine’s College 

Bamidele Demerson ICRC 

The notes are a blended effort of Tara Green & Chandra Guinn, apologies for 
duplication - wanted to get it to you asap. Correct the record as needed. 

Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Membership issue--how do we invite people? How to coordinate the meetings 
and activities? Individuals and organizations who want to participate? How would 
that occur? Who’s involved? Structures of other organizations for best practices. 
Yvonne, Sheila to construct guidelines. 
When would this be ready? 
What did Sheila use to apply for the grant? 
Natalie was working on the mission statement and organizational structure, 
according to 2012 minutes. 

Structural questions: 
What models exist that will allow a university to take the financial lead and then 
others to join as part of a board? 

RFP: 
Office space 
Staff 
Computer 
Bio sketch as it pertains to film and media 

Have not figured out formal structure of organization. 
Do we have a bank account 



J J: suggests using one org./campus as judiciary for the time being 
Explained how it would be handled, challenges of the alternative 
SSM: What are the challenges in moving it later? 
J J: should be minimal with proper documentation and communication 

YW?:Example of org. that might resemble a possible structure: Black Metropolis 
Research Consortium in Chicago 

3. Chandra has access to the website/VVordpress site. Anyone can have access 
without being at Duke. Can post a link to a FB (needs to be established). Let her 
know the best email address so she can send an invitation. 
The website address: http:flsbfrnc.wordpress.corn,~wp-adr~ir~ 

4. Send all the organizations in black film to Chandra who will have a student do 
some preliminary research on organization structures and membership 

Start a Dropbox as a repository. More information is needed. Need to consider 
the appropriate size as everyone on the Dropbox must have compatible size or 
documents my not be transferred appropriately. 

a. Create Dropbox for sharing documents 
b. Use Google Drive for doing shared work 

Full Frame. Yvonne has meeting planned with Wesley of Center for Documentary 
Studies. It was announced that collaboration in the future is possible, based on a 
conversation with Deidra of Full Frame. Would allow us to use the Full Frame 
theater. Allow for increasing our visibility. 

Full Frame follow-up - they offered use of theater 
Need to determine what we have to offer to entities such as Full Frame and what 
we would hope to receive from partnership or collaboration 
Example of way we might be help -> make recommendation regarding audience 
accommodation esp. Black ppl. On cpt time, learning festival protocols 
Is there a role for SBFMC as advisory? 

Appears to be a void on their advisory boards 
NBB: Will follow-up to inquire about deadlines so that we can determine how to 
proceed. 

7. Programming 
Individual can share there upcoming programming for a collective calendar 
especially for Spring 2014 programs that might present opportunity to co-sponsor 
and promote. 
8. Grants-Funding 

Review the document begun previously that can be found on the Google Drive and 
update information and add information on potential new leads re: funding. 

9. Guest Presentation 



Bamidele Dernerson , Executive Director of ICRC provided an overview of related 
programming and in response to a question about how SB-FMC might be helpful to 
him 

In conjunction with the 17 days-Arts Festival in Greensboro 
The ICRC showed 3 Human Rights Watch Feature Films 
They host Monthly Film Screening 
Worked with Community cinema to show films and bring in discussants and 
sometimes feature film makers 

Need/VVant 
Assistance locating films relevant to themed of programming - below are 
examples of themes that extend beyond race and gender. 

o Financial literacy month 
o Disability month 
o Civil/human rights 

Assistance with expanding audience 
Identifying filmmakers and opportunities to leverage visits by filmmakers 

@ reasonable costs 
Would love info on grants 
Student referrals who might want internship experience -museum 

KEY NOTES: 
-next meeting btw Oct. 15-22 (It was agreed that the meeting would be virtual.) For next 
meeting will send a doodle poll. 

-tasks/action items due by Oct. 11 - sent to Chandra as appropriate for compiling and 
representing to the collective 

Action Items: 
Review all past minutes of SB-FMC 
Provide a biosketch especially focused on film/media related topics 

o Include Organizational Affiliations that might be exemplary 
Email that is optimal for website administration access 
Update grant/funding opportunity information 
Share expectations for working with partners or co-sponsors that are not 
members of SB-FMC such as Full Frame, Art of Cool 
Share any additional thoughts on members or structure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 4:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@.,emaiJ.unc.edu> 

"Cain m~d Mabel" and more 

charlene regester, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for gou based on i~ems you purchased or told us you 

own. 

DVD ~ Clark Gable 

List Price: $17,99 

Price: $~,~ 

You Save: $1,01 

List Price: $14,98 

You Save: $5,72 (38%) 
Sold by ~?.!&ir:.i..?.L~~.:.1"~r~.!.~.~%.t~. and 

This race-relations film from 1957, based on a novel by Alec Waugh and set on a 
West Indies island, stars James Mason as a wealthy man who runs against a 
local union leader (Harry Belafonte). The rest of the players, one way... 

List Price: $7,93 ................................ 

Price: 
You Save: $2,85 (36°/o) 
So I d by £..2i£.~!.~..~.~.;~...~T:..~::!..~:L..~£.v.~...~T!.:4:~i~. a n d ~:.~.~.~.L~.~..~.t..~.~:..~.~T~?.~L~. 

DVD-STOMPINSTARS SINBAD AND VANESSA BELL CALLOWAYTHIS DVD IS IN THE 
TRADITION OF STOMP THE YARD AND BRING IT ONDVD RUNNING TIME 118 

MINHAS BOUNS MATERIAL: BEHIND THE SCENES FOOTAGE... !~,{~.~}.~!..~?.!~:~ 

V H S ~ Fred Ast a i re ............... 

Price: $42.95 

The Be,,e of New  ork ,s a romant,c mus,ca, comedy about a r,ch p,ayboy Char,,e 
Hill, played by the legendary Fred Astah’e, who very much falls in love with a girl 
called Angela Bonfils (Vera Ellen) and he does everything to... r~cafl medic 

HalsdS~ands Bl’own CD..DVD. Blu..RaV Binder.. 3 Pack 
by HandStands ................................. 

List Price: 158,17 

Price: 

You Save: $~5,08 (26%) 
Ships from and sold by U~-:b*:,st:s[:d¢:Sa~,, 

Trendy Leather-like Storage Binders have been created to meet your 
organizational needs in an efficient and stylish way. The Bellagio Italia CD/DVD 
Storage Binders provide comfortable storage for the stacks of CDs, DVDs,... 

~::’:! ).!!...~ i ?.,’.!.~ ~ :: 



DVD ~ Halle Berry 

Dorothy Dandridge was a Hollywood trailblazer. A confident sex symbol in the 
1950s, she was the first black woman ever nominated for a Best Actress Oscar, 
but the electrifying stage chanteuse and dancer was forbidden to even....~b<.Di!i! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 8:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Armed Robbery Near Campus 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Armed Robbe~’ Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police are investigating a reported armed robbely that occurred near Pantana Bob’s at 305 West Rosema~ Street (near Church Street) Saturday, Sept. 28 around 11 p.m. The 
victim, a non-UNC student, described the suspects as three Hispanic males who were last seen running westbound on RosemaW Street toward the Key Food Mart (across the street from 
Breadmen’s Restaurant) Two of the suspects were wearing black shirts; a third was wearing a pink shirt and was described as having gold teeth. One of the suspects had a facial tattoo 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone with information about this incident to call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-%8-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at 
(919) 942-7515 Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit information to Crime Stoppers online at ~vw~v. crimestoppers-chcunc, org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnum~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department nf Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <holly_rio@unc.edu> 
Sunday, September 29, 2013 9:12 PM 
Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Women Fall 2013 

~.:..~’~’.,".~..~".~,~,~..".~’ to see the latest edition of Carolina Women -- the newsletter of the Carolina Women’s 

Leadership Council Contenf.s: 

...... .V..+..... ...~.~.~.L~.:.....~..~.:’...!...~.L .~ 

Meet the 2013 Faculty Mentoring Award winners Sherryl 

Kleinman, Silvia Tom~kov,~ and :)eanne Moskal 

Carol Malloy ’94 (Ph,D,) honored with a lifetime achievement 

award by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 

CNN anchor Brooke Baldwin ’01 headlines Women in Media 

Leadership Series at the School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication 

UNC archaeologist 3odi Magness will be featured on the big 

screen - literally - in the new IMAX 3-D fih’n, Jerusalem 

Li Qian, assistant professor in the UNC School of Medicine 

receives 2013 New Scholar in Aging Award from the EIIison 

Medical Foundation 

Malinda Maynor Lowery named director of Southern Oral 

History Program 

[] 

¯ [JNC to formally install Carol L. Folt as chancellor on University 
Day, Oct. 12 

¯ James W. Dean, former Kenan-Flagler Business School dean, 
serving as provost 
UNC ranks 5th among national public universities for 13th 

¯ UNC wins Capital One Cup trophy, honoring the top women’s 
athletic program in the nation 

¯ Welcome to the Class of 2017, and a few facts about them 

[] 

¯ The Andrew W~ Mellon Foundation awards Carolina 
Performing Arts $600,000 to support the presentation of 
symphony orchestras 
UNC receives almost $1 million in grants from The Duke 
Endowment to fund initiatives in health care and childcare 
Four young faculty honored with Hettleman awards 

¯ The Langman Family Fund makes $1 million gif[ to support 
philosophy program in College of Arts and Sciences 
New five-year Royster fellows have diverse research 
interests, backgrounds 

[JNC School of Social Work releases research showing that 

mothers who complete mandated domestic violence 

programs more likely to end abusive relationships 

Barbara Mark, Sarah Frances Russell Professor of Nursing, 

selected for the 2013 Path Paver Award 

Cynthia Powell, associate professor in the Department of 

Genetics & Pediatrics, to be part of nationwide $26 million 

program to sequence infant genomes 

Faculty research funding increases to $777.8 million, up 

nearly $11 million 

UNC School of Medicine researchers discover a potential 

cause of autism 

~"i Ment°rin9 

~:: Malinds L.owe~¥ 

i~i Folt 

:~i Royster 

:~i Pin9 Fu 



[] 

¯ Council rnernbers celebrate Vietri’s birthday 

¯ Eve Car-sol~ Lectu~-e to feature entrep~-eneur Piing Fu 

703535427 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAI,] ttelp children with Attention Disorders commuNcate better ruth health care providers 

Do you have a child who has been diagnosed with Attention Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)? 

The UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy is currently looking for participants to be part of a research study examining how to improve communication about ADHD during medical visits. 

Participants must: 
¯ Be between 8 to 16 years old 
¯ Have been diagnosed with ADHD 
° Be able to speak English 

This study consists of a brief interview- ~vith the child/teen, and a short questionnaire for the parent or guardian. Only one 10-15-minute visit is required for the study. The purpose of the 
stu@ is to gather feedback on ho~v to improve child-caregiver-provider communication during medical visits The study is voluntaw, and you can withdraw at any time. 

The child and the parent/guardian will each receive $10 compensation for their participation 

For more information, please contact Brenda Kutcher either by email brenda kutcher@unc.edu or by phone at 919-966-7923 

The principal investigator for this stu@ is Betsy Sleath, PhD, George H Cocolas Distinguished Professor and Chair, Division of Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy. 

This stu@ has been approved by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Stu@# 13-2504. The title for this Biomedical IRB stud?’ is 
"Gathering Feedback un an ADHD Questiun Prompt List for Use During Pediatric Visits". The must recent appruved IRB modification date is 9/26/2013. 

This m essage is spunsored by: UNC Eshelman Schuul uf Ph armacy 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emad. To set yuur thfurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 
Monday, September 30, 2013 5:04 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

MEMO.pdf 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll To access your pay information, go to 
http ://finance. unc. edu/controlleripavroll-services/ 
(Please nnte the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log [n under Quick Links. After you 
lngin using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payrolh 

Please note that your leave information is now being prnvided tn ynu in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amnunts are your leave totals as of the end 
nfthe prior month. 

Attached is a paycheck notice regarding political activities of 
EPA employees. 

Thank you 

Payroll Services 
The Umversity of North Carnlina at Chapel Hill 



Paycheck Notice 
Political Activities of EPA Employees 

University employees who wish to run for or hold any elective or appointive 
public office are subject to regulations adopted by the Board of Governors. For many 

types of office, the regulations require that before becoming a candidate for or occupying 
the office, the University employee must make certain disclosures and receive various 
approvals on a prescribed schedule or risk losing University employment. A copy &the 
full text of the Board of Governors’ regulations, as ~vell as a copy of the complementary- 
regulations issued by the Board of Trustees, may be obtained at the Office of the 
University Counsel, 110 Bynum Hall, 222 East Cameron Avenue, 962-1219. Advice 
concerning the interpretation and application of the Policies may be obtained from the 
Vice Chancellor and General Counsel. 

{00010056.DOC} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] October is Relationship Violence Awareness Month 

October has been designated as Relationship Violence Awareness Month (RVA~ to promote public awareness of relationship violence and to provide communities and individuals with 
reformation on how to prevent and respond to physical and emotional abuse between partners. 

A full schedule of events on and off campus has been plalmed for the month in collaboration with a number of campus and community- sponsors 

For more information about the month’s schedule of events, please visit http://rvam.~veb unc.edu/rvam-event-schedule/ 

For information on how to get help if you or a friend is in an abusive relationship, please visit safe.unc.edu. 

RVAM 2013 is sponsored by Student Wellness, UNC SWAG, Project Dinah, One Act, UNC LGBTQ Center, L~,-C Black Student Movement’s Celebration of Black Womanhood and 
Err~BrACE, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority’ Inc., UNC Law- Domestic Violence Action Project. Compass Center for Women and Families, Carolina Women’s Center,the Beta Lambda Chapter of 
Omega Phi Beta Sorority- Inc., UNC Hospitals Beacon Program, Carolina Men Care, and the UNC Office of Fraternity- and Sorority’ Life and Community’ Involvement. 

This message is sponsored by: Student Wellness 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33657947-68114251@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee zmleereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:27 AM 

aJ~iican- and- aJ~- a~nerican- sla~di es- thcul~ <aflican- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, uric. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edt~>; Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edt~- 

[a2rlcan- and-afro-american- studies- faculty] Jail-college-faculty] FW: Oct. 7 Deadline - No~ninations for Distinguished Professorships in the 

College 

The enclosed is bein~ sent to all chairs and faculty in the Cotlege with a copy to administrative managers. 

REMINDER, Deadline - October 7, 2013 

Frora: Cline, Alexis L 
Seat: Thursday, September 05, 2013 10:25 AM 
Te: CAS_dpt_cr DDD 
Co: CAS_dpt_cr Mgrs 
Subject: Call for nominations 

TO: All Unit Chairs and Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences 

FROM: Jonathan Hartlyn and Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Deans 

DATE: September 5, 2013 

SUBJECT: Nominations for Distinguished Professorships in the College 

Attached please find three separate calls for nominations for several distinguished professorships that the College will appoint as of July 1, 2014 or July 1, 

2015. 

The College will form two faculty selection committees, one for the Bowman and Gordon Gray distinguished professorships, and one for the two other 

types of distinguished professorships: permanent endowed professorships and term professorship in research and undergraduate education. 

Unit chairs or other faculty may submit nominations, and a faculty member may be nominated for multiple professorships. No faculty member may hold 

more than one of these professorships simultaneously, however. 

Please note that each nomination must be sent via email, as a single pdf attachment, to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office. Any questions about these 

professorships should be directed to her, who will consult with the appropriate person(s) to provide a timely answer. Alexis may be reached at 

alexis cline@unc~edu or919-962-3082. 

Details about eligibility, terms and the nomination process for each type of distinguished professorship may be found in the three attached documents. 

Please note that al__l nominations are due on the same day- each as a single pdf attachment sent via emaiI-MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2013. 

Thanks, 

Jonathan and Bobbi 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all - college - t~cul~ as: aid can- and- afro- am eric an - studie s- lhc ul ty@li stserv, unc.e du. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

african- and-afro-american- studies- facul~ as: <~a hre~"ma~lto:regester@ema~l.unc.edu">regester@ema~l.unc.edu<Ta>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 12:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Buy One Get One Free Tickets at PlayMakers 

PlayMakers is offering UNC Faculty and Staff Buy One Get One Free tickets to select perfolrnances of THE MOU2x,-TAINTOP, onstage now- through October 6 

For more reformation, visit http://w~vw.playmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

To BUY tickets, call 919.962.PLAY (7529). 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infomaation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 12:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] In a romantic relationship? Participate in a UNC re,arch stu@ with your partner. 

You are invited to participate in a new scientific research study designed to understand more about everyday couple interactions. Whether you are in a blissful relationship, thil~ your 
relationship could use a boost, or if you think you have a perfectly "normal" relationship, we are interested in what you have to say. 

People who have been involved in an exclusive romantic relationship for at least one year (no upper limit) may be eligible to participate in the stu@ with their romantic partner. 

You and your partner will spend a combined total of approximately 5 hours of your time in our laboratory on the UNC campus. The stud?’ will consist of three separate visits to our 
laboratory with your partner over the course of five weeks: visit 1 lasts for 1 hour, visit 2 lasts for 1.5 hours, and visit 3 lasts for 25 hours. In addition to being physically present in the lab, 
the study also involves brief (3-4 minute) online questionnaires to be completed from a location of your choosing each night of the l~ive ~veek study- (ie., 35 nights). During both lab 
sessions, we will record your physiolo~z and interactions with your romantic partner; we will also ask you to provide urinary and saliva samples to measure your naturally-occurring 
hormone levels. 

Each couple will be compensated with up to $210 for participation ($105 for each partner) 

For this particular study, clue to the nature of the research questions being asked, people are only eligible if the couple consists of one man and one woman and they are over the age of 18 
Additional eligibility’ infolrnation applies. 

We would love to hear from you, and we ~vould be more than happy to give you further information about the study-, including additional eligibility infolrnation. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us if you would like more ilfformation, or would like to sign tap for the study: everydayinteractions@unc.edu, or 919-962-4838 

We look forward to hearing from you, and will return your email or phone call as soon as possible. Sessions will begin immediately. 

Sincerely, 

Everyday Couple Interactions Sturdy Team 
919-%2-4838 
every dayinteractions@unc edu 

This study is being conducted through the University, of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Psychology. Department, and has been approved by the UNC-CIt Non-Biomedical Institutional Review 
Board, ][RB Study Number 13-1976, approved 9/23/2013. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emad. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:16 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@ema~,l.unc.edu> 

RE: Survey 

I)ear Dr. Regester. 

Thank you veU much lbr taxing the time to do this~ 

Kennetl~ 

Dr. Kemreti~ R 
Depar~.ment of Afdcan. AliTican American, and Diaspora Steadies 
109 Batde t ~a~L CB~ 3395 
15nivemity of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hill NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

Click ~m a link ibr mI;)rmati, m a~ut my puNicati~ ms: 
/ 

http:.()mcpress.unc.eda/~oks/T- 8059.html 
hRp://undpress.nd.edu/booD’PO0780 
hRp://undpress.nd.edu/booD’PO0723 

F~m: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent= Monday, September 30, 2013 i:i3 PM 

To= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: Su~ey 
Dear Professor Janken: This is to let you know that I did complete the su~ey before the deadline. Hope this will be helpful. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~r 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Survey 

Dear Charlene, 

Hlnm. That is coat’using. I was expecting that you would have to respond only to Now, not Before. At least that is what I was led to believe when I was told that I 
could select people to complete the survey who had not done so before. I’m not sure what to advise here. But here are some reference points. "Before" is through laser 
Spring semester. "Now" is fiom June until now. 

Thank you for doing this. My expectation is that your answers (which axe completely anonymons to me) will be highly valuable as I continue to work on leadership 
skills. 

Appreciatively, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of Africa~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link lbr intbrmation about my publications: 

http://www, umass.edu/umpres~spr 97~ianken.html 

http:/,’nncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.html 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook/P00780 
htl~p;//u!~dpress:nd.edu/book/P0()723 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:18 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Survey 

Dear .lanken: I was asked to respond to a leadership survey for you and in the process of attempting to complete, it noted that I needed to provide a before and aRer 
assessment. This was confusing for me because I can only respond to what I know now and it seemed that I had to complete both parts of the survey (before and after). If 
you have some additional insight regarding how to complete this survey instrument, please let me know. I am more than happy to complete but was a little unclear about how 
it was set up. I eagerly await your response and any direction that you can provide. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Post-tenurre review 

Thank you, Charlene. 

That is helpful. It seems to me that the Tuesday 3:30 class is one we can visit. We’ll let you know the day of our visit after our Monday, October 7 meeting. 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2023 22:33 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: Post-tenurre review 

Dear Professor Selassie: My two classes meet on Tuesday and Thursday. AAAD 52 (Freshman Seminar on Passing films) meets on Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30-20:45 
Room 223 Graham Memorial. We watch films on some days and discuss the film on other days so let me know when you plan to attend so that I can make sure that we are 
having a review on this day. 
AAAD 250 (Black Cinema) meets only one day a week Tuesday from 3:30 -6:20 Room 205 Gardner. The class is a lecture class and during the second half we screen a film. 
Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2023 22:53 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Post-tenurre review 

Dear Charlene. 

I have been charged to chair your post-tenure review committee. We are having a preliminary meeting as a committee, and one of the requirements is a visit by one or more 
of us to one of your classes. I am writing to ask you: a) what class(es) you are teaching this semester, and 

b) the venue and time of the class. 
Later in the process, we will ask you to meet with members of the committee at a mutually agreeable time. 

With best wishes, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, 
and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
929 962-3538 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:41 PM 

screen~ciety- announce@duke.edu 

Fwd:][ TONIGHT!: NC LAFF] Film Screening - "No" (Carolina Theatre, 7pm) 

NO film posterl .pdf; ilnage002.png 

FYI - here is a non-Screel~/Socie~- screening that might be of interest. 

--Hank 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:TONIGIlT’.: NC LAFF [ Film Screening - "No" 

Date:Mon, 30 Sep 2013 10:38:50 -0400 
From :Jennifer Prather ~iprather@dnke.edn> 

The 2013 NC Latin American Film Festivel presents 

No 
a film by Pablo Larrain 

based on a play by An[ohio Sk~rmeta 

Nominated, Academy Award, Best Foreign Film (Chile) 

Monday, September 30, 2013 

7,00 PM 

Carolina Theatre 

Durham, NC 
free & open to the public 

Introduced by iocal independent filmmaker Rodrigo Dorfraan, 

director of "Occupy the Imagination: Tales of Seduction and Resistance," "Monsieur Contraste," "One Night in Kernersville," and "Generation Exile" 

After fifteen years in power, the result of a military coup on September 11, 1973, Chilean dictator General Augusto Pinochet, whose reign was marked by quashing 

any opposition through intimidation, violence, and murder, is pressured by his international allies to hold a referendum on his leadership. A "yes" win would 

mean eight more years of a Pinochet rule, while a "no" win would mean free elections. 

Pinochet, through intimidation, vote rigging, and what he believes is true support since the Chilean economy is doing well, believes there is no way he can lose. 

The referendum campaign will last 27 days leading up to the October 5, 1988 vote, with each side getting 15 minutes of uninterrupted television air time each day 

for their campaign. 

The "no" coalition decides to hire Ren6 Saavedra (Gael Garcia Bernal), a young, brash advertising executive to spearhead their campaign, which causes problems 

because his boss, Lucho Guzm~n, is an advisor to Pinochet. With scant resources and constant scrutiny by the despot’s watchmen, Saavedra and his team devise an 

audacious plan to win the election and free their country from oppression. 118 minutes. In Spanish with English subtitles. 

Watch the trailer: http:i!www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOeiw BJPas 

IMdb: http:i!wwwJm db.comititleitt2059255i?ref...=fn...al...tt...1 

See the full schedule for the 2013 NC Latin American Film Festival: http~//~atinamericancaribbean.duke~edu/~utreach/fi~m-festiva~/2~13~nc~atin~american-fi~m- 
festival 

The NC Latin American Film Festival is organized by The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University 

and made possible through funding by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, US Department of Education, and the Duke University Provost Office. Co-sponsors: Duke Center for Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies and the Carolina Theatre of Durham. 





has 

to break 
ghettos 

American 

the "potential 
out of the usual 
that keep Latin 
cinema walled off 

from non-Hispanic territories... 
..."[A] delicious ~atthew 

~einer-style eye for period 
detail." 

- David Fear, 
Time Ou~ IVew Yofl~ 

When Chilean military dictator Augusto Pinochet, facing international pressure, 

calls for a referendum on his presidency in 1988, opposition leaders persuade 

a brash young advertising executive, Ren6 Saavedra (Ga61 Garcia Bernal), to 

spearhead their campaign. With scant resources and constant scrutiny by the 

despot’s watchmen, Saavedra and his team devise an audacious plan to win 
the election and free their country from oppression. Dir: Pablo Larrain (Chile). 

118 minutes. Spanish with English subtitles. 

The NC Latin American Film Festival is organized by The Consortium in Latin Amedcan 
and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Ca~ofina at Chapel H~ and Duke 
Unive~si~ and made possible through funding by the And~ew W, Mellon Foundation, US 
Department ot Education, and ~he Duke University Rovost Office. Co--sponso~s: Duke 
Center for Latin Amedcan and Caribbean Studies a~xJ the Carolina Fheabe of Durham, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 3:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Carolina Parents Council GraJat Program 

Greetings, 

The Carolina Parents Council is pleased to announce that the 2014 - 2015 grant application process is no~v open 

Each year, the Carolina Parents Council selects new and iunovative programs/events for funding through the Parents Council Grant Fund. These funds consist of monies raised from the 
Parents Council members of undergraduate students and emeritus members of the Council. The Parents Council has granted substantial funding to several academic and student affairs 
departments for programs/events that contribute to the quality of undergraduate student life and learning at Carolina ;Vhile grant awards from the Council can be given in valying amounts, 
the maximuna amount for ari award is $15,000. 

All grant applications must be submitted in full by Friday, November 1, 2013 at 5:00 p.m. If the applicant is a student working through a depaltment or unit within the Universi~z, the 
department or unit must be the sponsor and oversee the grant application and any a~vard if granted This specific grant process does not accept or review individual student or club group’s 
financial requests 

For more information about the Parents Council Grant Application Process, and to download the Grant Application Instructions Details and Guides, and the two-part grant application 
document, please visit nscpp.unc edu/PCgrantprogram 

Applications can be made immediately: 
¯ proposals are due by Friday, November 1, 2013. 
¯ applicant inter~Ae~vs will be scheduled for Friday, January 24, 2014 
,notifications are sent no later than Friday, March 28, 2014 
¯ funds will be made available on July 11,2014 
,funds must be spent by May 15, 2015 

’]7his is an excellent opportunl~ to support and enhance undergraduate student life at Carolina. 

’]7his email is sponsored by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your inl2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 3:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Launching the Venture Application Deadline 10/6 

UNC grad students, staff and faculty with startup ideas: 

You are encouraged to apply for Launching the Venture, a series of courses offered by Kenan-Flagler Business School to help U~,~’C startups get off the ground 

In addition to assessing the feasibility of your current startup idea, you will learn a process to assess future ideas. You will also join a cohort of entrepreneurial Tarheels and become 
immersed in the RTP startup communi~’. 

You may come to Launch with your own idea, or contribute your skills to another startup team. 

Find out more about Launching the Venture at: http :/i~vw~v.launch.unc edu. 

Apply at: http://www.launchunc.edu/applv,. 

Patrick Vernon 
Executwe Director 
Kenan-Flagler Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

This message is sponsored by: Kenan-Flagler Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emai[. To set yuur infurmatiuna[ 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Informatiun 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
screens "The Sapphires" 
this Thursday at 7pr!! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us THURSDAY night (October 3) at 7pm for 

the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

screening of "The Sapphires." 

The Sapphires 

Dir: Wayne Blair/Feature/Australia/English/103 

rain. /2012 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady 

days of the late ’60s about a quartet of young, 

talented singers from a remote Aboriginal mission, 

discovered and guided by a kind-hearted, soul-loving 

manager. Plucked from obscurity, the four spirited 

women with powerhouse voices - called The 

Sapphires - are given the opportunity to entertain 

American troops in Vietnam. Catapulted onto the 

world stage as Australia’s answer to the Supremes, 

their journey of discovery offers them not only the 

chance to show off their musical skills, but find love 

and togetherness, experience loss and grow as 

women. 

The event is free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

October 8, 7:00pro 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Screeninq 

Studlife 

Dir: Campbell X/Feature/Trinidad + Tobago, 

UK /English/90 mm./2012 

JJ, a Black-British lesbian, is best friends with Seb, 

who is white and gay. The two are practically 

inseparable, but when JJ falls head over heels for the 

beautiful and bewitching Elle, jealously rears its head 

and the friendship comes under threat. Funny, hip, 

sweet and true, Studlife is a celebration of modern, 

multicultural London, and a romantic comedy with 

both a difference and universal resonance. 



* This event is co-sponsored by the Carolina Women’s 

Center and the LGBTQ Center at UNC at Chapel Hill, 

Thn Okan~ura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for sale 

at the Stone Center. We have a very limited supply of 

"Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; and "The 

Ascension". Please contact Clarissa Goodlett at 

stonecenter@unc,edu for more information~ "This 

Stow Has Not Yet Been Told,..The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition is currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emal.unc.edn> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:01 PM 

Regester, Chaiene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: Historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak Thursday, October 10, at the National Humanities Center 

Thanks! -Reg 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:44 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: Historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak Thursday, October 10, at the National Humanities Center 

From: Don Solomon [dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:38 PM 

To: NHC Events 
Cc: Martha Johnson; Lesley Orr 
Subject: Historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak Thursday, October 10, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Harvard Universi~ 

Thursday, October lO, 2Ol3 - 5:oo p.m. 

In a year in which we mark both the 150th mmivermry of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 50fla aimiversaxy of the Match on Washington, we can reflect on the 
thctors that shaped the~ pivotal events in American history. In her talk, Evelyn Brooks Higginbothan will explore the ways that religion pemreated "the vernacular of 
the abolitionist and civil rights movements. 
Higginbotham is the Victor S. Thomas Professor of His~tow and of Africa~n and Al’rican American s~mdies at Harvard UniversiD’. She is currently chair of the 
Department of Afiican and Africaaa American Studies and has held this position since 2006. The recipient of numerous awards tbr her scholarly work, Higginbotham’s 
writings span diverse fields AfricanAmerica~n religious histou, women’s history, civil right~ constructions ofmcM and genderidenti~, electoral politics, andthe 
intersection oftheoU and histoU. She is the author of Righteous Discontent: The Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church, I880-i920 (1993), which 
won numerous book prizes. She is also coeditor with HenD~ Louis Gates, Jr., of the Aj?ican American National Biograplo: (2008), a multivolume reference work 
that presents African American histoU through the lives of people. In 2010 she was coauthor with the late John Hope Franklin of the revised and rewritten classic 
Front Slm,e~ to Freedom. This year, as the John Hope Franklin Fellow at the Center, she is working on The Great Qnestion of Iguman Rights’ in American 
History. She was previously a Fellow at the Center in 1993-94. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 4o9-o~ 6, or ~iohnson(~nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

National Humanities Center 
7 2: W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sawin, Patricia E <sawin@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

dinner with filmmaker Marco Williams 

Maacco Williams flyer.pdf; Marco Williams Press Release 3.docx 

Dear Professor Regester, 

On Monday, October 7 American Studies, CSAS, and Duke Center for Documentary Studies will welcome filmmaker Marco Williams to the area. We’ll show his "Two Towns of 
Jasper" at 5:30 pm in the auditorium Stone Center with a QS~ afterwards (flyer attached). I wanted to make sure you knew about it in case it would be a good opportunity for 
any of your students--there’s plenty of room if you want to assign the showing to a class. 

We’d also like to invite you to join us for supper with Prof. Williams afterwards. I asked Reg Hildebrand whom we should invite from AAAD and he said you were the one. We’ll 
leave from the Stone Center and gather at Pazzo in Southern Village. I expect it’s going to be a bit of a late night, probably not starting supper until 8:30, but should be a 
chance for good conversation. 

all the best, 
Patficia Sawin 

Chape~ H~, NC 275~9 



"Two Towns of Jasper" 
Film Showing and Q&A with the Director 

5:30 pro, Monday, Oc{ober 7 
Audi{orium, 

Sonya Haynes S~one Black Cul{ural Cen{er, UNC 

Marco Williams 
NYU Department of Film and Television 

Sponsored by UNC’s 

Department of American 

Studies and Center for the 

Study of the American 

South and by the Center for 

Documentary Studies at 

Duke University 

Two ~)w~,~s qf Jasper documents the 

aftermath of the 1.998 murder of James 

Byrd, Jr., who was chained to a pick- 

up truck and dragged to death by 

three white men in Jasper, Texas. Two 

film crews, one black and one white, 

filmed the trials of the men charged 

with the crime and-~he townspeople’s 

reactions, then combined footage. 

With the dea-~hs of James Craig 

Anderson, ~I~ayw)n Martin, and 

Jordan Davis fresh in our minds, this 

filmqs innovative framing of Byrd’s 

story offers troubling insights into the 

persistence of racialized violence in 

America, Marco Williams is an 

award-winning filmmaker and faculty 

member at the Tisch School. His 

newest film is Th~ 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

September 25, 2013 

Marco Williams, professor in the Department of Film and TV at the Tisch School, NYU 
Will show his film "Two Towns of Jasper" 
With an introduction by Prof. Williams and a Q&A afterwards 
Monday, October 7, 5:30 pm 
Auditorium at the Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
http ://sonj ah aynes stonectr.unc, edu/ 
Free and open to the public 

Sponsored by the Department of American Studies and the Center for the Study of the American 
South at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and by the Center for Documentary 
Studies at Duke University. 

Marco Williams’s films have won numerous prizes, including the DoubleTake/Full Frame Grand 
Prize and the CDS Filmmaker Award. Two Towns of Jasper documents the aftermath of the 1998 
murder of James Byrd, Jr., who was chained to a pick-up truck and dragged to death by three 
white men in Jasper, Texas. To make the film, Williams and fellow filmmaker Whitney Dow led 
two film crews, one black and one white, who followed the trials of the men charged with the 
crime and documented townspeople’s reactions. They then merged their footage and edited 
collaboratively, seeking to provide an honest language to talk about race in America. With the 
deaths of James Craig Anderson, Trayvon Martin, and Jordan Davis fresh in our minds, this 
film’s innovative framing of Byrd’s story offers troubling insights into the persistence of 
racialized violence yet holds out hope for bridging the racial divide. 

Find out more about the Professor Williams and his film at the links below: 
http://filmtv.tisch.nyu.edu/object/williamsm.html 
http :iiwwwv-.pb s. orgipovitwotownsot~ asperi 

For more information on the event, please contact Patricia Sawin, Department of American 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill at sawin@unc.edu or 919-962-4065 

### 



Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Of Machines and Routines: Mundane Rhythms and Sounds in Whisky (Pablo Stoll 

and Juan Pablo Rebella, 2002) and Blue Eyelids (Ernesto Conyreras, 2007) 

The following comments are being provided for the essay, "Of Machines and Routines: 

Mundane Rhythms and Sounds in Whisl~ and Blue Eye#ds." This essay has a number of 

strengths that in my estimation make it deserving of being published in the Journal of Film and 

Video. One &the essay’s strengths is that it discusses rhythm and sound as elements that 

"illuminate the mundane but musicality of everyday life: it throws into relief the place and sound 

of its taken-for-granted obj ects, and the rituals and routines of its laboring bodies." It is this 

approach that I find unique, interesting, and different. Because not enough scholarship has been 

devoted to the study of sound, this essay breaks new ground by adding to the evolving and 

existing body of scholarship. The added value &the essay is that it explores two films in 

Montevideo and Mexico City - regions that generally are not given wide exposure and therefore, 

make this work even more exciting and interesting. 

My comments on the specific methodology employed or the extent to which it succeeds or fails 

are rather limited because I am a film historian and therefore, cannot speak expertly to the 

efficacy of the methodological approach. However, the essay is informative, entertaining, well 

explained, well described and well discussed. So even though I am not a technician, I understood 

the important points and it made me want to interrogate sound in more detail. 

Finally, my only recommendation is that the essay needs to be more strongly and clearly 

organized. I suggest that subj ect headings be inserted between the various sections of the essay to 

help guide the reader to important points. For example, one section could be entitled Space and 

Mobility (or something more appropriate), another section -- Internal and External Rhythm, a 

third section-- Humor and Repetition etc. Segmenting the essay will give order and add structure 

as you move from one idea to the next. This strategy will allow the reader to better understand 

the various components of the overarching thesis. Once sections or segments of the essay have 

been created in some way, I think the essay deserves to be published in the Journal ofbTlm and 

Video. I found it quite fascinating even though I have not seen these films. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Stu@ for healthy women- more volunteers needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research studies. Several opportunities are available that offer monetary 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, every 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BIVII of less than or equal to 29 
- Flexible schedule 

The ultimate goal of this research is to better understand the factors that allow implantation to occur so that we may improve clinical 
outcomes of fertility patients. If you are interested, please feel free to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or uncreproductive@gmail.com. This stu@ takes 7-8 weeks to complete, 
with a total of around 10 visits to our clinic. Vohmteers must be available during normal business hours. 

Biomedical IRB study #08 - 1967, approved 04/26/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:36 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Sin@ for healthy women 

Reproductive Endocrinology at UNC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research studies. Several opportunities are available that oft?r monetary 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, every 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 

The ultimate goal of this research is to better understand the factors that allo~v implantation to occur so that we may improve clinical outcomes of fertili~ patients If you are interested, 
please feel free to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or uncreproductIve@gmaihcom 

Biomedical IRB study #05-1757; approved 5/24/2013 

’]7his message is spunsured by: Repruductive Enducrinulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Infurmation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:39 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] October is National Cyber Security Awareness Month 

Thirty million times every month that’s the average number of unwanted connection attempts the Umversity’s cyber security devices turn aside in constant attacks on our University 
networks. 

In addition, every month on average UZ’4C-Chapel Hill network firewalls deny more than 375 million attempts to comaect to computers that are protected by our cyber infrastlucture And 
those numbers continue to grow-. 

At Ui~’C-Chapel Hill, the Infolrnation Security Office (ISO), a &vision of Information Technology Sel~’ices (ITS), takes on the responsibility of th~varting these attacks The ISO works to 
provide a secure computing environment for campus. But individuals also share the responsibility for cyber space security; individual actions have a collective impact on the University’s 
cyber security 

October is National Cyber Security A~vareness Month (NCSAM), a public awareness campaign to encourage everyone to protect their computers and the nation’s critical cyber 
il~frastructure It’s a time to reflect on what has been accomplished in keeping us safe and secure online, and what we need to achieve in the months and years ahead 

Throughout October, the ISO hopes to raise online safety awareness among all Ui~’C-Chapel Hill faculty, staff, and students and reinforce the simple measures everyone should take to be 
safer and more secure online Cyber security is a shared responsibility. 

Look for these communications and activities focused on cyber security including: 

Safety tips Iicom how to secure mobile devices to avoiding being a victim of identity theft 
A series of emails to faculty, staff, and students on personal cyber security topics 
Live events in the Pit 
A Cyber Security Tuwn Hall 
A student cumpetitiun to develop the best public service video based on the motto "STOP. TIIINK (2ONNECT." The student who submits the best video will be awarded a prize. 

The ~veb page http:i/its, unc.edu/securiW has additional details and will feature future developments. 

This message is spunsored by: InJ2~rmation Security Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Annual Benefits Enrollment Begins Today 

TO: All Employees 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Senior Director, Benefits & Work/Life Programs, Office of Human Resources 

It’s annual benefits e~ollment time again -- the eurolhnent period is Oct. 1-31. Your new- elections will go into effect on Jan 1, 2014. This is the first year that the NCFlex and State Health Plan 
(SHP) enrollments both occur in October. 

The NCFlex annual enrollment packets were mailed to your campus mail address last week and the SHP enrollment materials were mailed to your home address in September. Annual 
enrollment information can be found online at http ://hr unc.edu/benefits/2013-bunefits-el~rollment/ 

Watch a video that outlines the top 10 things you need to know about this year’s annual e~ollment: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v nvsw2oF-ODQ 

WHAT’S i"~E W AND CHANGING FOR 2014 
*** Action is Required: All health plan subscribers will be e~olled in the Traditional 70/30 health plan effective Jan. 1, 2014. l£you plan to move to the Enhanced 80/20 plan or the Consumer 
Directed Health Plan (CDHP), you must enroll. Once annual e~ollmunt ends, changes can only be made to coverage levels (adding/dropping dependents) within 30 days of a qualified life 
event. You may only change between plans during annual enrollment. 

*** Ne~v State Health Plan options: In addition to the newly named Traditional 70/30 Plan, employees can choose: 
-- The Enhanced 80/20 Plan, which looks and feels like the current Standard 80/20 Plan but ~vith a new name, enhanced benefits and incentives to encourage health?’ activities 
-- A new Consumer Directed Health Plan (CDHP) which includes a high deductible health plan, a Health Reimbursement Account (HRA) and incentives to encourage decisions that are good 
for your health. 

*** Wellness Initiatives: Save money on your premiums by completing a health assessment, designating a primary care physician, and checking the smoking attestation during annual 
enrollment. Completion of these initiatives will discount your monthly premium on the Enhanced 80/20 and Consumer Directed Health plans. Instructions :[’or completing the initiatives can be 
found in your 2014 SHP Open Enrollment Decision Guide. 

*** New State Health Plan benefit year: The State Health Plan benefit year will change to a calendar year (January through December), so benefit periods, deductibles, co-insurance 
maximums and HRA accounts will re-set on January I instead of July 1. 

*** SHP coverage for dependents age 19-26: In accordance with provisions of the Affordable (;are Act, dependents between the ages of 19 and 26 can remain covered regardless of 
eligibility for health coverage through their own employer or their spouse’s employer. 

*** NCFIe× changes: 
-- [n the vision plan, Plan 2 (materials only) will no longer be available and lower rates will go into effect If you are enrolled in Plan 2, you will need to chnnse a new option if you wish to 
remain covered A new, no-cost core vision wellness plan will be available (employee-only coverage) but coverage is not automatic. You must enroll to receive the benefits. 
-- For life insurance, lower rates will go into effect and new dependent coverage optinns will be available. 
-- In the critical illness plan, participants will see lower rates starting in January 
-- (;ore Accidental Death & Dismemberment coverage will be available again at no cost for 2014, but coverage is not automatic You must enroll to take advantage of the free $10,000 (;ore 
AD&I) coverage. Employees who enrolled previously do not need to re-enroll 
-- The tlealth Care flexible spending account requires re-enrollment ever?, year. You can contribute up to $2,500 in 2014 (minimum $120). Expenses can be incurred between Jan. 1,2014, and 
March 15, 2015, provided you remain in the plan for all of 2014. 
-- The Dependent Day Care fle×ible spending account requires re-enrollment eveW year. 

]b;N~)LLMENT IS EASY 
Eurolling in benefits for 2014 is easy. To enroll or make changes to the State Health Plan and NCFlex, visit the Universi)-’s eurolhnent ~vebsite and use your Onyen and password to log in at 
https://unc.hrintouch, com. 

For Assistance: You must call eEuroll at 855-859-0966 for assistance ~vith site navigation or if you have enrolhnent questions. 

Benefits Set, rices Resources: Benefits Services staff will be available to provide assistance on Monday, Oct. 28 tl-trough Thursday, Oct. 31, frora 9 aan.-4 p.m. in the Office of Hnn~an 
Resources (Administrative Office Building, 104 Airport Dr.). *Please note: For confidentiali)- and ir~forruatinn privacy purposes, Benefits Selwices staffruembers are not permitted to assist 
with or coraplete the health assessraent or tobacco use attestation for, or on behalf of, employees.* 

SAVE THE DATE 
Enrployee Appreciation Day is Friday-, Oct. 18. Join us at the Pit and the Great Hall (FPG Student Union) froru 9:30 a.m.- 3 p.nr. for fun, fi~od and fcstivities! The State Health Plan will have 
their bus available that day for questions and eurollment assistance. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Oflfce of Human Resources 



MINUTES OF THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE MEETING OF SEPTEMBER 25, 2013 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Present: Kenneth Janken, Esther Lisanza, Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (Chair), David Pier, Robert Porter, 

Charlene Regester, Walter Rucker, and Mamarame Seck 

Excused: Kia Caldwell (On Research Leave) 

This was the first meeting of the committee, which met in the new Faculty Lounge on the third floor of 

Battle Hall. The chair opened the meeting at 11:00 am, and two agenda items were retained for 

discussion: (1) Drafting of the department’s strategic plan, and (2) Approval of new course proposals. 

The Strategic Plan 

As indicated in the terms of reference for each committee by the department chair, the committee has 

as one of its tasks to work "on the department’s strategic plan in consultation with Dr. David Kiel and 

the Chair." The committee chair proposed as a procedure having two or three committee members 

work with David Kiel and Eunice Sahle on the first draft, which will then be examined and amended by 

the committee before a final draft is presented to the full department faculty for its review and 

adoption. Mamarame and Walter volunteered to join Georges in the working group for the first draft of 

the strategic plan. 

2. Approval of New Course Proposals 

In introducing this agenda item, the chair called attention to the need to remove from our course listing 

those courses that have not been taught for several years, as we add new ones. New course proposals 

were submitted by five colleagues: Charlene Regester, Ron Williams, Tim McMillan, David Pier, and 

Mamarame Seck. After deliberating on each of the proposals, the committee made observations and 

took decisions as follows: 

2.1 Charlene Regester: Black Women in Cinema 

The committee welcomed this proposal as not only enriching the African American/Diaspora component 

of our curriculum, but also strengthening our course offerings on gender. Noting the importance of the 

course and the need to have more women teaching 300-400 level courses in the department, the course 

was approved, and it was agreed to move it from the 200 to the 400 level. 

2.2 Charlene Regester: African American History and Visual Representations 

This course is being proposed as an introductory course in African American history, in addition to what 

is being taught in AAAD 130 (Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies) and AAAD 231 

(African American History since 1865). It is an interdisciplinary course requiring the contribution of 

scholars with different specializations in African American and Diaspora Studies. Since it is still at the 

conceptual stage, the committee invites interested colleagues to join Charlene and Robert in developing 

it for next year’s submission. 

2.3 Ron Williams: African American Politics 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



This is proposed as AAAD 240, which already exists as "Afro-American Leadership Styles." Since the 

proposed course description goes way beyond leadership styles, this is actually a new course, and one 

that fills an important gap in our curriculum. The committee welcomed this addition, and decided to 

adopt the proposed course in place of African American Leadership Styles, which has not been taught in 

recent times. However, the proposal needs to be modified as follows: (1) The syllabus needs to be 

rewritten for a 200-1evel course; and (2) The number of required texts needs to be reduced accordingly, 

the current 7 being excessive for such a course. 

2.4 Tim McMillan: Theorizing Race: Blackness, Whiteness and Beyond in the United States 

The committee agreed that this was an excellent course proposal, but expressed concern with the 

subtitle, which might limit a future instructor with respect to course content. While Tim may still offer 

his course on blackness and whiteness in the fall of 2014, the catalogue description of the course should 

be broad enough for different approaches to theorizing race in the United States. The course is 

approved, but without its current subtitle. 

2.5 David Pier: Music of African Diasporas 

This proposal was approved, and it was agreed that the course be taught at the 400 level. 

2.6 Mamarame Seck: Senegal through Visual Art, Literature, and Film 

Since we already have a course on "Senegalese Society and Culture" and given the committee’s concern 

on limiting course content (as in the case of "Theorizing Race"), it was decided that the course be 

broadened to the whole region of West Africa to become "West Africa through Visual Art, Literature, 

and Film." The course was approved, as modified. 

2.7 Course Submission Form and Syllabus 

Since all course proposals have to be submitted to the University by October 15, all the documents 

should be returned to the committee chair by October 8. In addition to taking into account the 

recommendations made by the committee, each proposal must be submitted as follows: (1) A Course 

Submission Form in electronic format; and (2) A Syllabus containing all the relevant syllabi requirements 

as per Eunice’s circular of August 16, 2013. 

With no other business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 12 noon. 

GNN 

10/1/13 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Struggling ruth your weight? Are you looking liar 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition want to compare diets in an 18-month weight loss research stud?-. The FRESH Start Study is cun-ently recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are 
overweight (BMI>30) and othelavise healthy Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for Health) 
Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
* Private nutrition counseling sessions(in-person and by phone) 
* Group nutrition workshops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
* Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
* Gift bags containing health?- foods 
* Possible weight loss 
* You will not be asked to take an?’ medication 

Compensation is a total of $300, provided at 6 months ($50), 12 months(S50), and 18 months ($200). 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or send an email to freshstart@unc edu 

This stud?’ has been reviewed and approved(03/25/2013) by the L~,-C Biomedical IRE (10-0743) 
Study Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Body Weight 
Fuaaded by: NIDDK (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

’]7his email is sponsored by: I)epartment of Nutrition 

This message is sponsored by: Nutrition 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Message from the Provos~t: Carolina Well Prepared for Partial Federal Government Shutdown 

Dear Facul~z, Staff and Students: 

As you probably are aware, the federal govermnent has activated a partial shutdown as our nation’s elected of~t)cials consider how- to resolve issues related to the federal budget 

The Umversi~z has been carefully planning for this scenario and is well prepared Our senior leadership team is monitoring the situation and coordinating closely with the appropriate 

agencies of the federal and state govermnents as we determine the possible impact on the University-. 

At this point, eveW indication is that a short-telrn shutdown would have a minimal impact on the U. S higher education cormnumty. Cun-ently, the Umversity is operating on a normal basis 
We will continue to use available funds to support work related to research contracts and grants. Students who are receiving federal financial aid should not experience an?- changes to their 

a~vards. 

No one can predict ho~v long the shutdown might last. A longer-term scenario could present challenges for some areas of University operations, and we will continue our analysis to 

determine ~vhat steps the campus may potentially need to take moving forward 

We are committed to keeping you informed about how the federal government shutdown affects our campus The Universi~’s ©ffice of Research Commumcations last spring created a 
website to help the campus community’ access information about federal sequestration and budget process. That has been modified today to spotlight iv, formation about the shutdown 
Please visit http://research.unc.edu/shutdown-2013/to find relevant i~formation, including specific federal agency communications and links to individual agency shutdown plans. 

In addition, our vice chancellors and other senior administrators will communicate directly with you if needed about the federal shutdown and operations in areas including research 

administration and human resources. 

Sincerely, 

James W. Dean Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Availability of Annual Security a~d Fire Safe~ Report 

The 2013 Annual Security- Report for The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is available online at http://www.dps.unc.edu/securityreport/. 

The Security’ Report includes statistics for the previous three years concerning reported crimes that occurred on campus, on certain propelties owned or controlled by the University’, and on 
public property adjacent to the campus. The report also includes institutional policies concerning campus security-, including crime reporting procedures, sexual assault response 
procedures, and other matters. In the report, you will also find information about the University’s drug and alcohol policies, and associated disciplinaly sanctions; criminal sanctions for 
violation of drug and alcohol laws; information about the health risks of certain drugs and alcohol; and available substance abuse treatment options. 

Included with the Security Report is the Fire Safety~ Report, ~vhich includes statistics regarding fires that have occurred within campus housing over the past three years, information about 
fire safety~ devices installed in each campus housing unit, and information about the University’s fire safe~ policies 

You can access the report by clicking on the link above, or you may obtain a paper copy of the report upon request by contacting the Office of Universi~ Counsel at (919) 962-1219 

This message is sponsored by: Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:20 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Breast Cancer Survivors Needed tbr Online Research Study 

Are you or SOlrleone you know a breast cancer survivor? 

The Step by Step research stu@ is currently recruiting breast cancer survivors for a 12-week online study. The study is designed for those breast cancer survivors who have completed 
treatment and who ~vant to start a gentle walking routine All program components are delivered via email and designed to motivate palticipants to reach their exercise goals. 

The Step by Step research stud?’ may be right for you if you: 

* Are a breast cancer survIvor 
* Have completed treatment 
* Want to start a gentle exercise program 
* YVilling to wear a free FitBit for 12 weeks 

To learn more, visit: http:/istepbvstepstudv or~ or email us at: stepbystep@unc.edu 

This stud?’ has been approved by the University of North Carolina Non-Biomedical IRB (IRB# 13-2370) on July 23, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Linberger Cancer Control Education Program PreDoctoral Fellowship 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: hr@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:38 PM 

To: hr@unc.edu 

Subject: Health Insura~ce Marketplace Notice 

From: Benefits ONce, UNC-Chapel Hill ONffice of Hum~ Resources 

This notice is sent to you by the Universi~ ONce of Human Resources Benefits ONfice, as requi~ed by federal law, 

You likely have heard a great deal about Health Care Reform, also known as the Affordable Care Act 

(ACA), in the news lately. As part of our effort to keep you informed about the ACA, we are providing a 

quick recap of two upcoming ACA provisions that impact individuals: the Individual Mandate and the 

Health Insurance Marketplace. Learn more about these provisions below, then link directly to the 
r~~e Notice, as well as a brief video that provides additional information about the ACA’s 

impact on you~ 

Click the image below to view a brief video about the ACA and its impact on you. 

The IndivirJual N’{andate requires most Americans to have health insurance starting in 2014, or pay a 
penalty to the government when they file their taxes. To avoid the penalty, individuals will be required to 
maintain minimum essential coverage for themselves and their dependents. Minimum essential coverage 
can be achieved through any employer plan (including COBRA and retiree plans), any individual insurance 
plan, student health plan, any plan through a Health Insurance Marketplace, Medicare, Medicaid, the 
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), TRICARE (for veterans and veterans’ families), and veterans’ 
health care programs. Having coverage through one of these sources - including through the North 
Carolina State Health Plan (for UNC employees) and The University of North Carolina Student Blue Plan 

(for UNC students) - satisfies the Individual Mandate. 

The. Hea~tf~ ~nsurance ~arketp~ac~ provides an alternate way to help Americans comply with the 
Individual Mandate and find minimum essential coverage. This online Marketplace will offer a variety of 
health insurance options at a range of prices. Each state will offer a Health Insurance Marketplace, 
including North Carolina, and each Marketplace will be available beginning October 1, 2013 for coverage 
effective January 1,2014. Visit www.healthcare.gov or call 1-800-318-2596 to learn mote about the 
Marketplace and the various coverage options available to you. (Open Enrollment for the North 
Carolina State Health Plan and the NCFlex Program is a separate enrollment from the 
Marketplace enrollment and will occur October t through October 31 for coverage effective 
January 1,2014. Eligible employees will receive a separate notification about enrolling in these 
plans.) 

Under the ACA, certain people may qualify for a government subsidy to help purchase coverage 
through a Marketplace; however, because the State Health Plan of North Carolina meets both the 
minimum value standard and the affordability requirement under the ACA, if you are eligible for the 
State Health Plan you will not be eligible for this subsidy. (You ate considered eligible for 

coverage under the State Health Plan if you are a permanent full-time or part-time teacher or state 
employee. For a complete list of eligibility rules, please see the State Health Plan",~ benefit booklet.) 
Additionally, employees’ dependents who are eligible for coverage under the State Health Plan will not 
be eligible for the government subsidy to purchase coverage through a Marketplace. More details 
about the criteria for subsidy eligibility, as well as how the State Health Plan meets the minimum 
value and affordability standards of the ACA, are provided in the __M__~_[Lk_gt_place Notice. 

Overview of t~e Marketplace Notice 

Employers are required by the ACA to provide employees with the enclosed notice titled "New Health 
Insurance Marketplace Coverage Options and Your Health Coverage" (Marketplace Notice for short). It 
includes general information about the Marketplace, how it works and the criteria to qualify for a 
government subsidy to help pay for health coverage through a Marketplace. 

To access the Marketplace Notice, click 

Ready to Learn More? 



Click he~’e to view a brief video about the ACA and its impact on you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

reges~ter@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 6:52 PM 

l~-;tra Credit Screening Wednesday 6-8pm 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Charlene Regester 

Deax All Participants: Please be reminded that we have an extra credit screening on Wednesday from 6-8pm Room 207 Undegmd LibraD,. If you want to discuss 

paper topics this is a good time to meet ruth me. Hope to ,see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regeffter 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages l]com the "AAAD250.001.FA13" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages lbr this site: AAAD250.001 .FA13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

Tar Heels Give More’. 

The UNC family has a tradition of giving back to the commtmity. For over 20 yeaJcs, this campus has supported thonsands of charities through Carolina Cares, Carolina 
Shares. During tongh economic times, we continued to give and proved that Tar Heels Give More by pledging over $896,000- maJdng onr campaign the laqest in the 

state. 

We can continue our tradition of giving by participating in this year’s Carolina Cares, Caxolina Shares campaign and pledging to one or more SECC charities. You can 

once again maJ~e your donation online -- an easy, convenient, and ~cure wayto suplyort your thvorite charity with multiple seaxch options available that will maJ~e it 

even easier to find the chari~ of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms roll be provided to all thculty mad s~l~: (If you do not receive a ti~rm or you have 

questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or temn captain.) 

Important lntbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form and contribution to your temn captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As yon open each page, yon will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience tbr making your gilt to the SECC chaxitie~ and we hope you will too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtfnl consideration of others. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

juslin@textbook- pros,com 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:42 AM 

Texts tbr students 

Hello! 

I will be back on campus THIS Wednesday-Friday, 

October2nd- 4th, BUYING UNUSED BOOKS! 

Please let me know if you would like me to stop by. 

With over 1 million copies in my database, most times I can find books of value in any office. Books that can be recirculated to other students at a 
vastly reduced rate. 

There is a window of "opportunity" for every book.. 

If you don’t need something please consider passing it along. 

Instructor, Review, and Annotated editions welcome. 

Thanks, 

Justin 



If this message has reached you in error, respond with remove in the subject line. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:13 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Adolescents needed for hea~ng research 

The Hunaan AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting adolescents between 14-17 years old for a research stu@ to help us learn more about how- children hear in noisy 
environments. 

During the testing, your child will sit in a sound-treated room and will listen to sounds presented over a speaker or through headphones. Your child ~vill be asked to indicate when the?- hear 
sounds by selecting a picture on a computer monitor or by repeating back words. The sounds we use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratory is required. The visit lasts about one hour You ~vill receive $15 and we will give you parking passes if you drive to the lab. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med uric edu. 

The principal investigator for this research stud?- is Lori Leibold, PhD, Department of Allied Health Sciences 

This research stu@ has been approved by the Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 06-0840 The title for this IRB stu@ is "Listening 
in Noise for Children and Adults". The most recent approved IRB modification date is October 1, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Diaspora Festival of Black 
and Independent Film 
screens "The Sapphires" 
tomorrow at 7pr!! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TOMORROW night (October 3) at 7pm 

for the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Film screening of "The Sapphires." 

The Sapphires 

Dir: Wayne Blair/Feature/Australia/English/103 

rain. /2012 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady 

days of the late ’60s about a quartet of young, 

talented singers from a remote Aboriginal mission, 

discovered and guided by a kind-hearted, soul-loving 

manager. Plucked from obscurity, the four spirited 

women with powerhouse voices - called The 

Sapphires - are given the opportunity to entertain 

American troops in Vietnam. Catapulted onto the 

world stage as Australia’s answer to the Supremes, 

their journey of discovery offers them not only the 

chance to show off their musical skills, but find love 

and togetherness, experience loss and grow as 

women. 

The event is free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

October 8, 7:00pro 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Screeninq 

Studlife 

D/r: Campbell X/Feature/Trinidad + Tobago, 

UK /English/90 mm./2012 

JJ, a Black-British lesbian, is best friends with Seb, 

who is white and gay. The two are practically 

inseparable, but when JJ falls head over heels for the 

beautiful and bewitching Elle, jealously rears its head 

and the friendship comes under threat. Funny, hip, 

sweet and true, Studlife is a celebration of modern, 

multicultural London, and a romantic comedy with 

both a difference and universal resonance. 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



* This event is co-sponsored by the Carolina Women’s 

Center and the LGBTQ Center at UNC at Chapel Hill, 

Thn Okan~ura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for sale 

at the Stone Center. We have a very limited supply of 

"Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; and "The 

Ascension". Please contact Clarissa Goodlett at 

stonecenter@unc,edu for more information~ "This 

Stow Has Not Yet Been Told,..The Work of Tim 

Okamura" artist exhibition is currently on display 

through November 29th in the Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery at the Stone Center. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Peri- Implantitis 

Do you ~vant to participate in a Dental Implant Study? 

A research stu@ that will evaluate the effect of a locally delivered antibiotic 
around dental implant(s) is looking f,ar volunteers 

The study will last 6 months and require 3-4 study- visits Participants may receive tap to $150 for stud?’ completion. 

You may be eligible to participate in this research study if you: 
Have a minimum of one implant with inflan~mation and bone loss around the implant Bone loss will be conf)lrned by a dental examiner with an oral examination and the use of a recent (6 

months or less) x-ray. If" a recent x-ray is not available, an x-ray will be taken at the Screening visit 
At least 21 years of age and in good general health 

You will not be eligible to participate in this research study if you: 
Have a loose dental implant 
Are allergic to a tetracycline or minocycline 
Require antibiotics prior to dental procedures 
Have any active infectious disease such as hepatitis, HIV, or tuberculosis 
Have an unstable disease or condition 
Are undergoing treatment or have a condition or disease that affects healing 
Are taking any antibiotics 
Take chronic (defined as more than 13 days or longer) non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such as Ibuprofen or if you take >81 mg of Aspirin daily 
Use systemically administered steroids 
Have taken any investigational drug within 30 days of enrolling in this study or have participated in a dental clinical trial within 30 days of enrollment 
Have untreated advanced gum disease 
You or your partner are pregnant, nursing, or planning to become pregnant in the next 6 months 

To learn how you can be in this study, please call The (30 Health Center at 919-537-3424 or visit our website at http://www.~ohealthcenter.com/to become part of our participant registry. 

IRB # 13 - 1711, Approved by UNC Biomedica[ IRB 6/20/2013 
This emai[ is sponsored by: Dental Research 

This message is sponsored by: Dental Research/GO Health 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nixon, Thomas J <tommy nixon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 12:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

SaJnmy Davis Jr. 

NAACP SDJ 1 to 212.pdf; SDJScreenshot.png 

Hello Charlene, 

The NAACP files took some playing with. If you click on the PDF icon and try to download that way, a window will open up & it takes forever. However, if you give it 

about a minute then click on the download icon with the arrow point down (icon in the upper right), it will give you the option to open as a pdf. If you do that, it 

opens quickly & you can then save it as a pdfl Don’t ask me why... 

Anyway, the attached SDJ file should be around 212 pages. Let me know if there are problems. (There is also attached a screen shot of the search in NAACP. 

Best, 

Tommy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] New UNC primary care practice tbr employees 

As you likely have heard, the State Health Plan is now- offering incentives to employees who identi~- a prima~z care doctor. Do you have a primaly care doctor? 

We would like to tell you about a unique primary care practice where all employees covered by the State Health Plan are eligible to join. 

The UNC Health Care System, in partnership with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NC, has created a primal’ care practice unlike any other Called Carolina Advanced Health, this practice 
revolutionizes health care with a bold new approach -- one that brings physicians and other medical professionals together uaader one root; collaborating as a team to provide comprehensive 
treatment plans for each patient. Together we deliver a level of personalized care not seen in years. For our patients, this means less waiting, a lot more time ~vith doctors, and coordinated 
care. 

For patients’ convenience, Carolina Advanced Health offers evening and weekend hours, telehealth visits (secure video conferences with the doctor from home), and email communications 
with clinicians 

The result? 100% of Carolina Advanced Health patients say their health care providers explain things in a way they understand and sho~v respect for what the?- have to say 

The practice is located in Chapel Hill at the intersection of Interstate 40 and High~vay N.C 54 

Carolina Advanced Health is currently accepting ne~v patients. To learn more or to schedule an appointment, visit the Carolina Advanced Health website at 
www carolinaadvancedhealth org/or call (919) 445-6000. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC SOM / UNCH Center for Innovatinn 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want tn receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emaJl.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Last Chance to Register! Diversity in Hiring Workshop 

On October 3, 2013 Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, through the Diversity Education & Research Center, will offer the "Diversity in Hiring" workshop co-hosted ~vith the Office for Equal 
Opportunity. The workshop explores the recruitment, search, hiring, and retention process through a diversity and equity lens This important training oilers participants practical and 
theoretical approaches to conducting a search, while operating within the scope of EEO, Affirmative Action, and other UNC policies and institutional commitments. 

Search committees must understand and realize they have the potential of enhancing the standard of excellence at UNC by connecting with an exceptional, diverse group of candidates. 

UNC recruitment and hiring practices should reflect our institutional mission to lead change and to attract a diverse community of students to become the next generation of leaders 

For more information, times, and to register for the workshop, please email diversity@nnc edu. 

This message is sponsored by: Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass ema~l. To set your informatmnal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 2014 Caxolina Summer Reading Progrmn Book Nominations 

Dear Carolina community members: 

We invite all members of the UNC-Chapel Hill cormnuni~z to recommend books for the Carolina Sun~aer Reading Program. Criteria for book selection include flae follo~ving desirable qualities: 

Intellectually stimulating: stretching students’ minds, causing students to think about things they might not have thought about previously 
Enjoyable, engaging, relatively short, and of current interest 
Able to provoke interesting discussion 
Appropriate for the level of maturity of incoming students 
Having a theme or topic applicable to students’ lives (for example, societal, political, or ethical issues). 

Do you have a favorite book that meets these criteria? What book do you think will stimulate critical discussion among incoming Carolina students? To make your suggestion, visit the 
Carolina Summer Reading Program website: http ://summerreading web.unc.edu Full consideration will be given to all book recommendations received by Wednesday, October 9, 2013 

Thal~ you for participating in this exciting and intellectually stimulating program 

Minrose Gwin 
Chatr, 2014 Summer Reading Program Book Selection Cornmittee 
Kenan Eminent Professor of English 

This message is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 33672782 - 68183934@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 4:46 PM 

a]idcan- and- d}o- anerica- studies- thcul ,ty <aiiica~- and- afar- american- studies- I’ac ulty@listser~, .unc.edu> 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtexto@email.unc.edu> 

[aJ£rica~-and-aftu-america~-studies-faculty] [abcollege-facul~] FW: 2014 STATE HEALTH PLAN BENEFIT INFORMATION 

WEB[NAR SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 10 

The enclosed message is being sent to alf faculty and staff: in the 

F~m: Tenor, Laurie ] 
N~n[: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:12 PM 
T~ Reid, Dee 
Nubje~[: ~: 2014 ~A~ HEAL~ P~N BENE~ INFORMA~ON WEBINAR SCHEDULED 

The State Health Pian is offering an informational webirtar specifically for University empioyees 

next weeL Please register soon i[ yo~ haven’t alrea@ attended a session, 

i.~.i maNhead 

moremembe 

~te b pa~i~i p a nt~ i l had d iti~ n t~ie g iste~i n g; please 

d ~wn load ]h e~peSial ~ebin~ ~ in~u ~t ion ~he 

Forward this email 



this emaii was sent to anickhs~’@u nc.edu by communication@nctreasurer.com 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy. 
State Health Plan of North Carolina :: 4901 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 

¯ -- You a~e cu~ently sub~fibed to 

~ - college - faculU ~: ~can- m~d - aft’o- ameticm~- studies- fact~lg~({41istsen’.m~c.edtL <ul> 

<li> -- You are cu~ently subscfi~d to 

<"ul> 

~can- ~d- ~J~- ~mefican- s~udies- [hcul~ &s: ~ l~ef "m~l~: ~ge s~er@em~l.unc .edu">~ges~er@em~l.unc.edu~a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Group Treatment for Anxiety at UNC 

Do you have fears, phobias, or panic attacks? The U~,~’C Department of Psychology has openings in our cognitive-behavioral treatment group for al~xiety! 

The Anxie~z Clinic oilers effective group psychological treatment ~vith reduced fees based on income. You will learn cognitive and behavioral skills for managing stress, am~iety, and panic 
Treatment is provided by doctoral students under the super~dsion of licensed clinical psychologists. 

Because ~ve are a training clinic ~ve can take a limited number of participants at a time, so inquire soon if interested, as the group can fill up quickly You will first be scheduled for an initial 
individual assessment and orientation session Group treatment will begin in mid-October. The group ~vill meet on the UNC campus at our Evergreen House clinic The day and time will be 
determined based on group members’ schedules 

Our community clinic is also CUl~ently screening for child therapy at this time 

If interested, send an e-mail to: 

clinic.screening@uric edu 

to schedule a phone screening. You can also visit our website at: clinic.unc.edu for more information 

Please be aware that if the information you provide indicates that there may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person is in danger, we will need to respond as 
required by state law 

This message is spunsured by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai[. To set yuur infurmationa[ 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Mark Your Calendar: Employee Appreciation Day Oct. 18 

FROM: University Office of Human Resources 

Plan to j oin your colleagues for flae 2013 Employee Appreciation Day on Friday, Oct. 18, from 9 a m.-3 p.m. in the Student Union and the Pit. A variety of activities will be available to sho~v 
how much the University appreciates the year-round eff,arts of staff and faculty! 

Also, look belo~v for your opportunity to volunteer to help at the event. 

Employee Appreciation Day will feature: 
-- Lunch Iicom 11 am.-2:30 p.m 
-- UNC Department Fair in the Great Hall of the Student Union 
-- 25 percent discount at Student Stores (includes Bulls Head books, school supplies, clothing, medical apparel and gifts; excludes textbooks, electronics and RAM Shop) 
-- Bell Tower Climb (tours at 10:30 and 11:30; sign up at the UNC Visitors Center table in the Pit) 
-- Live musical performances in the Pit by Liquid Pleasure at noon and 2 p.m. 
-- Work Well, Live Well Challenge cards available in the Department Fair 
-- Wa lk-in Flu Shot Clinic in Student Union room 2518 
-- State Health Plan Enrollment Bus on South Road in front of Wendy’s 

Employee Appreciation Day is a work-time event with advance approval from your supervisor. In case of rain, outdoor events will be moved to the Underground Lounge in the Student 
Union. 

*** Employee Appreciation Volunteers Needed 

We are counting on your help to make this year’s event successful! We need w~l unteers to help assist in shifts with various activities throughout the day. Each w~l unteer will receive a free 
t-shirt. 

Volunteer shifts are: 
-- 7:30-9 a.m. 
-- 8:45-11 a.m 
-- 10:45a.m lp.m 
-- 12:45-3 p.m. 
-- 2:45-5 pro. 

Please go to http:i/~vw si~nupgenius.com~oi5080C4DA4A929A75-cal12 for the online sign-up form On the form, you can choose your shift preference and your T-shirt size. 

If you have questions, email appreciationday@unc.edu 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m~,.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] 2013 Resolve to Fight Poverty Conference 

Registration fees waved for L~,-C students for the 2013 Resolve to Fight Poverty Conference Learn from the top experts in the anti-poverty field including Oxfam ~vnerica, Feeding America, 
National Coalition for the Homeless, Stop Hunger Now, and more Go to v~vw resolveconference org to learn more, or contact Irene Cad~vell at irene@ncpirg.org with any questions 

This message is sponsored by: Roosevelt Institue and UNC Campus Y 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:00 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccoihc] Graduate teaching assistams - Carolina Courses Online tbr Spring 2014 

Teaching Assistants: I’d like to get an update from you on your expected date of graduation. 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. 
Thanks. 

Carol /~ Donnell 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center tbr Contitming Education 
University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 

[lead our stories at 
fiidavcenter.unc.edu/stor~e s 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a href "tnailto:regesle@email.unc.edu">regester@emaJl.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

emaJl to <a luef ’’mailt~:~eave-336782~5-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79~2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’ >leave-33678205- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.nnc 



The. 12th Annual Timothy Be and Jane. A. Burnett 
Seminar for Academic Achievement 

On-site registratio~l is open from 12:3o --- ~ t)~L IS’~regis~r~Hon is strongly ~nco~raged~ 

This semina r wfl] lbcus o~ i:be science a~d ad of seff:-dete~’mi~ation ---- l:~e abili b" to 
j~j gh~;or; Field 

explore dreams, define goals and be in ~haRge of 

Fiv,_~ key steps i~ ~i~e seI~-4eb_~rmina~io~ process will be 4iseussed~ im:.luding: 

¯ Va] ue yourse] f 

¯ Pla~ 

¯ Experience ontcomes and 

Spedfic s[mtegies fl~r impJementing thess 

ideas on what paten Is and pt~4bssionals can do to promot~" the development of saltu 

determh~aiion skills h~ )~oung ad tfl~:s with AD[tDiLD. 

Sharon Field, Ed.D. is ~:~o-director of the Initiative for Self-Determinat-ion in lhe College of Education at -Waf~ne State 

Unive~sit)’ (WSU) i~ ]l)~,~troit~ Mb:~tL She t~as been ~:~ondu~:~ting res~,~areh and devek~pm~,~nt relat~,~d to se]lt-determinatio~ 

[’or sh~denLs, wi~h and without d~sabilit:ies, fl)r the past 25 years. Read more about Dr. Field. 

Sponsored by tIne Learning Ce lter’s ,*M-’,HI-’,.,,’I D Services ---- a I ear ~]ng Ce ~[er Progl’a n in the College of Arts and 

S~;iences -- and the UNC Genural AJum~i Assodatiom 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :/::::::: ~f:: :i::::i:i::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:\lumni activities, ~:ommtmicat.i ~ns and se~:& es are not a lh}e item in fl~e University budget but are funded By (:LEA 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:51 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking mothers to participate in research 

Are you a mother? 

The UNC Center for Women’s Mood Disorders is examining how pregnancy hormones influence postpartum depression. 

We are seeking healthy mothers ~vho are at least one year postpartum, NOT currently depressed or breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and have either: 

1. Experienced postpartum depression 
2. Never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications related to this research study will be provided at no cost to patients. This stu@ will last 28 weeks and require 
bimonthly visits to UNC. 

$2,500 compensation upon completion 

For more information, please visit PPDstudy.org or call 919-%6-4810. 

Stud,v approved by L~,-C Biomedical IRB on 9/26/13 
IRB Number: 12-1758 

’]?his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



University community to celebrate the University’s 220th birthday on University Day, Saturday, 

Beginning Thursday, October lOth and continuing through Sunday, October 13th, Carolina will 

celebrate tile installation of Chancellor Carol Folt with a series of lectures, panels, musical 

events, and community gatherings. The events begin Thursday, October 10th at 6:30 with a 



Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award 
nominations sought 

The Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for the 

Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award to be presented at the October 12, 2014, 

University Day ceremony. This award was established in 2010 to r~cognize outstanding service 

by a member of the Voting Faculty of the University of North Carolina at ... 

Read online. 

CaLl for nominations for distinsuished 
professorships in the coL[eo~e 

Below are three separate calls for nominations for several distinguished professorships that the 

College will appoint as of July 1,2014 or July 1, 2015: 

~, 2013 Division of Humanities Call for Nominations 

~, 2013 Distinguished Endowed Professorships Call for Nominations 

~, 2013 Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professorships Call for Nominations 

Please note that each nomination must be sent via email to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office. 

Any questions should be directed to her at alexis_cline@unc.edu or 919-962-3082. All 

nominations are due October 7, 2013. 

Call for Faculty Coundl asenda topics 

The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovernance@unc.edu. 

Tweets and minutes from September 13, 2013 
Faculty Counci( 

Did you miss the September Faculty Council meeting? Here’s a "Storify" (collected archive) of 

the live-Tweets related to the Faculty Council and General Faculty meeting held on Friday, 

September 13, 2013. Or, for a more polished account, check out the minutes, online here. 

Other Upcoming Events 

~, October 8: Performance and Promotion: A Primer for New Faculty 

~, October 8: Clinical Trial otudy Designs 

~, October 9: New PI Training: Data Management, Sharing, and Security 

~, October 10: Academic Publishing 

~, October 10: How Students Learn 

~, October 11 : Setting Goals for Individuals, Groups and Organizations 

~, October 15: Teaching Portfolios 

~, October 16: Mentoring Series: Structuring the Mentor-Mentee Relationshi 

~, October 24: Research Statements 

~, October 25: Finding a Mentor and Making the Most out of the Mentoring Relationship 

~, October 30: Publishing in Peer-Reviewed Journals 

Click here for a full list events sponsored by the Center for Faculty Excellence. 



Student Success Wo~-kshop P~-o~ram offe~-s imc[ass 
p~ese~tatio~s 

Undergraduate Retention and the Center for Faculty Excellence are sponsoring a student 

success workshop series designed to enhance behaviors and habits key to success in college. 

These workshops are especially designed to support student learning and academic development 

in 100 and 200 level courses. For more information, email Candice Powell, Retention Specialist, 

at c.powell@unc.edu with your name, course title, course location, requested date, number of 

students, and workshop number. 

We have migrated our "What were reading" feature to our Facebook page and Twitter account so 

we can post things as we find them. To get those timely links to interesting articles, reports, and 

news, please "like" our page and/or follow us on Twitter @UNCFacGov. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Academic Progress Report Time Ends Monday 10/7 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 
Frequently Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Academic progress reports (formerly called academic early warnings) are a tool for instructors to communicate with students. Instructors can provide 

comments to students performing well and to students exhibiting early signs of academic distress. Instructors may submit up to two comments for each 

student in a particular course. When an instructor submits an academic progress report for a student, the student will be contacted by email and through 

ConnectCarolina. A note will also be placed in the students advising record. Students who receive negative academic progress reports are encouraged to 

consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and strategies 

for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. U ti I i z e .#__n_[_v___e___r__s_!_t_g___r___e___s__o___u___r__c___e___s_. fo r a c a d e m i c s u cc e s s. 

WHAT TYPES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS MAY BE SUBMITTED? 
Instructors can submit up to 2 of the following items for each student enrolled in their course: 

Assignment/Homework Performance 

Class Participation 

Quiz/Examination Performance 

Writing Skills 

General Concern 

Immediate Action Suggested 

Never Attended 

Intermittent Attendance 

Stopped Attending 
¯ Keep up Good Work 
¯ Showing improvement 
¯ Outstanding Performance 

WHEN CAN AN INSTRUCTOR SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports in ConnectCarolina from the 4th through the 7th week of a fall or spring semester. The last day to drop 
th occurs during the 8 week of fall and spring semesters. There are no early warnings during the summer term. For Fall 2013, the Academic Progress 

Report period is September 16Lh through October 7th, The last day to drop a course is Monday, October 14th. 

WHY SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

While submitting academic progress reports are voluntary, they are a helpful tool to provide students with feedback on their academic performance early in 

the semester. 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports using ConnectCarolina. 

~_. Between September 16tt~ and October 7th go to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina. 

2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 

3. Click on the "Academic Early Warning" link in the right corner. 

4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in the two columns that say "Comment 1" and "Comment 2." 

5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMITTING AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

The criteria for submitting an academic progress report is determined by the instructor. An instructor may consider submitting an academic progress 

report if a student is performing well in the course or not meeting expectations in the following areas: 

,, Assignment or Homework Performance 

,, Class Participation 
¯ Quizor Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ASTUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 



Students who receive academic progress reports are contacted by email and through ConnectCarolina. Students are encouraged consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and, if 

necessary, strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

DO ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS GO ON A STUDENT’S "PERMANENT RECORD" OR TRANSCRIPT? 

No. The academic progress report is an internal communication and will not appear on external student records such as a transcript. 

ARE ACADEMIC ADVISORS NOTIFIED WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

A note is put in the "Advisor Note" section of ConnectCarolina. Advisors in The Academic Advising Program review Advisor Notes when they meet with 

students. ~~T~~~h~~~e~~~~~~~~~~f[~!~~c~~e~~~~~~~~f~~~~U~~~~n~~~d~~~e~~r~g~~r~~a~~~d~~~L!~~a~~t~~e~~~~~~R~~~e~~t~~e~~~n~~t~!~~~~~~n~ receives reports on students receiving academic progress reports and frequently reaches out to students 

and/or refers students to appropriate resources and services on campus. 

WHAT IF I HAVE A NON-ACADEMIC CONCERN ABOUT A STUDENT? 

The Academic Progress Report System is primarily for academic concerns. If you have a general concern about a student and you would like to talk to the 

student in person, you may submit the "General Concern" eadywarning. If you are concerned about a student’s health or safety, you are 

encouraged to contact the ._D____e___a___n____o__f____S___t#_#__e___n__t___s____O____ff__!_c___e_. (919 ) 966-4042 or ~C~#~n~s~e~!~[~n~g~a~n~d~P~s~‘y~c-h~[~g~!£~a~L~S-~e~[~c~e~s~ (919 ) 966-3658 immediately. If you have a 

student exhibiting disruptive behaviors during class, you may want to contact the Dean of Students and/or visit their website for helpful information. 

Cynthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention. Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building o CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Research m~d the Federal Government Shutdown 

October 3, 2013 

To: Deans, Directors and Department Heads 

From: Barbara Entwisle, Vice Chancellor for Research 

Subject: Research and the Federal Government Shutdown 

As federal leaders work to resolve the national budget, it is difficult to predict how- long the government ~vill remain shut down and what impact that will have on Carolina’s research 
enterprise. In the sholt term, the impact is likely to be minimal, and ~vork on most federal grants and contracts will be able to proceed. The more time that passes without a federal budget, 
however, the more challenges are likely to appear. 

As the Provost has ilfformed you, we have developed a webpage, accessible here, which contains links to guidance and plans from many of the agencies Iicom which Carolina receives 
federal research funding The best source of infolrnation regarding how- a particular federal funding agency will handle its operations during a shutdown is likely to be that agency’s ~vebsite 
and contingency plan. Be aware that some agencies could change details of their plans or modiI}’ their guidance as the shutdown progresses 

While work on most grants and contracts at Carolina may continue, it is likely that agencies will be unable to process post-a~vard prior approval requests (e.g, re-budgeting, carry-forwards 
no-cost extensions, etc.), accept progress reports, or provide supervisor?- or other administrative support. Peer review and advisory council activities are expected to be suspended. 
Procedures for matters such as draw-downs or application submissions vary by agency, and may be subject to change. YVhether applications for grants may be submitted to agencies is 
likely to vary from agency to agency, and man?’ agencies may be unable to receive applications. 

To the extent your research relies on federal on-line databases, be aware those resources could be affected by the shutdown. Persons requiring data from a federal website may wish, as a 
precautmn, to download any data needed now, in the event the site’s functionali~ were to become impaired as a result of the shutdown. If for any reason you are unable to retrieve data you 
need, contact the Data Services Librarian and the staff there will help you identify alternative data sources. 

As a general rule, faculty would be wise to conserve their resources and restrain spending where possible, delaying, for example, eqmpment purchases and subcontract arrangements when 
that can be done without harm to particular projects. Under no circumstances should state funds be used by faculty or units to cover any cost during the shutdown that should be borne by 
federal funds ~[" cash flow issues arise, notify the Office of Sponsored Research (OSR) of the problem and seek their guidance. 

It is very important the Universi~ :gully understand the impact the federal government shutdown is having on our research operations. By 5 pro, Monday, October 7 it would be extremely 
helpful if you would please identify and quantify to OSR all impacts your unit is experiencing as a result of the shutdown This information will be very helpful to the Universi~" as we 
quantify the impact of the shutdown. If you are experiencing other impacts as a result of the shutdown that could compromise, suspend or halt your research, please share that information 
as well This information should be sent to the Office of Sponsored Research at resadminosr@unc.edu. 

A PDF of the above memo can be found at http:i/research unc.edu/files/2013/lO/Research-and-the-Federal-Government-Shutdown.pdfIfrelevant, please forward to your faculty 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AI,ERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARNING: Series of Burglaxies Reported On Campus 

ALERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARNING: Series of Burglaries Reported On Campus 

The UNC Depaltment of Public Safety is investigating reports received today (Fri., Oct. 4) of three burglaries occurring during late Thurs., Oct. 3 and early Fri, Oct. 4 in Ruffin Residence Hall 
on the UNC Campus. 

Preliminaly police investigations have revealed that, in each case, a suspect reportedly entered rooms on the third floor of Ruff in through unlocked doors and took items including wallets, 
cash, credit/debit cards, and keys. The Department of UNC Housing and Residential Education is deactivating ant’ room keys or residence hall key fobs reportedly missing. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina ~vebsite (alertcarolina.unc edu) for any updates in investigations into these incidents. U~,~’C Police are asking anyone ~vith information about these 
incidents to please call U~,~’C Police Department at 919-962-8100 or contact t2ae Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can 
also submit infolrnation to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc org 

Students should take extra precautions: make sure to keep room doors locked at all times, don’t allow strangers to "piggy-back" through entrances to residence halls or ant- campus 
buildings, and call 911 immediately to report an?- and all suspicious act~vi~ on or near campus. For a list of additional safety’ tips, see the following link through the Alelt Carolina page: 

http://www.a lertcarolina.uaac.edu~’~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Umversity’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest ~vay for the University to notiI}’ you That’s ~vhy email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The Umversity’s 
Emergency Notification System is acuvated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Perfom~ing Arts <emafil@info.camlinaperformingarts.org> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:45 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@,emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

Art@TheCore i Dmace and Discover}.,: The Higgs Boson 

october ~0 ~. ~ 

What do particle physics and modern dance have in common? 
What is meant by "discovery," "innovation," "creativity," and 
"experimentation" in science and in the arts? How can a 
conversation across disciplines enrich our understanding of 
cutting-edge work in all fields? 
You are invited to two events featuring a scientist and a dancer 
who - inspired by the work to discover the Higgs Boson - have 
established a remarkable colJaboration, 



Sarah Demers is a member of the ATLAS 
Collaboration at CERN’s Large Hadron 
Collider. Her group’s focus is on the trigger 
for the experiment and on using tau leptons 
to discover and characterize particles, 
including the Higgs bosom 

Professors Sarah Demers and Emily Coates 
have collaborated on a visionary project to 

draw connections between dance and 
theoretical physics. 
On Thursday, they’ll present an illustrated 
lecture that describes their work. 
4pro I October :tO 
University Room, Hyde Hall (~.~.~..~,.~.) 
UNC campus 

Emily Coates has directed the dance 
studies curriculum at Yale since its inception 

in 2006. In 1992, she received the School of 
American Ballet’s Wein Award for 
Outstanding Promise, and joined New York 
City Ballet. She has performed with NYCB 
(~992-98), Mikhail Baryshnikov (1998-2002), 
Twyla Tharp (2001-03), and Yvonne Rainer 
(2006 to present), among others. 

WoFkshoi)~ Qs~Qi~Q the 

Professors Demers and Coates will lead a 
movement workshop illustrating their 

collaboration. 
No dance experience is required, but be 
prepared to move! You’ll participate in a 
discovery of the Higgs Boson’s significance 
and collaborate on an exercise to express 
ideas of particle physics in dance. 
Noon-2pm I October 11 

Gerrard Hall (~) 
UNC campus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:06 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Study 

This email was approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Et2aics Committee on 8/29/2013. IRB study # 13-0005. 
The L~,-C Department of Psychiatry is currently seeking people ~vho have a diagnosis of major depressive disorder, ~vithout psychotic symptoms, to participate in the AsenD research study. 
The purpose of the study is to determine if adding asenapine to an antidepressant in patients who have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without psychosis, who have not fully 
responded to at least 6 weeks of treatment with the antidepressant alone, results in improvement of depressive symptoms. 

Patients may qualit) if they: 
are 18-65 years of age 
have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without Psychotic Symptoms 
continue to have depressive symptoms even though they are being treated with an antidepressant 

The study will last 6 weeks, and visits will take place at flae UNC STEP Research Clinic at the North Carolina Psychiatric Research Center (NCPRC) in Raleigh. 

Study-related benefits include stu@ medication and related psychiatric care at no cost. Subjects will be compensated for time and effort. 

If you are interested in learning more about the study, or to make a referral, please contact Joy Watson at 919-733-5229 or JNWatson@unch unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by the UNC Department of Psychiatry and the STEP clinic at NCPRC 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC-Chapel Hill <esbowles@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 8:06 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Today: Join us at Festit~ll lbr "Art on "the Move" 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Art on the Move...and Out of the Box 
(and maybe even made of a box!) 

The Acktand Art Museum is pleased to again be a 

part of FestifaLL, the annual celebration of the arts 

that wilt fiLL FrankLin Street this afternoon (12-6 

PM) with thousands of artists and art enthusiasts. 
This year, we’LL be there not only in our booth (# 

48 on the Festifa[L map), but also spearheading 

Art on the Move, an interactive, two-part event 

that invites people of aLL ages and backgrounds to make mobile artworks 

addressing social justice issues that are important to them, and take their 

messages to the street on bikes! It’s inspired by a project on view in the 

Acktand’s current exhibition, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in 
India since 1989. And Festifatt itsetf---a LiveLy, bustling "arts community for 



a day" taking place LiteraLLy in the street---is the perfect venue for Art on 

the Move. 

From 9:00-11:30 AM, come build on the bicycle that you bring (or ride to 

FestifaL[ on) using cardboard, paint, Styrofoam, other materials, and give 

form and movement to a cause that you feel passionate about. Even if you 

don’t make a mobile sculpture, come see the ones that others have made 

(12:00 PM onward) or make your own bike license plate at our booth! 

Take a break from FestifaLL by going to 

¯ ~.~ the Ackland Museum Store (open 12-5 

PM Sunday) and shopping their India 

Bazaar. If you’re inspired by Art on the 

Move, you’LL want to head to the 

Ackland Art Museum at 2:00 PM for a 

free tour of The Sahmat Collective 

centered around art and activism. 

We look forward to seeing you at Festifa[L for Art on the Move! 

For helping make A~t on the Move possible, we thank the Town of Chapel Hill Parks and 

Recreation Department Cultural Arts Division, the Chapel Hill Downtown Partnership, The 

Scrap Exchange, Paperhand Puppet Intervention, Go Chapel Hill~ The Bicycle Chain/The 

Clean Machine, PlayMakers Repertory Company, Carolina Performing Arts, the Ackland 

Museum Store, Back Alley Bikes, and the HC Arts Council. 

Forward this email 

This enlail was sent to regester@ernail.unc.edu by ._e_s:_b__0_g:L~_~@~gj_a__[L_u_n~:~_d_u. :: 
Update P~ofile,/Email Address ~’nstant Femovalv~ith SafeUnaubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~m- Lotfi se Aguiar <~alumni@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 7:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

What’s a University For? Special Commemorative Program Celebrating University Day 

What’s a University For? Reflections on Carolina, Past and Present 

Please join us next Thursday evening as James L. Leloudis II ’77, ’89 (PhD), professor of history and associate dean for honors, kicks off the celebrations leading up to 
University Day with a program focused on the purpose of a public university. 

A Carolina education is as much a public good as it is private good. By expanding life opportunities for students, a Carolina education advances the welfare of us all. 

A public university -- as Edward Kidder Graham, a member of the class of 1898 and former University president, once explained -- is an instrument for "doing the work 

of the world." 

The public university is a crucible of inclusive democracy. 

Thursday, Oct. 10 ] 6-8 p.m. 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
106 Stadium Drive, Chapel Hill 

Light refreshments will be offered at 6 p.m. and the program will begin at 6:30. 

Free and open to the public. Advance registration is strongly encouraged, lf you have any questions or needJhrther irtformation, please contact 

rick davis~)unc.edu. 

Register for Celebrating University Day online. 

With warm Carolina wishes, 

A m~-Louise 
Ann-Louise Aguiar ’76 
Manager of Alumni Education and Travel 
htlp://Mmnni.unc.edu/t ray el 
amMouise_aguia r@unc.edu 
LvxlC General Alun’mi Association 
George WaRs Hill Alumni Center 
106 Stadium Drive 
PO Box 660 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0(~50 
(919) 962-3574 
(919) 962-0010 fax 
Alumni Travel Program (877) 962-3980 

PRD’ACY POLICY: The GAA does not sell information abont you, including your e- mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that yonr informalion has 
been misused, please let us know by sending an e-mail to: g_~4_a_~_~?__n_!_i_!!~(,2~E!!ic_.:9~l___u- a~d include your full name, address and class year or use this link to manage your 

settings. 

UNC General Almnni Association George Watts ttill Alumni Center] Stadium Drive ] Chapel ttill, N.C. 27514 

703535427 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Being Mobile: Online Sa~ & Security (National Cyber Security Awareness Month- NCSAM) 

At U~,~’C-CH and at home, we now take the convenience and productivity of the Internet eve~vhere ~ve go. We work untethered tlcom a physical location, stay connected as ~ve travel and 
use portable devices to study, shop, bank, and manage our daily hves from anywhere. 

Week two of NCSAM highlights the need to maintain a focus on safety and security wherever and whenever ~ve use the Internet, whether on campus or elsewhere 

Keep a Clean Machine 

Check your mobile devices to be sure security protections are built in and all software is updated on a regular basis 

Keep security sot’tware current: having the latest mobile security software, web bro~vsers, and operating systems are the best defenses against viruses, malware, and other online 
threats. 

Protect all devices that connect to the Internet: computers, smart phones, gaming systems, and other web-enabled devices all need protection from viruses and malware. 

Protect Your Personal Information 

Phones can contain tremendous amounts of personal information. Lost or stolen devices can be used to gather information about you and, potentially-, others. Protect your phone as 
you would your computer. 

Secure your phone: use a strong passcode to lock your phone 

Think before you app: review the privacy policy that goes with the app and understand what data (your location, your access to your social networks) on your device an app can 
access before you download it 

Only give your mobile number out to people you know and trust and never give anyone else’s number without their permission 

Learn how to disable (http://icanstalku.con’~,how php#disable) the geotagging feature on your phone. 

Connect with (;are 

Use common sense when you connect. If you’re using an unsecured or unprotected network to get online, be cautious about the sites you visit and the information you release 

Get savvy about Wi-Fi hotspots: limit the type of business you conduct and ac~iust the security’ settings on your device to limit who can access your phone 

Protect your $$: check to be sure the sites are security enabled Look for web addresses with "https:/i" or "shttp://", which means the site takes extra measures to help secure your 
information. An address beginning with "http:/i" is a not secure site. 

When in doubt, don’t respond. Fraudulent texting, calling, and w~icemails are on the rise. Just like email, requests for personal information or to take immediate action are almost always 
a scala 

’]7he web page http:/iits.unc.eduisecuriw has more information about staying safe online 

This message is sponsored by: Information Security Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:33 AM 

Regester, Chaylene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

All lunches are from 22 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHDiLD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill and on other campuses. While this is good news 

for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as 

well as experience significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, these students are notorious 

[or not accessing resources {e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common 

issues these students encounter in college and resources available at UNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed attentional or 

learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate 

their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th     The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic.Support for Student Athletes, and Spencer We/born, Assistant Dean, Academic 

Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student athlete?This session will highlight the demands 

of the day-to-day and irr-season/out-of-season schedules of our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their 

academic performance, their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, internships and service 

learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, 

along with a discussion of the support services provided by the University. 

December ]_3th     Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 

with Dr. Dan Dorneil, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect dme for a presentation and discussion about what mindfulness is and how living 

mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 

For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, g, ary.m!!ler@unc:edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

2 Diaspora Festival film 
screenings this week! 
Don’t miss "Studlife" on 
Tuesday and "Middle of 
Nowhere" Thursday night. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TOMORROW night (October 8) at 7pm 

and Thursday night (October 10) at 7pm for the 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

screenings of "Studlife" and "Middle of Nowhere." 

Tuesday, October 3, 7pm 

Studiife 

Dir: Campbe// X /Feature/Trinidad + Tobago, 

UK /English/90 min./2012 

JJ, a Black-British lesbian, is best friends with Beb, 

who is white and gay. The two are practically 

inseparable, but when JJ fails head over heels for 

the beautiful and bewitching Ella, jealously rears its 

head and the friendship comes under threat. Funny, 

hip, sweet and true, Studlife is a celebration of 

modern, multicultural London, and a romantic 

comedy with both a difference and universal 

resonance. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Carolina 

Women’s Center and the LGBTQ Center at Ui’qC at 

Chapel Hill. 

Thursday, October 10, 7pro 

Middle of Nowhere 

Dim Ava DuVernay/ Feature/US /English /100 

min./2012 

As Ruby (Emayatzy Corinealdi) rides a bus through 

the inner city streets, she wills herself to push away 

memories that crowd her. Four years earlier, she 

was a vibrant medical student married to the love of 

her life, Derek (Omari Hardwick). Now, she makes 

her way to the maximum security prison on the 

outskirts of town where her love now resides. As the 

couple stares into the hallow end of an eight-year 

prison sentence, Ruby must learn to live another life, 

one marked by shame and separation, by guilt and 

grief. She fights to support her husband on the 

inside and survive her own identity crisis on the 

outside. 

Both events are free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Tim Oka:rnura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for 

sale at the Stone Center. We have a very limited 

supply of "Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; 

and "The Ascension", Please contact Clarissa 

Goodlett at stonecenter@unc.edu for more 

information, "This Stow Has Not Yet Been 

Told...The Work of Tim Okamura" a~tist exhibition 

is currently on display through November 29th in 

the Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery at the Stone 

Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 7, 2013 1:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Senior Faculty Research a~d Scholar’ Leaves 

TO: Members of the Faculty 

FROM: James W. Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Chair, Committee on Facul~ Research and Study Leaves 

SUBJECT: Senior Faculty Competitive Research and Scholarly Leaves 

DATE: October 7, 2013 

The University is accepting applications this fall for competitive Senior Faculty’ Research and Scholarly Leaves paid from Kenan, Pogue, William R. Kenan, Jr, William N. Reynolds, and RJ 
Reynolds Industries funds. The leaves are to be taken during Fall Semester 2014, Spring Semester 2015, or Academic Year 2014-2015. These leaves will pay a full base sala~ for one semester 
tap to a maximum amount of $60,000, or one-half of the base sala~z for the full academic year, up to a maximum amount of $60,000. A $4,000 research fuaad will also be provided during the 
period of the leave 

Any permanent full-time, salaried member of the faculty~ holding a tenured, tenure track, or fixed-term position at the associate or full professor level (or similar rank) is eligible to apply. 
Assistant professors are not eligible for these leaves. 

The terms of these leaves and the application process is described on the website of the Office of the Executive Chancellor and Provost at: 

http ://provost.unc. edu/anno uncements/c ompetitive-research-p a~ e/ 

The complete application packet must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM on Wednesday, November 6, 2013. 

Please contact Gordon Joyner in the Provost’s Oflfce at Gordon@unc edu or (919) 962-7061 if you have any questions about or problems with the application process. 

(Senior Faculty Competitive Research and Scholarly Leaves email revised 10-7-2013) 

This message is sponsored by: Ofi)ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday,, 4:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Publicize Speakers on Campus 

Hello, 

We are writing on behalf of the Speakers Committee, a special project of the Executive Branch of the Student Govermnent. 

This semester, we continue to offer our ~vebsite, Speakers at Carolina, that provides a calendar showing speakers and lectures on Carolina’s campus. It also provides a description of the 
event, directions to the venue, and tracks past speakers 

We also oiler a Speakers at Carolina listsel~! that is sent eveW other Monday The listsel~! currently reaches over 2000 people and blasts include all speakers on campus, the time and 
location of the lecture, and a hyperlink to event details. Register for the listserv at unc.eduispeakers 

We encourage you to visit the site, http://unc.edu/speakers, to vie~v upcoming events and post any speakers that your organization or department is presenting. 

We look forward to seeing you at an event soon[ 

~gmail.com 

~ltve.unc.edu 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Executive Branch of UNC Student G overnment 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Does vibration influence flexibility mad strength? 

Hello, 

My name is Michael Schal~Alle and I am a master’s student in the Department of Exercise and Sports Science at the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I am writing to you regarding a 
stud?’ we are conducting in our laboratory which examines the acute effects of vibration assisted stretching on flexibility, strength, and muscle-tendon properties. We are looking for 
recreationally active (1 to 5 hours of exercise per week) male participants between the ages of 18 - 30 and 65 - 74 with no current or recent (within the past 3 months) serious low-back, hip, 
knee, or ankle injuries 

What types of testing will you do?? 
Strength: we will measure how strong your calf muscles are. 
Flexibility: we will measure ho~v fiexible your calf muscles are. 
Muscle and tendon properties: the size of the calt; muscle fiber length, Achilles tendon size, and the Achilles tendon length ~vill all be measured 

The study involves only 3 visits to the laboratoly’. Each visit will take about 1 1.5 hours. 

If you are interested we can be reached at following: 
Lab phone: 919-843-2014 
Emails:        ~gmail.com 

Approved by the Biomedical IRB (#12-1112) on 9/18/2013 until 4/10/2014 

’]7his message is sponsored by: I)epartment of Exercise and Spurt Science 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 7, 2013 5:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Adults needed tbr hearing research 

The Human Audito~ Development Laboratoly is currently recruiting adults between 18-30 years old for a research study to help us learn more about how children hear in noisy 
environments. 

During the testing, you ~vill sit in a sound-treated room and will listen to sounds presented over a speaker or through headphones. You will be asked to indicate when you hear sounds by 
selecting a picture on a computer monitor. The sounds we use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratow is required. The visit lasts about one hour. You will receive $15. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med unc edu. 

The principal investigator for this research study- is Lori Leibold, PhD, Department of Allied Health Sciences 

This study has been approved by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 06-0840. The title for this IRB research study- is "Listening 
in Noise for Children and Adults" The most recent approved IRB modification date is 10-1-2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] UNC Homecoming Banner Competition!! 

He?’ Tar Heels! 

Homecoming is right around the corner’. This year we will be doing the 2nd Annual Banner Homecoming Banner Competition, which is open to any and all UNC student clubs and 
organizations. The banners ~vill be displayed in the Union during the week of homecoming. After a winner is chosen, using the criteria below, their banner will be displayed on the Bell Tower 
before the football game on Saturday November 9th The ~vinner will also receive $250 monetaly reward with second and third place getting 100 and 50! All other ilfformation is given below-. 

Go heels! 

Rules: 
Must use the standard sheet-sized banner provided 
Banner must have the Club/Organization’s name visible somewhere on the banner 
Banner must incorporate one of the Homecoming Owl’s (Franklin, Rosemary, and Cameron) 
There can be no curse words or excessive violence/gore on the banner as it must be appropriate to be displayed in the Union 
Must turn banner in by Friday, November 1 by 5 pm in the Alumni Center They will be collected between 4 and 5 that day 

October: 
11, 25 Come by the Alumni Center to sign up and get your sheet from 9-11 and 4-5. Get painting! 

1- Banners due frum 9-11 and 5 pm in the Alumni Center All banners must be accumpanied with the form given to you when you originally picked up yuur banner 
4-8: Banners on display in the Uninn 
8 Winning banner selected and annuunced in the Pit at 12 pm 
9 Winning banner un display at the Bell Tower fur the Homecuming Game 

Judging Criteria 

Banners will be displayed un the UNC Homecoming Facebook page under phutos. Likes will cuunt as votes and the banner with the most likes will be the winner 

This message is sponsored by: GAA 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infonnatinn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking womeu with depression who are 0-12 months postpartum 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant medication. 

This study is designed to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), an FDA approved treatment for major depression in adults, for the treatment of 
postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and rTMS treatments related to this stud?’ will be provided at no cost to patients. Childcare may be provided. 

For more reformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 7/08/11 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board. IRB# 11-0894 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Persunal Infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:17 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

’Far Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of giving with our CaJcolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaching over $50,000 in pledges during its first week. We are on our 

way to reaching our goal of $1, 000,000’. If you have not done so aJready, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. You can 

sem~ch the 2013 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below we’re certain you’ll find a pa~icipating charity or cause that is meaningfnl to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even eaaier to lind the charity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms will be provided to all thculty and sta~ (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important lntbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form a~d contribution to your team captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below mid 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only live steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity a~d thoughtfnl consideration of others. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

2 Diaspora Festival film 
screenings this week! 
Don’t miss "Studlife" on 
TONIGHT and "Middle of 
Nowhere" Thursday night. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONIGHT at 7pm and Thursday night 

(October 10) at 7pm for the Diaspora Festival of 

Black and Independent Film screenings of "Btudlife" 

and "Middle of IIowhere." 

Tuesday, October 3, 7pm 

Studiife 

Dir: Campbe!! X/Feature/Trinidad + Tobago, 

UK /English/90 rain./2012 

JJ, a Black-British lesbian, is best friends with Seb, 

who is white and gay. The two are practically 

inseparable, but when JJ falls head over heels for 

the beautiful and bewitching Ella, jealously rears its 

head and the friendship comes under threat. Funny, 

hip, sweet and true, Studlife is a celebration of 

modern, multicultural London, and a romantic 

comedy with both a difference and universal 

resonance. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Carolina 

Women’s Center and the LGBTQ Center at Ui’qC at 

Chapel Hill. 

Thursday, October 10, 7pro 

Middle of Nowhere 

Dim Ava DuVernay/ Feature/US /English /100 

min./2012 

As Ruby (Emayatzy Corinealdi) rides a bus through 

the inner city streets, she wills herself to push away 

memories that crowd her. Four years earlier, she 

was a vibrant medical student married to the love of 

her life, Derek (Omari Hardwick). Now, she makes 

her way to the maximum security prison on the 

outskirts of town where her love now resides. As the 

couple stares into the hallow end of an eight-year 

prison sentence, Ruby must learn to live another life, 

one marked by shame and separation, by guilt and 

grief. She fights to support her husband on the 

inside and survive her own identity crisis on the 

outside. 

Both events are free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Tim Oka:rnura Prints 
available for purchase at 
the Stone Center 
Prints of Tim Okamura’s work are available for 

sale at the Stone Center. We have a very limited 

supply of "Progressive Youth#i"; "The Coronation"; 

and "The Ascension", Please contact Clarissa 

Goodlett at stonecenter@unc.edu for more 

information, "This Stow Has Not Yet Been 

Told...The Work of Tim Okamura" a~tist exhibition 

is currently on display through November 29th in 

the Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery at the Stone 

Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 11:30 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] You’re Invited to the Installation of Chancellor Carol Folt 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

On behalf of the Board of Trustees, I invite you to show- your support for Chancellor Carol Folt on University Day, October 12. 

University Day is an opportnnity for us to celebrate Carolina’s rich history and look to the future This year the day will be even more exciting for Carolina with Chancellor Folt’s installation 
We’ll hear her speak about the University’s future as we celebrate 220 years of public higher education in America 

The festivities begin at 1:30 p.m. in Polk Place, on the steps of South Building, and a reception following installation will be held outside Wilson Library. (If rain is forecast, the ceremony will 
be held in the Smith Center.) 

The University also will present Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus Awards to Stuart Bondurant, William Easterling III, Karol Mason, Todd Miller al’~d Gary, Parr In addition, Bruce Cairns, 
professor of surgery at Carolina, will receive the Edward Kidder Graham Faculty’ Sel~zice Award 

While the University Day ceremony is the centerpiece of Chancellor Folt’s installation, events begin Thursday evening with a lecture by histoly faculty member James Leloudis reflecting on 
Carolina, past and present. On Friday aRernoon, three panel discussions featuring some of our prominent faculty members will focus on innovation, water and the public research umversity, 
and that evening Carolina Perfornaing Arts is curating a special performance. On Sunday afternoon, Folt Fest, the official student-only celebration to welcome Chancellor Folt to Carolina, will 
be held on Polk Place. 

You can find details about all the installation events at http://installation.unc.edui. I look forward to seeing you throughout the weekend. 

Sincerely, 

Lowry Caudil[ 
(;hair, University Board of Trustees 

This message is sponsored by: Board of Trustees 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sawin, Patricia E <sawin@unc.edu; 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@ema?d.unc.edu> 

RE: dinner with filmmaJ~er Marco Williams 

Dear Charlene, 
We’re glad you could join us. If Marco Williams agrees to be a visiting professor at Duke and UNC next academic year, we’ll let you know. 

best, 
Patricia 

Deps~t..’?~er~t ~:,,I Ame.ric:~ri Studies 

Chape~ H~, NC 27~99 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 20:t3 9:00 AM 

To: Sawin, Patricia E 
Subject: RE: dinner with filmmaker Marco Williams 

Dear Patricia: Thanks for the dinner with filmmaker Marco Williams. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Sawin, Patricia E 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:22 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: dinner with filmmaker Marco Williams 

Wonderful--thank you. rll look forward to meeting you on Monday. 
Patricia 

A~.~so,-:iste pr,-~*essor 

Associate Ch~r, Dh-ecto~ of G~ad~a~ St~dk~s, a~d 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 20:t3 8:47 AM 

To: Sawin, Patrida E 
Subject: RE: dinner with filmmaker Marco Williams 

Dear Patricia: Yes, I was aware of the screening and will invite my students. Also, I would love to join your group for dinner as well. See you at the screening. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Sawin, Patricia E 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 10:07 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: dinner with filmmaker Marco Williams 

Dear Professor Regester, 

On Monday, October 7 American Studies, CSAS, and Duke Center for Documentary Studies will welcome filmmaker Marco Williams to the area. We’ll show his "Two Towns of 
Jasper" at 5:30 pm in the auditorium Stone Center with a QS~ afterwards (flyer attached). I wanted to make sure you knew about it in case it would be a good opportunity for 
any of your students--there’s plenty of room if you want to assign the showing to a class. 

We’d also like to invite you to join us for supper with Prof. Williams afterwards. I asked Reg Hildebrand whom we should invite from AAAD and he said you were the one. We’ll 
leave from the Stone Center and gather at Pazzo in Southern Village. 1 expect it’s going to be a bit of a late night, probably not starting supper until 8:30, but should be a 
chance for good conversation. 

all the best, 
Patricia Sawin 

Professor 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Perfom~ing Arts <emaJl@info.camlinaperformingarts.org> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

CPA’s Arts@TheCore i Free Event Combines Nobel Prize-recognized ’God Particle,’ Dm~ce and Discovery 

of the Higgs boson were awarded the Nobel :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

’God particle’ theorists receive Nobel Prize in 

Higgs and Englert are awarded Nobel Prize in 

This week, explore howdance helps us 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
What is meant by "discovery," "innovation," "creativity," and 



established a remarkable collaboration. 

"experimentation" in science and in the arts? How can a 
conversation across disciplines enrich our understanding of 
cutting-edge work in all fields? 
You are invited to two events featuring a scientist and a dancer 
who - inspired by the work to discover the Higgs boson - have 

Professors Sarah Demers and Emily Coates 
have collaborated on a visionary project to 
draw connections between dance and 
theoretical physics. 
On Thursday, they’ll present an illustrated 
lecture that describes their work. 
4pro I October I0 

University Room, Hyde Hall (~) 
UNC campus 

Sarah Demers is a member of the ATLAS 
Collaboration at CERN’s Large Hadron 
Collider. Her group’s focus is on the trigger 
for the experiment and on using tau leptons 
to discover and characterize particles, 
including the Higgs bosom 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Professors Demers and Coates will lead a 
movement workshop illustrating their 
collaboration. 
No dance experience is required, but be 
prepared to move! You’ll participate in a 
discovery of the Higgs boson’s significance 
and collaborate on an exercise to express 
ideas of particle physics in dance. 
Noon-2pm I October 11 
Gerrard Hall (~;q~...~.~t) 

UNC campus 

Emil~ Cost®s 

Emily Coates has directed the dance 
studies curriculum at Yale since its inception 

in 2006. ]~n 1992, she received the School of 
American Ballet’s Wein Award for 
Outstanding Promise, and joined New York 
City Ballet. She has performed with NYCB 
(1992-98), Hikhail Baryshnikov (1998-2002), 
Twyla Tharp (2001-03), and Yvonne Rainer 
(2006 to present), among others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:00 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: Save the Date tbr "Poverty, Partnerships and Public Good" on November 25 at UNC 

message- footer.txt 

From: Irvine, Mary [mailto:mirvine@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 20:t3 :t2:17 PM 
To: Irvine, Mary 
Subject: Save the Date for "Poverty, Partnerships and Public Good" on November 25 

"Poverty, Partnerships and the Public Good: ~ Call for [i~gagement by North Carolina ~stitutio~s" 

Saw~ the Date: Now~mber 25, 2013, 9:30 a.m.-2 

U#iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Carroll Hall, Freedom Forum Co#ference Room 

Hosted by the UNC Ce, n~er on Povert~ Wor]< ~nd OpporZunity ~nd the Program on Public L~.? 

The ~ast decade has presented notable challenge in North Carolina. Ever~ as Lhe economy grew, before 2008, poverty and ecor~om~c ~nequa~[ty became 

more pronounced. The~, with the unfolding o[ a deep and wounding ~ece5sion, economic hardsh~o mushroomed an~ p~o5pects fo~ recovery and 

enhancement proved s~ow and ~llusive. Our ooverty, u~employment, food insecurit% and uninsured rates rose to among ~he worst in the count~y. 

Against this stubborn backdroo, ~n 2013, ~he No~th Carolina General Assembly altered ~he pol~ica~ landscape marked~% Major changes in taxation, hea~h 

care, economic developmenL unemploymen~ compensation, public e~ucat~on, government benefits, and an array of other prog~ams were initiated. The 

impact or~ low ~ncome North Carolinians may prove to be e~ormous. 

On November 25th., the UNC Poverty Cer~ter and the Program o~ Public Life w~ convene a set og ~r~timate d~scuss~ons to explore obligations, strategies 

and opportunities for various North Carol~r~a advocates, service providers., institutions, programs., universities and funders .--. ~r~va~e and public --- to address 

~he challenges ~resen~ly faced by poor and ~ow ~ncome North Carolinians. We ho~e Vou w~il mark your calendars a~d plan to jo~n us in Chapel 

Add~Lior~a~ ever~t deta~5 and reg~straL[on information w~ll be forwarded in the coming weeks. Your response ~s not needed at Lh[s L[me, bu[ p~ease contact 

.~_~£~_]_~)3A ~[ you have any questions, 

Na~ I~ine 
Program Associate 
UNC Center on Pove~, Work and Oppo~uni~ 
Phone: 9~9.~5.0~82 
Fax: 9~9.445.0~63 
mi~h~e(Oemail.unc.edu 

address: 
323 W. Barbee Chapel Road 
Campus Box #3382 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3382 
9~9.445.0196 



You are receiving this email because you have shown interest in receiving updates and 

notifications about the Center for the Study for Class, Labor, and Social 

Sustainabilityo To unsubscribe from this list, navigate to 

https:iilistsoduke.edu/sympa/info/class-center-list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Talenti, Francesca P <talenti@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:01 AM 

Talen’d, Francesca P <talenti@email.unc.edu> 

Robot stars in 21 st Centu~ Dr. Faust play, °SFhe Uncanny Valley" 

U NC’s departments of Computer Science and Communication Studies collaborate and present 21st Century Dr. Faust play, "The U ncanny Valley," using I of only a 

handful of robots available in North America. 

Play written and directed by Francesca Talenti (UNC Professor) 

You are welcome to freely pass this information on 

Location: 
Swain Hall- Black Box Theater: http://goo.gl/maps/zyzVT 

Dates: 
Thursday, October i0th 8:00 PM 

Friday, October I:1th 8:00 PM 

Saturday, October 12th 8:00 PM 

Sunday, October 13th 2:00 PM 

Tickets: 
Purchase at Box Office in Student UNION or at the door. 

Articles: 
Daily Tarheel 

http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/lO/the-uncanny-valley- lO04 

Indy 

http:/iwww.indyweek.comiindyweek/the-uncanny-valley/Event?oid=3733453 

Chapel Hill News 

http://www.chape~hi~~news.c~m/2~13/1~/~1/3242576/r~b~t-stars-in-uncanny-va~~ey.htm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith -<adl 16@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:23 AM 

Afiican Ameficm~ Histou Workshop <aJhm@listserv. unc.edu> 

[afum] CFP: SHAFR 2014 

FYI. A great conference for iblks interes~ted in the US and the World, African A~nericans in the world, and critical studies of US expansion. 

Adriane Lent> Smith 

Associate Professor & Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of History 
Duke University 
Box 90719 
Durham NC, 27708-0719 

Begin forwarded message: 

~Te would appreciate it if you could distribute this CtP rudely through your prot}ssional networks. Do note "there are travel funds available for graduate 

students, international scholaacs, and other parlAcipants who expand the diversi~, of St IAFR. 

Call For Papers 

**Deadline: December 1, 2013"* 

2014 Conference of the SocieF for Historians of American Foreign Relations 

The SocieF for Historians of American Foreign Relations (SHAFR) invites proposals for panels and individual papers at its 2014 Annual Conference, to 

be held June 19-21 at the Hyatt Regency Lexington in Lexington, KentuckT. Proposals mufft be snbmitted via the on-line interface by December 1, 2013 

in order to be considered. 

SHAFR is dedicated to the scholarly study of the histo~ of the U.S. in the world. This includes diplomacy, statecraft, and strate~, but it also includes 

other approaches pertaiNng to Americds relations with the ,aider world, including (but not limited to) global governance, transnational movement~ 

religion, human rights, race, gendel; trade and economics, immigration, borderlands, the environment, and empire. SHAFR welcomes those who stud?" 

any time period of A~nerican foreign relations, from the colonial em to the present. 

The 2014 meeting in Lexington, Kentucl .cv. will feature a plen~zy session on Thursday evening, titled "The Fall of the Wall: A 25th Anniversmy 
Reassessment," featuring Jeffrey Engel (Southern Methodist Universi~), Melvyn Leffier (UNversity of Virginia), Mary Sarotte (UniversiF of Southern 

California), Tom Zeiler (University of Colorado), and Philip D. Zelikow (University of Virginia). 

The keynote address at the Saturday hmcheon ,sill be delivered by Rajiv Chandrasekaran, National Editor of The Washington Post and author of 
Imperial Life in the Emerald (7i.9z Inside Iraq’s Green Zone and Little America: The War within the War fl)r Afghanistan. 

SIIAFR is committed to holding as inclusive and diverse a conference as possible, and we encourage proposals t?om international scholar~ women and 
minoritie~ and scholars from other di~iplines (such as political science, anthropoloD; or American studies) or other subfields ofhistou. 

Applicants ante strongly encouraged to apply as part of a panel rather than as an individual. A colnplete panel usually involves either three papers plus 

chair and com,nentator (with the possibiliF of one person fulfilling the latter two roles) or a roundmble discussion with a chair and three to five 

participants. The Comlnittee is open to alternative foi:mats, which should be described briefly in the proposal. Each participant can only seive once in 

each capacity. For example, you can only serve once as a chair, once as a commentator, and once as a panelist. 

Since proposals for complete panels ruth a coherent theme roll be favored over individual paper proposals, those seeking to create or fill out a panel 

should consult the "panelists seeking panelists" link on the SHAFR 2014 Annual Meeting web page or tweet #SHAFR2014. 

Graduate students, international scholar~ and those parlAcipants who expand the diversity of SHAFR are eligible to apply for t}llowships to snbsidize the 
cost of attending the conference. Please visit the Coni}rence Online Application Gateway tbr details and the online application form. The application 
deadline tbr these fellowships is December 1, 2013. 

All proposals and funding applications should be subtnitted via the Conference Online Application Gateway at http:i/wvww.shafr.orod’2014Conference. 

Applicants requiring alternative tneans to submit the proposal should contact the program co-chairs via etnail at progmm-chait,(~,shafr.org. 

To help better prepare our graduate s~dent membership for the job market, S HAFR will host a hands-on job search workshop during the 2014 
conference. Students will have the opportuni~ to receive individualized feedback on their cover letters and cvs. Anyone submitting a paper or panel 
proposal for the conference will have the opportuni~’ to indicate their interest in the Job ~vVorkshop by checking a box on the online submission forn~. 
However. you do not have to be a panelist to participate in the Workshop. The Job Workshop is open to all cnrrent graduate students and newly minted 
Ph.D.s. Priority will be given to first- time participants. 



For more details about the conference hotel, the panelists seeking panelists lbrum, travel funding optx~rtunities, m~d the Job Workshop, please visit the 
contErence website at hrtp:i/www.sha£r.org/conferences/amua]/2014-annual-meeti~W. 

We look forwacd to seeing you ne,’~ June in Lexington! 

SHAFR 2014 Program Committee 

Andrew Preston and Sarah B. Swder. co-chairs 

Adriane Lent.z-Smith 
Associate Professor & Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of History 
Duke University 
Box 90719 
Durham NC, 27708-0719 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 

~’ul > 

afa~ as: <a hreD"mailto:regeste@email.m~c.edu">regeste~bemail.unc.edu~’a>.<b~> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edw’u?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9ccTa5bd&n T&I afam&o 33701624 or send a blank email to <;a 

href "mailto:leave- 33701624- 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listse~w.unc.edu">leave- 33701624- 

5383356.1210a5 a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:43 AM 

CBC Meeting Reminder & Other News 

Hello CBC Family, 

This isjust a reminder that our next meeting will be held on Oct. 16th @ IPM in the Student Union (room TBD). We look forward to seeing you there. Feel free to 

bring a friend. 

Other News: 

Our very own CBC Chair, Deborah Stroman, will be receiving the Hortense K. McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award at the Light on the Hill Scholarship Awards 

Banquet. If you would like to attend, please see the details below. GAA Members (~;55) and Nonmembers (~;75). You may register (deadline is Oct. 18th) for the 

event at the following link 

..h~t~t.p~s~:~.~.a.~[.u.~m~n.j:~.u.~.n.~.c.~.e~.d~.u./~s~.e~c.~.u.~L[~9~[R~L~[~~. You may request to sit in the Stroman/CBC section. 

Eight on the Hill Scholarship Awards Banquet 

Sheraton Chapel Hill I 6:15 - 9 p.m. 

Cocktail Reception begins at 6:15, Dinner begins at 7 p.m. 

Join us for an inspiring evening as we gather to honor students, alumni and faculty who continue the legacies of service, leadership and scholarship of our great 

institution. The Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet highlights the scholastic achievements of undergraduate students while also recognizing the 

outstanding community accomplishments of Carolina alumni and faculty/staff through the Harvey E. Beech Outstanding Alumni and the Hortense K. McClinton 

Outstanding Faculty!Staff Awards. Enjoy an evening of cocktails and dinner - complete with a silent and live auction - as you connect with fellow alumni and meet 

the award recipients. Proceeds from both auctions, as well as portions of each individual ticket and sponsored table, will directly support the scholarship fund. 

Email bar@unc.edu for information regarding table sponsorships (attire: cocktail, black-tie optional). 

Thank You, 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG Child Development Institute 

Carolina Black Caucus Steering Committee 

UNC Chapel Hill 

919-966-9722 (office) 

nakenge.robertson @unce.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11: 52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAI,] A Research Study tbr Abilify in Adolescems with ScNzophrenia 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research stu@ involving children (ages 13 - 17 years) with schizophrenia We are currently looking to enroll adolescents who wish to take an 
investigational medication called Aripiprazole (Abilify®). Participants ~vill start taking the medication if not previously started, and stop all other medications taken for their schizophrenia for 
a period of 4 to 6 weeks. Participants will then gradually start or continue taking Abilify until a stable dose is reached for a period of anywhere from 7 to 21 weeks. Then participants will take 
either placebo (fake medicine) or the actual medication for a period of one year. We hope that this investigational medication will improve functioning in individuals with schizophrenia 

Participation will include: 

Up to 87 weeks participation with a pediatric psychiatrist 
Appointments may include any- of the following: physical exam, diagnostic and cognitive assessments for child, parent questionnaires, and blood samples taken from your child 

Participants receive study medication or placebo (fake medicine), clinical evaluations, medical tests and physical exams at no cost, and be compensated $50 per visit. Compensation for travel 
will be provided Please note that all research studies involve risk to palticipants. 

For more ilfformation, please call 1-800-708-0048 or email aspire@uric edu. You can also check out our website at www.psychiatry nnc.edu/aspire 

Study Name: ATTAIN-266: A Lor~g-Term Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, Placebo-controlled Study to Evaluate the Efficacy, Safety, and Tolerability of Aripiprazole (OPC-14597) as 
Maintenance Treatment in Adolescent Patients with Schizophrenia 

IRB #: 12-1225 

Initial Approval Date: 2/6/13 

Biomedical Study 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Pwchiatry - ASPIRE Research Program 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Rutgers Position a~d other possibilities 

2013 2014 Jobs.xlsx; Rucker Cover Letter 2013 GT.pdf; Rucker Maryland Cover Letter 2013.pdf; Rutgers Cover, Research, and 

Teaching Statement 2013.pdf; Rucker Master CV 2013.pdf 

Dear Charlene, 

It was good seeing and talking with you today over lunch. As I mentioned, I plan to apply for the position at Rutgers and would greatly appreciate a 

recommendation letter from you. Attached you will find a spreadsheet that includes a range of positions I am considering this year. At present, I plan to apply for 

associate professor positions in the History departments at Rutgers, Georgia Tech, and Maryland. Do you think you could have those three letters ready for me by, 

say, Nov. 1st? let me know if this is possible and, thanks again for your thoughtful consideration. 

I have attached my updated cv and the cover letters for the positions at Rutgers, Georgia Tech, and Maryland. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 

Waiter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 

Afficma, Africma American, & Diaspora Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

llt~ps://sites google com/site/chavalte~Tacker/ 



A B C D 

1 University Position Type Speclialization 
comparative slavery; the Black Atlantic; New World encounters bet~,een indigenons peoples, 

:Mi’icans, and Europeans; racialized spaces and identities; black transnationalis~n; 19th century 

2 1 Rutgers Open, History ~Mi’ican ,aanerican. 

any area of Afi~ican, Afi~ican !ktnerican Studies and/or African Diaspora studies, and a 

co~nmitment to interdisciplinary work 
3 2 UIC           Head/Full, AAS 

4 3 Johns Hopkins Director/Open,Africana 2all disciplines in social sciences and humanities 

5 4 Brown Open, Africana Africana philosophy, critical and cultural theory, or .African and _African Diaspora history. 

6 5 Ga TeeN Assoc, HTS African _American history with ability to teach a variety of undergraduate and graduate courses 

specialties are welcome, but applicants should have a broad laaowledge of African American 

history and be prepared to teach African American history prior to Reconstruction at both the 

7 6 Maryland Assoc, History undergraduate and graduate levels 

8 7 Maryland Chair/Full, AASD Criminology, Education, Histo~2¢ and Sociology 

race and inequality- in the United States and other countries of the African Diaspora; social 

9 8 UVA Assoc, Woodson movements. 

pre-1800 U.S. history, area of specialization open, any subfield from transnational or global 

10 9 Chicago Assoc perspectives 

Sscholarship and service in Africana Studies or related field/discipline with a tbcus on the 

11 10 UNM Director/Open Africana diaspora 



E F G H I 

1 Deadline Materials Website Advertisement R 

4 

5 

7 

8 

11/1/2013 

9/9/2013 

9/25/2013 

10/18/2013 

10/15/2013 

12/2/2013 

11 / 1/2013 

10/W2013 

10 10/1/2013 

11 10/4/2013 

letter, research and teaching 

statement, 3 letters, samples 

letter, cv, 4 names 

letter, cv, research statetnent, 
satnple, no letters at this stage 

letter, cv, writing sample, 3 names 

letter, cv, 3 letters 

letter, cv, samples, 3 letters 

letter, cv, research statement, 3 

names 

letter, cv, writing sample, 3 names 

letter, cv, sample, 3 letters 

letter, cv, 3 names 

http://history.rutgers.edu/ 

http://aast.las.uic.edui 

http://~krieger, i hu. edu/afi’icana 

http://www.brown.edu/Department 
siAfficana Studies/ 

http:i/www.hts, gatech.edu/ 

http:/ihistory.umd.edu/ 

http:/ /wu~v.aasd.umd.edu/ 

http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu/ 

woodsol~/index.html 

http://histo~w.uchicago.edu/ 

https:/ /unmiobs.unm.edu/applicant 

siisp/shared/ffamesetiFrameset.isp? 

time 1379691273943 

http://appl¥.interlblio, corn/2 215 4 ~ 9 

https://vcxw.h- 

net.org/iobs/iob display.php?id 46639 128 

https://v~vw.h- 

net.org/iobs/job display.php?id 46966 

https://appl¥.interfolio, com/21871 

12 

14 

https://www.h- 

net.org,’iobs/iob displav.php?id 47450 

https://www.h- 

net.orNiobs/iob display.php?id=47556 62 

http://chronicle.com.libprox~r.lib.unc.edu/j o 

bs/0000798425-01/ 62 

https :/ivoa-,x.h- 

net.org/jobs/]ob display.php?id 47154 23 

https://u,~wv.h- 

net.or~Jjobs/job displa-~.php?id 46895 

http://africanastudies.unm.edu/ 181 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 6:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Christine Nelson Named New Director of the Oltice of Clinical Trials 

Christine Nelson has been named the ne~v director of UNC Chapel Hill’s Office of Clinical Trials. She joined the Umversity on September 30 after serving six years as director of Hawaii 
Pacific Health’s Research Institute. 

"We are delighted to have Chris on board," said UNC Vice Chancellor for Research Barbara Ent~visle "Under her leadership, the office will support our faculty researchers and ensure 
professional and timely sel-cice for our sponsors I particularly look forward to her insights on UNC can better meet the needs of our corporate sponsors." 

The Office oversees U~,~’C’s clinical trials operations, negotiating contracts with sponsors, delivering services, managing budgets, and handling feasibility analyses, regulator’ support and 
billing. 

Nelson graduated magna cum laude from Daemen College in An~herst, New York with a B.S. in Nursing She received an MBA from the University of Phoenix Hawaii campus. She began her 
career in nursing and transitioned into health care management, holding a varie~ of lea dership positions with Hawaii Pacific Health. In her role as director of the Hawaii Pacific Health 
Research Institute, she was responsible for overseeing all clinical research operations and administrative activity for Hawaii’s largest health care system 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infomaation 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Screen Editorial (Glasgow) <screen@alls.gla.ac.uk~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 5:58 AM 

Call Ii~r papers: "Land~ape and Environment" - Screen Studies Conl~rence, University of Gl&sgow, 27-29 June 2014 

Deadline for proposals: Friday, 10th January 2014 
From their earliest inception, film and television have been concerned with the registration of place through the unique capacity of the audiovisual moving image to convey the 
experience of locale over time. In recent years, screen studies has engaged with the politics of location especially through the site of the cinematic city and inter-related 
questions of modernity, architecture and urban cultural transformation. The main theme of this year’s Screen conference will offer an opportunity to extend critical debate into 
the fields of landscape and the environment. In so doing, it will offer an exciting range of inter-disciplinary perspectives in order to reflect on the real and imaginary ways that 
we interact with the world through the portal of the screen. 
Martin Lefebvre has argued that landscape manifests itself as an interpretative gaze. It is anchored in human life not just as something to look at but to live in socially as a 

cultural form. Cultural geography now argues that landscape must not only be understood as the outcome of interactions of nature and culture, but that practices of 
landscaping such as walking, looking, driving and, of course, filmmaking might also be the origin of our ideas about what ’nature’ and ’culture’ actually are. If human 
investment toward space produces the notion of landscape, what then are the principal ways in which the moving image articulates this process? How have film and television 
articulated the necessary tension between embodied immersion within a specific topographical space and critical reflection on the specific historical and cultural contexts that 
shape global screen culture past and present? 
The Screen Studies Conference, one of the longest running and most successful events of its kind in the world, welcomes proposals for papers/panels on any of these 
questions and on the following topics related to the main conference theme (as usual, proposals for other subjects beyond this focus will also be considered): 

¯ The representation of geographically and historically specific screen landscapes 
¯ Environmental politics and screen cultures 
¯ Genre, narrative and the landscape 
¯ Phenomenology and screen landscapes 
¯ Landscape and television culture 
¯ Journeys and landscapes: walking and travelling on screen 
¯ The landscapes of wodd cinema 
¯ Landscape and environment: autobiography, history, memory 
¯ Screen cultures within the environment 
¯ The dialectics of place and non-place in film and video 
¯ Site=specific screening practices 

To submit a proposal, please visit http://w~,~.~qla.ac.ukJse~,ices/screen/conference2014/ 
Due to the size of the Screen mailing list and the resulting large number of auto-replies generated by mailouts, replies to this email will be automatically deleted. 
If you have a query, please compose a new email or change/delete the subject line of this one. 
Screen 
Gilmorehill Centre 
University of Glasgow 
Glasgow 
G12 8QQ 

vww~.screen.arts.~qla.ac.uk 
+44 (0)141 330 5035 
~_c_’r_~__e__n__@_’_a__r_!~:gLa__=:a___c_:__u__k_. 

Screen available online at http:flscreen.oxferd~oumals.or.q 
The University of Glasgow, charity number SC004401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:24 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Anal fissure stu@ 

INFORMATIONAL: Study participants wanted for anal fissure study (18 and older and less than 75 years) 
The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is now recruiting participants age 18 or older and 75to participate in a research study of a new drug named diltiazem for treating 
patients with anal fissure. 
The stu@ is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the UNC CTRC clinic and a phone call visit. 
You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and less than 75 years, and diagnosed with an anal fissure that has not been treated recently. Participants will receive all tests 
associated with the study at no cost and will receive up to $425 for completing the stu@ 
For more information about this trial, please contact: Renuka Kelapure(renukakelapure@med.unc.edu)919-843-7892 
This biomedical study (IRB # { 12-2219 } received IRB approval tlcom the I~rNC Office of Human Research Ethics on { 1/10/2013 } 

This message is sponsored by: Functional GI 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:53 AM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Reseaxch <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

IAAR Listserv Members 

You axe receiving this email because you have a formal affiliation ruth Institute of African American Reseaxch (l)’u~d~,) or you reques~ted being added to our listserv 
sometime within the past two years, or have been identified as a facul~l member or graduate student whose work relates to the IAAR’s focus. If we have mistakenly 

added you to onr listserv please email us at iaar(~unc.edu to hm~e your name removed. 

Please note the following events hosted or co-sponsored by the IAAR: 

1)~Vith the Center for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS), the IAAR is co- sponsoring a talk by UNC anthropologist Colin ~Vest: Recent Trends in Climate, 
Vegetation mad Food Security in Northern Burkina Faso. The event will take place on Friday, October 11, 12:30-1:45 in the New East Reading Room. 

http:/iiaar.anc, edtv’event/colin- west- recent- trends- climate- vegetafi on- tbod- securiw- northern- burki na- 

2) IAAR presents a panel presentation on paxticipatory research and HIV Prevention in Durham’s Afiican American commanity: Building Reseaxch Partnerships in 

LinCS 2 Durham: The Journey, The Lessons, The Findings. The event, which features a diverse panel ofinterdi~iplina~ Triangle social mad health sciences researchers 
as well as com~nunity members, will take place on the 4th floor of Dey Hall in Toy Lounge on October 29th, 4-6 PM. Please see the attached flyer. 

/ / To stay abreast of IiLAA~_ events and activities please follow us on Twitter (twitter.comiiaarunc) or Facebook (._h_tJ_p__s_’]_:_~,_:_f__a_c__e_b__o_o__l__c:__c__o__~’_i__a_a_m____n_c_),. Or, visit our 

website (iaax.unc.edu) where you can find announcements of upcoming events, learn about LZWkR programs, and read our Director’s Blog. In spring 2014 IAAR will 

announce new progran~s to support facul~ and grad student research. 
Thank you! 

IAAR Director Karla Slocum 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: regester(a)~email.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu/u?id=:68146554.ee6c65dtE949695bl 3eba2939e520cb6&a=T&l=iaar&o=:33707429 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-33707429-68146554.eerc65dfe949695613eba2939e520cb6(i~listse~z.unc.edu 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

"Middle of Nowhere" 
screens TONIGHT at ypm! 
+ Stone Memorial Lecture 
delivered by Dr. Rosalind 
Fuse-Hall on Oct. 24, 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONIGHT at 7pm for the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and Independent Film screenings of 

"Middle of Nowhere." 

Thursday~ October 10, 7pro 

Middle of Nowhere 

Dir: Ava DuVernay/ Feature/US /English /100 

min./2012 

As Ruby (Emayatzy Corinealdi) rides a bus through 

the inner city streets, she wills herself to push away 

memories that crowd her. Four years earlier, she was 

a vibrant medical student married to the love of her 

life, Derek (Omari Hardwick). Now, she makes her 

way to the maximum security prison on the outskirts 

of town where her love now resides. As the couple 

stares into the hallow end of an eight-year prison 

sentence, Ruby must learn to live another life, one 

marked by shame and separation, by guilt and grief. 

She fights to support her husband on the inside and 

survive her own identity crisis on the outside. 

This event is free and open to the public. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck, 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Thursday, October 24~ 7:oo PM 

21st Annual Stone Mere orial [~et~re delivered by 

Bennett College President, Dr. Rosalind Fuse-Hall. 

Dr. Rosalind Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College 

in Greensboro, North Carolina, will deliver the 21st 

Annual Stone Memorial Lecture on October 24 at 7pm 

at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 

and History. The annual lecture honors the late Dr. 

Sonja Haynes Stone, a UNC professor and Center 

advocate. The year’s program is part of the center’s 

25th Anniversary celebration and is co-sponsored by 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina and co- 

hosted by Theta Pi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha 

Sorority, Inc. The lecture is free and open to the 

public. 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



In addition to Fuse-Hall’s address, the program will 

include remarks fl’om newly installed Chancellors Dr. 

Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debra 

Saunders-White of North Carolina Central University, 

the first time all three women will appear together 

since assuming their positions. 

Reception Immediately following program. For 

more information or to RSVP please email 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East mid Africa <info asmeascholars.org@maJll70.atl21.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NOW IS THE TIME: Register tbr Sixth Annual Conference! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin Abdulla AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~ invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Harrell-Roye, Shelia Elaine <seharrel@cofc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:13 PM 

tIm’rell-Roye, Shelia Elaine qseharrel@cofc.edu> 

ThaJ~k you! 

Unleashing the Black Erotic overall sarvey.docx 

Greetings, 

Thank you for attending the Gender and Sexuality Conference, "Unleashing the Black Erotic: Gender and Sexuality, Passion, Power, and Praxis" here at the Avery 

Research Center. We received wonderful feedback about the conference. Please take a few minutes to complete this short survey about your conference 

experience. We truly appreciate your comments and insights. 

We hope to see you again in 2014! 

Shelia E. HarrelI-Roye 

Education Outreach Coordinator 

Avery Research Center for African American History and Culture 

125 Bull Street 

Charleston, SC 29424 

Direct: 843-953-7613 

Fax: 843-953-7607 



COLLEGE{}/: 
C I£4g EEST(bN 
AVERY RESEARCH CENTER 

FOR AFRICAN AMERIC~N 
HISTORY AND CU LTU RE 

Unleashing the Black Erotic 

Gender and Sexua#ty --Passion, Power and Praxis 

Overall Conference Sur~,ey 

Date: 

How satisfied were you with the registration process? 

Very Satisfied Q Satisfied @ Very Dissatisfied 

How satisfied were you with the conference facilities? 

Very Satisfied Q Satisfied ~ Very Dissatisfied 

How satisfied were you with the panels? 

Very Satisfied @ Satisfied ~ Very Dissatisfied 

How satisfied were you with the presenters? 

Very Satisfied @ Satisfied @ Very Dissatisfied 

@Dissatisfied 

QDissatisfied 

~Dissatisfied 

@ Dissatisfied 

Please tell us what you enjoyed most/least about the conference? 

How would you rate your overall experience? 

Poor Average Good Excellent 

Additional comments or concerns are encouraged and appreciated. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeri Lynn Schulke <artscenterstage@artscenterlive.org> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Whipping Man presented by ArtsCenter Stage 

The ArtsCenter 

Passover; ~ 865. 

The Civii V\Asr has ]ust ended arid the annual ceiebratior~ of freedom from bondage is 
bei~s~:~ obseP,;ed in Jewish homes ae~oss the 

As the three men wait for the family’s return, they share a make.-shif{ Seder, wrestle 
wit,s their shared past as master a~sd slave, a~d di9 alp long-buried fam..ily secrets 
rise way, Siavery a~sd war, t~?ey discover, warp eve~s ,,9.,oo8 men’s souls, The 
Mar~ is a..’? ex{rao.’di~a~y tab of loyai{y~ deceit, a~d 

~ Watch the Video I 

Directed by Msrk Fiiiaci with Aiphonse Nichelson ss Jehn, Victor River~~, as Caleb; and 

Phillip B. Smith as Simon, 

VV~[h Joseph Amode~ (Ught~n9 Des~g~er), A~yssa Breede~ (Cos[urea Des~g~er), Tracey 

Broome (Properties Des~gne0, James Camahan (Set Des~g~er)~ Danie~ Girth (SpedN 



Effects Make-Up Des g ~er), Laura Deody (Stage M;~n;Kqement) and Matthew Lubin 

(Assistant Stage ~,~,lanager). 

Content Advisoly: Contains strong language and one scene of physical trauma, 

October 18th - 20th and October 24th - 27th 

Thursdays=Saturdays @ 8pro 

Sundays @ 3pro 

Piaywnght Matthew Lopez and actor Andre Bra~gher discuss Manhattan Theatre 

Club’s 201 1 produc¢ion of The W}~ipping Man 

~ Watch theVideo 

Thank You Supporters! 

BROOKS ~ 
~ PIERCE 

OLII 
NORTH 

State 
CAROLINA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Participants Needed: Lifestyle and Performance 

Instructions to participate: 
THIS IS A TWO PART STUbbY YOU IVIUST COMPLETE PART 1 PRIOR TO REGISTERING FOR PART 2 OF THIS STUDY. 

Part 1 : You ~vill complete Part 1 online from any computer 0-ou do not 

need to come to the lab for Part 1 of this study). To complete Part 1 
please copy and paste the following link: 
(https://kenan-flagler.azl qualtrics.corrdSE/?SID SV 6hZVhqSTeFNvqTi) 
into your browser. 

You must complete Part 1 in one sitting and at least 
48 hours prior to coming to the lab for Part 2. This online stu-cey 
should take approximately 25 minutes. V~’nen you finish Part 1 you will 
receive an access code to register for Part 2 of this stu@. 

***Registration Code: At the end of the online survey for Part 1, you 
will be given a tmique registration code that you will use to access 
registration for Part 2 of the study on the C4DR website: www.c4dr.unc.edu/experiments 
***Please make stare that you write this code down so that you are able to register for Palt 2. 

Part 2: On the C4DR website, click on any open session of the Lifestyle 
and Performance study Click the register button. To register, enter 
your first and last name, your email address, and your access code in 
the additional information section You must arrive on time :[’or Part 
2 if you are even five minutes late, you will not be able to participate 
in the study at that time and will have to re-register if any available 
time slots remain available. 

Location: McColl 4402/4404 

Duration: 60 minutes (25 minutes online from any computer, 35 minutes in 

McCol14402/4404) 

Pay: $12, Participants will be paid $12 upon completion of Part 2 of the 
sturdy. Payment will not be prorated based on amount of participation 
time should you only complete part of the study, but will be paid in 
full at the end of Part 2. However, participation in this study is 
completely voluntary and you may decide to leave the study at aW time 
without penalty. 

Exclusions: You may not participate in this study if you were enrolled 
in BUSI405 during the Spring 2013 semester. 

IRB #13-1589 
Approved by the UNC Institutional Review Board on: 10/07/13 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

INFORMATIONAL email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your infom~ational 
mass email prefcrence, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@Nddenvoices.org on behalf of 

Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Writ, Lit, and Music! Don’t miss the Early Bird Special for the Mulphey School Radio Show! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 

WiL Lif, and Music: 
Don’f miss fhe Early Bird Special for fhe Murphey School Radio Show 

Check out our 20i3 FUNraisel: Hidden Voices is a beneficialy for the l,~ov. 2 show of the 
ivk;~phey School Radio Shovv! hffpb/murpheyschoolradio.nef. 

~’vla "~y c,f o~ f~:~vodfe folks are joining fi’!eir forn’!idc~bie falenfs in fhis live r~:~dio pro{tram fo 



raise money, fun, and maybe the roof, if vve get fo dancing. The list of luminaries is pretty 

thrilling, with Aiian Gurganus, Philiip Shabazz, the Mary ,Johnse.n Rocke~s band, and regular 

performers inciuding ou~ own Jennifer Evans and Rick Keena, both Iongfime supporters of 

Hk~den Voices, Reberf G~ff~n, i.esiie Land, the a capeila g~eup STEI.LA. and the Piedmenf 
Pk~yers, 

Seating is lirnited io 150 in the fabulously !estored Murphey School in Orange County, 

Perfor!-nar~ces at 3pm and 7pm, The evenir~g performance will be recorded for broadcast en 

WCHL 97.9 FM, Tickets a~e availabb ai hffp:!/rnurpheyschoolradio.nef. 

Other ways to support Hidden Voicesi 

Sioonso~ the Show: You’ll get an o!iginal jingle that is hilarious and unforgettable, as well as 

tickets, publicity, ads, and our gratitude, tvioney raised by sponsorships goes fe the 

beneficiaries. (these people are geniuses.) Contact Cindy Carnpbellcincam@aol.com, 

Shout Out: Want to send a shout out during the show? Personal o! business, Cindy Carnpbell 

can make if isappen af cincam@aol.com, 

Hearffeif thanks fo the Shared Visions Found@ion, Minnow Media LLC, and ali the stunning 
perfermers for including Hidden Voices in this event! 

"~’ou make our wo~k possible, so if ye.u’d like re. denafe fo a specific proiecf er vek;nteer, just 

let us know. You can donate using the link on the right o!just send a check to 9602 A!t Road 

Cedar Grove, NC 27231, 

AJ Ease focuses on bridging the civilian-military divide. 

~o b~ffereace works with survivors of sexuai assauif. 

Hidden Voices is also in fine planning stages for a project fhaf will return us to the 

prison setting in 2014, 

Hone of the Above: 
dismantling the 
school to prison 
pipeline 

I.asf weekend sow the 

sold-out performance of 

a ,,vhoily different radio 

show at Duke University. 

Ciese to 1000 audience 
members joined us for 
these performances, and 

~he~r response was 

overwhelming. We’re 

~eceivfng requests 

around the state for 
~epeaf performances, 

We hope anyone who 
rrqssed the ’we@ 

have a chance fo v~s~t 

the gallery k’~sfa~lafion af 

ff~e F~iedi Buiidk~g on Eas~ 

Campus. 

We’il keep updating you 

as the exhibit and 

reading of monoiogues 
travels around the state, 
This is how change 

happens, through ~eai 

grassroois engagement 

and cemmunify building, 

Thanks to ~he Oak 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Foundation for making 

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. this tour possible, 

Lynden Harris and Kafisy Williams 

Hidder’~ Voices 

Forward email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by irlf:o@hiddenvoices.orr~ :: 
_U_£d__a__t__e__!Lr_o__r_LLeZ£_n_~__a_LL__A__d__d__r_e__s__s. instant removal with ._S__a__r£_U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_L_b__e_~’ /_{rLv__a__c_~___r_Lo_Jj_c_y_. 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 6~ :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 2723~ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net;, 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 5:07 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Carolina Men’s Basketball Tickets 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:41 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

"Da~k Girls" a~ct more 

charlene regester, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on items you purchased or told us you 
own, 

DVD ~ None ................................. 

:i 
List Price: $14,98 

Price: $:12,73 
You Save: $2,25 (15%) 

by HandStands 

List Price: $83,54 

Price: $~.~ 
You Save: $21,66 (26%) 
Ships from and sold by !i.!i~£!:~.!.~:.!!.i.~L~I!£:..~.!i~:. 

Trendy Leather-like Storage Binders have been created to meet your 

organizational needs in an efficient and stylish way. The Bellagio Italia CD/DVD 
Storage Binders provide comfortable storage for the stacks of CDs, DVDs,... 

by Will Rogers 

Price: $9,23 

Hear the highlights of the writer’s wit and insights to American life in his essays, 
which include: All I Know Is What I Read in the Papers; All About Pilgrims; Taxes, 

and Mother’s Day... 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 11, 2013 7:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] UNC ttospitals - Significant ChaJ~ge to Routing this Weekend 

Significant Change to L~,-C Hospitals Network Routing this Weekend 

On Saturday morning, October 12th, at 9:00 am, L~,-C Health Care System is planning to move the Hospital Intemet comaection from the School of Medicine and campus networks to an 
alternative internet service provider to join all of the UN-C Health Care System institutions (UNC, Rex, Chatham, High Point) into one networking enti~z. 

This upgrade will begin Saturday, Oct 12, at 9 AM when UNC Health Care System employees will migrate the current Hospital network colmection at UNC Hospitals to ne~v internet circuits. 
Due to this migration, there will be an internet outage, for all I_~’C Hospitals locations, of up to 30 minutes beginning at 9 AM Oct. 12. 

School of IVledicine Office of Information Systems and Universi~ Information Technology Ser,Aces (ITS) have taken a number of steps to reduce the impact of this change. We have also 
notified School of Medicine IT groups and had direct discussions with groups that would most likely be adversely affected by this change. Even with these efforts, there exists a potential 
for some connectivity issues to persist after the network change 

If, after Saturday morning, you experience connectivity issues bet~veen the campus network and the hospital network, please contact the ITS Help Desk at 919-962-HELP (4357) arid repolt 
the problem so ~ve may work to resolve any- issues. 

Best regards, 

Dennis A. Scl~nidt, MS, CISSP 
Director, Office of Information Systems 
HIPAA Security Officer 
School of Medicine 

And 

Stan WaddeH, CISSP, ABD 
Interim Assistant Vice Chancellor [’or IT Infrastructure and CTO 
Information Technology Services (ITS) 

This message is sponsored by: School of Medicine and ITS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 11:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AI,ERT CAROLINA TIMELY WARN1NG: Peeping Incident Reported On Campus 

ALERT CAROLIN2A TIMELY YV~X~RNING: Peeping Incident Reported On Campus 

The UNC Department of Public Safe~ is investigating a repolt received today (Fri., Oct. 11) of a peeping incident occun-ing earlier today in Connor Residence Hall on the UNC Campus. 

At around 3:00 a.m., a female stated that she saw a male peeping while she was in the shower in Cormor Residence Hall. The suspect was described as an Asian male, approximately 5-8 in 
height, wearing dark-framed glasses, a dark-colored Duke hoodie, and possibly blue jeans When seen, the suspect quickly fled the building. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina unc.edu) for any updates in investigations into these incidents UNC Police are asking anyone with information about this incident 
to call the UNC Police Department at 919-962-8100 or contact the Chapel Hill-Can-boro-U2",!C Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous You can also submit 
information to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc org 

Students should take extra precautions: make sure to keep room doors locked at all times, don’t allo~v strangers to "piggy-back" through entrances to residence halls or any campus 
buildings, and call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or near campus For a list of additional safe~ tips, see the follo~ving link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOUT THIS E\SXlL: Campus-~vide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one ~vill always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of reformation will 
always be the Alert Carulina website, http:i/alertcarulina.unc.edu. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department nf Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 12:01 PM 

A/kican Ameficm~ Histo~ Workshop <aJ~iim@listserv. unc.edu> 

[atZam] Fwd: FaculF Position: African American History at the University of Kentucky 

2013 African-American Histou ad £doc 

Attached is an ad for a position in African American History and African American Studies (1850-present) at the University of Kentucky. 

http:!!aaas.as.uky.edu 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

</ul> 

afan~ as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regeste@emaJd.nnc.edu</a>.<br> 

To unsub~ribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtv’u?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6bl 2atgccTa5bd&n T&I afam&o 33712636 or send a blank email to <a 

href "mailto:leave-33712636-5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv. unc. edu">leave-33712636- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6bl2af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



African American History - 1850 to the Present 

The Histo .ry Department and the Program in African American and Africana Studies at the 
University of Kentucky invite applications for an entry-level, tenure-track position in 

African American History - 1850 to the present, beginning in Fall 2014. Ph.Do required. The 

successful candidate will be a committed teacher and researcher who can engage students 

in historical and interdisciplinary studies in introductory surveys, upper division 
undergraduate courses, and graduate seminars. Applicants should send a letter of 

application, a cv, a teaching statement, and three letters of reference to the African 

American Search Chair° The search committee will only accept electronic applications 
through Interfolio at http://apply.interfolio.com/23338. Consideration of applications will 

begin on November 15, 2013, and will continue until position is filled. The University of 

Kentucky is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity University that values diversity and is 
located in an increasingly diverse geographical region. It is committed to becoming one of 

the top public institutions in the country. Women, persons with disabilities, and members 

of other underrepresented groups are encouraged to apply. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 12:03 PM 

A/kican American Histo~ Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[at:am] Fwd: Facul~ positions at Washington University in St. Louis 

Washington University in St. Louis seeks individuals who are excellent scholm~ and teachers for the following positions in Arts & Sciences. 

The appointments are expected to begin in the 2014-15 academic year. 

Applicatiol~s and additional information can be fotmd at https://jobs.v~ustl.edu. 

[Locate information specific to fl~e appropriate position via ID#] 

< [-- [if [supportLists]-->*m< [-- [endit~-->History Assistant PmtEssor specializing in Latin A*nefica (ID #26410) 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->*m<!--[endif]-->Mathematics -Assistant Professor in the field of Pure Mathematics (ID #26629), Assistant 

Professor of Statistics (ID #26630) 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->~m<[--[endif]-->Music Assistant Professor of Composition (ID #26607) 

< [-- [if [supportLists]-->*m< [-- [endifl-->Plfilosophy Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor in any Philosophy- Neuroscience- Psychology a~:ea 

(ID #26560) 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->~m<{--[endif]-->Politicai Science-Assistant Professor in American Politics (ID #26238) 

Rafia Zafa~: 

Associate Dean for Diversi~ and Inclusiveness 

The Graduate School of Arts & Sciences 
Prol~ssor of English, African and African Amelican and 

American Culture Stadies 

Washington Universi~ in St. Louis 

pa~e s.~vustl.ed u/zaIhJc 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

afam as: <a luef "mailto:regeste@email.tmc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu~’a:.<br> 

To nnsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.nnc.ed~’n?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9ccTa5bd&n T&I afam&o 33712643 or send a blank email to <a 

href "mailk~:leave-33712643-5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv. unc. edu">leave-33712643- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deatiSbl 2atgcc7a5bd@li st serv. unc.edu-:/a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] 1NFORMATIONAI,: Recruiting 5-14 year old boys tbr ReseaJcch Study 

We need your help! 
We are currently looking for 5 to 14 year old boys to serve as controls in our research study about ultrasonic imaging of growing muscle in Duchenne muscular @strophy (DMD) We are 
looking for boys ages 5 to 10 years with no known neurological or muscular disorders 

What is involved? 
The boys will undergo ultrasound imaging of three leg muscles (rectus, sartorius, and gastrocnemius) and one arm muscle (deltoid). Imaging will last for about 45 minutes The boys will then 
undergo physical testing including time to standing, 30 feet walk, and 6 minute ~valk. Imaging and physical testing ~vill occur 3 times a year for 4 years and ~vill take place at UNC Hospitals 

Why participate? 
You and your child will help us to achieve our goal of developing a validated ultrasound-based measurement tool to monitor DMD progression and gauge the success of DIVID treatments 
so that potentially life-altering treatments can reach DMD patients sooner. You will be compensated $50 per visit to cover travel and parking expenses. 

For more information or if you are interested in palticipating in this study-, please call us at 919-843-7857 or email us at mchopra@neurology.unc edu 

This research study is funded by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (R01-NS074057). The principal investigator is Dr. Caterina Gallippi This study has been 
reviewed and approved by the UNC Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board (IRB #11-1509, Approved 7/3/2013). 

This email is sponsored by: Joint Department of Biomedical Engineering 

This message is sponsored by: 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 2:22 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Spring 2014: CCO Minor Revision Reminder 

spring 2014 assignments.docx 

Hi 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course in Spring 2014. 

November 15th is the deadline tbr new mad returning course instructors to submit minor changes to update their courses tbr the new semester. These include changes to 

the course schedule of lesson mad assignment dates tbr the new semester, updating broken links, and any other minor changes you t~el might be necessary. Don’t 

forget to review tests and exams for the course as well. Plea~ note that it is too late to submit textbook changes or anything more than minor revisions at this 

point unless you are already on contract to do ~. 

See below for a list of instructional designers’ emafil addresses, and attached is the list of courses our instmctiondl designers will work on.You will be receiving an email 
from your assigned instructional designer soon with links to the most recent course documents and instructions ~br submitting your minor revisions. You should send 
your revisions directly to your instruclional designer and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional Designer" in the online FacnlU 
Handbook (http://fridaycenter.unc.e&~/Faculty/mvising.htn~l#cco-,rimor). Most important: please use the Track Changes tool in Word to distinguish your changes from 
the original; otherwise, your instructional designer will not be able to edit your course. 

We welcome all of the new instructors teaching this coming spring and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will all enjw teaching your 

online course and will actively engage with your students throughout the semes~ter. Let us know if you have any questions or need our help in any way. Your 
instructional designers’ email addresses are below: 

Casey Liston: hston, a;emafl.tmc.edu 
Bill Ferris: bferris@email.unc.edn 
Katie Meersnmn: .___M___e___e__~!(~__e____m___a_~LR_n___c_._.__e___d____u_. 
Jakia Salam: salami&email.tmc.edu 

Make it a groat spring semester! 

Cheers from Judith, and CID (Communication and Instructional Design) and everyone else at Credit Programs 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Tel: 919-962-6302 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
benowitz@email.unc.edu 
~_~p__!!___/_fr_!0~_~g_~_*_~,_u__~_:g_~_u_. 

Read our s’torie~ at 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

-- Henry David Thoreau 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

ccothc as: ~’a hreD"mailto:mges*te@email.unc.edu">mgester@emaJl.anc.edu</’a>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hmD"ma~lto:leave-33713381-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eatB919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33713381- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@li stserv.unc.edu~Ta> 



Courses Online Spring 2014 Carolina 
Assi.qnments 

Casey 
ANTH 277 
GMPL 122"* 
GOMM 142 
GOMM 224** 
COMP 380 
DRAM 120 
ENGL 121 
ENGL 128 
ENGL 313 
GEOL 101 
GEOL 105 
HIST 140 
MUSC 144 
PHIL 155 
PHYI 202 
SOCI 412 
SPAN 101 
SPAN 102 
SPAN 405 

Bill 
ARTS 356 
DRAM 116 
DRAM 284 
ENGL 125 
ENGL 130 
ENGL 206 
LING 101 
MUSC 145 (hybrid) 
POLl 100 
POLl 101 
POLl 239 
PSYC 101, sec 1 
PSYC 101, sec 2 

Jakia 
ANTH 102 
ANTH 142 
ARTH 161 
ASTR 101 
ASTR 101L 
ASTR 102 
CLAR 245 
COMM 120 
COMM 140 
ENGL 123 
GEOG 120 
GEOL 159 
HIST 262 

Katie 
BUSI 106 
BUSI 108 
COMM 100 
GEOG 259 
HIST 127 
HIST 128 
HIST 151 
HIST 364 
GLBL 210 
INLS 200 
MUSC 121 
PHIL 101 
PHIL 105 (hybrid) 

PSYC 250 
REL1183 * 
SOC1112 
SOC1122 
SOCI 130 
SOCI 415 
SOCI 422 

MUSC 143 
POLl 150 
POLl 271 
RELI 121 * 
RELI 122 
RELI 161 
SOCI 123 

PHIL 165, sec 1 
PHIL 165, sec2 
POLl 215 
SOCI 101 
SOCI 250 
SOCI 469 



Night With Roy 

Late Night 

Join t~qlow Tat" Heels a~d get ha the pregame spirit Mth a tailgate- 

style meM, giveaways, appeara~ces by the Marching Tat" Heels 

and cheurk~adurs, and more. Tbu pregame pad.y will be at PNC 

Arena Hospitalib~ Tenk ~ (located ak the northeast end tithe 

arena). 

AIu toni activiti es su eh as da ss reurfions, corn munica fion s and services are ~ 

i{em tn the University budget but al> tim<led by O:L~k member dues. If you flaJl~k 

mission of se~aqng our Univumib’ a~ad keeping abmmi inibmaed and involved is 

important, membership is lbr you+ Joi~ to&g to support Car4i~m and 1o receive 

va]uab]e benefits a~ad servk~es and a snbscripdon to dae digkal at~d print ve~ons of the 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, October 11, 2013 6:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Store Sale, Bolls~vood Films, Indian Dmace, & More’. 

NEWS FROM THE 

[ ~ 

Welcome, Chancellor Folt! 

The Acktand Art Museum joins 

the rest of the University and 

the Chapet Hilt community in 

welcoming Dr. Carol Fo[t on this 

weekend of her officiat 

installation as Chancet[or! 

Now through Sunday, October 13 
During the fat[ Members’ Sate at the Acktand Museum Store, current 

Ack[and Art Museum Members may take 20;; off art regular-price 

merchandise (consNned items not inctuded). Members onty witt receive 

an additiona[ 10% discount on speciatty marked-down items in the Store. 

Not yet a member? Buy your Acktand membership on site during the 

Store’s Members’ Sate and start saving immediatety! Your membership 

gift provides essentia[ support for Acktand exhibitions and education 

programs, and arrows you access to many unique benefits and discounts 

offered throughout the year. Learn more! 

At[ may shop the Store’s [imited-time "$5 & S10" section, in which at[ 

items are priced at 55 or $10. No further discounts appty. 

Open on October 1 lth until 8:30 PM for 2nd Friday ArtWalk! 
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Sunday, 13 October, 2:00 PM 

Hanes Art Center 121 

Free and open to the public. 

At this all-ages program, marvel at the dandng of three talented UNC 

student troupes: UNC Ek Taal, a dance troupe that mixes classical Indian 

dance with modern dance; Bhan~Ira Elite, who spedalize in the popular 

bhangra-style of traditional Indian dancing; and the Tar Heel Raas, who 

~erform traditional forms of Indian dance from the western part of India. 

A curated series of four films: see the full schedule. 

Varsity Theatre 

123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Free with student ID; $4 all others. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre 

Box Office. 

Inspired by the film-making work of 

prominent Indian artist MF Husain, this 

series presents fiims that show how 

the worlds of visual art and fiim 

making intersect and can serve as 

inspiration for one another. ’The Art of 

Bollywood" film series is presented in 

connection with the Ackiand’s 

exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art 

and Activism in India since 1989. 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-On Art Classes for UNC 
Students 

Bring a friend and start your 

weekend creatively with a 

relaxed, hands-on art class 

designed exclusively for 

Carolina students. 

We go behind the scenes at the 

Ackiand to see works of art 

that are not currently on public 

view, then head to a studio in 

Hanes Art Center and create 

works of art to take home. Sessions are designed for beginners, but also 

suitable for students with some art experience. Instructor: Allison 

Tierney (MFA candidate, UNC ’15). 

Friday, 25 October, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Silhouette 

Traditional silhouettes--profiie portraits in biack against a light 



background--became popular in the nineteenth century. In this session, 

you’ll make an updated silhouette that sets your portrait in an imagined 

setting. 

Cost: $10 per class; all materials provided. 

Pre-register as space is limited. 

November session topics are Doodle Sheet and Book Binding. 

Learn more! 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Monday, October 14, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Free to Ackland Members I $5 non-members 

Take a break from your day and 

explore the world of yoga in the 

beautiful setting of the Acktand! The 

hour-long session offered by registered 

yoga teacher Joanne Marshall provides 

an opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art 

at the Acktand. Register here. 

Now on View: The Sahma~ Collective 
Art and Activism in lnd~ since ! 909 

Through 5 January 2014 

For over 20 years, the 

influential, Delhi-based       ii~ 

artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a 

consistent stance against 

the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and 

sectarianism in India using 

a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition 

about the group organized 

for U.S. audiences, The 

Sahmat Collective features work by more than 60 contempora~ Indian 

artists. 

A wide variety of public programs wilt enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fat[! Click here for more info. 

~ndia Bazaar at the 

Ackland M~seum Store 
Through 5 January 2014 

In conjunction with The Sahmat 

Collective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting india Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifully designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewelry, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. All proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education 

programs. 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possible by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends tike you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

Images: 

Pushpamata N., ~totherland wfth Om Flag and Trfshul (detail), 2009, digital print. 



Veer Munshi~ Burial~ 2001. InstaKation at Ack[and Art Museum~ The University of North Carolina at Chapel HiK. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Transportation & Parking Info tbr Thursday, 10/17 Home Football Game 

ATPEik~ION L~NC STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACLrLTY: 

On Thursday, Oct. 17, 2013, the North Carolina Tar Heels will host the Miami Hurricanes at 7:45 p.m. for a nationally televised fbotball game at Kenan Stadium. As is typical of home football 
games, large cro~vds are expected to begin arriving on campus late that afternoon and tl~roughout the evening 

IN HOPES THAT CAMPUS EMPLOYEES "9,rILL EXPERIENCE LESS TRAFFIC LEAVING CAIMPUS, TH~ UNIVERSITY IS ENCOURAGING MANAGEMENT TO FLEX THEIR WORK 
SCHE2)LrLES OF EMPLOYEES TO ALLO;V E\ff’LOYEES TO DEPART CAMPUS PRIOR TO 5 PM ON OCTOBER 17TH. 

Consequently, transportation and parking for the weekday and ;veeknight will be slightly dift’erent than normal weekdays / weeknights and different from typical Saturday fbotball games. 

* Campus employees working regular day hours and parking in the fk~llowing lots should plan on exiting by 3:30 p.m. : 
-- Stadium Drive ($4) and Stallings-Evans Drive off $4 Stadium Drive 
-- Kenan Football Center Drive (formerly known as Old Bell Tower Drive) 
-- Crescent Lot off Emergency Room Drive 
-- Public Safe~ Lot 

* Permit holders who park in the noted 3:30 pm lots and cannot relocate by that time should contact their departmental parking coordinators who may- contact the Department of Public 
Safety fbr alternate parking arrangements for the day- of October 17, 2013 Towing will commence m those lots begilming 3:30 p.m, 

Several other lots will require vehicles without game permits clear by 5:30 p.m. Those lots will be designated by orange towing signs or white A-frame signs at the lot entrances denoting the 
lot reservation time and depicting a tow truck icon. If necessap)~, vehicles will be towed :[’rom those lots beginning 5:30 pm Weekday permit holders who carmot relocate by that time should 
contact their departmental parking coordinators who may contact the Department of Public Safety 12~r alternate parking arrangements or special permission to remain in those lots 
(see website :[’or a complete listing). 

Game operations WILL BEGIN at 3:30 p.m 
-- Off-campus lots will open to game night patrons at 4:30 p.m 
-- On-campus lots will open to game night patrons at 5:30 p.m. 
-- Chapel Hill Transit plans to adjust schedules accordingly (see website for details) 

* Parking permit regulations will be erfforced as normal in resident student lots not otherwise designated as game parking. For example, most student lots like the "A" Aycock, Spencer, and 
Battle Lane Lots require a campus weekday / weeknight permit, Monday-~fhursday, 7:30 a.m. until 9 pro. and Friday, 7:30 pm 5 pan. These regulations will remain in effect during fall break, 
unless otherwise noted on our website or via special lot stgns 

For a complete listing of IMPACTED PARKING I.OTS, ’]~.Ab~FIC PATTERNS, AND TRANSIT INFORMATION, please familiarize yourself with the information posted through a special 
Thursday, October 17 Football Transportation and Parking link located on the main Department of Public Safety homepage: 

http://www, dps uric. edu 

Employees may contact their department Parking Coordinators for questions regarding the Thursday night football website or to make special parking arrangements. Questions regarding 
the DPS Thursday night football website parking and transportation plans may also be directed to UNC Public Safety at (919) 962-3951 during normal business hours 

In conjunction with the football game, the Town of Chapel Hill and the Downtown partnership will co-host a special Tar Heel Downtown event l?om 4 pm to 7 p.m The event is designed to 
showcase the town of Chapel Hill and enhance the game night atmosphere by providing early arriving fans with parking alternatives and festivities. 

For complete information pertaining to Tar Heel Downtown activities, visit the Tar Heel Do~vntown webpage at: 

http:i/tarheeldowntown.com/ 

For complete Thursday night football garue itfformation and itfformation pertaining to all UNC Athletic events, visit the official website of the UNC Athletics at: 

http ://~wzw.goheels.comi 

For information on other scheduled special events on campus, including the remaining football games, log onto the Public Safeb" ~vebsite and visit the special events link at: 

http:i/www.dps.nnc.edu 

Thai..k You, 
UNC Public Safety 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Public Safety 

INFORMATIONAL eruail will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at htth ://mv.unc. edu. and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaN.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" October 13, 2013 

fundit-<t9 sea~°ch Feb 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Environmental Design Research Association 
(EDRA) 

Amount: 
$2,500 

Deadline: 
December 16, 2013 

Sponsor: 
American Library Association (ALA) 
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) 

Deadline: 
December 15, 2013 

Sponsor: 
American Library Association (ALA) 
Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC) 

Deadline: 
December 3I, 2013 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: October 13, 20I 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 1:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

BAR Registration Closes This Week! 

Carolin~ Ho~neco~ning Weekend [ Nov, 7 ~ 10, 2~13 

REGISTER BEFORE THE DEADLINE AND SAVE :: 5 P.M. (EDT), FRIDAY, OCT. 18, 2013 

For the hundreds of you that have already registered -- thank you! For those of you who have not yet registered, don’t delay -- submit 

your registration today Please remember, GAA member discounts are not valid for on-site registration or for tickets purchased at the 
door Pricing for most reunion events will increase after the registration deadline (v~ew r~ci~ chart. NOTE: T,~e BAR footbafl block 

is sold out. For ticket information, visit #.,g~’z~:.,{:’/:.s.:,=’:#Z~ or call the UNC Ticket Office at (800) 722-HEEL. 

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING SPONSORS FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT OF THIS YEAR’S REUNION 

Chancellor Level ($10,000 +) 
Liberty Mutual Alumni Cup National Sponsors & 

Marketing Partners 

Liberty Mutuat insurance 

Aft American Classics 

Golf Digest 

Polaroid 
Sports Vision Eyewear 

TaylorMade - Adidas Golf 

Provost Level ($5,000--$9,999) 
WellS’tar Cobb Surgical Associates & Cora Lee Institute :: 

Harry ’99 (M D) & Tywanda Lightfoot ’93 

Dean Level ($2,000--$4,999) 
Assistive Automotive Center (AAC) :: David Manning ’90 

BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina 
Hawthorne Pharmacy :: Amy ’78 & AI White ’76 

Santa McKibbins Family Dentistry :: Santa McKibbins ’02 (MPH) 

Carolina Level ($500--$1,999) 
Deborah Craig-Ray ’76 

Rosalind Fuse-Hall ’80 
Banks Law Firm PA :: Sherrod Banks ’85 

Chapel Hill Orange County Visitors Bureau 

Harry Jones Consulting :: Harry’ L. Jones, Sr. ’72 

Mason & Mason Companies :: Akilah Mason ’01 
Reliance Medical Group :: Jon Regis ’73 

SILS Alumni Diversity & Inclusion Committee 

U NC Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

UNC Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Old Well Level ($250--$499) 
Tawana Feimster ’95 
Cheryl Parquet ’97 

Tar Heel Leve~ ($100--$249) 
Denene Burnette ’88 

Joe Corprew 
Patricia Wright Hardy ’02 

Hayes Appraisal Service 

UNC Morehead Planetarium & Science Center 

BAR Greek Challenge Organizations 

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. 

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 

BAR Milestone Challenge Classes 

Class of 1973 
Class of 1983 

Class of 1988 

Class of 1993 

Class of 1998 
Class of 2003 

GREEK CHALLENGE 

We are pleased to announce Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. as the 2013 BAR Greek Challenge winner The brothers of Omega Psi Phi 

Fraternity raised $5,750 to claim first place. On behalf of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., a monetai~ donation will be presented to Uplift 
Project Inc., a local nonprofit created to address social action concerns by focusing on education, community awareness and 

leadership development (~. 

MILESTONE CLASS CHALLENGE 

We are pleased to announce the class of 1973 as the 2013 BAR Milestone Class winner. Celebrating their 40th class anniversary, this 
class collected $519.73 to claim first place. On behalf of all BAR alumni celebrating milestone class anniversaries, a monetary donation 

will be presented to Table Ministries and Interfaith Council. These local organizations assist children, women and men by providing 

meals, shelter, clothing and medical services 

STUDENT ALUMNI DINNER 

The BAR Campus Affairs subcommittee would like to invite alumni and friends to attend the Student Alumni Dinner, the initial event of 
BAR 2013. Dinner will begin at 6 pro. on Thursday, Nov. 7, at The Carolina Club (located in the George Watts Hill Alumni Center) The 

keynote speaker will be Wendell McCain ’92, CEO and managing partner with Onset Capital Partners, a global asset management firm 

This is a great opportunity for you to meet some of Carolina’s best and brightest studenta. Registration closes on Friday, Oct. 18 at 

5 p.m. (EDT). 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 

Get in gear to give back! The BAR Community Service subcommittee has partnered with two local organizations this year, Table 



Ministries and Interfaith Council. Table Ministries provides weekly emergency food aid to needy children in Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 
Interfaith Council strives to meet the basic needs of people, including shelter, medical services and clothing. In addition to the monetary 

donations we’ll present from the BAR Milestone Class Challenge, we will also collect the items listed below. Help us supporf these 
organizations. Contact Kim Sutton ’96 at ~.~]~5!~.’~.~:!.,.1..@~.[!!#.[!=~5!~?. or (609) 876-0256 should you have any questions 

Table Ministries Requested Items 

¯ Canned chicken/tuna 
¯ Low-fatgranola bars 
¯ Peanut butter (plastic containers only) 
¯ Canned corn, beans, carrots 
¯ I nstant oatmeal packeta 
¯ Juice packs 

Interfaith Council Requested Items 

¯ Socks 
¯ Disposable razors 
¯ $5 gift cards to fast food restaurants 
¯ Gloves 
¯ Hats and scap,~es 

¯ Men’s toiletries 

21st Annual Stone Memorial Lecture :: Thursday, Oct. 24, 7 p.m. :: Stone Center 

Rosalind Fuse-Hall ’80, president of Bennett College in Greensboro, will deliver the 21st Annual Stone Memorial Lecture. The annual 

lecture honors the late Dr. Sonja Haynes Stone, a UNC professor and Center advocate. The program will include remarks from UNC 

Chancellor Carol Felt and NCCU Chancellor Dr. Debra Saunders-White. This will be the first time all three leaders will appear together 
since assuming their positions. For additional information, visit ~.9~?.i~.~.~..~.~.~.9}.~’~.9[~.L:~.~[~.~.~ or call (919) 962-9001. 

Minority Young Alumni Tailgate :: Saturday, Oct. 26, 2 hours prior to kickoff :: Stone Center 

The UNC Young Alumni Leadership Council invites alumni from the classes of 2003 - 2013 to attend the Minority Young Alumni Tailgate 

before the UNC vs Boston College football game For additional information and to RSVP, email Brandi Brooks ’07 at brandi@u ne ed a 
or call (919) 962-3966 NOTE: The RSVP deadline is Friday, Oct. 18. 

Consider This...The Great Demographic Disruptions :: Thursday, Nov. 7, 6:30 p.m. :: George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

James H Johnson Jr., William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of strategy and entrepreneurship and director of the Urban 

Investment Strategies Center, will lead a discussion on six disruptive demographic trends that are dramatically transforming all of our 

social, economic, and political institutions. We will explore the nature, magnitude and geographical manifestations of these trends and 
highlight what they mean for higher education, business and consumer markets 

Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships are not a line item in the University budget but are funded by GAA member dues. tf you think 

this mission of serving out University and keeping alumni informed and involved is important, membersh~;e is for you ~ for significant 
discounts on BAR events, to supped Carolina, to receive .~.~:~]~.~:~t~..~=~.~’~.~.~.~.~.t’~.~2~{¢~:~ plus a subscription to the digital and print versions of 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Don’t Get Phished (National Cyber Security Awareness Month - NCSAM 

Week three of NCSAM focuses on cybercrime, in particular phishing Phishing is a fraudulent attempt to convince someone into giving out personal data which the attackers will use for 
their own profit. 

Phishing messages will often: 

Ask you to take an action such as clicking a link, opening an attachment, or responding with sensitive data 
Direct you to an unencwpted website and ask you to enter sensitive information, such as account numbers or passwords. 

To identit) a phishing message: 

If the message has a lil~,: in the e-mail, hover your mouse over the link. If the L~R_L you see looks suspicious, like "http://zinrt.nl/malicious/webmail.unc.edu’, do not click on it. That site 
will take you to zil~rt.nl which is not affiliated with unc edu 

The "from address" is often disguised the same ~vay Again hovering over the hyperlinked "from address" or carefully examining the "from address" can reveal the true sender. 

To avoid being a victim: 

Do not enter your personal ilfformation into any site that is not enclypted. Encrypted sites will show a padlock next to the l_,ff~L and precede the site address with https://instead of 
http :// 

What to do if you receive a phishing message: 

(;all the ITS HelpDesk (919-962-t]ELP) or ~2~rward the message to help@unc.edu (refer to the help document http://help, unc edu/help/how-to-report-phishin~-and-spam-emails/for 
details on how to report phishing and spare emails ) 

Remember, UNC-CH will not ask you to revea[ your account password via phone or emai[. If you receive an emai[ or phone request for that information, the request is a phishing attempt. 

This message is sponsored by: In~2~rmation Security Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

ILB BOOK DUE TOMORROW 

To: Charlene Regester 

Title: I’m Still Here : Confessions of a sex kitten 

Author: Kitt, Eartha 
Due Date: 10/15/2013 
TN: 1961263 

This ILB book is due tomorro~v. Please return it 
to the Davis Libra~ Circulation Desk promptly 

If you need a renewal, login to your ILB account NOW at 
https ://illiad.lib unc.eduinoci 

In flae main menu under ’Renew’ choose ’Interlibra~ Loan Material’ 
then click on this request number. To renew, simply click on the 
blue ’Renew Request’ on the top right side of the screen 

~LB Staff 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Older adult research participants ueeded 

We are looking for older adults to participate in research seeking to better understand how- ~ve engage with computer interfaces over extended periods of time 

Who: Older adults age 60 80 years. 
What: The purpose of this research stud?- is to better understand the role of practice in a serial-reaction time task. A serial-reaction time task involves responding to stimuli presented on a 
computer screen by pressing corresponding buttons on the keyboard. Participation ~vill take about 2 hours and subjects will be reimbursed tap to $20 for their time. 
"¢~ere: LrNC-Chapel Hill Campus, Davie Hall(free parking available at Davie Hall) 
Contact: Chris Foster (919) 843 -2117 (fostercm@llve.uaac.edu) 

Study Title: The role of practice on a serial-reaction time task 
IRB Study #: 13-0999 
Approval Date: 2/14/2013 

Approved By: l~rNC-Chapel Hill OFFICE OF HL~,SXN RESF~ARCH ETHIC S 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:18 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

IVFLJRAP information sessions 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
Can you pass this email along to your students for a summer internship opportunity? 
Thank you, 
MURAP 

Are you looking for a paid summer internship that will help prepare you for graduate school in the hulnm~ilies, social sciences or fine arts? Are you willing to devote 

yourself full-time to that goal during 10 weeks this coming smnmer? 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking applications tbr its Summer 2014 program (May 25- July 31,2014). Beginning on 

November 4, 2013, applications will be available on our website. The deadline tbr submissions is Februa~ 7, 2014. 

Eligible students must be: 

¯ rising juniors or seniors with at least 12 hours left to complete their degree as of end of Spring 2014 

¯ interested in pursuing PhDs in the Social Sciences, Hummiities or Fine Arts with the goal of teaching at the college or university, level 

¯ members of an etlmic minority or have a proven commitment to diversity 

¯ able to stay in Chapel Hill and reside with the rest of the cohort in on-campus housing during this intensive 10-week program (participants may not be enrolled in 

summer school or sign up to take courses online or hold a job) 

There will be an information session held on Wednesday, October 23rd and November 19th from 7-8pm in the 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. Interested students are encouraged to attend. 

For additional information, please constdt our website: murap.unc.edu 

If you have additional questions or concerns, please contact Ma~issa Garcia, MURAP Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~ema]l.unc.edu 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Research Study tbr Type 2 Diabetes and Obesity 

What is the EndoBarrier clinical research stu@? 

This stu@ is sponsored by GI Dynamics and involves a non-surgical medical device that is designed to line the intestinal wall to decrease blood sugar levels in people living with type 2 
diabetes. 

How long would I participate in the stud?’? 

If you are randomized to receive the EndoBamer, your participation will be approximately 78 weeks long and include 11 visits. If you are randomized to the control group, your palticipation 
will last 52 weeks and include 9 visits, but you will have the opportunity to receive the EndoBarrier at week 52, extending your participation for ari additional 78 weeks. 

Will I receive anything for participating? 

The Sponsor will pay for the tests that may be required for your taking part in this study. The EndoBarrier Gastrointestinal Liner System ~vill be free of charge There ~vill be no cost to you 
for participating in this study 

No participant will be paid for taking part in this study. Each participant may receive monetary stipend (through the study doctor) to olt’set the costs of travel expenses and meals, 
approximately $775. 

Do I quali[~,! to participate? 

You may qualify if: 
21-65 years old 
HbAlc 8-10% 
BMI > 30-<:50 kg/m2 
Have been using oral anti-diabetes medications for at least the past 3 months 
You have had no previous weight loss surgery 

What if I have more questions? 

C onmct MJ lan a Dezube at milana dezube@m ed. unc. edu or 919 -957-5684 

This study has been approved by W]T~[3 Biomedical, IRB Study # 12-2454 Stu@ Name: 09-1 (Endo-Trial, approval date was April 1,2013. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care (;enter Clinical Trials 

INFORMATK)NAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAl, NOTICE] New ConnectCarolina Portal Launches Friday, Oct. 18 

TO: Facul~, Staff and Students 
FR: ConnectCarolina project, ITS 
DT: Oct. 14, 2013 

Beginning this Friday, Oct. 18, there will be a ne~v place for you to login to ConnectCarolina, the University’s a&ninistrative soft~vare system 

ITS is launching a new- portal for login to ConnectCarolina at http:/iconnectcarolina.unc edu. This change affects evewone who uses ConnectCarolina: facul~z, staft; students and alumni. 
The portal is a ~vrapper around all of ConnectCarolina, and is necessaW to prepare for the addition of the Finance and HR/Payroll pieces to the Student Information and Administration (SIA) 
component. 

The \~zUNC (http://my.unc.edu/) web page ~vill be phased out. Bookmarks to MyUNC should be updated to the new ColmectCarolina portal landing page. 

For more information on the ConnectCarolina portal, including how to re-create your favorites, please read this ne~vs item: http://ccinfo nnc.edu/new-connectcarolina-portal-launches-in- 
october/ 

We appreciate your cooperation and support as we continue to make improvements to ConnectCarolina. Thank you 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Set, rices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] allergic sthmatics needed for research study 

Vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, kale and cabbage are particularly rich in a plant chemical called sulforaphane (SFN) ~vhich boosts production of certain "defense" enzymes that 
increase the activity gene expression of antioxidant genes in the nose In animals, 
the chemical protection from SFN helps prevent diseases associated with inflammation and cancer among others, and this is currently being 
studied in humans Young broccoli sprouts have a particularly high level of SFN compared to other foods. 

The purpose of this research study is to see if we can measure these changes in allergic, asthmatic volunteers treated ~vith broccoli sprout homogenates (BSH) or a placebo homogenate 
This will be done by obtaining a series of "nasal lavages" or rinses of the nose with salt water, as well as superficial biopsies of the inside lining of the nose, 
and collecting sputum cells from your lungs.. Using these samples, ~ve will measure the amouaat of proteins and the amount of inflammation in 
the nose and and lungs and compare the results when you are given a broccoli sprout homogenate "shake" (high in SFN) or a placebo "shake" (~vhich is low in SFN) during 3 days during 2 
different study sessions 

Study requirements include: 
* You must be between 18 and 50 
* You should be a healthy nonsmoker, and have allergies and mild asthma, but not require daily medications to control your asthma 
* You should not be pregnant or nursing. 
* You should not have intolerance of or aversion to broccoli 

Participation will be ewolled up to 10 weeks, and will require 7 visits lasting 30 
min to 3 - 1/2 hours. 

For additional information please contact asthmastudies@med.unc.edu or call 919 966-5638 

Approved 02-2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB #13-0056 

This e-mail is sponsored by the UNC (;enter for Environmental Medicine 
and Lung Biology. This study is funded by the National Institute of 

Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) 

’]7his message is sponsored by: CEMALB 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 
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Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgmney@indiana.edtp 

Monday, October 14, 2013 4:00 PM 

Field, Allyson Nadia <aJfield@tfl.ucla.edtr>; Klinger, Barba~;a <kliuge@indi~ma.edu>; ’blupack@rochester.rr.com’; Regester, Charlene B 

<regeste@email.unc.edtr>; Terri Francis (tfv~r@~s.upenu.edu) 

Ma~Jn, Michael T < marfinm .~)iudiana.edtc, 

Notes for BFC/A (Regeueration) Conference Panel 

Orphans Midwest 2013 Stewart Artifacts Regeneration wild.pdf 

Dear Allyson, Barbara K., Barbara T.L., Charlene, and Terri, 

With a month remaining before the Nov. 15 Regeneration conference at IU, I would like to ask for your help in preparing for your session. Copied below is the 

current summary statement for the panel, now titled "The Case of the Race Movie Circuit." I revised this after meeting with Barb and Michael here at IU, and hope 

this reflects their suggestions. Additional recommendations for clarifying this are welcome. 

The session will begin with informal statements by Allyson, Barbara T.L, Charlene, and Terri, running about 7-10 rain each. I emphasize informal here: these aren’t 

intended to be formal presentations of your research findings. This is an occasion for you to reflect on pragmatic concerns of how you went about the work of your 

research, and to put forward any questions that your experiences might generate for more general conversations about methodologies, sources, and access. 

Following the statements, Barbara K. will lead a moderated discussion (20-30 min.) with the panel before opening this up to the audience. To get a fuller sense of 

what directions these discussions might take, I would appreciate if each of you could send a title for your talk, along with a brief paragraph or a few bullet points. 

Please send these to me by Monday, October 28. I’ll add your titles to the program notes, but the paragraphs/bullets will be shared only with the other speakers 

on this and the other two panels. 

I appreciate your help with this. If I can answer any questions or send anything more, please let me know. 

Also included here is a copy of Jacqueline Stewart’s recent Orphans Midwest presentation. She was framing a talk about the films of James and EIoyce Gist, but 

addressed the aims of our upcoming conference at length. I hope you will find this helpful as additional background and context for your REGENERATION session. 

Best, 

Brian 

Brian Graney 

Archivist 

Black Film Center/Archive 

Indiana University 

812.855.6041 

www.indiana.edu/--bfca 

REGENERATION Panel Three: The Case of the Race Movie Circuit 

Consideriug the arena of the race movie cimuit as a unifying context of films, perfo~Iners, producers, distributors, iuveslo~, veuues, m~d audiences, this session will 

explore relalionships between race fihns and the web of related documents dispersed across archival aud private collectious. 

How do we establish the race movie circuit in couuterexmnple to the more staudardized practices of Hollywood? 

What are the historical records most essential to reconstituting an understaa~ding of the circuit? 

Cma we articulate relationships between these bodies of records and the evidentiary content of film prints as artifacts? 

Moderator: 

Barbara Klinger, Department of Communication a~d Ctdture, Indiana Universi~ - Bloomington 

Pa~ael: 

.Mlyson Fidd, Depm’tanent of Film, Television and Digital Media, Unive~si~ of California, Los Angeles 

Ten’i Francis, Cinema Studies, University of Penn@vania 

Barbara Tepa Lupack, Iudependent Scholar 

Charlene Regester, Depextment of African and Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina - Chapel thll 



Jacqueline Stewart, University of Chicago 
Early Black Film Artifacts as Material Evidence: Digital Regeneration 
2013 Orphans Midwest: Materiality and the Moving Image 
28 September 2013 
[for Regeneration in Digital Contexts wiki] 

Many thanks to Dan Streible, Jon Vickers, and everyone who played a role in 

organizing this fantastic event. 

The religious films of James and EIoyce Gist that we are presenting in this 

session are unique examples of early African American filmmaking, as my co- 

panelists will describe in more detail. I open this panel with some reflections on 

preservation and access issues that the Gist films share with "race movies" as a 

larger body of work: the ways in which they have been forgotten and 

remembered, lost and found. At various moments, films made for segregated 

African American audiences during the first half of the 20th century have been 

deemed valuable cultural and historical artifacts, generating archival, scholarly 

and sometimes popular interest. In the 1970s, American Film Institute staff 

members undertook "an informal project to collect and preserve at the Library of 

Congress as many films as possible produced by or for black Americans"; the 

"discovery" of a cache of Black-audience films in Tyler Texas in the mid-1980s 

generated a flurry of publicity for the archival home they found at Southern 

Methodist University; [SLIDE TCM WEBSITE] and the repatriation and 

restoration of two "lost" films by early Black filmmaking pioneer Oscar Micheaux 

in the 1990s generated a strong wave of scholarship, and major "race film" 

retrospectives on Turner Classic Movies in 1998 and at the Giornate del Cinema 
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Muto in 2001 (Sacile, Italy). TCM financed the restoration of Micheaux’s Symbol 

of the Unconquered (1920), featuring with a stunning solo drum score composed 

and performed by be-bop legend and race film fan Max Roach. 

These moments of attention and visibility that these films have seen 

intermittently over the decades, while exciting, nonetheless raise important 

questions about how (best) to preserve, restore and/or reconstruct early Black 

films as part of larger efforts to preserve, restore and/or reconstruct the Black 

presence in film history. 

As a way of starting off our conversation about the history of the Gist 

materials that have been on deposit at the LoC for some four decades, rd like to 

pose this question: as scholars, archivists, artists and curators, what audience(s) 

do we have in mind when we "find" and work with these materials (e.g., when we 

copy, reorganize, analyze, exhibit early Black films)? What assumptions are we 

making about the experiences and understandings that viewers, including 

scholarly researchers, can and should have in relation to these materials? As 

previous presenters and current critical work in moving image archival studies 

observe, it is not possible to specify or replicate "original" film materials or 

reception experiences, given the variabilities that characterize the nature of the 

medium, the conditions of exhibition, and the passage of time. Filmmaker S. 

Torriano Berry’s work on the Gist films is instructive: [SLIDE NEEEBOUND 

¯ RAIN RESSURECTED TITLE] he calls his re-assemblage of footage from the 

Gists’ Hellbound Train by an amended name: Hellbound Train Resurrected; he 

makes editing and soundtrack interventions in a highly self-conscious fashion 
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that does not seek to replicate the Gists’ version(s), but seeks to make this silent 

film engaging to contemporary viewers. 

Unfortunately, when scholarly viewers encounter films in archives, we are 

not always aware of the rationales and processes that have shaped the stuff we 

are watching. As a result, we risk making assumptions and remaining unaware 

of blind spots as we analyze and interpret these works. In the case of "race 

movies," for example, scholarly emphasis on the nature and quality of their "black 

images" (positive, negative, realistic) is so strong that we rarely reflect upon the 

state and source of the carriers of their visual and sonic information, and we tend 

know too little about the physical materials from which access copies may have 

been duplicated. And while scholars have explored the social worlds in which 

these films were shown (i.e., how conditions of segregation shaped their 

presentation in theatrical as well as nontheatrical like churches, schools, 

conventions), we have not considered dimensions of their circulation that might 

be illuminated if we knew more about the material qualities of the elements that 

archives hold, such as the gauge, age, condition and provenance of film prints. 

This is in large measure a question of awareness and access. [SLIDE 

REGENERATION CONFERENCE WEBSI~E1 On November 15-16, a group of 

scholars, archivists, librarians, information and technology specialists will 

convene here at Indiana University at the Black Film Center/Archive will meet to 

discuss how to expand early Black film research via material analysis. [Join us!] 

This NEH-sponsored conference (organized by the BFC/A’s amazing archivist 

Brian Graney) will explore how digital tools might be used not to clean up "flaws" 



in these films (i.e., correcting scratches, stabilizing frames, filling in missing 

frames or scenes) in order to generate new versions that aspire toward a 

playback experience of completeness and continuity, but rather to reproduce 

these artifacts in their current state, [SEIDE DAMAGE to Veiled A~is~o~a~s ~ 9321 

as static images, providing scholars with frame-level information that can enable 

more nuanced understandings of works like the Gist films and others in this 

underdocumented film culture. 

VVhen we look at the history of archiving and preserving race movies, we 

can see how the tendency to celebrate their sheer survival stems from desires to 

redress racially discriminatory practices (exclusion from the canon), combined 

with competition for preservation resources. As with all "orphan" media, public 

and institutional interest in early African American films ebbs and flows. As a 

body of work, low budget, independently produced films made for segregated 

African American audiences during the first half of the 20th century are rarely 

copyrighted, and existed in a small number of prints that experienced a lot of 

wear and tear. Surviving prints are damaged and incomplete; many of the films 

are not extant. For example, less than half of Oscar Micheaux’s output of some 

43 films survives; including just three of his 22 silent films. As a result, stories 

about discovery of race movies can be quite dramatic and exciting. 

[SLIDE G WIEEIAM JONES] The "treasures" status conferred upon the 

nitrate prints that became known as Tyler Texas Black Film Collection by the 

mainstream press in the 1980s helped to secure major corporate sponsorship for 

their preservation. A tiny fraction of the millions of feet of film footage in need of 



preservation, race films fight for the spotlight not only with Hollywood product, but 

also with the wide range of long marginalized film cultures, formats, and genres 

that are garnering more attention. And some have felt that they compete with 

other race films. 

For example, Pearl Bowser and Jane Gaines (key experts in the field) took 

issue with the widespread celebration of the Tyler Texas collection’s value, 

arguing that the claims about its "discovery" and "treasures" are specious given 

that copies of several of the films were already extant at other archives. What is 

more, they say that these inflated claims have "drowned out" other, more 

significant efforts to preserve early Black films." They describe a collective of "film 

scholars, archivists and collectors who have been quietly hunting and digging 

and waiting - sometimes for decades - for some key works to come to light." In 

a 1993 essay, they note that less publicized work that archivist like Eileen 

Bowser at MoMA, Susan Dalton at the Libreary of Congress, Jan-Christopher 

Horak at GEH have done to acquire and preserve "titles so significant that they 

produce a new chapter and suggest a revised version of African American film 

history." [SMDE Within Ou~ Ga~es] The titles they have foremost in mind are 

the silent Oscar Micheaux features Within Our Gates (1920) and Symbol of the 

Unconquered (1920), that were located in European archives, and painstakingly 

repatriated and restored in the 1990s. Bowser and Gaines emphasize that these 

films have no other known surviving prints, and therefore offer new information to 

Black film historians, including insights into the development of Micheaux’s 

stylistic and social vision. Delays in repatriating these prints, not to mention the 
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painstaking restoration work (including re-translating intertitles back into English), 

strike Bowser and Gaines as unfair treatment for truly "lost" works, when 

compared to the speedy preservation and broad popular discussion of the prints 

from Tyler, Texas. 

While the Micheaux and Tyler Texas discoveries have been important 

focal points for Black film preservationist activities and historical scholarship, I 

wonder about the effects of downplaying apparently redundant race film prints, 

either by suggesting that they do not provide valuable new information (as 

Bowser and Gaines do), or by disregarding other extant copies (as G. William 

Jones does in promoting the Tyler Texas films). Redundant prints are not less 

valuable, because we can learn from the singularity of any existing print, each 

one holding potential to teach us something about the circulation exhibition, and 

content of movies in this under-documented film culture. Indeed, when we think 

of each print as unique in its materiality as an artifact, we understand that its 

value need not be diminished by the existence of other copies of the same title. 

We are encouraged to reconsider what we think of as a film’s "content." Beyond 

the visual/sonic information they carry and their states of completeness, the 

physical condition of prints can help us to trace a film’s routes of travel: cuts can 

indicate local censorship [SMDE Veiled A~is~oc~a~s 1932; edits to scene wi~h 

passing discussion]; scratches can signal heavy use; additional footage might 

signal theatrical re-release; reduction prints might suggest circulation to non- 

theatrical markets. In Silent Cinema: An Introduction, Paolo Cherchi Usai advises 

researchers to "see the greatest possible number of prints of the same title" as 
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possible, in recognition of the complex genealogies of film elements that can be 

charted over time (including original and duplicate negatives, release prints of 

different generations in different gauges). In a similar vein, I would argue that 

where Black film culture or other marginalized cinemas are concerned, we should 

look carefully at any print we find for the material histories it brings into view. 

This summer Brian Graney and I inspected nitrate prints at GEH, including 

titles on deposit there from the Tyler Texas collection. [Many thanks to Anthony 

L’Abbate and Deborah Stoiber at GEH for their kind and expert assistance; 

source of frame images I’m sharing] In addition to the body of the films, we paid 

close attention to head and tail leader and credits. One reason I focused on 

these sections is because TTBFC contains numerous films that were re-titled for 

re-release. [SMDEMarchini@n~ossedoutonnit~ate] The collection’s print of 

Black director/writer Spencer Williams’ Where’s My Man To-Nite? is a re- 

released version of his army drama originally titled Marching On! (1943). The 

film was re-titled by John Jenkins and O. K Bourgeois when their company 

secured distribution rights after the film’s premiere in San Antonio. Jenkins and 

Bourgeois cut opening narration "relating a history of African-American soldiers", 

and added twenty minutes of musical, comedy and dance performance. 

Modifications like these were quite common in the distribution of Poverty Row 

and exploitation films. In their efforts to make whatever profits they could in the 

shadows of the dominant Hollywood industry, independent producers sold 

distribution rights to exchanges, often on a "states’ rights" or territory basis, and 

these outfits would use any means necessary to promote and re-promote these 
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low-budget films to audiences and theater owners. The Tyler, Texas prints call 

our attention to the overlapping worlds of race films and exploitation films. In fact, 

lost in the promotion of the TTBFC is the fact that they were found among 

"’exploitation’ films with titles like Lash of the Penitentes [1936], Swamp Girl 

[1971], and Enlighten Thy Daughter [1934]." In extracting the "Black" films from 

this group, though, SMU appraises these works in ways that de-empahsize their 

interracial dimensions, and emphasize instead familiar and appealing narratives 

about the autonomy of independent Black directors. 

In my work on Spencer Williams (whose films are strongly represented in 

the Tyler Texas collection), analysis of prints can be disruptive/illuminating. 

[SMDE nii~ate ~edi~i sa~et~ title] Williams’ films are typically described as being 

financed by a "hands-off" Jewish distributor Alfred Sack, leading many to read 

Williams’ works as products of his singular Black artistic vision. But when we can 

examine prints of Williams’ films for the ways in which they may have been 

altered by subsequent distributors, or by censorship, we may get a much 

different picture. Leader and edge notations suggest new lines of research (what 

other films did Jenkins and Bourgeois distribute? How much later did they add 

footage to Williams’ film? How long did they have it in distribution?) Physical 

traces of distribution and exhibition practices can complicate the sense of the 

"integrity" of these films not only as authoritative prints, but also as "Black" 

aesthetic objects, reminding us of their status as commodities that circulate in an 

interracial network that includes distributors, exhibitors, censors who are largely 

white. 
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[SLIDE NEEEBOUND ~RA~N] Even in the case of the Gist films that 

Torriano and Brian will discuss, films that appear to have circulated entirely within 

the segregated world of Black nontheatrical venues (primarily churches), close 

analysis of surviving footage might yield new insights. The Gist elements at LoC 

include a significant amount of duplicate material that calls for deeper 

consideration of the Gists’ production and exhibition practices, how they may 

have shown multiple prints, and/or worked and re-worked the material they shot 

over the years that they delivered their religious edutainment to Black viewers 

during the early 1930s. 

The possibilities for this kind of research will be explored at the November 

conference I m entioned earlier, [SEI DE Regeneration in Digital Contexts ] 

hosted by the Black Film Center/Archive in November. We will consider how the 

very few surviving original prints of early black-audience films might be 

represented digitally as artifacts, allowing wider access to any evidence they 

might bring to bear on the study of this sparsely documented film culture. On 

November 15, panels of scholars and archivists will discuss the race movie 

circuit as a network of performers, producers, distributors, investors, theaters, 

and audiences, and how traces of it survive through networks of extant visual 

and textual materials held across archives and private collections. Based on our 

research and archiving experiences, we will consider the character of early black- 

audience films as they exist as fragments, versions, and variants, and how they 

constitute material evidence apart from their time-based moving image essence. 

The second day of the conference will be a workshop, in which the group 
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will discuss the methodologies and humanities questions examined throughout 

Day One to more closely assess the current technical landscape and its capacity 

to support research and teaching in this area. We will enumerate and prioritize 

needs for continuing research and development. Information and technology 

experts will present and evaluate existing motion picture scanning systems, best 

practice documents for image capture, file formats, and tools for representing 

digital content. We will not only consider the possibilities for digital scans of film 

materials, but also of related non-film materials (e.g., posters, lobby cards, 

business records, censorship records, correspondence, and, I hope, archival and 

preservation notes), and how these might be linked to moving image materials to 

facilitate research. This discussion of Tools and Platforms for Analysis, 

Annotation, and Contextualization will feature demonstrations of existing tools 

under consideration for application and extension, including TILE 1.0 Text-Image 

Linking Environment and Annotator’s Workbench; and reviews of relevant digital 

humanities projects including Going to the Show and Digital Formalism. 

The excitement, and debates, that have been inspired by the "discovery" 

of early Black films indicates that for these materials the notion of "restoration" is 

not just material, it is political. As someone who teaches race movies and 

programs them for broader audiences, I have seen the value of presenting them 

in coherent, entertaining forms that can engage viewers and help them to 

recognize, and respect, the tremendous struggles of African Americans who 

sought to make films under extraordinarily difficult circumstances. The 

possibilities for increased access to race film artifacts via digital technologies that 



we are exploring in "Regeneration in Digital Contexts" project can greatly 

enhance our understanding of these pioneering efforts, and our ability to make 

them visible to diverse audiences in their fuller complexity. We can use new 

technologies not just to present better looking, more pleasing, "authoritative" 

versions, but also to explore the varied marks of time and use that they bear. I 

would argue that the incomplete, inconsistent, messy qualities of these artifacts 

(like the complex collection of Gist footage) can call forth more creative, self- 

reflexive and transparent methodologies for exploring their many historical 

meanings. 
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UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

research study on editing 

All, 
I vaguely remember a post to the listserve about results of a survey conducted by one of our members(?) and I believe the SUlwey was about editing. 
Am I getting any of this correct and if so, does anyone have the link? 

Thanks! 

Peace, 
ses 

Sheila E Schroeder, Ph. D. 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylurd St. 
Denver, CO 80208 
303871.4701 

sschrued@du.edu 

www.woudstuckwestthem ovie.cum 
www. facebuok, cum/wuudstockwest 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :following message tu listsep~’,glistserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name shuuld be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the fulluwing comanand tu listserv@listsevv.american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can pust messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UI:VALIST-L@IistseP~’ american.edu 
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Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 1:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Unique primary caxe practice tbr UNC employees 

As you likely have heard, the State Health Plan is now offering incentives to employees (see http:i/statehealthplan.state nc.us/hbrs/enrollment/default.aspx)on the 80/20 plan who identify a 
primary care doctor. 

Do you have a primaW care physician? 

We would like to tell you about a unique primary care practice where all employees covered by the State Health Plans are eligible to join 

The UNC Health Care System, in partnership ~vith Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NC, has created a primaW care practice unlike any other. Called Carolina Advanced Health (see 
http://www.carolinaadvancedhealthorg/), this practice revolutionizes health care with a bold new approach -- one that brings physicians and other medical professionals together under one 
rool; collaborating as a team to provide comprehensive treatment plans for each patient Together we deliver a level of personalized care not seen in years. For our patients, this means less 
waiting, a lot more time with doctors, and coordinated care. 

For patients’ convenience, Carolina Advanced Health oilers evening and weekend hours, telehealth visits (secure video conferences ~vith the doctor from home), and email communications 
with clinicians. 

The result? 100% of Carolina Advanced Health patients say their health care providers explain things in a way they understand and show respect for what they have to say. 

The practice is located at the intersection of Interstate 40 and Highway N.C. 54. 

Carolina Advanced tlealth is currently accepting new patients To [earn more or to schedule an appointment, visit the Carolina Advanced Health website 
(http ://wwwcarolinaadvancedheaith. or~/) or call (919) 445-6000. 

This message is sponsored by: Center ~2~r Innovation - UNC SOM and ttealth Care System 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 
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Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at L~,-C is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal ~vomen (~vomen in the menopause transition period) to examine the predictors of who might 
benefit most Iicom hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition 

We’re Looking For Women ~o Are: 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,525 in compensation 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC Department of Psychiat~’. 

The research stu@ is IRB #10-0542 This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do wan~ to receive mass email To se~ your m~\~rma~ional 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 
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Call for Papers Deadline Extended! - 12th Annual Hawaii International Conference on A~ls & Humanities 

Nil http:/,M, ww. hich u ma nities.org/h u ma n itieshea der 1.]pg 
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- Center for 

Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: http:/iwww.hichumanities.org) 

Subm~ssmniProposal Deadline Extended to: 
October 24th, 2~)13 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 

--[if [supportLists]-->. <[--[endil]-- 
>Anthropology 

--[if !supportIJsts]-->o <!--[endif]-- 
>American Studies 

--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-- 
>Archeology 
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>Crraphic Design 
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[endifl-->Philosophy 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endi~]-->Postcolonial Identities 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endif]-->Product Design 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endifl-->Religion 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 

[endi~]-->Second Language 
Studies 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 
[endi~]-->Speech/Communication 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!-- 
[endif]-->Theatre 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!-- 

[endil]-->Visual Arts 
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[endif]-->Cros s-disciplinary areas 
of Arts and Humanities 
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[endif]-->Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities 

Submitting a Pr~p~sa~iPaper: 
You may submit your paper/proposal by tbllowing the instructions on our 



website. To make a submission, and for detailed information about submitting 
see: 

To be removed from this list, reply to this email with REMOVE written in the subject 
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Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
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Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 
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The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

2 ~st Annual Stone 
Memorial Lecture delivered 
by Bennett College 
President, Dr. Rosalind 
Fuse-Hall on Oct. "*4 at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on THURSDAY, October 24 at 7pro for 

the 21st Annual Stone Memorial Lecture. Dr. Rosalind 

Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College in Greensboro, 

North Carolina, will deliver the lecture on October 24 at 

7pm at the Stone Center. 

The annual lecture honors the late Dr. Sonja Haynes 

Stone, a UNC professor and Center advocate. The 

year’s program is part of the center’s 25th Anniversary 

celebration and is co-sponsored by Blue Cross and 

Blue Shield of North Carolina and co-hosted by the 

Theta Pi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, 

and the IV|u Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, 

Inc, 

In addition to Fuse-HaWs address, the program will 

include remarks from newly installed Chancellors Dr. 

Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debra 

Saunders-White of North Carolina Central University, 

the first time all three women will appear together 

since assuming theh" positions. 

Reception lmmediately following program. For 

more information or to RSVP please email 

.s_ _t_ _ _o_ _ _n_ _e_ _ _c_ _ _e_ _n_ _ _t_ _e_ _ E ~)_ ~ LD_ _c_ _ ~ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . or call 919-962-9001. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Tuesday~ November 5:2 Events 

3:30pm, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus) 

"What Are You Doinq Here’? A Black Woman’s Life in 

L!__b___e_r__a__tj__o__t ~__!r_L_H____e__a___v_z__~Le__t _a__[ L__B___o___o___k___D__!~__c__u___s:~_!9_Lt _~!_t h__:a_~ Lt h 9_t: 

.L__aj_r_La____D_.:a_..w__..e_~ 
What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black 

women musicians and fans navigate the metal, 

hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly 

thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a 

community spirit, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head 

Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora 

25th Anniversary 

Season Events 



Festival of Black and Independent Film’s 7 pm 

screening of A Band Called Death 

7pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 

D Jr:Jeff Howlett and Mark 

CovJno /Documentary/US/English /98 m~n./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in 

the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, 

began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a 

single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the 

era of Motown and emerging disco. Record companies 

found Death’s music-- and band name--too 

intimidating, and the group were never given a fair 

shot, disbanding before they even completed one 

album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic 

family love story, A Band Called Death chronicles the 

incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost 

three decades later, when a dusty 1974 demo tape 

made its way out of the attic and found an audience 

several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC 

Professor Priscilla Layne 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cline, Alexis L ~dexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 1:56 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtr~ 

Kannappm~, Sheila <sheila@physics.unc.edu> 

RE: [casdiversib~] Ulxtated diversi~ liaisou lis~tserv 

Diversity Liaison List for handout updated 10-13.xl~ 

Sorry for the delay in getting this completed Pat. It has been a whirlwind since I got back and I am still trying to catch up on everything. Here 

is the updated diversity liaison list and I have updated the listserv as well. Anyone subscribed to the list should be able to send a message: 

casdiv ersity ~obl istserv, unc, edu 

Alexis 

From: Patricia Parker [mailto:psparker@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 1:13 PM 

To: Cline, Alexis L 
C¢: Kannappan, Sheila 

Subject: Re: Updated diversity liaison listserv 

Hi Alexis, 

I hope things are going well with your transition back to work. I’m writing to follow up on a query I sent you (see below). Do you have an updated list of the 

College’s DL!s? Sheila from Physics and Astronomy (copied on this email) has offered to organize a brown bag lunch for interested DLs and i’d like to get things 

started by identifying the most current list of DLs. 

Let me know if you need anything from me to move forward. 

Pat 

On 10/4/13 7:55 AM, Patricia Parker wrote: 

Hi Alexis, 

I’d like your help finalizing two things: 

1) the "directory" (emails and affiliations) of the diversity liaisons and others who attended our sessions in August 

2) update the diversity liaisons listserv 

Sheila from Physics wants to send out an invitation to a brown bag (see her note below), and I think that would be a good way to get a follow-up 

started. 

Let me know if this is doable and what your thoughts or concerns are, if any. 

Pat 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: NSF ADVANCE notes for your review 

Date:Thu, 3 Oct 2013 23:42:17 -0400 

From:Kannappan, Sheila <sheila@ph[isics.unc.edu> To:Parker, 
Patricia S _<_p__s_p___a__r__k___e_£___@____e___m___a__!]_:g__n___c__.__e___d___u___>- 

Hi Pat, 

Fridays are better for me than Mondays, and November is better for me than October... 

BTW, do you know if your assistant is still working on organizing the agenda-less lunches and/or sending out a directory of people involved with diversity? I would 
love to see some of the people from the gatherings in August, and I don’t mind just sending out a blind invitation to a brown bag on the Iistserv if the organized 
thing you mentioned is still going to be a little while. 

Thanks, 
Sheila 

From: Patricia Parker [psparker@ad.unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: Kannappan, Sheila 
Subject: Re: NSF ADVANCE notes for your review 

Sounds good. My schedule opens up after fall break--Monday and Friday afternoons tend to work for me. What days generally work best for you? 

Thanks for sending the article. We should archive this on Sakai. 

Pat 



On 10/3/13 10:12 AM, Kannappan, Sheila wrote: 

It was great to see you too! T’m doing a million things in my new role(s) in my dept and would love to catch up with you about that too sometime. 
Also just learned about this article, set to come out in the NYT on Sunday: 

http://va~w~nytimes-com/2~13/1~/~6/magazine/Why~are~there.sti~so~few.women~in~science’htm~? r=O&pagewanted=all 

- Sheila 

From: Patricia Parker [psparker@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Kannappan, Sheila 
Subject: Re: NSF ADVANCE notes for your review 

Thanks very much, Sheila. I’II make these changes going forward. 

It was great seeing you yesterday! 

Pat 

On 10/2/13 1:53 PM, Kannappan, Sheila wrote: 

Hi Pat, 

3ust wanted to note that Laura Miller is not listed on a task force, so maybe you want to add her to whichever she prefers. ([ think 
she’d be very effective on mine, since she’s one of very few people aware of what’s going on in the Math Dept.) 

Also, David Kiel’s point about creating a standing committee on women in science, constituted from above, should perhaps be added 
to the list of examples of possible actions the Institutional Inventory might request from the Dean/Provost/Chancellor after assessing 

how such a committee would or would not duplicate existing efforts. 

Thanks, 
Sheila 

From: Patdcia Parker [p__s_9__a__r___k__e__r__@__a___d_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_.] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 12:28 PM 
To: Kannappan, Sheila; Cable, 3aye E; Surge, Donna M; Muller, Eric L; Kiel, David; McNeil, Laurie E.; ’A. T. Panter’ 

�::c: Sengupta, Sohini; Barker, Marco .I; Burmeister, Sabrina S; Parker, Patrida S; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Re: NSF ADVANCE notes for your review 

Hello everyone, 

Thank you for a productive meeting this morning. Attached is a summary of the notes Jaye and I gleaned from our meeting; 

please take a moment to review, and let me know if you think we need to add or change anything. 

In particular, let me know if there are changes to the list of task force members. 

Let me know of any changes by Friday so that I can ask Alexis to set up a doodle poll for the task force groups to meet 

sometime this month. 

Very best, 

Pat 

On 10/1/13 10:46 AM, Patricia Parker wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

I’m looking forward to seeing you tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. (Room 205 South Bldg) for a one-hour meeting to 

discuss moving forward with the UNC-CH ADVANCE 2015 Proposal. 

Invitees: I’ve attached the list of Internal Advisory Board members who will be attending [Bonnie Marks, 
Eleanor Seaton, Sohini Sengupta, Taffye Clayton, Jeff Johnson are not able to attend due to schedule conflicts]. 
Purpose: The purpose of the meeting is to assess, prioritize, and assign tasks, and decide who else should be 
involved. As I mentioned, moving forwaxd, only prioritized task groups will meet and there won’t be a need to 
convene the whole group again in the near future. 

Notes/Agenda: Attached (amd pasted in below) are the notes from the 9-13-13 ineeting including next steps tJaat 
will serve as a guide for tomorrow’s agenda. 

Other supporting documents for the meeting include the 2013 CFP, the 2011 UNC-CH submission and review, s, 

aaad our proposed strategy for 2015 

(all attached). 

Please let me know it" you think we need any additional documents in support of our conversation. 

Ve~, best, 
Pat 

UNC-CH NSF ADVANCE Proposal (2015) 

Notes from 9-13-13 Internal Advisory Committee Attendees 

Attendees; Pat Parker Jaye Cable, Eric Muller (Preliminary PI team); Donna Surge, Laurie McNiel 

(WOWS scholars); Eleanor Seaton, Jeff Johnson, Laura Miller (Diversity Liaisons in the Sciences); 



Sohini Sengupta, David Kiel (Center for Faculty Excellence); Taffye Benson Clayton, (Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs) 

PI team presented a 3-part strategy focused on Recruitment, Development/Retention, and 

Advancement of underrepresented women in the Sciences (see draft logic model). 

Big ideas: Create a postdoc recruitment strategy for women of color in the sciences; Create an 

Institute for Women in the Sciences modeled after the IAH 

Timeline: Per recommendation of the Advisory Committee, we will submit the proposal in 2015 

NE~S~EPS (Includes notes from discussion) 

1. "Connecting the Dots"--Defining the context for diversity initiatives at UNC- 

CH: Diversity as an institutional investment on several fronts (NSF ADVANCE 

as one part an institution-wide strategy), 

Important Considerations: Utilize EEOC office as a resource to demonstrate we are 

doing everything we can; working in a collaborative and institutionally supported 

way. 

2. Developing the theoretical framework/social science study (what is the 

problem that we are trying to address)? 

Important Considerations: Need to have a clear commitment to institutional 

transformation. 

Who: Abigal Panter; Laurie McNiel; Eleanor Seaton; Sohini Sengupta; Laurie 

McNiel; Pat Parker; others? 

3. Completing a needs assessment/climate study (Per Taffye: Relative to when 

the last survey was done, timing is right for a new institution-wide climate 

survey) 

Important Considerations: identifying outside consultant to complete the survey 

of Faculty: "What do you need to stay here?" insure confidentiality and 

anonymity; use Ombuds Office as a resource 

4. Identifying/Populating Committees 

¯ Identify/choose an external evaluator 

¯ Create an ExternalAdvisory Committee 

¯ Who else should be on the Internal Advisory Committee? 

5. Identifying other key people and other resources needed relative to aspects 

of the overall strategy 

st~at~ li R~it~ including minority postdoc recruitment strategy 

Action:     DMAn a collaborative role will help with defining EEOC role 

Jaye will liaison with Kevin Guskiewicz re chairs’ involvement 

s[~a~egy 2i Retention and Development through the "Institute for Women in 
Science" (other possible names: Institute for Faculty Diversity in Science; Institute for 

Science--with key initiatives focused on women in science; women of color in science, 

etc.) 

Action:    Eric will help make the case to present to the Chancellor 

Other resources: 

Carol Trestolini 

Institute for Marine Sciences 

through focus on top leadership support of advancing women 

faculty in the sciences. 

Action:    Approach the Chancellor about serving as PI 

Possibly approach other women in science in leadership roles as Co-Pl’s 

On 9/22/13 9:46 AM, Cline, Alexis L wrote: 

Good morning, 

Based on the doodle poll, it looks like the majority of you can attend a meeting to discuss the 2015 

ADVANCE grant proposal on October 2nd from 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. As Pat Parker mentioned 

previously, the purpose of this meeting is to better assess how to priodtize tasks, decide who 

else should be involved, and get a sense of who wants to work on which tasks. Ideally, moving 

forward, only prioritized task groups will meet and there won’t be a need to convene the whole 

group again in the near future. 

I’ve scheduled 205 South Conference Room for the meeting. 

Thanks 

Alexis 

Alexis Ciine 
Executive Assistant to the Dear’,, 
Universib/of North, Caroiir’,,a at Chapel Hill 
College of A~ts & Sciences, Dean B Office 
205 South Building 
Chapel H@, NC 27599 
~919~ 962-.3082 
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A 

1 Department 

2 American Studies 

3 Anthropology 

4 Art 

5 Biology 

6 Chemistry 

7 City& Reg’l Planning 

8 Comm Studies 

9 Dramatic Art 

10 Economics 

11 Engl & CL Perm 

12 Engl & CL Interim* 

13 Exercise & Sport Sci 

14 Geography 

15 German & Slavic 

16 Linguistics 

17 Mathematics 

18 Music 

19 Physics & Astonomy 

20 Political Science 

21 Psychology 

22 Public Policy 

23 Religious Studies 

24 ROML 

25 Sociology 

26 STOR 

27 Afri-AFAM 

28 Asian Studies 

29 Classics 

30 Computer Science 

31 Geological Sciences 

32 History 

33 Marine Sciences 

34 Philosophy 

35 Women’s Studies 

36 Women’s Studies 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Departmental Diversity Liaisons 

B 

Liaison 

Katherine Roberts 

Valerie Lambert 

Pika Ghosh 

Sabrina Burmeister 

i Jeffrey Johnson 

i Mai Nguyen 

Sarah Dempsey 

iAshley Lucas 

Patrick Conway 

Jennifer Ho 

Heidi Kim/Jennifer Ho 

Deborah "Debby" Stroman 

i(Pervin) "Banu" Gokariksel 

Chris Putney 

Elliott Moreton 

Laura Miller 

Louise Toppin 

Art Champagne 

Frank Baumgartner 

Eleanor Seaton 

Patricia "Tricia" Sullivan 

Juliane Hammer 

Emilio del Valle Escalante 

Kenneth "Andy" Andrews 

iNilay Argon 

Charlene Regester 

i Li-ling Hsiao 

Sharon James 

Tessa Nicholas 

Kevin Stewart 

Kathleen DuVal 

Carol Arnosti 

Bernard Boxill 

Karen Booth 

Michele Berger 

C 

Rank 

Assistant 

Associate 

Associate 

Associate 

Full 

Assistant 

Associate 

Associate 

Full 

Associate 

Assistant 

Lecturer 

Associate 

Associate 

Associate 

Assistant 

Full 

Full 

Full 

Assistant 

Assistant 

Assistant 

Assistant 

Associate 

Assistant 

Associate 

Associate 

Associate 

Lecturer 

Associate 

Associate 

Full 

Full 

Associate 

Associate 

D 

Phone 

843-2088 

843-7808 

962-2015 

843-5105 

843-4936 

962-4762 

843-9706 

962-2496 

966-5376 

962-8478 

962-4042 

843-0336 

843-5835 

962-7548 

962-~92 

904-0442 

843-7955 

962-7205 

962-04~4 

962-2998 

962-0666 

843-7282 

962-2059 

843-5~04 

962-3834 

966-5496 

962-2544 

962-719~ 

962-~930 

962-0683 

962-5545 

962-5754 

962-3328 

962-3908 

962-3908 



E 

1 Email 

2 katrober@email.unc.edu 

3 vlambert@email.unc.edu 

4 p~hosh@email.unc.edu 

5 sburmeister~)unc.edu 

6 jsi25@email.unc.edu 

7 mai@unc.edu 

8 sedempse@email.unc.edu 

9 lucasa@email.unc.edu 

10 patrick conwa¥@unc.edu 

11 jho@email.unc.edu 

12 heidikim @email.unc.edu 

13 dstro(~unc.edu 

14 banu~@email.unc.edu 

15 crputnev@email.unc.edu 

16 moreton(~email.unc.edu 

17 lam9@unc.edu 

18 Itoppin(~unc.edu 

19 artc@physics.unc.edu 

20 fbaum(~email.unc.edu 

21 eseaton@email.unc.edu 

22 tsulli@email.unc.edu 

23 jhammer@email.unc.edu 

24 edelvall@email.unc.edu 

25 ktal@email.unc.edu 

26 nila¥@unc.edu 

27 re~ester@email.unc.edu 

28 hsiaoll@email.unc.edu 

29 sliames@email.unc.edu 

30 tnicholas@cs.unc.edu 

31 KGSTEWAR@email.unc.edu 

32 duval@email.unc.edu 

33 arnosti@email.unc.edu 

34 BRBOXI LL@ EMAIL.U NC.EDU 

35 kmbooth@email.unc.edu 

36 mtber~er@email.unc.edu 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Departmental Diversity Liaisons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 1:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] DEADLINE EXTENSION FOR KENAN-BIDDLE GRANT APPLICATIONS 

IMPORTANT NOTE: THE DEADLIN~ tL~S BEEN EXTE~NDED TO MIDNIGHT ON OCTOBER 21, 2013. 

SUBYECT: Kenan-Biddle Partnership offers grants to bring Duke, UNC students together on academic projects. 

Duke University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are accepting applications for the fourth year of the Kenan-Biddle Partnership, funded by the William R Kenan, Jr. 
Charitable Trust and The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. The initiative is designed to protnote collaborative projects between students of these two great universities. 

Last year, the partnership a~varded 11 grants totaling $54,600 for projects ranging from Cancer Pro Boric Legal project to Health?’ Girls Engineering Change to NeuroCare. To read about the 
current and past grantees, visit https:i/studentalt’airs duke.edu/ovpiinitiatives/kenan-biddle-partnership. 

The Kenan-Biddle Partnership grant protnotes student-initiated, inter-institutional projects designed to strengthen established collaborations or encourage new ones. Proposed projects 
may contribute to the scholarly or public service missions of both campuses. Each project proposal must have a student or students who serve as the project initiator. An appeal for 
proposals from both campuses will encourage collaborattve alts, sciences and hun~anities projects that will posittvely affect both campus communities Each project must include at least one 
public exhibition, presentation or performance to bring the benefit of the grant to a broader community. 

The Kenan-Biddle Partnership is the latest in a growing list of positive collaborative efforts between the institutions The privately funded Robertson Scholars Program, for instance, was 
designed to be a catalyst for increased collaboration between students, faculty, and staff of the t~vo umversities. Since its inception in 2000, the merit-based scholarship program has allowed 
hundreds of top students to stn@ at both institutions and to take part in leadership development opportunities 

Other joint effi~rts include the Nannerl O Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professorship, also co-funded by the William R Kenan, Jr Charitable Trust, and parmerships in a variety of 
academic and ctvic-minded programs locally and abroad 

Grants can be used flexibly ~2~r project support and/or materials. Grant requests should be for approximately $5,000; however, other amounts may be considered depending upon the scope 
and impact of the project. The grants run for the 2014 calendar year. Preference will be given to proposals made jointly by students from both institutions. The proposals will be reviewed by 
an advisory committee of students, faculty and administrators co-chaired by Carol P Tresolini, vtce prow~st for academic initiatives at UNC, and Larry Moneta, vice president for student 
affairs at Duke 

Proposal applications may be submitted now through Oct. 21,2013. Decisions will be aunounced in November for a Jan. 1, 2014 start. Applicants should visit 
http://studentaffairs.duke.edu/kenan-biddle ~2~r more irfformation and application instructions. 

The William R. Kenan, Jr Charitable Trust was created in 1965 from the estate of alumnus William R. Kenan, Jr., a member of UNC’s class of 1894. The Kenan family’s ties to UNC date to 
1790 when James Kenan, a member of the Universi~"s first Board of Trustees, contributed $50 to the construction of Old East, the nation’s first state universi~" building. The Trust and 
related Kenan entities and family members collectively were the single largest donor to the University’s last major fundraising drive, the Carolina F~rst Campaign, committing nearly $70 
million. 

Named for the daughter of Duke Universi~" benefactor BenJamin N. Duke, ’]’he Mary Duke Biddle Foundation’s mission is to further and extend Mrs. Biddle’s life-long interests in religious, 
educational and charitable activities in New Yo~k City and the state of North Carolina Since its inceptton in 1956, The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation has awarded grants totaling 
approximately $36 million in support of the goals she endorsed and the values she exemplified. 

Duke contact, David Pittman, (919) 684-4741, david pittman@duke.edu 

UNC contact, Tony Patterson, (919) 962-0290, Tony Patterson@unc.edu 

This message is sponsored by-: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your inforu~ational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Request for Bicycle Plan Input 

UNC BICYCLE PLAIN OPEN HOUSE 

Do you bike on campus? 

Would you like to? 

What do you think campus should look like for bicyclists in the fhture? 

Come learn about the proposed UNC Bicycle Master Plan and provide feedback on Wechlesday, October 23 from 12-2pm. Project staff and consultants will answer your questions about 

proposed changes to roads and bike parking, plus new- programs that can help make UR!C a better place to ride a bike. 

YVhere: Student Union, Room 3206 

When: Wednesday, October 23, 12-2pm (Drop m any time) 

Visit the UNC bike plan website for more info: www.dps.unc.edu/bikeplan 

And come to the Town’s bike plan open house the following night to provide feedback on the entire draft bike plan for all of Chapel Hill: www.townofchapelhill.org/bikeplan 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Public Safety 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]brmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CCA Lectures and Readings <communications@cca.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:07 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

CCA LECTURES :: OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? ,:’.’:ii~-::i~: i,-i.= e 

Wednesday, October 16, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Nahl Hall 

In what ways might an approach to digital 

technologies as eventual fossils transform the way we 

think about the materiality of these devices? Join us 

for a discussion with Jennifer Gabrys on the 

environmental and sociopolitical problems of electronic 

waste, 

Part of the ~:~...~:" b’i i%.: / :-’d..:~.-" :::~:::i.: ::. 

Thursday, October 17, 5:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Graduate Center 

Cameron Martin’s paintings engage issues of 

perception as they relate to imaging of landscape. 

Rocky terrain and calcified trees are rendered in what 

appears from a distance to be nearly perfect black- 

and-white photorealism, and up close breaks down 

into fragments evocative of digital imaging. 

Part of the ~-:’.i!ir:l/~ii l.~!’::b.: ! 

Thursday, October 17, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

A2 Caf6 

~. :.]: .~. :.]: ~:~:~::;i~:::i~.’::~:.i:: i::it :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 

A reading by the award-winning poet Kathryn L. 

Pringle along with undergrad Writing and Literature 

students McKenzie Toma and Nikita Schoen. Pringle is 

the author of Fault Tree (Omnidawn Press, 2012) 

and the recent winner of the Lost Roads Press 2nd 

Annual Besmilr Brigham Award for Women Writers. 

Part of the I-i~!!ii:::-:.,!r~. 



Friday, October 18, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Mary Gaitskill is the author of the novels Two Girls, Fat 

and Thin and Veronica. Her stories and essays have 

appeared in the New Yorker, Harper’s, Granta, Best 

American Short Stories, and The O. Henry Prize 

Stories. 

Monday, October 21, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Kazys Varnelis is the director of the Network 

Architecture Lab at Columbia University Graduate 

School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation. 

He’s also on Columbia’s architecture faculty and 

teaches studios and seminars in history, theory, and 

research. 

Tuesday, October 22, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Prem Krishnamurthy’s focus on 1957 is motivated by 

his interest in the self-reflexive and challenging 

graphic work of the East German designer Klaus 

Wittkugel (1910-1985), whose modernist visual 

idioms contravened the aesthetic dogmas of Soviet 

propaganda~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 6 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Ruby Neri has exhibited recently in Made in L.A. 2012 

at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles; American 

Exuberance, Rubell Family Collection, Miami; and At 

Home / Not at Home: Works from the Collection of 

Martin and Rebecca Eisenberg, Center for Curatorial 

Studies, Bard College, New York. 

Part of the ~-~’.:: ~~t Ii.:~ 

i:4 ~i :~:.: ii-~ .~;~::~::~ ii ii:4 .~:;: :~:~: ~-:~.::: 
Thursday, October 24, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Michael Moore is a filmmaker, author, social critic, and 

political activist~ His films include Fahrenheit 9/11 

(2004, winner of the Palme d’Or), Sicko (2007), and 

Bowling for Columbine (2002, winner of the Academy 

Award). PLEASE NOTE: Advance reservations 

required! 

Pa rt of .:.~ .-’~ .:~ ’~.~i’:k’~ ~::~t~: 



Monday, October 28, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Igor Siddiqui is an assistant professor at the University 

of Texas at Austin and the principal of ISSSStudio. His 

work focuses on novel relationships bet~veen 

architectural space and the decorative arts, viewed 

through the lens of technological innovation and 

shifting cultural values. 

Part of the i.i:!:i!.ii~::: 

Wednesday, October 30, 7:30 pm 

A reading by the Oakland-based novelist Stacy Carlson 

along with Writing and Literature majors Zack Tuck 

and Alora Young. Carlson is the author of Among the 

Wonderful, "a story of art and deception, anomaly 

and community, science and magic." 

Pa rt of th e / ::..:~a~ 5~’?" i-:::: ~.::~ :~Ii.::~ :-:.:: I 

Friday, November 1, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Tom Barbash’s new short story collection Stay Up 

With Me has received great reviews, including in the 

New York Times. His award-winning novel The Last 

Good Chance was Anniston Star Best Book of the 

Year, and his nonfiction book On Top of the World 

was a New York Times best seller. 

Tuesday, November 5, 7 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

NaN Hall 

Alumnus Mike Holmes (Jewelry / Metal Arts 1984) is a 

cofounder of the San Francisco metal arts and jewelry 

gallery Velvet da Vinci, which recently celebrated its 

23rd anniversary. It is located at 2015 Polk Street in 

Russian Hill, and organizes 10 to 12 exhibitions a year. 

Presented by the Jewelry / Metal Arts Program 

Friday, November 8, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Sheri Fink is the author of Five Days at Memorial: Life 

and Death in a Storm-Ravaged Hospital (Crown, 

2013), an account of the days after Hurricane Katrina 

at a hospital in New Orleans. Fink’s reporting has 

earned her a Pulitzer Prize and the National Magazine 

Awa rd. 



Monday, November 11, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Lois Weinthal is chair of the School of Interior Design 

at Ryerson University in Toronto. In her experimental 

research and practice, she investigates the 

relationships between architecture, interiors, clothing, 

and objects. 

Tuesday, November 12, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Carmen M. Christensen Production Stage 

Lucy Walker’s documentaries have won more than 50 

film awards, and she has twice been nominated for 

an Oscar. Her works include Waste Land (2010), 

about Vik Muniz, and The Tsunami and the Cherry 

Blossom (2011), which won the nonfiction jury prize 

at Sundance. 

Part of the Young Cinema Visionaries Series 

Wednesday, November 13, 7:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Ariel Waldman is the founder of Spacehack.org and 

the global instigator of Science Hack Day, an event 

that brings together scientists, technologists, 

designers, and people with good ideas to see what 

they can create in one weekend. 

Part of the I::.: .:~ i.:~. ~:.’~:.~I / :::::i:.~:’.: !::-’~.-"-: 

Wednesday, November 13, 7:30 pm 

CCA Oakland campus 

Nahl Hall 

This event will include readings by graduating senior 

Tristan Donato and other Writing and Literature 

students. All HearSay events include delicious 

refreshments! 

Part of the t-i !.!’:i:. iii~" 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Thursday, November 14, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Rick Moody’s first novel, Garden State (1992), won 

the 1991 Editor’s Choice Award from Pushcart Press. 

The Ice Storm (1994) has been published in 20 

countries, and a 1997 film version directed by Ang 

Lee won best screenplay at the Cannes Film Festival. 



Friday, November 15, 4:30 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Writers’ Studio 

Tom Bissell is the author of several books, including 

The Father of All Things and Extra Lives. Bissell 

frequently writes for the New Yorker and Harper’s 

and serves as Grantland’s regular video game critic. 

He has been awarded the Rome Prize and a 

Guggenheim Fellowship. 

Part of the ’@Iitt:/’~: 

Monday, November 18, 7 pm 

CCA San Francisco campus 

Timken Lecture Hall 

Irene Cheng is an architectural historian, critic, and 

designer. Her current project, The Shape of Utopia: 

Architectures of Radical Reform in Nineteenth- 

Century America, explores the geometry of 

architectural projects affiliated with anarchist, socialist, 

abolitionist, free love, spiritualist, and other radical 

antebellum movements. 

Fcn~,artl er~ail 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by cammunicatians@cca.edu 
Update Profile/[mail Address :. Instant removal with SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy. 

CaWomia College of the Arts I llll [i~hth Street I San Francisco I CA I 94107-2247 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Disability Rights Advocate To Visit UNC 

Dear UNC Commuhrty: 

We have exciting news! A national disability rights advocate ~vill be sharing her experiences ~vith our con~munity. 

Haben Girma, the first deafblind student at Harvard Law School is on her way to becoming a disability rights la~-er. She empo~vers students with disabilities to become better self- 
advocates, and teaches families and educators to set high expectations. Business Insider ranked her among the 21 Most Impressive Students at Harvard Law School, and the White House 
recognized her as a Champion of Change. 

Haben now serves as a Skadden Fellowship Attorney at Disability Rights Advocates, a non-profit law filyll based in Berkeley, California. At DRA, she works to increase the accessibility of 
digital instructional materials at colleges and universities. Haben strongly believes that education leads to positive change Through her many speeches and ~vorkshops, Haben educates 
the public about essential civil rights issues. 

Please come join us for an informative and inspirational presentation Haben will share her personal experiences as a former student with a disability’, and discuss the obligations of students 
and schools uaader the Americans with Disabilities Act 

For more information or if you require accommodations, contact: 

advocatesforca rolina@unc .edu 

Sponsored by: Advocates For Carolina, UNC’s Equal Opportunity/ADA Office & Campus Y, Accessibility’ Resources & Service 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Advocates For Carolina 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your inl2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] From Chm~cellor Folt: Thank You tbr Celebrating Uuiversi~ Day 

Dear Carolina Community: 

On Saturday, University Day and Carolina’s 220th birthday, we celebrated our proud histo~’ as the first public universi~ in America. Our ties to the birth of our nation, to the enduring 
ideals oflux et libertas, challenge all who come here to become part ofa grander purpose. Taking the oath of office that day, as the 1 lth chancellor of this remarkable Universi~, was a great 
honor 

The transformative power of public higher education is flourishing on our campus and throughout North Carolina. Carolina led the way in opening opportunities for access to education 
when our countly was in its infancy, and countless people through the decades have worked to keep that fresh idea alive. 

I believe that Carolina can be the leader in shaping the path for the great public universities in America. By preser~dng excellence and iunovation, access and affordability, and a deep 
con~mitment to the state, we can gather strength to innovate and meet new challenges. 

I am so proud to call myself a Tar Heel and be a part of this con~munity. Thank you to all the students, faculty, staff and members of our wonderful extended community who j oined in and 
helped to make possible the celebration and the other exciting events that took place over the weekend. 

As I concluded in my installation address: Together we can make histoW. 

Sincerely, 

Caro[ L. Folt 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Nearly 1,4oo Caro]hm alumni and f~tiends set’red a 

_.~L. 1 h : .[rs m honor of [imvers~ 7 Day 

Tar ttecls rolbd up their slec’,~cs in 36 di[t~rent states 

a n d six differ’en t cou n tries. F~t~n~ Alas ka to J apa n, Tar 

tbels were buildi[~g houses, pai[~Jng faces, cheering on 

marafl~oners and baking coo~es fl)r flrefightsrs. 

If yot~ have any questions about Tar Heel Se °vice D ~y or ~ow you can get Jnw:~]ved, risk 

al u mrd. :lru: .ed u / goise rv ecar Jiru~ o r cont;~cl Ma gh -~n Wa] k~ r ’o8 al 

ser’vecarolJm~ ~)unc.edu. 

AJumni activities, communk:a[ions and services are no[ a line ik~m b~ [hc Urdve[~ity 

budget but a~" flmded by O~%,~ member d ues, If yon think this mission of ser~-ing our 

[:kdvcrsi~" and keeping ahmmi inJbrmed and involved is important, mcmbe[~hip is for 

yon, Join [oday [o suppork Carolina and to receive valuable benefiks and services and a 

subscription to [he digkal and ]?ri~t veYsJons of the @~rolim~ Alumni [~e~’ieu’. 





Frol~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Caucus Meeting - Wednesday, Oct. 16 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:22 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Caucus Meeting - Wednesday, Oct. 16 

Hi Friends. Let’s gather for a chat about some key issues facing our community at UNC. We will meet at noon (Union 3102). Please bring your lunch, as necessary. 

Agenda: 

1. Faculty recruitment and retention 

2. Student retention and graduation - How can and should we assist? 

3. Engagement- Spirit of Chancellor Folt 

4. Athletics Update 

5. Racial Equity Course Proposal 

From the "Wishing one could be in two places at once" files - Two big events are happening on Thursday, Oct. 24 at 7:00 p.m. 

1. Stone Center- Dr. Rosalind Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College, will deliver the 21st Annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture. We need to show our support for 

her as the program will also include remarks from newly installed Chancellors Dr. Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debra Saunders-White of NCCU. This event is extra 

special because it will be the first time all three women will appear together since assuming their positions, http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/ 

2. College Athletics (Carroll Hall) - Screening of a very powerful documentary followed by a panel discussion. Arguably, this debate is all about big-time athletics -- i.e., Black 

male athletes on predominately white college campuses. Mr. Dwight Hollier, Tar Heel alum and former football player, is the only Black person on the panel. He is a 

licensed professional counselor helping teens and adults deal with life transitions and goal-setting. (He was a speaker at the CBC "Respect & Revolution" program in the fall 

of 2011.) https://history.unc.edu/event/schooled-price-college-sports/ 

Please bring a friend to the meeting and the events on the 24th! 

Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

[ ~:~ ~,~,icol:-e. >:: ] "You can’t hate t]he roots of a tree and not hate the ~’ee." 
] 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Laura Vazquez <lvazquez@NIU.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:07 AM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Carole Fielding Juror Call 

Calling All Jurors! 

If you are interested in serving as a juror for the 2013 Carole Fielding Student Grants, please contact me at Ivazquezg~.niu.edu 

Encourage your students to apply! The application deadline is December 15, 2013. 

More information about the UFVA Scholarship / Grants Office can be found on the UFVA web site under "resources". 

Prof. Laura Vazquez 
UFVA Scholarships / Grants Office 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 

815-753-7132 
Director, Reality Bytes Student Independent Film Festival 
http://realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 2014 
http://www, niu.ed u/hlc/ 
NIU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 
Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.amedcan.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 

and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

~Vednesday, October 16, 2013 10:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

DVD Distribution - Upcoming Fall Releases 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

GME DVD Distribution - Upcoming Fall Release~ 
Ga~enbe~ Med~a is pleased to am;( =m~’e otu- (:tu-reni: siai:e (~f I)VD ~eleases for the ~a~ ~(:adernk: season, now av~ab~e for o~de~. ( ~e ’t ~ y se~e~ te~ 

(~em b(n~ique ;~ublishers. Lhese ~VDs represerfi: worm extending from (:~assic silent films o[ ~he 1910’~ a~d 1920:s th~eu~;h Lo cut :~ng edqe 

SKent film director A~be~ CapeUan~ ~as bee~ a popular rediscovery of the Cinerna Ritrovato festival over r~cent seasons. W~ are p[ease~ to ~i~h~ht 

new publication of the ge~ian Ch~ematek entitked ~o O~zzfe th~ Eye and 5tit the He;~rt - ~h~ f@d k,~ern, N~zimov~ ;~d t~e Boxer fiebeff~on, featunn~ 

THE RED LANTERN (1919b starrh~ A[~a ~aximova~ and a~:compan~ed by a comprehensive book ol essays about: t:he fi[mmaker~ st:ar~ a~d period. 

Also f~om the silent era~ we are p~o~d to feature a mu[~:bd~s~: set (published by F~icker Alley} e~H:[ed FRENCH MASTERWORKS: RUSSIAN ENtlGR~S 

PAR~S 1923-1929, comprising fiw? ko~ic (~[ms rn~de by A~b~tros Preductk~s, i~(:[uding fHr~s directed by ,h~(:ques Feyder Matte[ {.’Nerbier, a~d 

purposes, our pre,aous re~ease of F~cker A~ey’s mu~ti-disk vo~urn% LANDMARKS OF EARLY SOVIET 

C e ;~atek, we offer the ~are[y-seen fb~e-pa~t SYMPHON}E PAYSANNE fPEASANT SYMPHONY:. vch~:h Be[g}a~ fi~mrnaker Nend Storck made be~:wee~ 

1942 ~re~ 1944. at: the height of the Secore~ World W~. GME=s weqeu~ offerb~qs of 5Lorc~ds works (:omprise sep~s~Le Bb~-ray~DVD Combo Edifier, s 

films et~titled ~MAGES D"OSTENDE at~d MISERE AU BOR~NAGE. 

From Edition FHmmuseum, Munich, GME offers, for the first time, tv,,o eistinct publications of key film works by Werner Sc~roeter, the 

~nfiuen~a~ German avant-~arQe fKm, theater, a~d opera d~rector: E~KA KATAPPA a DER TOD DER MARIA MAL~BRAN, two melodramas about ~ove 

death, and DE~ ~OM~ERP~LOT ~ NEL ~EGNO D~ NAPOLL b#o h~stor~c d~amas set dt~rh~g WW~ and ~n the immediately postwar 

F~naUy, also from F[k:ker AKey~ GM}} l~atu~es THE CURT S HA£R NGTON SHORT F LM COLLECT ON, a B[t~-~ay!DVO Combo E-:d}t}on cornpds}n~ experh;qenta[ 

to,ether., vdth USHER (’200"~_ ~,, his. modern fl~term-etat~on, of the c~ass~c                    _gdaar~ AUan Poe story. 

Eor a complete ~ist of DVD and B[u-ray ~uMicat~ons flea our entire library of distribution t~Kes, as a mintab~e PDF, £~]£~__~E~- Please note tl~at aU of 

~:hese t~t[es ale (:urrerd:~y available fo~ orde[ 

:: [:*:] i BOMBERPILOT CURTIS 
HARRINGTON 
COLLECTION 

FaU Releases - Available Now 

EIKA KATAPPA ~i FRENCH 
MASTERWORKS 

i~i THEREDLANTERN i%ii SYMPHONIE 

PAYSANNE 

DER BOMBERPILOT / NEL RECSNO D~ NAPOLI 

These {)Vl)s ale (xJrrently being made available ~.’~ u~Nve[sities, i~,brades, museums, and other ed~J(:ationai orgamzmHons m I4orth America ~US and 

no admission ~s "" ~ ’ ~ 



Please Note: 

out i)Vl)~; a~e pubUshed ir~ PAL fob-mat Re~io~ O, 

www.@arten bersmedia.com/dvd/ 

Forward email 

This ernail was serlt to regesLer@email.ur~c.edu by sale&@~jarterlb~rctm#Qj~om 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant ren~ovalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. :: 143 West 96th Street, Suite 7B :: New York :: NY 10025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] From Chancellor Folt: Plan to Attend Employee Appreciation Day 

Dear Faculty and Staff: 

In my time here, one thing I’ve learned is that Carolina employees are deeply engaged in eve~’ aspect of University life, and care deeply about this institution and its welfare. 

In honor of your dedication and con~aitment, all Carolina faculty and staff are invited to come "Kick Up Your Heels!" at our 2013 Employee Appreciation event Please join us in the Student 
Union and the Pit on Friday, Oct. 18,fr~m9a.m.unti~3p.m.aswece~ebrateandrec~gnizetheva~uab~ec~ntributi~nsy~umaket~theUniversityeve~’day year a~er year 

We have plamaed an exciting day full of activities and fun for all. There will be food, games and entertainment for evelyone to enjoy. This year’s live musical pelformance ~vill be provided by 
Liquid Pleasure begimaing at noon. For more det~niled reformation visit: http://hr.unc edu/ 

Attendance is considered work time for staff employees, who should seek advance approval from their supervisors to attend the event. 

I appreciate your hard ~vork on behalf of the Carolina community and hope that you will be able to j oin your colleagues this Friday 

Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 

Carol L Fo[t 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: ©ffice of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 
and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Frida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 

UND~ERS 
1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place -$125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 

1st Place- $450.00 
2rid Place - $350.00 
3rd Place -$225.00 

Winners notifiedbyFebruary4, 2014 

i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 



Nat onal Council for Black Studies 

Forward email 

this email was s~nt to ~geste@e~a unc ed[i b;’ info¢~ncbsonline.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Ii~star~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 210370 Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 6:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Numbers 

UNC-CH Testimonials 2013.pdf; Anfi-Racisln registration Nov2013.doc; WORKSHOP I FLYER NOV 2013final.doc; The Black 

Report 2012-2013.pdf 

Amaomaceme~t: Ple~se i.~Jn u~; o~ V~id~y, N.~vembe~ i, 2013 i}:om ]:qoo~ 1:o 2pro, in the S.~nya Hs~ynes S~:o~e Cen~:ec .--. Hi~ch.:,::,ck Room ~c the 

DNer~Jty Scbol~r:, at~(] (:~_i~ent Fac~[[y Advisor ~Z.: [be Olllce of Pos[doctoval All:aivs. ~Fhis event, sponso:~d by the (:.)f[-;c~~ of Postdoct<~r~] Aft-~qr~ and 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’ngo,cf~, g~pIora,. Empower: 

919,843~0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 7:26 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Numbers 
Deb, thank you for checking in. The number of African-American males in the first-year class is down slightly from last year. But the actual number depends on which 
guidelines are used for reporting race and ethnicity. 
As you probably know, a few years ago the U.S. Department of Education changed its rules about how colleges and universities must collect and report information about race 
and ethnicity. Students are now asked two questions. The first is a yes/no question--in effect, Are you Hispanic/Latino/Latina? The second asks students to indicate their race 
(s). Students aren’t required to answer either question, and they may list as many races as they wish for the second question. 
For some federal reporting, when a student indicates more than one race, we’re required to count the student as "two or more races" and do not have the opportunity to 
indicate which races the student indicated. For example, if a student indicates that he’s African American and American Indian, we’re required to report that the student is "two 
or more races," and we may not include the student in our number of African-American or American Indian students. 
Because this method has the effect of underreporting the races that students indicate, we sometimes provide a different view of the racial and ethnic makeup of the student 
body -- one that counts all of the races and ethnicities that students indicate. This method double- (or even triple-) counts some students who report more than one race or 
ethnicity. But it also provides a window into how students who listed themselves as more than one race or ethnicity identify themselves. 
All of this is by way of background. If we include only African-American men who identified themselves as African-American only, the class this year included 98 students, 
down from 104 last year. 
If we include African-American men who identified themselves as one or more races in addition to African-American, the class included 124 students, down from 128 last year. 
Either way the number is small, and I wish it were greater. We have worked hard at recruitment over the years and will work harder in years to come. 
Thank you again and please let me know if you have any questions or suggestions. 

Steve 

One only All reIx~rted 

2013 98 124 

2012 104 128 



In our contemporary society, racism shapes the outcomes of all. institutions. It pits entrenched 
patterns of power against what are often faint images of equity. 

Yet even those who are concerned about growing achievement gaps, disparities in health and 
wealth, and the mass incarceration of black and brown people are challenged in their 
understanding of how racism remains alive and well in all. our institutions, advantaging some 
while harming others. 

This workshop helps participants become clear on how race and racism have been constructed 
in the US and how ideas about racism live in our unconscious minds and social structures 
even 50 years after the stmcesses of the Civil Rights movement. 

"An organized is more powerful than a disorganized truth," 

This workshop is important for people of color and white people who are committed to 
eliminating racism. It provides an analysis that helps participants gain clarity about how 
racism is organized and how to work to disrupt its powert%~l influence. 

Sponsored by: The Collaborative Committee for Organizing Against Racism 
(www. OARNC.org) 

Questions or registration: Contact Wanda Hunter at 919-929-9655, 
whunter@racialequityinstitute.org 



REGISTRATION INFORMATION: 
1. Complete and send a copy of this form to Wanda Hunter at whunterl@nc.rr.com 

2. Select the registration fee that applies to you. If regular costs are prohibitive, please 
request a sliding scale scholarship. 

Registration fee schedule (select the level that applies to you): 
$275 (per individual) 
$225 per person (for those in groups of 3 or more) 

$175 (students and seniors) 
Scholarship request (sliding scale) 

3. Remit registration fee to the United Church of Chapel Hill by check, or by credit!debit card. 

Please do this as soon as possible, as registration is not confirmed until payment is received. 

CHECKS: Make checks out to UCCH (memo: Racial Equity Workshop) and send to United 
Church of Chapel Hill. Addi’ess: 1321 MLK Jr. Blvd, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. 

CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD: Pay on-line by credit/debit card at www.unitedchurch.org. 
Scroll to bottom for information on workshop. Click register and select Anti-Racism Workshop 
Nov 1-2. Register multiple participants as ONE registration rather than 
individually. 

Remember to send this information to Wanda Hunter at 
whunter@racialequityinstitute.org 

Name 

Organization 

Email Phone 

Payment amount: Payment by: __ check __ credit!debit card 

Please note: Registration is not complete until payment is received. Workshops tend to 
fill quickly so please register early to ensure your place. 



Equity Workshops 

WHEN? Next workshop in Chapel Hill--November 1-2, 2013 (8:30 AM - 5:15 PM each day) 

Attendance required for entire workshop. 

WHERE? United Church of Chapel Hill 

1320 Martin Luther King Blvd, Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

WHY? 

WHAT? 

WHO? 

HOW? 

"People have been responding to racism for over 300 years, attacking its every overt daily 

expression. Yet after 300 years, it remains, changing form over time, in response to political 

conditions, while producing more damage. Whenever we’ve gotten strong enough to 

interfere with its operations (e.g., the civil rights movement), it comes back wearing different 

language, speaking an up-to-date lingo, while creating more of the same old 

effects...premature births, shortened lives, starving children, debilitating theft, abusive 

larceny, degrading insults and insulting stereotypes." 

Steve Martinot, The Machinery of Whiteness, 2010). 

Moving the focus from individual bigotry and bias, the Racial Equity Phase I Workshop 

presents a historical, cultural, structural and institutional analysis of racism. With a clear 

understanding of how institutions and systems are producing inequitable outcomes, 

participants are better equipped to work for change. If we do nothing, we are unwittingly 

helping to maintain an unjust system. More importantly, if we think we’re doing "something" 

but are not clear about the history, structure, and economics of racism, we may be doing 

more harm than good. 

This workshop is appropriate for people who want to increase their understanding of how to 

eliminate racism in our systems and institutions. Deena Hayes-Greene and Suzanne Plihcik, 

senior trainers from the Racial Equity Institute, will lead this workshop. 

If you’d like to participate in this workshop, please fill out a registration form and send it to 

Wanda Hunter, whunterl@nc.rr.com or to the mailing address shown on the form. 

Registration information can also be found at www.oarnc.org. 

QUESTIONS? Contact Wanda Hunter (919-929-9655 or whunterl@nc.rr.com) or see www.oarnc.org 



Trainers for REI Anti-Racism Workshop (November 1-2, 2013) 

Deena Hayes-Greene has over :[S years of experience as a community and 

institutional organizer. She is the director and a senior trainer with the Racial 

Equity Institute (REI) and with other anti-racist organizations across the country 

where she brings an in-depth analysis on the impact of systemic and historically 

constructed racism on contemporary systems and institutions within the United 

States. 

Deena’s institutional work has been primarily in the areas of social services, health and human 

services, public!private education, higher education, judicial/Disproportionate Minority Contract 

initiatives, and non-profits. She was initially elected to the Guilford County Board of Education in 

2002 and was re-elected in 2006. She currently chairs the Achievement Gap, School Safety 

Committee and the Historically Underutilized Business Advisory Board° She serves on the board of 

the International Civil Rights Center and Museum, a project of the Sit-In Movement, inc. Deena is 

a former Human Relations Commissioner for the City of Greensboro and has received numerous 

awards and citations for outstanding leadership. 

Suzanne Plihcik is a community organizer, trainer and facilitator living in 

Greensboro, North Carolina. She works locally and across the nation with 

communities and organizations working to strengthen grass root and 

institutional relationships through an increased understanding of systemic 

racism. She is a co-director and senior trainer for the Racial Equity Institute (REI). 

She and her colleagues at REI teach the skills of anti-racist organizing and 

organize community members and activists to work for social justice issues° 

Suzanne was executive director of the National Alliance for Non-Violent Programming, a coalition 

of national organizations seeking to reduce violence in entertainment through mediaqiteracy. Her 

community experience includes extensive work organizing for changes in public schools and city 

government, as well as service on the Commission on the Needs of Children. She is a founding 

member of the Greensboro Public School Fund, rewarding innovation in teaching, and Dance on 

Tour, a professional dance experience for children. 

She has served on the national boards of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the National 

Assembly of Health and Human Service Organizations and the Association of Junior Leagues 

International, where she served as President. Locally, she has served as a member of many boards 

of directors, including the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro, the Greensboro 

Children’s Museum, the Greensboro Community Initiative, the YWCA, the Greensboro Civic 

Entrepreneur Initiative, and Uplift Inc. She is the recipient of the Kathleen Price Bryan Award for 

community service, the YWCA Women of Color Committee Community Service Award, and was 

the Greensboro Woman of the Year in ::L994. She was the co-recipient of the Nancy Susan 

Reynolds Award for race relations in 2000. 



The Black Report 

Black employees and students at UNC Chapel Hill by the numbers 

1.) 
2.) 

3.) 

4.) 

s.) 

6.) 

7.) 

9.) 

North Carolina Population- Total 9,752,073; White/Caucasian 63%; Black 22% 

Full-Time Permanent Faculty- Total 3,318; African American 168 

Full-Time Permanent Employees- 11,231; African American 1,494 

¯ Professors- 949 

¯ African American Professors- Male 10; Female 13 

¯ Associate Professors- 515 

¯ African American Associate Professors- Male 18; Female 23 

¯ Assistant Professors-467 

¯ African American Assistant Professors-Male 13; Female 26 

¯ Fixed Term Professors- 1,387 

¯ African American Fixed Term Professors- Male 23; Female 42 

¯ EPA Non-Faculty-l,780 

¯ African American Non-EPA Faculty-Male 48; Female 111 

¯ SPA- 6,133 

¯ African American SPA- Male 384; Female 783 

Total Enrollment of Students- 29,278 (Male-12,283; Female-16,995); 

African American 2,422 (8%) (Male-773; Female-1649) 

Undergrad Enrollment- 18,503 (Male7,728; Female 10,775); 

African American 1,628 (8.8%) (Male-546; Female-l,082) 

Entering Undergrad Students-3,915 (Male-l,616 Female-2,299); 

African American-304 (7.8%) (Male-104 Female-200) 

Total Graduate Students- 8,262; African American-590 (Male-154; Female-436) 

Total Professional Students-2,513(Male-l,121; Female-1392); 

African American-204 (Male-73; Female-131) 

Degrees Awarded 2012-2013 

¯ Bachelors: Total 4,426 African American (Male 134; Female 269) 

¯ Masters: Total 1,930 African American (Male 35; Female 91) 

¯ Doctoral: Total 499 African American (Male 6; Female 24) 

¯ Professional: Total 686 African American (Male 12; Female 43) 

***UNC Chapel Hill Fact Book 2012-2013 

Varsity Football Players: 121 Total players (2013 team) 

68 out of the 121 are African American (Note: NCAA scholarship limit is 85 players. 80% are African American) 

Varsity Men’s Basketball Players (2013 team) 

12 out of the 13 (92%) scholarship players are African American 

Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

2 ~st Annual Stone 
Memorial Lecture delivered 
by Bennett CoHege 
President, Dr. R.osMind 
Fuse-Hail next Thursday, at 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on THURSDAY, October 24 at ?pro for 

the 21st Annual Stone Memorial Lecture. Dr. Rosalind 

Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College in Greensboro, 

North Carolina, will deliver the lecture on October 24 at 

7pm at the Stone Center. 

The annual lecture honors the late Dr. Sonja Haynes 

Stone, a UNC professor and Center advocate. The 

year’s program is part of the center’s 25th Anniversary 

celebration and is co-sponsored by Blue Cross and 

Blue Shield of North Carolina and co-hosted by the 

Theta Pi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc 

and the Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, 

Inc. 

In addition to Fuse-Hall’s address, the program will 

include remarks from newly installed Chancellors Dr. 

Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debra 

Saunders-White of North Carolina Central University, 

the first time all three women will appear together 

since assuming their positions. 

Reception lmmediately following program. For 

more information or to RSVP please email 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Tuesday, November 5:2 Events 

3:30pm, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus) 

"What Are You Dolnq Here? A Black Woman’s Life in 

Liberation in Heavy Metal" Book Discussion with author 

.L_.a__t b__e___.D__ ~_W_~. _s_ 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black 

women musicians and fans navigate the metal, 

hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly 

thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a 

community sph’it, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head 

25th Anniversary 

Season Events 



Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and Independent Film’s 7 pm 

screening of A Band Called Death 

7pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 
D~r:Jeff Howlett and Mark 

CovJno /Documentary/US/EnglJsh /98 rain./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in 

the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, 

began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a 

single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the 

era of Motown and emerging disco. Record companies 

found Death’s music-- and band name--too 

intimidating, and the group were never given a fair 

shot, disbanding before they even completed one 

album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic 

family love story, A Band Called Death chronicles the 

incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost 

three decades later, when a dusty 1974 demo tape 

made its way out of the attic and found an audience 

several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC 

Professor Priscilla Layne 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] $40 RSVD UNC Basketball Season Tickets 

UNC Athletics is offering $40 reserved season tickets to all UNC Faculty and Staff for Carolina Women’s Basketball This special deal is over 69% off the regular season ticket price. 

The 2013-14 home schedule features non-conference matchups against Tennessee (11/11/13) and Nebraska (12/4/13) as well as 8 ACC games including NC State (1/9/14) and Duke (3/2/14). 
The Tar Heels boast the nation’s top recruiting class, Ivory Latta, former I_,i~’C All-America and current Washington Mystic All-Star guard, who returns to Chapel Hill as an assistant coach 
and Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame head coach Sylvia Hatchell. Don’t miss your chance to see Carolina’s aggressive and up-tempo s~le live in Carmichael Arena 

TO PURCHASE YOUR $40 RESERVF~ CAROLINA ~VOIVIEN’ S BASKETBALL SEASON TICKETS, LOGIN- TO YOErR TICt-.’ET OFFICE ACCOUNT HERE http :/itinv.cc/bp5x4w OR CALL 
(919) 962-2296. 

All I_,i~’C employees can gain free access for themselves and their immediate family (limit 4) to individual regular season home women’s basketball games, based on availability Beginning 
one hour prior to the start of the game, UNC employees need to come to the Carmichael ticket ofi)ce to pick up a reserved ticket for themselves and their irmnediate family Please be sure to 
display your UNC One Card or UNC Hospitals ID when picking up your ticket(s) 

Go Heelst 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Athletics 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:20 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] : Research study for individuals with moderate to severe asthma. 

Subjects must have a diagnoses of moderate to severe asthma. Pregnant or nursing females are excluded as well as individuals ~vith a recent respiratory infection. Participants ~vill be asked 
to give a sputum sample via sputum induction which consists of breathing in a saline mist from a nebulizer and coughing into a collection cup Study participation ~vill last approximately 1.5 
hrs. MonetaW compensation is included 

Interested individuals may call 919-966-5638 for ad&tional reformation 

IRB #02-1305 Approved October 17th 2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review- Board. 

This e-mail is sponsored by the U~,~’C Center for Enviromaaental Medicine, Astl~na and Lung Biology and is li~nded by the National Institutes of Health 

This message is sponsored by: CEMALB 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ;vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 2:10 PM 

AfiicaJ~ Ameficm~ Histo~ Workshop ~aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[afam] Fwd: UMCP - Three Faculty Seaxches - African American ~md African Diaspora society and culture 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

The College of Arts and Humanities at the University of Maryland, College Park, announces three faculty searches to enhance its 

strengths in the study of African American and African Diaspora society and culture: 

Department of American Studies (Position # 1.19588) 
Assistant Professor, African-American and/or African Diaspora Cultural Production, w~th a preference for one or more topica~ 

d~rections: sound, new rned~aidigJta~ humanities, food studies, public aesthetics, social movements, queer studies, public aesthetics, 

social justice. Interdisdplinary texture-track position starting fall 2014. Ph.D. completed by time of appointment. For best 

consideration, please submit application materials by December 2, 2013. 

Depar~nent of English (Position #103958) 

Assistant Professor, African-American and/or African ~iaspora Literary and C~t~ral Stnd~es, with a preference for 20th al~d 2~st 

century~ Tenure-track position starting fall 2014~ Ph.D. completed or expected by time of appointment. Eor best consideration, please 

submit application materials by November 1, 2013. 

Department of H~story (Pos~t~on #104067) 

Tenure-track assistant or tenured associate professor of African American history to begin fall 2014. All specialties are welcome, but 

applicants should have a broad knowledge of African American history and be prepared to teach African American history prior to 

Reconstruction at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Ph.D. must be completed by August 1, 2014. For best consideration, 

please submit application materials by December 2, 2013. 

Letters of application and other materials reqmred for consideration should be subrnikted at ht-tps:/]ejobs.umd.edu. The University 

of Mary~a~d is an affirmative act~o~iequa~ opportuni~ employer. Women and m~norities are encouraged to apply, These searches 

are contingent upon the continued availability of funds. 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

afa~n as: <a href "mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu</a>.%r> 

To unsub~ribe click here: http:idists.unc.edtv’u?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6bl 2atgccTa5bd&n T&I afam&o 33741452 or send a blank email m <a 

href "mailkxleave-33741452-5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv. unc.edu">leave-33741452- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deatBbl 2atgcc7a5bd@li st serv. unc.edu-¢/a> 



MORE THAN A VOTER! LAW: 
The Significance of North Carolina’s Monster Voting Law 

A Roundtable Discussion Featuring" 

Michael Crowell, UNC Professor of Public Law and Government 

Bob Hall and Allison Harrison, Democracy North Carolina 

Brad Proctor, Triangle African American History Colloquium 

5:30 P 
TUESDAY OCTOBER 29 

Hamilton Hall 569 

Organized by Scholars for North Carolina’s Future-grads 
(.~..~.~.~.~.~.!.~.~.%.~..~..~..~..~.~.~.[~.~{) in partnership with the Triangle 
African American History Colloquium (http://taahc.web.unc.edu) 



You are receiving this email because you have shown interest in receiving updates and 

notifications about the Center for the Study for Class, Labor, and Social 

Sustainabilityo To unsubscribe from this list, navigate to 

https:iilistsoduke.edu/sympa/info/class-center-list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 21, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Cyber Education and the Next Generation of Cyber Leaders (National Cyber Security Awareness Month - 

NCSAM) 

Week four of NCSAM focuses on Cyber Education and the Next Generation of Cyber Leaders. 

In order to be secure, ~ve need individuals who can use the Internet safely, securely, ethically, and productively and to build a world’orce of cybersecurity professionals to defend our 
networking infrastructure. We can be successful if we teach evewone the essentials and reach the next generation of cyber leaders at an earlier age. 

In keeping with the theme of Cyber Education, UNC’s Information Securi~ Oftice (ISO), a division of Information Technology Set, rices (ITS), will host a Cyber Security Town Hall style 
meeting tlcom 2:00 p.m 3:00 pm in flae Global Fedex Building, Auditorium 1015, on Thursday, October 24 

Come meet the members of the InX’ormation Security Office ~vho will be on hand to answer an?- cyber-security related question that audience members have Come learn about the current 
tl~reatscape ~ve face at Carolina, initiatives in Information Security uaadertaken on campus to counter those threats, and ways in which we can all help protect the confidentiality, integri~, 
and availability of the University’s sensitive information. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Information Security Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu. and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomtz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 8:39 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] FW: Request for CCO Summer 2014 Course and Instructor list 

Camp Sci - Summer 2014.docx 

3’u~ith B~°,nowii’z 
Progrem Developme~t Specialist 
The Friday Center for Conti~uin9 ~duc~tion 

CB#I020 
Chape~ Mill, ~C 27B99 
Tel: 91%962-6802 
Fox: 919-962.-E~549 

h~p:/ / fridaycen*er.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it i~.; ru:_~ver too lat~-_~ to give up your pr~-:~judi(:es" 
..... __H___e___n__r_~____D__a__~!__d____T___h___o__r___e__a___u_. 

From: Anselmo Lastra [mailto:lastra@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October :16, 2013 :[0:ll AM 

To-" Benowitz, Judith 
Subject; Re: Request for CCO Summer 2014 Course and Instructor list 

tti, Judith. ttere goes. 

Anselmo 

On Fri, Oct 1 l, 2013 at 11:04 AM, Benowitz Judith <benowitz(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anselmo, 

Attached is the usual table to fill out and return by January 1st or earlier, if possible. 

Thanks very much, and have a good weekend. I hope that it won’t rain on Carol Folt’s installation tomorrow! 

<ul> 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:mgesCe@email.unc.edu">mgester@email.unc.edu<~/a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

email m <a hm~"mailm:leave-33746694-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eati5919b64fcc286@listserv, unc.edu">leave-33746694- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@li stserv.unc.edu<~a> 



Department of Computer Science 
CCO Courses to be offered via the Friday Center 

Summer 2014 

Carolina Courses Online (CCO) 
CCO courses operate on the regular semester schedule, are totally online (asynchronous), and are offered 
during fall and spring semesters and over one summer session that spans both UNC summer sessions. 

Instructor Names* 
Course Number and Name and PID 

COMP 380 Tessa Nicholas 

Don’t know PID 

UNC Email address 
and Instructor Rank 

nicholas@cs.unc.edu 

Lecturer 

*It would be helpful if you used the instructors’ official names associated with their PIDs. 

Note: If courses tend to enroll ten or fewer students each semester, please consider offering them 
just once a year. 

The potential impact of overload pay should be considered for any instructors who are full-time 
faculty" members. Each time an instructor revises and teaches a course, they receive $5900 (for TAs) or 
$6150 (for faculty and others with PhDs). If they have recently authored the course, they receive an 
additional $4,000. If these amounts exceed the overload limit for any instructor, please contact us so that 
alternative arrangements can be discussed. 

Please sign below and return to Judith Benowitz at the Friday Center (CB# 1020) by March 1, 2013. 

By signing below, you affirm that these instructors have been or will be appointed to the appropriate rank 
within your department/school and meet the minimum requirements of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools, our accrediting agency, for teaching the course or courses designated, s 

o,,.// ,~0 

~-~~ 10/16/13 

Dean, Department Chair, or Associate Chair Date 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

2 ~[st Annual Stone 
Memorial Lecture 
delivered by Bennett 
College President, Dr. 
Rosalind Fuse-Hall, 
Thursday, at 7prn. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on THURSDAY, October 24 at 7pro 

for the 21st Annual Stone Memorial Lecture. Dr. 

Rosalind Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College in 

Greensboro, North Carolina, will deliver the lecture 

on October 24 at 7pm at the Stone Center. 

The annual lecture honors the late Dr. Sonja Haynes 

Stone, a UNC professor and Center advocate. The 

year’s program is part of the center’s 25th 

Anniversary celebration and is co-sponsored by Blue 

Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina and co- 

hosted by the Theta Pi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha 

Sorority, [nc and the Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi 

Alpha Fraternity, inc. 

[n addition to Fuse-Hall’s address, the program will 

include remarks from newly installed Chancellors Dr. 

Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debra 

Saunders-White of North Carolina Central University, 

the first time all three women will appear together 

since assuming their positions. 

Reception lmmediately following program. For 

more information or to RSVP please email 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. There is 

FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell 

Tower Parking deck. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends°°° 

Wednesday, October 93; 7 - 8:3o p.m.; Stone 

Center Auditorium 

The Department of SVomen’s and Gender 

Studies presents the Charles M. and Shirley F. 

Weiss Lecture: 

"The Audacity to Heal: A Public Conversation 

about Surx4vlng Sexual Assault" 

A public conversation about Surviving Sexual Assault 

including rare and never-before-seen photos and 

video footage fi’om the award-winning multi-media 

performance, Story of a Rape Survivor (SOARS). 

SOARS’s creators, Scheherazade and Salamishah 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Tillet, discuss the role of the arts can play in ending 

sexual violence, the specific challenges that victims 

face when they want to break the silence around 

sexual violence, and how secondary victims of sexual 

violence, such as family members, friends, and 

intimate partners, can become allies to sexual 

assault survivors, 

Theirs. October 24 lO a.l~. - 12 p.m.; 

Hitchcock Room, Stone Center 

"Arts. Activism. Advocacy.": Discusses how sexual 

assault activism and victim rights advocacy can serve 

as key components of sexual assault recovery, 

focusing on how survivor art, activism, and advocacy 

can be used to empower survivors and contribute to 

social change in the community. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 21, 2013 1:49 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Summer Fellowship Opporiunity 

FinalMU RAPFacultyAnnouncement2014 .doc 

Dear Prof. Regester, 

The Moore Undergraduate Reseaacch Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill faculty in the social sciences, huma~aities aaad fine axts 
who would like to participate in our ten-week summer research progrmn (May 27-July 31, 2014) and serv-e as tnentors to two students with matching acadetnic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepaxe students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
careers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or rising senio~ at the end of the current academic yeaac) fi’om colleges and universities all over the nation who 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will Nfide them closely in their rigorous resem’ch experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed irfformation abont duties aaad the application process for faculu fellows. THE DEADL1NE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACUI;I’Y 
FELLOWSttIPS IS JANq.JARY 24, 2014. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment mmouncement to distribute to potential student applicants at Cm’olina and to 
colleaNtes who might help you to identify other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensure that we have suitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than February 7, 2014). 

Further details abom the MUR~4~P program can be found on our website: mt~rap.unc.edt~. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms. Mm’issa Garcia, Program 
Coordinator (!__n___u__r__a_pf~)__u___n__c_:__e_~__t!) or Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director (!_p_Rc_’_r_~_l_!__n_~)~!?!_a__i_l_:__u_!F_:_c_’_~t___u_). 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perelmuter 
and Marissa Gaxcia 



Announcement of Summer Faculty Fellowships 
Hay 27-July 31, 2014 

The Hoore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (HURAP) invites 
applications from faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
who would like to serve as mentors in our ten-week summer 2013 program. 
HURAP strives to foster the entrance of talented students from diverse 
backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and eventually into faculty positions in colleges and 
universities in the U.S. At a broader level, the program seeks to increase the 
number of minorities, and others who demonstrate a commitment to 
diversity, who will pursue graduate work and hold faculty appointments 
within the academy. 

MURAP works to achieve its mission by identifying and supporting students of 
great promise and helping them to become scholars of the highest distinction. 
Through the program, rising juniors and seniors in college are introduced to 
the professional work of university scholars and teachers while learning 
about the opportunities and challenges of graduate studies in the humanities, 
social sciences, and fine arts. Under the guidance of a mentor, each MURAP 
student fellow works on a research project of his or her own design. 

Faculty fellows carry out two major roles: they 1) oversee two students in 
independent research projects from conception to completion and 2) help 
prepare their mentees for graduate school both by assisting them in 
identifying an area of interest and the programs that exist in that field, and 
by discussing aspects of the profession and the professor’s own interests as a 
teacher and researcher. Mentors who join the program are expected to 

meet with student advisees at least three times per week to provide 
regular and detailed feedback on students" projects and career 
attend a weekly three-hour seminar where students and mentors come 
together to present and discuss their work 
be present at the annual two-day HURAP academic conference from 
8am-5 pm on Thursday and Friday, 3uly 24-25, 2014 
be in residence in Chapel Hill throughout this period, with few 
exceptions 

The MURAP stipend, meant to free mentors from summer teaching so that 
they can devote themselves to their research and their mentorship, is $8000, 
subject to applicable deductions for benefits and taxes. Stipends will be paid 
in two lump-sum supplements to regular faculty salaries. 

(PAGE } 



For faculty mentors, the program will begin on Tuesday, May 27 and 
conclude with a banquet on Wednesday, July 30 (students will arrive on 
Sunday, May 25 and depart on Thursday, July 31). 

To apply please submit the following materials electronically by Friday, 
January 24, 2014: 

1) 

2) 
3) 

4) 

A cover letter indicating your interest in serving as a mentor and 
your willingness and ability to meet the requirements listed above. 
A copy of your current curriculum vitae. 
A two-page description of your proposed research plan for the 
summer, including a list of research field/areas in which you would 
feel comfortable mentoring a student. 
A description of your previous experience serving as a research 
mentor for undergraduates as well as any professional activities 
that demonstrate your commitment to educational diversity. 

Former MURAP mentors are eligible and welcome to apply again. We also 
encourage applications from first-time applicants. Students will be applying 
from a wide range of undergraduate institutions and majors, and all of the 
successful applicants will have competitive academic records. Every effort 
will be made to match faculty fellows and student applicants whose research 
interests overlap but prospective mentors will have a final say on the choice 
of mentee. In order to ensure that we receive student applications from 
candidates whose fields and interests are compatible with mentorship 
applicants’, we suggest they forward the enclosed student announcement to 
students and peers, both locally and throughout the United States. 

Applications should be addressed to Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, MURAP 
Director, 305C Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Carolina Campus Box 3393, and 
emailed to murap@unc.edu. For more information about MURAP, please 
consult our website at http://www.unc.edu/depts/murap or contact our 
Program Coordinator, Ms. Marissa Garcia, at 962-6811 or at the email address 
above. 

Deadline for applications is 5:00 I~m on Friday, January 24, 2014, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Summer Fellowship Optx~rtunity 

Fin~JMurapStudentAnnouce~nent2014.doc 

Dear Prof. Regester, 
Enclosed you will find a copy of the IVlURAP student announcement. I apologize. I forgot to include it in the last email. Please help us distribute the announcement to potential 
student applicants at Carolina and to colleagues who might help you identify other students nationally. 
Thank you in advance for your help. 

Best, 
Marissa 
Program Coordinator 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 25-July 31, 2014 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 24-25. Also on the schedule are a Writing Clinic, available for four 
hours three times a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 
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portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1500, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http://genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, students will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. 
Through it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling 
during the graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when 
applying to consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding 
for advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.a ndover.ed u / Su m merSession O utreach / I F ROTeac hers/Pages/d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 7. 2014 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 
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take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks, Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

Academic promise 
Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 
professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 
Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 
Availability of an appropriate mentor 
Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities 
Strength of faculty recommendations 
Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 
given preference) 
Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter HURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website murap.unc.edu beginning on November 4, 2013. For questions 
please contact Ms. Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] October is Audiology Awaxeness Month 

Arouaad the world, extremely loud noise is often associated with fun and celebration (concerts, sports stadiums reaching record breaking decibels, etc) Unfortuaaately, more Americans than 
ever are experiencing early onset of hearing loss due to this exposure 

The good news is: Noise-induced hearing loss is 100% preventable. 

October is national Audiology Awareness Month. To celebrate, the UNC Hearing and Communication Center is oIt’ering $25 off a pair of custom ear plugs to U~,~’C employees and students. 
Make your appointment by October 31 st to take advantage of this opportunity’ (Call: 919-493-7980). 

It’s never too late to start protecting your hearing 

The U~,~’C Hearing & Communication Center is a facul~ practice offering comprehensive hearing evaluations; hearing aid counseling and selections; hearing aid fittings, adjustments, and 
follow-ups; ear wax removal, custom-fit earplugs; audiologic rehabilitation classes; and more. 

For more information about hearing care sel-,zices at the U2x,-C-HCC, visit our webpage at ~wmed.unc.eduiahs/sphs/hcc or call 919-493-7980 to schedule an appointment 

This message is sponsored by: L~,-C Hearing & Commnunication Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emofil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:07 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Are you a new mom with bipolar disorder or mmaic depressiou? 

We are recruiting ~vomen who: 
Are age 18 or older 
Within 1 year postpaltum of their most recent pregnancy 
Have history, of bipolar disorder or manic depression 

You may qualig~z for a research study that could help researchers at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Nursing School better understand the experience of pregnancy for women 
with bipolar disorder. If you qualify, this research project involves a 1-2 hour telephone interview- where we will ask you about your most recent pregnancy experience. If you would like to 
participate in this stud?’, please complete this brief online screening tool: https://unc azl .qualtrics comSSE/?SID=SV 06qDZpJzx©arATX or e-mail erin richardson@med.tmc, edu to complete 

it over the phone Compensation for this study is $15. 

#13-2852 approved 10-16-13 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 

This message is sponsored by: School of Nursing 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass ema~l. To se~ your informa~mnal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUN(? at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:03 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, al~xiety, irritability, or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe enough to interfere with normal functioning or 
interpersonal relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and qualig~z for research studies conducted in the UNC Center for Women’s iVlood Disorders (David 
Rubinow, MD., Director). 

WE iN~E E D WOMEN" ~rblO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the onset of menstruation 
2) are medically health)’ and not currently suffering ftom some other chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualii~ for research studies that give you diagnostic feedback on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualif) for treatment studies and studies providing up to 
$1,538 m compensation 

If you would like to participate, call Khal~h (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UN(2 Hospital and UNC iVlental Health Specialists at REX[ 

The research study is IRE #05-3000. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 10/15/2013. 

This message is spunsured by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:51 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

MURAP Program --Summer Fellowship Opportunity 

FinalMurapStudentAnnoucement2014.doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please forward this announcement about the M URAP Program to your students, particularly students who are considering pursuing a Ph.D. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: reaester(c-~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc,edu/u?id=65646456.94d215e1724eabTc882dOcbffl ball bf&n=T&l=aaad&o=33753258 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33753258-6564.6456.94d215el 72,4eabTc882d0cbfflbaflbf,~;listser~z.unc,edu 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 25-July 31, 2014 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 24-25. Also on the schedule are a Writing Clinic, available for four 
hours three times a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 
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portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1500, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http://genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, students will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. 
Through it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling 
during the graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when 
applying to consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding 
for advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.a ndover.ed u / Su m merSession O utreach / I F ROTeac hers/Pages/d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 7. 2014 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 
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take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks, Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

Academic promise 
Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 
professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 
Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 
Availability of an appropriate mentor 
Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities 
Strength of faculty recommendations 
Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 
given preference) 
Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter HURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website murap.unc.edu beginning on November 4, 2013. For questions 
please contact Ms. Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:59 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Request tbr Proposals tbr 27th Annual PSI Conference in June 2014 

Dear Colleague, 

We are happy to annouaace a request for speaker proposals for the 27th Annual Postpartum Support International (PSI) Conference held in conjunction ~vith the University of North Carolina 
Center for Women’s Mood Disorders.The 2014 Conference, "Creating Connections between Communities, Practitioners, and Science: Innovative Care for Perinatal Mood Disorders," 
provides an opportunity to meet, learn together, and share ideas with others ~vho are concerned about perinatal mood and anxiety’ disorders (PMADs) This professional event is a unique 
training and networking opportuni~z. The purpose of the conference is to bring together and inform medical and mental health providers, childbirth professionals, support and resource 
providers, caregivers, policy-makers, researchers, voluaateers, families, and educators who want to improve their understanding of PMADs and improve their ability- to serve childbearing 
families. 

We are now accepting proposals for the main conference. Of particular interest will be proposals that align with the conference theme of making connections bet~veen commnnities, 
scientists, and practitioners Because of the wonderfully diverse PSI membership as well as audience ~ve expect to attract, we ~velcome presentations with scientific data as well as those 
addressing clinical or commnni~z concerns 

Presentations will be either 60 or 90 minutes long; the Program Conrmittee will decide once all proposals are reviewed. We welcome both didactic and experiential proposals, as ~vell as poster 
presentations. Proposals are due by October 31,2013 and can be sent by email to psioffice@postpartumnet or by fax to 503-894-9452. An email acknowledgement Iicom the PSI office will be 
confirmation that your proposal has been received If you don’t receive an acknowledgment, please contact the office at 503-8~g-9453 

We are eager to hear your ideas! Please visit http://www.postpartuannet/News-and-Events/PSI-Annua1-Conference-2014aspx for more information about proposal submission and the PSI 
Conference. 

Thank you! 
- PSI 2014 Conference Program Committee 
- UNC Conference Co-Chairs Chris Raines, MSN, APRN-BC & Anna R. Brandon, Phi), MCS, ABPP 
- Wen@ Davis, PhD, PSI E×ecuuve Director 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m’%unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:18 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

comm@listserv.unc.edu; awt~oboard@sakai.unc.edu 

[geueraJfaculbq Call tbr Nomiuations, 2014 Edwaxd Kidder Gra~ha~ Faculty Service Award 

To the General Faculty 

Dear Colleagues, 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards now invites your nominations for next year’£dward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award, 

which will be presented at the October 12, 2014, University Day ceremony. This award recognizes outstanding service by a member of the Voting Faculty of the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The award calls to remembrance President Graham’s ambition to "to make the campus co-extensive with the 

boundaries of the State," in the context of the University’s modern mission to extend knowledge-based service world-wide. 

The deadline for nominations is November 15, 2013. 

Full information about this award, including criteria, eligibility, and the process for submitting a nomination is available at the ~-E---d---w---a---r--d-~~-K-~~-d---d---e--r-~--G---r--a---h--a----m--~--A-~-w--~-a--r--d--~~---a-g--e- 

of the Faculty Governance website. 

If you have any questions, please contact us in the Office of Faculty Governance. 

Sincerely yours, 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb~ as: _r__e_&_e_#$_e_!_@_e___n_)__a__i_L_u_n_£:_e___d__~! . 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu, u?id=66902437.0af4160b3368fafaTdl 5bl 5c4c405eb4&n=T&l=geueraJfaculb’&o=33756521 or send a bla~k email to 



I,ight refl’eshme~fls will be offered at 6:30 p.m., m~d the program w[Jl begin at 7 p.m. 

0 intact anndouise_aguiar ~une.edu or (9~’;. 

Alumni aedvi{Jes, commmfieations and services aro not a ]ine item in the University 

budget buk are funded by GAA member dues. If you tBhak this mission of set’ring onr 

Un~versiU and keeping almnni hflbrmed and h~wJved is important, membershil~ is tbr 

you. 4oin today to support Carolina and to tee,Ave vahmble benefits and sere, ices and a 

subsc*Jpfion to ~e digital and ptq~k vei’sions of the Carolina Ahu~ni Reuiew. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Carolina Club <clubcorp@maler.memfirst.net~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:06 AM 

Regester, Chatene B <regesl, er@ema]l.unc.edu> 

$100 Initia’don Fee Has Been Extended! 

Having Trouble Viewing this Email ? 

Click Here to View as a Web Page 

Sta~Jium Drive, We are pleased to announce that our special offer era preferred initiation fee of $~00 to join The Carolina Club has been 
extended through October 3 f st~. 

New .."?..ember, 

As No, Om’:e you become a ~’4ember, you are chan:~ed i:or your dues on a quarl:e.."iy basis and your usage charges 

A: Ye~ Be sure to ~se yo~ X~acceunt, wMch k~ a sub-acco~mt o~:yeur membersffip that sep,~r,~tes bushiness ch,~n~es from 

box, 

2. Use tlds link to download a~d print your Club Applicatio~: 

3. Complete your a//iication a~d i~terest profile, i~]ciudi~g payment for the $1.00 initiatio~ fee~ (a~d GAA membership if you are 

The Club’s Beard of Directors recenly app..’oved a ..’educsd rat8 of $75 psr month for UNC Facalty 8 S~aff fe[ T..’i’-.milb Society 
savi!:(! ~ .... if! addt:km. (:ur!’en~ ()lub Members wi:o wish io t~p’,,trade io "l’riar!~}te Society win haw,> ~t~,> $500 t~pgrsde fee wabed! 

We’re looking forward to seeing you at The Carolina Club soon! 

acres,<; disoiplh:es, ¢e.qdud offici~,d bu,<;ine,<;s, and ce.q:mc.’ne h: fhe ,sphit of fellowship, h: 1913, the÷ Gent÷tel Alumni Association made DL<; vLsio~: e r,e;~Nt7< 

and Tt~e Carolina Ctab t,va~_~ opel~ed.-[oda7, th8 Club is hem8 to 2,100 membe..’s al~d conth-:u~_~ io s~nie Ct~al~csiior Kordha..’T:<s visiolL 



We want you to feel as good about our email communications as you do about our Club. You have received this message because you provided your email address to the Club, 

either in person or via our web site~ We’ll send you emails such as this on a periodic basis to inform you of news and activities at the Club or at ClubCorp~ 

If you would not like to receive emails from this particular email list in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:36 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view web ~/e~sio~ of tMs message. October 201 

BME for Undergraduates 
Carolina undergraduates are hlvent~n~ 

dexdces to Eack[e health problems through 

b~omedica/eaoneerh’~ The opportuNty to 

study m one of the fastest-growing job 

fiekds evokved through a partnership 

between the Co][ege of Arts and Sciences 

and the 5choo[ of Medidne, [ed by Professor 

Nan(~ A[/britton. 

Transformative Mentoring 
Distinguished PsychoLogist Da\dd Penn has 

~~.mitioa ior his reentering of 

a former doctoral student Dave Roberts, 

now a faculty member at the University of 

Texas, Their coKaboration has transformed 

treatment and improved the tires of 

)atienLs wiLh schizophrenia wor[dwide. 

National Security Talk t0/30 
Thomas DoniLon, the National Security 

Adv~sor who oversaw the hunt for Osama 

bin Laden. and Bare Gel/man./he Pul.itzeP 

winnin£ reporLer, p~ctured, who spoke wi[h 

Edward Snowden for stories on NSA access 

to American phone and emm[ records, 

engage m a ~?~).~)£~.52E!@[}.~J2.~. Oct. 30, 

5:30 pm in Genome Sciences G-1O0. 

Amazing Alumni 
Kate[ Mason tinctured) graduaEed from Carotina with a mathematics degree in 

Ehe Cot/ege, and ~s now a U.S. Assistant Attorney General h~ the Obama 

admh~stration. She is one of ~.~y.~.[~):~.9g~)~}~).~?~..(~:~E?/!Lwho were recognized on 

Urfivers]ty Day for their acNevements. You can a~so read about two 

~}:~}!Lwho have won G~’s distinguished young atumm awards. 

~ Shining Light ~n the S~uth 
The Lutes/issue eL garo{~n~ Ar~:s (t Sck~aces ma~z~ne [eatures Ehe Center for 

the Studv of the Amerk:an =outh as it turns 20. We also Ngh]~ght under~raduate and 

graduate alumni who connecL thor impact on North Carohna and the world wiLh 

experiences pro~dded by the CoKege. 

~ The Meaning of Public 
UNC Historian James Letoud]s explained the evolving role of the nation’s first 

x~b[~c umvers~ty, and what ~t means to our students and our place h~ the world today. 

~!5.J.~519.~i~ was part of the celebrations around Urfiversity De’! and Chanter]or 

h~sLa[[ation. 

More News 

Bravo, Jan Chambers and McKay Coble for designing the 

~ndoor swimmin~9oo~ on stage for PRC°s next shows 

Another major gran~: to ~ransform STEM education 

Geographer Er]cka Wise ~2..$.[.¢£..[~.~@~...for c~imate data 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] New Go-Live Date tbr Co~mectCarolina Project 

To: University Conmau nity 

From: ConnectCarolina Finance and HE’Payroll Executive Sponsors 
James W Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor arid Provost 
Chris Kielt, Vice Chancellor for Inibrmation Teclmology and CIO 
Brenda Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 
Kevin Seitz, Interim Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration 

Re: New Go-Live Date for ColmectCarolina Project 

Date: October 23, 2013 

On Aug 5, 2013, we informed you that we were delaying the January 2014 go-live for the Finance and HR/Payroll components of the ColmectCarolina project In asking the project team to 
evaluate a new date, we emphasized that our focus is on providing the highest quali~ system possible, a goal that takes priority over meeting a specific date. 

After a thorough analysis and report by the project team leadership, the Executive Sponsors have set October 2014 as the new go-live date for the Finance and HR/Payroll components of 
ConnectCarolina. The project team looked at several possible dates, each of which had challenges and points in its favor. Ho~vever, the project team has weighed those options and feels 
that the October date best balances the needs of the University community and the potential risks. 

Schools and divisions will soon receive follow-up communications about potential impacts of the new go-live date on departments/units and employees, including revisiting existing 
moratoriums. We will also share more details about what we expect to accomplish by extending the date. 

’]7he project team is also reworking the training schedule We will issue a new schedule as soon as possible, but the bulk of training will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 
Key department personnel will be notified as soon as possible about the revised training schedule and its effects on vacation planning 

More information about the project can be found at the project website: http://ccinfo unc.edu. 

We appreciate your patience and understanding, and sincerely thank evewone who has been involved in the project so far for the substantial amount of work alrea@ completed. We look 
forward to conunuing to work with you to make the prqject a success. 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology, Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] ttealthy Volunteer hnaging Reseaxch Stu@ 

We are currently recruiting healthy voluaateers for an imaging study. Please see below- for details. 

The goal of this research stu@ (IRB# 12-2561) is to help understand the brain development process, particularly how- large scale brain networks interact with each other to facilitate the 
performance of celtain tasks The stu@ visit consists of a brief mood status test, an MRI scan, then another mood test Your visit would last about 2.5 hours and we will compensate you for 
your time and travel. Your participation in this research study is completely voluntary. 

We are currently recruiting health?- adults ages 20-40 ~vith no history of mental disorders, traumatic brain injury or drug addiction. 

Please contact Dorothy Riguera at riguera@email.unc.edu or 919.843.5420 if you meet the above requirements and are interested in palticipating 

Approved by U2",!C Biomedical IRB 21 October 2013 
Initial approval 23 May 2013: IRB# 12-2561 Developmental Changes in Large-Scale Functional Network Interactions during Inhibitory Control and Attention Tasks 

This message is sponsored by: Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 
Update Persona[ Information 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.ject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Free Passports for New Students 

First year and transfer students, have you never had a passport? The Passport to GO! award covers the cost of a passport application, at $135/application, and gets you connected to 
campus resources for international experiences, including funding for travel Visit the awards page at the Center for Global Initiatives at http://cgi.unc edu/awardsipassport to learn about the 
award and to apply! The deadline for the award is October 30th, 2013 at 5:00 PM. 

Contact Prlyanka Vakil at pvakil@unc edu with questions or concerns 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Global Initiatives 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy women needed for pregna~cy research study! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s fertility. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 
years of age who are t~Ang to become pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the stud?’. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner have a histow of 
infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site stud?’ visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other stu@ activities are 
completed online 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- MonetaW compensation for study activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about this study, you can visit our website at www.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an email to fertility@uric edu with your name,phone number and times that you can be reached. All information will be kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing information about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share this message with friends or family. 

The principal investigator for this study is Anne Z Steiner, MD, 2/2PH,Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of North Carolina. 

This stu~d.y, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 3/14/2008, study # 
08-0423. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

’]7his message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your infi~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Healthy Adolescents Needed for Research! 

Researchers at L~,-C Chapel Hill are looking to recruit adolescents between the ages of 15 and 18 and a caregiver to participate in a research study 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone for an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible, each caregiver and adolescent will be invited for an approximately 4.5 hour visit at our offices in Carrboro 

During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete interviews and questionnaires, as well as 3 computer-tasks: one for memow, one for recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking 
at pictures, and one for measuring ~vhere you look when seeing pictures 

Compensation for this visit is AT MINIMUM $100. 

Stu@ participation can also be completed in 2 shorter visits if necessap)< 

If you are interested in participating, or if you have any questions, please contact Stephanie Miller by replying to this email or by phone at (919)-533-9305 

This study was approved by the Einmedical ~RB at I~3NC Chapel Hill (IILI~ll 
11-1403) on 8/11/201 h 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:51 AM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] 1NFORMATIONAI,: Recruiting 5-10 year old boys tbr Reseacch Study 

Subject: INFOPO~SkTIONAL: Recruiting 5-10 year old boys for Research Stud,v 

We need your help! 
We are currently looking for 5 to 10 year old boys to serve as controls in our research stu@ about ultrasonic imaging of growing muscle in Duchenne muscular d,vstrophy (DMD) We are 
looking for boys ages 5 to 10 years with no known neurological or muscular disorders 

What is involved? 
The boys will undergo ultrasound imaging of three leg muscles (rectus, sartorius, and gastrocnemius) and one arm muscle (deltoid). Imaging will last for about 45 minutes The boys will then 
undergo physical testing including time to standing, 30 feet walk, and 6 minute ~valk. Imaging and physical testing ~vill occur 3 times a year for 4 years and ~vill take place at UNC Hospitals 

Why participate? 
You and your child will help us to achieve our goal of developing a validated ultrasound-based measurement tool to monitor DMD progression and gauge the success of DIVID treatments 
so that potentially life-altering treatments can reach DMD patients sooner. You will be compensated $50 per visit to cover travel arid parking expenses. 

For more information or if you are interested in palticipating in this study-, please call us at 919-843-7857 or email us at chopram@neurology.unc edu 

This research study is funded by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (R01-NS074057). The principal investigator is Dr. Caterina Gallippi This stu@ has been 
reviewed and approved by the UNC Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board (IRB #11-1509, Approved 7/3/2013). 

This email is sponsored by: Joint Department of Biomedical Engineering 

This message is sponsored by: Biomedical Engineering 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Inlbnnation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nixon, Thomas J <tommy nixon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: New Electronic Resource tbr Hollywood Mag~ines/Film Journals 

Hello Charlene, 

Thanks so much for this link, Fve asked our person in reference to trace the 19~50s vol. of the N~% Film Reviews, I’ll let yok~ know if we find 

Tommy 

Frora: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:41 AM 

Te: Nixon, Thomas J 
Subject: RN: New Electronic Resource for Hollywood Magazines/Film Journals 
FY1 Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gene Melton [hgmelton@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:47 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: New Electronic Resource for Hollywood Magazines!Film Journals 

Dear Charlene, 

Today, our Film Studies folks here at NCSU alerted us to Lantern, a new online resource that has digitized, ,searchable copies of early- to mid-twentieth centu~/film 

magazines (such as Variety. and Photoplay). I apologize if this is old news, but I thought I’d pass along the linkjus~t it case it wasn’t. 

http:/ilantern.mediaNstorg/ 

Hope all is well, 

Gene 

Gene Melton 

Senior Lecturer 

English Depaxtment 

North Carolina State University 

G124 Tompkins ttall 

Campus Box 8105 

Raleigh, NC 27695 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cobb, N. Nicole <nncobb@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:05 PM 

First- Year Pre- regi stration Workshops 

PREREG letter.pdf 

Dear FY Seminar Instructors: 

I hope this email finds you well. Academic advising is having several pre-registration workshops starting Oct. 21-Nov. 8. Please share the attached flyer with your 

students and encourage them to attend. You can also direct them to www.advising.unciexplore to find out more about these workshops and to register. 

Thank you in advance for your help in promoting the workshops. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Nicole 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <962-help~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH Reme@ Ticket 2637423 

Client Information 
charlene b regester, Location : 204 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599-3395 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african, afri-amer & diaspora 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: regester@email unc.edu 
Short Description: Virus/Spyware 

Email Text : Machine has only AD accounts We are unable to log into to these accounts. We would either need you to come by and create a local account, or provide us ~vith your onyen 
password. We prefer to have a local account as your onyen and onyen password are not merit to be shared. 

ITRCStaff 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ferns, Bill Thomas <bferris@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:10 AM 

inquiry list <ermchmen@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[enrichment] Conversations with River Writers l}aturing Jill McCorkle at the Friday Center 

Jill HcCorkle, author of Life After Life 

November 12, 6-7:30 PM. 

Tickets 520 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education, Chapel Hill 
American novelist and short story writer .J_!!_L___M___c___C_._o_£__k_L_e_ will talk about the influence of the Lumber River in her short stories and novels. 

Jill McCorkle is the author of nine previous books--four story collections and five novels--five of which have been selected as New York Times Notable Books. The 

recipient of the New England Book Award, the John Dos Passos Prize for Excellence in Literature, and the North Carolina Prize for Literature, she teaches writing at 

North Carolina State University and lives in Hillsborough, North Carolina. 

For more information or to register, please see the Conversations wi[h River Writ.ers pa~.~.e. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

enrichment as: !:egester(~e nail,unc.edu To unsubscribe ~nd a blank email to leave-33764980-40786625.1~0774b194563cbb24e7b8bl?c87a2t0[~i~listserv,m~c,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:12 PM 

Carolina Women’s Center monthly announcement <cwc_announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc_announce] Mary Turner Lane Award for Excellence in Research on Women’s Issues by a Senior 

FYI. 

The UNC Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 

requests nominations from all departlnents for the Thirteenth Ammal Mary Turner Lane Award for Excellence in Research on Women’s Issues by a 

Senior 

**Deadline: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2014"* 

Es~blished in Spring 2001 by the Curriculum in Women’s Studies and Mmy Turner Lane, a tireless feminist, advocate, and educator, this award recognizes the 
original scholarship and creative/artistic production on gender/feminist issues by ~niors in any discipline. 

Previous award recipients have explored deiinitions of"sex" and "gender" in la~v; North Carolina women’s club work during World War II; "Fighting Traditions" in 

Thailand (a fihn); understandings of gender among Iroquois and English women in New England, 1600-1783; and eugenics and sterilization in Nort~h Carolina. Your 

student can continue the legacy of engaging with women’s lives ~md feminist issues while expanding our collective knowledge ba~. 
To have your student considered: 

. Submit a nomination letter. Seniors must be nominated by a UNC faculty, member whose letter of support explains the significance of the project. We invite 

nominations from faculty in all disciplines. 

. Submit research. The faculty nominator mus~t submit a coW of the sta&nt’s research project along with the nomination letter. Research is broadly defined as original 
research papers, artistic presentations that resulted fi’om significant anaJysis, contribufions to feminifft theoD~. or significant analytica1 essays. Students are encouraged to 

use chapters of their honors theses or revise research. The work submitted must be entirely student-authored. 

Faculty me~nbers should deliver submissions to Joaime Hershfield, Chair, Department of Wo~nen’s and Gender Studies, CB# 3135. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Halloween 2013 Campus Paxking and Transportation Intb 

ATPEix~ION L~NC STUDEN~fS, STAFF, AND FACLrLTY: 

On the day and eveinng of Thursday, October 31, 2013, numerous campus parking lots and services will be affected by Halloween operations, including streets adjacent to campus 
Consequently, it is highly recommended that students, stafi% and faculty take a few moments to familiarize themselves with the overall parking and transportation plan¯ Advance planning 
and preparation on the part of everyone will go a long way toward making the operations plan work better and toward making the evening as enjoyable as possible¯ 

CAMPUS PARKING: 
To support the regular academic function of the Umversity, the medical mission of UNC hospitals, and in hopes of supporting Chapel Hill’s plan of a "Home Grown" Halloween as was the 
case in 2011 and 2012, ALL parking regulations, as well as several temporaW parking restrictions, will be in effect from 7:30 am. on Thursday, October 31 through 5 p.m. on Friday, November 
1 

For example, Stadium Drive parking normally requires an $4 permit Monday-Fri@, 7:30 a.m. - 5 pm. For Halloween, it ~vill require a valid $4 permit from Thursday, October 31 at 7:30 a.m. 
until Friday, November 1 at 5 p.m. The restriction illustrated by this example will apply to all permitted lots and all normal reserved spaces that are not already 24-hour spaces¯ 

UNC students and staff should NOT come to campus for Halloween festivities prior to 6 p.m. on Thursday, October 31 and even then, guests are discouraged from coming to campus 
Unless a vehicle has a valid weekday pelrnit, there will be no place for student or employee Halloween guests to park until 6 p.m. Thursday, when a veW limited number of designated lots 
will open for $20 Halloween student and employee parking (see Public Safe~z website below for details)¯ In addition to the campus-wide parking permit restrictions, several campus parking 
lots and roadways will be closed at various times throughout the evening and especially late on Halloween night¯ 

Parking Control OJNcers and tow trucks will be on duty on campus throughout the day and evening on Thursday, October 31 and into the early morning hours of Friday, November 1. 
Parking and road restrictions will be strictly enJl~rced. 

For complete campus parking information, visit the folk)wing link: 

htip://bit.ly/ttOrYgr 

¯ or look Jf~r a link labeled "Halloween Transportatinn and Parking at UNC" located on the main UNC Public Safety website homepage: 

http://www, dps uric. edu 

UNC POINT-TO-POL’WT SHUTTLE SF.RVICES: 
’]?he Point-to-Point F.xpress campus shuttles will run during their normal hours on Halloween night Due to the closing of portions of Raleigh Street, Franklin Street, and Columbia Street, on 
Halloween only, the P2P Express will run in the opposite direction (clockwise) than all other nights 

-- P2P F.xpress will NOT ser~e Swain Hall, Granville Towers, RosemaW or the Franklin Street stop, or stops along Raleigh Street north of Cameron Avenue. 

-- P2P Express WILL stop on Bowles Dr~ve j ust below Hinton James and Horton Residence Halls and on Cameron Avenue across fi-om the Old Well 

To see a map of the altered service, visit the following link: 

http://bit Iy/1 cTOM5P 

THE TOWN OF CI tAPEL tlIL[~: 
Chapel ttill will restrict many streets as early as 6 p.m. on Thursday evening, October 31, and, additionally, the following streets will be completely closed to vehicular trafl’ic at 9 p.m. : 

-- Franklin Street, from Raleigh Street to Robcrson Street 
-- Columbia Street, from Rosemm~/Street to Cameron Avenue 
-- Raleigh Street, from East Fraaklin to Cameron Avenue 
-- Henderson Street, frora East Rosemary Street to East Franklin Street 
-- Residential streets near downtown will be closed except to residents of those streets and their guests¯ 

For a list of all rules, restrictions, and street closings, transit changes, as well as press releases and statistics, visit the link through the To~vn of Chapel Hill website at: 

http://bit.ly/1 c0¥VFW 

Note: Residential streets near downtown will be closed except to residents of those streets and their guests¯ 

CHAPEL HILL Tf.CANSIT: 
On the evening of Thursday, October 31, 2013, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will end the "iNKI" Route and EZ Rider Services early and will operate a modified service on Safe Ride routes to 
accorrmrodate the Hallo~veen celebration on Franklin Street¯ For specific details, visit the following link: 

httl~ ://bit. lvi 174ravr J 

Tharf~ You for Your Cooperation, 
UNC Public Safety- 

This email is sponsored by-: UNC Public Safe~ 

This message is sponsored by: LrNC Public Safety- 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ;vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.unc edu. and select 

Update Personal Infom~atinn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

"Tyrone Power Matinee Idol Collection (Cat~ Metropole/Girls Dormitory/JohnW Apollo/Daytime Wife/Luck of the IrisMll Never Forget 
You/That Wonderful U~geiLove Is News/This Above A1FSecond Honeymoon)" m~d more 

charlene regester, 

Amazon.corn has new recommendations for you based on item5 you purchased or told us you 

own, 

List Price: $49.98 

Price: $30,75 
You Save: $19,23 (38%) 
Sold by 

If you’re a Tyrone Power fan, it’s very difficult to complain about the star’s 

showing on DVD. Not only are Power’s best-known films available, but the 

Tyrone Power Matinee Idol Collection serves up I0 titles that greatly... 

VHS ~ Fred Astaire ~a~* 

Price: 

Lady Alyce Marshmorton of Tottney Castle intends to get married. The staff, 

including young Albert, have a betting pool on who the lucky man will be. Young 
Albert picks Mr X (Fred Astaire).,. 

Hidden Colol’s 21 Tl~e Trkm~h Of Heianin 

DVD ~ KRS-ONE ................................. 

List Price: $29,99 

Price: $20, ~ 
You Save: $9.80 (33%) 

Hidden Colors 2 is the follow up to the critically acclaimed 2011 documentary 
about the untold history o~ people of African and aboriginal descent, This 
installment of Hidden Colors goes into topics such as: .The global.., ~g:~.~.~..~?.~ 

} Ar::sso:: lnstant ~qdeo } Ce~ Pt:o::es & Service    > C~othh’:g > GrOCery 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:40 AM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) program tbr reseaxch-intense classes 

Dear Colleagues, 

As a follow up to an item that came up at our meeting on Wednesday, here is a link to a website that provides GRC’s details including the application form. 

http: //www.unc.edu/depts/our/grads_post/grads_grc.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu!u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&l aaad&o 33770093 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 33770093 - 65646456.94d215 e 1724eab7c882d0cbffl bafl bf,@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <962-help~unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 10:26 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH Reme@ Ticket 2637423 

Client Information 
charlene b regester, Location : 204 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599-3395 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african, afri-amer & diaspora 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: regester@email unc.edu 
Short Description: Virus/Spyware 

Email Text : Your computer is read?- for pick up at the ITS Help Desk. In order to pick up your repaired computer, bring a picture ID and return an?- loaner equipment to the location where 
you dropped off as soon as possible. If you do not return loaner equipment within 3 business days of being notified of your machine being ready, your onyen will be disabled.. 

ITS Help Desk Normal Hours: 
Mon-Thur: 730am-10pm 
Friday: 730am-5pm 
Saturday: CLOSF~D 
Sunday: 1-10pm 

***This schedule is subject to change during holidays/breaks. For the most tap to date schedule, visit http://help.unc.edu,’2083 

DO NOT reply to this email, as it is sent from a notification-only system that calmot accept incoming email 

Thank you, 

ITS Help Desk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your Onyen ’regester’ password was changed 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your Onyen ’regester’ was changed on 
Friday, October 25, 2013 at 11:09 AM. 

To prevent account lockouts, please make sure you do the following: 

* Log out and log back into your Windo~vs Computer with your new 
Onyen pass~vord if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on an?- mobile devices that have your 
UNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more information, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any quesuons please contact the ITS tle[p Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 1-866-962-#457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] A Re.arch Study tbr Children Who Might Have an Autism Spectrum Disorder or Developmental Delay 

The ASPIRE team is currently conducting a research stud?’ involving children (ages 1 5 - 4 years) who might have an autism spectrum disorder or developmental delay, but have not been 
diagnosed yet The goal of this study is to identify a screening tool that uses gene expression patterns to help predict an autism diagnosis. There are no treatments involved in this study. 

Participation will include: 
1-2 visits at our clinic 
One blood draw 
A meeting with a doctor; the doctor will complete a physical exam and ask families about their child’s medical histoly 
A comprehensive diagnostic evaluation by trained clinicians who will make a diagnosis 

Participants receive evaluations, physical exams, and parking at no cost, and will be compensated $75 Please note that all research studies involve risk to participants 

For more reformation, please call 1-800-708-0048 or email aspire@uaac.edu You can also check out our website at http://www.med.unc.edu/psvchiaspire 

Approved July 2, 2013, by the Office of Human Research Ethics Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB #13-0051. 

This message is sponsored by: School of Medicine - Dept of Psychiatw 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Please help us improve cm~cer support services at the NC Cancer Hospital 

Are you a cancer survivor or caregiver of a cancer survivor previously treated at the North Carolina Cancer Hospital (I_,i~’C Hospitals)? 

If so, we want to hear from you[ 

If you or a family member has been a cancer patient or careglver at the North Carolina Cancer Hospital, please help us in our efforts to help you and others by improving our cancer support 
services 

We are looking to enhance the support and education provided to patients and caregivers throughout the cancer j ourney The UNC-Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Support Program is 
requesting your participation in a short needs assessment survey. This is an anonymous survey, your answers will be strictly conf)dential, and the survey takes between 10-15 minutes to 
complete. 

Here are 3 ways you can take the starve?’: 
¯ Take the sua~ey online by cutting and pasting the following link to your ~veb browser: https://unc.azl qualtrics.co~rdSE/?SID SV2aSVpsur41BwqHz 

¯ Pick up a survey in the Patient and Family Resource Center, Main Lobby, NC. Cancer Hospital 
° Pick up a survey at Carolina Pomte II: located at 6011 Fan-ington Road, 3rd Floor, Chapel Hill 

If you have an?’ questions about this survey or would like assistance in completing the survey, please contact Michelle Manning at 919-843-8506 or mmalming@unc edu or Mindy Gellin at 
919-%6-9519 or mindy~gellin@med uric edu 

For help with other cancer-related issues or to :find out about existing support services, you may contact the UNC Lineberger Patient and Family Resource (;enter at 919-%6-3097 
This proj ect �� 13-3480 has been reviewed by the UNC IRB, which has determined on 10/23/13 that it does not require IRB approvah 

This message is sponsored by: Lineberger Cancer Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAL] ttow to Treat IBS Effectively: A full-day educational symposium November 2 for health prot~ssionals featuring top 

experts 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motili~ Disorders ~vill be hosting the educational symposium, "How to Treat IBS Effectively: Expert Update f,ar Health Professionals" on November 2, 
2013 at the Rizzo Conference Center in Chapel Hill, bringing together several the world’s leading experts in the treatment of Irritable Bowel Syndrome. Topics will include the latest and best 
inf,armation on etiology of II3 S, drug treatment, Probiotics, Antibiotics, Diet, Effective psychological interventions, and using the Rome Criteria in clinical practice. 

Participation is offered in three f,armats; (1) CME/CEU in-person participation and (2) CIVIE/CEU live streaming video webinar, and (3) non-C\flff/CEU Iicee attendance online. Paid and no- 
charge webinar participants will have the same access to speakers as in person participants and ~vill be able to submit questions online and have them addressed during the discussion 
panels at the end of each session 

For more inf,armation, please visit www.med unc edu/ibs/professional-training/ibs2013 

To take advantage of this unique opportunity’, register no later than Wednesday Oct. 30 If you have any questions about participating in this event, do not hesitate to email Stefanie at 
UN-C-Chapel Hill, at sjeremia@med unc edu 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membel~@unc - tv.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Simple, Easy Gifk~! 

i~ill UNC-W LegacyGivin9 

Give and Receive 
Did you know that by giving to your favorite charity this year you 
may receive a tax advantage? The IRA rollover gift is a simple 
and easy way to provide for your favorite charity while securing a 
tax benefit. 

If you are over age 70½, the Federal government permits you to 
rollover up to $100,000 from your IRA to charity without increasing 
your taxable income or paying any additional tax. These tax-free 
rollover gifts could be $1,000, $10,000 or any amount up to 
$100,000, and the gift satisfies your Required Minimum 
Distribution (RMD) for the current year. Simply contact your 
custodian and request that an amount be transferred to charity. 

For more information 
For more information, please contact Toni Curry at 877-485-3200 
or .qiftplanninq(~.unctv.or.q or visit the Bequests and Estate 
Planning section of unctv.org. 

[~iI 
p ..... d by Blackbaud 

nonprofit software 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] UNC Facul~ Interest in Research Portal Website 

Dear Carolina Faculty’ Member, 

We are members of the Leadership Development Program established by Vice Chancellor Entwisle and are working on a project to assess the need for a PI research poltal ~vebsite. Our group 
wishes to learn about your on-line experience on this campus with research websites. We ask you to fill out a short survey that will take about 10 minutes to complete The survey is 
designed to compile a broad representation of campus vie~vs on this topic. 

Please cop?’ and paste the ErRL below into your internet browser: 

https://unc.azlqualtrics.com/SEi?SID SV ePblSckatgfUnD7 

The data generated from this survey will be compiled into a report presented to Vice Chancellor Ent~visle ?All responses are COlffidential and ~vill be used in aggregate form. No particular 
individual will ever be identified in an?’ report or presentation in which the data from this survey are used. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE SURVEY BY NO\,~MBER 10,2013. 

Sincerely, 

Joy Bryde 
Michelle J. Denning (please address questions to michelle.denning@unc edu) 
Judsun FraIey 
Justo Torres 

This message is sponsured by: Leadership Develupment Prugram 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:56 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Lunchtime Talks, Sunday Tours, and Postcards for Peace 

NEWS FROM THE 

Family Day: Postcards for Peace 
Sunday, 27 October, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Gandhi once said, "We must become the change we want to see in the 

world." At this Fatuity Day, we’t[ think about ways that we can can make a 

difference in our communities. At the Creation Station, families can 

design postcards that it[ustrate their visions. Join us for Story Time at 

3:00 and 4:00 PM to hear stories about peace and harmony. 

**Please note that Family Day actN~ties are recommended for children 4 to 

12 years old.** 

°’The Art of go[lywood’" at the Varsity Theatre 
Tuesday, 29 October, 7:00 PM 

Harishchandrochi F~ctory (Paresh Mokashi, 2009) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Indian fiimmakin~, 

the Ackiand Film Forum is screening Harishchandrachi Factory, a fictional 

depiction of the makin~l of Raja Harishchandra, India’s first feature film. 

Harishchandrachi Factory empl.oys many of the same cinematic techniques 

that were used for the 1913 film, inc[udin~l fixed camera an~ies and 

shaky, experimental zoom~n~ in certain shots. 

Free with student ID; $4 for all others. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

In Marathi w/English subtit[es. 106 min. This is the fourth of four firms in 

the Acktand Film Forum’s "Art of Bottywood" firm series. 
North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the officiat media sponsor of 
the Acktand Firm Forum. 

UNC and Duke students are invited to cross a btue border and mix and 



mingle at two world-class museums on two special student nights[ 

Enjoy drinks, music, art, and free food at both events. 

Upload your #BiueBorders photos to Instagram. Prizes for the photos with 

the most "likes" on Facebook wiil be awarded at the end of each night[ 

Free admission w~th valid Duke or UNC student ID. 

Thursday, 7 November, 8:00-10:00 PM 

Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University 

Tour the exhibition Lines of Control: Partition as a Productive Space. Free 

bus transportation to Duke from UNC. Learn more. 

Tour the exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 

1989. Free bus transportation to UNC from Duke. Learn more. 
Sponsored by the Ackland Art/~useum, the Nasher/~useum of Art, Student Friends of 
the Ackland, and the Nasher Student Advisory Board, with generous support from 
Thomas S. Kenan, III. 

Exhibition Tours 

X:: 

Sunday, 3 November, 2:00 PM 

"Sahmat in Context: Art and Performance" 

Sunday, 10 November, 2:00 PM 

"Sahmat in Depth: Activism and Art" 

Susan Harbage Page (Women’s and Gender Studies) 6~ Caroiyn 

AUmendinger (Ackiand Art Museum) 

Art for Lunch: "Sahmat, ToJerance, and Free 
Expression" 
with Gene Nichol (UNC Law) 
Wednesday, 6 November, 12:00 PM 
Free. As space is [imited, an RSVP is Fequested. 

The artist and activist collective known as 
Sahmat pursues "a mission of resistance 

against forces that threaten the essentially 

pluralist and democratic spirit of creative 

expression in India." Professor Gene Nicho[ wit[ 

explore the underpinnings of Sahmat’s bold 

charge, both abroad and in North Carolina. 

Bring your own lunch and add a tittle culture to 

your noontime hour! 

Now on View: The Sahm~t Collective 



Ar~ and Activism ~n India s~nce 1989 

For over 20 years, the influential, Delhi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 

audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India sinc~ 

1989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 

v~ew through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs wilt enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fair! Click here for more info. 

India gazaa~~ at the    ~ 

Ack~nd Museum Store 
Through 5 January 2014 

In conjunction w~th The Smhmmt 

Collective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a w~de array of 

beautifully designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewe[w, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. AU proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education 

programs. 

LOOKING A~EAD 

Friday, 15 November, 3:00-~:00 P~ 

Lecture by Dr. Susan Bean: ’Thin~s FaU Apart: Ephemera[it~, Museums, 

and Indian Visual Culture" 

Saturday, 16 November, 10:30 AM-2:30 PM 

Interactive Theater Workshop with Theater Delta and Interactive Theatre 

Carolina 

Sunday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: UNC Sangeet 



THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an email, to the editor. 

Forward this email 

This ema[[ was serl~ to regesLer(~lemail.unc.edu by _e__s__b__o___w_j_e_~_~_ie_L~_a_jj:_u_!~__cZ_e__d__u_ :: 

Update Profile/Emai] Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe"~ Pdvao/Policy, 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[01 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure (National Cyber Security Awareness Month - NCSAM) 

The fifth week of NCSAM focuses on Cybersecurity and Critical Infrastructure. 

The Internet impacts our daily life, even when we’re not directly using it. The lnternet underlies our educational systems, financial transactions, transportation systems, electrical grid, 
emergency response systems, and nearly ever?’ facet of the essential services we use ever?- day The final week of NCSAM highlights the need to take eve~z step necessary to protect our 
critical infrastructure. 

No individual, business, or government entity is solely responsible for securing the Internet. Evewone has a role in securing their part of cyberspace, including the devices and networks 
they use Individual actions have a collective impact and when we use the Intemet safely, we make it more secure for ever?’one. If each of us does our part implementing stronger security 
practices, raising community awareness, educating the next generation, training one another~ogether we ~vill be a digital society safer and more resistant from attacks and more resilient 
should one occur. 

The final week of NCSAM closes with a simple message everyone using the Internet can adopt: STOP THIN~. COi"~,~CT. Take security and safety precautions, understand the 
consequences of your actions and behaviors online, and enjoy the benefits of the Internet 

This message is sponsored by: Information Security Office 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your infi~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, October 28, 2013 12:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Benefits Enrollment Deadline Extended 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs, Ofi)ce of Human Resources 

The State Health Plan and NCFlex have decided to extend the benefits eurolhnent period due to the large number of State employees who have not yet taken action regarding their benefits 
*The enrollment period will now be extended through Friday, Nov. 15.* 

Because our Universi~ benefits are also included in this el~rollment period, we will extend the el~rollment period for our MetLife and Reliance Standard AD&D plans as well 

Employees will now have until Nov. 15 to take action on their benefits As a reminder, all current State Health Plan members (and their dependents) will be moved to the Traditional 70/30 
Plan if they do not take action to enroll in either the Enhanced 80/20 Plan or the Consumer Directed Health Plan. The State Health Plan has also created a video to address frequently asked 
questions about the new- Consumer Directed Health Plan option (see video link below). 

Due to the late notice of this extension, the Benefits Ofi)ce will not change our previously scheduled computer lab availability in the Administrative Office Building We will still be available 
for questions starting today and continuing through Thursday, Oct. 31, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Employees can use one of the computer stations to complete their el~rollment during those 
times as well. 

OHR Benefits e~ollment video link: http://www.voutube.com/watch?v nvsw2oF-ODQ (please note that the video includes the original e~ollment end date, not the extended deadline of 

Nov. 15) 

CDHPvideo link: http:L/link.bri~htcove.co~rdser~dces/plaver/bcpid2574728011001?bckev AO-~-,AAAADrh~h2E~.cMemflUS6DPFpeOAeYnkQpm7SzrCD~N&bctid 2745802021001 (copy 
and paste link into browser if direct link is broken) 

This message is sponsored by: ()l!fi ce of Human Resources 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

V~re’re going heavy- metal.~ 
Join us for "2 events on 
November 5-- book talk with 
Laina Dawes and Diaspora 
Festival film screening of"A 
Band Called Death" 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, November 5 for two 

events: 

"What Are You Doinq Here? A Black Woman’s Life in 

Liberation in Heavy Natal" Book Discussion with author 

Laina Dawes 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black 

women musicians and fans navigate the metal, 

hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly 

thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a 

community spirit, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head 

Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and Independent Film’s 7 pm 

screening of A Band Called Death 

AND... dont" miss Laina Dawes" interview on 

WUNC’s "State of Thinqs" right before her book talk at 

12p m. 

7pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

-Fhe Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 
Dir:Jeff Howlett and I~lark 

Covino /Documentary/US/English /98 min./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in 

the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, 

began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a 

single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the 

era of Motown and emerging disco. Record companies 

found Death’s music-- and band name--too 

intimidating, and the group were never given a fair 

shot, disbanding before they even completed one 

album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic 

family love story, A Sand Called Death chronicles the 

incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost 

three decades later, when a dusty 1974 demo tape 

made its way out of the attic and found an audience 

several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC 

Professor Priscilla Layne 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

25th Anniversary 

Season Events 



Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Tuesday1 November 12, 7pro1 Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room 

Howard Dodson will deliver the Fall 2013 African 

Diaspora lecture. Dodson, Director Emeritus of the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, was 

appointed Director of Howard University’s Moorland- 

Spingarn Research Center and Director of University 

Libraries in 2012. A specialist in African American and 

African Diaspora history, as well as an author, curator, 

cultural activist and innovative administrator, Dodson 

served as Director of the Schomburg Center from 

1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please RSVP 

to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Disco~mt Tickets to PlayMakers! There’s Somethiug in the Water. 

PlayMakers Repertory Company is offering a 10% discount to UNC Facul~ and Stafffor THE TE2vlPEST and METAMORPHOSES, performed in rotating repertory. 

There’s something in the ~vater at PlayMakers. Shakespeare’s last mastelT)iece is paired ~vith Mary Zimmelrnan’s contemporary look at the myths of Midas, Orpheus and Euwdice, Eros and 
Psyche, and others Breathtaking storytelling. Gorgeous imagery An exploration of love, poolside! 

To buy tickets, call 919 962 PLAY (7529) 

For more information, copy and paste this link into your browser http://bit.l?-/HnNeGK 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:33 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[generalt~culty] Chair of fl~e Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec 1 st) 

To: The General Faculty 

From: Prof. Evelyne Huber, Chair of the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you may know, in the spring of 2014, we as the faculty will elect a new Chair of the Faculty to succeed current chair Jan Boxill. According to the Faculty Code of 

University Government, the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee serves as a nominating committee to identify at least two members of the faculty willing to stand for 

election to this important leadership position. 

As Advisory Committee chair, I invite you now to nominate yourself or a colleague to be considered as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty. 

Any member of the Voting Faculty (as defined by Article 1 of the Faculty Code) is eligible to serve as Chair of the Faculty. An ideal Chair has had enough school- or 

campus-wide leadership or service experience to have a grasp on at least some of the big-picture policy issues that currently face the campus. The Chair will serve 

a three-year term beginning July 1, 2014. 

The position’s duties are outlined in Article 3 of the Faculty Code and involve serving as an ex officio member of many faculty standing committees, as an invited 

member of many ad hoc committees, and as chair pro tempore of the Faculty Cou nci~..-P--a---s--t---c---h--a--!~-s----a-~--e--]-[-s--t--e---d----h---e---r--e-. 

Our nomination survey form is linked below. At present, the Advisory Committee is simply trying to identify a strong and diverse pool of qualified and interested 

candidates. Answering this survey--and nominating yourself or a colleague--does not commit anyone to anything. The Advisory Committee will sift through the 

nominations to contact and solicit two candidates. 

Click here to submit a nornination. 

The deadline to submit nominations is midnight on December 1, 2013. 

If you have questions about the Chair of the Faculty position, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or 

anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science 

Chair, Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb~ as: rcges~tel,@,email.unc.ed~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edwu?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eb4&~T&J generalfaculb’&o 33785385 or send a blank email to 

leave-33785385- 669024.37.0a1:4160b3368fafa7dl 5b 15c4.c405eM(i~lJstserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Graduate Research Consultant Program at the Office tbr Undergraduate Research 

Dear Faculty Colleague: 

Are you interested in embedding a research component in your undergraduate course? Join colleagues who have taken advantage of the Graduate Research Consultant Program 
[http:/iour unc.edu/facult,vigrc] at the Office for Undergraduate Research to design and teach research-exposure courses. The GRC Program was developed to increase research 
opportunities for undergraduates in courses across the curriculum, and provides instructors with graduate students (the GRCs) whose assistance makes it possible to turn course 
assigmnents into robust research prRiects The primaW role of the GRCs is to assist the undergraduates as they plan, carw out and disseminate the results of their projects; GRCs do not 
evaluate student work GRCs help students frame questions appropriate for the discipline, design and conduct original investigations, and report their findings to the class and sometimes 
also the broader communi~z in oral or written form. The graduate students are paid $750 for 30 hours of work during the semester. Faculty members select their own GRCs. 

The deadline for applications are: 
Applications for fall courses, July 15 
Applications for spring courses,    December 12 
Applications for summer courses, January 27 

Decisions about course funding are made as soon as possible after the application deadlines 

For more information about the program, visit GRC Program Frequently Asked Questions [http://our.unc.edu/facult~-/grc&rc-faq] or contact the Associate Director in the Office for 
Undergraduate Research, Dr Dolma Bickford. You can also read more about faculty and GRC experiences in research-exposure courses on the GRC Blog [http:/&rc.web.unc.edu]. 

This message is sponsured by: Ol!fice ~2~r Undergraduate R esearch 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33787409-69111997@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:06 PM 

aJ[iican- ~d- aJ[~- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <al~c~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

college-news@listserv.unc.edu; unc.spe~kers@g~nail.com; Com~nunicators Mailing List <co~nm@listserv.unc.edt#, 

[aYfica~- and-afm-americ~- studies- faculty] [all-college- facul~] UNC College Calendar: Talks, Music, Drama and More 

Our November calendar is chock-full of great events, including "poolside" theater, music on the porch, and lectures by Holden Thorp, Julian Bond and 

Stuart Eizenstat. Highlights and links below. 

Nov. 1: Graduate Education Summit. Leaders in higher education and government will discuss the future of graduate education. 3 p.m. Sonja Haynes Stone 

Center. ~_3~t__p__:_/_Zg_r__a___d___s__c__~_!_o___o__Ly__n___c_:_:e__~_]__L_]/_ 

Nov. 1: Guest Artist Recital featuring Timothy Holley on cello. 8 p.m. Person Recital Hall. http://music,unc.edu 

Nov. 2-Dec. 8: PlayMakers presents two plays in repertory with an on-stage pool playing a major role -- The Tempest and Metamorphoses. 

http://college.unc.edu/2013/10/17/rep/ 

Nov. 2: Guest Artist Recital featuring John Perry on piano: Works by Mozart, Debussy, Chopin and Beethoven. 8 p.m. Hill Hall Auditorium. ($15 general 

admission; S10 UNC students, faculty and staff) ._h__t__t__p__:J~__r_#_y_&!£._u_n_£.__e___d__y_ 

Nov. 3: Former UNC chancellor Holden Thorp discusses the state of humanities in higher education for the Adams Lecture. 4 p.m. School of Social Work, 

Tate-Turner-Kuralt Auditorium. http:!/college.unc.edu/2Ol.,/lO/lO/adamslecture/ 

Nov. 4: Is Rape Different at College? A roundtable discussion featuring Ada Gregory of the Women’s Center at Duke, Christi Hurt of the Carolina Women’s 
Center and Robert Pleasants of Campus Health Services. 4 p.m. Hyde Hall. swee~r,@unc.edu 

Nov. 4: Music on the Porch with Alice Gerrard and Friends. 5:30 p.m. Center for the Study of the American South. Love House and Hutchins Forum. 

b~p:!/south.unc.edu 

Nov. 4: Global Research Institute presents UNC alum Greg AIIgood, vice president of World Vision, which works to provide clean drinking water in the 
developing world. 5:30 p.m. Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. http://global.unc.edu 

Nov. 5: Film Screening: The Act of Killing, and discussion with Leslie Dwyer and Degung Santikarma of George Mason University. 5 p.m. film; 8 p.m. 

discussion. Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. _a__~!._b_r__a_y_O_ .@_.__j!_v__e_:__LLn_c_:e__d_y _h___t__t_p_i/_!_t__P_~_~__a___c__t__o___f__k_!j_[!_r3g_.__c__o__m__ 

Nov. 6: Art for Lunch: Sahmat, Tolerance and Free Expression. With Gene Nichol of the UNC School of Law. 12 noon. Free. Ackland Art Museum. RSVP 
requested, http://ackland.orgi 

Nov. 7: America’s Drug Wars in Mexico: Just Say No. A talk with Laura Cadsen, a political analyst and writer in Mexico. 5:30 p.m. FedEx Global Education 

Center 4003. http:i/isa.unc.edui 

Nov. 7: Eve Marie Carson Lecture Series and the Hillard Gold ’39 Lecture Series present Ping Fu, Inc. Magazine’s 2005 Entrepreneur of the Year. 5:30 p.m. 
McColl Building, Koury Auditorium. _h___t__t#_i/_/___h___o___n___o___r_s__.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_, 

Nov. 7: Black Blocs and Rebellion in Brazil. Three participants in the Brazilian uprisings will share video, eye-witness testimony and lessons from the front 
line of resistance. 6 p.m. Hanes Art Center 121. http://isa.unc.edu/ 

Nov. 8: Mischa Honeck of the German Historical Institute discusses, For the Preservation of German Honor and Manhood: Gender and the German- 
American War for the Union. 4 p.m. Hyde Hall. http://www.unc.edu/ncgs 

Nov. 8 and 9: UNC Opera Scenes: The Orpheus Diaries, a scholarship benefit concert. 8 p.m. Hill Hall Auditorium. {$10 general admission; $5 UNC 
students, 

faculty and staff)._h__t_-_t_R:~/~__r_~_y__s_!__c_.__y__r3_c__.__e_d__y- 

Nov. 10: Take Two Tour: Sahmat in Depth: Activism and Art, with Susan Harbage Page of women’s and gender studies and Carolyn AIImendinger of the 

Ackland. 2 p.m. Ackland Art Museum. http://ackland.org/ 

Nov. 11: Music on the Porch. Julian Hasse Quartet: Argentian Tango Night with David Garcia, Charanga Carolina and Dancers. 5:30 p.m, Person Hall. 

http://isa.unc.edu/ 

Nov. 12: Energy and Environment Lunch with Carl Boyce, vice president of environmental and energy policy for Duke Energy. 12:30 p.m. Dey Hall Toy 
Lounge, fourth floor. Lunch served; RSVP required, __m____cL~3_a__!j__@.___e___r_0___a_j_[_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_. 

Nov. 12: Diversity in Higher Education: The American Indian Experience, Best Practices for Success. College panel participants include historian Malinda 

Maynor Lowery and American studies associate professor Chris Teuton. 3 p.m. Dey Hall Toy Lounge, fourth floor. Registration required. 

http:/idiversity.unc.edu!educationidiversity-seminar 

Nov. 12: Human Rights and Mining in Northern Colombia. Worker and environmental rights organizer Anibal Perez will speak. 6 p.m. Dey Hall 306. 

http://isa.unc.edu/ 

Nov. 13: Solidarity Filmmaking on Palestine: A Conversation and Film Screening with Nick Denes of the Palestine Film Foundation and the London Palestine 
Film Festival. 6 p.m. Kresge Foundation Common Room 039, Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence in Graham Memorial. y__a___Cl_L_Lb___@_~_9)_a__!!_.___u___n__c__.__e__#_#. 

Nov. 14: Hutchins Lecture by Jesse Aleman: A Cuban Woman’s Confederate War Stories. 4:30 p.m. Kresge Foundation Common Room 039, Johnston Center 
for Undergraduate Excellence in Graham Memorial. http://south.unc.edu 



Nov. 14: Thomas A. Schwartz of Vanderbilt University discusses Rock Star Diplomacy: Henry Kissinger, the Media and the Politics of American Foreign 

Policy. 4 p.m. Hamilton Hall 569. k.larres@unc.edu 

Nov. 14: The School that Jack Built: Alumni panel discusses the origins of UNC’s city and regional planning department, which is featured in a new book. 

5:30 p.m. Gerrard Hall. http://planning.unc.edu/jack \ 

Nov. 14: Katja Schmitz-von Ledebur of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna will discuss, Habsburg Treasures: Renaissance Tapestries Made for Kings 
and Emperors, for the Bettie Allison Rand Lecture in Art. 5:30 p.m. Hanes Art Center.._h__t__t_p___:!Z_a___r_t_-_.__u___n__E.__e___d___u_. 

Nov. 15: Fred and Gall Fearing Jazz for a Friday afternoon, featuring vocalist Kate McGarry. 4 p.m. Kenan Music Building. http:/imusic.unc.edu 

Nov. 
15-16: Process Series: The Box. A piece by New York City artist CarmeNta Tropicana. 8 p.m. Swain Hall Studio 6..b__t__t#_~/J_p___r__o__E_e__s__s__&_e___r_L_e_~:_y__n___c_:_#__c_t_y" 

Nov. 16: Interactive Theater Workshop. A performance by local theater-for-social-change troupe Theater Delta, focusing on issues of classism, plus a 

participatory workshop led by Interactive Theatre Carolina. Tied to the Sahmat exhibit. 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Ackland Art Museum. £25; free for UNC 

students with OneCard. http:/iackland.orgi 

Nov. 16: UNC Jazz Band scholarship benefit concert with vocalist Kate McGarry. 8 p.m. Kenan Music Building. {$10 general admission; $5 UNC faculty, 

staff and students) http:i/music.unc.edu 

Nov. 17: Music in the Galleries: UNC Sangeet, which performs traditional Indian classical music. John Caldwell of Asian studies will host the event. 2 p.m. 

Free. Ackland Art Museum..b__t_t_-#_:JZa__c__[<_J:?__r3__d__._Q__rjgZ 

Nov. 18: Carolina Asia Center Visiting Scholar Eugene Ford: Understanding Theravada Buddhism’s Role in the Cold War: National, Regional and Global 

Approaches. 12:15 p.m. FedEx Global Education Center 3009. ambraun@Nve.unc.edu 

Nov. 18: Brown the New Black: Ethnic Labor Replacement in New Immigrant Destinations. A talk by Laura Lopez-Sanders, assistant professor of sociology 

at UNC. 5:30 p.m. FedEx Global Education Center 4003. http:iiisa.unc.edui 

Nov. 18: Stuart Eizenstat discusses The Future of Jews: How Global Forces are Impacting the Jewish People, Israel and its Relationship with the United 
States. Eizenstat ’64, held senior positions in three presidential administrations. 7:30 p.m. Friday Center...h..t...t..Q.:.j./.j.#...w..Ls...h..s...t..L.Lc.~.~e...s.....L.Ln...£.:..e...d...L.i/. 

Nov. 19: Carolyn Eisenberg of Hofstra University discusses Nixon, Kissinger and the National Security State: Cold War Lessons for the post-Cold War 

World. 4 p.m. Hamilton Hall 569. k.larres@unc.edu 

Nov. 19: Timothy B. and Jane A. Burnett Seminar for Academic Achievement, a free seminar focused on successful strategies for young adults with 

ADHD/LD. 1 to 4:30 p.m. George Watts Hill Alumni Center. Preregistration encouraged, http://coNege.unc.edu/2013/lO/25/learningdisability/ 

Nov. 19: Civil rights pioneer Julian Bond to discuss Civil Rights, Then and Now. 7 p.m. Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 
.~.t.Q-.-.jj~-~-.~!.~.~-.~s~.9-Kd--~j~-&~--.~j.~-~-j~Zj.n.~!.~-h---~--s~L 

Nov. 21: Jeff Williams Lecture: Contemporary American Fiction and Generation Jones. 4 p.m. Institute for the Arts and Humanities. Hyde Hall, University 

Room. http://iah.unc.edu 

Nov. 21: Voices of Young Jordanian Women: Speaking the Unspeakable, a lecture by Rula Quawas of the University of Jordan. 6:15 p.m. Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. yaqub@email.unc.edu 

Nov. 21: Carolina Choir and UNC Chamber Singers scholarship benefit concert, featuring the world premiere of Isaiah by Stephen Anderson. 7:30 p.m. Hill 

Hall Auditorium. ($10 general admission; S5 UNC faculty, staff and students) http~//music.unc.edu 

Nov. 22: Spanish in Texas Project: From Bilingual Speakers to Contactqnduced Change. With Barbara E. Bullock and Almeida JacqueNne Toribio of the 
University of Texas at Austin. 4 p.m. FedEx Global Education Center 4003. http://isa.unc.edu/ 

Nov. 24: Heroes, Horror and Hunger: The Battle of Leipzig in October 1813, Experiences and Memories. A North Carolina German Studies Seminar with 

UNC’s Karen Hagemann. 5 p.m. Hyde Hall. http://www~un£~d~/ncA# 

Nov. 25: UNC Symphony Orchestra scholarship benefit concert with Louise Toppin, soprano. 7:30 p.m. Memorial Hall. {S15 general admission; S10 UNC 

faculty, staff and students) http:!/music.unc.edu 

Nov. 26: UNC Wind Ensemble and UNC Symphony Band scholarship benefit concert. 7:30 p.m. Memorial Hall. (S15 general admission; SIO UNC faculty, 

staff and students) http:/imusic.unc.edu 

### 

UNC Events Calendar: http:i!events.unc.edu 

Web: http:/icollege.unc.edu 

Magazine: http:/imagazine.college.unc.edu 

Facebook: httj3:i!www,fa cebook~co m!UNC. Co[!ege 

Twitter: b _t__t_p_:!_ Z _t_w__!_t__t__e_r__. __C_Q__r__G ZL_l__n__~ _c__Q_[ he__g _e_. 

YouTube: _h___t__t_p__]Z_w____w____w__:_y___o___u__t___u___b__e__:_c__Q_r__G ZkLs_#__rZ_U___N__~__O_’_Qj_[_e__E_e_ 

* -- You are cmreutly subscribed to 

all- college - faculb’ as: african- aud - afto- american- studies- faculWCc-41istserv .uuc.edu, <ul> 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

atiican- a~d- aJi~ - american- studies- [~cul~ as: <a bref "ma~lto: rege ste@ema~l.unc .edu">regeste@ema~l.unc.edu~a~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:27 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Struggling ruth your weight? 

Are you looking for a FRESH Start? 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition ~vant to compare diets in an 18 -month weight loss research study. The FRESH Start Study is currently recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are 
overweight (BMI>30) and othelavise healthy Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for Health) 
Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
Private nutrition counseling sessions (in-person and by phone) 
Group nutrition ~vorkshops conveniently located at Easto~vne Office Park 
Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
Gift bags containing healthy foods 
Possible weight loss 
You ~vill not be asked to take any medication 

Compensation is a total of $300, provided at 6 montdas ($50), 12 months ($50), and 18 months ($200). 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or send an email to freshstart@unc.edu 

This stu@ has been reviewed and approved (04/04/2011 ) by the UNC Biomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Stu@ Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction AIt’ecting Bo@ Weight 
Funded by: NIDI)K (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Nutrition 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dey, Sharbari <sharbari@email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:54 PM 

Diversib~ a~d Multicultural Att~Jrs ~diversity@unc.edu> 

Invitation to Attend- The American Indian Higher Educatiou Experience: Best Practices tbr Success 

Dear Colleague., 

We hope you wilf be able to join us for this panel discussion on a critical issue within higher education at The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, November $2th, 20::L3, This is a great opportunity to connect with faculty and colleagues on addressing access 

and support for our American Indian students, new fac~Aty and staff: at Carolina. Registration is open, For more information, go to 

Diversity Seminar webpage at; ..h...t..t.p...~‘.~...d..L.v...e...r..s..[.t.y..:..u...n...c......e.....d...u.~e...d...u....c..a...t.L~....n./..d..Lv...e...~.~.~.j.t..¥.:..s...e....m...[..n...a...r.~ Please consider sending this email to other faculty 

and staff who may have interest in this topic. 

Thank you for helping us spread the word and your participation! 
Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University o.f North Carolina et Chapel Hill 

South Building, Campus Box 9:125 
diversity(@ unc.edu 

www.unc,edu!diversit¥ 

Diversity Education and Research Center 

D, iiiversiii./i:::V ii~..~ Hiiigbe~ iii!:.i:.du~catiiie~s 

November 12 ] 3:00 - 4:30 pm 

Location: Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

This year, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs is hosting the 2nd Annual Diversity in Higher 
Education Series--a three-part series that focus on diversity across three areas: Education, 

Access, and Research. 

For our first diversity seminar on education, we are working with campus partners--including 
UNC’s American [ndian Center--to focus on an aspect of the Native American higher education 
experience. The seminar will feature a panel and facilitated discussion with Dr. Bryan Brayboy 

L)~r~c~or, Cot~t’er ~5:~r [n~2~sn Educ~t?on, Ar)zot~ ?St’,~,b~ L/nivo~sit’~d), Dr. Susan Faircloth (Ass:ocis~’e 
Pt’of~ssor of ~’du~:’,~tk>n, NCSU)and, Dr. Nalinda Maynor Lowery (;4ss~ci~r~ Pt<~f,~:~s~s,P ~fH[4~ry, 

AmeH~:,~,r~ ~ur-2l~a:;, UNC) will be moderating the session. The seminar is free and open to all but 
we request E#_g_[#~_g_¢~J_£_£. Learn more about this and other seminars at 

htt p :/~ d~versity, u n c.ed uied ucation~ d~versity- seminar. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

MURAP Summer Internship Optx~rtunity 

FinalMurapStudentAnnoucemeut2014.doc; MUIL~’d~ 2013 Flyer.pub; ilnage004.wmz 

Dear Prof. Regester, 

Please help us in making students aware of an opportunity at hand. The Moore Undergraduate Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking to recruit more applicants 

from UNC-Chapel Hill. There will be an informational session on Tuesday, November 19th from 7-8 in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. We encourage all 

interested students to attend. 

Please pass along the blurb that appears below along with the official student announcement, which you’ll find attached to this email, to any students who are 

qualified. In addition, I’ve attached a MURAP flyer that you can post in your department. MURAP greatly appreciates any assistance with our recruitment efforts. 

Best, 

Madssa Garcia, Program Coordinator 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications for a ten-week paid summer research internship for undergraduate 

students (rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of this academic year). The program will be held from May 25-July 31, 2014 at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. The MURAP program seeks to prepare talented and motivated students from racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds, or those with a proven 

commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic careers in fields in the humanities, social sciences and fine arts. The program provides students with a 

rigorous research experience under the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor. 

Each student participant will receive: 

-Stipend 

-Campus Housing 

-Meal Allowance 

-Weekly or biweekly writing, communication skills and professional development workshops 

-GRE prep course 

-Paid domestic travel expenses 

INFO SESSION: Tues., Nov. 19th from 7pm-Spm in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305 

The application deadline is February 7, 2014. For more details about the program please see the attached announcement. To access an application and for 

additional information about M U RAP please visit our website at murap.unc.edu or contact Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, murap@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bany Spector <Barry Spector@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Decon~ucting Libertarianism 

Announcing a new book on contemporary politics 

Taking on the tenets of libertarianism and ideas associated with libertarianism, the 
authors challenge the American myths that promote rugged individualism, the lone 
hero, endless economic growth, and American exceptionalism. They explore the 
role that ideologies play in helping us make sense of the world and revisit the 
experiment U still unproved [J of American democracy. The six authors place the 
myths in historical and ideological contexts and explore the makings of civil 
society, social justice, and economic fairness. One author, who was a libertarian in 
his youth, critiques their philosophy using their own terms and arguments in a 
brilliant deconstruction. 

Citing successful alternatives to laissez-faire and corporate capitalism, the 
authors promote existing models that celebrate the dignity of humankind by 
promoting empathy, cooperation, and respect. This book not only deconstructs, it 
constructs a possible world using concrete examples that have a proven success 
rate and high levels of human happiness. 

QUOTES about the book: 

[] []a sobering wake-up call[]The authors of Uncivil Liberties de-mystify the 
social and cultural myths and religious beliefs that underpin the still prevailing 

economic fundamentalism that drove corporate executives, Wall Street traders, central bankers, and compliant 
politicians into denial. [] ~ From the Foreword by Hazel Henderson, President, Ethical Markets Media, author of 
Creating Alternative Futures and Ethical Markets: Growing the Green Economy 

[] I have spoken at many Praxis events over the past decade and have been consistently impressed with the depth and 
integrity of their programs. This book is a cooperative effort that has produced a necessary and timely analysis of the 
’isms’ that are causing so much confusion in the political arena today. It should be required reading for anyone who 
wants to understand the inconsistencies in libertarian thought.~ [] US Representative Lynn Woolsey (6th District), 
Retired 

[]This book helps us to probe the values and implications behind the buzzword, so we can separate the valuable from 
the pernicious in libertarian positions. ~ [] Norman Solomon, author of War Made Easy and The Wizards of Media Oz 
and founder of the Institute for Public Accuracy 

[] Uncivil Liberties will turn your head around, challenge the unconscious myths that have informed your life and give you 
a vision of how true freedom flourishes only in the context of a caring community[]a radical and hopeful book. [] ~ Sam 
Keen, author of Fire in the Belly, Faces of the Enemy, and In the Absence of God 

[qln a time of intrusive and misguided government policies, libertarian candidates can be appealing... But there is 
another, much darker side to libertarianism today, one that Uncivil Liberties does a great job exposing... If you want to 
separate the good from the bad in libertarianism, this book will help enormously.U C John Robbins, author of The Food 
Revolution, Diet for a New America and The New Good Life 

Price: $16.00 
Amazon: 
http://www~amaz~n~c~m/~ncivi~-Liberties-Dec~nstructing-Ge~r‘qia-KeIly/dp/~988613~X/ref=sr 1 4? 
ie=UTF8&qid= 1363054091 &sr=8-4&keywo rds=%22u n civil+liberties%22 

Barnes & Noble: 



http://www.barnesand noble.com/w/u ncivil-libe rties-g eo r.qia-kelly/1114584370?ean=9780988613003 

Or: Direct from Praxis Peace institute: 
P.O. Box 523, Sonoma, CA 95476 
707-939-2973 
www. praxispeace.org 

Praxis Peace Institute, a non-profit peace education organization based in Sonoma, California, is dedicated to deep 
inquiry, creative problem solving, and informed civic participation. Since its founding in 2001, Praxis programs have 
addressed the most relevant social challenges of our time, from communication and conflict transformation, to politics 
and propaganda to the economy. 

CONTRIBUTORS: 

Ben Boyce, M.A. is a political and union activist in Sonoma County (CA) and columnist for the Sonoma Valley Sun 
newspaper. He has served as director of the Living Wage Coalition and as coordinator of the Accountable Development 
Coalition. He received the 2006 Jack Green Civil Liberties Award from the ACLU of Northern California. 

Nick Colby, Ph.D. has been professor of Social Relations at Harvard and of Anthropology at the University of California, 
Irvine. He has published articles in Science, The American Anthropologist and other journals. 

Gus diZerega, Ph.D. has taught political science at the Universities of California and Colorado. He is founding editor of 
the journal Studies in Emergent Order and has authored several books on politics and ecology, including Power, 
Politics, and Persuasion: A Theory of Democratic Self-Organization and the forthcoming Faultlines: The Sixties, the 
Culture Wars and the Return of the Divine Feminine. 

Georgia Kelly is the founder and director of Praxis Peace Institute. She has created several multi-day conferences on 
peace-related themes in the US and in Europe and has organized five seminars at the Mondrag~n Cooperatives in 
Spain. She creates educational programs for Praxis and teaches conflict resolution skills for organizations and 
businesses. A long-time active citizen, Georgia has chaired many issue-based political organizations and campaigns. In 
her previous career, Georgia was a harpist, composer, and recording artist who founded her own record label in 1978. 
Her music, which has been used by hospitals and in documentary and feature films, is still available online. She blogs for 
The Huffington Post. 

Julianne E. Maurseth, Ph.D. is a professor in the Green MBA program at the School of Business and Leadership at 
Dominican University (CA) and is president of Awake at Work, a consulting firm dedicated to bringing conscious choice 
to work. She has more than twenty years of management experience and conducts seminars in leadership 
development, communication skills, team building, and conflict resolution to professional organizations and 
corporations. 

Barry Spector writes about American history and politics from the perspectives of myth, indigenous traditions and 
Archetypal Psychology. He has published several articles in Jung Journal: Culture and Psyche and is the author of 
Madness at the Gates of the City: The Myth of American Innocence, which received the PEN/Oakland 2011 Literary 
award. He has lectured at Sonoma State University, the Institute for Transpersonal Psychology and other graduate 
schools. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Barry Spector 

685 1/2 Fairmount Ave. 

Oakland, California 94611 

US 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Thursday, October 31,2013 5:07 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 25-July 31, 2014 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 24-25. Also on the schedule are a Writing Clinic, available for four 
hours three times a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 

{PAGE } 



portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1500, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http://genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, students will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. 
Through it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling 
during the graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when 
applying to consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding 
for advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.a ndover.ed u / Su m merSession O utreach / I F ROTeac hers/Pages/d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 7. 2014 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 

{PAGE } 



take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks, Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

Academic promise 
Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 
professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 
Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 
Availability of an appropriate mentor 
Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities 
Strength of faculty recommendations 
Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 
given preference) 
Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter HURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website murap.unc.edu beginning on November 4, 2013. For questions 
please contact Ms. Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 
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Interested in a Research Internship that prepares you 

for a PhD in the 

Humanities, Social Sciences, or Fine Arts? 

Internship location." C~VC-Chapel Hill 

Applicants must be: 

-current sophomores or juniors 

-interested in obtaining a PhD in the Humanities, Social Sciences, 

-committed to diversi~ 

or Fine Arts 

Visit our website at murap.unc.edu 

Application deadline: Feb. 7, 2013. 
Summer 2014 program: May 25-July 31, 2014 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

VVe’re going heavy- metal.~ 
Join us for "2 events on 
November 5-- book talk with 
Laina Dawes and Diaspora 
Festh~al film screening of"A 
Band Called Death" 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, November 5 for two 

events: 

"What Are You Doinq Here? A Black Woman’s Life in 

Liberation in Heavy Natal" Book Discussion with author 

Laina Dawes 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black 

women musicians and fans navigate the metal, 

hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly 

thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a 

community spirit, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head 

Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and Independent Film’s 7 pm 

screening of A Band Called Death 

AND... dont" miss Laina Dawes" interview on 

WUNC’s "State of Thinqs" at 12pro before her book 

talk on November 5. 

7pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

-Fhe Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 
Dir:Jeff Howlett and Flark 

Covino /Documentary/US/English /98 min./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in 

the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, 

began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a 

single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the 

era of Motown and emerging disco. Record companies 

found Death’s music-- and band name--too 

intimidating, and the group were never given a fair 

shot, disbanding before they even completed one 

album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic 

family love story, A Sand Called Death chronicles the 

incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost 

three decades later, when a dusty 1974 demo tape 

made its way out of the attic and found an audience 

several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC 

Professor Priscilla Layne 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

25th Anniversary 

Season Events 



Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Tuesday1 November 12, 7pro1 Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room 

Howard Dodson will deliver the Fall 2013 African 

Diaspora lecture. Dodson, Director Emeritus of the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, was 

appointed Director of Howard University’s Moorland- 

Spingarn Research Center and Director of University 

Libraries in 2012. A specialist in African American and 

African Diaspora history, as well as an author, curator, 

cultural activist and innovative administrator, Dodson 

served as Director of the Schomburg Center from 

1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please RSVP 

to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <timsanford@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:30 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Online Facnlty Development Webiuars 

CCO Instructors- 

The UNC System is offering five webinars during Distance Learning Week, Nov. 11-15, as explained below. These may be of interest to you, and we encourage you 

to participate in them if you are interested. Once I receive information on registering for them, I’ll send that around, but I wanted you to know they are coming. 

Happy Halloween! 

Tim 

Celebrate National Distance Learning Week with UNC Online! 

Posted on ._O___c_t_o___b__e_r___3___l_~__2__O__l_3_ by ._e_!_e_a___r__n__2_O___l___3_ 

UNC Online Announces the Celebration of National Distance Learning Week! 

As part of our continuing effort to provide faculty developmem opportunities for all UNC faculbl, we are launching a series of FIVE webinars one each day of 

National Distance Learning Week (November 11 15). These webinars are being conducted by your colleagues across the system. One is here at GA; the others are 

being held on the loca1 campuses. 

When the di~nce education representatives met last year, we quickly realized that EVERY campus had something to contribute to faculb, development ettbrts. None 

of us wanted to reinvent the wheel any more than it had already been invented, ~ we decided we needed to shaJ;e our ettbrts. In spring, we are planning a North 
Cm~olina Dista~ace Learning Week that will showcase eflbrts on five more campuses. 

Below, I’ve outlined the sessions we will hold the 2nd week of November. Titles, dates, times and brief descriptions are all listed. You can attend the 

webinars physically at the offering campus or ~drtually from the comfort of your office or home. Lin ~ks to register for the webinars will be released later 

tiffs week. _MI webinars will be recorded. Attendance at file webinars should fiflfill any contilluing education requirements your canlpus may have and 

should be noted on your vitae. 

MONDAY The Case for the Flipped Classroom: A Facul~ Perspective. 11/11 2:00 4:00 @ UNCGA 

Laurie Cochenour, the E-Learning Policy Coordinator for the UNC-CH Center for Facul~ Excellence roll offer a brief overview of the history of course redesign at 
UNC Chapel Hill. Two facnl~ members will taJk about their own experiences redesigning their courses. They will report on what they kmow about student leaJning 

outcomes mad satisihction since implementing the redesign in their classes. 

TUESDAY Helping Facnl~ Build Studem Success with Instructioual Tools and Web-based Applications 11/12 10:00 11:00 virtual only 
Participate in this webinar to learn about how the approach to ins~trnctional challenges in NC State’s DELTA group leads to the development of reusable instructional 

tools. Lea J31 about some of the tools we’ve developed for instruction (MicroExplorer 3D, Flashcard Study Tool and others) and even about a tool that helps deal with 

space and time constraints for proctored testing (WaitTime). AJld beyond the tools, learn about our approach to development and hear about some of the things that 

are on the horizon. 

WEDNESDAY Hybrid Ins~trnctor Certification Training 11/13 1:00 2:00 @ FSU 

This webinar will introduce faculty to the Hybrid Instructor Certification process used at FSU. It was designed to introduce facul~ to the best practices in Hybrid 
learning pedagogy and the effective integration of technology to enhance student leanting and retention. 

TtIURSDAY Working your CORE: Student Readiness for On-Line Learning 11/14 3:00 4:00 @ WCU 

Pa~icipants in this interactive session will consider best practices in providing student orientations for on-line learning. Using Western Carolina University’s CORE 

(Catamount Online Readiness Experience) module as a case study, the workshop leaders will facilitate conversations about how we can all address system-wide 

initiatives to provide siudents with the skills, tools, ~notivation, and expectations they need to be successful in the on-line enviroranent 

FRIDAY Transitioning to Online Course Deliver,:" Where Qualib’ Matters 11/15 noon 1:00 @ NCCU 

This presentation traces the yearlong journey of faculb’ members in the MSA Program at NCCU as they prepared to transition the face-to-face program to an online 

program using the Quality Matters (QM) Program. The QM Program is a facul~ centered and peer reviewed process that universities can use to develop, maAntain, 

review, and certify the qualiF of an online course and its components. It was important to the facul3, that they maAntain the quali~ and integrity of the program’s 

graduate courses. The presenters will share with participants how the QM standards and the QM rnbric were used as a framework and measure for designing and 

tbnnatfing the online courses. The presenters will aJso share the faculty growth l)actors, prot~ssional development, and instrnctioual transformations aJong the way. 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 
Associate Director for Credit Programs 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Adjunct Associate Professor 
School of Information & Library Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
919-962-2644 
919-962-5549 (fax) 
<ul > 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emafil.unc.edu~ga>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to ~a bref "mailto:leave-33796291-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64ti:c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33796291- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf0919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu--~/a:, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegran~unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3 l, 2013 12:15 PM 

Carolina Women’s Center monthly aJmouncement <cwc announce@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] CWC Weekly Update 

November 2013 calendar.pdf; money matters fall 2013 flyer]2][ 1 ].pdf; S ~l’e~ Series Flyer[ 1 ].pdf; BecomeADoul~Nursing680Flyer]l ] 

[1].pdf 

WeeMy Update 

November 1 - November 8 

::~:+~;:: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

...... Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

CWC News and Upcoming Events 
’Like’ the CWC on Facebook for updates throughout the week on campus feminist and gender equity programs and other 
o~r~u-n~ fffi-d~ ~ on Twitter! 

Check out the attached November event calendar (also found [,/ [:: !~.~) and stay tuned for other programs 
occurring throughout the month. Feel free to stop in at the CWC to say he.!!o, hang out, study, or learn more 

Find us in the PIT! 
We’ll be tabling in the Pit throughout the semester. Check out when we’ll be there and stop by! http~J’iwo~n~c~Eu~:~d~/find:~:!n-the= 

MOXIE PROJECT APPLICATION IS LIVE! 
Are you passionate about ~ omen’s/~ender issues. Want a PAID smmner internship with a social iustice-oriented organization7 Apply to be a 

2014 Moxie scholar today! For more information and to apply, see http://womenscenter.nnc.edu/moxie/. 

11/2: ONC Pauper Players Fall Cabaret benefitting the Carolina Women’s Center 
9:30-11:30pm, Linda’s Downbar 

UNC Pauper Players is proud to announce its Fall Cabaret - benefiting Carolina Women’s Center[ Join u.s at. Linda’s Downbar on Now;tuber 2nd 

between 9:30 and 1 1:30pro for a night of fimdraising arid performances featuring the theme of Miscast: Music - gender bender, roles 

never play, non-show tunes, and more[ Any and aH are welcome t:o participate - simply sign tip on t-his Google document. Keep an eye out for 

posters and a Facebook event, and spread the news of this exciting event that is only two weeks away[ 

.h...t..t.p..s..~.Z..d.3)...c..s..:g.~-9.g1.e..:.c.3)....m-~.f.~9..r.J..n..‘.s.Z.~Z.1~!L~A1~.~.~.~.~n1.~g.~.~4.~N~4.~.~.~.!:Ng.~2.~.g£11~m£~!.~[~£m. Anyone can sign up and perform[ 

11/11: Safety Series: Online Security 

4:00-5:00pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Learn about how to protect yourself as you utilize the internet for social media, finances, and research purposes. This workshop will be led by a 

representative from UNC PuNic Safety. Sign-up 
11/14: Screening of"Zanzibar Soccer Queens" (Ayisi, 2007) 

7:00 - 9:00 pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim women use soccer as their vehicle for liberation and creativity in a conservative society. 

While the film focuses on women, their desire for self4ulfilhnent and empowerment speaks to marginalized people everywhere. The film uses 

interviews and imageryto show how soccer strengthened the women both physically and emotionally. Interviews with some Muslim men, who 

object to women wearing sports clothing and playing in front of both genders, provides a glimpse into the risks, and the sacrifices made by these 

women. In the end, the viewer realizes that risk and sacrifice are often necessary to achieve a greater good. Sponsored by the Stone Center with 

the Carolina Wome#s Center and the African Studies Center 
11/19: The Naked Truth 
6:00-8:00 pm, Genome Sciences G010 
This media literacy workshop will discuss the connection between media violence and interpersonal violence through the analysis of gender 

portrayal and sexual interaction in the media. We will focus on the forms of media that are most prevalent to college students, including music, 

television, and social media. Please join the CWC for this event, including a brief presentation, group discussion, and refreshments! 

11/20: Money Matters: Financial Goal Setting 

12:15 - 1:15 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Join us for this brownbag workshop on financial goal setting. Learn how to set S.M.A.R.T. goals and know what will work best for you. A 
representative from CESI Debt Solutions will be here to answer all your questions. Snacks will be provided, but participants are encouraged to 
bring their lunch! This is part of a monthly series. Sign-up ~/ERg. 



Support UNC Women’s Athletics! 
Join the CWC as we launch our new "Rock the Risers" program. Pledge to attend at least two women’s sporting events a semester, and use social 
media to upload pictures and organize group outings to games! Upcoming November games include: 

Basketball: 8m; 11th; 21st; 24th 
Volleyball: 8m, 10th, 15tl~, 16m 

Tennis: 8m 

Soccer: 3ra (Quarterfinals) 
Swimming & Diving: Ist, 2nd 



Other Campus and Commmfity Evmlts a~ld OpportunR~es 

Is Rape Different at College? Roundtable Discussion 

11/4, 4:00-5:30pm, University Room, Hyde Hall 
A roumitab~e diacusaion feat~lring Ado Gregory, Wome]fa Center, Duke U~Jveraity; Christi fiurL Carolina Women’s Center, UNC--CH; Bob 
P[easa~ta, Campus Healt5 Services, U NC-CH. RAPE: Perceptions, Realities, Responses ia a worki~g group s~pport.ed by a~ [nt.ei’disciplinary 
lni[iative (.;rant. from the College of Arts and Sciences, t.he l:q’ogram i~ SexuahW Stt~dies, a~d the hxsti[ute for the krt:s and Humanities, UNC-.Chapel 
Hill 

UNC School of Government Public Administration Conference 
November 7 and 8. Conference Tracks include Developing a Stronger Economy; Creating a High-Performing Workforce; Collaborating for 
Commm~ity Change. For more information and to register, see http://www.mpa.unc.edu/node/145. 

APPLES Service Learning Course: Nursing 680, Supporting the Childbearing Family 
Open to students in all disciplines, tt~is course includes doula training and volunteering in the UNC Volunteer Doula Service. Please see the 
attached flyer for more info and to apply. 

Voices of Young ]ordanian Women: Speaking the Unspeakable 
A lecture by Dr. Rula Quawas, Professor, Department of English, University of Jordan. Thursday, November 21 at 6:15 pro; Nelson Mandela 
Auditorium, Global Education Center 
Based in part on her experience teaching feminist theory and mentoring women students at the University of Jordan, Dr. Quawas will discuss 
three initiatives by young ]ordanian activists to combat violence against women. Sponsored by The Department of Asian Studies, Department of 
Peace, War, and Defense, Center for Global Initiatives, Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, and Duke-UNC 
Middle East Consortium. 

A Dwindling Band of Witnesses: Esther’s Story of Holocaust Survival 
Wednesday, November 20th at 5:30 pm at the Stone Center Auditorium. 
The brave Ester Lederman has offered to share her story with the UNC-Chapel ttill community. Esther escaped Nazi Poland at a young age, lived 
in hiding for almost 2 years, and bore the tragedy of losing family members. All students are encouraged to attend, especially because such an 
opportunity won’t be available in the future. 

Autry Fellowship accepting applicants for 2014-2015. 
The Autry Fellowship is a competitive fellowship program for talented and ambitious recent college graduates. It provides an opportunity to 
work for one year as a full-time, paid staff member at MDC. The Autry Fellowship supports the mission of MDC--to help organizations and 
communities in the South close the gaps that separate people from opportunity--by developing a cadre of young leaders who have experience 
promoting economic development, increasing equity and excellence in education, building inclusive civic cultures, and who are poised and ready 
to apply their new learning to benefit this region. 
The ideal Autry Fellow is open-minded and compassionate, curious and reflective, and deeply committed to advancing social equity and 
opportunity. 
To learn more about the Autry Fellowship and to stay up-to-date on MDC’s work, visit our website and like us on Facebook. Applicants must 
submit a complete application {available for download here} along with a resume by Mon, ]an. 13 at 5pm. 

One Act Training. Multiple Dates September through November, Locations TBD 

One Act is a four-hour training for Carolina students interested in preventing interpersonal violence, led by peer educators and a full-time or 
graduate staff’ member. This training will give you the knowledge, skills, and confidence to recognize the early warning signs of interpersonal 
violence and take preventive action in your everyday life. We believe this training contributes to a safer campus environment. One Act is student- 
led collaboration with UNC-Chapel Student Wellness and Campus ttealth Services. Sign up here! 

HAVEN Training for Students 
The HAVEN Prograin (Helping Advocates for Violence Ending Now) is a campus initiative to train non-employee students how to help a friend 
who has experienced interpersonal violence (harassment and stalking, abusive relationships, and sexual assault) by connecting those students to 
reporting options and confidential support services. Research tells us that the first person that tnany survivors of violence tell about their 
experience is a friend; the main goal of the training is to help ensure that students in need receive appropriate information and resources. The 
HAVEN program is a collaboration between the Title IX Coordinator, Deputy Title IX Coordinator, The Carolina Women’s Center, The Office of 
the Dean of Students, and Student Wellness. Find more info, dates, and how to register at http://safe.unc.edu. 

Safe Zone Training Fall Dates The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the 
diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and queer community. The Safe Zone training is a four-hour program open to all UNC-Ctt community 
members. Below are the dates for the 2013/2014 Fall Semester: 
Friday, Nov. 8th              12-4pm 
If you would like to participate in Safe Zone training, please email Adrianne at adrigibi@emaiLunc.edu or via our website, ]gbtq.unc.edu (on the 
Safe Zone page, under the "Programs and Services" tab) 



Support Group for LGBTQ Survivors of Sexual Violence 
When: November 5, 12, 19, 26 and December 3, 10, 12, and 17 
Time: 6-8pro 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, LGBTQ survivors of sexual assault and abuse this fall. We will meet 
weekly on Tuesday evenings, 6 to 8pro, for {3 sessions beginning on November 5, with one session held on a Thursday evening. This group is an 
opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence in a safe and affirming space. This is a 
group for people of all gender identities and expressions. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. For more information, please contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as 
possible. 

Support Group for Family Members, Partners, and Friends of Sexual Assault and Abuse Survivors 
When: November 4 - December 30 (no meeting on December 23) 
Time: Mondays, 6-Spin 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for the parents, partners, other family members, and friends of those who 
have been raped, sexually assaulted, and sexually abused. We will meet weekly on Monday evenings, 6 to 8pm, for 8 sessions beginning on 
November 4. This is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others who have similar experiences. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. For more information, please contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as 
possible. 

BodyTalk Class for Female Survivors of Sexual Violence 
When: November 13 
Time: 6-Spm Where: OCRCC Cost: FREE The Center is offering a free, one-time BodyTalk class for adult, female survivors of sexual violence and 
abuse. BodyTalk is a simple form of therapy that allows the body’s energy systems to be resynchronized so they can operate as nature intended. 
The BodyTalk practitioner facilitates communication with the innate wisdom of the body through neuromuscular feedback. BodyTalk teaches the 
body to return itself to balance. This class will teach a relaxation technique based on this model. Participants will have the opportunity to work 
toward stress reduction, self-care, and healing using the BodyTalk system. To join this class, please contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 
laurie@ocrcc.org or 919-968-4647 to learn more. 

Healing through Art: A Support Workshop for Survivors of Sexual Violence 
When: November 20, December 4, 11, and 18 (Note: No meeting November 27 in observance of the holiday) 
Time: Wednesdays, 6-Spm 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: Free 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering an arts and crafts workshop for female survivors of sexual violence and abuse. We will meet 
on Wednesday evenings, 6 to 8pro, for 4 sessions beginning on November 20. Participants will have the opportunity to complete arts and crafts 
projects that promote healing and self-care. We will also have time to discuss and process feelings that come up while completing these projects. 
This workshop is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence. People of all levels of 
artistic ability are welcome. 
Please note that screenings are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the start of group. For more 
information, please contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc,org. 
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The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 
difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 
150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc@uncoedu ] 919-962-8305 
h ttp: / /womenscen ter.un c.edu 
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The Carolina 
Women’s Center 

Our mission is to create an inclusive 
education and work environment 
where gender is not a barrier to 
success, difference and diversity are 
celebrated, and everyone is safe to 
live, learn, teach, and work without 
threat of harm or unequal treatment. 

Stay Connected 
Learn more about the CWC at 

where you can subscribe to our weekly 
listserv and view our online calendar. 

Support Our Work 
If you believe in the CWC’s vision of a 
more diverse, inclusive, and equitable 
Carolina and value high-quality co- 
curricular programming on gender- 
related issues, consider a gift in support 
of our work[ Learn more or make an 
online donation at: 

November 2013 Calendar 

11/2: UNC Pauper Players Fall Cabaret benefiting CWC 
9:30-11:30 pro, Linda’s Downbar 
UNC Pauper Players is proud to announce its Fall Cabaret benefiting the 
Carolina Women’s Center! join us for a night of fundraising and 
performances ~eaturing the theme of Miscast Music - gender bender, roles 
you’ll never play, non-show tunes, and more! Any and all are welcome to 
participate - simply sign up here. 

11/11: Safety Series: Online Security 
4:00-5:00pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Learn about how to protect yourself as you utilize the internet for social 
media, finances, and research purposes. This workshop will be led by a 
representative fl’om UNC Public Safety. Sign-up }~ERE. 

11/14: Screening of"Zanzibar Soccer Queens" (Ayisi, 2007) 

7:00 - 9:00 pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim women use soccer as 
their vehicle for liberation and creativity in a conservative society, While the 
film focuses on women, their desire for self-fulfillment and empowerment 
speaks to marginalized people everywhere. The film uses interviews and 
imagery to show hour soccer strengthened the women both physically and 
emotionally. Interviews with some Muslim men, who object to women 
wearing sports clothing and playing in front of both genders, provides a 
glimpse into the risks, and the sacrifices made by these women. In the end, 
the viewer realizes that risk and sacrifice are often necessary to achieve a 
greater good. Sponsored by the Stone Center with the Carolina Women’s 

Center and the African Studies Center 

11/19: The Naked Truth 
6:00-8:00 pro, Genome Sciences G010 
This media literacy workshop will discuss the connection between media 
violence and interpersonal violence through the analysis of gender portrayal 
and sexual interaction in the media. We will focus on the forms of media that 
are most prevalent to college students, including music, television, and social 
media. Please join the CWC for this event, including a brief presentation, 
group discussion, and refreshments! 

11/20: Money Matters: Financial Goal Setting 
12:15 - 1:15 pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Join us for this brownbag workshop on financial goal setting. Learn how to 
set S.M.A.R.T. goals and know what will work best for you. A representative 
from CESI Debt Solutions will be here to answer all your questions. Snacks 
will be provided, but participants are encouraged to bring their lunch! This 
is part of a monthly series. Sign-up 

Support tlNC Women’s Athletics! 
Join the CWC as we launch our new "Rock the Risers" program. Pledge to 
attend at least two women’s sporting events a semester, and use social media 
to upload pictures and organize group outings to games! Upcoming 
November games include: 
Basketball: 8th; llth; 21st; 24th 
Volleyball: 8th, 10th, 15th, 16th 
Tennis: 8th 
Soccer: 3~a (Quarterfinals) 
Swimming & Diving: 1~t, 2~d 



RSVP 

Questior~s? Contact Maggie Grant at 

maggiegrant@unc, edui843-2423 



_ __ CAROLINA 
WOMEN’S CENTER 



BECOME A DOULA 
Serve as a Labor Companion 

Open to all disciplines! 

Nursing 680, Supporting the Childbearing Family is a service-learning elective. 

This 2 credit hour course will meet on Wednesday afternoons Spring Semester. 

Attend Doula training and volunteer in the UNC Volunteer Doula Service! 

Applications required. 

For more info, visit APPLES’ 

*** ¯ 
Apphcatmns due Nov. 3*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 33797364 - 69178401 @listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 12:51 PM 

a~iican- ~nd- a~?o- americaJ> studies- thculty <afiic~- and- afa> american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Balthrop, Bill <wvb@email.unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-tngrs@uuc.edu> 

[africma- m~d-afm-americ~- s~dies- facul~’] [all-college-faculty] Call for Paxticipataon - World War I: The Legacy 

The enclosed message is being sent on request to all deans, directors, department/curriculum chairs and faculty in the College, with an 
information copy to administrative managers. 
### 
Dear Colleagues: 

I am writing to provide a quick update on plans for the year-long conversation exploring World War 1: The Lwacy during the Academic Year 
2014-2015 and particularly to invite faculty to oJfer courses that might be devoted to this topic or that include some consideration o)~ the War as part 
o)’a broader course offering. 

This project will be part of a celebration of the centennial year of the outbreak of the Great War and is sponsored by the Institute for the 
Arts and Humanities and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Despite a general lack of awareness in the United States, World War I exerted enormous influence upon domestic and foreign policy. The 
War literally reshaped international trade, military science, gender and work roles, and the creation and endurance of nation states. Additionally, 
the War generated new perspectives on international law, race relations in the United States and abroad, medical and scientific advances, 
literature, art, theater, music, and commemoration practice just to mention a few examples. 

Faculty and units from across the campus have been incredibly forthcoming in suggesting conferences, lectures, courses, performance 
activities, exhibitions and other events during the year. For a more detailed descriptions of planned events, please visit 
h~:tp://Jah.unc.edu/news/newsarchive/2013/WWI/Tsearchterm=World%20War%20I. 

If you are interested in participating by offering a course or in some other way--or simply wish to find out more about participating-- please contact me at ~,__[2_¢~__e___gL@_:__u___n___c__.__e___d__t__t" for further information. It would be most helpful if you could indicate your particular interest in 

examining this legacy and a brief explanation of what you might consider proposing. 
And, of course, feel free to contact me with any questions or comments. 
Thanks for your attention. 

Bill Balthrop 
Professor, Department of Communication Studies 
Associate Director, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college- ISculty as: ati~cau- and- afro- american- studies- thmflrv(i~listse~7 .t mc.e&~. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

a£ficm~- aaad-al’ro-aanefican- s~dies- facul~" as: <a href ",na~lto:mgeste@e,na~l.unc.edu" >mgeste@e,na~l.unc.edu~’a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferfis@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:24 PM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enriclmaent] Celebrating Gerhard Weinberg: See the Renowned WWII Scholar Dec. 5 at the Friday Center 

Celebradr g Gerhard Weiriberg 

Presented by the William and Zda Friday Center for Cot~inuing Education in collaboration with the Program it~ the HumanMes 

inn us to celebrate Gerhard L. We~nberg, the wo~d’s leading scholar of World War 

UNC’s WHHam and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Educatiom Professor Wemberg, famous for h~s gbbM history of the war, A World a~Arms, wH] speak 

on "Ny Experience of War in England, ~939-40 and Occupation of Japan, 

A reception wil~ Mck eft the evening, followed by a lecture, a moderated discussion, and a Q~, session w~h participants. 

Gerhard Web, berg, WHHam Rand Kenan, Jr. Professor of H~story, Emeritus, retired from teacMng at Carolina 

one of the world’s most distinguished scholars of World War II and National SodaHst Germany. He ~s the author 

Ant~s: A Global History of World WarZL which received three major awards for scholarship, was a Book of the Honth Club Hain Selection, and [s w~dely 

considered to be the best single-volume history of World War H. Host recendy, Professor Weinberg was awarded the Pritzker HH[tap/ Library Literature 

Award, a lifetime achievement prize for excellence in military writing. 

"Dynamic) funny, inreresti~W, dear, at}d we// prepared, " 

"K~3owfedge peppered with wisdom a~?d humor ._ wo~3derfufl" 

"What can be said other ~han eve~ minute was wonderful?" 

~’A national treasure. " 

6-9 pro, Thursday, December 5, 20~3 

Held in the Atrium at the Friday Center 

lh~ }:’r~day Center, UNC-Chapel HHI’s premier fad[ity for continuing education, offers free parMng, easy access, and comfortable seating. 

Loca~ Hote~s 

Co-Sponsored by the General Alumni Association. 

* -- You are cuirently subscribed to enficlm~ent 
as: _12e_£e___s_t__e_!~}_e__r__n_~i!_:_tk_n___c_:_e_~t___u- To unsubscfibe send a blank emaJl to !.e./~a.2Le..-...3.~..7.22!.)..8...8...-..4..Q..7...8..@.~.~.~.b..!.).!.)..7..~.~.~.~}~£~?.~£~)~E~£~[i~}Rr~2~[1~.~E 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Consider This... Free public thrum on dramatic changes in our political and social institations. 

UNC GAA 

Join today! 

You’re Invited 

Join us on Dec. 5 for a 

celebration of Gerhard L 
\Veinberg, the word’s 

leading scholar of World 

War II. It roll be an 

evening of education and 
enjosanent under the 

Atrium at the Friday 

Center. Learn more. 

Jim Johnson 

CONNECT WITH 

@UNCG~L~ 

~i 

Facebook 

Google+ 

"~iii kinkedln 

Consider This... 

Don’t miss out. There is still time to register for our free lbmm with Jim Johnson on Nov. 7. 

Make lans to %in u’ Thursday, Nov. 7, for a new public forum, Consider This... 

Thursday, Nov. 71 6:30 8:30 pro. 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Free and ope~t to the public. 

We’re launcNng the inaugural Consider This... forum ruth James H. Johnson Jr., William R. 

Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of s~trategy and entrepreneurship at Kenan-Flagler 

Business School. Johnson will present The Great Demographic Disruptions. Learn what 

these trends are and what they mean for higher education and business in North Carolina 

and the United States. 

Light refieshments will be oit~red at 6:30 p.m., and the program will begin at 7 p.m. 

Advance registration is stronNy encouraged. Re~ister here today. Questions? 

Contact azal-louise aguim(~unc.edu or (919) 962-3574. 

YOU’RE INVITED TO BECOME A GAA MEMBER 

Alumni activities, communications and services axe not a line item in the University budget 

but are funded by GAA member dues. If you think this mission of serving our University and 

keeping alumni infom~ed and involved is important, membership is for you. Join today to 

support Carolina and to receive valuable benefits and services and a subscription to the 

digitaJ and print versions of the Carolina A lumni Review. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, November 1, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Long Distance Calling Cards Discontinued 

-- North Carolina State Government Information Technology Services L ong Distance Ca lling Cards Discontinued Effective 10/31/2013 

The North Carolina State Govermnent Office of Information Technology Sel-,zices (ITS) notified L~NC ITS this week that, eIt’ective 10/31/2013, they are no longer providing and/or supporting 
long distance calling cards All UNC facul~z and staff that have a calling card issued through the UNC ITS Communication Teclmologies office are impacted with this change UNC 
customers and departments can contact an outside sel-,zice provider of your choice for a comparable service. 

Questions can be directed to the Office of Information Technology Services at North Carolina State Government 

Thank you, 

Cheri Beasley 
IT Manager 
ITS - Coromunication Technologies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
9199623800 (office) 
919.616.5535 (cell) 
cheribeasley@unc, edu 

’]7his message is sponsored by: ITS-Comanunication Technology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:44 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Requested Information: Strong Armed Robbery 

Timely Warning: Requested Information: Strong Armed RobbelT 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Depaltment of Public Safety is investigating a reported strong alaned robbeU that occurred in the Arboretum near Cameron Ave. Friday, 
November, 01 around 1:00 am The victim, a UNC student, described the suspects as four Black males who were last seen running north towards campus. It ~vas repolted that the suspects 
did not have ~veapons The suspects were last seen wearing T-shirts and jeans. 

The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Public Safety are asking anyone with information about this incident to call the Department of Public Safety (919) 962-8100. 

The Alert Carolina website will be updated as soon as more information is available It could take hours for police to resolve a situation depending upon the circumstances Meantime, if you 
are directed by police or University persounel to take specific action (evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, go to your residence hall and stay there), please comply 
immediately’. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911 But do not call 911 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident Police phone lines need to be kept 
open for emergency communications. 

ABOI.YF ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant suurce uf information as part of the University’s timely warning notificatiun prucess Text messages sent tu registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to noti(y you That’s why email messages like this une will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methuds to cummunicate. The best, most up-to-date suurce uf information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarnlina, unc edu. 

Spunsored by the UNC Department uf Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, November 1, 2013 9:58 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Teens Needed for Sin@ on Internet Tobacco sales to minors 

Are you a parent of a son or daughter between 14-17 years old? 

Then we would like your child to be part of a research stud?’ @ UNC 

What is the purpose of this study? 
To understand the age verification procedures used on websites that sell tobacco 

Who is eligible? 
Youth who: 
-Are aged 14-17 
-Have never smoked or used tobacco products such as chewing tobacco, smokeless tobacco, dip, snuff, or snus 
-Live in Orange CouriPf and speak and understand English 

What will my child and I have to do? 
-You and your child will participate in an in-person orientation, where they will be trained on the research protocol for attempting to make tobacco purchases online. 
-Your child will attempt to make purchases of tobacco products from websites that sell tobacco while under adult supervision at our research offices. 
-Your child will receive and log tobacco purchases at your home 
-Your child will turn all tobacco dehveries received over to study staff. 
-Your child ~vill palticipate in a debriefing session upon completion of the stu@. You are encouraged to attend. 

How much time will this take? 
-Your child’s participation will take several hours a week for several weeks, but will not exceed 10 hours. They will have the opportunity to participate aRer school and/or on weekends at 
their convenience 

Does my child get awthing for his/her time? 
-Your child will be paid up to $100 for their participation; if they leave the study early, they will be paid a prorated rate 
-Help add to our knowledge about the business practices of online tobacco retailers to inform future legislation to restrict youth access to tobacco and other harmful products online. 

How can I sign up? 
(;all Jason Derrick at (919) 966-7264 or email at UNCInternetStudy@gmail corn 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) on 10/15/2013 
Study Title: "Purchase survey ]2~r Internet Tobacco sales to minors" 
Study No 13-2058; non-biomedical 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doyle, Stacey Lynn <stadoyle@indiana.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 hll PM 

mbems@emory.edu; CombsR@si.edu; Mield@tfl.ucla.edu; terri.franci@~s.upenn.edu; jchoraJ{@cinema.ucla.edu; leaJ~.kerr@gmail.com; 

rk@reto.ch; blupack@rochester.rr.com mima@loc gay; theresamarti ~@nypl.org; Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaiLunc.edn>; 

dongreside@nypl.org; jacqneline@uchicago.edu; dwhit02@emo~.edu 

Gra~ey, Brian Patrick <bpgra~ey@india~a.edu> 

Update/Check-In for Regeneration in Digits] Contexts 

W9_Alternative.pdf, disbursement voucher~payee cert.pdf 

Hello all, 

Just a quick note to update/check-in in regards to Regeneration in Digital Contexts. 

If you have not already submitted your tax documentation (VV-9 or W-8Ben), please do so now. In terms of paperwork, the only other additional document is the payee 
certificate. This document is not needed until the time of payment, however if you would like to submit that now, that would be fine. All that is required on this document is 
your signature. Also I will have blank copies of all of these documents on hand in Bloomington and will be available for assistance. 

I am in the process of finalizing individual travel itineraries, which will include a break down of your time in Bloomington as well as any and all travel confirmations. They will 
be sent out prior to departure. 

Additionally, we will provide lunch on both the :t5th and :t6th, as well as a reception on the .tSth. The current menu will include vegetarian and gluten-free options. If you have 
any further dietary needs or restrictions please let me know; I am happy to accommodate! 

And as always, please contact me for any clarifications or questions. 

Thank you, 

Stacey Doyle 

A.~;si.~;~ a nt Archiv L%t 

Black Film Cen~effArcNve 



INDIANA UNi\ ERSI I Y 
IRS Substitute iForm W-9 

REQUEST FOR TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER AND CERTIFICATION 
(FOR USE BY U.S. CITIZENS, U.S. ENTITIES, OR RESIDENT ALIENS ONLY) 

Under the United States Internal Revenue Code, Indiaua Uuiversi .ty is required to obtain Taxpayer Identification Numbers (TIN) when making 
reportable payments to individuals or cm~orations. If this infomlation is not provided, certain payments may be subject to a backup wiiltholding rate 
of twenty-eight percent (28 %). Also, if you fail to ftkrnish a correct TIN, the IRS can access a penalty of $50 unless failure to comply is due to 
reasonable cause aud not willful neglect. 

Instructions: Complete all parts and return this form to the requesting IU department. This completed form is required to be filed with the 
University before payment can be processed. For more detailed instructions, see http://www.fins.indiana.edu/tax/fbtmsiW9 Alternative Instmction.pdl~ 

Part I - Name, Address and Tax Status 

Legal Name: 
(As reported for Federal income tax purposes and matches number listed below) 

(If Tax Number Type is Social Security Number, the Legal Nmne MUST be the name of the hldividual, NOT a CompaW Name) 

Business or Trade Name: 
(Should only be used if you are "doing business as" (dba) a different name than the Legal Name.) 

Address: 

City: ST __ ZIP 

Telephone Number: Fax Number: 

Ownership status (Please indicate 
[] Individual (SSN) ~ Single-Member LLC (SSN/EIN) first & last name above 
[] Sole-Proprietor (SSN or EIN) []LLC (EIN) Enter the tax classification 
[] C Cm~oration (EIN) (C=Corporation S=S corporation, P=Partnership) 

[] S Cmporation (EIN) []Partnership (EIN) 

[] Estate / Ti"ost (EIN) 
[] Non-Profit Organization (EIN) 

[] Governmental (US, State, Local) (EIN) 

[] Oilier 

In addition to the’above lease check one of the below if you oerform either Health Care or Legal Services: 

[] Health Care Services [] Legal Services 

Tax ID number (TIN) as reported for federal income tax purposes and matches Legal Name provided above: 

Social Security Number/ITIN OR 

[only one] 

Employer Tax ID Number 

Part H - Exemption 
If you are exempt from Backup Withholding, you should still complete this foml to avoid possible erroneous backup withholding. Enter your correct 
name and TIN in Part I a~d write "Exempt" on line provided here ¯ sign, date a~d return to requester. (individuals, sole 
proprietors are not exempt.) 

Part HI- Certification 
Instructions: You must cross out item 2 below if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because you 
have failed to report all interest or dividends on your tax return. 

Under penalties of peljury, I certif) that: (1) the number shown on this fbrnl is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting [br a 
number to be issued to me), and (2) I am not subject to backup withholding because (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been 
notified by the IRS that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me 
that I am no longer subject to backup withholding, and (3) I am a U.S. Citizen or oilier U.S. Person (defined below). 

Signatme Date Title 

Tax Rev 4/2013 



Disbursement Voucher Payee Certification 

I, (print payee name)                                            , hereby certify that the 

information relating to KFS1 Disbursement Voucher Number                        , 

requesting payment for expenses, is just and correct. I certify that all charges and/or 

reimbursements pertain to Indiana University business, that the amount is legally due after 

allowing all just credits, and that no part of the same has previously been paid or will be paid by 

another source. 

$ 
Payment Amount2 

Payee Signature 

Date 

1Kuali Financial System: Software program used to process electronic financial documents such as the 

disbursement voucher. 

2payment amounts for Accounts Payable (AP) payments must be exact. Payment amount for Travel payment may 

be estimated and is subject to change, pending final submission of receipts for reimbursements. 

Revised January 2013 



iii g ~ste r,C ~rl e ~ B <re g ~ter@ em aiI un ~ d *~ 

, 

.~ ...................................... 

Read nex~ month’s new re,eases today 

Every month Amazon Publishing editors #ive you the chance to read one of four pre- 

release KinOle books for $1.9£ You car read ~1 on your smartphone, tablet, or computer 

wRh our free Kindle reading app. 





~}i No Placefora Dame 

b}, Connie Brockwsy 

Silent Echo 

Silent Echo 

b!,, J,R, Rain 



~iii Kindle reading app 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@unc.edu;, 

Friday, November l, 2013 3:33 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Register tbr the free Bumett Seminar on ADHD/LD today. Limited space remains. 

UNC GAA 

The 12th Armual Timothy B. and Jane A. Barnett 

Seminm for Academic Achievement 

Looking Forwmd, Living Now: A Self-Determined Approach to Success in High School, College and Beyond 

ibr Young Adults With ADHDiLD 

>> Lhnited space remains. Register online here today. << 

An Afternoon With Sharon Field, Ed.D. 

Tuesday, Nov. 19 ] 1 - 4:30 p.m. 

George VCatts Hill ±Mtmini Center 

This program is t?ee and open to the public. If you haven’t yet signed up for this year’s Burnett Seminar, please 
register online today at alumni.unc.edu/academicsuccess. 
On-site registration is openJ?om 12.30 1 p.m. Preregistration is stron,g~F encouray, ed 

What does it mean to lead a successful life or to be saccessful in high school and in college? Is it all about test scores, 

GPAs and getting a job, or is there something more? 

This seminar will focus on the science and art of self-determination the ability to 

explore dreams, define goals mad be in charge of one’s life. 

Five key steps in the self-determination process will be discussed, including: 

Know yourself and your environment 

Value yourself 

Plan 
Act 
Experience outcomes and lem~n 

Specific strategies for implementing these s~teps will be shmed dlong with specific ideas 

on what p~:rents and professionals can do to promote the development of self- 
determination skills in young adults with ADHDiLD. 

Sharon Field 

Sharon Field, Ed.D. is co-director of the Initiative for Self-Determination in the 
College of Education at Wayne State University 0A,~SU) in Detroit. Mich. She has 

been conducting research and development related to self-detemfination tbr students, ruth and without disabilitie~ lbr the 

past 25 years. Read more about Dr. Field. 

) o Sponsored by the Learning Center’s ADHDiLD Services a Learning Center t rogmm in the College of Arts and 

Sciences and the UNC Genera] Alamni Association. 

YOU RE INVITED TO BECOME A GAA MEMBER 



Alumni activities, communications and services axe not a line item in the Universi~ budget but are funded by GAA member 

clues. If you "think this mission of serving our University and keeping alumni informed and involved is important, membership is 

tier you. Join today to support Carolina and to receive valuable benefits and services and a subscription to the digital and 

print versions of the Carolina A lum~i Review. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, November 1, 2013 5:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Title LX Compliance Coordinator 

Dear Carolina Community: 

I am pleased to inform you that Howard Kallem has been appointed as the University’s new Title IX Compliance Coordinator, effective Janua~’ 2, 2014. Ho~vard was selected to fill this 
critically important position following a national search. 

Howard is a recognized expert in Title IX compliance He is currently Chief Regional Attorney of the District of Columbia Enforcement Office for the U.S. Department of Education’s Office 
for Civil Rights (OCR). OCR is responsible for ensuring civil rights enforcement and compliance with Title IX, as well as other federal nondiscrimination legislation Howard has more than 19 
years of experience ~vith OCR, as well as 14 years of experience with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. This high level of experience and expertise makes him the 
perfect person to head our Title IX compliance efforts. In addition, he has ~vorked in higher education as a senior equal opportunity specialist at George Mason University Howard has a 
bachelor’s degree tlcom the State University of New York at Binghamton, and a JD degree from Catholic University School of Law. 

As Title IX Compliance Coordinator, Howard will be responsible for coordinating the Umversity’s compliance with statutory requirements under Title IX, the federal civil rights la~v that 
prohibits sex discrimination in education. He ~vill oversee campus-wide education, training and outreach around Title IX issues, and coordinate the University’s responses and 
investigations into Title IX complaints. He will report to me in my role as Interim Equal OpportunityiADA Director until that position is filled. 

This important area has Chancellor Folt’s full support. She has made a commitment to further expand the resources available to support Title IX compliance by creating a ne~v position that 
will focus on direct student engagement and programming, as ~vell as an additional Title IX investigations position. These positions will be open for recruitment in the veW near future. 
Howard Kellam’s appointment, along with the addition of these new positions, will ensure that the University is well situated to provide a safe and responsive environment for our students 
and employees, and also play a leadership role in the ongoing conversation about Title IX compliance in higher education. 

I want to thank Christi Hurt, who has sep~ed as Interim Title IX Coordinator since April, and has led the important work of the University’s Title IX Task Force. She has brought her many 
skills and expertise to this work over the past several months, and Carolina is in a better place due to her efforts. Christi will continue as Interim Title IX Coordinator until Howard’s arrival. 

Please join me in welcoming tloward Kallem to campus in Januap)< 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Richardson Malone 
Vice Chancellor ~2~r Human Resources 
Interim Equal Opportunity/ADA Director 

This message is sponsored by: Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, November 1, 2013 5:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Anal Fissure Study 

INFORMATIONAL: Study participants wanted for anal fissure study (18 and older and less than 75 years) 
The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is now recruiting participants age 18 or older and 75to participate in a research study of a new drug named diltiazem for treating 
patients with anal fissure. 
The stu@ is 5 weeks long and requires 4 visits to the UNC CTRC clinic and a phone call visit. 
You may be eligible to participate if you are over the age of 18 and less than 75 years, and diagnosed with an anal fissure that has not been treated recently. Participants will receive all tests 
associated with the study at no cost and will receive up to $425 for completing the stu@ 
For more information about this trial, please contact: Renuka Kelapure (renukakelapure@med.unc.edu)919-843-7892 
This stu@ (IRB # { 12-2219} received IRB approval tlcom the I~rNC Ofi)ce of Human Research Ethics on {1/10/2013} 

This message is sponsored by: L2xIC Functional GI department 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Ticket Center <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 10:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 Football Season Tickets On Sale Now 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Purchase Football Season Tickets Now 

Purchase Football Season Tickets Now 

Purchase Football Season Tickets Now 

Remember, purchasin9 an6 renewin9 your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Oust click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please 60 not reply to tNs email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~unc edu 

Use this link to modify goLIr profile or to unsubscribe. 



From: Amazon.com <sto re -news(~,amazon,com > 

Sent: Saturday, November 2, 2013 4:07 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc,edu> 

Su bject: charlene regester: VVhy Wait? Deals Are Here 

~t’s never too early 
for a good deal 

Featured Dea~s 

Save $50 on the Nbox 3~0 Holiday Vah~e Sundae Home, Kitchen 



New SONQS PLAY:I ’ ~’’ ’ 
Free BRIDGE 

Get a $50 Amazon.cam C~edit with the New 
Boston Acoustics TVee O~;e 

F,~ee Accessories aP, d Big Savings on Select 
Ore;on DSI..R & l..e~s Bundles 



h~ Pu e 

Sports & Outdoors 
Save o~ gifts for athletes and fans See ~ore 

25% el Mole Off Select Bikes flom Dismondback Up to 40% off NCAA footbail sweatshirts 

Up to 50% off Select Men’s Bxe[cise and Fitness 25% or More Off Sebct Racing Co~ect~b~es 

Home & Automotive 



Up to 55% off DE~./qALT Tools Up to 30% off Select Science Diet Dog Treats 
and Food 

Save Up to $35 on Lewma ManURers Get Reedy fo~’ W~nter Ddv~ng 

Ente~ainment 

.................................................. 

Video Games ~est-Se~k~s Select Ir~s[ant V~deo Action Movk~s ~n H D Starting 
at ,$9.99 Each 

Note to ExNore 
Note great fi~ts frem Ea~h’s b~ggest se~ect~o~ ~.~.~...~.q£~ 



Deais in Books 

Dow~siosd ti~e Amazon App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <~wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:44 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@em~Jd.unc.edu> 

RE: Update 

De~r Charlene, 

Sorry I couldn’t respond to yo~Jf earlier em~il, I was away at a conference in the Dominican Republic and while I could see new emails, the connection was too 

and sporadic to send out em~ replies. Ag~r~, ~:hanks for ~en~ting o~f letter~ for me, ~ w~H be sure ~:o return the favor. 

Best, 

Wa~[er 

~ Regesteh Charlene B 
~eBtl Friday, November 0~, 2013 [2:38 PN 

T~ Rucker, Waiter C 
S~bje~t~ Update 
Dear Rucker: This is to let you know that ~ sent your emails by US mail given the addresses provided since [ had difficul~ loading them on the websites. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

VVe*re going heavy- metal.~ 
Join us for 2 events 
TOMORROVV-- book talk 
with Laina Dawes and 
Diaspora Festival film 
screening of "A Band Called 
Death** 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TOMORROW for two events: 

Liberation in Heavy Netal" Book Discussion with author 

Laina Dawes 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black 

women musicians and fans navigate the metal, 

hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly 

thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a 

community spirit, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head 

Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and independent Film’s 7 pm 

screening of A Band Called Death 

AND... dont" miss Laina Dawes" interview on 

WUNC’s "State of Thinqs" right before her book talk at 

12p m. 

7pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Roorn 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 
Dir:Jeff Howlett and Marl{ 

Cowno /Documentary/US/English /98 min./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in 

the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, 

began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a 

single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the 

era of Plotown and emerging disco. Record companies 

found Death’s music-- and band name--too 

intimidating, and the group were never given a fair 

shot, disbanding before they even completed one 

album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic 

family love story, A Band Called Death chronicles the 

incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost 

three decades later, when a dusty 1974 demo tape 

made its way out of the attic and found an audience 

several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC 

Professor Priscilla Layne 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information, 

25th Anniversary 

Season Events 



Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Tuesday1 November 12, 7pro1 Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room 

Howard Dodson will deliver the Fall 2013 African 

Diaspora lecture. Dodson, Director Emeritus of the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, was 

appointed Director of Howard University’s Moorland- 

Spingarn Research Center and Director of University 

Libraries in 2012. A specialist in African American and 

African Diaspora history, as well as an author, curator, 

cultural activist and innovative administrator, Dodson 

served as Director of the Schomburg Center from 

1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please RSVP 

to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arts at the Core <ArtsatTheCore@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:40 PM 

Arts at the Core <ArtsatTheCore@unc.edu~> 

Spring preview and t~tculty reception on Wednesdw, November 6th 

Are you interested in using the performing arts in your classroom? Would you like to use a performance in your teaching, but are not sure where to start? 

Carolina Performing Arts invites faculty and graduate students to join us for the Arts@TheCore Spring Preview and Faculty Reception. This will be an 

opportunity to informally chat some of the CPA staff, learn about upcoming performances, and share ideas with fellow faculty members for using the 

performing arts in your classroom. 

Wednesday, November 6th from 5:00-6:30pm 

Gerrard Hall 

Hors d’oeuvres and beverages will be provided 

All are welcome to come and go as you please throughout the reception. Please feel free to share this invitation with your colleagues. 

Sincerely, 

The Arts@TheCore Team 

Joy Kasson 

Mellon Distinguished Scholar for Arts@TheCore 

Professor, Departments of American Studies and English & Comparative Literature 

CB# 3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-4064 

jskasson@email.unc.edu 

Aaron Shackelford 

Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellow 

Carolina Performing Arts 

CB# 3233 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-360-7409 

.a_.s__b:a_._c_~_e! @..u_ .n__c_.__e_.d__..u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Phone Transition Detail for November 11, 2013 

UNC Information Technology Sel~’ices (ITS) - Communication Technologies (Carom Tech) is changing the phone system located at the campus locations listed belo~v from the legacy 
AT&T Centrex phone system to the new Verizon Business Hosted IP Centrex (HIPC), or, Voice over IP (VoIP) phone system on November 11, 2013. This change impacts approximately 4,000 
phone lines on campus. Due to the volume and complexity of this change, some campus customers could encounter a problem in dialing a phone number at these locations on November 
1 lth, or, possibly even periodically throughout the week of November 1 lth. 

Phone numbers will remain the same with this change, however, UNC campus facul~z and staff that do not currently- have a VolP phone will need to begin dialing the t~ll 10-digit phone 
number to other faculty and staff at these locations (7 + 919 + 7-digit phone number). 

UNC facul~ and staff that have a VolP phone will dial the 10-digit phone number (no dial 7 prefix), or, the 5-digit abbreviated phone number when dialing these locations on or after 

November 11, 2013. 

You may visit our website at https:/iits unc.edu/voip for detailed information on VolY’, as well as additional information on dialing plans for both VolP and legacy Centrex phone systems 

Campus Buildings Scheduled for Transition on November 11, 2013 are: 

> U2",!C Bldg No 463, EDS (Elect Dist Svc Ops Ctr), 112 Airport Dl-~ve; 

> U2",!C Bldg No 651, Facihties (Homey) 
Construction Shop, 975 Facilities Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 166, (3 eneral Storeroom, 111 Airport [)rive; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 477, Homey ~mnex, 101 Airport Drive; 

> UNC Bldg No 458, Surplus Proper~ Warehouse, 1065 Facilities Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. No 462, Art Studio Bldg., 108 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 168, Horney Bldg., 103 Airport [)rive; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 437, Airport Office, 1003 Estes [)r~ve E×tension; 

> UNC Bldg, No. 488, E[IS }Iaz~rdous Material Facility, 1085 Facilities Dr~ve; 

> UNC Bldg N0 665, Cogen Facility Storage; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 526, Energy Services Bldg, 925 Branch St; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 247, MBRB, 111 Mason Farm Road; 

> UNC Bldg. No 246, Health Affairs Bookstore, 145 N. Medical Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. No. 217, Taylor Hail, 109 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 236, Glaxo _’viol Lab, 101 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 219 Berryhill Hall,150 N. Medical Drive; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 552, Medical School Building Trailer 52, 105 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 221, Medical School YVing C, 334 Enrergency Rood Drive; 

> L~’~’C Bldg. No. 331, Radiology- Res, 124 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 231, Maly Ellen Jones (FLOB), 116 Manning Drive; 

> L~!C Bldg. No. 327, Mcdical Research Building B, 150-A Mason Farm Road; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 242, ThmstonBowles, 104 Marming Drive; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 520, Trailer 46, 146 Daniels Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 523, Trailer 49, 150 Daniels Road; 

> L~’~’C Bldg. No. 207, Medical School Wing B, 332 Emergency Roonr Drive; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 208, Medical School Wing D, 336 Enrergency Room Drive; 

> U~,~’C Bldg. No. 245, Neuro Science Research, 115 Mason Farm Road; 

> U~,~’C Bldg. No. 206, Bondurant Hall, 321 South Columbia Street; 

> U2",!C Bldg. No. 202 MacNider Hall, 333 South Columbia Street; 

> I~,~!C Bldg No 521, Trailer 47, 148 Daniels Road; 

> I~,~!C Bldg. No. 222, Medical School Wing EF, 338 Emergency Room Drive; 

> U~!C Bldg No 229, Burnett-Womack, 160 Dental Ctrcle; 



> uNc Bldg. 

> ITNC Bldg. 

> UNC Bldg 

> UNC Bldg. 

> UNC Bldg 

> L~NT’ Bldg. 

> K~NC Bldg. 

> L~C Bldg. 

> L~NT’ Bldg. 

> L~NT’ Bldg. 

> L~C Bldg. 

> L~C Bldg. 

> L~NT’ Bldg. 

No. 248, Bioinformaics, 130 Mason Farm Road; 

No 223, Health Science Llbraw, 335 South Columbia Street; 

No 063, House Librau, 203 South Road; 

No. 080, Davis Librapy, 208 Raleigh Street; 

No 024, Wilson Library, 201 South Road; 

No. 387, Dubose Home, 140 Dubose Home Lane; 

No. 388, Mcadowrnont Loudermilk Hall, 130 Dubose Home Lane; 

No. 389, McLean Hall, 150 Dubose Horne Lane; 

No. 498, Kenan Center of NC, 360 Kenan Center Drive; 

No. 096, McColl Business School, 300 Kenan Center Drive; 

No. 590A, HxaT. 54 East, 1000 Environ Way; 

No. 499, General Admin. Bldg., 910 Raleigh Road; 

No. 373, School Leadership Training Center, 140 Friday Center Drive. 

Thank you, 

Cheri Beasley 
IT Manager 
ITS Cornmunication Technologies 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3800 (office) 
919616.5535 (cell) 
CheriBeasley@unc edu 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services (ITS) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:03 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumaJ~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Historian Martha Jones to speak this Thursday, Nov. 7, at the Nation~1 Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

<-]ilize~-~shfp tgef)>~oe 

Martha S. Jones, University of Michigan 

ii.~.iI Inline image 1 

Thursday, November 7, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

Questions surrounding US citizenship have long been (and continue to be) contentious. In her talk, 

Martha Jones will explore the history of citizenship in the United States in the era before the 

Fourteenth Amendment, when free African Americans generated a pointed set of questions about 

who could be a citizen and what rights attached to them. 

Jones is associate chair of the Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, associate 

professor of history and Afroamerican and African studies, and a member of the University of 

Michigan Law School’s affiliated Literature, Science, and the Arts faculty. She is codirector of the 

Michigan Law Program in Race, Law & History and the Law in Slavery and Freedom Project. Her 

scholarly interests include the history of race, citizenship, slavery, and the rights of women in the 

United States and the Atlantic world. Jones is the author of AlIBound Up Together: The Woman 

Question in African American Public Culture, 1830-1900 (2007), Her current projects include two 

books, Overturning Dred Scott: Race, Rights, and Citizenship in Antebellum America and Riding the 

Atlantic World Circuit: Slavery and Freedom in the Era of the Haitian Revolution. She is working this 

year as the William C. and ida Friday Fellow at the Center. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha dohnson (o~ o) 4oo-o~ ~ 6. or mjohnson @nalionalhumanitiescenter.or9 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 8:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $461,000 - and that is.from just 12 % of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3~I1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:~~!~ ?::;i: i:~::!. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

VVe’re going heavy- metal.~ 
Don’t miss our book talk 
guest Laina Dawes on 
WUNC "State " of Thmgs 
today at 12pro + ".A Band 
Called Death" film 
screenh~g at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on TODAY for two events: 

Liberation in Heavy Metal" Book Discussion with author 

Laina Dawes 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black 

women musicians and fans navigate the metal, 

hardcore, and punk music genres that are regularly 

thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a 

community spirit, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head 

Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora 

Festival of Black and independent Film’s 7 pm 

screening of A Band Called Death 

AND... dont" miss Laina Dawes" interview on 

WUNC’s "State of Thinqs" right before her book talk at 

~ 2p m. 

7pnL Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 
Dir:]eff Howlett and Mark 

Cowno /Documentary/US/English /98 min./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in 

the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, 

began playing a few local gigs and even pressed a 

single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the 

era of I1otown and emerging disco. Record companies 

found Death’s music-- and band name--too 

intimidating, and the group were never given a fair 

shot, disbanding before they even completed one 

album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic 

family love story, A Band Called Death chronicles the 

incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost 

three decades later, when a dusty 1974 demo tape 

made its way out of the attic and found an audience 

several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC 

Professor Priscilla Layne 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our website or facebook book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

25th Anniversary 

Season Events 



Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Tuesday1 November 12, 7pro1 Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room 

Howard Dodson will deliver the Fall 2013 African 

Diaspora lecture. Dodson, Director Emeritus of the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, was 

appointed Director of Howard University’s Moorland- 

Spingarn Research Center and Director of University 

Libraries in 2012. A specialist in African American and 

African Diaspora history, as well as an author, curator, 

cultural activist and innovative administrator, Dodson 

served as Director of the Schomburg Center from 

1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please RSVP 

to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 





the { oHege 

our new 

i’sdbic S~i~..;S S:.~ppor[ed b7 the iAH th~s 

cultures ~nstitutions s~d ~c;st~tut~o~ s~ structures 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:25 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[generalt~ulty] REMINDER: Chair of the Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec I st) 

Reminder to all UNC-Chapel Hill faculty from the Office of Faculty Governance: The Chancellor’s Advisory Committee is accepting nominations for possible 

candidates for Chair of the Faculty through December 1, 20:1.3. The original message sent to faculty from the Advisory Committee chair Prof. Evelyne Huber is 

bek)w. 

From: Faculty Governance 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:33 AM 
"re: generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject; Chair of the Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec 1st) 

To: The General Faculty 

From: Prof. Evelyne Huber, Chair of the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you may know, in the spring of 2014, we as the faculty will elect a new Chair of the Faculty to succeed current chair Jan Boxill. According to the Foculty Code of 

University Government, the Chancellor’s Advisory Commi[tee serves as a nominating committee to identify at least two members of the faculty willing to stand for 

election to this important leadership position. 

As Advisory Committee chair, I invite you now to nominate yourself or a colleague to be considered as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty. 

Any member of the Voting Faculty (as defined by Article I of the Faculty Code) is eligible to serve as Chair of the Faculty. An ideal Chair has had enough school- or 

campus-wide leadership or service experience to have a grasp on at least some of the big-picture policy issues that currently face the campus. The Chair will serve 

a three-year term beginning July 1, 2014. 

The position’s duties are outlined in Article 3 of the Faculty Code and involve serving as an ex officio member of many faculty standing committees, as an invited 

member of many ad hoc committees, and as chair pro tempore of the Faculty Cou ncil.._P_a___s_t___c___h_a__!_r_s___a_r__e__!_[_s_t_e___d___h___e__r__e_. 

Our nomination survey form is linked below. At present, the Advisory Committee is simply trying to identify a strong and diverse pool of qualified and interested 

candidates. Answering this survey--and nominating yourself or a colleague--does not commit anyone to anything. The Advisory Committee will sift through the 

nominations to contact and solicit two candidates. 

Click here [o submit a nornina[ion. 

The deadline to submit nominations is midnight on December 1, 2013. 

If you have questions about the Chair of the Faculty position, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or 

anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science 

Chair, Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb~ as: rcgestet,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edwu?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l generalfaculb’&o 33817925 or send a blank email to 

leave-33817925- d690243%0af41 d063368fafaTd 15bl 5c4c405eb4(~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:52 PM 

CORRECTION: This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Fall 2013 Schedule.pdf 

The lunch is NEXT Friday (November" 15).-- See you then! 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: IVlonday, November 04, 2013 9:28 AM 
Subject: This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

22 noon -2:30p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

November ~5th    The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director; Academic Support for Student Athletes, and Spencer We/born, Assistant Dean, Academic Advismg 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to- 

day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, their 

course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities 

in representing their team, their university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support services provided by the 

U niversity. 

December ~3th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 

with Dr. Dan Darnel/, Psychologist, Coanse!ing and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching] It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion about what mindfulness is and how living 

mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 

For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetdou, Office of Undergraduate Education, ~yndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fail 2013 

All lunches are J%om 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator!Deputy Title IX Ofj:icer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11t" A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 
with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD!LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support J:or Student Athletes and 

Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnel/, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Chancellor Insl~Jled; Leukemia Takes Sylvia Hatchell Offthe Bench; 25th Almua] Young Alumni Awards 

% UNC GAA 

~ii Folt Installed as Chancellor on University Day 

Lff~ membersb 

rates ~l] soon 

$1 oo, Beat the J [~crease 

and never pay dues 

a ga in. Paym ent p] arts 

start a~: $3O,5O per 

month for orily 24 

months. 

~ Get a Competitive 

Edge 

It might not take a 

village to find the perfect 

~ob but it’s great havh~g 

the GAA’s ee~i fled 

receive a compiimen 

year--a ,$15o va]ue, 

Brian ~lam’ice I eek 

Br~an wor~ a $25 Jotmny 

He was selected at 

random from 

members currently 

s ubsc~ibed to "Out ,-~f th e 

Blue." Join ~e 

Folt Installed as Chancellor on University Day 
"The future is up to us," Carol Folt, Caro]ff~a’s 11th ehaneelh:~r and the firs[ woman 

the post, tom some 2,500 people in Polk Place, 

Alumni turt~ ou{ k~ help install t~ew chancellor 

. Sb~dentsCelebt’ateChancelloratFo~Fest 

, Five Receive Disti~guished Alumni A~vards 

Leukemia Takes 534via Hatchell ()ff the Bench 
The active--coach leader in ~{ns said she will remain "very much involved" with day-.to- 

day operations of {l~e women’s basketball team. 

UNC Gets $55 Million to St ~.ed R~,s~,ard~ [ end, fits 
The medical school will con~:[rme to look Jbc ways t~-~ speed the bem~fits of science to 

people in the state. 

Three Charged in Football Probe 
~ agent and a lbrmer tutor in the athletics department are among ~ose facing criminal 



today and you might bc 

random?y se?ected as an 

upcoming OAA Member 

of the Month. 

.AK)S Researcher Earns N.C. Award for~Sc~.nce<~ ~ 
Already recognized for bis tlFQ’AIDS work, r,,t,. Myron Cohen adds one of the stake’s 

highest honors. 

For more news items, see alu n ~ ,t nc.eda art~cle.~ sp: SID 1 g. 

[] Represents a {;AA naenaber-exch~sive program or servk% or" G:~A members 

Feceive a diseol2ult. })ecot~[e a l~B!~l~lber [oday [o take a(]va 11 [:age of t]lese and ot~ler 

valuable member be~mfiN. 

Homecoming hffo Available 
Keep ~he ruost up-to--da t~ in%rruation %r this weekend’s [all classic at your ~gcrt~ps 

wikh khe rtew Homecoming mobile app. View the schedule d events, photos, helpfld links, 

m~lestone rennio~s, game-day ~nl~:,rmat%n and more. Make the most of your ~?ekend 

Chapd Hill 

Two Receive Young Ahmmi Awards 
Award-winning teacber-m~thor Sbmd Aibright ’o1 -- who inspires sb]denks in the 

classroom and on ~:be %(XbalI field .--- and joumalbt-teaeher Thanassis Camba~is ’96 .... 

who ~dtes abou[ [he Middle Eas[ --are honored by [be G~%~. 

Since 1989, the OAA’s I)is~inguishcd Young Alumni Awards have ~x~eogdzed 

ah n~ ~i age 40 or yo~mger whose aceomplishm ents bare bro~ t credit to th e 

Univcmit~’. Do you know somco~m wc shovdd consider [’or the a+~,ard? Tell us abou t 

him or b er at alumnL un c.ed n/abo u tus/nomin a tio~ siDY+kqn Agest.a sp 

Ah.mmi Nigh{ a~ ~’\; (..m~.n s Baske~bal~ 
When perermial powers UNC and Termessee meet up for a 0 p.nL ESPN2 maWbup on 

~[o~aday, NOV. I1, Carolina alnmni ean e~oy giveaways, dl’awings and special 

pertT~rru ances by the U N C Clef Hangers a t: Cacmiehael Arena. 

Discounted Basketball Tickets Available 
AA m em bership b a s m any benefits. Become a mere bet a n d you’re eligi ble to purcb ase 

upper--level tict~ets, based on availability, to the UNC vs~ I!NO-Wilmington men’s 

basketbaI1 game on New Year’s Eve ak 5 pm:L 

[] M.ember Madne~So’ ’ ,q~° You Could Be a Wim~er 
Become a OAA member to be indnded in our Jan. 12 Member Madness drawing. Three 

lucky membet~ will be selected to win great prizes, including bvo tickets to the UNC-- 

Duke men’s ~asketba l game, an Pad mini and a ~2�15o ,~obnny T-sh~rt gift cedificake. 

’Tha,~k Yot.~ for Serv ing Caroli,~a 
Thanks to you Tar Heel S +rv~e {)ay bad a cecord yeac. Nearly i,4oo ahmani and 

ser~ed 8,I61 hour’s in horror of Urtiversibz Day on Oct. 12. Check out the photo gallery 

from Tar Heel Service Day 2013. 

[] Explore the IdvIlic E almatta,~ Coast 
Become a OAA member today to travel ~dth Kermn Pro{>ssor aodi Magness May 

and e~+]ore Croatia and Mon{enegro aboard the ~oo-passenger (~ri~hi+l~. Enjoy biking 

a] (ling Co u tl [ry roads al]d kay ak~ng exc u rsi otis } tl sec] u (] ed coves. 

Tell Us A.bot:~t ... Y(x,r Carolina Mementos 
What do ym~ have aronnd that reminds yon cg Cat’olitm ever?: day? Ia it a key ring you 

see eve~7 time you stad your car? A coffee cup that starts your day? A song in your 

ea*>l:lones when you+re ont for ajog? A ]amp that’s the last ~ing you turn out before 

hi}l~ng {be saek? Share s~ories on our a]unmi message boards, as well as photos on 

Faeebook, Instagram and Twi ttcr using ~£e hashtag # Holding()~ToTheHill. 

+ All alnmni and tkiends a~v i~vited ~o read comments fi’om t~+llow Tar Heela; 



their thot~gl:~ts o~ var4ous s~bjeets, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:08 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

TIMELY WARNING MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Active Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

TIMELY ~L4RNING MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Active Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

Fire and Police are responding to an active fire in the attic of LrNC’s Cobb Residence Hall Smoke is causing visibility problems and traffic congestion. Motorists and pedestrians are asked 

to avoid the area until scene is cleared 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina uric edu) for an,,, updates. 

ABOUT THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s timely warning notification process Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest ;vay for the University to notiI}’ you That’s ;vhy email messages like this one will always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date sotu-ce of int>rmation will 

always be the Alert Carolina website, _http:iialertcarolina.unc edu. 

Sponsored by the L,~!C Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:39 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update on Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

INFOR2vIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT C.~x, ROLINA: Update on Fire at Cobb Residence Hall 

Fire crews remain on the scene of an. attic fire at Cobb ResIdence Hall that seems to be contained. The 380 Cobb residents have been evacuated and will be housed elsewhere for the night 
No one was inured in the incident, said Chapel Hill Fire Chief Dan Jones. Campus police have blocked the following streets in the area surrounding the building: Couaatry Club Road, Battle 
Lane, Jackson Circle and Paul Green Drive 

The Chapel Hill Fire Depaltment responded to an alarm at the residence hall at approximately 5 pm. Tuesday. Crew members smelled smoke and traced the fire to the attic’s insulation and 
structure in the northwest end of the building’s center section. A total of three fire departments responded, and flames were no longer visible by 6 pm Fire and smoke damage were limited 
to the attic and the section of the fourth floor directly below the fire. 

Student Housing will be in contact with Cobb residents to arrange shelter for the evening Most students, except those living in the north~vest wing, should be able to move back in 
sometime Wedaaesday 

Cobb Residence Hall was built in 1952 and renovated in 2005. It is equipped with smoke detectors al"~d alarms 

For further updates, see alertcarolina.unc.edu 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Infonnutional Message to inform the campus community about a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communicutions plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continmng danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Cobb tire out, roads reopening 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Cobb fire out, roads reopening 

An attic fire at Cobb Residence Hall earlier today has been put out and roads surrounding the building that were closed are being reopened Student Housing met with evacuated Cobb 
residents this evening to an-ange overnight accommodations for them. Any Cobb residents who do not yet have a place to spend the night should call the Department of Public Safety after- 
hours line --(919) 962-8100 -- immediately to be connected to the Department of Housing. 

For further updates, see alertcarolina unc.edu. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Need research proposal development help? 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is sponsoring a mini research proposal development workshop during its Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) reformation session. 

For more reformation visit: http://our.uncedu/classes/workshops/or email: our@unc.edu 

This message is sponsored by: Office for Undergraduate Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 12:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Informational 

This email was approved by the L~NC Office of Human Research Ethics Biomedical IRB on 10/15/2013. IRB study # 13-0005 

The I_,i~’C Department of Psychiatry is currently seeking people who have a diagnosis of major depressive disorder, without psychotic symptoms, to participate in the AsenD research study. 
The purpose of the study is to determine if adding asenapine to an antidepressant in patients who have a diagnosis of Ma~or Depressive Disorder ~vithout psychosis, who have not fully- 
responded to at least 6 weeks of treatment with the antidepressant alone, results in improvement of depressive symptoms 

Patients may qualify- if they: 
are 18-65 years of age 
have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without Psychotic Symptoms 
continue to have depressive symptoms even though they- are being treated with an antidepressant 

The study- ~vill last 6 weeks, and visits will take place at the UNC STEP Research Clinic at the Nolth Carolina Psychiatric Research Center (NCPRC) in Raleigh and UNC Neurosciences 
Hospital in Chapel Hill. 

Study-related benefits include stu@ medication and related psychiatric care at no cost. Subjects will be compensated for time and effort. 

If you are interested in learning more about the study, or to make a referral, please contact Kathy- Jones at 919-715-9166 or KB Jones@unch.unc.edu 

’]7his email is sponsored by the UNC Department of Psychiatry" and the STEP clinic at NCPRC 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infomaation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 8:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Do You Need Quality Dental Care at a Reduced Rate? 

The Advanced Education in General Dentistry Program is a one year residency conveniently located in the UNC Dental School. Our residents have graduated Iicom dental school and have 
elected to obtain advanced clinical training and experience by completing our program As general practitioners, our residents see patients who desire comprehensive care and have complex 
dental needs (such as implants, crown and bridge, veneers, fillings, root canals, partials and dentures) 

Our program is committed to providing high quality dental care at a reasonable cost. In recognition of the patient’s contribution to the educational process, our fees are approximately 1/3 
less than those charged by local practitioners If finances are preventing you from obtaining the dental care you need, please call our clinic to determine if we can help you with your dental 
needs. We can be reached at (919) 537-3832. 

This message is sponsored by: Advanced Education in General Dentistry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into ~yV~r~C at l~Atp://m,~.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:42 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online Spring 2014 

lnsta’uctors: 

Please note that students cannot register in ConnectCarolina for CCO. All students, including UNC-CH full-time students, must officially register 
through the Friday Center web registration site. if students try to enroll in ConnectCarolina they may contact you for permission. You do not need 

to give students permission to enroll during the regular regis~ralion period. Please refer students to the Friday Center site or our office. 
http:[/www.~rida~center.unc.ed~/cp[cco[courses.html 
Other Re~ation ~fo~ alien 
Policies: We follow the same policies and calendar as the main campus. 

Tuition: Students pay the University Cashier. Full-lime students pay m~ addilion tuition charge. 

Waitlist: Once the sections ~ye full, we let additional students waithst with the Friday Center. They will be added if spaces become available. 

Late enrollment requests: If s~mdents contact yon to add M~er the last day to enroll, yon shonld make a decision based on whether there is still free to make up 

missed work. We won’t add a~yone a£ter the last day unless you give permission in writing. 

Timing of Registrations: About 1/3 of the students will not enroll until right before the semester starts or the first week of class. 

Students who want to drop your com’se 

All students receive information from us about how to drop aJ~d withdraw. So if students discuss this with yon, please refer them to us at the Friday Center or 
contact us. Students mus~t notify us in writing to drop. 

~gtru~6r ~ces~/~fion t~ ~ou~se i~S Corm~Carolhm 
Check ComaectCarolina Course Search - you will see notes about the course includhag additional fees with the Friday Center. For access to student 

rosters, go to your Facul~, Center. 

section n~be~ m~d the num~e~ of spa~es ~ ~ad~ ~u~se (al! 3 a~e e~os~ ~S~ed~ 
Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC-CH full-lime sgadents 

Section 991 - 15" spaces for off-campus students 

Section 992 1 space reserved fi~r university employees 
*In special circumstances we will adjust this number depending on demand or the instructor or their department’s preferences. 

Confii’m~ R~N~trfifiun to g~dents 
Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will send E-mail notifications a~d mail written contirmalions to students. This includes how to access the conrse web 

site, how to drop a course, the CCO handbook, and other importa~lt information such as how to pay tuition. 

http:i, fridaycenter.unc.edw’cpiccoiindex.htm 

Non oarficiOatin~ g~dents/g~d~ o~6bi~mg 
Report these students to the Friday Center office. We will contact these students to resolve any problems. 

G~ade Rosters 

Yon will submit your fu~al course grades in the ConnectCarolina system. Our office will help you complete and submit grades if necessaly. 

Look for messages from several staffmembers prior to and during the semester. 

C a I end a ~fo Ca no e 11 i n g;DPo p pin g a n d W i~ h d ~ a wing S p ~i n g2014! 

Nov. 18 
Nov. 19 
Jan. 7 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 20 
Jan. 22 

March 5 
March 7 
March 12 
March 17 
April 18 
April 25 
Apr 28-May 6 

Caro! Mc Donnell 

Billing by University Cashier for students who have registered by this date 
Prepayment period begins 
Last day to cancel your registration 
Courses begin; Late registration begins 
Last day to late register at 5 PM 
Holiday - Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund 5 PM. You must have other courses on your 
schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses requires a withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated refund policy) 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (UNC-CH degree students) 
Spring Break week begins 5 PM 
Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 
Classes resume at 8 am 
Holiday 
Last day of classes; Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit 
Exams 

Student Services Manager 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Ca:rolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 

frk] ayce nter.unc.edu/storie s 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emafil.unc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to ~a href "mailto:leave-33824337-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64ti:c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33824337- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf0919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu--~/a:, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:46 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Message ti-om Chancellor Folt: Response to Cobb Residence ttall Fire 

Dear Carolina Community: 

As I’m sure you are a~vare, late yesterday afternoon there was a fire in the attic of one section of Cobb Residence Hall The Chapel Hill Fire Department responded irmnediately to the alarm 
and our Department of Public Safety blocked offthe area surrounding the residence hall. Thanks to the efforts of three fire departments led by Chief Dan Jones and our own health and 
safety, officials, within about an hour flames were no longer visible, and the fire was extinguished later in the evening. 

Fire and smoke damage were limited and, thankl’ully, no injuries were repolted. Student Affairs worked rely quickly to provide all 380 students who live in Cobb with alternate 
accommodations for the night. We are hopeI~al that most of the students will be able to return to their rooms later today, and we will work with all the affected students to minimize any 
disruption. 

Like all our residence halls, Cobb is equipped with smoke detectors and fire alarms. Our students responded immediately to ~vhat they were told to do by safety officials and the Alert 
Carolina messages the?- received. Because the safety of our students, faculty and staff is paramount, I ~vas extremely gratified that the many emergency responders worked in concert to 
protect our campus community. 

I want to thank eve~’one involved for their tremendous work. Vice Chancellor Winston Crisp and Chief Jeff McCracken directed the campus response, including the efforts of people in the 
Department of Housing and Residential Education, the Dean of Students Office, our New Student and Carolina Parent Programs Office, the Department of Environment, Health and Safety, 
Facilities Services and Campus Health Services. Off campus, Orange County Emergency Medical Services and the Chapel Hill Fire Department were invaluable in last night’s response. I also 
want to ask our faculty to ~vork with the affected students however they can 

In the few munths I have been at Carulina, I have seen countless examples uf this Umversity’s cotmnitment tu the people in uur campus cotmnuni~.,’. Again and again, I am impressed by your 
prufessiunalism and luve for Carolina and this is one more instance in which you have demonstrated what makes this such a wonderful university 

Thank yuu, 

Caro[ L. Fult 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:23 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@list~rv.unc.edu 

[generaJfaculb’] Reminder: Nominations due 11/15 for 2014 Edward Kidder Graham Facul~ Service Aw~d 

Just a reminder: Nominations for the 2014 Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award are due November lff-h. Details below! 

From-" Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu 
C¢: comm@listserv.unc.edu; awfpboard@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject-" Call for Nominations, 2014 Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award 

To the General Faculty 

Dear Colleagues, 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards now invites your nominations for next year’£dward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award, 

which will be presented at the October 12, 2014, University Day ceremony. This award recognizes outstanding service by a member of the Voting Faculty of the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The award calls to remembrance President Graham’s ambition to "to make the campus co-extensive with the 

boundaries of the State," in the context of the University’s modern mission to extend knowledge-based service world-wide. 

The deadline for nominations is November 15, 2013. 

Full information about this award, including criteria, eligibility, and the process for submitting a nomination is available at the .-E---d---w---a---r--d-~~-K-~~-d-~-d---e--r-~--G-~-r~-a---h--a----m--~--A-~-w--~-a--r--d--~~---a-g--e- 

of the Faculty Governance website. 

If you have any questions, please contact us in the Office of Faculty Governance. 

Sincerely yours, 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: _r__e_g_e_b~_e_!_,~t~b_e___nj__a__i_!=_u_n_£=e_d__t! . 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l generolfaculty&o 33824942 or send a blmak email to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Subjects Needed tbr Pediatric Psoriasis Study 

Research Subjects needed for Pediatric Psoriasis Research Study 

If you have or know- a child ~vith mild to moderate psoriasis, the?- may be eligible to participate in a research study evaluating the safe~ and efficacy of a topical psoriasis medication. They 
must be 2-11 years old to participate 

The study will require 5 total visits. There is a 2 week screening period, 8 ~veek treatment period, and a phone call one week after the last study visit. They ~vill not be allowed to use other 
psoriasis medications while participating in this study. All study related visits, stu@ medication and evaluations will be provided to eligible participants at no cost. Subjects will receive 
compensation for time and travel. 

For more information, please contact: 

Emil?’ Olsson 
Phone Number: (919)843-5234 
Email: emolsson@unc edu 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board at UNC-CH on 04-0:)-2013 IRB#:13-1358 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC Dermatology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Hypertension Treatment Study 

Do you have high blood pressure? Are you not currently taking medication to control your blood pressure? 

Researchers from the UNC School of Medicine are conducting a study to examine the effect of using plasma renin levels to guide medication treatment for hypertension. Plasma renin is an 
enzyme in the blood that plays a role in the regulation of blood pressure By determining whether your plasma renin levels are high or low (with a blood dra~v), we may be able to determine 
your hypertension sub~zpe and get your blood pressure under control more quickly, and with fewer medications 

You may be eligible to participate it! 
You have a recent blood pressure measurement (from a doctor’s office or hospital visit) of greater than or equal to 150 systolic OR greater than or equal to 95 diastolic 
You are 18 years of age or older 
You are not currently taking any blood pressure medications 
You are not currently pregnant or t~Ang to become pregnant 
You do not have diabetes (requiring medication), coronaW artery disease or kidney disease 
You have no known allergies to sulfonamide 
You have no history of gout 

If you choose to participate, you will receive free medication to treat your high blood pressure (standard, approved drags) and a home blood pressure monitor to keep. 

If you would like more inf,armation, please contact Emil?’ Olsson at (919)843-5234, or email emolsson@unc edu 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board at UNC-CH on 07-05-2012. ~R[3��: 12-1133 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC Family Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] hnportant Changes to ConnectCarolina Access for Faculty and Stall" 

To: Faculty and Staff 
From: Chris Kielt, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer 
Subject: Important Changes to CormectCarolina Access for Faculty and Staff 
Date: Nov 6, 2013 

As part of an effort to increase the security and reliability of Carolina’s information technology resources, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff connections to the 
ComaectCarolina application. This means that off campus access to CormectCarolina will require the use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) soft~vare and on campus access using wireless 
needs to be through UNC-Secure, the secure campus wireless network. These changes will go into effect in mid-November. 

The University’s data systems are under constant attack, ~vith millions of unwanted COlmection attempts each month. ConnectCarolina, the achninistrative system for student sel~’ices (and 
in 2014, HIL’Payroll and Finance) contains sensitive data and it’s important to protect this data from these attacks by using secure methods to access ConnectCarolina. 

If you do not wish to access ConnectCarolina from off campus or do not require on campus wireless access to ConnectCarolina, there is nothing further for you to do. 

If you do have the need for off site access or wireless access from on campus and have not previously installed VPN soI’tware, please revie~v the follo~ving website for information on 
downloading, installing and configuring the software: 

https://help.unc edu/helpivpn-installation-and-clients/ 

As always, I encourage you to contact the UNC-Chapel Hill Help Desk at 919-962-HELP or email help@unc.edu, or contact your local IT support [’or assistance. 

This video focuses on the importance of this change ~2~r ConnectCarolina security: http://www.youtube.comJwatch?v Nt]N~IpJdLOGKs 

I continue to be grateful [’or your help and cooperation ~n strengthening the security around the Umversity’s data and systems. Please ]’eel free to contact me with concerns or questmns 
regarding this change. Thank you 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

African Diaspora Lecture 
delivered by Howard 
Dodson on November ~2 + 
Lunch and a Movie returns 
on November ~4! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, November 12 at 7pro for 

the Fall 2013 African Diaspora Lecture delivered by 

Director Emeritus of Schomburg Center for Research 

in Black Culture, Howard Dodson. 

Dodson was appointed Director of Howard 

University’s Moorland-Spingarn Research Center and 

Director of University Libraries in 2012. A specialist in 

African American and African Diaspora history, as well 

as an author, curator, cultural activist and innovative 

administrator, Dodson served as Director of the 

Schomburg Center from 1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center 

Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our .w_e_._b_&!t_~. or f___a_~e__b_o__9_k book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Fes[ival of Black and Dtdependen[ Film .-- Lunch and a 

Novie Series 

*Sign up on our Facebook paqe 24 hours before the 

screening and we’ll have a free lunch waiting for you! 

Zanzibar Soccer Queens 

Dir: Florence Ayisi / Feature / Africa, Zanzibar / 

Swahili with English subtitles / 52 min. / 2007 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim 

women use soccer as their vehicle for liberation and 

creativity in a conservative society. While the film 

focuses on women, their desire for self-fulfillment 

and empowerment speaks to marginalized people 

everywhere. 

The film uses interviews and imagery to show how 

soccer strengthened the women both physically and 

emotionally. Interviews with some Muslim men, who 

object to women wearing sports clothing and playing 

in front of both genders, provides a glimpse into the 

risks, and the sacrifices made by these women. In 

the end, the viewer realizes that risk and sacrifice 

are often necessary to achieve a greater good. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies 

Center at UNC at Chapel Hill and the Carolina 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Women’s Center. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public, but you 

MUST RSVP 24 hours in advance to 

stonecenter@unc.edu or via Facebook. 



Robyn Wiegman 11 
Black Bodies/American 
Commodities: Gender, Race, 
and the Bourgeois Ideal 
in Contemporary Film 

The representation of women in advertisements for Virginia 
Slims cigarettes in the I980s tells an interesting story about black 
women and white in U.S. culture, a story that reflects on both con- 
temporary cinematic production and feminist debates about gen- 
der’s relation to race, class, and ethnic differences.1 While most 
readers are familiar with the formulaic inset of the browbeaten 
housewife denied her right to smoke, they might be surprised to 
:onsider that the advertisement violates it own format when the 
zentral female figure is black.2 Here, the narrative pictorial of wom- 
,~n’s past enslavement is deleted even as the modern black woman 
ts applauded, like her white counterpart, for "com{ing] a long way." 
Nae erasure of the black woman’s historical specificity, her literal 
~nd. metaphoric enslavement to a patriarchal culture structured 
~y race and class, is produced not simply by the demands of the 
narketplace--the unsaleabi~ity of a humorous reflection on sla- 
very-but also by the advertisement’s construction of a bourgeois 
!ernini~m that equates woman’s liberation with equal access to cor- 
porate and commodity worlds. In this sense, the blank space of the 
~dvertisement is emblematic of U.S. culture’s appropriation of a 
:erninism where race, class, and ethnic differences among women 
~ave been negated and white middle-class women elevated as the 
;ource and symbol of the feminist critiques of patriarchal relations. 

In foregrounding the "modern" white woman against a pictorial 
~f her past patriarchal enslavement, the Virginia Slims advertise- 
nent works by selling women the masculine power supposedly 
yon through the transition from housewife to independent spirit, a 
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representation that displaces the ~conomi¢ changes shaping Ameri- 
can society since the early nineteenth century. Through the simple 
equation of work with domesticity and domesticity with oppres- 
sion, the advertisement can celebrate white woman’s entrance into a 
market economy, where she supposedly can own her own labor-- 
no patriarch presides over her--and where labor itself is no longer 
the center of her life. By linking commodities (cigarettes) to this tab- 
leau of women’s place in patriarchal culture, the advertisement ne- 
gotiates women’s relation to capitalism through the discourse of 
gender, displacing not only the economic relations underlying the 
image of female emancipation, but also the feminist quest for equal 
rights into a triumph of equal access to the commodity world. In 
this process, woman is herself commodified, her body so layered 
with products~hose, clothes, makeup, jewelry, cigarette~that the 
social relations constructing her position have faded into abstrac- 
tion. This presentation of women’s escape from domesticity as the 
ultimate liberation simultaneously casts high-commodity capitalism 
as the site for individual emancipation, while ensnaring the female 
body as the representational playground for capitalism’s enactment. 

While the advertisement’s ideological workings are thus articu- 
lated at the intersection of class and gender, this construction 
has specific force for the white female figure whose economic eman- 
cipation from the kitchen can be revised as emblem of feminist 
progress. For the black woman, whose positioning via race, gender, 
and class creates a historical narrative of slavery and domestic ser- 
vice less easily cast as amusing, the pictorial inset of patriarchal en-, 
slavement must be deleted and her commodified body alone left to 
signify her."progress" in American culture. Only through this dele- 
tion can the black woman be positioned as the central player, for the 
advertisement’s very construction of "woman" is historically at 
odds with the material existences of black women: Consider, for in- 
stance, who would be cast as her oppressor: the white master, his 
culturally enshrined wife, or his black male slave? From whose 
kitchen would the black woman be liberated? And what story 
would this speak about the "feminist°’ narrative that gives the ad- 
vertisement its cultural marketability? Actual differences among 
black women and white become unrepresentable within the adver- 
tisement’s ideological construction because the advertisement 
claims a changed patriarchal economy for all women--a change 
brought on by a feminism that, in reality, can hardly be credited 
with the (albeit limited) emancipation of black women in American 
culture. 
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This representation of the white middle-class woman as synony- 
mous with "women" and with "feminism" has been a primary way 
that American ¢uIture throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries has contained the most radical challenges to white mas- 
culine hegemony. Through the image of the white, heterosexual, 
middle-class woman, for whom gender is the only means of culturat 
disempowerment, other categories of. oppression are rendered invis- 
ible while sexual difference is reinscribed as a seemingly universal, 
natural distinction.3 During the first wave of .the women’s move~ 
ment, for example, a rejuvenation of the "feminine sphere"--of the 
duties of wife and mother--helped to divert attention from calls for 
oVert political action by offering women images of fulfillment and 
subjectivity within the already established cultural space of gender. 
But for working-classwhite women who were entering the labor 
market in large numbers and black women who were still enslaved, 
the ideology of a womanhood based on the bourgeois ideal was an 
exclusionary rhetoric which only helped strengthen race and class 
hierarchies. Through the alignment of the bourgeois white woman 
with feminism, potential bondings among all women can be dis- 
rupted, thereby dispersing the broad potential for .feminism to ar- 
ticulate a revolt~tionary ideology that can challenge the various 
structures of oppression that constrict women’s lives, including but 
not limited to gender, 

Most problematically;, feminist theory has itself duplicated the 
homogenizing practices of American-culture by adopting a theoret- 
ical paradigm that asserts transculturally and transhistorically the 
primacy of gender, thereby rendering race, class, sexuality, and eth- 
nicity as secondary-inscriptions .of difference and not as structures 
integrally linked to one anothen But, as Bell Hooks writes, 
nist theory would have much to offer if it showed women ways in 
which racism and sexism are immutably comuected rather than pit- 
ting one struggle against the other.or blatantly dismissing racismo’’4 
For black .women in particular, the feminist mandate for gender sol- 
idarity has proved rnost untenable, as bonding between black 
women and black men has been necessary to the struggle against 
racial oppression--a struggle significantly posited against white 
women as well as white men. For these reasons, the circulation of 
the image of the white middle-class woman as signifier for the cat- 
egory "woman"--the use of her political and economic positioning 
as indexes of gender disparity" can only prohibit the very aims of 
feminism to end the oppression and exploitation of women. 

The ~temand for feminist theory in the dosing decade of the 
twentieth century is precisely the articulation of how various struc- 
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tures of difference reinforce onb another, for it is the complicity 

among categories of oppression that enables U.S. culture to enhance 
hegemonic power even in the process of negotiating with "’margin- 
alized" groups and discourses. In this sense, race as a category of 
difference is not a structure that parallels gender relations, but one 
that intersects and confirms theresa structure intrinsic to the patri- 
archal economy of U.S. culture. This notion of patriarchy as consti- 
tutive of more than gender difference is crucial not only to an 
understanding of cultural relations but also to the future of femi- 
nism; indeed, the intersecting, contradictory, and cross-category 
functioning of U.S. culture necessitates a theoretical framework that 
can account not only for hierarchies between men and women, but 
also those among women and those among men as well. But al- 
though this last suggestion~that power differentials among men 
are centrally important to feminist critique~seems to contradict the 
epistemological foundations of feminist thought (which seeks to 
make women’s exploitation and oppression visible), the charting of 
differences among women requires the recognition that some 
women hold cultural power over certain groups of men, that femi- 
nist politics based simply on notions of shared gender oppression 
misconstrue the complicated nature of cultural hierarchies.5 

As the Virginia Slims advertisement itself demonstrates, black 
women’s simulation of a white bourgeois womanhood~wrought 
through the erasure of historical material conditions--simul- 
taneous!y renders invisible black male disempowerment via patriar- 
chal relati6ns. The image repressed in the advertisement’s deletion 
of the pictorial inset, then, is not only that of black women’s en- 
slavement, but also that of black males, a repression ~ndicative of 
the historical difficulty of equating black men with the white patri- 
arch as the primary oppressor of black women. To read such con- 
cern with the displacement of black men in cultural ideology as a 
reinscription of patriarchal logic (through its attention to men) dan- 
gerously limits feminism’s ability to intervene in the multiple struc- 
tures of women’s oppression. As I will later demonstrate, readings 
of the exploitation of black men and their positioning in ideology 
can reveal further the mechanisms by which racial difference disem- 
powers black women. A fuller understanding of the cultural terrain 
of race as it intersects with gender is made possible by viewing, at 
the broadest level, the implications of a social formation constructed 
along multiple lines of difference and disempowerment. 

Such a rethinking of feminism’s ideologica! and theoretical basis 
is particularly important in the early moments of the 1990s when 
the broad conservative retrenchment instigated by the Reagan ad- 
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, ministration and legally secured, under George Bush makes it im- 
perative that feminism confront its own complicity with dominant 
power structures. This is most urgent in the arena of racial relations 
where, as civil rights advancements of the 1960s have been steadily 
eroded, dominant cultural discourses can proclaim the victimization 
and discrimination of white men and, as restrictions on reproduc- 
tive freedom are enacted, a poor female population disproportion- 
ately composed of women of color is positioned for its most 
ctevastating impact. Given the recuperatory nature of such shifts in 
ideological and material practices, it is hardly coincidental that rep- 
resentation--U.S, cinema in particular--finds itself marked by the 
contradictory conditions of cultural racial ideology in this era: on 
one hand~..~t~.e....r__hetorical dream of a post-1960s egalitarianism 
fested in greater visibility for black act0~J~hfie; on the other,~h~ 
contain~Kn..t~.of this¯ visibility by narrative Scenarios that reaffirm 
6¢hif6 masculine pqwer and its bourgeois basis of dominance. These 
scenarios, like the narrative played out in the Virginia Slims adver- 
tisement, displace the specificity of African-American tradi_tion and 

¯ culture while foregrounding racial difference as a component of the 
democratizing practices of commodity culture itself. 

In order to explore these issues as they relate to the ideological 
investments of U.S. film, this chapter traces the historical develop- 
ment of black female representation--beginning only briefly with 
Gone With the Wind (1939) and Imitation of Life (1934, 1959), and ex- 
ploring in more depth Mahogany (1975) and Lethal Weapon (1987)- 
arguing that the contemporary images of the black woman as 
model, entrepreneur, and housewife that replace classic cinematic 
stereotypes of .mammy or whore are themselves complidt with 
broader strategies of negotiation in the (post)-Reagan era. While the. 
movement away from demeaning stereotypes into a larger field of 
cultural representation has the potential for counterhegemonic ef- 
fects, ~~ cinema reveals, ~a ~ 

~ s}~~dal e~arianism.6 In this sense, such--~epresenta- 

t~ons transfor~n~h-a] demands for c~wl rxghts ~nto ~mages of 
class homogeneity--an ideological response to radical discourses of 
the 1960s that reiterates what Houston Baker calls, in another con- 
text, "’AM~mCA as immanent idea of boundless, classless, racetess 
possibiliW.’’7 Such "positive" images of black women are thus me- 
diations for a reconstruction of hegemonic power, offering-- 
through the very visibility, of black female indusion--a seemingly 
nonhierarchical culture in which all political and social interven- 
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tions can be contained through a discursive nod to "you’ve come a 
long way." 

Although black women have been featured in U.S. cinema since 
the early days of silent films--in The Wooing and Wedding of a Coon 
(1905) and The Masher (1907), for example--the basic representa, 
tional paradigm governing their image has changed little until re, 
cently. Cast as mammy in Gone With the Wind (1939), Pinky (1949), 
and, Such Good Friends (1971); seductress in Hallelujah (1929), Porgy 

and Bess (1959), and Carmen Jones (I954); matriarch in A Raisin in the 
Sun (1961); or whore in Anna Lucasta (1959), Take a Giant Step (I961), 
The Pawnbroker (1965), or The Hit Man (1972), black women have 
served p{.i~ as white women’s Other, a dar~f- 

hood.~fThese 

century "~’~6[6gi~"6~:~anhood, "e~st[ing] in an antithetical 
relationship with the values embodied in the c~lt of ~ue woman- 
hood .... ~]lack woma~ood was polarized ag&nst .w~te woman- 
hood in .the structure of the metaphork system of female 
sexua~.’’9 ~ile this dichotomous struc~re run,ions as the pri- 
mary mechanism for the representation of black women t~0ughout 
the ~enfieth cen~ry, ~e shifts in configuration that occur in the 
post-dvil rights era provide an important context for exploring 
some of feminist theory’s most pressing concerns. 

Second o~y to Gone With the Wind (fig. 11.1)~with its intense 
and violently racist opposition be~een Scarlet and Mammy Imita- 
tion of Life is the classic construction of the racial dichotomy govern- 
ing the representation of black and white women in American 
cul~m, a film so popular it was made ~ice. Centered on the s~ug- 
gles of two widowed women, the ori~nal casts Louise Beavers as 
Aunt Defilah, the good-na~red, robust black maid to Claudette Col- 
berffs sophisticated ~ss Beal By ~acing their "common" problems 
as single mothers, the film estab~shes a rare vision of interradal 
female ~nding only to belay it by failing to question ~e poetical 
and econo~c s~uc~res underlying the bond’s cons~uction. For it 
is Aunt De~lah’s pancake redpe, passed down through various gen- 
erations of black women, that provides the means for both women’s 
finanda! success. In a telling scene, ~ss Bea, whose idea it was to 
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11.1. Gone With the Wind’s Scartett O’Hara (Vivien Leigh) and Mammy (Hat- 

tie McDanie!) in a scene graphically demonstrating cinema’s classic repre- 
sentation of the "differences" between black and white female bodies in 
U.S. culture. 

market the recipe, offers Aunt Delilah 20 percent ofthe profits to 
which Delilah responds in typical mammy fashion: "’~’bu kin have it. 
I makes you a present of it.’" This scenario as well as the physical 
contrasts drawn between the two women--Bea fair-haired and sex- 
ual, Delilah big-boned and maternal reiterate the traditional di- 
chotomies governing black women and white in dominant U.S. 
film. 

This reiteration of racial ideologies is compounded in the 1959 re- 
make of Imitation of Life, featuring Juanita Moore and Lana Turner. 
Unlike the original, with its emphasis on the combined efforts of 
~lack and white women for economic survival, the remake deletes 
the recipe scenario and casts Turner as Lora Meredith, a model and 
actress pampered and nurtured into stardom by her black maid, 
_~nnie Johnson, who remains financially dependent throughout 
aer life on Lora’s generosity- (fig. 11.2). In focusing more fully on 
"ohnson’s mulatto daughter, Sarah Jane (Susan Kohner) this later 
cersion heightens the melodramatic depiction of the light-skinned 
9Iack woman caught between worlds by portraying her not only as 
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11.2. While this still from the 1959 Imitation of Life fea~res Annie (Juanita 
Moore) and Miss Lora (Lana Turner) exchanging looks, the mirror’s refrain- 

ing of the scene focuses the spectator’s gaze on cinema’s traditional specta- 
cle: the white woman. At the same time, the black woman’s desexualization 
as a "modern" mammy is marked by the children flanking her, Susie 
(Terry Bu~:nham) in front and her own daughter Sarah Jane (Susan Kohner) 
in the rear.         ¯ 

an exploited chorus girl but also as the victim of her white boy- 
friend’s physical abuse. (In an interesting confusion of cultural sig- 
hi fiefs, the scene of the beating is accompanied by loud jazz 
music.)1° Through these seemingly minor plot shifts, the later film 
simultaneously foregrounds the problem of dichotomized woman- 
hood while reinscribing the traditional roles assigned to black and 
white women. As Sarah Jane’s tragic plight reveals, any deviation 
from ascribed racial roles results in social alienation and personal. 
destruction.                               ’ 

In the decades following the civil rights movement, when Holly- 
wood’s portrayal of blacks was mosl vociferously challenged, repre- 
sentations of the tragic mulatto and her caring mammy decreased in 
frequency, to be replaced by shifting configurations of the white 
woman-black woman dichotomy. Mahogany is particularly interest- 
ing in this regard, for here the traditional contrast between black 
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woman and white has been replaced by a narrative scenario that 
collapses the dichotomous structure, allowing a black woman to 
embody the dual representations that had previously been articu- 
lated along racially determined lines. Torn between the twin de- 
mands of career and family, Tracy Chambers (Diana Ross) is a 
woman whose lifelong ambition is to escape the poverty of Chica- 
go’s South Side by becoming an international fashion designer. In 
the process of rising to the top, Tracy is transformed by the effete 
white photographer Scan McEvoy (Anthony Perkins) into "Mahog- 
any," a high-powered model whose face eventually graces Europe’s 
most fashionable magazines (fig. 11.3). Mahogany’s quasi,affair with 
the sadomasochistic Scan ends v,~th her involvement with a wealthy 
Italian who, in exchange for sexual commitment, finances her long- 
desired design business. But in the film’s final scene, Mahogany re- 
nounces this commodification bv white culture and turns instead to 
the domain of black middle-clads familial life. Returning to America 
to mend he~ failing relationship with Brian Walker (Billy Dee 
Wi!liams), a grass-roots Chicago politician, she seemingly over- 
comes her alienation as the camera lingers over the embracing fig- 
ures of the reunited couple. 

While Jane Gaines has argued that the final¯ "reconciliation of the 
black heterosexual couple is thwarted by the commercial appropria- 
tion of [Mahogany’s] image,’’11 it is significant that the film’s resolu- 
tion not only reunites Mahogany with Brian--and by entension, the 
black community--but more important, extradites her from the sex- 
ual economy of white masculine desire that characterizes her-Euro- 
pean life-style: In the last scene, Brian delivers a campaign speech 
to a crowd of predominately black onlookers as Mahogany enters 
and, in the rhetorical style of call and response, begins a dialogue 
with Brian. When he finally sights her in the crowd, they move 
from seemingly opposite sides of the frame toward one another, and 
the music crescendoes above the approving applause of the specta- 
tors. But while the black woman has thus escaped the suffocating 
and exploitative realm of white masculine desire--a role almost ex- 
clusively reserved for white women in American cinema--her "re- 
turn" guarantees that her image remains within a circuit of 
masculine exchange. Moving from black man to white and back 
again, Mahogany mediates between them, her image providing the 
means for a negotiation of power among black and white men. 

The film’s most revealing expression of the phallic power at stake 
in Mahogany’s image occurs during Brian’s visit to Rome, where 
:he disjuncture between his communal politics and Mahogany’s 

11.3. In Diana Ross’s 1975 vehicle Mahogany, the dichotomy between black 
and white womanhood governing earlier cinematic production is collapsed. 
Here, as the black woman ¯"enjoys" the role of female spectacle, her corn- 
modified image functions as sign for the democratizing potential of bour- 
geois culture. 
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commercial exploitation by Scan are brought into stark opposition. At 
a party Sean gives for Europe’s fashion elite, Mahogany plays the role 
of centerpiece while Sean coaxes Brian upstairs to a room decorated 
with photos of Mahogany. There, the two men engage in an evasive 
but gradually threatening rivalry that reaches its peak when Sean 
draws a gun. Seemingly intent on shooting Briar,, Sean is quickly 
wrestled to the floor where, in an amazingly sexual configuration of 
bodies--the black man on top of the white--Brian inserts the gun 
into Sean’s mouth and pulls the trigger. The gun/phallusempty, 
Brian is at least momentarily consigned to impotency in his quest to 
counter the sadomasochisfic white male world that has enveloped 
Mahogany. By setting their struggle within a narrative context liter- 
ally framed by Mahogany’s sexualized image, the scene overtly in- 
scribes the black woman as mediation in a racially contested 
economy of masculine desire--an economy invested in and con- 
structed by the phallus itself. 

But while the scene ends in the symbolic castration of the black 
man, it is significant that the ensuing narrative recuperates this mo- 
ment of white masculine supremacy not only by depicting Sean as 
sexually impotent, but also by ultimately aligning Mahogany with 
Brian as the mechanism for the ~m’s closure. Such narrative turns 
produce an important ideological counter to the historical legacy of 
white male appropriation of the black female body in U.S. culture 
even as we must question the patriarchal basis of such a strategy. 
What does it mean, in other words, that the black woman’s escape 
from the circuit of white masculine desire can be envisioned only as 
her return to the black man? Is this not an ideological move that 
posits the black woman’s dual oppression--as both black and fe- 
male-against one another, circulating her image as sigrtifier of the 
racial power imbalance between black and white men? Indeed, Ma- 
hogany fails to escape the ve~r structure of cultural relations it pur- 
portedly critiques, veiling the black woman’s complex positio~ng 
by casting her oppression solely within the symbolic register of 
white masculine desire. As such, it can only envision her liberation 
from the constraints of both race and gender structures along a sin- 
gular trajectory, positing her escape from the destruction of white 
male culture as a return "home." 

The two worlds dichotomized in lmitatfon of Life are thus embod- 
ied in Mahogany in a single figure, Tracy Chambers, whose eventual 
commitment to the black family is a radical departure from Annie 
Johnson’s earlier role as servile helpmate to the beautiful Lora and 
her equally golden child. Significantly, Tracy’s role as fashion model 
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closely resembles the career goals of Lora, where feminine beauty 

and the ability to act as specular image for white masculine desire 
are the ingredients necessary for economic achievement. In Mahog- 
any’s many photographic montages, as Gaines notes, Tracy’s color 
."is washed out in bright light or powdered over, and as her long- 
haired ,,w~gs blow around her face, she becomes suddenly 
’white." 1~ As such, the competing demands in Tracy’s life-the 
film’s positing of a fashion career in opposition to home and fam- 
ily-can be read within .this historical narrative of black female rep- 
resentation as evocations of racial ideologies of womanhood. The 
black woman’s return home, the withdrawal of her image from the 
white masculine economy, and the establishment of her own busi- 
ness are purposely constructed to deny her stereotypic status as the 
white woman’s Other in U.S. culture. 

But although the film rightly reveals these positions as construc- 
tions, as opposed to natural inscriptions, it fails to challenge the 
binary structure on which they are based. Instead, it remains con- 
tent to envision the black woman’s liberation as the ability to choose 
her position within the unchallenged realm of capitalist and patriar- 
chal structures. In particular, class values--the Horatio Alger image 
of ascent from poverty and disenfranchisement into democratic ful- 
fillment as well as the affirmation of black entrepreneurship13--act 
as the positive counters to Mahogany’s ensnarement in and exploi- 
tation as cultural comraodity. The disparity between the economic 
conditions of U.S. blacks and the ethic of free enterprise goes un- 
questioned, enabling the film to forego a critique of the l~rger sys- 
tem of complicit structures that compel Mahogany’s choice--a 
choice that ultimately poses no release from the representational 
confines of U.S, cultural production. 

Mahogany’s construction of a "’choice" in the black woman’s 
negotiation of dichotomized womanhood--even as that choice is re- 
vealed as ideologically limited--becomes refrained in the conserva- 
tive retrenchment of the 1980s to produce a vision of cultural 
relations seemingly unaffected by difference. This is particularly 
true of the 1987 box-office hit Lethal Weapon. Cast no longer in the 
traditional stereotypes of mammy or whore, here, in a film featur- 

¯ ing the black man as both father and police officer, the black woman 
is offered roles--of housewife and virginal daughter--that had 
been previously reserved for white women. As the wife Trish Mur- 
taugh (Darlene Love), whose "bad cooking" becomes a joke be- 
tween men and as the virginal daughter Rianne Murtaugh (Traci 
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Wolfe), who must be saved by them, thee black woman’s homogeni- 
zation into categories traditionally occ~pied-~ is 
p_.a_rt~_L~f~der, ~:ogram of-Yf~emomc recuper.,a, ti.~9~nona, a.a~.p~am 
that~h~a.s a~.~.i_t.~ .~in,~o.¢~..~d~..reco~---ff~.. ffff4~ion.,.~f white masculine 
~-’~er ~t~l~e f~ of feminist and civil rights disc~]~~’°6f~thWi960s. 
~os~- wa---~ ~ re~uperati~~ i~ t~dn e~ t~v~n~a- 
rive action programs were challenged ~r "depriving" white men of 
their dvil rights. By seeking to evoke a social order in which .~nor- 
ity sta~s no longer inculcates one ~to oppressive structures, con- 
temporary cul~ral production dismisses as impertinent continued 
challenges to hegemo~c power. 

As part of the process of returning ~erica, in the Reaganesque 
language of the 1980s, to its "~aditional values and past glory," 
Lethal Weapon manipulates the imagery of the black woman by 
denying her historical and material differences as wrought by white 
pa~iarchy. While for some the representation.of black women in the 
more tractional images of wife, mother, and vi~nal daughter sig- 
nals a "progressive" narrative, offering as it does black access to the 
realm of bourgeois cul~re widely de~ed unt~ the dvil rights era, it 
would be a mistake to view such representation as evidence of black 
women’s real advancement in the s~uggle for race and gender 
equality. Indeed, as Robe~ Stare and Louise Spence write, "It]he 
insistence on ’posi~ve images". ~ . obscures the fact that "nice’ im- 
ages might at times be as per~dous as overtly de~a~g ones, pro- 
viding a bourgeois facade for paternahsm, a more pervasive 
racism.’’~4 The bourgeois facade of Lethal Weapon operates, m fact, to 
tie the black woman to a heterosexual economy Where her body. 
functions not only in the role of ~fe, as the plot space for the es- 
tablishment of a normative heterosexuah~, but also in the role of 
v~rginal daughter, as the landscape across which interradal mascu- 
hne ~nds can be maintained. 

Most specifically, by focusing its action on the interrad~ relation 
of Roger Murtaugh (Danny Glover) and Martin ~ggs (Mel Gibson), 
Lethal Weapon seeks to override the potential disruption caused by 
race by estab~shing bourgeois cul~re as the sider of racial indif- 
ference while ¢onstruc~ng gender as the only si~ificant~and 
see~ngly na~ural~category of ~feren~ation. All notions of his- 
torically cons~ucted differences among bla& and w~te are thus 
recast as capitalist attainment, the .spectacle of middle-c~ss hfe pro- 
viding the representation of America as embodiment of its own 
democratic ideas. W~le the ~i~ment of black females with the 
representational space most often reserved for white women i~- 
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11.4. The box office hit of I987, Lethal Weapon revamps race and gender re- 
lations in the contemporary moment by figuring the white man as both 
victim of the. social order and its rejuvenated hero. In this climatic fight 
scene, Martin Riggs (Mel Gibson) and Roger Murtaugh (Danny (3lover) 
demonstrate the highly masculinized realm of interracial male bonding con- 
figurations. 

tiates this democratic ethos, it is the relationship between black and 
white men that is the film’s pivotal site for democratic wholeness~ 
the black woman achieving her status only through the black man’s. 
connection to, and reaffirmation of, hegemonic power itself. A more 
refined and less ideologically "resistant film than Mahogany, Lethal 
Weapon thus circulates the black woman in an economy of mascu- 
line power where racial differences among men are seemingly erad- 
icated as the means for the reinscription of patriarchal power.. 

Like other interracial cop scenarios, Lethal Weapon is constructed 
on a basic pattern. By initially depicting the contrary lives of Mur- 
taugh and Riggs, who are thrown together as partners against their 
wishes, the film charts their growing respect and affection for one 
another as they face death together (fig. 11.4). Displacing racial dif- 
ference into less volatile forms such as age, fife-style and mental 
health, Lethal Weapon begins in contrast: while Murtaugh enjoys a 
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~ath in his well-decorated home with his wife and three children 
inging happy birthday to him, Riggs is ~hown lying in bed smok- 
ng a cigarette, his mobile home strewn with debris. A man on the 
dge of breakdown, suicidal because of the recent death of his wife, 
Liggs is lost, the squalor of his environment indicative of his alienr 
.tion from the commodified heterosexual norm that the b~ack family 
epresents. Here, in a reversal of paternalistic ideology, it is the 
v-bite man who, debilitated by grief, can be restored to life only 
hrough the aid of the black "’father’--the figure responsible, in the 
ilm’s .resolutior~, for drawing the alienated white man back into the 
olds of sanity and the 12our..g~ois.family. In this wa~; the black fa~a~ 

0 hegemonic inscriptions by flattening out racia! difference in 
niddle-class achievement. 

The black family thus functions as the site for the rejuvenation of 
he white mate character who, as the social outsider denied ~he t~a- 
[itional b~nefits of U.S. familial life, can eventually rejoin society, 
:leansed of his angst, his anger, and his isolation. Such a narrative 
lesign in the late 1980s is no accident, for its rearrangement of the 
acial positioning of marginality~its construction of the white male 
,s alienated and victimized~embodies a major strategy for the re- 
’onstruction of hegemonic power. In this way, Lethal Weapon can si- 
nultaneously posit a fully egalitarian society~blacks signifying the 
dealized middle-class scenario--while depicting that scenario as 
~ecessary to the recuperation of the white man who is now in need 
if cultural healing. Earlier cinematic versions of blacks as alienated 
~utsiders are displaced in the narrative economy of Lethal Weapon, 
~roviding a representation that shifts the terms of U.S. racial struc- 
ures through which the white man is both victimized--by fate 
his wife’s death), by his peers (who think he’s crazy), and by him- 
.elf (his suicidal tendencies)~and rehabilitated from such victim- 
zation.~s At its deepest level, then, Lethal Weapon’s evocation of a 
vorld beyond race enables the white man to regain identity and 
~ower across a seemingly egalitarian representation of the black 
~ourgeoisie. 

Cast against the domesticated figure of the black man, the repre- 
sentation of Riggs, whose body is itself the "lethal weapon," clari- 
ies the phallic power at stake in the film’s depiction of post-1960s’ 
’.ultural egalitarianism. In the initial meeting between the male 
~layers, it is Murtaugh who mistakenly reads the white man’s pos- 
;ession of a gun as evidence of criminality and attacks; swiftly, with 
he aid of his martial arts training from Special Forces in Vietnam, 
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Riggs nails Murtaugh to the floo~, his foot on the black man’s chest. 
Although the issue of race is carefully avoided throughout the film, 
the image of Riggs, pistol drawn, above Murtaugh evokes a more 
traditional ideological configuration where the white man achieves 
physical and, significantly, phallic superiority in the clash of mascu- 
line forces. In. the process of unraveling a young white woman’s 
supposed suicide, Riggs’s marksmanship and martial arts ability be- 
come increasingly important as the men confront a gang of heroin 
smuggling, ex-mercenary veterans, men who can only be stopped 
by someone "like them." When this gang abducts Rianne, Riggs’s 
role is crucial to the ultimate restoration of the black family. The 
film thus allows the white figure to be culturally healed by the same 
familial unit that he himself is responsible for preserving. 

This reconstruction of U.S. cultural relations depends, for its full 
articulation, not only on the film’s discourse of gender~through 
which the masculine can be elevated as source of democratic pres- 
ervation~but also on that discourse’s depiction of the differences 
among black and white women. Much like the reversals at work in 
the representation of black men and white, here it is the black 
woman who occupies the role of mother and of virginal daughter, 
while the stereotypically negative connotations often consigned to 
black women are shifted to the white female figure, Amanda 
Hunsaker (Jackie Swanson), who now becomes the whore. Where 
Mahogany embodied the dual positions of dichotomized woman- 
hood, Lethal Weapon simply reverses these paradigmatic relations;¯ in 
this way, the film’s seemingly progressive representation of the 
black woman is still tied to a cultural economy that constructs the 
feminine vcithin the domain of racial difference. The most empow- 
ered position that emerges is consequently that of the white mascu- 
line itself, which draws its power from the discourses of difference 
constructing the film’s dichotomized representation of women. 

ha the film’s opening sequence, sexual difference, in particular 
the voyeuristic gaze at the white female body, is established as the 
primary discourse across which the film’s negotiation of interracial 
relations will be formed. From an aerial view of downtown San 
Francisco, the camera slowly focuses in on Amanda Hunsaker who, 
clad in lace stockings, lingerie, and high heels, seductively runs l~er 
finger along her ruby lips in a clear suggestion of auto-eroticism. As 
the camera gazes upon her partially nude body, Amanda mo~’es to 
the balcony, teters briefly on the railing, and then jumps. Here, the 
voyeuristic gaze is so insistent that even as her body crashes on top 
of a parked car, we look at her body exposed, spread out facing the 
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:amera, her femaleness forever open to view. Such a representation 
~f the white female body stands in stark contrast to images of black 
women in the following’scene where, as mother and daughter, they 
gather around Murtaugh, happily celebrating his fiftieth birthday. 
Fhe differences between these women’s bodies--as mother (Trish), 
~s virgin (Rianne) and, as we find out later, as whore (Amanda)-- 
.~voke the classic construction of female sexuality in patriarchal 
_-"ulture.                                                  _ 

To complete the emphasis on normative sexuality, Amanda is re- 
cealed not only as whore but as lesbian, a revelation that displaces 
~11 homosexual tension in the film between the closely bonded me,n 

~nto white female sexuality. Significantly, the assertion of Amanda s 
[esbianism is made during a conversation between Riggs and Mur- 
:augh at the police firing range--the woman’s lesbianism being. 
~ramed by images of the men firing their weapons. In this over- 
5etermined phallic setting, Amanda’s sexuality reaffirms the mascu- 
line as itself the site of heterosexual wholeness; in this way, white 
~emale sexualit3; while initially charting a heterosexual s~pace, is 
!ully negated as the masculine comes to stand for all. culturally ac- 

:epted sexuality. The narrative of Amanda’s sexuality and the im- 
ages of her body thus function in two ways and, importantly, in this 
3rder: first to assert heterosexuality at the film’s begimting so that 
~:he ensuing scenes of Riggs and Ivlurtaugh naked are read as het- 
_~rosexual and not homosexual, and second, to assume the sexual 
:ensions between the men entirely to herself, to the white female 
~nd not the male or black female .body. In her dual function, the 
cepresentational paradigm governing the white female is resexua- 
ised as mother&irgin-tesbianlwhore, a reconstruction most signifi- 
:anfly based on racial difference. 

In establishing this racially dichotomized paradigm of sexual dif- 
!erence as the flame of the film, masculine sexuality can appear to 
9e constructed rather homogeneously, with no internal hierarchies 
9r imbalances of power‘ This illusion is provided by the text of sex- 
aal difference which diffuses and renders secondary the bond’s re- 
:onstruction of racial difference; through the discourse of gender, 
:he interracial male bond can seal over the frisson of its own con- 
~truction, enabling all differences among men to be subsumed in 
:he seemingly natural discourse of gender. In addition, differences 
~mong black women and white can be strengthened, as it is the 
a, hite woman’s death--and her sexually illicit life-stylemthat ini- 
:iates the narrative drama that threatens the sanctity as well as 
:he individual lives of the black family. The white woman’s uncon- 
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tainability within the bourgeoi~ family, contrasting as it does with 
the black woman’s happy domesticity, thus signifies a further threat 
to cultural stability. In the film’s system of reversals, the white 
woman ironically emerges as the primary locus of race and gender 
disruption: 

By foregrounding middle-class achievement as signifier of racial 
indifference, Lethal Weapon reconstructs the image of the white man 
by casting him first as alien outsider and then as the source neces- 
sary for the reconstitution of black family life. In this sense, the rep- 
resentation of blacks in a mode that denies race as a significant 
category of difference enables the white male figure to move rather 
easily between the status of victim to that of hero, from outsider to 
insider, from suicidal maniac to cultural preserver, The film’s con- 
clusion, with Riggs joining the Murtaugbs for Christmas dinner, 
evinces this movement as the now healthy Riggs gives his partner 
the special gold bullet that he had been reserving for his own 
death; "’I won’t be needing it anymore," he says. In this way, Lethal 
Weapon makes explicit the economy of masculine power relations 
within which the black woman’s image is circulated, depicting her 
representation in nonstereotypicat roles not as an empowerment of 
her own cultural position but as the means by which race and gen- 
der structures can be more firmly entrenched.~6 Like the Virginia 
Slims advertisement, this representation of the black woman as 
stand-in for a white bourgeois womanhood denies her own histori- 
cal specificity, exchanging the racial context of U.S. cultural produc- 
tion for the saferealm of the commodified bourgeois ideal. 

By tracing the representation of black women in mainstream U.S. 
cinema by foregrounding the various configurations that structure 
her image in cultural ideology, I have tried to demonstrate how the 
traditional dichotomy between black women and white has shifted 
in the contemporary era toward conflations and reversals, and how 
both of these strategies depend, for their fullest articulation, on the 
diffusion of race and gender through class. In such a diffusion, the 
black woman’s access to commodity culture--and her ability to 
serve as its specular embodiment--are the mechanisms for envi- 
sioning a reconstruction of U.S. cultural relations in the era that fol- 
lowed the 1960s. The black body, in this sense, becomes a 
commodity, a representational sign for the democratizing process of 
U.S. culture itself. What may have begun as cultural responses to 
the demands posed by civil rights, black power and (to a lesser ex- 
tent) feminism~for greater representational terrain--have thus be- 
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:ome strategies for recuperation, mysti ~fying narrative scenarios that 
~egotiate race and gender disempowerment through the symbol 
~ystems of bourgeois culture. 

For feminism, which has its historical and at times theoretical 
:oots in the domain of middle-class ascendency, these contemporary 
~trategies disturbingly replicate our tendency to circulate "racial 
lifferenee’’~7 as a commodity in our own discourse, pasting over the 
~’hite bourgeois woman who occupies the center of our theoretical 
~aradigm with images of black women whose historical and mate- 
,ial specificity we thereby render indecipherable. Like other feminist 
:heorists who explore this problem, Elizabeth Spelrnan describes the 
~hrase " "as a woman’ as the Trojan Horse of feminist ethnocen- 
fisrn/’~a suggesting that the very epistemological center of our dis- 
:ursive heritage must be excavated for its hegemonic complicities, 
naking it clear that the future of feminism depends on revealing 
~he inadequacies of its most privileged theoretical category. In the 
~rocess, it becomes necessary to view masculine relations as crucial 
~ites for the articulation and maintenance of power structures and 
o forge readings of culture that can account for the intersections of 
nultiple hierarchical constructions. Most disturbingly for the white 
niddte-class feminist, this means jettisoning-some of our favorite 
:laims to counterhegemonic power, including the call for a shared 
~ender oppression. In a historical moment violently marked by the 
’ecuperation of white masculine power, such a loss is barely a 
~nning. 

NOTES 

1. I think that it is important to maintain race and ethnicity as sop- 
rate although at times overlapping categories of difference. This distinction 

~ particularly crucial in considering contemporary cultural production’s use 
.f the visibili~" of difference--the inclusion of black characters, for in- 
tance--as the means for representing a social order supposedly healed of 
~s vioIent racial past. 

2. The advertisements are routinely featured in such magazines as 
7osmopotitan and Essence. 

3. For fu~’ther discussion of this problem in feminist theorizing, see 
kngela Y. Davis, Women, Race and Class (New York: Random House~ 1981); 
;ell Hooks, Feminist Theory: From l~rgin to Center (Boston: South End Press, 
984); Audre Lorde, Sister O~tsider (Trumansburg: Crossing Press,1984>; 
el K Carb~; Reconstructing Womanhood: The Emergence of the Afro-American 
Voman Writer (New York: Oxford University PreSs, 1987); and Elizabeth V. 
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Spelman, Inessential Woman: Problems of Exclusion in Feminist Thought (Boston: 

Beacon Press, 1988), 
4. Hooks, Feminist Theory, p. 52. 
5. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s Between Men: English Literature and Male 

Homosecial Desire (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985) is perhaps 
the most significant feminist contribution to date that demonstrates how 
relations among men are constructed through gender and why they must 
therefore be viewed as a crucial site for feminism’s political intervention 
into patriarchal structures of domination and exploitation. 

6. By "’mainstream" ! mean films that have received wide commer- 
cial release. 

7. Houston Baker, Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Ver- 

nacular Theory (Chicago: University Press of Chicago, 1984), p. 65. 
8. For discussions of these films, see Donald Bogie, Toms, Coons, 

Mutattos, Mammies and Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American 

Films (New York: Viking Press, 1973), Thomas Cripps, Slow Fade to Black: The 
Negro in American Film 1900-1942 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), 
and Daniel Leab, From Sambo to Superspade: The Black Experience in Motion 
Pictures (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1975). 

9. Carby, Reconstructing Womanhood, p. 32; see also Davis, Women, 
Race and Class and Hooks, Feminist Theory. 

10. Leab, From Sam~o to Superspade, p. 213. 
11. Jane Gaines, "White Privilege and Looking Relations: Race and 

Gender in Feminist Film Theory," Cultural Critique 4 (1986): 75. 
12. Gaines, "’White Privilege," p. 71. 

13. Given the film’s clear support of black enterprise, it is perhaps 
significant that.Berry Gordy, head of Motown Industries, produced and di- 
rected Mahogany. As Gaines .writes, "[w]ith Mahogany, Motown president 
and founder Berry Gordy... helps Diana Ross make something of herself 
again (on a larger scale) just as he helped so many aspiring recording art- 
ists by coaching them in money management and social decorum ir~ his 
talent school" (ibid., p. 73). 

14. Robert Stam and Louise Spence, "Colonialism, Racism and Rep- 
resentation," Screen 24, no. 2 (1983): 3. 

15. Susan Jeffords’s discussion of the representation of white men as 
cultural victims in The Remascutinization of America: Gender and the Vietnam 
War (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989) has been instrumental in 
my analysis of Lethal Weapon. 

!6. The sequel, Lethal Weapon II (1989), almost completely omits Mur- 
taugh’s wife and daughter in its narrative while still articulating the white 
male figure as the central player in a drama that is significantly about the 
evilness of the South African Aparthied regime. By thus foregrounding race 
as a difference that matters only elsewhere and never here in the United 
States, the sequel nonetheless continues to construct the black male as the 
castrated figure, as evincedby in his inability to control his daughter’s sex- 
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~ality--she poses as a model for a condom commercial--and in the scene 
which Riggs must rescue Murtaugh from a toter wired with explosives. 
this way, the second film similarly prepares the way for the white male 

igure to once again p!ay the role ot cultural hero and ever~ more gratu- 
tously lingers over the masochistic spectacle of the white male body 

pain. 
17. I use quotations around "racial difference" to indicate the prob- 

ematical construction of such a notion, for its operation in feminist the- 
~ry--like U.S. culture at large--is to designate and mark an "Other" body, 
br example, black, Hispanic, or Asian, but never to interrogate the racial 
tifference hhat is whiteness. 

18. Spelman, Inessential Woman, p. x. 

Vivian Sobchack 12 
Postmodern Modes 
of Ethnicity 

I want to begin this exploration of the representation and cul- 
tural meanings of ethnicity in contemporary American cinema with a 
scenario set in the early 1920s. Imagine, if you will, a giant black 
pot has been built outside the gates of a large automobile factory in 
preparation for a festival sponsored by its owner, Henry Ford. The 
day of celebration arrives. Into the pot go "groups of gaily dressed 
immigrants dancing and singing their native songs." And out of the 
pot emerges "’a single stream of Americans dressed alike in the con- 
temporary standard dress and, sir~ging the national a.n~hem."’1 Even- 
tually the music of tarantellas and polkas and other ethnic dances 
fades away, and the rising sound of the "Star Spangled Banner" is 
heard as the last of the immigrants is absorbed into an intensely 
patriotic, identically dressed, and utterly homogeneous American 
chorus. 

This highly cinematic scenario seems as ff it might have come 
from some forthcoming Monty Python or Robert Townsend film, or 
from a projected companion piece to Milos Forman’s Ragtime (1981) 
or David Byrne’s True Stories (i986). That is, we would be hard- 
pressed to take its representation as a serious or sincere and moving 
commentary on ethnic experience in America. Rather, its blatant 
lack of subtlety, its dramatic literalism in regard to the metaphor of 
the "melting pot," and its vision of a wholly assimilated, self- 
identical and identified American culture seems at once outra- 
geously simple, crudely funny, and reflexively ironic. Nonetheless, 
it is more than likely that in the early 1920s When it was staged, this 
melting-pot scenario did touch the hearts of the spectators who 
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Thursday, November 7, 2013 8:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Phone Line Migratious Rescheduled 

Dear Colleagues, 

Yesterday, UNC haformation Teclmology Services ~vas notified by Verizon Business that the upcoming phone line migrations scheduled for Monday, November 11, must be rescheduled. 
Verizon has confirmed that internal errors on their part have necessitated this change. IVhgration activity is now rescheduled for Monday, December 9, 2013. 

This migration involves the largest number of campus telephone lines transitioned to Verizon VoIP (,within a single port order) since the start of the project (approximately 4,000 telephone 
lines across 50 campus buildings) UNC ITS and Verizon management agreed that due to the identified errors, too many potential risks (to U~,~’C) existed to proceed with the November 11 
transition. 

We are celtainly disappointed to have to postpone the migration after all of the intense preparation work by campus stakeholders and ITS personnel. However, it is more important we insure 
there is no negative impact to UNC’s faculty, staff and students as we transition to new technologies and services. 

This scheduling change has been con~nunicated to all departmental and building coordinators currently working ~vith ITS on this transition. Aside from communicating the rescheduled 
transition date of December 9 to stakeholders, no further action is required. 

Verizon has committed to the Universi~’s senior leadership that errors of this nature will not occur again. Verizon is dedicated to remaining a key technology partner ~vith the University, 
and will put all measures and resources in place to insure success going forward. 

Additional communication will be sent as we near the ne~v migration date I apologize for an?’ confusion or concerns caused by the delay and I appreciate your patience and understanding 

Regards, 

Stan \Vaddell, (;ISSP, C[CISO, P~/;P, ABD 
Assistant Vice Chancellor for IT ]nftastructure and CTO UNC Chapel Hill Infurmation Technology Services 

This message is sponsored by: ITS - Commumcatmn Technology 
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[INFORMATIONAl,] Research Stu@ for Irritable Bowel Syndrome 

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for IBS-D Stud?’ 

Have you been diagnosed with diarrhea predominant irritable bowel syndrome? 

If yes, then you may be eligible to participate in a research study investigating the retreatment of Rifaximin in individuals with IBS-D. You must be 18 years or older and willing to participate 
up to 51 weeks. 

You lnay receive: 
¯ Investigational stu@ medication for IBS at no cost to you 
° Study-related care at no cost to you from a UNC Chapel Hill gastroenterology doctor 

¯ Compensation for your time and travel tap to $2200 

If you are interested in participating or want to learn more about this study and other studies, please call the study coordinator, Daniel Temas, at 919-843-1003 or email 

Daniel Temas@med.unc.edu 

E~ollment will close on November 15th 

Thank you for your interest in our stu@’. 

A Study to Assess Repeat Treatment El!ficacy and Safety of Rifa×imin 550 mg TID in Su~iects with Irritable Buwel Syndrome with Diarrhea (]I~S-D) 

Biomedical Study IRB #12-1336 

Approved by Cumpass IRB un 1/29/13 

’]7his message is spunsured by: Department uf Gastroenterulugy and Hepato[ugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 
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Subject: 
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Friday, November 8, 2013 4:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Mid-November at the Ackla~d: Music, Theater, Talks, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

2nd Friday ArtWalk + Holiday Shopping 
Ackland Museum Store open until 8:30 PM tonight! 

Shop [ate, shop focal, and shop hohday this evening at the Ack[and 

Museum Store, on the corner of Frankhn and Columbia Streets, in 

downtown Chape[ Hi[[. As part of 2nd Friday ArtWatk, the Store wi[[ be 

open until 8:30 PM. 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 9 November, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

Thursday, 21 November, 6:00-7:30 PM <<New Day 8 Time! 

Free and open to the public. 

Amanda Hughes (the Museum’s 

Director of F_xterna[ Affairs) leads 
participants in this creative 

exploration of a particular object 

in the Ack[and’s collection. 

Bring paper and dry media 

(crayon, pencils, etc.). A[[ revels 

are welcome. No registration is 

necessary. 

Take Two Tour: 
"Sahmat in Depth: Activism and Art" 
Sunday, 10 November, 2:00 Phi 

Free and open to the public. No registration is required. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



This Sunday, [earn about how the >~:: 
Delhi-based artist and activist ...... 

collective known as Sahmat is 

situated in a global context of art 

and activism. This 

conversational tour wi[l be led by 

Susan Harbage Page (Women’s 

and Gender Studies) ~ Carolyn 

A[imendinger (Ack[and Art 

Museum). 

The Ack[and’s Take Two Tours offer two perspectives on a topic related 

to The Sahmat Collective, with UNC-CH faculty members joining experts 

from the Museum’s staff for an exploration from a variety of disciplinary 

perspectives. 

TALKS - Free and open to the public 

Dr. Miehae~ Watts: "Art and Economics" 
Monday, 11 November, 3:30-5:00 PM 

Dro Susan Bean: "Thin~s Fal~ Apart: Ephemera~ity, 

~.~.m~.,...~.~...!~.~.!.~.~..~!.~.~.~L~.!~.~.~.~.’.’. 
Friday, 15 November, 3:00-5:00 PM 

Thursday, 14 November, 8:00-10:00 PM 

UNC and Duke students are invited to mix and mingle at the Ack[and on 

Thursday, 14 November, from 8:00-10:00 PM! 

ALL ~Ad~L enjoy: 

Free food and drinks, 

music, and great art[ 

Tours of the exhibition The 

Sahmat Collective: Art and 

Activism in India since 

1989 

Instagram Contest: A prize 

will be awarded for the 

best #B[ueBorders 

Instagram photo! 

Free bus transportation to 

the Ack[and v¢i~[ be 

provided from Duke (Duke 

Chapel bus stop) at 7:30 

and 8:30 PM. 

Free admission w~th valid Duke or UNC student ID. 

Sponsored by the Ack[and Art Museum~ the Nasher Museum of Art~ Student Friends of 

the Ack[and~ and the Nasher Student Advisory Board~ with ~enerous support from 

Thomas S. Kenan~ III. 

Interactive Theater Workshop 
with Theater Delta and Interactive Theatre Carolina 
Saturday, 16 November, 10:30 AM-2:30 PM 

FREE for university and high school students! RSVP required. 



Music in ~he G~er~es: UN¢ San~ee~ 
Sunday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

FREE and open to the public. 

Now on View: The Sahrn~t Collective 
Art and Activism in india since I989 

For over 20 years, the influential Delhi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 

audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 

1989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 

v~ew through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs wi[[ enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fail! Click here for more info. 



Throu~lh 5 January 2014 
In conjunction with The Sahmat 

Co~ective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifu[[y designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

india. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewelry, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. AU proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education programs. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc programs are made possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Pictured: Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 9 Estate of Arthur 

Dove. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan~ renloval with SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3zt00 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAI,] Individuals tbllowing Stroke Needed for Rehabilitation Research Stady 

Have you experienced a stroke or know someone who has? Do you walk with an uaaeven walking pattern? 

We are currently recruiting people who are post-stroke to participate in a research study intended to examine perception of ~valking syn~rnet~ 

Subjects ~vill come to the Interdisciplinary Human Movement Research Laboratory for two data collections sessions for approximately one hour per session. Subjects will walk on a dual-belt 
treadmill (one belt for the left foot, one belt for the right foot). Subjects will complete trials where the treadmill belts are moving at different speeds and when the treadmill belts are moving at 
the same speed to detelrnine if participants can tell when the belts are moving at different speeds All participants will wear a harness that attaches to an overhead support system during 
treadmill walking Rest breaks are permitted as necessary during walking sessions. 

This research study is being conducted in the Interdisciplinary Human Movement Laboratory in the D~vision of Physical Therapy at UNC-Chapel Hill Free parking adjacent to our building 
is provided. 

You or someone you know may be eligible if you: 
* have experienced ari ischemic or hemorrhagic unilateral brain lesion at least six months ago 
* are able to walk without someone assisting you (canes, walkers etc. are acceptable) 
* no history of falls or balance deficits unrelated to the stroke 
* no uncontrolled cardiorespiratory or metabolic diseases 

’]7his research study, Detection of Treadmill Belt Speed Asymmetry in People Post Stroke (IRB ��12-0919), has been approved by the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 07-01- 
2013 

For more information or to schedule an appointment, please contact Clint Wutzke at (919)966-9797 or strokegait@med unc edu. 

’]7his email is sponsored by: Division of Physical Therapy at UNC-Chapel }{ill 

This message is sponsored by: Division of Physical Therapy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histosy ] 

African Diaspora Lecture 
delivered by Howard 
Dodson TOMORROW 
Night + Lunch and a Movie 
returns on Thursday! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on TOMORROW NIGHT at 7pro for 

the Fall 2013 African Diaspora Lecture delivered by 

Director Emeritus of Schomburg Center for Research 

in Black Culture, Howard Dodson. 

Dodson was appointed Director of Howard 

University’s Moorland-Spingarn Research Center and 

Director of University Libraries in 2012. A specialist in 

African American and African Diaspora history, as well 

as an author, curator, cultural activist and innovative 

administrator, Dodson served as Director of the 

Schomburg Center from 1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center 

Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary 

events, please check out the listing to the right. You 

can also visit our .w_e_._b_&!t_~. or f___a_.c_-e__b_o__Q_k book page for 

event listings or for more information. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Fes[ival of Black and Dtdependen[ Film .-- Lunch and a 

Novie Series 

*Sign up on our Facebook paqe 24 hours before the 

screening and we’ll have a free lunch waiting for you! 

Zanzibar Soccer Queens 

Dir: Florence Ayisi / Feature / Africa, Zanzibar / 

Swahili with English subtitles / 52 min. / 2007 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim 

women use soccer as their vehicle for liberation and 

creativity in a conservative society. While the film 

focuses on women, their desire for self-fulfillment and 

empowerment speaks to marginalized people 

everywhere. 

The film uses interviews and imagery to show how 

soccer strengthened the women both physically and 

emotionally. Interviews with some Muslim men, who 

object to women wearing sports clothing and playing 

in front of both genders, provides a glimpse into the 

risks, and the sacrifices made by these women. In 

the end, the viewer realizes that risk and sacrifice 

are often necessary to achieve a greater good. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies 

Center at UNC at Chapel Hill and the Carolina 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Women’s Center. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public, but you 

MUST RSVP 24 hours in advance to 

stonecenter@unc.edu or via Facebook. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:36 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.edu"~ 

[enrichment] Don’t Miss Jill McCorlde at the Fliday Center on November 12 

Jill FtcCerkle~ author of Life After Life 

November 12, 6-7:30 PM. 

Tickets $20 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education, Chapel Hill 

American novelist and short story writer .J_!J_L___M___c___c___o_£__k_L_e_ will talk about the influence of the Lumber River in her short stories and novels. 

Jill McCorkle is the author of nine previous books--four story collections and five novels--five of which have been selected as New York Times Notable Books. The 

recipient of the New England Book Award, the John Dos Passos Prize for Excellence in Literature, and the North Carolina Prize for Literature, she teaches writing at 

North Carolina State University and lives in Hillsborough, North Carolina. 

For more information or to register, please see the Conversations with River Writers page. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

enrichment as: regester@email.~mc.edu To unsubscribe ~nd a blank email to leave-33843367-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24e7b81)lTc87a2tl)ii~i~listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edus> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:42 PM 

Special Invitation: High hnpact Practice at Carolina Conference 

HIGH IMPACT CAROLINA Advertisement.lxtf 

Dear Colleague, 

I write to invite you to next year’s important University-wide conversation promoting high-impact academic practices at Carolina. Thg4igh Impact Carolina 

conference, to be held on February 7, 2014, will focus on recommendations from the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) monograph, High- 

Impact Educational Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, and Why They Matter. The conference will feature talks from national experts, including 

Tia Brown McNair, Senior Director for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at AAC&U, and Betsy O. Barefoot, Vice President for 

the Jon N. Gardner Institute. Conference attendees will examine: 

¯ What are high impact practices (HIP)? 

¯ How do HIP irrfluence student success? 

¯ Who has access to HIP at Carolina? 

¯ What car] be done to open access to all students, especially those less likely to persist, to participate in HIP? 

Please see the attached conference description for more information and for the registration link. 

Cynthia Demetriou o Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

1 I 
www.stu dentsuccess.u nc.ed u 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Corlfide~iaiity r;o~ic,’:: lhis e rnaii message, ir~ciudir~g an~, attachments, is for the sole ~se oi: h~ended recipient{s) and may con~ah~ cordidential arid privileged h~orrna~iom #m~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Appointment of a Vice Chancellor tbr CommuNcations and Public 

Dear Carolina Community: 

I am delighted to armounce that Joel Curran, a top executive in one of the world’s largest public relations agencies, ~vill be our first vice chancellor for cormnumcations and public affairs. I 
selected him after a national search and the recon~aendations of a campus search committee led by Trustee Steve Lerner and former interim vice chancellor for development Julia Grumbles. 
Our Board of Trustees has approved the appointment, and Joel is excited to officially begin work December 2. 

Joel, a North Carolina native and Carolina alumnus, is a 27-year veteran of the public relations industly in a career that has included leading key ofi)ces for prestigious agencies and running 
corporate communications functions for The Walt Disney Co. 

Currently, he is the managing director of the flagship Ne~v York ofiice for MSLGROUP, the world’s fourth largest public relations and engagement agency and the strategic communications 
group for the Paris-based Publicis Groupe In that role, he is responsible for nearly 200 employees. Previously, he ran MSLGROL’P’s Midwest operations. 

Joel is a highly respected public relations professional who has an intimate understanding of the strategies and techniques essential to effectively reaching the University’s key audiences 
in today’s complex con~aunications environment He has a real love for the mission of higher education and Carolina, and is an outstanding addition to our senior leadership team. 

Joel ~vill serve as our senior public relations professional and manage the overall effolts to help interpret and promote the Universi~is mission with key audiences He will oversee an 
accomplished University Relations staff that works closely ~vith other campus colleagues supporting the schools and umts. 

I am grateful for the stellar efforts of our search committee, co-chaired by Board of Trustees member Steve Lerner and former interim vice chancellor for development Julia Grumbles. The 
cotranittee members took this responsibility very seriously and worked intensely for several months during the process that led to Joel’s selection. 

Joel is a 1986 UNC journalism graduate and serves on the School of Journalism and Mass Communication’s Board of Advisors. His agency work included stops in Los Angeles, Chicago 
and Charlotte, and he spent more than a decade with The Walt Disney Co., where he rose to director of synergy. ~2~r the company’s network television and professional sports franchises. 
For more information about Joel’s appointment, refer to our homepage story on www uric edu. 

Sincerely, 

Carol L Fair 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:45 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel ttill Police Investigating Strong Arm Robbe~ Near Campus 

INFORtvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Strong Area Robbery, Near Campus 

The following information has been shared with the campus by the Chapel Hill Police: 

Chapel Hill Police are investigating the report of a strong arm robbery, occurring around 2:00 am Monday (Nov. 11) on Franklin Street. As they left a Franklin Street establishment and 
walked westbound, two males, both non-L~,-C students, met and conversed briefly with three black males walking in the same direction who drove off in a silver sedan Shortly thereafter, the 
same silver sedan pulled up next to them along Franklin Street near the Church Street intersection Three males exited the vehicle and assaulted the victims, taking a ~vallet and cellphone 
from one victim. No weapons were reportedly seen. 

The assailants were described as being slim, in their mid-twenties, and of average height; one suspect had short dreadlocks. 

Chapel Hill Police are asking anyone with information about this incident to call the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919-968-2760 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UN-C CrimeStoppers at 
(,919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous. You can also submit reformation to Crime Stoppers oMine at w~vw.criraestoppers-chcunc.org 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any- and all suspicious activity on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://w~.alertcarolina.uaac.edu~’~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one o17 three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Rick Friedberg <rickfriedberg@MAC.COM> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:15 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Reminder 

I will be on 8ook gear -- streamed live TODAY, gonday, Nov 11 at 6:30 to discuss HOW TO PLANE rr IN I-{OLLYWOOD:T~4E INSIDE STORY, I’ll be g~ving some chapter"ru~es" 

wNch include anecdotes about writing and making films and videos that, hopefully, w~ll give you all a ~augh or ~o and a pointer or three, Here’s the link to see ~t live: 

Or, if you miss ~t, you can cak:h ~t ~t your leisure 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.atnerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full N~ne should be 

your firsnt and last n~ne.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lisntse~w.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 11, 2013 5:34 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Seasonal Influe~a Clinics for Students aJ~d Employees 

Dear Faculty, Stafl’. and Students: 

Be sure to take advantage of three remaining seasonal influenza clinics for students and employees. These are walk-in clinics on November 19, 20, and 21. Please note the stalt and end time 
of the clinics: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm 

November 19, Koury Oral Health Sciences Building, Atriuna (Walk-in) 
November 20, Frank Porter Graham Student Union, West Lounge (Walk-in) 
November 21, Giles Homey, Magnolia Room (¥Valk-in) 

Influenza (the flu) is a contagious respirator?- illness caused by influenza viruses It can cause mild to severe illness, and at times can lead to death The best way to prevent the flu is by 
getting vaccinated each year. 

Because of parking and staff limitations, on-campus clinics are for University students, facul~ and staff only 

At Universi~ clinics, there is no charge for employees on the State Health Plan or for students and employees ~vho are insured through Blue Cross Blue Shield, Partners, Aetna, Humana 
Gold, SummaCare, Advantra Freedom, and Medicare Part B, but you must bring your health plan card and your UNC One Card or a photo ID to the clinic Employees and students not on the 
listed plans can also get a flu vaccination by paying $25. After receiving the vaccination, you ~vill receive a fo1Tll that can be filed with your health insurer. Please be sure to contact your 
health insurer to see if you can obtain reimbursement 

The 2013/14 seasonal flu vaccine protects against three influenza viruses that research indicates wi H be most common during the 2013/14 season 
ht tp ://www. c dc ~ ov/flu/about/sea son/upc om in ~. htm 

About two weeks after vaccination, antibodies that provide protection against influenza virus infection develop in the body 

This year students and employees can complete a consent form online and take a copy to the clinic to reduce wait time. Please be sure to a4iust your browser or print settings to print the 
entire page, otherwise you will have to complete another form at the site A receipt will be provided 

In addition to the campus wide flu clinics listed below, the University Employee Occupational Health Clinic (UEOHC) is offering walk-in flu clinic hours from 9:00 am to 12 noon and 1:00 pm 
to 3:00 pm on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays to University employees (including the School of Medicine) who are part of the University’s Immunization Review Program. 

School of Medicine employees who caunot make it to the UEOHC on a walk-in flu clinic day may also make an appointment to receive the influenza vaccine any clinic day of the week by 
using the online appointment schedule and selecting "Immunization Review-New" from the drop down menu 

Additional local clinics can be ~2~und by going to "Find a Flu Clinic" on the website of the American Lung Association, http://www.lun~usa.or~ilun~-disease/influenzaiflu-vaccine-finder. 
This year many local and area pharmacies are offering flu vaccinations in cooperation with the State Health Plan (SHP), thus, there is no out-of-pocket expense for those insured by SHP or 
Blue Cross Blue Shield. Please check with your preferred pharmacy to see if it is part of this new program 

Sincerely, 

Mat,), Beth Koza, Director, Environment, Health and Safety and Mary Covington, MD, Executive Director, Campus Health Services 

’]7his email is sponsored by Environment, Health and Safety and Campus Health Services 

This message is sponsored by: Environment, Health and Safety and Campus Health Services 

INFORLlATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33848257-69605653@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:26 AM 

a~iJcan- ~d- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <afiJc~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Anderson, Daniel <iamdan@unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[aYricaaa-and-afm-americ~- s~dies- faculty] [all-college- facul .ty] FW: DigitaJ~ Hmnaaaities Curriculax Development Cqa~ts CFP 

The enclosed call for proposals is being sent on request to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with a copy to administrative managers. Note Dec. 6 
deadline. 
# # # 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

The C~olina Digital Humm~ities INfiative (CDHI) is ~liciting propo~ls for digital humamfies coupe development grants to suppog a new graduate certificate in digi~ 

humamties (CDH) and ~o [h~her the mission of ~aching through and a~ut digi~l developments in humaatifies courts at [~C. Cu~ent t~nds are geared Iowa~t 

graduate courses that suppoA the CDH, but applicants are encouraged to develop course at mixe& graduate/undergraduate levels as well. 

Grants may be u~d for developing fidl courts [bcused on some aspect of the digital humaatifies or lbr integrating digi~l hnmanifies appm~hes and matefi~ls into a 

course--e.g., as a unit or module. Funds are aw~lable for the development of new courses or for ~vising emsfing coupes. Applicants may apply iBr up to $6,000 

funding. Awards will ~pic~1ly consist ofa sti~nd ($5,000 for fifll course development, $2,500 for integrating a unit or module). Note that s~ipends am su~iect to 

reductions related to universi~ benefiB, ~xes, etc. Applicants may request up to an additional $1,000 iBr pmi~ssional development pe~imng to developing the 

course. Applicants should include a budget de~iling how any requested professional development fimds u, ill be used (e.g., for specific workshops or tmimng). 

CDHI cumcul~ grits might ~ used to: 

Develop or mvi~ aa~y cour~ tbcused on ~fivifies or topics ~ssociated with the digital humanities 

E~end the roach of digital humamfies course ofl~fings beyond campus to non-degree seeldng students--e.g., fl~mugh hybrid or online options or t~ough 

summer school 

¯ Explore and implement pedagogical innovation in a coupe flmmgh digi~l a~taaxces 

¯ Implement digi~ ac~vifies ~ facilitate tea~ teacNng ~or interdisciplina~~ exchm~ge 

¯ Integrate ex~fi enfia] work with digital materials and activities ink~ a cour~ 

¯ Develop coupe ~at explo~ multiple mollifies of digi~ activities- -e.g., the vis~l, aurN, video, peffom~a~ce. 

¯ Engage the ~m~sforma~ve ~tentials for digital humanities--political, ~cial, cul~rN, ~holarly. 

ELIGIBILITY 

All tenure trek and fixed term [~culty at the University who a~e eligible to teach grad~te level courses may apply. 

EXPECTATIONS 

AwaN ~cipients commit to 

¯ Create a new or revising an e~s~ing course fl~at can ~ "token for graduate credit 

¯ Consult mfl~ the CDHI Cumculum Cotnmi~ee and Director regmding the development of fl~e cour~ 

¯ Work ~ advisors (as appropriate) ruth cour~ NNciNnts pu~uing the grad~te ceNficate in digi~l hum~ifies. 

Deliver a repo~ to the CDHI Cumculum Commi~ee det~filing the coupe developtnent activifie~ the disbursement of ~nds, and fl~e outcomes of the gra~t- 

suppled eflb~s during the grant cs~le. 

Obtain Chair’s approwl, ~d agree to o~r the course at leas~ throe times in the five yea~ follomng the receipt of the fund~ staNng ruth the 2014-15 academic 

year. 

APPLY~G 

Submit a cu~ent cv m~d proposal of no more than two pages m Stephanie Bamwell (stephanie.Namwell(a)nnc.edu) with a coW sent to (iamdan(a)tmc.edu) no later than 

11:59 PM on December 6th. 

For questions related to fl~e proposal process, contact Daniel Anderson (i~!~_~d~r!R:~stU) 

¯ -- You ~e currently sub~fibed m 



all- college - faculty as: afiicml- and- afio- american- stu dies- t~tcull-~a)listserv .unc.edu. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul-~ 
africa~-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: <a hreD"mailto:reges"ter@email.unc.edu">reges"ter@email.unc.edu<5"a-< 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

African Diaspora Lecture 
delivered by Howard 
Dodson TONIGHT + Last 2 
Diaspora Film Festival 
Screenings of the semester! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on TONIGHT at 7pro for the Fall 2013 

African Diaspora Lecture delivered by Director 

Emeritus of Schomburg Center for Research in Black 

Culture, Howard Dodson. 

Dodson was appointed Director of Howard 

University’s Moorland-Spingarn Research Center and 

Director of University Libraries in 2012. A specialist in 

African American and African Diaspora history, as well 

as an author, curator, cultural activist and innovative 

administrator, Dodson served as Director of the 

Schomburg Center from 1984-2011. 

* This event is co-hosted by the Stone Center Library. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

Don’t miss the last 2 Diaspora Film Festival 

Screenings this semester! 

._E&&[_[_v__#_Lo___f____B_]__a_K_k____a__[]~Li_E_d___e_[Jendent Film .-- Lunch and a 

]~_p_.vjg__.~ ¢_d #_.s_ 

*Sign up on our Facebook Paqe 24 hours before the 

screening and we’ll have a free lunch waiting for you! 

Zanzibar Soccer Queens 

Dir: Florence Ayisi / Feature /Africa, Zanzibar/Swahili 

with English subtitles / 52 rain. / 2007 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim 

women use soccer as their vehicle for liberation and 

creativity in a conservative society. While the film 

focuses on women, their desire for self-fulfillment and 

empowerment speaks to marginalized people 

everywhere. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies 

Center at UNC at Chapel Hill, the Carolina Women’s 

Center, and Students for Students International 

(S4SI). 

This event is Free and Open to the Pubflc, but you MUST 

RSVP 24 hours in advance to stonecenter@unc.edu or 

via Facebook, 

Thursday, November 21, 7pm The Diaspora Festival of 

~j3endent Film presents: "Re-emerqlBq; ]-he Jews 

.o___L_Et.~_&rj_:a_ f, 

2$th Anniversary Season 

Events 



Re-emerging: The Jews of Nigeria 

Dir: Jeff Lieberman/Documentary/US, Nigeria/English/93 

min. /2012 

RE- EMERGING: The Jews of Nigeria is a journey into 

the heart of Igboland and into the lives and culture of 

the Igbo people. Like many in Nigeria, Shmuel 

consistently heard that the Igbo people were once 

Jews. When an Internet caf~ opens in his town, he 

begins to research this further and starts a journey 

that eventually leads him to a community of 

thousands of Jews. 

* Following screening, film discussion with Director, 

Jeff Lieberman. This event is co-sponsored by the 

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc~edtc, 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:08 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Norfolk Journal and Guide Ne~vspaper / 1955 
Loan Author: 
TN:     2029190 

The item that you requested has al~dved 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Library. 

THE DL,~ DATE IS 12/25/2013 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? Yes 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It~; S/SPECIAL INS rill{ UC T[ONS: 
6 MK;ROtqLM REELS 

RENIV.WAL S MAY B E REQUESTED V~ THE ON~.INE RE@JEST S YSTEM. 
Logon to your accost, choose the "Checked Out/Renew Items" option and lk~llow the instructions. 

ILB Stuff 

Interlibra~ Bo~owing 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:34 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $532, 000 - and that is.from just 14% of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3rI1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:::!~ ?::;i: i:~:::. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options am available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy[ There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too[ 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Participants needed for paid habit learning aM addiction study 

The Boettiger Lab at L~NC Chapel Hill is conducting a research study to explore the role of habit learning in addiction We are recruiting volunteers who are bet~veen the ages of 18 and 40 
who have a substance abuse histoW but are currently abstinent Your participation would require you to come to our laboratoW in Davie Hall on the Umversi~z of North Carolina campus for 
two separate sessions and complete learning-related tasks on the computer for about 1.5-2 hours for the first session and 1.5 hours for the second session. For your participation, you will be 
compensated with $10/hour. 

Other requirements: 
o No histoW of seizure, head injury, loss of consciousness, or other known neurological problems 
o No psychiatric diagnoses (aside from substance abuse/dependence) 
o Not currently using any psychoactive drugs (including antidepressants) 
o Normal color vision 

If you meet these requirements and think you may be interested in participating please send an e-mail to cablab@unc edu or call the lab at 919-843-9193. 

Please include the t;allowing infolrnation via email: 
Learning Stud?’ 
Name 
Phone number 
Best method & times to reach you 

This study titled "Association Learning and Unlearning in Addiction" has been 
approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) (study 
#08-0997; approved 11/03/2011 ). 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:53 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] UNC Men’s Home Basketball Parking & Transportation 

ATTENTION LrNC STI~rDENTS Ai~D F~PLOYEES: 

The Tar Heel Men’s 2013 / 2014 Basketball Season has officially begtm. The following reflects parking and transportation information related to upcoming UNC Men’s Basketball home 
games: 

RESER~,’ED GAME PARKING: 
The lots surrounding the Dean E. Smith Center and several mid and southern campus parking lots are reserved for men’s basketball games. Of these lots, several require advance removal of 
vehicles. Consequently, vehicles parked in reserved game lots must be removed by 5:30 p.m. or 6 p.m. for weeknight games and 10 a.m. for weekend games unless otherwise posted (check 
lot entrance signs for the specific times) 

Vehicles not removed from reserved game lots risk being ticketed and to~ved at the owner’s expense ($110 to $120). To avoid ticketing and towing, PLEASE DO NOT park your vehicle in the 
reserved game lots beyond the times specified on the entrance signs 

Unless otherwise posted, the 5:30 pm and 10 a.m lots affected by tow policy are as follo~vs: (1) Williamson Lot / Williamson Drive (formerly named the Smith Lot); (2) Dean E Smit2a Lot 
(formerly the Koury Lot and the Dean E. Smith Lot); the Manning Lot; and unless other~vise posted, the 6 p.m. and 10 a.m. lots are: (1) Bowles Lot, (2) Business School Deck, and (3) the 
PuNic Safety lot. 

Though the Craige Deck and Public Safe~z Lots will be used for basketball parking, CD/S1 permit holders do not need to relocate and will be allowed to park during event operations as long 
as they are reporting to work. 

S 11 and BD empluyee permit holders whu cannot remuve their vehicles by 5:30 or 6 p.m. un weeknights may obtain alternate parking by visiting the UNC tlospitals parking o:ffice (hospital 
empluyees unly) ur the UNC I)epartment of Public Safety Parking Office (non-huspita[ empluyees only) 

STUDENT PARKING LOTS: 
Student resident luts are reserved fur students with valid permits un weeknights and fur residents un the weekends. There is NO PUBLIC PARKING allowed in student luts such as Hinton 
James, Ehringhaus, Mi)rrison, Craige, or Odum Village (S12). 

Additionally, tempurapf parking restrictions will be in place which will require a valid [ut permit during event times. Fur example, S12 pen:nits will be required in all S12 lots l~um 7:30 a.m to 11 

p.m. on all game dates 

ROAD RESTRICTIONS: 
Bowles Drive will be restricted beginning 5 p.m. fur weeknight games and 3.5 huurs priur to all weekend game times No through traffic will be alluwed tu cruss in fl-ont of the Smith (;enter 
during road restriction times. Buses will be reversed to run une-way frum the Bowles Lut side tu the Manning Lot side. 

Additinnally, Ridge Ruad may cluse tu thruugh traffic between Stadium Drive and Manning Drive at 6 p.m. fur weeknight games and 3.5 hours priur to weekend game times. Valid game day 
permits, w~lid Carulina Club ID’s, or valid disability permits will be required to access the restricted sectiun. 

PUBI,K; GAME P2d~KING: 
Several lots will be utilized for public game parking The $10 Public Parking lucations are: (1) Cardinal Deck, and (2) Jacksun Deck. Both the PD and ID permits will be hunured at no charge if 
patruns are reporting to work The $5 Public Parking [ucatinn will be the Bell Tuwer Deck. BTD permits will be hunored. 

PUBI,K; DISABILITY PARKING: 
Patrons with disabilities and displaying a valid disability state placard or pen:nit may park in the Rams tlead Deck :[’or $10 per vehicle. Shuttles will operate tu/[’rum the Rams Head Deck 
to/from the Smith (;enter beginning 1.5 hours prinr to game time, thruughout the game and fur approximately 30-minntes a[’ter the game. 

SCHEDL~LED GAME DATES: 
For a complete listing of game dates/times, visit the Athletics Department website: 

http ://www.goheels.com 

On that ~vebsite, select links for Men’s Basketball and then Schedules. 

If you have questions concerning event parking, please call Public Safety at (919) 962-3951, Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at (919) 962-3951 or log onto the Public Safet~- 
website: 

http://www.dps.unc.edu 

Look for the Men’s Home Basketball Parking and Transportation link on the Public Safeb" home page or visit the Special Events hrfi( and look for Men’s Basketball in the Event Parking Info 
colmnn. 

Irff’ormation is also available on radio channel 1610 AM on game dates. 

Thap2~ you for your cooperation throughout the 2013 / 2014 season, and GO HEELS[ 

Thap2~ You, 
UNC Public Safety 

This message is sponsored by: ErNC Public Safety- 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:32 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalt~culty] REMINDER: Chair of the Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec I st) 

Reminder to all UNC-Chapel Hill faculty from the Office of Faculty Governance: The Chancellor’s Advisory Committee is accepting nominations for possible 

candidates for Chair of the Faculty through December 1, 20:1.3. The original message sent to faculty from the Advisory Committee chair Prof. Evelyne Huber is 

bek)w. 

F~m= Facul~ Governance 
$ent~ Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1~:33 AM 

To: qeneralfacul~@l~s~erv,unc,edu 
Su~jeet~ Chair of the FaculN Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec lst) 

To: The General Faculty 

From: Prof. Evelyne Huber, Chair of the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you may know, in the spring of 2014, we as the faculty will elect a new Chair of the Faculty to succeed current chair Jan Boxill. According to the Foculty Code of 

University Government, the Chancellor’s Advisory Commi[tee serves as a nominating committee to identify at least two members of the faculty willing to stand for 

election to this important leadership position. 

As Advisory Committee chair, I invite you now to nominate yourself or a colleague to be considered as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty. 

Any member of the Voting Faculty (as defined by Article I of the Faculty Code) is eligible to serve as Chair of the Faculty. An ideal Chair has had enough school- or 

campus-wide leadership or service experience to have a grasp on at least some of the big-picture policy issues that currently face the campus. The Chair will serve 

a three-year term beginning July 1, 2014. 

The position’s duties are outlined in Article 3 of the Faculty Code and involve serving as an ex officio member of many faculty standing committees, as an invited 

member of many ad hoc committees, and as chair pro tempore of the Faculty Cou ncil.._P_a___s_t___c___h_a__!_r_s___a_r__e__!_[_s_t_e___d___h___e__r__e_. 

Our nomination survey form is linked below. At present, the Advisory Committee is simply trying to identify a strong and diverse pool of qualified and interested 

candidates. Answering this survey--and nominating yourself or a colleague--does not commit anyone to anything. The Advisory Committee will sift through the 

nominations to contact and solicit two candidates. 

Click here [o submit a nornina[ion. 

The deadline to submit nominations is midnight on December 1, 2013. 

If you have questions about the Chair of the Faculty position, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or 

anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science 

Chair, Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 
generalfactfliT &s: rcg~esCet,~@~emml.unc.e&~. 
To unsubscribe click hem: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7dlSblSc4c405eb4&~T&l generalfaculiy&o 33850981 or send a blank email to 
leave-33850981- 66902437~0af4160b3368fafa7d 15bl 5c4c405eb4/a)listsmw.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GusIafson, Joann C <joann gustafson@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:55 PM 

GusIafson, Joann C ~ioann gustat~on@anc.edu> 

1NTERNAL SEARCH: INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH INTEGRITY OFFICER 

iNTERNAL SEARCH, UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH INTEGRITY OFFICER 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research is searching for an institutional Research Integrity Officer (RIO). The RIO is responsible for administering the university’s 

Policy and Procedures on Ethics in Reseorch (Policy) on behalf of the Chancellor, the Provost, the Vice Chancellor for Research and the Academic Deans. All 

activities are conducted in regular consultation with University Counsel. These activities include: 

(a) Receiving allegations of misconduct in researeh and evaluating whether the Policy applies; 

(b) Referring allegations to the appropriate department chair, center or institute director, dean or vice chancellor, 

(c) Providing guidance to academic officials regaxding official inquiries into allegations received, and if required, into oNcial investigations; 

(d) Preparing correspondence for the dean or vice chancellor, including correspondence to the respondent, members of the inqui~’ temn, and the Provost; 

(e) Presenting allegations to the respondent, explaining the rights of the respondent, and explaining the policy and procedures that the University will follow; 

(I) Sequestering all data and other records relevant to each case and holding such records securely until final disposition of the allegations has been reached; 

(g) Providing start’support to inquiry and investigation teams and consultation in the preparation of inquiry and invesligation reports; 

(h) Reporting allegations of reseaacch misconduct to federal oNcial~ as required, and seiwing as liaison to the federal Office of Research Integrity.; 

(i) t rotecting the rights of complainants, or whislleblowets; 

(j) Maintaining the confidentiali .ty of all p~oceedings; and 

(k) Implementing the decisions of Deans, the Vice Chancellor for Research, and the Provosl. 

The RIO should be a senior member of the faculty. She or he should be a person of high integrity, with significant experience in research, grant writing, and 

scientific or scholarly publication. The RIO should have strong interpersonal and diplomatic skills and the ability to produce clear and concise written 

communications. The RIO must be willing to work closely with University Counsel and have an appreciation and respect for due process and the rights of all 

involved. 

The RIO reports to the Vice Chancellor for Research, but works independently on a daily basis with academic leaders all across the University. This secondary 

appointment is 25% time. 

Applicants are encouraged to apply by submitting a letter of interest, CV and the names and contact information for three professional references. The application 

should be directed to jo~nn g!~s~fso~@~!~c:ed~. Application deadline: Thursday, December 12, 2013 

Jo Ann Gustafson 

Director of Operations 

Research Division HR Officer and 

Senior Assistant to the Vice Chancellor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

312 South Building, CB# 4000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-962-1319 

(f) 919-962-1476 

i~i 
Description: M:\Form 

Templates\UNC LOGOS\UNC 

Research\UNC Research - 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 2013 Campus S ustaJ nability Report Release 

The 2013 Campus Sustainabili~ Report will be presented to Chancellor Folt and the UNC community at 12 pm on November 15th, at the Campus Sustainability and America Recycles Day 
celebration. This comprehensive assessment of sustainable policies, practices, curricula, and behaviors highlights Carolina’s adoption of sustainability as a core value and strategic 
plalming tool Key findings include: 

- Energy saving measures resulted in a 33% reduction in energy use per square foot since 2003 
- Investments in reclaimed water, harvested rainwater, and water efficiency have reduced Carolina’s potable water use by 60% per square foot since 2000 
- T~vo new laboratoly buildings- the KouW Oral Health Sciences Building and the Genome Sciences Building- are certified LEED Gold. 
- Over 330 undergraduate and graduate courses offer sustainability-related content 
- Expanded recycling and composting programs and a grooving number of "Carolina Green Certified" events are reducing the campus waste stream. 
- The first pan-campus theme, a three-year focus on "Water In Our World," encourages collaboration and engagement to address the many dimensions of water in our lives. 
- $778 million in research funding provides more opportunities for students and faculty to address the greatest challenges of our times. 
- 25% of food purchased by Carolina Dining Services (CDS) is obtained ~vithm 250 miles of campus or is third pal~z certified. 

The campus commumty ~vill celebrate these accomplishments and more at Campus Sustainability and ~vnerica Recycles Day on Friday, November 15, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Great Hall 
of the Frank Polter Graham Student Union. Departments and organizations will present exhibits and displays on their sustainabili~ initiatives 

The full 2013 Campus Sustainabili~ Report will be available at the celebration and online through the Sustainabili~ Office website: http://w~vw sustainabilitv.unc.edu/. 

Plastic bags, cell phones, batteries and electronic devices will be accepted for proper recycling in celebration of America Recycles Day (http:i/americarecvclesdav.or~/) Attendees who have 
made their online Carolina Green pledge to make more sustainable choices will have the chance to pick up their free, reusable Carolina Green water bottle (while supplies last). You may 
complete the pledge at http://carolina~reen unc.edu/ Participants who play exhibitor bingo will have the chance to win a variety of sustainability-related prizes, including a custom-built 
bicycle. 

Campus Sustainability and America Recycles Day is free and open to the public. For more in~2~rmation, visit http://go.unc edu~,CSD2013. The celebration is sponsored by the UNC 
Sustainabili~" Office, Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling, and the Environmental Affairs Committee of Student Government. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Sustainability Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Are you interested in meditation? 

Science has shown that meditation improves peoplels health and wellbeing. 
Help UNC researchers discover how it works 

For this research study, we need people who are: 
between 35 and 64 years old 
fluent in written and spoken English 
not engaged in regular meditation practice 

~ve are especially looking for Asian, African American, or 
Hispanic individuals 

Participation includes: 
One 2-hour lab visit, inhaling either oxTtocin or placebo nasal spray 
Three weekly 5-minute web-based surveys 
One 5-minute lab visit 4 weeks at’ter the baseline session. 

You should not be in this study if you: 
Are pregnant 
Are breastfeeding now- or have been breastfeeding during the past three 

months 
Gave birth during the past six months 
Are actively trying to get pregnant 

We wil[ pay up to $120 ~2~r completion of the study. 

For more information, please visit www unco×ystudy.com 

This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Fredrickson and has been approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics Behavioral IR[3, study 12-2371, through 11/3/14. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC PEP Lab 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - E-News 

CBC Commmfications 11.13.13.pdf; The Black Repol~ 2012-2013.pdf 

Hi Friends. We will meet today at noon. Union 3102 - Lunch is served. We hope you can make it! 

Note: For New/Renewal members (2-year membership) - Your CBC gift bag will be available at the meeting. 

Let’s continue our important discussion on the recruitment and retention of Blacks at UNC. I attached the latest Black Report too. 

(Thanks to Victoria Hammett!) The winds of denial and dismissal are very strong now, and we need to activate our power. And that 

begins with our NUMBERS. Our presence is crucial to our survival. 

Friendly Reminder: We have eight slots remaining for the reception at the Chancellor’s home on Tuesday. Please rsvp by 2:00 p.m. 

TODAY at cbcchair@unc,edu 

Thanks! 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

"You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the tree." 
-- Malcolm X 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement o)~ Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

CBC Activities 

1o Wednesday, November 13 12:00 p.m. - November Meeting (Union 3102) 

2. "Giving Thanks" at the Chancellor’s Home - Tuesday, Nov. 19 at 5:30 p.m. 

3. "State oJ~ the U" with Chancellor Folt - Tuesday, January 14 at 12:00 p.m. 

2014 Spring Semester Monthly 1~4eetings - Feb. 12, I~arch 12, and April 9 at 12:00 p.m. 

Chancellor Folt and Our Community - We are very 

encouraged by the Chancellor’s kindness towards the 

Caucus and her intentional comments regarding the 

future of the university. On numerous occasions she 

has mentioned the importance of change, increasing 

diversity efforts, removing silos, and maintaining 

affordability. We will have our own time with her on 

Tuesday (pre-registration required) and at our January 

meeting. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever fee[ isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbdnfol@unc.edu Note: 

We have updated our membership database. New 2013 Policy: Online payments for membership 

only. 



The CBC’s 40th anniversary is in 2014. We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to former Chancellor Thorp for his support. If 

you are interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to 

cbcinfol@unc.edu Harambe! 

Dr. Rumay Alexander Inducted as a Fellow in the American Academy 

of Nursing[ Dr. Alexander, one of three Clinical Professors in the School, 
is Director of Multicultural Affairs at the SON. She is also diversity 

champion for the Gillings School of PuNic Health and a diversity 

consultant for the chief nursing officer at UNC Healthcare. She is well- 

known at the state, national, and international level for her work on 
cultural diversity and culturally relevant healthcare issues° As a leader 

and expert in the domains of diversity and inclusion, she was recently 

highlighted in the April/May issue of !n5ight into DiversiLy 

Dr, Deborah Stroman receives the 20:~3 GAA Hortense 

McClinton Outstanding Faculty Staff Award at the Light 

on the Hill Banquet. Dr. Stroman teaches in the 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science and serves as 

the Faculty Advisor for the Carolina Sport Business Club. 



Dr. Terence Oliver awarded Fall 2013 Faculty Creativity Grant 

The Stone Center awarded Terence Oliver, an Assistant 

Professor in the school of Journalism and Mass 

Communications, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Art, 

Culture and Creativity Grant. The grant supports and 

encourages humanistic inquiry through music, theater, 

dance, visual art(s), digital and media art(s), literature, 

architecture, and any other form of activity that 

provides an outlet for creative expression. 

Hews 

:~. Tuesday, November 19 at 7:00 

p.m. Julian Bond will deliver the 2013 

Charleston Lecture in Southern Affairs. 

(Center for the Study of the American 

South) Bond’s address, "Civil Rights, 

Then and Now," coincides with the 50th 

anniversary of the March on 

Washington for Jobs and Freedom, in 

which he played an important part. 

https://south.unc.edu 

2. Thursday November 14 at 12:00 p.m. Stone Center Diaspora Festival Lunch and a Movie 

presents: Zanzibar Soccer Queens 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim 

women use soccer as their vehicle for liberation and 

creativity in a conservative society. While the film 

focuses on women, their desire for self-fulfillment 

and empowerment speaks to marginalized people 

everywhere. 

4. Sister Circle Gatherings! Roy Charles and 

Annice Fisher are both motivated to connect the 

community. Contact either one to fellowship and 

share teaching, research, and service best practices. Charles, the Director of Diversity, 

Recruitment & Retention at the Graduate School can be reached at rac@email.unc.edu. Fisher, 

Transfer Coordinator for Undergraduate Education, can be contacted at 

fisherae@emaiLu nc~e du Th a n k yo u ! 



Duke Professor Calls for Boycott of Kanye West Tour Merchandise 

William Darity, chair of the Department of African and 

African American studies and professor of public policy 

and economics at Duke University {and former UNC ............ 

professor) has called for a boycott of merchandise 

being marketed in connection with Kanye West’s                       ~ 

Yeezus Tour. Some of the items being sold in 

connection with the tour have depictions of the 

Confederate battle flag. Professor Darity states: "The stars and bars is 

the iconic symbol of the Confederacy, which was formed to conduct a 

traitorous secession and to preserve slavery in America. Southern 

blacks, in particular, see this flag as a sign of both danger and 

degradation and have fought for many years to have it removed from public places. In ’appropriating’ 

this symbol, Kanye West is either naive, ignorant, or engaged in a cynical ploy to expand the market 

for his products. A boycott should be conducted against the Yeezus brand." 

Making Racial Health Disparities an Issue of Social Justice 

The Social Equity Leadership Mobilization Alliance is a consortium established to mobilize the next 

generation of leaders in the public health field to combat racial disparities in health care as a matter 

of social justice. Participants in the joint effort are the Harvard School of Public Health, the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention, the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social Change, 

the Satcher Health Leadership Initiative at the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, and Brown 

University. Initially the new effort will have two programs: an annual leadership summit and a 

summer fellowship program. The two-day leadership summit will bring graduate students in public 

health to Atlanta for a two-day meeting that will immerse them in the latest research on racial 

disparities and public health. 

Announced Retirements: Drs. Napoleon and Queenie Byers (Communications) - Spring 2014 and 

Dr. Linda Tillman (Education) 



Advocacy 

The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizing-Against-Racism/) is very active 

and would also like to work with the Caucus to heal our nation. It is 

strongly recommended to attend one of the Anti-Racism Workshops by 

the Racial Equity Institute, LLC. Over 120 UNC employees have 

participated in this powerful training.., including President Tom Ross. 

http i//rei.racia/equity! nstitute.org/ 

Key links: http://www.naacpnc.org! and http://www.ncpolicywatch.com Stay 

informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for you! 

EVERY person makes a difference. 

Disturbing Admissions: Out of 3,946 new first-year students, only 98 males -- about 2.5 percent -- 

self-identify as Black, based on data from UNC’s Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 

released last month. This number includes athletes, full- and part-time students but does not factor in 

international students or transfers, http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/10/only-98-of-nearly- 

4000-new-fi rst-yea rs-a re-black-ma les 

Racial (omposiition of male and female new ~irst-years a(ross the UN( system 

Ra(iai idientifi(atien ~f new first-year males at UR(Z from 2007-2U13 



Must see! Through November 29 - Stone Center. This fall the Stone Center ce~ebrates 25 years on 

Carolina’s campus. The 25th Anniversary season kicked off with 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been Told..." an art exhibition in the 

Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum. 

The exhibition showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please attend and participate in the Stone Center 

programs! 

Visit http~//sonjahaynesstonectr~unc.edu/for more details on events. 

Universities Coming to Terms With Slavery? 

In 2003, President Ruth Simmons of Brown University commissioned a report on the institution’s 

historical ties to the slave trade and slavery. The committee published its findings in the report 

"Slavery and Justice" three years later. News coverage spread the most-sensational findings: 

Prominent slave traders had shaped the early history of the college in the colonial period, enslaved 

people had helped build the campus, and some of the first officers and trustees of the college were 

slave owners. Perhaps the only flaw of "Slavery and Justice" is that it left Brown seeming peculiar. 

Read more - http://chronide.com/article/Shack!eslvy/141691/ 

Investigating and commemorating a major part of the University o.f Virginia’s past will be the focus of 

U.Va. President Teresa A. Sullivan’s newly established Commission on Slavery and the University. The 

commission, comprising 27 U.Va. faculty and staff members, students, alumni and local residents, will 

further the efforts of multiple groups exploring U.Va.’s historical relationship with slavery and provide 

an institutional framework to guide research and gather resources on the contributions of enslaved 

laborers to the University. "The commission builds on the effort of many members of our University 

community who have worked to raise awareness of the University’s relationship with slavery and to 

commemorate the role of enslaved persons in appropriate ways," Sullivan said. "The commission will 

now carry this work forward with the help of community partners who share our concern about this 

issue." Read more - https://news.virginia.edu/content/uva-president-appoints-commission-slavery- 

and-university 



Durham Performing Arts Center (DPAC) 

Dec. 10 - Natalie Cole 

Experience this nine-time Grammy® winner, songwriter and beloved 

vocalist in her intimate DPAC debut performing her greatest hits with 
soul-shaking flavor on December :10! The accomplished R&B and jazz 
vocalist has broken new ground with her first studio album in five years, 
Natalie Cole En EspaRol, released June 25. In this new album Natalie 
revisits the rich repertoire of ageless Latin standards that once opened 
new vistas for her father, Nat King Cole. 

Dec. 16 - Kern 

American R&B and soulful singer, 

songwriter, and producer KEM returns with 

friends as part of a special "What Christmas 

Means" tour featuring hits and holiday 

classics. KEM has an amazing rags to riches 

story; He was once homeless and struggled 

to support his family but he now finds 

himself as a Grammy-nominated chart 

topper with four albums that have sold in 

excess of 2.4 million units. He recently 

released the Deluxe Edition of his WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS album, which includes four new bonus 

tracks, including the single, "Jesus," featuring Patti LaBelle. 



Renew!Join the Caucus at 

http:/!wwwouncoedu/cbc!]oinformohtml 

Vic/oria I4~mme//- School of 

Pharmacy 

Shandra ,Jones-/t~enan- 

Flag/er Business School 

Ursula Little john ....... ~enan- 

Flag/er Business School 

O,J~ McGhee ....... School of t~ub/ic Hea//h 

Nakenge I~obertson ....... ~-I[~G Child Development h~s/i/u/e 

Deborah S/roman - Exercise and Sport Science 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are 

wounds to heaL In every heart, there is the power to do it." ~ M. Williamson 



The Black Report 

Black employees and students at UNC Chapel Hill by the numbers 

1.) 
2.) 

3.) 

4.) 

s.) 

6.) 

7.) 

9.) 

North Carolina Population- Total 9,752,073; White/Caucasian 63%; Black 22% 

Full-Time Permanent Faculty- Total 3,318; African American 168 

Full-Time Permanent Employees- 11,231; African American 1,494 

¯ Professors- 949 

¯ African American Professors- Male 10; Female 13 

¯ Associate Professors- 515 

¯ African American Associate Professors- Male 18; Female 23 

¯ Assistant Professors-467 

¯ African American Assistant Professors-Male 13; Female 26 

¯ Fixed Term Professors- 1,387 

¯ African American Fixed Term Professors- Male 23; Female 42 

¯ EPA Non-Faculty-l,780 

¯ African American Non-EPA Faculty-Male 48; Female 111 

¯ SPA- 6,133 

¯ African American SPA- Male 384; Female 783 

Total Enrollment of Students- 29,278 (Male-12,283; Female-16,995); 

African American 2,422 (8%) (Male-773; Female-1649) 

Undergrad Enrollment- 18,503 (Male7,728; Female 10,775); 

African American 1,628 (8.8%) (Male-546; Female-l,082) 

Entering Undergrad Students-3,915 (Male-l,616 Female-2,299); 

African American-304 (7.8%) (Male-104 Female-200) 

Total Graduate Students- 8,262; African American-590 (Male-154; Female-436) 

Total Professional Students-2,513(Male-l,121; Female-1392); 

African American-204 (Male-73; Female-131) 

Degrees Awarded 2012-2013 

¯ Bachelors: Total 4,426 African American (Male 134; Female 269) 

¯ Masters: Total 1,930 African American (Male 35; Female 91) 

¯ Doctoral: Total 499 African American (Male 6; Female 24) 

¯ Professional: Total 686 African American (Male 12; Female 43) 

***UNC Chapel Hill Fact Book 2012-2013 

Varsity Football Players: 121 Total players (2013 team) 

68 out of the 121 are African American (Note: NCAA scholarship limit is 85 players. 80% are African American) 

Varsity Men’s Basketball Players (2013 team) 

12 out of the 13 (92%) scholarship players are African American 

Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 12:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Adult research subjects needed for Web search study 

I need adult volunteer research subjects to help me stud?- Web search behavior During the study, you will be asked to use a search system to look for information to solve six information 
problems. To qualify, you must be 18 years or older, be a proficient English speaker and have at least two years of online search experience. 

This study takes approximately 1-1.5 hours to complete and you will receive $2000 cash for participating! 

This study will take place in a lab in Mauning Hall on UNC campus. Please email me at )live unc edu to schedule your participation. 

** You will not be offered or receive any special consideration if you take palt in this research; it is purely voluntary This study has been approved by the UNC-CH Non-Biomedical 
Institutional Review Board (IRB Stud?- 13-3196). Approval Date: 11/12/2013 

Many Thanks, 
PhD. Candidate 

School of Information and Library Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

This message is sponsored by: School of Information and Library Science 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Only 2 more events left .... 
Lunch and a Moxfie on 
Thursday + "Jews of 
Nigeria" screening and 
discussion with director 
Jeff Lieberman on Nov 2L 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us for the LAST 2 events of the 

semester! Don’t miss the popular "Lunch and a 

Movie" screening of "Zanzibar Soccer Queens" 

TOMORROW at 12pro. On Thursday November 21, 

at 7pro the Diaspora Film Festival presents "Re- 

emerging: The Jews of Nigeria" featuring discussion 

with film director, Jeff Lieberman. 

As always, Lunch is on us for tomorrow’s screeningr 

but you have to let us know you are coming. Email us 

at stonecenter(~3unc.edu or via our Facebook page. 

Don’t miss the last 2 Stone 
Center events.~ 

Thursday, November 1.4, 1.2 NOON. The Diaspora 

Festival of Black and independent Film - Lunch and a 

Movie Series 

*Sign up on our l~cebook paqe 24 hours before the 

screening and we’ll have a free lunch waiting for you! 

Zanzibar Soccer Queens 

Dir: Florence Ay/si / Feature / Africa, Zanzibar / Swahili 

with English subtitles / 52 rain. / 2007 

This powerful documentary film shows how Muslim 

women use soccer as their vehicle for liberation and 

creativity in a conservative society. While the film 

focuses on women, their desire for self-fulfillment and 

empowerment speaks to marginalized people 

everywhere. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies 

Center at UNC at Chapel Hill, the Carolina Women’s 

Center, and Students for Students international 

($4SI). 

This event is Free and Open to the Public, but you FIUST 

RSVP 24 hours in advance to stonecenter@unc.edu or 

via Facebook. 

Thursday, November 21, 7pro The Diaspora Festival of 

Independent Film presents: "Re-emerqinq: The Jews 

of N iqeria" 

Re-emerging: The Jews of Nigeria 

Dir: Jeff Lieberman/Documentary/US, Nigeria/English/93 

rain. /2012 

RE- EMERGING: The Jews of Nigeria is a journey into 

the heart of Igboland and into the lives and culture of 

the igbo people. Like many in Nigeria, Shmuel 

2$th Anniversary Season 

Events 



consistently heard that the Igbo people were once 

Jews. When an Internet caf~ opens in his town, he 

begins to research this further and starts a journey 

that eventually leads him to a community of 

thousands of Jews. 

* Following screening, film discussion with Director, 

Jeff Lieberman, This event is co-sponsored by the 

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Eric Andrew <smithea@email.unc .edtc, 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:03 PM 

FW: Carolina College Advising Corps 

Please disregard this message being addressed to "Ms. Miller" it was meant for all of the teachers in the Department of Afro and African-American Studies~ 

My apologizes, 

Eric Andr~:_~w Smith 

AssistanL Program Coordk~ator, Caro~k~a College Advising Corps 

UNC-Chapel HH~ Undergraduate Admissions Office 

(919) 9[,2-1429 (Office) 

(919) 966-3626 (Fax) 

Ad~isk~g Corps 542 

F~m= Smith, Eric Andrew 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 13, 20~3 2:53 PN 
Subject~ Carolina College Advising Corps 

Good Afternoon Ms. Miller, 

I hope that this email finds you well My name is Eric Smith and I am the AssBtant Program Coordinator for the Carolina College Advising Corps. Our program helps 

low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented students find their way to colleges!universities that will serve them well. This is completed by hiring recent 

graduates from UNC and providing them with the knowledge necessary to be well-trained, enthusiastic advisers who are close in age and circumstance to the 

students they serve, the program aims to increase college-going rates at partner high schools across North Carolina. The Carolina College Advising Corps currently 

has 31 advBers serving 51 schools across North Carolina. We have launched our application for the 20~4-20~5 school year and I am connecting with different 

teachers, representatives, and organizations in attempts to spread the word about this wonderful program and employment opportunity. If possible, I would like 

to set-up a time to visit and speak with you and the members of your class. I would only need 5-~0 minutes to give a quick overview of the program and then have 

a short Q&A session. I understand if your schedule is booked for this semester and if this is the case, I have attached a paragraph about the Carolina College 

Advising Corps below and if this could be sent over your listserv, I would greatly appreciate it. Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you; 

if you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to let me know. 

The Carolino CoflegeAdvising Corps helps low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented students find their way to colleges that will serve them well This is 

completed by hiring recent graduates from UNC and providing them with the knowledge necessary to be well-trained, enthusiastic advisers who are close in age 

and circumstance to the students they serve, the program aims to increase college-going rates at partner high schools across North Carolina. The Carolina College 

Advising Corps currently has 3~ advisers serving 51 schools across North Carolina. The 20~4-20~5 application was recently launched and it can be accessed by 

clicking HERE! Applications must be submitted by ii:59pm on January 15, 2014. If you have any questions, concerns, or would I~ke more ~nformation, please feel 

free to visit our website at http:iicarol~nacollegeadvisingcorps.unc.edui or contact Eric Smith at thecorps@admissions.unc.edu or (919) 962-~429. 

Please follow us on: 

Facebook (Carolina-College-Advising-Corps) 

Twitter (@CarolinaCorps) 

Instagram (CarolinaCorps) 

Best wishes, 

Eric Andrew Smith 

Assistant Program Coordinator, Carolina College Advising Corps 

UNC-Chapel Hill Undergraduate Admissions Office 

(9~9) 962-~429 (Office) 

(919) 966-3626 (Fax) 

Advising Co~’ps 542 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

CBC - Today’s Meeting 

Wow! Thanks again for the engagement and feedback. We, indeed, have lots to celebrate AND to move forward with a sense of urgency. The timing is 

now to address the institutional barriers that create poor outcomes. I did send the formal request to Dr. Clayton to meet with the Caucus in December, if 

possible. 

:1. Members who rsvp’d for Tuesday’s "Giving Thanks" will be sent a reminder. Thanks! 

2. For those not in attendance today, be informed that Vice Chancellor Brenda Malone has accepted a new position at Georgetown University. It is 

expected that she will leave UNC in January. 

Yes, we need to continue to build community here at UNC. It is critical that we "get to know one another" to dismantle silos, avoid duplication of efforts, 

and have‘fun! To that end, the Caucus and,friends wil! meet at AMC Southpoint this Saturday, ii.i5.i3 at 7:15 p.m. to group watch the movie "The Best 

Man Holiday." Please get your tickets early as there might be a ‘ful! house. Afterwards we will go to Firebirds to‘fellowship. 

http~/www.fandango~com~/movie-trailer/bestmanholiday-trailer/154353/23881Z~409 Thanks Coach Harris Meaders! 

#PIN (Power in Numbers) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no re.son to [e#r the wind." 

Caro,0a ~l~ok C ..... S4~,,,,i~h t~9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Anuounciug UNC’s Social Innovation Challenge Opeu to All of UNC’s Community 

Attention UNC undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty and staff: 

This message is to inform you about UNC’s Social Innovation Challenge 

Sponsored by the CU~3E at the Campus Y, we will be accepting applications from all UNC social iunovators who are launching a venture to solve social and/or environmental problems. 

The competition is open to all undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty, and stafl; accepting both ne~v ideas and early-stage social ventures (both non-profit and for-profit 
models). Entrants can submit their ideas in one or more of the following tracks: health, environment, education, arts and sports, and socio-ecunomic development 

We will be accepting up to 10 social ventures this round. Wiuners of the challenge will receive 24/7 co-working space in the CU~3E social innovation incubator, mentorship, highly 
individualized suppolt, seed capital, access to pro-bonn technical support, and expert feedback to help take their ideas to scale. 

Mark your calendars! The deadline is at the end of the year Applications should be submitted online and will be accepted until December 27 by 5:00pm. Finalist teams will be selected and 
notified in early Janua~ 2014. 

Find out more about the CUBE, UNC’s Hub fbr Social Innovation: http://~vw~v.cubeunc org/ 

To apply and find out more about L,~N’C’s Social Innovation Challenge, the CUBE Application Process alrd Eligibility Criteria: http:i/www.cubeunc or~/#’, applv-to-the-cube/cl7a4 

Mathilde Verdier 
Program Coordinator 
UNC’s Social Innovation Initlauve 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

’]?his message is sponsored by: CUBE at the Campus Y 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~Villiams, John A ~awilliams@slore.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Books Requested 

Cha rl e~ e~ 

The Weaver book is currentb/out-of-print. 

~here is a c.:)py of Courage in the Moment be~n8 hek~ for you. 

john 

F~m: Reges~r, Charlene B 
Sefft: Wednesday, November [3, 20~3 7:48 PM 

To: Williams, John A 
Subject: RE: Boo~ Reques~d 
Dear John: Please order the following book -- Black Diva of the ~irties: The Life of Ruby EI~ by David E. Weaver. 
Also, ~ would like to have -- Courage in the Moment: ~e Civil Righ~ Struggle 

I will pick up all of my book orders at the end of the semester. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Williams, John A 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 I0:47 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Books Requested 

Cha rlene, 

Will do. We will contact you when it a~ives. 

john 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:06 AM 

To: Williams, John A 
Subje¢t: RE: Books Requested 
Dear John: Please order the paperbook edition of a new book on the Norman Film Manufacturing Company published by Indianan University Press and authored by Barbara 
Tepa Lupack (hope I have the last name correct). Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" Williams, John A 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 12:38 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Books Requested 

Charlene, 

I have ordered the books you asked Stade for and we will call you when they arrive. 

Reversing the Sail takes about 7-10 days to ship, but the others should be here at the beginning of next week. 

Thanks, 

- john 

John Williams 

BuYs Head Bookshop 

CB# :1530 Daniels Building 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

phone: (919) 962-1508 / fax: {919) 962-9661 

e m a ih i_o___~__n___w__j_[[j__a__r_~__s__~_y__r)___c_:__e___d__y. 
"Our earnings support graduate and undergraduate scholarships" 
"We must become members of a new race, overcoming petty prejudice, owing our ultimate allegiance not to nations, but to our fellow men within the hurnan comrnurlity," 

Halle Selassie 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 2013 11:48 AM 

T~: Smith, Stacie D 
Subject; Books Requested 
Dear Stacey: Please provide the following titles so that I can purchase these books for my class. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 
Michael Gomez -- Reversing the Sail: A History of the African Diaspora 
Saidiya Hartman--Lose Your Mother 
3amiaca Kincaid--A Small Place 
Thanks much, 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] UNC Ranked As Among Top Two of Nation’s Top Partners of Global Entrepreneurship Week USA 

Attention all UNC undergraduate students, graduate students, facul~z and staff: 

UNC-Chapel Hill has just recently been ranked as one of the nation’s top t~vo partner universities of Global Entrepreneurship Week USA and has also ranked third place overall among all 
the partners across the countW 

Global Entrepreneurship Week worktwide celebrates innovators and job creators who launch startups that bring ideas to life, drive economic growth and expand human welfare. It has grown 
to more than 140 countries, reaching more than 7 million people across the globe. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has emerged as one of the leading universities in the coua~try championing this effort. 

To find out more about Global Entrepreneurship Week at UNC-Chapel Hill, a pan-universi~ effort at UNC bringing global, national, and local connections to U~,~’C and its themes of health, 
fashion, the arts, ener~z, technology, biotech, ~vorkforce development, water/sanitation, and sustainabili~z, visit: http://v~vwgewnnccom/ 

Mathilde Verdier 
Program Coordinator 
UNC’s Social Innovation Initiative 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Presented by Innovate@Carohna, Blackstone Entrepreneurs Network, and the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~ema]l.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,ema]l.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Leadership Transition iu Human Resources 

Dear Carolina Community: 

Brenda Malone, vice chancellor for human resources and interim director of the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office, has been named vice president for human resources at Georgetown 
University. 

She has been Carolina’s chief human resources ofi)cer with principal responsibility for staff and non-faculty employees since 2007 and has overseen the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office on 
an interim basis since August 

Under Brenda’s strong leadership, Carolina has made great strides in providing services and programs for our employees and managers. Her man?’ contributions to the University have 
strengthened our campus ~vorkplace and enhanced the pride and professionalism of our employees. 

During her tenure, Brenda has helped address a wide variety of worldbrce-related issues ranging from the effects of state budget cuts and the Bain & Company operational efi)ciency stu@ 
to a review that led to major improvements in Housekeeping Services. Most recently, Brenda led our efforts to hire a new Title IX Compliance Coordinator and helped develop plans to create 
two positions in this critical area. 

Her position at Georgetown brings her closer to her family and ~vill offer her new- opportunities She ~vill remain at Carolina until the end of the year, assist with the transition, and asstune her 
ne~v duties in January. Plans for interim leadership in human resources and the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office will be announced soon. 

Please join me in thanking Brenda for all she has done at Carolina and wishing her well in her role at Georgeto~vn. She has been a ~vonderful colleague and asset to Carolina, arid the work she 
and her team have done leave the University well pusitioned for the furore 

Fur mure informatiun, refer tu our homepage stury on www.unc.edu 

Sincerely, 

Carul L Fort 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Of~thce of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, November 15, 2013 3:47 PM 

Tara Green <tlgreen@uncg.edw~; Natalie Bullock-Brown <nbrown@st-aug.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.e&t>; 

Valerie Johnson <vajohnson@belmetl.edu:~; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; 

Ch~mdra Guinn <chandra.gnin@duke.edu> 

Fwd: [npcs online] [ACSMEMBERS] 2nd Call for Submissions - Proudflesh: Journal of Ati’ika~ Culture and Politics 

ProudFlesh: New Afrikan Journal of Culture, Politics, and Consciousness 

PROUDFLESH is pleased to issue its 2013 call for general submissions! PROUDFLESH is very interested in the interrelated themes 
of memory, materiality, performance and culture, appealing to scholars in a variety of fields including cultural studies, 
performance studies, gender studies, anthropology, history, archeology and musicology, among others. We invite scholarly or 
creative works in the form of prose or poetic writing on topics ranging from objectification, being and becoming; the use and 
management of sites, bodies, monuments and objects at the individual, local and global scales from different social spaces and 
sectors of societies such as houses, ritual spaces, museums, touristic scapes, ethnoscapes and nation-states; histories of or 
contemporary movements of nationalism; silenced constituencies and struggles over power; history of negotiations of race and 
ethnicity, identity and belonging; cultural preservation and cultural consumption; object and profit oriented capitalist material 
practices; to the politics of the production and/or erasure of memory about the past, present and future. In addition to 
parLicular case studies we are specifically interested in papers that address theoretical and methodological questions. 

Proudflesh is also seeking papers (5000-7000 words) for its upcoming themed issues on Memory and Materiality, Popular Music, 
Dance and Performativity, and Sexuality. We are particularly interested in papers engaging new intersections of the above- 
named fields, from established and emerging authors. 

Submit all papers via the submission link at http:!!,a,w,a,.africat<nowled,qeproiect.orcl!index.php!pro.’.~df~¢~sh 

Submission Deadline: June 15, 2013 

Please share this Call for Submissions with your colleagues. If you wish to propose a Special Issue, contact the Editor directly at 
sonjah.stanley@uwimona.edu.j m 

If you need assistance with the submission process please direct inquiries to Chief Administrator at 
v,;÷~ b ma st~ r~ ~ fric~ k ~’..owie~,1 q ~l~r oi~ct ,o rq 

¯ -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

npcs online as: it]ordan,~emaJl.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to leave-33093606-4170400.87745149465267240db9baa 1219972fb(~listse~a~.unc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 7:57 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC Public Sat}ty Arrests Breaking and Entering Suspect 

INFOR2vIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: L2qC Public Safety, Arrests Breaking and Enteriug Suspect 

UNC Police officers responded to a report around 2:00 a.m. Sunday morning (Nov 17) of a male UNC student breaking and entering rooms on the second floor of Granville Towers West. 

A male subj ect reportedly entered the room of a female resident who awoke to find the suspect asleep in her bed. She asked the individual to leave, and he left the room without fiarther 
incident. He then reportedly entered the room of another female resident where he attempted to lay down in that student’s bed before he was asked to leave and complied. 

The suspect tried to enter several more rooms on the same hall before he was apprehended by UNC Public Safety officers and placed under al~;est on two charges of breaking and entering. 

At the time of this notice, the suspect is being held at Orange County Jail on a secured bond. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/ao/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnumty about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification ~vill not compromise law enforcement eit’orts. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s IVlood Disorders at L~,-C is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal ~vomen (~vomen in the menopause transition period) to examine the predictors of who might 
benefit most Iicom hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition 

We’re Looking For Women ~nno Are: 

1) bet~veen 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,525 in compensation 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC Department of Psychiat~’. 

The research stu@ is IRB #10-0542 This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatw 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 18, 2013 9:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] 15th Almual Carolina ttoliday Blood Drive 

FROM: Carolina Blood Drive Corormttee 

Give the perfect gift this holiday season -- the gift of life! To help the American Red Cross provide lifesaving blood to patients over the holidays, when blood donations are typically low, 
campus and local cormnumty members are invited to give blood at the 15th annual Holiday Carolina Blood Dl-~ve on Tuesday, Dec 10, from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Fetzer Hall on South Road 
Giving blood is easy and only takes about an hour. Free parking is available in Cobb Deck off Countly Club Road, and all presenting donors will receive a free t-shirt from the American Red 
Cross 

To make an appointment for the drive or to volunteer, visit www.unc.edu/blood To donate blood, you must be healthy, at least 17 years old (16 with parental consent), weigh at least 110 
pounds and not have donated whole blood since Oct 15 or double red cells since Aug. 27. Those 18 years of age and younger must also meet specific height and weight requirements 
Patients are counting on Red Cross blood donors at this yew moment, and the Red Cross is counting on you! Thank you for giving the gift of life. 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Blood Drive 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Faculty/StaffDiscount to PlayMakers’ Poolside Shows 

PlayMakers is offering a 10% discount to L~NC Faculty and Staff for 2vIETAMORPHOSES and THE TEMPEST, cuaTently performing in rotating repertory through Dec 8. 

The Daily Tar Heel gives METAMORPHOSES 5 stars and THE TEMPEST 4.5 stars! The News & Obser~er raves the poolside pairing is "must-see theater" and advises "If you love live 
theater, see them both[" 

For MORE INFORMATION, use this link: http ://bit 1y/1 aNvNSF 

To BUY TICKETS, call 919.962.PLAY (7529) 

This discount is not available online. 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Reminder Tomorrow 

Thanks, Charlene. I appreciate your note and plan on coming 
Jan 

Jan Bardsley 
Associate Professor and Chair 
Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
U:x,-C -Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday-, November 19, 2013 11:47 ~,M 
To: Bardsley, Janice B 
Subject: Meeti:ag Reminder Tomorrow 

Dear Jan: Please be reminded that ~ve will have our facults’ revie~v meeting tomorrow at 2:30pm. Hope to see you then Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] INFORMATIONAL: Pariicipate in a stu@ on cooperation in romamic relationships! 

Are you in a romantic relationship? Have you been with the same partner for at least six months? If so, you and your partner are invited to participate in a new study- on cooperation within 
romantic relationships! 

Monetary compensation (up to $10 per person / $20 per couple) will be provided for your participation in the stu@. 

The study consists of two parts--an online questionnaire and a laboratory session. The questionnaire ~vill take no longer than 15 minutes, can be taken in private on a computer of your 
choice, and will include common questionnaires about your relationship. Both you and your partner must complete the online questionnaire before coming to the lab. At the end of the 
questionnaire, you ~vill be asked to provide your email address as well as your parmer’s email address so that a member of our research team can contact you for scheduling a lab session. 

The laboratory session will take place in Davie Hall, room 326, and will take no longer than 45 minutes, during which we will assess your physiological activity, you and your partner will be 
asked to complete a challenging task, and you ~vill answer more questions about your relationship. 

Note: You must complete both parts of the study in order to receive compensation (ie., the online questionnaire AND the lab session). To begin the study, click on the link to the online 
questionnaire below: 
Questionnaire Link: https://unc.azl.qualtrics.corn~’SE/SID SV 01au94akvU3FadL 

PI:                         @live.unc edu edu) 
Faculty’ Advisor: Sara Algoe (algoe@unc.edu) 

’]7his sturdy has been approved by the UNC Nun-Biomedical Institutional Review Board, [RB# 13-2979, date of apprnval: 11/07/13 

This message is spunsored by: Department of Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:18 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

November Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 







Forward this email 

this email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by communication_CCnctreasurer.com :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4,90:[ Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh i NC 276:[2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-33886516-69889974@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:56 PM 

a~iJcan- and- a~h~- a~nerican- studi es- thcul~ <afiJcan- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, uric. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[aYrlcan- and-afro-american- s~dies- facul~’] Jail-college- facul .ty] New Director for Distinguished Scholarships 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen is being sent to all deans, directors, department!curriculum chairs and faculty in the College, with 

a copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to announce that Mary Floyd-Wilson, Professor in the Department of English and Comparative Literature, will become Director of the Office of 

Distinguished Scholarships in the College, effective January 1, 2014. Her outstanding experience as an administrator, scholar, teacher and mentor at UNC and Yale 

University will be considerable assets in her new leadership role. She has encouraged and coached successful graduates of both institutions. 

A scholar of Shakespeare and early modern drama with four books and numerous publications, she has been a member of the UNC faculty since 2002. She also is a 

member of the University’s Academy of Distinguished Teaching Scholars and a recipient of three University teaching awards. She has been an Academic Leadership 

Fellow at the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, and Director of Graduate Studies for the Department of English and Comparative Literature. 

We look forward to having her capable leadership in Distinguished Scholarships. Please join me in congratulating her. 

With my best regards, 

Bobbi Owen 

Michael R, McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculU as: african- and- ~£ro- ~J nerican- studies- lhc ul ty(a21istserv, unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul> 
a£rican- and-aYro-american- s~dies- faculty as: <a hre~"maJlto:regester@emaJl.unc.edu">regester@emaJl.unc.edu</a>. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] 2014 C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service Awards 

TO: All University’ Employees 
FROM: Carolyn Atkins, Director of Stewardship 
SUBJECT: Thirty-fifth Almual C. Kaaox Massey Distinguished Service Awards 
DATE: November 20, 2013 

On behalf of Chancellor Carol Folt and the members of the A~vards Committee, I encourage you to nominate a colleague for this year’s C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service A~vard. The 
criterion is "unusual, meritorious or superior contribution made by an employee, past or present, to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill." Under the terms of the gift, the Massey 
Distinguished Service A~vard may be conferred by the Chancellor upon any living full-time or part-time employee, whether faculty or staff and whether subject to the State Personnel Act, 
except members of the Awards Cormnittee while they’ are members Chancellor Folt will present each of the ssx recipients with an a~vard of $7,500 during the annual spring luncheon. 

The Awards Committee has retained nominations made in 2012 and 2013 and will again consider them, together with additional nominations received for 2014. Persons first nominated before 
2012 will be considered again only if new nominations are submitted. Nominations must be submitted in writing or may be submitted by completing an online nomination form at 
www.unc edu/masseya~vards/nominate. Each nomination or supplemental information should contain: 

a. The name of the proposed recipient 
b. Whether a present or past Umversi~z employee (if past, an indication of the dates when the nominee was employed). 
c. A brief description of the service rendered and why it is thought to be a contribution sufficiently- "unusual, meritorious or superior" to deserve an award. (It is expected that the ser,Ace 
to be recognized would not be of a sort that is already the subject of existing awards, such as, :[’or example, the various teaching awards or the Thomas Jefferson Award.) 
d. Nominations made by letter require the signature of the nominator or seconder Nominations made online require a valid Onyen ID and password Because of the signature and password 
requirements, nominations and seconds will not be accepted by FAX or e-mail. 

Letters of nominatinn should be addressed to Carolyn Atkins, (;hair, C Knox Massey Distinguished Service Awards Committee, CB # 6100, 208 West Franklin Street Online nominatinn 
forms and letters of nomination must be received befi~re the close of’business, 5 p.m., Tuesday, January 21, 2014 

~nf~rmati~n about the Massey Awards and the nominat~on process is avai~ab~e at www.unc.edu/masseyawards. Winners will be announced in Aprih 

C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service Awards Committee: 

Jeanette M. BoxiH 
Winston B. Crisp 
Lawrence R. Cuninngham 
[)avid S. Routh 
Kevin Seitz 
Carolyn A. Atkins, Chair 

This message is sponsored by: Office of University Development 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infonnatinn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:53 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Healthy Adolescents Needed for Research! 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are looking to recruit 15 year old adolescent FEMALES and a caregiver to participate in a research study. 

What is involved: 

Each careglver will be contacted via phone for an eligibility intervie~v. 

If eligible, each caregiver and adolescent will be invited for an approximately 4.5 hour visit at our offices in Carrboro 

During this visit, the adolescent and caregiver will complete interviews and questionnaires, as well as 3 computer-tasks: one for memow, one for recording brain waves ("EEG") while looking 
at pictures, and one for measuring ~vhere you look when seeing pictures 

Compensation for this visit is AT MINIMUM $100. 

Study participation can also be completed in 2 shorter visits if necessaly. 

If you are interested in participating, or if you have an?- questions, please contact Stephanie Miller by replying to this email or by phone at (919)-533-9305 

This study was approved by the Biomedical IRB at UNC Chapel Hill (IRB# 
11-1403) on 8/11/201 h 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at 
http://mv unc.edu, and select Update Personal IN2~rmation 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:10 PM 

CCO faculty & slaff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] students who have stopped participating 

Please take a moment to look at your student roster to see if you have students who are not participating. The deadline for students to withdraw from the 

semester is December 4. If you have students who have not participated, please let me know who they are so we can notify them about the deadline. 

Jody cashlon 

stude~& se~vlces Asslsta~& 

Carolina Coul-ses Online 

F~iday Cente~ fo~ ~ontlnui~g Education 

~h o ne9 ~9-9 62-~3o4 

Fa,~ 9 ~-9 62-554 ~ 

Description: 

Description: 

Description: smaller 

NO logo 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maJlto:leave-33890724-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33890724- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu<,’a~; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,ema~l.unc.edu> 

Requested loan has amved 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: Our World Need reels for 1950-1955 
Loan Author: none 
TN:     2028558 

The item that you requested has alTived 
You may pick it up at the Circulation Desk at Davis Libraly. 

THE DU~ DATE IS 12/24/2013 

Lending libraries sometimes restrict the use of their loans. 
Any restrictions on this loan are noted below: 

1 ) Library Use Only? Yes 
2) Renewals allowed? Yes 
3) Photocopying allowed? Yes 

NO’It*; S/SPECIAL INS rf~[~ 17’.12 T[ONS: 
4 MICROt;IJ_,M REELS 

RENI~WAL S MAY B E REQUESTED V~ THE ON~,INE RE@JEST S YSTEM. 
Lugun to your accost, chouse the "Checked Out/Renew Items" uption and lk~lluw the instructions. 

ILB Stuff 

Inter~iNaV Bo~owing 
Munday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] INFORMATIONAL: Pariicipate in a stu@ on cooperation in romantic relationships! 

Are you in a romantic relationship? Have you been with the same partner for at least six months? If so, you and your partner are invited to participate in a new study- on cooperation within 
romantic relationships! 

Monetary compensation (up to $10 per person / $20 per couple) will be provided for your participation in the stu@. 

The study consists of two parts--an online questionnaire and a laboratory session. The questionnaire ~vill take no longer than 15 minutes, can be taken in private on a computer of your 
choice, and will include common questionnaires about your relationship. Both you and your partner must complete the online questionnaire before coming to the lab. At the end of the 
questionnaire, you ~vill be asked to provide your email address as well as your parmer’s email address so that a member of our research team can contact you for scheduling a lab session. 

The laboratory session will take place in Davie Hall, room 326, and will take no longer than 45 minutes, during which we will assess your physiological activity, you and your partner will be 
asked to complete a challenging task, and you ~vill answer more questions about your relationship. 

Note: You must complete both parts of the study in order to receive compensation (ie., the online questionnaire AND the lab session). To begin the study, click on the link to the online 
questionnaire below: 
Questionnaire Link: 
https:~/uaac.azl.qualtricscom/SE/?S1D SV 01au94akvU3FadL 

PI:                       @live nnc edu) 
Facul~ Advisor: Sara Algoe (algoe@unc edu) 

This study has been appruved by the UNC Non-Biumedical Instltutiunal Review Buard, IRB# 13-2979, date uf appruval: 11/07/13 

’]7his message is sponsured by: Department uf Psychulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]l~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting today at 2:30 

Dear Charlene, 

My report is in your mailbox, 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Meeting today at 2:30 

Dear Mamarame: If you have your report completed, please bring a hard copy so that I can add to the larger report for our facul~z review. I ~vill be in my office uaatil 2pm if you want to bring it 
downstairs so that I can insert into the repolt before the meeting. If you don’t have time, then I ~vill just wait until we meet. Thanks much Sincerely, Charlene Regester 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu>- 

[1NFORMATIONAI,] AnorexiaNervosa Genetics Initiative (ANGI) 

If you have suffered from anorexia nervosa at any time in the past or currently, you can help 

The Anorexia Nervosa Genetics Imtiative (ANGI) is the largest and most rigorous genetic investigation of eating disorders ever conducted. Researchers in the United States, Sweden, 
Australia, and Derm~ark will collect clinical infolrnation and blood samples from over 8,000 girls and women ~vith anorexia nervosa and individuals without an eating disorder. 

ANGI represents a global research effort to detect genetic variation tha~ contributes t~ this potentially lifeothreater~ing ~lltaess. The goal of the research stud~v is to transform our knowledge 

about the causes of eating disorders to work toward greater understanding and ultimately a cure. 

If you have suffered from anorexia nervosa at an?- point in your life, you can help us achieve this goal. Your contribution would include a brief 30-minute interview and a blood sample If 

you have never had anorexia nel-,zosa, but still want to contribute, we invite your participation as well. 

Only with your participation can we achieve our goal of eliminating this devastating illness. 

Participants receive a $25 Amazon gift certificate For more information call 919-966-3065, email ANGI@unc.edu or visit w~vw.unceatingdisorders org/angi 

ANGI ~vas approved by the L,~,~’C biomedical IRB under # 13-0081 on 11/14/2013 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Center of Excellence for Eating Disorders 

INI~’OR[vIATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass emai[. To set yoar informationa[ 
mass email preference, s~gn into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Inlhrmation 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:51 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Lots to See & Do at the Ackland: Late Nov / Early Dec 

NEWS FROM THE 

Fami|y Day: Exploring African Art 
Sunday, 24 November, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 

The Ackland coiiaborates with Kidzu Children’s Museum this month to 

expiore African art and culture! Design a mask inspired by African art in 

the galieries, and join us for Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM to hear 

stories from different African cuitures. Play a variety of African rhythmic 

instruments with Cathy Kieiar from Music Expiorium at 3:30 and 4:30 

The fun continues at Kidzu Chiidren’s Museum with the opportunity to 

make your own African Djembe drum! 

Spoken Word Poetry Workshop 
w/Sacr~ficial Poets for M.S.and H.S. Students 
Sunday, 24 November, 2:00-4:00 PM, FREE 

Spoken word poetry is a powerfui too[ 
for telling stories, exploring identity,     ~ii 

and engaging with sociopolitical issues. 

Taking inspiration from the artworks 

and themes in the Ackland’s current 

exhibition The Sahmat Collective, youth 

participants wilt work with Sacrificial 

Poets members to explore figurative 

language techniques in poetry and 

create ekphrastic poems, a type of 

writing that comments upon another art 

form. Participants will have the opportunity to perform their work at the 

Acktand the same day during Family Day. 

Click here to register! 
This workshop is only open to middle and high school students. 

Take Two Tours: The Sohrnat Collective 



Free and open to the public. No registration is required. 

"Sahmat in Context: Art and the Everyday" 

Sunday, 1 December, 2:00 PM 

This conversational tour witt consider works of art that are used for 

everyday purposes, from auto-rickshaws to earthenware. Two ~luides read 

an exptoration of The Sahmat Collective in the context of the Acktand’s 

wortd-dass permanent correction. 

"Sahmat in Depth: The Past in the Present" 

Sunday, 8 December, 2:00 PM 

Emma Jane Ftatt (UNC-History) ~ Chris Currie (Acktand Art Museum) witt 

examine the aspects of Sahmat artworks that borrow and en~a~e with 

etements of Indian history, art, and cutture. 

Art For Lunch 
lqba{ Sevea on "Nationalism and Communalism in Popular 
Culture: Representations and Re-presentations of ~ndia" 

Wednesday, 4 December, 12:00 PM 

BFin~ yOUr tunch (yes, peopte do!) and teaFn about the ways in which the 

Sahmat corrective emptoys aft, theater, firms, and son~s to cerebrate a 

secutaF ~dsion of India. lqbat Sevea (UNC-History) wit[ discuss Sahmat’s 

work and activism within the context of poputaF cuttuFe as a potiticized 

terrain in which Indian society and history are represented OF re-presented 
in various ways. 

Free and open to the public. Register for this program! 
AFt FOF Lunch is suppoFted in paFt by the ~eneFosity of DFS. Leena and She{don Peck. 



Richard J. Powell on "Archibald Motley: Jazz Age Modernist" 

Friday, 13 December, 2:00 PM 
Amon~ twentieth-centu~ ~rt~sts the Chica~o p~inter Archib~td John 

Mottey, Jr. (1891-1981) ~s surety one of the most important ~nd, ~tso~ one 

of the most en~m~tic. Ack~nd refuters w~U recognize his p~int~n~ 

M~nding Sock~ (1924), ~ f~vorite of m~ny. But this work is only one side 

of the ~rtist’s prolific c~reer. 

This t~tk w~U brin~ Mottey’s ~rt into sharp focus, showin~ how he r~ised 

the ante on the Hartem Renaissance refrain of raciat uptift via pictoria[ 

satire and a fierce ~suatity. 

Richard J. Power[ is the John Spencer 

Bassett Professor of Art and Art 

Histo~ at Duke University, where he 

has taught since 1989. 

Free for Ackland Members I $10 for 

guests of members. 

Rese~e your space online: click 

here. 

Not yet a Member? Join at the Museum 

Store or online. 

Tea at Two ~s supported ~n part by the 

generosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

13usy times? Relax at the Ack|and! 
Learn Tai Chi 
Mondays, 2 8 16 December, 12:00 PM 

Exhale with Yoga 
Mondays, 25 November and 9 ~ 23 December, 12:00 PM 

Draw in the Galleries 
Saturday, 14 December, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

¯ ..and enjoy our works of art (free admission)! 

Holiday Shoppin8 ~ Extended Hours 



Shop late and shop local at the Ackland 

Museum Store this season! ...... 

Beginning on Friday, 29 November, the 

Store’s holiday hours will be: 

Mon-Wed 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM -- open 

l~te Fridays and Saturdays~ 

Sun 12:00-5:00 PM 

As part of 2nd Friday ArtWaik, the Store will 

be open until 8:30 PM on December 13th. 

FREE Weekend Parking in December! 
Parking is aiways FREE on Sundays in downtown Chapei Hilt, but this 
holiday season, parking is aiso FREE on Saturdays in December at at[ 
municipal lots, the Wallace parking deck, the 140 West Lot, and at on- 
street meters. On-street metered parking wiii also be FREE on Thursday 
and Friday, November 28-29. On Thursday, Nov. 28, town-owned parking 
tots will also be free. See parkonthehi[Lcom for more information. 

Now on View: The Sahrnat Collective 
Art and Activism ~n ~ndfa s~nce 19,39 

~:: 

For over 20 years, the inftuentiat, Delhi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 

audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 

f989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 

v~ew through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the lath Click here for more info. 



Through 5 January 2014 
In conjunction w|th The Sahmat 

Co~ective at the AckLand Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifuLI.y designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

india. 

Goods range from coLorfuL textiles 

and jewelry, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. AU proceeds support 

the AcMand Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education 

programs. 

THANK YOU ! 

The AcMand’s exhibitions and pub[ic programs are made possibte by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Imases: Bucd Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, btack-fisure ware. Acktand Fund. 

44uktnaad at the Rom ki Pairi ~hats, Sarayu River, Ayodhyo, Ausust 15, 1993. 

Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmi Memorial, The MaMn8 of India, Januar}, 1, 2004. 

Archibald J. MoUey Jr., American, 1891-1981: #Aending Socks, 1924; oi1 on canvas. Burton Emmett Co[tection. 

Conservation treatment for this paintins, compteted in 1997, was made possibte by a 8rant from the Pfor~heimer 

Foundation. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent .:o regester@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 

Update Profilej’EmailAddress £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i [0[ S. Columbia Street CB 3~00 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3zt00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Friday, November 22, 2013 6:33 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@listserv.unc.edu; awt~oboar&~kai.unc.edu; aM~members@listserv.unc.edu; honora~’degrees@sakm.unc.edu 

[genemllZacul .ty] Call for Nolninations, 2015 Honorary Degrees 

Dear Colleagues, 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for candidates for UNC honorary degrees to be awarded at the 2015 

May Commencement ceremony. 

A maximum of five of these prestigious awards will be given to recognize individuals who have rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in 

our nation, in the American South, or our State of North Carolina; people who have made outstanding contributions to knowledge in the world of scholarship; 

people whose talent and creativity in the world of the arts has enriched our lives; and people whose devotion to and support of our University merits our highest 

recognition. 

It is important to note that members of the Board of Governors or staff of the University of North Carolina or any of its constituent institutions are not eligible. 

These persons become eligible two years after termination of such status. Awards are not conferred in absentia or posthumously. 

The deadline for nominations this year is January 16, 2014. 

Full information about this award, including criteria, eligibility, past winners, and the process for submitting a nomination is available on the Honorary____D___e_g_r__e___e__s_. 

P___a_K’_e__9__f___t__h___e____F__a___c___u_J_t__~:_~_QIL’_e£_n__&Q ~_& ~i&~ ~j_[~ ¯ 

If you have any questions, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 919-962-1671 or anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Building 200-204 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

http:!/faccoun.unc.edui 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb~ as: regeste~,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/’/lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafaTd15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l generaJfaculb’&o 33900358 or send a blaaak email to 

leave-33900358- 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d 15bl 5c4c405eb4(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 5:29 PM 

depaxtment listserv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Update: Course evaluations 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is a follow up to one of the items I highlighted at our last department meeting. 

Please tell your students to ignore email invitations that will begin on Monday Nov. 25 asking them to complete online course evaluations. We will be using paper course 
evaluations from this semester onwards and they will be available in your mailboxes on Monday. Please ask a student to return the evaluation forms to Travis right after class 
following their completion. The evaluations should be in a sealed envelope. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(~a)email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646456.94d215el 724eab7c882d0cbttlbatlbf&n T&I a:~ad&o 33903593 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33903593-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbffl bail bf,@~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, November 22, 2013 5:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAL] Call tbr Nominations: University Awards tbr the Advancement of Women 

Call for Nominations 
2014 University Awards for the Advancement of Women 

On behalf of the Offices of the Chancellor and the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost, the Carolina Women’s Center is pleased to announce the call for nominations for the 2014 
University Awards for the Advancement of Women. This a~vard recognizes contributions to the advancement of women at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Each year, tl~ree individuals--one faculty member, one staff member, and one undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar--may be selected to receive the award. The facul~ and 
staff recipients each receive $5000 and the undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Awardees will be honored in a ceremony on March 20th, 2014. 

Please submit nominations for women and men who have contributed in one or more of the following ways: 

* Elevated the status of women on campus in sustainable ways; 
* Helped to improve campus policies affecting women; 
* Promoted and advanced the recruitment, retention, and upward mobility of women; 
* Participated in and assisted in the establishment of professional development opportunities for women; and/or 
* Participated in and assisted in the establishment of academic mentoring for women. 

**To submit a nomination, please use the online form at: 
http :/i~vw~v.unc.edu/oiraipublic/u aawi~vomen nomination.html 

All facul~" and staff nominees must be permanent employees No 
self-nominations or posthumous nominations will be accepted Carolina Women’s Center administrators and staff are not eligible for nomination. 
’]7he deadline for nominations is Friday, January 24, 2014, at 5:00 p.m. 

Previous award winners are: 
(2013) Jenny Ting, Kelli Raker, Camille McGirt 
(2012) Sherry[ Kleinman, Bey Pearson, Allison Grady 
(2011 ) LiHie Searles, Bob Pleasants, Caroline Fish 
(2010) Laurie McNeil, Melinda Manning, Parastnn Hashemi 
(2009) Etta Pisano, Aimee Krans, 2mine Clark 
(2008) Kay Lurid, Cookie Newsom, Emily Joy Rothchild 
(2007) Barbara Harris, Annette Madden, Emily Dunn, 
(2006) Jan Boxill, Terri ttouston, Matt Ezzell 

This message is sponsored by: Office of’the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Up&ite Personal Infonnatinn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.for Women Faculty & Professionals 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 2:38 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] FW: AWFP ttoliday Reception with special guest Chancellor Folt on December 3, 2013 

2013AWFPHolidayInvitation Final.pdf 

Dear Friends, 

Attached is our invitation to the mmual Holiday Reception of the Association for Women Faculty andProfessionals. 

I hope you roll join ns as we celebrate our new Chancellor and the extraordina~ work of women on this cmnpus. 

4:00-6:00 PM 

December 3, 2013 

at the Carolina Inn. 

RSVP today 

Please invite your friends and colleagues. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alna~da Hughes m~d the entire Boaxd of AWFP 

Learn more about A W/U~ at ._h__t_t_p_i~:!~__fp_:Sy___e__b__:__u__rLc_:__e__c_%u__( 

Amanda ),,[iliay H).tghes 
I)irecler ef’t{xtema] Af’{hirs 
Ackiand Arl ),,[useum 
The UniversiV of" North Carolina at Chapel Hii[ 
919-£43-3 ~97~ 
Hugh esa@emai[.tu~.c edu 
ackland org r;md us on Facebook. Twitter sad Flicka- 

You are subscribed to this list, avvfpall, because you have been identified as a female faculty or professional staffmember who is eligible to join or participate in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We nse this general list very spaingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsnbseribed, please email anne whisnant@unc.edu. 



PLEASE JOIN 

THE UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

ASSOCIATION FOR 

WOMEN FACULTY & PROFESSIONALS 

WITH SPECIAL GUEST CHANCELLOR CAROL FOLT 

AT OUR 

JOIN US FOR HOLIDAY CHEER AS YOU MINGLE WITH NEW AND OLD FRIENDS 

AND COLLEAGUES. ENJOY THE CAROLINA INN’S BEAUTIFUL SEASONAL DECORATIONS. 

HAVE A GLASS OF WINE OR HOT CIDER AND APPETIZERS. AWFP MEMBERS ENJOY A FREE GLASS OF WINE. 

THE RECEPTION AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ARE FREE. A CASH BAR WILL BE AVAILABLE. 

NON-MEMBERS ARE WELCOME. INVITE YOUR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES. 

AWFP MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE EVENT. ($:30 FOR 2013-20 

PLEASE RSVP BY NOON ON DECEMBER 2 AT THE LINK BELOW: 

HTTP:/./TINYURL.COM/LPNQXEN 





Televisions 
Save o~ t~e g~ft eve~o~e w~ e~joy See 

Over 45% Off List F~r~ce on a P~em~um 8amsur~g 8ha~p 60-~t~ch Smar[ LED t-iDTV foi Under 
55" 3D Sma~ LED 7V with Voice Cont~o~ $998 



Up to 50% ofi List Price oR 8e, ie, ct Samsun~.~ 
TVs 

i’~’i ~0% Back in Ra,s,~a~ds on Select Sony 4K UiVa HD 

Back in Rewards on Select Sony 4K i.U~8 
H D Tds 

Save 30% o~ More o~s Select i.aptops from HP 

75% on No,son 360 ~,4ulti.Device 

Ssve 75% on NoRor; 3.60 





Audio & Home Theater 
Your e~rs wi~ th~k yo~ See 

Free SONOS BRIDGE w~th Purc~ase of a $50 Off Select 
SONOS PLAY:I, PLAY:& or PLAY:5 



100 Off List Plice on a Sony Soundbar witls Save 66% on JBL ES20 High-Pedermance 
V~eless Subwoofe~ Bookshelf S~e;~kers 

Ente ainment 
Dea~s ~ v~deo games, movies, m~s~c, an~ boors See more 

j i~ Shop Early Biack F:ddsy Desls in ’,’idea Games [~ Up to 77% off ~-isr~y Potte~" O,smplete 8-F:ilm Ooiiectlon 
and Gif~ S~-~ 

Shop Eariy Bl~ek F~’iday Deals in Video Up to 77% off H;~l-~’y Potter Complete 8oFilm 
Games Coliectiel~ a~,d Gilt Set 

[:~iI Bia,:sk F:rlda,i I-~its in Muf~ic Sta,ti,~g =~t $!~.9q [ iRi 53% Off Seiected J ....... Bo:ld F’aperba,:s~:s 

Black }:’~’iday I-~its i~ B’~sic S~a~’[in9 et $6,99 53% Oil Seiected James Bo~sd Paperbacks 

Savings with Style 
~asl~io~able finds fo~ wome~ ~e~, a~d Rids @~..~.~:¢~. 



i~-~ Lip to 50% c, ii oiacke’~s & Coats fcr Worr[s4~, M~-n, Kids 
and 

Up to 60% off Jackets & Coats for Women. Men. 
Kids, and Baby 

~i TopWatch Gi’:Ss Under$1(i0 

Tep Watch Gifts U~;der $100 

Shoes & H~ndbags 

Ge;qlsto~;e Ea rrings Sea 4ing at $I 4.99 

: : c~. ...... ~ ..... This third-generation I: : c~. ....... g~s The Samsung Chremebeek is an 

’,    Chromebook is powered by the k ultraporta hie, s,eek ,aptep for 

__~ architecture processor, has up to I ~oo~d~, h~ ~pp~ b~t-~, ~d 

8.5 hours of battery I~fe, and is keeps geeing be~er over t~me 

30% thinner than its with automatic updates. 

predecessor. L~#.£t]..t~]£[¢ 

Toys & Baby 



B~y On÷ Calico ©~itters Toy; Get One 50°,6 Off 

Top Bbck Fdd~y Deals in Home, Kitchen 
Garder~ 



Treats 

Nero ExpJore 

~:., ze Off Osprey Pscks & Bags Ge~ 20% Off ~50 o~" ~,1o~e on B~ffin Clothing & 
Accessodes 

....... Where’uer You Go                                       " ..... 

Dow~osd the Amazor~ App: Shop ~,,~l~ons of U p to ..... ~ o~f oe~ect Apps ~r~d Gsmes for 
Products ~Nheieve~ You Go K~ds 



NOV 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Have a Healthy ttoliday! 

The holidays are a wonderful time of year but the?- can be stressful. Did you know that exercise is a great way to reduce stress? Physical activity is important for your health and ~vell-being, 
but finding time to exercise can be difficult especially during the holiday season The key is to be flexible and make fitness a way of life Remember all physical activity, not just formal 
exercise programs, can add up to a healthier you! If you are looking for ways to be healthy and active, UNC Campus Recreation offers a varie~z of opportunities including wellness 
workshops, fimess classes and fun runs 

To find out more visit http ://campusrec unc.edu/JB J for more information. 

This message is sponsored by: Campus Recreation 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, November 25, 2013 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Adolescents needed for hea~ng research 

The Hunaan AuditoW Development Laboratory is currently recruiting adolescents between 14-17 years old for a research stu@ to help us learn more about how children hear in noisy 
environments. 

During the testing, your child will sit in a sound-treated room and will listen to sounds presented over a speaker or through headphones. Your child ~vill be asked to indicate when the?- hear 
sounds by selecting a picture on a computer monitor or by repeating back words. The sounds we use are not loud. 

One visit to the laboratory is required. The visit lasts about one hour You ~vill receive $15 and we will give you parking passes if you drive to the lab. 

If you are interested please email childhear@med uric edu. 

The principal investigator for this research study- is Lori Leibold, PhD, Department of Allied Health Sciences 

This research stu@ has been approved by the Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 06-0840 The title for this IRB stu@ is "Listening 
in Noise for Children and Adults". The most recent approved IRB modification date is October 1, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty- Govemance 

Monday, November 25, 2013 12:46 PM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu.> 

[generalthculty] REMINDER: Chair of the Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec I st) 

Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-iriS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [152 19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipalt/alternative; 

boundau=’’ 000 B7C893F45F9B4D4496B1863A14E0345141D91ECSITSMSXiVlBS2iVladun " 
MIME-Version: h0 

-- 000 B7C893F45F9B4D4496B1863A14E0345141D91EC8ITSMSXMBS2Madun 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii’’ 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

Reminder to a 11 UNC-Chapel Hill faculty from the Office of Faculty Governan 
ce<http://faccoun unc.edu/>: The Chancellor’s Advisory Con~mittee is accept 
ing nominations for possible candidates for Chair of the Faculty through De 
cember 1, 2013 The original message sent to faculty ticom the AdvisolT Co 
mmittee chair Pro£ Evelyne Huber is below 

From: Faculty Governance 
Sent: Tuesday, Octnber 29, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: generalfaculty@listsep¢.unc.edu<mailto:~eneralfac ulty(~listserv.unc, edu> 
Subject: Chair of the Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec 1st) 

Tn: The General Faculty 
From: Pro[~ Evelyne tIuber, Chair of the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

Dear (;olleagues, 

As ynu may knnw, in the spring of 2014, we as the faculty will elect a new 
(;hair of the Faculty’ to succeed current chair Jan Boxill. According to the 
Faculty (;ode nf University Gnvemmem, the Chancellnr’s AdvisoW Committee 
< http :/ifaccoun unc. edu/committees-2 /elected-cnmmittees/advisnw-cnmmittee/ 
> serves as a nominating cnmmittee to identi~?’ at least twn members of the 
faculty willing to stand for electinn to this important leadership position 

As AdvisoW Committee chair, I invite you now to nominate yourself or a col= 
league to be considered as a candidate for Chair nfthe Faculty. 

Any member of the Voting Faculty<http://faccoun unc.edu/faculty-cnde-and-pn 
licies/faculty-code/article-1/> (as defined by Article 1 of the Faculty Cod 
e) is eligible to serve as Chair nf the Faculty An ideal (;hair has had en 
ough school- or campus-xvide leadership or service experience to have a gras 
p on at least some of the big-picture policy issues that currently face the 
campus. The Chair will serve a tl’uee-year term begimxing July 1, 2014. 

The position’s duties are outlined in Article 3 of the Faculty Code<http :// 
faccoun.unc.edu/faculty-code-and-policies/faculty-codeiarticle-3/> and invo 
lve set’,qng as an ex officio member of many faculty standing corrm~ittees, as 
an invited member of many ad hoc conmfittees, and as chair pro tempore oft 
he Faculty Council. Past chairs are listed her e<http ://facco~x.unc. edu/ab 
out- 1/chair-of-the-faculty/>. 

Our nomination sttrvey form is linked below. At present, the Advisou Commi 
ttee is simply trying to identify a strong and diverse pool of qualified an 
d interested candidates. Answering this storey-and nominating yourself or 
a colleague-does not cormnit anyone to anything. The Advisory Con~’nittee xvil 
1 sift through the nominations to contact and solicit two candidates. 

Click here to submit a nomination.<https:iiunc.azl .qualtrics.corr~’SE/?SID=3D= 
SV cO5¥VbhVaiHzq9XT> 

The deadline to submit nominations is midnight on December 1,2013. 

If you have questions about the Chair of the Faculty position, please call = 
or email Anne ~,~nisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or a= 
nne whisnant@unc.edu<mailto:anne ~vhisnant@unc edu>. 

Sincerely yours, 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science 
Chair, Chancellor’s AdvisolT Con~mittee 

-- 000 B7C893F45F9B4D4496B1863A14E0345141D91EC8ITSMSXMBS2Madun 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii’’ 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

<html xmlns:v=3D"urn:schemas-microsoiLcom:vml" xmlns:o=3D"m~:schemas-n’ficr= 



osoft-com:office:office" xmlns:w 3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word" 
xm[ns:m 3D"http ://schemas.microsoft.con,’office/2004/12/omml" xmlns 3D"http: 
//www. w3. org?]’R/Fc[~C-html40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv 3D"Content-Type" content 3D"te×t/htm[; charset 3Dus-ascii" 
> 

<metaname 3D"Generator" content 3D"MicrosoftWord 14(filteredmedium)"> 
<t--[if !mso]><style>v\:* {behavior:url(#default¢¢V2/2[~);} 
o~,:* {behavior :url(#default#VML ); } 
w\:* {behaviur:url(#default#VML); } 
.shape {behavior :url(#dcfault#\rML); } 
<istyle><t [endif]--><st~-le><!-- 
/* Font Definitions */ 

@font-face 
{ font-family :Calibri; 
panose-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;} 

@font-face 
{ font-family: Tahoma; 
panose-l:2 11 64354424;} 

/* Style Definitions */ 
p.MsoNomaal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal 

{margin:0m; 
margin-bottom:.0001pt; 
font-size: 11 .Opt; 
font-family :" Calibri"," sans-serif"; } 

a:link, span.MsoHyperlink 
{mso-style-priorit~-:99; 
color:blue; 
text-decoration:underline; } 

a:visited, span.MsoHyperlip2~Followed 
{mso-style-priorit~-:99; 
color:purple; 
text-decoration:underline; } 

P 
{mso-style-priority:99; 
mso-margin-t op-alt:auto; 
margin-right:0in; 
mso-margin-bott om-alt:auto; 
margin-left :0in; 
font-size: 12 Opt; 
font-family:" Tnnes New Roman","seriI" ; } 

p.MsoAcetate, li MsoAcetate, div MsoAcetate 
{mso-style-priority:99; 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; 
margin:0in; 
margin-bottom:.0001 pt; 
font-size: 8. Opt; 
font-fami ly:" Tahoma "," sans-s eriI" ; } 

span BalloonTextChar 
{mso-style-name:"Balloon Text Char"; 
mso-style-priori~z:99; 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text"; 
font-fami ly:" Tahoma"," sans-s eriI" ; } 

span.EmailStyle20 
{mso-style-type :personal; 
font-family :" Ca libri"," sans-seriI~’ ; 

color:windo~vtext;} 
span.EmailStyle21 

{mso-styl e-type :person a[; 
font-family:"Calibri","sans-seril’’; 
color:#11;497D; } 

span.EmailStyle22 
{mso-styl e-type :person a[; 
font-family:"Calibri","sans-seri~’’; 
color:#11;497D; } 

span.EmailStyle23 
{mso-styl e-type :personal-reply; 
font-family:"Calibri","sans-seril’’; 
color:#11;497D; } 

.MsoChpDefault 
{mso-styl e-type:expor t-only; 
font-size: 10 0pt;} 

@page WordSectionl 
{size:S.5in 11 0in; 
margin:1.0in 1.0in 1 0in 1 .ore;} 

div WordSectionl 
{page:WordSectionl;} 

--><istyle><!--[ffgte mso 9]><xrnl> 
<o:shapedefaults v:ex~3D"edit" spiNnax 3D" 1026"/> 
</xml><t [endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xm[> 
<o:shapelayout v:ext 3D"edit" > 
<o:iNnap v:ext 3D"edit" data 3D"l"/> 
</o :shapelayout ><&m[><! [endif]--> 
</head> 
<bo@ lang 3D"EN-US" link 3D"blue" vlink 3D"pmple"> 
<div class 3D"WordSectionl"> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~’le 3D"color:#1F497D">Reminder to all UNC-C~ 
apel Hill ~aculty froru the 
<a tne~3D"http:i/faccoun.unc.edu/">Office of Faculty- Governance</a>:&nbsp; 
The Chancellor&#8217;s Advisory Corrm~ittee is accepting nominations for pos 
sible candidates for Chair of the Facul~ through Decernber 1, 2013.&nbsp;&n 



bsp; The original message sent to faculty fi*om the Advisory 
Committee chair Pro:[’. Evelyne Huber is below.&nbsp; <o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></spa 
n><ip> 
<dlv> 

<div style 3D"border:none;border-top:solid #B5C4DF 1.0pt;padding:3.0pt 0in 
0in 0in" > 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><span style 3D"font-size:10 0pt;font-family:&quot 
;Tahoma&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;" >From :<ispan></b><span sty [e 3D" font-s 
ize: 10.0pt;font-family: &quot;Tahoma&quot;,&quot; sans-serif&quot;"> Faculty 
Governance 
<br> 
<b>Sent:</b> Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:33 AM<br> 
<b>To:</b> <a hre~3D"mailto:generalfaculty(~listset~z.unc.edu">generalfacult 
y@listselw.unc, edu<ia><br> 
<b>Subject:</b> Chair of the Faculty Nominations Sought (Deadline Dec lst)< 
o :p><io:p></span></p> 
<idiv> 
</div> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p><@> 
<p class 3D"MsoNom~al"><span style 3D"color:black">To: &nbsp;The General Fa 
culty<o :p><io :p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNomxal"><span style 3D"color:black">From:&r~bsp; Prof. Evelyn 
e Huber, Chair of the Chancellor&#8217;s AdvisolT Committee<o:p></o:p></spa 
n></p> 
<divclass 3D"MsoNormal" align 3D"center" style 3D"text-align:centcr"><span 
style 3D"color:black"> 
<l’u size 3D"2" width 3D"100%" align 3D"center"> 
</span><idiv> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
</p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNorraal"><spanstyle 3D"color:black">DearColleagues,<o:p></o 
:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
</p> 
<p class 3D"iVlsoNol~nal"><span style 3D"color:black">As you may know, in the 
spring of 2014, we as the faculty will elect a new Chair of the Faculty to 
succeed current chair Jan Boxill.&nbsp; According to the 
<i>Faculty Code of University Government</i>, the </span><a lzref 3D"http:/i 
facc oun.unc, edu~’committees-2/elected-committeesiadvisoJT-committee/" >Chance 
llor&#8217;s Advisory Conzmittee</a><span style 3D"color:black"> serves as a 
nominating cormnittee to identiI},’ at least 
two members of the faculty willing to stand for election to this important 
leadership position. &nbsp; 
<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
</p> 
<p class 3D"iVlsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">As AdvisoU Cormnittee ch 
air, I invite you now to nominate yore-self or a colleague to be considered 
as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty.&nbsp; 
<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
</p> 
<p class 3D"iVlsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Any member of the </span 
><a href 3D"http://faccoun.unc.edu/facultv-code-and-policies/facultv-code/a 
rticle-1/">Voting Faculty</a><span style 3D"color:black"> (as defined by Ar 
ticle 1 of the 
<i>Faculty Code</i>) is eligible to sel~ze as Chair of the Faculty.&nbsp; An 
ideal Chair has had enough school- or campus-wide leadership or sepdce ex 
perience to have a grasp on at least some of the big-picture policy issues 
that currently face the campus.&nbsp; The 
(;hair will serve a three-year term begirming July 1, 2014 &nbsp; <o:p></o: 
p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 

<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">The position&#8217;s dut 
ies are outlined in 
</span><a href3 D"http ://facc oun.unc edu/facult’¢-c ode-and-policies/faculty- 
code/article-3/">Article 3 of the Faculty Code</a><span style 3D"color:blac 
k"> and involve serving as an ex officio member of many faculty standing co 
mm~ttees, as an invited member of’maW 

ad hoc comanittees, and as chair pro tempore of the Faculty Council &nbsp;& 
nbsp; </span><a href3D"http://faccoun.unc.edu/about-1ichair-of-the-faculty 
/">Past chairs are listed here</a><span style 3D"color:black">.&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 

<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Our nomination sup~’ey fo 
rm is linked below &nbsp; At present, the Advisou Committee is s~mply tryi 
ng to identify a strong and diverse pool of qualified and interested candid 
ates &nbsp; Answering this survey&#8212;and nominating 
yourself or a colleague&#8212;does not commit anyone to anything.&nbsp; Th 
e Advisory Committee will sift through the nominations to contact and solic 
it two candidates. 
<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
<ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><a hre~3D"https:i/tmc.azl.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID 3DS 
VcO5;\’~ohVaiHzq9XT">Click here to submit a nomination.<ia><span style 3D"col 
or:black"> 
<o:p></o:p></span></p> 



<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~le 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 

<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">The deadline to submit n 
ominations is midnight on December 1,2013.<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~le 3D"color:black">&nbsp;<o:p></o:p></span> 

<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Ifyou have questions ab 
out the (;hair of the Faculty position, please call or email Anne Whisnant i 
n the Olfice of Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or&nbsp;</span><a hre~3D"ma 
ilto:anne whisnant@unc.edu" target 3D"blank">anne whisnant@unc.edu<ia><spa 
n s)-le 3D"color:black">.&nbsp; 
&nbsp;<o:p></o:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~’le 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
<ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNol=~al"><spanstyle 3D"color:black">Sincerelyyours,<o:p></o 
:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~’le 3D"color:black"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></span> 
<ip> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"color:black">EvelyneHuber<o:p></o:p> 
<ispan><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNornral"><span s~le 3D"color:black">Morehead Alumni Profcsso 
r of Political Science<o:p></o :p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~’le 3D"color:black">Chair, Chancellor&#8217; 
s Advisory Committee</span><span s~’le 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p></o:p></span> 
</p> 
<idiv> 

--- You are currently- subscribed to generalfaculty as: regester@email.unc.edu. 
<BR> 
To ~xsubscribe click here: hte~://lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b33681:afa7d15b15c4c405eb4&n T&I ~enerall:acuhw-&o 33910843 or send a blank entail to leave-33910843- 
66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7dl 5b 15c4c405cb4@listserv.~xc.edu 
<~%ODY> 
<ihtml> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Monday, November 25, 2013 3:58 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[genemlt~culty] Resending reminder: Chair of the Facul~ Nominations Due 12/1 

Dear General Faculty: 

We sent this reminder to you earlier today, but apparently the email was garbled. Our apologies! We simply wanted to remind you that nominations for Chair of 

the Faculty candidates to be submitted by our survey are due by midnight on December 1st. The full email originally sent to you from Advisory Committee Chair 

Evelyne Huber--with the link to the survey--is below. 

Office of Faculty Governance 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you may know, in the spring of 2014, we as the faculty will elect a new Chair of the Faculty to succeed current chair Jan Boxill. According to the Foculty Code of 

University Government, the Chancellor’s Advisory. Committeeserves as a nominating committee to identify at least two members of the faculty willing to stand for 

election to this important leadership position. 

As Advisory Committee chair, I invite you now to nominate yourself or a colleague to be considered as a candidate for Chair of the Faculty. 

Any member of the Voting Faculty (as defined by Article I of the F~culty Code) is eligible to serve as Chair of the Faculty. An ideal Chair has had enough school- or 

campus-wide leadership or service experience to have a grasp on at least some of the big-picture policy issues that currently face the campus. The Chair will serve 

a three-year term beginning July 1, 2014. The 
position’s duties are outlined in ~‘~r~t~!~!~e~3~f~t~h~F~a~c~u~[~t~y~C~9~d~e- and involve serving as an ex officio member of many faculty standing committees, as an invited 

member of many ad hoc committees, and as chair pro tempore of the Faculty Council. Past chairs are listed here. 

Our nomination survey form is linked below. At present, the Advisory Committee is simply trying to identify a strong and diverse pool of qualified and interested 

candidates. Answering this survey--and nominating yourself or a colleague--does not commit anyone to anything. The Advisory Committee will sift through the 

nominations to contact and solicit two candidates. 

Click here to submit a nomination. 

The deadline to submit nominations is midnight on December 1, 2013. 

If you have questions about the Chair of the Faculty position, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or 

anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Professor of Political Science 

Chair, Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb~ as: re£este~,@.email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edwu?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l generalfaculb’&o 33911513 or send a blank email to 

leave-33911513- 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d 15bl 5c4c405eM(~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

November 26, 2013 

To: Universi~z Employees 

From: Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Set, rices 
Delmis Press, University Controller and Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Re: Change in State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Last week, the North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) issued revised state tax withholding forms for the 2014 calendar year and instructed employers to obtain new state tax 
withholdmg data for all employees. 

N(~)OR’s reason for this requirement is the General Assembly passed significant changes to the State’s income tax laws effective for taxable years beginning on or a~er January 1, 2014. ~fhe 
new law sets a single income tax rate and makes substantial changes to the taxable income calculation. Employees’ current state tax withholding allowances may not be appropriate under the 
new law As a result, the University is required to have each employee provide a new Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate (Form NC-4 EZ 
[http://wwwdomc.com/downloads/nc4ezpd:~ or Form NC-4 [http://www dornc.com/downloads/nc4.pdf]). To comply with the new rules for withholding state income tax, UNC-Chapel Hill 
will default all employees status to "O" and "Single" effective December 31,2013. Based on your individual tax allowances after completing Form NC-4 or Form NC4-EZ, you will need to 
submit the new form to the Payroll Department :[’or the allowances to take effect ]2~r any payments received on or after January 1, 2014 Action will be taken within the pay period the form is 
received; no withholding adjustments will be made retroactive per NCDOR instructions 

’]7he expectation is that each employee will submit Form NC-4 F,Z or Form NC-4 to the Payroll Department CB #1260 by Friday, December 20, 2013, for biweekly employees and by Friday, 
January 3, 2014, for monthly employees. The NC-4 EZ and Form NC-4 forms can be accessed at http ://finance. unc edu/forms/pa’~’roll-forms/. ’]’hank you in advance for your time to this 
sensitive matter. 

This message is sponsored by: Payroll Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Request a free copy of the 2014 Center for Global Initiatives Calendar 

Our 2014 Center for Global Initiatives Calendar is on the way! Images will be drawn from this year’s submissions to the Carolina Global Photography Competition. This year’s theme is 
opening access to global opportunities to traditionally-underrepresented students. Request your calendar by Monday December 2rid: http://cgi unc.edu/stories/2013/11/22/request-a-free- 
copy-of-the-2014-center-for-global-initiatives-calendar We anticipate delivery by USPS in earl?- January 2014. 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Global Initiatives 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infomaation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Contact for questions: State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Should you have questions regarding the memo below sent to each of you earlier today, please email payroll@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:38 AM 
Sulziect: [FOI:O~IA_L NOTICE] State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

November 26, 2013 

To: Universi~z Employees 

From: Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Set, rices 
Delmis Press, Umversity Controller and Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Re: Change in State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Last week, the North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) issued revised state tax withholding forms for the 2014 calendar year and instructed employers to obtain new state tax 
withholding data for all employees. 

N(~)OR’s reason [’or this requirement is the General Assembly passed significant changes to the State’s income tax laws effective [’or taxable years beginning on or a~er January 1, 2014. 
new law sets a single income tax rate and makes substantial changes to the taxable income calculation. Employees’ current state tax withholding allowances may not be appropriate under the 
new law As a result, the University is required to have each employee provide a new Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate (Form NC-4EZ, 
http://wv, as,.dornc.com/downloads/nc4ez.pdf or Form NC-4, http://www.dornc com/downloads/nc4.pdf). To comply with the new rules [’or withholding state income tax, UNC-Chapel Hill will 
default al[ employees status to "O" and "Single" et’fecuve December 31,2013 Based on your in&vidual tax allowances aRer completing Form NC-4 or Form NC4-EZ, you will need to submit 
the new ~2~rm to the Payroll Department for the allowances to take effect for any payments recetved on or a~er January 1, 2014 Action will be taken within the pay period the ~2~rm is 
received; no withholding adjustments will be made retroactive per NCDOR instructions 

The expectation is that each employee will submit Form NC-4 EZ or Fo~n NC-4 to the Payroll Department CB #1260 by Friday, December 20, 2013, for biweekly employees and by Friday, 
January 3, 2014, for monthly employees. The NC-4 EZ and Form NC-4 forms can be accessed at http ://finance. unc edu/forms/pa’~’roll-forms/. ’]’hank you in advance for your time to this 
sensitive matter. 

This message is sponsored by: Payroll Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] PlayMakers’ Black Friday Ott~r lbr UNC Faculty and Stale 

PlayMakers is offering UNC Faculty’ and Staff a Black Friday deal! 

Friday, Nov 29th Buy one ticket to select upcoming performances and get 50°,/o off a second ticket to that performance * 

Eligible productions include Noel Coward’s PRIVATE LIVES, LOVE ALONE and Stephen Sondheim’s Tony-winning musical ASSASSINS. 

For more reformation, visit this link: http://bit 1,v/194qvX5 

Use promo code UNCBLACKFRIDAY to take advantage of this oiler online or call our box office at 919.962.PLAY (7529) on Friday! 

*Some restrictions apply. Please visit above link for details 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your inf,armational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Currem or tbnner smoker? 

Are you a current or former smoker? 

If so, you are invited to participate in a research stu@ investigating tobacco use and related thoughts and feelings. You must be at least 18 years of age to participate The research stud?’ 
should take approximately 60 minutes and is conducted via a secure online survey. In this study, you will be asked to ans~ver questions on the computer about some thoughts, feelings, and 
behaviors you might have You do not have to answer an?’ question you do not wish to answer, for an?’ reason. Upon completion of the survey, you ~vill have the opportunity to enter a 
dra~ving for the chance to ~vin one of six $50 Amazon gift cards Entry into the drawing is completely optional. If you would like to participate in this stu@, please click the link below where 
you ~vill receive more information about the study and have the opportunity to provide consent and begin. 

https://uncazl.qualtricscom/SE/?SID SV 6G6cPxOI7165pyJ 

Thank you, 

Principal Investigator 
UN-C-CH Department of Psycholo~z 

IRB Study Approval Number: 13-2656 
Title of Study-: Thoughts and Feelings About Tobacco 
From: Non-Biomedical IRB 
Approval Date: 11/19/2013 
Expiration [)ate of Approval:9/16/2014 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology Department 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Dr. Elimm Perrin Appointed Associate Vice Chancellor for Research 

To: Deans, Directors and Department Heads 
From: Barbara Ent~visle, Vice Chancellor for Research 
Subject: Dr. Eliana Perrin Appointed Associate Vice Chancellor for Research 

am rely pleased to announce the appointment of Eliana Perrin, MD, \~H as Associate Vice Chancellor for Research. Dr. Perrin comes to us from the UNC School of Medicine, ~vhere she is 
tenured faculty member in the Department of Pediatrics, and has served on the faculty for the past 13 years. 

As a faculty member, Dr. Perrin brings experience and a natural talent for working across disciplines when building research teams She is an accomplished researcher who knows the 
Carolina culture and is skilled in the process of assembling teams and securing research funding 

Dr. Perrin is a nationally known researcher in the area of child hea lth, particularly obesity prevention and treatment. During her tenure at the UNC School of Medicine, Dr Perrin has 
collaborated with faculty from many of the professional schools and several departments in the College of Arts & Sciences. She submitted grants and worked with teams through several of 
UNC’s centers for Research including the Cecil G Sheps Center for Health Services Research, the Carolina Population Center, the Center for Women’s Health Research, the InjuW 
Prevention Research Center, the Nutrition Obesity’ Research Center, the Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, and the Odum Institute In her most recently funded project, 
she leads investigators representing eight different disciplines across UNC (School of Medicine, School of Public Health, College of Arts and Sciences, and the School of Journalism) She 
has also mentored all levels of learners across the University (undergraduate, graduate and medical students, postdoctoral fellows, medical residents, and junior faculty). 

As an Associate Vice Chancellor for Research, Dr. Perrin will oversee the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs and the Office of Research Development. She will help to create partnerships in the 
public and private sectors, to communicate the value of research to the public, to advocate in Washington on behalf of the University, and to develop and nurture the research ~vorkforce at 
Carulina 

I louk ~2~rward tu her taking the skills she has huned at the Schoul uf Medicine and applying them at the University-level fur the benefit ufthe campus. Her research experience and 
perspectives will be of great value to the Carulina’s team uf associate vice chancellors [’or research. 

’]7his message is sponsured by: Office uf the Vice Chancellor [’or Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:17 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11: 59 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Email Delivery Delays, November 25-26, 2013 

For the past t~vo days campus has been experiencing slowdowns for email delivery during the afternoons The delays affected any mail that was sent to or received from email senders and 
recipients that are outside of the University email system. Delays from a fe~v minutes to 2-3 hours have been observed The problem has been isolated to the campus spam/securi~ email 
filter devices On a ~zpical day, these filters process approximately 10 million email messages, of which only about 1 million are legitimate (not spam or phishing emails) 

During the slowdown periods, the email filtering devices ~vere not able to keep up with email load and messages were being delayed. ITS personnel have been in constant contact with the 
software vendor for these devices and are making every effort to COllect these issues as soon as possible. The vendor has provided a software update and configuration changes to address 
this issue. We have noticed increased performance after the last set of changes were made yesterday evening. 

We should be able to determine if the changes fully addressed the problem during the peak load time for email, typically between noon and 2PM. We will continue to monitor the situation 
over the next week and ~vork with the vendor to ensure that system performance remains stable. 

I apologize for any inconvenience caused by these delays. I assure you ~ve are working as hard as possible to provide a stable computing environment for the campus community. 

Best Regards, 

Stan Waddell 
CISSP, ABD 
Assistant Vice Chancellor for IT Infrastructure and CTO 
Information Technology Ser,Aces (ITS) 

’]?his message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:12 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[genera]ti~culty] Faculty Chair urges you m sign up liar bx~ne marrow registry, next Monday & Tue~ay (12/2 & 12/3) 

To the General Faculty: 

Chair of the Faculty Jan Boxill is joining with leadership of the student body and Employee Forum to invite faculty (age 44 and under only are eligible) to come to 

the Student Union on Monday or Tuesday, December 2rid or 3rd, 2013 to fill out a form and have your cheek swabbed to be tissue typed for registration in the Be 

The Match Bone Marrow Registry. This particular drive has to do with Carolina women’s basketball coach Sylvia Hatchell, but the registry helps all suffering from 

diseases like leukemia, lymphoma, or sickle cell anemia. 

DetaiNs at this link! 

Happy Thanksgiving to all! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculty as: r~g~ster~)emai~#nc:edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edw~u?id=669~2437.~af4~6~b3368fafa7d~5b15c4c4~5eM&n=T&l=genera~facu~&~=3392~9~ or send a blank email to 
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Gi!-t Cards 







Electronics 
Save o~ gifts everyo[~e wi~ enjoy See 

i~ Up to 45% o!t [.~st ~’d~ on Select Samsune Prens~um :::~:: : Onb $54 99 for a Son,i V,i~-F~ B~u-rs’¢ Fiave~ 

Only $54.99 ~or a Sony W~,.F~ Bka,.~’ay P~aye~ Up to 45% off’ L~st Rdce on Select Samss~sg 
Premium TVs 



Entertainment 
Dea~s o~ ~ovies~ video games, and m~sic ~.~.~...~.~.~.~ 

::.~.~ Up lo 63% 0,2 ~4c~de & TV Sho~s on B~u -ray and DVD S~ec~a~ D~s:r~t~ h~i~il’/C~fer/kv~ab~e Exc~L:t~vt~y ~t 

Up Lo 63% off ~d~ov~e & TV %sows ols B~u-ray 8pec~a~ D~slsey ~nfinity Offer Ava~sbb 
snd DVD Exckls~vely ~t Amazo~ 

Best-SeJ~g CDs $7 and Under 25% or Mo~e Off Select ~d~or~ster Headphor~es 





Cameras 
Deals for al~ types of p~oto~raph÷rs See ~ore 

Nikol:, ~32.90 DSLR witi~ 2 Lel:,ses Men:,oi~v Oard, a=sd 

Nikar~ D3200 DSLR with 2 Lenses, Memory 
Ca~d: a~d Bag fo~ U,,’~de~ $500 

Save up to $70 an Select Sony Video Action 



Canon EOS 60D Digital SLR Camera StaPling Save ap to $200 o~ Select Fuj~fi~m X~Se~ies 
Under $800 D~9~ta~ Cameras 

Home and Potable 
N~s~c to yo~r ears See 

I 0% Off o~" Mo~e on Select Bose He;adpho~es U~ to 60% off Select PM~ps E~ectron~cs 

Up to .0 ,o of. Select .~on~. H~-F~ She~f- 2.> .~ Off ;~n D~kyo 7.2-Channe~ Network 
Svste ms Re ce ~ve 

Savings with S~le 
Fash~o~ab~e f~nds for anyone o~ your ~st .~.~.~...~.9.~.~ 



i~-~ Uo to C:.0% oii o~ckets & Co~ts fcr Wome:~, Men, Kids ~ 25% O~[ Boots; S~p[~J~s 

Up to 60% Off Jackets & Coats fo~ ~Y’domen, Men. 25% Off Boots, Slippers & More 
Kids, and Baby 

Ste~t~r~9 S~ve~ Ser~t~me~ts Sta[t~n9 at ~19.99 Up to 80% off Select Two-Tone ~Natc~es 

Kindle & Books 

~ Knde ~ 

K~nd~e }:~e ~-~D:4 ~rom $229 $1 b9 o~ Less K~sdle Books 



Take a~ Ext,8 30% off Any Book Lip to 80% o, G~,~s ,o~ ~:"o1~ C~.Elt~e du~k~es 

For the ~o~e 
Featured dea~s fo~ the house and car ~.~£..~£~.~ 

25% O~f S~-~-c~ Dyson TechnoJo~ly j ~ $25 Off a $100 MakUta Purc’~ase 

25% Off Select Dyson Tec~snology 825 Off a 8100 MakUta Purc~sase 

7,so~s & Home ~mprc~iement 8~ack Fdday D~e~s Up t,s 45% ,sff NCAA Aubsmot~ve Ac@sssodes 

Tools & Home ImprovemeD.t Biack F~iday Deals Up 1o 45% off tq©ZA Automotive Aoc.esso.qes 

Note to Explore 



Up to 25% off Tib, sbuk2 B~gs MYHABiT tom Up to 60% off Select Hunte~ 

...... [o~ B~b~ J ...... Verizor~ 

G~Jest Cor~t~ibutor Ros[e Pope Shat’es Her Phones Starting at a Pe~ny from AT&T, Spd~t, 
Favorites ~or Baby and ~der~zor~ 

















Videe Games Baby 

Automotive Wstches 

hldusl~iai & Sck!nliiic 

Giocery 

Health & Personai Care 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nakenge.robertson@unc.edu 

Thursday, November 28, 2013 7:41 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2013 CBC Holiday Social 

it yoi; ciicl,: b~[e__.to add paperlesspost@papedesspost.com to your addiess book, you will =’eceive ail 

i11a il from Ce:’o:in.3 Biack Caucus on time ir: t~-;e tut~i:’e [~-;e deii’.’ery of ti~is Paper:ess f~’ost m.3:i may have 

been delayed d{ie to yo{ii emeil end spare biockin9 settinss 

For: Charlene Regester 

[~i Enable images to view 2013 CBC Holiday Sociai 

View invitation: 
vvv,,,w, pa pe rlesspost, co m/eve nts/5628891 - 
cfl bce15/repliesi105078822-317b439b 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

2013 CBC Holiday Social 
Friday, December 13th from 5:00 PM to 7:00 

PM 
The William & Ida Friday Center 

100 Friday Center Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Faperles~ F ost maii 

Post privacy policy. 







i~i Black F:idsv Desis A:e Hera 







Videe Games Baby 

Automotive Wstches 

hldusl~iai & Sck!nliiic 

Giocery 

Health & Personai Care 







~iii Black F:idsy ,r.}esis A:e Hera 

TVs & Home Theater 
Save o~ gifts everyo[~e wi~ enjoy See 

...... S~m ~ma~ LED HD[V ...... 

50% Off: L~st P~ice or~ Samsu~g 60-~c~ I050p Up to 45% o~f L~s~ P~ice or~ Selec~ Samsung 
120H£ S~m oma~ LED HDTk/ Premium 



IJ[s ~,e 30~ off List F"rice e ~ ,~-,ala~t ,>~ m.~ ~g B~- Rok~.~ ~-~O S[re~m~g [vled~a Player ~e~ On~y 
ray D~sc P~aye~s $39.99 

A u d i o 

ol SONO~ Ri.AYBAR                                    " " 

$I O0 Amazo~.com Pr(~mot~o~a~ Cr~dit w~th 10% Off Select Beats Neadphor~es 
P~rchase o~ o.~N~o RLAYBAR 

Save ~p to 40% o~ Select ~Home Aad~o Prodacts Up to 60% off S(~(~ct Ph~ps E~ectron~cs 







F,~ee Roku I Streaming Playel with Pu,~chase of Over 25% off LifePreef Cases far iRhe~’,e 4 & 
Seiect Ca~on and Nikon DSLRs iPhone 5 

Computers & Accessories 
Dea~s o~ the ~atest ~a~tops and tablets See 

is and 

;200 Amazon Gift Card witt; Select h~telopowered Save up to $I 50 on Select Aeer PCs 
24r~..I a a,,’~d Uitrabooke 

Save $I 00 e,,’~ ti~e ASLiS Vivetab Sma#. M E400C Save 80~X~ 
7ablet 

Entertainment 



Black Fdday H~s ~ M~sic 8tar~ing at $6,99 Black Friday Deals ~ Books 

Toys 
~e~s fo[ the ~ o~es o~ you~ ~st ~.~.~..~.p.[.@ 

Save up to 30% or~ Select D~s~ey ~>r~cess Up to 50% Off Select Star Wars F~gu~’es 



Presohooi Toys 

Savings with Style 

~N ~p ,’~ ~0 x, ,~fl ~-~.j~.ma~ ~ r ,~be~ ,o. ,~,or.en, Me., ~N~ 2~ ~ C,,, Shces & Handbags 
~=ds. arid ~sbv " " 

Up to 60% off Pa~arn~s a Robes fo~ VVcmen, 25% Off Shoes a Hs~x~bsgs 
Mere K~ds, and Baby 

L ~ to ~ ~ ,o off ,]ewe~r~~ {Jp to 70% off Select Sport Watches 

Note to Explore 



Up to 94% off Print & Digital Magazines 





Elect~e~dcs ieys & Games 

Automotive Watches 

~ndusl:ria~ S Sc~e~d:}fk: ~}eaul:y 

Hes}th & Perso~a~ Care 

G~!-t Cards 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store- news~amazon.com > 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 3:26 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

24 Days of Deals in Beauty & Crrooming 

"Y’OURACC;OUNT ] TODA~’SDEALS 

CARE HAiR CARE ~-’~ERFUME & COL(_X~NE TOOLS & ACCES~3ORIES SALES 

24 Days of Deals in Beauty & G .... ing 



Health & Beauty Gift Guide 

[ 

Books Eiectroi~ics ioys & Gsn=~’~s Home; Kitchel= & Dirling 

Mo,iies & lV V==deo Games Baby 0!’~==ce & Schoo~ S~;pp~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Depression, Genes, m~d Brain Research Study 

You may be eligible for a l~lC/Duke University research study if you are 18 50 years old and you experience symptoms of depression. Symptoms of depression can include feeling sad or 

blue and losing interest in activities, people, or things that you once enjoyed 

We are conducting a research study on how" genes and brain activi~ affect recovery from depression. The study involves a clinical interview~ blood dra~v for genetic testing, and an MRI 
brain scan In addition, qualified participants receive 15 sessions of talk therapy Qualilied participants will receive up to $120 in total compensation. Additional reformation can be found on 

our webpage at: h_ttp://can.uncedu/content/site/depression genes and brain studw’ 

If interested, please contact Jared Minkel at 919-684-6182 or j ared minkel@med.unc.edu to determine if you qualify to participate in this research study. 

The ’Imaging Genetic Predictors of Psychotherapy Outcomes in Unipolar Depression’ Study (IRB # 11-2537) was approved by the Duke Medicine Institutional Review- Board on 1/25/2012. 

The Principal investigators for this study are Dr. Gabriel Dichter and Dr. Moria Smoski. 

Pro00033714 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatly 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want ~o receive mass email To set your m3\~rmational 
mass ernail preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 





~i C~,bmr Mo~day DealsWeek 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emaJ, l.unc.edu 

Monday, December 2, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, al~xiety, irritability, or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe enough to interfere with normal functioning or 
interpersonal relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and qualig~z for research studies conducted in the UNC Center for Women’s iVlood Disorders (David 
Rubinow, MD., Director). 

WE iN~E E D WOMEN" ~rblO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the onset of menstruation 
2) are medically health)’ and not currently suffering ftom some other chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualii~ for research studies that give you diagnostic feedback on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualif) for treatment studies and studies providing up to 
$1,538 m compensation 

If you would like to participate, call (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UN(2 Hospital and UNC iVlental Health Specialists at REX[ 

The research study is IRE #05-3000. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 10/15/2013. 

This message is spunsured by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2:42 PM 

Regester, Choxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Are you a new mom with bipolar disorder or mmaic depression? 

Are you a ne~v morn with bipolar disorder or manic depression? 

We are recruiting ~vomen who: 
Are at least 18 years old 
Are ~vithin 18 months postpartum of their most recent pregnancy 
Have a histoW of bipolar disorder or manic depression 

You may quali~z for a research stu@ that could help researchers at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Nursing School better understand the experience of pregnancy for women 
with bipolar disorder. If you qualify, this research project involves a 1-2 hour telephone interview where we will ask you about your most recent pregnancy experience and a short online 
questiomaaire about your emotions If you would like to participate in this stud?-, please complete this brief online screening tool: https:/iuaac azl.qualtrics.com,’SE/? 
SID SV 06qDZpJzx©al-ATX, or e-mail       @email unc.edu to complete it over the phone. Compensation for this study is a $15 gift card to Target or Wal-Mart. 

#13-2852 approved 11-24-13 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 

This message is sponsored by: School of Nursing 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, December 2, 2013 3:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Struggling with your weight? Are you looking for a FRESH Start? 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition ~vant to compare diets in an 18 -month weight loss research study. The FRESH Start Study is currently recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are 
overweight (BMI>30) and othelavise healthy Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for Health) 
Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
Private nutrition counseling sessions (in-person and by phone) 
Group nutrition ~vorkshops conveniently located at Easto~vne Of J~)ce Park 
Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
Gift bags containing healthy foods 
Possible weight loss 
You ~vill not be asked to take any medication 

Compensation is a total of $300, provided at 6 mont2as ($50), 12 months ($50), and 18 months ($200). 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or send an email to freshstart@unc.edu 

This stu@ has been reviewed and approved (04/04/2011 ) by the UNC Biomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Stu@ Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction AIt’ecting Bo@ Weight 
Funded by: NIDDK (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Department of Nutrition 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your inl2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu.-- 

Monday, December 2, 2013 5:02 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Research <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

[iaar] IAAR Research Working Group Program Applications 

Institute of Afric~ Ainerican Research Working Group.doc; Institute of African American Reseomch Working Group Application Fonn.doc 

The Institute of African American Research (IAAR) welcomes applications from U NC-Chapel Hill faculty and postdoctoral fellows for its Research Working Group 

Program. Research Working Groups are a collaboration of individuals who are engaged in specific research activities for projects that concern African Americans 

and!or the broader African diaspora. The IAAR funds Research Working Groups up to ~;4000 per group. For further information about the program and application 

procedure, please see the attached documents. Please direct all inquiries to the iAAR director, Karla Slocum at kslocum@unc.edu). 

You are currently subscriloed to iaar as: .r.<ig.%~!;)_<’)£.r!ti!i.!Afi:’:.fi.:!,c.t.!t. 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-3394.511, -o8 -~<, ~.?.’J- ~., ~ ,~ c,, 9.-I ,, ~., ; 



INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 
RESEARCH WORKING GROUP APPLICATION 

2013-2014 

The IAAR supports and facilitates transformative and timely research concerning 

African Americans and the African Diaspora (AA&AD). Through its Research 
Working Group Program (RWG), the IAAR seeks to fund collaborative research that 

will further this mission. 

About the RWG: A Research Working Group (RWG) is a collaboration of multiple 
individuals who are engaged in research at the stage of conceptualization, design, 

proposal development or analysis. RWG projects have as a significant focus the 

study of topics with considerable relevance to African Americans and others who 
make up the African diaspora. 

A RWG includes a minimum of three individuals, at least two of whom are UNC-CH 
faculty members. One UNC-CH faculty member or postdoctoral fellow must be the 

"faculty lead" in the group, that is, the designated point person for administrative 
purposes. Other group members can include: faculty from other universities or 

colleges, graduate students and/or individuals who are not affiliated with a 

university or college system. For their research, the group is working together on 
any of the following: 

¯ Conceptualizing, designing or planning a research project 
¯ Writing a research grant for a private or public research foundation not 

associated with a UNC-CH 
¯ Analyzing or interpreting material following an active phase of research or 

data collection, including preparation for publication or dissemination of 

research results 

A RWG does NOT work on any of the following: 
¯ Research write up or other final production of collected research materials 
¯ Reading scholarly literature in a particular field as a primary goal or group 

activity 
° Data Collection 

Length of term: RWGs must begin their activities and have funds disbursed no later 

than June 15, 2014 and must be completed by December 31, 2014. The RWG can be 

held for a period of two-six months, with the possibility for renewal up to a total of 
nine months. 

Eligibility: Applicants must be working on a collaborative project that concerns 
African Americans and/or the broader African diaspora. Two UNC-CH faculty who 

are part of the group must be tenure track, adjunct, research or fixed term faculty. 
Or, one or both of them may be postdoctoral fellows. 



Faculty who have not received IAAR funding in the past two years will be prioritized 

although all faculty are eligible to apply. 

Expenses: The RWG funds provide support for work in the aforementioned areas. 

The following are a list of allowable and non-allowable expenses for RWG activities: 

Allowable Expenses 
Travel 

Communication 
Supplies 

Graduate Student Asst salary 
Fees for meeting with consultants or 

Non-allowable expenses 
Food 

Faculty salary or stipend 
Graduate Student Assistant Tuition 

Salary support for non-graduate students 

foundation representatives such as program officers 

Amount: up to $4,000 

Deadline: Applications are accepted on a rolling basis through May 15, 2014. 

However, the IAAR will support no more than four working groups in 20/3-2014. 

Applications are evaluated on a first come-first serve basis. 

Application materials: To apply, the person who would be the RWG "faculty lead" 

must complete and submit the attached application form, along with 1) a proposal 
that is no more than 1000 words, 2) a budget, 3) a list of 3-5 possible reviewers on 

faculty at UNC-CH, and 4) the CVs or resumes of all group members. Five copies of 
complete applications should be sent via campus mail to: 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) 
CB #3393 

Proposals should include a statement of the project topic, the significance of the 
project to studies of African Americans and/or the broader African diaspora, the 

justification for convening a RWG, any prior work on the topic that has been 
conducted by RWG members, and a plan and timeline of activities for the group. 

Proposals should also demonstrate how the project supports the IAAR’s mission and 

is a timely study that involves current research approaches and questions. 

We especially encourage projects that are interdisciplinary (either by group 
members or project focus or both) and/or involve engaged/participatory research. 
However, all projects meeting the aforementioned eligibility criteria are welcome. 

Grant requirements: A final two page report of RWG activities, outcomes, and 

future plans must be submitted at the end of the period specified for the group. 

Project members must acknowledge the IAAR in all publications resulting from the 
research project and inform the IAAR director whenever any publications result. 

Group members must agree to give a research talk in an IAAR event series within 
three years of holding RWG funds. If pursuing a research grant, all group members 

must agree to have the IAAR administer all project grants for them. 



INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 
RESEARCH WORKING GROUP APPLICATION FORM 

2013-2014 

Name (of RWG faculty lead): 
Date: 
PIE): 

Department(s): 

Campus Address: 

Email address: 

Phone number (campus or easiest contact number): 

Department Business or Accounts Contact (name, email and phone number): 

Proj ect title: 

Proj ect Abstract: (100 words) 

Names and affiliations (department and institution) of proposed RWG members: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 



Requested Amount: 

Have any of the applicants who will form the RWG received funding from the IAAR in the past 

two years? If yes, what funding have they received and when? 

Proposed start and end date for the RWG: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Depmlment of Communication Studies <comm@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Support Communications Studies at Carolina 

Department of Com mu nication Studies 

Hello from Bingham and Swain Halls! 

A number of exciting things are taking place in the department of communication studies. We 
recently launched a new media track, designed for students interested in the computer as a 
humanistic or artistic medium. We are also celebrating the continued success of our Writing for the 
Screen and Stage minor and the UNC Hollywood Internship Program. 

So much of what we do depends on the support we receive from generous alumni and friends of the 
department. Private giving to the department of communication studies enables: 

, Recruitment of top-notch undergraduate and graduate students. 
, Engaged learning opportunities and applied real-world experiences for undergraduates. 
, Visits from exceptional faculty, lecturers and artists from around the world. 
, Professional development for students and faculty, including participation in internship 
programs and professional conferences. 

2013 communication studies graduate Brittany Nona is an excellent example of the importance of 
private support. Brittany interned at a public relations consulting firm in Los Angeles: "It was great to 
use the skills I learned at Carolina to help an organization and catch a glimpse of what a real public 
relations job is like. I am extremely thankful for this funding. It made it possible for me to travel to a 
city where I’ve never been and work in a rigorous environment where I gained many new and useful 
skills." 

Unrestricted gifts allow us the flexibility to help us realize our students’ dreams and aspirations. If 

you’ve already made a gift to the department this year, thank you for your support. To make a gift 
now, please click here for secure online ~. To learn more about the department, visit 
comm.unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

l :~ Ken Hillis 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 

::X:: Give Now 

P.S. Stay connected to communication studies at UNC-- 
Find us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter! 

Department of Communication Studies 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3285, 115 Bingham Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 

Phone: (919) 962-2311 / E-mail: comm@unc.edu 

This email is fer alumni and friends of the Department of Communication Studies at the Universit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill¯ 
If you have comments or questions, email comm~unc edu, telephone (919) 962-2311, or write to the Department of 

Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill, CB#3285, 115 Bingham Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285, If you do not wish to receive 

further editions, unsubscribe here, 

703535427~ 



TH E U N IVER.SIT¥ 

NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAISE L HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

C’HA.PEI. t~I’I’LL, NC 

F 919.962,.666~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Gary Lloyd, Associate University Registrar 

Fall Term Grades 

November 18, 2013 

Our University will shortly be entering another electronic grading period. The purpose of this communication 
is to provide you with information that is usually sent at this time. 

Grades should be entered no later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To 
facilitate the timely reporting of grades, please follow this schedule for entering and approving your grades: 

Exams scheduled on Friday, December 6 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, December 9. 

Exams scheduled on Saturday, December 7 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, December 10. 

Exams scheduled on Monday, December 9 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday, December 12. 

Exams scheduled on Tuesday, December 10 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, December 13. 

Exams scheduled on Thursday, December 12 are due by 5:00 PM on Sunday, December 15. 

Exams scheduled on Friday, December 13 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, December 16. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, December 9. 

The 72 hour deadline for submittin Grade Rosters is critical. We must be able to reliably determine 
who will graduate on December 15th and/or who will be deemed academically ineligible. Your adherence to 
the above schedule is greatly appreciated. 

To assist with grading, the Office of the University Registrar’s hours of operation will be business days, 
Monday- Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm through December 19, 2013. Additionally, you may find our online 
grading documentation and training video useful: ~istrar.unc.edu/academic-services/qrades/enterinq- 
g rades-in- con nectcarolin a-facu Ity- cente r/. 

Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Fall 2013 Grading Memo 

Submitting Grades 

Every student on the grade roster must have an appropriate grade assiqned (no blanks). If a 
student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending classes, a grade of "AB" 
or "FA" (for undergraduate students only) must be assigned. A Post-Semester Registration 
Drop/Add Form can be used to remove or add a student to a course if Official Grade Rosters have 
already been generated for the semester. 

One of the advantages of the electronic grading system is that instructors can enter grades by 
computer/internet from anywhere in the world. The instructor of record is responsible for approving 
all grades for their classes. By doing so, his/her digital signature is recorded as having assigned 
and approved the grades. 

When Assigning Grades 

Refer to University Policy Memorandum (UPM) No. 24 for University grading policies and grade 
definitions: http://registrar, unc.edu/academic-services/policies-procedures/university-policy- 
memorandums/upm-24-the-grading-system/. 

o The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can be found online 
at http://registrar.unc.edu/files/2012/03/CCM3_031444.pdf. You may use the Comment Section of 
the IN/AB reporting form to explain the assignment of an "FA" grade. 

¯ Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course under the PS/D+/D/F 
option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for their performance. The computerized grade 
table will convert grades of "C-" or better to "PS." 

o Only the appropriate grading options for a student will appear in the drop down selection box. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the final examination and 
could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. This would be appropriate for an 
undergraduate student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as 
well as missing the exam. You may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting form if you wish 
to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination and there is the 
possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was taken. The "AB" is computed as an 
"F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is 
changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. 
For graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) unless the 
grade is replaced with a permanent grade by the last day of classes for the same term one year later. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not complete some 
other course requirement and there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the 
assignment is completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. 
For undergraduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the 
grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" 
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will convert to an "F*" unless the grade is replaced with a permanent grade by the last day of classes 
for the same term one year later. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first course(s) of an 
approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. Honors Program coursework usually 
extends over at least two semesters (Junior and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent 
grade is not assigned until completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent 
grade is assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must be 
changed to the appropriate permanent letter grade. 

Should you have a pending or possible judicial Honor System violation, please enter a grade of "IN" 
on the Grade Roster and report the issue to the Office of Student Conduct. That office will contact the 
Registrar’s Office to have the incomplete grade changed to "NG" until the case has been resolved. 
For questions about Honor System Actions and how to report a possible Honor System violation, 
please visit: http://studentconduct.unc.edu/faculty. 

cc: All OUR Staff 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Seeking parents and their 6-9 year old children! 

Seeking parents and their 6-9 year old children! 

Are you interested in discussing how parents teach their children about gratitude? Do you have a child between the ages of 6 and 9? If so, please participate in the Raising GrateIi~l Children 
Proj ect at U2x,-C. 

Participating parents and their children ~vill attend a two-hour visit at our L~,-C lab where they will complete activities and answer questions related to gratitude Then, parents ~vill be asked 
to complete a brief online dialy for 7 days aI’ter the lab visit and then again one month later Participating families ~vill receive $60 and childcare is provided upon request 

If you are interested in participating, please email gratitude@uric edu or call 919-962-8242 

The Raising Grateful Children Project is a research prRiect approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical IRB, IRB # 13-2640 (approved on 11/18/2013). 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Persona[ Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sengupta. Sohini <sengups@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 l: 13 PM 

Sengnpta, Sohini <sengups@unc.edu> 

Center for Facul~ Excellence (CFE) Spring 2014 evems of possible interest 

Dear Faculty, 

I woL~ld like to let you know about two events that CFE will be sponsoring!co-sponsoring in Spring 20:[4----click on hypedinks for descriptions and to register: 

8:45 AN - If:00 AN 

2:00 

F::ibr:gh( inff_’,:’m~donai Sess:,on 

Note: All o[ [:~r~ese events are f.:)r fa(:ull:~ 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 
Tel: 919-966-1741 
Email: sengups@unc.edu 
http://cfe.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, :58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Participmats for Vibration Study 

Hello, 

My name is                   and I am a master’s student in the Department of Exercise and Spolt Science at the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I am writing to you regarding a 
stud?’ we are conducting in our laboratory which examines the acute effects of vibration assisted stretching on flexibili~, strength, and muscle-tendon properties. We are looking for 
recreationally active (1 to 5 hours of exercise per week) male participants between the ages of 65 - 74 with no current or recent (within the past 3 months) serious low-back, hip, knee, or ankle 
injuries 

What types of testing will you do?? 

Strength: we will measure how strong your calf muscles are. 
Flexibility: we will measure how flexible your calf muscles are. 
Muscle and tendon properties: the size of the calf, muscle fiber length, Achilles tendon size, and the Achilles tendon ~vill all be measured 

The study involves only 3 visits to the laborato~! Each visit will take about 1 1 5 hours. 

If you are interested we can be reached at following: 

Lab phone: 
Emails @email.unc.edu 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST, we look forward to hearing fi-om you soon!! 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical IR[3 
IRB# 12-1112 approved on 11 ,’26,’2013 

Kind re~ards, 

~mail: ~email.unc.edu 

’]7his message is sponsored by: I)epartment of Exercise and Sport Sciene 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu.-- 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

CBC Special Meeling Dr. Cla~on 12.3.13.pdf; Mentoring Coaching Sponsorship.pdf 

ses~soo, VC B~ends~ M~],::,o% sm.d S}~aun~ Col]ie~. Sh~ma ~as ac.::e[:4:ed t}~e po~;JtJoo ,~f S~[:,ervi~;,~ryiHead Lil::,rari~m wit]t t~e Sroith~;,~n~an N~t~oo~] M~ase~rn 

d:,bbv 
Debo~h L. S~rom~n, P~.D. CLU 
En~qcqe, Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 5:10 PN 

To: cbcchair~unc.edu 
Subject: ~: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 
Impo~ance: High 

1~ {i F~ends. ~ {ere’~; tl:~e fi:ier~d[y rem~.der rega~:ding tomor~:ow:’~; meeting wid:~ Dc ]7’affye C]aytor~. ~ r~io~. 3102 a~ 4.:00 p.m. 
Tl~e agenda is very fc,cused on our commu,~ity a~ [~NC. We *~eed an opera and ft’m~k diNogue abou~ tl~e curren~ state Of Blacks at 

UNC and wlaa; solutions (ir~ tilde wo~:ks and wlaat needs to be desig~.ed) to iml)COve dae outcomes. Again, i~you laave not seen 

d~bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 

Engage, g~plore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel ~ohnson 

Fmm: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 5:00 PM 
To: cbcchair~unc.edu 
Subject: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting 
Hi Friends. As a suggestion from our last meeting, we are scheduled to now meet with Dr. Taffye Clayton, Vice Provost of Diversity and Multi-Cultural 

Affairs, on Tuesday, December 3rd. We will gather in Union 3102 at 4:00 p.m. We will continue this important dialogue on solutions to the concerns of the 

UNC Black community. ~ sincerely hope you can be in attendance. We hope to have a very engaging and productive meeting. 
Note: The CBC Holiday Social invitations will be sent to el! members next week. As a remindeG we are ~Iso celebrating the service of Vice Ch~ncellor 
Brenda Malone. University administrators and her senior staff will also be in attendance. Friday, December 13 at 5:00 p.m. Friday Center 
Thankyou~ 
Have a blessed and relaxing holiday. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. (2LU 

919.843.0336 

"When the root ~ deep, there i~ no reoson to[ear the wind," 



Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Carolina Black Caucus Special Meeting 

Tuesday, December 03, 2013 - 4:00 p.m. Union 3102 

Guest: Dr. Taffye Clayton, Chief Diversity Officer (Diversity and Multicultural Affairs) 

Objectives: Connection, Crisis Alert, and Clarification 

Elucidation 

1. Faculty: The Difference between Coaching, Mentoring, and Sponsorship 

Suggested Solutions 
2. National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity; Targeted Hiring Program 

Education; Town Hall to listen and learn; Incentive Program for the achievement 
of hiring and retention goals; Financial support of the Racial Equity course 

Understanding DMA 

3. What is the primary responsibility of DMA? Facilitation vs. Leadership 
4. Is DMA willing to state a public position on matters that affect our community? 

(UNC Crime Stats, Attacks on AAAD, DTH yellow journalism, etc.) Letters to the 

Editor, white paper, data clarification response, etc. 
5. Respecting the numerous programmatic initiatives (i.e., student or faculty 

projects), what is DMA’s role, if any, in dismantling institutional and structural 

racism? 

6. How will the university community know if DMA is achieving its goals? 

7. Are there university institutional equity and inclusion quantitative goals? 

8. What are the specific strategies that are employed, if any, by DMA to address the 

lack of achievement of these goals? 

9. What are the incentives, if any, to achieve Equity &Inclusion goals? 
10. What are the consequences, if any, if units do not achieve these goals? 
11. What is the purpose of the DMA online calendar of events? Is it possible to allow 

all campus units working with People of Color (POC) to submit their events? By 

when and what is the expected date of posting? 

12. What has been the senior administration response to the low enrollment of 
Black males for the Class of 2017? What is DMA’s response to that response? 

FYI - REI Workshop - Monday, January 6 and Tuesday, January 7 

http:!!d3h47xle2cecjg.cloudfront.net!wp-content!uploads!2Ol:3!!3t:!Anti- 

Racism registration ]/an-2014.pdf 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



with members of the ERGs and 

specificaI]y discussed leadership 

development. In addition, this 

yea~ AT&T is launching the ERG 

Academy~ a special program f%r ERG 

officers, regardless of their level in 

the company, to paKicipake in muki- 

day sessions at AT&T University 

that are the same alig=ment and 

development programs ahned ak 

senior leaders. 

At WellPoint associate-resource 

groups 6~GS) are a key source of 

talent .!imenez notes: "WellPo]nt 

views ARGs as an important talent- 

development venue. We recognize 

that through ARGs our organi zation 

has the opportunity to idend~v and 

groom talent that may nok have been 

identified through formal succession 

planning?’ 

/’~-N~cnez says a key aspect of every 

ANG’s }~smess plan ~s a focu s on pro- 

wdmg opportumtms to all members 

ibr per~Snal a~&p~;b’fk~.pional growth 

/     / 

through networking, mentoring, educational sessions and other development 
oppormnkiesiassignments. "Leaders of associate-resource groups are in a 
unique pos~t~on to showcase an d ~rth er develop their person al leadersh ~p 
skills and gain exposure to executive management with the potenda~ of gain- 
ing sponsorship," she says. All the ARGs meet at least once a year with Chair, 
President and CEO Angola Braly, and the ARG leaders meet on a reMdar basis 
with their respective executive sponsors ko discuss strategic direction and 
team-development opportunities. 

We]lPoint ARGs have worked collaboratively in the des~g~ and imple- 
mentation of progFams thac are speciiically geared coward leadership skills 
and competency development. For example: 
~ARG Learning Circle ~s a development program that fi)cnses on mentor- 

ing and coaching. It provides ,~G members the opportunity ~o be paired 
with a more experienced We[IPoint associate who serves in the role of 
a mentor. Mentors g~dde their protdg~s and help them establish goals 
around areas of development and career aspirations, and they develop 
action plans to accomplish them. 

~B@ldingYonr Leadership Profile is a telesem- 
inar series sponsored by WellPoint’s ARGs. 
ARGs collaborate to select topics, secure 
speakers and implemen~ monthly ~elesemb 
nars and webinars focused on a variety of per- 
sonal- and pro}~ssionabdevelopment topics. 
These virtual sessions include both ~nternal 
and external panelists and speakers. 

/     / 

he tale@evelopment shouldn’t stop just because a person reaches a high 

level. Ta]@ Roger Yang, an assurance partner in the Los Angeles oMce 

of Ernst               41, made partner in 1995 and now is a parmer m 

Hospitality and Construction Practice. A certified public 

accountant with a bachelor’s degree and an MBA from the University of 

California, he hasn’t yet reached the zenith of his career. 

eard about E&Y’s Inclusive Leadership Program, which started in 2009 and 

combines separate executive programs for women, Blacks, Latinos, Asians and American 

Indians° IFs also aimed at LGBT employees and employees with disabilities. The pro- 

gram creates mentoring relationships by pairing the high-potential partner (such as Yang) 

or principal with an Americas Executive Board member as well as an external coach. It 

includes a cuswmized development plan based on 360-deg~’ee feedback. It also includes 

annual learning programs, co-mentoring groups and networking opportunities. 

For Yang, the program has been eye-opening. "I needed to find out how ][ keep challeng- 

ing myself and how I become a real leader," he says. He’s in his first year of the three-year 

program and he found that he needed to be self-promoting, a frequent cultural issue for 

Asians. 

"I learned I have ~o go to people and tell them I arn inmresmd in taking on a ne~v role 

and ask them what they think about that. You have to force yourself to have that conversa- 

tion_if you aren’t doing it, others are. I thought that ifI focused on the here and now and 

did a good job, then good ~hings will come. But if you aren’~ proactive, if you don’t step out 

of that comfort zone, you can’t find out what else you can do," he says. 



WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

ClAN YOU/V¢,KE i c ,, .J._,E OF ALL THREE AT THE SAME TI,’¢,E V,iHI,JH ARE FORi4:AL? 
NOW DOES THE CROSS-CULTURAL A..PE,JT WORK? BY SARBARA 

O 
ne of the frequent questions we receive at our benchmarking debriefs is: "What is the difference between mentoring, 

coaching and sponsorship--and how do individuals, both senior executives and junior people, benefit from each of 
them? What role should the company play in these relationships--formally and informally?" 

We’ve prepared a primer for you withthe help of Sodexo, No. :k on The 20:kO Diversitylnc Top 50 Companies for 

~ Diversity~ list and a company we frequently use to illustrate an effective, results-oriented mentoring program. 

MENTOR 
"li",ii:/~.iii.../.~i;:iiiN@ VI~’ITH YOU" 
Relationship between two people for the 

purpose of developing themselves or their 

careers in navigating the workplace or a 

particular field. More ofl_en than that, the 

relationships are mutually beneficial, with 

both partners learning in a purposeful way 

and benefiting from their relationship in 

sharing knowledge and experience. 

COACH 
"qi"~%ii~i::iii/:~g@ TO YOU" 
Instructional, often with a particular 

goal or focus, such as developing 

technical or soft skills or can be 

used as a way to train someone on a 

discrete task or series of tasks. 

SPONSOR 
"%~!~:k/.~i:::iiNi@ A~,OUT YOU" 
A sponsor, usually’ someone at a more senior 

level and/or an individual with strong influence 

within an organization, assists a prot~g~ in gain- 

~ng visiNlity for paAicular assignments, promo- 

tions or posit~ons. The role ~s often recognized 

as having a career.-, job- or opportunity-related 

purpose with some inherent degree or accounb 

ability on the sponsor’s pa~. 

Dr. Ella Bell, in her book "Career GPS, Strategies for Women 
Navigating the New Corporate Landscape," excerpted in the last 
issue of Diversitylnc magazine, points out that there are "allies, 
mer~tors, sponsors and professional connections" in the work- 
place, and that all are valuable. 

What’s most important is to have many. "You can’t just get 
hooked up with the mentor your company provides and expect to 
get ahead," she writes. "And networking is much more than col- 
lected business cards. These days you need a sponsor.-----someone 
high up in the company who can take you under his or her wing, 
and ofi’er visibility, protection and a boost upward. The truth is, 
each of these relationships is important." 

Dr. Rohini Anand, Sodexo’s senior vice president and global 
chief diversity officer, notes that a common mistake women make 
is having just one sponsor while men have many. 

"For a man, if his sponsor’s career gets derailed, it’s not fatal 
because he has other sponsors. For a woman, that can 

be very’ different," she says. 
A sponsor, it’s clear, is a senior-level execu.- 

rive who touts the person’s achievements 
and helps them advance. Most oi’ these rela- 
tionships are not formalized. For example, 
Anand says, "1 have a senior executive 
sponsor at Sodexo, but it’s not called out 
formally. A sponsor is an advocate, and this 

executive has definitely done that for me." 
What’s important, she notes, is that 

senior executives sponsor people from tradi- 

tionally underrepresented groups. 

A mentor often will become a de facto sponsor. Barbara Adachi, 
national managing principal for Deloitte LLP’s Initiative for the 

Retention and Advancement oI Women, told us about an inter- 
hal suwey on sponsorship of senior people--partners, principals, 
directors and senior managers~ More than 3,000 people were sur- 
veyed and 865 responded. 

While close to 80 percent of the women surveyed felt they had 
a mentor, only 60 percent felt they had a sponsor. "More men 
say they have sponsors------they have progressed more naturally. 
Women don’t always ask------they wait to be noticed and recognized 
for their work while men just naturally form these relationships," 
she says. 

Deloitte does not have a ibrmal sponsorship program but 
embeds sponsorship into its talenbdevelopment initiatives. 

"Sponsors have a vested interest in your career. :they can use 
their actual political capital to help you get ahead. A mentor can be 
from the outside; a sponsor must come from the 
inside," Adachi says. 

So what, then, is the difference 
between a mentor and a coach? 
According to Sodexo: "A coach, via 

assessments, tools and method- 
ologies, identifies what the per- 
son needs and an action plan~ 
Mentoring is more driven by the 
mentees identifying needs of their 
own. There is some overlap-- 
qualities that make a good coach 
can make a good mentor." ~ 

BARBARA ADACHJ, 
DELOITTE 

DR, ROHINI ANAND, 
SODEXO 

For more information on the benefits of formal, 
cross-cultural mentoring programs, visit 

www.DiversitylncgestPractices.com/mentoring 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] INFORM_ATIONAL: Neuroimaging decision- maJaing study now recruiting paNcipants. 

Do you drink alcohol rarely, heavily, or moderately? 

We are conducting a research stu@ to examine the role of age and alcohol use in the decision-making process. Your participation would require you to come to the Universit5’ of North 
Carolina campus for a 3 hour session. For your participation, you ~vill be compensated with $35/hour. The experimental session will consist of completion of questiomaaires, the collection of 
a saliva sample, and a computerized task. The computerized task will be conducted in a magnetic resonance imaging (2vIRI) scanner 

You are eligible i~ 
1. You are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
2. You have no kno~vn psychiatric or neurological problems 
3. You are NOT taking psychoactive medications 
4. You are NOT taking illicit drags 
5. You have NEVER sought treatment for a substance use disorder 
6. You are NOT pregnant or breastfeeding 
7. You are a native English speaker 
8. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
9. You do NOT have a fear of enclosed spaces 
10 You are right hand ed 
11. You do NOT have tattoos above the shoulders 
12 No metal in your bo@ that you can’t take out 

If interested, please contact us at 919-962-8340 (mentiun the subject line ufthe e-mail ifyuu call) 
or e-mail cts2014@email.unc.edu with the fulluwing iilt’ormation: 

~Name 

F~mail address 
Phone number 
Best time tu be cuntacted 

This study titled "Alcuhul Cunsumption, I)ecisiun Making, and Development" has been approved by the UNC Non-Biumedical Institutiunal Review Buard (IRB) (study #: 11-1067 appruved 
5,’3/2013). 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Dept uf Psychulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Persunal Information 



S u bje ~i reg~st ~ 



Up to 50% ofl Video Games Plush Up [~ 35% of 1 B’ior~ster High 



Skylalsders SWA~ Folce StaP, er pack The Best Chiidre~’s Books of 2013 





TVs & Home Theater 

Cyber Mo#d~y Dea~s ,¢,ieek Sav~#gs ~# TV, Up to $100 off Select Sony B~u-rr~y Home 
V~deo & ik~dk~ [heater Systems 



’:.,’i~c pir~,~.e~ Select Sony 4~ Ultra HO TV 

Up to 30% off List Price on Select Samsung ~698 Off a Sony 4K U~tra HD ~,Jed~a P~ayer w~th 
Sh~qay D~sc P~ayers ~ Select Sony 4K U~tra HD TV 

Electronics 

Save o~; the TRENDnet A0750 Dual Ba~sd IJp te $30 off Seiect Toshiba Q Sedes Pro PC 
Vd~e~ess Ro~ter ¢5o~d-S[etes Dr~ves 

::.~j S.s’,,e SL::0 on the ~<ew 

K~ds 

Save $20 on the ~ew 
fo~ K~ds Bat Headphones 

Savings with S le 



Kir~die Fi~.~ HD, t~.~ Ped~ect Family Tablet O~.~l- 50% Off C~eatiw~, Aurvar~a 3 
I-~:ead pi~o~ses 



For the Holidays 

X~ Hc,~d~ Mumc $749 and Up ~ ~X~ 25 Days of Free H@~dsy S,m~gs 

Holiday Music $749 and Up 25 Days of F~ee Ho~id~y 8osgs 

’ You 

Note to Explore 



Shop Gifts, Oeais~ and T,~ack Your Holiday 
Packages witt; the Amazon App 

Never miss a a~,, ,,~th me Am~z~ n 1 Button 
App 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 2:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] In a romantic relationship? Participate in a UNC research study with your partner 

You are invited to participate in a new scientific research study designed to understand more about everyday couple interactions. Whether you are in a blissful relationship, thil~ your 
relationship could use a boost, or if you think you have a perfectly "normal" relationship, we are interested in what you have to say. 

People who have been involved in an exclusive romantic relationship for at least one year (no upper limit) may be eligible to participate in the study with their romantic partner. 

You and your partner will spend a combined total of approximately 5 hours of your time in our laboratoiy on the UNC campus. The stud?’ will consist of three separate visits to our 
laboratory with your partner over the course of five weeks: visit 1 lasts for 1 hour, visit 2 lasts for 1.5 hours, and visit 3 lasts for 25 hours. In addition to being physically present in the lab, 
the study also involves brief (3-4 minute) online questionnaires to be completed from a location of your choosing each night of the I~ive ~veek study (ie., 35 nights). During both lab 
sessions, we will record your physiolo~ and interactions with your romantic partner; we will also ask you to provide urinary and saliva samples to measure your naturally-occurring 
hormone levels. 

Each couple will be compensated with up to $210 for participation ($105 for each parmer) 

For this particular study, clue to the nature of the research questions being asked, people are only eligible if the couple consists of one man and one woman and they are over the age of 18 
Additional eligibility infolrnation applies. 

We would love to hear from you, and we ~vould be more than happy to give you further information about the stud?-, including additional eligibili .~ infolrnation. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us if you would like more information, or would like to sign tap for the study: everydayinteractions@unc.edu, or 919-962-4838 

We louk forward tu hearing from yuu, and will return your email ur phune call as soon as possible Sessiuns will begin in January 

Sincerely, 
Everyday Cuuple Interactiuns Study Team 

’]7his sturdy is being cunducted through the University uf North Carulina-Chapel Hill Psychulugy Department, and has been appruved on September 23,2013 by the UNC-CH Non-Biumedical 
Institutional Review Board, IRB Study Number 13-1976. 

’]7his message is spunsored by: UNC I)epartment uf Psychulogy. 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Persunal Infurmation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:03 PM 

Manoz-Hennoso, Abel -~amunoz@emaJl.unc.edu>; Taj, Aficoz N <taj@email.unc.edu>; Redick, Alan L <redick@email.unc.edu>; 

Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.crMt@unc.edu-~; Rivero, Alicia <arivero@unc.edu>; Reyes, Alvaro Andres 

<alwJcoar@email.anc.edu>; Benjmnin, Andrea ~ar~dreabz@emml.unc.edtr’~; Shaka, Angeline M ~ashaka@email.unc.edu-~; Agbe-Davies, 

Anna Sophia <agbe-davie@unc.edu>; Bardone-Cone, Anna <bardonec@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Anthony Daniel <adperez@unc.edu>; 

Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc.edu>; Chaff, Anusha <achari@unc.edu>; Vigil, Ariana Elizabeth <mdgil@email.unc.edu>; Escolmr, Arturo 

~aescolmr@email.unc.edu>; Eun, Barohny <eun@elnail.unc.edu>; Lomas-Lozano, Beatiiz <lomas@email.unc.edu> Selassie, Bereket H 

<bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Bo:dll, Bernard R <brboxill@email.unc.edtc,; Thornton, Blendan Jamal <bjthom@email.unc.edu>; Estig~mbia, 

Bruno <estigarr~email.unc.edu;,; Hsu, Carmen Y. <cmmen.hsu~unc.edu>; Carrasco, Crislina <ccarras@email.unc.edu~; Martinez- 

Gallardo, Cecilia--~cmg@email.unc.edu~; Aydin, Cemil <caydin@email.unc.edu;,; Regester. Charlene B <regeste@email.tmc.edu~; Price, 

Charles R <cprice 1 @email.unc.edu>; Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <ndaliko@email.unc.edu>; Clark, Chris Jude <~chficlar@emaAl.unc.edu;,; 

Teuton, Christopher Barrett <teuton@unc.edtc,; Yang, Clam H. <cyang 18@email.unc.edu;,; Song, Conghe <csong@email.unc.edu~; 

Duena~ Corina <cduenas@email.unc.edu-~; Current, Cynthia A <current@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Ri~driguez, Daniel A ~danrod@email.unc.edu>; 

Garcia, David F <dag~ad.unc.edu>; Mora Marln, David F <davidmm@unc.edu-~; del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelwll@email.unc.edu>; 

Pdveros-Iregui, Diego <diegori@emaJd.unc.edu>; Douglas, Eduardo de Jesfis <eduardod@emaAl.unc.edtr~; Seaton, Eleanor 

<eseaton@email.unc.edu>; Olson, Elizabeth Ann <eaolson@email.unc.edu-~; NebletL Enrique W <eneblett@email.unc.edu>; Watts, Eric 

King <el~:vatts@email.unc.edu>; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu>; Jackson, 

Fati~nah L.C. <l:ati~nahj@email.unc.edt~-; Li, Fei <lifei@em~l.unc.edu:>; Do~ninguez, FmnkA <uncihd@ils.unc.edu:>; Fuentes Lima, 

Patricia Helena <fuentesl@email.unc.edt~-; vaJ~divia <wldivi@elnail.unc.edu>; Yue, Gang <yaegang@ema~l.unc.edu>; Vaidyanathan, 

Geetha <geethav@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilg@unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; 

Avilez, GerShun <gavilez@email.unc.edu;,; Anderson, Glaire D. <~glaire@ad.unc.edu~; Guo, Guang <guang~guo@unc.edtc,; Williams, 

Heather A <hawill@email.unc.edu;,; Kim, Heidi K <~beidikim@email.unc.edu~; Kim, Hosun <hostmk@email.unc.edu;,; Huesa, Pello 
<huesa@email.unc.edu;,; Amat, Iluminada L <~nilda@email.unc.edu>; Sevea, Iqbal <isevea@email.unc.edu~; Gomez-Castellano, hene 

<igc@email.unc.edu>; Unah, Isaac J <unah@unc.edu>; Hagan, Jacqueline M ~hagan@unc.edu~; Coleman, James 
<coleman3@ad.unc.edu>; Dennison, Jean <jeandennison@anc.edu>; Loeb, Jeannie H <loeb@unc.edu>; Ha, Jennit~r A 

<jho@email.unc.edu-~; Tone-Pah-Hote, Jenny <tonepahh@email.anc.edu>; Jackson, Jerma A <jaj@email.unc.edu>; Zhuang, .liasam 

<jzhuang@email.anc.edu-~; Jo, Ji-Yeon O <joj@email.unc.edu~; Chua, Jocelyn Lira <jlchu~emaJl.unc.edu~; Alamo, Juan Manuel 

<ja]amo@email.unc.edu>; Go~alez-Espitia, Juan Carlos <jcge@email.unc.edu>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu-~; Mack, Julia 

<hispan~@ema~l.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D <kdFson@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, ILia L 

<klcaldwe@emaAl.unc.edu>; Perreira, Krista <perreim@e~nail.unc.edu:>; Silva, Kumi <kumi@email.unc.edu>; Halperin, Laura 

<lhalperi@email.unc.edu>; Lopez-Sanders, Laura <laura.lopez-sanders@unc.edu>; Richardson, Liana J <liana richardson@unc.edu>; 

Hsiao, Li-ling <hsiaoll@em~l.unc.edu>; Perez, Louis A <perez@e~n~l.unc.edu>; Gdmez, Luis Marcelino <lgo~nez@email.unc.edu>; 

Williams, Lyneise E <williaJe@email.unc.edu>; Henderson, Mac G <hendel~m@email.unc.edu~; Nguyen, Mai Thi <mai@unc.edu>; 

LoweD~. Malinda Maynor <~mmayno@email.unc.edu;,; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edtc,; Lee, Margaret Carol 

<leemc@email.unc.edu;,; Deguzmfin, Mafia <deguzman@email.unc.edu~; Escolar, Mafisa--~escolar@email.unc.edu>; Ruiz-Garcia, Martha 

E <ruizga@email.unc.edu>; Sueldo, Martin Ariel <sueldo@email.unc.edu>; Pardo, MaD~ <mpardo@email.unc.edu>; Tewari, Meenu 
<mtewa~i@unc.edu>; Lmnbert, Michael C <mlambert@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Tsin, Michael T <tsin@unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T 

<mtberger@email.unc.edu>; King, Michelle T <mtking@email.unc.edtr~; La Serna, Miguel Abra~n <la~ma@email.anc.edu>; Rector, 

Monica P <recto@email.unc.edu>; Nmne (email); Bapat, Navin A <bapa@email.unc.edu-~; Ahuja, Neel <nahuj~r@emml.unc.edu-~; 

Francis, Neville R <nrfmnci@email.unc.edu-~; K~a, Nild~il <nkaz~r@unc.edu>; Estrada, Oswaldo <oestrada/~email.unc.edu>; Parker, 
Patricia S <psparke@e~n~l.unc.edu>; Hall, Pel~ A <IL~kLLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU >; Ghosh, Pika <pghosh@email.unc.edu>; Layne- 

Kop£ Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edtc,; M~xwell, Rahsaan Daniel <~lisaan,~)email.unc.edu>; Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 

<rrfishe@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G <quercia@em~l.unc.edu>; Prof. 

Ronald Williams (rcw@unc.edu); Perelmutel; Rosa <ipperelm@email.unc.edu>; Burgos-Lovece, Ruy <rsb4756@email.unc.edu>; 

Preston-Roedder, Ryan Conree <preston-roedde@unc.edu~; Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Kim, Sangsuk 

<kimss@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sharma, Sarah Rani <s~hann@email.unc.edu>; Chaudhuri, Saraswata <saraswat@email.unc.edu>; Parreiras, 

Sergio O. <sergiop@unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Daughtel~, Stacey B <~daughte@unc.edtc,; Handa, 

Sudhanshu ~shanda@email.unc.edu>; Shields, T~mya L <tshields@unc.edu>; McIntosh, Terence V <terencemcintosh@unc.edu>; Phan, 

Toan <phantv,@email.unc.edu-~; Ochoa, Todd Ramon <tochoa@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Valerie L <vlmnber@email.unc.edtr~; Martin, 

Victoria D <vdm@email.unc.edu>; Sathy, Viii <viii sathy@unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Lin, Wei-Cheng 

<wcli@email.anc.edu>; Li, Wendan <wli@email.unc.edu-~; Chen, Xi <xichen48@email.unc.edtr~; Chen, Xiaodong 

~chenxd@elnail.unc.edu>; Song, Yan <ys@email.unc.edu>; Yang, Y. Cl~re <yangy@unc.edu>; Cai, Yong <caiyong@unc.edu>; Vargas, 

Zaragosa <zvarga@eln~l.unc .edu> 

Summer Fellowship Opportunity 

FinalMURAPFacul~Announcement2014.doc; Fina1MurapStudentAnnoucemant2014.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Appremice Program (MURAP) invites applications from UNC-Chapel ttill faculty in the social sciences, humanities and fine arts 
who would like to participate in our ten-week summer research program (May 25-July 31, 2014) and serve as mentors to two students with matching academic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepare students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
careers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of the cnrrent academic year) from colleges and universities all over the nation who are 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will Nfide them closely in their rigorous research experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed info~rnation about duties and the application process for faculty fellows. THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACULTY 
FELLOWSHIPS IS JANUARY 24, 2014. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment armouncement to distribute to potential student applicm~ts at Carolina and to 
colleagues who might help you to identify other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensure that we have suitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications arc due no later than Febmaw 7, 2014). 



Further details about the MURAP prograJn can be found on our website: http:ii~Tw.tmc.edt~/depts/murapiindex.hlml. It’you have additional qnestions, ple~e contact Ms. 
Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator (murap]c~unc:edu) or Prof~ Rosa Perelmnter, Director (rpperelm(~emailxmc.edu). 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perelmnter 
and Ma3"issa Garcia 



Announcement of Summer Faculty Fellowships 
Hay 27-July 31, 2014 

The Hoore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (HURAP) invites 
applications from faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
who would like to serve as mentors in our ten-week summer 2013 program. 
HURAP strives to foster the entrance of talented students from diverse 
backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and eventually into faculty positions in colleges and 
universities in the U.S. At a broader level, the program seeks to increase the 
number of minorities, and others who demonstrate a commitment to 
diversity, who will pursue graduate work and hold faculty appointments 
within the academy. 

MURAP works to achieve its mission by identifying and supporting students of 
great promise and helping them to become scholars of the highest distinction. 
Through the program, rising juniors and seniors in college are introduced to 
the professional work of university scholars and teachers while learning 
about the opportunities and challenges of graduate studies in the humanities, 
social sciences, and fine arts. Under the guidance of a mentor, each MURAP 
student fellow works on a research project of his or her own design. 

Faculty fellows carry out two major roles: they 1) oversee two students in 
independent research projects from conception to completion and 2) help 
prepare their mentees for graduate school both by assisting them in 
identifying an area of interest and the programs that exist in that field, and 
by discussing aspects of the profession and the professor’s own interests as a 
teacher and researcher. Mentors who join the program are expected to 

meet with student advisees at least three times per week to provide 
regular and detailed feedback on students" projects and career 
attend a weekly three-hour seminar where students and mentors come 
together to present and discuss their work 
be present at the annual two-day HURAP academic conference from 
8am-5 pm on Thursday and Friday, 3uly 24-25, 2014 
be in residence in Chapel Hill throughout this period, with few 
exceptions 

The MURAP stipend, meant to free mentors from summer teaching so that 
they can devote themselves to their research and their mentorship, is $8000, 
subject to applicable deductions for benefits and taxes. Stipends will be paid 
in two lump-sum supplements to regular faculty salaries. 

(PAGE } 



For faculty mentors, the program will begin on Tuesday, May 27 and 
conclude with a banquet on Wednesday, July 30 (students will arrive on 
Sunday, May 25 and depart on Thursday, July 31). 

To apply please submit the following materials electronically by Friday, 
January 24, 2014: 

1) 

2) 
3) 

4) 

A cover letter indicating your interest in serving as a mentor and 
your willingness and ability to meet the requirements listed above. 
A copy of your current curriculum vitae. 
A two-page description of your proposed research plan for the 
summer, including a list of research field/areas in which you would 
feel comfortable mentoring a student. 
A description of your previous experience serving as a research 
mentor for undergraduates as well as any professional activities 
that demonstrate your commitment to educational diversity. 

Former MURAP mentors are eligible and welcome to apply again. We also 
encourage applications from first-time applicants. Students will be applying 
from a wide range of undergraduate institutions and majors, and all of the 
successful applicants will have competitive academic records. Every effort 
will be made to match faculty fellows and student applicants whose research 
interests overlap but prospective mentors will have a final say on the choice 
of mentee. In order to ensure that we receive student applications from 
candidates whose fields and interests are compatible with mentorship 
applicants’, we suggest they forward the enclosed student announcement to 
students and peers, both locally and throughout the United States. 

Applications should be addressed to Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, MURAP 
Director, 305C Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Carolina Campus Box 3393, and 
emailed to murap@unc.edu. For more information about MURAP, please 
consult our website at http://www.unc.edu/depts/murap or contact our 
Program Coordinator, Ms. Marissa Garcia, at 962-6811 or at the email address 
above. 

Deadline for applications is 5:00 I~m on Friday, January 24, 2014, 

(PAGE } 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 25-July 31, 2014 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 24-25. Also on the schedule are a Writing Clinic, available for four 
hours three times a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 
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portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1500, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http://genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, students will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. 
Through it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling 
during the graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when 
applying to consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding 
for advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.a ndover.ed u / Su m merSession O utreach / I F ROTeac hers/Pages/d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 7. 2014 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 
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take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks, Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

Academic promise 
Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 
professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 
Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 
Availability of an appropriate mentor 
Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities 
Strength of faculty recommendations 
Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 
given preference) 
Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter HURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website murap.unc.edu beginning on November 4, 2013. For questions 
please contact Ms. Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 

{PAGE } 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Think you might have the Flu? Clinical Reseaxch Stu@ 

Despite the availability of drugs to treat the flu, approximately 24,000 people in the US die each year of this disease. We think we can do better. 

We are conducting a clinical research study for people with pre-existing medical problems, to determine whether a combination of several flu drugs helps them to get better faster, compared 
to using just one flu drug. 

Study details: 

Five days of study meds provided, including Tamiflu 
4-5 study visits within a 28-day period 
1 monthly phone call (or visit) for approximately 6 months after the initial 28-day period 

Compensation for completion of all stu@ visits: 

Women up to $525 and men up to ~¢~00 

Requirements for participation: 

18 years or older 
have flu symptoms (fever, cough, nasal congestion) 
AND have a medical condition(s) that has been associated with increased risk of complications from influenza, such as aathma, diabetes, heart, kidney, and lung disease 

Please contact Donna Pittard at flu@med.unc edu or 1-877-(>43-9040 if you would like to learn more and provide the 12~llowing information: 

Name 
Telephone number 
Best time to call 

UNC Biomedical IRB#: 11-1438 
Title: A Randomized Double-Blind Phase 2 Study Comparing the Efficacy, Safety, and Tolerability of Combination Anuvirals (Amantadine, Ribavirin, Oseltamivir) versus Oseltamlvir 12~r the 
Treatment of Influenza in Adults at Risk for Complications 
Approval date: Aug 29, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 4:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Request tbr Black ttistory Month Listings 

To All Faculty, Stafl; and Students: 
The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs would like to compile a schedule and calendar of events for observances of Black HistoW Month 2014 

We invite you to submit an?’ activities/events by sending details to Diversity and Multicultural AIt’airs at diversity@uric, edu. 

Please send submissions by December 23,2013 and include dates, times, location, a brief description of the activity/event, contact information for questions, and any cost involved. 

This message is sponsored by: Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 4:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Eme~ency Contact Collection 

TO: All Faculty- and Staff 

FROM: Brenda Richardson Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

In the event of an urgent situation on campus such as an individual falling severely and suddenly ill, or even a widespread emergency situation that affects many people it is vital that 
the Umversity has a way to communicate with those individuals designated by employees as their primary- points of contact. Currently, many departments collect this information for faculty 
and staIt; but best emergency response practices have shown that a central storage and access point with appropriate controls is essential 

Accordingly, the University has designed an online tool to allow facul~ and staff to enter their designated contact person’s information during the Onyen password update process. Due to 
the importance of this effort, you are required to complete the online process (see instructions below). 

Your emergency contact information ~vill be securely held, and will never be made publicly available. It ~vill only be used in the event of a true emergency as determined by senior University 
administration and/or the Department of Public Safety’. Decisions to access the information and call the designated emergency contact will be made by senior administrators, the Office of 
Human Resources or Department of Public Safe~z. In addition, decisions to reach out to the emergency contact will only be made after the initial report of an emergency is confirmed through 
the department head or other similar high-level administration member with knowledge of the specific situation. 

You ~vill be able to enter up to two separate emergency points of contact, including name, relationship, phone number(s) and other optional contact information You can enter this 
reformation during the Onyen password check or update process, when you can also change or affirm a cell number in the Alert Carolina system. Once you enter the information for a 
specific person, it will remain in the system unless you later update or remove it. 

Thank you in advance for your support of the University’s effi~rts to enhance safety" and ensure that if an emergency does occur appropriate notice can be provided to family or other 
designated individuals I encourage you to add your emergency contact information as soon as possible 

To add or change your emergency contact in]2)rmation: 
Go to https://onyen.unc.edu and click the link fi~r "Manage Password" Enter your Owen and current password (Note: You will not have to change your Onyen password as part of this 
process.) You will need to complete the fi~llowing steps: 

-- agree to the infi~rmation security" policy attestation 
-- al![irm your Alert Carolina cell number entry" 
-- enter your emergency contact information 
-- answer the security questions required by ITS 

When you reach the New Password screen, click "Logout" on the right side of the screen, and select "Sign me out." You do not need to change your Onyen password. 

You can use the process above to change or update your emergency contact information at an?’ time between scheduled password resets Each time you change your Onyen password, you 
can simply affirm the current emergency contact information, or update it if needed 

In the near future, you will also be able to add or change your emergency contact information using the "Update Personal Information" screen in the online campus directory 

If you do not have an Onyen, or do not have computer access, you can have your emergency contact information added to the system by calling the IT Response Center at 962-ItELP 

This message is sponsored by: ()l!fi ce of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 11:56 AM 

Afiican American Histo~ Workshop <aJiim@listscrv. unc.edu> 

[atZam] Fwd: Boston college African & AtiJcan Diaspora disscrtation t~llowship 

Adriane Lentz-Smith 
Associate Professor & Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of History 
Duke University 
Box 90719 
Durham NC, 27708-0719 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Lentz, Christian Cunningham" <cclentz@email.unc.edu> 
Date: December 5, 2013 9:29:13 AM EST 
To: "fleofl.clrads@listserv.unc.edu" <.qeoggrads@listserv.unc.edu> 
Cc: "ad116@duke.edu" <adl16@duke.edu> 
Subject: Boston college African & African Diaspora dissertation fellowship 

Boston College’s African & Afi’ican Diaspora Studies Program (AADS) araounces its fifth dissertation fellowship competition. Scholars working in any 
discipline in the Social Sciences or Humanities, ruth projects focusing on any topic mthin African ancFor African Diaspora Studies, are eligible. We seek 

applicants pursuing innovative, preferably interdisciplinary., projects in dialogne with critical issues and trends mthin the field. 

This 2014/2015 fellowship includes a $30,060 stipend; health insurance; a $1,500 research budget; and a fully equipped, shared office. The fellow must 

remain in residence for the 9-month academic year, deliver one public lecture, and teach one seminar course. 

The successti~l applicant will have lull access to BC’s scven libraries as well as several rare books and manuscripts collections. Of particular interest is the 
Nicholas M. Willimns/Caribbeana Collection, consisting of materia] s from and about Aliica, Jamaica, and the British West Indies. The fellow can al~ 

benefit from BC’s neMy foun&d Institute for the Liberal Arts, as well as events sponsored by progra~s~’instaJlations in International Studies, Aanerican 

Studies, Asian American Studies, Middle Eas~t Studies, Islmnic CMlization and Societies, as well as the internationally renowned McMullen Museum. 

Applications mus~t include: 1) a 3000 word project proposal that includes a plan for completion and description of how this fellowship will assist applicant 

in achieving future p~ofessional goals, 2) a 25 page MAXIMUM writing sample, 3) a CV, and 4) thiee letters of recommendation, one of which must be 

from the dissertation advisor. Eligible applicants must be ABD by the s~art of the fellowship year. 

Boston College is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer dedicated to building a ctflturally diverse faculty and a multictfltural environment. We 

strongly encourage applications t~m women, individuals t~m hiaorically underrepreseated gronps mad individuals with disabilitie~ mad covered veterans. 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

afani as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste~bemail.unc.edu~’a>.<b~> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12alt)cc7a5bd&n T&I afam&o 33965846 or send a blank email to <a 

hie~"mailto:leave-33965846- 5383356A210a5a0009220deaf6bl2af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33965846- 

5383356.1210a5 a0009220deaf6b 12alt)cc7a5bd@listscrv.unc.edu</a7 











Amazon Gift Ca~ds: Free gift box and OneoDay 
Shippir~g 

Holiday VVrapp~ng Paper a~d Supp~es 

Hoiiday Entertailsilsg & Gourm÷t Gift Guide 

amazon 

Shop Gifts: Deals, and "i’~’ack Your ~qeiiday 
Packages wi~h the Amazon App 



Video Gsmes Baby Office & Schooi Supplies 

Computers & Soflware Shoes Grocery 

A:.itomotive Wetches Hes}th & Persoc~a~ Cars 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Phone System Changes 

UNC Information Technology Sel~’ices (ITS) - Communication Technologies (Carom Tech) is changing the phone system located at the campus locations listed belo~v from the legacy 
AT&T Centrex phone system to the new- Verizon Business Hosted IP Centrex (HIPC), or, Voice over IP (VolP) phone system on Monday, December 9th, 2013. This change impacts 
approximately 4,000 phone lines on campus. Due to the volume and complexi~ of this change, some campus customers could encounter a problem in dialing a phone number at these 
locations on December 9th, or, possibly even periodically throughout the week of December 9th 

Phone numbers will remain the same with this change, however, UNC campus facul~z and staff that do not currently- have a VolP phone will need to begin dialing the t~ll 10-digit phone 
number to other faculty and staff at these locations (7 + 919 + 7-digit phone number). 

UNC facul~ and staff that have a VolP phone will dial the 10-digit phone number (no dial 7 prefix), or, the 5-digit abbreviated phone number when dialing these locations on or after 

December 9, 2013. 

You may visit our website at https:/iits unc.edu/voip for detailed information on VolY’, as well as additional information on dialing plans for both VolP and legacy Centrex phone systems 

Campus Buildings Scheduled for Transition on December 9, 2013 are: 

> U2",!C Bldg No 463, EDS (Elect Dist Svc Ops Ctr), 112 Airport Dl-~ve; 

> U2",!C Bldg No 651, Facihties (Homey) 
Construction Shop, 975 Facilities Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 166, (3 eneral Storeruum, 111 Airpurt Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 477, Homey ~mnex, 101 Airport Drive; 

> UNC Bldg No 458, Surplus Pruper~ Warehuuse, 1065 Facilities Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu 462, Art Studio Bldg., 108 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 168, Hurney Bldg., 103 Airpurt Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 437, Airport Office, 1003 Estes Dr~ve E×tensiun; 

> UNC Bldg, Nu. 488, E[IS }Iaz~rduus Material Facility, 1085 Facilities Dr~ve; 

> UNC Bldg N0 665, Cogen Facility Sturage; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 526, Energy Services Bldg, 925 Branch St; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 247, MBRB, 111 Mason Farm Road; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu 246, Health Affairs Buokstore, 145 N. Medical Drive; 

> UNC Bldg. Nu. 217, Taylor Hail, 109 Masun Farm Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 236, Glaxo _’viol Lab, 101 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 219 Berryhill Hall,150 N. Medical Drive; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 552, Medical School Building Trailer 52, 105 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 221, Medical School YVing C, 334 Enrergency Rood Drive; 

> L~’~’C Bldg. No. 331, Radiology- Res, 124 Mason Farm Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 231, Maly Ellen Jones (FLOB), 116 Manning Drive; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 327, Mcdical Research Building B, 150-A Mason Farm Road; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 242, ThmstonBowles, 104 Marming Drive; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 520, Trailer 46, 146 Daniels Road; 

> L~C Bldg. No. 523, Trailer 49, 150 Daniels Road; 

> L~’~’C Bldg. No. 207, Medical School Wing B, 332 Emergency Roonr Drive; 

> L~’~’C’ Bldg. No. 208, Medical School Wing D, 336 Enrergency Room Drive; 

> U~,~’C Bldg. No. 245, Neuro Science Research, 115 Mason Farm Road; 

> U~,~’C Bldg. No. 206, Bondurant Hall, 321 South Columbia Street; 

> I~,~!C Bldg No 521, Trailer 47, 148 Daniels Road; 

> I~,~!C Bldg. No. 222, Medical School Wing EF, 338 Emergency Room Drive; 

> U~!C Bldg No 229, Burnett-Womack, 160 Dental Ctrcle; 

> U~,~’C Bldg. No. 248, Bioinformatics, 130 Mason Farm Road; 



> uNc Bldg. 

> UNC Bldg 

> UNC Bldg. 

> UNC Bldg 

> UNC Bldg 

> L~T’ Bldg. 

> LrNC Bldg. 

> L~’&’ Bldg. 

> L~’~T’ Bldg. 

> L~C Bldg. 

> L~4C Bldg. 

> L~N’C Bldg. 

Thank you, 

No 223, Health Science Llbraw, 335 South Columbia Street; 

No 063, ttouse Librau, 203 South Road; 

No. 080, Davis ISbrapy, 208 Raleigh Street; 

No 024, Wilson Library, 201 South Road; 

N0 387, l-)ubose Home, 140 I)ubose tlome Lane; 

No. 388, Meadowmont Loudetrnilk Hall, 130 Dubose Home Lane; 

No. 389, McLean Hall, 150 Dubose Home Lane; 

No. 498, Kenan Center of NC, 360 Kenan Center Drive; 

No. 096, McColl Business School, 300 Kenan Center Drive; 

No. 590A, HxaT. 54 East, 1000 Environ Way; 

No. 499, General A&nin. Bldg., 910 Raleigh Road; 

No. 373, School Leadership Training Center, 140 Friday Center Drive. 

Chcri Beasley 
IT Manager 
ITS Communication Tecl’mologies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3800 (office) 
919.616.5535 (cell) 
CheriBeasley@unc. edu 

This message is sponsored by: Information TechnologT Services (ITS) 

This message is sponsored by: IrKormation Tectmology Set~zices 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 5:28 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

Smitl~, Jaue C. <jmae smith@unc.edu> 

[generalti~culty] Invitation to faculty processional, December 15 commence~nent 

To the General Faculty: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Our mid-year commencement ceremony will be held on Sunday, December 15 at 2:00 p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. There are fewer graduates in December 

than in May, and the number of associated family and friends present is correspondingly smaller. As a result you can play a large role in the life of December 2013 

UNC graduates by joining the faculty who attend this climactic event. 

As has been the campus tradition, one of our own will be the commencement speaker. Professor I(evin Guskiewicz of our Exercise and Sport Science department, 

a world renowned concussion expert and MacArthur "genius" grant winner, has been selected to speak. 

The conferral of degrees is the culmination of years of investment by everyone associated with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We invite you to 

participate in the faculty procession with or without regalia. Faculty members will assemble at 1:30 p.m. in the Press Room of the Smith Center. Use Entry D and 

take the elevator down to the main floor. Marshals will direct you to the room. Parking is available in the lots adjacent to the Smith Center. Full details are online 

at b__t_tp_.’_/_i__c_..o__.n_!..m__..e_ .n__c__e_ ..m__.e__n_.t_._.u__.n__c_:_e_._d_..u_. If you have questions, please contact Jane Smith in University Events at j..a_ .n__e__.s__m_jt_._h_.@._u_..n_c_:_e__d_..u_ or 919-962-0045. 

As the curtain falls on another successful semester, please consider joining in this December commencement celebration. 

Sincerely yours, 

e ed ted    j 

Jan Boxill 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJt~ulty as: ~este~tbemail.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=66902437.0af4160b3368fafaTd15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l geueraJfaculb’&o 33968421 or send a blmak email to 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 5:29 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Burglary. Reported 

ALERT CAROLINA TIMEL Y WARNING: Burglary Reported On Campus 

The LTNC Depaltment of Public Safety is investigating a report today (Fri., Dec 6) of a burglary occurring in Lewis Residence Hall on the LT,-C Campus. 

A female UNC student reported that she was sleeping when a male suspect entered her room at around 2:40 a.m. ;Vhen the victim awoke, the suspect quickly fled the room; no weapons 

were reportedly seen. The suspect was described as a ~Vhite male wearing a dark tee-shirt 

Continue to monitor Alelt Carolina website (alertcarolina uric edu) for any updates in investigations into this incident. EPqC Police are asking anyone with infon’nation about this me,dent to 
call the U2XTC Police Depar~nent at 919-962-8100 or contact the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC Crime Stoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are confidential and anonymous You can also submit 

information to Crime Stoppers online at www.crimestoppers-chcunc org 

Students should take extra precautions: make sure to keep room doors locked at all tin]es, don’t allo;v strangers to "piggy-back" through entrances to residence halls or any campus 
buildings, and call 911 immediately to report any and all suspicious activity on or near campus For a list of additional safe~ tips, see the follo;ving link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

ABOE’T THIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of iBl"ormation as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one ;vill always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of reformation will 

always be the Alert Carolina website, http:i/aler tcarolina.unc.edu. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, December 6, 2013 9:58 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Participants Needed 

We are recruiting for the following study. You will be participating in three separate studies during this session. Please see below for details on each study. To register please visit our 
website at, v,~vw c4dr.unc.eduiexperiments 

Decision making and problem solving 

We are studying decision making and problem solving. You will first be 
asked to solve as many math puzzles as possible in a limited amount of 
time. You will then be asked to indicate how you would respond in a few 
different decisions, including an investment decision. This stu@ will take 
place in the Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab (McColl 4404) for approximately 
15-20 minutes 

Location: McColl 4404 
Duration: 15-20 minutes 
Pay: $3-$8 
IRB: 13-3339 
Exclusions: You must be 18 years of age to participate in this study. 
Approved by the NonBiomedical U~-C Behavioral IRB on December 3rd, 2013 

Stimuli and Decision Making 

’]7he purpose of this study is to explore the implicit and explicit structure of different mental concepts and their corresponding affect zones You will be asked to complete a brief series of 
computer-based survey tasks. This 
stud.,/will take place in the Kenan-Flagler Behavioral Lab (McColl 4404) for 
approximately 15 minutes. 

Location: McCol14404 
Duration: 15 minutes 
Pay: $3-$4 
IR[3:12-(X)7 
Exclusions: You must be 18 years of age to participate in this stu@. 
Approved by the NonBiomedica[ UNC Behavioral IRB on December 3rd, 2013 

Evaluation of Job Candidate Profiles 

We are studying the effects of job candidates’ online profiles on observers’ 
evaluations and impressions. You will :first be asked to carefully review the 
profile of a job candidate. You will then be asked to rate the candidate on 
several dimensions. ’]’his study will take place in the Kenan-Flagler 
Behavioral Lab (McColl 4404) for approximately 15 minutes 

Location: McColl 4404 
Duration: 15 minutes 
Pay: $3 
IRB: 13-3856 
Exclusions: You must be 18 years of age to participate in this study. 
Approved by- the NortBiomedical UN-C Behavioral IRB on December 3rd, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://m¥.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Hea~ing Research Study tbr native English speakers 

HEARJNG RESEARCH STL~Y 

We are currently recruiting native English speakers who are 18-35 years old Participants should have normal hearing, and no histoly of ear problems. The study will consist of one or two 

visits of one hour each There may also be other long-term studies that you qualify for. Participants will sit in a soundproof room, listen to sounds, and make simple responses based on 

what they hear. Participants will be compensated for their time at a rate of $15 per hour. 

The purpose of this study is to obtain a better understanding of hearing. The study takes place in MacNider Hall (next to the Health Sciences Libraly). 

If you are interested in participating in the study please contact Tara Steplowski at hearinglab@med unc.edu. 

The principal investigator for this stud3,- is Emily Buss, PhD, Department of Otolalyngology/ENT 

This study has been approved by the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 04-1095. The title for this IRB study is "Acoustic Cues in 

Auditoly Pattern Analysis" The most recent approved IRB modification date is 11/14,’2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Otolawngology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy women needed for pregna~cy research study! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s fertility. Women bet~veen 18 arid 44 
years of age who are t~Ang to become pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the stud?’. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner have a histow of 
infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site stud?’ visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other stu@ activities are 
completed online 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- MonetaW compensation for study activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about this study, you can visit our website at www.timetoconceive.org, call us 
at (919) 843-8246, or send an email to fertility@uric edu with your name, phone number and times that you can be reached. All information ~vill be kept strictly confidential 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing information about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share this message with friends or family. 

The principal investigator ~2~r this study is Anne Z. Steiner, 2/2[), MPH, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology., Umversity of North Carolina. 

’]7his study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the I_YNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 3/14/2008, study #08-(;423 

This message is sponsored by: OB/GYN 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:29 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edw~ 

[genemlt~culty] UNC sys~tem General Education Council ~eks t~culty input on assessment competencies by Januaxy 8fl~ 

To: The UNC-Chapel Hill General Faculty 

Colleagues, the Office of Faculty Governance is sending out the message below (which is being sent to faculty across the UNC system) on behalf of professors Valerie 

Pruvost and Abigail Panter, who represent UNC-Chapel Hifl on the UNC "General Education Council," a system-wide committee working on implementation of aspects 

of the 2013 UNC system strategic plan. Please note that the memo below asks for your feedback by January 8, 2014. Please contact me in the Office of Faculty 

Governance if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Anne Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Anne whisnant(d)unc.edu 

919-952-1571 

### 

Dear UNC Colleagues, 

The 2013-2018 UNC Strategic Plan (Our Time, Our Future) mandates that the UNC System identify system-wide core competencies and become a national leader in 

the assessment of student learning gains in those competencies (p. 43-44). 

In October 2013, the UNC General Education Council (GEC) voted to recommend two competencies for system-wide, undergraduate assessment: Critical Thinking 

and Written Communication. This decision was informed by the results of a core competencies survey that was completed by nearly 3000 UNC faculty, teaching 

staff, and administrators. 

In November 2013, the UNC GEC drafted a definition and set of sub-competencies for each of the two recommended system-wide competencies based upon the 

AAC&U VALUE Rubrics. The UNC GEC has created a second survey that asks UNC faculty and teaching staff to give feedback on these draft definitions and sub- 

competencies or suggest alternatives. 

We ask that you please provide us with your feedback by completing the _S___u___b__-___C___o___m__p___e__t___e__n___c_!__e___s___S___u___r__v__e__,Z by Wednesday~ January 8 at 5:00 prn. 

We recognize that this is not an ideal time frame for a faculty survey, but the UNC GEC must submit recommended definitions and sub-competencies to UNC 

President Tom Ross in January for consideration by the UNC Board of Governors in February. Time is short but your input is critical to our efforts. Thank you in 

advance for completing the survey. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jennifer Horan & Dr. Joan Lorden 

Co-Chairs, UNC General Education Council 

,, -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculF as: regester~f~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l generalfaculb~&o 33970844 or send a blmak email to 

leave-33970844- 66902437.0af:416063368~?dia7d 15bl 5c4c405eb4(a~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:48 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Office of Human Re~urces and Equal Opportuni~iADA Office Interim Leadership 

Dear Carolina Community: 

As you know, Brenda Malone, vice chancellor for human resources and interim director of the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office, is leaving UNC-Chapel Hill at the end of the year. Following 
her departure, it is essential that the Office of Human Resources and the EO/ADA Office two critically important offices that ser~e our faculty and staff have appropriate leadership in 
place to sustain them until permanent leadership is appointed. 

I am pleased to announce that Matthew S. Brody, associate vice chancellor for human resources, has agreed to provide leadership and oversight to the Office of Human Resources as part of 
his current role Matt is uniquely qualified and positioned to build on OHR’s record of success. He joined Carolina in 2002 afier sel-,zing in various roles at MIT and Duke University Prior to 
his current position, Matt served as Assistant Provost for Academic Personnel and as a senior director in OHR 

I am also pleased to announce that Jayne Grandes, currently associate director for investigations and compliance reporting in the EO/ADA Office, ~vill serve as interim director of that unit 
She will report to Matt Brody during this interim period. Jayne came to UNC-Chapel Hill from Rutgers Umversity, where she was director of the Ofi)ce of Employment Equity experience 

that will serve her well in this interim role. 

I want to express my appreciation to both Matt Brody and Jayne Grandes for agreeing to lead these important offices until permanent leadership is named. 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Folt 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



T g ~sle r,C [i~rl e ~i~ B <re g ~ter@ em aiI un ~ d 

Gold Box Deal of the Day 



i i~ Up to $150 Off Select Acer Computers S500 C~f List Price on a Sony 65-Inch 1080p LED 

HDTV 

UI-~ to $150 Off ~’-.eie, ct ikcer Comp~.~ters $500 Off L~st 

LED H D~V 

~:: Save 10% on Garmin Head-U p Display (HUD) Up to 15% ~f Sele~ EVGA GTX Gaphics Cards 

Dashboard Mounted Windshield Proje~or 

S~ve t 0~X~ e~ Garmin ~ead-.Up D~sp~y ~HUD) Up [e 16~ Off &~e~ect EVGA G~~ G~aphics 

D~shbea~d Mou~ted ~Y’d~l~dsh~e~d P~ojectol- Cards 

j ~~ u~to ess Off ~c ES Sp~k~r~ :b~ S~e S0~o or M ...... S~ ~o~ ~udio C~r 
Ele~roni~ 



i i~ Upto 50°/o off Select S ..... g L .... Printels 

Up to 50% off Seiect Sams~ng Lase,~ Printers 

25% off or More on Select Calvin Klein Men’s 

Accessories 

25% off er More on Seiec~ Calvin Kiein Men’s 

[~ Save 50% or More on Cozy Coats and Snowpants for 

Girls from Osh Kosh and Ca~eCs 

Save 50’X~ o~" More on Cezy Coats and 

S~owpants fe[ GMs f~om Osh Kosh and Ca~ePs 

Save over 50% on the Miles Davis Trumpet High 

Performance In-Ear Headphones 

Save eve,~ 50% on the Miles [}avis Trumpet High 

Pe,~fo~mance ImEa~ Headphep, es 

$20 C~ $100 Purchase of Helly Hansen Clothing 

~] 30% Off$1OOShoes& Morewith PromoCode 

CMSHOE30 

30% Off $100 Shoes & Mere with Pro,me 

Cede CMSHOE30 



55% Off Sil ...... d Di .... d Baby Penguin Pendant 

Necklace (1/20 cttw, Id Color, 13 Clarity), 18 

ii.~.i1 60% Off 10k Yellow Gold Fresh~,*ater Cultured Pearl 

with Diamond-Accented Drop Earrings 

60% Off I Ok Yeliow Gold Fleshwatar C~itu,~÷d 

Pearl with Diamond~Accent÷d Drop Ea,qings 

55% Off Silva,~ and Dia,qsomd Baby 

Pemdant Neckiac÷ (I/20 cttw, ~J Cobr. 13 

C~adty)~ I 

~:: 38% @ Anne Klein Women’s S~rovski C~al 74% Off Men’s Calibre Trooper Interchangeable 

" A .... ted Gold-Tone Watch : Straps Watch Set 

~~] 45% @ Breville Combination Hand and Stand Mixer ~ 66% @ Circulon Omel~te Pan Set 

,¢5% Off B[evi~b Combinst~o~ Na~d a~d Sta~d 66% Off C~rcubn Ome~eRe Pan Set 



Save 30% on the Oster Thick Belgian Flip Waffle 

Maker 

Save 30% o~ ti~e Osier ]hick Belgian Flip 

’?~;afiie Maker 

Save 17% on the Wilson NCAA 3 Ball Mini Pack 

Save 17% on ~he Wilson NCikA 3 Ball Mini Pack 

::~,’~ Up to 50% Off Select Limar Bike Helmets 

Up to 50% C’,ff Select Li;ma~ Bike Helmets 

33% C~ T-fal Ultimate Stainless Steel Copper-Bottom 
12-Piece Cookwa re Set 

Bottom 12-Piece Cookware 

Take 15% @ Sele~ NBA Jerseys 

p to 40% on BMX Bikes, Youth Bik .... d 
A~essori~ from Mong~se 

S~ve up to 40% on B~,~IX Bikes. Youth Bikes and 

i\ccessones from Mongoose 



~i Cyber Monday Deals Week at Amazon.corn 

Heslt~ & Pemor~a~ Care 

Gi!-t Cards 





Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Friday, December 6, 2013 5:23 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy subjects of Northeast Asian descent 

Healthy subjects of Northeast Asian descent (eg., Chinese, Japanese, Korean) in age ranges 18-29 or over 50 wanted for research stu@ investigating the sense of touch in evaluating 
skinfeel and the feel of creams and liquids. $16/t~r paid Contact Steve Guest (room 2152 Old Dental Building) at steve guest@uric edu. The stu@ has been approved by the IJNC 

Biomedical IRB (11-0040), approval date 10/25/2013 

This message is sponsored by: School of Dentistry 

IF~FORNLA_TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to recel’,~e mass emall. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUN(? at ~://m,~’.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infom~ation 



T 6i R~ g ~s~e r,C t~rl ~ ~ B <re g ~er@ ~m aiI un ~ d 

S~B~ ~h~rl~n~ rege~t~i W~kendO~ 

.).~ 

We’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Home, and mare. Cheek 

back for new deals every day. 

~:: -" y $6 i i~i    p $ 00 on Dell PCs and Monitors 

oCOSMO 32-inch LED NDTV fa~ O~iy $I 69 Save ~.~p to $200 e~ Dell ~"Cs a~d Monitors 

~ 29%offaelkinN-300Dual-aandRouter               ~ 57%@theimomeFM30-PiniPhone/iPodSpeaker 

.............. Dock Boombox 

29% Off Be~k~ N-300 EC~uabBand Re~ter 57% Off the ~Heme FM 30~P~ ~Phenei~Ped 

Speaker Dock Beombox 



p to 40°/o on Select Dora Favorites 

Save up to 40% on Select Dole Favorites 

%’i Save on Xbox 360 Consoles 

Save e~ Xbox 360 Ce~soies 

25% or More Off Select Pure Fun Trampolines 

25% o,~ More Off Select Pure Fup, Ti-ampoiines 

i i’~’i 12 Days of Deals in Books 

t2 Days ei Deals in Becks 

~i Save50% or Moreon Izod Sets and Separatesfor 

Bct¢s 

Save 50% or Mere on Ized Sets and oep~,,ra~.,~, 

Ie r Boys 

$25 and Under, Girls’ Playwear Sets From Calvin Klein 

$25 and Under, Gi~is’ Plasa~,<ear ,Sets From 

Calvin Kleb, 



~}i 50% Off Skechers Shoes for the Family 

50% ~fl o~ ~.,~ers ,~,~ .,~. for ~he ~’-"amiiy 

53°/o Off Myia Passiello 

$20 Off a $150 BOSTITCH Purchase 

$20 Oil 

i i~i UptoS0% off Kids’ New Balance Shoes 

Up to 50% off Kids’ New rs~,~l~nce Shoes 

i:~iI Armitron Men’s Sport Watches Under $25 

Armitror~ Me~’s Spo#. W’atc~es U~der $25 

i i’~’i $10 Off a $50 Stanley Purchase 

$i00Ifa $50 8,taniev Purchase 



25% Off or M ..... Adirondack Chairs 

25% Off or More (m A@ondack Chai~s 

.~.i Get $20 Off Your $100 Teton Sports Purchase 

75% C~ Cooks Standard Multi-Ply Clad Stainless- 
Stainless Steel 10 Piece Cookware Set 

75% Oil Cooks Sta~d~d Muiti-Piy Cl~d 

¯ ~.,e~ t 0 P~ece Cookware 

up to 30% off NFL and NCAA Tailgating Gi~s 

i ::~,~ Save $10 on a S50 Purchase of Select Arcade &         i~i Save up to 50% on Gibson USA 2013 Guitars 

Table Games ....... 

Ta b~e Ga rues 



P,/~o,/ies & iV Vkleo Gs]~es .~.8by 

Kindie Ceii Rhon!?s ~ Acces.s.’)de.s Ciethin.q 

K~nd~e £}]-e HD£ A:.Ro]~sot~ve Watches 

Orocel-y 

Hasl:3~ & F’e]-5o.na~ Care 





Find deals and gifts in Electrenics, Clothing, Toys, and more. Cheek back for new deals every 

day. 

i~ 65 % Off V MODA Crossfade LP Hea p .~:~. Acce~$~ories__ 
n Select Lenses and Get Free 

Qualfiying P ...... ic Compact 

System Camera 

65% Off’ V-MODA C~ossf~de LP Headpi~o~es Save $200 o~ Select kenses a~d Get Free 

Accessories with Q~aNy~ng Ra~asonic Compact 

System Camera 

~’~ S .... p to $70 on Sele~ S ...... g Tablets :~ Save 27% on the Sony ~V64BT AN Recei ..... ith 

Bluetooth 

Sew~ ~p to $70 on Select Samsung TaMers Sere 2.-,o, ~ ~ ~ ~, ~ _~ ~e o~ the So~y ,,/~ ~54B] ~-/~ Receiver 



Great Holiday Prices in TX,’, Video & Audio 

G,~eat Holiday Prices in TV~ Video & Audio 

i’~ 25% Off $100 Select Sh .... Handbags & M .... ith 

Promo Code 25SHOES1 

25% Oil $I 00 Seiec[ Shoes, Ha,,’~dba.gs & More 

with Promo Code 25SNOESI 

.{#~i Take 30% Off Select Jewelry with Promo Code 

30OFFDEC 

Off Select Jewelry wi~h Promo 

Code 30OFFDEC 

i.~!i Buythe Epson PowerLite Home Cinema 2030 

....... Projector, Get a $125 Amazon.com Promo Credit 

ii.~.iI $39.99Calvin Klein Jeans 

$3g~99 Calvir~ Klein Jeans 

Spend $100 and Receive 30% Off Select Watches 
with Promo Code 30OFFHOL 

Spersd $100 and Receive ,..~, 7~:. elf Select 

Watches with Promo Code 30OFFHOL 



60% Off Select ALEX Toys 

60% Off Selec~ ALEX Toys 

60% Off Angry Birds Star Wars Fighter P°ds Jenga 

Death Star 

Jenga Death Star 

i’~ 20% or More Off Select Kids’ Bikes from Di ..... dback 

20% or More Ofi Selec~ Kids’ Bikes from 

Diamondback 

Spend $35 on Lamaze Infant Toy’s and Save $5 at 
Checkout 

Sl~end $35 on Lamaze infant Toys ~,,n., ,:~ve $~ 

at Ci~eckout 

~.g.~ ~0% Off ~ndoor ~ke~a, A~d~e ~ronio 
Hoops Game 

60% Off h~door Basketball Arc~de.-S~y~e 

Electronic Hoops Game 

$50 Off Selec[ B~.~dey B~ke ~~aHe~s 



p to 35% on Seled Cardio Equipment from        ii~i1 50% Off TaylorMade B ..... Plus I ..... 

Schwinn 

S~ve ~p ~o.~o’~°’ on Seiect Ca~’d~e Eq~prner~t. 50~ Of~ [~y~or[~ade Burner Pk~s kons 

from Schw~nn 

25% ~ or More on Sele~ Glass Chri~mas Ornaments ~ 10% ~ or More on Sele~ Sisnw Chri~mas 
Decorations 

259~ Of~ or ~to~¢ on Se~¢(:[ G~ass Christmas t 0~ Of~ or Mo~’e on Select D~sr~ev Christmas 

Ornaments Decorations 

~~ on the Brother 0P-6500 Computerized ~% on the A~ Advantage Ac~lic Pa int Set 



Save up to $80 eB SeJect Psnasonic Electric     $25 Off., ~ $100 DEWALT Toois Purchase 

Razols 

Top Hohday Deals at Amazon ~m 

Home. i’(i!:c isefi 8, Di!siq!.s 

Office & Sctlooi Supplies 

Grocery 

Hes}t~ & {-"ersor~a~ Care 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <development@unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 9:23 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connections Online 

Csrolir:a Co:l~ec!:or:s - Higt:iighlJr~g i:o,,~, prJ,,,ele gMr~g is r:lakmg a 

difference at UNC 

J 
Hello fellow alumni and friends of Carolina, 

First, let me say how excited I am to be back in Chapel Hill and to 

serve Carolina. A special benefit of this job is that I get to share 

news and updates abeut hew private giving is rrlaking a difference 

in the lives of Carolina’s students, faculty, staff and patients as well 

as in communities everywhere. 

It’s rny first tirrle brirlgirlg you our denor newsk~tter, Caro}i~a 

~.#~3.~£~!~#9..~!!~.~, and I’m certain our Fall 20’I 3 issue will inspire 

and enlighten you as it has me 

In this issue, you’ll meet a couple whose estate plan includes 

fellowship support for students at UNC’s School of Information and 

Library Science and a doctoral student from Nigeria whose studies 

supported by a couple dedicated to making clean water accessible 

to everyone, everywhere 

You’ll also meet the last mernber of the inaugural Class o~ 1938 

Travel Awards committee~ Dr. Charles Witten, and his Fall 2013 

fellow, UNC senior Kieran Fell, whose study abroad experience 

gaw; her the global perspective her benefi~ctors intended. 

We hope these features and stories bring you closer to some of the 

people and pregrarrrs that rrrake UNC the best place 1:o teac, h, learn 

and discever We couldrl’t sustain the excellerlce that is a hallmark 

of Carolina without your support, and we are extremely grateful. 

Feel free to share yeur cornrrlents and suggestiens with us as well 

Thanks for all you do to help make Carolina great. 

David Routh ’82 

Vice Chancellor for University Development 

I ixj unclogo 

703535427~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Black Caucus <paperlesspost@papeflessIx~St.com> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 10:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

2013 CBC Holiday Social Reminder 

This is u’ reminder lisa1: 20!g CBC Helidey Seciai will [u, ke plu,,’:e Friday, December 13th from 

5 00 pm [is 7:00 p.m. a[ Ti~e William & Ida F!idey Cen[er. 100 Friday Center Drive. Cisapei 

Hill. NC Join us ~er u’ speciai recognition of VC Brendu, Malone (Humen Re.,;au!ces) and 

Librarian Shauna Collier (Stone Center) We look forward to celebrating the season in warm 

fellowship 

2013 CBC Holiday Social 
Friday, December 13th from 5:00 PM to 7:00 

PM 
The William & Ida Friday Center 

100 Friday Center Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add p__a_p__e_Lhe_~p_9__s__t_@~_a_pg_ELe__s__s_p_9:_s_f::_c__o_£n_ to your address book to e:~sti:’e you receive sii futti:’e ei?~siis from Pspel!ess Pest 

View the ~~aperless 

[] Facebook [] Twitter 

[] Get t~eApp 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Couples Therapy at UNC 

The I_,i~’C Department of Psycholo~z has current therapy openings for committed couples! 

Our Couples Clinic provides services for a ~vide range of relationship issues including: 

o Relationship Distress 
o Relationship Enhancement 
o Sexual Dysti~nction 
o Couples Experiencing individual physical or mental health problems 
o Couples experiencing societal discrimination 

The Couples Clinic offers effective psychological interventions with reduced fees based on income. Treatment is provided by doctoral students under the supervision of licensed clinical 
psychologists. We welcome same gender couples, members of ethnic minority groups, interracial couples, and couples in which the ages of the two partners are quite different. 

B ecause ~ve are a training clinic we can take a limited number of couples at a time, so inquire soon if interested, as the clinic can fill up quickly We will likely select cases for the clinic within 
a week of this e-mail annoua~cement. 

Couples therapy is available on I_,i~’C campus at our Evergreen House clinic, and also at our off-s~te clinic on Finley Golf Course Road (with ample ac~jacent parking). We oiler day time and 
evening appointments. 

If interested, send an e-mail to: 

clinic.screening@uric edu 

to schedule a phone screening. You can also visit our website at: clinic.unc.edu for more information 

Please be aware that if the information you provide indicates that there may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another person is in danger, we will need to respond as 
required by state law 

’]7his email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Pwchology Community Clinic 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Department of Pwcholog~ Community Clinic 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 





Entertainment 

~¢ s:, ~: ..... ..... ............ 

t00 Best CDs of 2013 i 2 Days o~ 







Chairs 

Note !o Explore 

Digital Msgazines ss Low as $3 Save 30% el- Mere o,~ Bfitax Car Sests & 
Accesser~es 

amazon 

Day Shipping Packages with the Amazols App 

N 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: This Friday! - Please Join Us 

Altach: Fall 2013 Schedule.pdf 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:15 PM 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

i-;.:-~ i i 201 :.’.,. Scii eEi ~.i =~e 

All lunches ore from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Haft Room 239 

December :13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 

with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester arrd the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion about what mindfulness is and how living 

mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 

For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, g_a__[_y__:L_~_,_[[!__e__r___C_~__u___n___c_:_e___d___u_. 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 

Cynthia Demetriou. Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e mail rnessage, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fail 2013 

All lunches are J%om 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator!Deputy Title IX Ofj:icer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11t" A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 
with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD!LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support J:or Student Athletes and 

Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnel/, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: CORRECTION-SHP Eim~llment Pa~cess tbr Eligible Retiring Employees 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

State Health Plan Revises Enrollment Process for Eligible Retiring Employees- 

CORRECTION to Dec, 3, 2013 emNI 

The process has changed for enrolling eligible retiring employees who elect retiree health 

plan coverage through the State Health Plan If you made an election during open 

enrollment, this does not effect that election Click here for more information. 

Morningstar Pension Report 

The Morningstar Pension Report lists North Carolina as the 3rd best-funded pension 

system in the country at 93.9%. Click here for the report. 

Third Quarter Pension Fund Returns Fund Gains 4.89% 

North Carolina’s pension fund gained 489% for the quarter ending September 30, 2013, 

seeing positive returns in all asset classes. The fund returned 997% for 12 month period. 

Pension fund assets were valued at $83.1 billion at the end of the quarter, up from $80.0 

billion at the end of the fiscal year. 

Viewthe Third Quarter Performance Report 

Retirement Systems Contact information 



Active Employees with questions or in need of information or forms should contact 

the Division’s Member Services Unit toll-free at 1-877-627-3287 (for outside Raleigh 

area) or 919-807-3050 (Raleigh area only), or email 

Visit the Retirement Systems website at w,aw.m~vncretirement corn 

Remember, to better serve our Spanish-speaking customers, the Retirement Systems’ 

Call Center is staffed with a representative who can assist members with translating 

Retirement Systems’ information and addressing their retirement-related questions 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT. If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ Facebook paqe for updates regarding long-term financial 
i~,.,~ planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and much 

more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, December 9, 2013 1:03 PM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@.,emal.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Online Reseaxch Study: Help Us Understand ttow to Talk about Fecal Incontinence 

IFqC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is seeking individuals who are 18 years or older and have fecal incontinence (also known as accidental bowel leakage) at least once a 

month for the past six months for participation in an online stu@. Participants will remain anonymous ~vhile in the focus group and all information will be kept confidential, and will complete 
questionnaires about the severity, history, and quality of life impact of their bowel leakage and participate in one 2-hour moderated online discussion group. Participants will be asked to 
provide all the words they know for fecal incontinence and discuss ~vhether they are embarrassing, appropriate, or difficult to understand, and to answer and discuss other questions 
relating to fecal incontinence as a healthcare issue 

YOU MAY BE FLIGIBLE IF YOU ARE: 

18 years or older 
Have access to the intemet and are able to use a computer and type fluently on a keyboard 
Have fecal incontinence at least once a month for the past six months. 

You will be paid $25.00 for participation. 

For additional information, please go to this web page: 
http://www uncmedresearch com/FITstudv 

Biomedical IRB #: 12-0898 
Approved: 06/28/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Functiunal G I and Motility Disurders 

INFORMATIONAL email *viii only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Last Issue ofUNC Gradschool News... Change Is on the Way 

.~i Hello my name is...? 

Vintage photo of Carolina graduate students 

We know you have them. Tucked away in a closet or 

storage chest you hardly ever ope.~ are photos from your 

days as a grad~ate st~den{ at Caro~na~ We waist ~o see 

them .... dated hMrstyle% interesting fasMon choices 

i~i Student at 
"Dissertation Boot Camp"----urn, dhat 

...... Disse~ation Boot does that mea~? To the graduate 
Camp students who s~gn up the m~nute 

valuable epporturdb/to hone ski~s 

they’l~ need 1:0~ their future careers. 





CaroJlina’s Go~ng Bowting 

Turn Charlotte bh~e whel~ UNC takes on 

Cil}(:innati in th{; 2013 Be]k I3owl op, SaLa cday 

Dee, 28 at Bank of America Sh~dium, 

Your UNC General Alumni Assodation, The Rams 

Chlb aml the ])epa~tment of:\tbledes will be in 

CharhytXe oa Salurday, Dec. 28, k} t]elp [ans get in 

the spiNE before the big game. 

BeN Bowl 

lnformafiom Bookmark this page and cheek ha& often between now and Dec, 

Additional fire event iagornmlion will be posk~d aL ah~mni.une.edu/belldx)wI as it 

bccomes availabh< Email garnepartya;,urm.cdu wi~ fan ever~t questions, 

Bowl game tickets are on sale now through the UNC Ticket Office. General public tickets 

stark at 845. Purchase your bowl tickets here today. Questions abouk dd<ets, call (800) 

722- H}",EL or cmail w{;bti(@{;ts @uncaa.une.e{hL 

Anthony Travel in pmtrtet’ship wi~ The Rams Club and UNC Athbdes, is offering hotd 

accommoda dons a k dae UNC team hotel al~d a game-day bus hqp fl’om Chapel Hill For 

mo Pe i]’4i) cma[km and to p]art yo u P trip kxday, visi[ a n Lh onytravd.com. Ques L~ons alx) a1 

tt’ave], ea]? (888) 632-6951. 

Alumni aefivRies such as local Carolina <lubs, communications artd sere’ices are not a 

]hae kern it~ the University budget buk are funded by (k~kk member dues. If yon thhak this 

naisskm (d serving ore" Universky and keeping alumni iag,-~rmed and havdved is 

imporLant, membership is for you. Join Loday to suppor~ Cat>lina and to receive vahmbb 

ben,zfits aad sePviees aad a sub;C~lA.b:m to the digital aad prin t ve~Mons o[ the 

Alumni 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Communi~ Engagement Fellowships 

The Carolina Center for Public Service (CCPS) is accepting applications for the Cormnuni~z Engagement Fellowship program. A maximum of five fellowships of up to $2,000 each are a~varded 
in the spring to develop and implement engagement or engaged scholarship projects that employ innovative, sustainable approaches to complex social needs and have an academic 
connection. 

Fellows work in collaboration with communi~z paltners and faculty mentors who are familiar with the identified topics or geographic areas, ~vhile fellows are responsible for the major 
planning and implementation of their projects. The fellowships ruaa from March-October with seminar participation in the spring and fall and project implementation for most teams during the 
stammer Based on successful progress and needs, teams may be eligible to apply for a second year of funding. 

Returning, full-time graduate students (individuals or teams) at UNC-Chapel Hill are eligible to apply with preference given to interdisciplinary teams of students. 

Apply online at www.unc.edu/ccpsiportal by 11:59 p.m. Feb. 3 

For more information, visit ccps.unc, edu. 
For questions, contact ccps@unc.edu 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Center for Public Ser,Ace 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] 2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Campaign -- Final Days 

2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares North Carolina State Employees Combined Campaign 

It is not too late to make a differenc!! 

The FINAL Week is here! As we begin our final ~veek, the good news is that our employees have already pledged more than $738,500, and we are at 20 percent participation. However, we 
are behind last year’s campaign results both in dollars pledged AND percent participation. We have not been this far away from our goal since 2010 We need your help to meet our 
$1,000,000 and 30 percent participation goals 

Help us with this final push! Please pledge today by visiting http://carolinacares.ua~c edu/. 

The last opportuni~z to submit a paper pledge is tomorrow, Wednesday, Dec. 11. The deadline to submit a pledge electronically is Thursday, Dec. 12. 

Thank you for your help and for your gift to the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares charitable giving campaign We deeply appreciate your generosity arid thoughtful consideration of others. 

Sincerely, 
Brenda R Malone 
Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Chair 
Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

This message is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



T g ~s~e r,C ~i~rl ~ ~i~ B <re g ~ter@ ~m aiI un ~ d 

Bonus Deal of the Day: 62% Off The Dark Knight Trilogy on Blu-ray and DVD 



1-5 Sets Smart LED HDIV 

i ii.~ $150 Off a Sony Blu-ray Home Th~ter System I t~ Get up to a $40 A ..... P .... Credit with Select 

System S÷i÷ct SONOS Speske~s 

"~ USB 3# Flash Drives ::.~.~ 70% @ or M ..... Sele~ ~,iss Milita~ Calibre 

Dr~ves Calibre Watches 



¯ __.i.~ 25°/o Off $100 Sh .... 
Handbags & M .... ith P .... 

Code 25SHOES1 

25°.6 Off $100 Shoes, Handbags & More with 

Prom, o Code 25SHOES I 

::~i 25% Off or More on Select Tommy Hilfiger Men’s 

Accessories 

25% Off’ o~ More o,,’~ Select Tommy 14iifi9er 

Men’s Accessories 

i i’~ 50% Off or M ...... Select Cany-On Luggage 

,..~, ~:. Oil or Mo~e on Seiect Carry-O~ Luggage 

i’~’i 45% Off Select Pure Handknit Sweaters 

45% Off Seiect ,’~ura Handknit Sweate,~s 

Sterling Silver Diamond Accent Drop Twist Pendant 

..... Necklace for $24 99 

¯ .>te~l~ng odver £4an,on ~. Acce,,’~t Drop 

Rendant NecMace fo~ $24.99 

:~ 42% ~f the Cr~k-Pot Cook and Car~’ Oval Slow 

Cooker 

42% Off the Crock-Po~. Cook and Carry Oval 

¯ ~10~,",’ ~,OO~ e,~ 



¯ __.i.~ 25°/o Off the Sunbeam 250-Watt 5-Speed Hand and 
Stand Mixer Combo 

25% Off tlse SuP, beam 2504Z~stt 5-Speed P.:and 

and Stand Mixel Combo 

i i’~ $20 Off $100 Select Col .... Products 

$ .... $100 Select Coie,ma~ Produc~.s 

.~.i Save 35% or More on Select Team Logo Clothing 

S~ve 35% or Mo~e on Seiect Team Logo 

Clothing 

i~i Save 26% on the LG Robotic Vacuu m 

Save 26% on tlse LG Robotic Vacuum 

Up to 30% off Select Kids’ Bik .... d Bike 

Accessories 

Up to 30% oil Seie<4 Kk~s’ Bikes a~,d Bike 

Accessories 

Save up to 55% on Select Golf Clubs 

S~ve up ~.o 55% on Select Goll Ck~ba 



’er 60% on the DZ2750 Computerized Sewing 

and Quilting Machine by Brother 

i~i 51% Off the Ek Tools Basic Tool Kit 

Save over 60% on the DZ2750 Computerized 

Sewing arid Quil~.ir~g Machir~e by B~other 

20% Off Walker’s Shortbread Cookies with Instant 

Coupon 

20% Ofi W’alker’s Sho#.bre~d Cookies witt~ 

Instant Coupon 

::.~.i $20 C~f a $100 PORTER4DABLE Tools and 

Accessories Purchase 

$20 OIf a $i00 PORTER-.CABLE Tools 

Accessories Purci~ase 

51% Oil t[~e El< "l"ools Bask: ’Tool Kit 

[:~iI Save $50 on AeroGarden Ultra Indoor Herb Garden 

Save $50 on Ae~oGarde~ Ult~a ~doo~ Herb 

Garden 

:~i:il 70% Off MASH The Complete Seri ..... d Movi .... 
DVD 

70% Off MASH The Co,mpie~.e Series arid 

Movies o~ DVD 



~i Top Holiday Deals at Amazon com. 

i’:indb Fire N© 

}q~dle Fire HDX 

i!sstaqi 

hiP8 

Heslth & Persor~a~ Care 

Gi!-t Cards 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store news@amazon.corn> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:06 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesler@~.emaJl.unc.edu> 

Holiday Gills in Healfl~ & Beaub, 

"¥’OURACCOUNT ] TOD,A~’SDEALS 

MAKEUP ~]KIN CARE HAiR CARE ~-’~ERFUME & COL(_X~=’4E TOOLS & ACCESSORIES SALES 

Health & Beauty Gift Guide 

Featured 
Gifts >#e_£j)2.o__r~’" 



Holiday Deals in Health & Beauty 

[ 

Books Eiectroi~ics Toys & Gsn=~’~s Home; Kitchel= 

Mo,iies & lV V==deo Gc4mes Bc4by 0!’~==ce & Schoo~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <am~ouncments 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Berlin International Economics Congress - "Global Trends in Creative Economies" (Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014) 

- Call for Applications - 

"Global Trends in Creative Economies: Education, Entrepreneurship and Tourism as Drivers of Sustainable Economic Growth" 

(Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014) 
www~biedc.de 

"The Future of the Millennium Development Goals in the African Union" 
(Addis Ababa; Januaiy 27th -- 31 st, 2014 .-- Hekt Parallel to African Union Summit) 

www.AddisAba ba-su mmit .or.q 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
We are pleased to announce and bdng to your attention out fodhcom~ng international con[erences and young leaders" forums (weeklong seminars), to be hosted by the ~CD ~n 
padnership with other leading organizations. The ~nformation attached below provMes fudher details on the programs offered at these events. We wou~d be extremely grateful if 
this announcement could a~so be shared with other interested padies by fomcarding the information provided below. 
If you wouM like to be kept up-to-date w~t[~ the lates~ developments at the iCD, you can inn our ma~ng list. To join the mNiing ~ist, simply send an email to 
"mai~ngs@culturaldiplomacy.orff’ w~th the word "Subscribe" in the subject ~ne; your ema~ address wN then be added to the I~st automatically. If you no ~onger w~sh to receive 
emails from the ICD ~n future, please send us an ema~l at ~nfo@culturaldip~omacv.org ~ndh:afing tMs. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@cult u ra~diplomacy.or# 

To view the complete ICD CNendar of Events for 2013-4, p~ease click here. 

"]~["~H~?.~ :~H~:;~,~::~::.:.; .:~]:.~::~:.~:;~::~,~::~ ~:.~:~U::~]~~::I::I::~: 0qi:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::~.; 0,~1::1~:~::r]~:.:.d-~¢:~:.~::~ 

"The Future of ~e Millennium Development Goals in the African Union" 
(Add~s Ababa; January 27th - 31st, 20i4 - Held Parallel to African Umon Summit) 

To apply, please click .~#_[#_ 
Two years away from the deadline set by the United Nations Mi~enNum Declaration, the ICD’s Conference on the Future of the Millennium Development Goals in the African 
Union aims to review the progress already made across Africa ~n regards to meeting the 8 Millennium Development Goals and to discuss the potential the continent has for 
fudher development, so that the targets set by world leaders at the M~ennium oumm~ in 2000 to reduce extreme poverty might be reached, sustained and expanded in the 
foreseeaMe future. 
With the deadline for these targets approaching rapkJly and significant progress remNning to be made, ~t is essential to create a new agenda for Africa, focused on 
reinvigorating the existing initiatives ~n place to tackle the eight MDGs and propel Afdca into a better economic, political and social climate. As a means to this end, the ICD 
will gather stakeholders from all sectors of society to jointly design the developmental future of the continent. 

"lnnova~ve Solutions for African Inclusive Growth and a Thriving Economy" 
(The Seychelles; February 4th = 7th, 2014) 

To apply, please c~ick .~#_[#_ 
The Congress will coastruct an overview of the severn key fact(~ in Africa’s prospects for ec(momic [mprovemenL [eadin# to the formu]afloa of im~ovafive 8~d collaborative 
strategies for grov4h. A d[ve~e range of exped speake~ from vadous backgrounds w[~ deliver lectures and workshops on the oppo~unifies afforded to Africa to advance 
position even fuflhe[ Jr~ the global economy. 
Discussions on the uNficatioa aad harmon[zatkm of Afr~csa economies w~ stimulate jo[at actio~ ~ the fieMs of good govemam~e, the ecom)m~c empowermeat of youth 
womem and the bra~din# of Africa as an attractive destinafioR for tourism 8~d investmenL The ~mx~rporafion of these elements into re#[ona] ec(mom~c policy w[]] raise the 
prone of Africa on the wodd stage, adding fu~her momentum to the current dse of Africa. 

"Global Trends in Creative Economies: Education, Entreprene~rship and Tourism as Drivers of Sustainable Economic Growth" 

(Ber n, Mamh 5th -7th, 2014) 

~e ap#y, please c~ick 
The o~set of the globs] fi~ancia~ crisis has prompted the emergem~e of creative economies 8s an 8t~racfive aad potent[Niy more viable Ntema~ive to classicN gro~h 
strategies. The ~ncreas[~g ~mpo~ance given to the cultivation of these creative industries on 8 ~]ob8] scare relies on a nove~ approach to economic development, one wNch 
adopts a more dynamic and humamcentered framework. The components of creative economies, such as new media, perfor[Nng ads, heritage, design and creative se~ices 
are beg[m~[n# to form integral paAs of the global economy, a[[ovq[ng for the exploration of innovative resources, which are accessiMe ~o developing a£d developed countries 

Promis~n~ to generate sustainable economic #[owth through the creatio~ of jobs a~d the innovation of trade, creative industries can s~multaneously occupy a central role [n 
promofin# and maintakfin# cultural diversity, social inclusion and e£v[mnmenta] sus~a[£ab[][ty. The effects are thus ~wo4old, delivering bo~h economic and 
beaefits. 
Creative [~dustries are also redefiNng the education system and the tourism [~dust~. This ~s reflected for example in the omgoing shift from traditional leisure-based tourism 
to more dynamic forms, such as ou]tu~aL educafiona~ and ecNog~ca~ ~oudsm. This diversNcafio£ of the tourism sector endches the ]ocN, re#Jona~ and the kflemafiona~ 
economy through [~s use of creative goods and se~ices and represe£ts an N~ernat[ve to ~he domestic, goods-based eco£omy 

FoRhcomin# Academic & ProNssional Development Programs 

www.ccds-berlin.de 



3"0 apply, please c~ick here 
The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, of the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy offers educational opportunities for individuals pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, 
government, and/or the private sectoq re~ated el[her who~y or in p~ [o the fie~d of Cultur~ D~p~omacy. Ou[ programs a~e d~vJded into [he [o~lo~ing categories: D~s[ance 
Learning Courses, Professional Development seminars & Cedificate Programs, and Graduate Degree Programs ~ Cultural D~plomasy, offered ~n cooperation w~th Leading 
E~opean Unive~ities, designed specifically for governmental offic~s, academics, ~nd young p~ofessionals. 

The CCDS Js cur~entlv ~ccept~nq applications fo~ the fo~owinq proqr~ms: 
MA Programs ~ Cultu~a~ D~p~omacy 

~ ~cd-maste rpro~ ram or~ 

~ MA th Global Governance & Cultura~ Diplomacy (~lobalgovemance.de~ 

(StaR: S,of~n~ Semester- Eebfua~ !7th, 20!4) 
~ Onlthe MA in thternational Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (~:~t~fft~:~_~:~) 

(Start: Sp~ing Semester = February ~ Tth, 20 ~ 4) 

~ MA in Global~zat~on & C[#tural Diplomacy with concentration on international Relations (~f~-globalization.de~ 

(Start: Spn;ng Semester ~ February 17th, 2014) 

~ MA in thternational Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (w~ma-intemationalmlations.de! 

(Start: Fail Semester- October 1st, 2014) 

o MA in International Economics & Cultural Diplomacy (www.r~-#~tematienaleconomics.de~ 

(Start. Fall Semester- October 1st, 2014) 

Professional Development Certificate Programs in Cultura~ Diplomacy 

Topics include: thternational Relations, international Economics, the Transatlantic Relationship, thternational Media, and European Studies 
(Berlin: Next Programs Start: Februaw ~0th -21st, 2014, March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 
~#~.ccds-bedmde 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diploma~v 

~ Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & ConfiictZone Mediation 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural Diplomacy by the A~s, Music and Cinema 

Weeklong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

international Relations, Art & Culture, Berlin & Germany, the Global Economy 
(Berlin; February f0th o ’~4th, 20’~4) 

http://~rwN.culturaldiplomacy.org/academy/index.php?en acaderny 

Distance Learning Programs in Cuitura~ Diplomacy 

Topics include: thternational Relations, international Economics, the Transatlantic Relationship, thternational Media, and European Studies 
(Next Programs Start: Janua~j 6th - 31st, 2014) 
www. ccds-distance-learninq de 

~ Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & Global Governance 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & the New Media 

~ Cultural Diplomacy &, Conflict Zone Mediation 

For further information please contact us at: info~culturaldi~!~m~cvF~Lq 
If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email at j .n_! .o_@_c_.u__li!_u_r__a_[_d__~p_!._o_~_.a___cx,..o__~g. indicating this~ 

To view the complete ICD Calendar of Events & Proqrams for 20~13-2014 already announced, please click here 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:58 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Current or Former Smokers Needed to Pariicipate in a Health Intbnnation Study 

If you are 

Between the ages of 55 and 75 years old and 
Are a current smoker or a former smoker ~vho quit less than 15 years ago 

You may be eligible to participate in a health inibrmation stu@ about a new- ~zpe of screening test for lung cancer. 

If you are eligible for the study and decide to participate, you ~vould be asked to complete a brief online survey 

If you would like to learn more about the study and find out if you are eligible, please click or follo~v the lil~ below You will be taken to a ~vebsite with more infbrmation about the study and 
a short survey to find out if you are eligible. 

http ://tinvurh corn~’survev-smokers 

If you have additional questions about the study, please contact Dr. Alison Brenner at: 

pa tienteducation@unc, edu 
919-843-3392 

’]7his study was reviewed by the University of North Carolina Biomedica[ Institutional Review Board (Study# 13-3853) and determined to be e×empt fi~om further review on December 5, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Ceci[ G Sheps Center for Health Sep~ices Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Think you might have the Flu? Clinical Reseaxch Stu@ 

Despite the availability of drugs to treat the flu, approximately 24,000 people in the US die each year of this disease. We think we can do better. 

We are conducting a clinical research study for people with pre-existing medical problems, to determine whether a combination of several flu drugs helps them to get better faster, compared 
to using just one flu drug. 

Study details: 

Five days of study meds provided, including Tamiflu 
4-5 study visits within a 28-day period 
1 monthly phone call (or visit) for approximately 6 months after the initial 28-day period 

Compensation for completion of all stu@ visits: 

Women up to $525 and men up to MOO 

Requirements for participation: 

18 years or older 
have flu symptoms (fever, cough, nasal congestion) 
AND have a medical condition(s) that has been associated with increased risk of complications from influenza, such as aathma, diabetes, heart, kidney, and lung disease 

Please contact Donna Pittard at flu@med.unc edu or 1-877-(>43-9040 if you would like to learn more and provide the 12~llowing information: 

Name 
Telephone number 
Best time to call 

***************************************** 

UNC []iomedical IRB# l l -1438 
Protocol Number: IRC-003 
[)ate of approval: Aug 29, 2013 
Title: A Randomized Doub]e-B]ind Phase 2 Study Comparing the Efficacy, Safety, and Tolerability of Combination Anuvira]s (Amantadine, Ribavirin, Oseltamivir) versus Oseltam~vir for the 
Treatment of Influenza in Adults at Risk for Complications 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

McGhee, Oj <qimcghee@unc.edtv~; Robertson, Nakenge <naJ{enge.robertson@unc.edu>; Lirdejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<:ursula littlejohn@unc.eda>; Hmnmett, Victoria LaErieda <vhmnmett@email.anc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edtp 

FNV: Scholars Letter to Support Law Professor vs Civitas Demand for Records: RESPOND ASAP 

message- footer.txt; Open letter re Civitas harassment of Gene Nichols.docx 

"When the root is deep, there is no reoson to [eor the 

~’<i Oar,sl#ia Bla,sk Oau,sus 542 with tag 

From: Wing, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:39 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] FW: Scholars Letter to Support Law Professor vs Civitas Demand for Records: RESPOND ASAP 
Please consider signing. 

From: Margaret Misch [__m___a_j!_t_9_:___r[)_s__~__s__c_[}_@_g___m___a_!!:__c_9___m_] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:46 PM 
To: Peggy Misch 
Subject: Scholars Letter to Support Law Professor vs Civitas Demand for Records: RESPOND ASAP 

Re: Open letter prepared by Scholars for North Carolina’s Future (SNCF) [http:llsites.duke.edulsncfl] regarding Civitas’ demand for Gene Nichols’ 

personal records 

Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University, requests support ASAP to protest action by Civitas 
against Law School Professor Gene Nichol. 
See below. 
Peggy 

Figaro: Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean~duke.edu> 

Date: Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 5:49 PM 
Subject: URGENT action: Open Letter from scholars to protest Civitas’ demand for Gene Nichols’ personal records - please reply ASAP if you support 

To: "sncf-scholar@~dnke.edu" <sncf-scholar(u)duke.edn% "class-center-lis~,~dnke.edu" <class-center-list@dnke.edu> 

Dear colleagues~ 

Please review alld cor~sider signing the Open Letter, both ate:ached and below, to Gow~rnor McCrory and Budget D~re,::tor Art Pope, SSme ~s o~ the essence: 

Professor N~cho~ has a#eady had 1:o 1:urn records over the university adm~nistraL~on, but it has not yet g~ven them to (Svitas, so we on~y have a few days 1:o forestall 

this dearly puni[~ve fishing e’.q:edil:k~r~ m s~x week’s worth of P~ofessor N~chol’s personal email correspondence, phone logs, text messages, and calendar 

entries. 

Please be aware ~hat l:h~s ~s intended as an open letter, to be both sent to the Governor and Art Pope and ~o be released to the press 0n partk:ubr, N &. O journalist 

Jar~e S~:andlL who covered the story: Jane Stanci~, "UNC-CH faculty complain after conservative Stoup seeks ~ibera~ professor’s emai~" 

http:iiwww.newso bserve r.comi2015il:].i26i34:].O566/u nc-chHa cu Ity-members-com p~a~n.t~t ml) 

b~ the interest of t~me, p~ease s~mply send yo~r name, tit~e, and affiliation back to me d~ht away; we wor/L ~se a 3rd parLy S~Le because of the ursency. H: you 
wo~d be wHHn8 Lo participate b~ a de~e~adon to meeL w~th them, leL us know Lhat too. And PLEASE do circulate this throush your networks: the best way to stop 

sucl~ bul~y~n8 ~s to respond firmly h~ ~arAe numbers. 

ALSO if you are h~ support but fee~ personally w.dneraMe ~n the state sys~:ern a~: ~:h~s point p~ease consider s~gn~n8 as "anonymous UNC facu~:y": ~ ~hink th~s couh~ 

make a power[u~ point to the puMk: about the dimal:e this admk~sl:ra~on is creat~r% I prom~se no~ Lo re,ease those names; onIv a Laity of numbers 

~ am wi~in~ to be the point person for public dbc~ss~on, b~t wo~d welcome oLher vokmteers, particularly those w~th ~onser h~story ~n the state. 

We know yo~’re reefly busy now buL th~s is red-a~ert ~rnportant. Every one o~: us has a stake ~n protectin8 aH of our d~hLs to be free of search and seizure to puNsh 



Sincerely, 

Nancy 

Nancy MacLean 

William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy 

Duke University 

Open Letter to Governor Pat McCrory and State Budget Director Art Pope 

from North Carolina Scholars 

Dear Governor McCrory and State Budget Director Art Pope, 

As scholars from institutions of higher education throughout North Carolina and citizens committed to the constitutional right of free speech, we call on 

you to condemn the Civitas Institute’s demand for six week’s worth of personal email correspondence, phone logs, text messages, and calendar entries 

from Gene Nichol, Boyd Tinsley Distinguished professor and Director of the Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity at the UNC School of Law.* 

This request is clearly in retribution for Professor Nichol’s public commentary critical of your administration. We write to both of you because it is public 

knowledge that, in the words of the Institute for Southern Studies, "Civitas gets over 90 percent of its funding from the Pope family foundation -- so much 

so that the IRS ciassifies it as a ’private foundation,’ a designation reserved for nonprofits that depend on a singie benefactor." Thus, citizens may 

reasonably infer that a sitting administration is using a private tax-exempt nonprofit organization funded by one of its leading officials to retaliate for 

criticism of its policies and intimidate future dissent. To our knowledge this action is unprecedented in our state’s political history. 

Such an attempt at punishing speech ill befits an organization that purports in its mission statement to advance "liberty" and to "empower citizens to 

become better civic leaders." Imagine if a nonprofit institution affiliated with an administration of the other party demanded the email of a conservative 

faculty critic. The Civitas Institute would be outraged; so would we. 

Mr. Pope’s foundations are well aware that Professor Nichol is one of many North Carolina scholars who have begun publicly expressing concern about the 

direction of state policy since your administration took office. We believe the purpose of this action is not simply to retaliate against Professor Nichol but 

also to discourage future dissent from faculty in higher education. Such abuse of power to suppress critics should be condemned by all people of good 

will. 

Scholars are citizens. Like all Americans, we have the right of free speech, freedom of assembly, and indeed the positive obligation to participate in public 

life "to form a more perfect Union." Sometimes, our research expertise also bears directly on policy matters. To support smart policy and draw attention to 

misconceived or destructive policy is part of our responsibility as trained researchers and writers in a democratic nation. 

We, the undersigned, call you to speak out publicly on this matter and to meet with a small delegation of faculty concerned about the future of free 

speech for employees of our public institutions. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy MacLean, William H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

*** primary contact person for media: 1919} 995-2432 

Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History, UNC Chapel Hill 

Willie Jennings, Associate Professor of Theology and Black Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 

Lisa Levenstein, Associate Professor of History, UNC Greensboro 

Bruce Orenstein, Artist in Residence, Center for Documentary Studies, Duke University 

David Zonderman, Professor of History, North Carolina State University 

You ale receiving this etnail because you have showu interes~ in receiving updates m~d uotifications about the Ceuter for the Stud?" for Class, Labor, and Social 

Sustainabili~. To unsubscribe from this list, navigate to https:i/lists.duke.eduisvmpwinfoiclass-ceuter-~s~. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curreutly subscribed to 

</ul:* 

progtbc as: <~a href"mailto:dstro(t~unc.edu’t*dstro(a~uuc.edu</~~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a href "mailto:lcave-33990513- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 124.81 b56t’e 1 eb9b(a~lis[serv.unc.edu">leave- 33990513- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 124.81 b56t’c 1 eb9b(a~lis[serv.unc.edu~:ia:~ 



ii~;~iI The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Support the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center! 

DearFriends, 

When our mother advocated bringing a Black Cultural Center to 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, it was with the 

intent to immerse and engage the campus and surrounding 

community in dialogue and experiences in black culture and 

history. Twenty-five years later, the Sonja Haynes Stone 

Center continues to be an inclusive place where everyone can 

join in on the pertinent discussions and debates that shape our 

world perspective. 

th As we celebrate this milestone 25 anniversary, we reflect 

on the accomplishments yot.~ made happen over the last 

quarter century. For 23 years, the center’s social justice arm 

has included Communiversity Youth Programs, an after= 

school enrichment program that presents 50 school-aged 

students from diverse backgrounds with experiences in the 

arts, humanities and in the arena of cultural literacy. Nearly 10 

years ago, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center opened its doors, 

and has since hosted thousands of events and organizations in 

our space; around that time, the Center also launched the 

Undergraduate International Studies Fellowship, which, to 

date, has awarded over $100,000 in fellowships to 43 students 

from underrepresented backgrounds to travel five continents 

worldwide, in times of change and challenge, the center 

remains unwavering in its commitment to provide 

opportunities and innovative programming to the 

community it serves. 

We are grateful to see our mother’s legacy in advocacy and 

activism live on through efforts like the Stone Memorial Lecture, 

which has welcomed 22 women activists to speak, and through 

the many student and community groups that are supported 

through the center’s willingness to open their doors at little or 

no cost to its patrons. 

Our engagement in the Stone Center’s Advisory Board, our 

participation in programs, and our annual giving efforts are all 

personal investments in ensuring that the Stone Center’s 

mission and work continues for the next 25 years. We cannot 

do it alone- your support is essential to the Center’s 

contributions to campus and local communities. Please join 

us today with a gift of $25, $50, $100 or more. 

Warmest regards, 



Robert Stone-El, Advisory Board Chair 2012 - 2014 

Precious Stone, ’90 

PS. Thank you in advance for mailing in your contribution with 

the below form or submitting your gift online at 

http:flgiving.unc.edu/gift! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ochoa, Todd Ramon <tochoa@email.unc.edu~; 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:52 AM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu:* 

Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line lbr Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi Eve .wone, 

Religious Studies recently recruited and then hi~ed a Carolina postdoc into a tenure track line (this yeast). I was involved in ~ecruitment m~d selection m~d would be 

hapw to share our process. I would also like to hear about other depaltments, and I think coming up with a best practices document for diversi~~ liaisons and chairs is 

a great idea. 

todd 

On 12/12/2013 10:44 AM, Cravey, Altha J wrote: 

Yes, the Carolina Postdoc for Faculty Diversity. Thank you for clarifying. I want to make sure we follow practices that actually encourage Diversity, and 

facilil:a~:e hiring from underrepresented groups. 

~m= Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent: Thursday, December ~2, 20~3 ~0:4~ AN 
Te= CAS Dept Diversi~ Liaisons 
S~bject= Re: [casdiversi~] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
tli everyone, 

Altha l’m happy to chime in, but th’st wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc tbr thculty 

diversity? There are several different postdoctoral programs, but rm assuming you are ret?rring to this specific program since it relates to the issue of 

diversity. 

I am a former Carolina postdoc for faculty diversi~ (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track line, so rd be happy to share my experiences both 

in terms of how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of being a post doc and also from the pov of a faculty 

member who has been on the search committee, both at the department as well as university level. 

Best, 

Jennifer 
=========================== 

J ennifer Ho 
Assodate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#~520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~520 

919-962-~47~ (office) 
919-962-B520 

]ho@email.unc.edu 

From; <Craveg>, ~ltha J <~[~_y~_g_~g:_~_~_~> 

Replg-To: "Craveg, ~]tha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 201~ 10:37 ~M 

To: C~S Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdivers~t~@l~stsew.unc.edu> 

Subje~; [casdiversitg] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello D~vers~W ~iasons: 

~ am seeking inforrnat~on about how other departments recruit Carolh~a Postdocs. it would be espedNIV helpful to hear about the timing of Skype and 

campus interviews (~f any)~ Does your department have a campus interview and research ta]k at the outset, or do you do this ]ater on (in the period of 

postdoc employment)? ~ am interested in other aspects that may hd , :, p my depart:merit [ol~ow best: pra(:t:~ces, and create an h~dt~sive approach. Does 

your chair appoint: a search committee, or do a~ faculty partR:ipate? ~s t:bere a vote of the facult:y before accepting a postdoc and when does l:hh~ vote 

take p~ace? 

P~ease respond w~th a few pointers, or with descriptions of what works ~n your department. It wou~d be interesting to see the variety and a~so ~o see 

what elements are standard procedure at UNC. ~ ernai~ed with Pat Parker about th~s and she thought the I~stserv wou~d be a good place to compare 

notes, and learn from each other. 

"]’hat, ks [or suggestions ~nd ad~ce~ 

Altha Craver 

Geography Department 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] End-of- semes~ter video greetings ti~om Chancellor Folt 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

As the fall semester draws to a close, I wanted to thank you for making Carolina such an extraordina~ place and to wish you a safe and relaxing holiday I hope you will take a few minutes 
to ~vatch this video message, http:/iyoutu be/NrEbGM1S-’fi 

See you in flae New Year. 

Best wishes, 
Carol L. Folt 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ochoa, Todd Ramon <tochoa@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:49 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

I have been in Religious Studies for six years. In that time we have successfully brought in one postdoc and hired that postdoc into a TOO TT line. Our process has been the 
following: 

We do not have a standing diversity committee, so the chair convenes an ad hoc committee to review postdoc applicants who have signaled our department as a potential 
home. If the committee agrees that an applicant would be a strong fit, the proposal to have them in as a postdoc is brought to the full faculty for a vote. We are not as diligent 
as Political Science in presenting the candidate or firming-up support for an eventual hire at that meeting, which T think is a weakness. We do not even commit to an interview 
in the fall of the second year. That decision is made in the fall of the second year, with the full faculty. So, as things stand now there is a second threshold where the full 
faculty participates. In the case of our TOO hire we then scheduled an interview for early in the Spring semester. We have not an assigned a mentor, though we make sure 
faculty are available as resources for the postdoc. 

In general, T think Frank’s process is more thorough and likely to result in a successful process from postdoc applicant to TOO hire. 

All the best, 

todd 

On 12/12/2013 3:51 PM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Dear Mai, 
I believe that History has done that, and to my knowledge History has gotten every single TOP line we’ve ever requested. (I’ve been here 11 years now.) 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Nguyen, Mai Thi 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: Re: Icasdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi all Great discussion. I have a related question to this process. Have any of your depa~tments received a target of opportunity line back to back? 

That is, if you hired a pos~t-doc thiough the prograan, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of opportunity hire right a~ter the laser 

one’? 

I’d be interested to hear if this is possible and that it has been done. 

Thanks! 

Mai 

(City & Regional Planning) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Duval, Kathleen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poli Sci. Once we have a postdoc 
here, we try to have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we 
decide whether to ask for a Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 

Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

Pol Sci has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

if there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure4rack line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not 
interview the candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post-doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post-doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- the~ is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 



- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to 
an up-or-down interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to 
request a TOO position, and there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next 
semptember for a TT position. 

I hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable 
candidates. 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 

htt p://w~’~.u nc.ed u/~fba u m/ 

From; Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent." Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:11 AM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject; Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

One posnt script. Them is a lot of confusion about the distinction be~,een Asian mid Asian A~nerican. Unfortunately the university does not distinguish 

between the two. 

While it ~nay not seem to be am important distinction, fm~n the perspective of addressing issues of ins~dtutional racism and hence thinking about a diversity 

hire from the point of view of addressing racial inequity in US society, the distinction is quite important, in my opinion. 

Them is also an mffortunate perception that "minority" (a tenn that I actually tim problematic) faculty are those who are from racially oppressed groups 

and that Asian Americans as "model" minorities have not suffemd from mcaialized oppression and themfom should not count as real minority candidates 

(this I’ve been told directly while I’ve been here at UNC). 

While I think it would be tblly to start ranking oppression of any sort, I do wmat to say that I think it would be problematic (to say the least) not to couut 

Asian American scholars as minority faculty because they are perceived as over- represented in the university (M~ich is tree because them is no distinction 
between Astral and Asian Americml and no distinction a~long the various mitts in file university) or that Asian Americans axe consi&md ,nodel ,ninofities 

who have not experienced oppression (the Japanese American internment and the treatment of Vietnamese exiles after tile war in Viet Nam seem to 

cases in point to refute that, a~long several I should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Jeimit~r 

Associate Protbssor, English & Comparative Literature 

Dimctor of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw tMI, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc~edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <~c~~a~~~s~~~d~!~~v~~e~~[~s~!~t~~/~~~@~~~[!~s~~t~~~s~~e~~~r~~v~~~~~u~~~n~~c~~.~~e~~~d~~~u~~> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program. I’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow 
up questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons 

about this history (or I can share what I know later). Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--I want to start here, because this 

might help in terms of understanding what the university committee looks fbr in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing 
in the letters requesting post docs. 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either 

expands on the existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they 

demonstrate in the letter a clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired 

in a tenure track position--while it happily worked out for me, unfortunately for other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated 

discussion). 

Each department probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program I did not do any phone or campus 
interviews; indeed, 1 don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus interview since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be 
chosen by the university committee. The university receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and 



the department chair can nominate one applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in 
the medical campuses) who they want to select, Some years there are 4-8 slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

I also think that departments need to have conversations in faculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be 
considered (or should be considered) for hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-information about target of opportunity hiring. This can also 
be an opportunity for departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program 
vetting process and!or through the target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and l’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post 
doc and then make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being 
able to hire this person into a tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a fairly clear 
idea, from a research pov, which candidates are going to be most attractive to our faculty for eventual hire. Atter that, we try to vet the applications as 
we would in any job situation--looking at the strength of the candidates c.v., sample, letters. I will also add that the diversity committee also looks at 
what our diversity needs are and tries to take into account these factors. For example, ifa department has several Latina f~culty members but no male 
Asian American faculty, that could be a factor that is considered alongside area of research and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the 
university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc would increase the diversity of the faculty and hence would be a benefit to the 
department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
Jennifer 

=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel ltill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
]_b__o__@_ ~ m&i_l_~ ~ Ln___c_~__e__d___u_. 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 
Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <.c..a...s...d.Lv..e...r..s.!.t.y...@..!!.s..t...s..e...r..v.:..u...q.c..:.e...d...u..> 
Subjeet: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes, Lbe Carolina Postdoc for Faculty DiversiLy. Thank you for darifying~ I want to rnake sure we follow practices that actually encourage Diversity, and 
facilitate hiring from underrepresented groups~ 
altha 

From; Ho, Jennifer A 
Seat= Thursday, December $2, 2013 $0:41 AN 
Te= CAS Dept Diversi~ Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdivers[~] best practices and t~me line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hi everyone, 
Altha l’m happy to chime in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc for faculty 
diversity? There are several different postdoctoral programs, but Pm assuming you are referring to this specific program since it relates to the iss ue of 
diversity. 
I am a former Carolina postdoc lbr faculty d~vers~ (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track l~ne, so l’d be happy to share my experiences 
both in terms of how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of being a post doc and also from the pov of a 
facu]~ member who has been on the search committee, both at the department as well as university level. 
Best, 
J ennifer 
=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Assodate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw lIall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (o~)ce) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 

~rom: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdivers~ty@l~stserv.unc.edu> 
Subje~: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hello D~vers~Ly Hasons: 
I am seeking information about how other departments recru~ Carolina Postdocs. It would be especially helpful to bear about the timing of Skype 
and campus interviews (~: any)~ Does your departn3ent have s campus interview and research ta~k st tbe outset, or do you do this ~ster on (k~ the 
period of postdoc employment)? ~ am ~nterested in other aspects that may help my department follow best practices, and create an inclusNe 
approach. Does your chah* appoint a search committee, or do aH faculty ~art~c~pate? ~s there a vote of the faculty before accepting a ~ostdoc, and 
when does this vote Lake p~ace? 

Please respon(~ w~tb a few pointers, or w~Lb descr~ptkms of what works ~r~ your department. It wouh~ be interestk~g to see the vark~ty and abo t:o see 
what elements are standard procedure at UNC. ~ emsi~ed w~th PaL Parker about th~s and she thought the I~stserv woLdd be a ~ood place to compare 
notes, aRd learn from each otber~ 
Thanks for sugges~ons m~d adv~cel 
Altha Cravey 
Geograpby Department: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <digital-no-reply@amazon.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:25 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Fraulein. 

Kindle eBeoks i Your Accoun~ i Amazon,corn 

Order Confirmation 
Order #D01-2323061 °9347635 

Helle chadefse ~egeste~ 
Thank you for shopping with us. You can find all of your new and previous Amazon Instant Video 

purchases - movies, -IV episodes and unexpired movie rentals - in Yeu[ \/ideo Library. 

Instantly watch your videos anywhere with your Kindle Fire, iPad, Roku, PlayStation3, 

XBox 360, Wii, PC, Mac, or hundreds of compatible TVs, Blu-ray players and set-top boxes. 

O/de~ Details 

Order #D01-2323061..934 ?635 

Placed o~ T tu.irsdsy December 12, 20~ 3 

Item(s) Subtotal: 

Promotions: 

Tax Collected: 

Grand Total: 

$9.99 

$9,99 

-$o.oo 

$o,oo 

$9.99 

You can update your device and settings in the Am~:!en Instarfl VMee Seltings and Devices pa.( e . 

Learn more about Amazon Instant Video in Help. 

We hope to see you again soon! 

Amazon.tom 

video f:om Your Video Libra:y Oh alW otlser compatible devke. You may 81so download tlse video. Learn raore about 

dowr:ioadi~g Additionsi rest:ictioas i3sy apply (as p:-ovided iI~ oui Te:’ras of Use,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <account- update@amazon.com~ 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.corn Promotional Credit 

Thank you for purchasing from Amazon.com. 

::Your recent order D01-2323061-9347635 entitles you to a promotional credit which we have added to your account. This credit can 
be applied to your next qualifying purchase. 

Additional information on this offer can be found here. 

i As a customer who has purchased or rented a qualifying product from Amazon Instant Video, you have earned a $1 credit valid 
towards Amazon MP3 albums or single songs. To redeem visit http://www.amazon.com/mp3 on your web browser, iPhone, or iPod 
touch, open the music tab on your Kindle Fire, or open the Amazon MP3 app for Android and begin shopping. Your credit will be 

automatically applied to your purchase(s) until you have used the full $1 value or it is expired. 

For redemption instructions and additional information, click here http:i/www.amazon.com/mp3redeem. Amazon MP3 music is 
available to customers located in and with billing addresses in the United States. Taxes apply in some states. Limit one promotional 
credit per customer. Your credit expires at 11:59 pm PST on ,lanuary 31, 2014. 

::The promotional credit must be used by Ianuary 31, 2014. This offer is subject to Terms and Conditions. 

::Thanks again for shopping with us. 

Amazon,corn 
Earth’s Biggest Selection 

::To learn more about managing your orders on Amazon.com, please visit our Help paqes. 

Please note: This e-mail message was sent from a notification-only address that cannot accept incoming e-mail. Please do not reply 
to this message. 

~i Prefer not to receive HTML mail? Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kannappan, Sheila <sheila@physics.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 20:!.3 7:26 PN 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Physics & Astronomy has the same salary problem as Math -- for example, $50,000 is at the bottom end of the normal range of postdoc salaries in astronomy (though physics 
is typically lower), and a competitive, prestigious fellowship would more typically offer around $65,000. So we’d have to just about double what the Carolina Postdoc program 
offers to be able to attract top candidates. The other problem Hans mentions for Math (the culture of not hiring postdocs to faculty from within) is typical of PS& as well, but I 
think the culture problem could be solved if the salary could be raised to level where top candidates would consider applying. For example, the University of California at Trvine 
has two STEIvl postdocs in its Chancellor’s Fellowship program, which does genuinely yield permanent hires. Their website states: 

Q: What is the salary and how is it determh~ed? 

A: Salaries for the 2014 fellowships begin at $42,000. AdditionaJ salau may be considered for candidates with previous experience in postdoctoral fellowship 

appointments and/or candidates in science and engineering fields ruth higher postdoctoral fellowship sedaries. 

(Emphasis mine.) 

- Sheila 

From: Christianson, Hans [hans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 6:07 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
C¢: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi eveD~one! Thaaaks for starling this very interesling and useful topic. I just staxted as diversity liaison for the matl~ depaxtment, so I apologize ifI repeat some 

questions. We have trouble using the postdoctoraJ program for severaJ reasons, aaad I am hoping you guys have some suggestions. First, I should point out that in math 
a postdoctoral position usually does not lead to a tenure track position. It is traditional to do a postdoc and then move again for the TT. So we do not see the 

pofftdoctoml program as a way of directly pennaaaently increasing diversity, but more an indirect approach. The biggest problem we have is that the salar,v is not 
competitive with equivalent positions at peer ~nstitutes, and so far the deans have not allowed us to supplement with teaching (or at least this is what I was told when I agreed to take this 
job) I imagine the situation is similar in all the stem subjects, but as I said, I am only just starting. Any comments or suggestions for how we might better utilize this program’? Thanks in 
advance! 

Best. 

Hans 

Hans Chfistia~son 
304B Phillips Hall 

CB #3250 Dept. of Mathematics 

UNC 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250 

USA 

On Dec 12, 2013, at 5:26 PM, "Ghosh, Pika" <pghosh~;email.nnc.edu~> wrote: 

Art does it the way Political Science does. We have had at least tw-o candidates tenured tl~rough this program in the lime I’ve been here, but we have had 

other postdocs as well. 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Kathleen DuVal <._d___u___v__a__[__@_.___e____m___a__!]_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:51 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear Mai, 
I believe that History has done that, and to my knowledge History has gotten every single TOP line we’ve ever requested. (I’ve been here 11 years now.) 

Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Nguyen, Mai Thi 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi a]l Great discussion. I have a related question to this process. Have aW of your departments received a target of opportuniD- line back to back? 
That is, if you hired a post-doc through the program, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of opportunity hire right a£ter the last 
one? 

I’d be interested m hear if this is possible a~d that it has been done. 



Thanks! 

Mai 

(City & Regional Planning) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A <d__u_y_a_!@_ .e_m_a_!_[:_u_._q£: .e_d_u.> 

Replv-To: "Duval, Kathleen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poll $ci. Once we have a postdoc 
here, we try to have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we 
decide whether to ask for a Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Sent." Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:50 PM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject-" RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

If there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure-track line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not 
interview the candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post"doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post"doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- there is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 
- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to 

an up-or-down interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to 
request a TOO position, and there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next 
semptember for a TT position. 

hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable 
candidates. 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 

htt p://w~’~.u nc.ed u/~fba u m/ 

From-" Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent-" Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:11 AM 
To." CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject-" Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

One post script. There is a lot of confusion about the distinction between Asian and Asian A~nerican. Unfortunately the university does not distinguish 

between the two. 

~Vhile it may not s~em to be an important distinction, fi~om the perspective of addressing issues of institutional racism and hence thinking abont a diversity 

hire from the point of view of addressing racial inequity in US society, the distinction is quite important, in my opinion. 

There is also an untbrtunate perception that "minority" (a term that I actually find problematic) faculty axe those who are from racially oppressed gronps 

and that Asian Americans as "model" minorities have not sult~red from racaialized oppression and therelbre should not count as real minority candidates 

(this I’ve been told directly while I’ve been here at TdNC). 

While I think it would be folly to start ranking oppression of an5’ sort, I do want to say that I think it would be problematic (to say the least) not to count 

Asian American scholars as minority faculty because they are perceived as ove~ represented in the university (which is tree because there is no distinction 
between Asian and Asian American and no dis~dnction an~ong the various units in the university) or that Asian Americans axe consi&red ~nodel ~ninorities 

who have not experienced oppression (the Japanese American internment and the treatment of Vietnamese exiles after the war in Viet Nam seem to 

cases in point to refute that, among several I should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 



Jeimii~r Ho 

Associate Prot~ssor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of (kaduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw HaJ1, CB#3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 
Jho~emaiLunc.edu 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <~c~a~s~d~!~v~e~r~s~!~t~L/~[!~s~t~s~e~E~v~u~n~c~e~d~u~> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program. I’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow 
up questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons 
about this history (o1" 1 can share what 1 know later). Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--1 want to start here, because this 
might help Jn terms of understanding what the university committee looks fbr in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing 
in the letters requesting post docs. 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either 

expands on the existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they 

demonstrate in the letter a clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired 

in a tenure track position--while it happily worked out fbr me, unfortunately fbr other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated 

discussion). 

Each departrnent probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program I did not do any phone or campus 
interviews; indeed, 1 don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus interview since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be 

chosen by the university committee. The university receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and 

the department chair can nominate one applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in 

the medical campuses) who they want to select. Some years there are 4-{3 slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

I also think that departments need to have conversations in faculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be 

considered (or should be considered) for hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-information about target of opportunity hiring. This can also 

be an opportunity for departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program 

vetting process and/or through the target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and l’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post 

doc and then make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being 

able to hire this person into a tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a thirly clear 

idea, from a research pov, which candidates are going to be most attractive to our faculty for eventual hire. After that, we try to vet the applications as 

we would in any job situation--looking at the strength of the candidates c.v., sample, letters. I will also add that the diversity committee also looks at 

what our diversity needs are and tries to take into account these factors. For example, ifa department has several Latina faculty members but no male 

Asian American faculty, that could be a factor that is considered alongside area of research and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the 

university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc would increase the diversity of the faculty and hence would be a benefit to the 

department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
]ennifer 

=========================== 

Jennifer tto 
Associate Pro~ssor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw lIall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-847S (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 
1!_~__o___¢__0_~ m~_~f!:__u__n_q:__e__d___u_. 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc,edu> 

Subje~: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes, Lhe Carolina Postdoc for Faculty DiversiW. Thank you for darifyi~g. I want to rnake sure we foflow practices that actually encourage Diversity, and 

facilitate hiring from underrepresented groups. 

Mtha 

F~m~ Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent~ Thursday, December ~2, 2013 ~0:41 AN 
Te~ CAS Dept Diversi~ Liaisons 
Subje~t~ Re: [casdiversi~] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hi everyone, 



Altha I’m happy to chime in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc for faculty 

diversity? There are several different postdoctoral programs, but I’m assuming you are referring to this specific program since it relates to the issue of 

diversity. 

I am a former Carolina postdoc lbr faculty diversity (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track line, so I’d be happy to share my experiences 
both in terms of how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of being a post doc and also from the pov of a 

faculty member who has been on the search committee, both at the department as well as university level. 

Best, 

] ennifer 

Jennifer Ho 

Associate Prot~ssor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw lIall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

)ho@ernail.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdivers~ty@l~stserv.unc.edu> 

Subje~: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello D~ersH:y Hasons: 

~ am seeking informat~ot~ about how other departments recruit: Carolina Postdoc~. It wou~d be especiMly he~pfu~ to hear about the timing of Skv0e 

and campus interviews (~[: any). Does your department have s campus interview and research ta~k sL the outset, or do you do this later on 0n Lhe 

period of postdoc employment}? ~ am ~nterested in oLher aspects that may help my department 

approach. Does your chak appoh~t a search committee, or do aH faculty oart~cipate? Is there a vote of the faculty before accepting a Oostdoc. and 

when does this vote take p~ace? 

Please respond w~th a few pointers, or w~:h descdptkms of what works ~r~ your department. H: wouh~ be in~erestk~g to see the w~dety and abo ~:o see 

what elements are standard procedure at UNC~ ~ emai~ed w~th PaL Parker about th~s aRd she thought the I~stserv woLdd be a ~ood place to compare 

rmtes, aRd learn from each other~ 

Thanks for sugges~ons m~d adv~ce~ 

Altha Cravey 
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December 13; Open access pane[ 
featured 



(and UNC-Secure for on-campus wireless access). More information here: 

http://ccinf~.unc.edu/imp~rtant~changes-t~c~nnectcar~ina-access-Ibr~facu~ty-and-sta~ 

2014 Request for MOOC Proposals 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost requests proposals from faculty or 

departments interested in developing and offering massive open online courses (MOOCs) in 

partnership with the William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education and Coursera. 

The RFP template and additional information can be found at 

http:/,fridaycenter.unc.edu/MOOCs,#authoring. Please note that the Letter of Intent is due 

January 17, 20t4. If you have questions or need more information, please contact Rob Bruce at 

ro~__bruce@unc.edu. 

Ca[[ for Faculty Cound[ a~enda topics 

The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available hele). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovernance@unc.edu. 

Nornh~ations period open, 2015 UNC Honorary 
Degrees (deadline January 16) 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for 

candidates for UNC honorary degrees to be awarded at the 2015 May Commencement ceremony. 

A maximum of five of these prestigious awards will be given to recognize individuals who have 

rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in our ... 

Read online. 

2014 Mary Turner Lane Award Ca[[ for Nominations 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2014 Mary Turner Lane Award. The Mary Turner 

Lane Award recognizes a woman who has made an outstanding contribution to the lives of 

women on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. "Outstanding contribution" is interpreted broadly, 

touching all areas of the lives of women, including students, faculty, staff, and administrators, on 

our campus. It includes, but is not limited to, achievements that enhance women’s lives through 

the following: scholarship, teaching, leadership, health services, social services, political 

activism, professional advancement, program development, and staff support. 

CHick here to submit a nomination.The deadline is Friday, January 3t, 20t4. 

University Awards for the Advancement of Women 
Ca[[ for Nominations 

This award recognizes contributions to the advancement of women at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each year, three individuals-one faculty member, one staff member, and 

one undergrsduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar-may be selected to receive the award. 

The faculty and staff recipients each receive $5000 and the undergraduate/graduate student/ 

postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Click here to submit a nomination. The deadline 

for nominations is Friday, January 24, 20t4, at 5:00 p.m. 

Other Upcom~n~ Events 

December 18: Lesson Planning 

~, January 9: Common Issues During the First Week of Class 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

andrek~(~gmail.com on behalf of 

Andrews, Kenneth T </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN KENNETH T ANDREWS (KTA1)> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:18 AM 

CAS Dept Diversity LiaJ sons <casdiversity@listserv.anc.edtr~ 

CAS Dept Diversib~ Liaisons <casdiversi .ty@listsee~.unc.edu> 

Re: [casdiversiU] besl practices and time line for Carolina tbstdocs? 

Sociolog?, has been actively participating in the program, and our process has evolved over time and now looks like what Frank described for Political Science. We 

have three currant faculty- who are former Post-docs. We have a diversity committee that reviews applications in consultation with the department chair. We als~ 

circulate applications to faculty, who might serve as mentors, and we discuss candidates at a regular faculty, meeting betbre deciding whether to request a post-doc 

position. We advertisc the program widely through newsletters mad such. In addition, our thculty and the diversity committee reach out to possible applicants, and we 

encourage applicants to be in touch with [INC thculty &s they are putting together an application. 

Best, Andy 

On Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 8:53 AM, Ghosh, Pika <p~hosh(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

One other way to gain more information on how this program is working may be to ascertain how much a department is truly invested. 

I think because mine is a very hierarchical dept, it amounts to chair and senior faculty committing to getting this program to working. In times when we lose junior faculty and 

retirement lines, we have regained numbers to some degree through this program. But in our case, some of the questions we have had to work through include how to balance 

getting a line into a small department v balancing the traditional fields we like to see represented, and what visions do we have for the dept. 

Also because art has used the program heavily, partly by circulating across every list serve we could find, but the fundamental shifts that result from accumulating a remarkably 

heterogenous community, have often met with resistance, and a lot of growing pains quite frankly with the ranks of the associate faculty increasing. 

On another aspect of this conversation, would it be useful to hear from those who have served on the provost’s committee for selections? Because one of our first postdocs has 

served for a while, and may have insights into how the process is handled at that end. 

Pika 

From: <Ghosh>, Pika Ghosh <pghosh@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Pika Ghosh <pghosh@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December :12, 20:13 5:25 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Art does it the way Political Science does. We have had at least two candidates tenured through this program in the time Fve been here, but we have had other postdocs as 

well. 

Pika 

From= <Duval>, Kathleen DuVal <duval@emaiLunc.edu> 

Reply-To: Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date= Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:51 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear Mai, 
I believe that History has done that, and to my knowledge History has gotten every single TOP line we’ve ever requested. (rve been here .tl years now.) 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Nguyen, IVlai Thi 
Sent; Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:47 plVl 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject; Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi a]l Great discussion. I have a related question to this process. Have any of your dep~:rtments received a target of opportuniU line back to back? That i~ if you 

hired a post-doc through the program, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of opportunity hire right a£ter the last one? 

I’d be interested to hear if this is possible and that it has been done. 

Thanlcs! 

Mai 

(City & Regions] Plmming) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Duval, Kathleen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December :12, 20:13 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 



Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as .Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poll Sci. Once we have a postdoc here, we try 
to have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we decide whether to ask for 

a Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From= Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:50 plVl 

To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

Pol Sci has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

If there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure4rack line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not interview the 
candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post-doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post-doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- there is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 
- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to an up-or- 
down interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to request a TOO 
position, and there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next semptember 
for a TT position. 

I hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable candidates. 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 
http:/iwww, u nc.ed ui~fba umi 

From= Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2013 II:ii AN 
To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

One posit script. There is a lot of confusion about the distinction between Asian aa~d Asian American. Unfo~Vanately the universib" does not distinguish between the 

While it may not seem to be an important dis~dnclion, from the perspective of addressing issues ofinstitulional racism and hence thinking abont a diversity hire from 

the point of view of addressing racial inequib, in US society, the distinction is quite important, in my opinion. 

There is also an tmfortunate perception that "minori~," (a tem~ that I actually find problematic) faculty are those who are from racially oppressed groups and that 

Asian Americans as "model" minorities have not sutt~red from racaialized oppression mad therelbre should not count as real minority candidates (this I’ve been told 

directly while I’ve been here at [5NC). 

While I thir~ it wotfld be tblly to start ranking oppression of may sort, I do want to say that I think it would be problemalic (to say the least) not to count Asian 
A~nerican scholars as minoriU faculU because they axe perceived as over-represented in the universiU (which is tree because there is no distinction between Asian 

and Asian American and no distinction among the various units in the universib’) or that Asian Americans are considered model minorities who have not experienced 

oppression (the Japanese American interrmrcnt and the treatment of Vietnamese exiles after the war in Viet Nam seetn to cases in point to refute thaL among severa2l 

I should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Jem~ilEr Ho 

Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 
Jho~email.unc.edu 



From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program. I’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow up 
questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons about this 
history (or I can share what 1 know later). Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--I want to start here, because this ]night help in terms of 
understanding what the university committee looks for in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing in the letters requesting post 
docs. 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either expands on 
the existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they demonstrate in the 
letter a clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired in a tenure track position-- 
while it happily worked out for me, unfbrtunately for other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated discussion). 

Each department probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program I did not do any phone or campus interviews; 
indeed, 1 don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus interview since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be chosen by the university 
committee. The university receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and the department chair can nominate 
one applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in the medical campuses) who they want to select. 
Some years there are 4-8 slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

l also think that departments need to have conversations in fhculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be considered 
(or should be considered) fbr hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-information about target of opportunity hiring. This can also be an opportunity fbr 
departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program vetting process and/or through 
the target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and l’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post doc and 
then make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being able to hire this 
person into a tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a fairly clear idea, f~om a research pov, 
which candidates are going to be most attractive to our faculty fbr eventual hire. After that, we try to vet the applications as we would in any job situation--looking 
at the strength of the candidates c.v., sample, letters. I will also add that the diversity committee also looks at what our diversity needs are and tries to take into 
account these factors. For example, ifa department has several Latina faculty members but no male Asian American faculty, that could be a factor that is 
considered alongside area of research and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc 
would increase the diversity of the faculty and hence would be a benefit to the department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
Jennifer 

=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
Iho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes, th,-_~ Carolina Po~.d:doc for t:aculty Diversi[:y. Thank you for elarifying, f want to make sure we follow practices [:bat actually encourage D.iversit¥, and facilitate 

hiring from underrepreserd:ed groups, 

altha 

From: Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:41 AM 
To= �AS Dept: Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= Re: [casdiversi~y] best: pratt:ices and t:ime line for Carolina Post:docs? 

Hi everyone, 

Altha I’m happy to chime in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc for faculty diversity? 
’]?here are several different postdoctoral programs, but l’m assuming you are referring to this specific program since it relates to the issue of diversity. 

I am a former Carolina postdoc for faculty diversity (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track line, so I’d be happy to share my experiences both in terms 
of how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of being a post doc and also from the pov of a faculty member who has 
been on the search committee, both at the department as well as university level. 



~est, 

Jennifer 

Jennifer Ho 

Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (ofllce) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

ho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello Diversity fiasons: 

I am seeking information about how other departments recruit Carolina Postdocs. It would be especially helpful to hear about the timing of Skype and campus 

interviews Of any), Does your department have a campus h3terview and research ta~k at the outset; or do you do th~s ~ster on (in the period of postdoc 

empk~vmen~)? ~ am k~l:eres~ed in od~er aspects tha~: may heip my department folh:~w best practh::es; and create an ~ndusNe approach. Does vour chair appoint a 

search comm~[tee, or do aH faculty parl:h::~pate? ~s [here a vote of the [acu~[y before accepting a postdoc, and when does th~s w:fl:e take ph~ce? 

Please respond with a few pointers, or with descriptions o~: what works ~n your department. ~t wouM ~e #~Lerest~n~ to see the variety and also Lo see what 

e~ements are standard procedure at UNC~ I ema~led w~th PaL Parker about this and she thought the ~stserv wouk~ be a ~ood place to compare notes, and ~earn 

from each other. 

Thanks for sugges~ons and adv~ce~ 

A~tha Cravey 

Geography Departmeet 

~ou are currently subscribed to casdNersi~ as: jho@e~afl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe cl~ck here: htt~://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=4~27273.7~c~3~53~2~a~5~)d182e566f~d76a3&~=T&~=casdive~s~&~=33~6~2~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL ffthe line is broken) 

or send a Blank emai] to leave-33996925-49927273.79c043~53~ 20agSfl)dl82e566fld76a3@listserv.unc.e8u 

~ou are currently subscribed to casdiversi~ as: cravey@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe cl~ck here: htt~://~ists.unc~e~u/u?i~=687~57~.aad~16~8~581~5~473de83e7c74d8&n=T&~=cas~iversity&~=33~6~47 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL ffthe line is broken) 

or send a blank e~ai] to leave-33996947-68715705.aaddg~169815810dSg~73de83e7c7~d8@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: !ho@e~afl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.eduiu?id=~9927273.79c0~3~53120agSf0dl82e566fld76a3&n=T&l=casdiversi~&o=33996987 

(It may Be necessary to cut and paste the above HRL if the line is Broken) 

or send a blank e~ai] to leave-33996987-~9927273.79c043~53120agSf0dl82eS66fld76a3@listserv.unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: jho@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=49927273.79c~4345~12~a95f~d1~2e566f1d76a3&n=T&~=casdiversitv&~=3~99723~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33997238-49927273.79cO43453120a95fOdlS2e566fld76a3(c~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: tbaum(~:email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 49927286.dlc(-,4d0561fe0b0f5bT06417540a2f04&n T&I casdiversiW&o 33997314 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emM to leave- 33997314-49927286.d 1 c64d0561 fe0b0f5bT06417540a2f04~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversib’ as: duval(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.ed~u?id~9927279.6fcd7b548~28~2eabc~d482~e972d6&n T&I casdiversiW&o 33998516 

(It may be neces~5, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emM to leave-33998516-49927279.6fcdTb548028002eabc 10d4820e972d6(~listse~w.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: mai¢0unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~sts.unc.edu/u?id=49927267.26cb~7f1fc24f6c379d722cfc~aacc~2&n=T&~=casd~versity&~=3399~772 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UttL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33~)~)8772-4~3~)27267.26cbO7flfc24f6c37~)d722cfclaacc82¢~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversi~ as: duval@emM.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id~9927279.6fcd7b548~28~2eabc~d482~e972d6&n T&I casdiversiW&o 33998808 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33998808-49927279.6fi:dTb548028002eabc 10d4820e972d6(a)listserv.unc.edu 

You are currentl~ subscribed to casdiversity as: pghosh@emaikunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=49927263.86b74c59a56~22d~635ee8cbacde42d&n=T&~=casdiversit‘~&~=3399881~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33998818-49927263.86b74c59a56022dff635eeScbacde42d@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: pghosh@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http~//~ists~unc~edu/u?id=49927263~86b74c59a56~22d~635ee8cbacde42d&n=T&~=casdiversity&~=33999311 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33999311-49927263.86b74c59a56022dff635ee8cbacde42d@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: kta l@emaikunc.edu. 



To unsubscribe click here: http://~i~ts~unc~edu/u?id=49927291~~e8b7597c55e387e5~25df2e47bc47~7&n=T&~=casdiversity&~=34~~1~22 

(It may be necessary to Cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34001022-49927291.0eSb7597c55e387e5S25df2e47bc4707@listseFv.unc.edu 

Kenneth (Andy) Andrews 

Department of Sociology 

209 Hamilton Hall, CB 3210 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

phone: 93.9-843-53_04 

http:!!kta.web.unc.edu/ 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: regester(a)email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id~992726~.6~689427b9e~c2~da4~2d7aaf~b799c7&n T&I casdiversit’v&o 34001543 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-34001543-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402dTaaf0b799c7~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <cs-reply@amazon.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.com Inquiry 

Hello, 

I’m sor[y to hear about the problem with your erder of "Fraulein," 

Message From Customer Service 

Amazon instant Videos aren’t returnable alter purchase; however, because el the circumstances, I’ve made an exception and issued a refund in the amoun~ of $9.99. The 

refund wHI be applied to the payment method used fo~ the odgina~ purchase, and should complete within the next 2G business days. Once processed, yo~ can view the 

refund here: 

https:~/~‘amaz~n~c~m~gp/digita~/y~ur~acc~unt/~rder-summa~htm~?&~rder~D=D~1-2.~. 

This video will be removed from Your Video Ubra~ as a pa~ of the [efund process. 

Te prevent accidental purchases, you can enaMe parenta~ controls or set a Purchase P~N fer your account on the Amazon h~stant V~deo Settings and Devices page 

~ttp://~.amazon.com/pin}~ 

We look fon~ard to seeing you again soon. 

Best regards, 

Jane R. 

solve your problem? 

Your feedback is helping us build Earth’s Mos~ Cus~ome[-Cent[ic Company. 

Thank you. 

~rl~azon ,cofr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com Customer Service <cs-reply@amazon.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.com Inquiry 

Hello, 

Thank yo~ for conlacting t~s. 

Bes~ regards, 

Mona. P 

Did ~ so{re your problem? 

Yot~r feedback is helping us bt~ild Earth’s Mest Ct~stomer-Cenlric Company. 

Thank you, 

A~a~on 

Message From Customer Service 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.cam <digital-no-reply@amazon.cam> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 12:14 PM 

Regester, Chaa-lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Your Amazon.cam Order #D01-2323061-9347635 

Hello from Amazun.com, 

We’re writing to confirm that we have processed your refund for $999 for 
the above-referenced order. 

The total refund amount will be credited to your credit card in 3-5 
business days. 

For more iN’ormation about this refund, please visit Your Account 
(http:/i~vw~v.amazon.com/gp/css/homepage html) to view the above-referenced 
order. 

The following is the breakdown of your refund: 

Item(s) Returned: 

Fraulein 
Sold By: Amazon Digital Sel~ices, Inc. 
Item R~t’und $9.99 
Item Tax Refund $0.00 

Ret’und Total: $9.99 

For more information on how we calculate refunds, please visit our web site 
at: 
http ://wva,c.amazon.com~refunds 
We hope this is a satisfactory resolution [’or you. However, if you have 
any questions or concerns, please use this link to contact Customer 
Service: 

http ://www amazon, com/~pihelp/contact-us/r et urns-and-refunds.html 

Thank you for shopping at Amazon cam 

Amazon.cam 
Earth’s Biggest Selection 
http :/Twww amazon cam 



S u bje ~i reg~st ~ 



Top H oli~aS, 

Entertainment 

8aw~ up ~o 58% on ove~" 7,000 "F~t~es Besb.seH~g #!us~c E%ox Sets 



Movies & TV Show Desis from Ama£on insta~,t 
Vi8eo 

25% Off Under Armour Big Logo Hoodies Up to 50% off Desig~ser NecM~ce.s 





Toys 



Up to 85% off Fisl~er-~rice Holidsy Gifts i,~ Chil@en’s Books 

TVs & Home Theater 
Save o~ gifts everyo[~e wi~ enjoy 

25% C:t~ List Price on s Sony 32-i!lcb 1050p Smar~ 

LED HDPv 

[200 Amszo~, Gift Card with Purchase of Select 25% Off List P,qce on s Sony 32olnch I080p 
Smart LED BDT\,/ 

i~] Amszol:, Prom,s O=’edit up to $40 with Sele~ 8ONOS ::~:: JL=sb Diego Esrbuds for S999 

Am~o~s Promo O~edit up to $40 witt; Select JLab D~ego Earb~ds fo~ $9.99 
8ONQ8 Speakers 

Computers & Accessories 
Save o~ ~aptops~ tab~ets~ a~d ~ore ~.#.#...@.~..~. 



Save up to ,$200 on Select Deil Te[.ich PCs Save $150 ei More on Sony P~o Sedes ¯ 
Ult~aboeks 

20% o~ K, Sore Off Desktep Oemp~ters Ghze the Ur~que Gift of 3D 

Electronics 

K~d~e [;~e HD~L fiem $229 Caho~ Powe~Sho[ Carheras ¢5~a~~r~t~ 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quarles, Lisa <equafles@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:25 PM 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Institute of African American Reseaacch Faculty Altiliate Application is now live! 

Dear Faculty: 
The Institute of African American Research (IAAR) wanted to inform you of our live on-line application. It is now available for use. Please use the 

following link for the application: https://Jaar,unc.edu/programs/faculty-affiliate-.application-form/. IAAR accepts applications to the Faculty 

Affiliate program throughout the academic year. There is no application deadline. 
We look forward to receiving your application. Have a wonderful holiday season and Winter Break! 
Best always, 
Lisa Quarles 
Program and Research Assistant 
Institute tbr Afficm~ ~Mnerican Research 
University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sonya Haynes Stone Center 
150 Soufl~ Road, Suite 309 
CB # (3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
(.919)962-6810 -voice 
019)84,3-9407 



Flolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <hughesa@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

A Welcome Stop a]ong the Way 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

A Welcome 5top a~on9 ~:he W~y 

Dear Friends, 

In this busy hotiday season, I invite you to make the Ackland Art 

Museum a stop alon8 the way. There are so many ways to enjoy the 

Ack[and--here are my suggestions: 

VISIT, VISIT, VISIT! 

Remember that the Museum is a wonderful destination for an outing! 

Admission is free to all, making it easy to bring the extended family. The 

collections and special exhibitions will inspire lively conversations among 

family and friends. 

Find our holiday hours at ackland.org. 

SUPPORT THE ACKLAND AT THE MUSEUM STORE 

Simply put: our Store has amazing gifts for everyone on your list, and 

your purchases directly support the Ackland! 

STORE HOLIDAY HOURS: 

Mon-Wed: 10 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thurs: 10 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri & Sat: 10 AM - 7 PM 

Sun: 12 PM- 5 PM. 

Ack[and Members always receive a 10% discount at the Store. 

Gift memberships are 100% tax deductible. 

Follow us on Facebook to see new products and gift ideas to inspire you. 

TAKE A NOONTIME gREAK 

Relax and recharge at the Ack[and! We’re offering Tai Chi in the 

Galleries on Monday, December 16th, and Yoga in the Galleries on 

Monday, December 22nd, both starting at 12:00 noon. While registration 

is recommended, fee[ free to walk in for a relaxing houri 

Free for members and students, onty $5 for the general punic (best yoga 

dear we know of!). 

Finally, come hum along at the Ack[and"s HO L I DAY H UM-ALO N G ! 

On Sunday, December 22, at 2:00 PMyou are invited to join Ack[and 

staff members (Allison Portnow, Emily Bow[es, Kate Walton, and me) as 

we play, sing, and hun) our way through favorite holiday songs, both old 

and new! 

At the Ack[and, we celebrate the creativity of the human spirit every day. 

We wish you a happy holiday season and peace in the year to come. 

Sincerely yours, 



Amanda Hu~lhes 

Director of External 

Affairs 

Eusene Grasset, French, 1841-1917: D#cembre, from Les ~Aofs, 1895; corer wood 

ensravins. Acktand Art/~4useum, The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hit[. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regesterCo~email,unc.edu by .b_~_N_h_#~_~o!__e__r_n__a_jj,__u_t!£¢__d__u_. :: 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt idr~e,,’al ~’~itil SafeUrlsubscribe]’~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i :t0:t S. Columbia Street CB 34,00 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

auto-confirm@amazon.com 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 8:52 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Amazon.com order of Fraulein. 

Order Confirmation 
Order #! 16.-53873<9-3613817 

Thank you for shopping with us, We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is preparing 

it for shipment, Your estimated delivery date is below, If you would like to view the status of your order or make 

any changes to it, please visit Your Orders on Amazon,com, 

Y,:x.i~ ,:-’.stim;~ted deli’very d~te is: 
Thursday, December 19, 2013 - 
Friday, December 20, 2013 

Standard Shipping 

Yos: o:de!" will be se~t to: 
Charlene Regester 
205 N. Graham St. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27516 
United States 

Orde~ Details 
Order #118-5387309-36 ! 3817 

Placed on Saturday December i,,’,, 20!3 

Fraulein 

Mc{~ivers,Leo "i"owr~ ~e~xt: DVD 

Sold by Amaze~ corn LLC 

Item Subtotal: 

Ship~in~ & Handling: 

Total Be[o~ Tax: 

Order Total: 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering from Amazon corn 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Help 

Thank you for shopping with us 

Amazon,com 

$13,99 

$13.99 

$3.98 

$17.97 

$17.97 

Photo a Video 
iqiiiiii: Gi,,:e Kiindiie Fii~e HiDX 



T 6i R~ g ~s~e r,C tifirl ~ ~i~ B <re g ~er@ ~m aiI un ~ d 

Sabj~ ~h~rl~n~ rege~t~ W~kend~ 

...................................................................... 

~ 75% ~f Coats & Jackets for W ..... Men, Kid .... d Baby 

~ ................................. 



LED 

.~~ ~,~ ~,c,-oso,-,o ~ o~ ,_o~,toch O,t,oth~ ~o~rd for ,~a~ ~,4- 

M~croSDNC Memopy Card                       2/3/4- White 

i ~~hi~to~ MS 200 E~bud~ ~ .... a~g~t~, O ..... 

60% O~f PMaton MS 200 Ea~ads Saw~ ~ap ~e $200 ors Se~ec~ Carson D~g~ta~ 

Cameras and Accessories 



i.~.il Save55% on Amazon Exclusive 

Abbey" Set e~, Blu~,~ay 

Save upto 30% on Turtle Beach Call of Duty: Ghosts 

Limited Edition Gaming Headsets 

Save Lip to 30% on Turtle Beach Cali of Duty: 

Ghosts Limited Editia~ G~ming Headsets 

ii’~’iI Save $50 on NVI DIA SHI ELD Up to 30°/o Off Select Kids’ Bikes & A ...... ies 

Save $50 or~ NViDiA SNiE~.D Up te 30% eli Select Kids’ Bikes & Acce’~series 

j ::~{ Up to 50% @ arength Training and Home Gym ::.2.:: Save 25% on Oalla~y Hex Solaire Golf Balls 

Equipment 

Up te 50% Off St~engt~ [ra~mng and Home Gym Save 25% o~ C8~away Hex Se~a~e Go~f 

Eq~.~pme~t 



i i~ Upto40% Off Elliptical Trai .... 

Up to 40% Off Ellipticai Tlainers 

i~] Up to 30% Off Holiday-Themed Toys and Games 

Up [o 30% Ofl l-~eliday-]~emed Toys and 

G~mes 

~ ~’~ 50% ~ Sterling Silver Bead Charm Bracelets 

~ C, oted,r~g o~,~, . Be~ .. Cha~’m B~’acebts 

36% Off Tegu Mahogany Discovery Set, 26 Pieces 

368/o Off Tegu ~¢ialsoga~y Discovery Set. 26 

Pieces 

Gibson USA 2013 Guitar Blowout: Save up to 50% 

Gibson USA 2013 Guitsr Blowo~t: Save up to 

5O% 

:,~.~ 45% Off Sterling Silver Polished and Ribbed Hoop 
Earrings 



:~:iI Up to 45% Off Select Casio Watches 

Up to 45% Off Selec~ Casio Wstches 

i~i Save 50°/o or M ..... Funny Tees for Boys 

Save 5(}% or More o,,’~ r:~m,~,y Tees for Boys 

i i~ 50% Off or More on Select Carry-On Luggage 

50% Off or More o~, 8eiect Ca~’ry’..O~ 

i i~ Up to 50% Off Select Kitchen Small Appliances 

IJ9 [o 50% Off Select Ki~cher~ 

Appliances 

% Save C~er 50% on the SINGER 7469Q Confidence 

..... Quilter Computerized Sewing and Quilting Machine 

Confidence Q~.~lte~ Computerized Sew~g ~d 

"~::: Buy any S~aSt ....... d get a $25 A ..... Credit 

any SodaS~ream a~,d get a $25 A,mazo~ 

Credi~ 



Top Holiday Deals 

Kindle Fiie ND 

i<ii~dle F}re HDX 

M:.iSiC 

MP8 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.co~n Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 3:57 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaila~nc.edu> 

How tnany stairs would you give ’Fraulei~f? 

Charlene, what do you think? Please share your opinion 

with others on Amazon.com. 

Fraulein 

i-i::~: F ~ }, 

Check out amazon.com!ryp to find all your products to review. 





Electronics 
Save o[~ gifts everyone÷ wi~ e~joy 

System 

~ 

Save $50 on t~e 8-Inch S~m~,Lm.( Galaxy T~b 3 

Computing 
Save on computers and accessories See more 

Up to 20% off &~eiect intel-~ewe~ed POs 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

felicia.campbell@unlv.edu 

Monday, December 16, 2013 10:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposal tbr Upcoming Cont~rence 2014 

Hi Charlene, 
I’ve extended the deadline. Hope you can make it, Feb 22l - 
23. 
Felicia 

..... "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: ..... 

To: "felicia.campbell@unlv.edu" <felicia.campbell@unlv.edu> 
From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 11/23/2011 09:31AN 
Subject: Proposal for Upcoming Conference 

Dear Dr. Campbell: Attached is a proposal that I am submitting to be considered for presentation to the upcoming FWPCA conference. Your review of this proposal is greatly 
apprec ated. If you need any add t onal ass stance for th s year’s conference, please let me know. Have a good hol day. S ncerely, Charlene Regester 

[attachment "Proposal FWPCA UNLV February 2012.doc" removed by Felicia Campbell/UNLV] 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <ship- confi~rn@amazon.com~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu> 

Your Am~on.com order of"Fraulein" has sNpped! 

Shipping Confirmation 
Order ~I 16-5387309-3613817 

Helto charlerte regester, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We thought you’d like to knew that we shipped your item and that this completes your 

rrn,~nu~ge ether erders, pleu~se visit :~£~d£.’.-’~.E~J£[:~ on Arnazen cera. 

Your estilr:sted delivery d~te is: 

Friday, December 20, 2013 Charlene Regester 

205 N. Graham St. 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 2"/’816 

United States 

Depending on the ship speed you choose, it may take 24 hours for tracking information to be avaiiable in yoour accoount. 

Sh~pme~st Deta~s 

~ Fraulein $13,99 

Item Subtotal: $13.99 

Shipping & Hanciiing: $3 98 

Promotion Applied: -$0.00 

Totai Before Tax: $1797 

Shipment Total: $17,97 

Pa id by Visa: ,317 97 

Returns are easy Visit our ~’]£[[E£.!]-~£]~.,2:!..tL2.,£g.~£E 

If you need fu£her assistance with your order, pJease visit 

We hope to see you again soon! 

Amazo~1.com 





Electronics 
Save o[~ gifts everyone÷ wi~ e~joy 

System 

~ 

Save $50 on t~e 8-Inch S~m~,Lm.( Galaxy T~b 3 

Computing 
Save on computers and accessories See more 

Up to 20% off &~eiect intel-~ewe~ed POs 











Sent: 

"To: 

Subject: 

Amazon,corn <store-news@amazon,corn> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:28 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

"Fraulein" 

charlene regester, 

We thought you might be interested in knowing that customers who bought "Frauiein" also bought 

Night People Forbidden St,~’eet Diplematic Co~irier 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:53 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014-01-22 

Your reservation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2014-01-22 through 2014-01-22 has been approved 

You will need to stop by the \~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 
all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Room 207, Wednesday Jan 22, 2014 6:00-8:00pm 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the \~C. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 12-17-2013 08:53 am 
...... Mail generated at Dec.17.2013 08:12:01 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014-01-29 

Your reservation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2014-01-29 through 2014-01-29 has been approved 

You will need to stop by the \~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 
all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Room 207, Wednesday Jan 29, 2014 6:00-8:00pm 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 12-17-2013 08:54am 
...... Mail generated at Dec 17.2013 08:12:54 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sales@gaztenbergmedia.com on behalf of 
Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedia.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesle@emml.unc.edu> 

GME Announces DVD Newsletter #54: GME Announces Henri Storck’s SYMPHONIE PAYSANNE on Blu-Ray/DVD Available 
Inslimtional S~]es 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc, Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u___n__s_g__b__s___c_ti:e_e_. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Gartenberg Media Announces 

Henri Storck’s SYMPHON~E PAYSANNE 

~i 
SYMPHONIE 

PAYSANNE 
.~.i STORCK-IMAGES 

D’OSTENDE 

::N:: STORCK-MISERE 

AU BORINAGE 



933-1938) 

- ~’he [)Vl) is Re~io~t ’3 (No £e~iona[ Code)+ 

O~z[er by Ph~me ~ 212.~&8654 or ~/[:~ ~ 212,280,8855 

P~ 

Fort,yard email 

This email was sent to regester@emai].unc,edu by sales@qartenberqmedia.com 
_U_#_d_a_te__Lr_?£[LeZ#__m___a_[L&d_d_r_e_s_s. {nstant removal with .S_a_fBI.U_n_s_u_b_s_c_r_[_b_e_ 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. i 143 West 96th Street, Suite 7B :: New York i NY 10025 



Season’s Greetings from Dean Karen Gil 

Dear Faculty and Staff Colleagues, 

On behalf of all of us in the dean’s office, I 

want to take this opportunity to wish you the 

very best for the holiday season and the new 

year ahead. 

I also want to thank you for all that you do 

every day to fulfill our academic mission. 

Your accomplishments are impressive. You 

have worked together to create new 

knowledge, advance solutions to local and global problems, educate our graduate and 

undergraduate students, and contribute substantively to North Carolina, the nation and the world. 

Your daily work also distinguishes Carolina and the College. I look forward to sharing your 

achievements through this e-newsletter in the months ahead. 

hope you and your families enjoy the holidays. 

Best wishes, 

Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibra~-Borromng <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:33 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status Update 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: Our World Need / 1950-1955 /4 microfilm reels 

TN:     2028558 

We have received a new due date of 1/17/14 from the lending libraW. 

Please note this on the yellow sleeve around the item 

ILB Staff 

Interlibrary Borrowing 

Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 1:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

December Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 







Forward this email 

this ernsil wss sent to regester@emsii.unc,edu b’,,’ communication_CCnctreasurer.com :: 

Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~ Privao/Policy, 

State Health Plan 4,90:[ Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh i NC 276:[2 



geJ{k Bowl: UNC vs. Ci_nch:mati 

Jo~,n fellow Tat" Heals [o cheer- on the Heals ag;Jnst 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 11:23 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Season’s Greetings from the BAR Planning Committee 

PHOTOS 
Please take a moment to ~.~J.~:~.):[~.~:.A[~.#~.#:~. from Homecoming Weekend. From the Student Alumni Dinner to the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship 

Banquet to the Sunday Inspirational Service, the weekend photographers did a great job on capturing the weekend from a visual perspective. May 

you and your family enjoy the holiday season and have a prosperous new year! 

L~GHT ON THE HILL SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP YEARoENI~ G#ClNG 

As a tribute to Carolina’s earliest African-American graduates, the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship supports African-American first-year students 
who exhibit academic excellence and the potential to contribute while at Carolina and after graduation. Six outstanding first-year students were 

named ~#J#..~.~.q~3j.£&):#.~..!:~.[!!..~2.,~!#~.y.:~#£!~d.~ this fall -- all because of generous gifta from Carolina alumni and friends. Join the ranks of those 

who support LOTH, celebrate the season and make your year-end gift today (make o~r ift onlm~ or down,cad the rvin form). 

A heartfelt thank you to this year’s sponsors for their generosity and continued support of GAA’s oldest and largest affinity reunion. 

Liberty Mutual Alumni Cup National Sponsors and 

Marketing Partners: 

- Liberty Mutual Insurance 

- All American Classics 
- Golf Digest 

- Polaroid 

- Sports Vision Eyewear 

- TaylorMade Adidas Golf 

Tywanda ’93 & Harry Lightfoot ’99 (MD), Cora Lee Institute 

BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina 

David Manning ’90, Assistive Automotive Center (AAC) 

Santa McKibbins ’02 (MPH), Santa McKibbins Family Dentistry 
Amy ’78 & AI White ’76. Hawthorne Pharmacy 

Sherrod Banks ’85, Banks Law Firm PA 
Deborah Craig-Ray ’76 

Rosalind Fuse-Hall ’80 
Harry L. Jones Sr. ’72, Harry Jones Consulting 

Pamela D Love’83 

Akilah Mason ’01, Mason & Mason Companies 

Jon Regis ’73, Reliance Medical Group 
Eric Rivera ’81 

Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau 

U NC Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

UNC Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 
UNC School of Information and Library Science Alumni 
Diversity and Inclusion Committee 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

TAR H~EL LEVEL ($10~ - $249} 
Denene Burnette ’88 
Joe Corprew 

Patricia Wright Hardy ’02 

Rodvegas Marc Ingram ’85 

Malcom Logan ’96 
Lucrecia Moore ’92 

Anitra Royster ’99 

Hayes Appraisal Service 

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc 

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc 

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. 

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 

BAR ~LESTONE CHALLENGE CLASSES 

Class of 1973 

Class of 1983 

Class of 1988 
Class of 1993 

Class of 1998 

Class of 2003 

L~GHT ON TH~ HiLL SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 

BANQUET TABLE SPONSORS 

Department of Athletics 
Benjamin Boykin II ’72 

Dr. Lisa A. Gillespie ’88 

Dr. Deborah A. Stroman ’86 (MA) 
Student Affairs 

OL# WELL LEVEL I$25~} .-- $499~ 
Tonya Brady ’94, DDI Print 
Judith Dobbin ’79 

Tawana Feimster ’95 

Henry O Foust’79 

Carolyn Bullock Malloy ’77 
Cheryl Parquet ’97 

Rose Highland-Sharpe ’80 

Mawa York ’76 

Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships are not a line item in the University budget but are funded by GAA member dues. tf you think this 
mission of serviag out University and keeping alumni #lformed and involved is impoF~an~ membership is for you..,.{.g~{.rL.~..g.~#.~," for sigrlificant 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at L~,-C is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal ~vomen (~vomen in the menopause transition period) to examine the predictors of who might 
benefit most Iicom hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition 

We’re Looking For Women ~o Are: 

1) bet~veen 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,525 in compensation 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC Department of Psychiat~’. 

The research stu@ is IRB #10-0542 This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Perfom~ing Arts <emafil@info.camliuaperformiugarts.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Art@TheCore Alert: Integrate Malian Music Into Your Classroom 

capital of ~#!.i and home to a cultural renaissance. It is also the 

center of a nation threatened by 
stri~. 
~ne night two of Mall’s greatest talents unite for a special 

concert and a spellbinding evening. International star Bassekou 
Kouyate’s music resembles American blues in its style and its 
storytelling heritage. He revolutionized the ngoni, an ancient 
instrument resembling the banjo, and formed Ngoni Ba, the first 
ngoni quartet in Mall. His performance reminds us of the power 
and importance of ~o~ a~d~to~ 

Fatoumata Diawara combines songs about love, politics, and 
empowerment with her melodies inspired by jazz, blues, and 
contemporary African folk music. She brings a powerful 
demonstration of the v~a~ ~’~e ~ ~ma~ in today’s African 
music traditions. 

Br~g ?our studer~ts to 



Immediately after the performance, we will 
host an open student discussion and 
reception in Gerrard Hall. 

Hors d’oeuvres and refreshments will be 
served as multiple classes gather to share 
their reflections on the evening. 

For more information, contact 

~.~:~.~ ~:~ b~.~.~.~:~:~ ~.~.~.,.~.~.~. 

Correria and Agwa are two heart-stopping 
works that showcase the dazzling virtuosity 
of young Brazilian hip-hop dancers. The 
works derive from the stories of 11 young 

male dancers from Rio de Janeiro, their lives 
in the favelas -- Brazilian shanty towns -- 
and their determination to make something 
of themselves. 



Ni T,sdsy is the L~st D~? t,s Chde~ wi~h Free Shippi%l i!l Time fo! C:hdslmas 

Entertainment 



B",’ovies & TV Giit ideas Video Gsmes Editors’ Picks 

Bcst-sallir~g CDs Vinyl Under $20 

Savings with S~le 

20% Off $100 Denim Purc~ase Up to 60% Off Coats, Hats, Gloves, and Mo~e 



~p to s,v ,~ ~ff Diamond Box Sets 20% Off $100 Last Minute Gifts 



~i Gi,,,~ fre.a sh=ppi~g mo,,,=es, s~d books 

Persona~ Care & Beauty 

Hea~t~ & Beauty G~f[ Guide G~I~ ~deas ~ Luxury Beauty 



Too~hb,~ush 

Books 
Books for a~l ag÷s and tastes ~...~.~. 

Editors’ Picks fo~ Best Books of 2013 G~ft Ideas Unde~ $5 

Best CMk£en’s Books of 2013 Up to 90% Off Magaz~r~e G~fts 

K nd e 
Best-se~ng e~rea~ers & tablets See more 



Fire HD. flom $13.9 Ki~~dle Fire HDX~ fiom $229 

Audio 
Gift ideas fo~ ~’~b~sic ~ov÷rs See 



Amazon Promo Credit mp to $40 with Select 
SONOS Speakers 

i’~’i i0~ or More ©fi Soled Bose Eiec~o~Jcs 

10% ol More Off Select Bose Eiectronics 

C~er 75% O~f 

,50 Gift C’a~d witt; Pu~ct;ase ef Select Be;~ts Over 75% Off Biack Phi;~to~s PS 20 NC Active 
Rrod~ac[s llo~se Cancelling Earplse~es 

Computing 
Save on computers and accessories ~.~.~...~.9.[~ 

Save ~p {e $200 o~s So{co{ D¢[~ ’~’o~ach PC’s ’~’ab[¢ts Under $200 



30% or More Off Seiect Keyboards Up to 570 Off Seiect Trsnscen8 ©ompaot Fiash 
Oa rds 

 ore to Explore 

Fan St;op Gift Guide 

Gift ©~=~ds: F~ee Gift F}ox ac, d One-Dsy 

AmaT.on Gift Cards: Free Gift Box and ~DneoL,sy’~ ’ 
Shippin~ 

Home. Kitchen snd Ga~dan Gift Guide 

~:: Get [as~ Gift Ca=’ds from 9ta=’bucks Applebee’s, and 

...... b!o~e 



DEC 









- Special Event- 

When: W~d.o J~n. 
Where: Duke University Center for Documentary 
Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing lhe South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 

Why did national unions recently call 
for a southern organizing strategy ? 

How do the low wages of the South 
affect the rest of the countnj’? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive public policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@aflcionc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.o~g@mai144.at151 .rsg~.net> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:15 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

SAVE THE DATE: Seventh Annual Cont~rence 

SAVE THE DATE 

Please join us for the 
Seventh Annual ASMEA Conference! 

Searching for Balance in the 3/liddIe East & Africa 

October 3o - November 1, 2o14 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

More information and "Call fbr Papers" eoming soon. 
For updates, visit www,asm easehol ~rs,org. 

Contact us a[ £r~£~£~x~.r~a~?a~@.~.~ax:s£zr~ or 202.429.8860. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:25 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] INFORMATIONAL 

Nominations and Application Materials currently being accepted for Faculty Director, 
Program in the Humanities and Human Values 
humanities uric edu 

Position Sun,maD’: 

A great pnhlic university is defined, in palt, by its engagements with the community. The Program in the Humanities and Human Values (HHV) in the College of Arts and Sciences seeks a 
dynamic member of the faculty to serve as its first Faculty Director. Fou~aded in 1979, HHV is one of the premier university outreach organizations in the nation It has sponsored over 900 
events, reaching over 60,000 con~munity members Ongoing programs include the signature Adventures in Ideas weekend seminars, various lecture series, K-12 teacher trainings, sun~mer 
colleges, and other special events. 

The Faculty Director should be a tenured faculty member cormnitted to public engagement and familiar ;vith scholarship across campus The ideal candidate is a charismatic leader who has 
the capacity to enhance the Program’s presence in the University and the community. 

The Faculty Director will oversee the Program’s creative and administrative staff. Responsibilities may include developing programs, implementing collaborations across the University and 
the state, serving as a public face of the Program, recruiting and working with board members, leading HHV fmadraising, and managing the budget. 

The Faculty Director of the Program in the Humanities and Human Values will cormnence his or her appointment on July 1, 2014 The term of service is tap to five years. Compensation will 
include one course release per year and an annual stipend. The position reports to the Senior Associate Dean of Fine Arts and Humanities. 

Applications must be submitted electronically to hhvdirector@unc.edu by Wednesday, Januap), 22, 2014, and include a letter detailing the applicant’s interest and qualifications, as well as a 
current c.v. Nominations are invited. 

Members o17 the search committee include Chair Richard Talbert (Itistory), Ma~ Floyd-Wilson (English), JuIiane tlammer (Religious Studies), Cary Levine (Art), Max Owre (HHV), Bob Jails 
(HHV E×tema[ Advisory Board), and ex officio Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean of Fine Arts and tlumanities. 

This message is sponsored by: College of’Arts and Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



~’i Ship w’ith Tw,s-Ei~y Shippi~;g u~tii Sunday Dec 22 

Featured Gi~ts 
Last~minute ideas for a~ a~es ~.#.#...~.~.[# 



DVD O~#y of De~Is 

the Gift of Music-- F3o:4 Sets Stsrtil:,g at $20.99 

Give the Gift of Music°° Box Sets Strutting ;~t 
$20.99 



Up to ..0 ~, H:: Featured Books Last Minute Deals in Video Games 



Girls Toys Under $t0 Boys Toys Under $I 0 



-Editors’ Recomn~er~d ~he ~:~,est Kids’ B~oks of Head~)hor~es Kids Wiil Love fob $I 2,99 
201S ’ 

Computers & Office 
Gifts for ~ork or p~ay ~.~.~...~gR[~ 



....... 2o~4 Bringing all new moves with 

breakthrough features and over ~lack F~ar~ Discover the mos~ diverse 
40 of the hottest tracks, b.q£~:£ Assassin’s Creed worm ever 

8.9.~:9. created. L~am m: re 

TVs & Audio 
Dea~s for home theater and m~sic ~overs See more 



20% or ~tole Off Seiect Biuoray Riayers 

::.~.i AII-Ne~’~ CRASH Headphones i~om O’~ie:H able to 

A~New CRASH Headphones from O’Ne~l~ able to 
V~t~stand 1.5 To~s of Styptic Fo~ce 

Amazon Promo Credit up to $40 with Select 
SOl, JOS SpeakeFs 

~mazon Gift Cards Featudlsg Funny Designs Aisimated Gift Calds 
from Someecards 



Note !o Explore 

Save 50% o~ t,~ore On Thousands of Fa~ Shop     Top GFt ~deas in Too~s & Home ~mproveme~t 
~te ms 

J 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:06 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Administrative Review of Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkin~ Director of the Office of Postdoctoral Aflhirs 

TO: Members of the UNC Chapel Hill Community 
Facul~z, Stalt; and Students 

FROM: AssociateViceChancellorforResearchonbehalfoftheReviewCommitteeforDr. SibbyAnderson-Thompkins, Director oftheOfficeofPostdoctoralAffairs 

RE: Adnainistrative Review of Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkins, Director of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 

On behalf of the committee appointed to revie~v the performance of Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkins, Director of the Ofi)ce of Postdoctoral Affairs at the Universi~ of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, I am pleased to invite your participation in the review process. 

The cormnittee is being chaired by Carol Tresolini, Vice Provost for Academic Initiatives Other members include, Doug Cyr, Cell Biology and Physiology, Dorothy A Erie, Chemist~z and 
Curriculum in Applied Sciences & Engineering, Leslie Lerea, The Graduate School, Portia McCoy, Cell Biology and Physiology, Charles Price, Anthropology, and Molly Starback, Duke 
Postdoctoral Services. 

As required by Universi~ regulations, this review will focus on Dr. Anderson-Thompkins’s performance as Director of the Office of Postdoctoral ~aXfairs over the last five years Areas for 
review include vision, long-range planning, day-to-day management of the Office, and leadership in actualizing the ideals and goals of the Office. For more infomaation about The Office of 
Postdoctoral Affairs visit their website: http://research.unc.edu/offices/postdoctoral-affairs/ 

The committee invites your conrments on these and related issues. It 
~s important for the committee to learn huw Dr. Anderson-Thumpkins’s performance as Director is viewed by students, post-ductural felluws, staff~ and facul~ at UNC-Chape[ Hill. 
Suggestions regarding impruving the overall functioning of The ()l!t~ice uf Pustductural A]i)airs are aIsu welcome. 

We encourage you tu cuntribute tu this review in the fullowing ways: 

1. Yuu may provide written cumments tu the chair or other coturnittee 
members. The review cummittee will treat your cumments as strictly 
cunfidential All written cummunication - whether un paper or 
by email - becumes a cunfidentia[ part ufDr. Andersun-Thompkins’s persunne[ file As such, cumments are open to examinatiun by her. Universi~" regulations prohibit cunsideratiuns uf 
anonymous letters in the review process. All written cumments should be sent to: 

The Review Committee, Dr. Sibby Anderson Thompkins Five-Year Review 
Office uf the Assuciate Vice ChancelIur for Research 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box ¢¢4100, 301 Bynum Hall 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-4100 
Email: jennifer prui@unc.edu 

2. You may telephone or meet privately in person with cummittee 
members Oral cummunicatiuns (by teiephune or in person) and the 
committee’s notes generated from these conversations du nut becume part 
ufDr. Andersun-Thompkins’s persunnel file but may be reflected in the cummittee’s repurt without identifiers. Huwever, a list ufall persuns pruviding cumments wil[ becume part ufthe 
record. 

3. The cummittee has scheduled an upen session tu receive cumments. 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 (10:15AM-12:00AM) BynmnHall 

If you wish to meet with the corrm~ittee, please contact Jemfifer Pmitt in the Office of the Associate Vice Chancellor for Research (~ennifer~,mitt@unc.edu or 919-%2-7757) to schedule a 
specific time (usually about 10-15 minutes) within the time period noted above. All requests for a meeting during this session must be received no later than Friday, January 10, 2014. Note 
that while all corcanents during these sessions will be kept strictly confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Dr. Anderson-Thompkins’s pcrsotmel file. 

The deadline for submitting corrm~ents regarding Dr. Anderson-Thompkins’s perfolmance to the cotlm~ittee is Friday, JanualN 10. Thank you very much for your help in this important task. 

Comrinttee Chair 

Carol Tr esolini 
Vice Provost for Academic Initiatives 
The Unb,~ersit’y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3000, 104 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-3907 
carol tr esolini@med.unc, edu 

Committee Members 

Doug Cyr 

Professor, Cell Biology and Physiology" 

Member I~X-C (~’5~stic Fibrosis Center 

Chair, Adviso~z Conm~ittee for Postdocs, 2006-2013 

School of Medicine 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#7090,526 Talglor Hall 

Mason Farm Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 843 4805 

douglas cyr@med.unc edu 

Dorothy A. Erie 
Professor, Chemistly and Curriculum in Applied Sciences & Engineering 
Department of Chemistry 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



(;Bit 3290, 4360 Oenome Sciences Building 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3290 
(919) 962-6370 
derie@email, unc edu 

Leslie Lerea 
Associate Dean, Student Affairs 
The Graduate School 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 4010, 203 Bytmm Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 
(919) 962-6329 
lerea@email.unc.edu 

Portia McCoy 
Postdoctoral Scholar 
Cell Biology and Physiology 
portia@med.unc, edu 

Charles Price 
Associate Professor, Anthropology 
Social Sciences/Arts & Humanities Faculty Ad’,~iser for Postdocs 2006-2013 
The Uni’,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3115,413-A Alumni Bldg, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
(919) 843-7809 
cprice 1 @email.m~c. edu 

Molly Starback 
Director, Duke Postdoctoral Sel-v’ices 
Duke University 
919-681-7154 
molly.starback@duke.edu 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~email.unc.edu 

Friday, December 20, 2013 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Volunteers Needed tbr a Research Study of Orofacial Pain 

Volunteers Needed for a Research Study of Orofacial Pain 

Enrolling eligible volunteers to participate in a research study about orofacial pain. 
To be eligible you must be: 

18-54 years old 
Fluent in English (written and spoken) 

Eligible participants may receive up to $25 for completion of all study activities. 

For more information call or email: 
Dawn Dampier, Research Coordinator 
OPPERA2@battelle.org 

877-810-9530 ext 503 

This Stu@ (12-052-E) is directed by Drs. William Maixner and Gary Slade, 
UNC School of Dentistry 

Approved by the Biomedical IRB 
Biomedical IRB mmaber 05-2255 
Date of Approval: 12/11/2013 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, 4:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAL] Call tbr Nominations: University Awards tbr the Advancement of Women 

Call for Nominations 
University Awards for the Advancement of Women 

On behalf of the Offices of the Chancellor and the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost, the Carolina Women’s Center is pleased to announce the call for nominations for the 
University Awards for the Advancement of Women. This a~vard recognizes contributions to the advancement of women at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Each year, tl~ree individuals--one faculty member, one staff member, and one undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar--may be selected to receive the award. The facul~ and 
staff recipients each receive $5000 and the undergraduate/graduate student/postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Awardees will be honored in a ceremony on 

Please submit nominations for women and men who have contributed in one or more of the following ways: 

* Elevated the status of women on campus in sustainable ways; 
* Helped to improve campus policies affecting women; 
* Promoted and advanced the recruitment, retention, and upward mobility of women; 
* Participated in and assisted in the establishment of professional development opportunities for women; and/or 
* Participated in and assisted in the establishment of academic mentoring for women. 

**To submit a nomination, please use the online form at: 
http :/i~vw~v.unc.edu/oiraipublic/u aawi~vomen nomination.html 

All facul~" and staff nominees must be permanent employees No 
self-nominations or posthumous nominations will be accepted Carolina Women’s Center administrators and staff are not eligible for nomination. 
’]7he deadline for nominations is Friday, at 5:00 p.m. 

Previous award winners are: 

Jan Boxill, 

This message is sponsored by: Office of’the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Up&ite Personal Infonnatinn 



iii 6i ~ g ~s~e r,C ~firl ~ ~ B <re g ~er@ ~m aiI un ~ d 

Sfibj~ ~h~rl~n~ rege~t~ W~kendD~ 

Weekend Deals 
We’ve searched the site for the best deals h~ E~ectronics, C~otNng, Home, and mere, Check 

back often for new dea~s, 

~ .................................. 

~ ~OSMO 32-Inch 720p 60Hz LED HD~ for $179.99 ~ ~~~ 20% ~ List Pd .... Sony 3D Wi-Fi Blu-~y Player 

z~ oc ~ u~o~ ~ h~e u~? a ~O~?V ~ ~ %d~rS ¢ ............................................................................................................................................. oCOSMO S2qnch 720~ 60Hz LED HDTV fo~ ~,~oz ~,~, "~ o ;~ ~     , ¯ ~, r " :. ~ 

~179.99                             ~ 

i i~ii S .... p to 20% on Select InteI-P .... d PCs Save $120 on the Sony A3000 Interchangeable-Lens 

Camera 

$I 20 O ~ t ;e Senv A3000 nter¢ ~t .gea b e-. 

LeRs Camera 



ii.~ 50°/o Off Select Hello Kitty Sleep .... Slippers, & ii~i1 25% Off Select Carhartt Men’s Jeans & Pants 
Slipper Socks 

50% Off Seiec~ Heiio Kit~~ ~els & 25% Off Seiect Ca,~hartt ~dien’s ,Jesns & Pants 

xi 50% or More Off W .... ’s Boots i i£i 8ave 50% on Ivory Tag Handbags 

Free One-Day Shippin9 on Eligible Jewelry Gifts ~ Free One-Day Shippin9 on Eligible Watches 

~L E~...~.~)~::M~.Y..@!~!g..~!~!. ~.~g.~..~[~?.~ b.~..~ £ ............................................................................................. 



t Gifts Under $50 

i ii.~ Up to 50% Off Select Kitchen Small Appli ..... 

i~i 15°/o Off Select Ghirardelli Chocolate 

% 23% Off Farberware Millennium Colors 12-Piece Non- 
..... Stick Cookware Set, Red 

i ::~"~ 50% Off Monster High High School Playset Get a $30 A ........ Promotional Credit with a 

LeapPad Ultra Purchase 

50% Of Me ;ster -~ ~th "~ ~h ~c~ oo P a~(set     ~ ’ "’~ ’ "    " ~"    ’    ~ " ~ ............................................................................................................................................. 



$10 Off a $50 Black & Decker Tools Purchase 25% Off or More on Select Weber Barbecue Utensils 

i i~ Save $264 on Prodeco’s Phantom X2 8-Speed 
::.2.:: 40% Off Select R ..... 

Scoot .... d Ride-Ons 

Electric Bike 



i’~’il S .... p to 60°/o on Mendini Inst ...... t Bundles ~:iI Up to 45% Off Select Backpacks 

Save Ll~ to 60% on Mendini Inst,~ument Bulsdies ~ to 45% Off Select Back#acks 

.~ FREE One-DayShipping on Last-MinuteGi~ldeas 





Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~erts for your 
saved searches 
Results: December 22, 
2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundit-’~tg search Feb 0~; 
4 funding opportunities 

1 RTNDAIUN~TY Aw~rd 

Sponsor: 
Radio-Television News Directors Association 
(RTNOA) 

Limited submission 

Deadline: 
February 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
American Society of News Editors (ASNE) 

Amount: 
$2,500 

Deadline: 
February 6, 2014 

Limited submission 

Sponsor: 
American Society of News Editors (ASNE) 

Limited submission 

Deadline: 
February 6, 2014 

4 Best of Photojour~a~ism (BOP) 

Sponsor: 
National Press Photographers Association 

Deadline: 
January 24, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: December 22, 2013 

Lo~in to view 



Featured Deals 





$70 Off a~,d Flee One-Day Shippi~,g o~, CRASH     Up to GO% Off Select Phiiips Electronics 



Top HolideS, Deals 

Savings with Style 
Fas~sio~a#l÷ finds for wo~sse~ m÷~, a~d k~ds See ~ore 

[:ree O~e-Day S~ppin9 o~ Select Jewelry Gemsto~e Per~da~ts Under $100 



Up to 70% Oil 8t~oes 

Ente ainment 

Last ~#iinute DeMs ~n V~deo Ganses Up to 58% Off 7,000 ~#iov~e & TV T~tles 



Gifts in Chii@er~’s Books Gift Picks i~; Books for Kids and Teens 

G~ft a Sebct Kindb Book Get O~e ,>0% Off fo~ Gift ~deas ~ Books Under" $,> 
Yowse~f 

House and Home 

P, oje~,t L,fe flora B~cky Nlgg:~s, ,s, ave ~n extra ,s<o~,k~ng o~dff~, ~ frohl Home, K,~n~ ~ 
............................................................................................................................................. 1~ ,o ~ ~h~k~ u~ Garden ............................................................................................................................................. 



LastoMilsute Deais ils Toois & Home $5 Off $25 on Select Energizer 
imp~ovemer~t Products 

Toys 

E~ect~ordc Toys tMder $20 Do~s Under $20 

Actions Figu~’es U~sder $10 Get a $30 nmazon.com ~- remoJona~ Oredit 
LeapPad Ukra Pu~chase 

Note to Explore 
Note dea~s from ~a~h’s b@gest se~ect~o~ ~.@.~...~.~.[~. 



Give Free Shipping. Movies, a~,d Books 

Dow~iosd the A,~sazon App 











Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store news@amazon.corn> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:45 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesler@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

College Es~ntials in Health & Beauty 

"fOURACCOUNT ] TODA~’SDEALS 

BEAUTY ] MAKEUF~ SKIN CARE HAiR CARE P~ERFUME & COL(_X~=’4E TOOLS & ACCESSORIES SALES 

Health & Beauty Backto College Essentials 

~qEALTH & BEAIJT~~ BACK TO COLLEGE ESSENTIAL8 > ~3_e_~__~2~Z=~_12e_ 

ii~]i Laund~ Xi Oral Care Skin, Bath & Body 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Monday, December 23, 2013 5:05 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 







Electronics 

........... System 

40% Off o,~ Mere e~ Seiect Digital Csme~as 65% Off the Energy R~ob’1,~r~ 5.1 Surround 
S pea ke r Syste m 

~] 40% Off the On~,:y,s TX-NR82~} Retuibished 7.2. 

..... Charmel Net,,~,od,; Receiver 

40% Off tt;e (.,nkyo TX-~R828 Refurbished 7.2- 
Oham;ei Net¢~o~k Receiw~’r 

Last Ct;ance: Up to 60% Off Select 
Elect~onics 





Savings with Style 

~g :Jp t,s 70g~ C~ C~,s~hing ~o~Women, Men~ ~’:J~ds, and ~ Up to 75% C~ Jewelq/C~esr~=:sis 

....... Bah/ " ...... 

Up to 70% Off C~oth~n9 fo~ Women Men K~ds, Up to 75% Off Jewelry C~esra~ce 

a~d Baby 



Up {~ 7o% 0~ s~,oes & n~ ~,.4b~gs Up {o 75% off oe~eo~ 

En{e  in en{ 
~ov~es~ music, books~ ~nd vk~eo g~mes 

, 

%~ HoB~y De~s h~ Books: S~’ee up ~c, 50% j ~X~ DeaJs h~ ’,,’ic~eo G~mes 

HoUday De~s in Books: S;~ve up to 50% De;~ls k~ VkJeo Games 

Reading 



2(} l<ir~die Books foi" $2 Esci~ 1(}0 l<indle Books Startin~ at $099 

Ct’,ild~er£s Books Deals BiograpMes & Memoirs Dea~s 

For the Home 
Bargains for house a~d ho~e See ~ore 

Yes~-Bnd Say,rigs & Dea~s ~ Patio. Lawn & Kitche~ & D~ing Yeal--BIsd Deals 



More to Explore 
Note deals fro~ 

50% Off or Mo~e on Dog Toys Deep Discoulsts on iPhones flora Amazon 
Wa rehearse Deals 

T~sde In ’~ our DVDs fo~ ~n AmaT.on corn Gift 
Ca rd 

Up to 90% Off MaSs, zinc Gifts 





Videe Games Baby 

Automotive Wstches 

hldusl~iai & Sck!nliiic 

Giocery 

Health & Personai Care 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.com <store-news@amazon.com > 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 3:19 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Leave Packaging Feedback for your recent purchases at Amazon.com 

...... ~r~aZot~ o0m~: ........................................................................................................................................................ 

Dear charlene regester, 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Amazon.cor!! 

Did you know that you can help improve Amazon’s packaging by leaving feedback for 
your recent purchases? It’s very easy--just click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" 

button below. 

Amazon’s Packaging Feedback form is now optimized for your smartphone and mobile 
device. Please leave your feedback today! 

See all shipments mwaitinqL ~Zour feedback 

Need Help? 

If you have any trouble with the link above, you can rate your shipment’s packaging by 

completing these steps: 

2. After logging in, you’ll see a list of all of the shipments that need feedback. 
3. Find the shipment on the list and click the "Leave Packaging Feedback" button 

on the right. 

We hope you found this message to be useful. However, if you’d rather not receive future e- 

mails of this sort from Amazon.corn, please opt-out 

(c) 2013 Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon.corn and the 

Amazon.corn logo and 1-Click are registered trademarks of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates. 

Amazon.corn, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattle, WA 98109-5210. 

Reference 97615530 

Please note that this message was sent to the following e-mail address: 

regester@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] UNC Employees: Register Now for Spring Classes 

Don’t wait until classes begin on Janua~z 8. Get started now! 

Taking classes on campus: Unless you are alrea@ el~rolled in a degree program or are already taking classes through Part-time Classroom Studies, you will need to apply for admission so 
that you can register for classes offered on campus Check with the Friday Center for Continuing Education if you have questions, 919-962-1134 

Taking an online course: To take a course this spring through Carolina Courses Online, you do not need to apply for admission, but you do need to register now through the Friday Center’s 
website - http://fridaycenter unc.edu/cpicco 

Remember: In order to take advantage of the employee tuition waiver program, you will need to file the Tuition Waiver application by Janua~’ 14. The form is available from the Human 
Resources Web site - http://hr.unc.edu/form-finderi~vork-lil’e-wellness-forms/mdex.htm 

This message is sponsored by: Friday Center for Continuing Education 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Persuna[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 12:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Sin@ for healthy women- blood specimens needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?- ~vomen to participate in a research stud?- that offers monetaW compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~ 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 

This stu@ involves 2 visits to our clinic: One consultation and one blood dra~v. 

Endometriosis is a condition that causes the lining of the uterus to gro~v in other areas of the body Symptoms from this may cause the individual severe pain, irregular bleeding, and 
infertility. Currently, the only definitive way to diagnose the condition is tl~rough laparoscopic surge~. The purpose of this research stu@ is to identify biomarkers in the blood that may 
also be present in the lining of the uterus. By examining these systemic markers in healthy women, ~ve can compare them to women suffering from endometriosis and analyze the correlation 
between the t~vo The goal of this study is to develop a blood test to diagnose endometriosis 

If you are interested in participating as a healthy subject, please feel free to contact us for more infolrnation at 843-8621, or uncreproductive@gmail.com. 

Biumedica[ IRB study #12-2613 "Plasma and Serum Markers in Endometriusis;" appruved 12/19/2013 

’]7his message is spunsured by: Repruductive Enducrinulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Persunal Infurmation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, January. 2, 2014 12:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Sin@ for healthy women- more volunteers needed 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?’ women to participate in research studies. Several opportunities are available that oft?r monetary 
compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, every 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IUD 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- BMI of less than or equal to 29 
- Flexible schedule 

The ultimate goal of this research study is to better understand the factors that allow implantation to occur so that ~ve may improve the clinical outcomes of fertili~ patients. 

If you are interested, please feel free to contact us for more information at 843-8621, or uncreproductIve@gmail com. This study takes 7-8 weeks to complete, with a total of approx. 10 visits 
to our clinic. Volunteers must be available during normal business hours 

Biomedical IRB study #08-1967, approved 04/26/2013. 

’]7his message is spunsured by: Repruductive Enducrinulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 2:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] UNC Commuuity Music School 

Dear UNC colleagues, 

The U2",IC Department of Music is pleased to ammunce a new slate of classes in our UNC Community Music School (UNC-CMS) for Spring 2014 Now entering its second semester, the 
school seeks to e~ich our community and contribute to the cultural fabric of the region by offering music education opportunities of the highest quality. 

Housed in the beautitM Kenan Music Building and supported by our distinguished music faculty, UNC-CMS provides an exceptional atmosphere for students of all ages to explore, 
develop, and refine musical expression. 

We invite you to explore our school and course offerings (in piano, voice, guitar, and composition) by visiting our website (wv~v.unccms.com), or attending our Spring open house this 
Sunday, January 5th at 2pm in the Kenan Music Building. 

All the best, 

Derison Duarte 
UNC-CMS Director 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Music 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 2:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Stu@ - Effects of Shoe Wear on Balance 

Subjects Needed for a Research Study 

Effects of Rocker-Bottom Shoe Design on Static and Dynamic Measures of Balance 

#13-3835 Approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 12/5/2013 

Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this research study is to assess the effects of shoes on women’s balance. We ~vill be testing your balance in your o’vvri shoes, a shoe that has been marketed to help people 
lose weight, and a shoe that we often suggest to our patients 

Who Is Needed 
Women age 25-64 
No musculoskeletal inju~ in last 3 months that limited normal actlvi~ for more than 48 hours 
No current neurologic condition 
No lower extremi~ surge~’ in the last year 

Your Participation 
1 short testing session that lasts 75 minutes 
Perform common balance tests under close supel~ision 

What You W]I[ Receive 
$50 gift card 
InJ2~rmation about your balance and the type of shoe that may ~mprove your balance and decrease falls risk 

Contact Investigator 
Michae[ T. Gross, PT, Phi) 
919-843-8680 
mtgross@med.unc.edu 

This message is sponsored by: Division of Physical Therapy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Thursday, JanuaU 2, 2014 4:10 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Updated Fiscal Year 2014 Fixed Health Insurance and Fringe Benefits Rates lbr Sponsored Agreement Budgeting 

January 2, 2014 

TO: Deans, Directors, and Department Chairs 

FROM: Office of Sponsored Research 

SUBJECT: Updated Fiscal Year 2014 Fixed Health Insurance and Fringe Benefits Rates for Sponsored Agreement Budgeting 

Effective JanualT 1, 2014, the FY2014 fringe benefits budgeting guidelines for sponsored agreements ~vill be updated to reflect the calendar year changes to the following categories: 

*Social Securi~z (OASDI) Taxable salary base & contribution maximum 

*Compensation maximums subject to State Retirement and Optional Retirement programs 

*P & A Supplemental Health benefits 

*P & A Supplemental Retirement compensation maximum 

*P & A Supplemental Group Term Life insurance annual rate 

*P & A Supplemental Long Term Disability ~nsurance annual rate 

The updated Memorandum and Schedules can be found at the link below. 

https://research.unc.edu/files/2013/OS/frin~e 14pdf 

]Please contact Trent Rile?" at (919) 843-4825 (trent riley@uric edu) or Brian Bertlshoi’er at (919) 843-4891 (mailto:ber~Isbi/~email unc edu) with any questions. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of Sponsored Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 4:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Carolina Daily ttealth Study 

Are your a smoker or male? 

Interested in making health?- life changes and learning how to meditate? 

Science has shown that meditation improves people’s health and wellbeing Help UNC researchers discover how it ~vorks. 

For this research study, we need people who are: 
smokers or male 

between 35 and 64 years old 
not engaged in regular meditation practice 
willing to learn meditation 
fluent in written and spoken English 
interested in making healthy life changes 

Participation includes: 

** Three 2-hour lab sessions and three 1-hour fasting lab sessions One behavioral lab session and one fasting lab session ~vill take place during the same ~veek at Baseline, post-workshop 

(3-months), and 18-months later. 

** Urine sample, blood sample, resting heart rate, and other physiological and biological samples to be taken during the 3 time points. 

** Daily, online, brief reports for 11 weeks, and 1 week prior to 18-month follow-up 

** Attending a 6-week Meditation Workshop (1-hour per week) 

** Quarterly reporting for 18-months (5 times), telling us about your health behaviors, emotions, and daily acuvities. 

** The workshops will be audio-recorded for quality assurance and a 5-minute task in the lab sessions is video-recorded You are not eligible [’or this study if you do not wish to be 
recorded. 

We wil[ pay up to $640 ~2~r completion of the study. 

For more information, please visit wv, as,.unchealthstudy.com 

This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Fredrickson and has been 
approved by the UNC Office of ttuman Research Ethics Behavioral IRB, 
s tudy 12-1376 approved 12/17/13. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, January 3, 2014 9:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Struggling with your weight? Are you looking for a FRESH Start? 

Researchers at UNC’s Department of Nutrition ~vant to compare diets in an 18 -month weight loss research study. The FRESH Start Study is currently recruiting 18 to 40 year olds, who are 
overweight (BMI>30) and othelavise healthy Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be eligible to participate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for Health) 
Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include: 
Private nutrition counseling sessions (in-person and by phone) 
Group nutrition ~vorkshops conveniently located at Easto~vne Office Park 
Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and recipes 
Gift bags containing healthy foods 
Possible weight loss 
You ~vill not be asked to take any medication 

Compensation is a total of $300, provided at 6 mont2as ($50), 12 months ($50), and 18 months ($200). 

For more information, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or send an email to freshstart@unc.edu 

This stu@ has been reviewed and approved (04/04/2011 ) by the UNC Biomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Stu@ Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction AIt’ecting Bo@ Weight 
Funded by: NIDDK (1 R01 DK085109-01) 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Nutrition 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, Jannary 3, 2014 11:20 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Memo To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses ONine Spring 2014 

Re~Nafigfi for th~ Spring 2014 ~eni~g{~r will continue until Janum3~ 14 at 5pro. We expect to enroll approxhnately 50% more students between 

now & the~ 

Students cannot reeister in CormectCarolina for CCO. All students, including UNC-CH fifll-time students, must officially regis~ter through the Friday Center 

web registration site. If students try to enroll in CormectCarolina they may contact you for permission. You do not need to give students permission to 

enroll dnring the iegnlar registration period. Please iefer students to the Friday Center site or our office. 
http:][www.fridaycenter.unc.edu[cp[cco[enrollment.htm 
Late enrollment requests: If s~adents contact you to add after the last day to enroll, you should make a decision based on whether there is still time to make up 

missed work. We won’t add anyone after the laser day unless you give permission in writing. 

Students who want to drop your course 

All students receive in[brmation ti~m us about how to drop a~d withdraw. So if students discuss this with you, plea~ refer them to us at the Friday Center or 

contact us. Students must not@ us in writing to drop. 

Course ~nrollm en~M~ Conn~C~ oli~ 

Check your faculD center to review current enrollment totals. 

Make sure you check all Section nmnbers (all 3 are cross listed) 
Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC=CH full=time s~udents 

Section 991 - 15" spaces for off-campas students 

Section 992 1 space reserved for university employees 
*In special circumstances ~ve will adjust this number depending on demand or the instructor or their department’s preferences. 

Confirming Re~afion ~ Students 
Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will send E-mail notifications and mail written confirmations to students. This includes how to access the course web 

site, how to drop a course, the CCO handbook, and other importa~t information such as how to pay tuition. 

Non p~fici~ g~d~ats/gtud~i~ p~6bi~ing 
Report these students to the Friday Center office. We will contact these students to resolve any problems. 

(;~d~ Roster~ 

You will submit your finaJ course grades in the ConnectCaxolina system. Our office will help you complete and submit grades if necessa~. 

Look for Inessages from several stafflnembers prior to and during the semester. 

Jan. 7 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 20 
Jan. 22 

March 5 
March 7 
March 12 
March 17 
April 18 
April 25 
Apt 28-May 6 

CarolMcDonn~ll 

Last day to cancel registration 
Courses begin; Late registration begins 
Last day to late register at 5 PM 
Holiday - Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund 5 PM, You must have other courses on your 
schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses requires a withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated refund policy) 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (UNC-CH degree students) 
Spring Break week begins 5 PM 
Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 
Classes resume at 8 am 
Holiday 
Last day of classes; Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit 
Exams 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of Nol~th Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 
fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.nnc.edu">mgester@email.unc.edu<~/a~~. To unsnbseribe send a blank <br: 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-34057333-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eati5919b64fcc286@listserv, unc.edu">leave-34057333- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@li stserv.unc 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 3:22 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

In Memoriam: Pat Browue 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

In Memoriam: 
PCA/ACA co-founder Pat Browne 

Alice Ma×ine "Pat" 8row~e (1932 = 2013) 

It is with great sorrow that we announce the passing of Pat Browne. Pat 
played an instrumental part in developing the Journal of Popular Culture, the 
Popular Press, and the Popular Culture Association with her husband and 
partner Ray B. Browne. 

A full obituary is online at the ~[~.[~c~..l~.!a~.~.. Funeral services will be 11:00 A 
M Saturday, January 4, 2014, in the Chapel of Holman Funeral Home in 
Ozark, Alabama. 

The family suggests donations in Mrs. Browne’s honor be made to the 
scholarship fund or the popular-culture library at BGSU, or to any local library, 
educational institution, public radio station, or public television station. 

If you have questions please email me: 

Joy Sperling, President, president@pcaaca.org 

.g::: Joio Oo~ilin~ Li~ 

Forward this email 

this email was sent to regester@email.unc~edu by 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address [nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL :: 60605 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 12:24 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Seeking mothers to participate in research 

Are you a mother? 

The UNC Center for Women’s Mood Disorders is examining how pregnancy hormones influence postpartum depression. 

We are seeking healthy mothers ~vho: 

1. Are not currently pregnant or breastfeeding, 
2. Are at least one year postpartum, 
3. Are not currently depressed, 
4. Have experienced postpartum depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications related to this research study will be provided at no cost to patients. This study will last 28 weeks and require 
bimonthly visits to UNC. 

$2,500 compensation upon completion 

For more information, please visit PPDstudy.org or call 919-%6-4810. 

This sturdy (IRB¢¢ 12-1758) has been approved by the UNC Biomedical ]R[3 as of 12/27/13. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC (;enter for Women’s Mood Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your inJ2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, JanuaD~ 6, 2014 11:19 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[hc] Start of spring semester 

CCO Instructors- 

We have over 600 students registered for your CCO courses being offered this spring, and we expect several hundred more to register before late registration 

closes on Jan. 3-4. Many thanks to each of you for offering CCO courses and making this opportunity available to students. 

Classes begin Wednesday as I am sure you know, and I’ll be checking enrollments mid-day tomorrow for any courses that do not have at least three students. Any 

courses with only 1 or 2 students registered are subject to being cancelled. Then on Friday, the third day of classes, I’ll check enrollments again, and any courses 

with fewer than six students are subject to being cancelled. I hope we don’t have to cancel any courses, but I’ll let you and the students know if we do have to 

cancel any courses. Let’s hope that all courses fill up over the next few days! 

Not all courses with low enrollments are cancelled because there can be extenuating factors. If we do decide to go ahead with your course even though 

enrollments are low, I will contact you first to be sure you wish to go ahead with the course with such low enrollments. 

Later this month, if you have students who seem to have "disappeared" from your course for longer than a couple of days or assignments, remember our HUPS - 

Helping Under-Participating Students - program. We ask you to contact one of our Academic Advisors (Jennie Brooks or Melissa Solomon) at 919-962-3449 or 

CEAdvising@unc.edu, and they will get in touch with the students and encourage them to be more active in the course or to drop it formally if that is their intent. 

Jennie or Melissa will let you know what they learn from the students. If you do contact our advisors, please provide the student’s PiD number if possible. 

Let me also mention that a number of students register for CCO courses around the first day of class or during the late registration period. Hence, you may have 

students joining your course up until Jan. 3-4. We know this can be disruptive for your course, but we ask that you work with these students to ease them into the 

class as best you can. We know such late registrants make extra work for you, but since the University allows late registration, we appreciate your efforts to help 

them. I wish they would all register a week before classes begin; life would be much easier! 

i hope you enjoyed the holidays and all of us at the Friday Center wish you a wonderful New Year! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3-020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

93-9-962-2644 

93.9-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@etnail.nnc.edu">regester@emafil.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bg> 

emafil to <a h~e~’’ma~lto:~eave-34~658~-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79I2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’>leave-34~658~- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Platz, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 6, 2014 11:25 AM 

The Spring2014classrooms mailing list. <spring2014classrooms@lislserv.unc.edu> 

Welcome Back! 

Launching Citrix Apps using Citrix receiver- new.pdf 

Hi all, 

Welcome back for an exciting Spring semester! 

You are getting this email because you are scheduled to teach in a General Purpose Classroom (GPC) during the Spring semester and I wanted to send out a few 

updates in regards to the technology found in the GPC’s. If I have mistakenly added you to this list, please let me know (my apologies!) 

There were no big changes over the winter break, but I’ve included a few reminders/hints in case you didn’t teach in the Fall. 

1) 6et your demonstration on! Please submit a request through our Hotline site to schedule a personal demo of the room you are teaching in. 

2) Documentation using Citrix based applications: Attached you will find a pdf showing you how to add applications that you commonly use to the Start Menu 

of the classroom computer. 

3) Did you request a technology classroom and now see your room has only a chalkboard? If so, please work directly with your department scheduling officer 

to see if they can get your class moved into an appropriate space. 

4) Desktop Document Cameras: If you are teaching in a room with this type of desktop unit, it also has the feature of capturing to a flash drive plugged directly 

into the camera. The one-touch-capture-to-external-storage-device capability of the new Document Cameras (perfect for recording student 

presentations), and the inclusion of the Aver+ and Aver Sphere software on the computers. There are some videos on the Aver website that will help them 

become more familiar with the software that we can add to our website. This software also allows you to send your captured video to Dropbox or other 

social media. 

5) Interested in controlling the classroom PC with your mobile device? The Splashtop TouchPad app is available for iPhones, iPads and Android devices and 

allows you to control the computer while walking around the classroom, untethered to the podium. 

6) Web conferencing or classroom capture? We have a few rooms across campus that have the ability to do web conferencing along with classroom capture 

(via MS Lync). Peabody 311, Stone Center 209 and Murray G201. 

7) Do you have an ad-hoc need to have a guest speaker talk to your class from a remote site? Simple web conferendng via Skype, MS Lync or Google is 

possible through our web camera loan program. 

8) Reset the room after your class is finished! The next instructor will love you for it! 

9) Any questions about anything else? Give us a call, we’re here to help! 

Thank you for reading! 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

919.962.1450 (o) 

919,428 1238 

919.962.8349 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

You are currently subscribed to spring2014classrooms as: 

To unsubscfi~ click here: ~:, ,lis~,;.~nc ed~ia?id= 7132623~ 

(It mW be necesmU to cm and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emaJl m ]eave~34065837~71326230.4623agdqe7~cd99e~}~Fa3a3c~}~3f2dq&]~s~serv 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-_ 406 ;260-716_ ;033@hstserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 2:02 PM 

al~iican- a~d- alamo - a~nericaJ~- studi es- t~culty <aliica~- and- afar- america~- studies- facul ty@lis’Berv, unc. edu> 

Peterson, Jennifer L <jlpeters@email.anc.edtP; Owen, Todd C <towen@email.unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[africaaa- m~d-afm-america~- s~dies- facullK] [all-college- facalty] FW: CURS Scholar-in-Residence Applications dae Febrnary 3 

The enclosed message from the Center for Lirbsn and Regional Studies is being sent to alf faculty in the Cotlege of Arts and Sciences, with an information copy to 

admir~istrative mar~agers~ 

With support from the Dea~’s Office in the College of Arts and Sciences, the Center for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS) is pleased to solicit applications again for 

its Scholax-in-Residence Prograan. The CURS Scholar-in-Residence Progrmn is designed to encourage faculty members in the College of Arts and Sciences to 

develop and submit research proposals to external funding sources. This competitive program provides a course buy-out and firads for proposal development expenses 

so that faculty ~nembers in the social and behavioral sciences can develop large, ideally interdisciplina:y, research proposals. In addition, the CURS Scholax-in- 

Residence will have full administrative support from the Center’s financial and clerical support st~£ This opportunity will be provided during either the fall semester 

2014 or spring semester 2015 based on the candidate’s preference. Nina Martin from the Department of Geography is the fall 2013 Scholar-in-Residence. As a result, 

faculty members from Geography are ineligible for the fall 2014/spring 2015 program. 

Applications are due no later than 5:00 p.m. Monday, Februa~ 3, 2@ 4. The ca~didates will be notitied of the outcome of the selection process by late-February 

2014. For more information, contact Todd Owen at 962-3076 or towen(~email.unc.edu. 

Click below tbr an application and complete detafils of the program. 

Todd Owe~ 

Associate Directoz 

Cente~ for Urban and Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina at: Chapel Hil] 

91 9/962-3076 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

all- college - faculty as: african- and - afro- american- studies- faculb,(c%listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~5/ul> 

atiican-a~d-ali~-american-studies-thculty as: <a bretW’ma~lto:regester@ema£unc.edu">regester@ema£unc.edu~a>. 



McFarland & Company, Inc. 
Publishers 
Box 611, Jefferson, North Carolina 28640 Tel. 336-246-4460 Fax 336-246-5018 

Contributor Release Form 

The Manuscript Working title, Documenting the Black Experience (subj ect to change) 

The Editor Novotny Lawrence 

I grant ownership (exclusive rights) of nay essay titled, 

to Dr. Novotnv Lawrence for inclusion in a multicontributor essay 

collection to be published by McFarland Press. I expect no remuneration 

from the publisher. 

Print your name below as you want it to appear in every occurrence in the 
book. 

Signature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-_ 406 ;748-716_ ;033@hstserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 2:45 PM 

aJliican- and- aJli’o - an~erican- studi es- t~cul~ <aliican- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@lis’Lserv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[a~’rican- and-afro-american- s~dies- faculty] [all-college-facalty] FROM DEAN GIL: New Senior Associate Dean Appointment 

Ybe et~clo~d mes~ge ~i~om Dean Gil is being ~t~ to all l~cul~’ in the College of A~ts and Sciences, ~i~b a copy to admims~rative managers 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

I atn pleased to announce that Abigail Panter, Professor of Psychology, has been named the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Edacation, eft’ective July 1, 

2014. 

Abigail has been a UNC faculty member since 1989. She is a quantitative psychologist in the psychology department and a member of the L.L. Thurstone 

Psychometric Laboratory. She develops instruments, designs, and data-analytic strategies for applied research ques~tions in higher education, personali~, and health. 

She is the incoming president of the American Psychological Association’s Division on Evaluation, Measurement and Statis~tics. 

Abigail has received numerous prizes tbr her teaching, including the highest teaching and mentoring award in her field, the APA’s Jacob Cohen Award. At [INC, she 

has been honored with the Carlyle Sitterson Award tbr Freshman Teaching, the Tanner Awa~-d for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching, and a Bowman and Gordon 

Gray Dis~tingnished Term Prot~ssorship. 

Atnong her many areas of University sere’ice, Abiga~l serves on the Genera] Edacation Council for UNC General Administration, and she has served as cha]r of the 

Chancellor’s Advisory Comtnittee. She held two terms on the Executive Committee of the l~’acul .ty Council. Since 2012, she has ser~’ed as a Special Projects Assistant 

to the Senior Associate Dean for Undergradaate Education, working on prqiects related to learning outcomes and assessment. 

Abigail has a Ph.D. in social/personality puchology from New York University. 

Bobbi Owen, the Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor, will s~tep down June 30, after completing a decade of outstanding leadership as Senior Associate Dean 

for Undergraduate Education, to return to a full-time faculty position in the Department of Dramatic Art. 

We are grateful for Bobbi’s exceptional service in s~tren~hening the many programs in undergraduate education and in continuing to help us develop experiential 

learning oppor~mnities li)r our students. We also appreciate her dedicated service to the entire University in overseeing the recent re-accreditation review process. We 

look tbrward to celebrating Bobbi’s 10 years of leadership in the spring. 

I would also like to thank Kevin Gnskiewicz, Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences, for his leadership in chairing the seareh committee for this position. 

We look fo~wmd to welcoming Abigafil to the Dean’s Office in Jaly. 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

all-college- facal .ty as: african- and- ai’ro - mnefican- studies- l~acult~@listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

a£fican- and-ai’ro-mnefican- s~dies- faculty as: <a hre~"mafilto:regeste@emafil.unc.edu">regeste@emafil.unc.edu<’a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 3:07 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Volunteers lbr Research Study 

Volunteers Needed for Research Study About the Daily Life of Families with Adolescent-Aged Children 

Description of Project: We are interested in learning more about how families who have adolescents construct routines and about the activities that they do each day. 

To participate: You must be part of a family that has at least one adolescent between the ages of 13 and 16. 

To learn more, contact the principal investigator of the stud,v, Nancy Bagatell, at (919) 843-4463 or Nancy~B agatell@med.unc.edu. 

This research has been reviewed and approved by the 
LrF,-C-CH Biomedical Institutional Review Board (IRB Stu@ #13-2838) 
Date of Approval: 11/15/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://rny.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 4:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, al~xiety, irritabili~ or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe enough to interfere with normal functioning or 
interpersonal relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and quali~z for research studies conducted in the UNC Center for Women’s Mood Disorders (David 
Rubinow, MD., Director). 

WE i~EED WOMEN" ~rblO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the end of menstruation 
2) are medically health)’ and not currently suffering ficom some other chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualii~ for research studies that give you diagnostic feedback on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualif) for treatment studies and studies providing up to 
$1,538 m compensation 

If you would like to participate, call Khal~h (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC Mental Health Specialists at REX[ 

The research study is IRE #05-3000. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 10/15/2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into ?,/IyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 4:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Social Skills Group tbr Teenagers (16+) and Young Adults 

We are pleased to announce the next session of our group-based social skills clinic for teenagers (16+) and young adults. This clinical service consists of 8 hour-long weekly sessions, with 
the next session scheduled to begin on Monday, FebruaW 17th at 4p. This clinic is olt’ered through the Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities (101 Renee Lynne Court, Carrboro, 
NC 27510). All major insurance providers are accepted. 

Sessions will be led by a clinical psychologist and trainee and will focus on improving social cognition and social skills The class is open to those with a formal diagnosis that impacts their 
social abilities (such as an autism spectrum disorder or ADHD) as well as to those simply ~vishing to improve their social skills. Because much of the class relies on back-and-forth between 
class members, participants must have sufficient verbal skills to participate in a group setting. Sessions will have tap to 12 participants 

Potential patients or caregivers please contact Twyla Peoples at 919-843-1529 or T~-la peoples@cidd.unc edu for more information about scheduling and registration. 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 4:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] ACL INu~’ Re.arch 

The I_,~,~’C Neuromuscular Research Lab is conducting a research stu@ on anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuW and surgery. There are different types of grafts that are used during 
surgical reconstruction to replace the native ACL follo~ving injuW. The type of graft that is used for surgical reconstruction influences the risks of re-injuring the ACL and developing 
osteoarthritis Our study ~vill compare a series of characteristics bet~veen individuals who have undergone ACL reconstruction surgery ~vith patellar tendon grafts to those who received 
hamstring tendon grafts to determine the underlying causes of these different risks. 

If you decide to participate, you will be asked to report to the Neuromuscular Research Laboratory on the U~,~’C-Chapel Hill campus for 2 testing sessions separated by 1 week. Each testing 
session will last approximately 11A hours. During these testing sessions you will be asked to complete 7 separate tests: 1) quadriceps muscle function, 2) cortical/brain neuron excitabili~, 3) 
spinal motor neuron excitability’, 4) hamstring muscle stiffness, 5) ultrasound imaging of the hamstrings and quadriceps muscles, 6)jump landing biomechanics, and 7) walking gait 
biomechanics You ~vill also be asked to complete a series of online sur~eys regarding the details of your initial injury and surgew, your level of physical activity, and any- symptoms you 
currently experience prior to your visit to the laboratow. 

There are some risks associated with participating in this research study, but they are not greater than the risks associated with normal physical activity-/exercise 

Subjects will be required to meet the following inclusion criteria: 
1. Agel8 40 years 
2. Histow of unilateral ACL injury and reconstruction via PT or HT (ie. no allografts or other autografts) 
3. No history of ACL graft rupture or revision surgery 
4. At least 6 months post-ACLR 
5. No history of neurological disorder including the follo~ving: 
a Stroke 
b. multiple sclerosis 
c amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/Lou Gehrig’s Disease 
d. diabetic neuropathy 
e epilepsy 
f traumatic brain injury resulting in loss of consciousness 
g. concussion within the last 6 month 
h. cranial neural surgery 
~. balance disorders 
6. No history of ir~iury to either leg within 6 months prior to participation 
7. No history of osteoarthritis or current symptoms related to knee osteoarthritis (e.g pain, swelling, stif[hess) 
8. Cleared by a physician for return to physical activity, and currently physically acuve, participating in at least 20 minutes of physical activity 3x per week 
9. Not currently pregnant 
10 Not currently using a pacemaker or other implantable electronic device 
11. Nn history of cardiac ar~hythmia 
12 No history of psychiatric disorder 
13. No history of cancer in the brain or thigh musculature 
14 No history of any cardiac condition 
15. No implanted metallic objects 

If you meet the criteria above and are interested in participating, or if you would like more iN2~rmation about the study, please contact Dr. Troy Blackburn via email at troyb@email.unc edu 

’]?his research study was approved by the UNC-CII Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 1/05/2013 (IRB# 13-3228: Neuromechanical comparison of patellar tendon and hamstring tendon 
anterior cruciate ligament grafts). 

This nressage is sponsored by: Neuronmscular Research Laboratory 

INFOR54ATIONAL eruail will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, Janum7 6, 2014 5:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Last Chance tbr °5Fiksi," Continuing Ed Irdb Night, Continuing Ed Final Projects, Ga~Tett Scott Grants, New Series on Archive of 

Documentary Arts 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

EVENTS REMINDER I Last Chance to See Tiksi Photography Exhibit 

Evgenia Arbugaeva’s exhibit Tiksi, featuring photographs from her acclaimed series on her 

hometown on Siberia’s Arctic Coast, closes at CDS on January 11, 2014. For information on 

Arbugaeva and Tiksi, as well as a slideshow of images from the series, click her_._~e. 

CONTiNUiNG ED INFORMATION NIGHT I Program Director and Staff Describe CDS Classes 

in the Documentary Arts 

Monday, January 13, 6-7:30 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew 

St., Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Joel Mora 

Prospective and current students are welcome to this information session on CDS 

Continuin~q Education classes in the documentary arts--photography, video, audio, writing, 

multimedia, and special topics. Continuing Ed program director April Walton and other CDS 

staff will answer questions, provide recommendations and advice, and discuss the 

Certificate in Documentary Arts program. The session is free and open to the public, but 

please register here to help us gauge attendance. 

CERTIFICATE IN DOCUMENTARY ARTS FINAL PROJECTS / View Audio and Video Projects 

from Fall 2013 Certificate Recipients 

Photograph by Jim Adams 

On December 12, six CDS Continuing Education students in the Fall 2013 Final Seminar in 

Documentary Arts, taught by filmmaker Randolph Benson, presented their final projects to 



the public and received their Certificates in Documentary Arts. Their video and audio 

documentaries can be viewed online here. 

GARRETT SCOTT DOCUMENTARY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS ! Deadline January 31 for First- 

Time Filmmaker Awards 

Garrett Scott, during the filming of Occupation: Dreamland Photographer unknown. 

Now in its eighth year, the Garrett Scott Documentary Development Grant funds first-time 

documentary filmmakers for travel and accommodations at the Full Frame Documentary 

Film Festival (April 3-6, 2014) For four days, grant recipients will be given access to films, 

participate in master classes, and be mentored by experienced filmmakers. Two 

filmmakers will be chosen for the grant in 2014. 

Applications must be received by Friday, January 31, 2014, Applicants will be notified by 

email in early March, Click here for grant guidelines and application information, 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies. 

FROM THE ARCHIVE / New Series Features Work in the Archive of Documentary Arts 

N612, Hugh Mangum Photographs, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript LibraPy, Duke University 

CDS digital arts and publishing intern Tory Jeffay has started a new series on the CDS 

Porch blog that takes a closer look at specific holdings of the Archive of Documentary Arts, 

which is part of Duke University’s David M. Rubenstein Rare Book and Manuscript Library 

The archive works closely with the Center for Documentary Studies and has been collecting 

work generated by CDS for more than twenty-five years. 

The first post features the penny picture camera negatives of turn-of-the-century Southern 

photographer Hugh Mangum. View the post here. Mangum’s photographs were featured in 

an exhibit curated by photographer Sarah Stacke in 2012 at the Center for Documentary 

Studies. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, January 13, 6-7:30 p.m /Continuing Ed Information Night/Center for Documentary 

Studies ! 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

docu mentarystudies du ke edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#tiksi 



November 4-February 22 / Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita 

Kreps Gallery / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#1ecje ndary 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.or.q 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke.edu!donate 

Upcoming Event~ documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe [ Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Smoker or Non-Smoker? Are you interesting in being in a tbcus group? 

Are you interested in being in a focus group? 

Researchers at Umversi~z of North Carolina and Wake Forest School of Medicine are doing focus groups as part of a research study to learn about peoples’ ideas about cigarettes and other 
tobacco products. The focus groups will take place in Carrboro, Chapel Hill or Durham in the early part of 2014. We are looking for people ages 13-65 who do not use tobacco products as 
well as those who do. 

The focus groups are on what people think about: 

1. Additives in tobacco and things in cigarette smoke, or 

2. Other tobacco products like electronic cigarettes, hookahs, cigarillos and little cigars, or 

3. Messages you see on television or in other media that discourage tobacco use and how these messages can be more trustworthy. 

Focus group participants will receive a $50 gift card to Amazon.com. 

To find out if you quali~z to participate, visit our website at http://talkabouttobacco.or~ 

For more information, please contact a research team member at 919-843-7830 or send an email to smokingstudy@unc edu 

These studies are part of a P50 TCORS award and have been reviewed and approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB 
Prc~iect 1: Approved on 12/18/2013; sturdy number 13-2822; Study Title: Enhancing Source Credibility in Tobacco Regulatory Communication 
ProJect 2: Approved on 12/29/2013; study number 13-2430; Study Title: Communicating the Risks of Harm[’ul Cigarette Smoke Constituents 

This message is sponsored by: (;enter :[’or Regulatory Research on Tobacco Communications 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 1:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] 10% OffMike Daisey’s The Story of the Gun at PlayMakers 

PlayMakers is Offering a 10% discount to all LrNC faculty and staff on tickets to Mike Daisey’s World Premiere THE STORY OF THE GUN! 

Don’t miss this limited engagement. "Master StOlyteller" Mike Daisey takes on America’s relationship with guns in this special PlayMakers commission. 

Only 6 performances - Jan 8-Jan 12. 

TO PUff~CHASE TICKETS, please call our Box Office at 919.962.PLAY (7529). 

FOR MORE INFOI:O~SXTION, visit http:/’/bit.ly/1 cKnniE 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORNIATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your inf,armational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Joe Brown <joe@STARSDOWNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 8:22 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program Now Accepting Applications! 

UFVA Fellows Flyer 2014.pdf 

The 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program is now accepting 
applications[ 

The Umversity Film and Video Associatinn (UFVA) is continuing its 
annual Graduate Student Fellowship in 2014. The fellowship provides 
financial support ]2~r students attending this year’s UFVA conference at 
Montana State University in Bozeman, MT (Aug 5th - 10th). ~Ihe fellowship 
is meant to provide professinnal development opportunities ]2~r current 
graduate students working in the areas of media, film, and production 
studies. The fellowship is led by a UFVA board member and features a 
series of "fellows only" programs designed to further each fellow’s 
knowledge of media education, media production, and careers within 
higher education. Fellows should expect to gmn ~nsp~ratinn, career 
furthering experiences, and connections. 

Fellows receive: registratmn, lodging in a shared dorm room, and 
"special event" tickets for the annual picnic and banquet. 

A flyer to advertise this program in your department is attached. 

Application instructions and materials can be found here: 

https:i/ufva.site-vm.comJ?pa;e Grad Fellowship 

Contact Joe Brown at: joseph.v brown@marquette.edu with any questions. 

Deadline for application: 4/15/2014 

Joe Broxvn, MFA, 2v~ 
Professional-In-Residence 
Diederich College of Comm~xication 
Marquette University 
j oseph.v.brown@marquette.edu 
j oe@ star sdowntoear tl-dilms, corn 
763-360-8340 

University Filra & Video Association 
Board Mcraber (2012-2014) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last narae.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following coramand to listset~z@listselw.american.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Joe Brown <joe@STARSDOWNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 8:31 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program Now Accepting Applications! 

UFVA Fellows Flyer 2014.pdf 

UFVA Members, 

There was a typo on the flyer attached to the last emaih It listed the 
conference dates as 2013 when it should have said 2014. 

Please find the corrected flyer attached here. 

Thanks, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sutzject: 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program Now Accepting 
Applicatinns! 
[)abe: 2014-01-07 18:22 
From: Joe Brown <joe@starsdowntoearthfilms corn> 

To: < ufvalist-l@listserv.american, edu> 

’]?he 2014 Graduate Student Fellowship Program is now accepting 
applications[ 

The Umversity Film and Video Association (UFVA) is continuing its 
annual Graduate Student Fellowship in 2014. The fellowship provides 
financial support for students attending this year’s UFVA conference at 
Montana State University in Bozeman, MT (Aug 5th - 10th). ~Ihe fellowship 
is meant to provide professinnal development opportunities for current 
graduate students working in the areas of media, fihn, and production 
studies. The fellowship is led by a UFVA board member and features a 
series of "fellows only" programs designed to fttrther each fellow’s 
knowledge of media education, media production, and careers within 
higher education. Fellow-s should expect to gain inspiration, career 
furthering experiences, and connections. 

Fellows receive: registration, lodging in a shared dorm room, and 
"special event" tickets for the atmual picnic and banquet. 

A flyer to advertise this program in your department is attached. 

Application instructions and materials can be found here: 

https:i/ufva.site-vmcon,J?page Grad Fellowship 

Contact Joe Brown at: joseph.v.brown@marquette.edu with any questions. 

Deadline for application: 4/15/2014 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following connnand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff L,~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 11:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus- "State of the U" REMINDER 

q=tbn:ANd9GcTotYii46BaeBgsrY3rQ3ROEJvSTwH8yWqfYC 
DDpQF4sHvUqjlY 

Welcome back and Happy New Year! This note is your friendly reminder that we will 

meet with Chancellor Folt for our annual "State of the University" meeting. Please 

join us for lunch and a wonderful opportunity to chat with her. We will discuss many 

topics of interest for the Black community at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

This is a members-only meeting with invited guests. 

Tuesday, J~nuery 14 

12:00 pore. 

Union 3206 
Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

._w____w____w__:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__i_c__b___c__ 
"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 11:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus -"State of the U" meeting 

http:/ft0.gstatic.com/ima ges? 

q=tbn:ANd9GcTotYii46BaeBgsrY3rQ3ROEJvSTwH8yWqfYC 

DDpQF4sHvUqjlY 

Union 3206 

To: Faculty 

You are invited to join the Caucus.fbr our annual rneedng with the Chancellor. Please 

let me know if you have any questions and.f~.el.f~ee to share with any new hires in 

your department. Have a great semester. Apologies for any dupfication. The 

following message was sent to all dues-paying CBC members: 

Welcome back and Happy New Year! This note is your friendly reminder that we will 

meet with Chancellor Folt for our annual "State of the University" meeting. Please 

join us for lunch and a wonderful opportunity to chat with her. We will discuss many 

topics of interest for the Black community at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

This is a members-only meeting with invited guests. 

Tuesday, l#nuery 14 
12:00 pore. 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

[ ~:~ r,~,’~icol:-~, >:: "You can’t hate Lhe roots of a Lree and not hate Lhe tree." 

~air, ~arolina Black ~au~us 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

9~9.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 12:20 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Challenge yourself in the New Year! 

UNC Campus Recreation invites you to participate in Get Fit with H.I I.T (high intensi~z interval training)! Get Fit with H.I.I.T is a 10-week healthy lifestyle and physical activity challenge 
available to UNC-Chapel Hill students and employees. HIGH INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING is the most time efficient and effective way to exercise to see results’. The cardio/strength 
workouts consist of alternating between high/moderate intensity and recover?- intervals 
The goal of UNC’s GET FIT with H.I.IT is to help participants achieve an optimal state of health through modification of diet, exercise and lifes~Ae With the support of a team and coach, 
participants ~vill have weekly fitness workouts and receive nutrition information. The program emphasizes the impoltance of maximimng physical activi~ and making healthier lifes~Ae and 
eating choices The program provides motivation, support, and the resources to be successful! 

For more infolrnation, please visit http:i/campusrec unc.edu/fitness-programs 

This message is sponsored by: Campus Recreation 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 12:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Volunteers needed for Research Study of Orot~cial Pmn 

Volunteers Needed for a Research Study of Orofacial Pain 

Enrolling eligible volunteers to participate in a research study about orofacial pain. 
To be eligible you must be: 

18-54 years old 
Fluent in English (written and spoken) 

Eligible participants may receive up to $240 for completion of all study activities. 

For more information call or email: 
Da~vn Dampier, Research Coordinator 
877-810-9530 ext. 503 
OPPERA2@battelle org 

This Study (UNC IRB study number 13-0780) is directed by 
Drs. William Maixner and Galy Slade, UNC School of Dentist~ 
Date of Approval: 12/11/13 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <noreply@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 10:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expiration - Important Changes. 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire at this date and time: 
2014-01-23 10:09:38.0 

https :i/itsapps.unc.edu/improv/ 

ITS will roll out a new Onyen management system starting November 25. The 
interface to the new system replaces the current functionality for on-going 
password management. 

The easy-to-use interface for managing passwords requires all users to select 
five security questions and identiI}’ at least one emergency contact the first 
time a password is changed. Both of these functions were previously optional. 
By requiring securi~ questions, ITS now offers users the convenience of 
resetting a forgotten password online without contacting 962-HELP for 
assistance. 

This new interface will enable you to: 

* Change your password 
* Reset a lost or forgotten password 
* Check password status 
* Create/update security questions 
* Add/update emergency contact information 
* Add/update Alert Carolina contact number 

You will continue to be reminded via email at 2 weeks, 1 week and 2 days prior 
to your password expiratinn. For questions about the new Onyen password 
management application, call the ITS Response Center at 919-962-tlELP, or ws~t 
help.unc edu and search fi~r ’Onyen Password.’ 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days befi~re it 
expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then disregard this notice. 

If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld device which uses your old Onyen 
password to automatically login or re-authenticate to services using the 
AD.UNC EDU domain (Exchange, [’or example), be sure to logout of those services 
and login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of changing it 
If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt to re-authenticate using your 
old Onyen password, your AD.UNC. EDU account will be locked :[’or 10 to 20 minutes, 
j ust as if you repeatedly tried to l ogin with a bad password. During that time 
you will not be able to logan. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact the 
ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll be glad to assist you. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address associated with the 
Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus Directory. If this address is not your 
preferred electronic mail address, you may change it by visiting the Campus 
Directory web site: 

http : i/ dir. unc. edu/dir&ome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 12:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Fulbright-NatGeo Digital Sto ,rytelling Fellowship 

Fulbright-National Geographic Digital Storytelling Fellowship 
Application Deadline: Feb. 28, 2014 at 5pm 

The Center for Global Initiatives, UNC’s home for the Fulbright U S Student Program is happy to aunounce the Fulbright - National Geographic Digital Storytelling Fellowship, a new 
component of the program that provides opportunities for U.S. citizens to participate in an academic year of overseas travel and digital storytelling in up to three countries on a globally 
significant social or environmental topic. 

Applicants must have earned an undergraduate degree, but not yet a PhD by the start date of the grant Thus, graduating seniors, graduate students, as ~vell as young professionals and 
faculty ~vithout a Ph.D are encouraged to apply. Those from all fields are encouraged to apply, but preference ~vill be given to candidates ~vith demonstrated experience and talent in digital 
storytelling (including but not limited to: text, photography, video, audio, graphic illustrations, and/or social media) 

For the 2014-15 academic year, applications will be accepted for projects on any one or more of the following themes: Biodiversi~, Cities, Climate Change, Cultures, Energy, Food, Oceans, 
and Water. 

Interested applicants are invited to attend an information session on Thursday, January 16, at 4:30pm in the FedEx Global Education Center Room 1009 to learn more about the program. 

Applicants will apply directly to the IIE by the deadline of February 28, 2014 at 5pm, but can contact UNC’s Fulbright Program Adviser for one on one advising or proposal reviews 

Information about scheduling an appointment ~vith the adviser and links to the official application and award description are available at: http://c~i.unc.edu/fulbri~ht 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Center for Global Initiatives 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 12:52 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Think you might have the llu? 

Despite the availability of drugs to treat the flu, approximately 24,000 people in the US die each year of this disease. We think we can do better. 
We are conducting a clinical research study for people ~vith pre-existing medical problems, to determine ~vhether a combination of several flu drugs helps them to get better faster, compared 
to using just one flu drug. 
Study details: 

Five days of study meds provided, including Tamiflu 
4-5 stud?- visits within a 28-day period 
1 monthly phone call (or visit) for approximately 6 months after the initial 28-day period 

Compensation for completion of all study visits: 
Women up to $525 and men up to $400 

Requirements for participation: 
18 years or older 
have flu symptoms (fever, cough, nasal congestion) 
AND have a medical condition(s) that has been associated with increased risk of complications from influenza, such as asthma, diabetes, heart, kidney, or lung disease. 

Please contact Donna Pittard at flu@med.unc.edu or 1-877-643-9040 if you ~vould like to learn more and provide the following information: 
Name 
Telephone number 
Best tnne to call 

UNC Biomedical IRB # 11-1438 
[)ate of Approval: Aug 29 2013 
TIT].E A Randomized Double-Blind Phase 2 Study Comparing the Efficacy, Safety, and Tolerability ofC2ombination ~mtivirals (Amantadine, Ribavirth, Oseltamivir) versus Oseltamivir ~2~r the 
Treatment offnfIuenza in Adults at Risk [’or Complications 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
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Alumni of all. ages -- come on over to the Hill, 

* Do you love the [heatre? Join us 

Jan. 31- %r a spec~M OAA 

PlayMakers £’atnring a ped’ormanee 

of Noel Coward’s Private Liw~s. 

~ r)o you wartt to sha~’e a meal with one 

of UNC’s disfinguM~ed faeulkv? You 

won’t wa~k to missjohaing an 

dinb% at The Carolbm Club. 

~ Follow the events khat took place in 

the sprh~g and summer of ~864 as Fred 

Kiger ’74 leads our Ch41 ~Va~~ series 

welcome to attend our 

en vlchme~t sesMo~s offored as a pa~ of Reurdot~ weekend, May 9 ---:[o. ’I’here will be 

pro~’ams ranging fl’om Dean Smith’s legacy to mnsie of the 6os. 

INVITED 

Alumni activities, commuaieations and services aro not a line item in the University 

budget buk are funded by OAA member dues. If you tBhak this mbsion of serving our 

U~versky and kee.pi~g almnni h3%rmed and h3v<flved is important, membership is tbr 

you. Join today to support Carolina and to reedve vahmble benefits and services and a 

snbse~Jpfion to ~e digital and p~k versions of the Carolina Alumni Ret;/ew. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 5:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Your fihn request for 2014-01-08 

Your reservation request for Black in Latin America [videorecording] from 2014-01-07 through 2014-01-09 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Black in Latin ~vnerica [videorecording] : 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for Black in Latin America [videorecording] tlcom 2014-01-07 through 2014-01-09 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

Staff Notes: 

Black in Latin America [videurecurding] : 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked uut to the person that appears un the buoking furm submitted tu the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questiuns you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu ur by phune at 962-2559 

Yuur reservatiun request for Prince amung slaves [videurecording] frum 2014-01-07 thruugh 2014-01-09 has been appruved. 

Yuu may pick up the film at the N/2RC as earl?’ as 8am the first day ufyour reservation. 

St al![" Nutes: 

Prince among slaves [videurecurding]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked uut to the person that appears un the buoking furm submitted tu the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questiuns you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu ur by phune at 962-2559 

Yuur reservatiun request [’or Maluala [videurecording] frum 2014-01-07 thruugh 2014-01-09 has been approved. 

Yuu may pick up the film at the N/2RC as earl?’ as 8am the first day ufyour reservation. 

StaffNotes: 

Maluala [videorecording]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at rmc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 01-08-2014 17:22 pm 
...... Mail generated at Jan.08.2014 17:01:42 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 9:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 2014 Benefits Reminders 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work,Life Programs 
Office of Human Resonrces 

With the start of the New Year upon us, here are a few tips and reminders to help you start 2014 offright. 

-- Armual enrollment changes: Any benefit elections made during the annual fall enrollment for NCFlex, the State Health Plan and the University benefit programs took effect on Jan. 1. 
Remember to check yonr January paystubs to ensure that the programs you elected are reflected, with the corresponding deductions. We actually began taking your 2014 health enrollment 
elections in December because those benefits are paid a month in advance With this year’s changes to the State Health Plan design, it is important to review your check stub to confirm the 
correct premium amount 

-- FY14 leave: You have until June 30, 2014, to use any leave you have remaining from the five days of FY14 leave issued to state employees last surmner. You must now use FY14 leave prior 
to any vacation or bonus leave 

-- Supplemental retirement limits for 2014: 403(b), 401k, and 457 lirmts for 2014 remain the same as 2013 at $17,500, wit2a an additional $5,500 catch-up limit for employees age 50 or older. 

-- MetLife Group Term Life Insurance: If you are el~rolled in this Universi~ plan, you may see a change in your deductions beginning with your Janua~’ paychecks. Adjustments to your 
premiums are made based on your age and salaW as of Dec. 31 of each year. 

-- ING (ReliaStar) Group Term Life Insurance: If you are enrolled in this NCFlex plan, you may see a change in your deductions begirming with yonr Janua~’ paychecks. Adjustments to yonr 
premiums are made based un your age and salary as uf Jan. 1 uf each year 

-- MetLife Critical Illness: Ifyuu are enrolled in this NCFlex plan, yuu may see a change in your deductiuns begirming with your January paychecks. Adjustments to your premiums are made 
based on yuur age and sala~ as uf Jan. 1 uf each year. 

-- Health Care and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs): Claims for limits elected for the 2013 plan year must be filed with P&A Administrative Services by April 30, 2014. 
Services must have been rendered by March 15, 2014 

Yuu can check the balance ofyunr FSA for buth plan year 2013 and 2014, the status uf claims you have submitted, and any pending reimbursements by registering with P&A Administrauve 
Services online at https://wv, as,.padmin cumJncflex/ 

If you participated in the health care flexible spending account in 2013, yuu will nut receive a new debit card. Ifyuu enrulled in the FSA fur the first time [’or 2014, a new card will be mailed tu 
yuur hume address 

R eview yuur paycheck to verify that the correct per-pay period deductions are taken uut fur yuur 2014 NCFIex FSA accuunt(s) 

If you have questions abuut any of these items, cuntact Benefits Services in the Ol!fice uf Human Resuurces at 962-3071 or benefits@unc.edu. 

’]7his message is spunsored by: OBfce of Human Resources 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Chancellor’s Awards Nominations 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: Chancellor Carol Folt requests your nominations of our most outstanding students for the Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and 
Leadership. Nominations are due by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, Febma~z 7, 2014. 

A full letter of request detailing the intent of these awards, and the online nomination form, car1 be found at http://chancellorsawards.unc.edu For additional information, see the website or 
contact Tan~my Lambert, 919-962-1461, lambert2@email.unc edu 

This message is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Student AIt’airs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34086299-71751115@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEEREID> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 12:08 PM 

a~iJcan- and- a~?o- an~erican- s~tudi es- t~cul~ <aliJcan- and- afa> american- studies- faculty@listserv .unc.edu> 

[aafi’ican-and-al’ro-mnerican-s~dies-facul .tyI [all-college- facul~] UNC College Calendaac: Wam~ Up with Arts, Culture, Talks 

Happy New Year. We hope our January College of Arts and Sciences calendar roll help you get warmed up for all the good things that roll be happening on campns 

this semester. 

Jan. 8-12: HayMakers Repertory Company presents "The Story of the Gun," about America’s relationship with guns, created and performed by Mike Daisey. Tickets 
start at $15. !Lt.~.~?./L~.c.‘91!..e~g..e.~.u..~Lc.~.e-d..t.~:!.2-~-~.}:~..~-2.:~..~-6.:!.d..’.a.j.~.e.Zp..r.~!’. 

Jan. 9: The Center tbr the Study of the American South and MemoD’ Lane Productions present the documentary, "The Editor and the Dragon," about [INC alunmns 

ttorace Carter’s courageous stance against the Ku Klux Klan, as a Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper editor in Tabor City, N.C. during the 1950s. 10 pm on WUNC- 

TV. ht~p://event s.nnc.edu/even t,’tbe- editor- the- dragon- nnc- iv- premiere/ 

Jan. 11: All-Carolina Invitational Male Choral Festival Concert, hosted by the UNC Men’s Glee Club. $5 general admission. 5:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 

http:i,’musicnnc.e&~ 

Jan. 11: UNC Creative Writing ProfEssor and bestselling author Daniel Wallace, will team up with singer-songwriter Django Hasldns for "Fables in Stoly," an evening 

of music, stoWtelling and impromptu conversation. $10 in advance, $12 at the door. 8 pm, Friday Center for Continuing Education. 
http:!/college.unc.eduiRO].B!12/13/wallace! 

Jan. 14: Alumna Sarali Walker presents the Hanes Visiting Artist lecture and an exhibit of her contemporaacy interpretation of Chinese scholars’ rocks, objects of 

medication. 6 pin, Hanes Art Center. lirtp://art.unc.edu 

Jan. ] 5: The Institute tbr the Arts and Humanities presents the Winter Welconre and Fellows Celebration Reception recognizing fellows’ new publications and creative 

works. Publications will be available tbr sale, authors will be on hand to discuss and sign books... 4 pm, tIyde Hall, University Room. http://iahnnc.edu 

Jan. 16 March 17: Carolina Global Photography Exhibik featuring photos from all over the world by UNC s~adents, alumni, facnlU and s~l~ FedEx Global 

Education Center http:i,’global.unc.edu/news,’cal~olina-global-photo~raphv-e~bition-2014/ 

Jan. 17-18: The Process Series presents a stage reading of a scene from "Mission of a Saint," a new script by Colman Dolningo, excavating an "unseen moment" in 

August Wilson’s classic play "Fences." 8 p~n, Swain Hall, Studio 6. 

Jan. 20: Hill Harper -- author, youth advocate and TV, film and stage actor - - presents the annual Matin Luther King Celebration Lecture. 7:30 pm, Memorial Hall. 

For special reserved seating (up to 2 guests each) and reception respond to mlk@nnc.edn by Jan. 15. Free tickets are available at the box office. 

http:i/diversity amc:edu,’mlk 

Jan. 22-Feb. 9: HayMakers Repertoo, Company presents "Private Lives," a come@@ classic by Noel Coward, s~rring Jtflie Fishell and Jeffrey Blair Comell. Paul 

Green Theatre, Center for Dnnnatic Art. For tickets (starting at $15), schedule and related events: http:i/w~v.playmakersrep.org 

Jan. 24: The Duke- UNC Gender, War and Culture Series presents Kala Dixon Vnic of High Point Universfly, discussing "Look But Don’t Touch: American Women 

as Military Entermknnent." 4 pro, Hyde Hall, Incubator Room.._h__t_t_p_i(:!gwc.web.unc.e&t/ 

Jan. 24: [INC Voice alumni Melinda Whittington and Vanessa Isiguen present works by Riclmacd Strauss, Mozart, Debussy, Rachmaninofl; and more. 8 pm, Hill Hall 

Auditorium. ht~p://nmsic.nnc.e&~ 

Jan. 25: UNC alnm Mike Wiley presents "Dar He," his one-man play abont Emmett Till. 2 pm, Chapel Hill Public LibraU. http://humea~itiesnnc.edw’progmms/special- 
event,’4276-2/ 

Jan. 27: UNC Music Professors Annegret Fausm; Brent Wissick and Jeanne Fischer, and NCSU History Professors Chad Ludington and Mi Gyung Kim, roll discuss 
imagining the past, in the context of Handel’s opera ’~Fheodora." 5:30 pro, Gel~ard Hall. [t_t_g?],_/__e3L_e__~Lt_~:_g__rLc_:_e_$t___u_i’__e3L_e__~Lt:!~9~RDi’. 

Jan. 28: [INC English Professor and author Randall Kenan will discuss his book, "l,et the Dead BuU the Dead," containing short stories set in Tim’s Creek. $20.6 
pm, Friday Center. conra~{i@email.unc.edu 

Jan. 28: Painter Dana Schnlz presents the Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture and an exhibit. 6 pm, Hanes Art Center. http://events.ut~c.edu,’event/hanes-visithg-a~ist- 
lecture- dana- sehulz-2/ 

Jan. 28: UNC Music l:acul .ty present "Baroque in English: Music of Purcell and Handel," part of the William S. Newman Artist Series. $10, $15.7:30 pin, Person 
Recital Hall. !~N?_.:!/__n__)_t_!~i_c_:_t_~__n___c_=e___d__t_! 

Jan. 30: The Program on Health Worktbrce Seminar Series presents a discussion of"Studying Lives in Changing Times: A LitE-Course Journey," with Glen Elder, Jr., 

UNC research protEssor of sociology and psychology, a pre-eminent expert on the stu@@ of the impact of age, gender, cohort and time period on individual life 
transitions and trajectories. 12 noon, Sheps Center tbr Health Services Research, Rosenfeld ContErence Room (306). RSVP m lbeavers@nnc.edu 

Jan. 30: The Philosophy, Politics and Economics Program presents "Average Is Over," a talk by Tyler Cowen, George Mason University economist and author of 
maw books including "Create Your Own Economy: The Path to ProsperiF in a Disordered World." 5:30 pm, venue to be determined, htto:/ippennc~edu,’event!talk- 
lvler-cowen/ 

### 

UNC Events Calendar: http:#events.anc.edu 

Web: ht tp://college.nnc.e&~ 



Mag~ine: http://mag~ine.college.unc.edu 

Facebook: ht~p://ww~z.tiacebook.com/UNC.College 
Twitter: ht~p:i/twitter.con~/u~accolle ge 

YouTube: http://www.~outube .con~,’ u~r/l JNCCollege 

¯ -- You are cmreutly subscribed to 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

~/ul> 

africma- and-afro-ameficm~- s*t~dies- facul~’ as: <a hre~"mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu<~/a;>, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 1:54 PM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] This Saturday Jan. 11: Fables in Sto~ and Song with Django Haskins and Daniel Wallace 

ii~iI cid:image001.gif @0 ICFOD41.EA97B580 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 

Tickets 
¯ Buy Ticke[s: ~10 in advance~ ~12 at the door 

¯ Tickets are also available at the Carolina Union Box Office or over the phone (919-962-1449) Monday-Friday, 9 am to 5 pm. Note: The box office will be 

closed December 14 through January 7. In-person and phone purchase options will not be available during that time. 

Time 
Doors Open 7 pm--Food Trucks on Site 

Show Begins 8 pm 

Fables in Story and Song, a Friday Center "Under the Atrium" event, brings together the remarkable talents of author Daniel Wallace and singer-songwriter Django 

Haskins. Django has recorded nine albums of his songs and has had his music featured in many indie and major films and TV. Django tours both solo and with his 

band, The Old Ceremony. Daniel Wallace is the author of five novels. His first, Big Fish, was made into a motion picture of the same name by Tim Burton in 2003, 

and a musical version recently opened on Broadway. He is the J. Ross MacDonald Distinguished Professor of English at UNC-Chapel Hill, where he teaches and 

directs the Creative Writing Program. 

Join us for this one-of-a-kind evening of music, stories, musical stories, impromptu conversations, and more. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

e~mchment as: regester~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-34087114-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24eTb8bfc87a2f0t?~)listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newslette@mlliamhbunchcpa-maJl.com on beha]f of 

Willimn H Bunch <sc~xson@mlliamhbunchcpa.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 2:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Important Tax Figures tbr 2014 

Hi, Charlene If you have any questions about this week’s articles, please call us at (919) 929-0595 

~,. 

Everyyear, the dollar amounts allowed for various federal tax benefits are subject 

to change based on inflation adjustments and legislation¯ Here are some 

important tax figures for 2014, compared with 2013, including the estate tax 

exemption, Social Security wage base, qualified retirement plan and IRA 

contribution limits, driving deductions, allowable business write-off amounts and 

more¯ 

Copyright © 2014 

Does your company have a Roth 401 (k) plan for employees? As the name 

implies, these plans are a hybrid --taking some characteristics from the Roth IRA, 

and the employer-sponsored 401 (k) Recently, the IRS released guidance on 

rolling over funds from a traditional 401(k) to a Roth account within the same plan. 

This article explains. 

Copyright © 20 !4 

~ lt’s not unusual to lend money to relatives and friends, but if the loans aren’t properly structured 

with an "adequate" interest rate, you could run into trouble with the IRS. Here are the current 

interest rates and how your family can benefit¯ 

Copyright © 2014 

Positive comments from satisfied buyers can add immeasurably to your 

company’s bottom line. Here’s a guide to collecting and successfully using 

customer testimonials to boost your credibility and sales -- without spending a 

fortune on an ad campaign¯ 

Copyright © 2014 

With business-to-business advertising, you’re better off selling the substantive 

benefits of your products or sen/ices. As the old saying goes, sell the steak -- 

rather than the sizzle. Here’s why it’s a better strategy to get to the meat. 

Copyright © 2014 

Wall Street little chancled in choppy session 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 09 Jan 2014 18:46:49 GMT 

U.S. ICSC retail sales 3.7 percent in December 
Reutets com - Thu, og Jan 2014 18:06:55 GMT 



Diamond Foods to pay $5 million to settle SEC accountinq fraud case 
Reuters.corn = Thu, 09 Jan 2014 18:00:47 GMT 

United Continental shares jump on strong December results 
Reuters com - Thu, 09 Jan 2014 17:50:38 GMT 

JPMorClan Chase plans to exit prepaid card business 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 09 Jan 2014 17:32:32 GMT 

View report 

No saved articles. 

"To ensure compliance with the Circular 230 requirements hnposed by the Internal 

Revenue Service, we inforn| you that any tax ad~ce contained in the communication 

(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding pen’,flties under the Internal Revenue Code or 

(ii) prnmoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or 

matter addressed in this communication." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] UNC Men’s Prqiect 

Student Wellness announces an exciting new opportuni~ for a select group of undergraduate and graduate male students this semester, the U~,~’C Men’s Project, 

The UNC Men’s Project is a 12 week (2-hours/week) leadership development, con~munity engagement, and peer education program that aims to promote healthy masculinity and to recruit 
men f,ar involvement m U~,~’C-Chapel Hill’s violence prevention efforts. 

Participants in the project ~vill explore gender and masculini~ and receive the training and tools needed to educate peers on and off campus. These empowering and educational workshops 
will hone leadership skills and cormect participants with a cormnum~ of men committed to changing what it means to be a man. 

The UNC Men’s Project is committed to ~vorking with a diverse group of men who come from different class, ability, racial, religious, and ethnic groups and identify across the spectrum of 
sexuali~. All active male-identified U~,~’C students are ~velcome and encouraged to apply 

This prRiect is organized by U~,~’C Student Wellness with support from Sacrificial Poets. The UNC Men’s Project was made possible by the generous support of the Verizon Foundation. 

Participants in this inaugural group of the UNC Men’s Project ~vill have the unique opportunity to transform masculinity and violence prevention at Carolina, for the Chapel Hill community, 
and on college campuses across the nation 

For more information or to apply, visit http://www uncmensprolect cam/ 

Staff and facul~z may nominate potential participants by emailing Bob Pleasants at bpleas@email uric edu. 

***Applications Are Due By January 20th*** 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Student Wellness 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Men needed tbr research stu@ 

Men - 

Are your pants starting to get a little snug? Are you looking for a way to improve your health, your appearance, or your fitness? 

Researchers at the Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are currently recruiting overweight men for REFIT: the Rethinking Eating and FITness trial. 

REFIT is a no-fee research study testing a new weight loss program designed specifically to help men improve their eating and exercise to lose weight. The 12-~veek program has been 
designed to meet men’s unique needs and will be delivered through a combination of online and in-person sessions to fit your busy schedule 

Parhcipants will receive gold-standard body fat measurements and diet analysis as palt of the program Participation will require at least 3 visits to UNC Weight Research in Chapel Hill Free 
parking will be available. 

If you are interested in learning more about REFIT, please visit www.refitstu@ org or call us at (919) 966-5852. 

The "REFIT: Testing the efficacy of the Rethinking Eating and FITness intervention for men" study (IRB#13-1548) was approved by the UNC-CH Non-Biomedical IRB on May 10, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: ttealth Behaviur 

INFORMATIONAL email will onb, be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emai[. To set yuur infurmatiuna[ 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Informatiun 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 4:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Administrative Review of Kfisten Swanson, Dean of the School of Nursing 

MEMOP,2XNDI~rM 
January 9, 2014 

TO: Members of the UNC Chapel Hill Cormnuni~z 
Faculty, Staff. Students 

FROM: Jim Dean, Executive Vice Chancellor alrd Provost 

RE: Administrative Review- of Kristen Swanson, Dean of the School of Nursing 

I am pleased to invite your participation in the review process on behalf of the committee appointed to review the performance of Kristen S~vanson, Dean of the School of Nursing. 

This review, required by University regulations, will focus on Kristen Swanson’s performance as Dean of the School of Nursing s over the past four years The committee consists of Dean 
Barbara Rimer (Chair) Gillings School of Global Public Health, Eric A Hodges, UNC School of Nursing Jill Hamilton, UNC School of Nursing, Mary H Palmer, UNC School of Nursing, Cheryl 
Jones, UNC School of Nursing, Shielda Rodgers, UNC School of Nursing, Stan Ahalt, Renaissance Computing Institute, Rebecca Walker, School of Medicine (Social Medicine), Hayley 
Estrem, Doctoral student, I~’C School of Nursing, Richard Superfine, Department of Physics and Astronomy and Cheryl Smith-Mailer, Alum and Nursing A&ninistrator, I~’C Heath Care 
System. As required by University regulations, this committee ~vill review areas of accomplishment as dean with respect to long-range plalming, intellectual leadership, faculty and staff 
recruitment, retention and promotion, curriculum and program development, entrepreneurship, and the day-to-day management of the School of Nursing. The committee invites your 
con~ment on these and related issues It is important for the con~mittee to have a sense of how Dean Swanson is viewed by her peers at L~,-C-Chapel Hill as a colleague and citizen of the 
Universl~ CommunW. 

We encourage you to contribute to this review in the following different ways: 

’]7he committee has scheduled an open session to receive comments on the ]2~1 lowing date: 

January 29th 1:00-3:00- 171 Rosenau tJaH 

1. If you wish to meet with the committee, please contact Debbie Stevenson in the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost (debbie stevenson@unc.edu or 962-7882), not later 
than January 24th and a specific time (usually about 10-15 minutes) will be scheduled within that time period Note that while all comments during these sessions will be kept strictly 
confidential, a master list of attendees will be kept as part of Dean Swanson’s personnel file. 

2. You may contribute to this review by providing written comments to the Chair. The review committee will treat your comments as strictly confidential. However, by law, all written 
communication, whether on paper or by email, becomes a confidential part of I)ean Swanson’s personnel file and as such, is open to examination by her Oral communication (by telephone 
or in person) and the committee’s notes generated from these conversations do not become part of Dean Swanson’s personnel file. If you wish to provide oral comments, please contact the 
Chair or any member of the committee. University regulations prohibit consideration of anonymous letters in the review process. 

All written comments should be sent to: Dean Barbara Rimer, c/o Debbie Stevenson, 104 South Building, CB # 3000, or by emailing debbie stevenson@unc.edu. 

3. You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee members. Oral communications (by telephone or in person) and the committee’s notes generated from these conversations 
do not become part of Dean Swanson’s personnel file but may be reflected in the committee’s report without identifiers. 

’]7he deadline ~2~r receiving written comments is February 10, 2014. 

Thank you very much ~2~r your help in this important task 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Re.arch Study. 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research Stu@. 
The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a research stud?, to examine the effects of an exercise program on individual with medial knee displacement 
This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks according to which group you will be assigned and 
how you will respond to the exercise program 
Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 

Movement and bony alignment screening 
Bony aligrmaent measures with ultrasound 
Lower extremity flexibility’ measurement 
Muscle strength measurement 
3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes) 
Foam roller exercises 
Stretching exercises 
Muscle strengthening 
Functional movement exercises 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall You may be asked to return for another testing after 4 to 6 weeks from the completion of 
the post-test. 

You are eligible ~2~r this study it’: 
You are female, age between 18 and 28 years. 
You have no i~iu~ in the lower extremity at a time of testing. 
You are active (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes each) 
You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or li~ing. 
You did not participate in the exercise trmning study in within the past 3 months 
You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred within the past 6 months that limited physical activity [’or more than 2 days. 
You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
You are not pregnant 

For additional information about this study, please contact: 

Shiho (i oto at sgoto@emai l.unc, edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB # 13-1370) was approved by the Office of ttuman Research 
Ethics Biomedical Institutional Review Board on January 8th, 2014 

This message is sponsored by: EXSS 

INFORA4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set yota informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:50 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy women needed for pregna~cy research study! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s fertility. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 
years of age who are t~Ang to become pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the stud?’. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner have a histow of 
infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other stu@ activities are completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for stu@ activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about this stu@, you can visit our website at www.timetoconceive.org, call us at (919) 843-8246, or send an email to 
fertility@unc.edu ~vith your name, phone number, and times that you can be reached. All information will be kept strictly confidential. 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing information about yourself while trying to get pregnant Please share this message with friends or family. 

The principal investigator for this sturdy is Anne Z. Steiner, MD, MPtI, I)epartment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval l~om the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 3/14/2008, study ¢¢08-0423. 

This message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

This message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 4:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Informational 

This email was approved by the L~NC Office of Human Research Ethics Biomedical IRB on 10/15/2013. IRB study # 13-0005 

The I_,i~’C Department of Psychiatry is currently seeking people who have a diagnosis of major depressive disorder, without psychotic symptoms, to participate in the AsenD research study. 
The purpose of the study is to determine if adding asenapine to an antidepressant in patients who have a diagnosis of Ma~or Depressive Disorder ~vithout psychosis, who have not fully- 
responded to at least 6 weeks of treatment with the antidepressant alone, results in improvement of depressive symptoms 

Patients may qualify- if they: 
are 18-65 years of age 
have a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder without Psychotic Symptoms 
continue to have depressive symptoms even though they- are being treated with an antidepressant 

The study- ~vill last 6 weeks, and visits will take place at the UNC STEP Research Clinic at the Nolth Carolina Psychiatric Research Center (NCPRC) in Raleigh and UNC Neurosciences 
Hospital in Chapel Hill. 

Study-related benefits include stu@ medication and related psychiatric care at no cost. Subjects will be compensated for time and effort. 

If you are interested in learning more about the study, or to make a referral, please contact Kathy- Jones at 919-715-9166 or KB Jones@unch.unc.edu 

’]7his email is sponsored by the UNC Department of Psychiatry" and the STEP clinic at NCPRC 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infomaation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 5:06 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Spring 2014 Calendar 

AAA - SPRING SEMESTER2014.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a wonderful holiday season. 

Please find attached this semester’s calendar. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu’u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&l aaad&o 34088852 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34088852-65646456.94d215e 1724eab7c882d0cbffl bafl bf,~listserv.unc.edu 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Texlboo]~ ordet~’Jbr Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 
3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty -Hyde hall 

3/28- * Textbook Ordersjbr Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- GEC 4003 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 11:50 AM 

Carolina Women’s Center monthly announcement <cwc_announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc_announce] CWC Weekly Update 

January February 2014 event calendar.pdf 

~ 12-18th 
Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

’Like’ the CWC on Facebook for updates throughout the week on campus feminist and gender equity programs and other 
opportunities and follow us on i__l:.y!_~_~_._e_.v_.! 

WELCOME BACK! We hope you all enjoyed a relaxing break and that your semester is off to a great start! Be 
sure to check out the attached calendar for upcoming events, also listed below. 

1/17: "The Baby Penalty: Gender Disparities and the (lm) Possibility of Achieving a Work-Life Balance in Academia" 
4:30-6:30pm, Hyde Hall, University Room 
Researchers have found that ~vhile male academics with families are more successful (by several measures) than their single counterparts, 

women in academia pay a penalty for having children and often have to make sacrifices to get ahead. At the same time, many academics, both 
male and female, long for better work-life balance. In this session, panelists will discuss their own experiences of balancing careers and families, 

as well as possibilities for creating institutional policies that promote fulfilling personal and professional lives for a broad range of academics. 

For more information visit www,unc.edu/wgfh. 

1/23: "The Power of One" Civil Rights and Social Justice Panel 
6:00 pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
As part of the annual MLK Jr. Celebration, join us for a panel discussion that will recognize several of Dr. King’s contemporaries from NC schools 

who played integral roles in helping him promote his vision. This program will provide a glance at what college hfe was like and what college 

students did to support Dr. King during the Civil Rights Movement. Co.-sponsored by the Theta Omicron Caapter o/Kappa ,Jpha Psi FraterniW, Inc. 

1/25: Womyn’s Issues Now (WIN) Conference 
9:00am-5:00pm, Union 3408 
Learn more about current women’s issues such as reproductive rights/justice, politics, violence against women, and women in the media. The 

keynote speaker will be Monica Simpson, Executive Director of SisterSong. The Orange County Rape Crisis Center, IPAS, NARAL Pro-Choice NC, 

and Lillian’s List will be presenting and tabling throughout the day[ 

Free breakfast and lunch will be served. Join the Facebook event and register today here. Sponsored by Students United for Reproductive Justice 

(SURJ) 
2/13: Orgasm? Yes, Please! 
7:00 - 9:00 pro, Great Hall 
Orgasm7 Yes, Please[ provides an educational, inclusive, and practical look at- various aspects of sexual health and relationships, including: 

anatomy; communication; STIs; condom negotiation; and overall wellness. It is intended to have a sex-positwe focus and to emphasize the 

positive qualities of sexuality {pleasure, emotional intimacy, good communication), while still providing information on how to reduce risk of 

negative sexual health outcomes. Raffle items have been generously donated by Cherry Pie. Sponsored by Student Wellness, Project Dinah, 

Interactive Theatre Carolina, and the Carolina Women’s Center 

Other Campers Community Events Opportunities 
Ms. Foundation Annual Fellowship 
The Ms. Foundation for Women is accepting applications for its third annual fellowship[ If you are or know of a talented women’s rights leader 
pursuing change in the areas of economic justice, reproductive justice or safety for women and girls, we encourage you to apply and spread the 
word. The fellowship runs from September 2014 to August 2015. The fellowship program supports emerging feminist advocates and helps them 
develop and launch innovative ideas. Our fellows work with the Ms. Foundation’s advocacy and policy team to undertake new initiatives in key 
issue areas, identifying trends and gaps in efforts to advance women’s equality. We work closely with our partners and allies to advance 
women’s rights with a particular focus on empowering low-income women of color and LGBTQ and immigrant communities. Interested leaders 
can download the application here. Applications must be submitted by Jan. 31, 2014. Applicants can find answers to Frequently Asked Questions 
here. 

ONC Men’s Project Accepting Applicants! 
The UNC Men’s Project is a 12 week (2-hours/week) leadership development, community engagement, and peer education program that aims to 
promote healthy masculinity and to recruit men for involvement in UNC-Chapel Hill’s violence prevention efforts. Participants in the project will 

explore gender and masculinity and receive the training and tools needed to educate peers on and off campus. These empowering and 

educational workshops will hone leadership skills and connect participants with a community of men committed to changing what it means to be 



a man. 

The UNC Men’s Project is committed to working with a diverse group of men who come from different class, ability, raciM, religious, and ethnic 

groups and identify across the spectrum of sexuality. All active male-identified UNC students are welcome and encouraged to apply. 

This project is organized by UNC Student Wellness with support from Sacrificial Poets. The UNC Men’s Project was made possible by the 

generous support of the Verizon Foundation. 

For more information or to apply, visit http://www.uncmensproiect.com/. Staff and faculty may nominate potential participants by emailing Bob 

Pleasants at bpleas@email.unc.edu. 

***Applications Are Due By January 20th*** 

Spring 2014 Safe Zone Training 
The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, and queer community. Tile Safe Zone training is a four-hour program open to all UNC-CH community members. 

Wednesday, January 15th 3-7 pm 
Friday, February 7m 12-4 pm 
Tuesday, February 11th 3-7 pm 
Thursday, February 20th 3-7 pm 
Wednesday, March 26m 12-4 pm 

iFfryiday, Apr~i] 4th 
12-4 p~m 

ou womu like to participate in Safe Zone training, please email Adrianne at adrigibi@email.unc.edu or via our website, lgbtq.unc.edu (on the 
Safe Zone page, under the "Programs and Services" tab) 

HAVEN Training for Students 
The HAVEN Program (Helping Advocates for Violence Ending Now) is a campus initiative to train non-employee students how to help a friend 

who has experienced interpersonal violence (harassment and stalking, abusive relationships, and sexual assault) by connecting those students to 

reporting options and confidential support services. Research tells us that the first person that many survivors of violence tell about their 

experience is a friend; the main goal of the training is to help ensure that students in need receive appropriate information and resources. The 

HAVEN program is a collaboration between the Title IX Coordinator, Deputy Title IX Coordinator, The Carolina Women’s Center, The Office of 

the Dean of Students, and Student Wellness. Find more info, dates, and how to register at http:iisafe.unc.edu. 

One Act Training Dates 

For more information on One Act bystander prevention training for students and to sign up, please see: bttp://studentwellness.unc.edu/oneact. 

CAPS Support Groups - Spring 2014 
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) offers a variety of support groups for students. Please see 

http://campushealth.unc.edu/caps/group-therapy for more information. 

Support Group for Male Survivors of Sexual Assault & Abuse 
When: January 23-March 27, 2014 

Time: 7-gpm, Thursdays 

Where: OCRCC 

Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, male survivors of sexual assault and abuse in January 2014. We will 

meet weekly on Thursday evenings for 10 sessions beginning January 23. This group is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from 

others with similar experiences of sexual violence. 

Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 3-4 weeks for this process prior to the 

start of group. For more information, contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. 

Screenings are being scheduled for December 18-lanuary 15. 

Support Group for Family Members, Partners, and Friends of Sexual Assault & Abuse Survivors 
When: March 20-May 8, 2014 

Time: Thursdays, 6:30-8:30pm 

Where: Carolina Women’s Center 

Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for the adult parents, partners, other family members, and friends of those 

who have been raped, sexually assaulted, and sexually abused. We will meet weekly on Thursday evenings, 6:30 to 8:30pm, for 8 sessions 

beginning on March 20. This is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others who have similar experiences. 

Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 3-4 weeks for this process prior to the 

start of group. For more information, please contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as 

possible. 

Support Group for Female Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse and Incest 
When: April 16-June 11 (No session held on May 28) 

Time: Wednesdays, 7-gpm 

Where: OCRCC 

Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, female survivors of child sexual abuse and incest. We will meet for 8 

sessions on Wednesday evenings beginning April 16. No session will be held on May 28. This group is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain 

support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence. 

Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. For more information, contact Programs Director 

Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. Please allow at least 3-4 weeks for the screening process. 
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The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 
difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 
150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc(~unc,edu I 919-962-8305 



The Carolina 
Women’s Center 

Our mission is to create an inclusive 
education and work environment 
where gender is not a barrier to 
success, difference and diversity are 
celebrated, and everyone is safe to 
live, learn, teach, and work without 
threat of harm or unequal treatment, 

Learn more about the CWC at 

where you can subscribe to our weekly 

listserv and view our online calendar. 

Support Our Work 
If you believe in the CWC’s vision of a 

more diverse, inclusive, and equitable 

Carolina and value high-quality co- 

curricular programming on gender- 

related issues, consider a gift in support 

of our work! Learn more or make an 

online donation at: 

]anuary/February 2014 Calendar 

1/17: "The Baby Penalty: Gender Disparities and the 
(Ira)Possibility of Achieving a Work-Life Balance in 
Academia" 
4:30-6:30pm, Hyde Hall, University Room 
Researchers have found that while male academics with families are more 

successful (by several measures) than their single counterparts, women in 

academia pay a penalty for having children and often have to make sacrifices 

to get ahead. At the same time, many academics, both male and female, long 

for better work-life balance. In this session, panelists will discuss their own 

experiences of balancing careers and families, as well as possibilities for 

creating institutional policies that promote fulfilling personal and 

professional lives for a broad range of academics. For more information visit 

www.unc,edu!wgPa. 

1/23: "The Power of One" Civil Rights and Social Justice 
Panel 
6:00 pro, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
As part of the annual MLK Jr. Celebration, join us for a panel discussion that 
will recognize several of Dr. King’s contemporaries from NC schools who 

played integral roles in helping him promote his vision. This program will 

provide a glance at what college life was like and what college students did to 

support Dr. King during the Civil Rights Movement. Co-sponsored by the Theta 

Omicro~~ Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc~ 

1/25: Womyn’s Issues Now (WIN) Conference 
9:00am-5:00pm, Union 3408 

Learn more about current women’s issues such as reproductive 

rights/justice, politics, violence against women, and women in the media. 

The keynote speaker will be Monica Simpson, Executive Director of 

SisterSong. The Orange Count?, Rape Crisis Center, IPAS, NARAL Pro-Choice 

NC, and Lillian’s List will be presenting and tabling throughout the day! 

Free breakfast and lunch will be served, loin the Facebook event and register 

today here. Sponsored by Students United for Reproductive ]ustice (SUR]) 

2/13: Orgasm? Yes, Please! 
7:00 - 9:00 pro, Great Hall 
Orgasm? Yes, Please!~ provides an educational, inclusive, and practical look at 

various aspects of sexual health and relationships, including: anatomy; 

communication; STIs; condom negotiation; and overall wellness. It is 

intended to have a sex-positive focus and to emphasize the positive qualities 

of sexuality (pleasure, emotional intimacy, good communication), while still 

providing information on how to reduce risk of negative sexual health 

outcomes. Raffle items have been generously donated by Cherry Pie. 

Sponsored by Student Wellness, Project Dinah, Interactive Theatre Carolina, 

and the Carolina Women’s ~enter 

JANUARY 2014 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January. 11, 2014 1:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Emergency Warmng: The Universi~, has activated the sirens. Chapel Hill mad Carrboro under a tornado warmng. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The Umversi~z has issued an Emergency Warning and activated the sirens because the National Weather Service has issued a TORNADO WARNING for Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

If you are outside, seek shelter in a stur@ building immediately. 
If you are alrea@ inside, move to an interior room on the lowest floor 
Avoid windo~vs. 
If no shelter is available, lie down in a low-lying area. 
Protect yourself tlcom flying debris 
The sirens are activated ~vhen there is a significant emergency or in~aediate health or safety threat to the campus communi~z. 

See alertcarolina.unc.edu for updates 

A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.~ovicapi~vwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

When the threat is over, the sirens will sound again ~vith a different tone to announce alung with the voice message: "All clear. Resume normal activities." 

When the sirens are activated - and when there is an "all clear" -- the UnlversiD" alsu sends a text message tu the cell phune numbers registered by students, faculD" and staff in the unline 
campus director?,. 

ABOI.TF ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant suurce uf information as part of the University’s emergency warning nutificatiun process. The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phune users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will always include a timestamp tu indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Nutificatiun System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods tu cummunicate. The best, must up-tu-date source 
uf irfformation will always be the Alert Carulina website, http://alertcarulina unc.edu. 

Spunsored by the UNC Department uf Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 11, 2014 2:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOUT THIS E\SXlL: Campus-~vide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strate~z that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



~i Amazon.corn J 

Dear Amazon.corn Customer, 

It looks like the $1 MP3 credit you 

received by watching or purchasing an 

Amazon Instant Video expires at 

II:59pm PT January 31,2014. To use 

your credit, simply buy a song or album 

from Amazon MP3 and the credit will be 

applied automatically and will appear in 

your order confirmation email. To check 

your credit balance, click "Check your 

balance" below. 

Shop music at A ..... MP3 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Sunday, Januao~ 12, 2014 7:43 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] New Seasonal Flu Clinics now available 

Dear Faculty, Stafl’. and Students: 

The N.C Department of Health and Human Sel~zices is encouraging flu vaccination as seasonal flu deaths continue to rise across the state. Public health officials report that 19 of the 21 
deaths reported in the state so far this season have been in young and middle-aged adults, most of ~vhom had underlying medical conditions. Only two deaths have been reported in 
persons over 65. Doctors say the best way to protect oneself is by ~vashing hands and getting a flu shot 

Ne~v campus flu clinics for students and employees are now available. Campus Health Services has a limited supply of influenza vaccine The schedule is below and online at 
http://flu.unc.edu All clinics are walk-in clinics No appointment necessaW. Times are 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. 

Tuesday, JanuaW 14, SASB - Upendo Room 1114 
Wednesday, Januar,v 15, Student Union - West Lounge 
Thursday, Januar?’ 16, Machael Hooker Researcher Building - Lower Level Atrium and Giles Horney - Cypress Room 

Tuesday, Janua~’ 21, Rains Head Dining - Lobby 
Wednesday, Januar,v 22, Student Union - West Lounge 
Thursday, Janua~’ 23, Kour3~ Atrium - Stage and Giles Horney - Cypress Room 

Influenza (the flu) is a contagious respirator?- illness caused by influenza vilqases It can cause mild to severe illness, and at times can lead to death The best way to prevent the flu is by 
getting vaccinated each year. 

Because of parking and staff limitations, on-campus clinics are for University students, facul~ and staff only 

At Universi~ clinics, there is no charge for employees on the State tlealth Plan or for students and employees who are insured through Blue Cross Blue Shield, Partners, Aetna, t]umana 
Gold, SummaCare, Advantra Freedom, and Medicare Part B, but you must bring your health plan card and your UNC One Card or a photo ID to the clinic Employees and students not on the 
listed plans can also get a flu vaccination by paying $25. After receiving the vaccination, you will receive a form that can be filed with your health insurer. Please be sure to contact your 
health insurer to see if you can obtain reimbursement 

’]7he 2013/14 seasonal :flu vaccine protects against three influenza viruses that research indicates wi 11 be most common during the 2013/14 season 
ht tp ://www. c dc ~ ov/flu/about/sea son/upc om in ~. htm 

About two weeks after vaccination, antibodies that provide protection against influenza virus infection develop in the body 

This year students and employees can complete a consent form online and take a copy to the clinic to reduce wait time. Please be sure to at{just your browser or print settings to print the 
entire page, otherwise you will have to complete another form at the site A receipt will be provided 

Additional local clinics can be found by going to HeahhMap at https:i/flushot.healthmap.or~ This year many local and area pharmacies are offering flu vaccinations in cooperation with the 
State Health Plan (SHP), thus, there is no out-of-pocket expense :[’or those insured by SHP or Blue Cross Blue Shield Please check with your pre[’erred pharmacy to see if it is part of this new 
program 

Sincerely, 

Mar3~ Beth Koza, Director, Environment, Health and Safety and Mar3’ Covington, MD, Executive Director, Campus Health Services 

This message is sponsored by: Environment, Health and Safety and Campus Health Services 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 
Update Personal Infomxation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 12:30 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Awards lbr Global Course Development 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) is pleased to almounce the availability of Curriculum Development Awards to faculty (at all ranks) interested in adding global content to existing 
courses that have little or no such content; adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area specific; or developing new courses with significant global content. 

CGI is currently spearheading a major pan-university effort to significantly increase the number of traditionally undel~epresented students ~vho have access to global opportunities We, 
therefore, prioritize proposals that reach this target population ~vith global content: low-income students, racial/ethnic minorities, students with disabilities, students in disciplines not 
traditionally associated with global opportunities such as STEM, first generation college students, LGBTQ students, males, students from rural areas, transfer students, and older students 
who have followed non-traditional paths to higher education. 

Applications are due Monday, Februaly 10, 2014 at 11:59pm. 

For more information and to apply online visit: 
http://cgi.unc.edu/awards/curriculum-development 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Global Initiatives 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Persuna[ Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Leloudis~ UNC Class of 77 <liberalartsandsciences@unc.edu> 

Monday~ Januao, 13, 2014 11:03 AM 

RegesteL Ch~xlene B <regesler@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

We Need Your Tar Heel Voice 

Dear Fellow Tar Heel: 

If you’ve not yet had an opportunity to complete our survey on the liberal arts and sciences, please take a few minutes to do so. Your voice is 
important. We’d be very grateful for your response. We’ll continue to collect submissions through Wednesday, January 15. 

Earlier this academic year, Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, asked me to lead a faculty taskforce on liberal arts education. 
Our assignment couldn’t be more important as policymakers and parents examine the value of arts and sciences degrees in today’s world. Our 
goal is to identify what’s best in the learning opportunities the College offers Carolina students and to ensure that we continue to prepare our 
graduates for leadership and success in a fast-changing, global economy. 

As an alumnus, I approach this assignment as a labor of love. And I need your help. A team of professionals led by UNC alumni at BCG, the 
Boston Consulting Group, has designed a survey for our graduates. We need your voice. Please take 15-20 minutes to complete the survey about 
your Carolina education and the ways it has shaped your life. You can do so by following this link: 

http:i/wwwS,intellisurveyocomirun/xui12@913/ 

Or copy the link and paste it into your web browser. 

Once you’ve completed the survey, you’ll be entered in a drawing for some exciting thank-you gifts: 

¯ A week-long stay at Winston House, the College of Arts and Sciences study center in London (airfare not included) 
¯ The Encyclopedia of Southern Culture, published by the University of North Carolina Press 
° Tickets to events in the Carolina Performing Arts Spring 2014 season 
¯ Tickets to Carolina v. Wake Forest men’s basketball game, February 22, 2014 
° Free enrollment in the General Alumni Association’s American Civil War Lecture Series, January-July, 2014 

All responses will be held in strictest confidence, and will be summarized for reporting so that no individuals can be identified. Your email address 
will be used to check your name off when your survey is submitted and to link to demographic information from University records (e.g., your first 
year of enrollment, major, etc.) for purposes of analyzing the results. Survey data are securely maintained by the Office of the Provost and are used 
only for curriculum evaluation. Your individual information will not be shared with other offices or released in any form unless required by law. 

Please complete the survey by January 15, 2014. If you have any questions, please reply to this email. 

Thank you for your time and thoughtful reflection on your Carolina education. Hark the Sound! 

Sincerely, 
James Leloudis, ’77 and PhD ’89 
Professor of History 
Associate Dean for Honors 
Director, The James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3510 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

This email is for alumni and friends of the U NC College of Arts and Sciences. If you do not wish to receive future messages, please click here. 

703535427 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oflfice@cmstudies.org 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 11:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT SEATTLE CONFERENCE INFORMATION 

SEATTLE CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DEADMNE FRIDAY, JANUARY 17,. 2014 AT 5PM CENTRAL T~ME 

(if you have Nready paid your membership and registration fee-Thank You, No further action is required, if you need to cance~ your 
participation at the Seattle conference, please email the o~c~ at office@cmstudies.orq to no ~onger rec~iw these emNis.) 

Ali conference presenters must: 

1. become an SCMS member and pay the membership fee by January 17~ 2014 (5 pm CT) 

AND 

2 re~ister to a~end the conference and pay the conference registration fee by Janua~ 17, 2014 (5 

If both £aymen~ (membership AND registration) are not received on or before J~nuary 17, 2014 (Spin CT) your n~me, a~liat~on, and paper title 
wil~ not appear in the final printed conference program, This £ol~cy ~ll be strictly enforced. No 

AIso, ~f you will need a le~er of ver~c~tion of £~ici£ation for the 2014 S~attle confere~c~ please contact the SC~S off~c~ at 

office@cmstud~es.org prior to th~ conference. No I~ers ~l~ b~ processed onsite. 

SHERATON SEATTLE HOTEL ROOM RESERVATIONS 

Cut-off Date: 

The "cut-off date :J for reserving available rooms at the contracted rate at the Sheraton Seattle is 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time on February 24, 2014. 
After the cut-off date, it is at the HotelL;s discretion whether to accept additional resewations, which will be subject to prevailing rates and 

availability. 

Reservation ~nformation: ...................................................................... 

To make a reservation call 888-627-7056 or book online at https:/iwww.starwoodmeetingcom/StarGroupsWebibookingireservation? 
id=1309032606&key=1 D69A 

When making a reservation by phone be sure to identify yourself as pa~l of SOCIETY FOR C~NEMA & MEDIA STUDIES to receive the group 

rate and to receive complimentary high speed internet access in guestroom. 

NOTE: if you book your room through another source, SCMS or the Sheraton Seattle will not grant you complimentary high speed internet access 
in your guestroom. You will be charged for this service on your hotel bill. 

CANCELLAT~ONIREFUND POMCY 

All requests for refunds MUST be e-mailed to the SCMS office at office@cmstudies.org and received no later than 5 PM CT, Friday, February 7, 
2014. No cancellations by phone. 

Conference registration refunds will be processed at 80% of the amount paid. 

CONFERENCE EVENTS NEWS 

In the coming weeks news regarding conference events will be posted on the homepage of the website under Latest News. 



S u bje ~i reg~st D~ 

::Ki Gc, ic~ Box I N~-~,,," d~,~is Bveqi s~? 

Featured Dea~s 
So~e of our best offers of the week ~.~.~...~.~#. 



Lip to 50% Off Select ,~\ecessodes fo~ yosr Ki~,die 
Fire Tablet 



50 Off the Sony RXI00M2 D~g~tM Camera + Up to 50% Off Select Accessodes fo~ your 
$50 Promot~oss~ Credit Khx~e E~Reader 

~:: .................................. 

Ente ainment 



.....~.i 80% Oii The Ms:iib, r: Monroe Cisssic 9 Film 

80% Off The Marilyn ~tonroe: Classic 9 Film 
C.oilection on Bluoray 

Off 30 Rock,: Th÷ CompJete Sedes 

FiJi Your OJoud: $5 Albums and 50.(49 Songs Post-HoJkd;~y Blowout Music Dea~s 

For the Home .............................................................................................. 

40% Off Select K~tchen Products from ~;o’7# Ove~" 30% Off 2014 C;~Jenda~s & PJ;~nners 



Up to 30% Off Fiitret÷ Air Filt÷rs Extra 15% Off 3M Wilsdow IIssulator Kits 

For the Pantry 
Stock Isp a~ save o~ grocery esse~tia~s 

~ 20% O’:! Z~CO C ......... t W~,t~-r vd~h J ......... t Coupo,1 ~X~ 20% Off Ssds’c’[ Sps’c’iaJ K F’roduc~s 

20% Off Z~CO Coconut V~;ate~ with Jnstslst 20% Off Select Spec~a~ K P~oducts 
Coupon 

Savings with Style 
FashionaBle f~ds for wo~e~ ~e~ a~d k~ds See ~ore 



~~~ra~~~~~~i~     ~ 

60% Off Desigr~er Women’s Apparei Up to 60% Off B;ierfs Shoes and A~;~;srei 







Mo\,ie5 & iS’ 

i<indie 

Videe Games Baby 

hldusl~iai & {-}ci,~!nliiic 

Gi~l: Cards 







Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 3:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] 18 to 25 Year Old Adults with Normal Hearing Needed tbr ttearing Research 

HEARJNG RESEARCH STL~Y 

We are cun-ently recruiting 18-25 year olds with normal hearing, and no histoW of ear problems The research study will consist of 2-to-12 visits of one hour each. There may also be other 

long-term studies that you qualify for. Participants will sit in a soundproof room and listen to sounds presented over headphones. Participants will be compensated for their time at a rate of 

$15 per hour. 

The purpose of this research study is to obtain a better understanding of hearing. The research study takes place in MacNider Hall (next to the Health Sciences Libraw). 

If you are interested in participating in the research study please contact Heather Porter at hporter@med.unc.edu 

The principal investigator for this stud)’ is John H. Grose,Department of Otolaryngology 

This study has been approved by the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 11-1113 The 

title for this IRB stud)’ is "Temporal Masking and Speech Recognition in the Aging Auditory System: US-Brazil" The most recent approved IRB modification date is 5/31/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Hearing Research Lab 

INFORMATIONAL email wil[ only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/im~.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 4:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Athlete, Reality Star and UNC Medical Student Speaks at UNC 

Advocates For Carolina is proud to welcome Dr. Kelly Bruno as she shares her powerful life stow, including her journey growing up as an amputee; her experiences as a ~vorld class athlete 
and TV star on the popular CBS reali~z show, "Survivor;" as ~vell as her experience and passion as a medical student at UNC! 

For more information on this event or if you require accommodations or assistance, please contact: 

a dvocatesforcarolina@unc.edu 

Lunch will be provided. 

This message is sponsored by: Advocates For Carolina 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 5- to 7-year-old Children Needed tbr ttearing Re.arch Study 

The Human AuditoW Development Laborato~z is currently recruiting children between 5-7 years old for a research study to help us learn more about ho~v children hear in noisy 
environments. 

During the testing, your child will sit in a sound-treated room and will listen to sounds presented over a speaker or through headphones. Your child ~vill be asked to indicate when the?- hear 
sounds by selecting a picture on a computer monitor or by repeating back words. The sounds we use are not loud. 

Two visits to the laboratory are required Each visit lasts about one hour. You will receive $15 per visit and we will give you parking passes if you dr~ve to the lab 

If you are interested please email childhear@med unc edu. 

The principal investigator for this research stud?- is Lori Leibold, PhD, Department of Allied Health Sciences 

This research study has been approved by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Institutional Revie~v Board: Study# 06-0840. The title for this IRB stu@ is "Listening in Noise for 
Children and Adults". The most recent approved IRB modification date is November 4, 2013 

This message is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 4:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Serving Students ruth Disabilities 

TO: All Faculty, EPA Non-Faculty and Staff Employees 

FROM: James W. Dean, Jr., Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: January 13, 2014 

RE: Serving Students with Disabilities 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to making its programs and facilities accessible to students with disabilities Students who seek reasonable accommodation for 
disabilities are required to identify themselves to the Office of Accessibility Resources & Sel~’ice whose staff will inform and work ~vith the students about the process to become eligible to 
receive assistance 

The mission of the department is to ~vork with faculty and staff to provide students with disabilities equal access to University services, programs, and activities. 

In an effort to assist their students, individual faculty members and departments or professional schools may want to provide accommodations to students who have not identified 
themselves to Accessibility Resources. "¢~qaen approached by a student who seeks an accommodation based on a disability or temporary medical condition, please refer the student to 
Accessibility Resources who ~vill work with you and the student to determine what, if any, accormnodations would be reasonable, and assist with implementation. 

Proctoring Examinatiuns in addition tu proctoring examinations as an accommodation fur students with disabilities, Accessibility Resuurces is prepared tu assist faculty ~n proctoring 
make-up examinations fur students who miss a scheduled examination due tu unfureseen medical reasons or in keeping with the new pulicy regarding the ubservance uf religious hulidays 
(based un individual faculty examination make-up pulicy). 

’]7he Office of Accessibility Resuurces & Services is lucated in Suite 2126 in the Student Academic Services Building (SASB), between the Rams (;enter and Morrison Residence Hall ][]he 
staffcan be contacted at 9199628300 (Voice or 919-711 [NC RELAY]), email at accessibility@unc.edu ur through the web at http:i/accessibilit’~’.unc edu 
Tiffany Bailey is the Director. 

Thank you for yuur cuoperatiun and assistance in this matter. 

This message is sponsored by-: Ofi)ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 4:28 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] FW: [FORMAE NOTICE] Serving Students with Disabilities 

CCO Instructors: 
Please see the message below about helping students with disabilities. Students who approach you for assistance should be referred first to the Office of Accessibility Resources and 
Service before you provide airy accommodation. 

I hope your courses are off to a good start! 
Tnn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: no reply@email uric edu [mailto:no reply~)email unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 4:09 PM 

To: Santbrd, Timothy R 

Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] Serving Students with Disabilities 

TO: All Facul~, EPA Non-Faculty and Staff Employees 

FROM: James W Dean, Jr, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: January 13, 2014 

RE: Serving Students ~vith Disabilities 

The University uf North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to making its programs and facilities accessible to students with disabilities. Students whu seek reasonable accommodutiun 
disabilities are required to identify themselves to the Office of Accessibility" Resources & Service whuse staff will inform and work with the students about the prucess tu become eligible tu 
receive assistance. 

The missiun ufthe department is to work with faculty and staff to pruvide students with disabilities equal access to Universi~ services, programs, and activities 

In an effort to assist their students, individual faculty members and departments or professiunal schools may want to pruvide accommodations to students who have not identified 
themselves to Accessibility Resources. When approached by a student who seeks an accummudation based on a disability or temporary medical cundition, please refer the student to 
Accessibility" R esources who will wurk with yuu and the student tu determine what, if any, accummudations wuuld be reasonable, and assist with implementatiun. 

Pructoring Examinations in additiun to pructuring examinations as an accommodatiun for students with disabilities, Accessibility’ Resources is prepared to assist faculty in pructoring 
make-up e×am~natiuns for students who miss a scheduled examination due to unforeseen medical reasuns ur in keeping with the new policy regarding the observance of religiuus holidays 
(based on individual facul~ examination make-up policy). 

The Ol!fice uf Accessibility" Resources & Services is located in Suite 2126 in the Student Academic Services Building (SASB), between the Rams Center and Murrison Residence Hall. 
staffcan be contacted at 919.962.8300 (Voice or 919-711 [NC RE],AY]), emai[ at accessibility’@unc.edu or through the web at http:/iaccessibilitv unc.edu. 
Tiffany Bailey is the Directur. 

Thank yuu ~2~r your couperation and assistance in this matter 

’]7his message is sponsured by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellur and Provost 

--- You are currently subscribed to ccofac as: regester@email.unc.edu. To m~subscribe send a blank 

email to leave-34105880-20384470.87a466e36dSe79f2eaf6.919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu 



Fron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 11:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC January E-News You Can Use! 

CBC Communications 1.14.14.pdf 

Hi Caucus Friends. We look forward to our meeting with the Chancellor tomorrow. She is excited about our gathering and has shared her interest in asking us for our feedback and 

recommendations. 
Let’s continue to share our thoughts and be valuable contributors to UNC matters. 

:[2:00 p.m. Union 3206 

Note: Lunch will begin at :[:[:40 a.m. Feel free to come early. The official meeting will begin at noon. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically )~osters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

CBC ~¢ti~ities 

1. "State oJ: the U" with Chancellor Folt - Tuesday, January 14 at 12:00 p.m. Union 

3206 

2. Special Call Meeting with Provost Dean - Tuesday, January 28 at 2:00 p.m. 

Union 3102 

2014 Spring Semester Monthly Meetings: 

Feb. 12, March 12, and April 9 (12:00 p.m.) 

40th Anniversary CBC Celebration - Friday, May 16 - 6:00 p.m. Friday Center 

Chancellor Folt and Our 

Community - We are very 

encouraged by the 

Chancellor’s kindness towards 

the Caucus and her 

intentional comments 

regarding the future of the 

university. On numerous 

occasions she has mentioned 

the importance of change, 

increasing diversity efforts, 

removing silos, and 

maintaining affordability. We 

look forward to our "State of 

the U" meeting. 



New Caucus Website!! Special thanks to student ambassador, India Jenkins, and OJ McGhee for their 

coordination and effort to help showcase our activities and community support to the world! 

www.unc.edu/cbc or www.unccbc.com 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever fee[ isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfo:[@unc.edu Note: 

We have updated our membership database. New 20::[3 Policy: Online payments for membership 

onlyo 

Dr. IRumay Alexander inducted as a Fellow in the American Academy 

of Nursing! Dr. Alexander, one of three Clinical Professors in the School, 

is Director of Multicultural Affairs at the SON. She is also diversity 

champion for the Gillings School of Public Health and a diversity 

consultant for the chief nursing officer at UNC Healthcare. She is well- 

known at the state, national, and international level for her work on 

cultural diversity and culturally relevant healthcare issues. As a leader 

and expert in the domains of diversity and inclusion, she was recently 

highlighted in the April/May 20:[3 issue of Znsight ]nto Dive#"sity 

Mc~gozine, 

1.Brothers Helping Brothers (BHB) is a group offered through UNC’s Counseling and Psychological 

Services (CAPS) for men of color. The group provides a safe and supportive place for men who would 

like to discuss issues impacting their Carolina experience. The group will discuss such topics as 

identity, role expectations, communication issues, self-concept, academic success, managing stress, 

and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their personal success and achievement. 

BHB meets Tuesdays :[2:00 p.m. - :[:00 p.m. The founder and facilitator is CBC member, Dr. Ra~ 

Lundy (rn/undy@emoi/.unc.edu) Please feel free to refer 

your students to this important resource! 

2. 33rd Annual MLK Jr. Celebration Lecture - Monday, 

January 20 at 7:30 p.m. (Memorial Hall). Accomplished 

film, television, and stage actor Hill Harper is the keynote 

speaker. The author of the New York Times best seller and 

American Library Association Award-winner for "Best Book 

for Youth and Teens," Letters to a Young Brother: Manifest 

Your Destiny, Harper has founded a mentorship program 

which helps young men and women follow their career 



paths through a motivational support system. A formal reception will follow. Please respond to 

mlk@unc.edu by Wednesday, January :~5 to request special reserved seating for friends and 

dignitaries. 

More MLK events: http://diversit¥.unc.edu/mlk 

3. Ronald McNair Program is taking nominations from faculty and staff of Carolina sophomores who 

are underrepresented and/or first-generation or low income and interested in research. 

http://mcnair.web.unc.edu/a pply! 

4. The Annual Minority Health Conference (February 28 - Gillings School of Global Public Health) was 

launched by the Minority Student Caucus in :~977 and has been conducted nearly every year since 

then. Major objectives are to highlight health issues of concern to people of color and to attract 

students interested in minority health to the School. http://www.minority.unc.edu/sph/minconf/ 

5. Road Trip! Fun and fellowship for all... CBC 

Member, Eileen Lewis, is coordinating a bus trip to the 

wonderful city of Charleston, SC. June 20-22. Contact 

Eileen at elewis8@gmail.com for more information. 

edded&v=WrhIXE8tz2E 

6. Sister Circle Gatherings! Roy Charles and Annice 

Fisher are both motivated to connect the community. 

Contact either one to fellowship and share teaching, 

research, and service best practices. Charles, the 

Director of Diversity, Recruitment & Retention at the 

Graduate School can be reached at 

rac@email.unc.edu. Fisher, Transfer Coordinator for Undergraduate Education, can be contacted at 

fisherae@email.unc.edu Thank you! 

7. UNC Campus Recreation invites you to participate in Get Fit with H.I.I.T (high intensity interval 

training)! Get Fit with H.I.I.T is a :~0-week healthy lifestyle and physical activity challenge available to 

UNC-Chapel Hill students and employees. HIGH INTENSITY INTERVAL TRAINING is the most time 

efficient and effective way to exercise to see results! The goal of UNC’s GET FIT with H.I.I.T is to help 

participants achieve an optimal state of health through modification of diet, exercise and lifestyle. 

With the support of a team and coach, participants will have weekly fitness workouts and receive 

nutrition information. The program provides motivation, support, and the resources to be successful! 

For more information, please visit http://campusrec~unc.edu/fitness-programs 



The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 

Culture and History 

Opening: January 21 - Re/Iterations of Resistance: 

Moments, Martyrs, Movements 

This exhibit features photographs of people and 

places in social justice movements and moments in American History. The exhibition revisits, 

interrogates and re-evaluates important social justice moments and struggles, as well as those who 

made the ultimate sacrifice as martyrs for social justice. Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, 

Martyrs, Movements will be shown at the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and 

Museum from January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

Please attend and participate in the Stone Center programs! 

Visit http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/for more details on events. 

Recommended Readings and News 

Charles Blow (NY Times) - In June of 1998 in Jasper, Tex., just about three hours 

southeast of where I was raised, where the Lone Star State pushes itself into the back 

of the boot shape of Louisiana, a black man named James Byrd Jr. was subjected to 

what folks called a "lynching-by-dragging." Three white men had given Byrd a ride, but 

instead of taking him home they took him to the woods, where they beat him, urinated 

on him, tied his ankles to the back of their truck and dragged his body for three 

excruciating miles. He was believed to be still alive while the asphalt ate away at his 

flesh. Reportedly, he died only when a culvert decapitated him. That was just 15 years 

ago. I was in my 20s. Yet the memory of that story remains fresh and wet in my mind 

like blood seeping through a bandage. It was a story that changed me, that revealed 

how my country’s violent past was linked to its present vestige. Read more... 

http://www.nytimes.co m/2013/12/19/op i n i o n / b I o w - d e f i n i n g- m o m e n t s- a n d - c ry s t a I - 

stairs.htm!?em c=e dit_tnt_20131218&tntem ai/O=y&_r=2 & 



Jessica Ann Mitchell (Our Lega ci) - 

Dear Judge, 

I know that Davontaye’s actions caused the 

deaths of four people. But please don’t give him 

life in prison. He suffers from Povertenza. You 

may not know about this condition but 

Povertenza is an illness that people from 

impoverished socio-economic backgrounds 

have. Due to the inability to access quality 

education and employment, Davontaye’s development has been stifled. This leads to 

poor decision making and I would further argue that since his neighborhood sees so 

much death and destruction, that he may even suffer from Post Traumatic Stress 

Syndrome in addition to Povertenza. Read more... 

http ://o u r/egack c o m/2013/12/13/p/ease-ex c u se-d a vontaye- h e-su ff e rs-from- 

povertenza/ 

WATCH: The most touching Mr. Mandela tribute came from the least 
expected place - http://youtu, be/MHHiP7XrBqO 



Poverty is not an accident .... 
Like, s~avery and apartheid, 
it :is man-made and 
can be removed by 
the actions of 
hu~m.an beings. 

Advocacy 

The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizing-Against-Racism/) is very active and 

would also like to work with the Caucus to heal our nation. It is strongly 

recommended to attend one of the Anti-Racism Workshops by the Racial 

Equity Institute, LLC. Over :150 UNC employees have participated in this 

powerful training.., including President Tom Ross. The next workshop is 

scheduled for March :1:1 & :12. Contact: dstro@unc.edu or 

http ://rei. racia leq uityi nstit ute .o rg/ 

K ey l i n ks: h~p ~//~ ~ ~pD~ o[g! a n d h~p :!!~D~ p ~ !!~Y~ ~h ~c) ~ 

Stay informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for you! 

Historic Thousands on Jones St. People’s Assembly Coalition - February 8 

"A MOVEMENT, not a Moment!" - The HKonJ Annual Mobilization has grown from 

approximately 3,500 attendees in 2007 to approximately :15,000 in 20:12! Each year, on the 2nd 

Saturday, in February, at 9:00 a.m., thousands of HKonJ marchers flood downtown Raleigh, NC where 

the "HKonJ People’s Assembly" convenes and ultimately marches to the North Carolina General 

Assembly on Jones Street. HKONJ STANDS TO PROTECT "LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL." The HKonJ 

coalition pushes back against radical ultraconservative legislation, which violates the rights of 

children, African Americans, Hispanics, women, LGBTQ individuals, and others who are considered 

"minorities." http://www.hkonj.com/ 



Nancy DiTomaso (Harvard Business Review) - 

White PeopleDo Good Things for One Another, and That’s Bad for Hiring 

At some point in your career, you were probably turned down for a job at a new 

organization in favor of an "internal" candidate. Most of us have had that experience. 

It’s even more likely (though you probably weren’t aware of it) that you’ve been 

rejected at times in favor of outside applicants who were known quantities to the 

hiring managers--candidates who were referred by other employees or recommended 

by friends of friends. That’s how the world works. 

In fact, if you look back on your own checkered past, and if you’re honest with 

yourself, you’ll recall that a lot of the jobs you did get came through personal 

connections of some kind--associates, mentors, friends, family. You’re savvy about 

organizations, and savvy job-seekers rarely go in cold. But what if you’re not a former 

associate of anyone in any employer that might need your skills? What if you’re not a 

mentee, a friend of a friend, a relative? What if you don’t come recommended by a 

trusted source--if you don’t have an "in" of any kind and are not a known quantity? 

Read more.., http:/~ib/ogs.hbr.orgi2014iO1iwhite-peop!e-do-good-things-for-one- 

another-and-thats-bad-for-h!ring,i 

Angelique Kidjo (Hayti Heritage Center) 

Wednesday, February 5 I 7:30PM 

In an expansive career marked as much by 

extraordinary musical achievement as passionate 

advocacy for her homeland of Africa, Angelique 

Kidjo has found many ways to celebrate the rich, 

enlightening truth about the continent’s women 

beyond the media spotlight. On Eve, her highly 

anticipated Savoy Records debut named for her 

own mother as well as the mythical "mother of all 

living," the Beninese born, Grammy Award winning singer/songwriter builds on this 

ever-evolving legacy with a 13-track, three interlude set of melodically rich, 

rhythmically powerful expressions of female empowerment. 

http://www.ca ro/inatheat re.org/eve nts/ange/ique-kidjo 



Renew!Join the Caucus at 
http:!!www.unc.eduicbc 

Your CBC Leadership Team 

~ctoria Hammett ...... School of 
Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - it~enan-F/agler Business School 

Ursula Little john ...... Kenan-F/ag/er Business School 

O.,Z McGhee - School of Public Health 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development institute 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and 5]~ort Science & Kenan institute 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are 

wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." ~ M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Call tier 2014 C. Knox Ma.ssey Distinguished Service Awaxd Nominations 

NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR 2014 MASSEY AWARDS 

Nominations are due JanuaW 21 for the 2014 C. Knox Masse)’ Distinguished Selwice Awards, given fbr "unusual, meritorious or superior contribution made by an employee, past or 
present." Chancellor Carol Folt ~vill present each of the six recipients with an award of $7,500 during the spring Massey awards luncheon. 

Nominations may be submitted online (ww~uncedu/masseyawards/nominate) or by campus mail to: Carolyn Atkins, C. Knox Massey Awards Committee, CB# 6100. 

Because of the signature requirement, nominations will not be accepted by fax or e-mail. Nominations made online require a valid Onyen ID and password. 

For information, see www.unc edu/masseyawards or contact Atkins (962-1536 or carolyn atkins@unc edu). 

This message is sponsored by: Development 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yottr informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyLPXIC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 8:57 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@.,emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Online Reseaacch Study: Help Us Understand ttow to Talk about Fecal Incontinence 

UNC Center for Functional GI and Motili~z Disorders is seeking individuals who are 18 years or older and have fecal incontinence (also known as accidental bowel leakage) at least once a 
month for the past six months for participation in ari online stu@. Participants will remain anonymous while in the focus group and all reformation will be kept confidential. Participants will 
complete questiolmaires about the severity, histolT and quali~z of life impact of their bowel leakage and palticipate in one 2-hour moderated online discussion group 

Palticipants will be asked to provide all the words they know for fecal incontinence and discuss whether the?- are embarrassing, appropriate, or difficult to understand, and to answer and 
discuss other questions relating to fecal incontinence as a healthcare issue. 

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE IF YOU ARE: 

18 years or older 
Have access to the intemet and are able to use a computer and type fluently on a keyboard 
Have fecal incontinence at least once a month for the past six months 

You will be paid $25.00 for participation. 

For additional inf’ormation, please go to this web page: 
http://www.uncmedresearch.com/FITstudv 

Biomedical IRB#: 12-0898 
Approved: 06/28/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Center [’or Functional (31 and Motility Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email *vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:36 AM 

SAVE TIlE DATES - Spring 2014 

Spring 2014 Schedule.pdf 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

~~p.,’ir’,,g 2014 ~.;~.t’,~:~d~..,’l~:.~ 

All lunches are from 22 noon - ~ :30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

February 21st Path Over Passion: Why Our Words Matter with Explorin8 Students 

with O. Roy Angle.. Directo~ of UNC University C~reer Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion and you will be happy in your career." This can be 

tricky when making academic and career decisions because it can have the opposite effect of what was irrtended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that 

challenge and discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the language we use when working 

with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

March 21st Accessibility Resources and Service at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

with Tif~bny Bailey, Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

The Office of Accessibility Resources and Service (ARS), a part of the Division of Student Affairs, works with departments throughout the University to assure that the 

programs and facilities of the University are accessible to every student in the University community. ARS provides reasonable accommodations, so students with 

disabilities who are otherwise qualified may, as independently as possible meet the demands of University life. This session will provide an overview of ARS including the 

identification process, current policies and practice and types of accomrr~odations. Additionally, we will discuss hot topics in disability services and current case law. 

April iith Trauma Stewardship 

with Bob Pleosants, Ph.D., Inte<oersona/ Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Trauma Exposure Response or secondary trauma is "a transfornoation that takes place within us as a resul~ of exposure to the suffering of other[s]..." according to Laura 

van Dernoot Lipsky and Connie Burk, authors of Trauma S~ewardship: An Everyday Guide to CaringjbrSe;/While Coringjbr O~hers. Being able to recognize, prevent, 

tend to, and cope with secondary trauma, aiso called trauma .~tewardship~ is an important skill for higher education faculty and staff who support students through 

difficuit experiences. This presentation and discussion will help uncover individual, organization, and societal structures which n-’ay expose us to trauma, as well as those 

which provide us support to cope with that trauma. 

May 2nd Fostering I_earning and Effective interactions Through Mindfulness and Positive Emotions 

wi#~ K. Carrie Adair, M.A., Graduate 5tuden% Bocio/ Psychology and Elise Rice. Graduate Student, Bocio/ Psycholog,/ 

Exciting research in the area of ’Positive Psychology’ car! offer us insigh[ in[o ways that we can be effective - and heip s[udents be effechvein an academic 

se,:ting. Mindfulness and posi,dve emotions in partrcular appear [o play irnportant roles in the creation of suppor,dve learriing environrnerits arid in meaningful ar!d 

productiveinterac~Jons, in this session we will discuss whak the research to date has to sa3, about the benefits of positive emotions and mindfuiness, wh3, theyma3, b, 

inrportant [or learning and reiadonships, and finally some practical wa3,s to cultivate these skates. We will then open the floor to a larger discussion abbow 

mindh~iness, positive emotions, and well-being are in-’portant for personal as well as student success. 

Bring a friend! 

For further irlformation or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cynd~em@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Rake< Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 

Cynthia Demetriou. Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building o CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. (919) 843-5015 

www.studentst,ccess.unc.edu 

www.firs[generation.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

All lunches are ]:rom 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

February 2:1st Path Over Passion: Why Our words Matter with Exploring Students 
with O. Roy Angle, Direc¢or o~~ UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion 

and you will be happy in your career." This can be tricky when making academic and career decisions because it can have 

the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that challenge and 

discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the 

language we use when working with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into 

these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

March 22~ Accessibility Resources and Service at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

with TifJ:any Bailey, Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

The Office of Accessibility Resources and Service (ARS), a part of the Division of Student Affairs, works with departments 

throughout the University to assure that the programs and facilities of the University are accessible to every student in 

the University community. ARS provides reasonable accommodations, so students with disabilities who are otherwise 

qualified may, as independently as possible meet the demands of University life. This session will provide an overview of 

ARS including the identification process, current policies and practice and types of accommodations. Additionally, we will 

discuss hot topics in disability services and current case law. 

April 11 th Trauma Stewardship 
with Bob Pleasants, Ph.D., Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Trauma Exposure Response or secondary trauma is "a transformation that takes place within us as a result of exposure to 

ti~e suffering of other[s]..7 according to Laura van Demoot Lipsky and Connie Burk, authors of Trauma Stewardship: An 

Everyday Guide to Coring for Se/~f While Caring~or Othet:s. Being abie to recognize, prevent, tend to, and cope with 

secondary trauma, also coiled traumastewordship, is an important skill for higher education faculty and staff who support 

students through difficukt experiences~ This presentation and discussion wiil i~elp uncover individual, organization, and 

societal structures which may expose us to trauma, as well as those which provide us support to cope with that trauma. 

May 2nd Fostering Learning and Effective Interactions Through Mindfulness and Positive Emotions 
with K. Carrie Adair, M.A., Graduate Student, ,Socia/ Psychology and EILse Rice, Graduate Student, Social 

Psychology 

Exciting research in the area of ’Positive Psyci~oiog\/’ carl offer us insight into ways that we carl be effective .- and i~elp 

students be effective- in an academic setting. Mindfulness and positive emotions in particular appear to play important 
roles in the creation of supportive learning environments and in meaningful and productive interactions. In this session 

we will discuss what the research to date i~as to say about the benefits of positive emotions and mindfulness, why riley 

may be important for learning and relationships, and finally some oractical ways to cultivate these states. We will then 

open the floor to a larger discussion about how mindfulness, positive emotions, and well-being are important for personal 

as weli as student success. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sentlowitz, Shaft <Shari.Sentlowilz@AM.SONY.COM> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:44 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Upcoming Webinar Backpack Journalism - Prepaftng Your Students to Tell Their Stories - Solo 

Happy New Year Everyone! 

I hope your new year has had a great start. On January 22nd and 10 AM PST we are hosting a webinar on Backpack Journalism Please share 

with your colleagues and students that may be interested. We hope that you can attend as we value your questions and feedback at these events! 
You can register here ._h_~p_~_i_!___b_j_t_~_ty_!___J___a___n___2___2___2____0__l____4_. 
Backpack Journalism - Preparing Your Students to Tell Their Stories - Solo 

Is your school keeping up with technology trends? Will your broadcast/journalism and communication students graduate with the technical and 
creative skills they need to succeed in this fast evolving market? More and more recent graduates are getting jobs as backpack journalists. It’s a 
sign of the new reality in television newsrooms. 
The convergence of emerging technologies, and the increasing financial pressures faced by all media outlets, requires graduating journalists to 
have a wider skill set to be marketable. As a result, journalists are not only reporting the news, but writing, shooting, producing, and editing their 
own work. 
Join us to for an educational webcast to examine this new reality in journalism. 

¯ Explore the critical technical and creative skills emerging journalists will need as they enter the job market and explore the tools to help them 

get there. (from story writing, to shooting, editing, and promoting on socia! media) 
¯ Hear how and why Washington State University launched the Murrow Backpack Journalism Project at The Edward R. Murrow College of 

Communication, where they bring their students and what tools students use to shoot, capture and edit on the go. 
¯ Learn what experts from the field are looking for in new hires, and what technologies are currently being used. 
¯ You will also learn how Sony’s new line of Video Journalist Backpacks can help your students prepare for these changes both technically and 

creatively. 

REGISTER HERE http~/’ib~y/Jan2220:14 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americ~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full N~ane should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mneftcan.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 34110109- 71949266@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:01 PM 

a~iican- ~d- a~o- americ~J> studi es- t~cul~ <aiiic~- and- afa> americ~- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[a~ricaaa- m~d-afm-america~- s~dies- faculb’] [edl-college-faculty] URC Small Grant~ Feb. 24 deadline 

The enclosed message from the Office of Research Development is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with an information copy 

to administrative managers, 

### 

To: 

From: 

CC: 

Date: 

Re: 

Faculty 

The Office of Research Development 

The Office of the Associate Vice Chancellor for Research 

1/14/2014 

URC Small Grants SPRING 2014 Announcement 

The University Research Council (URC)- Spring 2014 

Small Grant Program 
(Deadline -5:00PM Monday, February 24, 2014) 

Types of Grants Available 
Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research-related 
travel, research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. The Council encourages the use of URC grants as a stepping stone to 
extramural support. 
Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as photographs, 
drawings, figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. An applicant can only submit one URC proposal each semester - either research or publication 

Eligibility 
Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers or instructors) or be 
professional librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 
Amount of Award 
The maximum award is $5,000. 
Application Procedures 
Applications and instructions for electronic submission are available online. URC expects to send out award notices by early May 2014. 

http://research.unc.edu/offices/vice-chancellor/programs-projects-services/DATA RES VCRED GRANTS 
Direct inquiries to the attention of B. Gail Whitfield {gail whitfield@unc.edu), URC Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4012, 307 
Bynum Hall. Telephone: 962-9333. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE 
ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 



* -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college- fiacul ty as: ati-icau- and- afro- american- studiea- fac~fl~’(i~listserv,tmc,edu. <ul> 

-eli> -- You are cu~ently subscfi~d to 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Appoin’nnent of a Vice Chancellor tbr Workforce Strategy, Equi~ and Engagement 

Dear Carolina Community: 

I am pleased to announce the appointment of Felicia A. Washington as the University’s new Vice Chancellor for World’orce Strategy, Equity and Engagement, effective Februa~’ 1 She will 
replace former Vice Chancellor for Human Resources, Brenda Malone As approved by the Board of Trustees, the ne~v name for the position reflects its expansion to combine principal 
responsibili~ for the Offices of Human Resources, Equal Opportuni~/ADA, and D~versity and Multicultural All’airs. This structural change was designed in consultation with campus 
leaders to strengthen support for Carolina’s world’orce By bringing these tl~ree critical areas together in a single division, we intend to significantly increase collaboration, create new 
campus-wide opportunities for engagement and learning, and advance Carolina’s mission to provide a welcoming, equitable and stimulating educational enviromnent for all. 

Felicia brings an impressive record of professional expertise, experience with Carolina, and strung personal leadership skills to this impoltant campus-wide position She will lead a division 
responsible for the administration of, and compliance ~vith, federal and state laws and UNC-system policies regarding human resources management, equal opportunity and harassment and 
discrimination In addition, she will focus on the critical area of diversity across campus 

A Carolina undergraduate alunma, Felicia earned her law degree from the University of Virginia. She has been an attorney with what is no~v K&L Gates LLP in Charlotte for 23 years, and a 
partner for the last 15. There, she worked extensively with senior legal counsel and humari resources professionals, advising them on an an-ay of employment, compliance and discrimination 
issues Her work included developing personnel policies and employment and separation agreements, developing the strategy for and conducting investigations, and representing clients 
before regulatoW agencies and in federal and state courts. She has been instrumental in many diversity-related organizations within the legal profession. Felicia recently cuncluded four 
years of service as a member of the University’s Board of Trustees, where she chaired the Conflicts of Interest and Legal Affairs Committees, and served on Student Affairs, University 
Alt’airs and the 21st Centuw Visioning: Access and Affordability con~mittees. 

In her new role, she will collaborate with senior administrators, faculty and staff to implement strategies for supporting and e~iching Carolina’s workforce and enhancing diversity across all 
parts of our campus As part of this restructuring, an associate wce chancellor will have day-to-day responsibilities in each of the offices in this new division, and will report directly to 
Felicia Matt Brady will continue as associate vice chancellor of ttuman Resources, and Taffye Clayton as associate vice chancellor of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Jayne Grandes, 
interim director of the Equal OpportunityiADA Ol!fice, will continue in that role until our search ~2~r an associate vice chancellor for Equal Opportunity/AI)A has concluded. 

Please join me in welcoming Felicia to campus next month. Carolina is privileged to have such a talented person join our community 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Fair 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34110969-71949266@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 1:54 PM 

al~iican- a~d- alamo - a~nericaJ~- studi es- t~cul~ <aliica~- and- afar- america~- studies- facul ty@lis’Lserv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[a2ricaaa- m~d- afro- america~- studies- faculty] [all- college- faculty] Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen is being sent to all faculty in the College, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

### 

TO: College of Arts and Sciences Faculty 

FROM: Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

RE: Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

DATE: January 14, 2014 

The College of Arts and Sciences is seeking a new Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula, effective July 1, 2014. Erika Lindemann will complete her service in 

that position at the end of this Spring semester. Under her leadership, for which we are especially grateful, the College has created hundreds of new courses (and 

revised hundreds more), updated and published the annual Undergraduate Bulletin, and increased the understanding of general education requirements, among 

other accomplishments. 

The Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula has the following responsibilities: 

1. Supervise the full-time Curriculum Director who has responsibility for: 

a. Submission, review, and approval process of all program, course, and curricula additions and revisions 

b. Curriculum-related activities within the FYS program 

c. Serving as the liaison regarding curricular matters to the Academic Advising Program, Office of the University Registrar, University Career Services, etc. 

d. Student petitions for course substitutions fulfilling general education requirements 

e. Special Studies (SPCL) and Interdisciplinary Studies (IDST) courses 

f. Annual updates of the Undergraduate Bulletin 

2. Supervise the part-time faculty member who serves as Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars and interact with the Curriculum Analyst (SPA) concerning 

curricular matters. 

3. Chair the Curriculum Committee of the Administrative Boards of the College of Arts and Sciences and the General College and serve as an ex officio member of 

the Boards. 

4. Provide leadership for the development of opportunities to review, strengthen, and publicize the general education curriculum and foster faculty creativity 

and innovation. 

The Associate Dean also serves, with other Associate Deans and Directors in undergraduate education, on the administrative team in the Office of Undergraduate 

Education under the direction of the Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education in the College. The Associate Dean works 12-15 hours!week during the 

academic year from an office on the third floor in Steele Building. Some involvement during summer is expected. 

The position carries with it a stipend and release from teaching two courses. The faculty member must be tenured (full-professor preferred) in the College of Arts 

and Sciences. 

If you would like more information about the position or wish to nominate a colleague or self-nominate, please e-mail the search committee at panter@unc.edu. 

Applications, including a letter of interest and curriculum vitae, should be sent to: Abigail Panter, Undergraduate Education, CB #3504, 3011 Steele Building. The 

Search Committee will begin reviewing candidates on February 15, 2014. 

¯ -- You me currently subscribed to 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

adll 6 <ad116@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 2:49 PM 

A/kican American Histou Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[afam] Fwd: [tllncsu] Singing the Hm-lem Renms~nce - Janua~ 18, 2014 at 2:30PM 

SingingHarlemRena~ssa~ce.pdf 

FYI... 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jonathan \Vipplinger Njowippli(a)ncsu.edu> 

Date: Thu, Jan 9, 2014 at 9:27 AM 
Subject: [fllncsu] Singing the Harlem Renaissance- January 18, 2014 at 2:30PM 

To: Jonathan Wipplinger <iowippli~ncsu.edu >, Rory Bradley <rorv.bradlev(gbduke.edu> 

Please join us ibr this exciting afternoon of song on: 

Janua~’18,2014 

2:30-4:30 pm 

Nelson Music Room 

Duke University 

"Singing the HMem Renaissance" will feature a unique musical program of German-language songs based on Hmlem Renaissance poetry.. While today 

these works are mostly forgotten, between 1929 and 1931 no less than 8 European composers set to music German translations of the works of Afi-ican 

American poets such as Langston Hughes, Claude McKay, and Jean Toomer. Along with an introduction to the unique background of this fascinating 

phenomenon by Jonathan Wipplinger (North Carolina State University), the concert will feature perfornmnces by singer Louise Toppin (University of 

North Carolina-Chapel Hill) and pianist Jane Hawkins (Duke Universi .ty). 

The event organizers will be able to provide transportation from NC State to Duke University for interested students. See below for contact information. 

Directions and thrther intbrmation on the Nelson Music Room at Duke Universi~ can be lbund here: 
http:i/dukepertbrmances.duke.eda/ven ues/nelson- mnsic- room 

This event is the first in a series to be oft}red through the Humanities Writ Large giant "From Haadem To Hamburg" that will explore the colnplicated and 
th complex relalionship t-etween African American and German culture in the 20 century in collaboration with four universities in the area (NC State, 

UNC, Duke, and NC Central). For more information on the project and for information on fi~ture events visit htlp:i/www.harlemtohambu ,m.org/. 

We hi,pc that you will be able "to join us Ibr this exciting event. Feel free to share this aimouncement with your students aJad colleagues and shimld you 
have any questions or need further information regarding transportation to the venue, please contact either RoU Bradley (rory.bradley@duke.edu) or 
Jonathan Wipplinger (iowippli@ncsu.edu) for more inibrmation. 

This event is free and open to the public 

Dr. Jonathan Wipplinger 

Assistant Professor of German 

Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Withers Hall 306 

North Carolina State Universi~ 
Campus Box 8106 

Raleigh, NC 27695 - 8106 

phone: 919.515.9311 

fax: 919.515.6981 

email: iowippli(&ncsu.edu 

website: http:/ifll.chass.nc su.edu’about! facnltv/index.php?useridq owippli 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
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Between 1929 and 1931 
no less than 8 European 
composers set to music 
German translations of the 
works of African American 
poets Langston Hughes, 
Claude McKay, Jean Toomer 
and others. Many of these 
musical pieces have not been 
performed live in decades! 

On January 18, singer Louise 
Toppin and pianist Jane 
Hawkins will be performing 
a number of these pieces 
in the Nelson Music 
Room at Duke University. 
Introductory remarks will be 
given by Professor Jonathan 
~’ipplingero This is the first 
in a series of"From Harlem 
to Hamburg" events part 
of a proiect funded by" the 
Humanities ~,^/rite Large 
initiative at Duke University. 

SINGING THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE 

JANUARY [8, 2:30-4:30 IN THE NELSON MUSIC ROOM 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 

http://www.harlemtohambu rg~cg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Keoha~m Distinguished Visiting Prot~ssorship Request tbr Proposals 

Facul~ and administrators at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University are asked to nominate outstanding scholars, altists, or practitioners for the Nannerl 
Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professorship. Nominations are ~velcome for acad emic year 2015-16. Nominations are due by Tu esday, April 1, 2014. 

The Keohane Professorship recognizes the remarkable contributions of Dr. Nannerl Keohane during her telTn as President of Duke University, and the unprecedented level of collaboration 
she and former L~,-C Chancellor James Moeser created between these two great institutions. The award was created in 2004 by then Chancellor Moeser and is ftmded by Carolina graduate 
Julian Robertson and his wife, Josie, of New York (parents of Spencer Robertson ’98) and the William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust. 

Goals ofthe Professorship 

1 )Promote rater-institutional collaboration and the enhancement of intellectual life at both universities by strengthening established or encouraging ne~v collaborations; 

2)Contribute to the teaching missions of both UNC and Duke, and in particular to the undergraduate curriculum, through a self-standing course or the co-teaching of one or more courses, or 
through a carefully planned series of guest appearances in a number of courses; 

3)Provide at least one ma~or public lecture or performance 

Structure and Activities of the Professorship 

Past recipients have typically spent a semester or the equivalent ufa semester in the program; however, proposals will be accepted for residencies of yawing lengths based upon the 
schedule ufthe numinee and the collaburatiuns proposed. Past recipients have catalyzed cruss-campus undergraduate and graduate prugrams, cunducted joint pr~iects with Carulina and 
Duke research centers, taught juint Carulina and Duke cuurses and delivered major public addresses 

Funding 

Two recipients may be selected each year. Each recipient is entitled to a payment uf $60,000 US dollars (befure taxes) for a full semester residency ur $30,000 for a hall! semester residency (or 
~ts equivalent) The recipient may request reimbursement :[’or a maximum amuunt uf $20,000 US dollars ($10,000 fur a half semester residency) for custs associated with the Professurship 
which cuuld include huusing, travel (including dependents), research, and uther related expenses. In urder tu be reimbursed, the award recipient wuuld need to provide the necessaw 
ducumentation and receipts ufthe expenses within 30 days of the cunclusiun of’the Prufessurship. The award is contingent un the ability ufthe recipient to receive the funds. International 
recipients are responsible for obtaining the necessary visa in urder tu receive payment 

Responsibilities of the num~nating units 

The Department(s) hosting the recipient is responsible :[‘or all other custs related to instruction, ol!fice, and clerical support (cupying, space, uffice phone, etc). All arrangements shuuld be 
handled by the host Department(s). Such arrangements cuuld include (though are nut limited to) helping the recipient access resources such as IT suppurt, Universi~ libraries, equipment, 
campus parking, as well as providing any apprupriate advice on huusing and living in the local cummunity. Fur international recipients, the Department(s) busting the recipient must assure 
that the visa prucess is apprupriately handled by the recipient The numinating Department at UNC-CH will be responsible fur making all expense reimbursements and payroll arrangements 
for the recipient during the term of’the prufessurship. 

Nominatiun Process 

Nominations must address the institutional purpose ufthe Prufessorship the advancement of inter-institutiunal collaburatiun and intellectual life and should state explicitly the specific 
institutiunal purpose fur which the person is being numinated fulluwed by a descriptiun uf qualificatiuns and the activities that the numinee will undertake to fulfill that goal. 

Numinations may be made by any faculty member or administrator of either institutiun, but must be accompanied by the signature of the Department Chairs or appropriate Institute Directors 
at both institutions. Students who wish to make a nomination will need to do so ttnough a faculty ruember or administrator. The oint advisol~ committee shall make its final noruinations to 
the Provosts of each institution by Wednesday, April 30, 2014. 2Y~e two Provosts shall make the final selection. 

Nomination letters should be as specific as possible and 

*state how the nominee will advance inter-institutional collaboration and intellectual life at Duke and UNC-Chapel Hill; 

*describe the noruinee’s qualifications including how s/he has deruonstrated the ability to work across departmental or institutional boundaries; 

*identi~- what prograrrm~atic benefits would arise from his or her appointment as well as a plan for assessment of impact; 

*demonstrate the enthusiasm of groups on both campuses and make clear ho~v the nominee will help to create new- initiatives that ~vill serve both UNC and Duke; and 

*include the nominee’s CV. 

Nominations must be received no later than Tuesday, April 1, 2014 and should be sent electronically- to susan.booth@duke.edu. Questions abont the Professorship may be addressed to 
Carol Tresolini (caroltresolini@med.~c.edu) or Noah Pickus (noah.pickus@duke.edu), Co-Chairs of the Nannerl Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professorship Joint Advisory Conm~ittee. 

CLNZ-~ENT AND FORMER RECIPIENTS OF THE PROFESSORSHIP: 

2015 (spring) 
Donald Fullerton, Gutgsell Professor of Finance 
University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign 

http :/iwww.economics.illino is. edu/people/dfullertoni 
Professor Fullerton’s nomination was supported by a number of intellectual units at both schools who will use his presence as a catalyst for a national conference and generate a jointly 
written and edited collection of published research. He ~vill participate in graduate and undergraduate courses to help students learn tools for analyzing policy questions. He will also give a 
public address to the DUke-L~,-C cormnunities on the economics of climate change. 

2014 (*M1) 
Mohsen Kadivar, Visiting Research Professor 
Department of Religion, Duke University 
http ://en.kadivar. COl;q/ 
Professor Kadivar’s appointment to the Nannerl Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professorship is an important addition to the growing collaboration been the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill and Duke University in the field of Islamic studies. The two universities have complementaW strength in this field, and a long histolT of good relations and collaboration over the 
past two decades Professor Kadivar’s appointment will enable students on both campuses to study with one of the most important intellectual figures in the Islamic world and will permit 
the formation of new initiatives, such as conferences and publications aimed at rethinking the resources offered by the Islamic tradition for facing the critical issues of contemporary world. 



2014 (spring) 
David Piz~trro 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
Cornel[ Universi~ 
http://wwwpeezer.net/ 
Professor Pizarro is a moral psychologist whose groundbreaking research on disgust, its influence on moral judgments and relevancy to political controversies, is of particular interest to his 
sponsors at Duke and I~2NC. Building upon both universities research in moral psychology, Professor Pizarro will be instrumental in the development of a moral psychology laboratory to 
study morality fi-om a variety of perspectives. He will also help researchers prepare a grant application to fund an annual training program. He will teach an undergraduate course and 
participate as a guest lecturer in other courses as u,’ell as give a punic presentatiun on his work and experience as a recipient of the Keohane Professorship. 

2013 (spring) 
Jeffrey MacDotmell 
Professor of Hydrology, Global Institute for Water Security- 
National Hydrology Resea 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://m¥.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 3:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014-01-21 

Your reservatioa request for Hallelujah [rid eorecording] from 2014-01-20 through 2014-01-22 has been approved. 

You may pick up the fihn at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

St aff Notes: 
Ha lleluj ah [videorecording]: 65 -D’,YD13994 c. 1 

Please note that the film(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 

Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-14-2014 15:13 pm 
...... Mail generated at Jan. 14.2014 15:01:31 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, Januaw 21st at 7pro for 

the opening of Re/Iterations of Resistance: 

Moments, Martyrs, Movements exhibition. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements features photographs of people and 

places in social justice movements and moments in 

American History. The exhibition revisits, interrogates 

and re-evaluates important social justice moments 

and struggles, as well as those who made the 

ultimate sacrifice as martyrs for social justice. 

Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, 

Movements will be on display at the Stone Center’s 

Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum from 

January 21 through April 25, 2014. 

Please join us next Tuesday, February 7 at 7pro for 

the exhibition opening featuring remarks from 

TransAfrica President, Nicole Lee, 

To RSVP to the opening, please email 

stonecenter.@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook. This event is FREE and open to the public. 

Check out the complete Spring 2014 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our website, email us at 

stonecenter@unc.edu or call 919-962-9001. 

The Stone Center hosts 
award-winning Brazilian 
filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo 
in Februais . 

Award winning Afro-Brazilian filmmaker and scholar, 

Joel Zito AraQjo returns to UNC at Chapel Hill as 

scholar-in-residence at the Stone Center during the 

month of February. AraQjo is an acclaimed filmmaker, 

director, writer and producer of films and TV 

programs (24 documentaries, 22 shorts, 3 fulPlength 

features). Throughout February, Arat~jo will visit 

classes at UNC at Chapel Hill and other area colleges 

and universities to participate in lectures, 

discussions, and host screenings and discussion of 



his films. 

On February 20 at 7pro the Stone Center will screen 

Filhas do Vento (Daughters of the Wind) in the Stone 

Center’s Hitchcock Room. On February ~.~. at 7pro 

the Stone Center will team up with the Institute for 

the Study of the Americas at UNC at Chapel Hill to 

screen Rata at the Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx 

Global Education Building at UNC at Chapel Hill. Both 

screenings will include post -film discussion with 

Ara0jo. 

For more information about February events with Joel 

Zito Ara0jo, please email us at stonecenter@unc.edu 

or call 919-962-9001. 

Check out the complete Spring 2013 program agenda 

to your right. For more information about our spring 

programs please visit our __w__~__b__~Lt___e_, email us at 

_s__t__O__L~_~__c_~_[!_t___e__r__@__u__[!__c_~_~__d_~! or call 919-962-9001. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 6:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] CAROLINA - The Otticial Publication of Carolina Athletics a~d The Rams Club 

C~x~ROLINA - The Official Digital Publication of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club 

This past fall, Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club began publishing CAROLINA - a weekly digital publication about UNC and our 28 varsity’ athletic teams 

Different Iicom anything Carolina Athletics has ever done, C~x~ROLIix,2~ is an industry leading publication with great behind-the-scenes access and timely content. 

Ne~v issues are available ever?- Tuesday and can be downloaded in the iTunes (http://bit.ly/laG5Efz) and Google Play (http://bit ly/liuvvvh) stores for free on any iOS or Android tablet 
device. "¢~ile CAROLINA is optimized for tablet viewing, every issue is also viewable on the web (http://bit lyila2H5gw). 

CAROLINA is definitely a must-read for any Tar Heel fan! Check it out today and be sure to share it too’. 
Please send any questions or feedback to CAROLINA@ramsclub.com. 

Thank you and GO HEEL S! 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Athletics 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Informatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 6:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] A Therapy Study tbr Couples (Treatment at No Cost) 

The UNC Center of Excellence for Eating Disorders is offering a therapy study exploring two different treatments intended to help couples in which one partner is experiencing Anorexia 
Nervosa (AN). People ~vith AN are thin, have difficulty maintaining a healthy weight, are afraid of weight gain, and cut back on how much food they eat. Although AN most commonly 
affects women, men develop it too If this sounds like you or your partner, you may be eligible to participate. In addition, you and your partner must be 18 years or older and in a committed 
relationship for at least 6 months. 

Eligible couples will receive 23 weeks of study-related treatment and payment for participating in additional assessments. All research related therapy and evaluations are offered at no cost 

More information is available at http://unceatingdisorders.org/ucan You can also contact the research coordinator, Kate Nowlan, at 919-843-2483 or email ucan@unc edu for more details 

Title: Enhancing Treatment for Adult Anorexia Nel-cosa ~vith a Couple-Based Approach 
IRB #11-1990 
Renewed: 10/29/13 
Biomedical 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Center of Excellence for Eating Disorders 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Informatiun 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 6:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Feeling a Little Under the Weather? 

Areyou 18 or older? 
Do you have a fever, cough, cold, or sore throat? 
Do you know someone ~vho does? 

Researchers at L~,-C are looking for participants for a research stu@! 

You’ll complete a 14-day symptom dia~z and have some blood drawn at each of two study visits, about 2 ~veeks apart 

You will be compensated for completion of all study- visits a total of $125.00. 

Please contact Megan Telfer at flu@med unc.edu or 1-877-643-9040 if’you would ltke to learn more. Leave a voicemail with the following infolrnation and we will return your call ASAP: 

Telephone number 
Best tnne to call 

UNC Biomedical IRB# 11-1723 
Protoco[ Number: FLU 002 Plus 
Date of apprnval: Aug 27, 2013 
Title: ~/~m International Observational Study to Characterize Adults wifh Influenza or Other Targeted Respiratop)~ Viruses 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaif. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infornaation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:03 AIVI 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] One Day Sale: 50% OffAll Spring Performances 

Carolina Performing Arts’ 13/14 season continues this spring with a wide variety of world-renowned artists including The English Concert, Lang Lang, Wayne Shorter, Joshua Bell, Bela 
Fleck and Abigail Washburn, Wen@ Whelan, and Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, among many others. 

As a ’welcome back,’ we’re thrilled to offer L~,-C faculty and staff an exclusive 50% Oix,~ DAY ONLY sale on Thursday, Janualy 16 Use code FACSTAFF50 to receive your discount. This 
exclusive offer is good for any performance for the remainder of the 13/14 season. 

Please present your UNC OneCard to pick up your tickets. This oiler is valid only on Thursday, Janua~z 16 from 12:01 AM to midnight. Tickets are based on availability. 

For more reformation or to purchase tickets, please visit w~vw.carolinaperformmgarts.org or call the Memorial Hall Box Office at 919-843-3333 Box Office hours are 10am to 6pm, Monday 
tl~rough Friday 

We look forward to seeing you at Memorial Hall this spring! 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Performing Arts 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email Tu set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <noreply@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:16 AlVl 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expiration - Important Changes 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire at this date and time: 
2014-01-23 10:09:38.0 

https :i/itsapps.unc.edu/improv/ 

ITS will roll out a new Onyen management system starting November 25. The 
interface to the new system replaces the current functionality for on-going 
password management. 

The easy-to-use interface for managing passwords requires all users to select 
five security questions and identiI}’ at least one emergency contact the first 
time a password is changed. Both of these functions were previously optional. 
By requiring securi~ questions, ITS now offers users the convenience of 
resetting a forgotten password online without contacting 962-HELP for 
assistance. 

This new interface will enable you to: 

* Change your password 
* Reset a lost or forgotten password 
* Check password status 
* Create/update security questions 
* Add/update emergency contact information 
* Add/update Alert Carolina contact number 

You will continue to be reminded via email at 2 weeks, 1 week and 2 days prior 
to your password expiratinn. For questions about the new Onyen password 
management application, call the ITS Response Center at 919-962-tlELP, or ws~t 
help.unc edu and search fi~r ’Onyen Password.’ 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days befi~re it 
expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then disregard this notice. 

If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld device which uses your old Onyen 
password to automatically login or re-authenticate to services using the 
AD.UNC EDU domain (Exchange, [’or example), be sure to logout of those services 
and login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of changing it 
If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt to re-authenticate using your 
old Onyen password, your AD.UNC. EDU account will be locked :[’or 10 to 20 minutes, 
j ust as if you repeatedly tried to l ogin with a bad password. During that time 
you will not be able to logan. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact the 
ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll be glad to assist you. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address associated with the 
Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus Directory. If this address is not your 
preferred electronic mail address, you may change it by visiting the Campus 
Directory web site: 

http : i/ dir. unc. edu/dir&ome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.co~n Reviews <customer-reviews- message@mnazon.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:26 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaila~nc.edu> 

charlene regester~ did ’Fraulein’ meet your expectations? Review it on Alnazon.com 

So, charlene regester, how did this item meet your 

expectations? 

i-i::~: F ~ }, 

Check out amazon.condl!ip to find past purchases to review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 3:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Timely Warning: Campus tx~lice are restx~nding to Larceny, Breaking aM Entering at (h-imes Residence Hall 

The Umversity is currently operating under an alert condition Campus police are responding to or investigating a larceny, breaking and entering at Grimes Residence Hall between 1:15- 
1:30PM. This does NOT pose an immediate threat to health or safety. However, the situation may pose a continuing danger to the campus community, and this notification is intended to 
enable people to protect themselves and/or their property. 

The Alert Carolina website will be updated as soon as more information is available It could take hours for police to resolve a situation depending upon the circumstances Meantime, if you 
are directed by police or Universi~ persounel to take specific action (evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, go to your residence hall and stay there), please comply 
immediately. 
If you see suspicious activity, call 911. But do not call 911 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to be kept 
open for emergency communications Anyone with information about this incident should call the Department of Public Safety 919-962-8100. 
Students and employees can let their families know they are okay in the event of an emergency while keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls by using the American Red Cross 
Safe and Well list. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area: www.redcross.org/safeandwell. 

Students who are in need of medical attention should go to Campus Health Services campushealth.unc.edu) or the UNC Hospitals Emergency Room. Faculty and staff in need of medical 
attention should go to the UNC Hospitals Emergency Room. 

A range of support sel-,zices for students is available through the Office of the Dean of Students, deanofstudents.unc edu/. 

Counseling Set, rices for students are available at UNC Counseling and Psychological Services, campushealth.unc.edu/caps. For a concern about a co~vorker, call Employee and 
Management Relations in Human Resources (hr.unc edu/employee-management-relations/) or 919-843-3444, or the University’s Employee Assistance Program (services provided by Deer 
Oaks 24 hours a day), 877-327-7658 

Questiuns about sexual assault can be directed tu Deputy Title IX Courdinatur/Student Complaint Cuordinatur, Ew Quimbaya-Winship, 919-843-3878 

Fur community sep~ices, call UNC I)epartment uf Public Safety Crime Prevention Officer Sgt Megan tloward, at 919-9(;6-3230. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bui, Thao Nghi <tnbui@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 3:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Sakai support 

Hi Charlene, I’m fight outside room 8026 in Davis Library right now. I knocked but it didn’t sound like you were there. Just wanted to let yon know I’m here. Hope to 

see you soon! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 10:09 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Thao: Currently, I will use Sakai to upload documents for a new class that I am teaching this semester. If you have time could you please meet with me this 
week in order to facilitate this process. Thanks much for your assistance. Hopefully, you remember me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Bui, Thao Nghi 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Sakai support 

Of cours~! f[: was my i?l~-_~su~e I[ th~-_~re is anything e~se you rl~d, jus;t I~t rne know. Good k~(:k w~th classes[ 

From: Re,ester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:Sg AN 

To: Bui, Thao N~hi 
Subject: RE: Sakai suppo~ 
Dear ~ao Nghi: Than~ tremendously for assisting me yes~rday. I really appreciated all of your effo~. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Bui, Thao Nghi 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 4:13 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Sakai support 

Thao Nghi Bui "tao-nee" 

tnbui¢@email.unc.edu 
919-843=5208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:25 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Call For Papers: University of Housl~n At~cana Aesthics: At~can Americans in Film, Media, a~d Communications Cont~rence 

right on time (cp)! aren’t they 

Sent via an alternative commnnication device 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sedgwick, Adrienne (sedgwiae)" <sedgwiae@UCMAIL.l IC.EDU> 

Date: JanuaD’ 15, 2014 at 3:14:17 PM EST 

To: <L-NCBS@I,ISTS.PSU.EDU> 
Subject: lbNV: Call For Papers: Universi~ of Houston Africmia Aesthics: African Americmis in Film, Media, and Communicalions 

Conference 

Reply-To: "Sedgwick, Adrienne (sedgwiae)" < ~_]~i_a:__e_@_U_~_M_~_I__[_::__U_C_’_:~!_I__)__I_:!~, 

From: Williams, Lashonda R [Irwilli4(.~CentraLUH.EDU] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January ~5, 20:14 3:03 PN 

AFRICA~Y4 AESTIIETICS: African Americans in Pilm, 3/ledia, and Communications Conference 

The UniversiF of Houston’s African American Studies Progrmn is hosting a workshop-coat’erence on Afficana Aes~thetics: Blacks in Film, Media, and 

Comlnunications. Papers aye being solicited which focus on the sub topics themes, which address both cultural and structural approaches to the study of 

Afficmia Aesthetics phenomena internationally. Equally important, academic, independent, scholars mad students aye encouraged to submit proposals for 

review. Abstracts should be no longer than 2 paragraphs and should be submitted by Monday, Jan~20,20!~ Additionally, registration fees will be 

required to paid in order for conference presentation confilrnation of presenters. 

Date: FebrualT 11, 2014 

Time: 9:00 am 4:00pm 

Location: Harris County Department of Education 

6700 Irvington 

Houston, Texas 77022 
Pre-registration $35.00 

$50.00 

Irene Ray, i!_~_~S_2__~2~__u__I!:_e_d_u_ or 

Registration Fee: 

On Site Registration Fee: 

Contact: 

Dr. James Conyers, j__c_R_r_bL_e__r~.~_~_L~_Le_d___u_ 
UniversiD’ of Honston, African American Studies Program Director 

Phone: 713.743.2811 
Spon~ored by t!ou~ton Arts Alliance 
Best Regards, 
LaShonda ~. ~illiams, M.P,A. 
Program Manager 
African American 5[:t~dies 
University of Houstor~ 
634 Agnes Arnold Hall 
Houston, Texas 772204-30-’]7 
7:13-743-2814, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 8:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] AT&T Service Order Freeze to port reserve numbers tbr VoIP 

Information Technology Sel-,zices (ITS) Communication Technologies (Comm Tech) is initiating a service order Iiceeze of all moves, adds, and changes (MAC’s) for AT&T phone ser,Ace 
effective Tuesday, January 21, 2014 tl~rough Tuesday, April 15, 2014 This freeze impacts changes to AT&T Centrex phone lines only. Requests for new phone service during this time can 
be accon~modated, as all new phone line requests are now provisioned with a new Verizon Business Hosted IP Centrex (Voice over Intemet Protocol, or VoIP) phone and phone number. 

Repair and voicemail requests will be supported during this timeframe for both AT&T and Verizon VoIP Centrex services, as well as most requests to move phones within campus buildings 
This service order tlceeze does not impact requests for VoIP services 

This service order freeze is in support of the campus transition to implementing ne~v Verizon Business Hosted IP services, and specifically for allowing the capability’ to port UNC reserve 
phone numbers. 

Please contact 962-HELP and select option 1 for Telecon~mnnications to consult with an analyst for questions and planning 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 8:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Recruiting adult women with diaJThea predominant irritable bowel syndrome tbr research study 

We are looking for adult women with a specific type of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) to join a research study assessing a potential new- medication for IBS. 

The RESTORE 5 Stu@ will last for up to 8 weeks and involve about 5 clinic visits 

You may be able to take part in the RESTORE 5 Study- if you: 

are a ~voman 18 - 65 years of age 
have had symptoms of IBS (including abdominal paila/discomfort and diarrhea) for at least 6 months 
have loose or watew stools > 25% of the time and hard or lumpy stools < 25% of the time 

To participate in this trial, you must NOT: 
¯ Have been diagnosed with: 
a. Crohn’s disease 
b. Ulcerative colitis 
c. Diabetes mellitus 
d. Lactose malabsorption 
e. Malabsorption syndromes 
f. Celiac spree 
¯ Be pregnant or plalming to become pregnant 

If you qualil}’ fi~r the study, you will receive all study medicatinn and sturdy-related care li’om a dedicated team of medical staff at no cost. Health insurance is not required to participate 
Monetary compensauon up to $1000 will be provided 

If you would like to hear more about the study, please check out http://ibsstudv corn or contact the UNC research team: 

Angela Kibiy, RN; N/2PH 

919-537-3841 

Angela kibiy@med.unc.edu 

Biomedical IRB#: 13-1598 

Approved: 04/23/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Functinnal G I and Motility Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your infi~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m~v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 8:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] A new relationship with food. 

If binge eating or loss of control over eating is something that you experience the Balance therapy group may oiler you the support needed to develop a more healthy relationship with food. 

Over 20 weeks we will explore the role of binge eating in your life and how to practice the balance needed to overcome it. I~findfulness based practices will be used tl~roughout the group to 
strengthen your awareness of your thoughts as they relate to food Emotion skills and awareness of the bo@ will be interwoven to increase your ability to identit) what you’re feeling and 
how to deal with your emotions We will also focus on our relationships ~vith one another in the group to help strengthen your relationship ~vith yourself and with others in your life. 

Group meets Thursdays from 3:30-5:00pm at U2x,-C in the Neurosciences hospit~nl. Group will be welcoming new comers Feblqaal)’ 20th and every 5 weeks after. 

Please contact Colie Taico, LCSW at 919-843-9207 or ctaico@med uric edu for more reformation. 

This message is sponsored by: Center of Excellence for Eating Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bui, Thao Nghi <tnbui@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 10:26 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

SaJ~a~ Consultation lbllow- up 

Hi Charlene, 

It was so good to see you again yesterday! I hope I was able to assist you with everything you needed. Here is a review on some of the content we covered in 

Sakai-- 

Create site: http:iisakaitutorials.unc.edui?Create Your Course Site 

Remember this process creates only one course site at a time 

* To add a file, click on the "Add" menu > Upload Files > Browse > search for file and Open > Upload Files Now 

* Can click on "Show other sites" link at bottom of Resources page to copy items over from other course sites 

Syllabus: -h--t--t--p-~i ~-/-~-w--~-w---w---:~y--~---u--~--9~-b-~-e-:~-c--~--~-m--~---w--~a---t--c-~h-- .-~-v-~-7---~---v-~-D---v-~-W---gj~y- N ~ k & f e a t u r e = y~ u t u . b e 

~ Click on Create/Edit > Add (or select item to edit) > add title/upload attachment > Post 

Messages: -h-~t-~t-#-~:-~-/-s-~a--~k--a--!~t-~u--~t-~9--r-!~a--]~s--~-u---n---c-:~-e-~-d-~u--~--Ln---d-~-e-~x--:#-~h--~-~.~mmunica~i~n Tools 

* Click on Compose Message > select recipients > enter Subject/message > Send If 
you have a couple of minutes, please fill out our Consultation Survey to let us know how we are doing. Thanks! --h--t--t-p---s-;L~-/-.-u-.-n--c--~--a---z--~--:--q-u---a-.[-t.-r.[-c--s-:.-c---~---m--/---S---E~--~" 

SID=SV 8184XOfXCQ:LJZkN 

If there is anything else I can do for you, just let me know. 

Thank you, 

Thao Nghi Bui 

Learning Technologies Administrator 

ITS Teaching & Learning Interactive 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 843-5208 

tnbui@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 10:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt 

Dear Carolina Community: 

I am writing today to provide my perspective on a topic that has been reported in the media recently, and more importantly, is of great concern to our community: what ~ve are doing to 
ensure the integrity of our support for student-athletes and their success from admission to graduation. Carolina’s recent academic and athletic improprieties shook our University to its 
core. In spite of seven investigations (http://rawlingspanehweb.uaacedu/related-links/) and numerous reforms already in place, this continues to be a painful journey for the Carolina 
cormnunity, and I will not ignore the lessons learned 

Even as we continue this work, Carolina is facing a surge of new- stories in the national and local media about the academic preparation of our student-athletes. This interest was sparked in 
part by highly publicized claims about student literacy, and continues in the media almost daily. I take these claims very seriously, but we have been unable to reconcile these claims with 
either our own facts or with those data currently being cited as the source for the claims. Moreover, the data presented in the media does not match tap with those data gathered by the 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions. For example, only two of the 321 student-athletes admitted in 2012 and 2013 fell below the SAT and ACT levels that were cited in a recent CNN report 
as the threshold for reading levels for first-year students. And those two students are in good academic standing. Nevertheless, we are investigating all the claims being made and, if they 
are found to have merit, I will take all appropriate actions. We also will do our best to correct assertions ~ve believe are not based in fact. 

This issue is part of a larger national conversation about the role and impact of college sports and even further about the commitment schools make to ensure their students receive the 
support they need to succeed in the classroom as well as on the playing field. I assure you that I ~vill not accept anything less than the excellence we expect Carolina to represent for our 
students and the communi~ 

I am asking for your patience and uaaderstanding today. I still have man?’ questions, and I am seeking to understand the complete picture of what additional work we need to do in this area. 
We have learned many lessuns in the past few years, and I am actively building on thuse lessons tu continue tu impruve uur cummunity. It is our respunsibility to address these issues, the 
people involved, and the media attention being generated by them, very thoughtfully and thuruughly Our goals are tu be proactive in uur analysis and sulutiuns, tu protect the privacy 
rights uf in&vidual students, and to apply the rigoruus standards of assessment expected here at Carolina Whether we agree or disagree, we must welcome healthy debate, respect each 
uther and in that way shuw the true character uf our Carulina cummunity. 

In closing, I want to thank you for your commitment tu and cuncem fur our students, faculty and staff; and for making this great institutiun even strunger. I will keep yuu infurmed uf uur 
progress and the results of uur wurk Out- impressive, dedicated and talented students from the classroom to the playing field and the work of our faculty and staff tu impruve the lives of 
milliuns of Nurth Carolinians is what makes us so pruud of Carolina every day 

Best, 

Carul L Fort 
Chancellur 

’]?his message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellur 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 11:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Volunteers Needed tbr Research Study on Alcohol Problems 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Department of Psychiatly is seeking volunteers for a research stu@ using an FDA approved medication to test its effectiveness for the 
treatment of problem drinking. (IRB# 12-1743, Safety & Efficacy of High Dose Baclofen for Alcohol Dependence, Approved on 12/8/2013 by the U2",!C Biomedical IRB) 

We are looking for volunteers who are experiencing any of the following: 

Have tried to cut back on alcohol use but can’t 
Have increased the amount of alcohol they drink 
Are noticing that their alcohol use is creating problems 
Feel they have a problem with drinking 

The study will involve a free evaluation and, if you qualify, free counseling sessions. If you’re between the ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with alcohol, you may be able to 
participate in this new clinical trial. Your traveling expenses will be compensated with $10 per study visit 

You are assured of strict confidentiality 

If interested, please call Melissa at 919-966-0011 or email at mstansbu@med.unc.edu 

’]7his message is spunsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowi~z, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:18 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Niter, E Tyler <etriiter@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Hi Charlene and Tim, 

Z’m so glad to hear that you’ll be authoring and teachin9 the new AAAb 1.30 course. Please tell me the name of the course when you 9at a chanceo 

Z’ve provided the link below to our online faculty handbook so that you can view the information about authoring and teachin] a new CCO course. 

starts with the course proposal Eunice’s written approval, and a sample lesson from the course. Please copy Tyler R~tter, copied on this 

message, so that she can review @’~d approve your ma~er’io[g as well. Once I hove those approvals, I’ll put you both on controc~ for ~he work. I 

~ssume tha~ the $4000 for ~uthoHn9 a ne~ course wi~ be sp~it between you, W~ you both be a~ternating the teaching o~ the course? And who 

wou~d be teachmg it ~n the f~. 

Please try to get us your proposal asap as we have limited budget for each semester" and are limited to just six major projects across all 

departments~ 3 for COO and 3 for major revisions or it could be more revisions than new courses depending on who submits them proposals f~st~ 

A~ of you~ materials would need to be tu~ned in by 3une 1s~ for a fail first of fer~n9. First submk~ the mateHa]s to Eunice for her review and 

@prova~ (and copy Tyler as we~l). After [unice has approved the materials, she must forward them on 1o [riko L~ndemonn or her replacement on 

the Arts and Sdences Curriculum committee since [r~ke is stepp~n9 down. With that person’s epproval~ we’H initiate payment for ~uthorin9 the 

course and i~ w~[~ be m~signed to an ~nstructor designer to create the course. See beDw for details. 

htt p!/[~0aycenter.unc.edu/f aculty/~b~!ng.htm I#cco 

We’re excited to have a new course from AAAD! 

Judith 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, ~(: 27599 

"Tek 9[9-96~..6302 

F~x: 919-962-B549 

bena~itz@em~[ Lunc.edu 

h~p://frid~ycenter.unc.edu 

~Connect with us 

"Peace is not somethin9 you wish for’; it is somethin9 you make, somethin9 you are, somethin9 you do, and somethin9 you 9ive aw~. " 

..... Robert Fulghum 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:59 AM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Dear Judith: This is to inform you that I (Charlene Regester) along with Tim McMillan will create a new course AAAD 130 for implementation in the Fall of 2014. We will work 
on creating the course material this Spring and over the Summer so that it will be available to students in the Fall. Thanks much for your assistance and please forward the 
appropriate documents that will need to complete this course creation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

OKo To confirm, though, you won’t be offering any of your already approved courses in the spring, right? 

Judith 



our stories at 

htt ps:t/www.facebook.com/uncf ridaycenter 

Joseph M. DeSimone, Pi~.D. 

Dil’{!ctor ~:FaRk Hawkir% KelqaF~ institute-¯ of Private Enterprise 

UNC-Clnapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 20:[3 12:00 PM 

To; Benowitz, Judith 
C¢; McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AAAD :[30 next year 
Importance-" High 

Dear Judith, 

Thanks for your email. 

Based on previous communication which was copied to Tim and Charlene, their plan is to revise the course next year and offer it in the next academic year. There no plans to 
offer the course in the Spring of 20:[4. Sorry if there was confusion in my email below. When ] said ’if there is a change’ ~ was thinking of regular and already approved CCO 
courses not the revised AAAD :[30. 

As ~ said in another email, ~ will let the 3 three of you discuss this matter as it moves forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From," Benowitz, Judith 
Sent; Thursday, July 25, 20:[3 :[:[::[5 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
{:¢; McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
S,,bjeet; RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 20:[4 

OK..T.’m copying Tim and Charlene on this r’e~fly. They will need to submit a proposal soon to revise the course, but our spHn9 I~st of 

a~proved rna~or’ revisions ~s alPeady full, so Z don’1 think wdll be able to add this one as wall. Because of budge1 cuts, our budget for new 

ddO courses and me,jar revisions ~s ~imited to four each across departments and we’r’e already at mope than that, Maybe they could woPk 

on ~t duHn9 the sprin9 and offer’ ~t ne~ summer. W~th k~s proposal ~d your written approval, I would put h~m on contract to do the 

it’s unlikely, 

Thanks, 

~udith 

,Tudith Benowitz 

Program beuelopment Specialist 

FHd~y dent"¢r for Continuin9 Educ~’tion 

Univer’:sH’y of Nort"h £’¢r’o~in{~ et Chepe~ Hill 

CB#I020 

d:h~p~ Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6302 

919-962-5549 

benowitz@em¢~Lunc.edu 



Embrace Diversity! "We learn Lhe most from those who we have the least in common with/" 

Josepi~ M, DeSimone, Ph,D, 

Director, Fra!~k Hawkins Kenan k~stitute of Private Eqterprise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 1:34 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Thanks for clarifying, 

Judith Benowi¢ z 

Program bevelopmen* Specialist 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, ~(: 27599 

"Teh 9~9-962--6302 

Fax: 919--962-.5549 

beno~itz@em¢i Lunc.edu 

h*¢p://fridwcenter.unc.edu 

our stories at 

.f_r_La__a__y_~_¢_n__t _e_r_:_u___n__c__._¢_d___u___/__s__t _o_r_Le_~ 

~Connect with us 

"Peace is not something you wish for; it is something you make something you are, something you do. and something you give 

..... Robert Fulghum 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:55 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Dear Judith: This is a new course and not a revision. We have not yet created AAAD 130 on-line. The title of the course is Introduction to African American and Diaspora 
Studies. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:47 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Eunice, lim-- 

In checking my notes about this course Eunice h~d mentioned thot this was a re~ision, not a new course. Please let me know which it is so that I 

can use the correct contract template for this. 

Thanks, 

,Tudith 

~Tudith BenowiCz 

Program Development Sp¢ck~list 

The Friday Center for Continuin.9 Education 

University of North Ccro~i~¢ at Chepe~ Hil~ 

CB#~020 

Chapel Hill, b~C 27599 

Tek 

Fox: 91%962-55~9 

~ead our stories o¢ 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"Peace is not something you wish for’; it is something you make, something you are, something you do. and something you give awW, " 



-- Robert Fulqhum 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:59 AM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

Dear Judith: This is to inform you that I (Charlene Regester) along with Tim McMillan will create a new course AAAD 130 for implementation in the Fall of 2014. We will work 
on creating the course material this Spring and over the Summer so that it will be available to students in the Fall. Thanks much for your assistance and please forward the 
appropriate documents that will need to complete this course creation. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Co: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: AAAD 130 next year 

OK. To cortfir’rn, though, you won’t be offering arty of yaur already appraved courses in the spring, right? 

Judith 

Sudith 

Th~ Friday Cen¢~r for ~ontinu~r~ Education 

University of NotCh ~a~o~i~a at’ Chap~sJ Hill 

CB#1020 

T~I: 919-96~6302 

F~x: 919~962-5~49 

h~p://frid~yc~ter.u~c,~du 

our s~arie~ a¢ 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

Embrace Diversity[ "We tearn the most t:rom those who we have [he teast in common with," 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 12:00 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Co: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AAAD 130 next year 
Importance: High 

Dear Judith, 

Thanks for your email. 

Based on previous communication which was copied to -I]m and Charlene, their plan is to revise the course next year and offer it in the next academic year. There no plans to 
offer the course in the Spring of 2014. Sorry if there was confusion in my email below. When I said ’if there is a change’ I was thinking of regular and already approved CCO 
courses not the revised AAAD 130. 

As I said in another email, I will let the 3 three of you discuss this matter as it moves forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:15 AM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Co: McMillan, Tim; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

OK. :2% copying Tim and Charlene on this reply. They will need ta submit a propaso, I soon to revise the caurse, but our spring list of 

approved r~a~or revisions is already fu so I don’t think we’ll be able to o, dd this one as well, Because of budget cuts, our budget for new 



d, dO courses and major’ revisions is limited to four each across dep~,.r’tments ~,.nd we’re already at more than that. M@~be they couJd work 

on ~t durqng the sprin~ arid offer ~t next su~mer’. With h~s proposal and your wr’itten approval, I would put hks on contract to do the 

wo~k. Zq~ check "lyle~ ~itt~r, the head of ou~ instructional d~sign unit, to s~ if they" can m~nage another majo~ revism~ for’ sp~n9, but 

it’s unlikely. 

Thanks, 

Read our s¢ories a¢ 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

https://www.facebook.com/uncfridaycenter 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 

Josept: M, DeSirnone, gh,D, 

Director, gra!~k Hawkins g[enan klsi:il:ute of Private Er!l:erprise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Feb. 3 deadline for Public Service Awards nominations 

Public Service Awards call for nominations 
The Carolina Center for Public Sel~zice (CCPS) oversees the almual selection of three campus-wide awards honoring individual students, faculty, staff and University units for exemplary 
public service and engaged scholarship. Nominations are no~v being accepted and award recipients will be honored at a spring celebration ~vhere the?’ receive a monetaW award and framed 
certificate. 

The Robert E. B13zal"~ and Office of the Provost Awards require a brief (t~vo-paragraph) nomination submitted online by 11:59 p.m. Feb 3, 2014 at unc.edu/ccps/portali. Selected nominees will 
be invited to complete a more detailed submission about their work by Feb 21, 2014 Final selection ~vill be based on both the initial nomination and the nominee application 

Robert E. Br,van Public Service Award 
Five Br,van A~vards will be given for a specific effort (rather than an overall record) exemplig~Ang outstanding engagement and service to North Carolina that is characterized by: 

working in partnership ~vith community members, 
inspiring and involving others, and/or helping others to serve, 
responding to a practical problem, issue or concern of the state, and 
~vorking to assure the impact in the community is lasting. 

Bryan a~vards will be given to recognize an outstanding: 
undergraduate student, 
graduate student, 
faculty member, 
staff member, and 
officially recognized student organization 

For more on the Bwan Awards, visit ccps uric edu/awards-recognition/robert-e-bryan-public-service-award 

Office of the Provost Engaged Scholarship Award 
The Office of the Provost Engaged Scholarship Award will be given to faculty members or university units ]2~r exemplary engaged scholarship in service to North Carolina. The service 
should be an example of excellence, including responsiveness to community concerns and strong cotmnunity partnerships 

Three Provost awards will be given, one each [’or: 
engaged teaching, 
engaged research, and 
engaged partnership. 

For more on the Office of the Provost Award, visit ccps.unc.edu/awards-rec~gnition/~ffice-of-the-pr~v~st-engaged-scho~arship-award. 

Ned Brooks Award for Public Service 
The Ned Brooks Award recognizes a staff or faculty member who throughout his/her career has, in a collaborative and sustained manner, made a difference in the cotmnunity. Full 
nominations are accepted online at unc edu~,ccps/portal/and are due by 11:59 p.m. Feb 21, 2014. For more on the Ned Brooks Award, visit ccps.unc eduiawards-recognitior~,ned-brooks- 
award 

For questions, contact ccps@unc.edu or call 919-843-7568. 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Center for Public Service 

INFORMATIONAL email xvill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your infom~ational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/irrlv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



"~ 1Faculty Cound~ meets Fdday~ 

/ 

I / January 17, 2014 from 3:00 to 5:00 in the Pleasants Room 

All members of the faculty are welceme te attend. 

Chancellor Fo[t and Admissions Office address 
a~[e~ations about studenbath[ete academic 

media repots from CNN and elsewhere alleging that significant numbers of UNC’s student- 



Storify of #FacCounci[ tweets from December 13 

Faculty Council meeting; catch up if you missed it! 

We’ve assembled a "Storify" capturing all the tweets about this afternoon’s UNO-Ohapel Hill 

Faculty Council meeting using the hashtag #FacCouncil. Most of these tweets are from our 

office’s @UNCFacGov Twitter account, managed by Anne Whisnant. Check them out to see 

what you missed, or just get a quick capture of what happened at the meeting! 

Read online. 

Ca[[ for Faculty Council agenda topics 

The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovemance@unc.edu. 

UNC-Chape( Hi[[ statement on American Studies 
Association’s Brae[ boycott 

The university’s response to the American Studies Association’s resolution to boycott Israeli 

academic institutions is available online here. 

(3uskiewicz Guskiewicz offers wise advice to 
offers wise o~ico,o graduates at December commencement 
graduates at 

December 

rC~mmenceme    Click here to view media. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, Kenan Distinguished Professor of Exercise and Sport 

Science and Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences in the College 

of Arts and Sciences, was the keynote speaker for the December 2013 

commencement ceremony. The ceremony took place on Sunday, December 15th at 2 p.m. in 

the Dean E. Smith Center. Prof .... 

Read online. 

Na,!iona[ summit on college athletics, "TrueSport 
U, to be held at UNC May 2~3 

A conference, "TrueSport U: The Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and 

American Culture," sponsored by the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s True Sport, the University of 

North Carolina, and Penn State University, will be held at UNC May 2-3. It will feature prominent 

sport leaders, scholars, coaches, athletes, parents, and journalists discussing a broad range of 

effects of collegiate athletics on American society from their unique perspectives. Chair of the 

Faculty Jan Boxill is heavily involved in the planning, and the conference is co-sponsored by the 

Parr Center for Ethics, which she directs. For more information, visit the summit website. 

Register for High Impact Carolina Conference, 
February 7th 

This important University-wide conference (to be held February 7, 2014) will focus on 

recommendations from the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) 

monograph, High-Impact Educational Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, and 

Why They Matter. The conference will feature talks from national experts, including Tia Brown 

McNair, Senior Director for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student 

Success at AAC&U, and Betsy O. Barefoot, Vice President for the Jon N. Gardner Institute. 

Click here for more information. 



The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost requests proposals from faculty or 

http://fridaycenter~unc~edu/MOOCs/#authoring. Please note that the Letter of Intent is due 

recognizes a woman who has made an outstanding contribution to the lives of women on the 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. Each year, three individuals-one faculty member, one staff member, and 

postdoctoral scholar recipient receives $2500. Click here to submit a nomination. The deadline 

¯ Januarg 22: Publishing in Peer-Reviewed do~rna~s in the ~,~a and Humanities and Socia~ 

¯ danua~ 24: ~eve~o~in~ ~ffecfive Mentorin~ Pro~rama ~or ~arl~ Career Facu~g 

¯ danua~ ~0: Gender ~qua~ity in Science (Gen~S} Series Presents: S~]~/ 

¯ danua~ g]: Plagin~ [o Your Strengths as a Teacher, Nesearcher, and ~epa~men[a~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 3:43 PM 

Regester, ChaMene B <reges’ter@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Carolina Dining Focus Group 

Dear Campus Commuaaity: 

CDS is continuously looking for ways to improve facilities and services to meet the needs of students, faculty and staf~i We are looking for your participation in focus groups to give 
feedback on your campus dining experiences. Focus groups will last a total of forty five minutes; each participant will receive a complimental5’ meal and $25 Visa Gift Card. 

For more information on the focus groups, please email CarolinaDining@unc edu. 

We kno~v this can be an extremely hectic time of year, and hope you have had the opportuni~ to visit a CDS location for some nourisl~nent or that quick pick-me-up to help face the 
challenges of starting up this semester! 

Thank you, 

Carolina Dining Services 

CarolinaDining@unc. edu 

1.800.15~xIC i’~AL 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Dining Sel-,zices 

INI~’OR[vIATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaH. To set your informationM 
mass email preference, sign into i’,/lyUNC at http://m~/.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

New Year, New Shows, New Programs! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Two New Exhibitions coming January 31st! 
America Seen and "The New Found Land" 

This spring, art from the corrections of two UNC alumni come together at 

the Acktand to provide fascinating views of America. 

Click the images to [earn more! 

Members’ Reception, Friday, 31 January, 5:30 PM 

Current Ack[and Art Museum members are invited to a private 

celebration of the opening of the spring exhibitions. Reserved parking is 

avaitab[e. 

RSVP Required: please call Kate Walton at 919.843.5637. 

Public Reception, Friday, 31 January, 6:30-8:00 PM 
At[ are welcome to celebrate the opening of our spring exhibitions. 

Director, Weatherspoon Art Museum, UNC-G Wednesday, 

22 January, 2:00 PM 



Tea at Two is a special program for Ackland Members* featuring a 

guest speaker, refreshments, and conversation. 

With the expanding expectations of museums today come increased 

chailenges~ one of which is justifying their mission in the face of 

increased funding needs for social services and education and facing stiff 

competition for limited resources. Nancy Dolt discusses how museums are 

responding and striking a balance. 

RSVP now for this program! 

*Not yet a member of the AckLand? Join today! 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

Ack/ar~d F~/m 
Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

"American Comedy/American Democracy" kicks off Tuesday! 

A series of films devoted to the ways that Hollywood dnema~ particularly 

depression-era comedies~ have depicted the problems and possibilities of 

democracy. Co-presented with the UNC Global Cinema Studies Program. 

Tuesday, 21 January, 7:00 PM 

FREE for students w~th ID, $4 for all others 



Tuesday, 28 January, 7:00 PM 
FREE SCREENING 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official/~edia Sponsor of 
the Acktand Firm F ..... 
The Ackland Firm Forum is made possibte by the 8enerous support of 
Ruby Lerner. 

Thursday, 23 January, 1:00-4:00 P~ 

Eve~ other month, the Ack[and Art    . . 

~useum inures members of the      ~.~.~ 

pubUc to brin~ in a work of art for 

consideration by an Ackland expert. 

Curators may offer insisht into the 

significance of the piece and its 

subject matter, as well as the 

techniques used by the artist and the 

work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland staff is 
unable to authenticate or financially appraise works of art. Limit one 
work of art per person. 

Re~stration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 



Free to members I .$10 non-members. 

Through Sunday, 19 January 

Now [hrou~h Sunday~ [he Ack[~nd Museum S~ore is ha~n~ a C~earance 

Sale with discounts of 50% off and more. The sale includes discontinued 

items, overstock, and a selection of frames that have been removed 

from works of art donated to the Museum. 

A[[ sales are final No additional discounts apply. No ~ift wrapping. 

Please note: the Museum Store ~11 be CLOSED for invento~ on 

Monday and Tuesday, January 20th and 21st. 

x~ 

~rt Adventures 
This popular Saturday program for kids a~es 6-9 years old always 

fast! Learn more and sign up. 



Drawing for Tweens 

Ten- to 13-year-o[ds [earn linear perspective, drawing from nature and 

more! Learn more and register! 

Family Day: "Animals in Art" 

Sunday, 26 .January, 2:00-5:00 PM, FREE! 
Hands-on activities, art encounters, and story time! 

THANK YOU ! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends Uke you. Become a member of 

the Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Images: Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on 

canvas. Ackland Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hilt, Ack[and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, 

English, active in America, c. 1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroan or 

$,reat Lord o# Vfr~fnfa (detail), plate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s A Brfe#e and True Report o,~ the New Found Land o[ 

Vfr~2fnfa, published 1590; engraving. Lent by Michael N. Joyner. 

Leo John Meissner, American, 1895-1977: War Bulletfns, c. 1942; wood engraving. From the coKection of Hunter 

and Cathy Allen, Acktand Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hit[. 

Totoya Hokkei, Japanese, 1 780-1850: New Year’s Greetfn.2 (surfmono), n.d.; color woodblock 

Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hit[, Gift of Ann McCuKoch Hilt. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent ,:o regester@email.unc,edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 

U[~date ProfilejEmailAddress Mstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

Ackland A~ Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S, Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill 

~rint. Acktand Art 

NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <~rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Janumy 19, 2014 9:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Postdoc Meeting Next Week 

No problem, Charlene. See you at the meeting on Thursday. 

Ron 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 8:34 AM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Ron: Thanks for sending the email -- I really appreciate your assistance. I am little slow because I am overwhelmed ~vith commitments right now. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, Januaw 16, 2014 1:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B; Lambert, Michael C 
Subject: Postdoc Meeting Next Week 

Dear Charlene and Michael, 

I decided to save Charlene a task and go ahead and send this email to get us together for next week. 

This is COl~firming that ~ve are meeting next Thursday, Janualy 23 at 2PM to discuss the postdoc applications and logistics 

Assuming it ~s available, let’s meet in the conference room on the first floor 

I look J2~rward to working with you all on this. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 20, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] TEDxUNC 2014 Speakers m~d Performers 

TEDxUNC is excited to announce the speaker and pelformer lineup f,ar 
TEDxUNC 2014. TEDxUNC is an independently organized TED event 
(~vw~v.ted.com) based out of UNC Chapel Hill arid organized by students. 
The theme for TEDxUNC 2014 is "Taking Flight" 

Tickets, which are free and open to the public, will be available on our 
website (www tecb;unc.com) starting on Wednesday, January 22nd at 12:00pm 
Details about the time and date of the conference can be found on our 
website. 

Speakers 
Jerry Linenger - American Astronaut 
Magatte Wade - Serial-entrepreneur from Senegal 
Sujata Bhatia -Physician, Biochemical Engineer 
Yamnany Arboleda - Multimedia Artist 
Amro Albanna (Kite Patch) - Entrepreneur 
Alit George - Education Reformer 
()mid Safi - Islamic Studies Scholar 
John Miller - Con~nercial Beekeeper 
Charles Alien - CIA Agent 
John J Wood - Social Innovator 
Debra Barksdale - Family Nurse Practitinner and Researcher 
Zeynep Tufekci - Techno-sociology Scholar 

Per[’ormers 
Carolina Beat Academy - A CoHaborauve Electronic Music Studio 
Lee Weisert - Composer of instrumental and electronic music 
Diali Cissokho & Kaira Ba - Local musicians 
Bethaina Bacigalupe, Christine Soykal, Josh Young - Acroyog~s 

Additional informatinn about TEDxUNC can be found on the event website 
(wvav.tedxunc.com) and Facebnnk Page (www.facebook.com/tedxunc) 

We hope to see you at TEDxUNC 2014! 

TEDxUNC Organizing Committee 

This email is sponsored by: TEDxL2qC 

This message is sponsored by: TEDxUNC 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 
Update Personal Infotraatinn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 20, 2014 12:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMJkTIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at L~,-C is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal ~vomen (~vomen in the menopause transition period) to examine the predictors of who might 
benefit most Iicom hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition 

We’re Looking For Women ~o Are: 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may quali~ for a research stu@ providing up to $1,525 in compensation 

For more information, please call (919) 972-7495. This study is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., UNC Department of Psychiat~’. 

The research stu@ is IRB #10-0542 This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 5/13/2010 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do wan~ to receive mass email To se~ your m~\~rma~ional 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Persona[ Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <noreply@nnc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 20, 2014 10:17 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expiration - Important Changes 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire at this date and time: 
2014-01-23 10:09:38.0 

https :i/itsapps.unc.edu/improv/ 

ITS will roll out a new Onyen management system starting November 25. The 
interface to the new system replaces the current functionality for on-going 
password management. 

The easy-to-use interface for managing passwords requires all users to select 
five security questions and identiI}’ at least one emergency contact the first 
time a password is changed. Both of these functions were previously optional. 
By requiring securi~ questions, ITS now offers users the convenience of 
resetting a forgotten password online without contacting 962-HELP for 
assistance. 

This new interface will enable you to: 

* Change your password 
* Reset a lust ur forgutten passwurd 
* Check password status 
* Create/update security questiuns 
* Add/update emergency contact informatiun 
* Add/update Alert Carolina contact number 

Yuu will continue to be reminded via email at 2 weeks, 1 week and 2 days prior 
to your password expiratinn. For questions abum the new Onyen password 
management application, call the ITS Respunse Center at 919-962-tlELP, ur ws~t 
help.unc edu and search fi~r ’Onyen Password.’ 

Once you change yuur password, it will work for another 90 days befi~re it 
expires again. If you never use yuur Onyen, then disregard this notice. 

If you have any Laptup, Desktup, or handheld device which uses yuur uld Onyen 
password to automatically login ur re-authenticate to services using the 
AD.UNC EDU dumain (Exchange, [’or example), be sure tu logout of those services 
and login again with yuur new Onyen passwurd within 10 minutes of changing it 
If you dun’t, and your devices continue to attempt to re-authenticate using your 
uld Onyen password, yuur AD.UNC. EDU accuunt will be lucked :[’or 10 to 20 minutes, 
j ust as if you repeatedly tried to l ogin with a bad password. During that time 
you will not be able to logan. 

If you have questiuns ur need additional assistance with this issue, contact the 
ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll be glad to assist you. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address associated with the 
Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus Directory. If this address is not your 
preferred electronic mail address, you may change it by visiting the Campus 
Directory web site: 

http : i/ dir. unc. edu/dir&ome/ 



Featured for the Big Game 
Everything you need for Ga~e Day .~.~.@...~A.~9 



N[:.L Fa~ 8i~op Great Seiectiot~ oi TVs 

Feed You~ Fa~s: Game Day ~te~ta~n~n9 ~rs U~) to 30% Off Se~ec~ B~g Game CoHect~b~es 
Kitchen & D~n~ng 

Fan Shop 

NFL Caps & Hats N FL Ciothin9 



NF~ H~m~ ~ Kitche~ :~et Fa~ Gear 

Grocery 



20% Off AI and Kraft BBQ Sauce with 
C’o~pon 



Up to 64% Off Biockb~ste~- Awsl-d Nomilsated Tho~saP, ds of CDs aP, d Vinyl Albums vvith F~ee 
Movies o~; Bkloray MP3 Versio~;s 

Books 



Pre-awned Discounted iPhanes flora Amazon 



Nor~ to Explore 

V~greho~se Dea~s 

Shop M~k~ns of P~oducts and Track ~q)ur Amazon Spo~ts & Outdoors Gift Cs~d 
Psck~ges ~£,~th the Amazon App 





Mo\,ie5 & iS’ 

i<indie 

Videe Games Baby 

hldusl~iai & {-}ci,~!nliiic 

Gi~l: Cards 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 20, 2014 8:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] 10% aftra Private Lives at PlayMakers 

PlayMakers Repertory Company is offering all UNC Facul~z and Staff a 10% discount on tickets to the upcoming hilarious come@ PRIVATE LIVES by Noel Coward. 

Divorced lovers land in adjacent honeymoon suites on a glorious evening on the Riviera igniting a timeless battle of the sexes. A comic mastelT)iece and the epitome of glamour and whip- 
smart ~vit Sophisticated, urbane and as hilariously catty as they come. 

To purchase tickets, call our Box Office at 
(919) 962.PLAY(7529) 

For more reformation, visit http://bit ly/LIBv3F 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~ema]l.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,ema]l.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Healthy 35-65 Year Old Volunteers Needed tbr UNC Sponsored Research Study of Liver Function 

Research Study of Liver Ftmction Recruiting Healthy 35-65 Year Old Males and Females 

Background: 
Did you know that malay con~mon medications are processed tba-ough your liver? 

Due to the increase in diabetes and obesi~z, liver disease is on the rise’. 

Researchers at UNC Chapel Hill are stu@ing ho~v certain common medications are processed in the liver in health?’ persons compared with persons with liver disease. 

If you are generally healthy, take no medications other than vitamins or birth control pills, and don’t use illegal drugs, you may qualify-! 

You will receive compensation for your time, parking, and mileage expenses. 

Subjects are needed to participate in a clinical research study who are/have: 

Healthy males and females of an?’ race/ethnici~ 
Age 35 65 years of age 
Non-smokers 
Not taking any medications other than vitamins or birth control 
Not taking illegal drugs, including mar~iuana 
Not had intestinal surgery 

Study Consists of two hospital visits: 

1. During the screening you will be asked to: 
Come to UNC tlospitals Research clinic for approximately 1 hour to complete screening including: 

Clinical laboratory tests 
Medical history 

2. During the study you will be asked to: 
Come to UNC Hospitals Research clinic for approximately 13 hours (meals are provided) to undergo the following procedures: 

Allow two intravenous catheters to be placed (only 2 needle sticks required throughout entire study) 
Eat a standardized breakfast consisting of a bacon, egg and cheese sandwich 
Receive a very small dose of morphine (5 rag) 
Allow serial blood samples, total blood taken less than blood donation volume 

Compensation of $250 upon completion of the study 

If interested, please email or call: 

Dr. Brian Ferslew 
at 
LiverStudy@unc.edu 
or 

(919)962-0089 

IRB# 12-1599 
Protocol approved on 7/8/2013 by the UNC Biomedical 
Email approved 1/16/2014 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Infom~ation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <noreply@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 10:17 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Password tbr Onyen ’regester’ expiration - Important Changes. 

The password for the Onyen ’regester’ is set to expire at this date and time: 
2014-01-23 10:09:38.0 

https :i/itsapps.unc.edu/improv/ 

ITS will roll out a new Onyen management system starting November 25. The 
interface to the new system replaces the current functionality for on-going 
password management. 

The easy-to-use interface for managing passwords requires all users to select 
five security questions and identiI}’ at least one emergency contact the first 
time a password is changed. Both of these functions were previously optional. 
By requiring securi~ questions, ITS now offers users the convenience of 
resetting a forgotten password online without contacting 962-HELP for 
assistance. 

This new interface will enable you to: 

* Change your password 
* Reset a lost or forgotten password 
* Check password status 
* Create/update security questions 
* Add/update emergency contact information 
* Add/update Alert Carolina contact number 

You will continue to be reminded via email at 2 weeks, 1 week and 2 days prior 
to your password expiratinn. For questions about the new Onyen password 
management application, call the ITS Response Center at 919-962-tlELP, or ws~t 
help.unc edu and search fi~r ’Onyen Password.’ 

Once you change your password, it will work for another 90 days befi~re it 
expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then disregard this notice. 

If you have any Laptop, Desktop, or handheld device which uses your old Onyen 
password to automatically login or re-authenticate to services using the 
AD.UNC EDU domain (Exchange, [’or example), be sure to logout of those services 
and login again with your new Onyen password within 10 minutes of changing it 
If you don’t, and your devices continue to attempt to re-authenticate using your 
old Onyen password, your AD.UNC. EDU account will be locked :[’or 10 to 20 minutes, 
j ust as if you repeatedly tried to l ogin with a bad password. During that time 
you will not be able to logan. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact the 
ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll be glad to assist you. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address associated with the 
Onyen ’regester’ in the UNC Campus Directory. If this address is not your 
preferred electronic mail address, you may change it by visiting the Campus 
Directory web site: 

http : i/ dir. unc. edu/dir&ome/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 10:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] teen study 

We are recruiting adolescents age 14-17 to palticipate in a research study. We are testing an intel~’ention that will require the adolescents to be part of a group that will meet for a once a 
week class for 6 weeks Adolescents will receive up to $75 in Amazon gift cards for participating in this stu@. 

This has been approved by Biomedical IRB Number: 13-3967, 1/12/2014. 

This message is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

heather.addison@wmich.edu on behalf of 

Heather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 11:20 AM 

tteather Addison <heather.addison@wmich.edu> 

UFVA: seeking peer reviewers for Papers & Panels 

Greetings UFVA members, 

As you know, the Papers & Panels will be peer reviewed this year, as they were last year I am contacting evewone who served as a reviewer last year, but I am also seeking new- reviewers. 

Being a peer reviewer will involve reading 5-8 paper or panel abstracts and rating them using a brief form I anticipate that it should take approximately 1 hour of your time. Paper & Panel 
submissions are due Feb. lst; I hope to collate them and get them out to reviewers as soon as possible after that date. 

If you are willing to sel~’e as a peer revie~ver, please reply to this email. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Heather Addison 
2014 Conference VP 

Heather Addison, Phi). 
Associate Professor & 
Graduate Program Director 
315 Sprau Tower 
School of Con~nunication 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, M149008 -5318 
e-mail: heath er.addison@wmich edu 
phone: (269) 387-2901 
fax: (269) 387-3990 

cinema substitutes for our gaze a world more in harmony with our desires." Andr~ Baron, :film theorist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 1:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Teen Study 

Attention teens, parents of teens and friends of teens! We are recruiting adolescents age 14-17 to participate in a research stu@. We are testing an intervention that ~vill require the 
adolescents to be part of a group that will meet once a week class for 6 weeks. Adolescents ~vill receive up to $75 in Amazon giI’t cards for completing 3 online surveys. Please respond to: 
mindfulcompassion@med.unc.edu for more information. 

This has been approved by Biomedical IRB Number: 13-3967 on 1/12/2014. 

This message is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 

This message is sponsored by: Program on Integrative Medicine 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 2:25 PM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Postdoc Meeting Ne~ Week 

Mike, 

I don’t know mashing about it. But I agree, it would be helpful to review them in advance of the meeting if possible. 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 2:20 PM, Lambert. Michael C <mlambert~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlene mid Ronald. I was wondering if we would be able to review the applications before our meeting. Do either of you know if they are 

available in the main office?. IVly wife does this for Anth and she accesses the applications on line. But to do this the program needs to give us 

authorization, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, Africm~ Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Africma Studies mad Anthropology 
University of North Caarolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Globel Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Thursday, Janumy 16, 2014 1:45 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B; Lambert, Michael C 

Subject: Postdoc Meeting Next Week 

Deax Charlene and Michael, 

I decided to save Charlene a task and go ahead and send this email to get us together for next week. 

This is confirming that we axe meeting next Thursday, Jmmary 23 at 2PM to discuss the postdoc applications and logistics. 

Assuming it is available, le~s meet in the conference room on the first floor. 

I look forwmd to working with you all on this. 

Ron 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 3:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014-01-23 

Your reservation request for Old african blasphemer [Videocassette] from 2014-01-22 through 2014-01-24 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff" Notes: 
Old african blasphemer [Videocassette]: 65-DVD2730 c 1 

Please note that the film(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the ivIRC. 
Other arrangements must be made i~ advance, and in writing, with the Iv~RC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for Sankofa [videorecording] ficom 2014-01-22 through 2014-01-24 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

StaffNotes: 

Sank o~ [videorecording]: 65 -DVD17111 c. 1 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked uut to the person that appears un the buoking furm submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questiuns you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu ur by phune at 962-2559 

This autumated email was sent at 01-21-2014 15:15 prn 

...... Mail generated at Jan.21.2014 15:01:59 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, January, 21, 2014 3:17 PM 

CCO facnlty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccoti~c] Memo to Instructors teaching Carolina Courts Online Spring 2014 

Please take a few lninutes to review your roster of students in Sakai and in ConnectCarolina 

1- Are there any students who have not posted to file discussion fortmi or have not completed any quizzes or other necessary requirements? 

2- Are there any students missing from Sakai who are on your ConnectCarolina roster? Remember that you may have students more than one 

section. 

These sections are cross listed - 990, 991 & 992 

993 & 994 

99~ & 996 

While we are still trying to insure that enrolled students are ConnectCarolina and in Sakai, there may be some unresolved registration issues we 

are working with. However, it is important that we know who the problem students are and contact them immediately. 

Please contact m e (cbmcdonn@emailmnc.edu) or dody Cashion (jody_cashion@unc.edu) 

Note: Students who want to drop your course: Please refer fliem to us at the Friday Center. Students must notit~ us in writing. Info can be fomid 

at the site below: 

Carol Mc Do, ncll 

Student Services Manager 

Friday Center for Continuing E&lcation 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 

fl’idaycerd:ev,tmc.edu/stor~es 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emal.unc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 
emal to <a href "mailto:leave- 34141631 - 20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64tiac286@listserv.nnc.edu">leave- 34141631 - 
20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eatB919b64tEc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 34142314 - 72211926@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 4:48 PM 

aJ~iican- a~d- a3~o - a~nericaJ~- studi es- tS.cul~ <aliica~- and- afar- america~- studies- facul ty@lisLserv, uuc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[a2ricaaa- m~d-afm-amefica~- siudies- faculty] Jail-college-faculb~] New IAH Director 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Terry Rhodes is being sent to all deans, directors, department/curriculum chairs and faculty in the College of 

Arts and Sciences, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to announce that Mark Katz, professor and chair of the department of music and adjunct professor of communication studies, will become 

director of the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, effective July 1, 2014. John McGowan, who has directed the IAH since 2006, will complete his term at 

the end of June and return to his full-time faculty role as an outstanding scholar and teacher in the department of English and comparative literature. We 

remain grateful for John’s excellent leadership and administration, and will celebrate his achievements at the end of the academic year. 

Mark will bring significant assets to his leadership role at the Institute. He is an inspiring scholar, teacher, fundraiser, and administrator, committed to 

faculty excellence and creative engagement. 

He joined the UNC music faculty in 2006, and became department chair in July 2012. He previously served as chair of the department of musicology at the 
Peabody Conservatory of Johns Hopkins Universit% 

Mark’s scholarship explores the intersections of music, technology, and culture, with three books, an edited volume, and many other publications to his 

credit. His latest book, Groove Music: The Art ond Culture of the Hip-Hop DJ, was named among the 20 best music books of 2013 by Rolling Stone 

magazine. He is editor of the Journel of the Society,for Americen Music, a senior editor for Oxford Handbooks Online and member of the National 

Recordings Preservation Board. He has a Ph.D. and M.A. in musicology from the University of Michigan and a B.A. in philosophy from the College of 

William and Mary. 

Mark has been involved with many IAH activities. He was the recipient of an IAH innovation grant, which helped him develop new courses that combine 

hands-on music making with entrepreneurship and community engagement. That led to a $1 million grant from the U.S. State Department to create an 

international exchange program that uses hip-hop to promote cultural exchange and conflict resolution. 

He also has been an IAH faculty fellow, and has participated in the chairs’ leadership program and the academic leadership program. He received a UNC 
Hettleman Prize for Artistic and Scholarly Achievement in 2011. 

We congratulate Mark on his new appointment and look forward to his leadership at the IAH. 

With best regards, 

Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Music 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

all- college - faculb’ as: african- aud - afro- american- studies- facultv(c-41istserv .uuc.edu, <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<5/ul> 

atiican-a~d-ali~-american-studies-I~cul~ as: <a bretW’n~a~lto:regester@en~a~l.unc.edu">regester@en~a~l.unc.edu~a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Response Center <help@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 5:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Password tbr "regester" Reset 

Dear Customer, 

The password for your onyen p, rimaly ’regester’ was changed on Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 05:53 PM from 
a Web browser at the intemet address 152.23.53.163 using the facility’ at 
itsapps uric. edu/improv. 

If you DID NOT change your password today, please call 919-962-HELP tremaediately. 

If you did change or reset your password, please make sure you do the following 
to prevent account lockouts: 

* Log out and log back into your Windo~vs Computer with your new 
Onyen pass~vord if it is comaected to the AD.UNC EDU Domain 

* Update the password on aW mobile devices that have your 
UNC Email Account configured (iPods, iPads, smart phones, etc.) 

* Manually update your Password on Windows 7 Credentials Manager 
or Mac OS X Key Chain if you have any special server drives or 
printers configured 

For more irfformation, see http://help.unc.edu/3248 

If you have any quesuons please contact the ITS tleIp Desk at 919-962-ItELP or 
1-866-962-4457. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 7:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC PuNic Sat~ty Investigating Report of Armed Robbery 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: UNC Public Safety- Investigating Repolt of Armed Robber?- 

UNC Public Safety’ is investigating the report of an armed robber?- of a male UNC student occurring early Sunday (Jan. 19) in the area of downto~vn Chapel Hill or northern campus. The 
victim was struck in the face ~vith an object and robbed of a small amount of cash. No description was given of the suspect(s). Police do not believe that this reflects an ongoing threat to 
campus at this time. UNC Police are asking anyone with information which might aid in their investigation to contact investigators at (919) 962-8176 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the investigation into this incident Call 9-1-1 immediately to report an?- and all suspicious activity~ on or 
near campus For a list of safe~z tips, see the following lil~ through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www.a lertcarolina.uaac.edu~’~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity’ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafiLunc.edu 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 8:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] 403(b) Supplemental Relirement Plan Univer~l A~ailabili~ Notice 

The Universl~ of North Carolina Section 403(b) Plan Universal Availability Notice for 2014. 

From: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs, Office of Human Resources 

The Umversity of North Carolina offers you a choice ofvolunta~ supplemental retirement programs on a pre-tax and post-tax (Roth) basis in accordance ~vith Section 403(b) of the Internal 
Revenue Code. Under The University of North Carolina Section 403(b) Plan ("the 403(b) Plan"), eligible employees may elect to defer a portion of their compensation to the 403(b) Plan to 
supplement their retirement savings. 

The 403(b) Plan is designed to help you invest more money today so that you have the income you need in your retirement years. It provides a supplement to either the N.C Teachers’ and 
State Employees’ Retirement System or the I~’C Optional Retirement Program, the State’s mandato~z retirement plans available to permanent employees who work 30 or more hours per 
week. Voluntal~’ contributions to the 403(b) Plan have become an increasingly important palt of saving for retirement 

Eligibility 
All employees who receive compensation reportable on a W-2 and pay FICA are eligible to participate in the 403(b) Plan, so long as the employee elects to contribute at least $200 each 
calendar year. 

Contributions 
An eligible employee may elect to defer a portion of his or her compensation on a pre-tax or post-tax (Roth) basis. 

Pre-tax Contributions: If you elect to make contributions on a pre-tax basis, both federal and state income taxes are deferred on any contributions and earnings until a distribution is made 
from the plan 

Distributions are taxed as ordinary income for federal and state income tax purposes. (ienerally, a participant must begin receiving a distribution no later than April I following the year in 
which age 70 1/2, or retirement is attained, whichever is later. 

Post-tax Contributions (Roth): A Roth 403(b) account allows you to designate some or all of your contributions on an aRer-tax basis, rather than the traditional pre-tax contributions Interest 
and earnings on these contributions when withdrawn are generally tax-li’ee In the event of either retirement or termination, your earnings can be withdrawn tax-[~ree as long as it has been 
five tax years s~nce your :first Roth 403(b) contribution and you are at least 59 1/2 years old. 

Contribution Limits 
Annual contribution limits are set by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) The IRS allows an eligible employee to make an additional catch-up contribution beginning in the year in which he 
or she turns age 50. For 2014, the calendar year limit under the 403(b) Plan is as follows: 

Calendar Year Annua] Contribution Lunit: $17,500 
Age 50 + Catch-up Contribution Limit: $5,500 
Note: This is a combined ]imit ~br pre-tax and Roth after-tax contributions. 

Approved Vendors 
The Universi~ has approved Fideli~" Investments and TIAA-CREF as the two :financial ser~,ices companies offering options under the 403(b) P]an. Fidelity and TIAA-(;REF provide a wide 
range of mutual fund investment options and annui~ products through their own funds and other investment managers in the industry. Both companies offer resources and tools to he]p 
participants plan their investment strategy.. Eligible employees should contact each vendor for information about plan investment options and services provided 

¯ Fideli~ Investments: 1-800-343-0860 
¯ TIAA-CRt:.[~’: 1-8(;0-842-2888 

Enrollment Process 
Eligible employees may enroll immediately upon date of hire or at any time. To stalt the enrollruent process, please visit the website and follow- the steps listed: 

Step 1 Complete a Sala~ Reduction Agreemcnt (SRA) (forms and instructions available on the website) 
Step 2 Enroll in the plan ~vith Fideli~ and/or TIAA-BgRI~ 

Contributions may be designated as a percent of sala~ or as a flat dollar amount depending on your campus payroll capability. The SRA will apply only- to amounts earned after enrolling in 
the Plan, and an employee’s election undcr the SRA will continue until the SRA is modified or revoked by the employee. 

Modifying a Defe*ral Election 
An eligible employee may increase, decrease or stop his or her future contributions to the plan at any time by completing an SRA. Employees ruay also change from one vendor to another at 
any time by completing an SRA to stop contributions with the existing vendor, and following the steps above to enter into a new agreement with another vendor. It is also possible to make 
contributions to more than one vendor at a time. 

More Infom~ation 
If you have questions about the 403(b) Plan, please contact your Benefits Consultant in OHR, or visit the UNC 403(b) website (http :i/w~.northcarolina.edu/hr/initiativesi403b.htm). 

This notice is provided as a source of information and does not constitute legal, tax or other professional advice. If legal advice, tax advice or other professional assistance is required, the 
services of a professional advisor should be sought. Evet3, effort has been ruade to make this notice as thorough and accurate as possible. However, there are other legal documents, laws, 
and regulations that govern the operation of the program. It is understood that in the event of any conflict, the terms of the Plan Document, applicable laws, and regulations ~vill govern. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Novomy Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 9:35 PM 

Regesier, Chm~lene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

RE: Documenting fl~e Black Experience Update 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for passing this along. I hope your semester is off to a good start. 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio, Television, and Digital Media Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Carbondale, IL 62901 

phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:47 PM 

To: William Novotny Lawrence 

5ubject; RE: Documenting the Black Experience Update 

Dear Novotny: Attached is my revised essay. I was not sure about the footnotes and work cited page but both are included. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: William Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Documenting the Black Experience Update 

Hi Charlene, 

That sounds good. I’ll keep an eye out for the final draft. 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio, Television, and Digital Media Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Carbondale, IL 62901 

phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 6, 2014 2:15 PM 

To: William Novotny Lawrence 

Subject: RE: Documenting the Black Experience Update 

Dear Novotny: I assumed that I need to make a few additional changes -- if you need for me to do so, I should be able to forward by the end of the week. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 
From: William Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 2:21 PM 
To: Joseph L Smith; Eric Pierson; Grimm, Kevin; Boyce, Travis; ’Chunnu, Winsome’ (chunnu@ohio.edu); Graves, Michael; Y Sims; Regester, Charlene B; White, Theresa R; 
Mike Phillips; Angela 3 Aguayo; David Rossiaky; Gerald Butters; Ashley Farmer; Lacy, Madison D 
Subject: Documenting the Black Experience Update 

Happy New YearEveryone! 

I’m happy to report that the manuscript for Documenting the Block Experience is coming together nicely. A lot of time has passed since we began this 
endeavor so I’d like for each of you to provide me with an update bio of no more than 250 words as soon as possible. This is the version that will appear in 
the published book so please make sure that you’re happy with the information that you provide. Also, if you have not sent me your contributor release 
form please do so. I’ve attached it to this email so please sign and either return it to me via snail mail at the address in my signature line or send a 
scanned copy by email. I realize that this project has taken much longer than initially expected. With that in mind, thanks to all of you for hanging in there 
with me on this very important collection. As I’ve mentioned in past emails, I think you’ll all be proud of the text. 

All the best, 

Novotny 



Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio, Television, and Digital Media Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Carbondale, IL 6290:[ 

phone: 6:[8.453.6992 

fax: 6:[8.453.6982 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 8:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Are you a current or tbnner smoker? 

Are you a current or former smoker? 

If so, you are invited to participate in a research stu@ investigating tobacco use and related thoughts and feelings. You must be at least 18 years of age to participate The research stud?’ 
should take approximately 60 minutes and is conducted via a secure online survey. In this study, you will be asked to ans~ver questions on the computer about some thoughts, feelings, and 
behaviors you might have You do not have to answer an?’ question you do not wish to answer, for an?’ reason. Upon completion of the survey, you ~vill have the opportunity to enter a 
dra~ving for the chance to ~vin one of six $50 Amazon gift cards Entry into the drawing is completely optional. If you would like to participate in this stu@, please click the link below where 
you ~vill receive more information about the study and have the opportunity to provide consent and begin. 

Thoughts and Feelings About Tobacco Sul~ey 

Thank you, 

Heather Clark, Principal Investigator 
UN-C-CH Department of Psycholo~z 

Non-Biomedical IRB Study Approval Number: 13-2556 
Non-Biomedical IRB Approval Date: November 19, 2013 
Title of Study: Thoughts and Feelings About Tobacco 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology Department 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014-01-28 

Your reservation request for Paul Robeson : [videorecording] : portraits of the artist from 2014-01-27 through 2014-01-29 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Paul Robeson : [videorecording] : portraits of the altist.: 65-DVD3783 c.1 vl 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for The Emperor Jones [videorecording] from 2014-01-27 tl~rough 2014-01-29 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reserx,ation. 

Staff Notes: 

The Emperur Jones [videurecurding]: 65-DVD11400 c I 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked uut to the person that appears un the buoking furm submitted tu the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questiuns you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu ur by phune at 962-2559 

’]7his autumated emai[ was sent at 01-22-2014 ] 0:09 am 

...... Mail generated at Jan.22.2014 10:01:10 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:55 AIVI 

depa~’tment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Self- Study Review 

Dear colleagues, 

Further to Eunice’s email of JanuaW 16, this is a friendly reminder for your recommendations of potential external and UNC-CH based reviewers for our department’s self-study The deadline 
for submitting the names of potential reviewers to the University is approaching. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, alrd Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +1 919 599 9839 (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://listsunc.edu/u’?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbafl bf&n T&I aaad&o 34145800 

or send a blank email to leave-34145800-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbafl bf@listserv unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:14 AIVI 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt 

Dear Carolina Community: 

In the days since my last message to you, I have been made aware of and read for myself examples of heated conversations inside and outside of Carolina regarding many of the issues I 
a ddressed: the integrity of our support for student-athletes and their success from a&nission to graduation. I closed that email by saying, %Vhether we agree or disagree, we must welcome 
health?- debate, respect each other and in that way show the true character of our Carolina community" 

Today, I am asking for a rene~ved effort by evewone, regardless of your opinions, to encourage civil debate and discourse about these complex issues. I hope that we can talk about these 
topics in an informed way without resorting to personal attacks directed at students, faculty or staffmembers. Carolina character lives in our ~vords and deeds. 

Sincerely, 

Carol L Folt 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 
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As the spring term gets underway, we have plenty of great news to 

share from the College of Arts and Sciences. I am grateful for the 

outstanding work our faculty, students and staff do to fulfill our 

academic mission and make a difference in the world. I hope you 

enjoy reading about some of their recent accomplishments in the 

stories enclosed. 

-Karen Gil, Dean 

UNC chemist Tom Meyer’s team has discovered 

how to !;:~;~;~!!~!~L!~i!=~L~i!?~‘‘~.i~!~?~!~Li!?~!!;Li??‘~!~;!~!?~ 

~i so that it can be stored for use later when 

the sun isn’t shining - a major breakthrough in 

effo~s to make solar power more practical. 

Chemist Wei You and physicist Rene Lopez are 

working on another challenge - how to employ 

plastic to make solar electric cells ~~’~ ~:~~ 

Mark Katz, professor and chair of the department of 

music, has received a $1 million gr~nt from the U.S= State 

Department to 

~i~i (~’-’.<~’-’. t~i,~i’,~ to promote cultural exchange and 

conflict resolution. His latest book, Groove Music: The Art 

and Culture of the Hip-Hop D J, was named among the top 

20 books of 2013 by Rolling Stone magazine. And starting 

July 1, he will be director of the Institute for the Arts and 

Humanities. 



Bravo, Joe Haj, producing artistic director 

for PlayMakers Repertory Company, for 

!i~ii~..!~.,<.!!~.~i:.!! at The Public Theater in New 

York. He said that dramatic art has been 

around for at least 2,000 years and is not 

likely to die anytime soon, especially if 

artists continue to "make the work you 

most need to make." 

Senior Sarah Bufkin will head to Queen’s 

University in Belfast this fall, thanks to a 

prestigious Mitchell Scholarship. 

Fredy Grefa, a native of Coca, Ecuador, has 

traveled farto pursue a master’s in city and 

regional planning from UNC. He is hoping to 

help indigenous cultures have a voice in 

natural resource management in the 

Amazon. 

Research by biologists Joel Kingsolver and 

Lauren Buckley, and graduate students 

Jessica Higgins and Heidi MacLean, shows 

that some caterpillars may be 

~.L~.i~:~;.i.’.,.: to cope with hotter, more variable 

climate, associated with climate change. 



Imagine if your wallet had GPS technology embedded in it so you could find 

it when it got lost. Andrew Royce Bauer ’16, a student in the minor in 

entrepreneurship with a major in African, African-American and diaspora 

studies, figured out how to make that happen,with his Royce Freedom Wallet. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Kenan-Flagler Business School Dean Update 

Dear Carolina Facul~z and Staff: 

I am pleased to aunounce that Dr Douglas A. Shackelford, the Meade H. Willis Distinguished Professor of Taxation and associate dean of the MBA@UNC Program at the UNC Kenan- 
Flagler Business School, will be recommended as the next dean of KFBS to our Board of Trustees at their meetings this week If the recommendation is approved, Doug’s appointment will be 
effective FebruaW 1 

The UnIversi~z conducted an international search to fill this position. Chancellor Folt and I selected Doug following the deliberations of a search con~mittee headed by Susan King, dean of 
the School of Journalism and Mass Communication We both met with the veW talented candidates and, ultimately, Doug became the clear choice to lead KFBS and ensure its continued 
success 

Doug is uniquely qualified to sel~e as UNC Kenan-Flagler’s next dean He is a seasoned academic leader and an internationally recognized scholar and business educator. He loves the 
University and is a passionately engaged member of the L~,-C Kenan-Flagler communi~. 

Doug is an award-winning researcher and teacher whose work focuses on taxes and business strategy. He has served as associate dean of MBA@L~,-C, the imaovative online \{BA 
program, since 2010. He also served as senior associate dean for academic affairs, the top academic position at the school, from 2003-2007, and associate dean of the Master of Accounting 
(IVIAC) Program from 1998-2002. He is director of the L~,-C Tax Center, which he founded in 2001 

A North Carolina native, Doug graduated Iicom the University with a B.S. in business in 1980 and worked as a senior tax consultant for Arthur Andersen & Co. in Boston and Greensboro, 
N.C., from 1981-1985. He then earned his PhD. Iicom the University of Michigan, and joined our faculty in 1990 He is a research associate in public economics at the National Bureau of 
Economic Research, and has held visiting faculty positions at Stanford Umversity, Unlversiteit Maaatricht in the Netherlands and O×ford University. 

I want to thank Dr. John P. F, vans, who has served his third term as interim dean since July I when I began serving as provost. Jack has demonstrated unparalleled service and commitment 
to UNC as our "go to" leader during important times of change. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of’the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 22, 2014 3:04 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, Jmmary 28 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, JanuaW 28 

Dear Students, Faculty- and StaIt’: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, JanuaW 28th, between 2 and 3 p. m We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works. 

During the test, anyone outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or ~vhile you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly. In an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http:i/~,~vw alert unc edu~,extemalicontent/document/1395/1255639/1/AlertClassroomPoster.pd~ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a communications strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall\ as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we updated Emergency Notification Protocols that reform the campus coroxnum~ using four types of notifications Fanergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning, Informational Messages and Adverse Weather Messages 

In a real emergency, we strongly" encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. ~I]ae Safe and Well list is especially" helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-friendly version of the Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarolina unc.edu/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely" Warning is issued if there is a continmng danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by’ the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Donate to the MLK Da" of Service Food Drive 

* Support Day of Service and Donate Canned Goods * 

Carolina R.OC. T. S. (Rejuvenating Our Con~aunity Through Sel~’ice) invites you pitch in and help the many volunteers and effolts the?- have scheduled by donating to their ~veek-long food 
drive. Food being collected ~vill benefit TABLE- an organization based in Carrboro that provides weekly emergency food aid to hung~ local children, including healthy non-perishable and 
fresh produce. 

From Jari. 20-24, you can donate non-perishable items to help support the food drive. 

Suggested items include (plastic containers please, no glass): 
¯ Canned Tuna or Chicken 
¯ Low- Fat Granola Bars 
¯ Peanut Butter 
¯ Jell?- 
. Graham Crackers 
¯ Canned Corn 
¯ Green Beans 
¯ Carrots 
¯ Ravioli or Canned Spaghetti with Meatballs 
¯ Calmed Fruit or Non-Perishable Fruit Cups 
¯ Noodle Dishes (macaroni and cheese) 
¯ Juice boxes (low sugar; multipack) 
¯ Non-Refrigerated MaIk Boxes 
¯ Packaged Healthy Snacks 

Locations for donation boxes: 
¯ Student Union 
¯ South Building (ground floor) 
¯ Rams Head Dining Hall 
¯ Campus Y 
¯ Gillings School for Public Health 
¯ Campus Rec 
¯ SASB (North and South) 
¯ Law School 

Boxes will also be available outside each of the MLK events during the week. View the full schedule of this week’s events at http://dlversit’,’.unc.edu/mlk 
For more in]2)rmation about the Day of Service and donating ll~od, please visit http://rocts.unc edu 

This message is sponsored by: Diversity and Multicultural Aft’airs 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m~/.unc.edu, and select 

Up&lte Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Funding opportunities for graduate students 

Graduate Student Funding Opportunities 
The Carolina Center for Public Service is accepting applications until Feb. 3 for the following graduate student funding opportunities: 

Cormnunity Engagement Fellowships 
The Cornmuni~ Engagement Fello~vship program awards a maximum of five fellowships of up to $2,000 each year to develop and implement engagement or engaged scholarship projects 
that employ innovative, sustainable approaches to complex social needs and have an academic connection. Returning, full-time graduate students (individuals or teams) at Ui~’C-Chapel Hill 
are eligible to apply with preference given to interdisciplinary teams of students. The fellowships ruaa from March-October with project implementation occurring during the summer. 
http ://c cps unc.eduiawards-recognitionicommunity-enga gement-fello~vships/ 

Ronald W Hyatt Rotaly Public Service A~vard 
The Ronald W. Hyatt RotaW Public Ser,Ace Award provides up to $3,000 to undergraduate or graduate student public service projects, both local and international. Two a~vards will be 
given to support innovative public service projects that exemplify the motto of Rotary International, "Ser,Ace above Self." 
http://ccps unc.eduiawards-reco~nition/hvatt-rotarv-public-service-awards/ 

Mingma Norbu Sherpa Fellowship 
The inaugural Mingma Norbu Sherpa Fello~vship provides $1,250 to support undergraduate or graduate field study- and engaged research in environmental areas at field sites, preferably 
abroad. Preference will be given to students in the Buckley Public Service Scholars program who are m~ioring in business, environmental or economics disciplines. 
http :i/c cps unc.edu/awards-rec o~nitiun/sherpa- felluwship/ 

All applications are due at 11:59 p.m. Feb 3. Apply online at http:i/www.unc.eduiccps/portal/. 
Fur questions, cuntact ccps@unc.edu 

This message is spunsored by: Carulian Center for public Service 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infornaation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORi~IATIONAL] Are you a current or tbnner smoker? 

Are you a current or former smoker? 

If so, you are invited to participate in a research stu@ investigating tobacco use and related thoughts and feelings. You must be at least 18 years of age to participate The research stud?’ 
should take approximately 60 minutes and is conducted via a secure online survey. In this study, you will be asked to ans~ver questions on the computer about some thoughts, feelings, and 
behaviors you might have You do not have to answer an?’ question you do not wish to answer, for an?’ reason. Upon completion of the survey, you ~vill have the opportunity to enter a 
dra~ving for the chance to ~vin one of six $50 Amazon gift cards Entry into the drawing is completely optional. If you would like to participate in this stu@, please click the link below where 
you ~vill receive more information about the study and have the opportunity to provide consent and begin. 

Thoughts and Feelings About Tobacco Survey (tinyurl com/tobaccothoughts) 

Thank you, 

Heather Clark, Principal Investigator 
UiX-C-CH Department of Psycholo~z 

Non-Biomedical IRB Study Approval Number: 13-2656 
Non-Biomedical IRB Approval Date: November 19, 2013 
Title of Study: Thoughts and Feelings About Tobacco 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Undergraduate funding oppo(tunities 

Undergraduate Student Funding Opportunities 

The Carolina Center for Public Service is now accepting applications for the following undergraduate student li~nding opportunities: 

APPLES Service-Learning Internships Applicatiuns due Feb. 2 
APPLES Service-Learning Internships are designed for undergraduate students seeking to become more involved with social justice issues, ~vorking in the local community Interns will 
complete 300 hours with a nonprofit and/or governmental agency, a three-hour service-learning course and will receive a $2,500 stipend for their work. 
http://ccps.unc, edu/apples/service-learning-internships/ 

Ronald W. Hyatt Rotary PuNic Service Award Applications due Feb. 3 
The Ronald W. Hyatt Rotaly’ Public Service Award provides up to $3,000 to undergraduate or graduate student public service projects, both local and international Two awards will be 
given to support innovative public service proj ects that exemplil}’ the motto of Rotary International, "Service above Self" 
http ://c cps.unc edu/a~vard s-rec o~nitior~’hvatt-rotarv-public-service-awardsi 

Mingma Norbu Sherpa Fellowship Applications due Feb. 3 
The inaugural Mingma Norbu Sherpa Fello~vship provides $1,250 to support undergraduate or graduate field stud?- and engaged research in environmental areas at field sites, preferably 
abroad. Preference will be given to students in the Buckley Public Service Scholars program who are m~ioring in business, environmental or economics disciplines. 
http ://c cps unc.eduiawards-rec o~nition/sherpa-fellowship/ 

APPLES Internship applications are due Feb. 2 at 11:59 p.m ttyatt Award and Sherpa Fellowship applications are due at 11:59 p.m. Feb 3. Apply online at http:i/www.unc edu/ccps/porta[/. 
For questions, contact ccps@unc edu. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Carolina Center for Public Service 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:35 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Janna~ Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 



this email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu bv communication@nctreasurer.com i 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ P[ivacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <’bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 5:29 PM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Celebrate Black History Month at the Friday Center: An Afternoon with Louise Toppin 

Reception 3 pm 

Performance 3:30-4:30 pm 

Free, but registration is requested. Call 919-962-3000 or email }:!;i_(_!£’2_£_e__~_}_t_3~_@_::=,_:!!_q._~__e_3!_!L. 

In celebration of Black History Honth, the Friday Center for Continuing Education proudly presents a concert and lecture presented by soprano and 

UNC-Chapel Hill professor of music Louise Toppin. 

Toppin has received critical acclaim for her operatic, orchestral, and oratorio performances. Her talent has stirred audiences across America and 

around the world, from Europe and Asia to Carnegie Hall and the Kennedy Center. 

Toppin will share the stage with the UNC-Chapel Hill Gospel Choir. As part of UNC’s Black Student Movement, the choir’s wide repertoire has reached 

out to communities and celebrated the faith of its members and its audiences since 

Admission is free and open to the public, but advance registration is requested. Call 919-962-3000 or email fridayce.."..ter.~)unc,edu. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

e~mchment as: regester~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank emafil to leave-34148823-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24eTb8bfc87a2f0t@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 10:24 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Community Classroom Courses at the Friday Center 

Description: Description: Description: cid:image002.jpg@01CCFAEB.4F794D30 

Dear friend of the Friday Center, 

The spring Cornmunity Classroom Series courses are now open for enrollment. These small classes, taught by UNC faculty, staff, alumni, and community 

professionals, meet weekly for two-hour evening sessions at the Friday Center. The Center offers free parking, easy access, and comfortable classrooms. Each 

course costs ~60. Click on course titles for more information or to register. Space is limited; early registration is recommended. 

SPRING 2014 COURSES 

The Cultural Heritage of the Ancient Greeks~ Part II 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 5, 12, 19, 26. COURSE #3138 

This course is a further exploration of the cultural personality of the ancient Greeks. Topics include the Asklepieia (Greek healing sanctuaries); the festivals of 

Athens; pots and potters; and the ’anti-cultural’ Spartans. 

WJ. McCoy is associate professor emeritus of history and adjunct associate professor of peace, war and defense at UNC-Chapel Hill, where he has taught courses in 

ancient Greek history, military, and culture for forty-three years. He was also adjunct associate professor of classics. From 1981 to 2010 he directed the annual UNC- 

Chapel Hill Summer Study Abroad program in Greece; he continues to lead adult tours of the Greek mainland and Crete. 

Register 

Real Macro Photography Without the Expensive Macro Lens 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 5, 12, 19, 26. COURSE #3139. ENROLLMENT IS LIMITED TO 24. 

Just because your camera or lens has a tulip symbol to show it does macro photography does not mean it is true. This course will teach you how to convert existing 

ordinary lenses into real macro lenses--for under ~20 per lens. This is a fun, easy way to learn macro photography with hands-on practice. You will learn about 

inexpensive attachments that will allow any of your DSLR lenses to capture TRUE, REAL 1:1 (or larger) macro images with tremendous detail, not just close-ups or 

cropped images. Through hands-on experience you will learn proper camera settings, tripod techniques, how to use external lighting to extend your Depth of Field 

(DoF), and how to use all the adapters and devices. Finally, you will learn why non-macro Canon and Nikon lenses work so differently when it comes to using them 

as macro lenses with these attachments--plus ways to make Nikon lenses work better in these situations. No other macro class explains this very important 

information and how to overcome the issue. Bring your DSLR camera, its manual, fresh batteries, a tripod (if you have one), and blank memory cards. An additional 

materials fee of .~15 is payable to the instructor for a CD with valuable software that will enhance image taking after the class. 

Professional photographer Ted Salamone has captured images on six continents. Ted enjoys utilizing and teaching the technical and artistic aspects of digital 

photography. His studio, 20/20 Photo and Video, photographs portraits, dance, weddings, sports, and commercial assignments. Ted also conducts field workshops 

and is the Exclusive Carolina Ballet Nutcracker Photographer. 

Register 

Zentangle*~ Workshop 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 5, 12, 19, 26. COURSE #3140 

Zentangle is an easy-to-learn method of creating art from drawing repetitive patterns. It is fascinating, fun, and relaxing! You may find it similar to meditating and 

being "in the zone." Zentangling increases your focus and creativity. With each pen stroke, you are building a deliberate pattern that becomes a stunning 

masterpiece. It is simple to understand and easy to enjoy--even if you are convinced you are not an artist. With Zentangle, you can always explore new areas of 

insight and build your creativity. No art experience required. An additional materials fee of ~;15 is payable to the instructors. The Zentangle art form and method 

was created by Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas. Zentangle is a registered trademark of Zentangle, Inc. Learn more at www.zentangle.com. 

Pat Connolly is a certified Zentangle and yoga instructor. Pat has a master’s degree in social work and is a graduate of Duke Integrative Medicine Center 

Professional Health Coaching Program. Pat teaches meditation, yoga, wellness, and also does health coaching. Taralyn Farrell is a certified Zentangle and yoga 

instructor. Taralyn teaches Zentangle classes and yoga for those looking to relieve stress, ease tension, activate their mind and bodies, and empower their 

creativity. She has a master of science degree in technical communication and a minor in graphic design from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York. 

Register 

Retirement Planning TodayTM 

* SECTION 1: MONDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 10, 17, 24. COURSE #3141 

* SECTION 2: WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 26, APRIL 2, 9. COU RSE #3142 

The days of the "normal" retirement are over. Today’s retirees and those retiring in the next generation will face uncertainties and challenges never seen before. 

This class is designed for both pre-retirees as well as those recently retired; it covers the basic elements of a successful retirement strategy. The course combines 

essential life-planning concepts with more traditional retirement-planning strategies. We will consider questions such as: How will inflation negatively affect your 

portfolio and financial goals? Will your pension or Social Security be there for the rest of your life? How will new tax laws impact your retirement income? Do you 

have a plan to cover the staggering cost of long-term care? Is your estate plan updated to take advantage of current estate tax laws? Are your assets allocated in a 

manner in which they will last through your life expectancy and support your lifestyle goals? Bring your questions to this exciting and eye-opening class. Included 

with your class fee, as a resource, you will receive a notebook with a significant amount of financial content. 

Ben Birken, who will teach the Wednesday course, is a Certified Financial Planner at Woodward Financial Advisors, an independent wealth management firm in 

Chapel Hill. His specialties include retirement planning, investment management, and working with UNC employees. 

James R. Miller, who will teach the Monday course, is a Certified Financial Planner and president of Woodward Financial Advisors, an independent wealth 

management firm in Chapel Hill. He has taught this course at UNC since 2008, as well as similar financial planning and investment courses at local colleges and 

universities. His specialties include retirement-income planning, investment-management techniques, and estate planning. 

Register 

_B___u__!!_d__)_n__g the Bonds of Friendshi!?_. 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 26, APRIL 2, 9, 16. COURSE #3143 

Friends are one of life’s treasures. They bring out the best in you, make you laugh, and help create memorable experiences that can last a lifetime. True friends 



forge a foundation of well-being serving as boosters, buffers, and believers. And like a "bridge over troubled waters," friends form a supportive structure as 

mentors, allies, and guides. Despite these and other positive effects, many of us may get caught in a friendship gap as we change jobs, move, accelerate careers, 

go through a family shift, retire, or seek to redefine ourselves. Participants will explore the qualities and characteristics of friendship, how to cultivate new 

friends, reconnect with old friends who have drifted away, and deepen current friendships. This interactive and upbeat program combines self-reflection, guided 

discussion, and friendship-building strategies for real life application. 

As an author, consultant, coach, and training and development leader, Vicki Field has helped people throughout North America to create positive change in their 

personal and professional lives for over thirty years. As founder of Passage Points, Vicki brings a practical wisdom, a flair for humor, and a focus on collaboration to 

each class. She creates a learning environment where people comfortably connect to exchange ideas, expand their thinking, and take positive steps to move 

successfully through the passage points of their lives. 

Register 

Write Your Life: The Sequel 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, APRIL 2, 9, 16, 23. COURSE #3144; ENROLLMENT IS LIMITED TO 20. 

This course is for people who have taken a previous session of Write Your Life, or who have taken at least one writing class, and wish to develop their memoir, 

novel, or stories for publication. Focus will be on technique and development of whatever it is you are working on. You do not need to have a finished manuscript, 

but you need to have an idea of what it is you want to write about, and at least ten pages of a draft. This class will be interactive and supportive, stimulating and 

fun, 

Instructor Richard Krawiec has taught various popular writing courses for many years for Community Classroom Series. His teaching skills and warm demeanor 

earned him the Friday Center Excellence in Teaching Award in 2009. He has published two novels, Time Sharing (Publisher’s Weekly Recommended) and Faith in 

What?; and a story collection, And Fools of God. His plays have been produced across the US and Canada. His second book of poems, She Hands Me the Razor (title 

poem nominated for a Pushcart Prize), was published by Press 53. His first book of poems, Breakdown, was a finalist for a minor award. His poetry and fiction 

appear in dozens of literary magazines. He has been awarded fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, the NC Arts Council (twice), and the 

Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. He teaches beginning, intermediate, and advanced online fiction writing for UNC-Chapel Hill. He is founder of Jacar Press, a 

Community Active publishing company. 

_R___e__g!_s__t__e___r. 
Advanced Zentangle® Workshop 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, APRIL 2, 9, 16, 23. COURSE #3145 

The Advanced Zentangle workshop will challenge you with new patterns, and also incorporate more mixed media, such as colored pencils, gel pens, watercolor 

paint, and watercolor pencil art. We will demonstrate ways to embellish your tangles and take them to the next level. An additional materials fee of $15 is payable 

to the instructors. The Zentangle art form and method was created by Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas. Zentangle is a registered trademark of Zentangle, Inc. Learn 

more at ~__w____w___.__z__e___n__t__a___n__g_[_e__:_c___o____m__. 

Pat Connolly is a certified Zentangle and yoga instructor. Pat has a master’s degree in social work and is a graduate of Duke Integrative Medicine Center 

Professional Health Coaching Program. Pat teaches meditation, yoga, wellness, and also does health coaching. Taralyn Farrell is a certified Zentangle and yoga 

instructor. Taralyn teaches Zentangle classes and yoga for those looking to relieve stress, ease tension, activate their mind and bodies, and empower their 

creativity. She has a master of science degree in technical communication and a minor in graphic design from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York. 

TUESDAYS, 7-9 PM, APRIL 8, 15, 22, 29. COURSE #3146. ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO 24. 

This course is perfect for anyone who has taken an introductory digital photography course or who already has a basic understanding of aperture, shutter, and ISO 

settings. The course materials have been significantly upgraded, covering more topics than ever--in more depth than even This course will move you into 

advanced amateur status. You will learn when to use aperture priority, shutter priority, or manual modes; in-camera metering; how to set custom functions and 

interpret histograms; how to "drag" the shutter, clean sensors, and perform custom white balances. We will consider the legal rights of photographers, how to use 

exposure bracketing, external flash techniques, and the basics of camera raw imagery and composition. Comprised of lectures and Q&A sessions, this is mainly a 

hands-on class, so bring your DSLR or advanced "point and shoot," its manual and flash, extra fresh batteries, and several memory cards to every class. An 

additional materials fee of 515 is payable to the instructor for a CD with valuable advanced photography software that will enhance image taking after the class. 

Professional photographer Ted Salamone has captured images on six continents. Ted enjoys utilizing and teaching the technical and artistic aspects of digital 

photography. His studio, 20/20 Photo and Video, photographs portraits, dance, weddings, sports, and commercial assignments. Ted also conducts field workshops 

and is the Exclusive Carolina Ballet Nutcracker Photographer. 

Advanced Digital Photography 

THURSDAYS, 7-9 PM, MAY 15, 22, 29, JUNE 5. COURSE #3147. ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO 24. 

Did you know that 95 percent of your digital images are not properly exposed, no matter how expensive your camera and lenses? That’s because digital cameras 

have a fundamental flaw that prevents them from properly exposing for highlights--a must in digital photography. To take images that really "POP!" you need to 

consistently achieve proper exposure in any lighting. You will learn a simplified version of Ansel Adams’ Zone system specifically designed for digital photography. 

In a non-technical, easy to comprehend manner, you will also learn how digital cameras work. By combining this knowledge with proven Zone techniques, you will 

be able to break the tyrannical bonds of "neutral gray" and truly master digital photography. By pre-visualizing your image before pressing the shutter you will also 

be able to produce properly exposed or artistic images that you thought were beyond your ability. You will no longer be bound by your camera’s metering 

limitations and your finished images will be a truer representation of the scene and your vision, not just a result of some internal camera settings. Your images will 

take on a whole new look, with fuller contrast ranges and more vibrant colors and tones. You will also learn composition techniques, basic group posing and more. 

This is a hands-on course, so bring your DSLR camera or advanced point and shoot with Manual mode, its manual, lenses, fresh spare batteries and extra blank 

memory cards. Q&A sessions augment the lecture and in-class assignments. An additional materials fee of 515 is payable to the instructor for a CD with valuable 

advanced photography software that will enhance image taking after the class. 

Professional photographer Ted Salamone has captured images on six continents. Ted enjoys utilizing and teaching the technical and artistic aspects of digital 

photography. His studio, 20/20 Photo and Video, photographs portraits, dance, weddings, sports, and commercial assignments. Ted also conducts field workshops 

and is the Exclusive Carolina Ballet Nutcracker Photographer. 

Register 

REGISTRATION 

Each course is 560. The fee covers the cost of instruction and course materials. It does not include refreshments. Digital photography and Zentangle courses have 

an additional fee, payable to the instructor. Payment must accompany registration. Make checks payable to the Friday Center. 

There are four ways to register: 

Online: register online 

Mail: Print out the registration form and mail it to 

Community Classroom Series 

Campus Box 1020, The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020. 



Fax: Print out the registration form and fax it to 919-962-5549. 

Phone: Call 800-845-8640 or 919-962-2643. 

If you have special needs to accommodate a motor or sensory impairment, please indicate your needs on the registration form. 

UNC-Chapel Hill uses an alternative to the Social Security number called the Personal ID (PID) to aid in keeping records for students and participants. If you do not 

have a PID, you will be required to enter your birthdate and gender so that we can assign you a PID. We appreciate your cooperation. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity. The University does not discriminate in offering access to its 

educational programs and activities on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual orientation, gender 

identity or gender expression. 

CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS 

Full refunds will be given to registrants who cancel in writing one week prior to the first class meeting. No refunds will be made after that date. Substitutions are 

welcome. 

LOCATION 

Courses are held at the Friday Center, which offers ample free parking. The Friday Center is located approximately three miles east of the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, 

just off Highway 54 East (Raleigh Road). The Center is a short distance from Interstate 40 (from Raleigh, 1-40 exit 273A; from Greensboro, 1-40 exit 273). See Map and 

Directions to the Friday Center. 

CONTACT 

For information, contact: 

Jill Conrad (conradj@emaiMmc.edu), Program Facilitator 

Professional Development and Enrichment Programs 

The Friday Center 

800-845-8640 or 919-962-2643 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
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Rachel Turkel <rturkel@uniteforsight.org> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 10:29 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Globa] tlealth & Innovation Conl~rence at Yale 

Dem Colleague, 

I hope that you’re having a lovely start to 2014! You and your colleagues may be interested in attending or presenting at the Global Health & Innovation Conference at 

Yale, which is the world’s largest and leading global health conference as well as the largest social entrepreneurship conference. For those interested in presenting at the 

conference, we are currently accepting social enterprise pitch abstracts for presentation. We would also appreciate it if you could please forward this announcement to 

your colleagues who may be interested in attending or presenting. The registration rate increases after Januayy 31. 

Global Health & Irmov~ion Con~erer~ee 
Presented by Unite For Sight, 11th Annual Conference 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 
Saturday, April 12 - Sunday, April 13, 2014 

http://~a~w.unitefor~lght.or#conference 

"A Meeting of Minds"--CNN 

The Global ttealth & Innovation Conference is the workt’s laxgest global health cont~rence and ~cial entrepreneurship conference. This mus~t-attend, thought-leading 

conference annually convenes 2,200 leaders, changemakers, students, and professionals t~m all tields of global health, international development, and social 

entrepreneurship. Re~ister by January 31 to secure the lowest registration rate: http://~’w.uNteforsi~ht.or~/cont~rence 

Interested in presenting at the conference? Submit a social enterprise pitch abstract for consideration. 

The conference’s confirmed speakers include: 

Keynote Addresses 

"Of Course it Matters, and \Ve Know You Care, But Now, What are You Going To Do About It?" Seth Godin, Blogger, Agent of Change; New 

York Times Bestselling Author of Tribes: We Need You To Lead Us; Founder. Squidoo.com 

Gary Itirshberg, Co-Founder and CEO, Stonyfield Farms 

Michael Moss, Investigative Reporter, New York Times 

Jeffrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute, Columbia University; Quetelet ProtEssor of Sustainable Development, Professor of ttealth Policy and 

Management, Columbia University; Special Advisor to Secretary-General of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon 

Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPH, Director of ttealth, Millennium Village Project, Earth Institute, Columbia UNversity 

Business Principles in Global Health Speakers 

"Appl.ving Business Principles to Global Health: Starting ,aith the Custo~ner," :Mny Lockwood, Chief of Staff to the Director of Research, UCSF, 

Global Health Sciences 

"Linking Health Impact to the Business Decision-Making Process," Kiln Longfield, Director. Research and Metrics, Population Services International 

"Price Expectation and \Villingness to Pay for Health Products in Uganda," Margaret McConnell, Assistant Protester of Global ttealth Economics, 

Department of Global Health and Population, ttayvayd School of Public tteatlh 

"Bringing to Light Hidden Incentives and Disincentives in Global Health," Grant Miller, PhD, MPP, Associate Professor of Medicine, Associate 

Professor of Economics and of Health Research and Policy, Stanford University; Senior Fellow, FSI; Core Faculty Member, CtlPiPCOR 

Design Thinking Speakers 

"Fingerprints & Funny Bones: How Technolo@,, Celebrities and Marketing 3.0 Got Us to a 96% HCT Rate in South Africa," Cal Bruns, 

CEO/ChiefCreative Incubationist, Matchboxology 

"The Laddoo Project: Embedding Sustainable Iteaith Inter~entions in Low-Income Communities," Ramsey Ford, Visiting Assistant Protester, 

Industria] Design, University of Cincinnati; Design Director, Design Impact 

"Using Ituman-Centered Design to Drive Innovations in Family Planning: IDEO.org + MSI," Jade Gray, Business Development Associate, Ideo.o~ 

"Creating Our Way to \Velibeing for Individuals, Corporations, and Communities," Cheryl tleller, Chair, MFA Design for SocM Innovation, School 

of VisuoJ Arts; Partner, CommonWise 
"Designing Change: Using Design Thinking to Rethink Public Initiatives in Mexico," Jmnie Jones, Clinical Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurial 

Practice, Director of SociaJ Entrepreneurship, Kellogg School of Management 

"The Euture of Healthcare Systems: A Designer’s Perspective," Kenneth Kaplan, MSW, MArch. HP, Senior Health System Advisor~ PTSI Project; 
Sociotechnical Systems Research Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

"See V~qaat Your Words Say: Translating Foreign 3rid into Domestic Support," Bob McKinnon, President GALEWiLL Design; Director, the 

GALEWiLL Center for Opportuni~ & Progress 

"Application of Design Thinking to Global Health Device Development: A Discussion of a Risk Matrix Method to Navigate through the ’Valley 

of Death’ from Concept to Manufacturing and Marketing," Robert Miros, CEO, 3rd Stone Design Inc. 

"Youth Sexual and Reproductive Health: A Case for Human Centered Design," Meira Neggaz, Senior Program Officer, MSI-US 



"Designing Effective Sn’ategies for Global tlealth Communication,"Natacha Poggio, Assista~t Profes~r, Visual Communication Design, Hart:[brd Art 

School, University of tIaytford; Founder, Design Global Change 

Environment Health, Ener@,, Food and Agriculture Speakers 

"Framing Smokeless Tobacco Differently: From Curative to Toxic," Mira Aghi, PhD, Behavioral Scientist; Commtmication Expert 

"Redesigning Regional Food Systems for Public Health," Michael Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; 

Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adjunct Associate Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, Columbia Universi~ 

Bo~mie McClafferty, Director, Agriculture and Nutrition, Global Alliance for Impl~oved Nutrition (GAIN) 

"Eggcrate UV: A Novel, More Efficient Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation System for Air Disinfection in Occupied Rooms," Sonya Milonova, 

Research Fellow, Harvard School of Public Health 

"Indoor Pollution and Health: Evaluating the Effects of Smokeless Stoves on Rural Communities in Central tIonduras," Rommy Michelle 

Porras, Pediatrics, Georgetown University Hospital 
"Farmers Eirst: Proven Methods to Increase the Productivity of Africa’s Smallholder Farmers," Barrett Prinz, Director, Global Human Resources 

and Legal, One Acre Fund 

"Glyphosate: The Elephant in the Room," Stephanie Seneff, Senior Research Scientist, MIT Co~nputer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laborato~V 

Film, Photography, Art & Global Health Speakers 

"500 Years," Paco de Onis, Producer, Skylight Pictures 

"Patient Empowerment: tlon, the Visually Impaired Can Become Better Advocates for Themseives...And for Their Ser~4ce Providers," Joseph 

Lovett, Producer/Director, Going Blind 

"Flipping the Narrative About Global Health: Engaging Creative Communities to Tell New Development Stories," Lisa Russell, Enm~y-Winnmg 

Fihnma£er and Global Health Advocate, Governess Films 

Healthcare Delivery Models and Impact Measurement 

"Making a Cure as Common as a Coca-Cola," Eric Bing, MD, PhD, MBA, Senior Fellow & Director, Global Health, Geo~e W. Bush Institute; 

Profes~r of Global Health, Southern Methodist University, Co-Author PhaJxnacy on a Bicycle: Innovative Solutions tbr Global ttealth and Poverty 

"V~lmt Does the Cuban System tlave to Offer the World in the 21st Century?" Peter Bourne, MA, MD, Senior Reseaych Fellow, Green Templeton 

College, UniversiU of Oxford; Vice Chancellor Emeritus, St. George’s University, Grenada; Chair, Medical Education Cooperation with Cuba (MEDICC); 

fom~erly Special Assist~x~t to the President of the US for Health Issues; Assis~nt Secretmy General, United Nations 

"In, proving Access to Malaria Diagnostic Testing in Africa: Challenges and Opportunities," Jessica Cohen, PhD, AssisIant Professor of Global 

Health, Ha~’axd School of Public Health; Non-Resident Fellow, Brookings Institution; Faculty Affiliate, Haxvard Center for International Development; Malaria 

Technical Adviser, Clinton Health Access Initiative; Co-Founder, TAMTAM Africa. Inc. 

"Leveraging a Vertical National Quality Improvelnent Program in Haiti to Spread Quality hnprovement Across Clinical Care," Jean Paul 

Joseph, Qnality hnprovement Coordinator and Monitoring Evaluation Officer, Zanmi Lasante/Partners In Health 

"Access to Artemisinin Combination Therapies (ACT) Remain Low in a Rural District of Uganda Despite the Introduction of Subsidy Schemes to 

Make ACTs More Affordable through the Private Sector," Rosemin Kassam, BSc Pharm, Phann D, RPIL ACPR, Associate Profbssor. Faculty of 

Medicine, School of Population and Public Health; Global Health, Cross-Cultural Health Deliver, Medication Management. and Health Promotion Research, 

The University of British Columbia 

"A Vaccine to Prevent HIV: \Vhen and Hon,," John McGoldrick, Chair, Zimmer Holdings, Inc.; Special Advisor. International AIDS Vaccine Initiative 

(IAVI) 
"Impact of Managed Transport on Health Logistics, Productivity and Equity in Southeiai Zainbia: An Evaluation Using an Interrupted Time 

Series Design," Kala Mehta, DSc, MPH, Faculty Affiliate, Global Supply Chain Management Forum, Stanford Graduate School of Business, Assistant 

Professor, Depm~ment of Epidemiology and Bios~tistics, University of California, San Francisco 
"Using a Point-of-Care EMR for P~aanary Care Surveillance at University Hospital in Mirebalais, Haiti," Gabou Mendy, Mirebalais University 

Hospital Director, Zanmi Lasante/Partners In Health 

"Behavioral Economics: A Toolldt for Rational Health Decisions and Methods in Resource Poor Com~tries," Georgia Salnbunaris, Senior 

Advisol: USAID, Bureau for Economic Grow~th, Education and the Environment 

"Funding, Partnerships, and Access: Innovative Approaches to Bring Medicines to Emerging Markets and Developing Countries," Adam 

Schechter, Executive Vice President and President, Global tIuman Health, Merck & Co. 

"From Zero to Something: Building a Global Health Program from Scratch," Harsh Sule, MD, MPP. Assistant Professor and Director of International 

Emergency Medicine, Thomas Jefferson University & tIospitals 

"Perspectives on Health Policies and Prugranis in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite 

For Sight Partner 

"Practical Performance Management for Poverty Related Organizations: The Progress out of I~overty Index® (PPI®)’’, Steve WrighL VP 

PovelW. Tools and Insights, Granrcen Foundation 

Health Education and University Education Initiatives in Global Health Speakers 

"Global Education for American Medical Students," Susan Itall Forster, MD, Associate Clinical Professor. Director of Medical Studies, Yale School of 

Medicine; Departanent of Ophthalmology and Visual Studies, Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale Health; Medical Director of Eye DepaVnnent, Comell Scott Hill 

Health Center 

"Redefining Scale," Jordan Lev~’, Managing Director, Ubuntu Education Fund 

"Teaching Global Health: What Should We Teach and How Can We Teach It?" Richard Skolnik, Lecturer, Department of Health Policy and 

Management, Yale School of Public Health; Author, "Essentials of Global Health/Global Health 101" 

Accompanhnent in Healthcare Change: V~]ly One Time Educational Training Interventions in Prhnary Care are Just Not Enough in Rural East 

Africa, Mo~fica Slinkard, MSN, ANP-BC, WHNP-BC, Medical Director, LifeNet International 

Health Policy & Advocacy 



"Malaria Advocacy: Shining a Spotlight on Public mid Private Sector Leadership in Africa," Hannah Bo~ven, Director of Policy & Advocacy, 

Malaria No More 

"The Paradox of Universal Health Access," Eliz aheth Bradley, Professor of Public Health, Yale University; Master, Branfold College; Faculty Director, 

Yale Global Health Leadership Institute 

"Do You Want to Make a Profound Difference on Global Health and Climate Change? Reclaiming Our Democracy Matters More than You 

Think!" Sam Daley-Harris, CEO, Center for Citizen Empowermem and Transformation, A Project of RESULTS Edncational Fund 

"Nutrition and the Politics of Food," Michael Jacobson, Phi), Executive Director. Center for Science in the Public Interest 
"Organizing, Leadership, and Politics: Building a Social Movement for Health as a Hmnan Right," ,Ion Shaffer, Community Engagement 

Coordinator, Partners In Health 

"Innovations in Healthcare Management and Patient Centered Care," Richard Siegrist, Director of Innovation and Entrepreneurship; Associate 

Academic Director, MHCM Program; Adj unct Lecturer on Health Care Management, Harvard School of Public ttealth 

"Not All Advocates are Activists: The Power of Unlikely Leaders in the Health Sector," Katy Spencer, Director of Business Development, 

Change.org 

"How to Restore Trnst and Social Responsibility in Medicine," Leana Wen, MD, MSc, Director, Patient-Centered Care Research, Department of 

E~nergency Medicine, The George Washington University 

"Cochrane: The Next 20 Years and the Future of Systeinatic Reviews," Mark Wilson, CEO, The Cochrane Collaboration 

Maternal and Child Health Speakers 

"tlow to Lead with Vision and Still Manage an Organization: Chief Creative Officer’s Challenges," Jane Arnnson, MD, CEO, Founder, Worldwide 
Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistaa~t Professor of Pediatrics, Comell Weill Medical College and Columbia University 

"The Role of fire Private Sector in the Provision of Maternal mid Child Care in Latin America," Alejandro Arrieta, PhD, Robert Stempel College of 

Public Health & Social Work, Florida International University 

"Correlates of Complete Childhood Vaccinations in East.M’rican Countries," Manreen Canavan, PhD, MPH, Associate Research Scientist. Yale 

University School of Public Health 

"Maternal Mortality in South Asia: How an Indian State Almost Beat the ~mierican National Capital," Savita Chandra, Professor and Head, 

Obs~tetrics and Gynecology, Goa Medical College and Hospital 

"Shifting the Focus: Lessons from Leveraging Technology for Maximal Effect in Addressing Postpartum Hemorrhage," Claire Cole, MPH, 

Technical Documentation Advisor. Pathfinder International 

"Ixm’-Cost HPV Testing: Developing a National Screen-and-Treat Program in a Low-Resource Setting," Lauren Ditzian, MS, Director of 

Programs & Operations, Basic Health International 

"Postnatal Kits for Medical Consultations Within Six Days After Deliver3’ in Italti: An Innovative Sn’ategy that Could Itdp Reduce Infant and 

Maternal Mortality," Colhi Gihnartin, Technical Officer, Management Sciences ibr Health 

"Clinical Evaluation: Combined Visual Inspection and Pap for Cer~ical Cancer Prevrntion,’’ Susan Howe, MPH, Epidemiologist. Cllnica Faro, 

Matagalpa, Nicaragua 

"Advancing Abortion Access in Hostile Environments: Ne~v Approaches from a Holistic Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights 
Framework," Ellen Israel, Senior Technical Advisor for Women’s Health and Rights, Pathfinder International 

"hmovators in Sexual and Reproductive Health mid Rights: Profiles of the Capable and Committed in Communities around the World," Latanya 

Mapp Frett, Vice President, Global Planned Parenthood Federation of America 

"The NTDs, Girls and V¢omen, and Blue Marble Health," Peter Hotez, MD, PhD, Professor in Pediatrics and Molecular Virolo~- & Microbiology, 

Baylor College of Medicine; Chair of Tropical Pediatrics, Texas Children’s Hospital; President, Sabin Vaccine Institute; Director, Texas Children’s Hospital 

Center tbr Vaccine Development; Baker Institute Fellow in Disease and Poverty, Rice University 

"’H’ is for Health: Sesame Street’s Efforts to Promote Children’s Health around the World," June Lee, AssisIant Vice President of Global Researeh, 

Sesmne Workshop 

"Using Behavioral Economics to ]hnprove Maternal and Child Health Outcomes," Tricia Morente, COO, Kangu 

"Transforming Medical Education on a Grand Scale: qlae Rwandan Hunian Resources tbr Health Progranl," Cliff O’Callahan, MD, PhD, FAAP, 

Pasnt Chair, AAP Section International Child Health Executive Committee; Director, Nurseries at Middlesex Hospital 

"Helping Infertile Couples in Low Resource Countries with Low Cost Programs," Pasquale Patrizio, Professor of Obestrics and Gynecology, Yale 

School of Medicine; Director, Yale Fertility Center 

Jose Rimon, Deputy Director and Visiting Professor, Bill and Melinda Gates Institute, Population and Reproductive Health, Bloomberg School of Pnblic 

HealtlL Johns Hopkins University 

"Closing the Gap: Reaching Rural Women ~Jth Family Planning Options," Mindy Skelton, Field Operations Officer, Lwala Commnnity Alliance; 

MPtt Candidate, John ttopkins University 

"Maternal Determinants of Timely Vaccination Coverage Among Infants in Rural Bangladesh," Lavanya Vasudevan, PhD, MPH, CPH, Research 

Scholar, Duke Global ttealth Institute; Associate, Department of International Health, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public ttealth 

"hnproving Maternal Outcomes in Resource Poor Rural Environments: A Case Study in Tar~ania," Linda ~qnlder, PhD, MPtt, Special Assistant 

to the Provost: Director of International Outreach, Wilkes University 

Mental and Neurological Health Speakers 

"From Visibility to Transfot~nation: Global Mental Health and the Post-2015 Agenda," Gary Belkin, MD, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor and 

Director, Program in Global Mental t~ealth, New York University School of Medicine; Senior Director tbr Psychiatric Services, New York City Health and 

ttospitals Cortx~ration 

"The Role of Mixed Research Methodologies in Global Mental Itealth Research," Christina Borba, PhD, MPtt, Massachusetts General Hospital; 

tta~;va~;d Medical School; The Chester M. Pierce, MD Division of Global Psychiatry; The MGIt Sch~ophrenia Progran~ 
More speakers to be announced 

"Brhiging Care to Where the Patient Is: Building a Community-Based Model of Epilepsy Care into a Goveiaiment Health Care System in Haiti," 

Shin Daimyo, MPH, Clinical Program Officer, Partners In Health 

"Prevention of Brain Disorders: A Global Priority," Sandro Galea, MD, MPH, DrPH, Amia Cheskis Gelman and Murray Charles Gelman Professor and 
Chair of Epidemiology, Colnmbia University Mailman School of Public Health 



Other Non-Communicable Diseases Speakers 

"Instituting Thrombolytics tbr STEMI in Low Income Settings: Lessons Learned from American Samoa," David Bouslough, MD, MPH, FACEP, 

Assis~nt Clinical Professor, Director, Division of International Emergency Medicine, Dep0a~n~ent of Emergency Medicine, Wmxen Alpert Medical School of 

Brown University; Director of Life Support Education, Clinical Advisor for Emergency Medicine, Emergency Preparedness, and Palliative Care, LBJ Tropical 

Medical Center, American Samoa 
"\Vhy NCDs Matter to Business: The Private Sector’s Role, Resources, and Responsibilities," Eve Heyn, Manager of Communications & External 

Affairs, GBCHealtla 

"Building Integrated Systems for NCDs in Rwanda and Haiti," Gene Kwan, MD, CliNcal Fellow, Bos~ton Medical Center and Partners In Health 

"Advances and Collaborative Opportunities in Global Eye Health Research," Gyan "John" Prakash, PhD, MBA, Associate Director, International 

Programs, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of tlealth 

"MisLEAD: America’s Secret Epidemic," Tamara Rubin, Executive Director, Lead Sat~ America Foundation 

"Give Me Vision: I Will Show You A Path," Satang Samal, Founder, Kalinga Eye tlospital, NYSASDRI, India; Unite For Sight Partner 
"Game Change: Leveraging Chronic Disease Prevention to In, prove US Health and Competitiveness," Derek Yach, MBChB, MPH, DSc, 

Executive Director, The Vitality Institute 

Research, Monitoring, and Evaluation Speakers 

"Writing for Medical and Global Iteaith Journals: An Insider’s View ," ,localyn Clark, Senior Editor, PI,oS Medicine 

"The Irrational Health Consumer: Understanding and Addressing Underinvestment in Preventative Health," Rachel Glennerster, PhD, Director, 

J-PAL Global; Scientific Director, J-PAL Africa; Co-Chair, Agriculture 

"From Counting to Quality: Integration and Transform allan of Mouitoring, Evaluation, and Quality lmprnvement Systems Across Partners In 
Health," Lisa Hirschhorn, Monitoring, Evaluation & Quality hnprovement Directol; Partners In Health 

"Vision Rehabilitation in Glaucoma: Research Opportunities and Challenges," Janies Tsai, MD, Robe(t R. Young Professor and Chairman, 

Departanent of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Yale University School of Medicine; Chief of Ophthalmology; Yale-New Haven Hospital 

"Retlfinking the Role of Research in Enhancing State Capability for hnplementation," Michael Woolcock, Lead Social Development Specialist, 

Development Research Group. The World Bank 

Philanthropy and Investment Speakers 

"Re-Imagining Philantlu’opy tbr Global Health," Diana Ayton-Shenker, Founder and CEO, Fast Forward Fund 

"Building an lmpactful Micro-Enterprise Development Organization in Small, Reinote, Pacific Island Coinmunities," Greg Casagrande, Founder, 

MicroDreams 

"The Inventor’s Pathway: How Technology Ideas Turn into Products mid Businesses that hnprove Lives," Carol D’ahl, PhD, Executive Director, 

The Lemelson Foundation 

"A Point of Historic Opportunity: Makh~g the Case for Investlnents in AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria," Deborah Derrick, President, Friends of 

the Global Fight Againfft AIDS, Tnberculosis and Malaria 

"The Role of Gove~a~ment Funding for Innovative Projects/Enterprises in Global Health," Omer hnfiazuddin, Global Health and Impact Investing 

Consnltant 

"A Donor’s Toolkit to Promote Change," ,indith Itelzner, Director, Popnlation and Reproductive Health, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthar Foundation 
"Social Return on Investment (SROD in Global Iteaith & Development: A New Framework for Valuing "O, qlat Matters," Shubha Kmnar, MPtt, 

PhD, Assistant Prot~ssor & Director of Programs, University of Southern Calitbmia (USC) 

"Responsible Investment in the 21st Century: Recent Trends and Developments," Steve Lydenberg, Founding Director, Initiative for Responsible 

Inves~tment, Hauser Center for Nonprofit Organizations, Harvard University 

"Mainstreaming Impact Investment: Catalyzing Capital tbr a More Incinsive Society," Abigail Noble, Impact Investing, Alternative Investing a~ld 

New Economic Thinking, World Economic Forum 
"Pay for Performance in Global Health," Thomas Pogge, Leitner Professor of Philosophy and hltemational Affairs, Yale Universi~ 

Social Enterprise Speakers 

"Games to Reach Beyond the Converted: The Half the Sky Movement," Asi Burak, President, Games for Change; Faculty, SVA, Design tbr Social 

hTrlovation 

"Rmia: Sustainable Sourcing mid Brand Development," Tyler Gage, Co-Founder and Presidenk Runa 

"Trend Cycles in Natural Food: How Niche Needs Grow to Change how America Eats," Ian Kelleher, Co-Founder and Director of Sales, Peeled 

Snacks 
"Experiments in Scaling Social Benefit," Thane Kreiner, PhD, Executive Director. Center for Science, Technology, and SocieF, Santa Clam University; 

Howard and Alida Cha~ney Universi~’ Professor of Science and Technology for Social Benefit, Santa Clara UniversiF 

"Acltie~.ng Viabili~, Through Utterly Unreasonable & Idealistic Aspirations," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the Public and 

Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"Lessons Learned from Managing De-Centr’,flized Mini-Grids for Electrification: "v$]lat is Next?" Manoj Sinha, Co-Founder, Husk Power Systems 

"Wake Up. Go to "Ogork. Save the World." Arran Stephens, President and Founder, Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. 

,loe "v$]finney, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Social Entrepreneurship Speakers 

"Global Change n4th a Local Impact: Sa~4ng Lives Through Innovation in Clean Energy - The Power of Social Enterprise," Ran Bills, Chairman 

and CEO, Envirofit International 
"V~qaat Moves You, Grabs You and \Von’t Let You Go," Eve Blossom, Founder, Lulan Artisans 

"Building Modern Institutions on Traditional Values: The Case Studies of R~,anda and Haiti," Michael Fairbanks, Fellow, Weatherhead Center tbr 

International Afl~rs, Harvard University 

"Debunking the Cult of the Social Entrepreneur," Scott Gilmore, CEO and Founder, Building Markets 



"Lessons Learned from SEAD: The Social Entrepreneurship Accelerator at Duke," Matt Nash, CASE Managing Director, Fuqua School of 

Bufines~ Duke University 

"Building an Ecosystem for Social Innovation: Lessons Learned," Amy Pearl, Executive Director and CEO, Springbx~ard Innovation 

"Supporting Healthcare Social Entrepreneurs: The IPIHD Story," Krishna Udayakumar, MD, MBA, ttead of Global Innovation, Duke Medicine; 

Executive Director, International Paxtnership for Innovative Healthcaxe Delivery (IPIHD) 

Social Media & Marketing Speakers 

"The Difference it Makes: The hnpact of Children’s Media on Achieving International Health Devdopment Goals," Charlotte Cole, Blue 
Butterfly Collaborative 

"Engaging Young People in Social Change," Dave DeLuca, ttead of C~unpaign~ Do Something 

"Creating Connected Awesomeness," Scott Henderson, M~maging Director, CauseShift 

Eve Iteyn, Communications & External Al~hirs Manager, GBCHealth 

"Making You Laugh ~$]file Saving Your Life Through Auimation," Eirdaus Kharas, Ch~mnan, Chocolate Moose Media and Culture Shift 

Surgery & Global Health Speakers 

"Guidelines for Choosing an Intra-Ocular Lel~s for Implantation :M’ter Cataract Extraction V~qaere There is No Equipment for Biometry," Thomas 

Baah, MD, Ophthalmologist and Director, Save The Nation’s Sight Clinic, Ghana 

"Supporting Local Doctors to Build Local Capacity," James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, CrysIal Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For 

Sight Ghana Medical Director 

"Scaling Up Cataract Surgeries in Ghana: Systems that \Vork and Those that Don’t," Michael Gyasi, MD, Ophthalmologist, North Western Eye 

Centre, Accm, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

"In, possible Dreams: The Ascent of Everest and Eradicating Blindness," Geoffrey Tabin, Professor and Director~ International Division of 

Ophthalmology, University. of Utah, John A. Moran Eye Center; Co-Founder and Co-Director, Himalayan Cataxact Project 

"The Role of Global Networking in hnproving Local Eyecare Programs: A Case of Friends Eye Center in Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, 
Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Friends Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

Technology in Global Health Speakers 

"The Next [Global] Scientific Revolution," Nina Dudnik, PhD, Founder & CEO, Seeding Labs 

"Taking Heed of Maslow: Avoiding file Urge to Nail Every Health Challenge with the Teclmolog2y Hanmier," Paul Ellingstad, Parter and Program 

Development Director, Sus~Anabili .ty and Social hmovation, Hewlett-Packard 

"The Power of Health in Every Mama’s Hand: Using Mobile Technolo~- to Educate mid Empower Low-Income Mothers mid Families," Kirsten 
Gagnaire, Executive Director, Mobile Alliance for Maternal Action (IVIAIVIA) 

Jose Gomez-Marquez, Little Devices @MIT and co-founder LDTC+Labs LLC 

"Curing with Upgraded Visions: Planting New Potentials," Martin Gordon, MD, FAAAS, Emeritus Chamnan and Lifetime Trustee, Cushing/Whitney 

Medical Libr~ Board; Prior Clinical Professor of Medicine, Yale UniversiW School of Medicine 
"Using Mobile Phone, Social Innovation, and Cloud in PMTCT and OVC Programs," Bobby Jefferson, Director Intbrmatics, Futures Group 

"Affordable Technolog~-Mediated Rehabilitation of Stroke Sur~ivors in a Global Context," Michelle Johnson, PhD, Assistant Prot~ssor, 

Department of Physical Medicine ~md Rehabilitation (PM&R), University of Pennsylvania 

"tIealth Education for Lo~, Literacy Communities that is Seen, Read, Heard and Understood," Brian Julins, Owner, Books of Hope 

Alain Lahrique, Assistant Professor, Program in Global Disease Epidemiology and Control, Detmrtanent of International Health and Depaxtment of 

Epidemiology, Bloombe~g School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University.; Directol; JHU Global ~nHealth Initiative 

"Breath.Mert: High-Perlbrmance, Low-Cost Detection and Correction of Apnea of Prematurity in Low-Resource Settings," Kelley Maynard, 

Director of Technology Development, Rice 360: Institute for Global Health Technologies, Rice University. 
"Contlict-Free Congo: The Paradox of Our New Technologies," Bandi Mbubi, Founder, Congo Calling 

"Progrmnmable Bio-Nano-Clfips Customized for Afford able Healthcare and Wellness Applications," Jolm McDevitt, PhD, Brow-n-Wiess Professor 

of Bioengineering and ChemisW, Rice Universi~ 

"Hacking Global Health: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Im~ovation," Kenneth Paik, MD, MBA, Director of Operations, Sana 

"mIteaith: Smarter Systems for the Commuuity tIealth Workforce: The Social Enterprise’s Perspective," Carter Po~,ers, COO, Dimagi, Inc. 

"Tele-Ophthahnology: Ne~,er Ways to Reach Out to India’s Large Diabetic Population," Tamilarasan Senthii, Ophthalmologist, Pranav Eye 

Foundation, India 
"The Impact of Direct Work Communication and Engagement in Supply Chuin Transparency," Todd Stark, President, Good World Solutions 

Water and Sanitation Speakers 

"Retlfinldng the Water-Health Nexus: Insights from East Africa," Zafar Adeel, Director, United Nations University-, Institute for ~Vater, Environment 

and Health 
Doulaye Kone, PhD, Senior Progran~ Ott~cer, WSH, Toilet Teach Trans~bmmtives Technologies, Global Development, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

"Food Security, Water Scarcity, and the Right to Health," Bob Lawrence, MD, Pn~i~ssor in Environmental ttealth Sciences, The Center lbr a Livable 

Future, Johns ttopkins Center for Global ttealfl~ 

"Drinking Water Source and Risk of Orofacial Clefts in the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Philippines," Haley Raimondi, Manager, 
Research and Outcomes Department, Operation Smile, Inc. 

Interactive Workshops 

Michael Conard, RA, NCARB, Senior Principal, Design + Urbanism Architectural, LLC; Urban Design Lab at the Earth Institute; Adjunct Associate 

Professor, Graduate School of Architecture, Pl~mning and Preservation, Columbia Universi~ 

"The Nero Syndrome: Why Development Projects Fiddle \Vhile the \Vorld Burns," Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee 

Co. 



30se Gomez-Marquez, Lirtle Devices @MIT and co-thunder LDTC+Labs LLC 

"Global Health Education: Re~iewing Effective Strategies of Dissemination of Itealth Information," Brian Heuser, EdD, MTS, Assistant Professor 

of the Practice of Intema’fonaJ Education Policy, Peabody College of Vanderbilt University, Atfiliated Faculty, Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health 

"From Pitfalls to Perfection: How to Write about Global Itealth," Eve Heyn, Manager of Communications & External Affair~ GBCttea]th 
Judith LaBelle, President Emeritus and Senior Fellow, Glynwood 

_Main Labrique, Assistant Professor; Program in Glob~2l Disease Epidemiology and Control, Department of International Health and Depaxttnent of 

Epi&miology, Bloomberg School of Public Health~ Johns Hopkins University; Director, JHU Glob~l mHealth Initiative 

"~,¥hat ~,¥ould YO U Do? A Workshop on Hard Choices for Social Enterprise Start-Ups," Rodney North, The Answer Man - Information for the 

PuNic and Media, Equal Exchange Coop 

"Building Skills to Advocate for Change ~ith Health Data," Tara Nutley, Senior Technical Specialist, MEASURE Evaluation, Futures Group 

"My Billion Dollar Voice: How Advocacy Is Transforming Global Health," Ken Patterson, Global Grassroots Manager, Results 

Joe V~]timaey, Founder and CEO, Theo Chocolate, Inc. 

Complete conference details can be ~en on the 2014 Global Health & Innovation Cont~rence website. 

TNs emNI was sent to regester@emaii unc.edu by Rachel Turkei 
Unsubscribe f~om UniLe For Sigi~t Corffe~erlce Annourlcements 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Metz, Winifred F <~freddie@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, January, 23, 2014 11:48 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: DVD to be Purchased 

We have a couple of copies of the fihn. I ordered it back in 2008/2009. I saw the film when it prelniered and I thought I’d sent an email out to you, Tim and some 
other folks I thought it would be of interest to - for their research and classes. 

I’m sorry I didn’t follow np further with you. 

Come by and get it anytime - 65-DVD6949 

Best, 
Winiti-ed 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@email, unc.edu 
919-962-4099 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 9:59 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Fred: This past Tuesday I was invited to serve on a panel at Duke sponsored by the 2014 Ethics Film Series in the American South. The documentary was 
called Moving Midway by Godfrey Cheshire. It was about a former plantation house that was being moved/relocated because a mega shopping complex is being 
proposed for the land on which the house stood. When the filmmaker (who is a descendant of the plantation owners) started making the documentary -- a 
number of African Americans who claimed that they too were descendants including a black history professor at NYU emerged. I have not actually seen the 
documentary because I canceled on Tuesday night due to the weather but since it focuses on N.C. history, it definitely should be purchased for our library. You 
can access reviews and other info on this documentary on-line. If you need me to send you some of the links let me know. When the DVD is purchased, I would 
love to see it. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 3:15 PM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb~@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

comm@listserv.unc.edu; awt~boar&~kai.unc.edu; aM~members@listserv.unc.edu; honora~degrees@sakaJ.unc.edu 

[genelali:aculb~] REMINDER: Nominalions tbr 2015 UNC-CH Houorary Degrees due Janua~cy 31 

Dear Colleagues, 

The faculty’s ~2~_~_~_~_~__~_~__~_29_9_~_~L~E~_~5__~_~_~P_~_~_L~_~L~_5 invites your nominations for candidates for UNC honora~ degrees to be awarded at the 2015 

May Commencement ceremony. 

A maximum of five of these prestigious awards will be given to recognize individuals who have rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in 

our nation, in the American South, or our State of North Carolina; people who have made outstanding contributions to knowledge in the world of scholarship; 

people whose talent and creativity in the world of the arts has enriched our lives; and people whose devotion to and support of our University merits our highest 

recognition. 

It is important to note that members of the Board of Governors or staff of the University of North Carolina or any of its constituent institutions are not eligible. 

These persons become eligible two years after termination of such status. Awards are not conferred in absentia or posthumously. 

The deadline for nominations this year is Janua~ 31, 2014. 

Full information about this award, including criteria, eligibility, past winners, and the process for submitting a nomination is available on the Honorar~ De~rees 

~age of the Faculty Governance website. 

if you have any questions, please contact Anne Whisnant in the Office of Faculty Governance at 9~9-962-~67~ or anne whisnant~unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

Anne ~itchell Whisnant 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170, Carr Buiidin~ 200-2~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9~70 

http:!/faccoun,unc,edu/ 

,, -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalthculty a~s: regeste~tbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.e&lu?id 66902437.0alZ4160b3368fafa7dl 5bl 5c4c405eb4&n T&I generali?aculty&o 34153531 or send a blank email to 

leave-34153531- 66902437.0a~:416063368i?dia7d 15bl 5c4c405eb4(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Seeking women who are 1 year postpartum .... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking health?’ women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
follo~ving categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression in the past, but not after childbirth 
3. Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients. This study requires 4 visits to UNC. $350 compensation 
upon completion. 

For more reformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board. IRB# 07-1353 CTRC# 2649 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Persunal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Spring 2014 AIDS Course- Principles, Practices, aJ~d Politics--1 credit hour--pass/fa~l 

An hour of credit for a lifetime of knowledg!! 

Course: pLrBH 420 

AIDS-Principles, Practices, and Politics 

ONE Credit Course! 
Pass/Fail 
Spring Semester 2014 
Tuesday- evenings - 5:30 - 6:50PM 
Section 01 - Undergraduate 
Section 02 - Graduate or Professional 

This interdisciplinary AIDS course exposes students to relevant 
infbrmation and issues. It strives for behavior and attitude changes 
This is a one credit-hour course open to all students regardless of 

class or field of stud)’. 

Grading is based on attendance, one essay, and a short paper. Required readings consist only of short articles, relevant to each lecture topic. Undergraduates take the course as 
p ass-fail, while graduate students may earn a grade if they choose to 
write an extensive research paper. 

Lecture Topics to be discussed: 
- ttIV: [[’he Vires & the Immune Sysbem 
- Face of AIDS: Patient Panel 
- Preventinn 101: Condom?show and Tell plus Youth and Teens at Risk 
- HIV: Manifestations of Disease 
- International AIDS, Prevention Strategies 
- HIV and Drug Use 
- AIDS in the African American Cotmnunity 
- (lay Life in America 
- Tuberculosis and HIV 
- Women and Gender Issues 
- AIDS and Mental Health 
- HIV in the Prison Setting 

Register for the AK)S Course, PI2BH 420 Today[! 

For more information, please contact Madison Hayes (madison hayes@unc.edu) 

This message is sponsored by: UNC (;enter for AIDS Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://m¥.unc. edu, and select 
Update Personal Infom~atinn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 1NFORM_ATIONAL: Paxticipate in a research study on cooperation in romm~tic relationships 

Are you in a romantic relationship? Have you been with the same partner for at least six months and are you both at least 18 years old? If" so, you and your partner are invited to participate 
in a new research study on cooperation within romantic relationships! 
The study consists of two parts--an online questionnaire and a laborato~z session. The questionnaire will take no longer than 15 minutes, can be taken in private on a computer of your 
choice, and will include common questions about your relationship. Both you and your partner must complete the online questionnaire before coming to the lab. At the end of the 
questionnaire, you will be asked to provide your email address as well as your partner’s email address so that a member of our research team can contact you for scheduling a lab session 
The laboratoW session will take place in Davie Hall, room 326, and will take no longer than 45 minutes. During this session we will assess your physiological activity’, ask both you and your 
partner to complete a challenging task, and then ask you both to answer more questions about your relationship. 
Participation is entirely voluntary If you complete both parts of the stu@, you and your partner may receive up to $10 each. 

NOTE: Those cun-ently participating in stu@ #13-1976, Everyday Couple Interactions 2 are ineligible for this study-. Ho~vever, if you have participated in study #13-1976 in the past or are 
considering participating in stu@ #13-1976 in the future, you may still participate in this study-. 

To begin the study, click on the link to the online questionnaire belo~v: 

https:/Tunc.azl qualtrics.corn~’SE/?SID SV 01au94akvU3FadL 

If you have any questions, please contact: 

PI:                         @live nnc edu) 
Co-Investigator: Laura Kurtz (lkurtz@email.unc edu, (919)818-1204) 
Faculty Advisor: Sara Algoe (algoe@unc.edu) 

This sturdy has been approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review Board, IfZB# 13-2979, date of approval: 01/15/2014 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Are you interested in meditation? 

Science has shown that meditation improves people’s health and wellbeing Help UNC researchers discover how it ~vorks. 

For this research study, we need people who are: 
bet~veen 35 and 64 years old 
fluent in written and spoken English 
not engaged in regular meditation practice 

Participation includes: 
One 2-hour lab visit, inhaling either oxytocin or placebo nasal spray 
Three weekly 10-minute web-based surveys 
One 5-minute lab visit 4 weeks after the baseline session 

You should not be in this study if you: 
Are pregnant 
Are breastfeeding now or have been breastfeeding during the past three months 
Gave birth during the past six months 
Are actively tlying to get pregnant 

We will pay up to $120 for completion of the stu@. 

For more information, please visit www unco×ystudy.com 

This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Fredrickson and has been 
approved by the UNC Office of Human Research Ethics Behavioral IRB, 
study 12-2371, on 11/7/13. 

’]7his email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

no reply@emaikunc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edt~> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Interested in Nature Programs liar children & tiamilies? 

The North Carolina Botanical Garden offers wonderful learning opportunities for children and families to connect with the natural ~vorld, including Preschool classes, Afterschool Nature 

Club, Art/Nature programs, Famil? Science Workshops and Nature Explorers Summer Camp’. 

For more information and to register online: http:i/ncb~ unc.edu/for-children-and-families/. 

This message is sponsored by: North Carolina Botanical Garden 

INFORNL4TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyL’NC at ~/im, Lunc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:49 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Technology Development Gra~t Optx~rtuni~ 

TE~CHNOLOGY DE\,W~L OPME5,~2 PILOT PROGRAM 

The Vice Chancellor for Research is soliciting proposals for a pilot program to support efforts to move unlicensed University technology borne ficom research towards a validated cormnercial 
product or service, iVlost proposals will be in the $5,000-$30,000 range and it is expected that four to six proposals will be funded dtu-ing each competition. The deadline for proposals is 
March 3, 2014. 

To be eligible, the University technolo~z must be patentable or otherwise licensable as copyright or tangible property. Preference ~vill be given to projects with an identifiable GO/NO GO 
endpoint such that the Principal Investigator and Office of Technology Development can: 

¯ Fill technical gaps prior to a Patent Review Con~mittee meeting or respond to questions raised by a Patent Review Committee, OR 
¯ Respond to specific questions raised by external evaluators or potential licensees 

Examples include establishnaent of proof-of-concept, construction of a prototype, validation or reproduction in a model of commercial interest, preliminary safety testing, etc Funding may 
be used within the university or may be used to engage a contract partner as needed. Ftmds may not be used to fund basic science or research that is not directly tied to any commercial 
application or licensing objective, nor may funds be used to cover patenting costs. 

APPLICATION PROCEDUR_ES 
Submit a brief (2-page) proposal with separate proposed budget and budget rationale to Jo Ann Gustafson in the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research (joalm~gustafson@unc.edu) by 
March 3, 2014. The proposal should describe the commercial applications of the technology, licensing discussions to date, an over, dew of the proposed study, and ho~v the stud?’ will 
directly further the University’s ability to con~mercialize the technology. Review teams will be constructed after the applications are received so that the expertise needed is represented, but 
~n general, the review teams will resemble Patent Review Committees in their makeup. Every attempt will be made to provide a rapid response. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, January 24, 2014 10:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Funding opportunity tbr undergraduate students 

Dear Carolina Faculty, Staff and Students: 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is sponsoring a mini research proposal development workshop during its Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) reformation session. 
For more irA’ormation visit: http://ourunc.edu/classes/workshops/ 

This message is sponsored by: Office for Undergraduate Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Alumni of all ages -- come on over to the Hill. 

* Follow [lae events that took place in 

the spring a n d s ummer of 

Kigcr ’74. leads our Civi~ V~rar series 

during the ~-5o ),ear eommemoration~ 

CeLL 

Ah~mni activities, communications and services are noL a line il.em b~ the Unive[~ity 

budget but a~v flmded by G~%,~ member d ues. If you think this mission of serMng onr 

Universffy and keeping ;dunmi infbrmed and involved is Jmporhmt, membet~;hip is for 

you, Join Loday Lo support Carolbm and l:o reeeivc valuable benefits and services and a 

subscription to khe Ngibd and p~irtt versions of the dk~rogna Ahml~li Review. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, George Fredrick <gfmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:00 PM 

Hildebrand, Regin~3d F <hildebra@email.unc.edu-~; Lambert, Michael C <mlamberk@email.unc.edtr~; Regester, Charlene B 

<regester@email.unc.e&~> 

Loose your Mother and Ain’t I a Woman 

Dear Professors Regester, Lambert, and Hildebrand, 
Regarding the book_Lose Your Mother_, which you are using this term: we have sold out and reordered; unfortunately the book is backordered at the publisher 

until February 7 (so, provided the publisher actually gets it then, Student Stores should have it by February 9). 

In addition, Professor Lambert is using _Ain’t I ~ Wom~n_ by Bell Hooks; we never received our original order for this title, because it is out of stock at the 

publisher, and as of today they still have no due date for this book. Our used dealers do not have copies of the book, and Amazon is out of stock of the new book, 

and they are charging ~40.00 for the used book, which is twice the original price of the new book. 

Sorry for the bad news. 

Best wishes, 

George Morgan, Textbook Buyer 

UNC Student Stores 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mufima, Sinamenye A <smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Friday, JanuaD124, 2014 4:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@ema~J.unc.edu> 

RE: Language Instructor Fair in Raleigh - Oplyortunities tbr Alumni/Foreign Language Speakers 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you so much for forwarding me this message. 1 appreciate it~ 

Bes~: regards, 

From: Reges~r, Charlene B 

Sent~ v~ernes, 24 de enero de 20[4 9:07 
T~ Nutima, Sinamenye A 
Subje~t~ ~: Language Instructor ~air ~n Raleigh - Oppo~unities for Alumni/~oreign Language Speakers 

From: Kate Harden [Kmarden@dlsdc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2024 22:07 PH 
To; Kate Harden 
Subject; Language Instructor Fair in Raleigh - Opportunities for Alumni/Foreign Language Speakers 

Good afternoon, 

I hope this message finds you well. I am with Diplomatic Language Services, a language services company based in the Washington, DC area that works with 

government, military, and commercial clients. We are currently looking for experienced instructors who would potentially be open to teaching opportunities with 

one of our government clients in the metro DC area. We are looking for instructors of a wide variety of languages, including - but not limited to - Arabic (multiple 

dialects), Farsi, Swahili, Somali, Mandarin Chinese, Korean, Turkish, Urdu, Telegu, Vietnamese, and Portuguese. Please note: these positions DO require relocation 

to the Washington, DC metro area. While full relocation costs are not reimbursed, DLS will discuss how we can help alleviate some of that burden with each 

individual separately. Instructor positions on this contract are full-time positions that can last anywhere from a few months to one year. Depending on the client’s 

continuing language requirements, many of these instruction positions are extended beyond their initial end date. Most positions that are initially slated to last 

for only a few months are picked up again for a full year, so many of our instructors teaching with this client have been doing so for several years. These positions 

are not full-time indefinite jobs, but they are full-time with a good possibility of extension. If an instructor’s position is not extended, we do our best to find 

another opportunity with a different client. We have many clients in the DC metro area and, thus, many classes, so we work hard to keep our instructors gainfully 

employed. Classes for this client entail a combination of language instruction and cultural training, and the location of instruction is Arlington, VA, just outside of 

Washington, DC. 

I am writing to you at UNC’s Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies to see if you have suggestions for reaching individuals who might be 

interested in relocating to the DC area and!or to see if you might be able to pass the word around the graduate student and alumni communities. Two of my 
th colleagues will be in Raleigh next Thursday, January 30 from lpm-4pm holding a job fair for interested individuals. While we are still finalizing location, Fd be 

happy to send the full information once finalized. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and thank you in advance for any response. 

Best regards, 

Kate Marden 

Recruiting Manager 

Diplomatic Language Services 

703-243-4855, ext. 157 

kmardenOdlsdc,com 
Uke DL3 o,~ F~:~book 

" :: :~ :: http://ts2.mm.bin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34158572-72327598@listser<unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEEREID> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:59 PM 

a]iican- a~d- a]?o- americaJ~- sludies- t~cul~ <al]cic~- and- afro- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cliue, Alexis L <Alexis Cliue@unc.edt~ 

[a2ricaaa-m~d-afm-americ~- s~dies- faculty] Jail-college- facul .Iy] I~W: A~ts and Sciences Grams for Interdisciplina~ Iuitiatives 

The enclosed call for proposals is being sent to ail faculty in the College; an information copy will be sent separately to administrative managers. 

Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS - DUE MARCH 28~ 2014 

The College of Arts and Sciences has committed a total of $60,000 for the academic year July 1, 2014 through J une 30, 2015 to encourage and fund the 

development of interdisciplinary teaching and research initiatives in the three areas listed below. The proposals submitted must be for the support of 

primarily college faculty initiatives and must include more than one university department. 

¯ Conferences. Grants are available to support on-campus interdisciplinary conferences that will benefit the research and/or teaching of College 

faculty in two or more units. Proposals that specify how the support has the potential to advance interdisciplinary research and/or teaching on 

campus on a more sustained basis will be more competitive. Grants ordinarily will not exceed $10,000. 

¯ Research initiatives. Grants of up to $10,000 are available as seed money to teams of two (2) or more faculty that develop interdisciplinary 

research initiatives. Any such initiative must have a clear rationale and a demonstrable goal and outcome(s). Projects with a strong potential for 

external funding will be especially competitive. Faculty may use a grant for research support, including summer salary and benefits. 

¯ Team teaching initiatives. Grants are available to teams of two (2) or more faculty that wish to develop interdisciplinary undergraduate or graduate 

courses. Proposed course(s) must be offered during the regular academic year and must be taught at least twice. The chairs of the units in which 

the faculty team members are appointed must approve the course(s) and teaching schedules of the faculty involved. The grants, which may not 

exceed $16,000, may be used in a variety of ways (e. g., salary and benefits for graduate assistance, supplies, travel expenses, or summer salary 

and benefits for the faculty). The size of the awards will vary according to the needs of the applicants. 

Selection Process 

A selection committee of five (5) tenured faculty members appointed by the Dean from various departments in the College will review all interdisciplinary 

proposals for the academic year 2014-2015. On or about May 1, 2014, the committee will advise the Senior Associate Deans as to the merits and level of 

funding the committee recommends for the most competitive proposals. Grants will be awarded as of July 1, 2014 and funds must be spent by May 31, 

2015. Faculty awarded grants will report to the Dean on the use and outcome(s) of their grant no later than June 30, 2015. 

The Interdisciplinary Initiatives program will be assessed in the spring of 2015. 

Application Process 

Only proposals from tenured or tenure-track faculty or senior lecturers will be considered. Proposals must contain a project description and rationale (no 

more than 1,500 words total) to be funded by the grant as well as a one-page budget. All proposals must be written in jargon-free, non-specialized 

language and also carry an endorsement from the chairs of the unit(s) in which the faculty who submit the grant are appointed. 

The deadline for Interdisciplinary grants proposals is March 28, 2014. Proposals MUST be submitted electronically to Alexis Cline, alexis cline@unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
all - college - t~cul~ as: aid can- and- afro- am erican - st udies- l:ac ul ty@listserv, unc.edu. <ul> 

qi> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<ul> 
a£ricaaa- m~d-afm-americ~- s~dies- faculU as: <~ hre~"ma~lto:reges~te@ema~l.uuc.edu">reges~te@ema~l.uuc.edu<Ta>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Blank-White <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannmy 24, 2014 5:55 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

SustaJnability Survey 

UNC-Chapel Hill is rudely regarded as a national and international leader in sustainability. To better undersexed the integration of sustainability across the institution, the 

University is surveying ~:acul~" to compile m~ inventou of sustafinability- related courses mad research. This information will be used for intemdl strategic plm~ning and for 

external assessment purposes. 

Sustafinability in this context refers to courses and research with a focus on may of the follomng: 
[] Sustainabiliu as an integrated concept having social, economic, and environmental dimensions. 
I] The application of sus~tainabili~~ within a field. 
I] UnderstaMing, or providing skills and/or knowledge directly connected to solving one or more major sustainability cha]lenges, which could include climate cha~ge, 
air qualiU, world peace, the deliveU of water or health cm-e to underserved popnlations, the eradication of tx)verty, or the planning of communities. 
I] Engaging community members to achieve tx~sifive social, economic, m~d environmental outcomes. 

Please click on the link below to colnplete this brief(5 minutes) survey by January 31, 2014. 

Please click here to take the survey. 

If you have qnestions or need technical assistance, please contact Kristin Blank-White, Research and Outreach Manager in the Sustainability Office, at kristin.blank- 

white@fac.unc.edu, 919-843-5295. 

Tha~k you tbr your a,ssis~nce. 
UN C- Chapel Hill S us~tainabili~~ Office 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, Janualy 24, 2014 6:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

CBC E-News You Can Use’. 

CBC Communications 1.24.14.pdf 

Hi Friends. 
Wow! The year is off to a fast start. Support our coaches, Harlis and Nicole, as there is the Dick Taylor UNC Challenge (indoor track meet) this weekend. 

http:/iwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPID=:12972&SPSID=667905 
Reminder: We meet with the Provost on Tuesday, January 28 at 2:00 p,m, {Union 3102)o We will continue the important dialogue we started with the 
Chancellor. As the Chief Academic Officer, Provost Dean is responsible for much of the climate and operation of the university. It was my best intention to 
send a poll to the Caucus to rank our concerns in preparation for our meeting with him. (With the understanding that each and every interest is valid and 
important to someone.) However, life happened. © I hope that you attend to share examples and possible solutions. Here are the following concerns that have 
come to the attention of the Caucus leadership over the past few years: 

1. Black student enrollment. 

2. Black student retention. 
3. Black faculty and staff hiring. 
4. Black faculty and staff retention including salary equity, tenure and promotion. 
5. Support for my research and teaching. 
6. Support for Black athletes and!or Black coaches. 
7. University messaging and communications. 
8. My unit/department’s environment including culture and resources. 

9. The university environment including culture and resources. 
10. Diversity of university senior leadership team. 

:1:1. Other - 

Please consider assisting us as we plan for the 40th Anniversary Celebration. More on Tuesday...and as always, please share the e-news with your 

colleagues. 
Have a (or hope you had) warm and relaxing weekend! 
Regards, 
debby 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to[ear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 6:59 PM 

depaxtment listserv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Update: Meeting Jan. 29 

Eunice, 

I have a doctor’s appointment the whole morning of Wed, Jan. 29. 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 4:5:t PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Update: Meeting Jan. 29 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to let you know that the department’s postdoctoral commi~ee will deliver its report at our February 12 meeting. As such, we will not meet on Jan. 29. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: bselassi(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 65646441.e327028d52b4cc51B7b5deeac275075&n T&I aaad&o 34158521 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34158521-65646441 .e327028d52Mcc51 t37b5deeac275075(a)listserv, unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: re~ester(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&I aaad&o 34158891 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJJ to leave-34158891-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbt~)listse~w.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 8:11 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Film on Ida B. Wells 

Dear Colleagues, 
I am writing to see if anyone is planning to show the library’s copy of the documentary "A Passion for Justice," about Ida B Wells next Tuesday The DVD has been reserved and I wanted 

to use it in my 9:30 class. If anyone can assist with getting the resel~’ed copy, please let me know. I figured faculty in our department probably had the greatest chance of using the video. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester@email.uaac edu 
To uaasubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646456 94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&I aaad&o 34158962 

or send a blank email to leave-34158962-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 25, 2014 1:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORMATIONAE MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Shooting 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Investigating Shooting 

At approximately 6:30 pm. on Fri., Jan. 24, Town of Chapel Hill Police responded to a shooting in the 300 block of West Rosemary Street The victim was struck multiple times and is being 
treated at UNC Hospitals. The victim is not a U~,~’C student, and the name of the victim is not being released at this time. 

Warrants have been obtained for Attempted First Degree Murder on Dennis Junious Clark (Date of Birth: 10/29/1990). He is described as a light-skinned black male, approximately 5’ 7" tall, 
and weighing approximately 150 pounds. The suspect is not considered a current threat to campus A photo is available through the following link: 

http://bit lyilbp6bkm 

Chapel Hill Police is asking anyone with reformation on the suspect to call 9-1-1 or call CrimeStoppers at 919-942-7515 Calls to CrimeStoppers are confidential and anonymous, and the caller 
may be eligible for a cash re~vard up to $2000.00 for information that leads to an arrest. You can also leave tips for CrimeStoppers at ~vww.crimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. For a list of safety tips, see the following link through the Alert Carolina page: 

http://www alertcarolina.nnc.edu/~o/doc/1395/1762999/ 

About Informational Messages: The Umversity sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnum~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
s~gnificant interest tu the campus An Informational Message ~s one ufthree tiers uf commnnication under the University’s revised emergency communicatmns plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren actlvatiun for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AN[) notification will not compromise law enforcement effi~rts. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Sunday, JanuaD, 26, 2014 3:42 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

ORGANIZING TIlE SOUTH PANEL- THIS Wednesday at 7 p.m. - please register and help publicize 

OTS Duke Panel 1.29.2014.pdf; message-footer.txt 

How do the low wages of the 
Hew can worker organizing lead to more 
Let’s ta~k about labor organizing in the South. Come share your ideas and find out why now is the time to organize the South. 
Panelists will discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution calling for a southern organizing strategy, the region’s labor history, current 
organizing campaigns, and the political influence of the South on the nation. 
Sponsored b~!: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 
For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, .__m_____a___r_y___b___e___@____a__[Lc_j___o___n____c__.___o___r_g 

T:?,..:uisabur~dant~@@ 9ark[r~gontt,~street~ndir~ti?eiot,~. lett,~aotti?epermitlot) be[-@~dthebuildir%Tt~eu~(..n ..... 

a~ditodum in the lower" rear of the building, 



- Special Event- 

When: W~d.o J~n. 
Where: Duke University Center for Documentary 
Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing lhe South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 

Why did national unions recently call 
for a southern organizing strategy ? 

How do the low wages of the South 
affect the rest of the countnj’? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive public policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@aflcionc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <holly_rio@unc.edu> 
Sunday, January 26, 2014 7::[8 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Women Winter 20:[4 

~.:..~’~’.,".~..~".~,~,~..".~’ to see the latest edition of Carolina Women -- the newsletter of the Carolina Women’s 

Leadership Council Contenf.s: 

Meet Stacey Yusko (MSLS ’03): Director of Meals on Wheels of 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro 

Felicia Washington named new vice chancellor for workforce 
strategy, equity and engagement 
Susan Gravely ’72 ’79 to receive na[ional award for lifetime 
contributions to the home furnishings industry 
Robyn Hadley ’85 named director of the Ervin Scholars 
Program at Washington University in St. Louis 

Lillie Cox (Ed.D. ’09) named finalist for national educational 
leadership award 
Professor Emeritus Ruth Ann McKinney honored for long-term 
con[ributions to legal educa[ion 
Professor Megan P. Williams appointed president of the North 
Carolina Nurses Association 

~:: Malinds 

[] 

¯ Douglas Shackelford named dean of Kenan-Flagler Business 
School 

¯ Carolina ranked No. 1 academic value for 13th consecutive 
time 
Chancellor Folt invited to White House summit to discuss 
college access and success 

Public health research, programs focus of visit to UNC by 
North Carolina’s legislative leaders 
Graduate School honors 4~ students whose research 
benefits North Carolina 

i~i Folt 

tJNC among universities to use $10 million gift from ]ohn M. 
Belk Endowment to improve college access for rural N.C. high 
school students 
Professor who studies disgust is next Nannerl Keohane 
Distinguished Visiting Professor 
UNC Butch Fellows celebrate 20 years or research 
Hinman Dental Society establishes professorship 
WUNC and UNC journalism school expand education policy 
reporting with $~:[0,000 grant 

UNC research tabbed as a top autism breakthrough of 20:t3 

URC study: Kenya poverty alleviation program delays teen 

sexual activity 

Eshelman School of Pharmacy study: Significant race, gender 

gaps in adherence among elderly heart-attack survivors 

UNC study: Out-of-pocket costs play major role in treatment 

adherence for cancer patien[s 

Tiffany Washington (Ph.D. ’:t3) wins 20:t4 Student Award for 

social work research 

%:: Roy,~er 

[] 

Read highlights, see photos from the Fall 20:[3 meeting 



New ad design begins; features Duvall Fuqua ’83 

703535427 





Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 11:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] 40 to 55 Year Old Adults with Normal ttearing Needed tbr Hearing Stu@ 

HEARJNG RESEARCH STL~Y 

We are cun-ently recruiting 40-55 year olds with normal hearing, and no histoW of ear problems. The research stud)’ will consist of two or three visits of one hour each. There may also be 

other long-term studies that you qualify for Participants will sit in a soundproof room and listen to sounds presented over headphones. Participants will be compensated for their time at a 

rate of $15 per hour 

The purpose of this research study is to obtain a better understanding of hearing. The research study takes place in MacNider Hall (next to the Health Sciences Libraw). 

If you are interested in participating in the research study please contact Heather Porter at hporter@med.unc.edu 

The principal investigator for this study is Jolm H. Grose, Department of Otolalyngology 

This study has been approved by the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical Institutional Review Board: Study# 96-0632. The title for this IRB study is "Complex Sound 

Analysis in Nom~al and Impaired Ears" The most recent approved IRB modification date is 10/18/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Otolawngology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 11:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Submit Your Academic Progress Repo(ts in ConnectCarolina 

Submit Your Academic Progress Reports in CormectCarolina 

Dear Instructor, 

No one knows better than you that faculty-student interaction is key to undergraduate success. The Academic Progress Report System in ColmectCarolina gives you the opportunity to 
communicate with students exhibiting signs of academic distress as well as to provide supportive feedback to all students. Updates to the system include options for instructors to share 
positive feedback with students as well as academic concerns. This update broadens the range of feedback available for you to communicate to students through this system 

For the Spring 2014 semester, all instructors of undergraduate courses may submit an Academic Progress Report comment by logging on to ColmectCarolina from JanuaW 28 to February 26 
well in advance of the drop deadline for the semester on Wednesday, March 5, 2014. 

Instructors may submit up to two of the follo~ving comments for each student enrolled in their course(s): 

Assigmnent/Homework Performance 
Class Participation 
Qui~’F~xammat~on Performance 
Writing Skills 
General Concern 
Immediate Action Suggested 
Never Attended 
Intermittent Attendance 
Stopped Attending 
Keep up Good Work 
Showing Improvement 
Outstanding Performance 

Once a student is issued an academic progress report, he or she will receive notification by emad and in CormectCarolina Students who receive academic progress reports are encouraged to 
reflect on their academic performance and, if necessary, take action in a timely manner 

Students are also encouraged to: 
1. Visit their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor. Discuss their progress in the course and opportunities for further engagement. 
2. Schedule an appointment with an academic advisor or attend academic advising walk-in hours. 
3. Utilize Umversity resources designed to help them succeed Students are provided a full list of resources 

Academic advisors are notified of students’ Academic Progress Reports in the Advisor Notes wstem Undergraduate Retention stall; in the Office of Undergraduate Education, compiles 
reports of the students who have received academic progress reports and outreach to student groups. 

I encourage you to take advantage of this opportuni~ to provide students with early feedback on their academic progress in your course. 

’]7his is especially important for students earl?" in their undergraduate career Academic progress report comments do not appear on official transcripts 
Sincerely, 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

To submit an Academic Progress Report in ConnectCarolina: 
1. Between September 16 and October 7 go to Facul~ Center. 
2. Click on the "Class Rostcr" page. 
3. Click on the "Academic Progress Repolt" link in the right corner. 
4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in 
the two columns that say "Academic Progress Report." 
5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 11:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: Urfiversity Will Test Sirens Tue~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, Janualy 28, between 2 and 3 pm. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safe~z awareness campaign. No 
action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover in,mediately in a real emergency. 

The University also sends test text messages to anyone who has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directoly. For more information about Alert Carolina, including audio 
samples of the siren tones and details about using the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to commumcate with family members outside the emergency area, see 

http://alertcarolina unc.edu. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 11:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking women with depression who are 0-12 months postpaxtum 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant medication. 

This study is designed to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), an FDA approved treatment for major depression in adults, for the treatment of 
postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and rTMS treatments related to this stud?’ will be provided at no cost to patients. Childcare may be provided. 

For more reformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 7/08/11 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board. IRB# 11-0894 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Persunal Infurmation 



S u bje ~i reg~st D~ 

~’i N~-w E~-ais Ever:,, c:a’y 

Featured Dea~s 
Great dea~s from across our store 



Off M~’dden NFL 26 Lip to 20% Off Game Dsy Groceries 

Electronics 
Deals o~ TVs~ ho~e t}~eate~ a~d ~o~’e ~.~.~...~.~[~ 

Huge Savings on TV Bu~,dles from Samsung $150 Off the Denon AVRoE400 7.1 Cha~mei 
amt Sony Receive~ 



Savings with Style 
~:ashio~ab~e finds for wo~e~ ~e~ a~d k~ds See 





CD Favorites Under $6 FilJ Your Cioud: $5 Aibums and $0,69 Sengs 
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G~e~t ~eada fo~ a~ ages ~.@.@...~.9£~ 

~i 20 KMd~- Books ~c,~ $2 E~ch                      i ~:: 25 K~nc~, K~ds’ Books $i E~ch 

20 K~nd~e Books for $2 Each                   25 K~nd~e Kids’ Books $I Each 

The Best Books of the Month fo~" Teer~s Book C~ub P~cks 

Kindle Nagazines 
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Cookbooks 
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Cookbeeks 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 8:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

University to postpone emergency siren test 

Universi~ officials are postponing the scheduled test of the emergency sirens and related text messages because of possible adverse weather moving into the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area at 
the same time the test was to be conducted. The siren test had been scheduled for Tuesday, Janua~ 28, between 2 and 3 p.m., but it ~vill be conducted on another date that will be 
announced soon. 

Chief JeffMcCracken, director of public safety, was concerned about confusion over possible competing con~munications between a siren test and an?’ weather-related announcements, if 
the?’ are needed 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts. 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



Carolina Black Caucus Special Meeting 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 - 2:00 p.m. Union 3102 

Guest: Provost James Dean 

I. Reported Concerns 

1. Black student enrollment. 
2. Black student retention. 

3. Black faculty and staff hiring. 

4. Black faculty and staff retention including salary equity, tenure and 
promotion. 

5. Support for my research and teaching. 

6. Support for Black athletes and/or Black coaches. 
7. University messaging and communications. 

8. My unit/department’s environment including culture and resources. 
9. The university environment including culture and resources. 

10. Diversity of university senior leadership team. 

II. #HeelForward and Strategic Support for AAAD 

III, Other 
Alert Carolina- 
From: M ( >acken, H[ ( ub ’c ,?nailto.jm   ack@?s(  .unc.edu/ 
Senl: Tuesday, Pebt~a~y 0_~, 20/3 ~ L’57 AM 
To: Grq~, Kav~)l Kain; E.l/lan4 Carolyn (0~/] g~ lhe A~oc. V-Char. - Campus Senqces); M(Cracken, 
Young. Randy (~ualic Sa/e~y) 
Subjecl." RE’: INFO~A’ITONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assaull Repo~¢ed 
Near Campus 

You should know that the i,~nmation in the notice is what was receivedjkom Chapel HiLl PD. That being 
said, in the future we will make sure to inquire t~ the race ha, been omittedjkom the des~’ption. I redewed 
/he measage bejbre i/ was sent and ibis was an um~/entional oversight- race should always be included or 
indicated as unknown. For the record, there ha~,e been at least two campus nogfications this school.year where 
the suspe~ was identified as a white male. 

News: 

Wednesday, Feb. S (7:00 p.m. Stone) "Greensboro Four," civil rights scholar 
Jeffries highlight lecture during Black History Month. "The Greensboro Four" 

will be honored with civil rights scholar Dr. Hasan Kwame Jeffries speaking. 
http://www.ncvoter.org/ 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34169262-72476974@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:08 AM 

aJ~iican- and- ~J~o - an~erican- studi es- t~cul~ <aliican- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@lis’Berv, unc. edu> 

Peterson, Jennifer L <jlpeters@email.unc.edtP; Owen, Todd C <towen@email.unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[african- and-afro-american- s~dies- facullK] fall-college- factthy] FW: CURS Scholar-h-Residence Applications due February 3 

The enclosed message from the Center for Lirban and Regional Studies is being sent to alf faculty in the Cotlege of Arts and Sciences, with an information copy to 

admir~istrative mar~agers~ 

With support from the Dean’s Office, College of Arts and Sciences, the Center for Urban and Regional Studies (CURS) is pleased to solicit applications again for its 

Scholar-h-Residence Program. The CURS Scholm’-in-Residence Program is designed to encourage faculty members in the College of A~ts and Sciences to develop 

and submit research proposals to external funding sources. This competitive progrmn provides a course buy-out and funds for proposal development expenses so that 

faculty members in the social and behavioral sciences can develop large, ideally interdisciplina~, research proposals. In addition, the CURS Scholar-in-Residence will 

have full administrative support from the Center’s financial and clerical support s~£ This oppormni~ will be provided during either the fall scmester 2014 or spring 

semester 2015 based on the candidate’s preference. Nina Martin from the Department of Geography is the fall 2013 Scholar-h-Residence. As a result, faculty 
members from Geography are ineligible tbr the fall 2014/spring 2015 program. 

Applications are due no later than 5:00 p.m. Monday, Februa~ 3, 2@ 4. The candidates will be notified of the outcome of the selection process by late-February 

2014. For more reformation, contuct Todd Owen at 962-3076 or towen@email.unc.edu. 

Click below for an application and complete details of the progm~n. 

https]/’~urs.unc:edw’20]}!] 2,!~}!announcmg- ~:20~ 4spring:~O !:~:~urs- s~holax- resi dence- oppormnit?}/ 

Todd Owen 

Associate Director 

Cente£ for Urban and Regional SLudies 

Unive£sity of North Carolina a~: Chapel HiM 

919/962-3076 

http:iicu£s.unc,edu/ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all - college - t~culW as: afri can- and- afro- am eric an - studie s- lZac ul ty@li stserv, anc.e du. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul> 

a£rican- and-afro-american- s~dies- faculW as: <~a hie~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu<?a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 10:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update to Jan. 25 Alert Carolina Intbrmational Message 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Update to Jan 25 Alert Carolina Informational Message 

Suspect Arrested in Shooting 

Chapel Hill Police has arrested Dennis Jumous Clark on one felony count of"Attempted First Degree Murder" related to that agency’s investigation into a shooting on West Rosemary 
Street on the evening of January 24 The victim, ~vhose name has not been released, is being treated at U~,~’C Hospital in Chapel Hill and is not a UNC student 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus con~munity about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Umversi~is revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:34 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] 2014 Faculty Governance (Faculty Council & Committees) Interest Survey 

Dear Colleagues, 

We write to invite you to become involved as faculty leaders in campuswide faculty governance by responding to the annual faculty governance interest 

survey. As you know, the past several years have been trying times for the university. At present, we have many new faces at all levels of top 

administration, and ongoing challenges on many fronts. Faculty engagement and leadership during this time are critical. If you have wanted to serve, and 

to make your voice heard, now is your opportunity. 

Full information about how the survey results are used is below; however, if you are already familiar with the process, here’s the survey link for quick 
reference. This should take no more than about ten minutes to complete. The deadline to respond is midnight, Wednesday, February 5, 2014. 

Click Here to Take the Faculty Governance Interest Survey 

More on campus wide faculty governance~ the survey~ and how the election & appointment process works: 

Each year the Faculty Nominating Committee, constituted by the Faculty Code o.f University Government, identifies members of the faculty who are willing 
to undertake service to the University as members of the Faculty Council or of elected or appointed faculty-wide standing committees. The faculty 
elections will take place in April, while members of appointed committees will be named in early summer. All offices will begin three-year terms on July 1, 

2014. 

In identifying as many as 150 faculty members willing to serve in various roles, the Nominating Committee relies heavily upon the results of the interest 

survey. For you, the survey is simply a first step in indicating your willingness to be nominated, if asked, for a three-year term on one or more committees 

in which you have expressed an interest. The survey contains a brief overview of the work of each office and the time commitment involved. 

Please note that by answering this survey, you are not committing to anything, but simply expressing interest. Our office will be in touch with you 

directly before putting your name forward for a specific position. 

Past Chairs of the Faculty and committee members have noted that campus-wide service gives a welcome opportunity to meet people in different areas 

and broaden one’s understanding of how the university works. And having a wide variety of people engaged in faculty governance strengthens the faculty 

voice in decision-making here. We hope you will consider participating. 

If you have any problems accessing the survey or have general questions about faculty governance, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of 

Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jan Boxill 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone: 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

919-962-7609 

jsferrel@email.LJnc.edLJ 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-962-1671 (office) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: regester@email.unc.edu, 
To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists’unc’edu/u?id=669~2437.~af416~b3368fafa7d15b15c4c4~5eb4&n=T&~=genera~facu~ty&~=3416994~ or send a blank 

email to leave-34169940-66902437,0af4160b3368fafa7dlSblSc4c405eb4@listserv,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 3:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Ca~celled: Funding opportuNty liar ~mdergraduate students 

The information session and mini proposal workshop planned for tonight, from 5-6:30 p.m., in Room 3408 of the FPG Student Union has been canceled due to weather. For more details, visit 
http://our.unc.edu/classes/workshops/ 

This message is sponsored by: Office for Undergraduate Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 3:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] ACCURACY AND PRIVACY OF YOUR INFORMATION 1N TIlE ONLINE CAMPUS DIRECTORY 

This is a request that you check your information in the online campus directory to ensure that it is current and accurate. This request is sent to you follo~ving census in the fall and spring 
semesters. This email also explains how- you can set the privacy of your information in the campus directory (ie., your home address does not display) 

It is very important that your information is correct in the online campus directory (http ://directory.unc.edu ) which is part of CormectCarolina, the University’s integrated a&ninistrative 
system. Because ConnectCarolina centralizes management of person information in one integrated system, any information in the directory is duplicated in all of the University’s 
administrative systems (e.g., payroll) 

You can also determine which information about you is visible in the online campus director?- by changing your privacy settings (see instructions below). 

T~reviewandupdatey~urdirect~ryinf~rmati~n,p~easeg~t~http://c~nnectcar~ina.unc.edu~~ and under Useful Links, click on Directory/Update Info/Reset Password Sign in using your 
Onyen and pass~vord, and click on Update Personal Information You can also choose whether certain information is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Privacy 
You can change whether your home address and/or your home phone appears in the directory (i.e., is public) or not by going to http://comaectcarolina.unc edu/. and under Useful Links, 
click on Directory/Update Info/Reset Password Sign in using your Onyen and pass~vord, and click on Update Personal Information. Scroll down to view your addresses and click/unclick 
the box for public display in the online campus directoly. 

Your home and business addresses are explained below: 
Home address: This is your "permanent" address; as such, your home address is the address where your tax forms (W-2, 1098T, etc.) will be sent You can designate this address as 

private ur public. 
Business address: This is yuur University wurk address and, by virtue uf University policy, is viewable by all. Yuu can update yuur business address but you cannot delete it. 

Ifyuu need help using the online campus director?’, please cuntact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357) 

Your time and effort is appreciated. 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Services 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 3:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Phillip mad Ruth Hettleman Prizes tbr A(6 slic and Scholarly Achievement by Yo~mg Faculty 

TO: Members of the Faculty 

FROM: Chancellor Carol L. Folt 

RE: Phillip and Ruth Hettleman Prizes for Artistic and Scholarly Achievement 
by Youaag Faculty 

I invite you to submit nominations for the 2014 Hettleman Prizes for Scholarly and Artistic Achievement by Young Facul~z. These prizes, made possible by the generosity of Phillip (UNC 
Class of 1921) and Ruth Hettleman, recognize scholarly and artistic achievement by junior tenure-track, or recently tenured, members of the faculty. Four recipients ;vill be selected for the 
a;vards of $5,000 each. 

Those eligible to be nominated are assistant professors in their third or fourth years who have been recormnended for reappointment for a second term, any second term assistant professor, 
and any- associate professor who ;vill not have been in rank as an associate professor for longer than three years at the end of this academic year. 

Nominations should include electronic submission of the following, unless otherwise noted: 

* Nominating Letter 
Nominations may be made by appointing units or by members of the University cormnum~ from within or outside the nominee’s department. The nominating letter should explain why the 
nominee’s work is "groundbreaking." 

* Nominee’s Curriculum Vitae 

* I)ocumentation 
Articles that the nominee has written, papers that the nominee has given, and/or photographs of art that the nominee has produced Electronic and digital submissions are preferred ]1" hard 
copy submission is necessary, please submit seven copies. 

* Letters of Evaluation 
These letters can come from within or outside the nominee’s department, as well as from other institutions Letters from the outside do not have to be written explicitly 12~r the Hettleman 
Award; the?’ can be ones collected for tenure and promotion decision, reappointment considerations or letters written :[’or other awards Letters should emphasize and critically" evaluate the 
distinctive contribution of the nominee’s scholarship to his or her discipline They must make clear to an audience of intelligent laypersons the scholarly or artistic significance of the 
nominee’s work. It is hoped that each scholarly project will already be in the public domain, but manuscripts accepted for publication or in galley form will be considered. 

The deadline for submission is Friday, March 14, 2014. Please submit electronic nominations to Hettleman award@unc.edu and hard copy material to the Office of the Vice Chancellor for 
Research, 312 South Building. 

Vice Chancellor for Research Barbara Entwisle and the selection committee, which is comprised of six professors -- three from the I)ivision of Academic Affairs and three from the Division of 
Health Aft?airs will forward a list of recommendations to me. ’]’he announcements of the prizes will be made at the first Faculty Council meeting of the fall term of 2014 

Thank you :[’or taking the time to help recognize and reward the work of Carolina’s most promising young fiiculty. 

A PDF of Chancellor Folt’s memo of the Hettleman Prize Call for Nominations may" be found at URL http://research.unc.edu/files/2014/01/tlettlemanAwardNominationMemo.pdf 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORSlATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://nay.unc. edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



on 

Archaeok~gist and UNC Profussor Magness added movie skar to her credentials with her 

role in the IMAX movie &?r~sdem. -[oi~ us at Marhles {%r a pre-show eo~versadon then 

an exclusive screening of the movie. 

The Rome Collection ~@.h UNC Prol’essor StephanJe ElJzo~do Griest I April 25 

Anm:mlAhman~ [.u~eheor~ ~ May lo 

Consider Th~s,.. Fraekh~g, the Enviromnent m~d Ore" Energy Future I May ~5 

A]mnni ackivifies, eommunicalkms and serviees are not a lh~e ik,m ~n 1he UnJvelsJty 

budge~ but a~v flmded by G~%,k member d uem If you think this mission of serMng our 

Universily and keeping Munmi intbrmed and invobed is Jmporhmt, membership is for 

you, Join [oday [o support Carolina and to reeeivc valuahle bcm~t]ts and services and a 

subscription to dae Ngikal and pirtt versions of the dk~roSna Ahmuti Revie~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 4:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

UNC Classes canceled at 5 p.m. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Evening classes are canceled starting at 5 pm on Jan. 28, 2014. Offices are not affected (Condition 2) 

Snow is predicted to begin intelrnittently in the area arouaad 4 p.m. and become steady beginning in the early evening through around 5 a m. Campus officials will monitor the situation during 
the night and will send an updated advisoly about morning operations as soon as that determination is made. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the Umversity’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverl~ment closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.uaac edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and aunouncements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM. near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, rotates and schedules, and actual bus amval times 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 7:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Classes canceled until noon; offices open 

Subject: Classes canceled uaatil noon; offices open 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

Classes are canceled until noon Wednesday, Jan. 29. Offices will remain open on a regular schedule (Condition 2) 

Classes will resunae at noon Wednesday. Classes prior to noon ~vill not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report for work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather ne~vs on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
tl~rough the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University al~vays operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and amaouncements about campus operations. 
oUNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM. near campus 
°UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
°Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival tunes 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:27 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Long Distance Relationship Research Study 

The Psychology Department at UNC is conducting a research study on long-distance relationships to learn about behaviors that couples use before, during, and after they are 
geographically separated. 

We are looking for individuals ~vho: 

1 ) have been in a romantic relationship fbr at least 6 months. Participation is open to individuals in heterosexual or same sex romantic relationships. 
2) are currently long-distance ~vith their romantic partner. 
3) are 18 years of age or older 
4) speak English 

Participation in this study will last approximately 45 minutes and involve completing an online questionnaire. If you are interested in participating, please click the link belo~v; you will be 
taken to an online consent form to read more about the stu@. After reading the consent, if you choose to participate, you can continue on to the su~wey If you have an?’ questions about 
the study, please c ontact Jennifer B elu s at belus@live nnc. edu. 

Link to consent fbrm and study SUl~-ey: 

https:/iunc.azl.qualtrics.corn~’SE/?SID SV 2035CNblODFEaeF 

The research study is IRB #13-2972. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Non-Biomedical IRB on 10/10/2013. 

’]7his message ~s sponsored by: Psychology Department 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your inJk~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Teens Needed for Study on Internet Tobacco Sales to Minors 

Are you a parent of a son or daughter between 14-17 years old? 

Then we would like your child to be part of a research stud?’ @ UNC 

What is the purpose of this study? 
To understand the age verification procedures used on websites that sell tobacco 

Who is eligible? Youth who: 

-Are aged 14-17 
-Have never smoked or used tobacco products such as chewing tobacco, smokeless tobacco, dip, snuff, or snus 
-Live in Orange County and speak and understand English 

What will my child and I have to do? 

-You and your child will participate in an in-person orientation, where they will be trained on the research protocol for attempting to make tobacco purchases online. 
-Your child ~vill attempt to make purchases of tobacco products from websites that sell tobacco while under adult supervision at our research offices 
-Your child will receive and log tobacco purchases at your home. 
-Your child will turn all tobacco deliveries received over to study stafi\ 
-Your child will participate in a debriefing session upon completion of the study. You are encouraged to attend. 

How much time will this take? 

-Your child’s participation will take several hours a week for several weeks, but will not exceed 10 hours. They will have the opportunity to participate aRer school and/or on weekends at 
their convenience 

Does my child get awthing for his,her time? 

-Your child will be paid up to $100 for their participation; if the?" leave the study early, they will be paid a prorated rate. 
-Help add to our knowledge about the business practices of online tobacco retailers to inform future legislation to restrict youth access to tobacco and other harmful products online. 

How can I sign up’? 

(;all Jason Derrick at (919) 966-7264 or email at UNCInternetStudy@gmail corn 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) on 10/15/2013 
Study Title: "Purchase survey ]2~r Internet Tobacco sales to minors" 
Study No 13-2058; non-biomedical 

This message is sponsored by: Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

This message is sponsored by: Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaih To set your infom~ational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] ReseaJcch OpportuNty for Milita~ Families 

Are you a milita~z service member or veteran ~vho has experienced a combat-related iRiur~v since 2001 ? Or do you know someone who is ? 

UNC has a research study opportunity’ for military service members or veterans who have experienced combat-related injuries since September 11, 2001. This research stu@ is being 
conducted by the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences and the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, School of Medicine. 

This study evaluates the effects of combat injuries on all members of military families: service member/veteran, partner, and children. It is designed to shed light on the recovery of injured 
individuals and how the?- and their families may best be helped over time We also hope to learn ifa new program we created will strengthen families and help them learn new skills to deal 
with the challenges they are facing. 

To qualify for the stud?-, a service member/veteran must have had a combat injuW during a deployment since 2001. The service member/veteran or partner must have or care for at least one 
child under the age of 18. 

Participating families are intel~’iewed four times during a 2-year period. Some participating families may also receive additional family skill-building sessions. Participating partners of service 
members may receive up to $125 for their participation, and children who palticipate may receive up to $40 for their participation. 

For more information or if you are interested in participating, please contact our office at 919-972-7459 or focus-ci@unc.edu 

This study has been approved by the University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical hastitutional Review Board Study #13-1101. Approved on 03/26/2013 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:40 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Are you a new mom with bipolar disorder or manic depression? 

Are you a ne~v morn with bipolar disorder or manic depression? 

We are recruiting ~vomen who: 
Are at least 18 years old 
Are within 18 months postpaltum of their most recent pregnancy 
Have a history of bipolar disorder or manic depression 

You may quali~z for a research stu@ that could help researchers at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Nursing School better understand the experience of pregnancy for women 
with bipolar disorder. If you qualify, this research project involves a 1-2 hour telephone interview where we will ask you about your most recent pregnancy experience and a short online 
questiomaaire about your emotions If you would like to participate in this stu@, please complete this brief online screening tool http://bpdpre~nancy.com, or e-mail 
erin richardson@med.unc.edu to complete it over the phone Compensation for this study is a $15 Target or Wal-Mart gift card 

#13-2852 approved 1-23-14 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Nursing 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Black ttistory Month Calendar on Diversi~ and Mnlticulmral Atti~irs Website 

In recognition of Black History Month, Diversi~z and Multicultural Affairs has compiled a list of campus events. Please point your web browser to http://diversi~ uric. edu/bhm to see the 
great opportunities U2x,-C-Chapel Hill has to offer, including performances, lectures, films, and food celebrating the rich traditions of the African American culture. If you are interested in 
having your event added to the Black History Month list of events, please submit event information to DMA at diversity@unc.edu. 

Stay tap to date with DMA and post your diversity event photos on our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/DMAUNC 

This message is sponsored by: D~versi~z and Multicultural Affairs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 8:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Courses in Stress m~d Pare Management 

Are you looking for a ne~v way to deal with stress, anxiety, pain, and difficult interactions with others? 

Do you ~vant to learn how to slow down and enjoy your life? 

Mindfulness can make a differenc!! 

The I_,i~’C Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers training in meditation and mind-body a~vareness that will teach you how- to slow down and set priorities ~vhile 
remaining cahn, focused and relaxed in the midst of a busy life These practices will enhance your bo@’s natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind’s clarity and insight 

This program follows Jon Kabat-Zinn’s model and is offered by the Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical IVledicine & Rehabilitation) 

UPCOVffixTG WIN~FER 2014 FOUN~)ATION VffixTDFULNES S COLrRSES: 

1) THL,ff~SDAYS, JANUARY 30 t.required orientation) MARCH 27, 2014 
TIME: 4:00pm-6:00pm 
INSTRUCTOR: Kessonga Giscombe 
LOCATION: UNC Comprehensive Rehabilitation Center 

2) FRIDAYS, JANrUARY 31 (required orientation) NIARCH 28, 2014 
TIME: 10:00am-12:30pm 
INS’]~.UCTOR: Paula HNihaan 
LOCATION: Chapel Hill Doctors Integrative Health Center 

2) TUESDAYS, FEBRUARY 11 (required orientation) APRIL 8, 2014 
TIME: 6:00pm-8:30pm 
INSTRUCTOR: Karen Blurb 
LOCATION: Ruum 500, UNC Tate-Turner-KuraIt Brig 

For more infurmation and tu register visit uur website at http://www.med.unc.edu/phyrehab/pin~,mindfulness-pro~ram 

Questions? Cuntact the Program by phune, 919-%6-858, ur email, mindfulness@med unc edu 

This message is sponsured by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infonnatiun 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:00 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Course Olt~ring: MindJ[’ulness Skills tbr Changing Your Relationship with Food 

Learning to handle stress is an important aspect of enhancing physical and emotional well-being, and is a foundation for achieving and maintaining a healthy body weight. This program 
gently trains palticipants to slow down, recognize the warning signs of stress reactions, and stay focused and relaxed in ways that enhance the bo@’s natural abilities to reduce stress, and 
the mind’s ability to choose healthy responses. 

Participants in this course will learn mindfulness skills to reduce emotion- driven eating, explore food craving, increase body awareness, experience the power of self-kindness in the process 
of change, and create a healing parmership bet~veen mind and body. 

COURSE DATES:Tuesdays, Febma~z 11 -March 18, 2014 
TIME: 9:00am- 11:00am 
INSTRUCTOR: Sasha Loring 
LOCATION: I_,i~’C Wellness Center at Meadowmont 
COST: $285 

To register and for more information: 
Call 919-966-8586, email mindfulness@med.unc.edu, or visit our website, http://pim med.unc.edu 

This message is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Mindfulness tbr Teens 

UNC now offers a mindfulness class for adolescents, ages 11-18. Based on Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (IVIBSR) and tailored to adolescents, the empirically-based curriculum for 
this course, entitled Learning to BREATHE, was developed by mindfulness expert/clinical psychologist Dr. Patricia Broderick and has been endorsed by Jon Kabat-Zinn 

Research in mindfulness indicates that this program may help students improve focus, elx,hance self-confidence, and provide a basis for developing positive coping and time-management 
skills 

COURSE DATES: Tuesdays, Febmaly 13 - March 20, 2014 
TINJE: 6:30pm - 8:00pm (f~ee pizza at 6:00pm) 
INSTRUCTOR: Kate IVlurphy 
LOCATION: I_,q’~’C School of Social YVork 

For more information and to register visit ~vw~v.med uric edu/phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program 

Questions? Contact mindl’ulness@med.unc.edu or 919-966-8586 

This message is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014- 02- 05 

Your reserx~ation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2014-02-05 through 2014-02-05 has been approved 

You will need to stop by the *~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 

all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Own VHS [videocassette]: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 

Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 01-29-2014 12:35 pm 
...... Mail generated at Jan.29 2014 12:01:45 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 4:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: Classes canceled at 8 a.m. Thursday m~d resume at 9:30 a.m.; ottices open on regular ~hedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Due to concerns about possible refreezing tonight and potentially hazardous road and sidewalk conditions, classes are canceled starting at 8 am on Thursday, Janualy 30, 2014. Offices will 
remain open on a regular schedule (Condition 2) 

Classes will resume as normal at 9:30 a.m on Thursday, Janualy 30, 2014. Classes prior to 9:30 a.m. ~vill not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the 
faculty member (Condition 2) 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-facul~) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report for work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The Universi~ generally announces adverse weather ne~vs on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
tl~rough the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University al~vays operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 
(919) 843 -1234 Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 

¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AN~ near campus. 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 8:44 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2014-01-31 

Your reser~,ation request for Amistad [videorecording] from 2014-01-30 through 2014-02-03 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Amistad [videorecording]: 65-DVD572 c3 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-30-2014 08:44 am 
...... Mail generated at Jan.30.2014 08:01:24 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamberk Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 11:05 AM 

Williams, RonaJd <rcw@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Today 2pm 

Unless I hear otherwise I plan to be there. I believe we roll need to have this ready for the week after next, next wed is a seminar. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 

Associate Professor ofAiiic~m Sttidies and Anthroix~logy 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ~ Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 8:59 AlVl, "Williams, Ronald" <rcw@,,ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Charlene and Mike, 

I am sick today. I had to cm~cel nay 9:30AM class and will not make it "to campus. Please sign me up for what ever you t~el is appropriate tier me to do in 
snpport of writing the report tbr the meeting next Wedne~tay. Sorry Ibr "din inconvenience. 

Ron 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 5:48 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" < mgester(~email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Fmrm Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 8:47 AM 
To: Lamber~, Michael C 
Subject: Meeting Today 2pro 

Dear Michael and Ron: This is to remind you of our Post-doc meeting which will be held later today at 2pro. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34179774-72554037@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEEREID> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:32 AM 

a~iican- ~d- a~?o- a~nericaJ~- studies- thcul~ <aliic~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican-aaad-~l’ro- ~anerican-s~dies-facul .Iy] [~Jl-college-faculty] UNC College Calendm: February taJks, music, memorials, dr~ana, fihns and 

Illore 

Warm greetings. Enclosed are highlights of special events on our February calendar. Please note that during inclement weather it’s a good idea to check 
ahead at the event web site, email or phone number provided to confirm if an event is proceeding as scheduled. 

Feb. 1-28: The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs has posted lots of special events for Black History Month: ~-h--t---t--~--s--iZ/---d--Lv---e---r-s--Lt-~Z.--u---n---c-.-.-~--d-~9Z~---r--~--~-r-.-a---r[-1~: 

‘-a-~-n--~-n-~1-t--~.-a--t--~--s~-~-b-~.-a-~-k-~-h-~-s--t--~--~-~---n-~-~-h-Z 

Feb. 2: Richard Luby Memorial concert, honoring the late music professor at the one-year anniversary of his passing. Proceeds go to Richard Luby 
Scholarship Fund. 3 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. $10, public; $5, UNC faculty, staff, students, http:/imusic.unc.edu 

Feb. 4: Lester Brown, founder and president of Earth Policy Institute, will discuss, Peak Water: What Happens to Our Food Supply When the Wells Go Dry. 
5:30 pm, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. http://global.unc.edu 

Feb. 5: Hasan Kwame Jeffries will present Civil Rights and Civil Wrongs: North Carolina and the Struggle for Justice and Equality. 7 pm, Hitchcock Multi- 
Purpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. _~!_Lt_p___:!_Zgg_.___u__r!_c__.__e___d___u_~___fLf__8___2___C_’. 
Feb. 6: UNC English professor Jennifer Ho discusses Asian Americans in Dixie: Race and Migration in the South. 12:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins 
Forum, Center for the Study of the American South. http:!~/south.unc.edu 
Feb 6: New faculty will present "micro talks" on their research. 4 to 6 pm. Hyde Hall, University Room. http://iah.unc.edu 
Feb. 6: C.P.E. Bach and his Dramatic Predecessors. Works by Caldara, Vivaldi, Handel, W.F. Bach and C.P.E. Bach. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. ~:15 public; 

~5 students, http://music.unc~edu 

Feb. 7: Film screening and discussion with director Negin Farsad, director of the documentary, The Muslims are Coming! 7 pm, Nelson Mandela 
Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. _~_Lt_p__~/_L’_s___q__u__t__h___.__u__r~_c__.__e___d___u__ 

Feb. 7: Carolina Women’s Choral Showcase: Making Music, Making a Difference. 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. ~5 general admission or canned goods 

accepted at the door. http:i/music.unc.edu 

Feb. 9: Memorial service for the late Louis D. Rubin, professor emeritus of English and co-founder of Algonquin Books. 2 pm, Genome Sciences Building 
Auditorium. Reception afterward in Wilson Library. http://college~unc.edu/2014/O1/OR/rubin/ 

Feb. 9: A Cello Opera, with Brent Wissick on cello, Juan Alamo on percussion and the UNC Cello Choir. B pm, Hill Hall Auditorium.._h__t__t__p__:~/~__r_#_#_,_s_!£.___u___n__c__.__e__O__u__ 

Feb. 10: Excavating Armageddon: New Discoveries and Old Debates at Megiddo, a discussion with Eric Cline of George Washington University and the 

Megiddo Expedition. 7:30 pm, Friday Center. http:iijewishstudies.unc.edu 

Feb. 11: Randall B. Woods of the University of Arkansas will discuss, The CIA and Vietnam: William E. Colby and the Other War. 4 pm, Hamilton Hall, 

Room 569. k.larres@unc.edu 

Feb 12: New faculty will present "micro-talks" about their research. 4 to 6 pm. Hyde Hall, University Room. http:iiiah.unc.edu 

Feb. 13: Ice Music, a multimedia work for chamber music ensemble, video and dance. Videography by UNC music professor Brooks de Wetter-Smith. 8 pm, 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center.._h__t_-_t_-R:JZ#__r__o___c__e_s__s_s_#__r_Le_s_:__L_Ln___c::__e___~!_~! 

Feb. 14: Forests Without Birds, Rubber production and environmental crises in Vietnam, 1890-1975. A tal k by Michitake Aso of the University at Albany, 

SUNY. 3:30 pm, Saunders Hall, Room 220. 
.@_[! 

.v__e_.__u__r3£._.e_d__u- 

Feb. 15: TedxUNC 2014, Taking Flight, an all-day forum on new ideas with exciting speakers from UNC and beyond. Memorial Hall. Free tickets were 

available beginning Jan. 22. http://20:14.tedxunc.com/ 

Feb. 15: Faculty recital by pianist Clara Yang featuring the music of Beethoven, Barber, Schumann and Robert Muczynski. 8 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. public; 
~10 UNC students, faculty, staff. _h___t__t_p__i/_/__9~__u__s_Lc_L.__L_Ln___c__.__e___d___u- 

Feb. 18: Suzanne Jones, chair of the University of Richmond’s department of English, will discuss the bestselling book, The Help, as part of the 20th 
anniversary celebration of the journal, Southern Cultures. 5:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Form, Center for the Study of the American South. 

http://south.unc.edu 

Feb. :18: Scholarship Benefit Concert featuring the UNC Symphony Orchestra with winners of the UNC Concerto Competition. 7:30 pm, Hill Hall Auditorium. 
~:10 public; ~5 UNC faculty, staff, students, http://music.unc.edu 

Feb. :19-22: Carolina Jazz Festival, featuring the Wayne Shorter Quartet, artistsqn-residence Rahsaan Barber on saxophone and Roland Barber on 

trombone, and the N.C. Jazz Repertory Orchesta, UNC Faculty Jazz Ensemle, UNC Jazz Band and UNC Jazz Combos. Tickets: (9:19) 843-6339. 

_h__t__t__p__;/L__m___~_~__s__Lc__.__u___O__c__.__e__g_nJj_a__~_~__f_e___s__t_ 

Feb. 2:1-22: Conference on Cities, Rivers and Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global American South. FedEx Global 

Education Center. http:!/go.unc.edu/ZySo9 

Feb. :19: Scholarship Benefit Concert, UNC Wind Ensemble and UNC Symphony Band. 7:30 pm, Memorial Hall. ~:15 public; .~:10 UNC faculty, staff, students. 

http:i/music.unc.edu 

Feb. 20: University of Chicago historian Michael Geyer will discuss, Age of Destruction: World War I: One Hundred Years Later, for the 20:14 Mary Stevens 
Reckford Memorial Lecture, kicking off World War I: The Legacy initiative for the 20:14-20:15 academic year. 7:30 pm, Gerrard Hall. Q&A, reception, book 



signing to follow, 

Feb. 20: In conjunction with the Reckford Lecture, The Duke-UNC Gender, War and Culture Series will present a seminar on Gender, War and Empire in a 

Global Perspective. 1:30 to 5 pro, Hyde Hall, University Room. http:!/iah.unc.edu 

Feb. 20: The IMAX film, Jerusalem, featuring UNC archaeologist Jodi Magness, opens at the IMAX theater at the Marbles Kids Museum in Raleigh. 

http:i/www.jerusalemthemovie.com and http:/iwww.imaxraleigh.org/nowshowing/ierusalem-3d 

Feb. 24: Screening of Snow Angels, the movie based on a book of the same name by UNC Distinguished Writer-in-Residence Stewart O’Nan. Free 5 pm, 

Varsity Theater. (See also Feb. 27 readingon campus.) !3_t__t_p_:!Z_t_L_qy__L_l__r_[:_c___o___r~/_jg__8_!/_&_b_y. 

Feb 26: Anne Mitchell Whisnant, deputy secretary of the faculty and a UNC historian, shares her work, Taking Another Look: Digital Views of the Blue 
Ridge Parkway, 12:30 pm, Love House and Hutchins Forum, Center for the Study of the American South. http:!/south.unc.edu 

Feb. 26 - March 16: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents, Love Alone. A routine medical procedure goes tragically wrong. 

http:i/www.playmakersrep.org 

Feb. 27-28: Coastal Cohorts, including UNC creative writing professor Bland Simpson, present King Mackerel and the Blues are Running: Songs and Stories 

of the Carolina Coast. 8 pm, Historic Playmakers Theatre. $15 for public, free tickets for students. Memorial Hall Box Office, (919) 843-3333. 

.h.~t..t..nU~.c.~.1Le.~..~.u.~.~.c..~.e.~g~n~.4..~..~.4.~.~..~j.~.4.~j..k.~L~.~..m..:a...c.~<..?.~L 

Feb. 27: UNC Distinguished Writer in Residence Stewart O’Nan will read from his work. 7:30 pm, Genome Sciences Building Auditorium. Details to come on 

additional panel events: http:!/tinyud.comilgSyzby 

Feb. 28-March 1: Gathering Honey: Stories of Black Southern Women Who Love Women, a performance by Northwestern University scholar, artist and 

activist E. Patrick Johnson. 8 pm, Sonya Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. http://processseries.unc.edu 

Ongoing: 

Through Feb. 9: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents the Noel Coward comedy, Private Lives. http:/iwww.playmakersrep.org 

### 

UNC Events Calendar: http://events.unc.edu 

Web: http:!/college.unc.edu 
Magazine: http:!/magazine.college.unc.edu 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/UNC.College 
Twitter: _P!_t__t#_L/J_t_-__w__ j__t__t__e___r:__c___o__r_~J___u__0__c___c___o_!J__e_g_e__ 
YouTube: ._h__t__t_ .~..:~/j...w....w....w..~..7~-ktt..~.kLb.~.e..~.c.L.~..r~#j...u.~..e..rj~.u....N.~.~.‘..~.‘..~..[~.e.g.e.. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculbl as: afiica~l- and- afro- american- sm dies- £~culb~)listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

africa~- and-afar-american- studies- faculty as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">reges~te@email.unc.edu-i"a-~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 4:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Do you have type 2 Diabetes? Participate in our Patient Portal Study 

Do you have type 2 Diabetes and ~vant to partner with us to help make information in the electronic medical record easier to understand for patients? 

You may qualii~ for a research study- that seeks to help patients access and understand their information in the electronic medical record tl~rough creating an online system called a patient 
portal. Often medical information, laboratoW values, and medications can be challenging to understand and manage. Our study seeks to explore these challenges and help create a portal 
system ~vhere patients can log on and look at their medical information in an easy-to-understand format 

We are seeking patients with ~zpe II DM over the age of 18 to participate in our research stu@. 

You may quali~z for our stud?’ if: 
You have been diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes 
Willing to participate in a interview session to get your thoughts and opinions about what features you would want in a patient portal to help manage your health and diabetes and tell 

us about what types of information would be helpful to you in managing your diabetes 
OR are willing to participate in testing out a patient portal system and providing feedback about ~vhat you like and dislike about the system 
English as your primary language for reading and speaking 

You do not have to have experience ~vith using patient portals or feel comfortable using technologies to qualit)! 

If you may be interested, please contact us at the following email address: patientportalstu@@unc.edu. 

If you quali(y for the stu@, you would need to make several visits to UNC to participate in interview sessions or testing sessions which would each last about 1.5 hours. 

We will offer a $20 gift card for your pamcipation in each session in the study and a parking pass, if needed 

’]7his study has been approved on 10/15/2013 by the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board: IRB 13-3990 

This message is sponsored by: School of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 5:02 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Friday, January 31, 2014 6:26 AM 

General Faculty <generalfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[generalfaculty] REMINDER: 2014 Faculty Governance (Faculty Council & Committees) Interest Survey 

To UNC Faculty: 

Just a friendly Friday reminder that the 2014 UNC Faculty Governance interest survey is now open. You have through Wednesday, February 5th to respond! 
Full details below, or online at: http://facc~un.unc.edu/2~14/~1/facu~ty-g~vernance-interest-survey-n~w-~pen-dead~ine-feb-5th/ 

Dear Colleagues, 

We write to invite you to become involved as faculty leaders in campuswide faculty governance by responding to the annual faculty governance interest 
survey. As you know, the past several years have been trying times for the university. At present, we have many new faces at all levels of top 
administration, and ongoing challenges on many fronts. Faculty engagement and leadership during this time are critical. If you have wanted to serve, and 
to make your voice heard, now is your opportunity. 

Full information about how the survey results are used is below; however, if you are already familiar with the process, here’s the survey link for quick 
reference, This should take no more than about ten minutes to complete, The deadline to respond is midnight, Wednesday, February 5, 2014. 

Click Here to Take the Faculty Governance Interest Survey 

More on campus wide faculty governance~ the survey~ and how the election & appointment process works: 

Each year the Faculty Nominating Committee, constituted by the Foculty Code o,f University Government, identifies members of the faculty who are willing 
to undertake service to the University as members of the Faculty Council or of elected or appointed faculty-wide standing committees. The faculty 
elections will take place in April, while members of appointed committees will be named in early summer. All offices will begin three-year terms on July 1, 

2014. 

In identifying as many as 150 faculty members willing to serve in various roles, the Nominating Committee relies heavily upon the results of the interest 
survey. For you, the survey is simply a first step in indicating your willingness to be nominated, if asked, for a three-year term on one or more committees 
in which you have expressed an interest. The survey contains a brief overview of the work of each office and the time commitment involved. 
Please note that by answering this survey, you are not committing to anything, but simply expressing interest. Our office will be in touch with you 
directly before putting your name forward for a specific position. 

Past Chairs of the Faculty and committee members have noted that campus-wide service gives a welcome opportunity to meet people in different areas 
and broaden one’s understanding of how the university works. And having a wide variety of people engaged in faculty governance strengthens the faculty 
voice in decision-making here. We hope you will consider participating. 
If you have any problems accessing the survey or have general questions about faculty governance, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of 
Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or _a___n____q_e____w_h__[_s___n___a__r3_[__@__u___n_c_:__e_d___u_. 
Sincerely yours, 

Jan Boxill 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone: 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

919-962-7609 

[sferre[@emai!_unc.ed u 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-962-1671 (office) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: rel~ester@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=669~2437.~af41~~b3368fafa7d15b15c4c4~5eb4&n=T&~=genera~facu~ty&~=34183599 or send a blank 

email to leave-34183599-66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7dlSblSc4c405eb4@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-Chapel Hill Sustainability Oltice <surve~Q@qualtrics.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 10:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

SustaJ nability Survey- -REMINDER 

UNC-Chapel Hill is rudely regarded as a national and international leader in sustainability. To better understaxid the integration of sustainability across the institution, the 

University is surveying i:aculty to compile mi inventory of sustainability- related courses mad research. This information will be used for internal strategic plmining and for 

external assessment purposes. 

Sus~mabili~7 in this context ~efers to courses and resemch with a focus on any of the following: 

[] Sustainabili~ as an integrated concept having social, economic, and environmental dimensions. 

[1 The application of sustainabili~ within a field. 

[1 Understanding, or providing skills and/or knowledge directly connected to solving one or more major sustainability challenges, which could include climate cha~ge, 

air quali~, world peace, the delivery of water or health care to underserved populations, the eradication of tx~verty, or the planning of communities. 

I1 Engaging community members to achieve tx~si~6ve social, economic, ~md environmental outcomes. 

Please click on the link below to co~nplete this brief(5 minutes) survey by ,lanuary 31, 2014. IF YOU HAVE ALREADY COMPLETED THE SURVEY, PLEASE 

DISREGARD THIS MESSAGE. 

Please click here to take the survey. 

If you have qnestions or need technical assistance, please contact Kristin Blank-White, Research and Outreach Manager in the Sustainabili~ Office, at kristin.blank- 

white@fac.unc.edu, 919-843-5295. 

Tha~k you tbr your assis~nce. 

UN C- Chapel Hill S ustainabili~, Oftice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Participants Needed: Instrumental Networking 

Thank you for your interest in our studies We are currently recruiting participants for the following study-. To register please visit our website at ~vww.c4dr unc.edu/experiments 

Title: Instrumental Networking 
The purpose of this study is to better understand the effects of social 
networking. In this study you will be asked to write and send a message 
to a person of your choosing, answer a variety of questions, and 
participate in a group task. 

Location: Kenan-Flagler Business School, McColl 4404 
Duration: 45 mins 
Pay: $9 
IRB # 14-0119 
Exclusions: You must be 18 years or older, and have BOTH a Facebook and a Linkedin account to participate. 

Approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB on Janua~’ 28, 2014 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Decision Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 10:38 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Apply Now to be a Diversity Edncation and Research Center Facnlty Fellow 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) is currently taking applications for appointment as a Diversity Education and Research Center (DERC) Faculty Fellow. DERC Faculty’ Fellows are 
tenured, tenure-track, fsxed-term, or post-doctoral scholars who have demonstrated a commitment to teaching, research, and selwice and a commitment to diversity and inclusion at UNC. 

DMA is currently taking applications for the Spring 2014 DERC Faculty’ Fellows: http://diversity.unc.eduieducation/derc/facultvapplication 

As a DERC Faculty Fello~v, an individual ~vill have the oppommity to: 
¯ Learn more about diversity and inclusion in the higher education context 
° Gain administrative leadership experience in higher education 

¯ Enrich and impact campus culture and climate 
° Advance the knowledge in the field of diversity scholarship and practice 

¯ Assist DMA in enhancing existing efforts or in developing new strategies that promote diversity and inclusion 

To read more about DERC Faculty Fellows, please visit http ://diversitv.unc. edu/fellows 

Faculty Fello~vs receive $2,500* per semester (*includes fringe benefits) to be applied as a stipend to the employee payroll Chairs or department heads must approve the award 

Applications are due February 14 

This message is spunsored by: Diversity’ and Multicultural Affairs 

INFORMATIONAL email *vill only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your informational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



We stand united for- 

1. Black Americans, both enslaved and free, who built this university and who 

were also barred from its doors; 

2. Black students who are amazing geniuses and who are academically less 

prepared; 

3. Black prospective students and parents who thoughtfully and rightfully 

express interest in ou r prestigious u niversity, 

4. The Department of African, African American and Diasp~ Studie~, which 

has been unfairly attacked, overly investigated, andwho~ I~gi~i~ has 

been repeatedly questioned; ....... ....... ....... ....... .... 

5. Black faculty whose research, teaching, and ser~i~e contributes to 

knowledge production and social change on~vr ca~p~=s and beyond; 
6. Black athletes who face stereotype thre~ ~=Dd ~ targets of ridicule; 

7. Black athletes who work hard and inside and 

outside of the classroom; ........ .... .... 

8. Black coaches and staff who £~#~Jnue ~e: edu~:ate, advise, 8uide, and inspire 

youn8 people; .... 

9. Black alumni who value t:~eir d:~srees~ treasure their UNC experience, and 

care about the futu:~ of tb:is :i~s:tit~:ion; and 

~0. Couraseous administ¢:a~Srs, facSIty, staff, and students who press on 

despite impatien~:e, :~edia inaccuracies, 8ossip, and public attacks on our 

i n st it u t ...... .... ............ .... 

We chose:::the Universit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We are confident in our ..... ..... 

varied ~ifts and: ~£~Eibutions to this institution. We are intesral to its unique 

fabric o::~ I~rnin::~ and lisht. We do not apolosize to or back down to those who 

challense ................. o:aE st:udents worthiness on campus. We reaffirm our commitment to 

support the presence and contributions of Black students, faculty, staff, and 

administrators on the UNC campus. We believe in redemption and healing as a 

unified community. 

We ask you to stand with us - today and always. 

Respectfully, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Social Skills Group tbr Teenagers (16+) and Young Adults 

We are pleased to announce the next session of our group-based social skills clinic for teenagers (16+) and young adults. This clinical service consists of 8 hour-long weekly sessions, with 
the next session scheduled to begin on Monday, Februaw 17th at 4p. This clinic is offered through the Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities (101 Renee Lynne Court, Carrboro, 
NC 27510). All ma~or insurance providers are accepted. 

Sessions will be led by a clinical psychologist and trainee and will focus on improving social cognition and social skills The class is open to those with a formal diagnosis that impacts their 
social abilities (such as an autism spectrum disorder or ADHD) as well as to those simply ~vishing to improve their social skills. Because much of the class relies on back-and-forth between 
class members, participants must have sufficient verbal skills to participate in a group setting. Sessions will have tap to 12 participants 

Potential patients or caregivers please contact Twyla Peoples at 919-843-1529 or T~2~-la peoples@cidd.unc edu for more information about scheduling and registration. 

This message is sponsored by: Carolina Institute for Developmental Disabilities 

INFORNLA_TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUN(? at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc~edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no re~son to fear the wind." 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



Eebruar~/I, 2o14 

We s~andunitedjor - 

Black ~mericans, both enslaved an~firee, 

who built this university andwfio were a~o ba~edfrom its doors; 

2. Black students who wonderj:ull~/enrich our campus -- those who are 

amazing geniuses andthose who are academically/lessprepared; 

3. Black athletes wfio~ace stereotype threat andare ta~ets oj:rid~cu~; 

4. Black arhletes who work hardandsmar~ ro achieve victories inside and 

outside o_~the classroom; 

5. Blackprospective students andparents who though~ull~ and righ~ 

express interest in ourprestigious universit~l, 

6. q=he ~Deparrment oj:91j~’ican, African ~merican anti,Diaspora Stua~es, 

which has been unfairly/attacked, overl~ investigated, andwhose 

~gitimac~/has been repeatedly/questioned; 

7. Blackfacult~ whose research, teaching, andser~ice contribute to knowledge 

production andsocialchange on our campus and be~/ond; 

8. Black coaches andsta~wfio continue to educate, advise, guide, andinspire 

~/oungpeop~; 

9. Black alumni who value their degrees, treasure their ql~lc experience, and 

care about the_.~uture o_~this institution; and 

1o. Courageous administrators, facul~l, staff, and students whopress on 

despite impatience, media inaccuracies, gossip, andpubhc attacks on our 

institution. 



We chose the ’~Iniversit~l of ~q~r~h Carohna at Chapel~I~I!. We are confident in 

our variedgif~s and contributions to this institution. We are integralto its 

unique fabric 4 ~arning and hghr. We do no~ apologize to or back do~vnfrom 

those who chal~nge our stu~nts’ wo~hiness on campus. We rea~rm our 

commitmen~ to support the presence andcon~ributions ~Black stu~nts,~cu~y, 

st~ andadministrators on the ~c campus. We be~eve in re~mption and 

hea~ng as a un~edcommunit~. 

Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

#~el~o~ard 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Monday, FebruaD, 3, 2014 11:09 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb,@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[genemlt~culty] REMINDER: 2014 Faculty Govema~ce (Faculty Council & Committees) Interest Survey 

To UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty 

From: Office of Faculty Governance 

This is another reminder that the 2014 UNC Faculty Governance interest survey is now open. You have until midnight, Wednesday, February 5th to 

respond! We presently have 210 responses from a pool of nearly 3500 faculty members. We would love to have many more than that by Wednesday, as 

there are numerous opportunities for you to serve the university, and the responses are very helpful to the Nominating Committee in filling open positions. 

Please consider taking a few moments to indicate your areas of interest today. 

Full details and the link to the survey are below. 

Dear Colleagues, 

We write to invite you to become involved as faculty leaders in campuswide faculty governance by responding to the annual faculty governance interest 

survey. As you know, the past several years have been trying times for the university. At present, we have many new faces at all levels of top 

administration, and ongoing challenges on many fronts. Faculty engagement and leadership during this time are critical. If you have wanted to serve, and 

to make your voice heard, now is your opportunity. 

Full information about how the survey results are used is below; however, if you are already familiar with the process, here’s the survey link for quick 

reference. This should take no more than about ten minutes to complete. The deadline to respond is midnight, Wednesday, February 5, 2014. 

Click Here to Take the Facult51 Governance Interest Survey 

31ore on campus wide faculty governance, the surv~. , and how the election & appointment process works: 

Each year the Faculty Nominating Committee, constituted by the Faculty Code of University Government, identifies members of the faculty who are willing 

to undertake service to the University as members of the Faculty Council or of elected or appointed faculty-wide standing committees. The faculty 

elections will take place in April, while members of appointed committees will be named in early summer. All offices will begin three-year terms on July 1, 

2014. 

In identifying as many as 150 faculty members willing to serve in various roles, the Nominating Committee relies heavily upon the results of the interest 

survey. For you, the survey is simply a first step in indicating your willingness to be nominated, if asked, for a three-year term on one or more committees 

in which you have expressed an interest. The survey contains a brief overview of the work of each office and the time commitment involved. 

Please note that by answering this survey, you are not committing to anything, but simply expressing interest. Our office will be in touch with you 

directly before putting your name forward for a specific position. 

Past Chairs of the Faculty and committee members have noted that campus-wide service gives a welcome opportunity to meet people in different areas 

and broaden one’s understanding of how the university works. And having a wide variety of people engaged in faculty governance strengthens the faculty 

voice in decision-making here. We hope you will consider participating. 

If you have any problems accessing the survey or have general questions about faculty governance, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of 

Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or anne whisnant@unc.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jan Boxill 

Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone: 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

Joseph S. Ferrell 

Secretary of the Faculty 

919-962-7609 

jsferrel@email.unc.edu 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-962-1671 (office) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfacul~ as: regester~T~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafa7d15b15c4c405eM&~T&l generaJfaculb~&o 34197267 or send a blank email to 

leave-34197267- 66902437.0af4160b3368[htia7d 15bl 5c4c405eb4@listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 11:20 AIVl 

Regester, Chaylene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Academic Progress Reports 

If you have not yet submi[ted your Academic Progress Reports for spring 2014, please do so a[ your earliest convenience. 

Instructors of undergraduate courses may submit Academic Progress Reports in ConnectCarolina until February 26, 2014. 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 
Frequently Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Academic progress reports (formerly called academic early warnings) are a tool for instructors to communicate with students. Instructors can provide 

comments to students performing well and to students exhibiting early signs of academic distress. Instructors may submit up to two comments for each 

student in a particular course. When an instructor submits an academic progress report for a student, the student will be contacted by email and through 

ConnectCarolina. A note will also be placed in the students advising record. Students who receive negative academic progress reports are encouraged to 

consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and strategies 

for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

WHAT TYPES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS MAY BE SUBMITTED? 

Instructors can submit up to 2 of the following items for each student enrolled in their course: 

Assignment/Homework Performance 

Class Participation 

Quiz/Examination Performance 

Writing Skills 

General Concern 

Immediate Action Suggested 

Never Attended 

Intermittent Attendance 

Stopped Attending 
¯ Keep up Good Work 
¯ Showing Improvement 
¯ Outstanding Performance 

WHEN CAN AN INSTRUCTOR SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports in ConnectCarolina from the 4th through the 7th week of a fall or spring semester. The last day to drop 
th occurs during the 8 week of fall and spring semesters. There are no early warnings during the summer term. For Spring 2014, the Academic 

Progress Repod. period is January 28 through February 26. The last day to drop a course is Wednesday, March 5th. 

WHY SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

While submitting academic progress reports are voluntary, they are a helpful tool to provide students with feedback on their academic performance early in 

the semester. 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports using ConnectCarolina. 

:1. Between January 28 and February 26 go to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina. 

2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 

3. Click on the "Academic Early Warning" link in the right corner. 

4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in the two columns that say "Comment 1" and "Comment 2." 

5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMITTING AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

The criteria for submitting an academic progress report is determined by the instructor. An instructor may consider submitting an academic progress 

report if a student is performing well in the course or not meeting expectations in the following areas: 
¯ Assignment or Homework Performance 
¯ Class Participation 

,, Quiz or Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ASTUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Students who receive academic progress reports are contacted by email and through ConnectCarolina. Students are encouraged consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and, if 

necessary, strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize ._q#!__v___e__Ls_!_t_y___r__e___s___o___u___r__c___e___s_ for academic success. 

DO ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS GO ON A STUDENT’S "PERMANENT RECORD" OR TRANSCRIPT? 

No. The academic progress report is an internal communication and will not appear on external student records such as a transcript. 

ARE ACADEMIC ADVISORS NOTIFIED WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 



A note is put in the "Advisor Note" section of ConnectCarolina. Advisors in The Academic Advising Program review Advisor Notes when they meet with 

students. The Office of Underqraduate Retention receives reports on students receiving academic progress reports and frequently reaches out to students 

and/or refers students to appropriate resources and services on campus. 

WHAT IF I HAVE A NON-ACADEMIC CONCERN ABOUT A STUDENT? 

The Academic Progress Report System is primarily for academic concerns. If you have a general concern about a student and you would like to talk to the 

student in person, you may submit the "General Concern" early warning. If you are concerned about a student"s health or safety, you are 

encouraged to contact the ._D____e___a___n____o__f____S___t#_#__e___n__t___s____O____ff__!_c___e_. (919 ) 966-4042 or ~C~#~n~s~e~!~[~n~g~a~n~d~P~s~‘y~c~h~[~g~!£~a~[~S-~e-~m~[~c~e~s~ (919 ) 966-3658 immediately. If you have a 

student exhibiting disruptive behaviors during class, you may want to contact the Dean of Students and/or visit their website for helpful information. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Student Withdrawals - New Process 

To: Deans, Directors, Depaltment Chairs, Faculty, and Staff 
FROM: James W Dean, Jr, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
RE: Student Withdrawals - Ne~v Process 

I write to ilT[’orm you of a ne~v, electronic method for processing student withdra~vals that replaces the paper forms used in the past. 

Effective January 8, 2014, an?- undergraduate, graduate, or Friday Center student ~vho wishes to withdraw from all courses during the cun-ent semester must submit the Official Withdra~val 
Request, which is available online through the ConnectCarolina Student Center. This new form helps the University comply with federal regulations by defining and recording an official 
withdrawal date for any student who withdraws from all current courses. 

When students notit) you of their intent to withdraw from all their current courses, please tell them to submit the Official Withdrawal Request through their ConnectCarolina Student Center. 
A student’s official withdrawal date will be the date on which the student submits the Official Withdra~val Request. 

Once submitted, the request ~vill be electronically rotated to the appropriate academic advisor or dean for approval, and then to the University registrar for processing. At each step, the 
student and the academic advisor or dean ~vill receive progress notifications by email 

As a result of this new electronic form, the paper Application for Withdrawal form ~vill no longer be accepted for undergraduate, graduate, or Friday Center students who are withdrawing 
from all their current courses. The paper form will continue to be used for the following academic withdrawals: 

Retruactive withdrawals frum previous semesters; 
Current term withdrawals for students in foreign exchange prugrams and inter-institutiunal prugrams; and 
Current term withdrawals for students enrolled in professional careers. 

Please nute that the process fur health-related withdrawals has not changed; withdrawals initiated by Campus Health Services or Cuunseling and Psychological Services will still be handled 
by those offices. 

Fur detailed instructions fur the new Official Withdrawal Request, please see https://re~istrarunc.edu/academic-sep~ices/withdrawa~s-cance~ati~ns/student-withdrawa~-e-fnrm/. If you 
shuuld have questiuns abuut the new form, please email withdrawhelp@unc.edu 

For more informatiun about withdrawal prucesses at the University, please see https://re~istrar unc.edu/academic-services/withdrawals-cancellatiunsi. 

This new electronic withdrawal prucess was collaboratively develuped by: IN2~rmation Technology Services, Ol!fice uf Scholarships and Student Aid, Office of the University Registrar, the 
Graduate Schoul, the Friday (;enter, Academic Advising, Student Accuunt Sep~ices, Office of Undergraduate Admissiuns, and the Student Administrative Business Analyst team. 

Thank you fur yuur support as we implement this new sulutiun 

This message is spunsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provust 





$30 Off Ki~dle Fire HDX Velentine’s Dey Roses 

Valentine’s Day for Kids 
Ca~ds, pa~Sy s~pp~ies~ boo~<s, and Crafts ~.~.~..~:~.9~.[~: 

Plush Toys 



A,~ts & Clafts Edito,~s’ Picks fo,~ Littie Cupids 

Savings with Style 
Fas~io~ab~e gifts for wo~’~÷~ ~en, a~ kids ~...[~:~.~ 



Fashion Gifts for Her                          Up to 60% Off Shoes 

i~i 30~: off sele~ ,J%,~eirv" up to (30% oft G~f~ab~a Handbsgs tram 

30% Off Select Jewe[[y Up to 60% Off G~ffable Hs~sdbags from ~]yNaMt 

Ente ainment 

~:: r~,¢sv~es & TV Vs~enth~’s Ds’¢ L~tore                        [ ::~:: 50 Greet Romsnt~c A~bums fo~ 2014 

~/~ov~es & TV Va~e~tine’s Day Sto~e               50 G~eat Rema~t~c A~bums for 2014 



Romantic Rends Kil~dle Romance Books, $3.99 or Less 

Pets & Home 
Gifts for that special 

20% Off AndJs Pet Cl~ppels and Tl~mme~s 

~ set the k,~,sod with Phillips Hue Chang~n9-Co~o~ LED 

20% C:qf Waill Professio!l~i ~nd Consur~er Pet 

20% Off Wshl Piofessional a~d Consumer Pet 
G~ooming P~od u c, ts 

Set the Mood witt; Phillips Hu(.~ Ch~r~ging-Colo~ ,’alp to 25% Off 
LED Ligi~[s 

Outdoor Gear 
Gift ideas for e~;ioying the great outdoors 



Sa\se 17% Dis Cameo RediY*dlsite Picnic Save 69% on Select Camco Poltable Director’s 
Bianket 

Save 53% on Cameo ~{p t,s 45% Off Seiec~ Rug~ed R~dge Car~o & Floor 

.~.~,~ o.. ~e en Caeca "L~tt~e Red Campfire" Up to 45% Off Select Rugged Ridge Cargo 

Warehouse Deals 

Laptops from Amazon ~’~TS~elSOL~Se Deals TVs from Amazon ~Afarehouse Deals 







Mo\,ie5 & iS’ 

i<indie 

Videe Games Baby 

hldusl~iai & {-}ci,~!nliiic 

Gi~l: Cards 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 4:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Notes 

ALAD Linkages Fall 2013.pdf; CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf 

Hi Friends. A special thank you for the prayers, feedback, and support for our CBC Statement. The response has been overwhelmingly positive. We have 

heard from students, alumni, nOT members, the Chancellor, senior administrators, staff, and faculty. This document can hopefully be the spark to initiate 

and/or continue the necessary dialogue and education about power, privilege, and access at UNC. I will be interviewed tomorrow at 7:06 a.m. on WCHL 

97.9 FM {www.chapelboro.com). If anyone wishes to also be interviewed as a representative of the Caucus in future media requests, please let me know. I 

will refer your name and contact number. ;) In addition, I was informed that a diverse student group has been formed to also share their voice in this 

rega rd. 

Here are two examples of the feedback received: 

1. You don’t know me, I’m simply another humble alumnus of UNC, but I wanted to drop you a quick line to tell how incredibly 

impressed I am with the statement of unity released by the Carolina Black Caucus. Thank you. We alumni stand united 
behind you. #HeelForward 

2. Thank you, and thanks to all the members of the Caucus, for writing and sending this statement. It is wise and true. I 

especially appreciate the call to stand with students who have been unfairly maligned. Our students have earned their place 

here. We should be glad and grateful that they chose UNC. 

marcn ~ (cnange yrom ~arcn 

Please check out the Fall 2013 newsletter from the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Share with your friends and family! 

Quick Reminder Notes (see the 1.28.14 E-Newsletter): 

1. MOVEMENT, not a Moment!" - Each year, on the 2nd 

Saturday, in February, at 9:00 a.m., thousands of HKonJ marchers flood downtown Raleigh, NC where the "HKonJ People’s Assembly" convenes and 

ultimately marches to the North Carolina General Assembly on Jones Street. HKONJ STANDS TO PROTECT "LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL." 

http:iiwww.h konj.comi 

2. "Lift Every Voice: African-American Music and Culture" Sunday, February 9 (Friday Center) An Afternoon with Louise Toppin and the UNC Black 

Student Movement Gospel Choir. http:/ifridaycenter.unc.edu/toppin/index.html 

3. "Black & Blue Tour" - Friday, February 21 - 3:00 p.m. The tour is a walking tour of black history on campus. This free tour starts inside Morehead 

Planetarium http:i, ~vunc.org/Ix~ sliblack- and- blue - k~ur- tbc uses- aJiican- american- history- unc 

4. Celebrate our Black Athlete Pioneers[ Men’s Basketball game vs. Wake Forest on February 22 (12:00 p.m. Smith Center) will feature a tribute to 

those men who participated in Carolina Athletics and laid the foundation of success on and off the court and field. Be there! 

h~p;!/w~vw.g~hee[~om/Vj#wAc~[£[~dbm!ZDB OEM !D~O&ATCI.!D~2093~Z0~ 

5. "Gathering Honey: Stories of Black Southern Women Who Love Women" - Friday, February 28 (8:00 p.m. Stone Center) E. Patrick Johnson is a 

scholar, artist, and activist, Johnson has performed nationally and internationally and has published widely in the area of race, gender, sexuality 

and performance.) ..h..t..t.~...:/~.~...r...~.£.e...s~.s..s.~.e.J.:j~.e...s~:~.u.~.n...c.:..e...d.~.u./~.e...v..e...n.~.t..s.[g.a...t..h.~.e...r.Ln.g~.h.~.~...n.~.e.~y~. 

6._:__Dr. Cornel West - Friday, February 28 (7:00 p.m. Memorial Hall). Professor of philosophy and Christian practice at Union Theological Seminary, West will 

discuss "Then & Now: Race in the South" as part of a Martin Luther King, Jr. and Black History Month Bridge program. Before the speech, a unity dinner and 

discussion, "Then & Now: His Dream of Unity," starts at 5:00 p.m. in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

7. The Annual Minority Health Conference {F~brM#ry 2g : Gj[!j~gs School of Global Public Health) was launched by the Minority Student Caucus in 

~-9--~-a-~--n--d--~-h-~-a--s-~--b--e---e---n-~-c-~-~-~-n-~-d-~--u--c--t-e-~-d-~-n-~-e-~-a-~-r~[y~-e-~-v-~-e---r~y-~-e---a-~-r-~-s-!~-n-~-c-~-e-~-t-~-h-~-e-~-n-~’-~---M--~-a~-~-~-r-~--~-~-b~-e-~-c--t-Lv--e-~-s-~-a--r-~-e-~-t-~-~-~-h-~1~--h-~J~-h-~-t~-h-~-e---a-~[-t---h-~!~-s--s-~-u-9--s-~--~--f-~-c-~-~-~-n---c---e--r-~-n-~-t-~-~-~---e----~-~--Le-~-~-~-c-~-~J~-~-~-r-~-a-~--n--d--~-t-~-~-. 

-a---t--t--r--a---c--t---s--t---u---d---e---n--t--s---Ln--t---e--r---e--s--t---e---d--J--n------m--Ln---~--’.-~Lt-y---b--e---a-!-t--b---t--~----t---h---e----s--c--b--~---~--Lhtt p://www, m in o r ity, u n c,ed u/s p h/min co n f/ 

Slaying pr~yer[-ul, 

debby 

Deborah L. Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

#t teelFo~vard 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 54~ with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce- 34201619- 72716631 @listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 4:56 PM 

aJ~iican- and- a3~o - a~nericaJ~- studi es- tS, cul~ <aliica~- and- afar- american- studies- facul ty@lis’Berv, uric. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu>; Koen, B:9’an Williamson <bkoen@email.unc.edu> 

[a2ricaaa- m~d-afm-amefica~- siudies- faculty] Jail-college- facul~] INVITATION FROM IAH: Welcome New IAH Director, Discuss Past, 

Present and Future 

The enclosed invitation from the hlstitul:e for the Arts a[~d H~m~anities ~s being extended to all faculty in d~e College of Arts and Sdences, with an ~nforrnatkm copy 

to adm~n~sbat~ve nlansgers. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please jo~n us at 4;00 p.m. on Monday, February 10th for a special conversation celebrating the appointment of Mark Katz as the next director of the Institute for 

the Arts and Humanities. IAH Founding Director Ruel Tyson and I will join Mark in the UNversity Room for a panel discussion looking at the past, present and future 

of the Institute. Professor Emerita and IAH Fellow Jane Brown will moderate our discussion, and a reception will follow. 

While the event will honor Mark’s appointment, it’s also a celebration of the larger IAH community, so we hope to see you many of you there. And please feel free 

to share this information with interested colleagues. 

All the best, 

John 

John McGowan 

Director, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

all- college - faculty as: afiicaa~- and- afro- american- stt dies- £hcultv(~)listserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

africaa~-and-afa~-american-stndies-faculty as: <a hre~ mailto:regesler@email.unc.edu">regesler@email.unc.eduWa;. 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Statement Follow Up 

Open Letter Staci Rosche.doc 

Hi Friends. I apologize on the date mix-up.., brain overload. 

Our next meeting is Wednesday, February 12 at :12:00 p.m. (Union TBD) The Chancellor expressed interest in meeting with us again. She may stop by 

towards the end of this meeting. 

A sincere thanks to those of you who reached out to me before and after the interview. I prayed a lot about the message and my words. Here is the 

interview link - http~//chape~b~r~c~m/news/unc/car~ina-b~ack-caucus-chair-addresses-statement-~ive-tuesday/ and two other comments regarding our 

Statement: 

1. We stand with the Carolina Black Caucus’ call[or student worthiness to be a[[irmed; [or the presence and contributions o[ Black students, 

[acuity, sta[[ and administrators to be supported; and[or a uni[ied community through a renewed commitment to redemption and healing. We 

are deeply concerned that A[rican American students, [acuity, administrators and stall have to pause [ram their daily commitments to de[end 

their presence on campus and that they continue to experience the diminishment o[ their history and achievements. We lament the pain that 

unexamined bias-qrom without and within--continues to cause the university community. We a[[irm our respect and appreciation [or A[rican 

Americans throughout the generations who have contributed in multiple ways to the li[e and strength o[ the university, and hope that those on 

campus today will never again have to de[end their right[ully earned place at UNC. We celebrate their presence and scholarship, their 

accomplishments on and o[[ the [ield and their dedication to UNC. We are grote[u/to the Carolina Black Caucus [or standing up at this critical 

moment and we are honored to join our voices with theirs. 

The Reverends Jill and Richard Edens, Jenny Shultz and Susan Steinberg - United Church o[ Chapel Hill, a congregation o[ The United Church o[ 

Christ 
2. I wish you all the best as I have been extremely troubled as the tone o[ these investigations has become increasingly biased in my opinion. I 

rallied in support o[ a stand-alone AFAM department and Black Cultural Center as a student and I support your el[arts to respond to the 

increasingly hysterical and misguided investigations o[ and attacks on the A[rican, A[rican American and Diaspora Studies Department, A[rican 

American students and pro[essors now. (See attachment) Staci Rosch 

Here is another concern that I feel important to bring to your attention: The video that has gone viral concerning our Native American students - 

b__t_t n_;ZL_v_!_m~_o___~_�__o__r~Zg_O_~ZT_7. 
Light your candles! ;) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

.a_:_w__?_v_:~:!(_::~ ~_! ~__/_!: I:)_~. 
#I IeelFot~ard 

~When the root is deep, there is no reason to[ear the wind/~ 

"~ii Garolina Black Gaucus 542 with tag 



Open Letter to Madeline G. Levine: 

In opening, I want to thank you for your many decades of distinguished service at my ahna mater. I 

understand and share many concerns about the corrosive effect of certain aspects of athletics on academic 

studies at all levels of education, and fully support Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean in their work to 

learn and build from UNC’s experiences, wonderful, inspiring, good, bad, and embarrassing, to provide 

all students, including student athlete "exceptions," a meaningful experience to help prepare them for a 

successful future. Where we seem to differ is that I want to find a way to make it work, whereas I sense 

that you may consider the conflict between academics and athletics intractable and would prefer that 

sports, at least revenue sports, be eliminated at UNC. While I disagree with that position, I do respect it 

as I respect those willing to have an open and honest discussion about it. 

That said, I am disturbed by some of the content and tone of your open letter. 

You provide four anecdotes from your 36-year career. In one incident over thirty years ago, you were 

asked in a tone you did not appreciate whether a Japanese golf recruit with limited English skills could 

take Japanese courses for credit and you said no, which ended the incident. Yet based on the ’~tone" of the 

coach asking, you assume that he must be used to getting special treatment for potential golfers. Your 

focus on the "tone" of the coach was striking to me, given the tone of your own letter. 

For instance, you state that during your career you never taught "a single basketball or football player, nor 

did I expect to." That statement gives the impression that you are proud of that claim. But, I’m curious, 

how you know this to be the case’? Did you demand that athletes identify themselves in your classes so 

you could lower your expectations accordingly? Did you compare student names to football and 

basketball rosters? Or do you assume this to be the case because of some other obvious identifying 

physical factor that none of your students shared with basketball players and football players? 

You also related a story about a student who was advised against taking your class, and, as a result, was 

not provided tutoring in your class (which does seem curious at best). You say you expected her to fail 

and in fact she flunked out in her first semester at UNC. Your tone in relating this stou was one of 

resentment of her presence, and you make no mention of trying to help her yourself. You believe she was 

"cruelly Sela~ed" by UNC for admitting her, but apparently not poorly served by your lack of support in 

her eftbrts to take your class apparently because you expected her to fail. You admit you have no idea 

what happened to her after leaving your class, yet you nonetheless speculate that she is better off than 

"revenue" athletes who you condemn as having "meaningless diplomas." While you may have intended 

to suggest that some "revenue athletes" in very specific circumstances have a "meaningless diploma," 

which ! think is an unjustified judgment in any event, your words and tone will be widely understood to 

apply to all such athletes at UNC. 

You also raised the specter of a "functionally illiterate" revenue sport athlete in the 2006-07 class at UNC, 

without relating how you obtained this information or the basis of that concern. Mary Willingham made a 

similarly explosive claim to CNN.com about a basketball player she tutored "early" in her career who she 

claimed was not just functionally illiterate but actually could not read or write. The distinction between 

completely and functionally illiterate is material, and I think should be clarified, but ~vould also concede 

that when ~ve are discussing the ability to do college level work in any institution, particularly at Carolina, 

it is a distinction without a difference. I hope that you will now provide the current Administration this 



name in private so that it can be cross-checked against Willingham’s claim (assuming she has actually 

provided a name) and be properly investigated; otherwise, in my view, you are maligning an entire class 

of athletes who entered during that year without providing a means of investigating the individual claim 

or exonerating all other athletes from the shadow of that allegation. 

Whoever the athlete (and I fear you’ve made it rather too easy to pinpoint a single class of recruits, 

thereby damning them all), he was apparently admitted in accordance with NCAA, ACC and UNC 

policies, which means there was no violation of the rules governing athlete admission. It is terribly 

disturbing, though sadly not altogether surprising, to read an allegation that an athlete could have such a 

learning disability or other academic deficiency coming out of high school and yet still pass through the 

NCAA Clearinghouse and other admissions requirements. For me, if the allegation you relate is true, I 

am far less distressed about UNC’s role IF he received proper support to overcome his learning disability 

or other academic deficiency and gained something truly important from his time at UNC. I understand 

that you may disagree and may feel strongly that it should never be UNC’s job to provide such remedial 

academic support, regardless of an enrollee’s other talents, and can certainly understand that position. 

In any event, you write that you ~’hold [UNC’s] reputation dear," as do I, and that you are concerned 

about the "exploitation" of athletes, as am I. But based on the tone and content of your letter, it is 

apparent that you do not share my concern about maligning the entire class of "revenue" athletes, who are 

mostly African American and who now face absurd assumptions about their intellectual capacity and 

abilities. You bristle at the University ’~peering through the windows of classrooms as if all faculty 

members are potential crooks" when apparently you believe that only professors or ones who teach 

classes that African American students of "physical prowess" enroll in are the ones to be watched. You 

describe your own courses in Slavic studies as appealing "primarily to intellectually curious students in 

search of something ’different’" and the only compassion you seemed to have for the female athlete in 

your anecdote was that she came to UNC to ~’learn about her ethnic heritage," yet you describe an entire 

class of mostly African American students taking elective courses in African American studies or 

whatever other courses that athletes might choose as "spurious." 

You have effectively condemned all "revenue" athletes, the majority of whom are African American, who 

hold UNC degrees and are either currently holding and performing jobs on that basis or are looking for 

jobs in a competitive market, as having an education worse than a speculative community college degree 

of a student who flunked out of UNC in a single semester, which surely you can see is terribly unfair. As 

you car~ on your fight for what you deeply and truly believe, I hope you will consider how much you 

resent what you consider to be the implication that "all faculty members are potential crooks" and apply 

that same standard to your rhetoric about athletes at UNC. 

Finally, you defend Willingham as courageous, then go on to say that even if the data she used a 

launching pad for her crusade is "flawed" it doesn’t matter because her cause is just. I don’t know if you 

graded your courses on the same basis you apply to Ms. Willingham’s ’~data," so that a student who didn’t 

understand how to do research, misstated the facts or just cheated but nonetheless presented a thesis with 

which you agreed would get the best grade, but I certainly hope not. 

You go on to equate publicly challenging the accuracy of statistical analysis as "by implication" a 

personal attack. I can only assume that our tremendous group of faculty who conduct some of the finest 

scientific research in the world today would be surprised to hear that when they challenge the accuracy of 



statistical analysis of a graduate student or peer (or a fellow scientist does the same of their own peer 

reviewed research) that it is by implication a personal attack on the person who presented the data. I 

know that you confess that you are "not competent to evaluate [Willingham’s] analysis," but hopefully 

you understand that reviewing and questioning data is not a personal attack, it is a key component of 

scientific method and peer reviewed rigor that should be demanded of all our researchers. Failing to do 

so because you like the results is a form of corruption. We need look no further than the falsified data 

scandal now unfolding in the NC State ChemistD Department to understand the critical importance of 

establishing the accuracy of statistical analysis and being critical of all research data. Further, I suspect 

that if a staff member at UNC presented purported "data" to a national news organization claiming to 

show that tenured professors contribute far less to the University than their untenured peers, and even 

initial review of the methods revealed that the flaws were so great that there was a 10-fold error and that 

the staff member did not conduct that research in accordance with the plan submitted to the University’s 

Internal Review Board, you might have a different expectation of how UNC should respond. The ends 

should never justin" the means. 

Staci Rosche (UNC ’91) 
Febmary 2, 2014 

cc: Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 4:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] International F~-;periences and Funding for Your Smdent~ Diversity Abroad Network Intb Session 

Learn more about grant I~ading for your students to travel internationally, and the Diversity Abroad Network Info Session for faculty and staff this week 
http://cgi.unc.edu/events/2~4/~2/~6/facu~ty-sta~‘-presentati~n-diversity-abr~ad-and-the-diversitv-netw~rk 

Students can apply for up to $5,000 to support sunmaer travel. Center for Global Initiatives award deadlines range February 10 March 3. http://cgi unc.eduiawards 

Faculty can also apply for awards to ewich the global content of courses. Deadline Februaly 10. http://cgi.unc.edu~’awards/curriculum-development 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Global Initiatives 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 5:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] HPTN 073: a HIV prevention and health study tbr Black gaN/bi/queer men 

HPTN 073 is a research study looking at the ~villingness of Black men who have sex with men to initiate and adhere to using the FDA approved drag Truvada as a form of pre-exposure 
prophilaxis (PREP) to help prevent their chances of contracting HIV. 

Along with the choice of taking this drug, research stu@ participants will have counseling sessions ~vith a social ~vorker and be asked to complete tasks necessaW for routine health 
assessments, including but not limited to HIV and STD testing. 

You may be eligible it! 
1. You are HIV negative or HIV status unknown 
2. You are Black, Caribbean-Black, or multi-etlmic Black 
3. You are a man who has sex with men 
4. You are age 18 or older, and 
5. You are living in the Triangle Area of North Carolina 

Participants may receive up to ~¢~75 for participating in the research study over the course of the year 

If interested, please contact Alex at 919-966-8353 or email us at mychoice@med uric edu 

’]7his research study is titled "HP~[N 073: Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PREP) Initiation and Adherence among Black Men who have Sex with Men (BMSM) in Three US Cities" 

UNC Biomedical 

IR[3 Research Study # 13-1556 

9/5/2013 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Medicine - ACTU 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 6:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Nominate a Colleague or Group for a 2014 Diversity Award 

Dear Colleagues, 
It is time once again to nominate individuals, units, and organizations for our annual University Diversity A~vards. Please recognize people and groups you kno~v who have given their time 
and effort to this veW important initiative at our institution 

The Umversity D~versity Awards committee will be accepting nominations for the award beginning Februau 3, 2014. Submissions are due by Monday, FebruaW 24. The University Diversity 
Award recognizes significant contribution to the enhancement, support and/or furtherance of diversity and inclusion on campus and in the commnnity. The a~vards will be given in the eight 
following categories: 
* Faculty 
* Staff 
* Undergraduate Student 
* Graduate/Professional Student 
* Department/Unit 
* Student Organization 
* Alumni 
* Cormnunity Member/Organization 

Criteria for the awards: 
* Advocated for diversity, equity, and inclusion of underrepresented groups and/or social justice 
* Demonstrated a sustained cormnitment to the advancement of cultural diversity and inclusion at UNC or in the community 
* Demonstrated respect or inclusive treatment when interacting with uthers 
* Implemented or spunsured an event which cultivates diversity and inclusion 

Nominatiuns can be submitted electronically at: http://~o nnc.edu/t5YgG 

Further details abuut the award and the nomination process are available at http://diversity unc.edu/diversityawards. Fur further iN2~rmation please contact I)iversity and Multicultural 
Affairs at diversity@unc.edu. 

This message is sponsured by: Diversity and Multicultural Aft’airs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set yuur infurmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 6:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Does your child have stomach aches? 

Does your child have frequent stomach aches? Would you like to learn new ways to manage your child’s stomach aches? 

Researchers at UNC are conducting a study evaluating different methods for parents to manage their child’s stomach aches. 

You may be eligible it’: 
-Your child is between ages 7 and 12 
-Your child has chronic stomach aches 

If you enroll in this research study: 
-Parents will receive three 30 minute training sessions 
-Parents and children complete five SUl-,zeys over the course of one year 
-Parents receive $150/children $25 

No change in medication is needed. You or your insurance ~vill not be billed. 

For more information, please contact: 
Megan Squires 
(919) 966-9270 
megansquires@med.unc edu 

Biomedical IRB #11-1~4 

Apprnved by UNC-CH Biomedical IRB 7,’3/2013 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

’]7his message is sponsnred by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" dn want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Persnnal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 6:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] In a romantic relationship? Participate in a UNC research study with your partner 

You are invited to participate in a new scientific research study designed to understand more about everyday couple interactions. Whether you are in a blissful relationship, thil~ your 
relationship could use a boost, or if you think you have a perfectly "normal" relationship, we are interested in what you have to say. 

People who have been involved in an exclusive romantic relationship for at least one year (no upper limit) may be eligible to participate in the stu@ with their romantic partner. 

You and your partner will spend a combined total of approximately 5 hours of your time in our laboratoiy on the UNC campus. The stud?’ will consist of three separate visits to our 
laboratory with your partner over the course of five weeks: visit 1 lasts for 1 hour, visit 2 lasts for 1.5 hours, and visit 3 lasts for 25 hours. In addition to being physically present in the lab, 
the study also involves brief (3-4 minute) online questionnaires to be completed from a location of your choosing each night of the l~ive ~veek stud?- (ie., 35 nights). During both lab 
sessions, we will record your physiolo~z and interactions with your romantic partner; we will also ask you to provide urinary and saliva samples to measure your naturally-occurring 
hormone levels. 

Each couple will be compensated with up to $210 for participation ($105 for each partner) 

For this particular study, clue to the nature of the research questions being asked, people are only eligible if the couple consists of one man and one woman and they are over the age of 18 
Additional eligibility infolrnation applies. 

We would love to hear from you, and we ~vould be more than happy to give you further information about the stud?-, including additional eligibility infolrnation. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us if you would like more information, or would like to sign tap for the study: everydayinteractions@unc.edu, or 919-962-4838 

We look forward to hearing from you, and will return your email or phone call as soon as possible. Sessions will begin immediately. 

Sincerely, 
fiveryday Interactions Study Team 

This study is being conducted through the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Psychology. Department, and has been approved by the UNC-CIt Non-Biomedical Institutional Review 
Board 09/23/13, IRB Stu@ Number 13-1976. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC I)epartment of Psychology. 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 6:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Faculty Mentoring Awards - Call tbrNominations 

All members of the Carolina Family, including current and f,armer faculty, staft; and students are encouraged to submit nominations for the 2014 Faculty Mentoring Awards. 

The Faculty Mentoring Awards, sponsored by the Carolina Women’s Leadership Council, recognize outstanding men and women faculty members who go the extra mile to guide, mentor 
and lead whether they mentor undergraduate students, graduate students, or junior faculty. 

The Council bestows three Faculty Mentoring Awards each year, one for faculty-to-undergraduate student mentoring, one for faculty-to-graduate student mentoring, and one for faculty-to- 
junior faculty mentoring. Each recipient will receive $5,000. For a complete list of wimaers, visit http://giving uric. edu/affinity-groups/carolina-womens-leadership-counciliareas-of- 
support/facu lty-mentoring-award/ 

Nominations for Faculty Mentoring Awards are due FebruaW 28, 2014. To submit a nomination, go to http:i/www.unc.edu/pcgi-bin/’¢~CMA viewapp pl 

With more than 200 members, the Council is a network of women from across the countu who are committed to supporting the University and students’ educational experiences In addition 
to sponsoring these a~vards, the Council co-sponsors the Eve Marie Carson Memorial Lecture Series. Individual members provide financial support, volunteer their time and share their 
expertise, champion Carolina in their regions and serve on boards that further the University’s mission. 

The council is co-chaired by MaW A~ne Dickson ’63 and Molly Dewar Froelich ’83. 

This message is sponsored by: The Women’s Leadership Council 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those who have indicated 
that the?" du want to receive mass email Tu set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign intu MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 6:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Professor Andrew Perrin Selected to lead Carolina Seminars Program 

The Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost is pleased to announce Andre~v Perrin, associate professor of sociology, as the ne~v director of the Carolina Seminars Program at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Perrin succeeds James Peacock, Kenan Professor of ~amthropology. 

The mission of the Carolina Seminars Program is to assemble scholars from different departments and schools to stu@ complex problems, bridge disciplinary boundaries and ewich 
academic discourse. 

Pemn is a cultural and political sociologist who has published on a broad range of topics, including recent articles on public opinion research, the Tea Party Movement and obesity-related 
behaviors and stigma in children’s movies. He teaches courses in sociological theow and cultural sociology as ~vell as first-year seminars on democratic citizenship in the United States. He 
is also a member of the UNC Facul~ Athletics Committee and the L~,-C Student-Athlete Initiative Working Group. 

EIt’ectlve Feb. 1, Perrin is in charge of providing intellectual and administrative leadership to the program by encouraging interdisciplmaly examination of critical issues. He ~vill solicit 
proposals for new- seminars, assess their value and contributions and align them with the goals of the Academic Plan. He ~vill also administer the Douglass Hunt Lecture series 

For more infolrnation, please visit http ://uncnews.unc edu/2014/01/28/sociologv-scholar-lead-carolina-seminars-program/ 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:10 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb,@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[genemlt~culty] LAST DAY: 2014 Faculty Governance (Faculty Council & Committees) Interest Survey 

To UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty 

From: Office of Faculty Governance 

This is a final reminder about the 2014 UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty Governance interest survey, You have until midnight tonight, Wednesday, February 5th to 

respond! 

We presently have just over 300 responses from a pool of nearly 3500 faculty members. We would love to have many more than that by tonight, as there 
are numerous opportunities for you to serve the university, and the responses are very helpful to the Nominating Committee in filling open positions. 
Please consider taking a few moments to indicate your areas of interest today. 
Full details and the link to the survey are below. 

Dear Colleagues, 
We write to invite you to become involved as faculty leaders in campuswide faculty governance by responding to the annual faculty governance interest 
survey. As you know, the past several years have been trying times for the university. At present, we have many new faces at all levels of top 
administration, and ongoing challenges on many fronts. Faculty engagement and leadership during this time are critical. If you have wanted to serve, and 
to make your voice heard, now is your opportunity. 
Full information about how the survey results are used is below; however, if you are already familiar with the process, here’s the survey link for quick 
reference. This should take no more than about ten minutes to complete. The deadline to respond is midnight, Wednesday, February 5, 2014. 

Click Here to Take the Faculty Governance Interes[ Survey 
3~lore on campus wide faculty governance, the survo~, and how the election & appointment process works: 

Each year the ~-F~.-a-~-c---u-!-t-.~-~-N-~-~--~-n-~-a-~-t~[--n-g~--C---~--r~-n-~-r--n-!~-t~-t~-e---e-, constituted by the Faculty Code of University Government, identifies members of the faculty who are willing 
to undertake service to the University as members of the Faculty Council or of elected or appointed faculty-wide standing committees. The faculty 
elections will take place in April, while members of appointed committees will be named in early summer. All offices will begin three-year terms on July 1, 
2014. 
In identifying as many as 150 faculty members willing to serve in various roles, the Nominating Committee relies heavily upon the results of the interest 
survey. For you, the survey is simply a first step in indicating your willingness to be nominated, if asked, for a three-year term on one or more committees 
in which you have expressed an interest. The survey contains a brief overview of the work of each office and the time commitment involved. 
Please note that by answering this survey, you are not committing to anything, but simply expressing interest. Our office will be in touch with you 
directly before putting your name forward for a specific position. 
Past Chairs of the Faculty and committee members have noted that campus-wide service gives a welcome opportunity to meet people in different areas 
and broaden one’s understanding of how the university works. And having a wide variety of people engaged in faculty governance strengthens the faculty 
voice in decision-making here. We hope you will consider participating. 
If you have any problems accessing the survey or have general questions about faculty governance, please call or email Anne Whisnant in the Office of 
Faculty Governance at 962-1671 or _a___n____n__e____w___h__[_s___n___a__r3_L~__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_. 
Sincerely yours, 
Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 
Joseph S. Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 

919-962-7609 
N_ _e_ _ _r_ _r_ _e_ _ [ ~ __e__r__n___aj_[_._ ~__n___c__._~__~!_ ~. 
Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 
Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 
Office of Faculty Governance, UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-962-1671 {office) 
anne whisnant@unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

geueraJfaculb~ as: reAeste~b~email.unc#du. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:#lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafaYd15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l geueraJfaculb’&o 34209991 or send a blaaak email to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, February 11 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, FebmaW 11 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, FebruaW 1 lth, between 12 and 1 p. m. We test the sirens each semester to make sure the equipment works 

During the test, anyone outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or ~vhile you are in a vehicle.) The sirens will sound an alert tone 
along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. ~en testing is complete, a different siren tone and voice message will signal "All clear Resume regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 
A major chemical spill or hazard; 
A tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 
A different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safety. 

The University also sends a text message to cell phone users who registered their numbers in the online campus directoly. In an emergency, the University will post safety-related 
announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, "What You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in all campus classrooms 
and accessible online, http :i/~vw alert unc edu~,extemalicontent/document/1395/1255639/1/AlertClassroomPoster.pd~ 

The sirens are part of the University’s Emergency Notification System and a communications strategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, faculty and stall; as well as visitors, local 
residents, parents and the public. To support that system, we updated Emergency Notification Protocols that inform the campus cotranunity using four types of notifications Emergency 
Warning (sirens), Timely Warning, Informational Messages and Adverse Weather Messages 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they are okay in the while 
keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. ~I]ae Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-friendly version of the Alert Carolina website during an emergency at http:i/m.alertcarolina unc.edu/ 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continmng danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement 
efforts Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 1:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Seeking parents and their 6-9 year old children! 

Seeking parents and their 6-9 year old children! 

Are you interested in discussing how parents teach their children about gratitude? Do you have a child between the ages of 6 and 9? If so, please participate in the Raising GrateIi~l Children 
Proj ect at U2x,-C. 

Participating parents and their children ~vill attend a two-hour visit at our L~,-C lab where they will complete activities and answer questions related to gratitude Then, parents will be asked 
to complete a brief online dia~z for 7 days aI’ter the lab visit and then again one month later. Only one parent and one child from each family will be asked to palticipate Participating families 
will receive $60 and childcare is provided upon request. 

If you are interested in participating, please email gratitude@unc.edu or call 919-962-8242. 

The Raising Grateful Children PrRiect is a research project approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical IRB, IRB # 13-2640 (approved on 11/18/2013) 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://mv.unc edu, and select 
Update Persona[ Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 1:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Hookah, E-cigarette, "little cigaJc", and cigaxette smokers 

SUBJECT: INFORMATIONAL: 
Hookah, E-cigarette, "little cigar", and cigarette smokers 

Researchers from the UNC School of Medicine and the Center for Enviromnental Medicine and Lung Biology plan to examine cells from the nose and lungs of healthy control volunteers, 
who do not use tobacco products versus the cells of health?’ people who use inhaled tobacco products The?’ will also draw blood. There is a good deal of scientific inf,armation available on 
the effects of regular cigarette smoking, but ve~z little on the effects of other inhaled tobacco, such as E-cigarettes, hookahs and "httle cigars" 
You may be able to be in the stu@ if you; 
? Are between the ages of 18 and 45 
? Have NO significant health problems, including asthma, chronic lung disease, cardiac disease, or an?- immune deficiencies. 
? Women who are pregnant should not participate 
? Can come to the UNC campus in Chapel Hill f,ar up to t~vo or more visits, lasting 1 to 3 hours 
If you complete all study procedures, nonsmoking volunteers will be compensated $140.00. Vohmteers who smoke will receive an additional ~¢~000 f,ar completing a four ~veek smoking diary 
for a total of $180.00. 

Call 919966.2879 or email tcorsrecrmt@unc.edu for more information 

Approved 11/07/2013 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board 
IRB # 13-3454 

’]?his email is sponsored by the (;enter for Environmental Medicine, Asthma and Lung Biology 

This message is sponsored by: Center for Environmental Medicine, Asthma and Lung Biology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. ~I’o set your int’ormational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 3:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] PttYSICAL THERAPISTS NEEDED FOR STUDY OF NEW HAMSTRINGS MUSCLE STRETCttING 

DEVICE 

The I_,i~’C Department of Allied Health Sciences is conducting a research stu@ of a new device for stretching the hamstrings muscles in older adults and individuals with neurological 
disorders. Licensed physical therapists who work with these patient populations are invited to participate in a one hour focus group discussion to provide feedback about this device. The 
focus group will be held at University Physical Therapy in Hillsborough, NC. 

For information about this study, please contact Vicki IVlercer, PT, PhD at vmercer@med.unc.edu 

This stu@ (IRB # 13-2703) was approved by the Office of Human Research Ethics Biomedical Institutiona 1 Review Board on 1/10/2014 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences, Division of Physical Therapy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 3:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Chancellor’s Awaxds Deadline Extended 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: Chancellor Carol Folt 
requests your nominations of our most 
outstanding students for the Chancellor’s 
Awards for Excellence in Student Activities and 
Leadership The deadline for nominations has 
been extended until 5:00 pm on Friday, 
Febmaly 14, 2014. 

A ti~ll letter of request detailing the intent 
of these awards, and the online nomination 
form, can be found at 
http:i/chancellorsawards.unc.edu For 
additional reformation, see the website or 
contact Tarmny Lambelt, 919-962-1461, 
lambert2@email uric edu 

This message is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Student AIt’airs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 4:45 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Reflections on National Affcan American Histo~, Month 

Dear Carolina Community: 

Last night I had the privilege of attending an inspiring program at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histoly commemorating National African American History’ Month. 
Dr. Hasan Kwame JefI?ies, award-wimaing author and civil rights scholar, recounted the straggles and successes of African Americans here in North Carolina, and encouraged us to "keep 
the pressure on" in the fight for justice, equality and freedom in our state and our nation. 

We also heard from several of our own esteemed faculty, including Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, who reminded us of the power imbued in thoughtful actions The?’ "resonate with something 
that is in each of us, something decent and strung, that has integrity. Something that says, ’I will no longer allo~v my ~vorth and value to be dismissed and discounted. I ~vill not be a silent 
witness while that happens to others’ In Greensboro, many years ago, four young students from N.C. A&T took such an act of quiet courage and character, and it resonates with us still." 

The Greensboro Four, including Joseph McNeil, and the friends and families of Jibreel Khazan, Franklin McCain and David Richmond whom we honored and recognized last night 
launched the sit-ins, an integral part of the Civil Rights Movement that catalyzed change in our country and on our campus. Empowered by the movement, AIicican American students 
together with faculty and staff here at Carolina spoke tap and took actio~and they made history-. Their efforts transformed our community, including the formation of the Black Student 
Movement; the realization of the Stone Center; and the creation of what is no~v the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Carolina is richer for the efforts of those 
pioneers, and today’s leaders continue to guide us as we learn from the past, shape the present and prepare our students for the future. 

As ~ve cormnemorate AIicican American History Month, let us heed the call to keep the pressure on. Let us each seek opportunities to engage in "quiet acts of courage and character." 

Our nation’s Black histoW is our shared histoW I encourage you to participate in as malay of the campus observances this month as you can. (Refer to 
http://~azetteunc.edu/2014/Ol/28/caroIina-celebrates-black-histur,v-month/). For more inspiratiun, please read the statement fi-om the Carolina Black Caucus (Refer to 
http://uncnews uric edu/2014/02/02/carolina-black-caucus-releases-statement-uniw/). ’]’heir impassioned pruclamation reminds us ofuur puwer when we cume tugether as a Carulina 
community. 

Together we are strunger Tugether we are Carolina. 

Best, 

Caro[ L. Fult 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAL] Quick online su~ey on women & social media. College-aged women needed to join Connections: a research study 
on Facebook & Women’s Health 

IRB Number: 13-3307 
Approved by Biomedical IRB on 12/17/2013 

How do I get involved? 
1. If you are a woman in college, fill out an online consent form and take a quick, 15-minute survey so that we can get to know more about you and your social media habits Follow this link 
to begin: https://unc azl .qualtrics com/SE/?SID SV 250C1V1AMSOI~XPD 
2. Next, follow us on Facebook (https://w~vw facebook co~rdconnectionshealth) or on Twitter @UNC Connections so you can get the latest updates about our findings! 
3. Share Connections with your friends. Any woman in college can participate! You don’t have to attend Carolina. You’re our best way to let people kno~v about the study-! 

We kno~v that social media is an important part of your life. Have you ever ~vondered whether your interactions on social media impact your health, specifically your body image and eating 
patterns? Does posting selfies have positive or negative effects on self-esteem? Do you ~vorry about ho~v you look in tagged photos on Facebook? At Connections, we want to find out 
what it’s like for you online 

With Connections: College Women’s tlealth and Social Media, we hope to find out how social media impacts the overall health ofyonng women today. Any college woman between 18 and 
22 years old can participate. It’s easy to get involved Your contribution to this research will impact the future health of women just like yourselt~ 

F, verything is online, so there is no need to go anywhere to participate! 

For more information about us and our project, visit our website: uncconnections.com. 

Questions? Contact us at connections@unc.edu. Thank you! 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, February 7, 2014 l:01 PM 

To: Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Fetchit Essay 

Altacl~: Citations.t:.~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 
regester@email uric edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 
http://www jstor or~/pa~e/info/about/policies/terms jsp 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Stepin Fetchit Talks Back 
Author(s): Joseph McBride; Stepin Fetchit 
Source: Fihn Quarterly, Vol. 24, N0 4 (Summer, 1971), pp. 20-26 
Publisher(s): Umversity of California Press 
Stable URL: http://www.istor.orgistable/1211420 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.istor or~) 

If you have an?’ questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww istor or~/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more information about J STOR, please visit http:i/about i stor orai 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support ~http://www.istor.org/action/showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 
support@ stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic communib, use digital technologies to preserv’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. org/page/info/about/policiesiterms.i sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www.i stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Cookies 
(http://ab~ut.~st~r.~rg/c~ntent/setting-ist~r-access#TechnicaMr~#JST~R-s-Use-~f-C~kies) I Accessibilib" (http://www.istor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibilit~.jsp) 

(c)2000-2013 ITILa_KA. All Rights Reset’,~ed. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITHAKA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, February 7, 2014 1:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Learn to Lead StaffSustainability Etti~rts 

Sustainability is a core value and top-level priori~z at Carolina People who ~vant to learn ho~v to help their offices become more economically, environmentally and socially responsible can 
attend "Making the Workplace More Sustainable," offered by the UNC Sustainability Office and the Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling. The upcoming two-day training ~vill be held 
Tuesday, February 18, and Thursday, Februa~ 20, from 8:30 am - 12:30 pm, at the Administrative Office Building on Airport Drive. 

Participants will learn about sustainability goals and initiatives at UNC, become "green events" certified, and gain familiari~ with a Workplace Sustainability Assessment tool designed for 
work units at Carolina. The assessment tool helps people identify, measure, and promote opportunities related to sustainable purchasing; energy; transportation; water; waste reduction, 
recycling and reuse; food and events; and health and wellness. 

Register soon, space is limited. Read more. (link: https ://hr.uaac.edu~’files/2012/11/Spring20141 .pdf) 

For more information, please contact Kristin Blank-White, Research & Outreach Manager of the Sustainability Office, kristin blal~-white@fac.uaac edu 

This message is sponsored by: Sustainability Office 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy women needed for pregna~cy research study! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s fertility. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 
years of age who are t~Ang to become pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the stud?’. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner have a histow of 
infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other stu@ activities are completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for stu@ activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about this stu@, you can visit our website at www.timetoconceive.org, call us at (919) 843-8246, or send an email to 
fertility@unc.edu ~vith your name, phone number, and times that you can be reached. All information will be kept strictly confidential. 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing information about yourself while trying to get pregnant Please share this message with friends or family. 

The principal investigator for this sturdy is Anne Z. Steiner, MD, MPtI, I)epartment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval l~om the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 3/14/2008, study ¢¢08-0423. 

This message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Ticket Office <reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net;, 

Friday, February 7, 2014 5:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Carolina Basketball Faculty StaffPromotion and ACC Tournament Tickets 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS find 
your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Levinson, Julie <levinson@BABSON.EDU> 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 5:26 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Book for courses on the AInerican D~eam or the American success ,nyth on fihn 

I am the author of The American Success Myth on Film. My publisher, Palgrave MacMillan, is considering issuing the book in a paperback edition. In order to do so, 

Palgrave wants to know that the book will be adopted for course use so has asked me to provide email evidence of intet~st on the part of a few professors who would 
incorporate it into their syllabi. If you teach a course on film and the American dream, the American success myth, or related topics and you might be interested in adopting 
the book as a course text, could you send me an email to that effect that I could then relay to my editor: levinson@babson.edu 
Here is the book description: [~-t-t-Rk~‘-/--u-A~E~-a-~-c-‘E~j~--a--n--~-c-‘~-~-E-~--~t-[~-e--a-~Ln--&r-Lc-‘#--n-~-s-‘-u-~-c-‘-c-~A-s-E~y-t-[~-~--n-~[]~-r-[~-/--J--u-~[[&-L--e--~j~-n--s-‘£!~. 
I’m a bit dismayed at having to flog my book in this way but I guess such is academic publishing these days. In any case, many thanks for considering this request and 

please do be in touch if you can be of help in my campaign to get the book issued in paperback. 
Best regards, 

Julie Levinson 
Professor of Film 
Babson College 

Babson Park, MA 02457 
Tel: 781-239-4478 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last uame.) You cm~ leave a lifft by sendiug the follomng command to listserv@lisqtser~’.american.edu: siguoffUFVALIST-L (Write fl~is commaud iu body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.aanerican.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Is your teen interested in being in a focus group? 

Do you have a child age 13-17 interested in talking ~vith other adolescents about cigarettes and other tobacco products? They can be a smoker or a non-smoker! 

UNC and Wake Forest research studies are doing focus groups to learn about adolescents’ ideas about cigarettes and other tobacco products. The focus groups will be in Carrboro, Chapel 
Hill or Durham in early 2014. 

The focus groups are on ~vhat adolescents think about: 
1. Additives in tobacco and things in cigarette smoke, 
2. Other tobacco products like electronic cigarettes, hookahs, cigarillos and little cigars, or 
3. Messages that discourage tobacco use and ho~v they can be more trustworthy. 

Focus group participants will receive a $50 gift card to Amazon.com. 

To find out if your teen can participate, visit http://talkabouttobacco org 

For more information, please contact a research team member at 919-843-7830 or send an email to smokingstudy@unc edu 

These studies are part of a P50 TCORS award and have been reviewed and approved by the L~NC Biomedical IRB 
Project 1: Approved on 12/18/2013; stud?’ number 13-2822; Stud?- Title: El~ancing Source Credibility in Tobacco Regulatow Commumcation 
Project 2: Approved on 12/29/2013; stu@ number 13-2430; Study Title: Communicating the Risks of Harmfi~l Cigarette Smoke Constituents 

’]7his message is sponsored by Center [’or Regulatory Research on Tobacco Communication 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Center ~2~r Regulatory Research on Tobacco Communications 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity <jackie_pierce@unc.edu> 
Monday, February 10, 2014 :[2:06 AM 
Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Celebrating Carolina’s Diversity E-Newsletter - Spring 20:[4 

I 

(:eYebz~m~ Can~#na:~ ,9~ve,~:~ is a bi-annual electronic newsletter sent out to alumni and friends 
that addresses news and issues that are important to our multicultural community. -[he stories, 
events and announcements are intended to keep you apprised of what’s going on at UNC and 
further encourage you to stay involved with the University. 

Friends, I am excited to bring you our Spring 2014 issue of ~L~!#£~~!~:&.~s~Z~!(~.L~.2.1&£~I~L#~.{}!. In this 

issue, you"ll meet an alumna who is about as nontraditional as one can get, and a new fellow in 

the Creative Writing Program. You’ll also meet a Morehead-Cain Scholar who is leading the effort 

to encourage her fellow Scholars to give back to the program. ]-here are also many activities and 

events going on that will hopefully entice you to return to campus. Please enjoy this issue, and 

we look forward to seeing you in Chapel Hill soon! 

It’s 2014, and Carol{na is still one of the best places 
for top students and faculty to pursue their passions, 

For UNC grad and 8uckley Public Service Scholar 
Palestine Small ’13, giving back is the only option. 

Dr. Cheryl Locklear and her [allow Carolina alumni 

children cherish their Lumbee heritage and celebrate 

their Carolina family through service and suppoR. 

Assistant professor and inaugural Margaret R. Shuping 

Fellow of Creative Nonfiction, Stephanie Elizondo 

Griest is in a class all by herself. 



UNC senior and Morehead-Cain Scholar Madhu Vulimiri 

leads the Morehead-Cain senior gift carnpaign 

encouraging outgoing scholars to give back to the 

foundation, 

703535427 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 12:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Feeling a Little Under the Weather? 

Areyou 18 or older? 
Do you have a fever, cough, cold, or sore throat? 
Do you know someone ~vho does? 

Researchers at L~,-C are looking for participants for a research stu@! 

You’ll complete a 14-day symptom dia~z and have some blood drawn at each of two study visits, about 2 ~veeks apart 

You will be compensated for completion of all study- visits a total of $125.00. 

Please contact at flu@med unc.edu or 1-877-643-9040 if’you would ltke to learn more. Leave a voicemail with the following infolrnation and we will return your call ASAP: 

Telephone number 
Best t~me to call 

UNC Biomedical IRB# 11-1723 
Protoco[ Number: FLU 002 Plus 
Date of apprnval: Aug 27, 2013 
Title: ~/~m International Observational Study to Characterize Adults wifh Influenza or Other Targeted Respiratop)~ Viruses 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emaif. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Infornaation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 9:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

RemiMer: Urfiversity Will Test Sirens Tne~ay 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You may hear the University’s emergency sirens on Tuesday, Februa~z 11, bet~veen 12 and 1 p.m. during a TEST that is part of Alert Carolina, our ongoing safe~ awareness campaign No 
action is required. 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an immediate safety or health threat, such as an armed and dangerous person on or near campus; a major chemical spill or hazard; tornado 
warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Sel-,zice; or a different emergency, as determined by the Department of Public Safe~ Be prepared to go inside or 
take cover in,mediately in a real emergency. 
The Umversi~z also sends test text messages to anyone ~vho has registered a cell phone number in the online campus directoly. For more information about Alert Carolina, including audio 
samples of the siren tones and details about using the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to communicate with family members outside the emergency area, see 
http://alertcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 10:35 AM 

Inst Afi-ican Amer Research lbr Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Institute of Ati~can Americm~ Resea~cch (IAAR) Lmmches Faculty Fellowship Program 

A~mouncement - FF.pdf; Facul~~ Fellows Application Form.doc 

Good morning Faculty: 

The Institute of African American Research announces the launch of its Faculty Fellowship Program. Please see the attached documents for information and an 

application form. 

Thank you, 

Lisa Qumle s 

Faculty Programs Manager 

Insttitute ofAfricm~ ~nericm~ Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sonja Ha}~es Stone Center 

150 Souda Road, Suite 309 

CB # 3393 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 843-1897 -voice 

(919) 843-9407 -fax 



Institute of African American Research 
Faculty Fellowship Program 

2014-2015 

The Institute of African American Research welcomes applications for its Faculty Fellowship 
Program for the academic year 20114-2015. The purpose of the program is to support current, 
rigorous research by UNC-CH faculty engaged in studies of African Americans and the African 
Diaspora. Priority is given to applicants who are developing or completing a research proj ect but 
applications from all researchers in the target field are welcome. IAAR Faculty Fellowships are 
for one academic year, from August 19, 2014- May 05, 2015. The fellowships support faculty 
research by providing $7,500 funding that can be used to support research activities or to 
supplement faculty salary. The IAAR expects to make two awards for academic year 20114- 

2015. 

Deadline: March 07, 2014, by 5 PM. 

Eligibility: The fellowship is open to full-time clinical, fixed-term, research, tenured, tenured 
and tenure track faculty in any field or discipline at UNC-CH Junior faculty, faculty near 
completion of the write up of a research study, and faculty developing a research grant are 
especially encouraged to apply. 

Award Amount: The Faculty Fellowship provides fellows with $7,500 to support their research 
activities including research write up. Funds are transferred to the Faculty Fellows’ primary 
department. Fellows may use the funds to pay for research and publication expenses or they may 
use it to supplement their salary. Fellows will be required to sign an agreement specifying 
acceptable usage of the funds. 

Fellowship Resources: In addition to funding, faculty fellows receive access to the following 
resources: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

office space at the IAAR 
access to a desktop computer 
phone privileges for local phone calls only 
printing, copying, and faxing privileges at IAAR for project materials, up to a limit 

access to staff services, including assistance with grant development and administration 

Award Terms: As part of their fellowship, Faculty Fellows are expected to: 
1. give a public lecture related to their funded project during the fellowship period. 

2. support the IAAR by attending at least one IAAR event per semester, contributing 
publications to the IAAR website, and/or advising the IAAR director on future 
programmatic directions and activities for IAAR faculty programs. Fellows may choose 
a combination of ways to support the IAAR and consult with the IAAR director about 
options. 

3. allow the IAAR to administer their grant if the funded project includes developing a 
research grant during or after the award period. 

4.    acknowledge the IAAR in all publications and presentations related to the funded 
project 



5. submit a one page report by June 15, 2015 detailing the work completed and the proj ect 
status at the end of the fellowship period. 

Application Procedures: 
Applicants must complete and submit the following: 

A Faculty Fellowship application form (available online) 
A 1000 word proposal that details the project’s: 1) subject matter and primary scholarly 
goals; 2) maj or arguments and engagement with related literatures; 3) methods; 4) 
significant contributions to current trends and studies of African Americans and the 
African diaspora; 5) progress to date on and timeline, including expected completion date 
of the full proj ect, 6) targeted external funding sources if the applicant intends to 
complete the writing of a research grant 
An abridged 4 page curriculum vitae 

Application Submission: 
Applications must be submitted electronically at Applications must be submitted electronically at 
~:iiiaar.~mc.ed~;i~ramsil:~c~d~:y-fellowshi~rami. Note that the online application 
system will close promptly at 5 PM on March 7th. 

For questions, please contact Elisa Quarles, Faculty Programs Manager, equarles@email.unc.edu 
or (919)843-1897 



Name 

Title: 

Date: 

P1D 

Department: 

INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 
FACULTY FELLOWSHIP APPLICATION FORM 

2014-2015 

Other maj or affiliations at UNC-CH: 

Preferred Campus Address: 

Department Business or Accounts Contact (name, email and phone number): 

Have you received funding from the IAAR in the past two years? If yes, through which IAAR 
funding program did you receive support and in what year? 

Abstract of Proj ect Description for Fellowship Period (100 words): 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, FebruaD, 10, 2014 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Ethics Film Series Screens "Junebug," Duke Women’s Weekend Screening of’~Not Yet Begun to Fight," Continuing Ed Audio 

and Video Workshops, Student-Produced Doc on School-to-Prison Pipeline 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

ETHICS FiLM SERIES EXPLORES THE "NEW SOUTH" / Free Screening of Junebug 

Tuesday, February 18, 7 p.m. / Griffith Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West 

Campus/125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

Original art for Junebu£1 promotional poster by Ann Wood 

The 2014 Ethics Film Series at Duke University explores the idea of a "New South" with 

films that explore the realities of southern life and the tensions between social and cultural 

progress and persistent inequalities Screenings and post-film discussions are free and 

open to the public, and refreshments and parking passes are provided 

In the widely acclaimed comedic drama Junebug (Phil Morrison, 2005, 106 min), a dealer in 

outsider art travels from Chicago to rural North Carolina to pursue a local painter. She 

brings along her husband, a native of the area, and the couple stays with his family, 

challenging the equilibrium of this middle class southern home. There will be a Q&A 

following the screening with Duncan Murrell, Center for Documentary Studies writer-in- 

residence, and Richard Powell, John Spencer Bassett Professor of Art, Art History, and 

Visual Studies. Trailer. 

The Ethics Film Series is sponsored by the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke University in 

conjunction with Duke’s Screen/Society, Center for Documentary Studies, and Program in 

the Arts of the Moving Image¯ 

NOTYETBEGUN TO FIGHTI Duke Women’s Weekend Screening of Acclaimed 

Documentary by Producer/Director Sabrina Lee {’91) 

Thursday, February 20, doors at 7 p.m., screening at 7:30 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, 

Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 



Still from Sabrina Lee’s Not Yet Begun to Fight 

"It stuns" (Village Voice) "A lyrical meditation on nature and war" (LA Times) Duke alum 

Sabrina Lee (’91) will screen her award-winning documentary exploring the human cost of 

combat, Not Yet Begun to Fight, during Duke Women’s Weekend, and participate in a post- 

screening Q&A moderated by Center for Documentary Studies director Wesley Hogan. The 

film tells the story of a Vietnam War veteran who reaches out to a new generation returning 

from battle, helping them to heal by teaching them about fly fishing. The screening is free 

and open to the public Trailer, 

Presented by the Center for Documentary Studies and Duke Alumni Association. Duke 

Women’s Weekend is an annual conference that provides alumnae with an opportunity to 

convene and converse with other alumnae and current students, as we!! as Duke faculty 

members and senior administrative leaders. To learn more about this year’s Women’s 
~v’eekend, click here. 

SPOTLIGHT ON CONTINUING EDUCATION / Sonic ID and DSLR Video Workshops Starting 

Soon 

Still from Gary Spivey’s Star Bed & Breakfast by filmmaker and CDS instructor Alex Maness 

The Center for Documentary Studies Continuing Education program offers a full range of 

multi-week courses, weekend workshops, online courses, and summer institutes. These 

two workshops are starting soon and filling up fast. For more information on the classes 

and instructors, and to register, click the class links below; classes are held at the Center 

for Documentary Studies: 

Sonic IDs are 60-second portraits, sound collages, and stories. In WUNC producer Phoebe 

Judge’s two-day Sonic ID Workshop, students will spend half the time gathering sound in 

the field and the other half editing their audio to produce polished IDs. Together, the class 

will create a Sonic ID portrait of Durham through the sounds and words of people who live 

and work here. DSLR Video: New Tools for Filmmakinq and Media is a one-day intensive 

workshop with filmmaker Alex Maness that covers the challenges and possibilities that 

DSLR cameras present to the documentary filmmaker The class covers camera and audio 

essentials as well as production and work’flow 

For a full list of spring and summer CDS Continuing Education classes, click he re. 

NORTH CAROLINA’S SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE I Watch the Video Produced by 

CDS Undergraduates 



Still from North Carolina’s School-to-Prison Pipeline video 

A short documentary produced by undergraduates in the Fall 2013 Video for Social Change 

course taught at the Center for Documentary Studies is a vivid portrayal of the devastating 

effects of laws, policies, and practices that push youth out of school and into the juvenile 

and criminal justice systems. The video was produced in association with Youth Justice 

North Carolina; the course is taught by CDS artist-in-residence and award-winning 

documentary producer Bruce Orenstein. Watch North Carolina’s School-to-Prison 

Pipeline, 

The video screened to a packed house at a recent event at Duke’s Sanford School of Public 

Policy and was followed by a panel discussion with community leaders and advocates. 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, February 18, 7 p.m. / Ethics Film Series screening ofJunebug/Griffith Film 

Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus / 125 Science Dr., Durham, North 

Carolina 

cdsporch org/archivesi21433 

Thursday, February 20, doors at 7 pm, film at 7:30 p.m. / Duke Women’s Weekend 

screening of Not Yet Begun to Fight I Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American 

Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch org/archivesi21331 

EXHIBITS 

Through February 22 / Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene / Photographs by 2012 

CDSIHonickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita Kreps 

Gallery I Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu menta rystudies du ke edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#1e~qe ndary 



Through February 28/Deborah Stratman. Speculative Terrains/Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.or.q/archives/21302 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 
CDS Porch cdslgorch.orq 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarvstudies.duke.edu!events 

~I"? W. r~ettif,,’rev~ Street 
Durhsm i’iC 27705 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address ! Forward To A Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emaJ, l.unc.edu 

Monday, FebruaU 10, 2014 6:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, al~xiety, irritability, or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe enough to interfere with normal functioning or 
interpersonal relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and qualig~z for research studies conducted in the UNC Center for Women’s iVlood Disorders (David 
Rubinow, MD., Director). 

WE iN~E E D WOMEN" ~rblO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the end of menstruation 
2) are medically health)’ and not currently suffering ficom some other chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 50 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualii~ for research studies that give you diagnostic feedback on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualif) for treatment studies and studies providing up to 
$1,538 m compensation 

If you would like to participate, call 

Now recruiting at both UN(2 Hospital and UNC iVlental Health Specialists at REX[ 

The research study is IRE #05-3000. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 10/15/2013. 

This message is spunsured by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 6:07 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Healthy Adult Volunteers Needed For Research Stu@ 

Health?- adults are needed for a research study looking at social cognitive and functional deficits in schizophrenia. Participants can earn up to $65 by completing a batter?- of tasks and 
questionnaires irivolving mood, memory, emotion perception, empathy, and role plays. This assessment involves one visit that will last up to 4 hours. You will receive $15/hr for your 
participation and you will be reimbursed up to $5 for travel costs. 

To be eligible for the study, the individual should: 

1. Have no history of serious mental illness or an autism-spectrum disorder 
2. Be bet~veen the ages of 18 arid 65 
3. Not have a diagnosis of a serious neurological disorder (i.e. seizures, multiple sclerosis) 
4. Not have a history of serious head injury 
5. Not have a history of substance dependence currently or in the last 3 months 
6. Not have a sensory limitation including visual (e.g., blindness, glaucoma, vision uncorrectable to 20/40) or hearing (e.g hearing loss) impairments that interfere with assessment 
7. Have no history of mental retardation (i.e. IQ<70) and be able to read at a 5th grade level or above 
8. Be proficient in English 
9. Have no family history of a psychotic disorder among first degree relatives 

If you would like to learn more about this study, please contact at OTSHCstudy@unc. edu, and include your name and CUl~ent age in your email 

This research stu@ (IRB #13-1704) ~vas approved by the UNC-CH Non-Biomedical IRB on May 10, 2013. 

This message is spunsored by: Department o17 Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo <franktomasulo@yaheo.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 7:47 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CCNY MFA program 

Please circulate/transmit the message below to the UFVA membership... 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-678=4167 

Dear Filmmakers & Cineastes: 

We invite you to share our MFA program in Media Arts Production with 
your undergraduate students. For new and aspiring filmmakere, our 
graduate pregram opens doors to the independent film v~odd of New 
Yo~ City and beyond. 

Our two-year MFA is the only gfaduate-level program of its kind. We 
offer Documentary and Fiction tracks in an affordable and accessible 
public university. We are a diveree learning community, located in 
the cultufal capital of the world, with ready access to the finest 

talent, locations, organizations and preduction facilities. 

Since its inception in 1997, graduates of the MFA in Media Arts 
Production have taken their films directly into the prefessional 
arena- frem national television breadcasts to Student Emmys and 
Academy Awards. Their work screens at Sundance, Cannes, Tribeca, and 
othermajorfilm festivals across the globe. But don’t take our word for it; 
hear what our students have to say. 

The internationally acclaimed director, Chantal Akerman, has recently joined 
our award-winning faculty. Sight & Sound Magazine’s critics poll 
ranked one of her films as among the top 50 greatest films of all time. 

Please send us your most premising students. We’re dedicated to 
help#~g them find their voice and tell their stories. 

Contact: 

April Gatling-Joffee 

Assistant Director of Media Arts Preduction - MFA Pr~Jram 
The City College of New York 
Department of Media & Communication Arts 

160 ConventAvenue (@ 138th Street) 
Shepard Hall - Room 286 

New York, NY 10031 
v. 212-650-7235 
f. 212-650-5734 
e. map~ccny.cuny.edu 

w. http:/A4tww.ccny.cuny.edu/mediaarts 

h ttp://citwisions.ccn y. cun y.edu/ 

Follow us: httpsJA~v.~acebook.com/ccny.mfa.film 

Read more: http://mfachronicles, wordpress.com/ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edn: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs~t and last name.) You cma leave a list by ~nding the following commaM to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write "dais commmad in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~a post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

L. Teresa Church <ltchurch@mindspring.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 9:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Screening of Fihn by ttaile Gerima 

Adwa 118th year celebration poster.pdf 

Hi Charlene, 

I am passing this along FYI Take care and be safe, with the wintry 
weather due to arrive tomorrow 

Sincerely, 

Teresa 

Begin J2~rwarded message: 
> 



DATE : Satu.rday~ March ~, zo14 
TIME: 4:00 PM 
PI~ACE: Shaw un~ ers~" 

Doro~y Cowser Ya~cy Bldg. - Auditorium ~26 
~.~8 East South Street 
Rale~gh~ NC 276~ 

Film Screening of "ADWA~ 

(A Film by the Renowned Ethiopian Filmmaker Ha_ile Gerima) 

Children’s Adwa Program 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 12:21 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking mothers to participate in research 

Are you a mother? 

The UNC Center for Women’s Mood Disorders is examining how pregnancy hormones influence postpartum depression. 

We are seeking healthy mothers ~vho: 

1. Are not currently pregnant or breastfeeding, 
2. Are at least one year postpartum, 
3. Are not currently depressed, 
4. Have experienced postpartum depression, or have never experienced postpartum depression. 

All of Jt)ce visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications related to this research study will be provided at no cost to patients. This study will last 28 weeks and require 
bimonthly visits to UNC. 

$2,500 compensation upon completion 

For more information, please visit PPDstudy.org or call 919-%6-5243. 

This atu~dy (IRB¢¢ 12-1758) has been approved by the UNC Biomedical ]R[3 as of 12/27/13. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Center ~2~r Women’s Mood Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 7:58 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl.] Volunteers Needed tbr a Research Study of Orofacial Pain 

Volunteers Needed for a Research Study of Orofacial Pain 

Enrolling eligible volunteers to participate in a research study about orofacial pain. 
To be eligible you must be: 

18-54 years old 
Fluent in English (written and spoken) 

Eligible participants may receive up to $240 for completion of all study activities. 

For more information call or email: 
Da~vn Dampier, Research Coordinator 
877-810-9530 ext. 503 
OPPERA2@battelle org 

This Study (UNC IRB study number 13-0780) is directed by 
Drs. William Maixner and Gary Slade, UNC School of Dentist~ 
Approval Date: 08/13/2013 

’]7his message is sponsored by: UNC School of Dentistry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mg.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 8:00 AIvl 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Spring Sports Faculty & StaffTicketing Policies 

Carolina spring sports kicking into gear with 12th ranked baseball team and the 2rid ranked men’s lacrosse team set to make their home openers this weekend. Below are the policies 
concerning ticketing of our spring sports. We look for~vard to evewone coming out and supporting our student-athletes in competition this spring. 

Baseball 
Faculty and Staff gain free access for themselves and their immediate family (limit 4) to regular season home baseball games, based on availability. All seating is reserved. Beginning one and 
a half hours prior to the stalt of the game, UNC employees need to come to the Boshamer Stadium ticket office to pick up a reserved ticket for themselves and their immediate family (limit 4). 
Please be sure to display your L~,-C One Card or UNC Hospitals ID when picking up your ticket(s) at Boshamer Stadium. 

Faculty and Staff season upgrades are still available for $37 by calling the Ticket Office at 919.962.2296, the deadline for upgrades is February 15th. 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Faculty and Staff gain free access for themselves and their immediate family (limit 4) to regular season home matches All seating will be general admission. You simply need to show your 
UNC One Card or Hospitals ID at the gate at Fetzer Field. 
Please note that the March 22nd game against Maryland will be played in Kenan Stadium 

*** Women’s Lacrosse, Rowing, Softball, Men’s & Women’s Tennis, Men’s & Women’s Track are not ticketed. 

If you have any additional questions, please contact the Ticket Office at 919.962.2296 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Athletics 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse whu have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 8:54 AIvl 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Microsoft XP end oflit~ notice 

On April 8, 2014, Microsoft Corporation will discontinue all support for the Windows XP operating system, including all security updates, hot fixes, alrd support services (both phone and 
online support). Operating systems that are no longer supported by the vendor camaot be patched, creating a securi~z vulnerability for the out-of-date computer and an?- net;vork it 
connects to. 

The University’s Network Acceptable Use Policy specifies that all devices that connect to the University Net;vork must employ minimal security controls such as current antivims soft;vare 
and system patches/securi~ updates. 

If you use or own one or more computers that were purchased through UNC and cun-ently run Windo;vs XP and connect to the University Network, please make sure you have discussed 
upgrade or replacement options with your campus technical support staff. If you do not have a dedicated technical support staffmember or if you need help determining what operating 
system you have, contact 962-HELP 

This message is sponsored by: Information Teclmology Ser,Aces 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.je~: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the University’s emergency sirens. The message coincided with the begmaing of the siren test. There may be delays in delively of campus-wide 
email. In an emergeacy, we plan to use all a~ailable communication methods including email as part of a multi-layered strategy to reach as many people, including those who may not be on 

campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For rnore information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Emergency Siren TEST Over All Clear 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You received this email as part of a TEST of the Umversity’s emergency sirens The message coincided with the end of the siren test. The sirens have sounded the "all clear" tone. That 
means resume normal activities. There may be delays in delive~z of campus-wide email In an emergency, we plan to use all available con~munication methods including email as part of a 
multi-layered strategy to reach as malay people, including those who may not be on campus when a real siren occurs, as quickly as possible. For more information, see alertcarolina.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

Caucus Meeting - TOMORROW 

Friendly Reminder - Our meeting tomorrow is still on schedule. We will all certainly learn more about the path of the storm from tonight’s weather reports. 
I will send a note out regarding any postponement of the meeting. This meeting is critical as VC Farmer’s presentation will definitely give us more insight 
as to the state and process of Black student enrollment. 
Union 3209 - 12:00 p.m. Lunch will be served. 

And please don’t forget to m~rk your calendars for tt~e 40~h Anniversary Celebration - Friday, May :1.6 6:00 p.m, {Friday Center) 

Stay warm! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www~unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] University Leadership Education aM Development (ULEAD) 

The Office of Human Resources is accepting applications for the University Leadership Education and Development (ULEAD) program, which targets high-performing leaders at UNC- 
Chapel Hill and NCCU. U~EAD teaches leaders how to meet the unique challenges of the universities’ changing environments. 

Pre-program elements of ULEAD begin in May and the program concludes in December The cun-iculum includes classes, assessments, peer coaching, and team proj ects designed to 
contribute in real and innovative ways to improving the eIt’ectiveness of our institutions. 

Applications ~vill be accepted for ULEAD through March 14 For information, including a link to the application, visit the HR website at http://hr.unc edu/training-talent- 
development/specialized-programs-and-resources/ulead/. 

If you have questions, please contact Training & Talent Development in the Office of Human Resources at 919-962-2550 or training development@unc.edu. 

For more reformation about ULEAD, consider attending one of the information sessions on the following dates: 

¯ Februal~,’ 25, 12 1 PM, Student Union2422 
oMarch6, 12 1 PM. Student Union 3102 
° March 11, 12 1PM. AOB 1501C 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu. and select 

Update Personal Information 



Archaeologist and UNC Pt’oE’ssor .%1agness added movie star" to her credentials with her 

role i~ the IMAX movie .;erusdem+ Join us at Marl)les fbr a pro-show eom’ersakion ~hen 

an exclusive screening of 8ae moqe+ 

Alumni ad-ivities, commm~k:akions and services arc nok a line it~m in ~he U~fiversi[y 

budgut but aru funded by GAA member dues, [f you [hb~k this mission of sem4ng our 

Urtiversi[y and keepirtg ahmmi informed and involved is important, membership is %r 

you+ Join today to suppor[ Caro]hm and to reedve va]sal)le henefits and services and a 

subscription to ~e digital and pt~[ versions d the {2u+olb~c~ Ah~mni Reuie~t~+ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

FW: Caucus Meeting - RESCHEDULE 

Hi Friends. Even though the storm is not expected to reach us until after 12:00 p.m. and the university has not released a weather decision, it is best to postpone our important 

discussion today. Please be safe and don’t risk venturing out, if possible. 

I will try to reschedule this meeting before the end of the month~ 

Thank you~ 

Have a warm and productive day! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d_._s_~__r~?_@_ .u__n_.c__._._e_~_u_.> 
Date: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:50 PM 

To: cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Subject: Caucus Meeting- TOMORROW 

Friendly Reminder - Our meeting tomorrow is still on schedule. We will all certainly learn more about the path of the storm from tonight’s weather 

reports. I will send a note out regarding any postponement of the meeting. This meeting is critical as VC Farmer’s presentation will definitely give us more 

insight as to the state and process of Black student enrollment. 

Union 3209 - 12:00 p.m. Lunch will be served. 

And please don’t forget to mark your calendars for th~ 40~h Anniv~rsarv C~lebration --- Friday, May :1.6 6:00 p,m, {Friday Center) 

Stay warm! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www~unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reoson to fear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 10:58 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@listserv. unc.edu"~ 

[enrichment] Seats still available tbr Community Classroom Series courses at the Friday Center 

Description: Description: Description: cid:image002.jpg@01CCFAEB.4F794D30 

Dear friend of the Friday Center, 

There are still seats available in several of our spring Cornmunity Classroom Series courses. These small classes, taught by UNC faculty, staff, alumni, and 

community professionals, meet weekly for two-hour evening sessions at the Friday Center. The Center offers free parking, easy access, and comfortable 

classrooms. Each course costs $60. Click on course titles for more information or to register. Space is limited; early registration is recommended. 

SPRING 2014 COURSES 

The Cultural Heritage of the Ancient Greeks~ Part II 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 5, 12, 19, 26. COURSE #3138 

This course is a further exploration of the cultural personality of the ancient Greeks. Topics include the Asklepieia (Greek healing sanctuaries); the festivals of 

Athens; pots and potters; and the ’anti-cultural’ Spartans. 

WJ. McCoy is associate professor emeritus of history and adjunct associate professor of peace, war and defense at UNC-Chapel Hill, where he has taught courses in 

ancient Greek history, military, and culture for forty-three years. He was also adjunct associate professor of classics. From 1981 to 2010 he directed the annual UNC- 

Chapel Hill Summer Study Abroad program in Greece; he continues to lead adult tours of the Greek mainland and Crete. 

Register 

Real Macro Photography Without the Expensive Macro Lens 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 5, 12, 19, 26. COURSE #3139. ENROLLMENT IS LIMITED TO 24. 

Just because your camera or lens has a tulip symbol to show it does macro photography does not mean it is true. This course will teach you how to convert existing 

ordinary lenses into real macro lenses--for under ~20 per lens. This is a fun, easy way to learn macro photography with hands-on practice. You will learn about 

inexpensive attachments that will allow any of your DSLR lenses to capture TRUE, REAL 1:1 (or larger) macro images with tremendous detail, not just close-ups or 

cropped images. Through hands-on experience you will learn proper camera settings, tripod techniques, how to use external lighting to extend your Depth of Field 

(DoF), and how to use all the adapters and devices. Finally, you will learn why non-macro Canon and Nikon lenses work so differently when it comes to using them 

as macro lenses with these attachments--plus ways to make Nikon lenses work better in these situations. No other macro class explains this very important 

information and how to overcome the issue. Bring your DSLR camera, its manual, fresh batteries, a tripod (if you have one), and blank memory cards. An additional 

materials fee of $15 is payable to the instructor for a CD with valuable software that will enhance image taking after the class. 

Professional photographer Ted Salamone has captured images on six continents. Ted enjoys utilizing and teaching the technical and artistic aspects of digital 

photography. His studio, 20/20 Photo and Video, photographs portraits, dance, weddings, sports, and commercial assignments. Ted also conducts field workshops 

and is the Exclusive Carolina Ballet Nutcracker Photographer. 

Register 

Retirement Planning TodayTM 

* SECTION 1: MONDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 10, 17, 24. COURSE #3141 

* SECTION 2: WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 26, APRIL 2, 9. COU RSE #3142 

The days of the "normal" retirement are over. Today’s retirees and those retiring in the next generation will face uncertainties and challenges never seen before. 

This class is designed for both pre-retirees as well as those recently retired; it covers the basic elements of a successful retirement strategy. The course combines 

essential life-planning concepts with more traditional retirement-planning strategies. We will consider questions such as: How will inflation negatively affect your 

portfolio and financial goals? Will your pension or Social Security be there for the rest of your life? How will new tax laws impact your retirement income? Do you 

have a plan to cover the staggering cost of long-term care? Is your estate plan updated to take advantage of current estate tax laws? Are your assets allocated in a 

manner in which they will last through your life expectancy and support your lifestyle goals? Bring your questions to this exciting and eye-opening class. Included 

with your class fee, as a resource, you will receive a notebook with a significant amount of financial content. 

Ben Birken, who will teach the Wednesday course, is a Certified Financial Planner at Woodward Financial Advisors, an independent wealth management firm in 

Chapel Hill. His specialties include retirement planning, investment management, and working with UNC employees. 

James R. Miller, who will teach the Monday course, is a Certified Financial Planner and president of Woodward Financial Advisors, an independent wealth 

management firm in Chapel Hill. He has taught this course at UNC since 2008, as well as similar financial planning and investment courses at local colleges and 

universities. His specialties include retirement-income planning, investment-management techniques, and estate planning. 

Register 

Building the Bonds of Friendship 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, MARCH 26, APRIL 2, 9, 16. COURSE #3143 

Friends are one of life’s treasures. They bring out the best in you, make you laugh, and help create memorable experiences that can last a lifetime. True friends 

forge a foundation of well-being serving as boosters, buffers, and believers. And like a "bridge over troubled waters," friends form a supportive structure as 

mentors, allies, and guides. Despite these and other positive effects, many of us may get caught in a friendship gap as we change jobs, move, accelerate careers, 

go through a family shift, retire, or seek to redefine ourselves. Participants will explore the qualities and characteristics of friendship, how to cultivate new 

friends, reconnect with old friends who have drifted away, and deepen current friendships. This interactive and upbeat program combines self-reflection, guided 

discussion, and friendship-building strategies for real life application. 

As an author, consultant, coach, and training and development leader, Vicki Field has helped people throughout North America to create positive change in their 

personal and professional lives for over thirty years. As founder of Passage Points, Vicki brings a practical wisdom, a flair for humor, and a focus on collaboration to 

each class. She creates a learning environment where people comfortably connect to exchange ideas, expand their thinking, and take positive steps to move 

successfully through the passage points of their lives. 

_R___e__gLs__t__e___r. 
Write Your Life: The Sequel 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, APRIL 2, 9, 16, 23. COURSE #3144; ENROLLMENT IS LIMITED TO 20. 



This course is for people who have taken a previous session of Write Your Life, or who have taken at least one writing class, and wish to develop their memoir, 

novel, or stories for publication. Focus will be on technique and development of whatever it is you are working on. You do not need to have a finished manuscript, 

but you need to have an idea of what it is you want to write about, and at least ten pages of a draft. This class will be interactive and supportive, stimulating and 

fun. 

Instructor Richard Krawiec has taught various popular writing courses for many years for Community Classroom Series. His teaching skills and warm demeanor 

earned him the Friday Center Excellence in Teaching Award in 2009. He has published two novels, Time Sharing (Publisher’s Weekly Recommended) and Faith in 

What?; and a story collection, And Fools of God. His plays have been produced across the US and Canada. His second book of poems, She Hands Me the Razor (title 

poem nominated for a Pushcart Prize), was published by Press 53. His first book of poems, Breakdown, was a finalist for a minor award. His poetry and fiction 

appear in dozens of literary magazines. He has been awarded fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, the NC Arts Council (twice), and the 

Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. He teaches beginning, intermediate, and advanced online fiction writing for UNC-Chapel Hill. He is founder of Jacar Press, a 

Community Active publishing company. 

Register 

WEDNESDAYS, 7-9 PM, APRIL 2, 9, 16, 23. COURSE #3145 

The Advanced Zentangle workshop will challenge you with new patterns, and also incorporate more mixed media, such as colored pencils, gel pens, watercolor 

paint, and watercolor pencil art. We will demonstrate ways to embellish your tangles and take them to the next level. An additional materials fee of .~15 is payable 

to the instructors. The Zentangle art form and method was created by Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas. Zentangle is a registered trademark of Zentangle, Inc. Learn 

Pat Connolly is a certified Zentangle and yoga instructor. Pat has a master’s degree in social work and is a graduate of Duke Integrative Medicine Center 

Professional Health Coaching Program~ Pat teaches meditation, yoga, wellness, and also does health coaching. Taralyn Farrell is a certified Zentangle and yoga 

instructor. Taralyn teaches Zentangle classes and yoga for those looking to relieve stress, ease tension, activate their mind and bodies, and empower their 

creativity. She has a master of science degree in technical communication and a minor in graphic design from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York. 

Register 

_A____d__v__~__n__c___e___d____D__!~!_t__a!__P___h___o__Lo_~ r_ _a_ ~_ _ _h_ _y_ 
THURSDAYS, 7-9 PM, MAY 15, 22, 29, JUNE 5. COURSE #3147. ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO 24. 

Did you know that 95 percent of your digital images are not properly exposed, no matter how expensive your camera and lenses? That’s because digital cameras 

have a fundamental flaw that prevents them from properly exposing for highlights--a must in digital photography. To take images that really "POP!" you need to 

consistently achieve proper exposure in any lighting. You will learn a simplified version of Ansel Adams’ Zone system specifically designed for digital photography. 

In a non-technical, easy to comprehend manner, you will also learn how digital cameras work. By combining this knowledge with proven Zone techniques, you will 

be able to break the tyrannical bonds of "neutral gray" and truly master digital photography. By pre-visualizing your image before pressing the shutter you will also 

be able to produce properly exposed or artistic images that you thought were beyond your ability. You will no longer be bound by your camera’s metering 

limitations and your finished images will be a truer representation of the scene and your vision, not just a result of some internal camera settings. Your images will 

take on a whole new look, with fuller contrast ranges and more vibrant colors and tones. You will also learn composition techniques, basic group posing and more. 

This is a hands-on course, so bring your DSLR camera or advanced point and shoot with Manual mode, its manual, lenses, fresh spare batteries and extra blank 

memory cards. Q&A sessions augment the lecture and in-class assignments. An additional materials fee of $15 is payable to the instructor for a CD with valuable 

advanced photography software that will enhance image taking after the class. 

Professional photographer Ted Salamone has captured images on six continents~ Ted enjoys utilizing and teaching the technical and artistic aspects of digital 

photography. His studio, 20/20 Photo and Video, photographs portraits, dance, weddings, sports, and commercial assignments. Ted also conducts field workshops 

and is the Exclusive Carolina Ballet Nutcracker Photographer. 

REGISTRATION 

Each course is 560. The fee covers the cost of instruction and course materials. It does not include refreshments. Digital photography and Zentangle courses have 

an additional fee, payable to the instructor. Payment must accompany registration. Make checks payable to the Friday Center. 

There are four ways to register: 

Online: register online 

Mail: Print out the registration form and mail it to 

Community Classroom Series 

Campus Box 1020, The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020. 

Fax: Print out the registration form and fax it to 919-962-5549. 

Phone: Call 800-845-8640 or 919-962-2643. 

If you have special needs to accommodate a motor or sensory impairment, please indicate your needs on the registration form. 

UNC-Chapel Hill uses an alternative to the Social Security number called the Personal ID (PID) to aid in keeping records for students and participants. If you do not 

have a PID, you will be required to enter your birthdate and gender so that we can assign you a PID. We appreciate your cooperation. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity. The University does not discriminate in offering access to its 

educational programs and activities on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual orientation, gender 

identity or gender expression. 

CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS 

Full refunds will be given to registrants who cancel in writing one week prior to the first class meeting. No refunds will be made after that date. Substitutions are 

welcome. 

LOCATION 

Courses are held at the Friday Center, which offers ample free parldng. The Friday Center is located approximately three miles east of the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, 

just off Highway 54 East (Raleigh Road). The Center is a short distance from Interstate 40 (from Raleigh, 1-40 exit 273A; from Greensboro, 1-40 exit 273). See Map and 

Directions to the Friday Center. 

CONTACT 

For information, contact: 

Jill Conrad (.c___o__~__~__a___d.j_~__e___m____a_!!_.___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.), Program Facilitator 

Professional Development and Enrichment Programs 

The Friday Center 

800-845-8640 or 919-962-2643 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
enrichment as: regester(~email,unc.edu To unsubscribe ~nd a blank email to leave-34245881-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24e7b8bfc87a2t0[i~i~lJstserv,mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Classes canceled at lpm Wed; classes canceled, oltices closed Thursday until 1 lam 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

Classes are canceled starting at 1 pm on Wedaaesday, Feb 12, 2014. Offices ~vill remain open on a regular schedule. (Condition 2) 

On Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014, classes will be canceled; offices will be closed until 11 am (Condition 3) 

Stay tuned for possible updates about operations after 11 a.m. Thursday. 

Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. All other employees are instructed not to 
come to work during this period. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather ne~vs on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
tl~rough the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University al~vays operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

- (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line [’or recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
- UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
- UNC Department of Public Safety ~2~r details including parking lot conditions. 
- Chape[ Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to commumcate 

The best, most up-to-date source of information will ahvays be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Update: Classes canceled at 1 p.m. Wed., offices open until 5 p.m.; classes canceled m~d oltices closed Thurs. until 11 a.m. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

To clarify the decision about Umversity operations, classes are canceled starting at 1 p.m on Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 (Condition 2) Starting at 5 pm. on Wednesday, offices will be 
closed (Condition 3) 

On Thursday, Feb 13, 2014, classes will be canceled until 11 a.m and ofi)ces will be closed until 11 a.m. (Condition 3) 

A decision about operations after 11 am Thursday ~vill be made based on the most current weather conditions and will be communicated in a timely manner. Arrangements to make up 
missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. All other employees are instructed not to 
come to work during this period. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 

state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather ne~vs on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
tl~rough the news media. Unless a change is aunounced, the University al~vays operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line [’or recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety ~2~r details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 2:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Classes canceled, otfices closed EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY (Condition 3) 

Cla sses canceled, offices closed EFFECTIVE D~IMEDIATEL Y (Condition 3) 

02/12/14, 1:50 p.m. 

Cla sses canceled, offices closed EFFECTIVE D~IMEDIATEL Y (Condition 3) 

This announcement overrides previous announcements today about University operations The department of public safety urges everyone to exercise caution when leaving campus or 
moving about on campus Condition 3 (classes canceled, offices closed) will remain in eIt’ect until 11 a.m. Thursday. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the Umversity’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work. Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverl~ment closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.uaac edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
UNC Department uf Public Safety for details including parking [ut cunditiuns. 
Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival tnnes 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is nut an instant source of infurmatiun as part uf the University’s notificatiun prucess The University’s Alert Carulina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based un redundancy, using multiple methods tu communicate. The best, most up-tu-date suurce ufinformatiun will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:41 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Carolina-Duke update (gmne still scheduled for 9:10 p.m. start) 

FOR IMMEDL4TE RELEASE 
UikT, TE~RSITY OF NORTH C.&ROLINA 
ATHLETIC CO~’vflMLrNXCATIONS 
¥~,W33NESDAY, FEtE 12, 2014 

CAROLINA-DUt-~ GAME UPDATE 
Game still schedule to tip at 9:10 p.m. this evening 

CHAPEL INLL The Universi~z of North Carolina and Duke men’s basketball game remains scheduled for a 9:10 p.m. tipoff this evening at the Smith Center in Chapel Hill. 

Classes at UNC have been cancelled and offices closed this afternoon effective through 11 a.m. Thursday due to the winter weather. (See AlertCarolina.unc edu for updates). 

People with tickets to this evening’s game are encouraged to stay off the roads Chapel Hill transit has cancelled bus service for the game. 

The game will be televised on both ESPN and the ACC Network 

"This is always one of the most anticipated games of the season, but evelyone’s safety is our top priority and we want people to use discretion and follo~v Governor 2vfcCrory’s advice to 
stay off’the roads," says Director of Athletics Bubba Ctmningham. 

"ACC policy states that we should play the game if the teal:aS, officials and games operations staff can safely get to the arena As of right now, we believe that those critical personnel will be 
able to get here We distributed approximately 6,000 student tickets before today and we will be able to get more students in the building once we see how man)’ people with tickets actually 
attend the game Seats that go unused by season ticket holders will be filled by students" 

Students who do not already have tickets may come to the Smith Center beginning at 7:30 pm to get in the stand-by line at Entrance C. 

Students with Phase I tickets will be allowed to enter the Smith Center beginning at 6 p.m. 

All ~ns that are making their way to the Smith Center are advised to use caution and take extra time to get here sa:[’ely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 5:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Update: Classes canceled, ottices closed 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Condition 3 (classes canceled, offices closed) remains in effect through 8 am Friday, Feb. 14, 2014. 

No classes ~vill be held and no offices will be open all day Thursday, Feb 13. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. Emergency employees should report for work All other employees are instructed not to 
come to work during this period. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather ne~vs on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media. Unless a change is amaounced, the University al~vays operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AN~ near campus. 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions 
° Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 

ABOI~YI’ ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. ~I]ae University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 

strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 6:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Carolina-Duke game postponed; no makeup date ~heduled 

For immediate release 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 
5:40 p.m 

Carolina-Duke Game Postponed 
No makeup date scheduled at this time 

CHAPEL HILL --- Tonight’s men’s basketball game between the Universi~ of North Carolina and Duke University has been postponed due to inclement weather 

A makeup date has not been announced at this time. The game will NOT be played tomorrow, FebruaW 13th, clue to the conditions. 

"Duke’s bus is not able to get to their campus to pick up the team in time to be able to make the trip to Chapel Hill so ~ve can’t play this evening" Says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba 
Cunningham "The safety of the teams and officials is the number one priority and this ~vas the best decision to make at this time. Coach Williams, Coach Krzyzewski, (Duke AD) Kevin 
White and I will be on the phone ~vith the ACC alrd make a decision as to whelr to play the game as soon as possible." 

More information to follo~v as it is available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 3:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

UNC to remain closed Friday 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University will remain closed (Condition 3: classes canceled; offices closed) for all of Friday, Feb 14, through 8 am Saturday, Feb. 15 

Universi~ officials said factors that led to that decision this aI’tel-noon included: 
¯ Continuing snow- and freezing precipitation. 
¯ Deteriorating travel conditions, including expected refreezing on roads overnight, as well as the outlook for authorities to get local roads to safe travel conditions 
¯ Current limitations of Chapel Hill Transit, which did not operate today. 

The Universi~ currently plans to resume normal operations at 8 a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 15, for offices and employees scheduled to work this weekend. The Universi~ ~vill make additional 
armouncements if necessaW about those weekend operations. 

The Umversity will also announce plans for operations on Monday, Feb. 17, at a later time. 

When the University is in Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed), emergency employees should report for ~vork All other employees are directed not to report to ~vork ~vhile the 
University is closed. 

SPA and EPA Non-Facul~z employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is available on the Office of Humun Resources website 
at http://hr unc.edu/for-facultv-staff/adverse-weather/. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state government closings do not apply to the Umversity. The Umversity generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the Universi~" always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line [’or recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM, near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety ~2~r details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

UNC resumes normal operations Saturday; Classes, offices return to normal schedule Monday 

Subject: UNC resunaes normal operations Saturday; Classes, offices return to normal schedule Monday 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University will resume normal operations as planned starting at 8 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 15, 2014, for offices and employees scheduled to work this weekend. 

The University’ will be open Monday, Feb 17, on a regular operating schedule. Classes will be held; offices will be open (Condition 1) 

Classes ~vill resume at their normally scheduled time Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the faculty member 

If conditions should change during the ~veekend affecting operations and classes on Monday, Feb. 17, another annouaacement will be made. 

SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is available on the Office of Human Resources website 
at http://hr.unc edu/for-facultv-staf~;’adverse-weather/Also, employees can refer to information in an adverse weather policy clarification, posted on Alert Carolina at 
http:/i~v,a~v.alertcarolina.unc.eduigo/doc/1395/2092545/Adverse-Weather-Policv-Clarification-for-Emplovees. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverl~ment closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.uaac edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other informatiun suurces: 
(919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phune Line for recorded information and annuuncements abuut campus operatiuns 
UNC Traveler’s Informatiun Sysbem Radiu, 1610 AM, near campus. 
UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditiuns 
Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, ruutes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is nut an instant source of infurmatiun as part uf the University’s notificatiun prucess The University’s Alert Carulina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based un redundancy, using multiple methods tu communicate. The best, most up-tu-date suurce ufinformatiun will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://aler tcaru lina.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:54 PM 

Inst of African Amer Research <iaar@listserv.unc.edu> 

[iaar] Reminder: Monday Event on African American English 

The Institute of African American Research 

presents its Black History Month event: 

African American English: 
Thinking about Dialect and Education 

Monday, February 17, 2014 

4:00-5:30 PM 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

The first of its ldnd at UNC-Chapel Hill, this panel presentation features three renowned linguistics scholars and experts on African American English who will present 

and dialogue about the cognitive, structural and social dimensions of speech and dialect among African Americans as well as the relationship of dialect to education. 

Presentation topics will be as follows: 

Wa|t ~T(31Fmm (Distinguished Proi}s~)r of English, NC Slate University): Tra**,sfimning Per, spective in AJHcan American Speech 
J. Michael Terry (Associate Professor of Linguistics, UNC-Chapel Hill): Dialect Switching and Tests q[Mathematical Reasoning 
Lisa Green (Professor of Linguistics, U. Massachusetts-Amherst): C/~ild AjHcan American English Speakers." Are T/wy Simply Repealing }Vhat The)’ Hear? 

Students, thculty, staffand community members are welcome to attend. For more intbm~ation please contact iaar(a)unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=68146554.ee6c65dfe949695b~3eba2939e52~cb6&n=T&~=iaar&~=34256~~3 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafl to leave-34256103-68146554.ee6c65dfe949695b13eba2939e520cb6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:56 PM 

Inst African Amer Research for Faculty <iaar-fac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Monday Event on African American English 

Apologies for double postings. 

The Institute of African American Research 

presents its Black History Month event: 

African American English: 
Thinking about Dialect and Education 

Monday, February 17, 2014 

4:00-5:30 PM 

Pleasant.~ Family Assembly Roo~n, PilLion Library 

The first of its kind at UNC-Chapel Hill, this panel presentation features three renowned linguistics scholars and experts on African American English who will presem 

and dialogue about the cognitive, structural and social dimensions of speech and dialect among African Americans as well as the relationship of dialect to education. 

Presentation topics will be as follows: 

Walt Wolfram (Distinguished Profes~r of English, NC State Universit.5,): Tran@)rming Perspective #~ A2(Hca~ American ,Speech 

.J_~_~._l_i_.c_’_h__~_ie_.l__..T_ _e._n2_2 (Associate Professor of Linguistics, b~C-Chapel IIi~l): Dialect &~itching and Tests" of Mathematical Reasoning 

Lisa Green (Professor of Linguistics, U. Massachusetts-Amherst): ChildAfrican American English ,~peakers: Are They gimply R~’.peating ~¢~hat They Hear? 

Students, facul~, staffand communi~ members are welcome m attend. For more information plea~ contact iaal(a)mac.e&t. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=68~4661~.399ba3~79~36d8~a6b4554bef~8fcea~&n=T&~=iaar-fac&~=34256~~7 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34256117-68146611.399ba3179136dS0a6b4554bef08fcea1@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parker, Patricia S <psparker@a&unc.edu;, 

Friday, February 14, 2014 8:33 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.tmc.edu> 

[casdiversity] DiversiU Fellows Applications F, xtended to Wednesday, Feb. 19 

Hello Everyone, 

Please see the note from the office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs rega~ling extended deadlines for Fellowship opportunities--one for facul~ and one for 

undergraduate students. Sorry for cross-pos~ings. 

Very best, 

Pat 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: DERC Faculty, m~d UMergraduate Fellows 

Date:Fri, 14 Feb 2014 18:52:11 -0500 

From:Barker, Marco J _<~_-_b_~_r.!i .e_~@_unc.edt~> 
To:Divel~ity a~ld Mulficultural Affmrs <diversit’v@unc.edu> 

Update: Due to weather, application deadline has been extended to Wednesday, February 19 by ~1:59 EST. 
In this DMA announcement 

<!--ill !supportLists]-->i. <!--[endif]-->Diversity Education and Research Center Faculty Fellows (apoiications due Wednesday, February 19) 

<!--ill !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Diversity Education and Research Center Undergraduate Research Fellows (aoplications due Wednesday, 

February 1.9) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->i. <!--[endif]-->DIVERSITYAND MULTICULTURALAFFAIRS FACULTY FELLOWS PROGRAM 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) is currently taking applications for appointment as a Diversity Education and Research Center (DERC) Faculty Fellow. DERC 

Faculty Fellows are tenured, tenure-track, fixed-term, or post-doctoral scholars who have demonstrated a commitment to teaching, research, and service and a 

commitment to diversity and inclusion at UNC. 

Please complete applications for the Spring 2014 DERC Faculty Fellows at: https://diversity.unc.edu/education/derc/facultyapplication 

As a DERC Faculty Fellow, an individual will have the opportunity to: 

Learn more about diversity and inclusion in the higher education context 

¯ Gain administrative leadership experience in higher education 

Enrich and impact campus culture and climate 

¯ Advance the knowledge in the field of diversity scholarship and practice 

¯ Assist DMA in enhancing existing efforts or in developing new strategies that promote diversity and inclusion 

To read more about DERC Faculty Fellows, please visit http:i!diversity.unc.edu!fellows. 

Faculty Fellows receive ~;2,500" per semester (*includes fringe benefits) to be applied as a stipend to the employee payroll. Chairs or department heads must 

approve the award. Applications are due February 19. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->DIVERSlTYAND MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWS PROGRAM 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) is currently taking applications for the Undergraduate Research Fellows (URF) Program. This program is part of the 

Diversity Education and Research Center (DERC) and provides student with the opportunity to gain both administrative and research experience. 

During a fellowship, students will have the opportunity to: 

= Plan diversity education seminars 

= Develop a professional portfolio 

= Engage in research related to diversity at UNC or an approved topic (e.g., literature reviews, data collection and analysis, presentations, grant development, 

etc.) 

= Develop verbal and written communication skills 

To apply for DMA’s URF for Spring 2014, you should be sophomore or junior in good academic standing with the University at time of application and not 

participating in any other undergraduate research program, and complete the of~line ai~i~licatiom Applications are due February 19, 2014. 

Fellows may receive up to ~2,500 per semester in the form of a stipend to be used for research activities (e.g., materials, software, etc.) and conference travel and 

lodging (if applicable). 

For more information about the program and the application process, please visit 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and lnRiafives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 
Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc,edu (email) 
919-962~962 (phone) 

919-962~063 (fax) 

’a, ww,f;~cebook.com/DM AU NC 



You are cmrently subscribed to casdiversity as: re~ester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu,’u?idM9927260.61689427b9e0c21da402dTaaf0b799c7&n ][&l casdiversi~&o 34257025 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-34257025-49927260.61689427bgeOc21da402d7aafOb799cT(tblistserv,mac,edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 12:18 PM 

class-center-lW(~:duke.edu; SNCF <scholarsnc@gmail.com>; sncf-am~ouncement@duke.edu; history-graduates@duke.edu 

THIS MONDAY Feb. 17 - ORGANIZING TIlE SOUTtt panel - please register a~d help publicize 

OTS Duke Panel 1.29.2014 v3:ipg; image001 .jpg; OTS Duke Panel revised.pdf; message-footer.txt; message-footer.lxt 

7 p.m. with o follow 
Why did national unions recently call for a southern organizing strategy? 
HoW do the low wages of the South affect the rest of t[~e country? 
How can worker orgonizing !ead to more progressive public policies? 
Spe~.~ker’s: 

Chris ~romm, ~nsd~u~e for Soutk~em S~:ud~es 
~ob Korst~d, H~storv and g~ub~c Policy, Duke Un~versffy 

Jus~ F~ores, R.~m~ L~-~bo~ Orge~n~z~ng Committee 

Za~a A~sous, NC R~;se Up (f;~st food workers movement) 

Angata Laugh~nghouse~ NC Pubi~c 5e~v~ce Wod<e~s Urfion (UE 

Let’s ta~k about ~abor organizing ~n the ~uth. Come share your ideas and find out why now ~s the t~me to2rganize the SouLh. 
Panelists will discuss the recent AFL-CIO s resolution cNling for a southern organizing strategy, the region s labor history, current 
organizing campNgns, and the poffticN influence of the South on the nat~on. 
Sponsored b~: 
CLASS Center at Duke, NC State AFL-CIO, Student AcLion with Farmworkers 
For more ~nformation: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 9~9-833-6678, marybe@afldonc.org 

P~ease register if you are com;ng at th~s iink to he~p us plan ~he recepl:ion to follow: 

h ttp:~sites.duke.edu/c~ass/2~3/~2/~9/january-~r~an~zin~-the~s~uth-h~w~a-s~uthern-w~rkers~m~vement-can-chanBe~the- 

nationZ 



Where: 
Studies, 

- Special Event- 

When: Mon., Feb. 17 at 7pm 

Duke University Center for Documentary 
1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing the South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 
RSVP: bit.ly/otsduke 

Why did national unions recently call 
for a southern organizing strategy? 

How do the tow wages of the South 
affect the rest of the country? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive pubfic policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFL-CIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

Duke CLASS Center, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers, LAWCHA 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@aflcionc.org 



Wheilre: 
Stu, dies, 

When: Mon:,, Feb, ] 7 ~t 7pro 

Duke University Center for Documenta,~ 
1317 W:. Pe~igrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

South" 
How a Southern Workers° Movement 

C a n, C h,a n g e th e N ati o n 
RSVP: bit, !yiotsduke 

Why d~d n,ationai un@ns recent~’y cali 
:for o sout:hern o,~gon~Z~g strategy 

How do th,e bw wages of the S,o[~.~h 
a’~ec/~he: :res~ of the country? 

Lefts !~!k about labor o,,rganizing 
tt~@ South, Come sha~e your ideas 
and find out why now is ~he tiime 
to organize ~h÷ 8outih, Pan÷lists wii! 
aiscuss-the recent AFUC~O’s resolu~tion 
ca!!ing for a southern organiziing 
s~ategy:, the region’s labor history, 
current o~g~anizing: campaigns~ and 
tt~e politica! intliuenc@ ,of the South on 
the nation, 

DuRe CLASS Center; NC: Store AFL~,CIO, S~udent Action with :Farmwo~kers, LAWCHA 

Con~act the NC S~a~@ AFL:,.CiO, 919~.833,,.&~78, ma::ryhe@~qc:~onc,o~g 



- Special Event- 

When: Man., Feb. 17 at 7pm 

Where: Duke University Center for Documentary 
Studies, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705 

Organizing |he South: 
How a Southern Workers’ Movement 

Can Change the Nation 
RSVP: bit.ly/otsduke 

Why did national unions recently call 
for o southern organizing strategy? 

How do the low wages of the South 
affect the rest of the country? 

How can worker organizing lead to 
more progressive public policies ? 

Let’s talk about labor organizing in 
the South. Come share your ideas 
and find out why now is the time 
to organize the South. Panelists will 
discuss the recent AFbCIO’s resolution 
calling for a southern organizing 
strategy, the region’s labor history, 
current organizing campaigns, and 
the political influence of the South on 
the nation. 

Fast Food Strike in Durham, 12/5/13 

Sponsored by: 

Duke CLASS Center, NC State AFL-CIO, Student Action with Farmworkers, LAWCHA 

For more information: 

Contact the NC State AFL-CIO, 919-833-6678, marybe@afldoncoorg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 8:13 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Pregnant Latinas/ttispanics interested in breastt~eding and stress study 

Are you pregnant and Latina? Do you kno~v someone who is? 

A new stu@ is looking for women ~vho are pregnant and Latina/Hispanic who are planning to breastfeed. 

Researchers at U2",!C have a ne~v study that focuses on hormones, mood, and stress in English and Spanish speaking Latinas. 

If you or someone you know is: 
.Latina/Hispanic 
¯ 18 to 45 years of age 
.Pregnant 
¯ Planning to breastfeed 

Call at or email @med uric edu 

All research stud?- visits and medical evaluations related to this stu@ will be provided at no cost to participants. This study requires 2 visits to UNC and 2 short phone interviews ($50.00 
after the first visit, $60.00 after the second visit, and $1000 git’t cards after each phone interview) 

Approved 6/5/13 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board IRB Stud?- #13-0788 Study of Exposure to stress, Postpartum 
mood, Adverse life events, and Hormonal function among Latinas (SEPAH Latina) 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your in]2~rmational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 1:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] UNC Faculty/S’uait’Golf League 

ATTENTION FACULTY ANZ) STAFF 

UNC Finley Golf Course is offering a fact lty/staff golf league to help you e~ oy more golf" in 2014. 

Email Fral~ Maynard III Senior Assistant Golf Professional, for more information at frankmaynard@uaac.edu 

This message is sponsored by: LrNC Finley Golf Course 

INFORMATIONAL email will nnfy be sent to thnse who ha,¢e indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur infurmatiunal 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Informatiun 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 8:58 AM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlmnbert@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Fall, Alassa~e <Miall@email.unc.edu>; 
ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@email.unc.edu>; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanz@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S 

<rporter@email.unc.edu-~; Mufima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Wells, 

Chris <cjwell@email.unc.edu>; Willimns, Ronald <rcw@ema~l.unc.edu>; Lee, Meagaret Ceaol <leem@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim 

<l:iml@e~n~l.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu:, 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

summer session book orders 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

Book orders tbr all summer school session (Maymester, Summer I, and Summer II) are due on February 28. There are several ways you ca~ place your order. The 
one I use is to email nay list to George Morgan at ~!f~2~)~.,’~!~5~!~:~.’:-5.;~!!, but if you have a ditt~rent way, use that, if you prei~r. The main thing is to get the order in 

on time. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center fbr the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 Umversi~ of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599-3~95 

(919) 962-1519 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Books4Cause <’Books4Cause@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 10:19 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Duke Bookdrive - This Week 

Professor, 

Books4Cause is extending an opportunity to Help Build Libraries in Africa. 

We are collecting now for a shipment in March to Swaziland. 

We will be at The University of North Carolina: 

Thursday Feb 27th and Eriday Feb 28th 

Click Here To Dog, ate - From Your Home or Office 
...................................................................................................................................................................... 

Three Ways to Donate: 

1. Fill out our online form ................................... 

2. Reply to this email 
3. Call 800-570-3698 

We provide boxes and do the heavy lifting. 

Books we are looking for: 

1. Children to young adult reading level 
2. Textbooks no more than 7 years old 
3. Classics and scientific/research books - age doesn’t matter 
4. Thoughtful literary fiction and interesting non-fiction 
5. Books In very good to new condition 

If you still aren’t sure what we want. Send us an email. 

Like to talk to a person - Call me Yosef at ~.~..~.:~5.P.4.:~ZZ.~} Mon -Frid#y 9am~2pm. 

We don’t accept journals, periodicals, custom course manuals, magazines or ancient encyclopedia sets. We reserve 
the right to refuse books at time of pickup. More information is found .~.0...#.#.LW.~.L2Nt~.f4., 

Best regards and thank you! 

Books4Cause Team 

here to forward this email to a friend 

Books4Cau se 

3403 Madison Street 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 12:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] hnportant Student Health Insurance 

Important: University Student Blue Health Insurance Plan 

This email may not apply to you: if you are no longer a UNC student, if you already have an approved waiver for spring 2014 or if you do not meet the eligibility requirements for Student 
Blue insurance. 

Due to the recent inclement weather and po~ver outages at some campuses, the spring 2014 insurance waiver period has been extended to Wednesday February 19, 2014 at 11:59 pm. 

Waive infolrnation for spring 2014 is entered at https:/i~vww.bcbsnc.com/content/studentblue/unccla/indexhtm If you have previously registered at this ~vebsite; you ~vill login using your 
login and password If this is your first time to use this ~vebsite; you will use your PID and date of birth to register, then use your University email address as your login and set tap a 
password. 

Once your insurance information is correctly entered, you ~vill receive a confirmation number from BCBS. This is not an approved waiver, you ~vill receive a subsequent email stating if your 
waiver is approved or declined 

If declined, the reason will be included in your email and it should be taken care of immediately before the deadline on February 19. 

Contact BCBS at 888-351-8283 or email@studentbluenc corn for waiver instructions and questions. Contact smoseley@email uric edu or vwarwick@email.uaac.edu with insurance eligibility 
questions 

This message is sponsored by: Campus Health Services 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, February 17, 2014 2:27 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 1NFORM_ATIONAL: Paxticipate in a research study on cooperation in romantic relationships’. 

Are you in a romantic relationship? Have you been with the same partner for at least six months and are you both at least 18 years old? If so, you and your partner are invited to participate 
in a new research study on cooperation within romantic relationships! 

The study consists of two parts--an online questiolmaire and a laboratory session. The questioimaire ~vill take no longer than 15 minutes, can be taken in private on a computer of your 
choice, and will include common questions about your relationship Both you and your partner must complete the online questiolmaire before coming to the lab At the end of the 
questiomaaire, you ~vill be asked to provide your email address as well as your partner’s email address so that a member of our research team can contact you for scheduling a lab session. 
The laborator,v session will take place in Davie Hall, room 326, and ~vill take no longer thari 45 minutes. During this session we will assess your physiological activity,, ask both you and your 
partner to complete a challenging task, and then ask you both to ans~ver more questions about your relationship 

Participation is entirely voluntary If you complete both parts of the stud,v, you and your partner may receive up to $10 each. 

NOTE: Those cun-ently participating in stud,v #13-1976, Everyday Couple Interactions 2 are ineligible for this stud?-. Ho~vever, if you have participated in study #13-1976 in the past or are 
considering participating in stud,v #13-1976 in the future, you may still participate in this stud?-. 

To begin the study, click on the link to the online questiolmaire belo~v: 

https:/Tunc.azl qualtrics.col~’SE/?SID SV 01au94akvU3FadL 

If you have any questions, please contact: 
PI: (~r)live. unc. edu. edu) 
Co-Investigator: @email.unc edu, (919)818-12(54) 
Faculty Advisor: Sara Algoe (algoe@unc.edu) 
This study has been approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review Board, IRB# 13-2979, date of approval: 01/15/2014 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



F FOra ~ 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

A ttach : 

D era err bu, ¢ ynth i~ <cyndera @ era a iLunc.edu> 
Monday, FebruaH 17, 2014 327 PM 

This Friday - P lease Job Us! 
Sprhg 2014 Schedu le.pdf 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

A// /unches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Harles Ha/! Room 239 

February 21st Path Over Passion: Why Our words Matter with Exploring Students 
wJ~h O. Rcry A,~gJe Dffecto~ o~ UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion and you will be happy in your career." This can be 

tricky when making academic and career decisions because iL can have the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that 

challense and discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them Lo find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the language we use when working 

with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

FULL SPRING SCHEDULE A~ACHED~ 

Bring a friend. 

~ynthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ~ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ~ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, (919) 843-5015 

~_~_~_:~.~.~P_~9_~_~2:.~.~E:?_~.~. 
www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 
Confidentiality notice: This e mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain donfidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

All lunches are ]:rom 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

February 2:1st Path Over Passion: Why Our words Matter with Exploring Students 
with O. Roy Angle, Direc¢or o~~ UNC University Career Services 

It is common to hear students receive the following advice from well-meaning mentors or advisors, "Find your passion 

and you will be happy in your career." This can be tricky when making academic and career decisions because it can have 

the opposite effect of what was intended. Students can feel overwhelmed by the scope of that challenge and 

discouraged if such a singular passion is difficult for them to find. Some student advocates have begun questioning the 

language we use when working with students who are exploring their options. This facilitated discussion will delve into 

these issues more deeply and offer a more palatable, advice-giving paradigm. 

March 22~ Accessibility Resources and Service at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

with TifJ:any Bailey, Director, Accessibility Resources and Service 

The Office of Accessibility Resources and Service (ARS), a part of the Division of Student Affairs, works with departments 

throughout the University to assure that the programs and facilities of the University are accessible to every student in 

the University community. ARS provides reasonable accommodations, so students with disabilities who are otherwise 

qualified may, as independently as possible meet the demands of University life. This session will provide an overview of 

ARS including the identification process, current policies and practice and types of accommodations. Additionally, we will 

discuss hot topics in disability services and current case law. 

April 11 th Trauma Stewardship 
with Bob Pleasants, Ph.D., Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Trauma Exposure Response or secondary trauma is "a transformation that takes place within us as a result of exposure to 

ti~e suffering of other[s]..7 according to Laura van Demoot Lipsky and Connie Burk, authors of Trauma Stewardship: An 

Everyday Guide to Coring for Se/~f While Caring~or Othet:s. Being abie to recognize, prevent, tend to, and cope with 

secondary trauma, also coiled traumastewordship, is an important skill for higher education faculty and staff who support 

students through difficukt experiences~ This presentation and discussion wiil i~elp uncover individual, organization, and 

societal structures which may expose us to trauma, as well as those which provide us support to cope with that trauma. 

May 2nd Fostering Learning and Effective Interactions Through Mindfulness and Positive Emotions 
with K. Carrie Adair, M.A., Graduate Student, ,Socia/ Psychology and EILse Rice, Graduate Student, Social 

Psychology 

Exciting research in the area of ’Positive Psyci~oiog\/’ carl offer us insight into ways that we carl be effective .- and i~elp 

students be effective- in an academic setting. Mindfulness and positive emotions in particular appear to play important 
roles in the creation of supportive learning environments and in meaningful and productive interactions. In this session 

we will discuss what the research to date i~as to say about the benefits of positive emotions and mindfulness, why riley 

may be important for learning and relationships, and finally some oractical ways to cultivate these states. We will then 

open the floor to a larger discussion about how mindfulness, positive emotions, and well-being are important for personal 

as weli as student success. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, FebruaD, 17, 2014 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Final Week tbr "Legendary," Deadline Extended tbr CDS DocumentaD Essay Prize, Fresh Docs Screening, Full Frame Tribute 

and Thematic Program, Toy Camera and Hindenburg Workshops 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

LAST WEEK TO SEE LEGENDARY: INSIDE THE HOUSE BALLROOM SCENE I Exhibit 

Closes February 22 

Backstage, Evisu Ball, Manhattan, 2010¯ Photograph by Gerard H. Gaskin. 

Legendary’: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, the exhibit of photographs by 

CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphy recipient Gerard H. Gaskin, closes 

Saturday, February 22. Gaskin’s radiant color and black-and-white photographs take us 

inside the culture of house balls, where gay and transgender men and women, mostly 

African American and Latino, "walk," competing for trophies in categories based on 

costume, attitude, dance moves, and "realness." A book of the same name was published 

in November 2013 by CDS and Duke University Press. 

To learn more about the exhibit and to view a slideshow of images, click here. 

CDS DOCUMENTARY ESSAY PRIZE DEADLINE EXTENDED / Applications Due March I for 

Photography Award 

From the 2008 series Deconstructing the Maze, a collaborative art project for which 2013 CDS 

Documentary Essay Prizewinner Rachel Andrews contributed writing. Photograph by Dara McGrath. 

Due to server- and weather-related difficulties, the deadline for the CDS Documentary 

Essay Prize has been extended to March 1, 20t4. 

CDS launched the Documentary Essay Prize in 2013 to honor the best in documentary 

writing and photography in alternating years. The 2014 prize will be awarded for 

documentary photography, with a focus on current or recently completed work from a long- 



term project. The winner will receive $3,000 and have his or her work featured in Document, 

CDS’s quarterly newsmagazine, as well as in a virtual gallery on the CDS website. 

Application questions can be directed to alexad~,duke.edu. 

WORK-IN-PROGRESS SCREENING OF THE SEARCHERS I Next Film in the Fresh Docs 

Series Explores One Aspect of J FK Assassination 

Friday, February 28, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco 

Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Poster for The S~amher:s 

The Center for Documentary Studies and the Southern Documentary Fund will present a 

work-in-progress screening of The Searchers as part of the Fresh Docs series The locally- 

produced feature film by Randolph Benson is about a small number of U S citizens who 

have dedicated their lives to researching perhaps the greatest murder mystery in history-- 

the assassination of President John F Kennedy in November 1963. 

Benson is a CDS Continuing Education instructor whose award-winning films have been 

featured on the Independent Film Channel, Bravo, and HBO, among other media outlets. 

The Fresh Docs series features documentaries fresh from the edit suite: both works-in- 

progress and recently completed films. Each screening is followed by a moderated 

conversation with the filmmaker. In the case of the works-in-progress, the audience is 

asked to provide valuable feedback on the piece. 

Fresh Docs screenings are free and open to the public. 

FULL FRAME THEMATIC PROGRAM AND TRIBUTE ANNOUNCED / Thematic Program Will 

Be Curated by Lucy Walker, Tribute Will Celebrate the Work of Steve James 

Filmmakers Steve James and Lucy Walker 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival has announced its annual Thematic Program, 

which will look at the role of the subject in documentary through a series of films curated by 

esteemed director/producer Lucy Walker, and Full Frame Tribute, which will celebrate the 

work of award-winning director/producer Steve James with a retrospective series of his 

work. Titles for the Thematic Program and the Tribute retrospective will be announced in 

March Both Walker and James will attend the the 2014 festival, April 3-6. 

British filmmaker Lucy Walker’s feature and short documentaries--Waste Land, The Crash 

Reel, Devif’s Playground, and The Tsunami and the Cherry Blossom, among others--have 

been nominated for two Academy Awards, seven Emmys, an Independent Spirit Award, and 

a Gotham Award, and have won over eighty other film awards 

Steve James produced and directed Hoop Dreams, winner of every major critics’ prize, 

including a Peabody and Robert F Kennedy Journalism Award Other films include Stevie, 

which won IDFA’s grand jury prize; Tribeca Grand Prizewinner The War Tapes; At the Death 



House DooE and The Interrupters, which won an Emmy, Independent Spirit Award, and the 

duPont Journalism Award. James’s most recent documentary on the life and career of critic 

Roger Ebert, Life Itself, premiered to great acclaim at the 2014 Sundance Film Festival. 

The Full Frame Documentary" Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies. 

SPOTLIGHT ON CONTINUING EDUCATION / Toy Camera and Hindenburg Workshops 

Seaside Park, New Jersey, 2004. Photograph by CDS photography instructor Bryce Lankard 

A few spaces remain in upcoming spring Continuing Education courses. For more 

information on the classes and instructors, and to register, click the class links below: 

Toy cameras are simple and inexpensive, yet they are serious photographic tools that 

manage to function with a body made of plastic, a spring for a shutter, and minimal 

adjustments. The most common toy camera, the Holga, has boomed in popularity since 

hitting the fine art scene in the 1980s An excellent introduction to medium-format 

photography, the four-session Toy Camera Workshop explores the playfulness and 

abandon of toy camera photography Note: Participants should have basic darkroom 

experience and must bring their own toy cameras. 

Hindenburg is an increasingly popular tool for audio producers--it’s easy to use, stable, 

inexpensive, and constructed specifically for audio documentary. The software has become 

the audio tool of choice for classes and institutes at CDS. In this one-day Hindenburg 

Workshop, students will learn the basics of importing, editing, and exporting audio files. 

WINTER 2014 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the Winter 2014 issue include work by 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners Rachel Andrews and Jen Kinney, 

remarks by Full Frame director Deirdre Haj, updates from John Hope Franklin Student 

Documentary Award winners and Certificate in Documentary Studies recipients, exhibition 

information, news from faculty and staff, and more 

To browse past issues, click here. 



To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, February 18, 7 p.m. / Ethics Film Series screening ofJunebug/Griffith Film 

Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus / 125 Science Dr., Durham, North 

Carolina 

cdsporch.org/archives!21433 

Thursday, February 20, doors at 7 p.m., film at 7:30 p.m. / Duke Women’s Weekend 

screening of Not Yet Begun to Fight I Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American 

Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.org/archives!21331 

Friday, February 28, 7 p.m. / Fresh Docs Screening of The Searchers / Full Frame Theater, 

Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http: //w’w~. cdsporch, orq/arch ives/21502 

EXHIBITS 

Through February 22 / Legendary: fnside the House Ballroom Scene / Photographs by 2012 

CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita Kreps 

Gallery I Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu menta rystudies du ke edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#1eqe ndary 

Through February 28/Deborah Stratman: Speculative Terrains I Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch.orglarchives/21302 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu!events 

~ !e!~!~;~ge .~;en1:te ~egee~ter@e~laU.une.edu by Urn@duke.edu. 

r for Decume:~ta=’~, Studies at 

Durh~im, NC 27705 ........................ 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, Februao, 18, 2014 7:46 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Febma~ Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2#_b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

This email was se~l. to regester,_ emaiLunc.edu by cor~lmurlicaLion@rlctreasurer.cor~l i 
Update Profile/F_mail Address Instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> 

1~:;: Pos~-Doc Revisions 

With comments - Post Doctoral FellowsMeeting.docx 

Dear Eunice: Attached is the revised version -- I am submitting three pages but only page one should represent the report. Page two is for further discussion and page three is 
for information. I suggest that we make copies and let people read rather than having me read the report so they can review each recommendation in detail. You can let me 
know what you prefer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2024 22:07 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Post-Doc Revisions 

No problem Charlene. If I have questions I will let you know. 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 
Eunice 

From-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sent; Tuesday, February 28, 2024 22:04 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Post-Doc Revisions 

Dear Eunice: Hope to send in the next hour or so -- I responded to many of your changes but after receiving feedback from the committee some of the things I took out -- I will 
put back in. So when I revise I will leave it so that we can discuss these issues and then will submit a final final draft after the meeting. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Tuesday, February 28, 2024 22:02 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Post-Doc Revisions 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for the update. 

When you have a moment kindly send me your updated version. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 28, 2024 8:22 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Post-Doc Revisions 

From; Lambert, Michael C 
Sent; Monday, February 27, 2024 9:42 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 

�::c; Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Charlene, 

Thank you for sending this to me. As for Eunice’s comments on 2. I think the department should make this recommendation to the committee that oversees this 

program. I mentioned it to my mfe who is on the committee and she agrees that they should not solicit applications from candidates for departments that do not have 

the thnds or are other~vise not interested in the program. She will likely raise this with the post doc committee regardless. I personally see no problem with the thculty of 

our depa~ment endorsing this position. 

As for her comment on 7. Candidates that we support should fit in our plans for thculty expansion of the department. This need not mean that we maJae a commitment 

to hire the candidate. It just means that the candidates skills should match possible directions in which the depa~nent might grow. 

I personaJly would like to see these items left open for the department discuss, notwiths~tanding Eunice’s rese~wations. 

Thank you for your work on this. 

Mike 



Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Atiicm~ Studies and Anthrotx~logy 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ~ Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <reges~ter(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: Attached are the revisions that Eunice recommended for your draft. Currently, I am making changes and will provide revised version on 
Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

<:With co~nments - Post Doctoral Fellows 1 (3).docx> 



Post Doctoral Fellows 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

January 2014 

Position Statement 

The Post-Doc Committee Members: Michael Lambert, Charlene Regester, Ron Williams and 

Eunice Sahle 

The Department of African, African American, & Diaspora strongly supports UNC’s Post- 

Doctoral Program because we view this program as central to recruiting, cultivating, and training 

scholars whose research focuses on issues of diversity or minority populations. This program is 

deemed vital to heightening the minority presence on this campus, particularly among 

underrepresented groups. The program has played a pivotal role in faculty recruitment for our 

department as many of our current faculty are former fellows of the post-doctoral program. We 

recognize the value of this program in that it provides a pool of talented scholars who might 

become potential hires. Most of all, the post-doctoral fellow program produces newly trained 

scholars from a range of fields. As we expand, these scholars might be tapped to bring new 

knowledge and enhance our current offerings. 

Ongoing support of the post-doctoral fellow program, however, will be contingent on the 

acquisition of appropriate funds to support a fellow(s). Since we view this program as important 

to the department’s development, it is necessary for the department to actively seek outside 

funding to support such fellows. The department does not intend to utilize resources necessary 

for faculty development to support a post-doc fellow(s). 

It is the department’s position that in the event a post-doc fellow is recruited, we do not 

encourage the fellow to engage in teaching but instead to focus on research unless an agreement 

regarding teaching has been established with the chair or a committee. In the event that a fellow 

desires to teach, it is recommended that this kind of arrangement should be supported through 

additional funds made available for this purpose and given the consent of the department faculty 

to pay for this teaching service provided. 

it is the department’s policy that the post-doctoral fellow nominated for a fellowship in this 

department must be agreed upon by a maj ority of the faculty. 



Recommendations: 

We recommend that outside funding is located to support a post-doctoral fellow. We 

do not encourage the department to utilize funds designated for faculty development 

be re-directed or dispersed to support fellows. 

2) We do not recommend that post-doc fellows teach unless they desire to do so and 

unless additional funding is provided for that purpose. 

3) We recommend that the department make it known to a majority of the faculty when 

a post-doctoral fellow has arrived and establishes affiliation with the department. 

4) It is recommended that the Post-Doc office should not advertise our department as 

accepting fellows if we do not have the money to support such fellows. We received 

applications even though we have no funding and it is not fair to the candidate to 

complete the application materials when we cannot fund a post-doctoral fellow in a 

given year. 

We recommend that if a post-doctoral candidate is accepted and becomes affiliated 

with our department, we make every effort to support him/her while at UNC and 

maintain a rapport with him/her thereafter. 

6) We should avoid making promises that we cannot keep. 

7) We should insure that those recruited coincide with the growth and development 

proposed by the department. 



Review of 2013-14 Applicants -- Fields of Study Include: 

Multinational and transnational studies 

Queer theory, sexuality studies 

Performance; transnational performance 

Critical spirituality 

Race and natural disasters 

Trauma Studies 

Black Masculinity 

Afro-Asian studiesij azz and hip hop studies 

Afro-Pessimism and intellectual history 

African American migrations/gender migrations-domestic diaspora 

Protest art, Madness, & Creativity 

Urban Gay men and literature 

African American athletes--historically, exploitation - black bodies 

Media studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 1:19 PM 

Guidelines ti~r Thursday’s Exam 

To: All Pasticipants 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear All Participants: The following guidelines me provided for our upcoming exam on Thursday. 

1) Please bring two blue books -- one tbr identitications a~d one for essays 

2) The exam will cover Chapters 1-5 Reversing the Sail, pages 1-100 Lose Your Mother; all videos screened in class and class lectures 

3) Use file lecture material and outlines provided in class as a way of prepa~ing for the exam 

4) The exam will cover all ~naterial frown file beginning through today’s lecture 

5) In studying, I recommend that yon create a list of potential ids that might possibly appear on the exam. As for the essays, create broad questions starting with the 

begi~ming of slaveD’, middle passage, throngh the arrival slaves in the Americas and see how well you can answer yonr own questions. 

6) Please pace yourself mid pay attention to time while taking the exam. Many students put too much emphasis on past one and neglect part two 

Finally. good luck and ~e you on Thursday. Sincerely, ChaJclene Regester 

This fol-vvarded Inessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "A~%~kD130.003.SP14’’ site. To ieply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: A~A2\D130.003.SP14. 



Sent: 

"To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaign-response @amazon.corn> 

\,’Vednesday, February 19, 2014 4:21 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Contemporary African American Women... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus 

2142014UNCThoughtsFromTheProject.pdf 

To: Black Faculty 

The Caucus is meeting TODAY at 1:45 p.m. in Union 3102. 

FYI. Apologies for duplications. 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d_._s_~__r~_ .@._ .u__n_.c__._._e_~_u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:47 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - Tomorrow! 

Tomorrow- ~X:e~J~esday~ 2o |9, ~) 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~LD. CLU 

En,qcqe, Ekplore. Empow~r, 

9] 9.8J3.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Tomorrow! 

<!--[if !vml]--x!--[endif]-->Hi Friends. We are scheduled to meet tomorrow, Wednesday, 2.19 in Union 3102 at 1:45 p.m. Vice Chancellor Farmer will 

address Black student and special talent admissions. In addition, if time permits, I would like for the Caucus to discuss the attachment. 

Please save-the-dateI. May i6, 2014 - CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration. Nakenge Robertson and Shandra Jones are leading the planning 

o]: this wonder]u/event. 

See you tomorrow! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,fear the wind." 



Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



The UNC Student-Athlete Literacy Controversy 
Update 

Provost ]ames Dean has not rescheduled the meeting with The Project. 
Joel Curran, Vice Chancellor for Communications and Public Affairs is now 
the primary point of contact with The Project. 
The Project’s community organizing efforts have produced two new partners 
that interested in UNC student-athlete well being. 

Thoughts From The Project 

Sadly, the recent controversy at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill is 
nothing new. Collegiate athletics has overpowered the true mission of most large 
universities in the United States. Arguably, the system of collegiate athletics is akin 
to indentured servitude or sharecropping. 

In the South after the era of slavery, white landowners allowed black laborers with 

no land to work on farm plots and at the end of the season landowners paid workers 

a share of the crops produced on the land. In exchange for the use of land, a cabin, 
and supplies, black laborers agreed to raise a cash crop and give a portion usually 

half of the crop to their landlord. Landowners extended credit to sharecroppers to 

buy goods and charged high interest rates, sometimes as high as 70 percent a year, 
which was blatant exploitation. These developments created a system of economic 

dependence and poverty for blacks. In most cases, the landowners exploited these 
black laborers. For the black laborers in this system, the system was a major 

obstacle to fully realizing political and social rights. 

These are the same issues at the heart of the controversy at UNC and other athletic 

factories. The university will admit poor black athletes (laborers) into school, 
extend credit (promise of a scholarship and an education), and exploit their God- 

given athletic talent (courts and fields) and this has created a culture of the "win at 

all cost" mentality even if it means exploiting the laborers by not improving their 
academic skills or life skills while they are enrolled at these universities. 

Iv. Erik Brooks, Ph.D. 
Western Illinois University 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



One day, years from now we will reflect back on the NCAA policies just as we do 

the history of past women’s rights struggles (could not vote, own property and 
limited access to public spaces), slavery (could not vote, own property and limited 
access to public spaces). The government allowed these abuses of power to 
happen and eventually corrected them. The same will be true of the NCAA. These 

quotes are of grave significance: Emmert said. "Now, there’s not agreement on 

what the new model should be, but there’s very little support for continuing things 
in the governing process the way they are today." "The only thing everybody 

agrees on NCAA governance is that it doesn’t work." 

Walter Byers served for 37 years as the NCAA Executive Director from 1951 to 

1987. Byers stated "that colleges need to stop exploiting their student-athletes, or 

the government will do it for them; one of these days, a smart lawyer with a 
sympathetic client and a compelling story might bring down the whole house of 
cards. " 

"College amateurism is not a moral issue; it is an economic camouflage for 

monopoly practice." Coaches, administrators, university presidents get rich (on tax- 

free revenues, a travesty in itself) while athletes get nothing - and can have their 
careers ended for a multitude of minor rules violations or their scholarships pulled 

at the end of each year. "The federal tax code has indeed replaced amateurism as the 
rationale for the current rule book." Anti-trust rules should be used to break up the 

collegiate cartel - in athletics and to require colleges to justify all of the government 

largesse they suck up." 

Major Corporations (Auto, Insurance, Beverage, Medical, Food Franchises, Media) 
contributing BILLIONS of dollars with major tax incentives continue to exclude the 

primary resource that is leading to major financial privileges for a distinct segment 

(see Coaches/Athletic Directors/Bowl Alliance Executives’ Salaries). Governance is 
not a word...it is a process. Democracy is not a word...it is a method of operating. 

The true principles of America (freedoms) are being violated, as they have been 
historically in the past. Students have rights and being a defined student athlete does 

not (should not) exclude them from those unalienable rights. 

Fritz Polite, Ph.D, MPA 

Madeline Devine said something prophetic to me... she said that UNC tries to 
transform good people, with good intentions, into enemies. Instead of focusing on 

real change, for these struggling White and Black student-athletes, James Dean and 

UNC are focused on discrediting some pretty smart people like Mary and Madeline. 
Meanwhile, UNC’s educational and athletic credit rating is plummeting. The 

interesting part for me is that I pay taxes in North Carolina and Roy Williams, Larry 
Fedora, Bubba Cunningham and James Dean do not seem to realize that folks like 

me, who were born and will die Tar Heels, are unhappy that for the most part the 

neck of the Ram is still red. Look at the percentage of Black students, staff, and 
professors at UNC and compare it to the percentage of UNC athletes who are Black. 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



Then do some simple math and you have the problem. Maybe its time for the Black 

students and athletes to avoid UNC and then the Tar Heels can become a Division Ili 
program. 

Emmett L, Gill ]r. PhD 
Durham, NC 

Unfortunately, the "monopoly" money that’s made available to coaches and 
programs for athletic success in the major revenue generating sports will continue 

this demagogic charade executed in the academy. Interestingly, it’s a clandestine 

activity that is performed right in front of our eyes. 

Demetrius W. Pearson, Ed.D. 
University of Houston 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rowe, Beth L <blr@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 10:00 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Newspaper Assignment tbr Class 

Thanks for &,)pping by the sign-up li~’. BLR 

Beth L. Rowe 

R eg [oual Docume t)ts I. [ brariat). Head of Doc mn et)ts & Mi cro~brm s S ection 

University of North Carolina - CH 

CB ~3922, Davis Libmu 
Clmpe[ Hill NC 27514- 8890 

919-962-115I 

blr(t3email.uuc.edu 

F~m~ Re,ester, Charlene B 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 2:09 PN 
T~ Rowe, Beth k 
Subject: RE: Newspaper Assignment for Class 
Dear Beth: Technically it is due March 4th, however, ~ encouraged them to collect the a~icles within the ne~ week or so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Rowe, Beth L 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:06 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Newspaper Assignment for Class 

And d~e due &de is’?? Mm~y Thanks! BLR 

BeIh L. Rowe 

Regional I)ocume~gs Librarian, ~ tead ofI)octm~ents & Mic~fi)m~ Sectiou 

Unive~ity ofNo~lh Ca~liua - CH 

CB//3922, Davis I ,iNaU 
Chapel [ till, NC 27514-8890 

919.-962.-115I 

F~m= Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 2:02 PN 
T~= Rowe, Beth L 
Subject= RE: Newspaper Assignment for Class 
Dear Beth: The Chicago De%nder has been assigned for 1926 through 1955 (National Edition). Also, once they sign up for a date, I will bring a copy to the circulation desk. 
Than~ again for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Rowe, Beth L 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 1:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Shomaker, Carolyn 
Subject: RE: Newspaper Assignment for Class 

Good Alieruoon Pml]essor Reges{et:. 

Is the limel)ame s{il[ JmmaU, Jtme 1945 to Octok~r/Decem~mr I9657 When is fl~e assignmet}t due? 
P~ease e-mail or drop a coD~ by of what year:s ~he smden{s :sign up [br that has been veU helpfid in the pas~ as sometimes the gudmgs neg]ecmd m uom their choice. 

We w{]~ pull fl~e material ~o&y aud pN k ou Jle microIbm~s lane t~r ~hem ~o use. 

You are welcome ~o use ~he ~m~e material tha~ I t~nt 3ou m FebruaU have cN and t~qsied be]m> Please ~e~ me know if you or your students have any o~her 

question~’?oucems. Tlmnks~ BLR 

I undersmx~d tha Professor Regester Ms given you an assignment to use the Chicago Defender Microfilm during a pa~icular year. To use the Microfo~ms Collecfio~ 

plea~ come m the Davis Libra~ Ret}mnce Desk m~d dgn in. The Microfom~s aRendm~t will help you find fl~e right microfilm reel and show you how to use the 
equipmmR. 

If you come by >~ur~lf or in small groups of 2-3, then you ca~ come an~ime the Collection is open. If you want m come in groups of 4 or morn then you have m 

contact me via e-m~ (blr(~)email.unc.edu) and schedule a specific time to come by. Please do not jus~ show up if you am in a group of 4 or more. 

We are open from 9am-9pm Mon@-Thurs@s, 9~-5pm Mondw-Ffidw, and 1-5pm on both Samrdws and Sundws. 

Please do not hed~te to con~ct me if you have any questiongconcems. We look fonvard to helping you~ BLR 

Beth L. Rowe 
Regional Documeuta I ,ibrariau, Head of DocumeuIa & Micro~brms Section 

l Jnivemib of North Caro~hm - C.H 

CB #3922. I)a~zis LibraU 

Chapd Hill NC. 27514- 8890 

919-.962-.1151 

F~m= Reoester, Charlene B 
Sent= Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 ll:S7 AN 
g~= Rowe, Beth k 
Subject= Newspaper Assionment ~or Class 
Dear Beth: Currently, I am preparino for the newspaper assionment required for mg class. I will assion the newspaper today in class -- I can let studenN know that they should 
come ~ the re%fence desk in order ~ comple~ the m~crofilm research. Nso, I wi~ inNcate the hours for which this office wi~ be open. ~an~ aoain for your assis~nce and ff 
you have additional instructions please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Reoester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 19, 2014 11:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

1NFORM_ATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Make Arrest After Home Invasion 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT C~x~ROLINA: Chapel Hill Police Make Arrest After Home Invasion 

Town of Chapel Hill Police has released the following infomaation: 

At 12:36 a.m. Wednesday (Feb. 19), the Chapel Hill Police Depaltment responded to a report of a burgla~z in progress at a residence on Cotton Street in Chapel Hill. ;Vhen officers amved at 
the residence, they saw the suspect ruuning away. He was apprehended after a brief foot pursuit. 

Initial investigation has revealed that the suspect entered the residence through an unlocked or open ~vindo~v, and became involved in a scuffle with the residents During the scuffle, the 
suspect fired a single shot from a handgun, which struck a wall. 

No one was injured by the gunshot, although minor injuries resulting from the scuffle were suffered by the residents, one of ~vhom reported being a UNC student. 

The suspect was transported to UNC Hospital by Orange County’ EMS with injuries that are not believed to be life threatening. 

Warrants have been obtained charging Maalik Antonio Burris, 21,305 Snow Crest Trail, Durham, NC, with First Degree Burglary, Assault with a Deadly Weapon, and Inju~’ to Personal 
Proper~z. 

Continue to monitor Alert Carolina website (alertcarolina.unc edu) for an?- updates in the investigation into this incident. Call 9-1-1 immediately to report any and all suspicious activi~z on or 
near campus. U~,~’C students hying on or off-campus are reminded to lock all residence doors and windows and to take measures to enhance personal and proper~ securi~z. For a list of 
additional safe~ tips, see the fuHowing link through the Alert Carulina page: 

http://w~v.alertcarolina.unc.edu/~uidoc/1395i1762999/ 

About Informatiunal Messages: The University sends an Informatiunal Message to inform the campus cummunity abuut a situation that ~s not an emergency, but is expected tu be of 
significant interest to the campus. An Informatiunal Message is one of three tiers of cummunicatiun under the Unlversity"s revised emergency cummunications plan Emergency Warning 
refers tu a siren activation fur a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a cuntinmng danger AND nutificatiun will nut cumprum~se law enfurcement efforts. 

Sponsured by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Febmaly 19, 2014 12:45 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Regester, Charlene B 

<regeste@email.unc.edw~; Porter, Robert S <rporte@emaAl.unc.edw~; Willia~n~ Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato 

<dihunsu21@unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu-~ 

Preliminary program McCaAn Undergraduate Research Coat’erence 

Program McCain Undergraduate Research Conference.docx 

Dear all -- 

Please find attach~ the first draft of the program [’or the conference. Suggestions, comments, etc are strongly desired. 

Take care. 

Tim 



Preliminary Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 

5:30-6:30 

Opening Reception 

Dunbar/Stone Lecture Herman Bennett (Get Title) 

Saturday March 1 

9:45-10:00 Opening Remarks Chair 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1 Film and Digital Media 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka Bigfoot 

M i les Owen A Way Out - The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social Mobifity in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Do rsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories of Frankfin, North Carofina 

11:00-12:00 Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scamble for Timber in Cameroon 

Nell Sullivan 5camble for Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The 5camble for Land in 5outh Sudan 

12;00-12:45 Lunch 

12:45-1:45 Panel 3 Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora Studies 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: 5enegalese and African-American 

Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

Shavonte M ills Which 5hall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational Philosophies of Anna Julia 

Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 

Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and Community Reconciliation in Post- 

Genocide Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cfeevent@unc.edu <nnccfe@abcsignup- mail.com~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Strengthening Mid-Caxeer Faculty Development: Promising Practices and Programs: registration contirmed 

Dem Charlene Regester: 

Thankyon for registering for "Strengtl~ening Mid-Career Facul~ Development: Promising Practices and Programs" on Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 starting at 12:00 

PM in Carroll Hall, Freedom Forum Conference Center. Click here to view a copy of your registration form. 

Registration cancellations should be made at least 24 honrs in advance: Click here to cm~cel your registration. 

Sincerely, 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

Center tbr Faculty Excellence 

The University ofNo~h C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

316 Wilson Library; CB# 3470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

(919) 966-1289 

Powered by wv~v.ABCSignup.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Robin Heavner <rhjackson@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:01 PM 

Jackson, Robin tteavner <rhjackson@unc.edu> 

Ple&se join us! Alumni Reception with Chris Roush 

We invite you to join us! 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 

6-9pro 

City of Raleigh Museum 

220 Fayetteville Street 

Raleigh NC 

Please join the UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication at the City of Raleigh Museum on Thursday, February 27, 2014, for Book Talk, part of the Beyond 

the Stone Wall outreach series sponsored by the UNC General Alumni Association. 

Chris Roush, the J-school’s senior associate dean for undergraduate studies, will be the featured presenter and will discuss the life and times of Raleigh native, 

Vermont Royster. 

Vermont Royster, editor of The Wall Street Journal from 1958 - 1971, helped shape the publication into what it is today -the country’s largest circulation daily 

newspaper and a force in influencing what people think about government, politics and business. Roush’s new book, "Thinking Things Over: Vermont Royster’s 

Legacy at The Wall Street Journal,"brings Royster to life and examines his significant contribution to the history of journalism in the 20th century. 

Enjoy light refreshments and time to explore the City of Raleigh Museum after hours. The cost is $10 per person; GAA members pay only ~;5. Space is limited, 

._R___e_~ Ls__t___e_r____o___q!/_n___e____t__o___d___a_Z!. 
Parking is available on Martin, Hargett and Salisbury Streets in designated areas or in the Moore Square and Alexander Square parking lots located on Wilmington 

Street. 

Robin H. Jackson 

Assistant Director for Development and Alumni Affairs 

UNC School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

Campus Box 3365 

315 Carroll Hall 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

(919) 843-2026 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] UNC Dental Faculty Practice 

The Dental Faculty Practice is offering U2x,-C employees and their immediate families a 20% discount on new-patient comprehensive exam appointments and the associated x-rays taken that 
day. We are steps away from your office or clinic door You will be seen by the dentists that are teaching the future dentists of North Carolina Because the Practice provides both general 
and specialized dental care, each patient’s oral health needs will be determined aI’ter seeing a dental practioner for a comprehensive diagnosis Call the reception desk at 919-537-3939 and 
identify yoruself as a UNC employee 

This message is sponsored by: U~,~’C Dental Faculty Practice 

INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ~vant to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http ://my.uric edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Infants & Toddlers Needed tbr Speech and Language Study 

Dear Students, Facul~z, and Staff: 

The 1_,2"4C Craniofacial Center is conducting a longitudinal research study on infant speech development following cleft palate repair We are currently seeking infants without cleft lip or 
palate to serve as pilots 

To be eligible for the stu@, infants must: 
be bet~veen 10 and 14 months of age or 20 to 24 months of age 
be learning English as a first language 
not have developmental delays 
not have known syndromes 
not have known sensory-neural hearing loss 
pass a screening procedure 

The stu@ will occur at the UNC Craniofacial Center. If your child meets the inclusion criteria, we will video tape you and your child during play activities, record his/her speech (babbling), 
and monitor his/her nasal breathing using a simple teclmique. We will also screen middle ear function. The stu@ will include one visit taking approximately 1 to 2 hours You may be asked 
to return for an optional second visit We will compensate you between $20 and $40 and reimburse you for parking for each visit. 

This study is funded by the NIDCR and has been approved by the Umversi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board (Stu@ # 12-2252, biomedical research, approval 
date 6/12/13). Dr David Zajac is the principal investigator 

If you are interested in helping with this exciting project, or have any questions, please contact the study coordinator, Maureen Feldbaum, at (919)537-3526 or emai[ her at 
maureen feldbaum@med.unc edu 

We look forward to hearing from you 

Sincerely, 
Maureen Feldbaum, MS, Speech-Language Pathology 

David J. Zalac, Phi), CCC-SLP 
Principal Investigator 
David Zajac@unc edu 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Craniofacia[ Center 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:48 PM 

Afiicaa~ Ameficm~ Histo~ Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[atZam] Fwd: Reminder: SpeciaJ Fxent March 25th 

FYI 

Adriane kentz-$mith 
Associate Professor & Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of History 
Duke University 
Box 90719 
Durham NC, 27708-0719 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: Sondra Ponzi <sondra.ponzi@duke.edu> 
Date: February 19, 2014 8:53:24 AM EST 
To: Sondra Ponzi <sondra.p~Azj@~duke.edu> 
Subject: Reminder: Special Event Narch 25th 

We hope that you will plan to join us for 

"The Education of Ida Owens: Science, Civil Rights, and the Integration of Duke University" 

Premiere Screening, Tuesday, March 25th at The Nasher Museum of Art. 

Space is limited, and spots are filling up quickly/! 

Please register at: bit.l¥/~daOwens 

th Doors will open at 6 p.m. on March 25 , the documentary is scheduled to begin promptly at 6:30 p.m., and a panel discussion will follow. Guests 

will enjoy a delectable sampling of Southern cuisine catered by The Nasher Museum Caf~. 

Commemorating fifty years of racial integration at Duke University, The Education o[Ida Owens follows Ida Owens from her upbringing in rural 

North Carolina to her years at Duke University, where she became The Graduate School’s first African-American female to receive a Ph.D. When 

she reflects on the complicated cultural waters of her era, questions about identity, memory, and social activism surface. This personal 

exploration of Southern history, Duke history, and the civil rights movement brings to the forefront the past and its lingering effects. 

Following the premiere screening, Dr. Paula D. McClain, dean of The Graduate School and vice provost for graduate education, will facilitate a 

panel discussion titledGraduate and Professional .Schools and the Desegregation of Higher Education. Three special guests, Dr. Raymond Gavins, 

professor of History; Dr. William King, University Archivist Emeritus; and Mr. Jorge Kotelanski, lawyer for the U.S. Department of Justice, will join 

us with a riveting discussion accounting their personal experiences and unique history. 

Raymond Gavins, the first African American to receive a Ph.D. from the University of Virginia and the first Black appointed as a member of the 

faculty in Duke’s History Department is as a scholar and teacher whose research focuses on the Jim Crow South, Civil Rights, and North Carolina 

History. 

William E. King launched and directed Duke University’s archival program for thirty years, witnessing the desegregation era firsthand and playing 

a pivotal role in establishing the historical records from this period. 

Jorge Kotelanski’s undergraduate honors thesis, Prolonged and Patient Efforts: The Desegregation o,f Duke University 1948 - 1963, chronicles the 

events that resulted in the desegregation of Duke, and is a significant and frequently cited source. 

Professor McClain, the first African American to serve as the dean of one of Duke’s 10 schools and chair of the Academic Council, is a distinguished 

Political Scientist whose primary research interests are in racial minority group politics, particularly inter-minority political and social 

competition, and urban politics. 

Should you have any questions about the event, please contact Sondra Ponzi at (9:19) 68:1-:155:1 or sondra.ponzi@duke.edu. This is an invitation 

only event but if someone you know is particularly interested please send me their contact information. 

Kindly register at bit.ly/IdaOwens by Friday, February 2gth. 

We look forward to sharing an exciting and informative evening with you! 

Warmest regards, 

Sondra Ponzi 
Senior Program Coordinator 
Graduate Student Affairs 
Duke University Graduate School 
2127 Campus Drive, Box 90070 

Durham, NC 27708-0070 
Phone: (919) 681-1551 
Fax: (919) 681-8018 
Sondra.Ponzi@duke.edu 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

afa~n as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regeste@emafil.nnc.edu</a:~.<br> 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edw’u?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9ccTa5bd&n T&I afam&o 34282413 or send a blank email to 

href "m~filto:leave- 34282413- 5383356.1210a5 a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5 bd@li stse~, unc. e du">leave- 34282413- 

5383356.1210a5 a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu<io:> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomaw <annouucments 1 @culturaldiplomacy.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 4:31 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies: Forthcoming Academic Programs & Intemationa] Conferences 

- Call for Applications - 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
We are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well as information about our upcoming International 
Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy in partnership with other leading organizations. You can learn more 
about these eppertunities and pregrams by reading the information shown below. I would also be grateful if you could share this announcement by felwarding the infermation to 
those who you think maybe interested in participating. 
If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email to [[_~_f__o__@_c_~!J_t~!_r_’_a_]__d_ip__[_o__r_!)__a__c_’y_=_o__[g indicating this. 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donfried 
Director General 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
What !1~ Cu/tu,*~:/ D;p/omacy? Click Here 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 

To view the complete ICD calendar of events for 2014, please click here. 
For any enquiries please contact: i_n__f_g@_~_u__!t__u__r__a_!__d_i~_!__o___m___a__c__y_:_o___r.g. 

The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy organizes a number of international conferences, which take place throughout the year and around the world. The conferences provide an 
oppodunity I0t larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates and discussions featuring high-profile figures flom the fields of international politics, 

diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive participation polisy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural, and prefessional 
backgrounds. 

See also: v,~wM¢.icd-conferences.orq 
To apply, please click here 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 
"Gtobat Trends i~ Creative Economies: Ed~catio~, E~trepre~eurship a~d To~H~m ~ ~rivers of ~mtai~aMe Economic 

(Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014- Held Parallel to the Famous Berlin Tourism Trade Fair- The ITB) 
~.biec.de 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2014 seeks to explore the mydad of oppo~uNfies available through the nu~uring of creative industries, whilst also analyzing the 

implementafion of tools o[ cultural diplomacy ~n sttalegies for sustainable economic development. Speakers & Delegates during the conferences will include amongst olhers, 
~ead~ng pN~ticians and economists, senior diplomats, ~eading gevemmental officials, senior academics, renowned authors, joumN~sts, and t~presentafives from the private 

sector. These speakers will include a ~arge number of indMduNs from the lCD Adv~so~ Boat& Te learn more about the ICD Advisory Boatd, please cl~ck here, 
The HelsinM Conference on international Law & Women’s Rights 

(Helsinki; March 10th - 12th, 2014) 
~. helsin kicon fe rence.orq 

Symposium on Cultural D~plomacy & RelN~on 2014 

(Rome & Vatican City; March 31st-April 3rd, 2014) 
~v inte~aithdialoque de 

The Strasburg Conference on International Law & Huma~ Rights 

(Strasburg; April 14th - 16th, 2014) 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, within the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy, offers educational opportunities for individuals pursuing careers in academia, 
diplomacy, government, andior the private sector, related either entirely er in part to the fiekt of cultural diplomasy. Our programs are offered ~n coeperafion w~th leading 

European Universities, designed specifically for governmenta~ officials, academics, young professionals and students. 

To apply, please click 

BA, MA & PhD Programs in C~ltural Diplomacy 

~v icd-masterpro~ra m.or~ 

~ PhD Program in Internadon~l Relation & Cultural Diplomacy 

Pm~mm ~;ta~t for Sumpter Semester: June 2~d, 20 

¯ One Year MA in Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy (~<t~-ffbba~qovemance, de~ 

e Progt~m Sta~ for Sum~r Semester: June 2~d, 20 



Online MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (w~.onl#~e-ma-ircd.de) 

~ P~r~S~at~~b;Sumt~;~rSeme.s~e~:Juf~e2t~d. 2014 

MA in ;~temadonal Reta~e~s & Cultura~ Oip~omacy (k~n~-intematlonal~lations.de) 

~ MA in International Economics & Cultural Diplomacy (w~.ma-it~temationaleconomics.de) 

Semester- October 2rid 2014) 

Pmgt~m Start for Summer Sea,ester: J~ne 2~d, 20 ~4 
Px~m S~a~t Yet Fail Semester: October ~sL 2014 

Professional Development Certificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; Next Programs Stad: March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 

International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 
Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 
C~ltural Diplomacy, SustainaMe Development & the G~oba~ Markets 

Cultural Diplomacy by the A~s, Music and Cinema 
Cultural Diplomacy & the E~ropean-Afd~n Alliance 

E-Learning Programs in Cultura~ Diplomacy 

(Berlin; Next Programs Start: March 3rd - 28th, 2014) 
w*ffw ccds-dista nce-learnin q.de 

International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

Cultural Diplomacy & the New Media 

Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

Week~ong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; July 28th -August 1st, 2014) 

hit p://www.cult u raldip!omacy~org/academy/index j)t!p?en acaderny 

(Berlin; March 2014) 
w~¢. ey~d~ e r_q 

To apply, plea~,e click HIERE 
The eYED Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young ~nd~viduals w~h an ~nterest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural 
Over the past decade, the eYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent, cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 

facilitate h~teraction among young ~ndividuals of aH cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the wodd. 

Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA) 

(Berlin; March 3rd - 7th, 2014) 

Africa Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (AME) 

(Berlin; March 10th - 14th, 2014) 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) 

(Berlin; March 10th - 14th, 2014) 

~ [his ema~l ~s free from v~"c~ses and m31ware because avast! Antivirus prot{-.,ct.~on ~s act.ire. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@ema~l.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:08 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORI~X.TIONAL] Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for Women’s Mood Disorders at L~,-C is conducting a stu@ in perimenopausal ~vomen (~vomen in the menopause transition period) to examine the predictors of who might 
benefit most iicom hormone therapy to prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk during the menopause transition 

We’re Looking For Women ~ao Are: 

1) bet~veen 45 and 60 years of age 
2) in the menopause transition (irregular/absent menstrual cycles or hot flashes) 
3) medically healthy 
4) not currently taking antidepressant medication 

You may qualify, for a research stu@ providing up to $1,525 in compensation 

For more inibrmation, please call or email pertstu@@unc.edu. This stu@ is conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan Girdler, Ph.D., L,~’C Department of Psychiatry. 

The research stud,v is IRB #10-0542 This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 2/3/2014. 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatlT 

INFORMATIONAL email *viii only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:43 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Film on Race and Sex Tourism in Brazil - Monday, Feb. 24- 

’lCinderellas, Wolves and an Enchanted Prince," a documentary about the impact of sex tourism on Afro-Braziian women, will be screened on Monday, Feb. 24 at 7 pm in the 

Hitchcock Room of the Stone Center. The film will be followed by a discussion with filmmaker, Joel Zito Araujo, and Erica Williams, author of the new book Sex Tourism in Bc~hia. 

Event Facebook Page - https://www.facebook.com/events/253095931526836/ 

Our department is a main sponsor of this event, so please forward the announcement and flyer to students and other community members. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe @email unc.edu 

Website: httLo:iiaaad.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: rel~ester@emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=65646456~94d215e1724eab7c882d~cbff1baf1bf&n=T&~=aaad&o=342g5837 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34285837-65646456.94d215e1724eab7cg82dOcbfflbaflbf@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:_58 PM 

Carolina Women’s Center monthly announcement <cwc_announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc_announce] CWC Weekly Update 

March 2014 event calendar.pdf; Margaret Randall Flyer[1][1].jpg 

February 22nd - March 1st 

::’~:: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

CWC News and Upcoming Eve~ts 

’Like’ the CWC on Facebook for updates throughout the week on campus feminist and gender equity programs and other 
opportunities and follow us on Tw~cer! 

Be sure to check out the attached MARCH calendar for upcoming events, also listed below! We hope your 
semester is going well. Feel free to stop by the CWC any time to study, hang out, or check out our hbrary. 

2/13: Orgasm? Yes, Please! POSTPONED due to weather. New date TBD. 

7:00 - 9:00 pro, Great Hall 
Orgasm? Yes, Please[ provides an educational, incluswe, and practical look at various aspects of sexual health and relationships, inch~ding: 
anatomy; communication; STIs; condom negotiation; and overall wellness. It is intended to have a sex-positwe focus and to emphasize the 
positive qualities of sexuality (pleasure, emotional intimacy, good communication), while still providing information on how to reduce risk of 
negative sexual health outcomes, Raffle items have been generously donated by Cherry Pie. Sponsored by Student Wellness, Project Dinah, 

Interactive Theatre Carolina, and the Carolina WomeM~ Center 

3/4: "Creating an Inclusive Climate for Female Faculty in the Sciences" 
3:00 - 4:30pro, Gerrard Hall 
This event will feature a panel and facilitated discussion with leading female scientists at UNC about promising practices and also challenges that 

female faculty face in higher education with regards to increasing female enrollment, degree attainment and faculty recruitment in the Sciences. 

The seminar will feature a panel and facilitated discussion and Js flee and open to all but we request registration. Refreshments provided. Learn 

more at http;//diversit¥.unc~edu~seminars. Sponsored by the Carolina Women’s Center and Diversity & Multicultura[ Affairs 

3/6, 19, 27: "Exploring Black Queerness: Intersecting Identities in Film" Times TBD, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center Join us 

for a film screening and d~scussion series including: Pariah, a film about a 17-year-old Brooklyn teenager learning to embrace her identity as an 

African-American lesbian; and StiI1 BIack: A Portrait of Black Transmen, a compelling documentary following the lives of six black transmen. The 

final event will include a screening of A1 Nisa: Black Muslim Women in Atlanta’s Gay Mecca and discussion with the producer, Ayanna Muhammad, 

an activist, educatior, poet, actress, and filmmaker. Co-sponsored by LGBTQ Center, Carolina Women’s Center, SAGA, UNC Chapter of the NAACP, 

Lambda Legal, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Siren 

3/19: Margaret Randall Poetry and Book Reading 
12:00 pm, 039 Graham Memorial Hall 
Margaret Randall is a feminist poet, writer, photographer, social activist, and anthor o[ over a hundred books. She co-founded El Corno 

fmplumadoiThe Plumed Horn, a bilingual literary journal which published some of the most dynamic and meaningful writing of an era. Join us 

for a reading of her work and book s~gn~ng, Refreshments will be provided, For more info, see a~ached flyer. Co-sponsoredby UNgEnglish & 

Comparative Literature, Dept, of Women ~" & Gender Studie& Carolina Women," Center, Sexuali(V S~udies’, Latino/a Studie& ISA, IAH, and Provost~ 

3/20: University Awards for the Advancement of Women 
3:30 - 5:00pro, Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room, Campus Y 
Join us for a ceremony and reception recognizing faculty, staff, and students whose work has improved the lives of women at Carolina. This 

year’s honorees are to be announced. Sponsored by the O[fices of the Chancellor and the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost and the Carolina 
Women’s Center 

3/20-5/8: OCRCC Support Group for Secondary Survivors 
6:30 - 8:30 pro, Carolina Women’s Center 
The Orauge County Rape Crisis Ceuter is offering a support group for the adult pareuts, partners, and other family members and friends of 

those who have been raped, sexually assaulted, and sexually abused. This is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others who 

have similar experiences~ **Screenings with staff are required for participation~ For more info, please contact Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 

or laurie@ocrcc org ASAP 



Sister Talk is a group for women of color who would like to discuss any relational, transitional change that is impacting their ability to 
successfully be the best they can be. The group will discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, work/life balance, academic success, managing 
stress, self-image, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their personal success and achievement. 
Time: Every other Wednesday 12 noon - lp 
Location: Frank Porter Graham Student Union, Room 3102 
Facilitator: DeVetta Hohnan-Nasb, MPtt 

~cess Series: Gathering Honey - Stories of Black Southern Women Who Love Women 

February 28th and March 1st, 8- I 0 prn, Sonya Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture "Gathering Honey: Stories of Black Southern Women Who 

Love Women" is written and directed by E. Patrick Johnson and is supported in part by the Southern Oral History Project. Johnson Js Carlos 

Montezuma Professor of Performance Studies and African American Studies at Northwestern University. A scholar, artist, and activist, Johnson 

has performed nationally and internationally and has published widely in the area of race, gender, sexuality and performance. In 2008, he 

presented a staged reading of Pourin,q Tea: Black Gay Men of the South Tell Their "]’ales based on his book Sweet Tea: Black Gay Men of the South 

(UNC Press, 2008) at the Sonja Hanes Stone Black Cultural Center. 

He returns now to the Center with a companion piece that explores the unique and complex stories of black Southern women who identify 

as "lesbian," "queer," or "same-gender-loving," whose oral histories are chronicled in his forthcoming book, ltoneypot: B]ackSouthern Women 
Who Love Women to be published by UNC Press. Adapted and directed by Johnson, Gathering Honey will feature professional and local actresses 

who imbibe the stories of love, loss, trauma, and joy as told to Johnson by southern black women ages 18 to 75. For additional information, 

contact Tim Scales at 919-636-9809. 

EXCITING VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY FOR COMPASS CENTER FOR WOMEN AND FAMILIES ON FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 2014[ 
Compass Center for Women and Families is seeking volunteers to help with our annual art show--Throu,qh Women’s Eyes, By Women’s Hands--at 
Top of the Hill on Friday, March 7, 2014. Volunteer shifts will last 3-4 hours between 5 and 11 pm and will include serving as a docent for the 
local artwork, directing guests, and cleaning up. We will also need a few male volunteers to guide sponsors to the designated parking lot 
downtown for a couple hours at the start of the event. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to help support women and families in our community 
while being a part of this popular local event! If you’re interested in signing up or learning more about volunteering, contact the Compass Center 
at volunteer@compassctr.org or Linda at 919-.968-4610. When signing up to volunteer, please let us know if you have any time constraints that 
evening that will prevent you from working a particular shift. 

EMBRACE conference for Women of Color; Duke University. This conference is designed to speak to the multiple layers of reality that lend to 

the construction (chosen and imposed) of the identities of minority women in America. The intersectionality of race, gender, ethnicity, socio- 

economic class, education and spirituality, along with other areas of socialization, serves to affect our health in ways of which we are often 

unaware. In this safe space, we seek to provide information, support and resources and tools for practical application that will assist us in 

creating and claiming lives that are fulfilling, holistically healthy and unmistakably our own. For more info and to register, see: 
.h-t..t.p.:~.[~.~..a..~...d...a.2.n...~:.~,.~...c-~....mLe.J.n...b...~.~.a.£~.~,.~k~ 

Spring 2014 Safe Zone Training 
The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, and queer community. The Safe Zone training is a four-hour program open to all UNC-CH community members. 
Wednesday, March 26th 12-4 pm 
Friday, April 4th 12-4 pm 
If you would like to participate in Safe Zone training, please email Adrianne at adrigJbi@emaJLunc.edu or via our website, lgbtq.unc.edu (on the 
Safe Zone page, under the "Programs and Services" tab) 

HAVEN Training for Students 
The HAVEN Program (Helping Advocates for Violence Ending Now) is a campus initiative to train non-employee students how to help a friend 
who has experienced interpersonal violence (harassment and stalking, abusive relationships, and sexual assault) by connecting those students to 
reporting options and confidential support services. Research tells us that the first person that many survivors of violence tell about their 
experience is a friend; the main goal of the training is to help ensure that students in need receive appropriate information and resources. The 
HAVEN program is a collaboration between the Title IX Coordinator, Deputy Title IX Coordinator, The Carolina Women’s Center, The Office of 
the Dean of Students, and Student Wellness. Find more info, dates, and how to register at ._h_t__t_p__:_]]_s_a_(_e__:~__n_q_:_e____d__~.. 

One Act Training Dates 
For more information on One Act bystander prevention training for students and to sign up, please see: http:!~studentwellness.unc.edu!oneact. 



Support Group for Male Survivors of Sexual Assault & Abuse 
When: January 23-March 27, 2014 
Time: 7-gpm, Thursdays 
Where: 0CRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, male survivors of sexual assault and abuse in January 2014. We will 
meet weekly on Thursday evenings for 10 sessions beginning January 23. This group is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from 
others with similar experiences of sexual violence. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 3-4 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. For more information, contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. 
Screenings are being scheduled for December 18-lanuary 15. 

Support Group for Female Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse and Incest 
When: April 16-June 11 (No session held on May 28) 
Time: Wednesdays, 7-9pm 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for adult, female survivors of child sexual abuse and incest. We will meet for 8 
sessions on Wednesday evenings beginning April 16. No session will be held on May 28. This group is an opportunity to learn, share, and gain 
support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. For more information, contact Programs Director 
Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or [aurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. Please allow at least 3-4 weeks for the screening process. 
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The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 
difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 
150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc@unc.edu [ 919-962-8305 
http://womenscenter,unc.edu 
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The Carolh a 

Our mission is to create an inclusive 
education and work environment 
where gender is not a barrier to 
success, difference and diversity are 
celebrated, and everyone is safe to 
live, learn, teach, and work without 
threat of harm or unequal treatment. 

Learn more about the CWC at 

where you can subscribe to our weekly 
listserv and view our online calendar. 

S~pport Ore" Work 
If you believe in the CWC’s vision of a 
more diverse, inclusive, and equitable 
Carolina and value high-quality co- 
curricular programming on gender- 
related issues, consider a gift in support 
of our work[ Learn more or make an 
online donation at: 

giv~ng, 

NA IONAL 

MONTH 

Narch 20?[4 Calendar 

3/4: "Creating an Inclusive Climate for Female Faculty in 
the Sciences" 

3:00 - 4:30pm, Gerrard Hall 
This event will feature a panel and facilitated discussion with leading female 
scientists at UNC about promising practices and also challenges that female 
faculty face in higher education with regards to increasing female 
enrollment, degree attainment and faculty recruitment in the Sciences. The 
seminar will feature a panel and facilitated discussion and is free and open to 
all but we request registration. Refreshments provided. Learn more at 
http~!/divers%,.unc~edu!seminars. Sponsored by the Carolina Women’s 
Cen ter and Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

3/6, 19, 27: "Exploring Black Queerness: Intersecting 

Identities in Film" 

Times TBD, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Join us for a film screening and discussion series including: Pariah, a film 
about a 17-year-old Brooklyn teenager learning to embrace her identity as an 
African-American lesbian; and Still Black: A Portrait of Black Transmen, a 
compelling documentary following the lives of six black transmen. The final 
event will include a screening oral Nisa: Black Muslim Women in Atlanta’s 
Gay Mecca and discussion with the producer, Ayanna Muhammad, an activist, 
educatior, poet, actress, and filmmaker. Co-sponsored by UNC LGBTQ Center, 
Carolina Women’s Center, SAGA, UNC Chapter of the NAACP, Lambda Legal, 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center, and Siren 

3/19: Margaret Randall Poetry & Book Reading 
12:00 pm, 039 Graham Memorial Hall 
Margaret Randall is a feminist poet, writer, photographer, social activist, and 
author of over a hundred books. She co-founded El Coma EmplumadoiThe 
Plumed Horn, a bilingual literary journal which published some of the most 
dynamic and meaningful writing of an era. Join us for a reading of her work 
and book signing. Refreshments wil~ be provided. Co-sponsored by UNC 
English & Comparative Literature, Dept~ of Women’s & Gender Studies, Carolina 

Women ~" Center; SexualiO~ Studies, Latino/a Studies, ISA, IAH) and Provost~" 
Committee for LGBTQ Life 

3/20: University Awards for the Advancement of Women 
3:30 - 5:00pm, Anne Queen Faculty Commons Room, Campus Y 
Join us for a ceremony and reception recognizing faculty, staff, and students 
whose work has improved the lives of women at Carolina. This year’s 
honorees are to be announced. Sponsored by the Offices of the Chancellor and 
the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost and the Carolina Women’s Center 

3/20-5/8: OCRCC Support Group for Secondary Survivors 
6:30 - 8:30 pm, Carolina Women’s Center 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for the 
adult parents, partners, and other family members and friends of those who 
have been raped, sexually assaulted, and sexually abused. This is an 
opportunity" to learn, share, and gain support from others who have similar 
experiences. **Screenings with staff are required for participation. For more 
info, please contact Laurie Graham at 919-960-4647 or laurie@ocrcc~org 
ASAP. 

Be sure to stay tuned to our Weekly Update e-mails for info 
on additional programs throughout the month! 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Re.arch Study. 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research Stu@. 
The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a research stud?, to examine the effects of an exercise program on individual with medial knee displacement 
This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks according to which group you will be assigned and 
how you will respond to the exercise program 
Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 

Movement and bony alignment screening 
Bony aligrmaent measures with ultrasound 
Lower extremity flexibility’ measurement 
Muscle strength measurement 
3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes) 
Foam roller exercises 
Stretching exercises 
Muscle strengthening 
Functional movement exercises 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall You may be asked to return for another testing after 4 to 6 weeks from the completion of 
the post-test. 

You are eligible J2~r this study it’: 
You are female, age between 18 and 28 years. 
You have no i~iu~ in the lower extremity at a time of testing. 
You are active (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes each) 
You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or liJ~ing. 
You did not participate in the exercise trmning study in within the past 3 months 
You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred within the past 6 months that limited physical activity [’or more than 2 days. 
You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
You are not pregnant 

For additional information about this study, please contact: 

Shiho (i oto at sgoto@emai l.unc, edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study (IRB # 13-1370) was approved by the Office of ttuman Research 
Ethics Biomedical Institutional Review Board on January 8th, 2014 

’]7his message is sponsored by: EXS S 

INFORMATIONAL email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass enaail. To set your infom~ational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http:/imv.unc.edu, and select 

Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter -- [’@ gmail.com> 

Thursday, Februa~’ 20, 2014 8:30 PM 

Reges~ter, Chaxlene B ~.regesler@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Review Attached 

Proposa|GrantURC2014.docx 

Here you go, Charlene! 

Susarme 

On 2/20/2014 5:14 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: When you have a chance, please review the attached grant application. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

~www. susanneca5ter .weebly. tom/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, Februaw 20, 2014 9:14 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe cloud priciug tbr us? 

This very, topic was taken up at the Board iVleeting at the beginning of 
Februaly and we are, as a representative of a large educational 
organization, going to approach Adobe with our issues 

It would help us if evewone who is using or considering using Adobe tools 
could send me a short description of what ?’our issues are and what it 
would take to have you continue to use Adobe tools (meaning ( moving to CC) 

Thanks 

~orman 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 
213-821-2792 (oftice) 
323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, ~IItE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and ’ItlE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th 
Edition) 

On 2/20,’14, 12:23 PM, "Mara Alper" <malper@ITHACA.EDU> wrote: 

>I Ii, 
> 

>Adobe cloud makes pricing for the production bundle exorbitant and 
>annuah I hear via Simon Tart we may be approaching them as a group to 
>negotiate Where are we with this? And what are you all doing in response 
>to this expensive turn of events? 
> 

>Cheers, 
> 

>Mara 
> 

>Mara Alper 
>Associate Professor 
>Media Arts 
>Ithaca College 
> 

>"Be joyful though you have considered all the facts." 
>VVendell Bent 
> 

>This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the folloxving message to 
>listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

>subscribe L]VVALIST-L Full Nalne ( Full Nalne should be your first and last 

>name.) 
> 

>You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to 
>listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

>signoff UFVAL IST-L 
> 

>Posting Messages: 
> 

>You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>UFVALIST-L @listserv. american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the ibllowing message to listservqc~)listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw, american edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] PlayMakers Otters FREE Tickets to Opening Night 

PlayMakers Repertory Company is offering FREE Opening Night tickets for the regional premiere of LOVE ALOi’~N to the first 25 people to respond to this email Exclusive to U2X!C Facul~z 
and StafI~ 

LOVE ALONE will open Saturday, March 1 at 7:30pm. 

UNC Facul~z and Staff will be able to buy additional Opening Night tickets for $20, or tickets to an?- other performance at a special LrNC-only discount. 

For tickets, CALL 919-962-PLAY(7529). 
For more information VISIT 
http ://v~vw plavmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaf~isc 

This offer is not available online. 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORNL~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Alert CaJcolina: Orange County under tornado watch 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Sel~’ices has issued a TORNADO WATCH IN ORANGE COU2",!TY. 

That means conditions are favorable for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. The weather service says people in these areas should be on the lookout for 
tl~reatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings 

Remain alert for approaching storms 

The weather sel-,zice updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Service website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
County at http://alerts.weather.govicapi~vwaatmget php?x NCC135. 

The University ~vill not send additional notifications to the campus community about a tornado watch since the status of those oI’ten change frequently during a weather event If a ne~v 
weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh watch after a 24-hour period, the University plans to reissue the ~vatch notice as part of ongoing monitoring efforts for potential serious 
weather conditions. 

If the ~veather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and Carrborn, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or 
that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or 
immediate health or safe~ threat, send a text message to registered cell phones and start other notifications including campus email. 

For more information refer to http://www alertcarolina.unc.edu/~o/doci1395/1075683/About-Tornado-Warnings-and-Watches 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s notification process The University’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 
strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carnlina website, 
http://aler tcarolina.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Metz, Winifred F <~freddie@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: 20 t~et from Stardom! 

Sounds good. 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resoumes Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@email, unc,edu 
919-962-4099 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 10:35 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Fred: I will come over to pick this up as soon as the storm passes. Thanks so so much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Metz, Winifred F 
Sent: Friday, February 2:t, 20:14 8:56 AN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Flinn, Louise; Ander, Katelyn 
Subject: 20 feet from Stardom! 

Hey, 

Just in time for your weekend viemng... 

Louise is finishing processing it now - so it should be avaAlable sometime midday if you want to come by and pick it up then- 

We can also book it for you to pick up next week instead. Just let us know. 

Fred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie~,email, unc edu 
919-962-4099 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:53 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOUT THIS E\SXlL: Campus-~vide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s timely warning notification process. Text messages sent to registered cell phone 
users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one ~vill always include a timestamp to indicate when the message was sent. The University’s 
Emergency Notification System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate The best, most up-to-date source of information will 
always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:46 AM 

Kelly Besecke <kelly@bookmarkediting.com> 

RE: Searching for Editor 

GWTW Essay_REVISED_Edited. htm 

Dear Kelly: [ am attempting to send the essay but the editor has made several comments. Most of which 3[ agree with but 3[ am having difficulty forwarding as an attachment. 
So it might be easier to send the email that he sent to me which has the document attached. My problem is that he uses track/changes which I find difficult to edit from. So 3[ 
can send the essay in the email that he sent and then I can send an original version of the essay that I forwarded to him. Things that he indicates in the essay that 3[ need to 
move to notes or check footnotes, page numbers etc. I can do. Sorry for the confusion but in the future, 3[ will probably have an edit done before 3[ submit. You can let me know 
once you receive these documents if you have any questions. Thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Kelly Besecke [kelly.besecke@gmail.com] on behalf of Kelly Besecke [kelly@bookmarkediting.com] 
Sent= Thursday, February 20, 2014- 12:55 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Re: Searching for Editor 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you tbr contacting me. Yes, I definitely edit the kind of work you’re describing, and I’d be hapw to take a look at yonr chapter. The best thing to do is send me 

as much of the chapter &s you have ready now, along with any pa~icular concerns you might hmTe about it or any deadlines yon’re working with. I’ll look throngh it and 
send you a ~mple of the kind of work I could do tbr it, along with intbrmation about costs and timeline. 

Let me know if you have any questions~ mid tnemm’hile, you cm~ learn more about me m~d tny services at www.boolnnarkediting.cotn. 

Best wishes, 
Kelly 

On 2/20/14 7:37 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Kelly: Currently, I am looking for someone to edit a non-fiction essay which will be a chapter in a book published by a university press. My work focuses on 
film history and primarily race as it relates to cinema studies. 3[ would like to know if you edit this kind of work and the fees charged. Also, in the event that the 
essay which 3[ am asking to be edited coincides with my expectations, 3[ have a book length manuscript that 3[ would like to have edited over the summer. 3[f you 
are interested in this work, please let me know. 3[ hope to establish a long-term relationship with an editor who might work with me on several of my projects. 
Thanks much for your assistance and 3[ look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Kelly Besecke 

Bookn~ark Editing 

w~v,boolanarkediting.com 

Author, You Can’t Put God in a Box: Thou,ghlJhl SpirimaliO~ in a Rational Age 
Ox[brd U~versity Press 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: URC Grant Proposal Department Approval Needed Betbre Feb. 24th. 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your email. 

The university sent it to me directly. I have reviewed your proposal and approved it~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 20.t4 12:26 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: URC Grant Proposal Department Approval Needed Before Feb. 24th. 

Dear Eunice: I just submitted a URC grant proposal but I need department approval. I am not sure how to get the form forwarded to you since it has to be submitted 
electronically. The deadline is Feb. 24, 20:t4 so I would really like to have this completed by the deadline. Please let me know what I need to do in order for you to review this 
document. My Reference ID number is 3858 so I don’t know if you need this number to review this online. Whenever you have a chance, I would really appreciate your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Black Caucus <paperlesspost@papeflessIx~St.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:07 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration 

For: Charlene Regester 

Fdday, Hay ! 6,2014 
6::00 PH 

University of North Carolina ~ Chapel Hill 

TheWi[[iam arid [d~ Friday Center 

CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration 
Click the image or the following link to view your 

save the date and reply to Carolina Black 
Caucus. 

View save the date: 
\,¢vwq. pa pe rlesspost, co m/eve nts!6732016- 
648ce349ire plies/123198187-5fc75e54 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 

Save-The-Date! 
~ You’re Invited ~ 

Friday, May 16, 2014 
6:00 PM 

Carolina Black Caucus 
40th Anniversary Celebration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
The William and Ida Friday Center 

Invitation to follow 

Block ti~is sender from you! Paperless Posi maii 

] Fa :ebook [] Twi~er 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Proctor, Bradley <bdp@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:36 PM 

A/kic~m Americm~ Histo~ Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[afam] FW: Sherrie Tucker lecture Saturday, please help spread the word! 

Dear all, 

What looks to be a great lecture on the history of jazz tomorrow on UNCs campus. See below! 

From: Wells, Chris 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 9:29 AM 
To: Proctor, Bradley 
Subject: Sherrie Tucker lecture Saturday, please help spread the word! 

"Not the Whole Story(ville): Learning from New Orleans Jazzwomen" 
-Sherrie Tucker (Professor of American Studies, University of Kansas) 

Time: Saturday February 22rid, 2pm 

Place: Kenan Music Building 2201 (Rehearsal Hall) 

Abstract: Jazz history has often been narrated as a linear parade of geniuses and styles timed by decade--a story that Scott DeVeaux (1991) has identified as the "Jazz 
Tradition." If approached through the overlapping lenses of race, gender, class, and sexuality, the "Jazz Tradition" narrative reads as a triumphant quest for respectability, 
where jazz rises from its humble origins in the brothels of New Orleans to the hallowed halls of Lincoln Center. But of course, this is not the whole Story(ville). In this talk, 
Tucker argues that a focus on women in New Orleans jazz provides a powerful counter-narrative with profound implications for what we can know about jazz history. 
Drawing from a research study on women in New Orleans Jazz conducted for the New Orleans Jazz National Historical Park (Tucker 2004), Tucker discusses artists and 
entrepreneurs such as cornetist and madam Antonia Gonzales, pianist Mamie Desdunes (who Jelly Roll Morton credited as the source of the Creole approach to blues that he 
referred to as the Latin Tinge), lawn and garden party businesswomen such as Betsy Cole, and instrumentalists such as Emma Barrett and Dolly Adams. Through their stories, 
Tucker offers an alternate view of jazz history, in which New Orleans jazz is not just a point of origin in a linear march, but a network of overlapping webs, including, but not 
limited to, the brothels of Storyville 

Bio: Sherrie Tucker (Professor, American Studies, University of Kansas) is the author of Swing Shift: "All-Girl" Bands of the 1940s (Duke, 2000), and co-editor, with Nichole 

T. Rustin, of Big Ears: Listen#~l for Gender in Jazz Studies (Duke, 2008), and the forthcoming Dance Floor Democracy: the Social Geo~lraphy of Memory at the Hollywood 
Canteen (Duke, Fall 2014). She is a member or the t~seamh team for composer Pauline Oliveros’s Adaptive Use Musical Instrument (AUMI), the facilitator of the 

Improvisation, Gender, and the Body team of the Research Initiative, Improvisation, Community, and Social Practice headquartered in Guelph, Ontario, and a member of the 
Melba Liston Research Collective. She is co-editor with Randal Jelks of American Studies and a series editor with Deborah Wong and Jeremy Wallach of the Music/Culture 
Series at Wesleyan University Press. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

afa~n as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">regeste@emaJl.unc.edu</a>.<br> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.e&lu?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deatiSb12af9cc7a5bd&n T&I afam&o 34292539 or send a blank email to <a 

hre~"mmlto:leave- 34292539- 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6bl 2atgccTa5bd@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34292539- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.eduWa:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, February 21, 2014 3:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] A Message from Chancellor Carol L. Folt 

Dear Friends: 

This afternoon, UNC President Tom Ross and I are almouncing an important step in addressing an?- questions left unanswered from previous reviews of course irregularities in our former 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies (now African, African-American and Diaspora Studies). Details ~vill be posted at http://wwwunc.edu. 

We are retaining an outside attorney to conduct an independent inqui~- based on information newly made available to us The independent counselor will have the freedom to ask the tough 
questions, follow the facts wherever they lead, and get the job done. 

I understand that this has been a troubling and difficult chapter in Carolina’s history, and I admire the extent to which the Carolina con~nunity has encouraged me from the start to look 
inward, to identit) challenges and to take strong actions to address them. Thales to all of you who have worked tirelessly to~vard understanding and resolution. 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Folt 
Chancellor 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 





The Agenda Committee of the Faculty Council meets eight times a year, usually 7-14 days in 

advance of the regular Faculty Council meeting to set the two-hour agenda (a list of dates is 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

facultygovernance@unc.edu. 

Nomh~ations sought for 2014 Thomas Jefferson 
Award (faculty award) 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites nominations for 

candidates for the 2014 Thomas Jefferson Award. 

This award, established in 1961, is given annually to ’~hat member of the academic community 

who through personal influence and performance of duty in teaching, writing, and scholarship has 

best exemplified the ideals and objectives ._ 

Read online. 

Useful campus resources: Registrar’s University 
Policy Memorandums page 

Even experienced and long-serving faculty members are sometimes surprised to find campus 

policies and resources they weren’t aware of. One that came to our attention this week is the 

Registrar’s University Policy Memorandums page. This page contains documents that 

codify "campus policies and procedures concerning course and student records." Included are 

policies on inter-institutional registration, course auditing, final exams, and ._ 

Read online. 

Custom regalia on sale at Student Stores 

Faculty interested in purchasing custom Carolina regalia can order through Student Stores 

between February 28th and 24th. If you wish to rent regalia for spring Commencement, rentals 

will open April 1st and close April 30th. Late orders will not be accepted. Please contact 

Catherine Stotts at chstotts@store.unc.edu for more information. 

Nominations for 2014 Hett[eman Prizes for 
Scholarly and Artistic Achievement by Young 
Faculty due March 14 

It’s time to nominate candidates for the 2014 Hettleman Prizes! The winners of these prestigious 

awards are always recognized at an early fall Faculty Council meeting. Full information about the 

awards and how to nominate someone may be found here. 

Faculty En~a~ed Scholars applications due 3/3 

The Thorp Faculty Engaged Scholars (FES) program brings together selected faculty from across 

campus to engage in a two-year experiential, competency-based curriculum designed to advance 

their engaged scholarship. The call for application for Class V of the Thorp Faculty Engaged 

Scholars program is now open. Up to 10 faculty members will be selected to participate in this 

two-year program aimed at learning about and pursuing community engagement through 

scholarly endeavor. Applications for Class V (2014 -2016) should be submitted online at 

unc.edu/ccps/portal by March 3. Learn more at http://ccps.unc.edu/fes,. 

Na,!iona[ summit on college ath[etics, "TrueSport 
U, to be he[d at UNC May 2-3 

A conference, "TrueSport U: The Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and 

American Culture," sponsored by the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s True Sport, the University of 

North Carolina, and Penn State University, will be held at UNC May 2-3. It will feature prominent 

sport leaders, scholars, coaches, athletes, parents, and journalists discussing a broad range of 

effects of collegiate athletics on American society from their unique perspectives. Chair of the 



female scientists at UNC will be featured in a March 4th panel and facilitated discussion on 

Creating an Inclusive Climate for Female Faculty in the Sciences. The event will take place at 

3:00 p.m. that day in Gerrard Hall; registration is requested. More information is available at the 

regarding summer camps for children of UNC faculty and staff. Click on the following links below 

Oi 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, February, 23, 2014 1:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" February 23, 
2014 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundit-’~tg search Feb 0~; 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Society for the Preservation of American 
Modernists 

Amount: 
$1,200 

Deadline: 
April I, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: February 23, 2014 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nakenge.robertson@unc.edu 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 2:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration 

it yoi; cicl,: b~[e__.to add paperlesspost@pspedesspost.com to your sddiess book, you v, dl =’eceive a/ 

i11a/from Ca:’o:in.s Bi~sck C~sucus on time ir: t~-;e tut~i:’e H-;e de/’,’ery of ti~is P~sper:ess P’ost m.s:i may have 

been delayed d{ie to Vo{ii emal and spare biockin9 settinss 

For: Charlene Regester 

[ i"~’i Write Sender 

CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration 
Click the image or the following link to view your 

save the date and reply to Carolina Black 
Caucus. 

View save the date: 
~ffvTw.paperlesspost com!eventsi6732016- 
648ce3491re pliesl123198187-5fc75e54 

View on map 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 

Save-The-Date! 
~ You’re Invited ~ 

Friday, May 16, 2014 
6:00 PM 

Carolina Black Caucus 
40th Anniversary Celebration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
The William and Ida Friday Center 

Invitation to follow 

Block this sende! fiorrl your F~aperless Pos, maii 



Get ti, e App J 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Books4Cause <’Books4Cause@mail.vresp.com> 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 7:04 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

North Carolina Bookdfive - This Week 

Professor, 

Books4Cause is extending an opportunity to Help Build Libraries in Africa. 

We are collecting now for a shipment in March to Swaziland. 

We will be at The University of North Carolina: 

Thursday Feb 27th and Eriday Feb 28th 

Click Here To Dog, ate - From Your Home or Office 
...................................................................................................................................................................... 

Three Ways to Donate: 

1. Fill out our online form ................................... 

2. Reply to this email 
3. Call 800-570-3698 

We provide boxes and do the heavy lifting. 

Books we are looking for: 

1. Children to young adult reading level 
2. Textbooks no more than 7 years old 
3. Classics and scientific/research books - age doesn’t matter 
4. Thoughtful literary fiction and interesting non-fiction 
5. Books In very good to new condition 

If you still aren’t sure what we want. Send us an email. 

Like to talk to a person - Call me Yosef at ~.~..~.:~5.P.4.:~ZZ.~} Mon -Frid#y 9am~2pm. 

We don’t accept journals, periodicals, custom course manuals, magazines or ancient encyclopedia sets. We reserve 
the right to refuse books at time of pickup. More information is found .~.0...#.#.LW.~.L2Nt~.f4., 

Best regards and thank you! 

Books4Cause Team 

here to forward this email to a friend 

Books4Cau se 

3403 Madison Street 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Staple- Clark <j staple@uniteforsight.org> 

Monday, Februao~ 24, 2014 9:56 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.ema~,l.unc.edu> 

Health mad Social Entrepreneurship Conference 

Dem Colleague, 

You and your colleagues may be interested in attending the upcoming Im~ovators Folalm: Conference on Health and Social Entrepreneurship on Friday, March 14, 

2014, at the Shubert Theater in New Haven, Connecticut. Presented by Unite For Sight, the Innovators Forum will draw health, education, development, and social 

entrepreneurship professionals and students for a focused, highly interactive, and collaborative conference on best m~d emerging practices for effective programs. We 

would also appreciate it if you cm~ please forward this message to your colleagues who may be interested in attending. We hope to see you at the Innovators Forum 

next month! 

Innovators Forum 
A Health and Social Entrepreneurship Conference 

Friday, March 14, 2014 
Shubert Theater, New Haven, Connecticut 

http://www.ua~iteforsight.orL~/forum 

Keynote Addresses 

o Ken tlimmehnan, Chief Program Officer, Pa(tners In Hea~th 

o Victoria Hale, Founder and CEO, Medicines360 

o "QuestBridge: One Organization’s Joun~ey to Scale," Aria Rowena McCullough, Co-Founder and CEO, QuestBridge 

Perspectives on hmovating 

~ "Building a Health Ddivery Model for 1 Billion Rural People, Starting with One Remote Village in Liberia," Jason Bae, Director, Last Mile 

tteaJth 

o "A New Face of ~Mnerican Diplomacy: Global Health Service Abroad," Vanessa Kerry, Chief Executive Officer, Seed Global ttealth 

o "The Developing \Vorld’s Healthcare Problems are Complicated. The SMufions Don’t Need to Be," David Barash, Executive Director, 

Global ttealth Porttblio a~d Chief Medical Officer, GE Fo~mdation 
Key Lessons From Building hmovative, Successful Progrmns 

o "Social and Mobile Innovations tbr Global Health Progrmns," Bobby Jefferson, Director, Center for Development Infomiatics, Futures Group 

o "Contagious Health & Happiness," Leila Makarechi, COO, Microclinic International 

o "Social Change is a Process, Not a Formula: Practical Lessons from Twenty Years of Success and Failure," Dean Cycon, Founder and 
CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

Conversations with Early-Stage hmovators, Global Health Technology Organizations, and Established Organizations 

o Six Im~ovators Forum audience members will present a 5-minute presentation to the Innovators Forum audience about their organizatior~ curreut and 

expected impact, current challenges, and questions for the expert speakers. The presenters will then engage in a conversation with keynote speakers 
and with Charlie MacCormack, President Emeritus at Save The Children, on the Shubert Theater stage and in front of the conference audience. 

The expert speakers will answer ques~dons ~md olt~r gui&mce and advice. The entire audience will then have an opportuniF to ask questions of the 

presenters and fl~e expert speaJaers. In addition to olt~ring a unique opportunity for "the six selected presenters, the hmovators Forum audience will gain 

extensive insight t~om the expert speakers abx~ ut navigating the challenges and complexities of real issues being experienced by the innovators in the 

audience. 

Co~nplete details and the Innovators Forum schedule can be seen at http://~wv.uniteforsi~ht.orp_./lbrum 

"]’his er.qaiI was selst to regester@ernail unc.edu by Jenlsifer Staple-Clark. 

Unsubscribe from Ul?ite For SigRf Conference AIsnouncements 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~ ] 

The Diaspora Festival of 
Black and Independent 
film presents: 

Enchanted Prince~ 
TOniGHT at 
Discussion following 
screening with 
Joel Zito ~aujo and 
Spelman College Professor, 
Efica X,V~li~s. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONIGHT at 7pro for a film screening 

and discussion with acclaimed filmmaker .loel Zito 

Araujo. We will screen his film Cindere!!as, Wolves and 

One Enchanted Prince in the Stone Center’s 

Hitchcock Room. Following the screening we will 

host a discussion about the film, sex trafficking and 

sexual tourism in Brazil with with Araujo and Dr. Erica 

Williams, Spelman College Professor and author of 

"Sex Tourism In Bahia: Ambiguous Entanglements 

" (Williams will also sign copies of her book). 

Cinderella, Wolves and One Enchanted Prince 

Din Joel Z/to Arm(do/Documentary 

Feature/Brazil/Portuguese with English Subtitles/2009 

Around 900 thousand people are trafficked a year for 

international borders only for sexual exploitation. 

However, despite all the dangers, young Brazilian 

women enter the world of sex tourism, believing that 

they will change their lives and fulfill their dream of 

finding a Charming Prince. A minority find a great love 

and get married. "Cinderellas, Wolves and One 

Enchanted Prince" goes from the Brazilian Northeast 

to Berlin seeking to understand the sexual as well as 

racial imaginary and power of young southern 

Cinderellas and northern wolves. 

Erica Williams is an Assistant Professor at Spelman 

College, earning her Ph.D and 1’4.A. in Cultural 

Anthropology from Stanford University and B.A. from 

New York University. Her research has focused on the 

cultural and sexual politics of the transnational 

tourism industry in Salvador, Brazil. Her recent book, 

Sex Tourism In Bahia: Ambiguous Entanglements, 

explores how sexism, racism, and socio-economic 

inequality interact in the Brazilian sex industry. 

This event is FREE and Open to the Public. It is co- 

sponsored by the following departments at UNC at 

Chapel Hill: African, African-American and Diaspora 

Studies; Women’s and Gender Studies; and the 

Spring 2014 Program 

Agenda 



Institute for the Study of the Americas. 

To RSVP to the event, please email 

stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via 

Facebook, 

Upcon ing at the Stone 
Center... 

Don’t miss the last event of February! 

Thursday, February 27 at 7pro, Stone Center 

Hitchcock Room. Spring 2014 African Diaspora 

Lecture 

Dartmouth Professor, Dr. Antonio Tillis will deliver the 

Spring 2014 African Diaspora lecture. Dr. Tillis, a 

professor is a specialist in Latin American, Afro-Latin 

American, and African Diaspora literatures. The 

lecture also includes discussion with Stone Center 

Scholar in Residence, Brazilian Filmmaker Joel Zito 

Ara6jo. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:34 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

Onr McCain Student Undergraduate Program (Preliminary) 

McC~Jn Undergraduate Research Conference program.docx 

Dear all - 

Please find the schedule for our upcoming conference attached. There will no doubt be minor modifications but this is the basic outline. On behalf of the 

institutional, majors, community engagement committee (and our ten hard working student presenters) I hope to see you all on Friday and Saturday. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(i~emailamc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists,mac.edu/u?id=65646456,94d215el 724eabTc882d0cbtt] bail bf&n=T&l=aaad&o=34301759 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~.e..-..~.4..~3...~..7..5~9...-..~.5...~.4~@..~.6...~.4..s~..2~.~.5...e..~7..2~4..e..~b~7...c~8~8..2..s~.~1~]~1~£~1~£~.~.~~ 



Preliminary Program 

McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference 

All Events in Graham Memorial Room 039 

Friday Feb 28 

5-5:30 

5:30-6:30 

Opening Reception 

Dunbar/Stone Lecture Herman Bennett : 

Title: Race, Sex & Freedom in Early-Modern Latin America. 

Saturday March 1 

9:45-10:00 Opening Remarks: Eunice Sahle 

10:00-11:00 Panel 1 Film and Digital Media Discussant Reginald Hildebrand 

Parker Martin The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka Bigfoot 

M i les Owen A Way Out - The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social Mobifity in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

Olivia Do rsey Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories oj: Frankfin, North Carolina 

11:00-12:00 Panel 2 21st Century Scrambles Discussant Margaret Lee 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 21st century Scramble for Timber in Cameroon 

Nell Sullivan Scramble j:or Wildlife in China 

Micaela Arneson The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

12:00-12:45 Lunch 

12:45-1:45 Panel 3 Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora Studies Discussant TBD 

Millie Robinson A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese and African-American 

Perspectives of Mental Illness. 

ShaVonte’ M ills Which Shall We Choose?: An Analysis of the Educational Philosophies of Anna Julia 

Cooper and Charlotte Hawkins Brown 



Annette Strom An Exploration of the Relationship of TI6 Camps and Community Reconciliation in Post- 

Genocide Rwanda 

1:45-2:00 Closing remarks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 2:06 PM 

Inst Afi-ican Amer Research lbr Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

IAAR Reminder: Friday Conferences 

2014 TAAHC Poster Keynote.pdf; 2014 T.A~\HC Poster.pdf; 2014 Minority" Health Conf brochure.pdf 

Reminder about two great local conferences this Friday: 

¯ The Triangle African American History Conference 

¯ The Minority Health Conference 

Please see attached material for details. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: regesqtm~,~[gemail.unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hItp:i/lists.unc.ede,’u?i&=68146611.399ba3179136d80a6M554beD8tEeal&n=T&l=iaar-t?~c&o=34302636 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !~.e..a.~:.e..-..‘.3.~.4.~.(.!..2.~}~..6..-.~}..8..~.~.4~6.~.6.~.~..!~:~)..-.~b..~.t~.!].~.~.~‘.3~6.~.~.8~..~L~?~.~.~i~.~2~11g:~~ 









PH 

Dr. Christopher is a nationally recognized leader in health policy, 

with particular expertise and experience in the issues related 

to social determinants of health, health inequities and public 

policy issues of concern to our nation’s future. She leads the 

Food, Health & Wel-Being; Racial Equity; and Community & 

Civic Engagement and Leadership programming at the WK 

Kellogg Foundation. Her distinguished career and contributions 

to public service were honored in 1996 when she was elected 

as a fellow of the National Academy of PublicAdministration. 

In 2011 she was awarded the "Change Agent Award" bythe 

Schott Foundation for Public Education; in 2012 she was the 

recipient of the Association of Maternal & Child Health Programs 

(AMCHP) John C. MacC~ueen Lecture Award for her innovation 

and leadership in the field of maternal and child health. She is 

president of the board of the Trust for America’s Health. 

OI£ECTO  OF  ESE£ CH, EVRLU TIO£ E GRGENE T 
£LLIIHI£V IIIITI IIPIITNIIT II HUlll SE£VICES 
Dr. Yonas’ work is focused primarily on family support systems 

and the health and safety needs of youth and families 

experiencing homelessness. He is committed to exploring and 

preventing youth experiencing violence, as well as the impact 

of social and environmental stressors on chronic diseases, 

specifically asthma. He is also the founder of the Visual Voices 

project, which is a visual arts-based participatory data collection 

method that collaboratively stimulates, examines, and celebrates 

the perspectives of youth. His research employs a participatory 

and ecological perspective for understanding and promoting 

health and addressing health inequities of individuals and 

communities. Dr. Yonas was Kellogg Community Health Scholar 

from 2004-2005 at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He 

earned his Bachelors of Arts in Fine Arts from Dickinson College 

and his Masters and Doctoral Degrees in Public Health from the 

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 



Lllll £IIII1111111Ulll Illllll ILlllI£, IIII IIUIT~ IIIT IF IUlllC HE£LTH 
Research suggests that people are more likely to receive information if they believe 

the messenger is similar to them, facing the same challenges and pressures. Peer 

education draws on the credibility that young people have with their peers while 

leveraging the power of role modeling to produce positive health outcomes for 

both mentors and mentees. The Louisville-based Peace Education Program works 

with schools and communities to build and sustain positive relationships through 

conflict resolution, peer mediation and prejudice reduction workshops. Dare 

County’s Peer Power program is a school-based initiative that trains high school 

students as health educators and mentors to produce positive behavior changes 

surrounding chronic diseases. 

¥IUYH-LII lllOCll¥: IIILU II ¥IUYH lllCII 

IIIII¥I 11111; IIIIIIVI IIIIIYII, ¥II! 
11111 IIIIII I IIIIII IIII; ¥11YI IIIIIIIIIYI~ ¥II! 
II~ IIllll; II-IIIIIII III IIIIIIVI III11711, IIYIIII II III 
III¥ IIIVII; ¥11YI llllllIllI, 
Instead of simply inviting a young person to serve a ire-determined agenda, 

the youth-led advocacy approach empowers youth to articulate priorities and 

determine effective strategies address those priorities.YES! (Youth Empowered 

Solutions) is a North Carolina-based nonprofit organization that empowers youth, 

in partnership with adults, to create community change surrounding tobacco, 

fitness and nutrition, access to health care and substance abuse prevention. 

iNSIDEoUT is a youth-founded, youth-led organization that provides leadership 

opportunities and a safe space for North Carolina’s LGBTC~ISA-queer youth. By 

providing educational, social, and activist programming, iNSIDEoUT strives to form, 

strengthen, and connect Gay-Straight Alliances while empowering youth. 

IIIITII¥11 IITIIIIIIIIITI: 
lllIllllll I I IIIITIIII 
IIlllI{l IIT{II, {CIll; IIIIIYII II Illlll I IllI{lll lllIIIll, IIVll Illll 
In the most recent study released in 2002 bythe Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention, there are over 1 million homeless and runawayyouth in 

the US. Homeless youth face many challenges to maintain survival including 

access to preventative, harm reduction, and healthcare services. Danielle Butler 

will discuss how Haven House has been able to leverage diverse initiatives guided 

by national strategies to meet the needs of youth and young adults ages ten to 

twenty-three that are homeless, runaways, street dependent or otherwise in crisis. 

IIIIIIIIY IIVIIIPIII}: II II II 
llIlllllFlllllllll IIII ¥11YI IIII 
Illllll I, IIIIIYY~ Jl, Pill ISSIIY PllI IF II¥CHI~LII¥ III Ill IIIIIYII IF 
YII IIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIYI II111111 IIIIIIYIII, III-IIIIII 
The impact of culture and race on the health and development of young males of 

color is complex and profound. Dr. Enrique W. Neblett examines the association 

between racism-related stress and health in African American and ethnic minority 

youth, with a focus on racial and ethnic protective factors and mechanisms 

that promote youth adjustment. Dr. Neblett’s research has been published in 

Child Development, Journal o{ Research on Adolescence, and Journal o{ Black 

Psychology. 

IIII I 
Illll 
IIlll 
IIYIIIIII I. YIIIII, IIPH; IOIllll III llESllll~, ILIII~L CITII!EI, 
In this highly interactive session, participants will define global competence; 

explore each stage of the Global Competence Framework; clarify their values 

and strengthen their commitment to practice ethical global engagement. We 

will review the ladder of participation and discuss howto involve young people 

in meaningful partnerships to design, implement and evaluate international 

programs that reduce health disparities. Katherine L. Turner will draw on more than 

20 years of international and domestic experience as a program director, senior 

technical advisor, educator, trainer, and community leader to introduce skills that 

participants can apply in their public health careers. 



IIIII¥ lllllI: TII ll£Fl{iT II Tll llFlllllIl 
lllllIT IILIIIIIII¥11TI 
IlllIllL IIIILIII~ ilii IIIIIIIIY, IIITII III IIIILIIIIIT IIIITI III TII Ill 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA)will affect most 

individuals and businesses in the United States, expanding health insurance 

coverage to the uninsured and offering important protections for many who already 

have or will gain insurance. The ACA has great potential to benefit adolescents 

and young adults in general. It will also have major implications for vulnerable 

adolescents and young adults, helping many but leaving others without essential 

coverage. Abigail English will discuss implications for three vulnerable groups: 

youth in or aging out of foster care; youth involved in juvenile and criminal justice 

systems; and homeless youth. 

IIITIIII T11¥ 11111111: TII £URll III 
IIIIITIITI IIIIIIIII’I IIIIIITUI¥ 
IllIIl Y. 11111¥, IHl, llI, PIIYIIITIII{ FIILLllI~ Ill IIIT, III-IIIIIIL 
Community-based, participatory research can be designed to educate youth 

and encourage action for improved public health. During the Rural Air Pollutants 

and Children’s Health study, students in middle school science classes collected 

epidemiologic data and participated in study-related activities, such as handling 

instrumentation and graphing data, to supplement their science curricula and 

enhance their knowledge of environmental health. Dr. Ginger Guidry will share 

lessons learned from this participatory approach, including reported student 

benefits and project challenges. 

I UIIIIIIIYHIIIII II[ [ 
IIIIIZlII ¥11YI 
II IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII 
Social media represents a powerful tool that youth can harness to raise awareness 

about health concerns. The D.C. Promise Neighborhood Initiative’s (DCPNI) recent 

project, the Digital Media Academy, empowered youth to take on teen pregnancy 

prevention through PSAs and earn media coverage that carried their message 

widely. A leader in the field of youth promotion, DCPNI strives to ensure that 

children in our capital’s Kenilworth-Parkside area are active learners from cradle to 

college and graduate with a readiness to contribute to their communities. DCPNI 

and partners will share insights into howyoung people can launch a movement 

through social media 

At the conference, attendees will have the opportunity to 

interact with exhibitors from a variety of different businesses, 

agencies and organizations. We are still accepting 

registration for exhibitors. As an exhibitor, your organization 

will have the opportunityto: (1) spread knowledge and 

awareness about what you are doing to promote health 

equality; (2) interact with conference participants and 

distribute relevant information; (3) meet and recruit 

candidates for positions within your organization; and (4) 

increase your visibility in local, state, national, and global 

arenas. For more details, email mhc,e×hibitors@gmat.com 

The conference will also include posters from 

public health researchers as well as practitioners, 

community members, community organizations, 

and students from a variety of fields. The posters 

offer attendees the opportunity to explore 

interdisciplinary projects that expand the theme of 

the conference. 



~LIFT C~EL ~ILL 
1 001 Hamilton Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919-932-7772 
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IIIIYII III IIIIIIII 
370 East Main Street, Unit 100 

Carrboro, NC 27510 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 12:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] COPD Research Study 

IRB# 12-2602 

UNC Biomedical IRB approval renewed on January 17, 2014 

Title of Sturdy: Determine rl]ae Sustained effects on MCC and Clinical Tolerability of Inhaled t]ypertonic Saline (tIS) via Jet Nebulizer in Su~iects with Chronic Bronchitis 

UNC Pulmonary Medicine and the Cystic Fibrosis (;enter are conducting a research study to determine whether the administration of inhaled hypertonic saline mist several times daily over 
two weeks produces a sustained improvement in mucus clearance in people with COPD/Chronic Bronchitis 

If you meet the sturdy criteria you will be eligible to participate in a study that involves a screening visit, 12 sturdy visits, and two home treatment periods of two weeks each. If you complete 
the study you will receive $1250 compensation for your time and effur t, plus pa~king and mileage. 

All study visits take place on the UNC Hospitals campus in the EPA building at 104 Mason Farm Rd. 

You may be eligible if you meet the following criteria: 

1. Age 40-80 years 
2. Not pregnant of planning on becoming pregnant during participation 
4. Produces (coughs up) mucus at least 2 days per week on average 
5. History of smoking now or in the past (10 years or longer) 
6. No continuous daytime 02 use when at rest at night or only when active OK 
7. Requires < 10 mg of prednisone (or equivalent) per day chronically 
8. No history of intolerance to study medications (saline mist), and able to tolerate a short-acting beta-agonist like albuterol 

For additional information about the study please call or email Fred Fuller RN at 919 966-4350 or 

Fred fuller@med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by the I~rNC Cystic Fibrosis Center 

This message is sponsored by: Cystic Fibrosis Center 

INFORMATIONAL cmail will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass email preference, sign into the L~!C 
Directory- at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Ir~formation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <localdeals@amazon.com~ 

Tuesday, FebruaO, 25, 2014 8:04 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-> 

Welcome to Amazon Local 

Get deals tailored just for you - .~et your 

As a valued Amazon.corn customer, we want to make sure you don’t miss the 

amazing deals in your city from Am~,~zon Local. You’ll find savings of up to 75% on 

restaurants, spas, entertainment, and more~ 

If you’d rather not receive our regular deal emails, simply ~nsubscrib~ at any time. 

Many Ways to Explore and Save 

Personalize Your Offers 

Download Our App 
Redeem and shop for deals wherever 
~r~;~, with our f.."e’e" app levi ~Phone, 

~i Updateyour preferences 

Personalize Your Offers 
Toil us what kind ~~ d~-’.-a~s ",.’qu want to i~ear 
about by se’ttin~ your O~,~ Pr~,ferenc~,s~ 

i::+;:i AmazonLo 

...... calon 

Facebook 

X:: AmazonLo 

...... cal on 

Twitter 
Follow Us on Facebook and Twitter 
Get the, I~t~,st r~ws ~md d~’als on our 
Facebook a~d Twitter pages, 

I X Shop Now 

This message vcas sent to the foliov¢ing e-mail address: regester@email unc edu. Not inte~es,e J in Amazon Local 

emails? It’s easy to ii:-~s 3bsciib.3. This email was sent from a notification-only email address that cannot accept 

incoming email 

e)2014 Amazon Local or its affiliates. All rights reserved Amazon Local and the Amazon Local logo are trademarks 

of Amazon.corn, Inc. or its affiliates Amazon Local, 410 Terry Avenue N., Seattie WA 9810tt-~212, Reference: 

1 13158770 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cfeevent@unc.edu <unccfe@abcsignup- mail.com~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Strengthening Mid- Career Faculty Development: Promising Practices and Programs - Thursday, February 27, 2014 at 12:00 

PM 

Dear Charlene Regester: 

The Strengthening Mid-Career Facul~ Development: Promising Practices and Programs workshop that you regis~tered for is scheduled for Thursday, February 27, 

2014 starting at 12:00 PM in Carroll Hall, Freedom Forum Conference Center. 

If you cannot attend this workshop, please cm~cel your reservation by Thursday, Februaxy 27, 2014 at 11:59 PM so that your slyot may be given to someone else on 

the waiting list. Click here to cancel your regi*xation. 

Send email to cfe event~b, unc.edu if you have questions about learning activities sponsored by the Center tbr Faculty F~-;cellence. We also welcome your suggestions 

for additional learning activities. 

Sincerely, 

The Center for Facul~’ Excellence 

Center for FaculF Excellence 

The Universi~ ofNo(th C~yolina at Chapel Hill 

316 Wilson Libra,; CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

(919) 966-1289 

Powered by w~vw.ABCSignup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI~ NOTICE] Notice to Interested Parties Regarding the Optional Retirement Program 

From: Ashley Nicklis, Office of Human Resources 

Notice to Interested Parties Regarding the Optional Retirement Program of The University of North Carolina 

** Please Note: The following notice is required to be distributed to all UNC-Chapel Hill employees who are eligible to participate in the Optional Retirement Plan of the University of North 
Carolina. For more information on the plan, see http://hrunc.edu/benefits/benefit-p~ans/retirement-pr~grams/~pti~na~-ret~rement-pr~gram/ 

The University of North Carolina ("The University") is in the process of filing an application to the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") for a determination on the tax qualification of the 
Optional Retirement Plan of the University of North Carolina (the "Plan"). This notice is for informational purposes 

1. Name of Plan: Optional Retirement Plan of the University of North Carolina 

2. Plan Number: 001 

3. Name and Address of Applicant: 
The University of North Carolina 
P.O Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 

4 E I.N.: 56-6172047 

5. Name and Address of Phn Administrator: 
The University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2688 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2688 

6. The application will be filed on January 31,2014, for an advance determination as to whether the Phn meets the qualification requirements of Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended. The application will be filed with EP Determinations, Inbemal Revenue Service, P.O Box 12192, Covington, KY 41012-0192. 

7. Participation in the Plan is limited to University personnel who are eligible for membership in the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement Program and who are 
Administrators and faculty of The University of North Carolina with the rank of instructor or above; 
The President and employees of The University of North Carolina who are appointed by the Board of Governors on recommendation of the President or who are appointed by the Board 

of Trustees of a constituent institution of The University of North Carolina upon the recommendation of the Chancellor; 
Non-faculty instructional and research staff who are exempt from the State Personnel Act and the faculty of the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics; 
Field faculty of the Cooperative Agriculture F, xtensinn Service, and tenure track faculty in North Carolina State University agriculture research programs who are exempt from the 

State Personnel Act and who are eligible for membership in the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System; 
Certain employees of The University of North Carolina Health (;are System; or 
Employees hired on or after January 1, 2013 

8. The Internal Revenue Service previously issued a determination letter with respect to the qualification of this plan on November 27, 2012. 

R [G}ITS OF INTERESTt:.D PARTIES 

9. You have the right to submit to EP Determinations of the IRS, either individually or jointly with other interested parties, your comments as to whether this Plan meets the qualification 
requirernents of the Internal Revenue Code. Your comrnents to EP Deterrninations rnay be submitted to EP Detemfinations, Internal Revenue Service, Attn: Customer Set, rice Manager, P.O. 
Box. 2508, Cincirmati, OH 45202. You may instead, individually or jointly with other interested parties, request the Departrnent of Labor ("IDOL") to submit, on your behalf, cornments to EP 
Detemfinations regarding qualification of the Plan. If the DOL declines to conwnent on all or sorne of the matters you raise, you may, individually, or jointly if your request was made to the 
DOL jointly, submit your conwnents on these matters directly- to EP Deterrninations at the address noted above. 

REQUESTS FOR COMMEi’~S BY THE DEP.QRTMENT OF LABOR 

10. The DOL rnay not comment on behalf of interested patties unless requested to do so by the lesser of ten (10) employees or ten percent (10%) of the employees who qualify as interested 
parties. The number of persons needed for the DOL to cornment with respect to this plan is ten (10). If you request the DOL to conwnent, your comment must be in writing and must specie" 
the matters upon which conm~ents are requested, and must also include: 

(1) the name of the plan (Item 1 above), the plan nmnber (Item 2 above), ff~e name and address of the applicant (Item 3 above) and the applicant’s E.I.N. (Itern 4 above); and 

(2) the number of persons needed for the DOL to corrm~ent (which is ten, as noted above). 

A request to the DOL to cornment should be addressed as follows: 

Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Employee Benefits Security Administration 
ATTN: 3001 Cormrlent Request 
U.S. Departrncnt of Labor, 
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

COMNIENTS TO THE ~’gFERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

11. Comments submitted by you to EP Determinations must be in ~vriting and received by them by March 17, 2014. However, if there are matters that you request the DOL to comment upon 
on your behalf, and the DOL declines, you may submit comments on these matters to EP Determinations to be received by them within 15 days ficom the time the DOL notifies you that it will 
not comment on a particular matter, or by March 17, 2014, whichever is later, but not after April 1, 2014. A request to the DOL to comment on your behalf must be received by the DOL by 
February 15, 2014, if you wish to preserve your right to comment on a matter upon which the DOL declines to comment, or by February 25, 2014, if you ~vish to ~vaive that right 

ADDITIONAL INFOR~L4TION 

12 Detailed instructions regarding the requirements for notification of interested palties may be fotmd in Sections 17 and 18 of Rev. Proc 2013-6. Additional reformation concerning this 
application (including, where applicable, an updated cop)’ of the Plan and related trust; the application for determination; an)’ additional documents dealing ~vith the application that have 
been submitted to the IRS; and copies of Sections 17 and 18 ofRev Proc 2013-6) are available for inspection and copying by contacting the Plan Administrator You must list the 
information you are requesting and you may be charged a nominal fee fbr copying and/or mailing of this infom~ation. 



This message is sponsored by: Office of H~trnan Resomces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, FebmaD’ 25, 2014 2:43 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] SUMMER 2014 li st of Carolina Courses Online Co urses 

SUMMER 2014 lifft of courses ins~tr rm~ks.xlsx 

Attached are the courses we are offering and the instructors who are teaching this summer. 

Carol Mc Donnell 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Uuiversity of North Ca:rolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 
fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

f._~Ld__~_~__c__e_._~_e_£._u__~_c_:_e_~!_u_~_s_’_t_o__rj£_s_’_ 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hreD"mailto:reges~ter@email.unc.edu">regester@email.unc.edu~/’a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl m <a hreD"mailm:leave-34309428-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eatB919b64fcc286@listserv, unc.edu">leave-34309428- 
20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc296@li stserv.unc.edu<~ga> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:12 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Paxticipants Needed: Tactile hfformation Processing Study 

PARTICIPANTS iNNEDED: The Tactile Information Processing Stud,v is a research stud,v designed to conduct assessments to measure ho~v individuals recognize touch. 

DO YOU QUALWY? 
We are looking for health?- males al’~d females between the ages of 18 and 70 who: 
* Are Caucasian or African American 
* Are fluent English speakers 
* Have normal vision and hearing or vision/hearing impailrnents that are corrected to within normal limits 

Participants will undergo a series of tests to measure how- they recognize tactile input. Participants may be asked to complete self-evaluation questionnaires and a cognitive assessment. 

These tests can take from 30 minutes to 2 hours to participate. Participants may be called back for an additional two hours of testing Testing will be completed on UNC Chapel Hill Campus 
in MacNider or Bondurant Hall. Participants will receive $20.00 per hour for participating in this stu@ (,up to $100). 

If you are interested in participating please reply to this email and indicate the days and times you may be available. In addition, please include your name, age, race, occupation, education 
level, and contact information in your response 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board: 04-1531 on 02/10/2014. 

This message is sponsored by: Biomedical Engineering 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Are you m~ Africm~ American breast cancer survivor interested in taking control of your weight? 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying ways to prevent weight gain among African American breast cancer survivors using new- self-monitoring 
technology. We are seeking volunteers to enroll in a no-fee research study that tests weight gain prevention programs designed specifically for African American breast cancer survivors. 

If you participate, you will receive: 
- Personalized feedback on your ~veight, body composition, blood pressure, cholesterol and risk for diabetes (Hemoglobin Alc) 
- Detailed analyses of your dietaw intake and physical activity 
- A smart scale for tracking ~veight 

You may be eligible if you: 
- are a breast cancer survivor 
- self-identit) as Black or AIicican American 
- have completed cancer treatment 

Additional eligibili~ criteria apply 

For more information and to see if you qualify, please visit w~vw.~vellbod~vstudy org or call us at (919) 966-5852 

This study was approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 09/30/13 (Stud?- #13-2898). 

This message is sponsored by: Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer (;enter 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Depression, Genes, m~d Brain Research Study 

You may be eligible for a UNC/Duke Umversity research stu@ if you are 18 50 years old and you experience symptoms of depression. Symptoms of depression can include feeling sad or 
blue and losing interest in activities, people, or things that you once enjoyed 

We are conducting a research study on how genes and brain activi~z affect recoveW from depression. The study involves a clinical interview, blood dra~v for genetic testing, and an MRI 
brain scan In addition, qualified participants receive 15 sessions of talk therapy Qualified participants will receive up to $120 in total compensation. Additional reformation can be found on 
our webpage at: http:/ican.unc edu/content/site/depression genes andbrain study/ 

If interested, please contact Jared Minkel at 919-684-6182 or jaredminkel@med.unc.edu to determine if you qualify to participate in this research stud?-. 

The ’Imaging Genetic Predictors of Psychotherapy Outcomes in Uinpolar Depression’ Stu@ (IRB # 11-2537) was approved by the Duke Medicine Institutional Review- Board on 1/25/2012. 
The Principal investigators for this study are Dr. Gabriel Dichter and Dr. Moria Smoski. 

Pro00033714 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatw 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



February2014 

As we celebrate ~;i::L~;k_~-!i_~;~;~~ _,’~,~!~;=it~i, I am mindful of 

many colleagues and students across the College who 

explore the history and culture of Africans and African 

Americans throughout the year. We highlight several 

examples below. I’d also like to salute alumna Lindsey 

Jefferies who recently became the first African American 

female helicopter pilot in the N.C. Army National Guard. 

I hope you enjoy reading these stories and more in this 

e=news. 

-Karen Gil, Dean 

Just before graduating from UNC and the College 

in May 2012, Lindsey Jefferies told us her dream 

was to become a helicopter pilot. By golly she 

did it, becoming the first female African American 

helicopter pilot in the North Carolina Army 

National Guard. Now 2nd LL Jefferies pilots Black 

Hawks. She also received special recognition for 

her dedication and for inspiring other young 

solders. 

Ch6rie Rivers Ndaliko, assistant professor of 

music, grew up in a hi-racial, multicultural family 

with kin from Africa, Denmark and the U.S. Her 

husband Petna Ndaliko Katondolo is a 

Congolese filmmaker; they, and her students, 

founded Yole! Africa US, a nonprofit that fosters 

artistic exchanges between youth here and in 

Congo to build cultural awareness. 



Tim McMillan teaches in the department of 

African, African American, and diaspora studies. 

His "~!_~’i~__~,’:i,:L~-!~!~ ~_,:.~_.,’_,,_’~.,_!~,~L~x~_sheds light on 

the University’s complex racial history and 

landmarks, and the people behind them. 

Details from the lives of 19th century black 

artisans are being discovered by Robert Allen’s 

first-year seminar students using resources 

made available through a partnership involving 

Newspapers.com, the University Library and the 

Digital Innovation Lab, part of the Carolina Digital 

Humanities Initiative. 

Alumnus Herman L. Bennett (History/Afro-American Studies), will 

give the keynote lecture at the inaugural McCain African and 

Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference, 5:30 p.m. 

Friday Feb. 28. Students will discuss their research on Saturday 

March 1 from 9:45 a.m. to about 2 p.m., all at Graham Memorial/ 

Commons Room 039. (Sponsored by the 

~ !~!_~>~. :~ Bennett is professor of history at The Graduate Center, City University of New York. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellor <chancellor~nnc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Note from Chancellor Folt 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for your book! The topic is fascinating, and a wonderful addition to my library. Thank you again for sharing your work with me. 

Best, 

Carol 

iNi unc mail signature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Militau Fmnily Reseaxch Study 

Are you a milita~z service member or veteran ~vho has experienced a combat-related iRiur~v since 2001 ? Or do you know someone who is ? 

UNC has a research study opportunity’ for military service members or veterans who have experienced combat-related injuries since September 11, 2001. This research stu@ is being 
conducted by the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences and the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, School of Medicine. 

This study evaluates the effects of combat injuries on all members of military families: service member/veteran, partner, and children. It is designed to shed light on the recovery of injured 
individuals and how the?- and their families may best be helped over time We also hope to learn ifa new program we created will strengthen families and help them learn new skills to deal 
with the challenges they are facing. 

To qualify for the stud?-, a service member/veteran must have had a combat injuW during a deployment since 2001. The service member/veteran or partner must have or care for at least one 
child under the age of 18. 

Participating families are intel~’iewed four times during a 2-year period. Some participating families may also receive additional family skill-building sessions. Participating partners of service 
members may receive up to $125 for their participation, and children who palticipate may receive up to $40 for their participation. 

For more information or if you are interested in participating, please contact our office at 919-972-7459 or focus-ci@unc.edu 

This study has been approved by the University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Biomedical hastitutional Review Board Study #13-1101. Approved on 03/26/2013 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

INF©RMATI©NAL email wil[ only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass emai[. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your ©nyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 6:08 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Writing Coaching i Resume Writing Services 

Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~.’,re.L~.=>’.,nces i Ur~s~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

Writing Coaching 
Coaching wi~h Sharon Ewell Foster 

4900 N Carolina 55, Durham 

~" 9.3 miles away (!u:,.m %~:ir i’-,..m~m~ 

Resume Writing Services 

Guaranteed Resumes 

Redeem Online 

Xi Free Coupon to Buy Select 

..... Kindle Books for $0.99 Each 

S30 to Spend on Mediterranean 

Fare 

$10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

Online 

Amazon Digital Services 

Durham 

Spartacus Restaurant 

Durham 
$iO ,:,r $20 t,:, SI:,e,,",d ~:=t 

KoumJ ,Japanese Restaurant 

Online Excel and Advanced 

Excel Training 

Online Bartending Coursewith 
Certification 

Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

Online 

Skillsology 

Online Online 

wit]’, C~I’~ific~tk),~’, 
Professional Bailender’s School Smile Bdght Store 



Carpet Cleaning, Sanitizing, and Carpet Cleaning: Th .... Four ii.~.iI Online Game Design Training 
Deodorizing Rooms for One Year 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Carpet Pro Cleaners 

.~i $30 to Spend on Cupcakes 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
C~Ip~ t C.i~ ~r/ir~]:i: Three 

4 Floors Power Cleaning 

R .... tic One-, Two-, or Th .... 

Night Lake Resort Getaway 

Including Breakfast 

Online 

School of Interactive Design 

i~i JCPenney Portrait Packages 

Sweet Savory Cupcakes 

~:: Ticket to Kelly Burke and the 

...... Hermitage Piano Trio 

Dandridge 

Mountain Harbor h~n Resod on 
the Lake 

Greensboro 

Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra 

::.~.i Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 10:18 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] 10% Offto LOVE ALONE at PlayMakers 

PlayMakers Repertory Company is offering a special 10% discount to all UNC faculty and staff for the regional premiere of LOVE ALOR~E 

$20 tickets are still available to faculty and staff Opening Night on March 1 at 7:30pm 

LO\~ ALOi~]~ 
by Deborah Salem Smith 
FEB 26-MAR 16 
After a routine medical procedure goes tragically wrong, a lawsuit transforms the lives of both the patient’s family and a doctor charged ;vith her care. Two households navigate uncharted 
waters of loss, anger, humor and longing on their path to healing. 

FOR TICKETS, call our box office at 919 962 PLAY(7529) 
FOR MORE Iik~’OPdvIATIO N, visit http :/i~vw~v.playmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

These offers are not available online. 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
D~rectory at http://dn-unc.edu, logm with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Books4Cause <’Books4Cause@mail.vresp.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 1:05 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

North Carolina Bookdfive - Tomorrow 

Professor, 

Books4Cause is extending an opportunity to Help Build Libraries in Africa. 

We are collecting now for a shipment in March to Swaziland. 

We will be at The University of North Carolina: 

Thursday Feb 27th and Eriday Feb 28th 

Click Here To Dog, ate - From Your Home or Office 
...................................................................................................................................................................... 

Three Ways to Donate: 

1. Fill out our online form ................................... 

2. Reply to this email 
3. Call 800-570-3698 

We provide boxes and do the heavy lifting. 

Books we are looking for: 

1. Children to young adult reading level 
2. Textbooks no more than 7 years old 
3. Classics and scientific/research books - age doesn’t matter 
4. Thoughtful literary fiction and interesting non-fiction 
5. Books In very good to new condition 

If you still aren’t sure what we want. Send us an email. 

Like to talk to a person - Call me Yosef at ~.~..~.:~5.P.4.:~ZZ.~} Mon -Frid#y 9am~2pm. 

We don’t accept journals, periodicals, custom course manuals, magazines or ancient encyclopedia sets. We reserve 
the right to refuse books at time of pickup. More information is found .~.0...#.#.LW.~.L2Nt~.f4., 

Best regards and thank you! 

Books4Cause Team 

here to forward this email to a friend 

Books4Cau se 

3403 Madison Street 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Spring 2o14 African 
Diaspora Lecture, 
delivered by Dartmouth 
Professor Dr. Antonio Tillis 
TOMORROVV night at 7p:rn. 
Disenssion fol|owing with 
aecla~ed Braz~an 
d~rector, doel Z~to ~aujo. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TOMORROW night (Feb 27) at 7pm in 

the Stone Center’s Hitchcock room, for the Spring 

2014 African Diaspora Lecture delivered by Dartmouth 

Professor, Dr. Antonio Tillis. 

Dr. Tillis is a specialist in Latin American, Afro-Latin 

American, and African Diaspora literatures. His 

subspecialties include Black transnational migration in 

the Americas and in the Caribbean basin from slavery 

to contemporary times and US Afro-Latino studies. He 

is a past president of the College Language 

Association (CLA), editor of PALARA (Publication of the 

Afro-Latin American Research Association) and a 

former Fulbright Scholar to Brazil (2009-2010). 

Dr. Tillis has published numerous articles in journals 

such as The Afro-Hispanic Review, Callaloo, the 

Hispanic Journal, Mosaic Journal, CLAJ, Transit Circle 

to name a few. His current project focuses the literary 

treatment of US Afro-Latino populations. 

A native of Memphis, Tennessee, Dr. Antonio D. Tillis is 

Associate Professor and Chair of the African and 

African American Studies Program at Dartmouth 

College. He received the B.S. in Spanish and English 

from Vanderbilt University, the M.A. in Peninsular 

Spanish Literature with a focus on the Civil War of 

Spain from Howard University, and the PhD from the 

University of Missouri-Columbia in Romance 

Languages and Literatures. 

The African Diaspora lecture will also include 

discussion with Stone Center Scholar-in-Residence 

and award-winning Brazilian filmmaker Joel Zito 

AraOjo. 

Upconfing at the Stone 
Center... 



March 4 at 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop (3rd 

floor UNC Student Bookstore) 

Stone Center Writer’s Discussion Series 

Tim McMfllan: Silence, Screen and Spectacle 

Tim McMillan is a senior lecturer in African, African 

American, and Diaspora studies at UNC. He received 

his Ph.D. at UNC in 1988 in Cultural Anthropology. His 

research has taken him to Kenya, Haiti, and the US 

cities of Chapel Hill, NC, Salem, MA, and Charleston, 

SC in search of remembered but mostly forgotten 

pasts. In addition to his work at UNC, HcHillan spent 

seven years (1990-1997) teaching at Humboldt State 

University in far northern California where he served 

as associate professor and sometimes chair of the 

Anthropology department. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends... 

Friday, Feb 28 and Saturday March I at 8pro, 

Stone Center Theater. Gathering Honey: Stories 

of Black Southern Women Who Love Women. 

Free Admission. For more info: 

processseries.u nc.edu. 

Saturday, March 1, 4pro, Shaw University 

(Dorothy Cowser Nancy Bldg). 118th 

Anniversary of Ethiopian’s Victory at Adwa 

Celebration. For more info contact: 

ethrtp@qmail.com, (919) 701-9028 

On Wednesday, March 5th, 7pro, students, 

faculty and community residents will gather in 

the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room for a one 

hour film and panel presentation that 

documents the story of Mumia Abu-Jamal, a 

stalwart voice for human rights, world 

renowned journalist, author and broadcaster 

from his prison cell, incarcerated for 3 decades 

(most spent on Death Row), who has won 

international support for his release and 

protest over his conviction based on suspect 

evidence and the intolerable prison conditions 

he has endured. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Chlorine ’taste and odor in OWASA water in March m~d early April due to annual change in disint~ction. 

Chlorine taste and odor in OWASA water in March and early April due to armual change in disinfection. 

The Orange Water and Sewer Authori~ (OWASA) supplies drinking ~vater to campus. As described in the notice belo~v, OWASA will temporarily change their disinfection process for the 
month of March This may change the taste or smell of campus water. If you use water for a special purpose in ~vhich residuals or other water characteristics are important, please carefully 
read the following information to understand how this change may affect you. 

Also during the month of March, OYVASA crews will be releasing water from some fire hydrants. The purpose of this "flushing" of water mains is to ensure that water with chlorine goes 
tl~rough the entire ~vater system. 
This flushing may cause discoloration or air bubbles. If you experience this please run cold water for about 5 minutes to clear it up 

The tiJll text of OWASA’s notification to the Universi~ is reprinted below. It is also posted at the UNC Department of Environment, Health and Safe~’s web site: http://ehs unc.edu 

ORANGE ~VATE~R AND SEWER AI_TFHORITY 
A public, non-profit agency providing water, server and reclaimed water services to the Carrboro-Chapel Hill cormnuni~’. 

Februaly 25, 2014. 

You may notice chlorine taste and odor in OWASA water in March and early April due to annual change in disinfection In March, OWASA will use chlorine instead of chloramines to 
disinfect drinking water 

Chloramines are a compound of chlorine and ammonia which OWASA has used since 2002 for dism[‘ection in months other than March. Dism[‘ection with chloramines has improved the 
overall quality of OWASA water and its taste and odor 

However, the State requires OWASA to use only chlorine :[’or disinfection one month per year to ensure a high level of disinfection in the water system (Chlorine is a more intense 
disinfectant than chloramines, but chloramines result in lower levels of certain disinfection byproducts that would be harmful at high levels ) 

To remove chlorine taste and odor from OWASA water, you can: 
Add a few lemon slices to a pitcher of water The lemon has ascorbic acid, which neutralizes the chlorine. 
Let water sit for a day or so (OWASA suggests keeping the water in an open container stored in a refrigerator.) 
Boil the water for one minute to evaporate the chlorine. 
Filter the water with activated carbon. Water pitchers with activated carbon filters are sold locally. 
OWASA crews will release water from various fire hydrants on Monday, March 3 to ensure that water with chlorine goes through the entire water system This release of water may cause 
some discoloration of water because non-toxic sediment in our pipes may be stirred up. To clear up discolored water, please mn cold water through a bathtub faucet, etc. J2~r 5 to 10 minutes. 

If the discoloration does not clear up, please contact OWASA at 919-968-4421 at an?’ time of day 

For more information: Ken Loflin, Water Supply and Treatment Manager, 919-537-4232 or kloflin@owasa.org, Monica Dodson, Water Treatment Plant Laboratory, 919-537-4228 or 

mdodson@owasa.org 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Department of Environment, Health and Safety 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Call tbr Content: New Student Guide to Carolina 

Greetings, 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is pleased to armounce important ilfformation related to submitting content for the 2014 New Student Guide to Carolina The deadline 
for submitting/updating content is Friday, March 7, 2014 at 5pm. 

The Ne~v Student Guide to Carolina is distributed at Surmner Orientation to all ne~v first-year and transfer students. The content includes: Student Orientation schedules, Orientation-related 
presentation worksheets/handouts, Academic Advising ilfformation, Academic College/School overviews and general campus resource information relevant to a student’s first year at 
Carolina 

¯ Academic Colleges and Schools will be provided a one-page design in the guide at no cost with the opportuni~z to purchase additional space Academic major departmental inibrmation 
should be included within the college/school page. 

¯ All other Universi~z Departments/Services will be provided a half-page design in the guide at no cost, with the opportuni~ to purchase additional space 

Visit http://nscpp unc.edu/new-student-guide-carolina-2014-call-content.html to complete the 2014 New- Student Guide Call for Content Form and to review- departmental/services content in 
the 2013 edition of the guide If you have any questions regarding this process, please email newstudents@unc.edu or call 919-962-8304 

Sincerely, 

Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

This message is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking womeu with depression who are 0-12 months postpaxtum 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant medication. 

This study is designed to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), an FDA approved treatment for major depression in adults, for the treatment of 
postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and rTMS treatments related to this stud?’ will be provided at no cost to patients. Childcare may be provided. 

For more reformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 7/08/11 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board. IRB# 11-0894 

This message is sponsored by: PsychiatW 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the L~NC 
Directop)~ at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Informatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 27, 2014 6:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Introducing Amazon Local - Durha~n / Chapel Hill 

r 

Durham 
L 

The best deals in your nei,ghborhood ate now one dick away at Amazon kocal. You’ll find amazin9 

deals on restaurants, ente~ainmenl, spas, hotels, and more. 

As a valued Amazon cuNomer, we want to make sure you don’t miss these amazin9 dens, ff you’d 

rather not recNve our dN~y deal ema~ls, s~mply ur~:;ubscr~b~, at any time. 

Take a look at what we have ~oday: 

Two Coats of Interior Painting for One 
Room 
Brother’s Painters 

Sa~,m.~ s 50% 

Distillery Tour, Tasting, and Swag Bag 

The Brothers Vilgalys Spirits Company 

803 Ramseur St, Durham 
~ 10.9 miles away (i~’~,,"., ~.our 

Ticket to Kelly Burke and the 
Hermitage Piano Trio 

G~eensboro Symphony Orchestra 

War Memodal Auditorium, Greensboro 
~" 43.7 miles away �’ ....... "~ .... ~ " " 

Top DeNs 



$30 to Spend on Medit ........ Free Cou pon to Buy Select 

Fare ..... Kindle Books for $0 99 Each 
i.~.i $10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 
f~,:~(.’., te Sp~ =".<i e,~’, 

Spadacus Restaurant 

Durham 
$I 0 o: $:IX’.,’ ~<~ Sper/d at 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 

Xi Four- or Seven-Night South 

..... Ca rolina Golf Vacation for Two 

with Breakfast, Golf, and 

Lessons 

Online Excel and Advanced 

...... Excel Training 

::~:: Writing Coachin9 

Chester 

An Inn on York Street Bed and 
Breaklast 

Durham 

Coaching with Sharon Ewell 
Foster 

_...Xi Carpet Cleaning: Three or Four ......    ~] Online Bartendin9 Coursewith 
Rooms                                Certification 

::~:+~;:: ResumeWriting Ser,/ices 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
C84 pet Cie~,,",i,,",g: Ti’,,,"~:~: o,," 

4 Floors Power Cleaning 

Online 
O,,",ih~e {-’.s~,,’le,,",dh",g Co~,Irse 

~,,,.:i {i",, 
Professional Bartender’s 

Online 

Guaranteed Resumes 

Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 

Treatment 

iXi ..... Carpet Cleaning, Sanitizing, and i.~.i Online Game Design Training 
Deodorizing for One Year 

Online 
Smik~ Bdg b,t 

Smile Bright Store 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Carpet Pro CJeaners 

Online 
Oisii,,",e G~’,,,",se D~:sig,,", 

School of Interactive Design 

R .... ticOne-, Two-, orTh .... ~]i JCPenney Portrait Packages 

Night Lake Resort Getaway 

Including Breakfast 

Dandddge 

Mountain Harbor Inn Resort on 
the Lake 

Durham ! Chapel Hill 

jcp portraits 



i~il Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34319707-73618553@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEEREID> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 8:39 AM 

a~iican- and- a~o- an~erican- studies- thculty <aliican- and- afar- american- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~’ican- and- al’ro - american- studies- facultyl [all-college- faculty] UN C College Calendax: Beyond Mmch madness 

When you need a break from those other March distractions, check out the special events on the College’s calendar. 

Feb. 28-March 1: First African and Diaspora Undergraduate Research Conference. Alumnus Herman L Bennett, history professor at the City University of New York, 

will give the keynote lecture Feb. 28 at 5:30 p.m. Students will discuss their research March I from 9:45 a.m. to 2 p.m. Graham Memorial!Commons Room 039. 

~aaad.unc.eduL 

March 2: Negotiating Gay Rights, Youth Protection and Combat Readiness: The West German Bundeswehr and the Reform of the Criminal Code, a presentation by 

Friederike Bruhofener, a UNC doctoral candidate in European history. 5 to 7 p.m. Hyde Hall. ~).~.~.p.;!~g~:.yy.~.12:9.D.~:.~.O.~~ 

March 2-30: Heterotopias, an exhibit of collages bg art professor elin o’Hara slavick. Opening reception March 2, 2 to 4 p.m. Horace Williams House, 610 E. Rosemarg 

St., Chapel Hill. ~R~.~.~.~.~!~.~:.~L~:~.~. 

March 3: North Carolina premiere screening of The Uprising, a new documentary about the Arab revolutions, featuring post-film discussion with director Peter 

Snowdon. 5:30 p.m. Chapman Hall 201. ht~~[n .be V~[~du 

March 3: Kill Anything That Moves: The Real American War in Vietnam. A lecture by Nick Turse, journalist and fellow at the Nation Institute. 7 to 9 p.m. Nelson 

Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. 

March 3-7: Solo exhibition by MFA student Isabel Cuenca. Part of a series of solo exhibitions under the theme, Aesthetic Conditions. Allcott Gallery, Hanes Art 

Center. ~ ~ ~ P.;i/.~ ~ =~L~.~.:~.~.~. 

March 4: Diversity [n Higher Education: Creating an Inclusive Climate for Female Faculty in the Sciences. 3 to 4:30 p.m. Gerrard Hall. Registration required. 

March 4: Gunter Bischof of the UNvers[ty of New Orleans discusses George H.W. Bush and the End of the Cold War in Eastern Europe: The Acceleration of History in 

~989.4 p.m. Hamilton Hall 569. ~:.[~£r.~:~.~.~L~.g.:~.~.~. 

March 5: Poverty, Access and the Effects of Obama Care, a conversation with Michael Zolicoffer, chair of the UNC Board of Visitors, and professor Jonathan 

Oberlander, vice-chair of sodal medicine and IAH Fellow. 4 to 6 p.m. Hyde Hall University Room. Jeanine.simmons@unc.edu 

March 5: Breaking Through: Movie screening with filmmakers and panel discussion with North Carolina LGBT political leaders. The movie documents the story of 

openly LGBT elected officials at all levels of government. 5:30 p.m. Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center. 

March 5-8: Nexus 2014: Water, Food, Climate and Energy Conference. Sponsored by the UNC Water Institute, bringing together leaders in government, NGOs, 

business and academia to discuss innovative and sustainable solutions to the world’s demand for energy, food and water. Friday Center. UNC registration 

discounts (note codes are case sensitive): Full conference faculty registration [s ~395 with the code UNCFAC, and single day is $200 with the code UNCFAC1. Single 

day student registration [s ~100 with the code UNCSTU. htt ~~ster/ 

March 6: Transformative LeadersNp: Sovereignty [n Action: the 2014 UNC Native Leadership Symposium. OrgaNzed by graduate students in the First Nations 

Graduate Circle. ll a.m. keynote by Frank Ettawageshik of the United Tribes of MicNgan. Panel discussion from ~:20 p.m. to 3 p.m. George Watts Hill Alumni 
Center, Alumni Hall I. ~P.;~[.g~.~.~5.~R~:.~LO.~:.~O.}O.~P.~.~.~Z~.~.~f:}~.~.~.~RP.~=O~.~?.~ 

March 6: Jonathan Kramnick of Johns Hopkins UNversity discusses, Presence of Mind. Part of the Critical Speaker Series of the department of English and 

comparative literature. 3:30 p.m. Toy Lounge, Dey Hall. Related seminar, Literary Studies and Science, March 7, 3:30 p.m., Donovan Lounge, Greenlaw Hall. 

March ~3-~6:C~9 -- The Society of Nineteenth-Century Amedcanists: The largest international conference for humanities scholars. Carolina Inn. Hosted by the UNC 

department of English and comparative literature, the College, and the Institute for the Arts and Humanities. Advanced registration fee required. 

March 17-March 2~: Solo exhibition by MFA student Cody Platt. Part of a series of solo exhibitions under the theme, Aesthetic Conditions. Allcott Gallery, Hanes Art 

Center. ~art.unc.edu 

March ~7: Carolina Symposia in Music and Culture. Robert Fink (UCLA) on Resurrection Symphony: Venezuela’s El Sistema and the Future of Classical Music. 4:15 

p.m., Person Recital Hall. 

March ~8: Lisa Lowe of Tufts University discusses, The Social Life of Empire: Nineteenth Century London, Boston and Hong Kong. Part of the Critical Speaker Series 

of the department of English and comparative literature. 3:30 p.m. Toy Lounge, Dey Hall. With related seminar, Liberalism and Europe, March 19, 3:30 p.m., 

Donovan Lounge, Greenlaw Hall. 

March 21-22: The New Generation Project: Contempodzing the African American Art Song and Arranged Negro Spiritual, with UNC music professor and soprano 

Louise Toppin and Marquita Lister. Part of the UNC Process Series. 8 p.m. Kenan Music Building. 

March 24: In Your Face -- A Provocation [n Amsterdam, A Scandal in Bohemia: On Secularization, Acculturation and the Jewish Beard. Academic lecture by Michael 

K. Silber, visiting professor at Yale University. 5:30 p.m. Hyde Hall..~Z~[~:~.[?.~.}O.~.~.~=~LO.~:.~.~. 

March 24-28: Solo exhibition by MFA student Minj[n Kang. Part of a series of solo exhibitions under the theme, Aesthetic Conditions. Allcott Gallery, Hanes Art 

Center. ~art.unc.edu 

March 25: John Bew of Kings College London/the Library of Congress discusses, Realpol[t[k: A New History. 4 p.m. Hamilton Hall 569. k.larres~unc.edu 

March 26: Early Modern Europe: Did Jews Make a Difference? Academic lecture by Magda Teter, professor of history at Wesleyan University. 5 p.m. Hyde Hall. 

March 27: Guest Artist Recital and Masterclass. Ted P[Itzecker (Hartt School of Music, University of Hartford), percussion, with the UNC Percussion Ensemble. 7:30 

p.m., Kenan Music Building. ~music.unc.edu 

March 28-29: Scholarship Benefit Concert. UNC Opera presents Gianni ScNccL 8 p.m., HEll Hall Auditorium. ~10 general admission (~5 UNC students, faculty and 

staff). Tickets available at the door. 

Ongoing: 

Through March 26: PlayMakers Repertory Company presents, Love Alone, Deborah Salem Smith’s loving portrait of grief and healing. 

ht~~ makersre ~r 

UNC Events Calendar: 

YouTube:’ ~ ~’ " "~" " ’""" ~’-" 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashiou@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:10 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] deadline to drop a class 

March 5 is the deadline for UNC degree seeking students to drop a class. Please let me know if you have students who have stopped participating in your online 

classes so I can contact them with the necessary information about dropping a class. You can email me with your list of students. Please put your course name in 

the subject line of your email reply. 

Thanks for all you do for our students. 

j~ 

jody t.ashlon 

student services Asslstant 

Ca~ollna Co~rses online 

FFiday CenteF fol~ Continuing Education 

Phone 9~:~ 62-~5304 

iody ~ashion@unc.edu 

I ii~:; ii Description: 

| Description: 

| Description: smaller 
NC logo 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emaJ4.unc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a Nank <br> 

ema~l to <a hleD"ma~lto:leave-34320031-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34320031- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a>, 



The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History ] 

Spring 2o14 African 
Diaspora Lecture, 
delivered by Dartraouth 
Professor Dr. Antonio Tillis 
TONIGHT at 7pra. 
Discussion following with 
acclaimed Brazilian 
director, 3oel Z~to ~aujo. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us TONIGHT at 7pro in the Stone Center’s 

Hitchcock room, for the Spring 2014 African Diaspora 

Lecture delivered by Dartmouth Professor, Dr. Antonio 

Tillis. 

Dr. Tillis is a specialist in Latin American, Afro-Latin 

American, and African Diaspora literatures. His 

subspecialties include Black transnational migration in 

the Americas and in the Caribbean basin from slavery 

to contemporary times and US Afro-Latino studies. He 

is a past president of the College Language 

Association (CLA), editor of PALARA (Publication of the 

Afro-Latin American Research Association) and a 

former Fulbright Scholar to Brazil (2009-2010). 

Dr. Tillis has published numerous articles in journals 

such as The Afro-Hispanic Review, Callaloo, the 

Hispanic Journal, Mosaic Journal, CLAJ, Transit Circle 

to name a few. His current project focuses the literary 

treatment of US Afro-Latino populations. 

A native of Memphis, Tennessee, Dr. Antonio D. Tillis is 

Associate Professor and Chair of the African and 

African American Studies Program at Dartmouth 

College. He received the B.S. in Spanish and English 

from Vanderbilt University, the M.A. in Peninsular 

Spanish Literature with a focus on the Civil War of 

Spain from Howard University, and the PhD from the 

University of Missouri-Columbia in Romance 

Languages and Literatures. 

The African Diaspora lecture will also include 

discussion with Stone Center Scholar-in-Residence 

and award-winning Brazilian filmmaker Joel Zito 

Arat~jo. 

Upconfing at the Stone 
Center... 



March 4 at 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop (3rd 

floor UNC Student Bookstore) 

Stone Center Writer’s Discussion Series 

Tim McMfllan: Silence, Screen and Spectacle 

Tim McMillan is a senior lecturer in African, African 

American, and Diaspora studies at UNC. He received 

his Ph.D. at UNC in 1988 in Cultural Anthropology. His 

research has taken him to Kenya, Haiti, and the US 

cities of Chapel Hill, NC, Salem, MA, and Charleston, 

SC in search of remembered but mostly forgotten 

pasts. In addition to his work at UNC, HcHillan spent 

seven years (1990-1997) teaching at Humboldt State 

University in far northern California where he served 

as associate professor and sometimes chair of the 

Anthropology department. 

From our Stone Center 
Friends... 

Friday, Feb 28 and Saturday March I at 8pro, 

Stone Center Theater. Gathering Honey: Stories 

of Black Southern Women Who Love Women. 

Free Admission. For more info: 

processseries.u nc.edu. 

Saturday, March 1, 4pro, Shaw University 

(Dorothy Cowser Nancy Bldg). 118th 

Anniversary of Ethiopian’s Victory at Adwa 

Celebration. For more info contact: 

ethrtp@qmail.com, (919) 701-9028 

On Wednesday, March 5th, 7pro, students, 

faculty and community residents will gather in 

the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room for a one 

hour film and panel presentation that 

documents the story of Mumia Abu-Jamal, a 

stalwart voice for human rights, world 

renowned journalist, author and broadcaster 

from his prison cell, incarcerated for 3 decades 

(most spent on Death Row), who has won 

international support for his release and 

protest over his conviction based on suspect 

evidence and the intolerable prison conditions 

he has endured. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februaly 27, 2014 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Quick Note 

VC Fainter Admissions 2-12- 2014.pptx 

Hi Friends. A special thank you for your attendance and robust discussion at the VC Steve Farmer meeting. Attached find his slide presentation. I am in the 

process of outlining a response for your consideration. 

The embedded picture captures the wonderful smiles and fellowship with our Trailblazers (Robyn Hadley, Ricky Lanier, Charlie Scott, and Courtney 

Bumpers) who were recognized this past Saturday at the men’s basketball game. A special congratulations to Martina Ballen for her coordination! 

Our March Monthly Meeting is this Wednesday, March 5 at 12:00 p.rm (Union 3102). Lunch will be served. 

As we 

1. 

close out this very busy month, here are activities to note: 

African, African American, and Diaspora Department’s McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference - Friday, Feb. 

28 (Graham Memorial Room 039)- 
b3tp :z’!a a ~d~ Dg~clg~ n e ws-a n d-ev e n t sj m c cain-a f tic a n-a n d-dia sp o r a-s t u d e n t-u n d e r/4 r a d u a re-r e s e a r c h-c o n f e re n c e 

2. Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkins, performer - "The Process Series: Gathering Honey = Stories of Black Southern Women Who Love Women." 

Written and directed by E. Patrick Johnson (her classmate and Professor of African American Studies and Performance Studies at Northwestern 

University) - 8:00 p.m. at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture on Friday, February 28 and March 1. 

3. The Annual Minority Health Conference {Friday, February 28 - Gillings School of Global Public Health) was launched by the Minority Student 

Caucus in :[977 and has been conducted nearly every year since then. Maior objectives are to highlight health issues of concern to people of color 

and to attract students interested in minority health to the School. http:iiwww.minority.unc.edu/sph/minconfi 

4.~Dr. Cornel West - Friday, February 28 (7:00 p.m. Memorial Hall). Professor of philosophy and Christian practice at Union Theological Seminary, West will 

discuss "Then & Now: Race in the South" as part of a Martin Luther King, Jr. and Black History Month Bridge program. Before the speech, a unity dinner and 

discussion, ’qhen & Now: His Dream of Unity," starts at 5:00 p.m. in the Stone Center. 

5. Dr. Valerie Ashby, panelist - "Creating an Inclusive Climate for Female Faculty in the Sciences" on Tuesday, March 4 from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. 

(Gerrard Hall). The panel will talk about promising practices and also challenges that female faculty face in higher education with regard to 

increasing female enrollment, degree attainment, and faculty recruitment in the sciences. 

6. February is Black History Month at UNC - 20% Off African American Authors and all books in the African American Studies section at the Bulls Head 

Bookshop, UNC Student Stores. 

The Struggle continues news... 1. 
Today at 3:25 p.m. Pres. Obama announces the My Brother’s Keeper Initiative - ..h..t..t.p.~/~..w....w....w..:~..h.!.t...e...h...~...u..s...e.:g..~..v.~..m..y-br~thers.keeE..e..r- 

2. UCLA Law School Protest - http://www.dutchmagonline.com/2014/O2/ucla-law-students-protest-lack-diversity/ 

A sincere thanks for ALL you do to support and celebrate our community - each and every day. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www~unc.eduicbc 

"When you pay attention, everything is your teacher." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Employee Discount Piano Sale 

Employee discounts are available at the Music Department piano sale on March 13, 14 or 15 by calling 919-942-1494 for an appointment. The general public sale is on March 16. New and 
used Steimvay, Boston and Essex pianos and Roland digital pianos are offered. 

This message is sponsored by: Music Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esbowles~email.unc 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 4:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Early March brings ART1NI, Talks & Tours, Fihns, and More! 

NEWS FROM THE 

Curators’ Seminars, Thursdays, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Led by Ackiand curators Peter Nisbet and 

Timothy Riggs, the Ackiand’s Curat~rs" 

Seminars offer an intimate look at ..................... 

American works of art from the Ackiand’s 

permanent collection that are not currently 

on view, as weft as an exptoration of their 

connections to our spring exhibitions. 

6 March: 2Orb-century Native American 

Art 

13 March: 1930s Prints by African American Artists (resched. from 2/6) 

Acktand members: $25/session I UNC Students: ~10 ~ At[ others: 

RSVP required; ca[[ A[tison at 919-843-3687 to resewe your space. 

All are free and open to the public! 

Saturday, 1 March, 3:00 PM 

"The New Found Land" 

Acktand Student Guide Lea Efird leads this tour of our exhibition of 16th- 

century engravings that provided Europeans with their first impressions 

of indigenous North Americans and their customs. 

Sunday, 2 March, 2:00 PM 

Archaeology and "The New Found 

Land" 

Join Brett Riggs (Archaeoiogy, UNC- 

Chapei Hiii) and Caroiyn Aiimendinger 

(Ackiand Art Museum) for a gaiiery tour 

examining the ways in which the 

engra\4ngs in the exhibition "The New 

Found Land" can serve as sources for 

archaeoiogicai investigations. 

Wednesday, 5 March, 12:00 PM 

Art For Lunch: "Native American 

History and Museums" 

Join Judy Kertesz (NCSU, History) for a 

iunchdme discussion of Native American 

history and museums, presented in 

connection with the exhibition "The New 

Found Land". BYO bag lunch! 

See complete lists of weekend t~mrs and Art For Lunch talks! 

....i~o=iir~ ~..~is for o~..~ir fiirst £¢KLAND ARTiiiiqii!: 

Friday 145~arch 7:30~9:30P£ 

Enjoy an evening of entertainment, 1930s style! Specialty-crafted 

cocktails, classic card games, and live jazz. Learn more. 



Tickets: $45 for Ackiand Members I $50 for non-members 

On sale now at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Sample the cocktails to be featured at the March 14th event at their 

sponsoring venues. Free to attend, Feature Nights give 50% of specialty 

drink sales back to the Ackiand[ 

The Crunk[eton 

Barrel-Aged Chrysanthemum Artini 

Thursday, 27 February, 5:30-7:00 PM 

JuJuBe 

The JuJuBe Manhattan Artini 

Thursday, 6 March, 5:30-7:00 PM 

Screenings at the Varsity Theatre, downtown Chapel Hill 

A film history of our popular music, from Blues to Bluegrass to Broadway, 

with a post-film discussion after each screening. 

Thursday, 27 February, 7:00 PM, FREE 

~_~:~_~__d___w__~ ~t_~_~__d____T!~___P__~_~__~!Le_~t 
Broadway: The American/~usical, Episode 2: "Syncopated City" 

Post-film discussion with Tim Carter (David G. Frey Distinguished Professor of 

Music, UHC-CH). 

Tuesday, 4 March, 7:00 PM, FREE 

_s_~_~_~__~___a_~z__z. 
The International Sweethearts of Rhythm 

Ken Burns’ Jazz: "SwinS, The Velocity of Celebration" 
Post-film discussion with Chris Wells (PhD candidate, Musicology, UHC-CH). 

"America’s Music" is co-presented with the UNC Music Library, the Music Department, 

the Center for the Study of the American South, and the Southern Fo[klife Collection. 



The Acktand Film Forum is made possibte by the 8enerous support of Ruby Lerner. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Officiat Media Sponsor of 

the Ackland Firm Forum. 

Drawing in the Galleries (adults) 

Saturday, 8 March, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Drawing for Tweens (ages 10-13): "Heads and Faces in Art" 

Saturday, 8 March, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM Re~ister here! 

ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE 

Leavin.~ the Table celebrates the 30-year career of Chapel Hiti craftsman 

Bi[[ Neville. The show features newly-crafted tables which use the exotic 

veneer c[aro walnut bud, as welt as a series of mirrors, tat[ shelves, and 

many [arse turned vessels in a variety of native and exotic woods. Learn 

Now on View! 



THANK YOU ! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are 

made possibte by generous support from Acktand Art 

Museum Members and friends tike you. Become a 

member of the Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Art objects pictured are from the correction of the Acktand Art 

Museum, The University of North Carotina at Chapet Hitt, untess 

otherwise noted. 

J.A. Fisher, American, 20th century: A Street Cot in Old New 

Orleans (detait), 1923-48; woodcut. The Hunter and Cathy Atten 

Correction. 

Kimowan AAetchewais (AAcLain), Chipewyan, 1963-2011: Fence, 

2009; inkier print. Acktand Fund. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver; John White, Engtish, active in America, c. 1540 - 

c. 1593-1606, designer: An aged Man in his Winter Garment (detait), prate 9 from Thomas Harriot’s A 

Brief and True Report of the New Found Land of Vir~_inia, pubtished 1590; engraving with tater hand 

cotoring. Lent by Michaet H. Joyner. 

Theodor de Bry, Franco-Ftemish, 1528-1598, engraver, and John White, Engtish, active in America, c. 

1540 - c. 1593-1606, designer: A Weroan or great Lord of Virginia (detait), prate 3 from Thomas Harriot’s 

A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Vir~_inia, pubtished 1590; engraving. Lent by Michaet 

H. Joyner. 

Leo John AAeissner, American, 1895-1977: War Bulletins, c. 1942; wood engraving. Hunter and Cathy 

Atten Correction. 

Giovanni Botdini, Itatian, 1842-1931: Marie Louise Hazard, 1913; wax crayon. Gift of John Seetye in honor 

of Catherine Seetye,. 

Wittiam Auerbach-Levy, American, born in Russia, 1889-1964: Eugene O’Neill, before 1932; graphite and 

ink. Gift of the Acktand Associates. 

Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmett 

Correction. 

Hate Aspacio Woodruff, American, 1900-1980:Comin9 Home, 1931-46, printed 1996; tinocut. Gift of 

Autdtyn Hi~81ns Wittiams and E.T. Wittiams, Jr. of Sa~ Harbor, HY in memory of Vivian Gites Chambers and 



Julius Le Vonne Chambers. 

Forward this email 

This emai[ was serl~ to regesLer~lemail,unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___r_~_Lo__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e~b ~,nstant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U_n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_~‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y.., 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] 2014 Work Well, Live Well Expo 

TO: All Faculty and Staff 

This is a special invitation to all Carolina faculty and staff to learn more about the many health and wellness offerings available to U~,~’C-Chapel Hill employees during the 2014 Work Well, 
Live Well Expo, which will be held on Wednesday, March 12, tlcom 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. at the Rams Head Recreation Center This event is sponsored by the Work Well, Live Well Committee 
and the Office of Human Resources, a unit of the Workl"orce Strategy, Equity and Engagement Division. The Expo will feature an array of resources from across campus and throughout the 
greater Triangle area, with more than 75 participating exhibitors representing all aspects of healthy living: fitness, recreation, preventative care, nutrition, financial health, community 
programs and more. 

We have planned a number of special activities for palticipants to enjoy. There will be health screenings, cooking demonstrations, sample exercise classes, and giveaways throughout the 
duration of the Expo. A complete event schedule is available at the link belo~v. This is considered a work-time event, so employees must have their supervisor’s approval for time away from 
their regular responsibilities. 

Carolina is committed to supporting employees as they strive to improve their overall health and wellness. I hope that you will take palt in as man?’ activities as possible on March 12. 

To find out more about the 2014 Work Well, Live Well Expo, please contact Kun Andre~vs at 962-6008 or visit http ://hr.unc. edu/benefits/wellness-programs/ 

Sincerely, 

Felicia A. Washington 
Vice Chancellor [’or Workforce Strategy, Equity and Engagement 

This message is sponsored by: World’orce Strategy, Equity and Engagement 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PREX1 @mvs.adp.UNC.EDU on behalf of 
PAYROLLNOTIFY@UNC.EDU 

Friday, Febma~ 28, 2014 5:07 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE 

Today is a payday for the Monthly Payroll. To access your pay information, go to 
http://finance unc.edu/controller/payroll-servicesi 
(Please note the new weblink) 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave infbrmation is no;v being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 
of the prior month 

Thank you 

Payrul[ Services 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 28, 2014 6:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Teeth Whiterfing Pens l Grass-Fed Organic Steak] and 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ y<;u,~ ~.’.l-e.fe.=>’.,nces i Lh~sut~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

Three Teeth Whitening Pens Plus Free 
Shipping 
Smile Bright Store 

Redeem Online 

Savings S7% 

Grass-Fed Organic Steak Sampler 
Packages 
American Farmers Netwerk 

Redeem Online 

Online Accounting and Bookkeeping 
Class 
Skillselogy 

Redeem Online 

8avir!g.,~ 90% 

$30 to Spend on Medit ......... i,’~2 Free Cou pon to Buy Select 

Fare ...... Kindle Books for $0.99 Each 

i~i $10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 

Spartacus Restaurant 

Online 

~il~li~: ~,:,,:,i<-:.. f,:,I $0.99 
Amazon Digital Services 

Durham 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 



Online Excel and Advanced 

Excel Training 

Writing Coaching i.~.i Carpet Cleaning: Three or Four 
Rooms 

Online 

Skillsology 

.~i Online Bartending Coursevdth 
Certification 

Coaching with Sharon Ewell 
Foster 

Writing Serdces 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

4 Floors Power Cleaning 

Smile Bright Teeth-Whitening 
Treatment 

Online 

with 
Professional Bartender’s School 

Four- or Seven -Night South 

Ca rolina Golf Vacation for Two 

with Breakfast, Golf, and 

Lessons 

Online 

Guaranteed Resumes 

Two Coats of Interior Painting 
for One Room 

Smile Bright Store 

i.~.i RomanticOne-, Two-, or Three- 

Night Lake Resort Getaway 

Including Breakfast 

Chester 

Ca,,"oli,,",a Golf Vs, caliolq for 

An inn on York Street Bed and 
Breakfast 

Durham i Chapel Hill 
i",,vo ()c,~l’t ¢.f I:".,te,~ 
Rw OI~) Room 
Brother’s Painters 

Dandridge 
~{o !~"q ~!,J i<) 0 :"., ~.-, Two-. ¢. ~ 

Ti’,~e<t-N{!’..iht Lstut: t-’<esolt 

Mountain Harbor Inn Resort on 

the Lake 

::.~.i Personalize your offers 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Carolina Chronicle: News t?om The Graduate School 

Tim Beatley 

"Tim Beatley continues to adva~:ce k~:owledye that is helping 

us navigate significant challenges in our hscreas~ng~y urban 

world," sa~d Steve Hatson, dean of The Graduate £;cbooL 

l~N~ Katie Aiello ~ S.~..~.b @...~.~.~.~S ~.~..~.~.,., ~ 

The CaroJk~a Chronicle ge~s its 

~a~se frogs the creativity of 

(jraduate student Ka[~e A~eHo 

and the conth~ued enga(jeme~[ 

of graduate ak~mni, 

Cardiovascuiar disease and 

blood clotting disorders are the 

leading cause of death in North 

Carolina, And l’4aria Aieman is 

creat~r~ d~scover~es [o he~p 

fight bbod dots more 

effectively, 



;oi~ us to hea~ four America~; 

h,~a~ers d~scuss their perspectives 

~__~__~_~t_~ _~_~_S~_~_~_ ~:~ David Csizmadia 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <~bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, Febrnary 28, 2014 11:37 AM 

inquiry list <enrichment@liskserv.unc.edu~ 

[enrichment] What’s the Big Idea’? Complementary and Alternative Medicine, this April at the Friday Center 

What’s the Big idea? 

Spring 2014 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine: its Role in Twenty-First-Century Health Care 
The Friday Center will offer a new lecture series for Spring 2014 in its popular What’s the Bid Idea? program on the topic of complementary and alternative 

medicine. Join us for four evenings in April that will provide an overview and specific examinations of aspects of complementary and alternative medicine from an 

array of imminent researchers and practitioners. For the opening lecture on April 3, we invite you to a 6 pm reception that will precede the 7 pm lecture. 

Lectures are $10 each, or ~30 for all four. 

* April 3: An Overview of Comp!ementary and Alternative Medicine 

* April 10: Mind[ulness 

* April 17: What is Acupuncture? Explanations [rom Traditional and Scientific Perspectives 

* April 24: Modern Medical Practice 

An Overview of Complementary and Alternative Medicine 

THURSDAY, APRIL 3, 7-8:30 PM 

(RECEPTION AT 6 PM) 

We will examine the use of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) in the United States and some rationales for its growth in popularity, and get an 

overview through brief descriptions of CAM practices and research. 

Susan Gaylord, PhD, is a research psychologist and director of the Program on Integrative Medicine, Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, School of 

Medicine, at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She is also director of the UNC Mindfulness based Stress and Pain Management Program and co- 

director of UNC’s NIH T-32 Research Fellowship Program in complementary and alternative medicine. She has taught CAM courses for medical and other health 

professions students at UNC-Chapel Hill since 1995. Her research interests focus on mindfulness meditation and CAM therapies for pain management. 

Mindfulness 

THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 7-8:30 PM 

MINDFULNESS MEDITATION: RESEARCH ON MECHANISMS AND OUTCOMES 

This presentation describes the evidence showing how mindfulness meditation can improve coping and reduce distress, how mindfulness can alleviate 

pain and other symptoms, and how mindfulness can generally promote mental and physical health and wellbeing in both healthy individuals and those 

with a broad range of health conditions. It also explores findings on the proposed mechanisms of mindfulness. 

Laura Kiken, PhD, MPH, is a social and health psychologist and an NIH post-doctoral fellow at the UNC Program on Integrative Medicine. Her primary area of 

research is on mindfulness, both as a dispositional tendency and as a meditative practice. Much of this work has examined whether being mindful reduces 

bias toward the types of negative cognitions and attitudes that contribute to distress. She currently is building on this research by examining mindfulness 

and positive cognitions that promote wellbeing. 

MINDFULNESS AND SELF-COMPASSION IN IMPROVING ADOLESCENTS’ WELLBEING 

This presentation will illuminate how mindfulness and self-compassion programs have been adapted for use with adolescent populations and how these 

programs hold promise for improving symptoms of anxiety and depression and promoting enhanced wellbeing in this population. 

Karen Bluth, PhD, is a researcher in child and family studies and NIH post-doctoral fellow with the UNC Program on Integrative Medicine. Dr. Bluth’s 

research focuses on improving adolescent and family wellbeing through mindfulness interventions, and is particularly interested in how mindfulness 

practice can help adolescents navigate what can be a challenging developmental period. She has been practicing mindfulness for more than thirty-five 

years, is a trained mindfulness instructor, and former educator with eighteen years of classroom teaching experience with children and adolescents. 

What is Acupuncture? Explanations from Traditional and Scientific Perspectives 

THURSDAY, APRIL 17, 7-8:30 PM 

This presentation will describe the fundamentals of oriental medicine, specifically acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine; scientific research on their 

mechanisms of action; evidence of clinical efficacy; and their application across a wide range of conditions. 

Fang Cai, MAOM, LAc, Dipl OM, is a licensed practitioner of acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine and is nationally certified in acupuncture and Chinese 

herbology. She began her studies of oriental medicine in Shanghai, China, in 1998, and later received a master’s degree in acupuncture and oriental medicine from 

the New England School of Acupuncture. She is a partner of Oriental Health Solutions, LLC, in Durham, NC, where she specializes in internal medicine with focuses 

on dermatology, digestive disorders, headaches, and women’s health. 

Dagmar Ehling, LAc, has been a licensed doctor of oriental medicine since 1989. She holds a master’s degree in acupuncture from Southwest Acupuncture College 

in Santa Fe, NM; is North Carolina State licensed; and is nationally certified in oriental medicine by the National Certification Commission for Acupuncture and 

Oriental Medicine. She is a founding partner of Oriental Health Solutions, LLC, in Durham, NC, where she specializes in women’s health issues such as menstrual 

disorders, fertility, pregnancy, and menopause. 

Modern Medical Practice 

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 7-8:30 PM 

THE ROLE OF BOTANICALS iN MODERN MEDICAL PRACTICE 

This presentation describes the role of botanical medicine, including herbal and supplements, in the US health care system. 

Gary Asher, MD, MPH, is an assistant professor in the Department of Family Medicine at UNC School of Medicine. 

INTEGRATING COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE INTO OUR FUTURE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

This presentation discusses the possibilities and challenges of integrating complementary and alternative medicine therapies into our current and future 

health care system. 

Remy Coeytaux, MD, PhD, is an associate professor at Duke University, on the faculty of Duke’s Evidence-based Practice Center and the Department of 

Community and Family Medicine. He is a board-certified family physician who received his MD from Stanford Medical School, and his PhD in epidemiology 

from the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. He is a former Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholar. He was previously on faculty at UNC School of 

Medicine and is director of Chapel Hill Doctors Health Care Center in Chapel Hill, NC, where he offers integrative medicine consultations to people who 

would like to learn how they might incorporate complementary or alternative medicine approaches into their healthcare plans. 

REGISTRATION 



Each course is $10, or you can register for all four lectures for only $30. Payment must accompany registration. Make checks payable to the Friday Center. 

There are four way~ to [e~ ~te[: 

¯ Fax: Print out the registration form and fax it to 919-962-5549. 

¯ Phone: Call 800-845-8640or919-962-2643. 

¯ Mail~ Print out the registration form and mail it to: 

What’s the Big Idea?Spring 2014 

Campus Box 1020, The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

If you have special needs to accommodate a motor or sensory impairment, please indicate your needs on the registration form. 

UNC-Chapel Hill uses an alternative to the Social Security number called the Personal ID (PID) to aid in keeping records for students and participants. If you do not 

have a PID, you will be required to enter your birthdate and gender so that we can assign you a PID. We appreciate your cooperation. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity. The University does not discriminate in offering access to its 

educational programs and activities on the basis of race, color, gender, age, national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual orientation, gender 

identity or gender expression. 

CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS 

Cancellations received in writing by March 27 will receive full refunds; this applies only to those who registered for the entire series of four lectures. No refunds 

will be made after this date. Refunds cannot be given for individual lectures. 

LOCATION 

Lectures are held at the Friday Center, which offers ample free parking. The Friday Center is located approximately three miles east of the UNC-Chapel Hill 

campus, just off Highway 54 East (Raleigh Road). The Center is a short distance from Interstate 40 (from Raleigh, 1-40 exit 273A; from Greensboro, 1-40 exit 273). See 

Map and Directions to the Friday Center. 

CONTACT 

For information, contact: 

Jill Conrad (conradj@emaiLunc.edu), Program Facilitator 

Professional Development and Enrichment Programs 

The Friday Center 

800-845-8640 or 919-962-2643 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

em-ichmeut as: re~ester({~email.unc.edu To tmsubscribe send a blank email to leave- 34326950-40786625.b00774b194563cbb24e7b8btk:87a2f0f(r-~Iistserv.t~nc.edt~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 6:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Photo-to-Canvas Prints ] Cnstom Children’s Book and 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~.’,re.Le.=>’.,,qces i Ur~s~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

One, Two, or Four Canvas Prints with 
Free Shipping 
Canvas Focus 

Redeem Online 

Personalized Children’s Book: One, 
Two, or Three 
Put Me In The Story 

Redeem Online 

Massage: Swedish or Deep Tissue 
Toni Campbell ohaw- NC LMBT #104~8 

2818 Beckett’s Ridge Dr, Hillsberough 

~ 9.3 miles away (f:!:,m 

.~i $30 to Spend on Mediterranean 

Fare 

$10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Medit~:l i m~ea~’, 
Spartacus Restaurant 

Durham 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 
$20 m" $:~!) to Spe=".,d 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 



Three Teeth Whitening Pens 

Plus Free Shipping 

Online Excel and Advanced 

Excel Training 
i.~.i Glass-Fed Organic Steak 

Sampler Packages 

Online Online Online 

Pius F~ee Sisippi~sg Excei T~aining Sa,,",sple~ Pscks~j<:s 
Smile Bright Store Skillsology American Farmers Network 

.~i Writing Coaching Writing Services Online Accounting and 

Bookkeeping Class 

Durham Online Online 

Coaching with Sha~n Ewell Guaranteed Resumes 
Fester Skillsology 

Online Bartending Course with 

Certification 

Carpet Cleaning: Three or Four 

Rooms 

i.~.i Four- or Seven-Night South 

Carolina Golf Vacation for Two 

with Breakfast, Golf, and 

Lessons 

Online Durham / Chapel Hill 

Professional Bartender’s School 4 Floors Power Cleaning 

Chester 

An Inn on York S~reet Bed and 
Breakfast 

Two Coats of Interior Painting 

for One Room 

Romantic One-, Two-, or Three- 

Night Lake Resort Getaway 

Including Breakfast 

Durham / Chapel Hill Dandridge 

BrothePs Painters G(~t.~,?4s=y b~c~ud~g 
Mountain Harbor Mn Reso~ on 
the Lake 

i~:: Personalize your offers 



on you~ Appie or Android De,/ice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 6:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] Healthy Females Needed for Research Stu@ 

The purpose of this research stu@ is to evaluate whether 2-3 HIV medicines are safe and tolerable (do not make you feel sick or have severe side effects) in women who may be at-risk of 
becoming HIV-infected. The medicines being studied are already approved for people who are HIV positive, and we want to see if they are also safe for those that are not infected with HIV. 
In the future, these medications may be used to help prevent people from becoming infected with HIV. However, we do not know whether or not these medications will be able to prevent 
you from becoming infected with HIV, and therefore, we recommend that you protect yourself by using condoms throughout the study. 

In HIV-infected individuals, we have been able to measure these medications throughout the body including blood, hair, and the genital tract. A part of the current stu@ is to collect 
samples from blood, hair, vaginal fluid and cervical tissue. These samples will help us understand how well the medications reach these parts of the body in women who are not infected with 
HIV. We can assure you that you will not be put into contact with HIV in any way by participating in this or any other aspect of the stud?, procedures. Rather, these samples, especially the 
cervical samples, will help us understand if enough medication is present to potentially prevent an HIV infection 

Things to consider if you wish to participate in the study: 

1. There will be 11 visits at the hospital clinic over 1 year 
2. We will ask your permission for a trained stud?, team member (physician or physician assistant) to collect 2 small pieces (biopsies) of your cervix and collect vaginal fluid at 4 study 
visits 
3. We will also request a small sample of your hair at 4 stu@ visits 
4. At each visit, you will need to have some of your blood drawn by a trained phlebotomist 
5. You will be asked to take 3 pills once a day. 
6. You will not be charged for the medications, the lab work, or the procedures required by the stu@. 

If you are interested in participating in or learning more about this study, please call I)onna Pittard, RN at 919-843-6512 (nextprep@med unc edu) to determine if you may qualify 

You may hear a voice mail message if Dorma is not available to take your call Please leave a message at this confidential voice mail box with your name, phone number, and the best time to 
call you back. 

UNC Biomedical IRB# ] 1-2506 
Approval [)ate: 2/20/2014 
Study Title: CTR(2: t]PTN 069 - A Phase II Randomized, Double-Blind, Stu@ of the Safety and Tolerability of Maraviroc (MVC) Maraviroc ~ Emtricitabine (MVC~ FTC), Maraviroc ~ 
Tenofov~r disoproxil fumarate (MVC+TDF), or Tenofovir disoproxil fumarate ~ Emtricitabine (’I~)F+FTC) For Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PREP) To Prevent HIV Transmission in At-Risk Men 
Who IIave Sex with Men and in At-Risk Women 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directop)~ at http:i/dir.unc.edu, login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 6:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] NEW and EXPECTING MOMS! 

Ne~v and Expecting Morns who used NO legal or illegal substances during pregnancy (including tobacco, alcohol, opiates, methadone or suboxone) are needed for l_,a-’~’C Mother Infant 
Research Studies. 

Participation includes: 
Brain Imaging (MRI) of sleeping infant’s brain at 4 weeks old (no sedation, no radiation) 
Intervie~v and questionnaires for morn at%er brain imaging 

Participants earn up to $100 

All information collected is confidential 

Free parking or transportation for stud?- visits 

Interested? 

Call: (919) 966-2549 
Email: MotherBabyLab@unc edu 
Or Visit: MotherBabyLab.com 

Biumedical [RB, [RB Stud?" Number: 08-1092, Appruved 3/21/2013 

This message is spunsured by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ wi]l unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that the?, du want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiuna[ mass email preference, sign intu the UNC 
Directury at http://dir unc.edu lugin with yuur Onyen, and select Update Persuna[ Infurmation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: March 02, 2014 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 search Feb 08 
3 funding opportunities 

McCormick Foun~atio~ Jour~alis~s 

Sponsor: 
McCormick Foundation, Robert R. 

Deadline: 
May 8, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation 
(CBCF) 

Amount: 
$3,000 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

3 CBC S£o~ses Vist~al Arts 

Sponsor: 
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation 
(CBCF) 

Amount: 
$3,000 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

Funding ale~ls for your saved searches 

Results: March 02, 2014 

Lot~i~ to view your 
save~l searches 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 6:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Paintball Adventure [ City Skyline Print [ aJ~d 2 more 

All-Day Paintball Adventure Package 

Xtreme Kombat Paintball 

7460 Wake Forest Rd, Durham 
~’18.8 miles away ¢, ....... .~ .... , . , 

City Skyline Print 

Imagekind 

Redeem Online 

Express Mini Detail Package 

Neo Automotive 

3323 Holleway St, Durham 

Pest Control or Vapor Barrier 
Installation 
Triangle Pest 



..’~ii $30 to Spend on Medit ........ $10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Fare Japanese Restaurant 
i.~.i $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 
~,3C., te Sp~ =".<i e,~’, 

Spartacus Restaurant 

Durham 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Eve# More Dea~s 

Xi Three Teeth Whitening Pens 

..... Plus Free Shipping 

Grass-Fed Organic Steak 

...... Sampler Packages 

Writing Coaching 

~i Online Accounting and 

...... Bookkeeping Class 

% Massage: Swedish or Deep 

..... Tissue 

i.~.i ResumeWriting Services 

Online Hillsborough Online 

©~dils<~ Accow~ti~’.,9 a,,",d Mss..ssg<~: Sw<~dish o,," Oee,~> Resume ’W’iitilsg SeIvices 
’~.’,.oot::l<ee~#’,,{j Cis, ss "~’issue Guaranteed Resumes 
Skillsology Toni Campbell Shaw - NC LMBT 

#10458 

One, Two, or Four Canvas 

Prints with Free Shipping 

Online Bar[ending Coursewith 

Certification 

Carpet Cleaning: Three or Four 

Rooms 

Online 
O,,",e: Two, or Four 

Canvas Focus 

Online Durham i Chapel Hill 

Professional Bartender’s School 4 Floors Power Cleaning 

Four- or Seven-Night South X Two Coats of Interior Painting .::X::. Romantic One-, Two-, or Three- 

Ca rolina Golf Vacation for Two for One Room Night Lake Resort Geta’~*ay 

with Breakfast, Golf, and Including Breakfast 

Lessons 

Chester 
{"ou/. o,~ Seve,q.Ni!~li’,{ Sou{P,, 

An Inn on York Street Bed and 
Breadas~ 

Durham / Chapel Hill           Dandridge 
Two Co::~ts o~ I~’,~e~’im Pa.~¢,,ti,,’,,# Roma.r’,,tic O~’,e.. Tv,,.m: o/ 

BrotheCs Painters Get~:~v,,’~y h~c.i~.ldi~’.,9 Bie~i fast 
Mountain Harbor Inn Resort on 
the Lake 



::.~.i Personalize your offers 

on your ~,,pple or Ar=droid De\,ice 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 6:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Personal~ed Stamper i Carolina Mountain hm Getaway ] and 1 more 

Personalized Stamper with Custom 
Faceplate 

InvitationBox.com 

Redeem Online 

Savings 52% 

Two-Night Stay at North Carolina 
Historic Mountain Inn with Breakfast 

Balsam Mountain Inn 

68 Seven Springs Dr, Balsam 

Sa,v:r~g,~; 42% 

Online Photography Class 

fotoclasses 

Redeem Online 

Savings 84% 

.~i $30 to Spend on Mediterranean 

Fare 

$10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Spartacus Restaurant 

Durham 
5.’,’.I(’.,’ ol $2C., 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 



Three Teeth Whitening Pens 

Plus Free Shipping 

Online Accounting and 
Bookkeeping Class 

i.~.i Massage: Swedish or Deep 

Tissue 

Online Online Hillsborough 

Smile Bright Store Ski[[sology Ton~ Campbell Shaw - NC LMBT 
#10458 

.~i 
Grass-Fed Organic Steak 

Sampler Packages 

One, T ..... FourC ..... 

Prints with Free Shipping 

Writing Coaching 

Online Online Durham 
G,,"8.ss~Fed OIgslsic Stes.k 0,,",% Two; oi Foul Cs.isv~s W,,"itilsg 
S::~r:’¢~ier Packages ~-"rir’,,l:s ,..’,,i(i’, {"r¢,¢, Shippi~’,g Coaching with Sharon Ewell 
American Farmers Network Canvas Focus Foster 

~i CitySkyline Print Two Coats of Interior Painting 

for One Room 

::X:: Four- or Seven-Night South 

Carolina Golf Vacation for Two 

with Breakfast, Golf, and 

Lessons 

Online 
(}it::,,,.. 
Imagekind 

All-Day Paintball Adventure 

Package 

Durham / Chapel Hill Chester 
T,?,<, Co~:=t-:., of I~’.,te,,"io~ 

Brother’s Painters 

An Inn on York Street Bed and 
Breakfast 

Carpet Cleaning: Three or Four    i.~.i Romantic One-, Two-, or Three- 

Rooms Night Lake Resort Getaway 

Including Breakfast 

Durham 

Xtreme Kombat 

Dandridge 

Tiwe~:-Night l..~k,:, R,t:solt 

Mounta#~ Harbor ~nn Reso~ on 
the Lake 

::~i Personalize your offers 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute of African American Resem~ch <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:11 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Imtx~rtant Ulxtate lbr IAAR April Event 

We ap’ok)gize for two er!o!>s in the invitation thai went out lu, s[ Friday [at our ev~nt reca(jnizing 

reseu, rch u, ccarrlpli.~hments in AAADS The dare f Ct ev n s Wec e.~da’v, April 9th, from 3-. 

5 PM The location is the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room in the Stone Center Building. 

You baue 

Click here to change your response 

Yahoo Calendar .~.~ iCal 

IAAR Spring Event 
Friday, April 1 lth at 3:00 PM 

Alfred Hitchcock Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center, 150 South Road 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Rod paperlesspost@paperlesspost corn to ~’o~:r ~ddress book re ens~;~e ~’eu re~ive all fu[~;~e enlsils from Papedess Post 

k~ your ~n~ox Click here to seep ~ece~v~n~ ema~ls from Papsrless Post ~nc~ud~r~9 ~w~tat~ons 8~d cards 

V~e’,’~ ths Psperless Pos[ privacy policy 

~ Facebook ~ -rwi~er 

~G~t the App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:45 AM 

Inst African Amer Research for Faculty <iaar-fac@listserv.unc.edu> 

EVENT REMINDER: IAAR Funding Workshop TOMORROW 

Event TOMORROW 

Please register if you intend to attend. 

Funding Workshop for Researchers of 

African Americans and the African Diaspora 

Tuesday, March 4 

3-5 PM 

Anne Queen Commons Room, Campus Y 

Next Tuesday, with the support of staff from the Center for Faculty Excellence, the IAAR will host a session on funding opportunities for resea rchers focusing on African Americans 

or the African diaspora. The presentation by Dr. $ohini Sengupta will be devoted to grant programs and competitions offered by public and private foundation as well as fellowship 

opportunities. 

Please email us at iaar@unc.edu to reserve a space at this event. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: iaar@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=68~47615.4e2~2a7846~c367~b72212bcb3~22cd&n=T&~=iaar-fac&~=343~926~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34309260-68047615.4e202a78460c3670672212bcb3ff22cd@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=68146611.399ba3179136d8~a6b4554bef~8fcea1&n=T&~=iaar-fac&~=34338143 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34338143-68146611.399ba3179136dSOa6b4554befOSfceal@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Novomy Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:38 PM 

Regesier, Chaxlene B <reges~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio 

Hi Charlene, 

This is perfect. Thanks for passing the bio along and for agreeing to be in the collection. It’s great to be collaborating with you! 

Have a good week, 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio, Television, and Digital Media Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Carbondale, IL 62901 

phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, March 3, 2014 9:25 AM 

To: William Novotny Lawrence 

Subject: RE: Bio 

Dear Novotny: Attached is my bio and if you want to shorten please feel free to do so. Thanks again for inviting me to contribute to your volume. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: William Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, March 02, 2014 12:22 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Bio 

Thanks Charlene. 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Radio, Television, and Digital Media Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Carbondale, IL 62901 

phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, March 2, 2014 8:44 AM 

To: William Novotny Lawrence 

Subject: RE: Bio 

Dear Novotny: Will send a bio in the next day or so. It is possible that I may have never sent one. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From," William Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 28, 2014 6:53 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Bio 

Hi Charlene, 

I hope that all s well with you. I’m in the process of putting the bios together for Documenting the Black Experience and I can’t seem to find one for you. 

Did you ever send me one? If so, I apologize for losing it and wonder if you might send it to me again? It should be no longer than 250 words. Thanks in 

advance. 

Have a great weekend, 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 
Associate Professor & Acting Chair 



Radio, Television, and Digital Media Department 

Africana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Communications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Carbondale, IL 62901 

phone: 618.453.6992 

fax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:48 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: Classes canceled; oltices closed s~tarting at 2 p.m. Monday, March 3 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Due to concerns about freezing temperatures and potentially hazardous roadway conditions later today, the Umversity is canceling classes and closing offices (Condition 3) beginning at 2 
pm. 
Emplwees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should repolt for work All other emplwees are directed not to 
report to work while the University is closed. SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees are reminded to consult the University’s applicable adverse weather policies; more information is 
available on the Office of Human Resources website at http://hr.uncedu/for-faculty-staff/adverse-weather/and at www.alertcarolina.unc.edu, 
http://www.a~ertcar~ina unc.edu/g~/d~c/~395/2~92545/Adverse-Weather-~ic~-C~arificati~n-f~r-Emp~ees. 

The men’s basketball game with Notre Dame is scheduled at 7 pm in the Smith Center The Universi~z encourages an?- fans traveling to the game to use extreme caution and their best 
judgment. For any updates, refer to vavw goheels corn 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverl~aent closings do not apply to the Universi~z. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.unc edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 
¯ (919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and announcements about campus operations. 
¯ UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM. near campus 
¯ UNC Department of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
¯ Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 



S u bje ~i reg~st ~ 

=iiii~ ...... ̄ i ~! ~ L e:~: s more 

Featured Warehouse 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

TVs from V~rehouse Dea~s Consputers and Accessodes from Warehouse 
Dea~s 

Entertainment 



Up te 50% elf Seiect Boss Ca~" Eiectrenias 25% o~ Mo~e Off Select OtterBo>: Cases 
~Phe~e 5S 

Computing & Office 



Home & Garden 

NN 

Savings with Style 





Editors’ Picks fol March Books for Movie Buffs 

Maxim zeal 

The Best Picture Books of March Vogue All Access + Free Clutct; 

Refund 
c~et up to 10% more on yo.u~ F:ede~a~ re,uric1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emml.unc.edu> 

AlertCaxolina: UNC to delay reopening Tuesday, March 4 until 11 a.m. on normal ~hedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The University remains closed (Condition 3) until 11 a.m. when it resumes a normal operating schedule Then classes ~vill be held; offices will be open (Condition 1) 

Classes ~vill resume at their normally scheduled time. Classes prior to 11 am will not be held. Arrangements to make up missed classes are at the discretion of the facul~ member. 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy. ~en the Umversi~z is in Condition 3 (classes canceled; ofi)ces closed), emergency 
employees should report for work. All other employees are directed not to report to work while the University is closed. ~en the University is in Condition 1 (open) or Condition 2 (classes 
canceled; offices open), employees are generally expected to report to work More information is available on the Office of Human Resources website, http://hr.unc.edu/for-faculty- 
staftl’adverse-~veather/. Also, employees can refer to information in an adverse ~veather policy clarification, posted on Alert Carolina, at 
http://~vv‘~v.a~ertcar~ina.unc.edu/g~/d~c/~395/2~92545/Adverse-Weather-~icy-C~arificati~n-for-~mp~¥ees. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed) Reports of 
state goverl~ment closings do not apply to the University. The University generally announces adverse weather news on www.ua~c edu, the campus information sources listed below, and 
through the news media Unless a change is announced, the University always operates under Condition 1 regular schedule 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843-1234 Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded information and aunouncements about campus operations. 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AM. near campus 
UNC Department of Public S~[~e~" for details including parking lot conditions. 
Chapel }{ill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times 

ABOI~YI’ ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. ~I]ae Umversity’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 

strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



FJom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:12 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Dog Grooming Package ] Group Per~na] Trmning 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~.’,l-,~.fe.=>’.,nces i iJr~a~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

Dog Grooming Package 

Countq,, Inn Kennel and Cattery 

4645 Old Greenboro Rd, Chapel Hill 

~" 7.5 miles away (!u:,,m 

Small Group Personal Training 
Sessions 

DoSource Sports Per[ormance and Fitness 

3417 South Alston Ave, Durham 
}~10.2 miles away (f=’~),q", 

sa0 to Spend on Medit ......... 
Fare 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 
Mojo’s Roadhouse 

i.~.i $10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

Spartacus Restaurant Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 

Eve# More Dea~s 

Three Teeth Whitening Pens Online Accounting and i~i All-Day Paintball Adventure 
Plus Free Shipping Bookkeeping Class Package 

Online Online 
ii,,ree ieetis ti\~i’,i{er’,,ir’,,g Re,,’,,s O,,",iir’,,e Aco¢,~.m, hrsg 

Smile Bright Store Skillsology 

Durham 

Xtteme Kombat Paintball 



Massage: Swedish or Deep 

Tissue 

Grass-Fed Organic Steak 

Sampler Packages 

::~:: One, Two, or Four Canvas 

Prints with Free Shipping 

HiIIsbo~ough Online 

Toni Campbell Shaw - NC LMBT American Farrners Network 
#10458 

~KII Online Photography Class Two-Night Stay at North 

Carolina Historic Mountain Inn 

with Breakfast 

Online 

Canvas Focus 

Writing Coaching 

Online Balsam 

Balsam Mountain Inn 

.~i CitySkyline Print Night South 

Carolina Golf Vacation for Two 

with Breakfast, Golf, and 

Lessons 

Durham 

Coaching with Sharon Ewell 
Foster 

Personalized Stamper with 

Custom Faceplate 

Online Chester Online 

Two witi~ Sret~t::~,’,st: Goi~, t~,q(l InvitationBox.com 

An Inn on York Street Bed and 

Breadast 

i~il Personalize your offers 





The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Today’s VVriter’s 
Discussion event with UNC 
Professor Tim McMillan 
has been cancelled. 

Dear Friends, 

Unfortunately, we’ve had to cancel the Writer’s 

Discussion Series event this afternoon with UNC 

Professor Tim McMillan. Please check back on our 

website and Facebook pages for a rescheduled date. 

Following Spring Break (March 7- 17) we will return 

with the final 2 events of the semester-- our Writer’s 

Discussion Series featuring "Witness" on March 18 

and "The Blood That Stays Pure" on March 27. 

Upcorning at the Stone 
Center... 

Don’t miss our final 2 events of the semester! 

March 18 at 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop (3rd 

floor UNC Student Bookstore) Writer’s Discussion 

Series 

Genna Rae McNeil and Eboni Marshall Turman: 

"Witness: Two Hundred Years of African-American 

Faith and Practice at the Abyssinian Baptist Church of 

Harlem, New York" 

This detailed history of the famous Abyssinian Baptist 

Church in Harlem, New York City, begins with its 

organization in 1809 and continues through its 

relocations, its famous senior pastors, and its many 

crises and triumphs, up to the present. Considered the 

largest Protestant congregation in the United States 

during the pre-megachurch 1930s, this church plays a 

very important part in the history of Ne~v York City. 

Genna Rae McNei! is professor of history at the 

University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill where she 

teaches United States history, African-American 

history, and U.S. Constitutional History. McNeil is widely 

known for her prize-winning Groundwork: Charles 

Hamilton Houston and the Struggle for Civil Rights. 

Eboni Marshall Turman is Assistant Research 

Professor of Black Church Studies and Director of the 

Office of Black Church Studies at Duke University, The 

Divinity School. Turman has taught theology and ethics 

2014 Program 

Agenda 



at Union Theological Seminary in the City of New York 

(2010-12) and Hood Theological Seminary in Salisbury, 

NC (2012-13). She is the author of Toward a Womanist 

Ethic of Incarnation: Black Bodies, the Black Church, 

and the Council of Chalcedon (Palgrave Macmillan, 

2013). 

March 27 at 3:30 pro, Bull’s Head Bookshop (3rd 

floor UNC Student Bookstore) Writer’s Discussion 

Series 

Arica Coleman: "That the Blood Stay Pure: African 

Americans, Native Americans, and the Predicament of 

Race and Identity in Virginia." 

That the Blood Stay Pure traces the history and legacy 

of the commonwealth of Virginia’s effort to maintain 

racial purKy and its impact on the relations between 

African Americans and Native Americans. Arica L. 

Coleman tells the story of Virginia’s racial purKy 

campaign from the perspective of those who were 

disavowed or expelled from tribal communities due to 

their affiliation with people of African descent or 

because their physical attributes linked them to those 

of African ancestry. 

Arica L. Coleman has been Assistant Professor of 

Black American Studies at the University of Delaware 

since fall 2007. She received her doctorate in American 

Studies from the Union Institute and University in 

2005. During the 2006- 2007 academic year, she 

completed a post-doctoral fellowship in Scholarly 

Information Resources and Africana Studies at the 

Johns Hopkins University.Her research focuses on the 

complex negotiations of race and identity within the 

historical and contemporary realities of people of 

African-Native ancestry in the United States. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34346358-73674730@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 1:35 PM 

aJ~iican- a~d- aJ~o - a~nericaJ~- studi es- t~cul~ <aliica~- and- afar- america~- studies- facul ty@lis’Berv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edtc,; Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

[a2ricaaa- m~d-afm-america~- s~dies- faculty] [edl-college- faculty] Director of the Writing Center m~d the Learning Center 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen to all deans, directors, department/curriculum chairs and facult‘/in the 

College of Arts and Sciences, with a cop,i to administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to announce that Kim Abels is the new director of the Writing Center and the Learning Center in the Center for Student Success and 

Academic Counseling. She has served as director of the Writing Center for 18 years, and as interim director of the Learning Center since 2011. She was 

appointed to her new position overseeing both programs earlier this month: 

Kim has worked creatively with students, faculty and staff to develop the Writing Center into a vital pan-university resource for anyone seeking help with 

written work. The Center serves undergraduates, graduate students, staff and faculty with about 5,000 tutorials onsite and online each academic year. 

Moreover, the instructional materials and videos on the Center’s web page draw some 35,000 hits per day, about than one million page views each month, 

from across Carolina and all over the world. 

Kim has been working with Learning Center staff to develop new programs for students, including academic coaching groups, study boot camps and online 

materials. The Center also offers undergraduate tutoring programs, test prep, and study groups. 

Kim received a Ph.D. in English from The Ohio State University in 1994 and joined UNC-Chapel Hill in 1995 as the first-fulltime director of the Writing 

Center. 

The College and the University are fortunate to have had Kim with us for so long. We are grateful that she accepted this new leadership role. 

With best regards, 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<5/ul> 
a£ricaaa- m~d-afm-america=- s~dies- facul .Iy as: <~a hre~"ma~lto:reges~ter@ema~l.unc.edu">reges~ter@ema~l.unc.edu<Ta>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Are you a new mom with bipolar disorder or mmaic depression? 

Are you a ne~v morn with bipolar disorder or manic depression? 

We are recruiting ~vomen who: 
Are at least 18 years old 
Are within 18 months postpaltum of their most recent pregnancy 
Have a history of bipolar disorder or manic depression 

You may qualifi~z for a research stu@ that could help researchers at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Nursing School better understand the experience of pregnancy for women 
with bipolar disorder. If you qualify, this research project involves a 1-2 hour telephone interview where we will ask you about your most recent pregnancy experience and a short online 
questiomaaire about your emotions If you would like to participate in this stu@, please complete this brief online screening tool http://bpdpre~nancy.com, or e-mail 
erin richardson@med.unc.edu to complete it over the phone Compensation for this study is a $15 Target or Wal-Mart gift card 

]RE #13-2852 appro\~ed 1-2~-14 by tl~e Biomedical Institutional Re,’Jew Board 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Nursing 

This message is sponsored by: UNC School of Nursing 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that they du want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiuna[ mass email preference, sign intu the UNC 
Directury at http://dir unc.edu, lugin with yuur Onyen, and select Update Persuna[ Infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] : INFORMATIONAL: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects 

IRB # 11-0803: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects (MOSES). 

SUBJECT: INFOR~SXTIONAL: Multicenter Ozone Study of Elderly Subjects 

Ozone is a common air pollutant The level of ozone in the air during warmer seasons in many parts of the countly can be as high as 007 parts per million (ppm) or even higher for a short 
period of time. 
Several recent studies have reported that exposure to ozone air pollution may increase risk of heart disease These reports have raised concern about whether the amount of ozone allowed 
to be in the air ~ve breathe should be lowered. The U S Enviromnental Protection Agency (EPA) needs ad ditional reformation from studies of people like you (healthy, between the ages of 
55 and 70) to better uaaderstand how ozone might affect the heart and blood vessels 

Subjects must be health?-, nonsmokers, ~vith no heart disease or other chronic health problems, and who can walk ~vithout shortness of breath on a treadmill. Stud?’ participation will include 
11 visits a 3 month period, with 3 visits requiring an overnight stay in a local hotel. These overnight sessions will also include 3 visits in a row- to the research lab 

Interested individuals may call 919-966-0759 or send an email to the following lil~ for additional reformation: marrt@med.unc.edu 

Approved 2/18/2014 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB# 11-0803 

This e-mail is sponsored by the L~,-C Center for Environmental Medicine, Asthma and Lung Biology and is funded by the Health EIt’ects Institute 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Center for Enviror~nental Medicine, Asthma and Lung Biology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set yotn~ in~’ormational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu, login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Men needed tbr research sin@ 

Men - 

Are your pants starting to get a little snug? Are you looking for a way to improve your health, your appearance, or your fitness? 

Researchers at the Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are currently recruiting overweight men for REFIT: the Rethinking Eating and FITness trial. 

REFIT is a no-fee research study testing a new weight loss program designed specifically to help men improve their eating and exercise to lose weight. The program has been designed to 
meet men’s unique needs and will be delivered through a combination of online and in-person sessions to fit your busy schedule 

Parhcipants will receive gold-standard body fat measurements and diet analysis as palt of the program Participation will require at least 3 visits to UNC Weight Research in Chapel Hill Free 
parking will be available. 

If you are interested in learning more about REFIT, please visit www.refitstu@ org or call us at (919) 966-5852. 

The "REFIT: Testing the efi)cacy of the Rethinking Eating and FITness intervention for men" study (IRB#13-1548) was approved by the UNC-CH Non-Biomedical IRB on May 10, 2013. 

This message is sponsored by: Health Behavior 

INF©RMATI©NAL email wil[ only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass emai[. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your ©nyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:52 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] UNC Global Passport Drive 

UNC Global Passport Drive, March 18-19 

UNC Global is hosting its 9th armual passport drive Iicom 10 a.m.-3 pm on March 18 and 19 at the FedEx Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro Street, Room 4003. Officials Iicom the U. S. 
Department of State will accept applications and ans~ver an?’ questions While it is recommended to have passport photos taken prior to the drive, a photographer from the UNC One Card 
Office ~vill be on site to take passport photos if needed. 

This event is open to students, faculty, staff and their families. UNC Global has had tremendous response in the past nearly 1,700 people have applied for or renewed their passports over 
the previous eight drives. 

Payment information and details about required materials for applications and renewals can be found at http:/i~lobal.unc.edu/passportdrive. 

This email is sponsored by the global relations oftice in UNC Global. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Global 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those ~vho have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the U2",!C 
Directoly at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 5:32 PM 

Annonncements 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear All Participants: The midterm for AAAD 250 will be held on Maxch 25, 2014. The second paper is due April 15, 2014. I will send the ,second paper topic by the 

end of the week. ~Vill send addilional information regaxding these assingments as the due date(s) approaches. Sincererly, Charlene Regester 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD250.001 .SP14" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages lbr this site: AAAD250.001 .SPI 4. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 8:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Members. Our March Monthly Meeting is tomorrow, Wednesday, March 5 at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3102). Lunch will be served. 
I think we have enough to chat about considering the Chancellor and Provost’s recent meetings with the Caucus. I would also like to garner your feedback 
on a response to the administration. Also, we need to stay in celebratory mode. We must continue to share all the GOOD things happening to and for us at 
the meeting tomorrow. 

Note: If anyone is interested in running for the chair presidency and/or joining the steering committee, please send me a note before our April 9th meeting. 

Thanks and stay warm! 

Hotep, 

debby 

Deborah L. Shroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.1343.0336 

"When you paF attention, everything is your teacher." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <vfe-campaign-response @amazon.corn> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Contemporary Plays by Women of... 

charlene regester, 

Are you looking for something in our Literature & Fiction department? if so, you might be interested in these 

items 

by Kathy A Perkh-:s, Robert~ Uno .i:~’~ ..................................................................... 

i.isl Price ,$51 95 .................................... ............................................................................................................................................ 

Price: $44.13 

Yo~ Save: $782 (15%) 

Price: 

Yo{~ S~w!: $325 

~z American W0mem 1900-1930 
by JteJiti; E B~riow .................................. 

List Price: $16 99 .................................... ............................................................................................................................................ 

Pdce: 

Yo{a S~we: $230 (14%) 

.............................................................. 
i~}~1~:~;~ ~t ~o~: s~0 ~ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Price: $24,92 

Yo{~ S~w~: $598 (19%) 

B ~t ,~t ke A ¯ ’ R .~e N ew As ~ -~ A ~..r ca ~ - a~ ::::::::::::::::::::: 

Price: 

You Save: 9566 (12%} 



List Price: $22.~,’,5 .............................. 

You S~ve: $3.17 (14%} 

z!.‘~:.‘~.~::?:~!~:~!~.‘~!~:~i~.‘~::~z~i!i~ 

l.isl: Price: $45.95                                                                   ’ 

You S~ve: $ I 0 22 ~22% ~ 

Find Gleat Deals on ~il~ions of Items 

i’,]::wi:i::? ,~ i~,, ~ .,,,i:~s:: ::~;i~ ":-=s:::: ~ ~:::?:4 

Fie ~- .1::’:: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 6:25 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

RIDE Cycle Studio ] Spray Tan or UV Tamping and 2 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ ~<;~.i,~ ~.’,l-e.L~.=>’.,nces i iJr~.it~s trite4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

Two or Four Spinning-Centric Fitness 
Sessions 
RIDE Cycle Studio 

5504 Durham Chapel Hill Blvd, Durham 

~ 4,7 miles away (i~ ~,’., 

Custom Airbrush Spray Tans or Week 
of UV TanNng 
Planet Beach Renaissance 

6807 Fayetteville Rd, Durham 
~" 7.1 miles away (f:’e,~., 

Month of Boot Camp Classes for One 
or Two 
Burn Bootcamp 

5842 Fayetteville Rd, Durham (m<~re 

~ 7.6 miles away (R~:,,m ~::<,.~,~ .~\,~’.,~z~l/ 

Two-Hour Photography Workshop 

Jennifer Weinberg [photography] 

I4 Glenwood Ave, Raleigh 

~ 25,0 milea away (i~,,", 



..’~ii $30 to Spend on Medit ........ $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Fare Mole’s Roadhouse 
i.~.i $10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 
f~,3C., to’, Sp~ =".,d 

Spartacus Restaurant 

Durham 
~I 0 o= ~,’.I!C.,’ io Sper/d at 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 

Eve# More Dea~s 

Dog G .... ing Package All-Day Paintball Adventure 

...... Package 

::~:: Online Photogra phy Class 

Chapel Hill Durham Online 

Country Inn Kennel and Catteq,, R:~,’.ck:~,’.~.t~: fotoclasses 
Xtreme Kombat Pain~ball 

~i Grass-Fed Organic Steak 

...... Sampler Packages 

% Massage: Swedish or Deep 

..... Tissue 

::X:: Personalized Stamperwith 
....... Custom Faceplate 

Online 
Gi~’,ss~-Fed OI g~:mic 

American Farmers Network 

Hillsbomugh                  Online 
Mmt;sog(~: Sw(~dish e,," Deep Pe,,"se,,",oliz(~d St~:~mp(~r with 

Toni Campbell Shaw - NC LMBT InvitationBox.com 
#10458 

One, Two, or Four Canvas 

Prints with Free Shipping 

Three Teeth Whitening Pens 
Plus Free Shipping 

Small Group Personal Training 
Sessions 

Online 
O,,",e: Two, or Four 
i.~’:i~~t.~ wiib, ~-:~ e 
Canvas Focus 

Online 

Smile Bright Store 

Durham 

"1" :’;~ il’! il’! ~:i 

D-Source Spo~ts Pedormance 
and Fitness 

.~i Two-Night Stay at North 

Carolina Historic Mountain Inn 

with Breakfast 

:~] Ci’b/Skyline Print :: :~ :: Four- or Seven-Night South 

Carolina Golf Vacation for Two 

with Breakfast, Golf, and 

Lessons 

BMsam 

ir’,,n with Sret~]~%’,st 
Balsam Mountain Inn 

Online 
(:ity Skyiii~e 
hnagekind 

Chester 
F,:,L/r- ,:,~" Seuer/-,Nig,~".,t 

’l’v,:.e v,:.ith Sre:..’,i~ft~st~ Goil. 

An hm on York St[eet Bed and 
Breakfast 



i~il Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 8:23 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Golf Programs @ UNC Finley 

Do you ~vant to learn how to play golf or play better golf this year? 

UNC Finley has many programs and sel-,zices to help you ~vith your golf game 

Please contact Sr. Assistant Golf Professional Fral~ Maynard III, Certified PGA Professional to inquire about these programs. 

frankmaynard@unc edu 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Finley Golf Course 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those ~vho have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the U2",!C 
Directoly at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Field-Study Trip: Friday, May 2 ....... Sunday, May 4 

Book your trip today to ee]ehraie the sesquicen[em~ia] anniversary cgtbe Bat[]e of’the 

W~ldcrness with UNC k~cturer Fred Kigcr ’74. [ [~ t]~e first days of May :t864, the U 

Army of the Potomac sp]asBed aet>ss the Rapidan Rivet" a~d offet~d battle ~o 

Confbderate Army of Northern Virgi~ia. The desperate fighting at the Wihlem~ess (May 

5-6) and Spoksylvania Courthouse (May 8--2~ ) inRiated a heightened savagerT to an 

already bloody conflict. 

Read more about the trip onli~e he~oeo Call Douglass Payne ’o4 at (!)19) 962--o’313 

to maku yore" reservation by Mat’eb I8. 

Alumni activities, communications and services are not: a line ik~m b~ [hc Unive[~i 

budget but a~" flmded by O~%,~ member d ues, If you think this mission of set,ring our 

Universiiy and keeping ;dunmi infbrmed and involved is imporhmt, membet>;hip is for 

you. &)in ~:oday ~:o support Carolbm and to re(:eive valuable benef] ts and services and 

suhseript~on to ~he digikal and prit~t vet’sions of the G~rolina Alumni 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Seeking healthy t~males of NE Asian origin 

Healthy female subjects in 18-29 or >50 age ranges, of North-east Asian origin (eg., Chinese, Japanese, Korean) wanted for research study investigating the sense of touch in evaluating 
cosmetic skin creams (e.g., moisturizers). Fairly distant family cormections to ix,~ Asia are acceptable For example, if your only connection to NE Asia is via one grandparent, you would still 
qualify $25/hr paid. Expected time commitment is 2 sessions, each lasting --1 hr. Contact Steve Guest (UNC Dental School) at steve~uest@dentistly.Uaac.edu, or 919-537 3619 The study 
has been approved by the U~,~’C Biomedical IRB (IRB#11-0040, 22nd Jan 2014) 

This message is sponsored by: School of Dentistry 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the L~NC 
Directoly at http://dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Individuals with mild allergic asthma 

Vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, kale and cabbage are particularly rich in a plant chemical called sulforaphane (SFN) ~vhich boosts production of certain "defense" enzymes that 
increase the activity gene expression of antioxidant genes in the nose. In animals, the chemical protection from SFN helps prevent diseases associated with inflamnaation and cancer among 
others, and this is currently being studied in humans Young broccoli sprouts have a particularly high level of SFN compared to other foods 

The purpose of this research stud?’ is to see if~ve can measure these changes in allergic, asthmatic volunteers treated with broccoli sprout homogenates (BSH) or a placebo homogenate. 
This will be done by obtaining a series of "nasal lavages" or rinses of the nose with salt ~vater, as well as superficial biopsies of the inside lining of the nose, and collecting sputum ceils tlcom 
your lungs Using these samples, we will measure the amount of proteins and the amount of inflammation in the nose and and lungs and compare the results when you are given a broccoli 
sprout homogenate "shake" Oaigh in SFN) or a placebo "shake" (which is low in SFN) during 3 days during 2 different study sessions. 

Study requirements include: 
You must be bet~veen 18 and 50 
You should be a healthy nonsmoker, and have allergies and mild asthma, but not require daily medications to control your asthma 
You should not be pregnant or nursing. 
You should not have intolerance of or aversion to broccoli 

Participation will up to 10 weeks, and will require 7 visits lasting 30 min to 3 -1/2 hours 

For additional infolrnation and a link to the stu@ consent form, please go to http://wwwmed.uncedu/cemalb/studies/ 

Interested in&viduals may send an email to marrt@med,unc.edu or call (919) 966-0759 to contact the study coordinator 

Approved 01/02/2014 by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB # 13-0056 

This e-mail is sponsored by the UNC Center ~2~r Environmental Medicine and Lung Binlogy. This study is funded by the Natinnal Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS). 

This message is sponsored by: CEMALB 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 

Directory at http://dir unc.edu, login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] 1NFORM_ATIONAL: Paxticipate in a research study on cooperation in romantic relationships’. 

Are you in a romantic relationship? Have you been with the same partner for at least six months and are you both at least 18 years old? If so, you and your partner are invited to participate 
in a new research study on cooperation within romantic relationships! 

The study consists of two parts--an online questiolmaire and a laboratory session. The questiomaaire ~vill take no longer than 15 minutes, can be taken in private on a computer of your 
choice, and will include common questions about your relationship Both you and your partner must complete the online questiolmaire before coming to the lab At the end of the 
questiomaaire, you ~vill be asked to provide your email address as well as your partner’s email address so that a member of our research team can contact you for scheduling a lab session. 
The laborator,v session will take place in Davie Hall, room 326, and ~vill take no longer thari 45 minutes. During this session we will assess your physiological activity,, ask both you and your 
partner to complete a challenging task, and then ask you both to ans~ver more questions about your relationship 

Participation is entirely voluntary If you complete both parts of the stud,v, you and your partner may receive up to $10 each. 

NOTE: Those cun-ently participating in stud,v #13-1976, Everyday Couple Interactions 2 are ineligible for this stud?-. Ho~vever, if you have participated in study #13-1976 in the past or are 
considering participating in stud,v #13-1976 in the future, you may still participate in this stud?-. 

To begin the study, click on the link to the online questiolmaire belo~v: 

https:/Tunc.azl qualtrics.col~’SE/?SID SV 01au94akvU3FadL 

If you have any questions, please contact: 
PI:                         ~r)live.unc.edu.edu) 
Co-Investigator: Laura Kurtz (lkurt:,~a)email.unc edu, 
Faculty Advisor: Sara AIgoe (algoe@unc.edu) 

This stu@ has been approved by the UNC Non-Biomedical Institutional Review Board, [RB# 13-2979, date of approval: 

This message is sponsored by: Psychology 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:28 PM 

Paper Two Assignment 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Charlene Regester 

Dear All PaNcipants: Attached is a copy of the second paper guidelines. You are not required to do any of the topics listed but these topics are being provided to 

assist yon in thinking about racial representations in contempom~ times. The paper should reflect your understaaading of black cinema in the post 1950s era. Please get 
started early on developing your topic. The paper is due April 15, 2014. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

AAAD250SECONDPAPERGU IDELIN ES Spring2014.doc 

This fora.arded message was sere via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages frown the "AAAD250.001 .SP14" site. To reply ~o this ~nessage click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AAAD250.001 .SP14. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <~4:e-campaign-response @amazon.corn> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:55 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

Spencer Wtlams Collection - 4 Movies 

lbese iterr:s 

S)~ x ~rW r s Actor) - r). ~ff~ tActor)~Format DVD ~~. 

List Price: $4 98 

Price: $3,58 

You Save: $1 40 

l, leme Mabiey (Actor), Dusty Fletcher (Actor) ,;esh 

j Format: DVD 

L~st Price: 87.98 

Price: 

You Save 81.17 (15%) 

~,.. .. , c,v 7 ............................................................................................................................................. ¯ ......... .’a~ ~.ab:n :t, the .>k :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............................................................................................................................................. 

= ~,!~to~}s~}b~ ......................................................................... 

You Save: 89.98 (50%) 

.... P~g::eat’"’ ~,~arkham (Actor), D Bud Pollard Georoe :? Qu~ey 

Pdce: $7.98 



Ri.,’:i~ard Pryer (Actor), Frad Wiiiiamse~ (Actor), Fred WiF=i .~m.~.’ln ................................ 

(D e(: o ) I Rlrma[: DVD 

Price: $15,87 

Sold i;y I’q ~:)0}Ar,4E{S AND Ei.ECIRONI¢:::S 

4 Filr* Favorites: Urban Action 

Var:eus (Acter). Y;,wiaus (Directer) I Format: DVD 

List Price: 914.99 ............................... ............................................................................................................................................. 

Price: 

Yeu Saw~ ,$6.28 (42%) 

Oiahaq!; Csrroii (Actor), ,.la,mes Ead Jones (Actor), Joiln £erB, 

(Director) I Format: DVD 

List Price: $9 98 

Price: 

You Save: 9398 (40%} 

See even more sm]ilar items 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Find Great De~ls on Millions of Items Storewide 

Po:L::: > :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ h" /::: ;:: ~ ~;::=e::; ~ ~--~" :: :- ~.:::~:;~:~:::: ;~ ~ ~::~::~ 

~-:: ~:d~¢ v: ~:p:~,~,.d : h~ > ::::::::::::::::::::::::: & .::::::.fi,~, s ~:~: 

f!:]:.:~:~.::: ~ h’ d:::::~: L::~ £. :~::’-S:::S ~ ;" > ~:;:~::~:~:~ v ¢;:::.:.~]:st F:::.::.::~ 
i~.] -;:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: > p:!-:-:.~: > ~4:~::~ ~x i-:¢-~: ~ ~.~:~ ::.: s:::~:; 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 6:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Metal Photo Art ] Hypnotherapy ] and 2 more 

Custom Metal Print with Free Shipping 

CreateMyWalls 

Redeem Online 

Hypnotherapy Session 

Flawless Day Spa 

901 Willow Dr, Chapel Hill 

~ 2.3 miles away (f:!:,m 

Savings 5~% 

60- or 90-Minute Swedish or Deep- 
Tissue Massage 
Laser Lean of Chapel Hill 

101 Conner DL Chapel Hill 

}" 2.3 miles away (!u:,,m 

8avir!g.~ 53% 

Bamboo Landscaping or $60 to Spend 
on Plants 

Brightside Bamboo 

620 NC Hw~ 54, Chapel Hill 

~ 3.5 miles away (i~< ~,,"., ~.~x~r A~,,".,:~::,:~l’, sdd,~< ss) 

Savings 50% 



Fun Package with Skating, Mini $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Golf, Go-Karts & More Mojo’s Roadhouse 
i.~.i Dog Grooming Package 

Durham 

Wheels Fun Park 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Chapel Hill 

Countp~’ Inn Kennel and Cattery 

Eve# More Dea~s 

]~KII Two or Four Spinning-Centric 

..... Fitness Sessions 

All-Day Paintball Adventure 

...... Package 

::~:: Massage: Swedish or Deep 

...... Tissue 

Durham Durham 
Two <,,~" ~"(~r 

RIDE Cycle Studio Xtreme Kombat 

Hillsboreugh 

Toni Campbell Shaw - NC LMBT 
#10458 

~’-’i Online Photography Class Three Teeth Whitening Pens 

Plus Free Shipping 

::~:: One, Two, or Four Canvas 

Prints with Free Shipping 

Online Online Online 

fotoc]asses Ri<~:~. ~-:e~ St~i!:~pii~ Pdr/i-~ ",~4tt~ ~-~~ 
Smile Bright Store Canvas Focus 

Personalized Sta mper with 

Custom Faceplate 

Two-Night Stay at North 

Carolina Historic Mountain Inn 

with Breakfast 

Two-Hour Photography 
Workshop 

Balsam 

Balsam Mountain Inn 

Raleigh 

Jennifer Weinberg [photography] 

Small Group Personal Training 

Sessions 

i~ Cil~’ Skyline Print 

Durham Online 

D-Source Sports Performance 
and Fitness 



::.~.i Personalize your offers 

on your Apple or Android De\,ice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:39 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Memo To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online Summer 2014 

Please note that students cannot register in ConnectCarolina for this program. All students, including UNC-CH full-time students, must officially 
register through the Friday Center web registration site. If students try to enroll in ConnectCarolina they will get an error message and may 
contact you for permission. You do not need to give students permission to enroll during the regular registration period. Please refer students to the Friday’ 

Center site or our office. 
http:[/www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cWcco[courses.html 

Note: This summer, 3 of our courses are scheduled during the 5 ½ week 1st sumlner session and 3 courses are in the 5 ½ week 2nd summer session. 
The rest of the courses are in the 11 week full Sumlner session. 

Other Registration Inform arian 
Pulicies: We follow the same policies and calendar as the main campus. 

Tuition: Students pay the University Cashier. Full-time students pay an addition tuition chaqe. 

Waitlist: Once the sections axe full, we let additional students waiflist with flae Friday Center. They will be added if spaces become available. 

Late enrollment requests: If s~dents contact you to add a£ter the last day to enroll, you should make a decision based on whether theie is still tilne to make up 

missed work. We won’t add anyone ~£ter the laser day unless you give permission in writing. 

Timing of Registrations: About 1/3 of the students will not enroll until right before the semester starts or the first week of class. 

Students ~vho want to drop your course 

All students receive information from us about how to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss this with you, please refer them to us at the Friday Center or 

contact us. Students mus~t notify us in writing to drop. 

Instructor access/connection to course in ConnectCaroEna 

Check ConnectCarolina Course Search - you will see notes about the course including additional fees with the Friday Center. For access to student 
rosters go tu your Faculty Center. 

Section numbers and the number of spaces in each course (all 3 are cross listed) 
Section 990 - 15* spaces for UNC-CH ftdl-time sludents 

Section 991 - 10* spaces tbr off-campus students 

Section 992 1 space reserved for university e~nployees 

Second sections 993 & 994, 995 & 996 
*In special circumstances ~ve will adjust this number depending on demand or the instructor or their department’s preferences. 

Confirming Registration to students 
Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will send E-mail notifications and mail written confirmations to students. This includes how to access the course web 

site, how to drop a course, the CCO handbook, and other importa~t informafion such as how to pay tuition. 

http:i/ffidaycenter.unc.edu/cp/ccoiindex.htm 

Non-participating students/student problems 

ReIx~rt these students to the Friday Center office. We will contact these students to lesolve any problems. 

Grade Rosters 
You will submit your fina~ course grades in the ConnectCayolina system. Our ott~ce will help you complete and submit grades if necessaw. 

Listserv Messages 
Look tbr mes~ges fi~om several staffmembers prior to and during the semester. 

Student Selwices Manager 
Friday Center ~br Continuing Education 
University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 
fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 

[lead our stories a[ 
fr~daycenter.unc.eduJstor~e s 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester@email.unc.edu">regeste@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-34358017-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34358017- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu<,’a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 2:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Sin@ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Department of Psychiatly is seeking volunteers for a research stu@ using an FDA approved medication to test its effectiveness for the 
treatment of problem drinking. 

We are looking for volunteers who are experiencing any of the following: 

¯ Have tried to cut back on alcohol use but can’t 
¯ Have increased the amount of alcohol they drink 
¯ Are noticing that their alcohol use is creating problems 
¯ Feel they have a problem with drinking 

The study will involve a free evaluation and, if you qualify, free counseling sessions. If you’re between the ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with alcohol, you may be able to 
participate in this new clinical trial. Your traveling expenses will be compensated with $10 per study visit 

You are assured of strict confidentiality 

If interested, please call 919-966-0011 or email us at mstansbu@med unc.edu 

This stud?’ was approved by the Biomedical IRB on 5/1/13. (IRB# 12-1743) 

This message is sponsured by: Schoul of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that they du want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiuna[ mass email preference, sign intu the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu lugin with yuur Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



Institute of African American Research 
Faculty Fellowship Program 

2014-2015 

The Institute of African American Research welcomes applications for its Faculty Fellowship 
Program for the academic year 20114-2015. The purpose of the program is to support current, 
rigorous research by UNC-CH faculty engaged in studies of African Americans and the African 
Diaspora. Priority is given to applicants who are developing or completing a research proj ect but 
applications from all researchers in the target field are welcome. IAAR Faculty Fellowships are 
for one academic year, from August 19, 2014- May 05, 2015. The fellowships support faculty 
research by providing $7,500 funding that can be used to support research activities or to 
supplement faculty salary. The IAAR expects to make two awards for academic year 20114- 

2015. 

Deadline: March 07, 2014, by 5 PM. 

Eligibility: The fellowship is open to full-time clinical, fixed-term, research, tenured, tenured 
and tenure track faculty in any field or discipline at UNC-CH Junior faculty, faculty near 
completion of the write up of a research study, and faculty developing a research grant are 
especially encouraged to apply. 

Award Amount: The Faculty Fellowship provides fellows with $7,500 to support their research 
activities including research write up. Funds are transferred to the Faculty Fellows’ primary 
department. Fellows may use the funds to pay for research and publication expenses or they may 
use it to supplement their salary. Fellows will be required to sign an agreement specifying 
acceptable usage of the funds. 

Fellowship Resources: In addition to funding, faculty fellows receive access to the following 
resources: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

office space at the IAAR 
access to a desktop computer 
phone privileges for local phone calls only 
printing, copying, and faxing privileges at IAAR for project materials, up to a limit 

access to staff services, including assistance with grant development and administration 

Award Terms: As part of their fellowship, Faculty Fellows are expected to: 
1. give a public lecture related to their funded project during the fellowship period. 

2. support the IAAR by attending at least one IAAR event per semester, contributing 
publications to the IAAR website, and/or advising the IAAR director on future 
programmatic directions and activities for IAAR faculty programs. Fellows may choose 
a combination of ways to support the IAAR and consult with the IAAR director about 
options. 

3. allow the IAAR to administer their grant if the funded project includes developing a 
research grant during or after the award period. 

4.    acknowledge the IAAR in all publications and presentations related to the funded 
project 



5. submit a one page report by June 15, 2015 detailing the work completed and the proj ect 
status at the end of the fellowship period. 

Application Procedures: 
Applicants must complete and submit the following: 

A Faculty Fellowship application form (available online) 
A 1000 word proposal that details the project’s: 1) subject matter and primary scholarly 
goals; 2) maj or arguments and engagement with related literatures; 3) methods; 4) 
significant contributions to current trends and studies of African Americans and the 
African diaspora; 5) progress to date on and timeline, including expected completion date 
of the full proj ect, 6) targeted external funding sources if the applicant intends to 
complete the writing of a research grant 
An abridged 4 page curriculum vitae 

Application Submission: 
Applications must be submitted electronically at Applications must be submitted electronically at 
~:iiiaar.~mc.ed~;i~ramsil:~c~d~:y-fellowshi~rami. Note that the online application 
system will close promptly at 5 PM on March 7th. 

For questions, please contact Elisa Quarles, Faculty Programs Manager, equarles@email.unc.edu 
or (919)843-1897 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Assoc.for Women Facully & Professionals 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:50 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women ~awfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] Why the Association fbr Women Faculty a~d Professionals matters l~r you... 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals is dedicated to creating opportunities for the advancement of the careers of women who work on the 

campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. To that end, the board of AWFP focuses on four basic commitments. Every year, we: 
¯ IDENTIFY EXCELLENCE among our colleagues across the campus 
¯ CREATE OPPORTU NITES to build and sustain vibrant professional networks that bridge schools, units, and disciplines 
¯ SU PPORT TEACHING and LEARNING for women at every level of their professional development 
° And finally, ADVOCATE for the advancement of women and women’s issues on campus. 

To do this we host events and programs designed to be thought-provoking and engaging, as well as fun. Last fall, for example, we welcomed our new chancellor in 

a reception at the Carolina Inn. So many of us had the chance to speak with her about who we are and what we do as well as listen to her first impressions of our 

campus. These events also give us a chance to meet one another and celebrate how wonderfully dedicated and savvy our colleagues and associates are. 

I hope that you will join us in this work by becoming a member of the organization and attending the remaining events this year. 

Membership dues are $30 per year. For the remainder of the spring semester, for a membership fee of $45, we invite you to join for this academic year and 

through next. Joining is simple: follow this link and take a few easy steps to be part of this organization. 

By joining today, you will receive invitations to the remaining programs this spring, including the Annual Luncheon at which we present the Mary Turner Lane 

Award given in recognition of the distinguished contributions of one woman on campus. You can learn more about who we are and what we do at 

http:/iawfp.web.unc.edu/ 

Together, we can have a significant impact on the future of women at Carolina. 

Please join today. 

Amanda M. Hughes 

AWFP President 
Am~n,,Sa Millay Hughes 
D[!’ector of External Affair’s 
Acklar~d AFt Mu~;eum 
The Urfiw~’s[ty o[ North C~rol[na ;~[ Chapel Iqil~ 
919-843-.3592 
h ughez~)em~[I.unc,ed u 
ackland.orR ~ Find us on Facebook, Tw[tteu and Fl[ckr 

You a~:e subscribed to this list, awfpall, because you have been identified as a female facul .ty or professional staffmeraber who is eligible to join or paxticipate in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculb, and Professionals. We use this general list very sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsubseribed, please email anne whisnan~unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 5:11 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AlertCarolina: UNC open on regulax schedule 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

Classes will be held; offices will be open on Friday, March 7, 2014. Condition 1 

Employees (SPA and EPA non-faculty) are reminded of the University’s Adverse Weather Policy Emergency employees should report for work Other employees are responsible for their 
regular duties, making up any missed work time, and making their own decisions about work based on personal safety. 

UNC uses three main adverse weather operating conditions: Condition 1 (open), Condition 2 (classes canceled; offices open) or Condition 3 (classes canceled; offices closed). Reports of 
state govermnent closings do not apply to the University The University generally announces adverse weather ne~vs on www unc.edu, the campus information sources listed below-, and 
tl~rough the news media. Unless a change is annonnced, the University al~vays operates under Condition 1 regular schedule. 

Other information sources: 

(919) 843-1234. Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Line for recorded reformation and announcements about campus operations 
UNC Traveler’s Information System Radio, 1610 AJ~ near campus. 
UNC Depaltment of Public Safety for details including parking lot conditions. 
Chapel Hill Transit for inclement weather updates, routes and schedules, and actual bus arrival times. 

ABOI~Yf ~IIIIS EMAIL: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s notification process. ~I]ae Umversity’s Alert Carolina System is activated using a 

strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source nfinformation will always be the Alert Carolina website, 
http://alertcarolin a unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 6:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Martial Arts Classes i College Stadium Wall Canvas ] and 2 more 

Six Taekwondo or Hapkido Classes 

Taekwondo & Hapkido Academy 

1705 Legion Rd, Chapel Hill 

~" 3.0 miles away (!u:,,m 

College Stadium Wall Canvas with 
Free Shipping 
I magekind 

Redeem Online 

RC Car Racing for Two or Party for 
Ten 

Ho-b Max 

1058 W Club Bird, Durham 
~" 11.3 miles away ~ ....... "~ .... ~ " " 

Skating for Two or Four, or Skating or 
Hockey Lessons 
Raleigh IcePlex 

2601 N Raleigh Bird, Raleigh 

~ 27.1 miles away (f:om "..,:c,~,~ .~’-’.l’,ia::~l~ addl-e.., a) 

Savings 50% 



Fun Package with Skating, Mini $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Golf, Go-Karts & More Mojo’s Roadhouse 
i.~.i Dog Grooming Package 

Durham 

Wheels Fun Park 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Chapel Hill 

CountP~’ Inn Kennel and Catte[y 

Eve# More Dea~s 

::KII Two or Four Spinning-Centric 

..... Fitness Sessions 

Online Photography Class ::~:: Massage: Swedish or Deep 

...... Tissue 

Durham Online 

Fit,qess ~:-.’.e s S io ,q s fotoclasses 
RIDE Cycle Studio 

Hillsboreugh 

Toni Campbell Shaw - NC LMBT 
#10458 

All-Day Paintball Adventure 

Package 

One, Two, or Four Canvas 

Prints with Free Shipping 

::X:: Personalized Stamperwith 

Custom Faceplate 

Durham 

Xtreme Kombat Paintball 

Online 

(~".qe, TWO. 

Canvas Focus 

Online 
i:-"e~’s<,,,,’,,slized St:~,’,mper with 

InvitationBox.com 

Small Group Personal Training 

Sessions 

Two-Night Stay at North 

Carolina Historic Mountain Inn 

with Breakfast 

Two-Hour Photography 
Workshop 

DoSource Sports Performance 
and Fitness 

Balsam 

Calelma H i.~to=ic 

I ,,", ~’., with 

Balsam Mountain Inn 

Raleigh 

Jennifer Weinberg [photography] 

.~i Hypnotherapy Session Custom Metal Print with Free 

Shipping 

i~i City Skyline Print 



::.~.i Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Friday, March 7, 2014 6:58 AM 

General Faculty <genemlfaculb,@listserv.unc.edu* 

[genemlt~culty] Nominations Sought, 2014 Thomas Jetlbrson Award (Faculty Award); Deadline April 1st 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph,D. 
Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 
Office of Faculty Governance 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
9:tg-962-:t67:t (office) 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generaJfaculb’ as: regeste~,@,,email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:/’/lists.unc.edu/u?id 66902437.0af4160b3368fafaTd15b15c4c405eb4&~T&l generaJfaculb’&o 34360784 or send a blm~k email to 
leave-34360784- 66902437.0af4160b3368fafaTd 15bl 5c4c405elM@,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Older adults a~d individuals with neurological dysfunction needed tbr study of hamstrings mu~le stretching device 

OLDER ADU~,TS AND INDIVIDUAL S ~VITH NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS ik~EDED FOR STUDY OF ik~W HAMSTRINGS \~TSCLE STRETCHING DEVICE 

The U~’~’C Department of Allied Health Sciences is conducting a research stu@ of a new device for stretching the hamstrings muscles in older adults and individuals with neurological 
disorders. Volunteers may choose to participate in a one hour focus group discussion to give feedback about the device, and/or receive hamstrings muscle stretching 3 times per ~veek for 12 
weeks. 

If you are 65 years or older, or if you have a neurological disorder such as stroke or cerebral palsy, you may be eligible to participate in this stu@. You must also be able to speak and 
understand English, have normal or corrected-to-nolrnal vision and hearing, and have normal cognitive abilities to participate. 

The focus group and the stretching intervention will be held at Umversi~z Physical Therapy in Hillsborough, 

For information about this study, please contact Vicki Mercer, PT, PhD at vmercer@med.unc edu 

This study (IRB # 13-2703) was approved by the Office of Human Research Ethics Biomedical Institutional Revie~v Board on 1/10/2014. 

This message is sponsored by: Department of Allied Health Sciences, Division of Physical Therapy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:19 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] Sat~ Computing During Spring Break 

Spring Break 2014 Secure Travel Computing 

Message licom Kevin Launing, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Interim Information Security Ofticer 

Carolina provides outstanding information technology resources that you may choose to access remotely if you travel over spring break. If you use Umversi~z computing resources while 
travelling, please remember that connecting over the Internet can carly some risks. Below- are some things to think about that may reduce those risks. 

> Connecting to Carolina Resources 

*Secure & Private Connections to Carolina while Traveling 

With wireless networking and public or commercial ~vireless ("Wi-Fi") network ser,Aces in most airports and hotels, connecting to Carolina has never been easier. However, public wireless 
networks have become major targets for identity thieves and other cybercriminals 

Before you travel, check to be sure your laptop or other mobile device is set up for secure connections to Carolina via the Virtual Private Net~vork (~,’Y’N). The VPN protects the 
con~aunications between your mobile device and the University by encwpting communications. 

A few basic precautions can reduce the likelihood that you will become a target for cybercriminals while you travel: 

1. Enable any available "firewall" on yuur laptup ur mobile device, ffyuu have questinns, please :[’eel free to cuntact the ITS ttelp Desk or your local technical support. 
2. Implement encryptiun that may be available :[’or yuur laptop or mobile device. Ifyuur mobile cumputer works with sensitive, Universi~’-owned in]2~rmation (e.g, SSNs), Umversity policy 
requires that it must be encrypted to prutect that informatinn. Mure informatinn regarding laptop encryption is available at https://help.unc edu/help/p~p-overview/. Ifyuur computing 
device or purtable media is lost or stulen, yuu should report the theft tu campus pulice. Prior tu traveling, consider whether yuur mobile device stores sensitive information. If su and 
sensitive m[’ormatiun is nut necessary fur yuur trip, cunsider removing the infurmatiun frum the mubile device 
3. Require a password to login tu yuur devices. If you suspect yuur password may have been in danger, change it frum a trusted computer by visiting unyen.unc.edu 
4. Unpatched systems provide oppurtunities for malicious parties tu attack yuur mobile devices. Install the patches offered by the manu.[’acturer ufyuur device and keep in mind that ~Ihird 
Party (eg., Adube, Java, etc.) software should alsu be updated. Yuu may want to consider running a weekly scan pruvided by Qualys tu check your bruwser securi~ 

> Traveling Outside the United States 

’]7he Office of the National Cuunterintelligence Executive has assembled a counterintelligence awareness buckler that cuntains valuable informatiun for thuse traveling abruad. Contact 
Carolina’s Study Abroad Office for valuable travel tips or by phone at (919)962-7002. 

> ]nformatiun Technulugy Services -- Cuntact Information 

fivewone at Carulina is welcume tu contact the ITS Help Desk, 
¯ Submit/Update a tlelp Request for assistance via e-mail/phune 
¯ ITRC Live Chat service ]2~r assistance via instant messaging. 
¯ By phone, by calling us at (919) 962-ttELP (4357) or toll-free by calling 1-866-9624457 

Have a Safe Spring Break! 

Kevin Laninng MSIS CISSP CICISO 
Interim Irtformation Security Officer 
ITS, Information Security Office 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

http : i/security.unc, edu 

’]7his message is spunsured by: ITS-Informatiun Security Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:46 PM 

Inst African Amer Research for Faculty <iaar-fac@listserv.unc.edu> 

EXTENSION on Faculty Fellowship Application Deadline 

Faculty Fellowship Announcement.pall 

Institute of African American Research 

Faculty Fellowship 

Application Deadlme: EXTENDED UNTIL Monday. Mm’ch 10 at 5 PM 

Due to power outages affecting the campus and Triangle area~ the application deadline has been extended. 

The Institute of African American Research welcomes applications for its Faculty Fellowship Program for the academic year 
2014-2015. The purpose of the prograna is to support current, rigorous research by UNC-CH facul~" engaged in studies of 
African Americans and the African Diaspora. Fellowships support facul~T research by providing $7,500 funding that can be 
used to support research activities or to supplement facul~ salary. The IAAR expects to make t~vo awards for academic year 
2014-2015. 

Deadline: March 10. 2014. by 5 PM. 

For more information please see the attached flyer or go to the following website where you can also submit an application: 
https://iaar.unc.edu/"programs/facultv-fellowship-prograxn/ 

For inquiries, please email IAAR Director, Karla Slocum at kslocum@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: iaar@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=68~476~5.4e2~2a7846~c367~b722~2bcb3~22cd&n=T&~=iaar-fac&~=34358867 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UR[_ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34358867-68047615.4e202a78460c3670b72212bcb3ff22cd@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=68146611.399ba3179136d8~a6b4554bef~8fcea1&n=T&~=iaar~fac&o=34362582 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34362582-68146611.399ba3179136d80a6b4554befO8fceal@listserv.unc.edu 



Institute of African American Research 
Faculty Fellowship Program 

2014-2015 

The Institute of African American Research welcomes applications for its Faculty Fellowship 
Program for the academic year 20114-2015. The purpose of the program is to support current, 
rigorous research by UNC-CH faculty engaged in studies of African Americans and the African 
Diaspora. Priority is given to applicants who are developing or completing a research proj ect but 
applications from all researchers in the target field are welcome. IAAR Faculty Fellowships are 
for one academic year, from August 19, 2014- May 05, 2015. The fellowships support faculty 
research by providing $7,500 funding that can be used to support research activities or to 
supplement faculty salary. The IAAR expects to make two awards for academic year 20114- 

2015. 

Deadline: March 07, 2014, by 5 PM. 

Eligibility: The fellowship is open to full-time clinical, fixed-term, research, tenured, tenured 
and tenure track faculty in any field or discipline at UNC-CH Junior faculty, faculty near 
completion of the write up of a research study, and faculty developing a research grant are 
especially encouraged to apply. 

Award Amount: The Faculty Fellowship provides fellows with $7,500 to support their research 
activities including research write up. Funds are transferred to the Faculty Fellows’ primary 
department. Fellows may use the funds to pay for research and publication expenses or they may 
use it to supplement their salary. Fellows will be required to sign an agreement specifying 
acceptable usage of the funds. 

Fellowship Resources: In addition to funding, faculty fellows receive access to the following 
resources: 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

office space at the IAAR 
access to a desktop computer 
phone privileges for local phone calls only 
printing, copying, and faxing privileges at IAAR for project materials, up to a limit 

access to staff services, including assistance with grant development and administration 

Award Terms: As part of their fellowship, Faculty Fellows are expected to: 
1. give a public lecture related to their funded project during the fellowship period. 

2. support the IAAR by attending at least one IAAR event per semester, contributing 
publications to the IAAR website, and/or advising the IAAR director on future 
programmatic directions and activities for IAAR faculty programs. Fellows may choose 
a combination of ways to support the IAAR and consult with the IAAR director about 
options. 

3. allow the IAAR to administer their grant if the funded project includes developing a 
research grant during or after the award period. 

4.    acknowledge the IAAR in all publications and presentations related to the funded 
project 



5. submit a one page report by June 15, 2015 detailing the work completed and the proj ect 
status at the end of the fellowship period. 

Application Procedures: 
Applicants must complete and submit the following: 

A Faculty Fellowship application form (available online) 
A 1000 word proposal that details the project’s: 1) subject matter and primary scholarly 
goals; 2) maj or arguments and engagement with related literatures; 3) methods; 4) 
significant contributions to current trends and studies of African Americans and the 
African diaspora; 5) progress to date on and timeline, including expected completion date 
of the full proj ect, 6) targeted external funding sources if the applicant intends to 
complete the writing of a research grant 
An abridged 4 page curriculum vitae 

Application Submission: 
Applications must be submitted electronically at Applications must be submitted electronically at 
~:iiiaar.~mc.ed~;i~ramsil:~c~d~:y-fellowshi~rami. Note that the online application 
system will close promptly at 5 PM on March 7th. 

For questions, please contact Elisa Quarles, Faculty Programs Manager, equarles@email.unc.edu 
or (919)843-1897 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Are you interested in learning ways to increase your well-being? 

Science has shown that wellness trainings improve people’s well-being. Help UNC researchers identify new benefits of ~vellness trainings. 

WE NEED PEOPLE V~rbIO: 
- are between 18 and 65 years old 
- have home internet access 
- are fluent in ~vritten and spoken English 

Participation includes: 
- Three 60-minute lab visits (Baseline, post-training, and 3-months later) 
- Brief online surveys for 4 days per week, over 3 weeks. 
- Attending a 6-week Wellness Workshop (1-hour per week). 

We will pay up to $75 for completion of the study You ~vill also have the opportunity to win $90 in gift cards. Participants will have the opportum~ to ~vin these gift cards by being entered 
into a dra~ving for them each time the)’ complete a daily survey. 

For more infblrnation, please visit http:i/wellness~vorkshopstudv.org/ 

You may also contact the researcher via email at "kcadair@live.unc.edu’. 

This study is being conducted by Kathryn C Adair, MA., and Dr. Barbara Fredrickson and has been appruved by the UNC O:[’fice uf Human Research Ethics Behavioral IRB,study #13-1662 
thruugh 8/22/2014. 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Psychulugy 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent tu those whu have indicated that the?" do want tu receive mass email. To set yuur informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Informatiun 



SAVE THE DATE 

For a Panel Discussion with Economists on the North Carolina Economy & the Role of Public Policy in 

Supporting an Economy that Works for All 

March 26th 
4 to 6 pm 

Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke University 

Participants: 

. Dean Baker, Co-Director, CEPR (confirmed) 
¯ Patrick Conway, Professor and Department Chair of Economics, UNC Chapel Hill (confirmed) 

. Aaron Chatterjee, Associate Professor, Fuqua School of Business, Duke University (invited) 

= Sandy Darity, Samuel DuBois Cook Professor of Public Policy, African and African American 

Studies and Economics, Duke University (invited) 

Maryann Feldman, Heninger Distinguished Professor, Department of Public Policy, UNC Chapel 

Hill (confirmed) 

= Donald Frey, Emeritus Professor of Economics, Wake Forest University (confirmed) 

Helen Ladd, Edgar T. Thompson Distinguished Professor of Public Policy and Professor of 

Economics (invited) 

Among the topics that will be discussed by panelists are: 

Just what is happening in North Carolina’s labor market? Are there jobs for those who want to 

work? What kinds of jobs are being created in the recovery? 

¯ What measures can we look to to understand the health of the state’s economy? 

~ What public policies or investments are needed in North Carolina to ensure the economy works 

for all? 

More details coming soon. Check out http://sites.duke.edu/sncf/for more details. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon.corn <store- new@amazon.com~ 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 3:32 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Exclusively tbr charlene regester: A New Way to Pay for Kindle 

We’re extending an e×clusive offer to you, a valL, ed Amazon ck, stomer for more than 

More to ExNore 

CeMbrate Reading Kindle IBooks, $3.99 or Less 

Whet will you read tNs month? D~scover E~ch month we uRve~ a ~lew collection of 

a new favorite ste~, shop Kindle book K~nd~e books for $3.99 or ~ess, ~nck~ding 

dea~s, view our Editers’ P~cks, aad more. t~t~es by Kurt Ve~negut and ~sabe~ 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 6:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Custom Water Bottle Strength & Conditioning mad 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ...e~ yo~.i,~ ~.’,l-efe=>’.,,c, ces i iJr~a~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

Custom Stainless Steel Water Bottle 

CafePress 

Redeem Online 

8avir!gs 55% 

Marvel Strength and Conditioning 
Program 
Mar,el Strength & Cenditioning 

6241 Westgate Rd, Raleigh 

~17.2 rnibs away (f:xx.,’,, 

Three Months of Audiobooks from 
Audible for Only $0.95 a Month 
Audible.com 

Redeem Online 

Top DeNs 

~}: Fun PackagewithSkating, Mini [~ S20or$S0toSpendatPapa 

Golf, Go-Karts & More                   Mojo’s Roadhouse 

i.’~i Dog Grooming Package 

Durham 

M i~’.,i Golf~ 
Wheels Fun Park 

Durham 
$20 <,.~ $30 i<~ Spelxs ~t 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Chapel Hill 

Countp¢ Inn Kennel and Cattery 

Even More Dea~s 



.~:i Two or Four Spinning-Centric 
Fitness Sessions 

All-Day Paintball Adventure 

Package 

Personalized Stamper with 

Custom Faceplate 

Online 

InvitationBox.com 

Small Group Personal Training 

Sessions 

Two-Night Stay at North 

Carolina Historic Mountain Inn 

with Breakfast 

i.~.i Six Taekwondo or Hapkido 

Classes 

D-Source Sports Performance 
and Fitness 

Balsam 
".,"’,,vo-,,"4igist St~’,y ~t NoIth 

Balsam Mountain Inn 

Chapel Hill 

Taekwondo & Hapkido 
Academy 

.1~iI Hypnotherapy Session Custom Metal Print with Free 
...... Shipping 

::~:: Two-Hour Photography 
...... Workshop 

Chapel Hill Online Raleigh 

Flawless Day Spa 
CreateMyWalls                 Jennifer Weinberg [photography] 

~i College Stadium Wall Canvas 
...... with Free Shipping 

% City Skyline Print 

Online Online 
C<,,ile!~le 8~:~di~.~r’,s ’,.,.’\;:~,’Ji Cs,qw:~s City Sl<yii,qe F-"rir~t 
v,:.ith ~"ree !~’.’.i~ip~r~<.i Imagekind 
hnagekind 

::~i Personalize your offers 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 7:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Healthy Meal Delivery ] Spray Tan ] and 2 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,. ,e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~.’,l-e&e.=>:,,~’,ces i iJr~s~.it~s trite4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or $200 to 
Spend on Food 
Personal Trainer Food 

Redeem Online 

One, Three, or Five Spray Tans 

Belle Spa 

Rams Plaza, Chapel Hill 

~ 2.9 miles away (’,":o,m 

Hair Cut, Style, and Color 
Flash and Flare Healthy Hair 

1725 Carpenter Fletcher Rd, Durham 

~ 9.8 miles away (f:om ".,.:<:~,~ .~’-’,m~:: ol~ 

Free Coupon for 30% Off Select Kindle 
Accessories 
Amazon.corn, LLC 

Redeem Online 



Fun Package with Skating, Mini $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Golf, Go-Karts & More Mojo’s Roadhouse 
i.~.i Dog Grooming Package 

Durham 

Wheels Fun Park 

Durham 
~2!:/<..~- $30 b:~ S!>eI~d 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Chapel Hill 

Countp~’ Inn Kennel and Cattery 

Eve# More Dea~s 

]~KII Two or Four Spinning-Centric 

..... Fitness Sessions 

Three Months of Audiobooks 

...... from Audible for Only $0.95 a 

Month 

::~:: Personalized Stamperwith 

...... Custom Faceplate 

Durham Online 
Two <.,~" ~"(~r ~...’.,.i.,’,,~’,i.,’,,g.C~:r~t,qc Three 

RIDE Cycle Studio 
AudiMe,com 

Online 

Custom 
InvitationBox.com 

Six Taekwondo or Hapkido 

Classes 

Hypnotherapy Session ::~:: Custom Metal Print with Free 

Shipping 

Two-Hour Photography 
Workshop 

Custom Stainless Steel Water 

Bottle 
i.~.i College Stadium Wall Canvas 

with Free Shipping 

Raleigh Online Online 

’v’,..,",:,Ii.:sho9 Bottle ,?,,iti’, Fiee Shippi~’.,g 
JenniferWeinberg [photography] CafePress Imagekind 



i~il Personalize your offers 



iii g ~ste r,C t~firl ~ ~ B <re g ~er@ ~m aiI un ~ d 

VVe’ve searched the site for the best deals in Electronics, Clothing, Home and more. Check 

back often for new deals. 

i i’~ Defender Wireless DVR Security System for $26999 ii.~.iI Save 20% or More on Select Radar Detectors 

Save 20% or More on Select Radar Detectors Defender Wi,~eiess DVR Securit,£ System for 

5269,99 

~i Save $50 on the Sony MDR f 0RNDIP ~nyl-to-MP3 Turmable 

...................................................................... c~a~.e ~5v o~, ~,~.. ~0~,2 M~R1~&NC~P ~o ~:. Off J,e 

~Psd/~, honei~P~d Noise~Ca~sce~in~/~-ed Turntable 

Headphones 



p to $200 on Select Fujifilm Compact System 

Cameras 

Save u~ to S200 o~s Seiect Fu~act 

~stem Cameras 

~i Save over 45% on the Badger Air-Brush Company 

Minitaire Color Paint Set with Color Coat!Paint 

Retarder 

CoatiP~t Retarder 

~:: $5 PI .... tsfrom Painless L~rning 

}5 P~acemats from Rainless 

ii.~.iI Up to $100 Off Selecl Sony BID-ray Home Theater 

Systems 

~100 Off Seiect Sollv B~a~,~a’" Ho,q~e 

Theatel S/stems 

.~] Save25% on theSE400 Combination Computerized 

..... Sewining and Embroidery Machine 

,Save 25 ~e on the SE400 Comb~netb~ 

Mach~e 

~ ~’~’~ $999 for the S .... he Dual USB Car Charger 

$9~99 fo~ t~e Scosche Dua~ USB Ca~ Char~ 



~iii Up to 40% off Big Data Books i i~i TurboTax Del .... Quicken Deluxe Bundle 

.~.~k ~#..~.~).?k.#~ L #i;t..#~.#..#~ k# "" ~ "’" ........ ~" "" " ............................................................................................................................................... 

~ ~ Up to 40% ~ Sele~ ~yles from PUMA Golf [% Save 35% or More on Bonnie Baby’s Newest Spring 

’ ........... Arr~als 

~ ~0~ ~ To~a~ ~ .... ~d~e O~ooho~ St., .... t       ~.~.~ U~to Sg~ of~ ~.7-~ ~3~S6 C ...... Su~ 
Gold Tone Chain Neckla~ 

50% Off ~k~a~ (}ree~ k~eade~ Csbocho~ U[~ [o 39% of [~av-k~a ~ ~ B3~ ;3~ Ca aw ~ .................................................................................................................................................... ; .......... ; .............................. 

£..t.~.A.::...t£..:.£~:..’.:...~’[.L.....t..~;L...[ .......................... 





~iii Pet Gear 15% Savings in March i i~i Up to 50% Off Shoe Inserts & Insoles 

, ~ ,o c~a ~qlsct& ils March ~ 50% Off Sl~oe Insed, s & h~so~es 

.~ Outlet: Clearance ~eals, Ovorstocks, and more 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 6:22 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Massage ] Acupuncture Package ] and 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,, ,e.~ y<;u,~ ~}l.e.f.e.=>’.,,qc~s i iJr~subs crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

Two Massages of Your Choice 

Therapeutic Arts: Massage Therapy & Arts 

1415 NC-54, Durham 
~" 5.7 miles away (M:,,m ’,..’~:i,~ 

Savm.qs 50% 

Consultation and Acupuncture Session 

Durham Chiropractic & Acupuncture Center 

5322 Highgate Drive, Durham 

~ 6.8 miles away (fi!:,m 

One or Two Dozen Cookies 
Dynamik Duo Desserts 

2922 W Main St, Durham 
~ 10,1 miles away (i~ ~,,’t 

.~i Fun Packagewith Skating, Mini 

Golf, Go-Karts & More 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Dog Grooming Package 

Durham 
F.~I:",. ~"~’,,: k ~’,,.;le with 

Wheels Fun Park 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Chapel Hill 

Country Inn Kennel and Cattery 



Two or Four Spinning-Centric 

Fitness Sessions 

Six Taekwondo or Hapkido 

Classes 
i.~.i Hypnotherapy Session 

Durham Chapel Hill 

F~t~ess Session,s C~ass~s 
R~DE Cycle Studb Taekwondo & Hapkido 

Academy 

X:: 28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

..... $200 to Spend on Food 

Custom Metal Print with Free 

Shipping 

Chapel Hill 
i-4 "..,.~ p q <, t i’, e ~~qy..,.~ S~’t sioq 
Flawless Day Spa 

Two-Hour Photography 
Workshop 

Online 

o~ $200 to 
Personal Trainer Food 

Custom Stainless Steel Water 

Bottle 

Online 

CreateMyWalls 

College Stadium Wall Canvas 

with Free Shipping 

Raleigh 
Two- H ou,," Photogl ~:~phy 
V’,~,> rks F,o p 
Jennifer Weinberg [photography] 

Online Online 
Custom St~:disi<:ss Ste~:i V’,.~tei Colie!’..io St~::diu,,",s ’,.~8.il C~’.,w’,s 
,3.o(l:ie w~ti’, ~"ree 8hi?pi,q{t 

CafePress I magekind 

i [:+:;i Personalize your offers 

".,’~ @@ ~--’,P, qSiZOl’,, l..OCSi , 

on you~ Appie or Android De,/ice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 10, 2014 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Pregnant women interested in breastl~eding 

Are you or someone you know pregnant? 

If so, would you be willing to help UNC researchers better understand the relationship between postpartum mood, breastfeeding, and infant well-being? 

Pregnancy and the postpartum period is a time of great transition in a woman’s life. Researchers from UNC departments of Psychiatly and Obstetrics are hoping to understand the complex 

relationship between postpartum depression, breastfeeding, and infant ~vell-being. 

Are you: 
Between 18 and 45 years old ? 

Pregnant? 
Plam~ing on breastfeeding your baby? 

If so ........... please call Brenda at 843-8084 or email bpearson@med uric edu 
Or go to: http://i.mp/14tCvPN 

All research stud)’ visits and medical evaluations related to this stud?- ~vill be provided at no cost to participants. This stud?- requires 4 visits to U~’~’C and 9 phone visits. $465 compensation 

for completion of all stu@ visits. 

Approved 12/28/2012 by the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of 
ttuman SubJects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. 
IRB Study #12-2061 "1’,/~II" Mood, Mother and Infant Stu@ 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 

Directory at http://dir unc.edu, login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Docnment Rejected 

I wil] resubmit the reiltlbursement after the trip. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, March :tO, 20:t4 :t:t:SS AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Document Rejected 
Dear Sonia: No problem, I hope that I will receive some funding for the travel. If I need to do an~hing, please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, March :tO, 20:t4 :t0:33 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: Document Rejected 

Good morning Professor Register 

Your traw:,l reir~bt~rsement was rejected since, the universi~:y h~ve some ruk~s regarding registration should be rekn[mrse after the ~:dp. 

~ am sorry for ~my ~ncotwenience this can brought to you. 

SoNs 

F~m= no replg@unc.edu [mail~:no...replg@unc.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, Narch 10, 2014 10:23 AN 

To~ Colon, SoNa 
Su~ject~ Document Rejected 

A document that you have created and submitted tbr approval has been REACTED. 

Please check your Inbox. 

Subsystem nmne: Web Travel 

Document #: T40D581 

Rejected By: Philip Easier 

Please do not reply to this ~’stem generated email. 



S u bje ~i reg~st D~ 

Electronics 
Dea~s on TVs, cameras, b[~etootb, and more 



50% Off Ti~e So~;~nos: Tl~e Complete Series preoo~der Ti~e Elder Sc~oJis Ordine a~xt Get the 
Explorer’s P;~ck 



Top S÷arch÷d Artists at Amazon M~,~ch is Metai: MR3 Albums flora $5.99 

Savings with Style 
Fas~io~able fi~d~ for ~e~, wo~e~, ~d ~id~ ~..~:~:~.~. 





Palke~ Fine g~,iliti~.g Pelss Unde~ $45 Up to 33% o,~ 

Nome 

Save 42% on Cameo Hardv, c,od St,sue Topper i~i Up to 50% C:qf Select 81arde!li!lg Toois 

Save ,¢2% e~ Camca Haldwoad Steve Tapper Up to 50°.6 Off Seiect Ga,~dening Tools 
a~sd Cutti~sg Baard 

~ 25~, ,~ Mo~-~ o~ s,~,:~ o~t~oo~-~::~t~,-,~ i ~x~ Top r~,~ 

...................................................................... 2o.~ o~ More <.:, .~eL.c. Oatdoo, F~.,rn,tu=e , op D..,=lw {~, Pe..£.,pp,{ev ........................................................................ 

Outdoors 
Camp~, f~sh~g, an~ more See more 



Spo~aman’s Event 

Save $20 Off a $100 Colema,~ Purchase 



Note [o Explore 

~ Warehouse Dea~s i ~X~ 2 ,or 822: ~osch E’~,sk,t~on W~p~.r S~ases 

Wa~ehoase Dea~s 2 fo~- $22: Bosch Evolutions W~pe~ B~ades 

Shop Mi~ions of P~odacts and T~ac~( Your G~eat Locs~ Dea~s o~ the Go 
Psck~ges ~£,~th the Amazons App 





Mo\,ie5 & iS’ 

i<indie 

Videe Games Baby 

hldusl~iai & {-}ci,~!nliiic 

Gi~l: Cards 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 10, 2014 3:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAl, NOTICE] AT&T Outage 

AT&T outage impacting L~,-C Centrex customers in the Administrative Office Building 

At approximately 7:40 AM today L~,-C-ITS was notified of a significant telephone ser,Ace outage affecting AT&T Centrex customers located at the Administrative Office Building (AOB) on 
Airport Drive. According to AT&T, the outage is the result of a 2,100 pair undergrouaad lead cable (on MLK Blvd.) that has sustained ~vater damage. The current repair time is estimated at 8 
hours based on the initial damage assessment, however, some service may restore sooner as cable sections dW out. Prolonged outages are possible if ~vater damage is determined to be 
extensive 

UNC VolP phones are NOT impacted by this outage. 

Richard (Rick) M Harden 

Director - ITS Communication Technologies 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-0004 

Mobile: 

Fax: 919-%2-9995 

Email: rmharden@email.unc.edu 

Mailing Address: 
440 West Frankhn Street 
Office #1004 
Campus Box 1150 
Chapel tliH, North Carolina 27599-1150 
United States of America 

This message is sponsored by: ITS Communication Technologies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 10, 2014 4:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] GOT PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, al~xiety, irritabili~ or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe enough to interfere with normal functioning or 
interpersonal relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (PMS) and quali~z for research studies conducted in the UNC Center for Women’s Mood Disorders (David 
Rubinow, MD., Director). 

WE i~EED WOMEN" ~rblO: 

1) have mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the end of menstruation 
2) are medically health)’ and not currently suffering fi’om some other chronic psychiatric condition 
3) are 18 - 52 years of age with regular menstrual cycles 

You may qualil~ for research studies that give you diagnostic feedback on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may also qualif) for treatment studies and studies providing up to 
$1,688 m compensation 

If you would like to participate, call Khal~ (919) 966-2547 

Now recruiting at both UNC Hospital and UNC Mental Health Specialists at REX[ 

The research study is IRB #05-3000. This email was approved by the UNC-CH Biomedical IRB on 3/6/2014. 

This message is spunsured by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL email will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that they du want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiunal mass email preference, sign intu the UNC 
Directury at http://dir unc.edu, lugin with yuur Onyen, and select Update Persuna[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:18 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Home Cleaning Colonial Virginia Beach Inn] mad 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~}re.L~.=>’.,nces i iJr~a~.it~s trite4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham 

i.’~i Travel Deals 

Home Cleaning 
The Tidy Maids 

54% 

Overnight Stay in Historic Colonial Inn 
in Virginia Beach with Parking and Wi- 
Fi 
The Founders Inn and Spa 

5641 Indian Rive~ Rd, Virginia Beach 

Customized Alphabet Photo Art with 
Free Shipping 
Great Big Canvas 

Redeem Online 

Savings t37 % 

Fun PackagewithSkating, Mini X Dog Grooming Package iXi $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 
Golf, Go-Karts & More Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Wheels Fun Park 

Chapel Hill 

Country Inn Kennel and Cattery 
Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 



Custom Metal Print with Free 

Shipping 

Two or Four Spinning-Centric 
Fitness Sessions 

::X:: 28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

....... $200 to Spend on Food 

Online Durham Online 

Custom Met~’,i ,%"i~’.,t with }-tee Two ol Fo~,lr Spilsisilsg~-Ce~’.,tiic 28 l.u~’.,ches ~’,i~d 28 Dilsls<~rs 

S~’.,i~i..".,9 Fit~~ess.. Sess..io~~s ol 8200 to Spe~~d ois Food 

CreateMyWalls RIDE Cycle Studio Pe~onal Trainer Food 

_...2~:: 
Custom Stainless Steel Water 

Bottle 

Six Taekwondo or Hapkido 
Classes 

i~i Hypnotherapy Session 

Online Chapel Hill Chapel Hill 

E9:4@~ C~sss.es Flawbss Day Spa 
CafePress Tae~ondo & Hapkido 

Academy 

Consultation and Acupuncture 

Session 

College Stadium Wall Canvas 

with Free Shipping 

::X:: Two Massages of Your Choice 

Durham Online Durham 
Co,,",s<,qt~’,tiois s~’.,d Colie!’..ie Stg=diu,,",s Ws.il C~’.,v~’,s Two M~’,ss.,~’,ges of 
i.’,cs, pur~c~,u~’e Sessio,q w;t}’, ~.ree 8hippi,q{t 
Durham Chirop[actic & Imagekind Therapeutic Arts: Massage 
AcupunOure Center Therapy & Arts 

:: .’~ i Personalize your offers 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Sin@ for healthy women 

Reproductive Endocrinology at NC Women’s Hospital 

We are currently seeking health?- ~vomen to participate in a research stud?- that offers monetaW compensation. 

You may be qualified if the following applies to you: 
- Between the ages of 18-35 
- Having regular menstrual cycles, evely 25-35 days 
- Not using birth control pills, hormonal contraceptives or IL,~ 
- Not currently pregnant, or trying to become pregnant 
- Available during normal business hours 

This study will take around 7-8 weeks to complete, with a total of 8-10 visits to our clinic. 

The ultimate goal of this research is to better uaaderstand the factors that allow implantation to occur so that we may improve clinical outcomes of fertili~ patients. The purpose of this 
research study is to determine the effects of progesterone on the lining of the uterus (endometrium) during the time ~vhen embryo attacl~nent ~pically occurs in early pregnancy. If you are 
interested, please feel free to contact us for more infolrnation at 843-8621, or uncreproductive@gmail.com. 

Biomedical IRB stu@ #08-1967 "Endometriosis as a Model of Progesterone Resistance & Relationship to Endometrial Gene Expression;" approved 04/25/2014 

This message is sponsored by: Reproductive Endocrinology 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that they du want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiuna[ mass email preference, sign intu the UNC 
Directury at http://dir unc.edu, lugin with yuur Onyen, and select Update Persuna[ Infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March ll, 2014 11:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAl, NOTICE] AT&T Outage Status 

AT&T crews continue to repair their underground cable facilities along MLK Blvd (near Bolin Creek) in Chapel Hill. Water damage to these cables has resulted in Centrex telephone service 
outages at the Administrative Office Building (AOB) and some legacy AT&T telephone lines in use within the Giles Homey complex, as well as other office buildings along 2vILK Blvd. 
Work is progressing to restore all phone lines, however, AT&T is currently unable to provide a definitive repair time. 

Additional information will be communicated as AT&T provides I~-ther repair updates. 

Richard (Rick) M Harden 

Director - ITS Communication Technologies 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-0004 

Mobile: 

Fax: 919-%2-9995 

Email: rmharden@email.unc.edu 

Mailing Address: 
440 West Franklin Street 
O£[ice #1004 
Campus Box 1150 
Chapel tliH, North Carolina 27599-1150 
United States of America 

This message is sponsored by: ITS Communication Technologies 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 11~ 2014 3:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] AT&T Update 

AT&T crews continue to work this aftelT~OOn to resolve the cable damage impacting Centrex alrd legacy telephone services at the Administrative Office Building (AOB), Giles Horney 
complex and other office buildings along MLK Blvd in Chapel Hill During repair operations, impacted telephone lines may work intermittently as new cable splices are made. 

Campus customers are reminded that campus voicemail services are NOT impacted by this AT&T outage Unanswered calls to your telephone number will still be redirected to your 
voicemail box. You can al~vays check your voicemail (or change recorded greeting options) by dialing the campus voicemail system from your cellphone or home phone at 919-962-6200 and 
follo~ving the prompts. 

Richard (Rick) M Harden 

Director - ITS Communication Technologies 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-0004 

Mobile: 

Fax: 919-9~52-9995 

Email: rmharden@email.unc.edu 

Mailing Address: 
440 West Franklin Street 
Office #1004 
Campus Box 1150 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1150 
United States of America 

This message is sponsored by: ITS Communications Department 



S u bje ~i ~g~st G i ~rd~ 



Gift Cards 



8p~’ing B~’eak 

New Home 







Videe Games Baby 

Automotive Wstches 

hldusl~iai & Sck!nliiic 

Giocery 

Health & Personai Care 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

~Vednesday, March 12, 2014 6:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Auto Services i Dog Training i mad 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ~.e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~.’.le.fe.=>’.,nc~s i Lh~a~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham 

i.’~i Travel Deals 

Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and 
Complete Checkup 
Yeargan’s Top Notch Automotive 

I00 Lloyd St, Carrboro 

~ 0.3 miles away (f:-!:,n-~ 

$100 to Spend on Dog Training 
Off-Leash K9 Training 

400 E Woodcroft Parkway, Durham ilp<..i~ 

~ 8.0 miles away (i~< ~,’., ~’ot~r A~,’.,:~:,:~l’, 

"Destination: Charlotte" Book 

Destination: Charlotte 

S~vir:gs 50% 

Top DeNs 

Fun Package with Skating, Mini [~ Dog G .... ing Package 
Golf, Go-Karts & More 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 
Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Wheels Fun Park 

Chapel Hill 

CountP¢ Inn Kennel and Catter~ 

Durham 
~20 o= 5.’,’.3(’.,’ l<.. Sp.e!,,d 

Papa Mejo’s Roadhouse 



.~i Home Cleaning Custom Metal Print with Free 

Shipping 

::::+~]:: 28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

...... $200 to Spend on Food 

Six Taekwondo or Hapkido 

Classes 

Two Massages of Your Choice i.~.i Hypnotherapy Session 

Chapel Hill Durham 
Six Taekwondo el H~:q.~kido T.?.~<~ Massages., of Yot.u 
Cl:~sses Ci",,eice 
Taekwondo & Hapkido Therapeutic Arts: Massage 
Academy Therapy & A~s 

Chapel H[]] 

Flawless Day Spa 

~iI Customized Alphabet Photo A~t Consultation and Acupuncture 
..... with Free Shipping ...... Session 

::~:: College Stadium Wall Canvas 

...... with Free Shipping 

Online 
Customiz<,d Aii:,,i’,sbet Photo 
A=t wilt’., F!’e< 
Great Big Canvas 

Durham 
Co,qsuits~ior~ 8.r~d 

Durham Chiropractic & 
Acupuncture Center 

Online 

wit i’, F~ee 
hnagekind 

Overnight Stay in Historic 
Colonial Inn in Virginia Beach 
with Parking and Wi-Fi 

Virginia Beach 
©vemigist !b.’. L:’, y 

with Pal kiI~g 
The Founders Inn and Spa 



i~il Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Microsoft XP end oflit~ notice 

Do you use or own one or more computers that currently run Windows XP and counect to the University Network? 

On April 8, 2014, MicrosoR will end all support for Windows XP. There will be no more security updates or patches after April 8th, 2014. Unpatched computers create a security risk for the 
computer and any network it connects to. 

The University’s Network Acceptable Use Policy specifies that all devices that connect to the UNC network must have current antivirus soft~vare and system patches/security updates. 

If you are currently using Windows XP on U~,~’C’s network, you must take action before April 8th, 2014. You must upgrade your operating system or replace your computer to continue 
using it on the UNC network. To discuss upgrade or replacement options, or if you have questions or need assistance, please contact your campus technical support staff or call (919) 962- 
HFLP. 

This message is sponsored by: Information Technology Ser,Aces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:12 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Employee Discount on Pianos 

Reminder of employee discount on new and used pianos. Make private appointment for March 13, 14 or 15 by calling 919-~2-1494 Or jut attend the public sale at 107 Hill Hall on Suaaday, 
March 16 Iicom noon until 5pm 

This message is sponsored by: Music Department 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the L~NC 
Directoly at http://dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colom Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:45 PM 

Regester, Chaylene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: colors of the chmrs 

Thank you Professor 

Regarding the pens, they arrive today; you can find them in your inbox. 

Sonia 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:03 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: colors of the chairs 
Dear Sonia: The color does not ma~er -- 1 prefer the first color -- it looked more green but I will ~ke wha~ver you have. ~an~ again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:20 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: colors of the chairs 

Hello Professor 

The vendor found another color alternative; which one you like better? ( see attach) 

Thank you 

Sorda 

Business See’vices Coordinator 

th~,ive¢:sity of Nort,~ (:m’otino at Chapel Hil! 

i0,9 Ba~1le Ho/l: C~-? :/3395 

P?~or+e: ~9-~+i29~9i9+9N-129.~ 

Call 
Send SMS 
Add to S~pe 
You’ll need S~pe CreditFree v~a S~pe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] PlayMakers Spring Break Special Olt~r to UNC Faculty/StaB" 

PlayMakers is offering Buy One Get One 50% Offtickets to regional premiere LOVE~ ALONE through Suaaday, March 16 

LO\~ ALOi~]~ 
by Deborah Salem Smith 
ONSTAGE THROUGH MAR 16 
After a routine medical procedure goes tragically wrong, a lawsuit transforms the lives of both the patient’s family and a doctor charged ~vith her care. Two households navigate uncharted 
waters of loss, anger, humor and longing on their path to healing. 

FOR TICt-~TS, call our box office at 919 962 PLAY(7529) 
FOR MORE IN~’OPdvIATION, visit http :/i~vw~v.playmakersrep.org/tickets/faqstaffdisc 

These offers are not available online. 

This message is sponsored by: PlayMakers Repertory Company 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the L~NC 
Directoly at http://dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 3:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] AT&T Centrex outage update as of 3:05 PM 3/12/14 

AT&T has confirmed that repair crews continue to complete required cable spicing on the damaged 2,100 pair cable on MLK Blvd in Chapel Hill, impacting Centrex telephone service at the 
UNC Administrative Office Building, Giles Homey complex and other buildings along MLK Blvd. 

All repair work will be completed by 5:00 PM on Thursday, March 13. The majori~z of UNC Centrex lines in these locations should now be in service. If you are still encountering intelTnittent 
telephone service or an outage, please submit a repair ticket to UNC ITS as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Richard (Rick) M Harden 

Director - ITS Communication Technologies 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-0004 

Mobile: 

Fax: 919-%2-9995 

Emaih rmharden@emaihunc.edu 

Mailing Address: 
440 West Frankhn Street 
Office #1004 
Campus Box 1150 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1150 
United States of America 

This message is sponsored by: ITS Communication Technologies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 6:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Alert Carolina: Chapel Hill and Ca~rboro nnder a SEVERE TttUNDERSTORM WARNING 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The National Weather Services has issued a SEVERE THL,~d’~’DERSTORM YV~X~RNING for Chapel Hill and Carrboro. 

That means conditions are favorable for a strong thunderstorm to produce dangerously large hail or high ~vinds, capable of causing significant damage, in and close to the affected area. 

The weather service advises people in these areas to be on the lookout for threatening weather conditions and listen for later statements and possible warnings. 

Remain alert for approaching storms. 

The weather service updates this information regularly, so be sure to check the National Weather Sel-,zice website listing the current status of watches, warnings or advisories for Orange 
Count?’ athttp://alerts.weather.gov/cap/w~vaatmget.php?x NCC135. 

Please consult your local weather sources for updates 

For a list of services that you can use to subscribe to weather alerts visit: http://~vw~v.weather.~ov/subscribe 

The University will not send additional text, email or other notifications to the campus community about a severe thuaaderstorm warning since the status of those often change frequently 
during a weather event. Ifa new weather pattern enters the area that prompts a fresh alert after a 24-hour period, the Umversity plans to reissue the notice as part of ongoing monitoring 
ef~2~rts for potential serious weather conditions. 

If the weather service issues a tornado watch for Orange County, the Umversity will issue a separate notification If the weather service issues a tornado warning for Chapel Hill and 
Carrboro, the University will activate the emergency sirens. A tornado warning means that a tornado has been spotted, or that radar indicates a thunderstorm circulation that can spawn a 
tornado, according to the National Weather Service. The University will activate the sirens for a significant emergency or immediate health or safety threat, send a text message to registered 
cell phones and start other notifications including campus emai[. 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s Alert Carolina System notification process The University’s Alert Carolina 
System is activated using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source of information will always be the Alert Carolina 
website, http://alertcarolina, unc edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Do,er-Vent Services ] Acrylic Photo Art m~d 2 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ~..e~ yo~.i,~ ~.’,l-efe=>’.,,c, ces i Lh~s~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham 

i.’~i Travel Deals 

Dryer-Vent Inspection and Cleaning for 
up to Six Feet 

Southeastern Services 

Custom Acrylic Photo Print with Free 
Shipping 
CreateMyWalls 

Redeem Online 

SmoothShapes Treatment with 
Consultation 
Renewal Body Contouring 

5850 Fayetteville Rd, Durham 

~* 7.6 miles away (iroi,n y*~,:~ 

8avir!gs 

$50 Toward Fresh Meal Ingredients, 
Delivered 
PeachDish 

Sa~,m.~ s 50% 



Fun Package with Skating, Mini Dog G ..... ing Package 
Golf, Go-Karts & More 

i.~.i $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 
Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Mi~’.,i Golf~ Go--Ka.ib:., 
Wheels Fun Park 

Chapel Hill 

Countq/Inn Kennel and Catter~, 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Eve# More Dea~s 

XII Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and 

..... Complete Checkup 

Home Cleaning ::~:: Six Taekwondo or Hapkido 

...... Classes 

Carrboro Durham / Chapel Hill Chapel Hill 

Oil Ci~:~r’,,!~I¢,, Tire R<,,ta.’&.’,,,",~ Home Cieat~t~(.i !~-.’.ix "I’sek’,,vo,q~lo ot 1"4:~@i<ido 

s~’,d Co,q@ie{<= Ci",,<=ci~p The Tidy Maids CL.’,sses 
Yeargan’s Top Notch Taekwondo & Hapkido 

Automotive Academy 

28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

$200 to Spend on Food 

£ $100 to Spend on Dog Training IlXlI Two M .... ges of Your Choice 

Online Durham Durham 

Persona~ Trainer Food ~-Leash K9 T~ain~ng Therapeutic Arts: Massage 
Therapy & A~s 

College Stadium Wall Canvas 
with Free Shipping 

i.~.i Overnight Stay in Historic 

Colonial Inn in Virginia Beach 

with Parking and Wi-Fi 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
’q:}e-~ tii~ati :m: C i’,a li¢.tie 

Destination: Charlotte 

Online Virginia Beach 

Jmagekind s~:~h ~ssrk~g ~:md 
The Founde~ Inn and Spa 



i~il Personalize your offers 



AAAD 130-001 
Introduction to African American and Diaspora 

SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

Gardner Hall Room 105 (2-2:50 MWF) 

REVISED 3/7/2014 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 919-537-3381 

Office: Battle Hall 308 tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: MWF 8:30-9 & 10-11 TTh by appointment 

Studies 

DESCRIPTION & LEARNING OBJECTIVES: AAAD 130, introduction to the New 
World African Diaspora has four primary objectives. The first objective is to provide a 
clear context for the understanding of race and slavery as concepts and to dispel myths 

about race and slavery; the second is to understand the origins of the trans-Atlantic slave 
trade and the effects this trade had on Africa, Europe, and the New World; the third is to 
explore the (often unknown) history of North and South America as affected by and 
affecting peoples &the African Diaspora; and the final objective is to develop models 
for understanding the effect and legacies of the trans-Atlantic trade and the development 
of black identities in contemporary society(ies). I hope you will examine how" we know 
what we know and the politics of the educational process in addition to internalizing the 

"facts" of history. 

FORMAT: This course will consist of lectures/discussions and occasional videos. The 
videos are an integral part of the course allowing you to hear the thoughts and analytical 
processes of leading scholars in the field of Afro-American studies and to explore the 
diversity of the African diaspora. 

REQUIREJ~IENTS: There will be a map quiz, three exams (including the final exam), 

and two 1250 word essays. If you must miss class make sure that you get the notes from 
one of your colleagues--much of the material covered in lectures is not in the readings 
and there are no powerpoints for me to distribute. Please complete assigned readings 
before they are due. Make sure to consult the websites mentioned in class. Assigned 
readings that are on the web are noted in ita#cs on this syllabus and can be accessed by 
going to SakaiTM All study guides are also accessible on SakaiTM as are your grades. 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes 
and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. More than two absences must be explained to 
my satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university commitments are examples of 
satisfactory excuses.) More than two unexcused absences will result in the loss of a 
minimum of 1/2 a letter grade, the more absences the lower your final grade. 

INCOJ~IPLETES: Incompletes (IN) are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 



grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary and well documented circumstances. Only a dean can change 
the time of the final exam. 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http:iihonor.unc.edui which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. You must fully cite material used in your essays and papers, if 

you are unaware of proper citation methods please ask me. Pay particular attention to 
potential plagiarism - a tutorial is available here to help you 
http ://www.lib.unc. edu/instruct/plagiarism/ 

]he University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 
system and judicial system for over 100 years. 7he sys’tem is the responsibifity of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibifty. If you have 
questions about your responsibifty under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consu# with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 

arid the Student Congress, contains all poficies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system, gour full participation and observance of the honor code is expected 

GRADING: MAP QUIZ 5% 
EXAMS 40% 
ESSAYS 30% 
FINAL EXAM 25% 

Jan 15 
Feb 05 MAR 26 (20% each) 
Feb 119 & Apr 09 (15 % each) 
May 06 4-7 pm 

GILM)ING IS ON A STRAIGHT 10 POINT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 
89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. F is 59 and below’. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

Gomez 
Bergad 

Sakai 

Reversing Sail: A History of the African Diaspora 
7he Comparative Histories of Slavery in Brazil, Cuba, and 

the United States 

links at Resources on SakaiTM 

Please purchase both texts, we will use them extensively. 

VIDEOS: 

PBS 
Gates 
PBS 

Africans in America 
Black in Latin America 

Eyes on the Prize 

If you want to review the videos we watch in class, they are available through the MRC 
in the Undergraduate library. 



ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 
DATE TOPIC READING 
JAN 08 Introduction and overview 

SECTION ONE: The Creation of Blackness 
JAN 10     Terminology and geography/Ancient       Gomez 1 

Africa 
JAN 13 Black and Blue: The local diaspora VirtualMuseum of UNC 
JAN 15 Roots of slavery: The Biblical era Gomez 2 

MAP QUIZ 
JAN 17 Islamic Africa and slavery Gomez 3 

JAN 20 NO CLASS ***MARTIN LUTHER 
KING JR. BIRTHDAY 

JAN 22 Structure of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Gomez 4 
Trade 

JAN 24 The demography of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade database on 
Trade Sakai 

JAN 27 Establishment of New World Slavery Gomez 5 
JAN 29 The creation &blackness in Spanish and Bergad 1 

Portuguese America 
JAN 31 The creation of blackness in Anglo Bergad 1 

America 
FEB 03 Review for exam Review guide 1 
FEB 05 Exam One 

SECTION 2: The ,Significance of African Slavery across the New World 
FEB 07     Colonial Slave systems                   Bergad 2 

FEB 10 The voices of the captives: Anglo Bergad3 
America 

FEB 12 The voices of the captives: Brazil and Bergad3 
Cuba 

FEB 14 The case of Virginia Africans in America 1 
FEB 17 Virginia Continued from Jamestown to Africans in America 2 

Jefferson 
FEB 19 The demographics of slavery Bergad 4 

Essay one due 
FEB 21 Slavery as an economic system Bergad 5 
FEB 24 Creating Cultures Bergad 6 
FEB 26 Resisting and rebelling from escape to Bergad 7 

revolt 
FEB 28 Virginia again from Nat Turner to John The Confessions of Nat 

Brown Turner on Sakai 
MAR 03 Abolishing slavery across the Ne~v World Bergad 8 



MAR 05 Review for exam Review guide 2 

MAR 07 Exam Two 

MAR 10- NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 
14 

Section 3: The Legacies of the Diaspora: 20*h and 21~t century perspectives 

MAR 17 Being black in Brazil Gates Brazil 

MAR 19 Being black in Haiti/the Dominican Gates Haiti 
Republic 

MAR 21 Being black in Cuba Gates Cuba 

MAR 24 Review for Exam 2 Study Guide 
MAR 26 Exam 2 

MAR 28 Resistance to racism Gomez 6iCaldwell on Sakai 
APR 02 Jim Crow" Murray on Sakai 

APR 04 The global struggle for Civil rights/Anti- Gomex 7 
colonialism 

APR 07 Pan-Africanism and Negritude Gomez 7 
APR 09 Diasporic politics Essay ~wo due Politics on Sakai 

APR 11 Diasporic law Law on Sakai 
APR 14 Diasporic health Black Medicine on Sakai 

APR 16 Creation of African American institutions Gomez 8 
APR 18 NO CLASS GOOD FRIDAY 
APR 21 Afro-centrism Gomez 8 
APR 23 Being Black today Shakira on Sakai 

APR 25 REVIEW FOR FINAL Final review guide 

May 06 FINAL EXAM 4-7 pm 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR - YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED 
OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON GRADING, ATTENDANCE, ETC. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:23 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Research Stu@ for Moderate Acne 

Are you interested in being in a research study- to see if a new investigational topical medication can help your moderate facial acne? 

Subjects must: 

Be 12 years of age or older 

Be in general good health 

Have moderate ache 

Be ~villing to attend 6-7 stud?, visits over a 12 ~veek period 

Be willing to discontinue current acne treatments for the study period 

Meet all other criteria 

Subjects will: 
Receive study medication or placebo at no cost 

Receive a stipend [’or parucipation 

For more information, please contact: 
F, mily Olsson, CCRC 
UNC I)ermatology Recruitment Coordinator 
Phone: 919-~g43-52_M 

Email: emolsson@unc edu 

’]7his study was reviewed by the Quorum Review IR[3 at on 02/19/2014. 
UNC IRB#14-0110: 

This el:nail is sponsored by: The UNC-Department of Detmatology 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Dermatology 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

estx~Mes@email.unc.edu on behalf of 

Ackland AJ-t Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu; 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 7:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw~ 

Celebrate Art, Music, Film, and Family Time! 

NEWS FROM THE 

An evening of 1930s-style fun 
Friday, 14 March, 7:30-9:30 PM 

Signature cocktaits created especiat[y for ARTINI 

Live jazz by Tea Cup Gin 

Inspired hors d’oeuvres 

Period card games in the gat[eries 

Think "Speakeasy" and Join Us! 

Tickets: $45 for Ackland Members I $50 for non-members 

On sale now through Friday at the Ackland Museum Store. 

ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE 

Reception for the Artist: Friday, 14 March, 6:30 PM 

On your way to ARTINI, stop by the Ack[and Museum Store and meet artist 

Bi[[ Neville. His woodwork, currently on view, is thoushtfu[, functional, 

and beautiful The store wilt be open [ate for the 2nd Friday ArtWatk. 

Learn mo~e,,~ 



Led by Ackiand curators Peter Nisbet and 
Af Arner OuratoPs 

Timothy Riggs, the Ackiand’s Curators’ Seminar 

Seminars offer an intimate look at American 

works of art from the Ackiand’s permanent 

collection that are not currently on view, as 

weil as an exploration of their connections to 

our spring exhibitions. 

27 March: Engraving the Old World/New 

World 

3 April: 1930s American Prints on a 

Musical Theme 

Ackiand members: S25/session I UNC 

Students: $10 I ALl others: $35 

RSVP required; cail Allison at 919-843-3687 to reserve your space. 

Sunday, 23 March 2:00-5:00 PM 
Families with children a~les 4 to 12 years old are invited to our FREE 

monthly Family Day! 

Be inspired by prints of American cities and landscapes from the 1930s 

and 1940s and create your own co[laged cityscape. Construct buildings 

and communities using blocks and join us for story time at 3:00 and 4:00 

PM. 



S~r~dayo 16 March, 2:00 PM 

Join The Quartertess Trio for an exptoration of 1920s and ’30s jazz. 

Presented in connect|on with America Seen: The Hunter and Cathy Al~en 

Co~ection of So¢iai Realist Prints, the Ackiand’s current exhibition of 

Depression-era prints. 

Saturday, 15 March, 3:00 PM 

"The Caravaggisti and their Influence" 

Saturday, 22 March, 3:00 PM 

"Urbanization in the Early 20th Centu~" 

Sunday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 

"The New Found Land" and Native American History 

L~rn mor~ abou~ ~he~e ~ours! 

Wednesday, 2 April, 12:00 PM 

A~ For Lunch: "The Little Girl Who Fought the Great Depression: 



Shirley Temple and 1930s America" 

John Kasson (UNCoChapei Hiil, History and American Studies) 

Learn more and RSVP ior this Art For Lunch! 

"America’s Music" Series 
A film history of our nation’s popular music, from Blues to Bluegrass to 

Broadway. All screenings are held at the Varsity Theatre 

and are FREE! 
Tuesday, 18 March, 7:00 PM 

High Lonesome: The Story of Bluegrass 

Post-film discussion with Jocelyn Heal (Professor of Music and Adjunct 

Professor of American Studies~ UHC-Chapel Hill). 

Thursday, 20 March, 7:00 PM 

The History of Rock ’n’ Roll: 

"Plugging In" 

Post-film discussion with John 

Brackett (Lecturer in Music, UHC- 

Chapel Hill). 

Tuesday, 25 March, 7:00 PM 

Latin Music USA: "Bridges" 

From Mambo to Hip Hop: A South 

Bronx Tale 

Post-film discussion with David Font-Havarrete (Postdoctoral Fellow~ Duke 

University). 

"America’s Music" is co-presented with the UNC Music Library, the Music Department, 

the Center for the Study of the American South, and the Southern Fo~klife Co~lection. 

The Ackland Film Forum is made possible by the generous support of Ruby Lerner. 

~ 
N orth Carolina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the 

Ackland Firm Forum. 

On V~ew through 13 Apri~ 20i4! 



"The New Found Land": Engrav~ngs by Theodor de Dry" from 

ix 

America Seen: The Hunter and Cathy A[~en Collection of 

SociM Realist Prints 

THANK YOU [ 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and punic programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? 

Send an emai[ to the editor. 

All objects pictured are from the collection of the Ackland Art 

Museum, The University of Florth Carolina at Chapel Hill, unless 

otherwise noted. 

Howard Baer, American, 1907-1986: Gladys (detail), 1933; lithograph. 

The Hunter and Cathy Allen Collection. 

Hale Aspado Woodruff, American, 1900-1980: Coming Home, 1931-46, 

printed 1996; linocut. Gift of Auldlyn Higgins Williams and E.T. Williams, 

Jr. of Sag Harbor, FlY in memory of Vivian Giles Chambers and Julius Le 

Vonne Chambers. 

Albert Abramovitz, Waiting for Work, c. 1935; woodcut. The Hunter and Cathy Allen Collection. 

Arnoldus Montanus, Dutch, c. 1625 - c. 1683: Map of Florida and Virginia, from Montanus’s 1671 

publication The New and Unknown World, also issued in an English edition by John Ogilby; engraving 

with hand-coloring. Lent by Michael N. Joyner, L2013.14.8 

J.A. Fisher, American, 20th century: A Street Car in Old~Vew Orleans, 1923-48; woodcut The Hunter and Cathy 

Allen Collection. 

Japan, c. 1300: Bishamooteo; painted wood with additions in metal and crystal. The William A. Whitaker 

Foundation Art Fund, Purchased in memory of Chancellor Michael K. Hooker. 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by e_sbowles@email.unc.edu i 
U_p_.d_a__t_e__!~__r.o.f_[l__e.~_E_O’_~a_[L~.A_d_.d_r_.e_s_~ ~nstant i-emoval with S._a__f~U__n_s__u_b_~c__r_Lb__e_ ~’ [_~.rLv__a_£y__[_~_o_Jj_c_y__. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chape Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday’, March 14, 2014 6:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Home Ddcor & tfousewares ] Interior Painting 

Get deals tailored just for you - ~. ,e.~ y<n.i,~ ~.’,l-,e.fe.=>’.,,~’,ces i Lh~a~.it~s crib4 

Chapel Hill                     :~4 A ...... Localcom Durham 

i.’~i Travel Deals 

Free Coupon for $10 OffYour Order of 
$40 or More at Casa,com 
Casa.com (Qu ds Retail LLC) 

Redeem Online 

Interior Painting: One or Two Rooms 

Delia House Services 

Top Deals 

~i Fun Packagewith Skating, Mini 

Golf, Go-Karts & More 

Fun Package with Skating, Mini 

Golf, Go-Karts & More 

Wheels Fun Park Wheels Fun Park 

Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and 

Complete Checkup 

Dryer-Vent Inspection and 

Cleaning for up to Six Feet 
iNi Home Cleaning 



~:=rM Col-e, pk~te Checkup 
Yeargan’s Top Notch 
Automotive 

.~i Custom Acrylic Photo Print with 

Free Shipping 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Ci(:aI~iI~g for ~,lp to Six 

Southeastern Services 

28 Lunch .... d 28 Di ....... 
$200 to Spend on Food 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

The Tidy Maids 

$100 to Spend on Dog Training 

Online 
C.u:sb:,m 

CreateMyWalls 

Two Massages of Your Choice 

or ;~200 to Sp~mcl oe, 

PersonaJ Trainer Food 

Durham 
$I OC,’ io Sper/d <,.,"~ Do~:i 

Olf-Leash K9 Training 

i.~.i $50 Toward Fresh Meal 

Ingredients, Delivered 

Durham 

Choice: 
Therapeutic Arts: Massage 
Therapy & Arts 

.~i Overnight Stay in Historic 

Colonial Inn in Virginia Beach 

with Parking and Wi-Fi 

Durham i Chapel Hill 

Destination: Charlotte 

Virginia Beach 

The Founders Inn and Spa 

i"~il Personalize your offers 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:43 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[FORMAL NOTICE] AT&T Centrex outage update as of 8:30 AM 3/14/14 

AT&T repair crews encountered delays yesterday completing the required cable splicing on the damaged 2,100 pair cable on 2vILK Blvd in Chapel Hill, impacting Centrex telephone service 
at the UNC Administrative Office Building, Giles Homey complex and other buildings along MLK Blvd 

According to AT&T, the remaining repair work will be completed by 5:00 PM on Friday, March 14. The majori~ of I~’C Centrex lines in these locations should no~v be in service and AT&T 
has been notified of those lines still out of service (that have been repolted to I~’C-ITS as of 3/13/14) If you are still encountering intermittent telephone service or an outage and have not 
reported it to L~,-C-ITS, please submit a repair ticket to UNC-ITS as soon as possible via the ITS website at https:/i~vw~v.unc edu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl or by calling 919-962-HELP (4357). 

Richard (Rick) M Harden 

Director - ITS Communication Technologies 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-0004 

Mobile: 

Fax: 919-962-9995 

Email: rmharden@email.unc.edu 

Mailing Address: 
440 West Franklin Street 
Office #1004 
Campus Box 1150 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-1150 
United States of America 

This message is sponsored by: ITS Communication Technologies 



d Histol¥ 

Greetings! 

I’m Erin Davis Almond, and I’m a Tar Heel! Although I 

never pictured UNC-Chapel Hill being my college of 

choice, my journey to Carolina started at the age of 

eight when I began going to Communiversity Youth 

Programs at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 

My childhood was filled with Carolina experiences. 

Having lunch at Sutton’s and taking trips to Intimate 

Bookshop in Chapel Hill, where my parents both 

worked, were normal and frequent. However, when it 

was time to make a college choice, I didn’t think of 

UNC-Chapel Hill as an option. My grandmother and 

aunt were housekeepers at the University, but that 

was our family’s only connection to the Institution. 

Being able to think back on memories of spending 

Saturday mornings with Communiversity 

volunteers and students in the Union, along with 

my parents" encouragement to attend Decision 

Days 2001, completely changed my perspective. 

My Carolina experience is filled with warm memories, 

but none more symbolic than walking the same Union 

steps as a Tar Heel as I did as a Communiversity 

student. When the Stone Center’s free-standing 

facility opened in 2004, being invited to speak is an 

experience I will always treasure. My Carolina 

experience is forever intertwined with the Stone 

Center because it began with Communiversity. Such 

programs are necessary and valuable to the UNC 

community, but even more to the surrounding 

community. The investments that are being made into 

students and families cannot always be measured, 

but each time a Communiversity volunteer works with 

a student, they are literally proving to that student 

what can be possible for them and their future. 

The dismantling of enrichment resources and after- 

school programs magnifies the need for 

Communiversity, which has served Chapel Hill- 

Carrboro school for over twenty years. Supporting of 

Communiversity is important because this is a 

program that invests in future Tar Heels and leaders 

on college campuses. Please join me today by 

making a gift of $25, $50, $~.00 or more. 

Warmest regards, 

Erin Davis Almond, ’05 

P.S. Thank you in advance for mailing in your 

contribution with the below form or submitting your 

gift online at http://giving.unc.edu/gift ! 



Join the Sonja Haynes Stone Center in celebrating it’s tenth 

Anniversary as a free-standing facility. Stay tuned for details on 

celebrations in your area and in our home on campus at UNC- 

Chapel Hill! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bounce-34389703-73860311 @listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEEREID> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 12:28 PM 

a~iican- ~d- a~o- a~nericaJ~- studies- t~cul~ <aliic~- and- afar- americ~- studies- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Pitelka~ Morgan <~npitelka@unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs --~cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu> 

[a1"ricaaa- and-afm-americ~- s~dies- faculty] rail-college- faculty] Travel Awa~rds Involving Asia Studies 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf ot: the Carolina Asia Center to all faculty in the College, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

Dear Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences, 

With the generous support from the Jimmy and Judy Cox family, the Carolina Asia Center is pleased to announce the 2014 call for applications for 1) Summer Travel 

Awards and 2) Asian Studies Conference Travel Awards. 

Summer Travel Awards: The purpose of the award is to support faculty focusing on East, South, and Southeast Asia to further their research and enhance teaching 

resources and pedagogy. The center will fund 3 to 5 awards for a maximum of ~8,000 each. 

Asian Studies I::~nference Travel Awards: The purpose of the award is to enable scholars focusing on East, South and Southeast Asia to share their research with 

peers in the Asian region. The center will fund 2 to 4 awards of up to $1,500 each. 

Eligibility: Only College of Arts & Sciences tenured and tenure-track faculty and full-time lectures are eligible to apply for the funds. 

Deadline: April 8, 2014 

For more information, please visit: http:iicarolinaasiacenter.unc.edu!faculty-course-development-and-travel-grants! 

Thupten Norbu 

Associate Director 

Carolina Asia Center 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3107 FedEx Global Education Building 

301 Pittsboro Street 

Campus Box 7582 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

T 919.843.9065 

F 919.843.2102 

carolinaasiacenter~unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

all-college- facul~ as: afiicaa~- and- ~£ro- ~J nerica~- studies- l~aculty(a21istserv .unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 
a£rican- mad-al"ro-mnerican- s~dies- facul~ as: <a hre~"mafilto:regeste@emafil.unc.edu">regeste@emafil.unc.edu<’a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 14, 2014 12:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] UNC Study Focusing on Young Adult Stepchildren 

We are looking for volunteers to participate in a stud?’ aimed at understanding the preferences stepchildren have about stepfamily life. This work has the potential to make an impact by 
reforming future programs and policies that affect stepfamilies If you choose to take part in this stu@, you will be asked to complete one, 45-90 minute private interview in which you will be 
asked questions about your experiences as a member of your stepfamily 

Please consider participating 

1) You are 18 to 29 years old. 
2) You remember when you first became part of a stepfamily. 
3) You spent 50% or more of your time living with your parent and stepparent from the time they were married/living together until the?- separated or you leI’t home 
4) You lived in the stepfamily household for at least one year. 

If you are interested, please send an email to Todd Jensen at: jensent@live.unc.edu 

IRB Information: 
Study Name: Retrospective Conceptualizations of the Ideal Stepfamily Experience: A Qualitative Analysis of Young Adult Stepchildren 
Study number: 14-0233 
Specific IRB: Non-Biomedical IRB 
Date of approval: 3/13/2014 

’]7his message is sponsored by: School of Socia[ Wurk 

INF©RMATI©NAL email wil[ only be sent tu those who have indicated that the?" do want tu receive mass emai[. To set yuur infurmational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your ©nyen, and select Update Personal Informatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 14, 2014 12:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Healthy women needed for pregna~cy research study! 

Are you or someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start trying? 

TIME TO CONCEIVE is a research study at the University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a way to accurately measure a woman’s fertility. Women bet~veen 18 and 44 
years of age who are t~Ang to become pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to participate in the stud?’. Women are not eligible to participate if they or their partner have a histow of 
infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other stu@ activities are completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- Monetary compensation for stu@ activities 

There are no medicines or pills to take and no changes to one’s daily lifestyle or existing health care routine. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in learning more about this stu@, you can visit our website at www.timetoconceive.org, call us at (919) 843-8246, or send an email to 
fertility@unc.edu ~vith your name, phone number, and times that you can be reached. All information will be kept strictly confidential. 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply sharing information about yourself while trying to get pregnant Please share this message with friends or family. 

The principa[ investigator for this sturdy is Anne Z. Steiner, MD, MPtI, I)epartment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of North Carolina 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval l~om the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 3/14/2008, study ¢¢08-0423. 

This message is sponsored by: OB/(IYN 

INFORMATIONAL email wil[ only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass emad. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 6:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Carpet Cleaning ] Winslon Salem Symphony 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,. ,e.~ y<;~.i,~ ~.’,l,e.Le.=>’.,nc~s i Urban.it,s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

Carpet Cleaning 

Clean Home Carpet Cleaning 

Zuill Bailey and Winston Salem 
Symphony Concert 

Greensboro Symphony Orchestra 

War Memorial Auditorium, Greensboro 

~ 43.7 miles away (f:’o,m, 

Fun Packagewith Skating, Mini 

Golf, Go-Karts & More 

Fun Package with Skating, Mini 

Golf, Go-Karts & More 

Wheels Fun Park 
Mi,,’,,i Goif, Oo~Kslts 
\&6eels Fun Park 

Even More Dea~s 

Nil Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and Custom Acrylic Photo Print with i~i 28 Lunches and 28 Dinners or 

Complete Checkup Free Shipping $200 to Spend on Food 

CarrDoro 

Yeargan’s Top Notch 

Online 

CreateMyWalls 

Online 

<..~ $200 b:, S!:,em~ ~:,r/ 
Pemonal Trainer Food 



Automotive 

Cleaning for up to Six Feet 
Free Coupon for $10 Off Your 

..... Order of $40 or More at 

Casa.com 

i.~.i Home Cleaning 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
C.,Iyer-Ve~’,l D~:speciio="., BIXt 

Southeastern Ser~,ices 

.~i Two Massages of Your Choice 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

The Tidy Maids 

$50 Toward Fresh Meal 

Ingredients, Delivered 

Durham 
Two M~::ss~::gos 

Therapeutic Arts: Massage 
Therapy & Ads 

i~i Overnight Stay in Historic 

...... Colonial Inn in Virginia Beach 

with Parking and Wi-FI 

Durham ! Chapel Hill 

Destination: Charlotte 

Du[ham I Chapel Hill 
$50 Tow~’,,,"d Fresi~ Merci 
i ,m, tr e d ie ,,’,,{s ~ D~siv~:red 
PeachDish 

Virginia Beach 

The Founders Inn and Spa 

i.~.i Personalize your offers 





T g ~s~e r,C ~arl e i~ B <re g ~ter@ em aiI un ~ d *# 

VVe’ve searched the aite Ior the best deala in Electronics, Clothing, Home and more. Check 

back olten for ~ew dea~s~ 

~’~ 40-Inch 1080p Roku Ready HD~’ for Only $299 

5299 

~7~ Up to 40% ~f Sele~ SanDisk Emreme SD Cards        ~ 37% Off a Pioneer 7.2-Cha nnel Network AN 

..... Receiver 

Csl-ds Recehse~ 

i’~ii $1,300 Off List Price on a Samsung 60-Inch 1080p 

240Hz Smart LED TV 



.~iI 40% Off Philips O’Neill CRASH Virtually Indestructible ii~iI 44% Off Creative DIO0 Wireless Bluetooth Speaker 

Over-Ear Headphones 

40% ~f PlliliA#. O’Neill CRAc, H ’~ ~tua~&C ,¢,¢% Off Creative O100 ~reless B~et~oth 

Indestr~ct~Me OversEll Headphones ~e~ker 

:~ Save $300 on the Olympus ~-2 Digital C ..... ~:~ Sele~ Children’s Books Under $10 

8~ve $300 on the Olympus ~Z.-2 Lbi~t~ Came~~ Se~ec~ Children’s Books Ur~der ~10 

............. $7.49 



.~i Save 15% on Cleaning Solutions from BonaKemi 

............................................................................................................................................ ,:~v~ 15,o O,~ ~,~,~,’,~1,~, ,:~Ol=JdOP,~ ~ror¢~ [~oP,~er¢~ 

::.~ Save 60% on the Laura Ashley Limited Edition 

CX155LA Computerized Sewing & Quilting Machine 

%’i Up to 60% Off PUMA Men’s Shoes 

ii~iI Save up to 30% on Baby Jogger 

i [:+:; i Up to 40% ~ Sele~ Sb4es from @ford Golf 

U~) to 40% Off Se~ec~ S~:~es from Oxford Go~ 

i ~’~’~ Up to 70% @ Cole Haan W ..... ’s Shoes 



Save 40% on Soft Heat Heated Mattress Pad Save 20% on this Battery-Operated Pepper Mill from 

..... MIU France 

.......................................... ’’ 

Save $20 Off Your $100 Coleman Purchase ~ ~R~ 20% ~ Sele~ Southwire E~ension Cords 

15% Off Pet Gear Savings                        ~ Up to 35% ~ Sele~ NC~ Kitchen & Dining 

.............. Produ~s 



i i~ Save up to 25% on Select Balance Kids’ Bikes Save $15 On Your $50 South Bend Fishing Purchase 

Save up to 25% on Select Balance Kids’ Bikes Save 315 On You[ ~ South Bend Fishing 

Purchase 

.~i Spring O~tlot: Cloaran~ ~als, O~orstocks, and 

P,/~o,/ies & iV Vkleo Gs]~es .~.8by 

Kindie Ceii Phon!?s ~ Acce.~s.’)des Ciethin.q 

K~nd~e PspepwhRe Computers & Software Shoes 

K~nd~e £}]-e HD£ A:.Ro]~sot~ve Watches 

Orocel-y 

Hasl:3~ & F’e]-5o.na~ Care 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 6:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Tae Kwon Do Classes ] Auto Window Tinting 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,, ,e.~ ~<;u,~ ~.’,l-efe=>’.m, ces i Unsubs crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do Classes with 
Uniform 
Kim’s White Tiger 

1129 Weaver Daiq/Rd, Chapel Hill 

~ 3,6 miles away (i~< ~,’., Veur Am~z,:~n 

Window Tinting for Car or SUV 
J,Blount Window Tint 

4122 Bennett Memorial Rd, Durham 

~ 9.9 miles away (iro~ ,,", ~.eur 

Sav:ngs ~2% 

Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and 

Complete Checkup 
Free Coupon for $10 Off Your 

..... Order of $40 or More at 

Cas8.com 

i.~.i Custom AcI¥1ic Photo Print with 
Free Shipping 

.~i Dryer-Vent Inspection and 

Cleaning for up to Six Feet 

Online Online 

C{~ sB,co~~’~ CreateMy~a~s 

Casa.com (Quidsi Re~a~l LLC) 

Carpet Cleaning :: ~:~;; :: Home Cleaning 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Southeastern Services 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
C s I pet C iea~ ~’.,i,,",g 
Clean Home Carpet Cleaning 

Durham I Chapel Hill 
Home Ciesl-~ilsg 
The Tidy Maids 



Two Massages of Your Choice i.~.i Zuill Bailey and Winston Salem 
Symphony Concert 

Durham 

Therapeutic Arts: Massage 
The[apy & Arts 

.~i Overnight Stay in Historic 

Colonial Inn in Virginia Beach 

with Parking and Wi-Fi 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Destination: Charlotte Ssie,,",s Sym~.’,hony Co,,",cert 
Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra 

Virginia Beach 
Ow:r,,",igi’,t St~:~y ils Histol ic 

The Founders htn and Spa 

i~il Personalize your offers 



Supporting 

The Sean Douglas Leadership Fund 
at The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Major Sean Cedric "Six" Douglas, of Lansing, KS, attended UNC 
Chapel Hill and earned a Bachelor of Arts in Economics in 1995. 

While at Carolina, he joined Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. and 
participated in the Army ROTC (Reserve Officers’ Training Corps), 
and became a Commissioned Officer in the United States Army 
soon after graduation. He proudly served his country for 13 years. 

Major Douglas’ life goal and dream was to fly and serve. He 
emanated leadership and discipline traits that served him well at 
Carolina, and on through his career as a Blackhawk helicopter 
pilot with the U.S. Army where he specialized in Aviation at the 
time of his passing. 

The fellowship was created to broaden the college experience 
fo include opportunities fo organize and unite their peers for a 
common purpose, and fo instill the propensity fo lead and 
manage pertinent processes as a vital skill set for future 
endeavors. It is open fo all registered UNC af Chapel Hill 
sophomores, juniors and seniors in good academic standing. 
Applicants for the SDLF fellowship will be selected on the basis of 
scholarship, campus and community participation, clarify in 
describing goals for the internship, sense of social responsibility, 
expressed desire to learn leadership strategies and the quality of 
recommendations submitted in support of the application. 

Through this fellowship experience, Carolina students will receive 
a unique, paid opportunity to cultivate leadership skills through 
mentorship and an independent study designed by the student 
and the Stone Center Director. Each fellowship is a 10-week 
commitment and provides students with access to building 
offices, staff, one-on-one time with the Director of the Stone 
Center and an opportunity fo work with on-campus student 
organizations to increase levels of engagement in the programs 
and initiatives of the Stone Center. 

To apply for this fellowship opportunity, please submit the 
following by no later than March 19, 2014. 

Letter of intent (limit three pages, double spaced). The 
letter should address the selection criteria described 
above. 

An official/un-official transcript 

Two letters of recommendation (faculty, staff or 
community member) 

Please contact Chris Wallace at 919-962-7264 or 
chrislw@email.unc.edu for more information. 

"The Sean Douglas initiative is an opportunity to 

support undergraduate students in their efforts 

to gain professional development experience 

through internships with the Stone Center’s 

director. Led by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 

and the Douglas family, this effort memorializes 

Sean Douglas, a U.& Army veteran, aviator and 

community leader. " 

To contribute to this effort, please contact: 

Joscelyne Brazile 

919.962.9001 

brazile@unc.edu 

or 

log onto http:i/giving.unc.edu 

and select 

Stone Center/Douglas Leadership Fellows 

As the recipient of your gift. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:27 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Seeking mothers to participate in research 

Are you a mother? 

The U~,~’C Center for Women’s Mood Disorders is examining how pregnancy hormones imquence postpartum depression 

We are seeking healthy mothers ~vho: 

1. Are not currently pregnant or breastfeeding, 
2. Are at least one year postpartum, 
3. Are not currently depressed, 
4. Have experienced postpartum depression, or have never experienced postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investigational medications related to this research study will be provided at no cost to patients. This study will last 28 weeks and require 
bimonthly visits to UNC. 

$2,500 compensation upon completion 

For more information, please visit PPDstu@.org or call Sarah at 919-966-5243. 

This sturdy (IRB¢¢ 12-1758) has been approved by the UNC Biomedical ]R[3 as of 12/27/13. 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Center ~2~r Women’s Mood Disorders 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



~i Amazon.corn J 

Dear Amazon.corn Customer, 

Never miss a hot new release by pro- 

ordering books at Arnazon~com. We’ve 

highlighted the biggest and most exciting 

upcoming releases in April, May, and 

beyond. 



The King ::d The Collector 

The King The Collector 

K~nd~e book ~ndle book 



Eat What You L ..... Eveiyday! 

Eat Wh~t You Love--Everyd~y~. 

H~d¢over 

Kindle book 

ii.~ The Target 

The Tat~let 

Hardcover 

Kindle book 



Any Other Name 

Any O~her ,~lame 

H~dcove~ 

Kindle book 

The One 

H;~rdcover 

Ki~;dle book 

City of H ..... ly Fire 

City of Heaventy Fire 

Kindle book 

iX Skin Game 

Skin Ga~e 

Ha~doover 

Kindle book 



~V4)il4)l:,~e ~) ~...~)~.~’ See m~re 

The Silkworm 

The S#kworm 

K~nd~e book 

iX Top Secret Twenty-one 

"Fop Secret T~c, enty~one 

Sindl(.~ book 



~;:i The Paleo Kitchen i~ ThePromise 

- T,~e P~eo ,~ohe,, - The P~e,~,~e 

Hindle boor 



Four 

Ha~’dcove~ 

The Book of Life 

The Book of Life 

~;~l~cover 

Kin(lie book 

Edge of Eternity 

Edge of Eternity 

~qardcover 

KindJe book 

::~,~ Never Turn Your Back on an Angus Cow 

Never Turn "/our Back on an Angus Cow 

H 8 ~’~J OOV~ F 

Kindle book 





Best Books of the Month 



Videe Games Baby 

Automotive Wstches 

hldusl~iai & Sck!nliiic 

Giocery 

Health & Personai Care 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 6:06 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Exterior Paintingi Stand-Up Padd]eboarding ] and I more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,, ,e.~ ~<;u,~ ~.’,l-eLe.=>’.,,c, ces i iJr~subs crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

$200 or $500 to Spend on Exterior 
Painting 

The Dutch Home Painter 

90-Minute Stand-Up Paddleboarding 
Lesson 
Triangle Glides 

6404 Lake VVt~eeler Road, Raleigh 

~ 25.3 rnibs away (f:xx.,’., yo~.:," Ama:.!on :~£i~’e~.s) 

5;a’~ :m gs 48% 

Motorcycle, Car, or Truck Detail 
Davenpor~ Customs 

2824 Hillsborough Rd, Durham 

~ 10.2 miles away (~!ors 

N:: $10 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 
: Japanese Restaurant 

Sl0 or $20 to Spend at Koumi 

Japanese Restaurant 

Durham 
$~0 o,~ $20 te %~< ~s<i 8t 

Koumi Japanese ReNaurant 

Durham 

Koumi Japanese Restaurant 



Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and 

Complete Checkup 

D~yer-Vent Inspection and 
Cleaning for up to Six Feet 

i.~.i Custom AcI¥1ic Photo Print with 
Free Shipping 

~:=r~d CoI=".,pi(,te Checkup 
Yeargan’s Top Notch 
Automotive 

X:: Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do 

Classes with Uniform 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Ci(~aI~iI~g for ~,lp t~ Six 
Southeastern Services 

~] Home Cleaning :: ~:+:; :: Carpet Cleaning 

Chapel Hill 

C k,’,sse s v,,.iti~ 
KJm’s ~’~1"fite Tiger 

Zuill Bailey and Winston Salem 

Symphony Concer~ 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

The Tidy Maids 

Overnight Stay in Historic 

Colonial Inn in Virginia Beach 

with Parking and Wi-Fi 

Durham I Chapel Hill 

Clean Home Carpet Cleaning 

Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra 

Virginia Beach 
Ove,,"lsiglst St~’,y ir~ Historic 

wit}’, ~’%’.rl@’,g :..’4",d k,"\."i..["i 
The Founders Inn and Spa 

::~i Personalize your offers 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Paxticipants Needed: Tactile hfformation Processing Study 

PARTICIPANTS i’~NEDED: The Tactile Information Processing Stu@ is a research stu@ designed to conduct assessments to measure ho~v individuals recognize touch. 

DO YOU QUALWY? 
We are looking for health?- males and females between the ages of 18 and 70 who: 
* Are Caucasian or African American 
* Are fluent English speakers 
* Have normal vision and hearing or vision/hearing impailrnents that are corrected to within normal limits 

Participants will undergo a series of tests to measure how- they recognize tactile input. Participants may be asked to complete self-evaluation questionnaires and a cognitive assessment. 

These tests can take from 30 minutes to 2 hours to participate. Participants may be called back for an additional two hours of testing Testing will be completed on UNC Chapel Hill Campus 
in MacNider or Bondurant Hall. Participants ~vill receive $20.00 per hour for participating in this stu@ (,up to $80). 

If you are interested in participating please reply to nsdlab@unc.edu and indicate the days and times you may be available. In addition, please include your name, age, race, occupation, 
education level, and contact information in your response. 

This study has been approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board: 04-1531 on 02/10/2014. 

This message is sponsored by: Biomedical Engineering 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu, login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Participate in a Patient Education Sin@ 

If you are a man between the ages of 50 and 55 years old and have not ever gotten a prostate cancer screening test called a PSA (prostate specific antigen) blood test, you may be eligible to 
participate in a study to test out a new- patient education tool. 

If you are eligible for the study and decide to participate, you would be asked to: 
Come in to the Cecil Sheps Center on Martin Luther King Jr Blvd in Chapel Hill for a one-time study visit that would last approximately 45 minutes 
Complete a brief online survey three months after your study visit 

After the initial study visit, participants will receive a $30 gift card as a thank you for participating. After completing the brief online survey three months later, participants will received an 
additional $10 giI’t card. 

If you would like to learn more about the stu@ and find out if you are eligible, please click the link below You will be taken to a website with more information about the study and a short 
survey to find out if you are eligible. 

http://tinvurl.com/unc-psa-survev 

If you have additional questions about the study, please contact Dr. Alison Brermer at: 

patienteducation@unc edu 
919-843-3392 

Approved on 11/18/13 by the UNC Non-Biomedica[ 
Stu@ # 13-3277 

This message is sponsored by: Cecil G Sheps (;enter for Health Services Research 

INF©RMATI©NAL email wil[ only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass emai[. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your ©nyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORM_ATIONAL] 2014 Week of Welcome Proposal Information 

It will soon be time to welcome new first-year and transfer students to Carolina this fall The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs (NSCPP) invites the University community to 
submit 2014 Week of Welcome (WOW) event proposals. WOW 2014 will take place between Friday, August 15th and Sunday, August 24th. 

Week of Welcome (WOW) kicks off Tar Heel Begilmings, intentionally designed fall programs seeking to introduce ne~v first-year and transfer students to the expectations, resources, and 
involvement opportunities during their first semester at U~,~’C-Chapel Hill Throughout WOW, new first-year and transfer students are invited to attend a &verse array of academic and 
comnaunity-building programs to help students through their transition to the Carolina community In alignment with the Student Affairs Excellence in Action plan, each WOW event is 
categorized by one or two of the Elements of the Carolina Way. These elements include: 

¯ Dynamic Learning: The intellectual exploration of existing and emerging kno~vledge through the use of critical thinking, creativity, innovation, and communication skills that develops life- 
long learners with the capacity to address real-world problems. 
¯ Honor: The fortitude, courage, and character to stand by personal and community principles The willingness to sacrifice short-term personal gain for the good of long term goals and the 
good of the con~aunity. Holding oneself to congruency between ones values and everyday actions and interactions Exemplifies ethics, integrity, fairness and respect for others 
¯ Personal Responsibility: The ownership of one’s actions and commitments through ongoing reflection and engagement with others, in order to develop self-awareness, interpersonal skills, 
wellness, and resiliency. This process allows one to achieve authenticity’, balance, and a sense of purpose, ~vhich provides a path towards a congruent wholehearted life 
¯ Commum~ Engagement: The commitment of an individual to develop cross-cultural perspectives. To actively engage in local and global communities as a result of a sense of 
responsibility. 

In order to be included in WOW, programs must meet the following criteria: 
1. The program must be sponsored by a University school, college, department, or registered student organization. 
2. The program must have clear learning outcomes and connect to at least one identified Excellence in Action element. 
3. The program must be an inclusive and accessible event that fosters a welcoming enviror~nent for all new students. 
4. The program must be specifically targeted toward new first-year and/or transfer students. 

WOW 2014 will take place between Friday, August 15th and Sunday, August 24th. For your reference, the 2013 WOW schedule is located here: 

http://nscppunc.edu/sites/nscpp.unc.eduifiles/13 wow schedule.pd£ 

Please read the details below for WOW 2014 event proposal guidelines: 
1. Full consideration will be given to all program proposals submitted by Friday, April 4th at 11:59 pm. Program proposals must be submitted through the online fibrin located here: 
http://nscpp.un c edu/2014-week -welcome-event-proposal s html 

Please note that Sunday, August 17th from 3:00pro-11:00pm is reserved for Residential Community Floor Meetings, New Student Convocation and Fall Fest related activities, and Monday, 
August 18th from 1:00-3:00pm is reserved [’or the Carolina Summer Reading Program Discussions Event proposals during these timeframes will not be accepted. 

2. Once you have submitted your event proposal, you will be contacted by New Student & Carolina Parent Programs staff or Tar Heel Beginnings Student Co-Chairs to clarify any 
questions, provide insight on the details of your event, and discuss the most approprmte timing for the event within the context of the overall WOW schedule 

3. Please note that all departments and student organizations hosting a WOW event are responsible for completing all event facility reservations and related facility costs, as well as abiding 
by all University’ policies and procedures. 

For additional information or questions, please contact New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc edu or 919-962-8304 

Sincerely, 
Office of New" Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

This message is sponsored by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

INFOR2~TIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your ir~formational mass email preference, sign into the L2,1C 
Directo~ at http://dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Itfformation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:23 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlmnber@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Pos~t-Doc Revisions 

With comments - Post Doctoral Fellowsl(3).docx 

Dear Michael: The attached document in the previous email is the most updated version. If the faculty make additional recommendations we can then include in this final 
version. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Ce: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doe Revisions 

Dea~" Charlene, I was wondering if we had a final draft of the Post- Doc policy? From the last meeting I unders~tand that you will not be at the l?aculD~ meeting this Wed. 
and Eunice suggested that I present it. Also, from her comments at the meeting I understm~d her desire to leave out any recommendations to the UNC committee that 
oversees "the Diversi~Post-doc program. 

Thin,ks, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, Africm] Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and AnthropoloD- 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7592 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: I will try to allow for us to discuss these recommendations. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:41 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
C¢: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Charlene, 

Thank you for sending this to me. As for Eunice’s comments on 2. I think the depaxtment should make this mcommendalion to the committee that 
oversees this program. I mentioned it 1,~ my wife who is on the committee m~d she agrees that they should not solicit applications fi-om cm~didates tbr 

departments that do not have the funds or are otherwise not interested in the program. She will likely raise this with the post doc committee regardless. I 

personaJly see no problem with "the lhculty of our department endorsing this position. 

As for her comment on 7. Candidates that we suppoYt should fit in our pla~s for thculb~ expansion of the depmtment. This need not mea~ that we make a 

commitment to hire the caadidate. It just mea~s that the candidates skills should match possible directions in which the departa~ent might grow. 

I personally would like to see these items left open tbr the depart~nent discus~ notwithstanding Eunice’s reservations. 

Thank yon for your work on this. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director. Afi-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of At~ca~ Studies a~d Anthropology 
Universi~ of North Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Glohal Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Regester. Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: Attached are the revisions that Eunice recommended for your draft. Currently, I am making changes and will provide revised version 



on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

<With comments - Post Doctoral l~’ellowsl(3).docx> 



Post Doctoral Fellows 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

January 2014 

Position Statement 

The Department of African, African American, & Diaspora strongly supports UNC’s Post- 

Doctoral Program because we view this program as central to recruiting, cultivating, and training 

scholars whose research focuses on issues of diversity or minority populations. This program is 

deemed vital to heightening the minority presence on this campus particularly among 

underrepresented groups. The program has played a pivotal role in faculty recruitment for our 

department as many of our current faculty, are former fellows of the post-doctoral program. 

Therefore, we recognize the value of this program in that it provides a pool of talented scholars 

from which we might consider for potential hires in the furore. Most of all, the post-doctoral 

fellow program produces newly trained scholars from a range of fields of study and as we 

expand and grow these scholars might be tapped to bring new knowledge and enhance our 

current offerings. 

Ongoing support of the post-doctoral fellow program, however, will be contingent on the 

acquisition of appropriate funds to support a fellow(s). Since we view this program as important 

to the department’s development, it is necessary for the department to actively seek funding to 

support such fellows. The department then intends to seek outside funding sources to support 

Post-Doctoral fellows and does not intend to utilize necessary faculty resources to support a 

fellow(s). 

it is the department’s position that in the event a post-doc fellow is recruited, we do not 

encourage the fellow to engage in teaching since this activity stands to take away from their 

research unless an agreement is established with the chair or a committee. In the event that a 

fellow desires to teach then this kind of arrangement should be supported by additional funds 

made available to support teaching and with the consensus of the department to pay for the 

teaching service provided. 

!4/-e strongly urge that ~[a post-doc fellow is recruited by our department, they be appropriately 

assigned a mentor who can assist, supervise, and oversee their research [this is a university 

policy. Thus, no need to include it here]. In some instances, where appropriate, the post-doc 

fellow might want to consider estabfishing a mentor both inside and outside the department ~ 

deemed appropriate [department’s financially supporting the post-doc fellow are responsible for 

thi s]. 



It is our position that the department provide appropriate office ~pace, computer support, and 

other resources the fellow needs~ to conduct research and establish aJ.f!#ation with our 

department. [this is required by the Carolina post-doc program]. 

It is the department’s policy that the post-doctoral fellow has to be unanimously agreed upon by 
facultyinordertobeofficiallyaccepted. This decision to suI2port a post-doc or wha~?] shouM 

be adhered to regardless of chanlzes in faculty or department chairs. 

Recommeudations [Mosi of ~he recommendations echo what is in the preceding narrative 

thus what t~llows below seems redundan@ 

1) We recommend that the chair seek funding to support post-doctoral fellows. 

The Post-Doc office shouM not advertise that our department is accepting fellows if we 

do not have the money to support such fellows. We received applications even though 

we have no funding and it is not fair to the candidate to complete the application 

materials when we cannot fund a post-doctoral fellow in a given year. fall 

departments - whether they have money or not - receive notices every year. Thus, 

we are not excerpt from this university practice]. 

3) We do not recommend that post-doc fellows teach unless they desire to do so and 
unless additional funding is provided for that purpose. 

4) We do not encourage the department to utilize necessary funds designated for 
faculty in the department to be re-directed or dispersed to snpport fellows. Outside 
funding needs to be established to support fellows. 

s) We recommend that the department make it known to every member of the faculty 

when a post-doctoral fellow has arrived and establishes affiliation with the 

department. 

6) We recommend that if a post-doctoral candidate is accepted and becomes affiliated 

with our department, we make every effort to support them while they are here and 

maintain a rapport with them when they leave. 

When we accept a post-doctoral fellow, we should rely on their expertise for future 

recruitment of facult), and scholars. [we cannot make a promise that we are going to 

hire a post-doctoral fellow, tn a given year, hiring is depemlent on lines authorized ~v 

the Dean’s office and very much determined ~v ¢he priorities of the College qf Avts and 

Sciences and university’s budget outIook]. See your item 8. 



8) We should avoid making promises that we cannot keep. 

We should insure that those recruited coincide with the growth and development 

proposed by the department. 

Review of 2013-14 Applicants -- Fields of Study Include: 

Multinational and transnational studies 

Queer theory, sexuality studies, 

Performance; transnational performance 

Critical spirituality 

Race and natural disasters 

Trauma Studies 

Black Masculinity 

Afro-Asian studiesij azz and hip hop studies 

Afo-Pessimism and intellectual history 

African American migrations/gender migrations-domestic diaspora 

Protest art, Madness, & Creativity 

Urban Gay men and literature 

African American athletes--historically, exploitation - black bodies 

Media studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:25 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlmnber@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Pos~t-Doc Revisions 

Dear Michael: We can print the document on two pages and that way we will have the formal document and informal document. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 3:23 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Dear Charlene, The.finaJ report will be fine. After Eunice’s comments at the laser meeting I un&rstood why they ,night not fit with this report, which is intema2l. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, Africm~ Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and AnthropoloD- 
University ofNortJa Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7592 
3026 FedEx GlobaJ Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Mar 17, 2014, at 3:19 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester~emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: I can send you the last draft which had the recommendations attached. I kept them in case you wanted to address some of these when you 
present at the faculty meeting. However, the final report will not include them. I will attempt to resend what I had. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Dear Charlene, I was wondering if we had a final draft of the Post-Doc policy? From the laser meeting I understand that you roll not be at the facul~ 
meeting this Wed. m~d Eunice suggested that I present it. Also, from her comments at the meeting I tmdersta~d her desire to leave out any 

recommendafions to the UNC committee that oversees the DiversityPost-doc program. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Univemity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Regestm; Charlene B" <mgeste~)e,nafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: I will try to allow for us to discuss these recommendations. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:41 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Charlene, 

Thank you for sending this to me. As for Eunice’s comments on 2. I think the department should make this recommendation to the committee 
that oversees this program. I mentioned it to my wife who is on the committee and she agrees that they should not solicit applications from 
candidates for departments that do not have the funds or are otherwise not interested in the program. She will likely raise this with the post 
doc committee regardless. I personally see no problem with the thculty of our department endorsing this position. 

As tbr her comment on 7. Candidates that we support should fit in our plans tbr faculty expression of the department. This need not mean 



that we make a commitment to hire the candidate. It just means that the candidates skills should match possible directions in which the 
depaJtment might grow. 

I per~mally would like 1,~ ~e the~ items left open tbr the department discuss, notwithstanding Eunice’s reservations. 

Thank you tbr your work on this. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of Africm~ Studies m~d Anthropology 

Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~)mnail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Michael: Attached are the revisions that Eunice recommended for your draft. Currently, I am making changes and will provide 
revised version on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

~-~With comments - Post Doctoral Fellowsl(3).docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Thank you. I will revise it to include the comments. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, Africm~ Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Afiicm~ Studies and Aathropolo~ 

University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Mar 17, 2014, at 3:23 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <re~ester,@,ema]l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: The attached document in the previous email is the most updated version. If the faculty make additional recommendations we can then include in 
this final version. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:22 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Deax Charlene, I was wondering if we had a final draft of the Post-Doc policy? From the last meeting I understand that you will not be at the faculty 

meeting this Wed. mad Eunice suggested that I present it. Also, from her comments at the meeting I understaJ~d her desire to leave out any 

recommendations to the UNC committee that oversees the DiversityPost-doc program. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert. Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Afiican Studies and Anthropology 

University ofNorl~h Caxolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <legester~)elna~l.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael: I will try to allow for us to discuss these recommendations. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 9:41 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Cc: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: Re: Post-Doc Revisions 

Charlene, 

Thank you for sending this to me. As for Eunice’s comments on 2. I think the departanem should make this recommendation to the committee 

that oversees this program. I mentioned it to my wife who is on the committee and she agrees that they should not solicit applications from 

candidates tbr deparl~nents that do not have the funds or axe otherwise not interested in the progrmn. She will likely raise this with the post 

doc committee regardless. I personally see no problem with the tkculty of our departmeat endorsing this position. 

As for her comment on 7. Candidates that we support should fit in our plans for faculty expansion of the departm~ent. This need not mea~l 

that we ~na£e a commitment to hire the candidate. It just mea~s that the candidates skills should match possible directions in which the 

depaxtment might grow. 

I personally would like to see these items left open for the depal~q:lent discuss, notwithstanding Eunice’s reservalions. 

Thank you for yonr work on this. 



Mike 

Michael Lmnbert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University" ofNo~k Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear IVlichael: Attached are the revisions that Eunice recommended for your draft. Currently, I am making changes and will provide 
revised version on Wednesday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

<With comments - Post Doctoral Fellowsl(3).docx> 

<With comments - Post Doctoral Fellowsl(3).docx> 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:15 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Personal Training i Customized Pet Food i and 2 more 

Personal Training Sessions with 
Evaluation 
Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, NSCA-CPT 

109 N Graham St, Chapel Hill 

~ 0,1 miles away (i~ ~,’., 

Customized Dog or Cat Food: Up to 20 
Pounds 
Petbrosia 

Redeem Online 

Overnight Dog Boarding 

Country Inn Kennel and Cattery 

4645 Old Greenboro Rd, Chapel Hill 

~ 7.5 miles away (~!om yc~r 

All-Day Paintball Package 

Black River Pain~ball 

2500 Carson Gregory Rd, Angler 0!~o!e 

~" 38,2 miles away �~ ....... "~ .... 

To~ Dea~s 



$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 
Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 
~2</<,.~- $30 i,> S!:~eI~d 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

:KII $200 or $500 to Spend on 
..... Exterior Painting 

Oil Change, Tire Rotation, and 

...... Complete Checkup 

::~:: Dryer-Vent Inspection and 

...... Cleaning for up to Six Feet 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

The Dutch Horne Painter 

Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do 

Classes with Uniform 

Yeargan’s Top Notch 
Automotive 

90-Minute Stand-Up 
Paddleboarding Lesson 

::~:: Zuill Bailey and Winston Salem 

Symphony Concert 

Chapel Hill 

Kim’s Wt~ite Tiger 

Raleigh 
90 . M i,q ~.,’te !i-.’. L?, ~’, d. 

Triangle Glides Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra 

::.~.i Personalize your offers 

on Vour Apple or Ar:droid Device 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:12 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Call for Carolina Summer Reading Program Discussion Leaders 

Dear Faculty, Staff. and Students: 

Please join us as a discussion leader for the Carolina Summer Reading Program. The program invites all first-year and transfer students to read a book and participate in small group 
discussions facilitated by faculty and staffvolunteers with college teaching or group facilitation experience 

"The Round House" by Louise Erdrich will be the 2014 summer reading book "The Round House" is the story of an American Indian boy ~vhose mother is sexually assaulted on their North 
Dakota resel~’ation The novel follows him as he seeks understanding and justice for the crime that forever transforms his family. For additional information about "The Round House" and 
the author, please visit the Carolina Summer Reading website at http://surmnerreading.web.uaacedu 

If you are interested in ser,Ang as a discussion leader, please complete the online sign-up form at http://summerreading.~veb unc.edu/discussion-leader-resources/. You are welcome to 
facilitate a group on your own or collaborate with a U~.~’C-CH faculty member, staff member, or student. The priority’ date for signing up to serve as a discussion leader is Wednesday, April 2, 
2014. 

You will be notified electronically by April 9, 2014 if you are selected to serve as a discussion leader. Discussion leaders will be provided a free paperback copy of"The Round House" by 
April 16, 2014. For information about the Carolina Sun.her Reading Discussion sessions, please visit http ://summerreadin~.web.unc. edu Tl~roughout the summer, the Carolina Surmner 
Reading website ~vill be updated with inter-disciplinary materials to assist you in planning and conducting your session. 

In addition, we are interested in involving the UNC community- through prograrmning related to the themes explored in "The Round House." If your department plans to offer related 
programming, please contact New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at ne~vstudents@unc.edu 

Thank yuu for your continued support of this exciting intellectual endeavor! 

Regards, 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
newstudents@unc.edu 
919-962-8304 

This message is spunsured by: New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that they du want to receive mass email Tu set your informatiuna[ mass email preference, sign intu the UNC 
Directury at http://dir unc.edu, lugin with yuur Onyen, and select Update Persuna[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Keohane Visiting Prot~ssorship Lecture 

The University of North Carolina and Duke University are pleased to present the spring 2014 Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professor, David Pizarro. Professor Pizarro is a moral 
psychologist at Comell University who specializes in disgust, its influence on moral judgments, and relevancy to political controversies. Professor Pizarro will give the 2014 Keohane Lecture 
on Monday, March 24th at 5:30pm at the Duke University Sanford School of Public Policy, room 04. The lecture is Iicee and open to the public and will be followed by a reception in the 
Sanford School. 

To read more about Professor David Pizarro and the 2014 Keohane Distinguished Visiting Professorship and lecture, please visit http://www.unc.edu~’campus-updates/david-pizarro/or 
download the event flyer at https://provostunc.edu/files/2014/O2/Pizarro-Keohane-flverpdf. 

The Keohane Professorship recognizes the remarkable contributions of Dr. Nannerl Keohane during her term as President of Duke University, and the unprecedented level of collaboration 
she and former U~,~’C Chancellor James Moeser created between these two great institutions. The award was created in 2004 by then Chancellor Moeser and is funded by Carolina graduate 
Julian Robertson and his late wife, Josie, of New York (parents of Spencer, Duke ’98, and Alex, UNC ’01, Robertson) and the William R Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust. 

This message is sponsored by: Ofi)ce of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those ~vho have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the U2",!C 
Directoly at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 







Martin Kendrick’s Involvement and 
Accomplishment in the North Carolina Youth 
Legislative Assem bly 

Martin Kendrick is a junior at Can/Academy and a co-chair of 

the North Carolina Youth Legislative Assembly. The 

assembly is a mock legislative session where high school 

stude~sts voice their opinions on issues pertaining to local, 

state, and federal 9ovemment. ~n March, Mar~k~ will attend a 

three-day co~ference to present h~s b~lL "An Act To h~crease 

The M~nimum Drop Out Age of No~h Carolina Public Schoo~ 

Students," 

Leonard McNair and His Passion for Debate 

Leonard McNair, an active MOY member for two years now, 

is following his dreams and passion through the a~t of 

debate. Leonard began with an in[erest in becoming a lawyer; 

therefore he jointed the Woods Chalter Debate team, As 

time wen[ on, he found that his real passion was in business. 

"In bu@~ess, oral presentations are common; and public 

speaking and advocacy for certain points provide a great 

training ground for me," says McNair, 



Mentee of the Month Mento~ o[ the Morlth Upcor~fing Events 

Zayah iSeaster is fourSeen-years- 

Riw!rside I--ligi~ School As a 

member for three years Zsyah 

beli,9’ves that MOY has taught 

him howto help out others He 

both h~s academics and 

Kelsey Willia ms is 19-years-old 

al~d altends the Uni’ve!si~y o~ 

No!th Carolina at Chapel Hili 

She began her Jnvob’ement 

of 2013, when she dec~ded to 

This Month’s Saturday Academy: 
Learning the Art of Debate ~ is Hip Hop Really Dead? 

On Saturday, February 22~ 2014, Movement of Youth met at Duke University to discuss hip~hop and its 

.social impact. ~,lembers i,gam,gd about the four aspeats of hip-.hop: ~appi~giMCing, DJi~g, B-Boyir~g and 

Grs~ffiti in an opels lecture led by Desmera Gatewoed, a Teach fer America Corps Member who leaches third 

grade at Msrueen Joy Chs~Ser SchooJ ~n Durham; NC After s competitive game of Jeopardy, members sp~t 

You can find pictures of rise event on our page 

Thanks to Our Supporters for Helping Us Realize Our 
Dreams 





College Hoops Fever 
Get ready for the games 



Up ’to 25% elf 8ele¢~ NCAA l.-8t~irts 

~i Coile~~e Hoo~.~s Deals i;1 iV Video ,~, Audio 

C~fllege Hoops Deals in [V, Video & Audio Coilege Hoops in Grocery 

Entertainment 
K~ovies & TV~ video ganse~, and rn~sic .~.~#~...!~.~.~’.~ 

Pleoo~der Barman: A,~kham Knight 



~#iarch is B~etal: ~t~3 Albums from $5.99 $7,99 a~d U~der CDs witl~ F~e÷ MP3s 

Audio 



Save $50 e~ th÷ Se~y MDRIORN©iP Neisa~ 

50% o~ Iids 8o~y Porlsbie ~’JFO Sl~eiooth 

~£,~re~ess 8peake~ System 

Receivers OS 

Nome Improvement 
Deals for those Spring projects 

16% C,, o ..I ...~ PPi\ Outdoer LED Ligi~ina 



20% Off Seiect Southwile Extension Cords Extra 40% Off Select Intm-rnatic OCOLiRSlsoy 

Savings with Style 
Fashionable fi~ds ~o~ ~e~ women, a~d Rk~s See ~o~e 

[~ Up ~o 40% off Cio~h n9 j ~£~ Up to 70% off Shoes & HsnSbags 

Up tO 40% Off O~othk~ Up to 70% off 8hoes & Wa~dbags 

~:: Gemsto:se F’e:sdsnts Stss~ng :Jn,Jer SS0 [ ~X~ Me:s’s Watches St,sning :Jn,Jer 

Gemstone Pe~xJants Sta~th~g Unde~ $50 Men’s V~a~tches Sta4h~g Unde~ $50 

Reading 
BooRs for a~ ~terests See ~ore 



~asketbail Books Edi[ors’ Picks ior 8pdng Reading 

T~s fr<~m Y~sreho~se Dea~s Computers a~d Accessodes from Yk~areh<~use 
Demob 



Griliing Tabie 
Sr~ve 41% on Taste.PURE ~,\,’~te~ Filt~.~l- witt; 

FJ~.~xiMe Hos~.~ R~otector 





Mo\,ie5 & iS’ 

i<indie 

Videe Games Baby 

hldusl~iai & {-}ci,~!nliiic 

Gi~l: Cards 







Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

March Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 







Forward this email 

1his email was sent to regester@emaJLunc.ed~J by commun cat on(~ncteasure com i 
Update Profile/Email Address Insta~lt iemeval ~’~idl Saf:eUnsubscribe~’~’ Privacy Policy’, 

State Health Plan 4901 Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh :: NC 27612 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:22 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Program: AAAD’s 2nd manual cont~rence, April 3-5 

(AAAD’s 2014 Global Africana AnnuaJ~ Conference) - Program.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached the program for our 2nd annual conference. 

Thanks to Michael, Barbara and Joseph for your generous support of the conference! 

Best wishes and see you there, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu’u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&l aaad&o 34406076 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34406076-65646456.94d215el 724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf,~distserv.unc.edu 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Stndies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 

(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, A~[ale, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men’s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



10o45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Injbrming 37STA: The Interna#onal Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention ProgT~am (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Gaflock, Re-presenting 7~ansnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the D~ux of 

International Humanitarian [~Aunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African and African American 

Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Governance in Af!’ica (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Afi"ica (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Alexi s Pauli ne Gumb s (http :Halexi spauline, corn/) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
Ho~vard Craft (http:iiwww.ho~vardcraft.comi) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Cald~vell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Africana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Po#tics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods’ and Culture (The Black 
Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~7 (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:36 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Fiual program- AAAD’s am~ual cont~rence April 3-5 

Final - (Az’u~dg’s 2014 Global Afric~a Annual Conference) - Program.docx; Final - (A~A~A~D’s 2014 Global Africana Annual Conference) - 

Program.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

An important ideal was missing in the previous program. Kindly find attached the conference’s final program program. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uuc.edu/u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&I aaad&o 34406538 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-34406538-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbffl bail bf,@~listserv.unc.edu 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Stndies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 

(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, A~[ale, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men’s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
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10o45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Injbrming 37STA: The Interna#onal Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV 

Prevention ProgT~am (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marie Gaflock, Re-presenting 7~ansnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the D~ux of 

International Humanitarian [~Aunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Governance in Af!’ica (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Afi"ica (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets.orgi) 
Alexi s Pauli ne Gumb s (http :Halexi spauline, corn/) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
Ho~vard Craft (http:iiwww.ho~vardcraft.comi) 
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AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valerie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Africana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Po#tics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Justice in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Tetwitory, Livelihoods’ and Culture (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~7 (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORMAI, NOTICE] Subject: Voter Registration Deadline: April 11, 2014 

The deadline for registering to vote in North Carolina is 25 days before the date of the election in which you want to vote. That means, if you want to vote in this year’s May 6, 2014 state 
primary, the last day you can register to vote is April 11, 2014. Voter registration is not available at’ter this date This is a change in state law from previous election years when voter 
registration was available during the early voting period 

If you would like to register to vote, you can access the North Carolina voter registration form at http://wwwncsbe.~ov/ncsbeiVoter-Infonnation/VR-Form Paper copies of the voter 
registration form are also available at the circulation desk in Davis Library while supplies last. 

You can find the national voter registration form for registering to vote in other states at http://wwweac.g~v/assets/~/D~cuments/Federa1%2~V~ter%2~Registrati~n~2~9Eng1ish.pdf 

Early voting will be available at several locations in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area beginning April 24,2014, including near campus at Nolth Carolina Hillel, 210 West Cameron Ave Additional 
information about all Orange County early voting sites and hours of operation ~vill be provided closer to the early voting period. 

Sponsoring Organization: Student Atthirs 

This message is sponsored by: Vice Chancellor for Student AIt’airs 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 6:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Heating/Cooling Check-Up ] Smoky Mountain Resort Stay ] and 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ yo~.i,~ b’,l,~.fe.=>’.,nc~s i iJr~a~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

Five-Star, 26-Point Cooling and 
Heating Check-Up 
Carolina Air Conditioning Co. Inc. 

One-, Two-, or Three-Night Stay at 
Great Smoky Mountain Resort with 
Daily Breakfast 

Brookside Resor~ 

463 E Parkway, Gatlinburg 

Custom Hardcover Photo Book with 
Free Shipping 
PhotoBin 

Redeem Online 

To~ Dea~s 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 
Mojo’s Roadhouse Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Papa MOjo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Even More Dea~s 



P ...... I Training Sessi ..... ith :~ $200 or $500 to Spend on 

Evaluation Exterior Painting 

Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do 

Classes with Uniform 

Chapel Hill 
,~’~eIso is~s=l "..’,,"si~’.,i,,", 
with 
Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, 
NSCA-CPT 

Overnight Dog Boarding 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
$200 o~ SS00 to Spelsd o,,", 

~:-’.xt ~ r i o ,," Ps.ilst i,,", g 
The Dutch Home Painter 

~;~ 90-Minute Stand-U p 

Paddleboarding Lesson 

Kim"s White Tiger 

i.~.i Dryer-Vent Inspection and 

Cleaning for up to Six Feet 

Chapel Hill 
C>.,~e,,"lsksht Dog Bos~alilsg 
Country Inn Kennel and Cattery 

.~i Customized Dog orCat Food: 

Upto 20 Pounds 

Raleigh 

Ps.’,d die be sr d h".,9 Lesso,q 
Triangle Glides 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
Oiye~Yelst I..".,s pe ,"4io I~ 
Ci~4,’.r’.,ir’.,~j Ie~" up to 8i:< 
Southeastern Servbes 

Online 
C(.~stomiz<~d Dog oi 
Up to 20 
Petbrosia 

i~il Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:37 PM 

department list~rv ~-aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Flyer ![br circulation - Our April 3-5 coniErence 

Flyer - A2~kD’s 2ND GLOBAL AFRICANA ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 3- 5.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

It was good to see you all at our meeting this morning. As a follow up to the meeting, kindly find attached the flyer for our April 3-S conference for circulation. 

Travis will send a reminder about the conference next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: r_egester(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht’tp:/!lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbtt]bM]bf&n T&l=a:~ad&o 34410954 

(It may be neces~r5’ to cut and paste the alx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ern~l to leave-34410954-65646456.94d215e 1724eab7c882d0cbffl bail bf,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
and Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introductions: 

Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) and Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking A4echanisms Linking Eve~’day Racism, 

Mascufinity, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
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10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Represeutation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Allison Schlobohm, Informing 57STA: The International Travels of a "(’~ulturally-Relevant" HIV 
Prevention Program (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Marie Garlock, Re-presenting Transnational Cancer Philanthropy: Pink Ribbon Citizenship in 

Kenya (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Laura Wagner, Professionals, Providers, Profiteers? Haitian Doctors Amid the Influx of 

International Humanitarian !/’olunteers (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies) 

Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Po#tical Economy of Natural Resources Governance in Africa 

(Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Introductions: Willie J. Wright and PavithraVasudevan (Graduate Association of 
Geography Students, Departmeut of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com/) 
Howard Craft (http://~wvw.howardcrafl.com/) 
Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http:iisacrificialpoets~or~i) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 
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AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Regiuald Hildebrand (Department of African, 
African American, and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

9.15am-9.30am: Co]Joe 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Valefie A. Johnson, Environmental Ethics and Struggles in North Carolina (Afficana Women’s 
Studies, Bennett College) 
Arturo Escobar, Place, Ecology and Politics of Development (Department of Anthropology, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Patrick Bond, Climate Change, Debt and Jus#ce in Africa (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods" and Cu#ure (The Black 

Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:20 PM 

Inst At?ican Amer Research liar Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Reminder: IAAR Talk’this Friday 

3.21.14 Event Flyer.pdf 

Please see the announcement below and the attached flyer abont our talk this Friday. 

The Institute of African American Research presents a talk by 

Dr. Folashad~ Alao 
(Depts of English and African American Studies, University of South Carolina) 

"1 Remember, I Believe:" 
Griots, Migrants and the Textures of 

Southern Space 

Friday, March 2:1 

3-4:30 PM 
Anne Queen Commons Room, Campus Y 

What does it mean to read African American social and cultural history in the built and natural enviromnent of the South? ttow does one 
read a past that is partially visible or completely invisible? This talk examines how African American writers, attentive to the nuances of 
Southern space, draw upon the concept of spatial literacy to articulate the intricate ways black subjects produced, negotiated, and shaped 
geographies of slavery and segregation. While spatial literacy is often employed in the context of GEES disciplines, which include 
geography, environmental science, and earth sciences, this talk considers how black writers from South Carolina, with an attention to place 
and location, identil?~ literacy as an important skill for unearthing the textures of southern space and illuminating black subjects as critical 
participants in the making of space. Framing this cultural production within &amatic transformations in black life, particularly shifts in black 
migration patterns, I focus on three genres of literature, which include autobiography, memoir, and poetry and three texts--Benjamin E. 
May s’ s Born 7’o Rebel (1971), Mamie Garvin Fields and Karen Fields’ Lemons Swamp: A Carolina Memoir (1985), and Nikky Finney’s 
Rice (1995). I suggest that these na~iatives thiough their joint focus on physical and cultural spaces as well as natural and built 
environments identify geography as a critical avenue for unearthing individual, familial, and communal stories, dismantling the discourses of 
the Old South, and chipping away the facade of the New South. Drawing upon the African tradition of the griot, the individual who 
recorded familial and cultural stories passed down over generations, these artists guide their readers across time and space with a keen 
awareness of how the one’s understanding of self, community, and society is intertwined with the comprehension of the social and physical 
worlds of the present and past. 
Dr. Folashadd Alao (Assistant Professor, Departments of English and African American Stndies at the Universi~ of South Carolina and 
also an alunma of UNC’s Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program) will be a visiting scholar at the Institute of African 
American Research from March 17-29. Dr. Alao will be in residence to work on her book manuscript, which examines a COlrm~uni~ of 
1970s-1990s’ literary and visual black women artists who, in their work, demonstrated the concept of "spatial literacy," a new critical 
paradigm for accessing and interpreting African diasporic memory and history. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: teg~esnte~.~[~emailxmc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.~mc.edu:u?id 68146611.399ba3179136d80a6b4554bef08fceal&n T&I iaar-fac&o 34411317 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34411317-68146611.399ba3179136d80a6bA554beg)8fceal (i~listserv.unc~edu 





iii g ~sle r,C [i~rl e ~i~ B <re g ~ter@ em aiI un ~ d 

Amazon Warehouse Deals offers deep discounts on open-box, like-new, refurbished, or pro- 

owned items complete with Amazon’s 30-day return policy and eligibility fo[ Prime or Free 

Shipping (same exck~sions apply), 

~;ii Televisions i i~i Laptops 

Televisions Laptops 

:hi::: Tablets i i~i SCRs 

ia biers SLRs 



l i~i Wireless A ...... ies Lenses 

Le~s÷s \A~1reless Accessories 

Cell Phones i ~~~ Kindle Fire Tablets 

Kindle A~essories                         i :: ::+:: :: Kindle E-r~ders 

K~db Accessories                               K~dle E-.resders 



i i~i Cook ..... Furniture 

F’u~iture Co,.~ kware 

Small Appli .... i i~i Arts, Craft .... d Sewing 

Hand Tools i ~[:+:]~ Lighting and Fans 

Na~d "[’oo~s L~gt~t~ng and F’~s 



Musical Instruments i i2i aook~ 



~iii Pet Products i i~i Last Ch .... 

Pet P,~d~c~ Last Chance 

.~i Deep Discounts on Open-Box Tools & Home Improwm~nt Produ~s 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:08 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Eyewear i Sweet Savory Cupcakes i and 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ you,~ ~.’,l-e&e.=>’.,,c, ces i iJr~aubs crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

$100 Toward Frames, Lenses, or 
Glasses 
Optical Reflections 

1816 Martin Luther King Jr Bird, Chapel Hill 

~ 3,6 miles away (i~( ~,’., 

Sa’~::Rgs 50% 

One Dozen Cupcakes from Sweet 
Savory Cupcakes 
Sweet Savory Cupcakes 

1101 West Chapel Hill St, Durham 

~ 10.2 rnibs away (f:xx.,’., 

Savm.qs 50% 

One-Hour Reiki Treatment 
Flawless Day Spa 

901 Willow Dr, Chapel Hill 

~* 2.3 miles away (iroi,~’, y~.:~ Ai,~’,::~zoI’, 

8avir!gs 52% 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 



$200 or $500 to Spend on 
Exterior Painting 

Five-Star, 26-Point Cooling and i.~.i Personal Training Sessions with 
Heating Check-Up Evaluation 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

The Dutch Home Painter 

X:: Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do 

Classes with Uniform 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Carolina Air Conditioning Co. 
In(;, 

90-Minute Stand-Up 

Paddleboarding Lesson 

Chapel Hill 

Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, 
NSCA-CPT 

One-, Two-, or Three-Night Stay 

at Great Smoky Mountain 

Resort with Daily Breakfast 

Chapel Hill 

Kim’s ~fite T~ger 

Custom Hardcover Photo Book 

with Free Shipping 

Raleigh 
90~Mii~tlte St~:~~d--Up 

Triangle Glides 

Gatlinburg 

~S L..’,y ::’,1G/eet £-.’.mok? 

Brookside Resort 

Online 

PhotoBin 

::.~.i Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Carolina Diuing Services needs your input! 

Dear Campus Community, 

As members of the UNC Community, this is your opportunity to have your voice and choices heard concerning an important facet of campus life we anticipate some great improvements 
and invite you to be a part of shaping Carolina Dining Services and your campus dining experience 

Please click on this link: http:i/youropinionsmatter.com/D173/: your online participation will only take a fe~v minutes. You will have until March 31, 2014 to participate, and as a thank you for 
your time, you will receive a free fountain drink or 20 ounce Pepsi bottled or calmed beverage from Carolina Dining Services. 

This project is being conducted by an independent consultant working on behalf of the University, and the information gathered will help fo1Tll Dining’s Strategic Plan Your input will be 
anonymous and strictly COl~fidential; the information you provide will not be used for any other purposes and upon completion, your e-mail identity ~vill be destroyed. 

Thank you in advance f,ar your time and input 

Date: 3/12/2014 

RE: Determination that Research or Research-Like Activity does not require IRB Approval 
Study #: 14-0669 

Study Title: Carulina Dining Services Sup~ey 

This submissiun was reviewed by the Office uf tluman Research Ethics, which has determined that this submission dues nut cunstitute human subjects research as defined under federa[ 
regulations [45 CFR 46 102 (d ur ~ and 21 CFR 56 102(c)(e)([)] and does nut require IRB apprnval 

’]7his message is spunsored by: AuxiliaW Services 

INF©RMATI©NAL email wil[ only be sent tu those whu have indicated that the?" do want tu receive mass emai[. To set yuur informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your ©nyen, and select Update Personal Informatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, Bill Thomas <bferris@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:49 AM 

inquiry list <enfichment@listserv. unc.ed 

[enrichment] Seats still avaJ4able for "What’s the Big Idea? Complemental and Alternative Medicine" this April at the Friday Center 

What’s the Big idea? 

Spring 2014 

Complementary and Alternative Medicine: its Role in Twenty-First-Century Health Care 
Join us for four evenings of lectures in April that will provide an overview of complementary and alternative medicine from an array of eminent 

researchers ai~d practitioners, 
Lectures run from 7-8:30 p.m, For the opeai~g lecture o~ April 3, we i~vite you to a 6 pm receptio~ that will precede the 7 pm lecture, 

The series is as follows: 

¯ April 3: An Overview of Complementary and Alternative Medicine 

¯ April 10: Mindfulness 

¯ April 17: What is Acupuncture? Explanations from Traditional and Scientific Perspectives 

¯ April 24: Modern Medical Practice 

REGISTRATION 

Each course is ~;10, or you can register for all four lectures for only $30. Payment must accompany registration. Make checks payable to the Friday Center. 

There are four ways to re~ister: 

¯ Fax: Print out the registration form and fax it to 919-962-5549. 

¯ Phone: Call 800-845-8640or919-962-2643. 

¯ Mail: Print out the registration form and mail it to: 

What’s the Big Idea?Spring 2014 

Campus Box 1020, The Friday Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

CONTACT 

For information, contact: 

Jill Conrad (conradj@email.unc.edu), Program Facilitator 

Professional Development and Enrichment Programs 

The Friday Center 

800-845-8640 or 919-962-2643 

¯ -- You me culrently subscribed to enriclm~ent 
as: _[.e_~_e_._s_t_.ej:~)._e__r._n_g_i_!_:_t!_n_..c_:.e__d_._u- To unsubscfibe send a blank ema~l to !.e.:~:e..-~3~4~4~...5...4..!)...~..-...4..Q.7...8~(.}.6..~.~.~.b..!)..!)..7...7~b~.~.~.~£~?.b~.7~b~£~Z~.@~1~Z.~:.~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Anderson, Barbara S <b anderson@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:52 PM 

depaxtment listserv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

upcoming ASC events 

Dem Colleagues, 

Yes~terday I mentioned that there are two upcoming events that might be of interest to folks in the Department. The April 7 lunch requests an rsvp to Ingrid Smith (see 

below). If you are planning to bring students on April 2, just let us know so that we can plan for numbers. And please join us! Baxbam 

Remembering Rwanda 

Wednesd ay, April 2, 2014, 3:00-5:00 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 

This April the world will mark the 20th anniver~ry of the genocide in Rwanda, which began on April 7, 1994. Join UNC At~Jcan Studies scholars and students 

di~ussion of the enduring regional and international repereussions of this imlyortant ex~rience. Dr. Geo~es Nzongola-Ntalaja will spea~ on °rFhe Rwanda Genocide 

and its Repercussions in the Great Lakes Region," ~md Dr. Bereket Selassie will di~uss "International Criminal Justice and the Rw~mda Genocide." Free. Please 

Contact: Barbaxa Anderson b anderson~)unc.edu for ~nore information. 

Ndson Mandda Lunch Series 

Monday, April 7, 2014, Noon-l:30 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 

The African Studies Center and UNC Global have collaborated to create the Nelson Mandela Lunch Series in hopes of preserving Mandela’s memoiy and continuing 

his legacy of peace, hope and dignity. This lunch series roll commence in spring 2014 and continne through fall 2014. Kenneth Bl~otm, the Henu Brandis Professor of 
Law Emeritas at UNC, and Bereket Selassie, the William E. Leuchtenbnrg ProiEssor of AfiJcan Studies and a protEssor of law at UNC, will take part in this opening 

session. Broun roll reflect on how Nelson Mandelds life was spared at his 1963-64 trial and what it meant to South Africa and the world that he was aJive to lead the 

transition away t?om apartheid. Selassie will discuss Nelson Mandelds legacy to South Aliica and to the continent aa a whole and his sIature as a moral icon. A 

question and ~mswer session moderated by Michael Lambert, Director of the Atiican Studies Center. will tbllow the presentations. Advance registration is required 

for this lunch event. Please contact Ingrid Smith ingrid ~s~e~naAl.unc.ednwith questions or to register. Free. Please Contact: Ingrid S~nith ingrid~)emaAl.unc.edu for more 

information. 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

A~r~can St~ldies Cent~’~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’iEx Gieba] Eduoation Cen~ei~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 

h ~ ~p : //africa. uric. ed’i/ 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester(~email.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edu/u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbff!baflbf&n T&l aaad&o 34417743 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34417743-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflb£~listserv.unc.edu 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND DIASPORA STUDIES 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

(Working Group Draft) 

I. SITUATION ANALYSIS 

From its origins in 1969 as the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies, the 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies has sought to enrich academic 

inquiry in the social sciences and the humanities with interdisciplinary approaches to the study 

of the histories, cultures, and contemporary socio-political realities of the peoples of Africa and 

their descendants in the Americas. Established in 1997, the Department adopted its current 

name in 2013 to reflect the broadening of its disciplinary focus to the study of the experience 

and agency of the peoples of African descent worldwide, given the African presence not only in 

North America but also in the Caribbean, Latin America and other parts of the world. The name 

change was accompanied by the adoption of a new curriculum, which reflects the department’s 

teaching priorities in African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies. This globalization of the 

curriculum is also a contribution to the global mission of the University. 

At the present, the Department has a faculty of 22 members, comprising three full professors, 

eight associate professors, four assistant professors, one senior lecturer, and six lecturers. They 

represent a wide range of teaching and research interests, including historical studies, global 

studies, political economy, cultural production, health and human rights, gender and sexuality, 

as well as language and linguistic studies. Each semester, 1200 to 1400 students are enrolled in 

the courses taught in the Department, which also has 40-60 majors each year. 

Both faculty and majors are actively engaged in the intellectual life of the Department, which 

has included a regular faculty colloquium several times a semester since 2010; an academic 

conference each semester since January 2013; and an undergraduate research conference 

beginning in the spring 2014 semester. Fulfilling the mission of the Department has greatly 

benefited from collaboration with the African Studies Center, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and History, and the Institute of African American Research. These 

collaborative ties will continue to enrich teaching, research and service in African, African 

American, and Diaspora Studies. 

Although the Department does not have a graduate program, it is authorized to offer a 

graduate certificate in African Studies, and members of the AAAD faculty do work with 

graduate students on thesis and dissertation committees in other UNC departments and 

schools. Some of them have also been invited to serve as external examiners for Ph.D. 
dissertations in foreign universities (e.g., Brazil, New Zealand, South Africa, UK, etc.). 

It is on the basis of these achievements that the Department has formulated this strategic plan 

to indicate its new directions in the short (2014-2017) term. Once this plan is implemented, 

there will be need for a second strategic plan for the medium term (2017-2022). On the basis of 
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our vision, mission, basic objectives and core values, this first strategic plan seeks to prioritize 

additional areas of teaching strength, including courses on the Caribbean and economic issues 

facing peoples of African descent worldwide; propose a hiring plan corresponding to these new 

areas; and outline an implementation plan for the new curriculum, with particular emphasis on 

increasing the number and variety of courses, and on strengthening the language program by 

introducing foreign-language literature and cultural courses. 

II. VISION, MISSION, BASIC OBJECTIVES AND CORE VALUES 

VISION 

To be a department that incarnates excellence in teaching, research and outreach on the 

experience and agency of peoples of African descent in the modern world. 

MISSION 

To provide an interdisciplinary undergraduate education with specific attention to the histories, 

cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary socio-political realities of the peoples of Africa 

and the African Diasporas. The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

is an interdisciplinary and transnational program leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree. The 

major offers two areas of concentration: African Studies and African American and Diaspora 

Studies. 

BASIC OBJECTIVES 

In accordance with its vision and mission, the educational program of the Department is 

designed to meet three objectives: (1) To offer an excellent liberal arts education in African, 

African American, and Diaspora Studies; (2) To enrich the diversity and global content of 

undergraduate education for all students at Carolina; and (3) to provide a solid grounding for 

success by our majors in graduate education and/or careers in teaching, community service, 

business, and public affairs. 

CORE VALUES 

In accordance with our vision, we strive for excellence in all we do, namely, teaching, research 

and service to both the university and the community at large. 

Guided by our mission, we place great emphasis on interdisciplinary inquiry in the social 

sciences and the humanities in both teaching and research as indispensable for a better 

understanding of the past and contemporary realities of Africa and the African Diasporas. 

As a service department to the University as a whole, particularly with introductory courses in 

both African Studies and African-American and Diaspora Studies, we are committed to the 
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promotion of diversity and inclusiveness, which enrich the lives of our students, the campus 

community, and the world. 

As a community of scholars dedicated to truth and justice, we strongly believe in upholding the 

values of integrity, trust, honesty and accountability in our actions as teachers, colleagues, and 

role models for our students. 

Since students are the primary group we serve, we are dedicated to their interests in pursuing 

knowledge and having a friendly working environment in which to do so. 

III. PLAN OBJECTIVES 

Our revised curriculum is a statement of what our department thinks is important to teach. This 

2-3 year plan provides enrichment and growth through the following plan objectives: 

(:1) Strengthening the interdisciplinary and transnational characters of the curriculum by adding 

courses in five areas, as described in Section IV below; 
(2) A hiring plan based on these additional areas, with priority to the Caribbean, a major area of 

the African Diaspora that is not as well represented in the courses offered and in the profile of 

the faculty; 

(3) Increase the number of majors, minors, and Honors students in the department; and 

(4) Strengthen the language program. 

IV. PRIORITIZING ADDITIONAL AREAS OF TEACHING STRENGTH 

In order to strengthen the breadth and depth of curricular offerings in the department, it will 

be necessary to develop new courses in the following areas (:1) Caribbean studies; (2) political 

economy/economics in African American communities; (3) gender and sexuality in African 

American and other African diaspora communities; (4) literary and cultural production in 

African and African diaspora communities; and (5) strengthening the program in African 

languages, as proposed below. 

While some of these curricular areas may be covered to some extent in other departments 

(e.g., English and Comparative Literature), having faculty whose teaching and research are 

focused in these fields will strengthen and expand the courses available to majors in our 

department. In addition, given the transnational focus of our curriculum, courses offered in 

these areas would likely cover a wider scope than those offered in other departments. Hiring in 

these areas will also enable the department to have faculty who would spearhead additional 

programming in these areas, such as seminars and conferences. 

We will assess our success in expanding curricular offerings at the end of a 2-3 year period by 

reviewing existing courses and those that have either been proposed or will be offered in the 

near future. Our success in achieving these goals will largely depend on hiring new faculty in the 

five areas described above. 
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V. STRENGTHENING THE PROGRAM IN AFRICAN LANGUAGES (PAL) 

The Department of African, African-American and Diaspora Studies (AAAD) currently offers 

three African languages on a regular basis, notably Lingala, Wolof, and Swahili. It also has the 

potential for offering Chichewa, a language spoken in Malawi and its surrounding countries. In 

addition, AAAD has acquired pedagogical materials for all these languages, through UNC library 

funds and the African Studies Center, and also has qualified instructors to teach them. UNC is 

also one of the few U.S. institutions that offer LAC (Language Across the Curriculum) courses in 

African languages, namely Swahili and Arabic (a language housed in Asian Studies). 

Despite all these efforts, it has been a challenge for the PAL to enroll students in the 

intermediate high and advanced courses, namely those at the 400 level. This situation has led 

us to believe that there is a need to spark students’ enthusiasm for more knowledge in African 

languages and to position the department as a leader, not only in the field of African language 

teaching, but also in the teaching of African literature in African languages and in translation. 

Currently, the University of Wisconsin-Madison is the only U.S. institution that offers degrees in 

African languages and literature. 

In order to strengthen our PAL with a view to adding African literature and increase 

enrollments, the following actions need to be taken: 

1) Strategize ways to boost enrollments in existing courses by reaching out to the Office of 

Undergraduate Curricula and publicizing our courses in other AAAD courses such as 101 

and 130. 

2) Allow students who take the 404 course and courses beyond to have them count 

toward their African studies major concentration. 

3) Open up upper level courses in literature and culture in Lingala, Swahili, and Wolof for 

students who have already completed four semesters of language instruction. 

4) Develop and implement fundraising strategies to ensure the sustainability of this 

program 

5) Provide financial assistance to worthy students to encourage them in pursuing studies in 

this area beyond the undergraduate degree. 

6) Establish and maintain library and media facilities in support of such a program to 

attract more students and provide a state-of-the-art language training in this area. 

As for judging performance or measures of the success in meeting the proposed objectives at 

the end of the plan period, the following should be the main indicators: 

1) How the program will be ranked by grant making organizations in the field of African 

languages and culture 
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2) The amount of funds raised to launch the program 

3) The number of students enrolled in the program, and in upper-level courses 

4) The quality of the work done by both faculty and students as demonstrated in 

participation in scholarly activities (conferences, publications, etc.) 

Vl. A HIRING PLAN 

On the basis of what precedes, the hiring plan should give priority to areas in which new talent 

is needed for teaching new courses and enriching the department’s profile. The priority areas in 

this regard are: 

(1) A Caribbean specialist, preferably an expert in political economy should be the first faculty 

member to be hired. Given the critical position of the Caribbean in the world economy between 

the North American superpower and the emerging economic powers of Brazil, Mexico, 

Argentina and Chile, a political economist with expertise on the Caribbean will surely be able to 

offer courses on international political economy as well as the economics of African diaspora 

communities in North, Central and South America. Should such a person be difficult to find, the 

second alternative would be to hire a Caribbean expert in literary and cultural production, who 

would also contribute knowledge to the areas of cultural linkages in the African diaspora 

communities. 

(2) Depending on the person hired for position (1), the second faculty member to be hired will 

therefore have to be an expert in either political economy/economics in African American 

communities or in literary and cultural production in African diaspora communities. 

(3) Since we already have three faculty members with expertise in gender studies, and one who 

also teaches gender and sexuality, the third and last priority hire will be chosen for purposes of 

adding strength to this area, whose importance is growing not only in America but also in 

Africa, with all the anti-gay hysteria being whipped up by political leaders in need of popularity. 

VII. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

With new courses to strengthen the new curriculum, an African language program including the 

teaching of African literature in African languages, and new faculty members to add strength to 

the departmental profile, the success of this plan will be measured in numbers. This will include 

not only accomplishments in research, publications and service by the faculty, but more 

importantly the number of majors, minors and Honors students in the department. At the 

minimum, success shall be represented by at least 3 students who do Honors each year, a 50% 

increase in minors, and a 25% increase in majors at the end of three years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 21, 2014 12:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAI,] Spring 2014 Carolina Arts & Sciences mag~ine now online 

The latest issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine is now available online at http://magazine college.unc.edu. 

Features, profiles, highlights, book notes and videos are accessible from the front of the web page and by clicking on tabs at the top of the page for "Inside" content and "Web Exclusives 
and Multimedia" 

Features include: 

Google Gaggle: Six entrepreneurship alumnae land jobs with search giant 
Global Ready: Study abroad programs in Singapore and Hong Kong prepare students for a fast-changing world 
They’ve Got the Beat: Popular music classes teach songwriting, creativi~z and DJ culture 
Addiction Science: Psychology faculty unravel clues to addictive behaviors 
Teen Health Tracker: Sociologist connects the dots tlcom adolescence to aging 
Alumni profile: Foreign correspondent Thanassis Cambanis covers the ~vorld on his o~vn terms 
Alu~rmi profile: U S. Army veteran BR McDonald’s career path takes him into arts entrepreneurship 
Alumni profile: Statistician Susan Murphy’s j ourney to ’genius’ took hard work 
Student profile:              focuses on preventing and managing ACL injuries 

To keep up with other news from the College of Arts and Sciences: 

Web: http:/icolle~e, unc edu 
Facebook : http://wva,< facebook.con~d~NC.CoH ege 
Twitter: http ://twitter.comJunccolIe~e 
YouTube: http://y outube, com/user/UNCColle~e 
Instagram: http ://insta~ram comJunccollege 

This message is sponsored by: College of Arts and Sciences 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 6:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Alexander SchimpfConcert ] Sports Test & Training ] a~d 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ...e~ yo~.i,~ ~.’,l-efe=>’.,nces i iJr~a~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

Ticket to Concert Featuring Alexander 
Schimpf 
Greensboro Symphony Orchestra 

UNCG Recital Hall, Greensboro 
~ 43.0 miles away (ff~:,,m 

Sa’~:mgs 40% 

Sports Performance Test and Training 
Sessions 
Triangle Sports Performance Center 

4310 Bennett Memorial Rd, Durham 
~" 9.7 miles away (~!om 

Massage with Hot-Amethyst Crystal 
Treatment 
Agape Therapeutic Massage 

1289 N Fordham Bird, Chapel Hill 

~ 1,2 miles away (i~ ~,’., ~.eur A~,’.,:~:,:~l’, 

Savings 53% 

~i $20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

...... Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Durham 
$20 o,~ $30 to 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 



$200 or $500 to Spend on 
Exterior Painting 

Five-Star, 26-Point Cooling and i.~.i Personal Training Sessions with 
Heating Check-Up Evaluation 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
$200 <8 $~ (,’.(,’. to Sp.’~,~’,d 

The Dutch Home Painter 

$100 To’~,*ard Frames, Lenses, 

or Glasses 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

~-ive-,Sts I ~ 2 8-- P’o i=".,t 

Carolina Air Conditioning Co. 
In(;. 

Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do 

Classes with Uniform 

Chapel Hill 

Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, 
NSCA-CPT 

One-, Two-, or Three-Night Stay 

at Great Smoky Mountain 

Resort with Daily Breakfast 

Chapel Hill 
8’100 Towa.ld F~8.mes, 

Optical Reflections 

Custom Hardcover Photo Book 
with Free Shipping 

Chapel Hill 
Five of T~cis "..’~e i<wo~~ Do 
CIssses with i.!,s~f!.,,/m 
Kim’s White Tiger 

One Dozen Cupcakes from 

Sweet Savory Cupcakes 

Last Chance: Luxury 

Experience at The Venetian Las 

Vegas, Including Two Tickets 

to the Final Soul2Soul Show 

with Tim McGraw and Faith Hill 

on April 11 or 12, 2014 

Online 

PhotoBin 

Durham 

Sweet Savory Cupcakes 

Las Vegas 
La.st C/x,’.r~ce: Luxwy 

i.4~s Veg~s ~d:.~dh~9 Two 
’l"~cke(s l:o t~e 

.&pd~ 1i o: ~2 2014 
The Venetian Las Vegas 

i [:+:;i Personalize your offers 

".,,~ @@ a-’,~’,q 8iZOl’,, 

on yo:J~ Appie or Android Device 





Fidd-Study Trip: Friday, May 2 ....... Sunday, May 4 

Wilderness wifl~ UNC lecturer Fred Kiger ’74- In thu ~]rst days o1" May I864, 1he Union 

Army of the Potomac splashd acr~)ss the Rapidan River arid ofl’ers~d battle to the 

Cont~derate Army of Northern Virginia. The despera{e righting at the Wilderness (May 

5-6) and Spotsylwmia Courthouse (May 8-2~) initiated a heighb_~ned savageU to an 

ah’eady b]oo@ conflict. 

Alumni activities, commmficadons and services arc not a line item in d~e UniversRy 

budget buk are funded by OAA member dues. If you tBhak this mission of serving 

Vtdversky and keeph~g almnni Jnff~rmed and Jnv(qved is important, membership is 

you. -h-fin today to support Carolina and to receive vahmble benefits and services and a 

subsczdpfion to ~e digital and ptqn~ vei’sions of the Cvu’olina Agum~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, March 21, 2014 12:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAl,] Faculty/Staff Offer tbr 2014 NCAA Women’s Ba~sketball Tickets 

Faculty & Staff are invited to 2014 NCAA Women’s Basketball Championship 1 st/2nd Rounds being hosted at Carmichael Arena. Faculty & Staff can purchase all-session tickets for $22 and 
single session tickets for $13, beginning one hour prior to tip-off at the Carmicha el Arena ticket office. Sunday’s session of the tournament will feature two games with Michigan State vs 
Hampton at 12:30pm followed by Carolina vs UT-Martin at 3:00pm. Tuesday’s session will feature the wirmers of Game 1 and 2 at 7:00pm. Please be sure to display your L~NC One Card or 
UNC Hospitals ID when purchasing your ticket(s) at Carmichael Arena to receive Faculty and Staff rate 

This message is sponsored by: UNC Ticket Office 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the L~NC 
Directoly at http://dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 6:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Home/Office Organization] Photo-to-Canvas Prints] a~d 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ...e~ y<;~.i,~ ~}l-,efe.=>’.,nces i iJr~a~.it~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

Home or Office Organization with 
Consultation 
Organized Chaos 

$90 to Spend on Photo-to-Canvas 
Prints with Free Shipping 

CanvasLifestyle 

Redeem Online 

Free Coupon to Buy Tim McGraw’s 
"Number One Hits" and Faith Hill’s 
"The Hits" from Amazon MP3 for $6.99 
Each 

Amazon Digital SePvices 

Redeem Online 

$200 or $500 to Spend on 
Exterior Painting 

Personal Training Sessions with i.~.i Five-Star, 26-Point Cooling and 
Evaluation Heating Check-Up 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

The Dutch Home Painter 

Chapel Hill 

Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, 
NSCA-CPT 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Carolina Air Conditioning Co. 
Inc. 



Sports Performance Test and 

Training Sessions 

Five or Ten Tae Kwon Do 

Classes with Uniform 
i.~.i TickettoConcert Featuring 

Alexander Schimpf 

Durham Chapel Hill 

Triangle Sports Performance Kim’s White Tiger 
Center 

X:: $100 Toward Frames, Lenses, 

or Glasses 

Custom Hardcover Photo Book 

with Free Shipping 

.~:..iex=:~. n d e ,," Sci.,impf 
Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra 

One-, Two-, or Three-Night Stay 

at Great Smoky Mountain 

Resort with Daily Breakfast 

i~i: Personalize your offers 



VVe’ve searched the site for the best dens in Electronics, Clothing, Spo~ts, and more, Check 

back often for new deals, 

.~i $700 off Sony 65-Inch 1080p 120Hz 3D Internet LED 
HDTV 

i~ $300 Off BenQ W1500 1080P HD Wireless HD DLP 
....... Home Theater Projector 

DLP Home Theater Pro~ctor 

$700 Off Son2 65olnch 1080p 120Hz 3D 

Internet LED HDTV 

i~ Save $300 on the ASUS VivoTab TF810C-C243R ::"~:: Save 20% or More on Select Radar Detectors 
: : 11.6-1nchTablet : : 

GR 11,6oinch Tabiet 



pto41% on Ray-Ban RB3016 Polarized 

Clubmaster Sunglasse~ 

[~{ 8ave 400/o or More on Boys’ Clothing from Hurley, 
Volcom, and Quiksilver 

~] Up to 45% Off Select Skechers Women’s Sandals 

Sandals 

ii~iI Up to 40% Off Select Sl~qes from PUMA Golf 

U~A to 40% Off Select St’ I~dMA Golf 

~ii Save 25% or Mere on New Arrivals for Girls from 

PUMA 

Save 25% er More or New A va s ’or G s 

.~ UptoS0% OffSele~ Men’sAIlen Edmonds Shoes 

Shoes 



~:: 35% Off Select Diamondback 2013 Steilacoom 

Cyclocro~s Bikes 

35% Of Se ect Damon, db~c< 2013 S~e ~ coo~ 

::.~ S ..... p1o25% on Top-Rat~ KidsOompleteGolf 

Sets 

i ~~ ~tra 15% ~f Select DEWALT Naile~ 

Save 25% or More on Select ProForm Ellipticals 

Save up to 30% on Wilson NCAA Basketballs 

Up to 20% Off Select New Outdoor Furniture from 

Strathwood 

~.~.~.~..Z~..~L~L~.~,:~:.~.~.~.~.~..E~.~:~.~:% 
flora Stl athwoed 



60% Off Waring Pro JEX328 Health Juice Extractor 

Up to 25°/5 Off Select Building Toys 

33% Off WearEver Hi-Back Deluxe Steel Backpack 

Chair 

.~i 42% Off Nine Stars DZT~04 Touchless Stainless 

Steel 21.1 Gallon Trash Can 

i ~ Up to 25% Off Sele~ Dolls & A~essories 

~.~.~ 15% ~ BonaKemi WM710013348 Hardwood-Floor 

Spray Mop with Repla~able Cleaner Ca~ridge 



.~.i 66% Off Baofeng UV5RA Ham Two Way Radio 136- 

174/400480 MHz Dual-Band Transceiver 

66% Off Baofen~ UVSRA Hans Two Wa~£ Radio 

67% Off Brother Designio Series Computerized Sewing 

& Quilting Machine 

67% Off B,~athel- Dasiq~nio Se,des 

136-174/400-480 MHz DuaFBand T[alssceiv÷r CamBQte,daed 8awin~ Machine 

.~ Ele~roni~ Spring Outlet: Clearance Deals, ~er~ocks, and more 

K~nd~e Fire HDX Atito~qotive Watches Haslth & F’ersoqa~ Care 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 6:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Roofing Tune-Up i At-Home Wine Tasting 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,.e.~ you,~ ~}l,,~.fe.=>’.,nces i Ur~aut~s crib4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~ Durham 

Roofing Tune-Up 

Southeastern Services 

At-Home Wine Tasting with Six Bottles 
of Wine 
k&,1nes for Humanity 

X:: Fun Packagewith Skating, Mini 
Golf, Go-Karts & More 

$20 or $30 to Spend at Papa 

Mojo’s Roadhouse 

::~:~;;:: StateVehide Inspection 

Durham 

Wheels Fun Park 

Durham 
$20 o~ $30 to S~end ~?t 

Papa Mojo’s Roadhouse 

Carrbo[o 

Yeargan’s Top Notch 
Automotive 

Even More Dea~s 

$200 or $500 to Spend on 

Exterior Painting 

Spor~s Pen’ormance Test and 

Training Sessions 

::N:: Personal Training Sessions with 

Evaluation 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
$200 ~t $500 [~, Sp~:,,,",d (,r’,, 
E.>:t~iio: I..’~i r/i i,~’,9 
The Dutch Home Painter 

Durham Chapel Hill 

Tdangle Spor~s Peffermance Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, 
Center NSCA-CPT 



Five-Star, 26-Point Cooling and Ticket to C .... rt Featuring 

Heating Check-Up Alexander Schimpf 
i.~.i $90 to Spend on Photo-to- 

Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Carolina Air Conditioning Co, 
h~c. 

.~i Home or Office Orga nization 

with Consultation 

Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra 

$100 Toward Frames, Lenses, 

or Glasses 

Online 

CanvasLifestyle 

One-, Two-, or Three-Night Stay 

at Great Smoky Mountain 

Resort with Daily Breakfast 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Organized Chaos 

Chapel Hill 

Optical Reflections 

i i’~’i P ...... lize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 4:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Emergency Warning: The University has activated the sirens. Police report an ARMED AND DANGEROUS PERSON ON OR NEAR 

CAMPUS. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University has issued an Emergency Warning and activated the sirens. Police repolt an armed and dangerous person on or near campus. 

University police are advising all students, faculty and staffto: 

- Seek shelter indoors now 
- Close windo~vs and doors 
- Stay until further notice 

The Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, will be updated as soon as more information is available. It can take hours to resolve an emergency situation; updates may not be 
immediate Meantime, if you are directed by police or University persormel to take specific action - such as to evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, or go to your 
residence hall and stay there - please comply immediately. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911. Do not call 91 1 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to remain open [’or 
emergency communications 

When the threat is over, the sirens will sound again with a different tone to announce ahmg with the voice message: "All clear. Resume normal activities" 

When the sirens are activated - and when there is an "all clear" -- the University also sends a text message to the cell phone numbers registered by students, faculty and staff in the online 
campus directory 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to noti(y you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
ofin~2~rmation will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 4:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Emergency Warning: The University has activated the sirens. Police report an ARMED AND DANGEROUS PERSON ON OR NEAR 

CAMPUS. 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

The University has issued an Emergency Warning and activated the sirens. Police repolt an armed and dangerous person on or near campus. 

University police are advising all students, faculty and staffto: 

- Seek shelter indoors now 
- Close windo~vs and doors 
- Stay until further notice 

The Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, will be updated as soon as more information is available. It can take hours to resolve an emergency situation; updates may not be 
immediate Meantime, if you are directed by police or University persormel to take specific action - such as to evacuate a building, stay out of a certain part of campus, or go to your 
residence hall and stay there - please comply immediately. 

If you see suspicious activity, call 911. Do not call 91 1 or the Department of Public Safety merely to ask for information about the current incident. Police phone lines need to remain open [’or 
emergency communications 

When the threat is over, the sirens will sound again with a different tone to announce ahmg with the voice message: "All clear. Resume normal activities" 

When the sirens are activated - and when there is an "all clear" -- the University also sends a text message to the cell phone numbers registered by students, faculty and staff in the online 
campus directory 

ABOUT THIS EM~.]L: Campus-wide email is not an instant source of information as part of the University’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to noti(y you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is acuw~ted using a strategy that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
ofin~2~rmation will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 5:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

AI,L CLEAR; RESUME NORMAI, ACTIVITIES 

Dear Students, Faculty and StaIt’: 

The Umversity has issued an "all clear." Now- it’s safe to resume your normal activities 

See aleltcarolina.unc edu for updates and more information about the University’s emergency communications. 

ABOUT THIS E\SXlL: Campus-~vide email is not an instant source of information as part of the Universi~’s emergency warning notification process The sirens and the text messages sent 
to registered cell phone users are the fastest way for the University to notify you. That’s why email messages like this one will ahvays include a timestamp to indicate when the message was 
sent. The University’s Emergency Notification System is activated using a strate~z that is based on redundancy, using multiple methods to communicate. The best, most up-to-date source 
of information will always be the Alert Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc edu 

Sponsored by the L~NC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alert Carolina <no reply@unc.edw~ 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 5:59 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edt~> 
INFORMATIONAI, MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Report Suspect In Custody 

INFORIvIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Police Report Suspect In Custody 
on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus At about 4:20 pm., University police 

Chapel Hill police have apprehended a still unidentified suspect tn cormectlon with th~s afternoon s siren activation 
reported a white male displayed a knife or knives while on campus near the Pit No injuries were repolted. The man fled campus and was later apprehended by Chapel Hill police and 

transferred into the custody of University police. 

The police investigation is ongoing. No additional details are available at this time. 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus cormnuni~ about a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of 
significant interest to the campus An Informational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. Emergency Warning 
refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law- enforcement 

efforts. Sponsored by the UNC Department of PuNic Safe~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 10:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[FORM_AL NOTICE] Message t?om Chancellor Carol L. Folt 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

I am grateful that today’s incident involving a potentially dangerous person near the Pit ended without injury and with a rapid return to a safe, secure campus. 

Throughout the Alert Carolina siren activation, our Department of Public Safety team responded quickly and effectively Their professionalism and emphasis on con~munity safety was 
evident from the time the initial reports came in to the sirens sounding to the "all clear" I am also proud of our partnership with the Chapel Hill police, and pleased with the timely resolution 
of this situation. 

We understand events like these can be very troubling, and we are making counseling resources available for anyone ~vho needs them. Students may call Counseling and Wellness Services 
at 919-966-2281 during regular operating hours Employees may contact the Employee Assistance Program at 877-314-5841 

Today was a vivid reminder of the importance of preparation and following the instructions of our campus safety officials ~vhen we think there is a risk to our campus community I 
appreciate the way all of you look out for each other’s safety and welfare. We will al~vays learn from these events in order to make Carolina as safe as it can be 

Sincerely, 

Carol L. Folt 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amazon Local <LocalDeals@amazon.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 6:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Zumba i State Vehicle Ins~ction i and 1 more 

Get deals tailored just for you - ,, ,e.~ you,~ ~}l-,e.fe.=>’.,,qces i iJr~sut~s trite4 

bnp~’--a-e’ Hill                     ~ A ...... ~m Durham 

10 or 20 Zumba Classes 

Zumba with Tameka 

2603 S Miami Blvd, Durham (:~x~re io< a,tio:’!s) 

~" 12.5 miles away (iroin y~u~ Amazon 

8av~r~gs 50% 

State Vehicle inspection 

Yeargan’s Top Notch Automotive 

I00 Lloyd St, Carrboro 

~ 0.3 miles away (f:!:,m y<..u,~ i\,ms.:ol/::~ddre.1 s) 

Savings 50% 

Free Coupon for 30 Select Kindle 
Books for $1.99 Each 
Amazon Digital Se~’ices 

Redeem Online 

Even More Dea~s 

.~i Ticket to Concert Featuring 
Alexander Schimpf 

Sports Perf ...... Test and 
Training Sessions 

Personal Training Sessions with 

Evaluation 

Ai(:x.~s@::r Schir:-’,pf 
Greensboro Symphony 
Omhestta 

Durham Chapel Hill 

Triangle Sports Performance Haley Rhea Shaw, LMBT, 
Center NSCA-CPT 



Five-Star, 26-Point Cooling and 

Heating Check-Up 

$90 to Spend on Photo-to- 

Canvas Prints with Free 

Shipping 

i.~.i Roofing Tune-Up 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Carolina Air Conditioning Co, 
htc. 

.~i Home or Office Orga nization 

with Consultation 

Online 
~9!:/to 

CanvasLifesty~e 

$100 Toward Frames, Lenses, 

or Glasses 

Durham / Chapel Hill 
R :x)~i,~’,i T~./!’,e- U.,<, 
Seutheastern Services 

At-Home Wine Tasting with Six 

Bottles of Wine 

Durham / Chapel Hill 

Organized Chaos 

One-, Two-, or Three-Night Stay 

at Great Smoky Mountain 

Resort with Daily Breakfast 

Chapel Hill 

Optical Reflections 

Du[ham I Chapel Hill 
,~,t-Hom<: Wi~’.,~: %~sti,,",9 with 
~:-.’,ix .3otties o~ 
Wines Ior Humanity 

Gatlinbur9 

Brookside Resort 

::.~.i Personalize your offers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Are you expecting? Pregnmat First-Time Moms Needed for UNC Research Study 

Researchers at UNC are looking for pregnant first-time morns to participate in a research study about how- infant feeding affects weight gain, inflammation and cardiovascular activity during 
the first postpartum year Moms will visit us at 34-38 weeks of pregnancy, and once at each of postpartum months 2, 6 and 12 

--Earn up to $565.00 for full palticipation- 

Participation includes: 

*Four visits to UNC will include: 
o Questionnaire and interview about infant feeding 
o Questionnaires about your pregnancy, stress, diet, sleep, exercise 
o Measurement of weight and body fat 
o Measurement of blood pressure and heart rate 
o Non-invasive ultrasound measurement of blood flow in your arm 
o Fasting blood samples for cholesterol, glucose, insulin, inflammation, and hormones involved in pregnancy, breastfeeding and stress 

*At 2 month postpartum visit, you will be asked to feed your baby. We will use ultrasound to measure blood flow in your arm before and after infant feeding. 

*Monthly scheduled telephone interviews about infant feeding (-10 minutes each) during the months you do not come to UNC (postpartum months 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11) 

****Free Parking at UNC for all appointments**** 

****All irfformation is confidential**** 

Interested? 

Please contact UNC Mother Infant Research Studies at: 

Mother B abyLab@unc, edu, 

919) 966-2549, or 

www MotherBabyLab.com 

Biomedical [RB, [R[3 Study Number: 12-1486, Approved 8/12/2013 

This message is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informationa[ mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directory at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Persona[ Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Summer EMT-Basic UNC 

ACERIP is plarmmg to offer an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT-Basic) class over the surmner for UNC faculty, staff and students. The course will reflect the normal UNC stammer 
academic calendar ~vith regards to finals and holidays. The class will be held at nights, between 2-3 nights a week, ~vith a few weekend day classes. After completion of this class, you will be 
eligible to take the North Carolina State Exam for state certification, which lasts four years. 

If interested, email ACERIP-EMT@unc edu for more information about ho~v to register 

This message is sponsored by: ACERIP 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those ~vho have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the U2",!C 
Directoly at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute of African American Resem~ch <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:15 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-> 

Update: AAADS Fxent 

Regre~ably, we at the IAAR regret that we must postpone this event untii next academic year 

due to scheduling complbations We apologize for any inconvenience. 

Best always 

institute of Afri,’:an Ameri,’:an Research 

You baue 

Click here to change your response 

I :i~:i Availabie on the 
App Store 

AAADS Event 
Wednesday, April 9th at 3:00 PM 

Multipurpose Hitchcock Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center, 150 South Road 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

View the Paperless Pos[ privacy policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 9:28 AM 

Bellamy, FraJ~k (Student Stores) <GFBELLAMY@store.unc.edn> 

ILE: AFAM 101-002 

From: Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) [GFBELLAMY@store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 8:58 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AFAM 101-002 

Good afternoon Professor Regester, We have an earlier email in which you asked for 3 titles and a coursepack for AFAM 051 for Spring. I have the books adopted 

for 276, but I don’t have any information for 101-002. Did you mean "Hollywood Fantasies...", Devil in a Blue Dress", and "Human Stain" to be adopted for 101 

instead of 0517 Please let me know what you’ll need and FII take care of it. 

Thanks, Frank in textbooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:59 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtv~ 

Syllabus fi~r AFAM 101 

101-SYL-SCH.Falll2.doc; 101%20Course%20objecfives[1].doc; 101-SYL.Falll2.doc 

Please note that the office hours were incorrectly reported on the syllabus copied for the class. I will inform students of the corrected office hour time(s) but will not recopy 
since I had already copied the syllabus to be distributed in class. You have the corrected version. This syllabus is some four pages in length. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Weekly Class Schedule 

Week I 

Week II 

Week III 

Week IV 

Week V 

Week VI 

Week VII 

Week VIII 

Aug. 21 - Aug. 23 
Introduction: Why study the Black 

Experience? 
Ancient Slavery: Greek and 

Roman Slavery 
Definition of Terms 
Myths of Africa 

Aug. 28 - Aug. 30 
African Empires 
Beginning of African Slavery 
Slave Trade: Countries Involved 
Acquisition of Slaves 
"Old African Blasphemer" 

Sept. 4 - Sept. 6 
Organization and structure of the 

slave trade 
Impact of the slave trade on 

European and African Societies 
Middle Passage 

Sept. 11 - Sept. 13 
Evolution of slavery in Latin 

America 
Introduction to Racial Slavery in 

North America 
"Amistad" Part I 

Sept. 18 - Sept. 20 
Racial slavery in North America 

during the 17th century (Cont.) 
Indentured servitude vs. slavery 

FIRST EXAM 

Sept. 25 - Sept. 27 
Development of Plantation 
Societies in the Americas 
Slave Community 
"New York Burial Ground 
Project" 

Oct. 2 - Oct. 5 
Slave Culture 
Linguistic Patterns 

Oct, 9 - Oct, 11 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Naming Patterns 
"Half Slave/Half Free" 

Week IX Oct. 16 

Slave Religion 
Patterns of Resistance 
"Amistad" Part II 

Week X Oct, 23 - Oct, 25 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runa~vaysiMaroons 
"Slave Resisters and Slave 
Catchers" 

SECOND EXAM 

Week XI Oct, 30 - Nov, 1 
Underground Railroad 
Legal Status of Free Blacks 
"Flight to Freedom" 

PAPER DUE November 1 

Week XII Nov. 6- Nov. 8 
Free Blacks 
Schools 
Churches 

Week XIII Nov. 13 - Nov. 15 
Newspapers 
Literary Societies 
"Glory" 

Week XIV Nov. 20 
Mutual Aid Societies 
Abolition Movement 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

Week XV Nov. 27 - Nov.29 
Black Abolitionists 
White Abolitionists 

Week XVI Dec. 4 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final Exam 

[Type text] Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

FINAL EXAM DECEMBER 11, 2012 TUESDAY 8AM 



[Type text] Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

FINAL EXA~I DECE~IBER 11, 2012 TUESDAY 8AM 



AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECT1N’ES 

I’he student should be able to master the follomng objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 
1. Name at least three reasons why it is important to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is del-med. 
4. Identify at least three Ancient African Empires and describe chaJcacteristics of each. 
Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave trade and describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the strocture and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Nan~e at least three reasons why African societies were in conflict with one another leading to the enslavement of 

victims of warfare. 
4. Describe file middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 
Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 
1. Explain "the difference between slaver}, and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the arrival of the t~st blacks. 
Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
1. Identify and describe ttuee types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the rank order system that existed within a plantation society and within the slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies and explain how West African practices influenced these 

ceremonies. 
4. Explain how,rubilee depicts slave life and assess whether this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 
1. Define fictive kinship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral sanctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within the 

Inamage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named and explain naming practices employed by slaves. 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 
1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slave~. 
2. Name at least three major U.S. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to tile development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery. 
Free Blacks 
Legal Status 
Abolition Movement 
1. Describe the legal status of free blacks. 
2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 
3. Describe and explain the significance of the Dred Scott Decision. 
4. Provide examples of newspapers, schools, and mutual aid societies established by free blacks. 
5. Identify major azguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 



AFAM 101 THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Instructor: Dr. Charlene Regester Fall 2012 Section: 2 
Class Time: T/Th 9:30-10:45 Office: 204 Battle 
Place: GA 105 Office Hours: Th llam -2pro 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

AFAM 101 is designed to examine slaver5, from its inception to its virtual demise in 

North America in 1865. This examination of slavery explores its beginning, which can be traced 

to the practice of slavery in Greek and Roman Empires, the organization of the slave trade, the 
widespread development of slavery throughout the diaspora, the demise of this institution, and 

the impact that slavery would have on American society. 

Ancient slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to how slavery evolved. The 

ideological as well as political factors influencing the emergence of this institution are explored. 

Arguments attempting to legitimize the practice of this institution are introduced, debated, and 

examined 
The organization and structure of the slave trade is introduced to reveal how this 

economic system of labor ~vhile capital producing, was similarly engaged in the exploitation of 

humans. Arguments regarding labor systems, capitalism, and business practices are reviewed. 
In the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, slavery became widespread 

throughout the diaspora. Slavery was a practice that a variety- of European powers engaged in and 

competed for dominance in this trade. Institutions of slavery began to emerge throughout the 

diaspora and their existence in other parts of the world are compared and contrasted to slavery as 

it evolved in North America. Slave religion, culture, and family are among those aspects of slave 

life that are treated in this course. 
The decline of slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to why slavery lost its 

popularity and appeal. The abolition of slavery is traced and issues surrounding its dissolution are 

explored. Free Blacks involved in the abolition of slavery and those who attempted to assert 

themselves following their enslavement, are explored in detail. This examination of slavery 

attempts to provide the historical context within which slavery was introduced, developed, and 

ultimately dissolved while providing an understanding of the black experience prior to 1865. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, 
videos, and guest speakers. Three examinations will be given during the semester. These 

examinations will consist of two tests and one final exam which will collectively constitute 3/4’s 

of your grade. The remaining part of your grade will consist of a paper which must be completed 

and submitted by the stated deadline. This paper must adhere to basic rules on academic style i.e. 

Chicago Manual of Style or MLA Handbook of Style. 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. Boston & New York: Bedford 

Books, 1993. 
Palmer, Colin. Passageways: An Interpre#ve Histoty of Black America to 1863. Orlando, 

Florida: Harcourt & Brace Publishers, 1997. 
Walker, Margaret. Jubilee New York: Bantam Books, 1966. 

SECONDARY TEXTS 
Blassingame, John W. The Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Antebelhtm South. New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1972. 

Franklin, John Hope and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham I~om Slavery to k~eedom: A History of 

African Americans, Vol. I, Ninth ed. McGraw-Hill, 2011. 



Mullane, Deirdre, ed. Crossing the Danger Water: Three Hundred Years of Aj?ican-American 

!4O’iting. New" York: Anchor Books, 1993. 

Thompson, Vincent. The Making of the Diaspora in the Americas 1441-1900. New York: 

Longman, 11987. 

White, Deborah. Ar ’n ’t l A Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South. New York: Norton, 
1987. 

COURSEPACK 
In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack has also been compiled and 

contains articles relevant to material introduced in class. 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 

2. Students are required to write a paper approximately 5-7 pages in length. This paper is 

due on or before November 1, 2012. 

GRADING: 2 Tests = 50% - Paper = 25% - Final Exam = 25% 

A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+(87-89), B (83-86) B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- 

(70-72), D+ (67-69), D(63-66), D-(60-62), F (59 and below) 

EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates 
specified. No make-ups will be given. 

ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course 

grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence your 
final course grade. 

TECHNOLOGY: Laptops are allowed for note-taking purposes only. Please do not use 

your laptop for any other purpose. Cell phones, texting, and any other intrusive 

technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code 

policies and procedures. Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully 

participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: Students who may need accommodations 
based on disabilities should contact the instructor and the 
Department for Disability. Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB North 
Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student should be able to master "the following objectives after completing each of these units. 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 
1. Name at least three reasons why it is important to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths populaxized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is defined. 
4. Identit) at least three Ancient African Empires and describe characteristics of each. 

Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identi~ at least four major countries involved in the slave trade and describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the structure and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Name at least three reasons why African societies were in conflict with one another leading to the enslavement of victims of warfare. 
4. Describe the middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 

Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 
1. Explain the difference between slave~ and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the arrival of the first Blacks. 

Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
1. Identify aJad describe three types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the rank order system that existed within a plantation society and within the slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies and explain how West African practices influenced these ceremonies. 
4. Explain how orubilee depicts slave life and assess whether or not this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 

Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 
1. Defme fictive kinship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral saa~ctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within the marriage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named aad explain naming practices employed by slaves. 

Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 
1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slaver},. 
2. Name at least three major U.S. slave revolts mid describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to the development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery. 

Free Blacks 
Legal Status 
Abolition Movement 
1. Describe the legal status of free blacks. 
2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 
3. Describe and explain the significance of the [)red Scott Decision. 
4. Provide examples of newspapers, schools, a~d mutual aid societies established by free blacks. 
5. Identit) major arguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 7:46 AM 

FW: Update from Chancellor Tholp: University Receives Independent Reviews of Academic Issues 

From: FYI Carolina [FYICarolina@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 5:11 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; Update from Chancellor Thorp: University Receives Independent Reviews of Academic Issues 

Having trouble viewing this email? Read it 

~i FYI Carolina - News for Alumni, Parents, and Friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Message from Chancellor Holden Thorp 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 

!)ear Carolina eotnmunity, 

Today the University received the two independent, outside reviews that we 

commissioned in response to the academic itTegulafities found in the Department of 

M’riean and Afro-~Mmeriean Studies. I strongly encourage you to read both repot’N, 

posted at ~}~i~.~.}.i£~:~2~Ji~i:J.~J.~£’::£d.R and covered on the University’s homepage, 

The review conducted by fot~ner North Carolina Governor James Martin, also a former 

professor at Davidson College, was independent, obj eetive and thorough. We 

cooperated fully. 

His findings are sobering: The irregularities in the department date back to 1997. 

Governor Martin confirmed that there were no problems in other departments in the 

University, and that only the two individuals we had previously identified in the Aft@an 

and M’ro-2mmfiean Studies deparhnent were implicated. 

Governor Martin was assisted in his review by Baker "Filly, a management consulting 

firm with extensive national e.vpefienee in academic performance procedures and 

controls. In a second report, Baker Tilly reviewed and validated the many 

improvements we have put in place to ensure that we never face problems like this 

again. 

This is an important day for the University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill. For years, 

we’ve been proud that we did things the fight way. We probably took too much for 

granted. We became eotnplaeent, and we made sotne mistakes. We acknowledge that. 

Now we have to get better. 

We are embracing these findings, and we are moving forward as a much stronger 

university. I hope that ultimately we will be judged not only by what happened but by 

what we’re doing about it. 

Holden Thorp 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:03 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: colors of the chairs 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2024 12:20 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; colors of the chairs 

Hello Professor 

The vendor found another color alternative; which one you like better? ( see attach) 

Thank you 

SonL~ Cohm 

Oepartmen~ of A]Wc~n, African Amerk:~n, & Diaspora 37udies. 

109 Battle Hal!; CB #3395 

Chapel H~/~ NE 27599-3395 

Phone: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 14, 2011 12:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~er@emafil.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Resolving Incomplete/Missing Grades 

The beginning of the semestcr is ma extremely busy time in Acadenfic Advising. I will rcspond to your email ,as quickly ,as possible. In the mem~fime, there are 

excellent resources that may help m~swer your question(s). 

The first week office semester, Janum3, 10 - 14, advisors are available on a walk-in basis fi-om 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. If you have a spring registration concern, come to 

Smele Building - no appointment needed! Some times are busier thm~ others mid you may have to wait for a while, but we will be wifla you as quicldy as possible. 

For a longer conversation regar-ding acade~nic planning or odmr concerns, advisors will have appointments beginning Tuesday, Janumy 17th. The appoinmmnt calendar 

will open tip on Thursday, January 13’ at 5 p.m Remember fl~at appointments fill tip quickly, so please plma in advance so flaat we can best assist you. 

There axe mmiy resources available online: 

All stats of good infbm~afion on the Advising website (htq~://advising.unc,edu/) - check it out! 

Acadenfic worksheets for all majors are on rite Advising website (htq):iiadvising.unc.ed~v) 

The Undergraduam Bulletin lists courses which fiflfill specific GenEd requirements (http://www.unc.edu/ugradbullefin/) 

To search for classes and fl~e requirements flaey fulfill go to the "Search for Classes" link on rite new Connect Carolina system. 

Thank you, and welcome back tbr fl~e Spring 2011 Semesmr! 



LIST OF STEPIN FETCHIT MOVIES 

Movie Year Director Character 

Dixiana 1930 Luther Reed 

The Galloping Ghost 1931 B. Reeves Eason Baxter College Locker 

Room Attendant 

Wild Horse 1931 Richard Thorpe Stepin 

Sidney Algier 

Marie Galante 1934 Henry King ’Pacific Gardens’ Waiter 

Stand Up and Cheer 1934 Hamilton MacFadden George Bernard Shaw 

Dimples 1936 William A. Seiter Cicero 

On The Avenue 1937 Roy Del Ruth Herman ’Step’ 

The Ghost Breakers 1940 George Marshall 

"Big Timers" 1945 Bud Pollard Porter / Specialty Act 

The Southerner 1945 Jean Renoir 

"The Set-Up" 1949 Robert Wise 

The Caine Mutiny 1954 Edward Dmytryk 

The Killing 1956 Stanley Kubrick 

Battle Hymn 1957 

The Manchurian Candidate 1962 John Frankenheimer 

Coogan’s Bluff 1968 Don Siegel 

Patton 1970 Franklin J. Schaffner 

"Amazing Grace" (Moms" 1974 Start Lathan Cousin Lincoln 
Mabley) 

Won Ton Ton 1976 Michael Winner Dancing Butler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citatious 

Citations.e~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you fi-om: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

h 

Title: Sidney Poitier’s Civil Rights: Rewriting the Mystique of White Womanhood in Guess Wh~Ys Coming to Dinner and in the tteat of the Night 
Author(s): Andrea Levine 
Source: American Literature, Vol 73, No. 2, Violence, the Body, and "rflne South" (Jun., 2001), pp. 365-386 
Publisher(s): Duke Umversity Press 
S table UR!,: http://www.i stor. orb/stable/40281459 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.jstor or~) 

If you have an}, questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http://’www.istor.org/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more irdormation about JSTOR, please visit http :/,’about. istor, orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http://~vw~v.istor.or~/actiorgshowContactSupportForm%. 

JSTOR Support 

support@j stor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic communib, use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http ://’www. i stor. or~/pa~e/info/about/policiesiterms.i sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www.i stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Accessibility 

(http ://www. istor, or~fpa~e/inf o/aboutipolicies/accessibility, isp ) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and WtIAKA(r) are registered trademafl~s of I’YfIAKA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email,unc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Sidney Poitier’s Civil Rights: Rewriting the Mystique of White Womanhood in 

Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner and in the Heat of the Night 

Author(s): Andrea Levine 

Source: American Literature, Vol. 73, No. 2, Violence, the Body, and "The South" 

(Jun., 2001), pp. 365-386 

Publisher(s): Duke University Press 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orgistablei40281459 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http://www.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:/iwww.jstor.org!actionishowContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic community 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http:!iwww.jstor.org/pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiterms.jsp)    I 



Privacy Policy (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiprivacy.jsp)    I 

Accessibility (http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKAo All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAK~(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKAo 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Friday, April 8, 2011 12:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.e~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 2 

Title: A Ghost in the Expressionist Jungle of O’Neill’s "The ]b;mperor Jones" 
Author(s): Carme Manuel 
Source: African American Review, Vol. 39, No. 1/2 (Spring - Summer, 2005), pp 67-85 

Publisher(s): St Louis Universi~ 
Stable URL: http://www.istor.or~/stable/40033637 

Title: "’]’he N~ght Witch Did It": Villainy and Narrative in the Leo Frank Case 
Author(s): Jeffrey Melnick 
Source: 2,merican Literary tlistory, Vol 12, N0 1/2 (Spring - Summer, 2000), pp 113-129 
Publisher(s): Oxford University Press 
Stable URL: http://www.jstor org/stable/490244 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http://www.]stor.org). 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please cuntact JSTOR Support (http:i/www.istor.orgiaction/showContactSupportForm) and let us l~ow how we can help you. 

For more itfformation about JSTOR, please visit http://about.istor, org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http:/iw~vw.istor.org/actiorv’showCuntactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 
support@j stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHA~, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic corcanunity use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http:i/www.istor.or~ipa~e/infoiabout/policies/terms.isp) ] Privacy Policy (htto://www.istor.or;ipa~e/info/about/policies/privacv.ispJ ] Accessibility 
(http ://~vw~v. istor, or~/paaeiinf o/about/l~olicies/accessibilitv, isp ) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA. All Rights Reser,~ed. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITH~4KA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@emailounc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 2 

Title: A Ghost in the Expressionist Jungle of O’Neill’s "The Emperor Jones" 

Author(s): Carme Manuel 

Source: African American Review, Vol. 39, No. 1/2 (Spring - Summer, 2005), pp. 67-85 

Publisher(s): St. Louis University 

Stable URL: http:iiwww.jstor.org/stable/40033637 

2 o 

Title: 

Author(s): Jeffrey Melnick 

Source: American Literary History, Vol. 12, No° 1/2 

129 

Publisher(s): Oxford University Press 

Stable URL: http:/iwww.jstor.org!stablei490244 

"The Night Witch Did It": Villainy and Narrative in the Leo Frank Case 

(Spring - Summer, 2000), pp. 113- 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:i!www.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:/iwww.jstor.org!actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:i!about.jstor.orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http://www°jstor°orgiactionishowContactSupportForm)° 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 



(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic community 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http:/iwww.jstor.org!pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiterms.jsp) 

Privacy Policy (http:/iwww.jstor.org!pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiprivacy.jsp) 

Accessibility (http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA. All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAIgh(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 10:45 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] Department policies m~d procedures notebook (2012-2014) 

Final coW - 2012-2013 Policies and procedures Notebook.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

I look forward to seeing you at 11.00am. 

Please print the attached and bring it to the meeting. It is a notebook on policies and the 2012-2013 governance structure. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You oxe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: regester(~email.unc.edn. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvn?i&32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 32007996 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32007996-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25,@]istserv.nnc.edn 



THE UNIVE]~SITY 

0f NOI~TH CAROLINA 

~t CHAPEL HILL 

DEPAtLTMENT OF AFR.ICAN & 

AFILO-AMEILICAN STUDIES 
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CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 
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Prepared by Eunice N. Sahle, Chair 
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CALENDAR 

FALL SEMESTER 

August 

8/21- Classes begin for all students 
8/22- Faculty Meeting with Dean Hartlyn in Hyde Hall 
8/24- Department Consent added to all courses 
8/27- Last Day for Late Registration 

September 

9/3- Labor Day 
9/4-Last day for students to drop a course using the web registration system. 
9/4- Last day for departments to add/drop a course for students 
9/9-Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls available to f~.culty 
9/12- Faculty Meeting room 309 
9/28- *~l~xtbook orders for Spring Semester due* 

October 

10/7- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls due to Academic Advising 
10/10- Faculty Meeting room 309 
10/12- University day (Classes cancelled from 10:00-1:00) 
10/15- Last day for Undergraduate students to drop course 
10/15- Incompletes (IN’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 
10/17- Fall break begins 5:00P.M. 
10/22- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

November 

11l/7- Faculty Meeting room 309 
11/21- Thanksgiving Recess 
11/26- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

December 

12/5- Fall Semester classes end 
12/5-Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012)change to F* 
12/6, 12/12 -Reading Days 
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12/7- 12/14- Exams 

SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 
1/16- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
1/15-Last Day of Late Registration 
1/21- Holiday, Martin Luther King Jr. Day 
1/23- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 
1/23- Last day for departments to drop a course for students 

Februar~ 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 
2/6-Department Faculty meeting room 309 
2/19-End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- *Textbook orders for 5ummerSchool Due 

March 

3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/6-Department Faculty meeting room 309 
3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 
3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/29- Holiday 

3/29- *Textbook Orcte~’jbr Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/10-Department Faculty meeting room 309 
4/26- Classes End 
4/26- Absences (AB’s) fi-om prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate 
Students 
4/26- Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours 
af[er exam is given) 
4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 
4/30- Exams begin 

May 
5/7- Exams end 
5/11 - Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 
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GENERAL POLICIES 

1. The Department office will be open from 8.00 a.m to 5.00 p.m. It will be 
closed from 12-1 p.m. for lunch. Please do not ask staff to keep the office 
open during lunch hour and after 5.00pm. 

2. The Department provides basic supplies in reasonable amounts for 
professional purposes only. Please let Travis know what supplies you need to 
facilitate your professional duties. 

3. The Department pays reasonable photocopy costs associated with instructional 
purposes. 

4. The Department pays postage for reasonable amounts of proi}ssional first 
class and air mail correspondence. Take note of the requirements for how 
envelopes must be addressed within the United States in order for us to 
receive the Post Office discount (ALL CAPS NO PUNCTUATION OR 
SYMBOLS, DONT ASK WHY). Personal correspondence will only be 
mailed if it is already stamped; we do not have the stall" support required to 
sort out professional from personal correspondence and to bill 
appropriately. Mail is sent twice a day, usually around 9:30 a.m. and 1 
p.m. In order for mail to go out the same day, it has to be in our mail tray by 
12:30 p.m. Under state regulation, the Department cannot provide stationary" 
or postage for correspondence associated with partisan advocacy; it can do so 
for policy advocacy only if this is done strictly in a professional capacity. The 
Department will not cover cost for overnight, rush or express mail. 

5. For faculty with standard teaching loads, office hours of at least 3 hours a 
week should be posted and held. Let Travis know your office hours by the 
first day of classes each semester 

6. Final exams are mandatory in undergraduate classes; final exams cannot be 
moved from the date fixed by the Registrar, even if "all" students seemingly 
agree. Please review more details concerning exams in the section on policies 
on exams and grading in this notebook. 

7. Any unusual absence should be noted and explained via email to the Chair. 
Keep a record &your absences from class (if any) with an explanation. 

8. Course instructors may not leave the geographic area until their grades for the 
semester have been submitted in Connect Carolina and marked "Approved" 
by the instructor of record; any requested deviation from this must be 
presented in advance to the Chair. 

9. Student course evaluations are mandatory for all courses. Evaluations are 
now done on line. Their results are made available (after semester grades 
have been turned in) to you, to the Department Chair, and to appropriate 
department review committees. 

10. All long distance calls within the United States are free. You are responsible 
for paying any international fees charged to your phone. 
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11. The Department will pay for photocopying of your own manuscripts, and of 
your papers for presentation at professional conventions. 

12. Questions regarding university travel regulations may be directed to 
Sonia. The College of Arts & Sciences provides normally up to $1,000 in 
travel funds for professional conferences where your name appears on the 
program. Recently’, eligibility has been restricted to non-tenured 
faculty,. Since these rules change with budget constraints, ask Haeran about 
the current roles before making travel plans. None of these funds can be used 
for personal travel or for recreational purposes (e.g., you travel to a 
convention which ends on a Sunday and you stay until Monday for personal 
purposes; the Suanday night hotel and associated per diem expenses cannot be 
billed to the university). College travel funds cannot be accumulated or 
"rolled over" into a subsequent year. Additional restrictions may- occasionally 
apply. The preceding policies on travel may be dift~rent for department 
faculty, with endowed chairs or research accounts and/or fixed-term fb.culty. 

Although limited, this year, there is some additional travel support fi-om the 
Chair’s Fund. If you have travel plans to conferences where you are on the 
program, and you know that the normal College funds will not be sufficient, 
send me an email with an explanation of your need for additional travel funds. 

13. The university requires that all investigators (faculty, graduate and 
undergraduate students) carrying out research on human subjects receive prior 
approval of their procedures (to assure where appropriate that there is 
informed consent and that potential harm or risk to subjects is 
minimized). Information on the university policy and procedures may be 
found at the web site of ONce of Human Research Ethics: http:iiirbis.unc.edu 

14. All research grant proposals need to go through departmental and O SR 
(ONce of Sponsored Research) approval beibre being submitted to funding 
agencies. OSR insists on IRB certification. 

15. There are important university policies of which you need to be aware 
regarding issues such as conflict of interest, illegal drugs, political activities 
(candidacy and oNce-holding), classified research, racial harassment, sexual 
harassment, amorous relations, computer use, and others. They are all 
available at httpJ/ww~7.unc.edu/campus/policies.html and at 
w~wv.unc.eduipolicvi . You may" also want to read the university’s "Policy on 
the Privacy of Electronic Information" also available at www.unc.eduipolicyi 

A general statement on personal use of university resources may be found 
at: wv,~,.ais.unc.eduibusmaniactiactpo126.html. Additional university 
guidelines regarding "acceptable use policy" of your UNC email address may, 
be found at: v~vw.unc.eduipolic¥iaupol.html . 

16. As mandated by the Office of the Dean, the department’s personnel policies 
and procedures will be revised this academic year and submitted to the Dean’s 
once for approval. In the meantime, there are important university and 
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department policies regarding tenure and promotion. University policies are 
available on-line. 

17. As per University policies, exams and papers with grades on them cannot be 
let~ in hallways for students to pick up or be returned in a way which permits 

other students to see the grades; this is considered a violation of the "Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act" (FERPA). For more on FERPA (brief 
version) and student privacy rights, 

see: http:iiregweb.unc.eduiofficialiFERPAinotice, html . Note that final 
exams and/or papers not returned to students shouM be savedJor three years 

before being placed in confidential recycling. Please also familiarize yourself 
with requirements for internships before you accept a student as academic 
supervisor. The guidelines should be/will be on our departmental web site. 

18. Here is an important policy on External Professional Activities: ’In accord 
with the University of North Carolina Board &Governor’s Policy on External 

Professional Activities for Pay by Faculty and Non-Faculty EPA Employees, 
all EPA Faculty and EPA non-Faculty employees of the University are 
required to receive approval in advance of engaging in external professional 

activities for pay (except for contract employees performing external 
professional activities for pay entirely outside the months of their University 

contract employment)’. To make complete a request for External Professional 
ActMties for Pay go to the following web address: 

https Jic fx.re search, unc.ed uiepap / 
19. Please note that the Business Officer and the Accounting Technician are not 

involvement in curriculum matters. Duties of administrative are outlined in 

more detail in the section on Administrative Staff. 
20. Finally, here are my faculty office hours this academic year: Tuesdays and 

Thursday 3.00pm-5.00pm Please free to drop by my office. Kind~ note that 
with authorization from Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, I have blocked Fridays for 
research work and will not be available to meet with faculty. If there is 

something urgent, feel free to call me at 919-358-3185. 
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POLICIES ON IEXAMS AND GRADING 

Final examinations are mandatory in undergraduate classes and they cannot be moved 
from the date fixed by the Registrar under any circumstances, even if seemingly "all" 
students agree (exceptions can be granted only by the Provost, and must be requested 
well in advance). All department faculty teaching undergraduate classes are asked to 
co~rm with the chair that they are complying with this policy. Any deviations or 
issues will need to be discussed with Dean Hartlyn. 

Grading practices are important and need to be adhered to. The general expectation is 
that for undergraduate courses a permanent grade should be assigned. When work is 
not completed, the student should receive a 0 for the uncompleted part, and this 
should be included in the calculation of the final grade. The syllabus should spec~T 
which kinds of requirements/ assignments, if not completed, would mean that the 
student fails the course regardless of the grades earned for the rest of the assignments 
(for instance, a certain number of unexcused absences). Non-completion of other 
assig~nents will result in a lower grade and may result in an F if the quality of the 
other work is low as well. Only in extraordinary circumstances, such as for illness or 
other excused emergencies (see below), should a temporary grade be assigned. 

There are critical ditt~rences across AB, FA and IN grades. AB should be given in 
courses with final examinations in which the student is absent from the final 
examination, but could have passed if the exam was taken. A grade of FA must be 
reported when a student does not attend the final examination, and cannot pass the 
course regardless of how well he or she performs on the final examination. The IN 
grade is for incomplete work other than the final examination. University policy 
states: "Any student who ceases to attend a class without oNcially being dropped 
may receive a temporary grade of AB or IN or a permanent grade of FA." The 
Department is encouraged to develop a clear policy regarding when AB or IN instead 
of FA would be given in what should be this unusual circumstance. Furthermore, it is 
expected in general that temporary grades of AB and IN are rarely granted. 

Here is further information on the grading system and an explanation of procedures to 
be followed regarding AB and IN grades. 
http J/www. unc.edu/ugradb ul letin/p rocedure s 1. htm 1 

Grading System 

Permanent Letter Grades 

A letter-grade and plus/minus system for evaluating academic performance is 
employed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade corresponds to a number of grade 
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points. Each letter-graded course receives a numerical value of quality points (quality 
points equal grade points times semester credit hours per course) to use in 
determining a student’s average (per credit hour) in a particular term and to find a 
student’s cumulative grade point average (per credit hour). 

A=4.0 

A- =3.7 

B+ = 3.3 

B =3.0 

B- =2.7 

C+ = 2.3 

C =2.0 

C- = 1.7 

D+ = 1.3 

D= 1.0 

F =0.0 

To determine the grade point average for a terra, first determine the total quality 
points earned in the term by multiplying the number of grade points awarded for each 
course by the course’s assigned number of semester credit hours and adding the 
resulting quality points earned for each course in the term. Then dMde the total 
quality- points earned in the term by the number of semester credit hours attempted 
(for letter grades) in the term. 

Example 

Course Grade Grade x Credit = Quality" 
Points Hours Points 

Course A C+ 2.3 x 3.0 = 6.90 

Course B B- 2.7 x 3.0 = 8.10 

Course C B 3.0 x 4.0 = 112.00 
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Course D C- 1.7 x 

Course E A- 3.7 x 

Course F F 0.0 x 

Course G A 4.0 x 

3.0 

1.0 

1.0 

3.0 

= 5.10 

= 3.70 

= 0.00 

= 12.00 

Total quality points earned: 

Total graded hours: 

Term grade point average: 

47.80 

18.0 

47.80 + 18.0 = 2.656 

Permanent grades are defined as ibllows: 

A Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be 
expected of students at a given stage of development. The A grade states clearly that 
the student has shown such outstanding promise in the aspect &the discipline under 
study that he/she may be strongly encouraged to continue. 

B Strong performance demonstrating a high level of attainment for a student at a 
given stage of development. The B grade states that the student has shown solid 
promise in the aspect of the discipline under study. 

C A totally acceptable performance demonstrating an adequate level of attainment for 
a student at a given stage of development. The C grade states that while not yet 
showing any unusual promise, the student may continue to study in the discipline 
with reasonable hope of intellectual development. 

D A marginal performance in the required exercises demonstrating a minimal passing 
level of attainment for a student at a given stage of development. The D grade states 
that the student has given no evidence of prospective growth in the discipline; an 
accumulation of D grades should be taken to mean that the student would be well 
advised not to continue in the academic field. 

F For whatever reasons, an unacceptable performance. The F grade indicates that the 
student’s performance in the required exercises has revealed almost no understanding 
of the course content. A grade ofF should warrant questioning whether the student 
may suitably register for further study in the discipline before remedial work is 
undertaken. 

Grades earned and semester hours attempted at other institutions are not included in 
the calculation of the University grade point average. 
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Plus/minus grades earned prior to the 1978 fall semester are not assigned a particular 
numerical quality7 point value; the value of the basic letter grade A, B, C, or D alone is 
used in computing a grade point average. 

Records of progress are kept by this institution on all students. Students have three 
methods to gain access to term grades: 

¯ Using a browser to access ConnectCarolina at MyUNC. 

¯ Submitting (after the first day of classes but before the last day of classes) a written 
request for printed grades each enrolled term and sending it to ONce of the 
University Registrar, CB# 2100, UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100. 
The request should include the student’s full name, personal identification number, 
term for which grades should be mailed, and college/school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

° Making a request in person at the ONce of the University Registrar. Students 

should call the ONce of the University Registrar at (919) 962-0495 if they have 
questions about grade reporting services. 

Temporary Grades (IN and AB) and FA Grades 

Any student who ceases to attend a class without officially being dropped may- 
receive a temporary grade of AB or IN or a permanent grade of FA. 

Students who do not complete all requirements in a course by the end of the semester, 
but who could pass the course if they did, receive a temporary grade of IN 
(incomplete) or AB (absent from the final exam) in place of a permanent letter grade. 
Grades of IN and AB carry the value of an F grade (zero quality points) and are used 
in the computation of semester and cumulative grade point averages. Students who do 

not complete the course requirements within a specified period of time are assigned 
permanent F* grades on their academic transcripts by the ONce of the University 
Registrar. 

The instructor must report the grade of AB for any student who did not take the final 
examination and who, by taking the final examination, could pass the course. This 
AB grade carries the value of an F in computing the student’s cumulative and 
semester grade point average, and later converts to an F* unless the student arranges 
to take the final examination before the last class day of the next scheduled semester 
(fall or spring). If the student cannot pass the course regardless of a final examination 
performance, the instructor must report the grade FA. The grade of FA (cannot pass 
the class) is a permanent ihiling grade. A grade ofF may be assigned instead of a 
temporary grade or a grade of FA where a final examination is not required in the 
course. 
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Absence from a final examination may be officially excused only by the student’s 
dean or the director of Campus Health Services or Counseling and Wellness Services. 

An absence may be excused for significant physical or psychological illness or for 
serious personal or family problems. Please see "Final Examinations" for information 

about final examination excuses. 

The grade IN may only be assigned by an instructor to a student who took the final 
examination in a course but did not complete some other course requirement with a 
valid excuse and who, by-~tue of completing that missing work, might pass the 
course. An IN carries the value of an F (zero quality points) in computing a student’s 
cumulative and semester grade point average. Unless removed within eight weeks of 
the beginning of the regularly scheduled semester (fall or spring) following its 
assignment, an IN converts to an F*. 

Important Rules and Procedures Pertaining to AB and IN Grades 

The decision to report an IN grade is solely the responsibility of the course instructor; 
however, a studem may present proper justification for the instructor’s consideration. 

Temporary grades should be cleared by completion of the work outstanding, 
preferably no later than the start of the following semester. The deadline for clearing 
a temporary grade of AB is the last class day of the next regularly scheduled semester 
(fall or spring) after the AB grade is awarded. Atemporary grade oflN must be 
cleared within the first eight weeks of the regularly scheduled semester (fall or 
spring) after the IN grade is awarded. 

If students intend to remove IN or excused AB grades, they should not officially 
enroll in the course(s) during the next semester or summer session. If recommended 
by the course instructor, a student may attend by officially auditing a part of that 
instructor’s section of the course or another instructor’s section of the same course in 
which the temporary grade was awarded. 

If a student enrolls in a course in which a temporary grade has been previously 
received, the second enrollment is taken as evidence that the student could not or is 
not permitted to remove the temporary grade. This results in replacing the temporary 
grade by F* after the deadline for removing the temporary grade. The grade earned 
during the second enrollment is also reported on the student’s academic transcript and 
is used along with the F* grade in the computation of a cumulative grade point 
average. 

Final Examinations 

Undergraduate courses taught on campus must include a final assessment (i.e., final 
examination) unless the provost grants an exception. A traditional final examination 
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is written, is administered at a predetermined time as specified in the official final 
examination schedule, and takes place at a designated location. 

The final examination schedule, announced prior to the beginning of the semester, 
sets the time for each examination. Once having been established, the schedule cannot 
be changed. Examinations must be held at the time shown on the schedule. No special 
preparation quizzes may be given during the last five days of classes (last two days of 
classes for summer school) before the beginning of the final examination period. No 
examination may start later than 7:00 p.m. Final examinations for a full course should 
ordinarily cover a minimum of two hours and should not exceed a period of three 
hours. Only examinations requiring an exceptional portion of practical work should 
be longer than three hours. 

Only the provost can grant exceptions to the scheduled time and location of a 
traditional examination atler review and approval by the appropriate department head 
and the dean. No examination (except for laboratory sections) may be held at a time 
other than that specified in the general schedule except with the advance approval of 
the provost (see below.) 

A course instructor may, due to highly unusual circumstances, petition for a change in 
the examination schedule. The petition must be made before the first day of final 
examinations, and it must be cleared by the department head and the appropriate dean 
before consideration by the provost. If the petition is approved, the course instructor 
assumes responsibility for making special arrangements to give the examination to 
any student who has a schedule conflict as a result of the change. 

Chairs (i.e., heads of instructional units) must give permission for facully members to 
use nontraditional examinations, such as a portfolio of a semester’s work or a take- 
home examination. Materials pertaining to these non-traditional examinations have to 
be handed in by the students to the instructor at the time and place scheduled for the 
traditional final. Instructors may not leave campus until these materials have been 
evaluated and final grades handed in. Non-traditional examination should only be 
given in 400-level courses and above. For multidisciplinary and co-taught courses, 
permission to give a nontraditional examination must be granted solely by the chair of 
the instructional unit in which the course is based. 

All regular final examinations must be held in Chapel Hill. Students who are absent 
from an examination receive a course grade of AB (absent), which is equivalent to F 
(zero quality points), or FA (absent and failing regardless of performance on the final 
examination). When students are unable, for reasons clearly beyond their control, to 
take a final examination at the scheduled time, they can be excused only by the 
director of Campus Health Services (who can authorize the registrar to issue an 
"official permit to take final examination") or their academic dean (who can issue an 
"examination excuse"). An absence may be excused for severe health problems 
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leading to the student’s placement on the Infirmary List, for serious personal or 
family problems, for religious observances required by the student’s faith, or for a 
scheduling conflict involving multiple examinations. In cases of illness, personal or 
family emergency, or religious observance, additional documentation may be 
required by the dean. 

Students may be excused for a final exam for religious obsewances required by their 
faith. Primary holy days for religious observances are noted on a Web-based 
interfaith calendar site: v~’.interfaithcalendar.org. Students must be given the 
opportunity to make up final exams missed due to an excused absence for a religious 
observance. Students are responsible for providing the course instructor and the dean 
a written request for an excused absence from a final exam for a religious obsew’ance 
no later than the last day of classes. 

¯ Campus Health Services. Students who are seriously ill during the time of their final 
examination(s) (including complications related to pregnancy) should consult 
Campus Health Services or Counseling and Wellness Services about having their 
names entered on the Infirmary List. In some cases, outpatient treatment can also 
result in a student’s name being entered on the Infirmary List. Students on the 
Infirmary List may obtain an official permit from the Office of the University 
Registrar to take the final examination to remove a grade of AB. They must make 
arrangements to take the final examination with their course instructor and provide 
the instructor with their official permit. If students are treated at Campus Health 
Services or Counseling and Wellness Services but do not appear on the Infirmary 
List, they should see the dean of their college as soon as possible. 

¯ Academic Dean. If students know in advance that they must miss one or more final 
examinations because of illness, religious observance, or other serious problems, they 
should notify in writing both the course instructor and the dean of the school in which 
they are enrolled no later than the last day of classes. If this is not possible, they 
should see their dean as soon atter the fact as possible. For students in the College of 
Arts and Sciences, only the associate dean for advising (or designee) is authorized to 
issue examination excuses for reasons other than three exams in 24 hours or two 
exams at the same time. For other students, only the dean of the school in which the 
student is enrolled has that authority. The dean may require documentation of a 
student’s religious observance, illness, or problems. 

Assuming that a student did not take a final examination for one of the reasons 
previously cited, the dean will issue an official examination excuse, which the student 
must present to the course instructor when arrangements are made for a suitable time 
to take the final examination. 

If a student presents an examination excuse or an official permit to take the final 
exam to an instructor or the instructor’s chair or dean, then a final examination must 
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be given to the student at a time subsequent to the regularly scheduled exam but no 
later than the end of the following semester. 

A student who has three final examinations scheduled by the Office of the University 
Registrar within a 24-hour period or two scheduled at the same time may request his 
or her dean (or designee) for permission to have one of the scheduled examinations 
rescheduled. In the event that one of the scheduled examinations is a common final 
examination for a multiple-section course, that examination is the one to be 
rescheduled. 

Students who have secured an examination excuse or an official permit and who 
transmit the document to the instructor or the instructor’s chair or dean must be 
Nanted permission to take the exam at an alternate time, although students will need 
to arrange a mutually convenient time with the instructor. Except when the provost 
has provided an exception in writing the exam will be taken at a time subsequent to 
the regularly scheduled exam, though no later than the end of the following semester. 

The final examination in any course may be taken o~v by regularly enrolled 
members of the class whose registration has been certified and by students certified to 
be eligible to take a special examination in that course. The certifying authority is the 
Office of the University Registrar. 

Each student is required to sign a full and explicit Honor Code pledge certifying that 
he or she has neither given nor received aid during the examination. 
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CONTRACT FOR INDEPENDENT STtlDY COtlRSES 

REQIIIREMENTS AND PROCEDIJRES 

Independent Stu@ courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American 
Studies majors with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that 
meets or exceeds that of a regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will 
only be considered in exceptional circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic 
that is not currently covered in an existing undergraduate course, be itinside or outside the 
departmenL Majors may take only one Independent Study in the department, 

1. Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign a contract before a 
student will be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department, 
Further, the approval and signature of the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee is 
also required. 

2. Faculty may supe~-cise a maximum of two Independent Study courses per academic year. 
3. Student Requirements: Independent Studies are only open to junior- and senior-level 

African and Afro-American Studies majors. African and Afro-American Studies majors 
with a 3.00 and above GPA will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consultwith 
their intended faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed 
Independent Study. It is the student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in 
order for his/her proposal for an Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 
In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study 
course, a student must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research 
proposal to his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester 
preceding the semester during which an independent study will be done. 
Expected assignments and levels of effort should be developed in consultation 
with the faculty, advisor and clearly outlined in the proposal. 

b. Review by the Academic Affairs Committee: Faculty, advisors should submit 
their students’ research proposals for review by the Academic Affairs 
Committee three weeks prior to end of the semester. Following the review, the 
Committee will inform the faculty of the status of their students’ proposal. The 
status will be indicated along the following lines: Approved (without revisions); 
Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students whose proposals fall in 
the first two categories will be approved for registration. 

Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be 
required to meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of 
their research activities which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting 
for Departmental Records. 

Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. 
Modifications to these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the 
Academic Affairs Committee. 
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a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other 
scholarly sources) - To be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a 
student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 
l~i-weekly research log -research activities and discussions with Faculty 
advisor. 
25 page research paper the lastday of the semester. 

Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project 
will be stored in the department office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 
Chair, Academic Affairs Committee 
Faculty Advisor 

Student 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

Members of the administrative staff are vital to the proper functioning of the 
department. As required by the University, their duties are clearly articulated in their 
annual work plans. Here are their core duties in the department: 

Business Officer: Tia Howell Williams (Supervisors, Chairs of Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies and Public Policy) 

Processing paper work in these areas: 
Leave of absence 
Return fi-om leave 
Overload/Lump sum payments 
Getting 
RA’s hired and on payroll 
Benefits questions 
HR Policy Questions 
Grant management 
Managing the budget with the Chair. 

Accounting Technician -Sonia Colon (Supervisor, Business Officer) 

P-Card/receipts 
Check requests 
Travel reimbursements and arrangements 
Equipment/Supplies ordering 
Printing requests 
Monthly accounting reconciliation and reports 

Travis Gore: Adminis t rative As s is rant (Supe rvis or, Chair) 

Keying courses in ConnectCarolina once they approved by the Courses 
Audit Committee in November 2012. 
Providing administrative support to the Chair, Director of Undergraduate 
Studies and Summer School Administrator, Business O~ficer and 
Accounting Technician. 
Maintaining facilities. 
Reception duties. 
Providing photocopying support to faculty in cases of emergency. 
Providing logistical support to the Intellectual Dialogues Committee 
(monthly colloquium and annual newsletter logistics) and the Faculty- 
Retreat, Dunbar-Stone and Commencement Committee 
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DEPARTMENT’S GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE: 2012-13 
Title Name/s Responsibilities 

Chair 

Summer School Administrator, 
Honors Advisor and Director of 

Undergraduate Studies 

Eunice Sahle 
Supervisor, Professor Jonathan 
Hartlyn, The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Senior Associate Dean for 
Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, College of Arts and 
Sciences 

Kenneth Janken 

(Subject to 
change as the Department and 

the University evolves). 

-ChaJ~’ s Manual (July 2012, p. 18) 
-Prep ares the dep artmental budget 
-Adn~nisters dep artmental 
p ersolmel p olicies, including atmual 
aJad other required faculty 
evaluations. 
-Ma1~es recommendations for 
ap p ointment s, salary increases, 
promotions, and tenure. 
-PrepaJces course offerings and 
assigns teaching duties. 
-Formulates educational policies. 
-Maintmns instructional facilities. 
-Leads lgndraising for the 
departmeut. 
-Other duties assigned by tile 
Derek’ s Office. 

Summer School 
-(;hairs an ad-hoc committee 

appointed by the Chair to assign 

summer course offerings. 

-Works closely with the Dean of 

Summer School and the Chair in 

administrating Summer school. 

Director ~ff Undergraduate 
Studies 
-Advising majors and manors on 
courses and curriculum issues. 

-Works closely’ with the Office 
of the Dean of Undergraduate 
Education on curriculum matters 
-Works with the Chair on the 
annual Learning Outcomes 
Assessment 
Honors Advisor 
-Coordinates department’s 
honors thesis projects. 
- Motors the progress of honors 
thesis projects. 

Coordinator, Wendell McCain 
Research Fellows Program 

Reginald Hildebrand -Work with the Chair to 

generate research priorities for 

the Fellows program 

-Send out call for research 

proposals to faculty and majors 
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and minors in 2013. 
-Chair the proposal review ad- 
hoc committee. 

Diversity Liaison Charlene Regester 

-Develop a diversity framework 
lbr    the    department    m 
consultation with the Office of 
the Director of Faculty 
Diversity Initiatives for the 
College ()fArts and Sciences. 

DEPARTMENT’S COMMITTEE STRUCTURE 
Title Name/s 

1. Academic Affairs 
Committee 

Personnel Policy 

Conxnittee and Courses 

Audit Con~nittee 

(;hair: Kia Caldwell 

Members: Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, PelTy Hall, Tim 
McMillan, and Kenneth 
Janken 

Ch air: Georges Nzongola- 

Ntalaja 

Members:    Eunice    Sahle, 
Bereket Selassie and Kenneth 
Janken. 

Respon sibilities 
-Create thematic tracks for 
majors based on the new 
CUlTiculuIll. 

-Development a criteria for 
reviewing new course proposals 
-Review course proposals. 
-Review Independent Studies 
proposals and enforce the 
requirements of the 
department’s Independent 
Studies’ Con tract. 

4Jpdate the 1995 and 1995 
personnelpolicies and bring 
them in line with University 
policies and the 2012 template 
on faculty promotion 
-Develop a rational for merit 
pay allocation. 
- Review course schedule- 
2013-2014 genemtedby the 
Chah- by frost week of 
November. 
-Conduct an audit of courses 
offered in the department by 
December 7 2012 (fall 
semester) and by April 30 
(spm~g semester). 
- Submit audits to the Planning, 
Documentatk)n and Faculty 
Comanittee for record keeping 
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by May 1 2013. 

3.Intellectual Dialogues Comrpattee Chair: Walter Rucker 
Members: David Pier, PeW tlall, 
Margaret Lee, Alphonse Mutima and 
Alias ane Fall 

4.Planning, Documentation and 
Faculty’ Committee 

Chair: PeW Hall 

Members: Bereket Selassie, Lydia 

Boyd, Eunice Sahle, Reginald 

Hildebrand and Mamamme Seck. 

- Propose institutions sites that the 
department could develop linkages 
for mutual intellectual exchanges 
and affiliation. 
-Promote the University’s goal of 
globalizing the cumculum: Develop 
an agendafor sustainable Study 
Abroad programs in Africa and the 
African Diaspora in collaboration 
UNC’s Study Abroad Program. 

- Organic the department’s monthly 
colloquium and continue to expand 
it to include UNC faculty members 
in otherdepartments and schools 
working on African and African 
Diaspora issues. 
- Publish the department’s annual 

newsletter. 

-Complete the self-assessment report 
of the Department focusing on: 

a) Formation and evolution of the 
Department 
B) Current faculty and their teach in g 
and research projects. 
-Prepare a strategic plan for the 
department in consultation with the 
Chair and an outside expert (to be 
announced in the fall). The strategic 
plan should at a minin~um include: 
-Two new areas of intellectual focus 
for the Department reflecting the 
interests of s tudents and the world in 

21st Centuu. 
- UNC’s priorities embedded in the 
University Academic Plan and other 
academic initiatives. 
-A hiring plan for the ne~ 4 years 
based on: 

a) New curriculum 
b) 2 new areas of teaching. 
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University, Majors and Community 

Outreach Committee 

Chairs Advisory Committee 

Durban-Stone Annual Lecture, 

Faculty Retreat and Commencement 

Col~nittee 

Chair: Rcgin ald Hildebrand 

Members: Joseph Jordan, Charlene 
Regester, Esther Lisanza, Donato 
Fhunsu, Robert Porter and Michael 
Lambert. 

*Please note that in January 2013, I 
will be asking the UNC :faculty who 
becomes the Director of the IAARto 
join this committee. 

(;hair: Eunice Sahle 

Members: Reginald HMebrand, 
Bereket Selassie, Kenneth Janken, 
Kia Caldwell, Tim McMillan, PenT 
Hall, Walter Rucker, Georges 
Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Chair: Thn McMillan 

Members:    Charlene    Regester, 
Barbara Anderson, Margaret Lee 
Reginald Hildebrand and Eunice 
Sahle 

-Work with the Chair on local public 
engagement projects. 
-Function as Department’s 
Ambassadors in institutional and 
conm~unity spaces and with our 
majoi~ and minors. 
-Prepare a strategic plan focusing on 
ways that the Department, the Sonja 
Haynes Stone Center for Black 

Culture and Histou, Institute of 
African American Research and the 
African Studies Center can work 
together in a more systematic 
manner. 

- Meets the first Wednesday of each 
month at 11.00am to set an agenda 
for the department’s monthly 
meeting. 
- Discusses - in September, 
November, February and April - 
projects of the department’s 
committees. 
- Brings to the attention of the Chair, 
non-personnel is sues and 
developments that are relevant to the 
teaching and intellectual mission of 
the department. 

- Organize a faculty’ retreat for 
October 2012. 
*The Chair will seek selwices of an 
outside eN~ert who will bnng in 
strategic thinking to the modalities 
of the retreat. 
-Selects speaker for the annual 
Dunbar-Stone Annual Lecture. 
-Select a commencement Speaker 
for 2013 commencement ceremony 
and coordinate other elements of the 
commencement ceremony. 
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Title: "Tp)dn’ to (let Over": "Super Fly", Black Politics, and Post C~vil Rights Film Enterprise 

Author(s): Eithne Quinn 
Source: Cinema Journal, Vo[. 49, No. 2 (\Vinter, 2010), pp. 86-105 
Publisher(s): University of’texas Press on behalf of the Society for Cinema & Media Studies 
S table UR!,: http://www, j stor. org/stable/25619772 
Abstract: "Super Fly" was a landmark case of African American participauon in maJor-release :[ilmmaking. The film’s narrative about Harlem cocaine dealers dramatized black business 
dynamism operating inside white-dominated power structures, and this spoke reflexively to the circumstances of the fihn’s making This essay offers a reappraisal of "Super Fly" and new 
perspectives on the blaxploitation cycle in light of post civil rights opportunities and constraints. 
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For more information about JSTOR, please visit http://about.jstor.or~/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http://wwwjstororg/actio~’showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 
support@j stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of I~A~, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic co~tmiV use digital technologies to presea~e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http:i/www.jstor.orgipage/i~oiabout/policies/terms.jsp) ] Privacy Policy @ttp://www.jstor.orgipage/info/about/policies/privacy.~sp) ] Cookies 
(http:i/about.jstor.org/cookies-use) ] Accessibili~ (http://w~vw.jstor.orRfpa~e/info/aboutipolicies/accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2012 ITHA~X. AH Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITHAKA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.v.~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 
regester@email uric edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 
http://www jstor or~/pa~e/info/about/policies/terms jsp 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: He Is a "Bad Mother*S%@! #": "Sh~ft" and Contemporary Black Masculinity 
Author(s): Matthew ttenry 
Source: African American Review, Vol. 38, No. 1 (Spring, 2004), pp 119-126 

Publisher(s): St Louis Universi~ 
Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orvistable/1512235 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.istor or~) 

If you have an?’ questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww istor or~/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more information about J STOR, please visit http:i/about j stor or~i 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support ~http://www.istor.or;/action/showComactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 
support@ stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic communib, use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. org/page/irffo/about/policiesiterms.i sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www.i stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Cookies 
(http:/iabout. istor.org/cookies-use) I Accessibility (http:i/~vw~v.istor.org/pageiinfo/about/policies/accessibilitg.isp) 

(c)2000-2012 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and WtIAKA(r) are registered trademarks of I’ItlAKA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At*ach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Sunday, Februao~ 24 2013 9:11 PM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu~>; Roberge, Paul T -<ptr@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regesteg@email.unc.edtr> 

Personnel Policies and Teaching EwJ~uations 

Sent to Kia - Faculty Perso~mel policies - April 6, 1995.pdf; ADDITIONAL FORM-Peer Facnl~ Teaching Obser~’ation.docx 

Dear Colleagues: 
I am sending a copy of the department’s personnel policies. Eunice said that the old policies are still in effect, since new policies have not yet been approved by the College. 
I am also sending the three criteria that the department is focusing on in peer teaching observations (below and in the second attachment). If you would like to make any 

changes to your teaching evaluations in light of these criteria, please let me know. 
In the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, a Peer Faculty Teaching Observation Report should at a minimum comment on the following 

issues: 

Lesson: 

1) Organizational Structure 

2) Clarity 

3) Class Interaction 

Best, 



Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies 
Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions 

I. introduction 
April 6, 1995 

The principal aims of the Curriculum in African and Afro- 
American Studfes are to preserve, to increase, and to transmit 
knowledge and understanding of African and Afro-American 
Studies. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of 
the faculty and by their teaching of a variety of courses at 
different levels to undergraduate and graduate students. In 
hiring and promoting faculty, the Curriculum seeks to maintain 
its high standards of teaching and of scholarship. It also 
encourages service to the Curriculum, the University, the 
professional community, and the State. The Curriculum in African 
and Afro-American Studies seeks to be as objective, fair, and 
honest as possible in matters of hiring and promotion. It 
reaffirms at this time its goal of quality combined with 
diversity~ All hiring and promotion take place within the 
context of Curriculum needs and resources (chiefly salary 
funds), as well as the rank and tenure patterns within the 
Curriculum. The Curriculum subscribes wholeheartedly to the 
guidelines of Affirmative Action and commits itself to make 
personnel decisions with all possible justice to both the 
University and the individuals concerned. 

The Curriculum’s policies are subject to those set forth in the 
following University publications. The most recent edition of 
each document takes precedence. 

A. The Code, Board of Governors, UNC, {August 1988 
edition}. 

B. Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, (July i, 1994 edition). 

Co The Faculty Code of University Government, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! (January 
1991 edition). 

D. Affirmative Action Plan, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, (most recent edition}. 

E. Administrative Guide for the Processing of 
Personnel Action in the College of Arts.and Sciences, 
office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. (most 
recent edition). 

F. Memorandum from the Dean on Personnel Procedures in 
the College (January 5, 1994). 



This statement is supplemental to, and subject to, the above 
policies. Each faculty member has the responsibility to become 
familiar with their provisions. 

II~ Standards 

Some of the standards that this Curriculum applies to the 
evaluation of candidates are qualitative and cannot be expressed 
quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entai! subjective 
judgment. It is therefore not possible to reduce the evaluation 
of academic personnel to the purely objective determination that 
certain things have been done and a specific period of time has 
passed. 

The Curriculum may recommend any candidate for promotion and/or 
permanent tenure before the expiration of his or her 
probationary term if the quality of the candidate’s record 
justifies an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any 
candidate is the prospective and continuing need for the 
services that he or she, as a teacher- scholar-artist-performer 
in a particular field, is qualified to carry out. Where this 
need does not exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or 
where program change or curtailment of funding obliges the 
University to discontinue support, appointment or reappointment 
is precluded~ However, an appointment of an individual to a 
tenure-track position is based on the belief that the 
appointment meets a continuing need of the Curriculum. 

The following standards will be employed in evaluations for 
reappointment, promotion, and tenure: 

(a} A demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 
While its presence without the other two general 
standards also being met will not bring tenure, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure. 

(b) A demonstrated commitment to quality research [or its 
equivalent in artistic performance and creative activity] 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 

(c) Service to the University and the State and to 
one’s academic profession is an additional 
consideration in the overall assessment of a faculty 
colleague. Service is not deemed a substitute for 
excellence in teaching and excellence in research. 

Ao Standards of Teaching 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages teaching of the highest quality. Although it is not 



possible to enumerate here all criteria of teaching, a good 
teacher is one who prepares his or her course with the 
discrimination and skill needed for good scholarship; 
responsibly formulates the objectives of the course and uses 
imaginative ways of achieving them; commands the attention of 
students; stimulates their interest; enlarges their minds; 
improves their thinking; and, to the extent that it is possible~ 
makes them active rather than passive participants in the 
course. An excellent teacher demands substantial accomplishment 
and high standards of work, grades all work fairly, is 
articulate and resourceful, and bases what he or she teaches on 
evidence and sound method. In addition, where appropriate, such 
a teacher conscientiously provides helpful advice and guidance 
to both graduate and undergraduate students on an individual 
basis, directs theses and dissertations, and serves on 
committees that critically examine and evaluate such research 
projects. In short, what the Curriculum looks for is an 
individual’s generous involvement in teaching. 

B. Standards of Research [and Creative Artistic Activity] 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages its faculty to be actively involved throughout their 
careers in significant scholarly research [or creative artistic 
activity]. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding and consists substantially of 
original research or interpretation that is part of a coherent 
project. The central result of scholarship is publication. The 
Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies strongly 
encourages such publication as an obvious way of extending 
knowledge and of sharing the fruits of scholarly thought and 
investigation with a wider audience that can be both critical 
and appreciative. 

At the same time, the Curriculum insists on regarding quality of 
publication as more important than quantity. Artistic creative 
activity is for some faculty in the Curriculum what scholarship 
is for others. 

Exhibition or performance is for faculty engaged in artistic 
creative activity what publication is for faculty engaged in 
scholarship. The Curriculum expects its artistic creative 
faculty to be involved significantly in exhibition or 
performance. Again, the Curriculum insists on regarding quality 
of exhibition or performance as more important than quantity. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment is well done when its goals are pursued 
diligently; imaginatively, and responsibly, with concern for 
deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient 
performance combined with collegiality, tact, and resourcefulness 
bring credit to the individual and the Curriculum and will be 
recognized. 



Instructors and assistant and associate professors without 
permanent tenure are expected to undertake only those service 
functions the Curriculum chair may assign, and to concentrate 
their efforts on teaching and scholarship. Although their main 
business is teaching and research, junior members of the 
Curriculum will be called upon to perform a number of service 
activities: work on Curriculum committees, cooperation in 
programs benefiting North Carolina high school students, and the 
like. An attitude of cooperation, collegiality, and competent 
performance of these duties is expected in service activities~ 

Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

A. Fixed-term faculty ranks: Lecturer and its equivalent 

Lecturer, artist-in-residence, writer-in-residence, and the 
traditional academic ranks from instructor through professor 
accompanied by one of the prefix qualifications "adjunct," 
"clinical" or "research," are of a fixed-term duration. 

Such an appointment is appropriate for one who possesses unusual 
qualifications for teaching, research, academic administration, 
or public service from an academic base~ but for whom none of 
the professorial ranks nor the instructor rank is appropriate. 
These appointments are also appropriate if the continued 
availability of special funding for the position is a matter of 
concern or for other valid institutional reasons. Initial 
appointment may be for a fixed- term of from one to five years. 
Subsequent appointments for fixed- terms of one to five years 
duration may be made either in direct succession or at 
intervals. Each is considered an initial appointment. Every such 
appointment or reappointment is dictated by unusual needs and 
situations. Qualifications are therefore determined by the 
Curriculum chair, in consultation with the Curriculum advisory 
committee and/or the ad hoc search committee entrusted with the 
search for the position. 

B. Instructor 

The candidate approved by the Curriculum to be recommended for 
an appointment as an assistant professor but who, when approved, 
is still completing a doctoral dissertation, will be recommended 
for an appointment as instructor for one year with the special 
provision that upon conferral of the doctorate he or she will be 
reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and with the 
further proviso that the effective date of his or her 
appointment at the rank of assistant professor will be 
retroactive to the effective date of his or her current 
appointment as instructor, or to.. the July 1 or January 1 
immediately preceding the date of conferral. Such an appointment 
will carry the title "instructor with special provision." 
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C. Assistant Professor 

This rank denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial 
appointment for four years and the possibility of reappointment 
for three additional years. 

i. Standards for initial appointment 

Clear promise of excellence in teaching, scholarship, and 
service and completion of all requirements for the doctorate or 
other terminal degree and the degrees conferral are required. 

2~ Reappointment for a second probationary term or promotion 

The initial review and recommendation for reappointment or 
promotion occurs by the end of the third year of the initial 
probationary appointment. For an assistant professor already 
serving in the Curriculum, reappointment is based on (a) 
demonstrated excellence in teaching, (b) concrete evidence of 
serious and original scholarship [or significant artistic 
creative activity], (c) appropriate service to the Curriculum, 
and (d) the needs and resources of the Curriculum and University. 

Associate Professor 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and 
promise for the future, the following factors will be 
considered: (i) the candidate’s teaching should be very good in 
several courses and clearly distinguished in at least one area; 
(2) the candidate must have made scholarly contribution(s) of 
demonstrable value to the field of inquiry [or serious and 
substantial contribution to his or her artistic field]; (3) the 
candidate must be recognized as a helpful and valued colleague, 
one who has willingly and conscientiously performed needed 
services within the academic community; (4) the candidate’s 
contributions must be deemed consistent with the needs and 
resources of the Curriculum and University. 

Promotion to associate professor confers tenure. Tenure is a 
permanent commitment by the Curriculum and the University. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the 
past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or 
her potential for future achievements as well as the projected 
needs of the Curriculum and the University. While emphasizing 
proven excellence in teaching and research, the Curriculum 
remains very much concerned, in questions of tenure, that a 
person show promise of continuing achievement in all three 
areas, teaching, research, and service. A professional judgment 
on the part of the faculty and the Chair about both the future 
direction and needs of the Curriculum and a careful assessment 
informed by outside references about the qualification of the 
candidate for helping to meet those needs is necessarily a part 
of any tenure decision. 



The Curriculum will decide whether to recommend tenure fo!lowing 
an initial appointment as an associate professor on the basis of 
the criteria outlined above for promotion to associate 
professor. Under exceptional circumstances, an associate 
professor appointed from outside the Curriculum may be 
recommended for an appointment with tenure. 

E. Full Professor 

A candidate for full professor should have made significant 
contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate 
professor with tenure. As a scholar, artist, or creative 
performer, the candidate should have a record of sustained 
research and high quality publication, or sustained artistic 
creativity, and distinctive achievements sufficient to have 
gained significant recognition in the field. The candidate 
should have a demonstrated commitment to continuedexcellence in 
teaching. The candidate should have a record of service that 
demonstrates the capacity for constructive contributions to the 
Curriculum and the University. 

F~ Joint Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a joint tenure-track appointment 
in the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies, a 
faculty member must meet the standards for the rank for which he 
or she is being considered and must simultaneously meet the 
standards for the same rank in another Curriculum/Department, so 
that he or she will have the same rank in both units. A joint 
appointment is not extended as a courtesy. The Curriculum will 
initiate or approve a joint appointment, and participate in the 
recommendation it requires, only if the joint appointment 
effectively meets a serious Curriculum need. 

General Recruiting Procedures 

Recruiting of new faculty is undertaken with three considerations 
in mind: (I) that constant attention is given to the dictates of 
justice so that recruiting complies with governmental and 
university requirements; {2) that all aspects of recruiting are 
conducted with unfailing courtesy; (3) that recruiting is 
undertaken with a view to the Curriculum’s future development as 
well as its immediate needs. 

IV. Procedural Sequence for Reappointment, Promotion, and Conferral 
of Tenure 

Assistant Professor 

ao In the third year after the initial appointment to a four- 
year term, Assistant Professors are reviewed and recommended for 
either reappointment to a second probationary term of three 
years or non-reappointment. 
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b. If reappointed, Assistant Professors are reviewed during 
their sixth year for consideration for promotion to Associate 
Professor, with conferral of tenure; non-reappointment; or under 
distinctly exceptional circumstances, reappointment at the rank 
of Assistant Professor with conferral of tenure. 

c~ If not recommended by the Chair to be reappointed at the end 
of the initial or the second probationary term, the Assistant 
Professor will be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the 
Chair no later than 12 months before the end of his or her 
current probationary appointment term. 

d. When an Assistant Professor receives permanent tenure at that 
rank, he or she must be reviewed for promotion at least every 
third year after the conferral of tenure. 

Associate Professor 

a. No later than the fourth year of an initial appointment to a 
five-year term, Associate Professors are reviewed for 
reappointment as Associate Professor, with tenure; promotion to 
Professor; or non-reappointment. 

b. If recommended by the Chair not to be reappointed at the end 
of the probationary five-year term, the Associate Professor must 
be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the Chair no later 
than 12 months before the end of his or her probationary 
appointment. 

co When an Associate Professor has completed five years in rank 
and has been reappointed with tenure, then he or she must be 
reviewed for possible promotion to Professor every third year 
thereafter. 

d. An Associate Professor promoted to that rank at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill must be reviewed in 
his Or her fifth year in that rank and every third year 
thereafter for possible promotion to Professor. 

eo An Associate Professor appointed from outside the University 
without tenure may be reappointed with tenure before the end of 
his or her initial appointment. He or she will then be reviewed 
for promotion in the fifth year after the initial appointment as 
Associate Professor and every third year thereafter until 
promotion to Professor. 

7 



ADDITIONAL FORM: PEER FACULTY TEACHING OBSERVATION 

In the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, a Peer Faculty Teaching Observation Report 

should at a minimum comment on the following issues: 

Lesson: 

1) Organizational Structure 

2) Clarity 

3) Class Interaction. 

Eunice N. Sahle, Ph.D 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Fall 2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 9:05 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] CCO Smmner 2013: Minor Revision Reminder 

suInmer 2013 assignments.docx 

Hi 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course this summer. 

April 15th is the deadline tbr new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes 1,~ update their courses for the new semester. These include changes to the 

course schedule of lesson and assignment dates tbr the new semester, ulxtating broken links, and any other minor changes you t~el might be necessary. Don’t forget 

to review tests and exams for the course as wall. Please note that it is too late to submit textbook changes or anything more than minor revisions at this point. 

See below this note Ibr a list of instructional designers and their course assigIm~ents. You will be receiving an email fiom your assigned instructional designer soon with 

links to the most recent course documents and instructions for submitting your minor revisions. You should send your revisions directly to your instructional designer 

and cow me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your InsUrrectional Designer" in the online Facnlty Handbook 

(~.g22c..e.g.t..e..r.:.tLn..c.2.e..d~1~)~.u.!.t2~.~!.Le.~:[.s~1g~1!~?~j~91.). Most hnportmit: please use tile Track Changes tool in Word to distinguish your changes fiom tile 

original; otberwise, your instructional designer will not be able to edit your course. 

We welcome all of the new instructors teaching this coming summwe and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will all enjoy teaching your 
online course and will actively engage with your s~mdents throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any ques~tions or need our help in any way. Your 
instructional designers’ email addresses are below: 

Tyler Pdtter: etritter(a)~email.anc.edu 

Ca,sey Liston: liston(/~email.m~c.edu 

Bill Ferris: ~2_[e___n__i_~a_2_e__gt_:a__i!:_u__r_t__c__:_e_st__u__ 

Katie MeersInan: ._l}_~___e__e_!?Lr_t2411.~_e_~!’_a_~_l_:__u_!N:__e__d___u_. 

Make it a great summer semester! 

Cheers from Judith, and CID (Communication and Instructional Design) and eveuone else at Credit Programs 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

http:/ / fridaycenter.un¢.edu 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 

Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

<nl> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a href "Inailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">regester@ema~l.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

ema~l to <a lmaf ’’mailto:~eave-32874799-2~38447~.87a466e36d8e79~2eaf69~9b64fcc286@~istserv.unc.edu’’ >leave-32874799- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu</a~"- 



Carolina Courses Online 
Assi.qnments 

Summer 2013 

Casey 
ANTH 277 

COMM 142 
COMP 380 
ENGL 313 
GEOL 101 
GEOL 105 
HIS~ 365 * 
MATH 381 
MUSG 144 
PHIL 155 
PHYI 202, sec 1 and 2 

SPAN 330 
SOCI 412 

Sitting out: 
COMM 223 
COMM 251 * 
DRAM 120 
ENGL 124 * 
ENGL 128 
ENGL 131 
FREN 101 
HIS~ 143 
HIS~ 356 
MATH 551 
RELI 207 
REEl 208 
RUSS 270 
SPAN 101 
SPAN 102 
SPAN 405 

Bill 
ART 152 
AR~ 356 
GOMM 249 
DRAM 116 
DRAM 284 
HIST 140 
HIS~ 276 
LING 101 
POLl 100 
POLl 239 
PSYC 101 
SOCI ~2 

Katie 
BIOL 202, secl and 2 

AERI ~01 
ART 161 
ART 254 * 
ASTR 101 
ASTR 101L 
ASTR 102 
ENGL 123 
GEOG 120 
GEOL 159 
HIST 262 
RELI 140 

BUSI 106 
COMM 100 
DRAM 115 
ENGL 130 
HIST 128 
HIS~ 15~ 
GEOG 259 
INLS 200 
MUSC 121 
MUSC 146 
PHIL 101 

Tyler 
ANTH 102 
ANON ~2 
CEAR 2~5 
COMM 120 
COMM ~40 
COMM 224 
ENGL 121 

POLl 101 
POLl 150 
POLl 271 
REEl ~22 

SOCI 130 SOWO 492 
SOCI 123 

PHIL 165, sec 1 and 2 
SOCI 101 
SOG1~250 

AN~H 10~ 
ART 151 
AR~ 282 
ENGL 125 * 
HIST 366 
JOMC 349 * 
JOMG 490 * 
POLl 276 

AFRliiii265 

COMM 523 
HIST 125 
HIST 130 * 
HIST 367 
RELI 106 * 
REEl ~61 

BUSI 108 
COMM 330 
ENGL 206 
GiiEBLiiii2iliii0i 
iHiiliS~iiii~iii27i 
iHiiliS~iiii2i59i * 
iHiiliS~iiii36~i 
PLCY 205 

AR~ ~02 * 
ART 285 * 
CMPL 122 
COMM 325 * 

HIST 355 * 
POLl 270 * 
REEl ~21 * 

POEI 4~4 * 
PSYC 245 
PSYC 250 
RELI 181 * 
SOCI 122 

POLl 215 * 
PSYC 260 
RELI 103 
RELI 104 
REEl 14~ * 
REEl 183 * 
SOGI 469 

SOiCiiliiii4i~iii0i 

Courses in red are new. C:o~J,,"~;{-’,~; i,~ ,~ <,e ~,,’,"e .,,",,",,~,,’jor ,,’m,’-visio,,’~s. G0~tSeS have e;~e~erve8 * Courses not yet offered in Sakai. Courses in bold have text issues. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 11:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: CCO Summer 2013: Minor Revision Reminder 

You’re very welcome, Charlene, Enjoy the weekend! 

3~udith 
,7udi’~h Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Chapel HiM, NC 27~99 
Teh 9~9-962~6302 
Fax: 919--962-,5549 
benowitz@email.unc.edu 
M~p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 
Embrace D~w?rsity[ "We ~earn the most ~rorn those who we have [:he ~east m common 
~oseph M, DeS[mone~ Ph,D, 

Director, Frank Hawldns Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

UNC-.Chapel Hill 

F~: Regester, Charlene B 
Se~t: Friday, Hatch ~5, 20~3 ~$:~ AN 
To: BenowJtz, Judith 
$~bjee[: RE: CCO Summer 2053: Ninor Revision Reminder 
Dear Judith: ~ank you ve~ much for this info, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Benowitz, Judith [benowitz@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, March 15, 2013 9:05 AM 
To: CCO faculty & staff 

Subject: [ccofac] CCO Summer 2013: Minor Revision Reminder 

Hi AlL 

This is a reminder for those of yon who will be teaching a CCO course this summer. 

April 15th is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes to npdate their courses for the new semester. These include changes to the 

course schedule of lesson and assignment dates liar the new semes~ter, updating broken links, and any other minor changes yon feel might be necessary. Don’t forget 

to review tests and exams for the course as well. Please note that it is too late to submit textbook changes or anUthing more than minor revisions at this point. 

See below this note tbr a list of instructionaJ designers and their cour~ assigimaents. Yon will be receiving an email from your assigned instructionaJ designer ~on with 
links to the most recent conrse documents and instructions lbr submitting your minor revisions. You should send your revisions directly to your instructional designer 

and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional Designer" in the online Faculty Handbook 

(.~.&t~.2~:(.~.i.i..d~a..~;.c~e..r.g..e.!~..u..rLc.~edu/.........~y.[[Y~i1~g~[1~1~}.~E£[). Most important: please use the Track Changes tool in Word to distinguish your changes from the 

original; otherwise, your instmction~J designer will not be able to edit your course. 

We welcolne aJl oftbe new instructors teaching tiffs coming summwe and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will all enjoy teaching your 

online conrse and roll actively engage ruth your s~dents throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any qnes~dons or need our help in any way. Your 
instructional designers’ email addresses are below: 

Tyler Ritter: etritter(~)elnail.unc~edu 

Casey Lis~ton: lis~ou(d~emaiLunc.edu 

Bill Ferns: bferris~i~email.tmc.edn 

Katie Meersman: Meersman@email.nnc.edu 
Make it a great summer semester! 

Cheers from Judith, and CID (Communication and Instructional Design) aJ~d eveD’one else at Credit Programs 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Tel: 919-962-6302 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
benowitz@email.unc.edu 
b_~ p__!L_/_ fr_Ld___a_Z_c__e___n__t _e_r_,_u__?__c__:_e___d__u_. 
Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 
Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:regester({~email.uuc.edu’%regester({~email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave- 32874799-20384470.87a466e36d8e79f2eaf6919b64fcc286(d~listserv.unc.edu’SAeave-32874799- 

203844 70.87a466e36d8e 7912eat~J919b64fcc286(a)]ist serv.unc.edu</a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bisese, Am~e <abisese@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:16 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

SU’13 Teaching Confirmation AFAM 101 

smnmer 2013 Teaching Confirmation letter LECTURER.doc 

Dear Charlene, 

Fm forwarding this document at the request of Carol McDonnell. 

Best, 

Anne 

Anne Bisese 

Distance Learning Program Assistant 

and Student Services 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

919-962-2645 



JOURNAL OF FILM AND VIDEO 
Style Sheet 

Articles published in the Journal of Film and Video should be prepared following the MLA 

Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing (Third Edition, 2008). A MLA style guide can 

be found on the web at http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/11/. 

I. GENERAL GUIDELINES 

A. PAGINATION 
Do not include a title page. Beginning numbering your pages on page 1. 

B. PAGE 1 

Title of essay: Center the title at the top of page 1 of essay 
Include author’s name underneath 

Font: Times New Roman 
Font style: Bold 
Font size: 12 

Example: The Wit and Wisdom of Woody Allen 
Stephen Tropiano 

C. MAIN BODY OF ESSAY 
Font: Times New Roman 

Font style: Regular 
Font size: 12 

D. SUBHEADINGS 
Font: Times New Roman 

Font style: Bold 
Font size: 12 

Do NOT number your subheadings or use "Part I," "Part II," etc. as part of your heading. 

E. MARGINS 
1" on all side 

F. BOOKS/FILM/TV SERIES/WEBSITE TITLES 
Please italicize titles; do NOT underline them. 
Italicize titles of books, film, and TV series: A Tale of Two Cities 
The first time a film title is mentioned, indicate the year the film was released 

in parentheses next to the title: Annie Hall (1977) 
The first time the title of a television series is mentioned, indicate the year(s) the 

series aired: Hill Street Blues (1981-87) 
Song titles and TV episode titles are in quotation marks: "Moon River" 



G. DATES & TIMES (BE CONSISTENT) 
1960s not 1960’s 

the twentieth century not 20th century 

twentieth-century books not 20th-century books 

H, NUMBERS 
Spel! out numbers written in one or two words (one, thirty-six, ninety-one, one hundred, 
fifteen hundred] and represent others numbers by numerals 101, 137, 1,275], 

II, PARENTHETICAL REFERENCES/ENDNOTES 

Please use parenthetical documentation (see below]. 

Endnotes appear immediately after the body of the paper. Label this section NOTES. 
Do not use endnotes to cite sources referred to in the text of your paper. Please limit 

endnotes to content notes (additional information] or to list additional sources not 
referred to directly in your paper. 

Each additional source must be cited in the section marked REFERENCES (see below]. 

A. EXAMPLES OF PARENTHETICAL REFERENCES 

AUTHOR’S NAME IN TEXT: 
Tannen has argued this point (178-85) 

AUTHOR’S NAME IN REFERENCE: 
This point has already been argued (Tannen 178-85] 

AUTHORS’ NAMES IN TEXT: 
Others, like ]akobson and Waugh (210-15), hold the opposite point of view. 

AUTHORS’ NAMES IN REFERENCE: 
Others hold the opposite view (e.g., Jakobson and Waugh 210-15). 

AUTHOR’S NAME IN TEXT: 
It may be true, as Robertson maintains, that "in the appreciation of medieval art the 
attitude of the observer is of primary importance..." (136]. 

AUTHOR’S NAME IN PARENTHETICAL REFERENCE: 
It may be true that "in the appreciation of medieva! art the attitude of the observer is of 
primary importance..." (Robertson 136). 



For quotations four lines or more in length, indent 10 spaces and type a space after the 
concluding punctuation mark of the quotation and insert the parenthetical reference: 

John K. Mahon adds a further insight to our understanding of the War of 1812: 

Financing the war was very difficult at the time. Baring Brothers, 
a banking firm of the enemy country, handled routine accounts for 
the United States overseas, but the firm would take on no loans. The 
loans were in the end absorbed by wealthy Americans at great hazard--- 
also, as it turned out, at great profit to them. (38S) 

III. REFERENCES 
Immediately following the NOTES section is the bibliography, which should be labeled 
REFERENCES. Please list in alphabetical order (by author’s last name) all sources referred 
to in the body of your paper as well as in the endnotes. 

k. REVISED MLA STYLE FOR CITING PRINT SOURCES 
The MLA has revised their system for citing sources. Here is a list of the possible 
components of an entry for an article in a print periodical and the order in which are 
normally arranged: 

1. Author’s name 
To cite a book by two or three authors, give their names in the same order as the 
title page---not necessarily in alphabetical order. Reverse only the name of the 
first author, add a comma, and give the other name or names in normal form. 
Place a period after the last name: 

Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. The 
Craft of Research. 2’,d ed. Chicago: U of Chicago P, 2003. Print. 

2. Title of article (in quotation marks) 
3. Name of the periodical 
4. Series number or name (if relevant) 
S. Volume number 
6. Issue number 
7. Date of publication (for a scholarly journal, the year; for other periodicals, 

the day, month, and year, as available) 
8. Inclusive page numbers 
9. Medium of publication consulted (Print) [Note: This is a major change!] 

ARTICLE IN A SCHOLARLY JOURNAL 
Piper, Andrew. "Rethinking the Print Object: Goethe and the Book of Everything." 

PMLA 121.1 (2006): 124-38. Print. 



ARTICLE IN A NEWSPAPER 
Rosenberg, Geanne. "Electronic Discovery Proves an Effective Legal Weapon." 

New York Times 31 Mar. 1997, late ed.: DS. Print. 

ARTICLE IN A MAGAZINE 
Kaminer, Wendy. "The Last Taboo." New Republic 14 Oct. 1996: 24+. Print. 

ESSAY IN AN ANTHOLOGY 
Bordo, Susan. "The Moral Content of Nabokov’s Lolita." Aesthetic Subjects. 

Ed. Pamela R. Matthews and David McWhirter. Minneapolis: U of Minnesota 
Press, 2003. 125-52. Print. 

BOOK WITH SINGLE AUTHOR 

Spacks, Patricia Meyer. Privacy: Concealin~q the Eighteenth-Century Self. 
Chicago: U of Chicago P, 2003. Print. 

BOOK WITH MULTIPLE AUTHORS 
Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. The Craft of Research. 

2nd ed. Chicago: U of Chicago P, 2003. Print. 

B. REVISED MLA STYLE FOR CITING ELECTRONIC SOURCES 
An entry for a non-periodical publication on the Web usually contains most of the following 
components, in sequence: 
1. Name of the author, compiler, director, editor, narrator, performer, or translator of the 
work. 
2. Title of the work (italicized if the work is independent; in roman type and quotation 

marks if the work is part of a larger work. 
3. Title of the overall website (italicized), if distinct from item 2. 
4. Version or edition 
5. Publisher or sponsor of the site; if not available, use N.p. 
6. Date of publication (day, month, and year, as available); if nothing is available, use n.d. 
7. Medium of publication (Web) 
8. Date of access (day, month, and year). 

Please see attached 2008 MLA Style Manual excerpt for examples of "Citing Web 
Publications" 



PHOTOGRAPH, LINE ART~ AND TABLE SPECIFICATIONS 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

Photographs should be glossy black-and-white prints of good reproductive quality, 
preferably 8 x 10 inches in size; bIack-and-white or color slides are also acceptable, 
though not preferred. To avoid damaging photo~aphs, never write on them (front or 
back) or use paperctips to attach captions or explanatory notes about cropping or 
placement; instead, number them by affixing to the back a premarked label, and provide a 
separate list of captions for all illustrative material. Permission to reproduce the images 
must accompany the manuscript. 

Digital images are acceptable, provided they are of sufficient quality and in grayscale (i.e. 
no color). Please submit files in TIF, GIF, or EPS format at 300 dpi. If the image will be 
large, it should be sized at 5" x 7"; smalI images can be 2" x 3". Digita! files must not be 
embedded in the text. 

"Call outs" should indicate where photos are to appear within the text, e.g.: 
<INSERT FIGURE 1 NEAR HERE> 

GRAPHS, LINE DRAWINGS, MAPS AND MUSIC 

Graphs, line drawings, maps and music examples to be reproduced in articles must be in 
a form that is suitable for photoreproduction or scanning. For figures that are already in 
published form, you should submit clean, high-quality photocopies or 8 x 10-inch black- 
and-white glossy prints, along with permission to reproduce the figures. 

Digital images are acceptable, provided they are of sufficient quality and in black & 
white. Please submit files in TIF, GIF, or EPS format at 1200 dpi. If the image will be 
large, it should be sized at 5" x 7"; small images can be 2" x 3". Digital files must not be 
embedded in the text. 

"Call outs" should indicate where illustrative materials are to appear within the text, e.g.: 
<INSERT FIGURE 1 NEAR HERE> or <INSERT EXAMPLE 1 NEAR HERE> 

TABLES 

All tables will be reformatted to the Journa!’s house style and therefore must be submitted 
in an editable electronic form. Tables should appear in consecutive order at the end.of._. 
their respective article. 

"Call outs" should indicate where tables are to appear within the text, e.g.: 
<INSERT TABLE 1 NEAR HERE>. 
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Afro-Christianity 
Syncretism 



White slave preachers 
Black Slave Preachers 



Richard Allen 
Absalom Jones 
Bethel Methodist Church 





Passive resistance 

~==~==~==~ Faked illnesses 

,,,,,, Poisoned slaveowners 

,,,,,, Commited arson 

~,,=~ Killed farm animals 
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Active resistance 
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Naming Patterns 
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Migration Patterns 
Housing 
Education 



Thomas Day- N.C. Cabinet Maker 

James Forten 
William Wells Brown 
Frederick Douglass 
Solomon Northrup 
Martin R. Delaney 

George Moses Horton 



Freedom’s Journal 
North Star 
The Mystery 
The Colored Man’s Journey 







The legal status of free Blacks 





Black Abolitionists. 

David Walker 

Henry Highland Garnet 

Martin R. Delaney 

Richard Allen 

Frederick Douglass 

Harriet Tubman 

Sojourner Truth 



WhiteAbolitionists. 

William Lloyd Garrison 

John Brown 





I. Chesapeake- main product: tobacco 

a.Virginia 
b. Maryland 

c. North Carolina 
II. Low Country- main product: rice 

a. South Carolina 
b. Georgia 



III. Lower Mississippi Valley- main 
products: rice, tobacco, indigo, sugar 

a. West Florida 
b. Louisiana 
c. Alabama 
d. Mississippi 



IV. Northern Colonies - main products: 
shipyards, ironworks, no plantations 

a. New England regions 
b. Rhode Island 
c. Massachusetts 
d. Pennsylvania 

e. New York 
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Unequal size of slave holdings 
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Mortality rates 
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Forts and Factories 
Ship trade vs. shore trades 

Goods exchanged 
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Regions for the 
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Slave Trade 







Economic 
Political 
Social 
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Moral 
Territorial 



Definitions of blackness 
Religious beliefs 



Warfare 
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Civil rights violators 
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Johnson 
Court wills/documents 
Laws in the early years 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@digitalmeasures.com on behalf of 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <~oiracce@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 4:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Your Course Evaluation Results 

Comse Evaluation - AFAM 051 Section 00l FYS MASQS OF BLACKNESS.pdf 

Your Spring 2013 course evaluation results are attached. You may also access the repont(s) electronically at: 
h_ttps://~Nw,diqitalmeasures.com/Io,qin/unc/fac~ ¯ 

If you have any questions, please email us at oira_cce@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@digitalmeasures.com on behalf of 

The Universil~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <oira cce@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 3:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <mgester@email.unc.edu> 

Your Cour~ Evaluation Results 

Coume Evaluation - AFAM 276 Section 001 BLACKS IN FILM.pall 

Your Spring 2013 course evaluation results are attached. You may also access the repont(s) electronically at: 
h_ttps:/l~.diqitalmeasures.cotwIo.qin/unc/fac~ ¯ 

If you have any questions, please email us at oira_cee@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 10:28 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr~emaJl.unc.edtr~; Porter, Robert S 

<rporter@email.unc.edu-~; Anderson, Barbaxa S <barbar%anderson@unc.edu-~; Hall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 

McMillan, Tim <tj m l@email, unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Infonnalion on Afro-B~azilian Intellect~2l - Abdias do Nascimento 

Dear All, 
I am sending the linkto an obituary for Afro-Brazilian intellectual, politician, and artist, Abdias do Nascimento. He passed away in 2011. The obituary seems to provide a good 
overview of his life and accomplishments. I mentioned him during our meeting about AAAD 130 a few weeks ago. I will also try to post information on sources by and about 
him for our collective bibliography. 

http://www.ipeafro.org, br!taober cms/fotos/2011,06,29-6254a.pdf 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nobody@nolify.unc.edu on behalf of 

no reply@unc.edu 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 8:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

FORIVL’kL NOTICE: Instructor Grading Patterns Reports 

TO: Facul~, Instructors, and Graduate Students 
FROM: Bruce W Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
RE: Instructor Grading Patterns Repolts 
DATE: June 3, 2013 

In 2011, the Faculty Council implemented a plan to provide contextual 
grading information for all undergraduate classes at UNC as part of 
ongoing efforts to insure that grades at Carolina are fair, accurate, 
and transparent. The first phase of this plan, the Instructor Grading 
Patterns Reports, has been completed, and I am pleased to notify you 
that the reports for Spring 2013 are now- available 

The Instructor Grading Patterns Reports are presented in a dashboard 
view with three sections that summarize grade data into a series of 
graphical and tabular charts to show Grade Distribution and Median grade 
for Instructors, Classes, and Organizational I,evels to facilitate easy 
comparisons. Please note that all data reported are de-identified, and 

based on the L’niversi~’s standard minimum cell size of more than five 
graded students in a course. This ~s to ensure greater protection of 
each individual student’s confidential education record information. 

As a reminder, the purpose of these reports is to provide classroom 
instructors with information about their own grading patterns relative 
to those of other instructors, departments, divisions, and schools. 
Grading information is available to all primary instructors of an 
undergraduate course at Carolina since the Fall 2010 semester You can 
access the updated Spring 2013 report by simply clicking on the "OBI 
Reporting" link onyour my.unc.edu page. If you first go to a welcome 
page, click on the "Dashboard" link at the top of’the page and choose 
"Instructor Grading Patterns Dashboard" For viewing these reports, 
Internet Explorer 9 in compatibility view is the supported and 
recon~nended browser, but Chrome will also work. 

The Ol!fice of the Umversity Registrar has a number of help documents 
posted on its website to address any questions about accessing the 
reports and navigating through the options that are available 
Documents directly related to the Instructor Grading Patterns Reports 
can be found here: 
https://registrar.unc.edu/academic-services/~rades/instruct~r-grading-patterns-dashb~ard/. For more general help with the OBI reporting tool, including browser settings, please see the 
information found here: http://registrar.unc.edu/training/d~cument-rep~sit~ry/~biee-supp~rt-d~cumentati~n/. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Romero <jromero@oscars.org> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:19 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: PCA Records Request 

Dear Charlene, 

Unfortunately, A ?~la~t CalledAdam is not one of the ritles that has been microfilmed. To obtain photocopies from this file, you would have to contact our fee-based 

National Film Information Service. 

Best, 
Jenny 

On Jun 11,2013, at 7:10 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester,~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Jenny: This is to let you know that I was able to order the microfilm through interlibrary loan so thanks so much for providing this information. Because I am also working 
on another film, I intend to order the PCA microfilm for A Man Called Adam (1966). If you can tell me the exact number of the reel for the PCA records for this film so that I 
can request these files through interlibrary loan, this would be greatly appreciated. Again, thanks for working with me. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 1:11 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Thanks Tremendously 

Dear Charlene, 

The PCA file for the 1958 version of Anno Luc~sto is available on Reel 31 of the History of Cinema: HollFwood end the Production Code microfilm. If you do not have 

the microfilm at your university, you may be able to request it through interlibrary loan. The microfilm has also been digitized and is available thorugh Archives 

Unbound under the title "Hollywood, Moral Censorship and the Motion Picture Production Code." 

Our fee-based National Film Information Service (NFIS) can assist you with obtaining photocopies from the PCA file for the 1949 version ofAnno Luc~sto. There is more 
information about NFIS on our website at .h...t..t.p..~//..w-.w....w..:.9..s..c..a...r..s.....~...rg/].Lb...r..a...ry./~.~L~j.~.~J" 

Best, 

Jenny 
Jenny Romero ¯ Special Collections Department Coordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 
www.oscars.orfl/library/, lromero~@oscars.org 

From: Regester, Charlene B [tg__a_j!_t_9_Lr__e__g_e_.__s__t__e__r_@_e____m___a_jJ=u___n__c_=e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 6:28 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Thanks Tremendously 
Dear Jenny Romero: Hopefully you remember me in view of my visits to the archive last summer and the summer before. Currently, ~ am working on a film Anna Lucasta 
(1949) and Anna Lucasta (1958). When visiting the archive, ~ did try to locate information on the 1958 version of this film. However, I am not sure that I requested all of the 
appropriate information. Therefore, I would like to see if you could locate the PCA files for both versions of this film and send me this material. Please let me know if this is 
possible and ~ look forward to hearing from you. Thanks for considering this request and your assistance is greatly appreciated. Unfortunately, ~ could not come to LA this 
summer but hope to do so in the future. Hope things are going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [~romero@oscars.orctl 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 8:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Thanks Tremendously 

Dear Charlene, 

It was great to finally meet you in person. I hope you enjoyed your stay in California and that your visit to the library was a productive one. 

Library databases, including our newly launched Digital Collections, that are accessible online can be found here: http:i/www~oscars.or~/research-- 

preservation/resources.-databasesiindex.html If I come across any information for other collections that might be useful for your research, I’ll let you know. 

Good luck with your book! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Thanks Tremendously 
Dear Jenny: Just returned to North Carolina on Saturday but ~ wanted to thank you for all of the assistance provided during my recent visit to the archive. If you have any 
additional leads or ideas about things I can access online, please let me know. Also, tell those working at the desk as well as the entrance that I really appreciated the service 
provided during my recent visit. Finally, it was good talking with you and seeing you in person rather than by email. Have a good summer. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [iromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 

Dear Charlene, 

I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Tuesday, July 17 at 10 am. You are welcome to return on Thursday and Friday of that week to continue 

your research. We can most certainly wait until you have finished with summer school classes to receive your list from the Manuscript Inventories database. 

We’ll look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 



Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [m_a__[[_t__o__:__r__e_g__e__s__t__e__r__~__e___m___a__[!~!D__c_~__e__d__~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 7:20 AM 
To-" Jenny Romero 
Sul~ject; RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I will be visiting the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Library from July 17 - July 20. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel. 
Currently, I am teaching summer school but it will end in the next couple of weeks. When it ends around June 15, I will be provide a list of the resources requested based on 
the manuscript inventories database provided online -- you sent the link in the previous email. Hopefully, this will be enough time for you to prepare for my visit. If this is not 
enough time, please let me know. Again, thanks for working with me as I really appreciate your assistance given that I am located on the east coast. Hope to see you in July. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [jromero@oscars.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:23 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Scheduling Visit 

Hi Charlene, 

The library will be open both weeks in July that you inquired about. You will find attached a list of hotels in the area. When you have finalized your travel plans, let 

me know and I’II put you down for an appointment. 

With regard to special collections material, you can now search our Manuscript Inventories database online via our website 

(-h---t-t-P-~./-/-c-.-~-.[[--e--c--t-!--~---n---s-~--~--s--c---a--r--s-:.9.-r-g/-.-n-1-s-!--n---v--e---n---t/-L-n---d--e---x--.--a--s-P-.). The database includes a shopping cart feature that allows you to create a list of files you would like to see and 

email the list directly to us. Be sure to check the box on the email!print page. Please use the database to submit your request for files. 

Best, 

Jenny 

l~rom: Regester, Charlene B [~-9~-a-~!-t-9~Lr--e--~J-e-.~-s--t~-e--r-~-e-~--m-~-a-~:~-u-~-n--c-:~-e--c-~-g.] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 24, 2012 5:55 AM 
To; Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Scheduling Visit 
Dear Jenny: This is to inform you that I am attempting to return to the Archive to do research this Summer. I would like to come during the week of July 8-14- or July 16-21. 
Please let me know if the archive will be open during these times!weeks so that I can begin to make my arrangements. Also, if possible, could you please forward a list of 
nearby hotels? Once, I establish the week that I plan to visit the archive, I will then forward a detailed list of the files that I intend to review during my visit. Thanks much for 
your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [iromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 1:06 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Cc-" Barbara Hall 
Subject-" RE: Upcoming Visit/Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 
Thank you for letting us know. I have rescheduled your appointment for Tuesday, August 30 at 10 am. Safe travels! 
Best, 
Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [reqester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Saturday, August 27, 2011 9:41 AM 
To: Jenny Romero 
Subject-" RE: Upcoming Visit!Flight Rescheduled for Monday Instead of Sunday-Charlene Regester 

Dear Jenny: This is to update you and let you know that due to the Hurricane on the East Coast my flight has been canceled and rescheduled for Monday instead of Sunday. 
Therefore, I will not arrive in LA until Monday. As a result, I need to change my 10 am appointment with Special Collections until Tuesday at 10am. Please let me know if this is 
possible and I will call the archive when I arrive in LA. I apologize for any inconvenience but we had no idea that we would be dealing with the impact of this hurricane. Thanks 
much for your assistance and please let me know that you have received this message. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Jenny Romero [iromero@oscars.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:23 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending the list of material you would like to see. We’ll have these files ready for your visit on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. 

We’ll look forward to seeing you soon! 

Best, 

Jenny 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester~c~emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, August 19, 2011 7:26 AM 
To-" Jenny Romero 
Subject: RE: Paper Collections Requested for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear Jenny: After reviewing the list of papers housed in your special collections, I am requesting the following papers. Hopefully, I have included enough information for you to 
determine which files I would like to review. I greatly appreciate your assistance in this search and will explore some of the other resources mentioned when I arrive. 
The following paper collections requested are listed below: 
Jane Ardmore Papers 9.f-23 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Richard Brooks Papers 38.f-16 and 39.f-35 The Professionals 
Valentine Davies Papers 16.f-106 Bojangles 1956 
Jack Hirshberg Papers 2 Davis, Sammy Jr. 
Hedda Hopper Papers 25 Twentieth Century-Fox 1944-1965; 13.f-514 Davis, Sammy Jr.; 22.f-897 Goldstein, Bob 1957-1965; 33.f-1398 l(itt, Ear[ha; 
Hattie and Sam IVlcDaniel Papers 1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam; 1.f-20 IVlcDaniel, Sam; 1.f-21 McDaniel Sam; 1.f-22 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam; 2.f-26 Photographs 1900- 

1948; 
Paramount Pictures Contract Summaries 14.f-1342 Kitt, Ear[ha 
Gregory Peck Papers 52.f-435 Pork Chop Hill 
Milton E. Pickman Papers 15.f-196; 17.f-227 
Sidney Skolsky Papers 1.f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974; 3.f-62; 4.f-74 



David I. Zeitlin Papers 2.f-[62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 
As is evident, I was interested in most of the paper collections you provided on the list~ Tf you are unclear about the ones indicated, you can let me know~ Again, thanks 
tremendously and hope to see you or one of your co-workers when I arrive. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jenny Romero [iromero@oscars,orcj] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:53 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" RE: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 

Dear Charlene, 

Thank you for sending me a list of the individuals who are most central to your research. I have included below a list of the special collections material that seems 

most relevant to your project. I did not search individual films because any production-related material we have would probably be peripheral to your study. Of 

course, as I mentioned on the phone, you are welcome to search our Manuscript Inventories database when you are here in the library and determine if there are 

other files you would like to see. I have put you down for a special collections appointment on Monday, August 29 at 10 am. When you have a chance, please let 

me know which files you would like to see from those listed below. 

We would also have information on your topic in our core collection. The core collection includes books, periodicals, scripts and clipping files. The clipping files 

include reviews and articles, publicity materials and photographs, and they are organized by production, biography and general subject. The biography clipping 

files would include files on most, if not all, of these individuals, and you may also find our subject files on Blocks ~nd Film and Bl~cks in Film helpful. Another 

resource which might be helpful for you would be our fan magazine holdings, which are quite extensive. In addition to the various published indexes, we have an 

in-house periodicals index database which includes indexing for many fan magazines not indexed elsewhere. The database and the fan magazines are available at 

the reference desk. The books, periodicals and screenplays, as well as well as information on many of our posters, are catalogued online at 

http:!/catalog~oscars.org Core collection materials are available without an appointment during regular library hours (Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from :~0am- 

6pro, and Tuesdays from 10am-gpm; we are closed Wednesdays and weekends). 

There is additional information about using the library on our website at http://www~oscars.org/libraryiusingihours-directionsJ~tml Please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Best, 

Jenny 

Jenny Romero ¯ Special Gollections Department Goordinator ¯ Margaret Herrick Library 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences ¯ Tel 310-247-3036 ext. 2226 . Fax 310-657-5193 

www oscars.org/library/° iromero@,oscars orq 

Jane Ardmore papers 

9.f-23 Davis, Sammy, Jr. ] 973 - 1974. 

Richard Brooks papers 

38.f-16 THE PROFESSIONALS -- billing 1966. 
RichardBrooks: 1966 (Columbia Picmres, 1966) 

includes: breakdown of billing requirements; wafiver for billing on screen 

signed by Ralph Bellamy, Lee Marvin and Woody Strode, FebruaD~ 10, 

1966. 

39.f-35 THE PROFESSIONALS -- legaJ-contracts 1964-1966. 

RichardBrooks; 1966 (Cohm~bia Pictures, 1966) 
includes: signed agreement with Woody Strode, May 4, 1964; breakdown 

of actors salaries, 1965; signed agreements with stunt players; day player 

agreements. 

Valentine Davies papers 

16.t"-106 BOJANGLES 1956. 
contains: noles; step sheets, June 26, 1956, m~d July 2, 1956; 

correspondence with Marry Forkms, 1956; hmadwritten draft script; note 

t~om Stepin Fetchit with coW of sheet music, "Dancin’ Bill Bojangles". 

Jack Hirshberg papers 

2 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 

Hedda Hopper papers 

25 Twenlieth Century- Fox 1944-1965. 

includes: dradt column on THE FIGHTING LADY, circa 1944, 3 l~ges; 

fan mail inclnding letter from reader to Hopper objecting to propaganda 

supporting Catholic Church and protesling Ed Sullivan’s umpathies 

towards Jews, Catholics, and blacks, circa March 2, 1955; fan mail 
regarding A MAN CALLED PETER including letter from wader to 

Hopper discussing sisler-h-law M~o attended Peter Marshall’s church, 

March 4, 1955, 3 pages; news regarding Stephen Boyd, October 25, 

1956 [postmark]; letler from Bob Goldstein to Hopper di~ussing unlikely 

marriage between Arthur Loew Jr. and Joan Collins, problems caused by 

Eaxfl~a Kitt. thoughts by Nmma~ly Johnson regarding his work on 



"Wandering Jew script," and house owned by Haxold Hecht, July 30, 

1957; letter ti-om Goldstein to Hopper discussing Lawrence Olivier being 

asked to take over as director of THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE and Gia 

Scalds attempted suicide, August 12, 1958; letter from Hopper to 
Goldstein discussing Olivier, Jeny W~1& and Thelma Czedet-Heir, 

October 10, 1958; draft colmnn on Peter Levathes, March 1961, 3 pages 

]unpublished?]; list of guests who attended pe~y hosted by Spyros 

Skouras, August 3, 1961; letter from Sonia Wolfson to Hopper discussing 
filming on location for STATE FAIR [1962] ruth mention of Sandra Dee 

visiting set, September 17, 1961, 3 pages; letter from Frank McCarthy to 

Hopper discussing casting of PATTON, October 17, 1961, with attached 

photocopy of letter from African-American soldier to McCaxthy who 
served under George Patton, September 6, 1961 ; letter from Teet Carle to 

Hopper discussing tilming on location tbr NINE ttOURS TO RAMA, 

November 9, 1961, 2 pages; letter from Mark Robson to Hopper 

regarding NINE HOURS TO RAMA, December 30, 1961, 4 pages; 

letter from Bill Tmvilla to Peggy McNaught reg~xding his visit to diflEreut 

regions in Africa including visit to Wamba, Kenya where Samuel G. Engel 

was fihning THE LION ]1962], Janu~acy 3, 1962, 2 pages; interview with 

Peter Levathes, January 23, 1962, 3 pages; draft column regarding 
International Culture] Center for Youth in Jerusalem which includes 

mention ofLiza Minnelli being in "Diag¢ of Arme Frank," [1962], 2 pages; 

interview ruth Harold Rand, January 18, 1963, 3 pages; letter from Fred 

Hift to Hopper discussing MODESTY BLAISE and HOW TO STEAL A 

MILLION, September 10, 1965. 

13.f-514 Davis, Sammy, Jr. 1960-1964. 

includes: telegram from Sammy Davis, Jr., September 15, 1960; interview, 

April 3, 1964, 8 pages. 

22.f-897 Goldstei~ Bob 1957-1965. 
includes: letter from Hedda Hopper to Bob Goldstein discussing Arthur 

Loew failing to ma~T Eartha Kitt, Joan Collins’ wish to marry Loew, and 

the wit ofNurmally Jo!m~son, July 26, 1957; letter from Hopper to 

Goldfftein ruth mention of Robert Wagner and discussing Nunnally 

Jolmson rewriting script lbr Marilyn Monroe’s upcoming film 

[SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE], Februau 9, 1962; letter t?om 
flopper to Goldstein discussing Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burro, and 

Susan Strasberg, February 28, 1962. 

33.f- 1398 Kitt, Eartha 1954. 
contains: letter from Earth Kitt to Hedda Hopper explaining that she 

missed a pertbm~ance at the Biltmore Theatre and the Mocambo due to an 

illness, February 15, 1954. 

Hnttie and Snm McDa~fiel papers 

1.f-15 Co~nmittee for Unity in Motion l?ictures -- program 1944. 

contains: souvenir program for the First Amm~2l Motion Picture Unity 

Au~ard Assemb155 sponsored by the Youth Council of the Nation~l 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Los Angeles, April 
23, 1944, 12 pages. 

1.f-16 McDaniel, Etta -- publicity 1942. 
contains: one 7xl 0 newspaper portrait from THE CALIFORNIA 
EAGLE. 

1.f-17 McDaniel, Hat~fie -- childhood undated. 
contains: "Elective Spelling Blanks" by Mrs. H. D. Abbott,, belonging to, 
and filled out by, Ms. McDaniel, 6th (kade. 

l.f-18 McDaniel, Hattie -- Christmas card undated. 

contains: card with imprint of McDaniel and the Beula~h show, ca. 1948- 

1950. 

1.f-19 McDaniel, Sam -- adverti~ment circa 1915. 

contains: advertisement motmted on board with pictam, "Compliments of 

Brown and McDaniel, Novelty Dancing Entertainers". 

1 .f-20 McDaniel, Sam -- contract 1952. 



contains: signed agency contract between Stun (Deacon) McDaniel and 

Frank Ryan, July 11, 1952, 6 pages. 

1 ,f-21 McDaniel, Sam -- Hillside Cafe 1947. 
contains: folder from Hillside Cafe, Long Beach, California, ruth 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and four other people, inscribed "To the 
Deacon," October 31, 1947, with photograph of woman, captioned 
°’Capri," pasted in. 

1 .f-22 McDaniel, Sam -- Price’s Foothill undated. 
contains: folder from Price’s Foothill (ms~auraJ~t), Signal Hill, California, 
with photograph of Sam McDaniel and club owner, together with 5x7 
photograph of Sam McDaniel and five other people seated at table, early 
1950s. 

2.f-23 McDaniel, Sam -- scrapbook circa 1900-1952. 
contains: clippings regarding Mr. McDaniel; clippings about Hattie 
McDaniel and her death and funeral; photographs of (anlong others) Mr. 
McDaniel, Lula McDaniel, Otis McDaniel, and fiiends, family and business 
acquaintences; telegram t?om A~ma Roosevelt to Mr. McDaniel expmssiug 
sorrow at the death of Hattie McDaniel, October 30, 1952; preview 
iuvitation for CAI~fAINS COUI~A_GEOUS, March 23, 1937; clippings 
for THE HARVEY GIRLS (1946) and JOE ]?ALOOKA, CHAMP 
(1946); telegram from John Dales, Jr., Screen Actors Guild, to Mr 
McDaniel relayiug message of condolence by Gen. Dwight D. Eise~thower, 
October 31, 1952; reviews for GENTLEMAN JOE PALOOKA (1946), 
SECRET SERVICE INVESTIC-ATOR (1948) and I WONDER VvqTIO’S 
KISSING HER NOW (1947); memo from Bette [Davis] and Mau 
[Astor] inviting Mr. McDaniel to a wrap paW; review for HEART OF 
VIRGINIA (1948); review lbr A GUY, A GAL AND A PAL (1945); 
review tbr AM I GUILTY? (1940). 
Note: 23 leaves. 

2.f-24 Negro Actors Guild of America, Inc. -- certificate 1952. 

contains: oue 8xl 0 certiticate of a resolution honoring the memory of 

Hattie McDaniel, 1952. 

2.f-25 Periodical circa 1938. 

contains: TOPS (Recording the Achievements of the Negro Race), 

Volume 1, Number 2, undated [photocop~v]. 

2.f-26 Photographs 1900-1948. 
contains: 112 reference photocopies of photos of Hattie McDaniel, Sam 
McDaniel, Etta McDm~iel and family membem and friends. 
Note: Reference photocopies of photographs held in the Photograph 
Archive. 

2.f-27 Program 1942. 
contains: Music Town Presents, "American Rhapsody," by Ruby Berkely 
Goodwin, Mayan Theatre, September 27, 1942, 12 pages. 
Note: Program, with maw advertisements for Nack businesses and 
enter’miners, including tilm FOUR SttAI,L DIE with Dorothy Dandridge. 

2.f-29 Vernon Nite Club -- flyer undated. 
contains: flyer, drawn by Edward Ingram, for Vernon, the Nite Club of 
Los Angeles, with list of perfom~ers. 
Note: On reverse, written in pencil, are lyrics to "Walldn’ the Dog." 

Paramount Pictures contract summaries 

14.f- 1342 Kitt, Eartha (actress) 1957. 

contaius: summary of agreement dated September 10, 1957. 

Gregory Peck papers 

52.f-435 PORK CHOP HILL -- casting 1957-1958. 

Lewis Miles¢one; 1959 (UnitedArtists, 1959) 

iucludes: agreemeut with Lynn StaJmaster, Maacch 18, 1958; letter from 

Estelle Melville of the Melville Studios, a children’s portrafit galle .ry~ 
wondering if GregoD~ Peck roll cast her lazy son in recompense for her 



having been inundated at all hours by calls from aspiring actors who had 

dialled her number in their search tbr Melville Productions, Ma~-ch 15, 
1958; day player contracts tbr, among others, Phillip Ahn, Ivan Dixon, and 

Beula]~ Quo; contracts tbr, among others, Robert Blake, James Edwards, 
Norman Fell, Haanry Gum’dino, Martin Landau, Gavin MacLeod, Hal 

Needham, George Peppard, Burt Remsen, Hmry Dean Stanton, Woo@ 

Strode, and Rip Torn. 

Milton E. Picl~nan papers 

15.f-196 Reader reports and synopses -- scripts (T) 1941-1973. 

contains: (1) THE THUNDER OF GIANTS, reader report by Sidney 

Picker of a screen treatment by Charles K. Peck Jr., Janua~ 25, 1965; 

(2) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by Barbara Willard of a novel by 

DonaJd McCardle, June 12, 1941, 15 pages; (3) "Thursday’s Child," 

reader report by Ed Gerenson of an autobiography by Eartha Kitt, 

September 26, 1956, 4 pages; (4) "Thursday’s Child," reader report by 

H~el Thurston of a novel by June Drummond, June 9, 1961, 4 pages; (5) 

"The Three Sirens," reader reIyort by Edward Doyle of a novel by Irving 

Wallace, 18 pages; (6) TILT, reader report by G. Byron Sage of a 

screenplay by Pat Fiedler and Richard Bluel, March 5, 1971; (7) "The 

Tightrope Mere" reader report by Ed Gerenson of a novel by Desmond 

Bagley, April 14, 1973, 5 pages; (8)"Time and AgainY reader report of a 
novel by Jack Finney; (9) "Time Must Have a Stop," two reader reIx~rts of 

a novel by Aldous Huxley, one by Patricia Gordon, May 15, 1944, 27 

pages, one by Beverly Chamow, September 11, 1944. 

17.f-227 Thursday’s Child -- miscellaneous 1957-1960. 

contains: brief p~oduction notes on an autobiography by Eartha Kitt. 

Sidney Skolsky papers 

1 ,f-20 Correspondence 1952-1974. 

contains: letters fi~om George W. Anderson, Ideal Publishing Corp., June 
13, 1974; Barbara Best, two nndated; Pat Campbell, undated; Sammy 

Davis Jr., telegram, April 30, 1965; Lockwood Dory, NBC, April 22, 

1952; Robert J. Fflzgibbon, °°Family Weekly," February. 12, 1969; Maul 

Foldare, September 9, 1972; David Golding, telegram, Mat" 26, 1960; 
Sidney and Madeline (keenberg, May 24, 1972; Joe Hoenig, July 24, 

1967; Etn Kemp, March 21, 1955; Earl Leaf, undated; GeoffMiller, °’Los 

Angeles Magazine," March 21, 1969; Maurice McEndree, Janaa~ 13, 

1964; Peggy McNaughL April 2, 1959; Evelyn Pain, May 5, 1961; Je~D" 

Pam, May 1, 1964; Random House (Jean Ennis), Jtme 25, 1957; A. L. 

Rockett. March 21, 1955; Paul San, ’~New York Post" October 28, 
1952, July 19, 1966, telegram, April 5, 1967, April 22, 1969; Julian 

Senior, MGIVl publicity, undated; "Show" (Geraldine Krug), undated; 
Larry Swindell, Februa~ 23, 1973; °°TV Radio Mirror" (Claire Sail-an), 

June 19, 1962; proposal from Skolsky to °~Fhis Week," Jannary 28, 1969, 

and undated reply; Tonight (Bob Shayne), August 9, 1972; Rick Strauss, 

Mat" 30, 1959; Robert M. Weitman, MGM, Mat" 4, 1967; Irma 
Weflzman, Decetnber 12, 1961; Adam West, undated; Earl Wilson, July 

5, 1972; Sonia Wolfson, May 6, 1964, October 1, 1964, November 24, 

1964, December 30, 1964, undated; unidentified (seven items). 

3.f-62 Tyntypes -- D 

contains: material on Vic Damone, Cesare Danova, Rat" Danton, Kim 
D~arby, Bobby Darin, Hal David, Bette Davis, Clilton Davis, Mac Davis, 

S~anmy Davis, Jr., Doris Day, Olivia de Havilland. 

4.17-74 TynFpes-- K 

contains: material on Anna Kazina, DanW Kaye, Stacy Keach, Brian 

Keith, Gene Kelly, Arthur Kennedy, George Kennedy, Deborah Kerr, 

Jolm Kern Marion Key, Alan King, Em~tha Kitt, Jack Klugman, Susan 

Kohner, Kris Kristofferson, Ha@ Kruger; Nancy Kwan. 

David I. Zeitllin papers 

2.f- [62] Davis, Sammy Jr. 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 1:40 PM 



To: .~enny Romero 
Subject: Film List for Upcoming Visit-Charlene Regester 
Dear 3enny Romero: Thanks for assisting me in my inquiry regarding holdings at your library. As previously mentioned my work is on black entertainers primarily before ~.960. T 
have provided a list of entertainers as well as a sampling of some of their films (since some have appeared in well over 300 films) to assist in your search to identify resources 
that I might have access to when I arrive on Sept. 29 through Sept. 2. I will be staying at the Avalon Hotel during this week and will provide more information closer to my 
departure. Currently, I teach at UNC-Chapel Hill, North Carolina and I am working on a second project. I~ly first book was African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, 1900-:~960 (2010). The second project will focus on men even though I will include a few women and the focus will be different. T greatly appreciate your assistance 
and will contact you again by phone to answer or ask any questions. Finally, thanks tremendously for helping me in this process as I have visited your library only once. Please 
let me know that you have received the attached material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Coleman <SColeman@ala-choice.org> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Book Review 

’Good Morning Charlene, 

Your review has been received. 

Sha ror~ 

F~m: Regester, Ch~rl~n~ B [m~Ji~o:r~g~s~r@~m~il,unc,~du] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 9:01 AN 
To= Sharon Coleman 
Subject= Book Review 
Dear Sharon Coleman: A~ched is the book review that I am submi~ing for the book -- ~e cinema and iN shadow: race and ~chnology in early cinema by Alice Naurice 
(Ninnesota, 20~3). Since this is the first time that I have completed a review for Choice, I decided to submit to you and Rebecca Ann Ba~le~. Please let me know that you have 
received this material. Your assis~nce is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 20~L3 4:59 PM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame 

<mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjm:~@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Syllabus Structure for New Course Proposals 

Syllabus structure - Department of African and Afro-American Studies~docx; Course Submission Form_CAS units_final.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

I hope you are all enjoying the summer break. I am sending a document containing details on the structure that should be used for courses in the department. In addition, courses 

should require ten pages of writing during the course of the semester. Please consult the syllabus document as you finalize your new course proposals. 

I am also sending the Course Submission Form and the link to an online document on submitting new courses: 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Facu~ty/DoesMyProp~sedC~urseFu~~~~Genera~Educati~nRequirements.pdf 

The departmental deadline for new course proposals is August :[, 20:[3. Please email your proposal to Georges by that date. He will be the chair of the Academic Affairs Committee 

in the upcoming year~ 

Best regards, 

Kia 



INSTR UCTIONS FOR STR UCTURING COURSE SYLLABI 

Every syllabus for courses taught in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
should contain the following sections: 

A statement of office hours: By university rules, each faculty member with a full-time 
teaching load should schedule and hold three office hours each week. 
Learning outcomes, course goals, or course objectives: These can be broadly written 
statements indicating what students are expected to think, do, or value at the completion of 
the course. Usually, the learning outcomes, course goals, or course obj ectives include 3 to 6 

broad statements. 

Example: 

COURSE GOALS: Upon completion of AFAM 1XX, students should be able to: 

¯ Demonstrate an understanding of cultural, socio-political, and historical formations 
and connections evident throughout the Black Atlantic. 

¯ Explain the critical roles that Africans and their American-born descendants played in 
shaping colonial societies throughout the Americas. 
Understand the formation of the Atlantic African Diaspora and the cultural, political, 
and intellectual movements that developed as a result of this massive dispersal of 
African peoples. 

An attendance policy. 
A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students: Some instructors are 
comfortable with students using tablet computers, laptops, smartphones, and other devices in 
class. Others are not, as these devices can be a source of distraction. Either way, each 
syllabus needs a clear statement outlining the instructor’s expectations regarding the use of 
technology in classroom by students. 
Grading policies (components and weights) and assessment scale: Provide a list of all 
assignments and the grade weight for each. In addition, an assessment scale (or grade rubric) 
detailing the amount of points constituting each letter grade is required for ever?- syllabus. 
Each assessment scale can be uniquely tailored, but the scale should be ver?" clear to students 
enrolled in the course. See the following assessment scale for an example. 

A+=98-100 B+=88-89 C+=78-79 D+=68-69 F = 59 and below 

A =92-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 

A- = 90-911 B- =80-81    C- = 70-71 D- = 60-61 

6. Academic dishonesty or plagiarism policy. 
7. Honor code statement (sample): 

UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 
100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor 
code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful 
resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the 
Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and 
procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 
expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the 
UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

8. Potential changes to topics and readings (Sample below): 

Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not 
matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class (or email 
notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 

9. Accommodation of disabilities policy (sample below): 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability should 
contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented di sabilities 
should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North 
Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 
assignments. Vi sit the internet address of thi s offi ce at di sabilityservi ces.unc, edu for more 
information. 

*This statement might need to be in a larger font (14 to 16 pomO in a course syllabus in 

order to accommodate students with visual impairments. 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1 : Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name { FORMTEXT } 

Email address { FORMTEXT } 

Phone number { FORMTEXT } 

2. Submission Type: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-fist may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is m effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): I Catalog number: 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2, Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarollna. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Prelcorequisites must be courses) { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PS YC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarollna. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation requiredlrecommended for this course? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: i Year: 

\* Arabic \* MERGEFORMAT } 
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Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 

7. Course credit hour type is: { FORMCHECKBOX } Fixed Enter hours: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Variable      Min hours: .I¯ Max 

hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF c/asses provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction, 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

{ FORMDROPDOWN } 

9. Repeat for credit: { FORMCHECKBOX }Yes { FORMCHECKBOX} No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Total Units Allowed:¯1             Total completions allowed:"! 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? { 
FORMCHECKBOX} Yes { FORMCHECKBOX} No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

{ FORMDROPDOWN } 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required!recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) 

Graded component { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Recitation Graded component { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Included and contributes~I’ credit hour(s) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } No 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Lab Graded component { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

FORMCHECKBOX } Included and contributes I credit hour(s) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Separately numbered as. and contributes [ credit 

hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

Page { PAGE 
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15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only_~licable 

Subject + catalog number: ~ 

For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http:flwww.unc.edu/depts/uc/docs/criteria_l 1-05-08.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 

o Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 
are an exception to this requirement) 
Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 
required. 
For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 
the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 

= The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 
students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } English Composition and 
Rhetoric (CR) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Foreign Language (FL) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Philosophical and Moral 
Reasoning (PH) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Literary Arts (LA) 

~proaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes (PX) { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No (PL) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Social and Behavioral 
Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Social and Behavioral 
Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Visual and Performing Arts 
(vP) 
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Connections 

A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

{ FORMCHECKBOX }Communication intensive (CI) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } U.S. Diversity (US) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Global issues (GL) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } The World before 1750 (VVB) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } North Atlantic World (NA) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Beyond the North Atlantic 
(BN) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Experiential Education (EE) 
[choose one below]: 

{ FORMDROPDOWN } 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Coleman <SColeman@ala-choice.org~ 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 8:44 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

PubSys: CHOICE Confirmation of Web Review Submission for Revno: 000000610423 

Dear Reviewer, 

We received your review of 
Maurice, Alice. The cinema and its shado~v: race and technology in early cinema, viatheCH~ICEWebrevie~vsubmissi~nf~rm~n6/26/2~3.Be1~wy~uwi~findac~mputer-generated 
cop?- of your review as submitted. Our editorial staffwill fact-check, edit, and format your review before publishing it. 

This book is an interesting critique of the intersection between early cinema technology and race Specifically, the author interrogates how early "trick" cinema exploited race to "make the 
transition from literal to figurative levels of meaning and to create or suggest motion in the context of the still frame" (49) According to the author, the close-up, which she defines as "an 
affection-image that acts like a face," allows for the creation of shadows and is associated with racial representation Examining Shadows (1922), Maurice demonstrates how "the positioning 
of the racialized figure between stillness and motion, spectacle and narrative, enables the productive paradoxes that define the cinema’s power" (119). Moving beyond Asian to African 
American representations, Maurice claims that the black voices registered in Hallelujah (1929) filled the void that existed in sound technological deficiencies. Finally, Maurice links these 
early inventions to the digitally produced Avatar (2009) wNch she vows are related because they are dependent on race Tl~e book is insightful in its dlscussinn of cinematic inventions and 
how- race informs these inventions. It is an excellent read for anyone interested in early cinema, racial representation, and cinematic technolo~z. 

Thank you f,ar using the Web review submission site. If you have an?- questions or comments concerning this review, please contact your editor, Rebecca Ann Bartlett at bbartlett@ala- 
choice org. 



Anderson, John. "Review: "Precious: Based on the Novel ’Push’ by Sapphire"." Varie~’. Variety, 18 Jan. 

2009. Web. 08 July 2012. 

Lumenick, Lou. "’Precious’ Hope amid the Horror." New lZorkPost. New York Post, 7 Nov. 2009. Web. 

08 July 2010. 

<http://www.nypost.com/p/entertainment/movies/item_LkHGrAN6wNf3N51NTwt2ZM>. 

Morris, Wesley. "Precious: Based on the Novel ’Push’ by Sapphire." Http:J4JWWW. boston, coral. The 

Boston Globe, 20 Nov. 2009. Web. 

<http://www.boston.com/ae/movies/articles/2OO9/ll/20/precious_bluntly_goes to a place_rarel 

y_seen    the life of a_young black girl/>. 

Reed, Ishmael. "The Selling of "Precious"" ~ CounterPunch: Tells the Facts, Names the Names. Counter 

Punch, 4 Dec. 2009. Web. 08 July 2010. <http://www.counterpunch.org/2009/12/04/the-selling- 

of-quot-precious-quoti>. 

Scott, A. O. "Howls of a Life, Buried Deep Within." Lee Daniels Gives Us Howls ofa L~fe, BuriedDeep 

Within. The New York Times, 05 Nov. 2009. Web. 08 July 20110. 

<http:iimovies.nytimes.comi2009i11 i06imoviesi06precious.html?_r=0>. 

Sharkey, Betsy. "’Precious’ Cuts Deep." Los Angeles Times. Los Angeles Times, 06 Nov. 2009. Web. 08 

July 2010. <http://articles.latimes.com/2OO9/nov/O6/entertainment/et-precious6>. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 9:51 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Upcoming SCMS Deadlines 

Dear SCMS Members, 

Below, please find some reminders about upcoming deadlines: 

SCMS 2014 Bulletin Board Announcements 

To encourage mad facilitate the development of panel and workshop proposals, SCMS provides an online Ii~rum on which you can announce your topic lbr a panel or 

workshop proposal to solicit presenters and participants. To submit a posting to the official 2014 Conference Bulletin Board, click on the 2014 Cont~rence Bulletin 

Board link below and then on Post New Topic. Only ONE submission per person please. The deadline for posting announcetnents is July 15, 2013 at 5pm CT. 

Bulletin Boald and PaneL/Workshop Announcement Guidelines: 

To be able to submit an announcement, individuals must be registered users (either as a member or a temporaly member) of the SCMS website. 

All chairs/organizers must notify individuals of acceptance or rejection by August 15, 2013. 

Individuals whose submissions are accepted for an adveNsed panel or workshop must provide the required information for completion of the proposal forms to 

the chair/organizer by August 23, 2013, 5pm CT. 

When creating your proposal, do not include more than two individuals ti~om the .same institution. 

Panels should have a chaJ~r and four presenters or a chaJ~r, three presenters, and one respondent. Workshops should have a chaJ~r and at least tbur participants, 

but no more than five. 

2014 Conference Bulletin Board 

2012-2013 SCMS Awards Deadline(Au~jast 1) 5PM CT 

SCMS awards announcements, submission and nomination forms, criteria, and guidelines for 2013-2014 are now available on the SCMS website at 

https://cms~udies.site-vm.comi?page awards. Membership (for 2012-2013) in the Socie ,ty is required for all SCMS awards except the Distinguished Career 

Achievement Award and the Kovacs Book and Essay a~-ards. The SCMS Office has not received many nominations for the Distinguished Career Achievemeut or the 

Pedagogy awards for 2014. 

Remember that prot~ssor M~o inspired you to go to graduate sehool, the one who made film theory and methodology seem interesting, or the mentor who kept you on 

track through grad school? All SCMS members (regular, student, aM institutional) are encouraged to nominate outstanding teachers in cinema and media studies tbr 

the animal SCMS Pedagogy Award. Nolninations for winnels of college and university, teaching awards are especially encouraged. The award winner receives a 

plaque and $500 at the annual conference, as well as promotion on the SCMS website. To sub,nit a nominee, go to https:i/cmstudies.site-vm.conv? 

pedagogy award folm. 

The Distingnished Career Achievement Award was established to recognize and celebrate the achievements of es~blished scholars in cinema and media studies. 

Nominees are judged on the following criteria: 

A record of distinguished contributions to the profession; 

A significant body of scholarly work over time that has helped shape the field; 

Active membership in SCMS Ibr a number of years. 

To submit anominee, go to https://cmstadies.site-ym.com/?page dcaa award tbrm. 

Please read the award criteria and procedures before submitting. For complete details and submission forms, please visit the SCMS website at https:#clnstadies.site- 

vm.com/?page awards. Send questions about specific awards to office(~cms~mdies.ora 

SCMS Memberslfip Year Deadlh~e is Au~oust 31 

The 2012-2013 SCMS membership year ends August 31, 2013 (11:59pm CST). The SCMS membership year runs from September 1-August 31, regardless of 

when one joins. Please make sure your membership profile is up to date in order to continue receiving Cinema Journal, SCMS news briefs, updates, and 

announcements and to access to the website. 

Your access to the website roll expire on August 31,2013 (11:59pm CST), if you do not renew your membership by this date. 

NOTE: Please remember to login to the website before you begin to renew your melnbership. 



~gike us on Faeebook >~’ollow us on T~vitter > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 1:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Precions Essay 

PreciousAcceptedVersionJoum~lFilmVideo[1 ].docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

comparaontoafricanamericanfilm <compaNontoafricanamericaN]hn@gmail.com > 

Saturday, Jnly 13, 2013 3:09 AM 

compa~iontoaafilm fihn <companiontoafricanamericantilm@gmail.com> 

Aliican American Cinema Companion 

Permissions Guidelines for Wiley GR Books (2-Page Version).pdf, Pemrissions Guidelines for Wiley GR Books (Full Version).pdf 

Dear all, 

I have recenfly received a revised permission guidelines for your essays, wNch I have attached below along ruth the project editor’s entail to me. 

Please tbllow the guidelines if you have or intend to use images. 

best, 

mark 

~;~b@~; RE: African American Cinema Companion 

July 13, 2013 12:48:39 AM GMT+02:00 

Dear Mark, 

I wanted to send you our revised permissions guidelines, which we’ve just rolled out this week. We have tightened restricrions a bit. I’m including below a sho(t 
explanation you can also send to the anthors, let me know if there are any qnesrions! 

Wiley has recently updaring their guidelines and requiremems regarding permissions clearance. Unfortunately, this means that some material may need new or 
additional clearance before snbmission. Julia Kirk (ikirk(~wiley.com) is available if you have any questions. Highlights of important changes and just plain important 
intbrmation: 

-NOTE: t?ame grabs from TV and movies that you maJae yourself are still FAIR USE and do not need clearance as long as they are being used tbr critical, not 

illustrative purposes. Please remember to send in the highest resolution/largest size non-Word file that you can, along with complete intbrmation about the movie (rifle, 

director, producer, release date). 

-Ifa rightsholder needs a stated print ran, you Inust clear for 15,000 copies (inclusive of electronic editions). If you cleared tbr the actaal print run of 600+, 

unfortunately we need the clearance up to 15,000 copies at this point. 

-We are unable to accept any tilne restrictions less than 10 years. Please keep in mind though that flfis would Inean in 10 yeaxs you are responsible fbr reclearing 
permission, ,so if possiNe, W to clear for "life of edition". 

-The book will be published in 3 ebook and 2 obook editions, so please do clear "all media rights". 

-Please do not include epigraphs in yonr chaptm~, or else please clear these as well. 

-Please clear any quotes from unpnblished s~urces (theses, letters, archival material) 

-If rightsholders ask for a coW of the Companion as part of their payment, we are able to send that, and it will not come from your honorarium or copies. But please 

do clearly include a statement or list with your final chapter regarding who requires a copy of the book so that we know. 

Best Wishes, 

Julia Kirk 

Books Editorial 
Project Editor 

Lingnistics, Commnnicarion Studies, 

Cultural Studies, Criminology & Economics 

Wiley 

350 Main Street 

Malden, MA 02148 

Phone (781) 363-6235 or (781) 388-8309 

Fax (781) 338-8309 
EmaJl: ildrk(~mle’/.com 

Mark A. Reid 

PO BOX 142525 

GA1NESVILLE, FL. 32614-2525 

USA 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez ~t l’environnement. 
Consider’the environment betbre printing this mail. 





WILEY 

1 Unless your contract says otherwise, as the author you are responsible for obtaining permission and paying any fees to use 

the third-party copyright material that your book and supplementary Web resources contain. 

If you are reusing material from a previous edition of your book then in almost all cases the "old" permissions will have 

been granted for one edition only and therefore will no longer be valid. Check the previous edition licenses to confirm this 

and, where no clear information is available, obtain permission for re-use in the new edition. 

Obtain permissions covering use in your book and in any derivative and ancillary Works related thereto, in all editions, in all 

languages, with worldwide distribution, through printed and/or electronic delivery platforms in any and all media whether 

now known or hereafter developed, and in advertisements and promotional materials for such Works. "Derivative" may 

mean a custom product in which your material appears with content from other Wiley publications. 

The core rights you must obtain are all media {print and electronic) and worldwide distribution in the English language of 

the book and any derivative and ancillary Works related thereto. 

5 When asked what print-run/sales total we need the permission for, always state "up to 15000 print and electronic units". 

6 Accept no other restrictions on use of the material (e.g. time limit} but should this prove impossible you must obtain 

approval from your Wiley contact before accepting the limited license terms and making a payment. 

7 When using material provided by a colleague ensure you credit the colleague and also send written evidence (email) to 

your Wiley contact confirming material is original to your colleague, has not been published elsewhere, and that the 

colleague has given you the right to use in all media, all editions, all languages. 

If you are a volume editor, you will need to ensure your contributors provide proof of permission obtained for any 

copyright material used in their material at the same time they provide the content. 

Requests for material from a book or journal should always be made to the original publisher as the publisher usually 

manages rights for secondary use, even if the author is named as the copyright holder. 

10 Permissions must be cleared before the final version of your manuscript is submitted for publication. If permission cannot 

be obtained, you should find an alternative or delete the material. 

:1:1 Your in-house contact can provide you with standard Wiley clearance or release forms for use of any text, audio, 

photographic, or video material. 

12 Never assume failure to reply to your permissions request constitutes a tacit grant of permission by the copyright holder. 

:13 Ensure that all licenses received do actually grant the rights you requested and push back as necessary. 

:14 Provide electronic copies of all licenses obtained and any related correspondence when you submit your final manuscript, 

numbered/named accordingly. 

:15 You can benefit from the reciprocal agreement Wiley has with many other publishers to facilitate limited use of copyright 

material. See http:/!www.stm-assoc.org!perm!ssions--gu!de!ines! for guidance on usage limits and for an up-to-date list of 

all publishers who are signatories to this agreement, whether they require formal permission, and for details of material 

excluded from the agreement. 



16 If you are using Wiley or Blackwell material over the reciprocal agreement usage limits, then you will need to formally clear 

with Wiley in all cases. 

17 When using content from open sources (e.g. Wikimedia) please always check the terms of the reuse license as this may 

mean that permission has to be formally obtained for commercial use. All publishing at Wiley is considered commercial. 

18 For content not covered by the STM publishers’ agreement {15) or open source you must clear all use of photographs, 

figures, maps, tables, cartoons, advertisements, epigraphs, lengthy quotations. 

19 Photographs obtained from websites, blogs, Google image searches, YouTube, Wikimedia, etc. are usually not in the public 

domain or of sufficient quality to use in print versions of your book. You must identify the original copyright source, clear 

permission, and obtain a high-resolution image. 

20 Don’t assume that text or images taken from the Web is in the public domain because there is no credit or copyright holder 

indicated. Large amounts of image or text material on the Web may not be the intellectual property of the site hosting it - 

either because the image or text has inadvertently lost its original source/copyright information or because it has been 

actively pirated. If it’s not their material, the hosting site will not be in a position to grant you the necessary rights. 

21 It is the author’s responsibility to obtain informed consent from individuals for use of information, images, audio files, and 

video clips from which they may be identified. If the individual is a minor, consent must be obtained from the child’s 

parents or guardians. 

22 A breach of confidentiality or privacy will not occur where the individual (e.g. patient) in the material has been made 

anonymous. Bear in mind the following points when you are anonymizing: 

¯ Masking a patient’s eyes is not an adequate means of rendering an image anonymous 

¯ Images of patients may still be recognizable to individuals or their families, even if head/shoulders are not included 

¯ Patients may recognize themselves from clinical descriptions or case reports if their details have not been made 

sufficiently anonymous. 

23 We strongly discourage any cosmetic attempts to adjust or redraw copyrighted material to avoid/disguise the need to 

reclear. Such modifications are not covered by the STM publishers’ agreement {15) and as a result will require clearance or 

incur unnecessary costs. Consider reproducing the original figure as first published where appropriate. 

24 No clearance is required if you create figures or tables using factual data from copyrighted material. 

25 No clearance is required if, after you have created a single figure or table using data from two or more figures or tables, no 

single source comprises more than 75% of the new figure or table. 

26 No clearance is required if, after you have created a new figure or table by adding your own data to an existing figure or 

table, your data comprises more than 25% of the new figure or table. 

27 Clearance is required if you create a figure or table using parts from two or more third-party sources and each part 

contains more than 75% of the content of the original figure/table part. 

28 When reproducing classification or procedural standards guidelines from any entity ensure you always seek permission 

from the copyright holder even where the information is widely available online. This approval process ensures that you 

reproduce the latest information (often a sensitive issue for the copyright holder), and that any modifications or 

adaptations you make are approved. We recommend that you aim to use content "as is" wherever feasible or provide a 

link to the external content source. 



WILEY 

1. This document provides guidance on Wiley’s requirements for permissions clearance and for compliance with 

the terms of use specified by copyright holders. 

These guidelines reflect Wiley’s policy on permissions and should take precedence over permissions advice you 

might have received from other publishers. Speak to your Wiley contact if you require clarification or further 

information on any issue. 

We expect your/your contributors’ work to be original. When you do reuse figures, tables or quote substantive 

material from your previously published work above the limits allowed for in this document - including 

material from other Wiley publications or from work already submitted for publication elsewhere - you will 

need to obtain permission from Wiley or, from your other publisher, as appropriate. 

Where you are using material provided by a colleague you must always add a credit and communicate to your 

Wiley contact in writing that this material is original to your colleague, has not been published elsewhere, and 

that your colleague has given you the right to use in all media, all editions, all languages. You should provide 

written evidence (email) of your colleague’s permission. 

5. Where you translate material yourself or use a third-party translation outside of the length limits specified in 

this document, you will need to obtain permission from the original-language publisher (if translating yourself) 

or from the publisher of the existing translation. 

While you have been commissioned to provide original work you are permitted to make limited use of 

copyright material 

a. to better illustrate or clarify the arguments put forward in your original work 

b. to discuss and examine material that’s not your own. 

7. Limited is the key word here as excessive reliance on third-party copyright material may severely limit Wiley’s 

ability to distribute and sell your Work if the copyright holders put restrictions on its reuse. 

8. To avoid any accusations of plagiarism always provide a source and credit (if necessary) for any textual or 

visual copyright material used. 

Unless agreed otherwise, as the author, you are contractually responsible for obtaining permission to use any 

copyright material your book and supplementary Web resources contain. This requirement applies to any 

content that you did not personally create but instead reproduced or adapted from other sources. This could 

include any of the following items: 



Quotes over a certain length 

Figures 

Tables 

Maps 

Photographs 

Cartoons 

Advertisements 

Logos and trademarks 

Screenshots from digital media, web pages 

Frame grabs from TV/film 

Clips from video and audio files 

Fonts (when supplying camera ready copy) 

10. Unless your contract states otherwise, as the author, you are responsible for the payment of any fees set 

by the copyright holder. 

11. Permissions licenses are frequently granted by copyright holders for single edition use only. If you are 

writing a new edition of your book, then you must check and reclear all permissions, except where the 

license obtained during preparation of the previous edition explicitly permits use in all print and digital 

editions. 

12. Allow plenty of time for clearing permission; it can take anything from a few minutes to several months to 

obtain the permission required depending on the amount of material and the responsiveness of the 

sources. You may need to negotiate with the copyright holders to remove limitations on rights initially 

granted and/or to reduce fees where these are excessive. Where acceptable terms can’t be agreed, 

permission is refused, or is not obtainable for any reason, alternative material will need to be found and 

cleared. 

13. Permissions must be cleared before the final version of your manuscript is submitted for publication. 

14. We require that the permission you obtain does not contain any restrictions and covers use in the primary 

title and all derivative and ancillary Works related thereto, in all languages, with worldwide distribution, 

through printed and/or electronic delivery platforms in any and all media whether now known or 

hereafter developed and advertisements and promotional materials for such Works. 

15. For ease of understanding, point 14 can be summarized as "request non-exclusive World rights to use your 

copyright material in all print and digital editions of the Work, in all languages, and in any derivative or 

ancillary Works." "Derivative" may mean a custom product in which your material appears with content 

from other Wiley publications. 

16. We accept that some copyright holders will set limitations on our use of their copyright material. 

17. We can compromise to a certain degree but as we publish globally and in multiple digital formats our 

minimum requirement is that World and all media rights (sometimes described by rights holders as print 

and electronic) are obtained. 

While, ideally, we would like the right to use the cleared material in "all editions," permitting use for 

one edition only remains an industry standard. There is no requirement that you push back on this 

limitation. 

While, ideally, we would like one-edition use to be for the entire life of the edition without any 

limitations on timing or units sold/printed, many copyright holders will seek to impose a limit. 

Print run or units sold limitations are strongly discouraged and any such limitation requires the 

written approval of your Wiley contact. 

Any time limitation also requires the written approval of your Wiley contact and must be no shorter 

than 10 years to create and produce (e.g. - print physical units of and/or create new electronic 

versions of), and sell or sublicense the work, with distribution of physical inventory and continuation 

of sublicenses for the life of the edition. 



18. 

While, ideally, we would like all languages, use for English language only remains an industry 

standard. There is no requirement that you push back on this limitation if all languages not granted. 

If asked by the copyright holder to select a limited number of languages for translation (rather than 

the preferred blanket option of all languages) you should choose up to five in the following order of 

preference: Chinese (Mandarin), Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish, Polish. 

Never assume failure to reply to your permissions request constitutes a tacit grant of permission by the 

copyright holder. 

Permission: Process and Issues 

19. Requests for photographic material should be made wherever feasible from a vendor with which Wiley 

has a global agreement, an agreement which you as the author can also benefit from. Your Wiley contact 

can provide more information on approved vendors. 

20. Requests for material from a book or journal should always be made to the original publisher as the 

publisher usually manages rights for secondary use, even if the author is named as the copyright holder. 

You do not need to obtain the author’s approval for use of material unless the publisher, in their role as 

rights manager or holder, instructs you to do so. 

21. You can request permission directly from the publisher by following the instructions on their website. 

Increasingly this will direct you to the industry clearing house for permissions, RightsLink: 

http://www~c~p~right.c~m/c~ntent/cc3/en/t~~lbar/pr~ductsAnd~~~uti~ns/rights~ink.html. 

22. Where required, you can make your request via email using the standard Wiley copyright permission 

request forms we have sent to you with these guidelines. 

23. Wiley is a signatory of the STM publishers’ agreement (see points 45...49). To clear copyright material from 

a Wiley or Wiley Blackwell publication being used above the limits allowed go to: 

htt p://eu.wiley.com/Wile¥CDA/Section/id-403436, html 

24. The copyright holder may ask you to further define what we mean by all media or electronic publishing. If 

asked, explain that: 

the print version of the text will also be produced in digital editions that may be PDF-based or 

with the text reflowed for e-readers such as Amazon Kindle. 

the copyright material may be packaged for sale with other Wiley content but in such cases it 

would be used in context, i.e., it would travel with the surrounding text. 

where we are using large number of images we may package these together for the convenience 

of the students or lecturers and make them available via a companion website. 

further information on this subject can be obtained from your Wiley contact. 

25. Ensure that all licenses received do actually grant the rights you requested, push back as necessary, and 

record status either in a log or, as directed by your in-house contact, in Wiley’s online permissions 

management system. 

26. Provide electronic copies of all licenses obtained and any related correspondence when you submit your 

final manuscript, numbered/named accordingly. You may be asked to upload this material directly to 

Wiley’s permissions management system. 

27. We recommend you obtain quotes for all items first before you firm up the orders so that you can 

a) control the overall budget 



b) process the payments in one batch at the end of clearance rather than in an piecemeal manner over 

several weeks 

28. Ensure where possible that you ask for licenses to be emailed to you rather than being sent direct to 

Wiley. Where the copyright holder insists on generating a hard-copy invoice and sending it direct to Wiley, 

then ensure that this is addressed to your Wiley contact rather than just the company generally. 

29. If required, your Wiley contact can provide any necessary details about your book such as price, 

anticipated sales in all formats (if above 15,000 units minimum), ISBN, intended audience, digital use, and 

projected publication date. 

30. If you are a volume editor, you will need to ensure your contributors provide proof of permission obtained 

for any copyright material used in their material at the same time they provide the content. 

31. For material taken from other publications the minimum source data requirements are: 

¯ author name 

¯ year of publication 

¯ chapter/article title 

¯ book or journal title/number 

¯ edition number (if second edition or later) 

¯ publisher 

¯ original page numbers/figure numbers to be used (optional) 

32. For photographs and other artwork, source information must include: 

¯ name of work 

¯ name of photographer/artist/director (if frame grab or video clip) 

¯ date of creation 

¯ holding institution and/or copyright holder. 

For figures and tables, Wiley’s practice is to use simplified permission credit lines in the book itself, in the 

following form: Source: Smith 2008, figure 7.1, p. 208. Reproduced with permission of Oxford University 

Press. Where the original material has been modified, preface the credit with "Adapted from." 

Co ht Duration 

34. 

35. 

For material published in the United States copyright protection has been extended over the years 

resulting in some lack of clarity over what exactly is in copyright. For practical purposes follow the 

following guidance: 

= Seek permission for all content published since :1950. 

= Do not seek permission for content published in 1922 or earlier as this will always be in the public 

domain (in the United States at least - see point 

= For all content originally published between :1923 and :1949 you will need to explore whether or not 

copyright has been renewed. For book content there is a simple way to determine copyright status: 

search online (e.g., via Amazon) for a copyright page in a recent version of the book. If the copyright 

line you see includes copyright renewed xx date, this will indicate that the book is still in copyright in 

the United States. 

For a more detailed explanation of the position in the United States, see the documents offered by 

Cornell University 

For material published in Europe, copyright protection extends 70 years from the end of the calendar year 

in which the author, artist, photographer dies. 



Seek permission for all content published by authors, artists, photographers who were still alive on 

January 1, 1943 (for permissions cleared in 2013), on January 1, 1944 (for permissions cleared in 

20:14), and so on and so forth. 

Note (in contrast to the status in US and the :1923 cut-off) copyright protection extends to all material 

by the author regardless of how long ago the original publication date was. 

36. The third-party material you wish to reuse will fall into one of four different categories each governed by 

separate clearance rules: 

a. content from public domain (out-of-copyright) sources 

b. copyrighted content from Open Access publications and sources 

c. copyrighted content published by signatories of reciprocal industry agreements such as the STM 

publishers’ agreement on use of copyright material. 

d. copyrighted content from other sources. 

37. When material is in the public domain (i.e. it no longer has or never had copyright protection) it does not 

require clearance. However, note that translations or other adaptations of public domain works may well 

still be in copyright. 

38. Determining whether a work is in the public domain can be a complicated question. The points in this 

section are provided as guidelines and not as legal advice from Wiley. You are encouraged to do your own 

research on whether a work is in the public domain. 

(:}ove~n~se~~tal Publications: £~e the~ Public Domain~~ 

39. Yes: content published by the United States federal government or its agencies goes straight into the 

public domain and does not need to be cleared. 

40. N<,: content from state governments in the United States, the UN and its agencies, other international 

agencies, NGOs, and other national or regional governments will need to be cleared if outside of the 

length limits specified in this document. 

Works o/ Arl: i~/P~blic 

4:1. Seek permission for photographs of works of art as, even if the work of art itself is in public domain, the 

photograph of it has its own separate copyright protection and will require clearance if still in copyright. 

42. Photographs you take yourself of public domain material do not require clearance although ensure both 

that you comply with any local rules authorized by a location (e.g. a gallery) re. photography of its 

collection and that the photograph you generate is a faithful and high-quality representation of the 

original. 

43. Sculpture and stained glass on public (i.e., outside) display in Europe do not have copyright protection 

even when other works by those artists are in copyright. However, this is not the case for similarly 

situated works in the United States. 

44. When using content from open access sources please always check the terms of the reuse license as this 

may require permission to be formally obtained. All publishing at Wiley is considered commercial, so the 



permission you ask for must be for commercial use. Where formal permission is required follow the terms 

of the STM publishers’ agreement (45). 

45. The STM publishers’ agreement covers use of material published by signatories of the International 

Association of STM Publishers’ agreement on reproduction of copyright material. As well as STM content, 

it also covers work published by signatories in the social sciences and humanities. 

46. All authors preparing content for Wiley (not just for our Global Research business but also for General 

Education and Professional Development) can benefit from this agreement. 

47. See http://www.stm-assoc.org/permissions-guidelines/for the up-to-date list of all publishers who are 

signatories to this agreement. 

48. Participating STM publishers will grant permission to another STM publisher (or their author) without 

charge for the following material: 

¯ Up to three figures (including tables) from a journal article or book chapter 

¯ Up to five figures (including tables) from a whole book or journal issue 

¯ Up to 30 figures from a single publisher 

¯ Single text extracts under 400 words / cumulative text extracts from the same source under 800 

words 

Note that use of maps is not covered by the agreement. 

49. The majority of signatories continue to require that a permissions request is made in order to monitor 

how their material is being used. Do this in all cases where needed. Wiley, however, is an example of a 

publisher that has opted out of receiving formal permissions requests (except for a small amount of 

excluded content detailed on the STM website) and so no formal permission is required if use is within the 

limits set out in this document, 

50. For content not in the public domain, or covered by reciprocal industry agreements, Wiley’s own guidance 

on what requires clearance applies. 

51. Do not use any images from the sources listed on Wiley’s "no fly" list available from your Wiley contact or 

via Wiley’s permissions management system. 

52. A list of approved image libraries is available on request from your Wiley contact. 

53. For works of art (paintings, sculpture, installations) permission should be cleared with the source (e.g., 

museum, gallery, individual), not the publisher of any book or journal the image is reproduced in. There 

will usually be two permissions to clear: 

¯ Artist’s copyright (clear with the artist or their agent, or DACS or ARS on behalf of artists’ estates) 

¯ Photographer’s copyright (clear this with the source of the image, e.g., museum). This will apply even 

if the copyright protection for the original artwork has expired. 

54. Photographs obtained from websites, blogs, Google image searches, YouTube, Wikimedia, etc. are usually 

not in the public domain or of sufficient quality to use in print versions of your book. You must identify the 

original copyright source, clear permission, and obtain a high-resolution image. 



55. You must obtain permission to use any images of equipment or devices you have found online (e.g., from 

pharmaceutical companies). When you apply for permission you must state that you are writing for an 

STM publisher (Wiley) and the book is for commercial use/for profit. Ask the source to provide a high- 

resolution version of the image if this is not otherwise available. 

56. Obtain permission for the use of all film stills (but note rules on frame grabs in point 64). 

57. There is no requirement to clear pre-1976 film and TV publicity photos and posters that are not marked 

with a copyright notice. 

Mate~’ial fl°om Web 

58. Images pulled from Web sources are problematic in terms of obtaining a print-quality version, identifying 

the copyright holder, and securing the necessary permissions. 

59. Don’t assume that text or images taken from the Web is in the public domain because there is no credit or 

copyright holder indicated. Large amounts of image or text material on the Web may not be the 

intellectual property of the site hosting it - either because the image or text has inadvertently lost its 

original source/copyright information or because it has been actively pirated. If it’s not their material, the 

hosting site will not be in a position to grant you the necessary rights. 

60. Wikipedia and Wikimedia images are sometimes falsely marked as out of copyright. Ensure you verify the 

public domain status before using. 

61. If the material has a genuine Web-only source (e.g. Wikimedia), ensure that the terms and conditions 

covering reproduction without permission allow for commercial use since that is how publication by Wiley 

is defined. 

Sc~eenshots flom Web or Otf~et [:~i£ital Media 

62. Clearance is not required if the screenshots used illustrate a point and do not prominently feature 

photographs. 

63. Screenshots should not be used to bypass the requirement (detailed in this document) to clear any image 

or text. Where screenshots contain photos, you should obtain permission from the copyright owner. 

F~ameiVideo Grabs flom Films ar~d /%~ 

64. Clearance is not required for limited use for purposes of criticism or review. Ensure you provide a source 

in all instances including tide, date of release, director, and (where feasible) producer/production 

company. 

Audio ~sr~d ~,/idee 

65. For third-party material, clear all use with the copyright holders. An alternative to clearance is to link to 

externally hosted audio or video content (e.g. YouTube) using a URL. 

66. For original material created for your publication a release form must be sent to all participants who are 

heard as part of the recording or appear on camera. A form is available from your Wiley contact. 

67. Clearance is always required. Be sure to also request a high-resolution version of the image when you 

apply for permission. 

Adve~Ssemen~s and Publicity: Mate~ia} 

68. Clearance is always required for advertisements and publicity material for companies/products that are 

still active. Be sure to also request a high-resolution version of the image when you apply for permission. 



69. Permission is not required for descriptive use of Iogos or trademarks in the interior of a title. However, if 

used on the cover in a manner that could suggest source or sponsorship, clearance is essential. Be sure to 

provide a high-resolution version of the image you wish to use. 

70. It is the author’s responsibility to obtain informed consent from patients for use of information, images, 

audio files, and video clips from which they may be identified. 

71. If the patient is a minor, consent must be obtained from the child’s parents or guardians. 

72. If a patient is dead, we consider it essential and ethical that you obtain consent for use from the next of 

kin. If this is impractical you need to balance the need to use the photo against the risk of causing offence. 

In all cases ensure you obscure the identity of the deceased. 

A breach of confidentiality or privacy will not occur where the patient in the material has been made 

anonymous. Bear in mind the following points when you are anonymizing: 

Masking a patient’s eyes is not an adequate means of rendering an image anonymous 

Images of patients may still be recognizable to individuals and their families, even if the head and 

shoulders are not included 

Patients may recognize themselves from clinical descriptions or case reports if their details have not 

been made sufficiently anonymous. 

74. Interviews may be reproduced by Wiley in the form of a transcript of the conversation or as video or audio 

files. Ask your interviewees or patients to sign release forms at the time of interview/examination. The 

Wiley standard release forms are available from your Wiley contact. 

75. If using older material for which signed release forms are, for practical purposes, unobtainable, you will 

need to affirm for your Wiley contact in writing that the material in question was obtained with the 

subject’s understanding that it might be published. 

Li~e ~°~work ~-~-~d 

76. Clear all use (but see Modification section, points 

Mars 

77. Clear all use unless the material required is a simple reproduction of public domain material (e.g., a 

contemporary map of Europe). 

78. We strongly discourage any cosmetic attempts to adjust or redraw copyrighted material to avoid/disguise 

the need to reclear. Such modifications are not covered by the STM publishers’ agreement and this may 

complicate clearance or incur unnecessary costs. Consider reproducing the original figure as first 

published where appropriate. 

79. No clearance is required if you create figures or tables using factual data from copyrighted material. You 

must credit your source(s). 

80. No clearance is required if, after you have created a single figure or table using data from two or more 

figures or tables, no single source comprises more than 75% of the new figure or table. You must credit 

your source(s) prefacing with "Adapted from" for all instances of "modified", "after", "from", and so on. 



81. No clearance is required if, after you have created a new figure or table by adding your own data to an 

existing figure or table, your data comprises more than 25% of the new figure or table. You must credit 

your source(s) prefacing with "Adapted from" for all instances of "modified", "after", "from", and so on. 

82. Clearance is required if you create a figure or table using parts from two or more third-party sources and 

each part contains more than 75% of the content of the original figure/table part. You must credit your 

source(s) prefacing with "Adapted from" for all instances of "modified", "after", "from", and so on, and 

adding the standard "Reproduced with permission of..." wording. 

83. For any cosmetic or transformative redrawing of images follow the 75%-25% rule in all cases to determine 

if clearance is required. 

84. For prose, permission is required for single quotations over 400 words or multiple quotations from the 

same source that cumulatively total more than 800 words. For quotations under such limits, permissions 

must be cleared for quotations that represent the "heart of the work" or a substantial portion of the 

overall original source material. The quote limits apply to use within the Wiley book or, for multi-authored 

titles only, use within the book chapter. Where you have exceeded these limits first consider cutting your 

quotations so that they are within limits, rather than obtaining permission. 

85. For biblical quotations the New International Version of the Bible may be quoted in any form (written, 

visual, electronic or audio) up to 500 verses without the express written permission of the publisher, 

providing proper acknowledgement is made. 

86. For poetry or song lyrics permission is required for all illustrative use. However, where material is being 

quoted for the purposes of criticism, discussion or review limited use is permitted. 

87. Epigraphs (defined as illustrative use) require permission. 

88. Quotations or text extracts appearing as chapters within anthologies need to be cleared in all instances, 

regardless of length. 

89. Quotations from unpublished material (e.g. private letters) need to be cleared with their author in all 

instances, regardless of length. 

P~ocedu~al Sta~da~ds 

90. When using classification or procedural standards guidelines from any entity ensure you always seek 

permission from the copyright holder even where the information is widely available online. This approval 

process ensures that you reproduce the latest information (often a sensitive issue for the copyright 

holder), and that any modifications or adaptations you make are approved. We recommend that you aim 

to use content "as is" wherever feasible. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Quarles, Lisa <~equafles@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:11 PM 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu> 

Slocam, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Institute of Afiican American Reseo~rch Faculbl Affiliation Program 

Institute of Afric~l Alnericma Research FaculF Affiliate Program Application.docx 

Good afternoon everyone: 

The Institute of African American Research announces the launch of its Faculty Affiliate Program. Please see the attached documents for information and 

an application form. 

Thank you, 

Lisa Quarles 

Program and Research Assistant 

Institute for African American Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sonya Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road, Suite 309 

CB # 3393 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919)962-6810 -voice 

(919)843-9407 -fax 



INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 
FACULTY AFFILIATE APPLICATION 

2013-2014 

The Institute of African American Research (IAAR) is pleased to announce the launch of its 
Faculty Affiliate Program. The purpose of the program is to create a listing and foster a 
community ofUNC-Chapel Hill inter-disciplinary scholars whose research includes the study of 
African Americans and the broader African diaspora. 

About the IAAR: 
Established in 1995, the IAAR supports and facilitates transformative and timely research 
concerning African Americans and the broader African Diaspora. The IAAR mission is to 
expand understanding and cultivate engagement with critical questions and innovative and 
timely studies about people of African descent. 

Who should apply to become an IAAR Faculty Affiliates? 
The IAAR welcomes applications from UNC-CH faculty and postdoctoral fellows who meet the 
following criteria: 

1. The applicant holds the status of tenure track faculty, fixed term faculty, research faculty 
or adjunct faculty at UNC-CH. Or, is resident at UNC-CH as a postdoctoral fellow for 
any period of time. (Faculty Affiliate status will terminate when or if the postdoctoral 
fellow has terminates affiliation with UNC-CH). 

2. The applicant has been engaged in research or has demonstrated scholarly interest related 
to African Americans and/or the broader African diaspora within the past five years. 

3. The applicant’s research agenda over the past five years includes an estimated 30% focus 
on or attention to African American and/or broader African Diaspora. 

What benefits do IAAR Faculty Affiliates receive? 
IAAR Faculty Affiliates will have access to the following: 

1. the opportunity to network among a community of scholars engaged in research 
concerning African Americans and the broader African diaspora 

2. assistance with grant writing and development 
3. the opportunity to have their scholarly achievements profiled in IAAR’s public 

communications 
4. priority admission to IAAR workshops and other events that are by registration only. 
5. a developing database of successful grants and fellowship applications for research 

concerning African Americans and the broader African Diaspora 

What responsibilities do IAAR Faculty Affiliates have? 
IAAR Affiliates are requested to: 

1. attend one IAAR event per year 
2. be willing to give a talk at an IAAR event within five years of becoming a Faculty 

Affiliate 



How to apply: 

The IAAR accepts applications to the Faculty Affiliate program throughout the academic year. 
There is no application deadline. 

Applicants should complete the following: 

1. the Faculty Affiliate Application Form (see below) 
2. a 250-word research statement. The research statement should discuss the applicant’s 

maj or research interests and how his/her research in the past five years has concerned 
African Americans and/or the broader African diaspora. 

3. aC.V. 

Applications can be uploaded to iaar.unc.edu or mailed as hard copies via campus to IAAR, 
CB#3393. The online application will be available by December 9, 2013. 

Applicants should receive a decision within three weeks of applying. 

For further inquiries, please contact the IAAR director, Karla Slocum, at kslocum@unc.edu. 
For further information please visit our website at http:iiiaar.unc.edui. 



Faculty Affiliate Application Form 

Title: 

Department(s): 

On Campus Mailing Address: 

Email: 

Phone (campus or other preferred number): 

Please describe any relationship you have had with the IAAR in the past (e.g., advisory board 
member, grant awardee, speaker at IAAR event, etc.). Please include dates of roles held with 
IAAR. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Coleman, Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu’- 

Thursday, January, 9, 2014 11:58 AM 

The fysinstmctors 1h112013 maSding list. <g/sinstructors t~l12013@listserv.unc.edtv~ 

Owen, Bobbi A ~a~wenbob@unc.edtv~; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

[fysinstmctors lhll2013] FYS Fall Evaluations 

Fall 2013 FYS evaluation totals.doc 

Deaac Instructors Who Taught a First Year Seminar (FYS) in Fall 2013: 

I assume that you have reviewed your FYS Evaluation Report. If not, please follow the instructions on http://oim.anc.eda/institutional-eflEctiveness/carolina-course- 

evaluations-online/. As you know, we now use a FYS evaluation timn that was designed m provide relevant information about our seminars. By using the same form 

for all of our FYS, we have a broad normative basis to help us interpret our feedback. A coW of the thll 2013 evaluation totals is attached. Overall, our scores Ibr fall 

2013 match or may be slightly better than ~ores for thll 2012. 

1. Participation Rate: Congratulations to James Hirschfield, Gregory. Lipton, Luca Grillo, Jane Danielewicz, Glenn Hinson, Kaa:en Hagemann, Peter Mucha~ Cherie 

Ndaliko, Hugon Kmavowsld and Tel~ Sullivan (and ~ne) for dmnons~trating the Gold Standard: we had 100% response rates. More broadly, we ~natched last fall’s 

overall response rate of 78%. Blocldng off class tilne for course evaluations and asldng students to bring their laptop to class definitely works! 

2. Overall Assessment: Our Overall Assessment scores were vely impressive with a strong consensus of"Agree" or "Strongly Agree" that our fall 2013 FYS were 

excellent, sludents learned a lot and instructors were effective. I hope that the 860 students who agree that we deserve teaching awards will follow through with 

nominations! 

3. Prerequisite: One of the most challenging a~spects of teaching a FYS is to cover an advanced topic without requiring a prerequisite, and 18% of our stadents (exactly 

the same as last fall) had some concern about this. If your FYS evoked any concern, please consider possible modifications in your course materials and/or in your 

course description. A course description that includes a clear view of what students will be doing enhances the probability that the students who enroll will be 
appropriately prepared to thrive in your FYS and enjoy it. 

4. The Instructor: Responses were notably positive, with highest scores for instructors who showed enthusiasm for teaching, treated all sludents with respect and 

interacted positively. Lower scores emeiged regaacding clear communication of what was expecte& providing helpful, timely feedback and expressing ideas clearly. 

Our students are veiy impressed with us, but some of us could focus a bit more on our syllabus, our plans, our grading and our communication. 

5. The FYS: Responses were mostly positive from s~dents when evaluating how they were encouraged to think deeply and critically about the course material. 

Homework assignmeuts and required reading evoked somewhat less enthusiasm, suggeffting that we could better communicate our strategies for enhancing their 
academic experience. 

6. Comments: The comment sections included a few barbs, but mostly positive praise tbr instructors and some specific constructive ideas about improving our FYS. 

Some comnlon concerl!s are: 

* l?resentation of too much material in "dly" or "boring" lectures. If this was a concern in your FYS, I hope you will spealc with colleagues~ or the Center for Faculty 

Excellence about new approaches to introducing material to your students in these "seminea"’ courses. 

* Inegular meeting times. I encourage you to carefully consider whether your seminar needs to meet outside the "nollnal" MWF or TR schedule. 

*If your seminar does not presently couut towards any General Education requiremems, please review the General Education criteria and consider submitting your 

course for General Education credit (not too onerous). 

If you have concerns about how to interpret responses and use them constructively, please seek protEssional advice at the Center tbr Faculty Excellence. Thank you 

tbr your participation in the FYS Program and ti~r helping us keep the FYS Program excellent’. 

Sincerely: 

Drew Coleman 

Associate Professor~ Department of Geological Sciences 

Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars 

dcoleman,@~unc.edu 

cc: Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Undergraduate Education 

Efika Lindemann, Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Curricula 

Lynn Williford, Associate Provost ti~r Institutional Research and Assessment 

Nick Siedentop, Curriculum Director 

You are currently subscribed to fysinstrnctors fall2013 as: reaes~ter~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i&64072748.24766bf01e878a89001c045458d652bd&n T&I ~-sinstrnctors fall2013&o 34086136 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave-34086136-64072748.24766btl) 1 e878a89001 c045458d652bd~b, listserv.unc.edu 



Total FYS Evaluations Sent: 1811 
Responses Received: 1418 

FalL2013 Response Rate: 78.3% 

Overall Assessment 

Neither 
Not Strongly Disagree Disagree 

Applicable Disagree 
(0) (1) 

(2) Nor Agree 
(3) 

1 This FYS was excellent. 1 46 124 194 468 583 
2 learned a lot from this course. 0 29 72 132 524 657 
3 The instructor was an effective teacher. 0 38 70 134 439 723 

4 
The instructor was one of the best l have had at 

10 63 139 342 375 485 
U N C, fu I ly d ese rvi n g of a teach i ng award. 

5 would recommend this FYS to my friends. 4 85 134 168 400 617 

Strongly 
Responses Mean Agree (4} 

Agree (5) 

General Questions No Somewhat Yes 
1 ~VVas this FYS effective without a prerequisite? I    67 I 186 I 1155 

Responses 

Not 
Strongly 

This Instructor: 
Disagree 

Agree (4) Responses Mean 
(2) Agree (5) 

1 

2 
3 

4 

clearly communicated what was expected of me 
in this class. 
used class time efficiently. 

evaluated my work fairly. 
)rovided me with helpful, timely feedback on my 
)erformance. 
was available for individual help if I needed it. 
expressed ideas clearly. 
used relevant examples to explain or 
demonstrate concepts. 
handled questions well. 
effectively encouraged students to participate in 
class. 
showed enthusiasm for teaching this class. 
treated all students with respect. 
recognized and was sensitive to individual 
differences in the abilities of students. 
interacted positively with firstyear students. 

Applicable 
(0) 

1 

1 
9 

11 

25 
0 

2 

1 

0 

0 
0 

21 

0 

Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

27 

18 
16 

24 

4 
26 

20 

19 

16 

14 
10 

22 

11 

96 

75 
77 

84 

17 
80 

36 

58 

55 

16 
20 

42 

18 

Neither 
Disagree 

Nor Agree 
(3) 
117 

133 
142 

167 

105 
140 

114 

105 

131 

44 
57 

128 

84 

555 

547 
469 

470 

463 
514 

465 

5O3 

412 

332 
365 

412 

374 

617 

637 
698 

657 

8OO 
647 

767 

727 

793 

1007 
960 

786 

916 

This FYS: 

1 included well planned, effective in-class activities. 

2 
challenged me to think deeply about the subject 
matter. 

3 encouraged me to work with my classmates and 

Not 
Applicable 

(0) 

5 

1 

4 

Neither 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Nor Agree 
Agree (4) 

(1) 
(3) 

37 176 522 

15 109 477 

23 138 474 

Disagree 
(2) 

134 

50 

62 

Strongly 
Agree (5) 

539 

761 

712 

Responses     Mean 



learn from them. 
)romoted my critical thinking about issues raised 

4 
in the course. 

5 had homework assignments that were helpful. 
contained a workload that was appropriately 

6 
challenging. 
included helpful materials for reading, viewing, 

7 
and/or listening to. 

8 
helped me become aware of current issues in this 
field. 
led me to a deeper understanding of the subject 

9 
matter taught in this FYS. 

10 
taught me academic skills that I will use in other 
courses. 

11 improved my ability to express myself and 
contribute effectively to discussions. 
allowed me to experience the excitement of 

12 
creative accomplishment. 
allowed me to work with my instructor and 

13 
classmates in a shared intellectual adventure. 

14 
encouraged me to establish social relationships 
with my classmates. 

1 

36 

4 

4 

19 

1 

1 

4 

7 

7 

3 

17 

47 

38 

23 

14 

15 

28 

24 

35 

2O 

23 

38 

124 

76 

57 

48 

31 

95 

75 

96 

57 

78 

88 

243 

169 

132 

139 

8O 

223 

205 

245 

172 

190 

514 

487 

554 

497 

497 

458 

463 

48O 

417 

501 

5O3 

750 

475 

565 

693 

698 

828 

605 

627 

614 

655 

610 

What grade do you expect to receive in your FYS? 
A 580 41.6% 
A- 392 28.1% 
B+ 210 15.1% 
B 127 9.1% 
B- 47 3.4% 
C+ 16 1.1% 
C 10 0.7% 
C- 5 0.4% 
D+ 3 0.2% 
D 2 0.1% 
F 2 0.1% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 10:07 AM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <mgester@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: Research Seminar 

Syllabus A?ua, D 395 Spring 2014.pdf 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

Yt~e cotlrse is fl~e Undergraduate Research Semhmr (AAAD 395). It is o~e office lt~ur required courses lbr fl~e m~ior, h~ flue document fl~a~ off(red 

mqior reqt~hvmem revisio~as, t~e e-xpectatio~ was s~al~d flint factdb’ members Who ~at@it flue course :~ould do so from fl~eir di~:i¢ina@’ ~rspectives while also st~vhag 

app~3 k~ o~ber situations. For 3olaf rel~rence. I am m~;~hing a copy ¢~fmy syl]abus, a version of which was the one flint the C¢~]~ege approved ILr ll~e ccmme. Fm happy 

~1> la[k wifl~ you about thi~ 

Cmre~Ny we do not bare enough majors l~ ol]?r more titan one sec~o~ per year. so students h~ N~h co~centra~ons (Al~cm~ :,~dies m~d Al~cm~ 

studies) ~ake d~e same course. F.~mice and I di~ussed ~bis a~M came to fl~e conclusion tha~ fl~e course sbo~fld ro~tc each year l:~wee~ ~hc two 

sho uld not [~ the province of a si~gle instructor or even a couple of instructors. T he } %’s al~d burdens oft caching it sho~dd be spread arom~d. It 

In*dlectual Currcnts m At~icma arid ¢M}%an Diaspora Studies (AAAD 487); we cal~ only ofl)r one section per yea: aid the job of ~eachh~g it should d~emae be*weei~ 

the ~w,) co~centraio~s. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kem}eth R 

Depar~.met~t of Afi:icaa~. AflTican American, and Diaspora Steadies 

109 Battle t ~a~L CB~ 3395 

15nivemity of North Carolina 

Chapd Hill NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 8:55 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Research Seminar 
Dear Professor 3anken: This is an inquiw regarding the research course mentioned 
was fea~ul of doing so. Was the course in the meeting, the same one mentioned that wouM allow other facul~ such as myself ~ teach a research seminar related to our field 
of study. If so, [ wouM ~ike to teach this course but if not then I suppose [ am not interested -- even though I am sti~ interesting in teaching a class that invNves research. 
Whenever you have a chance, please respond to my quew. ~an~ much for your assis~nce. Sincerely, Charlene Reges~r 



African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 395-001, Spring 2014 
Undergraduate Research Seminar: The Harlem Renaissance 

Dr. Kenneth Janken 

How to reach me: 
My telephone number is 962-1519 
My email address is "krj anken@email.unc.edu" 
My office is Battle Hall 301 (across from the Franklin St. post office) 
My office hours are Monday mornings, 8:00-11:00. Please drop by! 

The third floor of Battle Hall is not accessible to disabled individuals with 
mobility impairments, and any student with a disability who wishes to see 
me should call me to arrange another place to meet. Students with 
documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability 
Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 or visit 

http:iiaccessibility.unc.edui for more information. 

Course description 
This course covers of some of the outstanding artistic, literary, cultural, and political themes of 
the Harlem Renaissance. Through readings, prints and photographs, lectures, and class 
discussion, we will delve into the literature, history, culture, and politics of race advancement of 
the New Negro movement. Students will learn to conduct research and write a research paper. 
Each student will develop a research proposal and write a term paper of between 20 and 25 pages 
that is based on original research using primary and secondary sources; students will be grouped 
according to the themes of their research and will present their findings to the class at the end of 

the semester in the form of roundtable discussions. 

Course requirements 
Follow the Honor Code’s section on academic dishonesty in all work for this class: 

Complete assigned readings before the beginning of class. 

Be on time.t Class begins at 8 a.m., not 8:05 and definitely not at 8:10. 
Class contribution - 15% 
4 research/writing assignments (due February 2, February 25, March 2, and March 29) - 

10% each 
Final presentation - 5% 
Final paper - 40% 

A note on class contribution 
I expect you to participate regularly and actively in class activities. But "participation" does not 
mean echoing other students or re- or paraphrasing what others say in class. Here are some 
questions that I ask as I evaluate your contribution to the class: How did your presence make a 
difference to the class? Did you add something of substance over the course of the semester, or 
were you primarily a passenger? Did you present problems or issues from your own research or 
your own understanding of the assigned readings to stimulate or enlighten class discussion? Did 

you accept your share of responsibility for the success of this class in both group and class work? 



Attendance 
Consistent attendance is crucial for both your individual success and the success of the course. 
Students who miss more than two classes will have their final grade reduced by a full letter grade 
for each additional absence. 

Late work 
The research and writing assignments usually are the basis for that week’s work in class, so 
students will not get credit for turning in late assignments. At the same time, students will be at 
a huge disadvantage if they don’t complete the assignments, so students should submit them 
even if they are late. 

Required reading 
Booth, Colomb, and Williams, The Craft of Research, 3rd edition (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2008). 

Lewis, When Harlem Was in Vogue, with a new preface (New York: Penguin, 11997). 

Double Take: A Revisionist Harlem Renaissance Anthology, ed. Patton and Honey (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2010). 

Other material available on Sakai 

Highly recommended reading 
Rampolla, A Pocket Guide to Writing in Histow, 7th edition (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’ s, 2012) 

The Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader, ed. David Lewis (New York: Penguin, 1994) 

A little about Dr. Janken’s research interests: 
My research has focuses on 20th century African American history. I am the author of two 
biographies: Rayf!)rd W. Logan and the Dilemma of lhe African-American Intellectual (1993) 

and White: The Biography of Walter White, Mr. NAACP (2003), which won honorable mention 
in the Outstanding Book Awards from the Gustavus Myers Center for the Study &Bigotry and 
Human Rights in North America. I have also published several academic articles on topics such 
as the Harlem Renaissance, the civil rights movement in the 1940s, and African Americans and 
world affairs. I am currently at work on a history &the Wilmington Ten, who were falsely 
convicted of arson and firing upon firefighters and police officers during four days of rioting in 
February 1971 in Wilmington, North Carolina. They were sentenced to a total of 282 years in 
prison. Their convictions, which were overturned by a federal appeals court in 1980, hinged on 
perjured testimony knowingly solicited by the state’s attorney. They received pardons of 
innocence by Gov. Beverly Purdue on December 31, 2012. 

If you have computer or Sakai issues, call the Information and Technology Services Response 
Center at 962-4357. You may be able to borrow a laptop for the course assignments if yours 
needs repairs. I am sorry, but I am unable to help you with your technology problems. 



Technology in class: When you get to class, please put your laptop, cell phone, and/or Daily Tar 
Heel crosswordiSudoku puzzle away. Unless there is a research or writing day or you are 
working on your papers, the technology you may use in class includes paper and pencils or pens; 
please print out articles on Sakai rather than using your laptop. 

Grading scale (for individual assignments and final course grade): 

93-100=A 87-89=B+ 77-79=C+ 67-69=D+ 0-59=F 

90-92=A- 83-86=B 73-76=C 60-66=D 
80_82=B_ 70_72=C_ 

See next page for course schedule 



Class Schedule 

WEEK ONE (January 9): Introduction to the course 
Read through the following two URLs: 
http://www.pbs_org/newshour/forum/february98/harlem 2-20.html (all questions and answers); 

(click through and read all the themes). 

Study and discussion questions: Come to class prepared to discuss your ideas, based on your 
reading of the assignment, of what the Harlem Renaissance was/was about. Something to keep in 
mind as you organize your thoughts: On what points do the respondents to the PBS questions 
(Richard Powell, William Drummond, and Jeffrey Stewart) agree with each other, and where do 
they disagree? 

¯ Why and when did the Harlem Renaissance start? 
¯ Why did it conclude, and in what manner did it end? 
¯ What were the Harlem Renaissance’s defining characteristics/modes of expression? 

WEEK TWO (January 14, 16): Reading Harlem Renaissance history 
January, 14: 2he (Traft of Research, part II, prologue and chapters 3 and 4; ~hen Harlem Was m 

Vogue, xxvii-xxviii, and chapters 1 and 2. 
January" 16: I/Vhen Harlem Was in Vogue, chapters 3, 4, and 5. 

Study and discussion questions (use The Craft of Research to help you answer them): 

Before you read, write a paragraph that explains your understanding of the scope and 
purpose of the Harlem Renaissance. In other words, what is your understanding &what 

the Harlem Renaissance was? 
¯ What is David Lewis’s interest in the Harlem Renaissance? Why did he write 14~hen 

Harlem g/as in Vogue? 

¯ Based on the reading so far, what topics does Lewis’s book cover? Which &these do 
you think are/will recurring? 

¯ Why does David Lewis divide the Harlem Renaissance into periods? What are they? 
¯ What is the meaning of the phrase "civil rights by copyright"? 
¯ How does African Americans’ identity change over the time covered in the assigned 

chapters of When Harlem Was in Vogue? What are reasons for this change? What 
evidence does David Lewis offer for these changes? 

¯ Are there any words you do not understand? If so, look them up in a dictionary’! 

¯ Are there any phrases or concepts the meanings of which are unclear to you? Write them 
down and bring them to class. 



WEEK THREE (January 21, 23): Reading Harlem Renaissance history 
January 21 : When Harlem Was in Vogue, chapters 6-7. 
January 23: When Harlem Was in Vogue, chapters 8-9. 

Study and discussion questions: 

What changes in art and culture, politics, society, and everyday life occurred in the 
Harlem Renaissance from its apex to its conclusion? What types of evidence does David 
Lewis present for these changes? 

What are the major topics in the assigned chapters? If they appeared in last week’s 
reading, how did they change? 

In what ways was the strategy of"civil rights by copyright" successful? In what ways did 
it come up short? 

Are there any phrases or concepts the meanings of which are unclear to you? Write them 
down and bring them to class. 

What topics do you wish Lewis had introduced? Are there any you want to explore? 

WEEK FOUR (January 28, 30): Document analysis and library resources 
January 28: Rampolla, A Pocket Guide to Writing in History, chap. 2 (available on Sakai); and 

Locke, "The New Negro"; Randolph and Owen, "The New Negro - What Is He?"; 
Cullen, "Heritage"; Grimkr, "Goldie," all in Double-Take. Or: McDougald, "The Task 
of Negro Womanhood"; Dunbar-Nelson, "Woman’s Most Serious Problem"; Fauset, 
"Mary Elizabeth"; Coleman, "Two Old Women A-Shopping Go! A Story of Man, 
Marriage and Poverty," all in Double-Take. 

Study and discussion questions for January 28: 

What arguments about African Americans’ identity or consciousness do Locke and 
Randolph and Owen make? Where do their arguments overlap, and where do they 
differ? How do you think you could use these essays to frame a research paper? How do 

you think you could use these essays as evidence in a research paper? 

What can you learn from "Heritage" and "Goldie" about African Americans’ identity or 
consciousness in the Harlem Renaissance era? 

¯ Is it legitimate to use fiction and poetry as evidence in a nonfiction research paper? 
¯ How can you make nonfiction and fiction work together as evidence in a research paper? 
¯ What is the woman question? What claims about it do McDougald and Dunbar-Nelson 

make? How do you think you could use these essays to frame a research paper? How do 
you think you could use these essays as evidence in a research paper? 

,, What claims do Fauset and Coleman make about the situation and status of black 
women? 

If you were writing a research paper on the woman question, how would you blend 
evidence from fiction and nonfiction sources? 

January 30: Workshop in Davis Library on available resources. 



WEEK FIVE (February 4, 6): Individual meetings on paper topics 
Instead of class meetings this week, students will come to individual meetings with me in my 
office. 
By SUNDAY, February 2, upload to the Sakai course page your 2-page paper topic. Drawing on 
both the visit to Davis Library and the reading so far (including 7"he Craft of Research), write a 
proposal that includes but is not necessarily limited to the following information: 

¯ What questions are you asking? Why? What are you curious about? 
¯ What do you think you will find? 
¯ What kinds of sources do you think ~vill be helpful? Create a ~vish list of sources. Where 

do you think you can find those sources? 
What problems do you anticipate in your research? 

WEEK SIX (February 11, 13): Use of memoirs, oral histories, and reflections 
February 11 : Selections from Langston Hughes, The Big Sea, and "Aaron Douglas Chats about 

the Harlem Renaissance," available on Sakai. 
February 13: Selections from ]~he New Negro Thirty ~ars Afterward, available on Sakai. 

Study and discussion questions: 
What are the main points that Hughes and Douglas are making? Where do they overlap 
and where do they diverge? 

¯ Can you use Hughes’s and Douglas’s insights for your own research? How so? 
¯ What points do they raise that you would like to know more about? Where might you 

find that "something more"? 
How" do you evaluate the veracity of Hughes and Douglas? Do you believe them simply 
because they participated in the New" Negro movement? 
What are the major points that the selected pieces from The New Negro Thirty Years 
Afterward are making? The authors of these essays participated in the New Negro 
movement and many knew Alain Locke; how do you think their propinquity- to Locke 
and that movement - and the distance generated by thirty years - inform their ideas? 
How can you use the insights of the essays from 7he New Negro 7hitO, Years Afterward 
for your own research? How so? 

WEEK SEVEN (February 18, 20): Article analysis 
The Craft of Research, part III; Janken, "Civil Rights and Socializing in the Harlem Renaissance: 
Walter White and the Fictionalization of the ’New Negro’ in Georgia" (on Sakai). 

Study and discussion questions: 

How are the concepts of"civil fights by copyright," and New Negro consciousness 

manifested in the article on Walter White? 
¯ What argument is Janken making? 

~, What are examples of primary- and secondary sources that he uses? 

~, What did you learn? 
¯ Select one paragraph that interests you. Be ready to spend time examining how that 

paragraph is constructed. 



WEEK EIGHT (February 25, 27): Document analysis and annotated bibliography 
By llp.m, on SUNDAY, Februaly 23, send a copy of one of your primary sources to each 
member of the class, and upload that same document to Sakai for me. Be prepared on both days 
of this week to discuss ALL of the documents. We will take turns. What does it purport to be? 
What is its source? Why did you select it? What does it tell you? What doesn’t it tell you? 
How will you use it in your paper? Where do you go from here? 

By 8 a.m. on February 25, submit via Sakai a preliminary annotated bibliography that includes at 
least 4 primary and 3 secondary sources. Describe each source in two or more sentences and 
explain how you plan to use it. The proper format for this class is the Chicago notes-and- 
bibliography style; you can find it here: 
http://www2.1ib.unc.edu/instruct/citations/index.html?section=notes&page=l. Click through to 
find the appropriate Notes-Bibliography examples. If you have questions, consult a reference 
librarian. 

WEEK NINE (March 4, 6): Outline Workshop 
By llp.m, on SUNI)AY, A4~arch 2, email your introductory paragraph and a 2-page outline to 
each member of the class, and upload that same document to Sakai for me. During class this 
week you will break into groups to critique the outlines. For class, make sure that you have read 
each of the introductory- paragraphs and outlines for your group. Make notes on what you think 
your classmates have done well and how you think they can improve. This exercise is most 
successful if you provide critiques that are specific, fair and helpful. Offer compliments and 
criticism that can produce a stronger paper. 

WEEK TEN (March 11, 13): Spring Break 

WEED ELEVEN (March 18, 20): Outline Workshop + Research/Writing Day 
March 18: Continue from March 6. 
March 20: 2he Craft of Research, chapters 112-13. 
Class will convene on the first floor of Davis Library at 8 a.m. and will be devoted to researching 
and/or writing. 

WEEK TWELVE (March 25, 27): Documenting Sources 
Select one book from the secondary sources from your bibliography. Read it and prepare a 5- 
minute presentation for the class that focuses on the following questions: 

¯ What are the book’s major arguments? 
¯ What sorts of sources does it use? 
¯ How is it helpful for your own research? 
¯ What do you hope to do in the paper that is different from what this book does? 

This presentation will form the basis for the section of your paper that is devoted to literature 

review. 



WEEK THIRTEEN (April 1, 3): Rough Draft Workshop 
The Craft of Research, chapters 14-16 
By 5p.m. on SATURDAY, March 29, email your rough draft to each member of the class and 
upload it to Sakai for me. You need to have at least 15 pages written in order to receive credit for 
this assignment. For class, make sure that you have read the drafts from your group and be 
prepared to give feedback on them. Be prepared to respond to comments about your own work. 

WEEK FOURTEEN (April 8, 10): Library writing days 
On both days, bring your notes, laptops, and other necessary tools to Davis library for a final 
push on your papers. I will be available for consultation. 

WEEK FIFTEEN (April 15, 17): Paper presentations 
You will have roughly 20 minutes to highlight the maj or argument and evidence of your paper 
and field questions from the class. Do not read your paper or even skim through it. Instead, step 
back from the paper and think about the critical elements you wish to highlight and discuss. Feel 
free to use Power Point or handouts if you think they would be helpful. Also come prepared to 
ask questions of your colleagues. 

WEEK SIXTEEN (April 22, 24): Paper presentations, wrap-up 
Continue from previous week. 

Hard copy of the final draft of your paper is due April 24 at 8 a.m. Please upload to Sakai as 
well. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 12:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.,emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFOR1MATIONAI,] University Research Co~mcil (URC) Small Internal Grant Program 

Call for Proposals: University- Research Council (URC) Small Internal Grant Program 
Tenn: Spring 2014 
APPLICATI©N DEADLINE: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2014 
Types of Grants Available: 

Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of facul~z. They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research-related travel, research equipment or 
supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. The Council encourages the use of l_,ff~C grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as photographs, drawings, figures or tables, or permissions 
to reprint. A faculty member may submit only one L’RC proposal each semester - either research or publication. 

Eligibility’: Applicants must hold a faculty- rank (tenure, tenure-track, research professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, or instructors) or be professional librarians in the 
analogous librarian ranks. Preference is g~ven to less senior applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties 

Amount of Award: The maximum award is $5,000. 

Deadline: Spring 2014 (5:00PMMonday, Februa~ 24, 2014) 

*New Application Procedures: Applications are now being accepted by electronic submission The application has not changed, only the process for receiving the applications. ONYEN 
and password are required for online submission URC expects to send out award notices by early May 2014. 

Link to online application, regulations, and instructinns: 
http://research.uncedu/offices/vice-chancellor/pro~rams-proiects-servicesiDATA RES VCRED GRANTS. 

Direct inquiries tn the attention of B. Gall Whltfield (gail~ whitfield@unc.edu), URC Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor :[’or Research, CB# 4012, 307 Bynum ttal[. Telephone: 962-9333. 

PLEASE READ TttE DIR[~CTIONS CAR]blt:[~LI~Y FAII;URE TO FOL[~OW INS’KRUC~IIONS MAY CAUSE YOU[Z APPLICA~IION TO BE RI~JEC[[I~D PLEASE ATTAC[t ONLY ~IItE 
PAPERWORK RI{Q!ffESTI:.D. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Infonnatinn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Parker, Patricia S <psparker@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:21 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

[casdiversity] Fwd: Feb 27 Leadership Discussions on Mid-Career Faculty Development and Mentoring 

mapping the terrain-dezure.pdf; Supporting Faculty Productivity After Tenure.EAB.pdf 

Hello Eveuone, 

Here is a diversiW education opportunity that you tnight consi&r attending. Sumtnarized below is itffo~mation fiom David Kiel, Leadership Coordinator at the Center 

for Facul~ Excellence, including a link to the required registration. Lunch is provided. 

Pat 

What/~Vhe~Vhere: Leadership Discussion on Mentoring Programs Mid Career Faculty, noon to 1:30 p.sn on Feb. 27, in tile Freedosn Forum Conference Center on the 

third floor in Carroll Hall. Luncll is seswed. 

Background Readkng: Please find attached two axticles that you might find interesting amd usefi&The first is the report of a study’ by Deb DeZure at Michigan State 
Unives~ity that helps define the issues that mid-career faculty face. ~4a~otller is the Best Practices Report f?om the University Leadership Conncil on what major 
universities are doing to support mid-career faculty- development. 

Need: In our survey of deams amd depa~ment chairs in 2011, about hall" responded that they thought issues for mid-career faculty were at least as worthy of atlention as 
those affecting early career faculty, and some went so tax as to say- they were comfortable with their efforts on behalf of early career faculty but more concerned about 
what happens to their f:aculty in the years after tenure. 

As a consequence of these findings, this is the third yeas" we are devoting one of our snentoring series seminars to issues affecting mid-career f:aculty. 

I look forward to our discussion of what setninar participants see tile issnes are in their nnits, wllat they have tried, what is wor~ng, aa~d otller practices maJ~e sense in each 
unit, recognizing that each unit m~d discipline has a special culture amd history" that will alIEct their choices of how to suppor~t early career faculty. 

To register: 

https://reg.a bcsignuFcom!reg!e Covent_page.aspx?ek=OO52-OOO6-ca27476e397b43e88aOaa3abb400e816 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

U NC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.edu/a bout/kiel.html 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Feb 27 Leadership Discussions on Mid-Career Faculty Development and Mentoring 

Date: Tue, 18 Feb 2014 09:07:40-0500 

From:Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

To: Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Muller, Eric L <emuller@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you for registering for our Leadership Discussion on Mentoring Programs Mid Career Faculty’, noon to 1:30 p.m on Feb. 27, in the Freedom Fornm Conference 
Center on the third floor in Carroll Hall. Luncll is served. 

Please find attached m,o axticles that you might find interesting and usetM.The first is the report ofa stu@ by Deb DeZure at Miclligan State University tllat helps define 
the issues that mid-career faculty face. _Amother is the Best Practices Report from the University Leadership Council on wllat major univessities axe doing to support mid- 
career faculty development. 

In our survey of dewns asqd depaYtment chai~ in 2011, about half responded that they thought issues for mid-career faculty were at least as worthy of attention as those 
affecting early career faculty, amd some went so far as to say they were comfortable with their efforts on behalf of early career faculty but more concerned about what 
happens to their faculty in the years aAer tenure. 

As a consequence oftllese findings, this is the third year we are devoting one of our mentoring series seminars to issues a#’ecting mid-career faculty-. 
I look tbrward to our discussion of what seminar paxticipants see the issues are in their units, what they have tried, what is working, and other practices snake sense in each 
unit, recognizing that each unit amd discipline has a special culture and histow that will ai~;cct their clloices of how- to support early career faculty. 

Thanks t’or joining us. If you know of another faculty- leader who is interested in this topic, please invite them and forward the following link so they can register. 

https:!!reg.a bcsignup.com!reg/e Covent_page~aspx?ek=0052-0006-ca27476e397b43e88a0aa3abb400e816 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 



Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

U NC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.edu/about/kiel.html 

You are currently snbscribed to ca~tiversi~ as: regester~email.~mc.edu. 

T~nsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.ed~/u?id~992726~.6~689427b9e~c2~da4~2d7aaf~b799c7&n T&l casdiversits~&o 34273608 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34273608-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402dTaaf0b799c7,@]istserv.nnc.edn 
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id-career ti~cnlty comprise the 

largest compouent of the aca- 

denfic world’orce. But what do 

we really know about them? 

Wbm do they experience? What are their 

needs? What ~e ~e needs of the chNrs 

who t~" to supp(m, motivate, and evaluate 

fl~em? In contrast to fl~e l~ge a~d grow- 

ins body of empirical re~ch ou their 

early-career colleagues, the ~vsearch on 

fl~em is far from robust, off)ring relatively 

t~w suggestions for how best to g~de 

them through {he rest of their academic 

careers. ’-lNis is sympU>matic of ~e lack 

of attention, ~d even neglect, that mm~y 

~tfid-ca~eer flaculty experience. 

3% fill this gap, a group of research- 

ers at Michig~ State University con- 

ducted a study of mid-career tenured 

faculty and department cbNrs to "map 

the te~Nn" of the ~Nd-career experi- 

ence. Our research took place during 

a time of increased atteutiou to the 

condition and [k~mre prospects of the 

academic prol~ssion. Recent national 

publicatkms----such as Redfinking 

Faculty W(ark: IIigher Education’s 

Strategic Imperative by Gappa, Austin, 

and "Dice {2007) and 7he Americcm 

Faculty: The Restructuring q¢Aca- 

demic tgOrk and Careen, by Schuster 

and [Snkelstein (2006)--show that the 

demographic composition and work life 

of [iaculW are changing substantially; At 

the same time, policies and practices in- 

tended to support professors’ work and 

~pro[~ssional development have not kept 

pace with these dramatic changes in the 

profession. We concluded that research 

focusing on the lengtby mid-career 

years would help to inform the natioud 

conversation on the evolving acade~Nc 

~pro[~ssion as well as enrich ~personnel 

policies aud practices at iuNvidnal in- 

stitutions. 

This article describes our effor{s 

and summm’izes key themes and con- 

tested topics for the sake of faculty, 

~personnel committees, chNrs, faculty 

developers, aud other administrators 

cmmNtted to supporting their academ- 

ic colleagues. Although {he study’s 

findings and implications may be most 

relevm~t to other resem’ch universities, 

other Wpes of colleges and universi- 

ties may benefit l?om the methods, 

sights, and recommendations we offer 

and want to replicate or bulk] on the 

processes and practices described here 

on their own campuses. 

THE STUDY 

The context. Michigan State Uni- 

versity (MS U) is a large, public, land- 

grant, research university. The Office 

of Faculty and Organizational Develop- 

ment provides a comprehensive sup- 

port program for its 4,000 faculty and 

academic administrators. Like many 

similar faculty development programs, 

the office’s pfima’y focus has been to 

support early career tenure-track: fa.c- 

ulty, even though its misskm explicitly 

mandates support for "faculty across 

tbe career stages" in recognition tbat 

faculty may want and need difl)rent 

types of support and opportunities 

at difl~rent stages of their academic 

lives. Iu an eflk)rt to fulfill that broader 

~Nssion, we invited a group of MSU 

mid-career colleagues to share with us 

their experiences m~d needs and how we 

~Nght better support them. 

Mid-career challenges. Mid-career 

is the lengthy perked between the end 

of professors’ probationary years and 

{heir preparation h~r retirement. For 

most faculty members, these are the 

most productive and influential years of 

{he academic career, the stage in which 

most of their scholarly achievements 

occur and they assume important lead- 

ership and management roles in their 

institutions m~d Nsciplines (Baldwin 

and Chang, 2006). 

Developmental theories aud research 

suggest that nil&life and nfid-cm’eer 

pose distinctive challenges that color 

the uature of academic lily during this 

period. Levinson (1986) found that 

people in midlife (which often parallels 

the mid-career yem’s) pass through sig- 

nificant life transitions, in which they 

retbink their commitments and paths 

through life. Similarly, Hall {2002) sees 

nil&career as a time of reflection and 

reassessment. 

The short faculty ladder Nso affects 

{he nature of mid-career in academe. 

With only two potential promotkms 

over the course of a c~’eer, professors 

can reach the top of their professional 

ladder relatively quickly,, and extrinsic 

motivators such as tenure m~d promo- 

tion may decrease or disappear at that 

point (Norris, 2005). Mid-career faculty 

can easily reach a career plateau where 

professional goals are less clear, even 

while an array of attractive personal and 

professional options may be available. 

C}{ANGE * SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 200~ 
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The absence of motivating professkmal 

goals can cause professors to settle into 

a dull routine or begin to invest their 

energies in activiiJes outside of ~heir 

professional l~ves. 

F~het~ore, ~e iucreasingly diversi- 

fill facnlty appointment types 

digNle vs. ~n ~mtracC full-time vs. 

p~t-fime) al~ cma~s chNlenges 

mid-car~r llacuhy. Veteran ~enumd profes- 

sors have a speciN rcs~nsibility u~ ~rve 

their insfimtious ~d. acadenfic disdp~nes. 

However, as ~lleges and uNversities N re 

l~gcr numbers ofpm~ and [ull-thne fixed- 

term fac~lt}~ often wifl~ finfited d~fies 

(e.&, ~eachin~ wi~hom research or 

obligations), ma,~y permanent mid-career 

factflty are required to take (m ~rvice, ad- 

~NNs~’afive, ~d leaderstfip roles that u~d 

to be shared with a la~er ~hor~ of ~em~md 

m~d ten um-digible professors, q~ese 

added tasks cm~ eneroze professionN 

growth iu mkt-carccr, but they cau 

limit prot~s~)rs’ ability to h~vest in other 

impo~a~t roles. 

Goals. Our first goal was to better 

understand the mid-ca’eer faculty 

pefience by identifying: 

. What is expected of mid-cater 

faculty, 

. What ~ey experieu~ dnrh~g 

career, 

~VW W,CI-tA NGEMAG,OR G 

, "~q~ at challenges they encounter, 
. What professional support they re- 

ceive and wish to receive, and 
, X~’l~at challenges department chairs 

aud school directors encounter in sup- 
porting faculU at ~Nd-c~eer. 

Our second goal was to idcnfi[v prom- 
ising practices m~d make rcco~mncnda- 
fioas m entice snpport for faculU in the 
mi&tle years of the academic career. 

Method. Our study [ocu~d ou mid- 
c~eer faculU i~ two categories: one to 
five and six to 20 years after recdving 
torture. We assumed that the experiences 
of professors in the ye~s i~mnediately 
R)]lowing tclmre (one m five) would be 
quNitafively dif[~rent from the experi- 
ences of professors who were tither 
approaching or had attained the level of 
full pro~)ssor (six to 20). We 
selected pm~dpm~ts from the Colleges 
of Ar~s aud Letters, Commuuicafion 
Arts m~d Sdences, Natural Science, ~d 
Sodal Sdence. We o~Ntt~l professional 
schools, such as clinical medicine aud 
legal practice, to minimize the h~fluence 
of confonnding v~ables. Pm~dpm~ts 
clu&d mkLcareer facuhy and depamnent 
&airs who work with them. 

Our sample included 20 nfid-cm’eer 
proJ?s~)rs (ten one to five years and ten 
six to 20 years post-tenm’e) m~d 20 depart- 

merit &Nrs m~d school d.irectors (9 were 
asked R) focus on pro]~ssors one to five 
years post-tmmre, m~d ~ 1 R~cused on pro- 
lessors six to 20 ye~s post-tenure). The 
demographics o[ our sample ()) percen~ 
women, 10 percent people of colt0 ~e 
consistent with the distribution of nil& 
career llaculty in {he composite profile 
of fl~e Rmr colleges. (Iutercsfingl> the 
repre~ntafion of women ~d facnlty of 
color in the early-career cohort a~. MSU is 
consi&rably l~ger thm~ in the mid-career 
cohorts we studied, suggesting fi~rther 
diversification in the ~pipeline.) 

Each p~icipm~t was interviewed by 
two members of onr re~ch temn using 
semi-structured protocols. We employed 
standard qualitative data analysis pro- 
cednres m m~al3~ze the trm~scribed inter- 
views. Our inteut was to identify themes 
m~d patterns died by mnltiple partici- 
pm~ts. We mmlyzed tr~scripts as a team 
to euh ance inter-rater rdiaNlity. 

CHALLENGES 

High expectations: "More work is 

dmnped on you2’ Mid-cm’eer faculty 

encounter high expectations that grow 
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snbstantally in the posFtenure years. We 

learned that many department chairs ex- 

pect mid-c~eer professors to maintain or 

even enhance iheir level of perfommace 

after torture, especMly h~ the ~ea of re- 

seach ~d grm~ts. As one faculty member 

noted: "~e increased workload is almost 

bewildering?’ 

At the same time, once they become 

fi~ll-fledged members of {he academic 

community, faculU ~e expired to 

sume new roles ~d duties, h~ p~ticul~, 

sewice, leadership, and adminis{rafive 

rcspousiNlifies increase in mid-career, 

when mm~y profes~rs ae expecmd to 

become department chairs, head 

committees, and fill o0~cr important 

leadership m~d m~agemem roles. ~ese 

a&ted responsibilities can provide excit- 

h~g new chNleuges a~d oppoaunifies for 

Wot?ssio~d growth a ~Nd-c~eer but c~ 

also beco~tm N~rden~me if not ma, aged 

carcNlly and bNanced wifl~ ofl~cr impor- 

ter faculty ~cfio~s such as macNng, 

scholarship, and pro~ssional renewN. 

And eneqy levels vary post4enure. Some 

fi~ as the burden of ~eldng tent~re is 

lil~ed. More often, we heard that energy 

levels decrea~ in the post-tenure years. 

Neglect: "The mid-career NcnlV 

get less attentionJ’ Despite ~.heir increas- 

h~g respousiNliaes, mid-c~eer facnlU 

often feel neglected or t&en [br grated 

as depamnent chairs and ins{imtkms 

cus their attention and resources ou e~ly- 

c~eer ~d sta faculty. One profesmr 

us, "Everybo@ is cu{ loose after the as- 

sistant-professor stage," and ~other said, 

"To sum it all up, you’re wetty much left 

to your own devices?’ ~e~ sentiments 

were echoed in ~mments from 

ment chNrs. One obse~wed, "Once you’ve 

gotten tenure, you am sort olin charge of 

your own fate. Y(m’ve achieved a certain 

level of professional ma~’ity that indi- 

cates that {he department &)esn’t need 

oversee or nmiure your uext promoOon. 

That’s Mud of up to you?’ 

Relief: "The axe is removed from 

your back2’ At the same 0me, many of 

the pro[?smrs one to five yeas post-tenure 

told us that re~iving ~.enure was a liberat- 

h~g experience: "I just M~ed. I wasu’t 

gdng to ~ fu’ed. I just ~opped being 

nervous?’ A longer 6me~}ame R~r inquiry 

is m~other benefit of tenure. Several early 

post-tennre faculg~ told us how ~ey muld 

shift their focus ~om shor~-range ~o 

longer-mm~ projects thaC in some ca~s, 

enabled them to pt~rst~e deeper ~d more 

~o 

complex re,arch questionslproblems. 

What’s next?: "Now what do I 

do? What am I gob~g to be known 

fi~r?" For many, mid-career signals a 

period of confusion a~d reassessmem, 

where the defining quesdon becomes, 
"What do I do now?" The uncertainty 
ihat may accompany mid-career came 
through iu several of our :faculty lurer- 
views. One participant told us, "You 
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reach a certain plateau and you’ve 

been aiming there for a long time, and 

you get there, and you look around and 

say, ’What’s next?’" Another colleague 

described a similar co, undrum: "How 

do you know what your options are? I 

don’t." 

Faculty roles m~d responsibilities defi- 
nitely evolve &~fing mid-career. For some 
it ~ems to be a gradual process of expan- 
siou: "I’ve grown. I thM~ more about 
the depariment ... Before it was about 
me, and about how many publications I 
could get. I found myself reflecting more 

"WW W.CI-tA NGEMAG+OR G 
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on issues that affeci the larger institution 

instead of personal ones?’ Olhcr faculty 

seek to ~enegofiate their roles t~ focus 

new interests or ~o reorder their priorities. 

Adapting to change: "The biggest 

cha~enge is ~o remMn compefifive~’ The 

challenges thai accompany mid- 

career can be a [unction of mpefi fiou ~d 

age: "Teac~g d~e same coupe over ~d 
over. I~ can be more Ng?cul~?’ O~hers 

noted, "You get fu~ber [?om the studeuks. 

.~ecdotes, humor don’t age we~?’ Some 

challenges ~)mc l}om the outside. Many 

faculty we interviewed told us it is difficult 

to k~p up wi~ d~ges N fl~ek rapidly 

ew)lving ~fisdpfines. ~fis s~ms to be a 

concern eswcially among faculty who 

ha~,e b~n tenured for mo~e th~ five ye~s. 

To some extent, this is a ~ncfion of 

the growth of knowledge and shifting 

Nscipfin~" paadigms. But it may also 

reflect changing levels of motivation: 

"’-lNe biggest challenge is staying inter- 

ested, staying afire, staying engaged. It’s 

difficnl{ to do after 20 years"’ A [b~ard- 

thinking colleague conveyed a concern 

that m~y ~Nd-caeer profes~rs hm’bor: 

"How am I going to do ano{her 20 years 

of this’?" 

Unclear goals: "The other big chal- 

lenge is figuring out my trajectory: 

What do I do [br the next 13 years?" 

The less well-defined goals of the post- 

tenure years ~pose a problem for many 

mid-career Wol)ssors. When goals such 

as tenure m~d promotion m’e no longer 

externally imposed, faculb, must dcvek)p 

ones flint can motivate and direct their 

best efforts. TNs situation is compficated 

R~r some nfid-ca~eer prol~ssors by vague 

perRmnauce expectations, including what 

is required for promotion to NIl 

sot. Dcparm~cnt chairs’ assumptions that 

mid-career factflty will do more and do it 

better does not help professors set prior- 

des and concentrate {heir efforts where 

they will reap the most benefit. 

The absence of concrete, motivating 

goals can lead to a loss of p~x)fcssional 

momentum or even disengagement. 

ob~rvation of one ~Nd-c~eer wofes- 
sor clearly conveys ~heir importance: 

"I looked ~ound at faculty.., a~d I was 

reNly Nghtened by how m~y bitter old 

men there were .... h%n’ve got to figure 

out how to make people want to come to 

won when they ~’e 60 years old." 

Special challenges related to gen- 

der, race, ethnieitN sexual orienta- 

tion, and age: ’%nyone who is not 

mainstream has higher stresses2’ 

Faculty and chairs/directors of both 

genders and all races observed that 

women and faculty of color continue 

Io have special challenges during mid- 

career. Many noted that these faculty 

members ~e apt to have higher ser~,ice 

demands than men do, due to studem 

requests for mentoring aud participa- 

tion on connNttees. As one chMr noted, 

"[The minority ~aculW] are the hardest 

to protect." They also noted that women 

often ha~,e less access to information 

and input, and department decisions 

may be made during informal discus- 

sions in which they ~’e not included. 

Challenges related to work-lfl? bal- 

~ appe~cd rcpea~dly: "I am R~rccd 

to choo~ a lot ~d I sacrifi~ a lot Nl ~e 

time. My faItfily gets the shoi~ stick?’ As 

oue chd~r aud senior fac~ty member ob- 

~r~,ed: ’A lot of fl~em have worked ve~" 

haiti lbr the firs~ ten years here, and ~hey 

havcu’ t th(mght much about balandng 

fl~eir fi~,es. TheyX, e b~n mostly m~ried 

~o being a pro~cs~)r and the p~vssures of 

fmnily life arc goiug to catch np with 

I tN~ ~ere is a moment of m~da with yore 

~i~mily that occurs?’ But while bofl~ men 

~d women in mid-career juggle c~cers 

with dfild-remng, women have spedM 

challenges associated wi~h child-bemng 

((me to five ye~s post-~nnrc) ~d suppoS- 

ing aging p~nts (six m 20 ye~s). 

In micnce depamncnts with laige 

nnmbers of internati(mM faculty, chairs 

Mso noted that ~me of tho~ faculty may 

experience stress when they are asked 

in early mid-car~r to leM commitmes 

fl~at include elders from fl~eir countries of 

origin, which may violate their cultural 

norms. Some of the~ spedM challenges 

go undetected b~au~ it may not feel safe 

~o admit to this type of cuhural c(mflict. 

Special challenges for chairs and 

directors: "Time and money?’ The 

most fkeqnemly cited challenges got 

chairs in supporting mid-career facul ty 

were lixNtations of time and budget. 

Given these linfitafions, mos~ chairs 

~Elt tb at pre-tenure assistant pro~Essors 

should be their priority and they al- 

located ~heir resources accordingly. 

they had more time and/or even modest 

amounts of Nscretionary tkmd s, many 

said ~hey would do more to suppor~ 

mid-career faculV. 

A second set of chMlenges reined to 

~he limited ability and trMning of chairs 

to m~dcrstm~d the needs of mid-career 
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facnliy, how to motivate later ~tfid-career 

faculty, and how to deal with thorny 

persormel and human-resource issues. 

Chairs also were nnclear about what 

support was available at the university to 

assist faculty with career development° 

Last but not leasi, some chairs lhlt ihat 

expectat’|(ms fi~r tenure and promotion 

left them without flexibility to respond 

to individnal needs and situations. 

NUPPORTING 

~’][ID-CAREER FACULTY 

Aid and encouragement° The good 

news is that throngh a~mual reviews and 

both formal and intbrmal conversalions 

with faculty, dep~tment chd~rs can en- 

snre that nfid-c~eer facnlty snstNn ~eir 

productivity and continue to grow 

align their ef]brts with the goals of fl~eir 

refit, their college, and the institution. 

~ey can provide in~e~ersonal support, 

g~dance, problem-solving, mentoring, 

networNng, bridge Nnding, rew~ds, 

and motivation ~br faculty at all stages. 

Chairs noted that it is hnportant to 

individ~Nize and diversify approaches 

to support, opdons, and rewards, tNk~r- 

ins them to the needs of each faculty 

member. Many noted the importance 

of listenin~ to faculty ("I listen ~o ~hem. 

I talk to them") and of h~te~ersonN 

reg~d: Getung h~m revolved and show- 

ing him ~hat he was valued. ~mt seemed 

to make the biggest difference." Other 

chNrs noted that even smNl amounts of 

money and small rewards can fuel pro- 

ducdvity, reaping significant benefits for 

stalled faculty. Both facnlty ~d chNrs 

noted that mid-career faculty, like their 

earl y-career colleag ues, might benefit 

from mentoring and its newest variant, 

mutual men to~ing. 

Although ~me progr~ns and ~rvices 

to assist ~Nd-career faculty ~’e avNl- 

able, chairs and faculty did not seem 

to know about them------which may say 

more about the inadequacy of publicity 

than ~he quality of ~he programs. While 
sabbaticals ~e nsegul lbr renewal and 

retooling, they are seen as problematic 

by many liacnlty due ~o high costs, lim- 

ited availability, and travel limi rations 

for dual-career couples m~d fm~filies 

with children. Hence they are due 

review and revision to better meet the 

needs of a changing professoriate. 

~a~ni~g and developme~t. One 

clear theme was the need fi~r more 

trNning and development for ~Nd- 

career facnlty, as well as for chairs in 

their efibrts to support mid-career fac- 

ulty 

Newly tenured faculty want informa- 

tion on what to expect, what is expected 

of them, how to succeed, pitfalls to 

avoid, m~d opdon s ~o pursue. MS U of- 

fers a wogram for We-tenure faculty on 

how to "survive ~d thrive in the tenm’e 

system" and is abont to lannch a similar 

one R)r newly tenured faculty to help 

them envision the terrNn of the ~fid- 

career experience and how to maxi~tfize 

fl~dr opportunities. Many of the finNngs 

from this study will be presented, Nong 

with comments by ~tfid-career faculty 

who have been highly success[ul but 

taken very v~’ied c~eer pa~s. 

Newly ~enured faculty Nso want train- 

ins in the leadership and manageriN skills 

they need m succeed in the new roles ~d 

~vsp(msibilities they are asked to assnme 

during mid-career. Although MS U 

m~y types of leadership development 

R)r academic administrators, i~ is about 

to initiate programming for faculty in 

more informN leadership roles on person- 

nel and search comnfittees, task R~rces, 

research tc~ns, and large labs, 

for those who wish m explore acade~Nc 

admiNstration as a career o~ptkm. 

Chairs i n particul ar indi care a need 

for more trNning in how to handle 

conflic~ management, personnel issues, 

and career development, including how 

to support the needs of ~Nd-career and 

seasoned faculty. ~ese will be offered 

as part of ongoing leadership develop- 

merit for acade~Nc ad.~Nnistrators. 

D~se~pl~nary, departmentM 

progrmnmatie dif[~renees. While 

many themes crossed college and disd- 

plinary boundaries, a ~w are particular 

to certain disciplines and programs. 

In the STEM discipfines (science, 

technology, engineering and math), 

many faculty and ch~rs discussed the 

difficulty of chasing ~eas of research 

due to the high cos~ of laboratories 

and equipment and fl~e problem of get- 

ring funded in new areas in which the 

researcher has no track record. As one 

faculty member noted, "Yon’re chNned 

to your equipment." Several scientists 

noted the need for secondary star~-up 

packages and bridge funding when ar- 

eas of research have run their course. 

Disci~plines and snb-~Ssciplines dif- 

fer in their expectations for peer col 

laboration and whether they provide a 
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social network to keep faculty engaged 
during mid-career. Facul ty as disparate 
as musicians who play in faculty en- 
sembles and scientists involved in large 
research labs appear to benefi t from 
expectations for ongoing collaboradom 
in contras~ to those in fields tbat require 
[aculU to work alone, isolated ~d 
connected from the work of thNr peers. 

An even more pervasive Nff?cuhy is 
how the experiences of mid-cm’~r faculU 
in differem progrmns wit~ fl~e same 
&par~.ment can be very cliff?rent, o~en 
exa~rbafiug fl~e inequi6es iu how we sup- 
port or fNl to support ~N&c~eer facul~,. 
Chairs and depamnen{ members n~d to 
acknowledge Nil)fences in rcvmrces and 
professional grow~ oppormNfies wit~ 
their uniks and ~5st~ibnte discmtiona~T 
rc~mrees, particnlm’ly those R~cu~t on 
professional development, ~ ~at Nl fac- 
ulty ~nefit. ~is wacti~ can N~) sen, e 
rciufor~ tl~e collective idcnfiU and well- 
beNg of ~e dep~tment as a whole. 

Participation in the study. One 
anticipated outcome of this study was 
the gratitude and thanks we received 
for conducting this study and for shed- 
dins light on tbe needs of mid-career 
faculty. M~y partidpants observed 
tbat the {o~pic is important N~{ too often 
neglected. Others, particularly from 
among the chNrs, indicated both during 
and after the study {hat participation 
led m changes in their own awareness, 
attitudes, and practices. Some chNrs 
returned to their departments and began 
to tNk witb their faculty individually 
about their needs. Some began to meet 
witb o~.her chairs about how ~.hey might 
better support mid-career faculty in 
their colleges. The study itself offers a 
compelling, if labor-intensive, way to 
focus attention on mid-career facnl ty or 
other groups that live beneath the rad~ 
screen of our institutions. 

CONTESTED TOPICS 

While the prior section identified re- 

curreut tbemes in the dma that reflected 

high degrees of agreemeut across facnlty 

and chairs, this one identifies topics about 

which there was signi ficaut Nsagreement. 

Indeed, the data were N-model, with re- 

sp(mdenis agreeing or di sagreeing often 

str(mgly about significant issnes. 

Mid-career facu|ty need and de- 

serve support. Many respondents indi- 

cated that :faculty should have support 

throughout their academic careers as 

tbey evo] ve and as expectaii()ns change. 

But some said tbm given the li~fited 

time and resources available to chairs, 

tbey shi)uld focns tbeir a~.~.ention and 

efforts on early-career [acuity. Others 

disagreed even more strongly, indicat- 

ing ~.hat having a~.~.ained ~ennre, t)acnhy 

members should be independent schol- 

ars and self-starters capable of support- 

ing ~hemselves. As one chair noted, 

"They get less, and they deserve less." 

Expectations for promotiou aud 

merR increases should be broadened 

and differentiated. Some responden ts 

inNcated that at a reseach tmiversit3~ 

research productivity should be the 

primary criterion lk)r promotion, with 

teaddng, service, ~d outreach/engage- 

ment as secondary criteria. Others felt 

that a large research university 

acco~mnodate nfid-cm’eer ~d senior 

faculty who make meaningfifl comriN> 

tions to the university in varied ways 

(e.g., through teaching, outreach, ad- 

minis~.radon), and ~.hat as [hcnliy age, 

promotion criteria should be broad- 

ened. As one chNr noted, we should 

take "serionsly ~.he notion ihat people’s 

careers or interests in research m~d pub- 

lishing ~Nght ch~ge over a life spare 

... not penalizing someone who says 

’l don’t wm~t to do research anymore. 

I’ve do~e enough of it. I’d rather focus 

on teaching and outreach or graduate 

students.’... I don’t see why people 

shouldn’t have broader options." 

Expectatim~s ~or tenure a~d pro- 

motion should be very specific. Mm~y 

facuRy ~d some d~Nrs inNcated a 

~prei~rence h)r very spedfic criteria 

tenure aud promotion, while mm~y chNrs 

and some faculty prei?rred broader, less 

specific criteria that fit a wide rm~ge of 

faculty profiles, appointments, and situ- 

ations. TSose who preferred spedfic 

crite~ a in(Scated that they ~provide clar- 

ity of expectations in whicb tbere may 

be less room for subjectivity m~d bias to 

creep into the evaluation process. 

Chairs should not reveal anything 

about the deliberations for tenure 

and promotion. Some respondents 

felt that tbe details m~d reasoning 

hind the tenure decisio~ should remNn 

~private, known only by the personnel 

committee, the cbNr, aud the dean. 

ers felt that the chNr should make the 

reasoning a,~d deliberations behind the 

tenure decision clear. More specifically, 

some respondents felt that faculty who 
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barely made tenure should only be told 
that they made tenure, while others fcl t 
that faculU who b~ely made tenure 
needed to be informed of 

AI~ ~culty should receive the same 
type of annual ~e~ regardless of 
~reer s~ge. At MSU a]l faculty have 
~mnual review. Given the time consn’2mts 
of &Nrs, facnl~, ~d review co~mN~s, 
~)me respondents indicated {ha{ all 
mnure a~sistm~t profes~>rs sh(mld have an- 
nun reviews but that ass~iate pmfes~rs 
and tiff1 pro~ssom could be reviewed on 
a cycle of two to five yearn. Ofl~er respon- 
dents t~lt ~at ~e ~nal review ~es m~ 
impormn~, pu~o~ in keeping *iaculU on 
n’ack providing tx>th summative and for- 
mative re.back fi’om d~Nrs m~d enab~ng 
chaks to intervene as ne~ted. 

It is appropriate for a chair/direc- 
tor to advise a facuRy member to 
c~ange Ms/her specializatim~ or field 
of study. Some respondents 1)1 t that 
faculty should be expected to align, 

and, if necessar> redirect thdr research 
to tl~e needs and direction of their pro- 
gram, department, college, a~d univer- 

si % These interests are often calibrated 
to tl~e availability of external funding, 
the evolution of discip~nes and inter- 
disciplines, and insd rational ca~padty. 
Other respondents felt that academic 
fl’eedom enables faculU to pursue their 
academic imerests independem of 
chm~ges i n dep~tmen tal m~d college 
interests and priorities. 

CONCLUSION 

Faculty at mid-career share com- 
mon a~tribntes (e.g., their staius as 

veteran professors, middle age) and 
experience some similar challenges 
(e.g., keeping up with changing 
fields, leadership expectaiions), no 
matter where they work in higher 
education. Nevertheless, the nature 
of mid-career is greatly influenced 
by the institutional environment in 
which one works. Is the environment 
static and predictable or is it dynamic 
and supportive? Does it lock profes- 
sors into standard roles and respon- 
sibilities or provide opportunities for 
invigorating new projects m~d con- 
tinuing professional growth? 

Higher-education institutions must 
look at their mid-career faculty in con- 
text in order to understand them 
and serve their professional develop- 
men t needs efl)cd vel> It is important 
to ask, What are the ~Nd-career faculU 
issues here? Which of the promising 
practices presen ted i n the four tables 
accompanying ~fis m’ficle would work 
in this environment and which would 
not? Where does our instituthmal com- 
munity strand on the contested issues 
regarding facuhy in mid-career? How 
can we support the mid-cm’ecr faculty 
who play essential roles i~ the life of 
our institution? 

Asking mid-cm’eer faculty m~d 
partment chNrs what they experience 
and what support they need may be the 
most "promi0ng practice" of all. Care- 
ful study og a~d informed i~sfim~onal 
dialogue on, mid-career faculty are 
each essentiM to give Otis importm~t and 
changing segment of the faculty the at- 
tendon and support they deserve.N 
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I. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Heightened Focus on Faculty Productivity 

While supporting faculty productivity is a longstanding concern within higher education, and post-tenure 

review processes at many institutions are well over a decade old, a range of factors have made these 

issues an urgent concern at research universities: 

Financial stresses forcing institutions to look for ways to reduce costs and increase productivity 

Heightened external scrutiny of faculty productivity as the public looks for explanations for the 

rising cost of higher education 

Faculty hiring freezes requiring existing faculty to take on more responsibilities 

Slow down in faculty retirements reducing the ability to replace late career faculty with new hires 

Ambitious institutional research goals that depend on higher levels of faculty productivity 

In the past, unproductive faculty were tolerated and administrators had few effective mechanisms for 

encouraging them to improve or leave the institution. In the current environment, many administrators 

feel that they need a more rigorous approach to managing faculty productivity. 

Specific Questions for this Research Report 

A number of the provosts in the Colonial Group asked the Council to investigate effective approaches to 

supporting tenured faculty whose productivity has fallen short of expectations. At first, the request 

focused specifically on formal post-tenure review processes, but conversations with additional members 

of the group as well as with other research contacts encouraged us to look more broadly at the full range 

of support and development mechanisms for tenured faculty. 

Specific questions addressed in this research include: 
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Concentrating Scarce Review Resources on Classic 
"Stall Points" 

Productivit37 

Evidence (both empirical and anecdotal) indicates that formal post-tenure review processes 
are rarely effective at improving faculty productivity. Many faculty, administrators, and 

public officials view post-tenure review as a means of ’~getting rid of the deadwood." Contacts, 

however, indicate that punishment for underperformance rarely leads to improvement, for three 

reasons. First of all, administrators have ve~ few levers available to punish underproductive 

faculty members--withholding merit increases, refusing sabbaticals, and increasing teaching 

loads are the most common. Secondly, faculty rarely respond to negative incentives or threats of 

punishment by increasing productivity. More commonly, they reduce engagement with the 

department and become embittered. Finally, few administrators are willing to impose punitive 

measures, particularly department chairs who see themselves more as colleagues than as 

super-visors. Post-tenure review processes typically fall into the "lose-lose" category of 

ineffective policies that face significant political resistance from the faculty. 

Interviews confirm that the stereotypical "lazy professor" is a rarity. Declines in 
productivity after tenure typically arise from a range of predictable and addressable issues, 

such as increases in administrative responsibilities, new family obligations, or changing 
research interests. The rigor of the tenure process and the hiring process (particularly in the 

current competitive environment) means that faculty are ahnost without exception highly 

competent and (initially at least) highly motivated. Supporting faculty to overcome these 

tempora~3~ roadblocks to productivity is more effective than punishing faculty for failing to meet 

expectations. 

Supporting high potential or "star" faculty is more likely to bring productivity gains than 
trying to remediate the lowest performers. Data show that a handful of high performing 

faculty are responsible for most of the research productivity in each department or program. 

Contacts recommend that review processes that focus on overcoming temporary. setbacks and 

expediting promotions for top performers are more effective than those that emphasize sanctions 

for the least productive. 

There are three critical turning points in a typical faculty member’s career where 
interventions can significantly improve productivity. Poor faculty decisions combined with 

mentor inattention at these moments can lead to years of low productivity. Faculty review and 

development processes should focus on interventions at each of these moments where faculty 

enter a new career stage. 

The "Post-Tenure Slump" (1 to 5 years after tenure): Immediately after receiving 

tenure, faculty are often overwhelmed by new teaching and service requirements and 

require time to restart their research agenda after completing a full cycle just before 

tenure. 

The "Perennial Associate Professor" (10 to 15 years after tenure without 
promotion): Those facul~ who fail to recover from the post-tenure slump or whose 

interests shift away from scholarly research may find (often to their surprise) that they are 

unprepared at promotion time. This group can often become embittered as they feel that 

they have been unsupported, unappreciated, and even betrayed by their department. 
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The "Retired in Place Professor" (5 to 10 years before retirement eligibility): 
Productivity naturally declines for most faculty as they approach the end of their career, 

and yet despite a lack of engagement, many postpone retirement, hoping that the longer 

they wait the better the retirement package they will receive or fearing the loss of identity 

that can come from abandoning one’s life work. 

Attributes of Forward-Looking Reviews 

Pre-tenure faculty undergo effective, regular reviews, but the emphasis on feedback and 

clear expectations are not carried into post-tenure periods. The tenure process itself is widely 

acknowledged as highly effective, bnt few institutions maintain that kind of rigorous evaluation 

post tenure. Clearly defining expectations, mentoring, and regular feedback should all be a part 

of the review process after tenure. 

Department chairs and deans should emphasize forward-looking planning rather than 

backward-looking reviews, laying out clear expectations and specifying resources available 

to support faculty development. This future-oriented planning contrasts with the retrospective 

reviews that comprise most post-tenure review processes. Addressing obstacles to productivity, 

identifying development resources, preparing for promotion, and crafting professional goals at 

these key points can preempt the losses of professional direction that cause underperformance. 

Faculty productivity problems can often be traced to the failure of department chairs and 

deans to communicate expectations clearly and to conduct effective reviews. Senior 

administrators should provide training for these individuals so that they may conduct more 

effective reviews. Regular feedback and intensive annual reviews should be administrative 

priorities. 

Investments for Provost Consideration 

Contacts suggest that even relatively small efforts when properly timed and targeted can 

help associate faculty reinvigorate research productivity. Small investments at critical stall 

points can reinvigorate research and prevent a faculty member from becoming 

unproductive. While the probationary period rightly remains the focus of much investment, 

contacts stated that tenured faculty respond positively to small financial rewards and more 

engagement from department chairs and deans. Effective review processes, mentoring networks, 

and low cost professional development resources may ultimately reduce time necessary for 

intensive post-tenure review processes focused on problematic faculty. 

Provosts should consider the follo~ving financial investments and policy initiatives to help 

faculty maintain productivity. 

Small grants ($2,000) to help associate professors maintain research productivity 

Childcare grants for faculty seeking to travel for research 

Training for associate professors on how to balance scholarship, service, and teaching 

responsibilities after tenure 

Setting expectations for promotion (including a date for review) in the year after tenure 

Having faculty update a five year development plan at every annual review 
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Asking all of the full professors in the department to review the work of the associate 

professors each year so that department chairs can provide more objective and detailed 

feedback 

Training for deans and department chairs regarding conducting effective reviews 

Creation of new professional pathways for tenured faculty based on interests other than 

research productivity 

Revision of promotion and tenure guidelines to include guidelines for evaluation of new 

types of scholarship, such as engaged scholarship or interdisciplinary research 

o Retirement plans that enable faculty to gradually decrease their responsibilities over a 

period a years and that provide financial incentives to retire before a certain age 

Though contacts recognize the extraordinary difficulty in determining specific expectations 

for faculty productivity and performance, establishment of clear performance guidelines 

helps faculty members maintain productivity and achieve promotion in a timely fashion. 
More institutions have engaged third-party faculty research productivity firms, such as Academic 

Anal~ics, to more accurately understand faculty and departmental productivi~. Their large 

databases can help institutions identify peer programs and compare productivity across a range of 

research metrics, allowing each department to weight metrics differently. 
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III. SOURCES 

In this short-answer custom research project, the University Leadership Council research team 
conducted 18 interviews with individuals at major research universities, both public and private. 
The inter¥iews focused on the effectiveness of post-tenure review, challenges throughout faculty 

careers, and methods for encouraging faculty professional development and growth. The team 
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inte~’iews. 
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WHY TRADITIONAL POST-TENURE REVIEW DOESN’T WORK 

Post-Tenure Review Implemented Primarily at Public Universities in 
Response to External Attacks on the Privileges of Tenure 

Over the past 30 years, perceptions that tenured faculty were accountable to no one led public officials 

and governing boards to call for tenured faculty review policies and penalties for underperformance. 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, post-tenure review emerged as a response to these calls and to the 

end ofmandatolT retirement in 1994. 

According to Licata and Morreale, most institutions with formal post-tenure review enacted policies 

around 1995. A 2003 study of 372 graduate institutions in the United States found that 59 percent of 

respondents at public institutions reported that the motivation for post-tenure review policies arose from 

external sources such as legislatures or governing boards. 

Given their political oversight, public institutions adopted the practice at a much higher rate than privates. 

The 2003 study found that 59 percent of public research institutions surveyed had implemented post- 

tenure review processes but only 6 percent of private research universities) Among 41 Association of 

American Universities (AAU) members responding to a 2001 survey, 22 public institutions and 2 private 

institutions maintained post-tenure review policies. 

Post-Tenure Review Processes Can Be Triggered by Underperformance or 
Applied Regularly to All Faculty 

~Ltcata and iMorreale define post-~ 

tenure review as "a s~vstematic, 

comprehensive process, separate 

from the annual review, and aimed 

specifically at assessing performance 

and/or nurturing facul& growth and 

development." 

"Post-Tenure Review." 2001.; Licata, 

Christine M. and Joseph C. Morreale. 

Post-Tenure FaculW Review and 

Renewal: Experienced Voices. Bolton, 

MA: anker. 20_~ 

Post-tenure review processes are a supplement to annual 

review processes, intended to be more comprehensive with 

a broader set of potential consequences than simply 

consideration for merit raises. Post-tenure review comes in 

a variety of flavors, the most significant distinction being 

between regularly scheduled and triggered reviews. 

¯ > Regularly-scheduled post-tenure review: These 

reviews occur at specific time intervals (typically 5-7 

years). All tenured faculty undergo post-tenure review 

unless a retirement-eligible individual agrees to retire 
within a specified number of years. According to contacts, 

very few faculty members receive unsatisfactory or 

negative regularly-scheduled post-tenure reviews. 

*:. Triggered post-tenure review: Depending on the 

institution, a specified number of unsatisfactory annual 
reviews in a given timeframe resuks in a comprehensive post-tenure review. According to 
contacts, ve~T fe~v faculty members undergo triggered post-tenure reviews each year. Among 
faculty who do undergo triggered post-tenure review, most successfully complete development 
plans or elect to retire prior to the imposition of sanctions. 

~ Aper, Jeffrey and Judith Fry. "Post-Tenure Review at Graduate Institutions in the United States: 
Recommendations and Reality." The Jounkal of Higher Education, Vol. 74. No. 3. MayiJtme 2003. Pp. 241-260.; 
Association of American Universities. "Post-Tenure Review." 2001.; Licata, Christine M. and Joseph C. 
Morreale. Post-Tenure Faculty Review and Renewal III: Outcomes and Impact. BoltolL MA: Anker. 2006. 
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IV. WHY TRADITIONAL POST-TENURE REVIEW DOESN’T WORK 

While intelwiews indicated a broad consensus on post-tenure review policies across institutions, faculty 
leaders and senior administrators are typically reluctant to impose any significant penalties for 
underperformance. None of our contacts evidenced any real appetite for "putting teeth" in the policy. 
One reason is the limited sanctions available to administrators. 

©) 2012 The Advisow Board Company 10 



IV. WHY TRADITIONAL POST-TENURE REVIEW DOESN’T WORK 

n~ativ~ ~vi~w p~p~d by facfilty * iI~t~ previ~ thre~ ar~ 

! n~gafiv ~v~w~ ! ! ~6mm~ m~;t ~6~d~t 

¯ Faculty members who 
receive poor annual 

¯ Regular review eve~ reviews must complete 
five years Professional Improvement 

¯ Triggered review Depagmental post- Agreements 
University H arises from a "below tenure review ¯ Another review with 

expectations" rating commi~ee possible sanctions such as 
during any five-year reassignment of duties, 
period loss of sabbaticals, sala~ 

freeze, salad" reduction, 
demotion, or dismissal 

A three-year professional 

¯ Regular review eve~N Depa~mental          development plan approved 
University J      seven years           personnel commi~ee by the depagmental 

personnel committee, 
depa~ment chair, and dean 

I w 11 ] fig ~ ~ g ~ i m p re v 
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IV. WHY TRADITIONAL POST-TENURE REVIEW DOESN’T WORK 

Studies Find Little Positive Impact on Productivity from 
Punitive Post-Tenure Review 

Higher education scholars began researching the effects and responses to post-tenure review during the 

late 1990s, including a decade-long study from the American Association for Higher Education that 

resulted in three published volumes. They found that while faculty and administrators almost universally 

acknowledged the political benefits of having a post-tenure review process, there was little evidence that 

the process had measurable impacts on facul~ productivity. 

Licata and Morreale summarize, "The majority of respondents were neutral on questions related to policy 

effect [on faculty work, professional development, and career planning]. Only results from two 

institutions [out of nine case study institutions] showed clear positive impact on faculty performance or 

development... This result matches previous reported findings by researchers: post-tenure review does 

not directly improve faculty performance (Ernest, 1999; Johnson, 1990; O’Meara, 2003); is least effective 

with low-perfornfing facul~" (Reisman, 1986); and has little measurable impact on the institution or value 

to faculty (Wesson & Johnson, 1991; Wood, 2000). ’’z 

The problem, they found, lies not so much in the formal process itself but in the fact that ritualistic 

compliance was commonplace, involving little actionable feedback or meaningful follow-through after 

the review. They described three major reasons why particular policies were considered ineffective by 

faculty and administrators: 

The review shows little evidence of positive outcomes 
The review is not taken seriously because there is no significant follow-up action to the review 
The review is not taken seriously because there are no sanctions for poor performance or rewards 
for outstanding performance 

Ultimately, few institutions have found post-tenure review to be a solution to the challenge of supporting 
faculty productivity. It is too often a perfuncto~ process that consumes valuable faculty time and 

attention. 

~ "Bridging Results to Practice," pp. 97-115 in Licata and Morreale (2006), p. 100-101. However, other 

studies point to some tangible results, see p. 102. 
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IV. WHY TRADITIONAL POST-TENURE REVIEW DOESN’T WORK 

Still Controversial 

"Nearly a decade late~; post-tenure review has not translated into significant firings of either 

lazy pro~ssors or controversial ones. But this extra layer of evaluation continues to split 

academics. Some credit it with singlehandedl~v saving tenure; others’ suggest that it has 

quietly watered clown Jbculty authority, eroded tenure, and encouraged faculty to focus on 

quantity over quality. " 

Montell, Gabriella. "The Fallout from Post-Tenure Review." The Chronicle of Higher 

Education. October 17, 2002. 

©) 2012 The Advisow Board Company 13 



V. FACULTY PRODUCTIVITY STALL POINTS 

The typical approach in post-tenure review is to identi~ underperfonners after they have failed to meet 

expectations for a number of years and then to recommend sanctions or specific development 

opportunities. The underlying assumption is that the cause of the underperformance lies with the 

individual and can only be addressed after years of documentation. Research contacts, however, 

described fairly predictable phases of the post-tenure faculty career when productivity tends to decline for 

well-known reasons. The chart below summarizes common experiences. 

Faculty Productivity Stall Points 

Tenure Promotion 
Awarded to Full 

Age 

55-60 

The Probationary ................................. %, 
Pe riod 

° Clear expe ctations 
° Protected from ~ 
.... :~ ~.,:~:~_~.~ ¯ New teaching, service, ¯ Never recovered frorff~ " Disengaged from 

. Mulhple support~~ an~] ramify o~)dgations post-tenure stump % teacning an~] researcn 

mechanisms ~ 
.Lackofclearexpectations .Interestsshiffedaway % .Waitingforabetter 

"~ .Time to ramp up new from research ~ retirement pac~ge 

~ 
research prog~m ¯ Frustrated and puzzled ¯ Worried about life after 

Pre-Tenure ~5+ Years After 
AfterTenure Tenure 

The chart above plots research productivity (however defined) over a typical faculty career. The focus is 

on research productivity (rather than teaching or sen4ce) since it remains the primary consideration for 

tenure and promotion at research universities. Also, teaching and service productivity expectations tend to 

vary in less predictable ways across individuals and over a career. Tenure, promotion to full professor, 

and age 55 to 603 (marked in the graph above) represent critical points in a faculty member’s career. 

These three critical junctures approximately mark the beginning of three challenging cohorts: those in a 

post-tenure slump, perennial associate professors, and "retired in place" senior faculty. 

3 Some senior faculty renrain highly productive well beyond retirement eligibility and certainly beyond age 55. The 

selection of age 55 or 60 as a critical juncture highlights the importance of pla~ming for retirement as a faculty 
member approaches eligibility. 
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V. FACULTY PRODUCTIVITY STALL POINTS 

Contacts expressed that many faculty experience declines in research productivity as they navigate each 

of these three transitions. Understanding the causes of these productivity roadblocks can help focus 
reviews and developmental resources on common challenges. 

Productivity Roadblocks.Across the Faculty Lifecycle 

Th:e 

Never Recovered from Pos!:.-T~f~llfe 

resea:rch project 

" New research projec~ ne<;er took off 

Un~Ne to keep upwith 

~mbitiou~ p rojec~ 

Th:e "l!:eli r.~d in 

Place" Professor 

5-20 

Gr.N:u~l Dii.se N~e 

Re.search ~nd 

* F~:ibre b keep up svith 

c h ~# n g fie 

" F~ilure~o upd~~e 

* b~n~bie ~o 

~~ l’~ I~:~ I3’~ ~ 

" L~ckcfcol~l~ectiCl~ with 

retire 

retirement 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Managing the Transition from Monitored Focus on Scholarship to an 
Unguided Balance of Scholarship, Teaching, and Service 

Tenure represents a dramatic professional and personal lifestyle transition. During the probationary 

period, faculty are given very clear research productivity expectations, provided with significant resources 

and support, and protected from burdensome teaching and service assignments. After tenure, research 

expectations remain high, but teaching and service expectations increase dramatically. At the same time, 

many associate professors feel that support from their departments drops off. They are left to navigate the 

challenges of their new role largely on their own. 

Faculty Expectations 

Research 

Pre-Te n u re Post-Te n u re 

¯ Significant contributions to 

scholarship in one’s discipline 

, Successful grant proposals 

{depending on field) 

¯ Continuing contributions to scholarship 
° Interdisciplina ry colla borations 

, Financial support for one’s own research 

as well as for graduate students 

, Thesis advising 

Teaching 

Service 

¯ Limited course load 

Limited service expectations 

¯ Full course load 
° Design of innovative new courses 

¯ Undergraduate advising 

Institutional ¯ Start upfunding 

Support ¯ Formal mentoring 
° Development and training programs 

Extensive committee work 

Departmental leadership positions (e.g., DGS) 

Service to national disciplinary societies 

Mentoring junior faculty 

° Few formal sources of funds 

¯ Little formal mentoring or training 

Source: Educalion AdvisolT Board Intcl~,iews and Analysis 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Contacts indicate three primary reasons for declining research productivity during the first few years after 

tenure: distractions from research, loss of focus, and time required to ramp up new research. 

Challenge: Distractions from Research 

During the probationary period, faculty arc protected from most other duties and allowed to focus ahnost 

exclusively on research. After tenure they are suddenly called upon to dramatically increase their teaching 

and service obligations. Many faculty have also postponed childbearing or ignored other family 

obligations, such as parental care, during the pre-tenure period and hope to return to a better work-life 

balance after tenure. 

Typical Challenges 

Increase in administrative responsibilities (committee work) 

Increased national service opportunities (disciplinary societies) 

Increase in teaching responsibilities 
Increase in family responsibilities 

Tactics to Reduce Distractions from Research 

Helping Faculty Balance Scholarship and Service after Tenure through Trainings 

on Academic Life 

Tenure conveys new responsibilities on faculty members, and some may not have acquired the necessary 

skills during pre-tenure periods with their emphasis on individual research with minimal administrative 

service. Failure to acquire skills such as management, negotiation, evaluation of colleagues, and 

mentorship may hinder productivity in two primary ways: 

1. Tenured faculty may fail to carefully choose administrative responsibilities, reducing time 
for research. According to contacts trainings on academic lifc, such as those described below, 

help faculty understand how to balance scholarship and service so that they do not become 

overwhelmed. 

2. Failure to effectively execute administrative responsibilities such as evaluation and 
mentorship of colleagues reduces productivity within departments. Poorly-conducted 
reviews and insufficient feedback to colleagues contributes to professional stagnation and low 

research productivity. 

Contacts at University C, University O, and the University K indicate that newly-tenured faculty may 

require training in skills that typically constitute leadership development education. However, few 

newly-tenured faculty identify themselves as leaders or initially react positively to language about 

leadership development. 

Problems associated with existing leadership development programs include: 

Leadership development typically focuses on preparation for administrative positions. 
Many faculty may avoid these resources because they do not wish to pursue administrative 
careers. Therefore, administrators should adopt language that focuses on skills required for 
successfifi faculty careers. 
Leadership development training typically neglects to help faculty determine how to 
balance scholarship and service responsibilities. Faculty require training to effectively balance 
new responsibilities associated with tenure. Failure to establish an appropriate balance between 
scholarship and service may lead faculty to become unproductive and may engender negative 
feelings among faculty who believe they have more service responsibilities than other colleagues. 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Provide Social Activities and Childcare Suooort for Tenured Faculty 

Few contacts have designed family and social support programs specifically for newly-tenured faculty. 

Contacts at University O explain that some newly-tenured faculty may require guidance to reestablish 

healthy work-life balance after pre-tenure probationary periods. Faculty members may not establish a 

sense of community within departments or institutions during pre-tenure periods that focus on individual 

research. In addition, childcare or parental care responsibilities may become more pronounced around 

tenure decisions as individuals have children and parents age. Commonly-cited methods of addressing 

newly-tenured faculty work-life balance needs include: 

Social activities for faculty: Contacts at University 0 indicate that the institution has begun to 
offer networking and social events for associate professors. At University C, new and early 
career faculty can attend events that inform about unique features of the campus, such as the 
Superconducting Cyclotron Lab, the Horticulture Gardens, and other new campus facilities. 
Social events for faculty families: University O also hosts social events for faculty members to 
attend with their families. This helps faculty meet colleagues and build a community after 
spending several years focused on their own research to secure tenure. 
Conference childcare grants: Attending conferences presents unique challenges for faculty 
members with family responsibilities; University D offers small childcare grants for faculty who 
wish to travel to conferences. 
Workshops on faculty life: The aforementioned workshops help faculty members determine 
which service requirements to accept or refuse. Careful consideration of administrative 
responsibilities may prevent faculty members from becoming ovenvhelmed with new 
responsibilities after receiving tenure. 

©) 2012 The Advisow Board Company 19 



VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Challenge: Loss of Focus on Research and Professional Goals 

With so much effort focused on achieving tenure, many faculty struggle to define a clear direction in the 

aftermath. A well desel~Ted break can sometimes extend for a year or more without clear expectations for 

promotion and in the absence of formal mentoring. 

Typical Challenges 

¯ Need to recover after intensive effort required for tenure 
¯ Lack of formal mentoring 
¯ Lack of clear expectations for promotion to full professor 

Tactics for Helping Faculty to Regain Focus on Research and Professional 
Goals 

Create Development Plan and Set Promotion Date in First Year After Tenure 

Newly-tenured faculty at the University K meet with depamnent chairs within five years of receiving 

tenure, and faculty at the University G meet with department chairs in the first year after tenure to 

discuss professional goals and steps to achieve promotion to full professor quickly. In addition to 

communicating expectations, at these meetings department chairs... 

...direct faculty members to appropriate campus resources. Identification of faculty needs 
helps department chairs and deans direct newly-tenured faculty to resources that may help them 
excel as research project managers, mentors, administrative leaders, and departmental 
colleagues. Referral to campus resources may also increase a faculty member’s engagement 
with an institution, encouraging more active participation in departmental and institutional 
Selaiice activities. 
...help faculty prepare proposals for grants, leaves, and other opportunities. Contacts at 
University B explain that department chairs have recently placed renewed focus on helping 
ne~vly-tenured faculty apply for grants, leaves, internal funds, conferences, and other 
opportunities that will help them gain knowledge and skills early in their tenure as associate 
professors. 

At the University G, department chairs discuss possible timeframes for promotion to full professor with 

faculty members after receiving promotion; according to contacts, establishing this target date for 

promotion review mimics the schedule and the time pressure associated with probationa~ periods. 

Contacts describe a collaborative process for professional planning that includes many university 

constituents. The follo~ving process may vary across departments, and the graphic below represents a 

generalized version of a reported process: 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Creating Deadlines and Time Pressure 
Setting Promotion Date Motivates Faculty and Colleagues 

University G Promotion Planning Process 

Departmen t chairs, deans, and faculty create and review plans one year after ten ure 

Dean and faculty Faculty member 

member discuss adj usts work and 

..... ~ promotion plan implements 

i:~i~: and necessary Three years after recommendation 

Tenure awarded resources tenure from committee 
Promotion to full 

professor 

Department chair One year after Committee of 

and faculty tenure tenured faculty 

member meet to review faculty 

craft development member’s 

plan and set progress and make 

promotion date recommendation 

~ ~ regarding 

~~ 

promotion 

According to contacts at the University G, the planning process and written plans developed provide 

associate professors with justification for declining administrative service requests, as administrative 
service may unduly interfere with mutually-agreed upon professional plans. 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Peer Support Groups to Provide Confidential Forums for Associate Professors 

to Discuss Challenges, Professional Goals 

Secondary. research and contacts at all profiled institutions indicate that newly-tenured associate 

professors require attention and feedback from their faculty colleagues. Pre-tenure faculty receive 

intensive mentoring from a small group of senior colleagues, but approaches to mentoring and 

professional collaboration change post tenure. 

The University of North Carolina at Charlotte created a peer mentoring program to address associate 

professor needs. 4 This program provides small groups of associate professors confidential environments 

in which they discuss career planning, research or teaching challenges, professional skill development, 

conflicts with departmental and university colleagues, or other issues that affect working environments. 

The associate professor support program began as part of an ADVANCE grant from the National Science 

Foundation. Feedback collected through surveys and interviews indicates some success among peer 

group participants as demonstrated through: 

¯ Development of additional mentoring relationships 
o Improved perception of promotion processes 
¯ Reduced gender-based disparity in perceptions of promotion policies; women were previously 

more likely to perceive promotion policies as burdensome and difficult. 

¯ , Increased attention to career planning 

The University of North Carolina at Charlotte, as well as University Bs, University C, University H, and 

the University K, institutionalized many aspects of ADVANCE grant programs after deternfining they 

could benefit all faculty. Though gender disparities complicate the challenges at each career stage, 

lessons learned from ADVANCE are broadly applicable. Common ADVANCE workshop and training 

topics are similar to those offered at University C (see above) and may also include: 

Leadership development 
Gender bias 
Lab management 
How to be selective in acceptance of administrative responsibilities 
Negotiating with department chairs 

Contacts at the University L also suggest that associate professors value peer mentoring groups that 

facilitate candid, confidential discussions; faculty development administrators can facilitate conversations 

and provide some resources to create a welcoming atmosphere. Through the University’s Institute for the 

Arts and Humanities, small groups of faculty meet to discuss challenges and professional goals. 

4 Kimberly Buch, Yvette Huet, Audrey Rorrer, and Lynn Roberson (2011): Removing the Barriers to Full Professor: 

A Mentoring Program for Associate Professors, Change: The Magazine of Higher Learning, 43:6, 38-45.; National 

Science Foundation ADVANCE Grants 
~ Universfly B ADVANCE Web Portal http:iiwww.brown.eduiAdministrationiPmvostiAdvanceiindex.html 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Establish Networks of Mentors to Provide Guidance and Feedback after Tenure 

Contacts at the University L and the University K explain that associate professors may desire less 

intensive mentoring relationships than those experienced during probational37 periods. However, 

guidance from more senior colleagues and from faculty outside of departments may help newly-tenured 

faculty navigate new responsibilities and research interests. Instead of one-on-one relationships, contacts 

recommend mentoring networks comprised of colleagues across an institution or external to it. 

University B helps women of color and women in STEM disciplines identify networks of peers to serve 

as mentors. The peer groups above may provide mentors, or faculty members may seek them on their 

own. The National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity provides one exanaple of a mentoring 

network: 

Source: National Cemer for Factdty Development and Diversity www.facultydiversity.org 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

Challenge: Time and Resources to Ramp Up New Research 

Many faculty complete major research projects just before tenure, creating a natural lull after tenure as 

new projects take time to get started. A faculty member continuing in a similar research vein will still 

need time to apply for new grants and write up research results. They will often require additional 

financial resources to launch the new research agenda. And many faculty will use tenure as an 

opportunity to explore new fields or engage in the type of collaborative, interdisciplinary research that is 

not always rewarded at tenure. The greater the disparity between the old and the new research the longer 

it is likely to take a faculty member to demonstrate productivity. 

Typical Challenges 

Takes time to get new research to publication stage 
Need to apply for new grants 
Need resources to restart research 
Need new skills for new, often interdisciplinary research 

Tactics for Helping Ramp Up New Research 

Offer Post-Tenure Sabbaticals 

Faculty- at University O receive a one-semester sabbatical after five consecutive semesters of teaching. 

Additionally, faculty" also receive a year-long sabbatical immediately before or after receiving tenure, 

depending on when an individual achieves tenure. Similarly, deans at the University N may approve 

special leaves for faculty members if a dean believes that the sabbatical will benefit the faculty member 

and the institution. Conversely, a dean can revoke a regularly-granted sabbatical in response to poor 

performance.        :::::: ............ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::: : ,: ::::: ::~ ::::: : :::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 
th ast! ~,~ fac~ ~mb~ ~ ~av~)~ ~re!!~! ~ ~ !~N! ~N~ ~ 

Create Publicly" Available List of Research Resources 

Through its ADVANCE program, University B provides associate professors with a comprehensive list 

of research resources that will help them as they advance toward promotion. These resources include 

faculty mentoring guides, sponsored research support, leadership programs, and more. 

Create Centralized Associate Professor Development Funds 

Administrators at the University K created an Associate Professor Fund, a pool of resources dedicated to 

helping faculty members maintain productivity and reach promotion to full professor quickly. According 

to contacts, the Fund initially helped long-term associate professors reach full professor. The Fund has 

reportedly led to a significant decline in the number of problematic perennial associates, and its purpose 

has shifted to helping newly-tenured faculty’. Secondary research suggests that placing support funding 

outside of direct department control may reduce pressure on department chairs to determine grant 
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VI. PREVENTING THE "POST-TENURE SLUMP" 

allocations~. Deans or provosts could maintain small discretionary funds and meet with associate 

professors to discuss applications for institutional grants. 

The University J also provides grants for its associate professors through its post-tenure review process. 

Applications for these grants, reportedly averaging approximately $2,000, form the focal point of the 

post-tenure review process. Faculty undergoing review must prepare plans for how to utilize the grant, 

thus encouraging faculty to think about the future of their careers instead of only on the past few years of 

their work. 

Balancing Costs and Benefits of Providing Sabbaticals and Grants 

to Faculty Whose Productivity Has Declined 

Contacts recognize that grants and sabbaticals impose significant costs, but do not guarantee research 

improvement or productivity. Therefore, contacts at the University N suggest that department chairs 

and deans collaborate with faculty members to develop defined plans for sabbaticals. 

Despite challenges, encouragement through release time and small financial incentives for newly- 

tenured faculty may yield significant benefits in the future, especially by showing faculty members 

they are valued and encouraging departmental engagement. Demonstrating commitment to a faculty 

member may foster long-term productivity and more collegial working relationships between a faculty 

member and his or her colleagues. Contacts claim that engaged faculty produce more research, teach 

more courses, and more willingly accept administrative service responsibilities. 

6 Mills, Nancy. "Now that I’m Tenured, Where Do I Go from Here: The Vitali~ of Mid-Career Faculty." Council of 

Undergraduate Research Quarterly. Jm~e 2000. 
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VII. MOTIVATING THE "PERENNIAL ASSOCIATE" 

While most faculty find their way through the post-tenure slump and reach a second peak of research 

productivity around the time of promotion to full professor, some do not. Some of the most pressing 

faculty productivity challenges emerge among long-term associate professors, those individuals ~vho have 

failed to achieve promotion ten or more years after receiving tenure. Several factors contribute to faculty 

members becoming long-term associates. 

Challenge: Never Recovered from Post-Tenure Slump 

New associate professors may take some time to decide on a new research project. They may select a 

risky project or a particularly ambitious approach given the security of tenure. And yet if the risk fails to 

pay off or the project turns out to be too ambitious, they may have ve~ little evidence of productivity to 

submit for a promotion review. 

Typical Challenges 

Took a few years to decide on next research project 
New research project never took off 
Unable to keep up with changing field 
Little progress made on overly ambitious project 

Tactics for Recovering from the Post-Tenure Slump 

Revisit Tactics for Addressin~ Challenges Faced by Newly-Tenured Faculty 

Those faculty who have lost research momentum and have become perennial associates present some of 
the most pressing challenges according to contacts. The challenge of never recovering from a post-tenure 
slump requires similar tactics to those listed for newly-tenured faculty experiencing the post-tenure 
slump. Career associates who have not reinvigorated their research may require: 

Renewed mentoring support 

Funding to restart research 

Time away from administrative and teaching responsibilities to focus on research 

Demonstrations of support and engagement from administrators, especially deans and 

department chairs 

Effective feedback from colleagues about how to reinvigorate research 

More effective review processes that encourage professional grm~h and have resources attached 

(see Section IX) 
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VII. MOTIVATING THE "PERENNIAL ASSOCIATE" 

A Slow Drift Away from Research 

Some associate professors may begin to explore non-reseamh aspects of their role, taking on 

responsibilit)7 for developing innovative new courses, directing academic programs or other 

administrative units, or focusing on public service or other engaged research. Each of these activities can 

generate significant value for the institution, but at research universities these are generally considered 

insufficient for promotion, regardless of their quality. 

Typical Challenges 

Focused on teaching 
Focused on increasingly time-consuming administrative work 
Focused on public service/outreach 

Tactics for Accommodating Interests that Have Shifted Away from Research 

Create Flexible Responsibilities and Workloads Based on Faculty Strengths and Interests 

Universities maintain significant flexibility in allocating responsibilities and duties among their faculty. 

Contacts at most institutions indicated that reassignment of duties to teaching and service instead of 

research can help long-term associates feel engaged and fulfilled even if they cannot achieve promotion 

through research. 

Ernest Boyer’s Scholarship Reconsidered proposes creating "creativity comracts" that allow faculty to 

pursue many different types of work while still emphasizing high standards for productivity in those 

chosen areas. Faculty at the University H emphasized the importance of flexibility in their careers as part 

of a study of the ADVANCE grant and its corresponding LEAP program (Leadership Education for 

Advancement and Promotion). Faculty want recognition and guidance as they pursue new types of 

research and work. 

Source: Boyer, Ernest. Scholarship Reconsidered. Jossey-Bass. San Francisco: 1997.; Laursen, Sandra and Bill 
Rocque. "Faculty Development for Institutional Change: Lessons from an ADVANCE Project." Change: 
The Magazine of Higher Learning. March-April 2009. 

Create Alternative Routes to Full Professor 

Perhaps the most radical version of flexible workload assignments involves creating new pathways to 

promotion. E. Gordon Gee, president of Ohio State University*, called on universities to consider 

granting promotion to full professors based on teaching, service, or other factors beyond research 

productivity. Other institutions, such as University of Southern California* and many members of 

Campus Compact, have revised promotion guidelines to include more support for interdisciplinary 

research and engaged scholarship. Promotion review committees will now include members from other 

departments related to the faculty member’s research. These individuals provide additional perspectives 

on a faculty member’s research. Contacts at the University L suggest that alternative pathways to full 

professor could help faculty place more energy and attention on their strengths, especially if they have 

lost interest in research. However, we have been unable to identi~ any institutions who have actually 

implemented alternative paths to full professor. 

Source: Education Advisory Board Interviews and Analysis, Berrett, Daniel. "Tenure Across Borders." Inside 
Higher Ed. July 22,2011.; Jasclfik, Scott. "Different Paths to Full Professor." Inside Higher Ed. March 5, 
2 010.; Campus Co mpact ?y3y___w_:__c_,_~_Rt_~_c__9_~_n__Ra_c__t__:_o_r__g; 

*: The Ohio State University and the University of Southern California were not comacted for tiffs report. 
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VII. MOTIVATING THE "PERENNIAL ASSOCIATE" 

Challenge: Lack of Clear Expectations tbr Productivity 

One of the most difficult problems to rectify is the associate professor who believes they are making 

progress towards promotion and is surprised when their colleagues do not deem their research worthy of 

advancement. In the absence of clear expectations and regular feedback, this can be a common 

occurrence. The result is often an associate professor who becomes disengaged and disgruntled. These 

faculty, not only fail to produce adequate research, but they may also hinder effective departmental 

operation. 

Typical Challenges 

Chair failed to communicate expectations for promotion and annual performance 
No feedback from colleagues on progress 
Annual reviews all positive despite lack of progress 

Tactics for Setting Clear Expectations for Productivity" 

Require Full Professors to Review Associate Professors 

At the University G and University M full professors participate in reviews of associate professors, 

providing more detailed feedback and depersonalizing the review delivered by the chair. Contacts at the 

Universi~" M indicate that all full professors in a department annually review all associate professors in 

that department. This annual review provides additional feedback to department chairs who ultimately 

conduct individual annual reviews of faculty. With more information, department chairs can make better 

decisions about merit-based salary increases and about a faculty member’s development needs. The 

aforementioned review committees at the Universi~ G help associate professors identi~ specific 

resources to seek and actions to pursue in order to reach promotion. 

Link Post-Tenure Review to Development Grants 

At the University J, faculty members submit applications for approximately $2,000 professional 

development grants when they undergo post-tenure review. According to contacts, applying for 

professional development grants encourages faculty to think about the future of their careers instead of 

only on the past few years of performance. Additionally, department chairs and other administrators 

more carefully conduct reviews because of the need to responsibly award development grants. Providing 

development grants to long-term associate professors encourages renewed research productivity and shifts 

the focus of post-tenure review from punishment and scrutiny to development and grm~h. 
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VIII. OPTIONS FOR THE "RETIRED IN PLACE" PROFESSOR 

Challenge: Gradual Disengagement from Both Research and Teaching 

The American professoriate has become older over the past two decades. As the baby boomers age and 

as more and more postpone retirement, the overall age of the faculty has increased. While a handful of 

faculty remain highly productive beyond typical retirement age, most would agree that faculty 

productivity tends to decline after a certain age. Most contacts saw the challenge not as maintaining 

productivity among late-career faculty, but in planning for a timely retirement in order to open up 

positions for younger, more productive faculty. A number of challenges typically arise: 

After twenty or more years of teaching and research with no more opportunities for promotion, faculty 

typically struggle to remain excited and engaged in their work. Updating courses, staying current with the 

latest research, and connecting with students and younger scholars can be a challenge. 

Typical Challenges 

Failure to keep up with changing field 
Failure to update courses 
Unable to maintain excitement after so many years of teaching the same courses 
Lack of connection with students, younger scholars 

Tactics for Encouraging Positive Disengagement from Research and Teaching 

Contacts indicate that few faculty adequately plan for retirement. Though directly targeting individual 

faculty members for retirement may not be possible due to legal concerns, providing information about 

retirement to all faculty members after reaching promotion or as they approach retirement may encourage 

more advanced planning. 

Create Annually Updated Five-Year Plans to Encourage Faculty to Consider Retirement 

According to contacts at the University IK, faculty members create five-year professional plans that they 

must update each year during the annual review process. Contacts suggest that this tactic encourages 

older faculty to consider when they may wish to end their careers. Thinking about the next five years of 

an individual’s career may help faculty set goals that allow them to conclude research projects, adjust to 

the lifestyle change of retirement, and conduct service responsibilities before retirement. 

Offer Phased Retirement Plans to Help Facult~~ Adjust to Retirement 

Phased retirement programs allow faculty to slowly adjust to this new life stage personally and 

professionally. Faculty begin to acclimate to life off campus, and they can also conclude research or 

teaching initiatives. These programs also ease some financial concerns by allowing faculty to earn 

additional money and to continue contributing to retirement plans for several years before officially 

retiring. 
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VIII. OPTIONS FOR THE "RETIRED IN PLACE" PROFESSOR 

University I retirement 5 I I ~ig~d ~klS~ H~lf-tim~ ~vi~ 

Source: http :Nmmnet.nm~hcarolina.ed~docsi~ibenefits~sed%20Retimmen~RP-Sun~a~’.pdf and 
~R;[[533y3y_:yNe.ed~hronlineibeneN:siRetimnmnff~A.ht~N~j_g~!)R~_~_3. 

Maintain a Designated Retirement Contact Outside the Department 

Contacts at University B suggest that faculty may feel more comfortable discussing retirement with 

individuals outside of their own department. Administrators, such as an associate provost for faculty 

affairs or a dean of the faculty, may be perceived as neutral parties in discussions about retirement when 

faculty members do not wish to reveal plans to colleagues or department chairs. A dedicated contact for 

retirement issues can also assist faculty members with financial questions and legal issues. 

Challenge: Resistance to Retirement 

Contacts described two basic reasons why faculty postpone retirement even as their productivity declines. 

The recent turmoil in financial markets has reduced the value of retirement holdings for many, and the use 

of sporadic early retirement incentive plans at many institutions has convinced them that if they hold out a 

few more years they will receive a better package. Moreover, after a lifetime in the same job, many are 

concerned about what they will do with their time after retirement. Retirement-eligible faculty may fear 

the loss of a sense of purpose upon retirement. Scholarship and teaching have formed the foundation of 

their personal and professional lives for decades, and abandoning their life’s work may be a daunting task. 

Fears regarding loss of friendships and disruption in a faculty member’s sense of place may contribute to 

delayed retirement. 

Typical Challenges 

Lack financial means to retire 
Concerned about having nothing to do after retirement 
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VIII. OPTIONS FOR THE "RETIRED IN PLACE" PROFESSOR 

Tactics for Reducing Resistance to Retirement 

Create Standing~ay~ Retirement Buyout Programs that Decline in Value with Age 

Typical buyout programs occur intermittently, creating incentives for faculty to delay retirement until a 

large buyout offer develops, according to contacts at University C. Standing early retirement buyout 

programs allow faculty to accept early retirement without financial concerns and without incentives to 

wait for a better offer. Some tax concerns e.-dst with buyout progrmns; the Internal Revenue Sea,ice 

requires tax payments for the entire buyout in the first year, regardless of the number of years over which 

faculty receive retirement payments. To ease this financial burden, many early retirement plans provide 

all payment in the first year or a higher percentage of the total payment in the first year. 

University O maintains an early retirement standing buyout program for faculty" who reach 62 years of 

age. The benefit equals 60% of the participant’s three-year final average salmy plus 2% for each year of 

service with the University over 15. If less, the benefit will equal the amount required to purchase an 

annuity that would bridge the difference between the annuity which could be purchased with the 

participant’s current retirement account balance and the annuity which could be purchased with that 

account projected at 4 percent to normal retirement age 

Provide Dedicated ~pace for Retired FacultE to Maintain Physical Connections to Camous 

University O received a gift to build a physical center for retired faculty with a small staff. Staff 

members assist retired faculty with technology questions and identification of part-time teaching 

opportunities, mentoring needs, and other forms of engagement with the institution. Contacts at many 

institutions also offer office space to retired faculty so that they maintain a physical connection to their 

departments and campuses. From these spaces, faculty may conduct research or provide support to 

departments through consulting and informal advice. 

Establish and Support Emeritus Facult~ Social Organization and Activities 

Though phased retirement programs and standing ,R~{i~OmOO~fo~man3,fa~l&m~m~rsi~ 
buyout offers help faculty prepare for a new stage of ~O~de~th~a,~.~s~e)~~ 

their lives, m~y still desire connections to 

institutions a~er they have retired fully. Several ~re~N SaIIiv~ 

institutions provide long-term opportunities for P~id~ni6~th~U~i~tyO~Nirgi~ia 

faculty to maintain connections with ~ institution So~a~ Mast~SOEEatl~ E~eOnragingFacnl~ 

through faculty emeritus progrmns. Though not all R~mentG~SB~OndtheF~mn~al 
~g~Pres~d~l~tS Say institutions grant the title of emeritus to all retired 

H~he{Educ~fi6~ Max~ 1~ ~ii 
faculty’, faculty emeriti refers to the entire coho~ of 

retired faculty" in this repot. For faculty who wish to 

maintain relationships with colleagues and who value physical connections to a campus, these progr~s 

soRen the sharp contrast between Nll-time employment ~d retirement 

Strategies for engaging faculty emeriti include: 

Retired faculty organization: At University C, retired faculty organized an association for 
retired faculty. This group organizes events and provides advice to administrators on how the 

institution can continue to engage and utilize retired faculty. 
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VIII. OPTIONS FOR THE "RETIRED IN PLACE" PROFESSOR 

Lecture series: According to contacts at University C, a council of retired faculty plans public 
lectures for its members and for the general public. These events provide social activities for 

retired faculty and increase their engagement with the institution. 

Opportunities to teach classes part-time: Faculty relinquish tenure upon retirement, but they 

are still eligible to teach part-time at most institutions. They may provide a less expensive 
instructional option for departments. 

Assistance reviewing articles and other publications for departments: Retired faculty can 

help edit and review papers or other publications prior to submission for publication. Though 
they may have difficulty with more innovative research with which they are less familiar, 

contacts indicate that retired faculty can reduce editing and review responsibilities for other 

departmental faculty. 
Consulting for administrators: Retired faculty with many years of scholarly and administrative 

experience may be able to help department chairs, deans, and provosts as consultants on 

administrative tasks or initiatives. Consulting opportunities encourage engagement with an 

institution and help retired faculty maintain professional and social connections to former 
colleagues. 

Volunteering or public service opportunities: Faculty emeritus programs can organize service 

and volunteer activities. For example, University C’s Faculty Emeriti Association organizes 
musical instrument donation drives, clothing drives for theatrical performances, and library 

collection campaigns. 
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IX. SUPPORTING FACULTY PRODUCTIVITY ACROSS 

THE LIFECYCLE 
A better understanding of the common causes of declining research productivity" can sela~e to identi~" the 

resources and interventions most likely to help faculty navigate the critical transitions they will face over 

their careers. Below is a summary of some of the support mechanisms that other institutions have found 

helpful at each stage. 

Supporting Faculty Productivity Across the Lifecycle 

The Post 
Tenure Slump 

Immediately Post Tenure 

Reduce Distractions from Research 

¯ Associate professortraining 

(Michiga n State, Yale, Michigan) 
¯ Guidelines for how to choose (and 

decline) opportunities for service 

(Chicago) 

¯ Conference Travel Childcare Grants 

{Northwestern) 
¯ Post-TenureSabbatical {Yale) 

Provide Research Resources 
¯ List of resources for new associate 

professors {Brown) 
¯ Associate ProfessorFund (Michigan) 

Set Clear Expectations 

¯ Create development plan and set 
date for promotion in firstyear after 
tenure(Chicago and Michigan) 

¯ Peersupport groups (UNCCharlotte 
and UNCChapel Hill) 

¯ Mentoring networks (UNCChapel 
Mill, Michigan, Brown) 

The Long-Term 

Associate 

10-15 Years A~er Tenure 

Give Credit for Non-Research Activities 
¯ Flexibleworkload assignments 
¯ Alternative routes to full professor {USC) 

Set Clear Expectations for Productivity 

¯ Full professors review all associate 

professors annually {Chicago, Notre 

Dame) 
¯ Link post-tenure review process to 

application for development grants 

(UMass- Amherst) 

The "Retired in 
Place" Professor 

5-10 Years Before Retirement 

Plan for the End 
¯ Start planning for 

retirement just after 
promotion 

° Create annually updated 

five year plans (Michigan) 
¯ Phased retirement (Yale, 

UNCChapel Hill) 
° Retirement contactoutside 

the department (Brown) 

Reduce Financial incentives to 

Wait 

, Standing buyout packages 

(Yale) 

, Retirement packages that 

reduce with age (Yale) 

Preserve Social Ties Post 

Retirement 
° Office space for emeriti 

, Emeritus facultysocialclub 

{Michigan State, Yale) 
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X. BUILDING A BETTER REVIEW PROCESS 

Guiding Principles for Successful Review Processes 

At nearly all institutions faculty undergo 

annual reviews for merit-based salaD" 

increases, and at many public universities 

they also submit to regular or triggered post- 

tenure reviews. Yet, contacts and secondary 

research agree that these reviews are seen by 

most faculty as a waste of time. Despite 

significant effort, they rarely result in 

concrete outcomes. 

h~stalling a new post-tenure review process on top of an ineffective annual review process fails to address 

the fundamental causes of poor performance management. The table below contrasts a typical approach 

to faculty reviews with lessons learned from more effective approaches at institutions profiled in this 

research. 

Source: Education Advisory Board Interviews and Analysis 
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X. BUILDING A BETTER REVIEW PROCESS 

The Role of the Provost 

While provosts rarely play a direct role in reviews of faculty, their position as Chief Academic Officer 

gives them the responsibility for ensuring that proper policies are in place and that each of the other actors 

is supporting the process appropriately. 

Roles and R:es, po n:s,i bi~itie:s in Tenu ~.ed Fa.cul~ 

While all members of the academic administration and faculty have a role to play, contacts indicated that 

department chairs typically have the most critical, and the most problematic, function. Department chairs 

may hesitate to deliver negative reviews because they return to normal faculty positions after short terms; 

they then become subject to review by colleagues who may feel slighted by past negative reviews. 

Moreover, department chairs are rarely formally trained to effectively evaluate and guide faculty 

professional development. As the primary individual responsible for these duties within all depamnents, 

this lack of preparation may cause stagnation among faculty and missed opportunities for professional 

growth. 
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X. BUILDING A BETTER REVIEW PROCESS 
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
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-- PROFESSIONAL SERVICES NOTE 

The Advisory Board has worked to ensure the accuracy of the information it provides to its members. 
This project relies on data obtained from ma~7 sources, however, and The Advisory Board calmot 
guarantee the accuracy of the information or its analysis in all cases. Further, The Advisory Board is not 
engaged in rendering clinical, legal, accounting, or other professional services. Its projects should not be 
construed as professional advice on any particular set of facts or circumstances. Members are advised to 
consult with their staff and senior management, or other appropriate professionals, prior to implementing 
any changes based on this project. Neither The Advisory Board Company nor its programs are 
responsible for any claims or losses that may arise from any errors or omissions in their projects, 
whether caused by the Advisory Board Company or its sources. 

(e2~ 2012 The Advisory" Board Company, 2445 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20037. Any 

reproduction or retransmission, in whole or in part, is a violation of federal law and is strictly 

prohibited without the consent of the Advisory Board Company. This prohibition extends to 

sharing this publication with clients and/or affiliate companies. All rights reserved. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marks, Bonita L <mazk,N@~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaD’ 18, 2014 2:37 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.tmc.edtr> 

RE: [casdiversity] Fwd: Feb 27 Leadership Discussions on Mid-Career Facul~ Development and Mentoring 

Sounds very interesting but unfortunately I won*t be able to attend as that is one of my graduate candidate interview weeks and 1 will have 7 visitors to 

organize!supervise at that time, !0 more come in the following week! 

Frem: Parker, Patrida S 
Seat: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:21 plVl 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: [casdiversity] Fwd: Feb 27 Leadership Discussions on Hid-Career Faculty Development and Mentoring 

Hello Eye,one, 

Here is a diversi~ education opportuni~ that you might consider attending. Summarized below is information from David Kid, Leadership Coordinator at the Center 
for Facul~ Excellence, including a link to tke required regislration. Lunch is provided. 

Pat 

What/~Vhen/~Vhere: Leadership Discussion on Mentoring Programs Mid Career Faculty, noon to 1:30 pan on Feb. 27, in the Freedo~n Forum Conference Center on the 

third floor in Carroll Hall. Lunch is served. 
Backgromid Reading: Please find attached two articles that you might find interesting m~d useful.The first is the report of a study by Deb DeZure at Michigam State 
University that helps define the issues that 1hid-career faculty face. _Another is the Best Practices Report from the University Leadership Council on what major 
universities are doing to suppolt mid-career faculty development. 
Need: In our survey of deans and departlnent chairs in 2011, about hall" responded that they thought issues for mid-career thculty were at least as wolthy of attention as 
those affecting early caaceer faculty, and some went so far as to say they were comfortable with their efforts on behalf of early career faculty but more concerned about 
what happens to their faculty in the years a~er tenure. 
As a consequence of these findings, this is the third year we axe devoting one of our mentoring series seminars to issues a£fecting mid-career faculty. 

I look forward to our discussion of what seminar participants see the issues axe in their units, what they have tried, what is working, aaad other practices make sense in each 
unit, recognizing that each unit and discipline has a special culture and histou that will affect their choices of how to support early career thculty. 

To register: 

https://reg.abcsignup,com/reg/e Covent...page,aspx?ek=OO52-OOO6-ca27476e397b43e88aOaa3a bb400e8:16 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:!!cfe, u n c:edu/ab o ut/k!e!_htm/ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Feb 27 Leadership Discussions on Mid-Career Facul~ Development and Mentoring 

Date:Tue, 18 Feb 2014 09:07:40 -0500 
From:Kiel, David <kie!(a2email.anc.edu> 

To:Kiel, David 5J_~_i_e__!_(a_2_e__gt_:a__i!:_u__r_t__c__:_e_~t__u__-_~ 

CC:Muller, Eric L ~_~_e_~!t_~_~!_e_y__(~_]_e_ln__~i[_t_Ln___c__:e___d__g:_: 

Thank you for registering for our Leadership Discussion on Memoring Programs Mid Career Faculty, noon to 1:30 p.m on Feb. 27, in the Freedom Forum Conference 
Center on the third floor in Can’oll Hall. Lunch is served. 
Please find attached two articles that you might find interesting and useful.The f’trst is the report of a study by Deb DeZure at Michigan State University that helps define 
the issues that mid-career faculty Pace. ~Another is the Best Practices Report from the University Leadership Council on what major universities are doing to support mid- 
ca~reer faculty development. 
In our survey of deans and depaxtment chairs in 2011, about half responded that they thought issues for mid-career faculty were at least a.s worthy of attention as those 
affecting early career faculty, and some went so fax" as to say they were comfortable with their efforts on behalf of early career faculty but more concerned about what 
happens to their faculty in the years aker tenure. 
As a consequence of these findings, this is the third year we are devoting one of our mentoring series seminars to issues all’coting mid-career faculty. 
I look forward to our discussion of what seminar participaaats see the issues are in their units, what they have tried, what is working, and other practices maJ~e sense in each 
unit, recognizing that each unit m~d discipline has a special culture amd histoU that will affect their choices of how- to support early career titculty. 
Thanks for joining us. If you know of another faculty leader who is interested in this topic, please invite them and fm~-ard the following link so they can register. 

https://reg.a bcsign up.com/reg/e Covent...page.asp×?ek=OO52-OOO6-ca27476e397643e88aOaa3a bb400e816 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:/icfe.unc.edu/aboutikiel.htrnl 



You are currently subscribed to ca~tiversiW as: mark~?,~email,unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists,unc.edtiu?id=66220328,270ce209695304e713789fcdI3c7cd2d&n =T&l=:casdiversits,&o=:34273608 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: reges~er({aemail.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp://lists.unc,edu/u?id=49927260,61689427bge0c21 da402d7aaft)b799cT&n=:T&l=casdiversiW&o=:34273734 

(It may be necessa~ m cm mad paste tl~e above URL if tl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34273734-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402dTaaf0b799c7@)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Meiz, Winifred F <~freddie@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

lihn li st 

Reges~terfilms.xlsx 

Hi, 
Please find attached a spreadsheet ruth the ca]l numbers listed for the fihns from your original list of items we hold in the collection. 

TNngs not highlighted are held in mnltiple formats here including DVD. 

Things highlighted in green are held only on VHS - most of them are out of print or not available -new- DVD. ~Ve’ll keep ~,’ing to get them... 

Things highlighted in yellow axe items we do not currently hold and have tried to purchase as recently as December 2013. We’ll keep these on our current searching list 

too. 

You’ll note that we curremly hold the majority of the approx. 400 films listed. 

Let Ine know if you have any questions. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Best, 
Winified 

Winified Fordham Metz 

Media Librafimi & ttead, Media Resources Center 
Universily of North Carolina at Chapel 

t’reddJ e(~ em ail.unc.edn 

919-962-d 099 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Title 
A B 

MRCDVD# 

16407 
4942 
1202 
1150 
1079 

100 Rifles 

2 Fast 2 Furious 

25th Hour 

4 Little Girls 

48 hrs. 

A Controversial Filmmaker: Oscar Micheaux 

A Dry White Season 2645 

9 A Patch of Blue 8196, 1094 

i0 A Raisin in the Sun (Bill Duke) 

ii A Raisin in the Sun (Daniel Petrie) 11398 

12 A Soldier’s Story 15684 

13 A Thin Line Between Love and Hate 16591 

14 ATimeTo Kill 610 

15 AWarm December 8198 

16 A Woman Called Moses 10306 

17 Above the Rim 12955 

18 Ali 1726 

19 Always Outnumbered Always Outgunned 16654 

20 AMC Hattie McDaniel Documentary 

21 American History X 99 

22 Amistad 572 

23 An Officer and a Gentleman 16543 

24 Anna Lucasta w/Eartha Kitt & Sammy Davis Jr. 12843 

25 Another 48 Hours 16598 

26 Antwone Fisher 1186 

27 Associate, The 16642 

28 Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman 1073 

29 Bamboozled 953 

30 Band of Angels 15402 

31 Barbershop 1164 

32 Bedford Incident, The 

33 Beloved 1130 

34 Best Man, The 311 

35 Beulah Show Volume l& 2 15046 

36 Big Fella 

37 Big Momma’s House 455 

38 Bird 

39 Birth of a Nation, The 15593, 4210 

40 Birthright 

41 Black Artists of the Silver Screen (God’s Stepchildren) 

42 Black Caesar 8242 

43 Black Like Me 10516 

44 Black Mama, White Mama 15966 

45 Black Orpheus 3659 

46 Black Shadows on a Silver Screen (w/ Notions, B.W.) 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

c 

MRC VHS # 

7192 
341 

4919 

3226 

2617 

261 

740 

6144 

5967 

7235 

6899 

307 

722 

4977 

8610 

52 

7236 

7676 

6733 

2109 

34 

7394 

1724 

1682 

D 

i Personal Copy 

iY-OS28 

iY-0291 

iY-0344 

iY-0262 

[Y-0454 

SLAB 

Notes 



A B 

47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

Blackenstein 

Blacula 

Blade Runner 

Blazing Saddles 

Blood of Jesus, The 

Blue Streak 

Bodyguard 

Bojangles 

Bone Collector, The 

Boomerang 

Borderline (The Pool Group) 

Boy! What a Girl! 

Boyz N the Hood 

Bringing Down the House 

Broken Strings 

Bronze Buckaroo 

Brother John 

Brown Sugar 

Buck and The Preacher 

Bucktown 

Buffalo Soldiers 

Bullets or Ballots 

Bulworth 

Bush Mama 

i0001,10002 
10594 

13827,4694 
16600 
16595 
16531 

323 
16602 

611 
16599 
3830 

10104 v.1 
16571 
3728 
16612 
16568 
16601 
16572 
16575 
16570 

71 Cabin In The Sky 16573 

72 Cadence 16536 

73 Candyman 4154 

74 Car Wash 16611 

75 Carmen Jones 1153 

76 Caveman’s Valentine, The 739 

77 Chameleon Street 16653 

78 Changing Lanes 947 

79 Charlie Chan 13865-13868 

80 Chasing A Rainbow: The Life of Josephine Baker 

81 Cider House Rules, The 393 

82 Cigar Box 

83 Cinderella 

84 Citizen Kane 782, 6325 

85 Claudine 1122 

86 Cleopatra Jones 8364 

87 Clockers 16718 

88 Coffy 

89 Color Purple, The 1119 

90 Colored Museum, The 

91 Come Back Charleston Blue 16522 

92 Coming To America 240 
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49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

1992 film w/Whitney Houston 

2001 film 

7761 
3639 

3311 

3280 

5309 

6510 

1930film 

1947film 

2003film 

1975film 

7217 

8864 

831 

5391 
4773 
8110 

1100 
5328 

iY-0621 

1989film 

1986film 

1997 film w/Whitney Houston 

7343 
1435 

5363 
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93 Cooley High 

94 Cornbread, Earl & Me 

95 Cotton Comes to Harlem 

96 Cradle 2 the Grave 

97 Crimson Tide 

98 Crooklyn 

99 Cry, The Beloved Country 

100 Crying Game, The 

101 Dangerous Passion 

102 Dark Manhattan 

103 Darktown Revue 

104 Daughters of the Dust 

105 Dead Presidents 

106 Decks Ran Red, The 

107 Def by Temptation 

108 Defiant Ones, The 

109 d~j~ vu 

110 Deliver Us From Eva 

111 Denmark Vesey 

112 Devil in a Blue Dress 

113 Diamond Shaft 

114 Dimples 

115 Dirty Gertie From Harlem U.S.A 

116 Disappearing Acts 

117 Do The Right Thing 

118 Dolemite 

119 Dorothy Dandridge (HBO) 

120 Down in the Delta 

121 Dreamgirls 

122 Driving Miss Daisy 

123 Drumline 

124 Duchess of Idaho 

125 Duel in the Sun 

126 Duke is Tops 

127 Dutchman 

128 Dynamite Brothers 

129 Eight Mile 

130 Emperor Jones (DeMille) 

131 Enemy of the State 

132 Ethnic Notions 

133 Eve’s Bayou 

134 Exile, The 

135 Fear of a Black Hat 

136 Finding Forrester 

137 Five Heartbeats, The 

138 For Love of Ivy 

9745 

9744 

617 

5195 

16592 

16605 

2784 

16607 

12790 

509 

16637 

16504 

16405 

16647 

4045 

16596 

506 

16630 

13828 

16589 

598 

7792 

3711 

165 

4032 

1816 

3568 

16588 

16640 

16646 

16633 

1722 

11400 

869 

10532 

16644 

15818 

701 

3733 

653 
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94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

IO0 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

3415 

5246 

5146 

5185 

5781 

4407 

3713 

5422 

399 

5377 

1819 

2399 

7399 

2569 

1252 

5119 

3649 

134 

7344 

6747 

4846 

8175 

3426 

iY-0326 

1Y-0388 

iY-0245 

2003film 

1931film 

1958film 

2003film 

1975film 

2000film 

1974film 

1931film 



139 Four Brothers 

140 Foxy Brown 

141 French Way, The 

142 Fresh 

143 Friday 

144 Gang War 

145 Get On The Bus 

146 Ghost Dad 

147 Ghost Dog 

148 Girl 6 

149 Girl from Chicago, The 

150 Glory 

A B 

2887 

11369 

1220 

4939 

3830 

16542 

16587 

471 

5810 

10104 

4 

151 Go Down Death 13826, 10104 

152 God’s Stepchildren 13825 

153 Gone With The Wind 10885, 49 

154 Great Debaters, The 7669 

155 Green Mile, The 369 

156 Green Pastures, The 15668 

157 Guess Who 2395 

158 Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner 1955 

159 Half Slave, Half-Free 

160 Hallelujah 13994 

161 Hamburger Hill 661 

162 Harlem Globetrotters 

163 Harlem Rides The Range 13835 

164 He Got Game 736 

165 Heat’s On, The 16569 

166 Hell Up In Harlem 16576 

167 Higher Learning 16643 

168 Hollywood Shuffle 829 

169 Hollywood’s Attic 

170 Home of the Brave (1984) 

171 Home of the Brave (2007) 5035 

172 Hoop Dreams 16243 

173 Hotel Rwanda 2244 

174 How Stella Got Her Groove Back 1083 

175 Hurricane, The 396 

176 I am Legend 5499 

177 I Dood It 

178 I’ll Make Me AWorld Part II & III 

179 I’m Gonna Get You Sucka 12801 

180 Imitation of Life (1934) 2537 

181 Imitation of Life (1959) 2537 

182 In The Heat of The Night 577 

183 Incident, The 

184 Intolerance (1916) 4209 
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140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

249O 

4934 

6234 

7870 

5121 

2629 

1823 

7394 

621 

7767 

737 

984 

4375 

1677 

5122 

6955 

5192 

1641 

504 

5036 

7119 

7403 

2240 

7237 

7246 

54 

iY-0620 

iY-0314 

iY-0327 

iY-0157 

1990film 

2005film 

1951film 

1943film 

1973film 

1943film 



A 

185 Introducing Dorothy Dandridge w/Halle Berry 

186 Intruder in the Dust 

187 Island In The Sun 

188 Jackie Brown 

189 Jackie Robinson Story 

190 Jazz PBS (Ken Burns Episodes) 

191 Jezebel 

192 Joe’s Bed-Study Barbershop 

193 John Q 

194 Joshua 

195 Judge Priest 

196 Juice 

197 Junction 88 

198 Jungle Fever 

199 Just Cause 

200 Keep Punching 

201 King Kong (1933) 

202 King Solomon’s Mines (1950) 

203 Kings Go Forth 

204 Knock On Any Door 

205 L.A. Confidential 

206 Lady From Louisiana 

207 Lady Sings the Blues 

208 Lean on Me 

209 Learning Tree, The 

210 Legend of Dolemite, The 

211 Lilies of the Field 

212 Littlest Rebel 

213 Looking for Langston 

214 Lost Boundaries 

215 Love and Basketball 

216 Love Jones 

217 Lying Lips 

218 Mack, The 

219 Mahogany 

220 Malaga 

221 Malcolm X 

222 Male Gaze, The 

223 Manchurian Candidate, The 

224 Mandela and De Klerk 

225 Mandingo 

226 Massachusetts 54th colored infantry 

227 Matrix, The 

228 Member of the Wedding, The 

229 Men In Black II 

230 Men of Honor 

3711 

14516 

16408 

4687 

472 

1818 

959 

10134 

7986 

13832 

7985 

3297 

15427 

12 

14760 

16645 

16638 

8310 

4686 

16411 

15406 

3735 

5049 

10104 

14519 

8365 

1165 

1997 

7263 

15461 

301 

1040 

688 
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185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

2OO 

201 

2O2 

2O3 

2O4 

2O5 

2O6 

2O7 

2O8 

2O9 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

23O 

45O6 

6898 

7969 

358 

1175 

3249 

1828 

113 

2349 

7949 

6501 

6815 

279 

2260 

1643 

370 

6660 

5117 

1162 

4373 

1834 

7616 

1899 

8500 
8125 

iY-701 

iY-0440 

iY-0581 

iY-Ol13 

iY-0128 

iY-0202 

iY-0619 

iY-0226 

iY-0438 

SLAB 

1957film 

1976film 

1995film 

1941film 

1989film 

1997film 



A B 

231 Menace II Society 

232 Meteor Man 

233 Michael Jordan: An American Hero 

234 Middle Passage, The 

235 Midnight Ramble 

236 Midnight Shadow 

237 Mighty Quinn, The 

238 Million Dollar Baby 

239 Miracle in Harlem 

240 Mississippi Burning 

241 Mississippi Masala 

242 Mo’ Better Blues 

243 Monster’s Ball 

244 Movies of Color 

245 Moving 

246 Mr. Deeds Goes to Town 

247 Mr. Mean 

248 Mystery 

249 Mystery of Jesus 

250 Native Son 

251 Negro Sailor, The 

252 Negro Soldier, The 

253 New Faces (1952) 

254 New Jack City 

255 New Orleans 

256 NightFighters 

257 No Way Out 

258 Nothing But A Man 

259 Nothing Sacred 

260 Nutty Professor, The 

261 O brother Where Art Thou? 

262 Odds Against Tomorrow 

263 Oldest Living Slave in Brazil 

264 Once Upon a Time When We Were Colored 

265 One Down, Two to Go 

266 One False Move 

267 Oprah Show w/Sidney Poitier 

268 Organization, The 

269 Out of Time 

270 Outbreak 

271 Paisan 

272 Paris Blues 

273 Paris is Burning 

274 Paul Robeson: Here I Stand 

275 Pelican Brief, The 

276 Pinky 

378 

15670 

2346 

1824 

16651 

15719 

601 

937 

4694 

1031 

16406 

12793 

16649 

12063 

8131 

909 

10300 

16427 

747 

16582 

16650 

13298 

16532 

12049 

2105 

1212 

15401 
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233 
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235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 

4509 

4702 
4919 
7293 
2983 

2207 
3550 
2791 
8417 

2448 

4955 

320 

3091 
7727 
1371 

55 
5933 
8389 
7584 

5846 

3650 

4943 

645 
3561 

4692 
4568 

iY-0663 

1Y-0615 

1Y-0335 

i¥-0386 

iY-0529 

IY-OI60 

1993film 

1999film 

1988film 

2003film 



A 

277 Poetic Justice 

278 Porgy & Bess 

279 Pork Chop Hill 

280 Prime Suspect 

281 Princess Tam Tam 

282 Pulp Fiction 

283 Purple Rain 

284 Queen Kelly {1929) 

285 Quiet One 

286 Raintree County 

287 Rat Pack, The {HBO) 

288 Reap The Wild Wind 

289 Red Ball Express 

290 Remember the Titans 

291 Retrospective of Black Film History 

292 Rhapsody In Blue 

293 Rising Sun 

294 River Niger, The 

295 Romeo Must Die 

296 Roots 

297 Rosewood 

298 Rufus Jones for President (The Green Pastures) 

299 Rules of Engagement 

300 Sanders of the River 

301 Sankofa 

302 Saratoga Trunk 

303 Scar of Shame 

304 School Daze 

305 Scream, Blacula, Scream 

306 Sepia Cinderella 

307 Set It Off 

308 Seven 

309 Shaft 

310 Shaft(2000) 

311 Shaka Zulu 

312 Shawshank Redemption, The 

313 She’s Gotta Have It 

314 Shoot To Kill 

315 Show Boat (1951) 

316 Showboat (1936) 

317 Sidney Poitier A & E Biography 

318 Sister Act 

319 Six Degrees of Separation 

320 Slaughter’s Big Rip-Off 

321 Slender Thread, The 

322 Small Steps Big Strides: The Black Experience in Hollywood 

B 
12996 
12424 
16652 

3869 

26 

526 

89 

646 

16583 

16618 

16617 

13027 

4048,1163 

16624 

15668 

427 

16315 

520 

13828 

16426,7331 

13185 

14517 

468 

16856 

496 

15988 

16210 

16603 

16629 

9759 

16581 

14986 

16527 
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278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304 

305 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 

318 

319 

320 

321 

322 

5188 
7720 
6571 

2425 
5047 
606 

2061 
657 
1160 

8026 

4492 
552 

7810 
1675 
6385 

7882 
1069 
5678 
5747 
5123 
1931 

5351 
1204 
7920 

4935 
1363 

520 

3640 
4701 

3592 

iY-0448 

iY-0505 

iY-0455 

1Y-0303 

1942film 

1952film 

1945film 

1933film 

1973film 

1986 series 

1973film 

1997film 



323 Solomon Northrup’s Odyssey 

324 Something New 

325 Something of Value 

326 Son of Ingagi (1940) 

327 Song of Freedom 

328 Song of the South 

329 Soul Food 

330 Sounder 

331 Southerner, The 

332 Space Jam 

333 Sparkle 

334 Spartacus 

335 Spirit of Youth 

336 Spook Who Sat By The Door, The 

337 Stage Door Canteen 

338 Stormy Weather 

339 Story of a 3-Day Pass, The 

340 Sugar Cane Alley 

341 Sugar Hill (1974) 

342 Sugar Hill (1994) 

343 Super fly 

344 Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss 

345 Swing 

346 Swordfish 

347 Symbol of the Unconquered 

348 Tales from the Hood 

349 Tales of Manhattan 

350 Tamango 

351 Tap 

352 Tarzan Episode 

353 Ten Minutes to Live 

354 The World, The Flesh & The Devil 

355 Their Eyes Were Watching God 

356 Three The Hard Way 

357 Till the Clouds Roll By 

358 To Kill a Mockingbird 

359 To Sir, With Love 

360 To Sleep With Anger 

361 Tomorrow’s Children 

362 Topsy & Eva 

363 Tor 

364 Trading Places 

365 Training Day 

366 Tuskegee Airmen, The 

367 Two-Gun Man from Harlem 

368 Uncle Tom’s Cabin 

A B 

15038 

3034 

8197 

10104 

16347 

16608 

16628 

16584 

10592 

13498 

11058,838 

16369 

8209 

3540 

16613 

16655 

4955 

16659 

16648 

8152 

1106 

13824 

809 

16678 

15204 

15562 

2663 
16424 pt2 

822 
14908 

2138 
868 
1815 

787 
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323 

324 

325 

326 

327 

328 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

33? 

338 

339 

340 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

34? 

348 

349 

35O 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

36? 

368 

1015 

5120 

6658 
610 

611 

1354 
5968 
996 

8591 

759 

5439 

858 
94 

977 
2966 

8369 
5741 

8216 

iY-0425 

iY-0584 

iY-Ol16 

1945film 

1938film 

1995film 

1959film 

1932 

iY-0623 

iY-0585 

1934film 

1927film 



369 Uptown Saturday Night 

370 US Marshals 

371 Veiled Aristocrats 

372 Virtuosity 

373 Waiting to Exhale 

374 Way Down South 

375 What Price Hollywood 

376 What’s Love Got To Do With It 

377 White Girl, The 

378 Why Did I Get Married? 

379 Why Do Fools Fall In Love 

380 Within Our Gates 

381 Women of Brewster Place 

382 Words & Music 

383 XXX 

384 Zebrahead 

385 Ziegfeld Follies 

386 Zou-Zou 

A B 
11323 

16525 
16579 

15207,4686 
16526 

1160 

5435 
88 

14323 
16660 
16422 
1078 
1800 

16432 
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371 

372 

373 

374 

375 

376 

377 

378 

379 

380 

381 

382 

383 

384 

385 

386 

1684 

5418 

2896 

4589 

7083 

4723 

2435 

2426 

iY-0203 

iY-0122 

1998film 

1932film 

1995film 

1939film 

1990film 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute of African American Reseamh <papeflesspost@papeflesspost.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 2:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

AAAD Research Accomplishments 

For: Charlene Regester 

[~i w’llAtten~ ] D×~ wi’’ ’+’°t Attend 

View invitation: 
wvcw.pa perlesspost, comieventsi6515104- 

b721836firepliesi~ 23223509-fbbe7832 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 

iPhone app 

IAAR Spring Event 
Friday, April 1 lth at 3:00 PM 

Alfred Hitchcock Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center, 150 South Road 

Block this sender from your F aperless Fos, mail 

Add paperlesspost@papedesspost corn to vo~:r ~ddress book [o er+s~;+e you ]e~+ive all fu~;+e emaHs from Papegess Post 

k~ you~ ~nbox Click here to s¢op +eceb/~r+~ emaHs from Papsgess Post h~c~ud~r~9 ]~w]tat~or~s 8~d cards 

View the Paperless Des[ privacy policy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perelmuter, Rosa <rpperelm@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 5:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Perelmuter, Rosa <rpperelm@email.unc.edu>; Murap <murap@unc.edu> 

Re: Regester in MURAP 2014 

Yes, we will. Best, Rosa 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Perelmuter, Rosa" <rpperelm@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Regester in MURAP 2014 

Date: Sun, Mar 16, 2014 2:13 pm 

Dear Roas: Thanks much. Please make sure I get the files tomorrow because I am leaving for Seattle on Wednesday and won’t return until the beginning of next week. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Perelmuter, Rosa 
Sent; Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:41 AM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
C¢; Perelmuter, Rosa; Murap 
Subject; Re: Regester in MURAP 2014 

Dear Charlene, thank you for your flexibili~. I definitely want you on board even if this year it’s to direct only one studem. On Monday we’ll send you the files ~ fl~at 

you cm~ interview the candidates and rank "them. Best regards, Ro~ 

Sent from my Verizon Wileless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

Frotn: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Perelmnter, Rosa" <rpperelm@email.unc.edu;, 

Subject: question about MURAP 

Date: Sun, Mar 16, 2014 9:38 am 

Dear Rosa: Yes, I would be interested in working with one student. Also, in the event that you have to make another decision and eliminate some of the mentors please keep 
in mind that ~ am negotiable. Finally, thanks for considering me for MURAP. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; Perelmuter, Rosa 
Sent; Friday, March 14, 2014 4:02 PM 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
~::c; Perelmuter, Rosa; Murap 
Subject; question about MURAP 

Deax Charlene, the applicants this year axe not as plentiful as other years, I don’t know why. I’ve got a few that could be a tnatch for you but rm wondering if you 

would be willing to work with only one student for a stipend of $4000. I’ve written to about half of the prospective mentors to see if they’d be willing to do this and it 

would help me to be able to olt~r a mentorship to more rather than turning some away. I look forward to your reply. Best, Rosa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cline, Alexis L <Pdexis Cline@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:57 AM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[casdiversity] FW: FROM TIlE DEAN: Diversity Survey Questions, April 21 Deadline 

Sharing the enclosed email with all the diversity liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Thanks 

Alexis 

From: Reid, Dee 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 20148:42 AM 

To: CAS as DDD 

Cc: CAS_as Mgrs 

Subject: FROM THE DEAN: Diversity Survey Questions, April 21 Deadline 

The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to all deans, directors and department!curriculum chairs in the College, with an information copy to their 

administrative managers and to departmental diversity liaisons. 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you know, I have made enhancing faculty diversity a high priority for the College of Arts and Sciences. I am grateful to Patricia Parker, Director of Faculty 

Diversity Initiatives in the College, and to all of you and all of our departmental Diversity Liaisons, for your efforts to enhance diversity across the College. 

Now is the time for us to gather information about diversity activities undertaken during 2013/14 in each of our academic units. We are asking you to complete a 

survey for your unit. We have updated the survey to help us respond to some new questions from the University’s Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs. You 

may access the diversity survey online through a separate component of the Armu~,l ~:~orl: sv:~l:em vi~~, ti~e Colle~;te Intra~et. (After you log in, go to the Unit tab at 

the top of the page, and click on Diversity Survey on the pull-down menu.) 

We also will use some of the survey information to share good news about diversity and related activities through the Diversity section of our College web page at: 

Please complete the survey by April 21. If you have any technical questions about the survey, you may contact OASIS by submitting a remedy ticket via email to: 

~;de~@unc .e~h~. If you need other assistance, please contact Dee Reid in the Dean’s Office at 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this and for your leadership, as we work to~ether to enhance diversity. 

Best re~ards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean, Colle~e of Arts and Sciences 

You are cunenfly subscribed to casdiversi~ as: 

To unsubscribe click he:e: 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blauk email to ~ea~,e-3,-V39608~-49927260.616894.2’Tb9e0c21 da4(~2d’Ta:;d 06799c7@1~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parker, Patricia S <psparker@ad.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:59 AM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.tmc.edu,; 

Rhodes, Tero., Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

[casdiversity] From Pat Parke~; Re: Diversity Survey 

Dear Colleagues, 

Welcome back! I hope your spring break was wonderful. 

This morning you received a coW of an email message th)m Dean Gil, requesting that units begin the process tbr completing the am~ual diversi~ survey. I am writing to 

asL/encourage you to assist your uNt chairs in gathering inlbrmation about diversity activities undertaJ~en during 2013/2014. In addition m providing the Dean and the 

Provos~t with important data related to the College’s progress toward higher levels of diversity, inclusion, and equity, I think the survey completion process could serve 

as a catalyst for uNt-wide conversations about these issues. For example, the survey could help identity, places of strength~ challenges, and opportunities tbr new 
diversity initiatives within a~nd across units. 

Please let me lmow your thoughts or concerns about assisting your cha~r with completing the survey. Also, let me blow ifI can support you in any way. 

Very’ best, 

Pat Parker 

On 3/17/14 8:56 AM, Cline, Alexis L wrote: 

Sharing the enclosed email with all the diversity liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Thanks 

Alexis 

from: Reid, Dee 

Sent: Monday, March :17, 20:14 8:42 AM 

To: CAS as DDD 

C¢: CAS_as Mgrs 

Subject: FROM THE DEAN: Diversity Survey Questions, April 2:1 Deadline 

The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to all deans, directors and department/curriculum chairs in the College, with an information 

copy to their administrative managers and to departmental diversity liaisons. 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you know, I have made enhancing faculty diversity a high priority for the College of Arts and Sciences. I am grateful to Patricia Parker, Director of 

Faculty Diversity Initiatives in the College, and to all of you and all of our departmental Diversity Liaisons, for your efforts to enhance diversity across 

the College. 

Now is the time for us to gather information about diversity activities undertaken during 2013/14 in each of our academic units, We are asking you to 

complete a survey for your unit, We have updated the survey to help us respond to some new questions from the University’s Office of Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs. You may access the diversity survey online through a separate component of the ~.~)~:g~.!~.~[£~.?~.~.~£~,.£y..L£~£~.~.L~!~.~!~.~!~!~g£~!~i!~.. 

(After you log in, go to the Unit tab at the top of the page, and click on Diversity Survey on the pull-down menu.) 

We also will use some of the survey information to share good news about diversity and related activities through the Diversity section of our College 

web page at: 

Please complete the survey by April 21. If you have any technical questions about the survey, you may contact OASIS by submitting a remedy ticket via 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this and for your leadership, as we work together to enhance diversity. 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Yoa are CUiTently subscribed to casdiversity as: ~£’ad, m~c.ed ~l. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~i,~:,,’, iists.uP.c.~:d~,~,’¢’id::: ~8;"15742 90ca7bfT0d30fl le9 ~5c:~Oc95880d33a&t}:::T&l:::~asdi’,,.~:rsil~&o:::3439608,* 

(It may be necessary’ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to iem,e~343960g,-Vrg715742.’,)0caTi)~70d30£i I e~65c ~t)cOSgg( d~~:~2,’f:lisU~erv uric e~ u 

Patricia S. Parker, P£.D. 

UNC-Chapel Hi]] 

Associate Pro~essor 

CoKpunication Studies & 

Direoter of Faculty Diversity ~nitiatives 



Colieg~" of Arts and Soiences 

(o) (919) 962-2311 

(f) (I]9) 962-3305 

Founder and Director 

The Ella Ba£er ~omen’s Center 

Academic Leadership Program Fellow 

Kauffman Faculty Fellow for Entrepreneurship 

You are cmrently subscribed to casdiversity as: re~eaCer~a"email.t~r~c,e :iu. 

To unstlbscribe click here: ~:,,’, 11 ~;~s u~c. e&d ~2~:1d=@.9927260.6169942Tbge0c 21 da4.02d%~r)b799cT& ~=:r&i =:c~sd:i~’ers:i~’&o=: 3439?34 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:06 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] Nominations for Postdoctoral Award tbr Research Excellence 

TO: UNC- Chapel Hill Deans, Directors and Department Chairs 

FROM: Dr. SibbyAnderson-Thompkins, Director, OfficeofPostdoctoralAffairs 

DATE: March 17, 2014 

RE: POSTDOCTORAL A~4R_DS FOR RESEARCH E~XCELLENCE 

The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs is pleased to accept applications this spring f,ar Postdoctoral A~vards for Research Excellence. The awards, open to postdocs in all disciplines, are 
designed to recognize research potential and to assist scholars with professional development needs, such as conference travel, ~vritten materials, skills workshops, or other activities that 
directly enhance the individual’s professional development The awards can fund up to $1000 in professional endeavors and must be expended between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015 

We hope that you encourage your outstanding postdocs to submit applications. 

I. 

A. 

B 

C 

The fbllowing terms apply to the awards: 

Applicants must be full-time and fall into one of two Human Resources designations: Postdoctoral Fellow/Trainee "Rank (;ode 27), or Postdoctoral Research Associate (Rank Code 28) 

Applicants must have at least one year remaining in their postdoc appointments at the time of application 

Funds from the awards may be used for books, travel to a conference, skills workshops, or other resources or activities that directly enhance the postdoc’s professional development. 
Funds cannot be used to purchase computers or electronic eqmpment. 

D. The application deadline date is Friday, May 23, 2014. 

II. Applications should consist of: 

A. A brie[" cover letter (no more than one page) on departmental letterhead addressed to Dr. Mark tteise, (;hair of the Postdoctoral Awards for Research Excellence Committee. This letter 
should include a brief introductinn to the application and short description of how the funds will be spent. 

B A current curriculum vitae 

C A research statement (no more than two pages) that describes the applicant’s research accomplishments and future directions The research statement should be structured similar to a 
research statement that you would submit when applying for a :[’acuity position. This narrative should broadly discuss the significance of your current work, and your research 
accomplishments/contributions as a postdoc at I~YNC. Then provide details of your future research plans. Please note: evaluation of each candidate will be primarily based on one’s 
accomplishments as a postdoc at UNC. 

D. A letter of endorsement from the applicant’s mentor. This letter should be emailed to opa@unc.edu directly from the mentor. 

All materials should be sent to opa@unc.edu and be received by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, May 23, 2014. Applications presented after this time will not be considered 

If you have questions, please contact Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkins at (919) 843-�169. 

AN- INFORMATION SES SION FOR THE RESEARCH AWARDS \~ffLL BE HELD ON APRIL 11, 2014 FROM 3:00PM~4:00PM IN BONDURANT GO 10. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set yottr inforraational mass email preference, sign into the l~2qC 
Directo~ at http://dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Itfformation 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:07 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Plea~ review your course ottErings for Fa]12014 FYS Brochure 

Fall 2014 Brochme AAAD.doc 

.... Sent on behalf of Drew Coleman, Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars .... 

Dear Professors McMillan and Regester: 

Students receive the First Year Seminar (FYS) fall brochure during Orientation and use it during registration to select their FYS. Most parents also see the brochure 

and are quite impressed with our FYS offerings. If the information in the brochure is complete and accurate, students will understand the activities and goals of the 

FYS in which they have enrolled, and thus we increase the chances that each of our FYS will be a great experience for the students and for the instructor. 

It is useful to include the following components in the description of your FYS: 

¯ describe your seminar in terms that a high school senior will understand 

¯ indicate why your seminar is exciting and interesting 

¯ describe what students will be doing and what you expect from them 

¯ if your topic sounds complicated, assure students that there are no prerequisites 

The text for the 2014 brochure is attached. Please use "track changes" to update your course description and biography. 

> To meet our printer’s deadline, please return your corrected copy as an email attachment to Ben Haven (_b___h___a___v__e___n____@____e____m___a__[[.__u___n___c__.__e___d__u__) by Monday March 24, 2014. 

If your department has multiple FYS offerings, please look at your neighbors’ seminars but only make changes for your seminar. 

~ If you have no changes to make, please reply to Ben (bhaven@email.unc.edu.} with a quick message: "No changes needed." Your reply will confirm that we 

have your correct email address and that our edits are acceptable. 

We greatly appreciate your participation in crafting an excellent FYS that will help make the first year of college a wonderful experience for our students. 

Thanks, 

Drew 

Drew Coleman 

Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars 

Associate Professor, Department of Geological Sciences 



AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND DIASPORA STUDIES 

AAAD 50: Defining Blackness 

SS, US 
Timothy McMillan 

TuTh, 3:30 - 4:45pm 

America is an increasingly multicultural and diverse nation. And yet, the central concepts of race and 

diversity are often poorly defined. Racial categories have been used in the U.S. from the earliest colonial 

times, but their meanings have changed with every generation. What makes a person black in the 21st 

century is increasingly complex and a subject of much debate. In this seminar, we will focus on the 

creation of black identity in the U.S. and internationally. As we move beyond the 10th anniversary of the 

September 11th attacks on the United States, how does race play a role in our personal lives, our 

national identity, and our international concerns? Position papers written in response to films, readings, 

and blogs; class discussion; and a final documentary project exploring race and society will be used to 

enhance and evaluate students’ understanding of the meaning of blackness in the U.S. and the larger 

global community. 

Timothy McMillan is senior lecturer in the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 

Studies. He received his Ph.D. in Anthropology from UNC-Chapel Hill in 1988. McMillan has taught Afro- 

American studies, African studies, and anthropology at UNC-Chapel Hill, at NC State, and at Humboldt 

State University. His research has included fieldwork in Kenya; Haiti; Salem, MA; and Chapel Hill, NC. In 

2007 he won the Tanner Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching and has won the Black 

Student Movement’s Hortense McClinton Faculty Award three times. Dr. McMillan is currently writing a 

book about race and remembrance at UNC, and often conducts a "Black and Blue" tour of campus. 

AAAD 5:2: Masquerades of Blackness 

VP, US 
Charlene Regester 

TuTh, 9:30 - :~0:45am 
This seminar is designed to investigate how the concept of race has been represented in cinema 

historically, with a particular focus on representations of race when blackness is masqueraded. Its intent 

is to launch an investigative inquiry into how African Americans are represented on screen in various 

time periods, how we as spectators are manipulated by these cinematic constructions of race, and how 

race is marked or coded other than through visual representation. Students will view films that deal with 

"passing" from the various historical periods and will utilize theoretical concepts introduced in the 

assigned reading material on racialized representations in these visual representations. Films selected 

for viewing include the pre-World War II Era, the Civil Rights Era, and the "Post-Racial" era. Students will 

be required to write three papers that reflect their ability to apply theoretical concepts to reading 

racialized representions on screen in these three historical periods and that demonstrate their 

understanding of how racial masquerades have evolved over time. 

Charlene Regester is an Associate Professor in the Department of African, African American, and 

Diaspora Studies and Affiliate Faculty for the Global Cinema Minor. She received her BA, MA, Ph.D. from 



the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. She is the author of African American Actresses: The 

Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960 (which was nominated by the press to the NAACP Image Awards). She 

is the 2011 recipient of the Trailblazer Award Hayti Heritage Film Festival and 2007 Oscar Micheaux 

Book and Film Award from the Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, South Dakota. She has appeared on North 

Carolina Bookwatch with UNC-TV 2011; WUNC-FM Radio "The State of Things;" and Turner Movie 

Classics. Documentaries in which she has appeared include: Movies of Color: Black Southern Cinema, 

(2003 directed by Tom Thurman), Beyond Tara: The Extraordinary Life of Hattie McDaniel (directed by 

Madison Davis Lacy 2001), and I’ll Make Me a World (1999 directed by Denise Greene and Samuel 

Pollard). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Please review your course offerings tbr Fall 2014 FYS Brochure 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thanks for the quick response. No problem, An extra day would be fine. Thanks again for letting us know. 

Benjamin Haven 

CurricukJm Analyst I Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

University o[ North Carolina a[: Chapel 

3007 Steele BLE~lding, 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3504 

bhaven@emaH.unc.edu ~ (919)843-5473 

F~m: RegesMr, Charlene B 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 12:15 PN 

TOl Haven, Ben 
Subject: RE: Please review your course offerings for ~all 2014 ~S Brochure 

Dear Ben: Currently, I am heading to a con%fence in Sea~le so I may need an e~ra day after the stated deadline in order to provide this updated material. Sincerely, 

Charlene Regester 

From: Haven, Ben 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 12:06 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim~ Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Please review your course offerings for Fall 2014 FYS Brochure 

.... Sent on behalf of Drew Coleman, Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars .... 

Dear Professors McMillan and Regester: 

Students receive the First Year Seminar (FYS) fall brochure during Orientation and use it during registration to select their FYS. Most parents also see the brochure 

and are quite impressed with our FYS offerings. If the information in the brochure is complete and accurate, students will understand the activities and goals of the 

FYS in which they have enrolled, and thus we increase the chances that each of our FYS will be a great experience for the students and for the instructor. 

It is useful to include the following components in the description of your FYS: 

¯ describe your seminar in terms that a high school senior will understand 

¯ indicate why your seminar is exciting and interesting 

¯ describe what students will be doing and what you expect from them 

¯ if your topic sounds complicated, assure students that there are no prerequisites 

The text for the 2014 brochure is attached. Please use "track changes" to update your course description and biography. 

~ To meet our printer’s deadline, please return your corrected copy as an email attachment to Ben Haven (bhaven@emaii.unc.edu} by Monday March 24, 2014. 

If your department has multiple FYS offerings, please look at your neighbors’ seminars but only make changes for your seminar. 

~ If you have no changes to make, please reply to Ben (bhaven@email.unc.edq} with a quick message: "No changes needed." Your reply will confirm that we 

have your correct email address and that our edits are acceptable. 

We greatly appreciate your participation in crafting an excellent FYS that will help make the first year of college a wonderful experience for our students. 

Thanks, 

Drew 

Drew Coleman 

Assistant Dean for First Year Seminars 

Associate Professor, Department of Geological Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply~emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[INFORMATIONAL] BRIDGES--Academic Leadership tbr Womeu 

BRIDGES-Academic Leadership for Women is accepting applications for the fall 2014 program. The application deadline is May 1, 2014 

If you would like to speak ~vith someone about BRIDGES, please contact Annette Madden at 962-1123 or madden@email.unc.edu. 

For more information about BRIDGES or to apply, visit our Web site: 
http :i/l¥id avcenter.unc edu/bridges 

This message is sponsored by: Friday Center for Continning Education 

INFORMATIDNAL email will only be sent to those ~vho have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the U2",!C 
Directoly at http://dir unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

bounce-34415291-74076664@listserv.unc.edu on behalf of 

Reid, Dee </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEEREID> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:35 AM 

a~can- and- a~o- an~erican- studi es- t~culty ~al]fican- and- afro- american- studies- facul ty@listserv, unc. edu> 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-~ngrs@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edu> 

[afrlcan- and-afro-american- s~dies- facnl~’] [call-college- faculty] Request for Proposals tbr Online Courses through Summer School in 2015/ 

April 3 Deadline 

The enclosed message is being sent on behalf of Summer School Dean Jan Yopp to a]l faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences, with an information copy to 

administrative managers. 

### 

Request for Proposals for Online Courses 
Through Smnmer School in 2015 

BACKGROUND: In 2009 Summer School made its first request for applications to convert seated courses to a five-week online forumt. Four i~nlty members 

entered the pilot project and taught their converted courses in summer 2010. About five faculty members have been added each year since. To develop tiffs progrmn, 

Summer School has partnered with LEARN NC in the School of Education and the Center for Facul~" Excellence, along with UNC Libraries and Information 

Technology Systems-Teaching and Learning (rI’S-TL). Out of this program, the Center for Faculty Excellence has developed its eQuality Essentials online courses 

focusing on best practices for online teaching at the university level. 

Professor Joe Lowman in Psychology, one of the four selected for 2010 and who still teaches his PSYC 245 course, noted: "I’ve realized that by taking an 

online course seriously, you get all sorts of ideas that can easily be used to enrich the same course taught in a face-to-face format." 

THE PROJECT: Proposals from no more than five full-time faculty members will be selected. The program will provide the faculty members selected with the 

resonrces, inclnding time with an ins~tructional designer and assessment expert, to develop courses that provide a stimulating learning environment and achieve desired 
learning outcomes. Faculty selected will receive a $3,000 stipend pa~d in second summer session 2014. In spring 2015, tZaculty will receive a contract to teach their 

courses online "that summer. 

To gain the skills needed to develop an online course, ihculty selected will "take two online courses, May 13-June 27, through the Center for Faculty Excellence. 

The courses will nm tbur weeks each and will require ibur to six hours of time each week. In tall 2014 and in spfng 2015, faculty will receive support and assistance 

fiom CFE staffas needed. That assistance might include decisions about which technology tools to use to deliver specific content or to make the class more interactive. 

CFE also offers support for assessment and evaluation of online courses. 
ELIGIBILITY:    Full-time faculty can apply to adapt into an online setting a course they have already taught face to face. For this proiect, facul~~ should not 

propose to convert courses already offered through Carolina Courses Online or a new course that would require School approvaJ or departmentoJ and Adminis~trative 
Board approval in the College. Experience in teaching online courses is not reqnired. Teaching assistants are not eligible to apply, even though they teach in Snmmer 

School. 

Faculty can propose to teach a course developed as a part of the 2+2 Initiative through the University of North Caacolina Online. Courses available are listed at 

l~~ubectlist~ ~h . Faculty- can also seek guidance from CFE in preparing their proposals. 

APPLICATION: Each applicant should complete the lbrm at the end of this intbrmation. It must be signed by the applicant’s chair or dean. Supporting material 

such as syllabi tbr the existing face-to-face course can be included. Send completed applications to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, 134 E. Franklin Street, Room 

200, Campus Box 3340, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340, 

DEADLINE: April 3, 2014, in the Summer School office. 

SELECTION: Applications that have the following will be viewed more fuvorably: proposa] fiom full-time facnlty (tenure track or fixed term); content 

adaptable to an online learning environment (a course that requires specific laborato~ equipment would not); expected enrollments of 12-20 students; and a course that 

satisfies Genera] Education requirements 

Faculty members will be selected and a]l applicants notified by April 11. Selection will be made by a committee that includes representatives fiom the College of 
Arts & Sciences, the Center for Faculty Excellence and Snmmer School. 

TIMELINE 2014-15: 

March 21 RFP made available to UNC-Chapel Hill faculty 

April 3 Deadline for applications in Snmmer School office 

April 11 Notification to all faculty members who apply 

May/June Faculty online courses through CFE 

July Course development stipend paid in two installments 

Fall 2014 Faculty determine course deliveu methods 

Spring 2015 Faculty migrate course online, receive summer teaching contract 

Summer 2015 Courses taugl~t through Summer School 

S USTAINABILITY:     With knowledge of how to construct and teach online courses, faculty mmnbers can confume to teach the specific course developed or 

conve~’create another online course offering. Their work roll add to the depth and breadth of online courses at UNC-Chapel Hill. Facul~" will retain rights to the 
courses they develop. 

Courses selected and implemented could become part of a unit’s summer offerings in subsequent years. The list of summer 2014 courses can be viewed at 

~:/ : summer.unc.edu/cout~es’2014-online-courses,’. 
Please direct questions to Dean Jan Yopp at ~gemail.unc.edt~. 



Faculty Development Grant Proposals 
for Online Coulees Taught through Summer School in 2015 

[your nmne]                 (email)                  school/dept. 

1. Title and number of the course (m~d cross-listings) that you sxe proposing to adapt sx~d General Education requirements, if any, it satisfies. 

2. How often do you teach this course in the academic year (once each year, each semester, every other year) and in which semester (fall, spring, both)? 

3. Have you taught this course in a five-week, face-to-face sum~ner session? 

If so, when was the most recent ofibring and enrollment? 

4. Why- do you wsx~t to adapt this course to online learning? 

5. Briefly give m~y highlights of this course that would make it particulsxly valuable in an oNine envi~’onment for onr students. 

6. As you envision the online course, will it be aunchmnous online or hybrid (both synchronons and asynchionous in design? 

If synchronous, what technology tool s are necessa~, such as videoconferencing, chat, etc.? (please specil}’) 

7. What ty+ pes of assessment, other than extorts, do you use in this class as currently taught to determine whether students sxe achieving learrfing outcomes? 

8. How msJ~y staden~s would you s~ticipate in the class? 

9. Do you have may experience in teaching online? 

If no, what are 5’our concerns, if say, about teaching o~ine? 

By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certi .fy that this course is suitable for adaptation to an online lem~fing environment and that the credit 

and grades earned for this course would meet the usual standard in your Depextment/School. Yoa also sxe willing to offer s~d teach this course in summer 2015 
through Snmmer School. 

Signature instructor                      Signature Chair/Dean 

Return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, 134 E. Franklin Street, Room 200, Campus Box 3340, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340, or ~email.uuc.edt~. 

<li> -- You are currently sabscribed to 

</al> 
s£rics~- sad- sl"ro - s~nerican- studies- facul~" as: <ca href" ~ns]lto:regester@e~ns]l.anc.edu" >regester@e~ns]l.anc.edu~’a>. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 10:31 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Request ficom Chancellor Folt 

I am contacting you on behalf of Chancellor Folt and would appreciate it if you could return a call to our office today or Monday. My direct number and confidential 

voicemail is 919-843-4747; I look forward to speaking with you. 

Patti D. Wilkinson 

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff 

And the Directors of State and Local Relations 

Office of the Chancellor 

103 South Building, CB #9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

919-843-4747 (direct/voicemail) 

919-962-1647 (fax) 

p_gt__t_!__w___@__u___n__c__._~__@_. 
Successful is the person who has lived well, laughed often and loved much; who has gained the respect of children; who never fails to look for the best in others or 

give the best of themselves; who strives to leave the world better than they found it; and whose life is an inspiration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vander, Robin G <vander@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, July 29, 2004 3:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Film/Literature Prqiect 

Fihn and Literature Project.xls 

Sor~z, forgot to attach the file. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Allen <~rallen@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2006 3:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

moviegoing a~cticle and announcement of t’06 graduate course 

Allen. relocating us film histo~ leus 20-1 2006.pdf; AMST 282 fall 06 course description.doc 

Charlene, 

Hot off the presses, here is a copy of an article I did for the current 
issue of the journal Cultural Studies The second half of the piece 
deals specifically with the history of moviegoing in the South, and 
ackno~vledges your very important contribution to the history of the 
African American experience of moviegoing 

I’m also attaching an announcement J2)r a graduate course I’m doing in 
the fall on the history of moviegoing. In addition to alerting you that 
I’ll be asking you once again to talk about your work to the class, I’d 
also appreciate your help in circulating word of the course to any 
graduate students you think might be interested I plan to have the 
students do some research on NC movie theaters (using city directories, 
Sanborn maps, newspapers, etc. in the NC Collection), focusing on race 
as the key factor in the experience of moviegoing for both black and 
white audiences in the South. I also hope J2~r them to do some oral 
history intepdews with folks (black and white) old enough to remember 
moviegoing prior to 1964. I’m talking to a group of seniors at the 
Northeast Baptist Church in Durham on March 14, and I hope some of them 
will be willing to do extended interviews next fall. I plan to 
circulate this course announcement beyond the UNC campus. Jane’s in 
Sweden this term, but I’ve sent the announcment to David Paletz at Duke, 
to Tom Rankin at the Center for Documentary Studies, and to the film 
folks at NCSU If you know of others in the area (NCCU’?) who you think 
might be in contact with potentially interested students, please let me 

I hope things are going well for you this term. 

All the best, 

Bobby 



Robert C. Allen 

RELOCATING AMERICAN FILM HISTORY 

The ’problem’ of the empirical 

This ess£~, argues that one of the legacies of ’grand theory’ in f!lm studies is an 

ambivalence towaM the spatial and social conditions ~ the cinematic expe~ience. 

This suspicion ¢ the empirical has also conditioned scholarship on the histo~f" ~ 

movie audiences and ~eception. The history C moviegoing in the American South 

underscores the importance �space, place, and sociali~y as constitutive fiatures ¢ 

the expe~ience ¢ cinema. 

Keywords film theory; film history; empiricism; spectator theory; 

audience; region; race; American South 

The Fall 2004 issue of C~nema Journal featured a special colloquium entitled 

’Film History, or a Baedeker Guide to the Historical Turn’. In the introduction 

to this section, Sumiko Higashi considers the impact on the field of film studies 

of what she calls the "historical turn’ based on empirical research’. She argues 

that, despite considerable attention paid to historical research, the historical 

tut~a in film studies has led not to an intellectual turnpike but a narrow country 

lane, and a road less taken particularly by younger scholars. But why, a quarter 

century after scholars began revising the existing unscholarly, schematic, and 

largely undocumented histories of movies in America does historical research 

today still represent only a ’slowly accelerating movement in film studies?’ 

Higashi’s explanation is ’that most academics who train students in film studies 

have not themselves been trained to do empirical research’ (ttigashi 2004). 

The slip in the punchline here - fi-om historical to empirical - might be 

confusing to some, who would be forgiven for expecting the operative te~Tn to 

be ’historical’ rather than empirical. Although Higashi does not actually explain 

the relationship bet~veen ~vhat she’s calling ’empirical’ and ’historical’, I’ll 

take it to mean anything existing or posited to exist outside of the cinematic 

text and the inferred conditions of its reception as they are understood by 
the analyst. I think Higashi is onto something when she locates the realm of the 

empirical at the center of the problem of film history, but what she sees as the 

glacial momentum of the historical ’turn’ today is not the result of an entire 

generation of film scholars all sleeping late on the day in 1985 when empirical 

Cultural Studies I/ol. 20, No. 1 January 2006, pp. 48 88 

~ Routledge ISSN 0950 2386 print/ISSN 1466 4348 online ~ 2006 [aylor & Francis 

~eo,~,~,eoo~ http://www.tandflco.uk/joumals DOI: 10.1 .... /0950238050~+925% 



RELOCATING AMERICAN FILM HISTORY 49 

methods were discussed in their first-year graduate course on cinema studies 

methods and materials. The ambivalence toward the historical that is rnanifest 

in Higashi’s analysis of the ’historical turn’ is, I believe, symptomatic of an 

even more pervasive uncertainty that has hovered over film studies since its 

academic institutionalization in tbe 1970s: what place does anytbing outside of 

the film ’itself’ and its analysis by the film scholar have in film studies? What 

constitutes the universe of the non-textual empirical relevant to film studies in 

general and film history in particular? ttow would this realm be investigated 

and to what end? 

Even in the realm of film studies most associated with the ’historical turn’ 

and with empirical approaches - research on exhibition, spectatorship, the 

audience, reception, and/or the social experience of moviegoing - there is 

amhivalence over the nature and relevance of empirical research ~’ithin that 

strand of historical inquiry as ~vell as ambivalence regarding the relevance of 

historical!empirical work to the field of film studies as a whole. The impact of 

the ’historical turn’, then, has been vitiated by a complex of t~actors peculiar to 

film study, among them the conventionalism of film study’s theoretical 

heritage, its suspicion of the empirical and tendency to confuse intellectual 

engagement with the empirical world outside the film text with empiricism,1 

the academic and intellectual alignment of film studies with the study of 

literary texts, and the concomitant distancing of film studies i~om tbe work in 

cultural studies and cultural and social history. 

Film theory, spectatorship and the ’problem’ of the empirical 

The following account of the genesis of this problem and how it has manifested 

itself in film studies is certainly not new and is so scbematic here as to be a 

caricature. Nonetheless, I think a reminder of intellectual contexts within 

which ’empirical’ approaches to film history have been situated might be 

useful, particularly for readers who are not themselves scarred veterans in film 

studies’ theory wars. Rather than rehearse arguments made by film theory’s 

detractors over the last 15 years or so (see Bordwell 1989, Bordwell and 

Carroll 1996), I turn to a more sympathetic account to make my point. In the 

introduction to their 2004 anthology, [.aca~ and Comempora~" Film, Todd 

McGowan and Sheila Kunkle repeat the by now familiar characterization of the 

intellectual climate within which film studies emerged as an academic 

discipline in the 1970s. The efflorescence of film studies was the result of a 

flowering of film theory, and psychoanalytic accounts of cinema ’provided film 

studies with a ~vay of making sense of film’s appeal .... As a result, I~acanian 

psychoanalysis became the approach within film studies. ’ Althusserians (if 

there are any let}) might gag a bit over this monotbeistic creation story, but 

most film scholars would agree, I think, that during the formative decades of 
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film study, as McGowan and Kunkle put it, psychoanalysis ’dominated film 

studies so thoroughly that ... [it] dictated the very terms of the debate within 
the field’ (McGowan and Kunkle 2004, pp. xi-xii). 

But far from celebrating psychoanalysis’s easy victory in the film theory 

arena of the 1970s, McGowan and Kunkle argue that film studies’ particular 

appropriation of Lacan contained the seeds of film theory’s eventual demise. 

The problem was not, as some might argue, "that psychoanalytic film theory 

rernained resolutely aalchored in ahistorical textual analysis at a time when 

notions of textuality, interpretation, and the role of the analyst were being 

challenged in other fields, but rather that by placing cinematic spectatorship at 

the center of its account of "the psychic and ideological operation of "the 

cinematic ’apparatus’, cine-psychoanalysis ’focused all theoretical energy on 

the reception of film at the expense of the filmic text itself’. In other words 

even by acknowledging what they call the ’vicissitudes of spectator 
identification’, cine-psychoanalysis left its back door cracked just enough for 

the chaos of the empirical world to slip through. ’The moment that one tm-ns 

to "the empirical and begins to account for individual differences among 

spectators’, they pronounce gloomily, ’one relinquishes altogether the 
territory of the theoretical’. Where ttigashi looks at the field and sees film 

historians very thin on the ground indeed, to McGowan and Kunkle they’ve 

clogged all the major traffic arteries and driven film theory ofl" the road and 

into a post-theoretical intellectual ditch: ’[N]ot only has Lacanian psycho- 

analytic theory disappeared, but theory as such has given way almost 

completely to historicism and empirical research’ (McGowan and Kunkle 

2004, pp. xii, n.1). 
McGowan and Kunkle’s case for back-to-the-future interpretive purity 

points to the unsustainable philosophical tension at the center of ’grand 

theory’s’ model of spectatorship. Twenty years after "the editors of ur-journal 

of Grand Theory, Screen, announced in 1972 that the English translation of the 

work of Christian Metz put an end to the pre-historical era of amateurish, 

impressionistic, academic musing about films in the English-speaking world 

and launched the beginning of cinema studies as a theory-driven ’science’ 

(Screen ~ 972, Nichols 1976), the notion of the film spectator as a textual efl)ct 

and analytical construct still had considerable currency in film studies. In her 

influential Babel and Bab)qon (1991) Miriam Haa~sen calls the spectator in 

psychoanalytic theory ’a term of discourse, an eft)ct of signit}’ing structures’. 

In Femmes Fatales: Feminism, Film Theory, Psychoanalysis (1991) Mary Ann Doane 

is insistent that the spectator - in this case the female spectator - ’is a 

concept, and not a person’. Furthermore, she asserts, the method for 

examining the operation of spectatorship is textual analysis. It is through close, 

theoretically informed readings of cinematic texts that the analyst can 
detm~nine its ’conditions of readability (which involves an understanding of 

psychic investments in texts)’. The analyst is not concerned here, she says, 
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with ’the ways in which texts are appropriated and used’ by historical 

audiences or individual viewers (Hansen 1991, p. 4, Doane 1991, p. 143, 

quoted in Mayne 1993, p.33). 

Now, it might seem that this maneuver has erected an impenetrable force 

field between ’the spectator’ and any and all historical individuals that make or 

at any point in history made up the audience, as well as the empirical 

conditions under which they might have watched any given film. And yet the 

notion of the cinematic spectator is distilled not merely from the filmic text 

and its signit}’ing structures, but, at least as expressed in the seminal texts of 

spectator theory - Metz and Baudry - i)om the very particular material, 

physical, social circumstances under which normative empirical viewers are 

assumed to experience narrative fictional films. 

I~et us be reminded just ho~v material and empirical is the foundation upon 

which spectatorship rests, but how essential it is in these accounts that the 

spatiality, the physicality, and the sociality of the moviegoing experience be 

denied. As Baudry puts it: 

No doubt the darkened room and the screen bordered with black like a 

letter of condolences already present privileged conditions of eft)ctive- 

hess - no exchange, no circulation, no communication with any outside. 

Projection and reflection take place in a closed space and those who 

rernain there, whether "they know it or not (but "they do not), find 

themselves chained, captured, or captivated .... [The reality of the film 

image] ... comes from behind the spectator’s head and if he looked at it 

directly he would see nothing except the moving beams from an already 

veiled light source. The an’angement of the different elements - 

projector, darkened hall, screen ... reconstructs the situation necessary 

to the release of the ’mirror stage’ discovered by Lacan. 

(Baudry 1985, pp. 538-539) 

Or consider these passages from Metz’s The Iwaginary Sign!fief: 

[T]he institution of the cinema requires a silent, motionless spectator, a 

~acant spectator, constantly in a sub-motor and hyperperceptive state, a 

spectator at once alienated and happy ... a self filtered out into pure 

vision .... 

All that remains is "the brute fact of seeing: the seeing of an outlaw, of an 

Id unrelated to any E~]o, a seeing which has no features or position, as 

vicarious as the narrator-God or the spectator God .... 

[T]he spectator of a novelistic . .. film no longer quite knows that he is at 

the cinerna. 

(Metz 1982, pp. 96, 97, 104) 
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So closely connected was this account of the physical and social ’scene’ of the 

cinema to its ideological effect and psychological operation that when I asked 

film scholar Sandy Flitterman-Lewis in "the mid-1980s if she could write a 

chapter on psychoanalysis and television for a new anthology I was preparing, 

she saw her first challenge to be distinguishing the empirical conditions of 

cinematic spectatorship from those of televisual viewing. She wrote: 

Since film theory’s discussion of spectatorship is grounded, first of all, in 

the specific situation of viewing, we can be sure that different experiential 

factors will have profoundly di~})rent psychoanalytic consequences and 

effects. Films are seen in large, silent, darkened theaters, where intense 

light beams are projected from behind toward luminous surfaces in front. 

There is aa~ enforced and anonymous collectivity of "the audience .... In 

contrast to this cocoon-like, enveloping situation is the fragmentary, 

dispersed, and varied nature of television reception. The darkness is 

dissolved, "the anonymity removed. 

(Flitterman-Lewis 1987, pp. 187-188) 

Altbough McGowan and Kunkle do not rei)rence it, their fears about cine- 

psychoanalysis’s empirical Achilles heel would have been exacerbated by 

Metz’s acknowledgement later in The [maginar.y 5igni~iier that his account of 

physical and social circumstances upon which narrative cinema depends 

’concet~as only certain geographical forms of the institution itself, those that 

are valid in Western countries’. ’We have only attempted one ethnography of 

the filmic state, among others remaining to be done (for which Freudian 

notions would be perhaps less useful and certainly less directly useful, since 

they were established, despite their pretension to universality, in an 

observational field with cultural limits)’. Metz locates those ’other’ sites 

beyond the gyTe of American and European film culture: ’There are societies 

where the cinema scarcely exists, as in certain regions of black Africa outside 

the cities; there are also civilizations which like ours are great producers and 

consumers of fiction films (e.g. Egypt, India, Japan, etc) but where tbe social 

context is sufficiently remote from ours to preclude, in the absence of 

a specialized study, any extrapolated proposition with respect to "the 

significance that the very act of going to the cinema can assume there’ (Metz 

1982, pp. 138-139). 

At least some of tbe centrifugal force represented by the ’historical turn’ in 

cinema studies comes ~}com the spinning out of the fotmdational tensions in the 

psychoanalytic account of spectatorship, the stretching and testing of its 

conceptual coherence. Of course, one of the ’pretensions to universality’ "that 

is challenged early on in British and American theoretical writing is "that of "the 

ungendered and socially unmarked nature of spectatorship. Laura Mulvey’s 

1975 ’Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’ provokes a steady stream of 
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scholarship exploring how psychoanalytic theory might be amended, updated, 

refocused, twisted, or repurposed to accommodate gender, sexual, and racial 

difference. 2 

The extraordinary attention paid to early fihns and to the conditions of 

their production and reception in the 1980s and 1990s reflected a range of 

scholarly interests and was spurred by archival, institutional, as well as 

intellectual factors - not least of which were opportunities for some scholars 

to view rare surviving prints of early films at such occasions as the Pordenone 

silent film festivals, which began in the 1980s. But the fascination with cinema 

and metropolitan moviegoing during the first 1 ; years of commercial cinema 

in the [1S, which many would see as the epitome of the historical turn in film 

studies, is not, I think, unrelated to project ofhistoricizing cine-psychoanalysis’ 

account of specmtorship. Psychoanalysis’s basic account of the psychological, 

social, and ideological operation of classical realist Hollywood narrative cinema 

served as a posterior starting point for developing an account of a prelapsarian 

archaeology of Hollywood cinema and a teleological narrative that ends with 

the consolidation of bourgeois cinema as a matrix of formal and narrational 

strategies, mode of address, spectatorship, and physical circumstances of 

reception. This account of a ’primitive’ cinema then becomes the ground upon 

which arguments can be mounted about the ascendance of the experience of 

~vhat comes to be called simply ’bourgeois’ cinema. It is tbe combination of 

distinctive formal conventions of different t}~es of pre-Hollywood cinema (the 

now familiar ’cinema of attractions’ (Gunning 1990)) and its attendant 

different mode of spectatorship, a different model viewer upon whom that 

spectatorship was predicated (metropolitan, ethnically marked, working class), 

and a different physical and social space of viewing (the nickelodeon) that 

together represent a different set of aesthetic, social, and ideological 

potentialities for pre-Hollywood cinema in America. 

Politically, this account proposes two further registers of spectatorial 

difference: class and ethnicity. It places the working class spectator at the point 

of origin of the movies as a popular art form. Socially, it proposes the 

nickelodeon as a potential alternative public sphere for working class 

immigrants, especially women, partially evading bourgeois regulatory control. 

The ascendance of the fictional narrative, the development of proto- 

Hollywood modes of narration and representation, tbe corporate rationaliza- 

tion of film production, and the relocation of the social scene of moviegoing 

from raucous nickelodeons to sedate middle-class picture palaces in the period 

between 1908 and 1915 then come to represent the wresting of cinema away 

from its metropolitan, ethnic, working class roots and the shutting down or 

marginalizing of its progressive potentialities. Both 1970s film theory’s account 

of Hollywood narrative cinema and 1990s film history’s account of pre- 

Hollywood cinema thus depend upon the systemic interlocking of mutually 
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reinforcing formal conventions, mode of spectatorship, audience, and viewing 

situation (Musser 1990, Sklar 1988, Singer 199;, Allen 1996). 

Miriam Hansen’s Babel and Babylon (1991) represents an important and 

influential effort to historicize spectatorship, to negotiate the relationship 

between textuality and reception, to admit the empirical without ~bandoning 

the psychoanalytical. This historiographic juggling act is performed in 

somewhat different ways in different chapters of this ambitious book and in 

relation to different objects of analysis. Early chapters on "the nickelodeon 

phenomenon are illuminating, I think, for the degree to which Hansen opens 

up the conceptually ’closed space’ of the movie theater and insists upon 

moviegoing being conceived as a social and, to use the impoverished language 

of fihn theory, ’empirical’ practice - at least with respect to young immign-ant 

women from Eastern and Southern Europe living in the Lower East Side of 

Manhattan Island of New York City in the years between 1907 and 1910. The 

nature of spectatorship here is contingent upon a highly specific viewership: 

marked not only by gender, but also by class, ethnicity, urbanity, age, 

language, race, geographic dislocation, and relation to the state (’foreign-born 

whites’ - as the census categorized immigrants i)om Europe). The social scene 

of moviegoing is elaborately situated in a particular geographical, cultural, 

commercial, and historical setting. 

For this particular audience at this particular time in this particular place, 

the experience of cinema is an amalgam of the viewer’s ’particular social 

horizon of reception’; "the viewer’s access to or exclusion from other forms of 

commercial leisure; particular filmic exhibition practices (the presence or 

absence of the lecturer); extra-filmic dimensions of performance (variety acts); 

audience behavior in "the theater (especially a ’more participatory, sound- 

intensive form of response’); the physical and spatial configuration of the 

theater itself; the social relationship between the theater manager and his or 

her audience; the viewer’s experience of modernity and urbanity; the social 

relationship between particular theaters and their SUtTounding neighborhoods; 

the relationship between moviegoing and the norms and practices of family 

life; "the social condition of fellow viewers in a particular theater (friends, 

t~amiliars, and strangers); the role of moviegoing in the temporal organization 

of women’s everyday lives; the relationship between moviegoing and other 

aspects of consumer culture; and the aesthetic and cultural relationship 

between moviegoing and both older and contemporaneous forms of 

commercial theatrical entertainment (particularly vaudeville) (Hansen 1991, 

pp. 90-125). 
But in the concluding chapters of the book - on female fans and Valentino 

in the 1920s - the complex and very specific social factors so foregrounded in 

the analysis of imrnigrant women’s experience of cinema in nickelodeons 

recede into a barely visible historiographic backdrop. The register of analysis 

shifts from social to cultural as Hansen constructs a ’possible horizon of 
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reception’ for Valentino in relation to female spectatorship. Even though 
Hansen argues that this project involves ’a kind of methodological both/and of 

textual analysis and historiographic speculation’, the extra-filmic empirical 

basis for the latter has concomitantly shifted from social history to discourse 

analysis: ’reviews, interviews [with Valentino, not with his audience], studio 

publicity, articles in thn magazines, and the general press, popular biographies 

sources that at once document, manipulate, and constitute his reception’ 

(ttansen 1991, p. 253). Valentino’s represented etlmicity, age, gender, 

sexuality, work experience, and immigration status are all posited as important 

t:actors in accounting for tbe ’possible’ reception of his films in the 1920s, but 

social subjectivity and empirical specificity of his audience are effectively 

collapsed into the undifferentiated female spectator. They become historio- 

graphic victims of ’the sweeping ascendancy of the classical paradigm’ of 

Hollywood cinema and its assumed nolTnative mode of experience and 

reception. By the final chapter we are firmly back within the realm of the text 

and tbe psychoanalytic: ’The appeal of the Valentino t}mtasy’, Hansen 

concludes, ’is regressive, beckoning the female spectator (to revise Mulvey) 

beyond the devil of phallic identification into the deep blue sea of 

polymorphous perversity .... Valentino fihns aflo~v spectators to repeat and 

acknowledge the more archaic component drives, reminders of the precarious 

constructedness of sexual identity’ (Hansen 1991, p. 292). 

Now it is a bit unfair, perhaps, to charge Hansen with bait and switch here. 

After all she is concerned with the discursive construction of stardom and its 

operation within and outside of individual fihns and not with the social 

experience of moviegoing in the 1920s. But, I think this shift in registers of 

analysis, in the categories of ’empirical’ data admitted into evidence, 

and, above all, the return to close readings of individual films, to spectatorship 

as a function of textual operation, and to psychoanalysis (via Freud himself, 

no less) to account for meaning and pleasurability in Hansen’s historiography 

are not peculiar to her. They are symptomatic of a widely-held belief in 

fihn studies of tbe 1990s that, as Hansen puts it, after the ’sweeping 

ascendancy of the classical paradigm’ by 1920, the ’margin of unpredictability 

and autonomy’ between viewer and spectator collapses to such a degree that 

the marginal utility of detailed empirical research about all those things that so 

occupied her when discussing the nickelodeon period in Manhattan is greatly 

reduced. 

Appearing a few years after Babel and Bab),lon Judith Mayne’s Gnema and 

Spectatorship (1993) asks ’whether those theories of the cinematic institmion 

[that is to say, psychoanalytically-based theories of spectatorship] can have any 

compatibility whatsoever with specific, local studies of spectatorship’. In her 

chapter on ’empirical models’ of spectatorship, she takes up the influence upon 

fihn studies of ’ethnographic’ studies of contemporary media audiences - 

mostly the audience for other media fomls, it should be noted - based upon 
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British Cultural Studies. Ethnographic work on the audience appeals to film 

scholars, she suggests, in part because of its philosophical novelty: ’The validity 

of any kind of empirical research has been under suspicion in film studies for so 

long that there is something refreshing about the renewed claim for its value’ 

(Mayne 1993, p. ;8).3 

One might think that the relevance of ethnographic audience research for 

the historical study of cinema spectatorship might hinge upon how and to what 

degn’ee this approach might itself be historicized, but Mayne seems more 

concerned here with the relationship between ethnography and psychoanalysis: 

’In ethnographic studies of the audience’, she complains, ’it is not entirely 

clear ,z[iat has happened to psychoanalysis or to the subject as a construction, 

particularly given the emphasis on literal audience response’ (Ma}~ae 1993, 

p. 60). In the end, etlmographic audience studies and the cultural studies 

paradigrn upon which they are based are valuable not so rnuch as a historical 

research model as a mild rebuke of idealist excesses of film theory: 

’Ethnography can serve as an important reminder that the bracketing of the 

referent in contemporary theories of signification does not mean that the 

responses of real, historical beings are irrelevant; only a simplistic, mechanical 

textuality could claim such a disregard for history. Yet a desire for 

unproblematized and romantic agency ultimately characterizes much of the 

work done in the name of etlmography’ (Mayne 1993, p. 62). 

The section on ’historical’ (i.e. empirical) models that follows identifies 

several research directions that ’offer the possibility of examining spectatorship 

as a complex and oi}en contradictory historical - and theoretical - 

phenomenon’. These emerging empirical directions in film historical research 

might represent potential theoretical challenges for psychoanalytically-based 

notions of spectatorship, Ma)a~e argues, but, surprisingly, they do not 

represent methodological departures. Despite their difi)rences, they share 

an ’interesting methodological common denominator’: textual analysis. 

’[A] common point of agreement in studies of intertexmality, exhibition, 

the cinematic public sphere, and reception is the need not to reject 

textual analysis, but rather to expand its parameters beyond the individual 

filmic text’. 

Janet Staiger, whom Mayne highlights in her discussion of historical 

reception studies, had already proposed a strategic methodological reorienta- 

tion of film studies away from textual analysis narrowly defined to ’the 

range of possible readings and reading processes at historical moments and 

their relation or lack of relation to groups of historical spectators’. This 

kind of reception studies would ’not interpret texts but would attempt 

a historical explanation of the event of interpreting a text’ (Staiger 1992, 

p. 81).4 

In her 2000 monograph, Perverse Spectators, she urges an expansion of ~vhat 

she calls the conceptual boundaries of filmic reception beyond the film ’itself’, 
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its intertexts, its mode of address, its accompanying critical and advertising 

discourse, and the mental processes of semiosis, to include such things as 

articulated responses of vie~vers during the screening of a film. Audience talk is 

not only a feature of immigrant women’s experience of the movies in 

Manhattan or of ~non-bourgeois’ reception practices of African-American 

audiences in black theaters, she argues. Rather, she finds ~examples of all 

audience identities talking through all historical periods of the classical 

Hollywood at many types of films ...’ (Staiger 2000, p. ;0). 

At the end of that chapter, Staiger suggests that not only do we need to 

expand the synchronic boundaries of the reception experience to better 

account for the sociality of the moviegoing process, but that we also should 

recognize that the reception process alia&tonically extends indefinitely beyond 

the running time of the screening. Post-movie talk by viewers should also be 

seen as a part of the interpretive experience. ~Scholarship should investigate 

not just the event of filmgoing but the continual making and remaking of 

interpretations and emotional significances through the lives of individuals’. 

Here, she notes, ~work on popular and cultural memory is relevant’ (Staiger 

2000, pp. ¢4-; ;). Staiger concludes with a preliminary chart of what she calls 

~reception activities’ that range from calling out lines of dialogue t)om the film 

and visiting locations represented in films to naming pets and children after 

cinematic characters. This chart usefully suggests the range and complexity of 

some of the social practices that fly under the conceptual flag of reception. But 

it is a sign of just how halting this conceptual and empirical mapping process 

has been that a~}er 2; years of scholarship on the conditions of cinematic 

reception, a major film scholar feels the need to devote an entire chapter of 

her book to the proposition that people have always talked during, after, (and 
she might have also said, before) watching movies. 

The more we take seriously Staiger’s point that whatever meanings and 

pleasures derived from ~experiencing’ individual films in whatever contexts at 

whatever periods of film history are themselves subject to continual revision, 

reworking, and rearticulation in memory, the less ~bounded’ the ~event’ of 

textual interpretation necessarily becomes and the less reliable the text itself 

becomes to the contemporary analyst as the ultimate repository of an 

originating and stable set of meanings and pleasures for whatever viewers 

happened to see the film at the same time. Much of our thinking about the 

history of filmic reception takes as its ~dei~ult’ mode of engagement with the 

movies the experience of moviegoing during what Staiger and others would 
call the ~classical’ Hollywood era: when moviegoing was routinized and 

habitual for many people in the [Inited States, when access to films was 

controlled by institutional practices (runs, zones, release dates) and limited to 

theatrical moviegoing (i.e. pre-vcr), and when each theater had only one 

screen. As we tell our students in film history courses, one of the things that 

distinguishes the classical studio-era of moviegoing from the post-studio- 
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system period is that the former is characterized by people ’going to the 

movies’; the latter by people ’going to see a film’. There is an argument to be 

made that tbe history of ’reception’ during the classical era is best understood 

not as the aggregate of specific acts of reception but rather as patterns of 

moviegoing within which textual ’reception’ in its most narrow sense is a part 

but not necessarily the most important part for many people. Furthe~anore, it 

is arguable, the narrative, stylistic, and marketing practices of Hollywood 

cinema worked to discourage rather than encourage the maintenance in 

memory of each act of reception as separate and distinct: after all, as Staiger 

recalls, she and her colleagues Kristin Thompson and David Bordwell took as 

their project in The Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film S~’le and Mode of Production 

to 1960 an account of ’why the overall output of Hollywood was so 

consistently similar’ (Staiger 2000, p. 28). 

To Annette Kuhn, Staiger has found "the right empirical neighborhood, but 

she is reluctant to get out of her car. ’While rightly emphasizing the contextual 

aspects of film consumption’, she writes in the introduction to her 2002 book 

An Evesvday Magic: Cinema and Cuhural Memory (confusingly retitled Dreaming of 

Fred and Ginger: Cinema and Cultural Memory" in its US edition), ’this approach 

offers no access to the historical social audience’ (Kuhn 2002). Kuhn proposes 

instead what she calls an ’etlmohistory’ of film reception: an imaginative 

reenn’y into the history of cinematic reception tbrough the stories of 

moviegoers themselves - as one leg of a triangulated film historical research 

paradigm, which would also draw upon contemporaneous discourse (ads, 

production and distribution records, popular press accounts, etc) and analytical 

readings of selected films. In this case, Kulm’s work centers on the experience 

of movies and moviegoing in Britain in the 1930s, drawn from 78 extended 

oral history interviews asad more "than 200 questionnaires completed by 

individuals old enough to have been moviegoers in the 1930s. The films 

selected for analysis were generated in two ways. One list of 20 titles was 

developed on the basis of overall box office appeal, cultural resonance 

(reviews, awards, newspaper coverage), and star popularity polls. Another list 

was generated from responses to the question ’Do you recall any films that 

made a particularly strong impression on you?’ posed in the oral history 

interviews and paper questionnaire. The two lists, it might be noted, have 

almost no overlap. 

In fact, Kuhn points out in the very helpful methodological appendix to 

her work, putting together a list of the films her respondents remembered as 

particularly significant turned out to be surprisingly difficult: because 

informants ’rarely ot})r detailed memories of particular films, and where 

they do they do not always remember the film’s title correctly, or indeed at 

all’. Now, one might account for this lack of recall about particular filmic texts 

and about one’s reaction to them as a function of tbe temporal gap between 

initial viewing and prompted recall - a gap of a half century or so. ttowever, 
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Kuhn discovered, many of her respondents remembered the social spaces of 

moviegoing from their childhoods with remarkable specificity. Some 

respondents could produce detailed mental maps of 1930s cinemas in a given 

neighborhood, complete with ticket price differences, social particularities 

(this one was where courting couples lined the back row), d~cor, sounds and 
smells, and even the shops that surrounded them, despite the fact that all of 

these cinemas had long since been torn down or converted to some other use. 

’For the majority, going to the pictures is remembered as being less about 

films and stars than about daily and weekly routines, neighbourhood comings 

and goings and organizing spare time. Cinemagoing is remembered, that is, as 

part of the fabric of daily life .... But if everyone has something to say about 

how they grew up with cinema, they all have different stories to tell and 
different ways of telling them’. While the memory of the reception of 

particular films decomposes into a snatch of dialogue, or a striking image, the 

place of moviegoing ’is extraordinarily insistent in the memories of 1930s 

cinemagoers’. 
Thus, Kulm’s study implicitly poses another question of relevance to the 

historical and empirical study of cinematic spectatorship: do cinematic texts 

really matter? If so, which movies matter, to whom, in what ways, for hour 

long, and how much? In other words, having gone through the elaborate and 

exhausting process of reconstructing the contexts ~vithin which a given film 

might have been received by a particular hypothetical historical audience, and 

having analyzed the surviving version of that film for clues as to how it might 

have been read ~vithin those contexts by that audience, we still do not know, 

in most cases, what resonance or salience that reception event had: personally, 

culturally, socially. 
Mining very much the same vein of ethnohistorical research as Kuhn, 

Jackie Stacey in her book Star 6"aziW provides a wonderfully detailed account 

of the methodological and evidentiary challenges she laced in conducting a 

study of British women’s engagement with the movies in the 1940s and 1950s. 

Having already concluded on the basis of other sources that "the movies were of 

’great significance.., in women’s lives in Britain in the 1940s, especially 

during the Second World War’, Stacey recounts finding what ~vas on its face 
an extraordinary resource: extensive daily diaries kept by 500 individuals 

throughout World War II as a part of the Mass Observation studies, ldpon 
exan~ination, however, she found this voluminous material of minimal research 

value for her purposes: ’IT]he problem with this material is that the references 

to the cinema are very dispersed. Thus hours were spent reading the diaries to 

emerge at the end of the day ~vith tout- or five rather disparate quotations fi’om 

which I could conclude few general patterns or themes’. After following out 

several other evidentiary dead-ends, Stacey decides to collect conternporary 

letters and questionnaire data from women who responded to solicitations she 

placed in British women’s magazines inviting "Keen cinema-goers’ from the 
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1940s and 19;0s ... to write to me and tell me which Hollywood stars they 

had liked and disliked, and why’ (Stacey 1994). 

The relative paucity of articulated responses to movies in these first-person 

accounts of everyday li~) might be the result of any number of factors, and, of 

course, ~ve cannot assume that the lives of the diarists whose work has been 

preserved were in any ~vay representative of anything, but, I would argue, the 

marginality of moviegoing in this discourse is itself no less evidence of the role 

of particular movies at a particular moment than letters that avid movie fans 

wrote to their I:avorite stars. At the very least, these extraordinarily self- 

reflexive accounts of lived experience should remind us that for millions of 

people the movies were a peripheral aspect of their everyday lives; for millions 

of others going to the movies was but one social activity among many others, 

some of which were of much greater immediate and lasting importance; and 

for millions of others the movies may have been a part of the routines of social 

liI) but it was very seldom that particular films registered enough even to 

warrant reflection upon at the end of the day. The studies of both Kuhn and 

Stacey raise the possibility that, generally speaking, for many people in many 

places for a very long span of film history, the cumulative social experience of 

habitual or even occasional moviegoing mattered more than any particular film 

they might have seen. 

The work of Kuhn and Stacey, along with that of other scholars who use 

interviews and oral histories in their work, removes the theoretical brackets 

that spectator theory had so assiduously kept around the ’referent’, as Mayne 

calls the historical vie~ver, for nearly 30 years. Despite her protestation that 

only ’a simplistic, mechanical textuality’ would regard the responses of ’real 

historical beings’ as irrelevant to fihn historiography, admitting the relevance 

of oral history interviews represents - to use her turn of phrase - the return 

of the repressed in film studies. Nor is it possible to claim, as ~vas done in the 

1970s, that dealing with the ’empirical’ viewer necessarily entailed the 

abandonment of theory in the most general understanding of the term or 

submission to atheoretical, scientistic, unreflexive empiricism. These scholars 

are well a~vare of the epistemological challenges and limitations involved in 

using subiective accounts of moviegoing, and none would claim that doing so 

gives them privileged or unproblematic access to ’the real’. We are at this 

point not so much concerned with the truth value or explanatory po~ver of 

these data, but rather their very relevance to historical accounts of fihn 

spectatorship that in various ways and to various degrees rest upon the 

et})ctivity of ’the text’, the generaliz~bility of that efi)ct across millions and 

millions of acts of reception over long periods of fihn history, their 

epistemological invulnerability to the ’accidental’ counter~actual, the uncon- 

scious (and in some accounts, involuntary) operation of spectatorship, and the 

inaccessibility of that process to introspection. 
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Moviegoing in another country 

The past decade has seen the publication of a number of irnportant studies of 

the history of moviegoing in the IIS that look past Fourteenth Street and 

beyond the Hudson River, and more work is on the publication horizon. 5 But, 

! would argue, both geographically and diachronically, our map of the social 

history of moviegoing is at the rough sketch stage, as film studies in the [IS still 

struggles to redefine its object of study and its relationship to the empirical in a 

~post-theory’ era. One strategy for reclairning the empirical terrain in film 

history that has been productively employed in recent film historiography has 

been to shift our historiographic and geographic perspective on the social 

experience of moviegoing in the LIS in order to foreground regions, places 

spaces, communities, audiences, and historical periods that despite pioneering 

work by some resourceful scholars remain marginalized, unintegrated, or 

simply unexamined. 

I’d like to share some very speculative and tentative reflections on the 

history of moviegoing in the American South, particularly in the decades of 

fihn history which have received the most attention from the ’historical tut~a’ 

in film studies: roughly, the period between the advent of commercial cinema 

in the LIS in 1896 to the full industrialization of filrn production, distribution, 

and exhibition in the 1920s. I am dra~ving heavily here on the published work 

of other scholars but also upon research my graduate students at LINC have 

done over the years. These musings also reflect my own reengagernent with 

FIGURE1 LuminaPark, Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina, New Hanover County Public 

Library, Wilmington, NC 
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this area of research, particularly the history of the social experience of 

rnoviegoing in North Carolina, the state in which I was born and raised and 

where I have lived and worked for the past 26 years. Altbough I bave only just 

begun to explore the history of moviegoing in NC, I would propose as a 

working hypothesis that three interlocking factors help to explain the particular 

character of the experience of moviegoing in Nortb Carolina, and, I would 

suggest in the South more generally, and to di~})rentiate this experience [)om 

that which has achieved premature historical normative status in American film 

historiography: region, race, and what we might call rurality or rusticity. The 

history of moviegoing in the American South troubles and complicates our 

assumptions about the role of movies and moviegoing in American life in the 

early decades of the century more generally. 

One of the most enduring and striking features of American film historiography 

is its assumption of a particular and in some accounts determinative connection 

between the experience of metropolitan urbanity and the experience of cinema. 

Giuliana Bruno’s bald assertion of this connection - applied here to European 

metropolitan modernity - echoes the implicit or explicit position of much of 

American film historiography: ’A new form of urban spatial desire, film was a 

product of the era of the metropolis. In turn, inhabiting the metropolis changed 

perception in ways that approach the ’cinema situation’ .’ ’A rnediurn prirnarily 

addressed to urban audiences, it ~)d on the city’s ima~]inaire and expressed a 

definite urban viewpoint .... Cinema was an integral part of the metropolitan 

experience, its ’unconscious optics’ a participant in the metropolitan 

unconscious’ (Bruno 1993, pp. 53, 55).~’ 
Although the early audience for the rnovies in the LIS might have been 

disproportionately centered in large urban areas, rnost people living in the 

in 1910 did not encounter the movies in such metropolitan settings. According 

to the 1910 census, 63.9 percent of the LIS population lived in ’rural 

territory’, which tbe Census Bureau defined as unincorporated settlements of 

fe,zer than 2_~00 inhabitants. There were only three cities in the LIS in 1910 with 

populations of greater than one million (New York, Philadelphia, and 

Chicago). The inhabitants of these metropolitan areas represented only 9.2 

percent of the total 11S population. An equal number of ’urban’ dwellers in 

1910 lived in the 1801 towns of at least 2500 but fewer than 10,000 people 

(Government Prining Office 1913). If, as Bruno and others have suggested, the 

experience of early cinema inside the theater is imbricated with the experience 

of urbanity and modernity outside the theater, then surely this must apply, 
however differentially, to the 58 rnillion people in the LIS who did not live in a 

ciV of any size, more than a third of whom lived in the rural South. 

Like Bruno, Ben Singer has argued that the experience of early cinema is 

inexn’icably tied to the experience of metropolitan modernity, which in turn is 

based upon a psychic response to unprecedented human and semiotic density 
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that he calls ~hyperstimulus’. Singer draws upon Simmel’s 1903 essay, ~The 

Metropolis and Mental Life’, to provide this description of the phenomenal 

~vorld in which, he suggests, early cinema in America ~vas located and to which 

it contributed: ~With each crossing of the street, with the tempo and 

multiplicity of economic, occupational and social life, the city sets up a deep 

contrast with small town and rural life with reference to the sensory foundations 

of psychic life’ (Simmel 19;0, p. 410, quoted in Singer 199;, p. 73). 

The problem here is two-fold. Again, most Americans in 1910 lived in rural 

and not urban settings. This ~vas particularly true of the South where nearly eight 

out often people lived outside cities of any size. The population density of North 

Carolina (the nineteenth most populous state) was only 4; people per square 

mile: 2.2 million people spread out over 48,000 square miles. The second 

problem is the almost reflexive conflation of urban with metropolitan in 

accounts of the relationship between movies and ~the city’. Singer, for example, 

justifies his focus on the metropolitan experience of moviegoing by noting the 

sudden and rapid urbanization of America at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, and citing as empirical proof the 1920 census, which for the first time 

recorded that a majority of the MS population lived in cities. But to the Census 

Bureau, city definitely did not mean metropolis, but rather any settlement of 

more than a few thousand people. In 1920 a majority of Americans still lived in 

places with fewer than ;000 people, and in 1930 and 1940 most people still 

lived in places with fewer than 2;,000 people. 

The [IS Census Bureau begins distinguishing between metropolitan and 

merely urban areas in 1910, to take into account the ~ct that some smaller and 

separately incorporated towns existed in the metropolitan, sub-urban shadow 

of big cities. In 1910, the metropolitan population of the [IS - those people 

living in the country’s 19 cities of at least 100,000 and their surrounding 

suburbs - was about 26 million. The non-metropolitan population was 66 

million. A majority of the [IS population does not become metropolitan until 

the 19;0 census, but this does not occur in the South for another 20 years. 

Further complicating the assumption of the metropolitization of America and 

of the American moviegoing experience is the fact that most of the 

metropolitan gro~vth in the [IS over the t~ventieth century actually occurred 

in the suburbs and not the central city. In fact, the percentage of the total 

population actually living in cities of over 1 million remained relatively 

constant between 1910 and 1940 (Hobbs and Stoops 2002, pp. 37-38). 

There were huge regional disparities in urban density and contiguity and huge 

differences in historical patterns of urban development in the [IS. Roughly half 

the population of the Northeast ~vas metropolitan in 1910; i)wer than one in ten 

Southerners lived in or around big cities. And urban growth - whether in towns 

of 3000 or 300,000 - did not result in the hollowing out of rural America. There 

were 50 percent more potential rural moviegoers when Gone with the Wind was 

released than when Uncle Josh at the Moving Picture Show was made (US Bureau of 
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FIGURE2 Monroe Park, Mobile, Alabama, ca, 1918, ErikOverbeyCollection, University of 

South Alabama Archives, Mob ie, Alabama, 

the Census 197.g). Keeping the metropolitan experience of moviegoing at the 

center of our historical map of American cinema squashes a complex and dynamic 

cultural and social geography into a simplistic binary grid of city/country. 
Film history’s obsession not just with the urban experience of cinema but 

the metropolitan experience bespeaks a more general exaggeration of the role 

of the metropolis and a concomitant devaluation of "the rural in contemporary 

historical and cultural inquiry. In his 1998 review of the field, Timothy Gilfoyle 

complains that American urban historiography remains stubbornly ’Gotham- 

centric’ (Gilfoyle 1998). Steven Hahn and Jonathan Prude note that ’the whole 

swath of varied and methodologically innovative enquires whose appearance 

marked the authentic coming of age of ’the new social history’ ... have found 

urban settings most congenial .... Many of the most sophisticated, intelligent, 

and energetic forays into American social history during recent decades have 

tended to bypass the countryside’ (Hahn and Prude 1985). 

Writing the ’rural’ experience of moviegoing into American film history is 

not, in my vie~v at least, an exercise in empiricist comprehensiveness - 

although there is certainly much that we do not know about whether, how, 

where, and to what extent movies were a part of "the lives of people who lived 

in the American countryside. Rather it is necessary if we are to adequately 

conceptualize - dare I say it, "theorize - the relationship, past and present, 
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between cinema and place more generally. Barbara Ching and Gerald Creed 

draw a productive distinction between rurality and rusticity. While the former 

might be assayed in terms of population density and geography, rusticity is a 

social and a cultural construction. It describes the lived experience of place in 

the modern world in relational terms. Here they are not reproducing the tired 

structuralist binary: country/city. Rather they are calling attention to the 

cultural hierarcbies and social distinctions that inform the relationship between 

identity and place. Ching and Creed argue that not only has contemporary 

cultural studies largely ignored the rural but also that the difficulty of 

imagining a culturally productive rusticity prevents the field from adequately 

theorizing place in relation to other modes of social identity (Creed and Ching 

1997). 

Film history also su[[ers [rom this same combination of empirical and 

theoretical devaluation of tbe rural and the rustic. The privileging of the 

metropolitan experience of the movies in American film historiography, as 

Richard Maltby has pointed out, also mirrors Hollywood’s ordering of movie 

audiences, movie theaters, and theater locations. To use F~rietj,’s vernacular 

from the early 1930s, ’metropolites’, ’deluxers’, and ’big keys’ were at the 

center of an imagined universe of moviegoing, and ’hicks’, ’dime houses’, and 

the ’Silo Belt’ were located on the periphery (Maltby 1999). Supporting this 

discursive hierarchy was the disproportionate economic importance of big-city 

movie theaters. As early as 1921, the Federal Trade Commission asserted tbat 

FIGURE3 Monroe Park, Mobile, Alabama ca, 1918, ErikOverbeyCollection, University of 

South Alabama Archives, Mobile, Alabama, 
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50 percent of studio revenue came from large first-run theaters in the largest 

US cities, and in 1948 the !~IS Justice Departrnent argued in the Paramom~t case 

that the major studios’ control of 70 percent of these ’deluxers’ was sufficient 

to give them oligopoly control over the entire exhibition sector of the film 

industry (Borneman 1976). 

There is good reason to assume that the now canonical account of early 

moviegoing in Manhattan simply does not apply to the majority of people 

living in the LInited States. Early theaters in Southern towns, for example, 

were not located where accounts of nickelodeons in Manhattan or even Roy 

Rosenzweig’s history of commercial leisure in Worcester, Massachusetts, 

suggest they would be: in or near working-class neighborhoods (Rozenzweig 

1983)7. Rather they operated as a part of the commercial, social, and civic 

hub, alongside the other institutions of Southern urban life: the town bank, 

hotel, drug store, department store, and municipal administration. 

Who might have attended these first movie theaters? From fire insurance 

maps, newspaper accounts, and photographs, it appears that the first 

pern~anent movie theaters in cities and small towns in the South were 

frequently unprepossessing spaces, but this does not mean that their audiences 

had a ’distinct’ class profile. In 1938 the /14otion Picture Herald found 36~ 

theaters in 196 towns in North Carolina, 40 percent of them in towns of t)wer 

than 2500 people and two thirds of them with fewer than 500 seats. In all but 

24 of these nearly 200 towns, there was but a single rnovie theater (Johnson 

2005). The fact that as late as 1938 so many towns in North Carolina still only 

had one theater combined with overwhelming tendency for theaters to be 

located not in working-class neighborhoods but in the central business district 

suggest that the white audience for movies in these towns was, of economic 

necessity, socially heterogeneous. 

Llnderstanding the social experience of moviegoing in the small-to~vn 

South requires rethinking the relationship between class and moviegoing. 

Historian Stuart Blumin has argued that the experience of social class in turn- 

of-the-century America was closely bound up with the experience of urbanity. 

He cautions against the assumption that patterns of class identity and difl)rence 

found to operate in big cities are applicable to more rural settings: ’there are 

thresholds of distance and size beyond and beneath which the urban pattern of 

social organization ~vas of little relevance, or was relevant only as an easily 

resisted alien influence’. With a majority of Americans living in villages and 

small towns outside the social orbit of large cities, he concludes, ’most 

communities were organized into local networks and hierarchies that difl~red 

fundamentally t)om those of the city, and that imparted social identities far 

different from those generated within urban social worlds’ (Blumin 1989). 

Rurality also affected the relationship between class and other aspects of social 

identity. Creed and Ching argue that ’social theorists generally fail to 
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acknowledge, for example, that a rural woman’s experience of gender 

inequality may be quite different from that of an urban woman, or that racial 

oppression in the city can take a di~})rent fot~a i)om that in the countryside’. 

In her study of rural women in Appalachia in the 1920s and 30s, Melissa 

Walker concludes that class is an important analytical category, but that 

’traditional urban definitions of class’ did not fit the lives of these women 

(Walker 2000, p. 6). 

Ethnicity and immigration status simply aren’t features of the Somhern 

experience of moviegoing, and even during the nickelodeon period the 

significance of both decreases pretty steeply once you get outside the 

metropolis and beyond the Northeast quadrant of the country. In 1910 

although recently arrived European immigrants, most of them from Southern 

and gastern Europe, represented nearly half the total population of Manhattan, 

’foreign-born whites’, as the Census Bureau called them, made up less than 1 ~ 

percent of country’s total population - about the same ]~roportion they had 

been in 1860 (LIS Bureau of the Census 197;, p. 80).° If the first movie 

theaters in the American South had had to rely upon recently-arrived 

immigrants - from anywhere - to fill their theaters, there wouldn’t have 

been a single viable movie theater south of Baltimore and east of New Orleans 

for most of the history of American cinema. In the South, immigrants made up 

only 2.5 percent of the total population, and in North Carolina only 0.3 

percent: 6092 out of 2,206,287. 

What is striking about the social status of small town movie theaters in 

North Carolina, and, I suspect, in other parts of the country as well, is not 

hour removed or obscured they were from what some might call hegemonic 

culture or how alternative or autonomous they were as public spaces, but 

rather how tightly woven they were, or aspired to be, into not just the town’s 

social and cultural life but its civic life as well. Small town movie theaters 

arranged special screenings or offered concessionary prices to school gn’oups, 

served as a venue for local musical talent, and routinely organized or 

participated in charity drives. Sometimes movie theaters were the only or the 

largest secular public meeting spaces in town. They hosted high school 

graduations, town meetings, beauty pageants, and, during World War I, bond 

rallies. 

In Norfolk, Virginia, a not so small southern city, theaters quickly 

established themselves as civic institutions by forming an unusual strategic 

alliance with local mainstream Protestant and Catholic denominations. As 

Terry Lindvall’s work has documented, under the aegis of the Church 

Federation of Norfolk, theater managers regularly made Norfolk theaters 

available for Lenten devotions, church fundraisers, revival meetings, and 

touring evangelists. In 1915 Norfolk’s "the first Zionist meeting was held at the 

American Theater. ’V~hat is significant about the variety of lectures and sacred 

concerts at the various theatres’, Lindvall concludes, ’was a pervasive sense 
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that theatres enhanced the quality of life and virtue in the community. If one 

could sing the Messiah, hear an evangelistic serrnon or attend charity benefits 

in a theatre, then perhaps other activities in the san~e place ~vere not too 

profane’ (Lindvall forthcoming). 

Hansen sets the metropolitan nickelodeon in relation to ~vhat she sees as 

older traditions of working class culture and to the audiences for movies and 

other forms of commercial entertainment in the period immediately prior to 

the emergence of permanent movie exhibition. She notes "that "the audiences 

for movies between 1896 and 1906 were as diverse as the venues in which they 

were shown, but that they shared ’a strildng distance from the genteel tradition 

that had dominated American culture since the end of the Civil War’. A new 

’public sphere’ %luding the control of cultural and religious arbiters’ was 

constituted through a range of commercial entertainment forms around the 

turn of the century and was built around the ’new urban middle class’ (Hansen 

1991, pp. 60-61). 

This account of the historical context of early movie exhibition is likely to 

have only limited salience with respect to small towns in the South, and, again 

I suspect, elsewhere in rural and small to~ America as well. Most towns in 

the South were too small and too far from a main rail line to sustain a 

vaudeville theater. Amusement parks were features only of cities large enough 

to have streetcar or trolley or streetcar systems, built at the end of the line by 
traction companies or in cooperation with municipal authorities to encourage 

ridership. Some forms of commercial theatrical entertainment appeared in 

small to~vns only seasonally: street fairs, circuses, etc. And, as Kathryn Fuller 

found in her study of itinerant movie exhibition in rural New England at the 

turn of the century, traveling exhibitors build upon business practices laid 

down by these earlier itinerant showmen by trying wherever possible to 

arrange the endorsement, sponsorship, and financial participation of a local 

fraternal organization, church, charity, school, or other civic institution (Fuller 

1996, p. 14). 

In hundreds and hundreds of small towns throughout the South, the only 

pet~aanent venue for commercial entertainment was the local opera house. Far 

from being a social space eluding the control of cultural and religious 

authorities, it typically was not only constructed by the town’s political 

authorities, it frequently was a part of the same structure that housed the 

town’s executive and judicial operations. When a town achieved sufficient 

commercial and political density to warrant the construction of a court house 

or a town hall, a building was designed to accommodate civic authorities on 

the first floor or floors with space left on the uppermost floor for an 

auditorium. The Opera House in Concord, NC was located above the fire 

department. Thus the history of commercial entertainment in small towns was 

intertwined with the development of local po~ver structures. Indeed, the 

connection between the performative character of civic affairs and that of 
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theater was not lost on nineteenth century residents of small towns The first 

and, until the first movie theater was opened there, only commercial theatrical 

performance space in Franklin, NC high up in the Appalachian mountains, was 

the town’s court house, but, one old-time resident recalled, trials t)equently 

attracted bigger crowds than the traveling companies who performed in same 

courtroom on weekends (McRae 1989).9 

In some larger to~s, particularly county seats with the full panoply of 
civic power to accommodate, the second or third-floor opera house was an 

impressive space, but in smaller towns it might be merely an open rectangle 

with a slightly elevated stage erected at one end. Opera houses were typically 

leased to a local manager, who arranged for the appearance of traveling theater 

companies, minstrel shows, variety ensembles, and, at some of them at some 

point alter 1896, movie showmen. 

By my rough estimate, around the turn of the century only a quarter of the 

LIS population lived in cities large enough (2;,000 or more) likely to have had 

vaudeville theaters linked to the major national circuits.~° But there were 

nearly 3000 (2960) towns of at least 1000 but fewer than ;000 residents, and 

two thirds of the LIS population lived in places with fewer than ;000 people 

(LIS Bureau of the Census 197;). Now, we do not l~ow how many small 

to~vns across the country had opera houses at the turn of the century, nor do 

we know how many of these hosted the visit of traveling movie showmen or 

with what frequency. But I think it is possible, at least, that most white 

Americans living at the turn of the century had their first encounters with 

motion pictures not in a vaudeville theater, nickelodeon, amusement park, or 

penny arcade but in a small town opera house. In some communities the 

irregular scheduling of visiting movie showmen at the local opera house might 

~vell have been their principal or only opportunity to see movies at all until 

sometime alter 1906, when and if the tow~ was large enough to support a 

separate dedicated venue for movies. 

To me the most important aspect of the history of moviegoing in America 

that is illuminated by a change of geographic perspective and that, conversely, 

is most obscured by the fixation on the metropolitan experience of cinema is 

race. The At)ican American experience of moviegoing in the early decades of 

the century receives only a parenthetical mention in most accounts, completely 

overshadowed by the focus on class and ethnicity in narratives of the 

metropolitan nickelodeon phenomenon. Although it by no means justifies the 

marginalization of race in these accounts, African Americans were still 

demographically marginal populations in the American metropolis of that time. 

As late as 1920, African Americans made up only 2.2 percent of the population 

of Boston, 4 percent of the population of Chicago, 7.4 percent of the 

population of Philadelphia, and 2.7 percent of the population of New York 

City. By contrast, one out of every three New Yorkers had been born in 

Europe (LIS Bureau of the Census 1921-23, p. 59). 
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Jacqueline Stewart’s recent Migrating to the Movies sets out to correct both 

the empirical elision and theoretical marginalization of the black experience of 

film spectatorship in American film history. Challenging the ’familiar paradigm 

of immigration’, in accounts of early moviegoing, she organizes her account of 

African American moviegoing around the internal migration of Southern blacks 

to the urban North between 1890 and 1930, noting that this Great Migration 

also coincides historically with the institutionalization of cinema. Focusing 

specifically on African American life in Chicago in the years during and after 

World War I, she finds there evidence for ’Black spectatorship as the creation 

of literal and symbolic spaces in which Aft@an Americans reconstructed their 

individual and collective identities in response to the cinema’s moves toward 

classical narrative integration, and in the wake of migration’s fragmenting 

effects’. 

Stewart’s reconceptualization of black spectatorship, then, is predicated 

upon the conjunction of the lived experience of race; geographic dislocation; 

metropolitan modernity; and the particular social, cultural, and physical 

circumstances of metropolitan moviegoing, as they relate to the experience of 

watching the ~self-enclosed fihn texts[s] on the screen’ (Hollywood movies, in 

other words) available to African American Chicagoans around ~920 (Stewart 

2005). Stewart’s points of reference in the construction of black spectatorship 

are other figurations of American and European metropolitan modernity in 

relation to a received notion of bourgeois cinema: ’I would argue that Black 

spectatorship is elaborated within the contradictions of the modernist promise 

of urban mobility, and the persistence of racial hierarchies and restrictions 

impeding smooth transitions into and through urban modernity. African 

American spectators share with the fl~neur, the surrealist, and 

the... [Neapolitan] ’streetwalker’ a kind of cultivated distance from the 

immohile spectator-in-the-dark position imposed by the classical cinematic 

apparatus and its attendant theories of the gaze’ (Stewart 2005, p. 106). 

Although Stewart’s work offers a rich and densely textured account of 

black movie culture in Chicago in the teens, the explanatory reach of her 

construction of black spectatorship is lirnited. Despite the image we have of the 

great racial migration of Southern Ai)ican Americans to Northern cities in the 

early twentieth century, in 1910 nine out of ten At)ican Americans still lived 

in the South, and seven out of ten lived in the rural South - villages and 

settlements of fewer than 2500 people (US Bureau of the Census 1975, 

pp. 92-95). The complex geographical displacement and relocation that has 

been summed up in the term Great Mign’ation was certainly one of the most 

significant social and demographic phenomena of twentieth century in the US, 

but it did not result in the wholesale evacuation of African Americans from the 

South to the North, and it certainly did not result in an exchange of rural 

modalities of social li~) for metropolitan modernity for most Ai)ican 

Americans alive in the first decades of the twentieth century. Between 1900 
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and 1920, the number of African Americans living in the South rose by nearly 

12 percent, from roughly 7.; to 8.4 million. The black population of Chicago 

in 1920 ~vas 110,000, still only about five percent of the city’s total population 

of 2.7 million. Between 1900 and 1920, the black population of North 

Carolina increased by 139,000 (22 percent) to more than 763,000. In 1920, 

one out of every three North Carolinians was A~)ican American. In 1900, 

19;0, and 2000 the states with the highest percentage of African Americans 

were all southern states.12 Furthermore, the black migration of the early 

twentieth century was not just from the South to Northern cities, but to and 

between Southern towns and cities as well. By 1920, blacks made up a much 

larger proportion of Southern urban population than was the case for any 

Northern city: Birrningham was nearly 40 percent black, Mernphis 37 percent, 

Richmond 31 percent, New Orleans 26 percent. In North Carolina, 

Wilmington and Winston-Salem were 40 percent black, and every city in 

"the state of 10,000 i~flaabitants or more was at least 18 percent black. 

For most African Americans in the first half of the twentieth century, 

moviegoing was a part of "the experience of Southern urban modernity not 

Northern or Midwestern metropolitan modernity. And that experience was 

profoundly shaped by the rigorous and systematic organization of space and 

place in every Southern town of any size, which had been sanctioned by the [IS 

Supreme Court in 1896. It is ~vorth keeping in mind that the court’s decision 

in Plessy ~’. Ferguson was handed down on 16 May 1896, only three weeks after 

the debut of ’Edison’s’ Vitascope at Koster and Bial’s Music Hall in New York 

City (Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 [IS 537 (1896)). By the time permanent 

exhibition came to Southern towns and cities a decade after the decision, 

which authorized the organization of social and economic life into separate 

spheres according to race, urban spaces "throughout the South already had been 

ruthlessly remapped according to the ’hyperterritoriality’ of Jim Crow. 

Moviegoing did not cease being a direct expression of the apartheid logic of 

Jim Crow in the South - for all moviegoers there, black and white - until the 

early 1960s. For nearly 70 years, then, the history of moviegoing and the 

history of racial segregation in the [IS, particularly in the South, are not only 

co-terminus but conjoined. 

Jim Crow was not the delayed victory of agrarian traditionalists attempting 

to reinstitute slavery by other means, nor was it merely the hardening into de 

jure ~vrit of an unwritten system of power relations and de t:acto social 

arrangements emerging t)om reconstruction. Rather it was a quintessentially 

modern, interlocking system of local and state statute, judicial precedent, 

police po~ver, civic regulation, and social practice - a ’new and powerful 

force ... as revolutionary and progressive in its transforming powers as the 

railroads "that crisscrossed the region’ (Smith 2002, p. 134). As it would have 

been experienced in everyday life by white and blacks - to vastly differential 

effect, of course - Jim Crow was the racing of space - all space - but 
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particularly Southern urban space. Its exquisite division of the world into 

separate neighborhoods, schools, prisons, hospitals, orphanages, funeral 

homes, cemeteries, hotels, brothels, telephone booths, blood supplies, toilets, 

drinking fountains, ~vaiting rooms, textbook warehouses, courthouse Bibles, 

and theater seating was no less an expression of modernity than window 

shopping, metropolitan hyperstimulation, or the ’panoramic perception’ of 

train travel (Smith 2002, pp. 134-135).13 Zygmunt Bauman makes clear just 

what is at stake in understanding the complex relationship between race, 

space, and modernity: 

[A]s a conception of the world, and even more importantly as an effective 

instrument of political practice, racism is unthinkable without the 

advancement of modern science, modern tecbx~ology and modern forms 

of state power. As such, racism is strictly a modet~a product. Modernity 

made racism possible. It also created a demand for racism; an era that 

declared achievement to be the only measure of human worth needed a 

theory of ascription to redeem boundary-drawing and boundary-guarding 

concerns under ne~v conditions which made boundary-crossing easier than 

ever before. Racism, in short, is a thoroughly modern weapon used in the 

conduct of pre-modern, or at least not exclusively modern, struggles. 

(Bauman 1992, pp. 61-62) 

We know very little about the ways or the extent that movies and moviegoing 

figured in the everyday lives of most African Americans during the Jim Crow 

period, and we know least about the role of movies and moviegoing in the 

lives of African Americans in the South. Greg Waller’s pioneering ~vork on 

black theaters and moviegoing in Lexington, Kentucky, and Charlene 

Regester’s recent article on black theaters in the South are exceptions (Wallet" 

1992, Regester 2005).14 We do know that they are not likely to have shared 

the same space or ’intermingled’, as it was sometimes expressed, in movie 

theaters ~vith whites: the spatial se~egation of blacks in theaters was 

under~’itten by state statute in Virginia and by municipal ordinances and 

coersive social practice elsewhere in the South. Where Southern theaters did 

admit blacks, they were consigned to what was called the ’Crow’s Nest’ or 

’Buzzard’s Roost’: a balcony reserved exclusively for African Americans. This 

seating arrangement obtained in Southet~a theaters through the 1950s in many 

towns and cities. 

The spatial se~egation of African Americans in white theaters ~vas not 

simply an assertion of white consumer privilege and political authority and, 

concomitantly, the relegation of blacks to a physically separate and patently 

unequal viewing position. The logic of the racing of space within and around 

the ’white’ movie theater in the South is more complicated, and much more 

work needs to be done to theorize the relationship among race, space, place, 
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and the movies and the implications of that relationship for theories of 

spectatorship and reception. Such work would necessarily involve considera- 

tion of class and gender as well as race, again, for both blacks and whites. 

Jim Crow- laws and practices were a reaction against the increased visibility 

of blacks in the urban public sphere as well as their increased economic and 

spatial mobility ,vithin tbat sphere. Restricting black mobility and regulating 

their physical and economic access to the institutions of urban consumer 

culture was an attempt, as one historian has put it, of curbing ~vhat was 

perceived by whites as ’a dangerous assertiveness on the part of African 

Americans, especially the generations born since emancipation’. The spatial 

isolation of blacks, he goes on, was designed to protect whites from physical 

and social ’contamination’ (Smitb 2002, p. 8). The perceived ’danger’ of black 

assertiveness and the i)ar of contan~ination ~vere greatest in those urban spaces 

~vhere the possibility of botb racial and gender ’intermingling’ was greatest. In 

Atlanta in September 1906, provoked by newspaper accounts of alleged black 

assaults on white women in public spaces, a mob of 10,000 white men began 

beating every black person they could find, killing 20 and seriously injuring 

hundreds more. Movie theaters, then, join steamboats, streetcars, railway cars 

and raih’oad station waiting rooms as especially sensitive Southern ’urban’ 

spaces in which racial separation had to be assured and most vigilantly 

regulated in the early decades of Jim Crow. As Barbara Welke has argued with 

respect to the railroad’s ’place’ in the history racial segregation in the South, 

’Statutory Jim Crow provided an absolute protection of white womanhood and 

thus of white supremacy in the South by protecting the enclave of white 

women from encroachment by women and men of color’ (Welke 2002, 

p. 148). 
Although accounts of tbe picture palace era of American moviegoing rarely 

point out the ’colored’ balconies of many Southern theaters, by the 1920s the 

racing of movie theater space was not improvised or provisional but rather, as 

a visitor to a Southern railroad station remarked about the rod separating white 

from black waiting rooms, it was as ’fixed as the foundations of the building’ 

(Litwack 2002, p. 157). As Southe~a movie theaters outgrew their first 

downtown storefront locations and aspired to larger and more imposing 

quarters, the racing of tbe space of moviegoing was built into the very 

architecture of the theater itself. Architectural drawings for Southern movie 

theaters in the 1920s sho~v plans not only for ’colored’ balconies, but separate 

box offices, and (frequently exterior) stair~vays, which were tbe only means of 

entering and exiting the theater for blacks. Chris McKenna has examined 

moviegoing in Robeson County, Nortb Carolina, where for centuries the 

population has been more or less evenly split among whites, African 

Americans, and American Indians. In the 1930s some theaters there had 

two balconies and three separate entrances to assure tbat the n’ipartite racial 
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division that structured life outside the theater was maintained inside as well 
(McKenna forthcoming, Thomas 1982).1~ 

The architecture of racial separation in Southern movie theaters was 

designed not only to prevent blacks from occupying the same space as whites 

particularly white ~vomen - but, wherever physically possible and 

economically feasible, to e~}~ce them from the scopic and social moviegoing 

environment as experienced by white patrons. If the volume of the tbeater 

auditorium space was large enough to accommodate multiple seating levels, 

the ~colored’ balcony was always behind the ~vhite balcony so tbat even white 

patrons who could not afford ~orchestra’ seats would not have to suffer the 

indignity of having blacks in their field of vision (and sitting in better seats than 

they). One consequence of the architecture of raced space in Southern movie 

theaters is that some older white moviegoers I’ve spoken with have no clear 

memories of black viewers being present in theaters at all. 

But the absence in architectural drawings of raced spaces for Southern 

theaters signals an even more extreme racing of the space of moviegoing: 

FIGURE 4 Varsity lheater, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1962, Giduz Collection, North 

Carolina Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
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excluding blacks from the space of white moviegoing altogether or at least 

when white moviegoers would have been present. We really do not know 

~vhat proportion of Southern theaters excluded blacks or whether this strategy 

tended to be employed more in larger or smaller towns. Certainly, it would 

have been the case in opera houses and converted storefront "theaters in which 

a balcony ~vas not an architectural possibility. But it seems also to have been a 

common practice that long outlived architectural exigencies. The first theater 

to admit blacks in Durham, North Carolina, was not built until the late 1920s, 

and was the only segregated white theater in town until the desegregation of all 

theaters in the early 1960s. Both downtown white theaters in Chapel Hill 

excluded blacks until August 1961, when a 14 month protest sparked by 

the exclusion of blacks from screenings of Porgy az~d Bess eventually resulted 

in the grudging admission of two black UNC students to the Carolina 

Theater. The film playing "that week was The Dark at the Top o~’the Stairs (Payne 

2005). 

The authority of Southern theater owners to exclude blacks from rnovie 

theaters derived from the legal status of the space of moviegoing. Unlike 

streetcars, railroad cars and station waiting rooms, movie theaters in the South 

were regarded and treated not as public spaces but as private spaces. This crucial 

legal distinction gave racial exclusion the force of law and helped to deflect the 

desegregation struggle away from movie theaters and toward public transporta- 

tion until after the Woolworth lunch counter sit-ins in Greensboro, North 

Carolina, in February 1960. The particular distinction at issue here is between 

commercial enterprises operating public accommodations or serving as 

common carriers and "those that are not. The former - imls, coaches, trains, 

and other modes of public transport - had by the time of the advent of 

moviegoing a long-established common law ’duty to serve’, that while not 

absolute regulated and restricted the conditions under which admission or 

service could be refused. The issue in Hes~" ~. Ferguson was not whether a black 

ticket holder could be refused passage in a public conveyance, but whether the 

state of Louisiana could pass a law requiring railroad companies operating in the 

state to provide ’equal but separate’ accommodation for passengers on the basis 

of race. The federal Civil Rights Act of 1875 actually included theaters among 

its list of public accommodations, but key provisions of the law were struck 

down by the Supreme Court in 1883 (109 US 3 (1883)). Eighteen states dra~}ed 

civil rights legislation to restore public accommodations protections to theater- 

goers; none of those states was in the South. There the essentially private status 

of theatrical space was reasserted with a vengeance by post-reconstruction 

legislatures and courts. Some states passed laws specifically immunizing theater 

owners from liability for excluding anyone for virtually any or no reason. The 

Tennessee law gave ’keepers of places of amusement’ a right to control access 

or exclusion ’as complete as that of any private person over his...private theater 
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or places of amusement for his family’ (Turner and Kennedy 1947).16 In the 

twentieth century the ’classical staternent’ of the legal status of theatrical space 

is to be found in the court’s opinion in Tysoz~ &Brother ~T. Banton (1927): although 

there is a sufficient public interest to warrant the licensing and regulation of 

theaters by state or municipal governments, a ’license is not a franchise which 
puts the proprietor under the duty of furnishing entertainment to the public or, 

if furnished, of admitting everyone who applies’ (273 kIS 418 (1927), quoted in 

Turner and Kennedy 1947, p. 629). 

One thrust of recent critical legal studies has been reconceptualizing the 

relationship among space, place, and the law. As Nicholas Blomley argues, the 

law does not simply impose itself upon preexisting legally empty space, but 

rather the legal apparatus actively produces, organizes, and reorganizes space. 

By the same token, law is always produced in relation to the ’local’ places in 

which it operates: ’Law is, as it were, produced in such spaces; those spaces, in 

turn, are partly constituted by legal norms. Either way, law cannot be 

detached from the particular places in which it acquires meaning and saliency’ 

(Blomley 1994, pp. 45-46). The legal definition of theatrical space as private 

space in the South not only helped to structure the social experience of 

moviegoing for whites and blacks in segregated theaters, it also help to create 

the social space in which black theaters operated in the South for nearly 60 

FIGURE5 Booker 1, l heater, Mobiie, Aiabama, 1959, Paimer Studio Collection, University 

of South Alabama Archives, Mobile, Alabama, 
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years. To date most of what little scholarly attention that has been paid to 

black theaters has focused on the metropolitan experience of moviegoing. And 

yet, as a forthcoming essay by Thomas Doherty notes, most black theaters 

~vere located in the South (Doherty forthcoming). 

There has been no systematic, comprehensive mapping of black theaters 

anywhere, including in the South, by film historians, and black moviegoing was 

largely ignored by the Hollywood film industry. A 1937 ~l/[otion Picture Hera]d 

survey found that only 1 .; percent of the nation’s 17,000 movie theaters were 

black theaters (232). Complicating the argument that black theaters might have 

represented an alternative public sphere for African American moviegoers, 

particularly in the South, is the likelihood that most ~black’ theaters were 

owned and managed by whites (Gomery 1992).~ 

Furthermore, as Stewart has noted, the black movie audience was not 

homogeneous. In towns where blacks could ~choose’ to watch movies either 

from the balcony of segregated theaters or at a black (though not necessarily 

black-owned) theater, class and other social fractures in the urban black 

community sometimes became evident. Charlene Regester notes a 1930 

cartoon in a black newspaper in Durham, NC showing black patrons attending 

the city’s only segregated theater. The caption read: ~The common people 

look on with amazement as the professionals and leaders climb upstairs to the 

Jim Crow buzzard’s roost’ (Regester 200;, p. 116).is On the other hand, 

Janna Jones notes that in the 1930s and 1940s blacks in Atlanta either sat in the 

balconies of white theaters or attended the city’s one black theater. In 1940 the 

newly arrived president of Morehouse College, Benjamin Hays, made his 

position pretty clear: ~I wouldn’t go to a segregated theater to see Jesus Christ 

himself’ (Jones 2003, p. ;9). 

There is so much we do not know about the cultural and social 

complexities of black moviegoing, particularly in the South, and the 

historiographic challenge represented by its reconstruction is especially 

dam~ting, l~stablishing which white theaters admitted blacks at all is difficult. 

Black theaters did not advertise in ~vhite newspapers, which ~vere much more 

likely to have been preserved than local black newspapers. Thus, it is 

extremely difficult to know what films actually played in black theaters or 

when. Given the rural character of the South and the concentration of A~)ican 

Americans there, the likelihood that most opera houses and store~}cont theaters 

in the South excluded blacks altogether, the continuation of the policy of racial 

exclusion in many theaters in many towns for decades, the sparseness of black 

theaters (only 14 in NC in 1937 for a black population of nearly a million, for 

example), and the social humiliations associated with relegation to the 

buzzard’s roost, it is quite possible that most African Americans were not a 

part of the ~moviegoing audience’ at all during the ~pre-bourgeois’ period of 

American film history, that moviegoing was much more occasional than 
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regular or habitual for most African Americans for the first 65 years of 

Arnerican film history, and that, as a consequence, what we might call movie 

culture was not a prominent feature of the lived experience of most African 

Americans for most of the twentieth century. 

But our interrogation of the relationship among region, race, and 

moviegoing should also involve reconceptualizing the relationship between 

whiteness and moviegoing in the South. Legal scholar Cynthia Harris has 

proposed looking at ~vhiteness in American history as a form of property. 

Inscribed in statutes and enabled by case law, ’[t]he law’s construction of 

whiteness defined and affirmed critical aspects of identity (who is white); of 

privilege (what benefits accrue to that status); and, of property (what/legal/ 

entitlements arise from that status). One of the key ’rights’ exercised in 

relation to property is the right of exclusion. ’The right to exclude ~vas the 

central principle, too, of whiteness as identity, for mainly whiteness has been 

characterized, not by an inherent ux£fying characteristic, but by the exclusion 

of others deemed to be ’not white’. The possessors of whiteness were granted 

the legal right to exclude others from the privileges inhering in whiteness; 

whiteness became an exclusive club whose membership was closely and 

grudgingly guarded’ (Harris 1993). Through the creation and enforcement of a 

FIGURE 6 Roxy lheater, Mobile, Alabama, 1939, Erik Overbey Collection, University of 

South Alabama Archives, Mobile, Alabama, 
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separate and devalued cinematic experience for African Americans and their 

literal exclusion frorn the places of cinematic exhibition, Southern whites 

claimed the movies and moviegoing as their property. Whether it was 

purposive in this respect or even rose to the level of consciousness (which it 

probably only did when challenged), the very act of moviegoing was for white 

Southerners an exercise of their property right to whiteness. 

If growing class awareness helped to fracture the black movie audience in the 

South, the class-transcendent nature of whiteness suppressed class di~})rence as 

a variable in the experience of moviegoing for whites. What even the poorest 

white cotton mill worker possessed and shared with the mill owner was 

precisely what the most aNuent Ai)ican American lacked: the property of 

whiteness. As Harris among others has noted, European etlmic difference in 

America has been assimilable into whiteness. What the Russian or Italian 

immigrant eventually acquired - ho~vever problematically - by coming to the 
LIS was ownership of whiteness. 

It is arguable that as a region both the black and the ,vhite South stood in a 

different, more complicated, and, probably, more distanced relationship to 

movie culture than other parts of the comm-y. More than 30 years ago, 

Thomas Cripps exploded the ’myth’ of the Southern box office: Hollywood’s 

disingenuous exaggeration of the size of the Southern box office in order to 

justit}" its marginalization of black actors and its timidity in dealing with racial 

themes. Before air conditioning, he argues, some Somhern theaters simply 

closed their doors between June and September. Movie theaters also competed 

not only against other forms of indoor commercial leisure, but also against 

outdoor pursuits for much of the year. In the 1920s a single large New York 

theater could take in more in a given week than an entire good sized Southern 

city (Cripps 1970). As Greg Waller has pointed out, Depression-era 

government studies of rural life found that most Southern farm families 

seldom went to the movies. He has also noted that in rural communities in the 

South and elsewhere in the LIS what Barbara Klinger has called ’extra- 

theatrical’ moviegoing may well have been a much rnore prominent feature of 

movie culture than in more urban communities (Waller forthcoming). ~9 

Terry Lindvall’s research on the relationship between religion and 

moviegoing in Norfolk reveals an accommodationist stance by mainstream 

Protestant clergy in that naval city, with movies being regarded as less morally 

objectionable than some other forms of commercial entertainment available to 

sailors on shore-leave. But the role that movies and moviegoing played in many 

other communities in the South was mediated by a deep institutional suspicion 

of moviegoing among members of the Protestant sects whose theologies 

encouraged renunciation of secular values and adherence to codes of social 

behavior as a sign of conversion. This strand of religious belief had a 

particularly strong hold among rural and urban worldng class white South- 
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erners. There is reason to believe that religious acceptance of moviegoing was 

an issue for all Southern exhibitors, and that for many Southerners moviegoing 

fit awkwardly into the t~abric of their social and moral lives.2° As late as 1966, 

an article in Christianity Toclaf, the magazine founded in 19;7 by North 

Carolina evangelist Billy Graham and circulated to more than 200,000 

Protestant ministers and laypersons, noted that ’Christians, as a rule, do not 

attend the movies’ (White 1966, pp. 9-11).21 
This summer in response to a request for rnaterials on local movie theaters 

and moviegoing sent out to all public libraries in North Carolina, I received a call 

from a librarian in Burlington, NC, a cotton mill town about 2; miles west of 

Chapel Hill. She asked ill would be interested in looking at a 1934 day book kept 

by her grandmother, who was an avid moviegoer. That year Bertha Burgess Frye 

was a 29-year-old cotton mill worker employed at the Cannon Mill in Kannapolis, 

North Carolina. Her husband, Henry, drove a truck for a local heating oil 

company. Their daughter would be born the following year. Kach night before she 

went to bed, Bertha recorded the day’s events in a small 4’x3’ leather daybook, a 

week filling each double page. As a part of this chronicle, Bertha made note of 

every time she went to ’the show’, as she and many other Southerners referred to 

the movies. Bertha was an avid moviegoer. Most weeks she went at least twice, 

although never on Sunday. Sometimes, if there was no work for her at the mill, 

she saw two different films in one day. Although Kannapolis had several theaters, 

she frequently would travel to neighboring Concord or even the ten miles to the 

larger city of Salisbury iust to see a movie. 

What was striking to me as I read through her account of everyday life for 

that year is that even for someone for whom moviegoing meant a great deal, 

particular films seldom registered enough to warrant a specific mention, and 

only a few stars are noted. ]~ven when specific films are noted, they had to 

share these tiny pages with other aspects of everyday lii). Bertha’s day book 
reminds us that moviegoer and audience are not ontological categories, that 

movies and moviegoing do not define subjectivity or social identity. 

In a collection of essays on the relationship between the cinema and ’the 

city’, James Hay proposes a decentering, if you like, of the object of film 

studies, or at least its dispersal ~vithin a wider spatial and social field. Such a 

redefinition of would begin ’by considering how social relations are spatially 
organized ... and how film is practiced from and across particular sites and 

always in relation to other sites. In this respect, cinema is not seen in a 

dichotomous relation with the social, but as dispersed within an en~ironment of 

sites that de.fines (in spatial terms) the meanings, uses, and place of ’the 

cinematic" (Hay 1997, p. 216). 

In his contribution to the Gnema Journal colloquium on the ’historical 

turn’, Richard Abel acknowledged the value of ~vork on the ’place’ of movies 

and moviegoing in rural and non-metropolitan areas, but suggested that it 

’generally succeeds as social or cultural history more than as cinema history; 
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that is, its chief interest lies in describing and analyzing the social conditions 

and cultural practices within which moving pictures could be as important for 

their relative absence as for their presence’ (Abel 2004). But, at least as I 

understand his argument, ttay is proposing a redefinition of cinema as an 

object of study that would preclude the very distinction between cinema 

history and cultural and social history upon which Abel’s characterization 

depends. That is to say: ’social conditions and cultural practices’ are 

constitutive of the experience of cinema, and are thus theoretically and 

historiographically insepar~ble fi’om it. By this definition of cinema, its history 

is to be located as much in places where its insinuation into everyday life was 

resisted by Pentecostal anti-modernism as where picture palaces mimicked 

European cathedrals. The audience for any given film shown in the South 

between 1896 and 1963 is a function, in part, of particular social practices that 

produced it by excluding or marginalizing another possible audience for the 

same film. The place of cinema in the lives of both groups is, I would argue, 

equally a part of film history in America. 

Notes 

1 

2 

My own position on empiricist approaches to the study of media and culture 

is laid out in Allen (1985). 

Jane Gaines, for example, pursues the metaphor of the mirror at work in 

psychoanalytic accounts of cinema spectatorship in her study of mixed-raced 

films in the silent era. See Gaines (2001). Her contribution to the C~nerna 

Journal colloquium on the ’historical turn’ discusses the complicated 

relationship between feminist film theory aa~d film history. See Gaines 

(2004). 

Cultural Studies scholars will appreciate the irony here (given film theory’s 

knee-jerk equation of empirical research with empiricism) that the 

foundational articulation of British Cultural Studies’ position on textuality 

and spectatorship, Stuart Hall’s ’Encoding and Decoding in Television 

Discourse’, (originally circulated as an unpublished working paper in 1973 

but not published in 1980) began with an attack on American empiricist 

mass communication research and its simplistic reduction of the media text 

to a message that is unproblematically transmitted f}om producer to 

receiver. This is not the place (nor a~n I the person) to rehearse a genealogy 

of cultural studies to parallel that of film studies, but what is particularly 

pertinent to the present topic is cultural studies’ early problematizing of the 

status of the text, the location of meaning production, the role of the 

analyst, the methods for studying spectatorship, and the nature of textual 

engagement in general. By the late 1980s, the problematic status of ’the 

text’ has already been identified as a central epistemological and 

methodological challenge for both cultural studies and the emerging field 

of ’critical’ television studies which it informed. Indeed, after 1985 
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television studies in the LIK (and to a lesser extent in the }IS) moves further 

away from literary models of both textuality and interpretation arid toward 

an engagement with the ’empirical’ via the methods of ent}mography. The 

impact upon American fihn studies of British Cultural Studies’ dethroning of 

the text and its direct engagement with media viewers was mitigated by the 

fact that after some initial sniping at Screen Theory, cultural studies tended 

not to challenge film studies on its own turf. Rather, it turned its attention 

to television, fashion, sports, advertising, and music, and the social and 

cultural practices associated with them: gossip, celebrity, subcultures, 

random, consumerism, family life, etc. See Hall 1980, Turner 1990). 

Barbara Klinger presents a very useful analysis of the theoretical and 

historiographic challenges involved in what has come to be called reception 

studies in fihn history in Klinger (1997). 

Among the more recent monographic works on the early history of 

moviegoing in the LIS are Stewart (2005), Fuller (1996), Waller (1995), 

Rabinovitz (1998), Musser (1991), Musser and Nelson (1991), Gomery 

(1992), Abel (1999), Rosenzweig (1983). Two volumes of essays from the 

1998 Commonwealth Fund Conference ’Hollywood and its Spectators,’ 

have been edited by Melvyn Stokes and Richard Maltby (1999a axad 1999b). 

A collection of essays drawn from the 2003 Commonwealth Fund 

Conference on the history of moviegoing, also edited by Stokes and Maltby, 

is forthcoming from the l~lniversity of Exeter Press: Goinyl to the z!/Io~ies: The 

Social and Cultural Experience off’ Hollywood’s Spectators. I would also call 

attention to Judith Thissen’s excellent reconsideration of the nickelodeon 

phenomenon on New York’s Lower East Side (2001). There are also major 

research projects on the history of movie exhibition, reception, and 

moviegoing underway in the US, Australia, the Netherlands, Belgium, arid 

the L[K An informal grassroots organization, the International Cinema 

Audience Research Group, has been formed to facilitate discussion of 

historiographic and technical issues arising from such projects. Its third 

meeting will be held in Amsterdam in April 2006. 

Other studies drawing upon the connection between metropolitan 

modernity and cinema are to be found in Charney and Schwartz (1995). 

To date the most extensive arid illuminating study of moviegoing in any 

urban area in the }IS is Gregory Wallet’s book on movie culture during the 

silent era ha Lexington, Kentucky. See Waller (1995). Richard Abel’s The 

Bed Booster Scare very productively places non-metropolitan urban areas at 

the center of his reconsideration of American movie culture between 1900 

and 1910, and, in the process points out a number of enors, lapses, and 

inconsistencies (some of them my own!) in previous accounts of this period. 

However, he draws principally upon cities of more than 20,000 inhabitants 

in 1910 for his sample, none of which is located ha the South or Southwest. 

Between 1860 and 1910 the percentage of the population made up by 

immigrants fluctuated between 13.2 and 14.7 percent. Even though the total 

number of immigrants to the 12IS increased by more than one million 
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between 1890 arid 1900, the proportion of the total population they 

represented actually fell    from 14.7 to 13.6 percent. 

9 The Rowan County Courthouse in Salisbury, NC was the only commercial 

theatrical performance space there for much of the first half of the 

nineteenth century (Epperson 1977, pp. 24 25). 

10 In my 1977 dissertation on the relationship between vaudeville and fihn, I 

rioted that despite claims that vaudeville had ~outdistanced’ arid ~outpaced’ 

other forms of popular theatrical entertain~nent by the turn of the century, it 

was difficult to determine how ~nany vaudeville theaters there were in the 

[IS or how deeply vaudeville had penetrated beyond the largest cities. [ising 

the city-by-city theatrical coverage of the Ne~; ¥orl~ Clipper as a guide, I 

counted 69 dedicated vaudeville theaters in operation the year prior to the 

~notion picture’s debut as a vaudeville act (1895). The Clipper covered 

theatrical activity in 103 cities that year, and mentioned a total of 173 

locations in which vaudeville acts performed, although this total included 

burlesque theaters, dime museums, aa~d opera houses in which vaudeville 

acts appeared along with other attractions. (See Allen 1980). 

11 The African American experience of moviegoing in Manhattan during the 

early decades of movie exhibition is addressed in Griffiths and Latham 

(1999). 

12 Demographic Trends in the 20~ Century-, Table 8, Population by Race for the 

[inited States, Regions, and States: 1900 1990, Part B Black Population, p. 

A-21; Table 3 1, Ten States with the Highest Percents Black, American 

Indian, arid Alaska Native, arid Asian arid Pacific Islander: 1900, 1950, and 

2000, p. 93. 
13 Grace Elizabeth t {ale (1998) calls segregation one of the ’spatial mediations 

of modernity’. The term ’panoramic perception’ comes from Schivelbusch 

(1979). Lynne Kirby (1997) discusses the relationship between the 

’perceptual paradigm’ of train travel and that of cinema spectatorship. 

The expression ’racing of space’ is adapted from Barbara Young Welke 

(2001). ’Jim Crow", she waites, ’raced space’. 

14 Waller’s research on black theaters arid audiences in Lexington, Kentucky, 

also features in Waller (1995) 

15 In Robeson County theaters not large enough to accommodate a three-way 

segregation of races, Indians were required to sit with African Americans. 

16 The Tennessee law is Tenn. Code Ann. 5262 (Michie 1938). 

17 Stewart acl<xaowledges that most of the black theaters ha Chicago were 

ox~aaed by whites (p. 162). In her Film Itistory article, Charlene Regester 

discusses several notable exceptions to this generalization, in particular the 

theaters owned by the black e_xhibitor Frederick King Watkins in the 1910s 

and 1920s. 

18 The cartoon appeared in the Baltimore @can America~, March 22, 1930, 

19 Barbara Klinger discusses the contemporary relocation of the experience of 

cinema from theater to home in Klinger (forthcoming) 
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20 As Greg Waller details in his study of moviegoing in I,exington, Kentucky, 

in the silent era, religious opposition to the movies in many towns and small 

cities took the form of sabbatarianism, and attracted support from both 

fundamentalist and more mainstream Protestant clergy. Atte~npts by both 

black and white ministerial associations and the ’Moral Improvement 

League’ to prohibit or resVrict the showing of movies on Sundays continued 

for a decade in Lexington. Waller notes that similar sabbatarian campaigns in 

other Kentucky towns produced a variety of outcomes    from outright 

rejection of such calls to closure of all theaters not only on Sunday evenings 

but on Wednesday evenings as well. In the western Kentucky town of 

Owensboro, a 1916 municipal ordinance closed white theaters on Sundays, 

but allowed ’colored’ shows to stay open, on the theory that ’negroes would 

be better off at the picture house than.., frequenting dives’. See Waller 

(1992, p. 134). 

21 Changes in the evangelical stance toward tile movies in the 1960s and 1970s 

are discussed by Luft (2004). 
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The Diva PoJitics of Receptio  

Jeanne Scheper 

The US expatriate performerJosephiim Baker (~ 9o6-75), who 

lived primarily in France from 5925 ~o :~975 and became a French 

citizen in ~937, is best remembered tbr spectacles of modern 

primitiYism such as the costumed cabaret dances represet~ted it~ 

films like the ~9:,a° - extra~’aganza tShzces.s :l?~m :lain (dir. Edmond T. 

Gr&~ille, France) and Zo~tzo~t (dir. Marc All{?gret, France, 

Bt~t she also tamot~sly staged her priYate litk’ tk~r public cot~sump- 

tion, pertbrming a vast array of personae in mat~y ditt~ret~t loca- 

tions: as star of stage and film, as modernist mu.se, femme fatale, 

primitive savage, inmrnmional sp?~ ~ransnational antiracist ac~i~ 

isL at~d as an icon of motherhood. 

Born Freda McDonald, Baker fled poverty at~d traumatic 

memories of the violent 19~7 East St. I~ouis race riots by seekiilg 

work in the theater. At runes considered too, kmm, and too dark" 

tk~r chort~s lines, she let~ St. Louis to work as a dresser touring ot~ 

the Theater Owners Booking Association segregated circuit 

African American YaudeYil]e companies. Eventually she worked 

her way into the chorus as a comic pertbrmec and ultimamly she 

landed a role in Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake’s already popular 

Came~,*~ Ob.scura 65, Volume ~, Number 1 

DO~ 10.~ ~ 5/’o27053.t6-~oo7-oo.t ¢~) 2oo7 by (Tam~n’~ 

Published by Duke Umversity Press 
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and groundbreaking Sh.~£[/e Aloftg in 19sl. tlere Baker got her 

professional break and was q~ickly recruited to more principal 

roles, ewmmally being tapped to s~ar in an "all-Negro" sI~ow, La 

~vvue ~g-~ (~9z5-27). Caroline Dudley Reagan, a liberal white 

NewYorker and socialite, conceNed this show as a Ha,{em export 

for Europe. ArrNing in Paris at the height of la vqgue r~gr~, Baker 

acI~ieved a status, ~:andom, and recognition ~ha~ she was never able 

to translam into commercial success in the US. Even so, Baker 

became an iconic international figure, la Jos@hine or la Bake~; 

moving thro~gb the transatlantic c~lmral circuits that helped 

define popular ~:male stage and screen perfbrmers in the early 

twentieth cenmr~; a time when public pert?)rmances of the "pri- 

vate" self coalesced as obligatory and defining elements of ~k’male 

stardom. 

It~ Time (~oo3), a graphic piece tiom the parody series 

ttouse t0r Josephine Baker by contemporary architect Darell 

Wayne Fields, appropriates the t~m~ous 19~8 Adolf Loos design 

House for Josephine Baker and puts the architectural design 

under erasure witt~ a large red X, whose ink bleeds across a parodic 

Time magazine~      . cower. The standard red iiame of the magazine 

cover is taken up in the red of the X, with its echo of black militant 

resistance. The image of the hoarse has been pasted over familiar 

line sketches of Baker dancing naked or wearing a banana skirt or 

one of her o~her ~andeville ou[fits. But instead of being erased or 

covered ove~; these sketched figures seem to break tiee fkom the 

page. Baker’s dancing bo@ in motion seeps through the image of 

the house, as a series of her dancing ti?et seem tea@ to carry it oft~ 

As multiple dancing Bakers surround and overwImlm [he outer 

periphery tiaming the house, her mobilily strikes a marked con- 

trast with the solid and staid block of high modernist architecture 

designed to captivate tmr2 

in the [iAlowing pages, I examine the politics of Baker’s 

mobility and her complicated staging of race, sexuality; and nation- 

ality by interpreting her performances, on stage and screen as well 

as oft; through ~he lens of spec~m:orship and recep~:ion. I exam- 

ine the redeployment of Baker’s iconic status at three sites: the 

tsmous ~969 photograph of Baker’s eviction tiom her home Les 



Milandes in France; the full-length animated feature Les t@lettes 

de Bdl~will~: ( 77~e 7’}@Iel.s ojBdl~wil& dir. Sylvain Chomet, France/ 

Belgium!CanadaiUK, zoo3) in which Baker makes a brief appear- 

ance as a cartoon figure; and Madame Sara (dir. Karim Ainouz, 

Brazil, 2oo2), a fihn based on the memoirs of a legendary Brazil- 

ian drag performecJofio Francisco dos Santos, that treats Baker’s 

Pri~ce.ss Tam Tam as i~ was screened in :~ 93os Rio deJaneiro. These 

citations mark some of Baker’s contemporaw incarnations while 

contributing to a retrospecti~ por ttblio of Baker as a cultural icon 

and female star that sets her in motion rather than freezing her 

in ~he fkame. Using ~heories of disidentification, or "the critical 

recycling of toxic images,’’~ i examine how contemporary recita- 

tions introduce critical hindsight into the significations that Baker 

herself exhibited on stage. "Disidentification," defined by.Jos~ 

Esteban Mufioz as a perfbrmatiw: recitation, can be liberatory, fBr 

instance, when it critically recycles tired images or racist, sexist, 

and homophobic stereotypes. According to Mufloz, disidemifi- 

cation may also be a spectator practice, "a way of shuffling back 

and fbrth between recepiion anti production" (~5)- By looking at 

contemporary recitations of diva icon la Bake1; i examine Baker’s 

multiple and often conflicting perfbrmati~ embodiments of her 

own iconicity as modern primitive. 

’[hken together; ~hese competing and w~ry diff~:rent recep- 

tions retiame nostalgia for Bakec showing how nostalgia itself can 

be a risky yet powert~d af[~ctiv~ structure ~br recycling the past in 

order to imagine a future through cultural materials that hax~e an 

oppressive history. In this sense, modes of reception and fdndom 

work as prodnctive fbrms of aftbctive agency even as they partici- 

pate in oppressive circuits of voyeurism and performance. While 

Baker scholarship has effectively critiqued the colonizing ethno- 

graphic gaze and ~he racist male gaze thal entrap Baker in a prison 

house of primitivis~ discourse, much like the melancholy birdcage 

tiom whose perch she,sinoso, in Zoggzogg, it has had less to say, about 

Baker’s other m~diences, those who mW ha~’� viewed Baker’s home- 

sick birdcage lament fbr Haiti, fbr instance, fiom a ~ransnational, 

black diasporic, black fbminist, or queer perspective. As part of my 

discussion here i want to explore a certain queer fbminist nostalgia 
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tbr Baker whose bad-girl antics and daring performances of black 

hyperfemininity in the early par~ of ~he twentieth century antici- 

pate la[e twen[ieth-century self:marketers offi?male trouble such as 

Janet Jackson, Tina Turner, and Lil’ ~m.~ Baker is the progenitor 

thor perfiJrmances as mass marketable as those of megas[ar Jen- 

nifer Lopez and as commercially resistant as the cross-race, cross- 

gender displays of cult drag impresario Vaginal (Creme) Davis, 

who recemly staged a cabaret tribute night devoted to Baker at a 

Los Angeles bar renamed for another infamous ~wemieth-cenmry 

transatlantic dub diva, Bricktops.5 

Holding onto Baker as an icon of African American fi’mi- 

nism can be unsetding since she made her li~ing through the spec- 

tacle of the black fbmale body, on sta~eo, deploying racist tropes 

and perpetuating "Black Venus" narratives of primiti~ist exotic 

sexuality; while also pursuing the trappings of white stardom?5 ~i?t 

by, lookinoo [~as[ the desire, 1o .j" udoem Baker’s perfk~rmances either on 

their political efficacy or on their aesthetic merits, we may fhshion 

a critical methodology that moves beyond the persistent dichotomy 

of exercising or lacking agency: Is Baker a race woman or a race 

traitor? is she a pioneer of racial equality or a dnpe of the racist 

colonial gaze? Does she deploy resistant feminist camp aesthetics 

or does she remain complicit as an ot-dectified iJ~use of the mod- 

ernist male gaze? Is sire an indicator of the emerging modern 

era or a representativ~ of the passing Victorian colonial period? 

By examining her pertk~rmances as new and difierent audiences 

rework them, I constr~ct a politics of performance in wMch Baker 

moves throug~ various locations and identities in order to carve 

out a habitable space fior modernism’s Others, tk~r those bodies 

classified and contained through scientific racism’s pervasi~,e and 

gendered ideology as prir~zitive or devia’~z¢~and then rigorously 

excluded and exploited under European colonialism and Jim Crow 

segregation. 

Such tropes of diftL~rence, essential 1o apartheid logics as 

well as to "civilizing missions," were taken ~p and redeployed d~r- 

ing the European in~:erwar cultural vogue f?~r I~zrt ~@e by prac~:i- 

tioners off modernism such as Jean Cocteau, Gertrude Stein, and 

Pablo Picasso. ’lb this list i would add Paul Colin and josephine 

Baker, emphasizing their collaboration in the production of some 



of the most famous primitive images of Baker, namely; a series 

of hand-colored lithographs included in L~: tumulte ~oir (~9z7) 

and liner echoed in Fields’s It~ ~#~e. A~ times avant-garde artists 

such as the surrealists sought to undermine colonial thinking by 

revaluing the so-called primitiv~ as an antidote to the repressi~ 

edicts of"civilization." seeing access to the creative unconscious in 

Af~ican sculpture and religious artifacts.7 Nonetheless, they often 

retained troubling and essentialist t~mtasies about the primitive 

that took the form of racialized exoticisms. Even when artists and 

writers a~tempted through ~heir own experimentations to critique 

i~g)erialism and the destructive consequences of imagining civiliza- 

tion and.~r°°resso , through the violence of colonialism, they otlen 

repeated the representational logics that structured ideas of Euro- 

pean progress and modern civilization in relation to an imagined 

atavistic Afiican primitivism. Baker’s body became exactly such an 

aesthetic site fior exploring and expressing [he fkaught relationship 

of modernism and primitivism. And while Baker herself capitalized 

on such equations, she also refl~sed to be scripted in litany wa)’s. 

It is importan[ [o think [hrough a figure like Baker at this 

particular cultural moment. ~Ks ~oo6 marked bo[h the centenary 

of her birth and saw the production of new discourses of the "un- 

American," Baker’s life is a reminder of the cultural connections 

between the perceived dangers of entertainment anti the perceived 

danger of critiques of i~justice at home and abroad. Precisely 

because of Baker’s contradictory and multila~red deployment 

of race, gendec and nationality, I arg~m that we can productNely 

ref~ame our own nostalgia f6r he~; especially ai: this moment when 

a turn toward nostalgia might take its most conservative ff)rm as a 

turn away fiom current threats~imagined and otherwise~and 

toward an idealized ahistorical past, th~s erasing any progressive 

politics of perf6rmance. 

Instead, turning our critical gaze to multiple and other 

sites of reception allows us to remember the extent to which Baker 

prod~ced complexity within the limits of the historical spectac~- 

larization and commodification of t:he black ff~male body: Con- 

temporary receptions of Baker may criticize or rework her image, 

even as they explore the nostalgias associated with it, incorporat- 

ing what Linda tt~tcheon has termed "the necessary addition of 



irony to this nostalgic inheritance" of modernity:s Such receptions 

produce a range of performances, reminding us tha~ Baker herself 

produced a disrlq)md and disrupting narrative of black woman- 

hood. These receptions ask: Who is watching? Wha~ is at s~ake 

flmse difl~rem poims of reception? Wha~ happens if we refl~se ~o 

remember only one Bakec be tha~ Baker onsmge, Baker in ;he 

banana skirl Baker under FBI surveillance, or Baker very publicly 

evicted flom her home in France in ~969, an image she ensured 

would saturate tim global media? 

Each ske of reception no~ only works ~o identify" a particu- 

lar audience or consumer of Baker’s image hm also produces an 

interpretation of Baker that demonstrates the pertbrmafive side 

of reception. Each site not only produces meanings in excess of 

her original performances but also works to restore significations 

retroactively; allowing ~br los[ meanings or potentials m come into 

dialogic plaF: Raflmr than seeing such transhistorical exchanges 

as moments at which the present imposes or fixes its own criti- 

cal obsessions on the past, or as moments at which nostalgias for 

authentici[:y do the work of erasure, we migIu see such critical recy- 

clings as reinvenfions as well as restorations that both make visible 

and produce Baker’s own diva politics. 

Baker’s "Danse sauvage" from La r~ue ,t~g’,~: and her 

trademark [u[u of s[:yqized bananas~in which she first appeared 

in "Danse des bananas" tbr La f!)lie dujo~x’r at the Folies Berg{!re 

(19~6), deploying her other 

signature ll~ove, silly faces~ 

presen~ quinmssential exam- 

pies of the black ~km~ale 

flmcfioning as a liminal space 

in modernism for an imagi- 

naW encomuer between the 

primitive savagery of the jun- 

gle and tee civilized mode> 

nity of the cosmopolitan city. 
Josephine BakeFs audience as 

This encotlnter iS parodically xepxescnted in Les 
reversed in ~:he opening scenes (d i,. Sylvain Chomet, France/’Belgium/ 

of the animated tk’ature Les CanadaiUK, ~oo3) 



A ce{ro-toon repre,,eotatiot~ of 

Josephine gakec~s banana daocc in L~v 

lripl~ltes de Bd&~i~le. in a black- 

and-white retro toon-wkhin- 

a-toon opening, which 

homage to Disney animation 

of the x93os, Baker makes a 

Bevy Boop-like cameo danc- 

ing in her fhmous banana skirt 

to the musical accompaniment 

of p~ango Reinhardt. Her audi- 

ence is represented as a theater 

~illed with repetitions of the 

same white couple: a lecherous 

lkde old man accompanied by 

an exaggeratedly fat society 

woman in pearls. When Baker 

appears onstage to perform 

her banana dance~lannch- 

ing into a hallmark move in 

which she imitates an animal 

by dancing on all fbnrs~the 

crowd of identical geezers 

goes "bananas." They jump up from their seats and, "going ape," 

li~erally turn into a pack of monkeys, rushing the s~age after, as 

it turns out, not Baker but her bananas. Here whi~e male desire 

to devour the spectacle of primitivism in the fbrm of the black 

female bo@ onstage threatens to nndo its own social performance 

of decorum, exposing the inf=antile and sexual desires behind the 

civilizing mission: ~hat is, the drive [k)r natural resources imagined 

as d~e drive for the ~kmale body through the t~minization, posses- 

sion, and rape of colonial lands2 Of course, they are also stealing 

back Baker’s parodic phallic signifiers. As this scene illustrams, the 

process of incorporating tim Other always threatens the coherence 

of tim modern and the stabilky of the whim civilized masculinity it 

imagines, revealing its own miscegenous desires. 

In 193~, Baker was elected @men of the Colonies at the 

Exposition in Paris, an irony not missed by the Frend~ public, who 

decried Baker’s lack of claim to colonial su~jectbood. Celebra> 
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ing the colonies of North AIrica and their natural and cultural 

resources, the exposition was designed around faux dioramas that 

purported m display people in their native habi~au While Baker 

later had to relinquish her title, her music hall perfiormances consti- 

tuted a parallel world of display and commodification of the black 

bo@ ttowcvcr, as Mae G. [ ~enderson argues, Baker’s performances 

should perhaps be measured fbr their "distance fiom," rather than 

their repetition of; the ethnographic display of the black fk’male 

body epitomized by the historical exploitation of Sarah Baartman, 

also known as the IIottentot Vem~s.m Baker served as a transitional 

figure in the move f~om such nineteenth-century ethnographic 

spectacles of colonial dif[srence to mass-entertainment spectacles 

of imagined racial dit~krence. 2>rri Francis has fl~rther shown how 

"Baker’s popularib~ depended on the way Baker performed her 

own finne and ’fieedom.’ ,u~ Baker’s per[brmance of fieedom as an 

expatriate served to reinforce ideas of France as racially tolerant, 

smuring over the racial politics of French colonialism and assuag- 

ing colonial guilt while at the same time exposing the practices of 

[ JS racism. 

On stage and on fihn Baker repeatedly flmctioned as the 

primitive tbtish, posing as a unNersalized colonial suk~ject turned 

modernist muse. The aestheticized encounter of European 

ernism and its colonial other demands the other’s incorporation 

in[o the modern as i[s ok~jech Les ~’r@lettes de Bdlevill~’ disrupts this 

process of incorpora[ion, as it is impossible to locate a coherently 

modern figure. Whiteness is represented as atas"istic in the scene 

described above, with the coupk’s in the audience representing 

a queer comic trope abou[ the degeneration of white bourgeois 

marriage: the t~t lady’s excessive body implies the conple’s sexual 

d.ysflmction, while the small man represents impotence and sub- 

mission. This couple figures European civilization itself as exces- 

sive and degenerate. Similarly; [he protagonists, the fic[ionalized 

triplets, cleverly introduced as an act that shares the s[age wi[h 

Baker, represent the passing of vaudeville stage performance, pre- 

sented here in a ff~rrn I call ~:he nostalgic grotesque. 

The crisis of masculinity implied by ~:he grotesque male 

body is essential to the modern, representing an anxiety over the 



postcolonial status of patriarchy° As the fihn ironically turns the 

grotesque discourse of degeneration back onto the white male sub- 

ject ~hat produced ih it signals the inabilily of master narratives to 

comain the vitality of those subjects they attempt ~o control. The 

historical Baker’s dignity somehow remait~s imact in this scene as 

the retro-toon places white viewers uncomfortably in the vaudeville 

spectators’ seats, fbrced ~o come ~o terms with tImir own nostalgia 

or desire [br grotesque images of peribrming black bodies.~ In Les 

~{pZ~’t~’s & Bd*~,il& clearly the white gaze emerges as primitivizit~g, 

not the performance as primitive, as Baker’s audience turns into 

the very lhing i~ has f~earflflly pr(~ected onto her body. 

Baker herself capitalized on thejuxtaposition of primitive 

and civilized, as her perfbrmances as "natives" (with their jungle- 

theme costumes and animal associations) were set against public 

appearances in haute cou[ure evening wear. Feminists have long 

argued fbr Baker’s deliberate parodic deployment of primitMst 

tropes, finding resistance rather than acquiescence to exo[iciza- 

tion in her use of comic faces; her intentional "forgetting" of dance 

steps; her insistence on perfbrming "her own idiosyncratic moves"; 

and her abilib, to "manipulat[e] the com’emions of primitMsm 

to gain a considerable amount of comrol over her audietme.’u~ 

Phyllis Rose (albeit in problematic critical language that maps the 

grotesque back on to Baker) argues that Baker’s eye crossing "fimc- 

tioned like a magical gesture of self defense in a specifically erotic 

arena, i~ wards off the relentlessly erotic gaze of whoever might 

have been looking at her as. mythically, one warded off vampires 

by making ~he sign of the cross. Af1aid in some way of evoking 

undiluted sexual excitement, she thwarts the deeply provocative 

contact of eye with eye not.just by a~rting her owt~ eyes but by jam- 

ming them grotesquely up against one another.’q4 Interrogations 

of Baker’s agency continually return ~o such moments of comic 

interruption, unscripted improvisation, or feminist camp 

determination to question whether they prodnce new meanings 

and disrupt old paradigms. Contemporary critics and artists must 

confront all t[m wa}qs in which Baker and her oeuvre seem con- 

straitmd by racist US vaudeville performance com~mions, such as 

blacktsce, or haunted by traditions of etht~ographic spectacle, or 
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circmnscribed by the particular obsessions of modernist aesthetic 

primitivism, ttow do these ways of looking produce Baker? And 

what is Baker’s own contribution ~o [his fig~m~? 

The ~ext in Fields’s I~ 7~me reads "Notes on the Eviction of 

josephine Baker." With ~his caption placed below the Loos design 

Itou.se for Josephine Bake~; which is barred by the large red X, 

Fields exposes the historical irony of a modern house designed to 

captivate Baker but never btfilt as a home for her. tle also points 

to her later very public eviction flom Les Milandes, her comrrm- 

na] farm in France and the site where she staged the creation of 

her ideal f~amily, whom she called the "Rainbow ’[~ibe." But Baker 

can be viewed as having experienced nmnerous evictions. First, 

we might see her as evic[ed from the US, driven out by her experi- 

ence of racism and the images of white mobs of men and women 

a[tacking black people in the violent East St. I,ouis race riots that 

haunted memories of her childhood)5 Fields further describes 

Baker as evicted from the aesthetic and cultural legacy off tarlem: 

"The d~Kcrence between I,oos hou~ e and tlar]em is not one based 

on the obvious distinction be[ween house and city. The diff[~rence 

lies in how the two deal with blackness. Harlem has, aes[hefically 

speaking, moved on. it cominues to manutscture and expor[ black- 

ness on an unprecedented scale and does so without.Josephine’s 

assistance. ~lb pu[ it another way, Harlem prod~tces blackness while 

archi[ecmre merely associa[es with it~Harlem evicted.]osephine 

long ago, while architecture continues to seek her audience.’’~; 

While Itarlem may have evicted Baker, relegating her to a kind 

of shameflfi past, what is compelling is the f~ct that Baker herself 

participated in the staging of these evictions. 

in a photograph that received imernational circulation, 

we see Baker. at age sixty-two sitting on the back steps of her Les 

Milandes chateau in the rain, surrom~ded by bottles of Pettier, 

wearing only her housecoat and a cap, with a blanke[ across her lap 

and bare fket. Her home had been put up fbr auction, and knowing 

that the new owner planned to forcibly remove her, she contacted 

the press, and the cameras rolled. But mfiike Norma Desmond 

(Gloria Swanson), the deluded diva of S~tnset Bo~leva~’~l (dir. Billy 

Wilder, US, 195o), whose morbid expulsion flom ttollywood is 



staged as a grand entrance, Baker went kicking and scratching, 

resisting her eviction from the scene. The ?/’ear was 1909, and the 

image of Baker’s eviction demands to be viewed in the context of the 

civil rights mox,ement in the US. Baker~whose political response 

to American racism had been a self:imposed exile that provoked 

criticism for her absence from the US civil rights movement~ 

staged a particular image of her f~)rced eviction. While Harlem 

may have let go of hex; Baker’s s~aging of ~he eviction was designed 

to bring her closer ~o the quotidian experiences of tlaflem. 

in fact, as a ~,ocal critic of racial discrimination, Baker spoke 

out internationally about the lives of A~5ican Americans and other 

people of color in ~he US. As a figrmer member of France’s iigreign 

service and a spy figr the French resistance against the Nazis, Baker 

deployed her dNadom as a political wea.pon, given that it provided 

her with both a cover and i:he privilege of mobilily: Later she would 

draw explicit connec{ions between t~scism, apartheid, and racism 

in dit~rent national contexts. She spoke passionately about the his- 

tory of race riots in the US and wrote a column for a French paper 

about her experiences of discrimination in i:he US while traveling 

anonymously in the South. Using the moral au~:hority of a global 

perspecti~ and the publicity machine of a stm; Baker was able to 

shame America for its racism. Unsurprisingl?; the FBi and State 

Department perceived any discourse other than one of progress 

on race relations as a threat to national security and a tool of anti- 

American propaganda. As Baker became more outspoken, the US 

State Department became increasingly invested in domesticating 

her by making her a good sui~ject and holding her accountable to 

a citizenship that she had already r(~ected. Because her movements 

could not be restricted by revoking her passpor~ (she held a French 

one), there were more s~btle campaigns ~o discredit her at home 

and abroad. 

~Ik~llingly, the stNheading given to Baker’s files on the FBI 

Web site reads, "The ihmot~s nightclub entertainer was thot~ght 

to be invoNed in coummnist activities, howevec no evidence was 

ever fk)und that proved orbed’rise.’’ri The doublespeak of this sen- 

mnce re~,eals ~he FBi’s continued a~emp~ to scrip~ Baker as f0re~r 

under suspicion. Baker’s diva status necessi~amd a special t0rm of 
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repressive scrutiny. The US government did not simply engage in 

a passive spectatorship by collecting data; rather, its surveillance 

was aimed at defining the idemities of those i~ watched. The clip- 

pings in Baker’s files were meant to implicate her on the wrong 

side of the Cold War.~s ~Ks an archive, the 359 pages of FB[ files 

on Baker draw heavily on clippings from ~he commllnist ~%5~:Fs 

Dai~,, the black press, and translmions ofkems in ~:he international 

press, in an a[tempt to contain her mobility and political influence, 

the Stale Department strategically disseminated [his intbrmation 

abou.t Baker to foreign embassies and the US press, successfl~lly 

imerfbring with her ability ~o travel and speak ou~ al)ou~ racial 

discrimination. 

Ultimatel}; the FBI files on Baker ser~ as an ironic archi~. 

They show her as a captive of a kind of surveillance that attempted to 

neutralize her political critique by f>aming her as an un-American 

pro~ocateur and propagandist. But d~ey simultaneously document 

all the wa}~ she effectively escaped the bounds of US government 

cultural and political comrol. In attempting to create a portrait of 

extremism, these tiles instead depic~ a moderato, though~hl, and 

polkicalty engaged Baker who, as an expatriate, claimed license to 

critique US race relations through a transnational lens. Through 

the FBI files we can construct another set of Baker performances, 

namely, as a social act:ivist, a role fbr which sire is less often remem- 

bered. Nevertheless, I would argue alongside Mary Dudziak that 

the FBI and State Department interfbrence harmed Baker’s caree~; 

"denlying] her the role she sought for herself as a personal ambas- 

sador fbr equality" and creating ~he circmnstances under wI~ich 

Baker turned fiom tim public sphere of ~he stage to the private 

sphere of the f:amily to express her political voice (569). 

In ~9:%,~ Baker and her h~sbandJo Bouillon began selg 

consciously conducting a pseudoscientific experiment in multi- 

cultural harmony by adopting twelve children of difti:rent races 

and religions.~ Baker and Bot~illon wanted to demonstrate that 

their children co~ld grow and thrive together and become a fam- 

ily; a "Rainbow 1iibe" as she called them in response to white 

supremacy. Baker’s rainbow vision of domesticity stands in marked 

contrast 1o the domesticating marble hot~se designed fbr Baker by 



Loos, a zebra-print affair of black-and-white horizontal stripes that 

red,iced the idea of la Baker to race and redfaced race to a prison 

house of competing visual grounds of black and white. ’[i)gether 

gake~; Bouillon, and ~heir ~wel~,e children inhabited an experi- 

mental community a~ Les Milandes in which ~heir private lives were 

open to ~he p~blic ~hrough oftScia] tours and ~isi~ing ho~rs. I~ was 

also home ~oJorama, a wax museum f~amring tableaux of Baker’s 

lit~. Like other t~male stars of her era, she cultivated celebrity by 

staging the details of her private li[( t0r public consumption, 

parading in public with large exotic pets d~ring her early career 

to publicizing her love aft~irs in multiple and contradictory bit)- 

graphical pro!jeers, and finally to exhibiting her public construc- 

tion of the multiracial i:amily as a model United Nations. 

gall]i]y as multiracial spectacle became not only a way 

of producing politics through ~;he per~k)rmance of domesticity 

but also ikmctioned as a new tiame t0r la Baker, the di~a. 

ilv;, romantic coupling,, and the domestic represent exactly, those 

ends persistently thwarted in the narrative trajector?, of Baker’s 

films, in which she had white male costars. These limits reflect the 

combined cultural fk’ars of miscegenmion and sexual promiscuity 

prc~jected onto Baker as a leading la@ who represented both the 

New Woman and the New Negro. These racist cultural anxieties 

were exactly those tha~ Baker defied in her li[k~. The production 

of a multicultural f:amily by the diva became essential not only to 

reim,igorating Baker’s star status but, as it turned out, also to the 

end~rance of her life and legend: her unofficially adopted child 

(and male diva in his own right),Jean-Claude Baker, assumed the 

active guardianship of Baker’s legacy, writing a biography of his 

chosen mothec opening the restaurant ChezJos@hine, and sea- 

ting ~p a foundation in her memor}c 

The public dissemination of the s~aged "private" self 

emerges as an obligatory and defining element of twentieth- 

century t~male celebrity. And transnational adoption as the pub- 

lic performance of motherhood-as-philanthropy has e~olx,ed into 

a recurring contemporary motif of fi’male stardom. No~able 

examples include Mia Farrow, who in t973 began serially adopting 

children of diffcrem racial, ethnic, and national origins (also chil- 
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dren with a variety of difficult health needs), and Angelitxa.Jolie, 

who, after joining the [ ~N High Commissio~x for Refugees, adopted 

a son f}om Cambodia and more recently two children f~om dif: 

fbretxt comxtries, as well as made a point of giving birth to her 

biological child in Namibia. By im~oking these ~wo very diftbretxt 

actresses, I do not intend to co~xflate their inte~xtions, desires, or 

politics as adoptive parents. I do, howeven want ~o point ~o an area 

that remains to be fully explored by ~kminist criticism, that is, the 

celebrity of~:amily and especially the figure of the celebrily mother 

engaged in cross-cultural serial adoption. Celebrity performances 

of motherhood raise broader materialist ~minist concerns about 

the global traffic in children at~d the commodification of"dispos- 

able" bodies it~ the world ecot~omy. 

Baker was well aware that her p~blic performance of altr~- 

is~:ic motherhood reversed several important racialized ~:ropes: that 

of the black woman as a bad mother; that of the white woman as 

morally superior and thus fit to adopt, at~d finally, that ofthe black 

child as m~iversally needy or neglected. Baker as a black mother, 

and a wealthy one, t:o poor whim children, as well as to children 

of o~her races, produced an important rescripting of public dis- 

courses on race and motherhood. Baker peril)treed disidet~tifica- 

tion through the incorporation of "a moment, ot2ject, or s~ject 

that is not culturally coded to ’connect:’ with ~he disidentif}dng 

suk~ect.’’~° Baker undermitmd categories into which her body was 

t~ot seen to fit: f~male stardom, successful motherhood, at~d the 

nuclear unit seen as a prese,we of the white family. B~t I would 

argue tha~ Baker’s social per~brmances as mothec wifi?, and activist 

are as integral to understanding her cultural work as are her stage 

dances and fihn peril)finances. Baker’s stagit~g of the Rainbow 

Tribe turns out to be one of her most significant performances, 

and an important elemen~ of that perfbrmance is ~he collapse of 

the public-private divide. However; as a political critique of racial 

prqj udice, the Rainbow’Dibe reasserted a problematic racial essen- 

tialism: Baker expressed racist ideas abom the supposed predis- 

posit:ions of her children, seeing each child as having racialized 

propensities toward certain skills and talents. 



Despite the multiple ways in which Baker’s politics were 

domesticated by others--symbolically in the form of modernist 

arch it e c t ure, m ore literally by s tam-sp ons ore d s urveill an c e duri n g 

the McCarthy era~her pertk~rmances and her iconic diva status 

(whether on view in her s~age shows and films, or in receix, ing the 

Legion of Honor fl:om French president Charles de Gaulle, or in 

her role as ~he mother of the Rainbow Tribe) open up reception 

spaces of more progressi~,e critical possibilities. 25 conclude, i 

turn to queer appropriations of Baker in ordec again, to reimag- 

ine Baker’s own politics of performance. Baker’s late s~age career 

might easily be read as another tragic ending to the reign of a 

sex symbol threatened by the decay of her beauty~according ~o 

mainstream standards and ~uicklv chart ~ing aesthetic ~astes. ~ {ere 

i~ is important to note the way in which the term diva is some- 

times attached, with negative connotations, to the bo@ of older 

women, and especially to older black ~hmale stars, in a way that 

relegates them to the past. in defiance of such gendered scripts 

of female stardom, Baker continned on stage ~mtil the week of 

her death, perfk)rming primarily in the mode of high glamom; 

wearing costumes that evoked her most provocaiive and rew?aling 

early peri0rmances, tler costumes suggested nudity with the use 

of flesh-colored body stockings and f0rm-t?tting e~ening dresses 

that flattered her svelte body and enhanced her larger-than-liik~ 

image, which was literally augmented by the use of huge cabaret- 

s~yle fhather headdresses. Unabashedly exhibiting a periL)truer past 

her prime whose indomitable spirit refuses to conform to the limits 

of the body or social strictures, Baker’s perfi)rmances neatly lent 

themselves to camp appreciatkms of i:he diva. In fhct, fi)r her ~973 

return to Carnegie ttall in New kqork she was marketed explicitly 

to an American~gay audience .... ~ A foremother of fl-~e "bioqneen," 

Baker had a humorous appreciation f?)r the tools that made her 

fhmale stardom radiate, and she approached the construction of 

glamorous fhmininity on the stage with the same disruptix,e humor 

toward gender identity that had characterized her representation 

of race and fk~male primitivism in her early career.:~ 

Drawing attention to the per~0rmativity of identity catego- 

ries, Baker recycled the cultural fantasies attached to her person 
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and to her own mythology: tter queer appropriations of the con- 

sm~ctedness of gender and race went beyond the production of 

a high camp sensibility as "expressing what’s basically serious ~o 

you in terms of tim and artifice and elegance," to cite Christo- 

pher Isherwood’s ~954 definiti°n-~ [t was rather Baker’s ability to 

cannibalize oppressix,e forms that at times ga~e political salience 

to perf~rmances thin otherwise might appear retrograde. Here I 

am borrowing Maryse Condd’s fbrmulation for the amicolonial- 

ist tactics of Caribbean authors: "Cannibalism is what ~)n do to 

what yo~ love. You eat what you worship b~t also make tim of it.’’~ 

While Baker unabashedly sought the f~me and fi)rmne of a diva, 

she simultaneously understood all the ways in which see was not, 

as a black woman, meant to claim the space of glamom; wealth, 

or high art. She understood her own ~mcanny position and can- 

nibalized the tropes of stardom and negrophilia: she incorporm ed 

them, digested them, and recycled them to her own ends. Hence 

Baker’s own iconicity comes to lend itself to cannibalization, to a 

reworking of nostalgia for potentially liberatoQ~ redeployments. 

Karim Ainouz’s film Madame Sa~d is based on the mem- 

oirs ofjofio Francisco dos Santos (x9oo- x976), tee son oF slaves, 

a gay street fighter, a criminal, and a drag performer who spent 

twenty-seven of his seventy-six years in prison, becoming a legen& 

a~’ figure in the s~reets of Rio de Janeiro?5 The establishing shot 

of Mada~r~e Sara shows a badly beaten Dos Santos (Lfizaro Ramos) 

staring at the camera while a ~oice-o~er recounts his numerous 

social and criminal offenses, incl~ding (according to the subtitle 

translmion) the charge that he is a "passive pederast, who shaw?s 

his eyebrows and imitates women, even changing his own voice." 

tle is introduced to us in a long take that mimics a police mug shot. 

For Dos Santos, who makes a living as a petty criminal and a pimp, 

almost every space is impossible to inhabi~some~hing to which 

his bruised and bloo@ t~ce testifies. Through the character of 

Dos Santos, the film explores the legacy oFslavery in the aFtermath 

of abolition (~ 888), as well as Afro-Brazilian diasporic cultures of 

resistance and sn~’ival. 

Wc see the film’s first evocation of Baker as the camera pans 

across Dos Santos’s apartment to giimpse newspaper clippings of 



her tacked to the wall by his vanity table. Asked by a stranger if he 

is a fa.n of Baker, he responds. :’Of la Baker, I am a disciple." Dos 

Santos sees himself not as a f;an but as an initiam of la Baker. For 

him, Baker has something dMne to teach. Throngh Baker he can 

gain a measure of tYeedom by manitksting her performance and 

authorship of glamour, celebrib,, and female stardom. In short, he 

is giwm license to inhabit cultural spaces that have excluded his 

bod~; spaces that would otherwise prove toxic fbr him. While he is 

punished tear impersonating a white cabaret sta~; Dos Santos can 

inhabit la Baker’s esprit and vesm~ents with impunib,. 

Early in the film, the cabaret where he wo~s as a dresser fbr 

a white performer appears to oftkr some respite and opportuni[ies 

fbr creati~ fantasy; But this potential is shattered by the realization 

that his employers ha~’e no intemion of pa)’ing him for his work, 

and tha~ the woman he dresses is filled with contempt f?~r black 

people. She is especially contemptuous of his admiration oL and 

aspirations to, her line of work. When she comes into her dressing 

room to find Dos Santos wearing her costumes and queering the 

words of her perfbrmance, she is livid.~; He apologizes and effi~- 

sivety praises he~; trying [o explain his admira[ion for her ar[ by 

revealing that he has learned all the words to [he number. She is 

disgusted and cruelly rqjects his praise. IIe gives her his word that 

i~: will no~: hN~pen again, and when in return she verbally abuses 

him and dishonors "his word," he becomes enraged, rips her cos- 

tume, tears into her dressing room, and physically a[tacks her. 

The cabaret first appears in the second scene of the fillJ~, 

fbllowing the opening image of Dos Santos’s arrest. The ini~:ial shot 

in [he cabaret is of a blue beaded cur[ain over which we hear the 

soft and gravelly ugice of a chanteuse perfbrming the story of"The 

~,oo~ Nights," as glasses clink in the background. At a musical cue 

fiom the piano, the curtain is pulled back to reveal a close-~g~ of 

Dos Santos’s fhce emerging fiom the beads. Suddenly; the fihn cuts 

to two well-dressed men watching [he act from a cafd table, then 

back to Dos Santos lip-synching, then to another iJ~an standing 

and watching, ~:hen back to Dos Santos, creating circuits of visual 

exchange and a space that are coded as homosexual~ until we see 

a shot of a woman’s breas[s in a glittering costume. The fihn cuts 
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ambiguously between the woman’s body and Dos Santos, suturing 

th eir cabaret performances. When the camera finally pu.lls back to 

a space behind Dos Samos, we can see tha~, in *5c~, he is s~anding 

behind a beaded curtain at the back of the bar singing to himself 

and watching the woman per~brm onsmge. We realize that the 

film’s editing has momentarily allowed Dos Santos to realize his 

dream of being center stage. However; he is no~ the one actually 

singing and being watched by the male customers; the f~male per- 

fbrmer is.57 Later in the film we discover that it is not really the 

white star whose role Dos Santos wants to inhabit, but that of 

Baken 

The second occasion in which the film explicitly evokes 

Baker is when we see Dos Santos in a movie theater watching 

cess 7am 7am. What interests me most about Madame Satd is how 

ff represents Dos Samos’s disidenflfication with Baker’s primitiw? 

personae. Disidemiflcation in this scene suggests identifications 

across gender and nation that are less about performing a new 

identity or inhabiting an old one than about the possibility of per- 

fbrming agains~ a~g fixed identity altogether~perfbrming con- 

L~izaro Ramos as Dos Santos and Marcdlia Cartaxo as 

Laurita in a n’_.ovie theater watching Josephine Baker in 

l’ri~zcess" 7h~ 7h~. Still t~’on’_. Mada~ Sat~_~ (din Karim Ainottz, 

Brazil, ~oo~) 



Josephine Baker in 

fS’hzcsss 7hr, 7hm (din 

Edmo.ud T. Grdville, 

France, ~935) as 

shown in Kar]m 

Ainouz~s M, dame Said 

flicting identifies in order to explode each, or perff~rming a space 

of contradiction that enables new social ~ormadons. Mufioz argues 

that the r~ection of toxic notions of the self by minoritarian sub- 

jeers is not simply an individual rebellion but is part of ~he process 

of tile creation of "counterpublics~communities and relational 

chains of resis[ance that contest tile dominan[ public sphere."~8 

And it is this potential Dos Santos sees unfolding. 

Through such processes of disidenfificafion, Baker as a 

colonial exotic in Princess Tar, ~rn can be reworked by Dos Santos 

as a liberatory figure. Elizabeth Coftman has argued persuasively 

that "in Pr&ca~s lhm lhm, the gaze or camera perspective is white, 

masculine, anti.., ambivalently ’colonial.’ ,,~9 In this film, driven 

by a Pygmalion plot, Baker plays a universalized colonial sut~iect, 

Alwina, an anachronistic primiti~ living in the modern moment. 

She serves as a muse whose primitivism (blackness in the film is 

represented [hrough a conflation of nonwhi[e ethnicifies fkom 

Af1ican American to Aflican and Arab) becomes a conduit fbr the 

white colonial suk~ject, here a British author; to regain access to his 

creative ~mconscio~s. Seemingly"tamed"by the British author and 

his agent, Alwina is brought to Paris to test her skills at passing as 

"civilized." The scene we see Dos Santos watch is the final dance 

number and the moment at which Alwina fhils the test. 

} Iowever. as the character Alwina fails, the film allows the 

diva. la Baker, to break thro~@~ the character and appear "as her- 

self" in the film. Alwina, dressed in a satin gown, has been brought 

to an upscale Parisian nigt~tclub [o watch a Busby Berkeley-style 

dance number. In Madame Said, we see Dos Santos watching this 
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scene intently, and as a flicker of a smile appears on his face, the 

camera cu~s to Alwina at her table furiously drinking champagne 

while she passionately watches ~he stage, barely resisting the urge 

to dance. ~ the som~d ofzMfican drums and maracas grows more 

imense, a ~horoughly intoxicated Alwina ~akes ~o the stage, kick- 

ing off her shoes~one landing in an ice bucket and the o~her 

hi~ting an old man in ~he head. After a cut back ~o Dos Santos, we 

(and he) watch ~he ihmous sequence in Priestess ~ Yhm that cuts 

rapidty between Alwina-as-la Baker--who has torn her dress to 

gain the mobility to perform her own uniq~m diasporic ~ernacular 

dance~and tim image of an Afkican male drummer who seems 

completely foreign [o the nightclub scene, perhaps because the 

tL~otage appears to have been spliced in ~kom an ethnographic 

fillJ~. The so~md of the dr~m~beat soon overtakes the scene, signi- 

~}~ing Alwinaila Baker’s "return to A~kica" and ~he ~hilure of t[~is 

colonial ~i)~ Ii~ir La@ experimem. 

[n Madame Sa~d, as the editing camera work, and Baker’s 

dance in tSincess Yhm ?hm become increasingly energetic. ~he 

film cu~s ~o Dos Santos as he sinks imo his theater seat displa?~ 

ing an expression of imense pleasure. His sinking gesture marks a 

momen~ ofa pri~,a~e communion between di~,a and de~,otee. Inter- 

estingl?~ Madame Satd edits o~ a key plo~ elemen~ in Pri’~c~;s ~2~ 

Tam~he ~hct ~ha~ Alwina’s drinking is ~he result of a plot by tI~e 

wrimr’sjealous wifk~ who hopes to undo tmr tmsband’s experiment 

by exposing Alwina’s "ci~,ilized" appearance as a ihcade. But the 

wife’s plo~ fails when, like Dos San;os, the nightclub audience loves 

~he per~i~rmance, and Alwina emerges as a s~ac triumphing in a 

version of Baker’s original succg:s de scandale a~ the Th~fitre des 

Champs-Elysdes. But in Madame Sa~d, the shot of Dos Santos tucked 

into his seat and smiling gi~es u ay to images of the Alwina, la Baker 

dance se(pmnce. At the climax of this numbec the film cuts to Dos 

Santos standing befk~re a mirror; fl~lly made ~q~ and getting into 

character; af?er which he triumphantly takes the stage as the diva 

Jamacy. 

Despite his initial expulsion f~om the cabaret, and later 

fkom an upscale night:club, Dos Santos, taking a cue fiom la Bakec 



realizes his dream of becoming what he calls "an artiste" engaged 

in queer public performance before an audience of admirers. 

After his firs~ drag performance he confides ~o the owner of ~he 

bar, "When I was on stage, I was filled wi~h ecstatic joy." I,()()king at 

~he bar owner’s pictures of himself as a young boxing champ, Dos 

Samos ~ries to make the bar owner understand his own sense of ~ri- 

umph, implicitly juxtaposing ~he two realms for the public perfor- 

mance of gender: boxing and drag. Previously; we saw Dos Santos 

perform only privately in his shared apartment in a decaying urban 

building that is nonetheless portrayed as an idyllic rooftop escape. 

The apartment and, later, the Lapa bar [orlJ~ the key sites for Dos 

San~os’s own staging of diva resistance to state, (:lass, and social 

violence through the production of queer f~amily and cornmtmity. 

Taking center stage, so to speak, in the domestic sphere, e~en dur- 

ing long absences in prison, Dos Santos acts as both protector and 

pimp f~)r I,aurita (Marcdlia Cartaxo), her child, and ’[~bu (Flfivio 

Bauraqt~i), who together work [he s[reets to support tim Dos Santos 

hou.sehold. Within complexly gendered power @namics of matri- 

archal and patriarchal domestic violence, butchitemme control, 

and queer affilia~ions, Dos Santos cares fk)r and protects ~he finnil~; 

managing its survival in an infbrmal 

When he finalty talks the bar owner into allowing him 

fl~rther performances, he does so under the guise of heterosex, 

ual love~he will perfi)rm ost:ensibly in celebration of Laurita’s 

birthda~ The perfi)rmance he choreographs is in tSct an ac[ of 

mourning fbr the loss of his gay Io~,er, Rcnatinho, wt~o was killed 

in a hate crime. The realized performance, in which Dos Santos 

dramatically emerges onsmge as the divaJamac~; is not, I woul(t 

argue~    , a f~male impersonation. Ra[he~; i[ is a transnational drag 

perfi)rmance of queer male cross-identification with black f~male 

stardom. I want to suggest that Baker’s mobile diasporic diva ico- 

nicity grounds t:his perf?)rmance. Jamacy perfk)rms fi)r a queer 

mukiracial f~mily of f?iends, Io~,ers, and children, including pros- 

titutes and strangers who come [ogether at the local bar in Lapa. 

Like Baker’s. Dos Santos’s performance of the di~,a is framed by his 

own staging of finnily. Both divas imagined they ha(t the right to 
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have a family. Imagined family of Ikrs an idJlic space in which the 

domestic flmctions as a political imaginaW that exceeds the limita- 

tions of the nation-state, especially as ~he nadon-s~ate is imagined 

througt~ racial hierarchy and class immobilit> All this is realized 

by complicated diasporic transnatiot~al circulations of culture that 

bringJosephi~m Baker, an American expatriate in a Dench film, 

to a Brazilian audience. 

Dos Santos’s Baker-inspired drag performance becomes 

the centripetal [})rce for the formation and survival of a queer 

cotmterp~blic imagined as a space of radical freedom for new for- 

mad(ms of I~mily: class, sexuality, race, nationality, and gender. All 

this is a result of what Brett Farmer calls the "t~bulous sublimity 

of gay diva worship," understood as "a practice of resistant queer 

utopianism" and "of queer authorizatio~ and becoming" with its 

"disorganizadonal impulses" tha~ significamly move "toward bo~h 

subjective tiacture ar~d subjecti~ restoratiotL’’s° By paying atten- 

tion to Baker at multiple sites of recepdon~like those evoked in 

Las ~dpI~tt~s &: Bdl~ville, the Rainbow TribeiLes Mila~des evictio~ 

photo, and Madam Satd~we can break tiee ~}om the captivity nar- 

ratives of nostalgia, colonialism, and Black Venus eroticism that 

often fix Baker in reductive and reactionary tiames. By revealing 

her ability to move through and cannibalize paradoxical class, 

racial, national, and gender idemi~ies, Baker’s pertbrmances and 

diva iconici~y have ma~ked out potentially resistant and liberatory 

ps~vhic and cuhural spaces for maW a twemieth- and ~wet~y-firs> 

century Other. 



For their giiis of time and insig|~t, I than k Mm~rizia Boscagli, Karl 

Bryant, Dana Collins, TiffaW Willoughby Herard, Laura Holliday, 

Zia lsola, Kristin Koster, Fred Moten, and I L I.. T. Quan. Special 

thanks to Denise Ferreira da Silva for directing my attention to 

Jo~o Francisco dos Santos. Versions of this essW were presented at 

the School of Criticism and Theory (SCT) at Corrmll University 

(~oo4) at the annual meeting of the Modernist Studies Association 

(Vancouver, ~oo4), and for Dana Gollins and Dan Gee’s Creative 

KnowledgesiCultural Productions course at the University oflMissouri 

(Kansas City, :?005). I benefited greatly t~om these conversations 

and especially from the community of scholars in the "Literary’ 

Cannibalism" seminar at SCT led by the fierce intellect of Mawse 

CondO. For their astute editorial contributions, I owe muc[~ t|~anks 

to Alex Dory, Patty White, Sharon Willis, and the Camera Obscura 

editorial collective. 

Baker’s films also include the silent film I.a sir&~e de.~ lr*.q)ique.~ 

(,%vn c}i’the Tr@i~, dir. Mario Nalpas and Henri ~tiSvant, France, 

~9~7). Other archival footage includes Paris i~,}~s a Womar~ (dir. 

Greta Schiller. i JK, ~995); It’s Bla& E’~terlai~me~Z (dir. Star~ 

Lathan, US, ~oo2);Jazz (dir. Ken Bnrns, UK/US, 2ore); bttimate 

Porgrait:Jos@hine Baker (dir. Mark Israel, US, ~998); 77re Secreg 

gq&:rg’ei Ei;enslein (dir. Gian Carlo Bertelli, Switzerland, ~987); 

Ct~asi~g a Rai~bow: ~he L~ q/Jos@hine Baker (dir. Christopher 

Ralling, UK, ~986); Zdig (dir. Woody Allen, US, ~983). Kino 

recemly released a DVD of Zonzou with extra song selections 

and cornmentary: fl)s@kine Bake’s: Tke ~{~man (~oo5). There have 

also been~ ~ . " g ] " ~ and ficfionalized accounts a numb~ ofb~oora ~h~s 

of Baker’s 1K?:, h~duding the tbrthcomingfl~s@ine Baker 

and L~: Tke kon and tke ~5~g~ge (Champaign: 1 lniversity of Illinois 

Press, ~oo7) by the sociologist BenneuaJules.-Rosette. In English 

see Phyllis Rose,j(azz Cle@aZ~ (~NewYork: Doubleday, ~989); 

Stephen Papich, Reme’mberi~gJos~l)l~i~e: A I3iNr@hy 

Baker (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, ~976); Lynn Haney, Nahd 

at the ~>asZ: k Biography q/Jos@hine Baker (NewYork: Dodd Mead, 

~98~); Bryan Hammond and Patrick O’Conner, comps.,Jos@hine 

Baker (Boston: Bulfinch, ~991); and Billy ~flver andJulie 

Martin, Kihi{s Par£s: Ar*i.~ts and Love~x, ~9oo- ~Uos (New 

Abrams, ~989). In addition, Baker anthored and coanthored 
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a number of autobiographies, including Marcel Sauvage, Les 

~r:Zv~oires de.]os@hine Baher (Paris: t~ditions Correa, x949); and 

Josephirm Baker andJo Bouillon,Jose/~hi~.e (NewYork: Harper 

and Row, ~977)- More recently, see the invocation of Baker as 

Frida Kahlo’s lover in Frida (dir.Julie Taymor, US/Canada! 

Mexico, ~oo~). 

Darel] Wayne Fields also uses the double emendre of the word 

c@tiva~i~g° to describe Loos’s design: "The final composition 

is truly ’captivating’ but has little to do wit~ the wonderfi~lly 

complex person [k)rmally known as Freda McDonald who was 

born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 19o6" (haffe~world: Metr@olis 

as MeZa/)l~o~; organi zed by Thelma (;olden New Y~rk: St udio 

Museum of Harlem, ~Oal], 9~). 

Pe~)¢’ormance qi’Poli~ica (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, ~999). 

As this piece goes to press, Beyoncd Knowles has performed a 

tribnte to Baker f~r Fashion Rocks at Radio City in consultation 

with Baker’s son Jean--Claude Baker, appearing onstage in a 

spa~kly versior~ of the banana skirt surrotmded by a chorus ot" 

similarly banana-skirted figures and even incorporating some 

of Baker’s signature choreographic moves. Interestingly’, the 

tribute was orchestrated to signal Beyoncd’s seriousness as a solo 

perfbrmer who was the author of her own moves, reinfbrcing 

Baker’s iconicity not only as a marker of success but as a sign of 

artistic authorship and innovation. Patricia Hill Collins in Bla& 

S~xual Pogtics: ~i~ica~ American.g (;e~deg a~d the New Racism (New 

York: Routledge, 2oo4) clearly sees Baker as part of a genealogy 

of"distinctive sexualized spectacles performed by Baarmmnn, 

Baker, Destiny’s Child, and [Jennit)r] I~opez [that] invoke sexual 

meanings that give shape to racism, sexism, class exploitation, 

and heterosexism. Each spectacle rna~ks the contradictions of 

Western perceptions of African bodies and of black women’s 

agency concerning the use of their bodies. Together they 

t>ame an invented discourse of Blach sea:ualits," (27-28 original 

emphasis). She allows Baker some degree of agency: "From 

[Baker’s] point of view, she escaped performing ubiquitous 

’mammy songs’" arid "er~sured that she was well compensated" 

(28). 
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The ADican American entrepreneur and entertainer Ada Smith 
was nicknamed "Bricktops" for her red hair, and she opened 
clubs on both sides of the A~]ar~tic by ~hat name. On Bricktops 

and Harlem cabaret culture, see Shane Vogel, "’When the 

Little Dawn Was Gray’: Cabaret Pertbrmance and fl~e Harlem 

Renaissar~ce" (PhD diss., New 5%rk University, 2004). 

On the fm~ction of the primitive narrative of the Black ~k~.nus in 

France, see T. Denean Sharpley--Whiting, Blad~ Venus: Sexualized 

&~vag’~:s, Primal k’ea~:~, arid tS-imitive Narratives in I~)~nch (Durham, 

NC: Duke University Press, ~999), ~o6. 

Mae (;wendolyn Henderson, ’Josephine Baker and La Reu,te 

N<gw< From Ethnography to Perfl)rmance," 7~:’x~ a~,d Per}b~mar~ce 

@arterl)~ 23 (~oo3): ~ 8. The t~.mous Merfil collection archives 

this relationship, displaying AtYican "artititcts" in separate but 

equal quarters with the famous surreal works ~hey inspired. 

Although it is praised for its liberal presentation of equality, 

the display often flails to acconnt tbr the difl>rence between the 

stares of cultural artifac~ and that of aesthetic artit~ct in ways 

that erase surrealism’s compliciD~ in colorfial practices. 

][,inda Hutcheon, ~’Irony, Nostalgia, and the Postmodern," 

Un iversity of Toronto Libraries, ~ 9 Jannary ~ 998, li brary 

.utoronto.caiutel/criticism/hutchinp.html. 

Where Sigmund Freud in 192(5 used the metaphor of the dark 

continent in a way that conflated femininiD~, race, and place, 

stating that "the sexual lit~ of adult women is a ’dark continent’ 

for psychology," here that conflation is reversed in such a way 

that colonialism figured as sexual lust is exposed as a desire tbr 

natural resources (it is the bananas, not the body, so to speak). 

Sigmund Freud, "The Question of Lay’ Analysis " in 77~e ~ta~dard 

Strachey and Anna Freud, 2d vols. (I,ondon: Hogarth and the 

Institute of Psycho-Analysis, ~953 - ~974), 2o:2 ~ 2 - ~3. 

Henderson, "Josephine Baker," 1~8. 

Terri Francis, "Embodied Fictions, Melancholy Migrations: 

Josephirm Baker’s Cirmmatic Celebrity," Modern Fictio~. St~di~:s 

(2005): 8~9. 

Cedric Robinson terms as z\},~grot)i[ia the phobic desire behind 

those collections of mammy figures, pickaninnies, and the other 

stock characters of Jim Crow racism that contirme to be recycled 
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in the I YS racist imaginaw. See Black M‘arxism: The M,ahir~g 

B~ach R,adic,a171~adition (,Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 

Press, ~ooo). 

See Rose,J‘azz 

Primitivism and Diaspora: The Dance Per~brmances of 

Josephine Baker, Zora Neale Hurston, and Katherine 

Dunham," The‘a~Jo~r~.a155 (~°°3): 433-5°; Wendy Martin, 

"’Remembering the Jungle’: Josephine Baker and Modernist 

tl~e (Nlture o!’Moder~i.rm, ed. Elazar Barkan and Ronald Bnsh 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford UnNersity Press, ~995), 3~3; and 

Sharpley-Whiting, Bl‘ach 

~:t. Rose,.f!~zz Cle@,air‘a, m9. 

~5. Henry I~ouis Gates Jr., %n Interview with Josephine Baker and 

Jam es Baklwin," So~her~ Reviezv ~ ~ (~ 985): 597- 

16. 

19. 

Fields, h,ar!~:vn~vor!d, 9!3. 

Recently, the FBI has amended the accusatory tone of the 

subheading, which now reads, "The FBI records reflect that this 

t)mous African-American nightclub entertainer was accused of 

commnnistic a[tiliations." See Freedom of Intbrrnation Act Files, 

"Josephine Baker," foia.il?i.go,~;/tbiaindexijbakcr.htm (original 

text accessed ~, August ~ooa~; amended text accessed ~7 Angnst 

2006). 

For an analysis of the importance of US domestic race relations 

to US foreign relations during the Cold War and the perceived 

danger of Baker to I JS international standing, see Mary I, 

Dudzia k, "Josephine Bake,; Racial Protest, and the Cold Wa*;" 

.]ourr~,al o]’kmericar~ lIislo~, 8~ 0994): 543--7°. 

Jean-Claude Baker gives an unflattering composite sketch of 

I,es Milandes as a poorly managed profil-making scheme in 

his cleverly titled chapter "Lii~ Is a Cabaret at I ~es Milandes" 

in his celebrity biography of Baker, Jos(’~phine: 7?te ti~r~gU tie,art 

(New "~i~rk: Random } ][ouse, ’993). Jean-Claude currently owns 

the restm~rant ChezJos@hine in New’~-~rk, which he opened 

in ~986. And although he declares in 7’],e Itu~gr), IIear~, ’Tve 

never even been her fan" (×vii), a phrase he repeatedly invokes 

in public appearances, he remains the stannch steward of her 

legacy. See fl~e ChezJosdphine !,~eb site, www.che~josephine 

.corn (‘accessed 3 September 
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Mnfioz, Divid~t!,fications, 12. 

Rose,Jazz Cle@atra, 25o-55. 

The editors asked that I define this rather fluid colloquialism 

used in gender queer performance and drag communities. Bio 

signals a refi~.rence to a biologically born fi:rnale who performs 

t~mme drag. However, it can also refer to those who identit~ 

as womem or alternatively women or transgender people who 

identify as butch or masculine, when ~hey pertbrm hyper- 

femininib~. @~n has connotations oftim~inis{ camp as a rift on 

the male hornosexual queen and drag queen and challenges 

their proprietary claim on [>mine perfbrmance while also 

signaling the figure of the drag queen as a sonrce offkmme 

perfbrmance knowledge. 

Christopher Isherwood, The World in the Evening (NewY0rk: 

Noonday, a95 l), ~ ao, qtd. in Pamela Robertsom Guil{’~ Pieasu’~s: 

F~mirdst Camp./~om Mae ~,l~x~ ~o Madorma (Durham, NC: Duke 

[ Jniversity Press, ~996), 1. 

Maryse CondCZ.’s tbrmulation was explicated in her "I Aterary 

Cannibalism" seminar held at the School of Criticism and 

Theory, Cornell Universib’,July 2oo4. The concept is cited in 

I .ouise Yelin, "Globalizing Sul~ects," S~gns:.,Iournal oj Wom~ in 

Cu!tur~: and Society 29 (2oo3): 45o-5~. 

The title of the film ret)rences Dos Santos’s real-lif~ stage nan-m, 

which he took ti’om the 193o Cecil B. DeMille film Madom So,an 

(US), the story of a young wiih who wins back her husband’s 

afl)ctions by attending a costume ball on a Zeppelin disguised 

as "Madam Satan" and throwing om vamp lines like "Come 

now; these are baby games, who wants to go to hell with Madam 

Satan" and "If you come to hell with me, yon may find it heaven." 

These small slips, such as the word sultry becoming salty, turn 

into complete rewritings following the scene in which he watches 

Baker perform in Princess Tam 7am. Dos Santos creates his own 

pantheon d performance personae inclndingJamacy, the 

Queen of the Forest; the Shark; and the Wild Pussycat. In his 

elaborate mythology, he defines himself as "son oflansfi and 

Ognm" (West APcican orishas worshipped by slaves). 

Here the film reverses another important trope, that of the black 

voice appropriated by’ the white singer, so powerfully evoked in 

Julie l)ash’s fihn Illusions (US, ~98~), the story ofa blackwoman 
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hired to do voice-overs fi)r white starlets in the 194os. While 

Baker’s body has been the site of nmch critical attemkm, her 

voice has not arid deserves sustained attentiom 
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S&F Ortlbte guest edited by Ann Cvetkovich and Ann Pelligrini, 

Schohzr a~zd Feminis~ On~i~e ~ (~oo3), barnard.columbia.edui 

sfbn lirmips!index.hmL 
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T he Swedish people demonstrate a longstand- 

ing fascination with the exotk; even if as a natbn 

~Hrnked when compared with wkh rnany other 

European countries. As a 12.-year--oid, the minor 
regent Karl XH kept a’biackamoor’ page in 1694 This 

seems ~o have set o[f a veritable craze for keeping 
black boys as pages or jesters arnong the Royal 
family and members of the court, a trend that lasted 
well over ~wo centuries, ~ One o[ the mos~ weli-docu- 
merited k~stances of a black presence on Swedish 

soil was FA.L.GA. Couchi (1750?----1822), who was 
taken as a boy from the Caribbean island of Saint 
Croix and given as a present to Queen Lovisa Uldka 
h~ 1760. He became the object of a Rousseau-like 
experiment in free upbringing by the doting Queen 
and her entourage, and quickly received the nick- 

name ’BadhY for his unru? behavbur? His life and 
adventures in and around the Swedish Royal Family 
were chronicled by M.J. Crusenstolpe in the six-vol- 

ume, Xhe Blackamoor, or The House of Holstein-Got- 
to,’p in Sweden (1840-44), where Badin appears at 

the margins of the narrative as a demonic and schem- 
ing court jesters 

Edvard Matz c~aims that many of the letters, 
memoirs and diaries of ~he eighteenth century ~estify 
~o an outspoken interest in ’blackamoores’ and ’Ne- 

groes’, especially in S~ockhoim They were brough~ 
~o the capital by transatlantic trading companies 
such as ~he East India Company, and became 
documented local sights.~ According to various 

counts and portrait paintings of these young blacks, 
~hey were frequently dressed in oriental, coiourfui 
costumes, and sported by their masters as exclusive 
possessions,s Frequently, ~hey were both the objects 

of, and providers of entertainment; one of Badin’s 
responsibilities, for exampie, was to handle laterna 
magica shows for the Queen’s guests.~ 

In an oft quoted passage in Black Skin, White 

Masks, Frantz Fanon describes his presence on 
French soil as hypervisuaiised. He imagined himself 
being doubled, even tripied by the way he was 
constantiy made to appear as an exception among 
the white Parisian majority.7 To draw an anachronis- 

tic parallel~ a similar hypervisibiHty may have framed 
these exceptional blacks’ daily experience, yet their 
spectacularised existence in Stockholm also en- 
tailed various degrees of independence and integra- 
tion into the social fabric of the city. They were, for 
example, baptized and in some cases married into 
Swedish families. Badin married ~wice, and enjoyed 
the protection of the Royal Family until his death in 
1822 During the following hundred years, more d~-- 
asporic blacks came to Stockholm but, since they 
were few in number, their presence remained excep-- 

tional and repea[ed~y visualised, first in pot[fairs and 
la[er in photographs and filmsa 

This essay takes the instance of Fanonian 
’overpresence’ as the point of departure for a disous-- 
sion o[ white fascina[ion with blackness as epi[o-- 
rnised by [he revue star Josephine Baker who was 
celebrated by S[ockholm audiences in the ~ate 1920s 
and early 1930s. In an essay on the cultural construc- 
tion and deconstruction of Baker’s star image, Char- 
lene Regester claims that the European audiences 
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of the inter-war period craved biack cultural expres- 
sion, which was regarded as excitingly Other and 

reinvigorating: ’Literary figures, musicians, dancers, 
and singers - as long as they were African American 
and talented, they appealed to the European. Their 
"American-hess" coupled with their blackness cre- 
ated a cuitural fusion that was unique and irresistible 
to a European populace eager to fill a cuitural void.’9 

The cultural interest in Sweden certainly had an 
investment in ti~is craving for blackness as a revital- 
izing force. 

Elsewhere, I have argued that Stockholm’s 
late urbanization and the migration of workers to the 
city entailed a cultural climate in which modernity, 
both as vision and practice~ was constantly re-articu- 
lated.~° As I will demonstrate, Baker’s presence in 

Stocki~olm brought an added dynamic to this con- 
text. What makes Stockholm interesting as a site of 
reception is ti~at it was a comparatively small capital, 
both in size and population. Large--scale events, 
therefore, had a disproportionalely large in@act in 

the media. When ’l__a’ Baker first came to Stockholm 
in July 1928, her visil was so widely covered by the 
press that it was almost impossible Io ignore the 

event. 

My engagement with the ’local’ is necessarily 
relative since discussion of what may be defined as 
local revolves on distinctions between regional and 
national, and the continental and global. Guiliana 

Bruno, Annette Kuhn, Jan Oisson, Lauren Rabinovitz 
and Shelley Stamp have demonstrated that a double 
focus on the global and the local is a fruitful strategy 
for characterising the specificity of a given cultural 
context.~ Such a strategy also helps elucidate in 
what ways globally dominant media discourses may 
be reinterpreted or appropriated by locally defined 
practices and audiences at a given historical mo- 

ment. 
Mediated through ti~e continental and glamor- 

ous connotations of Paris, the reception accorded 
Baker in Stockholm brougi~t a range of textual and 
iconic representations of her blackness into play. 
Pi~otographs and images of Baker together witi~ a 
cornucopia of press reviews and programmes~ in- 
ciuding drawings and caricalures, rnost o[ ther-n 
produced in Ihe 1920s and 1930s, help reconstruct 
the discourse that attended her reception in Stock-- 

holm By juxtaposing the cor-nr’nentary that accor-n-- 
partied Baker’s perlormances on stage and in films 

with other types of imagery thai circulated in Stock-- 



holm, we can reconstruct the context of reception for 
Baker and establish to what degree it accords with 

her more general reception in the 1920s and early 
1930s. 

When Josephine Baker arrived h~ Stockholm ir~ the 
summer of 1928 as a star of the touring revue, Wien 

- Wien - Josephine, her fame preceded her arrival 

by at least a year. Swedish newspapers regularly 
passed on titbits of k~formation about her adventures 
~n different countries, as well as reports in the ~nter- 
nationa~~,,~oo,-moo concerning her alleged to 
If she ep~tomised ’The New Negro’ figure in the 

Harlem Renaissance and the Parisian culture of 
avant-garde negrophilia, her long awaited appear- 

ance in Stockholm seems to have been,~r~, ~oo~- 
ciated with a vaguely defined notion of 
’cosmopolitan’ glamour.~2 

Baker’s first film La Sir~ne des Tropiques (Si- 
ren o~"~h~e Tropics,. 1927, Fig. 1~, had its unexpected 
world premiere ~n Stockholm in early December 
1927, creating, according to the ~mpedal Film Thea- 
tre’s newspaper advertisement, ’Josephine Baker 
Fever in Town’ss ~1: ~he premiere o[ th~s film was 

unexpected for critics and audiences, her screen 
presence seems to have been much anticipated ~n 
many quarters. ’W~th a commendable swiftness’, 

critic Tot Burn obsewed: 

Imperial... has delivered a brand new film 
programme, ’Siren ol the Tropics’, whose bril- 

lianl star is the worid--famous muialta, 
Josephine Baker, the Parisians’ adored caba- 
ret idol par p~,f~rance. Here, she needs no 

further introduction eilher; audiences know her 
well through the weekly and daily press. ~4 

Burn goes on to commend Baker for her sen- 

suous charm and grotesque hurnour; indeed, her 
Papitou is the only enjoyable character in La Sirane 

des Tropiques, otherwise a poorly shot and poorly 
directed ’framework for a primitive genius’.~5 On this 

point, the other critics agreed. One anonymous 

wiiter noted that, contrary to American fiim narratives 
where she wouid have been cast as a marginai slave 
figure. Baker played the ieading part in this film. Her 
taient and radiant presence alone made the film 
worti~ seeing.~ 

What is striking in the reviews of the film is the 
critics’ almost unanimous pieasure in seeing Baker 
on screen~ and ti~eir deiight in her gracefui dance 

movements and comical contortions. The advertise- 
ment in the newspapers for the fiim’s premiere ac- 
cordingly emphasised her screen presence. 
claiming that she appeared ’just as in reality’.1’ Crit- 

ics called her ’agiie iike a cat’ or a iizard, an adorable 
creature with a face of India rubber. The premiere 

was packed and many people failed to gain admis- 
sion.is Running from December 1927 to mid-Juiy 

1928, La Sitgne des Tropiques was screened for an 
exceptionally iong period of time Ti~e fiim functioned 
as a long prelude or even foreplay to the real encoun- 

ter between artist and audience in the revue ~;~4;en - 
Wien-Josephine. As the premiere of the revue at the 
Oscarstea~ern approached, the film was still being 
screened in at least three inner ci~y film theatres.~’ 

A few weeks before the opening nigh~ the 
newspapers fueled public interest by informing read- 

ers of Baker’s tour which had created scandals 
throughou~ Europe Articles g~ve de~ai~s of ~he sth~k 
bombs that had been thrown at her h3 Budapest~ 

student protests agahqst her in Vienn{~, {~nd precau.- 
tions the Danish police had taken against the antiei-- 

p~ted indecent n~ture of her performance in 
Denmark.2° The questk~n w~s; would scanda~ also 

be ~nevitabie ~n Btockholm? A c~rtoon ~n Seciai.-De.- 
mokraten illustrated how the banana--clad and Char-- 
leston-dancing Josephine m~ght a~ect future f~shion 
in Stockholm, showing a population of men, women 

and children with leaves, ban~nas or ~e~thers around 
their waists (Fig. 2),~ 

Some time later, the diva arrived in the capital. 

The critic, Daniel Fallstr6m, described the s~grfifF 
canoe of the event by drawing attention to the ceieb- 

r~ties who attended the premiere: 

Apparently all of Stockholm had taken their 

cars or boats from their summer-houses to 
attend this premiere, which has been antici- 
pated with vivid interest. There [at Oscars- 
teatern] you could spot Prince Wiihelm, tanned 
and fit; and from your seat in the stalis you 
could nod at Stockhoim celebrities.2;’ 

Having seen Baker and having been charmed 
by her performance~ Fallstr6m later claimed that the 
fear that Baker was ’the most sedous danger to 
European culture’ could now be put to rest Instead, 
he found i~er to be an innocent giri~ dispiaying her 
natural taients in a generous and humorous manner~ 
all the while amusing herself as much as her audi- 
ence. Even when her movements ’transgressed the 

bounds of the aesti~etic towards the unaesthetic’~ 
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one had to forgive her as she was so ’childishly 
adorable’2s The reviewer in Socia!-Demokraten had 
seen more iibidinous responses from FS.Ilst6m and 
the Prince: ’Failstr6m appeared ..to languish and 
Prince Wili~elm licked his lips’.2"~ 

The reviewer for Dagens Nyheter saw in Baker 

a femaie Huckleber%, Finn whose mischievous tricks 
on members of the audienee eha.rmed ail those 
present. ’She’s got it. What is Ihe use of t..Ting to 
dissect the tricks of Ihis haiI-<;aste on stage? II does 

not matler from which corner of the world she comes, 
or what skin--eolour she has. You couid speak of 

Negro cuilure, but thai does not capture what r’nakes 

Josephine. She is her own iiltle culture ...,.25 The 
review is a signifieanl exar-nple of the way Stoekholr-n 
eritics were ambivalent in addressing questions of 

race. The statement that her skin colour was o[ no 
importance was not unusual, and appeared as a 
forn"~ of reservation against raciaiised discourse on 

blackness. In a way, the individualizing claim that 
Josephine was ’her own little culture’ simuitaneously 
evoked and dispiaced the ascribed significance of 

her skin colour. 
In Stockho!,~,~s Dagb!ad, the reviewer adopted 

an enthusiastic if somewhat distanced approach to 
the artist, writing that she had brought the house 

down. especially in the Jungie number where she 
performed i~er famous ’African’ dance and ciimbed 
the stage trees ciad only in a banana skirt. Yet, the 

reviewer found the entertaining qualities of her Oth- 
erness were shortqived: even if she was quite charm- 
ing, her eccentric and exotic esprit soon palled. The 
critic hoped, therefore, that Baker would only stay a 
fewweeks and refrain from opening a permanent bar 

in Stockhoim. as she had done in Paris with Chez 
Josephine. ’If cuiture cannot be saved altogether, let 

it at ieast breath freeiy for awhile. Excuse me, Count- 
ess!,;’6 

Across the board, critics demonstrated a 
marked fascination with Baker’s body and skin cop 
our. The agility of her body was compared with that 

of animals~ while the colour of her skin was almost 
invariabiy likened to chocolate. Adoration for herwas 
expressed ~hrough fragmentation, as when Sociai- 
Demokraten claimed tha~ ’Her eyes and teeth com- 
peted for the beauty prize’.2z A Fanonian reading of 

the impressions her body made on reviewers- a pair 
of gazelie iegs, roiling saucer eyes and awhite smile 
.... demonstrate how ~he white gaze exerted ~he power 
to ’cha[ter’ the blaek corporeal schema (here ~n a 

more literal than psyehoanaiytic sense) and pieee it 
together according to a ’racial, epidermal schema’.2s 

But as is well known, this fragn~er~tation was also an 
important feature of Baker’s pranks in whieh she 
wou~d expbit all prevalent black stereotypes to the 

fu% squinting her big eyes or arching her back to 
make her backside protrude in a eomicaliy ’African’ 
manner. In a biography of Baker, Phyllis Rose claims 

that the artist’s seif--stereotyping pranks were a k)rm 
of defence which spoke of a basic insecurity of 
appearance and self-presentation.;’9 

There is an interesting gender aspect to the 
doubleness of Baker’s star image, one that is not 
limited to this Iocai context. Phyllis Rose draws atten- 

tion to the fact that in the eariy stages of her career, 
Baker would often make her most stereotypical faces 
in giamorous costume: ’The cross-eyed, goofy, ster- 

eotypically blackface gdn would become a kind of 
signature, even when - most effectively when - she 
was g~amorousiy dressed, so that it seemed a 
parodic commem on her own beauty, on conven- 
tions of beauty, on the culture ~hat had made her 
famous/s° Aithough Baker was celebrated for her 

beauty, it was ciear that her looks did not correspond 
to Western norms. Her costumes, densely strewn 
with strass or sequins, must have filled contradictory, 

semiotic functions for the construction of Baker as a 
desirable feminine icon. As much as ~hey elevated 
her to the status of a sophisticated (white) prima 
donna in a convemional sense, ~hey simultaneously 



accentuated and ’textured’ her dark skin, as well as 
amplifying the bdliiancy of her eyes, teeth and hair. 
As Rose ciaims, the goofy pranks can be regarded 

as non-verbaiized comments on her construction as 
a star, but first and foremost, Baker’s stepping in and 

out of character translate as a way of drawing atten- 
tion to the possibiiity/impossibility of passing into ti~e 
realm of ideal wi~ite femininity. 

As might be expected~ the fascination with 
Josephine’s blackness surfaced in all kinds of im- 
age-based representations in the newspapers and 
publicity material that circuiated in Stockholm Many 
of the photos and drawings of her make her appear 

as various configurations along a Negroid,,’primitive 
- Parisian glamour ax‘is,s~ The mix of the two iconic 

discourses is most clearly illustrated in the Oscars- 
tea,tern revue programme where a triplet of glamor- 
ous photographs ol Baker in costume are framed by 

cor-nicaily.-drawn, iibidinous and Negroid caricalures 
that bareiy resemble her (Fig, 3). A figurative sc,hizo- 
phrenia characterises her appearance in the pro- 
gramme, as if she embodies beauty and Ihe beast 
all al once in several juxtaposed versions. 

The degree Io which Baker’s looks and agile 
body were considered not oniy beautiful, but spec- 

tacular in Europe is demonstrated by the diversity of 
photographs, poslcards, artworks, posters and cad- 
catures that depicted her.s2 hi Paris, Baker was 

indeed her own culture, not in the diminutive and 
srimordiai sense imagined by the critic ’~\b’, but 

sensationai manner: in her chateau, Les Milandes, 

she later had a wax museum built, the Jorama, 
depicting the various stages of her life.ss 

Baker’s varied appeai was exploited by herself 

as weil as by others as part ol her reception in 
Stockholm. During the sar-ne year in which L.a 
des X~opiques was released, she published an inter- 
view-based autobiography, Les tT}~.moir.s de 
Josephine Bai<er, co-written with Marcel Sauvage 

and richly illustrated by the artist Paui Coiin. The 
images from the book were among those that circu- 
lated in the Swedish press at the time of her arrival 
in Stockholm.s4 With her husband, Marquis Pepito di 

Abiati, she had iaunched severai Baker-endorsed 
products such as the popular hair-straightening wax,, 
Baker-Fix.s5 The same day as her opening night at 
Oscarsteatern, a Josephine-doli was advertised in 
the daiiy press. The doli was 60 cm high, bare- 

Josephine in 
costume, 

photographic 
montage from 
Oscarsteatern 
programme for 
Wdn Wdr; 
JosephZne (1928). 

~i#o 4 Itel~ 
left), St0mat01 
advertisement, 
Stockhoims- 
T~dningen, 24 
July i928. 
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chested, clad in the well-known banana skirt, and 
could be bought in the toy department at NK 

(Nordiska Kompaniet, Stockholm’s major depart- 

merit store). The advertisement for the doll was also 
addressed to adults: ’This funny doll is particularly 
amusing as an adornment sitting on the sofa. or as 
a car mascot.’36 Irl the same year, Stomatoi Tooth- 

paste produced an animated commercial short (Fig. 
4) in which Josephine Baker sung about white- 
toothed happiness (acquired ..through using ..the 
product) while wiggiing her banana skirt before 
crawling off stage on all fours with her backside high 
in the air.s’ 

A characteristic feature of Baker’s repre- 

sentation to which allusion was made in ..the reviews 
was ..the cultural-sexual ambivalence ascribed ..to her 
glamorously but scantily clad figuresa By this time, 

she had been a celebrated avant-garde icon for 

some time in Paris; her blackness as well as that of 
other African.-Amerksan artists, was ie demier Cfi.39 

Having seen the premiere of L.a revue n~.gre in 1925, 
dance critic Andr~ hevinson wrote: 

Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, 

haunches protruding, arms enlwined and up- 
lil:Ied in a phallic syr-nbol, had the compelling 

potency of Ihe finest examples of Negro sculp- 
ture. The plastics sense of a race ol sculptors 

came Io life and the frenzy o1: AIriean eros 
swept over the audience. It was no longer a 
grotesque dancing girl Ihat stood before tlsem, 

but the biackVenus that haunted Baudelairea° 

In Stockholm. critics did not pick up on the 
avant-garde significance of her blackness. Even if 
her skin colour did not pass unnoticed, the central 

question in the reaction of the press the week after 
the premiere at Oscarsteatern in Juiy 1928 was her 
semi-nudity. Since the turn of the century, debates 
concerning nudity and nakedness had been contro- 

versial issues in discourses on aesthetics, heaith and 
sexuality, and by the 1920s, the interest in (or disdain 

for) German K~)rper£uitur had given the issue new 
energy.4~ Baker’s semi-nudity was frequently 

couched in this discourse, although given a raciai 
slant. A heated debate over her performance, initi- 
ated by the daiiy paper Stock,9olms Dagb!ad, took 
place shortiy after the premiere of the revue. Readers 
were asked: ’Is Josephine a Danger ..to Cuiture? What 
Stockholmers Say’.42An unidentified ciipping, which 

includes a ietter from a ’Friend of Sound Entertain- 

ment’, reads: 

What do we Swedes have to do with this loudly 
advertised half-Negro prima donna, who cart- 

wheels and squints her eyes to make a poor 
person’s head spin. Don’t we have enough 
leg-shows and flirtation irl [Ernst] Roif’s and 

Karl Gerhard’s revues, which should make it 
unnecessary to import the pt]enomenor~ in its 
most provocative form, and on top of that, with 

a Negress as high priestess residing over the 
whole thing? ... is there no longer any prohibi- 
tion in Sweden against showing a woman’s 

entire torso?4s 

Another reader, sympathising with this view. 

wrote: 

Mr. Editor! My thanks ..to ’Friend of Sound 
Entertainment’. The Negro dance, Negro mu- 
sic and Negro humour that currently dominate. 
not only constitute dangers to our culture, but 
serve to testify that it has already been de- 
raiied. This is evident Io any person who is not 
yet a degenerale. If we adjust our tastes to 

those of the lower races, it will be the downfall 
of our cuitLJre.4~ 

A reader signing himseif as ’Unbiased Theo.- 
Iogian’. countered such an alarmist response by 
answering ’Friend’ in the following manner: 

If we admire a tree, an animal, a lake, we call 
this joy of nature. Why shouid our delight over 
the encounler with this deeply naturai human 
being be interpreted as a sign of the deprava- 
tion of our times? 

An individual artisl cannot appeal Io everyone 
at once. But those who have the capacity to 
iive in the present and to iove its art forms, and 
in the best cases, its deep sense of decorum, 
should be glad to have known Josephine 
Baker. the internationai stage revue’s most 

ioveabie child of nature.4s 

Another reader positive to Baker’s show 
ciaimed that a Lutheran and backwardqooking men- 
talky inhibited the Swedish audiences from enjoying 
entertainment that was ’continental’ and high-spir- 

ited: 

Swedes, I hope, are not ali missionaries, non- 
conformist Christians or temperance-dance 
advocates. Surely, there must also be people 
who have ti4e capacity to view beautiful 



women and filled goblets without crossing 

themselves or having a fit? Is it so incredibly 
dangerous to see an agile, well-built and 
healthy human body that we should need to 
cry out for help and call the police?~ 

The image of ’the continental’ was evoked by 
yet another Baker-iover~ ’Friend of Sound Thinking’, 

who gave vent to his annoyance at the adversaries’ 
talk of the degenerating effects of modern culture: 

Yet again the pathologically critical and ultra- 
conservative Swedish petty bourgeoisie has 
found a welcome object for its more or less 
ridiculous outpourings, now as always ad- 
dressed to a phenomenon belonging to tile 

realm of modern entertainment. ’Tile cultural 
danger’ this time is the dark-skinned prima 
donna who is a guest in our beautiful capital 
at the moment, bringing with her a breeze of 

the continent with its exclusive theatre world 
A visit to the Oscarsteatern should be enough 
to convince the mos~ fanatic opponent of ’Ne- 
gro culture, leg-shows and flirtation’ that these 

phenomena appeal ~o the discriminating 
Stockholm public. What sound--thinking per- 
son wit:is a sense of the aesthetks .--- yes, and 
maybe even the grotesque --qualities of cho- 
reographk) art couk~ be offended by the stir- 

ring and grace[ul dances perforn~ed by ~his 
dark-skinned child of nature? And when they 
are executed by an agile and well-shaped 
representative of das ewige We£)iiche, no mat- 

ter if she is of another race or temperament 

than ours, modern man surrenders uncondi- 
tionally.4z 

While defenders of moral standards claimed 

that Baker was a danger to Swedish culture as weii 

as sexual mores, her defenders saw in her an inno- 
cent child whose ’animal’ agility and ’naturainess’ 
were free of erotic innuendo If the former views 
demonstrated an openly racist slant, they often 
rected their attention towards the question of naked- 
ness rather than race. Regardless of the views 
expressed, the articles are interspersed with carica- 
tures of a dancing, topless Baker, or a photo of her 
in semi-close-up in a topless costume; in tile press, 

she dances on and cannot be contained. 

As stated in the introduction, Stockholm was 
(and still is) a reiativeiy smail capital. To a large 
extent, coverage of the media events could hardiy 

pass unnoticed by city-dwellers who went to the 
movies and regularly read the daily and weekly press 

in the 1920s and 1930s. Consequentiy, the signifi- 
cance of media events was readiiy grasped in a 
number of ways. A retrospective hypothesis is that 

the condensed iocai dynamic could make the repre- 

sentations of contemporary issues quite intense, 
particularlywhen articulated by Baker’s performance 
and culturai status. In this respect, Baker’s perform- 
ance impiies a reiativeiy intimate affair in a smali 
capital city. On the other hand, if a city can be said 
to harbour a collective psychology~ the manner in 
WiliCil some Stockhoimers responded indicates an 

inferiority complex with symptoms that were ex- 
pressed in response to, or outright rejection, of the 
signs of a distinctiy urban cuiture that occasionally 
offered an ’authentic’ modern and cosmopolitan 
form of entertainment~ Regardless of whether 
Baker’s presence was ceiebrated or berated in the 
lelter pages ol Stockholms Dagb/ad, popuiar re-- 
sponse ascribed Baker the power to infuse the iocal 
wilh all element o1: the ’conlinentai’, perhaps even 

the global. For some people, Baker epitomised a 
healthy and expansive local culture; Ior others, how-- 

ever, her presence implied the Ihreat of c~.Jlturai 
poisoning and Ihe lowering of eslablished vaiues. 

Six decades of stage and film criLicism relating Lo 
Josephine Baker’s reception ill Stockholm reveai a 
gradual readjusb~’,,ent of address. Whal is striking is 
the never-ending negotiation concerning her artistic 

capacities and looks (Fig. 5). In the initial phase, i.e. 
the period when Baker first came to Stockholm in 

-1928, the critics’ interest revolved around whether 
her stardom and her potential for creating scandal 
should be acknowledged or not. Even if she was 
more often praised than not, her artistic qualities 
were ascribed more to nature and spontaneity than 

to any particuiar skili (although the balance would 
shift towards the latter in her later career). The recur- 
rent, indirect question in the 1920s was: can Baker 

be acknowiedged as a star and, if so, wilat consti- 
tutes her stardom? In the entertainment magazine 

Scenen, the headline of a review read: ’What and 
who is the brown Josephine? A sensational diva- an 
impresario product- a stock-certificate - tile woman 
in Europe!’’e How and according to what culturai 

paradigm should iler high-spirited singing and danc- 
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ing be valued? In trying to answer this question, most 
critics were on thin ice since their familiarity with 
Parisian and African-American stage-based cuiturai 

output must have been iimited. 

When Josephine returned with stage revues in 

1932 and 1933, several critics commented on her 
artistic quality by recapitulating their first impression 
of her performance in 1928. Ail agreed that she had 
undergone a ..transformation tha..t had led her away 
from her former spirited ’savagery’. Depending on 
the significance they ascribed to this change, they 

related her talent to a mix of artistic deveiopmen..t and 
race ’Sminx’ in Stockhoims Dagbiad wrote: 

The advance publicity certainly did not lie: 
Josephine Baker has evolved incredibiy since 

she was here last. Then she was a little dark- 
skinned savage who swung in iianas with ba- 

nanas around her waist, stuck out her 
backside, rolled her eyes and squinted them 
so that her eyes reached ..the roo..t of the nose. 
Well, she can still perform those tricks, bu..t they 
are only glimpsed now and then, as a reminder 

ol her former self. Now she is, first and k)re- 
most, a serious ballad-singer, [ascinatin% vi- 
brant with ii[e and intensky She ~s wonderfully 
free of affectation. The crudely primkive has 
gone, but she ~s stil~ a captivating child of 
nature She sings her songs as if she sang 
them spontaneously, for the first time ..~ The 
I~[tle African with the delicate vok:e will surely 
draw many packed houses at the Chinateatern 

’ e 50 during her stay n ~re. 

In this review, as in most other reviews at the 
time, child metaphors abound together with aliu- 

sions to the degree to which Baker had either left 
behind or had kept her savagery.:~’ Dagens i’~,heter 

noted that her ’backside still retains those inimitabie 
faciai expressions’ as when she was here last.’°2 As 

earlier, ’chocolate’ is a constant anaiogy in descrip- 

tions of her: 

The chocoiate-brown prima donna from Ca- 
sino de Paris cannot complain about the way 
she has been received by our so-calied chilly 
country on her re.turn visit. The China audito- 
rium was packed from floor ..to ceiiing, and 
cheers rose in an even and inspiring cre- 

scendo from the diva’s entrance ..to her las..t 
fareweli wave wi..th a iong brown arm through 
the curtains .... [She] has not changed as 

drastically as the advance publicity had prom- 
ised. She still retains the same proportion of 
gamin temperament, but does not lavish it on 
the audience as ferociously ... Josephine’s 

strong and primordial temperament, further- 
more, aliows her to perform as a tragedienne 
to good effect. That, combined with her child- 
ish playfulness, her modern, reckless artistry 

and the musicality peculiar to her race, all 
make i..t abundantiy clear why she has such a 
sure grasp of her audience/ 

Such responses are typical of the positive 
reception Baker was accorded by some reviewers. 

For critics who were not so en..thusiastic~ Baker’s 
stardom was not simply questioned, it could be 
pulled to pieces at ..times. In Scenen, a columnist 
contradicted a very en..thusiastic review by ’Cather- 
ine’ in the same issue. The columnist hardly paid any 

attenlion to Baker’s performance, but ga.ve an acrid 
account of her way to ’success’. The article offered 
an entire micro--biography in a mocking tone: 

Philadelphia is her first stop She is employed 

at the Standard.-Thealre as a ’Nigger Girl’. The 
pay is 10 dollars per week ... After a few 
lasonths she pops up in New York. No agent, 
no theatre wants her. Everybody laughs at her, 

saying that she looks like a ’monkey’ 
a jingle--jangle ~heatre-<swner takes pity on her, 

and lets her play ~n a grotesque number. 

But not even here can she endure for long; it 
is always the same Then ,Josephine gets this 
spiendid idea: she will dance naked, or half-- 
naked, only clad in a girdle. Now her success 
is incredible. Her beautiful body is an attrac- 
tion and after a year, she earns 250 dollars a 

week. In i925. a good manager took her to 
Paris ... 

She dances the ’banana-dance’ and sings, 
’Yes, sir, that’s my baby’ ... the next day all of 
Paris sings the tune and the theatre is sold out 
for several weeks in advance. Josephine now 

earns a 1000 dollars aweek ... 

The rest of Europe starts to take an interest in 
her ... the metropolitan cities offer huge fees 

... a Negress is on her way to gaining world 
fame, and many think it remarkable ... 

She comes to Berlin ... they commend her 
well-performed songs in the revue, her agile 
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¯ ~Jeo not come. body, but the big success ~ff- o 

Munich, she is not even allowed to perform. 

But Josephine has big is a]s ...~4 

’H.S.’ goes on to account for the ways in which 

Baker succeeded in creating scandal but utterly 
failed to make artistic progress. Considerable space 

was devoted to her marriage to Marquis Pepito di 
Abiati which the reviewer regarded as a crafty career 
move when success did not come her way as quickly 
as si~e i~ad expected. Only towards the end of ,,the 

review did ’H.S.’ mention her recent show: 

And now a new Josephine conquers the world 

with new numbers but without bananas. Re- 
cently, you could see this in Stockholm. The 

audience would not leave, and when she fi- 
nally threw flowers to the enraptured audience 
from her dressing room, they practically fought 
over them 

Because the poor little Negress from Saint 
Louis is now a great artist and a rich wl~e.-~ 

Arthur Johnson, another critic who was scep- 

Iical aboul Baker’s talent, wrole about her in Fi/r~iour-. 
na!en, recalling his memory of her new--found 
stardom in Stockholm 1928 as a backdrop for evalu-- 
ating her artistic progress The tone is characterised 
by chilly banler: 

Well, here she is again, Ihe Swiss ohocoiate-- 
coloured Negro child! She who climbed like a 
monkey in the jungle of Ihe Oscarsteatern a 

couple of years ago, and became just as 
famous for Ihe string of perky bananas encir- 
cling her waist, has now grown famous for her 
new--born, Iiny soubretle voice. In those days 

[her perlormance] was nothing less Ihan pure 
Nigger joy, displaying the savage’s unwilling- 
ness to wear clothes, paired with the woman’s 
joy in showing our Lord’s Creation at its best. 

If you didn’t know that a Darkie is a child ruled 

by primitive impulses and a naive spontaneity, 
you can find that out here and now. At our 
latitude, such a happy invocation of being has 

never been seer] before. The aims and legs of 
the 23-year-old beauty whirled incessantly, as 
if in a celebratory hymn to life. When she stood 

on her head with her bottom in ,,the air, her 
spiritual side came to its fullest expression.5¢ 

Johnson initially praises Baker as the dainty, 
chocolate ’she-animal’ whose well-shaped body he 
had seen generously displayed at the Foiies-Ber- 
g~res in Paris. But since then, he claims, Paris has 
quickly grown tired of Baker. She has, nevertheless, 

responded to this mortification with intelligence and 
artistic flexibility, and has succeeded in making a 
comeback by refining and reconstructing her artistic 

persona with more lavish costume and a distinctly 
French singing technique. Fie goes on to refer to a 
friend he met in the vestibule of the Chinateatern after 
her premi6,re, who spoke delightedly of her as a new, 
coioured Sarah Bernhardt. Johnson~ finding the 
comparison somewhat amusing, observes: 

I cannot imagine a more exorbitant homage to 
the beauty’s newly fledged chansonette skills 

~, I can assure him that Sarah wili never have 
to turn under her simple stone slab ... for the 
sake of a Negress 

The joy of imitation runs in the blood of the 
savage, and even if it doesn’t take much 
thoughtlessness to forget that the art of acting 
is mere monkey tricks refined through the mil- 
iennia~ one must not mistake primitive drives 
with knowledge. It would be going too far, in 
celebrating the equatorial region, if you antici- 
pate that in the fullness of time Josephine will 
be able to handle more than the spirited lines 

of a chamber-maid 

In truth, with a good ear and an even keener 
eye, she has learned to imitate the charac- 
teristically French chansonette style which~ in 
and by itself, can be found everywhere. This 
said, there is no need to mention Mistinguett, 
which would be resorting to more violence 
than necessary Well, that is the Casino de 
Paris-Josephine of 1932~ who has grown more 
mimicaliy aware in the upper region as well, 
c’est tout.57 

The reviewer ends by paying a condescending 
tribute to one of her typicai comic stage postures on 
all fours: ’In all circumstances, here is the fitting and 
beautiful Swedish homage: the backside crowns Ihe 
Glory!’ 5s The irreverent mix of praise, eroticized 

fascination and raciaiised disdain running through 

Johnson’s article is interesting since it: illustrates how 
far he thinks Baker can evolve without overstepping 
the limits of her race’s alleged capacities. Among all 



the ’calculated’ turns of her career that ’H.S.’ and 
Johnsor~ ciaim to expose, her ambition to ’imitate’ 

and master the white chanson tradition was found to 
be the most provocative. This was a boundary she 
shouid not try to cross.’m As Regester has observed, 

Baker’s new voice created a watershed in the evaiu- 
ation of her talents. Despite the positions taken for 
or against her vocai technique, Baker’s voice was 
considered an appropriation of white culturai expres- 
sion, wi~ereby she attempted or actualiy succeeded 
in ,,transcending her eti~nicity,c° 

Critics negrophilicaily enamoured of Baker 
and ,,those not so fascinated by her adopt a simiiar 
vocabuiary on many occasions. I would ciaim ,,that 
their ri~etodc was premised on an inverted logic of 
agency In the iaudatory reviews discussed above, a 
significant factor in Baker’s success related ,,to i~er 
specific raciai traits. She had learnt to manage an 
inherited gift leavened with appropriate Western re- 
straint, partly by refining it, partly by reducing her 
former ’African’ reckiessness to a successfully at- 
tractive mix. Th~s made Baker appear as a slightly 
passive administrator of her talent. Critics such as 
Johnson and ’H.S’, on ~he other hand, inadvertedly 
a.ward Baker a surprising degree of agency and 
~ntel~igence, even when putting her down. She is 

described as business-minded, smart, and e~ther 
cynksaHy or naively capable of exploiting her (natural) 
attributes and I~mited talents to the full. Public rela- 
tions is a specifically sensitive spot for the critics; 
they despise the crass commercialism that was 
sorted on her star build-up. In drawing undeserved 
attention to herself, ’H.S.’ accused Baker of appear- 
ing seriously dishonourable. 

In due course, Stockholm critics would claim 
a certain amount of knowledge about the scope and 
cultural significance of Baker’s talents. To some 

extent, their response from 1932 onwards shows an 
underlying desire for her to stay sdmitive and child- 
~ike. Others saw the very change as an evidence of 
Baker’s evolution. Yet, the shared premise was that 
her race was a limitation ~o artistic perfection, a 
~endency which Charlene Regester likewise traces 
~he white Amedcan reception of Baker.6~ Drawing 

attention to ~he two critical camps may not add to our 
received knowledge concerning ~he interrelation of 
~he primitive and the modern, a dynamic in which 
Baker was located, bu~ i~ is interesting to no~e the 
unanimous remarks concerning her performance 
and star persona ~hat arose from both enthusiastic 
and critical parties. 

A few years later, the juxtaposition of Baker’s stage 
and screen persona makes yet another interesting 
phenomenon surface in the cdt~cs’ v~ews of her: on 
this occasion, even more distinct with regard to her 

looks. That her fame rested in the late 1920s as much 
on her grimaces and body movement as on her 

beauty and scanty costumes ~s c~eariy visible in the 
columns and the images that c~rculated of Baker. At 
this point she was neady always regarded as ador- 
able, regardless of how much she transgressed the 
norms of femininky with regard to luxury revues. She 
was constantly referred to as ~he chocolate- or caf@- 
con-ieche-coioured beauty, and during her Hfe, her 
body (later increasingly corseted) never stopped 
intriguing Swedish critics as an attraction in itself. In 
discussing Baker’s appeal as a un~versa~ ethnic 
Other in the Parisian music ha~l, Fa~imah Tob~ng 
Rony exemplifies how cdt~cs, commenting on her 
energetic performance and appearance, saw her 
fer-rfininity as both desirable and monstrous, neither 
entirely human nor animal She is described as fright-- 
ening and entks~ng, an unstoppable natura~ force,62 

For S[ockholm critics~ th~s dramatic ~n[erpre[a[~on ~s 
totally absenL her ’savagen!’ or ’grotesquedes’ are 

mostly perceived in corn~ca~ terms. 
When the f~hl~ Zo{# Zo#_~ came to Stockholm in 

January 1935, however, something interesting hap-- 
pened the moment cr~[kss had the opportunity [o 
compare her, by now, ~an%ar stage presence wkh 
her screen persona. After seeing the film, they sud- 
denly discovered that she was ’ugly’ which, however, 

did not seem to have lessened her charm. ’Eveo’ 
wrote: ’She plays a part and she does it ~n an excel- 

lent way. Her ugly and agile face can express both 
feeling and psychological motivation. She is tal- 

ented, Mademoiselle Baker’.es An uncredited writer 
in Vecko-Joumaien claims that ’one really likes this 

coloured woman with the ridiculous little face and the 
beautifully modeled legs’,64 while a reviewer in So- 

cial-Democraten discovered that she ’plays on’ her 
body, her voice, her ’rolling eyes’ and her ’tempera- 
ment’, ’alterna~eiy sad, ugly and w~thout make-up, 
aiterna~eiy fair and happy’.(m 

Part of the explanation for Baker’s perceived 
’ugliness’ on screen may be because critics d~d not 
respond well to the colour change she undem~vent 
between her appearance on stage and on screen. 
’Jerome’ found that Baker certainly had evolved, but 



that her skin colour was not flattered by the transition 
to ceiluioid. Furthermore, despite her vivacious tem- 
perament, he claimed that she iacked the acting 
abiiity to bring out amorous feelings for her male 
counterpart, Jean Gabin/~6 In a similar way, the critic 

writing for Dagens Nyheter connected Baker’s tem- 
perament and expression with her bodiiy appear- 

ance -’the lankiness of her body (with the comically 
accentuated backside)’ - and went on to express 
regret that ceiluioid did not do her coiour justice to 
the same extent as i~ does her ac~ing spiriL6z The 

reviewer in A~onbiadet maintained that excepting her 
songs, the star did not come out weil on fiim, and 
added ti~at this was hardly due to a lack of acting 
talent.6s 

As mentioned earlier, it seems as if critics 
found the most intriguing aspect of Baker’s screen 
persona to be her virtual presence; she appeared 
’just as in life’ before their very eyes. This counts for 
Zou Zou as well. In a way, the critics’ inclination to 
draw direct I~nks between the actual presence of 
Baker on stage and her screen presence shows tha~ 

~he fascination w~th her body was not an insignifican~ 

eiemen~ Moreover, this way of responding to the 
Iqled~LJm brings associations close to those o1: a 
much earlier period in the history of film when ini[iai 
encounters with the ’liveness’ of the moving ~mages 
were, at least in one well--known case, perceived as 
an uncanny s~mulacrum.69 In a similar manner, the 

loss of Baker’s desirable bronze colour ~n film may 
have translated as a loss of her organic life and of 
beauty. 

Apart from the loss of fidelity in Baker’s per- 
ceived skin tones, what may have sparked the 

change of opinion regarding Baker’s looks? A cross- 
reading of the reviews of the stage revue and of the 
film, Zou Zou indbates that medium specificity as 

well as the distance from which the spectator sat 
relative to the stage or screen may have played a 

significant role in how Baker’s irr~age was perceived. 
In the transition from the relatively long distance that 
separated critics and the stage artist in the revue to 

their facing a black and white close-up of Zou Zou in 

the film, some transformation had been effected: she 
had suddeniy grown in scale, had become someone 
else. In short, it would appear that Baker’s image had 
been transformed from one that was exciting, charm- 
ing and endearingly funny to one that was, poten- 
tialiy, monstrous. 

if Stookholm was a small and p~dph~ral c~t~ oi 

entertainment ~n the 1920s and 1930s, its audiences 
shared a common European fascination with black- 
ness. As demonstrated in the reception d~scourse 
surrounding Josephine Baker’s early film and stage 

career, the Stockholm critics’ interest in her black- 
ness was paired w~th a more general desire for things 
continental. Moreover~ her presence imported a new 
sense of international energy which initially upset 

traditional cultural values. 
In the critical reception accorded Baker’s 

stage and film work ~here is~ as we might an~icipate~ 
a fascination w~th Baker’s face and body, I would 

suggest, however, that ~his response to her perform- 
ances arose from ~heir fixation with her black pres.- 

ence rather than her capacity to satisfy an appetite 
for the exotic. Given that her early popularity can be 

characterised as a transatiantie and decidedly mod.- 
ern!pr~mitivis~ phenomenon, the critics’ endorse- 
ment of the phenomenon attests to the discourse in 
which they unders[ood her perl:ormanee and her 
blackness. If the Stockholm reception of Josephine 
Baker did not depart significantly from other Euro- 
pean responses to her stage and screen persona, 
Stockhoimers in the i920s and 1930s certainly had 

their own ’take’ on her. 
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PHOTOS: L. ROCER TUIINER 

To militant first sight, Stepin Fetchit’s routines-all cringe 

and excessive devotion--seem racially selJ.destructive in the 

rankest way, and his very name can be a term oJ abuse. And yet, 

in looking at his perjormances (jor instance as the white 

judge’s sidekick and looking.glass in Ford’s THE SUN SHINES 

BRIGHT) cooler second sight must admit that Stepin Fetchit was an artist, 

and that his art consisted precisely in mocking and caricaturing the 

white man’s vision oJ the black: his sly contortions, his 

surly and exaggerated subservience, can now be seen as a secret 

weapon in the long racial struggle. But whatever one makes oJ 

Stepin Fetchit’s work, he was one oj the jew nonwhites to achieve 

status in ~4merican films, and he deserves to be remembered. 
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Like all American institutions, Stepin Fetchit 
is having a hard time these days. The legendary 
black comedian, now 79 years old but looking 
decades younger, has found himself a target of 
ridicule from the very people he once repre- 
sented, ahnost alone, on the movie screen. A 
revolution has erupted around him, and he has 
been cast not in the role of liberator (as he sees 
himself), but as a guard in the palace of racism. 
The man behind the vacant-eyed, foot-shuffling 
image is Lincoln Perry, a proud man embit- 
tered by scorn and condescension. 

Once a millionaire five times over, he now 
lives modestly in Chicago and takes an occa- 
sional night club gig. He hasn’t acted in a 
movie since John Ford’s The Sun Shines Brigh~ 
in 1955, ttmugh he appeared in William Klein’s 
documentary about heavyweight champion 
Mtdaammad All, Cassius le Grand, while acting 
as Ali’s "secret strategist" during the IAston 
fights. Perry once served in a similar capacity 
for Jack Johnson, and Ali’s gesture of kinship 
has given a massive boost to the comedian’s 
self-esteem. 

I encountered him in a garish bottomless 
ioint in Madison, Wisconsin, on the night of 
Ali’s fight with Oscar Bonavena. Before we 
talked, I sat down to watch, his 20-minute 
routine, which was sandwiched on the pro- 
gram between Miss Heaven Lee and Miss 
Akiko O’Toole. Audiences at these Midwestern 
nudie revues behave like hyenas in heat, but 
there is one vety beautiful thing about a place 
like this, and I mean it: nowhere else in Amer- 
ica today will you find such a truly democratic 
atmosphere. Class distinctions vanish as hippie 
and btksinessman, hard-hat and professor, white 
and black and Indian and Oriental unite in 
a common imptdse of animal lust. Women’s 
liberationists would object, of course, but not 
if they could observe the audience at close 
range-Heaven Lee had us enslaved. 

When Step appeared, in skimmer and 
coonskin coat, there was a wave of uneasy 
tittering, and his first number, an incompre- 
hensible boogie-woogie, stunned the audience 
into silence. ’~Vhat’s this museum piece doing 

out there? Better he should be stored away 
where we can’t think about hkna. But as he 
launched into his routine, a strange thing hap- 
pened. Slowly, gradually, people began to dig 
him. Stepin Fetchit is, first and last, a funny, 
funky man. It isn’t that his ~okes are so great 
(a lot of them were tired-out gags about LBJ, 
of all people), it’s the hip way he plays them. 
What made Step and tIattie McDauiel out- 
class all the other black character actors of 
bygone Hollywood was their subtle communi- 
cation of superiority to the whole rotten game 
of racism. They played the game-it ~vas the 
only game in town-but they were, somehow, 
above it: Step with his other worldly eccen- 
tricities and Hattie McDaniel with her air of 
bossy hauteur. A tablefifl of young blacks be- 
gan to parry back and forth with Step as he 
talked about the South. "You know how we 
travel in the South? .... No, how we travel in 
the South?" "Keep quiet an’ I tell you." "That’s 
cool. That’s cool." And Step drawled: "Fast. 
At night. Through the woods. On top of the 
trees." The irony may have been. a shade too 
complex for the rest of the audience, but every- 
body understood when he laeortieally gave his 
Vietnam position-"Flat on the gronnd"-and 
explained the situation of the black voter: 
"Negroes vote 20 or 25 times in Chicago. They 
don’t try to cheat or nothin’ like that. They 
just tryin’ to make up for the time they couldn’t 
vote down in Mississippi. When you in Missis- 
sippi you have to pass a test. Nuclear physics. 
In Russian. And if you pass it, they say, ’Boy, 
you speak Russian. You must be a Communist. 
~ou can’t vote.’" 

Out flounced Akiko, and we went downstairs 
to a dusty storage area which had been hur- 
riedly transformed into a dressing room. Stepin 
Fetchit may be funny, but Lincoln Perry isn’t. 
"Strip ~hows are taking over every-thing," he 
lamented. "Yoffre either at the top or you’re 
nothing." The stage he was nsing, a rectangular 
runway, forced him to turn his back on half 
of the audience, and he was trying to improvise 
a new means of attack. (It was sad and strange- 
ly appropriate that the lighting was so bad he 
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had to carry his o~vn spotlight around with 
him.) Ills heart, moreover, was with All. "That’s 
where I should be, with that boy," he said. 
Jabbing his finger and circling me like a ban- 
tamweight boxer, Perry quickly turned the in- 
terview into a monologue. Under a single 
swaying light bulb, the sequins on his pm’ple 
tuxedo flashing, he moved in and out of the 
shadows like a restless ghost. I began to get 
the eerie feeling that I was serving as judge 
and jury, hearing the self-defense of a man 
accused of a cultural crime. This is what the 
man said: 

I was the first Negro militant. But I was a 
militant for God and country, and not con- 
trolled by foreign interests. I was the first black 
man to have a universal audience. When people 
saw me and Will Rogers together like brothers, 
that said something to them. I elevated the 
Negro. I was the first Negro to gain full Amer- 
ican citizenship. Abraham Lincoln said that all 
men are created equal, but Jack Johnson and 
myself proved it. You understand me? I defied 
white snprernaey and proved in defying it that 
I could be associated with. There was no white 
man’s ideas of making a Negro Hollywood 
motion picture star, a millionaire Negro enter- 
tainer. Savvy? I was a 100% black accomplish- 
ment. Now get this-when all the Negroes was 
goin" around straightening their hair and 
bleaching theirself trying to be white, and 
thought improvement was white, in them days 
I was provin’ to the world that black was 
beautiful. Me. I opened so maW things for 
Negroes-I’m so proud today of the things that 
the Negroes is enioying because I personally 
did ’era myself. 

People don’t understand any more what I 
was doing then, least of all the young genera- 
tion of Negroes. They’ve made the character 
part of Stepin Fetchit stand for being lazy and 
stupid and being a white man’s ~ool. I never did 
that, but they’re all so preiudiced now that 
they iust can’t understand. Maybe because they 
don’t really know what it was like then. Holly- 
wood was more segregated than Georgia under 

the skin. A Negro couldn’t do anything straight, 
only comedy. I did more acting as a comedian 
than Sidney Poitier does as an actor. I made 
the Negro as innocent and acceptable as the 
most innocent ~vhite child, but this acting had 
to come from the soul. They brought Willie 
Best out there to make him an understudy for 
me. And he wasn’t an actor, he wasn’t an enter- 
tainer or nothin" like that. I didn’t need no 
understudy, becattse I had a thing going that 
I had built my own. And the ~vorst thing you’ll 
hear about Stepin Fetchit is when somebody 
tries to imitate what I do, the first thing they’re 
gonna say is "Yassuh, yassuh, boss." I was 
way away from that. 

Do I sound like an ignorant man to you? 
You made an image in your mind that I was 
lazy, good-for-nothing, from a character that 
you seen me doin’ when I was doin’ a high- 
class iob of entertainment. Man, what I was 
doin’ was hard work! Do you think I made a 

fool of myself? Maybe you might want me to. 
Like I can’t be confined to use the word black. 
For a comedian, that takes the rhythm out of 
a lot of jokes and things. So when I use the 
words colored and Negro I’m not trying to be 
obstinate. That’s what I’m going around for- 
to show the kids there are a lot of people that’s 
doin’ things to confuse them. I’m just trying to 
get the kids today to have the dip!omac3~ that 
I had to when I was doing it, and I think they’ll 
come out first in eveu, thing. I didn’t fight my 
way in-I eased in. 

Humor is only my alibi for bein’ here. Show 
business is a mission for me. All my breaks 
came from God. You see, I made God my 
agent. Like it’s a coincidence that I’m here 
talking to you now. They bring a lot of people 
here, they pay ’era to talk to these students. 
They teachin’ these students to go against law 
and order, they teachin’ ’era to go against God, 
against their country, and they’re payin’ ’era. 
They wouldn’t pay me to come to town to talk 
to the students. Are you one of these college 
boys? No? That’s good. All these college boys, 
the first word they think of when they write 
about me is Uncle Tom. I was lookin’ for the 
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word to come up but it didn’t. Uncle Tom! 
No~v there’s a word that the Negro should try 
to wipe out and not use. Uncle Tom was a 
fictional character in a story that was ~vrote 

by Harriet Beecher Stowe. ~nd Abraham Lin- 
coln said that this thing ~vas one of the propa- 
ganda that put one American brother against 
his other. 

Kids is eccentric. They think they want to 
hear all these eccentric things. Like I see 
beautiful kids-I went to a place near where I’m 
~vorking called the Shuffle and the reason 
they’re using all this long hair and these whis- 
kers, looking like apostles, that’s because they’re 
leanin’ towards God, instinctively. Good kids, 
and a lot of old men is foolin’ ’era. I want to 
let ’era know how I as a kid, a small Negro 
kid that was a Catholic too--so I had eleven 
strikes against me in them days-became a 
millionaire entertainer. Now these kids, the?, 
think that I’m unskilled and I’m uneducated, 
you know, and I don’t have no diplomas or 
an.ything like that. But they must remernber 
that they’re listening to 79 years of experience. 

I was an artist. A technician. I ~vent in and 
competed among the greatest artists in the 
country. Charles C. Gilkins, who ~vas doing 
The Emperor ]ones on Broadway, a one-man 
shoxv, came out and we was making a picture 
called A Modern Uncle Tom. Story. He was a 
great actor, and do you know" I stole this pie- 
ture from this man? When I was about to make 
a movie with Will Rogers, Lionel Barrymore 
~vent to him and said, "This Stepin Fetehit will 
steal evely scene from you. He’ll steal a scene 
from anything-animal, bird, or human being." 
That was Lionel Barrymore, of the Barrymore 
family! 

John Ford, the director, is one of the great- 
est meu who ever lived. We was at the US 
Naval Academy in 1929 making a picture 
called Salute, using the University of Southern 
California football team to do us a football 
sequence between the Army and the Navy. 
John Wayne was one of their football players. 
And in order to be seen by the director at all 
times, because Ford wanted to make him an 

actor, John Wayne taken the part of a prop 
man. That director made him a star. And on 
that picture, John Wayne was my dresser! 
John Ford, he was staying in the command- 
ant’s house during that picture, and he had me 
stay in the ga~est house. At Annapolis! 

I was in. Judge Priest, that Ford did ~vith 
Will Rogers in 1984. Did you see that? Well, 
remember that line Will Rogers says to me, 
"I saved you from one lynching already"? We 
had a lynching scene in there, ~vhere I, as an 
innocent Negro, got saved by Wi!! Rogers. 
They cut it out because we were ahead of the 
time. In 1958 we did a remake of that piet~re, 
called The Sun Shines Bright. And John Ford, 
he did the lynching scene again. This time the 
Negro that gets saved was played by a young 
boy-I was older then. But they kept it in. 
That was my last picture. 

I filed a $,3 million lawsuit against something 
that Bill Cushy said about me in a showy called 
Of Black Americans. But I didn’t make Cushy 
a defendant. Know the reason why? Because 
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that’s not the source of ~vhere the wrong come. 
It’s CBS, Twentieth Century-Fox, and the 
Xerox CorporaLion, the men that sponsored it, 
that’s responsible for distortin’ my image. Cos- 
by was just a soldier. He was not a general. 
I know all the black comedians. Bill was the 
onliest one I hadn’t met. I met him for t_he 
first time in Atlanta at the Cassius Clay-Jerry 
Quarry fight. Cassius called me and say, "Hey, 
Step, I want you to meet Bill." I just said hello, 
because I was busy, and then he said, "Bill 
Cosby!" I went bac’k and I say, "Well, Cosby, 
I hope that you help to put a happy ending to 
my damages that has been done." tte says to 
me, "Yeah, I told my wife, I hope that you 
win this suit, because it was taken out of con- 
text." Cosbv’s a great comedian, but for the 
educated cl~asses. Savvy? A few" years ago he 
wouldn’t have been aisle to be where he is- 
I was the one who made it possible for him. 
The worst thing in America today is not racism. 
It’s the way the skilled classes is against the 
unskilled classes. You understand ane? 

Now, if we don’t get this connttT straight, 
your next president is going to be George 
Wallace. They figure everybody is being turned 
idiot and they gonna all agree it’s gonna be 
a man like George Wallace to help our prob- 
lems if we don’t straighten them out ourselves. 

Ain’t but two things in the world today. 
That’s good and bad, right and wrong. Now 
if we follow everything down to them two 
things, and we are either on one of them sides, 
it ain’t no white, no colored, no Black Panthers, 
no Ku Klux... we either for good or for bad! 
We ought to have a National Association for 
the Advancement of Created People and not 
think about each nationality that represents 
50 per cent of America. When God made 
Adam, he didn’t make all these different na- 
tionalities. Man did it. There is no mnles in 
heaven. Now let me explain this to vou. Mules 
are man-made, made from crossin~ a ~ackass 
with a horse. So when man got mixed up, it 
wasn’t the work of God, it was the ~vork of 
man. Racism? Remember when there wasn’t 
but four people on earth, Cain killed his 

brother Abel and started unbrotherly love. God 
didn’t have nothin’ to do with tmbrotherly love. 

To show you how fate works-Cassius Clay, 
none of these great liberals would tonch him 
and give him a chance to fight again. And who 
do you think give him a chance to fight again? 
Senator Leroy Johnson of Georgia, a man that 
is associated ~vith Lester Maddox. Without 
Lester Maddox, Cassius Clay wouldn’t have 
fought today, although the image they gave to 
you was that Lester Maddox was against it. 
You get the idea? You understand me? The 
greatest example of Americanism was shown 
to Cassius Clay by a proxy, through Lester 
Maddox] That’s the way the world is running. 
So let’s face these things right, not like we 
pitchin’ things, or like we want it to go. God’s 
gonna work in a mysterious way! We have had 
men supposed to be great all down the line- 
Alexander, Moses-and we still found the world 
al! messed up. Ain’t nobody in good shape. 
Ain’t nobody got no sense or nothin’. 

It was Satchel Paige that opened the major 
leagues to the Negro ball players. Not Jackie 
Robinson. No sub! Satchel Paige did the dirty 
work. He used to go and play in counties 
where they didn’t allow a Negro in the county. 
He did the good work-what I did-made good 
will and good relations. Jackie Robinson was 
the politician, you understand me, the skilled 
one that walked in and got the benefits. Satchel 
Paige broke down the whole deal and hasn’t 
got credit for it yet, jnst because he was un- 
skilled labor. He was 100 years ahead of his 
time, like I am, like Johnson was. 

The reason why Cassius sent for me was 
because he found out that I was the last close 
intimate of Jack Johnson. Jack told me a lot of 
things. Cassius always said they wasn’t but 
one fighter that was greater than him, and 
that wa~ Jack Johnson. And so he wanted 
to know everything about him. He got me in 
and he would ask me al! the different things 
that Jack would tell me about. I taught him 
the Anchor Punch that he beat Liston with- 
that was a punch that Jack improvised. Cassius 
dug up some pictures of Johnson and I told 
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him about this out of sight punch that Jack 
Johnson said he had. He said he could use it 
any time he wanted on Willard. See, Willard 
did not knock Johnson out. Johnson sold the 
heavyweight champion of the world for 850,- 
000. Johnson accepted $15,000 in Europe and 
told them to give his wife $85,000 at ringside. 
He wanted the heavy~veight champion title 
to belong to America. They had ran Jack into 
a lot of things, you get the idea . . . be too 
long to talk about. 

They promised him ~vith the $15,000 they 
would wipe off this year that he’s supposed to 
serve. But they didn’t do that, so he came back 
and served the year himself. You get the idea? 
I saw that play, The Great White Hope. I 
think it’s terrible as far as telling the truth 
about Jack Johns~m. It’s not about Jack. Jack 
Johnson had noble ideas. They had him beating 
this girl-Jack never did a thing like that. And 
they showed where he was defeated and 
knocked out, but they didn’t show" that he sold 
out the heavyweight champion and that he 
wanted the championship to belong to America. 

We were going to do this picture of his 
life story, called The Fighting Stevedore. You 
know-from Galveston, Texas, where he used 
to be a stevedore. While we was waiting to 
write the story-we was making it ~ust for 
colored theaters, in them days things weren’t 
integrated and the big companies wouldn’t 
want to buy it because eve~Tthing had thumbs 
down on Jack Johnson like things tried to be 
with Cassius, although I’m sure Cassius is 
coming out of it-while ~ve was waiting to write 
this thing, we sent Jack down to lead the 
grand parade of Negro rodeos in Texas. That 
was the trip he got killed on. I booked him 
on it. 

I always call Cassius "Champ" because I 
used to call Jack Johnson "Champ." The way 
Jack and me met, we was both celebrities, and 
I used to sit in his corner when we was fighting. 
We became friends especially when he found 
out that the same priest had taught both of us. 
His name was Father J. A. St. Laurent. He 
tanght also the Negro student that became the 

first Negro Catholic priest in America. Here’s 
a picture of me preaehin’ to Martin Luther 
King. I was telling him that I was in Mont- 
gomery, Alabama, before he was born playing 
with white women. This priest was the head 
of the school I went to, St. Joseph’s College. 
It was a Catholic boys’ school. And this priest 
used to have the nurses come from St. Mar- 
garet’s Hospital to play with us-that’s where 
Mrs. George Wallace was a patient before she 
died. They had picnics, spent a whole day on 
our campus with these colored boys, playing 
ball with us, eating in our dining room, and 
things like that. This priest he taught us a 
technical edueation-Tuskegee used to teach 
manual labor-and so he left those boys with 
something. We had no inferiority complex. 
Jack always wanted to show that all men were 
created equal, so be goes into Newport News 
society and married a white woman out of the 
social register, a blue-blood! 

My father named me Lincoln Theodore 
Monroe Andrew Perry. Told me he named me 
after four presidents-he think I’m gonna be 
a great man. But I can’t see how in the world 
he named me after Theodore Roosevelt. He 
wasn’t even president yet! I was born in 1892- 
here’s my birth certificate-in Key West, Flor- 
ida, the last city in the United States. I’m a 
descendant of the West Indies. My mother was 
born in Nassau, my father was born in Jamaica. 
I had talent all my life-my father used to sing. 
He was a cigar maker. I got in show business 
in 1918 or ’14. The people who had adopted 
me and sent me off to this school, something 
happened to them, and so this priest told me 
I could work my way through school. In sum- 
mertime he let me go to St. Margaret’s Hos- 
pital to work. When time to go back to school, 
there was a earnivd that used to winter in 
Montgomery. Turned out to be the Ilo,¢al 
American Shows. So I joined it, joined ~he 
"plantation show." The plantation shows started 
to call themselves minstels, but minstrels was 
white men made up. Plantation shows was 
black men made up. 

I got my name Stepin Fetchit from a race 
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horse. The plantation show minstrels, xve went 
down in Texas and there was a certain horse 
we nsed to go aud see at the fair. We knew 
these races because they went to the same fairs 
as we did. There was a horse that we knew 
~vould never lose, so we ~vould go out and give 
the field and the odds. Well, people thought 
we was crazy-he would always win. But one 
day they entered a big bay horse on us, and 
he won. We went and grabbed the program, 
looked, and it was Stepin Fetchit, horse from 
Baltiroore. And so I goes back to show business 
in Memphis, and hear "Stepin Fetchit! Stepin 
Fetchit!" from everyone. I wrote a dance song 
of it called "The Stepin Fetehit, Stepin Fetchit, 
Turn .Around, Stop and Catch It, Chicken 
Scratch It To the Ground, Etc." 

Me and nay partner was introducing this new 
dance. We were Skeeter and Rastus, The Two 
Dancing Crows from Dixie. Jennifer Jones’s 
father booked us in a white theater in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, which was unusual. And in place 
of putting our names Skeeter and Rastus, he 
put Step and Fetchit and he made that our 
names. When my partner, he ~vonldn’t show 
up, I would tell the maanger, "No, it’s not two 
of ns, it’s ~ust one of us, the Step and Fetchit." 
And then I’d go out and do iust as good as the 
two of ns. I fired him, since I had wrote the 
song, see, and in place o[ The Two Dancing 

Crows from Dixie, I was the Stepin. Fetchit. 
I got the lazy idea from my partner. He was 
so lazy, he used to call a cab to get across 
the street. 

I was in Ripley’s "Relieve It or Not" as the 
onliest man who ever made a million dollars 
doing nothing. Anything money could buy, 
I had. I had 14 Chinese servants and all dif- 
ferent kinds of cars. This one, a pink Rolls 
Royce, it had my name on the sides in neon 
lights. My suits cost $1,000 each. I got some 
of them from Rudolph Valentino’s valet after 
he died. I showed people that iust because I 
had a million dollars, the ~vorld wouldn’t come 
to an end. But then I had to file a $5 million 
bankruptcy and didn’t have but $146 assets. 
No, I ~vasn’t held up by no robbers, and I 
wasn’t in any s~vindling gambling games. It was 
all "honest" business people I trusted who 
took the money, all good, upstanding people. I 
was too busy makin’ it to think abont savin’ it. 
I started with nothing’ and I got nothin’ left, 
so I’ve come full circle. But I’m rich. I’m a mil- 
lionaire. Know the reason why? Because I go 

to Mass every, morning. I have been a daily" 
communicant for the last 50 ,,,ears. Eye,thing 
I’ve accomplished I’ve accomplished in be- 
fievin’ that seek ye first the kingdom of heaven 
and all things will be given to thee. Consider the 
lilies of the field . . . 

JAMES ROY MACBEAN 

The Ice-man Cometh No More 
(He Gave His Balls to the Revolution) 

Robert Kramer’s Ice is a "political film" that 
is not the least bit political0 It is an ernotionless 
film that is not the least bit rational. It is a 
documentary of an imaginary revolution-or, to 
put it another way, a fictionalized account of 

what people like the Weathermen have actually 
been doing-and yet despite its seemingly ob- 
jective, emotionless, documenta~ t~e, lce is 
really a film of very personal (Kramer’s?) fan- 
tasies and fears abont revolution. 
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MICHAEL DEMPSEY 

John Ford: 
A REASSESSMENT 

"Visually beautiful, otherwise not very interest- 
ing," wrote James Agee about a John Ford epic 
of the forties. Today this remark is undoubtedly 
"dated" to those who have since turned Ford 
into a sacred cow. Nobody will deny that he is 
one of the few directors to have put his own 
world on film--coherently and in detail---de- 
spite the restrictions of the studio system. Such 
writings as John Baxter’s and J. A. Place’s book- 
length studies* have mapped this world pains- 
takingly. But they have also done little more 
than take it at face value, as though its mere 
existence constituted proof of great artistry. The 
myth of Ford’s great artistry badly needs a chal- 
lengeo As Raymond Durgnat has commented, 
"The fact that a director has an ’individual’ style 
doesn’t of itself make his films interesting (ex- 
cept to those connoisseurs who collect odd styles 
like some people collect quaintly-shaped ink- 
pots)." 

The Sun Shines Bright (1953), which the 
director preferred to his other films, is a good 
place to begin.. As an example of "late" Ford, 
which is supposed to be deeper and more melan- 
choly than. the earlier movies, it is certainly 
bleaker than its cheery, ambling predecessor, 
Judge Priest (1934). In each the judge, a good 
old boy who has more or less run a Southern 
town for years, faces defeat at the hands of a 
slicker politician. Both films end with rousing 
parades celebrating the judge’s victory. But 
what in Judge Priest is a frolic becomes a virtual 
requiem in The Sun Shines Bright, Ford’s shad- 
owy, nocturnal images suffuse the parade with 

*John Baxter, The Cinema o/ John Ford (Zwemmer- 
Barnes) and J. A. Place, 1"he Western Films o] John 
Ford (Citadel). 

sadness, and his measured editing carefully 
draws out the mood. We know that this is the 
last triumph of the old order. The Sun Shines 
Bright is a penumbral film, keyed to sorrow and 
loss even amid joy. 

At any rate, this is the flattering way to de- 
scribe it, if you take its intentions for its achieve- 
ments. If you don’t, then it becomes, in. 
Durgnat’s words, a "male weepie." The movie’s 
problem is not political fantasy but emotional 
facility; it never stops telling you what to feel. 
In the reunions of Priest’s old Confederate unit, 
in his stand before the jailhouse door against a 
lynch mob, in a prostitute’s funeral cortege roll- 
ing wordlessly through town with the townspeo- 
ple marching behind it--in almost every scene, 
the movie plays shamelessly on our most ready- 
made responses. Ford mourns the old soldiers, 
backs up the judge, cries over the dead woman 
for us; our reactions have been built into the 
picture in advance. 

Yet its assumptions and devices are highly 
questionable. If Priest defends a black boy from 
a gang of homicidnl crackers who want to string 
him up for rape, naturally the boy must be inno- 
cent and one of the crackers guilty, while the 
rest of the vigilantes must troop into town on 
election day to vote the judge back in because 
"he saved us from ourselves." Weak-kneed 
liberalism wobbles home free again. During the 
prostitute’s funeral, a local potentate, General 
Fairfield, finally acknowledges her as his ex- 
mistress and Priest’s ward, Lucy Lee, as their 
daughter. We are obviously supposed to find 
the general’s remorse touching and fall into the 
movie’s penitential mood. But how can we 
when his unadmitted pride and puritanism 
caused the woman’s death in the first place? The 
local blacks don’t march behind the hearse; al- 
though some of them tended the prostitute in her 
final illness, they know their place--outside the 
door of the church--and take it with exeruciat- 
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ing humility. Even in a fantasy like this, Ford 
never considers putting them in the procession; 
he is too much the true believer in the status quo 
to question its contradictions very trenchantly. 
And in a clumsy bow to moral and religious 
orthodoxy, Lucy Lec’s suave suitor must bend a 
knee and declare himself a sinner, even though 
his look of granite nobility never develops so 
much as a hairline crack throughout the movie. 

Is this a searching analysis of American so- 
ciety, a twilit meditation on community, moral- 
ity, tradition, family, religion, militarism, and 
julep-dipped Irishness? Only if personal equals 
profound and kitsch art. Other films could also 
serve the purpose, but The Sun Shines Bright is 
a compendium of Ford’s persistent inadequacies 
as an artist. At his worst, he is an emotional 
vulgarian who lays on his ideas and feelings like 
a buffet supper. He touches the themes cited 
above, but too frequently he touches them as 
though they were pushbuttons. Which, in a 
sense, they are; for just by being alive we are all 
vulnerable to them, and even inept treatments of 
them can make us respond. Very often Ford 
sells "forgiveness" by the yard, trowels on "com- 
passion" like cement. It he wants a bit of last- 
stand gallantry, he will drag in an old man, put 
a rifle in his hand, and plant him on a porch 
where, to the strains of "Red River Valley," he 
will fight the Japanese Army single-handed 
(They Were Expendable, 1945). If he wants 

an image of death and loss, he will cook up a 
howling, windswept desert funeral (Three God- 
.lathers’, 1948), as though a few striking shots 
alone could pump meaning into religious slop. 
Visually beautiful, otherwise not very interesting 
---contrary to those who think that, film being 
a visual medium, the former cannot fail to be the 
latter. 

These are just a few random samples from 
Ford’s work, and many are bound to feel that 
they have been selected arbitrarily, that more 
outrageous ones could be found. And so they 
could. The point is not that all of Ford is like 
this but that too much of it is. The Sun Shines 
Bright, Three God]athers, The Long Voyage 
Home, The Wings of Eagles, She Wore a Yellow 
Ribbon, The Quiet Man, The Grapes o] Wrath, 
Drums Along the Mohawk: these and many 
others, whatever the virtues of some, can illus- 
trate Agee’s point about They Were Expendable. 
The flaws of The Sun Shines Bright are not the 
aberrations of one Ford film; they are the hall- 
marks of ahnost all. 

In themselves, these weaknesses are not neces- 
sarily so serious. Many major artists, like Dick- 
ens and Chaplin, indulged in them without de- 
stroying their work. But few o~ Ford’s films as 
a whole possess either the challenging complex- 
ity or the luminous simplicity which could re- 
duce them to blemishes. His America is basically 
a child’s fantasy preserved in the aspic of his 
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horizon shots and scenic vistas. Though Baxter 
has tried strenuously to demonstrate the oppo- 
site, Ford is essentially a folk artist who gives 
us the simple evocations of heroism, defeat, 
community, rural virtue, religion, family life, 
civilization, and myth which idealistic children 
derive from their enthrallment with their history 
books and Bible stories. My Darling Clemen- 
tine (1946) ranks among Ford’s most beautiful 
achievements of this kind; it is moving as an 
elegant, moody ballad on the rise of civilization 
in the wilderness but feeble if mistaken for a 
profound study of the process. Despite erratic, 
often desperate efforts in some of his later 
movies, Ford’s visionary idealism remains gen- 
erally naive and untested--probably indispens- 
able at some level to artistic creativity and, up 
to a point, appealing, but incapable of assimilat- 
ing its contradictions or even acknowledging 
their existence. 

Examples minor and major come to mind too 
readily. Baxter cites Ford’s adoring icongraphy 
of General MacArthur in They Were Expend- 
able, heroically evacuating only a minimal staff 
from the Philippines during World War II, when 
in fact he packed the PT boats with officers and 
their factotums. As Baxter admits, Ford could 
not incorporate the truth into his idealization. 
More elaborately, Young Mr. Lincoln (1939) 
gives us the "Lincoln of our dreams," as Pauline 
Kael has put it. From the movie’s stately pacing, 
affectionate tableaux of Americana, homey hero- 
ism, and shrewd hindsight, we pick up the sig- 
nals of this gawky, raw youth’s latent stature. 
Henry Fonda’s performance--with its self-con- 
scious self-depreciation, its abstracted stare into 

tomorrow, and its bumbling yet floating dignity 
--creates a mythic portrait of the American. 
On this ingenuous and charming level, the film 
is extremely beautiful. But it turns to mush 
whenever it tries to motivate Lincoln through 
maudlin images of Mother and Family; even the 
famous scene between him and his soon-to-be- 
dead sweetheart, Ann Rutledge, falls somewhat 
flat because Pauline Moore, who plays the part, 
reads her lines inexpressively. When a more 
complex woman appears, the sleek and emascu- 
lating Mary Todd, Ford cannot account for 
Lincoln’s attraction to her; his storybook hero 
has nothing in him to explain it. The Cahiers du 
Cindma collective study of the film may find a 
castration motif in this and other incidents, but 
clearly Ford had neither control nor awareness 
of it. 

Ford’s films deal more often and more directly 
with primal American themes than anybody 
else’s do; but since they seldom measure up to 
the themes, they are more vulnerable to history. 
Many have compared Ford to Whitman, but the 
comparison does not favor Ford. It is one thing 
to say they both sought less the literal truth than 
the truth of myth, but on most occasions Ford 
shows far less ability than Whitman to distin- 
guish between the two. It is one thing for a 
nineteenth-century poet to enshrine the myth of 
America’s unique nobility but quite another for 
a twentieth-century film-maker to repeat the 
process, and on an infinitely more sentimental 
and commercially bastardized level, as though 
American history had stood still since the Civi! 
War. Even in Ford’s heyday, let alone in recent 
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decades, the impossible Whitmanesque ideal had 
been perverted often enough to give any 
thoughtful person pause. But Ford the contem- 
porary of Faulkner gives us sticky Southern 
Edens full of plastic magnolia trees and sashay- 
ing darkies. Ford the contemporary of Dreiser 
and Dos Passos and even Steinbeck gives us, in 
The Grapes o/Wrath (1940), a hollow celebra- 
tion of that emptiest abstraction, The People, 
along with a cop-out analysis which avoids blam- 
ing any individual or interest for the plight of 
the Okies. Ford the contemporary of /oyee 
serves up a little but watery mulligan stew at his 
Irish-American table. In some of the later fdms, 
Ford expresses pain and confusion over changes 
in his America; but for the most part he endorses 
---often complacently-- every" official piety, re- 
ligious, social, and political. Baxter writes 
(p. 9), "On the level of invention at which he 
works, ideology is irrelevant." Baxter is wrong 
---on both counts. 

One especially striking aspect of Ford’s work 
is its abundance of Indians, blacks, and Orien- 
tals, who far outnumber the nonwhite characters 
in the films of his fellow directors. B~t Ford’s 
responses to them complicate his simple com- 
munal idealism. Most of his communities are 
all-white, but a significant number are at least 
nominally multiracial. In several films, he tries 
(often unconsciously, it appears) for images of 
racial and social harmony among diverse peo- 

ple. During the hilarious climax to Steamboat 
Round the Bend (1935). Stepin Fetchit teams 
up with a basso profundo Bible thumper, a 
swamp girl, a drunk, and a snake-oil salesman 
to win a race down the Mississippi. The Search- 
ers (1956) turns upon the abduction of a white 
girl by a Comanche whom she eventually mar- 
ries. Wagon Master (1950) gracefully unites 
Mormons and Indians in communal peace. Two 
films set in the Pacific, The Hurricane (1937) 
and Donovan’s Ree/(1963), edge towards Poly- 
nesian utopias: in the first, the whites envy the 
islanders and compare them to birds; in the sec- 
ond, whites of several nationalities join Orien- 
tals to form a ramshackle community. 

In the hands of a more thoughtful director, 
these premises could have led to provocative 
examinations of racial tension without neces- 
sarily denying the possibility of such communal 
bliss. But Ford is invariaNy paternalistic; he 
wants to "do right," but he cannot escape his 
own innate condescension. Robin Wood (Film 
Comment, Fall 1971) and Baxter have described 
the roles of his Indians: part of the scenery and 
plot (Stagecoach, 1939), unconscious symbols 
of the erupting Id (She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, 
1949; Rio Grande, 1950; The Searchers), 
"good" savages (the hero’s friend in Drums 
Along the Mohawk, 1939; the otd chief in Yel- 
low Ribbon who laments the destructiveness of 
war; the fugitives of Cheyenne Autumn, 1964). 
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Most of Ford’s blacks lack even the cigar store 
dignity of the Indians. Stepin Fetchit (a charac- 
ter and a pseudonym of Lincoln Perry) is the 
obvious example, with his wheedling, his word- 
swallowing whine, his vacant gape and bulgy- 
eyed servility, his slack-limbed shuffle and cring- 
ing contortions. Paradoxically, Fetchit is such 
a stock figure in America’s hall of racial infamy 
that many people may have forgotten or may 
never have seen for themselves just how de- 
humanized he is forced to be, how his extreme 
submissiveness makes him practically a vegeta- 
ble. Lately, some critics and Perry himself have 
said that these gruesome exhibitions parody 
white racism obliquely. Their evidence tends to 
include his equally caricatured co-stars, Will 
Roger’s comic imitation of his voice in one scene 
of Judge Priest, and his goofy antics as David- 
Begat-Solomon tumbling out of a papier-mach~ 
whale in Steamboat Round the Bend. These are, 
God knows, unique feats of acting (or rug- 
chewing), and they certainly do indict racism. 
But this is really just a rationalization, clever 
but hopeless. Fetchit’s white co-stars may also 
be caricatured, but not along racial lines, and 
none descends to his subhuman, cretinism. 
Neither an innocuous comic grotesque like Fran- 
cis Ford’s baccy-spitting old coot in Judge Priest 
nor an ethereal ninny-sage like Hank Worden’s 
Old Mose in The Searchers, Stepit Fetchit makes 
us squirm at his own enforced abasement. 

The closest that Ford comes to a sympathetic, 
unstereotyped black is Pompey, Tom Dono- 
phon’s servant in The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Valance (1962), and he is a soft wax statue of 
goodness like the Indians of Cheyenne A~aumn. 
Neither gets far beyond the extras of Arrow- 
smith (1931), in which the hero tests a new 
yellow fever serum on black Caribbeans during 
an epidemic after whites refuse to take the risk, 
or The Prisoner oJ Shark Island (1936), in 
which Dr. Samuel Mudd frightens black guards 
into helping him combat malaria by playing on 
their superstitions. Nominally, each group of 
blacks is heroic; actually, they are just stereo- 
types--ignorant, hoodooed pickaninnies--who 
(particularly in Shark Island) pass from gibber- 
ing idiocy to plaster sanctity without contamina- 

tion by mere humanity. Even an impersonal 
romance like Mogambo (1953) shows Ford’s 
fear of the tribesmen he seeks to dignify, as one 
protracted war dance reveals. 

Towards Orientals, Ford’s films take a simpler 
but still ambiguous tone. His Orientals do not 
become the slant-eyed savages of war films like 
Bataan, which gloat over impossibly evil "Jap" 
predecessors of Vietnam’s "gooks." By not 
showing any Japanese at all, They Were Ex- 
pendable, to Ford’s eternal credit, avoids blood- 
thirsty images of their slaughter. His concen- 
tration on images of defeat, loss, weariness, and 
death makes this ostensibly morale-boosting 
production unusually tentative and understated 
for its genre. But these qualities may also stem 
from an inability to take Orientals seriously. 
Unlike Indians and blacks (and even after 
Vietnam, let alone in Ford’s time), they are not 
so immense a part of America’s guilty con- 
science; and so, unable to inspire terror, they 
cannot challenge Ford’s vision of American 
righteousness. 

As a result, Ford’s innate paternalism makes 
them trivial, like the Filipinos in one brief in- 
stant of Expendable who run around babbling 
"Jap come, Jap come," or ingenuous, like 
Terangi of The Hurricane. He earns the ad- 
miration of whites for his intrepid escapes frown 
the prisons in which a French martinet tries to 
hold him on a trumped-up charge. At the same 
time, his fellow islanders beguile the white co- 
lonialists with their carefree mores. But Ford 
evades all issues in the end by patting them on 



the head like infants, sweet and charming in 
their naivet6 but not to be taken seriously as 
alternatives or contributors to white civilization. 
Even the movie’s smashing climax, a horrendous 
typhoon linked by the islanders to outraged 
gods, arises not to make us have any regard for 
their beliefs but to improve the martinet’s char- 
acter (inadequately developed in the first place) 
by drowning a few bit players and making some 
waves in the studio tank. Although it was re- 
leased 26 years later, Donovan’s Reel is no more 
sophisticated: its Hawaiians are cute children, 
its Chinese are comic dummies, and its moral 
dilemma (will starchy Bostonian Amelia accept 
her father’s children by a native woman?) is 
utterly cut-and-dried. American movies as di- 
verse as Nanook o] the North, Grass, Tabu, 
and, recently, Philip Kaufman’s The White 
Dawn depict other cultures with a respect and a 
depth of feeling which Ford never approaches. 

Ford’s idolators have generally dodged this 
strain of "benign" racism in his work, much as 
D. W. Griffith’s champions often softpeddle the 
racism in The Birth of a Nation. Agee himsdf 
wrote that Griffith in this film understood blacks 
"as a good kind of Southerner does." Surprised 
and stung by protests against the film, Griffith 
poured all his resources into Intolerance and 
later, in Hearts o] the World, showed a black 
soldier and a white soldier kissing each other as 
a gesture of common humanity. These sincere 
but woefully inadequate ploys indicate a racism 
that stems not from the fanatical hatred of, say, 
a Klansman or a segregationalist but from a 
kind of simple-minded, provincial innocence. 
Both Griffith and Ford lacked the imagination 
to transcend the racial stereotypes of their peri- 
ods. Griffith’s black rapist in The Birth o] a 
Nation, pawing virginal Lillian Gish, and Ford’s 
Debbie in The Searchers, returning to the white 
world even after she has become spiritually an 
Indian, are typical products of this deficiency, 
in which moral and artistic failures are in- 
separable. 

Ford’s portrayals of women betray a com- 
parable inadequacy; collectively, they bear out 
Leslie Fiedler’s famous thesis about the inability 

of many American artists to deal maturely with 
love and death. The vast majority of Ford’s 
women are as mired in stereotypes as his non- 
whites; they exist only in relation to men, whom 
they mother, feed, comfort, and bury. These 
functions add up to their only true role in life; 
they rarely do anything for their own sakes, nor 
do they really have lives of their own. The men 
feel genuine reverence for them but also, at bot- 
tom take them for granted. They are marked 
by all the negative implications of ’~pedestalism"; 
their glorification effectively removes them from 
"masculine" areas of life. Being idols, they are 
not fully human, need not be taken with true 
seriousness. 

Within these limits (which are, of course, so- 
cial as well as personal), many Ford women are 
appealing and heroic. In the best moment of 
Drums Along the Mohawk, Magdalena (Clau- 
dette Colbert) stands at the crest of a hill, her 
dress whipping in the breeze as she gazes down 
at a thin column of departing colonial troops, 
one of them her husband. The otherwise disas- 
trous Long Gray Line (1955) contains a similar 
flash of intensity: Mary Maher (Maureen 
O’Hara), her face ashen with grief, staring after 
her surrogate son as he strides away along a 
rural lane towards World War II. The war itself 
provided Ford with the opportunity to create 
one of his most effective women, Donna Reed’s 
stoic, strong, radiant military nurse in They 
Were Expendable. An episode of her waltzing 
with John Wayne’s PT boat officer beneath a 
lacy curtain of light and shadow is Fordian 
romanticism at its most beautiful. In How 
Green Was My Valley (1941), the Morgan 
women (Mrs. Morgan, daughter Angharad, and 
daughter-in-law Bronwen, played by Sara AI- 
good, Maureen O’Hara--at her best here--and 
Anna Lee) are poignant embodiments of stead- 
fastness and courage. 

But, for the most part, his are simply "waiting 
women" whether they are wives, mothers, 
daughters, or prostitutes. So are Joyce’s wom- 
en; but they have individual facets and depths 
far beyond Ford’s generally coy, angelic ab- 
stractions of Holy Womanhood. The daughters 
in Youn,~ Mr. Lincoln, The Sun Shines Bright 
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(with demure Arleen Whelan giving almost the 
same performance in each despite a gap of 14 
years), My Darling Clementine, The Hurricane, 
and Judge Priest, among others, are little more 
than porcelain figurines. The prostitutes of such 
fihns as Clementine, Sun, The In/ormer, and 
Stagecoach are scarcely less pristine and equally 
uninteresting. Much of this unreal purity must 
be charged off to censorship, but Ford was com- 
fortable with it; witness Margaret Eeighton’s 
scenery-gulping lesbian in Seven Women 
(1966}. As the "hearts" of their homes (to 
paraphrase a description of Mrs. Morgan by her 
youngest son), Ford’s wives and mothers have 
more substance but vary widely in appeal. Some 
are gooey: Helen Hayes’s fragile blossom in 
Arrowsrnith, who sickens (and finally dies) with 
suspiciously perfect timing at each new stage of 
her husband’s career; Jane Darwell’s Ma Joad 
in The Grapes o/Wrath, a mawkish family bul- 
wark and earth mother of us all; Mildred Nat- 
wick’s dying madonna in Three God/athers, a 
mere tearierker; Alice Brady’s widow in Young 
Mr. Lincoln, quivering with piety; Dolores Del 
Rio’s belle of St. Mary in The Fugitive. Others 
escape the overbearing sentimentality of these 
characters: Ethan Edward’s sister-in-law Martha 
in The Searchers; Vera Miles’s Hallie, the ro- 
mantic prize of Liberty Valance; Vera .Allen’s 
Janet, the town physician’s platonic, motherly 
friend and eventual spouse in Doctor Bull. Be- 
tween these extremes lie--quite literally--the 
dead wives whose graves or portraits Ford has 
their widowers address in Doctor Bull, Judge 
Priest, and She Wore a Yellow Ribbon. Appro- 
priately, each has vanished before the movies 
begin, the better to serve as a remote icon whose 
earthly virtues we are expected to take on faith. 

Even apparent exceptions do not really dis- 
rupt the cloying pattern. They tend to be secret 
marshmallows like Mildred Natwick’s Irish 
matriarch in The Quiet Man and Edna May 
Oliver’s flinty old bat in Drums Along the Mo- 
hawk or "spunky" counterfeits of sexuality like 
Shirley Jones’s pig-tailed teenager in T~vo Rode 
Together and Maureen O’Hara’s raven-haired 
bride in The Quiet Man. Other variants are the 
puritanical, gossipy biddies who make safe tar- 

gets in Doctor Bull, Judge Priest, Steamboat 
Round the Bend, and Donovan’s Ree!. Faced 
with a more virulent puritanism, the communal 
ostracism of Angharad in How Green Was My 
Valley after she seeks a divorce, Ford fudges 
the issue by leaving it unresolved. Occasionally, 
he will present figures like Myrna Loy’s slinky 
adventuress, who tempts young Doctor Arrow- 
smith, or Ava Gardner’s irreverent international 
playgirl, who amuses herself (and wins the 
audience’s allegiance) throughout Mogambo by 
needling Grace Kelly’s frosty married prig. 
Maybe these two are minor manifestations of 
what Joseph McBride and Michael Wilmington 
(Film Comment, Spring 1972) have found to be 
full-blown in Seven Women, the idealist’s sup- 
pressed desire to see his idols fall. 

But, except in Seven Women, they never really 
do. With these saintly tintypes mated to Ford’s 
stolid heroes, it is no wonder that the love rela- 
tionships in his films are so often insipid. Robin 
Wood has an explanation for this: "... Ford 
tends to sublimate sexual attraction into either 
gallantry or heartiness: the relationships posi- 
tively presented are always strictly ’wholesome’ 
and honorable. Romance and courtship have 
their own rules, and sexual love is never re- 
garded as a value in itself." (Film Comment, 
Fall 1971, p. 13) A cogent statement but, apart 
from not improving Ford’s more puerile ro- 
mances, also an incomplete one. More is in- 
volved than just a personal hierarchy of values 
(or appeasement of the audience’s desire for 
amorous sentimentality): sensuality, love, pas- 
sion, sex make Ford intensely uneasy. Over and 
over again, he gives us blushing swains and 
simpering maidens straight out of mid-Victorian 
valentines; even after marriage, many of them 
behave like embarrassed teenagers at a square 
dance. In The Long Gray Line, Maureen 
O’Hara must imitate a iet bomber, sweeping her 
arms back as she puckers up to Tyrone Power 
in one of the most stupefying howlers ever 
palmed off as a love scene. Eater, when he 
learns of her pregnancy, he ~nust grin with 
amazement, as though he truly couldn’t imagine 
whodunit, or how. Faced with marital strife in 
7’he Wing,~ of Eagles" (!957), Ford resorts to 
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equally lame clich6s, among them the memor- 
able moment when O’Hara (who must have 
risked a whiplash playing the scene) gets 
snapped around by John Wayne for a kiss. In 
The Searchers, Jeffrey Hunter and Vera Miles 
play Post Office; in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, 
two peach- fuzzed lieutenants squabble over 
glac6ed Joanne Dru. 

Of this sickly roundelay, Baxter writes: "She 
Wore a Yellow Ribbon dramatizes the fact that 
private responsibility to universal standards of 
community must transcend arbitrary military 
rules, and in the romance of Olivia and Flint 
suggests that the next generation, while honor- 
ing the men who upheld them, may discard en- 
tirely the beliefs by which their elders lived." 
(p. 79) By the same process of embroidering 
the possible intention and ignoring the actual 
achievement, the others, too, can be invested 
with comparable significance. But the inept ex- 
ecution of each episode--especially the stilted, 
mugging performances--tells another story: of 
the macho male’s queasiness about intimacy and 
equality with women. 

Like racial paternalism, the sexual paternal- 
ism of machismo is a more important element 
in Ford’s work than many want to admit. In 
much of it, regardless of his conscious inten- 
tions, manliness implicitly means fighting, yell- 
ing, drinking, and--however reverentially-- 
dominating women. Nearly every American di- 
rector who has worked extensively in the out- 
door action genres has ladled up his share of 
macho mush. But those critics who, for exam- 
ple, are always zeroing in on Sam Peckinpah’s 
tortured ceremonies of maleness never seem to 
notice Ford’s, possibly because, glazed over with 
a solemnity that can pass for Tradition or Ritual, 
they are complacently untortured. Peckinpah 
wrestles with his complexes and, at his best, 
makes powerful drama out of the struggle; Ford 
usually does no more than affirm his as if they 
were eternal verities. 

Two comments by Baxter make the point 
succinctly, though not the point he intended to 
make: 
¯ . . pugnacity and drunkenness are regularly employed 
as symbols of pleasure and release, indissolubly linked 

with honesty, integrity, and community spirit. 
Although, to Ford, the traits of "Irishness" can appear 

in any country or community, their most effective symbol 
is the character of Victor McLaglen, a personification 
of noisy, violent, drunken, but lovable Ireland . 
49) 

But Baxter overlooks Ford’s grossly sentimental 
handling of these motifs, especially the barroom 
bruisers and good ould sods who overpopulate 
so many of his movies. She Wore a Yellow Rib- 
bon wastes endless footage on McLaglen simper- 
trig over a jug hidden in his commander’s office 
or demolishing a gin mill when soldiers try to 
clap him in the brig. In The Wings o] Eagles, 
lusty gobs keep conking each other gleefully. 
The two lummoxes of Donovan’s Reef, Guns 
and Boats, start denting each other’s skulls every 
time they meet, and Guns subdues uppity Amelia 
with a spanking. In themselves, brawls and 
benders like these and numerous others in Ford’s 
work are just traditional genre elements, which 
is precisely why they cannot effectively express 
the meanings which Baxter attributes to them. 
Instead of "honesty, integrity, and community 
spirit," they express infantilism, stupidity, and 
machismo. They are too hackneyed to express 
anything else in a serious context. 

One could argue that machismo, whatever its 
overt thematic role in Ford’s lesser films, func- 
tions in them mainly as corny comic relief, like 
the silly, amusing saloon demolition in Peckin- 
pah’s Junior Bonner. But in a major work like 
The Searchers, it does real damage. Ethan Ed- 
ward’s long quest for his kidnapped niece marks 
him as the avenger of a family and a community 
even though he cannot truly join either. It also 
renders him a racist neurotic. For most of this 
majestic and disturbing film, Ford maintains an 
extraordinary tension between these two per- 
spectives, making Ethan his most complex and 
fascinating hero by far. But, in the end, the 
tension slackens as unexamined macho assump- 
tions take over. The Indians, poorly directed, 
look like beasts or buffoons; and although the 
grown-up Debbie refuses at first to leave the 
tribe, she meekly acquiesces when Ethan lifts 
her angrily but then gracefully swings her into 
his arms. This celebrated gesture beautifully 



expresses the exorcism of his murderous rage 
by familial reverence; it is the perfect climax 
to the film’s study of his tortured ambivalence. 
l~ut it cannot clear up the muddy, evasive treat- 
ment of Debbie. 

We never know why she returns to the white 
community. In one of the weak spots of an 
excellent essay on the film (Sight and Sound, 
Autumn 1971), McBride and Wilmington cite 
her memories of her childhood, but how can 
they compel her allegiance in preference to 
years of Indian life from childhood to marriage? 
She mentions them; but we never see them, nor 
can Natalie Wood make us believe that Debbie 
is all the richer for having lived in both worlds. 
Her story somewhat resembles the case of Cyn- 
thia Ann Parker, who was captured in 1836 and 
raised by Comanches, married to one, then re- 
taken in t860 along with her infant daughter 
(her son escaping to become Chief Quanah 
Parker, who is portrayed in Two Rode To- 
gether). Within a few months, she and the girl 
died. Captivity literature is extensive; and, even 
though much of it must be read with an in- 
formed skepticism, it reveals a wide variety of 
white captives’ experiences among and reactions 
to Indians. As a reputed authority on the West, 
Ford must surely have known about these writ- 
ings. Yet he fails to motivate Debbie’s final 
choice convincingly; he simply cannot conceive 
of her making any other. 

As he does elsewhere, Ford here attempts a 
gesture of reconciliation: Debbie returning to 
the white community still dressed as a squaw. 
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But because the movie offers no evidence of true 
cultural reconciliation, this is just an empty 
symbol. And what is this cormnunity into which 
she is being reintegrated? Another gang of pier- 
sixing, leg-chawing idiots whose mafunny antic.s, 
mingled with dim romantic comedy, supposedly 
represent a warm hearth of humanity in an in- 
different universe. In making them more gro- 
tesque than usual, Ford may have wanted to 
poke some fun at the brawling boyos, or perhaps 
he felt that this knockabout farce would best 
express the communal spirit he sought. Either 
way, he miscalculated badly enough to make his 
community totally uninviting. If these morons 
are the best he can offer, who wouldn’t prefer 
to wander away with Ethan from their closed 
door? 

Ford’s machismo is rooted in his Irishness, 
which he never does more than merely celebrate. 
His Ireland lacks the resonance of Monument 
Valley. Noisy but rice, violent but innocuous, 
drunken but childlike, it is a fantasy realm of 
chlorophyll, hearty boozers, impromptu cho- 
rales, fiery colleens, and relentless religiosity. 
Artists may not reasonably be criticized for ex- 
pressing their fantasies, unless they are as con- 
ventional as Ford’s Emerald Isle. Even tinctured 
at times with overtones of memory and loss (the 
primary mood of How Green Was My Valley, 
whose Welsh characters, like most of Ford’s 
Southerners, are really Irish in mufti), this Eire 
almost totally hides the bleaker aspects of its 
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people’s history. Ford gives us pubs full of hay- 
makers and choirboys, but no Citizen bilious 
with rage on Bloomsday; dells full of picturesque 
livestock, but no "old sow that eats her farrow." 

Ford’s two principal movies with overtly Irish 
settings, The In[ormer and The Quiet Man, both 
suffer from his artistic paralysis before his own 
shibboleths. By now, most film-goers know how 
overrated The ln]ormer was when it was first 
released in 1935 as a rare "art film" from the 
commercial factories. Nevertheless, this official 
classic, in its ponderous and schematic way, does 
convey at least a shadow of the Irish night 
through Gypo Nolan’s guilt-ridden wanderings 
and maunderings, whereas The Quiet Man 
(1952) settles for pale sunlight. Its hero, Seaa 
Thornton, has returned from America to settle 
down; but because he once killed a man in the 
ring by accident, he refuses to use his fists no 
matter what the provocation. Naturally, this 
eccentricity sits badly with the locals, who, 
ignorant of its motive, belabor him for cowardice 
every time he backs away from a potential 
brawl. For a while, Ford seems to be using him 
to develop a critique of Irish machismo. But 
comes the climax, a proposed battle with his 
wife Mary Kate’s muscle-brained brother Will, 
and does Scan keep his fists unclenched? No, 
he piles into logy Will, and the two beefy oxen 
crunch up a few props but no bones before 
reconciling with slaphappy camaraderie. In 
other words, Scan never really had to worry 
about his punching power after all. By begging 
his central question in this tricky way, Ford re- 
duces the film to a pack of postcards, ,~isually 
pretty, otherwise not very revealing. 

Machismo also rots most of the performances 
in Ford’s films; his actors generally rely on posi- 
hess and stale mannerisms. John Wayne’s cast- 
iron emoting is typical, though many are too 
enthralled by the mystique of stardom to care. 
A major presence but a highly limited actor, he 
can (despite his own protest to the contrary in 
Film Comment, September-October 1972) 
make only cosmetic changes from role to role, 
with the result that, however important he may 
be as a kind of mythic figure, he never really 
plays anybody but himself. McBride and Wil- 
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mington call him a mysterious actor; and in the 
sense that there is something mysterious about 
all stardom, perhaps he is. But is there any star 
whose performances are less mysterious? As a 
callow outlaw in Stagecoach, or an aging cap- 
tain in Yellow Ribbon, or a naval officer in tran- 
sit between bumptious youth and disappointed 
maturity in The Wings of Eagles, or an am- 
biguous man-in-the-middle in Liberty Valance, 
Wayne is essentially the same: earnest, chival- 
rous, coy, stalwart, lumbering, slow-talking, self- 
consciously masculine. If he is winning in the 
first film, slurpy in the next two, and moving in 
the last, that is primarily because of the different 
contexts in which his persona is placed. More 
than anyone else, he incarnates the machismo 
of Ford’s work; like Ford, he projects a distrust 
of "feminine" emotions. Probably no major star 
of either sex is less convincing on the screen as 
a lover. 

But he can hold the screen regardless because, 
like every star, he has an identity which almost 
makes acting irrelevant; this is close to a defini- 
tion of traditional stardom. But most other 
Ford actors--Ward Bond, Harry Carey, Jr., 
Hank Worden, John Qualen, and the rest--have 
even skimpier repertoires of expression and ges- 
ture without anything close to Wayne’s com- 
pensating aura and stature. So when they trot 
out their schfiks, when they strata to be tough, 
manly, boyish, folksy, gruff, or deliriously senile, 
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they can do no more than push their tired rou- 
tines long past the point where, comatose at the 
outset, they have stiffened into rigor morris. 
It may be significant that the rare subtle per- 
formances in Ford’s films--such as Robert 
Montgomery’s expressively understated PT boat 
commander in They Were Expendable or Don- 
a~d Crisp’s robust, yeomanly paterfamilias in 
How Green Was My Valley--generally come 
from actors who were not really part of Ford’s 
stock company. 

"Stock company" does not necessarily mean 
the same for, say, an Ingmar Bergman as it does 
for a John Ford. Everyone knows that "Ingmar 
Bergman" is also an artistic collective whose 
members, collaborating frequently with him, 
enrich his work while extending their own pos- 
sibilities in ways that neither could do sepa- 
rately. But Bergman has never had to fight for 
survival in Hollywood. Consequently, he works 
often with the same people solely because they 
are vital to his art. But a Hollywood director, 
even a big one like Ford, could not (and in most 
cases still cannot) take for granted his freedom 
from hackers and meddlers of the front office. 
In such a situation, a stock company becomes, 
like cutting in the camera ~ la Hitchcock, one 
more way to increase a director’s control over 
his movies in an industry hostile to personal 
expression. By parcelling out most of the roles 

in each film to friends and cronies, Ford could 
reduce the number of enemies ready to try and 
sabotage his work. 

But this kind of casting can become perfunc- 
tory. It tends to suit actors who are content to 
trot our their tricks instead of trying anything 
risky (which they probably couldn’t bring off in 
the first place). This, in turn, encourages paint- 
by-numbers screenwriting, in which characters, 
lines, and details must be color-toned to match 
the same old bunch of zeroes in film after film. 
As a result, the stock company protects the di- 
rector not only from interference but also from 
fresh, challenging, even fearsome influences 
which might enrich his work. When a director 
like Ford must confront realities which oppose 
his beliefs and feelings too powerfully, he can 
beat a hasty retreat to his cozy circle of pals and 
sidekicks, where he can find reassurance that all 
is well after all. Only a stock company as tal- 
ented as Bergman’s could have helped Ford 
escape this prison which he mistook for a fort- 
tess, 

The concept of art also disturbed Ford, as his 
interviews reveal. This is usnally ascribed to his 
innate modesty about his "job of work," his dis- 
inclination to spell out the objectives of his films 
like failed jokes or to have the unpretentious 
activity which he enjoyed so much be given such 
a high-and-mighty title. No doubt this is all 
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true, but it is not the whole truth. Many, per- 
haps most, .Americans have always been leery 
of art, largely because they consider it unmas- 
culine to be an artist. According to this view, 
an artist is not really a man unless he manages 
to make a lot of money from it, in which case 
he becomes a businessman. (For women, art is 
a suitable pastime because it is iust like crochet- 
ing doilies.) This macho llne can be found at 
one extreme in the old saw that all male ballet 
dancers are homosexuals and at the other end in 
the frequent ridicule of their profession by 
American actors, especially male movie actors 
who plaintively moan the classic line, "Is this 
any way for a grown man to Ire making a 
living?" 

Like many other directors who were active in 
the industry almost from tlre beginning (often 
as actors), Ford led a rough-and-tumble life 
which left little time for contemplation of 
aesthetic niceties even if he had been inclined 
towards it. Almost every available description 
of Hollywood’s infancy indicates that it was a 
kind of madhouse, that movie-maklng was a 
wild, exhausting, exciting, often dangerous 
game. The men who played it did not have to 
worry about being thought unmasculine because 
the whole strenuous, frantic adventure called for 
the derring-do of steeplejacks and the stamina 
of ditchdiggers. They could make movies (not 
films) "innocently," unself-consciously, without 
the stigma of "artist" getting in the way. 

Now, when movies are more often regarded 
as potential works of art in the more formal 
sense of the term, many of the old-line directors 
who survive that bold, roughhousing period 
which has gone forever now confront critics and 
interviewers eager to probe their "visions." Al- 
most invariably, they deny that what they did 
had any connection with art; they prefer to be 
treated as plain craftsmen, which is what most 
of them were. Since few are intellectuals them- 
selves, they are understandably uncomfortable 
with the methods and jargons of intellectuals, 
who can be naive as well as condescending. 
Naturally, too, they recall how suspiciously the 
Cohns and Mayers and Warners regarded artis- 
tic aspirations; witness the stir caused in its day 

by Capra’s "one man, one film" declaration, or 
read the Selznick memo (in the Avon paper- 
back, p. 455-457) which castigates King Vidor 
for calling movies an art form. But it also seems 
probable that the idea of letting themselves be 
regarded as artists conflicted intensely with their 
sense of masculinity. 

Ford usually parried interviewers asking 
about his art. I was part of a group at UCLA 
which watched him, a couple of years before his 
death, tangle with a professor and severa! stu- 
dents who were trying to draw him out about his 
films. Resplendent in his black eye patch and 
truculent as an old condor, he had himseff a 
grand time: cocking his deaf ear, making ques- 
tioners shout and reshout until their questions 
turned to gibberish, staring at them balefully, 
debunking the more arcane queries by denying 
that he remembered the movie, reducing the 
professor to a basket case by poking fun at his 
seriousness. It was a hilarious, expert perform- 
ance, in its way rather admirable, for many of 
the questions were pompous and many of the 
questioners incapable of accepting art unless it 
had been chewed over in advance by the artist. 
It was also refreshing to observe such a lack of 
self-importance in an era when so many 
doodlers, scribblers, and media freaks, who will 
never achieve a fraction of what Ford achieved, 
glibly call themselves artists and pontificate into 
every available ear about their aesthetics. 

Yet this irascible cowboy persona seemed as 
much a defense mechanism as the stock com- 
pany was. On this occasion, Ford appeared to 
be both pleased and annoyed to be treated as an 
artist; and the brawling, sentimental celebrations 

Ford’s "cowboy persona" 
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of masculinity in his films (which go back at 
least as far as The Blue Eagle, 1926) express 
unconsciously the same ambivalence. Ford was 
artistically ambitious. The elaborate patterns of 
motif, theme, attitude, detail, characterization, 
situation, and image which his admirers have so 
thoroughly traced, not to mention the highly 
self-conscious artiness of a film like The Fugi- 
tive (another of his favorites), are not the prod- 
ucts of mere unassuming craftsmanship. But 
the feminine connotations of art bothered him; 
thinking of himself as an artist conflicted too 
sharply with his machismo. Other hard-nosed 
action directors like Henry Hathaway and Raoul 
Walsh shared the machismo; but they did not 
have Ford’s artistic aspirations, his complex of 
beliefs and feelings seeking expression, so they 
were not so split. Others who were not typed as 
action directors, such as Mitchell Leisen, Roy 
Del Ruth, or Jack Conway, made movies which 
were neither unduly macho-ridden nor person- 
ally expressive. They were comfortable as skilled 
studio craftsmen; they were not straining for 
art. Part of Ford was, :but he couldn’t reconcile 
this part with his machismo. He never, it seems, 
entirely came to terms with his vocation. As a 
result, he was usually hamstrung when faced 
with challenges to his beliefs, which called for 
more self-conscious artistic effort. He could 
neither avoid them nor confront them. 

So many of his later films display this inade- 
quacy: The Long Gray Line, with its hollow 
affirmation of dated platitudes, its rote applica- 
tion of past devices (like the coda which brings 
back dead characters as if for an encore to a 
musical comedy); Two Rode Together, an ap- 
palling shambles of sloppy plotting, trite narra- 
tive gimmicks, sticky romance, and easy liberal- 
ism vis-d-vis a young Mexican woman held 
captive by the Indians, bearable only because 
James Stewart entertainingly plays up ~he jaunty 
cynicism of his chartcer and because Manny 
Farber was inspired to pepper it with buckshot 
in a witty review; Donovan’s Ree!, a shallow 
mishmash with some melodious music and a few 
poetic images; the massive ruin of Cheyenne 
A utumn. 

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance is a beau- 
tiful, elegiac credo, but it is excessively bound 
to genre conventions. The stock figures and de- 
vices were just about played out by the time the 
film was made; they cannot truly bear the weight 
of its ambitions. For instance, Andy Devine, 
who plays young and old versions of one char- 
acter, cannot generate emotion because his man- 
nerisms are just too hackneyed; ritual is one 
thing, but this is clich6. And as for the legend 
which must be printed "when the legend be- 
comes fact," it is remote from real legends and 
the real facts which they obscured. The shades 
of venerable stereotypes hang too heavily over 
this fable; it is too much a meditation on a lost 
genre to be fully satisfying as a meditation on 
a lost world. "Genre," like "stock company," 
can be another cell in the same prison. 

Seven Women suggests that, late in the day, 
Ford may have begun to seek a way out of his 
prison. Most of the characters in this wildly 
erratic study of a besieged mission in 1930’s 
China are women. Ford’s male stock company 
is largely absent, and those who are present 
(Mike Mazurki and Woody Strode) parody 
their usual roles. The heroine, a doctor, is not 
only single but strong and forthright, and Ford 
the conservative Catholic presents her suicide 
as a bleakly heroic act. At the same time, the 
mission leader, who would have been the heroine 
in the oustomary Ford film, is an arrogant, 
hysterical bigot who caves in under pressure, 
Much of the acting and the dialogue are very 
clumsy, and the irreligious doctor’s "outrageous- 
ness" is quite carefully limited. An area of con- 
fusion in the film may be indicated by Ford’s 
comment to Peter Bogdanovieh that she "got in 
with this bunch of kooks and started acting like 
a human being." Kooks the others certainly are, 
but when does she not act like a human being? 
Yet there are moments of unusual delicacy 
rightly praised by the film’s admirers: the lead- 
er’s confession that mere faith in God can no 
longer sustain her, the doctor’s walk to death in 
a kimono; the quick fade-out on her last mo- 
ment of life. Each screening I’ve attended of 
this ungainly movie had its contingent of laugh- 
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ers who chose to view it as camp, but its mo- 
ments of intensity--and the feeling which it 
communicates of Ford groping towards some- 
thing new for him--tip the balance in its favor. 

Robert Chappetta has written that "John 
Ford’s films are simple and traditional in mean- 
ing, but we lose something in not being able to 
respond to them." Indeed they are, and indeed 
we do. But when criticism turns to idolatry, 
when it tries to overinflate the films’ real quali- 
ties into proofs of artistry equal to that of 
Shakespeare or Beethoven or whatever truly 
great artist in whatever medium you care to 
name, disappointment is the inevitable response. 
In such a stifling critical climate, it may be a 
blessing that some of Ford’s best films, like the 
funny, autumnal Tobacco Road (1941) or the 
lively, crazy-quilt silent Three Bad Men (1926) 
have been comparatively neglected. Once, this 
kind of hyperbole may have had its function, 
when movies, especially American movies, were 
ignored by snobbish, ignorant worshippers of 
"high culture." But now that their value and 
artistic potential have long been established for 
all but the most incorrigible mossbacks, this 
kind of secretly defensive overpraise is value- 

less tactically as it always was critically. Fur- 
thermore, it plays right into the hands of today’s 
moguls, packagers, and ex-hairdressers, who 
want to remake the films of yesteryear while 
scorning fresher, more innovative projects. 
Grant Ford all due honor, watch his films but 
don’t print the legend. 

AUTHOR’S NOIE: Alexander Jacobs suggested many of 
the key ideas in this article. 

CONTRIBUTORS, com’d. 

at NYU. KXR~N COOVER runs the Film Forum series in 
New York. MICHEL. DE~t~’SEY lives in Los Angeles and 
is currently engaged in scriptwriting. RAYMoNn Dtm~- 
.~A’r’s latest book is Jean Renoir. D/~vll) EHRENS~I]~IN 
lives in New York, and has contributed to other film 
journals. Lucy FlscrmR teaches at NYU. I~aXR HO~VE 
writes for Movietone News and teaches at Chico State 
University. MARSHX KIt~nER is co-author of Close-Up 
and is currently working on a screenplay of Tristram 
Shandy with Beverle Houston. GEo~E LE~I.~s now 
lives in Paris. CAm~t. Rowe is a film-maker and video- 
maker, who teaches film at San Francisco State Univer- 
sity. NA~H~.,~mL TErCH teaches at Eugene, Oregon. 
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MEMORIES OF STEPIN FETCHIT 

Memories of Stepin Fetchit: 
It’s the lOOth Amliversary of His Birth 

Seen by millions of moviegoers, Stepin I~2~tchit, possibly more than any 
odTer individual, rebfo~’ed the American bnage ~ the black man as 

"a stupid, stammering, trap-shooting, chicken-stealb~g coon." 

n the late 1920s and 1930s, white 

.movie audiences across the 

nation had a love affair with 

t Stepin Fetchit. His portrayal of 

] the lazy, eyeball rollin’, good-for- 
nothin’ Negro reinforced the 

common notion of black stupidity. 

By the 1970s the name Stepin 

Fetchit had become synonymous 

with Uncle Tom, Aunt Jemima, and 
S~el)in Fetchit     Uncle Remus. 

Fel.chit always defended his movie roles saying he was just 

a character actor. "Just because 

Dean Martin drinks, that doesn’t 

make ~1 Italians drunk;’ Fetchit 

told Time magazine in 1968. "I 

defied the law of while suprema- 

cy. All the things that Bill Cosby 

and Sidney Poitier have done 

wouldn’t be possible if I hadn’t 

broken the ice. I set up the thrones 

for them to come and sit on." He 

said, "It was Step who elevated 

the Negro to the dignity of a 

Hollywcx~d star. I made the Negro 

a first-class citizen around the 

world." Yet in thne Stepin Fetchit 

became f~ up wilh the demean- 

ing role to which he was assigned. 

In 1972 Fetchit sued the CBS tel- 

evision network for $3 million 

claimfl~g that it had portrayed him 

in a documen~y as "the symlx~l 

of the white man’s Negro, the tra- 

ditional lazy, stupid, crap-shoot- 

ing, chicken-stealing idiot." 

Expectedly, the suit was summar- 

ily dismissed. 

Lincoln Theodore Monroe 

Andrew PmTy was born in Key West, Florida, in 1902. At 

age 14 he left home and traveled the South performing in 

plantation shows, entertainment for black farm laborers. At 

one point, he bet lhe clothes on his back against $30 on a 

horse running at a track in Oklahoma. His horse won. The 

"His portrayal of the laD; <veball tvllin ’, good-for- 

nothin’ Negro reir!forced lhe common notion of black 

stupidity." 

horse’s name was Stepin Fetchit. Perry took the horse’s 

name and used it professionally for the rest of his life. 

Fetchit came to Hollywood in the late 1920s. When the 

producer of In Old Kenmc~ was looking for a black actor 

to play the role of a stereotypical Negro character who 

moved slowly, played the harmonica, and avoided work at 

all costs, Fetchit was hired. He was an overnight success. 

White audiences roared at his antics. His i~tmge of a shug 

fling, lazy, and dim-witted Negro 

shown to millions of whites on the 

silver screen confirmed the racial 

stereotype that persists to this day. 

But Fetchit was well rewarded 

for traditional roles as a shuffling 

Uncle Tom. He was placed under 

a studio contract and made 

dozens of films over the next 

decade. These films included 

Show Boat, Miracle in !tarlem, 

and Stand Up and Cheer with. 

Shirley Temple. 

Fetchit made more than $2 mil- 

lion in Hollywood and he always 

said thai he had spent every dime 

of it. At one time, he maintained 

a Hollywood mansion that em- 

ployed 16 Chinese servzmts. He 

owned 12 cars including six 

Dusenbergs and a pink Rolls- 

Royce. 

During W~rld War II, Fetchit’s 

popularity waned and he de- 

clared bankruptcy in 1947. He 

then went on the road performing 

in third-rate comedy clubs and 

He replaced lhe white actor who previously put on 

blackfi~ce by, apl@ing gle(mdng black cork to his 

fc~ce and white-wall tire to h& lips. 

Chicken stealin’ Stepin Fetchit performing the role of 
"High Pockets" in the film b~ Old Ke,m~ct:y, 1927 
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with road shows. In the 1960s he co,wetted to Islam and 
appeared for a tilne in the enlourage thai accompanied 

world heavyweight champion Muhammad All. In 1969 
tragedy struck. Fetchit’s son, troubled by what a psycholo- 

gist called a "paranoid frustration about racial relations," 
murdered three people and wounded another 17 before 
turning the gun on himself in a bizarre shooting spree on 

the Pennsylvania Turnpike, 

In his later years, Fetchit was forgiven for his portrayals 
of racial stereotypes. He was given all award by the 

NAACP and was elected to the Black Filmmakers Hall of 
Fame. After Stepin Fetchit’s death in 1985, he was the sub- 

ject of a one-man Broadway show that offered a sympa- 
thetic portrayal of a man that many thought severely held 

back the progress of the civil rights movement by rein- 
forcing white stereotypes about blacks. 

Govan Mbeki 
1910-2001 

He was a revered campaigner in the struggle against Sou~h African apartheid. 

G ovan Mbeki, father of the current president of South 

Afl:ica and a veteran of the struggle against 
apartheid, died this past August at his home in Port 
Elizabeth, South Africa. He was 91 years old. 

Known as "Oona Gov" (Uncle Gov), Mbeki 
was the intellectual leader and a senior mem- 
ber of the African National Congress. A 
hard-line Marxist-Leninist, Mbeki, in the 
early 1960s, was an active member in the 
ANC’s military wing known as Umkhonto 
we Sizwe, or %pear of the nation." In July 
1962 Mbeki, Nelson Mandela, and six 
other ANC leaders were arrested in a \ 
police raid at a farmhouse near Rivonia. \ . 

They were convicted of sabotage and spent \ 
more than two decades in a Robben Island \__ 
prison. While he was in prison Mbeki earned 
an honors degree in economics and educated his 

Mbeki enrolled at the University College of Fort Ham, In 
1936 he earned a bachelor’s degree in politics and psy- 
chology and was licensed to teach. 

Mbeki’s teaching career did not last long because he 
was dismissed for political activities. Mbeki 

turned to journalism, joining the editorial board 
of New.Age, a black publication that furthered 

the cause of liberation. In 1960 Mbeki spent 
five months in jail for his editorial writings 
after police opened fire on black protesters 
in Sharpeville, killing 69 people. The next 
year he joined the outlawed South African 
Co~mnunist Party and was arrested once 
again, this time on an explosives charge. He 

spent months in solitary confinement. While 
imprisoned he wrote the book South A.fi’ica: 

The Peasants’Revolt on toilet paper. The manu- 
./’~ script was s~nuggled out of prison and published in 

fellow 
"University of Robben Island." He also wiled 
away the time strumming on his guitar. On account of 
poor health, Mbeki was released from prison in 1987, 
tN’ee yem:s before Nelson Mandela. 

Govan Mbeki was born in the Transkei ill 1910. His 
father was a tribal chief who was removed by white 
authorities because he refused to go along with the gov- 
ernment’s policies on land ownership and human rights. 
Nevertheless, his father was well-to-do, owning several 
hundred head of cattle. Govan was named after a 
Scottish missionary -- William Govan -- who had set 
up a school for black children in the Transkei in the nine- 
teenth century. 

As a boy, Govan Mbeki attended a mission school. He 
left for school shortly after sunrise and walked more than 
six miles over a rnountain, returning home after sun- 
down. After passing his high school examinations, 

prisoners at what he called the Mbeki as" a young radical I.!ondon. The book was banned in South Africa 

but was widely read ttu’oughout Europe. The 

University of Amsterdatn awarded Mbeki an honorary. 
doctorate for the work. 

After five months, Mbeki was released frorn prison on 
a technicality. He was placed under house arrest but 
immediately went underground. He was able to elude 
police for only a short time. After the Rivonia police raid 
and subsequent trial, Mbeki would spend the next 24 
years of his life in Robben Island prison. 

After the ANC carrie to power in 1994, Mbeki was 
elected deputy president of the South African Senate and 
subsequently served as a permanent delegate to the 
National Council of Provinces frmn the Eastern Cape. 
He retired from politics in 1999. 

This past spring South Afi:ican president Thabo Mbeki 
traveled to Glasgow, Scotland, for the dedication of a 
building named after his father at Caledonian University. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 4, 2009 10:59 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] Carolina Courses Online Grade Rolls for Fall 2009 

listse~ grade roll notice.doc 

Please see the attached information on submitting grades and the 
definitions of temporaW gra des. 
Carol 

Carol McDonnell, Student Services Manager 
Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel tliH NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-%2-1105 
Fax: 919-%2-5549 
fri daycenter.unc.edu/cp 

--- You are currently subscribed to ccofac as: regester@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25985748-20384470.87a466e36dSe79~eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
TI-IE X,~’ILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 

CENTER FOR CONTINUIN:G EDUCATION 

Dec. 4, 2009 

~’~t CltAPEL ItlLL 

Memo To: Carolina Courses Online instructors teaching Fall 2009 
Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell and Jody Bare 
Memo Re: Emailing Grade Rolls 

The end of the session is just a couple of weeks away and it’s time to start preparing for reporting 
of final grades. 

You will be receiving electronic rolls (emailed from our office) instead of receiving them in the 
mail. You will receive your student rosters via an e-mail message within the next few days. Please 
look for Jody Bare’ s email. Please email the grades back to her as soon as possible after the final 
exam so we can try and get them to the University Registrar 72 hours after the final. 

You are certainly welcome to come by our office and complete your roll yourself, but we’d like to 
keep them at our office to make sure they get delivered to the registrar in a timely manner. 

Other important points: 
(1) Regular Grades 

Instructors report final grades on the Official Class Roll and Grade Report. 
Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 
If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending 
classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. 

(2) Temporary Grades 
"IN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where the student took the final examination but did 
not complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the 
assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade 
is not cleared by eight weeks into the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" 
will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one 
year from the original examination. 

"AB" Must be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but 
might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an 

undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the last day of class in the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively 
assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

Student Services 800-862-5669 fax 919-962-5549 



"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate student 
did not attend the exam, and could not pass the course regardless of performance on the 
exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended the course or has 
excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 

Instructors report the removal of a temporary grade on the Official Report of Grade Change 
or Change of Temporary Grade Form. Temporary grades of "IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" 
(Absent), unless assigned in error, are recorded as a part of the official record, but are not 
reflected on a student’s external official transcript after conversion to a permanent grade. 

The entire policy memo can be found at http:!!regweb.oit.unc.edu!resources!rpm24.php 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Carol McDonnell 
Student Services Manager 

Student Services 800-862-5669 lax 919-962-5549 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vander Dussen, Rhonda E <rdussen@indiana.edu> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 2:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

maJckedng intb liar your tx~ok 

African American Actresses.doc; GBS for Authors.pdf 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

On behalf of Pat Hoefling, Sales & Marketing Director, I am sending you this letter detailing our marketing efforts for your book, "African American Actresses." 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Van der Dussen 



I|NDIANA UN|VER, SITY PIRE 

December 5, 2009 

Charlene Regester 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB#3395 
106 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-339 

Re: African American Actresses 

Dear Charlene Regester: 

Congratulations on the forthcoming publication of your book Indiana University 
Press is proud to be the publisher of your book and we in the sales and marketing 
department are excited to be promoting it. This letter will outline the activities we 

have planned, some of which we may have already begun to implement. 

Your book will be featured in our Spring 2010 catalog with finished books estimated 

to arrive in our warehouse May 2010. Please note that publication dates outside the 
U.S. may be six to eight weeks later than the U.S. publication dates because of the 

time it takes for stock to reach our overseas distributors. Following is a hyperlink 
that gives you quick access to a PDF of the catalog: 

http: / /~vww.iupress.indiana.edu/ catalog/information.php?info_id=120&meid=120 

Please email Rhonda Van der Dussen (rdussen@indiana.edu) if you wish to have a 

printed copy of the catalog. 

The IUP sales and marketing department will focus its attention on advertising, 
publicity, exhibits, internet postings, and other promotional and sales related 

efforts. We hope you will keep the book’s schedule and estimated publication date 

in mind when planning lectures, media appearances or interviews, internet 
announcements, and other efforts intended to promote your book. 

The Sales Department 
Sales Manager: Mary Beth Haas (mbhaas@indiana.edu) 
Marketing and Sales Coordinator: Kate Matthen (kmatthen@indiana.edu). 
Sales and Marketing Assistant: Rhonda VanDerDussen (rdussen@indiana.edu) 

Domestic Sales 



Our network of sales representatives call on independent bookstores, chain stores, 

online booksellers, and wholesalers, including library wholesalers who supply 
books to academic, public, and special libraries. All appropriate titles are presented 

personally to buyers within those operations. It is the buyers who determine which 

books are purchased initially and in what quantities. The Press sells directly to all 
major chain stores across the country, major museum shops and college bookstores, 

and hundreds of independents, many being specialty shops catering to a particular 
profession or market, such as African American, art, or paleontology. After the 
original order, retailers and wholesalers reorder according to their internal 

inventory systems. If you notice that your title is unavailable at a particular outlet, it 
is advisable to first speak with the store manager before contacting Indiana 

University Press. Books may be unavailable at a bookstore for a variety of reasons, 

but the most common being: 

the book buyer decided not to order the book 

the store has sold its initial stock and has not reordered yet 

the book is shelved in a category where you do not expect to find it or is in a 

storage area waiting to be shelved 

the book is in transit from our warehouse and has not yet been received into 

the bookstore’s inventory system (this may take up to a month) 

the Press may not be shipping books to the store because of overdue unpaid 

bills 

Please contact the IUP Sales Department directly if you encounter stores in which 

you would expect the book to be stocked, but keep in mind that we can be most 
helpful if you are able to give us specific information (the name and location of the 

store, the subject category in which you looked for the book; the date that you 

looked for it; and the name of the store employee with whom you spoke). The 
community of booksellers nationwide is in general committed to a high level of 
service to customers, so that every effort will be made to place your book in the 

hands of those interested in buying it. 

Online Sales 
The Press works closely with many online booksellers (including Amazon.com and 
BarnesandNoble.com) to sell your books on the web. We appreciate your help in 
making sure your book’s listings are accurate and complete. If you discover an error 
(wrong price, title, or ISBN, for example) on a bookseller’s website, please contact 
Rhonda Van Der Dussen (rdussen@indiana.edu). We will notify the bookseller and 
ask for the listing to be corrected. As we don’t have direct access to these databases, 
we can’t make the corrections ourselves but must depend on the bookseller. We also 
would like to emphasize that the Press cannot control how quickly the correction is 
made. 

Amazon.corn 
Amazon.com now offers AuthorCentral, a program permitting authors to network 
and do limited marketing directly on Amazon. You will have a "profile" on Amazon 
on which to display content such as a biography, author photo, blog posts, etc. 



For questions, please visit au~horcen~ral, amazon, com/sp/help 

To get started, visit: authorcentraLamazon.com 

If you receive positive feedback on your book, please encourage the reader to post a 
review to your Amazon page. This not only demonstrates active readership, but 
lends credibility and visibility to the listing. 

Special Sales 
Bulk sales to organizations, companies, or special interest groups are individually 
negotiated sales at special discounts. If you know about such possibilities for your 
book, please tell us about these, if you have not already provided this information on 
your Marketing Questionnaire or through your editor. Mary Beth Haas 
(mbhaas@indiana.edu) is your contact for this. 

International Sales 
Outside the United States, your book will be sold by our international distributors. 
The Press has agreements with sales organizations for the following territories: 
Canada, the United Kingdom, Europe, Asia, Australia and New Zealand, Africa, and 
the Middle East. 

The Marketin~q Department 

Publicist: Valerie McClanahan (vmcclana@indiana.edu) 
Publicity Coordinator: Theresa Halter (thalter@indiana.edu) 

Advertising and Exhibits Manager: Mandy Clarke (alstahl@indiana.edu) 

Electronic Marketing Manager: Laura Baich (lbaich@indiana.edu) 
Text Promotion Manager: Kate Matthen (kmatthen@indiana.edu) 

Sales and Marketing Assistant: Rhonda Van Der Dussen (rdussen@indiana.edu) 

Publicity and Promotion 
Our Publicist will craft a press release for your book as well as create a list of media contacts 
(extracted from our thorough and extensive media database) to which your book and press 
release will be sent. We customize each media list--focusing on relevant local, regional, and 
national media. We do ask that you fill out the author questionnaire and send back to us as 
our publicist does consult your questionnaire when creating the media list~ After sending 
back to us, if you find that you have left off an important media suggestion, please email the 
information to our publicist who will add the information to your file. 

Once your book arrives in our warehouse, publicity work will soon begin. We do publicize 
books on a first-come, first-serve basis so please be aware that there may be some lag time 

between your book’s arrival in our warehouse and the commencement of your publicity due 

to additional books in the queue. It is also important to note that the date listed on your 

book’s catalog page is the warehouse date, not the publicity date. Our publicist will assign 

an official publication date once publicity work on your book begins--usually 4-6 weeks 

from that time. With this, books will be stocked in stores and available for purchase before 

potential publicity is published. 

After publicity work has been completed, our publicist will send you a copy of the media list 
for your records. Valerie McClanahan Kerschbaum will be publicizing your book, 



Electronic Marketing 
1U Press also supports the promotion of your book through electronic marketing. 

Web page 
Your book will receive its own web page on our site approximately six months prior to 
publication, which you may link to on your personal ~vebsite, blog, or email signature 
line so others may- discover your book. 

Links 
If you maintain your own website or blog, please send the URL to our Electronic 
Marketing Manager, Laura Baich, lbaich@indiana.edu, and she will add it to your book’s 
web page on our site. 

Email promotion 
When your book is in stock you will receive an e-mail announcement (text and HTML 
versions) that we encourage you to distribute to your personal contacts and to post on 
listservs and social networking sites. Your book will also be featured on e-mail 
promotions to our relevant subj ect area e-mail lists. 

Social networks 
IU Press is a member of the social networking sites Facebook and Twitter. If you are a 
member of either site, please become a fan/follow us! We share news about our authors 
and books via both sites, so please email lbaich@indiana.edu with information that you’d 
like posted. 

Facebook: 
http:iiww~,.facebook.comipagesiIndiana-University-Pressi23333731206 

You may post photos, videos, information about author appearances, or any other 
material related to your book on our Facebook page. Additionally, if you have set up a 
Facebook page for your book, please email lbaich@indiana.edu, so we can add a link to it 
on our "favorites" page. 

Twitter: 
http ://twitter. com/iupress 

If you follow us on Twitter, we will follow you back. Please let us know (via a direct 
message on Twitter or by email lbaich@indiana.edu) that you are an author after you 
request to follow" us. (We receive several new followers each week, so this will help us 
keep track of whom to follow back.) 

Blog 
We maintain a blog, where we post news about our authors and books, including reviews, 
photos, interviews, essays, links, etc. If you have an item to submit for the blog, or are 
interested in writing a guest post, please email lbaich@indiana.edu 



Google Book Search 

We are also sending you via a separate attachment a document detailing the Google Book 
Search Program which has become essential to any successful book marketing plan. 

Print Advertising 
We also support the sales and marketing efforts for your book via advertising in 

appropriate magazines, newspapers, newsletters, journals, and scholarly meeting 

programs. We do consider the advertising suggestions you provided in your author 
questionnaire and attempt to incorporate into our advertising plans as many of your 

suggestions as the budget allows. 

Exhibits and Book Displays 
IU Press is an active exhibitor at approximately twenty scholarly meetings each 
year. We also exhibit books at another 120 meetings each year through other 

combined display organizations. Our exhibits manager not only considers the 

exhibit suggestions you provided in your author questionnaire; she also works 
closely with your editor to determine the most appropriate exhibits for your book; 

and with the production department to ensure that a finished copy of your book or 

bound proof of the book is sent to all selected meetings. 

Text Promotion 
We ask in the author questionnaire (sent to you earlier in the publishing process) 

for complete information, including course information, of instructors likely to 

adopt your book. Allow us to reiterate the importance of receiving current and 
thorough information for the recommendations you make. It is quite time 

consuming to try to fill in the gaps when we receive misinformation or incomplete 
information. 

Book Signings, Lectures, and Events 
We encourage authors to actively seek opportunities to promote their books. If you 

work with or know of a group, organization, or bookstore interested in sponsoring a 

lecture, signing, or other event, we ask that you work directly with that organization 
or group and schedule the event as your schedule permits. You should also instruct 

the coordinator of the event to place the book order directly with our Customer 
Service Department (1.800.842.6796 or 812.855.8817) and allow at least six weeks 

lead time. It is very important for the sponsor to check with the Customer Service 

Department to confirm that the book will be in stock on the desired date and it is 

equally important for the event sponsor to place the order in time to accommodate a 

reasonable shippin9 schedule. Should you require additional information about this 

process, please contact Mary Beth Haas (mbhaas@indiana.edu). 

Author Copies 
When books arrive, your sponsoring editor will send complimentary copies, per the 
contract, to you and to your contributors, if this is an edited book. Please contact 

your editor if you have questions about your complimentary copies. To order 
additional author copies at the author discounted price, please call the customer 
service department at 1-800-842-6796. 



We look forward to working with you and promoting your book. If you have 

questions or suggestions after reviewing this letter, we invite you to contact your 

editor, the appropriate sales & marketing staff member, or the customer service 
department, as indicated above. 

With regards, 

Pat Hoefling 

Patricia Hoefling 

Director of Sales and Marketing 
phoeflin@indiana.edu 

812,855.6553 



Your book and Google Book Search 

What is Google Book Search? 

Eve~°y day~ hundt~eds of millions of people go to Google to sea~"ch for infomsation about 
evelytisi~g tlom the i~isto~y of the 8oy Scouts to the uses of saff~o~ .... but ~n an age of 
hsfom~ation overload, books can be d~fficu Jt to find o~l~ne, Often, you ~eed to know 

the t~t~e, autho~ o~ some othe~ ctue to ~ .~. ~ ...... ~1 
track down a book you’d ~ike to buy, ~0.~,~ ~.. .................................................................................................................... ~, 

Googie Book Sea~ch ~s our effo~l: to he~p ........................................................................................................................................ 
change thaL Think of ~t as a free worldwide sales and market}rig program ~hat includes 
your books in Googb search ~esu~ts, You~ part~c~patbn hs the program makes }t possibb 
for anyone search}rig for }nfo~"mat}on on Google to d}seover a~d buy you~" books----even 
when they has, e no p~evious infomsation to guide them, 

How Does it Work? 

When a book is submitted to the Par~i’...er P~°og~"amo Google indexes its content, 
Whenever someo~e does a se,a~x:i~ on Googte Book Search and enters wo~ds and 
phrases ~hat appea~ anywhere it’.., your books, they show .’,_tp in the sea.~ch results, 
Your books call also appea~° when users search oil Google,com if your books have 
info~"mation ~"elevant to their" 

P~°ospective custome~°s call browse 
sampte pages as a p~eview~ .i~lst as 
they can page through a book in a 
bookstore, If they like what they see, 
they ca~ follow the pu~chasing 
to b.sy the book .--- either di~"ectly from. 
the publisher site or tho.sgh popuiar 
or’... I i ne ~etaile~s, 

What This Means for You 

Evell the best books can fail to seil if they doll’t ~°each thei~° ta~sget audiellce, By 
ma~"keting you~" isooks throu~(-:,,h Goo~(-:,,le, :~ou have a~~other too~ to he~p you~ readers 
you~ books, Fo~ ou~ part~ we want to make books as easy to find as web pages, Why? 
Googb’s m}ss~on ~s to help people find mformat~on, but not all h~format~o~ ~s on the 
web~ W~th Goog~e Book Search, we a~m to co~~~e,:::t ~"e~sders to the world of books~ 
to do it b~ a way that benefits authors a~d publishers, 



Common Questions: 

What do people see when they browse? 

If a book is scallned as pa~°t of the Par~i’...er P~°og~"amo the 
publisher decides isow much of the book to show peopie 
as a limited p~e~,iew --- from 20 pefcent to i00 percent. 

~f a book is scar~ned as part of our p{~Rt, ...... ~p ~,t,~ a 
~ib~a% the amour~t ~hat a person can sees depends on 
the pa~"Scu~a~ book’s copyright status. If the book ~s not 
u rider copyd£ht~ we wiJ~ display ~t ~r~ fu~l. 

If a book is still ullde~ copyright, howevet", we iimit what 
:ii~ii~ii£ii~ :.::il :.::::::i:::.iiiii :.iil :. :::::::::::::::.:.: :.~.:.~.~.:.~.:.~.:.~.~.::ii:!ii(:.!~i~:::::: .......... 

people see to Isroteet authors a nd p.~ b~shers~ U n ~ess 
the copyright ho~de~ has g~an~ed us pem~ssion to show mo~e~ we d~sp~ay o~y basic 
b}b~iographic reformation about the books~ ph.~s, m ma~y cases, ~" Few sho~¢ sn}ppets                             ~,~ "~ 

.... ts "~ ’ ~’" S text at rnost~ two o~ _,~ree ..~er,t...r,.e. surrounding the search term. 

How do you protect books from piracy? 

People~:~,~’~t.... a taste of             ~vour book -- but only a taste. We digitize the fuil text of                                                                      ~vour 
book so ti~.at when people search ontine, they can see whether ~t contains irffom~atk~r~ 
they~e b~terested in. But they ca~ see only a ~h~-fited po~t~o~ of a~y given book each 
month. To fu~-the~~ p~"otect your books, pdnth~g a~d ~mage copying function,s are 
d~sab~ed on a~ Googb Books pages~ 

We understand your books at"e valuable, so we protect them as though they were our 
own. Ati the books you send us a~e hosted or~ Goog e se~e~s and )~oteeted by the same 
secudty as Goog e co-~ ’s data 

What are people saying about Google Book Search? 

- Jack ~,~,~, Balk[~l~ Author, ’The Laws of bhar~ge and more 

.... Paut Mar’,.nir~g~ Vice P~e~.,t,.~ent~ Book Sales, Sprir~ger 

.. I~omn-~un~cat~or~s Anaiyst, Bea.~~ Df.t - Kirsten0 Pubiic Poi}cv .... " " , 

.... Kalyano Embedded Systems .F..nglneero Evanston, 

....... ., t,,~.,k out For more information: on the ~,:~,,~sle Book Search, c>,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jody Bare <bare@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 11:08 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.emml.unc.edu> 

Fall 09 grade rolls.xls 

Fall 09 grade rolls.xls 

Memo To: Carolina Courses Online instructors 

Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell and Jody Bare 

Memo Re: Grade Rolls for Fall 09 

Attached is your grade roll tbr reporting final grades for "the Summer 08 semester 

Please indicate a grade for each student and return via electronic mail to me at the Friday Center. 

grade roll and sublnit to the regis~trar on your behalf. Grades are due to the registrar 72 hours after the exam. 

I have indicated the students who have dropped or withdrawn for your convenience 

(1) Regular Grades 

Instructors report final grades on the Official Class Roll and Grade Report. 

Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 

Ifa student did not show up tbr the final examination or has not been attending 

classes, a grade of"AB" or "FA" must be assigned. 

(2) TemporaQ" Grades 

"IN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where the student took the final 
examination but did not 

complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the cour~ if the assignment 

was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, 

an "IN" is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleaxed by eight weeks into file next regular semester. 

For graduate students, an "IN" will reve(t to an "F*" (administralively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared 

mtl~in one year fi~om the original examinalion. 

"AB" Must be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of 
the reason, but might have 

passed the course had they done SO.The".~"i .... puted .... "F"gradei ..... dergraduate 

student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an "F~’’ if the grade is 

uot cleared by the last day of class in the next regular semester. For graduate students, au "AB" will revert to au 

"F~’’ (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is uot cleared within one year from the original examinatiou. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The ,’~ grade is gi .... hen the undergraduate student Oid not attend the 

I will transfer the grades to the official 

exam, and could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. This would be appropriate for a 

student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exalla. 

Instructors report the removal of a temporary’ grade on the Official Report of Chade Change or Change of Temporary- Grade Form. Temporary grades of 

"IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" (Absem), unless assigned in erroL are recorded as a part of the official record, but are not reflected on a svadent’s external 



oliicia] transcript alter conversion to a permanent grade. 

The entire tx~licy memo can be tbund at http:i/regweb.unc.edu/resourees/rpm24.php 

Jody Bare 

StuderR: Servioes Assistant 

Carolina Courses Online 

office (919)962-53@4 

fax (919~962-5549 

bare@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dingle, C~ys*al <cdingle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 5, 2010 5:51 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Radical Residences PDF 

Radical Residences.pdf 

Hi, Dr Regester. I’ve saved the Radical Residences and if everything 
works, you should be able to save or send it as a PDF file. Let me know if 
it doesn’t work and I’ll tD’ to do it again Also, I put your alticles 
under the door in your carrel today too. Have a great ~veekend 

Cwstal Dingle 

cdingle@email.unc, edu 
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HISTORIC ARCHITECTLI E: ADOLF LOO5 
Radical Residences for Josephine Baker and Tristan Tzara 
By Thomas S. Hines 

IN PARIS 

"NOTHING IS MORE enjoyable than baf- 

fling people," proclaimed Dadaist 

poet Tristan Tzara in 1922, a senti- 

ment that characterized the attitude 

of his fellow expatriate Parisians, the 

dancer Josephine Baker and the archi- 

tect Adolf Loos. In the richly complex 

culture of 1920s Paris, Loos designed 

houses for Baker and Tzara that may 

indeed have baffled the bourgeoisie 

but that constituted strong and pro- 

vocative elements of his ~minally 

modernist oeuvre. The convergence 

in one time and place of three such 

"Lack of ornarnent has pushed the other arts to unimagined heights," pro- 

claimed Moravian-born architect Adolf Loos (above) in 1908. During his years 

in Paris in the |920s, he designed houses for two members of his artistic circle: 

Dadaist poet Tristan Tzara and American-born dancer Josephine Baker (left). 

BELOW: Loos conceived a black-and-white-marble striped house in 1928 for 

Baker. The unbuilt structure would have had an indoor pool and a circular caf& 

different but consanguine personal- 
ities--the Moravian-Austrian Loos, 

the African-American Baker and the 
Romanian-Jewish Tzara--shaped 

and reflected important strands i~ 

modernist culture. All were commit- 

ted to confronting and "denuding" 

what they saw as the stifling clutter 

of Victorian art and life. Baker did it 
literally by taking off her clothes on 

stage; Tzara by destroying ~nherited 

continued o~ page I~ 
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t~ISTORIC ARCHI]~ECTURE: ADOI~F LOOS IN PARIS 

Radical Residences for Josephine Baker and Tristan Tzara 
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literary modes; and Loos by deem- 

phasizing ornament and returning 
architecture to its barest essentials. 

Adolf Loos (1870-1933) was one of 
the half-dozen architects most influ- 

ential in the formation of the mod- 

ernist consciousness. His Viennese 

disciple, painter Oskar Kokoschka, 

maintained that Loos helped him to 

understand the "divine comedy of 

existence.’" Knowing Loos, he said, 
"was an experience that determined 

one’s fate." After studying architec- 
ture at the Dresden Technical Col- 

lege, Loos spent three years in New 

York and Chicago, observing both 
the Neoclassical grandeur of the 1893 

Columbian Exposition and the less 

pretentious machine culture of every- 

ABOVE: The 1920 house L~x~s designed 

for Tristan Tzara (below) in the Montmar- 

tre district embodies the creative icono- 

clasm that characterizes modernism. 

ABOVE: Within Tzara’s intricate five-story house, regarded as one of Loos’s greatest residential 

achievements, the architect created a complex of separate but interconnecting apartments axed 

terraces for the radical poet’s entourage. The third-floor living room, opening or~to a terrace, 

right, in the back of the residence, contains some of the objects in Tzara’s eclectic collection. 

LEFT: The bare back fagade of Tzara’s avenue Junot house, situated on a sloping site, featureS 

stepped terraces for several of the apartments. In the bohemian milieu of 1920s Paris that LooS, 

Baker and Tzara inhabited, Loos’s conviction that "’cultu ral evolution is equivalent to the removal 

of ornament from articles in daily use" stood as a guiding aesthetic principle for many artists. 
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day American life. In their stern exte- 

riors, such buildings as the Steiner 

House (1910) and Moiler House 

(1928) in Vienna reflected his alle- 

giance to English and American prac- 

ticality, though his Parisian designs 

for Tzara and Baker contained a 

greater sense of textural richness and 

complexity. Throughout much of his 

work, however, like his California 

contemporary Irving Gill, Loos coun- 

tered the relative austerity of his fa- 

fades with an interior richness in the 

wo~Ktsy manner of the English and 

American Arts and Crafts movements. 

At least as influential as Loos’s 

buildings were his polemical writ- 

ings, such as "Ornament and Crime" 

(1908), which his French admirer Le 

Corbusier described as a "Homeric 

cleansing" of architecture. "Lack of 

ornament," Loos argued, "is a sign of 

spiritual strength. Modern man... 

concentrates his own powers of in- 

vention on other things." t te likened 

the use of traditional ornament to tat- 

tooing the body. "The modern man 

who tattoos himself is a criminal or a 

degenerate. There are prisons where 

eighty percent of the inmates bear 

tattoos. Those who are tattooed but 

are not imprisoned are latent crimi- 

nals or degenerate aristocrats." 

In Vienna, Loos moved in the 

highest strata of the avant-garde, 

which included the composer Arnold 

Schoenberg and the writers Karl Kraus 

and Arthur Schnitzler. In Paris, 

where he lived from 1922 to 1928, he 

was attracted to Le Corbusier, Tzara 

and Baker, and the sophisticated cir- 

cles thev represented. He reveled, 

moreover, not only in the high cul- 

ture of music and art but in the caba- 

ret, the music hall and all forms of 

dance. He himself was a good dancer, 

and two of his four wives were from 

that milieu. For this reason, he was 

naturally drawn to such figures as 

Isadora Duncan and especially to 

Baker, who taught him to do the 

Charleston. Loos’s indulgent commit- 

ments to social and cultural experi- 

mentation, however, had a down 

side, particularly in his sexual pro- 

miscuity, for he died in 1933 of com- 

plications from a venereal disease. 

Loos’s Parisian client Tristan Tzara 

(1896-1963) was born Samuel Rosen- 

feld in Moine{ti, Romania. He re- 

ceived his education and published 

his first work in that country be£ore 

moving to the more stimulating envi- 

ronment of postwar Zurich, where he 

helped to found the Dada movement 

before moving with it to Paris in 

1919. Dada, observed the critic J. H. 

Matthews, "made its presence felt in 

Europe around 1916 as a negative 

spirit at odds with cultural values 

that, on a war-torn continent, no 

longer seemed attuned to the times. 

"Dada’s attack upon consecrated 

forms found expression quite readily 

in the area of artistic creation. How- 

ever the iconoclastic effort that was 

Dada was by no means confined to 

the media of painting and sculpture." 

Dada, Matthews pointed out, "imple- 

mented protest through a new con- 

ception of poetry, divorced from 

principles of style, scornful of tradi- 

tional sentiments, and contemptuous 

of rational discourse." Even the name 

Dada had no specific meaning, only a 

Loos likened the use 
of traditional ornament 
to tattooing the body. 

connotation of zany irreverence and 

negation of traditional values in art, 

religion and history. 

Tzara, as he now called himself, 

epitomized this position in numerous 

poems and in such Dadaist and Sur- 

realist plays as Le Coeur d Gaz (The Gas 

Heart) and L’Homme Approximatif 

(The Approximate Man). "Perhaps you 

will understand me better," he said in 

1922, "when I tell you that dada is a 

virgin microbe which penetrates 

with the insistence of air into all the 

space that reason has not been able to 

fill with words and conversations." 

In literature, he insisted, this "will to 

destroy" was "very much n~ore of an 

aspiration toward purity and sincer. 

ity than the tendency toward a sort of 

sonant or plastic inanity, content with 

irnmobility and absence." 

The "aspiration toward purity and 

sincerity," with implications of "im- 

mobility and absence" and even 

"plastic inanity," perfectly described 

the architecture of Loos, and particu- 

larly the house he designed for Tzara 

in 1925-26 in the Montmartre district 

of Paris. The front fagade curves 

gently to reflect the bend of the ave- 

nue Junot, the bottom two floors cov- 

ered with rough stone, the upper two 

levels with smoother stucco. Two di- 

agonal cuts in the lower floor open 

left to a garage and right to the street 

entrance, with a balcony above off a 

small apartment. A third floor con- 

tains window’s of additional rental 

units. The fourth level includes a 

large recessed balconv located off the 

main apartment of the owner. The 

rear fagade is totally different from 

the taut street elevation, with stacked 

terraces leading from the separate 

levels and apartments in a relaxed se- 

ries of layered roof decks. 

In the interior, other contrasts oc- 

cur with Loos’s typically rich wood- 

work that reaches like a tree from 

the main stairway fittings into the 

apartments themselves. Within a 

stern cluster of rectangular boxes, 

Loos wedged an amazingly varied se- 

ries of interior spatial experiences, 

setting off Tzara’s eclectic collec- 

tion of African masks and vernacu- 

lar furniture from central Europe. 

The design, according to critics 

Yehuda Safran and Wilfried Wang, 

"contrasts an extreme abstraction 

with a concrete language of materials, 

comparable with Surrealist and Da- 

daist works on the one hand and the 

works of Loos’s friend the composer 

Arnold SchOnberg on the other... 

The almost spontaneous collision of 

elements between the architectural 

expression in the fagade, the internal 

articulation of space and the remain- 

I08 
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ing external faces of the house doubt- 

less complemented the intellectual 

climate of the poet-client and his cir- 

cle." Indeed, Loos seemed to subscribe 

to Tzara’s well-known statement 

that "art is a continual procession of 

differences." Writing in 1930, Tzara 

paid tribute to Loos, "who through 

uneasiness has seen a human pos- 

sibility of clarity, within the hub of 

social activity which most closely 

touches the sun." 

The house Loos designed for Jose- 

phine Baker (1900-1975) was never 

built, but nltimately it became even 

more famous and influential than the 

completed house for Tzara. Baker was 

born Freda !osephine McDonald into 

a poor black family in St. Louis. Later 

she kept the surname of her first hus- 

band, Willie Baker. Her mother was a 

washerwornan and virtually a single 

mother, and the young girl was nur- 

tured largely by her grandmother, 

who regaled her with stories of her 

life in slavery and with tales of her 

African forebears. She also intro- 

duced her to the rich tradition of Af- 

rican-American music. With a supple 

face and body; Baker moved from 

childlike contortionist and acrobatic 

feats to more artful forms of song and 

dance as she made her way upward 

from hole-in-the-wall dives to the cel- 

ebrated black music halls of New 

York. While working as a dresser for 

the popular musical comedy Shuflfle 

Along, she managed to get a part in 

the chorus. Baker’s wild actions and 

frenetic dancing soon transformed 

her into a box-office attraction, even 

though she hadn’t turned sixteen 

years old. She was subsequently in- 

vited to join an American production 

of La Revue N~y, re, which opened at 

the Th(~tre des Champs-Elys{~es in 

Paris in October 192,5. 

in France, she felt corn fortable and 

110 

accepted as a human being. In con- 

trast to the racial discrimination she 

had known in America, she found 

France to be color-blind and support- 

ire, and she remained there for the 

rest of her life. She left the United 

States because "I realized that I was 

living in a country where I was afraid 

to be black," she recalled. "It was only 

a country for white people .... A lot 

of us left, not because we wanted to 

leave, but because we couldn’t stand it 

anymore .... 1 felt liberated in Paris." 
After leaving La Rcvm: N3?~ro, Baker 

achieved stardom at the Folies-Ber- 

gbre, where she courted notoriety by 
appearing naked except for a string of 

bananas around her waist and by 

dancing on a mirror. Janet Flanner, 

The New Yorker’s "Genht," wrote i~ 

her "Letter from Paris" column that 

in the dancer’s debut performance, 
Baker "made her entry entirely nude 

except for a pink flamingo feather [x~- 
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tween her limbs; she was being car- 

rim upside down.., o1-i the shoulder 

of a black giant. Midstage, he paused 
arid ~ith his long fingers holding her 
basket-wise around the waist, swung 

her it~ a slow cartwheel to the stage 
floor, where she stood like his mag- 

nificent discarded burden, in an in- 

starer of complete silence. She was an 
unforgettable female ebony statue. A 

scream of salutation spread through 

the theater .... Within a half hour of 

the final curtain.., the news and 
meaning of her arrival had spread by 

the grapevine up to the caf6s on the 
Champs-~lysbes." 

Soon fame and fortune allowed her 

to indulge in expensive eccentricities 

such as walking on the Champs- 

Elysdes with her relatively tame pet 

leopard. The French writer Colette 

called Baker "the most beautiful pan- 

ther, the most charming wonran." 

The German novelist Erich Maria Re- 

marque claimed that she "brought a 

blast of jungle air, elemental power 

and beauty, onto the tired stages of 

Western civilization." "She had be- 

come La Baker--as the French say it, 

’Bakbairi " observed her biographer 

Phyllis Rose. "When she walked into 

a room, the room suddenly seemed 

the right place to be. She drew all 

eyes .... She kissed babies in found- 

ling homes, gave dolls to the young 

and soup to the aged.., joked with 

workers, and did charity benefits ga- 

lore .... At Christmas, she gave a spe- 

cial free matinee performance at the 

Folies-Bergbre for the children of traf- 

fic officers in all the twenty arrondisse- 

ments of Paris. She was, of court, 

suitably dressed as Santa Claus." 

Among Baker’s most ardent fans 

was the architect Le Corbusier, whom 

she met aboard ship returning ~rom 

Brazil. For the ship’s costume ball, 

Le Corbusier borrowed some of the 

dancer’s feathers, darkened his skin 

and came in drag as Josephine Baker. 

Later he became her friend and most 

likely one of her many lovers. 

Yet it was another admirer, the 

even more eccentric Adolf Loos, to 

whom Baker turned in 1928 for the 

design of her remarkable house. The 

site was at the corner of two streets 

that met at a slightly acute angle; 

hence the first two floors followed 

that configuration. The two ortbog- 

onal upper floors were cantilevered 

over the void and were accented by’ a 

circular tower that ro~ above a flat 

roof punctuated bv skylights. The 

most striking feature of the house 

was the horizontal banding of wide 

black-and-white stripes, perhaps a 

comment on Baker’s mulatto ances- 

try. The house’s stripes, moreover, 

were especially prominent because 

of the few and very small windows 

in the broad expanses of the street- 

corner elevations. The house’s most 

unique interior feature was an en- 
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closed swimming pool in a large two- 

story space, illuminated by skylights. 

The tank was surrounded by passages 

with thick windows looki~g into the 
pool so that it was possible, Loos’s 

assistant explained, "to watch the 

swimming and diving in its crystal- 

clear water, flooded with light from 

above: an underwater revue so to 

speak." The pool was above the 

kitchen and servants’ rooms on the 

basement floor and adjacent to a 

lounge and "caf£~’’ intended as an 

"entertainment centre." Above these 

rooms, looking down into the pool, 

were bedrooms, dressing rooms and 

sitting rooms. 

Unfortunatel}; the residence was 

never constructed. About the time 

Loos completed the design, Baker de- 

cided to go on a two-year world tour. 

By the time she returned to Paris, 

Loos had gone back to Vienna and 

was no longer present to encourage 

her to build. Though fascinated bv 

Loos as a person, Baker probably had 

problems with the stark, if playful, 

design. Perhaps she was unable to 

make the intellectual leap from her 

Loos reveled not 
only in high culture 

but in the cabaret and 
all forms of dance. 

love of bodily nudity to an apprecia- 
tion of architectural nudity. That she 

ultimately chose to live in a rural his- 

toricist chfiteau rather than in Loos’s 

urban box suggests her ambivalence 

toward modernism. She left no 
record in her memoirs as to why she 

commissioned the d~’sign or why she 

abandoned it. She must have liked its 

sensual drama while, ironically, re 

jecting its modernist nuditv. It be- 

came, nevertheless, as an~unbuilt 

design, a major icon of architectural 

modernism and, like Baker Tzara 

and Loos themselves, a symbol of the 

culture of Paris m the twenties. ~3 
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FILM 

How the Movies Made a President 

By MANOHLA DARGIS and A. O. SCOTT 

BARACK OBAMA’S victory in November demonstrated, to the surprise of many Americans and much of the 

world, that we were ready to see a black man as president. Of course, we had seen several black presidents 

already, not in the real White House but in the virtual America of movies and television. The presidencies of 

James Earl Jones in "The Man," Morgan Freeman in "Deep Impact," Chris Rock in "Head of State" and Dennis 

Havsbert in "24" helped us imagine Mr. Obama’s transformative breakthrough before it occurred. In a modest 

way, they also hastened its arrival. 

Make no mistake: HollDvood’s historic refusal to embrace black artists and its insistence on racist caricatures and 

stereo~pes linger to this day-. Yet in the past 5o years -- or, to be precise, in the 47 years since Mr. Obama was 

born -- black men in the movies have traveled from the ghetto to the boardroom, from supporting roles in 

ldtchens, liveries and social-problem movies to the rarefied summit of the Hollywood A-list. In those years the 

movies have helped images of black popular life emerge from behind what W. E. B. Du Bois called "a vast veil," 

creating public spaces in which we could glimpse who we are and what we might become. 

Filmmakers as diverse as Charles Burnett. Spike Lee and John Singleton have helped tear away that veil, as have 

performers who have fought and transcended stereotypes of savagery- and servilib~ to create new, richer, truer 

images of black life. Along the way an archerypc has emerged, that of the black male hero, who, like Will Smith in 

"Independence Day," rises from the ashes -- in the case of that movie, the smoldering ashes of the White House 

-- to save the day or just the family vacation. The movies of the past half-century hardly prophesy the present 

moment, but they offer intriguing premonitions, quick-sketch pictures and sometimes richly" realized portraits of 

black men grappling with issues of identib" and the possibilities of power. They have helped write the prehistory 

of the Obama presidency. 

Modern African-American tfistow has been, among other firings, a series of firsts, and the first black movie star -- 

the first to Mn an Oscar in a lead role and the first to see his name featured above the tire in movie 

advertisements -- was Sidney Poifier. For much of the 196os Mr. Poitier bore the special burden of being the only 

one. He became a symbolic figure not only for other African-Americans but also for the nation as a whole: the 

Black Ever3qnan. 

In 1961, the year Mr. Obama was born, Mr. Poitier played Waker Lee Younger, the flawed, ambitious protagonist 

of"A Raisin in the Sun." Subsequent roles would draw on some of that character’s anger and idealism, but they 

were more concerned with addressing the thorny questions of African-American male authority. How does a 

black man assert leadership in a society" that expects, and is often Mlling to enforce, his subservience? How does 

he reach some accommodation with the white world without sacrificing his integrity" or his self-respect? 
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Confronting these challenges in movies like "In the Heat of the Night" and "Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner," Mr. 

Poitier became an ambassador to white America and a benign emblem of black power, though not a favorite of 
the Black Power movement. Almost as soon as they were released, in 1967, those earnest, integrationist, liberal 

pictures started to look old-fashioned and naive. As riots engulfed American cities and a more militant black 
polities threatened to overshadow the civil rights paradigm, Mr. Poitier, a canny political thinker and a serious 
aetMst, was criticized for being insufficiently race-conscious. 

In 1971, two years after the black scholar Larw Neal scolded Mr. Poitier in The New York Times for his choices 
("There is no sense in being a million-dollar shoeshine boy"), Melvin Van Peebles’s independent production 

"Sweet 8weetbaek’s Baadasssss Song" helped usher in a new kind of African-American male representation. 
Hailed by Huey P. Nine*on as the "first truly revolutionaw black film made," this scrappy, low-budget triumph 

and its roving, carnal hero offered a rollicking alternative to the neutered black male of the sort that Mr. Poitier 
had often played. 

Yet even as he stood as a not-so-benign emblem of black power, erotic and othel~vise, the hypersexualized black 
male also became fodder for white exploitation. In the years since, much like the virgins and whores of every 

color in movies about women, black male characters have often been divided along an axis of virtue and sin, 
forced to play cop or thug, saint or soeiopath. Such is the seductiveness of the Black Outlaw that, after watching 

Morgan Freeman slink across screen as a pimp called Fast Black in the tense 1987 drama "Street 8mat"e," Pauline 

Kael was moved to ask if he was the greatest American actor in movies. 

Not all Outlaws are pimps; sometimes thwjust roll like them. It seems telling that in 9009 Denzel Washington 

became the second African-American man to win an Oscar for best actor playing a dirty Los Angeles police 
detective in the thriller ’~raining Day." Mr. Washington brought a queasy erotic charge to his character’s 

violence that seemed intended to erase every last trace of his stoic, heroic, Poitieresque profile in films like 
"Philadelphia" and "Remember the Titans." This was Denzel the Bad, with his black leather jacket and pumping 

big guns, cinematic soul brother to Samuel L. ,laekson in "Pulp Fiction" and just about evew other movie Mr. 
Jackson has starred in where he has wreaked vengeance on anyone unlucky enough to get in his way. 

The violence can be jttst as thrilling when it’s strictly ~rbal. Richard Pryor was among the first comedians to 

discover that a white audience could be won over by being provoked and insulted. He built his stand-up act, 

which had ~.~4de crossover appeal, on a foundation of profane, confrontational truth-telling and never shied away 

from the briar patch of race. On his albums and above all in his concert films, he aired a motmtain of social, 

racial and psychosexual dirty laundry, turning himself into an a~xious, libidinous embodiment of the American 

id. 

Pryor, the Black Provocateur of the 197os, worked a little too blue, in his prime, for network television, so he 

entered the pop-cultural mainstream, somewhat improbably, as a movie star. He teamed up with Gene Wilder in 

a series of sweet and silly interracial bud@ comedies and also starred in "Blue Collar" and "Which Way Is Up?," 

in which he combined the persona of black comic evet3~man with that of battered and beleaguered working-class 

hero. 

Later, as his own career foundered, Mr. Pryor’s influence spread far and wide. Chris Rock, ~th his commitment 

to political and sexual candor and his jo3,~ul disdain for the sensitivities of the audience, is perhaps his most 
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obvious heir. But that line of succession passes through the career of Eddie Murphy, who also provides a crucial 

(and sometimes underestimated) link in the continmlm of black movie stars that runs from Mr. Poitier to Mr. 

Washington to Mr. Smith. 

As a young member of the rebooted "Saturday Night Live" cast in the early- 198os, Mr. Murphy (who, like Mr. 
Obama, was born in 1961) first made his mark lampooning black areheb>es and edebrities of all kinds. In his 
concert movies and stand-up routines, he was swaggering and sometimes obnoxious, but his ability to combine 

ingratiating jokiness with cold-eyed hostility- came through most successfully in feature fihns, where he made the 
transition from comic foil (in "48 Hrs." and "Trading Places") to action hero (in "Beverly Hills Cop") with 

astonishing grace and speed. 

When Mr. Murphy, on "SNL," made fun of Bill Cosbv -- gumming a cigar and extolling the virtues of Jell-O 

Pudding Pops -- it was an act both of homage and of Oedipal aggression. In 1984 Mr. Cosby may have already 
been a father figure to younger black entertainers, but his career as America’s dad was just beginning, with the 

debut of ’qThe Cosby Show" on NBC. The novelty of that series, at once revolutionaD- and profoundly 
conservative, lay in its insistence, week after week, that being black was another way of being normal. 

The traditional composition of the Huxtable family, with the father as its benevolent, sometimes bumbling head, 

was part of the series’s strategy of deco@ing blackness from social pathology. "The Cosby Show" did not deny the 

existence of serious problems in black America -- not least the problem of absent fathers -- but the presence of 

Cliff Huxtable, in his o~ home and yours, suggested that the problems were not intractable. 

M-~d it is striking how powerful and appealing the figure of the Black Father has become in the past 95 years -- 

how many younger, more iconoclastic performers have come home to Cliff Huxtable. Mr. Murphy himself, for 

instance, in the Dr. Dolittle movies, is channeling the man he used to mock, and Bernie Mac, who started out as a 

profane truth-teller in the Richard Pryor tradition, reached his pop-cultural apotheosis as a put-upon patriarch 

in the sitcom that bore his name. Even Ice Cube. without shedding his gangster scowl, settled into a comfortable 

niche as a family man in the "Barbershop" and "Are We There Yet?" franchises. 

Black men have also flourished on screen as surrogate, spiritual fathers. Much like the wee green Jedi master 

who instructs Luke Sk3~,aIker in "Star Wars: Episode V -- The Empire Strikes Back," the Black Yoda helps guide 

young (white) heroes to their destinies. Routinely paired opposite callow, less expert actors like Keanu Reeves, 

Ashley Judd and Ben Affleck, Mr. Freeman in particular can be relied on to provide counsel and ballast to even 

the most lightweight genre exercises, along with a sense of purpose and moral seriousness. The touch of gravel in 

his voice is suggestive of long, hard-traveled roads, while the sagging, doggone tired and mournful eyes look as if 

they have borne witness to real pain. Much like James Earl Jones before him, though with less basso profundo, 

Mr. Freeman has become the go-to guy for voice-of-God narration, and for pla34ng the Big Man upstairs. 

Yoda himself is a science-fiction variation on Jiminy Cricket, the cute little critter who, in the 194o Disney classic, 

advises Pinocchio to "always let your conscience be your guide." In Holb~vood, black characters have often 

provided this kind of advisory role, chirping friendly cotmsel from the sidelines, as Hattie McDaniel does when 

she maternally scolds (and protects) Vivien Leigh in "Gone With the Wind" or when an avuncular Bill Robinson 

(a k a Bojangles) teaches Shirley Temple how to dance up a flight of stairs in ’~he Little Colonel." These 

mentor-student relationships invoke what the historian Donald Bogle calls the ’°huclOm~ fixation," movies in 
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which a good wtfite man, having gone up against the corrupt (white) mainstream, takes up ~ith a "trusty black 

who never competes with the white man and who serves as a triable ego padder." The white hero "grows in 
stature" from this association because ’%lacks seem to posses the soul the white man searches for." 

For years the price of this soul was sometimes paid in black flesh. Movie histow is littered wfith the mangled (Joe 

Mot"~on in "Terminator 9"), flayed (Mr. Freeman in "Unforgiven") and even mauled (Harold Perrineau in "The 
Edge") bodies of supporting black characters, some sacrificed on an altar of their relationships with the white 

headliners, others rendered into first prey for horror-movie monsters. There has often been a distinct messianic 
cast to this sacrifice, made explicit in films as different as the ~968 zombie fliek"Night of the Living Dead" and 

the ~999 prison drama "The Green Mile." In the second, Michael Clarke Duncan plays a death-row inmate who 
suggests a prison-house Jesus: "I’m tired of people being ugly to each other. I’m tired of all the pain I feel and 

hear in the world evew day." More recently, Will Smith picked up the mantle of the Black Messiah in four of his 

star turns: "The Pursuit of Happvness," "I Am Legend." "Hancock" and "Seven Pounds." 

Savior, counselor, patriarch, oracle, avenger, role model -- compared ~fith all this, being president loo1~ like a 

pretty straightfol~ard job. Barack Obama, after all, is only one man (and only half black) and is working from a 

script that has yet to be written. But the fantasies of black heroism that have pervaded our popular culture give 

some sense of what the country hopes for in its new leader, whose burden is not the same as the one taken up by 

the 42 white men who preceded him. 
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Ara Osterweil 

in the seventy years since Shirley Temple was America’s sweet- 

heart, the fundamentally pedophilic appeal of her star persona 

has become increasingly apparent. In spite of the recognition 

that our present era is overtly more obsessed wi~h issues of child 

pornography and pedophilia, Temple’s body was nevertheless 

constructed as an intensely erotic spectacle in her films [Yom the 

]93os. In an era of motion picture history that explicitly forbade 

the on-screen representation of aduh sexuality, the adorable tod- 

dler supplanted Mac West as the largest box office draw in the 

nation. Whereas West’s excessive, undisciplined body had been 

the bane of censors and was one of the motivating factors of the 

~93,1 Producttion Code, the erottic appeal of the body of the child 
star was inextricable ~>om its supposed innocence) Yet as Ann 

duCille has observed, "The dntifully cheerful and obliging child 

actress may have been innocent, but her films were 
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As scholar Donald Bogie has argued, both West and ’l~mple 

maintained affectionate, almost familial on-screen relationships 

with their black servants--a bond that distinguished them f~om 

other white stars of their era.~ More important, these two sirens 

shared space in the erotic imagination ofzMnerican au Jmnces. 

the Code’s demonization of mature sexual relationships, West’s 

erotic surplus value was deposited into th e pin~si zeal receptacle of 

’Ik’mple.4 in her own infantile way, ’[kmple was no less irresistible 

men than West had been. This displacement of adult sexuality onto 

the body of a child involved an indnst r?~ide fetishization in which 

~l>mple’s in~hntile sexuality was both deliberately manu~:acmred 

and scrupulously preser~vd. As ’li~’entieth Century Fox execnti~v 

Darr}{ Zanuck commanded, "Keep her skirts higt~, tlave co-stars 

lif} her up whenever possible to create the illusion now selling so 

well. Preserw: babyhood.’’5 It is clear thin 2~:mple’s innocence~ 

and those signature shots of her underpants~were crucial to her 

erotic appeal. 

Temple’s films were structured bywhat Gaylyn Studlar~in 

rela~:ion ~:o Mary Pickfk~rd~has called a "pedophilic gaze," or what 

can be described as the obsessive looking at, eroticizing, and ideal- 

izing of the child bo@(~ Certainty; Fox capitalized on the diminu- 

tive star’s "sexy little body" by insistently showing off Temple’s pre- 

cocious physical charms through costume, f>aming, lighting, and 

camerawo~k more appropriate to a leading romantic interest than 

to a child in diapers. Furthermore, by continuously fbaturing her 

as the child "love interest" or de facto "wife" of a perennially single 

or widowed adult male, ~k~x (and later Paramount) constructed 

~i~mple as a significantly less problematic romantic partner than 

her adult tE~male counterparts. Shunning the "predatory" desire 

of adult women in favor of the devoted adu.lation of this perennial 

Daddy’s gift, the manuf:acmre of pedophilic desire disavowed the 

perceNed threat of mature fkmale sexuality: 

What [ aim to prove in this essay is that ~ikmple’s films were 

not only"not innocent" but actually"guilt)?’ of mobilizing the pedo- 

philic gaze to (insuf}lcientl)/) suture ~:he fk’stering wound of racial 

violence that had defined the ideological parameters of American 

cinema since D. W. Griffith’s Bb¢lz qfa Nation (US, x9 ~5)- By return- 



ing to ~he paradigm of imerracial relations established primarily 

by iHarriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncl~ 7bm~ Cabi~ (~85~) (first adapted 

f~r ~he screen by Edwin S. Porter in ~ 9o3, and rearticula~ed in Grif: 

fith’s early shorts tBs 7}ust [US, ~9~ ~] and t[is ;~st l~}~iil/~d [ US, 

~9~]), 2k~mple’s films reimagined a harmonious relationship 

between a devoted black man and an all-but-orphaned white child. 

In doing so, ~hey snpplanmd Bi~¢h’s destructive ~5ntasy of lustfi~l 

interracial violence with a demeaning vision of loyal subservi- 

ence. k~t, as the £bllowing essay shall demonstrate, ~lL’mple’s fihns 

did mu.ch more than update Uncle Tom’s legacy for Depression- 

era audiences. 

Hhns such as 77~eLitt~ Colonel (dir. David Butlec US, ~935), 

;~7,e Little’st t{ebel (dir. David Butler, US, ~935), and Dimp~s (dir. 

William A. Seitec US, a936) attempted to reconcile the imagi- 

nary "sin" of miscegenmion by superimposing their own fantasy 

of interracial, intergenerational romance o~vr the vision of racial 

violence "written in lighting" by Griffith. Of course, the success of 

this complex maneuver depended on Temple’s infantilism. Thou.gh 

it was not always publicly articulated as such a~ ~he time, ~his appeal 

was largely p e dophi lic. Wh ile m any c ri ti cs, i n cludin g E d Gne rrero, 

Thomas Cripps, and Bogle have regarded films such as The Little 

Colond and ~Ihe LittIa~t Rd)d as "functions of escape and reassur- 

ance" thin work to "contain and structure" the disturbed model of 

race relat:ions s~g~plied by Birth via t:heir infAntilization and domes- 

tication of the black male star, the particularly charged relation- 

ship between these films, as well as the significance of their shared 

namesake, remains under~:heorized.7 It is the goal of this essay 

to interrogate the rrmmal interest these films have in staging an 

interracial, imergenerational plantation fantasy 1o understand the 

crucial roles that these highly charged screen memories play in the 

pedophilic organizat:ion of our racial unconscious. 

In IE~mple’s films, contemporary viewers were encouraged 

to assume the child as the desired object choice. This assumption 

had obx~ious erotic dimensions for male spectators, who would hax,e 

been sutured into the posit:ion of ~:he child star’s on-screen love 

interest and protector by identif}’ing with the male protagonists 

in her films. As Gilbert Seldes noted in a x935 article fior Esqui~ 
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that astutely compared the respective appeal of Temple and West, 

Temple’s maneuvers often produced a "growl of satisfaction" from 

the men in bet audience,s The novelis~ Graham Greene described 

a similar phenomenon in his scandalous review of 

(dir. David Butler; US, ~936), when he noted the "gasp of excimd 

expectation" from her audience of middle-aged men2 Lacking the 

threat that adult f~mme fh~ales exuded, ~l~’mple was constructed 

to fulfill an "e~ryman’s" [~ntasy of the child-woman’s sex appeal, 

sweemess, and availability. 

But if adult men wanted to have Temple as their own ado> 

ing companion, fi’male children often wanted to be her or, in any 

case, be just like her.~° For a generation of children and adolescents 

growing up during the Great Depression, ’IL’mple was indeed the 

primary ego ideal.~ ~ And yet by identifying with her and her roles, 

children placed themselw:s in the [5aught position of the pedo- 

phile’s muse. Ib want ~o be Shirley ~i~mple was, in some parE, 

want ~o be appreciated, loved, coddled, and stroked ~y adult men, 

as Temple’s characters inevitably were. In this sense, duCille’s con- 

tk:ssion is particularly appropriate: "I wanted ~(} be Shirley "Ik~mple. 

That is, i wanted that trademark Shirley ~i~mple... ability to charm 

the pants off old codgers~oc better still, virile ~oung men. ~ get 

as Blake Stimson has demonstrated, this desire was not exclusive 

1o young tk:male children bu~ may have extended to homosexual 

male children as well.~:~ 

Through their manut~ct ure of a p edophilic gaze, ’l~mple 

films established their tiny star as both exemplary erotic innocent 

and as ego ideal. Ye~ i~ was through this pedophilic structure of 

desire and identification that I~mple’s films attempted to disguise 

their fundamentally white supremacist point of view. By rendering 

her frequent costar Bill "B{?jangles" Robinson the very definition 

of racial and sexual subservience, ~[T~mple’s 

normalize and domesticate the pr@ect of black male castration 

that Birt]~ had literally enacted on screen. Indeed, it was on the 

seemingly innocent, enticing body of their child star that Temple’s 

films per{brined a complex gesture of racial and sexual resigni- 

fication that endowed the actress with an irresistible racial and 

sexual poEenQ~ By conflating white v ulnerability and white power in 



’IEmple’s compact body; these fihns surreptitiously combined Birth’s 

mTin emblems of white purity--Big Brother and I,ittle Sister--into 

one dimpled baby-girl phallus. 

|r~’esi~:ible Pedophili~ 

Critics and scholars haw: acconmed tbr ~lbmple’s appeal in ~5sci- 

hating if contradictory wa~. As early as the mid-thirties, the Bri> 

ish novelist Greene pointed to the blatant sex appeal and "dimpled 

depravity" of Temple’s "well-developed rump" and "voh~ptuous" 

body in his reviews of her films Captain Jan~xaU and Wee W;llie 

Winhie (din John l~Brd, US, ~937))4 ([t was this kind of provocative 

praise that prompted ’[kmple’s parents and ’Bventieth Century Fox 

to the a successfi~l libel suit against Greene and the magazine that 

published his ribald reviews fbr insinuating that the studio had 

procured ~ikmple t0r "immoral purposes.") 

~)t in spite of her obvious talent, it was no secret that the 

darling of American screens was also blessed with "the same erotic 

savoir fSire that made Marlene Dietrich the queen of sex, sin, and 

song.’uS Though official ~i~etoric at %ventieth Century Fi)x might 

have coded Greene’s lascivious interest in 2k~mple as "immoral," 

her erotic appeal was deliberately marketed in a series of shorts 

known as Ba[~, B~x’rl~sfis, in one of which ~[i~mple fhmously appeared 

as Morelegs Sweet ~Dick, a Lilliputian ~kmme [~tale, couplete with 

[kathers, sequins, and plenty of skin. [n another short, .~id }ff4~@a 

(dir. Jack Hays, US, 1930), Temple played a colonial missionary on 

a quest ~:o civilize the miniature tribesmen of the Dark Continent. 

Captured by a group of diapered black savages, Shirley is eventually 

rescued~in a Griffithian nick of time--by a white toddler play- 

ing Tarzan. As the following analysis shall demonstrate, Temple 

cominued to "save" blacks ~}om themselves througbou~ her careen 

but she soon abandoned ’[~rzan for one awesomely domesticated 

savaoe as her on-scieeH roiilanEic interesL 

Temple’s appeal for Depression-era audiences was both 

unique and complex. [ Jnparalleled in populariV; 2~:ng~le was ~he 

reigning box office figure between 1935 and ~938, a star0ing [~ct 

when one remembers these as the same years during which adult 
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tkmale leading ladies such as Katharine Hepburn, Dietrich, and 

Greta. Garbo reigned on American screens. Althou.gh she was 

f~amous by the age of f?~ur and dubbed L~t~ le M~, s M~racle at six, 

~i~mple’s popularity and tk~rtunes had already begun to decline 

by the time she was ten.~ Starring in many of the same roles that 

had made both Pickf0rd and Ma~/Miles Minter ’~Xmerica’s sweer- 

hearts" during the silent era, ~K’mple presented an appeal that was 

dependent on her ability to disavow the threat of adult t~male sexu- 

alily without relinquishing d~e erotic appeal of her innocence. 

As Greene’s comments and subsequent legal predicament 

s~ggest, howevec the balance between innocence and eroticism was 

dif~cult to maintain in the promotion of child stars. The simul- 

taneous desire to mobilize the pedophilic gaze and 1o disallow it 

proved a complex manem’er for ttoll}~’ood studios, especially in an 

age of mass entertainment when ~:he off~creen lives of stars were as 

captivating to audiences as their on-screen perfbrmances. As Stud- 

lar points ouL the press constantly manipulated Pickfbrd’s private 

life to promote the ill~sions of her )v~mhflfl authenticib" and erotic 

innocence~an increasingly Sisyphean task considering the star’s 

advanced age during the height of her popularity as "Our Litde 

Mar}:’’.7 And as the scandalous career of Minter demonstrates, 

these tensions~between public and private, between innocence 

and eroticism ~were not necessarily eradicated when Holl)~s’ood 

tL~atured truly youthful stars in the roles of America’s prept~bescent 

darlings.~s 

Unlike Pickford, I,illian Gish, and Mae Marsh. who were 

able to portray fi:male ingenues well into their adult decades with- 

out courting the pedophilic scandals that had virtually ended 

Mimer’s careei; ’lkmple’s appeal was bound by her age. ’I>mple 

did not merely have to look like a child; she had to be one. Whereas 

Pickf?~rd’s success was tied to whm: Smdlar has described as the 

"unconscious sext~al fbrce of the actress’s blurring of the bound- 

aries between ’womanliness’ and a masquerade of childishness," 

Temple’s embodiment of childhood was no masq~mrade.~v 

It is no accident: ~:hat’[i:mple’s stardom emerged almost simul- 

taneously with Pick~brd’s retirement in ~933 (~o). With the advent 

of the sound era, maW of the crude t0rms of pantomime that had 



been a hallmark of the silent era--including child impersonation-- 

began to seem increasingly obsolete. As wi~h the racial masquerade 

ofblack~hce, the popular practice of adult s~ars impersonating chil- 

dren had begun to seem antiquated by the sound era?~ increas- 

ingl~,~., American audiences wanted ~al children and wag ~ican 

Americans to entertain them. especially if those more "authentic" 

bodies would continue to paro@ both childhood and blackness 

in ways consistem with the tkaugh~ tradition of racial andj uvenile 

impersonation. 

Tha Bi~h of a Nation as Prima! Scene 

Both the impersonation of blackness (by white actors in black- 

face) and the impersonation of children (by grown women) were 

essential ~o the orchestra[ion of racial hysteria in GrifIith’s The 

BirtI, c~ra ~X.~tio~. Here blackness and childishness re[krred not to 

any corporeal or somatic "truth" about the bodies on which these 

signs were produced, but to disco~rses of repression at work in 

(;rifli~h’s obsessive prt~ect. And i~ is to The Birth ~a Nation’s mos~ 

hysterical primal scene that [ now turn to better understand the 

urgency with which ~lk’mple’s films attempted to manage their 

Grift-ithian legacy: the trauma of interracial desire. 

In a history overdetermined by spectacles of ero~icized 

racial violence, the most in[~m~ous primal scene of American cin- 

ema remains the mmderous pursuit of Little Sister by the renegade 

Negro, Gus, in Grfft~tb ~ racist epic. Based on Thomas Dixon’s best- 

selling ~9o5 novel The Clansman, and bols~:ered by citat:ions fkom 

Woodrow Wilson’s NistoU of Che Arne~’~ican Pe@l~ (x9o~), 7?e Bi~’¢]* 

Na~io~ claimed that the postbellum Ku Klux Klan had reunited the 

still dix~ided nation of the reconstruction era thro~@x the torture 

and elimination of Afkican Americans. 

Dripping wi[:h lust fbr the fbrbidden fkuit of the white man’s 

garden, Gus (played by Walter Long, a Caucasian actor in black- 

face) chases the virginal Flora Cameron (Mae Marsh) through the 

woods where she t~as strayed. ’[i:rrified, Flora tries to escape. WImn 

she can no longer evade him, sire jumps off a steep precipice. As 

Little Sister dies, her Big Brother Ben Cameron (ttenry Walthall) 
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cradles her limp body in his arms in a strangely incestuous immersion 

of the classic Pietfi pose. Equally renowned for its "classic" depiction 

of racial violence and ~r the specifically American miscegenation 

~hntasy i~ imagines, the sequence provides the foundation tk~r what 

has become a "normative scheme" or paradigm t?)r representing 

racial and sexual identity in American culture,e~ 

Pedophilic dyads structure The Bi’rttz ofa Natio~z both literally 

and symbolicallF: In a film boasting no f~wer than four attempted 

violations of white women by black men, it is the attempted rape of 

Flora that most conspicuously and effectively condenses the threat 

of (and disavowed desire fi~r) miscegenation with the allure of 

pedophilia. By casting Marsh as the imperiled Little Sister, Grif~th 

visually and psFvhologically enhanced the supposed vulnerability 

of white femininity, which thus played in even starker contrast to 

the bestialily of the victimizer. 

The anxieties that motivate Bi~’~h’s reactionary politics rex,oNe 

around both racial and sexual diftbrence. While the black man 

emerges as Bi’rlfl’s primary villain, the white woman is regarded as 

an equivalent threat ~:o whi~:e patriarch)5 especially in ~:he con[:ext of 

the suftiage movement and the emergence ofthe NewWoman. in 

his attempt to disavow this threat off~male sexual agency, Griffith 

was quick to realize the heightened emotional appeal of casting 

)~mng, vulnerable girls opposite the invented figure of the large 

black brme.~ As Michael Rogin has argued, "The regression 1o 

the presexual virgin and the im~mion of the black demon went 

hand in hand.’’~:~ Yet as the following genealogy demonstrates, 

Griftith’s stake in inf~ntilizing his victims ex~:ended be)~md his 

desire to demonize black masculinity and to elicit sympathy fiom 

his audience. 

Pedophilic miscegenation serves as the primmT catalyst for 

the "heroic" trajectory of Bitch’s subsequent plot. ~Ik~ avenge the 

attempted rape and death of his sister; Big Brother Ben Cameron 

f?)rms the Ku Klux Klan to rid the poslbellum nation of the "black 

peril" and the threat of miscegenation. In doing so, he asserts his 

phallic mastery over both blacks and women~the two groups 

whose desires he has been scarcely able to control until this point. 

As the "Little Golonel," Ben trans~0rms ~kom a grieving, almost 



maternal figure of suffering into the epitome of virile white mascu- 

linity; capable of commanding legions of sheathed phallic avengers 

to rescue whi~e women. 

In his book Ar~wrirz~ t~adse 77wL{~ and NNzs q/7?omas Dixon, 

the historian ~Mxthony Slide suggests that the ~xick~mme "Little Colo- 

nel" was used "becm~se Walthall was a somewhat dimbmtive actor 

in his mid-thirties, whereas in the novel, Ben is described as tall 

a~d a dozen years older than Walthall.’’~a While this observation 

partially accounts ~br the changes made to Dixon’s text, it does not 

account for the sig~ificance this namesake has in Griftith’s film. 

both symbolically and psg:hologicall}~ It also does not account fbr 

Grif~th’s use of the moniker "Big Brother" to describe Ben’s charac- 

ter in the first part of the film. While these choices may seem obvi- 

ous enough~Griftith was after all intent on implanting the drives 

of national history in a melodramatic tsmily narrative~th~V also 

reveal the extent to which Griffith’s strategies of adaptation sug- 

gested a regression to, and obsession with, the emotional landscape 

of his own postbellum childhood. 

(;riffith’s stake in rewriting Reconst:ructhmist histoQ’ was 

inextricable tram his attempt to deal with the ambivalent legacy of 

his ti~thec an ex-Con~kderate soldier, "wandere~; drinkei; gamblec 

and storyteller," who had been "wounded in mythic exploits dur- 

Clwl War. ~ Born in Kentucky in ~875, Griflith paid hom- ing the ........ 5 

age to his t~ther through The BirN of a Nation by resurrecting the 

defeated patertml figure in the guise of the heroic Little Colonel 

(~74)- There may, however, be still another missing link that can 

help account tier Griftith’s designation of the symbolic fi~ther of the 

~an first as Big Brother and, late~; as the Little Colonel. 

Thro~gh her series, The Li~le Colonel, A~mie Fellows Jotms~on 

(born in ~853 in I~dim~a) became one of the most popt~lar South- 

ern writers at the turn of the century. [ ~ike Griffith. Johnston was 

nostalgic fbr the Old Sou~h and ~he antebellum race relations 

"destroyed" by Reconstructiot~. z~ter visiting her husband’s family 

in the Pewee Valley in Kentuckyt she "so fb11 in love with the area, 
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with its atmosphere of leisure and aristocracy lef~ over flom the 

days of slax’er};" that she eventually returned to make it her perma- 

nent [~ome. Johnston spent mos~ of her literary career attempting 

to recreate the antiquated class and race hierarchies she discov- 

ered in Oldham County in children’s literature set in the period 

immediately following the CNil War.e~ 

Johnston’s first book, B@ BroNe~: was published in :~ 893. TI~is 

melodramatic tale ofsu[tkring concerned tee t~te of two orphaned 

children: the "darling boy" Robin and his dmitifl ten-year-old "Big 

Brother." Through a series of tragic misadventures, Johnston’s grie~ 

ing Big Brother proves his virtue tI~rough his loyahy to his helpless 

brothel which, as Johnston notes, exceeds "brotherly devotion," 

resembling "almost the tenderness of mother-love.’’~v Following the 

success of B@Br<,Ne~; Johnston went on to write The Little Colonel 

series, based loosely on the lif~: of a child wI~om Johnston had met 

in the ~89os. The real-lif~ Little Colonel was Hattie Cochran, a 

stubborn five-year-old child whose f~isty spirit and bulty manner- 

isms resembled that of her grandfather, an old-time Confederate 

colonel who had fkmgbt in the Civil War. The publication of the 

first Little Colonel book coincided with the birth of moving pic- 

tures in ~895. its popularity was so immense that Johnston wrote 

twelve more vohm~es featuring the I,ittle Colonel, all p~blished 

throughot, t ~he "primitive" years of silent cinema. 

The likelihood that Griffith was familiar with johnston’s 

work is ~ry high. Not only was Johnston one of the most popu- 

lar authors of the time (her work sold millions of copies and was 

translated into more than f~rty languages) but her books were also 

set in the same county in which Griffith had been born. In fhct, 

both Johnston and Grif~th lived in Kentucky in the late ~89os and 

returned to purchase homes in Oldham Co~mV around ~9~o, afact 

tI~at made tImm neighbors of sorts,zs Between ~893 and :~ 896. Grif: 

fith had worked at Flexner’s, Louisville’s leading bookstore, where 

he certainly would have come into contact with Johnston’s bes~- 

selling children’s novellas. Indeed, Griffith and .Johnston remain 

the most fhmous residents of Oldham County; tImir pictures abt,t 

on the Oldham County [ tistorical Society’s Web site.~u 



Sacrificing himself for his voun,~er sibling’s well being, !ohn- 

ston’s cloying, feminized Big Brother is ~he unheralded model for 

Griffith’s Ben, who, a~er he loses his sister; vows revenge on blacks, 

discarding his doting, maternal approach figr phallic, genocidal 

violence. Like Griffith himself; whose [hther had died when he 

was onN ten, .John~ ton s fictional Big Brother was orphaned and 

abandoned to a lifi: of wandering and hardship. I.ike Johnston’s 

first protagonist, Grif~th’s Big Brother’s vow to ensure the safety of 

"sorry little waif~" everywhere leads him to shed his first iden[i[y~ 

as melodramatic nurmrer~and assume the more empowered 

identity of Johns~on’s second protagonist, the Little Colonel. 

Within this seemingly benign transtbrmation flom Big 

Brother ~o ~he Little Colonel lies a significan~ key ~o the wish- 

flflfillmem stru.cmre of Griffi~h’s scenario. Through his metamor- 

phosis flom f~:minized sufik~rer ~o masculine avenge~; Grifti~h’s 

tle Colonel enacted a tr~)ectory that ~he director himselfa~tempmd 

~o make by rewriting the histo~ of Reconstruction, and the s~ory 

of his own father’s defeat. By borrowing character names and trai~s 

flom Johnston’s nostalgic tmitasywofld, Griflith attempmd ~o make 

his own journey ~kom ~Stherless wan derer to invulnerable warrior. 

As Johnston’s Little Colonel has all the bravado and courage of 

her Civil War hero grandfather, so Grffh[h, Lmle Colonel regres- 

sively suggests the son’s desire to be just: like ~he fiat:hea By naming 

~he virile part of Ben’s split self after Johnst:on’s five-year-old hero, 

Griffi[h writes himsel£ or at least his ego ideal, into the film and 

into his father. In light of [his namesake, Birth’s colonel is 

less because Walthall was diminutive than because Griflith sought 

to merge a heroic version of himsel[; ~he imitative son, wi~h the 

patriarchal figure he so generously and dangerously endowed. 

It is as the Little Colonel that Flora’s big brother sutures 

the wounded nation ~hrough whim supremacy. Yet as one wound 

is healed, another is torn open. According to Birth’s paranoid logic 

of re[ribmion, bestowing the phallus on Ben necessitates remov- 

ing ~he penis from Gus. In one of the mos~ incendiary scenes 

~he entire film, which was eventually omi[md after much protest, 

Gus is castrated and his corpse publicly displayed as a warning 
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other potential black ’~rapists.’’s’) If miscegenation is the "weakness" 

that "blight[s] a nation," then Griffith’s grand gesture of coitus 

imerruptus violently withdraws ~he black phalk~s the moment 

threatens to ~ransgress.~ acceptable boundaries. 

Destroying ~he potential [i)r black tstherhood ~hrongtx cas- 

tration, Griffith secures white patriarchy through incest. Following 

his necrophilic embrace of his own I~ittle Sistec the Little Cokmel 

births an endless horde of Klan otEspring, whose identical costmnes 

obscure all difterences tkom their ~Tather." Not only is tee ~hreat 

of miscegenation allayed but genetic purity is fetishized through 

the reproduction of identical Klansmen. Though Ben eventually 

weds Elsie Stoneman in a marriaoe~ that politically unites North 

and South, the union that has been of"reproductive" consequence 

has been that between Ben and his sister. 

In its incesttxous, pedophilic resolmion of racial impurity; 

BirN purports to sot~ the dilemma of miscegenation, k)t as the 

various regional subplots are tied t~p at the end of the film, sev, 

eral qnestions remain, submerged deep in the film’s racial u.ncon- 

s cio us. ~k~r i n its de sp erate I iterali zation of the relat ion ship b e ~we en 

penis and phallus, Bi,~¢h tmwi~tingly opens white masculinity 

to scrutiw: Clearly, the violent erasure of black agency enables 

Ben’s assumption of powec but how does this transference acre- 

ally work? 

Oddly; the very designation intended to ann()unce Ben’s 

assumption of phallic power calls attemion ~o his own inadequacy: 

Like his w~lnerable sistec Ben bears the diminutive description 

"little," an appellation ~hat both fk~minizes and infhmilizes him. As 

Guerrero has poimed out, "The insecurity and economic turmoil 

rampant through the postbellmn South had undermined the white 

southern male’s role as provider," depreciating his already bru.ised 

sense of manhood.~ The designation "I~ittle Colonel" calls atten- 

tion to this at the same time tha~ the Klan’s "fhnatical campaign 

sa~ White Womanhood" attempts to restore it (~2). 

The shared moniker "Little" suggests Ben’s overidentifica- 

tion with his sister. Not only does the name emasculm e Ben by sug- 

gesting his lack of sexual prowess but it also links him irrevocably 

Flora, whose victimized identi~y he and Griffith have metaphorically 



consumed, in Birlh’s pathologic, the arrival of the proph?qactic spec- 

ter of hooded Klansmen prevents the imagined defilement of white 

~)men by (lark, presumably virile men. Yet like Sigmund Freud’s 

conception of the sexual thtish, the Klansma~fs hooded robe both 

dism,ows and calls attention to the insu~ciently phallic bo@ it 

attempts to conceal. At the end of the fillJ~, the anxieties regarding 

whi~e phallic insufticiency remain~despi~e the Klan’s momentous 

ettiort to terrorize the black population into submission. 

~:nter Shirley Temple, the Little Phallus 

What is glimpsed in this complex scene sets both the psychic and 

historical stage fl)r the onscreen representation of both interra- 

cial and intergenerational relationships in American cinema. Not 

surprisingly, it was on this w:ry stage that Temple and her loyal 

servant Robinson together sofl-shoed their way into the hearts of 

Depression-era audiences in [bur films: TheLia~’ Cogonel, TheLit- 

¢I~¢ B~:t?d, ~us¢ A~w~d the: Corr~er (dir. Irving Cummings, US, ~938), 

and Rebecca ojS~xn~yb~oN Fa~rn~ (dir. Allan Dwan, US, t938). 

Set on a postbellum plantation in Kentucky; 7]~ekittI~’ CoNnel 

revisits both the scene of Griffith’s birthplace and his groundbreak- 

ing Civil War epic. Not only does the film’s title--taken from John- 

ston’s story~recall the heroic protagonist of Birth bu~ the film 

actually also attempts to reconcile the problem of Northern and 

Southern relations, albeit through different, less conspicuously vio- 

lent means. By marrying a ~Snkee gentleman, the Southern belle 

Elizabeth Lloyd (Ew?lyn Venable) has incurred the wrath of her 

stern [~ther (Lionel Barrymore), a retired Con~kderate colonel. 

Familial tensions reign until Elizabeth’s adorable daughter Lloyd 

Sherman (Temple5 manages t~ charm her grandfather s heart and 

reconcile the tinnily and the still divided nation it represems. 

Miniature as she may have been, ’[i?mple’s "Little Colonel" 

packed a mighty; racist punch. With the combined force of Gri~: 

fith’s Little Sister and the Kn Klux Klan whose charge Big Brother 

led, Temple’s Little Colonel was the per~k~ct ~because unlikely~ 

figure on which to rewrite the f~mnding myth of America’s "racial, 

sexual, and national narrati~.’’:~ Explicitly endowed with Gri~th’s 
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legacy of racist white patriarchal power d~rougt~ her nickname "the 

Little Colonel" and her inherited mission to reunite northern and 

southern whiteness a~ the expense of blacks, ~R’mple’s infantile 

innocence nonetheless established her star persona as be~)nd 

ideological reproach. 

As Shirley Temple Black explained in her autobiograph> 

Child Sta~; it was (;rift~ th himself who "approached ~k~x executives 

with the ’controversial idea’ to add the transgressive black presence 

to her films.’’:~ ~[>mple Black remembers Grifflth.savino, ~, "There 

nothing, absolutely nothing, calculated to raise the gooseflesh on 

the back of an audience more than tha~ of a whitte girl in relation 

to Negroes" (9o). Of course, this was not the first time that Gri5 

fith had put his finger on the throbbing pulse of America’s racial 

imagination. Yet whereas BirN had incensed the African American 

community wi~h ks repulsive depictions of black people, Temple’s 

tk’atures with Robinson seemed tsr more benign,s4: 

The interracial, intergenerational romance f0rmnla defined 

Temple’s film cycle with Robinson.}~t rather than presenting inte,~ 

racial desire as a camlys~ m melodramatic camsm)phe and racist 

violence, as BirN had done, ’Ikmple’s films suggested that inter- 

racial harmony could extend to intergenerational intimac~ Gri5 

fith’s desire to witness and then pu.nish the taboo act of interracial 

sex was transfk~rred, in The: Little Colonel, to [the more manageable 

desire to watch Shirley and B@angles dance. For it was d~rougt~ 

dance that American audiences’ desire to see black and white 

bodies touching on screen was first satisfied. It is hardly a figment 

of our presem pedophilic imagination tha[t sees the "innocem" 

spectacle of ’Ikmple and Robinson moving together in harmony 

as an intensely sexualized site of interracial desire. When 77ze Little 

CoNrteI was previewed by audiences in the South, the famous 

case dance~in which Robinson and ’[i?mple ttouched fingers as 

they danced t~p to bed~had to be cut "to avoid social oflk’nse and 

assure wide distribution.’’:~5 

In Temple’s highly constructed star persona, her "inno- 

cence" and w~lnerability disavow [the seductive lure anti phallic 

charge she regularly exercises in her films. This dt~ality is elt~cidated 

by revisiting the afbrememioned crisis of nomenclature that comes 



to a head in The Little Colond. Here, tbllowing Johnston’s book, it is 

T~mple’s character ~o whom ~he phallic moniker is a.pplied.~ Ye~ 

if The Little Colonel can be regarded as Hollywood’s reenvisioning 

of ks own racist pas~, then how can we tmpack the significance of 

this transi~rence? 

As both Rogin and James Snead haw poimed ouL the 

’[i:mple-Robinson films "fk’amre an imerracial couple thin, gene~ 

ated out of an absent or disabled ihther, heals white family dis- 

rupt~on. ’ it is precisely this gap leit by the missing, disabled, or 

feminized father--so resonant for Depression-era America~ that 

~I~mg)le’s character is consm,cted t() fi11. Fk)r while it is irue that 

Uncle Billy was often called on to fldfi11 paternal tasks in 

absence of ’R’mple’s white parents, it is important to recognize 

how restricted his role as caretaker was. Robinson’s character is 

"so much more mammy ~han man" thai he is able ~o nurture ihe 

whim child without threatening the dominant phallic order,ss This 

i8minization also efi~ctively sterilizes him, as his seK:sacrifice pre- 

vents Robinson from assuming the role of patriarch for either the 

whim I~mily or a black ~hmily of his own. This symbolic nemering 

ensures black iniL~rtilky as e~ciemly as Bi~’*h’s limral castration and 

shadows the practices of racially motivated sterilization used in 

1935 by the US govermnem, particularly in the South, to control 
A~}ican American populations.:~° 

With the black male servant tL)rbidden to assume the role 

of patriarch, ’[kmple herself charges into the task. Blacks may be 

instrumental, but k is Temple’s wit, cou.rage, and smarts that resolve 

~hmilial and sometimes national crises. Her "phallic empowerment" 

is evident not only througt~ her explick idemification with 

patriarchal savior but also through her behavior in the plamation 

films, in which she is often put "in charge of regimented ad.ults.’’4° 

Yet ()piing ~o bestow phallic power on the white child rather ~han 

on the eligible black male was not just a strategic method fi)r avoid- 

ing black empowerment and the d~reat of miscegenation. On 

contra~/, this maneuver had racial, sexual, and symbolic urgenc> 

even bey~)nd its fimction t:o keep [)lack men out of the regime of 

power by any means necessary. 

Bestowing phallic power omo ~ikmple’s characters disavowed 
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the threat of castration for Depression-era audiences conflomed 

with the spectacle of male inadequacy. By creating an androgynous 

child whose phallic sufficiency is constantly asserted, Hollywood 

at~rmed the fl)rtitnde of the bo@ politic while dispelling fears of 

sexual diflLwence. Since ~i~mple’s characters demonstrate none of 

the "psychical consequences" that Freud so notoriously attributed 

to the anatomical diff~:rence belween the sexes, her films retain the 

possibilby (always illusive and elusive) of corporeal and symbolic 

wholeness. ’lkmple ne~r identifies with the degraded, disempow- 

ered mother who stars in Freud’s scenario of castration. In fa.ct, as 

2k’mple’s orphaned charac~:er proudly insists in Rd~ecca gf S,t~z~y- 

brooh i’drm, "i’m very selgsu~ficient1" which may be interpreted as, 

being complete onto herself (not castrated), she has no use tbr a 

castrated maternal figure with whom to identify. As Temple often 

turns out to be ~fie breadwinner, her "selt:sufIiciency" is indeed 

gendered male. 

Of course, to speak of the psychosexual dimension of ~ikm- 

ple’s andro~,nous appealwithout addressing its racial implications 

in The Litt~g Colo~dwould be lo miss the point. ~¥hat is so s[artling 

about the shared namesake of the "1 ~ktle Colonel" is ~hat ~he ~935 

fihn conflates the figures of Birth’s Big Brother and Little Sister in 

Temple’s charactec so that she represents both the w~lnerable site 

of i n mrracial desire and its phallic, raci st res olution. Although th e 

entire film pivots on ~his confla~:ion, the trans[brmation of I~itHe 

Sister into Big Brother correlates, symbolically; to an actual scene 

in 75e Litae Colortd in which Temple reenacts a traditional black 

bap[ism in a mud puddle with her two black playmates, Henry CIW 

and Lily. Reminiscen[ of the scene in Birth when Ben firs[ realizes 

the utility of white sheets by disco~ring Flora disguised in them, 

Temple steals her grandfa.ther’s white sheets to substitute for the 

holy garb she has witnessed in ~he black religious ritual. Lamr in 

this scene we will see Temple "blackening" herself~"bo[h liter- 

ally in the mud, and figuratively by assuming the blacks’ religious 

ritual" (54)- 

In Ibis scene, ~Ii~mple proceeds m "save" HenW [g &raking 

him backward into the mud puddle. When she asks whether Henry 

has been sav~d, he responds negatively. ’Ik’mple dunks him again. 



When Hency comes up for air a second time, Temple repeats her 

question. This time, the little boy has learned a valuable lesson 

of discipline and punishment. Henry anxiously replies that it has 

worked, as the promise of "salvation" by Ikmple’s Little Colonel 

im~okes the threa~ of more suffering. When ~i~mple’s irate grand- 

father discovers his white granddaughter shmmfing in the mud 

with her black playmates, the black children tlee in a panic. I~ is 

clear that they are "a~ard" of the draconian Southern authority 

that he represents. And yet it is this very authority that is being 

replaced and reimagined in the film. All fuss and no force, the old 

man’s i~unc~ions are impomnu ’[i:mple’s are not. 

If 77~e Little (2olo~,el can be read as an unconscious attempt 

to resolve Bi~h, then at the literal or chronological le~l, the "Big" 

colonel, played by Barrymore, can be considered a later incarna- 

tion of Bzrth, Little Colonel, now retired and aging. And vet here 

the idealistic, racist "virtues" that made the Little Colonel the 

hero of Bi~¢]z have been rendered anachronistic and decrepit by 

the So~th’s defeat in the Civil War. Reconstruction, and the evolu- 

tion of Hollywood’s own codes of representation. In ~his scene, the 

whi~:e sheets once worn by the colonel have been trashed by blacks 

and Northerners. The film’s revealing retbrence to grand[~ther’s 

sheets s~ggests both his imagined participation in the Klan and the 

point of view that regards Reconstruction as a blight on the tradi- 

tional values of [:he South. Moreovec the aging colonel is N)palled 

by his own granddaugt~ter’s decision to associate with and behave 

like blacks~an anxieV that references the ~mavoidable pop~fiar- 

ily of black cultural ibrms in American mass entertainment of 

~ 93os. "When I am going to see you look like little girls should," he 

demands, "flesh and dainty as a flower!!" When, in other words, 

was Temple going to start looking and behasqng like the typical 

Griffi~:h ingenue~running around "like a goose with its head off; 

crying ’oooooh... the little birdsF ,,74~ 

By the ~93os, the melodramatic mode ofBb&’s racist model 

of genetic purity had become as antiquated as the histrionic perfor- 

mance styles contained within (;riftith’s fihns. By substituting 

ple’s adorable authorib, fbr her grandf:ather’s outdated influence~ 

all the while su,,gesting that she nonetheless was the true, vital 
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inheritor of his once imposing phallic charge-- ;T7,~’ Little Colored 

s~pplied a new, cuter face for white power. Rather than fearing 

blacks and trying to eradicate them, Temple’s Litde Colonel knew 

how to use blacks, to imitate them, to "sm,e" them, to subjugate 

them, and perhaps most important, to embo@ them. 

It is through the perverse baptism of black children into 

"Klansmen" that ’[izmple herself assumes the awesome, rnythicized 

power that the name "Little Colonel" implies. Through ~ikmple’s 

on-screen appropriation of blackness, ~ tollywood manutsctured a 

more potent whiteness, one that merged the power of black spiri- 

tuality and ~k~eling with Griffith’s legacy. By literally and spiritually 

blacking up 2~mple, Hollywood endowed her star persona with a 

changeling capacity that allowed her to play a multiplicity of roles 

in the American tSlm ind~stry’s updated miscegenation scenario. 

Thus ~Ik:mple’s characters could range fiom innocen~ white child to 

lascivious fbmale, white phallic sa~,ion racial mula[to, and black min- 

strel~all within the same film. indeed, it is through her on-screen 

assumption of blackness that Temple is able to make the transi- 

tion f1om vulnerable whii:e child to wielder of white powen This 

t:ransff~rmation, which mirrors ~:he transfbrmmtion through black- 

tsce that Rogin discusses in his analysis of 7?e.Jazz Singer (dii: Alan 

Crosland, US, ~9~7), empowers Temple, allowing her "to exchange 

selves rather than fixing [her] in the one where [s~he began.’’4e Like 

that of the ~ansmen she innocen@, accidentally imitates, ’f~mple’s 

maoical~     p otencv, derives from her ability, 1o appear as something~ she 

is not~by performing a racial and sexual masquerade. 

By orches~:rating the donning of white sheets on her own 

miniature army, ’f~rnple inherits the legacy of Bi~’¢I,’s Little Colonel 

to organize a regiment of white power. The irony that her chosen 

"Klansmen" are black suggests both the racial schizophrenia of 

the text: as a whole and the [,i~:tle Colonel’s efficiency as a leader. 

For unlike the ~Miican Americans in Bir~lz, who must be violently 

coerced into subjugation, the ~Miican Americans in 7?eLittZe Cob- 

r~eI are presented as eager participants in their own subordination. 

Since they are only "playing" (again, the film insists on its own 

innocence), it is possible to show the unthinkable ~black children 

as mock Klansmen. After all, in Hollywood’s dominant plantation 



fantasy; blacks are portrayed as too dumb to know better than to 

mobilize racist ideologT against themselves, and too devoted to 

resis~ ~heir mistress’s demeaning authorit> And yet this "plwing" 

extends to the ideological game at the heart of ~[kmple’s and Rob- 

inson’s films. For in the potentially dangerous absence of a viable 

white patriarch to lead the text toward white supremacist resolu- 

tion, blacks had to be shown to cooperate with ~heir own domina- 

tion. Thro@~ their amazing ability to enact a variety of ideological, 

sexual, and psychic positions, ~ikmple’s characters were mobilized 

to show America how painless racial s~i~gation could be. 

By representing bo~h the I~ittle Colonel, or phallic savioc 

and the Little Sister, or imperiled site of white [kminini~y; ’Ikmple’s 

character could elicit, saris[}; and contain the illicit desire to see 

miscegenation on screen without suffering any of the dangerous 

consequences. Unlike helpless Flora and Elsie Stoneman betbre 

he~; this little Colonel was so "selgsufficiem" that she did not 

require the las>minute ride to the rescue by the white patriarch 

that, as BirN paradoxically demonstrated, was not always success- 

fl~l. For in contrast to the "too la[:e" temporalily of Birth’s primal 

scene, ~:he temporal s~:rncmre of The Litt~: Colo~zdis always right on 

time. As T],e LilIJe Colo~vdwas made at?er it was already historically 

"too late" (for slavery, for the Confederac}~ for the racial codes 

of the Old South, nearly fbr Griftith), this m:opian pr(~ection of 

perfk~ct temporal coincidence can be read as a compensmory ges- 

ture meant 1o disavow the obsolescence of the film’s antiquated 

setting. 

The film’s perfbct temporal structure is evidenced through 

the exact: rhythm of 2k’mple’s and Robinson’s historic pas de deux, 

which~like the pornographic spectacles Linda Williams ana- 

lyzes ~always presents its performers as perfectly in sync with each 

other’s moves and desires.4~ This temporal structure is also evi- 

denced througt~ the way in which the black man has been trained 

to arrive right on time when it comes to entertaining his little mis- 

tress, and to depart the moment his "romantic" overtures threaten 

to overflow acceptable boundaries. With ~[i~mple funct:ioning as 

her own police ~0rce (indeed, there was such a thing as the Shirley 

2L~mple Police Force, approved by her tiiend and admirer J. Edgar 
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ttoover), there was no longer any danger that the white childwould 

be pushed off the cliff of interracial desire.4~ By being eminen@ 

capable of deti?nding herself; ’li?mple’s persona eliminated the 

need f~r the white savior’s ride to the rescue. 

The N~-S~-Tragic 

in 77w Li~ (2o~o~’~ ~lk~mple’s character is presented as a mediating 

f?)rce between North and South, male and t~male, adnlt and child, 

and, perhaps mos~ impormn~, between black and white. Born of 

a Southern mother and a Northern f~hen Temple’s character is 

uniquety capable of negotiating [he regional conflict at the heart 

of ibis revisionary narrative. Although Lloyd Sherman has been 

named a union colonel at the opening of the film. her natural 

sympathies are clearly in Dixie~a sentiment confirmed by 

ple’s role as a Conf~dera[e rebel in 77~e Lia~s~~ t~eI~& also directed 

by Bmler and released in [he same year. Dressed in pinafbres and 

topped with a head of blond c~rls, Temple is the cinematic heir 

all Southern belles of the silent: era. ki:~: beneath ’li?mple’s perf~ct 

Southern belle appearance, [here are several crucial difi~rences. 

Since she does not embo@ white womanhood but instead white 

childhood, she exists in a liminal space where interracial play is 

deemed acceptable. She delights in, rather ~:han fi~ars, ~:he ero~:ic 

gaze of the Afkican Americans who st~rround her. Af[er all, in 

the pedophilic world created by ~l~mple’s fihns, [he special bond 

between adult male and f~male child is so sacred that it tr~m~ps 

nearly all ~:he social, racial, regional, and generational boundaries 

that harshly delinea~:ed the scope of aduh sexual desire during the 

same era. 

Since one of the central goals of Temple’s films was 

manufhcmre desire fk~r the child’s body, the pedophilic gaze was 

perm it te d to ex~end b eyond Am erican cinem a’s ~radi ti onally white 

male point of view to encompass [he desiring look of all men. in the 

Big White I to~se that Zam~ck b~ilt. T~mple can and does co~ince 

any man ~:o do anything she wants, regardless of their race, class, 

or social standing. I,ike Mae West, ~li~mple knew what she wan~:ed 

and always achie~,ed it. And like West, XL~mple alwa~ managed 



seduce the men around her, procuring eveor~:hing she desired. Cir- 

cumventing the limitations imposed by her social stature, ~fbmple 

exchanged physical affection for benefits that she could not obtain 

in other ways. With her beloved Daddy perenniallywrapped around 

her finger, ’[i?mple was fiee to collect other amorous daddies to do 

her bidding, including her eternally faithfl~l black manservant, a 

collection of irate military generals, gamblers, thieves, Wall Street 

bankers. Uncle Sam. and even IIonest Abe himsel£ (In a scene 

fkom The Littlest Reb& the miniature insurgent manages to seduce 

Abraham Lincoln into fbrgiving her Confbderate father fbr treason 

by sitting on the president’s lap and sharing an apple with him in 

an "innocent" paro@ of the biblical parable.) 

As long as the doting gaze of all nonwhite men remained 

concentrated on the white child (and did not stray to their adult 

co~mterparts), Temple’s fillies could flirt with interracial intimacy 

without suffering the imagined consequences to white hegemony. 

.~s in th e tel ationship b etween [h e child Huck Finn an d [h e escaped 

sla~ Jim in Mark Twain’s masterpiece, the on-screen relationship 

between Temple’s and Robinson’s characters was san ctified so long 

as Temple remained a child. As long as Temple’s adolescence could 

be defk~rred, and the signs of her sexual maturation eliminated, 

her relationship with older and fiequently nonwhite men was pre- 

sumed innocenu Th~s the fantasy of interracial, intergenerational 

romance was both suggested and contained in Temple’s prepubes- 

cent fiame. 

In BirN, Grif~th constructed the mulatto character Silas 

Lynch as a greater threat to racial purity and white womanhood 

than Gus. Endowed with official power and wielding the disguise 

(ffhis light skin, Silas was characterized by cunning and cruel ambi- 

tion. Whereas Gus was depicted as a depraved Negro unable to 

control his own illicit desires and h~terical body, Silas was calculat- 

ing and composed~an intellectual threat as well as a physical one. 

As Robert: I,ang has argued, Silas is "essentially" evil, as his villainy 

originates fkom his birth as "a demonized product of miscegena- 

tion?’~5 For m:-~like the powerless figure of the tragic female mulatta 

that had been in cinematic currency since ~9~z, the dangerous 

male rnulatt:o that: Silas embodied wielded political a~zd sexual 
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power in the sphere of white privilege; in this sense, Silas "is worse 

than black" {~8}. 

In a different and ye~ comparable way; ~l~’mple can also be 

regarded as a mulatto character~one who is nei[her tragic nor 

dangerous bm alluring and omnipo[ent. Although her skin tone 

is never less than pearl}, wbite, Temple can be considered ideo- 

logically and corporeally "mixed" in the sense of being a racially 

mediating and mediated figure. Like Silas, ’Ikmple’s racial identity 

existed on the borders between the black and white worlds of the 

Old So~th. As Snead has argued, "The genius of Shirley Temple 

characters lies in the way in which they have become disciplined 

negotiators between ~wo opposing worlds," utilizing skills of media- 

tion ~ha~ have been undoubmdly enhanced by ~he expropriation 

of blackness.4:v Like Silas, Temple’s characters exerted a compel- 

ling, sometimes t?~annical, anti always magical power over blacks 

and whkes. Yc~ ’[kmple’s "intimate connection wi~h racial O~hers" 

extended beF~ond aft~c~ion and authorky to affinity:4:s 

While ~he films ~ha~ she starred in never went so fiat as ~o sug- 

ges~ [ha~ Temple’s genetic structure was of mixed blood (al[hough 

~hey sometimes stoppedjus~ short of this), flmy did overemphasize 

’Ikmple’s abilky ~o be a~ home in ~he black world populated by house 

servants, liver?, keepers, maids, mammies, children, doormen, and, 

of course, her "Uncle" Billy: Among the "black lo~qi~i~rs" whose 

company 2k’mple aK~bly kept, "~here was alwaF~ a sense of corn- 

. K not ~armhar~y:-’ indeed, it can be argued thin ~ikmple 
was a star becm~se she was an idealized combination of what were 

(and still are) considered bo[h black and whim a~ribmes. 

Like her Uncle BillF; ~ikrnple had rhythm; she could dance. 

’Ib borrow terms tiom Zora Neale Hurston’s ~94 

I~m SIartg; if Temple was "high yaller" in appearance, then she was 

"inky dink" inside.5° Rather than showing [he labor involved in 

her apprenticeship wi~h Robinson, films such as 

emphasized the way in which 2kmple took to tradkionalty black 

[orll~s of dance like tap seemingly inainc~ively and almos~ imme- 

diamly. Dancing emerged ~om 2~mple’s diminmive flame 

rally;" an innate t0rce ~hat spoke ~o and of ~he "essence" of blackness 

within. Even be~bre Uncle Billy, was finished teaching~ her, ’R’mple 



got it. She could move her feet and her body like a black performer. 

Topped with her famous head of curls, and dressed alternately 

in rags, "inamnly" kerchiefg, and dazzling pinafbres, ~K’mple was 

constructed as a racially liminal figure, someone who could move 

through the permeable boundaries between the races. Armed with 

black corporeal talem and white diplomatic smarts, Temple’s on- 

screen persona was characterized by the kind of do-it,yourself spirit 

that has long characterized those marginalized groups that are 

compelled~becanse of instkmionalized inequalkies~to make 

do with the crumbs they are offered. 

Ahhough 2k’mple engaged in black fbrms of dancing in 

nearly all her films, the most t~mous iteration of her "natural" 

black talent remains the intim~ous stair dance sequence in TIzeLit~le 

Colored. This scene is, in many ways, the one in Temple’s oeuvre that 

most direcdy mtempts to resolw? ~he quandary of miscegenation 

that Bir~h presented in its primal scene of interracial desire. The 

setup for the scene is innocent enougt~. Exhibiting the stubborn 

behavior that is her character’s hallmark, Temple’s Lloyd Sherman 

refl~ses to go to bed, ahhough her grandf:ather has ordered her to 

do so. (Again, his authoriV is obsolete; he cannot even control a 

small child.) Ever present to appease the child, Robinson promises 

Temple that he will show her "a brand new way to go upstairs." 

Robinson proceeds to perfbrm his extraordinary "stair 

dance" in which he wiggles, shimmies, gyrates, anti taps his way up 

the stairs leading toward her bedroom. ~ tis urbane tsce assumes a 

mask of gleaming subse,wience. With arched evbrows, wide eyes, an 

exaggerated t:oothy smile, anti his eternally dancing fbet, Rt~binson 

transfbrms his bo@ into the essence of blackf:ace so perfk:ctly that 

burnt co~k would pro~ excessive. Like the sla~s (whi{e pcrfbrm- 

ers in blackface) who cannot help but dance in Porter’s 1 h~(:~k: 7i, m:~ 

C~bi~+~regardk’ss of the tragic ftate that awaits them on the auction 

block~Robinson is one part loyal 2bm and one part dancing fbol. 

zMthough he knows that his master will punish him, he could not be 

happier. His body knows no consequence or pain. He is~to use a 

x~rd Robinson himself claims to have popularized~copacetic.5~ 

Enthralled with the spectacle of the black man dancing, 

2k’mple immediately wants to do it too. As I’ieud might sa~; the 
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little girl knows "in a flash" what she lacks and therefore desires. 

"k~t here. in contrast to Freud’s scenario of penis era% Temple has 

racial envy: she wants to dance just like black people do. Shirley 

and B~¢~angles commence, moving in per[8ct mxiso~x, delighted by 

the rhy{hms of each other’s bodies. "You sure do [earn ~:ast1" says 

the master to the pupil who is really his master. And sure enough, 

~Ii~mple is a natural. An inserted close-up isolates their dancing 

tE’et~his itx shiny black tap shoes, hers itx black stockings and 

shoes. There is the realization that ~ikmple does indeed have black 

dancing feet, and for all we know fiom this shot. where the telltale 

signs of her whi~e bo@ remain outside the fkame, she could be 

Robinson’s own daugh~er~ except, of cot~rse, that ~he Li~le Colo- 

nel ~akes up so much of U~cle Billy’s time a~xd afikctio~x tha~ he is 

not allowed to ha~,e a child of his own. 

In this f~m~ous scene, Lloyd’s desire to have the black man 

is announced as the desire to be.just like him, and indeed, both 

desires are e~idetxt here. ’Iiue to the genre, their history,makitxg 

dance is also a mythical one, ft~.lfilling all the utopian qualities Jane 

Feuer has noted in her astute discussion of the musical: the myth of 

spontaneity (dancing just erlq)ts naturally), the myth of integration 

(successii~l per~brmances imply success in li~k), and the myth of 

audience (anyho@ can do it; e~erybo@ can participate).5~ Spon- 

taneous becm~se it is impermissible, their historic dance presents 

an image of integration in more ways thatx one. 

This instance of interracial harmony does not go unpun- 

ished. Immediately aftem~’ard, the colonel arrix,es and demands 

to know "what is going on around here?!" The pair rushes up to 

bed, Robinson noting afterward that that was the ~:astes{ his feet 

ever mo~ed. Though it remains unstated itx the film, his fkar fetE’f- 

ences his just-in-time evasion of the horrific punishments black 

men haw? historically undergone when suspected of relations with 

white women. 

And yet, the colonel has arrived too late, because it has 

alrea@ happened. Tho~@x Temple and Robinson ha~’� not had 

sexual intercourse, they have danced together. The colonel hollers 

at Robinson ~br being too dose to the door of his granddaughter’s 



bedroom, but the illicit fantasy of interracial inSmacy has alrea@ 

been visualized. The black man and ;he white girl have been 

caught in ~he bedroom together~a fiantasy that Uucle Tom~ C’abi~ 

rendered tragic by making the bedroom scene the site of Little 

Eva’s death. Here, however; ic is Eros rather than Thanatos that 

articulates the mise-en-schne; when the Lit;le Colonel cuddles up 

with her little black dog, there is a sense ~hat it is a poor substitution 

t0r Robinson himsel[i 

The whim glrl s desire flgr the kind of physical intimacy 

she is denied by her grandfather has been sated by the dazzling 

black man whose physical mlencs ~hr oucshine ~:hose of any of his 

whke male counterparts. If we look co insights ~kom Linda Wil- 

liams’s revealing comparison of musical dance numbers with the 

sexual numbers in pornograph?; ic becomes possible co read ~his 

inmrracial dancing scene as a historic precursor to ~he inmrracial 

sex scenes ~ha~ could no~ and would not be shown on mainstream 

zhnerican screens ~r t0ur more decades.5:~ 

In many cases. Temple’s films were no; content ;o merely 

sugges~ ~he uncanny and inexplicable nature of ~he child’s danc- 

ing talem. On the contrary, ~hey gestured beyond it to her very 

bir~hrigtm A narrative staple of ~he 2hmple thature is her s~ams 

as an orphan. While ~he ~rope of maternal death is most often 

exploited ~o ~Yee up her fiather’s libidinal affk~c~ion ~r ~he child, in 

many of her most ~amous fihns, ’Ihmple’s characmr is deprived of 

both of her natural parents, who are either proclaimed deceased 

or ha~’e gone missing. Indeed, Temple plays an orphan in Littte 

Miss Marker (dia Alexander Hall, US, ~934), BrNht Eyes (dir. David 

Bmle~; US, ~934), C@tai~ janizary, Poor Little Rich Gird (dir. irving 

Cummings, US, ~936), Dim/)~, Stowaway (dir. William A. Seim~; US, 

~936), tleidi (dir. Allan Dwan. US, ~937), t~eberca q/Su~rO~b~v&~k~;,’m, 

Little: Miss Broadway (dir. Irving Cummings, [~S, ~938), The Little 

Pri~cess (di~: Waker Lang, US, 1939), and S~sa~afl q[~he Monarchies 

(di~: Walter Lang, US, ~939), to name but a [Sw. While these fihns 

can be read as a kind ofper~,erse wish fulfillment, in which Freud’s 

scenario of ~:he fhmily romance is made possible by ~:he elimination 

of both natural parents, it also renders the situation of ’IL~mple’s 
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birth ambiguous enough to accommodate a range of interpretive 

possibilities. As long as Temple’s screen parents stayed out of the 

picture, she was tiee to cream ~hmilial relationships with adults of 

her own choosing~whether a handsome white ~daddy" or her 

devoted "uncle" Bilt~ 

By ~934, the possibility of a gift who looked resolutelywhite 

but was in f~(:t Arklean American had been presented to Depression- 

era ~Mnerican audiences in the first screen version of I"annie tturst’s 

bes>selling~ novel, tmi~atior~ of Li.}> (dir. John M. Stahl, US, ~934). 

(Coincidentally. Imitatio,~ also presented mother and daughter as 

competing ok~ec~s of desire fbr the film’s leading man~a dra- 

matic point of contention and melodramatic source of suftbring 

that ~i~mple’s films neatly resolve by removing the mother figure 

entirel?t) While I am not suggesting that Temple’s character was 

literally supposed to be token as a mulatta character in the wW of 

lr;,itatior& Peola johnson, the conventional orphan plot of~i~mple’s 

films deliberately lef~ open the possibili[y of ~lk~mple’s origins to 

enable spectators to prq~ect their own desires onto the child. That 

these desires should include the fhntasy of interracial reproduc- 

tion should come as no surprise in a nation whose fbunding myths 

were inextricable fkom the histories of sla~W and racial and ethnic 

assimilation. 

Unlike Peola, whose tragic destiny stemmed fkom her 

inability to completely pass as white, ~l>mple’s characters can pass 

through the racial boundaries of society as if they were nothing 

more than a revoMng door. Whereas Peola’s racial identity was 

confi~sed, ~l>mple’s characters paradoxically seelned to possess 

both an essential blackness anti a natural whiteness~ a contradic- 

tion ne~r problematized by her films. Since her characters’ "inner 

blackness" did not stem from her actual blood bm from her adap> 

able character, she could only benefit anti never suffk:r Dora the 

black attributes she called tbrth so namrall}¢ 

Untainted by black blood, this figure could nevertheless put 

blackn ess on like a m ask wt mn it was b en eft cial, an d re move it wh en 

i~: was time to be the perik’c~ liu:le white girl again. This, in [:act:, is 

exactlywhat she does in both plantation films. When she is fbrced 

to hide tiom the Union soldiers who have bmst into her Southern 



plantation house in The Littlest I~*’bel, Temple’s character Virgie 

ingeniously puts on blackface and hides with a group of ~rembling 

black children in a broom close~. When her masquerade is discov- 

ered, she is able to charm the soldiers with her brazen defiance, 

regarded by the soldiers as adorable pluck. As can be expecmd, the 

truly black children hiding beside her do no~ make out so well. As 

Snead argues, "Though identified wi~h blacks, Shirley retains all 

of the privileges of whites."54 

In Dimples, 2kmple plays an orphaned street performer 

living in nineteenth-century New ~i)rk with her Fagin-like grand- 

iSther, [he pickpocke~ing ProIbssor Appleby (Dank Morgan). Set 

in the depression of the ~85os, but made in ~936, Di~,~pIes is dearly 

intended as an allegory of the Great Depression~ one that prom- 

ises to resolve the real conflicts of the daywith a nostalgic return 

an imaginary world of racial harmony heR)re the outbreak of [he 

CNil War. Yet thougt~ the title card historically sitnams the story 

in the context of the abolition struggle, the film itself ignores the 

radical message of abolition through its construction of a white 

world [hat benefits fkom the exploitation of Atkican Americans, 

both on screen and 

Beholden to her grandisther, ’[kmple earns money by 

ing a group of black and white child street performers, from whose 

talents she profits. Never mind that Grandpa is well-off enough 

possess an unruly black servant (played by Stepin t~ktchit), whom he 

insults and abuses in the ~ry manner that William Shakespeare’s 

Prospero molests Caliban. Temple’s character sets out to save 

Am eric a Iiom e conomic hardship by dem onstrating how to exploi 

blacks wi[h impunily: As in many of ~Ik~mple’s films, in Dir~qdes, a 

benetsctress disco~rs ~ikmple’s character and adopts her. Prob- 

lems ensue when "Dimples" is given a role in the legitimate theater 

and her grandf~[her absconds wi~h the prodnc[ion’s finances. 

All seems los~ until ~li?mple endears herself in her hear~- 

wrenching pert0rmance as Little Eva in Unc~ 7bra’s Cabin. Flanked 

on all sides by moaning, singing slaves in blackface, Temple’s I~ittle 

Eva shines a beaming white light into the audience, earning 

giveness ~br her grandt:ather, stardom [br hersel[; financial success 

t0r the production, harmoW in her tsmit~; and spectatorial plea- 
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sure fbr all. ]indeed, it is the melodramatic bedroom scene of Eva’s 

death, attended by the kneeling Uncle Tom, whom F~’a sets free in 

her dying wishes, which serves as the linchpin ~Sr the production’s 

success..&s in Bb¢I~ and 77~e Littk Colort& ~he central spectacle of 

imerracial love between a black man and a white girl captivates the 

imagination of spectators and proposes to resolve the dilemmas of 

white society. But this love has again heen desensualized. [5~like ~he 

stair dance in 77re Li~t~ Cdo~wl, here the staging of black and white 

intimacy is rendered melodramatic and tragic rather than 

and erotic. Robinson has been removed from the bedroom, and the 

allure of black male sexuality is repressed through the deliberate 

quotation of earlier; less dangerous t0rms of racial imimac~: 

The irony of Litde Eva liberating her devoted slave in the 

film’s diegetic performance is multifold. Not only do Dimples and 

her grandtdther maintain [:heir own black servam in lowly ser- 

vitude but in the film’s production, the inequities of black labor 

remain unchallenged. While it can be argued that ’[kmple’s films 

helped promote black performers such as Robinson by providing 

on-screen venues [:o showcase their ~alents, ~hese films hardly liber- 

a[:ed hlack perik)rmers from their subserviem roles. By nurturing 

talent [ior which whites alone were recognized, ~R’mple’s Afkican 

American costars became enlisted agents in what Eric Lott has 

described as the "love anti theft" of their own cultural f?~rms.55 This 

is reified in both the actual production of the film, which employs 

Robinson not as a star but as the off)screen choreographen and 

in its diegetic finale, in which Dimples helps celebrate the show’s 

success by leading whm: is announced as the first: minstrel show in 

New }k~rk. 

This cuhninating scene marks [he completion of the jour- 

ney flom 77~#: Birth qia iN’7~tiort to 77re Little: C,)lorzd and back again. 

Coming flfll circle, ~[im~ple’s petite figure emerges amid a sea of 

cork-black, bb~o-li~,~)ed~t "a tsces.~ played in part by the Hall Johnson 

Negro Choir, which first became renowned tbr their pertk~r- 

mance~without blackface makeup~of Negro spirituals in the 

theatrical and fihn versions of The O~en Pa.st~t~s (dir. Marl< Connelly 

and William Keigt~le> US, 1936) and, later, Cabin bz Ne 5’1~ (din 

Vinceme Minelli, US, ~943)- ’fkmple is dressed ahnost identically 



’I~mple sc~ff[’., it t~p on the dance floor in thi., min.,trel 

sequence t~rom Di~@les (aka The Bowe.ry Prir~ce~s; db. Willim ~ 

A. Seiter, U S, ~ 936), Courtesy "][~,entieth Cetm~ ry Fox Fib ~ 

Productions 

to her supporting cast, in a pale tuxedo and top hat, performing 

dance moves borrowed f~om ~he Robinson repertoire. Inaugurat- 

ing this "new fbrm of entertainment f¥om ~:he South" as a national 

rather than regional entertainment, Dimples’s final perfbrmance 

is part Dietrich, part Robinson, and part Fetchit, whose doltish 

idiom she imitams as she conducts a be~T of blacked-up fi~ces and 

dancing bodies. As in many of ~Ik~mple’s fihns, here the child star 

is sex goddess, mulatta colonel, and minstrel all wrapped into one 

"innocent" little package. By demeaning black performers through 

blackf:ace, Dir~ph:s regresses completely t:o BirN’s racist logic. But 

here, there is no longer any mystification. X~:mple reduces ~:he pio- 

neering ttall johnson Choir to a paro@ of blackness designed to 

accommodate the pe~’erse fa.ntasies of whites. The res~fit is not 

"shameless bathos," as the New Fork Times reported, but shamefgtl 

exploitation.5v 

In an era in which screen minstrelsy was on its way out and 

black performers were on their way in (albeit in often demeaning 

roles), Dim[)fes nostalgically returned ~:o the nine~:eenth-cenmry 
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staoe~ to revive the black,:ace tradition. Bv~ narratively, inserti~g 

Te_mple into a fictio~alized primal scene. DimpZ~:s falsely recreated 

the birth of minstrelsy as a nonregiona] popular entertainment. 

Borrowing [kom a traditio~ of black cultural ~brms, ’R’mple’s final 

stage piece enacts a wish flflfilhnent in which real blacks are put 

back in their place (b~ried ~mder burnt cork or completely abse~t) 

and white per~brmers are applauded fbr ~heir racial appropria- 

tions. E~n the general cultural knowledge that it was Robinsot~ 

who taugt~t 2k’mple all her celebrated moves is disallowed by the 

film, which insists that Dimples’s white, racist grandfather taught 

his "pupil" all [he [heatrical arts she has mastered. 

DuCille cotmlndes her article on ’[kmple by arguing that 

"despite the irony of her married name [Black], Shirley ’R’mple 

can never be black.’’Ss Perhaps it is more apt to argue that Temple’s 

characters can alwa}~s be black, when i[ suits thelIl, protects them, 

or is simply more futx than beitxg white, and must never be black, 

when it means suflkring the social, emotional, economic, and 

political conseque~xces of inhabiting a racist societ> IE as Rogi~x 

has argued, Birtt~ offi’red "a regeneration through violence" and 

the gnnmng jazz &~ger rarest1 elsy mask k~11[ed~ blacks with kitxd- 

hess," then ~ikmple’s fihns killed blacks with cuteness~a cuteness 

poised, like the child star who embodied them, between innocence 

and lasciviousness. 

~es 

This essm,, is dedicated to the memory, of Michael. Rogin,, beloved 

fl’iend, mentor, scholar, and inspiration. 

Mae West’s bold defiance of the ~93o Motion Picture Production 

Code was a large motivating factor for the decision to create a 

legitimate enibrcement body, a i~ct accomplished in ~931 with 

the appointment of Joseph Breen to head the newly tbrmed 

Production Code Adminisnation. For a more detailed analysis 

of the role West played, see Emily Wortis l ~eider’s biography, 

Becomi~gMae ~4&x~ (Ncw~7ork: Farrar Strans Giroux, 1997), 

or Thomas Doherty’s Pr~:-Code }toli)~wood: Sex, Immorality, and 

b~surre~tion i~ A~zeda~r~ Ci~e~za, ~9~o--- ~934 (NewYork: 
Columbia UnNersky Press, ~999). 



IO, 

Ann duCille, "The Shirley Temple of My Familiar," Transition, 

no. 73 (~997): ~5. 

Donald Bogle, 2bins, Coona, Mulattoes, Marmnies, arid Bucks." 

A~ h~,te~)~tive [ListoO, %�’Blacks in A merican ~tms (New ~rk: 

Continuum 2oo~), 

The ~93o Code explicitly prohibited adultery, scenes of passion, 

seduction or rape, "sex perversion," white slavery, miscegenation, 

venereal disease, claildbirth, children’s sex organs, complete 

nudib,, diaphanous clothing, sexually suggestive dancing, and 

scenes that showed characters undressing, to name just some of 

the perceived offenses. Jon I ,ewis, America~ Fihn: A History (New 

York: Norton, ~oo8). 

Shirley Temple Black, Child Stair An Autobiogr@hy (New 

McGraw-Hill, ]988), ~6, 

See Gaylyn Studlar’s article, "Oh, ’Doll Divine’: Mary Picktb~O, 

Masquerade, and the Pedophilic Gaze," Camera 05scura, no. 48 

(~om): ~97---~27, in which she argues d~at "Picktbrd appealed 

to and through a kind of cultural pedophilia that looked to 

the innocent child-woman to personit}" nostalgic ideals of 

femininiu;" (zo9). 

Ed Guerrero, ,~rami,,~g Blackness." The Ajkicar~ Araeriean hrzage in Fil’m 

(Philadelphia: Temple I Jniversity Press, ~ 993) ~ 9. 

Gilbert Seldes, "’I\vo Great Women: Intimations of Tomorrow 

Rise oil Seeing the Shirley Temple of Today," Esq*dre, July 19o~> °" 

~43. 

Graham Greene, "Under Two Flags: Captain January," 

5J)ectato~; 7 August ~936. Collected in The Graham Gree’~eFihv~ 

Reader: Morning’s in the Dark, ed. Dasqd Parkinson (Manchester: 

Carcanet, ~993), ~26---28. 

As Blake Stimson notes, Temple had been made an honorary 

officer of various childre~:fs clubs and other organizations 

aronnd tile world. To cite but one example, 165,ooo members of 

the Kiddies Club of England pledged themselves to "imitate" her 

character, conduct, and manner. Blake Stimson, "Andy Warhol’s 

Red Beard," Ar~ Bulh’~in 83 (~om): 5~8. 

It is less clear how adnh t)rnale spectators related to Temple’s 

on--screen persona. Certainly many grown women may have been 
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15. 

envious of her ability to operate fl’eely in arenas that wonld have 

been restricted to them. On the other hand, Temple’s characters 

were often the only means by which adu]t female characters 

could secnre their relationship to adnlt men. By assuming (or 

feigning} maternal desire K,r Ihe child, adult female characters 

were able to insert themselves into the ideMized domestic 

situalions in which Temple’s characters frequently landed. 

DuCille, "Shirley Temple of My Familiar," 

Stimson, "Andy Warhol’s Red Beard," 534. 

See~ Greene, "Under Two Flags"’, , and "Wee ~lhe Winkle: The 

I,K~; of Emile Zo]a," Nig’i~t arid Da)~, ~8 October ~937. Collected in 

Parkinson, Graham Gree~e Fib~ Reade’~; ~33-35. 

DnCille, ’~Shirl%v Temple of My Familiar," 

Georganne Scheiner, 5igr~")~ir{g" Femaie Adolescence: 

Repr<~latior~ ar~d t@~s, ±92o-±~.,Uo (Westport, CT: Praeger, 

~ooo), 67 

As Studlar writes, "Through star discourse, the masquerade of 

childhood that Pickford played out ill the plots of her films was 

extended and served as a means of disavowing or neutralizing 

the revisionary or emancipatory values contained in the 

distinctively New Woman elements of her career, including her 

business acumen, her immense wealth, and her childlessness." 

Studlar, ~’Oh, ’Doll I)ivirm,’" ~ ~6, 

Minter, who ]:lad begun starring in films in 19~5 at the age of 

thirteen, was originally groomed to be another ~ icktbrd. Her 

stardom came ~o an abrupt end in xg~ when the scandalous 

murder of William Desmond ~I~.ylor, who had directed ~Minter in 

kr~e oj’()~en ()~bles in ~9~9, exposed the intimate relationship 

that had developed bmwcen the adolescem star and her middle- 

aged director. 

Studlar, ~’Oh, ’Doll I)ivirm,’" ~o9, 

The tradition of child peribrmance {in vaudeville, and later 

in silent cinema) remains divided between the exhibition of 

real children and the presentation of child impersonators. 

Greene had even accused Temple of being a ~’thir~y-year-oJd 

midget, married to a dwarf, with a seven-year-old chi l d of her 
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own." Lori Merish, "Cuteness and Commodity Aesthetics: Tom 

Thumb and Shirley Temple," in Freaheu: Cultural N~eclacl~x 

q/’Ne Exlr(~ordh~aU Body, ed. Rosemarie Garland Thomson 

(NewYo~k: NewYork University Press, ~99~}), ~9~. While the 

practice of child impersonation and blackface continued in 

the soured era, the desire to see arid hear the m~thentic bodies 

of corporeal Others-------bodies that were either real~ black or 

~ally prep~_~bescent~reached a ti~verish pitch by the early years 

of the sound era, challenging earlier practices of corporeal 

impersonation through their insistence on anatomical 

"tru~]l," 

S~_~san Co~_~rmey, thd{,~,ood bhr~g~si~:s oj’Miscegenatiort,: Speclg~cular 

Narratives ~/’Gender and t~ace, ~9o3.---~967 (Princeton, 

Princeton University Press, 2oo5), 

As Lillian Gish has noted in her antobiography, she was not 

Griffith’s first choice lbr the role of Elsie Stoneman. It was only 

when ~he more tidl-tigured Blanche Sweet went "missing" dnring 

production and Gish was given the opportunity to audition ibr 

the role that the enhanced force of implied pedophilic desire 

was discovered by the director. As Gish recalls, "I was very blonde 

and fl’agile--looking. The contrast with the dark man evidently 

pleased Mr: Griflith, tbr he said in from of everyone, ’Maybe she 

would be more eft~ctive than the more mature ligure I had in 

mind.’ He didn’t tell us ~hen, but I think the role was mine from 

that moment." I ~illiar~ Gish arid Arm Pinchot, 7;t~e Movie.~, M~: 

G@~h, a~dMe (Englewood Cli[t~, ~1: Prentice-Hall, ~9~}9), 

Michael Rogin, ’"The ~ word Became a Flashing Vision’: D. X,’~( 

Oriffith’s 77w Birth qi’a Nation," in "Ror~a~ Reag~m," #~e Movie: 

And Oth~:r ~Oisode.~ in Politkgd D~:mo~ol%9~ (Berkeley: University of 

Cali[brnia Press, ~ 987), ~67. 

Anthony Slide, America~ Racist: The L~¢’e and Films o[Tho~ms Dixon 

(Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, ~oo~I), 78. 

Rogin, "Sword Became a Flashing \qsion," ~58, 

See the official Annie Fellows Johnston and The Little 

Colonel Web site, www.littlecolonel.com, hosted by the Samuel 

Cnlbertson Mansion Historic Bed and Breakfast hm, Lonisville, 

Kentucky (.accessed ~4 October ~oo7). 
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Ibid. 

Johnston had first moved to the Pewee Valley in 1898, but she 

let[ ibr the West in 19ol. She returned to Kentucky in 191o, 

purchased a home in ~9~ ~, and lived there ur~til her death in 

1931. Although Griflith had been born ill I,a Grange, also in 

Oldham County; he purchased a home at ~o6 North Fourth 

Street, Crestwood, tbr his mother arid mint ir~ 19~o. (~riffith 

himself lived there between 1935 and 1939. 

See the Oldham County Historical Society Web site, www 

.oldhamcoun@-fistoricalsocicty.org, La Grar~ge, Kentucky 

(accessed I l No "ember ~oo7). 

Censors agreed to sacrifice certain scenes in the fibu, 

particularly those in which historically truthful instances of 

white violence were depicted. The r~ow missing tbotage of 

castration was seen by Los Angeles audiences for weeks after 

Birg!/s release and in the South for halfa decade. Rogin, 

"Sword Became a Flashing Vision," ~77. 

Guerrero, f’rami’ug Bla&’u~:ss, ~ 2. 

I)nCille, "Shirley ~[i~.mple of M}~ t!’amiliar," ~ 4. 

Temple Black, Child ,~’ta~ 9o, 

The newly tbrmed iNatiorml Association tbr the Advancement 

of Colored People (NAACP) sought to prevent the film from 

screening in Los Angeles, and a few days after its opening in N 

"~i-~rk, it anr~ounced its opposition to the film. 

This was r~ot the oMy occasion at which regional audiences 

tbnnd aspects of Temple’s erotic performance censurable. In her 

autobiography; Temple Black notes that Curl), 7bp (dir. Irving 

Cummings, US, ~ 935) was barmed from theaters in I)enmark 

tbr "unspecified corruption." Perhaps it was the dream scene in 

which Temple appeared as "a naked cupid, smeared hairline to 

feet in gilt paint" that provoked Scar~dirmvian audiences? Temple 

Black, Chigd ,Star. ~o8, 98. 

As Lori Merish has pointed out, both the practice of addressing 

Temple as the "Little" Colonel or as the "Littlest" Rebel and 
the tendency to fi~.at ure her ir~ rniniature military unifbrm 

were born of a long tradition of describing midgets, dwarti~, 
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giants, non-Caucasians, and other extraordinarily bodied 

"freaks" in what the scholar Robert Bogdan has described as the 

"high aggrandized style." Merish, "Cuteness and Commodity 

Aesthetics," 19o. 

Rogin, "Sword Became a Flashing Vision," 173. 

DnCille, "Shirley Temple of My Fanliliar," ~8. 

In March 19~4, two closely ,’elated acts based on eugenics 

were passed in the Virginia legislature: the Racial Integrity 

Act of 19~4 and Senate Bill ~8~, which became known as 

the Sterilization Act because it allowed for the involumaW 

sterilization of certain inmates ofstate-flmded institutions. The 

Racial Integrity Act required that a racial description of every 

person be recorded at birth and felonized marriage between 

"white persons" and nonwhite persons. The law was the most 

i~mons ban on miscegenation in the I ;hired States and was 

overturned by the US Supreme Court in ~967 in Lovi~gv. 

V~qrirda. Though the Sterilization Act was directed at rendering 

inl)rtile the "t~ebleminded,~’ its most Dequent targets were 

racial and ethnic minorities. By ~956, twen~y.-tbur states had laws 

providing [br ir~voluntary steriliza tion on their books. Th ese 

states collectively reported ha~qng forcibly sterilized 59,ooo 

people over the preceding fifty years. From the beginning the 

motive behir~d the eugenics laws had been to eliminate ethnic 

minorities, especially "Negroes." 

.]ames Snead, "Shirley Temple," in W, hite Screer~s, Bl(~h Imqg’es: 

tic@wood from ~heDarh Side, ed. Colin MacCabe and Cornel \~rest 

(NewYork: Routledge, ~994), 5/t¯ 

Mar}, Picktbrd is quoted mocking Griftith’s typical direction in 
Smdlar, "Oh, ’Doll Divine,’" 

Rogin, "Sword Became a Flashing Vision," 95- 

In her article, "Film Bodies: Gender, Gem’e, Excess," the 

film theorist Linda Williams writes, "Non--sadomasochistic 

pornography attempts to posit the utopian fantasy of per~:ct 

temporal coincidence: a snb.iect and object (or seducer and 

seduced) who meet one another ’on time[’ and ’now!’ in shared 

moments ofmutual pleasure that it is the special challenge of 

the genre to portray." This article was reprinted in Fi!m Gemre 
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49" 

R¢~aderHf, ed. Barry Keith (;rant (Austin: University of Texas 

Press, ~oo3)~ 155, Elsewhere, in her seminal study Hard Cor~, 

Williams has pointed out the stn_~cmral or generic similarities 

of pornography and the classical mnsical, which both mi]ize 

spectacular "number" sequences (dance or sex) Io resolve 

problems that have been generated in the narrative, See I Anda 

Williams, Hard Core: PoweE Pl~asur6 and the ’7arer~zy of lhe Visible" 

(Berkeley: University of Cali[brnia Press, ~999). 

The Shirley Temple Police Force was originally Temple’s 

idea, sparked by her admiration of and invoNement with the 

FBI director .[. Edgar Iioover, who made her a G--Woman in 

1936. [)uring the fihuing of’th~idi (IJS, ~937), the director 

Allan Dwan recognized Temple’s ability to control things 

in his absence, and had a supply of badges made up. On ~g, 

September ~ 937 a badge was issued to Hoover, who in return 

tSr a kiss gave Temple his autograph. The rnles of the Shirley 

Temple Police Force were simple: swear allegiance to Temple 

and guarantee to obey her; carry tl:~e badge at all times; keep 

the badge shined. Awone discovered by Temple not abiding 

by the above rules faced a fine, typically twenty-five cents, 

which was readily paid by all actors and staff on the set. 

J. Pratt, ~Shirley Temple Fan Page," ~ooo, Geocitiesi 

Santa Monica, Caliibrnia, www.geocities.com!Hollywood, 

Hills/8o38/police.htm (accessed ~5 January ~oo8). 

Robert f,ang, "7;he Birth g/’a Nation: History, Ideology, Narrative 

Form," in 77~e Birth cfa Nation, ed. Lang (New Brunswick, NJ: 

Rutgers University Press, ~994), ~9~ 

As Bogle writes, the figure of the tragic mulauo had made its 

earliest screen appearance in The:Debt, a two-reeler from ~9~. 

The nodon of the tragic mulatto, in which a light-skinned 

female is denied the happiness that she deserves because of the 

discovery of her "black blood," was a Hollywood formula 

remained in place tbr decades. Bogle, Toms, Cb0m, Mub~ttoes, 

Mammiea, and Bucks, 9" 

Snead, "Shirley Temple," 49. 

Merish, "Cuteness and Commodity Aesthetics," 197. 

Bogle, 7bins, C’oor~s, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks, 47. 
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Zora Neale Hnrston, "Glossary of Harlem Slang," in 5~bunk: 77~,~ 

Sdeeted Sgories q/’Zora ~_\7~al~ Ituraton (Berkele> CA: Turtle Island 

Foundatior~, ~ 985), 91-9(5. 

Though Robinson c]aimed to have invented the word, which 

means "completely satist~ctow" or "pert~ctly fine," i~ is more 

like]}, that he popularized a wo~d already used by blacks in the 

Somh since the ~ 9208. There are innumerable somces that 

reference Robinson’s ibndness for the xs~)rd, including scholarly 

books on the history of blackface, tap, the Harlem Renaissance, 

and AtYican American perfsrmance. According to The 

DictionaU of American R<g%rml E’~gqish, Robinson’s favorite 

expression was, "Everything is copacetic, everything is rosy, the 

goose hangs high." The DictiortaV oj’Ameria~n R~g%~al E~ggisb, ed. 

Frederic G. Cassi@ (Cambridge, MA: Iiarvard Universily Press, 

~985), 77o. 

These categories are Jarm Feuer’s, IS"ore "T’he Myth of the 

Self-Reflexive Musical," in Hollywood Musicals: The Fibn Reader. 

ed. Steven Cohan (NewYork: Routledge, 2oox), 3>--4o, 

See chapter 5, "Generic Pleasures: Number and Narrative," 

in Williams, tlard 

Snead, "ShMey Temple," 6~. 

Eric I ,ott, Lov(~ and 7"I~e./~: Bla@ce MinstreLsy and lh(~ American 

FVorki~g" Class (NewVork: Oxford 15~iversity Press, ~995). 

As Lott notes, "It was largely t|~e industrializing North t|~at 

was the minstrel show’s immediate cultural purview, 

political ref~:rem, and context of pertbrmance." [,ott, Love 

arid Tbq’t, 38. 

Fran k Nngent, "Miss Temple Plays Little Eva in ~Dimples,’ at t|~e 

Roxy------ The Rialto O~tL’rs ’Lady Be Careful,’" N~:’w Y0,h 7"i~v~s, 

October ,936. 

I)~_~Cille, "Shirley Temple of My Familiar," 3~. 

Rogin, "Sword Became a Flashing Vision," 80. 
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and ~he .]our~*ag q/’Leabian Studi~s, and has contributed book chap ters 

to several amt~o]ogies, includir~g 
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A nZI~o~%9~ (~oo8). She is curremly writir~g a book tentatively titled ~The 

Pedopt~ilic Imagination: Ct~ildren, Sex, Movies," in which she shifts 

her scholarly ti)cus ~kom the representation of sexuality and the bo@ 

in avar~Vgarde cinema to ar~ analysis of popular culture. 



"Ut~cle" Bill "Bqjat~gles" Robinson entreats Shirley "lemple 

t~, dat~ce up to the bedroom with him in their t:amous "Stair 

Dance" fi:om Th~ Li#le O)fo~zd (dir~ David But]e~, US, 1935). 

Courtesy ’Ii~entietb Cetmary Fox Film Production 
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Narrative Film: 

, . Pretty Baby (I 978) 

, .A Streetcar Named Desire (I 951) 

, .Abbott and Costello Go to Mars (1953) 

, .Angel Heart (I 987) 

, . Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call New Orleans (2009) 
, . Band of Angels (I 957) 

, . Banjo on My Knee (I 936) 

, . Bed of Roses (I 933) 
, . Belle of the Nineties (I 934) 
, . Birth of the Blues (I 941) 
, . Blaze (I 989) 
, . Buccaneer Girl (I 950) 
, . Candy the Stripper (I 983) 

, . Davy Crockett and the River Pirates (I 956) 

, .d~J~ vu (2007) 
, . Dock of New Orleans (I 948) 
, . Down by Law (2002) 

Double Jeopardy (I 999) 
Drowning Pool (I 975) 
Easy Rider (I 969) 
Eve’s Bayou (I 997) 
Flesh and Fantasy (I 943) 

French Quarter (I 977) 
Girl in Trouble (I 963) 
Glory Alley (I 952) 
Hard Target (I 993) 

Hard Times (I 975) 
Highway 61 (I 991) 

Hotel (I 967) 
In the Electric Mist (2009) 
J.D.’s Revenge (1976) 

Jezebel (I 938) 
Johnny Handsome (I 989) 
King Creole (I 958) 
King of Marvin Gardens (I 972) 
Lady from Louisiana (I 941) 
Last Holiday (2006) 

Last of the Mobile Hot Shots (I 970) 
Let’s Do It Again (I 975) 
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, . Lonesome Jim (2005) 
, . Lulu Belle (1948) 
, .Madame X (1937) 

, .Mandingo (1975) 

, .Mardi Gras (1958) 

, . My Forbidden Past (1951) 

, . Naughty Marietta (1935) 
, . New Moon (1987) 
, . New Orleans (1947) 
, . Nightmare (1956) 

, . Panic in the Streets (1950) 
, . Pelican Brief (1993) 
, . Runaway Jury (2003) 
, .Saratoga Trunk (1945) 

, .Skeleton Key (2005) 

, .Streets of Blood (2009) 

, .Suddenly, Last Summer (1959) 

, .The Big Easy (1987) 

The Buccaneer (1938) 
The Cat and the Canary (I 939) 

The Cincinnati Kid (I 965) 
The Client (I 994) 
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button (2008) 

The Exotic Ones (I 968) 
The Flame of New Orleans (I 941) 
The Fugitive Kind (2005) 

The Iron Mistress (I 952) 
The Lady Killers (2004) 
The Mississippi Gambler (I 953) 

The Toast of New Orleans (I 950) 
The Princess and the Frog (2010) 
This Property is Condemned (I 966) 

The Red Kimona (I 930s) 
Tightrope (I 984) 
Toys in the Attic (I 963) 

Undercover Blues (I 993) 
Walk on the Wild Side (I 962) 
Wild at Heart (I 990) 
Zandalee (I 991) 
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. ~ Documentary: 

. ~Always for Pleasure (I 978) 

. ~Among Brothers; politics in New Orleans (I 986) 

. ~ Brick by Brick (I 982) 

. ~ Engineering Disasters. New Orleans (2006) 

. ~ Faubourg Treme 

. ~I’ll Make Me a World (2000) 

. ~lnside Hurricane Katrina (2006) 

. ~Jazz (2000) 

. ~Jazz Parades; feet don’t fail me now (2002) 

. ~Mardi Gras made in China (2006) 

. ~Mine (2009) 

. ~ New Orleans (2000) 

. ~ Queen of the South New Orleans in the 1850s (I 999) 

. ~ Robert, Mary and Katrina (2006) 

. ~Shalom y’all; the documentary film (2002) 
The Axe in the Attic (2008) 

The Drive: A Driving Tour of Post Katrina New Orleans (2008) 

, ..The Storm (2005) 

, ..The Storm that Drowned a City (2006) 

, ..Tootie’s Last Suit (2005) 
Trouble the Water (2008) 
Untold Story of New Orleans 

When the Levees Broke (2006) 
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Welcome to the Associate Professors’ Interdisciplinary Seminar 
Carole Blair, Professor of Communication Studies 

"Getting tenure was essentially #ke being thrust #tto a new job, one that I didn ’t really understand, 

perhaps because I didn’t anticipate that it would be much different from my pre-tenure job. BOA,, was I 
wrong!" (participant in RSA conference, June 2006. Identity withheld). 

I’ve been doing some research over the summer about the (very small) literature on mid-career 
academics. It’s interesting, isn’t it, that there’s so much material about assistant professors and almost 
nothing about our work and lives post-tenure? I also attended a conference of a professional academic 
association in June, that has a relatively new but robust, 18-month career program for associate 
professors At the conference, I wormed my way into a session of three different cohorts, each of 
which began the career program six months apart. They spent a lot of time answering my questions 
about what would have been good to know and productive to do when they were early in their years of 
associate professor rank (rather than waiting until they’d become "stuck"). I’ll share here with you a 
distillation from the tiny amount of literature available and from the conference. 

What everyone seems to agree about is that there are new and unpredictable challenges about entering 
the ranks of the tenured. Career priorities often shift after we’ve gotten past the stress of tenure and the 
first promotion. Even people who were well mentored and supported as assistant professors note that 
their support systems virtually disappeared after tenure (both advice networks and material support). 
Some report that they have almost no clue about what it takes to be promoted to Professor, much less 
what post-tenure review is about. Some report that the relief of getting tenure has left them in a state 
of little momentum in their research. Others say they began to take up administrative and other 
leadership roles that have been very labor-intense, and that their own priorities either have shifted with 
those new roles or that they’ve found it frustrating to divert so much energy and time away from their 
priorities. Some are seeking ways to be leaders, in their departments, universities, or professions, but 
find it difficult to know the first steps toward moving into leadership or administrative positions. Still 
others report that they’ve "spent it all" on tenure and feel the need to re-prioritize their lives and career 
aspirations. Most agree that tenure and promotion come with far more new responsibilities that they 
had anticipated, and it’ s very difficult to figure out which are the most rewarding and/or which really 
amount to professional obligations versus those that are optional. Not everyone agrees, but some think 
that it’s time to shift the focus of their research to longer-term proj ects, ones that got them interested in 
their fields as students. Some want to shift their teaching attention toward graduate students, others 
toward undergraduates. Others worry about maintaining a passion for teaching, research, and other 
professional obligations. Some report that they are "at loose ends" about what research project(s) to 
pursue next; a few even think they’ve "used up" all their good ideas pre-tenure. And a nearly 
ubiquitous observation is that work on behalf of others (students, colleagues, etc.) often drives out 
work on one’s own research. Perhaps not surprisingly, a number of you some of these or similar issues 
to me in your early emails responding back to the program invitation. 

There are some very basic agreements that emerge from the "literature" and from my "interrogation" 

of those participating in the career program about useful avenues of career development after tenure. 
Below- are some &the options we have available to us. We can decide which are the most attractive 
and focus our attention on those things. 

Career Peer Mentoring: This can take many forms, including the general one that we’re attempting 
by bringing together an academically diverse group from the College in this program. We almost 



certainly will want to take some time to discuss at least some of the many issues to figure out some 
strategies to deal with them effectively. And remember, this is the kind of group that may foster much 
longer-term peer-mentoring relationships than just a semester. 

Writing Groups: Another form of peer mentoring is the formation of very small (3-4 person) writing 
groups. Despite the fact that research and publishing are the primary means of promotion and the 
"portable asset" we all have, those with ne~v demands on their agendas sometimes allow those 
demands to get in the way of writing Forming small writing groups may be one of the possibilities ~ve 
consider. There are some ways to keep it simple and yet very productive. These might be especially 
useful for our group, because of our distribution among the three different units in the College. 

Goals, Values Clarification, and Action Plans: What do you want to accomplish in your career over 
the next seven years? 15 years? Is it time to rethink your differential commitments to research, 
undergraduate teaching, graduate teaching and advising, service, leadership (in your department, the 
university, or your discipline’s professional organization)? Proj ecting out what we want and figuring 
out how to get there are extremely important not only for advancement to professorial rank, but also to 
career satisfaction. We may want to focus at least some on goal setting and planning. 

Getting the Information You Need to Succeed: Of course, "success" is what we decide it is, at least 
up to a point, which is one of the reasons goal assessment and action plans are so crucial. As a number 
of mid-career academics have observed, their "elders" seem to believe that it’s possible to divine 
what’s expected, what’s necessary, what’s obligato~)T, etc. to get advanced to full professor, for post- 
tenure review, for leadership roles, etc. Divination doesn’t always (or even often) work on these 
points, though, and so we may want to share information and ideas about how to get a sense for what 
is, in many respects, a new job. Yes, we continue to do research, teaching, and service. But many of 
the tasks are different now. And besides, you may also have aspirations to move in different 
directions--toward an intensified research focus, toward a different kind of teaching or mentoring, 
toward academic leadership, etc. It is rare that those things "just happen." 

Presenting and Discussing Your Research: As I understand the Dean Andrews’ charge, this is our 
central mission--to seek out peers’ commentary on segments of our current research. We’re posed 
with a special challenge, though, because of the diversity of our disciplinaw interests and 
commitments. So, there are a couple &ways to meet that challenge. One is to diversify into small 
writing groups, as above. Another is to take a portion of each meeting for us all--as a full group--to 
respond to each other’s research ideas or a short segment of writing. There are ways to make that a 
productive enterpri se, if we commit to it and if we recognize the wisdom in what one of my senior 
colleagues observed to me a few years ago: In less than ten minutes, any two academics should be able 
to find at least one intellectual convergence, or at least find something interesting in each other’s work. 

All Other Ideas are Welcome! Obviously this group is intended to be of utility and support for you 
and your aspirations. Please don’t hesitate to suggest a conversation theme, a session with an outside 
invitee, etc.; this seminar is ours to invent. And please make every effort to commit to this group and 
each member--it and they can be sources of wisdom, support, ingenious ideas, encouragement, 
commiseration, inspiration, etc., for far longer than the few weeks of fall semester. Collegial networks 
are important, perhaps increasingly so as you move into positions of increased (or different) 
responsibilities. 
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Monday, August 16, 2010 3:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: CCO AFAM 101: E-reserves 

BreaSting the Chains.pdf; Let My People Go.pdf 

Hi Charlene, 

Actually, "Let ~/~¥ People Go" and "Breaking the Chains" are currently 
PDFs, but the?- should probably be moved to e-reserves for copyright 
purposes. It looks like the documents ~vere photocopied and made into 
PDFs I’ve attached the articles to this e-mail in case you don’t have 
copies already (to send to e-reserves) 

[Sreserves probably received your request to add the Slave Communib" 
article, but it is not yet posted, so I would recommend checking up with 
them. 

Please let me know if you have further questions! 

Jessa 

On 8/16/2010 3:17 PM, regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
[)ear Jessa: I assume that "Let My People Go" and "Breaking the Chains" 
are website sources We tried to eliminate most of these because 
websites are frequently changing. As [’or the Slave Community Chapter 4 
-- I thought I had that added to e reserves at the undergrad library 
If not, I can add tomorrow. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
Quoting Jessa Bliss <jessa@unc.edu>: 

>> Hi Charlene, 
>> 

>> I’m in the process of double-checking e-reserves for the upcoming 
>> fall courses, and there were a few articles for AFAM 101 that I 
>> noticed were not there 
>> 
>> * Blassingame, Chapter 4: "~I]ae Slave Family," in ’]’he Slave Comanuni~,, 
>> (e-resel~,’es) 
>> * Kelley ed., excerpts front "Let My People Go" and "Breaking the 
>> Chains" in/To Make Our World Anew-i 
>> 

>> The Blassinganre "Runaways and Rebels" reading is up on e-resel~,’es 
>> (for Lesson 11), but I do not see the Blassinganre reading for Lesson 
>> 9 (listed above). We’re currently using PDF placeholders for the 
>> Kelley readings, but we should get these on e-reserves for copyright 
>> proposes. I wasn’t sure if you’ve submitted these readings yet to the 
>> e-reserves staff, so you can ignore this if they’re in the process of 
>> adding them[ Again, the test site is located at 
>> http:i/fridavcenter .unc. edu/ test/afamlOltest/index.html. 
>> 

>> Thanks so mucht 
>> 

>> Jessa 
>> 

>> Jessa Bliss 
>> Instructional Designer 
>> The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> Ph: 919.962.7974 
>> j essa@unc.edu 
>> w~vw.fridaycenter unc.edu 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

www.fridaycenter.unc, edu 
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every living man." The Negro man, he declared, is "entitled to all the natural rights 

... in the Declaration of Independence" and had the right also to "put into his 

mouth the bread that his own hands have earned." At another point, though, 

Lincoln spoke words that were more in line with most of his generation. He 

claimed that he was against "the social and political equ~ility of the white and black 

races," that he did not "favor making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying 

them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people:’ Since, he said, there was 

a"physical difference between the white and black races which.., will for ever for- 

bid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality;’ Lincoln 

went on record as favoring whites over blacks. "There must be," he said during his 

campaign for the Senate in 1858, "the position of superior and inferior, and I as 

much as any other man am’in favor of having the superior position assigned to the 

white race." 

Expressions such as these inspired increasing despair. To Southerners, Abraham 

Lincoln was the devil incarnate, ready and willing to snatch their slaves from them 

at whatever cost. Upon his election to the Presidency, legislatures of states in the 

South seceded from the United States by declaring that the states were no longer 

part of the Union. First, South Carolina seceded on December 20, 1864, followed 

by Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, North Caro- 

lina, Arkansas, and Tennessee, These eleven states joil}ed together to form the 
Confederate States of America. They elected their own President, Jefferson Davis, 

and after initial debate established a capital in Richmond, Virginia. 

Like Douglass, blacks wanted "the complete and universal abolitior~ of the whole 

slave system;’ as well as equal suffrage and other rights for free blacks. In early 1861 

Lincoln was still promising not to touch slavery where it was and not to repeal the 

Fugitive Slave Law. Small wonder then that African Americans hardly celebrated 

his inauguration. 

The firing on Fort Sumter, South Carolina, on April 12, 1861 did, however, bring 

celebration. These first shots of the Civil War stirred real hope that slavery would 

soon end. It all happened so suddenly, soon after the officer in charge of the fort, 

Major Robert Anderson, informed Lincoln that he needed men, arms, and supplies 

to maintain the federal presence in Charleston harbor. Lincoln’s dilemma was 

obvious. If he did nothing, he would appear weak and Sumter would fall to the 

Confederacy, as had other federal forts, custom houses, and post offices. On the 

other hand, if he sent forces this would no doubt be taken by the Confederacy as 

an act of war. Lincoln’s choice--to send supplies but no troops or arms--shifted 

the burden of war to the Confederacy, which itself stood to lose credibility as a sov- 

ereign nation if it allowed Lincoln to maintain the fort within its borders. It was 

hardly their intention, but the shots Confederate generals fired on the ships sent to 

resupply Anderson were shots that put slavery on the road to extinction. 

CHAPTER 5 

Breaking 
1860-1880 

the Chains 

Noralee Frankel 

n 1898, years after the Civil War, Alfred Thomas, an African American soldier 

in the Union army, explained his derision to enlist. He was a slave in Missis- 

sippi when he first encountered the Yankees. After the Union soldiers rescued 

from the plantation where Thomas lived, he and his companions became 
y should escape slavery themselves by going with the Union sol- 

. As he recalled, "Well we l~ad been hearing the guns at Natchez and all over 

country and everybody was scared and kept hearing people say the negroes 
be free and we heard of colored people running off to the Yankees... ?’ 

Thomas was one of 180,000 African Americans who served in the Union 

during the Civil War. There were also some 29,000 African Americans who 

in the Union navy. African Americans participated in fifty-two military 

and 37,000 died. 

As the United States became increasingly polarized over slavery in the 1850s, the 

and South became suspicious of each other’s political power. Slavery was 
fight over states’ rights--the doctrine that all rights not reserved to the 

government by the U.S. Constitution are granted to the states. Disputes 

the supporters of slavery and the proponents of free labor were responsi- 

for many of the political, economic, cultural, and ideological differences that 

the country during the war. 

After Fort Sumter surrendered to the Confederacy on April 14, 1861, the 

states proceeded to organize an army under the leadership of Robert E. 

A West Point graduate and trained officer, Lee had turned down President 
offer to comrnand the Union troops. Failing to obtain Lee, Lincoln 

ge McClellan general of the Union forces. But Lincoln grew frustrated 
McClellan’s cautiousness and failure to pursue the enemy. He replaced 

with a succession of generals to head the Union forces but found them 
unsatisfactory, Lincoln finally selected General Ulysses S. Grant to head the 

forces because he had proved to be an aggressive, tenacious fighter. Grant’s 
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fearlessness ultimately resulted in far greater casualties than w6uld have occurred 

under McClellan, but under Grant’s leadership the Union army won the war. 

For the first two years of the war, Lincoln justified the fighting only as necessary 

to save the United States from becoming two separate countries. Not wanting to 

antagonize the border states like Kentucky and Missouri, which were slave states 

that had stayed in the Union, Lincoln refused to deal with the slave issue in any sys- 

tematic manner. As the war progressed, however, African Americans and white 

abolitionists pushed Lincoln to change his mind and add the elimination of slav- 

ery to the reasons the Union was fighting the Civil War. 

Free African Americans as well as slaves were convinced much earlier than 

Lincoln that a Northern victory would end slavery, even though the stated purpose 

of the war was to save the Union. As Frederick Douglass explained, "The American 

people and the Government at Washington may refuse to recognize it for a time 

but the ’inexorable logic of events’ will force it upon them in the end; that the war 

now being waged in this land is a war for and against slavery." One African 

American complained, "Our union friends says the[y] are not fighting to free the 

negroes.., we are fighting for the union.., very well let the white fight for what 

the[y] want and we negroes fight for what we want.., liberty must take the day." 

During the war, some slaves remained on the plantation while others, often 

seeking liberty, escaped to the Union lines. Some planters fled to Texas and other 

states to keep their slaves away from the Union army. These flights made slave 

escapes almost impossible. When the soldiers were nearby, male slaves could escape 

but elderly slaves and women with small children often found it difficult to run to 

Union lines. As slaves fled, the work of those who remained on the plantation 

expanded. As one man recalled, during the war, slave owners made slave children 

"do a man’s work." 

Raids on a plantation by soldiers--of both armies--increased the difficulty of 

the slaves’ work. Soldiers also raided the slaves’ quarters, taking their few posses- 

sions. Deprivations caused by the war affected both the Southern whites and the 

African Americans on plantations. 

Harsh treatment by Union soldiers made some slaves wary of them. Moreover, 

if slaves helped the Northern soldiers, they could be punished by their masters 

once the soldiers left. Some slaves therefore failed to cooperate, to protect them- 

selves. Once when a Union soldier confronted a slave woman and demanded to 

know where the silverware was hidden, she told him that her owners were too 

cheap to buy anything that nice. (She had earlier helped bury the silver near the 

very spot where she was speaking to the soldier.) However, many other slaves did 

not protect their masters’ property from soldiers. 

The taking of food by Union soldiers and their destruction of plantation prop- 

erty confused some slaves, especialJy children. They developed an ambivalence 

toward the Union soldiers, unable to decide if the Yankees were their liberators or 

merely new enslavers. Even before having contact with them, slave children were 
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,osed to be afraid of Yankee soldiers because they had heard Southern whites 

. to them as devils and monsters. Some slave children interpreted these words 

,. Mollie Williams later recalled, "Us all thought de Yankees was some kin’ of 

an’ we was skeered to death of ’era." 

Fear of the Union soldiers did not mean, however, that the slaves who remained 

the plantations supported slavery or continued to work and act as they had 
slavery. The Civil War and the general turmoil it brought destroyed the cus- 

white authority on most plantations and small farms. As a result, slaves 

refused to do certain kinds of work and argued over matters of discipline and 

management of the plantation. Even before emancipation, they began to assert 

rights as freed people. Before the close of the war, one slave owner greeted one 

his workers with "Howdy, Uncle," but the slave responded with a demand for 
~er respect: "Call me MisterY On a minority of plantations, the freed slaves 

violent, burning property and looting from their previous owners. Because 

the war, some owners simply abandoned their plantations. The slaves who 

i behind divided the land and property among themselves. They planted food 

~s and sometimes cotton to sell. 
Other slaves left their plantations to escape slavery. In the South, all through the 

thousands of slaves freed themselves by running to the Union lines. As one 
r chaplain described it, "Blacks illustrated what the history of the world has 

seen--a slave population ... leaving its bondage of centuries.., individual- 

or in families .... Their comings were like the arrivals of cities." Leaving one’s 

to seek freedom behind the Yankee lines was difficult, both emotionally and 

When his father escaped, Levi McLaurin’s son recalled, "I was present 

and I told him goodbye. He said he would be back after .us all." The 

"saw men put dogs on his tracks and heard dogs running after my father." 

male slave joined McLaurin but turned back after three miles "because I 

[ not leave my family." 

If freed people running toward the Union lines were caught by their masters, 

¢ were whipped or even kiIled. One newly freed man, lohn Boston, escaped to 

regiment from Brooklyn that was stationed in Virginia. Missing his still-enslaved 
he wrote her: "My Dear wife It is with grate joy I take this time to let you know 

I am[.] i am now in Safety in the 14th Regiment of Brooklyn[.] this Day i 

Adress you thank god as a free man[.] I had a little trouble in giting away." He 

"I trust the time Will Come When We Shal meet again[.] And if We dont 

on earth We will Meet in heaven:’ 
As the war progressed, more women, particularly if they did not have small 

accompanied the men. Former slave woman Maggie Dixon recalled that 

Union cavalry came past our plantation, toId us to quit work, and fol- 

we were all too glad to do so." Slaves were especially eager to leave the 
the food supplies there. 

At the beginning of the war, the federal government had no policy regarding the 
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In this cartoon, slaves abandon their master and run to Fort Monroe. General Benjamin Butler, who was in 

command of that Virginia fort, had declared such runaways "contraband" and had allowed them to stay 

with the Union forces. 

treatment of escaping slaves. However, the sheer number of fleeing Slaves soon 

pushed Congress and the Union army into forming a plan to deal with the slaves’ 

aspirations for freedom. As soon as the Union army approached, slaves from 

neighboring plantations ran to its lines, hoping for their freedom. But to the slaves’ 

disappointment, Northern soldiers in the early part of the war returned runaway 

slaves to their masters. Not all the Yankee generals agreed with this policy. In May 

1861, General Benjamin Butler, stationed in Virginia, declared the runaway slaves 

"contraband," or property taken during war, and allowed them to stay with the 

army. Butler later explained, "I was always a friend of southern rights, but an ene- 

my of southern wrongs." Butler’s policy of fleeing individual slaves who escaped to 

the Union army was tolerated by the federal government. Nevertheless, when other 

Union generals issued more sweeping orders fleeing all the slaves in territories 

under their command, President Lincoln overrode them. 

To help clarify the status of the slaves, in August 1861 Congress passed the f~rst 

Confiscation Act, which kept slave owners from reenslaving runaways. Union sol- 

diers occasionally continued to act as slave catchers and forced escaped slaves to go 

back to their masters. Finally, in March 1862, Congress passed a law forbidding 

Union soldiers from returning escaped slaves. Then in July 1862, Congress passed 
the second Confiscation Act, which more broadly freed the slaves of any master 

helping the Confederacy. Together, these measures began slowly to change the 

focus of the war toward a struggle for liberation by the slaves. 

Throughout the war, the Union army had the practical problem of what to do 

with all the people fleeing to it. The army quickly put the men to work as drivers, 

cooks, blacksmiths, and construction workers, but the women, children, and elder- 

ly were more difficult to employ. For the fleeing slaves, the military established 

areas called contraband camps, usually near Union encampments. These contra- 

band camps were often overcrowded and unsanitary. Moreover, when the soldiers 

moved on to fight another battle, their departure jeopardized the safety of the freed 

people living in the camps. White Southerners sometimes raided the camps, killing 
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their former slaves. Still, African Americans often established last- 
friendships while living in the camps. 

The composition of the contraband camps changed after July 1862 when the 

government began to allow African-American men to serve in the Union 

Once the men left, the women, children, and men unable to serve remainad. 

that civilian freed people were becoming too dependent on government aid 

the camps, U.S. officials decided to put them to work. The military therefore 

;lave women, children, and men unfit for military duty from the contra- 

camps and placed them on abandoned plantations. There they became part 

the first major experiment with non-slave labor in the South. These plantations 

run either by Northern white men or by Southern planters who had taken a 

oath. In many areas, the employers had to promise not to whip the freed 

or use physical punishments against them. 

These free laborers were supposed to be paid, but often they received very low 

or no compensation at all. Their labor contracts also contained many re- 

Some required, for instance, that the workers carry passes when they left 
plantations, in a system reminiscent of slavery. PAso, food and clothing were 

~ in short supply. Adult workers were charged for their food and that of their 
Compounding these problems, Confederates sometimes raided these 

~ and reenslaved the workers. 

1862, the women typically stayed in contraband camps or on plan- 

e laborers on Union-controlled plantations, while African-American 

served in the army. The North was slow to see the value of enlisting African 

whether slave or free. As soon as the war started in 1861, many white 

~litionists and blacks lobbied for enlisting African-American men into the army. 

African-American men in the North tried to enlist, army recruiters turned 

~. As one man from Ohio wrote to the secretary of war, "We beg that you 

receive one or more regiments (or companies) of the colored of the free 

... We are partly drilled and would wish to enter active service immediate- 

:.. To prove our attachment and our will to defend the government we only ask 
The federal government refused, however, because officials were afraid that 

soldiers would not want to fight alongside blacks. As the war dragged on, 

fewer white men wanted to serve in a war with such high casualties. As 

r enlistments dropped off, the federal government instituted a draft that 

highly unpopular with many Northern whites. In July 1863 whites rioted 
draft ifl New York City, blaming African Americans for the war, and 

against them. Rioters murdered blacks and burned down an African- 

and a church. The administrator of the orphanage managed 

all the children to safety before the building was torched, however. 

In July 1862, the government decided to allow African Americans to join the 

army. Although some of those who served in all-black regiments were 

such as Frederick Douglass’s sons, most African-American 
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The U.S. Colored Artillery practices gun driils. Forced to serve in segregated regiments, black men faced 

unfair treatment by the federal government. They were paid less than white soldiers, often used inferior 

weapons, and received inferior medical treatment. 

soldiers were former South(rn slaves. Many runaways chose to enlist, although 

some were given little choice by Union officers needing to make their quotas 

of recruits. 

African-American soldiers faced many more obstacles than white men in thing 

to join the army. According to one report, when a group of African-American men 

in Kentucky enlisted in the Union army, "a mob of young men ... followed these 

black men from town, seized them and whipped them most unmercifully with cow 

hides." Afterward "they declared that ’negro enlistments should not take place.’" On 

occasion white men beat, whipped, and even killed African Americans who tried to 

join the Union army. 

Although the army paid white soldiers thirteen dollars a month, African- 

American soldiers received only ten dollars, with three dollars deducted for their 

clothing allowance. In protest, African-American soldiers in the 54th Massachu- 

setts Infantry refused to accept any money until Congress guaranteed them equal 

pay, which it did in 1864. As one corporal in the 54th pointed out to President 

Lincoln: "We have done a Soldiers Duty. Why cant we have a Soldiers pay? ... We 
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though, our Country spurned us, now we are sworn to serve her." Soldiers 

: also concerned about what receiving less money meant for their families. 

African Americans served in segregated regiments, and the government refused 

allow them to become officers. Blacks resisted these unfair policies. As one 
can-American sergeant wrote, "All we ask is to give us a chance, and a position 

er than an orderly sergeant, the same as white soldiers, and then you will see 

we lack for nothing." The government finally reversed itself and allowed Afri- 

Americans to become officers. 
African-American soldiers often worked not as fighters bu~ as laborers, digging 

g forts, setting up camps, burying dead soldiers, cleaning, picking 

camp, and other noncombat labor. In addition, African Americans 

poorer quality weapons than whites while in the service. They also often 

~oorer medical attention. As one white doctor confessed, "Very few sur- 

will do precisely the same for blacks as they would for whites." 

Occasionally, women were able to accompany their men into the army, if they 
¯ washerwomen and cooks. As army widow Elizabeth Kane explained, 

i was with him [her husband] in the army. I washed for him during his entire 

in the army.... The officers let me live in a tent with my husband." And 

he was 10 years old, Robert Paul, whose father served in the infantry and 

mother worked as a laundrywoman for the army, explained that he "stayed 

my father at the barracks a good deal" and "was well known by all the Com- 

" men." Black women following the army tried to stay close to their male fam- 

members, but the army felt that the presence of families undermined army 

so women and children were occasionally forced out of the barracks. 

officers kept their wives in their own 

but often forbid African-American women from living with their men. 

When they remained on their old plantatinns, wives of the African-American 

from their slave owners. As one wife expressed to her hus- 

in a letter: "You do not know how bad I am treated. They are treating me 

and worse every day. Our child cries for you." The letter ended hopefully, 

with "do the best you can and do not fret too much for me for it wont be 

before I will be free and then all we make will be ours:’ Receiving such letters 

mixed reactions. Some soldiers wanted to leave the army and rescue their 

others became more motivated to stay and fight for freedom. 

Many Northern whites believed that slavery produced men too docile and cow- 

to fight. Because of such prejudices some whites doubted that blacks had 

competence to fight in an orderly military fashion. Once former slaves had 

Union soldiers, however., the doubters quickly changed their minds. As 

white newspaper reporter raved, "It is useless to talk any more about negro 

e. The men fought like tigers, each and every one of them;’ Whites were 

erican regiments fought bravely at Port Hudson and 

Bend, Louisiana; Fort Wagner, South Carolina; and the Battle of the 
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Crater, near Petersburg, Virginia. At Port Hudson in May and at Fort Wagner in 

September 1863, African-American troops battled fiercely against tremendous 

Confederate advantages. Union deaths from the battles ran as high as forty percent. 

The battle at Milliken’s Bend took place iust ten days after the one at Port Hudson. 

At first the Confederates seemed certain of victory. Outnumbered, the Aflican 

Americans fought with bayonets in hand-to-hand combat against the Confederate 

charge. The Confederates could not defeat them. After initially falling back, the 

black troops held their line and the Confederates finally retreated. 

At Big Black River in Mississippi (May 1863), under fire from Confederate sol- 

diers, the African-American soldiers burned a railroad bridge the Confederates 

needed to bring in supplies. The soldiers also destroyed a section of railroad track. 

One general described the African-American soldiers: "Of this fight I can only say 

that men could not have behaved more bravely. I have seen white troops fight in 

twenty-seven battles and I never saw any fight better." Military strategists utilized 

African-American soldiers as an element of surprise in the opening charge against 

Confederate soldiers. Such maneuvers proved effective. 

The Confederate government tried to counteract this development by threaten- 

ing to refuse to grant black troops the status of prisoners of war if captured. It 

announced that captured African-American soldiers would be resold into slaver~ 

or perhaps even killed. This policy was calculated to increase the risk to African- 

American soldiers if they enlisted in the Union army. One general recalled that in 

one fight "such of the Colored Soldiers as fell into the hands of the Enemy during 

the battle were brutally murdered." Nevertheless, the Confederate government’s 

refusal to recognize the rights of African-American prisoners did not deter the sol- 

diers. One answered his commander’s warning that "it may be slavery or Death to 

some of you today" by saying "Lieutenant, I am ready to die for Liberty:’ In July 

1863, President Lincoln ann6unced that he would not exchange Confederate sol- 

diers for Union prisoners if African-American men were not treated the same as 

white prisoners of war. 

Although some Confederate soldiers treated African Americans as legifimate 

prisoners of war, others were far more brutal. In April 1864, for instance, Con- 

federate soldiers killed unarmed African Americans trying to surrender at Fort 

Pillow, Tennessee. This massacre became a symbol of Confederate brutality against 

African-American troops. One black New Yorker wrote to President Lincoln: "If 

the murder of the colored troops at Fort Pillow is not followed by prompt action 

on the part of our government, it may as well disband all its colored troops for no 

soldiers whom the government will not protect can be depended upon." 

In spite of their own and their families’ hardships, African Americans were 

proud of their wartime contributions. As one African-American soldier explained, 

"This was the biggest thing that ever happened in my life. I felt like a man with a 

uniform on and a gun in my hand." These soldiers fought for freedom for them- 
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and their families. "If roasting on a bed of coals of fire would do away with 

of slavery, I would be wiling to be the sacrifice." 
~-American men made up almost a quarter of the navy during the Civil 

One reason is that sailors did not have to contend with as much discrimina- 
i, as soldiers. For example, the Confederate policy of not exchanging African- 

soldiers for whites did not apply to sailors. And because the ships of the 

were too small to set up racially segregated facilities, blacks and whites 
ate, and bunked in the same quarters. Particularly toward the end of the 

few ships sailed without African-American crew members. They even made 
majority of the crew on a few ships. 

serving as soldiers, former slaves also acted as spies for the Union army. 

, were able to maneuver in and out of Confederate lines with more ease than 

white men could. Southerners rarely suspected African Americans of 

out covert activities. For instance, Harriet Tubman spied during the war 

Union. She went to South Carolina, where for three years she gathered 

for the military by talking to slaves living in Confederate-held areas. 

contributed, often unwillingly, to the Confederate war effort. They 

accompanied their masters into Confederate army camps to serve as 

servants. The Confederate government used slave labor to build forti- 

they cut wood, dug foundations, and did carpentry work. Slave men 
moved supplies. The army paid the masters for their slaves’ services. A few 

soldiers did serve in the Confederate army. In New Orleans, 

African Americans formed two regiments, not in defense of slavery but to 

their homes against Yankee attack. Once the North took control of New 

however, many of these African-American Confederate soldiers went 

r to the Union army, revealing the tenuousness of their commitment to the 

~. In March 1865, a month before the Civil War ended, the Confederacy, 

~eration, finally allowed African-American soldiers to fight in return for 

freedom. 

ican-American soldiers marched into Richmond, Virginia, 

of the Confederacy surrendered, white Southerners must have recog- 
that the war had destroyed slavery forever. Thousands of slaves had freed 

by crossing over the Union lines. African-American soldiers served 

ir country proudly in the Civil War, and many died for the honor. For their part, 

women and children, crowded into contraband camps, endured 

war as best they could. Many also worked on plantations and became part of 

Northern plan of freed labor that started during the war. The military policies 

such labor influenced the working relationships between the freed peo- 
and their former owners during the period of Reconstruction that followed the 

r. The Civil War brought freedom to the nation’s slaves, but just what this free- 

,r the formerly enslaved people was unclear. 
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all together. As the nation moved closer to the Civil War, the more similar all black 

life became. In the South, where by 1860 the color line was drawn fast and tight, all 

free Aft-icon Americans--the light skinned and the dark, the skilled and the 

unskilled, the literate and the illiterate, the Episcopalian and the Baptist--faced the 

same hostile whites. As they raised their voices in protest in the years immediately 

preceding the Civil War they struck a chord of unity--unity with each other, and 

unity with the slave. 

Let My People Go 

In 1847 the first edition of Frederick Douglass’s newspaper, the North Star, rolled 

off the presses. It was not the first African-American newspaper nor would it be the 

last. And like the names of many other African-American publications, North Star 

signified black aspirations, because the North Star, the light that guided so man), 
runaways out of the South, symbolized freedom. 

In his dedication Douglass tied the fate of all blacks together, the free and 

enslaved, those north and those south. "We are one;’ he declared, "our cause is one" 

and "we must help each other." Douglass went on to declare the unit), of the free 

black with the slave. "What you suffer, we suffer; what you endure, we endure. We 

are indissolubly united, and must fall or flourish together." 

Douglass’s words were prophetic, but it did not take a prophet to see the wis- 

dom of his remarks. The nation was iust thirteen years from the Civil War. Already 

the ferment was rising. The American Antislavery Society was fourteen years old. 

Founded by blacks and whites, the society held religious revival-style meetings 

where abolitionists made stirring speeches condemning slavery as a moral wrong. 

They urged their listeners to put pressure on state legislatures to end slavery. The 

abolitionist movement spawned the Liberty party, and in 1840 and 1844 it ran 

antislavery Presidential candidates. Although the Liberty party did not attract a 

significant following, it did plant the seed of fear of "slave power." The admittance 

of Texas into the Union as a slave state in 1845 and the promised addition of slave 

states from the territories taken by the United States as a result of the Mexican War 

in 1846 did in fact convince many Northerners that slaveholders would use their 

political and economic power to make slavery legal everywhere. More and more, 

Northern whites wondered whether slavery would or could be confined only to the 

South; more and more they wondered about the fate of white laborers in a slave 

labor economy. 

Blacks, too, pondered their fate. But for them, the issues were different. Most 

important, the concerns of African Americans did not divide them as much as the 

debate over slavery divided whites. They had much to gain from white conflict over 

slavery, and they understood that they would not benefit at all if they were. not 
united. And for the most part they spoke with one voice. Free blacks, those who 

could speak out against iniustice, all wanted freedom for the enslaved and justice 
for the free. All wanted blacks to have the rights that were accorded by the Consti- 

Let My People Go 

B is o Brother with a skin 

Of somewhat darker hue, 

Bm in our Heavenly Father’s sight, 

lie is as dear as yoe, 

Anti-Slavery Alphabet, published in 1847 for an anti-slavery fair in Philadelphia, used simple 

3use children to the horrors of slavery. 

to all Americans. They differed, however, on the means to achieve these 

story of black protest in the years before the Civil War is one of unity on 

i large issues of rights and debate about the way to achieve them. 
protest against slavery began long before the 1833 formation of the pre- 

white American Antislavery Society. During the revolution the 

Congress was bombarded with petitions from Northern slaves who 

"all men are created equal" clause of the Declaration of Independence to 

freedom. Protest against slavery continued through the Confederation 

and at the beginning of the nineteenth century the African Methodist 

~al minister Absalom !ones walked the streets of Philadelphia carrying a 

~rotested the renewal of the slave trade in Maryland, the birthplace of 

Philadelphia blacks. In their churches and benevolent societies African 

money to help runaways, wrote petitions protesting slavery, and 

bondage whenever and wherever the opportunity arose. 

level, blacks celebrated NewYear’s Day as their Independence 
As Frederick Douglass noted, to the slave the national Fourth of Iuly celebra- 

was a day that revealed "the gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the con- 

To the slave, the shouts of liberty and equality, the prayers, hymns, 

and thanksgivings were "hollow mockery ... mere bombast, fraud, 

impiety, and hypocrisy--a thin veil to cover up crimes which would 
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disgrace a nation of savages." New Year’s Day, in contrast, had real meaning for 

African Americans. It was the anniversary of Haitian independence in 1804 and the 

end of the foreign slave trade with the United States in 1808. 

As each New Year’s Day passed, free blacks increasingly condemned the federal 

government for its perpetuation of slavery. They did not have to go much further 

than the Constitution to find a federal document worthy of condemnation. The 

Constitution allowed the foreign slave trade to persist for twenty years after its 

signing. For purposes of representation, it counted enslaved Afrkan Americans as 

three-fifths of a person. It also promised to put down slave insurrections and to 

track down fugitives from slavery and return them to their owners. This last pro- 

vision, which put the federal government in the business of slave catching, was 

reinforced by a fugitive slave law in 1793 and by a particularly harsh one in 1850. 

African Americans vigorously opposed these laws, but between 1836 and 1844 the 

House of Representatives adopted a °’gag rule" against all antislavery petitions. 

Under this rule all abolitionist petitions were automatically tabled so that they 

could not even be discussed on the floor of the House. 

Still blacks protested. They took particular aim at the program of the American 

Colonization Society. Founded in 1816, this society counted some of America’s 

most notable citizens among its members. Presidents James Madison and Andrew 

Jackson, Senator Daniel Webster, and Francis Scott Key, author of "The Star- 

Spangled Banner;’ all argued that blacks should be returned to Africa because it 

was the only natural home of black people. Central to their argument was their 

belief that blacks would never be accepted in America. According to national leader 

and Presidential hopeful Henry Clay, the "Great Compromiser;’ blacks would ever 

inhabit "the lowest strata of social gradation." In his opinion blacks were "aliens-- 

political-moral-social aliens, strangers, though native." Africa, on the other hand, 

held hope for blacks. It was a place where they would not be degraded and debased. 

Moreover, advocates of colonization believed that American Negroes, having come 

under the civilizing influence of Christianity and having observed the benefits of 

democracy and capitalism, would redeem Africa. They argued that African Ameri- 

cans would transform Africa into prosperous mini-American black republics. 

Colonization would open up new commercial routes between Africa and America. 

In short, what blacks could not do here in America, they could and would do in 

Africa. In their minds, the end result of colonization would benefit both blacks and 

whites, America and Africa. 

Colonizationists tried to recruit well-known, successful blacks to lead the exo- 

dus to Africa. The most common strategy was to lure influential black leaders with 

the prospect of power, wealth, and prestige. For example, they offered James 

Forten, a wealthy sailmaker, commercial advantages if he would lead blacks back to 

West Africa. He refused, but it did not stop colonizationists from sensationalizing 

the advantages of going to Africa. 

Let My People Go 

All but a few declined the opportunity to return. Those who did leave settled on 

land near the British colony of Sierra Leone. Located on land purchased by the 
American Colonization Society in 1822, the colony was named Liberia, the "land 

of freedom." Setters hoped that this small country would fulfill the promise of its 

name and provide the liberty that America withheld. Certainly this was the hope 

of two of its most renowned settlers, the black sea captain and shipowner Paul 

Cuffee and John Russ~rm, an educator and the editor of Freedom’s ]ournaL Both 

men endorsed colonization because they felt America would never treat its black 

citizens fairly. "If the slaves of our country with one accord were delivered from 

bondage;’ Russwurm asked, "can they be elevated to an equality with the whites? 

Can they while in this country be divested of the odium of inferior and degraded 

caste?" Russwurm’s answer to his own question was "NOV’ For him and his small 

following, Liberia would provide the liberty denied by America. 

But only a few people were willing to follow him. News of the troubled rela- 

tionships that the settlers had with surrounding African tribes and the difficulty 

American blacks had with African diseases thwarted settlement. However, the most 

important reason why African Americans refused to return to Africa was their feel- 

ing that America was their country. Africa was indeed their ancestral homeland, 

but America was their birthplace and from it they drew their identity. They had 

fought and died in America’s wars, had cleared this country’s land and swamps, 

had helped build up its towns. The world, not just America, grew rich off the cot- 

ton, rice, and sugar grown by black people. They believed they had proved them- 
selves productive, self-sufficient citizens, more so than even the slaveholder who 

fewer skills, and who lived off the labor of others. To be asked to leave after 

sacrifice to America was sheer injustice. 

Many African Americans also believed that this push by whites exposed unadul- 

terated white racism. African Americans asked that they be allowed to live free in 

land that was the beacon of liberty. They protested the colonizationists’ claim 

were incapable of living in freedom. They challenged America to stand 

principles of democracy and liberty. 

Free blacks understood that it was their organized opposition to slavery that was 

Prominent among the leaders and members of colonization societies 

slaveholders, none of whom supported the emancipation of slaves and their 

to Africa, but all of whom argued that blacks were unprepared for freedom. 

opinion of most African-American leaders, colonization was a scheme to 

)reserve freedom for whites only. Their fight against coloniza- 

was a fight for themselves but also for their brothers and sisters in 

As they saw things, they were the slave’s best hope, and the slave was their 

in the cause of black rights. 

Not that they did not want to forge alliances with white Americans, too. These 

more problematic, however. For one thing, most prominent African- 
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American leaders were dismayed by the w!despread support given to colonization 

societies. Before the 1830s men like William Lloyd Garrison, Gerrit Smith, Arthur 

and Lewis Tappan, and Benjamin Lundy--whites who actively opposed slavery~ 
also supported colonization. They did not see how colonization helped preserve 

slavery, or how the scheme exposed free blacks to the rage of anti-black mobs. 

Such a mob let loose its venom in Cincinnati in 1829. Tension in the city had 

been growing throughout the 1820s. As the free black population increased and 

competed for jobs, whites demanded their expulsion. They were encouraged by the 

leaders of the Cincinnati Colonization Society. Since its founding in 1826, it had 

prompted ministers and local newspapers to agitate against the city’s blacks. Its 

propaganda provided the justification for driving them from the city. In the sum- 

mer of 1829 city officials tried to push African Americans out by enforcing the 

Ohio Black Laws, which required blacks to post bonds guaranteeing "good behav- 

ior." Before black leaders could get a reprieve from the city legislature, white mobs 

attacked defenseless blacks. More than half the black population fled to Canada 

and other parts of the United States. 

Although this and similar incidents convinced some sympathetic whites that 

colonization was inherently evil., it did not alter their prejudice toward blacks. This 

was another reason that African-American leaders found alliances with whites 

problematic. For example, even though black abolitionists like Peter Williams and 

William Watldns coaxed white men like William Lloyd Garrison and Gerrit Smith 

away from colonization, when Garrison and a small group of white friends met to 

organize the New England Antislavery Society in 1832, they invited blacks to join 

them only after all their plans had been formulated. Similarly, only three blacks 

were among the sixty-two signers of the American Antislavery Society’s Declara- 

tion of Sentiments. Though it had twenty-six vice presidents and a nine-member 

executive committee, the society had no black officers. 

African-American leaders were further disturbed by the limited perspectives 

and goals of white abolitionists. As free blacks they spoke against slavery as well as 

blanket discrimination against all blacks. White abolitionists, they found, were not 

much concerned with racism. Many black abolitionists shared the reaction of 

Theodore Wright, who criticized the "constitutions of abolition societies, where 

nothing was said about the improvement of the man of color!" Speaking before the 

New York Antislavery Society in 1837, Wright complained that "they have over- 
looked the giant sin of prejudice. They have passed by this foul monster, which is 

at once the parent and offspring of slavery." 
Black abolitionists further noted that many white abolitionists refused to ad- 

mit black children to their schools, would not hire black workers for anything 

but menial jobs, and even failed to hire blacks to work in antislavery offices. They 

also observed that in the early stages of their efforts, white abolitionists did not 

hire black lecturers, and when they eventually did they tried to control every 

aspect of their language and message. 
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A case in point involved Frederick Douglass. When Douglass first began lectur- 

’ha 1841 he related the trials of his slavery and the terrors of the institution. 
pleased. They encouraged Douglass to repeat his perfor- 

over and over. As Douglass matured as a speaker, and as he pondered the 

of freedom for himself and the nation, he grew more philosophical and 

[ in his talks. White abolitionists found Douglass the philosopher to be less. 

than Douglass the ex-slave. They did not want him to grow. Instead 

repeatedly criticized him for appearing too smart. At one point he was told, 

won’t believe you ever were a slave, Frederick, if you keep on this way .... 

have a little of the plantation manner of speech than not." 

But Douglass, like other African-American leaders, listened to his own voice, 

his own people, and in a very short time went his own way. Blacks continued 

build their own movement, and central to it was the black press. Newspapers 
by leading personalities reminded black Americans of their role in the 

of the American nation. There was no lack of articles on the role 

played in the American Revolution and the War of 1812. 

At the same time that newspapers confirmed the black’s identity as an Ameri- 
also grounded that identity in the common black experience. Thus in 

reporting of slave resistance, the terrors of slavery, and the free black corn- 

assistance to fugitive slaves, newspapers made it difficult for free blacks 

t their relatively privileged status in relation to the slave, lust as important, 

accounts helped cement the bond between slave and free. 

Newspapers with such names as The Colored American, the Weekly Advocate, the 

and the Weekly Anglo-African helped unify African Americans by keeping 

~enings in their own community and the nation. Artides and 

covering their various concerts, lectures, church events, education- 

3ortunities, and school programs were regular features of black newspapers. 

national events from a black perspective and accepting editorials from 

-- 0rdinary African Americans, these newspapers allowed blacks to express their ideas 

~ of sub)ects and vent frustrations that had no other outlet. Since only a 

of the African-American population was literate, and these priv- 
few had to read or otherwise communicate the newspaper’s contents to 

read, newspapers helped forge the bonds of community. They 

-- bridged the gap between the educated and the illiterate. 

Through their own newspapers and a few edited by White abolitionists, ordi- 
African Americans learned of the protest activity of their leaders-men 

women such as Douglass, Martin Delany, Henry Highland Garnet, William 

-- Wells Brown, William Whipper, and Maria Stewart. The question was how blacks 

should obtain their freedom. The decision was not an easy one. Would armed rebe!- 

-- lion succeed? From their relatively safe surroundings, should they encourage the 

-- slaves to risk everything in a break for freedom? How far should free blacks go 

in opposing the fugitive slave laws? Should they hold off slave catchers with guns 
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or would civil disobedience be enough? How would they achieve their rights of 
full citizenship? 

Answers to these questions came from many quarters. In his speeches and in a 

pamphlet entitled Walker’s Appeal ... ~o the Colored Citizens of the World But in 

Particular and Very Expressly to those of the United States of America, David Walker 

urged African Americans to meet the slaveholders’ violence with violence of their 

own. He blamed the oppression of blacks on white greed for money and power. In 

the by-now-typical African-American tradition of blending the secular with the 
sacred, of using religion to help solve life’s problems, Walker urged black people to 

rise up and wage a holy war against whites, who had by their sin against African 

Americans sinned against God. "They want us for their slaves," he wrote. They 

"think nothing of murdering us in order to subiect us to that wretched condition." 

In his iustification of armed resistance, Walker wrote, "It is no more harm for you 

to kill a man who is trying to kill you, than it is for you to take a drink of water 

when thirsty: in fact the man who will stand still and let another man murder him 

is worse than an infidel?’ 

No doubt many African Anaericans felt the same way Walker did, but most 

spoke with more moderate voices. Although they did not lose sight of the role 

played by whites in black oppression, many leaders urged African Americans to 

take an active role in liberation by uplifting themselves. Maria Stewart, one of the 

few African-American female public lecturers, urged blacks to give up drinking 

and invest in schools and seminaries. An admirer and follower of Walker, Stewart 

nevertheless believed that "nothing would raise our respectability, add to our peace 

and happiness, and reflect so much honor upon us, as to be ourselves the promot- 

ers of temperance, and the supporters.., of useful and scientific knowledge?’ An 

advocate of female education durir~g a time when it was thought that women best 

served the race by serving their husbands, brothers, and fathers, Stewart argued 

that the race needed both men and women in public roles. "Daughters of Africa" 

needed to unite. They could raise money to build schools to educate black youth, 

they could own stores that would service their community, they could educate 

themselves and through them the race would be uplifted. 

As despairing as Stewart sometimes was when she looked at the plight of Afri- 

can Americans, she, like many others, was still more optimistic about the future 

than David Walker was. The goal of uplift was, after all, eventual’integration into 

American life. Blacks were behind not because of natural inferiority but because of 

prejudice and slavery. Once these impediments were abolished, education and 

opportunity would remedy the situation. 

Throughout the 1830s and 1840s Frederick Douglass shared Stewart’s opti- 

mism. He did not support armed resistance or programs to go back to Africa. He 

believed that through constant preaching, political lobbying, and hard struggle 

blacks would eventually find liberty in America. "You must be a man here," he 
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"and force your way to intelligence, wealth and respectability. If you can’t 

that here, you can’t do it there?’ 
: there were many who disagreed. Martin Delany, a Harvard-educated physi- 

was the most articulate spokesman against the views Douglass and others 
people can be free who themselves do not constitute an essential 

: of the ruling element of the country in which they live." These words, pub7 

! in his 1852 book entitled The Condition, Elevation, Emigration, and Destiny 

~ the Colored People of the United States, were part of his argument for emigrating 

theeastern United States to Central or South America or to some nonsettled 

L in the American West. He did not share with Douglass the belief that America 

allow blacks to become citizens. Much like Native Americans, blacks, he 

"a nation within a nation." Blacks and whites shared a common court- 

But whites were an oppressor nation and blacks the oppressed nation. Black 
vle, he claimed, loved America, but because that love was met with only be- 

degradation, black people were "politically not of them, but aliens 

the laws and privileges of the country?’ Thus separated, African Americans 
¯ to establish a black society where they would be free to enjoy the priv- 

; of citizenship. 
These, then, were the lines of protest in African-American communities before 

Despite their different levels of optimism and different strategies of resis- 

antebellum black leaders were united in their good feelings about them- 

Never did they give in to self-hatred, nor did they ever believe the pro-slav- 

arguments that held that they were naturally inferior to whites. Before America 

stood tall and proud. 
It was this black pride that eventually drove all black abolitionist leaders to 

degree of black separatism. In their minds, blacks, as a people, had 
do for themselves; self-improvement had to be based on self-reliance. Said 

3 A. Bell, in the Weekly Advocate, whites may make "OUR CAUSE" their cause 

all they want, but their efforts will be unavailing "without our thinking and acting, 

as a body, for ourselves:’ 
In thinking and acting for themselves blacks met during the 1830s through the 

1850s in black-only national conventions. Northern cities such as Albany, Roch- 

Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Buffalo, and Cleveland were the sites of some of the 
where the means of uplift and strategies of resistance were debated. 

those who attended these conventions realized that some might think 

all-black meetings worked against the goal of integration of blacks into the 

American mainstream, most concluded that racial solidarity was necessary to 

’secure their status as full-fledged Americans. Separatism, whether in conventions, 

schools, or churches, was not the end in itself, but the means to the end. 
For all of their work, it was, in the end, not black or even white abolitionists who 

the fatal blow against slavery. The institution proved so entrenched that it 
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took a civil war to end it. Black protesters, however, could be proud of the work 

they did in unifying the spirits of free blacks and in forging the bond between free 

and enslaved African Americans. In so doing, they laid the intellectual foundation 

on which the protest of future generations of blacks and whites was built. 

From Desperation to Hope 

At the end of 1850 African Americans did not know that the nation was just a 

decade away from civil war, that slavery would be its cause, or that the war would 

end slavery for good. They could not know that it would be the bloodiest war ever 

fought on America’s soft or that their citizenship and voting rights would hang in 
the balance. 

However, black people could not help but sense that something out of the ordi- 

nary was happening. Slavery was at the heart of heated discussions about the 

nation’s future, and the Compromise of 1850, meant to quell anxiety about the 

slavery question, actually fanned its flames. The Compromise brought California 

into the nation as a free state, eliminated the slave trade in the District of Colum- 

bia, and organized the territories of Utah and Mexico. Its most obnoxious part was 

the Fugitive Slave Law. Under its harsh provisions, the law forced blacks accused of 

being fugitives to prove their free status, not to a jury, but to a special commis- 

sioner who was paid more (ten dollars) for returning a slave to his owner than for 

setting him or her free (five dollars). The law also compelled Northerners to hunt 

down and turn in runaway slaves. 

As slave hunters known as "kidnappers" flooded the North seizing fugitives, 

blacks had to decide what to do. They had always resisted fugitive slave laws, but by 

putting a bounty on every runaway’s head, and making every white person a 

potential slave catcher, this latest fugitive law made resistance more risky and life 

for free blacks terribly insecure--so insecure that many free blacks took one last 

stride toward freedom by fleeing across the Canadian border. 

The vast majority who remained faced a nation racked with conflict that did not 

lessen. Abraham Lincoln’s election to the Presidency in 1860 brought some hope 

that liberation was on the horizon. Mostly though, there was despair over the 

way the decade had proceeded and wretched bitterness over the country’s betrayal 

of blacks. 

Ironically, the 1850s was a decade of prosperity. Not only whites but blacks, too, 

did relatively well. This was indicated by the steady increase in black land and 

property ownership all over the country. In Nashville, for example, in 1860 there 

were twenty-six free blacks who were worth more than a thousand dollars who had 

owned no property ten years earlier. Charleston had always had a wealthy colored 

elite, but during the 1850s as many as seventy-five whites rented their homes from 

freemen. In Baltimore free blacks monopolized the caulking trade, and throughout 

the Upper South free black agricultural laborers took advantage of the movement 

of slaves south by demanding and receiving higher wages. 
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success generated confidence. This confidence was visible in the new 

being built by larger and wealthier black congregations in the North and 

: South. It was also shown by the increased audacity of free blacks. In Petersburg, 

for example, whites complained that blacks were slow to give way to 

’, on walkways. 
Blacks also exuded more confidence in the way they responded to oppression. 

Richmond, for instance, free blacks petitioned the city council to repeal the 
repressive Black Code, and in New York City there was the stunning behav- 
Elizabeth Jennings. On a Sunday morning in 1854 she was pulled out of a 

:-drawn trolley car and wrestled to the ground by a white conductor and dri- 

who sought to keep her from sitting in the white section. With the same con- 
and audacity shown by the free blacks of Richmond, Jennings took her case 

court. Her victory there broke the back of segregation on public conveyances in 

York. 
1 over the country blacks tried to do the same to the Fugitive Slave Law. Twice 

Boston, blacks and whites stormed a courthouse in failed attempts to rescue 
Sims in 1851 and Anthony Burns in 1854. Others, such as Elijah 

John Mason, and of course, Harriet Tubman, continued to risk life and 

going into the South and delivering African Americans from slavery. 

&rick Douglass also risked harm by his resistance to the law. Though very 

in the public eye, he, like countless others, raised money for fugitives, hid 

t in his Rochester home, and helped hundreds escape to Canada. 

And, like others, he had to struggle with the meaning of the Fugitive Slave Law. 

i Rochester, New York, in 1853 Douglass and other black abolitionists held one of 
largest conventions to try to decide what to do about resisting the law. 

z were to call for the creation of separate black institutions, 
felt the Fugitive Slave Law left them no choice. America seemed determined 

:cast them aside and destroy their rights as citizens. Somehow, they had to sal- 

them. In their attempt to do this, black abolitionists called for the creation of 

council to oversee black improvement and a manual labor school for the 
ildren in science, literature, and the mechanical arts. They did 

they said, not to "build ourselves up as a distinct and separate class in this 

r but as a means to ... equality in political rights, and in civil rights, and in 

social privileges with the rest of the American people"’ 
i Although black abolitionists as a group took larger strides toward separatism, 

individuals spoke out in favor of armed resistance. Douglass was among 

He not only increased his aid to fugitive slaves but he became decidedly 

militant: "The only way to make the Fugitive Slave Law a dead letter is to 

or more dead kidnappers." 
For Martin Delany, Douglass’s response fell short of a remedy. It was not 

ge the individual kidnapper when the source of the problem was 
e prejudice that permeated all American institutions, including the government. 
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Shoot one kidnapper, and another would take his place. The law was a reflection of 

government policy, and in Delany’s opinion even the call for separate black insti- 

tutions did not go far enough to counter white racism. When Delany pondered 

institutional discrimination and the Fugitive Slave Law, he concluded that "a peo- 

ple capable of originating and sustaining such a law as this are not people to whom 

we are willing to entrust our liberty at discretion." His advice was to "go to what- 
ever parts of Central and South America" and "make common cause with the peo- 

ple?’ For DeIany, emigratdon was still the only answer. 

Delany found support at conventions held in Maryland in 1852 and Cleveland 

in i854. Unlike the delegates to the Rochester convention, those who attended the 

Cleveland meeting were not reluctant supporters of black separatism, nor did they 

see the point in arguing for separation as a means to American citizenship. As 
Delany put it, it was time for black people to look outside of America, to grab hold 

of those places in the world where chance was in their favor and where the rights 

and power of the colored race could be established. 

Although more blacks than ever took up this position in the 1850s, most African 

Americans remained hopeful of change within the United States. They could not 

abandon the land of their birth, give up the dream for which their forefathers had 

sacrificed so much, nor leave their enslaved brethren with no black advocates for 

freedom. Delegates to the Baltimore convention found this out when the meeting 

they called to discuss emigration was broken up by angry black crowds who want- 

ed no part of Africa, Haiti, Mexico, or Canada. They did not disagree with the del- 

egates’ demand to be treated like men. Nor did they take issue with the conven- 

tion’s general sentiment that in Maryland swine were treated better than free 

Negroes. Clearly though, they, like most flee blacks, wanted to make their stand 

here in America. 

In the first few years of the d6cade it seemed that they had support. In fact, white 

Northerners did grow more sympathetic. This was in part because the Fugitive Slave 

Law brought the issue of slavery to their doorstep. Whites who witnessed slaves 

being dragged unwillingly back South found it difficult to remain detached from the 

issue. They could no longer treat it as something that just happened "down there:’ 

And what was happening "down there" was made even more real by the publi- 

cation in magazine installments, and then as a book in 1852, of Harriet Beecher 

Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In a brilliant manipulation of public sentiment, Stowe 

raised public consciousness about the evils of slavery. She did this by making her 

slaves people ~6_th whom almost all whites could identify. There were few Northern 

mothers who did not hail Eliza’s courageous escape across the floes of the Ohio 

River, or cry over Little Eva’s death. Only the meanest could side with the wicked 

Yankee slaveholder Simon Legree, and all could see the Christlike goodness of the 

beloved Uncle Tom. So large and so stirred was the northern readership that when 

Lincoln met Stowe in 1863 he is supposed to have said,"So you’re the little woman 

who wrote the book that made this great war!" 
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If Mrican Americans ha, d reason to be buoyed~by this new awareness on the part 

the Northern public, they surely had reason to be wary of the response it drew 
Southerners. Already unnerved by the steady economic progress and increas- 

boldness of free blacks, Southern whites’ anxiety only increased in the face of 

y activity. In particular, slaveholders were sure that flee blacks 

increased antislavery activity had something to do with the increase in the 

of runaway slaves and incidents of overt resistance. 

And to Southerners it seemed as though every day brought news of some other 

violent incident involving slaves. It was said that overseers in the Mississippi Valley 

so feared for their lives that they were never caught without their guns. In Ten- 

nessee four slaves were put to death for attempting to attack the iron mills where 

~ey worked. 

Some blacks in Texas also seemed ready. From that state came news of an alleged 

plot that was to bring blacks and Mexicans together in an attempt to rid the state 

of its white population. Although whites killed five blacks suspected of fomenting 

the insurrection, they could not quell black discontent, nor white fear of it. 

They tried to, though. Because they felt that the ever-growing flee black popu- 

lation was indting slaves to flee and rebel, Southerners tried to get rid of them. 

With the exception of Delaware and North Garolina, every Upper South state insti- 

tuted a colonization plan. Virginia’s was typical. In 1850 it appropriated thirty 
thousand doilars annually for five years to send flee blacks and emancipated ~laves 

to the West African nation of Liberia. A tax placed on flee blacks added an addb 

tional ten thousand dollars. Maryland passed a similar law in 1852, Tennessee in 

1853, and Missouri and Kentucky in t855. 

These plans failed for two reasons. To begin with, not enough money was ap- 

propriated for such a massive removal of people. But even had there been endugh 

funds, there were few people who wanted to go. African Americans were already 

opposed to the emigration plans proposed by their own leaders. They were hardly 

more disposed to leaving under a program arranged by their oppressors. John 

Rapier said what most blacks believed: "They [colonizationists] would not care if 

all the flee negroes in the United States was at the Botom of the Sea so they was out 

of the United States?’ 

Not only was Rapier right, he caught what was fast becoming the temper of the 

nation. Everywhere, not just in the South, anti-black sentiment was rising. Indiana 

offers a good example of this mbod. In 1851 state legislators rewrote the state con- 

stitution with provisions that deprived blacks of the rights to vote, attend white 

schools, and make contracts. African Americans who could not post a five hundred 

dollar bond were expelled from the state, and an 1852 law made it a crime for 

blacks to settle in Indiana. 

If nothing else these state laws demonstrated that antislavery sentiment easily 

coexisted with hostility toward African Americans. Most white citizens did not want 

any blacks in their midst, slave or flee. This sentiment found national expression in 
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This 1856 chart of the United States shows the division between free and slave states. The chart also 

offers a statistical comparison between the North and the South, with figures for the number of public 

libraries, the number of children who attend school, and other categories. 

the new Republican party, which was founded in 1854. The principal platform of 

this mostly Northern party wds "no slavery in the territories." By this Republicans 

meant that they wanted to keep the new western territories as "free soil," meaning 

free of slavery. Slavery, they believed, retarded upward mobility and economic 

growth. From their point of view the South was stagnant and backward, while the 

North and Upper Midwest were energetic and progressive. Republicans promised 

not to oppose slavery where it already was. But inasmuch as America’s democracy 

and its institutions depended on the ability of men to move and work in a free labor 

market, they argued that the future greatness of the American nation depended on 

the confinement of slavery and the expansion of free soil. 

For African Americans the Republican party was both good and bad news. The 

good news was that many Republicans were abolitionists who opposed not just the 

expansion of slavery but also slavery where it existed. Senator William Seward of 

New York and Senators Charles Sumner of Massachusetts and George lulian of 

Ohio were ardent abolitionists who sought to divorce the federal government from 

the support of slavery by freeing slaves in the District of Columbia, repealing the 

Fugitive Slave Law, and eliminating the domestic slave trade. 
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There was good news too in even the limited goal of keeping slavery out of the 

The rival party, the Democrats, had already gone on record as support- 

~ popular sovereignty, the settler’s right to decide whether slavery should exist in 

territories. Its leading politician, Stephen A. Douglas, had pushed the Kansas- 

~ska Act through Congress early in 1854. This act allowed the people who 

in the newly organized Kansas and Nebraska regions to decide for them- 

whether they wanted slavery. In allowing for the possibility of slavery in 

territories the act overturned the 1820 Missouri Compromise, which had 

slavery in regions north of Missouri. The Republicans thus offered a 

-needed counter to what was without a doubt a major threat from the power 

the slave owners. 
The bad news, though, was that the bulk of the party’s support came from 

who were as much anti-black as they were antislavery. From the African 

of ~iew this made the party suspect. Republicans did not direct- 

ioppose slavery where it was, nor did they tackle issues like the domestic slave 

Slave Law. Furthermore, the party’s supporters and its promi- 

Abraham Lincoln, did not favor equal rights for African Americans. In 

the vote, jury service, and intermarriage, Republicans made clear their 

~ that whites were superior to blacks, and that the two races could not live 

m terms of social and political equality. 

The formation of the Republican party, therefore, left blacks with a lot to think 

~ took heart that there was, for the first time, a political force opposing 

but they worried about the limits of that opposition and the extent to 

the Republicans would go to keep blacks from exercising civil and political 

they were still without effective national allies in an increasingly hos- 

fact that did not escape them. 

The depth of the nation’s hostility to blacks was revealed by the Supreme Court’s 

in Scott ~: Sandford (the "Dred Scott case"), a ruling that sent shivers 

~ine of black America. In 1846 Dred and Harriet Scott had filed suit in 

their freedom. They argued that because their master had taken them 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and other territories where slavery had been outlawed 

¯ the Missouri Compromise, they were by right free. Chief Justice Roger B. Taney, 

for the court, disagreed. Dred and Harriet Scott were not free. Taney stated 

were "beings of an inferior order" and therefore "had no rights which 

men were bound to respect:’ Justice Peter V. Daniel, of Virginia, added insult 

~ injury by his claim that "the African Negro race" did not belong "to the family of 

was only a subject for "commerce or traffic;’ "slaves;’ "property:’ 

If this part of the ruling fell like a dead weight on flee blacks, the court’s deci- 

the Missouri Compromise was a death sentence. In stating that the 

820 law was unconstitutional because Congress did not have the right to ban slav- 

~ in a territory, the court opened the entire country to slavery. If Congress could 

slavery in the territories then it could not keep it out of northern states. 
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Slaveholders could take their slaves north, settle wherever they wanted, and accord- 

ing to the logic of the Dred Scott decision, there was nothing that could be done 

about it. When put together with the Fugitive Slave Law, the Dred Scott decision 

left nowhere for the fugitive to run. Questionable as the North was as a haven for 

free blacks, these two measures eliminated it as a haven of any sort. 

Events in Kansas between 1854 and John Brown’s raid at Harpers Ferry, Vir- 

ginia, in I859, literally left free blacks nationless. After the Kansas-Nebraska Act 

was passed both pro- and antislavery forces rushed into Kansas, each group 

attempting to make sure that the territory was settled according to its wishes. At 

stake was whether the territories would be slave or free. With both forces willing to 

die for their cause, violence was inevitable. As the forces clashed in guerrilla-style 

warfare, only the free blacks’ future there was certain: slaveholders did not want 

them in their midst, and ffee-soilers wrote a constitution that forbade them from 

entering the state. 

John Brown’s raid only made the situation of free blacks more precarious. When 

the dust settled after the band of twenty-two men tried to take the federal arsenal 

at Harpers Ferry, flee blacks were found to be among the conspirators. Slave- 

holders cringed when they thought about what might have happened had Brown’s 

plan to seize and distribute weapons to slaves succeeded. They could and did hang 

John Brown for treason, but many thousands of free blacks who stood ready to take 

up Brown’s mantle remained among the population. Having always viewed the free 

black as out of place in the South, white Southerners now saw an opportunity to 

eliminate this group for good. 

Life for Southern free blacks had grown harder and more dangerous. States that 

had already made efforts to force them to leave through colonization renewed their 

efforts to eliminate them--this time through outright expulsion. Events in South 

Carolina, the home of William Ellison, were typical. On the urging of Charleston’s 

white mechanics, city officials cracked down on free people of color. In October 

1858 they began arresting those who had failed to pay the capitation (literally, "per 

head") tax, the tax flee persons of color had to pay to attest to their freedom. In 

December of the following year, white Charlestonians formed a Con’mlittee of 

Safety to search out and arrest anyone with abolitionist sympathies. These includ- 

ed whites who ran black schools and blacks who received abolitionist newspapers 

or otherwise engaged in suspicious behavior. A similar committee was formed by 

Ellison’s neighbors in Stateburg. 

Meanwhile, as the state legislature debated reenslavement bills, South Carolina’s 

newspapers carried articles assailing the free African American at every turn. One 

contributor asked why flee blacks were allowed to attend balls, churches, and 

funerals in carriages; why they were allowed to assume the prerogatives and dis- 

tinctions that "ought to be, among the landmarks separating the classes." "Shall 

they;’ he continued, "in silks and laces, promenade our principal thoroughfares, 

with the arrogance of equalsY 
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the white slaveholders who were the guardians of free blacks were willing to 

tip with such behavior, white workingmen made it clear that they were not. In 

South Carolina state legislature their leaders introduced a bill that prohibited 

~ree persons of color from "entering into contracts on any mechanical business 

their own account." With a call to "MECHANICS, WORKING MEN AND ALL 

MEN WHO LIVE BY THE SWEAT OF THEIR BROW;’ white workers 

solidarity against free blacks. 
with thousands of other free blacks throughout the South, most of whom 

: not nearly as wealth); William Ellison and his family made plans to emigrate. 
1858 and the election of Lincoln in 1860, the stream of free blacks head- 

out of the South became a river. As in South Carolina, every Southern legisla- 

debated expulsion and reenslavement, and like Ellison, free blacks considered 

either north to Canada or south to Haiti or Central America. It did not 

, the Civil War only Arkansas had actually expelled free blacks, order- 

them to leave the state by January 1, 1860, or be enslaved. The fury with which 

a and enslavement were being debated scared African Americans. 

African-American leaders could not help but be disturbed. Everywhere they 

¯ forces seemed arrayed against their people, l~vents in Kansas, the Dred Scott 

Fugitive Slave Law, expulsion and reenslavement bills all made for 
,air. The nation was moving toward dissolution with a certainty that was 

While free African Americans were being sacrificed, Southern calls for 

threatened to tighten the noose of slavery around blacks forever. So 

L was the ever-optimistic Frederick Douglass that he, like Ellison, began 

toward Haiti as a possible homeland for black people. Martin Delany, who 

¯ Lincoln’s election already moved himself, his wife, and his rive ctfildren to 

traveled to West Africa in search of a place for his people to settle. 

Amazingly, but understandably, the same events that caused so much despair 

:free blacks and their leaders seemed to inspire slaves. As they had done during 

American Revolution and the War of 1812, slaves turned the nation’s turmoil 

their advantage. That they were at the center of the nation’s divisions did not 

because by 1860 the future of slavery was on everyone’s mind and 
The slaves’ knowledge was manifested by acts meant to subvert the system. 

Texas, came reports of slaves’ attempts to repeat "the horrors enact- 
Harpers Ferry:’ In Montgomery, Alabama, it was reported that Negroes had 

to divide up the estates, mules, lands, and household furniture of their 

The more conversations they overheard, the more newspaper arti- 

literate blacks read, the dearer it became that there were forces beyond the 

; up against slavery. 
What was not clear though was the nature and the strength of these forces. The 

slavery in the territories, but they also opposed black rights. 

Lincoln wavered when it came to African Americans. At one point he 

in favor of black rights. Blacks, he said are "my equal and.., the equal of 
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every living man." The Negro man, he declared, is "entitled to all the natural rights 

... in the Declaration of Independence" and had the right also to "put into his 

mouth the bread that his own hands have earned." At another point, though, 

Lincoln spoke words that were more in line with most of his generation. He 

claimed that he was against "the social and political equ~ility of the white and black 

races," that he did not "favor making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying 

them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people:’ Since, he said, there was 

a"physical difference between the white and black races which.., will for ever for- 

bid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality;’ Lincoln 

went on record as favoring whites over blacks. "There must be," he said during his 

campaign for the Senate in 1858, "the position of superior and inferior, and I as 

much as any other man am’in favor of having the superior position assigned to the 

white race." 

Expressions such as these inspired increasing despair. To Southerners, Abraham 

Lincoln was the devil incarnate, ready and willing to snatch their slaves from them 

at whatever cost. Upon his election to the Presidency, legislatures of states in the 

South seceded from the United States by declaring that the states were no longer 

part of the Union. First, South Carolina seceded on December 20, 1864, followed 

by Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, North Caro- 

lina, Arkansas, and Tennessee, These eleven states joil}ed together to form the 
Confederate States of America. They elected their own President, Jefferson Davis, 

and after initial debate established a capital in Richmond, Virginia. 

Like Douglass, blacks wanted "the complete and universal abolitior~ of the whole 

slave system;’ as well as equal suffrage and other rights for free blacks. In early 1861 

Lincoln was still promising not to touch slavery where it was and not to repeal the 

Fugitive Slave Law. Small wonder then that African Americans hardly celebrated 

his inauguration. 

The firing on Fort Sumter, South Carolina, on April 12, 1861 did, however, bring 

celebration. These first shots of the Civil War stirred real hope that slavery would 

soon end. It all happened so suddenly, soon after the officer in charge of the fort, 

Major Robert Anderson, informed Lincoln that he needed men, arms, and supplies 

to maintain the federal presence in Charleston harbor. Lincoln’s dilemma was 

obvious. If he did nothing, he would appear weak and Sumter would fall to the 

Confederacy, as had other federal forts, custom houses, and post offices. On the 

other hand, if he sent forces this would no doubt be taken by the Confederacy as 

an act of war. Lincoln’s choice--to send supplies but no troops or arms--shifted 

the burden of war to the Confederacy, which itself stood to lose credibility as a sov- 

ereign nation if it allowed Lincoln to maintain the fort within its borders. It was 

hardly their intention, but the shots Confederate generals fired on the ships sent to 

resupply Anderson were shots that put slavery on the road to extinction. 

CHAPTER 5 

Breaking 
1860-1880 

the Chains 

Noralee Frankel 

n 1898, years after the Civil War, Alfred Thomas, an African American soldier 

in the Union army, explained his derision to enlist. He was a slave in Missis- 

sippi when he first encountered the Yankees. After the Union soldiers rescued 

from the plantation where Thomas lived, he and his companions became 
y should escape slavery themselves by going with the Union sol- 

. As he recalled, "Well we l~ad been hearing the guns at Natchez and all over 

country and everybody was scared and kept hearing people say the negroes 
be free and we heard of colored people running off to the Yankees... ?’ 

Thomas was one of 180,000 African Americans who served in the Union 

during the Civil War. There were also some 29,000 African Americans who 

in the Union navy. African Americans participated in fifty-two military 

and 37,000 died. 

As the United States became increasingly polarized over slavery in the 1850s, the 

and South became suspicious of each other’s political power. Slavery was 
fight over states’ rights--the doctrine that all rights not reserved to the 

government by the U.S. Constitution are granted to the states. Disputes 

the supporters of slavery and the proponents of free labor were responsi- 

for many of the political, economic, cultural, and ideological differences that 

the country during the war. 

After Fort Sumter surrendered to the Confederacy on April 14, 1861, the 

states proceeded to organize an army under the leadership of Robert E. 

A West Point graduate and trained officer, Lee had turned down President 
offer to comrnand the Union troops. Failing to obtain Lee, Lincoln 

ge McClellan general of the Union forces. But Lincoln grew frustrated 
McClellan’s cautiousness and failure to pursue the enemy. He replaced 

with a succession of generals to head the Union forces but found them 
unsatisfactory, Lincoln finally selected General Ulysses S. Grant to head the 

forces because he had proved to be an aggressive, tenacious fighter. Grant’s 
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Bliss, Jessa <jess@unc.edu-~ 

Notification: Course Reserves Added For AFAM101.990 Fall 2010 

Hello, 
We have processed the reserve materials you requested for AFAM101.990!FALL 2010. 

To view your electronic reserve items, click: 

http:lleres.lib.ur~c.edu/eres/coursepageoaspx?cid=1564 
Please Note: The electronic items are only viewable during the requested semester for copyright reasons. 

You may also see the items by clicking on "Reserves" on the library homepage and searching for your course. 

News & Announcements: 

Courses using Blackboard may notice a new label in the Blackboard course page titled "Library/Reserves." This convenient 

new feature wi11 

enable direct access to the course EReserve readings through Blackboard. 

We’re currently developing and testing a web-based reserves submission system that could make it easier for instructors to 

view and submit their course materials in e-reserves. 

To access your course e-reserve page, follow this link: 

https://extranet.lib.unc.edu/reserves/login.html. You’ll then be taken to a screen where you can login with your onyen and 
password. 

Ideally, the interface is designed to allow course instructors one central place where they can view and manage their 

course material. 
Please keep in mind that the program is still under development, so if you come across bugs, or have comments or suggestions 

you’d like to make, please let us know(c_~_~EX~_!2~!Dg_@_~_~)! We’d really appreciate your input. 
If you want to access it from off-campus, currently, you wi11 need to have a VPN connection to UNC. We are working on 

adding off-campus access in our future updates. 

If there are any problems or inquiries regarding your reserves, please let us know. 

Thank you, 

Reserves Processing 
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From the rv~aste~ a~- tl~e ~’1,,vies column of the September 2010 issue of Per.~peetives o~ Histo~o~ 

g.’l  Wa.tc]  Oscar 

By w. Fitzhugh Brundage 

I have a weakness for silent movies. I’ll watch with pleasure even the most cliche-ridden among 
them, partly for the mesmerizing visual vocabulary of the films, partly to see early moviemakers 
working out the narrative grammar of cinema, and partly for the glimpses of random landscapes and 
material culture--fashions, furnishings, technology--captured in silent movies. 

Alas, few of my students share my enthusiasm. Too often the films’ stylized acting and overwrought 
plots elicit laughter or induce napping. Like scratchy 78 recordings, silent films require more 
concentration and patience than many students possess. 

Yet one silent movie that consistently stirs my students’ imaginations is Oscar Micheaux’ s l~?thin 
Our Gates (1920). Crammed into 80 minutes is a complex plot of love, betrayal, murder, rape, 
lynching gambling, miscegenation, racial uplift, white bigot~, and black migration from the rural 
South to the urban North. Translated onto film are the hardships of blacks in the Jim Crow era 
United States, the promises and disappointments of black freedom, and the emergence of the "New 
Negro." The film is one of the earliest examples, and certainly the most ambitious extant example, of 
black appropriation of the emerging technology to contest representations of African Americans in 
mass culture. 

Like an overstuffed used bookstore, 14Zithin Our Gates invites close and repeated inspection. 
Although I have watched the film countless times, with each viewing I discover something 
previously overlooked. Micheaux was a neophyte, self-taught filmmaker when he directed the film, 
and the intricacies of the movie’s plot are sometimes difficult to follow. Yet, if the plot is understood 
as a triptych of related but distinct acts, the film’s scope and ambitions become clear, indeed 
remarkable. 

The film opens with the protagonist, Sylvia Landry, a young black woman, visiting her cousin Alma 
in the North while she awaits her fiance’s return from military service. Harboring designs on her 
cousin’s betrothed, Alma contrives to fix Sylvia up with her brother-in-law, a dissipated card shark. 
Alma succeeds in catching Sylvia in a compromising situation just as her fianc~ returns, prompting 
him to break off the engagement. Despondent, Sylvia returns south and dedicates herself to teaching 
at a school for the children of black sharecroppers. Despite the tireless efforts Sylvia and her mentor, 
Rev. Wilson Jacobs, the school is overcrowded and severely underfunded by local white authorities. 
Faced with the school’s collapse, Sylvia returns to the North to raise funds. 

To this point, the film appears to be a romantic melodrama yoked to a story of thwarted racial uplift 
in the rural South. Micheaux was a self-made man who embraced and proselytized the era’s "up by 
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the boot straps" dogma. The son of former slaves, he held odd jobs before homesteading in South 
Dakota. There, although largely self-educated, he began to write and publish stories and novels, 
which he sold door to door. Convinced that his semi-autobiographical novel "]he Homesteader was 
worthy of a film, he secured sufficient funds to form a movie production company and, in 1919, 
released his first film. A year later, when he made Within Ottr Gates, he continued to promote black 
uplift while displaying anxiety about corrupting urban influences on rural blacks. Like the jeremiads 
delivered by contemporary black ministers, Micheaux’s film dwelled on the obligation to strive for 
respectability. As a pioneer black filmmaker working in a medium abounding with invidious racial 
stereotypes, Micheaux acutely sensed the importance of depicting blacks comporting themselves 
with decorum and modesty. Even so, he did not shy away from acknowledging those blacks whose 
behavior, he believed, contributed to stereotypes. In contrast to Sylvia and Rev. Jacobs, who are 
paragons of respectability, Alma and her brother-in-law personify forms of selfishness and 
dissolution that impede the race’s potential. 

The tone and focus of Within Our Gates shift markedly when Sylvia journeys north to fundraise. 
Micheaux resorts to improbable plot contrivances to shift our attention to the poisonous effects of 
white racism. Already frustrated by her failure to raise money, Sylvia is waylaid by a black thug who 
snatches her purse. Fortunately, Dr. V. \r~vian, a dashing young black man "passionately engaged in 
social questions," runs down her assailant. A budding romance between Dr. Vivian and Sylvia is 
abruptly halted when she is struck by an automobile belonging, coincidentally, to a wealthy white 
philanthropist. After learning of Sylvia’ s mission, the philanthropist considers donating money to 
Sylvia’s school. A southern friend to whom she turns for advice is appalled that misgnided altruism 
may lead the philanthropist to waste her wealth on blacks, who, the friend insists, cannot and should 
not be educated. The philanthropist eventually rejects this advice and makes a huge donation to 
Sylvia’s school. Sylvia quickly recovers from her injuries and hastens south with the donation. 

Despite the rickety plot turns in this portion of the film, Micheaux offers a searing portrait of the 
ideology of white supremacy. Overturning prevailing wisdom, portrayed notably in D. W. Griffith’s 
film epic Birth of a Nation (1915), Within Our Gates underscores that racism is fueled by ignorance 
and hinders national unity. Whereas Griffith’s film suggests that the revelation of blacks’ true 
capacities and natures would restore racial unity and fraternity among northern and southern whites, 
Micheaux counters that if northern whites could see through the fog of white southern bigotry they 
would recognize that blacks were citizens worthy of both rights and respect. 

Micheaux is not naive about the likelihood of whites achieving such clarity. One of the movie’s most 
poignant vignettes depicts the predicament of" Old Ned," a black preacher who must humiliate 
himself and attest that "Yes’m. White folks is mighty fine," in order to collect small donations for 
his church from bigoted whites. After doing so, the preacher stares into the camera and confesses, 
"Again, I’ve sold my birthright. All for a miserable mess of pottage. Negroes and Whites--all are 
equal. As for me, miserable sinner, hell is my destiny." Unlike the black characters in Birth of a 
]\,~ation, who are either bestial or loyal and subservient, Old Ned wears a mask of deference while 
harboring resentment and self-loathing illustrating the psychic pain endured by blacks who 
comported themselves in accordance with the dictates of white supremacy. 

In the final act of the film Micheaux displays his maturing talents as both a storyteller and social 
critic, exploring his larger concerns--violence and the sexual politics of white supremacy--with 
exceptional insight. After Sylvia’s return to the South, Dr. Vivian continues to pine for her. He 
tracks down Alma, who recounts her cousin’s tragic history. In an extended flashback, Dr. Vivian 
learns that Sylvia was raised by the Landrys, a black family who, in spite of poverty and white 
opposition, managed to provide Sylvia with a modicum of education. Subsequently, Mr. Landry 
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became embroiled in a dispute with his cruel landlord, Mr. Gridlestone, and was wrongfully accused 
of his murder. Gridlestone had actually been murdered by an embittered white farmer, but Efram, a 
fawning black servant of Gridlestone’ s, accused Landry to gain the favor of the white mob intent on 
avenging the planter’ s murder. In the film’ s climax, Micheaux dramatically juxtaposes the lynching 
of Mr. Landry and his wife with the simultaneous attempted rape of Sylvia by Gridlestone’s brother. 
Between scenes of the hanging and burning of the Landrys, Sylvia engages in a frantic struggle with 
her would-be rapist. During the fight, Gridlestone’s brother notices a distinctive scar on Sylvia’s 
breast and realizes that he is attempting to violate his own daughter, whom he had fathered with a 
local black woman. Shocked by his discover5,, he allows Sylvia to escape. 

In this remarkable scene Micheaux translated the black critique of lynching to film. At a time of 
mounting black mobilization against lynching, Micheaux pressed his viewers to empathize with the 
victims of white violence. In Micheaux’s hands lynching and rape were evidence of white, not 
black, barbarism. In contrast to Gus, the stereotypical black rapist in Birth ofaNation, Micheaux’s 
rapist is a privileged and apparently "respectable" white. And rather than a lamentable but justified 
act of self-defense, lynching, in Micheaux’ s film, is irrational, capricious, and indefensible savagery 
against innocent and estimable citizens like the Landrys. Although Ida Wells-Barnett and others had 
leveled similar attacks against lynching, no one had previously shown Micheaux’s talent at 
translating the denunciation of crime into art. Even present day viewers jaded by the violence 
commonplace in contemporary films find Micheaux’s rendering of lynching haunting and 
galvanizing. 

The reception of the film and its subsequent history, add to its fascination. Given its explosive subject 

matters and the timing of its release--only months after the deadly race riots of 1919--it was 
inevitable that Micheaux’s film would run afoul of censors. In Chicago, for example, the Board of 
Censors stalled for two months before finally approving the film. Elsewhere officials demanded that 

controversial scenes be cut, prompting Micheaux to screen different versions of the film as local 
circumstances demanded. Perhaps because of the controversy the film aroused, after its release 
Within Our GaWs ~vas lost for decades. Then in the 1970s a single print, entitled La NegT~a, was 

discovered in Spain. Using that print, the Library of Congress restored the film during the early 
1990s. Yet the restoration is at best an approximation of Micheaux’s original production. A brief 
sequence in the middle of the film is lost and only four of the original English intertitles have 

survived. (In the restored movie Spanish intertitles were re-translated back into English and an 
intertitle frame takes the place of a missing sequence.) The virtual erasure of Within Our Gates for 
almost half a century and the elevation of D. W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation to the status of 

cinematic masterpiece are telling illustrations of the politics of race and power in twentieth century 
American popular culture. 

After each viewing of Within Our Gates, I am struck by Micheaux’ s audacity and ambition. He 
sought to appropriate a still primitive medium to depict the complexities of the black experience in 
America while making a film that would enthrall viewers as interested in spectacle and 
entertainment as in a message of racial uplift. Like his contemporaries Scott Joplin, Bert Williams, 
and others, Micheaux was exploring how black social justice could be insinuated into the cultural 
marketplace. Only now is it possible to appreciate fully how successfully Micheaux achieved these 
goals in Within Our Gates. 
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Regester, Charlene B < regester@email.unc.edu > 

Afam 101 

Happy Friday Dr, Regester, 

ft was a pleasure meeting you Wednesday with Reggie Wilkins at Davis Library. As one of the new Academic Counselors, [ hope to be able to get on campus more to meet 

with Professors like yourself in order to ensure student athletes are doing their part in class and following class rules. And as we discussed earlier this week, feel free to 

contact me via email or phone if you have any questions/concerns since many of the football players that [ work directly with are in your class. 

! hope you have a great weekend and ! hope all your students study hard for their first exam on Tuesday. 

Sincerely, 

Tia 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 843 4400 w 

overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
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Virginia Woolf’s Evasion 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

That German cow has copied me all my life. 

The only thing left for her to copy will be my funeral. 

Josephine Baked 

No one could take umbrage at paying tribute to another. 

Josef von Sternberg2 

T 
he speakers in my epigraphs, aesthetic innovators in entertainment 

industries whose careers effloresced in the late ~92os on opposite 

sides of the Atlantic, are referring to the same person- Marlene Diet- 

rich--in a similarly bitter fashion. Dancer, cabaret artist, and "Interna- 

tional Star of the Screen" Josephine Baker accuses Dietrich of an imitation 

that cannot be counted the sincerest form of flattery, as the aphorism has 

it, but only read as appropriation, even theft. (The two performers did, 

incidentally, end up having similarly elaborate, state-sponsored funerals.)3 

Hollywood director Josef von Sternberg’s remark, by contrast, might al- 

most sound like a defense of his female star’s perceived copying, or aping, 

of Baker. Yet in this comment from his memoir about the German actress 

he brought to Hollywood, and with whom he made seven films for Para- 

mount Studios over a period of five years, Sternberg is in fact referring, just 

as acrimoniously, to Dietrich’s aggressive use of praise, which discomfits 

him as much as her mimicry bothers Baker. Though the director initially 

interprets Dietrich’s "excessive" public tributes to his artistic merits sympa- 

thetically (as an unconscious defense against the overwhelming experience 

of her adulation by others), he eventually suspects that she is marshalling 

her praise as a substitute for its rhetorical antithesis: criticism. 



During her first film with me in Berlin [The Blue Angel, 1930], when 

she was unimportant and no one outside her immediate circle took 

notice of her, it was easy to complain that nothing on earth was worth 

such torture. But those who had listened so eagerly before might not 

be so sympathetic to her woes following the unique success her woes 

took on. 

She now retailed her "torments" not as a complaint, but managed to 

turn this by shrewd indirection into an outstanding virtue. She flipped 

the other side of the coin, and with commendable instinct turned into 

a martyr who praised the divine grace which favored her with lacera- 

tions. She told everyone.., that [during the filming of Morocco, 193o] 

I let her walk out into a blazing desert, barefooted.., and that when 

she had fainted with exhaustion... I corrected her English when she 

had recovered enough to ask if I required another close up. This was not 

said to inform anyone that she had been mistreated. On the contrary, it 

was twisted into a form of praise for me. "Isn’t he wonderful? He even 

corrects my English when I don’t come out of a fainting spell properly." 

(FCL, 253-54, my italics) 

The director’s suspicion that the seemingly morally unassailable and 

even virtuous rhetoric of praise ("No one could take umbrage at paying 

tribute to another") has been adopted by Dietrich to disguise a more acid 

language of blame eventually culminates in his comparison of her praise 

to a violent discharge ("A geyser of praise began to shoot, hot and steam- 

ing, on the hour and every hour, and there was nothing I could do to 

avoid being scalded"), and its effects to that of a weapon, "spark[ing] a 

detonation that backfired on me" (254,257). Yet even as Sternberg inter- 

prets Dietrich’s praise as calculatedly and even injuriously aggressive, we 

can sense his grudging admiration of her "shrewd indirection," her ability 

to "[flip] the other side of the coin," to twist complaint or criticism into 

its difficult-to-criticize opposite. In other words, what Sternberg seems to 

admire most, even in the context of his own criticism of Dietrich, is the 

female performer’s skill at inversion: "As the voice of the charming woman 

discovered by me became stronger in extolling her director, the slander in 

opposition to her ’praise’ became thunderous. The scale always remained 

in balance" (257). 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

The awareness evidently shared by director and star of the fine line be- 

tween praise and criticism (and Sternberg’s belief in Dietrich’s ability to 

manipulate it) brings us back full circle to Baker’s accusation, which, par- 

alleling Sternberg s mterpretat~o of Dietrich’s praise as slander, insists on 

reading imitation not as homage but as mere aping or theft. If the sign 

of Dietrich thus links Josef and Josephine together, connecting Austrian 

American auteur to African American cabaret performer, it can also be said 

to connect these aesthetic concerns: imitation and the problem of gaug- 

ing its affect, "ethos," or encoded intent; praise and its surprisingly close 

relationship to criticism and other agonistic modes of discourse; and last, 

questions raised by the representational strategy of inversion. All of these 

questions are clearly central to the intertextual bouncing of what Linda 

Hutcheon calls modernist parody, an imitation characterized by inversion 

that often involves, as John Fowles has said, "both an homage and a kind 

of thumbed nose" to an obwous previous ~conography. While th~s essay 

will continue to revolve around the figures of Baker, Dietrich, and Stern- 

berg-as constellated, in particular, by Blonde Venus (1932), fifth of the 

seven Sternberg-Dietrich films in their Paramount Corporation cycle-- 

it will do so primarily to explore affectively ambiguous acts of imitation 

and inversion as they inform a representational genre favored by first-wave 

modernists such as Stein, Joyce, and Schiele: the portrait of the artist or 

auteur. 

Though Blonde Venus is frequently read as a portrait-of-the-artist film, 

it is one that immediately raises questions about who that artist might 

be. While all products of the American film industry, and those of the 

vertically integrated studio system of the thirties in particular, complicate 

the notion of individual authorship, Paramount’s final version of Blonde 

Venus--which was based on a story co-written by its star and director, and 

in script form proliferated, between March and September 1932, into no 

fewer than six versions shaped by contributors with conflicting professional 

and aesthetic agendas-- might be said to do so in an especially pronounced 

way.s In addition to Sternberg and Dietrich and screenwriters Jules Furth- 

man and S. K. Lauren, executives representing different sectors of the inte- 

grated but internally unstable Paramount Publix Corporation, such as pro- 

ducer B. E Schulberg and exhibition head Sam Katz, played significant 

roles in finalizing the script for the movie that was eventually released. So 



did MPPDA official Jason Joy and censors at Hollywood’s self-regulating 

Studio Relations Committee, with whom Schulberg and Katz were reluc- 

tantly compelled to enter into further authorial "collaborations." Yet while 

there are clearly multiple authors behind this cinematic portrait of the art- 

ist, Dietrich and Sternberg remain the strongest competitors for the role in 

the world of Blonde Venus’s story, which traces the transformation of Ger- 

man immigrant and housewife Helen Faraday into cosmopolitan cabaret 

diva Helen Jones. While critics have noted that the Depression-era picture 

draws partly on Sternberg’s childhood experiences as the son of Austrian 

immigrants for its story, it does so in order to chart not the rise of a Holly- 

wood auteur but the emergence of a transatlantic female star who more 

obviously doubles as a figure for Dietrich. More specifically, in narrating 

the rise to stardom of a German immigrant ambiguously involved with a 

rich playboy (Cary Grant), who is consequently estranged from her hus- 

band (Herbert Marshall) and eventually forced into kidnapping her own 

child Johnny (Dickie Moore), the melodramatic plot mirrored the much 

publicized circumstances in which Dietrich crossed the Atlantic to work 

with Sternberg at Paramount, eventually bringing her daughter Maria, but 

leaving behind husband Rudolf Sieber.6 Critics have also read Blonde Venus 

as a commentary on the power of cinematic illusionism that "establishes a 

parallel between Sternberg’s performance and his character’s, between his 

spectacle and Helen’s.’’7 Helen’s efforts to exert control over her image, in 

other words, make her character as viable a double for the film’s male di- 

rector as for its female star. Approached as an allegory about the struggle 

for directorial control over female spectacle, Sternberg’s film might be said 

to wrest Dietrich’s representation of "herself" from herself, in order to gen- 

erate a portrait of its director qua auteur. Though Helen’s eventual suc- 

cess in directing and controlling the meaning of her diegetic performances 

(marked by her appearing dressed in male finery in the film’s final musi- 

cal number) reinforces this parallel between her character and Sternberg, 

his presence is as strongly suggested by the "strangely perverse and aggres- 

sive" figure of Johnny,8 who not only provides the point of view of the film’s 

culminating shot but is twice shown, near the film’s beginning and at its 

conclusion, "directing" his mother and father in a theatrical reenactment 

of their courtship.9 

And yet there is a third internationally known artist working in the inter- 
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stitial zone between the avant-garde and the world of popular amusements, 

and one with no hand, direct or indirect, in the authorship of Blonde Venus, 

whom the film might be said to portray in a much more distorted, oblique, 

and one could thus even say paradigmatically modernist fashion. For in its 

account of a white European chorus girl who emigrates to the United States, 

attains fame and notoriety as a revue star by performing a primitivist jungle 

act, and is endowed with the name "Blonde Venus," Blonde Venus can be 

viewed as retelling, in what historical audiences would have perceived as an 

almost perfectly symmetrical "reversal," the story of Dietrich’s much more 

famous contemporary Josephine Baker-- a black American chorus girl who 

emigrates to Europe, attains fame and notoriety as a revue star by perfect- 

ing a primitivist danse sauvage, and eventually acquires the name "Black 

Venus.’’1° In striking contrast to the correspondences inviting us to read 

the film as a self-reflexive allegory of the making of a transatlantic star (a 

portrait of Dietrich), or of the struggle for directorial control over female 

spectacle (a portrait of Sternberg), what we have here is less a parallel fore- 

grounding likeness than a reversal foregrounding contrast and opposition. 

How do we read this "inverted" portrait of an artist? Should it be taken as 

a respectful homage, a more aggressive act of parody, or simply an imitation 

that borders on theft? 

Born in 19o6 in poverty-stricken East St. Louis, Baker had been trans- 

formed into a "Black Venus" nearly a decade prior to the year-long pro- 

duction of Blonde Venus, and five years prior to Dietrich’s first meeting 

and collaboration with Sternberg on The Blue Angel (193o) in Berlin. After 

traveling the American South on the black vaudeville circuit with blues 

singer Clara Smith and the Dixie Steppers, Baker had chorus-line roles in a 

second run of Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake’s 1922 crossover hit Shuffle Along 

(which in its first run, on Broadway, starred Florence Mills and Paul Robe- 

son) and their following 1924 musical Chocolate Dandies. She then took a 

job as a dancer at the Plantation Club, located above the Winter Garden 

Theater burlesqued by Hart Crane in The Bridge 0923-3o). It was there that 

jazz composer Spencer Williams and socialite-producer Caroline Dudley 

approached Baker with an offer of a lead role in La Revue NOgre, an all-black 

show Reagan had pitched and managed to book for a seas6n at Theatre des 

Champs-Elys~es, site of the 1913 premiere of Stravinsky’s infamous Le Sacre 

du Printemps. 



Given the immediate success of La Revue Nkgre, by the end of 1925 Baker 

was well established as a star of the Parisian music hall circuit that had 

become an object of renewed interest to E. E. Cummings, Jean Cocteau, 

and other modernists "looking to popular culture to reinvigorate high art" 

after World War I, and admiring the revue shows for their eclectic plural- 

ism and what Cummings called their "plotless drama." ~ Though Baker was 

best known for primitivist acts such as her danse sauvage with Martinique 

performer Joe Alex in La Revue Nkgre, and her "banana dance" at the Folies- 

Berg~re, the pluralist aesthetic of the music hall allowed her to become as- 

sociated equally with American jazz and the Charleston, and thus to em- 

body both "jungle and skyscraper elements," as Berlin writer Harry Kessler 

noted in his diar):12 Emulating singer Florence Jones of the popular Chez 

Florence, by 1926 Baker was herself owner and hostess of Chez Josephine, a 

Montmartre cabaret frequented by artists and intellectuals including Ernest 

Hemingway and Langston Hughes. She was also an astonishingly synergis- 

tic presence across French popular culture, spanning print media, the music 

recording industry, and film)3 French critic Andr~ Levinson anticipates this 

in an early review of Baker’s dancing, in which he suggestively describes her 

as a figure for intermediality itself-mixing American music and minstrel 

comedy, African sculpture, and French poetry in her performances: 

There seemed to emanate from her violently shuddering body, her 

bold dislocations, her spring movements, a gushing stream of rhythm. 

¯.. It was as though the jazz, catching on the wing the vibrations of the 

body, was interpreting word by word its fantastic monologue. The music 

is born from the dance, and what a dance! The gyrations of this cynical 

yet merry mountebank, the good-natured grin on her large mouth, sud- 

denly give way to visions from which good humor is entirely absent. In 

the shortpas de deux of the savages, which came as the finale of La Revue 

Nkgre, there was a wild splendor and magnificent animality. Certain of 

Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, haunches protruding, arms entwined 

and uplifted in a phallic symbol, had the compelling potency of the finest 

examples of Negro sculpture. The plastic sense of a race of sculptors 

came to life and the frenzy of African Eros swept over the audience. It 

was no longer a grotesque dancing girl who stood before them, but the 

black Venus that haunted Baudelaire)4 
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Crossing cultural domains as well as media, portraits of Baker in a full range 

of styles--realist, post-impressionist, primitivist, cubist, fauvist, art deco-- 

appeared in the for~n of biographies (the 1927 Les M~moires de ]osdphine 

Baker, written by Marcel Sauvage with illustrations by Paul Colin, whose Le 

Turnulte Noir, a portfolio of lithographs featuring Baker in La Revue NOgre, 

was published to wide acclaim earlier the same year), films, photographs, 

paintings, essays, sculpture, poetry, advertising (for products ranging from 

cigarettes to hair oil), and even recipes for food.15 By the end of the de- 

cade Baker not only dominated the French media but had become a major 

presence in the African American and white American press, with her life- 

style and career tracked by publications ranging frown the Chicago De- 

fender to Vogue and Vanity Fair. And expanding her fame well beyond Paris 

and the United States, between 1928 and 193o Baker embarked on a major 

tour across Europe and South America, performing in Vienna and Ber- 

lin (where an antagonistic reception put an early end to a theater booking 

originally planned for six months, as well as plans to launch a German Chez 

Josephine), as well as Dresden, Brussels, Budapest, Prague, Zagreb, Agram, 

Basel, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Buenos Aires, Cordoba, 

Mendoza, Santiago, S~o Paulo, and Rio. Given Baker’s iconicity and inter- 

national celebrity, it would have been impossible for Sternberg and Dietrich 

not to have been aware of the Black Venus prior to their collaboration on the 

story that would eventually be filmed and titled Blonde Venus--or for that 

matter, given the intense reactions to Baker’s Berlin performances in 1928, 

prior to their first meeting and collaboration on The Blue Angel in 193o. 

Noting that there are historical grounds for reading Blonde Venus as 

an inverted portrait of the Black Venus still begs, however, the questions 

about imitation and homage raised by the confrontation between Baker, 

Dietrich, and Sternberg we viewed at the beginning of this essay. More- 

over, from the perspective of an aesthetic modernism institutionalized as 

a reflexive turn to each medium’s essential properties, there is a sense in 

which this reading of the film-based so far only on an observation about 

its plot structure- is a decidedly bad one. If the good modernism of an 

artwork continues to be indexed by an attention to medium specificity,~6 

and in the case of Hollywood film in particular, by the capacity of style 

to disrupt and dominate narrative (a disruption which critics since Laura 
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Muivk~;-fiave roUtinely reli+d on to redeem industrial pictures 
and/or elevate them aesthetically), this truism becomes all the more 
nounced in a Sternberg-Dietrich film, given what critics from : 
have either praised or criticized as the director’s conspicuous 

ing of visual elements at the expense of story, form at the expense of 

tent. As one !936 critic, Andreas Mackenzie, put it simply in a profile 
"Leonardo of the Lenses": "The story does not move his picture, it is his 

picture which moves the story.’’~7 Sternberg himself is repeatedly quoted 
as saying "the narrative means nothing," and that his films should be pro- 

jected upside down so "that the actors and story become no longer notice- 
able, so that the values produced by the camera alone could not escape 

study.’’is When Mulvey, Carole Zucker, Bill Nichols, and other critics have 
considered films in Sternberg-Dietrich’s Paramount cycle as modernism, 

they have focused on the contrast between the abstraction and complexity 
of the films’ movement-images and their hackneyed and implausible story- 
lines, on their use of visual style to resist or rebel against the narrative con- 

ventions of industrial genre pictures.19 

But if visual style is as overt and manifest in Sternberg’s films as it would 
appear, affirming what Nichols claims as his "disinterest in narrative per se" 

0I 115), it could be argued that Blonde Venus’s most latent layer, or its "un- 

conscious," is actually its story. Moreover, if we approach modernism as a 
movement characterized by racial roleplaying and an obsession "with per- 
sonae, metamorphoses, doubles, and mythic parallels," as Michael North 
argues in The Dialect of Modernism, it could be argued that the "bad" mod- 

ernism of Blonde Venus resides in the fact that its particular preoccupation 
with racial doubles and personae-in this case, the Black Venus--is ex- 

pressed primarily in terms of plot structure rather than style.20 As such, the 
image of the black star called forth by Blonde Venus could be described as 
an anamorphic portrait: a distorted image that assumes its proper propor- 

tions only when viewed from an unconventional perspective?l Pushing this 
pictorial metaphor further, as seems appropriate in the case of a director fa- 
mous for his "form of cinema in suspension"-that is, "long and elaborate 

shots.., developed internally, by camera movement and dramatic light- 

ing" rather than "the ’cutting’ process of montage’’22- the film’s portrait of 
Josephine Baker could be said to rely on two of the most common forms 
of anamorphosis in the medium of painting: ’bblique," in which "the un- 
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conventionality arises from the fact that the image must be viewed from a 

position that is very far from the usual in-front and straight-ahead posi- 

tion from which we normally expect images to be looked at" (as when we 

read a visually stunning Sternberg film for its "tenuous" story); and "catop- 

tric," in which "the image must be seen reflected in a distorting mirror" (as 

when the film signals us to subject that story to a structural reversal, to read 

it in inverted form).23 In the second case, the "image," or more accurately, 

the story, of a black cabaret performer (Blonde Venus’s "symbolic truth") 

emerges through the distortion of a distortion--a redoubling in which, as 

Slavoj ~i~ek might put it, distortion itself is distorted back into propor- 

tion.2~ 

In a manner that inverts Sternberg’s own prototypically modernist po- 

lemic that his films should be projected upside down to prevent story and 

characters from interfering with visual imagery, Blonde Venus thus gives 

the viewer cues to read its plot--that of a white European who crosses the 

Atlantic and launches a career as a cabaret performer in America by means 

of a primitivist stage act--"upside down." One of the strongest signals we 

are given to invert this basic story, generating the ghostly "anti-story" of a 

black American who crosses the Atlantic and launches a career in Europe 

as a cabaret performer by means of a primitivist stage act- the anti-story 

that is, I am arguing, the film’s anamorphic portrait of Josephine Baker, 

the most famous transatlantic cabaret performer of not only her own time 

but arguably all time--is the primitivist stage act in the diegesis itself. "Hot 

Voodoo" is in fact a dizzying mise-en-abyme, in which an actress "dis- 

covered" in Germany and brought to America (Dietrich) plays a German 

actress in America (Helen) performing a theatrical act under a stage name 

(Blonde Venus), in which she undergoes metamorphosis, after entering on 

stage in a literally "apish" fashion (wearing a gorilla costume), into a per- 

sona with a blonde afro who sings a song about how a particular genre of 

song or music ("that African tempo") produces a metamorphosis in her 

persona or character--converting her from demure white woman to "Afri- 

can queen," from a person with a "conscience" to one who "want[s] to be 

bad!" (Figures 1-3). 

"Hot Voodoo" is thus a strikingly overdetermined allegory of transfor- 

mation. More specifically, it is an allegory of how a white woman’s trans- 

formation into a performing artist/star, or, say, Helen’s transformation into 
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Helen’s multi-stage transformation into 

"Marlene Dietrich" in a New York cabaret. 

Marlene Dietrich (who is more truly, as Lea Jacobs argues, the Blonde 

Venus), becomes predicated on a performance of racial, national, and cul- 

tural "reversals."25 As an account, then, of the making of Blonde Venus (and 

thus also an account, if we lean hard on the shared title, of the making of the 

very film we are watching), Blonde Venus’s primitivist stage act suggests that 

the film is in its largest and most abstract sense a film about reversal. There 

is thus a sense in which the film invites us to perceive its story of a white 

European’s transformation into an American star as already inverted, such 

that a story of a black American’s transformation into a European star--as 

epitomized in this iconic image of Baker from the 1934 French film Zou Zou 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

Josephine Baker playing the role 

of a Parisian cabaret star in Zou Zou 

(dir. Marc Allegret, 1934), 

(Figure 4)--comes to haunt the former as its racial and national antithe- 

sis and double. And indeed, in a manner that anticipates Josephine Baker’s 

accusation of Dietrich’s haunting of her as her double: "That German cow 

has copied me all my life." 

The highly stylized transformation of a white woman into a performing 

artist/star allegorized in "Hot Voodoo," is also, however, predicated on a 

more literal act of "aping." Here we should pause to ask: why does Helen’s 

metamorphosis into Dietrich require the preliminary step, prior to her im- 

personation of the "African Queen," of aping a gorilla? We might immedi- 

ately chalk this up to the film’s reliance on a crudely racist metonymy: the 

image of the ape is designed to function "atavistically," as a necessary pre- 

quel to the intermediary image of African royalty that more directly facili- 

tates the transition from Helen to Dietrich. However, if we read the ape, in 

its apishness, as a figure not for the black primitive but for the very imita- 

tiveness of which Baker accused Dietrich, it could be argued that in aping 

apishness, the Blonde Venus gestures at her indebtedness to some unspeci- 

fied original being imitated or "aped." We thus have a redoubling in which 

"apish imitation" itself is apishly imitated into difference, generating the 

ironic distance on which parody depends--a redoubling that parallels the 

convention of distorting a distorted image back to its correct proportions 

in anamorphic portraiture. It is crucial to note here, however, that the tar- 

get of the irony generated by the Blonde Venus’s aping of apishness is less 

some original "text" being copied (let us remember that this original is not 

specified) than the general disposition or attitude of imitativeness itself. 

Contrary to the way in which this scene is typically read, what the white 

woman’s aping seems to ridicule or criticize is not "blackness" (to say that 
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it does would in fact be to consent to and replicate the racist equation of 

human to ape) but a kind of white mimicry. 

There are other, complementary ways of reading this scene. It could 

be argued, for instance, if we follow Michael Rogin’s lead in Blackface, 

White Noise, that Helen’s performance of blackness offers a way for the 

Paramount film to assimilate and Americanize the German immigrant 

played by Dietrich (and by extension, Dietrich herself).26 The white subject 

plays "black"-or, more accurately, plays "African"--to secure an Ameri- 

can identity: paradoxically, Helen/Dietrich’s "Africanness" signifies Ameri- 

canness. North’s influential argument in The Dialect of Modernism offers 

another interpretation: that the European expatriate’s highly stylized race- 

change becomes a way for her (and by extension, the film) to secure its mod- 

ernist credentials. But if it is stressed that becoming "African" also paradoxi- 

callyenables Helen to become Marlene Dietrich (reversing the conventional 

trajectory from reality to fiction in which actors are perceived to "become" 

their characters), becoming an "African queen" seems not only the way for 

a white immigrant to become a good modernist or a good American but a 

way for her to become a star. "Africanness" equals stardom- at least, if not 

especially, in the cabaret. This no less unproblematic equation is, of course, 

something to which Baker’s own success as a primitivist performer attested. 

My argument is thus that Blonde Venus generates its own anti-story, gives 

us multiple signals to subject its own plot structure to a reversal, by making 

the very process of reversal central to its story about the production of a 

"Blonde Venus" qua transatlantic female star. One could argue that the film 

in fact projects its story upside down to ensure that for all its insistent pres- 

ence, the visually transfixing image of Dietrich--the image of an unmis- 

takably white and European star--does not entirely obfuscate the portrait 

of her African American contemporary that the film simultaneously pro- 

duces yet cannot quite bring itself to produce in a positive or undistorted 

fashion. The preoccupations with reversal established in "Hot Voodoo," the 

first musical performance of the film, come to a head in the last musical 

performance of the film--a scene set, significantly, in a Parisian cabaret, 

a cultural space marking Helen/Dietrich’s final success, after she escapes 

poverty in the American South, as star of her own eponymous revue. For 

inversions in natural and social or conventional order-- and a publicly an- 

nounced ease or comfort with them-- are explicitly thematized in the song 

Black Venus, Blonde Venus 

sung by the new star of the Super Revue Avec Helen ]ones: "I Couldn’t Be 

Annoyed." Paralleling not just the manner in which the story of the Blonde 

Venus generates its own anti-story but also Dietrich’s ability to invert praise 

into criticism, the song’s lyrics (written by Dick Whiting) exaggerate the 

facility of "flipp[ing] the other side of the coin": 

If everyone stood on their heads 

And on their heads were shoes 

I’d still eat crackers in my bed 

What have I got to lose? 

If you ate soup with a fork 

Or if babies brought the stork 

Do you think I’d care 

I’d still declare 

I couldn’t be annoyed.27 

If the film’s story is that of a white European who becomes a "Blonde 

"venus" in America (the story of Helen/Dietrich), and its "anti-story" that 

of a black American who becomes a "Black Venus" in Europe (the story of 

Josephine Baker), then the scene of the Blonde Venus’s return to the site 

of the Black Venus’s origins--by 1932, nothing would signify, "Josephine 

Baker" to film audiences more than a Parisian music hall--might be 

thought of as the crossroads of a narrative chiasmus, the moment in which 

the film’s story and anti-story converge. And it is here, I would argue, that 

the film’s "anamorphic" portrait of Baker comes most to the fore, in the 

form of a visual distortion. Recalling that catoptric anamorphoses in paint- 

ing are traditionally made intelligible by conical or cylindrical mirrors, we 

might note that the Paris cabaret scene opens with a strikingly rounded, 

even fishbowl-like image of the stage where Helen/Dietrich stands. The 

visual field is given a distorted look that we might at first associate with 

wide-angle cinematography (Figure 5), until the camera draws back and re- 

veals that the convex or warped effect stems from the grotesque design of 

the expressionist stage scenery (that is, stems from something in the world 

of the film’s story) and is actually not a product of the photographic process 

or the camera’s lens (Figure 6). A theatrical illusion in the diegesis, rather 

than a technical or cinematic trick, thus plays the role of the "distorting 
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Distortion in the depiction of Helen! 

Dietrich on a Parisian stage. 

mirror" that makes catoptric anamorphoses intelligible. And this suggests 

a tipping of the hat to the aesthetic power of revue theater in the one scene 

where the stories of Baker and Dietrich might be imagined to "meet" one 

another. What is fascinating about this scene is that the collision of inverted 

plots or narrative trajectories, of story and anti-story, produces a warping 

in the film’s visual look or style. And it is in and as this narrative distur- 

bance of style, I am arguing, that Baker’s negative presence, as anti-story, 

most makes itself known. 

The black international cabaret star’s uncanny appearance--as a dis- 

torted distortion--in the scene featuring the white expatriate’s triumphant 

success as star of a Parisian revue itself inverts an early scene in which the 

legacy of black stage performance comes to haunt the story of Blonde Venus. 

Both moments, like the "Hot Voodoo" performance, involve acts of re- 

naming or transforming Dietrich’s persona. When she pursues work on the 

American stage to earn money to pay for her husband’s cure for radium 

poisoning, talent agent Ben Smith agrees to represent Helen Faraday ("Nah, 

we gotta get something different, something unusual!") on the condition 

that she be renamed Helen Jones. In the switch from Faraday to Jones, 
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Helen acquires a more "black" surname not only shared by Baker’s fel- 

low African American expatriate and famous cabaret owner Florence Jones 
but made most famous, as an African American surname, by the protago- 

nist of Eugene O’Neill’s "crossover" success The Emperor ]ones (1920). De- 

picting the "atavistic" regression-- or gradual primitivization-- of colonial 

ruler and ex-Pullman porter Brutus Jones into an African savage, O’Neill’s 

expressionist drama is often credited for creating the first important part 

for a black actor in America: Charles Gilpin, to be followed by Paul Robe- 

son when the play was turned into a film.2~ Given that Helen’s transforma- 

tion into Jones is immediately followed by her own primitivist spectacle, 

in which she enters the stage aping an ape, the story of the primitivization 

of one Jones in The Emperor lones (which was followed by O’Neill’s play 

about a white primitive, The Hairy Ape, in 1922) could be said to provide a 

template for the primitivization of the other. 

After Helen has been turned into Jones, Smith takes her to visit the the- 
ater owner who will eventually hire her on the condition that her name be 

changed again, to Blonde Venus. Becoming Blonde Venus requires passing 

through Jones, though Helen will eventually readopt the erased surname 

upon her triumph in Paris, as star of the Super Revue Avec Helen ]ones. The 

scene marking the transition from Jones to Blonde Venus opens by show- 

ing the white theater producer, O’Connor, standing in front of an open 

rectangular window whose drawn curtains suggest the curtains of a stage. 
We see and hear an African American woman and man, framed by those 

drawn curtains and dressed in strangely anachronistic-looking clothing, 

talking audibly on a stoop raised iust slightly, like a platform, above the 

window’s bottom sill (Figure 7). O’Connor’s negotiation with Smith over 

hiring Helen as the Blonde Venus begins only after he shuts the window 

(Figure 8), drowning out the dialogue of the African American actors on the 

"stage." He also turns his back to the actors--though because the window. 

he has pulled down is transparent, their now silent performance continues 

to provide a theatrical backdrop for his negotiations (Figure 9). 

Anticipating his erasure of the surname Jones, what the white producer 

allegorically shuts out-though not entirely successfully--in this second 

reinvention of Dietrich’s character is a kind of black theater. And it is this 

black performance that becomes the "backgrounded text" (literally, as well 

as metaphorically) of Blonde Venus’s account of how a Blonde Venus is 
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The New York producer shuts out 

African American "theater" as Helen 

Jones is renamed "Blonde Venus." 

made. The theater producer’s exaggerated performance of excluding black 

performance also visually enacts a real elision made during the script’s re- 

visions by studio censors. As Lea ]acobs notes, the film’s M~’X~DA case file 

contains a memo indicating that legal department official Harold Hurley 

was worried by the fact that in the first version (March 1932) of the script, 

Helen works in a Harlem nightclub, performing for black audiences (ws 

89). The memo reads, "Mr. Hurley seems to share our [the Studio Rela- 

tions Committee’s] feeling that this would be questionable, especially in 

Southern States where such equality is frowned upon" (quoted in ws 89). 

As ]acobs notes, "There are several references to blacks, as well as a refer- 

ence to Harlem, which are eliminated in the second and third versions of 
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the script." In the March draft, for instance, the scene where O’Connor re- 

fashions ]ones as Blonde Venus opens with this description of his theater’s 

location: "A side street in the neighborhood of Lenox Ave and 135~h St; show 

the exterior of the MA~NOL1A CLU~3. Colored children are playing in the 

street; colored men and women are passing by." And in the original script, 

O’Connor is described as talking to "two colored girls" when Helen arrives 

with Smith; his office is also "covered with theatrical photographs, most of 

them young girls of all colors and in various stages of undress" (quoted 

in ws 177-78, n. 16). There is thus a sense in which this Hollywood film 

about a white chorus girl turned international revue star could be described 

as haunted not just by a single black female performer but by many. Yet 

apart from the "actors" excluded by O’Connor, in the released version of 

Blonde Venus the only diegetic remnant of the originally intended African- 

American specificity of the theatrical culture (from which both the fictional 

Blonde Venus and the Black Venus derive their beginnings) seems to be the 

black orchestra leader and bartender in the nightclub where Helen/Dietrich 

performs "Hot Voodoo"-- figures who play, in a solitary and reduced form, 

the roles of black performer and black audience occluded from the final 

script. 

Here we return to the issue raised by the Black Venus’s spectral presence 

throughout Blonde Venus: the question of whether portraiture by means of 

inversion should be taken as a tribute or parody, as respectful or aggres- 

sive. The first possibility seems the most remote, given that inversion is not 

a formal strategy we conventionally associate with praise. It is certainly, 

however, one we conventionally associate with parody--Linda Hutcheon 

in fact suggests that "inversion is a characteristic of all parody" (TP 6). And 

from Pound’s inversion of Dante’s Commedia in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, 

to Max Ernst’s "Oedipal inversion" of Michelangelo’s Pieta (in which the 

living mother and dead son in Michelangelo’s original are replaced by a 

wooden father holding a living son), parody is- as Hutcheon notes, citing 

these examples--"the genre that has been described as both a symptom 

and a critical tool of the modernist episteme" (6, 2). As these and other ex- 

amples of the "bitextual synthesis" so central to modernism demonstrate 

(and here we can add the appropriations of the Odyssey by ]oyce, of opera by 

Brecht, of Elizabethan tragedy by Diuna Barnes, and of Ingres and Manet 

by Picasso), modernist parody involves a repetition that emphasizes differ- 



ence ~t~an similarity (~-~, ~). For Hutcheon, it is this emphasis on 

difference that ultimately distinguishes parody from allusion, citation, pas- 

tiche, and other kinds of intertextuality: "While the act and form of parody 

are those of incorporation, its function is one of separation and contrast. 

Unlike imitation, quotation, or even allusion, parody requires that critical 

ironic distance" (34). 

But while the necessity of separation and contrast would seem to re- 

nforce the oR-perceived incompatibility of parody and praise, the modern- 

~st works above illustrate the central thesis of Hutcheon’s study: that while 

parody is "a form of imitation.., characterized by ironic inversion," the 

inversion is "not always at the expense of the parodied text" (6). The ex- 

pansion of parody beyond the function of derision or ridicule, Hutcheon 

suggests, is in fact distinctive, if not exclusive, to modernism: 

[T]he critical distancing between the parody itself and its backgrounded 

text does not always lead to irony at the expense of the parodied work... 

[M]any parodies.., do not ridicule the backgrounded texts but use them 

as standards by which to place the contemporary under scrutiny. The 

modernist verse of Eliot and Pound is probably the most obvious ex- 

ample of this kind of attitude, one that suggests almost a respectful or 

deferential ethos. (57) 

The spatial or perspectival metaphor-background versus foreground 

-that informs Hutcheon’s expanded concept of parody takes on particu- 

larly resonant meanings in Blonde Venus. If the film’s backgrounded text is 

the story °fch°rus-girl-turned-international-cabaret_star Josephine Baker 

- or more precisely, if what Blonde Venus imitates and inverts is the story of 

Josephine Baker’s transformation into the Black Venus-- this backgrounded 

text has a "background" of its own: the artistic context or tradition from 

which Baker emerged and to which she owed her own eventual elevation 

into transatlantic stardom. But there are in fact two traditions or back- 

grounds behind the story of Black Venus: African American theater and 

the French music hall. Both traditions, significantly, are represented in the 

scenes involving the transformation of Helen/Dietrich’s identity discussed 

above. This is emphasized by the fact that the visual backgrounds of these 

scenes are, in either a strongly literal or a metaphoric way, theatrical back- 

drops. Behind the white theater producer who will eventually remake Jones 
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into the Blonde Venus is a "stage" with African American actors; behind 

Helen Jones in the Paris cabaret, a~s she launches into her song about in- 

versions, is expressionist stage scenery recalling the exaggeratedly stylized 

and even cartoonish set designs for La Revue N&gre by Miguel Covarru- 

bias, the caricaturist who famously depicted Carl Van Vechten in blackface. 

Both backdrops are used to suggest some kind of contestation between the 

mediums and traditions of cabaret theater and film. 

This becomes particularly evident when the junglesque background of 

"Hot Voodoo," Helen/Dietrich’s first diegetic performance of racial and 

cultural "reversals," begins to aggressively press into the film’s foreground. 

As Nichols notes, though the "tropical d~cor motif begins as a theatrical 

backdrop for Helen’s first stage number.., as her career rises and then 

plummets during her flight from [her husband] Ned, the tropical motif be- 

gins to envelop her, on stage and off. What began as a stage role- a ’play’ 

with lush imagery--becomes an existential trap whose imagery pervades 

her entire life" (I~ lZ5). Reinforcing the "intimacy between character and 

environment" produced by Sternberg’s general preference for shallow com- 

positions and unusually congested and cluttered frames,29 the theatrical 

backdrop’s struggle to take over the film’s foreground not only parallels 

the trornpe l’oeil in the Paris cabaret (where the expressionist stage scenery 

momentarily tbols us into thinking that the distorted image we see is a 

cinema-specific effect) but suggests the same "privileging of the relation- 

ship of character to background or d&or over the relationship between 

characters" produced by"the film’s use of sequences dominated by one shot 

between characters who do not look directly at each other" (~, nz). "As 

a corollary;’ Nichols notes, "changes in {background and dOcor] take on 

considerable significance." It is worth noting here that the mirrored back- 

ground in the dressing room of the star of the Parisian Super Revue Avec 

Helen ]ones is covered with highly stylized drawings of dancers-- apparently 

drawn by Sternberg himself--strikingly reminiscent of Paul Colin’s poster 

designs for La Revue N~gre and his lithographs of Baker in Le Turnulte Noir. 

Hence while Blonde Venus, in addition to generating its own anti-story 

about the making of the Black Venus, paradoxically renders this "back- 

grounded text" intelligible by means of strenuous negations, reversals, and 

distortions, and while it simultaneously excises and preserves the African 

American specificity of Baker’s own theatrical background by turning it, lit- 
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erally, into a theatrical backdrop, all these "backgrounds" and "backdrops" 

might be said to resist, in a strikingly antagonistic fashion, their formally 

subordinate position in Sternberg’s film. Like Dietrich’s clever flip-flopping 

of praise into criticism, the film absorbs and pays its respects to a com- 

peting medium; in a similar vein, it seems to simultaneously elevate and 

subordinate the story of Baker by generating it through negation and in- 

version. Like the highly stylized Busby Berkeley backstage musicals made 

for Warner’s in the 193os, the film demonstrates its superiority as a medium 

by its thematic!diegetic incorporation of theater, and yet this very act of 

dominating-by-incorporating appears to backfire as its backgrounded tra- 

dition pushes into the fore. In particular, the gradual seeping of the back- 

drop of the film’s primitivist stage act into its nontheatrical reality, which 

becomes most pronounced when Helen abandons theater altogether and 

goes deeper and deeper into the American South, is paralleled by the fact 

that her racially ambiguous image as the white-afroed Blonde Venus or Afri- 

can Queen-a stage image that is not chosen or authored by Helen, as the 

scene in O’Connor’s office makes clear, but rather "the design of others 

for the pleasure of others"-eventually becomes what Nichols also calls "a 

mask she cannot remove," pursuing her, in the form of a photograph on an 

FB~ "Wanted" poster, as she heads South with her kidnapped son 0I lz5). 

As Nichols notes, "She is hunted by her stage appearance" (125, my italics). 

Thus although African masking became a sign of liberating expatriation 

for modernists like Stein and Picasso, as North has persuasively argued, 

instrumentalized by the international avant-garde to intensify their rebel- 

lion against the mores and conventions of European and Anglo-American 

culture and "complete their defection from bourgeois society" (DM 67), 

there is a sense in which Blonde Venus, and its disobedient backgrounded 

texts in particular, suggests that "the role of the racial alien" may not be as 

flexible as it would seem--even for a professional or expert shape-shifter 

like Helen/Dietrich. In fact, the film suggests that far from completing any 

process of expatriation in a liberating sense, the African mask donned by 

Helen/Dietrich actually threatens an oppressive repatriation, in the sense 

of recapture by her husband and the law. The surprising inflexibility, even 

for a white performer, of the racial roleplaying central to the modernism 

of Pound, Stein, and Picasso is already anticipated by Sam Coslow’s "Hot 

Voodoo" lyrics. While roughly half the lines sung by Helen!Dietrich equate 
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her blonde-afroed persona’s "Africanization" with some form of liberating 

release, either from social conventions or sexual or moral constraints ("Hot 

voodoo, makes me brave"), the other half equate racial masking with being 

intoxicated (not necessarily in a pleasurable way), under a spell, and gen- 

erally subject to some form of external control ("That African tempo /has 

made me a slave"). At times, these depictions of freedom and slavery are 

made to alternate in a single verse or refrain.~° 

Is there, then, in the Black Venus’s own relentless pursuit of Helen! 

Dietrich throughout the film-- in the aggressive efforts by a "backgrounded 

text" to overtake its parody--a retort to this instrumental use of "the role 

of racial alien" by whites? A critique of the avant-garde’s effort to secure its 

revolt against European and American cultural traditions by claiming to be, 

as Pound put it, "the heirs of the witch doctor and voodoo"?31 In any case, 

it should be noted that the reversals in Blonde Venus that simultaneously 

produce and suppress the story of the Black Venus are not exclusively racial. 

The relationship between the film’s story and anti-story, the parody and its 

backgrounded text, is as strongly marked by a reversal of patterns of move- 

ment between nations, continents, and cultures. Inverting the trajectory of 

Baker’s career, from her initial tour of the South with the Dixie Steppers on 

the all-black TOBa circuit, to all-black musicals on Broadway, to La Revue 

N&gre--the trajectory of a chorus girl who moves from the American South 

to New York to Europe--Blonde Venus tracks the movements of a chorus 

girl who moves from Europe to New York to the American South. As much 

preoccupied with the patterns of migration and immigration that "defined 

the new social base of Modernism" as with race, Blonde Venus might be said 

to flip the other side of the coin in more ways than one2a 

Hence while the stylistic richness of Blonde Venus and all the optically 

stunning Sternberg-Dietrich films at Paramount do give some basis to the 

director’s good modernist pronouncement that it would make no substan- 

tial difference to the viewer’s aesthetic experience if his films were pro- 

jected upside down (inviting, in turn, a good modernist interpretation of 

the film as a reflexive meditation on the internal properties of the cine- 

matic medium), the aggressive resurfacing of Blonde Venus’s various the- 

atrical "backgrounds" ultimately attests to the aesthetic power of the caba- 

ret stage- the origin, foundation, and predominant site of production for 

Baker’s own innovative and aesthetically powerful modernism, for all her 
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later appearances in film and other media. If praise can take the form of 

a respectful "imitation characterized by ironic inversion," as in the affec- 

tively expanded concept of parody Hutcheon credits twentieth-century art 

forms with creating, we might say that Blonde Venus, the story of the making 

of an international cabaret star, is both an homage to and a parody of the 

life, career, and star-text of Josephine Baker--and that this "both/and" is 

aesthetically and ideologically nontrivial. 

It is tempting to solidify my own bad or predominantly story-based 

reading of Blonde Venus by pointing out numerous correspondences be- 

tween Baker and Dietrich--parallels drawn not just from extracinematic 

content but also from the ignoble content derived from mass genres like 

biographies, fan discourse, and gossip. I’ll indulge myself in this vein in a 

footnote.33 It is important to note, however, that both media icons became 

floating signifiers for just about any kind of racial, ethnic, or national other- 

hess. Through a chain of visual and narrative metonymies (and in spite of 

her fair coloring and unmistakably German accent), Dietrich is presented as 

vaguely or figuratively "Arab" and "Chinese" in Morocco (193o) and Shang- 

hai Express (1932); she becomes explicitly Russian in The Scarlet Empress 

(1934) and Spanish in The Devil Is a Woman (1935). Scholars have similarly 
remarked on Baker’s "generalized ethnic exoticism," which allowed Kessler, 

in 1926, to imagine collaborating with Richard Strauss on a "halfiazz, half 

Oriental" ballet version of The Song of Solomon, in which Baker, playing 

the role of the Shulamite, "would be dressed (or not dressed) on the lines 

of Oriental Antiquity" (BL 28o). Though Baker’s status as "generic" exotic 

also allowed her, in spite of her Americanness, to be named Queen of the 

Exposition Coloniale Internationale in 193o, as Elizabeth Coffman notes, 

her generalized ethnicity comes most to the fore in Princess Tam-Tam (di- 

rected by Edmond Greville, 1935), a film in which Baker plays Alwina, a 

Tunisian woman posing as an Indian princess to Parisian high society, and 

in which "all types of non-white ethnicity are collapsed into a generalized 

’African’ or ’Arab’ or ’Oriental.’ "34 At the film’s climax, which takes place in 

a Parisian revue theater, a iealous rival tricks a drunk Alwina into jumping 

out of the audience to join the dancers performing on stage. But this act of 

malice, designed to expose the princess’s real identity as savage, backfires 

when Alwina’s wild dancing is greeted by the Parisian audience with thun- 

derous applause. In a striking parallel to Helen’s "reverse" transformation 
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into Marlene Dietrich during the performance of"Hot Voodoo," the dance 

number that draws Alwina in as an involuntarily "animated" participant 

(primitivizing the princess or "Africanizing" the regal "Indian" and simul- 

taneously revealing her true identity as a dancer to the Parisian audience) is 

a strange m4lange of "Mexican" and "African" themes (Figures lO-15). It is 

as ifAlwina’s fin!l and eagerly awaited transformation into Josephine Baker, 

much to the satisfaction of both the French audience represented within 

the film and the French audience for whom it was intended, were a direct 

response to, or in some sense explicitly set off or "caused" by, this ironically 

distinctive representation of "ethnicity in general." 

In spite of the ethnic and national fluidity associated as much with their 

personal lives as with their screen and stage images, Baker and Dietrich 

came to exemplify forms of failed repatriation?s Baker’s highly anticipated 

and much publicized return to the United States to perform in the 1935 Zieg- 

field Follies was disastrously received by the mainstream American press 

and considered by herself to have been a terrible career mistake. Following 

her early departure from and much publicized refusal to return to Germany 

during the Second World War, which included turning down an invita- 

tion from Hitler to assume an executive position in the nationalized film 

industry, Dietrich experienced a similar reception from the German pub- 

lic on her return to Berlin for a 196o concert tour: "They didn’t want me. 

They claimed, ’She left us. She didn’t want 

us.’ ,,~6 And since the image of Dietrich as having "rejected" Germany per- 

sisted among Germans !ong after the war, as Gertrud Koch has noted, the 

elaborate funeral ceremony planned in Berlin, where Dietrich requested to 

be buried, had to be called off because state officials were unsure how her 

"return" would be welcomed?7 These moments of thwarted transnational- 

ism eerily parallel the miscarriage of the attempt by Sternberg, once known 

widely as a Hollywood moviemaker, to refashion himself as an international 

director by making films he perceived as homages to the countries featured 

in them. Though in his autobiography he notes that he designed The Devil 

Is a Woman, originally titled Capriccio Espagnol and adapted from a Pierre 

Louy’s novel by John Dos Passos, as "an affectionate salute to Spain and 

its traditions" (FCL 266-67), his cinematic "salute to the Spanish people" 

was banned by the pre-Franco Spanish government. Not only was Shang- 

hai Express banned in China, but Sternberg was told he would be arrested 
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if he entered the country on further occasions. The outcome of Sternberg’s 

efforts to praise the people and traditions of other nations thus might be 

described in the same words he uses to describe Dietrich’s aggressive praise 

of himself: "[it] sparked a detonation that backfired on me." 

As Experimental Cinema critic B. G. Braver-Mann acidly noted in 1934, 

"Sternberg is no different than his directorial contemporaries in Holly- 

wood whom he regards patronizingly." Like the author of "Leonardo of 

the Lenses," Braver-Mann describes Sternberg as a "pictorialist" rather than 

montagist or filmmaker proper-for Braver-Mann, however, the term is 

pejorative. He gives the screw a further twist by adding, "Beside... the 
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Alwina’s transformation into "Josephine 

Baker" on a Parisian stage in Princess Tam- 

Tam (dir. Edmond Greville, ]935). 

images of Dovzhenko, Dreyer, or Eisenstein, [his] little pictorial talent is 

analogous to an insipid magazine illustration.’’38 As a twentieth-century 

artist whose innovations in her primary medium, dance, were framed by an- 

entertainment industry that always kept her modernist credentials slightly 

suspect, Baker was placed in a position strikingly similar to Blonde Venus’s 

director. Both Baker and Sternberg, significantly, were primarily concerned 

with abstracting movement. As Braver-Mann noted, "[Sternberg] moves 

rather than cuts, which is typical of all directors who build their films either 

in the non-cinematic pictorial or the semi-theatre traditions of the motion 

picture" (S 31-32).39 Paralleling Sternberg’s claim that "the motion picture’s 
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most important asset is that the images are in motion.., a film is built 

out of a succession of mobile images, each replacing the last" (3x3,315), in a 

February 1926 entry from his diaries, Kessler notes that "Miss Baker danced 

with brilliant.., purity of style.., performing an intricate series of move- 

ments without ever losing the basic pattern.., for hours on end, without 

tiring and continually inventing new figures" (z79). Drawing on this entry, 

Hans Gumbrecht describes Baker’s dancing as "a pure surface phenome- 

non consisting of endless varieties of forms"-a reading that doubles as 

a description of Sternberg’s oft-noted obsession with sliding and layered 

surfaces, abstract patterns of movement, and dynamic plays of light and 

darkness.4° The implication here is that Baker’s dancing, like Sternberg’s 

movies, could be inverted without much aesthetic loss to a good modernist 

viewer; as Janet Lyon notes, "Josephine Baker’s dance qua dance followed 

the anti-representational contours of [most of her contemporaries’s] avant- 

garde projects" (IBH 40). Pushing the argument further, Lyon provocatively 

argues that as "pure surface phenomenon," Baker’s experimental dancing 

"resisted the interpretative act" to such an extent that it subverted attempts 

to anchor the "primitiveness" of her dancing in race or racialist paradigms: 

"For... if her rhythmic ’wildness’ did not ’mean’ anything other than an 

inexhaustible improvisational ability.., then her figure could not coher- 

ently anchor the binarism of wildness and civilization on which colonial 

ideology depended" (41). 

Yet in contrast to Gumbrecht’s and Lyon’s interpretation of Baker’s danc- 

ing as desemanticized, asignifying, purely formal play, critics like Wendy 

Martin have read her dancing as already parodying the modernist obsession 

with the primitive body as well as conventions of American blackface min- 

strelsy, Martin argues, for instance, that Baker’s deliberate manipulation of 

primitivist conventions "to gain a measurable amount of control over her 

audience" in La Revue Nkgre was prefigured by her earlier performance in 

Sissle and Blake’s Shuffle Along, where "she rolled her eyes, contorted her 

face, and swiveled her body in a deliberate parody of the blackface vaude- 

ville routines and the conventions of the Negro minstrel show" (313,311).41 

The Black Venus’s entire career, Martin suggests, could in fact be read as a 

"trajectory from parodic savagery to parodic royalty" (314). Though Martin 

identifies parody with ridicule and does not extend its ethos to include the 

respect or admiration associated with praise, her reading provocatively sug- 
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gests that Blonde Venus might be read as a parody of the story of a brilliant 

parodist. But if Blonde Venus is also, in some sense, an homage to the Black 

Venus, why does it go to such lengths to ensure that the latter’s portrait 

appears only upside down, as anti-story or as an oblique distortion? If the 

inverted imitation of the story of Baker is genuinely respectful, why the 

need for such unusually strenuous, even overstrained acts of negation and 

reversal? 

There is a generous as well as skeptical way of answering this question-- 

though in both cases we can presume that the film’s formal difficulties in 

praising Baker ensue from discrepancies in power and cultural capital re- 

lated to race. One has to be suspicious that this Hollywood film, on which 

the struggling Paramount Corporation relied heavily to thwart its impend- 

ing bankruptcy, simply cannot bring itself to pay tribute to a black ex- 

patriate, not to mention a female entertainer in a competing medium and 

national tradition, in the racist climate of the 193os. But we might also 

suspect that the very overwroughtness of the film’s inversions, the exces- 

sively labored quality of its negations and reversals, enable it to problema- 

tize its right to praise Baker--in the same way that The Band Wagon, ac- 

cording to Stanley Cavell, raises the question of Fred Astaire’s right to praise 

African American dance.4z For the act of paying tribute to another text or 

tradition, by imitating or even parodying it, immediately becomes prob- 

lematic when the praised object is, for one reason or another, a socially 

or historically subordinated text or tradition. Hence in the case of a white 

art form that praises (by directly or overtly imitating) a black art form or 

tradition, any respect and admiration, however intended or encoded as in- 

tent, will inevitably risk nonrecognition, being readable only as ridicule 

or naked appropriation. The parody]praise also risks appearing patroniz- 

ing or presumptuous, as if it assumes its evaluation or comment on the 

"backgrounded text," however positive, to be an unquestionable preroga-. 

tive. Paying tribute, in this case, veers dangerously close to an assertion of 

cultural entitlement, if not mastery or domination. Hence we might specu- 

late that Blonde Venus’s inversions become necessary to avoid the problem 

of what Cavell calls vain or blasphemous praise, where what is to be con- 

sidered is whether the subject is entitled to praise the object, or whether 

the very act of giving praise is "earned or acceptable." Cavell distinguishes 

this problem from "false" praise or idolatry, where the question is whether 
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the object deserves to be praised, or whether the praise given is "sufficient 

or accurate" (66)° It is not surprising that Sternberg, a personage we cer- 

tainly can’t accuse of excessive humility, implies that Dietrich is guilty of 

the blasphemous rather than idolatrous variety. 

In Argentina, in Las Vegas, in Wiesbaden, in Paris, wherever it may be, 

she waves the banner of her indebtedness, includes me in her act, and since 

few are familiar with even the most rudimentary functioning of a film 

director, has almost succeeded in making me a subsidiary requisite. Her 

constant praise is rated as one of her admirable virtues-by others, not 

me. (FCL 224-25) 

It could be argued that Blonde Venus cannot "wave the banner of its in- 

debtedness" to the story of the Black Venus as overtly as Dietrich suppos- 

edly does to Sternberg, and must for this reason rely on its exaggerated and 

at times overstrained reversals, because to do so might too nakedly disclose 

the uneasy proximity between praise and domination. To humbly or vir- 

tuously wave a banner of indebtedness to the life and career of Josephine 

Baker, in other words, by portraying her explicitly and without distortion, 

would be to risk reducing the film’s story of the cabaret star to a "subsidiary 

requisite"--another form of mastery by incorporation. 

It could also be argued that the negativity of Baker’s portrait in Blonde 

Venus strategically protects her from being reduced to a modernist theme 

or motif. The film’s insistence on presenting Baker as anti-story rather than 

story, its refraining from paying tribute to her in a positive or direct fash- 

ion, might be understood as a critical response to the extent to which Baker 

became "obvious previous iconography" for the parodic works of other 

modernists-- to the extent to which her image or portrait became a way of 

signaling the modernism of others. Baker posed for Pablo Picasso, though 

no images of her by him survive; her portrait also appeared in wire sculp- 

tures by Alexander Calder, in essays by Kurt Weill and Nancy Cunard, and 

in Gertrude Stein’s ~928 Useful Knowledge, "A story of the Three of you 

Josephine Baker Maud de Forest and Ida Lewelyn and Mr. and Mrs. Paul 

Robeson and as they never met and as they never met.’’4~ Baker was also 

the occasion/inspiration of a house design by Adolf Loos ("the outwall is 

covered with crosslined black and white marble slabs"),44 set designs by Co- 

varrubias, costume and ballet designs by Le Corbusier, and in a particularly 
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sweet, if not particularly lofty tribute, a pudding recipe inve~t4a’ b} Alice B. 

Toklas called "Custard Josdphine Baker" (in which the primary ingredi- 

ent was bananas).4s Though the portraiture of modernists by fellow mod- 

ernists in their coterie was, of course, a familiar practice-- the best-known 

example being Picasso’s portrait of Stein and Stein’s portrait of Picasso-- 

Blonde Venus’s story of a female cabaret star’s struggle for control over her 

image, a struggle that could only be intensified in the case of the black per- 

former, suggests a more cautious attitude about such overt acts of portrai- 

ture as homage. 
This reading of BIonde Venus as an inverted homage to the Black Venus, 

which is based on a complexity in its story rather than visual style, is partly 

intended to foreground an intimate and even dialectical relationship be- 

tween modernism as critical reading practice and modernism as aesthetic or 

cultural object. If aesthetic modernism has become institutionalized as the 

disruption of routinized expectations on the part of producers and audi- 

ences, and modernist criticism as a rebellion against reading artworks from 

"the usual in-front and straight-ahead position," it is paradoxically when 

one chooses a decidedly unmodernist way of approaching Blonde Venus-- 

an approach that, say, turns on the film’s plot rather than its visual ele- 

ments, on extra-media! discourse rather than its medium specificity--that 

unnoticed dimensions of the aesthetic object suddenly rise to the fore- 

ground, much like an anamorphic design, or the various theatrical back- 

drops competing for attention in the film itself. In other words, since mod- 

ernism has become a canonized style of interpreting aesthetic objects as 

well as of making them, a bad version of such interpretation might disclose 

new or previously unsuspected examples of such making-- examples that 

might, in turn, provide ways of addressing the critique of aesthetic modern- 

ism’s institutional rigidification. (Such critiques would include Raymond 

Williams’s insistence, as summarized by Tony Pinkney, that "Modernism ~ 

a historical and cultural phenomenon cannot possibly be grasped bybrands 

of [theory and criticism] which, in a self-serving circularity, are actually 

born out of its own procedures and strategies.’’46) 
The bad modernism of such a reading inheres also in the fact that it may 

seem to .appraise or even "praise" its object too much. In other words, it 

is easy to object that understanding Blonde Venus as an inverted homage 

to, rather than mere appropriation of, the Black Venus is too generous, or 
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insufficiently aggressive, to be good criticism. Yet as the confrontation 

tween Baker, Dietrich, and Sternberg staged at the opening of this 

reminds us, criticism and praise are not as incompatible as one might think. 
There is a sense, then, in which it would be appropriate for me to close by’ 

echoing the closing line of "Hot Voodoo" sung by Helen/Dietrich: "I want 

to be bad!" However, I will instead give the last word--or parting shot--to 

her unceremoniously ousted rival Taxi, the greatest skeptic in and we could 

even say of the film. We might even imagine "lhxi’s comment as spoken on 

Josephine Baker’s behalf. "So you’re the Blonde Venus. Don’t tell me you 

thought of that label all by yourself!" 
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The Black Dandy as Bad Modernist 

Listening and Looking for Black Modernism 

i 
n his first disquisition on African American modernism, Modernism and 

the Harlem Renaissance (1989), Houston Baker sets out to save black 

America’s first modernist movement, the Harlem Renaissance, from con- 

sideration as a modernist failure. In order to do so, he identifies Afro- 

American modernism as a movement separate from modernism, a move 

that he later revises and with which I will disagree. For Baker, in 1989, mod- 

ernism is associated with the following "successful" "objects or processes": 

the "collaged allusiveness ofT. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land and ~oyce’s Ulysses, 

the cubist reveries of Picasso, the imagism of Pound, the subversive politics 

of the surrealists."l Because modernism is so much the product of a "bour- 

geois, characteristically twentieth-century, white Western mentality," it is 

a record of the breakdown of the cultural confidence of "an assumed su- 

premacy of boorishly racist, indisputably sexist, and unbelievably wealthy 

Anglo-Saxon males," rather than a "threat" to "the towers of civilization." z 

This modernism is not only elitist and inviolable but, as such, irrelevant to 

the cultural condition of those, such as African Americans, for whom there 

is not the luxury or "need to pose, in ironical Auden-esque ways, questions 

such as ’Are we happy? Are we content? Are we free?’ ’’~ In Modernism and 

the Harlem Renaissance, Baker insists that in order to recognize the way 

in which the Harlem Renaissance’s artists and intellectuals may have had 

success in "defining themselves in ’modern’ terms," we must "listen" for 

the modern in the Harlem Renaissance, the emergence and critical use of 

"modern Afro-American sound, as a function of a specifically Afro-American 

discursive practice.’’4 For Baker, this sound of Afro-American modernism 



International Beacons of African- 

American Memory: Alexandre Dumas 

pbre, Henry O. Tanner, and Josephine 

Baker as Examples of Recognition 

MICHEL FABRE 

Abroad as well as in the United States, African Americans have created 
different lieux de mdmoire according to their divergent interests. The most 
well-known example of the black American presence in France remains that 
of the "Hell Fighters of 1918." As members of the American Expeditionary 
Force, these soldiers marked the official French recognition of black hero- 
ism--in spite of America’s Jim Crow regulations--and came to symbolize 
black American enjoyment of the warm welcome extended by the average 
French citizen. 

During the nineteenth century the African-American literary and artistic 
elite created their own lieux de mdmoire in France. In this essay on the lives of 
Alexandre Dumas P~re, Henry O. Tanner, and Josephine Baker, I will exam- 
ine the ways in which the black artist becomes a cultural beacon. Their profes- 
sional and personal successes illustrate that prominent blacks, whether Ameri- 
can or not, become African-American lieux de mdmoire for reasons quite 
different from the generalities which explain their appeal to the whites, and 
the recognition granted by them. For black Americans it takes not only talent 
and economic success to become a lieu de mdmoire--it also requires official 
recognition or international popularity. Not only have Dumas, Tanner, and 
Baker served as role models for other African-American artists, but their very 
names evoke a feeling of racial pride and "togetherness" on a worldwide 
scale. The moral and ideological implications are that other nations, in provid- 
ing an atmosphere or personal and artistic freedom, recognize black achieve- 
ment to a greater extent than does their own country. 

Black Americans, having had little international recognition before eman- 
cipation-Phillis Wheatley was a rare example--paid close attention to 
foreign "luminaries of the race." These included ancient or contemporary 
military leaders such as Antar, the chevalier de Saint-Georges or Toussaint 
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L’Ouverture, and also novelists such as Pushkin and Alexandre Dumas P~re. 
!~.~.~aln¢~ a~ for so long re- 

mained, a cultural beacon in the eyes of African Americans. One may be that 
his father was a general in Napoleon’s armies: Although Napoleon restored 
slavery after it had been abolished in 1790, eliminating Toussaint L’Ouverture 

by unfair means, he ranked surprisingly high in black American esteem. 
Because Napoleon had promoted the son of a black woman to the position of 
general, Marcus Garvey honored and admired Napoleon. (Rogers). 

There is no way to overestimate the appeal of the elder Dumas on blacks 
worldwide before Emancipation. The grandson of the Marquis de la Pail- 
letterie, a Santo Domingo planter, and of dark-skinned Marie Crsette, he 

was a dazzling example of French recognition of black literary merit. Al- 
though his contemporaries knew him to be a mulatto, few French people 
spoke of his "color"; but to American blacks he was most assuredly a Negro. 
Understandably, Dumas was first claimed as a black literary lion and emu- 
lated by a handful of French-speaking free men of color from New Orleans, 
artists who chose to live in France in the nineteenth century. Dramatist 
Victor Srjour, poet Pierre Dalcour, and musician Eugene Macarthy--all 
cultivated his acquaintance. 

One of the few antebellum African-American visitors to France, William 
Wells Brown testified to the reverence in which Dumas was held during those 
years. In Paris as a delegate to the 1849 peace conference, Brown was re- 
ceived only as a fugitive slave and militant abolitionist. By 1853, however, he 
would be known as the first black American to write both a full-length play 
and a novel. Holding Dumas in high esteem and eager to meet him, Brown 
had been given a letter of introduction to his friend, the novelist Eugene Sue, 
by revolutionary Louis Blanc. To no avail. Although Brown suspected that 
Dumas might not condescend to give an audience to a slave, while attending a 
performance of Norma at the Oprra he delighted in noticing: 

a light-complexioned mulatto, apparently about fifty years of age,--curly 

hair, full face, dressed in a black coat, white vest, white kids,--who seemed 
to be the centre of attraction not only in his own circle but in others. Those 

in the pit looked up, those in the gallery looked down, while curtains were 
drawn aside at other boxes and stalls to get a sight at the colored man. So 

recently from America where caste was injurious to my race, I began to 
think that it was the woolly head that attracted attention when I was 

formed that the mulatto before me was no less a person than Alexandre 
Dumas. Every move, look and gesture of the celebrated romancer were 
watched in the closest manner by the audience. (Brown, 129) 

Brown remarked that no writer filled a more important place in the litera- 
ture of his country than this son of a Negro general. He considered Dumas’s 
success as a tribute paid to the race, and proof that France rewarded artistic 
merit regardless of color. 

For black Americans, Dumas’s achievements testified to the capacity of 
his race to "rise," and contribute to the culture of mankind. In the black press, 



his name would appear as frequently as that of Pushkin or even 

Magazine in 1859. In tribute, several African-American visitors to 
made a point of visiting his grave in Villers-Cotterets. 

The spirited black recognition granted Alexandre Dumas is reflected 
late as 1892 in Iola Leroy, the novel by Frances Ellen Harper. The 
is an octoroon upon whom her white husband cannot impose his 
tances. He decides to settle in France, knowing that their children 
properly educated "abroad where merit and ability will give them 
into the best circles of art, literature and science" (85). And the 
American character cites the examples of Ira Aldridge and Alexandre 
mas, who "was not forced to conceal his origin to succeed as a novelist" 

The tragedian Ira Aldridge performed in Paris in 1866, opening at 
sallies in a performance of Othello which the French press generall) 
as memorable. Many a Parisian celebrity attended, including Guizot of 
French Academy and the elder Dumas, who, upon this rare occasion, 
upon hugging Aldridge on his breast and proudly proclaiming, "My 
brother, I too am a Negro!" (Marshall and Stock, 324). 

Still, Frederick Douglass’s race consciousness prevented him from 
ing Dumas wholeheartedly, for Dumas generally did not define himself as a 
Negro. Douglass saw the statue of Dumas by Gustave Dor~ as ~ 
ment of the literary genius of a colored man but refused to honor the 
of a man to whom, as a Negro, he felt he had no grounds to be thankful. 
was more enthusiastic about white abolitionists like Victor Hugo and Victori: 
Schoelcher. However, the day after his arrival in Marseilles Douglass took his 
wife for a boat trip to the Chfiteau d’If, the old rock from which Edmond 

Dant(s had been reportedly hurled in The Count of Monte Cristo. Douglass 
made this special trip, he says, "because the genius of the Negro writer had 
woven around it such a network of enchantment" (568). 

Thirty years later another black American, Mary McLeod Bethune, would 
hail Marseilles for the same reasons as Douglass: the presence of many Afri- 
cans in the harbor and the fictional memory of Dumas, the "black writer" 
feted by France for his talent (Bethune).                               ¯ 

Dumas’s star continued to shine over black America during the Harlem 
Renaissance. When John E Matheus, a contributor to The New Negro anthol- 
ogy, visited Paris in 1927, he likewise noted that Marseilles, with its large 
African population, was a "discovery," and went to the Chfiteau d’If as a 
tribute to Alexandre Dumas. Matheus remained an untiring propagandist for 
French culture among black Americans, and in 1936 he prepared an edition of 
the only work signed by Alexandre Dumas that has a Negro protagonist, 
Georges. 

When young Langston Hughes told his father of his ambition to become a 
writer, he could only think of Alexandre Dumas as an example of a colored 
writer who had made money. And his father countered: "Yes, but he was in 
Pards where they don’t care about color" (Hughes, 62). 

In 1925 young Gwendolyn Bennett made it to Paris as an art student but 

also inspired to write poetry. Her "Lines Written on the Grave of Alexan- 

Thou, great spirit, wouldst shiver in thy granite shroud 
Should idle mirth or empty talk 

Disturb thy tranqui! sleeping. 
A cemetery is a place for shattered loves 

And broken hearts. 

(Cullen, 159) 

It is noteworthy that, in the minds of black Americans, Alexandre Dumas 

rarely associated geographically with his abode and grave at Villers- 

(or that of his son at the Montmartre cemetery) but mostly with the 

that affected Douglass and Bethune: the Chfiteau d’If. Their favorite 

to his fiction was not to the better-known Three Musketeers, and the 

of d’Artagnan, but to The Count of Monte Cristo, possibly because, in 

novel, the victory of Edmond Dant6s over injustice could function as a 

for black endurance and eventual freedom. As late as November 

Communist Hugh Mulzac, author of A Star to Steer By, was able to see 

again in a troop transport ship. He remembered that before the 

boatmen used to beg the visitor to ride out to the Chfiteau d’If, the 

’ site of The Count of Monte Cristo. 

In the 1920s Alexandre Dumas’s role as a literary beacon had been par- 

superseded by the contemporary French West Indian Ren6 Maran. 

serving as a colonial administrator in Oubangui in 1921, Maran was 

awarded the prestigious Goncourt prize for his "authentic Negro novel," 

:Batouala, set in central Africa. The New York World of January 9, 1921, 

referred to French General Mangin in the headline: r~EGRO REAL EQUAL OF 

l~ALE BROTHER, SAYS GEN. MANGIN. iangin was quoted as stressing the meaning 

of the award: "It is a witness to the fraternal sentiment of our country for all of 

her sons without distinction of shade or origins, when those sons honor the 

country by their words and deeds." The article went on to recall the rougher 

treatment reserved for blacks in the United States. Langston Hughes, Alain 

Locke, Gwendolyn Bennett, Countee Cullen, Walter White, and many others 

met Ren6 Maran. In the September 1924 issue of his newspaper Les Conti- 

nents, Maran published an article by Locke on the "New African-American 

Poetry," which was the first mention of the New Negro movement to appear in 

France. Countee Cullen, inspired by his reading of Batouala, wrote a poem 

entitled "The Dance of Love." 

Maran played a major role as a bridge between the Harlem Renaissance 

writers and the n~gritude poets; and one is led to wonder why a man whose 

talent was crowned by the Goncourt prize, who was far more race conscious 

than Dumas, and who actually helped publicize the New Negro movement 

never became an important cultural beacon for black Americans. One reason 

may have been his modest, retiring personality; another, the lesser dimension 
of his success, compared with that of Dumas. Mostly, however, Maran’s ca- 

reer was hampered by World War II. He suffered because he refused to 



collaborate with the Nazis; also, the war meant disruption 

criticism of the abuses of French colonialism now seemed somewhat 

when contacts were reestablished in 1945. 

When he visited Paris at the turn of the century, Booker T. 

was received as an important American, an international figure. 

several receptions given by American officials, met Justices Fuller 

of the Supreme Court, and was asked to speak from the pulpit of the 

can Chapel. Convinced that southern blacks did not suffer from 

with Europeans "in all that marks a lady or a gentleman," he stron 

them against coming to France with the hope of finding employment 

they had prior contacts and wealth. Booker T. Washington never 

any personal interest in Alexandre Dumas, but wished to visit the grave 

Toussaint L’Ouverture and could not because it was in the north of 

without a monument. For Washington, Henry O. Tanner was a personal lieu __ 

de m~moire in Paris. 

To the editor of the Colored American Washington wrote at length of his __ 

visit to Tanner’s studio on boulevard Saint-Jacques, noting the painter’s perse- __ 

verance, his talent, and his success at being one of the few American artists __ 

exhibited at the Luxembourg museum: "Mr. Tanner is determined that he shall __ 

not be known as merely a successful Negro artist but that his work shall stand __ 

upon its merit alone," Washington said. "Here in France no one judges a man __ 

by his color. The color of the face neither helps nor hinders" (Harlan, 142). -- 

Like Dumas, Henry Ossawa Tanner was a role model but also an embodi- 

ment of black American artistic merit recognized by France after having been -- 

spurned in the United States. After becoming convinced that his color would 

always prevent his work from being recognized in America, Tanner had gone 

into self-exile in France in 1891. In Booker T. Washington’s eyes, the recogni- 

tion granted Tanner in Paris was not especially an indication of a French lack 

of racial prejudice but, as he stated in Up From Slavery--in guarded words, 

not to displease American whites--a reinforcement of his belief that "any 

man, regardless of colour, will be recognized and rewarded just in proportion 

as he learns to do something well" (280). True to his gospel of self-help, he 

stressed excellence in any field, however humble, without remarking on the 

specificity of artistic achievement. 

When it became known that Tanner’s painting The Raising of Lazarus had 

been bought by the French government and was hanging in the Luxembourg 
gallery, the event and its implications became the object of a racial/cultural 

pilgrimage. In 1904 Mary Church Terrell went to Paris with the expressed 

wish of seeing Tanner’s Raising of Lazarus in the Luxembourg, but she was 

told by the curator that the painting had already been taken to the Louvre. 

After one of the guards was sent to the Louvre with her to show her the 

painting, she commented: "Thus it was that I had the rare privilege and the 

great pleasure of feasting my eyes upon the masterpiece of a colored man" 

(Terrell, 211). This experience gave her yet another reason for liking Paris 

and the French! 

In 1929, when Counte¢ and Yolande Cullen honeymooned in Paris, he 

Saint- 
Jacques because he wanted to be able to visit him easily. In similar fashion, 

although the pages of Fifty Years After recounting John Paynter’s few weeks in 
in 1936 read like a guide to the architectural treasures of the city, Paynter 

race conscious to the point of knowing that Tanner’s studio stood at 51, 

Saint-Jacques. 

Entertainer and dancer Josephine Baker soon attracted more attention 

Henry O. Tanner, not only from mass audiences but also from the 

elite." Having come to France as a member of "La Revue n~gre," 

Baker soon outshone Maude de Forest. Baker’s "clowning" and her 

¢ body were an acceptable shade of blackness; she could present herself 

animallike enough to titillate, but she also could be polished and Pail- 

And she was an astute businesswoman: after winning over Paris 

her grotesqueile in "La Revue n~gre," she changed her style and 

almost feline, satisfying the expectations of audiences--and produc- 

A couple of years later, after touilng Europe, she was earning $250 a 

at the Folies Berg~res. In 1929 drama critic Lincoln Kirstein was 

in Paris by an English-speaking lady who asked him, "Where is la rue 
taker?" meaning "la rue du Bac," to which he could answer: "It doesn’t exist 

__ yet, but there will be one." 
Most of Baker’s dark-skinned compatriots felt that seeing her perfor- 

in Pails was a must. Many an artist, entertainer, or writer visited her 

with a reverence comparable to that shown toward Henry Tanner. Mary 

McLeod Bethune, Gordon Taylor, John Paynter, Countee Cullen, and Alain 

Locke all commented on seeing her perform. John Matheus, when he saw the 

city of Dumas, also made a point of sampling the cabarets. At the Folies 

Bergrres, the dark-skinned Algerian who played the devil in the show told 

him about the Frenchman’s own brand of prejudice, even though Paris had 

welcomed Josephine ecstatically. However, American tourists behaved much 

worse, and Matheus saw a couple of his white compatriots leave the room in 

outrage when his new acquaintance, the devil, appeared on stage among the 

white female cast! John Paynter gives a more precise account of the same 

performance: 

Part of the crowd poured into the Folies and, as we drove up, from the 

flaming billboard, a gorgeously gay presentment of the star, Josephine 

Baker, greeted us in that characteristic fly-away pose which seems to have 

captivated the whole Parisian world. In the crush of the lobby, M. Achille 

found his friend, M. Feral Benglia, a colored gentleman who, himself, has 

been a star in many of the Berg~res performances. The cast of some forty 

beautiful girls was almost naked, and the highlight of the performance was a 

jungle scene, a tribute to black beauty: 

IT]he gently rolling turf of a wooded dell had been abandoned to the 
lone occupancy of a recumbent exotic Venus. Suddenly, there ap- 
peared, descending cautiously from the hills, a brown-skinned native of 
giant stature, who espied the slumbering nymph on coming into the 



clearing .... And then intently gazing for a second or two, [he] turned 

abr~_p.,.~!,V_, ~.!~.n_garms clearing.the air--and fled back into the hills. A 
typical French moment of suspense was the climax. (82) 

By the early 1930s, Josephine Baker had become a "must." On December 
24, 1932, Paul Robeson’s wife, Eslanda wrote Harold Jackman that she would 
be flying to Paris the following day to interview Josephine Baker to complete 
an article about the Negroes in Paris: "I thought that the white folks would be 
interested to read all about what our folks are doing all over the world, but 
when I started in Paris I found that I was more interested myself than any 
white folks would ever be. Our people, if you will excuse the term, sure made 
progress." When Langston Hughes traveled to Paris in 1937, he went to the 
Folies Berg~res to meet Josephine after her show. 

Clearly, Dumas, Tanner, and Baker were instances of such black "firsts" as 
can still be found in Ebony magazine. The choice of a foreigner like Dumas 
may seem surprising since, in the literary field, African Americans had pro- 
duced several notable writers from their own ranks--Phillis Wheatley and 
Jupiter Hammon, for example. What made the projection of the elder Dumas 
as a desirable lieu de m~moire was the extraordinary range of his international 
popularity during the antebellum period. With the passing of time and increas- 
ing recognition of their achievement in art and literature, blacks in the United 
States needed to depend less on blacks from other parts of the world as "race 
heroes." However, because of the prestige and money involved, visual art as 
an area of achievement had long been reserved for whites, and Henry Ossawa 
Tanner was certainly justified in seeking recognition in Europe at the end of 
the nineteenth century. Spoken reports about him abounded in black artistic 
circles, and incited painters like Hale Woodruff in the 1930s or Lois Mailou 
Jones in the 1950s to try their chance in Paris. 

It may seem more surprising that Josephine Baker should have been se- 
lected as a cultural beacon, given the widespread acceptance and stereotyping 
of blecks as entertainers. What made Baker’s success exceptional was, on the 
one hand the magnitude of its economic rewards (of which blacks had tradi- 
tionally been deprived); and, on the other hand, the legitimization of her 
dancing as a highbrow aesthetic contribution (not only entertainment) in 
Europe--very much in the way that jazz was considered there. Also, isn’t it 
significant that in spite of the way black American women were seen by white 
Americans, this girl from St. Louis was viewed as one of the most attractive 
women on earth? Later, too, her activism, her services during the war, and 
her adoption of children of many ethnic backgrounds won her universal es- 
teem. On April 15, 1975, when the funeral procession for Josephine Baker 
arrived at La Madeleine, Jo Bouillon wrote: 

The Rue Royale was literally banked with Josephine’s enormous public. 
They had come as they were, impressive in their dignity and silence .... 

In the huge church, packed to capacity.., the service was also that of 
Lieutenant Josephine Baker. The coffin, followed by a bearer carrying Jose- 
phine’s decorations, was saluted by twenty-four flags representing various 

branches of the military. Many public authorities, ministers, generals and 
~    g[~n__o~ ~atipnal Scope, 

decorous yet crowded with spectators. Still it was a deeply personal occa- 
sion. Next to the President of the Republic’s wreath lay roses "from Papa 
and the children," a heart made of flowers from Brialy and Levasseur, and a 
Star of David fashioned out of roses from an anonymous friend, honoring 
Josephine’s personal attachments and fight against racism." (Baker and 

Bouillon, 292-93) 

As such, Baker’s triumph can be seen as embodying the legitimization of 
African-American cultural offerings. Alexandre Dumas, Henry Ossawa Tan- 

ner, and Josephine Baker symbolically signaled a recognition of racial equality 
by European cultural institutions, and thus they heralded the desirability and/ 
or imminence of comparable moves in the United States. 
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Kurdistan, in Kosovo, the consequence has not been the peace and 

stability that Wilson had anticipated. 

Finally, the Wilsonian principle of collective security as embodied in 

the League of Nations in Geneva, and later in its successor organization 

in New York City, has not fared well for the remainder of the twentieth 

century. The peaceful resolution of international disputes in a world 

body comprising all sovereign states and, failing that, the banding 

together of the members to employ military force against an aggressor, 

remains an unfulfilled promise eight decades after Wilson proposed it as 

the best hope for mankind. So the Tiger may have had the last laugh. 

Subsequent events in the history of the twentieth century seem to have 

confirmed his well known skepticism about the prospect of preserving 

peace through international cooperation and goodwill, a sentiment that 

was perfectly captured in one of the many witticisms for which he is 

remembered: ’The good lord gave us the ten com~nandments, and we 

failed to keep them. President Wilson gave us the Fourteen Points. We 

shall see.’ 

THE EXPATRIATES OF THE MACHINE-AGE: 

JOSEPHINE BAKER AND ALEXANDER CALDER IN PARIS 

Barbara Zabel 

ABSTRACT: This essay examines American expatriate culture of 1920s Paris, and 
particularly Baker’s and Calder’s response to the French fascination with the 
technological achievement and innovative popular culture of the ’new’ America. 
American popular culture largely meant black culture--jazz music, musicians, 
singers, dancers; this °americanisme’ thus embraced seemingly opposite 
impulses. Baker, in her performance, and Calder, in his wire portraits of Baker, 
capitalized on this ’technological primitivism’, on popular notions concerning the 
association of the black body with ’primitivism’ and ultimately with Africa, 
while at the same time evoking the mechanical vitality of America. By defining 
Baker with the materials of modem technology Calder ~redeems’ Baker from the 
jungle, while at the same time recovering human instinct in a world governed 
increasingly by technology. Both Calder’s sculpture and Baker’s pertbrmance 
thus encode the French construction of a new American identity for the modem 
era. 

’Even though it happened in France, it was all somehow an American 
experience’.~ So reminisced the painter Gerald Murphy about his 
expatriate years in Paris, voicing a sentiment shared by many other 
Americans working in France during the 1920s. In this essay, I examine 
this phenomenon - the Americanness of the expatriate experience - and 
the extent to which expatriate American entertainers and artists were 
encouraged by what the French called amdricanisme, the European 
fascination with the ’new’ America, the America of technological 
achievement and of innovative popular culture. Indeed, there occurred a 

Calvin Tomkins, Living Well is the Best Revenge (New York, 1971), 3. 
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unique meshing of a technological optimism with a new esteem for 

American popular culture, which in the postwar years largely meant 

black culture - jazz music, jazz musicians, singers, dancers, and other 

black American entertainers and sports figures. The widespread 

exaltation of both the machine and black culture - seemingly opposite 

impulses - gave rise to what has been termed ’technological 

primitivism’, which informs the performance and art of quite a few 

expatriates. 

Alexander Calder (1898-1976) was one expatriate artist who 

exploited this opposition and capitalized on his role as an American in 

Paris. In the process, he created some of the most innovative art of his 

career, his iron wire sculpture. Calder arrived in Paris in July of 1926, 

remained there for over a year, returned for two additional extended 

stays in the late 1920s, and resided there off and on for the rest of his 

career. Paris inspired an adventurousness not evident in the paintings of 

city life he had executed in New York. In Paris Calder began to draw in 

space, using wire to delineate the forms of circus animals and acrobats, 

jazz dancers and musicians, boxers and other sports figures. One of 

Calder’s first subjects for this unorthodox sculpture was the African- 

American entertainer Josephine Baker. Between 1926 and 1930, Calder 

executed five portrait tributes to this fellow expatriate.2 

Josephine Baker (1906-1975) had begun her career traveling the 

black vaudeville circuit in the South but didn’t receive significant 

recognition until the early 1920s, when she joined the chorus line of 

’Shuffle Along’, Eubie Blake and Nobel Sissle’s ’Negro musical’, which 

opened in New York in 1921 and toured the country from 1922 to 1924. 

Sissle and Blake then gave Baker a more consequential role in 

’Chocolate Dandies’, in which her several solos received high praise 

from New York critics and writers. In a review in Vanity Fair, for 

instance, poet e.e. cummings described the 18-year-old in ’the 

"Dandies" chorus’ as resembling ’some tall, vital, incomparably fluid 

nightmare which crossed its eyes and warped its limbs in a purely 

2 The first version is kno~vn only through a photograph by Peter A. Juicy; the 
one illustrated here is in the collection of the Museum of Modem Art; another is in the 
collection of the Mus~e national d’Art modem, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; and the 

other two, Josephine Baker and Aztec Josephine Baker, are in private collections, Mafia 

Prather, Alexander Calder, 1898-1976 (New Haven/London, 1998), 20. 
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unearthly manner’) It is clear from such critiques and from other 

descriptions of her performances, that vaudevillian conventions 

informed the roles she was given in New York. Not until Baker arrived 

in Paris in September of 1925 did she begin to forge a style and identity 

more in keeping with the ’New Negro’ of the Harlem Renaissance, the 

’New Woman’ of the postwar years, and with machine-age Modernism. 

In Paris she became the star of La Revue Nagre at the Th~fitre des 

Champs-Elys~es and then went on to sensational success at the Folies- 

Berg~re. She is often credited with introducing jazz dances like the 

Charleston and the Black Bottom to Parisians, and with sustaining the 

vogue for jazz which had been introduced to Parisians by the bands of 

segregated black regiments beginning in 1917.4 

While still evoking the stereotypes of vaudeville, Baker’s Parisian 

performances also, and increasingly, featured a sexual allure and 

uninhibited dancing that transcended those stereotypes. Indeed, the very 

first performance of La Revue N~gre established this departure from 

vaudeville stereotypes. The curtain rose on a river-boat scene in the 

American South with the entire cast on stage along with the jazz band. 

The barefoot dancers wore bandannas, summoning images of port 

activity in the old rural South. At one point the cast broke into a 

Charleston, and Josephine Baker hammed it up, playing into established 

stereotypes as a ’cross-eyed ragamuffin minstrel or a rubber-legged 

waif’.5 However, by the closing act of the show, the tenor of the 

performance had changed into something radically different. The 

southern setting had been dismantled in favor of a Harlem nightclub 

with a backdrop of a spectacular New York skyline. Against this set, 

Sidney Bechet played a clarinet solo, and then, to the beat of drums, a 

minimally befeathered Josephine Baker was carried on stage on the back 

of her partner Joe Alex, a dancer from Martinique. Lowered to the 

ground, she proceeded to perform a sensuous and frenzied danse 

sauvage. To be sure, this transformation has to do with the replacement 

of one set of stereotypes with another now determined more by French 

3 e.e. curmaaings, ’Vive la Folie! ’, Vanity Fair (September 1926), 161. 

4 Lynne Fauley Emery, Black Dance from 1619 to Today, 2rid ed. (Princeton, 

1988), 230. 
5 William Wiser, The Great Good Place: Atnerican Expatriate Women in Paris 

(New York & London, 1991), 169. 
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than American expectations. Baker picked up on and played to French 
ideas of both Africa and America, and in the process established new 

models of black identity. This new juncture of ’primitive’ abandon, 
black body, skyscrapers, and jazz reverberates with a sense of liberation 
-- and entirely new implications for blacks in contemporary culture. By 
assuming such new and unexpected roles, Baker became an embodiment 
of the more emancipated black American culture of the postwar years. 

In order to capture the pulsating energy of ’La Bakaire’, as she was 

affectionately called, Calder defined her features and body, as well as 
her accessories - multiple bracelets and earring hoops - with taut lines 
and tightly wound spirals of wire. The artist’s first portrait of Baker in 
this medium (known only from a photograph) is modest in proportion - 
only 12 inches high - and is mounted on a wood stand, yet it effectively 

communicates the coiled energy of the dancer. For subsequent versions, 
Josephine Baker, for instance, in the Museum of Modem Art in New 
York City (Fig. 1), Calder greatly enlarged the figure and dispensed with 
the sculptural base, devising instead an unorthodox way of displaying 
these works so that they could be made to jiggle and pulsate: he 

suspended them from the ceiling with a single wire, thus giving them a 
quirky kineticism akin to Josephine’s own wound-up energy. As Joan 
Marter described them, ’Calder intended the supple wire body to be free 
to quiver, sway, and rotate at will, a fitting parallel to the agility and 
sensuality of actual performances by the show-stopping ’Ebony 
venus . 

Such an encoding of the black body of Josephine Baker in iron wire 
was, however, more than a simple celebration of a jazz dancer and the 
Parisian jazz scene of the 1920s. Much more than New York, postwar 
Paris experienced a ’Negrophilia’, a craze for things ’Negro’ - and 

especially for black jazz entertainers and jazz music.7 This postwar rage 
was not limited to black American culture, but also included African 
culture - African dance, and particularly African sculpture. African art 
had been a major source of inspiration for artists as early as 1904, when 
Matisse and the Fauves began to fixate on - and to appropriate into their 

6 Joan Marter, Alexander Calder (Cambridge UP, 1991), 60. 

Fora dJscusmon of Negrophi[ia’ see James Clifford, ~Negrophilia,’ in A New 
ltistory qfFrench Literature, ed. D. Hollier (Cambridge & London, 1989), 901-908. 
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art - the ’barbaric fetishes’ they ’discovered’ in the Mus4e 

d’Ethnographie du Trocadhro (now Mushe de l’Homme) in Paris. But 

this rage for African artifacts intensified considerably in the postwar 

years. Both sources - African and black American culture - seemed to 

satisfy the widespread desire for artistic and spiritual renewal in the 

postwar years; both seemed to suggest models for a more natural and 

spontaneous mode of expression. Indeed, the two cultures were so 

closely linked that they tended to be confused in the popular mind, even 

though, as Laura Rosenstock has stressed, ’traditional African society 

and contemporary black American life constituted very different 

cultures.’8 

Josephine Baker herself knew very little about Africa when she arrived 
in Paris; however, she, too, was soon to exploit this penchant for linking 
contemporary black culture with Africa. And she did so by capitalizing 
on popular notions concerning the association of the black body with 
primitivism - and particularly with tribal artifacts. Her dances did much 
to promote this association, as prominent French dance critic Andr6 
Levinson observed after witnessing the finale, ’the short pas de deux of 
the savages,’ of a 1925 performance at La Revue N6gre: 

Certain of Miss Baker’s poses, back arched, haunches protruding, arms 
entwined and uplifted in a phallic symbol, had the compelling potency of the 
finest examples of Negro sculpture. The plastic sense of a race of sculptors 
came to life and the frenzy of African Eros swept over the audience. ~ 

Such poses, along with the stage sets designed for her jungle dances, led 
to Josephine’s being labeled - and praised - as sauvage. 

Indeed, the famous danse sauvage to which Levinson refers, in which 
Baker appeared topless wearing a satin thong embellished with feathers 
around her hips and a collar of feathers around her neck and ankles, was 
clearly intended to evoke African ritual. Commercial images of Baker 
also foreground this connection with Africa. One famous publicity 

~ Laura Rosenstock, ’ L~ger: "The Creation of the World,"’ in Primitivism in 

20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern, ed. W. Rubin (2 vols.; New 

York, 1984), 2: 478. 
9 Phyllis Rose, Jazz Cleopatra: dosephine Baker in Her Time (New York, 

1989), 31. 
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photograph, for instance, features a nude Josephine holding an ebony 

elephant, and the prints of Paul Colin, who was hired to create 

promotional posters for La Revue N~gre, also capitalize on jungle 

associations. In 1927, Colin created Le Tumulte Noir, a portfolio of 45 

hand-colored lithographs celebrating Josephine Baker and the infusion 

of energy generated by black performers in Jazz-Age Paris. Josephine 

Baker herself is represented in the portfolio by quite a few images and 

by a short preface in which she jokes, ’its getting darker and darker in 

Paris’ since the arrival of La Revue N~gre. 10 One of Colin’s prints 

features a nearly nude and ’barbaric’ looking Josephine behind bars, 

caged like a wild animal (Fig. 2). Such an image immediately brings to 

mind the French nineteenth-century practice of displaying its African 

colonial subjects in cages in Paris zoological gardens where they could 

be viewed in comparison to non-European species of animals caged 

nearby. ~ 

Calder’s definition of Baker’s body in iron wire also suggests a 

minimally attired African dancer; the artist adorned her wire body with 

hoops - through her ears and on her arms and legs - decorative 

implements which likewise foster associations with the jungle, as does 

the nakedness of her body. Like Colin’s caged woman~oeast, Calder’s 

Josephine Baker sculptures are very much on display; tethered to the 

gallery ceiling, they serve the voyeuristic needs of the Parisian audience. 

But this is only a partial reading of these images, for Calder managed to 

imbue this largely negative ’primitivism’ with more positive 

implications, as we shall see. And to be fair to Colin, in Le Tumulte Noir 

~o Paul Colin, Le Tumulte Noir, reprint (New York, 1998), n.p. As Lulen 
Walker pointed out, Baker ’adopted Florenz Ziegfeld’s famous quote, ’It’s getting darker 
and darker in old Broadway,’ to relate similar developments in Paris’, ’Le Tumulte Noir: 
Paul Colin’s Jazz Age Portfolio’, Exhibition brochure (Washington, DC, 1997), n.p. Le 
Tumulte Noir was published by Editions d’art, Succes, Paris, in January of 1927 in an 
edition of 500 unnumbered copies, 20 numbered copies; as Karen C. C. Dalton, and 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., pointed out, the entire edition sold out very quickly, ’Josephine 
Baker and Paul Colin: African American Dance Seen through Parisian Eyes,’ Critical 
Inquiry, 24 (Summer, 1998): 903. 

~ Miriam Kershaw, ’Postcolonialism and Androgyny: The Performance Art 
of Grace Jones’, Art Journal, 56 (Winter 1997): 21. As my colleague Christopher Steiner 
observed, such an image also brings to mind the (unbuilt) house that AdolfLoos designed 
for Josephine Baker in 1928; very much like a fortress, it features bold horizontal 
striations which also resemble prison bars. 
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this barbaric bare-breasted image of the entertainer is paired with a more 
’civilized’ image of a fully (and cross-)dressed Josephine in men’s 
clothing. 

Judging from the visual images we have of Josephine Baker- both 
by artists and by commercial photographers - it becomes clear that the 
black body in 1920s Paris was, in the words of James Clifford, ’an 
ideological artifact’, embodying coded perceptions which emphasized its 
’vitalism, rhythm, magic, erotic power, etc.’~2 To some degree, 
Josephine Baker was a victim of such coded notions; however, she was 
also very adept at exploiting the Parisians’ perceptions to advance her 
career. In turn, avant-garde artists and commercial photographers 
commandeered the black body of Josephine Baker in order to create a 
fantasy world through which the audience could reassert a basic 
connection with nature and human instinct, untainted by the corruptions 
of civilization. Certainly this identification of Africa with nature - along 
with the attempt to find salvation through the appropriation of another 
culture - constitutes an exploitative, or as James Clifford has called it, ’a 
negative primitivism of the irrational, the savage, the base, the flight 
from civilization’;~3 however, the self-conscious manner in which 
Josephine Baker, and then Calder and other artists, capitalized on the 
Parisians’ demand for the ’authentic’ raises a complex range of issues 
not delimited by such a definition of ’primitivism’. ~4 

To view the images of Josephine Baker solely as referencing Africa 

with its allusions to a return to a more ’natural’ state, indeed, to nature 
itself, is clearly to oversimplify. As Clifford recognized, ’Archaic Africa 
[...] came to Paris by way of the future, i.e. America.’ He goes on to say 
that, while ’the standard poses adopted by "La Baker" [...] evoked a 

~2 James Clifford, ’Histories of the Tribal and the Modern’, Art in America, 73 

(April, 1985): 170. 
13 Ibid. 

14 For further discussions of ’primitivism’ in the art and writing of moderu 

artists see Sieglinde Lemke, Primitivist Modernism: Black Culture and the Origins of 

Transatlantic Modernism (Oxford UP, 1998); Michael North, The Dialect of Modernism: 
Race, Language, and Twentieth-Century Literature (Oxford UP, 1994), especially 

Chapter 3; Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects’, Modern Lives’ (U 

of Chicago P, 1990); and Barbara Zabel, "][’he Constructed Self: Gender and Portraiture 

in Machine-Age America’, in Women in Dada, ed. N. Sawelson-Gorse (MIT P, 1998), 
22-47. 
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recognizable "Africanity" - the naked form emphasizing pelvis and 
buttocks’, they also reveal ’a segmented stylization suggesting a 
strangely mechanical vitality’. ~5 Such machine-like vitality characterizes 
Calder’s wire sculpture, and it also informs the works of Calder’s 
contemporaries, both American and French. 

Fernand L~ger, whose portrait in wire Calder executed in 1930, was 
a great admirer of American technology, and he was also fascinated with 
Josephine Baker. According to Baker, it was L~ger who encouraged Roll 
de Mar6, Manager of the Th~fitre des Champs-l~lys~es, to bring a black 

troupe from New York to Paris. L6ger was among the artists to be 
invited to her premiere at La Revue N~gre, and he was apparently 
thrilled by her performance. ~ Several years earlier, L~ger had designed 
costumes and sets for the Swedish Ballet’s 1923 production of ’The 
Creation of the World,’ also produced by Rolf de Mar& What is so 
striking about his designs for this production is precisely the 

’mechanical vitality’ that Clifford~perceived in tribal artifacts. Indeed, 
L6ger devised his set and costume designs from his own numerous 
drawings of African sculpture, mechanizing them so they would 
complement the scenario and the music of ’Creation of the World’, 
which likewise encapsulated both the primitive and the mechanical. The 
scenario for the ballet, written by Blaise Cendrars, was based on 
research into African creation myths, and the music, by Darius Milhaud, 
of ’Les Six’ fame, was based on the composer’s memories of the jazz he 
had heard in Harlem during his visit to New York in 1922. ~7 Again we 
see the merging of the two cultures - the African and the black 
American, the primitive and the technological - a convergence which 
fully prepared L6ger for Baker’s dramatic entrance on the Parisian stage. 

A similar impulse to exploit the nexus between the mechanical and 
the primitive is at work in the art of one of Calder’s fellow expatriates, 
Man Ray, who also represented Baker in his art, specifically in his 
photographic commissions. Shortly after La Revue N~gre arrived in 
Paris, Man Ray was called in to photograph the cast at one of its 
rehearsals. It has been reported, though not confirmed, that Man Ray 

~5 Clifford, op. cit. (note 12), 170. 
~6 Rose, op. cit., 8. 
~7 Rosenstock, op. cir., 480. 

then singled out Josephine Baker and photographed her on the roof with 
the Eiffel Tower in the distance. 18 In the same year, Man Ray created 

Rebus, a photograph of the mechanical housing of a rifle, which exhibits 
remarkable similarities to L~ger’s geometricized costume designs. The 
artist has carefully photographed this piece of metal so that it has a 
striking resemblance to a mechanical simulation of an African carving - 
and by extension to a typical Baker stance. (Fig. 3) While L~ger’s point 
of departure was an African artifact which he then mechanized, Man 
Ray’s initial inspiration was an industrial component, which he 
Africanized. Through careful placement and lighting the artist 
transformed the object into a modern fetish. Though coming from 
opposite directions, both artists subsumed the primitive into the 
technological language of modernism. Elsewhere I have argued that 
such an embrace of the primitive by the technological can be seen as an 
attempt to humanize - and thereby redeem the technological by 

reference to basic instinct, to a force of nature. ~9 With this in mind, it 
should be acknowledged that such an appropriation of another culture 
lbr Western purposes is a key component of cultural imperialism; in the 
phrase ’technological primitivism’ itself, the first term modifies the 
second, suggesting the domination of the primitive by the technological. 

Significantly, jazz - the music to which Josephine danced - was also 
informed by a vitality perceived as both primitive and mechanical. Jazz 

was seen as atavistic, on the one hand, since its roots were seen as 
African - as were the roots of the new jazz dances. But if jazz was 

perceived as primitivistic, it was also very much a product of urban and 

~8 Lynn Haney, Naked at the Feast: A Biography of Josephine Baker (New 

York, 1981), 163-164. As Haney wrote, ’After photographing the group, Man Ray 

plucked Josephine away from the others. He positioned her against a railing at the edge 

of the root; the Eiffel Tower in the background. Josephine preened, puffed out her chest, 

grinned, strutted and struck a pose, parodying a cakewalk,’ 64. Whitney Chadwick 

repeats this account in ’Fetishizing FashionAretishizing Culture: Man Ray’s "Noire et 

blanche"’, Oxford Art Journal 18, no. 2 (1995): 8. However, only photographs of the 

entire troupe appear among Man Ray’s archives; according to Merry Foresta, who has 

searched for the artist’s Baker photographs, if indeed he took such photographs, Man Ray 

may have been reluctant to make them public due to the jealousy of his model and 
mistress, Kiki, who may well have seen Baker as a threat: ’If anyone was a threat to 

Kiki’s singing and performing career [...] it was Baker’, e-mail correspondence to author 

(September, 1996). 

~9 Zabel, op. cit., 30-33. 



industrial America, as was Josephine Baker herself. In their works, 
avant-garde artists like Alexander Calder and Man Ray countered the 
’primitivism’ of their source material by referring jazz to technology, 
something that was more highly valued in American culture. For the 
avant-garde, the rhythmic base of jazz thus took on reverberations of the 
industrial environment and came to exemplify the spirit and energy of 
machine-age America. Europeans in particular fostered a view of jazz as 
embodying a distinctively industrial tempo; with its hard-driving 
intensity, jazz was, according to French artist Maurice de Vlaminck, like 
the sound of a four-stroke internal combustion engine.2° By 
appropriating jazz into a machine aesthetic, the avant-garde thus 
effectively industrialized the jazz reference. 

Rather than denying the origins of jazz outright, however, the avant- 
garde played the technological against the primitive, creating a 
technological primitivism which reflects the duality of jazz itself(though 
still prioritizing the former). This duality was perhaps best expressed by 
Harry Kessler, chronicler of Weimar Germany. After seeing Josephine 
Baker performing with La Revue N~gre when the troupe traveled to 
Berlin in the winter of 1926, Kessler wrote, ’All these shows are a 
mixture of.jungle and skyscraper elements. The same holds good for the 
tone and rhythm of their music, jazz. Ultramodern and ultraprimitive’. 2t 
So too, the American avant-garde employed the urban and industrial 
context of jazz as a counterpoint to its primitive sources, in effect, 
thereby down-playing its African source. 

Alexander Calder’s artistic innovation, the use of iron wire, a 
material produced largely for industrial uses and by mechanical means, 
also lends a technological note to his image of Josephine Baker. 

Interestingly, Calder’s first career was as an engineer. In 1919 he 
received a degree in mechanical engineering from the Stevens Institute 
of Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey; for the next three years he 
worked as an automotive, hydraulic, and efficiency engineer, a 
timekeeper and draftsman - all positions drawing on his engineering 

96. 

20 Mona Hadler, ’Jazz and the Visual Arts’, Arts Magazine, 57 (June 1983): 

~-~ Ibid. 
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training.22 By 1923 he had given up engineering to follow in the family 
tradition; his mother, Nanette Lederer Calder, was a painter, and his 
father and grandfather, Alexander Stirling Calder and Alexander Milne 
Calder, were well-known figurative sculptors. However, in Calder’s 
words, ’I could never forget my training at Stevens’, and in his first 
mature works, the artist combined an interest in tinkering with industrial 
materials with a new-found fascination with the primitive vitality of jazz 
dance,z-3 

Calder saw his wire sculpture as drawing in space, or, in his words, 
as ’three-dimensional line drawing’]4 The artist’s wire drawings 
functioned both as a spontaneous and a mental invention. The 
delineation of Josephine Baker in iron wire thus encoded something 
about the spontaneity of her dancing, while at the same time linking 
such energy to the realm of the intellect. But there is another sense in 
which the wire medium points in two different directions. While its 
production and uses in the ’civilized’ world are largely technological, in 
Africa wire was used extensively for decorative purposes, for jewelry 
and body adornment. The Maasai, Toposa, and Turkana of East Africa, 
among other African peoples, traded for European materials such as 
wire during the colonial period, and they also salvaged metals from such 

objects as cartridge cases which were then reshaped into wire. However, 
they put these materials to use in radically different ways - adapting 

them not so much to technological uses but to traditional ritual and 
decorative objects, such as ’coiled torque[s] of iron wire’ for neck, arm, 
and wrist ornaments.:s Again we see both a fusing and an opposition 

between the technological and the primitive. 
What separates Calder’s art from that of L6ger and Man Ray, 

however, is his in,jection of whimsy and humor into his works. Anyone 
who has seen the film of Calder operating his Circus, recently 
refurbished and reinstalled at the Whitney Museum of American Art, or 
the film clip of Calder dancing with his Josephine Baker, included in the 
recent American Masters video production Alexander Calder, cannot 

22 Elizabeth Hutton Turner, ’Paris: "Capital of America"’, Americans in Paris 

(Washington, DC, 1996), 39. 
2s Op. cir., 42. 
24 Marla Prather, Alexander Calder, 1898-1976 (Yale UP, 1998), 21. 
25 Angela Fisher, Africa Adorned (New York, 1984), 33, 45. 
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help appreciating the primacy of humor for Calder. The wire sculptures 
themselves are funny, especially those representing Baker. As Calder 
told a New York Times reporter in 1929, he wanted a wire line which 
’moves of its own volition [...] jokes and teases [...] [is] deliberately 
tantalizing [and] goes off into wild scrolls and tight tendrils’.2~ And, 
indeed, as it defines the body and features of Baker, the iron wire- with 
its trajectories which loop, bend, buckle and spiral - seems to have a 
quirky life of its own, as does the suggested movement. 

From the very beginning, humor was key to Baker’s success; indeed, 
she was known for hamming it up in her performances. In ’Shuffle 
Along’, for instance, she was billed as ’That Comedy Chorus Girl’ for 
her antics at the end of the chorus line: ’she rolled her eyes, contorted 
her face and swiveled her body’ in an exaggerated mimicking of the 
established act. As Wendy Martin pointed out, her act became ’a 
deliberate parody of the blackface vaudeville routines and the 

conventions of the Negro minstrel show’.-’7 Rather than perpetuating the 
stereotypes of blacks in vaudeville, her wacky performance thus 
constituted a send-up of those stereotypes. 

In Paris, too, reviews of Baker’s performances often noted her talent 
for injecting comedy into her routines. As critic Anita Loos wrote, 

responding to her premier performance, Josephine Baker had triumphed 
with her ’witty rear end’, an observation suggesting Baker’s control over 
her body for the particular purpose of evoking humor. And, in her most 
notorious dance ’Fatou’ (Fig. 4) to quote a New York Times reporter 
writing in 1926, ’She romped on stage at the Folies Berg~re in Paris 
wearing a girdle of bananas and nothing else’.2~ Here she both plays into 
and playfully mocks the colonialist fantasy of a French explorer who lies 
asleep in the jungle. To the accompaniment of drums, Josephine made 

z6 L. Joy Sperling, ’Calder in Paris: The Circus and Surrealism’, Archives of 

American Art Journal, 28 (1988): 23. Sperling elaborates on the role of playfulness and 

humor - and of the link Calder forges between play and technology in his ’Circus’ - in, 

’The Popular Sources of Calder’s Circus: The Humpty Dumpty Circus, Ringling Bros 

and Barnum arid Bailey, and The Cirque Medrano’, Journal ~fAmeriean Culture, 17 

(Winter, 1994): 1-14. 

~7 Wendy Martin, ’Remembering the Jungle: Josephine Baker and Modernist 
Parody’, in Prehistories of the Future: the Primitivist Project and the Culture of 

Modernism, ed. E. Barkin & R. Bush (Stanford UP, 1995), 311. 

~ Emery, op. cit., 230. 
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her entrance climbing backwards down the trunk of a tree; she then 
began to dance, moving her hips so that the bananas bounced and swung 
in arcs while she simply laughed. In recognition of the hilarity of her 
performance, a critic for the Mercure de France wrote, ’This girl has the 
genius to let the body make fun of itself [...] [H]er body shakes as if in a 
trance, but with such remarkable humor’.~9 Some of the comic spirit of 
her performance is, of course, generated by whimsical - and parodic - 
reference to vaudevillian conventions; indeed, as Nancy Nenno has 
observed, Baker ’actively replicated stereotypes of the American black 
as comic entertainer.’3° However, this constituted only one aspect of her 

performance strategy. Baker transformed her playfully parodic 
performance to suit the new context of Paris - and Parisian expectations 

as to the identity and sexuality of the African-American woman. As 
Rose has written, ’the next moment she dropped the contortions, the 
mugging, and reverted to beauty’.S~ Baker sets up a tension between two 

impulses, a tension characterized by Dalton and Gates as that between 
’the energy of"le jazz hot" and elegance of the Black Venus’. She is ’at 
once erotic and comic, suggestive and playful, intense and insouciant, 
primitive and civilized’.3~ 

Interestingly, Calder achieved a similar effect and an equally potent 
tension between opposite impulses. The artist’s vibrating wire portraits 
of Baker have an awkward funkiness that plays on the stereotype of a 
goofy, big mouthed, vaudevillian performing for laughs, while at the 
same time these works have a sleekness that elicits a sense of grace and 
beauty. Both Calder and Baker thereby set up an effective dichotomy in 
their art - presenting an object of both laughter (the vaudeville 
comedienne) and awesome physical beauty (the queen of :Paris 

nightlife). This adoption of seemingly conflicting personae was meant 
not simply to parody stereotypes, but also to hold up an alternative, more 
admirable image of the black performer. Given that the cultural climate 
of Paris was one that encouraged a more positive self-image on the part 

~ B. Hammond & P. O’Connor, Josephine Baker (London, 1988), 42. 
~0 Nancy Nenno, ’Femininity, the Primitive, and Modem Urban space: 

Josephine Baker in Berlin’, Women in the Metropolis, Gender and Modernity in Weimar 
Culture, ed. K. yon Ankum (U of Califbrnia P, 1997), 147. 

~ Op. cit, 25. 
~" lbid. 
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of African-American expatriates, this goal was more easily achieved in 
France than in postwar America. 

The French adored Josephine Baker, and this infatuation - and 
Baker’s exploitation of that infatuation - must be understood against the 
backdrop of the very different race relations of her native, as opposed to, 
her adopted country. As Dalton and Gates have underscored, while the 
French were by no means innocent of racial bias, ’compared to America, 
France was color-blind’.33 And, as Martin has elaborated, in France, 
’there was a different paradigm for black!white relationships’, and this 
was largely because the French context had less to do with a history of 
slavery than it did with a colonial empire. Whereas those colonized by 
the French resided, for the most part, not in Paris, but rather on ’distant, 

dark continents’, in the United States enslavement of blacks was still a 
quite immediate memory, and ’subordination of blacks left over from 
slavery remained intact’)4 By relocating to Paris, Josephine freed herself 
from American prejudice - and from expectations that she perpetuate 

variations on the slave narrative; instead of an emblem of slavery, she 
was free to exploit the French desire to see in the African-American 
woman a symbol of liberation. Baker exploited this identity in order to 
engage French fascination with America - and to become fantastically 
wealthy. Calder, too, was inspired not only by the French embrace of 
Baker, but by amdricanisme in general. (Calder did not, however, attain 

the star status - or the wealth that Baker did.) In contrast to the French, 
Americans themselves generally felt a strong ambivalence toward 
popular culture - and particularly to jazz culture with its negative 
associations having to do with degenerate abandon and with the African 
’sub’continent.~5 Distanced from the strictures of American society, both 
Baker and Calder were free to explore the new cultural terrain of 
postwar France. 

3~ Op. cit., 904. 
34 Martin, op. cit., 317. 
35 For a discussion of the conflicted response to the new age of American jazz 

by writers Noel Coward, Wallace Stevens, and T. S. Eliot, see David Chinitz, ’"Dance, 
Little Lady", Poets, Flappers, and the Gendering of Jazz’, in Modernism, Gender, and 
Culture." A Cultural Studies Approach, ed. L. Rado (New York & London, 1997), 319- 
335. 
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The prime personification of amOricanisme for the French avant- 

garde was, of course, the jeune fille amOricaine. For such writers as 

Alfred Jarry and Jean Cocteau, among others, the young American girl, 

with her youth, adventurous spirit, and unconventional ways, embodied 

all that was most admired in America itself. Perhaps the most 

compelling image of this mythic personage is that created by Francis 

Picabia, Portrait d’une jeune fille amdricaine dans l’dtat de nuditO 

(Portrait of a Young American Girl in a State of Nudity), of 19 1 5. Here 

a sparkplug, extricated from its automotive function, defines the generic 

’young american girl’ as a generative force, indeed, the personification 

of the new century, and as an image of personal and artistic liberation. 36 

A few years later in 1 9 1 7, Picabia conceived of another American girl, 

simply entitled Amdricaine, this time in the guise of a light bulb but with 

much the same connotations as the earlier work; she serves as a source 

of light, a jolt of energy. Perplexingly, these renditions have no face. 

What do we make of the facelessness of these jeunes filles? Given the 

contemporary cynicism about the depersonalizing effects of technology, 

it is tempting to view this facelessness as a representation of alienation; 

however, a viewer of the 1920s may have perceived more positive 

meanings. Rather than suggesting alienation, these images may well 

have suggested a kind of tabula rasa, a blank slate which held out the 

promise of building a new identity for a new era.~ 

Perhaps in tribute to Picabia, Calder substituted a lightbulb for a 

woman’s head in a work entitled Woman under an Umbrella, of 1929. 

With backbone of stiffened electrical cord and limbs of wire, Calder’s 

New Woman strides forcefully into the future. Like both of Picabia’s 

highly charged jeunes filles this one is a turn-on, but Calder extends 

Picabia’s metaphor by wiring the sculpture to turn on electrically, as 

well as sexually. Yet for all of her wired strength, this New Woman is 

nonetheless still without an identity. It is Josephine Baker who finally 

3~, For a further discussion of this phenomenon, see Elizabeth Hutton Turner, 

’"La jeune fille am~ricaine" and the Dadaist Impulse’, in Women in Dada, ed. N. 
Saw’elson-Gorse (MIT P, 1998), 4-21. 

3~ This interpretation was suggested by Maud Lavin’s analysis of Harmah 

tt6ch’s Pretty Girl of 1920, a photomontage incorporating an image of a girl with a 
lightbulb for a head; although HOch’s context of Weimar Germany is quite different, the 
implications regarding the New Woman are quite similar. 
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gives thejeunefille amOricaine a distinct identity, as she constructed a 

new persona tbr herself in Paris. 

In recognition of this feat, Calder seized on Josephine Baker as the 

embodiment of the jeune fille amOricaine. Indeed, the artist not only 

captured the essential qualities of this paradigm of American culture, but 

also gave her a face and a specific identity. That Calder gave the jeune 

fille amOricaine a black identity is a tacit acknowledgment of 

modernism’s huge debt to black culture; it is an affirmation of the fact 

that modernism was as much determined by black cultural forms as it 

was by machine-age forms. As Lemke has argued, ’black, or African- 

inspired, expressions have played a seminal role in the shaping of 

modernism’; indeed, she argues that modernism assumed the shape it 

did only through the ’injection of blackness’.3~ And it is the often 

subordinated ’black face’ of modernis~n which surfaces in Calder’s 

definition of the jeune rifle amOricaine. As a product of both black 

culture and the machine age, Baker was able to maneuver the passage 

from the blackface of vaudeville (or minstrelsy) to the black face of 

modernism. And Calder’s portraits, too, are an affirmation of modernism 

as an aesthetic collaboration between black and machine-age cultural 

forms. 

Germane to the mythic makeup of the jeune fille am~ricaine is a 

collapsing of the distinctions between the masculine and the feminine. 

This New Woman of the postwar years was not afraid to assume roles 

previously occupied only by men, nor was she averse to adopting the 

look and fashion of men. The androgyny of many of the images of 

Josephine Baker is certainly part of this play of opposites. The 

representations of Baker by artists, commercial photographers, and 

graphic designers exploit an eroticism which is somehow both female 

and male. In publicity photos, as well as in a Paul Colin print for Le 

Tumulte Noir, for instance, she is represented dressed in a man’s suit, 

cutting a striking image as a black Marlene Dietrich. In her 

performances, too, Baker often exploited a dual sexuality, and her 

departure from norms of female self-presentation caused early audiences 

some confusion. Her short hair plastered against her skull and her 

unconventional demeanor led some to wonder, as did critic Pierre de 

3s Lemke, op. cit., 4. 
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Regnier in 1925: ’Is it a man, or is it a woman.9’39 Her voice, too, could 

be sweet and feminine one moment, and then would drop to a low 

register with rather gravelly undertones the next, or as e.e. cummings 

described it, ’Her voice [was] simultaneously uncouth and exquisite’.4° 

Indeed, as Rose concluded, Josephine Baker ’epitomized ambiguity, new 

frontiers’.4~ 

Baker’s sometimes outrageous costuming also capitalized on such 

ambiguity. As Fatou (Fig. 4), the banana-skirted Baker combined the 

phallic and the feminine in one body, playing up provocative oppositions 

in order to both enhance and undermine the ’savage’ allusions of her 

performance. A photograph from another performance features Baker 

reclining catlike on the stage, her fingers taking on the semblance of 

tiger claws. On the one hand, the stage sets surround this female/animal 

with attributes of the jungle, while on the other, her body and hair are 

defined by a streamlined, machine-like perfection, a sleekness which 

had by the mid-1920s become associated with a machine aesthetic 

usually associated with masculinity.42 Rather than posing as the 

submissive native, essentialized as one with her jungle habitat, Baker 

becomes the master of the jungle. 

This concept of mastery is central to Baker’s construction of self. In 

the late 1920s Baker acquired a leopard whom she named Chiquita; for 

a while Josephine and her leopard were constant companions on the 

streets of Paris -- that is, until Chiquita escaped one day, and authorities 

determined the animal to be too dangerous to remain uncaged. Her 

proud display - and naming - of Chiquita, can be read as a reversal of 

colonial subordination; as Martin has written, ’in her own process of 

becoming tamed and civilized, she had gained the authority to tame the 

39 Rose, op. cit., 19. 

40 e. e. cummings, op. cit., 162. 

4~ Rose, op. cit., 19. 

4_~ For a discussion of how fashion photography had transformed the female 

image by the mid-1920s into ’that of the "modem" body, a sleek, streamlined form of 

extreme artifice’, see Whitney Chatwick ’Fetishizing Fashion/Fetishizing Culture: Man 

Ray’s "Noire et blanche"’, OxJbrd Art Journal, 18, no. 2 (1995): 3-17. She cites Peter 

Wollen, ’Fashion/Orientalism!The Body", New Formations (Spring, 1987), who 

maintains that ’this new body was often described in the explicitly functionalist terms of 

the machine aesthetic’, 26. 
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panther’.43 Now Baker has assumed the role of subordinator. Likewise, 
the pose Baker assumed for a publicity shot atop the skin of a dead tiger, 
though still implying an identification with the animal world, also 
signals an assertion of mastery over it. Baker’s clever maneuverings 
through the cultural politics of Paris can certainly be read as the 
remnants of colonialist exploitation; however, the ironical manner in 
which she pulled off her outrageous feats marks her as a harbinger of 
post-colonialism. She effected this transition by calling into question 
historical relations of power enacted through human/animal, and by 
extension male!female, and white/black interactions; by such a 
destabilization of colonialist expectations, the ’Black Venus’ maintained 
her autonomy - and her sway over her Parisian audience. 

Such disruption of the norms of French colonialism anticipates the 
postmodern performance art of Grace Jones, the Jamaican-American 
fashion model, singer, and actor,a4 For one thing, Jones takes the 

machined sleekness implied by Baker’s posturings to unparalleled 
extremes. On her 1985 album cover for Island Life, produced by 
Parisian art illustrator Jean-Paul Goude, for instance, Jones appears 
oiled and semi-nude, with breasts and one ankle tightly bound with cloth 
strips. Here the conflation of jungle allusions and sleek streamlined body 
suggests a significantly more explicit androgyny than does Josephine 
Baker’s self-presentation. Jones’s is a collapsing of gender distinctions 
exaggerated and updated for the 1980s. Just as Josephine Baker 
perplexed Parisian audiences with her startling gender reversals in 
modernist Paris, Grace Jones, in the words of Richard Powell, 
’confounded mainstream expectations’ in postmodernist New York.as 
And while Baker’s manipulations of racist and sexist stereotypes were 
quite playful, Jones ups the ante and, as Kershaw observed, ’paraded 

potent signifiers of race and gender- boxing gloves, gorilla suits, stiletto 
heels, blackface, and raffia skirts,’ with a much more satiric (and, one 

47 Martin, op. cir., 322. 

44 For a discussion of this linking of Grace Jones’s postmodem performance 

to Josephine Baker and ! 920s Paris, see Michele Wallace, ’Modernism, Postrnodemism, 
and the Problem of the Visual in Afro-American Culture’, in Out There: Marginalization 

and Contemporary Cultures, ed. R. Ferguson (MIT P, 1990), 39-49. 
45 Richard Powell, Black Art and 6~lture #t the 20th (~ntury, (London & Ne~v 

York, 1997), 221-222. 

might add, humorless) effect.46 In comparison to Baker’s frolicsome 
performances, Jones’s quite imperious simulations engage the more self- 
conscious culture of the 1980s - a time when the stakes of any 

commentary on race and gender were considerably higher than they 
were in the 1920s. 

The connection between Grace Jones and Josephine Baker is by no 

means fortuitous; indeed, in a 1985 issue of Interview, Jones 
acknowledged her identification with Josephine Baker, and her 

performances contain exceedingly self-conscious references to Baker’s 
performative strategies.47 This debt to the ’Black Venus’ of 1920s Paris 

is made especially clear in Jones’s collaboration with Keith Haring on 
two performances at the Paradise Garage in 1985. Instead of drawing a 
body wilh wire as did Calder a half century earlier, Haring drew his 

characteristic graffiti lines directly on Jones’s body; he also created a 
girdle of neon yellow spikes, a stylized allusion to Baker’s banana 
skirt.4g Jones’s (and Haring’s) tribute is not only to Baker, but also to 
Calder, and this is clearly manifested in Jones’s body adornments. 

Working with jewelry designer David Spada, Haring designed sculptural 
embellishments in the form of metallic conical coils for her breasts and 
a triangular spiral for her crotch. Animated by the actual body of Grace 
Jones, Calder’s wire sculptures are brought to life. Perhaps Kershaw 
best described the effects of this compelling melange of symbolic forms: 

She strides across a stage of pillars and chains. Her tall, muscular frame 
pulses with graffiti. White striations and chevrons contrast with her skin. She 
beats a drum, the neon red and yellow spikes of her skirt, anklets, and 
bracelets dancing with her body’s undulations. On her breasts spiral metal 
coils. A dance of signs ricochets through centuries and across cultures: a 
masked African ancestor on the Ivory Coast dancing in a raffia sheath and 
anklets; Josephine Baker dancing in her famous banana skirt at the Folies- 
Berg~re; a Calder mobile figure swinging through the world of modernism; to 

46 Miriam Kershaw, ’Postcolonialism and Androgyny: The Perlbrmance Art 

of Grace Jones’, Art Journal, 56 (Winter, 1997): 24. 
~7 Ibid., 21. 

4s For a 1936 performance at the Siegfeld Follies, Baker’s first appearance in 

New York, one of her costumes featured a spiked rendition of the banana skirt, a 

stylization similar to the one adapted by Haring tbr Grace Jones. 
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the techno-pop present of dance club, flashing lights, and amplified sound in 
SoHo.49 

Jones’s update of Baker involved, in Kershaw’s words, creating a 
significantly more ’ironic commentary on this iconography of power and 
subordination than we find in Baker’]° Indeed, Jones adapted Baker’s 

performance for the more racially savvy audience of the 1980s. 
Calder also charts a course towards the unsettling of colonialist 

norms, particularly in his definition of Baker’s body as lean and rather 
angular (one might say masculine, especially given the delineation of 
her hair with tightly looped wire hugging the skull) - and, most 
significantly, as active. This is especially apparent when Calder’s 
portraits of Baker are viewed in relation to another portrait, Josephine 
Baker’s Mother, ca. 1929. For this work, Calder chose a sprawling, 
reclining, rather than upright, position; she is thus closer to the earth - 
and, in fact, seems to be working or cultivating that earth - and thus 
closer to tropes linking women to instinct and ultimately to nature. 
Furthermore, the iron wire lines of this work map out rather fleshy 

volumes in stasis, rather than lean limbs in movement. Indeed, her 
substantial behind calls to mind the Hottentot Venus, a key nineteenth- 
century image of the black female as an object of curiosity.5~ Baker 
herself and Calder’s renditions of her - managed to transform such 
negative images of black women into more positive images inspiring 
admiration. While .losephine Baker’s Mother perpetuates negative 
stereotypes of the past century, the daughter represents the New (Black) 
Woman of the present; the Hottentot Venus of the past has been 
replaced by the ’Black Venus’ of contemporary Paris. The way that 
Calder defines Baker thus lends a modem (lone might say ’male’) 
aesthetic to the primitivist (’female’) content. This powerful presentation 
of Baker as active rather than passive, potent rather than fertile, also 
works against traditional expectations. Such an animated conception 

4~ Kershaw, op. cit., 19. 
50 Ibid., 21. 
5~ As Lemke has pointed out the term originally referred to an African woman 

known as Sarah Bartmann (or Saartje Baartman, d. 1815), whose physiognomy was 
considered a curiosity (especially her enormously extended buttocks), and who for l 0 
years was exhibited at street fairs and dances across France, op. cit., 100-101. 
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defines Baker as an active person of the world rather than a passive 
fertility figure. Understood in terms of these oppositions - female/male, 
fertility/potency, past/present, primitive/technological - and in terms of 
the destabilization of expected relations of power that they imply, 
Calder’s renditions of Baker bring a new level of complexity to this 
notion of technological primitivism. 

In Calder’s Baker series, the utmost tension is maintained between 
opposing forces. There is one exception, however, and that is the final 
image Calder made of Baker, in which this tension seems greatly 
diffused. In Aztec .]osephine Baker, of 1929-30 (at 53 inches, also the 
tallest in the series), Calder gives us a subdued Josephine. She now 
stands with her arms hanging limply at her side, her mouth closed as if 
in silent protest, and her eyes without the sparkle of earlier versions. 
While the four earlier sculptures of Josephine featured arms reaching out 
to activate space, Aztec Josephine Baker is more contained and is 

defined with a greater sense of planarity. Perhaps the most telling 
departure from earlier versions is Calder’s representation of the breasts. 
While in earlier versions the coiled breasts project upwards, echoing the 
equally outward moving spiral of a belly, the breasts of Aztec Josephine 
Baker are simply hung from her shoulder blades and assume a more 
static symmetrical arrangement. Furthermore, her belly is reduced to a 
minimal button-hole squiggle. This is a radical departure from the life- 
affirming, outward-moving, space-affecting anatomy of her 
predecessors. Though not without a touch of humor, it is no longer the 
infectious humor of earlier versions, and the dominant spirit of the piece 
is one of deflation. Could this be Calder’s recognition of the changing 
perceptions of Baker among Parisians toward the end of the deeade? 
Could it also encode something of Baker’s own response to this shift of 
attitude? 

By 1928 Josephine Baker had begun to fashion a new persona for 
herself, assuming an increasingly sophisticated, or ’civilized’, guise. 

Rather than banana skirts and minimal costumes of feathers and beads, 
she began to wear elegant evening dresses offering considerably more 
coverage and conveying greater refinement. Though this process of re- 
definition had begun by 1928, the reception Baker encountered during 
her two-year international tour which she embarked on that year no 
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doubt accelerated the transformation. With performances in 25 countries 
in Western Europe and South America, Baker clearly intended this to be 
a triumphal tour, but instead it turned out to be a swan song for her 
former self. Especially in the increasingly conservative political climate 
of Austria and Germany, the media turned against this ’Congo savage’, 
demonizing her as ’Satan’s Handmaiden’.s2 Even though she had already 
begun to downplay her role as ’the sexually uninhibited primitive’ 
during her second swing through Germany in 1929, she was prohibited 
from performing by the Munich police because she was thought to pose 
a threat to decency]3 Parisians too used Josephine as a scapegoat in their 
growing resentment against Americans for their increasing ’corruption’ 

of French culture. As Wiser has written, ’the French romance with 
negritude had shifted to a protective chauvinism’, and the black 
community particularly felt the animosity as new ordinances were 
passed to counteract the monopoly of all-black American jazz bands in 
Paris nightclubs.~4 

While many French critics lauded this ’new’ Josephine, American 
critics largely lamented the transformation both in the media’s 
perceptions and its effect on Josephine Baker. Reviewing her show 
during the 1930 Colonial Exposition, in which Baker made a strikingly 
dignified entrance, Janet Flanner wrote, ’Her caramel-colored body, 
which overnight became a legend in Europe, is still magnificent, but it 
has become thinned, trained, almost civilized [...] on that lovely animal 
visage lies now a sad look, not of captivity, but of dawning 
intelligence’.~5 It is this sadness that Calder captures in his Aztec 
Josephine Baker, her vitality quelled by a public that no longer 
appreciated her talent for playing the modem against the primitive - nor 
her comic subversions of the audience’s expectations. A few years later, 
Nancy Cunard, the British/American heiress, edited a volume entitled 
Negro, in which she also expressed her regret for Baker’s capitulation to 

the French. In her contribution to the book, she extracted a series of 
comments made by French critics about Josephine Baker: 
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The Ebony Venus - the banana dancer - Seems to whiten as we gaze at her - 
By far the best possible example of the perfecting of the black race by its 
intellectual contact with European civilization - What a difference between 
the little savage of the early days with her delirious, grotesque dances and the 
toned-down, refined artiste transformed by Paris. [...] Civilization has done 
its work - Josephine is from now on assimilated by the western world. [...] 
’Josephine est blanche. [...] (Josephine is white)!’ s6 

The French clearly viewed Baker’s ’progress’ from savage to 
sophisticate in a positive light. Such an aspiration to make Baker into ’a 
whitened, gallicized actress’ was part and parcel of their mission 
civilisatrice, the notion that they could civilize anyone just by teaching 
them French ways. For Cunard, however, Baker’s transformation 
represented a surrender to French objectives, a submission which 
revealed the nationalism and prejudice of the French.57 How much of 
Baker’s new identity was a capitulation to such pressures, and how 
much a calculated marketing decision on Baker’s part, is still open to 
debate. However, it is undoubtedly this sense of surrender and deflation 
of spirit which Calder chose to render. 

Alexander Calder’s portraits of Josephine Baker are a powerful 
testament to the cultural climate of Paris--and to modernism itself. The 
definition in iron of so ideologically loaded a form as the body of 
Josephine Baker became a means for Calder to assert key issues 
regarding both the redeeming force of technology in elevating 
’primitive’ impulses, and the rejuvenating power of the primitive in 
recovering human instinct and humor in a world increasingly governed 

by technology. What we also find in these works is an inscription of the 
essential motivations of Baker herself. As an American in Paris, Baker 
was able to distance herself both from the context of American 
vaudeville and from that of French imperialism. Unconstrained by 
either, she maintained a liminal status with regard to cultural prejudice, 
both American and French, which threatened to confine her energies as 

a black woman. Both Josephine Baker’s forging of a unique identity as a 

s2 Wiser, op. cir., 297. 

53 Nenno, op. cit., 157-158. 

s4 Wiser, op. cit., 296. 

ss Janet Flanner, Paris was Yeswrda_v: 1925-1939 (New York, 1972), xx. 

5~Negro, an Anthology, ed. N. Cunard (New York, [1934] 1969), 329. A more 

recent edition has come out edited and abridged with introduction by Hugh Ford, Negro, 

an Anthology (New York: The Continuum Publishing Co., 1996); unfortunately Cunard’s 
selection on Josephine Baker has been edited out. 

~; Lemke, op. cit., 107. 
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jazz-age icon and Alexander Calder’s construction of his machine-age 
portraits thus engage crucial ideological issues of the expatriate 
experience: the interchange between the French and the American, as 
well as the black and the white, in the construction of a new identity for 
the modern era. Furthermore, both show how the meshing of content and 
method - the conflation of a specifically American content and an 
aesthetic based both on popular culture and on technological principles 
- is crucial to understanding the complex mediation of the technological 
and the primitive in modernist culture. As well, both move us toward a 
comprehension of the complexities of the post-colonial present. 

- illustrations - 

Fig. 1: Alexander Calder. Josephine Baker, 1927-29. Iron-wire construction, 99 x 57 x 
25 cm The Museum of Modern Art, New York; gift of the artist. Photograph ©2000 The 

Museum of Modern Art, New York.. © 2000 Estate of Alexander Calder / Artists Rights 

SocieU (ARS), New York. 
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Fig. 2: Paul Colin, Josephine Baker Caged, !927. Color pochoir lithograph from Le 

tumulte noir. ©2000 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris. 

- illustrations - 

Fig. 3: Man Ray, Rebus, 1925. Photograph, 23 x 28 cm. ©2000 Man Ray Trust / Artists 
Rights Society, New York / ADAGP, Paris. 
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Fig. 4: Josephine Baker, photograph. Program for the Folies-Berg~re, 1927-27. 
Collection of Maureen McCabe, Quaker Hill, CT. 

GEORGES BERNANOS~ EMMANUEL MOUNIER, 

AND FRENCH CATHOLIC ANTI-AMERICANISM 

Seth Armus 

ABSTRACT: The 1930s were marked by a new and more vigorous anti-American 
rhetoric from a variety of French writers. Spurred on by the crash of the U.S. 
stock market, French critics brought life into traditional fears about the 
’American menace’. While so~ne of these attacks followed predictable political 
forms, a new critique presented America as the ’spiritual enemy of France’, and 
transcended the simple political classifications of Right and Left. Georges 
Bernanos and Emmanuel Mounier were typical of this new, transcendent 
critique. For both men, politics was less important than the identification and 
vilification of America as the true enemy. By positing a new, anti-American 
French identity, Catholic intellectuals codified a discourse that was to thrive 
under Vichy and that survived the war to be reborn as ’progressive’ anti- 
imperialism. By examining the origins and development of this thought, this 
paper sheds light upon an important aspect of French anti-Americanism--one 
that is often mistakenly thought to have developed its characteristics only after 
World War Two. 

This investigation of the interwar writings of Emmanuel Mounier,. and 
Georges Bernanos is part of a larger study, a more sweeping thesis; one 

that argues for the centrality of ’America’ in oppositional French 

thought. Rather than isolating instances of political critique, I take a 

broader view that rejects political determinism and regards the anti- 

Americanism of these Catholic writers as part of a tradition of spiritual 

unease wit~ the New World - an old trend that received new attention in 

the 1930s. French intellectuals have always had an ambivalent 

relationship to America and their attacks were frequently presented in 

political terms, but an examination of who these writers were, and what 

it was that disturbed them about America, suggests that the critique had 
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advertisement and their combination signals everything most desirable to 

the Benz customer--wealth, prestige, and an abundant sexual appetite. 
"Glamour;’ that one word of text, provides the bond that connects prod- 

uct and image and suggests a kind of sexual satiation in their fusion. The 

word, emptied of the enchantment associated with the aura, signals only 

~he exotics of consumption, allusively signifying desire and the fantasy of 

it~ fulfillment. Presence and absence work together in the ad, with the tight 

dose-up of Monroe’s face as seemingly present--bearing sexual promise 

with parted teeth, a little tongue, and beckoning, half-shut eyes--as the car 

is absent. One can see that Garbo’s image would fail to sell the sedan, her 

long, hard lines would not signal sensual comfort, her gaze is far too pen- 
etrating, even ironic. Monroe’s image, rather, is all Woman as she suggests 

the genuine, the authentic, and the vulnerable. Her face, digitally altered 
with the insignia of the high-end car, cannot be read without a knowledge 

of tragedy, a truncated lifetime, the embrace of gendered ideology, and 
without a vulnerability and openness that makes her the object of raptur- 

ous desire. Unlike Garbo, there is nothing subtle, transcendent, or ambigu- 

ous about Monroe: she is the flesh made familiar, available, and present. 

Monroe suggests an immediacy of sensation, the smooth ride enveloped 

in the warmth, if not flesh, of newly tanned leather. Her parted lips remind 

one of the breath in her voice, her brand of appeal to a generation now able 

to purchase its fantasy. Monroe invites one to feast without stepping out- 

side the dear lines of cultural expectation, without ambiguity, and without 

interpretation. Instead she reflects the satisfied retreat into a domestic ide- 

ology where Woman is flesh and productive mother without ambiguity or 

the complicated redrawing of norms governing gender. 

Monroe may whet the sexual appetites of a generation, but her image 

offers less to the literary appetite. Garbo’s face--ambiguous, intellectual, 

undefined--offers more. Garbo’s face, as Barthes would have it, gives us 

passage from an era of ritualized rapture to that of a less noble fascination. 

From aura to charm: in that transition is glamour, entangled in melan- 

cholic loss and desire, whose magnitude is unspeakable, and continually 

spoken through our engagement with the image and all it seems to promise. 

The images of Garbo and Monroe, one emerging from the studio era of the 

1920s and 30s, the other from the postwar atmosphere of buoyancy and 

domestic possibility, hinge then on a competing aesthetic: Monroe’s image 
offers sexual promise with the immediacy of purchase, while the figure of 

Garbo is less emphatically embodied, more abstract, impersonal, modern, 

and unambiguously glamorous. 

5: PRIMITIVISM 

THE COLORED CABARET: "Swift as the pelting rain, the dusky revue, the 

clang of song and dance, of beauty and color whirl madly by--figures 

glide on floor of marble, floor of gold." 

--Vanity Fair, March 1925 

Glamour and Alterity 

In the mid-twenties, Vanity Fair, that engine of celebrity glamour and 

upper-crust luxury, showed within its glossy pages a marked interest in Har- 

lem. The "all-Negro " -1 reviews, such as Shuffle Along and Dixie to Broadway, 

had been wildly successful in New York’s theater district, and the magazine 

was eager to exploit the new vogue for African American culture north of 

Manhattan. The editor Frank Crowninshield contracted Eric Walrond, a 

West Indian fiction writer, to write lively articles on Harlem culture, in- 

cluding one written in black dialect subtitled "An All-Negro Evening in the 

Coloured Cabarets of New York" and another on the African American roots 

of"America’s Newest Dance Madness;’ th.~e ~harlesto~n.2 Crowninshield also 
encouraged the young Mexican artist Miguel Covarrubias, newly arrived in 

New York, to illustrate Walrond’s articles (and many others) with "Negro 

cabaret types.’’3 Both Walrond and Covarrubias became part of the tightly 

knit fabric of Harlem artists, made their impressions of Harlem’s nightlife 

known to Vanity Fair’s huge national audience, and whetted the appetites of 

the public for glamorized images of the African American. 

The fascination with African American life extended beyond national 

boundaries, and in 1925 Josephine Baker joined La Revue Negre (with sets 

designed by Covarrubias), created her infamous Danse Sauvage, and stunned 

Parisian audiences’with her iungle-inspired gyrations. Baker understood 

the potential in exploiting any connection--no matter how phantasmic-- 

between the African American and the tribal African. Viewed as both ebony 

statue and frenetic savage, Baker epitomized primitive glamour as she forged 
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an alliance between outrageous jungle-inspired performance and the opu- 

lence that her celebrity afforded (and which would steadily increase through 

the end of the twenties and the early thirties, when Baker took to walking her 

diamond-collared leopard, Chiquita, through the streets of Paris). Primitiv- 

ism, whether onstage, on newsstands, in fashion, or in literature, emerged as 

cutting-edge style that returned the modern subject to a hazy past of tribal 

rite, and unleashed desire. Baker’s physical movement almost defied descrip- 

tion as many reviewers claimed and marked the distance between the disci- 

plined social body of the early twentieth century and the dream of its return 

to an earlier, less bounded state. "These blacks feed our double taste for ex- 

oticism and mystery" one columnist writes. "We are charmed and upset by 

them, and most satisfied when they mix something upsetting in with their 

enchantments.’’4 The fascination with the primitive depended on the "upset" 

of civilized tastes, according to this writer; the danger of the unknown, in 

combination with the pleasure of its performance, produced a powerful ap- 

peal to contemporary audiences. 

Baker’s style, melding African American dance vernacular with dance tra- 

ditions rooted in West Africa, thus presented to Parisian audiences a hybrid 

glamour. The final number, the scandalous Danse Sauvage, ~vas intended 

to diminish the show’s obvious American roots, betrayed by its predilec- 

tion for tap dancing and chorus lines, and to emphasize the naturalness of 

Africa (represented by Baker’s bare breasts): 

Wearing her now-infamous banana skirt, she appeared as the young savage 

Fatou in an African jungle setting replete with palm trees, a sleeping white 

explorer, and several semi-nude black male drummers. Though her dancing 

in this and later performances continued to include steps like the Charles- 

ton, her Americanness had so faded by 1931 that she was nominated Queen 

of the Colonial Exposition--until protesters reminded organizers that she 

was neither from France nor any French colony.... In early twentieth-century 

France, then, colonialism buoyed the free associative links between Baker’s 

African American dance practice and a surfeit of allegedly primitive cultures 

even as it collapsed the distinctions between them.5 

Building on a foundation of American popular dance--notably the Charles- 

ton with its exuberant claims to Youth and sexual liberation--Baker added 
the obvious markers of Africa, from bananas to near nudity. French audi- 

ences sought something more distant than the jazz rhythms of American 
dance; instead they paid to see the spoils of colonialism brought home to 

the Parisian stage and to be charmed by this new representation of human 

movement. Baker seemed more than willing to give them their fantasy. 
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The interest in the primitive, then, was not only a scholarly venture into 

prehistory; rather, the primitivism of the 1920s emerged as a style that 

joined primitive arts with Western subjectivity, reshaped the modern body, 

and attempted to reinvigorate its movements. Hannah H6ch’s 1926 col- 

lage, Die S~fle (The Sweet One), graphically illustrates the combination of 

archaeological object and identifiably modern subject: the sultry eye, pouty 

lips, and dancing legs of the flapper are cut out and arranged against pieces 

of an ancient artifact, including a mask whose broad forehead and stria- 

tions suggest tribal scarification. The body appears hewn from bone, solid 

and enduring against the fleeting style of its fair legs and feet, fashionably 

shoed and crossed as if in mid-dance step and lifted out of the chorus line. 

A smoky red background calls forth ancient and fiery ritual, as well as the 

red-light, licentious, and cigarette smoke-filled cabaret space. Popular 

culture meets ancient form in the H6ch image that draws from modern- 

ist modes of fragmentation and experimental media to represent a newly 

imagined contemporary primitive form. Primitive style both incorporated 

and exploited the stylized lines and artistic forms emerging from the Asian, 

Oceanic, and African cultures that would all be grouped under the same 

sweeping term "primitive’’6 and relied on those circuits of capitalism that 

led from colonialism and included the exportation of artifacts and other 

goods from the colonies. H6ch, like Baker, nods to that circuit of capital as 

she places the ancient artifact on the contemporary stage, made-up, mani- 

cured, outfitted across the boundaries of time, though ready for modern 

consumption. 

Thus, as a movement, primitivism was positioned at the complicated in- 

tersection of colonialism, European modernism, and the emergent African 

American artistic presence that would be known as the Harlem Renais- 

sance. In the United States, Harlem became a focal point for glamorized 
otherness through its late-night cabarets, jazz performances, and the easily 
exploited fantasy of tropical sensuality and savage release that magazines 
such as Vanity Fair and performers such as Josephine Baker took up and 

celebrated. Cabaret shows worked the jungle theme, producing entertain- 

ments meant to invoke the idea of Africa, and appeared in many--even 

most--of the Harlem novels published during the period.7 The cabaret al- 

lowed and encouraged a wild and animal release that was openly sexual, 

unrestrained, and ferociously instinctual. But primitive representation was 
only primitive in name: Duke Ellington’s "jungle music;’ Baker’s hybrid 

dance routines, the graphic design and illustrations of Aaron Douglas, and 

the many literary articulations of the primitive demonstrated the kind of 

artistic control associated with formalism and modernism. The aesthetic 
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discourse known as primitivism was, in fact, highly sophisticated. Why, one 

might wonder, did a wide range of self-consciously modern artists embrace 

the primitive? Certainly, financial gain motivated many of those operat- 

ing in Harlem and elsewhere, but the primitive seemed to attract as many 

artists operating on the fringes of consumer society--and highly critical of 

it--as profit-seekers. 

In this chapter I analyze the artistic discourses produced out of this mod- 

ern fascination with the primitive and the psychic fantasies on which they 

were built. I am particularly interested in the ambivalence surrounding 

primitive representation as people were made, or made themselves, into 

glamorized and primitive objects. The ambivalence is spoken through the 

oscillating artistic responses that moved from the recognition and critique 

of commercial exploitation and incipient racism, to the complex and deeply 

felt pleasures offered by primitive aesthetics. Baker’s pleasure, for example, 

in her on- and offstage displays of primitive aesthetics might seem to con- 

tradict her self-fashioning as primitive (and colonized) object. Her appar- 

ent delight in performing as the primitive object is generally overlooked 

in any discussion of modern uses of primitive form; in fact, primitivism 

has generally been viewed as a damaging fascination, particularly for those 

black writers who engaged it, encouraged by white patrons such as Char- 

lotte Mason and Carl Van Vechten.8 

Despite the obvious help Van Vechten offered to young black artists (in 

the form of publishing contracts, social contacts, and so on), he remains 

a figure of some controversy in the histories surrounding Harlem of the 

twenties, largely due to the publication of his novel, Nigger Heaven, in 1926. 

In the same year, Van Vechten had published numerous articles and reviews 

on various African American art forms, many of which appeared in Van- 

ity Fair;9 yet most of the critical attention was focused on the novel, whose 

scandalous title largely determined public response, despite the clear (and 

often ponderous) critique of racism the novel extends. The novel had an 

enduring, and largely negative, influence, at least according to contempo- 

rary critics such as Beniamin Brawley, Allison Davis, and W. E. B. Du Bois, 

who blamed the book for misguiding both black and white writers into 

stereotypical images of the exotic and primitive, including their suggestion 

of sexual license. So says Amritjit Singh, who generally agrees with their 

sentiments: 

If the fad of primitivism cannot be blamed entirely on Van Vechten or on 
the group of whites who wrote about the Negro in the twenties, it is reason- 

able to conclude that the book seems to have had a crippling effect on the 
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self-expression of many black writers by either making it easier to gain suc- 

cess riding the bandwagon of primitivism or by making it difficult to publish 

novels that did not fit the profile of the commercial success formula adopted 

by most publishers for black writers. The unusual success of Nigger Heaven 

and later of McKay’s Home to Harlem dearly indicated an eagerness for works 

exalting the exotic, the sensual, and the primitive.~° 

The primitive, according to Singh, tempted black writers with its ready- 

made formula that repeated the imprisoning discourses of racial difference 

and racial essentialism. Singh’s criticism deafly stems from his politically 

engaged reading of the Harlem Renaissance and the ready market that 

many writers found difficult not to exploit. Yet, here I hope to complicate 

the complex aesthetic and arguably ethical movement, beginning with its 

implications for the ways that subiects and obiects were defined. If the 

1920s were, as Bill Brown has claimed, the decade of profound attention to 

objects,~1 what did it mean for the self-made object? Looking to the expres- 

sion of primitive glamour by self-consciously urban sophisticates such as 

Baker and the Harlem Renaissance novelists Wallace Thurman and Nella 

Larsen, I argue that the figure of the primitive could equally be produced 

as a reimagining of subject-object relations, a paradoxical critique and de- 

ployment of pleasures coming out of primitive license, and a picture of 

arrest, despite the motion, vitality, energy and erotic frisson imagined to 

be at the. heart of the primitive. While much revisionary work has already 

been done on the representation of the primitive;~2 ]~ want to resituate the 

term "primitive" in a more ambivalent direction by addressing its uses and 

pleasures for the artist positioned outside of dominant white culture. What 

did the primitive offer to those intellectuals and artists who engaged it? 

Certainly it offered something more than crippled self-expression: primi- 

tive glamour does rely, as Singh suggests, on the use of personae, imper- 

sonation, or a kind of eclipse of the human subject, but these possibilities, 

despite being fraught with risk, also offered substantial creative results (and 

with them pleasure). 

The modern primitive, rather than silencing artists with the gag of stereo- 

type or the limitations of the market, often enabled the merging of subject 

and object, whereby the primitive object crossed into the modern subject: 

in that transaction emerged primitive glamour. Glamour, in this articula- 

tion, draws from a crossing of attributes, an impossible longing in the form 

of a fantasy of self as the obiect of desire able to transcend historical and 

cultural time. It also refigures the self as markedly other chronologically, 

historically, physically and aesthetically. Who is the primitive object? Is there 

a primitive subject? For Wallace Thurman and Nella Larsen, this fantasy of 
crossing object with subject makes the primitive into the glamorous. Rather 
than simply pandering to the financial dictates of a white racist audience 
and its colonial fantasies, glamour--whether emerging out of orientalist 
or Africanist primitivism--offered a mode of objectification based in the 
pleasure of losing the self. Primitive glamour induced a kind of pleasure 
that was therefore politically and culturally significant, despite its obvious 
risks. These writers do not necessarily critique or denaturalize the category 
of the primitive, but rather find an ambivalent pleasure in which a chosen 
obiectificafion, through the embrace of an exoticized other, enables a mo- 
mentary release from different (racist) objectifications. Primitive glamour 
plays both with racial and gender destabilization as it loosens rigid bound- 
aries and undoes, at least momentarily, the stranglehold of identity?3 

Death and Artistic License 

Wallace Thurman’s novel, Infants of the Spring, appeared late in the Har- 

lem Renaissance, as activities in Harlem wound down (even if artistic pro- 

duction did not) and the realities of the Depression set in. The novel stages 

the intellectual debates surrounding the production of African American 

art during this period and centers on what Thurman sees as the failures of 

the movement, among them the compromises arising from too-high ex- 

pectation and the over-zealous interest in any Harlem-produced art. No 

one escapes Thurman’s critique: he takes aim at the patronage of the white 

establishment motivated solely by its fetishizing gaze, at the black artists 

who exploit that interest and demonstrate little talent, as well as those art- 

ists whose talent is lost to flasks of gin and endless parties; finally Thurman 

castigates the book industry and Harlem-based journals that will publish 

and celebrate even the most mediocre writing. The novel ends with a sym- 

bolically realized and theatrical death that stages a version of primitive 

glamour that might seem to corroborate Singh’s views about the damaged 

self-expression of black artists. 

Paul Arbian, the "debonair, Paul the poseur, Paul the irresponsible ro- 
manticist" is found dead in a tub of water, a result of suicide, leading the 

narrator to ask, "Was this merely another act, the final stanza in his drama 

of beautiful gestures~."14 Paul Arbian has been a shadowy figure throughout 

the novel, a member of Niggeratti Manor, the subsidized house intended 

to be a center of community and artistic production but in reality a house 

with only empty pretensions to art. No one has more pretension than Paul, 
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Thurman leaves it unclear whether Paul is among the talented or talentless; 
the reader knows only of his decadent aestheticism, cynicism, and dissipa- 
tion. Paul models himself, as Monica L. Miller notes, on the figure of the 

dandy, bringing the Harlem Renaissance into conversation with the Baude- 

lairian tradition of self-fashioning: "Dandy style in the modernist period 

highlights the presences of a cultural condition in which the binaries that 

unnecessarily limit identity can be and are being challenged."~5 Paul’s aes- 
thetic interests are clearly coded as queer, and the black dandy stands out as 

the glamorized figure whose interests are decadent, aesthetic, and deathly. 

Paul has been the site of excess, of "cultivated artificiality," of extravagant 

disregard for convention, and when his body is found, it is a poetic and 

"fascinating spectacle": 

he had locked himself in the bathroom, donned a crimson mandarin robe, 

wrapped his head in a batik scarf of his own designing.., and carpeted the 

floor with sheets of paper detached from the notebook in which he had been 

writing his novel. He had then, it seemed, placed scented joss-sticks in the 

four corners of the room, lit them, climbed into the bathtub, turned on the 

water, then slashed his wrists with a highly ornamented Chinese dirk. When 

they found him, the bathtub had overflowed, and Paul lay crumpled at the 

bottom, a colorful, inanimate corpse in a crimson streaked tub.16 

The bohemian artist is now represented by a slash of color, an exotic abstrac- 

tion at the bottom of the tub. This death is self-consciously, and successfully, 

ornamental: Paul has carefully aestheticized his final scene, creating himself 
as the brilliant, orientalized object who becomes himself a text, positioned 

amid and as part of the arrangement of pages from his novel. The attention 

to detail in this tableau is remarkable, particularly for the singularity of its 
style: from the Chinese robe, to the batik scarf, to the incense, and finally 

the knife that would be the instrument of death, Paul has created a picture 

of deathly orientalism. Certainly the detail betrays something more than 

a desperate act of despair and one imagines the pleasure with which Paul 

orchestrated his final and greatest scene. 

The narrator carries on cynically: "What delightful publicity to precede 
the posthumous publication of his novel, which novel, however, had been 

rendered illegible when the overflow of water had inundated the floor, and 
soaked the sheets strewn over its surface. Paul had not foreseen the pos- 

sible inundation, nor had he taken into consideration the impermanency 
of penciled transcriptions." M1 that is left is the book’s title, "Wu Sing: The 
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Geisha Man; its dedication to his idols, Joris Huysmans and Oscar Wilde, 

and a drawing of 

a distorted inky black slo°scraper, modeled after Niggeratti Manor, and on 

which were focused an array of blindingly white beams of light. The foun- 

dation of this building was composed of crumbling stone. At first glance it 

could be ascertained that the skyscraper would soon crumple and fall, leav- 

ing the dominating white lights in full possession of the sk)O7 

And so the novel concludes in a flourish of beautiful prose, forecasting the 

end of the movement known as the Harlem Renaissance and predicting the 

continued dominance of white culture, figured as the blinding white beams 

of light. 

Is Paul’s suicide the ultimate aesthetic statement and "final stanza;’ or is 
it the inevitable outcome of a literary world that operates through violence 

and can be countered only through suicide? The final passage of the novel 

presents the aestheticized body whose objectification through an oriental- 

izing aesthetic and through suicide becomes the signifier of the Harlem 

Renaissance and precipitator of its own demise. Thurman’s irony is am- 

biguous, leaving the artist figure somewhat illegible: he may be suggesting 

that the fictional author’s reliance on white, decadent models ensured his 
ruin, that white literary models would not provide a solid foundation for a 
black literary movement, or that the dissolution of the Harlem Renaissance 

would inevitably follow from the dissipation of its glamour-seeking follow- 

ers (Thurman, perhaps most notably)2~ Thurman’s passage raises crucial 

questions concerning the subject as object, the objectifying effects of iden- 

tity, and the pleasures and risks that attend these processes. One such plea- 

sure appears in the prose of the final passage alone, which is markedly more 

poetic than any found in the preceding pages. As David Levering Lewis com- 
ments in his seminal history, When Harlem Was in Vogue: "The novel’s end- 

ing is conceptually well done and exhibits its most skilled, unencumbered 

prose.’’~9 As he constructs the beautifully realized death of Paul through the 

veil of exoticized aesthetics, Thurman finds his best artistic expression. Par- 

adoxically, then, Thurman’s use of an exotic and ritualized death does not 

stifle the writer but gives him the material for his most skillful prose. Thur- 

man achieves artistic power as he presents the subject as object, the subject 
who takes the body as material for art, even if this art is self-destructive. It is 

as if Thurman has discovered something about pleasure and aesthetics that 

he might apply to his own work. Paul Arbian makes of himself, strategically 
and consciously, an object and finds refuge there, escaping the enforcement 
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of normative identity, although such escape will require his death. In creat- 

ing himself as the gorgeous dead object, Paul has finally succeeded as an 

artist. Does death, then, offer the only aesthetic possibility to the glamorous 

and glamorizing subject? How, in other words, are we to read this process 

of self-objectification in narrative and aesthetic terms? 

Thurman’s aesthetic decisions concerning the fate of Paul Arbian echo 

some of the insights that Frantz Fanon offers in Black Skin, White Masks 

about the processes of objectification, self-objectification, and its compensa- 

tions that accompany black identity in a colonized world. Fanon also will 

figure himself as object, explicitly the object of racist discourse: "I came into 

the world imbued with the will to find a meaning in things, my spirit filled 

with the desire to attain to the source of the world, and then I found that 

I was an object in the midst of objects.’’:° His idealistic belief in origins and 

his own agency is replaced with the devastating knowledge that he circulates 

as an object in a world of objects. At the moment he understands he is the 

object of the words "Dirty nigger" or "Look, a Negro," he becomes a partici- 

pant in that fiction--as al! subjects must--and is exposed as both outsider 

and object in the language of the colonizer. In an effort to survive, he writes, 

"I took myself far off from my own presence, far indeed, and made myself an 

object. What else could it be for me but an amputation, an excision, a hem- 

orrhage that spattered my whole body with black blood? But I did not want 

this revision, this thematizafion."21 Fanon describes a psychic division with 

the power to rend his body; using the language of agency, he describes him- 

self as an object to survive the humiliations of being marked as a racial other 

in a white world that insists its dominance in overt and subtle ways. Fanon 

figures his body as text in this passage, his blood like black ink spattered on 

the page, his identity revised, given a different meaning, a "thematization," 

conforming to the logic of the master narrative that writes him into its self- 

serving story. Fanon understands that race is itself an ideological fiction, a 

trope that, while arbitrary, can nevertheless produce real and painful effects. 

Created in and through language, Fanon will answer in language, figuring 

himself as a narrative whose plot and authorship he cannot entirely control. 

There is, however, at times relief that is left unexplained and ambiguous 

as Fanon turns to objecthood to find some compensation for the pain he 

experiences: "Sealed into that crushing objecthood, I turned beseechingly 

to others. Their attention was a liberation, running over my body suddenly 

abraded into nonbeing, endowing me once more with an agility that I had 

thought lost, and by taking me out of the world, restoring me to it.":: Fanon 

turns to the other, whose attention runs over his body and renews his agil- 

ity: his language reflects the tension between mobility--as he imagines 
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himself removed and restored--and the stasis of an object. Only within the 
space of fantasy can these others provide liberation; in Fanon’s language, 

this fantasy is, paradoxically, erotically charged, although disembodied. He 
no longer feels crushed, sealed in, and static but cleansed of his body and 

finally renewed. Fanon describes the painful loss of subjectivity through 

crushing objecthood, yet how does one account for the fleeting pleasure 

he recounts, the humanizing moment that defies the overdetermination of 

racist ideology? 

In the fantasy of nonbeing within the symbolic realm, a fantasy of losing 

his identity status, Fanon can find satisfaction and sustenance, even if only 

momentary exhilaration is possible. Of course, there is no being without 

identity. There is no subject before identity, and thus the substitution of a 

new vision is necessarily a substitution of one identity for another, a fantasy 

that one can escape the repetitions of identity that both enact and negate 

one’s difference. It is the incongruity of identity--its centrality to the sub- 

ject who is through identity made into an object--that underwrites the 

writings of many modernists who observe and enact, in their texts, the 

collapsing of subject and object. This collapse, in fact, structures the very 

category of identity. The Ox]brd English Dictionary provides the simplest 

illustration of the paradox of identity when it defines the noun as denoting 

first, "absolute sameness;’ and then "individuality." The absolute of same- 

ness only lasts until the comma, at which point it must make room for 

difference. Difference, of course, both allows and requires us to claim any 

identity, since who we are must be defined against who we are not. Lee 

Edelman complicates this definition when he adds the term "language": "To 

enter into language is always.., to be sundered into identity and to be im- 

bued with a need to defend that identity as a bulwark against the negativity, 

the endless differentiation, of the language (in which) one has become.’’:3 

As Edelman suggests, it is in language that subjects are created and this is 

not a peaceful operation; the acquisition of identity is violent and divisive, 

although it will provide the subject some necessary stability, or at least .the 

fiction of stability. Edelman concludes his essay on the rhetorical structures 

of identity: "Identity--including racial and sexual identity--depends upon 

the fracture or refraction of unarticulatedsameness into the language of dif- 

ference that would compensate for, and disavow, its partiality; it depends, 

that is, on the totalization that misrecognizes part for whole in order to 

create the fiction of the ego, and the subject, as fixed and real.TM That pro- 

cess of refraction, then, happens in language, draws on deflection and the 

visual realm, and is rooted in fracture: its root, fract, means break and it 

is the break that expels and inflicts pain, yet provides the possibility of a 
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moment---even if it is an illusory moment--freed from identity when one 
vision can be substituted for another. 

Paul, it would seem, has entered this fantasy and paid for it with his life. 
Thurman, however,, as artist, has not. He achieves a vision of escape, of 

aesthetic possibility outside the narrow structures of identity. He has used 

primitivist discourse as a way to open up new possibilities for being and 

for art. Gorgeous in death, Paul achieves both his and Thurman’s artistic 

dream and this is glamour fully realized: Paul sinks into a state of object- 

hood, exoticized, created by the ornaments with which he chooses his death 

yet paradoxically finding in death the self-expression he had not found in 

life. If death is the logical extension of this state of objectification, it may 

also, then, be the only outcome to creating oneself as the beautiful, exotic 

object. Of course, this offers one little choice. Fanon chooses life, and Thur- 

man, by contrast, follows the logic of the blood-spattered body through to 

its end, in the ritualized scene of Paul’s death. Paul uses the exotic, the other, 

the primitive rite to provide a vision of self that is enduring, even as the self 

itself does not endure. Paul controls the plot and its conclusion but does 

not survive it: rather, he sacrifices himself to become the object, no longer 

touchable, but lasting in its art, in the narrative it will leave behind. 

Primitive Identification 

Fanon and Thurman interrogate the possibilities of objecthood as a 

means to find temporary relief from the harsh realities of everyday life. 

They each, nevertheless, recognize the obvious dangers of the subject made 

object. No Harlem Renaissance novel more thoroughly plays out the costs 

and benefits of self-creation as beautiful object than Nella Larsen’s Quick- 

sand. Yet Larsen turns these relations inside out. Rather than emphasizing 

the objectification of an interior self, Larsen’s novel, through its attention 

to the object world, offers a critique of interiority; rather than interrogat- 

ing notions of psychological depth, the novel looks to the realm of the 

surface as Helga defines herself through the beautiful things she gathers 

around her.2s In this way, Helga attempts to retextualize her body, to make 

it signify differently: she rebels against being made into a fetishized object 
while at the same time constructing herself, with fetishistic attention, as 

an object.26 Helga ambivalently embodies desire as she wanders insatiably 

through the narrative, swept into the fantasy and fetishism of others. She 

remains impulsive, idealizing one version of herself, while rejecting those 

versions that conflict with her ideal identification as elegant, tasteful, and 

perfectly packaged. The struggle in Quicksand is ultimately over control of 
this representation: Helga wants to author her own image (as Paul Arbian 
has), to produce herself on a stage that she controls, and to create herself as 
the glamorous other. In this narrative, unlike Paul’s, the act of self-creation 
allows her to escape the immobilizing effects of the objectifying and death- 
bestowing gaze, at least for a time. Helga, the narrative repeatedly illustrates, 
needs the promise of the exotic, even as the category of the exotic itself has 
her in a stranglehold, leaving her breathless and perilously dose to death. 

Hazel Carby persuasively reads the novel as a text about the objectified 
body in capitalism--a body objectified through its perceived exoticism and 
its consumption by whites.27 Yet I wish to account for an aspect of this issue 
that Carby does not address: the question of aesthetics and the pleasure Hetga 
takes in her own erotic self-presentation and self-objectification. In the con- 
servative setting of Naxos, the school with a philosophy of racial uplift or 
assimilation where Helga teaches, she dresses to outrage her fellow teachers. 
Helga will do the same in New York, where her style invites and excites the 
visual attention of her friends, all of whom, unlike her Naxos colleagues, are 
urban sophisticates. Deborah McDowell asks, "How to write about black 
female sexuality in a literary era that often sensationatized it and pandered 
to the stereotype of the primitive exotic?" She offers an answer: "We might 
say that Larsen wanted to tell the story of the black woman with sexual de- 
sires, but was constrained by a competing desire to establish black women as 
respectable in black middle-dass terms:’28 Helga, however, we know, is not 
comfortable as a member of the black middle class and objects to its norma- 
tivizing demands through her eccentric and attention-grabbing dress and 
behavior. Her attempts to escape from the constraints of what is determined 
to be acceptable are aesthetic. Yet she will repeatedly be placed back in her 
body whether by the racial politics of her Harlem circle, the exoticizing at- 
tentions of her Danish community to whom she eventually flees for comfort 
and acceptance, or by the material reality of pregnancy and childbirth. In 
other words, Helga’s attempts to escape the demands of race and gender 
through her own erotic self-representation are repeatedly thwarted by their 
repetition by forces outside her that insist on a singular signification--black 
woman as sexualized object--that eradicate her will to produce herself ac- 
cording to her own desires. In the end, she gives in to the logic of reproduc- 
tion, moving from the urban societies of Harlem and Copenhagen to the 
religious South, where she will die in a dusty room, thinking nostalgically of 
"freedom and cities, about clothes and books, about the sweet mingled smell 
of Houbigant and cigarettes in softly lighted rooms filled with inconsequen- 
tial chatter and laughter and sophisticated tuneless music."29 
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Helga continues to dream of objects---even her children are "like rare 
figures carved out of amber" (122) that she cherishes as perfect objects--- 

and superficial pleasures. She knows that these are the things that provide 
definition to her fantasy-self, rather than the more readily analyzable tax- 

onomies of race, gender, and class.3° In fact, Larsen introduces Helga as a 

beautiful object among beautiful objects: her protagonist cares for aesthet- 

ics more than any of the categories (such as race, gender, and class) that 

define and thwart her. Larsen introduces her in a room noteworthy for its 

attention to detail; it is dramatically lit, with a spotlight illuminating its oc- 

cupant and designer: 

Only a single reading lamp, dimmed by a great black and red shade, made a 

pool of light on the blue Chinese carpet, on the bright covers of the books 

which she had taken down from their long shelves, on the white pages of the 

opened one selected, on the shining brass bowl crowded with many-colored 

nasturtiums beside her on the low table, and on the oriental silk which cov- 

ered the stool at her slim feet. (1) 

Helga’s introduction in her carefully arranged space at Naxos defines her 

better than any psychological profile could: she surrounds herself with gor- 

geous things and sits, not with an open book in her lap, but at her side. 

The open book is significant in its role as aesthetic object, highlighted amid 

the shadows that fill this opening scene. The emphasis on books with their 

brightly colored covers, the blankness of the white page pooled in the light, 

suggests the self-consciousness of Larsen’s novel as a material item and the 

luminous potential of the page. Like the book, with only its white pages vis- 

ible (and in this, like Thurman’s white beams of light, gesturing toward white 

dominance in the pages of history and literature), Helga tries to evacuate 

her own subjectivity in favor of a surface of blankness, to become an object 

onto which (even her own) fantasies can be projected. She hopes thereby to 

recede not from view but from participation in the social and professional 

world she unhappily inhabits at Naxos. Only after offering us the material- 

ity of the book does the novel disclose the book’s identity as Marmaduke 

Pickthall’s Sa~d the Fisherman. McDowell describes Pickthall as an "English 

orientalist novelist" and writes that the novel "has Eastern color, movement, 

and sharp authenticity:’31 The reader understands that this is counterpoised 

to the whiteness--the exoticizing colonialist viewpoint--that informs its 
fascination. The role of the book is both prop and signifier not just of the 

"eastern" country (Syria) where its action takes place, not just of the white- 

ness whose ideology underwrites those fictional pages, but of Helga’s fan- 

tasy of herself as a fantasy image. 

Primitivism 

It is, of course, important that we meet Helga in the context of books 
(books will appear throughout the novel, always eliciting Helga’s admi- 
ration), since books allow multiple identifications across boundaries of 

identity and since they also self-referentially mark Larsen’s own artistic 

expression. In her opening (and closing) pages, Larsen has Helga inhabit- 

ing an imagined exotic landscape through the book she reads; yet Larsen 

also gestures toward the orientalism of the period in her representation 

of Helga’s slim feet, the silks, carpet, and red and black lighting she bor- 

rows from the turn-of-the-century fascination with the perceived mystery 

of the Far East. Helga arranges these objects around her, as if to forge a 

shape for herself that might be beautiful, mysterious, and distant from the 

world of mundane concern. Rather than investigating an internal psycho- 

logical profile of Helga, Larsen here seems particularly interested in the ex- 

ternal objects that shape her self-image. Helga, she repeatedly shows us, is 

drawn to the foreign, the exotic, and the "upsetting" that might disrupt her 

enchantment. 

A more fully experiential and upsetting scene of primitive otherness 

eclipses Helga when she makes an excursion to a Harlem jazz club with 

her sophisticated circle of New York friends; here, the contradictions that 

structure her ambivalent creation of herself as exotic become fully visible. 

Glamour, in the images of Harlem after-hours (peopled with pimps, chorus 

girls, jazz musicians, drunks, and slumming whites), depends on an en- 

counter with alterity, an alterity figured as both external to the reading pub- 

lic and as anxiously internal. This dangerous relationship, in many Harlem 

novels, takes the form of a prim woman with class aspirations who meets 

a dangerous figure of otherness (Helga, Mary in Nigger Heaven, Irene in 

Passing, Emma Lou in The Blacker the Berry, and so on) and is mesmerized 

and changed in the encounter. Borrowing from the popular version of the 

primitive that links blackness and eroticism, Larsen adopts the understand- 

ing of primitivism as a powerful expression of sexuality. She also employs 

the primitive as a means to escape dominant constructions of the subject. 

The escape is enabled through an imagined loss of.self that accompanies 

what might be described as the erotic fascination with the primitive. 

Employing the primitivist language of the day, the narrator (focalized 

through Helga) describes the "black giant" who seats them at their table, 

and the waiter, described as "indefinitely carved out of ebony" (59) like an 

African sculpture, who serves them: 

For a while, Helga was oblivious of the reek of flesh, smoke, and alcohol, 

oblivious of the oblivion of other gyrating pairs, oblivious of the color, the 
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noise, and the grand distorted childishness of it all. She was drugged, lifted, 
sustained, by the extraordinary music, blown out, ripped out, beaten out, by 
the joyous, wild, murky orchestra. The essence of life seemed bodily motion. 
And when suddenly the music died, she dragged herself back to the present 
with a conscious effort; and a shameful certainty that not only had she been 
in the jungle, but that she had enjoyed it, began to taunt her.... She wasn’t, 
she told herself, a jungle creature. (59) 

The only language of sexual desire available to Helga uses the jungle as the 

rightful arena for wild animal longings, untempered by a structuring super- 

ego that would police and restrain such impulses. Helga understands her- 

self as temperate and sensational; she craves only those sensations she finds 

in the safe and secluded world of reading. When she is face to face with her 

desire, her composure--and the image she has tried to project--shatters. 

The repetition of the words "oblivious" and "oblivion" in this passage sug- 

gest the degree to which the self, and the self’s hold on rationality, might be 

compromised in this environment of open sexuality. Further, Helga’s fasci- 

nation with and quick revulsion for the primitive indicates the complicated 

processes at work in her self-representation and the desire that she resists 

and attempts to control. 

Dr. Anderson is, throughout the narrative, an audience for Helga’s vari- 

ous self-projections. He is the fickle object of her desire, and when she spots 

him across the dance floor, she recognizes an opportunity to reframe her 

image in his eyes. Yet, quickly her attention is captured by his dance part- 

ner, a beautiful woman who Helga learns is disliked by the young African 

American elite of Harlem for her willingness to "ignore racial barriers" (62). 

Audrey Denney is rejected by her peers not because of her mixed race but 

because she refuses to disavow her whiteness, embracing her difference in- 

stead. The biracial or multiracial Audrey, with her lovely skin and beauti- 
ful clothes, becomes an object of identification and desire for Helga, who 

watches the beautiful woman intently, studies her as she might herself in 

a mirror, admiring her "brilliantly red, softly curving mouth" "pitch-black 

eyes, a little aslant.., veiled by long, drooping lashes;’ the "extreme decol- 

let4" of her dress that showed a "skin of unusual color, a delicate, creamy 

hue" (60). The woman is figured as the perfectly glamorous object: Helga 

first sees her indifferently smoking a cigarette. She appears melancholic, her 

pale complexion is "deathlike" (60) and her hair short and severe. As she gets 

up to dance, we see through Helga’s fascinated gaze: "Languidly the girl fol- 

lowed [Dr. Anderson’s] movement, a faint smile parting her sorrowful lips 

at some remark he made. Her long, slender body swayed with an eager puls- 

ing motion. She danced with grace and abandon, gravely, yet with obvious 

pleasure, her legs, her hips, her back, all swaying gently, swung by that wild 
music from the heart of the jungle" (62). The passage is structured through 
contradiction as it frames the glamorous woman in primitive terms: Audrey 
smiles with sorrowful lips; her languid sway is also a pulsing motion; she is 
at once a study of grace and abandon; grave and eager, she is sophistication 
itself, yet figured as a part of the primitive. The beautiful woman is the fig- 
ure for a fascinating glamour, a glamour that relies on the tensions between 
motion and stasis, obiect and subject, restraint and abandon. 

Helga’s gaze is arrested, at least for a moment, by this vision of primitive 
grace: here the primitive is both an expression of the music that induces 
movement and also Helga’s fascinated gaze, fixed on the glamorous Au- 
drey and allowing for a momentary loss of the racial structures that would 
equate the primitive with the animal world. Instead, fascination with the 
primitive, the fascination that is itself primitive, opens up to possible modes 
of self-expression that are not fixed and do not rely on the erasure of the 
aestheticized self (as in Paul Arbian’s death). The primitive sexuality that 
had disgusted Helga earlier is now replaced in the pleasure of watching the 
controlled and suggestive movements of Audrey, who inhabits her body 
without the inhibitions that constrain Helga. The pleasure appears to be 
amplified by Audrey’s overt sexuality and her confidence in the motion of 
her body and her sexual power. She is everything Helga believes she is not 
and holds her gaze; the reader sees that they share a great deal. That mo- 
ment of identification enchants Helga as she watches this possible version 
of herself, the light-skinned and scandalous woman. 

Glamour, as this passage suggests, depends on the other, figured as out- 
side normative discourse. In other words, the transformation of the body 
into something glamorous will take place only when something outside it 
intervenes; to be glamorized, the obiect requires the glamorizing subject 
to transform it, one who will project her dematerializing and rematerial- 
izing fantasies onto it. Audrey becomes the obiect of the gaze yet an obiect 
constructed through contradiction, and through the tensions between mo- 
tion and stasis, object and subject, control and abandon. Audrey is here the 
glamorized object of Helga’s gaze, a gaze suffused with identification, awe, 
and desire. 

As if uneasy with the transaction it describes, the narration then shifts 
Helga’s gaze to a different and apparently more suitable object: "Helga turned 
her glance to Dr. Anderson. Her disinterested curiosity passed. While she 
still felt for the girl envious admiration, that feeling was now augmented by 

another, a more primitive emotion. She forgot the garish crowded room. 
She forgot her friends. She saw only two figures, closely clinging. She felt her 
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heart throbbing" (62). While there is nothing ~disinterested" in the image 
of Helga drinking in the erotic energy in the image of Audrey Denney, the 
narrator here distances Helga’s participation in the scene, reducing her fas- 
cination to mere curiosity. What was a complicated and glamorizing vision 
structured through the frame of the primitive becomes mere "envious ad- 
miration" that soon will be transformed by the narrator into a"more primi- 
tive emotion" directed toward Anderson. As if to delimit Helga’s character, 
the narrative marks out clearly defined boundaries of who Helga can and 
cannot desire, and where she may draw the lines of identification. Eras- 
ing the use of the primitive in the depiction of Audrey, the narrator sug- 
gests that Helga’s primitive emotion arises only in the vision of Anderson, 
an emotion that in its clear reference to sexuality must necessarily horrify, 
leading Helga to bolt: she hastily exits the club and returns home "feeling 
cold, unhappy, misunderstood, and forlorn" (62). 

The reader of Quicksand watches Helga watch herself, her terror evok- 
ing that of the Freudian primal scene, her fixation at the sight of Audrey’s 
movement recast as the horror of her own desire directed toward its male 
object. This erotic fascination evokes a kind of primitivism as timeless, ex- 
isting outside of history, and as holding the power to immobilize its viewer 
that the narration is unwilling to acknowledge. Here again, then, the reader 
witnesses the violent encounter between the disciplined, civilized subiect 
and the discourse of the primitive where desire exceeds its boundaries and 
threatens the coherence of its understanding of the subject. And here again 
the reader sees those lines of the subiect refracted and dissolved in its en- 
counter with the other. Audrey Denney is the object of Helga’s fascinated 
gaze, attaining a glamour that Helga repeatedly attempts to embody and 
repeatedly achieves in all eyes but her own. 

Primitive identification, then, for Helga is dangerous and must be ex- 
ternalized, contained in the obiects with which she surrounds herself. This 
is the conceptual knot that Larsen presents and works to untangle: the 
sexual energy that charges the primitive encounter threatens to obliterate 
Helga’s careful self-presentation (thus the stress on the words "oblivious" 
and "oblivion" in the passage above); yet that presentation feeds on a ter- 
rifying erotic energy, an erotics necessary to satisfy longings for a self that 
might transcend the ugliness of everyday life. The scene with Audrey oscil- 
lates between the vital motion of sexual desire and the stasis that would 
contain it, a struggle that drives the narrative forward and then back again, 
in an unending circuit of desire and its sublimation. Similarly, the objects 
that surround Helga in the novel’s opening provide her with the primi- 
tive charge of desire made safely distant. It is as if she can feed from their 

glamour without experiencing the overwhelming emotion that eclipses her 
in the cabaret. Primitive identification, then, may be experienced through 
the obiect world, or more dangerously, in the world of experience. Either 
way, the crossing of the modern subject with a force outside itself, with a 

¯ force perceived to be dangerous and compelling, produces a new vision of 
self, one that for Helga, as for Paul Arbian, is glamorous, yet unsustainable. 
As if to underscore this for the reader, Larsen will trace the circuit again: 
after escaping from the cabaret, Helga embarks for Copenhagen, where 
once again she makes herself (and is made) the object of the exoticizing at- 
tentions of those around her. Again she experiences pleasure as she outfits 
herself as the object of the exoticizing gaze, and again she becomes restless, 
returning to New York after a marriage proposal by the famous Danish art- 
ist whose portrait of Helga scandalizes her with its explicit eroticism. 

Helga’s movement suggests a striving for something, but something she 
cannot articulate: "There was something else, some other ruthless force, a 
quality within herself, which was frustrating her, had always frustrated her, 
kept her from getting the things she had wanted. Still wanted .... But just 
what did she want? Barring a desire for material security, gracious ways 
of living, a profusion of lovely clothes, and a goodly share of envious ad~ 
miration, Helga Crane didn’t know, couldn’t tell" (10-11). Desire remains 
opaque to her. Disgusted or nauseated by any expression of sexual desire, 
Helga seeks satiation through those things that seem to satisfy her aesthetic 
wants, although she will still want more. Finally deciding to act on her 
desires, Helga makes herself available to Dr. Anderson, who will misun- 
derstand her attentions and rebuff them. Helga, whose position as desir- 
ing subiect is terrifying to her, breaks down, finding herself at a storefront 
church where she will be "saved" (the congregation seeing in her a fallen 
woman). Her marriage to the Reverend Pleasant Green quickly follows, 
and Helga discovers the physical pleasures of a sexual relationship without 
fantasy, finding "rank weeds" (122) where she used to imagine the jungle. 
Weeds cannot sustain the appetites of Helga, however, and she repeats the 
now-familiar circularity of the novel. 

That motion illustrates the Lacanian paradox of desire that Slavoj Zi~ek 
narrates: "We mistake for postponement of the ’thing itself’ what is already 
the ’thing itself; we mistake for the searching and indecision proper to desire 
what is, in fact, the realization of desire. That is to say, the realization of de- 
sire does not consist in its being ’fulfilled; ’fully satisfied; it coincides rather 
with the reproduction of desire as such, with its circular movement:’32 This 
"circular movement" captures the structure of Quicksand itself and repre- 
sents an inescapability as powerful as that of the quicksand for which the 
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novel is named. It is important to recognize the ways pleasure is expressed 
in Helga’s projection of glamour: it seems attainable only when her en- 
vironment is unfamiliar and her desires remain at a safe distance. Once 

she has exhausted the newness of her terrain--Naxos, Chicago, New York, 

Copenhagen, even Alabama--she retreats, following the circular motion of 

the closed circuit. The novel’s concluding scene reframes its beginning as 

we return to an albeit less beautiful room that is, nevertheless, suffused with 

Helga’s glamorizing imagination. 

Sustained pleasure is located in the condition of objecthood for Helga 
where she may remain--at least on some level--undisturbed, removed 

from the ugliness of an unglamorous world. Close to death, Helga reclines 

in her room, dreaming of more beautiful things and of aesthetic escape. 

Life for Helga consists in fantasy, in the pleasures of imagined cigarettes, 
perfume, and superficial chatter. She is the object of her own fantasy, creat- 

ing glamour in the scenes she infuses with beautifully remembered things. 

Helga refuses to learn any lesson provided by the events of the novel and 

for this we should be thankful; she turns into neither the moralizing lane 

nor the pious Dr. Anderson. Instead, she holds onto her narcissistic vision, 

along with her green and gold negligee and the books that inspire her ex- 

oticizing imagination. The novel understands the price Helga pays for her 

commitment to those objects that reflect and refract her ideal image yet 

withholds its judgment, neither condemning nor condoning the choices 

she makes (unlike many of the book’s critics). Quicksand begins and ends in 

the fantasy of escape, in the dream of restoration, the circular logic of desire 

spiraling back to where it began. Glamour has a price, according to Larsen 

(a fact played out in her personal life as well), but is, perhaps, worth it, of- 

fering as it does the pleasures powerful enough to enchant the everyday, to 

provide a different, and better, if only transitory, sense of uplift. 

Primitive glamour may be an effect of the arrested image for Helga, who 

is motivated by aesthetics and lives in a world of ugly politics and narrowly 

defined identity, but it also makes possible her reconception of identity, a 

difficult shattering and recomp0sition that is painful yet, for her, vital. The 

last pages of the novel tell us that there is no future for Helga, only a thinly 

rendered present composed of fragments of the past. The veil is descending 

and the reader’s final view of Quicksand’s protagonist, as she clings to her 

lovely fragments--shoring them against her inevitable ruin--is one that 

Larsen wants us to inhabit and remember: she leaves us at the precarious 

edge of existence, on the boundaries of subjectivity, thinking of beautiful 

things. The novel’s conclusion, echoing that of Infants of the Spring, does 

not apologize for the protagonist’s choice; instead, both narratives place 

their dying characters among beautiful things, easing their way out of dis- 
appointed lives. Glamour, in the scenes of primitive pleasure, has no place 

in the future; instead it emerges out of a fantasy of what is irrevocably past, 

in the present only able to freeze time with those objects that suggest some- 

thing better. 

The Future of Glamour and the Fate of Civilization 

The ambivalence that defines Helga’s relation to the primitive is nowhere 

visible in the exuberant performances of Josephine Baker, whose embrace 

of the primitive was, in turn, embraced the world over. Baker held to no 

boundaries, combining the ornate feathery and sequined costumes with 

the physical contortionism (the mugging she made her trademark) that 

delighted audiences and produced, nevertheless, a hybrid glamour. Baker 

positioned herself, through her mode of artful self-caricature, as the ob- 

ject of desire who fed on the public’s fascination with the primitive. The 

stance may not appear to have been in her own best interest, relying as it 

did on colonial fantasies about the savage other, yet she took it up again 
and again, framing herself in the ornamental cage of the primitive. This is 

overtly rendered in Zou Zou, the 1934 film that features her, lithesome and 

feathered, in a birdcage, singing of her faraway island home, and finally 

leaving the cage to jump into the arms of several men who await her below. 

Many critics have read her performance of the primitive as strategic parody 

or subversion of the very codes that would attempt to contain her)3 Baker 

did effectively mock the classes from which she would be excluded, made 

them laughable, and laughing, carried on with the show. 

The biographer Phyllis Rose puzzles over Baker’s decision to continue 

the comedic mugging that complicated her indisputable glamour: 

In her films, she is an unsophisticated ’native’ who becomes a glamorous.,. 

creature of the city. In her nightclub acts, she emerges from an egg or ap- 

pears as a fledgling creature with wings. To put it another way, her glamour 

is concealed inside her humble, unpolished, and invariably colonial shell. 

The shell splits to reveal the ravishing creature inside. The question is: Why 

can’t she just show the ravishing creature? Why does she need to keep drag- 

ging her shell along?... For the audience, the insistence on the poor little 

girl she had been was a way of desexualizing her glamour .... For Baker, 

compulsively displaying the poor little girl she no longer was constituted 

a way of holding on to her racial identity while enjoying a glamour that 

transcended color.34 



Glamour, in this construction, cannot be burdened by identity, that is, can- 

not have a race or at least a race that is not white. Glamour here then is the 

fantasy of uplift without the politics: rather, it offers an escape from the ugly 

realities of social (and here explicitly racial) iniustice.35 Of course, the tran- 

scendence of color--and indeed of all identity markers--is exactly what Paul 

Arbian and Helga Crane seek. Yet that seeking leads not to a glamour unbur- 

dened by identity but only to the death that attends the impossible task of 

giving over one’s identity. Does Baker, in her relentless self-objectification, 

escape the moribund aesthetic of glamour? Does her glamour come without 

a price? Perhaps the bifurcation of identity she maintains allows this escape, 

the childish exuberance and vitality marking some protection against the 

lam6-clad constrictions of celebrity and stasis. 

An explicit demonstration of Baker’s refusal to give herself over to glam- 

our comes in the 1935 film Princesse Tam Tam, which investigates, or flirts 

with, the mobility of identity. Baker, in the character of a "savage" child- 

woman, Alwina, is taken in by a French Henry Higgins-esque novelist and 

"civilized." Again, the movie does not deviate from the primitive script: even 

in her elevation to royal status as Princess Tam Tam (her name a seemingly 

feminized reference to the "tom tom beat" of the music that moves her to 

dance), the Tunisian free spirit cannot be repressed. During her royal visit 

to France, Alwina will burst into dance, revealing the untamed and uncon- 

tainable savage, much to the delight of the Western eyes who gaze on her 

and celebrate her authenticity. The film predictably dichotomizes civiliza- 

tion and nature, the contrived and the authentic, and Baker, it would seem, 

relishes her earthy position. The elaborate jewelry, high-heels, and lam6 

gown will have to come off, peeled away and thrown into the audience, who 

looks on with glee, as Princess Tam Tam becomes Alwina, the primitive 

girl, her hips shuddering to a tribal drumbeat as she shakes off the pathetic 

physical constraints of modern Western civilization. 

Where Larsen complicates the painful ambivalence of self-objectification, 

Baker stylizes it, borrowing and emphasizing the vocabulary of primitive 

otherness and civilized glamour. Just as caricature itself reduces the subject 

to its elemental lines, the features abbreviated to achieve expressive force, 

so does Baker)6 The film in fact employs, as a kind of shorthand for Prin- 

cess Tam Tam’s swift rise to fame, a series of seven caricatures, representing 

her in various forms but always recognizable as Josephine. The progres- 

sion of caricatures is in itself interesting, beginning with a conventional 

portrait, its representation realistic and undistorted, then moving further 

away from detail until the celebrity is figured by a few thick black lines, rec- 

ognizable nevertheless by the curl of hair on her brow. Her status, the series 
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of pictures tells us, is unquestioned, her celebrity so well understood that 

mimesis is no longer necessary. Superimposed behind the series of draw- 

ings is a simple marble or stone bust, the defining hair style just barely vis- 

ible on the sculpted head: this is classical (high) art, smooth, serious, and 

dignified. The drawings signify popular (or low) art, as they move over the 

elegant bust, identifying Baker/Princess Tam Tam by the curl of hair on her 

forehead or at her temple, and the exuberance of her expression in the wide 

eyes or smiling mouth (without, surprisingly, falling into racial typing). 

The celebrity of the princess plays off the celebrity of Baker, reproduces and 

calls attention to it. When we see her powder her nose for photographers, 

it is Baker we see, just as it is Baker we see in the caricatures. The illustra- 

tions will reduce the star to her elemental features, exaggerating them and 

thus simplifying their interpretation: the complications and ambivalences 

of identity are thus removed for the sake of strong visual impact and easy 

digestion. 

From the flurry of celebrity images, the film moves to the stillness of a 

bedroom, a concert of Oriental music playing on the radio, and here we 

seem returned to a room like Helga Crane’s, and in it, her air of quiet dis- 

satisfaction. Baker has the cool pose of sculpture as she reclines on the bed, 

one knee raised; she is languid, beautiful, the picture of Garbo-esque bore- 

dom. This is, for the moment, the transcendent Baker who has achieved the 

deathly stasis of the perfected image. The camera lingers on her as she rests, 

for once motionless, seemingly timeless, an aesthetic object fusing North 

Africa to France. This is, we will learn, an act: Alwina performs a version of 

Garbo’s trademark line, "I want to be alone," and then uses the opportu- 

nity to go slumming at a sailor’s bar where she can move freely without the 

constraints of the mannered world. Here we understand the clash of lively 

vitality and the arresting gaze that so potently drives the style of primitive 

glamour. This scene, with its sense of static calm, seclusion, and emotional 

remoteness, might conclude the glamorous text, but Alwina will return to 

Tunisia, marry the villa servant, bear a child, and turn the villa over to the 

animals in a comedic ending that undercuts the film’s glamour. The final 

shot frames a donkey’s head as it nibbles at the corner of a book, then con- 

sumes the whole cover, pulling between its masticating teeth the title"Civi- 

lization?’ While Paul Arbian’s novel within a novel will remain unreadable, 

unknown, obscured by his death, this book holds no mystery: we already 

know its plot and are happy enough to see it returned to organic material. 

The year after Princesse Tam Tam debuted, Vanity Fair published its final 

issue, acceding at last to the Depression’s financial blows. The magazine 

did not close its covers, however, without one last look at the glamour that 
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phine Baker smiles, her pearls fly, her feathers just grazing her willowy 
body.37 Wendy Wick Reaves notes that "Sparkling with humor, color, and 

.glamour, it was a dramatic farewell gesture for Nast’s and Crowninsheld’s 

great, dying magazine."3s There was something apropos, it seems, in the 
vivacity of the illustration and the knowledge of death. The magazine un- 

derstood that in its impending death it could still nod to life, and in that 
move, it sealed its own glamour. These new materials are expressive of our own age. They speak in the 

vernacular of the twentieth century. Theirs is the language of invention, 

of synthesis. Industrial chemistry today rivals alchemy! Base materials 

are transmuted into marvels of new beauty. 

--PAUL FRANKL, Form and Re-form (1930) 

As the curtains opened on the avant-garde opera event of 1934, Virgil 

Thompson and Gertrude Stein’s Four Saints in Three Acts, the audience 

faced a vast sign of the production’s cutting-edge modernity: fifteen hun- 

dred square feet of sky-blue cellophane was draped from the sides and 

ceiling of the stage, creating a semitransparent cyclorama, glittering under 

bright white lights. The stark artificiality of the stage design proclaimed its 

relationship to the modern world and its unsurpassed hold on the new: 

"The cellophane set, brilliantly lit to evoke a sky hung with rock crystal, 

defied comparison to anything the audience had ever seen.’’~ The set and 

costume designer was Florine Stettheimer, a New York painter whose close 

friends included Marcel Duchamp and Carl Van Vechten, and whose paint- 

ings were characterized by their light-infused surfaces and whimsical ap- 

proach to their subjects (her style was sometimes called "primitive mod- 

erne’).2 Stettheimer had never ventured into the world of stage or costu...me 

design before Four Saints (and wouldn’t again), but her efforts were met 

with critical acclaim for her spectacular vision: "Some thought that [her] 

costumes outdid the Ziegfeld Follies, and one quipped that the sets were 

’Botticellophane:’’~ Plastic, that most twentieth-century of materials, here 

transformed the stage into a powerful blend of art, glamour, and the latest 

technology. 

We’ve lost, in the intervening decades, the ability to read the early- 

century semiotics of plastics, and particularly of cellophane. Stettheimer’s 

stage today, rather than looking sleek and streamlined, appears hung with 

CELLOPHANE 

Under Cellophane Skies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edn> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 1:34 PM 

Regester, Cha, lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Fail verifica’6 on roll 

CCO rolls.xls; jody cashion.vcf 

To: Carolina Courses Online Instructors 

From: Carol McDonnell and Jody Cashion 

Date October4, 2010 

Subject: Regi~xation Verification Rolls tbr Fail 2010 Semester 

Attached ~xe the Verification Rolls for your online courses. These rolls are provided to you to insure that students are officMly registered for the correct sections in all 

courses. Please indicate on the roll any s~mdent who is not actively participating in your course. Based on the notations provide& we will contact the s~mdent by emafil 

to explain the drop procedure. We cannot drop a student frotn any course without a written request from the student. 

I appreciate yonr assistance in making sure that our students are properly registered and actively participating in these courses. 

Please return the roll with your notations to me via email by October 11, 2010. 

Thank you lbr all you do lbr our students 

Jody Cashion 

Student Services Assistant 

C~xolina Courses Online 

Jcdy Ca sh i en 

Ca~oiina Courses Online 

Office phone     919-962-5%D4 

Fax 9~ 9-962-5549 

Jodv cashion@unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, October 8, 2010 8:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Accounts Created 

In response to your request for Assoc Prof Supp-Charlene Regester #3287-exp 6/30/14, Accounts 6-34367 (SL) are created and now ready for use. Yon will be 

notified once the fund autfiority is ready to print. 
Subsystem nmne: UNC-Account Request 

Document #: 00004286 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If yon have questions on how to proceed, please call the office responsible for this subsystem: 

2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 12:04 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Caxolina Conrses Online Registration for Spling 2011 

Instructor Registration Info.doc 

To instructors teaching for Carolina Courses Online - please see attached 

<ul > 

<li~ -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.nnc.edu">mgester@email.unc.edu<;,’a~~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-27903391-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64fcc286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-27903391- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64fcc286@li stserv.unc.edu<~a> 



UNC 
TItE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

October 13, 2010 

Memo To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online Spring 2011 

Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell 

~][ NORI°HI CAROL~[NA 

Spring Registration begins: October 26, 2010 

Students enroll using these methods from our website at fridaycenter.unc.edu!cp!cco 
Online: submit an electronic form 
Fax: print and fax a form to 919-962-5549 
U.S. mail: print and mail the form to 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

In person: at the Friday Center from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday 

Spaces available 
¯ 

Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC-CH full-time students 
Section 991- 15" spaces for off-campus students 
Section 992 - 1 space reserved for university employees 

*In special circtm~stances we will adjust this number depending on fl~e instructor or their depamnent’s preferences. 

ConnectCarolina - students cannot register in this system for these online courses. All students, 
including UNC-CH full-time students, must officially register at the Friday Center web registration site. 

Tuition: Students pay tuition to the University Cashier. Tuition for these online courses is an 
additional charge for full-time students. 

Waitlist: Once the sections are full, we let additional students know that they may waitlist with the Friday 
Center and will be added if spaces become available. 

Students who are not able to get a space may tl5" to approach you for permission to enroll. Please do not 
give permission to enroll. We may have others on a waitlist and if room becomes available, they will 
be enrolled first. 

Confirming Registration to students 
Once students are enrolled, the Friday" Center will mail written confirmations to students including the 

course web site, user name and password. E-mail notifications, in addition to written confirmations, will be 

sent to students who register just a few days before class starts and during the late registration period. 



Late enrollment requests 
January 14 is the last day to register for classes. After this date, we ask students to contact you by email for 

permission to add. You should make a decision based on whether there is still time to make up missed work. 

Students who want to drop your course 
All students receive information from us about how to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss this with 

you, please refer them to us at the Friday Center. Students must notify us in writing (or email) to drop a 

course or withdraw from the term. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw form. 
http:iifridaycenter.unc.eduicpiccoiindex.htm 

Class Rolls!ConnectCarolina 
Once registration begins, all instructors ~vill have access to their online class rolls through ConnectCarolina 

http ://accesscarolina.unc. edu/dt 

Grade Rolls 
The Carolina Course Online office will work with you on completing grade rolls. 

Blackboard 
If students register late, you may have some who experience a delay in accessing Blackboard for quizzes and 

the discussion forum. For new students, we urge them to create their onyen ASAP so that our office can 

populate them into Blackboard. For students contacting you with problems please refer them to our office. 

Oct. 26 
Jan. 9 
Jan. 10 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 17 
Jan. 24 

March 4 
March 14 

March 14 
March 14 
April 22 
April 27 
Apt 29-May 6 

Early registration begins 
Last day to cancel your registration 
Courses begin; Late registration begins 
Last day to late register at 5 PM 
Holiday - Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund 5 
PM. You must have other courses on your schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses 
requires a withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated refund 
policy) 
Spring Break begins 5 PM 
Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (UNC-CH degree students) or April 
27 for non-UNC students 
Classes resume at 8 am 
Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 
Holiday 
Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit; Last day of classes 
Exams 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no reply@unc.edu 

Friday, October 15, 2010 1:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Fund Authority Created 

The fund authority, lbr Assoc Prof Supp-Charlene Regester #3287-exp 6/30/14(Accounts : 6-34367) is approved and ready for you to print. 

Please refer to your Inbox to find the following document. 

Subsystem nmne: UNC-Account Request 

Document #: 00004286 
The Fund Authority tab contains a printable version of the document for your records. 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. If you have questions on how to proceed, please call the oltice responsible tbr this subsystem: 

2235 - ACCOUNTING SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 2, 2003 2:39 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Exam Schedule for Spring 

76- Springl 03Tuesyllabus.doc; 76- Spring 03 Tues sched.doc 

Dear Debby: Thanks for the info. Attached is one syllabus. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, January 02, 2003 2:17 PM -0500 Debby Crowder 
<dacrowde @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Regester. 2:00 TTh classes--so both of them--will be Tuesday, 
> May 6 at 2 pm. See you soon.DC 
> 
> charlene regester wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Debby: Currently, I am working on syllabus and course pack. If you 
>> have time, could you please provide the exact day and time of the final 
>> exam since I have two sections of AFAM 76. I will send syllabus by email 
>> as soon as possible. Thanks, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 76- THE AFRICAN AMERICAN IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT Spring 2003 

Dr. Charlene Regester 
Office: 107 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: TH 11:30-12:30 

Meeting Time: 2-4:50 T 
Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 

TUESDAY 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to 
filmmaking. They have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the 
development of this industry. Although African Americans have contributed to the growth and development of the 
cinema industry, rarely have their efforts been recognized or their contributions to the filmmaking industry been noted. 
Film histories often exclude the African American in their reporting of cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the 
African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, AFAM 76 is a critical, historical, and theoretical 
examination of the African American in cinema from the 1900s to the present. This examination will seek to analyze 
their role on screen; will explore how stereotypical representations of the African American developed; and will 
investigate the efforts of a number of African American actors and actresses who attempted to subvert these 
representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the United States. It is well known that 
the media is an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing 
attitudes regarding its ethnic and cultural diversity. Therefore, examining the role of the African American and their 
representations in cinema will serve to provide a better understanding of the black experience in American society and 
will serve to provide a better understanding of the role of the media in influencing attitudes. 

The African American in cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the 
motion picture industry and to reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast 
films from 1910 to 1920 is examined to determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen 
images. The more sophisticated all-black cast films produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to determine why these 
films increased in popularity and why black film stars began to emerge. African American screen images in motion 
pictures from 1930 to 1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to change from that of a 
subservient to a more assertive and humane individual. Representations of African Americans from 1940 to 1950 are 
examined to determine how and why black entertainers, particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen. Films 
produced from 1950 to 1960 are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the screen image 
of the African American. Black screen images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of 
black pride influenced this representation and how this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black 
exploitation films. Black exploitation films are examined to determine why they began to decline in popularity and why 
black audiences began to demand more quality black films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are 
examined to reveal how black comedians began to dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact new 
black filmmakers have on the contemporary representation of the African American in cinema. The preponderance of 
black filmmakers in the decade of the 1990s is examined to determine how they influenced and shaped filmmaking in 
this period. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, motion pictures, and guest 
speakers. Two examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to 
submit two papers (7-9 pages in length) examining the portrayal of the African American in motion pictures. These 
papers must be completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA 
Handbook of Style, Turabian, etc). 

TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New 

York: Continuum (1989). 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valerie ed. Representinq Blackness: Issues in Film and Video New Brunswick, N J: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster 

(1988). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writinq Himself into History. New Jersey: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps, Thomas. Slow Fade to Black: The Ne.qro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press 

(1977). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fire and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Green, J. Ronald. Strai.qht Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on February 18, 2003 (PAPER I) and April 1, 2003 
(PAPER II). 



GRADING 
Midterm 25% 
Paper I 25% 
Paper II 25% 
Final Exam 25% 

EXAMS: There will be two 
examinations (midterm and final) 
that must be taken on the dates 
specified. 
ATTENDANCE: Class attendance 
is mandatory. 
CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class 
participation is encouraged and 
will influence your final course 
grade. 



TUESDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

January 7 
First Black Motion Picture 
Producers & Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900- 1910 
"Ethnic Notions" 

January 14 
Emergence of All-Black Cast 

Films 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910- 1920 
"Hallelujah" 

January 21 
Rise of Black Film Stars (Cont.) 
Paul Robeson 
Nina Mae McKinney 
Josephine Baker 
1920 - 1930 
"Emperor Jones" 

January 28 
Black Independent Filmmaker 

Oscar Micheaux 
Black Westerns 
"Race Movies"/"Within Our 

Gates" 

February 4 
Servants and Maids Dominate 

the Screen Image of African 
Americans 

Hattie McDaniels 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
"Imitation of Life" 

February 11 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Horne 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke Ellington 
Cab Calloway 
1940 - 1950 
"Lost Boundaries" 

February 18 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950 - 1955 
"No Way Out" 
PAPER I DUE February 18 

February 25 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney Poitier 
Ethel Waters 
Dorothy Dandridge 
1955 - 1960 
"Carmen Jones" 
MID TERM EXAM 

March 4 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 
American Male Screen Image 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 
1960 - 1965 
"In the Heat of the Night"/ 
"A Raisin in the Sun" 
SPRING BREAK 

March 18 
Impact of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Crier 
1965 - 1970 
"Shaft" 
"Superfly" 

March 25 
Decline of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of a New Wave of 

Black Filmmakers 
Gordon Parks 
Melvin Van Peebles 
1970 - 1975 
"Lady Sings the Blues"/ 
"Cooley High" 

April 1 
Black Comedians Rise as Film 

Stars 
Richard Pryor 
1975 - 1980 
"A Soldier’s Story" 
PAPER II DUE April I 

April 8 
Black Comedians (Cont.) 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of "The Color Purple" 
1980 - 1985 
Introduction to the 1990s 
John Singleton 
"Boyz N the Hood" 

Apil 15 
Contemporary African American 

Filmmakers 
Spike Lee as Producer, Director, 

& Actor 
1985 - 1990 
"Get on the Bus"/"He Got 
Game"/"Do The Right Thing"/ 
"Bamboozled" 

April 22 
Contemporary Representations 
of Race 
African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
"Set It Off"/"Bone 
Collector"/"Amistad"/" Best 
Man"/"Waiting to Exhale"/ 
"How Stella Got Her Groove 

Back"/"What’s Love Got To 
Do With It"/ 

April 29 
1990’s African-American 
Cinema (Cont.) and Intro to New 

Decade of 2000 
"Eve’s Bayou"/"Hurricane"/ 
"Green Mile"/"Baby 
Boy"/"Training Day"/"Ali"/ 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: MAY 6, 2003, TUES. 2PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 2, 2003 2:55 PM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Exam Schedule for Spring 

76- Springl 03THURS syllabus.doc; 76-FallThurs03 sched.doc 

Dear Debby: Attached is the syllabus for the Thursday class. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

--On Thursday, January 02, 2003 2:17 PM -0500 Debby Crowder 
<dacrowde @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Regester. 2:00 TTh classes--so both of them--will be Tuesday, 
> May 6 at 2 pm. See you soon.DC 
> 
> charlene regester wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Debby: Currently, I am working on syllabus and course pack. If you 
>> have time, could you please provide the exact day and time of the final 
>> exam since I have two sections of AFAM 76. I will send syllabus by email 
>> as soon as possible. Thanks, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 76- THE AFRICAN AMERICAN IN CINEMA: 1900 TO THE PRESENT Spring 2003 

Dr. Charlene Regester 
Office: 107 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: TH 11:30-12:30 

Meeting Time: 2-4:50 T 
Meeting Place: 105 Gardner 

THURSDAY 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

African Americans have been involved in the cinema industry and have made significant contributions to 
filmmaking. They have participated as writers, directors, producers, actors, etc. and have played a key role in the 
development of this industry. Although African Americans have contributed to the growth and development of the 
cinema industry, rarely have their efforts been recognized or their contributions to the filmmaking industry been noted. 
Film histories often exclude the African American in their reporting of cinema history or provide minimal coverage of the 
African American and his involvement in this industry. Thus, AFAM 76 is a critical, historical, and theoretical 
examination of the African American in cinema from the 1900s to the present. This examination will seek to analyze 
their role on screen; will explore how stereotypical representations of the African American developed; and will 
investigate the efforts of a number of African American actors and actresses who attempted to subvert these 
representations. 

This examination is essential to understanding the black experience in the United States. It is well known that 
the media is an integral part of American society and has often been credited with molding and shaping existing 
attitudes regarding its ethnic and cultural diversity. Therefore, examining the role of the African American and their 
representations in cinema will serve to provide a better understanding of the black experience in American society and 
will serve to provide a better understanding of the role of the media in influencing attitudes. 

The African American in cinema from the 1900s to 1910 is examined to identify early black pioneers in the 
motion picture industry and to reveal how blacks were initially portrayed on screen. The emergence of all-black cast 
films from 1910 to 1920 is examined to determine why these films developed and why audiences craved these screen 
images. The more sophisticated all-black cast films produced from 1920 to 1930 are examined to determine why these 
films increased in popularity and why black film stars began to emerge. African American screen images in motion 
pictures from 1930 to 1940 are examined to reveal how the African American image began to change from that of a 
subservient to a more assertive and humane individual. Representations of African Americans from 1940 to 1950 are 
examined to determine how and why black entertainers, particularly musicians, began to dominate the screen. Films 
produced from 1950 to 1960 are examined to investigate how the integrationist era began to influence the screen image 
of the African American. Black screen images from 1960 to 1970 are examined to determine how the resurgence of 
black pride influenced this representation and how this resurgence of black pride led to the development of black 
exploitation films. Black exploitation films are examined to determine why they began to decline in popularity and why 
black audiences began to demand more quality black films. African American representations from 1980 to 1990 are 
examined to reveal how black comedians began to dominate the black screen image and to determine the impact new 
black filmmakers have on the contemporary representation of the African American in cinema. The preponderance of 
black filmmakers in the decade of the 1990s is examined to determine how they influenced and shaped filmmaking in 
this period. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, motion pictures, and guest 
speakers. Two examinations (a midterm and final exam) will be given during the semester. Students are required to 
submit two papers (7-9 pages in length) examining the portrayal of the African American in motion pictures. These 
papers must be completed by the stated deadlines and must adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA 
Handbook of Style, Turabian, etc). 

TEXTS 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films. New 

York: Continuum (1989). 
Diawara, Manthia, ed. Black American Cinema. New York: Routledge, 1993. 
Smith, Valerie ed. Representinq Blackness: Issues in Film and Video New Brunswick, N J: Rutgers UP, 1997. 
Bogle, Donald. Blacks in American Films and Television: An Illustrated Encyclopedia. New York: Simon & Schuster 

(1988). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Bowser, Pearl and Louise Spence. Writinq Himself into History. New Jersey: Rutgers UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Boswer, Pearl, Jane Gaines, and Charles Musser. Oscar Micheaux and His Circle. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2001. ON 

RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Cripps, Thomas. Slow Fade to Black: The Ne.qro in American Film, 1900-1942. New York: Oxford University Press 

(1977). ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Gaines, Jane. Fire and Desire. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001. ON RESERVE IN THE 

UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
Green, J. Ronald. Strai.qht Lick. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2000. ON RESERVE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 

ASSIGNMENTS 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on February 20, 2003 (PAPER I) and April 10, 2003 
(PAPER II). 



GRADING 
Midterm 25% 
Paper I 25% 
Paper II 25% 
Final Exam 25% 

EXAMS: There will be two 
examinations (midterm and final) 
that must be taken on the dates 
specified. 
ATTENDANCE: Class attendance 
is mandatory. 
CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class 
participation is encouraged and 
will influence your final course 
grade. 



THURSDAY WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

January 9 
First Black Motion Picture 

Producers & Directors 
Reaction to "Ethnic Notions" 
Introduction of Stereotypes 
1900- 1910 
"Ethnic Notions" 

January 16 
Emergence of All-Black Cast 

Films 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
1910- 1920 
"Hallelujah" 

January 23 
Rise of Black Film Stars (Cont.) 
Paul Robeson 
Nina Mae McKinney 
Josephine Baker 
1920 - 1930 
"Emperor Jones" 

January 30 
Black Independent Filmmaker 

Oscar Micheaux 
Black Westerns 
"Race Movies"/"Within Our 

Gates" 

February 6 
Servants and Maids Dominate 

the Screen Image of African 
Americans 

Hattie McDaniels 
Louise Beavers 
Stepin Fetchit (Lincoln Perry) 
Eddie Rochester Anderson 
1930 - 1940 
"Imitation of Life" 

February 13 
Entertainers as Film Stars 
Lena Horne 
Bill Robinson 
Hazel Scott 
Duke Ellington 
Cab Calloway 
1940 - 1950 
"Lost Boundaries" 

February 20 
Decline of All-Black Cast Films 
Impact of Integration 
1950 - 1955 
"No Way Out" 
PAPER I DUE February 20 

February 27 
Rise of Black Film Stars 
Sidney Poitier 
Ethel Waters 
Dorothy Dandridge 
1955 - 1960 
"Carmen Jones" 
MID TERM EXAM 

March 6 
Impact of Sidney Poitier on the 

Portrayal of the African 
American Male Screen Image 

Rise of Black Exploitation Films 
1960 - 1965 
"In the Heat of the Night"/ 
"A Raisin in the Sun" 
SPRING BREAK 

March 20 
Impact of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of Assertive African 

American Males & Females 
Jim Brown 
Richard Roundtree 
Pam Crier 
1965 - 1970 
"Shaft" 
"Superfly" 

March 27 
Decline of Black Exploitation 

Films 
Emergence of a New Wave of 

Black Filmmakers 
Gordon Parks 
Melvin Van Peebles 
1970 - 1975 
"Lady Sings the Blues"/ 
"Cooley High" 

April 3 
Black Comedians Rise as Film 

Stars 
Richard Pryor 
1975 - 1980 
"A Soldier’s Story" 

April 10 
Black Comedians (Cont.) 
Eddie Murphy 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Impact of "The Color Purple" 
1980 - 1985 
Introduction to the 1990s 
John Singleton 
"Boy ’z’ in the Hood" 
PAPER II DUE AprillO 

April 17 
Contemporary African American 

Filmmakers 
Spike Lee as Producer, Director, 

& Actor 
1985 - 1990 
"Get on the Bus"/"He Got 
Game"/"Do The Right Thing"/ 
"Bamboozled" 

April 24 
Contemporary Representations 
of Race 
African American Cinema in the 
1990s 
"Devil in a Blue Dress"/"Bone 
Collector"/"Eve’s 
Bayou"/"Hurricane"/"How 
Stella Got Her Grove 
Back/"What’s Love Got to Do 
With It"/"Waiting to 
Exhale"/"Amistad"/"Green 
Mile"/"Baby Boy"/"Training 
Day"/"Ali"/ 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAMINATION: May 6, 2003, Tues. 2pm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2003 10:55 AM 

Willimn D~J~ ty ~daxi~’@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Meeting Overdue 

Dear San@: Any time on Friday is fine ~vith me. Give me a time and place 
(Carolina Coffee Shop) and ~ve can meet then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Monday, Janua~’ 06, 2003 9:31 PM-0500 William Dari~ 
<darity@email unc edu> ~vrote: 

Dear Charlene, It looks like Wedaaesday won’t work at all, since i can’t 
meet in the afternoon ~Vhat’s your schedule like for Friday? Best, San@ 

Quoting charlene regester <regester@EIVIAIL.L~NC.EDU>: 

>> Dear San@: I just received your message about ari earlier meeting and 
>> this 
>> ~vill not work since as previously indicated, I will be in Raleigh 
>> ;Vhat 
>> about later in the day on Wednesday -- as late at 5 or 6 would be 
>> fine with 
>> me. Let me know what you think. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>>--On Sunday, JanuaW 05, 2003 7:44 PM-0500 W1Hiam Darity 
>> <dari~,,@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> > Dear Charlene, Earlier would be better, say late breakfast circa 
>> > 10:30AM, since I need to meet Ashwini Deshpande at the airport at 
>> > 12;30PM. Best, San@ 

>> : ...... Forwarded message from darity@email unc.edu ..... 
>> > From: darity@email unc.edu 
>> > To: charlene regester <regester@email unc edu> 
>> > Subject: Re: Meeting Overdue 
>> > ][)ate: Sun, 05 Jan 2003 19:33:39 -0500 

>> > Dear Charlene, HOw’s this Wednesday coming for lunch? Carolina 
>> Coffee 
>> > Shop, Ok, or would you prefer some place more adventurous? 
>> Best, Sandy 

>> > Quoting charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu>: 

>> >> Dear Dr Darity: Hope you had a good holiday I am still trying 

>> >> with you since the ice storm interfered with our ability to meet. 
>> I 
>> >> would 
>> >> like to meet near the beginning of the semester at a restaurant. 
>> >> Please let 
>> >> me know if we can coordinate this. Hope to hear from you soon. 
>> >> Sincerely, 
>> >> Charlene Regester 

>> > ..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2003 10:55 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: fall schedule 

Dear Debby: If you have to arrange the classes in this way, then I guess 
that’s appropriate. However, in order for me to do my work - I need smaller 
classes. If I do a 40 in the Fall with 76, I will have over 100 students. 
The imbalance in teaching loads in the department is out of proportion for 
those tyring to get published. I don’t mind doing 40 or 76 but I have had 
my disproprortionate share over the years. I know you did not want to hear 
this but nothing seems to change. Let me know what you decide. I will 
discuss further on Thursday. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On Tuesday, January 14, 2003 10:18 AM -0500 Debby Crowder 
<dacrowde @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hi Charlene. I have to do the fall schedule today. I’m thinking a 40 
> and a 76 with you doing a freshman seminar and a 76 in the spring. Is 
> that agreeable? DC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2003 1:36 PM 

tjm@emml.unc.edu 

S?tlabus 

AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS.doc 

Dear Tim: I have composed part of the syllabus but it still needs some 
work. I can send what I have and we can ~vork tlcom this. Have you managed to 
schedule the first class meeting? At this point, I have not yet sent an 
email to England. I ~vill wait until we meet in person to do so. By the way, 
I would like to meet tomorrow evening before my fihn at 6pm just to touch 
base in person. Let me kno~v if we can do so. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 71 RESEARCH METHODS 

SPRING 2003 

INSTRUCTORS: 

Dr. Charlene Regester, Film Historian 
107 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 11:30-12:30 

Dr. Tim McMillan, Anthropologist 
106 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 

AFAM 71 is designed to introduce research methods necessaw to reconstructing, 
resurrecting, and re-examining the black experience. As the specific topic to be 
investigated by this course will change depending upon instructor, currently this course is 
centrally focused on local history. In conjunction with a project commissioned by the 
town of Chapel Hill to identify the grave sites of black slaves believed to be buried in a 
local cemetery-, we decided to organize this course around this project. As an outgrowth 
of this effort, we are engaged in teaching research methods to assist students in 
conducting primary research that will involve reviewing maps, locating original land 
documents, retrieving planters records, conducting interviews, and excavating grave sites. 
Thi s course will be taught through a variety of methods and media including: lectures by 
archivi sts associated with historical collections, vi sits to grave sites, state archives, etc., 
and audio-visual materials. The goal of this course is to familiarize students with a 
variety of research methods necessary to conducting primary research and to contribute to 
the town’s archive a growing body of literature on the history of this cemetery,. 

Week I: Introduce Students to Historical Collections 
Visit Cemetery 

Week II: Organize Sub-Groups 
Assign Tasks 

Week III: Student Reports on Initial Findings 

Week IV: Student Reports on Initial Findings 

Week V: Conduct Interviews 
Collect Maps 
Collect Planter Records 

Week VI: Conduct Interviews 
Collect Maps 
Collect Planter Records 



Week VII: 
Excavate Grave Sites 

Week VIII: 
Excavate Grave Sites 

WEEK IX: 
Assemble Data Collected 

Week X: 
Assemble Data Collected 

Week XI 
Submit Written Reports 
On Findings 

Week XII 
Submit Written Reports on 
Findings 

Week XIII 
Prepare Materials for Town Archives 

Week XIV: 
Prepare Materials for Town Archives 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 20, 2003 10:57 AM 

Crowder, Deborah A <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Re: AFAM 71 

Dear Debby: Unfortunately, I don’t know the names of students who indicated 
to me that they wanted to enroll. I recognize their faces. But I should 
only have 2 or 3 students at the most who came to me and expressed an 
interest in this class. Sorry I can’t be more helpful. Yes, I am much 
better. Hope to see you on Thursday if not before. The last time I was in 
the office, you were gone. See you then and thanks for your help. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

--On venerdi 17 gennaio 2003 13.30 -0500 Debby Crowder 
<dacrowde @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hi Charlene. I hope you are feeling better. I have confused some 
> registrations for AFAM 71. Can you tell me the names of any students 
> you have sent to me for that class? I know we need to get this 
> straight. DC 
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